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some years ago Mr. S. S. McClure was selling light lit-

won success on that line.

To Put God in the Constitution

The immortal document, drafted by permitted now and then to say a fool-L. M. COBB;Received by
Norwich, Ct

erature to newspapers on the syndicate plan. Find
ing himself in the way of securing regular supplies of 
interesting reading matter he started a magazine. For 
some time he conducted it on the usual magazine basis 
of entertainment and sugar-coated information and

It has been said, for instance, that Uie Standard Oil 
Company has been a great national benefit, because it 
has organized and developed a chaotic industry, re
duced the price of oil to the consumer nnd-promoted 
our trade in foreign markets, Aliss Tarbell shows

ognize God. ,
The gentlemen of the United Chris

tian party are, like Abraham of old, the 
“friends of God," and they ore in a 
heap of trouble for fear, that- God will' 
not get what belongs to Him.

They want the American people to 
"recognize God” in their Constitution.

. It was old Dr. Sam Johnson, I believe, 
who said that while a man might be

most every country of the earth—China, the East and 
West Indies, South America and Africa”—and that, 
thirty-three years ago they had raised their product 
to the fourth place among the exports 6f the United
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.. Upon this very important question 
we find the following ringing patriotic 
words from the pen of Rev. Thomas B. 
Gregory, in the Chicago Examiner:

A new political organization is in the 
field, and; its name is "The United 
Christian Party.”

The object-of this party is the refor
mation of > the Constitution of the 
United States.

the anarchy .in Colorado. . - • ■ ■ ■
In the autumn of the same year Mr. Lincoln Stef-

along fairly.well withe 
tion; And— to-Bpéax 
—the. Constitution -c " 
well without,God. ' 
■A- great many of 
United States ard 
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St. Louis he thought he was on the trail of the’ “ward bbodlers who “cqnuted out the ‘dipnoi-their graft 
politicians’.’ who are so widely supposed to have sue- 
ceeded by some mysterious miracle in enslaving free rm’" x t’~~ 1 4
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and keep pace with 
all that Is transpir- 
jn the ranks.
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tore corruption in
'c is no reason to.

What Is Spii'itlialisni Doin| foi'H’lin]anity ? What More 6ah It Do than Push Forward the Truth of linrnortality? 
These Are Some of the Questions that Are Discussed from Week to Weekiln This Paper. Are You at all Interested in Them? If Not, Why Not?

The Phenomena are all right, but the soul of man hungers for more light, seeks the Philosophy of the Phenomena, reads the truth from the occult side. These broad 
fields are searched by our scientific corps of writers every week,' and if you wish to keep pace with the most advanced thought, you must read and study.

A SPIRITJWESSAGE.
Received by L. M. Cobb, Norwich, Ct 

i ’
Who are the honored dead whose 

graves are strewn with flowers to-day? 1 
It is they who have died tor their coun- • 
try, who have been instrumental in ' 
treeing the slaves of the South and who 
compelled the states which wanted (in 
the sixties), to withdraw from the 
Union, to remain in the Union; these 
are the honored-dead of to-day, at any 
rate that Is the answer which you 
would receive should you ask that ques
tion.

Those who have fought upon the 
bloody battle field. This day has been 
set aside in memory of them,

But I have not come to-day to tell of 
the glories of the bloody wars, either of 
ancient or modern times, but instead- 
have come to tell of a mightier war, 
.which has been in progress for over 65 
years, and Which is still raging in your 
very midst; although you may not know 
It, it is.true just the same.

■ But what of this war, you might ques
tion me, and I would answer you, that 
it is the bloodless war between Spirit
ualism and the creed-bound non-think
ing people of the world.

■ For ages it has been taught by the so- 
called holy church of God, that man 
was not made to think, that he was. to 
be held down by fear of his master 
God, and that he must only accept that 
which the paid thinkers or clergy 
might tell him was right for him to do.

They told him how he must act in or
der -to please God and in which way to 
serve him,' and in which way not anger 
him and what would be their reward for 
pleasing him; a life of happiness in the 
presence of God .himself, would be their 
portion if they were so fortunate.

■ If they did not find favor with this 
God, they would suffer the torments of 
hell forever.

But this condition is doomed not to 
last, for the mighty, hosts of the living, 
(not-the dead) who -inhabit a world 
Which lies beyond the change which is 
called death, assembled and said that 
men and women were not 'made to be 
slaves to any denomination or church, 
hut- that they should be free to think 
and act as they thought was best, and 
not to be compelled In order to gain 
happiness hereafter, to believe this or 
that .creed of any church.

And bo.war. was declared by- the 
grand army of freed spirits against ig
norance, superstition and the dogmas 
of the past.

The-first shot which was fired in this 
mighty bloodless .war was when in the 
Fox sisters’ home, the tiny knock was 
given, and when messages came saying 
w.e live and there is no such thing as 
neath to the soul of man.
' Then it was when the masses of the 

. people heard these things, that they be
came frightened for fear of the safety 
of their creed and church.

Tp order to save themselves and their 
creeds from ruin, united in a desperate 
battle to do away with the enemy, when 
Its ranks were thin, for they saw not 
the mighty army which stood ready to 
reinforce the thin column of Spiritual
ists, who dared to proclaim that that 
God was not an angry being, but that 
lie was loving and meted out only jus- 

. lice to his children as were their just 
dues, that he sent none to hell because 
they differed in thoughts or In customs.

That the Infinite spark of his being 
existed in all and through all. ‘

And so It was brought about, friends, 
by the aid of these mighty unseen 
lorces that the attacks of the ignorant 
and superstitious people had no effect 
in their attempt to crush out the band 
of Spiritualists, for they withstood 
their attacks and slowly but surely ad
vanced.

Year by year their thin ranks have 
swelled until to-day they stand not a 
few -in numbers but a mighty army, de
termined with the'aid of the spiritual 

-world-to battle and finally conquer ig
norance and superstition, wherever it 

x is found in the world on which you now 
live.

Its mighty power can be felt all over 
the world to-day.

■Many preachers of the churches are 
being impressed with its mighty silent 
influence; although they may not dare 
to acknowledge It, still it is true.

It is all right to call It the work of 
the Devil so long as your home circle 
is - unbroken, but when that change, 
(called death) comes into your home, 
when you are not permitted ' to see 
Borne one’s dear face or to hear their 

. voice, then It is. when the bleeding 
) heart is longing, for tnat comfort, which 

no. other religion gives, that they enter 
. the ranks of the Spiritualists, forthey 
I know that the dear ones have only laid 
1 aside the earthly garment for one more 
I beautiful, that they still live, and. if 

. they will only come where conditions 
\ are right they receive words of com- 

. fort from, the land of spirit
, Friends, the warfare Is still raging, 
'but the soldiers (Spiritualists) with-a 
courage that never falters, are bravely 
enduring the missiles hurled by the en
emy.

1 Scatter flowers that will not fade 
(noble deeds for the uplifting of human
ity), in memory of those noble pioneers 
who gave their life work for the ad
vancement of that religion which will, 
iemove the fetters of creed-bound and 
down-trodden humanity.
"Then let each' soul with all Its powers, 
. Forever seek to be ... _■
As perfect in itself as flowers;

Type of Divinity.”

A High Standard of .Social, Wal and Intellectual Culture Is Demanded.
WE INVITE THE SPECIAL .ATTENTION .OF this destructive, ¿nti-soeiál pressure-for pelfish adv an- only the most indubitable doctrines, and the employ- since publicity has not caused more c 

OUR READERS TO THE EOT.TOWrMrt ARTTGTF tage from another point of view, as Mb ítáy Stannard ment of only those workers and leaders whose integ- business1 and government affairs, there ii
RY OÉORPF R FERRTS a PwnwrTWEN’v SPTPTT Baker’s labor articles do from still another-. It shows rity and ability are beyond question. “ “ "

JS’ how men of the most exemplary peraonal morality One prominent Spiritualist, has retx„„v ...
UALIST OF GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. THE EDIT- an(] pjety can act ¡n business matters.with-the callous statement that “Spiritualists should seriously ask if
ORIAL FROM THE NEW YORK WORLD SPEAKS4' linscrupulousness of Dyak head-hunters. . By the sim- “ ’ ' J J r
IMPRESSIVELY IN FAVOR OF MUNICIPAL pie force of dispassionately stated facts it,refutes ev-
PURITY—PURITY IN THE ADMINISTRATION ei'y claim advanced for the trusts as instruments of further, he says

social advancement.

_____ ________________ . suppose that incessant effort on the part of Spiritual- 
One prominent Spirituali^. has recently made the ists to expose and eradicate fraud will do otherwise 

than cleanse and purify the moral atmosphere of the
this hue and cry of fraud is not really detrimental to 
the best interests of the movement?” Proceeding

OF CITY GOVERNMENTS. THE COMMENTS OF 
MR. FERRIS ALSO SPEAK VOLUMES IN FAVOR 
OF PURITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
GRANDEST TRUTH EVER PRESENTED TO MOR
TALS- SPIRITUALISM.,. IF MUNICIPAL PUR
ITY IS NECESSARY, IS NOT SPIRITUAL PURITY 
IN OUR RANKS, DOUBLY SO?

” " _ i: “Again, the majority of Spiritualists
believe in the results of ‘suggestions.’ Does not this 
eternal cry of fraud suggest it to others? It certainly
invites unscrupulous people into our ranks to try to 
foist off their fraudulent phenomena on us, and the 
speakers and press have been telling these people for 
years that it not only could, but was being done all 
the time. A’ standing invitation for them to ‘ come 
and do likewise.’ ”

It certainly must require a vivid imagination to ac
cept the statement that the earnest desire for genuine 
phenomena, and the -intense hatred and unequivocal 
denunciation of fraud will in any way suggest the

that all these processes were in full- swing when the 
oil industry was free, that all the difficulties of the 
business had been conquered by the independent pio
neers in the face of the m6st cruel hardship#, that they 

As set forth in an editorial in the New York World, haci invented.every important device-forT^ing the 
some years'aeo Mr. S. S. McClure was sellins liaht lit- cosi; of production and transportation, that they had Vu .¡fin«»» nf

developed the foreign market until jt included al- practice of fraud to anyone, or attract the attention oi 
’ " ' undesirable characters toward our ranks. It would

appear to me that instead of attracting frauds, the in
tense hatred of fraud' and the desire for the truth 
alone, would, by mental influence, cause the frauds, 
such as were susceptible to such thoughts, to turn to
ward an honest means of gaining their livelihood; for

States. AiicI all this, they thought, was .only a begin- 
.. VIA DUVWDO UXX lUUL . . * * . • \ ~ ’ • ** w

Then Mr. McClure was struck with an idea. Per- Jjife ran swift and ruddy and joyous .hr these men. when such thoughts as these entered the mind they 
haps it would be more accurate to say that the idea' They were still young, most of themun^iiforty, and ’ ” ’ ’ “ “ - - -----

they looked forward, with all the dtigerjiess of the 
young who have just learned their ppwer^- to years 
of struggle and development. The’y«.woura? solve all 
these perplexing problems of overproduction, of rail
road discrimination, of speculation,-? They would 
meet their own needs. They would bring.’ihe oil re-

gradually, took possession of him. It was the concep
tion of continuous public service by the unbiased in
vestigation .and description of dangerous tendencies 
in American life. Of course every magazine from 
time to time had published able articles dealing with 
some phase of wrong and suggesting some needed re
form.. What Mr. McClure did was to make this work 
systematic and persistent, to describe realities with 
absolute frankness, to avoid preaching and to let the 
facts produce their own impression upon the public 
conscience.

The labor troubles of 1902 gave tjie first opportun
ity. The facts about the anthracite strike were laid 
bare in a series of articles, and these were followed by 
others describing such things as the career of Sam 
Paries in New York, the conspiracy of capital and la
bor in Chicago, the Labor Trust in San Francisco and

would awaken every latent moral impulse and cause
an intense repulsion of fraud and a desire for moral 
progression.

Nor would those who could not receive the mental
impressions be drawn to this field of operation. The 
desire on the part of Spiritualists to -expose fraud 
would prove to them that it would not only be unsafe 

fining to the region where it belonged. They would but unavailing as well. And furthermore, it is safe 
make their towns the most beautifill in- the world. 
There was nothing too good for theih, nothing they 
did not hope and dare. ", 1.

Suddenly, at the very heydey of this confidence, a 
big hand stretched out from nobody-luiow where, to 
steal their conquest and throttle their future. The 
suddenness and the'blackness of thejassaiilt on their . Turn again to the above editorial from the New 
business stirred to the bbtfbm'.their-fimaAhood ajid York World. Read it carefully once more, and note 
their sense of fair play, and tKe whoj’e region case in its application,to the present conditions to be met 
a revolt which is scarcely paralleled ip.the ifcmihercial with ,in Spiritualism. Of© we not draw a valuable 
history.of the United States. ", , : lesson frbm its consideration? , “Mr. McClure has dis-

How this revolt was suppressed andith«aaH‘bnsines^ covered that the ;first step toward curing an evil is to 
fens struck the lead that has produced his blistering monopolized by methods ranging froni.i ¿teategy» mfike. it lniown;’’>ThiFs^ehee'shoulOurnish food 
book, “The Shame of the Cities,” And*Miss Tarbell crime is shown in exhaustive detail.-' ’ '' ' ■"? ? ¿or reflection for-those who argue that the constant
began that extraordinary History of the Standard Oil *r~ ---i -i-*- • • ...... : . ................. . .
Company which gives us the same insight into the na
ture of trusts in general that the medical student 
gains of cancers from a scientific description of a typ
ical case. Thus enlightenment has been proceeding 
along three distinct lines. ,

It is an interesting fact that while Mr. McClure and 
his writers have been educating the public they have 
been educating themselves.' They did not start with 
preconceived notions of what they were going to find. 
When Mr. Steffens began to investigate corruption in

to assume that every trickster who sees a Spiritualist
paper is aware of the extent of the fraud being prac
ticed, and silence. On the part of Spiritualists would 
lead them to believe that we were unaware of the ex
istence of fraud, and that consequently they would be 
in.no danger of detection if they committed fraud.

book, “The Shame of the Cities,” >nd^Iiss Tarbell crime is shown in exhaustive detail.-' • for reflection forthose who argue that the constant
Mr. McClure has discovered t^t the first step,to- reiteration of “this hue ahd cry of fraud” tends to 

ward curing an evil is to ma^e M feniiwn.;.. He has make matters worse; for jvhat'applies to cities is also 
found that a magazine nefed hot be confined to .pink- true in connection with any business; cult, sect, or re
tea entertainment, but c.an.be as formidable an agent ligion—if corruption exists therein, it should be' ex- 
of reforming Publicity as is a newspaper.’ “I am a---- ’ -----------’---------------- .-.x—x
journalist,” says Mr. Steffens. “My'¡purpose • • • • 
was, as I-’sai'd aboVe, to see if the shameful facts, 
spread out in all their shame, would not burn through 
our civic shamelessness and set fire to American pride. 
That was the journalism of it.” That was why he 
told of such things as the “joke” of the Philadelphia

posed, for it will not disappear unless some persistent 
and intelligent effort is made to overcome it.

One dishonest official casts discredit on the entire

The charities that soothe and-heal 
and bless are scattered at .the leet.of. 
man like flowers.-rrWordsworth.-

Pleasure soon exhausts us and itself 
also; but endeavor never does.—Rich
ter. 1

The bigot for the most part clings to. 
opinions adopted without investigation, 
nnd defended Without argument; while 
he:is'intolerant of the opinions of.oth-

.—Buck. ■■ ' -
What’s gone and past help should be 

fcMt grl&L-Bhakspeare.

cause. > ;
Social, political and religious progression can only, 

result from earnest and industrious effort to separate 
truth from falsity, honesty from dishonesty. Allow, 
frauds to flourish, silence every mention of their, 
methods and the extent of their work, and you pro
vide the exact conditions they need for the perpetra
tion of their work. On the contrary, expose their 
methods, direct attention to their work and they no 
longer have the ignorance and credulity necessary 
for their operations. They know full well that if at
tention is directed toward them they will be obliged 
to turn their attention to other means of gaining a liv
ing, consequently they say: “Let the frauds alone; 
error cannot harm the truth. Search for honesty and 
you will not be troubled with the frauds. The her
alding of the fraud only defiles the whole movement.”

When Spiritualists learn to reason upon such state
ments, they will find them but a subterfuge for the 
purpose of diverting attention from the real issue. If 
the “heralding of fraud” defiles the whole movement, 
certainly thé mere existence of it will do likewise.

What would have been thought of our government 
had it tried to “whitewash” the postoffiee scandal in
stead of probing the matter to the bottom ? What 
will be thought of Spiritualism if it tries to conceal 
the evidence of fraud in its ranks and does not deter
mine the character of its expounders and demonstra
tors? Some fraudulent mediums have been exposed. 
We know there are more of the same class. What 
shall we do about it? Seek to hide the evidence of 
their work for the shame their exposure would cause?.

Nations have crone down to decay and death be
cause of the load of error they had accumulated ; re
ligions have done likewise. Spiritualism holds a vast 
array of truth; it also* contains some error. These 
errors do not yet outweigh the truths; but is any ef
fort being made to prevent them from increasing and 
gaining control at some future day? You say, “Er
ror cannot harm the truth.” What authority have 
you for this statement?. You say that all the truths 
of past religions have carried' down the ages and live 
at the,-.present''riine./Grant that such is the case. 
What has become of the original systems!^ Gone 
doWn to decay while the gems of truth have been res
cued from the rubbish to form the basis for new re
ligions.

Spiritualism has absorbed the truth from every re
ligion to which it has added more of its own discov
ery. All religions contain some truth and many of 
them hide it under a mountain of error. Spiritualism 
contains but little error compared with older forms of 
belief. It has not had time to accumulate them. But 
are we making any effort to prevent the spread of er
ror? And furthermore, unless some effort is made to 
avoid the mistakes of the past, Spiritualism will fol
low in the path of deadieligions, while out of its ruins 
the truth it taught will rise to be incorporated in new 
religions. This is the inevitable destiny of all organ
izations that do not answer the requirements of a pro
gressive age. Every Spiritualist desires to see Spir
itualism, as an organized (religion, made as eternal as 
the human race, and the only method by which this 
can be accomplished is by carefully discarding all er
rors as fast as discovered, and by continually adapt
ing itself to the requirement of an advancing civiliza
tion.

The work being accomplished by McClure’s Maga
zine should furnish a valuable lesson for Spiritualists 
to consider. It can be copied with profit by the Spir
itualistic press. Spiritualism will accomplish nothing , 
more than an ordinary victory over superstition, ig
norance and crime, until its progressive friends de
mand a high standard of social, moral and intellectual 
culture among its advocates, and permit and sanction 
the fearless discussion of all the various problems that 
are encountered. Let us have light upon the errors 
as well as the facts of Spiritualism. The mistakes of 
the past and present will lead to future successes if we 
avoid repeating them ; but if, on the other hand, we 
refuse to consider them, and even deny their exist
ence; they cannot do otherwise than lead us on to 
greater mistakes and ultimate ruin. By considering 
the present mistakes of Spiritualism we can insure 
its future success, make it as eternal as the race, and

community t one dishonest medium casts suspicion and 
doubt on all others, and especially on those in that 
particular pílase wherein the fraud is discovered. 
And they'are both allowed to exist for the same rea
son: because public opinion has not been aroused to 
the extent of giving approval and aid in the work of 
reform, and the minimizing of the danger has only 
caused matters to become worse and worse.

For thousands of years mankind has been kept in 
ignorance by designing and unscrupulous priests and 
rulers, and during all these years crime and fraud 
held uninterrupted sway, but with the education and 

man,” he said, “has failed in politics as he has failed tion. It shows that something is beitfg accomplished, g^ait^in^óse who^hdd p<»it?OTsof
in citizenship.’ Why?” . {£M>ethat^^^

. ’ . - I - many frauds in polities and in religion is because the
vast majority of people are not aware of the extent of 

.The first step in the advancement AÉ^truth and their depredations.
knowledge is the removal of the erropeohs opinions •*Of course every magazine from time to time had 
prevailing^ the elimination of the fàls^and mislead- published able articles dealing with some phase of 
ing idéas that find acceptance, in order that they may wrong and suggesting-some needed reform. What Mr. 
not retardáiid prevent the acceptance of We truth. ¡ McClure did was to make this work systematic and 

.The first rtep.in the betterment of Cociafand polit- persistent; to describe realities with absolute frank-
- , . . .. ical conditions is the removal of .the’coftiUpt and in- ne#s ; to avoid preaching and to let the facts produce

honor ; of individual gain, not national prosperity; of competent officials fróin the controrof’gôVernméntal their own impression upon the public conscience, 
trade and dickering, not principle.. “My business is affairs, the exposure of the extent and-màaïier of their “Such has been the work accomplished in the field of 
sacred;’’says the business man in his heart. “What- corruption and incompetency; àtid théfi thé sùbstitu- social and political reform, and in religion the need 
ever prospers my business is.good; it must be. 'What- tion of honorable, intelligent and i'éspô'nsible officials fOr persistent and systematic effort for reform is just 
ever hinders, it is UTong; it must be. A bribe is bad; in their stead. as great. What has been, thé result of Mr. McClùre’s
that is, it-is a bad thing tb take ; but it is not so bad to The.first and most important move n^.the advance- efforts? Has the public conscience become corrupt 
give one, nof if>jt ^'^BccëssaryUtOi jnÿ:* busineBs.” ment of-true religion is the elimination pf all false, through “suggestions” received in reading of the 
"Business is business is nota political sentiment; but. misleading, bi? unvérifiable 'doctrines';;  the 'removal "of criminality and fraud exposed? Instead of increas- ----------- ... . . .
our .politician has caught it. all untruthful, immoral, unpririciplh^ iand; ineompe- ing the number of dishonest officials the effect :of-this “the accepted religion of all enlightened mankind.

Miss Tarbell’s “History of Standard Oil” exhibits tent, teachers and lead^s; -and the’endlbrsenient of work has been to cause honesty to be demanded ; and Grand Rapids, Mich.. GEORGE B. FERRIS.

American communities. He discovered to his surprise 
that these politicians were only the humble servants 
of the “substantial citizens” whose reluctance to en
ter the “filthy pool of politics” critics of our institu
tions are accustomed to deplore. When he realized 
the truth he told it unsparingly. “The business

The work Mr. McClure has been ¿qihgis one that 
any magazine or any newspaper niijgh't .. have been 
primd to do. It ought to have been dphe.before. If 
itbe true that some respectable eoriuptionists have 
resented it socially, their action is a medal of honor. 
They are the “Enemies of the Republic’’ whom Mr. 
Steffens has branded. Their hostility is; an inspira
tion It shows that something is beirig aeitidmplished.

Because politics is business. That’s what’s the 
matter with it. That’s what’s the matter with every
thing—art, literature, religiop, journalism, lay?, med
icine—they’re all business, and all—as you see them. 
Make politics a sport, as they do in England, or a pro
fession, as they do in Germany, and we’ll have—well, 
something else than we have now—if we want it, 
which is another question. • • • The commercial spirit 
is the spirit of profit, not patriotism; of credit, not

The splendor crowns: every clod and the purely temporal affairs ef the peo-
grass blade and weed land-flower, and pie of “United States of America.' 
the whole scene is one grand proclama-

For THis PiKpose “The United Christian Party” Has Been 
Organized in “Free America.”

master-minds; debated for months in 
the historic, convention at Philadelphia, 
and: filially ratified by the states—the 
document which was pronounced by no 
less a man than the late William Ewart 
Gladstone to be the -noblest piece of 
work that1 was ever'conceived by the 
human intellect—is, in the opinion of 
the new party, a very poor affair after 
all.

The leaders of the new party do not 
hesitate to say that the Constitution is 
immoral—yes, downright wicked. ।

They have a reason for such -extraor
dinary: charge;; and that reason is sim
ply 'this—the Constitution does not rec-

Ish thing, he should not be allo'wed to 
insist upon people taking his foolish
ness seriously. ‘

In imagination, while these radiant 
Summer days are on, we go out into the 
country. We find ourselves in the 
midst of a rich meadow.- The tall grass: 
waves about us, and in the grass are in
numerable crickets, ants, grasshoppers; 
and other kinds of the bug tribe. ■ : ■

In the meantime, the sun, liftin^him- 
SQlf above the eastern hills llke a god, 
strides oh toward his throne .in the ze
nith. ' His glory fills the’ heavens and 
floods the earth! ,His heat penetrated 
ovs^ Book and corner, at the meafibwl

tion of the power and beneficence of the 
resplendent thing up there’in the me
ridian!.: .■■■

1 And now,, down afoul1 feiet, we notice 
a whole lot ■ of■ .grabbhobpers, ants, 
crickets, files, and‘ether insects who 
seem to be in a great commotion. They 
are holding a convefitlbn.'ihey are or
ganizing a new party; they- are getting 
ready to enter, aisolemn protest against 
the wickedness a'pdWmoriillty of those 
crickets, grasshoppefs; and other bugs 
that have neglected-:tb "recognize” tho 
SUH. ' ’ •■<:." -

These insects are-ihe friends of the 
sun, just as the gentlemetr’of the new 
party are the friend# nt God, and they 
are mightily afraid t that: the great 
source of light ahd life-will be neglect
ed, even as the new'-.party folk are 
afraid that God will be. ■

But the sun does not ask for any rec
ognition at the Muds of-the Insects, any 
more than God stands fa-meed of favors 
from the Constitution;] God can get

It is neither religious nor irreligious, 
it neither affirms God nor denies Him; 
it simply attends to its business as the 
political chart of the great Republic.
; "This is a Christian country,” the

.........A BEAUTIFUL POEM.
To the Editor: I cannot resist the 

temptation to occasionally send a 
product of my gleanlng in the fields of 
poetry and song and spirituality.-,-Here 
Is another pOem of■ Nature by Irving C.

All our sighing shall be over 
As we view the distant scene, 

For behold! the fields of Eden 
Stand arrayed In fadeless green.

t.that Constitu
te’whole truth 
get along" very

people of the
Ous,'„ but the 
íitlcal.. '4 

f religion,

new party claims. The claim is a false 
one... -

It is probably true that the majority 
zorthe people in this country are Chris
tians, but the nation is neither Chris
tian nor Pagan, Catholic nor Protestant, 
Jew nor Mohammedan.

So far as the constitution is con
cerned religion is at the option of the 
citizen. He may have any kind he 
likes, or none at all, if he so pleases.

In & word, the government of this 
country is a civil, not an ecclesiastical 
affair; an earthly democracy, not a 
heavenly theocracy.

With wisdom, I believe, our fathers 
concluded to separate the state from 
the church, and if we know what is well 
for us we will see to it that the separa
tion is forever maintained. . .
. Unless I am greatly mistaken, I 
think I can hear the mighty voice of the 
American people replying as follows to 
the crazy demand of this new party:

“Under this flag of ours a man may 
> worship as he pleases, or, if he is so in- 
i dined, he may not worship at all; but, 

by the eternal! .‘Old Glory’ shall never 
be permitted to throw its protecting

Showerman. . H. V. SWERINGEN.
When the dew is on the roses 

In the balmy days of June,.
Verdure o’er the land reposing, 

- Birds and brooks In sweet attune; 
For. away across the waters

Flashing bright, with silvery sheen, 
Bathed in morning’s radiantsunbeams 

Lie fair fields of living green.
Swiftly flows time’s ceaseless river, 

And we linger on its verge, 
Listening now, and listening ever, 

For the ocean’s distant surge;
And our eyes grow dim with watching 

On the way that lies between;
Fairer.fields there must be some

where,
Meadows clothed in brighter green.

■ Ever green, the fields of childhood, 
When we knew not cares or tears, 

To our yearning sight returning 
Through the misty vale of ^ears, 

Seem the fairest and the rarest
■ That our eyes have ever seen, 

And they, live In memory’s tablets 
■ - Dressed In robes, of vernal green.

4 - > ■ folfls over the fanaticism which would
¡not to be re-enact -in our midst the horrors and

American Grange for Woman’s Equality
The American Grange Bulletin and 

Scientific Farmer, the official represen
tative of the National Grange, in a re
cent issue published "The Grange Dec
laration of Purposes," and in announc
ing its “Ideal of Womanhood," said;

“The Grange was the first of fraternal 
organisations to recognize woman’s . 
equality with man—a fact that is of 
lasting honor to the founders of the Or
der of Patrons of • Husbandry. It la 
worthy of particular note that the right . 
of woman to an equal voice and vote 
in Grange meetings was not formerly, 
announced, but simply taken for grant
ed. There was no struggle for rights;! 
there was no demand for privileges;! ... 
but as man and woman have equal re
sponsibilities In the home, it was natu- ( 
rally and properly assumed that they, 
should stand on a common level In an . 
organization made up of the home-keep-. . 
Ing people of the country.” ■ '

The position of the Grange, represent- . 
ing as It does the great body of Amer- : 
lean farmers, is the strongest possible 
assurance of the eventful establishment 
of woman suffrage. “My constituency," 
said-General Jackson, "begins with the 
first cross-roads out of town." . With'Fairer fields than we have dreamed, of _ ____

Lie beyond the ocean’s strand;? : - - the Grange and the Federation of Labor,
When we .gain the mountain summits on the side of woman suffrage, success ’ 
/ Of fair gejjlgb's border lan^ la only a question of time. 1

c.an.be
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NEW*« ASSOCIATION.
,r -------

Annual--Report for 1903-1904, of Presi
dent H. W. Richardson.

stand the needs of'our state;'* and 'can 
act more intelligently-on-such matters 
than can. some delegate from & distant- 
state. Where conaliiona may be entirely 
differept In nqany 'aspects,

Interesting. Clairvoyant Revelations.

r ' After thia meeting.toe lody arranged-__________ _______
wltb.Mrs.-A. Q.. Atchison-to com© to her, 1903. Also to sea that this state 
her home' and hold an -evening circle represented hr said tonvesittei

State Legislature during tlie past year . .7--------7---- -   »   - —— — *««««-
to further abridge .the exercise of splr-. Hues of action of some of the restric- ble. At least fltfy Ute first day of that 
itual gifts by the citizens of New York tions which have been on tho statute convention, so1 Biat¿suitable substitu-

IMM

you how It may t» dona abaota 
Bondy our name and Lawfi B1O06, Bugaio 
gmtpa.d.hiawonaor 

without
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Spirit Scenes and Conversations Graphically Por- ing in harmony with the good influences in life, so I 
was a littlejsurprised whenitfr, Wight was unable to 
go on with the lecture, and ¿liey^owed me that this 
band of Catholic spirits hadfttuisôd the condition.

Soon after one of the inftQiunfenbegan giving mes
sages, I was conscious of j|©w filaments coming into 
the hall, and looking up I flgw accompany of spirits 
eome in. A very beautiful poungfwoman carrying a 
young babe in her arms camft*dowthe aisle to the op
posite end of the altar frol&rwlwe the priest stood, 
and kneeling, erected a crucifix,.and laid the child be
fore it.. The agony of her life’Vas all expressed in the

of our constitution and by-laWs, it be- 
.comes my duty as president of the New
York State Association of Spiritualists Tlie third Sunday in March the First Society of 
to submit to its officers and members ’Rp'n.jf,uniists of Washington, D. C., met for their regu- 
assembled in this convention, my-an- . x ,,T
Dual report of the progress of Itg affairs I service. Mr. Wright was the speaker. 1 retious 
during the last fiscal year, and in the to the lecture the-Sunday-school or lyceum met for 
peiiormance of this duty it gives me tbe usual lesson given to the various classes. As the 
pleasure to be able> to' ^ate tfiat the a(juit wtis forming a circle in the back part-of 
ress. While the additions to member-' the hall, a class of children near the piano were sing- 
ship and in auxiliary societies bavg not ing, “Then Scatter Seeds of Kindness, for Your Reap-
shown tho increase we all would,have I ing By and Bv.” -I remarked that the thought, just 
See an^te^n ctearifS^dTn expressed in the song was a good text for our consid- 
the attitude of non-Spiritualists tow'ard eration. One gentleman said, “Don’t say text, it sav- 
pur association, and our work, augig-s ors too much of the orthodox churches, and we have, to hod hud Wn forced to vieid'vnore than life itself much for Its permanency atd future*in- had-enOimh of them” - to -uou, haa peen lorcea IQ-yield- man mu nseii

•’fluence. ’’ ' - Ar w? t "‘r“1, ., , „,,• •_. ., to see the mfant life crushed out.,of her innocent
To persons who come in touch' Mth: ood, the president of the.First S°eiety, said, ^^- jts existence hid,- Thedigony expressed in all

thinking people it is cleariy appatent. ,Mi;. W has given a sentiment that might be vyell;^d * g;the priest she
«SSSSttaS: for us- 0 consider. Is it well to- antagonize= the ^...saiVH-Y0U bring these here to,sho.wyour work, these 
tog• 1^i phenomla and'ite ptllosoffi, ?-°T ITJr t mV,c* 1 from your public institutions, but I come to show the
than ever before in the history of the- beeii a benefit to the world, and given all their light hidden life of your inner sanctuary.
moyemeiit, and fhe general pudblic are I eimpled .them to give i , ' .: "The stronginan of iron will stood there trying to be
Ir^sldtrS’and“ uEtatingly' the a/ thT Wel'e. while he faced the results of his pa^t life, which
assert that our influence as an organ- numberofyeryintelligent ladies andi gentlemenpres-- ^.fiad been trying to hide-under later work in the 
ized body is greater than it was one Q^> and seyeial spuits spoke tlirough controlled me- pUjjjic wor]d and still clung.to the belief, or claimed 

re o^ni^nn irtVhh wa?, thouS^. W<? Yr Meve, that Christ redeemed lijm, at the same time
was so strenuMs during the early years “ “e°r of mortal JnderataSdin^”*6 ^e. tho?ght ?lctures he gave pu,t. revealed the fact

Association, has now practically van* I.-. not lose sight of the fact that Spirit lives
ished, and tlie Spiritualists now see are controlled by mental laws. Mortals are infants

beautiful face, and in the tlunjgliVpietures that came 
like , a panorama for me to read. The pure young 
girj whpse life was laid.alike:font.nt the cross given

to be obligatory in ¿11 uubortlinate stalo 
associations in thé granting of ordina
tion certificates.

I had expected to be able to lay before 
each delegate a printed copy of such or
dination service and requirements, but 
was Informed by the National secretary 
that the N. 8. A. board had postponed 
the date when such regulations would 
take effect until September 1 of this 
year, and hud also deferred the printing 
of this matter.

In my opinion this ordination service 
and regulations, as adopted by the Na
tional Association, were of that con
servative charaJter which will be a 
safeguard to our cause, and will tend to 
strengthen our movement, and give it 
standing with candid thinking people.

We have with us Brother Harrison 
D. Barrett, president of the N. S. A,, 
who was chairman Of the committee 
who formulated, the ordination service, 
as adopted., and who can give this con
vention lujicb light on this important- 
subject, and will probably be asked to 
do so at some time during the conven- 
tlon, That committee of which he was' 
the chairman, made a most exhaustive 
study of thé Whole subject, and,«?! the 
'laws bearing on'ordinatlon.in each, of. 
the'sever'dl states, e&peçlàilÿ as .they 
relate to. .marriage by orda-ined minis
ters,■ .and' 'jt was believed that this sys, 
tem, as’ adopted, will place the minis
ters of Spiritualism on'the'same basis, 
with the same rights and powers, as 
are enjoyed, by. ministers ordained by 
any of the other religious dénomina
tions/

from the thousands of Spiritualists in 
this state. Yes, add to-the present re
ceipts ?10,000 annually and have ten 
thousand more ptaons interested in 
our state work and wfiat a work could 
be done and what a power for good it 
would make our state association. 
When I received my life membership 
certificate I framed it and hung it upon 
the walls of the meeting-place of our 
local society. I-wanted people to know 
that I was a Spiritualist and that I-fael 
a deep Interest in the organization 
movement. I suggest to the incoming 
board that more strenuous • 'efforts bo 
put forth for the increase in both life 
and individual membership.

Children's Lyceums, .
I regret that I am compelled to report 

the seeming lack of interest \n chil
dren’s lyceums iu so many of our local 
societies.

To be sure there are in the state sev
eral good strong lyceums, which are do
ing a noble work with the children and 
with the young people. But we, wish 
tiuch lyceums might obtain'in'every sb-' 
ciety.ta the state. Young blood is-as 
-essential to the healthy growth of :6plr-
Ituallsm .as, to any avpgatlpn In life. ;

Some of our headd are sprinkled with 
the frosts of many winters and wb shall 

.soon, graduate to the spiritual realm

JFOB -

Physicians and Students
of Occultism, i

Treating on the FolIowingSubjects:
Personal Magnetism, Psychology, 
Hypnotism, Mesmerism, Suggestive : 
Therapeutics, Psycho-Therapeutics, 
Magnetic Healing,Self-Mastery, Hy
giene of Mind and Body, Neuro- : 
pathlc Massage and Various kinds 
of Manipulation, Corrections of 
Vices, Education, Etc, By

PROF. OSCAR H. HOY, D. M., 8. T. 0;

that it is but an effort to unite our in their understanding of mental science, compared 
i intoi a< mef!^odicaily with those who have been in spirit life a few hundred,

it a strong fortress of defense for our I ® thousand, or even a few years, and,sought to learn 
cause in every possible direction. the conditions and higher laws of their life.

Missionary Work. I At the close of the Sunday-school the people took
. In accordance with instructions from I their seats to listen to Mr. Wright’s guide’s able lec-

that lie knew he must reap aslie had sown, must bear 
the'result of every act of his life.. He could not help 
thinking, and the laws not only forced his thoughts
from him, but made them readable to all in the same 
condition of life as himself,, as ;weil as to a developed , 
medium. , -.

¡ Again I cannot take the space to tell all I saw and 
heard,but could you have seen and heard all I did, you 

-------------  ah x 1 A, i x- . - T v j 4. would know that the lake of fire; the hell of the Bible 
cred to ca^ outWMra T^Rb^X t exPected tre“t- 1 happened to j illustrat5on and that God, nature, or what-
ered to carry out, Mrs. T. U. Reynolds Slt between two mediums who are very scientific in - ’ t1,„+ lln„ til’ ropntni
was engaged as state missionary, arid fl - J ] + qnw a little of-wlmt T ever you cal1 tile P°wer tliat has. made tne mental
white I have not studied her report, -Cn aeve opment. p0«1 saw a little of what I saw, ja majtes ¿en gq^i f0 the illustration.-
which she wfll herself present to this and a third medium in another part of the house was -. The book o{ life wag t . for all to d and
»art 0/ t^deS1 bv +?nfT0US opertam influences commg m and causing t to hide the past as he would, each thought pic-
hei espXy to tote woA w. he demonstration all were witnesses of. He said he itgdf 0/the atm0Sphere, hnd showed how his 
Barton, of Binghamton, was engaged knewt iere were Catho ic spirits thei e. I speak of .gj^ haunted him, and while he still tried to appear as 
for one month, and served faithfully these three mediums as a proof that others beside my- worj-ing righteously with these pure women and chil- 
Prerent^er Xt teVe Sntion * Sel^ heSC \ \ / ¿ren, he stood over a gulf fropj which leaped flames

A fiSii’oI , K W-ngIlt T tall?n5’ ‘‘M o£ firc scorching him at all tirqes.
Buffalo, has under my. advice and co-1 ^ess ^e£oie un^er control, he maa He was working to eliminate the past, but it con-
operation, materially assisted in pro-1 has ever seen God; no man ever will see God. fronted him at every turn .......
rooting the Interests of the association, Just after he made that statement I saw coming w d nl . ‘ t iwrAnfrer- no love sn
as well as the cause in general, by her down.the center of the hall a comnanv of snirits a ' , f her^aiter, no love, sa-untiring efforts to the western part of aown center or tne nau a company 01 “Pirns, a cred and holy, gjaddened hjg hfej.no child honored
the state, in her generous sacrifices I man> fwo women and a band of children. The mqn him-withthe name of father. He had to meet parent-
and ifriHrlnir Affrtrbfl <n th a 'Mlno-ora I Ofirriftd fl hlfiflk nflTIHM* On WniO.ll WAOft I. nA WOOnS 1T1 •» - n i . ■» • A t «7 1» *
uw siate. ui uec bcuctoub sacnnces i-------- 1 --- -  ------— ¿r- mm wnmne name or lamer, tie naa 10meet parem-

ried a ™re wf;ds^n hood, but, oh! the horror of it,confronted him!
^^o^h^X-rountX^to W °ft K°d’’ d They e0 I skw another company of' spirits come in and dis- 
her than can be measured in dollars platform, and formed a half circle around the front, tribute themselves in Various partof the-hall, but one 
ana cents. each droppmg upon the knees as if kneeling before an man waUied to the side of th£ prg‘ and stoid there,

?tar;- 1 gOt SenSe-?K n 8 ^^tT£ mg °f “ strong in his mental pow^s aTle had been when
tee Stete ^id ZuetoX»“ to added ?eY° -10n C°mug “ Wth the“-and_ while they were he defie| death) for he j - of
the State, and white the result to added | ]rnpfiIlnp an altap roge ar01md the front of the

and he threw out an influengefwWh caused the. ban
ner, the priest held to drip Tgjth.bjood, the letters of 
fire showing through, proclaiming'/;1 There is a God,’’

~ I kneeling an altar rose around the front of the plat- 
pared in several pliS^ and il^judb fo.rin with a11 the paraphernalia belonging to a Cath- 
ciously followed up will, in my opinion; olic church.. •'
result in the addition of several good The- kneeling ones crossed themselves, and said to

re! me, “It is our custom.” Much to my surprise,- be-
fraining from organltog societies un- cause of the d^play of the semblance of their church, 
less we believed they were strong they said, “We know you think there should be no 
enough to hold together and do good ef-1 creed or denomination in our sphere of life, but we 
renorta ofre! I feel more at ^ome wliat we ^ave been accus- „ . . . - • T ' aa 1 # u
coX oT™Xs™w£k tomed to. It is only a form, but it harmonizes our Saturday evening as I sat m jpy rWm I suddenly felt
byXymTs“oXiesSut™e.¿afl of feelings.” . th<i presence¡of some one just,6ome£in; a strong mag-
wrecks that usually follows such glitter- I saw that they had the power to create, to build up aetl™ l°U° . i Up < at rec°Knlzed

lastestate m anything they desired through laws at their Com- Swedenborg s father, the Bis$>p dtSkara, and.web
cno m»wl- corned him as a guest. Isawhun with my guides

consistent, to. assist the ■ - ’The children remained kneeling till Mr; Wflg^ fin-^^K^/n^% 59^ mOTpipgf>he.twas still with
ties, and Iromy opinion, .the missionary L ished speaking,’and as:a^entieman went to the piano Me«Lffitt1Pg- ilf We.table conver&-
work'done this yearjihs been htfectfve, ¿”7they ToS^, faced the audience and he- ¿Pg, M-hehada-large Bible before him» and told me

gan singing. The man stood at one. end of the altar, that he would help in^ to teach it io the world as he 
robed as a priest, holding the banner in his hand. He ®e£“dIie^^ tea<*me to un-

1 . » - . derstand the Psalmfl. He went with us-to the hall,'
.St&t© d&ys wcr© granted our StuXo.l .-l tiiprp would bp ofhpv thpi*p T ba!Association, at the city of Light As- group.in front of the altar, and the two sisters, who “el “.n"^etn ere wquipp eotnpr guests .t nere. 1 sat 

sembly, or Lily Dale, and at Freeville had been nurses in some' public institution where the lecture beside the same two mediums who 
ca?,Pre . '.these orphan children had been cared for, and from were.beside me the prevwus.Sunday., knowing;they
tiot was rZeS to “X where they had passed to spirit life, stood near them. made. * good battery for me to work with I saw 
Mrs. Reynolds, Mra. Duhl, of Elmira, I The children were singing and the priest said to us : 
and myself, of the state board. ‘We i “We do not see God any more than he does, but we 
were assisted by several state workers, Lhave Christ, who died for truth,” and he pointed to 
and new Interest was awakened, to our | ., , -h ■ •organized movement among those pres-, I tllc erucinx. ... .
erit. The children said, Yes, we sing ms praise.

At Freeville camp, Mrs. Reynolds and j They all seemed so much in earnest, so truly deyo- 
^.e^r5L^^ook^dr1^spesj£’tional, so in harmony with that which is a spiritual .. . . .
RMmoldT^tteMorito h?ht tQ tlie world> seekbig to reform and elevate the the aisle was filled with.soldiersfin.the armor of the
of the state board present Neyerthe-1 mortal lives. They manifested themselves to me, theyvrusaae JAnignts. 1 saw. sitting on- the platform 
less, the meeting was successful1!!! ev-1 said, because I was with myjguides working along the where she had kneeled the Sunday. before, the same, 

mem‘ same lines, and seeking to give Christ’s teachings to beautiful young woman, with the<babesmiling in-her 
bershios to our state association were I . - 6 - b Thepriesthanded one-arms. The motherhood that had been denied her in

” mortal life, she found and enjoyed iri-the spirit world.
When Mr. Wright came on the platform I saw oth-

During-the week I was copgcioqij of strong mental 
vibrations coming to me from many personalities, ex
pressing. strong interest an^-.-emotions, and I knew 
there would be a sequel to ¡the Sunday revelation.

many of the followers and friends pf Swedenborg anc. 
his: father.’ A crowd of spirits had assembled, com
posed of -those powerful mental and magnetic forces 
while here as mortals,- and with ¡their higher attain-

Ordination.
This id a question that may well en

gage thé most careful consideration of 
every Spiritualist in this land. How 
can ordination best be regulated so that 
only persons who are qualified by edu
cation, or development, or spiritual 
gifts shall receive endorsement of this .: 
kind.

There are ordination certificates in 
this country that are not worth the 
paper upon which they are written. 
Something over a year ago a person 
claiming to be à Spiritualist, wrote me 
from a western state, saying she was 
endeavoring to effect, or else secure 
control of a state charter in that state, 
and indicated that the object was to be 
in position to Issue ordination certifi
cates, remarking that plenty of people 
would pay Î25 to be ordained, and that 
the business could be made a lucrative 
one;

Such a state of things as indicated 
could, not exist In a state which had a 
good, true state association, working as 
auxiliary to tho National Spiritualists 
Association. Here is another argument 
In favor of extending and perfecting our 
organized movement.

The National Association has very 
wisely taken the stand that ordination 
legitimately belongs to state associa- 
tions, and, as X have elsewhere set 
forth, at the last National Convention 
adopted regulations to govern tho ac-. 
tion of state associations in certain re
spects, in the exercise ot this very im
portant function. With this system of 
uniform requirements in all the states, 
the certificates issued would carry with 
them not only the weight of legal au
thority to marry, but would also carry 
a wholesome influence which would 
command general respect and confi
dence. Under such a system there 

■"Would be no more question as to the 
legality of marriages performed by reg
ularly ordained ministers of Spiritual
ism than those performed by ministers 
of any other denomination.

Our 'state association has always 
aimed to be conservative in its action 
on ordinations, and I think it wise that 
the Incoming board cooperate with the 
National' Association Jn every legiti
mate way to carry out and put in force 
this system of ordination, revised if 
need be, but always conservative, effi
cient, .and uniform In the several 
states. T recommend that this conven
tion instruct' the Incoming board of 

: trustees toso amend the state rules of 
ordination -that, they will harmonize 
with and .conform to the regulations 
adopted by the National Association, 
with certain amendments thereto by 
.the’ -N. ;S.'A., which I believe will be 
adopted at their next convention.

Registration of Ordained Ministers.
Heretofore the National Spiritualists 

Association has had in force a system 
of registration of ordained ministers of 
Spiritualism. 'Such registration to be 
made annually at a nominal cost.

I have not studied the workings of 
that system, but it occurred to me that 
either, that system or some other that 

, may be formulated could with profit be 
adopted and put into practice in New 
York state. Such a system, rightly con
ducted, ought to be of assistance to the 
local societies In securing suitable per
sons as pastors and speakers.

I recommend that a special commit
tee be appointed to deal with this ques
tion which committee shall report to 
this convention, so that action may be 
taken on their report before the con
vention adjourns.

Committee on Literature.
One field, ot labor which appeals -to

from whence all' travelers may return, 
but.our work, in the physical will have 
been finished.

Younger men ari d - younger women 
will in the nature of events soon be 
called upon to fill the depletion. In cur 
ranks, and the children's lyceums are 
the very best places in: which to train 
up spiritual workers to fill our places. 
The National Association has appointed 
Brother John W. Ring as National Ly
ceum Superintendent and he is striving 
to arouse interest in this work
. He is sending out the Progressive 
.Lyceum, which Is an interesting and 
useful sheet for the children.

I recommend that each and all of our 
local societies open correspondence 
with Brother John-Ring, ot Galveston, 
Texas, and become imbued with a little 
of his enthusiasm and absorb some of 
his ideas regarding lyceum work. I be
speak the careful consideration of this 
question by the delegates here assem
bled and trust that some practical, judi
cious means may be discovered and put 
into operation whereby our lyceums 
may be put on a solid and substantial 
basis—the numbers and membership 
largely increased.

I sincerely hope that this convention 
will take some definite action on the 
question. -

This course of instruction is differ
ent from any course ever printed. It is 
a condensed encyclopedia, conveying 
the highest truths and. pioat .valuable 
information in terms, so simple that a 
ch|ld cah undeistand them., Much has 
befen written on these subjects by dlfc. 
feront schools, but they were superficial' 
qiid.it lias been left to the .author. tq 
weld them together, the philosophies of 
the east and the,west. , His methoflg • 
are not a theory or a fad, but are cor
rect treatments, based . on scientific 
knowledge,' research and experience. 
He uses the best methods known per
taining to these subjects, enveloping 
all that is taught in other schools, and 
then going far beyond anything known 
In the west.

The course treats on the fundamental 
principles of universal law, and de
scends to individualized concrete mat
ter, giving the "evolution of the indi
vidual” to its highest attainment of con
sciousness. It contains a more com
plete course on hypnotism than any 
other course, and manifests a new era 
in the study of practical psychic phil
osophy.

The regular price of this unique 
course is $25. Wç have decided to let 
a limited number go at $5. Those de
siring this course can buy it at the 
price mentioned if purchased within the 
next tour months. Address all orders

We have the grand spiritual lessons 
that come across the borderland of the 
two worlds. We claim our movement 
to be identical in character with that 
earlier movement, the. primitive Chris
tianity of 2,000 years ago, and it we are 
wise enough, and good enough and 
strong enough to hold to the true land
marks we will make our cause the 
power for good which will elevate and 
spiritualize the races.

I feel that I am not alone in the sen? 
timents herein expressed. The ten? 
dency of Spiritualism and Spiritualists 
is in the direction I have indicated.

Our meetings partake more and more 
of the devotional features. There is 
less of materiality and more of spirit
uality apparent In our work and with 
our workers.

Hence I feel that there is more tor en
couragement' than discouragement for 
the workers in our local societies, and I 
would say, brothers and sisters, press 
on, do not be disheartened or discour
aged, do your whole duty, but do it in 
harmony and In love for every child of

ments as,spirit beings, they were indeed a power in 
their realms of life. . -

There were, others, crusaders, they said, and truly

berships to our state association were ,
received. Mr. Coston, Mrs. Travis and the.world in its true nieaiUDg.. , 
others rendered substantial service to of my guides & white banner with the word “Truth” 
thè state on state Day at Freeville. jp gold letters as representing our work.
H^manProgr“ the Jlf. fright went under control but talked only a
1st camp association in existence, a suet I short time, when, he sat .-do w n, • and spirit John bhaw 
cessful meeting was held in June, and I announced that the guide first upèaking could not,go 
again in - September. the ' latter J ( - ............. . ■ ... - . ....

era aa plainly as I saw him. He was surrounded by a 
guard, among them were Egyptians; One stepped to

announcer» maniie guiae nrsi tspeaKuig couia noe go th® front and told me he was an Egyptian priest, arid 
■ .----------- . -- .-r- —.—-T-’.-I on with the lecture, but¡that he would try to take the at onee: a temple appeared ori the platforin, which

“SSd8toSto! ouffi“me W>hght and'eontinue it, but the medium would from descriptions I have read, I ^cognized as belong- 
and the meeting was, j believe, a profit- »ot be able to stand while he was speaking, After a ing to thé history of Egypt thpwnds of years ago, 
able one. I few moments spirit John Shaw was unable to speak and the intelligence which spoke through Mr. Wright

Arrangements have already bean. farther, and Mr. Wright was assisted from thé hall , was the .priest of that tçmple, . . .
in a weak and faint, condition, and the mediums who I told' the friends sitting with me that it was an 

humble servant has.,consented to be I were to give messages used up the remaining time of : Egyptian priest speaking, but as:Jir. Wright was àl- 
present and assist in the exercises on I the morning service. most ¡a. stranger to me I did not learn till a few days
.that day. I Thepriest was a man of strong mental powers, had ago that one of his guides was àiï Egyptian ^priest,

Mass-Meetings. . I been a magnetic force carrying all with his will pow- claiming to have lived in that capacity-thousands of 
A very successful mass-meeting was I ers, and still wielded the scepter as a leader of a ççr^yéafe'-before Christ. The lécture 'was grandi There 

MM. ln,lffieamiv rfU^nt5inclntod Dr 11*““ circle “■ '^he ’¡eaim8 of life WriS iri thé halt a sense of peace and quietness noticed
B. F. Austin, ¿man c. How& Editor! I cannot give you the conversation between him and. and mentioned by many as a beautiful Coriditiori7 
Baçh’, of the Sunflower, our second vice- Lmy guides,, but they represented themselves as work- Washington, D. C, MBS. MAY A. PRICE, 
president and missionary,. MrSi-T? , U. 1 y
meffium^ ’Mra. A*.CL ^tchirin/Chas^F' I
Hulbert of Buffalo, your humble serv-1 of her illness the meeting was post- hold the clrcle, atid the policemen pa- ties, and to such instances as they did 
ant, and others. Financially a goodly I poned indefinitely. trolled the walk in front of her house not feel able jo send a delegate; -from
sum was netted to the state treasury,j. I. would ¡emphasise the importance the entire evening-ready to enforce that their own numbers/1 suggested names 
and the cause was given new impetus ! of mass.meetings as an efficient means edict. It appears that this lady’s .daugh- .of competent, loyal Spiritualists who 
to-that city.-... -I of promoting our cause, and-arousing ..ter. was soon to be-confirmed --in.- the-'were likely.risio{¿^»pointed, and suc-

In July I was invited.to West Pbts-:| ne.w -interest, and would.:recommend toe'Catho- deeded in having our state fairly well
dam, the home of our worthy trustee,' —-—d, IL-I -y-
Mrs. Laura A. Holt, Where an all-daf I- the-number of such meetings be- to- relation to the police—-hence tills put- lew 
grove meeting -was held, - ' " ........... ------------------------------------------ -- ----- -—» s--------------------
sionary, Mrs. Reynolds and myself gave 
of our thought and inspiration, and all 
seemed to feel that the meeting was a 
grand success. . That faithful, loyal 
representative of Northern New York 
on the state board, Mrs. Holt, seemed to 
think the meeting, which was really a 
Northern New York mass-meeting, 
would result in helpfulness in her ef
forts to upbuild our state association in 
that part of the state. i

An all-day meeting was held at Ni
agara Falls in tho month of Januarv. 
Brother Lyman C. Howe, Mra. T. U. 
Reynolds, Mrs. Atchison and myself 
comprised the array of talenL Several 
Spiritualists were present from Buffalo, 
'Akron and surrounding towns. Bro. 
George Jones, from Akron, was present 
the entire day, and his inspiring songs 
contributed largely to the success of 
the.mecting. The feast of song and in
spiration gave new life to the work in 
that city,

Elaborate preparations wore -mode' 
for the holding of a five day mass meet
ing In the city Of New Yofk the first 
week of May, in this year, find a grend 
meeting would no- donbt have been the'

that’the-system be continued, ahd that He church-of that'city b thuds; in close represented,.-.There. owere, -however, a

■creased from year to yearyAs circum- rage on-thelocal and moral rights.of A; delegatee were detained-at. the last mo- 
stances seem, to favor.-- ' ■ peaceful and law-abiding citizen;- which ment by some unforeseen occurrence.

is a shame and a disgrace on our boast- I would , suaspst.titot to future, as
Medical Legislation. ed civilization,' - soon'as delegates find they, eannnf- &t-

In so far aa has come to my knowl- Is it not time, fellow Spiritualists,to tend the Natimfiil-SWitualists Associa- 
edge no attempt has been made by our secure legislation that will relieve bur tion Conventi&fi, thn£-they notify the 

- -- - ■ - medical-clairvoyants and;other abused president of thUt ‘

have favorable avenues for such distri
bution through our several auxiliary so
cieties, and through our Individual 
memberships, and such literature as 
goes out under authority at the state 
Association should be selected and ed
ited with greatest care, and its proper 
preparation’ and selection would re
quire the good judgment of those who 
have had. wide experience in this work. 
I recommend the appointment of a com
mittee'‘at three; whose work shall be 
done under, the general-supervision of 
the incoming président, and kept with
in such .'lines of expenditure as the 
boartLbt trustees may decide can. be le
gitimately . spared from thé. treasury ■ to 
be used., ;tor■ , this >-purpose. r. I w.onhL 
rclothe tit&\cpinmittee with authority to 
solicit!’ Contributions to ' a fund- to. be 
used for: that special-purpose. : -

I would ihave:them equipped with a 
full list "of names and addresses of indi
vidual. members, apd toe officers of the 
auxiliary societies. ■ I fully believe that 
a competent; conscientious and enthus
iastic, committee could , do much in this 
line of work for the promotion pf our 
cause, and the growth of our move
ment.

State. . .
, It is quite probable that the offi

cers of ..the Medical Association and 
the representatives from other special 
privileges with which mediumship in 
some ot its varied forms may touch or 
come in competition, have not forgot
ten the contest that was put up by our 
state association three years ago, but 
we must not assume that bigotry and 
tolerance have-been outgrown. An'in
stance and proof of this is Been in a re
cent, occurrence in a small city fn the 
.western part-of- the state. We hired a 
hall and held therein a state meeting in 
that city, and a lady, who had been a 

. member of the. Catholic church waa act
ive'ih assisting to the detail arrange
ments for the meeting...

enough to include, the initiation of 
such legislation as will remove such re
strictions which limit or abridge legiti
mate exercise of mediumship and spirit
ual gifts.

: A strong organization can do this— 
and, fellow Spiritualists, will you not 
take sufficient Interest in our state as
sociation to lend ms your Influence and 
your support toward the building up of 
such an organization? ‘

Delegates .to the .N. 8. A. Convention.

fully represented tn-'àfl • these conven
tions by its own Idyal workers, for 
many roasonspbut 'more especially to 
look after such legislation as Is of a 
character whlch - wlll affect our own 
state interests in-.^omo special feature, 
as Is sometimes the case.

By -virtue jot an amendment to the 
State association by-laws, ' which, was 
adopted at your lost annual’convention, 
it became the duty of your president to 
act as delegate-to the National Conven
tion, held in Washington, D. C,. in Octo-

Life Membership.
At our last annual convention several 

life memberships were-taken at 525 
each. And .1 bespeak your earnest con
sideration this afternoon in behalf-Of 
this organized movement. Is it not 
worth your while to invest in a life 
membership? It assures you of con
tinued connection with organized Spir
itualism—not only, in New York State, 
but wlth the National Association, as 
well, without annual, dues or further 
financial demands; Do you not feel that 
it fs a privilege that you could enjoyto 
thus assist In laying, permanent: and 
-lasting-foundations for our state asso- 
.elation. - As a token of your life mem
bership—a beautiful -certificate will be 
presented you which will serve as a re- 
meujbrance of thia worthy action.; If 
yob do not feel that you can take a life 
membership the opportunity presents! 
to besom ibdiridcal member by the 
anseal wuioat of *" ~ 
BhceU -xseaire five

result, had It not been for the uufidefi _ .,____,_____
and severe illness of our resident Tras1-’ end several friends had been invited to with, its quota 
tee, Miss Marie Fitzmaurice, who had attend. Before the time for the cirri© ance tff 
Iharge of the arrangements. BecfiBM ‘ ‘ "

Legislation by -tt» N''8rxA-. Converrflpff,’
Severi itaportadvJàeaaurêa ôame'iiô-- 

fore the lajt NatiqnäL Spiritualists con- 
vention. ppo qnéatfâfi. particular to 
which I wöBläStsn ywnr attention, was 
the adoption, of certain regulaticoB or 
requirements timi sbould be compiled

Responsive Readings.
The National Association at its last ; 

annual convention took 'up the question j 
of the adoption of a system of respons- । 
ive readings that societies could use if 
they so desired.

A Committee had been appointed to 
formulate these and they were present
ed to that convention and discussed at 
some length but were laid on the table 
to be considered at some future con
vention. With the responsive readings 
suggested were a marriage ritual and a 
burial service. The adoption of these 
and sending them, out under .the author
ity of the National Association does not 
make their use obligatory upon any so
ciety or individual I mention this sub
ject'to call atention to what has been 
done, and what will probably come up 
In future In this direction—but will 
make no recommendation at this time. 
I would say, however, that there has 
been some Inquiry for a marriage and 
burial ritual.

What Spiritualism Stands For.
In secular affairs Spiritualism stands 

tor Peace,''Universal Peace.”’•
For arbitration in lieu of war in the 

adjustment of all differences.
For equal rights and privileges with 

all people regardless of sex and color.
For the enfranchisement of women, 

placing them on an equal footing with 
men at the ballot box.

For the same standard of purity for 
men and for women alike.

For equity, justice and truth at all 
times and everywhere. . ■

And let us strive diligently to pro
mote a realization of these lofty ideals 
for no more laudable principles can en
gage the attention of mankind. .

Status ot Local Societies.
During the year I have visited several 

of our local societies, especially in the 
western part of the state, and In many 
Instances I find them weak financially 
as well as numerically; and I have 
queried to myself whether It could be 
possible that belief in a literal hell of 
fire and brimstone was a necessary ad
junct to a religious movement in order 
to open the pocket-book. '

Can it be possible that fear of hell Is 
more potent than truth, justice and 
equity in commanding the support 
which is so essential to the life of this, 

.or any other movement? Our cause is 
worthy of liberal financial support, and 
I appeal to all Spiritualists to support 
our movement, and enter Into this work 
with a will and an enthusiasm that Is 
worthy of so noble a cause.

Another drawback that confronts the 
state officers is the friction and discord 

- which frequently come in and interfere 
with the success of our local societies.

Instances could be cited where local 
societies with local talent have been 
doing a good and efficient work, and 
things have been running smoothly for 
a year or more, when all at once an
other speaker drops in and proposes to 
purify things; contention and discord 
are at once stirred up,: trouble .begins,, 
and many of the most spiritually-mind
ed Spiritualists seek homes elsewhere, 
generally to the churches. Rerhaps the 
society is broken up, or possibly meet
ings continue with diminished attend
ance and membership.
■ : What a pity if Is that these reformers 
of reformers cannot'see that no matter 

-how good their intentions, they are do
ing more harm than, good, .to our cause, 
by rendtog.societies in this way...

■ We bare in another section Of our re
port ' considered the 'question ■ of the - 
adoption of a system for the registra
tion of ordained ministers of Spiritual
ism in the offlce of the secretary of 
our association. With this system in 
force and such Information as would 
naturally go to the secretary and to:the 
members of the board therewith, would 
nqt our local system be in position by 
availing themselves of ■ such informa
tion, of avoiding some of the breakers 
which have heretofore been so prolific 
in causing trouble to them? But in re
ality, fellow Spiritualists, the remedy 
for all this Is to cultivate spirituality, 
subdue jealousy and curb self.

We might as well try to grow corn In 
a snow bank as to grow spirituality in 
continuous discord and inharmony. Xxt 
us learn to govern self-control our 
thoughts and words, and produeb“ a 
thought atmosphere in- our meeting- 
places, which-will be so full of harmony 
and so’permeated with, love that there 
will be no room for discord or conten
tion.,

Det1 us get bur hearts right and con
tention Will depart from our midst, our 
pocket-books will be converted,. and 
Spiritualism win assume Its proper star 
tion in the world and mankind will bd 
doubly blessed by Its coming. ':
- This, my fellow Spiritualists, Is in my 
opinion the real Bavarian for Sprritual- 
tem. ” ,

tarvjs the »»of of in^mortallty.

Condensed Report of the Ohio State 
Association Convention.

The sixth annual convention of the...1 
O. 8. A. convened at the Chamber' 
Comtrierce Auditorium, Columbus, Ohio. - • 
May 27, 28, and 19, 1904. President . 
Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran in the cljalr; 
all officers present except first vice- 
president, Mr. 8. Mehatfy, of Conneaut

The first day’s proceedings were of a 
business nature, consisting in reports 
of the officers—president, secretary and 
treasurer, and appointing of commit
tees.

There were 22 local societies repre
sented by the delegates this year, an in
crease of six societies over last year. 
Every delegate made an Individual re
port. The missionaries, Mrs. E. 
Schauss of Toledo, and Mrs. A. E. 
Baird showed by their reports that they 
have been doing great work in the past 
year in assisting President Mrs. Curran, 
to put Spiritualism on a higher stand
ard, with a zeal seldom equaled. In the 
month of March the above named sis
ters with the assistance of President 
H. D. Barrett, held 25 mass-meetings 
all over the state. A vote of thanks 
was tendered them by the convention.

This convention was the most har
monious ever held from a spiritual 
standpoint. All officers ana members 
were gfeatly elated over the grand sue- 

■cess achieved; all promised to double 
their efforts in spreading our glorious 
truth. Saturday morning the Ritual as 
passed by the N. S. A. was adopted with 
the recommend ot an amendment By
laws were also amended.

AH ordinations were laid over until 
after Sept 1,1904. The delegate to the 
National Convention, Mrs. C. F. Currafi, 
made her report and received a vote of 
thanks from the convention. Secretary 
R. C. Baird received a vote of thanks,, 
also the spiritual papers for their kind 
assistance.

Open meetings were held May 27 and 
28, and three meetings on Sunday.

Excellent programs were prepared, 
consisting of vocal and instrumental 
music furnished by the West and East 
Side Societies of Columbus, and others.

The lecturers were Mr. H. D. Barrett, 
the N. S. A. president; Dr. G. B. Warne, 
president of the HL S. S. A.; Mrs. Laura 
G. Fixen, vice-president HL 8. 8. A.; 
Mrs. C. F. Curran. Mrs. E. Schauss and 
Mr. F. D. Dunakin.

The above speakers made soul-inspir
ing addresses and. carried. their audi- I 
ence by storm. . . I

The message mediums, were Mrs. ,C. , . 
F. Curran, Mrs. E. Schauss, Mrq. A. E. 
Baird. They brought many glad' till- . 
Ings from the spirit friends. !

The election showed the appreciation 
of the good work done by our beloved 
sister, Mrs. C. F. Curran, in re-electing - 
her president by acclamation.

First vice-president, H. E. Boerstler, 
Columbus.’

Second vice-president, Hattie G. Web
ster, Columbus.

Secretary, C. A. Bollinger,-Cleveland.
Treasurer, F. D. Dunakin, Antwerp.

Trustees—W. V. Nlcum, Dayton; -. 
Thos D. Bellis, Cleveland; Mrs. W. 8. ■ 
Allen, Cincinnati; Mrs. Carrie Bartholo- , 
mew, Geneva.

Delegates to the National convention 
—Mrs. C; F< Curran and Mrs. A. E;-
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Gleam of Sunshine Amid Darkness 
.. and Gloom.

RY EMHCES

Forty years ago 1 was married to a 
'i most estimable young woman, she being 
( 20 years of age and I 25. For 38 years 
(we lived and loved together through all 
/the varying vicissitudes of life, when 
Mie was suddenly taken ill and passed 
away. My grief was such that no one 
can know but they who have passed 
through a like experience. For eleven 
days my grief was intense, well nigh un
bearable, when on the night of the elev
enth day after she had left me, just 
after I had retired for the night, I sud
denly felt a presence near me, invisible 
bt/l real, and a moment later a gentle 
v/ice whispered, “Don’t grieve. 1 am 
still with you. We are not separated."

The thrill of joy that passed through 
my whole being no language can- de
scribe, and I arose on the following 
morning cheered and comforted, for I 
felt sure that my dear one was still 
alive and could come to kne and we 
could converse together.

The next night I expected another 
visit, but she came not, and the follow
ing night she did not come, and I felt 
disappointed and a little downcast; but 
I thought this is a proof that she really 
was with me the other night, for it it 
had been a delusion, why should it not 
occur every night when the conditions 
were just the same.

The third night I had just extin
guished the light and had lain down, 
the room being not quite dark, when, 
Jo! a human face appeared about two 
feet from me in>front of my face; it 
was the most beautiful face I had ever 
looked on. It was the face of a young 
woman, and I could easily recognize it 
as that of my dear wife when she was 
young—about the time we were mar
ried—only more beautiful. I was spell
bound. -It only remained five.or six 
seconds, then melted away smiling.

Tears filled my eyes, but they were 
tears of delight, and never, never shall 

, I forget the vision of that beautiful 
: face; but it has never been repeated

íióí3FÚsa$iy

Brilliant Thought Scintillations
HE THAT WILL NOT REASON IS A BIGOT; HE ence of many. It is a mistake to th|ik >is change 

is minor or unimportant; a still greater mistake toTHAT CANNOT KE ASON IS A FOOL; AND HE 
THAT DARE NOT REASON IS A SLAVE.”
There are no piracies.

tion.”
Truth is stranger than fie-

“The laws of nature are the laws of God.”
Whatever man does is arbitrary—mechanical; what
ever God does is natural. Every creature and atom 
of matter is endowed with intelligence. according to 
its needs and environment. Prof. P. Braun says, ‘ ‘ So- 
called matter is not dead matter but ‘mind in different 
degrees of development;’ in other words that con
sciousness is in matter, Huxley acknowledged that 
‘Thomas Edison declared himself utterly unable to 
conceive of an atom than conscious and intelligent.’ ” 
Again Prof. Braun says, “Certain insects, bugs and 
worms are preyed upon by birds while other insects 
similar in form and size but distinctive because of

attack the faith which we believe we have outgrown. 
I respect it, although I myself hold--it no1 more. I 
think of God not as one dwelling aparit frdm nature, 
but in nature its dwelling force. There ià only one 
law and force—God. There are ntrnvital* energies, 
no great first cause, but one great underlying cause. 
There is no longer a radical distinction between the 
natural and supernatural, and the supernatural is nat
ural. I have come to think of the creation as a con
tinuous process. Every spring is a neW erection. As 
I think of God as universally and continually creat
ing, so I think of Him as not rulingi'ovei?' features, 
but in them. He was always in history, but1 not more 
truly guiding Moses than that other gréât statesman, 
Gladstone. •

— -------------- - — — -------------  ---------  - “So a miracle is not a manifestation ôf extraordi-
their peculiar markings or color, are distasteful and nary but ordinary power. Forgiveness is no more the 
so are left unmolested. ’ The little insects whose lives remission of penalty, but taking away sin. I no 
are in danger, soon learn the distinction, and when longer look forward to a great day of resurrection, 
liable to. exposure they assume the self-same color, We arc all in processes of resurrection. . Death goes 
markings and all, of their unmolested neighbors.” . from the cradle to the grave, and resurrection along

In many instances the senses of’thé brute creation v^ith it.” ' —
The longer you tread in a beaten path the narrower 

and deeper it grows. The belief of the multitude is 
never the belief of the elect few.

A man’s religious views neither makes him honest 
or dishonest. It may for a time check the outward 
action but not the inward desire or intention. All

are more sensitive and acute than human beings. 
“The vibration of light is everywhere. The owl 
sees in the dark. That shows it is there. But man 
cannot see it. For man that vibration is only visible 
in the lamp, in the sun, in the moon.” The instinct 
of animals is sometimes a surer guide and prophecy

since.
After that she would come at inter

vals, but invisible, for about eight 
months, when on the night of Novem
ber 2, 1902, she came very distinctly 
and remained a long time.

She said: “Now I am going to be se
rious with you. You know that we are 
now free from our marriage vows, and 
our thirty-eight years of companionship 
have been very happy, but it is now 
over, and we are free, apd if you wish 
it, I will leave you now and return no 
more.”

I said, “Oh, no—a thousand times no.
I can never be happy without you.”

Then she came very near and seemed 
to enter my very organism, closer, as 
some one has said, than hands or feet. 
It seemed as if heart beat to heart, 
life to life, and she said: “Then let us 
pledge ourselves to each other for the 
spiritual world, and as long as we love 

— tach other supremely nothing can ever 
separate us.” We did then pledge our
selves for the spiritual world. Then 
she said: “Now I will take on earth con
ditions, whatever that may mean, and 
will never leave you until you are ready 

■ to come, and we will go away together.”
From that time I consciously realize 

that she is always near me. All I have 
: to do is to think of her, and I Instantly 

. feel that she is at my side, and I am 
'more under her influence now than I 
was when she was with me in the body, 
for I feel that now she knows me more 

. fully than ever before, knows all I do, 
say or even think, and many a time she 
checks me in some little thing that is 
not quite right
—Tne other day I felt tempted to

THE MY8TERY OF MYSTERIES.

As Comprehensively Revealed to R. E. 
Flection, M. D.

A REASONABLE REQUEST.
An Open Letter to W. F. Jamieson.
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than the logic and reasoning of men. the education a boy gets at the academy applies to the
A legend, sanctioned by ages, often proves to be surface of life—not to its depths. No man was ever 

more truthful than history. * made great by the schools; neither was he'ever made
History is written by a human hand and no writer good by a ereed. The love of truth and'justice must 

is without bias and prejudice. be borne in the heart, else no set rules, or formulated:
The richest veins of ore lie deeply imbedded, apd belief will be of any avail. There is nothing real or 

mixed with slag and recrement. Pure superstition, yjtal in rites, liturgies or dedicated phrases of wor- 
belief in myths, apd fabled gods and heroes, have ship; neither is it essential under what title we wor- 
served their purposes in the world as well as doe- Bhip, nor the name that is inscribed upon our banner, 
trines founded upon solid facts and reason. “The name of the bush that blazed before the won-'

Opium produces just as beautiful oratorical and dering eyes of Moses in the wilderness is of little con- 
literary gems as genius. The most current coin eon- sequence. Enough it is to reniembi# that through its 
tains some alloy. ' kindling light came a message.”

There is a grain of superstition in every faith, a 
weak point in every armor. .,

The Catholic believes in an infallible church and the . 
Vrotestant in an infallible book.

In the deepest sense there is no such power in the 
world, as evil; no such thing as sin. Ignorance is at 
,the base of all the ills that befall mankind. But you 
might as well undertake to catch up with a ray of 
light; overtake to-morrow, or photograph thought, as 
to undertake to weed out the superstition in man’s 
belief or the cringing, servile element inherent in his 
nature. He bows before deities, kings, saints and 
heroes. There is no measure of beauty, or form of 
ugliness he has not worshiped. His deity changes 
with climate, age and intelligence. Strange as the 
sentiment may sound thousands of people would ac
complish more for the world if they would worship 
their fellow-men more and their imaginary God less. 
God can get along without our sympathy, our aid, or 
attention, but our fellow-man cannot. Thp man 
whose faith leads him to believe that whatever sip he 
commits there is a being able and willing to forgive 
him will not be as careful in his acts as the person who 
knows that no violation of either a physical or a moral 
law can be wiped out and that the record as made for
ever will stand.

The effect of the slightest cut through the bark of a

smoke a cigar, but she Interfered 
and Baiii, "Please don’t,” calling me a 
familiar name. "I hate the smell of to, 
bacco smoke as much as I ever did.” 

\ That was enough. I always give In, for 
\ for I would not do anything to diB- 

J please her or cause the least shade of 
' separation between us. I am only too 

happy to keep her near me.
Now, then, is all this really true, or 

Ib it only imagination, delusion, or the 
subjective mind replying to the object- 

' ive mind? Well, to me it is very real 
and very comforting. Now I, in com
mon with very many others, believe 

r ' that-my dear companion is not dead, 
• but that she still lives, Is still herself, 

. the same individuality that she was be
fore she left the oody, and that her In- 
dividuality or selfhood is made up of 
various characteristics, such as intelli
gence, mind, Belf-conBciouBness, char
acter, memory, experience, likes and 
dislikes, and love, that mighty power 

■ which is only another name for attrac
tion—deathless, indestructible love.

I-no longer fear physical death. I no 
longer regard physical death as a ca
lamity, but as an event of transcendent 
rapture, by means of which we are 
again united to each other in the spirit
ual world.

THEODORE SIMPSON. 
Vancouver, B. C.

THERE 18 NO DEATH.

The skies above so loving bend, 
The stars look out from depths 

• blue;
We cannot feel death is.the end,

kindling light came a message.

Apong our early psychological stud
ies evincing occult Intelligence, was the 
following. April 16th, 11)04, E. M-, 304, 
as I was leaving the tea-table, our care- 
taken; Miss Anna L-----, said: "I think
Madam and I will go out and see spirits 
to-night."

"Well"’ said I, “it you are all to go 
out and leave me alone, I think I will 
try and materialize some myself.”

To which she replied, laughing, 
“Why, Doctor, it you should Bee a spirit 
you would be frightened.”

“That remark,” said I, "reminds me 
of what a colored man said away back 
In 1879. At that time I was dean of the 
College of Physicians and Surgeons of 
this city, and advertised for a janitor. 
A great big burly colored man applied 
for’ the position. I asked ’ lum if he 
would not be afraid to handle the dead 
in the dissecting room? He replied: 
‘No, massa; Ise rieber ’fraid ob de 
dead; it’s de livin’ Ise ’fraid of.’ ’’

Soon after tea that evening while at 
the Ouija board, the name of Berry 
Macintosh was spelled out. I said, “I 
don’t remember you. Berry. Did you 
know me while on earth?”

“Yes,” was th? reply,-
"Where did you live?” -
”123 South’ Division street, Buffalo,”.
"How long since you passed out, 

Berry?” .
"Fourteen years.”
“Did I doctor.you then?”
“No."
"Why did you come to see me to

night?”
"I heard what you said to Anna as 

you left the tea table.”
“What did I say?”
"Just what I said to you when you 

employed me as janitor at the College 
of Physicians and Surgeons.”

Just Imagine my surprise, for I had 
never heard that spirits were all 
around us and could hear and compre, 
bend our conversation.

Dear Friend:-—For a number of years 
you have been before the spiritual pub
lic, denying the fact of spirit return and 
communion with mortals, without mak
ing any investigation, bo far as I know. 
You will pardon, my plain, blunt lan
guage in addressing you, for I assure 
you It is in the most friendly spirit.

The most indubitable proofs of spirit 
communication,have been publicly of
fered to you by writers whose veracity 
you would not question, but whose 
statements you ignore, still claiming 
that you can explain the phenomena on 
mundane principles.

Your failure to explain Is reasonably 
ascribable to your inability to do so; 
but there are many who are pleased at 
your denial of the genuineness; and if 
that were your object, the course you 
are pursuing could not be better accom
plished.

Now you propose to prepare a few ar
ticles for The Progressive Thinker on 
the "Weakness of Witnesses.” Would 
it not be a little wiser to strengthen 
your own position before the spiritual 
public? Real strength Is in the doing 
of what one says he can do. Your 
strength consists in words, words, 
something on the Falstaffian order.

To a logical mind the verity of spirit
ual communion does not depend on- 
witnesses at all. Let me illustrate. I 
was never in the city of New York, but 
I am as certain of its existence and 
what is going on there, as if I had lived 
In it. I held a claim against a mail 
there, and seeing an advertisement of 
one whose business was to collect’ ac-

PILES CURES - *
Don’t Neglect Pllea-They lead to tl<_ 

Deadly Cancer. My New Three® " 
fold Absorption Treatment 

Promptly Relieves Even 
Most Malignant Caeea.

I want tosend every sufferer from piles, ulcer 
fissure, prolapse, tumors, constipation, or othe: 
rectal weakness, my Now Throe-fold Absorp tion Cure and my New Book. In colors, abou 
(rectal troubles. (All In plain wrapper.) If yoi 
are satisfied with the benefit from my treat: 
meet, send me One Dollar. It not,send nothluis 
You decide after you have tried it.

My treatment cures by absorbing the growth! 
and healing the membrane. It Is brlnglnl Cures where everything else has failed. It lial 
cured cases ot B0 and ¿0 years standing. Thai 
Is why I can afford to send it on approval 
Here's what you get without paying a cent M 

advance: 1. One tube of mi Absorptive Plasma, with rnj 
new Rectal Applicator, whlca 
quickly heals all itching and 
soreness. 2. Ono package o|lay Muco-Food Cones, wide» 
curocoiistlpation and nourish 
tbe membrane. 9. One Puck* 
age ot my Pile Pills, which rej 
move the causes of piles and constipation, making the cur< > 

' permanent If you have piles 
or the itching, burning, oio.w.uHVLKcit, m.d., or the itching, burning. ILU. g> vrn.B««inl heavy. feeling, which show: t’Biwniiy «retw.Bi- (flat the dreaded disease fl ewe«», e. a. si»,, coming, it will cost you noth! 

ing to try my remedy, and one dollar Is little M pay If cured. Address, Dr. Van Vleck Co., X025 
Majestic Bldg., Jackson, Mich. Write today.

PUBLICATIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle ’

Thousands “ * * * groping in the darks of Thought 
Touched the Great Hand and knew it not.”
Whatever is vital and true to nature and life in a 

belief, doctrine or dogma will never lose its hold on 
the hearts of the people—all else will change and in 
time he winnowed out. This can only life done by the 
widest liberty of thought, speech and action. There 
,are microscopic animals which live in a drop of water, 
but the leviathan of the deep must have the ocean for 
a home. 'There are men who live and die contented, 
without ever leaving the vicinity in which .they were 
born, but there are others that the earth itself is not 
large enough for their ambition. 1

Each individual thing feels, believfek and acts ac
cording to his mental and physical biiib and environ
ment. . The careful observer reads the purgóse of ev
ery person as he passes along the street. .The well 
trained eye of an Indian sees the meriting & the dis
turbance of a leaf, a twig, a blade of ^yass 'iind reads 
a history, in a sound. The poet sings ahd tlife prophet 
foretells, far beyond what the most learned and ob-

tree, or the laceration of the skin upon the body of the 
person can never be eradicated. The wound will heal 
but the scar remains. Superstition-and bigotry often ' < < ;
pass for piety, while selfishness and ambition have perishes.’’ 
been known to masquerade in the garb of philan- ■ ■>-

,"Oh!" I said, “then you were a col
ored- man?”
' "Yes, I was colored while on. earth, 
but I'm white here.”

I asked him if he knew anybody 
there that knew me? "He did not 
know,” he spid. I asked him if he knew 
Col. Ingersoll?

"No," he said.
♦Well, Berry, you go to Fred Doug- 

lads, whom you must know, for he spent 
years here as an anti-slavery orator."

"Yes," he replied quickly.
“Tell him to tell you the' story he 

told me many-years ago about the Colo
nel, and he will introduce you to him.” 
The story was as follows:

Douglas said; "Once I was In Peoria, 
Ill., and could not get a place to sleep. 
I had money, and did not starve. I was 
almost disheartened. Finally I asked a 
policeman what I should do. He said,
'Go to No. street, and you will

servant can solve by reason and logic. They see a 
word and it enfolds a chapter. They bead & sentence 
and it suggests a. volume. “Truth hah alwkys dwelt 
with the few” and in time the world'learns to recog
nize them. Even the dumb brute knows its master. 
A herd of cattle, a drove of wild horses'reebg'nize their

. leader. Men instinctively make way ion' thè master 
'. “In the presence of the Alpirall>faW-greatness

find a man who is very kind to you peo
ple.’ I went there, rang the bell, and a 
great, large, fine-looking gentleman 
came, and after hearing my story said, 
’Come in, sir. Have you had any sup
per?’ ’Yes,’ said I, and can pay for a 
bed,’ etc. I staid all night and longer, 
for that man was Robert G. Ingersoll.”

The next morning, April 17, while try
ing to get some one on the Ouija board, 
“BOB” was spelled out “Hello, Colo
nel; glad you’ve come. I am going to 
tell you a story.” And at this juncture 
he crowded me out and said: “You had 
a colored man to see you last night by 
the name of Berry Macintosh. He came 
to me with Fred Douglass and told me 
all you said, and we had a good visit.”

Now I would like some “know-it-all” 
critic explain what I have detailed.

counts on commission, I sent him my ■ 
claim, and in due time I received a 
check for the amount minus the com
mission.

Again: An acquaintance of mine, in 
conversation with me, spoke incidental
ly of having lived in Boston, and named 
certain streets and places in regard to 
that city. He had no thought of con
vincing me of its existence, for there 
was no motive. A few years later, an
other acquaintance, in another part 
of the country, an entire stranger to 
the one above mentioned, spoke of the 
city of Boston and Incidentally men
tioned the same streets and places, as
suming my knowledge of its existence. 
Then I heard a numbr of others speak 
of that city, and lately 1 received a par 
per, The Banner of Light, published in 
Boston. I was never there, but have 
not the least doubt of its existence. 
This, we call moral evidence.

Now the fact of spirit return and com
munion with mortals is subject to the 
same kind of evidences. I know, and 
s'o does every intelligent Spiritualist 
know, that spirit manifestations have 
arisen sporadically, so to speak, all 
over the country, without any knowl
edge of these manifestations elsewhere; 
and of course, without any intention of 
proving their genuineness in that way. 
There were no witnesses here, and the 
proof Is as unquestionable as that in re
gard to the existence of New York or 
Boston.' '

Now let ub examine your "mermaid” 
case. For a long time there were wit
nesses to prove that all so-called mani
festations were fraudulent It was 
proved by intelligent witnesses, even 
professors of medical colleges, that the 
raps were produced by knee-joint mo
tions; and numberless witnesses proved

Library of Spiritual Literato. ;

. - - - - . " Through the, Ages mien have contended'bVer defiiii:
thropy and patriotism.- Never will an old Jewish tiohs, wrangled over symbols, asserted propositions 
Pharisee, when he stands, dismantled ■ before God, they neither comprehended or understood, bitt to-day 
stripped of his hypocrisy, be more astonished at his gcierice) philosophy and religion are seeking common 
selfish and unworthy life than many at the present ground. As scholars now teach the unity of nature, 
day who posing as saints, will in the final accounting, that there is really but one substance in the universe, 
find themselves to be flagrant imposters and arrant g0 to-day the. world is working more and more into 
hypocrites. A T harmony and concert of action, thought and feeling.

The most opinionated and disagreeable persons 1 instead of the brotherhood of a people the watchword 
have eve|? known, were the most scrupulous as to form ^ag become the brotherhood of mankind. It is claimed 
and tenacious as to creed. Thev would turn a spirit- the English-speaking people already control the 
„„i .„oi., P.Anl» fl de8tinie8 of the race. and it ha8 been'prophesied thatual oasis into a desert. People’s idea of Christianity ( 
is often a misconception;—it covers no ground. They 
stake all on a man, a book, or a symbol. They rely 
upon architecture, rites, rituals and relics to inten- . 
sify their piety and stimulate devotion.. The Moham- < 
medan has his temple, the Catholic his saints, images, , 
beads and crucifix; and the Protestant his Bible. Re- , 
ligion has always been the greatest civilizing factor in : 
history. The highest thought of a people, at length 
becomes embodied in a book, crystallized into a relig
ion, a creed, a life guidance. Aad yet there are laws) 
higher than any man, more commanding than any
creed or book.

No system of philosophy can be deemed perfect, no 
system of religion can be received as an ultimatum 
to the world. The most of our science is based upon 
theory and not upon knowledge.

What we know about astronomy is largely a

of

The whole world pleads it is not true.
Our faith so fair we have no fear!

We feel that life is more than breath, 
And Love and Light doth dry our tear, 

For well we know there is no death.
The-change that comes in every clime, 

Gives to the soul a fuller view .
Of endless joys and truths sublime, 

Beneath the arch of bending blue. '
The loved ones gone are yet still dear 

As when wo felt their pleasing power.
And when we feel their presence near, 

Is fond memory’s sweetest hour;
For laws of love no bonds will break;
I And realms of joy abide all space! 
\At deathless dawn all souls awake .- 
j Bathed in love and bounteous grace,;
\To cheèr and cherish hope’s -'desire, 
\ To live the life the good soul lives. 
Must constant lead our hearts aspire 
l To gain the goal which glory gives;
From star-set skies the light shall, 

gleam, 
To tell-life is more than breath, 

The light of love, and joys supreme. 
To make us feel there is no death.

' Washington, D. C. J. W. NIGH. .

Certainly I had not heard of the death 
of the janitor, nor thought of him since 
.he left the college .in • 1881. If such 
démonstrations do’not give evidence of 
spirit return then my name is not

R. E. FLECTION, M.‘ D. 
Buffalo, N. Y.

that the raps were produced by toe
joint movements. Now you prove that 
there are no mermaids because of the 
weakness of the witnesses, and you pro
pose to prove there are no genuine 
spirit manifestations by means of 
"weak witnesses,” and yet, you admit 
the existence of the manifestations, but 
affirm that spirits have nothing to do 
with them.

Again: One begins the study of chem-

STUDIES IN THE OUTIATNG FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facta in Its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from them arise to tha 
laws and conditions ot Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents,

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this, story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND(

THE SPIRIT WORLD. i
English edition. Price, 81. '

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OR 
MAN.

Containing the latest Investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng;, 
lish edition. Price 8L
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT) 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object^ 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods 'ol 
Catholicism to "Uncle Tom’s Cabin.’’ 
Price, 25 cents. |
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story ol 
evangelization and free thought. It la 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets ol 
the Convent” is to Catholicism. Price; 
30 cents. —

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM? !
How to investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names ot eminent Spiritual-

Experiences in Spiritualism. 
To the Editor:—I saw in The Pro-

the English language, in some distant future, is to be 
the universal dialect of all peoples, nationalities and 
tongues. The trend is towards one universal prayer 
to pray, one universal psalm to sing, one universal 
creed for all men, nations and times. It is claimed in 
ancient history that whatever road yomtook it finally 
led to Rome—so whatever scientific or theological 
view we entertain it leads to God—but ;

j “Each in His Own Name.”
“A fire-mist and a planet, a crystal and a cell—
A jellyfish and a saurian, and caves where the cave

men dwell, , - . .
Then a sense of law and beauty, and a face turned 

from the clod— ■-■■
Some call it Evolution, and others call it God. •

A haze on the far horizon—the infinite tender sky^—guess. All advancement is from the , simple
to the Complex; from the crude to the well digested The ripe, rich tints of the cornfield, and the wild geese 
thought. Slang words in time become good Eng- l"~’’
lish; phrases that originated in the slums finally are 
woven into classics. First the hut, then the house,
then the- hamlet, village, city, metropolis. First the 
the individual, then the family, then the tribe, state, 
.empire or republic. Let us keep our minds open 
and expectant. Every day comes a new'revelation, 
every morning a new creation. Old things continu-

sailing high;; _ '
And all over upland and lowland, the charm of the 

\ ' goldenrod, • -■$ ’
Some of us call it Nature, and others call it God.
“Like the tide of $ crescent sea beach when the moon 

is new and thin, ‘ -A:--.-,'. ■ ■ r. —------------------ j _ ... .
Into our hearts high yearnings comq welling and surg-

ally pass away. The old fashioned church,, -the old (jóme the mystic ocean, whose rim no: foot has 
fashioned school, the old fashioned way of fanning, . : trod - --.
are all things of the past. . We could not bring them gome ¿£ us’éall y. longing, and others'call it God.
back if we .would.. The.simplicity-of life, business; e
manners, customs and activities of allkinds which our - A picket frozen on duty, a mother starved for her 
forefathers practiced and enjoyed have forever be- brood,. “ : --%'-;.’
come obsolete. It is said that .the hands of the'dial Socrates drinking the hemlock, and ?Jésiis ': òn the 
of time never move backward. The past fifty years - , rood; -L.AA-;A.
have revolutionized scientific, philosophical and re- And millions who, humble and nameless; the straight, 
ligious investigation. Dr. Lyman- Abbott; speaking • hard pathway trod; ■ . '¡n
of the change in religious thought and bf his own.ex- Some call it Consecration, and others ràll ir0od.” 
perienee said: “My experience has been the experi- Norwich, Ct. ; . HENRY MORRISON TEFFT-

M. V. 8. A. Camp, Clinton, Iowa.
Again we call your attention to the 

Mt. Pleasant Park camp-meeting which 
opens July 31 and closes August 28. 
Each day is a reVelatldn In the varied 
preparations for the meeting this sum
mer. The grounds are in the best con
dition, and paint is making old build
ings new. “No price is set on the lav
ish summer,”- and nowhere can a more 
delightful, healthful and invigorating 
spot be found than on this park. At
tractive cottages, cozy tents, splendid 
hotel and restaurant service, a spacious 
dining hall, the reasonableness of the 
charges and the attention given to the 
smaller details, are the wonder of all 
Visitors. .

The afternoon teas, the musicals, the
atricals and dances are alike .pleasing

. . .... • ’I - ■ . • ■ - . . - -,n» • . •
to the old and young. The conference have a gallant crew to steer you safely Several cab and baggag^c lines ply 
meetings each morning are of the great- from port to port The trip bÿ water, between thé depots andsteamboat land- 
est interest, and to the many friends, gliding swiftly among nature’s most fa- Ings' and the park, wl .
lecturers, ministers, etc., that have ex- vored haunts, passing through intricate street cars pass tho^.main entrance. 
pressed*a desire to be "one of us” dur- channels and by Innumerable isles is Travel is made.bo pleasantt so easy 
Ing their summer vacation, we-will say — - - ------ ,~,i-
every subject that will break the: long 
rule, of sorrow and pain—that will ele
vate and spiritualize the human fam
ily is here discussed at length. Each 
one has the privilege of expressing the 
heart’s Intensestlonging, believing that
after many days good will return to 
them.

Come friends, an outing will make 
your homes all the better, your insplra-. 
tion all the greater. It is well, some
times, to change the vibrations by get
ting awav where we can gather new 
■force, a store of new ideas and associa
tion’with which we may decorate and 
enrich our homes after our return. -

The Diamond Jo line has granted one

nd steamboat land- 
'blle -fte electric

one of exquisite delight these 20th century d'^ys that a trip is
• The Western Passenger Association almost like a dream, and you awake to 
has kindly granted the rate of fare and find yourself enjoying.lifeMt Pleas- 
one-thlrd for. the round trip upon the ant Park. For programs çrj special in- 
certificate plan’from points in Minneso- formation send postaltio - 
ta, Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois and Mis- MOLLIE B,.-ANDERSON,
Bouri, going tickets to be purchased on Clarksville, Mo. , -, Secretary.
July 28-30 inclusive and on each Tues
day and Friday thereafter during the K 
continuance of the camp sessfbn.
Where the journey is made over more .
than one line it is necessary for the pas- yeur Neighbor to Subscribe for 
senger to purchase separate local ticket ‘ -
of each road. Study this jjow Is the time to extend the circula.
Buy your ticket, tailing a certificate ,, p™.PRtliv, Ti inker it
from your agent, board one of these Non Spiritualistic
swift, flying trains, shake, aewa with which every one should bo

All burdens from the heart, familiar. No other papor published on
All weary thoughts away," this earth contains suth' a vast amount

INDUCE
Progressive Thinker.

fare transportation for the round trip 
nn their-magnificent steamers plying 
between St Louis and St Paul.-. These .and before you have time to fully com 
boats are trim, swift, commodious, and prehend It you aro landed at Clinton.

All weary thoughts away,"

gressive Thinker of June 4, a question 
by B. R. Anderson, then a request by 
the editor, so I will give a few of my ex-. 
perlences.

To-day is the twelfth anniversary of 
the Junior'Order of American Mechan
ics; they are celebrating in grand style, 
with four bands, grand parades in uni
forms, etc. This morning I went to my 
daughters. Before I got In the door I 
saw lying on the table across the room 
a new panama hat with a raised welt 
across the crown, the brim turned up at 
back and sides, but dipped in front I 
crossed tbe room, looked at the hat and 
said: “I saw that hat about three 
weeks ago.”

My daughter said, “It is Bert’s, to 
wear in the parade.”

I then found that the time that I saw 
the hat corresponded with the time that 
the lodge decided what kind of hat to 
wear.

About one year ago I was visiting at 
one of my sons, about seven miles from 
my own home. One night I saw a 
grand'parade, a great many different 
lodges. Among them was a very big 
lot of Indians. I was amused at their 
antics. The next evening my daughter- 
in-law received a letter from her 
mother living nine miles from where I 
was, saying that my son’s family should 
come to Franklin next Saturday a 
week to see the big time. I afterwards 
learned that I saw then exactly what 
occurred about ten days later, the Order 
of the Red Men being the Indians I saw.

I will now give a different kind of ex
perience, but first let me say I am a 
member of the National Developing 
Circle. In the latter part of October, 
1902, 1 was spending the evening with a 
friend who was also an N. D. C. mem
ber; ■ While chatting, I saw a flag; 
above it about four inches was a large 
black star, then below the flag ap
peared a" big.’black metallic coffin; 
across the coffin was a gray robe 
thrown. After a few minutes my friefid 
and I saw the coffin on a peculiar truck 
of some kind, we couldn’t tell what, for 
it appeared to be after night I got 
the name Frank. . Well, we wondered a 
great deal about that, for the next five 
or six weeks. ’ ■

Now the postmaster at that time was 
Frink McGowan (he had traveled with 
'President McKinley for three months, 
taking down speeches, etc., during the 
campaign of McKinley’s election). 
About five weeks after we saw thb cof
fin Mr.-McGowan was stricken with 
black smallpox; he passed out of tbe 
mortal body, he was placed in a big 
black metallic coffin, he was burled 
after night, tbe coffin was taken to the 
cemetery on a pair of bob-sleds.' To 
say it cast a pall over this city is put
ting it mild. SALLIE E. STIVER.

Miamisburg, Ohio»

istry. A text book is put into his hands 
and his teacher assigns a lesson. Defi
nitions are given, and the principles 
upon which the science is founded are 
formulated and clearly set forth. He 
pursues his studies until manifestation 
in the laboratory is required. When 
he is-ready to enter into experimental 
work he is as well satisfied as to the 
verity of chimical science as he is af
terward. One commences the study of 
geology with books .and plates; com
pletes his study and is just as confident 
of the facts upon which it rests as if he 
had delved among the rocks and taken 
out real fossils.

In the study of these branches of sci
ence, the student has no proof but WIT
NESSES. He does not go into the lab
oratory for proof, but for practical 
knowledge, nor go among the rocks be
cause he doubts what he has learned of 
geology- from books or by his teacher. 
These witnesses are no more credible 
than those who bear testimony of the 
verity of spirit return and communion. 
It is corroborated by moral evidence, 
and all the testimony of science and 
the acceptance of millions.

_ Now look at the position you occupy 
before the spiritual public. You claim 
to explain haw these phenomena are_ 
produced; but you do not explain. You" 
virtually proclaim to the world that you 
are wiser than hundreds of scientists 
and philosophers who have explained. 
When Prof. Hare, after years of patient 
investigation with a medium who never 
posed in public and never took pay, 
proved the verity of the spiritual phe
nomena and published the result in a 
large volume entitled “Spiritualism Sci
entifically Demonstrated," your denial 
of their genuineness, by necessary im
plication, declares him to be mentually 
incompetent; and all the scientists— 
Crookes, Wallace and hundreds of oth
ers, incapables! You alone can solve 
the problem! Why don’t you do it? 
The church would bless you and cover 
you with glory. You would prove your
self thé wisest of living men, and would 
command the homage of the world.

You promised to do this; what pre
vents you? Come out from your barri
cade of denials and do what thé church 
is praying for you to: do. Come out, my 

-friend; and settle this great - contro
versy. You say you can; now prove it, 
and not screen yourself behind "Weak 
Witnesses” articles. • -

Sincerely and respectfully your,
E. J. SOHELLHOUS.

ists. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies.
5 cents; 100 for $1.25. M

FROM SOUL TO SOUL. t<
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and someof thp best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. Thq 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound.
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE. ■1
For the home, the lyceum and socle* 

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A boOk by the aid of which q 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib* 
eral society may be organized and com 
ducted without other assistance. Price* 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex? 
press charges unpaid. ’ |
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA)

TIONS. ,
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents. 

All books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, «J

Berlin Heights, Ohio. 1

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspirit, 

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. Br 
Laura G. Fixen.

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited hj( 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and
superior inspiration.

Sent complete lor 50 cents. TO

The

this earth contains such' a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
fstna. Send In a subscription wm.

“After Her Death. The Story 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting, 
mind that loves spiritual thought 
fail to be fed and delighted with

of a 
No 

can 
this

book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com? 
binlng advanced ideas on the finer and- 
ethereal phases of Spiritualise leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life; For sale nt 
thia office. Price, cloth, *1.: -

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By'Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers bn the spiritual ros
trum. in this little volume he presents- 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on = the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism.. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. IFor 
aala at this office. Price, 25 effita,

“Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” . By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality In all the rela
tions of . life between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cental leatherette. 50 cents.

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestlvenesB. Cloth,- 81.60. Foreale 
at this office.-

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen beautiful; soul-inspiring songs, 
with music, by C. Payson Longley. 
Price by mail, 15 cents. _

"Bojlal Upbuilding, Including Coop
erative Systems ami the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For said 
at this office. M

"Right Living:“- By Susan H. Wlxoff. 
The author shows a wise practicality la 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She Illustrates her subject witM 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It la 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by It* 
Cloth 81- For sale at this office. p

“The Kingship of Self-Control." By, 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of tha 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tapa 
duty, tbe supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 80 cents. For sale at this office,

“The Present Age and inner Life;] 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and explained.". By Andrew Jack- 
son Davis. We have & few copies ol 
this work bj the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, 81.10.

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic 8» 
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M, 
Enables, M. D., M. A, Ph. D. Price 8L

“Mark Chester; or a MIU and a Mill
ion. A Tale of Southern California."1 
By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychla 
story, elevating and reformatory. Par ■ 
per covers, 40 cents.

“The Romance of Jude. A Story ol 
the Lite and Times of the Nazarene and 
His People.” Through the mediumship , 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely in- 
teresting book. Neatly bound in cloth 
and gtlt Only 50 cents.

“Spiritual Bcnga for the Use of OS* 
des, Camp-meetings and Other Spirit- 
uallatle Gatherings.” By Mattle EL 
HulL For sale at th-s office. Price IQ
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Whom the Angels Name Lenore
Why she should come to me I know not: I only 

Hcnow she is here." I do not know-her spirit name. I 
Taney it is no longer Fanny. In dreaming of her I 
ftlways think of
I “ That rare and radiant maiden
V Whom the angels name Lenore.”

Oh, the surprise and indignation a little child can 
feel at the sudden thrusting aside that so often is its 
lot with the coming of its first little brother or sister. 
Can you realize it, parents? No. explanation; no 
apology, but all at once a door is shut in your face and 
you find yourself shut out in the cold, as far from the 
love'light and the wannth as though you stood, hun
gry-eyed, in a far country where the feet of man had 

' And so, at times, I hated this innocent
.‘ 'And so I have grown to call her Lenore. As I first .
remember her she was a bright, dark, laughing little never trod, auu bu, ¡»l u>uw, x
thing, with short curls that tumbled in bonny, riotous little Fanny with an intensity I could not now reel to- 
•fashion about her altogether charming head. ward mortal man were he to take the hie of my near-

And now she is my guardian angel! I did not love est and dearest or to crush within toe all the hopes and 
her then, but I knew she was pretty, and I can see her aspirations that make my life worth .the living.

Ji-,__ -1—,___ _ L. j But ope day, in play with a group of little cousin’s
gone by, more distinctly than ! can that of the radiant something happened. - A childish treble called out in 
creature who meets me to-day on the threshold of my tones of terror:

bright, piquant face, as she appeared in the years

Land of Dreams and comforts me and encourages ine “Sanny’s Hollered a button! Sanny’s sollered a 
and helps me bear the burden of the hour.

Sho has the same dark eyes, and the curls are there, It waa trUG> panny’s r0Sebud mouth had spread to 
but always she comes in robes of filmy, misty white, unheard-of and apparently undreamed-of dimensions, 
and her presence fills the room with a soft radiance, and a big hoi.n button had disappeared, never again 
not so dazzling as that of the sun, but tender, like that to see tll0 [¡„pt of day. Whether as a direct result of 
of the moon, a light that flickers and glows as the fire- gastronomic feat, or because of a severe illness 

that immediately followed, I cannot tell, but Fanny 
was never again the same, mentally or physically, af
ter that. Then the divinity that had hedged this 
young person around became indeed a flaming sword 
that turned in all ways and against which we were

light does at times. And resting on the dark curls, 
always I see a star; and when she fades from my sight 
in this, my heavenly, Land of Dreams, always the vis
ion of the star lingers longest, shining oh, so softly; 
surely with the light that is neither on land nor sea, 
for there is nothing to which I might liken it that 
would give yon the faintest conception of its beauty.

My first recollection of my mtunacy with Fanny 
stands out so plain'v that were I an artist I could 
paint you-every detail of the creature: A small, re
bellious creature, little more than a baby herself, com
pelled to sit for hours, holding m hei arms, and rock
ing to and fro, this precious Fanny, singing, mean
while. such tender ditties as her limited musical train
ing had allowed her to master. Oh, don’t think I ad
hered to the words, or even to the spirit, of the few 
songs I knew—no, indeed—no more than I did to the 
tunes thereof. Fanny went to sleep, when she finally 
consented to closq,those dancing eyai of hers, to 
words like these:

“Go tell your mother, 
Go tell your mother, 
Go tell your mother, 
I wish that you were dead!”

I ofti-n wonder what parents think when they get to 
a point where thzey behold their .past lives in the flood 
of d ivine radiance that. , must sometime illuminate 
these souls of ours, of their treatment of the little ones 
entrusted to their care. Not as tender souls strug
gling to the light did they yiew them, but as little ma
chines wound up for the owner’s pleasure, as lifeless 
halls of putty to be pressed into this shape or that— 
and sometimes, alas, even as little burdens and curses 
sent to harass and blight.

The world can never hold for you again an injustice

button 1”

powerless. I say we because as time wore on two 
others came to join the circle, but the. flaming sword 
was there at the time of their entrance upon the scene 
and I doubt it they ever fully realized tho true value 
of the Eden from which we were barred but in which 
Fanny reveled, enjoying a freedom not one of us 
would have dared attempt on peril of our lives.

Poor Fanny 1 As I look back now on her clouded 
vision and troubled mind I am filled with remorse at 
my attitude toward her, although I know in my heart 
of hearts that I was no more responsible than.is the 
tree for growing as it is bent and twisted and nailed 
and bound.

Time passed and one day, just as Fanny stood on 
the threshold of girlhood, she laid down the troubled 
burden of her mortal existence and joined that idoliz- 
ing. father apd mother, 'who had already passed 
through the Gates of Gold. And there angel hands 
smoothed the troubled brow into peace and swept 
away forever the mists that had obscured the mortal 
vision.

That was many, many years ago, and why to-night, 
as I write, do I feel the,presence, as of a guardian an
gel, of this beautiful vision of maidenhood ?

“This rare and radiant maiden
Whom the angels name Lenore.”

They a ftqed
The E^iK^allata'es' Missouri know 

a good tliln^^fiei^ they have it, and 
they don't throw1 it away.
The diocese of Missouri, late in session 
at St. Louis, By a^ote of 21 to 45, de
cided againstbthe use ot the Revised 
Version ot th« Bikie in the prescribed 
church services. They showed good 
business sense in doing so, but not mor
al honesty.

The Revisors, ong of the most learn
ed body of churchmen assembled In 
modern times,.apii^pted by a Convoca
tion ot the Church, of England, whose 
labors were completed at Westminster 
Abbey, July 10, 1884] say in the margin 
of the revised edition, Mark 16:

“The two oldest Greek manuscripts, 
and some othbr authorities, omit from 
verse 9 to the end. " Some other author
ities have a different ending to the Gos
pel." 1

With this fact, then an honest Revis
ion makes nugatory all that portion of 
Mark 16 after the 8th verse, which is 
clearly an interpolation after the orig
inal was writteq. What would be the 
effect of such exclusion? Why tho loss 
of that Invaluable text, so necessary to 
make converts to the faith:

"And he said unto them, Go ye into 
all the world, and preach the gospel to 
every creature. He that bellevoth and 
is baptised shall be saved; but he that 

. believeth not shall be damned."
On this Interpolated text the whole 

superstructure of missionary work is 
built. Admission into the church by 
baptism is mode an absolute necessity 
to salvation: and “belief in the story 
told ot Jesus, is the only way to escape 
damnation in hell.

Every revivalist tho world over, has 
won his laurels by whooping up a burn
ing sulphurous hell for all it is worth. 
Give up that false text and the church 
1b abandoned to destruction.

Theodore J. Mayer, the Spiritualist Phil
anthropist, comes forth in ringing 
words in behalf of genuine mediums. 
He fully realizes that there are frauds 
in our ranks, and says: “We have to 
depend on ourselves, and after having 
been taken in half a dozen times, we 
have our eye-teeth cut, and are able to 
take care of ourselves against every 
fake and fraud.” Mr. Mayer is a phil
anthropist in. heart, word and deed, 
and he has done incalculable good to 
mediums and our Cause generally.

EhallAnd why am I moved to write this story?
I tell yon? I believe it is because that father and
mother desire it. It is because, with their clearer

so blasting, a cruelty so stinging as that you suffered vision, thev can look into some heart that needs the- 
in vour childhood at the hands of those you were sup- lesson thev learned in after life—and they know this 
posed to honor and obey, who did not understand, message will reach that heart. • .
who had not even the desire to understand. MABEL BURNHAM PACE.
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of Its patch-work appearance: followed 
by the statement that Frank Paldma, 
born in Washington. D. C.. In 1868.. a 
distinguished sculptor, now residing in 
London, studied this statue with an 
artists zeal and eye. who expressed 
surprise that the true pose, notwith
standing its mutilation and attempts of 
Catholic artists to deceive, was not dis
covered at once, "because the muscles 
of the right arm. the raising of the left 
side of the body, and the posture of the 
left knee, all combine to prove that the 
Venus must have sustained a heavy 
weight upon her left arm. The weight 
could have been none other than the 
Holy Child.”

The brochure before us. price 50 cts.. 
has a restored figure of the mother and 
child, with the lost arms in place, and 
the reason for its disfigurement are 
clearly apparent

Again and again, why these forgeries, 
alterations of jnural inscriptions, de
faced and simulated coin. Interpolations 
in books, whole libraries destroyed, 
huge volumes of false history written, 
and the merciless.slaughter of the best 
and wisest men through all the centu
ries because they did not subscribe to a 
Catholic creed, and credit the fabulous
tales of the monks? There must be 
reason tor all this. What is it?

a
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The Venus of Milo and the Forger.
The Venus of Milo, familiar as a 

piece of ancient statuary, with her 
arms broken off near her shoulders, is 
the subject for a nice brochure front 
the pen of Hon. Alex. Del Mar. which 
we have just read, and been greatly in
structed. He Informs his readers that 
the statue was found in February. 1820. 
near the village of Castro, on the island 
of Milo, in the Grecian archipelago, by 
a peasant working in a field on .a 
mountain side. The ground cavecT in. 
a cavity was disclosed, and a shrine or 
temple was revealed, in the interior of 
which was found this statue. When 
visited by the French consul in March 
he found the statue aliqut six feet in 
height, with two small statues and a 
lot of broken arms. legs, and parts of 
other statues: also the head and frac
tured limbs of a child.

A Catholic monk had visited the 
ruins immediately following their dis
covery, and it is believed the mutila
tion of the Venus came partly from his 
hands: for reasons very transparent to 
those familiar with the frauds and forg
eries which characterize the history of 
the CathoUc sculpture to destroy ” '

Without entering into details- the 
statue was bought at a large price with 
vexatious interference by ecclesiastics
and reached the Royal Museum in 
Paris In February, of 1821. where it re
mained a long time before it was exhib
ited to the public. During that period 
tho forger plied his art. A part of the 
left breast was removed: the left arm 
was broken off at the socket: altera
tions were made in the navel: the hips 
were cutout and replaced by new ones: 
the head was cut out and restored. The 
left shoulder and back are much dam
aged. Says Mr. Del Mar:

It seems abundantly evident that 
above «.he goddess head was some
thing, and in her left arm Something 
Else, which it was the determination of 
the Greek priests to mutilate^ and of 
tho Catnolic sculpture to destroys” ■

Passing the fine description of this 
perfectly developed -womans form as it 
cilme. from the bands of tho Hellenic 
artist, seemingly warm with every sem-- 
blance .of life: theu we have an account

Valuable Historic Facts.
Perhaps no writer of any age has

given evidence of greater learning or 
more diligent research' in _the earlier 
history of the human race than has our 
learned American author. Hon. Alex- 
Del Mar. author of "The Worship of Au
gustus Caesar." lately noticed at con
siderable length In these columns, and 
of numerous other volumes along the 
same line of thought, of which "Ancient 
Britain, • and "The Middle Ages Revis
ited." are specimens. Reading the lat
ter the other day we were forcibly im
pressed with the following facts, from 
pages 4 and 5 which seemed good 
enough for some of our scholarly read
ers, who love to go down to the bottom 
of things.

Mr. Del Mar was discussing the- Mes
siah idea which culminated in. the wor
ship of Augustus Caesar fifteen years 
before our present era, and continued 
throughout rhe Roman empire as the 
state religion, by order of the Roman 
senate, for more than 600 years- He 
says:

• There can be no doubt the Messianic 
theory originated in India, where it de
veloped, probably before the Mahabha
rata wars, m the ten Incarnations of les- 
nu. or Vishnu."

The idea seems to have been that 
there were great cycles of time which- 
when completed, the entire system of 
the universe was renewed, the same ce
lestial movements secured, and-a new 
era was begun. This era was marked 
by the appearance on earth of Brahma 
or Jes-mi, the Creator in a new form 
When ten such manifestations were 
complete, it was believed the earth 
would be destroyed and manrind would 
be brought to judgment After recit
ing at length facts, and quoting author
ity, the author goes on to say. substan
tially:

The remotest period of this messianic 
theory.is traced to the. Mahabharata 
war. It antedates Gotamu, 'other Bud
dha: then:

'Monuments, letters, language, dates 
popular customs,.religious rites and fes
tivals, calendars, zodiacs, and numer
ous other evidences still extant, com
bine, to. prove the Indian origin1 of the 
messianic theory, the Divine Year of 
658 comfnon years..the Earth’s Journey 
and the various doctrines that grew out 
of these conceptions. That they fioWed

out of India westward into Persia, 
Babylonia. Egypt. Greece and Rome, 
can be demonstrated so overwhelmingly 
that the cosmogonies which refuse to 
recognize this great fact will either 
have to suffer revision or fall into con
tempt.

"The Babylonians and Assyrians im
ported almost all their religious mate
rials from India. Their heaven and 
hell are both Indian. The Babylonian 
Messiah. Nara-Sin. is the fourth incar
nation, of the Indian Vishnu: the Man- 
Hon of the Assyrian seals and cylinders 
is his Indian Zodion [the man who knew 
not his father]. The Babylonian cross 
and suastica are Indian. The Syrian 
gods, patriarchs, religious cycles, year 
of Creation and names of the months 
are all Indian. The Egyptian worship 
of mother and child, the cup and sacred 
heart, tho steeple, cross, bell, rosaries, 
altars, censors, holy water, rite of bap
tism. soul s journey to purgatory, etc., 
are all Indian. Greek messlahs down 
to the period of Alexander [B. C. 355 to 
323] are all Indian. ■ The Gaulish He- 
sus. Virgo Parltura [Virgin Mother] 
and cross quarter-days are Indian. The 
Gothic Woden and Fricca, and Yule- 
tide are Indian: while many of the Ro
man festivals, ceremonies, rites, sym
bols and mysteries, both before and 
after the inception, of Christianity, are 
also Indian. On the contrary, there is 
no evidence that the Indians ever im
ported any religious beliefs, customs, 
rites or tokens from the West. Relig
ious light from the West would provoke 
a smile not only in India but in any 
country. The course of religion as well 
of empire has almost invariably been 
from east to west: not from west to 
east."

In a. note the author says: "In 1497. 
when Vasco de Gama and his party first 
beheld a Hindu temple.andobservedlts 
ceremonies and ritual, they mistook it 
for a Christian church and piously wor
shiped at the altar. When, during the 
19th century the British sepoys landed 
in Egypt, they, in like manner, mistook 
the Christian churches for Hindu tem
ples and there knelt in prayer."

With these facts is it any wonder 
Christian missionaries have been so 
generally repulsed in the East? Assur
ances come from all quarters that the 
few. converts made to the churches in 
India are from the lower castes, the un
educated. The very few persons there, 
of prominence, who have embraced 
Christianity have repudiated a . virgin- 
born God. and have been classified with 
Unitarians.

On the Defense. .
An American Bible League was lately 

organized in New York. Its member
ship is made.up of those who believe in 
the divine inspiration of their holy 
book, and their object Is to antagonize 
and put to. route the "higher critics ” 
They propose to inaugurate subordinate 
leagues throughout the country, and 
make the warfare general.

Truth loses nothing by agitation. 
Let the discussion go on. and become 
general. If God did listen to the prayer 
of Joshua, and stop the sun in its 
course that the slaughter should go on- 
we ail want to know It. so we are glad 
of this organization If it can throw any 
new light on the subject And so With 
a multitude of other questions the high
er critics have ascribed to mistakes df 
Bible writers, they alleging these repre
sentations are revamped mythological 
fables. ■ -

WORDS OF CAUTlOPf
You should not send money In** let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next-remittance may 
be fest or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five'cents.; and then you are per
fectly safe and will save yourself an 
noyance and trouble.

Gross Misrepresentation.
Dr. Chas C. Hall. President of the

Union Theological Seminary New York, 
in a late address at the Art Institute in 
Chicago, Is reported, to have said:

It is a matter of consternation and 
deep concern to us that the moral stand
ard nf American, life is deteriorating. 
In the hustle and bustle of everyday 
activity we have astonished the world, 
-but, morally, we are rapidly going 
astern."

Is that statement true? We think 
not. The churches are losing power, 
and their teaching of dogmas are in ill- 
repute: but there has been no other pe
riod in American history when crime, in
proportion to population, 
quent than now.

Those offenses. upon 
church warred for ages.

was less frt>

which 
such as

bath-breaking non-attendanco

the 
Rab

on
church service, disbelief in Bible Mun- 
-chausens,. and. skepticism generally, 
have ceased to be offenses. Their ob
servance constituted no part of good 
morals. r ■

The real crimes of the age are out
growths of war. They who engage In 
the indiscriminate destruction of life 
and property, when ¡relegated to private 
lite, are quitollable-to forget the rights' 
of mine and thine. .

Reforms In this direction may not be 
expected from the Church. They will 
come quickest by education, and by 
avoiding those great national calamities 
which are parents of crime., as was In
temperance a hundred years ago. If 
criminal statistics Could be accurately 
taken it would be found that church
men, they wbp.makq the loudest preten
tions to morality, arp, in fapt. as guilty 
of the great crimes os are the non-pre- 
tentlous who'take no stock In faith, or 
in the atoning blood of a crucified God-

Severe on Flunkeys.
. The Associated Press dispatches from 
Rome, of Junel. announce that here
after all persons, visiting the Vatican, 
will be required to . kneel and kiss the 
Popes hand. Formerly they were ex
pected to kiss his toe. thus showing ab
ject submission to the Holy Bea The 
custom. Del Mar tells us in his "Wor
ship of Augustus Caesar." was inherited 
from this original "Son of God." who 
for 600 years was worshiped as a Junior 
God. Julius Caesar, his uncle, being 
adored as the real Father.

The new-order Is said to have been 
Issued because some Americans, within 
a few weeks have declined to kneel 
when the pope appeared.

Now watch a little out” for flunkeys^

Has Caught On. .
"It is time to start the old libel about 

the increased attendance at Sunday- 
schools. The picnic season is at hand.”

This from a Pennsylvania secular pa
per, edited by an old-time Methodist, 
whom we knew, in more youthful days 
It would seem he has learned the 
tricks of bis sects when neglect of the 
Sunday school, and non-attendance at 
church show the decline of faith. When 
all seems lost desperation calls into 
service a Rev. Billy Sunday, or some 
other person of his ilk. who whoops up 
hell for all it is worth in the palmiest 
days of orthodoxy. It is well. It In
duces thought, and investigation, and 
these open the door to Spiritualism.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

. Philosophy.

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker ate Mreatro acquainted with 
character of Jhis book It is intended 
by its assisting, Inspiring splrit-anthors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws'and manifestations- It 
has Been more than thirty years in pre
paring and coplains all that has been 
received by line through inspiration 
and research during: that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise m the 3 minds - of investigators 
that are not qpswered in its pages. 
Price. 51.25 po^patdlr :

Address 'all'oiderd to
/.HUDSON TUTTLE, 
rij- Berlin H rights. Ohio.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Sdtto^at-Lango for the National Spirit 
ualist Association.

. Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
ewer all attacks tn the secular or rolls- 
tons press on Spiritual!»«. ©sad him 
dippings when as attack Is tnadet Blw 
Ing date and . name of paper. Addrem 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

< \ ____

lo the Editor:—The subject of the advisability of 
the N. S. A. forming an Investigating Committee 
whose duty it shall be to summon mediums and speak
ers for an examination of their claims as mediums and 
speakers, and to pass judgment upon their merits for 
the work of the spirit world, has been mooted by soine 
of our Spiritualists. I have been appealed to for my 
opinion on this subject, which I herein unhesitatingly 
express. I am utterly opposed to the formation of 
any such examining committee, and I believe that 
should the N. S. A. board of trustees or its executive 
committee volunteer to act as such, it would be the 
death blow of that institution. My reasons for the 
■opinions are as follows: Mediumship is a God-given 
gift -, it cannot be acquired by hand work or industrial 
methods like learning a trade, such as watch-making, 
engineering, etc. A medium is born, not made, par
ticularly a speaker, but if a person is not & medium 
from birth, you might as well try to make a silk purse 
from a swine’s ear, as to make a genuine medium, or 
a bridge between the two worlds, out of a person not 
born with mediumistic qualities.

It is almost impossible to do justice to mediums at 
all times; sometimes the medium might appear before 
the examining committee and give beautiful and con
vincing tests; at another time, he or she might-utterly 
fail because the conditions are bad. Outside forces 
and persons throw their shadows over sensitives or 
over one of the members of the committee, and abso
lutely. destroy for the tunc being all possibility of get
ting satisfactory proof of the genuineness of the me
dium and of his or her powers. There are very few 
Spiritualists and scientists who are qualified to act 
on an examining committee, for very few people un
derstand mediumship and its wonderful subtle forces. 
It took me years of close study and observation to 
learn the why and wherefores of certain manifesta
tions and expressions and controls of certain trance 
mediums, whom it was my privilege to have in my em
ployment, just for the purpose of investigating Spirit
ualism in its various phases, and I confess truthfully 
that many times during the first years of my experi
ence, I, the would-be investigator, who thought he was 
doing the wise thing, was actually assisting evil-in- 
chned spirits to destroy or hinder the true intention of 
the work of the spirit bands of the medium, instead of 
assisting them in their good labors as I meant to do.

Most Spiritualists think they know all about Spirit
ualism, when the fact is, that ninety per cent of them 
hardly know the first letter of the alphabet, and in 
their conceit they will never realize it until they pass

from earth and sec the grave mistakes they have 
made, |

The executive committee of the N. S. A. board of 
trustees is too busy a body to be hindered with the 
work of playing examining committee for, speakers 
and mediums, I for one have no time to give for such 
work, and if I had I would decline to serve, because 
it seems to me like an inquisition and an insult to ev
ery genuine medium, the most of whom would disdain- 
to report for examination, and justly so, because many 
of them are but poorly paid at best, and to demand 
them in the midst of their many burdens to prove 
their innocence of imposture, and that they are what 
God made them, messengers between the two worlds, 
would be adding insult to injury. Besides, honest 
mediums are not beholden to the N. S. A. for their 
patronage; they can make their living independent of 
any institution, and they are by no means obliged to 
submit to dictum or authority of such aii association. 
We want no examining committee for mediums; all 
the need is, for Spiritualists and investigators gener
ally, to use their own common sense, as we have to do 
in all the business affairs of life-, let them keep their 
eyes and ears open, and see and listen for themselves, 
and not act like little children asking for protection 
against being abused and imposed upon. We have 
no right, to ask for protection against the fraudulent 
medium, any more than the “hayseed” has to ask for 
sympathy when he buys a “gold brick,” or the spec
ulator who liuvR n. salted ™lne

Let Spiritualists be men and women of common 
sense and judgment, and not whine when they learn 
that they do not know everything. Don't ask a com
mittee to do what you should do for yourself, test the 
spirit. It is cowardly and selfish to ask others to do 
for you what you can do for yourself, and especially 
as you can educate yourself at the same time-

It strikes me that some of the good people who are 
crying to the N. S. A. to appoint investigating com
mittees, are of the very class who never dpnate even 
a dime to the good work and the worthy objects of the 
National Association, even-as some of the greatest 
talkers at our conventions, promise great things, but 
never redeem their word. But to go on

I do not wish it to appear that I am excusing fraud, 
or condoning trickery, far be it from my desire. I 
know that frauds and impostors are in our ranks, but 
1 cannot see that the proposed remedy will fit the case- 
Kindly show me any religion or profession which 
holds no frauds among its advocates, and yet we 
mingle with them every day and wrestle with them in 
business transactions, but we do not, and cannot ask 
the Government to appoint committees to protect us 
m our daily walks of life. WE HAVE TO DEPEND 
ON OURSELVES, AND AFTER HAVING BEEN 
“TAKEN IN” HALF A DOZEN TIMES WE HAVE 
OUR EYE-TEETH CUT, AND ARE ABLE TO TAKE 
CARE OF OURSELVES AGAINST EVERY FAKE 
AND FRAUD.

No sir, I am most positively not in favor of an ex
amining committee. It will not reduce the number 
of fakes in mediumship, but it will be an affront to our 
honest workers, who. knowing the truth of their me
diumship. would disdain to appear before such a body. 
I ou might get a lot of frauds to appear, for they 
would have much to gain and nothing to lose by their 
appearance, for if they made a favorble showing by 
hoodwinking the committee, they would be indorsed, 
and ff they were proven to be frauds, they would sim
ply change the scene of their labors and their names, 
and go on as before. . THEODORE J. MAYER.

V ashmgton. D. C.

AN IDEAL SPIRITUALIST SOCIETY.

An Illustration of the Grandeur of Har
monious Work.

By the request of a prominent Spirit
ualist we republish the report of "An 
Ideal Spiritualist Society." The report 
was made by Mrs. Laura G. Fixen. a 
prominent lecturer, whose sentiments 
are always to the point, and very im
pressive. She says:

In visiting the societies of this and 
other countries and finding some flour
ishing while others are struggling to 
maintain an existence. I have tried to 
diagnose the most prolific causes which 
spell success- or defeat. The plant 
must have proper soil, climate and con
ditions in order to grow, so we must 
have favorable surroundings in order to 
develop our best: the great variety in 
individuality is caused largely by -the 
different environments. •

Even so Spiritualist societies must 
have favorable conditions in order to 
insure a healthful prosperous growth- 
Harmony is one of the greatest, in fact 
an absolute necessity. Social sur
roundings are a great inducement to 
growth and he who possesses social 
qualities has a pearl of great price.

I have never seen theso facts exem
plified so strongly as when visiting the 
First Spiritual Society of - Seattle. 
Washington. It was my pleasure to de
liver a couple of lectures there on April 
10. the first Sunday I spent in America 
after my return from Australia, Rev. 
Loie F. Prior is the founder, pastor and 
central thought of this exemplary body. 
Mr.- R. H. Little is the president: Mrs. 
A. Swan, secretary and Mr. George 
Campbell, treasurer. Mrs. Prior se
cured a charter for them under tho Na
tional Organization seven years ago. 
Last June she-retumed and found that 
they were still in existence with a few 
members. She became the pastor of 
the society and it now has 175 members 
and holds public meetings every Sun
day afternoon and evening in the K. P. 
Hall, the finest in Seattle.

The afternoon meeting is a general 
conference in charge of the officers and 
made especially interesting because so 
many take part in the discussions. At 
the close, the conference resolves it
self into six or eight large circles, pre
sided over by the different reputable 
mediums in tho city, and thus another 
hour is spent

They have a lyceum. founded by Mrs. 
Prior, which han over 50 children: also 
a large social club which meets every 
Monday evening, and a dancing class of 
over fifty members, who pay one dollar 
dues, which is turned into the building 
fund, as the teacher gives her-services 
free. The Ladies' Aid Society has 47 
members, presided over by Mrs. Lap
worth: they pay five cents dues weekly.

The Psychic Educational Class meets 
every week at Z17 Denny Building, and 
is presided over by-Judgo L. Williams 
or Mrs. Prior. .

At her Sunday evening meetings she 
delivers an inspirational lecture, fol
lowed by tests, and-every seat in the 
hall is always taken at this meeting.

This society is indeed alive: the com
mittees active, and each member doing 
his share. Some persons are earnest 
workers themselves, but to find one 
who is not only a hard worker but who 
has the enviable quality of inducing 
everyone else to help, this ta rare in
deed. What a power such a society is. 
not only to Spiritualism, but to the city 
where It Is located This to loyal citi 
zenshin Any pastor who can infuse in

her members this spirit is indeed an 
ideal conception of a Spiritualist lead
er; and when this kindly spirit penne- 
fetes a society all are blessed and up
lifted. Upon such, the sun never sets, 
for it shines in the hearts of its mem
bers and of such is the kingdom of 
heaven. LAURA G. FIXEN.

Chicago. Ill.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

UNDER TEST CONDITIONS.

A Chicago Medium Having Faith in His 
Own Honesty and Mediumship.

Will Go Before the State 
Association.

To the Editor:—While I knew that 
The Progressive Thinker haa a very 
wide circulation and great influence, 
yet I did not fully realize this fact until 
I received a flood of letters coming 
from every state in the Union referring 
to the article published in The Pro
gressive Thinker of May 28. where I 
made an offer of my services under test 
conditions to demonstrate that tlfere 
was genuine phenomena such as slate- 
writing. painting, partial materializing 
in the light, etc.

These many letters show the wide
spread interest in the matter, and while 
I appreciate each and every one. and 
would like to make each one a special 
and separate reply, yet it would be im
possible to do so. and that they may 
know how the matter stands. I would 
like to say that the suggestion of the 
editor of The ProgresslveThinker has 
been accepted, and that the test will 
be made by the president of the Illinois 
State Spiritualist Association. Mr. 
Warne, assisted by those whom he may 
select, and arrangements to that effect 
are now being mode: and with such a 
committee, familiar as they are with 
mediumship, and with the laws that 
govern spirit communication, which are 
so delicate that even an adverse mental 
attitude on the part ot the sitters would 
prevent the manifestation, it is believed 
that this committee would furnish sat
isfactory conditions for a perfect dem
onstration. Very truly.

W. F. LANGDON.
70 East 24th street, Chicago.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
. No other publishing house In the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World.” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle. "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. "The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land.” "Art 
Magic." "The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands." 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

All' these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for 53.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before*known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. Afterpaying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is 52.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle In modern business enter
prise!

Summer Tour of Mrs.Cora L. V. 
mond.

Rich'

Mr. and Mrs. Richmond left Chicago 
for St. Louis on the 17th- Inst. Mrs. 
Richmond will lecture for Mr. Grim
shaw’s society at the Templo on ■'Pino 
street, the two last Sundays in June. 
She Is engaged to speak by the Unity 
League (continuation of the Parliament 
of Religions) which holds Its sessions 
in one of the Congress halls inside the 
Fair grounds, on June 28. 29 and 30. 
She expects to remain in St Louis the 
first two Sundays in July, speaking for 
Prot Pecks congregation. On- their 
way east Mr. and Mrs. Richmond will 
visit Cleveland. Ohio, and Corry. Pa., ar
riving at Onset, Mass., for the last Sun
day in July, and the first week in Au
gust when Mra. Richmond speaks: 
August 7 at Lynn. Mass.: August 14 at 
Niantic. Conn., stopping at other places 
en route on their return to Chicago. 
The Church of the Soul will-resume its

Success, And How to Win It.
A little book with the aoove title has 

just been issued by its author. Rev. B. 
F- Austin, which should be In the li
brary. but more particularly in the 
hands and open to the eyes of every 
young man and woman. Indeed, the 
more advanced in years would profit 
much by its perusal. It consists of a 
series of lectures and lessons given to 
his pupils on Success, and How to 
Win It.” in the First Spiritual Church, 
Buffalo. May 9. 1904. and published by 
the request of those who heard them. 
They are nuggets of pure gold from "Mr. 
Austin’s rich cerebral mine. Tt is well 
printed in clear type upon first-class 
paper, and costs only 25 cents. , .

H. V. SWER1NGEN.

regular services about the middle 
September. - •

Prof. Lockwood.
Prof. Lockwood, the - eminent

of

seien-
tlst. has something to say, of import
ance. this- week, on the eighth page.

"Ah Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath« 
olio Conspiracy Detected and Exposed." 
“Romanism Exposed." Two pamphlet* 
by Rev- J. G. White, author of Startling 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two toi 
15 cents.

"Voltaire's Romances." Translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. Theso lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of Wide reading. Wit. philosophy and 
romance are combined, with tho skill of 
a master mind. Prlçe 11.50. For sale 
at this office.

“Coamlan Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and rejected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home: compiled by L. K. Wash
bum- This volume meets a public 
want It comprises 258 choice selec
tions Of poetry and music, embodying 
tho highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all Sectarianism. Price B0 cents.
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EVIDENCE OF MORTALITY A® SPIRIT COMM«. By 0.
Thore are thousands in every country in the worldCan we discover any reasonable or logical evidence .......

of immortality even from a scientific standpoint, or who believe they have .solved the question, and thou- 
does man when he shuffles off this mortal coil, die like 5 ‘ ‘ ....... ... .....
a hog ouly to mingle again with Mother Earth and 
•become blotted out of intellectual existence?

Let me say to those who may have doubts as to a fu
ture existence, that in my opinion, they have not 
given the subject as thorough an investigation as this 
subject demands.

■ There is no excuse for those who rely upon precon
ceived notions, or show indifference as to the facts of 
the question, because they cannot step over on the 
other side to see for themselves, whether their friends 
who have passed away are really alive, and are the 
same friends of olden times,
■ I know not what others may believe, but as for me, 
take away my hope in.a future life, and I should have 
no other aim in life but to eat, drink and be merry, 
without an incentive but to gratify the instincts of the 
animal creation.
: The cultivation of a moral sentiment or intellectual 
acquirements would offer no possible inducement to 
man.
; Such a condition would be on a par with the brute

sands who have never given the question an anxious
thought. Let us briefly follow along the line of evo
lution and then draw our conclusions from the result 
of this wonderful law. ।

Scientists the world over agree that the matter 
which our universe as well as the composition of the 
whole stellar heavens, was originally composed of a

s

Chaldaio and Assjyiian it is Elah and Ellah.
Turkish, Malay and Arabic is Alah and Allah. 
Old Egyptian'.is.Tuid.
Greek is TlieoUF 
Latin is Deus.101 
Italian is Dio.
Flemish is Gold 10

-iisDutch is Godt.‘,n
Danish and Swbdisji'is Gut.
Norwegian is ‘jQ,ud.
Polish is Bog.’;, ,jj 
Polaca is Bon^v, ' b 
Hindostanee iq ¿¡lip,*

Major Taber,
I FAB9SD TO WRIT UFB. ,

gasecus formation. Even some of our planets have 
not yet completed their course of evolution, and even 
our sun is still a gaseous burning world, ap well as all~ 
of the myriads of the fixed stars which adorn the 
heavens at night. There are also thousands of nebu- . . „. „ , .
las in every possible stage of world forming, sqme similarity with the exception of Latin, Low. Latin, 
which (he photographic plate detects their first indi- ~ ’ ' ” ’ ■"-

In a list of 48 laguanes there 
the exception <

- ■ , ?

are but few with any

cation of spherical formation.
.Our little world has .passed through its gaseous 

stage, its mineral development, its vegetable era, the 
lower order of its myriads of animal life, and as a 
crown standing upon its apex stands man.

Whence cometh this law of development, this evo
lution from the gaseous period of the earth to man?

There is no escape from the conclusion, that where 
there is an effect there must be a cause. Neither cancreation, and yet there are many intelligent people . .

who seem to take pride in the belief that they have we ignore the fact that there has been a mysterious 
no wish or desire beyond this physical exigence, yet it struggle all along this line of evolution, and that m 
seems to me that such conclusions are based upon every step there has been a change from the lower to 
neither reasonable, rational, traditional, occult or sci- the higher, from molecular activity to instinctive m- 

■ ■ telligenee, and up to the intelligence ot man. Science
tells us that all life commences with protoplasm, then

entifie conclusions.
. It is simply, I don’t believe, because it cannot be 
demonstrated to them through their five senses.

• / .It would be more in line With a reasonable man to 
/say, “I don’t know.” After the investigations of 
nearly half a century, I find that there is but little 
that I do know, and so much that I cannot know, that 
1 find a very broad field open for investigation, as sci
ence is developing every day new truths which but a 
few years ago would have'been pronounced absurd by 
every scientist in the world.

We meet with scientific subjects all around ub 
which are mysterious and unseen, and perhaps at the 
present time unknowable, yet we are aware that there 
can be no effect without a cause.

Take for instance the light of the sun; it passes 
through our windows and gives us heat which no ar
tificial light will dof. Because we cannot comprehend

a single cell, then groups of cells, then the lower 
forms of worms, then the vertebrates and the lower 
order of animals, and lastly man through all of the 
different grades of intelligence.
. Do we not observe intelligence throughout the 
whole animal kingdom. The horse knows his mas
ter’s face and even recognizes his voice, and the dog 
understands almost every word. The elephant _ re
members an injury for years, and in all the animal 
kingdom we can trace more or less intelligence.

(Obituaries to the extent ot leu line! 
only will De lueerted free. All lu oxcee( 
ot ten lines will be charged al the rata 
ot fifteen cents per line. About aeve^ 
words constitute one liae-l J

Passed to spirit life from his home Irf 
Wheaton, Ill., June J, Mr. Adin Thomp« 
eon Childs, aged 87 years. Thus had 
loft this physical lite one of the truest; 
kindest and noblest of souls. He jour
neyed longer than many do on this 
earth, and to some they would have in* 
deed felt the Imiwess ot the years, but 
Brother Childs was as young and fui; 
of life, taking an Interest in all that 
pertained to the upliftment of the race, 
as he did in Ills early manhood. He 
was an earnest Spiritualist, never 
afraid to express his views, the' living 
In on extremely orthodox city. He was 
known by all as an outspoken man, 
fearless in his expression, true to his 
convictions. He left an Impress on the 
minds of those he met which can never, 
fade away.

He was president of our little society, 
and for years did all he could to help 
advance the cause he loved. He passed 
away conscious to the last, glad to be 
released, and to go to those who waited 
for him In the land of souls. He leaves 
a wife, three daughters, two brothers 
and one sister and a host of friends to 
mourn hie loss. His funeral was very 
largely attended, and we laid his body 
away at the close of one of the beautiful 
June days which bless the earth. The 
writer officiated, and gave the consola
tion of Spiritualism.

G. H. BROOKS.

Hesiod, who flourished 1,000 yfears B. C., gave a 
faithful account of the spirits-of antiquity. Their 
faith was:
Invisible, the gods are ever nigh, 
Pass through our midst, and bend the all-seeing eye.

Homer became a medium and seer at 8 years of age, 
Pythagoras. 500 years before Christ, taught the im
mortality of the soul.

Aesculapius was a medium and foretold thingSRak- 
ing place in distant countries. The Rev. J. B. Gross 
says* “It is time that posterity should raise its voice 
in vindication of the hoary past,” referring to their 
belief in immortality. Beda states, that in the capitol 
at Rome, statues were hung with bells, and when rang
by spirits they knew that a rebellion against Rome 

similar. ■ „ was attempted. It is claimed upon good authority
There are in evbry community persons who claim to that Plutarch, Luther and Mohammed often heard the 

be scientific, who ridicule the idea of the possibility of melody of the spheres. Spiritual manfestations were 
intelligences giving evidence of immortality who have common in those days, as it is stated that before the 
passed the bounds of mortal life. misfortune of the Lacedemonians there was heard the

They ignore the fact that the great cry of humanity clashing of arms in the temple of Hercules, and the 
is, “After death,;what?” and that it is a subject of statue sweat profusely, and the folding doors which 
the greatest importance to the whole human family, were bolted were thrown open, and arms hung on the 
It is a human desire, and it has been one of the most, wall were thrown down. Cicero says, there is no un
important desires of humanity'since the dawn of civil- tion which does not believe it possible for future 
ization. . i events to be predicted by certain persons, Nero and

Do we live, are we conscious, do we hold our iden- Julian consulted the spirits.
tity, and do we progress in knowledge, and will we - The Romans even sent embassadors to Greece to 
meet our loved ones after we are through with our- consult their oracles or mediums. Livy reports over 
earth life? This is a serious subject, and one which■ "‘ - * *>-■- w.
every human being should investigate honestly and 
without prejudice. '

The result of my investigation for nearly half a cen
tury has satisfied me that there is no death, that it is 
simply a change of condition, giving greater opportu
nities and an evolution on the line, of intelligence.

Celtic, French, Spanish and Portuguese, which are

fifty instances of fulfillment by those mediums. He 
also states that the spirit of Romulus visited Proculus 
Julius and gave an address. When Emperor Tiberius 
left the city of Rome, the soothsayers or mediums told 
him that he would never again enter the Eternal City,

DEAFNESS GUREDi

The best thought of every human being-should be de
voted to the searching out of TRUTH. -There, is an

find he never did. History informs us that the im
mortality. of the soul was taught by the most ancient 
Aryans, Thales, Zeno, Plato, Indian Seers, Persians,

By No Means Until “ACT1NA”, 
Was Discovered.

Apollonius, and inspired sages were considered supe- 
_____ _________ , , ___ x rior to Jesus as mediums. Apollonius cured the 
a man a king.”_________________________________ blind, deaf and dumb. Ireneus also was a celebrated

If the'same efforts were made, and the millions healer. Augustine and Ambrose, in the fourth and 
which have been expended in establishing creeds had

old adage which says: “The conquest of truth makes 
a man a king.”

With some we call it instinct, but what is instinct 
but instinctive intelligence? The most skillful geom- __
etricians have never been able to formulate a system been devoted to the search of truth, the world would _ . , ...
'of cells more economical than those made by the be much better off . to-day. Creeds are man-made, ofthetwelfthcentury.Bishop Grossetteteofthethir- 
honey bee for the past 2,000 years. Isnotthis an ev- truthis divine. j----- w.uk.r_«.--------------*
idence of instinctive intelligence. I might call your - The following-lines remind me of their conditions believers but were mediumistie. Philip Melancthon 

^asserted he saw spirits, and even John Calvin claimed
idence of instinctive intelligence. I might call your - 
attention to thousands of indications and instances.the why,.should we conclude that it is not a fact? ------- - ,

We know that what we call electricity moves our where the whole animal kingdom shows more or less 
street ears and gives us light and heat. Can we an- intelligence. Can we draw the line between instinct 
alyze it and give its component parts?. Because we and intelligence? . _ .

- - - - ... Charles Darwin has proven beyond the possibilitycannot do so, is there a man so foolish as to believe 
that there is no such a thing as electricity?

We see beautiful flowers bud and blossom, filled 
with delicate perfume and every color of the rainbow, 
and yet we know as little of its growth and formation 
as we do of light and electricity.

We are forced to take the agnostic view, and ac
knowledge that we do not knew. I might cite you to 
thousands of nature’s wonderful transformations 
which daily meet us upon every side that are just as 
mysterious, and yet we are'forced to the conclusion

of a doubt that there have been many instances where 
several of the bones and muscles which distincily be- 
long to the lower order of animalshave cropped outin 
man, showing the connecting link between.the animal 
creation and man.

There is also a connecting link between the vege
table and the animal kingdom; as a proof of this fact, 
there are plants that digest animal fopd to sustain life.

We find in the different races of mankind every 
grade of intellectual development, from those who

Their hearts go hungry through thé world, 
And never find the truth they seek 
Their lips with pride and scorn are curled 
To hide the pain they may not speak; 
Their voice in oratory may thrill, 
Yet underneath their hardened mask, 
Their famished heajis are hungering still.

I have no envy for those jvho have no hope, knowl
edge, or belief in a future life. If there is a human 
soul that has no desire to meet the loved ones gone to 
that beautiful summer land we read of, when they 
shuffle off this mortal' jeoil, and their physical bodies 
return to mother, earth, their souls also should be

fifth century, reports numerous spiritual revelations.
Gregory VII, of the eleventh century, Roger Bacon

teenth century, and even Martin Luther were not only

that they are a reality. ’iave scarcely developed a language, to the present
We know that nature forma twenty-six varieties of high state of cultivation of the twentieth century sci- 

— • - .........................— entist. Has not science demonstrated that there is ancrystallizations, each mineral having its own peculiar 
form which has never been changed in all the mill
ions of past ages. Do we know, or understand the 
law that shapes them each after their own kind?

He who does not believe there is a mysterious law 
governing matter, let him investigate. Let us be hon
est to our intelligence, and admit that where we see 
an effect, that it is inevitable that’there must be a 
jjause. Take for instance the law of attraction, why 
"one body draws another towards itself just in propor
tion to its weight. .-• • - • - -- - -••••.•

We see the effect, but fail to explain the cause.
i I mention these principles to illustrate how little we 
know of the mysteries we daily come in contact with, 
and the necessity of drawing an intelligent conclusion 
from them. .

The scientists of the world have demonstrated the 
law of the evolution of matter in all of its forms, 
whether animate or inanimate.

There is no guesswork about it, as they have fol-

to be clairaudient.
Tasso, the Italian poet, was a Spiritualist. Joan 

D’Arc heard spirit voices. George Fox, the father of 
Quakerism, was highly gifted with spirit control, and 
all along down the ages there were hundreds of noted 
men who were spiritual mediums, and yet we are 
often told that no one who is sane could believe such 
nonsense.

It is stated upon good authority that Beethoven, 
Mozart and even Goethe were all mediumistie. Dr^ 
Adam Clarke, the great Methodist commentator, said: 
“I believe that spirits may have intercourse with this 
world and become visible to mortals. John Murray 
also was a believer in spiritual phenomena. Coming 
down to our own day, we find the names of Judge Ed
monds, John Stuart Mill, Ruskin, Wilkinson, Dr. 
Whately, Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Hall, Wm. and Mary 
Howitt, the poet Tennyson, Robert Bell, Dr. Collins, 
of London, Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton, Parker Snow,

Ninety-five per cent ot all oases or deafness 
brought to our attention la the result ot cbronlo 

catarrh of the throat anil 
middle ear. The air pas
sages become clogged toy 
catarrhal deposits, stop* 
plug the action ot the vi
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure Is Impossible. Thein- 
ner ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the InabUlty ot au- 
rlsts or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is a 
scientific cure tor deafness 
and catarrh Is demonstrat
ed every day by the use ot 
Aotlna. The vapor current 
generated in the Aotlna

passes-through the Eustachian tubes into the 
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
un passes through the tubes, and lobsensup 
-the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) in the 
inner ear, making them respond to the slight
est vibration ot sound. Actlna has never tailed 
to cure ringing noises In the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom tor years to be completely cured In 
only throe weeks' use of Actlna. Aotlna also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; all ot which are di
rectly or indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. We give advice free, and positive proof 
ot cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson’s 
too page Dictionary ot Disease, Free. Address 
Hew York & London Electric Association, Dep. 
It 020 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

blotted out of existence. They, however, cannot es
cape this law of evolution, and will live in spite of 
their desire to béVblottèd. out. In regard to the vari
ous opinions predicated upon the belief in immortal
ity, I have no quarrel with those Who make a religion 
out of this fact, but as'for myself, I look upon immor
tality as a scientific discovery, and not as a religion;
and I am not alone ini this belief, as there are hun- Napoleon, Horace Greeley, Henry Ward Beecher, Rev. 

ligenee.? dreds of thousands who belong to almost every sect B. H. Chapin, Theodore Parker, Harriet Beecher
Are we not, then, forced to draw the conclusion known, who daily consult mediums in order to re- Stows, Rev. Wm. E. Channing, Bayard Taylor, Rev. 

from these facts which are observable to every stu- ceiveìhessagés.fijpm their friends who have passed to G. H. Hepworth, Rev. A. D. Mayo, Rev. G. W. Skin- 
dent of nature, that.the law of evolution is as inflex- the spirit worldfiand yet they hold to their religious ner, Rev. Adin Ballou, Rev. Dr. Fisk, Rev. H. A. Reid, 
ible and as permanent as the law of gravitation? . belief. T have neveri^éll able tó see thè necessity M* Rev. J. P. Sanford, Rev. J. H. Tuttle, Rev. W? Ker, 
’/Have we any reason- tó dòtìjt' fhat'th&ìiw: wHw1S propriety of establislifiig ’another religion,.much less Washington Irving, -Charlotte Bronte, Margaret Ful- 

holds and guides each planet and sun in its course a .creed, oilt of a Ìcièntìfio fact. let, Gerrit Smith, Wm. Lloyd Garrison, Rev. Dr.
through space will cease to operate? I will, however, grant that the knowledge of à fu- Townsend, Victor Hugo, Rev. E. C. Towne, Abraham

What reason'have we to doubt that this law of evo- turo life, and what we have been able to learn from Lincoln, Queen Victoria and hundreds of the greatest 
lution that has been millions Of years in developing those who have gone before, that it leads to opening intellects of the world were known to have believed in 
man, with all of his intelligence, will not continue the way to a better religious thought, but not a re- immortality, and of their power to return to earth 
even when man has fulfilled his mission with crude ligion. ’ . ’ ' . *'“**■'’
__ ? This scientific discovery of spirit communion is not

Has one of nature’s laws ceased, to operate that we a new discovery, but is as old as civilization. Through- 
know of? ... . out all of the days of Egypt’s wonderful progress in

Then why does not this intelligence which -has cost science, what is now called Spiritualism, Was.a univer
nature untold agès in perfecting, take a step higher- sal belief. Hermes taught that. “This visible is but a 
in •evolution in the future, as it has in the past. In picture of the invisible world.” Herodotus mentions 
all the stages which matter has passed through up to that a celebrated king of Egypt who descended to the 
man'it has not been possible for any. one species below mansions of the dead, and after.some stay in those 
man to realize what, the next step in evolution yrould spirit realms, f etjimed to light. _ -Strabo states that in 
be, yet man with all of his scientific attainments may the temple of Serapis at Canopis, that many miracles 
not be'able to'catch a gliinpse^ of what the future , 
should be, if the future is any indication of the past.

If this evolution of intelligence ceases with man’s

unchangeable law of progress governing matter 
throughout the whole realm of nature ?

Do we not further observe that this law has but one 
object and aim, and that is the development of intel-

Sir David Brewster, Dr. Bird, Lord Brougham, Louis

after death.
matter?

lowed its course from its first gaseous formation to the 
highest form of matter, which is man.

Evolution, what is it? Webster defines it as fol
lows : As the series of steps by which n germ becomes
adult, or organism, or a fully developed part; the suc
cessive changes which a germ passes from a simple to 
a complex condition.” If evolution means any
thing, it means progress, and progress from a lower
to a higher development does not mean retrogression
or a suspension of that law; • , ' ' , , _ . .

■ Nature’s laws are fixed and unalterable, and if man earthly career, then there must be a suspension of that 
has progressed from a single cell through all of its which would be one of the most.sublime fizzles 
gradations as science has demonstrated, and as this ever conceived of in all the investiga.tions.qf science, 
law of progression is unalterable, is it reasonable to Men may say they don’t believe, because they do 
suppose that the intelligent part of man is annihilated yet that is a poor argument in opposition to
when he has outgrown his physical environments ? a known law of nature.which has existed for

■If progression or evolution is onward and upward, millions of years. He who ignores the perpetuation

ever conceived of in all the investigations^)! science.

a well known law of nature which has existed for

of man’s intelligence, must necessarily ignore the well

were wrought and’practiced and devoted to the sa
cred sleep, or what, is,now known as a trance condi;

They represent almost every phase of religion, sci
ence, music and art. Even that great orator, Robert 
G. Ingersoll, the agnostic, who stood second to no man 
in an honest search after truth, even he had hopes of a 
future life.

There are times no doubt with each qf us, and we 
know not why, that there steals over us, and we are 
thrilled with a sensation of happiness; and how do we 
know but that it is the loving presence of some of our 
dear friends who are shedding over us their love and 
affection. Longfellow says:

tion. ", ' ■
Emanuel Heboid, president of the -Academy, of 

France, states that the occult sciences for. mofe than 
3,000 years were ^practiced by the Egyptian'priest- 
hood. Even Socrates was known to have heard voices.

Old Chinese records for 40,000 years records, the 
belief in the intercourse between the living and the 
dead, so stated by a-learned mandarin, and also by 
Dr. McGowan, a. Chinese missionary. Confucius, the 
greatest of Chinese philosophers, was- also a Spirit-

“A drowsiness is stealing over me x 
Which is not sleep, for, though I close mine
Tam awake, and in another world, 
Dim faces of the dead and of the absent

eyes

¿tfhy should not human intelligence which has taken , - - - - .
millions of vears to accomplish take a position in a established law of evolution, From a strictly scien- 
higher sphere of activity and usefulness? tifie standpoint, we have every'reason to believe that

If évolution is true, and who doubts it, then eternal there is no annihilation of intelligence, and therefore 
progress must be a natural result. Men may say they death ; that so-called death is only one step higher 
don’t believe, yet that does not change, the law of tn the evolution of the intelligent part of man. 
progression or impede its upward course. "" ’ __________________ _____

" When Chas. Darwin published his “Origin of Spe- .which governs and controls matter throughout, the knowledge and belief in immortality, and also David 
cies,” the world was full of doubters, and yet to-day’Universe, has called forth varied opinions since man the Psalmist, and scores of Biblical characters were 
there is not a prominent scientist in the world who began to develop intelligence.

ualist. ■ - ■ ■
Zoroaster’s prayer was, “When I die,"carry me to 

the bosom of joy,’’-and it is stated that he frequently 
saw celestial spirits; The Egyptians, Phoenicians, 

The great question whence comes this great power Persian and Grecian writers were imbued with the

deep in the philosophy. Ernest Renan says that 
doubts its truth. When it comes to well established Some ’call it the “Great First Cause;” the untu- Jesus believed in spirit communion. Titus, in his ad- 
facts, a doubter is a person who has failed to investi- tored savage calls it ‘The Great Spirit,” but the most dress to his.soldiers before Jerusalem, declared that 
gate this subject. popular term is Jehovah or God. : • soldiers who died in battle joined the. company whogate this subject. , popular term is Jehovah or God. : • soldiers who died in battle joined the. company who

Man’s relation to natureAnd his hope in immortal- Different nations have .different names for- their were placed among the stars.
ity, is the most important question which has’ever Deity: • ? The Chaldeans were Spiritualists in every sense of
called for a satisfactory conclusion. . : . Jn Hebrew it is Eloah. . the word.

Come floating np before me.” * ' .
Tn concluding thia important subject, I agree with 

the poet:
Perfection altered, would produce a flaw;
Nature cannot err, hence cannot change its law. 
On earth, there is nothing great but man, 
Inman, there is nothing great but mind.
Again: ■ ' '

Ini this important truth all tongues agree,
- That man was made for immortality. 

Death kindly comes and opens wide the door, 
And lights our passage to the golden shore ; 
Oblivion spans thé gulf on which wé tread 

'The silent pathway of the living dead.'
Then let earth join with aspirations high, 

Proclaim this glorious truth—We Never Die. 
Los Angeles, Cal. G. MAJOR TABER.

MINNESOTA. opened with a very fine invocation and energy, a little work with a will, will Forty-Seventh Anniversary at Sturflls, Gibbs of Grand Rapide, Dr. Peebles and am a staunch friend of the young peo- 
• followed with lecture by'• the guides, accomplish much. It we can all work • Michigan,'1’’ myself of Battle Creek. The hall was pie, all young people, and am ever

the subject being .drawn from the lives together the results would be great and beautifully decorated with flowers and ready to help them enjoy themselves,
n a» e of Thomas Paine, Lincoln and. Christ, result In great good. ,..¿2 plants of airdescriptions by Miss Cress- and organize societies wherever I have
Dedication of Spiritualist Temple at comparing their livesand their goM Wewould like to impress every Spir-“®le.n_^^,th® “an s^e—ier and friends, causlngthe interior to an opportunity.;

Long Lake. .works'tone‘to mankind. .It was very itualist association to work toward hav- look cool, quiet and spiritual, and Dr. Peebles has attended over thirty
-----— ' nicely weaved in her discourse. All ing a temple of their own. We know en_ m there was a.strong uplifting influence of these meetings and has seen many '" ‘ ----- ■ ................. - -• ............. ' ',wltll,“-d?r^etlieentlremeeUng. Mrs.-oft&eoldTworlre^laiato.rest. ■

_____ __ _____________  ...______ „ janent townsMve gathered _ there to Lichtig gives short clear-cut addresses, , wouia iffin to see more societies 
of dedication. Mrs. Sauer was -mes- year or two ahead, as we have done. event _ Fob frty-^n-followed by thorough and readily recog- owning their own temples and stop this
sage bearer from the spirit friends, and course, we all will perhaps have to sac- maridng“theMo^^Sf Spiritual -nIe? hte,sts. were ,mui comfort promiscuous renting and mixing’wjth 

rifice a little from our home comforts to and help to those receiving them. --- - - - - -struth. And this has ¡a । deeper slgnifi- — 
cance when you recall that the build
ing of this structure Was11 only a few

J ■ , AAAUvAJ’ AAA 1AVA . UlbvuUluQt JtxA* LUq *• LCLujJlw UA UUwAA Vnll> vV V AkAXUW Il*A f i"lP
“ -The dedication of onr Spiritualist spoke well of the lecture, how good it that there are many that could If they °virituaiistB py 

Temple on June 5, was very nicely con- was and how well it suited the occasion would just try by saving and working a jaceni towns nave । 
ducted and resulted In much gpod to all,
uplifting to the soul and spiritual of 
inan. Owing to the threatening rain 
many of the friends from the Twin 
Cities and country did not come. Not
withstanding the condition of the 
•weather our temple was well filled. The 
morning meeting was devoted to a con
ference, of which Mr. Whitwell was 
nominated president for the day. and 
conducted the meetings in a very pleas
ing and unassuming ■ manner, and 
gaiped the love and respect of the audi
ence. Mrs. Whitwell opened the con
ference by invocation, and the choir 
rendered some very nice music that 
added much to the harmonious condi
tion of the meeting. Remaries were 
made by Mrs. Whitwell, Mrs. Sauer, 
Mr- Whitwell and others, that resulted 
in .much good to all. After conference 
all partook of a bountiful dinner of the 
good things that-supply the body and. 
spirit of man. A general good time 
prevailed, and there was a good supply 
left for 5 o’clock lunch.

At 2 o’clock sharp, Mrs.. Whitwell

gave some very fine tests and readings ; 
most of them were accepted as correct. 
Mrs. Sauer is developing much in test 
work. Mrs. Whitwell, Mrs. Sauer, Mrs. 
Hagdal christened a little child of Mrs- 
Ray Maxwell. ,

The .writer in behalf of the Minne
tonka Spiritualist Association, extended 
greetings .and a welcome hand to the 
many friends that came to our dedica
tion services, and we assure the dear 
friends that the" meeting will long be 
remembered by the brothers and Bis
ters here, giving them much encour
agement to still work on in the great 
and good cause.

We do not seo why we cannot sup
port-a ‘camp-meeting in or near the 
Twin Cities. There Is so much good 
talent in our state and the Twin Cities, 

. with the beautiful lakes and fine scen
ery, and productivo, fruit country, and 
beautiful summer, I do not see why we

do it We need a place where our 
children can go to have their lyceums 
and he instructed in spiritual truths.

Before closing we want to say that 
many of our friends were disappointed 
that Mr. Maxwell, president of the 
slate spiritual society, could not be 
with uB. Many expressed regrets; Ow
ing to circumstances ho could not come.

There is some talk now of having a 
general conference and general meeting 
end picnic st our temple, July 3, first 
Sunday of the month.;.

ROLLA STUBBS.
Long Lake, Minn.

years, some ten I beireve. UTter the first 
tiny rap was heard at Hydesville. How 
many of those who« jver^dnBtrumental 
in 'building this temple nave been car
ried through its doors tb*that last long

Miss Gibbs gave short, inspirational

"Never-Ending Life Assured by Bel- 
enoe.” By Daniel Kent Tenney. A 
strong and conclusive argument from 
the basis of acienco. For sale at thia 
office. Prico B cents.

“Love—Sex—Immortality." By Dr.
cannot have a Cassadaga of the North VV. P. Phelon. Far sala at thta cffica 
during. our. rammer months.- ArHttle price 15.conta.

rest of the physical'bbdy ‘that knows no 
Woking. . :

On this occasion we a gathered there 
full of love and good will for each, other, 
and how grand It was to see those old 
ladies and gentlemen, with hairs whit
ened and eyes dimmed'by the years of 
time, say to me at parting, “If we do not 
meet, on this planet we. will meet In 
those higher realms.!’/,. .What & grand 
and Inspiring thought,'We will meet-in 
those higher .realms?’1 Muy we ever act 
and live on this earth that wt may mer
it the reward in heavafil-

Presldent Collar 'secured for this

lectures, also reciting an anniversary 
poem, which were highly appreciated. 
She has before her a very- bright fu
ture.

Dr. Peebles needs no introduction 
from me. Let it suffice for me to say 
he delivered the last regular address on 
Sunday evening and met with his usual 
reward—an attentive . and Interested 
audience. It will be many years before 
we can produce another speaker like 
Dr. Peebles. .

Owing to the fact that many of the 
camps have opened through this part 
of the country the president was un
able to obtain as many lecturers as he 

. desired, letting three of the five lectures 
fall to my guide"Joseph,” and one I 
gave in the normal State to the young

all kinds of magnetism and influences, 
Let us own our own homes when, we 
commune with the other world and the 
dear ones gone before.

DR. W. G. THURBER. 
Battle Creek, Mich.

ft Gliance to Mako Money.
I have berrlea, mpw ana peaches a year 014, Fresh as when picked. I used the California Cold Process. Do not heat or seal the fruit, just

put It tip cold, Keeps perfectly IreVti, and costa almost nothing; can put np a bushel In ten 
minutes. Loot year Isold directions to over 120 
families In oMWMk: anyone will pay a dollar tor directions when incy see the beautltoil samples of fruit As there ore many people poor 
like myself, I consider U iny duty to give my experience to such and tool conndent anyone can make one or two hundred, dollars round 
home Ina few days. I will mall sample ot .fruit 
and full directions to any of your readers for. nineteen (W) two cent stamps, which is only the 
actual cost ot the samnlea, .postan.- ata.

people In particular.- But It is time that 
the older Spiritualists were thinking of ....

____ _________ ____________ this, and making an effort to bring su LoX ’̂
meeting Mra. Uchtlg bF- town, iMIBb young blood and life Into our midst ,r

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plica, Fistula, Ulcers, Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sen Ureo. Address ft 
DRi BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
NEW INVENTION!

Write for new booklet, SpecUl Offer thle month. Oar 
Quaker Folding Vapor Bmh CebineU, flnoat 
■* produced. .Evrrjhody delighted. Enjoy at 

homo for 8o each all the merreloaeoleanelnt. 
lutigoradog, curative effect* of the fameua 
Turkiih Bathe. Open the 6,000,000 akin 
porte, puri&e» the entire lyilem. Beata Rot 
Springe. PrcveBie dleeaee. Sarei Dr. bill«. 
Cured tbouiendi. Nature’« drujleaa remedy 
for oolda, grip, rkanBailrm, ache«, palai, 
blood and tkto dheaaea, Kidney tranbto
chlldrra'i dbuM« *ad fernab Uli. Guarió, 
teed. 8«toa80day»’trliL ^100 to *800

• month, iilexmea, tnanageri, generai agenti. joôi profit. 
WORLD MFG. Ott, 82 Wm Burna, CIHGIHHAU, QHIQ.
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fumlth Uu work tad t«ieb you ir«a, you work in 
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of »3 for every day’« work^Uolutely sure. Writoat once.
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Th* above u toe number ot the pre», 

ent Issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
U printed at tho top ot the first page, 
right band corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap^. 
per, then the time you’bave paid tor has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner ot the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbax 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number ae-- 
the tag of your wrapper.

"In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
hound; price $1.

“New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston's ■ 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, $1. 
Cloth, ? 1.60.

*Tho Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. AhtoccuU library In Itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso- 
pliy. Price $2 per volume. For sale at 
this office.’

“Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. For sale at this office. Price (1.

"Just How to Wake the Solar Plex
us." By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable, 
tor health. Price 25 cents.

"A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents. .

“Meatless Dishes.” Very usefuL 
Price 10 cents.

The Commandments Analyzed, price - 
E5 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth, 50 
cents. For sale at this office.

"The Infidelity of -Ecclesiasticlsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual' hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Poems til ProcrGSS.” By Lizzie 
Dotes. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, irom 
lively to severe." It 1b a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The .volume Is tastily 
-printed and bound. Price $1.

"Origin ot Ute, or Where Man Comes 
From?' “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents.

aale at thia office.



others as 'well as fine literary and mu-i-
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contain the full name and addreee of the 
writer, Otherwise they may be caet 
Into the waste basket;

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

steal. program, including refreshments 
and danciifgfcall.for 25 cents. .

The Ram's Horn is confronted with 
some startling statistics. Says the ed-
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Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 

> allows this freedom of expression, be
lleving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief,, yet 
that |s no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comeg 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to'do so. That must account tor the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The progressiveThinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, t'in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on wlIo 

’ paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper«

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all casesi be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would^be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thlrty-Hne 
Item Is cut down to ten Unes, and ten 
Unes to two lines, as occasion may re-
ouire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, witn- 
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space.to use them.
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PUBLICATION O^BRWISB THEY 
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WASTE BASKET. W 
_______ Io i ________ _

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. -/During 
June, July and August the Progressive 
Lyceum will be sent to Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to increase your subscription one- 
half its present number, with no extra 
expense. Address J. W. Ring, care ,of 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

Dr. Green, secretary of the Missouri 
State Spiritual Assaciation, with head
quarters at 518 Commercial building, Is 
arranging a World's Fair Parliament of 
Advanced Minds. Dr. Green-is well 
known as a student and lecturer-on 
spiritual, occult, new thought and brotn- 
erhood topics. H1b original plan was to 
have a world’s international convention 
of Spiritualists, but this has been 
abandoned with a view of making it 
more general to a Parliament of Ad
vanced Minds. The meetings will be 
held in the auditorium tent at the Can

' vas Cottage City, north of the World s 
Fair. Dr. Green has been correspond
ing with the advanced thinkers and a 
large gathering of these bodies Is ex
pected.—St. Louis Post Dispatch.

The Philosophical Journal says: Mr. 
Will C. Hodge’s lecture on ‘Mediumship 
was a lucid exposition of the wide
spread characteristic of those through 
whom the phenomena of Modem Spir
itualism are presented, as well as show
Ing the unconscious control .or guid
ance to which many if not all of those 
who are not looked upon as mediums 
are subjected. It is a great mistake to 
think that only those we know as 
mediums are subject to the control of 
spirits, others are as susceptible to con
trol and because in their case it ls--un- 
suspected, Is oftentimes 'more potent 
than would be the case if it were exer-. 
cised with the knowledge of the indi
vidual.” ■

Emily E. Philp writes: "The Engle
wood Spiritual Union will hold on Sat
urday evening, June 25, an Ice-cream 
social at Mrs. Hurlbut’s, 6320 Went
worth avenue. We anticipate a very 
pleasant evening, and hope to see our 
many friends. There will be cards for 
those who care for them, and other 
amusements. Come and have a good 
time. The social is for the benefit of 
the society. Admission, 25 cents.”

Alarmed by the rapidly increasing 
number of amateur hypnotists among 
the bovs attending the public schools of 
Aurora, Ilk, Professor Barriwell, super
intendent of the East- Aurora .high 
schools, issued an order forbidding the 
boys to practice their hypnotic sflells. 
The order met with a good deal/f in
dignation among the devotees of the 
"science,” but will be strictly enforced, 
under penalty of expulsion. Hypnotism 
has suddenly become the fad of nearly 
every boy in Aurora. Books of instruc
tions on hypnotism, advertised for sale 
In some of thè cheaper magazines, sud
denly made their appearance and school 
books have been neglected. Roy Raut, 
a paper carrier, Is high priest of the 
hypnotists. Raut has a pair of eagle 
eyes, which his followers bèlieve are en
dowed with unusual hypnotic powers. 
Raut held a big meeting. A large 
crowd of boys and girls and many older 
people gathered to witness the demon
strations. Boys were made to do all 
kinds of queer antics oy the hypnotist, 
and the programme lasted for two 
hours or more. One boy was put under 

• the spell so strongly that when he was 
released he fell headlong to the 
ground exhausted. Another was made 
to-go to a neighbor’s house and beg for 
something to eat while others wept like 
babies, rocked supposed infants to sleep 
or did equally grotesque things for the 
amusement of the audience. ..

Geo. H. Ely writes from St. Croix 
Falls, Wls.: "Within the last few days 
this village has had a treat Mr. Will 

- J. Erwood, of LaCrosse, president of 
the Wisconsin Spiritualist Association 
has come and gone, but in his brief stay- 
he scattered enough seed of truth to in
sure a good yield when he visits us 
again. He to a large extent-overcame 
prejudice and doubt. His off-hand 
readings at the close of his lectures 
have been declared correct in nearly ev
ery respect -To understand Spiritual
ism is to understand Christianity. They 
should be understood as the some
thing.”

Hereafter the home address of Oscar 
A. Edgerly will be 42 Smith Street, 
Lynn, Mass.

• Henry Truro Bray writes as follows 
to the Chicago Examiner: “I cannot 

’ help admiring your paper for the man
ner in which it speaks of the Japanese 

- in the present war. The ‘expert’ on an
other paper’tells us tnat it is incon
ceivable that a European especially a 
Christian, could desire victory for the 
Japs. He is the kind of Christian that 
has filled the world with blood that has 
said to allothers who has differed with 
him, T am the way and there is none 
other.’ It is a pity for him that Jesus 
happened ah Asiatic, for had Christ 
been born a European He might have 
made such an accident the occasion for 
an oration against the 'yellow races.’ 
As it stands, however, it is a fact that 

i the purest morals and noblest ideals 
- 1 have come to the ■ -world through the 

fellow races’; instance Buddha, Con- 
• fucius and Mencius. This ‘expert’ sees 
èli-good in Russia. Let this narrow-, 
«ainderi scribbler ask the Poles, , the 

‘Stans, the Russians, the thousands of

Mrs. Maude Lord Drake, the famous 
medium and author, well and favorably 
known in Chicago and elsewhere, is 
now in the city, stopping temporarily at 
the residence of Mr. Norton, No, 7340 
Kimbark avenue. It is probable that 
she will remain in the city and hold se
ances for a time, and then go to the 
Lily Dale camp. She has a host of 
■friends here. _

Siberian exiles, the murdered Jews, the 
thousands of widows and orphans 
whose blood cries from the ground. He 
speaks of ‘pagans.’ ■ Marcus Aurelius 
was one of the scribbler’s pagans. God 
forbid that I should compare them. 
Plato was another, and Epictetus and 
Aristotle. It is good that.God knows no 
pagans or Christians. He knows hu
manity and loves him who does justice, 
loves mercy and walks humbly. A thief 
a robber, a falsifier, or the liberty-kill
ing, God surely cannot love.”

A. C. Clay writes: “Honor to whom 
honor is due. While visiting friends, it 
has been my lot to meet three worthy 
mediums, whose race will soon be run 
on this side of life. If the readers of 
this paper will give them now and then 
a letter of cheer, not forgetting to en
close a few stamps or something larger, 
l am sure the recipients-will appreciate 
the deed. I refer to Mr. and Mrs. C. 
Winch, 54 Bostwick street, and to Mr. 
Samuel Smith of 395 North Lafayette 
street, all of Grand Rapids, Mich. Par
ties will be highly entertained that re
ceive, a message from James Jones, a 
control of Father Smith.”

Mrs. J. M. Bártscherer writes from 
Dayton, Ohio: “The Light of . Truth 
Spiritual Society have now a, charter 
from the state association. J. M. Bdrt- 
scherer represented the society, and W. 
V. NIcum the charter to the state con
vention at Columbus last month. W. 
V. Nicum was elected one of the trus
tees of-the state association. Upon an 
urgent invitation the committee de
cided to meet here in Dayton next year. 
Harrison D. Barrett came । here from 
Columbus and on the evening of the 
30th and 31st gave us two lectures 
which were greatly enjoyed and warmly 
applauded by the audience. We will 
meet every Sunday evening in Gorman 
Hall, 113% South Jefferson street, dur
ing the summer months. Frank M. 
Brown (our president) will lecture next 
Sunday. We have socials every two 
weeks with fine music and spirit mes
sages. We hope all who are interested 
in the grand truth of Spiritualism in the 
city and neighboring towns will attend 
all our meetings.” .

Frances E. Bonney writes from Con
neaut, Ohio: “Our society is at. present 
•enjoying with keen appreciation the 
services of Oscar A. Edgerly, whose 
psychic abilities are of a high order, 
and the lectures given through his in
strumentality are above the average, 
proving not only the superior quality of 
the controlling spirit, but also suggest
ing that the medium possesses a similar 
character; for I believe that mortals of 
Inferior .mental ability, or whose alms 
and ideals áre low. and coarse, rarely at
tract spirits of superior intelligence and 
high ethical standards. The lectures 
which Mr. Edgerly's spirit guides and 
helpers are giving us are characterized 
by refinement, spirituality, clearness 
and fearless logic, and the thoughts are 
expressed in language at -once forcible 
and beautiful. They hold the undivided 
attention of the audience, and arouse 
the intelligent interest of thoughtful 
minds outside of the Spiritualist ranks. 
The character of Mr. Edgerly’s audi
ences attest the fact that the work ac
complished through his mediumship is 
of great value to the cause of true Spir
itualism. He is also a good message 
medium, but this work he considers as 
secondary to the presentation of truth 
through his special phase of trance me
diumship." ■

Mr. Andrews is arranging for the 
camp meeting of the association to be 
held in this city August 21 to Sept 11, 
1904. For eleven years the’association 
has held annual meetings at Marshall-, 
town. This is the first time it has been 
held in any other city. The association 
brings a large gathering to Waterloo 
and the visitors stay the full time of 
four weeks. Very prominent speakers 
have been secured and the gathering 
promises to be one of great Interest. 
Waterloo is fortunate in securing it.— 
Waterloo Reporter.

The Westminster Review, treating 
the drink question from an evolutionary 
point of view, remarks: "Drink is an 
important selective influence .in the 
weeding out of undesirables in the 
course of evolution. It is true that in 
a high state of civilization undesirables 
are not left to die off; they tend rather- 
to be preserved and reproduced. But, 
nevertheless, the defective organization 
of the drunkard is much less amenable 
to the preservative Influences of civil
ization than are other forms of physical 
weakness, where the accompanying 
mental and moral deficiency is less 
marked; and along with the improve
ment in the. race we may expect to ob
serve the disappearance of the drunk
ard.” ... ... . . "

Licking postage stamps has cost Miss 
’ Sylvernale, assistant postmaster in

Norfolk, Ct, part of her tongue. A few 
weeks ago Miss Sylvernale's tongue be. 
gan. to swell and physicians diagnosed 
the trouble as blood poisoning 'due to 
the mucilage on the stamps^ Miss Syl
vernale went to the Hartford Hospital, 
where am operation for the removal of 
nearly half of her tongue was per- 

■formed yesterday. The young woman 
is expected to recover, but there will 
be an impediment in ker speech.

H. F. Coates writes: “The marriage 
of Miss Agnes Janette Brown to Mr. 
Clarence E. Fry took place Sunday at- 
ternoon, June 12, at the Church of Spir
it Communion^ 4308 Cottage Grove ave., 
Rev. G. H. Brooks officiating. It was a 
pretty affair.. The bridal party was led 
by Miss Genevieve Hobbs, while Miss 
Ethel Marriott was maid of honor. Mr. 
and Mrs. Fry will reside at 5317 Wash
ington avenue.”

G. Major Taber writes from Los An
geles, Cal.: “I take a good deal of in
terest in your valuable paper, and many 
of your correspondents are well known 
to me, as I have been interested in the 
cause for many years.” ■ -

Don’t forget the. social and benefit 
test seance given in Hall B, No. 77 Thlr- 

, ty-flrst street, Wednesday evening, June 
22, as a splendid time is anticipated, 

i Messages by Georgia Gladys: Cooley and

itor: “It taxed credulity when we pub
lished the fact that when the police 
broke up a nest of tramps and outlaws 
In an abandoned building and subjected 
them to examination it was found that 
a largj> proportion of them were college 
graduates, But even more startling 
statistics come from Philadelphia, 
where it has been found by the Sunday 
Breakfast.Association, which provides 
a meal, Sabbath morning, for the out
cast and hungry, that out of 950 of 
these unfortunates, 90 per cent had 
been instructed in religion when young, 
and had had Christian parents; 75 per 
cent had been enrolled in Sunday 
school, and 75 per cent had fallen 
through Intoxicating drink, and 98 per 
cent would urge the young not to walk 
In their way. It has always been be
yond controversy among those that ap
preciated the power in religion, that 
mere education could not be depended . 
upon to keep one in the path of right,' 
but what shall we say of this mournful 
fact that nine-tenths of these fallen men 
and women were graduates not of col
leges, but of Christian homes, and that 
three-fourths of them came from Sun
day-schools?” . •

Peter J. Loeb writes Jrom Brooklyn, 
N. Y.: "The Church of Sacred Commun
ion will hold Its closing service on Sun
day evening, June 26. This church has 
done splendid work,. many being 
reached through our pastor, Miss E. C. 
Resch, our young and gifted medium. 
May God and the angel guides keep hJer 
well and strong,and bring her back 
safe to us at the' opening of our church 
season."

Max Hoffmann arrived in the city last 
week. If large and'enthusiastic meet
ings are an evidence of success, and 
they generally are, then Max has 
achieved a great triumph. He seems to 
have been enthusiastically received ev
erywhere, and his tests in an audience 
flow in one uninterrupted stream, given 
mostly to skeptics and investigators. 
From here Max went to Milwaukee, 
Wls., theri goes to the camp at Win
field, Kansas; then to the Clinton 
camp, Iowa, where he has a cottage. 
He was lately at DesMoines, Iowa, and 
the Daily News'spoke of him as fol
lows: “A man who claims that he died 
when between six and seven years of 
age and was resurrected on the third 
day thereafter; that when but nine or 
ten years of age his parents Imagined 
that he was possessed of the devil and 
had him cast into a dungeon, where he 
remained sixteen months; that he has 
prophesied fires and accidents, among 
them being the big Davison hotel Are in 
Milwaukee last June; and who, more
over, wears elegant medals accorded 
him In tour different states as testimo
nials of belief in his abilities, Is Max 
Hoffmann, spirit medium and lecturer, 
who will give a demonstration in Yeo
men hall to-night. Straight from clear 
eyes shot the unfaltering gleam of nat
ural intelligence of this man, who has 
a most strange story, as he talked of 
his awful past to. a News reporter last 
night. To doubt his story was Impos
sible. There was nothing In the natu
ral tenor of his voice, the shudder as he 
recited the story of the terrors of the 
maniac's-cell into which he was 
thrown by parents who thought him a 
witch, to denote falsity or the impostor. 
‘Here,’ he said, ‘Is a small gold ring that 
was presented to me together with 5,000 
shares of mining stock, by a man for 
whom I discovered a gold mine. Here 
Is a letter from a man whose stolen 
horses and harness I discovered and 
whose sons I said were guilty of the 
theft They were afterwards proven 
guilty. I have predicted fires and ac
cidents by this .power which came to me 
when I was languishing in the insane 
asylum. It was here I first saw spirits 
and followed their 'directions. They 
freed me.’ ’’

Mrs. W. G. Bosworth, 335 Sixty-first 
place, was rescued by h§r husband from 
almost certain doath by drowning under 
most remarkable circumstances. Mr. 
Bosworth, who li connected with Bos
worth Brothers’ Warehouse and Van 
Company, was absent from his home on 
a trip across the lake and his wife, aris
ing early, decided to take advantage of 
the fine morning by rowing out on the 
lake near her home, with fishing tackle. 
A few minutes after she had left the 
shore a sudden gust overturned the' 
boat and Mrs. Bosworth was lucky 
enough to grasp the gunwale and sup
port herself in the water. Her husband, 
who had returned unexpectedly on the 
morning boat, strolled along the beach 
on his way home and saw the woman in 
the water. Hurriedly securing a boat 
he/owed out -find rescued her and it 
was not until he- was lifting her into 
the boat that he recognized his wife. 
"It was telepathic influence that made 
me take that little walk on the beach 
before going home,” said Mr. Bosworth. 
—Chicago Examiner. •

E.' R. Keech writes from. Rockford, 
Mich.: "The R. P. Society quarterly 
meeting was a success In every way. 
Mrs. D. A. Morrill fully sustained, her 
reputation as an able exponent of the 
spiritual philosophy by delivering Wo 
very, instructive lectures. Then after a 
short but excellent talk by Mrs. Harry 
Baldwin, of Grand Rapids, Mrs. Morrill 
followed with messages. It seemed to 
me that not one who had the pleasure 
of listening, could help feeling uplifted 
Into a higher, purer humanhopd.”

Mrs. Georgia Gladys - Cooley- leaves 
the city this week, going to Rockford 
mass-meeting. .

Rev, Sara C. Scovell attended a spir
itual meeting at Joplin yesterday after
noon for the purpose of ordaining a min
ister of the Spiritualistic faith, Mrs. 
Florence Waltz, of Fifth and Joplin, be
ing the candidate. By request only a 
few special friends and •officers were 
present. The ceremony occurred at the 
residence of Dr. and. Mrs. J, K. Brown, 
corner of Thirteenth and Grand avenue. 
Candidates for the ministry under Spir- 
itualistlc. rules are required to obligate 
themselves to’ remember the spiritual 
and material needs of others,.regard
less of personal comfort to themselves. 
The ordination was made under the Illi
nois State Association of-Spiritualists 
-hnd the National Association, with 
headquarters at Washington, D. C., Rev. 
Scovell, as an ordained minister of this 

i and the Joplin district being authorized 
to bestow papers and spiritual instruc
tion upon the condldate.-^Galena (Mo.) 
Times. - ' ■

Mrs. Elizabeth Roberts, M. D., writes: 
"All Spiritualists should know of Mrs. 

i Maggie Vestal's beautiful phase of me- 
.1 dinmship. Sho is A trumpet. medium

and holds her.seancps In the light—IN 
SUNSHINE ityou^sire; and when 
your friends come,#nd converse with 
you, they appear sodaear and are so 
consoling to t$e bçRever. We were 
very sorry to have fifir leave our town 
(Connersville.'Rid.),^) soon. I will say 
for myself I t^ver g^t with a medium 
who gave me as" tine communications as 
I received through I^ys. Maggie Vestal."

J, L. Merritt Write» from Los Angeles, 
Cal.: “At thelmornlrig meeting of the 
Truthseekers /Spiritualist Society of 
this city, June 5, 1904, spirit Carlyle 
Petersilea inspired »Sister Pennington, 
the vice-president, to suggest the rais
ing of funds to erect a temple, and so 
much enthusiasm for the project was 
evoked that In a short time 3680 were 
guaranteed. At the- meeting Bunday, 
the guaranteed amount had been 
so.lncreased that Bro. E. W. Allen, pres
ident of the society, agreed to raise the 
sum of 31,000. Sveral others agreed to 
stand by the project, one brother prom
ising J500, The ladles of the various' 
societies are not idle, but already sub
stantial plans for. raising - adequate 
funds to procure a pipe organ, chairs 
and other necessary furnishings are al
ready well under way. Sunday last the 
society passed a resolution' providing 
for the appointment of a building com
mittee. The present'plan under consid
eration is to erect a building at à cost 
of about $3,000, and with a lot on First 
street already owned by the society, to
gether with $1,000 now guaranteed and 
all enthusiastic for the plan, the pro
ject seems a feasible one and compara
tively speaking, easy of accomplish
ment. The write.' was present Satur
day evening last at the tent services of 
the Jumpers. The-Officiating preacher 
who is very outspoken, yet misleading 
withal, consigned all Spiritualists, The- 
osophists, palmists, fortune-tellers, to
gether with most preachers and their 
duped members along with whoremong
ers, murderers, liars and drunkards, to 
an awful future of torment. He did 
not so plainly assert, but the Inference 
of his language was derived that the 
Jumpers would be reserved for the 
abode of bliss. What a lonely endur
ance that will be with nothing to do but 
to jump up and yell, hallelujah! . But 
the preacher landed fairly in the ranks 
of the liars for he misquoted and tor
tured the meaning of scripture to bear’ 
out his hellish creed.”

Frank Collins writes from Ohio: “If 
ever our cause receives anew impetus 
to advance on higher lines, it will be 
given through the home circles. I am 
glad you advocate the home circle In 
your paper, for it is the only salvation 
for us, as fraud and deception is on tlje 
Increase. I have a very extensive cor
respondence, and it is growing more 
and more every, week: but I tell all my 
correspondents that if they are not now 
subscribers to The Progressive Thinker 
to subscribe atonce.'No good thinking, 
working Spiritualist will try to do with
out a live Spiritualist paper.”

B. A. Hall writes: “I kindly ask per
mission to announce" through your pa
per, the accouht of the very pleasant 
and refreshing (spiritual lectures weare 
having from the very able guides of 
Mrs. L. J. Jaquet every Sunday, held 
in Van Buren Opera House, corner Cali
fornia avenue and West Madison street 
Sunday, June 5uwe had a most glorious 
meeting, with the very finest descrip
tions of spirit loved ones from Mïs. 
Jaquet’s little Indian/guide, Sunbeam. 
Mrs. 8. J. Cutter’s guides also gave 
tests which .were! mostpleaslng : and rec
ognized. On last Sunday, June' 12, we 
enjoyed again, a most beautiful and 
well-mastered lecture from Mrs. Ja
quet’s guide. We had also a beautiful 
and finely executed Inspirational poem 
by Mrs. I. A. Hall, at both meetings. 
After the evening lecture, Mrs Jaquet’s 
little Indian girl gave some fine and 
most pleasing spirit descriptions, all be
ing recognized. Mrs. Cutter also gave 
tests which were much appreciated by 
the audience. V»e most cordially invite 
all earnest and honest people, Spiritual
ists or non-Spirltuallsts, to visit our 
meetings and listen to/the grand truths 
of the philosophy of Spiritualism from 
Mrs. Jaquet’s guides, and judge for 

’themselves whether they are capable 
of giving truth or not on the continuity 
of life.”

George W. Crawford writes: "The 
cause of Spiritualism is advancing here 
in Larned, Kansas. The Harvey 
Brothers are here in their sixth week 
stay with us. and interest grows every 
day. iOne noticeable fact is that two- 
thirds of the attendance.has been Meth
odists; even after the ' minister 
preached a sermon on the. Woman of 
En'dor, in which he styled her a witch. 
The Harveys are two honest young men 
and genuine mediums. Otis, the boy; 
can only hold one or two seances a 
week, but the manifestations are good,’ 
and the forms much brighter and plain
er than in any-other medium’s seance I 
ever attended.”

Wilkesbarre,- Pa.—Dora Stanley, a 
gypsy girl, queen of a camp near here, 
was arrested on. à charge of witchcraft 
John Karaska, who made the charge, 
says that his father, who was supposed 
to be wealthy, died a year ago, and hfs 
heirs could And none of his wealth. A 
few weeks ago he ‘went’ to the gypsy 
queen and for $5 she went into a trance 
and revealed to him that the money was 
hidden under a treb two miles from the 
house. For six days Karaska. and his 
friends tore up the earth about the tree, 
but found no money. Disgusted, he had 
the gypsy queen arrested.

St Louis, Mo.—An. attempt to dyna
mite the church of St. Anthony, an in
stitution maintained; by Franciscan 
monks in South St Louis, was frustrat
ed because a candle, t^wice lighted, was 
mysteriously extinguished.’ :It was the 
weekly day of sppcIaLservices in honor 
of St Anthony,-ahd, the church was 
comfortably filled : with worshipers. 
The lay brotherjuad lighted all thé ena
bles on the altar but ope. This one re
fused to be lighted-from the taper car
ried in the broker’» hands. The lay 
brother lifted the candle • from the 
socket lighted |hsandvreplaced it. Im
mediately it was3extlnguished. A sec- 
ond.attempt had;a.similar result Some
what exasperated;'the jlay brother re
moved both candle and holder. Then 
he discovered, behindjthe altar, a fuse 
which led to thp,-candle from beneath 
the altar. Undep'fhe altar w.as found a 
quantity of dynamité .sufficient .to have 
caused the destruction of the church 
and the death ofjpost.of the congrega
tion. The fuse Was qo arranged as to 
be ignited after the candle to which it 
was attached should have burned sever
al minutes.—Kansas XJity (Mo.) Times. 
E. J. Schellhous writes: “The above, 
published in the Kansas City Times of 
June 14, is worthy of consideration and 
of much interest to Spiritualists. There 
are undoubtedly many lives preserved 
by guardian spirits 1 whose cause is 
never dreamed of; hr is* ascribed to 
special Providence. We should be 
ever mindfu^of the’fact , that we are un- 
.dér the watchful .care of guardian spir- 

' its; andtour recognition of them should 
, Inspire in U8 a sensé of gratitude. The

enclosed 18 evidently a remarkable In
stance of this guardianship."

Mr. Sherk, secretary, writes; "At
tendants at the Church of Spirit Com
munion, 4308 Cottage Grove 'avenue, 
had the pleasure of listening to an ad
dress by G. H.-Brooks, both afternoon 
and evening, Mr. Brooks also gave 
good psychometric readings. Other 
demonstrations were given by Mrs. 
Shoemaker, a North Side medium, and 
by our president, Mr. Coates. Unusu
ally fine music was furnished by Mr. 
and Mrs. Seeley, also by Mrs’. Newton, 
These singers render us an incalculable 
service and we hope they may be with 
us often. The wedding service in the 
afternoon (reported elsewhere) passed 
off very auspiciously. No more after
noon meetings will be held during the 
summer months, but the evening meet
ings will be held as usual. Next Sun
day evening the address will be given 
by T. W- Sherk. Subject, ‘The Need of 
Spirit Guides.' Excellent music will be 
furnished by capable professionals.” ,

MrB. H. Ericson writes: "I had the 
pleasure of attending a Spiritualistic 
meeting held in Mrs. DeLong’s parlors 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, Friday even
ing, June 17. There were, about 75 per
sons in attendance.. Mrs. DeLong, the 
pastor, spoke on Death. Each individ
ual in attendance received a test and 
spirit'message. She was assisted by 
her brother. Prof. R. 8. Ray, of 207 Lin
coln avenue, the well-known medium. 
Both he and Mrs. DeLong are .doing 
much toward advancing the philosophy 
of Spiritualism. Mrs. DeLong holds 
meetings every Friday in her parlors.”

Mrs. Nellie F. Noyes will lecture next 
Sunday for the Occult Society at 319 
East 55th street. She will give horo- 
scopic messages, and should attract a 
large audience. *

Spiritualists of Northern Illinois and 
Southern Wisconsin will hold a Grove 
meeting at Harlem Park, two miles 
north of Rockford, Ill., on June 24, 25 
and 26. Some of the most prominent 
exponents of the philosophy and phe
nomena of Spiritualism will be present 
at this gathering. Moses Hull of the 
Morris Pratt Institute at Whitewater, 
Wls., who is the greatest debater on 
Biblical Spiritualism in the land, will be 
present; Dr. Geo. B. Warne, president 
of the Ill S. 8. A.; Clara L. Stewart of
the Morris Pratt Institute; Will J. 
wood, president of the Wls. S. S. 
Laura G. Fixen, vice-president of 
Ill. 8. S. A.;. Madam Brunswick

the 
of

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

Dixon, Ill., and Georgia Gladys Cooley 
'of Denver, one of the greatest platform 
mediums in the country will be present 
for three days, and a number of other 
good test mediums. Interesting meet
ings will be held morning, afternoon 
and evening of each day. The best of 
music both vocal and instrumental, will 
be furnished by students of the Morris 
P/att Institute of Whitewater, Wls. A 
small admission will be charged at the 
auditorium gate to defray expenses. 
Light refreshments can be had on the 
grounds. The best of car service from 
the city to the park. All are cordially 
invited. Madam Curtis of Rockford, 
and Mrs. Delia West, of Elgin, formerly 
of Rockford, and home talent, will as
sist in carrying out the program. Mrs. 
Ella J. Bloom, secretary of the I. 8. 8. 
A., will preside at all meetings during 
the camp.

Ada Rainy of Streator, Ill., sends us 
a large club of subscribers. Thanks, 
lady. '

Dr. J. W. Cowan, a prominent Spirit
ualist of San Francisco, Cal., writes, ex
pressing, like thousands of others, his 
high appreciation of The Progressive’ 
Thinker: “I could not get along without 
your grand paper. I have taken it for 
years. I would rather live on one meal 
a day than be without it”

Mrs. Clara Wagner writes from De
fiance, Ohio: “The First Spiritualist So- 
icety of Defiance is doing as well as we 
could expect We are planting in new 
soil. We have lecturing and tests on 
Sunday evening, and a lyceum in the 
morning. We try to give old and 
young a chance. If ^ny of our neigh
boring towns wish my assistance to 
help them, I will gladly do so.”

Parkland Heights Spiritualists Home 
and Camp-meeting Association will 
open its camp in the beautiful grove 
near Pioneer Cottage, on the first Sun
day In July, by holding services both 
morning and afternoon. These meet
ings will be continued until the first of 
September. Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. 
Kates have accepted an invitation to 
be with us on the opening day. They 
are too well known as earnest, true 
workers in the cause of Spiritualism to 
need any further endorsement to 'in
sure them a most hearty welcome to 
our grounds. Other good speakers will 
be present, and we hope to make the 
day an interesting and Instructive one 
to all who attend. There is a large ho
tel on the grounds beside several pri
vatehomes, where guests may be ac
commodated. -Parkland is on thé New 
York branch of the Philadelphia and 
Reading Railroad, with several trains 
stopping daily. For further informa
tion address Elizabeth M. Fish, secre
tary, Floral Heights, Parkland, Eden 
P. O. Pa.

Montana News.
Just a few Unes to let you and the 

people through your valued paper know 
a little of what is going on in this far- 
western state, Montana. I am glad to 
tell you we held our state convention 
at Butté, Mont., June 3 and 4. We had 
a very .harmonious and successful 
meeting, and. elected the following offi
cers: Mrs’. Lillian McCormick of Bil
lings, president; Mrs. M. P. Hicks, An
aconda, vice-president; Mrs. Selbrede, 
Billings, secretary; Mrs. M. A. Logue, 
Butte, treasurer; Trustees: Mr. St 
John Billings; Mrs.,Scott, Mrs. Maude 
Holmes, Butte; Mr. A, Laiirens, Liv
ingston, and Mr. Mettler, Great Falls. .

We had with us on that occasion Mrs. 
Eva McCoy, of Marshalltown, Iowa, as 
speaker and test medium. Her work 
needs no comment'from me, as all who 
have ever heard her—and they are 
many—agree that she is one . of our 
tried and true mediums on the public 
platform to-day. She journeyed to this 
far western country at out earnest so
licitation. Myself and husband, W. J. 

’Hicks, being well acquainted , with her 
In the East, knew we could recommend 
her to the people of the west as a true 
medium, and all were delighted with 
her and her work. • -

On her way west she visited Billings, 
Mont, and made many friends and- 
they are looking forward to her return 
in about two weeks. She also visited 
Livingston, and returns there also. 
Then on to Butte for. the convention. 
She is now visiting at Anaconda, hold
ing meetings and parlor circles and cre
ating a lively interest among the people 
in our great cause. Spiritualism was 
almost unknown out here when we ar
rived about a year ago, but we have 
been able to stir up a great deal of in
terest in Spiritualism since our state as
sociation was started about a year ago 
by George W. Kates and wife. We have 
now good live societies in Billings, Liv
ingston, Butte and Anaconda, and hope 
to have more in a short time. .

Those desiring the services of Mrs. 
McCoy enroute East can address her in 
care of Mrs. F. D. McCormick, Cbttage 
Hotel, Billings, Mont., as she is. en
gaged there from the 5th to the 10th of
Joly.

Anaconda, Mont,
MRS. M. P. HICKS.
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Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the priü< 
cipal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove oM 
imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1. I

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimke, Ph. B< 
Cloth cover., Price, $1.50. :;|

Every Living Creature, or a heart-training through the animal world« . 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Cloth. Price, 35 cents. . v ।

Evolution of the Devil. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By Henryj 
Frank, the independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 cents, ■ ,s

Father Tom and the Pope and thé History of the Pope’s Mule. Price* 
paper, 25 cents ; cloth 50 cents. .

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome. .A book that has done more to 
enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published. Byj 
Rev. Chas. Chiniquy, ex-priest. Price $2.25. _ / -1|

Force and Matter, or the Natural Order pf the Universe, with a Sys* 
tem of Morality Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition», 
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1. . j'

From Dreamland Sent, A book of poems. Verses of life to come« 
By Lilian Whiting. Price, $1. . ... fi

From India to the Planet Mars. By Th, Flournoy. Price $1.50.
From Soul to Soul. This beautiful book of beautiful poems is all that) 

the title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restfuli 
in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1. / '

Gospel of Buddha. According to old records. A translation from» 
Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegata 
to the Parliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1.

Gospel of Nature. A book filled from beginning to end with spirituali 
truth of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. Price, $1.

Great Roman Anaconda, or Thirty-seven and a half years in the 
Church of Rome. A 32-paga pamphlet. By Prof. George" P. Rudolph,, 
Ph, D. Price, 15 cents. ‘

Harmonics of Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley« 
Cloth. Price, $2. >

Healing, Gauses and Effects. Fifteen chapters on how to heal by un
seen forces. By Dr. W. P. Phelon. Price, 50 cents. 1

Health and Power. ¥A handbook of cure and human upbuilding by 
aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D. Babbitt, 
M. D. Cloth cover. Price, 35 cents.

’ Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self-Justice. It shows the falsities rampant 
in society in matters of_moral and social import, and the wrongs that 
flow therefrom. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price $1.

Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and 
ephemeris. By Verno Vedrà. Cloth. Price, $1.50.

Heresy, or Led to the Lightt By the well known writer, Hudson 
Tuttle. Paper cover qply. Price 30 cents.

History of Atharael.' Life in the Stone Age. The history of Atha- 
rael, chief priest of Al Aryans. Written through U. G. Figley. It is 
very interesting. Price 30 cents.

History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25.

History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking informa
tion concerning that most damnable institution known in-history—the 
Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D. Price 25 cents.

Human Culture and Cure. Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ
ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price, 75 cts. 
Part Second, Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding. 
Price, 75 cents. Parts Third and Fourth, in one volume, Part Third be
ing devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to the 
Nervous System and Insanity. Price $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or
gans, Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price, $1. - 1

Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50. i
Hypnotism. By L. W.DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1'<
Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price, $3.
Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Kraft't-Ebing. 

Price, $1.25.
Hypnotism in Mental and Moral Culture. By John D. Quackenbos. 

Price $1.25.
Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjom- 

strom, M. D. Price 75 cents.
Immortality, or Future Homes and Dwelling Places. By Dr. J. M. 

Peebles. Price, cloth, $1, postage, 15 cts. ; paper, 50 cents, postage, lQe«^
Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life, an-; 

cient and modern. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price $1 ; postage, 10c«,
Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the sim

ple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in- - 
teresting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth $1.

Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on the other side 
of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E. S. 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents.

In the World Celestial. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Cloth. Price, $1.

In Tune With the Infinite, or Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty, 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, $1.25.

Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Leadbeater. Written in the author’s 
charming style. Cloth. Price, 55 cents.

Jesus and the Mediums, or Christ and Mediumship. A careful com
parison of some of the Spiritualists and mediums of to-day with those of 
Bible times. By Moses Hull. 48 pages. Price 10 cents.

Jim. A story for young people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carrie
E. S. Twing. Price $1.

Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the 
most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrillingly inter
esting and convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40e ; paper, 25c.

Just How to Cook Meals Without Meat. A small valuable book on 
vegetarian cooking. By Mrs, Elizabeth Towne. 25 cents.

Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. By Mrs. Towne. A book on 
concentration. Price 25 cents.,

Rarézza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for 
children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

Kate Feld. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price, $2.
Koradine. A prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to read.

Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot. - Price $1.
Koran. Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohammed.” Trans

lated, into English from the original Arabic, with explanatory notes 
taken from the most approved commentators. Price, cloth $1.

Language of the Stars. This important work is the first practical ex- 
positien of the Astyo-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man— 
yet.issued. Price 50 cents.

Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price $1.50.
Life and Labor in the Spirit-Wórld. Being a description of Locali

ties, Employments,'Surroundings and Conditions in the Spheres, 
through Miss M. T. Shellhamer. Price,-cloth, $1.
' Life Beyond Death. Being a review of the World’s Beliefs on the 
Subject, a Consideration of Present Conditions of Thought and Feel
ing, Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as 
a Fact, to Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some Hints as to 
Personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savage, D. D. 
Price, $1.50 ; postage, 10 cents.

Life of Thomas Paine. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the Na
tional, with preface and notés by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Life Work of Cora L. V.’Richmond. An interesting book regarding 
a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual
ism. Compiled and edited by H. D. Barrett. Price $2, postpaid.

Light of Egypt, or the Science of the Soul and the Stars. A grand 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to everybody. Price $2. . '

’Lisbeth, a Story of Two Worlds. By. Carrie E. S. Twing. Cloth’ 
bound, with portrait of thè author. Price $1.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beautiful Songs. Price, cloth, 60 cts. j- 
board covers, 40 cents. •■ ; ' ■ . , . ■

Mahomet, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct'.
Exact and perfect in every detail and. beyond adverse criticism. By 
Edward Gibbon. Price, 25 cents.

Mahomet the Illustrious. An apology for the life and character of ; 
.this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed pages. < 
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents. .

Man and the Spiritual World, as disclosed by the Bible and study 
along the line of Biblical Spiritualism., By Rev. . Arthur Chambers. - 
Price, $1.10. : < • . . , ' ■ ' -

Man in the Past, Present and Future. A popular account of results ’ 
of recent scientific research regarding the origin, position and.prospects 
of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1.

Man Visible and Jnvisible, containing a number of colored plates 
illustrating the aura surrounding man. By C. W. Leadbeater. -
Price/$2.50. _

<Continued next weelt)
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MKSONAWES’ WORK-
Report of Mr. and Mrs. E. Vf. Sprague.

gresslve Thinker.

WORDS OF CAUTION.

coloring.
FIGHT. FOR ¡UNIFORM .TAXATION.

In August
JULIAN W. SMITH, 

Secretary.

Newa.
4

WHENCE AN» WHITHER ?

Prescott, A. T. ’’J

©selsty. Frio®, SS

*s£

J-

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USB 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

“We hold that even liberty to do 
wrong is a personal right Hint ought to 
be deemed Inviolate."—Resolutions pt 
the Kansas ’State Spiritualists Assbcla-

Aúiéricán' '^pculár^ Union'; an'd ’iötfteto 
Have Done a Grànd Work.

“he is coming—I can hear "his step upon 
the stair,” and there was a smile of 
great joy on the deadtface as she gently 
lowered it on the pilliiw:

J. W. DINSDALE, M. D.

A PECULIAR DOCTRINE,

Bringing Disgrace,on the Spiritualists 
. oLKanwft

- -Spiritism Piper,
4nd Dr. Thornton Ma? Theories
tn tte&M to K Br&-fc6ga.&hraM

1115 N.-Fife street, Tacoma, Wash.

I Chesterfield (Ind.) Camp News.
I' The outlook-for a large-attendance at

meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Spiritual Church, Licht und. Wahr-

An Inquiry Into the Nature of the Soul, 
Its Origin and Destiny.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS. ’

Reader: Q. Is the story of Rip 
Van Winkle original with Washington

gusto 25,1W-

w 

gtoKER&ig
This department is under the man-1 

agement of
HUDSON TUTTLE. ’

'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

to meet the facts.. Food cleanliness,! 
water, do not geem to have influence in 

। Inviting attack nor social condition, for 
the chlld of affluence is no more ex
empt than the street vagabond. It is 
contagious, though it does not appear to 
be directly from1 the. diseased person, 
it 1» in the air, and taken in by the 
breath.There Is no doubt about Its ‘ being 
caused by a special germ, a bacillus, be
longing to the genus of the fever

NOTE-—The Questions and Answers I 
have called forth such a host of; re- I 
.spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
the most condensed form, aud often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit-, 
bed, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
tbefr questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is ilyrays' 
several weeks ahead of the space given? 
and hence there Is unavoidable delay. Every one has to wait Ms time and ( 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.NOTICE,—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 1 
become excessively large, especially let-

• ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordf-' 
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

germs. .
It must fihd tn the system ot; these 

attacked a soil prepared for its growth, i If this were not so/then when the air J 
became filled with germs, and of neces
sity every one breathed them with the 
air, all would suffer from the disease. 
On the contrary tbe nuinber affected, to 
those who áre not, is not' large. ‘ The 
samé is true of all contagious or epi-

J. Freeman: Q. Is there in exist
ence to-dav or has there ever been a 
race or tribe of human beings approach
ing the monkeys in having “caudal ap
pendages"?A. There Is no more truth In the 
stories of ape-men, which have been 
set afloat than in the fairy tales of
folk-lore.

The finding of such a race would not 
be confirmatory of evolution, but 
rather opposedto that theory. The 
highest of the quadrumana (orangs, 
baboons, apes) are entirely tailless, 
showing the loss by atrophy of this ap
pendage, even before the quadrumana 
had advanced even to the borders of 
the human realm.

The Negrillos of the Philippines, and 
the dwarf races of central Africa, are 
among the lowest races of mankind, yet 
they show no approach to the animal in 

. this direction. The tailed monkeys are 
the lowest members of the quadrumana. 
There are all the higher members of 
the latter, between these monkeys and 
man, and hence, such a race of men as 
the question implies, would not be a 
"connecting link" but a reversion.

demie diseases............................. ।
There is always a portion of thé peo- ; 

pie who resist the disease. Even in the - 
most virulent small-pox, yellow fever, 
or eliolora,-spme escape. -They are Im
mune and it may be inferred that such 1 
Immunity ©ay be had by alt were the 
conditions and causés of such Immun
ity understood. It is supposed that this 
resistance resides, in .the white, cor
puscles of the blood. These corpus
cles resémblq the amoeboid bacteria, in. 
their multiplication and activity in the 
blood. One of their functions is to 
seize and absorb any and every germ 
that may be taken into the blood 
through the food, drink or air. They 
are constantly doing this work, for 
millions of various forms are being 
hourly taken into the body. When vig
orous, all goes well. The victory is 

, with them, and they grow strong in the
Incessant contest. But if by any means 
they became weakened, if their multi
plication Is disturbed so that the blood 

: contains less numbers, then the invad
ing host may gain mastery. There are 
degrees of resistance and when the air 
or food becomes swarming with germs 
they may become victorious by their 
overwhelming numbers.

As for remedies, all the methods ot 
treatment which Lave been tested have 
been failures, -and the death rate has 
not been materially affected.

Strictly sanitary conditions; pure 
air, pure water and sustaining food 
taken often, sponge baths to keep down 
the temperature, compresses, in short, 
hygienic nursing; Is all that can be 
done, while the result Is waited for.

W. L. Bellingham: Q. What is the 
difference between magnetism and elec
tricity? '..

A : Magnetism Includes all the phe
nomena of attraction. It Is the prop
erty which causes the magnet to at
tract iron, or the field of the electric 
coll to do the same. Its cguse has 
been supposed to be the circulation of 
electric currents but this is entirely
theorotical.
Urn wider sense tho attraction ot 

gravitation the pull all matter gives to 
all other matter in the universe is 
called , magnetism. Iron is perhaps the 

y element which manifests magnet
ism. Other substances^have iaintiy in
dicated this property hilt it Is question^ 
able -whether the presence of an unde- 
tected portion of iron may not be re-

Irving? : . :
A ..On. the contrary it Is a folk-lore- 

tale which In various forms has been 
told by almost every race of people 
since the Aryans appear on the horizon 
of history or of myth. Some writers 
claim that the story was brought to Hol
land by the Dutch from Japan, by mer
chant traders, and thence to New Am
sterdam (New York) where Irving 
heard it from the people. They would 
have the jolly Dutchman a transformed 
“Lu-wen," the Japanese sleeper, with
out taking the trouble to find out 
whether both were or were not, trans
formations of older tales.

One need not go to Japan or. China 
for the source of the story, for German 
lore has many a tale of the “sleeping 
prince,” who lies under a spell of some 
sorcerer, until by some happy event he 
is awakened. There is a story of the 
"Sleeping Beauty,” and of the “Seven 
Sleepers." Irving gave lie time-old 
folk-lore story a new name and local

sponsible.
Electricity, either In the dynamic or 

static ■form, is as different from mag
netism as it Is from light or heat It is. 
however, by means of the magnet that 
the strongest and most continuous cur
rents are produced.

H. McA: Q„ I have recently de- 1 
veloped as an automatic writer, and , 
many strange experiences have come 
to me. I am, or feel that I am appealed 
to by spirits for assistance, and again 1 
I receive communications which may 
be telepathy, for they are not independ
ent voices but as thoughts projected 
into my mind. How and what am I to 
understand?

A. It has been well-known, to those 
who have studied the manifestations, 

. that spirits often come to mediums and. 
circles for assistance, and when met 
with helpful kindness received great 
benefit Mr, McA. shouldsxongratulate 
himself that he is not misled by the 
"voice” into believing it to be a real 
voice. Thoughts are as he says, “pro
jected,” and come into his mind. He 
perceives the difference between’them 
and when spoken. Many do not. The 
thoughts come with such vividness the 
mind by habit gives ' them objective 

: source and deludes itself with the be
lief that It hears the sounds. Our cor
respondent-does not need further ad
vice. His "plain duty” is before him.

Horace E. Pitkin: Q. What is the 
cause of Spotted fever, and cure?

A. Spotted fever, known by many 
names, as black '■ fever, black death, 
purple fever, is now designated cerebro
spinal meningitis. It is among the 
most fatal diseases, and the physician 
called to its treatment well knows that 
he is helpless, and that every method of 
medical treatment that has been rec-
ommended has not lessened the per- j 
centage of deaths. The eminent au- 

. thortty, Dr. Stille, well observes: "The 
. first symptoms of the disease are the 
\ first phenomena of death." In some of ’

• the weekly health reports of New 
York City the number of deaths are’ 
equal to the number of cases. The av
erage of death Is given at from 30 to 75 
per cent, with the Inclination to the 
•higher number, and some physicians 
place the loss at even a greater ratio. 
It prevailed In this country from 1807 
to 1816, and then disappeared and for 
a quarter of a century there was exemp
tion. It then appeared and has since 
prevailed in different sections of the 
country, as an epidemic, isolated or 
sporadic cases being rare. ’ It presents 
a great diversity of symptoms, and It 
may be preluded by general prostration 
lasting days or come suddenly in the 
midst of apparent health. It may con
tinue for weeks, or destroy life In a few 
hours. It strikes at the very seat of 
life in the spinal cord and.hasUar brain, 
and the result is proportioned to the ra
pidity of the advancement of the lesion 
in nerve tissue. Of course, as an ef- 
fect,~all peripheral nerves with the or
gans they supply, are affected.

Of the many causes assigned, all fail

ready been ¡nentloAiil liA former issue 
of your good paperJF -IT f ■ ’ 

, The society at Ferii’ffias full control 
of its hall, hpldlng.jqeetings whenever 
it pleases, it lias a live president backed 
by a few good and fHie'Writuallsts and' 
the people of the w/wh' ure getting the' 
benefit of its good'^ohlr?3 The hail was. 
filled W.our last sfeSdcWT

Wo visited Ind.; having
been called thére W Veflfiy to thè Rev.' 
Mr. Switzer, a MetHodlsf minister who, 
had maliciously Spiritualism'
and Spiritualists.■'19 81 - ' ''

We will not gIvei®taHiiias this report 
Is quite long. ThruaghvAUe : reply of 
Mrs. Margaret MilMfo-imbllshed, in the 
Rochester Republican;- ¡©id -our answer' ■ xi. _ -a ..vnafnim ft.t<

When May first arrived we were serv
ing the society at Dane, III.. ..This so-, 
clety wa organized last September. .It' 
started with fifty-eight members-.and 
has been doing good wqrk ever ,since. 
There is much Interest manifested in 
our cause In Dana. . Qyr meetings were 
well attended. On. Stinday^.May L,we' 
held a seance in tlie^Bplritj^dlste ball, 
sixty-nine persons being present. Th» 
tests and messages were nuitp^roiis and 
of a' class that could not. possibly J». n__gathered from “blue books'! or bophs of from the Spirlttffilfst,?, -.-rostrum at' 
any other color. : , ‘ ’’ , Rochester, the ReviiMVi'fiwitzer'has, nc>'

Mrs. .Sprague ban, .developed .ft new! doubt learned » lessen-that will not: 
phase of medlumshiplw.ilbte-te4- Wut > soon be. forgotten. 'Itiis not ., probable 
two years. ‘ She inyjtes ftiiy. phe in the that he will again rush’forward at the 
aufllepce'.to speak 'tfid,namO, di some first opportun}ty;witb«hls foul slanders,। 
person living in eaftij'.'ltfe . whefi she malicious •,misrepresentations, . and; 
gives a character dtpllheftittoh'pjiyffl.cid wholesalp• condemnation-of the., great* 
diagnosis, describe^ ' ‘mdptaT. peculiar!- movement of Modern Spiritualism.' . 
ties, incidents an'(( ftccl'dfents,ih‘tKeibait We field one.-meetlBS' at Plymouth,: 
life of (fietone named-.."She-frequently Ind. ■Tfiqjlttle'.bandrof workers there' 
comes In, 'rfipport ^'Ith '.'.tB^if:'. spirit are full of-enthusiasmfand they make, 
friends, receiving, find ^vfo^ifieteagpd tlio very best concHttofisfor Spiritualist, 
from them. Througli.the^vin£,C>I the, meetings.., The hall was welLfillecl, ev-; 
name she dpes wha^ liotii^Of '.LuS,' and ery cli.air.being taken;unota number of 

. many other mediums, do, , in/reading people, remained standing throughout') 
from hand-wrlfihg; phpto^E(Dlis,).etc., the entire service, 'The meeting was a

At Dana we both gave readings.from grand-suceess; .. ; - •:hand-writings and ' photographs,' and No public lecture on the subject of J 
Mrs. Sprague read from names given by Spiritualism .had ev.pr-.been given in ! 
members of the audience; besides this, Plymouth until we went there. Since 

’ clairvoyant descriptions, spirit mes- that time many people have heard the 
: sages, and tests in abundance were glad message of Spiritualism, and not a 
• given. Two hours and more’Ivere de- few of them for thei flrst time.
i voted to the spirit friendBfand bo far as On our way home^.we stopped at AIII- 
> we know, all present were entirely sab unce, Ohio, and held three meetings in 

isfied with the- seance, many of whom their lovely .church.; /This society has 
heartily thanked tlie missionaries and been doing good and-, continuous work 
expressed their pleasure at being able ever since we first went, there five years 
to be present. . ■ ago last fall. During-the few months

We visited DeKalb, Ill., where we that we served this society at that time, 
held three meetings and one seance, we added fifty-three ¿new members, and ; 
This place needs missionary work very though it had held only -an occasional 
much. There was once a flourishing meeting for years before, it has been 
society in DeKalb, but some of its mem- enabled to hold regular services during 
hers died, others moved away, and the lecture season ever .since.
through adverse conditions it became At every place we visited, where we 
weak. A few good- Spiritualists still had previously worked, we found en- 
hold the charter, and . they engage a couragement, for the societies were do- 
speaker occasionally. ing well, and we could see the benefits ;

Several developing circles are being ot our labors. ■ “ ;
held and occasionally a medium visits There is no work solmportant as the - 
the town. ’ missionary work, and: wo hope that ev-:

At one time there was a good pros- ery state association, will organize sys-' 
pect of a Spiritualise church being built tematically in order to keep missions- 
in DeKalb, but for some reason it was ries constantly in the field. In this 
not done. The old enthusiasm ; may way societies may be assisted, encour- 
yet be revived, we believe, and a aged, and made strong.
church may be built, if the state asso- Spiritualists, you,,have nothing to 
elation can do some thorough mission- fear. Our cause is,^a(e in the hands ot 
ary work in this town; for there - are our organization, and’. Is making such 
those who are able and would be will- progress that It has Already become the 
ing to do much for such an enterprise most popular religion of the 'day.
If proper encouragement was given; It At some future time, hear or far, the 
would require such evidence as would teachings of Spiritualism will be ap- 
insure Its being used permanently, plied and lived, wl^n'the wrongs will 
that’s all. . be righted and justice will be done.

We next visited Rockford, Ill., and If every Spiritualist.,would join a so- 
served the society that we organized" in ciety and do a littlejfOWjuffl making.the 
that city one year ago. We held two movement a BuretekL' Spiritualism 
'meetings in their spacious hall,: taking would soon accomplish iftany of the ob- 
part in the first anniversary services of jects tor which it,came.,

I thin society. The platform was beauti- E. W. SPRAgUEI.aND WIFE, 
Njf.B." '^Missionaries.

¡¡fUtl V ‘U VM *** w v _____ „
this society. The platform was beauti
fully decorated with potted plants and 
a profusion of flowers, special music 
was furnished for the occasion. In fact 
everything was lovely excepting the 
weather. It rained all day and was a 
bad Sunday, which caused our audience. 
to be lacking in numbers in the after
noon, but In the evening the large hall 
was well filled. We felt we ought to be 
willing to put up with one bad Sunday 
in Rockford since the Rockford people 
had been pestered with a bad Sunday 
(“Billy” Sunday, the howling-evangel
ist), every day,.for.- about three weeks.-. 
This. bn^ ; :<iBilly”.: Sunday, hadi-dWted': 
one Qf his 'tirades called ,by him a- ser
mon, to berating and abusing, Splritual- 

--------  lets and misrepresenting Spiritualism.
To the Editor:—The contest for Very likely the Spiritualists would have 

equal or uniform taxation which has felt slighted if this “Sunday” man had 
been going on in different parts of the not noticed them, for, we were told that, 
country has been carried on vigorously every class of people, nearly, including 
in this city. A strong effort has been those of his own church-.came À 
made to have thiA-church property share of Ails “bar-ropm” . slang, and 
taxed, which has heretofore been ille- abuse. . ' --:f ;
gaily exempted. At our afternoon meeting the;,right

Some two years ago the movement hand of fellowship was publlçjy 
was started by the American Secular tended to a class of new member ; of 
Union calling public meetings In vari- the society. :
ous parts of the city. At these gather- ■ The closing exercises of the evening 
ings we were met by representatives consisted In the christening or the nam- 
of the various Turner societies and af- ing of the baby boy of Rev. ï. S. Getch- 
terwàrd by representatives of labor ell and wife. Mr. Getchell is the very 
unions. The Bohemian society entitled efficient and ■ honored president, of the 
"Bohemian Guard of Freethinkers’’ also Rockford society, and Mrs. Getchell is 
took a part in the movement one of our best new mediums, ,both_for
. These meetings having attracted a platform messages and private read

good deal of attention, and some of the ings-arguments having been made public, • The christening service was beautiful 
the result'was that a large amount of as it was unique, every detail, having 
property which has been previously ex- been planned and arranged by ¡Mrs. 
erupted was added to the assessment Getchell. One feature of the services 
roll last year. I will mention: Just as the name of the

Encouraged by this success, this year, child was spoken, two little boys and 
bolder measures were adopted. Mr. E. two little girls dressed In white, com- 
C. Reichwald acting for the United Bo-. Pletely showered the little one with 
dettes, filed a petition for mandamus, r°se petals as it sat smiling in its moth- 
to compel the assessors to place upon er’s arms.
the rolls property which had been ille- æke Rockford society is now one year 
gaily omitted. ' This proceeding was Md. It has done more to advance the 
commenced about six months ago. The cause of Spiritualism in Rockford than 
attorney for the board ot assessors kas been done in the last ten years be
llied a demurrer to the petition. The fore it was organized. The. report of 
societies appointed a committee to take work of the year was read at these 
the matter in hand, and furnished them meetings- and shows that the? society 
liberally with money to carry on the kas held regular meetings throughout 
campaign. After the usual court de- Ike year, collected and paid Out nearly 
lays, the demurrer was called up by the B*x hundred dollars, employed the best 
committee’s Attorney. The attorney talent obtainable, has a 'Ladiés’ AuXlI- 
for the board now solicited an inter- iary that look after the sick, and needy, 
view, and admitting'that the demurrer 88 “well as to look after .the social enter- 
bad been filed tor delay, he stated that tainment of the members and'.others 
the board was willing to place upon the to help to raise fonds to carry on 
rolls all thp property which the com- ike work. The society and. ti)e Ladles’ 
mittee would : designate; • leaving it to Auxiliary have done all this and both 
the property owners to contest 'their have a snug little sum in thetr.treasury 
right to make the assessments. to begin the new year with- T^hàt bo?

Tàùs the matter' now stands. In ciety can make a better sho.wlng.for iiie 
about three weeks the conimlttee will Past year’s work in Illinois?, y?e are 
make a réport to the board of assessors proud of this society, and would day to 
and will furnish them with a list of ad- other towns and cities "go and do like-. 
ditional property to be assessed.

This, ot course, is a'complete'.victory 
: for the friends ot '-equal'- rights and' 
. equal taxation,- so far as the.action.: of 
the assessors can decide the question. 
The credit .is due to the Freethinkers, 

, the Turner'societies,'and the labSr or
ganizations of this city. The Bohemian 
Guard of Freethinkers has been spe
cially active, and liberal in the contribu
tion of. funds, c. b. Waite.

tion.- > ■ "■ ’■ '■ : ’ ■ ' '■ '■
Can It be possible in this the twenti

eth century, that such, a' thought as the 
above could Aven’ enter the mind of any’ 
civilized, - intelligent -individual, much 
less find expression ainong a series of 
resolutions offered for acceptance to 
any American organization? I am 
amazed,, shoqked, .astonished (it the 
character of Bitch an Idea and the bold
ness with.which.Jt is introduced. I can 
now jiuderstgpd.-hQw it. was .possible for 
the “frep.IpVg" idea fo become regarded 
as one of tire tenets of Spiritualism, to 
its' almost' utter disgrace and ruin. It 
was suggested by-opp claiming to be a 
Spiritualist,: but; who was entirely ig
norant of tjm.-iiatiire of ■true Spiritual
ism, or was.actipg in. the employ .of its 
enemies, bpnt op crushing it put of ex
istence. Are-there any such agents-in 

: Die Kansas;-Bfote Spiritualists Assocla-

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.
to Important when a meeting to 

napended, that notice be given- us, so 
.hat Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices pt all,meetings befos t 
held helo in publlo balls at the.present 
ttma ' . . .

The' Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, pastor,■ holds 'services 
every Sunday In Hall 309;MaBppicTem
ple,, at 11 a. m. Sunday-pchopl at lO 
m m. 1 '■ ,......

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m, in Garselman's Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W- 13th street - 

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl's Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m, 
Mrs, E. J. Hanson, pastor. -

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds | 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock,-at 319 E. 55th street, between' 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal-

HOU? , '
"Liberty to do wrong, a personal 

right?” I,deny,it! Most emphatically 
do .1 deny it.No .man- has a personal 
right to do wrong. There is an un
written law of conscience that prohibits 
any man from doing wrong. The word 
“liberty” has no such definition or 
meaning or intent tn the Interpretation
of the law, or natural, ordinary, com
mon horse sense. "Liberty to do 
wrong” was not thought of by the 
framers of the Constitution of the 
United States, or of the Declaration of 
Independence. Does the writer of that 
resolution contend for a moment that 
he is granted the liberty by the Al
mighty, by mail; or by bls ' own . con
science (If he; has any), to murder, to 
defile his neighbor’s wife or daughter,

JI Read This Ust oí || 
PREMIUMS.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
'a Splendid Library Along Spiritual
istic, Psychic- and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro«

ent available, will be secured for. all 
meetings. To spread the truth iq tpe 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrp. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 56th street 
Entrance'to hall, 319 E. 65th street 
L The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m., and lecture and. 
tests at 8 o'clock. Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor. .

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third street, every Sunday even
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference in the af
ternoon at 3. The Ladies' Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 

1 same number. Hurry J. Moore, lec- 
' turer. v

to steal, to lie, to cheat, or do any
thing else that is wrong? A man has 
the “liberty” and “personal right" to 
thrust his hand into the fire and burn 
it to a crisp; to gouge out his eyes; to 
swallow prussic acid; to drink himself 
or shoot himself to death', but such Is 
not the “liberty" contemplated by the 
letter or spirit ot the term, and “per
sonal right” has no such significance as 
here suggested.

No man has a "personal right" or the 
"liberty’’ to do^hjmself or any other 
person any wrong. America Is the land 
of freedom and liberty to do RIGHT, 
not WRONG, and what is right can 
readily be determined by an intelligent 
conscience. • H. V.. SWERINGEN.

Fort Wayne, Ind.

Edgewood Camp, Wash.

The Recordin'!) Ange's Tear. |

The man’s, face was neither heated 
nor angry. Hehadocold; scrutinizing 
eyes and a straightyharffinnoutb. There 
waste-line showinglirrlt^tion between 
his eyebrows. as i>ui ‘

"I had rather lieannomwre,’’ he said,
quietly, as the girl pausHfi)-for a mo- 1 
meat.- “The past is donroivith. It was । 
not: sol-pleasant that lisfiould wish to 
bear itirecalled. -MtEy wwconBider-this 
inter.vlew>atmn,‘:enjl?’rinHts-^hand’.went '■ 
tdwarda tha-b6ll.'^ICh8gtrl:wds bdffted;’ 
but sheimafle oiie last; effort. She bad 
pleaded with "tear-dimmed eyes and she

/ trembled in every limb. ■■■'-'
“Oh,- panmothlng ■ move - you?” she 

cried- tremulously. ’’She was such’ a' 
child when she married-you, and you 
were always so cold. She couldn’t live 
without love, and sb she'fell, but she 
always loved you. Bhe has repented 
for, years. ' She is dying, and night and; 
day-she moans for y»u, to see you and 
ask your forgiveness:^ Oh, if you ever 
cared for her, of you-have not a heart of 
stone, send some message if you will 
not see her. She is dying.”

The man turned on her sharply. "Dy
ing is-she, and you want a- message? 
Tell your-Bists',’’ he sald slowly, "that 
I would to God she had died before I 
saw her, before she .wasteble to ruin my 
home and drag my name in the dirt. 
Damn her!" he salfcwith sudden vio-

Votl should not send money In a let
ter. ’ You may do so a dozen times safp* 
ly; and then the next remittance may, 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and then you are.' per
fectly safe,'and .will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

Remember, please, that It costs ten 
cents to get a personal check at a bank 
in Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent.

Remember, please, that we have only 
four books which we send out now for 
25 cents each. We cannot allow you to 
select any other book in the list at that 
price.

Remember, please, that you are not 
entitled to any of the Premium Books 
unless you send In with your order a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker.

Remember, please, that the safest way, 
to make a remittance Is to secure a pos
tal order.

Remember, please, that these books
New Thought services conducted by 

Julia.M. Leornered, at 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 In Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 in Garfield 
Turner Hall, comer of Garfield and Lar
rabee streets. Emil T. Vaas, lecturer; 
Frank Joseph, medium.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, comer 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number Is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. .

Church of the_ Spiritual Truth holds

are used exclusively as premiums, the 
editor desiring no profits, his sole ob-, 
ject being to do a HUMANITARIAN, 
WORK ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC, 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
henoe-they are not for sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistake« and 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di
rect with thia office, instead of through 
a news agent.

I Remember, please, that all of our. 
Premium Books are neatly and substan
tially bound in cloth, and are an orna» 
meat to any library.

Read our Premium Otter, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send $1 for ' Th« 
Progressive Thinker when you desire 
one or more premium books. Please 
bear this In mind.

Every person who sends in a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make Ills selection from theThe State Spiritualist Association ot ! 

Washington will open their camp-meet- ‘ 
Ing at Edgewood camp, on July 31 and • 
will continue three weeks ending on 
August 22 and 23, with their eighth an
nual convention. We expect a good 
time this year as we have the promise 
of help from all over the state from me
diums and campers, and the outlook Is 
fine for the largest and most successful 
camp ever held in the northwest.

To prove that the Spiritualists are in 
earnest and mean business, a call was 
made for a picnic and clearing bee on 
the 30th of May, and over 80 responded, 
brothers and sisters, and the result was 
a lot of work was accomplished, as our 
ten acres are thickly wooded and of 
course necessitates a lot of work in get
ting it in order for streets, etc., but in 
the. near .future we are in hopes of hav- 
lng..aB-nlce.a.-camping.place-as there is 
In the United States.' -

A number of spaces have, been allot
ted and permanent cottages will be 
erected; also a. boat house and bath 
house, as we are located on the finest 
little lake in the country, called Sur
prise Lake; and it seems a surprise to I 
many to-, see-it located so nicely with' 
the giant .firs and eedare all around it, 
so it looks more like a dream than a 
reality. You must-see it to appreciate 
It. And vre- are in -hopes the curiosity 
of manyCsrill get the better ot them and 
force them :to come and investigate 
both the'location and the Spiritualist 
philosophy, which they can surely do

lerice, “let her die!" ,j ■ . .

Outside, the night ..stillness was 
broken by the hoarse» Jarring shriek of.- 
the flying-foxes, the snapping of twigs 
and tearing of leaves as they threw 
themselves among the ¡branches of the 
fig-trees, and the gurgle—like.dropping 
wy.ter—of innumerable . frogs. Inside 
there was a buzz of'mosquitoes and the 
rattling, labored breath of a dying wo
man. Her body was already dead; only 
the head turned restlessly from side to 
Bide and the eyes in their agony told of 
the mind that would not die. The ques
tion in those eyes, as the door creaked 
and opened, was so imperative that the 
incomer could not choose but answer. 
Her hesitation ceased as she saw the 
restless longing.

«Death, Ite Meaning and Results.’* 
By J. K. WRson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events In the au
thor’s experience. Cloth, 560 pages, U- 
Instated, $L25. '

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. ' One of Miss Whiting's most sug
gestive, intensely Interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. For sale at this office. 
Price ?L • -

halt, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock In Wicker Park Hall, 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Vlllroak.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave- 

[nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.; lecture at 8 p. m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates and others. Good music.

The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Wednesday afternoon 
and evening at Taskinge Hall, Thirty- 
first street and Archer avenue. Con
ducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

following list for TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS;

1. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book this year. Price 
26 cents.

2. Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World. 
Price 25 cents.

8. A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Price 25 cents.

4. Seers of the Ages, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 25 cents.

The.Unlversal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at No. 77 East. Thirty-first 
street, HaU /'C;"'every Sunday . after
noon and evening, the Hon. Robert GIF" 
ray, pastor. The renownea medium, 
Charles J. Peterson, psychic. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Regular service at 8 
p. m-

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds its meetings every Bunday at 
2:30 and 7:45. Sunday school at 1:30.

' Camp Chesterfield Is very flattering, as 
there is a great demand for cottages.

' . There aye now about twelve families 
bn the camp grounds, and new arrivals 
daily. .

Improvements on.the.camp are being 
pushed along. ' The association Is 
building six cottages for rent Several 
more are being built by members.

The president c£ the camp. Dr. G. N. 
Hilligoss, is much Improved in health 
and expects to be with us for the board

Star Lodge Hall, 378 8. Western ave
nue. All welcome.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening service, 
16 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street
. Evangelical Spiritual meetings, Sun
days, Van Buren Opera House, at 2:30 
and 7:45 p. m. Mrs..L, J. Jaquet, inspi
rational speaker..

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel- 
mont avenue^ Services held every Sun-

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
It you order only one book, and that 

one neither of the books mentioned 
above, the price is 40 cents each.

We have only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you can select from them aa- 
follows:

■ Any two of the -Eleven Premium' 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.80.

Any six of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of cue Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, prive $2.90.

Any ten of the . Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Lastly, -all of these ELEVEN Premium 
Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled In this country or 
Europe. Our principal alm is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

FOR $3.35.

meeting, June 23. ■ I
Mr. Louis Vestal was called to Day-

ton, Ohio, last week on account of the I 
serioud illness of his wife.
> W. T. Lynn and wife of Atlanta, Ga, 
are on the grounds. ’.Mri Lynn is super
intending the building of an addition to 
his cottage on-Broadway.

W. C. Jessup is. expected home from“He was away from, home,” she said, 
trying to put truth into her voice. She st.'Joseph? Mo'., this . week. Mr. Jessup 
drew aside the mosqifltonet and fanned tag been having good success- In Mls- 
the hot; clammy, face; bitt the question80UrI and Kansas for the last halt year, 
still remained in the^yihg eyes.. “Yes, Mra. Hedrich, her daughter May and 
dear,” she went on. soothingly, “I wrote (nephew, George Vonderheide, are on 
as you asked ine^to^ .<Hf>;will get th“ ——-j- -r«™ Thwwni
letter to-morrow., .and, jifien he. will 
come.” But her. heart; said,, -“Before 
then, please God, showill be dead.” 
j. The eyes closed, and’the breath came 

pantlngly through tlr^ discolored lips.' 
The hands, lying: • powerless oh the 
sheet, were blue add-' swollen; The 
hours passed weariT? -by“1 The doctor 
came in silently,- mark' of |
Death’s finger touch,Baiiifi0ft. her undls- " 
turbed. The flying'ifet^’^vere silent at 
last A large moth iffew-W and flapped 
Its wings along the ^pfe^ ceiling; nnd

the grounds.fof a few weeks. They will 
return soon to Cincinnati, but will be 
with us during the'entlre camp.

The annual meeting of the state ly- 
ceumwas. Held yesterday and decided 
to disband for the' present. and give 
their funds for the;use of the camp ly- 
ceum. 'LYDIA A,. JESSUP.

day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musiv at every ser
vice.
. Spiritual meetings are held at 326 
Wells street by Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. 
Wickland; Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o'clock and Friday evenings at . 8 
o’clock. Residence, 616 Wells street

The Universal Occult Society holds 
Its meetings at 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall C. R. GUray, pastor. Dur
ing the months of June and July the 
meetings will be conducted by the re
nowned medium, Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley. Her old friends will have an 
opportunity of hearing her once more.

Church of the Spirit, Schiller Build
ing, 109 East. Randolph street, ’ con
ducted by Fro!. Wm. Fitch Ruffle. Ser
vices .every Sunday at 11 a. m. Brief, 
address, closing with readings for alL ' 
3 p. m., brief address, followed by teste 
and mental telepathic demonstrations. 
Mrs. Marie Jacobsen will give demon- 

■ stations of psychic and scientific palm- 
1 Istry, Speakers and mediums invited, 
i 8 p. in., address, followed by messages, 
■ The Independent Spiritualists meet

wise.” '‘ ‘ .
No public work of any' importance 

- had been done 'In Rbckford fqf tpany. 
.years until we organized this society one 
year ago. Whb can 'say. missionary 
■work does not pay?. One thing' ‘more, 
there is‘another chartered society in
Rockford that is the‘outgrowth .'of the^ 
one mentioned' above, so ' the • -illinois 
Bttte Spiritualists Association has two 

.societies in Rockford. ' i \
"We next visited Lafayette, Ind.,' ahd 

held our services in the ■ Universalist 
church which is occupied and controlled 
by the Spiritualist society that we or- 
ganied.lji Lafayette last January. We 
found this society doing good work.. 
This is the first society ever organized 
in Lafayette and from present appear
ances it will be the only one needed for

at last the eyes opeSfed;1! **:
• "Is he coming? IQjan’i’wait. Won’t 
he come?” The girl bertflbver her. .

“He is coming," sWsaW ta 811 agony 
of sympathy, "He Will helm be here."

"Will he—ever—fift'glVe?”
"Yes, that was-hiBfoieiteage; he for

gives and loves you 7»£lHbB
"Loves?”. .. ■>&'■ for ■ .

I "Yes, he has*aIwa3>silbv&S you.” '.
| The end was verylilear, Quid the eyes

WO
In Current Bplt-ituallstla and Occult

Ton can do It by reading each woek 
The Progressive Thinker. The Philo- 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week; is 
the marvel ot the age. No one can af
ford to be without the paper. Its price 
la within the reach cd alL

every Sunday, 8 p. m., SL George’s Hall, 
3337 State street Mrs. W. Brockway 
with' “proof positive, tests’’.: which dum- 
fpund'the skeptic and set the serious'to 
thinking. - .

United' Spiritualist Res earch’ Meeting; 
Schott's Hall, Racine and Belmont ave
nue. every Sunday at 2:30 p. m. P. M. 
Esser, lecturer, and other mediums -

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the. Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3—The ’Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

&-A Wanderer in the Spirit Land’s. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Mosea 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

REMITTING.
When you send in your subscription 

to Th? Progressive Thinker,- carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are Intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting da 

: not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro. 
’ gressive Thinker.

Sending out these premium books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of the subscription of 
the. paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view'd! the fact that we publish such a- 

■ vast amount of reading matter, much 
more than any other Spiritualist paper

"HoW Shall I Become a Medi
um/’ F W Answered

Tn ‘Mediumship and Its LawSj Its Conditions 
* tkmd cSioi’ by Hudson-Tuttle. . Price 35 

Send to Berlin Height O.

some years to come as it fills all re
quirements at the present time. The 
services at Lafayette were well at
tended. A few new members were 
added to the society. ■. , i

While at Lafayette we were called to 
Colburn, h near-by town to perform a 
marriage ceremony. Mrs. Sprague took 
charge of the services at the church in 
onr absence. A report of this wedding, 
I believe, has been published in- the 
Spiritualist papers. We closed rohf Work 
at Lafayette by holding a Tery success-' 
ful seance la the church.

^Continuity of Lire a Cosmic Truth." 
By Prot W. M. Lockwood, The work o?

were' glazing overs ■' Tito watcher I • strops» 
braced herself for tReilast lie. Very ' 
tenderly she raised CKO ®0ipless figure.

"He is coming, deaf,” eh J whispered;

BlttdL totalisât tarkJoraJJ

----- w__ _
••Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 

Hughes. ; A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc, with choice matter in poetry and 
prose, Specially designed for the usa 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. . For cala at this offlca. i

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con- 
fesslonaJ.” This book, .by : ths well 
known Father Chfoiqny, reveals the de
grading, Impure influences and resnltg 
ol the Romish confesBlonnl, aa proved 
by the uad experience of many wrecked 
Jives. maQ,.8i. For aala at
tbia ofiaa.” _
.vWMM ...____ __
Tbbniia.Wub;"^ WcMèbretea

•<j*«»-!»»*-*», - »»a

This little book treats of the central 
problems of. all religion; the nature of. 
the ego; the origin, development, and 
destiny of the human personality; spir
itual heredity ; the dissolution-of tiro' 
body and the preservation of tbs'soul; 
the nature of human immortality; man
kind's ideals; the rational basis of eth
ics, etc., all from the standpoint of mod
ern: psychology and. biology., 188 pages. 
Price; cloth, .75 cents. • •

“DteCarus answers the questlon: "Is 
Life Worth Living?” very fully and sat
isfactorily... - The whole .,1s a compre- 
tensive and helpful treatise.”—Journal 
Of ®d|reatton, Boston. - , , - - -' - t--.;

now published.
In conclusion, bear In mind -that the 

postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, * Illustrating the 
great bargain you are getting-tan op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was never, 
known before on thia material plane. 
. Address all orders to Ii , J. R. FRANCIS, |
. 40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois, I

“Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle;E. Hull, - 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven ■. 
of- the author's latest- ahd choicest 

-poems. .Neatly, bound in doth, and with - 
portrait-of .the author. Price-75 conta, - 

: "Talmagean Inanities, incongruities,- . 
ineoBSSstendas-and Blasphemies; a Re. 
view ci Rav. T. DeWitt und Bev fruik 
DeWitt Talmage’s olbrspoated atted® 
upon BpIrittsaliBm.”. By - Mosea Hull,

.--------------------



LIST OF GAMP-MEETINGS.

DANIEL REED.Danville, Ill,

THAT “BLUE BOOK.

Nine Hundred and Ninety-nine Bogus Tests.

Spooner, ■ secretary, Wonewoc,

The

trude 
Wis.

Ottawa, Kans. . 
seventh annual encampment of

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.
The dates for Wksburg camp-meet- 

ing ara July 31- to August 22.- For full

MEDIUMS’ PARAPHERNALIA.
Crowns, Belts, Hands, Heads, Veil? and Full-size 

Figures, all illuminated with the new Radium 
light. Will appear, gradually float 

about, room, and disappear.
All work confidential.

The above is the card of a business man in Chicago, 
engaged in selling paraphernalia to tricksters, where
by they are enabled to deceive the gullible public, and 
■produce “phenomena” excelling-that of honest me
diums. It adds impressiveness to Prof.. Lockwood’s 
article. The name and number of the card are 
omitted. ’ '. .

> To the Editor:—I wish to commend the vigorous 
assault you are making in The Progressive Thinker, 
upon the deception that is so largely practiced by 
those claiming mediumship, and to be working in the 
interests of. the spiritual philosophy. The situation 
to-day is truly one of peculiar character, aptly illus
trated by the parable in the New Testament of the 
/ ‘ wheat and the tares. ” Truly, the two phases of the 
representation of Spiritualism—the true and the 
false—have grown up together, and "the tares” could 
hot be pulled without in a measuure disturbing “the 

' wheat” of truth, until now it seems that the sickle of 
'popular approval, will separate the tares from the 
wheat.

There is a vast difference between the psychic im
pressions noted in mental and intuitive mediumship, 
and the commercial tbsts, so common with a large ele
ment now seeking the spiritual rostrum, and who by 
their acts lead one to think that they regard perjury 
and duplicity as personal virtues.

There is a vast difference between a knowledge of 
the psychic co-relations of invisible elements, by 
which nature materializes all of her visible forms, and 
by which principle a spiritual form may be evolved, 
and the rubber faces, gauze dresses and laces made of 
such thin and airy material, that several faces and 
costumes may be carried in the arm pit, or secreted 
in the folds of private garments, or in a fold of the 
hair.
. The crisis is, that the popular mind do not under
stand the psychic character of nature in the expres
sion of her phenomena, mental or visible; they are 

- awed by the mystery of an appearing that to them 
seems incomprehensible, but which is taken as the 
link that unites the realm beyond the grave, to the 

' mortal plane. That the integrity of; the spiritual 
philosophy can ever-be established by these perni
cious methods is a proposition that :can only be an
swered in the negative. That it can ever gain that 
ascendency and approval in the .mind of consistent 
thinkers that it merits as the philosophy of life here 
and hereafter, until the data of nature upon which it 
is based is more fully comprehended than it is now, is 
also a proposition that can only be answered NO. To 
hear any of these barnacles of mental perjury de
clare when they are caught, that, "they are regularly 
ordained ministers of Spiritualism,” “regularly or
dained and hold ordination papers from some state 
association,” to see them open their seances with 
prayer, to hear them call for the audience to sing 
"Nearer, My God, to Thee,” while they are preparing 
some transformation in the cabinet,’ ought to make 

. every honest man blush for the duplicity and heart
lessness of the. procedure, and every honest Spiritual
ist hang lrisliead in the degradation of shame that the 
.most valuable and far-reaching, truth.the mortal has 

■ t ever known, can be simulated by the trickery of nee- 
. romaney, and received by a large class, as the pure 

coin of nature’s evidence of the continuity of life, and 
the close relation the disembodied spirit holds to the 
mortal plane.

Some Christ is needed at this time to scourge the' 
bucket-shop fortune-tellers, the sellers of charms and 
stocks, and the money-seekers from the temple, for in 
the hands of this constituency it is a den where thieves 
masquerade in the guise of spirit messengers, -and 
impose upon honest investigators, and ¿rouse in their’’ 
minds a sense of disgust for the very name of Spirit
ualism. Spiritualism offers to the world the greatest 
truth known in the history of human progress, and its 
greatness inheres in the fact that all of its data, in
cluding its phenomena, and its divine principles of 
natural philosophy, have their bases in the psychic 
character of nature itself, which can be fully demon
strated. That these proofs can be simulated by the 
fakir in his tricks of materializing, slate-writing and 
occult photography, is the idle fancy of/those whose 
covenant with mystery, precludes common sense;

I am led to make these remarks by the reception of 
the enclosed exposure of the Howlands in Philadel
phia recently. Decent people will not be in hfiste to 
unite with a movement that ordains under its banner 
tricksters to masquerade as its light’bearers, It is 
time to think and act. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER June 25, 1904, -,

DYSPEPSIA.
CURED

ELTON E. HBDKIOK, 
AfiTBlOXiOWBSH.—Vocation, buuluesH unoculi-, 
tlon, matrimony, chatures, traVel. all affairs or 
life. Fee (2.00. Bond ante of birth as* near tlm 
hour as possible. Address, 2621 Reading Roam 
Cincinnati, Ohio. ?76

THE TAKES AND THE WHEAT.
. As might be expected, a few of,the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker cannot see the ùsé' or good of dis
cussion of the fraud business ju; the róatyiér of Blue. 
Book testsj trick materializations; etc. . \ .' i

An instance, of this view is exemplifiedJn,the fol-;
lowing missive from an old Spiritualist: - ,

To the Editor I noticed in your paperjqf May 21, 
that probably legal action would be takéipby•.•tJie-Spir
itualists of Danville,'Ill., tò, prevent■■pjiitì^gj^épirit- 
ual mediums from practicing tlieir calling ijithat city. 
This course of action seems to me to lie.in conflict with 
the accepted axiom, that "Truth left free;flis nptlnng 
to fear in the combat with error./7’ -.Jesiis's.fiiil^/’Let 
the tares and the wheat grow togethertojifie end, lest 
in pulling up the tares you pull-iip:the wheat also.” 
I have been forty years a Spiritualist ; tfie. frauds have 
been with us from the beginning, but Truth has been 
on guard, and I note its growth in spite of falsehood, 
fraud and lies. Let the frauds alone, give them a free 
hand. They will only brighten the garments of Truth.

If Jesus said the words attributed to him, which is 
doubtful, we may be allowed to doubt the wisdom of 
his advice in the matter. "We do not see any thor
ough-going practical farmer following'this advice, 
and giving the chess, cockle, thistles, etc., an equal 
chance to grow and mingle their crop of injurious and 
poisonous seeds on equal terms of culture with the 
wheat. The writer of this has put in many a useful 
day’s work with the hoe in hand eradicating the tares 
from the midst of the growing wheat in the field. No 
wise farmer will, by leaving the tares to grow un
checked, practically give them the same culture as he 
gives his grain.

The let alone policy would leave the Canada thistles 
to grow and multiply unchecked, without limit, till 
not only the fence corners and roadsides were infested 
but the. whole, farming country,'hill and dale, upland 
and meadow, were overspread. r If the- wind-blown 
seeds alight and germinate, in the garden and door- 
yard, among the useful vegetables and flowers, • let 
them alone, give them a free hand. Their bloom and 
foliage may even outshine the roses, asters, hydran- 
gias and geraniums.

To be consistent the game let-alone policy should 
be carried into all the affairs of society. The thieves, 
the embezzlers, the swindlers, the burglars, etc., 
should not be molested or hindered in their opera
tions. The counterfeiter, should be allowed to'ply his 
business unhampered by legal prosecution and impris
onment.

Let the counterfeiters alone, “give them a free 
hand.” Theywill only cause the genuine coin to 
shine the brighter.

Such is the logic of this modern Daniel. .
The genuine golden coin, “left free, has nothing to 

fear,” from the circulation of the counterfeit. Nev
ertheless, we suspect that our Daniel himself,-if he 
were to have a base "eagle” passed on him, would 
demur to such a transaction. .

And genuine spirit manifestations—are they not of 
greater value than gold ?

Yes, Spiritualism has grown and will cOntinue to 
grow, “in spite of falsehood, fraud and lies.” '

Buthow meh more it might have grown, , and how 
much higher its status in the' tvbrld, if its smirini» rai-, 
ment'hafl never beeti be&inif4hbdi by' thefi-aii^s; com
mitted in its name by fake mediums, who hav,? been 
encouraged in their nefarious work by a class of Spir
itualists that stands ready to shield and jprotbet them 
by the policy of “let-them-alone”—“give them a free 
hand.” ... "

It is a mere quibble to assert, as some do, that Miss 
Harlow and others who denounce blue book tests, "at
tack the phenomena of Spiritualism.’! If.stock tests 
are phenomena of Spiritualism, then woe -be tp Spirit
ualism, for it-is all fraud and deception, wholly with
out basis of truth, and unworthy of the notice of peo
ple in whom dwells a sense of honor and honesty. 
When mediums make such quibbling as.sertions they 
thereby bring a cloud upon their own claims of me
diumship. JAS. C. UNDERHILL.

Hammond, Ind. :

fiend In Your Dates and Names of Seo- 
retary at Once,

Interest in the various Spiritualist 
canip-'meetings ¡has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
once to this office, so that proper cor
rections as th dates, etc., can be made.

■ Mt Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa.
The camp session of the M. V. S. A.,. 

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa, will 
open July Stand close Aug. 28. Fer pro
grammes address vMollie B/ Anderson, 
secretary; Clarksville, Mo.

;■ Maple Dell Park, Ohio.
The American Spiritual, Religious and 

Science Union wlJLhold a camp session 
at Maple Dell, commencing July 24 and 
closing Sept. 1, F. H. Sherwood, secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio. ‘The grounds 
Will be open tor family reunions, Sun
day-school picnics, and Sunday meet
ings, etc., from June 1 to Sept. 16.

Lily Dale Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort opens 

July 15 and closes September 14. For 
full programmes address the president, 
Mrs. Abby L. Pettengill, Lily Dale, N. Y.

Lake Sunapeo Camp, N. H.
Lake Sunapee ¿Spiritualist camp

meeting commences July 81 and closes 
August 28—four -weeks and five Sun
days, at Blodgett’stLanding, N. H. For 
programmes address Lorenzo Worthen, 
secretary, Hillsboro’Bridge, N. H., until 
July 25; after then at Blodgett’s Land
ing, N.H.

«. Cheaterfield, Ind.
Chesterfield (Ind.) camp-meeting 

opens July 14.aDd.olosea August 28. For 
programs and Mother - information ad
dress Lydia J^^sup;. secretary, Chester
field, Ind.

U n I tyrCarap-Meetl ng.
The Lynn iBpirttnallata Association 

will hold meetings)/, every Sunday at 
Unity Camp, t-gaugns Center, Mass., 
commencing (June i>5 and ending Sept. 
25. For full {particulars address Mrs. 
A. A. Aver 111,142 Smith street, Lynn, 
Mass.

«■ Dmuela, Stoaack, Uvu, ar Sswal 
any Siad, rtad (Ms llhrsl eUtj. lT 
IMVOinTHONEY TO KOU.

Do yon auSer from dyspepsia, 
Indirection, or stomach, liver, or 
bowel trouble of any kind? If you: 
do. why not lot u i our« you! We do not uieen 
tMJjoyciubxdoelnK you with »«0png, otltau*. 
UtlhsOadA nod Rhubarb Compound, or net* 
ent^Tyipopaia HIL” Such thlnyi will Him- 
ulUe and oa»«.temporArllyt but In the end 
will only IrriUto and further weaken the al
ready dlieaeed and weakened membrane«. 
We win CeMPl«Uly and ftnuaeBily.Cara 
V«a.« We willin'to the very foundation of 
your trouble, w)H rptuove the eeuooi, 

[«trenjthen and tone up the affected intin- 
brane«, parted the algeition, regulate and 

[atrengthen the bowel», and tnako_yoq ai 
atrohgand hearty a»youeverwe»e. we could 
gha you testimonial» by the thou»abd of 
thoM.we have cured of «tomaehtroubl»»lnalL 
form» and atagei, but they would not U|l to 

iSyou what the Ueatmant will dpforVOl1. The 
only ab»olule proof 1» In tho treatment iheif. 

and knowing the WoaderfuL 
Cum we hav» made for oth- 
eri, and believing that we 
have a ixoatwant that will 
|*Mtlirelj Core any cue, do 
matter how complicated or 
long «landing, or how many 
hovefalJ.dlDthe pwl, that 
wa will «end a two week** 

treatment to any one de»!riug to tert it. Many are cured by tide 
tell treatment alone. Why Dot moke a trial ot it yourielf and 
iejf-0 what H win do for you. JT IB KREK. Addr»u«Dr, 
iaebl»» ln»t!tuteot Uaalth, 53 Maio Kt., Battle Creek, Mick.

Mrs. J. Conant Henderson, 
Formerly “Banner of Uphl" Medium. Trance, 
BuelneHs, Psychoinetrist, Readings by letter. IL
AddreeuBox216,Kingston.Mush.. < .•

7 MRS. MAY A; PRICE
Will teach the laws of mediumship, of s’ Iril’heal- 
Ing, or give clairvoyant readings by mu'!, Enclose 
a lock of your hair and One Dollar. Obsession 
cured. 0I7), Street. N.B. Washington. D. O. .

MRS. L- j; WILLIAMS.
Bend 60 ets.'for Psychometrie .»ehdluge and in-‘ 

etrucllon for spiritual developmen’. Your own 
handwriting. Ity W, Milwaukee hi.,' Janeovillo,- 
Win. ,. wa

MYSELF CURED1.»» iRMRtVS
MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, Ill.

Lake. Pleasant Camp, Mass.
This excellent camp opens July 31, 

and continues for 30 consecutive days. 
For full programmes address Albert P. 
Bllnn, 81 Dartmouth street, Boston, 
Mass.

DON’T READ THIS.
If elck write to mef and I will Blve you a free 

examination. I want no leading' eymptpm. Nerv- 
oua exhaustion and lout vigor of bom eoxea buc- 
ceBBfully treated. Send name,age, box, complex
ion, weight and 10 cte. In etamps or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address,

FBANOES L, LOUCKS,
85 Warren BL. Stoneham. Mau.

h PrBcvIHe, N. Y.
The dates tor the Central New York 

Spiritual Association-Camp-meeting, at 
Freeville, N.'iY;, ar$ from July - 23 to 
Adg- 22. four TH.eeks and five Sundays. 
Owing,to thetonotaebted and-severe 111- 
ness-M-OW secretary, Misri'-Vicl^Ha C. 
Moore,-1 am-acting'secretary, to' whom 
all. .letters “ pertaining ;■to the camp 
should be addressed. W.' ■■ W. Kelsey, 
President, Cortland, N. Y.

Lake Brady, Ohio.
The Lake Brady Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens July 3 and closes Sept. 
4. For full programme address A. G. 
Keck, Akron, Ohio.

>. Delphos.Camp, Kans.
This camp-meeting will begin August 

5, closing August 22. Address all com
munications to I. N. Richardson, secre
tary, Delphos, Kans.

Grand Ledge, Mich.
The Grand Ledge (Mlch.) camp opens 

July 31 and. closes August 28. For full 
.programme address J. W. Ewing, Grand 
Ledge; Mich. ,

Island ’Luke, Mich.
The Island Lake Camp,’ at Island 

Lake,. Mich., 42 miles from Detroit, on 
the Flint and Pere Marquette railroad, 
commences July 10 and extends through 
the month of August. -:For full pro
grammes address H. R. LaGrange, sec
retary, 84 EastoMontcalm street, De
troit, Mich. ’

Harmony Grove, Cal.
The Harmony Grove Spiritualist 

Camp-meeting of Escondido, Cal., com
mences July 17 and closes July 31. For 
full particulars address .T. J. McFeron, 
secretary, San Diego, Cal. ■

Winfield Camp, Kansas.
Opens July 1.6 and closes July 26. 

For full particulars address Mrs. Maud 
K. Gates, 133 .South Manning street, 
Winfield, Kansas.

-, Y}
Southern' Caesadaga Camp.

The Southern Cassadaga camp at 
Lake Helen, Florida, will open the first 
Sunday in February and close the 26th 
of March.. For information regarding 
rooms In Apartment House or in cot
tages, also for programmes, write to 
Mrs. j. D. Palmer, corresponding sec
retary, Willoughby, Ohio.

THE GALVANO 
RING—A Galvanic 

. Electric Ring—Fits 
Any Finger—Cures 
Rheumatism, Nerv
ousness. Trembling 
Paralysis, Cramps 
in fingers or any 
part of the body.

Priep, 25 cents. 
Address, The Gal- 
vano Ring Co, Dept,. 
67 W. Van Buren St..

Chicago. Testimonial from Chicugo’a great eye 
Specialist: ’‘The Galvano Ring Co., Chicago.— 
Gentlemen:—I have been greatly ben ifltea by 
wearing two Galvanic Rings on each hand nights. 
Glad tp add my testimonial. B. F. Poole, 43 Evans
ton, Ave., Chicago."

Success and How to Win It.
A Course of 25 Lessons on the Science and 

Art of Success, given to Bummer Camp Classes 
and thru “Reason, by

B. F. AUSTIN, B. A.,D. D.
Bound in Limp Cloth, Just Out, Worth 125; Bold 
for 25 cents.

Haslett Park, Mich.
This old and popular camp opens 

July 30 and closes Aug. . 28. For
programs address J. D. Richmond, 
retary, St. Johns, Mich.

full 
see-

mm? n?aTTTrna Their Origin and Hlsto- 
XJUHi uJjOUlAO ry. from authentic 
sources; Principles and Aims; their Immoral 
Teachings; Condemnations of the order; their 
Expulsions from various countries; Bull of Pope 
Clement abolishing the order; articles by Prof, 
Goldwin Smith and Hon. J. Charlton, etc. By

B. F. AUSTIN, B. A., D. D.
BrSend 40 Cts., Stamps or r. O. Order 

for both. TUK AXIHTlS' Pl'BL. CO., 
Geneva, N. Y.

Edgewood Camp, .Wash.
Edgewood camp, Washington, opens 

July 31, and will continue three weeks, 
ending August 22 and 23 with their 
eighth annual convention. For full par
ticulars address Julian W. Smith, 1115 
North Fife street, Tacoma, Wash.

Ashley, Ohio, Camp.
The- Spiritualist camp-meeting at 

Ashley, Ohio will open August? anil 
close August 28. For full particulars 
address W. F. Randolph, secretary, Ash
ley, Ohio.

"Handy Electrical Dictionary.’’ A 
practlcnf handbook pt reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price 25 cents.

“Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law." By Florence 
Huntley. - A work of. deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into

FEW PEOPLE
Know the value of the

OO-RO-NA
MEDIC ATOR,

For Catarrh, Hay Fever, Head 
Colds and Other Diseases 

of the Respiratory
Organs.

Pereone deelrlnrr to try this highly recommend
ed treatment, should Immediately write

E. J. WORST, 17 Elmore Block, 
Ashland, Ohio.

Hewillfladly send the CO-RO-NA to any reader 
of TheProgreBBlvo Thinker on FIVE days trial 
free. If it fives satisfaction, eend him (LOT ’half 
price). If not return H at the expired time, which 
will cost you only 8 cents postage, and you will 
not owe him a penny. He takes all the risk him 
Belt,

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE.
new fields. Cloth 32. For sale at this Or The Threefold Power of Sex. By Lola wm«. 
office. brooker. I’rlce. 60 cents.

ft WORD TO YOU !

The Origin of the Sabbath and of Sunday. -
The letter in the New York’Sun, signed “D- D. 

LL.D.,’’ in a controversy as to Sunday, shows ..that 
even educated .men will insist on the perversion- of 
truth. After.quoting various authorities, he says: 
“Thus all along through history this dayswas regard
ed, as Father Tiernan remarks, as a day "of religious 
observance and not as a day of rest and recreation.”

• If he means the hiktory of the church, he is right— 
possibly. But “the Sabbath” originally was not a 
church decree, nor was it inaugurated in the handing 
down of-“tablets of stone on Mount Sinai.”

Originally it was a decree of King Naram-Sim, son 
of the great Sargon I. of the Accadian-Assyrian-Baby- 
lonish line, 2,800 years (or thereabouts) B. C., 1,500 
years before Moses and 2,500 years before Ezra and 
his collaborating scribes wrote the Law after the Res
toration. - ..; -

This law, ordinance, Assyrian Or Aecadian brick 
or tablet is now, I believe, in the British Museum. It 
gives the year of the reign of Naram-Sim. It gives 
the date of month and the name of the Magistrate. It 
recites in effect that “The king, seeing that his sub
jects were overworked, ordained there should be five 
days of rest in each month and that they should be 

. called ‘Sabutu,’ which means a day of rest, and speci
fied two of them, the 19th find 21st of the month (the 
others I have forgotten).

The Jews stole it, thinking when Babylon was ut
terly destroyed there was no record of the theft. Nor 
.would there have been any but for the foresight of 
Assur-bani-pal, who commanded, in 732 B. C., the 
scribes and teachers and priests “to make copies of all 
the laws, history and-learning of their forefathers 
and country, that they might be handed down to pos
terity.”

He then had'them arranged on the floor of the li
brary and sealed them over carefully with bitumen.- 
To him are we indebted for much of Babylonish his- 
tpry, customs, manners, etc.

The Christians stole it from the Jews and adapted 
it to suit themselves. Such is the history of the Sab- 
bath-^ahutu-Sunday; . SEORGE T. ADKINS, 
•- Balthaor^Md.

Whether or . n^; tÍié sg-^alleil.BláevBbaB is pir ever 
has'beén in ejdstSÁce',’~l£e-;Aiufi%er^Í'int^íi^nt Spir
itualists who.fiiav^been actually deeeiyeH^yiit is com
paratively few in- my opinion." I do ffotri^jicye that 
Bro. H. D. Barífeítiwás.the ‘ ■ easy -mark’ 1?-Íot/í raud- 
ulent mediums, they" represented- him to he;?‘Jf ;I am 
justified in judging the unwritten; and 'iin^xpressed 
experiences of thousands pf,,Spirii;palists;by;'m^-bwn, 
in what aré known ás “tesis,” piatforju or 'otherwise, 
their .intrinsic value centers only .in their ’ówginal re
ception, when new; fresh" and unexpected, under con
ditions in which the ’theory oí fraud kahnpt .possibly 
be entertained. ‘ ■ ■ ' " -< •

The samé-test may be"given a hupdred tinies by as 
many different mediums, in as many different places, 
and each time be genuinely given; this is possible, 
just barely possible; but after its first, or original giv
ing, its stock value declines very rapidly in the mind 
of the recipient, by reason of the facility with which 
it can be communicated and “watered.” It is some
what difficult for the recipient to invariably tell posi
tively, when this is< done, although he may feet very 
confident that he has been thus imposed upon, and he 
wisely concludes to govern himself by that magnani
mous -principle of law which teaches that it is better 
to allow ninety-nine guilty ones escape, than to accuse 
and convict a single innocent person. When medi
ums learn that to a wide-awake, intelligent Spiritual
ist or skeptical investigator, a “test,” however re
markable, satisfactory and unquestionable it may be 
at its first giving, will bear but very few if any repe
titions, they will not be so ready to repeat it on every 
occasion that offers.

So far as I am personally concerned, I am willing, 
if it should be neeissary, to have nine thousand, nine 
hundred'and ninety-nine bogus tests imposed upon 
me, and he included among Mr. W. F. Jamieson’s 
“Weak Witnesses,” if the ten thousandth test should 
prove true and genuine, and evidence or evince the 
fact of a future existence. Yes, I believe I could con
sent to be fraudulently imposed upon an era one 
hundred thousand times, if, by so doing, I could, by a 
single, solitary test, establish to my satisfaction, the 
fact of a future life, and the possibility of.communion 
with the so-called dead. That fact, however, is es
tablished in my own mind by many proofs;

- H. V. SWERINGEN.
in । ■isi । t iii'mir n hi' •• । 
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All beingé have their laws; the Deity has hia laws; 
the material wqrld has its laws, superior intelligences 
have thefr krais, hia v;

. Onset Camp..
Commences July 24 and ends August 

28. For Juli programme and particu
lars address the secretary ot the camp, 
Onset, Mass. - -

K«-‘ ■" i .
Franklin, Neb.

This camp commences' July 29 and 
closes August lS. CFor full partticulars 
address'D. -L. Haines, secretary, Frank
lin, Neb.

New ^Era, Oregon.
: The First Spiritual Religions -Associa
tion of Clackamas county, Oregon, will 
open their ..camp-meeting at New Era, 
Oregon, July 2, and close July 26, in--

C. WALTER LYNH T\ 
the / I

: Eminent Healer
• . and

: Gifted Psychic.
-. • • • • *«.«.«• • • 

Health Restored by
Common Sense Methods:

For the Cure of Mentri! 
and Physical Ailments«

■ OBSESSION CURED
Vor Free niagnoela of DImu., send Av( 

two-cent stampa, ase, name, sex, and own hand, 
writing, \ t

Readings and Business Advice, $1« 
and Two Stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St., Oakland, Cal.

Anulo Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help me oare for 

my Wind staler, Jennie L. Webb, ono of Gio earl
iest mediums now In the form, by writing a letter 
o a spirit friend. Send It to me with 11, and I will 

try and get reply by independent writing or whit- 
pet^.^tadresa Mra. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU»

FOUND.
A medicine that will cure Kidney Trouble and 
Rheumatism. Contains no acids, has no Injuri
ous effects, and never tails. 11.60 per Bottle.

Agents Wanted,
GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY,

117 West Uth Avenue. Denver. Col

Institute of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methode of cure.
"Fast becoming of world- wide fame. H.Tattle 

Light, Color, Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Bath.,
Ite beautiful Diploma confers title. **D. M.1 

Doctor of Magnetics: cun bo gained al College or 
at one s home. Books and Instruments furnished. 
Send stamp tor catalogue to

E. 1». BABBITT, M. !>., Geneva, X. Y.

OH. J. S. LOUCKS
The oldest and best known physician now in 

practice. His cures are wonderful; his examln- 
utions free to all who send him name, age, sex 
and lock of hair, and six cents In stamps. He 
doesn't require any leading symptoms. Ho cures 
weak men. Address,

DK. J. 8, LOUCKS, M. D,,
Lock Box 1203, Stoneham, Mags.

MILLER’S MAGIC MIRRORS
A Successful Road to Mediumship.

Indorsed by leading Spiritualists as developers 
of different phases at mediumship, especially 
Clairvoyance. Our mirrors are chemically treat
ed and very sensitive to spiritual elements. With 
a little patience you oan not fall to develop your 
phase of mediumship. Price, I3.U0. Horoscopes 
written for II.00. Give date of birth, year, and 
where born, W. H. MILLElt, P. O, Box IK), Can
ton, Ohio. 76t)m3

SELF-HYPNOTISM. '
I have proved to tho United States Government1 

(memorandum opinion No. 129 N.) that I have, 
madea late dlfteovery which enables all to hyp
notize ibemBclveB at will, awaken at pleasure,1 
euro the ills of life, become clairvoyant bo they । 
can see all over the world, communicate with' 
spirits and have perfect eclf-ovldence of the con- ■ 
tliiulty pi Hie. Thia ao-called Menial vision Lea-: 
son will be aenl AHHOLLiTELV vlIEE to ev
erybody, actually enabling you to do the above 
without any charge whatever.

PBOF. B, E. »VITON, Lincoln, Neb.

LET OUR TRANCE
MEDIUM PHYSICIAN

Visit your home, and prepare a remedy, that will 
cure, when you or any of your friends need mdd । 
icine. or spiritual aid. Send age, complexion, 
weight, and one leading symptom, and |L00 for

SPIRITUAL MEDICINE CO., 
Box 128, Seymour, Ind.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS
Oan Be Taken by Mail.

Send name and address for 
circulars, terms, etc., to 

F. N. FOSTER, 
01 Fitzhugh St,. Grand Rapid«, Mich.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp-1 
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose. Call

AHlST

EHKtR.

TO ©EGOOD, 
AftO 00 liOUO

cense «°

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH,
Sent! your own photograph, or lock of hair, and 

receive finished pictures of some loved ones that 
have passed to the beyond and are anxious io 
reach you.

Nr. and Mrs Nonnanu:—My heartfelt thanks for 
proof received a few days ago. We recognized 
three of our children, a niece who I had not seen 
ior 37 years, and three friends. May God bless 
you and your noble band for the joy you have 
given us. Fraternally yours, G. O. Mertz. Darl
ington. S. C.

Independent slate-writing, tablet writing and 
readings by mall: sealed questions answered. 
For particulars address, with stamp.

MR. AMRS. A. NORMANN, 
2721. Elliott av. Bo., Minneapolis. Minn.

.»is«.«, c.™».U.„ Yowf CortritaOoiöimiles south of Portland, For further 
information: inquire of George Lazelle, 
Oregon City, Oregon, secretary; J. H. 
Lucas, of Portland,^president

Forerit Hotne, Mich.
-. This camp-meeting, located at Snow
flake,- Antrim 'county, Mich.,’ will open 
July 30, and continue till Aug. 22. For 
full programs address Mrs. Ruth East
man, Secretary,! Box .69, Mancelona, 
Mich.

Watertoo Crimp, lovya,
The CentralHowtoBplritualist Associ

ation will hold'its-’camp at Waterloo, 
Iowa, from Augflst 21 to September 11, 
Including four fiSuriflays. For particu
lars address J.liFJAMdrew, 205 E. Linn 
street, Marshalltown;; Iowa. .

Wonewoc, WIs.
The camp-meqting) of the Western 

Wisconsin Camp Association will open 
Aug. 4, 1904, and will close Aug. 22. 
For full particulars write- Miss Ger-

the Ottawa Spiritualist Association will 
be held at Forest Park, Kansas, Aug 20 
to . August 30. Send for programme. 
Address ,H.W. Henderson, ; president, 
Lawrences Kansast, or Jacob Hey; Sec
retary, Carbondale, Kans. • “

To the Mediums’ Fund in the 
N. S. A. Treasury, be it large or small, will 
do more good than a donation to any other fund 
upon the books of the Association. Every me
dium, every speaker, and in fact every man and 
woman who loves the, cause of Spiritualism 
should swell this fund with their gift. The ap
peal of Mrs. Longley is just and timely. If our 
cause is worth sustaining these dear old pioneer 
workers who have become invalids at their posts 
are worthy of our sweetest kindness and tender- 
èst care. Let us help our helpless mediums, and 
prevent their dependence upon the common 
charity of a cold and prejudiced world. Send 
your contributions to Mrs. M. T. Longley, Sec
retary N. S. A., 600 Pa. Ave. S. E., Washington, 
P, sffid.do not del^e

Do You Need ^h0?;Xi. . .
&npntanfoc eyes by Clairvoyance and 
OpuULGuICu spirit assistance at your own 
home with the Improved melted pebble lenee. to 
Bee near and at a distance. Please write for illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores ’lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mail.
SAMPLE FREE.-Sufficient magnetized Com
pound for four ox. cures sore eyes, restores the 
eyes to normal vision. Ten cents for postage.

B. F. POOLE.
41 Evanston Are.. Chicago. Bl

SPIRITS AND SPIRIT.
When Sydney Carton, in Dicken’s great novel, 

“A Tale of Two Cities,” said, “It is a far, far bet
tor thing that I do. than I have ever done. It is a 
far. far better rest that I go to, than I have ever 
known,” He gave up his head as a sacrifice for 
the thing he loved. Are you sacrificing anything 
to know yourself, to bo great when death ends 
your mortal life, to realize your God-given divine 
powers? If you are not you arc not a progressive 
Spiritualist. Secure tnese books at once, Mr. 
Grumblne’s work is endorsed heartily by “The * 
Banner of Light,” because it knows the man and 
his works:

CLAIRVOYANCE-Cloth-bound, price, (L50(re* 
duced from (2.00). It teaches you how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its, read the crystal, see the future, prophesy and 
attain illumination, and bo a-Yogis, “AU students 
win do well to study this excellent volume, —W. 
J, Colville. Mt is a revelation.”—Light. “Best 
work on the subject.”—Mind, “Marvelous—Ep 
och-tnaking,”—Lilian Whiting.

BRIRIT WORLD, by Gaffiold, cloth, 50 cents.
AURAS AND COLORS-With exhaustive dlo 

tlonary of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents

PSYCHOMETRY-Theflrsthnd only book which 
teaches iho.science so that you can practicolL 
Price, 50 cents

EASY LESSONS in Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychometry. Price, 50 cents. _

REALIZATION—How to enter tho euper-con- 
BclouBneRS and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION-A Mb. eeries on howto divine 
hidden things, find lost treasures, become a 
Beer. Price, (LOT.

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lot at (2.25 
each, postage prepaid,

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES-A Ms. 
scries on this fascinating subject. PHcMLOO. '

Send for Prospectus of "The College of Divine 
Science and Realizationof.Divinity.’! ■ Reduced 
tuition. The oni f one of 1U kind In (Be world.

i J. C. F. GRUMBKNE,
1288 ConiEionwealt& Av®, 

Etoatoa.Wass
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What Is Spkitlialishi Doiij^forttiinjanity? What It Do than Push FoiWaid the Trtith of Imrnoitallty? 
These Are Some of the Questions that Are Discussed from Week to Week* i#'This Paper. Are You at all Interested in Them? If Not, Why Not?

The Phenomena are all Tight, but the soul of man hungers for more light, seeks tlje Philosophy of the Phenomena, readszthe truth from the occult side. These broad 
fields are searched by our scientific corps of writers every week, and if you wish, to keep-pace with the most advanced "thought, you must read and study.

O

‘•‘We Should Not Complain about the Lack of Har- played upon human imagination by the sportive Di- 
mony in the Teachings of Spirits, When We Differ .akka (mischievous and undeveloped spirits). They 
Among Ourselves About Matters of Equal Import- Puzzle, spiritual philosophers by a mixture of alarming 

“ _. . ,, r doubts about immortality. The endless progress oi
ance and Equal Simplicity. the souj (S(ly they) will end in an abyss of conglom-
It has been said that death is only change; but'in crated annihilation. They want you returned a few 

many instances we are compelled to acknowledge that times to round you up, full-orbed, in the niches of per- 
the change, if there is any change whatever, is very sonal experience, in every possible phase of being.
slight indeed. . The individual is transported to the 
other side offlife with the same desires, the same am- 
liitions, the same intelligence, and the same biased 
opinions that he possessed while a resident of earth. 
He is changed in no essential particulars. True, he 
has more favorable conditions, greater opportunities 
for moral, mental and spiritual development, but he 
is entirely dependent upon his own efforts for any 
progress in this direction. If he sees fit to take ad
vantage of his opportunities, his progress and unfold
inent should be very rapid indeed; but because he has 
these advantages does not justify the claim that he 
will derive any immediate benefits therefrom.

* Jinny people still upon this mundane plane of life 
have .surroundings such as would enable them to at
tain to great heights of wisdom and spirituality if 
they so desired; but in the vast majority of instances 
they lack the ambition and interest necessary to ad
vancement, and consequently they prefer to remain

You say, ‘yes.’ Diakka immediately give you oracu
lar teachings in rhyme and prose. • So they amuse 
themselves, and your seriousness in their sophistries 
greatly enhances their mirth.”

Personally, I am inclined to think that Mr. Davis 
has placed too much stress on the work of evil-dis
posed and undeveloped spirits. I believe that there 
are other causes that exert a greater influence—the in
fluence of the medium, as stated before; intelligent 
and well-informed persons on earth often disagree 
about very simple matters, and would continue to do 
so as spirits, and lastly there is another cause that.I 
have not yet mentioned, but which should be consid
ered, namely, the influence of mortals on the medium.

Spirits control by impressing their thoughts upon 
the sensitive brain of the medium. And being sensi
tive to the thoughts of spirits, the medium would nec
essarily be susceptible to the thoughts of mortals also. 
Thus when the influence of the circle conflicts . with

in a state of mental inactivity. They do not desire that of the spirit, results arc often unsatisfactory if 
knowledge while incarnate, and there is no probabil- not an utter failure. If the will of the spirit is the 
ity ihat they will desire it immediately after transi- stronger the communication will’then partake mostly
tion. This class, however, nearly always has strong 
opinions on any subject, and generally the less knowl
edge they have on any given subject, the more tena-

of the spirit: but if, on the other hand, the influence 
of the circle is positive and determined, it may exert a 
greater influence on the medium than is possible for

ciously will they cling to their preconceived opinions the spirit, and consequently we find that instead of a 
concerning it. spirit message, the desire of the circle is reflected back

But sooner or later they pass to the other side of- again; the question on the minds of those composing 
life, practically unchanged. Spirits can be preju- the circle is answered just as they desire that it should
diced against the truth as well as mortals. A spirit 
who, while on earth, was prejudiced in favor of any 
given doctrine, would continue to note facts in favor 
of his theory and dismiss from mind those that contra
dicted it. Such spirits communicate with earth.

be answered. We should not forget that man is a 
spirit while embodied As well as after death, and is 
also possessed of the same powers and attributes be
fore death as afterward.

Taking all. of the above causes into consideration
They, may be perfectly honest, but they are misin- we are furnished'with a logical and satisfactory ex-
.formed, and have erroneous opinions which they pro- planation of the many inconsistencies to be found, in 
ctaiiq as absolute facts. Thus if a person dies a be- the teachings of spirits. Take for instance the prey.- 
liever in reincarnation, he will still exist as a reincar- alence.of the reincarnation theory in France. . The 
nlitionist for a longer or shorter period of time, ae- teachings of Allan Kardec'have caused the French 

—etff'ding to his stubbornness, before he reaches a point Spiritualists to be somewhat partial toward reincarna- 
where he can see the error of his ways (Probably it is tion, with the necessary result that they have attract-
needles^ to say that reinearnationists will make this cd spirits who believe likewise, while a spirit holding 
apply io the other side as well.) opposite views would find it Very difficult to express
. ' Another factor to be taken into consideration is the his opinions in a cogent manner through a medium 
influence, of the medium in changing the meaning in-1 holding strongly to this theory. "When it is remepi- 
ténded by the spirit, and unconsciously infusing his orLbered that reincarnation is accepted by more -than 

half" the. people in thé world, it is to be expected that 
they will occasionally return and teach .this doctrine

her influence into the communication. It has been
truly stated that as water assumes the shape of the 
vessel in which it is placed, so does a Spirit communi
cation, assume, to a certain extent, the nature and in
dividuality of the medium through whom it is given, 
and this is especially true when the controlling spirit 
desires to eommunieate an idea in direct opposition to 
one held by the medium as an individual. As a conse

quence a spirit may find that in communicating his 
ideas through the brain of a mortal, his meaning is 
partially or entirely destroyed; the thoughts, he de
sires to impress may be so changed that they seem to

SDEN ANO HEARD.
Brief Notes' on' Topic# of Interest, 

by Hudson Tuttle.

hev. XJhcaboro iB- a. lecture before the 
First'SpIrltual Mlsslon’of-Los Angeles, 
made some excellent, points.

“Advocates of the old theology, which 
was good-in its time, mqke the distinc
tion of natural and’ supernatural; they 
are, therefore, forced- to the conclusion, 
which they are compelled to teach, tnat 
the natural or seen ililiigs are produced 
by the supornatural.oFunseen, which in 
my youth I was toldwas done by mira
cles in a very unnatural way. .This 
could not possibly'be. While it is true 
that the unseen things have been un
folded into externalumjnlfcstatlou froni 
the great deep silence of the unseen, 
yet it is not true- that ,the supernatural 
ever produced the natural, because the 
supreme principle in the science of be
ing teaches -the 'irrefutable fact that 
nothing—no. thing-^-ean produce some
thing wholly uhlllro itself. If there 
were a supernatural-it woujd be wholly 

.unlike the natural, and it could produce 
only its kind. Therefore, pie unseen 
source of all manifested existence must 
be just as much a part of nature as the 
seen things it ba? produced.

"Hence the element Of power by 
which a person is biolight en rapport 
with the unseen wbyld aH.aanedlum be

tween that-world Lapd -th(s on the plane 
of physical conscloufiriesQ Is just as nat
ural as it is for a kitten ¡to open its eyes 
after it'is nine days old.1. The only dif
ference is that the’lptten lives in per
fect accord with natural- requirements, 
while humanity does not;’’

But Rev. Chesborp dbeanot believe in 
the manifestations known as "material
izations," and holdi that the only meth
od of holding conmjdniomwlth the spir
it world is throughsandthy the develop
ment of the spirit:power; the sensitive
ness .which every bumanybelng in some 
degree possesses,.;which,;may be culti
vated to a full realization of this com
munion. 'H ■

The clergy of nearly all the evangel
ical, churches, itflpt all, are uniting in 
a-cruqafie against-ÿthe iniquity of di
vorce, and pIcdgeiihemaelveB until the 
most -,;restrictive'! laws are forced 
through tbie.Btate'gnd rational legisja- 
turee, not’ to perforin thennarrlage cere- 
ççny for tiio^e, who are.'idivorced for; 
ckusqsDjOt recogn^efi b^-toe churcheaL 
The state has aâdfenedgaeverai caûà'és 

"which in the wisdom pfsja^mSSlSrs and. 
mankind are consjjàwed i,amply suffi
cient causes, for dlyoreà.. The church ■ 
bas,only ode, atjtjînat one was assigned 
-when the’wife was! owned as a Blàvê .by 

; the husban;!, ¿nd thb; offense was • a- 
crime, punishable with death. :

It doesijilàcé thè ministers in a deli-

when they know absolutely no more about it than be
fore transition. As long as we send people into the 
great beyond who believe assumptions unsupported 
by data or reliable evidence, we must expect that they 
will return as spirits and give us unsatisfactory and 
erroneous teachings. Therefore there will continue 
to be honest differences of opinion on the spirit side 
of life as long as such is the ease on earth.

But because this is a fact is no reason why we
should condemn or question the value of all spirit 

......... .. ----- ....—...... communications. Because mprtals differ in politics,
yet the medium be perfectly honest and conscientious, in religion, and hold different views on every subject 

This would naturally lead a spirit to find a medium where there is a chance for difference of opinion, we 
who is favorable to the ideas he wishes to express, and do not affirm that life is a failure. Out of our mate-

imply a meaning contrary to what he intended, and

consequently we are brought face to face with the fact rial differences ultimate harmony will result; and 
that a medium holding tenaciously, to any opinion likewise the differences now manifested in the teach-
would attract spirits holding like views. Thus a me
dium who denies that animals have a spirit existence 

■xflould attract spirits who, perhaps, without investiga
tion, would confirm the medium’s views. This rule, 
however, is not invariable, for it is often the case that 
where the medium is not too positive in maintaining 
his opinions, a spirit with contrary views may find an 

. opportunity to express them. It has been said, 
though, that the exception only proves the rule, which 
it certainly does in this instance. In this connection 
another cause for the lack of agreement among spir
its in regard to jessential doctrines may be worthy of 
attention, namely the work of mischievous, evil-dis- 
pdsed, or obsessing influences. With an apology to 
my friends who believe in reincarnation, I desire to 
introduce a little evidence on this point by A. J. Davis. 
He states in “The Diakka and Their Earthly Vic
tims, ’ ’ page 78;

“Probably, in the entire range of modern spiritual 
speculations, no more philosophically romantic farce 
than the sweet boon of being ‘reincarnated’ was ever

ings of spirits will result in the elimination of error 
and the establishment of truth. In the meantime we 
are taught to use our own powers of observation, and 
reason upon these matters, which is precisely what we 
need for the further development of our intellectual 
faculties.

Taking into consideration the manifold difficulties 
in the way of arriving at a definite system of philoso
phy and there remains no reason for complaint at the 
progress already attained ; and, as the laws of commu
nication are better understood this progress will be? 
come even more rapid than in the past. We should 
not complain about this lack of harmony in the teach
ings of spirits, when we differ among ourselves about 
matters of equal importance and equal simplicity. 
And by pursuing our investigations with unbiased 
minds, and providing proper conditions for spirits to 
express their opinions in a more perfect manner, we 
can do much toward solving many of these perplexing 
problems. GEORGE B. FERRIS.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
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DISEASE AND REMEDIES.
i Pertinent to Existing Conditions in 
; , Spiritualism.

It was gratifying to me to read the 
article In a late Progressive Thinker 
from the pen of my old friend, M. F. 
Hammond, of Galien, Mich. I had lost 
track of his whereabouts since he left 
South Haven, Mich, some years ago. I 
think it was through my efforts that he 
officiated as chairman of Devil’s Lake 
camp-meeting, some few years ago, 
with marked ability, and giving satis
factory results to the multitudes in at
tendance. .

Written through the Mediumship of John J. Lucas, Belleville, III,
Oh, ye wh^gpy that God’s good angels 

Do wqlk.no' more in mortal guise, 
Bearing to earth the glad evangels, 

Whose notes first woke in paradise,
Ye've read-of old the wondrous story 

How on bright Bethlehem’s starlit plains, 
They sang of peace on 'earth and glory

To him whose love eternal reigns. _
And when the mild and loving preacher 

Wandered on Patinos’ lonely shore, 
There eaipe to him angelic teachers

Of weird and strange prophetic lore.
Through the long line of by-gone ages 

Angels have succored human needs, 
And through open historic pages

Ye trace the records of their deeds.
Ye cannot see the open portals

Where angels throng the pearly gate, 
Nor yet discern the bright immortals

Who daily round your pathway wait.
Ye deem that from the fields Elysian, 

Their footsteps nevermore may stray, 
Still angels cheer our human vision, 

Though elad in robes of earthly clay.
For noble lives give certain presage 

Of holy lineage and birth,
And all who bear God’s blessed message 

Are his true ministers to earth.
They who the cup of consolation, 

To pallid lips do kindly press, 
And by their gentle ministration, 

The couch of pain and sickness bless,
And they who help an erring mortal, 

Ita firmer paths to upward move,

Need not to cross the shining portal 
Their mission worthily to prove.

For all who' tread the path of duty, 
• And patient strive for others’ good, 
Record in lines of living beauty 

Their claim divine to angelhood.
Sometimes will come within our dwelling, 

These sacred visitants so fair,
Even though no prescient voice is telling 

We're sheltering angels unaware.
For all too'oft our eyes are holden, 

And cannot pierce their dim disguise, 
Till they have elimbed the pathway golden 

And passed the gates of. Paradise.
And then our hearts with anguish broken, 

Recall the buried past in vain,
The hasty word so careless spoken, : 

Would we could blot it out again.
’Twere better far for us to cherish '¡c 

The earthly angels at our side, 
Before their mortal forms shall perish 

And they have crossed the swelling tide.
Though all unseen an angel tarries 

With all who walk the broad green earth, 
And every soul within it carries

The germ of an immortal birth,
Whose mystic cord is firmer linking

The human heart to the divine, 
When all its earthly props are sinking 

And all life’s radiant stars decline.
And then the soul from out the sorrow, 

And darkness of earth’s stormy night, 
Exultant hails the brighter morrow 

That dawns upon its clearing sight.

Let Us Fill Oúr fügtest JVlissior)
Let i|8 be ouuselyea, and perfect as we know we ought We have- need to be more earnest and.uplifting with 

■ tobe; thesad-;- .- •' ?.• .'
iJ3et us1 retrospect-a moment-for the wrong our neiglj- We need to be morq. thoughtful and forgiving of

the bad, ■'

the legislature to prohibit the practice ers, that this agitation of late about 
of mediumship unless being in posses- frauds, is-like any other pent-up .force 
slon of such registration papers. But in'nature; as necessary to fortify .and 
the casual reader of The Progressive give Spiritualism strength, as the coun- 
Thinker is confronted with so many ter currents of wind are necessary to
free prescriptions or remedies to eradi- fortify and aid the mightly oak of the 

•.~ ’ forest to obtain a stronger hold uponcate deception that it is difficult to de- 
-cide with unerring certainty which one 
will do the business. Some have pro
posed that a Qualified committee be se
lected, to examine all mediums, and it 
found qualified they could get a permit 
to go before the people as mediums.

life.
In conclusion I wish to refer to the 

conciliatory article by Mary Webb- Ba
ker. 1 hope all may read it I am not
apologising for anything false in .medi
umship. ’ 1

Now on this committee rests as. grave . Farming has been my occupation, and 
responsibility as it did in the days of there never ripened a field of wheat or
Salem witchcraft, as well as in the case other grain .without some smut-or poor 

"__2 kernels, and the principle holds ¡good
: Now for the sake of harmony, and a with our domestic animals.' Go’lnto 

leconciliatioh, we adopt the the reme- the forestland we see a majestic pine
’’•RVif Urntlinr Wnmmnnd I wish to nro- dies as set forth and the prescriptions or. oak tree. Standing by its side is a 
round a ouestion to you and to all oth-" filled but by a qualified committee, and dwarf, with seeming equal opportunities 
ers who hate been corafeant of the Eureka! it is complete. But to-day of soil, watered by the same dews and i i Blue Book, wily did yo^ not proclaim" [prees ahd-agitations are . unfolding a «.<«<., nM warmth of snn. nnd «waved fl 
such facts to your auditors, and give us larger faith antf higher aspirations. The 
a’chance at least to flee from the wrath discussion of one. view of a. question

• to come. ■ Brother Hammond-informs only resolves its relations to others 
• us that there is scarcely a public speak- vihlch lio just beyond in the realm-of In

ez to-day upon the rostrum that does vestigation. -
, ndt know of the Bue Book. Thank you Infinitude of space-the circumfer- 
■ for so much information. Brother Ham- eijce everywhere, and the center no- 
i.toond quotes an old axiom, "In union where! In the heart of man there is a 
there is strength,” and tnen give» a for- constant yearning, but resting never 
inula for a remedy to entirely obliterate when a point is gained. When we at- “ - ■ tempt to harmonize the world! by. secur-

of Joan of Arc.

Infinitude of space—the circunden-

rains, ahd. warmth of sun, and swayed, 
by the. same breeze; and why the dif-
ference? A"'■ LEVI WOOD. . 

Kalamazoo, Mich'.

nil fake mediumship.
Brother Hammond’s remedy Is for all 

¡bpnest mediums to register their names 
and then Jet every association petition

ing an agreement in the realm of opin
ion, we shall all fall in one ditch. .

I am- of the opinion .with.many oth-

It Is the excessand not the nature of 
our passions which is'perishable)—Bul- 
wer. '
J He surely is in want of another’s pa-, 

ttence who has none of his own.—Lava-, 
ter. ■ ' -■ '

: Nature, through all her works, in 
great degree, borrows a blessing from 
variety.-^GburchUL.

cate position, after they marry a couple 
and pronouncé them; by the grace of 
God one until death do; them part; to 
have them furnish- am • object,: lesson, 
showing the falsity and’ absurdity of 
their claim. Hence they are forcing the 
issue on the state and clamoring for 
laws that will make divorce impossible 
for any cause not: recognized by- the- 
church. i ■

No one having, the best interests of 
the individual, o'r,soqtéty at heart will 
oppose or in any way weaken the insti
tution of marriage. The union of man 
and woman in .the relation of husband 
and wife, with alLtli^L union implies, is, 
if there be anything/.holy and sacred, 

‘the most holy and salcfed, and such are 
the duties . and Obligations assumed, 
that this relation’ should not be lightly 
held or broken. .Bqt-fa. this imperfect 
life, mistakes areimáde;,¿fféctión is met 
by brutal lust; the gentleness of love by 
arrogance, misundeXs'tanditig and hate, 
and marjied life which 'sheuld; found a 
home aS ah. ideal. Édéfif becomes the re
verse. I1',' . ■
' If there is dereliction óf ^marital du
ties,” “you can hav^ à divorce,” says, 
the clergy, “and we’lpmarry you again,” 
but if the husbandZ-beconies'a beastly 
drunkard, a foul-ana debased creature, 
coming home to whip and drive his wife 
like a slave from the'house, and year 
in and year out.givé lier nothing but 
coarsest insolen^, sh'ë must bear it, be
cause a clergyman: in the name of God 
has riveted thq ciiains binding her to 
the. beast! .

When they declaré In convention that 
they will not perform ; the, ceremony, 
after the state gfaiits .a license, what do 
they mean? Theyll&bw it they do not, 
the etate has provided.officers’ for this 
funétion, and ffyÇse. who .'wish can 
marry legally. It ingahs. that they will 
not until the laws laiéiçhangéd, making 
them the only‘authority legany able to 
perform the, cërèmqfiiy! ït hiéans a 
most treasonable plot "to ’unite the 
State with the. chnrçh jn" a most vital 
function; makiù j dnéiaf the most prom
inent events miitife liie óLfliè citizens 

■a religiousAnstetó.qftgqllticál act!
¡ With the-lobby;thé'ichufch maintain 

at Washingtonj;;wliidi;)has ¿been aptly 
^called .thè. )‘.tlflrel' house,” whose mana
ger boasts óf lieldingeboth Senate and 
House of iRépiâejita'àyes. iifîhis hand, 
the lovers qtajfi'ée gòyerniùéùt of-toé 
people by thé pèoèle»œannot be too vig
ilant; '

■ There is òné.thing gbout their conten
tion .that Show plainly what -an Im- 
practical; jot.^e' fipndrëçl- thousand 
“trained)’ pre^aters ¿¿e. .It is solemnly 
declared in coàÿentiüijb and published 
as a part of^sprogi^m; to"work open- 
Kan'ded)) aùdv^p,éveuf-4ìnsidìous art, to 
have thc genéral govÇhi'ment 'enact a 
divorce lawApníthé jmtiop, -and also to 

navéfihvs in common or 
alik.e- ’it;.•is" aSdùii daymen ^Ho‘ - could, 
not tell these -over-learned ministers 
that. the. generai,’- government, has no 
right to enact .divorce laws for the 
states! z Such mattors'tire left for each 

•state to’.decide; the-constitution. is
so ¿wisely 'fi'a&éaithat changés' cannot 
be maaè’toW efety,passing whim or 
adjusted to’- the .¿ileasure of - cranks. 
There iB Bo-possimlity of the states en- 
sctingcomnftMlforcé laws' The wider 
freedom of the waeEhoIds lése to tradi
tion andBUperBtltpnj-thën-thè east, and 
will nwera^eptSM^emlnation of the

life” mar cali çlBh^

bors se.e,
And before we censure others let us always look 

within,
For SQinptimes the fault is plainer ’neath our own ob

scuring skin.
Let US cast a little sunlight where there seems to hang 

’ j, a cloud; ■
Lct’us raitihr raise the living than to offer them a 

shroud;
Let us act like loving brothers and like angel sisters 

here
And thus fill the world with pleasure while we live 

within this sphere.
There are'downcast hearts now breaking that to 

heaven make appeal;
There are those about us starving while we take our 

splendid meal;
There are mothers and their children who are needing 

clothes and bread;
Let us aid our. fellows living and let Nature aid the 

dead. .

For we know down deep within them, ’neath the 
shadow that is dark,

There exists the Great Eternal, Nature’s bright evolv- 
■ ing spark.

We have need to be more perfect, wiser; wear a beam
ing face;

We have need to be unfolding, and to help unfold the
■ ■ 'race.'' .. ■

There are diamonds bright and sparkling, far more 
precious than of earth,

For the loving and forgiving, in the higher spirit
■' ■■ birth.' .

Thefe is much in life to live for, much upon this earth 
to do; ■ . /.

Much to sow and much to harvest on our transmigra
tion through.

Here to- gain the earthly wisdom; here to hold, ad
vance and grow,

Let us fill our highest mission on this earth before we
go- DR. T. WILKINS.

but it may become too strenuous. A 
strenuous life that leads away from the 
spiritual; which places the achieve
ments of the sleek, strong animal over 
the aspirations of the spirit, is better 
suited for savage than civilized man.

Parson Morris, of the Colored Baptist 
Church of Mount Horeb, became infat
uated with this strenuosity. There was 
ill-tseling in his church, and he had ev
ery reason to think there would be a 
“rough house," at his Sunday appoint
ment He did not have faith in pray
ers, or in the inviolable sanctity which 
hedges in the pulpit. He slipped a- 
Bible in one hip pocket and a revolver 
in the other. He drew the Bide first, 
end pounded it oh the desk, for texts to 
hurl at his belligerent congregation. 
The texts hit the ’mark, and as a boy’s 
well-directed stone, stirred up a hor
net’s nest. The colored brother had 
even a rougher house than he antici
pated. Then his revolver came handy. 
He held those who clutched at him at 
bay. until he could .make a safe retreat 
It was decidedly heroic, but he was 
haled into court and pleaded guilty. 
Well the bishops of the great Christian 
churches in many of t.he 'most decisive 
councils, famished him “strenuous” ex
amples. They met in holy'. conclave 
armed with swords ahd daggers, ■ and 
when argument failed, the strong hand 
at the. sword hilt decided what incom
prehensible dogma should henceforth 
form a part of 'Christian doctrine. For 
"strenuous” Christianity, the early 
Christian fathers heavily discounted the 
moderns. ■_

Is this the Microbe Age? From the ex
ploiting of the pestiferous genns. one 
would so conclude. Medical theories 
held sacred are overturned; medical 
practice of a few yehrs a^q made obsd- 
lete, by the invasion of germs into ev
erything. We have a “sterilize” craze, 
and are looking for deadly atomies' in

the ridiculousness of a very serious 
matter as presented by the sensational 
newspapers:

He lived in daily dread of it,
Such awful things they said of it, 

It filled him with despair.
All night he lay and dreamed of it;
So very much there seemed of it 

It filled the very air.
It poisoned all the food he ate,
So in a fearful mood he ate;

To drink he was afraid.
A very frugal fare he took;
The very utmost care, he took

The horror to evade.
No wonder that it frightened him, 
For some one had enlightened him

With pictures on the screen.
It was a fearsome sight to see—
A creepy, grewsome fright to dee— 

That microbe was, I ween.
And.so what with the dread of it
And what the doctors said of it, 

He feared to draw his breath;
And, tired of sterilizing, it
Is really'not surprising it

Quite made him welcome death.
HUDSON TUTTLE.

IN ABSENCE.

Watch her kindly, stars.
From the sweet protecting skies 
Follow her with tender eyes, 
Look’so lovingly that she 
Cannot choose but think of me.

Watch her. kindly, stars!
Soothe her sweetly, night.

On her eyes, o’er wearied, press 
The tired lids with light caress.
Let that shadowy hand of thine 
Ever in her dreams seem mine.

Soothe her sweetly, night!
Wake her gently, morn.

Let the notes of early birds 
Seem like love's melodious words.

every -corner of the house, Iti the air, 
water, food. We. wonder how. anybody 
lived to grow up when the existence of 
these swarming hosts of deadly; ene- _________________ _ .
inies. Instead; of-showing how; the . Wake her gently, ."morn 
health may be maintained at such a
high standard as to. insure immunity 
against all disease germs,- there has 
.been a flood of "sterilizing'’ agents and 
attempt to place every one In quaran
tine. •

Mrs. N. S. Baade at Home.
We completed our spiritual work In 

New Orleans and returned home June 
3, but ours was a sad home-coming, for 
we found Upon arrival that the life 
angel had entered the bomb circle and 
and removed our loved daughter-in-law 
who had given birth to a son and then 
passed on to the higher life. The child 
is living and being tenderly cared for 
by its grandmother and aunts, who will 
look after its interests; while our only 
son, thougu sorrowing over the physical 
loss of his loved wife, is comforted with 
the knowledge of spirit communion. We 
conducted spiritual services at our par
lors at 1 p. m. to a large audience, hun
dreds who could not gain admission re
mained outside.

At 2:30 another service was conduct
ed at the Presbyterian church, by re
quest of her parents, they being mem
bers of that organization, and as our 
son’s wife was also a member of the 
same Church, never having withdrawn, 
but during the last two years of her life 
bad, through our guides, became con
vinced of the truth of spirit return and 
with that knowledge we hope it will be 
of benefit to her In spirit life, so that 
in time we shall receive messages from 
her. Two days after she passed over 
we received a telegram announcing the 
death of out brother, so that the life 
angel has visited us twice in one week; 
but while our hearts are sad and lonely, 
still we know our earthly loss is their 
spiritual gain, and we look forward to a 
reunion of souls in the sweet sometime. 
Upon such occasions as this is when 
the knowledge of spirit return and spir
it communion comforts us, and we fully 
realise that every cloud has a silver 
lining. We shall continue in the spirit
ual vineyard,-sowing the seeds of the 
higher Spiritualism broadcast, realizing 
there are many others who need the 
staff of truth' to support them in time 
of trial, who as yet have not become 
convinced of the truths, of Spiritualism 
and. refuse tobe comforted. - Hoping.
the friends will send ns their "best—  ------- --- — _ _ lne menas win sena us uim

Every pleasant sound, my “ear* • . thoughts at this': particular time, I re-
When she stirs from .sleep, should hear. a Spiritualist yesterday, to-day

. The following is not exactly poetry.
It. rhymes, and has sense, Bnff 'Bhow^ . <

: Kiss her softly, winds. 
Softly that shfe may not miss 
Any sweet accustomed bliss. 
On her lips, her eyes, her face. 
Till I come to take your place, 

Kiss and kiss her, Winds!

main-a Spiritualist yesterday, to-day 
and forever.. ' NELLIE S. BAADE.

411 Vermont Ave., Detroit, Mich. .

■Phoebe Cary.

People do not lack strength, they, lack . 
will.—Hugo. - . ..

Falsehood is susceptible of an Infinity 
of combinations, but truth has only one 
mode of being.—Rosseau. - -

&



ÂÂ^S’ffiShMMORTALlTÏ OF ANIMAIS
VæetWg was rifeld at Sandusky, Ohio, _____ .- ■ f
March 6, the next meeting at Toledo, O.

requires very careful consideration in laying the foun
dation upon which to build.

Therefore a good share of the allotted time was

SPECIAL.

To the Officers and Members of the N. I of each?
S. A.:

every belief on any subject implies <i doiibt ; those who

many experiences., 3M1

hnnuak-Report of the President; Mrs. 
Carrie Firth Curran, for the Fiscal 

Year Ending May 28, 1904.

Animals Show Intelligence—Have They 
Souls?

. -.1 think It Is a mistake for two mis
sionaries'to. travel together, for there 
might be four societies furnished, while 
there are but two.

Form a circuit, say for example, eleva

, . - ■ .nc- >13-. ■
thing of the principles of Spiritualism, hope my work in ajunall-gyay has done 
instead of sending them to. other some good. _The q>uook>8&?r our cause

MB. MARSH STEPS TO THE FRONT AND me Spiritualism is iRfinitely ^Wthan to simply‘‘be- 
BOLDLY ANNOUNCES HIS POSITION. HE IS lieve in the continuity <if lite ¿jifl §pirft ie^’” 
■nwrTMnwmT xr mnvmm a omrn rnrrTMtrci a v nun It means Naturjmn, and cUniprehimds tne univeiac, EMINENTLY .ICONOCLASTIC, THINKS ALONG includi all of ouf’soci(1i -feonditions and
LINES HE HAS CONSTRUCTED FOR HIMSELF, erivirtol2entS) arid'tlie rerilPAtidll'A this as a fact 
AND STANDS FORTH BOLDLY ON UNIVERSAL brings uri’i'nto rapportMtfiW sttyieihe or superior 
•LAW—NATURISM—AND THERE ASSERTS HIM- force or Intelligence'that ru?6h;W governs the uni- 
SELF IN LANGUAGE THAT CANNOT.BE MISUK-^rse,- and called ‘Gotl by tMf • 'i;’M n 
DERSTOOD,, IN HIS OPINION THERE, IS A "th^Sy’^^3ry^h<ie manifest
TENDENCY IN QUR RANKS Tp SECTARIANISM, r°w - lUe. ---------

<1 çalléd ‘God by ttre supçf 
But‘those who dig^b'ejrii

tìiéiiil students 'of 
ifiWeternal truth,

W». 1M«.

To the Spiritualists of Ohio, Greet- 
lng;~Ariptlier year has passed; we are 
once more assembled in convention, to 
review the work of the- past twelve 
months anq to outline,the, }ab.or. of the 
taijr. that is lb come, .. -

At the opening' of this convention I 
congratulate you upon thp outlook, for 
our state association as well as' upon 
the results, of the year’s work. • ...
,1 congratulate you also upon tjie prog

ress ourcause has made during the 
year and the increase .of Interest that 
bas been manifested through all parts 
at’ our state. The people are recogniz- 

" Ing the value of the truths ot Bpiritual- 
- Ism as they never have before; '.!■■■

Missionary. Work.’
The past year has been one of active 

work on the part of thç O, 8. A._ It has 
had three missionàrles'àt work during 
the-past year and-othor helpers.. Never 

''■wari'rihiirettlie demqnd for. mlssjoq.ary - 
iiii oil»; state that -there is at the 

r presèrit-timbî Lfound rit the beginning 
of.the^yefir it was, v,ery,''difficult,to?.re

store jtlie bbnfl’dence. of our.-people in-the 
"state.being able to assist the local’,so
cieties. We havé stfinulhtèd. the old,so- 

'Cletlps; reinstated, thé sleeping ' ones 
and organized new societies.’- 
’ Oiir' state has never been abje to re- 

'pprt.as--active work'ini Ohio as at the 
present time. I wrote to all societies 
where I could find a name and address; 
a number of letters; .viere. returned un-
claimed. I have mailed “circular let- 

-ters” to all societies, offering them as- 
■’¿Jstariqe; some did pot respond, others 
.'have, and to those that have co-operated 
with, the state, we have formed a circuit 

.'and have been able to do active work at 
a very small expense, saving of-railroad 
fare and other expenses. . -

Mrsl Anna E. Baird of .Elyria, Ohio, 
,?and Mrs. Elizabeth Schauds of Toledo, 

Ohio, assisting in the work, they have 
tendered our state excellent service 
and endeavored to awaken an interest 
iri organization.

Wherever they have labored no one 
can complain of their zeal 'or earnest
ness of spirit in the discharge of their 
duties. Thbir reports to be received 
later will give detailed accounts of the 
work, also the results thereof. We are 
also indebted to Mr. Martin of Elyria, 
Ohio, and Mr. Jenny of Oberlin, Ohio 
for, their assistance in doing missionary 
work. Missionary'work is always an 
important feature of the religion of 
Spiritualism. It can be made a tower 
of strength to the O. 8. A, and to Spirit
ualism when it is properly undertaken.

The past year has shown in a small 
way what may be-done; I am led to be
lieve that we can accomplish more in 

-the. future.
' In order to be effective, missionary 
work should be continuous, as has been 
shown by the missionary work during 
the past year, with all the opposition.

I have advocated the circuit system 
at our state convention, also at the Na
tional convention, and thls year I have 
had an opportunity to try the system 
and find that it has proven a success. 
Our N. S. A. president, Harrison D. Bar- 

' rott, has been in favor of the plan and 
urged that it might be put into practice.

Ifound some of. our. local societies 
discouraged. Their past experiences 
with missionaries and missionary work 
had taken all they could raise for trav
eling expenses and to pay the mission
ary, and the local society holding two or 
ltijr.ee meetings a year cannot expect to 
have the interest in pur. stated and Na- 
itionalF they; .are the '(»ssdhaV cannot

TENDENCY IN OUR RANKS T0 SECTARIANISM, simply the snm-total o'f al!1?lie1 ifttelligeited that ex-
AND HE DEPLORES THAT FACT, AND WISHES ists in the universe, and yours, dear friends; and mine, 
ITS STATUS COULD BE CHANGED IN THIS BE- is a part of it.' - . ' Htoe m • -
SPECT. HE THINKS TWAT TWF. GREATER SUO- It is impossibilito eotoprchentl'llw-a'pòwer or force 
flFS'S OF niJR CAUSF nFMANDS TWAT THERE can be capable of governing thri’tìriiverise•'Or'póssesB-À«? M the'qualities’o>f'oriinìjydteri!èé’‘>oi!iiriiséfóh(5è and om-
SHOULp BÉ DEVELOPED A CLASS OF MEDI- ¿n any oihdr byiiótliesìàt''”' * 1 ’ ’
UMS WHO ..WILL SCORN TO . MAKE MERCHAN- , Beeause of theapingof-the inttnpel’S and^customs of 
DISE OF THEIR GIFTS. , the Christian churches, adopting tlton'-foi’nialities'and-

. „ • .. religious ceremonials,-'hiithe •orddining'-of ministers,
At .the fast monthly meeting oMhq-Chicago Spir ^.^toningiof.childrta, ete^eM thrieausd of Spirit- 

uaB|ts League, held jit 615-617 N. s re?L t Ualisi1ihaH beeitdisgra«Gd<,.noB.oiilyiiiiheieyes;of ithe 
.lyrjter was requested to deliyei; amadfesxm the sub- w b t in those dwellin in W.tòlestia} spheres. 
J??*! ‘Th0 Bdtter Development of Me4jumship,,’ and Ws(/who pose as Sph'jtualisteAn^devptfl.lheir time 
twenty minutes only allowed for the dehvery. 'to tiyiiig;to harmonize. Spiritualism with’ tlie Bible, 
. Now every intelligent person knows that a subject are,d9jng the pause mQre.hunn.'tliap^l' -.influ- 

,.of such vast importance to the cause of Spiritualism, enees combined. t > - <■ 1" ; r< e-Ji " 1
wnwvT zi n »» 4- » 11 ziri ro +1 zxw» ivi InirHiri f iin TAnri'*’' •<-■<• ’ ’-«**_ ,4 ♦ Art' 1 ’ 1 • _ 1 • aHow docs tips affect

. A young medium n^ade,p»^^q.teq^nt atjg.sQeial on 
~ the South Side a few wegltp ago,{-,“l,glwayd.have been 

a Methodist and am one ppw. ”.z .Ajid, heye Let, me say 
that tlie proper plpce .for;(ì)l sucri jg.m thè ,cWch, for 
all Spiritualists kn0y,.fljat.tiie.Chfi^jan chùjlto^ 

. the very ng^e òf Sph’itgalisiu.fQi’M^ truth.it.contains 
____ r____ __ On that occasion he stated: <f>A per- arid teaches,.because it has p^jtiy(?ly ..demojistrated 
son can be a good Christian and a Spiritualist at the thè truth"of.imniortality, a;thmg.tli'<^.'^;ere.p.cyer able 
same time.” Which I know and every honest Spirit- tò do. /./..• •.
ualist knows is false, and I would have liked to have But while they cannot destrhy.it/oi: bring, it into dis- 
time to give my reasons for saying so, and also what -........................... ''
bearing those reasons have upon the more perfect de-

thus .consumed, which it is needless to repeat here, as 
all who were present will remember it. "•

I. first referred to a postulate made by one of our 
most prominent members at a South Side social a few the very na^e 
weeks previous. C r..--.-x.j . .

velopment of mediumship. But-time was up.
Thus my reason for asking you, Mr. Editor, to favor 

me with the requisite space in your paper. Members 
were allowed three minutes to discuss the address, 
two of whom only will I refer to, then to my subject.

One declared most positively (the one who made 
the postulate above referred to) that all it required to 
become a good Spiritualist was, “To believe .in the 
.continuity of life, and intercommunion between the 
two states of consciousness.’’.

The other one stated that he manages a developing

on March 13 ; from there we went to 
Elyria, Wellington, Lorain, South Lo
rain, Cleveland and Ashtabula, Ohio.

Mrs. Anna E. Baird, Elyria, Ohio, and 
Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, Toledo, Ohio, 
rendered valuable assistance.

.All meetings . were well., attended;, 
while financially they were not" a suc
cess, yet great good was done; it 
allowed the people the state association 
was at work and certainly gavé it ta 
claim to th dr support; it was also edu
cational in the highest degree, arid I hé- 
lievé siïoùld be continued to that eifd.

; I recommend that an appropriation 
bp made from the'general fund to form 
the nucleus of a missionary fund to be 
used during the coining year.
: ■ Respectfully submitted, 

MRS. CARRIE FIRTH CURRAN.

The linijerslgned. committee on us-, 
pges recommend the adoption of the N. 
8. A Ritual as a' whole, which visa's 
adopted^at its’ ..recent ^convention in 
Washington, -but recpnuneud, the .adop
tion of t.Ue.follpwing.amendment.to.the. 
same. , -

'■■■ * • Ameridriieritl1 1 ' •
1 ’Air mediums desiring to be enrolled 
! as associate-ministers oMhé religion of 
Spiritualism, shall submit.to an exarii-- 

. inatlon at .the hands, pi .the officers of. 
‘thè state association, or committee ap
pointed by1 the N. S. A.; this examina
tion shall consist of strict yet reason
able tests of; the .character of .the.phe,. 
.nomena presented by- them; upon the 
' finding of these facts judgment shall be 
rendered accordingly.

In a very Interesting article in La Re
vue Rose Ernesto Mancini, under the 

■somewhat singluar- title of "Animal 
Arithmetic,” advances some novel ideas' 
regarding the ability of animals to 
reckon tlrije and to count accurately.

’ Most savages, he says, are unable to 
count beyond four, or to distinguish,.ex
cept confusedly, any number of persons 
or objects beyond four. Many animals, 
on the other hand, especially those that 
work, can and do really, exceed this 
number. ' . ,

For .¡example; In the coal mines of 
Hainaut each horse Is required to make 
thirty trips as a day's ’ work. Some 
work faster than others, and each one, 
without exception and entirely, of his 
oyvn accprd, goes directly to the stable 
after completing tlie thirtieth trip,

’ Iri India the elephants that act os 
transports riiid' ’carry very ;lieavy loads 
obstinately, refuse to work, further 

. .when the signal indicating the,cesstk 
'tlbri of the flay's labor has sounded. "•

• ' Montaigne- relates that at Suse, -a sea-

ELIZABETH SCHAUSS. 
THOMAS D. BELLIS. 
W. V. NICUM.

’ The-above amendment and the Ritual 
were unanimously adopted, and a copy 
of the same to be sent to Mrs. M, T. 
Longley, Secretary N. S. A, Washing- 
ton, D.C.

repute with all. their forces combined jiere in the body, 
they carry their hatred with them into. ;the upseen 
state of consciousness; also all pi their bigotry and in
tolerance, their craftiness for w’orldty gain, fame and 
human glorification. " ’ • 1 ’ ' ‘ ..

They dominate the greater portion of our mediums 
and many others here designated as’Spiritists. Thus 
we know whence comes the conformity to church for
malities and religious ceremonials in'yogue.in nearly, 
if not all of our piiblie meetings, cfreles and socials.

Do you suppose for a moment- tHat any intelligent 
denizen of the celestial spheres would ever seek such

jumps up on his master in a playful 
manner, as if to express his delight at 
the prospect for a walk. There ar« 
many ways in which Rex expresses real 
understanding and forethought as to 
bis own welfare. But these are suffi
cient to illustrate the point of discrimi
nation made by some in their wisdom 
(?) upon the subject of futurity or coni, 
tlnuity of animals., .1

It certainly stands to reason that the 
same grinding, evolutlng principle in
Nature has as much regard for the per- " 
petuity of one production as for another 
and has no choice .that will, favor- .man 
more than" other evolved " beings, and 
each occupies its own particular sphere 
or station in the-machinery of life.-

If there is. spirit as the great force In' 
Nature all things are of the spirit and 
in proportion as" they are unfolded into 
the positions of highest use arid Intelli
gence they are endowed with that spirit 
they aro o.f, and if spirit is immortal 
tfeeir spirit must also be. lmmortal ac-_ 
cording to the individuality.'

It Is a clumsy philosophy that' pre
sumes to discriminate on-the,¡grounds 
of higher unfoldment who ,or;, which 
shall be immortal.

' DR. T. WILKINS.

port of Tunis, the oxen.attached to a 
pulley for drawing water used for irri
gation and the like’ invariably ceased 
work after the hundredth bucket wafl 
drawn.' " '

A certain Mr. Tinlotieff was,the hap
py possessor of a dog that was able to 
calculate with precision. One day, hav
ing been fed a large platter of chicken 
bones; he found twenty-six left. oyer 
when his appetite was satisfied. These 
he proceeded to bury carefully in differ
ent places, as all dogs do. The day fol
lowing he dug up and ate twenty-five, 
went to sleep, suddenly woke up, appar
ently with something on his mind, h'esi-

THE HOUSE BY THE SIDE OF VHE 
ROAD.

There are hermit souls that live with- 
. drawn

In the place of their self-content;
There are souls, like stars, that dwell 

apart
In a fellowlesB firmament;

There are pioneer souls that blaze their, 
paths

Where the highways never ran—
But let me live by the side of the road 

And be a friend to man.
Let me live in a house by the side of 

the road, 
Where the race of men go by—

The men who are good and the meh 
who are bad, n

As good and as bad as I.
I would not sit In the Boomer's seat, 

Or hurl the cynic’s ban—
Let me live In a house by the side of

tated a moment, dug up his twenty-sixth 
bòne, ate It and went to sleep, this time 
soundly. ..

Birds count well. They usually 
know the number ot eggs they are 
hatching. Here is something odd: A 
hàlf-tàmed nightingale was always 
given three beetles as a sort of dessert. 
If he received but two he waited impa
tiently for the third. If the three were 
given to him he ate them up and flew 
away without waiting for more.

Monkeys and magpies are, singularly 
enough, bad mathematicians. Neither 
can count beyond four, and the men 
who make it their business to catch 
them profit by this knowledge. Five or 
six men march openly toward the ani
mal and then hide themselves. A short 
time after four men come out into the 
open and go away. The animals, believ
ing all have gone, are readily caught by 
those who remain. .

Some animals calculate time and dis
tinguish the days of the week with mar- 
veìous accuracy. Mancini relates the 
case of a Protestant minister whose 
congregation was shocked by a big 
Newfoundland dog belonging to him 
that came to the church each Sunday at 
the usual hour of the ending of the ser
vice. If there was any delay he barked 
loudly, and as soon as he saw his mas
ter would gambol about, bark and play, 
and then accorripany him home. To 
stop this the minister locked him in the 
house one Sunday, much to the dog’s

»tSXWS accUBtomedofficial capacfty- M followsl At Sandusky hTs^lar inst^ce Is that a dog be- 

tsrsr^^ tttWral8! o^whlc? were^boto and fire generally,"and Invariably
SanlLTi ran and hld ltseIf Ia Ule ceIIar the even-

^.The flrst /erir of miiraionary work has to . duly 3, each year, aqd could not

The respectful and intense interest of 0U1 wew Yorli evening
the people in the message of freedom ' _____
thtit Spiriturilifet ministers and mission- „

• aries-bring is Inspiring to say the least. . H n_, A 1 . ...
the, more I work the more I appreciate . 1a good Spiritualist did 
the value of true honest labor; the more 1 “?LdLff7\,froJ?. oth®F T equa.ly wel1 
1 reVere the sacred missioii decreed to n Lh?»1
ine by the Spirit world, the waving ,“a ?'rlte s,trlctly
folds of the banner of Spiritual Truth that for. fifty six years has been floating B°UÌS 010
o’er the hearts and souls of a people ,raa“a„„ .u,
Whose recognition of religion is to abide IIig?acè has anything
by the Golden Rule, is spreading itself ind ‘
o’er ail the world to-day, and the world P *15 S> ’
noi-pntd its protection, sìadlv 016 horse’ d0E’ the hog' tte seaI- or

ResnectMlv submitted ' any animal caPable o£ receiving in-ELIZABETH SCHAUSS, I 8trnction has the same right to such
Missionary O. S. A. 1 Why should man Inherit or be any 

more entitled to Immortality than any
thing else in the universe when the 
same law or creative principle lies back

Report of Missionary Anna E. Baird.
Columbus,'Ohio, May 28, 1904.

To the Officers and Members of the 
O. S..—Since my appointment as mis
sionary of the O. S. A. I have served the 
following societies; Cleveland, First 
Spiritual Church; Elyria, Progressive 
Spiritual Society; Wellington, Progress
ive Spiritual Society; Sandusky, Psy
chical Research Society; Ashtabula,

conditions to communicate with us ft I dare to make 
the statement that at least seyen biït of every ten ofcircle on the South Side, and is very successful in

turning out (?) mediums, and that his modus oper- the public mediums in the couffii 
andi is to demand of all guides l,that they shall be be- obsessed, temporarily controlled; oi 
lievers in Jesus Christ as the Savior of mankind/' " i’------ ” --------*•-

see the benefit in organization. It is’ 
- the steady, persistent work that tells 

in the end. ,
,AU■ missionaries should seek tp fill’ 

trie treasury of-the local societies; they' 
should not exhaust them, but they must 
if- they only visit them once or twice 

1 a year. ' ’
I firmly believe in missionary work 

■. and recommend more of it for the com- 
■ Ing year, wherever possible.. I urge 

that-it be carried on in co-operation 
■. with our National. And then upon the 

short circuit plan a worker can be en
gaged for a full year by the state and 

. instructed to devote his time to the task 
of building up some six or more local so
cieties within easy distance of one an
other. "This can be done by frequent 
visits and by impressing their thought 
upon the people, thus leading them to 
be as liberal in their support of Spirit
ualism as they once were of the Chris
tian church. By means of the circuit 
we have proven the expense of travel
ing has been greatly reduced, the mat
ter of compensation has been small, but 
it will be adjusted in time.

Any missionary can make the work 
self-supitorting in a short time and oe 
able to aid the state and National. This 
plan will not drain the Association of its 
resources, for the O. S. A. would only 

■ be called upon to meet small deficits.
In place of the National expending 

the great amount it has each year in 
traveling.expenses for missionary work, 
and sending two missionaries in a 
place, paying a salary of one hundred 
and twenty-five dollars per month and 
all expenses, 1 object to the system em
ployed by our National, and being your 
delegate to the N. S. A convention, and 
hearing the report given by one of the 
missionaries, stating that the N. S. A 
had expended some eighty dollars in 
190?. above expenses in Ohio, I asked of 
the National to assist the states and al
low the state officers to appoint their

I

the road
And be a friend to man.

know there are brook-gladdened 
meadows ahead

W áre perinariently 
ort# some extent in-

, _ ________ ___________________________ ’ flueneed, by those who in earth’life'^¿re tnenjbers of
Now as to that postulate, or an assumption without some branch of the Christian clihrcK?

Now when they, as they ofteif’do.Vmake our mediaproof, “that a person can be a Christian and a Spirit- Now when they, as they often’do,¡¿lake our media 
ualist at the same time.” We will first analyze a appear ridiculous or disgraceful,1 'eijler iri public or 
Christian: One who believes in Christ and all his re- private, they have done an injury tephe cause, if not 
puted teachings, and in the Bible as the only inspired dealt it a death blow. Ii it go’efe.on ’trfe way it is going 
word of the only infallible being, individual, or God pow, inside of twenty-fiVe yriilra, oftr National and 
in the universe. • state associations will become sectarian ari any of.

Mark you, now! (5nly believe! You are not re- the younger Christian churches15 Trnft you may have 
quired to know anything, but only believe that eternal srtme idea of niy reason for suchpri‘ coiffilusion, I will 
life is “the gift of God through his son, Jesus Christ.” give you one case out .of manjP by'qffoting fronp. the 
You must repent and be baptized, and thou shalt be Journal of Sandusky, Ohio: “HSriririofi D. Barrett’ of 
saved; believe>not and be damned. Boston, now filling his eleventh viern?1as president .of

Spiritists can swallow that-dose; but Spiritualists the National Spiritualists’Asso^fet’iolf of tliri United 
never! Christians must accept the miraculous eon- States and Canada, delivered hislfirsFlecture at the 
eeption of Jesus, and the doctrine of vicarious atone- Spiritual Science Hall, Sandusky, Sraida'y jjfternoqn 
ment, also the Trinity, God the father, God the son, and evening./ Mr._Barrett say^That ffib National As- ' 
and God the Holy Ghost—three in one and one -in •ftociation’is comprised'qf 21 state1’association, th£ sp-

• three. - ... •• <■ .<■ 1 : *-•’ ■ .’ cieties’ihthe^United.Staies^tobSHn^about
•. ■ Spiritists .of course-can-believeail this, but Spirit-? fistirii'afed niemberslB)y'of ’■ lill!*tli'e1’Brj?OTizriiitinS' iti'Tne' 
ualists never. All that a Spiritist is required, to ■^a:-is-"l?fiitlidI'Stiltediiiid Cafiadri'ft 2^000;^ Michigan Jias, 

• to simply Vbeliqve in the .continuity of life and spirit piore legally organized' societies than any other statfe. 
return,”, so-called. . . ’ Ohio has 'only 25 societies. The association 19 ¿ow

.“Christianity an infidel system^”—if Noah Webster recognized as a religious body; itfiaS a licensed’iriin- 
is.to be taken as authority for definitions of English istiw, and is building churches throughout the'eoum 
terms. The term infidel means only unfaithfulness, try. Over-116 structures are now owned, arid 20 of 
Now, then, if a person is unfaithful to his vow, these erected during the past five years. There are 
pledges or obligations, then he is certainly an infidel, at present 325 ministers. "There are about 10,000 me- 
You see, then, that the term has no reference to unbe- diums.’'I
lief in the Bible, the Christians’ God or anything else. No one can fail to see—if they rihajyze the above 

Now to become a member of any of the Christian carefully; that it is a sectarian body ¿¿ready with its 
churches, a person pledges or obligates himself to be- licensed ministry arid churdh edifices, arid will soon be 
lieve in Jesus Christ as the.Savior, and to follow his “a closed shop,” and no 'unordanied' or unlicensed
teaching in all things.

But they one and all admit that they do not follow 
his example in all things.

If he as a personality, ever, existed, he certainly 
taught that his followers should love one another, be 
truthful, just and humane in all things; not Jo steal, 
lie, cheat or hoard up treasures here upon the earth 
where moth and rust doth corrupt, and many other 
tilings too numerous to mention, here. Now Chris
tians in general admit that they cannot do all these

injUfy iqAhe 
gocfe.on life w

Psychical Research Society.
■ Number of meetings held during Oc
tober, 1903,10;, November, 1903, 12; De
cember, 1903, 8; January, 1904, 11; Feb
ruary, 1904, 10; March, 1904, 25; th 
which month March I assisted our Na
tional and state presidents in holding 
mass-meetings. Number of meetings 
held during April, 1904, 7; May, 1904, 5. 
Total meetings during year, 88; conduct
ed individually, 63; assisted at 26.

Respectfully submitted, 
ANNA E. BAIRD, 

Missionary.

Report of Missionary Elizabeth Schauss 
Toledo, Ohio, May 26, 1904.

i The missionary work of the O. S. A 
waa initiated Dec. 1. 1903, at which 
,time I was appointed missionary for 
Ohio. I began work at Sandusky on 
Dec. 6,1903, going thence to Elyria and

And mountains of wearisome height“ 
That the road passes on through the 

long afternoon
And stretches away to the night, 

But still I rejoice when the travelers 
rejoice

And weep with the strangers that 
moan,

Nor live in my house by the side of the 
road

Like a man twho dwells alone.
Let me live in my house by the side of 

the road
Where the race of men go by— 

They are good, they are bad, they are 
weak, they are strong, 

Wise, foolish—so am I.
Then why should I sit in the scorner’s 

seat,
Or hurl the cynic’s ban?

Let me live in my house by the side of 
the road

And be a friend to man.
—Sam Walter Foss.

A PRACTICAL COURSE
FOR

Physicians and Students^
ôf Occultism,. "■!

Treating on the Following Subjects:
Personal Magnetism, Psychology, 
Hypnotism, Mesmerism, Suggestive 
Therapeutics, Psycho-Therapeutics, 
Magnetic Healing,Self-Mastery, Hy
giene of Mind and Body, Neuro
pathic Massage and Various Kinds 
of Manipulation, Corrections of 
Vices, Education, Etc. By

PROF. OSCAR H. HOY, D. M., S. T. D,

workers need apply. ’ ,; ';
It has turned out just as I predicted, it would when 

I was written to from Washington, D. C., (I was then 
in Boston) concerning the advisability of holding a 
conference.in this city with reference to the organiza
tion of a National-Association. I their plainly stated 
my reasons for opposing its organization, to Mr. Bar
rett’s agent, I then conferred with M?, Luther Colby, 
the veteran editor of the Banner of Light, and he held 
the same opinion as myself. “

Now, where all of the old guard, those who have 
outgrown all forms of belief, those Who rather know 
one thing certain, having learned it by experience, 
than to believe a million and have a" million doubts, as

Why should man carry his indivldual-

things under present social conditions; but we must 
not forget that Christians themselves have made the 
present social conditions just what they are by their 
infamous laws. They claim that this is a Christian 
country; if that is so, then the laws are Christian 
laws ; present social conditions are just what they take the truths of nature for their Bible,'their invoca-
have made them.

So out of their own mouths we must condemn them.
tions, their.benedictions, their Lord’s prayer, and 
their doxologies; those who desire something more 
substantial than sentimental gush and glittering gen

missionaries, they understanding the 
needs of the state better than a.stran
ger, who merely goes and holds a few 
'meetings, and travels to another state.

I believe it would be pt less expense If 
trfe N. S. A. would appoint one mission- 
ary in each state, where it 1b organized, 
and co-operate with tne state.

■ I. appeal to the convention for ac
tion upon this matter and earnestly rec
ommend the adoption of this method in 
the missionary work of the coming 
year. I also recommend that more mis
sionaries rather than less, bp put into 
the field. I also recommend that thé 
convention provide a missionary fund 
that localities may be reached where 
there ore no local societies in exist-

■ ence.

They have left a trail of blood behind them ever since 
they became powerful enough to do so, and why- 
should they not? For the chief cornerstone of their 
whole system is a human sacrifice and shedding of 
blood, and it has been blood! blood!! blood!!! ever _
since; and they are still at it, and why not? They ests to the task of organizing evcrybipnest',and,fear- 
are naught, but a great politico-social system, utterly less medium into a harmonious band^rind then give 

" ” '■ ’■ ” them every aid possible in developing their best spir-

eralities to feed their spiritual natures; those who are 
ready to assist in organizing all tlioge who love the 
truth better than earthly gain, fame-'or even bodily 
existence here ¡.those who will pledge their best inter-

devoid of all spirituality. them every aid possible in developingdheir best spir-
Now, as by their own admission they have violated itual gifts—not by demanding that .their guides shall 

every pledge and obligation, made to follow the exam- be believers, in. a mythical Jesus, but eifopurage those 
pie'of their Lord and Master, they surely stand con- who,have,'açqnired great knôwleclgëblower thrbugh 
demned as infidels; but they are good Spiritists, for many experiences.. i ar«--- -. s. ■-
do they not “believe minimortality and spirit return? The greater success, of dur, noble -cause ■ demands 
Of course they say that .the.ones who return are evil; that there should be developed■.tf^ksS^]br'*'ju&|iums 
.spirits; the devil sad his imps, if you please. ‘who will scorn to make merefâhdKo^fiyLeip;sprüttiâI

But every Spiritualist knows for a. life is gifts. At least one good thing ha^.èeprgçcpmplisE.ed 
eternal, and that thé;ïkcàrriàte',not oply can, but do by the organization of the • .Chieago’vSpiritualists’ 
come back and communicate with us under proper League. TT ELAS PROVEN 'THMV THE 'SPIRIT- 
conditions. ■ ’ •• -• ' -,UALISTIC,CHAINJ1IAS MANY ^O‘§.BINK,S IN
• They know also that they are not. indebted 'to any- IT, and asno.chain is stronger. tha^ïfe»æakesi link, 
one for life,' for life is a natural principle, and there- it is then important that the weak; tankssiiould- be-re- 
fore eternal. - We are,-therefore, now living the eter- paired. Who will assist in this nolile^wfifk? It must 
nal life, and are not indebted to anyone in the uni- not be delayed. ‘ 0JP1.^MARSH. -
verse.for it, but is ours by right of inheritance. To Chicago, Bl. .. n-. -.na / .

- ’ ■ ....... ii c . ?.u 1.. ■. •
Usages.

At our last N. S. A. convention the 
report on usages was adopted. It was 
one of the most important issues of the 
convention. Its adoption has given 
Spiritualism a legal standing tn every 
state and territory of the Union and 
has placed all Spiritualists who are 

^ members of organizations upon an 
equal footing with the followers of all 
obher denominations. I most earnestly 
recommend this convention to the adop
tion of same.

Local Societies.
' I am thoroughly convinced that the 
. V.elfard of-our cause depends on the 
- local society. It Is the duty of this con
yention-to devise ways . and means 

- whereby more effective work. for " dur 
-rause as a whole may be done.

Ver/ few of our societies have a sur- 
■ phis at the close of the year,"and 1 ask 
¡.you, as 'delegates, to consider how.the 

membership of these local societies may 
be increased and - their finances 

. strengthened.

I sincerely believe that when the peo
ple see that the O. S. A. Is not always, 
speaking for money, they will volunta
rily contribute enough to meet this ex
pense.

One thing is certain, our local so
cieties must be sustained or our move
ment must go down. Fellow-delegates, 
I ask your considerate action upon this 
matter on the part of all. ' ' ' '
" We are in hopes that the coming year 

there will be more iyceuiris organized. 
Thè missionaries have organized them, 
wherever there was; an opportunity to 
do so. The past year Sandusky, Ohio, 
has organized a lyceum and great good 
has been accomplished, through -the 
lea'ders and scholars.

churches to be taught-that which em
bitters them against the parents’ knowl
edge of the truths, of Spiritualism. 
Great credit is due Mr. John W. Ring 
for his lyceum journal has been of great 
assistance in the lyceum.

Mediums’ Home.
I would recommend that the O. S. A 

assist the N. S. A. in establishing a pen
sion fund. In my judgment It is a far 
better plan than a mediums’, home. The 
N. S. A has a number of retired speak
ers and mediums drawing twelve dob

is promising. Sucfjpgsiawffits it.at ev
ery turn, provlding^he-iSpiritualists of 
our state will see-tfee-i\eetyot co-opera
tion and make the §AateF-<wganization a 
power for good. -. '■ - '
. I bespeak for my successor in office 
the,support you._have gly$ti.me. With 
good will toward" all andunalice Toward 
none, I hope that the O.-S. A- may-con- 
tinue.to grow, inspirit -and--.4n .-truth. 
Let us all-work"-for ths betterment of 
our cause. “With this;Lplose my annual 
report and bid. you Godtspeed» <•. :

• Respectfully submitted,. \- 
CARRIE FIRTH GURR AN,' " 

. —— i - . •

Knowing some of the needs of a more ity over Into futurity and leave behind 
practical system tn regard to ordlnrn I other individualities?
tion. christenings, riiarriages, mission- Degree of intelligence is only the in- 
ary work, -etc. I would suggest that dicator of the height of unfoldment of 
each society be governed the same, so the power of thought, the power to rea- 
tliat there might be a universal system, son, and weigh, and measure.
no matter where we perchance to go, it I For some months past I have been 
would be the same; that the N. S. A. housed with friend, Mr. and Mrs. Yenni, 
provide such by-laws; it would be much I who have a water spaniel that can do 
easier for the workers who are called almost everything but talk, and he 
upon to serve such societies. seems to understand nearly all that is

We nave scattered enough. Let us said to him, and no doubt if his feet 
come together and work 'and know our were made like hands he might express 
work. Let us not be fearful that we himself on paper as well as a deaf and 
might be like some other organization. I. dumb person, and is there no chance 
It is not necessary to follow the creed I to the future life of the spirit of the 
of Methodism or Catholicism, but we deaf mute? or the dog?
might profit by their experience In do- Because in man is expressed the 
ing business; they have rules and each highest earthly unfoldment, and in him 
one thinks it their duty to contribute is reposed the management of affairs 
and sustain the organization; they- dif-1 of this little sphere; because his form 
fer personally as to their God and how is perpendicular, and he has knowledge, 
they áre to be saved, but'they do not ar-1 cunning, shrewdness, ingenuity, etc., to 
gue their religion, but comply with the (their higher forms, has he any greater 
rules of the organization as far" as pro-1 Claims to a monopoly on the immortal- 
gression Is concerned and could do the I ity principle in nature?
same. I What right have we to claim that

’ We irtight say that as long as they I anything that has life, growth and un
use "Roberts’Laws■ of Ruling” they I foldment is not as-imihortal as man? 
would be imitating- Methodism or Cath- Without flowers, and birds, and music 
rilicism. - " ’ • • spirit life would lack the ideal for me.

Now brothers and sisters, to ine this Without her pet cat or her pet dog or 
is a serious question. Many have lost I parrot many a loving woman and man 
interest in the local Societies, strife and would turn back towards the earth for 
also N. S. A, and are working with the | a heaven. . - ’
Mental Scientists, and Theosdphists; 1 My soul of souls would be lonely in a 
wear Closing timé and' opportunities,.! heaven composed ot-human souls only; ■ 
fearirig we may;imitate some creed.'' Ino. green.grass or fragrant flower, no

• I would suggest that all ■ applicants I -little kittens, no pretty little warbling 
for ordination be laid on the table one Lblrds.............
year; that the’applicants be obliged to [. Are these but rudiments that aid in 
bo engaged in actual service for not less I the lessons of a beautiful life, that melt 
than one year, and their recommends- away from our desires and aspirations, 
tions be from said societies, that they and give place to higher and loftier at
are of good moral character to bo first tractions as we pass on? Then aa 
considered. I nothing is ever lost, and all that is, ever

Also I believe that there should be a was, are not all things eternal and im- 
system of missionary work. My expe- mortal?
rlence has taught mo that the local so-1 The water spaniel previously re- 
cieties are not deriving the benefit they ferred to will get his master’s slippers 
should. The missionary is only .with for him when asked to in plain words, 
them for one or two meetings and the He also seems , to know when Sunday 
railroad fare ana other expenses, such I comes, and asks his master for extra 
as hall rent, music and entertainment, favors .upon that day. Mr. Yenni is a 
and allow the missionary to have door barber and is only at home Sunday af- 
fee, what can we expect; but our local I temoons, all other days being occupied 
societies will Bay that they had a nice in the shop. He will tell the dog, if he 
meeting but could not see the good they wants to go for a walk with him to 
had derived from th'é rnl^sio'nary, until “ring the bell," and-,he pulls a cord 

. it is. difficult for a locaLsociety to exist. I that is attached to a bell and then

laxs per-mrinth-af theipftfednt time. I
■urge, this-platf'for’ yorii1’’consideration.
■The-pension system felfie FesFrSefbod.

- If Spiritualism is to prosper in the fu-> .¡»tk ■: n - - v i •; •* • ■-Report of-Mass-meeHn^s, March, 1904.
'.tore Spiritualists of the present .mustv- Conclusion, - -a* ..5. Thinking best jo hold

I interest themselves in their children, I now return unto yon the office wftfch throughout Ohio/ we- engaged our Na- 
l and give them a chance to know some- you entrusted to me one year ago. I tional president, Mr. Harrison D. ¿ar-

This course of instruction is differ
ent from any course ever printed. It is 
a condensed encyclopedia, conveying 
the highest truths and most vajaable 
information in terms so simpie','that a 
child can undei stand them. Much has 
been written on these subjects by dif
ferent schools, but they were superficial 
and it has been left to the author to 
weld them together, the philosophies of 
the east and the west. His methods 
are not a theory or a fad, but are cor
rect treatments, based on scientific 
knowledge, research and experience. 
He uses the best methods known per
taining to these subjects, enveloping 
•all that is taught in other schools, and 
then going far beyond anything known 
in the west.

The course treats on the fundamental 
principles of universal law, and de
scends to individualized concrete mat
ter, giving the “evolution of the indi
vidual” to its highest attainment of con
sciousness. It contains a more com
plete course on hypnotism than any 
other course, and manifests a new era 
in the study of practical psychic phil
osophy.

The regular price of this unk;ue 
course Is $25. We have decided to let 
a limited number go at $5. Those de
siring this course can buy it at the 
price mentioned if purchased within the 
next four months. Address all orders 
to MISS NETTIE WINTER,

466 LaSalle Ave., Chicago, III.

MCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for. Th« 

Progressive Thinker.
Row 18 the time to extend the circular 

tirin of The Piogresslye Thinker, it 
Will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news With which every one should ba 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains Buch a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich tha 
mind. Send in a aubscrintlon now.

My plan would be to "have the N.S.‘A, - 
donate fo each -state-society-what the 
state has cost theN.'S. A.; and Jet each - ... . •
state fprnlsh their missionary; the. land, Sandusky, Toledo and Findlay,'O., 
state knows the needs ot their locals,' - - - - -
and it saves In'railroad fare enough to, 
keep one .missionary at large. ■

and let.fhpre be.two missionaries, 'one 
giving the phenomena and the other the 
mental. One commence at Cleveland, 
the other at Findlay; that would, I be
lieve, give better satisfaction to all con
cerned. Lremain, yours in the cause, 

MRS. CARRIE FIRTH CURRAN.
.Toledo. Ohio»

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.“ By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. Jfox 
sale at this office, Price, 25 cefits.

“Bight Generation we Key to ths 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man's highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality in all the rela
tions of life between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cents: leatherette, 60 cents, 
• “Oosmlan Hymn Boot” A collectlos 
of original and rejected hymns, forjlb- 

, oral and ethical societies, ‘ for schools 
and the home; compiled by L» K. Wash
burn. Thia volume meets a publla 
want. It comprises 258 choice selee- 

• lions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and Ire* 
from ¿11 sectarianism. Price 60 cents,
“Healing, Causes E®
a BWfon, M. a ErtsaMfieate.^

CANNOT.BE
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THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER

p»e$cbic Xigbt. Ylbaub Xotb=H>rake’s JBook
A Brief Review by George \W. Lewis, A. M., San Fran

cisco, Cal.

“Psychic Light," by Mrs.'Maud Lord-Drake, the 
well-known medium’ is a work of 600 pages, dealing 
jn a masterly manner with many of the profoundest 
problems in .psychic and scientific philosophy. It is 
handsomely bound, neatly printed and most ably edit
ed; It is a work of most thrilling interest from pref
ace to conclusion. It is as fascinating as the best writ
ten, novel, even while it demonstrates the laws and 
phenomena of psychic philosophy with scientific pre
cision. It is free from technicalities, and is attractive 
in every, feature. It is intensely religious, hampered 
by no creed, restricted by no form of priestcraft, ex
emplifying the plenitude of eternal laws'; and, at the 
same time, it is profoundly scientific,'
- The facts and phenomena manifested through her 

own mediumship, and therein recorded, are abundant
ly verified by witnesses still living in this country and 
in Europe, whose names and addresses are given. 
Few if any books have appeared so rich in psychic 
and Spiritualistic philosophy. On every page are 
found recorded facts and phenomena of the profound
est character, and the most absorbing interest. It is 
impossible to give a full review of the work within 
any reasonable limits of an ordinary newspaper ar
ticle. It can not be expected, therefore, that in this 
article,! can do more than to consider one or two of 
the strange occurrences recorded in this wonderful 
and absorbing book.

The subject, “A Blasted Life," on page 407, pre
sents some of the strangest and most marvelous facts 
of spirit power. Judge George W. Knox of L°s An
geles, California, writes:

“I have known Mrs. Drake for 34 years, and can 
verify many of the instances in the book, especially, 
the chapter headed, “A Blasted Life.” I know the 
circumstances related in this chapter to be true. At 
that time, Mrs. Drake was living on Park avenue, Chi
cago. Her control, Clarence, told me at that time that 
they, the guides, had the power to shield her, and pun
ish any ong to death, who would stand in their way, in 
their efforts to use her spirit power for the good of 
mankind; and they, likewise, had the power to re
ward and assist, in a material way, those who helped 
her in her mission. >

Valleur Dupree, one of the principal characters, 
who figures in this chapter, both as mortal and spirit, 
was a man of Spanish descent, a resident of St. Louis, 
Missouri, and well known to many now living in St. 
Louis. He was tall, commanding, black-eyed, 
swarthy-faced, quick, bold, passionate and intellect

barrier between us resulted in the same manner. * 6 • thwart your evtfj’y.pkin and purpose, and to ruin or hoped to regain my former good repute, and of my de-
I, at last, insisted on knowing the reason. I did not upbuild. I cam^ nop to ruin you, but to upbuild and termination to seek a Lreigu land, for the renewal
ask her for her love. I told her that she must know save. You mufli.relinquish Maud. You must aban- and upbuilding of my career.” 1 '
that JJoved her, and why was I not permitted to tell don her. »She niiij^, I swore it in my body. I
her of this, which to. me was. the richest possession of swear it again ip .thej never-ending world of spirit,
earth or heaven. * • * She paused'a moment in deepest Bid her farewell,foreyjei’. Swear this to me, and I will
emotion, and then replied: ‘Paul, do not blame me guide you into z^tuii.^and fame, beyond your wildest
that I have tried to defer this moment, or to keep you dreams. Laugji Jipt.^t iny-promises, for by a-law
from knowing what you now force me to disclose'. A that feeble man ¡know£ not of, the unseen intelligences
terrible power I cannot coptrol seems to bear me on- have it in their,, powpr to shape man's fortune, his-the chapter of Psychic Light headed, “A Blasted 
ward to an end I cannot foresee. God and the angels fame and happ/jjess Recording to their own superior Life,” and are fully known to men and women still 
know how precious love would be to me. But a dread,'wills. । 1 • ' K
an awful fear for you, has made me try to postpone ■ “ ‘Ask me not why this is so, but know that it is a 
this avowal, and to avert it, even entirely, if possible, great truth, and that I, Valleur Duprey, can make you 

“ ‘Are my words mysterious to you, Paul? Then or thwart and ruin you, Do you agree to my pro- 
listen, and you shall fully understand. Before I ever posal, or will you rush headlong to your owii destrue- 
met you, or heard of you, even, I had a lover, Valleur tion, and destroy her life as well!’ ‘
Dupree, whom I culled Vai. * • * I never really loved “ ‘Valleur Dupree,’ I said, ‘I defy you and your 
him, but, with my girlish fancies, proud of such a infernal powers! Either in hell or on earth, I op- 
handsome lover, I imagined I did. We became en- — - ................
gaged. He was.imperious, jealous and dictatorial. I
chafed under his unreasoning jealousy and dictation. 
* * * I told him our paths lay apart; that I could never 
be happy in a union Avith him. He became furiously 
angry, maddened at my decision. He then took a 
dreadful oath that no man living should ever hold me 
to his heart, or possess my love; that living or dead, 
he claimed me as his; neither the powers of heaven 
or hell should tear me ayvay from him, and that should 
I ever bestow my love upon another, he would forever 
blast both him and -me, even if he should arise from 
the grave to do it. .

“ ‘When, a few days after this, he was called to the 
northern part of the state on some professional busi
ness, he became entangled in a sudden quarrel, in the 
midst of which he was shot dead.’

“How I laughed at Maud’s fears! I called them 
girlish fancies and nervous whims. I ridiculed the 
powers of the dead to interfere with, or control the 
destiny or happiness of the living. •* •

“Maud showed me, now, for the first time, a photo
graph of this passionate man, this unyielding lover. 
It was the picture of a man whose face I had occa
sionally seen on the streets of St. Louis. • • • I parted 
from Maud that evening with her benediction. Drove 
away from my mind all thoughts of Valleur Dupree. 
In this spirit, therefore, I left her and returned to my 
apartments. A little fire was smouldering in the 
grate, just sufficient to throw a pleasant glow and 
warmth about the room. * * •! wheeled my easy chair 
before the grate, and lit a cigar.

“How long I sat there, I cannot tell. When sud-

pose my will, and my purpose to yours. And in this 
contest I invoke the aid of all that is true and good 
against you and all that is bad. Go hence to the world 
where you belong.’

“ ‘Mistaken man!’ he replied, ‘Be it as you wish! 
Yet, ere I go, I will leave you a token of the offer I 
have made. In the light of to-morrow’s sun, you may 
say that this is all a wild dream. But that you may 
remember the demand that I have made is a. reality on 
which shall hinge your destiny, I leave you this tan
gible evidence of my wish and will.’

“Here he bent over the table. I saw him use no 
pen. He apparently picked up one of my blank cards, 
on which was my monogram, and then dropped it. It 
was the act of but a moment. Yet, when it fell from 
his hand I saw a written message with a signature. 
The falling card rattled upon the table as it fell, while 
the form of my visitant dissolved into air before my 
eyes. I reached for the card he had held, the ink was 
not yet dry. Upon it were the following words: ‘Be 
it as you will. Remember. Valleur Dupree.’”

Is 56 years. J. F. BROWNING.

Lita; of Spiritual Literature.

June. 1900. 
(seal)

PETER NILAND, 
Notary Public.

J. F. Browning, personally known to me, 
makes oath to the above statements as being true. 
Witness my hand and notary seal this 3d day of

He went to Europe—to France—where, in Paris, he 
soon arose in his profession. There, too, in brief, he 
gained honor, fame and wealth. He more than re
gained his former influence, honor, wealth and pres
tige.

These strange occurrences are recorded at length in

living in St. Louis, Mp., Los Angeles, Cal., and Paris, 
France. These facts present to every philosopher 
and Spiritualist, a problem of the deepest and most 
absorbing interest. Does the power claimed by Val
leur exist in the hands of decartiate beings ?

In the light of science and sound philosophy can de- 
earnafe beings wield such potent influence for weal 
or woe over the destinies of men on earth ? Are these 
assertions of Valleur Dupree founded on facts, or can 
they be minimized or denied? It must be accepted as 
a fact, that the transition from this to the realm be
yond, through the change called death, works no mar
velous change in the mental, or spiritual character
istic of the departed. The departed picks up the 
trend of life there where it leaves off here. It car
ries into the world beyond its likes and dislikes, its 
passions and appetites, its revenge and its benedic
tions, from which it can alone escape by the process 
of growth and development.

It is not strange, then, that Valleur should have re
turned with such malignant hate and vengeance.

As to the power claimed by him over the destinies 
of men, it is but the enunciation of a principle enter
tained and believed by men in all ages, and among 
all nations in the world’s history. It lies at the foun
dation of all mythology and all religion. It runs 
through the Illiad and Odyssey of Homer. It lies at 
the foundation of Greek mythology and Greek re
ligion. It forms the central idea of the immortal 
tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides. In

Following this remarkable occurrence Maud was recognition of this principle, Agamemnon, the leader 
taken suddenly and alarmingly ill. No medical treat- of the Grecian hosts against unhappy Illium, sacrificed 
ment seemed to relieve her. Dr. S----- , or as he is his daughter, Iphiginea, to appease the wrath of a
called Paul Brjidt, became reckless in speculation.- goddess—a spirit, who, by adverse winds had de- 
The bulk of his fortune began rapidly to disappear, tained the Argive .fleet at Aulis. It was in reeogni- 
All of his investments yielded him only a loss in re- tion of this principle, that, when Orestes slew his 
turn. His fortune vanished. He was soon reduced mother, Clytaemnestra and her paramour, Aegisthus, 
from affluence to penury. And swift-upon the heels for the murder of his father, Agamemnon, that the 
of this one species of ill luck succeeded another. Some Erinnyes and the Eumenides, the avenging spirits 
four or five of his patients belongiiig to the best fam- who held the power of life and death, of prosperity 
ilies in St. Louis died. He was unable to'account for and ruin over mortals drove him insane. The same 
it. The usual remedies were applied but with no principle underlies the Semetie and Christian mythol-

denly I felt a presenee in the room. The door had not success. He was accused of murdering his patients, ogy, the Hebrew and Christian religion. God, the Re
opened. It was self-locked, and no one but myself Indictment, prosecution and conviction followed. He brew decarnate being, holding communication with 

most of the traits of character, form,' feature, phys- .had the key. * * * I partly arose from my seat and o„ri
ique and mental make up, that usually attract and turned around. The light was sufficient to easily dis- 
charm the hearts of women. He became most de- tingnish every object in the room. In the centre, un- 
votedly in love with Mrs. Drake—then Miss Maud der the gas chandelier, stood a large marble top table, 
Barrock—and was subsequently engaged to her. He well littered with papers, ink, writing materials, etc., 
finally became involved in a quarrel, while in attend- find upon the opposite side of this table, with one hand 

" ' ' resting thereon stood a man wholly unknown to me.

ual. He was a lawyer by profession, and possessed

charm the hearts of women. He became most de-

ance at court in the northern part of the state, and 
was shot and killed.

Valleur Dupree, better known to the public as 
“Vai,” is, and for a long time has been, one of Mrs. 
Drake’s most powerful controls.

After Dupree's death, Dr. S-----of St. Louis, a tal
ented man, eminent in his profession and endowed

Sh great wealth, but a non-believer in Spiritualism, 
aine greatly attached to Miss Barrock. Z-..

ous reasons the name of Dr. S-----is omitted in the
_-.ji.ook, and he is therein designated as Paul Bradt. He

subsequently went to Europe, and on the 22nd day of 
December, 1879, he wrote from Paris to Dr. Benard, 
one of his most intimate friends, and enclosed in the 
letter a statement of most weird and marvelous im
port. This letter with the card on which Dupree had 
written his name, together with the statement was de
livered to Mrs. Drake, and constitutes the foundation 
for this chapter. In this statement, he says:

“My life, up to the time of my arrival in St. Louis, 
in 1865, was uneventful. * • * The dreams of my am
bition had become realized. I wanted for nothing, 
nor did I realize that my bachelorhood required the 
sympathy and love of woman to make my life more 
complete. %

“It was in 1867, that I first “met Maud Barrock, at 
the Art Gallery, in company with my old friend 
Levey. 4 • • While distant and reserved, she'seemed 
to be a world of tenderness and love, and at times, all 
sunshine and life. The first look of those eyes so soul
speaking, has haunted me ever since. • * * Yes, I be
lieve I loved her from the very first meeting, yet I did 
not tell her, unless maybe my furtive eyes, at times,

was convicted of manslaughter and sentenced to four- the Israelites, said: “To me belongeth vengeance and
teen years’ imprisonment in the state penitentiary, recompense” (Dent. 32:35) In like manner God— 
He was subsequently pardoned through the efforts of Elohim, the decarnate spirit—struck Uzzah dead, be- 
some influential friepds. But as he stepped from the cause he touched the ark (II. Sam., 6:7).
prison, and walked jipon the streets, he was pointed The word Elohim is the plural of the Hebrew word 
out as convicted felpn. He was shunned by the rich Eloha, meaning the strong, the powerful, the mighty 
and poor, by former friend and foe. He ran the one. And the plural Elohim is translated God, gods,

Prof, J. W. McAllister, 
Is Now Located at Room 5, 653 IJ,1

63rd St., Cor. Greenwood Ave,, 
Chicago, Ill.

Cures by Personal
Electro Magnetisrri, 

I have successfully and permanently removed 
what the Doctors term Tumors, Abscessed,Quin« sey, Sore Throat, Lungs, Stomach and Liver 
Troubles, Rheumatics, Headaches, Weak Eyes. 
Insomnia, and Hallucination, and have stopped all manner of Hemorrhages.

NO DRUGS, NO KNIFE. 
Has Cured Many People by Giving

Them One Treatment, That 
Had Failed to Get Relief j 

Elsewhere.
Now if you need my assistance, and you live 

out of the city and cannot come to see me, send 
91.00 by Express and I will give you 10 minutes 
of my time for 10 days. l|ead Testimonials;

A Few ot the Many Testimonials.
_ . _ Chicago, January ID, 1901.
To Whom PnasauTKn:

Thia 1« to certify that my slater. Mias Louise 
Bchocpf, pf Highland Falls, New York, was in
jured three years ago by a blow on the back of the 
head» which caused her irreat pain and suffering* 
and resulted In hemorrhages Trom the nose and 
mouth which baffled the skill of a number at tbs 
leading physicians, who failed to give her relief. 
Having heard of the healing power of J. W. Mc
Allister, East 63rd Street, I consulted him and 
he gave her absent treatment which resulted in 
her hemorrhages ceasing at once. It has been 
about eight months since her last hemorrhage 
and from this remarkable cure I consider him a 
most able healer» Very respectfully,

J. B. SCHOEPF. ‘ 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19tb day 

of Jan.» 1901. Witness my hand and seal. ‘ j 
(sbal) PETER NILAND, Notary Public, j

Woodland Park, Col., May 8,1890.
Your welcome letter received yesterday and was 

very glad indeed to see your hand writing once 
more. Well, Mary has seemed to be some better 
now tor about ten weeks. That is, she has not 
suffered so much, but on Monday night following 
the Sunday evening when you say the faith doctor 
began to treat her she was so free from pain sho 
did not have to take any morphine and slept well 
all night. Then it stormed, and she always feds 
worse when it storms. Then on Thursday she 
got up to dinner and did not go to bed again until 
eight o’clock that evening, and felt better than 
she had for months; could straighten up and her 
back did not hurt and was not in pain anywhere. 
Said she thou ght to herself that now she was going 
to get well. Then it stormed again and she had 
not felt as well until this a. m. She is up. sitting' 
at the south window in the sun, yet she docs not 
feel as well as shedid last Thursday. Mary says 
she don’t know of course what the man’s belief Is, 
but if he thinks he can cure her she will try bard 
to believe be can do it.

The above is an exact copy of a letter received 
from my sister regarding the other sister’s illness. 
She had been given up by doctors who stated her 
case hopeless. She has since been treated by 
J. W. NlcAllifiter and when last heard from was 
as well as the average woman of her age, which

* * * I gazed at him in a half-dazed sort of a way. • • 
He said not a word, but lifting his hand from the 
table, he crossed both arms upon his breast, and took 
a few steps towards me, from the other side of the 
table, not, however, going around, but to my conster
nation advancing right through it, as if it had been

and poor, by former friend and foe. He ran the 
downward road to drink and dissipation. All that re
mained to hiip was,“A Blasted Life.” He could 
stand it no longer, and resolved to take his own life.
In his letter to his old friend, Dr. Benard, he said, “I 
had takbn, the few mementoes and letters received 
from Maud and placed them on a table before me. In-
advertently my eye rested on a card in the midst of 
these mementoes. It bore the inscription, ‘Be it as

□jHiiiuouMR, invisible. When a few steps away he stopped, the
:. For obvi- light from the grate flared directly in his face—a 

swarthy complexion, dark and piercing eyes, with a you wish. Remember. Valleur Dupree.' “
" ~ * "He threatened to blast my life, my fortune,light of lurid hate. What I Great God! It was the 

face of Maud’s lover, Valleur Dupree. • • • Here, gaz
ing into my eyes with fiendish-hate, was a visitant 
from the spheres of the dead. • • •

“So, standing up again, erect and firm, I accosted

and to bring me to, ruin. • • • Fool that I had been, 
that I have not, seep your hand, Valleur,-in all this 
work of destruction. Even now I was about to com
plete it by giving up my life. "What terrible, what

deities, angels, spirits.
For instance when Saul attended a seance at Endor 

at night, although some of the scientists to whom Dr. 
Funk of New York, submitted the incident concern
ing Dr. Beecher and the widow’s mite seemed to dis
approve of manifestations in the dark, the medium 
said: “I see Elohim—spirits—ascending out of the 
earth.”—I. Sam. 28:12. Job, also, encountered the 
same power that was claimed by Valleur Dupree.

So, too, St. Paul in affirming that “vengeance and 
recompense” belonging to the decarnate God, said: 
“It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the liv
ing God."—Heb. 10:31.

Is entirely immaterial whether ancient mythology,

Chicago. III., June 21, 1900. ■> 
To Whom Presented:

Cfhls la to certify that lor lour consecutive weeks 
trior to being treated by J. W. McAllister, ot 
Last 63rd St reet, Chicago, 111., I was unable to 
walk about for even a halt hour at a time without 
treat suffering from pain in my lower limbs and 

leet. I could not wear my shoes, having been 
more or less distressed from varicose veins on my 
lower limbs and feet, with discoloration of th<f sur
face. Great soreness and swelling for a period ot 
eight years. No one who knows ot my condition 
fails to express their surprise that I could walk at 
all. After many and continuous efforts toobtain 
relief, I am most happy to testify that after four 
weeks’ treatment, mostly absent treatment, I can 
wear my shoes with comfort and walk from two to 
four miles per day witn ease. Respectfully.

DR. MARANA C. DOW, 6311 Parnell Ave.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 30tb day 

of June, 1900.
(seal) PETER NILAND, Notary Public.

PUBLICATIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle
awful power is this that enables you to shape and to the religions of the world, the writings of Homer, the 
control our destiny ? Do with me as you will. I am Greek tiMgedies, the Hebrew Bible or the Christian

the determined spirit in these words: ‘ Know you,
Valleur Dupree, spirit of evil. I surmise what has . . ...
brought you from your place in the world beyond; but powerless against you. I have given up Maud. Is New Testament be true or false as far as this question 
let me tell you at once that your jealous hate and not your awful rage yet glutted? Take your hand off 
wicked persecution can never tear Maud away from me, and I will go far away, where I shall never see 
iny love. Were you in a mortal body, I would defy her more. * • * I was startled to hear a voice make 
your hate to come between us and our happiness; but answer: ‘You now know our controlling power. Yet, 
dead and belonging to the world of spirits, you have I would not take thy life. Keep it. You have now 
no part to further concern yourself with the affairs of promised. You shall how know that our power to up-no part to further concern yourself with the affairs of 
mortals. Go back to the realms from which you

is concerned.
The fact remains, that in all ages, and among all 

peoples of the earth there has been and still is, a deep- 
seated conviction, a fundamental belief, that decar- 
nate spirits have-the power to control the destinies of 
man for good or evil. And this seems to be corrobo-

spoke the words I suppressed until many months after 
our friendship commenced. I would have done so, 
e * * save for something on her part that appeared un
consciously to repel the disclosure of my love. • * * 
Every repeated attempt on my part to break past this

came, and leave the world of flesh to its own pur
suits. ’

“With mocking laugh he replied: ‘Fool, you are 
rushing against your fate, and to your own destruc
tion. Maud is mine, by her own sacred pledge, from 
which I have never, and shall never release her. She 
belongs to me. In a mad passion she hade me leave 
her. arousing the ugly devil in my nature. I quit her 
sight to carry in my heart a burning hell. ’Twas in 
this mood, caused by her, that I met the untimely 
death that hurled my unbidden spirit into an unwel
come realm. * * * A power that you know not of, I 
possess—a power to control your destiny, a power ..to

build is equal to our power to blast and destroy.’ I rated, not only in the life history of Dr. S---- •, but in
looked upward at the swarthy face of Valleur Dupree, the deeper facts of human life. In earth life, the fact
but in n minute it had faded into a cloud of mist, 
which, in its turn, vanished and was gone. * * * I can 
not tell you how changed I was, when I arose from 
that table. The intended farewell letter to Maud an
nouncing my proposed death was changed to an
nounce my departure for Europe. I told her now of 
both interviews with Valleur Dupree, and sent her the

exists, that many a man has risen to honor, power, 
fame and fortune through the influence of friends or 
fellow being. And it is equally true, that millions of 
our race have been driven to poverty, degradation 
ancTruin with naught remaining, but a blasted life, 
through the baneful influence of man. And if we 
hold the power of influence over our fellow man, 
much more have decarnate beings power over us. 
But, whatever be the ultimate conclusion, or final de-

card. I showed her that my downfall, my ruin, were 
the result of Valleur’s work. I showed her, too, how 
idle it was to further contend against his will. I in- duction this chapter of “Psychic Light” brings us
formed her of my final purpose to go away from her face to face with one of the profoundest problems in 
forever. I told her of my renewed ambition, how I physical or psychic philosophy.

BIBLICAL CRITICISM.
An Orthodox Explanation of the Death 

of Judas.

to do the strangling act. Any person 
- of ordinary, common sense would hes

itate a long time before suspending the 
functions pf his bowels preparatory to a 
general suspension, an indefinite sus- 

'pension of all the functions of all the

The Christian Standard, a religious 
paper published weekly, in Cincinnati, 
in the interest of the Camphellite or 
Risclple or Church of Christ, as the de
Disciple or Church of Christ, as the de
partment in it devoted to "Biblical 
Criticism” which is conducted by Rev. 
J. W. McGarvey. In its issue of June 
11, Brother McGarvey is called upon to 
explain the contradictory scriptural 
statements in regard to the manner of 
the death of Judas. And it is a "beaut;” 
in fact I may say it is a “daisy” among 
explanation "daisies.” Really, ■ It 
“takes the cake” it not the entire 
bakery. It would take the prize at any 
World’s Parliament of Bible Commen
tators. Get in a proper frame of mind, 
dear reader, to grasp It, for I am going 
to Introduce it without further cere
mony. Here it is: s

“Another brother askq me to explain 
the evident contradiction as to -the 
manner of the death of Judas, as found 
in Matt. xxvlf:5 and Acts 1:18. There 
is no contradiction. Luke says that 
Judas fell headlong and burst asunder, 
while Matthew says that he hanged 
himself. If he had not hanged himself, 
he would not have burst asunder when 
he fell. I have never heard of a man 
bursting wide open because he fell from 
stumping his toe; but if a man were to 
hang himself in a hot climate, and re
main hanging for a day or two, and 
then fall, he would be almost certain to 
burst asunder. So the two accounts are 
not contradictory, but the one explains 
the other."

So it appears from this explanation 
that Judas hanged himself' first, before

organs in the body, by hanging. No, it ■ 
Judas did this thing at all, he must 
have suspended himself first, before his 
suspenders, pants, etc., “busted,” and '■ 
his bowels “gushed out.” This is the 
only way to reconcile the contradictory 
Bible statements, and shows Bro. Mc
Garvey to be a most astute commen
tator.

But, seriously now, is there an atom 
of common sense in Bro. McGarvey’s 
exposition of this problem? Does he 
really have any confidence in it him
self? The abdominal cavity may be 
enormously distended, in life, without 
rupture, as any physician.well knows, 
and it is not likely that a fall after fatal 
strangulation, of ten, or a hundred feet, 
•'suld produce this result
(i*About fifteen years ago, a Methodist 
preacher died in Fort Wayne. In order 
to settle a question concerning his life 
Insurance, it became necessary to make, 
a post-burial examination. - The body 
was exhumed ninety days after Inter
ment, and the examination conducted at 
the grave. I venture the assertion that 
even at this time, it could have been 
thrown over Niagara, upon the rocks 
neath, without rupturing the abdominal 
walls, so strong were they. It may be 
said in reply to this, that thousands of 
people are walking the streets with rup
ture, wearing trusses to keep the bow
els within the abdominal cavity, but the 
two coiiSitions are not to be considered 
together at all. They are not parallel 
in any sense.' A rupture " or hernia 
takes place through the inguinal rings 
and is never external—never breaks 
through the skin. .

REMUNERATION.er” as is here represented. The height 
from which he fell is not stated, nor the 
number of days he hung there before 
he fell, nor how he came to fall at all, 
whether the rope broke, or whether 
somebody cut it simply to see him turn 
a somersault (so as to fall “headlong”) 
and his bowels “gush out” from such 
headlong fall. If It was “in a hot ell- ingalls of Antwerp, N. Y., against my 
mate,” whoever cut him down, must 'recent article on healers, etc.—that 
have been (like Bro. McGarvey) almost they should render.their services wlth- 
certain” to see him “burst asunder” by out making 
the fall.

"The Laborer Is Worthy of His Hire.”

To the Editor:—In your issue of May
7, No. 754, I see a protest by Mary A.

specific charges. She
quotes “The laborer is worthy of his

Bro. McGarvey It is observed, is of hire.” I d0 not dispute it; we maintain 
the opinion that only “a day or two" of that they should be suitably rewarded 
decomposition was sufficient to render ■ - — - ■
Judas’ abdomen inclined to "burst 
asunder" by the fall, but he does not de
pose whether the susceptibility to such 
a result would be more marked by a tall 
head-first ("headlong”) or foot-first

But it will be observed by the reader 
that the mode and manner of Judas’ 
death is not the only problem to solve 
in the conflicting Bible statements in 
relation thereto. We must reconcile if 
possible, the difference. thereof,' as to 
the disposition Judas made of the 
“pieces of silver.” In one it is stated 
that he “cast them down in the temple,” 
and in the other, he "purchased a field 
with them.” Which, if either, is cor
rect? . Certainly both cannot be. It 
will tax Bro. McGarvey’s ingenuity to 
the utmost to dispose of this discrep
ancy. He cannot do it any more suc
cessfully than he has harmonized the 
other statements noted. His attempt 
at doing so has only added stupidity to

by free-will offerings.
I write, as a- rule, under, inspiration. 

In that article a great truth was ex
pressed, one upon which so much de
pends to bring about a truly healthy, 
prosperous, happier state for all human
ity, Ab workers in the lord’s vineyard 
for humanity’s upliftment, it behooves 
us to learn 'divinely established rules 
and to work'in accord with them, not 
contrary thereto, in order to truly ren-
der our parts:in this beneficial work.

I am well aware-from quite a number 
of years’ experience personally, that 
free will offerings;’ as the world’s ways 
are, as yet, are not; sufficient'to support

nonsense. H. V. SWERINGEN.

“And h$ (Judas) cast down the 
he fell “headlong” and ‘tousted his self." P»““ <>* ^Iver in the temple, and de- 
If he fell "headlong” -after performing .•P“Je£>.and went and hanged himself, 
the hanging act, he must have hanged ' Matthew xxvli.5.
himself by his feet, with his head "Now this man-(Judas) purchased a — 
down. Of course; he‘could not have field with the reward of iniquity; .and.

"fallen and “busted?-first, , and- then- tolling headlong,-he burst asunder in 
hanged himself, lor we cannot .conceive the midst, and all his bowels gushed 

; Df him running around with-his entrails out”—Acts i: 18. , -

An Easy Way to Make Money.
I have made S560.00 In 80 days selling Dish

washers.' I did my housework at the same 
time. I don’t canvass. People come or send tor 
the Dish-washers. I handle the Mound City Dish-washer. It Is the best on the market. It

even one person, saying nothing of a 
family; but 1 also know that to keep on 
in our efforts to do good and serve oth
ers brings finally its full reward and 
keeps us in more intimate rapport with 
the All-Lifejuid thus enhances our indi
vidual progression.

Dear Sister Ingalls, you are laboring 
under, a mfetake’lf you class me with 
the wealthy-’of earth. I have never 
worked fori or leven craved earth’s 
wealth. My one'ttrong desire has beeh 
and is for Wisdoii and truth. Thrpugh 
privations I have learned true appreci
ation of even small things and small fa-

ness lines; moreover he succeeds be
cause of his clear insight of human na
ture and needs. Others in the same ; 
business of sending out life’s lessons 
from a printing plant, have failed be- , 
cause they could not keep in-the vlbra- ■ 
tory ratios with the people. Even so । 
Is it with the medium’s you mention , 
that are now dependent upon public - 
charity. They would not be in such . 
straits had they been students of life’s । 
problems and of their own selfhood and 
its vibratory connections and corre- , 
spondences. They they would have be- , 
held and avoided dangers. I have 
studied much on these lines and espe- '■ 
dally mediums. They—that is most ' 
mediums—need to do physical labor to 
balance their life forces by change of 
vibration.

To be continuously active in the prac
tice of mediumship or healing is such 
a sameness of vibratory activity that 
there is a constant draft on the organ
ism. The mechanism cannot generate 
and imbibe the requisite quantities and 
qualities of magnetism and electricities 
used in such services. When more 
is given oft than can be generated In 
the system or indrawn from extraneous 
sources, then the equilibrium is dis
turbed and the results are before us in 
sad object lessons. '

I for one, so far as my observations 
and experiences have aided me, would 
say the number of healers and well- 
equipped mediums for public services, 
is comparatively small. The majority 
should practice their gifts more in pri
vate and for self-improvement

By being equipped for public and 
general service as healers and medi
ums I mean those whose psychic and 
physical or physiological vibratory reia- • 
tions are such that they can generate,

Is lovely to sell. It washes and dries the dishes 
perfectly In two minutes. Every lady who sees It wants one. I will devote all my future time to the business and expect to clear H000.CO this 
year. Any Intelligent person can do as well ae 
1 bare done. Write for.partlculars to theMound Oty Dish-Washer Co., St Louis, Mo.

also draw in these supplies of magnet- 
vors.. I learned causes and sequences is™ electricities, as fait as , they 
by earnest effort to know whys and them out, then there is success and 

- -------- ■ ' ■ no harm to anyone. .

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
Or PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from them arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 76 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life ot spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 60 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

Containing the latest Investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price (1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure ot the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to "Uaclo Tom’s Cabin.” 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story ot 
evangelization and free thought. It la 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets oC 
the Convent” is to Catholicism. Price, 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form, 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of emiuent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page^ 
tract for mission work. Singles copies, 
6 cents; 100 for $1.26.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume ‘ 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

- THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 

‘'Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan ot 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Interesting Experience.
Mrs. Edmund Robbins gives the fol

lowing Interesting personal experience:
“Physical and spiritual clairvoyance, 

automatic telegraphing and writing has 
been mine for years, at different peri
ods, since childhood, but never at my 
command. I have never been able to 
‘train myself to mediumship.’ One of 
my experiences—I sat at the bedside of 
a loved sister who was sick. Across 
the room—and it was a large room—I 
saw a white burial casket, without cov
er, placed on a white rug in front of the 
piano. I went to the object, placed my 
foot upon it. My foot rested on the 
white satin and lace of the casket lining 
without destroying an outline. I exam
ined the quality of satin and pattern of 
lace. While I could not feel any sub
stance with foot or fingers, I saw the 
plainer the doser I bent over the ob
ject This illusion was presented many, 
many times during the period of ten 
months or during the time my sister lay 
sick, and always on a white rug in 
front of the piano—her piano. I told 
nurse and friends; no one could see 
anything but myself. The friends and 
I felt worried because the only mem
ber of the family for whom a white 
burial casket would be used, in case of 
transition, was a lovely child, our 
Lilian. The third day after the transi
tion of my dearly loved sister, 1 entered 
her room and there stood, the conductor 
of funeral services laying a white rug 
in front of the piano, and bis attend
ants ’waiting to place a white velvet- 
covered casket thereon. My sister’s 
transition was in October, 1896.

“Is this power, be it hereditary or not, 
to throw forth ‘shadows of coming 

’ events,’ the result of patterning our 
brains with pictures of past and pres
ent events, as it is said, ‘All your past, 
every scene of it, is impressed in the 
curious little brain particles that lie in 
their various cells.’wherefores of air things, that were per

force, parts of my experiences. I have 
learned that life's true object is to be 
useful in humanity’s welfare, and that 
the law of compensation is just. All 
our services are sometime and some-

Yours for truth and humanity’s wel- ■ “My experiences in clairvoyance are 
as unlike my experiences in second 
sight as transmitted thoughts are un
like materialized thoughts—words. I 

--- .---------—__ — ..— "An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath. ^ave tried to train thiB power Into so- 
where fully rewarded in life’s unend- olle Conspiracy Detected add Exposed.” called mediumship under the instruc- 
_ing march. You cite. Brother Francis "Romanism Exposed." Two pamphlet« “  '----------------

। ul uiiu-hwuoibmuu.u n.mujw —v.—Lteu urau.uui, .oyu^o, as being .a success and that he. could by Rev. J.’G. White,author of Startling
, dragging on the gronnd;-iope.in ..hand, Now, it is difficult for me to believe with music, .by C, ,Payson- Longley, not be if he depended on free-will offer, Facta. Price 10 cents each, or two Mt
i looking for the nearest limb on which that Judas' abdomen was such, a “gush- price by mail. 15 cents. Ings; but his work is on strictly busi- Masato,
, dragging on the ground,Lrope.in,.baud,

Mbs. W. B.

"Longley’S Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen beautiful, .soul-inspiring songs,

fare.
Van Wert, Ohio.

MRS. M. KLEIN.

tions of W. J. Colville and many others, 
without. result - Psychic’ phenomena
come and go in my life without any con
trol.".: ■ . ' '

"After Her Death. The Story of* 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. 'Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas'on the. finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the min'd qnward into the purer atmos- 

» pfiere of exalted spiritual truth," A' 
1* I book for the higher-life. . For sale<*t

* jhia office. Price, cloth, 51.
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■The Majesty or Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities." By 
,Wm. George Jordan. Another valnablo 
little work. Price 20 cents. For sale at 
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Food From Electricity.
Readers of The Progressive Thinker 

are of that class of thinking people who 
are Interested in all matters that Indi-

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION'.
Tub PnooitBHsrvB THraMmwlU bo furnished 
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Letter or Draft on Chicago or Jiew.York. It 
costa from 10 to 15 cants to get checks cashed on 
local banks, so do hob send thenr unless you 
wish that amount deduolel from the amount 
sent. Address ail letters to J. It. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Uh ’ i ’
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Of At the expiration of subscription, if not re
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is 32.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe, 
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.n you are per
fectly safe, and w<H save yourself an
noyance and trouble.'
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The Invisible Life.

B. F. Underwood was called upon to 
speak at the funeral of an old and well- 
known citizen of Quincy, Hi., Adam 
Christ. The assembly was made up of

A VOICE BEYONÍ? THE GRAVE.

cate advancement in matters pertaining
to the welfare of humanity physically, family and friends ot various religious 
mentally, socially and spiritually. ' beliefs, orthodox and heterodox. Mr.

Spiritual development may be more Underwood’s concluding remarks as re- 
intimately associated with physical ported, were as follows:
well-being than many, perhaps, may Adam Christ’s religion was* of that 
w,,«.; jsas,sxassxttw:
of physical welfaie may heiald, oi be ag possessing natural rights, and entl- 
co-operatively conjoined with, develop- tled t0 opportunities in the social

Ed ltor-at- Large for the National Spirit» 
ualiat Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 

■•clippings when a: attack Is made, giv
ing date and name ot pjtper. Address 

. him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

■ Jerusalem From a Sunday-School 
Teacher's Standpoint.

A correspondent of an Illinois daily, 
who accompanied the late World’.s Sun
day-School Convention to Jerusalem, In 
his "Farewell to Jerusalem,” gives a 
gloomy picture of the Holy City and its 
people, ascribing all their woes to the 
government under which the people 
live. Let us quote him verbatim, for he 
wrote as an American, and a member of 

. that Sunday-School Convention, and a 
believer in all the absurdities Catholic 
monks have told of the ancient glories 
of Palestine. We quote:

“Except for the general outline of the 
country, its hills and valleys, rocks and 
streams, and the customs of the people 
which will remain the same, this is not 
the same Palestine as existed during 
the time of David or Christ. Where 
once were prosperous cities, there are 
now but heaps of ruins; where once the 
hillsides were covered with vineyards 
and olive orchards, now the vineyards 
are vanished and the earth has been 
washed away down into the valleys, 
leaving the rocks standing out like the 
bones of some great monster bleaching 
in the sun. The people themselves 
were also different in those days. 
Then they were Industrious and ener- 

- getic, with some idea of cleanliness and 
morality, but to-day they are a nation of 
beggars, with little or no regard for de
cency.’’-

This is clearly a faithful picture of 
Palestine as the American Christian 
traveler saw it; and its past is what 
Catholic monks wrote of it; but he who 
is well read up in the history of that 
country finds nothing to boast of in Its 
past. If there was ever a period of pros
perity there, it antedates Its Invasion by 
the marauders under Joshua, who, if 
Bible narratives can be trusted, found 
the country filled with cities and a pros- 

■ perous people, and-Jie left it in desola
tion and ruin, “leaving nothing alive

nieut in moral, intellectual and spiritual system; in being just in his dealings 
attainments. and helpful to those In need; in bffliig

a hint of this faet may be found in true to his family, friends and country;, < “ J; u taken in adding to the world’s wealth by hon-
the following account which is 0a£ labor and making the earth brighter
from PJt and Post, a magazine of the aad better for bls having lived, 
markets, published In Chicago. It will Although death has removed him 
be found worthy of study by our philo- from us as a personality, he lives in4he 

• win fins it a influence ot his character and conductsophic Spiritualists, who will fl d Jn ft]1 wJjo knew blnJ) lniluenc0
subject'-full of marvels. The article is caa£jnu0j aa bi0 psychical contrl- 
headed "Food From Electricity." We button to humanity, as long as the race 
quote in full: shall endure; Jor our acts influence not

Among the most remarkale claims of only those we have known, but through 
this age of marvels Is one contained in them multitudes we have not known, 
the specifications of James N. Alsop of and through ajl tuturegenerations. 
Owensboro, Kentucky, covering his in- We do not deny, ourselves the hope
vention of a novel process for the purl- which is so general that the life which 
ficatlon and enrichment ot flours. An disappears here reappears in some form 
enterprising contemporary, "Modern and under conditions beyond our pres- 
MiUer" of St. Louis, in a recent issue ®nt vision. Man is the product of an 
printed the details of the new patent, evolution which has been going on for 
and at least one particular is of import- Inconceivable periods of time. It is not 
once and novelty such as to warrant strange that so many refuse to believe 
brief mention liithis magazine. that man, the highest outcome of thin

Mr. Alsop's patent Is supposed to be process of development, is to be blotted 
basic as to the use of atmospheric pro- out of existence. It is our privilege to 
ducts for the treatment ot flour, though look at this process as one which has 
this claim is certain to require tedious supplementary significance in an invis- 
litigation for its complete establish ‘l>le order in which those disappearing 
meut, since other inventors of various from this earthly stage, continue as pro
devices have succeeded in producing gresslve beings with, we may believe, 
several useful chemicals from the air greater powers in a larger life 
bv electrical energy. The striking They who take this view will contem- 
cialm, however, is that the Alsop pro- Plate our departed brother as having 
cess "causes a reduction In the carbo- Passed through a transition tram this 
hydrate (starch) contents of flour visible world to another which, though- 
treated by it, and an Increase in the invisible to us here and now, is just as 
quality of the protein (gluten, etc.)' real and just aa natural as is this world 
contents thereof.” And this is of start- physical birth, growth and decay; of 
Ung interest, if it be true, because it vanishing forms of uncompleted devel- 
has been believed hitherto that the elab- opment, and of those desires, hopes and 
oration of atmospheric nitrogen could aspirations, the explanation of which is 
be brought about only by the activity of sought in the conception of a post mor- 
living organisms. Absolutely in contra- l-em state of b^ng upon which we enter 
diction of this belief stands the asser- when we “shuffle.off this mortal co 1. 
tion of the Kentucky inventor that he is | At the grave, Mr. Underwood said: 
able by his process to add nitrogen to In this silent city of the dead, we now 
starch, and produce the muscle and commit the body of our departed broth- 
nerve-maklng proteids, from which the er to Mother Earth. Sum will rise and 
thought and energy of the universe set, moons will wax and wane, and all 
seem to be derived • the sweet Influences of blossoming

A certain amount of skepticism as to trees and fragrant flowers of summer's 
Uils remarkable claim would seem to be g°Wen days and night’s jewe ed heav- 
valid, notwithstanding the analyses ens, of songs of birds and all the myrl- 
prlnted in the specifications, which ad sounds of Nature—-these will be with 
seem to show an increase of nearly 12 °ur,liea^. the turf above his
per cent in proteid content, and a corre- tomb. Tne spirit of the departed will 
sponding decrease of 12 per cent in be w‘th, 1118 surviving friends as a 
starch content, the slight difference, Peaceful memory of happy days now 
0.14 per cent, being accounted for by a B°ae- a«d “ an incentive to earnest and 
decrease in the quantity of ash shown honest living.

Warns a Chicago Woman of Approach- . 
Ing Blood Poiaonitm and Enables Her 
to Save Her sbn’iTArm From Ampu
tation Evan,b\fter,a Clinic of. Bur- 

• geons Made an X-r£? Examination and
Insisted There Was No Danger—How 
a Promise Made Before Death Was ' 
Fulfilled Aft&t. Death—Cold Facts for 
Thinking People, -h!
Why believe without question stories 

of the supernatural flffid to have hap
pened in some, tar distant foreign land 
nineteen cehtinR»' ago and refuse to 
believe stories'’of equally remarkable 
events that occur in; bur own native 
land and at. tlKqpre^pt day? • Especi- 
ally where there are jiving creditable 
witnesses to te^Tify to tlie facts?

Not nineteen hundred years ago and 
not even nineteen hundred miles away, 
but right here in the heart of Chicago 
during the present year, 1904, occurred 
one of these events which proves—if 
facts prove anything? 1st, that the life 
of man does continue beyond the grave; 
2, that man in this life beyond the grave 
can Influence persons in this earth, ex- 
ietence by projecting Impulses 
(thoughts) into their minds and so pre* 
duco action; 3, that man In. this ad
vanced existence, is gifted with much 
higher powers than in the earth state; 
for instance, his vision far exceeds that 
of the much-lauded X-ray machine of 
science, as evidenced in this article.

Mrs. H. Hild Is a business woman 
■who .keeps the store at 202 East Chi
cago avenue, where she has been es
tablished for over six years and Is well 
known. - < ■

Like all professing Christians she be
lieves )n the life beyofid the grave but 
also always felt that our departed.

A Suggestive Vision
RUSSIA FINALLY TO BE HUMBLED.

In an old book published in 1853 by Andrew Jack- ; 
•son Davis I find a prophecy which in this age of mys- ' 
teries and scientific discoveries may be of interest.

According to this book a great congress of the lead
ing spirits of all nations of the earth convened near 
Boston thirty miles up in the atmosphere. The object 
of this great congress of the wise spirits and patriots 
of earth was to consolidate the spiritual forces and de
vise plans the working out .of which would benefit 
-mankind. An “exordium” was dictated to each in
dividual nation. I will give the one sent or dictated 
to Russia by the spirits of John the leader, Falieri the 
warrior, Glaerfayt the commander, Oehlensehloder 
the dramatist, Derzbavine the officer, Luther the re
former, Wolvensteiner the informer, Bonnawaski the 
magnate, Beirbaur the serf, August Harndenberg the 
plenipotentiary, Fezzan Heirrbstein the composer, 
Michaelovitseh the czar and fraternizer among other 
nations: •

“We listen, O Russia, we listen for one note of har-

iriends could return and communicate 
with .the living.. For years she prayed 
that if this belief was true, that she 
might nave conclusive evidence of it

During a casual' conversation with a 
neighbor, -Mra. Hild mentioned this be
lief and her desire for proof. Mr. X, as 
wo will call him, was much interested 
and said:

“If I die first, and such a thing is pos
sible I will certainly return and talk to 
you. If I don’t come back, you will know 
that spirit return is a myth.” The 
'speaker was then in the prime of life 
but not long afterwards died suddenly. 
How he fulfilled his promise Is told by 
Mrs. Hild as.follows:

"January 23, 1904, my only son Eddie, 
accidentally shot himself, the bullet 
lodging in the palm of his left ■ hand. 
The doetprs at first said Itwould be nec
essary to extract the bullet without de
lay, but later deemed it advisable to wait 
for an X-ray photograph to disclose the 
exact location of the .bullet Likff any 
mother under like circumstances I was 
much worried and feared that Eddie 
might lose his hand. Seeking relief 
from my anxiety, on Jan. 24,1 attended 
the regular Sunday evening trumpet se
ance at 492 North Clark street, given 
by Ellen A Pennau, trance and trumpetin the flour after treatment. Analyses ---------- - »■— • -----------

attributed to a chemist of the Colum- Bavaria's Demented King,
blan University, Washington, compare .as follows- King Otto of Bavaria, has been a cap-

After Alsop tive at tho chateau of Furstenrled for I private affairs. Two trumpets about
Treatment more than a quarter of a century. His three feet long wire placed In the cen-

10.13 uncle, Prince Leopold, the regent, is an **
«991 , , . the medium, sat In a circle facing the

71 octogenarian, who though urged by trumpets, and the ’gas was turned out,
^0 30 Kaiser William and other soverelgM of leaving the room in totaTdarkness.

0*62 ttle German states to proclaim himself “The seance befean by-repeating the 
’ king, persistently refuses. Lord’s Praper In (unison, followed by

Before Alsop 
Treatment.
.... 9.84

. .... 74.11

......... 14.99

......... 0.44

......... 0.62

medium. All pqj-sons , present were 
strangers to me, ¿nd equid not by any 
possibility known anything about my

that breathed.” See chapters x and xi 
of Joshua:

"Every man they smote with the edge 
of the sword, until they had destroyed 
them, neither left they any to breathe. 
* * * So Joshua took all that land, the 
hills, and all the south country, and all 
the land of Goshen and the valley and 
the plain, and the mountain of Israel, 
and the valley of the same; » » » and 
all their kings he took, and smote them, 
and slew them. Joshua made war a 
long time with all those kings. There 
was not a city that made peace with the 
children of Israel, save the Hivites the 
inhabitants of Gibeon; all others they 
took in battle.”

The sites of many of those desolated 
cities have been determined by recent 
explorers; but there is no evidence that 
the country ever regained its old-time 
glory. The descriptions of Solomon’s 
wealth and prosperity carry on their 
face evidences that they are fictions, so 
far as relates to a people known as 
Jews. What is told of them is evident
ly compiled from Phoenician and Baby
lonian records and related of other peo
ples than the Jews. The ancient tem
ples of Jerusalem never existed—at 
least long years of arduous labor, by 
the Palestine Exploration Fund, could 
find no traces of them, and they aban
doned the search, claiming they were 
possibly covered by the Mosque of 
Omar and its Court, and until leave can 
be gained from the Turkish government 
to make research under them, further 
explorations must be abandoned. "A 
poor excuse is better than none," says 
the proverb.
• And as to the people of Jerusalem 
this borrespondent describes them as 
“Itinerant shop-keepers whose stock in 
trade consists of a few dozen strings of 
multi-colored beads said to contain mar
velous properties of warding oft the 
evil eye; and half-naked shabby chil
dren with sore eyes, their hands extend
ed in a long, lingering appeal for bak
sheesh.”

ÄJ7 Í, IM*.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

mony from thy palaces. But we hear naught but thtf 
loud roaring of the practicing warriors. The ruggpdq 
earth echoes back these songs of death. Their im-1 
perial strength is contrasted with plebeian weakness; : 
the first had wealth and artillery, the latter 
povei'ty and love of liberty. To the former 
we may add nothing, but we can diminish. To the 
latter we can diminish nothing, but can add a torrent 
of power. Russia, thy soldiers will fail thee in bat
tle. Their hearts shall beat for the downtrodden. 
Thy officers shall fall in death before thine eyes and • 
thy cunning shall depart.

“Russians¡-Noblemen of the north! Spurn your 
glittering swords and commence the education of your 
youth. Ignorance lowers heavily over your habita
tions. Crime hath sealed your despotism—hath con. 
signed them to decay. ”

May not this old prophecy be significant of the re. 
suit of this war between Russia and Japan ?

The exordium to Japan given at the same time is 
very flowery by comparison.

New Lenox, Ill. MILLIS KNICKERBOCKER. !

Views of a Prominent Medium
DR. FUNK AND THE SCIENTISTS.

To the EditorWithout wishing to intrude an 
opinion upon the prejudiced or unwilling considera
tion of scientists, nor wishing to provoke a discussion 
of psychic laws and ethical principles in new and un
explored lines, I, for one, would like to thank Dr. I. 
K. Funk, the editor of the Standard Dictionary, for

appeared to them to be too trifling to come from Dr« 
Beecher and spirits in the next stage of existence. In
deed! Since when has science failed to note trifles? 
The falling of the apple was a trifle, and yet Newton 
did not fail to consider it.

Trifling as the Beecher incident may seem to these 
savants, the question involved is of more moment to

what he has done for the cause of aggressive Spirit- raee than all other questions in the solution of 
ualism in giving to the world in “The Widow’s Mite whTlch the world has grown gray.
and Other Psychic Phenomena,” the replies received doubtful if these scientists can conceive of any 
from college and university professors and other sei- manifestation of force or intelligence independent of 

.......................... -- - - ■ matter as they understand matter. “Man without aentists relative to the return of Dr. Beecher’s spirit 
and the widow’s mite incident, or the hypothesis of 
spirit return.

With the exception of two or three naturally great 
thinkers, the consensus of opinion of these scientists 
is against such a theory. The labored argument made 
by some of them to account for the incidents submit-

100.00 I ■ Otto at the age of twenty-one' fell I toe singing of sacred soqgs. Presently 
Another analysis of flours before and deeply in love with the young Countess- ^.g^oyfp^^^ijgy^cbifld bFheard 

after treatment, attributed to the pro- L. At a memorable picnic on the shore battling on the chandeliers overhead, 
fessor and assistant professor of phys- Of the Tegern Sea the couple wandered and soon eacb on$, present was .lightly 
ics at Princeton University, showed an away and spent an afternoon picking tapped by a trumpet in greeting. Soon 
increase of ultimate nitrogen P®r I 3trawberlies. His -father, the king, after there came i Voice calling me f>y 
gramm® of flour irom Q»054 grammes to . .. . . gendln„ bim off to Mu, name through the trumpet I answered,, 
0.075 grammes per gramme of flour. p“n”“ , S “J ° “V ‘Who is lt?J and the reply I received

Mr. Alsop takes no uncertain posl- nich, while the girl, was at once placed wag tbe nam(J of Mr .x _ who had prrfta. 
tion in the matter,, but asserts that by her parents in a convent, where she j6ed to come tack after death and talk 
there is “chemical combination" of nl- remains to this day. Otto threw him- to me ii such a thing were possible. He 
trogen with the flour in process of treat- gelf lnt0 ev0ry k[nd 0£ dissipation. Af- mentioned names of my family and 
ment, and that this chemical action re- condition became friends; recalled past occurrences
suits directly from the production of ter iour years ms condition o cam could not have been known to
“ion-ized” nitrogen .by the electric arc. such that he was declared a lunatic. In anyone elBe but mmseif, and otherwise

Such in brief is. the remarkable claim his confinement, when least trouble- ^ny^ced me beyond the shadow of a 
of this inventor. It calls for no extend- some and most tractable, he spends doubt that he was Mr. X. He also said, 
ed argument to show that the complete bo(}rs jn hunting for strawberries, enor- ‘Eddie shot himself yesterday in the 
proof of his theory, if It shall be forth- 1 „uanfifjes or which are grown tor palm of his left hand; now don’t Worry coming, will open up an endless vista 01 willcn are gr0Wn about it; it will com4 out all right, for
of possibilities. When ]ast ar thg Counteas l. lay I will see that it will.’ Every incident

Once it Is demonstrated beyond ques- fQr geveraL at the polnt o£ deatbi that he mentioned was absolutely true, 
tion that the most elemental? of food- althDUgb M 0£e outside the convent Why, then, should I doubt that the mes
stuffs and the cheapest can be treated waUg aware evgn ghe wag ul_ 8age came from my departed friend? I 
by a simple continuous process, and he apparently became cognizant of the knew that he had kept his promise and 
converted at a trifling cost into one of factPPHe Bobbedj wailed, screamed for that spirit return was a fact.

hours together and refused food. On “On Thursday afternoon, January 28, 
fnr^vpr^nt nniv Vhat the fourth day his attendants found four days later, I suddenly felt an un- 

hJt thi nf him ln the morning with tears running controllable Impulse to go- at once to
but the question of civilization too, down bls cbee]cs. quiet and seemingly Miss Pennau for a private seance. It 
since culture is essentially a matter of bappyj repeating “She has had a better was a very busy day with nre but the 
brain feeding, or in one sentence, a mat- light. ghe out o£ ^gor;- aa he Impression was so strong, so urgent 
ter of cheap, edible nitrogen. Rice may gazed upon contentg of a little sil- that I dropped everything and went, and 
have produced a few great metaphysi- ver box> -noldlng a £ew dlded strawber- it was well that I aid.
nh^Sntata nmnF<^^tX^RarnnFnrAne riea’ whlch 18 his greatest treasure. "The seance was strictly private no 
bers of theXatZ^m“tearing raws’ R was only afterward that his physi- Cne being present but the medium and

with 1n1nlr Af pF»clanB heard oi the Countess’ illness, myself. Almost immediately after the 
to imfld io « atf But how the King couId k8*® learnt o£ 100111 was darkened I felt a trumpet tap
ferent breadstuff, and would produce a ’ v&le3C6iice ronmius & mystery I iwr* X * 
a< „<■ convalescence remains a mystery. from Mr. X.:
country where it is tae staff ol flfe. anT^10taT^^Xta±nd P^Tf " d0Ct°r 18

The matter sounds almost whimsical ” If he dOeS not oPe,ratoon Eddie’s hand be
at this stage- but so did the earliest June 19‘ wrltten oy an Ex-Attache. It £ore to-morrow (Friday) afternoon, your talkibout telephon^aid submarine til- wouta hT^re ^ei^ed EOn wU1 1086 nis hand? ’
egraphy, not to recall the very recent ®uch tSthTc wmmunSon b^eeS “I replied that 016 doptor said V“ 
achievements of Mr. Marconi and De. 7U® ,„„®pa„a „ Delwee11 not necessary to operate on his hand
Forrest. We can only hope that Mr. ■ lovers 88 a £or next sjx weeks, as there would
Alsop can fully prove all his claims, and ------------  ■ ' _— I be no danger.
make his process a commercial success. | Spiritualists in Olden Time. [ “Mr. X. said: ‘The doctor cannot see 
Food by electricity will then be among 
the staples of our dietary, and a new 
source of wealth.

ted to them by Dr. Funk shows how useless and disap- 
pointing it is to submit to scientists a correlation of . 
facts concerning which they have very little, if any, ' 
empirical knowledge. These replies when carefully 
considered show the experience or amount of thought 
each has given to the transcendental principles and 
facts involved, and their knowledge of the laws neces
sary from which to form an opinion on the incident as 
submitted.

■In the light of the facts of even modern material sci
ence these men with intellectual titles will, a little 
later, look with curiosity upon their own opinions. 
Some more cautious than others withheld their names 
from their screeds. Others specifically showed their 
prejudices.

Had Dr. Funk desired an intelligent opinion upon a 
chemical question he would very naturally submit his 
questions to those having experience in chemical sub
stances, laws and affinities.

The answer to the questions submitted by Dr. Funk 
involved vibrations beyond the ultra-violet colors in 
the spectrum of these learned scientists. It involved 
facts just beyond their experience and their sense de
velopment ; and,their replies are therefore exceeding
ly amusing, and are instructive as showing thinkers 
on the advanced line of Spiritualism the kind of work

brain”—a material brain—a brain of gray matter, as 
they understand gray matter, is to them an unthink
able proposition. It probably is such to them, as 
their gray matter is composed. Matter must be re
fined-spiritualized, before it is adapted to the higher 
vibrations of spiritual intelligence—of thought. The 
more refined the matter, the more perfect the manifes
tations of the electric current over it, and still more 
refined must be the matter for tin* manifestation of

to be done for the rank and file in the rear. While 
none of these great names are from Missouri, there is, 
however, a necessity that they be “shown.”

The majority of these opinions show the desire to 
contradict the only logical theory—that of spirit re
turn—upon which all of the facts, as submitted, can 
be explained. . Some of these great men seem to fear 
the deductions of their own logic and fell over each 
other in their haste to evade the only logical line of 
inquiry, because, as they say, the incidents submitted

currents magnetic and telepathic for psychic intelli
gence. '

That matter as we understand it is always essential 
as a vehicle of manifestation of the force called intel
ligence—of thought is not yet a demonstrated faet. 
While it is a fact that the quality of matter regulates, 
the quality of the force transmitted, and that the 
quality of the matter composing the brain determines 
the kind and quality of the intelligence—of the 
thought formulated, yet this does not establish it as a 
fact that brain is necessary for the formulation and 
expression of intelligence—of thought.

The psychic phenomena submitted by Dr. Funk 
point in this direction. Will the scientists tell us that 
man can not think without a brain composed of mat
ter as they understand matter? If not, will they tell 
us why not ?

Will they tell us that gravity is not, and cannot 
manifest in inter-stellar space where matter is not, as 
they understand matter? Will they tell us that so 
trifling a thing as an apple will remain suspended in 
inter-stellar space? -r*

Dr. Funk, we thank you for “The Widow’s Mite” 
and the questions submitted. You have written wiser 
than you dream. These great scholars and scientists 
representing their great and mysterious temples of 
learning—acting as prophets explaining to the multi
tude from the innermost shrine of their Delphic tem
ples—will not attempt to answer any more of your 
questions. Some of them may do a little thinking, 
and yet, science is too dogmatic to permit any expres
sion if, peradventure, the/should indulge in any such 
unexpected consummation.

MAUD LORD-DRAKE.

The Arcana of Spiritualism.
Dr. Isaac K. Funk, the eminent au

thor, divine, and publisher, thus unqual
ifiedly endorses the Arcana of Spiritual
ism:

“The more I read the,Arcana of Spir
itualism the more I admire it It is a 
book to be studied.' It is an admirable 
presentation of what seems-to be the 
most correct view of psychic phenom
ena.”

An Indian Philosopher.
Quanah Parker, a Comanche chief, see

ing ice being manufactured on a hot 
day, remarked

"White man .smart, smarter than 
God.”

“Oh, no, not smarter than God; why 
do you think so?” inquired his'attend- 
ant.'

“God he make iee In winter when we 
• don’t need it White man make it In 
summer, when we want it to keep dooL 
He heap big.”

Progressive Politicians.
For the first time in the history of Il

linois, one of its two larger parties has 
gone on record as favoring woman’s 
enfranchisement The Democratic con
vention passed without opposition the 
following:

“Whereas, Illinois women are an im
portant part of the citienship of the 
state, bearing and rearing its children, 
obeying its laws and paying its taxes, 
we believe that not only these duties of 
citizenship but the privileges as well, 
should be exercised by them, and rec
ommend that our next legislature ex
tend to our women further suffrage 
rights.”
. - This same convention nominated, for 
trustee of the state university, Mrs. 
Hannah G. Solomon of Chicago.. Mrs. 
Solomon is an active member of Chi
cago Woman’s Club and Political Equal
ity League, and is president of the Na
tional Jewish Wool's Council. '

“The Present Age and inner Life; 
Ancient and Modem Mysteries Classi
fied and explained.” By Andrew Jack- 
son Davis. ,We have a few copies of 
this work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, SLID.

".'Tis true,’tls certain; man. though It as ye caa- Our BiSht far exceeds 
dead, retains that of any X-ray machine that was

Part of himself; the mortal mind re-1 ever made- We can look through the 
maiM. human body as if it were a pane of

The form subsists without the body’s glass-and we see that unless an opera- 
ai<j tion is performed by Friday afternoon

Aerial.semblance, and an empty shade! blood poisoning-will set in.’ 
This night my friend, so late in. battle | -“I said: ‘What can I do? I cannot 

lost, . . ,.,.^..1 make the. doctors operate’unless they
Stood at my side, a pensive, ¿lalntive I wish to.’ -

ghost; | •’He said: ‘I will go with you to the
E’en now familiar, as in life, he came, doctor, and I will influence him to oper- 
Alas! how different! yet how like the 1 ate by Friday afternoon. I will also be 

same.” ’ ” | with Eddie dnring the operation, ¿rid so
I magnetize his body that he will passThus Pope s rendition of Homer’s sat01y through the Wbration; this I 

Iliad,Book xxlii, lines 122 to 129. Ho-.I promise you.’ Other- messages came 
mer is generally reputed to have lived [through tbe trumpet,:;from ’tny father, 
and wrote some 900 years before the mother and son in the spirif’world, and 
Christian era. Some critics have fo'und ¡bey al! told me to do-exactly as Mr. X. 
Indications' of his living and having advised, and all would be welL 
-writtenAo late as the 8th Century of bur x^wanteF^i^^ 
era, but we apprehend the passages in-1 performed on my sonb hand. He pre
dicating such late date were interpola- tested that under thejCxlstlng -eircum-

other doctors to examine him and we 
will then decide what to do.’
• “While I still believed implicitly in 
the spirit message, I still had wavering 
doubts as to the result of the operation, 
consequently I i esolved not to tell any 
one, not even my husband, ot my 
strange experience, but to stand the 
test and see how near I could trust spir
it promises.

"Promptly at 8:30 the next morning 
(Friday) I appeared with my son before 
the surgeons at the Polyclinic HospitaL 
As I expected, the surgeons again de
clared that therp was no danger, and an 
operation.not necessary for six weeks. 
As I continued to Insist on an immedi
ate operation, one of the surgeons, tak
ing me to one side, said: ‘My dear mad
am, under the boy’s present condition 
we do not dare to operate. We have 
had an X-ray examination of the hand; 
the photograph shows that the bullet 
lies imbedded in a mass of muscle and 
nerve In the palm of the hand, and near 
it-a piece ot bone is also indicated In 
the photograph. The hand bears every 
indication of being in good condition, 
and an operation is not advisable at the 
present. Not until your son has gained 
more strength. To operate now, would 
be dangerous, exceedingly dangerous. 
His Kidneys are enfeebled, and his 
heart is weak. Under these conditions 
it would be impossible to give him an
aesthetics. The only recourse is chlo
roform. If we give the boy chloroform, 
the chances are against his ever leav
ing the operating table alive. If, how: 
ever, you insist on an operation, we will 
perform it, but we advise against it, 
and you must take all the responsibil
ity.’

Only a mother can understand what a

tions of monkish copyists. [ stances an operation ’wouid^be exceed-
If the Iliad was written at the earlier ingly dangerous, if noE fatal, paying also 

date, with the above quotation, - then that the other dtxtorf agreed with him 
” . L _____ .„-K. — v I on this point, and reiterated that thereSpiritualism as. now taught, was be- coujd be n0 'danger toOthe hand, even li 
lieved by the author. This cannot be tbe operation was ®laredJ: for six

weeks. Still I insisted; I knew in my
It was ths shade of Patroclus who ap- l-own mind that the ti-CmpeV' message 

peared to Achilles,- while the funeral | niust be p"ue> and I coMinudu- to insist, 
rites were being prepared. ..’Twas then I and told hm. ■- ■ '

• ■■.■■.■■.■ [ “i felt deeply impressed tliat all was 
“When lo! the shades before his closing I not right with the hand.
.. -Sy,68’ , ,1 “ ‘Wen,’ said the’doctor?‘.there may

Ot_ sad Patroclus rose, or seemed to I be solne truth in youi- impression. I
. , rLse; . . „ , , I will call and see the boy in the morn
in the Same robe ho living wore, he I jng» - ■

salue’ I could not see how the spirit forces
No medium of modern times has writ-1 could make the doctor see the necessity 

ten or spoken'more forcibly of the “Im-1 of an operation. But the spirit forces 
mortal shade” than did this reputed pa-1 were working, just the samb. That same 
gan author. We challenge Bible read-1 evening the doctor came into my store 
ers to find any passage in the Old Testa-1 and said: ‘Bring the boy over to the 

• ment-which approaches this in positive-1 Polyclinic Hospital;?East Chicago sve- 
ness of continued life» |nue, at 8:39 in the morning» as

conflict of doubt and faith raged in my 
mind at this crucial moment Here 
were"eminent surgeons, flesh and blood, 
standing before me telling me that 
there was no danger at present, and an 
operation likely to prove fatal; on-the 
other hand I had only the remembrance 
of spirit voices telling me the pressing 
necessity of instant action.

"This was the final test of my belief 
in spirit power which I hope no one else 
will have to face. Feeling the full force 
of the tremendous responsibility at this 
moment, I seemed to feel the presence 
of invisible beings about me, and I 
could almost hear a voice telling, me to 
tell the surgeons to operate. Obeying 
this admonition, I told them to proceed 
and I would accept all the responsibil
ity.

“The surgeons performed the opera
tion and were successful. They began 
at 8:30 a. m. When an incision was 
made Into the hand the surgeons were 
very much surprised. No one could 
doubt the symptoms. Imbedded in the 
delicate mass of nerves were; little 
pieces of bone and other foreign sub
stance and blood poisoning was on the 
verge ot setting in, exactly as predicted 
by Mr. X. in the trumpet message. It 
took the surgeons over two hours to 
pick out the pieces of bone and dress 
the hand. As one of the surgeons has- 
since expressed it, 'It is very lucky that

you insisted on the operation as you 
did, for if it had been delayed a few 
hours longer, the boy would not only 
have lost his hand, but very likely his 
whole arm.’ During the long hours that 
my son was undergoing the operation, 
I was alone at the hospital, for not even 
my husband or anyone else knew of it. 
I did not feel one bit nervous, for I 
placed all my confidence in my spirit 
friends. I knewA-Was not alone, for I 
felt their presence around me. At 2 p. 
m. my son was so recovered from the 
operation as to be able to go home with 
me.

"On the next Sunday evening I at
tended* the seance at 492 N. Clark 
street again. Mr. X. came to me with a 
trumpet message and described the op
eration and incidents just as they took 
place, which was not only surprising, 
but also convincing to all, as no one 
present, not even the medium, knew 
anything about the operation.

■ “I asked Mr. X. how he was able to 
bring all things to pass so successfully, 
just as predicted, and he said: ‘I have 
the power; everything that happened is 
for the best, and you will see that it is 
for the best later on.’ I have attended 
these seances every week, and each 
time Mr. X. spoke through the trumpet 
and told me the condition of the hand. 
One night I felt Impressed to go and see 
the hand dressed. I asked him why he 
wanted me to see the hand, and he said; 
‘So that you would not doubt any more. 
So that you would see that I was telling 
the truth.

“At this date the hand is all healed, 
and all has turned out just as pre
dicted.”

Mrs. Hild says if any one wishes to 
investigate further she will be pleased 
to give satisfactory proof of all this, and 
will also give the name of Mr. X., as he 
was well-known in Chicago.
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A Thrillingly Interesting Narrative Illustrating in a Vivid Manner the Angejlie Side of Spirit Life in Its Attempts to Redeem an Obsessed Woman.

H IRevelation ot Ibealing
any favor for meoaMyhlife was_very dark.” Then Wimble; and the rest of the guests to fix their minds 
in very dramatic tunes Ite fairly shouted: “My mother in like manner on the medium and the three spirits

Bn interesting Account
^bornas 1b. Cotton

\ On Friday, November 5,1897, there appeared in the muted in the details of symptoms given in the above 
Oakland Inqpirer a statement regarding the experi- ’’ 1 .................. ’ ' .

ence of Mrs. Lilian A. Wimble, in the following
mentioned report, then it is so clearly a case of per-

words:' v
“Religious Monomania.”—Some Remarkable Ideas 

¡Which Possess the Mind of Mrs. Lilian A Wimble.— 
Mrs. Lilian A, Wimble of 1309 13th avenue, was com
mitted to the Nappa State Hospital for the Insane this 
morning by Judge Hall. She imagines she has had 
communication with Daniel Webster, George Wash
ington and other great men. One night while suffer
ing from asthma she says she saw a light appear be
fore her and was cured. This light she says is due to 
spirit power; and thi§ power told her that she is to 
put forth powers to open the gates of heaven and send 
out forces for good all over the earth. The case was 
'diagnosed by Dr. J. C. S. Askerly and Dr. J. L. Milton 
as one of religious monomania. The husband testified 
that she told him she had five children in heaven, and

secution, as to naturally arouse the righteous indigna
tion not only of Spiritualists, but of all lovers of jus
tice in the community. Everyone who is true to him
self is ready, regardless of who .is offended, to demand 
in the mime of humanity, let justice be done though 
the heavens fall, (Signed) Thomas H. B. Cotton; M. 
C. Price, Secretary Oakland Psychical Society; J. 8.

was a woman of the town! Who cures for me? My, who were to be detained at her home during the same
life is all darknessii’ n • .

1 then said, “There w'fH come a flood of light to you 
from the higher sflh'eresby our aid.”

“Light,” he sai(jj'. ‘.‘What do I want of light?” 
I replied, “Light is the very thing you do want.” 
He then asked in the’same dramatic tones before

mentioned, “Do to say you will make a man
of me?”

Loveland, Lena Golden, Dow C. Golden. ”
The above signatures were none of them attached to oimer . . . , -t ; n;

the document when first offered for publication. The Once more I replied, ‘ ‘ That’s just what you are; the 
only trouble is you have not yet found it out.”editor however agreed to publish it provided I would 

sign my full name. Being then practically a total 
stranger in the city, I concluded to give other friends 
an opportunity to share this responsibility with me, 
and so I hunted them up and secured their signatures 
along with my own. The last two signatures being 
obtained on Sunday, December 5. On the afternoon 
and evening of that day I was at Greer’s Hall at the 
mediums’ meetings, and saw such evidences of devel
opment in Mrs. Josephine C. Smith as to convince me 
that a little advice from her guides would not be
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three nights.
The time for the next meeting was not fixed that 

night; it being thought best by the guides to leave it 
indefinite, and notify all the members when the even
ing should be decided upon later. This was finally 
arranged for Monday night, December 27. The va
rious members of the circle were duly notified.

Two of the members on that evening werij absent, 
namely Mrs. Knott and Professor Loveland. The 
other’ six including Mr. and Mrs. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. 
Gunn, Mr. Thompson and the writer were present. 
. The spirit friends seemed already waiting for us 
when the hour of 8 arrived. The four who had once 
been so troublesome to the patient were on hand, and 
the explanation made that the one was there who had 
retired so gracefully after that short remonstrance on

A marvelous discovery has been made by that 
Scientist and Inventive Genius, Prot, W. O. 
WlUon, He has Invented a restorer known an 
“Actina,“ through which all afflctlons of cha 

eyes and ear, such as blind« 
ness. granulated Uda. eat> 
aracts, soreeyes, deafness, 
etc., are cured withbutcut* 
ting or drugging. It tea. 
simple contrivance, known 
us the Actlna Pocket Hat* 
tery» and through It th© • 

. _ , patients cure themselves
in the privacy of their own homes. It not only 
abolishes the butcheries aud torturous meth* 
ods practiced by oculists, and aurlsts, but at the 
same time perfects a positive aud lasting cure.

Rev. W. 0. Goodwin» Moline, Kansas, writes'. 
“My honest opinion of “Actlua" is that it is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of the age. It» 
aaved my eyes from an operation.” 
, Mr. F. W. Harwood, Springfield. Mass., says 
that “Acuna" cured him of deafness of uluo 
years' standing. .

Mr. A. L. Howe.Tully, N. Y., writes: “Actina” 
has removed cataracts from both my eyes, I 
can read well without my glasses; am sixty* 
five years old.

Robert Baker, Ocean Park, Cal., writes: “I 
should have been blind hud i Not used“Acttu&."

A party of prominent citizens have organized 
a company known us the Now York and London 
Electric Association, and they have given this 
method so thorough a test on hundreds of casea 
pronounced Incurable and hopeless that they > 
now positively assure a cure. “Actlua” te sent 
on trial postpaid. If you will cull or send your 
name and address to the New York and London 
Electric Association, Dept. T.B.,929 Walnut St., 
Kansas City, Mo., you will receive, absolutely 
free, a valuable book-Prof. Wllbon’s “Treatise 
on the Eye and on Diseases In General," and 
you can rest assured that your eyesight and 
nearing will bo restored, no matter how many 
doctors have failed.

Then the guides^of Mrs. Smith spoke in beautiful 
and gentle remonstrance, telling him that now he had 
left the physical body, it would be far more becoming 
in him to seek to live a noble life, to aspire for better 
things; to seek for the legitimate comfort of true 
spirit existence on the higher plane of life. He had 
no right to remain in that darkened state and hold 
that woman a victim of his unhappy experience. It

the first night. Two other spirits had been with Mrs.
__  . Wimble from the first of the trouble, and are too stub- 

was not only pain and torture to her, but a hindrance faorn to be persuaded to leave. The fourth was one 
to his own advancement.________________________ . who had passed out from the asylum where the pa-

Then came a flood of light accompanied by the per- tient is incarcerated, and under very darkened condi- 
son of that undeveloped spirit’s angel aunt. She tions. ‘ The first spirit could not say enough to prove 
came with her blessing for us who wire present in the his loyalty to our cause and his anxiety to aid us from 
circle. She remained, a few moments, throwing over .this time on in undoing the evil he had helped to do in 

___________ r_____________________ „ _____,___ o_________ _ that unhappy spirit the spell of angolie love. Then tho past. His two former comrade?, however, who 
. - ... Smith assured me that the punishment of this unfor- with their joint promise that he would go with her for. were brought into the circle as above stated, proved

justice done. Failing to get tangible encouragement, ^ina^e woman jn being deprived of her liberty was a the present, and nhy’er again hold thS patient (Mrs. to be Catholic monies. They stood on their knees on 
T ... ibntthnnah T was. this the wiraWe) ¿s before, 4e.bore him away. ..................................... - '

m’ ’ ’ ” - x’ < A sense of sweet relief came to us all and especially

that he was to marry Florence Blythe Hinckley, and 
has set the time to be taken to spiri^ land.”

This narration wn^carefully copiedSby me, and bn 
the following SundwJ carried it to three different 
halls in Oakland wliWSpn’itualists met m their re- cordjng]y. on Monday morning I repaired to her place 
spectwc societies at nearly the same hour m th: after- 504 str/et Jte thd cit hall, j was 
noon. My object was to adyse with the leadere con- lea8(?d to find this lad’ husband at home. After 
eernmg the proper steps to be taken to have_ the case lanatidM of emnd the uideg of Mrs_
investigated and see that the sufferer should have c - - - - - ' - " ’ •

-1 made up my mind that stranger though I was, this 
case must not be left unnoticed.

amiss before offering our paper for publication. Ae-

One week later Madam Florence Montague made 
emphatic mention of the case in her regular Sunday 
lecture in Fraternal Hall, Oakland, ■ an account of 
which appeared next day in the San Francisco Call. 
She pronounced it merely a case of religious exalta
tion, in which the patient had need to be brought for 
treatment, to an experienced psychic who would have 
been able to relieve her of the obsessing symptoms. 
She further declared that she regarded the act of her 
so-called friends in depriving her of her liberty as be
ing far more serious than a sad mistake. It was a 
flagrant injustice to the lady, and utterly inexcusable. 
Inquiries were pushed still further among the inti
mate friends of Mrs. Wimble, with the following gen
eral results:

Mrs. L. W. Knott of 1011 Linden street, perhaps the 
most intimate friend of the patient, having been edu
cated with her in music, singing together in operas, 
etc., declared that the act was a piece of unmitigated 
persecution. That the partial obsession was no true 
insanity. She agreed entirely with Madam Montague 
that the unpleasant symptoms could have been per
fectly cured by the intervention of a strong and intel
ligent medium. Mrs. Lena Golden of East Oakland, 
in whose house Mrs. Wimble had developed and who 
developed with her, and was also quite subject to the 
trance condition, gave it as her firm belief that to in
carcerate one in Mrs. Wimble’s condition as an insane

Their indignation was very emphatic to think that
human beings should be guilty of such violent and 
outrageous injustice. Instead of subjecting her to 
the charge of some tender and intelligent medium who 
would be able to give her speedy relief, they shut her 
up in a prison cell where the very worst association 
possible would exercise daily influence over her, ren
dering her case more and more wretched and helpless 
each day. Her guide then.said to me, “After tender
ing you a vote of thanks for your deep interest in this 
matter, we offer you the use of this room one night in 
each week for the purpose of holding meeings of me
diums whose combined powers of’ concentration of 
thought and wish will, we trust, result in permanent 
benefit of the unfortunate lady." We were further 
informed by the guides that the case was one of par
tial obsession’, that the undeveloped spirit that held 
control of a large part of the time, did not even know 
that he was out of the body.

It was, however, then and there prophesied that 
within six weeks from the time of our first regular 
meeting, the patient would undergo a marked and 
definite change for the.better.
' After giving me the names of certain mediums 
whose temperaments were thought suitable to blend 
in such a work, we bade good-bye and I went in quest 
of those mediums. Madam Florence Montague, then 
lecturer of the Oakland Psychical Society, was first 
mentioned in the list; and to her it was left to appoint

to the sensitives whb actually felt the condition of the 
patient in her padded cell at Napa, fifty miles away! 
This report coming telepathically and very distinctly, 
this feeling of great relief;-the patient saying: “Why, 
I’m myself again; I’m all right!”

Then by direction of Mrs. Smith’s guides we all con-

the rug, their heads bowed under their hoods, their 
faces buried in their hands, the most complete picture 
conceivable of abject slavery, together with the ab
sence of all character save one single element, that of 
dogged stubbornness.

The usual elements were brought to bear to induce 
them to change their life and leave the patient free;

Then by direction ot Mrs. smith s guides we all con- fjjey were simply incorrigible. Then silent con
centrated our thoughts on the superintendent of that-, centration was resorted to for a few minutes.' During 
asylum, that he might be constrained to treat the in- yds time those two spirits remained crouched down, 
mates with more humane consideration in every way - • - ..........
and become enlightened as far as possible by the pow
ers of truth, impressed upon him by the spirit world 
respecting the real condition of the victims in his 
charge, and the injustice being practiced toward 
many, well known to be sane.

Soon we appointed the time of the next meeting, 
namely the following Thursday night, December 16. 
We dispersed, feeling, (I speak for myself) that a glo
rious revelation had come into the ■ world; which 
meant the gradual but inevitable revolution of the 
whole system of the treatment of the insane (so- 
called) throughout the civilized world! Moreover, the 
thinking reader cannot fail to note a marked im
provement in the method of ‘‘casting out devils” (de
mons) over that of 1900 years ago. Instead of send
ing him into the swine, dr into the sea to be “ choked, ’ ’ 
we first turned onlthis unhappy waif the searchlight 
of love from a higher sphere. As he became gradu-

their faces being buried in their hands. Presently I 
remarked, “The eternal power of truth and love will 
undo this damage.” Very soon Mrs. Gunn said, “I 
see the spirits now bowed over and a stream of light 
completely envelops them, and they refuse to look

ally accustomed , to its influence he was next intro- 
• person, meant an appalling menace to all Spiritual- the evening of the first meeting. She appointed the duced to a foretaste of fyngelic love, the ecstasy of 
ists, herself included; and no one ever thought of ae- following Saturday night, December 11, at 7:45 for which he had nevé): dreamed possible. This simply 

- ' - ■ ■ ' made it impossible,for him to return to the old life,
because he was filled with a longing for better things.

THEISM VS. ATHEISM.
Diverslty of Gods and Theists—Nothing 

New In Theism—War in the 
Name of God.

cusing her of.insanity.
On Sunday, November 21,1 penned the following 

paper regarding the case, signing the single name 
“Benton” ( a part of my own name) and offered it to 
the Oakland Enquirer: for publication:

“Editor Oakland Enquirer:—Every one who un
derstands himself is an advocate of justice. If he is 
not’, he should be placed behind the bars until he is 
,?TOHght to his senses. That the so-called friends of 
Mrs. Wimble should be incensed at the direction of 
the interest taken by Madam Montague, cannot be a 
surprise to any one. When the supreme object is to 
hold justice enthroned in a community, the occasional 
struggle required in carrying out this object is sure

the meeting, and 8 o’clock precisely for the formal 
work to open. Some ten mediums were mentioned 
and invited but four of these were too much engaged 
to meet with us. The six who responded were Mrs. 
L. W. Knott, Mr. Charles Gunn and wife, Mrs. C. T. 
Gunn, Mr. Thompson, Professor J. S. Loveland and 
Thomas H. B. Cotton.

We sung a stanza of “Nearer to Thee,” Mrs. Knott

When Thursday-night came, three of the members 
of the former circle were absent on account of indis
position. There were.present Mr. and Mrs. Smith, 
Mrs. Knott. Mrs. Thompson and the writer. The
guides of Mrs. Smith commenting on the situation re
marked that it is always the cáse in any enterprise; 
certain ones are tó be, .looked to as the ones to be de- 

______________ .. _ _____  pended on, white Mptaurothers who might be just as 
tion of Mrs. Smith’s guides, to be divided'into two faithful in spirit arokept away unavoidably or other- 
parts, each 15 miAutes. The first half to’be devoted wise. The guides further informed us that besides 
to persuading the keeper at the asylum to be humane the principal spirit, the one who had been chiefly in- 
and considerate in his treatment of the inmates; the strumentai in obsessing the victim, there were three 

others who had been about her from time to time, who

leading, and at once commenced the work of concen
tration. The time of: concentration wi? by mstrucj-

and considerate in his treatment of the inmates; the
second 15 minutes we were to bring to bear our 
united mental powers for restoration of the patient, 
Mrs. Wimble, both spiritual and physical. In an as
tonishingly short time I heard Mrs. Gunn half whis
pering the word “Come! come! come!” repeatedly in 
measured emphasis. Very soon she reported that the 
disturbing spirit that had so distressed Mrs. Wimble 
was present in the.room. I responded, “That spirit 
is welcome here, as are all other spirits that need to 
come.” Almost immediately afterward the spirit so

to offend somebody.
“It so happens that the account in the Enquirer of 

the 5th inst., relating to the symptoms of the case, 
gives not one scintilla of evidence of the presence of 
insanity, much less of the presence of violence. On 
the contrary the essence of the entire account men
tioned is to'broadly declare that every outspoken 
Spiritualist in the state of California is technically or 
'dangerously insane, and liable to be ground through 
the same mill of “examination” and placed in an asy- ____ . _
lum for the insane to remain there until ‘cured.’ At far impressed Mrs. Gunn as to speak to us saying: “I 
this rate the state would be speedily bankrupted to want to know what you folks want with me. I was 

doing well enough. I had good board and comfort
able room. What do you expect me to' do now-”

provide room for all the cases. The absurdity of 
apathy or indifference-regarding the case is therefore 
sufficiently manifest. If Mrs. Wimble gave proof pre
vious to being deprived of her liberty, of violent or 
dangerous insanity, then her real friends have a right 
to know it. If on the contrary she manifested noth
ing more serious than ordinary indications of what is 
■well understood as developing mediumship, as inti-

I replied, “ We mean to ask you to cease to annoy 
that woman and destroy her peace of mind.”

were known to annoy her a great deal. We all fo
cussed our thought upon the sufferer as on the former 
occasion, and very soon these three came with the one 
who .acted so prominent a part on the first evening. 
This latter had gained so much by the happy influence 
of his spirit aunt that he was intensely anxious to tell 
us of the deep humiliation he felt at having so long 
disturbed the peace of that harmless woman. He srid 
he never could be able to express his grief, his humili
ation and profound regret for the harm he had done 
to her, and would henceforth do all in his power to 
undo the evil of his.past course. This we accepted in 
good faith.

We were then informed by the guides in control of 
the meeting that the other three disturbing spirits 
would be detained by them for three nights and daysHe then said, “I do not have any disposition to ... . _

oblige anybody. I think I prefer my own way. Sup- -at the home of the medium (Mrs. Smith). Mr. Thomp- 
pose you do want me to quit; that is no reason to me son was requested to concentrate his thoughts from 
for complying with your request. No one ever did time to time during the period, on the patient, Mrs.

up.” Another brief season of silent concentration 
was followed by the announcement by spirit friends, 
that these two would be detirined by the power of 
force of the higher spirits, and would, remain in the 
home of the medium, Mr. Smith, for some days.

This promise was fulfilled, but at very great sacri
fice of the medium’s energy, who was up and pacing 
the floor-the greater part of two nights (immediately 
following that of thp meeting herein recorded), talk
ing to them, remonstrating with them, and finally 
convincing them that all further effort on thd r part 
to remain with that patient as they had been'-,loing, 
would be utterly fruitless, and they would simply ren
der themselves doubly miserable by continuing the 
struggle. Besides, she argued, the opposite course 
would bring them a happiness which they themselves" 
had never dreamed of as possible, and finally after 
these two days of desperate struggling with these 
darkened waifs, they yielded to that higher influence, 
so gentle yet so superior. From that time on their 
power to harm the patient Whs gone forever, and with 
it all disposition to further trouble her was at an end.

The same evening that it was announced that these 
two souls were to be detained by force, the sensitives 
(Mrs. Gunn, Mrs. Smith and Mr. Thompson) all tes
tified t6 the sweet relief of the uiihappy patient; her 
head being free, her brain clear, and a restful, happy 
feeling possessing her. There was however one un
pleasant symptom remaining. That was a pain in the 
back of the neck. This may have been caused by 
restlessness and loss of sleep. Another fact was men
tioned by the guides of Mrs. Smith on this occasion 
that was very interesting in its way. There were 
many other spirits who accompanied these four al
ready made prominent in this narration. This com
pany were content to remain near by as visitors, with
out intruding upon our deliberations.

Again it was decided by the guides that'all these— 
the three who had found the better way, together 
with their company of visitors (spirits), should re
main at the home of Mrs. Smith both day and night 
for a time. She would have no fear or dread of them, 
as her band had sufficient power to take proper care 
of her and them.

: Monday night, one week from that date, was fixed 
i as the proper time for the next meeting; and the 
i friends separated with feelings of great joy at being 
■ permitted to engage thus successfully in a work so 
. like a miracle on a grand scale!

(To be continued.)

If some folks of the intolerant, self- 
■ - ish tvpe could have their way, the Athe- 

1st would not be allowed a hearing or 
■ chance to . express his sentiments. 

Their idea of religious liberty is lib
erty for religious people but not for In
fidels and Atheists. The cause of such 
hostility is, the Atheist has solid facts, 

. - sound arguments that the myrmidons 
of error cannot meet and refute.

There should and would be a greater 
limber of useful workers In this field 
f labor if a greater number of bright 
inds would exercise the moral cour

age to. face the popular frown and 
sedrn usually hurled at such opponents.

I) regard Theism as the greatest im
pediment and obstruction in the way of 
hutnan progression, and I claim to be 
actuated by philanthropic motives, in 
honest efforts to lead people out of the 
darkness of error into the light of truth. 
I want to help them throw off their 
shackles, for they are blinded by 
creedal errors of idolatrous faith, par
alyzed by old-time customs and preju
dices so ingrained in. their nature.

Some folks believe that Theism is a 
fundamental doctrine of Spiritualism, 
and conceive it their duty to teach it, 
and so they talk or write about God. 
What can they teach on this subject 
which they admit Is unknown, unknow
able and incomprehensible? The 
wisest God-believers confess this, 'and 
therefore can'make no affirmation per- 
taining to it with any degree of certain
ty; yet they descant on the subject 
with a vast assumption of knowledge 
and make claims that rest- entirely 
upon their own assertions. Their best 
arguments amount to nothing more 
than wild speculations and conjectures 
of an imaginary fabrication.

According to the, fundamental prin
ciples of Theism, God has a two-fold 
character—one part good and the other 
part bad. He has attributes of good- 

। ness, love, mercy, benevolence, wisdom 
I and the like—on the other hand he is a 

3od of wrath, revenge, malice, malevo
lence, vindictiveness—dealing punish- 

ft. JgSt, wrath, damnation to all people

whom he dislikes.
Now we have observed that ¿Spiritual

ist writers and speakers have shown 
devotion and allegiance to this God by 
retaining in their sentiments and be
lief all his good qualities, while they 
reject all his bad attributes; and so the 
God is one-half defunct We do not 
know by what authority they thus 
change the face of Theism, nor by what 
arbitrary rule they retain the good bud 
reject the bad; nevertheless this is a 
hopeful, encouraging sign of progres
sion, and we rejoice to learn that one- 
half their God is obliterated. We may 
compare it to a man with his head cut 
off.

God-believers have nothing new in 
the line of Theism, but perpetually re-

that the Unitarian doctrine of one god 
is false. -

The next is Trinitarianism which 
teaches that God is composed of a trin
ity or three parts, three male persons, 
they have named Father, Son and Holy 
Ghost These three individuals make 
one god, so that three times one are 
one, in this case.

Now, something should be done to 
outrival and surpass the abominable 
Trinitarians, and we are looking out 
sharp for a new sect of Theists to 
spring up, who will divide God into 
four equal parts and call it a quadrupli
cate or a quartet or a quadruped—any 
wqyd will do after we get used to it. 
That would be no more surprising than 
other things even more foolish, dond in 
the name of religion. The question as

comprehensibility. originated when man was a savage.
The Christians tried to imitate this They are conclusions from essentially

trinity with three male persons; but erroneous understanding of nature, 
made of it a pitiful farce. The intent They have matured into dogmas which 
was to rule out the woman; for that did fetter and prevent reason.
not agree with theiy ideas of a deity. It “The God question, in ‘the very mys- 
is true they believe in and recognize tery of its unsolvability, has sharpened
“The Mother of God,” but she does not 
belong to the "Holy Trinity.” That 
would spoil It

We are truly glad that woman is get
ting her eyes open to see how religion 
degrades and enslaves her.

Theists have no facts, no proof of a 
god but have sought to carry their 
point by assumption, vehement asser
tion and have worked upon fear, awe 
and credulity of humanity to force its 
acceptance, by persuasion, by threats

peat the old trash like a parrot—chew- --------
ing the old sectarian husks; aping ec- to whether this fourfold god will be all 
clesiastical customs; talking much male .or all female or a mixture of both 
about a god they admit is unknown and can be settled by a Grand Council, 
unknowable. In defiance of reason and They might name it the Great Supreme 
consistency they claim to understand Rig-dam-bo-le-met-a-ki-mo, with a newly 
much about the Unknown, and they invented definition and Interpretation 
talk or write on God’s love—God’s will of the word to fit this new quadruple
—God’s laws—God's wrath—God’s mer
cy—God’s goodness—and they say he 
is all-wise,omnipotent, omnipresent, om
niscient,' all-seeing, limitless, change
able, changeless, jealous, revengeful, 
good, Infinite, eternal, unknown, incom
prehensible, undefinable.

The above-named adjectives, in 
whole or in part, applied to a thing is 
proof of its unintelligibility. The in
comprehensibility of it alohe Is suffi
cient to teach people the folly of trying 
to teach anything on the subject The 
human mind is lost in bewilderment 
and confusion in contemplation of such 
baseless, Improvable ideas; and in 
some Instances the mind has been un-

deity.
Then they can do things on the

the sword of antagonism, and what the 
reason failed to maintain has been the 
contestant on the field of battle. The 
plains of Europe and Asia have been 
whitened by the bones of bigots 
fighting for the misconceptions of ig
norance; cities have been leveled in 
ashes; populous countries reduced to 
deserts; every atrocity wreaked on 
poor humanity; fagots’ flame,dungeons’ 
horror,; massacres and crime ' in the 
name of God, by the supposed com
mand of God to-maintain his glory .

SPRING.

To the Editor:—Occasionally we see 
a poem on "Spring,” possessed of more 
than ordinary merit Here is one by 
Mary D. Brine, which evinces some 
study of Nature. It ought to be set to
music. H. V. SWERINGEN.

of dire disaster, by punishments and ---------
curses for disbelief; and have charged “It has passed like the murderous 
opponents with infidelity, blasphemy,, dream of the night. Man is supreme 
sacrilege. If they prove a god to their to the God of his imagination. He has 
own satisfaction by such means, which broken the shackles of his theology, 
god is it? The Mpharpmedans aver find is free.” 
there is only one true and Jiving god— 
that is Allah. Christians, ¡say there is 
but one true and living god—that Is Je
hovah. Splrituallstj god-believers de
clare there is ..one j, true and 

blank. They

A. H. NICHOLAS. 
Summerland, Cal.

“In the World Celestial," by Dr. T. A 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price $1.

“New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston’e 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, |1, 
Cloth, $1.50.

‘Thu Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In. Itself, a ( 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as \ 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 per volume. For sale a( 
this office.

"Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. For sale at this office. Price $1.

“Just How to Wake the Solar Plex
us." By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
for health. Price 85 cents.

"A Plea for the New Woman." By 
May Collins. An address delivered be

fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents.

"Meatless Dishes." Very useful, 
Price 10 cents.

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth, 50 
cents. For sale at this office.

"The Infidelity of Eccleslasticism. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy. 
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo. 
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Poema fit Progress." By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe." It is a book to be - 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From." "The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Wedding Chimes." By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 7F cents. For tale at this office.

"The Priest, the Woman and the Con. 
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chinlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at 
this office.

"Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects? Cloth binding, 480. 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this offiqpf

“Right Living.” By Susan H. Wlx(' 
The author shows a wise practicality r j 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In. the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it. 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office.

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 

' physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albort Turner.” Of especial Interest 

. and value. For sale at this office»
Price $1.

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 

, utilize the laws of mediumship and de< 
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

1 "The Truth Seeker Collection of 
I Forms and Ceremonies for the Ubs of 
’■ Liberals.” For sale at this cftlc-s,

There are blossoms in the garden sweet 
and fair;

There’s a sense of wondrous sweetness 
In the air;

And the meadow grass is swaying, the 
fickle breeze obeying,

And the daisies rear their white heads 
everywhere.

There’s a twittering in the tree-tops, 
•wnen the earth

Rejoices at the morning’s glorious 
birth, •

As the little birds awaking, their leafy 
nests forsaking,

Fly hither and fly thither in their 
mirth. ।

And the bees about the buttercups fly 
round

On lazy wings, with humming, droning 
sound,

As they gather in the sweetness of the 
summer day’s completeness, 

Where the fields with clover blossoms 
must abound.

There are fleecy clouds above me soar
ing high,

Do You Suffer from Hay-Fever or Asthma?
If you do, you will be interested in 

knowing that the Kola Plant; a new bot
anic discovery found, on the Congo 
River, West Africa, is pronounced an 
assured cure for Hay-Fever and Asth-

square. This is only a suggestive ----- ------
name, but perhaps it might make Trin- living god—th^t is H ------- _. .
itarians tremble. are non-committal ph thiA point; but

The next grand division. o£ Theism is after • careful examination we have
------ - .. . . come to the conclusion itlpan Ideal im

age, as variable as hunjanmindsare. _ ...---------------------
The Turk says Allah isi’the only god. jna- Most marvelous cures are’wrought 

The Christian says ?'You ’ lie. Jehovah -"f this new plant, when .all other reme- 
is the only god.” , And ¡so they fight files fail. It is really a most wonderful 
and kill each other,‘leaving the ques- fiiscoyery. Hay-Fevereufferers should 
tion still unsettled and open for discus- UBe Kola Compound before the sea- 
B|oni “ .son of attacks when practical to give it

Every statement pertaining to a deity tlme to aot 011016 8yst^m’ But the sweetest of-all sweet melody
by one class of Theists is -.disputed'-by B-AX1?- l0,Ia; wrltesFeb. From within the grand old forest comesunmn nfher rlnsn of Theiitfl Tim aver- ®‘h, was cured.°t Uay-Fover and Asthma alter tome'some otner. ciass or insists, me aver 28 years suUering. could get nothing to eren
ments and explanations kill each other give relief. Miss Eva Preston, Petersburg, ind;, Tis the woodland brooklet gliding be- 
by conflict sth, suffered beyond worts tor is neath the trees, half-hiding

I Will repeat a few thoughts ex- Sy tho Kola 'SimpoumL Phys!™ansntoldUher Tbs. while it ripples out its song of 
pressed by Hudson Tuttle that should could not p oured. Rev. S.H. Eisenberg, . glee.
be repeated "and remembered. They are ^Ae^uycu^r^tb^a^mSy  yc™ And w ,s done‘the distant even- 
an epitome ot history. - suffering. ■ mg Hell

“Ihe rudest fetichism has its fable, To prove to, you beyond _ doubt its" Kinfis out, while echoes soft the sweet 
and'perhaps as near the truth as the wonderful curative power, the Kola Im- —• 5°nes swell; • 
more pretentious. The Christian God porting Company, No. 1168 Broadway, 
or creator is only an enlargement of New York, will send a large case ot the

Kola Compound .free by mail to every

Polytheism, which teaches many gods, 
and in the higher branches hundreds of 
gods. We refer the reader to the lat
ter part of Webster’s Dictionary to a 
list of names and definitions of divini
ties, gods, goddesses, sons of gods. It 
is an interesting study.

We finally come to Pantheism which 
is belief in a very large God—the big
gest one ever invented—so big that he

Lightly, lazily across the azure sky;
There are shadows shifting lightly as 

the sunbeams follow brightly,
And the day In peaceful beauty passes 

by.

------------------------------------ - _ — includes and absorbs Bli the other gods 
balanced and insanity the result. combined, together with everything

The word God has many synonyms, else, both animate and inanimate, on
equivalents, substitutes, cognates, coun- the face of. the earth. This is the 
terparts; and Theists are divided and highest attainable degree of folly and 
subdivided into hundreds of distinct absurdity.in religious beliefs, and we 
bodies'and orders. We will glance at call it confusion confounded. When a 
the most important divisions. The person reaches this altitude he or she

' Monotheists claim that God is a unity 
or one, a male personality and they 
call him Creator, Father, King, Ruler 
and other nicknames; and their sys
tem of belief is Unitarlanism.

The next in order is Dualism which 
teaches that God is a duality, of two
fold nature, composed of two parts, 
male and female, and they call it Fath
er-Mother God. The Dualist Slalms

is graduated and qualified, to «inter a lu
natic asylum.

Of all the gods of history there Is 
one that approaches some degree of 
consistency—that is the Egyptian tri
une god Osiris, Isis and Horus; repre
senting father,-mother and child; sym
bolized by the triangle. This is a trin
ity that is natural, practical, reason
able; within' the limit and Ecope “of

more pretentious. The Christian God

the savage’s ideas. He creates as a 
man with unlimited powers. He is the 
ideal of man, projected from the mind

reader of The Progressive Thinker who

Till stars, their bright watch keeping, 
from shadowy skies are peeping, 

And silence comes at last with us to 
- . dwell.

... . suiters from any form of Hay-Fever or
and from a subjective thought made a ■ Asthma. . This is very fair, and we:ad- 
personal. being, Labored explanations' vise sufferers to send. for a case. ' It 
have; been verbosity, Incomprehensible costs you nothing and you should surely 
to man. These-VlewS, ideas, belSIs try It.

•’Continuity of Ute a Cosmic Truth.'’ 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
taporisistsuhSiSt, Price, dotMk _ Price 25 cents. 4
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CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, her 
ilevlng that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason w)iy they should be 
Suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgresslveThinker 
Is set up on a Linotype. machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items tor 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
it we have not space to use them.

Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie, the noted lec
turer of San Francisco, Cal., was in the 
city last week. She has engagements 
to lecture at Port Huron, Mich., North 
Amherst, Ohio, Lake Brady, Ohio, Clin
ton, Iowa, and Chesterfield , Ind., during 
the entire camp. She is in great de
mand at (he present time.

Arzelia C. Clay writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “On the memorable day 
of June 17. Mr. Samuel Smith, the vet
eran medium, celebrated the anniver
sary of his birthday, at 395 North La
fayette street. Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Friends greatly enjoyed the day, and 
while we shared the spiritual crumbs 
Father Smith’s controls gave us, we telt 
to extend an Invitation to others to hon
or the grey hairs of the medium, who 
has now lived a little over seventy-five 
years. Letters of cheer will find a wel
come at his fireside.”

There are thousands who highly ap
preciate The Progressive Thinker. 
Here is one among the number, Mrs. D. 
Cettl of New Orleans. She writes: 
"Yesterday being Wednesday, and The 
Progressive Thinker being a regular 
weekly visitor every Wednesday since 
I first became a subscriber, I very nat
urally awaited the postman’s appear
ance with impatience, for I usually feel 
as if I had missed a real nice dinner if 
It should be just a day late—I do feel 
bo famished to devour its contents. So 
you may imagine my disappointment 
when the postman handed me my mail, 
but-among it there was no Progressive 
Thinker. I just felt as if some dear 
friend had forsaken me, and then came 
the thought, I wonder if my subscrip
tion has expired, and would have writ
ten Immediately, but for the fact of my 
not having some of the late papers, I 
having loaned them to friends to read 
end return; but as soon as 1 received 
Jie latest one. I turned immediately to 
he designated ‘number,’ and found the 
solution of the mystery. I then has
tened to send you a money order, which 
■ou will find enclosed, and for which 
rou will please renew my subscription.”

That sudden death and sorrow would 
Jiome into the home of John A. Roney, 
whose brother was killed Saturday by 
Ifeing thrown from a wagon, was fore
told to the former last week by a dream 
end by an amateur fortune-teller. Ac
cording to Mr. Roney, who is foreman of 
¿he Rockford Lumber & Fuel Company, 
te had a dream Thursday night in 
which he saw grey horses, which he 
says is a sign of death. During the 
week a friend called at the home and 
told the fortunes of the members of the 
family. In giving the lumberman’s life, 
this friend said that he would soon suf
fer some affliction and that sorrow 
would enter into his home. Both of 
these were remembered by him when he 
heard of- his brother’s death, and were 
repeated to friends who called at the 
bouse. He said he paid little attention 
to these statements as he did not be
lieve in superstitions. The inquest over 
the remains of Robert Roney was held 
Saturday evening at Coroner Marsh’s 
office. The verdict was that he came 
to his death by an accident, and the ex
amination by a surgeon revealed the 
fact that his neck was broken. As his 
heart was also weak, it is believdd his 
death might have resulted from either 
the breaking of the vertebrae or the 
shock of the fall.—Rockford (III.) Re
publican.

The management of the Wonewoc 
Camp Meeting, Wis., wishes to chll the 
attention of all who wish to combine 
pleasure and profit with their summer 
outing, to the many excellent features 
of the Wonewoc Camp, and to invite 
them to consider the same. The camp 
grounds are situated in one of the 
most beautiful towns along the main 
line of the C. & N. W. Ry., and are lo
cated within easy walking distance of 
the principal hotels, business houses 
and the depot. From its very pleasing 
elevation a fine view can be had of one 
of the most beautiful valleys in the 
country; the water Is fine, shade ample, 
and healthfulness unsurpassed by "any 
camp-ground in the country. This, com
bined with an excellent array of talent, 
makes this camp one of the most deSif- 
able to visit. Look at the array of tal
ent secured: Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Rev. Moses Hull, Mrs. J. A. Murtha, 
Edna Ford Pierce, Mrs. Catherine Mc
Farlin, Mrs. J. P. Whitwell, Will J. Er- 
wood and J. 8. Maxwell. Other medi
umsand workers will be in attendance. 
No one can afford to miss the oppor
tunity-to hear these workers. The 

• dates of-1 camp are from. August 4 to 
Aug. ■22. 1904: Write-fer’furtiter infor- 

• • mation and programmes to Miss Gef- 
■ trude Spooner, secretary, Wonewoc, 

¡Wisconsin.
r- ‘--N. A. St? Clair writes from Toronto, 
■ " Canada: "Mrs. Nellie S. Noyes has com

pleted a three months’ engagement with 
the Toronto Spiritualist" Association. 
Her lectures are followed by tests, and 
astrological data, which proved very .In:

1 teresting/ Mrs. Noyes had a'pleasing, 
personality and Is popular with her au-'
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meetings, afternoon and evening. We

19, was cele-

Fred P. Evans. Profusely illustrated,
Price, $2, postpaid.

hard for this society and

of members.

permanently located 
street, Utica, N. Y."

has worked 
deserves the

at 128 Mary

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications-intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind. -■

A. A. Averill writes of Unity Camp, 
Mass.: “Sunday, June

highest praise. We are slowly but 
surely adding to our list '

Mrs. A. G. Atcheson of Buffalo as pas
tor and president. She '

g THE SPIRITUALISTIC) FIELD—ITS WORKERS,

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. — During 
June, July and August the Progressive 
Lyceum will be sent to Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to increase your subscription one- 
half its. present number; with no extra 
expense. Address J. W. Ring, care, of 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 

•Texas.

dientes: She gives private readings in
terspersed • with astrological delinea
tions, which gave excellent satisfaction 
to her numerous patrons here. Mrs. 
Noyes has some open dates, including a 
portion ot the camp season, and will be 
pleased to hear from societies and 
camps desiring her services. She can 
be addressed care of The Progressive 
Thinker, 40 Loomis street, Chicago.”

Quite a stir was caused last evening 
at the First Spiritualist church on Bo- 
quet street. Miss Margaret Gaule, who 
is the medium and lecturer for the 
month, was giving a number of "tests." 
While she was in the middle ot the 
center aisle. Miss Gaule suddenly stop
ped and retreating to the railing near 
the pulpit, said: "I am now Impressed 
by seeing a man draw'near who holds 
a bible in his hands. It is open at the 
gospel of St. John. He is a Lutheran 
minister and Is looking for some one.” 
Miss Gaule then went to the right aisle 
of the church and stepping up to a wo
man said: “Madam, this minister comes 
to you." The woman at first disclaimed 
any knowledge of any deceased minis
ter. "Well,” said Miss Gaule, “you do 
know him and he says that four mem
bers of his church are here. He gives 
me the initial F. ana then I get D., and 
then R.” The woman still shook her 
head, as it sure thqt she did not know 
the spirit visitor. "The minister tells 
me that he does not like to give his 
name, but will do bo if necessary, in or
der to let you know who he is,” con
tinued the medium. Still the woman 
persisted in the negative replies. Miss 
Gaule then said, “He was a Lutheran 
minister and his name is Ruoff." This 
reference to the late Rev. Frederick 
Ruoff, pastor of the German Lutheran 
church, at Sixth avenue and Smithfield 
street, caused quite a stir and it was 
some time before the medium could re
sume her "tests.” Miss Gaule then re
ferred to some other spirit visitors and 
later went to the woman to whom "Rev. 
Ruoff" had come. She asked the woman 
concerning a piece of jewelry, stating 
that the minister wanted to know about 
it. To this the woman replied that the 
jewelry was in her possession. She 
then appeared to give credence to the 
message that was g*ven to her by Miss 
Gaule.

Correspondent writes from Hartford, 
Conn.: "The annual state convention 
met in Unity church of this city, Satur
day and Sunday. J. C. F. Grumbine 
was the speaker, and Mrs. May Pepper 
the clairvoyant psychic. She excelled 
herself. Mr. Grumbine lectured on Sat
urday evening on ’Radium and the As
trid Light,’ before a crowded house, and 
on Sunday at 7:30 p. m., he lectured on 
’God,’ before at least 1,500 people who 
paid admission at the door. He never 
spoke better and held the vast audience 
from beginning to end. Mr. Grumbine 
has accepted a few engagements on the 
Spiritualistic platform because socie
ties now demand his teachings, and are 
not afraid to accept the truth of the 
spiritual movement He expects in the 
early winter to visit the Southwest and 
would be glad to hear from his old 
friends. Address him, 1285 Common
wealth avenue, Boston, Mass. Mr. 
Grumbine was engaged to give the 
Installation Lecture in Harmony Hall, 
Boston, Mass., Sunday, May 29, when 
Dr. Smith was installed. He spoke on 
‘Spirit and Spirits,’ to a crowded house. 
Mr. Irving F. Symonds, general man
ager of the Banner of Light, writes, af
ter listening to the lecture: T was anx
ious to know how you would adapt your 
ideals, and be able to feed the audience. 
I am gratified at the result of my obser
vation. I cannot close without a word 
of tribute to your wonderful powers as 
a teacher.’ ■ Mr. Grumbine closes his 
work in Boston in Pierce Hall the first 
Sunday in July. He goes to Cincinnati, 
O., the middle of that month for a short 
vacation. He opens In the lecture 
rooms of the Metaphysical Club, Bos
ton, the first Sunday in September.”

Prof. Wm,t>Hamden writes from Wich- 
chita, Kans.: "As your valuable paper 
has been a welcome visitor in the home 
of my sister for 9 years, and guarded 
with a jealous eye, I feel at home in its 
columns. I want to say to Spiritualists 
and societies, if they want an honest, 
sincere speaker and message bearer, 
they will find it In Mrs. Virginia Bryan, 
of Ohio. I have heard her at several 
points in the state, and find her elo
quent; forceful and logical, leaving no 
ground uncovered for argument. She 
is second to none in this state and car
ries with her a modest and charming 
personality," which is fast winning the 
hearts of Kansas hearers. Wish more 
were like her.”

Virginie Barrett writes: “I am keep
ing house, and will give rent free to.a 
medium or Spiritualist Address me at 
No. 28 Gladstone avenue, Indianapolis, 
Ind.”
' D. ’W. Brown, of St Joseph, Mo., 
writes to,.this Office and enclosed one 
dollar,/fiut does not say what it is for, 
nor ffiftes he give his street number. 
Please state your wishes in regard to it. 
He speaks as follows bf Mr. Jessup and 
Mrs. Tiffany, trumpet mediums: “An 
impetus has been imparted to the cause 
of Spiritualism in this city during the 
past season through the labors of W. C. 
Jessup and Mrs. Hattie Tiffany, two 
first-class trumpet mediums. Mr. Jes
sup has held seances in all parts of the 
city with a large attendance and has 
made many converts to the cause. Mrs. 
Tiffany's mediumistic powers are of the 
highest order. She has been holding 
seances daily for the last nine months, 
with a good attendance: and at almost 
every seance the most surprising re
sults have been obtained. Many highly 
moral lectures have been obtained from 
spirit friends exceeding anythihg .ever 
heard from the pulpits of the world. 
Hef médíúifiiBtlc "powers attract spirits 
of a high grade of moral and intellect
ual'development and very many com
forting messages have been received 
from "the ilear départed friends who 
long slnce' passed onward to what has 
alwhys'-béén-considéfed; before the ad
vent of spirit communication, ‘ttíé'gfeát 
unknown.'- -‘Gone-to-that bourne'from" 
whence no-traveler, e’eq returns,’-is,-an- 
obsolete gld_saw for which future gener
ations will fi’aye'nó use.” ■ -.■’

When willing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

Morton Hartwell writes: "There are 
perhaps a few people who have at some 
time in their walk of life been guided 
by this great power which has been 
made manifest through*the Psycholog
ical sciences, and when we stop and 
consider the causes of this great phe
nomena, wo are more fully convinced 
that ‘all things are possible.’ The fact 
that spirits influence human beings has 
been demonstrated thousands of times 
and as we delve deeper and deeper Into 
these marvelous sciences we are im
pressed more and more by the multi
tude of dally incidents which occur to 
us and'others about us. Psychic knowl
edge and power can only be attributed 
to good or bad spirits, as It were, to the 
one influenced. The medium would be 
powerless if unassisted by these myri
ads of invisible beings, who are ever 
striving through these sources to bring 
us in closer rapport with the good by 
aiding us to climb the ladder of success 
with a sure and flrm step. If we were 
unassisted many would now- be stum
bling over the roughh road of life in ab
solute darkness.’1

Geneva, Switzerland.—The sensation
al trial of the editor of the Swiss jour
nal, La Lutte, for slandering a young 
woman of Fins-Hairt, named Henrietta 
Gay, whom he described in an article as 
being possessed of an evil spirit, has 
led to very curious comments upon the 
case in other papers. The Genevois re
lates how the priests for three .whole 
months endeavored to drive the spirit 
from the girl’s body by means of exor-< 
cism. She was taken barefooted on re
peated pilgrimages to the convents of 
St. Maurice and St. Bernard, and as none 
of these attempts was successful, a 
priest, one Jean Paillet, determined on 
a grand effort One Saturday after
noon at 2 o’clock, he caused the church 
bells to ring an alarm. When the 
church was filled by an astonished, 
wondering crowd, the doors were 
locked, and the priest proceeded to ex
orcise the spirit without ceasing until 
Sunday mbrning. During the exorcism 
the poor girl was dragged by the hair 
round and round the church, while the 
priest every tew yards stopped to strike 
her on the face and body, proclaiming 
to the congregation that in reality it 
was the evil spirit he was beating. This 
was only one of many attempts at pub
lic exorcism which were endured by the 
poor, helpless girl, whose real malady 
was a form of epileptic hysteria. The 
editor of La Lutte, who has been heav
ily fined for giving full publicity to the 
affair, seems worthy of praise rather 
than blame, for, owing to his revela
tions, it is not likely that a repetition of 
such barbaric practices will be permit
ted even in the superstitious Swiss 
highlands.—Chicago Inter Ocean.

C. J. Barnes, the pioneer trumpet me
dium, and his sister, Mrs. Hamilton 
Gill, will be in Warsaw. Ind., for a 
week or ten days. They will be pleased 
to meet the friends.

Dr. Louis Freedman, the celebrated 
Australian healer, will atend the Ches
terfield camp.

Mabel B. Pace writes: ”1 think every
one who has notice of meetings in The 
Progressive Thinker should be suffi
ciently thoughtful to notify the public 
of the summer changes. I traveled 
quite a distance last Sunday to attend 
an afternoon meeting, only to find 'that 
it had been discontinued for the sum
mer."

William D. Noyes writes: “Mrs. 
Noyes and myself opened spiritual 
meetings at Bacon Post hall, Charlotta 
street, Utica, N. Y., and will bold Sun
day meetings during the summer for 
those who cannot attend camp. We are
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the lecture and thq messages received 
afterwards. 'Several new members 
have been added, and the society is now 
giving sociam and’ entertainments once 
a month. Cpnditiojis are very harmoni
ous, and a g'bpd Work is being done by 
this society."' ! have worked continu
ously either'7or the First Society or the 
Second and given**prlvate readings dqr-. 
ing the week, I ¿mail rest this month, 
taking a trip'into tjie mountains. I will 
attend the rfirmqny Grove Camp-meet
ing at Esconilidd/ Cal., in July. During 
the three yMslts^ have labored here I 
have witnessed a growing respect upon 
the part of those who are not with us. 
The desire of my heart—namely, a tem
ple fof the First. 'Spiritualist Society, 
has been realized; For some time yet 
the society will heed to concentrate on 
paying the debt remaining on tho tem
ple, but having careful officers and with 
the great delight they one and ail feel 
in the beautiful auditorium of the tem
ple, they v/111 surely succeed. It may 
be necessary for me to leave San Diego 
for the beneflt'Of my health, for higher 
inland location; yet if so, my thoughts 
will often turn to these good people 
here. My interests have been closely 
knit wita the First Society in the build
ing of their temple and in placing Spir
itualism before the public as command
ing respect. It is with a great deal of 
pleasure I read in your paper the re
ports of the work being done in my 
home state, Indiana, both in regard to 
tbe state association and also at the In
diana camp, Chesterfield. Through 
The Progressive Thinker permit me to 
send greetings and good wishes to my 
many friends in the east."

Rebecca Still expresses her high ap
preciation of The Progressive Thinker 
and premiums: "Having been ( a sub
scriber since July, 1898, and having all 
the premium books except the last one, 
that I send for now, I want to thank you 
for the instruction ana pleasure I have 
had the reading the paper and books. I 
know of no better way than to keep in 
the ranks where light is disseminated."

Dr. Beverly writes: "We will hold’ a 
celebration Saturday evening, July 2, at 
Arljngton Hall. We invito everybody 
to come and have a good time. There 
will be a fine program; sketches by 
Prof. Tutt, member of Slayton Lyceum 
Bureau Other talent has been engaged. 
Free lemonade, Ice cream and cake will 
be served. Our fine music and dances 
have been the delight of all. Tickets 
25 cents a couple. Walter DeVoe will 
be with us every Sunday evening and 
the people are coming to enjoy these

brated as ‘Haverhill Day.’ The mem
bers of the ‘Helping Hand' of Haverhill, 
accompanied by friends from Lawrence 
and other towns, visited the Lynn Spir
itualists Association on that date and if 
the visitors enjoyed the occasion as 
well as the members of the association 
and their friends did, it was a very en
joyable day all around. Two chartered 
cars were filled with the excursionists. 
A conference meeting was held at 11, at 
which Mrs. Ham spoke briefly, followed 
by Mr. and Mrs. Smith and Arthur B. 
Shedd. At 2 and 4 the exercises were 
conducted by S. S. Ham, the president 
of the visiting society, and the exercises 
were participated in by many. The vis
itors left for their homes at an early 
hour, after which an evening service 
was held under the direction of Presi
dent Caird, at which tests were given 
by Mrs. Caird and Mrs. Helyett; re
marks by Mr. Scarlett and Mr. Allan. 
The grove Is lighted in the evening, 
making the evening service as agree
able to attend as the afternoon. Re
freshments are served at the society’s 
restaurant. Admission to all meetings, 
both Sundays and Wednesdays, free.”

Mrs. Hattie Beauchamp writes from 
Spokane, Wash.: “Through the efforts 
of the Rev. Mrs. Frances Sheldon, of 
Tacoma, who is also our state presi
dent, and the united efforts of the mem
bers of the First Spiritualist Society, we 
have been having quite a boom. Mrs. 
Sheldon has been with us as our pas
tor since April 24, lecturing for us each 
Sunday evening. She is a clear, logical 
speaker, with a very charming and 
pleasing personality. On Sunday, June 
12, 87 new members were received pub
licly into the society. Under Mrs. Shel
don’s directions those received. 
formed a horse shoe In front of the altar 
with two very beautiful little girls 
robod in white, with the innocence, con
fidence and sweetness of childhood 
beaming from their little faces, repre- ■ 
renting the Fox sisters, welcomed the 
participants into the society by pinning 
a cluster of beautiful snow-white flow- j 
ers on the bosom of each. Then Mrs. 
Sheldon gave each a few words of wel
come, clothed in an eloquence that only 
comes from thé inspired. On Sunday, 
May 22, a lyceum was organized with a 
goodly number present and we have a 
good regular attendance. Mrs. A. A. 
French is our president, a lady who has 
the best interests of the society at 
heart, and ' who never leaves a stone 
unturned to better its condition. Our 
Ladies’ Aid, with Mrs. Corneiiuc as 

i president, the right person in the right' 
! place, m doing much good in a social 
and financial way; in fact,,we are bn 
the road to success, and in line for one 
of the. most active societies in the 
Northwest, and hope ere long to have a 
Lomé of our own in the Inland Empire, 
and to help scatter the seeds of true 
Spiritualism that they, may bring forth 
the golden grains of Truth, Progression 
and ¡happiness.” - . .

Mrs. Lily M. Thlebaud writes from 
San Diego, Cal.: “I have just concluded 
a very successful two months, engage
ment with the-.Second Spiritual Society 
here.- -Each Sunday ‘found- with- us 

i those- to whom ' Spiritualism' was new 
land-strange. We were always encour- 
l-oged by their thanks and'-appreciation 
I expressed tor both'.the helpful truths of

get the best talent that can be pro
cured and many are bepoming interest
ed in these wonderful phenomena. We 
have just returned from the World’s 
Fair and huye new vibrations for all 
who attend.” ¡‘

Mrs. Schott, secretary, writes: "The 
next monthly meeting of the Chicago 
Spiritualists’ League will be held at 
Boysden’s Hall, 42d Place and Cottage 

I Grove Avenue, Monday evening, July 14. 
Walter DeVoe will deliver the address 
of the evening, followed by free discus
sion. Topic, ’Spiritualism and New 
Thought.’ High-class music haa been 
provided and the messages will be given 
by Mrs. Burland, Mrs. Cleveland, Mrs. 
Noyes of Boston, and others. All work
ers and sympathizers in this truth are 
invited to join the league and help to 
unite the forces for strength and har
mony. These monthly meetings are 
growing in the true spirit and power. 
¡Great good will result to the cause in 
this city, so we desire the co-operation 
of all. Don’t forget the date.”

T. W. Sherk writes: "At the Church 
of Spirit Communion, 4308 Cottage 
Grove avenue, Mr. H. F. Coates, presi
dent, the address last Sunday evening 
was delivered by Mr. H. F. Arnold; the 
music by Mr. and Mrs. Seeley and Mrs. 
Pearce. Mr. Arnold’s lectures are al
ways freely commented upon as being 
so helpful and instructive, and .what 
higher compliment could be paid them? 
Next Sunday evening, July 3, Rev. Har
ry J. Moore will give the address, the 
subject by request, being Joan of Arc as 
a Medium apd Savior. Mr. Moore will 
be with us two Sundays and we hope he 
will be greeted by large audiences and 
that he will find spiritual conditions in 
our society fayorable'lfor an outpouring 
of divine blessing. Messages by Mr. 
Coates and other mediums, demonstrat
ing the wider, more abundant life pro
claimed by Spiritualism, and a special 
musical programme at each meeting.”

Mrs. Nellie Turner, secretary, writes: 
“The First Spiritual Society of Niagara 
Falls, N. Y., Is still alive. We still have

The past two Sundays we were favored 
by having with us Mrs. J. B. Harris* of 
Chicago, a grand medium who sheds 
abroad the light of truth wherever she 
goes. Messages were given by the pas
tor and Mrs. Harris, all of which were 
recognized. Mrs. Harris gave a trum
pet seance last week which was well 
attended. ' Another will be given this 
week. She is en route to Europe and. 
is stopping here for a short time only, 
on account of a member of her party be
ing taken ill.”

J. E. Bower writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: “The First Church of the Soul 
held its closing services Sunday even
ing, June 19, the Society of Earnest 
Workers uniting. It was a feast of 
good things. The mediums and officers 
in both societies' are indefatigable 
workers, opening the eyes of the blind 
by their explanations of truths and 
moral teachings and, demonstrating this 
to be a superior agp in spiritual and in
tellectual development Mrs. Jenkins 
of Canada Wag', with us, and many oth
ers. Truly tnbse In the crowded hall 
all seemed to. appreciate the bread of 
life in words* of love. We expect to 
open Bervlces.p.'gain,ln September. The 
Earnest Workers e'ipect to close their 
meetings next.Sunday evening, June 26, 
for a time, thia society uniting with 
them.” ' .

Mrs, Clara writes from Detroit, Micb.: 
"The First Church of the Soul closed 
its doors for the summe^ with p, union 
meeting, inviting all chartered Socie
ties to take part. The hall was packed 
to the doors to listen to the closing’ad
dress by Mrs. Laura L. Crawford, who 
has proved to be a great favorite with 
this society. Remarks and messages by 
President Martin and officers and co
workers of the Spiritual Earnest Work
ers. We wish to publicly thank" them 
for uniting with us on this occasion, 
for in unity there is strength; also wish 
to thank Mrs. Minnie Sharlow, presi
dent of the Sunflower Club; which is an 
auxiliary to the First Church of the 
Soul, for the effort put forth in making 
the social features a grand success. All 
officers and members of this society 
have proved loyal to the obligations 
they have taken, and perfect harmony 
exists, and much good has been done 
for our philosophy. This society will 
resume its meetings in September."

C. Kirchner, president, writes: "The 
noted speaker and scientific lecturer, 
Mrs. Irene Smith of Tacoma, Wash., 
will talk every Sunday afternoon at the 
■Rising Sun Mission, until she leaves for 
the West. Our good sister has formed 
another developing class, and Invitee 
scholars to attend. Her teachings on 
development are of a very high order, 
and her studies should be taken up by 
all Spiritualists who are interested in 
the work. She holds her classes at the 
home of Sister Kirchner, 697 W. Madi
son street, Tuesday and Thursday even
ings. Special class Friday evening.”

Mrs. LeSieur writes: “The fourth 
benefit Band of Harmony (of the se
ries) at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dex
ter, June 23, was well attended. Good 
music, recitations and fine speaking 
made a pleasing entertainment We 
are all invited to the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Ellis, for our next meeting, Thurs
day, July 7, 402 Orchard street, North 
Side.”

A. S. Hudson writes: "Abolish hang
ing as a capital punishment Let the 
life exit road be by way of carbonic 
acid gas, a swift and painless method. 
Let me relate an incident for argument 
and illustration. In a winery, perhaps in 
California, stood a-large open tub, 12 to 
15 feet deep. One day a workman put 
a ladder down Inside and made the 
move to descend to the bottom. A little 
over half way he fell to the bottom 
dead. Another workman essayed the 
attempt to go down likewise; he fell 
lifeless to the floor. A third man con
cluded to take a lighted candle, and 
where the others fell the candle went 
out. This admonished of the presence 
of the deadly gas. Life was saved. 
Now, in place of the grewsome rope and 
gallows, why not adopt the improved 
plan of execution?”

Correspondent writes: “Mr. T. C. 
Kennerson and Mrs. Nellie M. Hunting
ton were married by Rev. Josie K. Fol
som at her home in St Louis, Mo, last 
week—Wednesday. A number of peo
ple had assembled at a seance, and after 
arranging the circle, Mrs. Folsom re
quested the candidates for matrimony 
to arise, and then she proceeded to 
unite them in marriage with a beautiful 
ceremony. C. W, Stewart offered an ap
propriate invocation, and after the 
congratulations were extended the se
ance went on, and a number of the 
spirit relatives of Mr. and Mrs. Kenner- 
son manifested and gave kind mes
sages. Mrs. Kennerson’s spirit hus
band came and gave them his blessing 
In a most beautiful manner. Mr. Ken
nerson had charge of a camp in Maine 
for several years, and was at Onset a 
long time, and four years at Lily Dale. 
Mrs. K. lives in St Louis.?

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: “The Hyde 
Park Occult Society were especially fa
vored by a lecture from Mrs. Irene 
Smith on June 19, on the subject, ’Dual
ity of Forces,’ and I will say it was a 
lecture long to be remembered. Every 
man and woman should hear it, and 
profit by it. She and her guides are do
ing a great work. On July 3, Dr. Geo. 
B. Warne will lecture for us. No com
ments needed for him, as we all know 
we will get some thing good. Come out 
and let us fill the house. We have reg
ular Sunday evening service all sum
mer, at 8 p. m., in our hall at 319 East 
55th street. Mrs. Kline will give mes
sages. Ail will receive a cordial wel
come.”

Charles M. Jessup writes from Ches
terfield, Ind.: “We regret very much the 
serious illness of Dr. G. N. Hilligoss, 
which compels him to send in his resig
nation as president of Camp Chester
field. He was an able and willing 
worker for the camp and his many 
friends are sorry to hear of his resigna
tion, but hope to have him with us a 
part of the camp at least. The vacancy 
will be Ailed by the vice-president 
Judge Levi Mock, of Bluffton, Ind. Mr. 
P. B. Millspaugh was elected vice-presi
dent to succeed Judge Mock. The din
ing hall will be under the excellent 
management of B. G. Patterson, of Alex
andria, Ind. Mr. Patterson is an expe
rienced man in this line, which insures 
all who come first-class accommoda
tions."

Harry J. Moore closed his engage
ment with the Englewood Spiritual Un
ion last Sunday. Large and apprecia
tive audiences have greeted him every 
Sunday evening. Several new mem
bers were enrolled and a debt of long 
standing has been liquidated. The En
glewood Society is one of the best in 
the city of Chicago. It is chartered un-' 
der the State Association and none but 
the best of speakers are employed and 
the mediums who give messages from 
time to tiihe are considered reliable.

Mark Chester. A story by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, paper, 40 cents* 
Mary Ann Carew. A spiritual story by Carlyle Petersilea.

cloth, $.1.; paper, 40 cents. ■ ' y
Mediumship and Its Laws. A most valuable book by Hudson Tuttle^

Price, 35 cents. . • i-
Mediumship and Its Development, and How to Mesmerize to AssW 

Development. An every-day useful instructor in Psychic Science. Bj^ 
W, II. Bach. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. . • !

Mental Suggestion, By Dr. J. Ochorowicz. Price, $2. »-
Mollie Fancher, or the Brooklyn Enigma. Giving an account of tM, 

most marvelous ease of spirit control on record. By Judge Abram H»’ 
Dailey. Price. $1.50.

Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks and Traps of Bogus Mediums. Byj 
a life-long Spiritualist. Being an expose of how fraudulent mediums, 
perform their tricks. Price, paper, 25 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. A complete and overwhelming refutation 
of the Bible story of the Deluge. A very interesting pamphlet. By[ 
James M. McCann. Price 15 cents. , ■ I

Nature dure.- This is an excellent book for suffering humanity. It 
simply tells howto prevent and cure the ills of the flesh in a natural woyj 
By Drs. M. E. and Hosa C. Conger. Price, cloth, fancy $2; common $1.50«

Nemesis of Chautauqua Lake, or Circumstantial Evidence. By HoiP 
A. lB, Richmond. Cloth bound. Price, 75 cents.

New Testament Stories Comically Illustrated. By Watson Hestonf 
Price, cloth, $1.50; board cover, $1. ■ I

No Beginning. By W. H. Maple. A common sense demonstration o1 
the non-existence of a first cause, thereby identifying God with naturei 
Price, 75 cents.

Obsession. How evil spirits influence mortals, and how to guar<( 
against the same. A very necessary and interesting study for sensi^ 
tives. By M. Faraday. 23 pages. Price 10 cents. i

Oceanides. A story of spirit life, by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, papei 
cover only, 50 cents. J

Occult Forces of Sex, Three pamphlets embodied in one volume, 
great importance to the race. By Lois Waisbrooker, an advanced social^ ’¿ÿ>? 
reformer. Price 50 cents.

Old and New Psychology. Twenty-four distinct) inspirational led 
tures, delivered in New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia, and othei 
prominent cities. By W. J. Colville. Price $1. j

Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin. Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 eta
Origin, Development and Destiny of Mam A scientific and philosophy 

ical treatise upon -a subject of which man never tires—that of himself 
By Thos. P. Fletcher. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. I

Our Bible, Who Wrote It, and a Few Thoughts on Other Bibles. Bj 
Moses Hull. Price, $1. ;

Out of the Depths Into the Light. This little book will be read witH 
intense interest by thousands. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. Si 
Twing, medium. Price 25 cents.

Palmistry. By Comte de Saint Germain, A. B., L. L M. Practical 
, palmistry, or hand reading simplified. Price $1. I

Palmistry. By Julian Greer. A handy little book on the subject} 
Price 25 cents.

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. Dedicated 
woman everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. Bj 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price, cloth, $1. i

Philip Carlisle. By Carlyle Petersilea. A romance, and full of spin 
itual thought. Price, $1. I

Philosophy of Phenomena. Physical and Metaphysical. Matter ph'el 
nomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomenal 
Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. M, Ramsey, M. 1). Price, cloth $11

Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse. Contains an account of the verj 
wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Strata 
ford, Conn. By A. J. Davis. Price, cloth, $1; postage 8 cents. ;

Poems From the Inner Life. These poems are full of soul inspiratioi 
—are real poetic gems; sweet with the highest thought. By Lizzig 
Doten. Price $1.

Poems of Progress. By Lizzie Doten. Price, $1. v
Poems of the Life Beyond and Within. From the poetic inspiration^ 

of many centuries and of different peoples. Spiritual poetry translated 
from many tongues. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price $1. j

Political Works of Thomas Paine. Containing the three volumes—< 
“Common Sense,’’ “The Crisis’’ and “Rights of Man’’—three volumes 
in one. Just the book for patriotic Americans. Price, cloth $1.

Practical Methods to Insure Success. A valuable little worfc-fulln^- 
practical instruction in matters pertaining to the physical, mental andl“" 
spiritual health. Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents. -

Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By E. D. Cope, Ph. D., Mem
ber of the U. S. National Academy of Science, Professor of Zoology iijl 
the University of Pennsylvania. Price, cloth, $2. |

Prophets of Israel. Comprises in the main popular sketches from Oldl 
Testament History. By Carl H. Cornill, Doctor of Theology and Pro
fessor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents.

Psychic Experiences. By Ella M. Dole. Price, 50 cents.
Psychic Light. Continuity of Law and Life. By Maud Lord Drake«' 

This book is from the pen of an acknowledged leader in psychic philos
ophy and a successful demonstrator of its phenomena, and one of the 
oldest advocates of New Thought and Higher Education. Cloth 
bound. Price, $1.50. <

Psychography. Marvelous manifestations of Psychic Power, given 
through the mediumship of T" ’ " ” ...............

L. H. Klngsiiiry writes:. ‘.‘The Rising 
Sun Spiritualist Mission famous for its ■ 
grand entertainments, . have arranged 
for a day’s pigaic on the Fourth of'July, 
at Reissig’s (Erove, Riverside. Particu
lar care has been taken to'make this a 
grand succesp, as qjl .kinds of games 
have been arranged for both young and 
old, with valuable prizes for the win
ners. Dancingi froiji 10 a. m. to, 11 p.. 
m. Hot dinners and other refresh
ments served on "the grounds, so the 
friends can leave their baskets at home.

I Everybody is invited to this picfiic. 
Tickets on sale at'the hall and on the 
grounds.’’ " ‘ " ■

Fiord Marston writes from Dana, Hl.: . 
i “Grand lectures, full of beautiful truths 
were delivered under the auspices of I 
Uie Dana Spiritualist Association by 
Mrs. Margaret E. Skeels, a trance me- 

! dlum of Onarga,rIlI., a;Iady who once 
known. wiir never be forgotten; one 

■ who all her lite has devoted ¡her time to" 
¡ the "good, of others. The-lectures were 
i well’attended'and appreciated.’’ - I

LIFE'S TRUE MEANING.

Is it happiness you're searching? 
Then first free your soul, 
For it may be still in darkness, 
Though you're standing in the sun. 
Learn that song, “The volcewithin me,” 
Sing it—-sing it every day, 
Till at last you feel you need It, 
Then you’re on the crowning way. 
What can always make me princely 
And forever lead me upwards, 
Is this blessed truth I realize: 
I’m the child of the king of kings, 
God, my Father always loves me.
But you ask. “How did I learn this?” 
Not by books, but just by feeling. 
Just a word in kindness spoken 
May enlighten souls in darkness.
Think of that little violet 
With its sweet and mighty fragrance, 
What it does when you’re discouraged; 
Wonder, if It feels its maker.
Hate and worry are but symptoms 
Of a' wayward, foolish mind.
God k the love that never dies 
Therefore love, that you may find Him 
And be crowned with life immortal.

GEORGE J. WALDVOGEL.
, '. Los Angeles, Cal. .' , . ...

“Mark Chester; or a MIU ana a Mill
ion. A TaJe jof . Southern California.’’ 
By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychic 
story, elpvating and reformatory.- Pa
per covers, 40 cents.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Df'.Tho’mson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It By Ex-Judge-'Abram 
H- Dalley. Demonstrates, futility-and 
inadequacy of .Hudson’s explanatlons-bf 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

Psychometry. Its Science and Law of Unfoldment. By J. 0. F, 
Grumbine. Price, 50 eents. ;

Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second paragraph in book, last two lines 
reads: “Christianity is one thing-for grown men. It. is (piite another 
thing for women and children. By Helen II. Gardner. Price 10 cents,

Radiant Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relation to Modern Astro
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Observatory, 
Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams. Price $1.75.

Realization. A Course of Lessons Upon the Inner Nature of thq 
Self. By Loraine Follett. Priec, 50 cents.

Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. Price, leatherette, 75 cents; 
paper, 50 cents;

Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Universe, and the Law of 
Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly improved. 
By M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

Religions and Theological works of Thomas Paine. Here is a book 
that, should be in the library of every Spiritualist and Freethinker in the 
land. Price, cloth, $1.

Religion. A profound philosophical treatise on this world-wide sub
ject of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the spir
itual rostrum. By E. D. Babbitt. Price, cloth $1; paper, 50c; postage, 
10 cents.

Religion of Science. Treats of Principles, Faith and Doctrines, Im
mortality, Mythology and Religion, Christ and the Christians, Catho
licity of the Religious Spirit. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, muslin, 50 cts,.;

Rending the Vail. Given through the mediumship of W. W. Aber,, 
Price, $1.50; postage, 25 cents. /

Right Generation, the Key to the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. An 
appeal to reason and man’s highest aspirations. By Dr. M. E. CongeJ, 
Price, board cover, 75 cents; leatherette, 50 cents. /

Sight Living. This book gives an admirable course of study in eth
ics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted to t£e 
comprehension of children. By Susan H. Wixon. Price, cloth, $1, ;

Rights of Man. Being an answer to Afr. Burke’s attack upon the 
French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo; 279 pages. Price, 
paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Schopenhauer’s Essays. Translated by T. B. Saunders. Price 75 cts. 
Sixth and Seventh Book of Moses. Translated from the ancient He- 

brew. Price, $1.
Science of Spirit Return. By one of the scientific minds of The Pro

gressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought. 
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 eents.

Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems and the HappL 
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D Babbitt, M. D. Price, 
paper, 15 cents. .

Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. A series of le<s " 
tures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50. ” . , ,

Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E. Hull,; 
An attractive little volume, neatly bound in cloth. Price 75 cents. - !"

Spiritism. Mrs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s theories in re. 
gard to it. By Ex-Judge Abram H. Dailey, ex-president of the Medico. 
Legal Society of New York. Price 25 cents.

Spiritualism of Nature. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 cents,’ 
Standing tip for Jesus, or what the editor of tiu? Freethinker’s Maga. . 

zine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic. 
Price 4 cents: 25 copies for 50 cents. ■ " • - . . , >

Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega. 
tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles, and. J. O. Barrett ; E. J&t1 
Bailey, musical editor. Price $1.25. Postage 14 cental "" V

(Contlnaed next week4 .
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the world to come?

country.

vicinity than in any one city in 
country, and consequently more 
may be regarded as more or

! This department Is under the man
agement pf • • ...

HUDSON TUTTLE,
¡Address Mm at Berlin Helglpts, Ohio.

r&cw ' vw,lf
X.S.*- & **^4^ / •*. *

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
rsrowsr

efficacy of the Pastear treatment. Some 
claim that it is a panacea, while others 
regard it as a pretension, and say that 

i a new form of rabies is propagated, 
quite as fatal as the genuine.----

~As it is impossible to .determine 
whether a person bitten wjll be affected 
or not, that they are not,'after treat-

’ NOTE—The Questions and Answers I 
f(qve called forth suep. a -host of re-1 
Bpotidents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 

’ ' (the most condensed form, and often 
’ clearness,,ls perhaps sacrificed to this 

-, forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as- 
eertlve, which of -all -tilings is to be dep
recated...-Correspondents often weary 

i,; .with waiting ■ for the appearance of 
tpelr questions and write lettern of In
quiry. The supply of matter ir- ilways 
¡several weeks ahead of.the space glyen, 
ai^d, hence tliererls unavoidable delay. 
Every oné lias,' to--w'âit hià 'time and; 
place, and all are tbeated with equal 
favori -•- '-.v.’ • ■: _ NO,TICE._—Np attention .will be glvep | 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
.correspondence of this department has 
(become excessively large, especially let- 

’ ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy ot correspondents is, ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

inent at a Pasteur Institution, proves 
nothing,.an.d a thousand, eases dis-, 
charged as ."cured,” would leave, -the 
matter in exactly tlie same condition. I

Those who fear their canine pets will 
“go mad;” should see that they have 
abundance of water,-not only in “dog 
clays,” but In winter time when ice cov
ers the drinking pools. The noble ex
ample of Wentworth is worthy of imita
tion, and of more practical value than 
the library fad of Carnegie, who sup
plies buildings and books to the towns 
Who get down in the dust as beggars. 
This humane man’ has ’ bequeathed a 
part of his estate.to furnish watering 
troughs or .fountains for animals in 300 
Massachusetts -towns. ..- In the name of 
those who cannot vbiije .their satisfac
tion, a thousand thanks to tliis jienefac-. 
toy., How many thirsty animals’will be 
refreshed at thc£$ fpuntaiufi 1- We hazard 
the opinion Riat qftey..these fcontains, 
pro established there will be no case of 
'Imad d<5g”-in tne-Btafe/'■ ' ■ ’

Without Medlumistlc Entrancement.

Ip The progressive Th inker of. May 
21 I described the new phase of mate-’ 
riqlization, with no.entrgncement of the 
.medium. It began nearly, two years 
ago at Mr- Keeler's, light circles. George 
Christy, the guide, gave specific direc
tions about it The lantern was:placed 
at tlie end of the room opposite the 
cabinet. ,A, cord running, from the lan
tern to fhe oaliinet, with puilies at the 
angles of the ceiling, enables the spir
its to regulate the digitt.- .This cord Is' 
not touched by,Mr, Keeler, who sits in 
front pt the cabinet. At. times the light i 
is turned entirely off. Once in Jhe to
tal darkness- u small luminous cross ap
peared. .Another time a luminous-band 
waved about my bead.qg .1 sat In the 
battery beside Mr. Kepley. ;I. It patted' 
my ’head,, and when. ..the. light was 
turned bn. It still remained visible on

JW
Explanation of ttWHfTestament and 

Modern Manifestations.

SMimiALIST MEETINGS.
It Is Important when a meeting Is 

suspended, that notice be given us, bo 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want now notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at’the present 
time. ’ , .
. i.ThQ Ch.qf.ch pf the .Soul,UsrSi-PpraiLi' 
'v. Richmond, "pastor, holds services 
every Sunday in Hall 309, Masonic Tem
ple, at 11 a. m, Sunday-school at 10 
a. m., ; —

First German Spfritnali?t Society on 
'the Wdst Side: Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’S Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.

। The North Star Spiritual Union holds

U Read This List of ||ORDINATION USAGES, AND OTHER 
' MATTERS,

To .the Editor:—I am pleased to an
nounce through tlie.. columns of your 
valuable’rpaper- that the "Ordination 
Usages and Other Rites in Hie Religious 
Services of Spiritùallsm,” are published', 
in convenient booklet form, and that 
copies have been furnshed the officers 
of state associations. Local •societies 
having use' for them'will-also receive 
copies during the summer. These us
ages are to go into effect-September 1, 
J 904. . They are not for the general pub-" 
lie but for the use of such societies as 
are authorised to confer the rites of or
dination upon the candidates for such 
service, and should’ be thoroughly- stud
ied by such societies.

Camp Life.at St. l,o(ils. ,...

PREMIUMS.
OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USS 

. .. , fUL PREMIUM BQO.KS.

Pope Leo XllP/¿ years before 
his death ¿dyAseJr'Konmn Catholics to ( 
Btudy and knowutiife Holy Ghost A 
learned man w’if to hiB
name, informe m la^ilucated people, 
in général;’ <lp nl /hnoSyj that .Holy 
Ghost and. ôiodenï Jiyçnetlsm wre the 
samé force In ¡ .’. ■

Holy Ghost,' ij>tigm,. Witchcraft,
(ancient) Magic d, SmnHam are'the

'same 'taanif éáiat ■ ’ irátúj;e.’.. Per
sons learnei) Jn. fôphdfagin ^-çan’ begin 
the stuijy aboutie ahd its

¡ use Ijy P.hul acCprilipg. to the rep.ord in 
the. Néw ’.Té^tàinèjit. lir. Aeth, 13 ; “Then 
Patil, filled tjto'Hply Ghost, get his 
eyës bh Him, nh.d caid. 'O full of all sub
tlety, gnd.qll mi.sch|ej',;thQU cbjjd 0J-;the 
devil,' tliQii tepeifiyjll fill righteousness, 
wilt ,tlí(iü hqt fceafie.'toí’pervért.pie right, 
ways of .tlrfe'.Lqrd?. 'And:- now,'...béh'ol.d, 
thé hand' 0^ thé Lordf.fp jípón, .tlieé, and 
thou. Bhïïli,ü'b.blind, -gééfng.toe sun

’for. a timei’: ,Xnd jÿimledlat'ely ¿there 
'fell on jijin and
hé wèflj hbbúthéelfínghbJhe.tó.lead him 
"by the haiiii’.'”-^-Acth ‘mK, 
, The.fó.regojñg, .proies .,tua|;i£apj. was 
filjpd with’ hypnotic fo'(:cS auff use<J4t in 
a hÿpnqiic,<;oh.teBf, ?and,. defeated, or 
overcame aiiôther.liyimôtist-.hamé.d Bar; 
Jesugi

Students of ihé, ' poly Glipst,. sjjould 
carefully rehd ¿m^ldipjv fheijipwer of 
Peter as'Ib récórdeijjfór.p.s to, kñpw in 
.Acts, 5:'"But'J?étêteaffl, 'Ananias, why 
-hath . Satáp fitted'ÿilpê.hearf' to lip to 
the.Holy Ghbst,.aïïa|to.kéep. back part 
of the pricé'qf, thp^hd ?/e.tc, • And .An-. 
anias¡ ïéarjng, thegq, words’, fell down, 
and gave up thq'ghost. J And. thé young 
men arose, wdnpdjilm.up, and carried 
him out and buHeq bita>.'. ' .

“And it was" about tlie space of. three 
hours aftei’, when his" wife; not know
ing what Was done, camé In. Peter said 
to her, ‘How id it that ÿè have agreed 
together to .tempt the.'Spirit of the 
Lord? Behold, the’feet' pf them which 
bavé buried thy husband are ' at ’ the 
door, and shall carry thee out.’ Then 
fell she down straightway at his feet 
and yielded up the glioat; and the 
young men.'came in ¿mJ' found her dead, 
and, carrying her forth; buried her by 
her husband.”—Acts' 5: 3 to IL

Thus Is recorded'a fact that Peter did
•kill a man and Woihan witli Holy Ghost 
force, a force that is’used and has been 
used by mankind aloiig tiie ages, Jmown a volume of the.new edition of "The 
by several other names which students Ar¿na'of Spiritualism,” for which I 
°f the Holy Ghost tan Md should know., wa8 one of the many 8ub8crlbere, bafl 
1 'S'’®?. ce? xTUn’ arrived, and on opening the same Í was
tocks the real'ChTisUafilty pi the New pleased to see as frontispiece the pleas- 
Testament. Mattliw, Mark and Luke ant features of Mr. and Mrs. Tuttle 
call special attention to the Holy Ghost greeting me, and on the-opposite page 
-each in about thwáame.way-“where- tbe humble birtb.place -of tbe author un/ 

i Bay, unto y°“i “i manner of sin m jg years of age. Here, in this sim-
and blasphemy sfiall be forgiven unto cottage tbe spirit messengers found 

/lUt «-mV®1! against the a receptive mind, which they were able
Holy Ghost shall” not tj<j forgiven , unto (0 UBe aa an instrument for conveying 
mea' whosoever speaketh a word (o [bQ world-the wisdom which is now 
against tire Son of^narf, It shall be for- contained in over a dozen volumes; it 
given him, but • jVhofeôByer’ speaketh 8eems t0 me, that the selection of these 
against the Holy GhosC It shall not be pmtures waa a most happy one—a 
forgivem.hlm, nelbfier-Ja this„ world,' iong train of thoughts passed through 
?X o^eioôa to[!conie' —Matt. my mind y/biie silently looking at them.
1 mu’ „ «uu * ,u-Comparing the old volume with the
■ Thus,appears tiwt laSP-that the foun- one Of the new edition, I can only say, 

that with the exception óf ¿ few verbal

[ protpstant: Q. -.What >is, the real 
significance of Cardinal Satolli's com
ing to this country? v

A There has been much speculation 
as to the meaning of Cardinal Satolli's 
mission to this country.. It Is now her-' 
aided that it is for the intention Of es
tablishing a “Nunciature" in -Washing
ton. What does “Nunciature” signify? 
It is an ambiguous term to cover a dark 
plot, to inveigle this .government into 
dlplofnatlc relations with the Vatican. 
This has been the dream of the pope for
many a Year. To be represented at 
Washington by an ambassador; and 
have a good Catholic sent to Rome from 
this country, would exalt Catholicism 
above all other religions. If this is the' 
mission of the great cardinal the qulck-

my hgpd;,
..At the beginning,of the new. phase of 

patefiqllzatldn onlyt the, face and. bust 
of George Chrlsty. appeared. The face 
resembled a,portrait..In Keefer’s
possession, painted ln ha(f an. hour,.by 
a spirit artist, as attested.. by Mr. 
Keeler, . who witnessed the perform
ance. The portrait hyng in the. parlor 
two stories below. The development of 
the materializing phase . ,was plow. 
Other spirits appeared and were.able to 
folk through .the, trumpet.. .But George 
had to do most of the talking. One

Mrs. W. L. Pendleton: Q. I greatly 
'desire to procure the works of Dr.-Seles, 
“Gospel of the Stars," and “Miracles in 
Stone.’’, Where can I obtain them?

A. The first mentioned volume can 
be obtained of the publishers, Lutheran 

' Pub, Society, Philadelphia;' Pa.; the 
second of Henry T. Coates & Co., Phila
delphia,-Pa., or the author may be di
rectly addressed, 1338 Spring Garden 
street, Philadelphia, Pa. Doctor SeiBs 
is a doctor of divinity; not of medicine; 
a voluminous writer and p.astor of ä
church.

O. M. L.: It is not essential to join 
hands in forming a circle.L Of course, 
If ..two members play the violin during 
the seance they form no part of the cir
cle and should sit as far away as the 
room will permit. . The other members 
can join hands without them. On the 
.whole it would be better to omit the 

, . music, than, to leave, them out. When
sitting around a table, it is preferable 

■ to place the hands with the palms on its 
surface, and touching hands is quite op- 

. tional,
' R. 8.: Q. What is the danger from 
bite of rabid animals, anti of what bene- 

/ .fit’is the Pasteur method cure?
। A. It is stated by high authority that 

, rabies or hydrophobia, is one . of the 
rarest .diseases. It .is much talked of, 
and the supposed fatality'and horrible 

■; symptoms appeal to the imagination 
.. and fill the minds of those exposed with

er,he packs, his- grip and departs the 
better for his reputation. This country 
can no more recognize the Catholic 
church as a sovereign state; than it can 
the Methodist, the Presbyterian or the 
Mormon. ”There has been entirely too 
much interference by the pope with af
fairs of this government, and the mem
bers of’congress who would favor such-' 
a' project, or the president who would 
sanction it. would be relegated to the 
walks ot private life as. soon as the 
voters had opportunity to express their 
opinions. With a '‘Nunciature” to push 
the Catholic schemes, arid a lobby, to Ip-'

evening, when Ure attendance was small 
and the manifestations .feeble, .George 
said' to me, “Burr, come pften .and help 
me out." So then if there are any con-, 
federates in this kind of phenomena the: 
chief one is myself, for-I have, sat,?be-’ 
side Mr. Keeler oftener than any one 
else. ..

Soon after this phase, oegan an aged 
Spiritualist, whose name J am forbid
den to disclose, resolved to develop It, 
believing that all that had been or could 
be done with entranced., .mediumship 
qould be done without entrancement. 
For that purpose he became an almost 
constant attendant, 

' Despite the presence of some skeptics 
at most of the seances,, the gentleman 
has succeeded in bringing out full 
forms from the cabinet, as described by 
me heretofore, and he hopes for’still 
better results. ,

Indeed he has already obtained other

In answer to many Inquiries concern
ing thp pQSsil>nity.,9f .Becpring tent ac
commodations during the season, in St. 
Louis, I.’ am pleased to state that "A 
Canvass City” is opened by Liberals 
and Spiritualists for the purpose of pro- 

. vldi’ng lamp facilities ,, at a moderate, 

.price for those who desire such accom
modations during their stay in St. 
Louis; . full, particulars concerning the 
matter cam be secured. from Dr. ¿E. H. 
Green, 518 Commercial Building, St. 
Louj.s, Mo. . .

( All is peaceful and pleasant in Wash-1 
ington; June has been a month : of 
hearty and comfort; the N. $,.A..He^x. 
quarters ’and. home' of ,',’the' secretary, 
liaVe been graced, by th‘p .presence. of 
Mr, and.’Mrs. H? D. Barrett. Mr. Bgr.- 
rett lias been lecturing in Baltimore’ 
during the month, and hqs .tpken ogcar 
sipij to pay frequent visits to our home 
where his charming and talented wife is

services at Perl’s Hall, 1646. Milwaukee 
airenue, ev.ery Supdayi at 7:30 p. nn 
Mrs. B. L Hanson, pastor,

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular - Sunday evening services, 7.45.

■An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splindld LIMary Along Spiritual- 
Istlp,’Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of (Humanitarian 

, Wprk Originated 6o|ely by The Pro« 
.. gresslve Thinker,

remarkable respite. In April; last he 
got a slate-written communication from 
a scholarly woman who used to tran
scribe and revise hiq .manuscripts.. It
was in part as follow^:

“It Is not easy for me to write on the 
slates. *:*»I hope soop. to be able to

trigue-for the Protestant churches, re
ligion is only too well represented at 
the national capital. There might be ----- .. -----. - ,
more hope of success for either, Jf the1 go' on with your, .transcribing. If you 
other was not present. Now they watch will bring your sheets, to the light cir
each other, and Liberalism flourishes by cles I will take them and rewrite them 
their antagonism. and return them to ybh until your life-

" —------—------------ story-is completed.”
RELIGIOUS MADNESS. Accordingly he brought to (he se-

• ance a page of. matipscrlpt and passed
>. „ '. it to another spirit who had'served him

Will It Ever Come Again? Is the Ques- | 'tb'e shlhe capacity,'she promising to 
tion. band it to the later secretaiy for re-

O’clock,. at 319-E. 55th.Atreet, between. 
Kimbark pnd, Monroe avenues. • Jackson 
Park cars‘pass, the door. The best tab. 
ent available will be secured for-' all 
meetings. To spread the truth Is the.' 
object of this society. Address all com- 

I munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre-’ 
spending secretary, 560 East 5501 street 
Entrance to hall/Blfi E. 65tlr street.

The Light of.the Truth Society1 meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
-Conference at 3 p. m.,-and lecture and 
testaret 8 o’clock. 'Mrs. M. A. Borland, 
pastpf. ; , ...

■ ^—... r. ■ 4
t ", .WORDS OF CAPTION. .. . '

Yep should, not send money in a let
ter. You may do so a dozen tlnleS safe- 
ly.’and then the next rémltiaítíl may 

Tb'¿ IpBt'oir stolen, /Secqr.^lppswi.l.order 
for five cents,'‘and the^ .you ■ ara per
fectly safe, and. .will save yourself an
noyance and trouble, . ■ >

The Progressive .Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m.T~ •————» AJU4 «AUfq, ttl U UUU 0 Pt m»

Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every, session. Mrs.. Hilbert, pastor.

installed as our guest. All the world 
knows, Mr. Barrett from his efficient 
'¡ nd painstaking work as president of 
the N. S. A, and'missionary; many 
know Mrs. Barrett from her clever writ
ings, but we are sure she is yet to be 
more widely known, for with returning 
health; her keen brain and versatile pen 
will have greater power to manifest 
tlieir skill.

June is rapidly waning and the hour 
for closing ot the fund in the special 
collection for the Mediums’ Relief is at 
hand; each day brings some welcome 
contributions, and gives encouragement 
to beneficiaries and managers alike.

Thé Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West- 
Silty-third street, every Sunday even
ing at. 8. o'clock. Conference in the af- . 
ternoon at, 3. The Ladies' Auxiliary 
meets "every Thursday afternoon at 
same number. Harry J. Moore, lec
turer.

Remember, please, that it costs’ Jen 
cents to geta personal check at ¿bank 
In Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount s£nt.

Remember, please, that we have only 
tour books which we send out now for 

I-26-cents each. We cannot allow you to 
select any other book tn the list at that price.

■ Remember, please, that you are not 
entitled to any ot the Premium Bobka 
unless you send in with your order a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker. j>

. MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. B. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash-
Ington,’ D. C.

The Arcana of Spiritualism. ,

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Learnereji, at 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third flopr. .......

The'German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 In Brandt's 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 In Garfield 
Turner Hall, corner'of Garfield and Lar
rabee streets. Emil T. Vaas, lecturer; 
Frank Joseph, medium.

The Church of the ’ Psychic Forces 
holds services .at Wilcox Hall, corner I 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday.' Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m: The hall number is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa-Cleveland.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Spiritual Church, Licht upd Wahr- 
heit, meeting every Sunday evening at 
,8 o’clock In Wicker Park Haji, 601 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mtb. J. Vlllroak. •

Remember, please,that the safest way 
to make a remittance Is to secure a pos
tal order.
-. Remember, please, that these books 
are used exclusively as premiums, the 
editor desiring do profits, his sole ob
ject being to do a HUMANITARIAN 
WORK ■ ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC, 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not tor sale to the trade.

Remember, pleas«, that mistakes ana 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di
rect with this office, Instead of through 
a news agent.

Remember, please, that all of our 
Premium Books are neatly and subatan- 

' tlally bound in cloth, and are an orna
ment to any library.

Read our Premium Offer, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send $1 for The 
Progressive Thinker when you desire
one or more premium books, 
bear this in mind. Please

terror. .
>.1 The president of the New York Hu- 

’’ 'inane'Society, John P. Haines, has set 
this matter right before the public and 

^..corrects many-popular errors. He Bays 
thqjt,, the idea that .tv "mad. dpg”. shuqs

■ water Js entirely opposed to tacts. The 
dog seeks It and will plunge his héad to

BjAh.ex.'eyès-, .though. he .cannot? drink.-.He. 
.-neveç.J’tTîps.ftijipQkiZf béé, .JpgscAlbwly, 

along, paying no. attention to anything, 
unless interfered'with. He never froths' 

ret-'the mouth. The “mad dbg” has ' a' 
■ thiçk; ropy, brown mucus clinging to 
his lips. ; : -,

In thjrty years, the New , York Hu-' 
.“ niorie' Bo'clety has cared ' fqr 160,000 

dogs,: ¿nd its officers state that they 
» have never met a case of hydrophobia. 
' ' Profs. Dulles and Cohen of Philadel
phia, and Prof. Sultzka of New York 
have declared that they have in all their 

. practice met with no case of this dis
ease. London Hospital, and St. George 
Hospital have records pf thousands of 
cases of people bitten by dogs supposed 

¿to be mad, but have yet to see a single 
case of hydrophobia.

Rare as the disease is, there have 
been cases of It, and it may be devel
oped in canine animals by provoking 
conditions. It is, however, so rare that 
there is less danger of it than of being 

, .struck by lightning in a clear day. The 
mad dog which frightens the, country 

■ side' and makes a startling item in the 
newspapers, has been chased and tor
tured, or is suffering agony from thirst. 
The bite of such a dog does not, nor 
cannot communcate hydrophobia.

vision and transcription. It was 
In the Broad sweep of its empires, .passed'oyer ip my presence as I sat in 

Christianity has crushed “many a gem the battery. It could not be, found at 
of purest, ray.” Other religions, in- tnb close of the seance, A '--.^k Jater 

— - - - • it came back together with a revised
copy in lead, pencil. '• u.- uiac wun tne exception ui a mw veruui

Again the. gentleman, passed over a- Holy Ghost. Ignötiuslwi Loyola , knew changes, the size and contents of both 
sheet of. writing, and in a.few Jays it how ■ to..'use■-this’’flfree.1 hits iise ls the are nearly tlie same; terseness andpo- 
came back with a transcription, in ink* mystery of-the power Wthe Society of eßc beauty characterizes this as all the

Again, several sheets were pjassed Jesus, 'the Jesuits 1 ' others of Hudson Tuttle’s works. There
In the first few^hun'dH'd years -A D. however, valuable additions, which 

which I have ÖACoftJP'of the records’ enhaiiee the volume considerably; the 
’i^lsirecorded thöt JeÖÖs Christ, while chapter bn the “SubbonspiQus Seiji”- re- 
boy> Mad considdrh.ble^bwer ash/hyp- -bölvlft a 'nfe\v ¿iid ^comprehensive treat- 
sti^LJflTh^ipeopl&’E^wi]^ KäöV^’^his ment, as does, the .paragraph ,<atv Ilie-

eluding those of Babylon and Mexico, 
flourished on human sacrifices.

. Mather and Parrish were able clergy- 
men,.and stood at the head of Boston 
culture, yet they led a legalized mob, 
some 2D6 years ago, in the execution of 
twenty br more blameless persons who 
had been cried out against as witchds. 
The thirst-for human sacrifices-spread

ilms.-An accused mantuniefl anu pros
ecuted his.accusers- for libel, hnd
claimed, a then large sum as damages. 
This’s’trkw turned the tide, and soon 
afterward 150 alleged .witches were re
leased from jail. An evident èra pf hu
man sacrifices was thus arrested' at a 
criticar moment. • ‘ . ■ '

I Parrish was driven from his pulpit 
six years afterward, but Mather 
stemmed the tide and urged a renewal 
ot the persecution. Mather’s volumin
ous writings on this and other subjects, 
had overrun New England and reached 
Europe. He was also an extreme advo
cate of inoculation against smallpox—a 
man of phenomena) energy and delu
sion who thought not at all, but tell into 
the delusione of other minds.

! Mather and Parish, with the magls-. 
trate Stoughton as their tool, would 
Lave involved America tn an era of re
ligious madness. Witch-burning- was 
at. its height a centpry earlier in Eng
land and on the Continent. Had it suc
ceeded here, we would now be under 
the union of church and state—“a palnt-

There may be a poisonous condition of 
tlie saliva, which may inoculate the 
blood of those bitten. The bite of hu
man beings sometimes is poisonous. U.

. g. Surgeon Sternberg writes that he 

. tested his own saliva on animals by in
oculation? and in every case it produced 
death.

That the disease usually Is produced 
Jiy fear in those bitten is proved by the 

; Symptoms. The popular belief is that 
' > ■ person having hydrophobia, has 

jpasms at the sight of water, and barks 
like a dog, because it is believed the 
f og avoids water and barks if afflicted.
t is now known that the diseased dog 

, eagerly seeks water, and rarely barks.
Hence the disease as simulated by man 
Is imitative; not what the disease Ib, 
out what it is supposed it ought to be.

Not one case in a thousand would -be 
more injurious than a wound made by 
other means, were it not. for this super
stition. The bite Is a punctured or lacer- 

ted wound, which of itself Is more se- 
ious than’any other, but with thorough 
leansing and the use of disinfectants, 

is not alarming.
. XThe Pasteur treatment proposes toin- 
'ject into the blood. a modified virus," 
which by its action makes the system 
Immune to that introduced, or supposed 
to -be introduced by the bite. It is

over which, came back revised and
copied in ink.
' And again sheets were taken, away
and-returned transcribed in. type-writ-, a boy, bâd-considdVAbleqibwer ash hyp- ■a'tfe^ïüd'feomprehènsiVè’treat- 
iïlg. - --’a it't’nP ï ' sretfi|L,iffl'hhsipèopl&*ffliyul'd ment, as does the paragraph .aû’llie-
,»■ -Quéryr-' -Aret^d’beiïèHs; 'pens' and' -fact-eit -;8b ■-sdiôfiW11'''Egyptiaùi' à,iïd ciOS0 of 'Ch'àptèr Ïlï, “What is' Lite.” 
type-writers used in the spirit world? Greele-gods knew hypïibtlsm and’ ÛSéd Throughout the volume'there is stored 
Or does the celestial secretary come to it ages before the Israelites were '"re<- pp an abundance of knowledge many 
earth to procure stationery ahd thé'use corded .as a-separate family of persons. tjme8 worth the dollar which is paid for 

>of a type-Writing machine? ,, ’ . Qods of the Egyptians'and Greeks were . .
■ The sanguine gentleman hopes to get the. leading creators, inventors of their - As thé German edition of Hudson 
the transcrip'tioils returned' in.. letter, age. Edison would have been a gdd in Tuttle'S "Philosophy of Spirit” meets 
press. In that event I might atid. the the age the same as we call him an in- wjth increasing success and many let- 
qpery, Do they Have pHntipg’htésses in ventor. A clear understanding of these are récéived speaking in ' highest 
UU<7 HVHu (AS V/UJ-UV-.? . . . subjects aids a person to read with I terms of approbation of that book, I was
■ Before thé passing ovei* of manu-[ more understanding-Jesus Christ as a encouraged to render a'German version 
scripts the same gentleman, presented, [ hypnotist. - .-a, ■ of-this new edition of “The Arcana of

."And when Jesug^Chrlst was seven spiritualism,” which is at this time well 
years. ot age, he was on a certain day under way, hoping thereby to promut- 
with other boys about 4he same- age, gate the truth of Spiritualism among a 
who made, clay in formiof birds. Jésus daag of thinkers, who prefer reading it 
said to the boys, T will: command those jn their idiom.

at sundry times, bouquets of flowers to 
his celestial secretary. Thèse likewise 
disappeared, and of course, were never 
returned.

WM. HENRY BURR.
Washington, D. C. : '

ed ship on a painted sea.” Spirit re
turn would be unknown, excepting as 
an occasional freak.

At the age of 19, Joan of Arc, had 
passed on, exclaiming in the' flames, 
"My voices did'not deceive me; those 
voices were from God.”

Liberty had been hunted around the 
I world, as Thomas Paine expressed it in 
The Rights of Man.

.Japan' ordains religious liberty, but 
turns coolly from Christianity, because 
the latter would at once banish the an
cestral worship and folklore which the 
Japanese have enjoyed tor 2,500 years.

“There is only one spirit in the other 
world that we can communicate with,” 
said a minister to his congregation, in 
my hearing, some years ago. That 
preacher has gone into comparative ob
scurity since then. He was a fiery and 
overflowing public speaker, with pecul
iar individuality.

Under the leadership of Paul and the 
other meddlesome apostles, the -teach
ings of the Son of Man. have been ob
scured iinder a varied Judaism.' Juda
ism had much more contention and- 
many mobs.’ Itg madness has reap
peared again and again, and has been 
the great .destroyer, of . mankind; . yet 
Jesus never censured a woman or^child, 

• and it seems probable that he was mis-

really more liable to produce the genu
ine disease than to prevent it It has 
become the custom, if anyone is bitten 
by cat or dog, for the consulted pbysi- 
.ciap to start the patient at once to a 
Pasteur Institute. The most alarming 
fears' are awakened and the nervous 
shock prostrating. The patient on. ar
riving at'tiie Institute is yet more deep
ly impressed- with his terrible danger, 
and anxious to submit to any treatment 
which gives a hope of rescue. If the 
patient dies, it is said he began treat
ment too late. U he lives to return to 
his home, the treatment receives the 
credit.

Physicians of equal eminence as au
thority, are divided in opinion as to the

Letter Trom Forrest, Bòston.
To thé Editor:—Ï am pleased to note 

that my article.regarding the late ex
posures of fraudulent mediums in this 
city, which appeared In your - issue of 
May 14. has been the means of arousing 
the attention of many.thinking Spirit
ualists to . the lamentable conditions 
which prevail to-day-<7 only in this 
city (Boston) but' In every other large 
city in the country, and particularly in 
California. The situation in fact Is no 
worse here than elsewhere, except in 
fegard to numbers,.perhaps. There are 
probably more mediums In this city and

the 
who 
less

figures which 1 have made, to walk.’ 
And immediately they moved; and 
when he commanded' them to return, 
they returned. He. had also made the 
figures of birds; which .when he com-

' ' GEORGE E. WEISS.
Brooklyn, N. Y. ‘

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.; lecture at 8 p. m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates and others. Good music.

The Spiritual Unity Society hold« 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 

, m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
testa by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Wednesday afternoon 
and evening at Tasklnge Hall, Thirty- 
first street and Archer avenue. Con
ducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes,

The Universal Occult Society, holds 
Its meetings at’ Kó. ’77 feast Thirty-first 
street,. Hall. “C," .every-: '.Sunday • aftet- 
Aqon"Afi^ evening, the Hom Robert Gil
ray, pastor. The’renownea medium, , 
Charles J. Peteraon, psychic. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Regular service at 8 
P. na.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds its meetings every Sunday at 
2:30 and 7:45. Sunday school at 1:30. 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue. All welcome.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p, m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening servite, 
-15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 

• the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist These

Every person who sends in a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make bis selection from the 
following list for TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS:

1. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book this year. Price 
26 cents.

2. Vol. 3 ot the Encyclopedia ot 
Death, and Lite in the “
Price 25 cents.

3. A Wanderer jn the 
Price 25 cents.

4.. Seers of the Ages, 
Peebles. Price 25 cents.

Spirit World.

Spirit Lands.

by Dr. J. M.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
It you order only one book; and that 

one neither of tlie books mentioned 
above, the price is 40 cents each. '

We have only ELEVEN Premium 
Bpolcs, and you can select from'them as 
follows: '

' Any two ot the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

L -.Any three of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 31,10.

Any. four of the Eleven Premium
Books you may order, prlce-31.50;

Any five of. the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 31.80.

Any six of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 32.10.

Any seven of me. Eleven Premium
Booles you may order, price 32.35. •
.Any eight of the Eleven Premium

Books you may order, price 32.65.
Any nine of the Eleven Premium 

Books you may order, prlve 32.90.
Any ten of the Eleven Premium 

■ Books you may order, price 33.10.
Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium

SOME TIME.

“crooked.”
I was a little surprised, and very 

much gratified to see.in your last issus 
that Chicago has one medium, Mr. Wm. 
F. Langdon, who expresses himself as 
willing to be tested. He claims slate- 
writing, painting and partial material
ization as among the phenomena that 
has been produced through hiB powers, 
and says he is willing to try the mos
quito bar test' suggested in my article. 
I sincerely hope arrangements will be

manded to fly; did fly, - and when he , . , .. ■ ,, ■ . .
commanded to stand Btill, they stood Last night, my darling, as you slept, 
still; and if he gave~ them food and . I thought Ih^rd you sigh, 
drink, they did eat and ¡drink. ■' An.d yoyr little crib I crept,

“On another day .Jesus Cnrlst going And watched a space thereby; 
out ‘pto tho street, 'and. seeing some And 1 sto°Peii and. kissed 
boys who were met’to play, joined him- _
self to tlieir company. But when they ^or> 1 'ove y°u ®° ,,
saw him, they hid themselves, .and left are too. young to know it now, 
him to sbek for them; Jesus: Christ But Bome «me you shall know, 
came to the gate of a certain. house, some time when, In a darkened place 
and asked some women , who were Where others come to weep, 
standing there, where the boys were your eyes shall look upon a face 
gone? And when they answered, that calm in eternal sleep, 
there was no one there, Jesus Christ The voiceless lips, tho wrinkled brow, 
¿aid, Who a-re those whom ye see in the The patient smile shall show— 
furnace? They answered, They were you are too young to know it now, 
kids of three years old. Then Jesus But some time you may know, 
cried out aloud, and said,-come out hith
er, O ye Mds. tq,your'shepherd; and Look backward, then, into the years, 
presently the boys came forth like kids, . And see me here to-night 
and leaped about him; which when the See, oh, my darling, how the tears 
women saw, they . were exceedingly Are falling as I write;
amazed and trembled. Jesus said, come And fe.el once more upon your brow 
hither, O boys, and we may go and play, ] The Msb ot long ago—

your

Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for 33.35, something 
never before equalled in this country or 
Europe. Our principal aim is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East Slst 
street.

■ Evangelical Spiritual meetings, Sun
days, Van Buren Opera House, at 2:30 
and.7:45 p. m. Mrs. L. J. Jaquet, inspi
rational speaker.

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day -and Thursday evening at 8 
o'clock. Tests and musu at every ser
vice. . ’

Spiritual meetings are held at 326 
Wells street, by Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. 
Wickland; Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o'clock, and Friday evenings at 8 
o'clock. Residence, 616 Wells street.

The Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall C. R. Gilray, pastor. Dur- ] 
ing the months of June and July the 
meetings will be conducted by the re
nowned medium, Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley. Her old friends will have an 
opportunity of hearing her once more.

The Independent Spiritualists meet 
every Sunday, 8 p. m., St. George’s Hall, 
3337 State street Mrs. W. Brockway 
with "proof positive tests” which dum- 
fonnd the skeptic and set the serious to 
thinking.’ .

United Spiritualist Research Meeting, 
Schott's Hall, Racine and Belmont ave
nue, every Sunday at 2:30 p. in. P. -M.

FOR $3.35.
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

and

and

and

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

■ 9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ot 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr.- J. M. Peebles.

11—The Gréât Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

REMITTING.'
When you send in your subscription 

to Thè Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in, 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
¿'rid will do you good. In remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

1 Sending'òùt these premium books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce thé price of the subscription of 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of the fact that.we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, much 
more than; any other Spiritualist paper 
now published.

In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22,. illustrating th»

1 great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was never

' -known before bn this material plane.,
. Address all orders to . -..I

J, R. FRANCIS,
, 40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois.

You are too young to know it now, ■ 
' But some time you shall know.

. . —Eugene Field.
and immediately, in the., presence of 
these women, the kidi were changed, 
and returned into the'shape of boys."

'At length the son of Hananl coming 
I-to the fish-pool of Jesus to. destroy it, 
the water vanished, awky, anä". Jesus 
Christ sald to hlnr,; & like manner as 
this water:has variis]iëd, so shall thy 
life vanish; ahd pr^teQY’Jli.e boy-died.” 
"Jesus Christ wasrsënt to a .’teacher, 
but this schtMlTfiaOTey^  jiffimL.fie-lift up 

zuuvij. ï his hand tö^whip JÈsuaïÇhrisL'fiad KisDuring my two yea^s ■ residence in-l-preserftly wtffiere^And Jte died”
T Koxtö vovsoerrirtlTr ûnriônvnraA tn i _<_  • • . rt_ T HJl.: Fttbllc LI- 

tolÿ Ghost of 
r Testament 
free that is

made, preferably with Dr. Warne and 
under the auspices of yofir state associ
ation, to give Mr. Langdon a fair test,
and that he will succeed in satisfying 
these people that such phenomena do 
really occur beyond the shadow of a 
doubt The result ot the- test will be 
awaited with great interest all over the

BOOK REVIEW.

. Twin Demons, or the Four Headed 
Dragons. The'Practical Psychology of 
Fear and Worry. By Stanley L. Krebs.
. A series of practical chapters on the 

causes and results of fear and worry, 
| and their cure; , • ■ ■ -

Boston I have repeatedly endeavored to j fFrorn records in.' 
obtain a similar test ot some one of the 1 ' •interpreted from the start. ontaiu a Bimniu- ul some uue in iu«

. advocated female i subjection, a y mediums here who give phenom
blood atonement, the fall ofmaib future 1 - - ■ —... - . —■—-
punishment and the destruction of phil
osophy.' ’ '

An era of good will Is dawning-over 
civilization; yet the disease,of,religious 
madness exists. If the wiser minds of 
both worlds can prevent it frbifi con
centrating, all will be well, but if it 
comes again, it ' would overthrow the 
barriers that surround liberty. It has 
been tlie most powerful and destructive 
force of the past ' ’

J. M. HOLADAY.

enal seances, but without success. 
Some profess willingness, but impóse 
conditions that would render the test

brary.J • ■ 1
■' Please remember

"The Kingship ot Self-Control.” By 
Wm. George Jordan,. It .treats, ot the 
crimes of the tongue, the .Red Tape 
duty, the supreme ‘charity ot the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price SO cents; For sale at this office.

‘Wow Shall1 Become a Medl- 
; Um/’ Fully ftnswei'ed :
In- ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 

¿nd .Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35
**nts. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights O

worthless, as a test I am still hoping 
that oiie may be found' who will' fór the 
sake of the cause, consent to prove his 
or her powers. ; As the $1,000 offer of 
our California friend , meets with go 
many objections, I make no cash offer, 
but as a correspondent of The Progress
ive Thinker. I promise to give the read
ers of that journal a true, fair and im
partial account of any seance that may 
be arranged to that end. And. I also 
agree that the best of conditions will 
be given the medium. Letters ad
dressed to me in care of The Progress- 

i Ive Thinker, will receive prompt atten- 
I tion.

In a future letter I shall endeavor to 
give The Progressive Thinker some In
teresting items regarding Spiritualism 
(or. what passes for such) in Boston. 
We have all kindsof mediums, here, 
and all kinds of seances and hall meet
ings, and the impressions gained by a 
"swing around the circle” may be the 
means of giving the reader some new 
ideas. : '• FORREST.’

Esser, lecturer, and other mediums..
Church of the Spirii, Schiller Build

ing, 109 East Randolph street, .con
ducted by Prof. Wm. Fiteh Ruffle. Ser
vices every Siinday at 11 a. m. > Brief 
address, closing with readings for all. 
3 p. m., brief addresh, followed by tests 
and mental - telepathic demonstrations. 
Speakers and mediums Invited. 8 p. 
m., address, followed by messages.

WHENCE AND WHITHER ?

i ; A Sinner’s Release, or a Loving Hand 
at-the Portals. By Nellie Gruver Sulli
van, McKeesport/Pa. • <> ••

, A very interesting narrative Of oiie 
man’s material and spiritual life. Hav
ing commenced reading it, one will- not 
.wish to Iay.it aside-till it is finished.

ancient ages; of tl 
Ohristians-'is. The ï 
called ■ Hypnotism.;'

Boston, Moss., ,

NEWïBDDfc 
■ .¿Jn i_nlc 

Psychietight 
BY MR& DRAKE.

des, OamPrineetingB apd Other Splrit- 
Qfillatlc Gatherings.” By Wttto H 
HnU. For sale, at this office. Prie® 30

Important Addition -to. Our (.Literature. 
. Mrs. Maud Lord Brako has h Rational 

reputation as w medium,? The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
have been most jnarvelfius. >■ She has 
written a book with »this title:'-“PSY
CHIC LIGHT^THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND. LIFE,”ttJs a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It wlll hold your 
attention from the beginning to the 
end. it ts .ehockful pff ,Bti|Ting. Inci
dents. Price this l^rge vqlume, only 
$1.50 postpaid. ,
”'Death4^eSt6d.ror'®o’'i^yehiC'» 
cret of How to Keep YoungA. By J. M

i KEEP POSTED
tn1 Current Spiritualistic '' and - Occult 

News.
•.You can do It by reading each week 
the Progressive Thinker., The Philo, 
ophy and the Splritualistlo and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, is 
the marvel of the age. No one can af
ford to. be without the paper, ' Its price 
Is within the reach of alL

■ "The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
ah an Event In Life.” By Lilian Whit- < 
ing. One of Miss Whiting's most aug-1 
gestlve, Intensely Interesting, spiritual 
books. At is laden withr-rlcb, .thought
ful spirituality. For sale at this office.
Price $1- - . . . -

; "Dlscovery.of-aLost TraiL” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. .Excellent in spiritual 
suggestfveneBS.' Cloth, $L50. For sale 
at thiqoffice. . , . .. :

i '77ever-RBfflng Life Assured by Scl- 
enqa" By Daniel,' Kent Teqppy.,- a 
strong and conclusive argurffent from 
the basis tS science. For sale at.this 
office. Pries «oerts- -

An Inquiry- Into the Nature of the Soul, 
Ite Origin and Destiny.

BŸ Dh.>AUL CARUS.

This little book treats of the central 
problems of all religion; the nature of 
the ego; the origin, development, and 
■destiny of the human personality; spir
itual heredity; the dissolution of the 
body and the preservation of the soul; 
the nature of human Immortality; man
kind’s ideals;, the rational basis of eth- 
ics, etc., all from the standpoint ot mod
ern psychology and biology. 188 pages. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents. •

"Dr. Carus answers.the-question: "Is 
Life Worth Living?” very fully and sat
isfactorily. The- whole is a compre
hensive and .helpful treatise.”—Journal 
of Education, Boston.
, "Goclal .Upbuilding, Including Co-op- 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt LL. D., M. Dl This comprises 
Uio last part of HumanCulture and 
Cura Paper cover, 15 cento. For saJa

“Spirit Echoes.” . My Mattle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven- 
of .the author’s latest ■ and choicest, 
poems.- Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price,>75 cents.

“Talmagean Inanities, .incqngrultlaa, 
Inconsistencies, and Blasphemies; a Re- 
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s-oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull, 
For sale at thia office. Price ten cent^

¿A,



THEY COME IN DREAMS.

Remarkable Psychic Experiences
The Future Revealed in a Most Remarkable Manner, commissary to exclude from suspicion her second foot- 

Blustrating the Power of Prophecy. a y<>W man of eighteen or nineteen,, very good
............ .......... looking, very respectful, yery well acquainted with

* • . , - . it i- his business, whom they nicknamed Le Petit, not on
,M. Cannlle Flammarion in his remarkable work, aee6urit of his stature, for he was rather tall, but from 

“The Unknown,” gives the following experience-ot a Bentilnent of familiar kindliness which’, his good 
a Dr. Liebault: - ■ dualities' had obtained for him.qualities’ had, obtained for him.

The morning had nearly all -passed in these form
alities, ’ entirely without result, when, about eleven 
o ’clock, Lady A. sent her youngest daughter's gover
ness to my house to inform me of what had happened 

_ ... and to beg me to accompany her to the house of a
J879, on the, 26th of December, as he was walking clairvoyant, whose powers I had spoken highly of a 
along one of the streets in Paris, he saw written on a few days before.
door, “Madame Lenormand, female necromancer.” ’ J ¿fid not myself know this clairvoyant, but a lady 
Urged by curiosity, he, without reflection, entered the ¡n my family had<told me of one of her consultations, 
house, and, when there, was conducted into a dark- where she had distinguished herself in her predictions 
ened chamber. -There he awaited Mad-ame Lenbr- of the future. We went there. Seeing iis together 
marid; who having, been told .at once of his arrival, ghe. wished to separate us. We made her understand 
soon came in. Looking carefully at the palm nf one f}iaf as we came for the same purpose we wished only

January 7,1886.—There came to consult me to-day, 
■t four o’clock in the afternoon M. S, de Ch——, for 
a nervous condition of much gravity. M. de Ch—— 
is much troubled in his mind about a law suit that is
now. going on, and other things involved in it. In

of his hajifls, she sgid to him: “You will lose your 
father in a year on this very anniversary. Very soon 
you will be a soldier (he was then nineteen), but you 
will not remain long. You will marry young; have 
two children; and you will die when you are twenty- 
six years old.”

Haslett . Park, Mlph.

Address 784 Eighth St., Oakland, Cai,

85 Warren St.. Stoneham. Mut

at

7U3Indiana.

Fatter Tom and tte Pone,

TO VOÜ!ft WORD

full 
sec-

Ashley, Ohio will open August? and 
close August 28. For full particulars 
address W. F. Randolph, secretary, Ash
ley, Ohio.

The Latest 

Discovery, 

by

programs address J. D. Richmond, 
retary, St. Johns, Mich.

Readings and Business Advice, 
and Two Stamps.

Success and How to Win It.
A Course of 25 Lessons on the Science and 

Art of Success, given to Summer Camp Classes 
and thru “Reason, by

B. F. AUSTIN, B, A., D. D.
Bound In Limp Cloth, Just Out. Worth 925; sold 
for 26 cents.

DON’T READ THIS.
If alck write to me, and I will give you a free 

examination.. I want no lending symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes suc
cessfully treated. Send name. age. sex, complex
ion, weight and 10 cte. in stumps or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

Institute of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
-Fast becoming ot world-wide fame. "-H.Tuttle 

Light, Color, Electricity, Magnetism. Mind. Baths.
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. "D. M.’* 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one s home. Books and Instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

K. I>. BABBITT. M. Geneva. N. Y.

Ashley, Ohio, Camp.
The Spiritualist camp-meeting

This old and popular camp opens 
July 30 and’closes Aug. 28. For ‘

FOUND.
A medicine that will cure Kidney Trouble and 
BheudiatltiiiL Conialnsno acids, has no injuri
ous effects, and never fails. 11.50 per boule.

Agents Wanted.
GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.

117 West Hth Avenue. Denver. Col

Annie Lord Chamberlalu’n Car<L
Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for 

my blind sister, Jennie L. Webb, one ot the earl
iest mediums now jo the form, by writingaleUer 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with SI, and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or whia- 
per.. Addreao Mr». Annie Lord Chumberlaln, Mil
ord Mubb.

Or a Night at the Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir-Samuel Ferguson. From Blackwood's 
Edinburg Mag;.zine. This Is a humorous ab- 
count of a roilcksome visit to the Popo of0A ¿Yoi^w.-vTsU to the PopoM

Huntley. A worn of deep thought, car- ( Home by Father Tom, an'Irish priest, armed 
rylng the principles Of evolution into with a superabundance ot Irish wit, two Im- 
new fields."' Cloth 42. For sale at UiS perlal quart bottles of Irish •■poteen.’1 and an 

* Irish recipe for "conwoundlng" the same,
omce. Paper. 25cents; cloth, w cents.

LI6T, OFCAMP-MEETINGS.

that as we came for the same purpose we wished only

this theft, since she had already assured us that it

sal

Uteri}

Delphq*:CMp, Kans.
This camp-meetirigçwill begin August 

6, closing August 22. Address all com
munications to L N. Richardson; secre
tary, Delphos, Kans..

Grand Ledge, Mich.
The Grand Ledgei(Mlch.) camp opens 

July 31 and closes August 28. For full 
programme address: JJ ,W. Ewing, Grand 
Ledge, Mich.'

Onset Camp.
Commences July 24 and ends August 

28. For. full programme and particu
lars address the secretary of Rie camp, 
Onset, Mass.

“Why 1 Am a .Vegetarian." By j, 
Howard Moore. An address before’ the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Fries, 25 
Matt. - ■

ASSIST
tKB

tiOt

one consultation. She may or may not have taken us 
for the same family. She asked us simply whether 
the affair in regard to which we came was specially 
near to the person of one or the other of us. I des
ignated Mademoiselle C., for, as she lived in Lady A.’s
apartment, she had really, been the person nearest to 

; This stupefying prophecy, which M. de Ch-----con- the scene of the robbery.
fid.ed to several of his friends, arid to some of his own Madame E., our clairvoyant, then brought a bowl 
family, he did not at first think much of; but when filled with clear coffee, without sugar or cream, and 
his father died on the 27th of December in the follow- begged Mademoiselle C. to breathe over it three times, 
ing year, after a short illness, and just a year after his after which the coffee was poured into another bowl, 
son’s interview with Madame Lenormand, the loss and the first was fitted over the second so that its con-
made a change in his incredulity. When he became tents passed partly into the new receiver, leaving only 
a soldier—only for seven months—and when having on its inner surface some of the coffee grounds, which, 
been married shortly after, two children were born to in consequence of the escape of the liquid, formed 
him, when he was about twenty-six, he became over- strange patterns which had'no meaning for us, but in 
come by fear, and thought he had only a short time to which the pythoness seemed to find something.
live. It was then that he came to see me to ask if it During this mysterious preparation it was necessa- 
would not be possible to break the spell. For other- ry to entertain us, so that Madame E. shuffled her
wise, as the first four prophecies had been aecom- cards and began: ‘ Ah, hut, it is a robbery, and a rob- 
plished, he thought the fifth would surely be fulfilled, bery committed by one of the persons in the house, 

That day, and for several days, I tried to put M. de and not by someone surreptitiously introduced from
Ch-----into a deep magnetic sleep, in order that he the outside.”
should throw off the idea that was weighing on his ’This promised well. We admitted that what she 
spirits—that, namely, of his approaching death, which stated was true. • As to the thief, his identity was un- 
hc calculated would take place on the 4th of Febru-
ary, which was his birthday. . Madame Lenormand 
had told him nothing upon this point. I could not in 
any way put the young man to sleep—he was too agi
tated. Nevertheless, as he urged me to deliver him 
from the conviction that he must soon succumb (a 
most dangerous conviction, for one who has often 
seen convictions of this kind accomplish an auto-sug
gestion to the letter), I changed my treatment, and I 
recommended him to consult one of my somnambu
lists, an old man nearly seventy years of age, who was 
called the prophet, because, when I had put him into 
a magnetic sleep, he had, without an error, prophee- 
sicd the’ exact time of his cure from rheumatism in

fortunately omitted, - . .
“Wait,” said Mademe E., “I am now going to ob

serve the coffee grounds, which must have formed 
their deposit.” She seised the overturned bowl, and 
made Mademoiselle C. breathe upon it again three, 
times, after which she took up her eyeglass. Then, 
as if she had taken part in the scene, she described to 
us, bit by bit, the topography of Lady A. ’s apartment, 
without ever being mistaken either as to the bed-room 
or the salon. She saw pass in defile before us her 
seven servants, whose sexes and characteristics she 
exactly described. Then penetrating again into Lady 
A. ’s chamber, she perceived a wardrobe which seemed
to her very peculiar.

his joints, which he had suffered from for four years; “She has,” she repeated with astonishment, “a 
also the cure of his daughter. M. de Ch—— accepted, cupboard, the center of the door of which is covered 
my proposal with eagerness, and did not fail to come with a mirror; and on each side of this principal part 
at the right time to the interview which I arranged of the wardrobe there are two doors without glass; 
for hiip. Having entered into rapport with the som- and all this contains * * * Oh, mon Dieu! • • • why is 
nambulist, his first question was, “When shall I die?” this wardrobe never closed? although it contains 
“You will die forty-one years from now!” The ef- money, which is * • • in'* * • What a strange object;
feet of these words was marvelous. Immediately my 
patient became gay, talkative, and full of hope. When 
the 4th of February was past, the day he had dreaded, 
he thought himself saved.

; Lt wps then that some of those who heard of this 
sad history, agreed in eoneluding that there‘tyas noth
ing whatever true about.it: that it was merely a post; 
hypnotic suggestion, and that the-young man had im
agined every thing. They were all wrong. Fate had 
decided on his destiny. He was to die.

I had forgotten all about him when, at the begin-

not like a box. Ah, I have it! It is a traveling bag. 
What an idea, to put money in there; and, above all, 
how imprudent to leave the wardrobe openl The 
thieves know the bag well. They, have not forced 
the look. They .have introduced some object into it in 
order to separate the two Sides; t^eii, With, the help of 
scissors or . pincers, they have extracted- the moffpy, 
which was in bank notes.”

We let her go on speaking. All that this woman 
had told us confounded us by the truth" of its details,
even the most trivial. She stopped from fatigue. /¡iVe 
wished to know more. We ’begged her, we implied 
her, to tell us which of the servants had committed

ning of October, I received an announcement of his’ 
death, .by which I learned that my unfortunate patient 
hadjJied on September 30, 1885, in his twenty-sixth VU1O ai.sauj ™

yeafcrrthat is to say, while he was still twenty-six, as was one of the household. ■ ■
Madame Lenormand had predicted. And that no one She added that it was impossible for her to^dd ihis 
may suppose there is any error on my part/1 have pte- .without bringing^herself within reach of, the French 
served this letter among my papers. So there are tWo law, which cannot,; and indeed ought'not; allow any- 
written testimonies to the fact. one to be considered a criminal without proofs, andone to be considered à criminal without proofs, and 

never by the aid of occult means. . By force of insist
ence, however, she assured us that Lady A.’s money 
would never be recovered. This was very probable, 
since the thief could not be arrested for the.robbery, 
and then, wllat wâç more purprising, • said . that 
“two years later the?criminal would suffer ’ capital 
punishment?^- ’■.

. Lady Ay at the end of a fortnight,. disijEi^ad .. her 
house steward and her maid. LàTétit, ïor some rea
son unknown to us, left Lady. A.-three. Ox Your: weeks 

keeping her jewels and her money. The lock, how- later. The’money,was never,recovered-; and,à year 
ever, had not been forced; the edges of the bag only later Lady A. set out for Egypt.’ ?
had been a little frayed. Nevertheless, Lady A., was .. Two years after, the event "described,.La.dy„ A., re- 
certain that about two o’clock in the afternoon she, ceived a summons : from (he TVihij^iil .gf the. Seine, to 
had opened the bag and paid a bill in the presence of appear^iri,Paris, m a witness. ,.Tlie;per§Qn -.who com- 
her maid, and she was sure she had then put the.'¿fitted: the robbery in Èér héuse ’̂ad been found. ’ He 
money .back in its usual place. In her distress, she had'just been takeii into custody. La ■ Petit,' gifted 
rang for her maid, who could give her no information; with so many excellent’qualities', was rio oilier 'than 
but who had had time to let the household know that Marchandori, the inui‘derér..ofJMadàme.,Cornet.- .»

A liidy, one of my friends, Lady A., lived on the 
Champs Elysees. One evening in October, 1883,1 had 
dined with her. Notwithstanding her large fortune 
she was a woman of business. Being very , active, .she 
gave but few hours to sleep. Every evening when 
her guests had departed she settled her accounts.

On this particular evening what was her astonish-. 
ment, her terror, to find that the sum of 3,500 or 3,600 
francs was missing from the inner pocket of the im
mense traveling bag in which she was in the habit of

a robbery had been committed. As a result of this, 
the thief, or thieves, if they were among the domes
tics, had had time to put their plunder in a place of 
safety. ..........."

At daylight the next day the commissary of police 
at the Rue Berryer was notified. Masters 'and serv
ants were searched, the wardrobes, the closets, and the 
furniture.’ Naturally they found nothing. The com
missary having completed his fruitless search, talked 
for a moment with Lady A. He asked her what were 
her own. impressions as to the manner in which the 
robbery had been accomplished, and which among the 
servants were the least worthy of confidence.

Lady, A., in enumerating her servants, begged the

Marchandon, the t^nrderèr..of Madame’...Cornet. ” 
As is well known, he suffered capital punishment, as

the clairvoyant in Le Rue Notre .Dame de Loratte had 
told us, and during the trial that Le -Petit had a 
brother who was a coachman-in a large house in the 
Champfi Elysees, very near Lady A;’s residence.

Le Petit; or Marchandon, since they, are one and the 
same, made use of all his free moments when in Lady 
A.’s service to go to his brother’s, for he was a great 
lover of horses. This, therefore, was the reason that 
Madame E. had insisted, in spite of; 'our contradic
tions, that she had seen him repeatedly among horses. 
She had indeed really seen in this little detail what 
the incident of the trial revealed to us. '

L. D ’ERVIEUX.

Julp 2,1904. \

Send In Your Dates and Name* of Sec
retary tat Once.

Interest in the. various < Spiritualist 
camp-meetings : has commenced, / and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
once to this' office; so that proper cor
rections as to dates, etc., can;be made.

Mt. Pleasant Parfc Clinton, Iowa.
The camp session- of the M. -V. 8. A., 

Mt. Pleasant Park,! Clinton, Iowa, will 
open July 31and closeAug. 28. For pro
grammes address Mollie B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarksville;, Mo.

Maple Dell • Park, -Ohio.
The American Spiritur.l, Religious and 

Science Union.will hold a camp session 
at Maple Dell, commencing July 24 and 
closing Sept. 1. F. H. Sherwood, secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio. The grounds 
will be open for family reunions, Sun
day-school picnics, and Sunday meet
ings, etc., from June 1 to Sept. 15.

Lily Dale Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort opens 

July 15 and closes September 14. For 
full programmes address the president, 
Mrs. Abby L. Pettenglll, Lily Dale, N. Y.

Lake Sunapee Camp, N. H.
Lake Sunapee. Spiritualist camp

meeting commences July 31 and closes 
August 28—four weeks and five Sun
days, at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H. For 
programmes address Lorenzo Worthen, 
secretary, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H., until 
July 25; after then: at Blodgett's Land
ing, N. H.

Chesterfield, Ind.
Chesterfield (Indi) camp-meeting 

opens July 14 and closes August 28, For 
programs and otheir.t Information ad
dress Lydia Jessup, secretary, Chester
field, Ind.

Unity-Oamp<Meetlng.
The Lynn Sifiritutffists Association 

will hold meetings «very Sunday at 
Unity Camp, Sàngui» Center, Mass., 
commencing June 6-and ending Sept 
25. For -full particulars address Mrs. 
A. A. Averill, 42i :Smlth street, Lynn, 
Mass.

FrebvillejiN. Y.
The dates tow the Central New York 

Spiritual AssoctàtionrCamp-meetlng, at 
Freeville, N. Yÿare from July 23 .to 
Aug:: 22, four weeks ®id five Sundays. 
Owing to-the : protracted and severe ill- 
neas. fif our -seeteiarjqsMlBB Victoria=C; 
Moqre.1 am: acting secretary; to Whom 
all-.letters pertaining to thé camp 
shpuld.be addressed. W. W. Kelseÿ, 
President, Cortland, N. Y.

Lake Brady, Ohio.
The Lake Brady Spiritualist Camp- 

meeting. opens July 3 and closes Sept 
4j For full programme address A. G. 
Keck, Akron, Ohio.

Island Lake, Mich.
The Island Lake Camp, at Island 

Lake, Mich., 42 miles, from Detroit, on 
the Flint and Pere Marquette railroad, 
commences July Ifi and extends through 
the month of August For full pro
grammes, address H. R. LaGrange, sec
retary, : 84 East Montcalm.', street, De
troit, Mich.

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass,
This excellent-camp opens July 31, 

and continues for 30 consecutive days. 
For full programmes address Albert P. 
Blinn, 61 Dartmouth street, Boston, 
Mass.

Harmony Grove, Cai.
The Harmony Grove Spiritualist 

Camp-meeting of Escondido, Cal., com; 
mences July. 17 and closes July 31. For 
fuir particulars address T. J. McFeron, 
secretary, San Diego, Cal.

Winfield Camp, Kansas. ■’
Opens July 16 and closes July. 26. 

For full particulars address Mrs. Maud 
K. Gates; 133. South Manning street, 
Winfield, Kansas. . .....;

Southern Cassadaga Camp.
The Southern Cassadaga camp at 

Lake Helen, Flotilla, will open the first 
Sunday in February and close the 26th 
of March. For information regarding 
rooms’ in Apartment House or in cot
tages, also for programmes, write to 
Mrs. J. D. Palmer, corresponding sec
retary, Willoughby, Ohio.

Edgewood Camp, Wash.
Edgewood camp, Washington, opens 

July 31, and will continue three weeks, 
ending August 22 and 23 with their 
eighth annual convention. For full par
ticulars address Julian W. Smith, 1115 
North Fife street, Tacoma, Wash.

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Fixen.'

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to thosp who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Sent complete for 50 cents.
"Hanily Electrical Dictionary." a 

practical handbook ot reference, con
taining definitions of every used eleo- 
trlcal term or phrase. Price 25 cents.

"Principles of Light and Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D, A truly 
great work ot a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For bale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
|5. It is a wonderful work and you will 
be delighted with it

"Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern

Frankl lit Neb.
This camP commences July 29 and 

closes'August 15. For iullpartticulars 
address D.- L. Haines; secretary, Frank- 
Un, Neb.

New .Era; Oregon;
The First Spiritual-Religious Associa

tion of Clackamas county, Oregon, will 
open their camp-meeting at-New Era, I 
Oregon, July 2,. and dose July 26, in-1 
duffing -four Sundays. Camp about 18 
miles south of Portland, For further 
information inquire ot George Lazelle, 
Oregon City; Oregon;? secretary; J. H. 
Lucas, of Portland, -president.

TOJSEGOOO, 
Ako oo uovo

ELTON E, HEDiUCK,
AaTROLOGE^.r-Vocatlon. business spaaula- 
lion, matrimony, changes, travel, pll.affairs of life. Foe ¡¡2M. date of blrfli as near .the 
hour as possible. Address, 2621 Heading Hoad, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. - 775

C. WALTER LYNN; __ f»l
THE

Mrs. J. Conant Henderson, 
tfotmorly "Banner or Ughl" Medium. Trance, 
BubJucbb. Payehometrlat, Readings by letter, It. 
▲adreea Box Kingston, Maaa.

..... MRS: MAY A. PRICE
•Will teach the laws of mediumship, of spirit*heal’ 
ing. or give clairvoyant readings by mail. Enclose 
a lock of your hair and One Dollar, Obsession 
cured. 01 D. Street. N.E. Washington, D.C.'

MRS. D. J. WILLIAMS.
Bend 50 cis. for Psychometric •■eadinga and In

struction for spiritual development. Your own 
handwriting. 100 W, Milwaukee at., Janesville. 
Wie. . 7G2

Astrologist aijd Clairvoyant.
Send aex, time and place of birth (hour it poBsi* 

ble), with 25 cU., and two cents BtpuipB for trial 
reading. Lite readlngtti.tt) and upwards. THER- 
EBB PUAUE, box 87, Berkeley, Cal. ’ •

Myself
MBS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Clilcajo, III.

Till? T1?C<TrTrrQ Tbelr Origin and Hlato- 
XHlJ eJ.Ij0UJ.xD ry, from authentic 
sources; Principles and Aline; their Immoral 
Teachings; Condemnations of the order; their 
Expulsions from‘Various countries; Bull of Pope 
Clement abolishing the order; articles by Prof, 
Goldwio Smith and Hon. J. Charlton, etc. By

B. F. AUSTIN, B. A., D. D.
K7"fiend 40 Ct«., Stamp* or P. O. Order 

for both. THE AUSTIN PHIL. CO,, 
Geneva, N. Y.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH,
Send your own photograph, or lock of hair, and 

receive finished pictures of some loved ones that 
have passed to the beyond and are anxious to 
reach you-.

Mr. and Mrs Normann:—My heartfelt thanks for 
proof received a few days ago. We recognized 
three of our children, a niece who I hod not seen 
lor 87 years, and three friends. May God bless 
you and your noble blind for the joy you have 
given us. Fraternally yours, G. O. Mektz. Darl
ington, 8. C.

Independent Blate-writing, tablet writing and 
Ïeadiiigs by mail; sealed Questions answered, 
'or particulars address, with Htamp.

MR A MRS. A. NORMANN.
1731. Elliott av. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

The Australian 
Lifeboat Remedy.
Louis H. Freecfmann, M. D.,

(The Australian Healer.)
Thia Remedy will cure all Eruptions and Skin 

Diseases, and will correct organic weakness.
Guaranteed Free 

From
Poisonous Drugs.

Can only be had from Dr. Freedman, CIS W, Mon
roe St, Chicago, Ill. Send 31.25, and bottle will be 
sent yon postpaid. Send 2 cent stamp for booklet 
and testimonial. During July anti August the 
Doctor can be addressed to Chesterfield Camp,

ça»®1 "°.

SPlWfUALtV 
uultHOUt

a a .a a. a a a ■ a a a. « a

: Eminent Healer
. and

: Gifted Psychic.
Health Restored by 
Common Sense Methods^

For the Cure of Mental 
■nd Physical Ailments.

OBSESSION CURED
Free XMagueele ef Olseaee, send flvd 

two-cent Btampe, a^e, name, box, and own hand* 
writing, •>

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
The oldest and best known physlriun now In 

practice. His cures ore wonderful; his examln- 
ations free to all who send hlrn name. aire. sex 
and lock ot hair, and six cents In stamns. He 
doesn t require any leading symptoms. Ue cures 
weak men. Address,

DR. J. S, LOUCKS, M. D.,
Lock Box 1203, Stoneham, Mase.

MILLER’S MAGIC MIRRORS
A. Successful Road to Mediumship.

Indorsed by leading- Spiritualists as developers 
of different phases of mediumship, especially 
Clairvoyance. Our mirrors are dnnqleaDy ireai- 
ed and very sensitive to spiritual elements. With 
a little patience you cun not fall to develon vour 
phase ot mediumship. Price, uw. Horoscopes 
written for 11.IK). Give dale of birth, year, and 
where born, W. H. MILLEH, P. o, Box 162, Can
ton, Ohio. 7Mln3

SELF-HYPNOTISM.
I have proved to the T’nlted States Government 

(memorandum opinion No. 1211 N.) that I have 
made a hue discovery which enables all to hyp
notizethemselves at will, awaken at pleasure, 
cure the ills of nte, become clairvoyant so they 
can see all over the world, communicate with 
spirits and have perfect scK-evlaenee of the con
tinuity of life. This so-called Mental- VlHlon Les
son will be sent AIIMOL.CTEJLY FREE to ev
erybody, actually enabling you to do the above 
without any charge whatever.

PItOF. It, E. BUTTON, Lincoln, Neb.

LET OUR TRANCE
MEDIUM PHYSICIAN

Visit your home, and prepare a remedy, tfiat irBi— 
ciire, when you or any of your friends need med < 
icine. or spiritual aid. Send age, complexion, 
weight, and one leading symptom, and lEOOfor 
trial,

SPIRITUAL MEDICINE CO., 
Box 128« Seymour, Ind.

FEW PEOFLE
Know the value of the

CO-RO-NA
MEDICATOR

For Catarrh, Hay Fever, Head 
Colds and Other Diseases 

ofthe Respiratory 
Organs.

Persons desiring to try this highly recommend« 
fed treatment, should immediately write

E, J. WORST, 17 Elmore Block, 
Ashland, Ohio.

He will gladly send the CO-RO-NA to any reader 
cf The Progressive Thinker on FIVE days’trial 
free. If it gives satisfaction, send him 11.00 (half 
price), if not return it at the expired time, which 
will cost you only 3cems postage, and you will 
not owe him a penny. He takes all the risk him 
self.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Cali

They come to me in dreams, betimes, 
The dear ones gone before, 

They sit beside me at the hearth, 
Go out and in my door;

They rarely speak, but flit about 
In each accustomed place, 

The while it gives me joy to view 
Each well -remembered face.

I waken with a sob of pain 
That it is but a dream, 

And yet they’re near me all the day. 
So real does it seem.

They , comfort me through all the hours 
Of labor, and of rest,

I feel that-I have touched the hem 
Of garments of the.blest.

Dear dwellers on the distant shore; 
Come near ihe-when you may.

Let memories of my happy dreams 
Make sweet the waking day.

¡With Joys and griefs, and loving toil.
The years draw oh apace,- • . , • .

¡When dreams shall1 be realities;
And meetings face.to face. .
■ ' —Mary A. Simpson.

A Cure for a Terrible Disease. /
To the Editor:—As a physician (now 

out of practice) I am interested in your 
discussloon of cerebro spinal meningitis 
(spotted fever) in answer to an ' in
quirer in your issue of June 25..

During th’e’yeare of my practice I saw 
very little of cerebro spinal meningitis. 
For three years I- was- associated with 
a learned and very intelligent physician 
in a prosperous Ohio city.

During that time in our frequent dis-
eussions of diseases, their causes and 
cures, that one very serious malady 
came in for a large share of our. atten
tion. That Doctor has long since passed 
on to the realms of spirit; but I remem
ber that he had had quite a large expe-

edy is a great oxygen- carrier, an<l 
through that it destroys the disease 
germ in the blood stream.

■ He was thoroughly of the opinion 
that the disease germ is a product ot 
decaying animal matter.

The remedy should be exhibited In 
solid form, combined with some inert, 
substance enclosed in small capsules, So’ 
that it may not come in contact with 
any mucous surface where air Can get 
to IL ‘ : -

I believe that it is. almost a specific 
for the cure of that disease.

GEORGE B. COCK,. ,
Chinese Inspector.

Cleveland, Ohio.

rience in treating that dread disease, : ■» ■ * ; —~ . ,
and had been actively in practice dur- “Death, its Meaning aria Reaults- 
ing several severe invasions of it. By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennaylvanlt

In his treatment he gave great atten- Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol- 
tion to hygienic conditions; kept his'pa- nine, of decided value. A narrative of 
tients nourished on albuminoids—^illk wonderful psychic events in the an- 
eggs and beef juice, etc. His main" re- trior’s experience. Cloth, 660 pages, it 

. Hance in the treatment was on the use .
of potassium permanganate, giving _ Child Culture, According fo the 
from the one-twentieth to orie-elghth of „ w? ?’ ¿“yslological Psychology and 

______  . a grain once anhour, for a time, then Suggestion. By. Newtori N., 
“The Romance of Juae;;: A Story of- al lesser intervals. “J

the Life and Times of the Nazareno and This treatment in his hands was very- tra*,“nS Ot Cbil-
Ills People.” Through the mediumship successful: more so than the practice 
At Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely in. of any other physician whom I have 
Bsrestirig book. Neatly bound in cloth ever known.
M gilt .Only SO centt. . , . This was on the theory that the rem-

Forsst Home, Michi
This camp-meetingùiocated at Snow

flake, Antrim coimty.tMich., will open 
July 30, and continueàill Aug. 22. For 
full programs afifiresSiMrs. Ruth East
man, • SecretaryïtBôxI«’. 69, Mancelona, 
Mich. _____

Waterlttr Camp, Iowa.
The Central Ifitfa! SiflrltuallBt Associ

ation will hold lits catop at Waterloo, 
Iowa, from Afigsat 21tto September 11, 
including four Sundays. For particu
lars address J. Ei Amitew, 205 E. Linn 
street, Marshalltown,-Æbwa; -

WoPeWootsWI»,
: The camp-meéting tBf the Western 

Wisconsin CampxAssodatlon will open 
Aug. 4, 1904, aiffi will close Aug. 22; 
For full particulars «rite. Miss Ger
trude Spooner,; ssec’retary, Wonewoc, 
Wis. . ,

Ottawa, Karisi
, i The seventh annual encampment ot 
the Ottawa Spiritualist Assoclation.wlU 
be Heid at-Forest Pirk, Kansas; Aug 20 
to . August - 30. ; Send tor -programme. 
Address Hi W.’' Henderson, president, 
Lawrence, Kansa», or Jacob Hey; Sec
retary, Carbondale. Kans.

Vicksburg: Camp, Mich.
.The dates ¡for Vliksburfc camp-meet

ing are,julyj31 to August >22. For full 
particulars,-address J. Fraser, manager, 
Vicksburg, Mich. ..

Yow CortrBMta 
To the Mediums’ Fund in the 
N. S. A. Treasury, be it large or small, will 
do more good than a donation to aiiy other fund 
upon the books of the Association. Every me
dium, every speaker, and in feet every man and 
woman who loves the cause of Spiritualism 
should swell this fund with their gift. The ap
peal ofMrs. Longley is just and timely. If our 
cause is worth sustaining these dear old pioneer 
workers who have become invalids at their posts 
are worthy of our sweetest kindness and tender- 
est care. Let us help our helpless mediums, and
preyent their dependence upon the common 
charity of a cold and prejudiced world. Send 
your contributions to Mrs. M. T. Longley, Sec
retary Ni S. A., 600 Pa. Ave. S. E.; Washington, 
D.-O.j and do not delay» /

Hn Yah NapA And Bctter Eyesight» 
uv I UU HUvU I can help you. I Will fit your 
XfiAohnfac eyes Clairvoyance and 
OPCLLGLICo spirit assistance at your own 
borne with the improved melted pebble lense, to 
see near and at a distance. Please write for Ulus- , 
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Alsa I 
my spirit metnod of treating that restores lost I 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit ( 
your eyes, and sate delivery by malt /
SAMHLE FREE.—Sufficient magnetized Com- , 
pound for four oz. cures sore eyes, restores the J 
eyes to normal vision. Ten cents for postage. f

U, F. POOLE. I
<3 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill )

SPIRITS AND SPIRIT. !
When Sydney Carton, in Dicken’s great novel. t 

“A Tale of Two Cities, ’• said, “it Is a far. far bet- 
ter thin« that 1 do. than I have ever done. It is a 
far, far better rest that I go co, than I have ever 
known/' He gave up his head as a sacrifice for 
the thing he loved. Are you sacrificing anything 
to know yourself, to be great when death ends 
your mortal life, to realize your God-given divine 
powers? If you are not you arc not a progressive 
Spiritualist. Secure these books at once. Mr. 
Grumbine's work Is endorsed heartily by "The 
Banner of Light,” because it knows the man and 
his works:

CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth»bound, price, ShSOfro- 
duccd from 12.00). It teaches you how to penetrate ■ 
the veil of sense and matter, convo.rso with spir
its, read tho crystal, see the future, prophesy and 
attain Illumination, and be a Yogis, "AU students 
will do well to study this excellent volume. — W. 
J, Colville. "Il is a revelation.’’—Light. "Best 
work on the subject.”—Mind, "Marvelous—Ed 
och-maklng.’’—Lilian Whiting.

8RIRIT WORLD, by Gatfield, cloth, 50 cents.
AURAS AND COLORS-With exhaustive die 

tlonary of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents - • ■

PSYCHOMETRY—The first nnd only bookxvhlch 
teaches the science so that you cau practice lu. 
Price, 50 cents . ,

EASY LESSONS In Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychometry. Price, 60 cents.

REALIZATION—How to enter the super-con- 
sciousness and he a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION— A Ms. series on how to divins 
hidden things, find lost treasures, becomd a 
seer. Price, 11.00.

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lot at 13.35 
each, postage prcipakR

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES-A Me. 
series on Ibis fascinating subject. PfIce, S1.00.

Bend tor Prospectus of “The College of Divine 
Science and Realization of DivinityReduced . 
tuition. The only one of Its kind in the world.

. J. C. F. GRUMBINB, 
128S Commonwealth Av«., 

Boston, Mase.
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Sundry Thoughts, Cullings and Criticisms.
SCINTILLATIONS BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

i-

THE GRANDMA.

A VISION.

differ in their communications
scenery 
spheres 
—^differ

this spiritual knowledge may be im
parted to the world. *

I

_  something as touring Ameri
can journalists differ in describing Lon-

; ants in their descriptions of celestial
--------- an(j spirits occupying different

He Misled the Editor by His “ Spirit” Communication—His Own 

Personal:Ingenious Scheme to Mislead.

THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.

Some Curious Views from the Stand
point of Walter De Voe.

v»»* - — ■ ■ ---
“lieir upward progression. And tq-theTiie mormity onnsj^uls born ,from DlvlnIty the path of

YOU CANNOT Af
ford to miss an issue 
of this paper, with its1 
wealth of SPIRITUAL 
LITERATURE.

VOL. 30

£l)c llrogrcssihc èbinliiT SEND YOUR SUB
scription in at once, 
and keep pace with 
all that is transpir- 
in the ranks.

If Not It Is Very Evident that You Neither Take Noi Read the Spiritualist Papers 
This Is the Campleetiri^ Time and Much Is Being Done for Spiritualism that You Will Know Not Of. 

Especially you should read the opinions of Master Minds in the OPEN COURT to be launched next week. You can not keep up with,the Procession unless you read 
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER. The Open Court will be an Arena in which will be considered what is for the best interest of Spiritualism, on a variety of subjects.

The time is ripe, and rotten ripe for 
- change;

Then let it come. I have no dread of 
what

Is called for by the instinct of mankind; 
Nor think I that God’s world will fall 

apart
Because we tear a-parchment more or 

lese. ’ '
Truth is eternal, but her effluence, 
With endless change is fitted to the 

hour;
Iler mirror is turned forward to reflect 
The promise of the future,not the past"

. —James Russell Lowell.
"The Lord let the house of a brute to 

the soul of a man,
And the man said ‘Am I your debtor?’ 

Apd the Lord—‘Not yet; but make it as 
clean as you can,

And then 1 will let you a better.’"
■ —Tennyson.
“I belong to the great church that 

holds the world within its starlit aisles; 
that claims the great and good of every 
race and clime; that finds with joy the 
grain of gold in every creed, and floods 
with light and love the germs of good in 
everySoul.” • '

“W tills shall all men know that ye 
arymy disciples,—If ye have love one 
tm another.”—Jesus.

"I read the above passages many 
.times before." Quite likely! And so, 
you have seen the sun in the heavens 
many times before. Are you any the 
worse for It? Are you not really health
ier, better and happier for it? The sun, 
you know, is a great magnetic battery 
of.heat and light—a mighty healer. So, 
If indisposed, retire daily to some upper 
room about 11 o’clock, lay aside your 
garments, push aside the curtains, and 
let the golden sunshine come directly 
■upon ybuf person. This, with will
power, deep breathing, hygienic foods, 
and proper bathing, will prove a very 
baptism of vigor and vital upbuilding to 
your organization. Try these remedies.

.THIS WONDERFUL PERIOD'‘OF- 
TIME.

' If time be measured by a succession 
of impressions and mental emotions 
rathpr than by hour-glass sands, it is 
'certain that man lives both taster, and 
longer than in the agone years. Is there 
not as much truth as poetry in these 
lines,—

“We live in thought, not breaths, 
In feelings, not in figures on a dial.” 
The twentieth century came to us 

smiling from the cradle of the ages. It 
came afire with new life, and radiant 
With the spirit of progress. Great minds 
now occupy the thrones of science. Al
ready the Thinker holds the sceptre and 
rules the world. He lifts the palm and 
gracefully wears the amaranth.

What astounding changes since Baby
lon, now being unearthed, fell! What 
developments since Caesar’s time! 
When he was murdered by Brutus, only 
a few Romans krjew of tbe crimson deed 
for months afte-wards.

When Washington’s body was laid to 
rest at Mt. Vernon, only toiling, gruffy 
stage-drivers carried the sad news over 
rocky hills and along muddy roads.

When the sad-eyed multitude stood 
by the dead body of Lincoln, the colored 
man's emancipator, no cable transmit
ted the sorrowful news to London, or 
over onto the Continent.

And so when the great American 
heart was quivering with intensest emo
tion at the fatal shot of that Buffalo 
assassin, there was no wireless teleg
raphy to flash the sorrow with lightning 
speed from city to city, and from ship 
to ship that whitens the ocean. Now 
railways, steamers, telegrams, cable-

sessional Influences from the Tartarean 
spheres of darkness.

6. Within the physical body there is 
a soul-body, the intermediary between 
the Ego, the immortal spirit and the 
coarser physical body. -

7. The future life is a conscious; 
breathing, thinking, acting, exploring, 
discovering,'unfolding life, and all the 
good, the true and the beautiful gained 
and outlived here, is retained beyond 
death’s peaceful river.

SPIRITUAL SPIRITUALISM.
Doubtless, there are no dead atoms. 

Certainly there are no dead languages. 
The vitality of the old appears in the 
new. Language, a living thing, grows 
as it travels, leaving its mark, and is 
marked by every civilized country 
through which it passes. And critically 
analyzed, all languages abound in pre
fixes, suffixes and contraries. They 
must, in order to express the soul's va
ried and varying emotions. And so we 
have such words as light and darkness; 
virtue and vice, Spiritualism and ma
terialism, optimism and pessimism.
THE PINCHED-FACED PESSIMIST.

The pass-word of the pessimist is 
‘‘fear." He has not attained the apos
tolic altitude enabling him to say, "Per
fect love casteth out all fear.” He does 
not trust, but rather worries. He looks 
backward, something as crabs crawl. 
He sighs in minor tones, “It might have 
been.” ,

The optimist smiles away his sor
rows, defies defeat, and sings the sunny- 
souled song of hope, and trust, and im
mortality.

The pessimist sees little or no pro
gress in the world. Leaping across 
ages into prehistoric periods, he there 
finds, or dreams that he finds the golden 
age. The dreamed-of, submerged At- 
1 antis* is his ideal. He sees then the 
Thgosdphlsts’ ‘third eye' in the back of 
hfiman beads, and wonders why every
body like himself does not theoretically 
squint through it. ■

Is there no progress?
We need not dig in the mud of the 

Nile, need not tread the old galleries of 
Europe, need not , climb -fossil-shingled 
mountains In oriental lands, or ransack 
medieval castles to settle this question. 
Let.us look at our native country. In 
the year 1816 there were 1,984 Ameri
can citizens confined in jail—“Debtors’ 
Jails”—In New York, and among them 
several widows. Their only crimes 
were that through misfortunes, or other 
causes, they could not pay their debts, 
in 1835 William Lloyd Garrison, the 
great anti-slavery agitator, was dragged 
alongWashington street, Boston, with a 
rope around his neck to be hanged by a 
mob. He was rescued by the police and 
lodged in jail for protection. And yet 
he lived to see slavery die on blood
stained battlefields.

In 1832 Miss-Prudence Crandall, a re
fined and cultured young lady of Can
terbury, Conn., was persecuted for edu
cating colored girls. Later she was 
lodged in jail for this alleged crime. Is 
there no progress?
ARE THERE NO EVIL SPIRITS? 

BILLY-TH E-K1D.
While rooming in the Glen Dell Hotel, 

San Diego, last winter I met that intel
ligent Arizona Spiritualist, W. McGreg
or Smyth, who saw that Mexican outlaw 
just after he had been snot, Billy-the- 
Kid, as he was called. This roving hater 
of humanity boasted of stealing horses, 
of drunken brawls, breaking open safes, 
holding up stages, destroying virtue and 
of committing twenty-seven murders— 
finally robbing and killing an Arizona 
miner, and being closely pursued by the 
officers, he raised his revolver to shoot, 
when the pursuing sherlh, being the 
quickest, shot him down, and so forced 
him by the revolver into the world of 
spirits, and that, too, when his whole 
being was aflame with malice, revenge 

, and murder, with the crimson record of 
blood and murder upon him.

' Now then did that bullet transform 
him into a beautiful character? Did

spiritists that there are “no evil-dis
posed—no evil spirits in the spirit 
world;" and then think of the mad war 
now raging in the east! Think of the 
blood-inspired crusades—think of the 
millions of religious „-butcheries—think 
of the high-handed political villanies, 
briberies, arsons, kidnaplngs, dynami- 
tlngs, assassinations, drunkenness and 
cold-blooded, premeditated murders that 
blacken the pages of our daily journals, 
and these—all these black-hearted, ma
licious, munjerous mortals swept year
ly Into the world invisible—and yet, 
there “are no evil spirits!” Such asser
tions to me are not only false and ir
rationally absurd, but they are wild 
chimeras, and poor ponderous Illusions. 
Such assertions, I. repeat, made without 
a show of reasons given, made right in 
the face of the facts uttered by hun
dreds of intelligent clairvoyants, wit
nessing the workings of these undevel- 

,open evil-minded spirits, and right in 
the face, also, of the repeated testi
monies of thousands upon thousands of 
exalted spirits themselves, through 
their conscious, and unconscious instru
ments, are to me as painful as irra
tional.

Hudson Tuttle, writing in "Medium 
and Daybreak," London, March 11,1894. 
cays: T was sitting with a circle of 
friends around a large walnut dining ta
ble, which was moving in response to 
questions. The intelligence claimed to 
be an Indian, and to the request said 
he would sketch his own portrait by 
hand. I held a piece of chalk, the size 
of a small marble and automatically my 
hand drew a grotesque portrait. We'all 
laughed, and my father, who had quitted 
the table and seated himself on the op- 
ooslte side of tne room, said: "It looks 
like Satan." Instantly my mind, from 
light and pleasant thoughts was 
changed to fierce and unutterable hatred, 
anger turned the light to bloody red
ness and TO KILL WAS AN UNCON
TROLLABLE DESIRE, under which. I 
threw the chalk with the precison of a 
bullet hitting the offender in the cen
ter of the forehead with a force that 
shattered the chalk to pieces. Had it 
been larger, serious influences would 
have resulted. . Of course the seance was 
at an end, but I could not escape the 
terrible influence for the-evening. The 
study of this seance, snowed me the 
danger which menaced the sensitive 
and gave the KEY TO A CLASS OF 
CRIMES THAT HAD HITHERTO RE
MAINED INEXPLICABLE." Mark these 
telling words of Hudson Tuttle—"an
ger,” “fierce, unutterable hatred,” “un
controllable desire to kill,” “the terri
ble influence” and the “key given to a 
hitherto INEXPLICABLE CLASS OF 
CRIMES."

What changed friend Tuttle’s mind 
like a flash into “fierce, unutterable 
hatred?” It could not have been the 
measles, nor dyspepsia, nor epilepsy, 
nor any physiological lesion. What was 
it then, if not the influence of an evil— 
evil-disposed spirit?

And yet, we are told that there are 
no evil spirits! The mad automatic 
burling, of this "piece of chalk” to a 
lather’s head with the desire to “kill” 
seems to me to be something more than 
“a diakka prank of a mischievous col
lege boy.”

Further, does not this phrase of Hud
son Tuttle—“inexplicable class of

The True Character of “One Behind the Prison Bars” 
Vividly Portrayed. x

To the Editor:—In tile article “From Behind Prison Bars,” in The 
Progressive Thinker, the part referring to myself, I wish to say is an 
absolute falsehood, as I at the time mentioned could only have been a 
child of 13 years of age. William Stansbury was 34 or 34 years of age, 
and such a union would have been utterly absurd and impossible.

In regard to “Baby Ella,” supposedly controlling this prisoner, she 
never called me '‘Mamma,’ ’ nor ‘‘ Mamma Mabel.’’

This article I would like published that all of the many who read this 
may know that Mich statements are utterly false. Those wishing to 
know more of this prisoner’s character may obtain my address from the 
editor. Yours truly, MABEL.

To the Editor:—¡The letter printed conspicuously on the first page of 
The Progressive Thinker, “From Behind the Bars,” contains statements 
that are false, malicious and libelous; and so intended to be, against the 
good name of myself and family. The reference to ‘‘ My friend Mabel,’’ 
“who afterward became my wife,” is false and misleading. My daugh
ter Mabel was not yet 14 years bf age, a sick and delicate chifd, and the 
possibility of marriage was preposterous, and there is no record or evi
dence, or relationship of any kind that would tend to even hint of such 
an absurdity. . *• V

■Referring to “Spirit Daughter Ella,” at the trumpet seance, and 
the reference to 'llamma Mabel” insinuating as above, and through 
the claimed spirit control of him called her “MyMabel,” using baby dia
lect, from which he'changed “My Mabel” to “Mamma Mabel” to mis
lead. "We have reaisqps'to doubt even the existence of a spirit “Ella,” 
on account of nuinterous other similar claims. For instance, the wife 
“Nellie,” supposedimother of “Baby Ella,” was claimed to^control the 
writer of “From Behind:the Prison Bars,” was proven during the trial,
to be living in Chicago, and who now repudiates the name and unfortu
nate relationship, "flie prisoner having deserted her, leaving her with a 
young son, as showin by-the authorities, whom he also claimed to be in 
spirit, and controlled him, and who. is now about 17 yeafs of age and re
siding with his mother-in Chicago;

Referring to theipiisoneids .“home” at Erie, Pa.,-it is shown by the 
criminal record that he practiced the same career of infamy that he did 
in Detroit, under the iianie of “ Wm, Sjmpson,” where he was taken into 
custody, but was given, over to the Detroit authorities, because the in
famy of his offensfe.aiaiugt -an adopted ehil4 of 10 years was so heinous 
that his conviction^wuuld insure punis^inenFWWTtW ,
crime. . •

He was sentenced ip imprisonment for not less than 24 or more than 
25 years, and the ana|hus of eaiirt, jitry, press and public, as having re
ceived his just deserts-, I am positive that the motive of the publication 
in The Progressive ;'I}hinker was intended to disgrace and degrade a 
member of my family because of our testimony on behalf of justice, 
against him at the trial. This attempt to disgrace my family was done 
through and under the cover of Spiritualism. The prisoner claimed 
also that the crime for which he is now serving sentence was done under 
spirit control. - ,

I refer to the above facts to show the baseness of the character of the 
prisoner, whose statements are made through the columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker, ns a source of promulgation of the truths of Spirit
ualism as unfit, indiscreet, and unworthy of notice, and should not have 
been published without investigation. MR. G.

grams, wireless communications, and 
electro-wave transmissions span and lit
erally girdle the globe. And yet these— 
all these scientific achievements pale 
away as childish minor matters before 
that tremendous fact—a FUTURE LIFE 
DEMONSTRATED—demonstrated and 
clearly proven by the most irrefragible 
evidences. Let the whole earth shout 
for joy!
“WHAT HAVE SPIRITS REVEALED?"

Such is the startling heading of an 
article in London “Light” of June 4th, 
wherein "Inquirer” informs us that Dr. 
Sullivan in his London Alliance address 
to Spiritualists, said that “Nothing I 
have read or heard throws light on 
these, the most interesting problem of 
all—the moral and spiritual life of de
parted souls.”

Drawing the natural inference, the 
above paragraph struck me as being 
very peculiar. And yet, I can well un
derstand how those in their early in
vestigation of Spiritualism should have 
staggeringly take this position; and for 
the reason that psychological clairvoy-

don, or social life in Paris. They nec
essarily see from varied moral altitudes. 
' And yet. Spiritualists unitedly agree 
in some, I may say very many of the 
most important matters, "throwing light 
upon tbe moral and spiritual life of de
parted souls.” While conversing with 
dwellers in the invisible world for over 
half a century, and conscious of their 
presence every day of iny life, I have 
this to say—saying it of course for my
self only: Spirits have revealed, or sat
isfactorily. settled for me the following 
subjects beyohtr question:^’ < ; y 
• 1. Man continues his conscious iridl- 
yidual life after the event called death. 
' 2. He takes with him-consciousness, 
inemory, intellectual and moral attain
ments—in a word his personality.

that shot save him? Did those death
spasms fit him for the ecstasy of angelic 
fellowship? Does not identity persist 
beyond the grave? Will, or will not 
this malicious, murderous Mexican 
know himselLover there? Will he be 
conscious, remembering his crimes? He 
was certainly intensely depraved and 
madly wicked in this life, his last 
thoughts being revenge and murder.

Tell -us then, O certain spiritists (I 
spare them their names), what chem
ical, sin-cleansing, disinfectant—what 
goat, kid, Christly-serum or fiery bullet 
—what psychological legerdemain, or 
miraculous manipulations were infused, 
INJECTED Into this half-brged, murder
ous Mexican monster, transforming him 
in the twinkling of an-eye into a peace
ful, kind and good spirit, white as the 
beautiful snow? If he was not an EVIL 
SPIRIT after death, if he was immedi
ately joyous and jubilant with happi
ness, then he should triumphantly 
shout, "BLESSED BE .ROBBERIES 
AND RAPES, AND RIFLES, AND AR
SONS, .AND BURGLARIES, AND MUR
DERS, AND REVOLVERS, FOR THEY 
HAVE BEEN THE MEANS, THE EF
FECTIVE MEANS OF TRANSPLANT
ING'ME INTO THIS SHIMMERING, 
SUNNY SUMMERLAND OF GORGE? 
OUS BEAUTY AND BLESSEDNESS.’’. 
But Is this Spiritualism—is this . the' 
Spiritualist-philosophy? Does it corre
spond with.messages from exalted spir
its? Do our iliustious lecturers-• and 
writers "teach' this - doctrine? NO. A 
thousand times no!

: 3. His life in the invisible realms is 
Just as real, and more'spiritually sub
stantial, than it was in his mortal life.

4. The future world afforfla-equal op^, 
portunities to all 'and brighter, better 
facilities for progress than does this 
selfish, warring world.

6. Man as a thinking sensitive being, 
is inspired by higher, unseen intelli
gences, and is also subject to low ob-

Gustave Marx,, one of the car-barn 
bandits of Chicago, confessed to the 
commission of five murders. On his 
way to the scaffold he is reported to 
have.cursed the- prison officials, cursed 
religion, cursed heaven, cursed mankind 
«¿had previously attempted to com
mitsuicide in his cell. He further said 
that he would "dife game.” Did he die 
into glory galore? -

Think of the pages written in proof, 
and of the platform expressed dogma, 
repeated andre-repeated xby certain

CRIMES” forcibly remind us of that ter
rific storm-center caused by that book, 
“The Great Psychological Crime,” which 
called down such a thundering av
alanche of criticisms, some of which 
were not excessively tender nor "pret
ty.” Nevertheless, Spiritualism lived. 
Great is my faith. Beloved, have no 
fears. A good deal of. the froth and 
fuss and fraud masquerading under the 
name of Spirtuallsm ought to die—and 
that right speedily.
THE CHURCH, SLAVERY AND PRO

GRESS.
In the Charleston "Courier” appeared 

the following in 1835: “Field negroes 
by Thomas Gadston. On Tuesday, the 
71th inst., will be sold at the north bf 
the exchange, at 10 o’clock a. m., a 
prime gang of ten negroes, accustomed 
to the cul.ture of cotton and provisions, 
Belonging to the Evangelical Church, in 
Christ Church parish.”

In the Savannah “Republican" ap
peared the following item: “Also/at 
the time and place, the following negro 
slaves, to wit: Charles, Deggy, Antoi- 
nett, Dany, September, Maria, Jenny, 
and Isaac—levied as the property of 
Henry L. Hall, to satisfy a mortgage, 
issued out of McIntosh Superior Court 
in favor of the board of directors of the 
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY of-the 
Synod of Southern Carolina and Geor
gia,- said Henry L. Hall. Conditions 
cash.” ' .

Here is another: “On the first jfon- 
day of February next, will be put -up at 
public auction, before the Court House, 
the following property belonging to the 
estate of the late Rev. Dr. Furman, 
viz.: a plantation or tract of land, on 
and in the Watereeswamp; a tract of 
the first quality of fine land on the-.wa- 
ters of the Black River. A lot. of land 
in the town of Camden. A library bf a. 
miscellaneous character, chiefly theo
logical. Twenty-seven negroes; some of 
them, very prime. Two mules, one horse 
and an old wagon." ,'. ' ' . ■ ,
f Mark well—the wagon was “old.” but 
the negroes were “prime.” • Just con
sider a moment! Here land, "a THEO
LOGICAL' LIBRARY, OLD WAGQN, 
NEGROES and-MULES, all classcdAo- 
gether for sale. Do not think I am cast
ing reflections upon the South; for 1 am- 
not. The proud Empire State, New 
York, used to be a slave state. Nearly 
fifty years ago when living and lectur
ing here in Battle Creek I frequently 
saw and heard that noted negres'S : ora
tor, -‘Old. Sojourner Truth,” as she was 
called, who was forty years a slave. 
Think of it—a-chattel slave bought and 
sold in New York. Is there no pro
gress? : .... . . ■ .. ■ ■■ ■ ' .

. -And England "need put on no lofty

crity, for she was once'd slave-holding 
country. We quote the1 following from 
a recent number of “London. Light”:

"Until 1770, Christian England was 
not only a slave-holding country but a 
slave-country. Here is the proof: In 
the issue of the ‘Gazetteer’-dated April 
18, 1769, there was advertised For Sale 
at the Bull-and-Gate Inn, Holborn, a 
‘well-made, good-tempered Black Boy.’ 
And in the ‘Public Advertiser’ for No
vember 28, 1769, the following adver
tisement appeared: To ^e Sold, a Black 
Girl, the property of J----- B------, eleven
years old, who is tolerably handy, works 
at her needle tolerably, and speaks Eng
lish tolerably well; is of an excellent 
temper, and willing' disposition. In
quire of Mr. Owen, At .the-Angel Inn, 
behind St. Clement’s- Church, in the 
Strand.’” /

Though America and--English speak
ing nations have abolished physical 
slavery, is there no , chufchianic sla
very? Are there no labor.-Slaves? There 
is a mighty work yet to p® done in the 
line of freedom, opportunity and educa
tion. ■ L _____
CAN OBSESSING SPIRITS LEAD TO

VICE ANQ CRIME?
When the controvefy relating to “The 
Great Psychological Crime” was raging 
at fever heat a prominent author pub
lished .the following paragraph in The 
Thinker ,,

“I deny utterly nntjfor all time that 
individuals are led itilo evR and crimes 
by persons in.the other wfitld. .1 know 
■the pranks andcollegeboytinischievous- 
ness of ‘Diakka—but» eyeffifor them and 
all such, I kfibw that the ¡police regula
tions of the other World :are adequate 
and universally. effefiiWe.’f, . : : ' .

It will be observe dtH'. glance , that 
this writer furnished, no Reasons.' His 
position of denial, tested solely upon a 
bare assertion. TliW statedhents, or as
sertions of hundredh of other psychics 
to the contrary, arblo'thSmasses just, 
as authoritative.. ;^uth And' not per
sonality must' be anil is tit all well-bal
anced minds, authorityt.<».•? ■ .

Contrary to the of this
writer, I “POSITIVELY;«NOW”, and 
"FOR ALL TIME” Uiat“'lNDIVIDUALS 
ARE LED’! INTO HUrO® AND EVIL 
BY SELFISH, Ui4i>Ril£tUIPLED - IN
TELLIGENCES • IN jj-iHE OTHER 
WORLD. Logically .this must be so if 
the lower spirit-woftd Spheres have any 
influence upon the fhlmbitants of this 
:world. •. . • ■. .' •
! In all-sincerity I fur&er KNOWthat 
the “police , regulaiiona” .(if. there, be 
such' regulations) lii thf other world are 

¡“not adequate, and-Airtiversally effec
tive.!’ in: fact, I am ¡ Inclined, after 
fifty-six or fifty-seven years' experience 
in Spiritualism to Relieve that these 
•assumed' “nolice, fegulstiqhs”. are quite 
¡as carelessly and ahabsiiy^dmlnlstered 
’over there as they are'in^this world" of 

Lcity hold-ups, conflicts, murders and 
1 dark, destructlve'‘'ean5a.';,1.In. .mortal 
I city-life' policemen, fmost • absent

A1I substance and all space is' intelli
gent. Everything that ever happened 
is remembered by the Mind of things. 
The Mind everywhere p • sent never 
forgets the acts dope in its presence. 
Even the “walls have ears" and a bit of 
plaster from a room in Pompeii will re
veal to the awakened sense of a psychic 
all that transpired in that room" hun
dreds of years ago.

Spirits can read in the mental atmos
phere somewhat of the records stored 
there of mortal happenings, but not so 
Clearly or truly as awakened souls. All 
spirits have not become awakened. 
Awakened souls can see In the atmos
phere of Waterloo or Gettysburg the 
pictures of all that happened there, both 
on the material and spiritual side. In 
spirit they can walk again with the 
Christ and see all the wonders of that 
immaculate life of God manifest in the 
flesh. And when they have pupils on 
the earth plane sufficiently unfolded,

The following was given as truth from 
the mountain heights of wisdom where 
dwell those who love the Christ as the 
supreme individualization of Divinity. 
The words are mine.

A soul was born from the immacu
late glory of the Father's presence, born 
like many other mystic souls from the 
central light of love of eternity, the 
Father-Mother God. For ages that soul 
lived in the most sublimely luminous 
kingdom of the Father, growing in wis
dom and power, passing through all 
stages of soul education and experience 
in the heavenly worlds until he attained 
the supreme power of Mastery, develop
ing from a soul-spark of deifle con
sciousness into an innocent cherub, 
such as always behold the face of the 
Good Father, from a cherub to the self
conscious beauty and grace of an an
gel; from an angel to the wisdom and 
power of those who manifest the will of 
the Father in all heavenly realms of 
life; and then from an archangel to the 
next grand degree of godhood through 
the path of incarnation, through sacri
ficing his high position in bliss to use 
his divine powers of soul for the edu
cation of humanity and the alleviation 
of suffering. The ways to the heights 
of godhbod are as varied as the needs 
■and temperaments- of; r.oujs ; no two 
souls travel exactly the same path in

when most needed.
“How can we reason,;’ said Socrates, 

“but from what we know?" How do 1 
know that there “evil spirits" in the 
world invisible obsessing human be
ings? I know it by conscious sensitive
ness, know it by my observations, by 
my personal experiences, by my sense 
perceptions, by my intuition, by my 
highest judgment, by my psychic clair
voyance, and by the consensus of exalt
ed spirits’ testimonies.

I am now reminded that a number of 
years ago I knew a very intelligent fam
ily in Oswego, N. Y., who came into 
Spiritualism through. Universalism. 
Their only daughter, a cultured and re
fined young lady, became a planchette 
writer, then a trance speaker and a lit- 
tie later she gave fine tests. The family 
were delighted and invited neighbors 
were highly pleased. But soon some 
frivolous and false communications 
were received. These degenerated into 
downright falsehoods. It was evident 
that another control had entranced her. 
This invisible presence seemed to 
shadow her night and day. Returning 
one night from a social party she was 
seized by a strange positive influence, 
becoming rude, vulgar and profane. 
This spirit called for tobacco and whis
ky, talking In a jolly Irish brogue. The 
lather begged of him to be decent and 
respectful. Again he called for stimu
lants. Being refused tobacco and 
liquors, he became furiously angry, and 
using the young lady’s hand automatic
ally struck the mother over the eye and 
upon the cheek, KNOCKING HER 
DOWN; when tne father and a neigh
bor seized the demon-controlled daugh
ter and forcibly held her till this evil 
spirit had left. Becoming conscious, the 
young , lady was shocked, chagrined at 
her tobacco-stained lips, and was nerv
ously prostrated for days; while the 
good old mother, wearing a black eye 
for Weeks,' considered that SPIRIT 
BLOW something more than a gentle 
summerland tap from a good, angelic 
spirit -

A brilliant writer in "London Light” 
said notjong since ‘‘Does any sensible 
person imagine that we can send thou
sands upon thousands over there, from 
our earth every year, mostly fools- or 
worse, and not", store, up evil in. that 
other world?” And thé able, outspoken 
editor of The Progressive Thinker said 
in his columns a few months ago that 
“This matter of obsessions will not 
down.” Emphatically it will not: -and 
for the reason that it is a fact, though 
had, it is a' clear, well-established tact; 
and one, too, that- some spiritists flip
pantly deny, exclaiming, “Oh! I do not 
believe it—I have never seen any of 
these obsessions!” Quite likely you 
have not—and blind men have nor seen 
the sun. But what blind men or what 
YOU have not seen in your little, nar
row, pent-up sphere of life, is of very 
little consequence. Negotiations prove 
nothing. Agnostics,, writing or talking

incarnation in the. flesh is not a neces
sity but a choice. Only an infinitesimal 
number of the great myriad of souls 
continually being born from the Divine 
Nature ever seek incarnation; they find 
all the experience and wisdom neces
sary for their development of self-con
scious Divinity in the various realms of 
spiritual activity above the mortal 
plane. .

But the earth needed this grand soul 
and the truth in his possession as it 
needed those other'mighty souls of 
light, Buddha, Zoroaster and Krishna, 
who before him had compassion on hu
manity.

He felt the love of the Father-Mother 
God within him inspiring him to go to 
earth and seek for those who were lost 
in the ignorance and sin of the mortal 
realm: those souls who were so be
wildered by the darkness of the lower 
realms that they reincarnated over and 
over and could not seem to find the path 
that led back to the realms of light. 
There is muca light and much freedom 
in the spirit realms close to the earth 
at the present time, and the dominion 
of darkness that surrounded the earth 
has been scattered and dissipated to a 
large degree, thanks to the wisdoth and 
love of the heavenly hosts and to Christ, 
their leader.

The Father sent him. He heeded 
love’s monition. He came and con
quered the occult laws and the false be
liefs that held souls in chains of ignor
ance. Among these occult beliefs that 
the selfish priesthood had woven into 
the mind of earth was that age old be
lief in the necessity of reincarnating as 
a means of redemption, the belief that 
justice could be appeased only by sacri
fice and pain. The spirit priesthood 
held that binding belief over spirits 
coming up from earth (as they do to 
some degree to this day) and com
pelled them to reincarnate withoutgain- 
ir.g wisdom and progression in the 
spirit spheres, in order that they might 
perpetuate their selfish power on earth.

He himself, a form of truth, descend
ed Into those dark paths of mortal Ig
norance and led captivity in a mysteri
ous way which mortals will never com
prehend, bringing the freeing light of 
love not only to the conscious mind of 
mortals but also to dark mortal spirit 
spheres, the cause world, where the 
cause for mortal sorrow was rooted, 
where the principalities and powers of 
darkness were enthroned over human
ity. Surrounded by the mightiest souls 
in heaven he fought the spirit priest
hood as well as their counterparts on 
the earth.

If mortals could but see as the angels 
see the mighty wort that was accom
plished by that seul, they would wor
ship And praise him with, true apprecia
tion as he is adored by angels and arch
angels in the higher heavens. .

It is recorded of all the saviors wor
shipped by humanity that they were im
maculately conceived. Herein is a spir
itual mystery that like many other spir-

■ /’ p’-

upon any subject, should be exceeding
ly modest

It might hot be amiss for. me to here 
say thatT have had in preparation for 
two or three years a book upon the sub
ject/ of Obsessions—-Demoniac influ
ences and the reign of Undeveloped 
Spirits manifest in this and foreign 
countries. This exhaustive work, of 
about four hundred pages, is now in the 
binder’s hands and will be ready for 
the public in a few weeks. These obses-, 
slonal controls and similar questions 
must bo candidly, bravely met by Spir
itualist as well as by candid investiga
tors ¿nd carping critics. ’

itual truths means nothing when taken 
in a literal sense.

After tliat archangel soul decided ta 
enter the physical world through hu
man birth he must involve his soul pow
ers and veil the mighty light in his pos
session in order to make himself tiega- 
live enough to cofile in touch with the 
lower planes, and then after that long 
period of involution he must seek for a 
suitable birthplace and tor parents who 
would provide him with mental and 
physical characteristics that would offer 
the least resistance to the unfoldment of 
his soul after lt'was born in the physical 
body He found parents with psychic 
faculties unfolded and medlumlstlo 
powers developed to that degree that 
could see him aud be Impressed by his 
angelic presence to fulfill the divine 
laws of heredity whereby the best ele
ments of their natures were conserved 
for the conception of a child that would 
have the intense spiritual devotion and 
aspiration that the parents had previous 
to its conception, as the dominant char
acteristics of its mortal nature; and 
when we think of the mighty overshad
owing of the Holy Spirit that radiated 
from his soul, of the love and power fo
cussed on the tiny germ that was to 
grow into a body for his indwelling, and 
of the angelic company gathered about 
him, making all the subjective atmos
phere luminous with the light of heaven, 
we do not wonder that the conception 
of his body was called immaculate

O this will become a heavenly world 
peopled with a glorious race of beings 
when children are conceived in pure 
love, and tbe aspirations of the parents 
draw the emanations of the angels to 
spiritualize all parts of the nature that 
is to become the soul's instrument for 
physical expression .

Parents must be educated in tfie laws 
of heredity; they must understand how 
sacred is their work, and what a tre
mendous power is theirs to direct by 
prenatal culture the future character 
and destiny of their children; that if 
they want ideal children they must be 
ideal parents.

When parents fulfill the conditions 
leading to immaculate conception by de
voted spiritual lives their prayers for 
strong and great souls will be heard 
and answered by heaven, and those 
wonderful souls in heaven who are now 
repelled by the animal like generation 
of humanity will be attracted to en
lightened parents, bringing to the world 
a wisdom and power that will inaugur
ate the gojden age.
, But souls incarnate can gain -dominion 

over hereditary laws by under-standing 
that thel.Ll£ue and most powerful self 
is of God, by faith in this Christ within, 
by denying thosq limiting qualities de
rived from mortal parents and affirming 
the divine attributes of the soul which 
they wish to bring into conscious ex
pression.

Every soul is wonderful in its inner 
divine attributes, be it of little or great 
pijwer in the expression of those at
tributes, and even a young soul may by 
devotion to God draw power into ex
pression that would shame mightier 
souls that are just drifting in the cur
rents of mortal pleasure.

WALTER DE VOE. >
6027 Drexel avenue, Chicago.

Old, old, the life behind her lay 
Like a long country full of light;

She gazed there with the inner eye
For round her here was the falling 

night,
But turned across her path to see 

What lovely splendor crowned the 
height!

And as the fates once trod on wool, 
All sounds came muffled to her ears,

Yet still her fancy heard her tune 
Of bubbling laughs, of frolic fears,

Of tender whisper in the dusk, 
Grown tenderer because of tears.

The gay sweet spirit in her felt 
The joyous movement of the dance,

Albeit her faltering feet refused
The tripping measure. If perchance 

She sang, alas! the sad old voice'
Was like one singing in a trance.

So fresh, so strong in all her thought 
That by the cruel mirror spelled, 

Or in the glass of young girls’ eyes, 
It seemed a phantom she beheld

Masked with gray shadows of gray 
lines,

And knowing then the soul in her 
Swelled, ever swelled with fine in

crease
And essence of immortal youth;

So she possessed that soul in peace. 
And sat the slow bright summer day, 

Smiling and waiting her release.
Harpers Bazar.

I had slept but a moment, 
Then awoke with a start

With pulses quickened, . 
And beating of heart.

A form was beside me, 
Whose beauty and graco 

The years intervening 
Can never efface.

The face all aglow 
With a spiritual light.

Eyes soft and tender, 
Radiant and bright

Then like a zephyr 
In gauzy array, 

So silently, softly. 
Wafted away.

Long years have passed 
Since that stranger so fair, 

She whose beauty
. ■ And bright golden hair, 

Left me more thoughtful 
Of others, I ween. .

. O’ that I might know, 
■ The vision then seen.
.. ■ MARIE FAULKNER.
W Duxbury, Mass.

We should be ever ready to debate 
any question in a courteous, gentleman
ly manner.—H. S. Holcomb. .

We have to get truth as we can,in 
this world; .just as miners'dig gold out 
of the mine with hll the quartz and dirt 
and dross, but it ■ pays.—Harriet 
Beecher Stowe, ' < ■
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S The right of a man to dispose of his then says: “As there are such a multi- íhattherefore tae’wU^hoSld be'lieta in^nJ’nJn^r ’ ¿ doe3aoht st,and. a'one hear as (to m®J an awkward introduct- 
property, to take effect after his death, tude. of sects and such a diversity of Unon «li^noYnt Inflv Htorv on. I » ’R08?18’ el!hÍr’"H “t h ory to it;* 016 recital o£ tlle AP°8tles’
rests on the well-settled rules of law of [opinions among them, I desire to keep Ka lalf of the ^urt”statari ita opinion m win aS lamented, that they Creed> whlc]j la not universally an
ali civilized nations, dating back to the [the tender minds of the orphans . * • i court’ stated its °Plnlon “ make nie go pn and on writing dia- dorBed by educated men. •-

.. jrpmotest ages. Chaldea and Egypt gave free from excitement which clashing f -The testator does not say that Chris- English ’’ ’ - J CaU vr te suc11 good . 1 do not propose to enter Into the bis
ect to it eight or more thousands of doctrines and sectarian controversies H.nf}v RhBn„„ ¿ tannin the erfl ■ , tory of the Apostles Creed, which may
years aso The only limitations on such are so apt to produce." ' Hanlty„ ? t gh ,ia , I«n’t therg a-good deal of psychology be gleaned by the reader from our vari-
a bequest are suchas are provided by When this Is taken and considered as àby sert^haU LtaaOTnfxe7ciseeanyCsta- h-t 0US encycl°Pediaa- but content myself
■positive laws, and the public policy of a whole it seems quite clear that Mr. dnta in th« poiiell • • • ” „mYnavPhta. ?;> • autll°reaa' 1 with the assertion.that the Apostles had
the state. The instrument for such dis- Girard intended to shut out nothing but ‘ v Mt the^Bible and esne- TtSthv ¿Paitan VÇry llttle If ftnyftla8 to do with it. The
position is called a will. While the will sectarian controversies; to accomplish ciai¡; ae^fow íLtameta without note ’ ! do,sma of the dlvindty of Jesus it con-
in the case at bar was not attacked in [which, he had to shut out sectarians, r commellt i,e re¿d tninrht as a that 001116 °S P®1“8' was not promulgated until 325
the bill, nor in the circuit court, on re- missionaries and ministers, 1. e., misi d[vine “ VP ktfon ta tae enlte^ita And hawAca>1 you explain or years A. D.
IlglouB grounds, Buch grounds, for the [alonarles who were clergymen, for they celleral nrecents exnonnfled ita evi. I dream ’ w.el! to,bx’ Tlle d°brnla-of th0 “resurrection of the
first time, were urged as being against [are all classed as one. These men he dencea exDiained and its glorious urta- mnm ntantas01!®6111 P ctlryBanthc- body” it promulgates, is thus treated 
public policy, in the supreme court. [concluded could not be admitted with- ci.,le3 of moralltv IncuIcate^’^What Is in a cl.ump .o£ red by tiie late Bishop Foster of the M. E.

When no objections are raised against [out engendering sectarian controversies tl)’ t nreven/a work not sectarian °rhi^glB r6d‘ church, which treatment is not out ot
a will ón statutory grounds or public and thereby producing excitement unon «. eP cenP ral évidences-of Chris’ p iV® .hd «° I harmony with, if indeed it was not
policy, the will must go to probate and among the tender minds of tlie orphans, tianitv fr(Fn. being re»fl «nd tan ita r in b^n^h«?8*4?068 °f te .epatdy that they taken from the teachings of Spiritual-
ita provisions carried out, in pursance who should receive their education in tae Sleee^v WXtaT Certa n v ± fH^Tt.,a SeCOnd fnaíyre; 2®? Ilflm-
of the express wishes of the testator, -peace and quietude, leaving thé trus- 1)lprp ^nthinn^in thP «ni t-hnt nr<ï înyfrle?sS* Wd° 116 Periect'y tr.l!t£1£ll,£; Bishop Foster thus wrote: “Moses
¿The real intent of the testator in all teesfree to permit the general principles PP.n M ph ,1 »it have told me so many more that it and Ellas were in the resurrection
cases is to be the guide. To this the or tenets of Christianity to be taught In ,, , nHltpd whBr is there in nil thl/ 7Jjnu°ssl'31?6ito d®ubt l£ state, wearing their immortal bodies,
court miiBt look for authority, and this the college, I. e., such as are held in wtlich iB nnsltivelv entoined Inconsist' 1 “Per tastai,n®dr d? not' ” * * * To the view of the resurrection
intent must prevail, even though the common by all Christian sects, where '„t with th« «tari nf truth« nf chr?«. o tastane e, l-was tota of a case re- here presented there can be no objec-
rules of grammar or the ignoring of spe- no sectarianism can possibly arise, if Am nnt th™« truth« «il tmmht ®en^y- I£ was.thàt of a woman whose tion. It is in the line of divine analo-
.cial words have to be discarded. Where the donor had intended to take the risk hv rhHoinnitv nithnuvh it tBnJL« husband had forced her by his treat- gius. It is free from grotesque and of- 
tiiere is no ambiguity, the words of the of the will being sustained, he could ,Z.pv, whom. P«n thP nnr inea«i°^ her to. divorce him. She got fensive implications. It is reasonable,
will are to control, otherwise evidence have Inserted a clause forbidding the t nr|„.i.lw. nt®mnrniirv h» lumJ «ñ d vorce through a dream of seeing “it harmonizes with scripture state- 
outside of the will may be used to ex- teaching ot Christianity or the use of 1£y te“aud s° him n apartments which she afterward menta. It meets all the demands of
plain ambiguous terms. In all cases, religious books in the college; but he Tn«tnmPnt9 Whom «m nonovntanoo 8aY,Jn 1eal íy- ' ,£ie affections. It is sublime! It is in
circumstances which were present when did not do this. He must have known thp , ™ „„h,.?!?,, ° ,, in,i„ntrJ ' S le had lived -wlt11 ll!m £or such a accord with a plan of progressive glory,
the will was made are to be considered, of the general prejudice at that timo in apn „wv tartan mu length of tlme that there existed be’ according to the Pauline idea.
for it must be presumed that the testa- the country against Freethought, and 8° .p ita1.,,„p,y laculcateQ tween them a certain telepathy. Three "The resurrection state is the culmi-
tor made his will with reference to such the intolerant spirit of the priesthood “ m «ï,“ p tp »¿t tu» win w«« years a£ter thetr dIv<>rce and separation nation of glorified humanity—is the
things. Mr. Girard lived in Philadel- and Chrisians ingenerai. In tills he vini I Ghe drearCLed tha’t'ábe Haw hlm dead- change of the earthly to the heavenly—

. phia, a very religious community, where was evidently right, as appears from ?PJa ?y a thP #P«Phtaî He was not dead> at 016 Ume of her is the putting off the flesh and blood,
laws foj- the punishment of blasphemy the dictum of Justice Story, who ren- ' r S °1 mi,« »ta« dream was at th0I.P°int of death, lying and the putting on of the spiritual body,
-«-offenses to the gods, to the priests, dered the opinion of the supreme court tbp „é?, g;' „ encased in ice... Ife had typhoid fever. The resurrection is the standing again
etc., were in force and where Christian on the appeal. ' ■ ,, r tal ta■ thî ta .i±« th« Her theoryIf*as 4^ at ^is critical after death; the body of the resurrec-
sects were numerous, and as elsewhere, As before stated, no religious ques- 8p'a °;„ap,.pia P°lnt he thought bi her and oÇ his tion is tlie body with which the spirit is
were imbued with hatred of each other, tion was presented in the bill in the °"„r,aJ'a8 ¿treatment gLhffi' And regretted it, and clothed for the celestial life. Tho or- 
ever wrangling over their differences case. Hence there Was no issue for ,,'P J J“ ’ that produMd the dream. ganizing life principle is uninterrupted
and stirring up controversial excite- trial before the court touching religious 1 „2,“ ,1 “! believe that this must have been and identical; it begins in the natural,
ment. The Jews and other religionists teachings or religious books to be used °?i’,,a1a? h the case. IP two instruments can.be so and weaves' its curious integuments ot
were too few to be of any moment. ¡n the college, nor was any such ques- A"; ’ ~an n^;ta!y p„attuned as to produce the phenomenon dust for earthly use. It weaves the
Most others than Christians were indif- tion raised until the argument on ap- ;,nal ®°*!®T®' ~®a of Wireless (telegraphy, why not two na.- new robes for the departing soul; It
ferent or Freethinkers. What Mr. Gir- peai was had ; but counsel went outside »«n.Ti«»» «talï tures or sou|p’ p fashions the celestial organism, or more
ard’3 religious opinions were we cannot of the record and freely argued the re- p°a)p, „® ™ !l,a °„,iP6a ™,nflag "But that ^as n3t the strangest part properly, God gives us a body as it hath
tell from the will. The attorneys in the ligtous matter, while the court sat and ®I^„®4 ad® „°1 sioaadp} oi-8torlp'‘' A months ago, early pleased Him now and beyond the grava 
case did not know, nor did the court tolerated it, nor was this all, for in the Ppp , „ 18 tata’ one evening) .Bhe hfegan to cry hopeless- "I wish to put on record here that,
care, for the law In such a case could decision the court went outside of the ta“_f p6 gy“t Jtai ^«1»«« ly Pitif,u]Iy-.8-§he W awake all night for myself, there is nothing In any par
rot take cognizance of them. Mr. Gir- issues and took a hand In behalf of la®‘®J „aníííta Íhk th, «I long’ cryia^ ‘fl4 »e- A day or tw0 tide of flesh or blood that ever belonged
ard employed one of the most able law- Christianity. All that was said by the „° 8 „ “'®ÆJauy ° „g6aLw‘rSitaJ afterward I tabthdt. . to my body that creates in me the least
yers In Philadelphia to draw up his will. court On this point was mere obiter ^“y q“ P«i«Pn,« "There i^&ótaettíing wrong with my desire to ever Bee it again.
If the testator was an Atheist, or other d¡ctum, binding on no one. Ag®.8’ . “a8Ju“c®“ 01 S® husband,” sjifl said; ‘ I dreamed last "Beyond the grave we have found
Freethinker, acting under the adviep of. On-the-hearing on appeal, the counsel “°"‘® “ua"®r or itorara coliege to dight that.^s^hlpi in a strange room, that the spirit is immortal, and that it

,.hta attorney, he made the most liberal for the will took about the same view .There .were ,people., whom I had never will-be clothed-upon with a new tomi
. will that could stand under .the, laws. of the religious matter as 1 have herein J*“® ar.® seen‘Passln,&1«^M Ì>ut.of that room. I when the old one perishes—a house not

find public policy of Pennsylvania., .expressed. ■ But the judge, Story, who „.e‘pJ^8t’ r,r®®.£r°“ thought he Wás in 'that, room, young and made with hands, eternal in the heav-
Other religions than Christianity, if delivered the opinion,, which was miani- c,a8hlnS doctrines and sectarian contro- handsome as heiwas .when we were first ens—ahouse, nota tent.”
they may .be deemed sectarian, could ra0U3| seemed to be imbued with the in- '®[?y ar® 8® ap„“ pr?duSa ,married.’ And so, according to this late promi-

.. hardly have provoked a thought In the foierent spirit of Christianity, or in fear „ ta JJL„ p„„?f „ ’T was not much surprised to learn Uent bishop of the M. E. Church, “the
mind of the testator. . When ho used o£ the lash ecclesia, for in summing up 7®®nnil?aaguïa‘®a1.a „ .taL later that she received a letter stating resurrection of. the body” as found in
the words in the will, “sect” and "sec- the case he relieved himself ot the fol- ¿..[t5?“ fattahP t tas her husband dled ttat night she the “Apostles’ Creed” of that and all or-
tartan,’’ he undoubtedly applied them lowing: “We are compelled to admit ”„„5 J , ^ita 1 tatalta oried so’ re£u8ing to be comforted, 'and thodox churches, should be rendered
to Christianity. All of these things were that Christianity is a part of the com- 'I',, 1 ta? taita Lot on the nlght she dreamed of the strange more intelligent to the believer. In this
so many circumstances to be considered mon ]aw 0£ the state (Pennsylvania), 1. gr®at I’nuanmropisi; rases a naca seat. room and the people passing in and out day of revision of creeds, the “Apostles’ 

. in a contest over the will which gave e lts divine origin and truth are ad- ,m waax.. .learnetl 011 a v311 “>be was laid out, ready for burial. Creed” .should receive some attention.
birth to Girard College. mitted, therefore it is not to be ma- gf®a£ lnpsat“a °ta’ ™ thp belleve ber story,” finished Miss h. V. S.WERÍNGEN.

Out of his fortune of $7,500,000 all ex- ijcfously and openly reviled and bias- really seemed to me that many of the Holley. I also think that she dreamed ' . . _______
cept $140,000 to relatives; $300,000 to phemed against, to the annoyance of be- reliSloas ceremonies and Observances he was young and handsome, because remarkable PRESÈblTATinN
the state; $116,000 to other charities, .neVers or the injury of the public (quot- car,rled ?? there were purely 'Sectarian when they are dead they always look REMARKABLE PRESENTATION,
went to the endowment of the college. fog a Pennsylvania case). He then and co? d ?e suca^sfully enjoined by years yopnger.
- In the contest Daniel Webster and his says, “It is unnecessary for us to con- Pr°Per le°ral proceedings. Unfortunate- »j Unow a great many writers who be- Spirit T. DeWitt Talmage Appears at
associate were acting the part of paid s,¡der what would be the legal effect of b, however, the theological bee finds jieve,as I believe, and have all their ' Keelers Seance.
attorneys to overthrow the will, conse- a doviSe in ^Pennsylvania for the estab- entTaac® to many judicial minds, and wjts about them. One of them told me ____
quently they allowed their interests and Ushment of a school or college for the œPœia£ly wflere Judges are elected by a weird story of moving from the coun- waaiiint-inn n C t™» oi tomthat of their clients to get the better of propagation^ofXaism or Deism Pollt‘c(s ar® try to-New York. He said that the L aTt Æ P HO 1 Mr’s s^
their judgments, or at any rate, their anyPother form of Infidelity.” He then ^p/fn^ths^o^v nf nlght Ììef«re h8 Camè in to look for ance at 918 H street'n^W this city
logic did violence to the terms of the 6ayS( “ 8uch ia not to be presumed. £h\® £ the glory of t0oms he:dreamed of looking at them. thp gDirit T DeWItt TnlT;flpp aDDeared 
will, or as I look at it, was not warrant- There must be plain, positive and ex- Go¿„aPf J?1™’.?68’ „ ’ He s.a’!’r a daí' -be 8aid> in which he and afoer greeting various persons nres-
efl by the language of the will. That press provisions, demonstrating not Madison, W s. ■ ' first entered a fittje narrow haii, then entl and obtained permission to
part of the will which bears on religious on]y tijat Christianity is not to be Akl ,UBAOT.uí; ¿:ktaB„BUT went from that into a tong, low, narrow aDnrOach the cabinet and said- “Mr 
questions—all of whicn is necessary to taught, hut that it is to be impugned or IMPORTANT STATEMENT. room, the queerest- room he ever saw. Talmage I heard you once (but h'ad for-
cousider here—stands as follows: “I repudiated.” He further Bays, “Why ---- It was about fournîmes, as tong as an tten’anoÜier timel in Brooklyn N
enjoin and require that no ecclesiastic, may not the Bible, and especially the Says Christianity Is Not Source of Lib- ordinary room and about the width of a y years ng«- but I will thank voii to
missionary, or minister of any^ sect New Testament, without note or com- erty-Unitarian Minister on Relig-' ™om in a tiny reilroafl Harlem flat 6¿tle a m^t¿r for me „ yon ¿an r
whatever shall ever hold or execute any raenti be read and taught as divine rev- . d civilization The next day the first flat he looked at w} h t j h many persons were
station or duty whatever in said col- e]ation in the coUege; its general pre- d clvillzatlon- in New York, the-woman showed him ent when you delivered vour ta-
lege.” Then follows the statement that Lepts expounded, Its evidences ex- ,.n, „ „ : ~~ , M into a litüe hajl, then Into this tong, yn°uM^™d y®a\£a
no such person shall ever be admitted pained, and its glorious principles of Civilization and Christianlty was low, narrow, wrird rpom of his dream. “° ¿¿ce I believe md whtoh tout 
lor any purpose, or as a visitor within morality inclucated? What is there to the subject preached, upon- by the Reri. “Of course, you know that Mark sent to mmv newsnaners

, tlie premises appropriated to the pur- preVent a work, not sectarian, upon the E- B- Newbert, qfAJl Souls ; Unitarian Twain believes fn telepathy and dreams L tbtecouhtrv at thaTtíme’" Ha «niri 
poses of said" college. While not of so Lenerai evidence of Christianity from church, Indianapolis Ind.. and he is not the only one by many.” ® °a a„y’¿„.„„.ta,1?®;H® ,d '
much moment as the first clause, it is being read and taught in the coltege by "Religion as an end ih itself,” be bald, Miss Holley dictated several of her to n® Js ¿rat his^gutoe and
this which so offends the ecclesia; it fav teachers’” Certainly there is noth- Is sure t0 mean bigotry and fanaticism, books into a phonograph. 818 pf^8 ag™\1“8 f“1 -®' ?,allowed Atheists and other Freethink- !¿ will t£T prescribe such India came under the curse and her civ- “A quiet stenographer, that,” sug- ^n’ ^sme tourist e^tl mont^ 
ers to visit the grounds where the Kt.„d«es This while mere dictum is ilizatton was arrested by religion. Alli gested the reporter. »«ta™6, S^TOIta. ■IaoaÍJs
sacred hoof-of the diviné priesthood is cleariy‘in. accord wth the terms of'the Mohammedan lands tove^era blighted “It talks Baek;’’-retorted the author- d“ Taïmàge^ cMffirmatíon vears 
forever forbidden to tread; not only had ^ill; but as it is obiter dictum, it is no b>’ same curse. Too muck religion ess, “but not tome. When I have fin- tatPrwaïd W nîrfit at Tetfler J 
their dignity been insulted, but their op- part of law or decision in the case, baa been the disease taat has sapp^ ished I. go- out of the room and let it do la?X Kee?®¿8. s¿
portunity to harass and disturb the- ÍLr ta it to be taken as authority «n any Asia of her energies. Turn to the mid- all the talking £o my stenographer.a?Pe’ rema^Kable-aa probably no quietude of the orphans had been de- bSTr aris"de? tais d>e a«s. The Christian .religion took a New York Sun. ’ > taa? 1 ¿ought“ report
njed them. The will contains the fur- ™ otherwise So it maybe safelv Ilika course for one thousand years. , ,y.  _______ taa .7? l_Lnat Í . a..leI ?ep?>tiler Important statement that the testa- gld that the ^¿tion as towhat relig- “We talk of Christianizingthe world. Herbert spenoer-and George ElioL T¿^§^staÍ°Tlitoke^naWe
tor "does not mean to cast any reflec- (n—books or tenrhines mav be used in Do-we hope to save the heathen by giv- _ . .., , “ , F“l’er, iue rr^ressive imnaar.
tion upon any sect or person, but as coueKe js still an open question to *n8 Wm the Bible and the Christian be- The great philosopher and the great- JAMES SELDON COWDON.
there is such a multitude of Beets and £ tir^whra it te thought Het? Would a simple snapping of re- °£ W0I»aa novelists, were fast
such a diversity of opinions among Ml“ ^exraedfog their Hgio«B belief benefit Asia? Or does fri,e"ds fronl £^lrA8£ meetinS- sb«
them, I desire to keep the trader minds X*™6 Starante decided Aila need something else? -I soy no sald, ,‘n one bèrJ®«?18: “But for him _____
of the orphans who^are to derive ad- pot on]'y public. opinion .in general, but hurt of the Bible and the Christian be- “^^*6®®8° aad Take a lesson, from the forest, selfish
vantages from this bequest, free from many or tne churches has under- lie£- when. I say that these are not the H H^ncer.ba“ en a marrying man he man_ »twill do you good-the excltiment which clashing doctrines S.SriM cteX. Wha?WB at source of civil and reBgious Bberta Go anurng the plants and flowers, seek
and sectarian controverBies are bo apt -hat. tlme deemed to be the general Freedom the dimity of woman, the _¿® the.knowledge in the wood,
to produce.” Then follows the state- bpinioiiof the churches, Is no longer bo, P«bbc school and the humanities brar “®a h^th Ifte rt te this. “To Liv®, in Giving"; nature
ment that he desires to have the or- for t]iere are many vital tenets-which the mark of the Anglo-Saxon. Ln the 8b°ula “W «»Pit* Huxl?y s ur- shows.it everywhere,
Phans instructed m the principles of were the& held common by the distant centuries the rough Teuton 8®“*aaa r W^«yc®«,at b® 8b°uld From thé trees with shade and fruitage, 
morality, love of truth, sobriety and in- churches, that.áre no longer so held, ex- cherlshéd an unusual affection and re- wke the Wg çui]^ He said at an- to the pure health-giving air. . 
dustry, leaving them free to adopt' (In I««,«; hy nnrHminr ««pts: henc« «neh ara I spect for woman. He made her ms ptner time tnat ue^might have married . ... «
after years) such religious tenets as rn™. ¿ectarian and on further or a new companion rather than bis slave. In his but bad nevettaetffls ideal. It was he, From the acorn at its sprouting, to the 
tneir matured reason may prefer. It is bonrin«- would be ruled out óf the col- wild poems and rough laws one finds b®?ïeyer’ wbb ber acquaintance . ' grand old oak sublimé, n,« «.i,« .nearjiig, ycuulu -uè lutea uul ui© cui «  ______ ___ with Gpr>rjrp,Rpnr\f,T.-pwpa whneo iitwincr wnnri fl nA «„j k.

. An Exceptionally Important Leaf From History.
1 “I ENJOIN AND REQUIRE THAT- 
NO ECCLESIASTIC MISSIONARY. OR 
MINISTER OF ANY SECT WHAT
EVER SHALL EVER HOLD OR EXE
CUTE ANY STATION OR DUTY 
WHATEVER IN SAID COLLEGE."---, 
AN IMPORTANT LEAF FROM HIS
TORY REVIEWED ON SPECIAL RE-

LIVE IN GIVING.

A LOVING TRIBUTE.
In Memory of J. Frank BaxterandHis 

Wife, Eliza C. H. Baxter,

There Is nothing that so forcibly re
minds us of the absence from the mor
tal, of friends whose home was nqt in 
pur own household, as the reading over 
of letters written by hands that have 
laid down the pen forever; .they.'were s<^ 
much a part of those wljo wrote tl;enij. 
breathe to us so much/ ot the past,' re- 
jnjpd us in every line.of the.old.days, 
tde pleasant hours spent together, Mid 
tlie pleasure of receiving tlie .ytritten 
message when separated. All this : is 
borne in upon me by recently reading 
over letters which prompt these .lines- 
in loving memory oj my friends, Mr. 
and Mrs. Baxter.

Slater said nothing, but he Imew what 
was on his scalp. He knew It wad 
placer gold from the stream over-in 
Summit county, but the season was 
over, and lie could do nothing till 
spring. The first of May found him at 
the cabin. He panned stuff from the 
bottom of the stream. He found goW / 
in abundance for hundreds of yards. He ,' 
told his story to experts, who made ex- ' 
aminations and declared that Slater had ' 
a bonanza. He began negotiating with 
eastern capitalists, and in a few days ' 
he sold out for $20,000. That was, 
enough money for him.

When he left Tennessee he was 21 
years old and his sweetheart was 16. 
He is now 35 and she is 31. She waited ■ 
long and patiently, but she will be re
warded. The wedding will take place 
in July, and friends have no idea that 
it will be the culmination of such a ro
mance. -

As one after another .of . the tried and - 
true workers pass on tq.the higher,life, 
we hear It said, “Who tylll, fill. their i 
places?”-No one can fiJI another’s place 
be that place a public or a private posi
tion, since each must dp.their ewn.indl- 
vidual work. ‘ . . ...

J. Frank Baxter’s place can never be . 
filled in the field of lecture and song, no ' 
more than In the heart of his daughter, 
and in the home where his cheery voice 
and quick, firm step can. be no , more 
heard. No other one individual has ac
complished so much for Spiritualism in 
It’s best and highest sense, as did Mr. 
Baxter in his twenty-seven years of con
tinuous labor, as none other possessed 
the several gifts. In all of which he ex
celled.

Added to tills was the example of his 
beautiful home life, and of his sterling 
character, being the soul of honor and 
uprightness in every detail of life.

Having the privilege of a close friend
ship and correspondence with Mrs. Bax
ter for many years, I have intimate 
knowledge of the home life, and also of 
the sacrifice made by both in giving up 
his life to the work that took him so 
much from the home he loved, and 
which he filled with sunshine tor the in
valid wife and loving daughter.

In those days when the way ot the 
public speaker and medium was any
thing but a path of roses, his loyal, sen
sitive heart was often deeply wounded 
—how deeply, none but his family and 
Intimate friends were allowed to know 
—by the unjust attacks ot public and 
press; but he never faltered or wavered 
In his clear-cut scnolarly presentation 
of the truth, and denunciation of error 
and superstition.

In tlie letters from my beloved friend, 
Mrs. Baxter, which I count among my 
treasures of by-gone days, there is con
tained, in the pleasant confidences re
garding her home and loved ones, a rec
ord of patient sacrifice to the cause, of 
which the world had no knowledge; a 
sacrifice uncomplainingly made, for the 
sweet, brave face was always calm and 
smiling, ever striving to hide all traces 
of physical suffering and bld a cheerful 
good-bye as the loved one left for a trip, 
bearing the separation by writing him 
daily all details of the home life, and— 
as she often told me—"always following 
him mentally on his journey, knowing 
just when he reached each given point,” 
being comforted by letters and reports 
of his successes, and the hour of his re
turn was an hour of rejoicing in the 
household.
. In one letter to me is a description of 
the meeting held by the committee, in 
the early days of Mr. Baxter's lecture 
work, to force him to relinquish either 
his position as teacher or his advocacy 
of Spiritualism. From the moment that 
his clear voice-rang out the onS word, 
“Never!" in response to the direct ques- 

, tion, “would he publicly renounce dis
belief in Spiritualism and retain his po
sition,” to the. morning when she bade 
him a cheerful good-bye with the assur
ance that she was better, calling him 
back as he passed the window to w'ish 
him "Happy New Year," and gently 
closing her eyes to earthly scenes be
fore his return, not a murmur, of com
plaint ever left her lips, and' never a 
thought of turning back from the work 
before him was entertained by either, 
though the rush of travel often left him

PILES CURED
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Don’t Neglect Plles-They lead to thd 
Deadly Cancer. My New Three

fold Absorption Treatment
Promptly Relieves Even 

Most Malignant Cases.
I want to send every sufferer from piles, ulcer, 

fissure, prolapse, tumors, constipation, or othei 
rectal weakness, my New Three-fold Absorp
tion Cure and my New Book, in colors, about 
(octal troubles. (All In plain wrapper.) If you 
are satisfied with the benefit from my treat
ment, send me One Dollar. If not, send nothing. 
You decide after you have tried it.

My treatment cures by absorbing the growths 
and healing tho membrane. It Is bringing 
cures where everything else has failed. It has’ 
cured cases of 30 and 40 years standing. That 
Is why I can afford to send It on approval. 
Here's what you get without paying a cent In

advance: i. One tube of xny 
Absorptive Plasma, with my 
new lleetal Applicator, which 
uuleldy heals all Itching and 
soreness. 2. One package of 
my Nuco-Food Cones, which 
cure constipation and nourish 
the membrane. 3. One Pack
age of my Pile Pills, which re
move the causes of piles and 
constipation, making the cure
permanent. If you have plies, 

o.w.van VLKCii, m.d.. or tho Itching, burning, or 
it.D. Ex-Pr«-».Hedie»i heavy feeling, which shows 
Uhenitj at Ohio. Bx- that the dreaded disease is 
surgeon, V. Army. Comin(?t ft will CO8t J’OU noth
ing to try my remedy, and one dollar is little to 
paylf cured. Address, Dr. Van Vleck Co.,X025 
Majestic Bldg., Jackson, Mich. Write today.

A PRACTICAL COURSE
FOB

Physicians and Students
of Occultism,

Treatingon the FollowingSubjects: 
Personal Magnetism, Psychology, 
Hypnotism, Mesmerism, Suggestive 
Therapeutics, Psycho-Therapeutics, 
Magnetic Healing,Self-Mastery, Hy
giene of Mind and Body, Nervo- 
pathlc Massage and Various Kinds 
of Manipulation, Corrections of 
Vices, Education, Etc. By

PROF. OSCAR H. HOY, D. M., S. T. D.

but an hour's time in the home.
Dear loyal, true-hearted friends; 

us the sorrow and the tears that 
can no more have the loved . voices 
friendly greeting, in lecture and

for 
we 
in 
in

Bong« or be cheered by the written mes
sage; for them the joyful reunionJ'over 
there.”

FLORENCE H. SIMPSON.
‘!The Elms,” Worthington, Mass.

Won Fortune and a Bride Through 
Tip of a Spiritualist.

Leadville, Col., June 28.—John 
Slater has struck it rich at last.

the
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This course of instruction is differ
ent from any course ever printed. It is 
a condensed encyclopedia, conveying 
the highest truths and most valuable 
information in terms so simple that a 
child can understand them. Much has 
been written on these subjects by dif
ferent schools, but they were superficial 
and It has been left to the authOT^4&— 
weld them together, the philosophies of 
the east and the west, His /methods 
are not a theory or a fad, but are.cor
rect treatments, based on scientific 
knowledge, research and experience. 
He uses the best methods known per
taining to these subjects,, enveloping 
all that is taught in other schools, and 
then going far beyond anything known 
in the west.

The course treats on the fundamental 
principles of universal law, and de
scends to individualized concrete mat
ter, giving the “evolution of the indi
vidual" to its highest attainment of con
sciousness. It contains a more com
plete course on hypnotism than any 
other course, and manifests a. new era 
in the study of practical psychic phil
osophy.

The regular price of this unique 
course is $25. We have decided to let 
a limited number go at $5. Those de
siring this course can buy it at the 
price mentioned if purchased within the 
next four months. Address air orders
to MISS NETTIE WINTER, 

466 LaSalle Ave., Chicago, III.

left for the east a few days ago with 
$20,000 the price he received for a 
placer property in Summit county. Of 
all the wonderful fortunes made in Col
orado his seems to be the most won
derful.

When he asked Nellie McClure, an 
east Tennessee girl, to marry him, four
teen years ago, he was poor. She prom
ised to marry him, but she made a sin
gular provision. She not only said that 

. he must get rich, but that he must get 
rich in western gold.

Slater was not long In reaching the 
west. He spent many dreary months 
wandering and prospecting, but nothing 
developing. He was hungry and des
perate.

One night soon after his return in 
1897, Slater left his dingy room, pre- 

: sumably to take a walk, but he did not 
return, neither that night nor the next 
night A searching party was organ
ized and after many days’ hunting 

i through the district Ms dead body, or 
at least supposed to be at that time, 
was found in an abandoned shaft. Rela
tives of the dead man could not be 
found and the remains were buried at 

: the expense.of the county.
But it was not Slater who perished, 

■ and no one to this day can tell who the 
unfortunate man was. When the. First- 
Colorado regiment returned from the 

; Philippines Slater-was among the num
ber. He was minus an arm, having lost 
it in battle. When he left his room 
that night in 1897. he had enlisted, but 
said nothing to his few friends abbut it, 
and gone to the war. .

From the time of his return till last 
summer he worked for wages. One day 
he was walking along,Harrison avenue 
when-he saw a sign of a Spiritualist, 
announcing a seance for that night. He 

■ went to that seance and what the spir
its told him was sensational in-the ex
treme. He was informed that in a cer
tain gulch near Breckenridge, Summit 

‘county, there was a million in placer 
gold. He went to the place designated, 
built a cabin near a stream and began 
his search...... . :•

. Day after day he “panned” gravel, 
but was not rewarded.- Each- morning, 

: noon: and night the miner washed' his- 
face and head In the stream nehr his 
cabin, and he noticed the bottom was 
sometimes yellow, but he paid no atten
tion to it When the snow began to get 
deep he quit work,- having found noth
ing. A few davs'afterward he went- 
into C. E. Goodfriend’s barber-shop on- 
East Sixth street to'get his Tong hair 
cut. When enough- -was'--removed- to 
show’’the scalp the barber • discovered 
what he thought was gold leaf and, 
thinking Slater might .be a painter,: ho 
©ailed Ms attention to it.
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Neighbor to Subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker.

Now is the time to extend the clrcula, 
tion of The Progressive Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted tp enrich tha 
mind. Send in a subscription now.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na. 
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. IPor 
sale at this office. Price, 25 cet.ts. :

’■Bight Generation tne Key to the ( 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.”. By I 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason ' 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
for Justice and equality m all the rela- ' 
tions of life between men and ..omen. 
Cloth. 76 cents; leatherette. 50 cents.

“Cosmlon Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and relected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; complied by L. K. Wash- 
bum. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price 50 cents.

"The Romance of Jude. A Story ot 
the Life and Times of the Nazarene and 
His People.” Through ttie mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely in. 
terestlng book. Neatly bound In cloth 
and gilt Only 50 cents.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 

1 inadequacy ot Hudson's explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents«

■ “After Her Death. The Story of K 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can - 
fall to be fed and delighted with thia 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer Atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A' 
book for the higher life.- ■ For sale al 
this office. Price, cloth, $L ■ ~

"Why I Am a Vegetarian.” By J« 
Howard Moore. - An address before tha 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, IS 
crate. • - - —, •
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Suggestions and Reflections.
• I have not troubled the readers of 
The Progressive Thinker of late and, 
lest some may think that I have passed 
into a state of innocuous desuetude and 
am not striving to keep up with the pro
cession, will offer a few notes, sugges
tions and reflections which may be of 
general interest to your numerous read
ers.

On the evening before my departure 
from San Diego, a reception was 
planned at the parlors of C. L. Bernard, 
one of San Diego’s prominent healers, 
and, for the ostensible purpose of wel
coming Florence K. White, now serving 
the society. A goodly number assem
bled on that occasion and, when Presh 
dent C. A. Bussy arose for the opening 
speech I was somewhat astonished to 
discover that a job had been put up on 
myself, as they had not only met to 
welcome Mrs. White, but to give me a 
good send-off as well, arid to make sure 
of'my going, Bro. Bernard, on behalf 
ot • the' friends, presented me with an 
elegant solid leather, nickel-trlmmed 
suit-case as a token of their esteem and 
appreciation. Of course there was noth
ing left after this but to go.

A pleasant trip on the steamer Santa 
Rosa landed me in San Francisco and 
the following Sunday found me in the 
hull of the Psychic Society in Oakland, 
where I listened to the closing dis
course of Mrs. Lillie, before taking her 
departure for-the East.
- Being requested to occupy their plat
form, have done so for the past two 
months, with prospect of continuing 
through July. The society is not a large 
one, but certainly does make up In 
quality what it lacks in numbers.

Another society meeting in Fraternal 
Hall, and presided over by Bro. Burton, 
holds regular meetings, with the Gil
lettes and other local talent as speakers 
and mediums.

A third meeting Is conducted by Mrs. 
Cowell, assisted by Mrs. Phelps, in 
Woodmen's Hall, and owing to the mes
sage work by Mrs. Cowell, who is an 
excellent medium, has probably the 
largest regular attendance.

It seems impossible to unite the Spir
itualists of Oakland or San Francisco in 
any co-operative effort, and in neither 
place have they a temple or hall which 
they can call their own. Repeated 
efforts have been made to build, but for 
some reason the project has always 
fallen through, though there are Spirit
ualists enough in either place to make 
a larger congregation than any church 
In the two cities. Whether this state 
of affairs is due to the separate work
ers wishing to be “greatest in the king
dom cf heaven,” 1 will leave for the 
reader to judge.

It was my privilege to attend the clos
ing service of the year by Mrs. Gilles
pie, Sunday, the 12th, in the beautiful 
and commodious Elks’ Hal!, on Sutter 
street, San Francisco. A large and en
thusiastic audience was present and a 
fine program rendered. Mrs. Gillespie 
was assisted on this occasion by Mrs. 
Place, Mrs. J. J. Whitney, Mr. and Mrs. 
Howe and others whose names cannot 
be recalled. Eight peisuih joined the 
organization which is known as the 
People's Church.

It seems to the writer, however, that 
all these societies and churches” rest 
principally on the personality of their 
various so-called “pastors” or favorite 
mediums, and when these take a vaca
tion or for any cause step down and out, 
the "church” goes glimmering and is 
non est.

It may be pertinent to Inquire when 
'ill the great body of Spiritualists who

believe that we have “the best and 
grandest religion and philosophy on 
earth,” get together, sink their person
alities for the good of the cause and or
ganize their local societies on a solid 
basis for practical work, taking as much 
interest in the success of the movement 
as Christians do In the success of the 
church, and not have the whole burden 
to rest upon the shoulders of the!!1

pi'etonder as well as every dishonest 
medium, whether in the seance-room or 
on the platform, is driven so far away 
from our lines that they will never be 
able'to return.

No honest medium will in the least 
be injured by this discussion, while the 
dishonest cannot be hurt any too much.

The deadly virus of Ibis viper (fake 
-mediumship) lias already permeated 
the great body of Spiritualism until the 
very name has in many quarters be
come the synonym of fraud, deceit,' dis
honesty, unnoliness and all manner of 
uncleauliness, and, it is up to the Spir
itualists tq persevere and leave no stone 
unturned to purge the movement of this 
element, for only by so doing can we 
retain our self-respect oy gain the re
spect of the world at large.

There should be no abatement of this 
work and effort until we can present a 
clean bill of health for Spirtualism and 
be able to point with pride to every 
public worker in our ranks as possess
ing the morality and the integrity which 
the ethics of Spirtualism demands.

That there will be weeping, howling 
and gnashing of teeth is to be expected, 
and it Is to be expected that motives 
will be Impugned, but the very sal
vation of Spiritualism as a* distinctive 
movement depends upon this good work 
going on.

A very unique phenomenon is occur- 
ing in one of Oakland’s suburbs, at the 
home of H. C. Whitney, in Piedmont. 
Mrs. Whitney occasionally indulges in 
the pastime of landscape painting, and, 
during one of these efforts, a number of 
well-defined faces spontaneously ap
peared upon the canvas and located on 
the rocks. These were repeatedly paint
ed over or eliminated by the brush, but 
they insisted upon reappearing and 
were finally allowed to remain, as they 
did not seem to disturb the general har
mony of the landscape. In a subsequent 
effort and on a canvas not larger than 
fifteen by twenty inches, numerous 
faces appeared, singly and in groups, 
the groups containing three distinct 
faces.

The work is done in oil, the faces rep
resenting every age of both sexes and 
different nationalities, ranging from 
that of an infant to fpll-grbwn men and 
women, including sorne of patriarchal 
appearance. A very singular thl«g lies 
in the fact that in looking at tho can
vas from different points of view, these 
groups of three make a fourth well-de
fined likeness entirely different from 
any in the group. They appear on the 
ground, in Die grass, in the trees and 
on the rocks, while the water and the 
clouds are iW with them. Between 
sixty and seventy well-defined faces can 
be counted singly, while with the com
bination there are nearly one hundred.

Home circles have been held by the 
Whitney’s for quite a long period ot 
time and this new and unique manifes
tation seems to be the result, it is 
either the outcome of the subconscious 
principle in Mrs. Whitney herself (very 
lately brought to the front) or there is 
evidence of an invisble artist assisting 
in these manifestations.

Golden-wedding bells have lately rung 
for Bro. and Sister Whitney, but it is 
hoped their lives may long be spared 
and that Mrs. Whitney may continue to 
unfold and perfect this unique and won
derful phase of mediumship.

I am having a very pleasant time In 
greeting old acquaintances and making 
new ones both here and in San Fran
cisco, and am very kindly and generous
ly entertained by J. J. Johnson and wife, 
who are old-time friends and Spiritual
ists, as well as constant readers ot The 
Progressive Thinker, they being among 
your oldest subscribers.

WILL C. HODGE.
1373 Tenth Ave.. East Oakland Cal.

faithful speakers and mediums? O 
Lord! when will this be the case? That 
this has been done in some places, and 
that the idea is a growing one, argues 
well for the future progress of Spiritual- 1 
Ism. 1

It was also my pleasure through the s 
kindness and invitation of Dr. W. P. i 
Phelon, to address an open meeting-of 
the Hermetic Brotherhood in San Fran- i 
cisco. Whatever the peculiar tenets of 1 
this order may be, the atmosphere was < 
decidedly congenial, the audience tak- i 
ing very kindly to radical Spiritualism, i 
Our genial friend, Dr. Pnelon, is slowly 1 
but, we trust, surely recovering from a । 
late and very severe illness and it is i 
the wish of his many friends that he' j 
may speedily regain his accustomed i 
state of health. 1

I have not mentioned the names of । 
H. H. Brown and J. Stitt Wilson, each 
of whom, I understand, are doing a 
work peculiarly their own, and' are hav
ing excellent meetings.

Mr. Willson has in the past entirely 1 
tabooed the whole subject of Spiritual- : 
ism and has decried mediumship as 
something entirely unworthy his atten
tion, but by reason of the passing on of a 
darling child has investigated the sub
ject more closely and has come into 
that light which Spirtualism only can 
bring to a hungering, creed-bound 
world. That he will become an earnest 
advocate of the spiritual philosophy, no 
one who knows the man will doubt.

It must not be inferred on account of 
my silence that I am not Interested in 
and highly gratified with the discussion 
in late numbers of The Progressive 
Thinker concerning mediumship and 
particularly in the phase known as ma
terialization. This discussion has evi
dently proved a regular bonanza to the 
oposttion, while it is peaches and cream 
io Bro. Jamjeson, who IS entirely satis
fied that “the halcyon days of mermaids 
and the materialized are gone forever.”

Not so! Bro. Jamieson, on the con
trary, the, halcyon days of medium
ship, including materialization, have not 
fairly begun. • Possess your soul in pa
tience, my dear brother,’ until we get 
through hohsecleaning, after which you 
may live long enough to make the dis
covery that there is evidence of a spirit 
in some of the manifestations. Right

• here I will transcribe a portion of a 
message by independent writing, re
ceived March 28,1900:

“We realize the environment of dis
trust which you encounter each day, but 
while it is said that so much fraud and 
deceit should enter our beautiful phil
osophy, you must not throw aside all 
good because of this. That which you 
gre able to receive and Know,for your
self should be sufficient to sustain you 
for all time and purposes. It is this 
very over-run of fraud that is going to 
Sift it down to the real. A regular root- 
Ing-out will be experienced before long 
and the truth stand out bold and free 
In its own light. WE ARE ANXIOUS
LY WAITING WITH YOU FOR THIS;”

To this message was. appended sev
eral, names of the dearest friends of, 
mine in spirit life.

It would seem from late events that 
this prophecy is on the eve of fulfill
ment and that the rooting-out process 
has really begun. Every conscientious 
Spiritualist and every honest medium 

: and worker will hope for its contmu- 
' anco until every fakir, charlatan and
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It has been pretty well dombnstratfed that manhood’, ^t this point we have our first painful experience of 
is not destroyed by death, Cautious officers of tire' the ‘’fog-land” through which the man has passed in' 
Psychical Research Society admit as much as thajtf bis^eath sleep, and tb which he must return if he 
We may even go still further, and admit that intelk-. would communicate with a mortal. The painful ex- 
genees who have reasonably proved their identity are perienee which here meets us is the direct contradic- 
sometimes able to give wise counsel to the mortal. It1 tioir of returning spirits as to how much of the mortal 
is certain that such returning intelligences possess, hasibecome the personal property of the spirit, 
memories, more or .less confused, of their earth expert, Theology has taught from the very beginning that 
enees, although, for the most part they seem to picki. his learth life makes a man happy or miserable after 
up such memories here, rather than to bring them' deftth. And, to a certain extent, that has seemed a 
with the^n from the other side of “fog-land.” They most reasonable conclusion. Our modern spirit re- 
..i.. ’ n ’ turn has repeated the tale, although it has dropped

the vagaries of hell fire and endless torments for sin
ners. This modern spirit return has had as one of its 
most eminent and respected exponents a highly edu-

also, at times, exhibit a knowledge of earth happen
ings beyond that of the mortal. And they appariently- 
ppssess and wield faculties that make them more or 
less independent of time and space. They seem to 
have a power of entrancing a, mortal, provided he he a 
natural sensitive, and using his organism as a means 
for entering earth life, and exhibiting their ultra nor
mal faculties and powers.

eated English clergyman known as M. A. Oxon, but 
whose real name and title was Rev. Stainton Moses, 
M. A. Mr. Moses was not only a clergyman but also 
a remarkable medium, and had a number of controls,

So much hardly admits of dispute by anyone who through whom much information was given concern- 
has been once introduced to a fact such as “spirit re- ing the life after death. His inspired teachings have 
turn” and has made its friendly acquaintance. So we been counted as high water mark by most Spiritual- 
have gradually evolved our present conception of a ists, although there was always a pronounced theolog- 
borderland as dividing our visible and invisible life ieal bias. The reader will please note that in this ar- 
lines, where spirits and mortals meet, and extend tide we are only concerned with what his spirit 
greeting to each other. guides and inspirera taught as to the effect of his

In spite of shouts of joy, and tearful greetings from earth life upon spirit man. The names of these guides 
the bereaved, there seems to be little sunshine in this by which, at least, they are distinguished one from an- 
borderland. It is immersed in a perpetual mental “other, are Rector, Doctor and Prudens, as subordi- 
fog, and, as we know too well, both mortal medium nates of a powerful intelligence calling himself Imper- 
and returning spirit are alike befogged when they en- ator.
ter it. But out of this “fog-land” comes the entire In Stainton Mose,s’ book called “Spirit Teachings” 
history of spirit return, called Modern Spiritualism, -we are told that men take with them beyond death all
And as a remarkable fact, Spirit Return has proved to 
be a very one-sided affair. It evolves intelligences, 
once mortal, who can and do talk lucidly about their 
own earth life and ours, though, so far as known, they 
have never yet startled the world with any new grand

their desires, and all their evil passions. This is, so 
far, of course, an emphatic answer to our question, 
“After death—what?” and we are not now concerned 
with the influence such spirits cast back upon our
mortal life. The reader will please remember we are 

invention or discovery. Radium and the X-ray were confining ourselves to an enquiry as to what awaits 
not announced by spirits, and we’look to mortal gen- j ’ ’ ..................... " “ ...............man in spirit life. And the fact that the mortal ear-
ins for whatever may be our next advance in knowl
edge and its power for good or ill upon earth life. 
But, as we have said, the results of spirit intercourse, 
such as they are, have proved very one-sided. Spirits 
talk to ns of earth incidents with a fair degree of ac
curacy, but when we would travel the other way and 
peer out into their lives and experiences, we only get 
deeper and deeper into the fog. Not a tale comes 
from spirit life of spirit happenings that will bear sci
entific investigation.

The reader should not be repelled by the term “sci- Mrs. Piper, who for many years has been under seien- 
entific investigation” for science is really only the or- tific direction, and held at the disposal of officers of 
derly arrangement and logical study of facts. That

ries himself over there, just as he-was mentally here is 
thus taught by Mr. Moses, just as ft has been taught 
by thousands of other mouthpieces for spirit teach
ings.

This has seemed so natural a result, at least for a 
time, and to explain so many happenings in earth life, 
that it has been almost universally accepted. But the 
war between fact and fiction seems to begin just here, 
and the first gun of contradiction has been fired by 
spirits through the organism of the now renowned

EM £K6
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is to say, every fact has its own place in the eternal 
sequence of cause and effect, and it is the business of 
science to discover just where a fact belongs, but it 
cim usually discern, almost at a glance, where a fact 
does not belong.

Of course the various tales of spirit life with which 
spirit return is festooned and garlanded are presented 
to mortals as statements of fact, that is, of actual oc
currences on the spirit side of life. They have been, 
and still are, accepted by many as truth, because such 
statements and histories are made and given in the 
name of a spirit. It sounds like heresy to the average 
Spiritualist when these fascinating tales áre declared 
to be full of impossible “facts”; that is to say, of

the S. P. R.
It came to pass, by due process of Nature, that Rev. 

Stainton Moses “slept with his fathers”; that is-to 
say, he passed into spirit life. When safe across the 
divide he most naturally foregathered with the au
thors of his “Spirit Teachings.” In coming back 
through Mrs. Piper he has succeeded in proving his 
identity to the satisfaction of the scientific men who 
keep one eye on Mrs. Piper, and the other on “spirit 
rettffn.” But he startles everybody, including the 
present writer, and probably the reader, by declaring 
that he was wrong, completely wrong in his old teach
ings. He now denies that spirit man carries with him
any, of his old passions and desires, and positively as
serts that the souls of the wicked are not playing any 

“facts” that are impossible under the supposed con* part in our present earth life. He now solemnly 
ditions of the story to which we are listening. In- teaches that evil thoughts and passions die with the 
stead of being an orderly arrangement of facts, and Body. And. still more startling, his old guides, Im- 
therefore scientific, they are facts belonging, only to perator and the rest, make the same direct contradic- 
this life, although most ignorantly asserted to belong tion of their old teachings.

A small square table with a shelf be
low was placed in the library, and a 
black cloth thrown over it. A common 
spring table-bell was placed on the 
shelf below, and Mrs. F. and Mrs. W., 
(the latter being somewhat medium- 
istic), held the slate lightly with their 
left hands, while their right hands were 
clasped resting on the table above the 
cloth to complete the magnetic aura as 
directed by psychological instructors. 
In less than two minutes the slate be
gan to sway(from side to side. The 
question was' asked, “Is there a spirit 
present?" Three distinct knocks were 
made with the slate against the table 
leg, indicating “yes,” according to the 
code.

“Will you spell your name, please, if 
we run over the alphabet?”

“Yes,” was the reply, and the name 
Daniels was spelled out Dr. F. asked, 
“Is this the spirit of Prof. C. W. Dan
iels, M. D.?”

Three distinct knocks answered, and 
the slate was twisted nearly out of the 
ladies’ hands, and hit every leg of the 
table very forcibly.

“Can you make that bell ring, doc
tor?” was asked by Mrs. D. F., and im
mediately it began to ring with great 
force. Mrs. F. said, “That is good, you 
may break the slate on the bell, if you 
can, doctor.” Probably there were ten 
or twelve hard blows made on the bell, 
and finally the bell was thrown to the 
floor with great force. The slate was 
shattered and not a fragment remained 
in the frame.

This seance was the first of the kind, 
and was suggested hoping to influence, 
some occult power to’give us slate-writ
ing, but having forgotten to attach a 
pencil, we got slate-breaking instead of 
slate-writing. We shall try it again.

Dr. Daniels called the next day over 
the ’phone—or Ouija board and apolo
gized for being so boisterous the night 
before, but said, “I would like to come 
again and break another, slate.”

“Yes, certainly. Doctor,” said I, 
“could you come on the evening of the 
20th?’

“No,” he replied.
"How about the 25th?”
“Yes,' said he.
While in conversation with Col. In

gersoll, April 17, hfe said, ’’Uould you ar
range another seance so I could come 
and break a slate and ring a bell as Dr. 
Daniels did on the 14th :nst?"

“Were you present on that occasion, 
Colonel?’’-

“Yes,” said he
“Well, Colonel, our mutual ’ friend, 

Daniels; craves an opportunity to repeat 
that act on the 25th, at 8:30 o’clock’pl 
m., and-yon can come with him and. 
break a dozen, If you want to.”

“I will be with him,” and he did. '
.Seance No., 2.—The same table, cloth 

and . bell 'as in No. 1 were used. Dr. 
Benj. H. G. and Otto F. (both great 
skeptics) held the slate. It was first 

, controlled by Dr. Daniels, who struck 
the bell vehemently many, many times, 
but did not break the slate. Ingersoll 
Immediately grasped it, not waiting 
even to be introduced. He pitched Into 
his work as one expecting a large fee.

. He would not stop to answer a question' 
until he had finished nis task. I never

. saw Mm on tho rostrum so enthusiastic,

to the life and experience of the spirit who is telling 
the tale. Such impossible statements of fact repel 
the scientific investigator, and usually lead him to 
make an illogical denial of the proved fact of spirit re
turn.

It may be a very ungrateful task, but the writer is 
proposing, in this article, to expose some of these im
possibilities which have been, and still are accepted as 
gospel by the average believer in Modern Spiritual
ism. ‘ Every investigator soon discovers that many of 
his spirit visitors are so unspiritual as really to belong 
to earth life in thought, word and deed. In every
thing but the texture of their bodies they are of the 
earth, and very earthy. For the most part every
thing that is disorderly and unsatisfactory in seance 
experience is really caused or evolved by these earth- 
bound spirits. Necessarily their experiences, no mat
ter how high may have been their mortal station, are 
much the same as those lived in the slums of earth
life by the unprogressed mortal. They are children 
of the fog, and know nothing of the beyond we are 
seeking. So, unless they assume to play the reporter 
for the higher life, we will pass them by, so far as this 
article is concerned. It is the pictures of spirit life,

We are thus face to face with a question of fact, 
and'it is useless and absurd to set one spirit statement 
against another spirit statement, and sit as a jury to 
determine which tells the truth. But, all the same, it 
is direct proof that even the very best and clearest 
spirit communications must pass through “fog-land,” 
and that both medium and spirit are alike bewildered 
and befogged by the conditions. We further remem
ber this applies just as much to the spirits writing or 
speaking through Mrs. Piper as it did to mortal 
Moses, and as it does to every other medium.

We have now discovered, and proved, that our 
question, “After death—what?” cannot be answered 
to our satisfaction by any spirit communication, so 
far, at least, as to prove the moral status of the new 
born spirit. We are left in the fog, and can only pick 
and choose that which may seem to us most reason
able. But it then becomes a matter of belief, and not 
of knowledge; and it is not at all the purpose of this 
•article to decide which assertion is true, and which is 
false.

So dense is the fog in which M. A. Oxon finds him
self, even after his identification, tliat he cannot recall 
his own earth knowledge of Greek, in which he was

drawn by spirits apparently worthy of respect, that an adept; nor ever the true name of Imperator, which 
wc are about to carefully examine in this article.

That the law of evolution, so dominant on earth, 
should continue after death is so natural an assump
tion that we accept it as a most reasonable statement 
when made, for instance, by the returning spirit 
known as George Pelham, through Mrs. Piper, the 
medium. But when we are asking “After death— 
what?” we must remember that evolution means both 
more and less to the spirit than in earth life. It does 
not mean the survival of the fittest, for all alike

minutes, the ladies simply touching it 
with their finger-tips in order to control 
its equilibrium.

Many more equally as wonderful dem
onstrations occurred during the even
ing, such as table-tipping, raps, and the 
twisting of the largo oak dining-table 
completely .around and back. This 
table will weigh 100 pounds. This se
ance occurred May ! 1, and since th,en 
Jessie F. has danced the little table 
into the music room twice while we 
have been communing with her over the 
Ouija board, and some one happened to 
sit dOwn to the pianola. Last Sunday 
my daughter was writing automatically, 
and Jesie F.’s spirit .began to write, and 
hearing the pianola, she stopped sud
denly and said, “Oh! pshaw! I wanted 
to write a little, but that music is too 
sweet, and evidently skipped away.

Sometimes she pretors the grapho
phone in the dining-room, but does not 
go to it. We are informed that when 
Jessie was here she was passionately 
fond of music, and was a great theatre
goer, and was a musician of no mean 
pretentions. I have no doubt but she 
might be found to-day at Convention 
Hall, listening to Victor Herbert's or
chestra, or perhaps at the Lafayette 
watching the “Pretty girls,” (the City 
Sports) dancing, or on my veranda in 
a large easy chair listening to some one 
of the modern hand organs.

Almost every day our experimenta
tions bring forth something surprising, 
something new and amusing it not al
ways edifying, but we know that there 
is no fraud connected with our investi
gations, and they are harmless.

Of course our triend Jamieson can ac
count for all these psychological “mys
teries,” but he does not like to grapple 
with them publicly.

R. E. FLECTION, M. D.
Buffalo, N. Y.

A

JUDGE CHARITABLY.

Message From Spirit Henry George.

What Manner of Man lsThisl
Doctors and Scientists Unable to 

Explain the Wonderful 
Phenomena.

He will tell you where and what your 
trouble is without asking a question.

Stops Hemorrhages in the twinkling 
of an eye. Cures those a thousand 
miles away the same as those who 
call in person.

“May I use material remedies or employ a 
physician while receiving your treatments?*’ is 
a question that I am frequently asked, and I 
will answer it here by saying, “Do just as you 

. wish about it as it makes not the slightest differ
ence to me. Ido not oppose the lejitmate work 
of the intelligent medical doctor.”

The healing forces are absolutely tree. It 
costs you nothing, it is all around you, and in 
you waiting to be appropriated and used as 
soon as you understand how to do it. But if 
you do not know how to thus appropriate and 
use the universal healing force, and if you em- 
iiloy me to give you treatment, it is but simple 
ustlce that you should pay me for my time, ‘ 

and for this 1 charge a small fee.
Now if you need my assistance, and you live 

out of the city and cannot come to see me, send 
81.50 by Express and I will give you 10 minutes 
of my time for 10 days. Bead

he had recorded in writing before his death.
So far we are obliged to acknowledge that we have 

not made much progress in determining the condition 
of manhood after death. We have proved that he 
must enter “fogland” when he would try to return, 
and that the mortal who would clasp hands with him 
must do the same. But this fact destroys our-interest 
in the many fascinating tales of spirit life which have
been spoken and written in the name of spirits. We 
see that so far as they are genuine spirit productions 

' ‘ over there ’ ’ have already survived death. But it they also come from ‘ ‘ fog-land. ’ ’ Instead of accept- 
means, or seems to mean that there is in the beyond, a ing them as true because they come in the name of a 
law by which progress continues to be evolved as the' spirit, we grow suspicious, as we are now sure that a 
result of effort. But that progress carries with it j " ' ’ " ” ’ ’ " ...................

ing them as true because they come in the name of a

befogged spirit could not describe spirit life as it re-
consequences unknown in earth life. Death seems to ally is. But ten thousand such tales, often of deep in
evolve a most startling change in the substance of L ' ’ ’ ’ ’ ’. . _ _ terest, have been told and accepted as true because
which our mortal bodies are composed—but all alike they seemed a continuance of our earth life experi- 
experience that. The new body is invisible and ifi,-. ence. Just as Robinson Crusoe describes what takes 
tangible to the old one. But the intelligence inhabit- place day by day on his island, so do these whisperers 
ing the form seems literally unchanged by the death, frthi “fog-land” make their autobiographies fasci- 
procesS. Man sleeps here, and wakes yonder. That nattng and interesting. And they claim to be telling 
is death. But the truism that a man can carry noi^ us their experiences just as they actually are.
of his possessions with him when he dies, includes eyfe - ffihe grown-up boy discovers that the histories of 
ery particle of his old form, as much as his money arid Robinson Crusoe and of David Copperfield were tales 
houses. So he finds himself with a new form, just ift oovents and experiences that might have happened, 
material as his old one, but adapted to the other sid? Birt the grown-up Spiritualist' discovers that these 
of death. >n talcs of “after death” are describing impossible

Our first and all-important question at this .point'-® eights and experiences. ■ 1
what has_ the spirit left behind him beside his oljl ^Suppose we make a brief examination of some of 
body? Is mortal life composed oj: experiences cogi- the,tales told us by “befogged” spirits, through “be- 
pelled by the shape of his form, and its conditions, fogged” mortals..
which cease at death? Is the new form maimed at® v(To be continued.) 
scarred by the earth experiences of its intelligence ?,ij -San Leandro, Cal. ' ; .

Circumstantial evidence should never 
be taken as a standard by which one 
should be judged. 1 have known in
stances in my own life where the out
side world would condemn, but they 
who knew the real issue of the question 
knew how innocent I was of wrong do
ing. So, my dear people, never pass 
judgment on one until you know all the 
circumstances Buj-rounding the case, 
and then be charitable. I do not mean 
to be censorious, but 1 overheard a con
versation this morning that has set me 
going, and 1 do not want you to fall into 
the error of misjudging your fellow
man, and to set up your standard as ar
bitrary, and leave no loop hole for a few 
stray thoughts to enter. No one 
map knows all the truth, and every 
one knows some truth; so gather them 
in by the wayside or wherever they may 
be found, and cherish them, no matter 
from where they came, and after awhile 
your garden will be blooming with 
truth gathered from every clime and na
tion.

I am sorry to see nations still fight-, 
ing and killing each other just for a lit
tle foothold of earth, when they ought 
to be helping each other to rise out of 
their poverty and spiritual degradation 
to that higher ideal of brotherhood and 
fellowship that can rejoice in another’s 
victory. The rise of one nation always 
seems to be the fall of another; and 
while one is being Inflated with victory, 
another is in the throes of agony; and 
so the poor old world goes on with its 
years of peace and carnage, and one 
does not learn the lesson of peace until 
he is in the midst of strife again.

Must it ever be thus? Will men 
never awaken from their dreaming and 
come into the full consciousness of 
what they are doing? They seem so 
phlegmatic and unconcerned, while the 
time is being wasted, and thousands go
ing to their death, with no one to cry 
“halt” on their destruction.

Ruthlessly they are condemned to 
die without one thought of their salva
tion. If all the money that was being 
spent for firearms and ammunition was 
spent on the poor and helpless, in giv
ing employment and carrying on the 
gentler trades, that will turn the 
swords into plowshares, it would make 
the old world a paradise, instead of a 
slaughter-pen. The stench of their im
purities reaches up to heaven, and 
there will have to be another deluge to 
purify the earth; not a deluge of water, 
nor of Are and brimstone, but the spir
itual awakening that will come to all 
mankind whenever they will heed the 
call that is being made. They seem life
less now and unconcerned, but the spir
itual side will eventually come upper
most. There has been a reign of the 
material things, and gold and gain has 
been the Godgbut man will find that 
nothing but a spiritual God can satisfy 
the innermost craving of the human 
soul; and they will part with their 
wealth, that they can have that peace 
that passeth all understanding, and will 
be willing to arbitrate and to give in 
rather than fight for their seeming lib
erty, but in reality their slavery to am
bition.

Crime is gendered into the being be
fore it is brought into thé world; the 
mother looking out into the world sees 
man’s inhumanity to man, and in her 
outraged feeling, she unconsciously 
leaves her mark on her child that will 
break out. in its life, and she, ignorant 
of the laws of nature, will wonder and 
say, why did 1 ever give birth to such 
a child? Where did he get this inhu
man trait? for neither I nor his father 
ever exhibited such traits! and so she 
says, “he must have Inherited it from 
some of his ancestors; for the sins of 
the fathers shall be handed down even 
unto the third and fourth generation.”

Oh, mothers! be careful; you little 
know how you influence that little mite 
that is given you. Commence before the 
child is born to train it into the useful 
paths of life. Look closely into your 
own life; weed out all unholy thoughts 
and anything that would tend to drag 
down; then will you be given children 
fit to inherit the kingdom of heaven, 
and not brutes in man-form.

Now, my dear friends, I will leave 
you for a while. I thank you that 
through you I can come into communi
cation with mankind again, and once 
more sound the clarion note of warning 
to men and women, and to bring them 
into the full realization of what life is 
and what it is meant to be.

Thanking you again for services ren
dered, I remain, yours truly,

HENRY GEORGE.
Mrs. Mary L. Kaiser, medium. Fort 

Scott, Kansas.

A Few of the Many Sworn Statements.
„ m Chicago, January 10,1901.
To Whom Presented:

This is to certify that my slater. Miss Louise 
Schocpf, of Highland Falls, New York, was in
jured three years ago by a blow on the back of the 
head, which caused her great pain and suffering 
and resulted in hemorrhages from the nose and 
mouth which baffled the skill of a number of tho 
leading physicians, who failed to give her relief. 
Haying heard of the healing power of J. W. Me- 
Allister, East 63rd Street, I consulted him and 
he gave her absent treatment which resulted in 
her hemorrhages ceasing at once. It has been 
about eight months since her last hemorrhage 
and from this remarkable cure I consider him a 
most able healer. Very respectfully,

J. B. SCHOEPF. I 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day 

of Jan., 1901. Witness my hand and seal.'» I 
(SEAL) PETER NILAND, Notary Public, j

Woodland Park, Col., May 8, 1890, 
Your welcome letter received yesterday and was 

very glad indeed to see your hand writing once 
more. Well, Mary has seemed to be some tetter 
now for about ten weeks. That is, she has not 
suffered so much, but on Monday night following 
the Sunday evening when you say the faith doctor 
began to treat her she was so free from pain she 
did not have to take any morphine and slept well 
all night. Then it stormed, and she always feels 
worse when It storms. Then on Thursday she 
got up to dinner and did not go to ted again until 
eight o'clock that evening, and felt better than 
she had for months; could straighten up and her 
back did not hurt and was not in pain anywhere. 
Said she thought to herself that now she was going 
to get well. Then it stormed again and she bad 
not felt as well until this a. m. She is up, sitting 
at the south window in the sun, yet she does not 
feel as well as she did last Thursday. Mary says 
she don’t know of course what the man's belief is, 
but if he thinks he can cure her she will try hard 
to believe he can do it.

The above is an exact copy of a letter received 
from my sister regarding the other sister's illness. 
She had been given up by doctors who stated her 
case hopeless. She has since been treated by 
J. W. McAllister and when last heard froip was 
as well as the average woman of her age, which
is 56 years. J. F. BROWNING.

J. F. Browning, personally known to mer 
makes oath to the above statements as being true. 
Witness my hand and notary sea) this 3d day of 
June, 1900. PE’PER NILAND,
(seal) k Notary Public.

Chicago, III., June 21,1900. , 
To Whom Presented: 1

This is to certify that for four consecutivcweeks 
prior to being treated by J. W. McAllister, of 
East 63rd Street, Chicago, Ill., I was unable to 
walk about for even a half hour at a time without 
great suffering from pain in my lo*ver limbs and 
feet. [ could not wear my shoes, having teen 
more or less distressed from varicose veins on my 
lower limbs and feet, with discoloration of the sur- 
face. Great soreness and swelling for a period of 
eight years. No one who knows of my condition 
fails to express their surprise that I could walk at 
ah. After many and continuous efforts to obtain 
relief, I am most happy to testify that after four 
weeks' treatment, mostly absent treatment, I can 
wear my shoes with comfort and walk from two to 
four miles per day with ease. Respectfully,

DR. MARANA C. DOW, 6311 Parnell Ave.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 30th day 

of June, 1900.
(seal) PETER NILAND, Notary Public.

Prof. J. W. McAllister,
Cures by

Personal Electro Magnetism 
Boons, 5R2 E, 63rd St., Corner 

Greenwood Ave., Chicago, Ill.

FUBLIGflTIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle
Litar; of Sgiritnal Literato

tlE bro

not even when he nominated the from the hands of ïhe two ladies, both supposed to be one Jessie Fisher, a par-
“Plumed Knight." • of whom were slightly'mediumistlc. It iioular friend of Mr. N., one of our com-

- Slate’and Bell Seance No. 3.—The seemed as if he^as bound to take it pany.- A cabinet had been arranged
same conditions existed as in the for- l-,clc with him as à trophy. I was called across the corner of thé large 'library-
mer seances, and the supposed spirit of 
thé champion slate-breaker, Col. R. G. 
Ingersoll,, took hold of the slate and 
possession of the table, bell and every
thing. After several futile efforts, 
seemingly he was frenzied, and grasp
ing the slate at each end bore straight 
down until the bell burst through it, 
sticking there, requiring considerable 
force to pull it out. Still the Colonel 
hung to the frame, tried to wrench it

-- 7 — — • » ■ — — — —— . —- - ~ m ** M v VM CA& I M 
l-,ck with him as a trophy. I was called across the corner of thé large library; 
to witness the contest, and taking hold and a three-cornered rustic table placed 
of the slate with a'firm grip, I said, in It Mrs. N. and two other ladies 
“Colonel, shake hands," and really it were in control of the table which be- 
seemed’.as expressive as his old-time "
shake. His effort to wrench.the slate 
from our hands continued for two or 
three minutes, and the force in twisting 
and pulling was equal to twenty or 
thirty pounds to each of us.

This seance was followed by a "Mel
odrama”; the prima donna spirit was

gan to tip, and as soon as Geo<W. began 
to.play the pianola in the music room, 
the-table began to'dance and became 
uncontrollable, and pushed the curtain 
away, leading the ladies twenty-flve 
feet into the music room, and when in 
front of the pianola ceased in progress, 
but danced like a puppet for several

JO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD
Information How They May Give Birth to Happy, 

Healthy Children Absolutely With*,
out Pain—Sent Free.

No woman need any longer dread tho pains ot 
child-birth, or remain childless. Dr. J; H. Dye 
has devoted his life to relieving tho sorrows ot 
women. He has proved thatall painat childbirth 
may be entirely banished, and ho will gladly tell 
you how It may bo done absolutely free of charro. 
Send your name and address to Dr. J.H. Dye. 164 
Lewis Block, Buffalo, N. Y.. and hewillacnd you 
postpaid, his wonderful book which tolls how to 
gjvo birth to huppy, healthy'chliaren, aoaolutcly 
without pain; also, how to euro sterility. Do not 
delay, but write to-day.

'Longley’s Beautiful Songs.1 Four-
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, 
with music,- by C. Payson Longley. 
Price by mail, 15 cents.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

Thio work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from them arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN'TWO SPHERES.
Tn this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, Ji.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

Containing the latest investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price $1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal In its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convent” is to Catholicism. Price, 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to. form.„- 

circles, and develop and cultivate me- ’ 
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies, 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted tor recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA* 

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan ot 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
¿HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio. |
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1 ERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION :
Tan PnoGUxssivs Thihubu wilt bo furnished 

until furthui iwllee at the iollowmg terms, In- 
variably to advance:

PahUsbid Every Saturifiy ut 40 LoatuU Street.

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor
Entered et the Chicago Poixitllc) at Stcsnil-Clm Hitler

; REMITTAilUES:
Remit by Postofflco Money order, Registered 

Letter or Draft ou Chicago or New York. I t 
costs from 10 to lOceuts to uet cheeks cashed on 
local bunks, so do not send them unless you. 
wish that amount deducted from the amount 
sent. Address alHetters to J. 11. FRANCIS, 10 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill,

TAUE NOlICEl
|3f”At the expiration ot subscription, if not re

newed, the paper is discontinued. No bills 
will be sent for extra numbers.

ESflt you do not receive your paper promptly 
. write us, and any errors in address will be 

promptly corrected, and missing numbera 
supplied gratis.
Whenever you desire the address of youi’ 

paper (changed, always give the address of 
the place to which it has been going or the 
change cannot bo made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to'foreign countries is $2.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th-n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. TuttTe has been engaged to an
swer all attacks tn the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
clippings when s i attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Christian Science Warfare.
All is not lovely in the camp of the 

Christian Scientists, as well as in other 
Christian camps. Notwithstanding all 
Is spirit or God, and disease, whether 
mental or physical, is a delusion of the 
carnal mind, an unreality of the imag
ination, yet there seems to have been 
something of an evil and infectious na
ture at work, that has caused the high 
priestess of the cult to come forth into 
print after the following style: ■

"Their published boasf in 1903 that 
Mary Baker G. Eddy would never again 
meet with her church is not fulfilled. 
She deems it wise for her church not to 
visit her home at each communion sea
son. Also the less ceremony we in
clude to our worship the better. Hence, 
I hereby notify my beloved brethren 
that I shall not attend the church dedi
cations. but, as usual, remain at loonie, 
working and praying for the prosperity 
of Zion.

“The mental assassins are in God’s 
hands, and He will uncover their crimes 
and punish them in His own good time 
and way. Let us obey Jesus’ command 
to bless our enemies and do good to 
them that despitefully use us.

"MARY BAKER G. EDDY. 
“Pleasant View, Concord, N. H., June 7, 
1904.”

“Mental murderers,” "mental assas
sins," "mental malpractice,” "malicious 
animal magnetism,” such are some of 
the expressive terms used by “Mother 
Eddy" and her followers, to designate 
the persons and work of her opposers.

It must be said that such terms are 
very peculiar when used by one who is 
endeavoring to “obey Jesus command 
to bless our enemies and do good to 
them that despitefully use us.” To the 
uninitiated non-Christian such expres
sions would seem to savor of the dispo- 
sition to return spite for spite, curses 
for curses, hatred for hatred, rather 
than good for evil. 1

Mother Eddy, however, can find 
plenty of samples of prayers for God’s 
curses to fall on one’s “enemies,” re
corded in the Bible, notably in the im
precatory psalms,” as they are called by 
biblicists.

The Bible apologists attempt to dodge 
these Imprecatory prayers, by claiming 
that they are prophecies instead of 
prayers. This is a mere evasion, how
ever, to escape an unpleasant predica
ment.

But, laying aside Bible interpretation 
and comment, there is a truth in the im
plication conveyed by the terms “men
tal murderers, mental assassins, ma
licious animal magnetism,” etc., and it 
may be possible that the terms are 
justly applicable to some of Mrs. Eddy's 
“enemies.”

The psychic powers of mind can be 
used for healing and helping, or mis
used for evil effects. These powers are 

. forces of nature, and can be rightly and 
properly used to benefit humanity phys
ically, morally, spiritually—and, like 
all ether torces of nature they can be 
perverted and misused to the detriment 
of mankind.

A Study.of Food Effects.
There is room for serious psycho

physiological study in the following ex
cerpt from the Chicago Chronicle. The 

:: influence of diet in forming the mental 
and spiritual characteristics of man, as 
well as affecting his physical being, is 
worthy of studious consideration by so
ciologists and alljvho are interested in 
the higher development of • humanity 
and humanitarian ethics. i

A butcher claims that meat-eating Is 
responsible for most of the bad temper 
that exists in the world.

“Who are the, heaviest meat-eaters T' 
he said. "The English. And who have 

. the worst dispositions? Why, the Eng
lish. Everybody knows that. Go to 
England and they’ll give you nothing 

. fit to eat but meat. Morning, noon and 
night, they’ll set before you the best 
meat in the world, but no vegetables to 
speak of, no desserts, no entrees; meat 

• only. The consequence of all this meat 
eating is that the red-faced Englishman 
is worse than a bear to have around the 
house. If you go to France you don't 
get much meat. The French like fruit, 
vegetables, salads, a little fish and a 
little chicken. I’d venture to say that 
an Englishman eats more meat, in a day 
than a Frenchman does in a week.

“What effect bn his disposition does 
the Frenchman’s less gross food have? 
A good effect. The French are polite. 
The world over they are noted for their 
politeness and good humor. But. the 
Japs prove my point best. The mass 
of the Japanese people live on rice, 
fruit, sweetmeats and fish. They don t 
touch meat from one year’s end to an
other. And their temperance and deli- 

: tacy at table give them the best dispo-

»Il "■* - a-

HAIL TO THE FRIENDS ! HAIL TO THE WORLD 1
Greetings to the Many friends at the Various Spirit

ualist Camp Meetings.
The Progressive Thinker goes out in spirit and in form to all the 

eamps nf session over the country, freighted with the best thought of 
tlie day, and with its best wishes for all its readers, and hopes for a har
monious season at every resort, wherever even a. few are gathered to
gether.

It is impossible for us to visit these places in person, as ours is a 
never-ending round of toil and care to bring out The Progressive 
Thinker with its feast of reason each week; but we can. give aid to the 
cause in a more effective way by keeping up the reputation of the paper 
and furnishing the campers with a regular weekly volume of good 
.thought,' and help them to enjoy their rest and recuperation.
. We do not expect, at this, season of the year, to arouse much enthusi
asm ore create much commotion in Spiritualistic circles, for this is the 
time of all times when the human system, is relaxed, wants, to relax, 
needs to relax; the time when commotion:is not very welcome, unless it 
be from an atmospheric source.

"We expect our patronage to hold to its regular height, its summer 
height.

People will take their outings, our many camp-meetings will receive 
their usual attendance, no doubt, and We are glad to know it ean be, so, 
and wish them, once $iore, all the success in finance and the spiritual 
revival that ean come to them.

To a limited extent only is literature enjoyed at those outing places. 
Rest, recuperation, intercommunication (“yarn-swapping”), visiting 
oild friends upon both sides of life, lecturing, etc., are a few of the ap
preciable attractions of the average camp- but iii a great measure the 
camps are important institutions in the progress of the cause. They 
attract and educate the people who would not take a paper or attend 
a spiritual meeting, and often lead to investigations and a close study 
of the philosophy^

To many these days are looked forward to with a high degree of anx
iety and pleasurable anticipation from the time gf tlie closing of one 
season’s camp-meeting to the opening of the. next. Speakers and me
diums begin to cast about for engagements; the energetic secretaries 
«and executive committees begin to contract for the next, and nothing 
but the next camp-meeting is talked of by the committees of arrange
ments.

Verily, these are real celebrations that denote loyalty to the cause 
and fidelity to each other as brothers and sisters. In the groves be
neath the high areh sky; loitering along the banks of a rippling stream; 
rowing upon the placid waters of a beautiful lake; standing in the midst 
of the throng or alone in the silence and in touch with nature and close 
communion with the arisen spirits, dear friends, remember The Pro
gressive Thinker and its corps of eo-laborers. Remember that we are 
at our various posts of duty, working for the advancement of the whole 
cause. Remember the vast amount of literature we are offering at al
most cost, just to place it before the world, that the people may be 
brought out of darkness into the light, and that those who follow us in 
the work may not meet with the opposition we have encountered all 
along the line.

As a fitting expression of appreciation of the patronage received dur
ing the past ye«ar and as a further means of harmonizing the forces and 
factions at the camps, we append hereto an appropriate “Camp-Meeting 
Song,” handed us for publication by Dr. T. Wilkins, with the hearty 
good wishes of the author thereof, and ask that it be sung in the true 
spirit of brotherly love and spiritual fellowship:

Camp-Meeting Song.
(Tune: “Tenting To-night.”)

We are living to-day on the old eamp-ground,
The place that we love so well;

We are living to-day where the spirits abound,
With love from the land where they dwell.

Chorus ¡—Living to-day, living to-dfly, living on the old camp-ground, 
Looking for the light of a brighter, better day

When the earth will a heaven be.
We are resting to-day on the old camp-ground, 

Where peace, love, and harmony reign;
Where our voices united will ever resound

In making our truth ever plain.
ChorusResting to-day, resting to-day, resting on the old camp

ground,
Looking for the light of a brighter, better day 

When the earth will a heaven be.
We are feasting to-day on the old camp-ground,

On the good things from sweet summer land;
On the faces and the forms, and the flow of reason found, -

Coming from our loved spirit band.
Chorus.-—Feasting to-day, feasting to-day, feasting on the old camp

ground, , -
Looking for the light of a brighter, better day 

When the earth will a heaven be.
We are learning to-day on the old camp-ground,

The lesson of life ever dear,
By the interchange of thought and experiences unwound, 

Of the friends that are hovering near.
Chorus:—Learning to-day, learning to-day, learning on the 

ground,
Looking for the light of a brighter, better day 

When the earth will a heaven be.

old camp-

sitlons in the world. On. the streets ot I The Tables Have Been Turned. 
Japan there is never any fighting or I Jenkin uoyd JoneSi paator o£ A„ 
^ro^yktodS/That
Tolerance, courtesy, high-bred and. cere-] 
-nonlous’ manners are as prevalent to 
Japan as grumbling in England. ■ 1

“What is the philosophy of all this? 
Why, simply that meat is a stimulant, 
like beer, and that, after the brief happy 
effect of this stimulant has worn, off 
there comes a long effect of ill-humor 
and Irritability. All heavy meat-eaters 
have had .bad dispositions because they 
are always suffering from their food’s 
aftermath—because they are always, so 
to speak, getting over a spree. This 
holds good, too, among animals. Lions, 
tigers, leopards and the rest of the car
nivora are fierce and. treacherous and 
mean. The herbivora—elephants, an
telopes, ^camels—are good-tempered, 
mild creatures.”

The highest honor we can pay to 
truth is to show our confidence to It, 
and our.desire to have it sifted and; an
alyzed by how rough a process soever. 
—Dr. Robert Taylor.
. A truth-loving and. truth-telling race 
will never be borne by those who must 
take their opinions from others and sup
press rebellion under a show of acquies
cence.—Helen H. Gardener.

I cheese the nobler part of Emerson, 
when, after various dlsenchantments, 

'■ he exclaims : "I covet truth/’ The glad
ness of true heroism visits the heart of 
l:iin who is really competent to say this. 
—John Tyndall.

1 Better than councils, better’than ser
mons, better than Parliament,, is that 
free discussion through a free press, 
which is the fittest Instrument, for the

“When Miss Subbil B. Anthony with 
her brave associates began over fifty 
years ago a systematic agitation for wo
men’s enfranchisement, the plea was In 
behalf of a suppressed and submerged 
sex. Woman's capacities were unde
veloped; her powers untested; her so- 

i cial and economic rights, not so much 
denied as ignored. They rightly asked 
for suffrage for woman’s sake.

“Now the tables have been turned; 
woman ‘has the floor1 quite as much if 
not more than mon; she is heard on. the 
civic, economical, social and ethical 
.problems ot thé day more- often than 
man, and she brings to the discussion of . 
these । questions perhaps a better 
trained mind and certainly a more care
ful immediate preparation than man. 
And now the forced plea for the en
franchisement of women is in the Inter
est of men, or rather, in the Interest of 
the community. Then the woman need
ed the ballot for her development; now 
the state needs the woman’s ballot by 
virtue of her development.. The state 
Is in dire need of more culture, more re
finement, more grace, more conscience 
at the pools.'

“It is because we believe woman Is 
prepared, to make such contribution 
that we-rejoice in the ever-growing 

■claim of. men and women who. are 
marching forward to victory under the 
banner of equal suffrage to men and

Children In Heaven.
Interesting rettaing to that embodied 

fa an editorial iuntae ffldcago Chronicle, 
anent th# destinwif children dying be
ta1 o arriving at years of moral responsi
bility. Under the title, "Children in 
Heaven,".the Chronicle'says:

In consequenceiof the-sudden and ter
rible death of hundreds of innocent 
child) en by the buiniog.of the steamer 
General Slocum ¿the clrt of New York 
bus been precipitated into a maelstrom 
ol theological qiscusslon, and even the 
secular newspapers contain editorials 
on theodicy, on the origin of evil, on the 
goodness of God, bn the'eternal decrees 
of God and on the salvation of infants.

One of the£>e (newspapers publishes 
seveiaJ communteatiaito which give an 
idea of the popular excitement on these 
subjects. "None of these dear- children 
under the age of responsibility,” says 
one writer, "will be lost.” Another cor
respondent remarks: “God in taking 
away the lives of those on tlie Slocum 
chose those who were jewels in his 
crown." Still another concludes his 
reflections on the catastrophe as fol
lows: • without children heaven would 

‘Seem to us a dull, uninteresting place 
to which few would care to go."

It will be impossible for many per
sons, ito matter how much they may 
tove children and no matter how much 

' “'ey may desire to go to heaven, to 
. “ese pathetic expressions without 
(having, some rationalistic thoughts fa 
regard to what is involved iff the doe- 

' trine that all infants and children dying 
,uaId®Lthe o£ responsibility become 
innaoijcaiits of the heavenly world.

It is a well-anown fact that one-half 
or more of the members of the human 
family die in Infancy, and ft is safe to 
assume, therefore, that two-thirds die 
before reaching the age of accountabil-

These facts alone would make the 
children in heaven twice as numerous 
as the adults, but there are other facts 
to be considered. According to ortho- 
ooxviewB not more than one fa 100 
adults, even to a Christian land, are 
likely to reach heaven, and on this ba
sis there will be in heaven 150 children 
to every adult, and the calculation does 
not stop here.

It must be remembered that, on the 
theory above referred to, tlie children'of 
ail lands heathen and Christian, . are 
saved, while the adults of pagan lands, 
excepting a few converts, are, according 
to «lie generally received theory, lost 
Nor is this all, for this process had 
been going on for thousands of years 
before life and immortality Were

I brought to light in the gospel,” It Is 
Impossible, of course, for arithmetic to 
follow such a train of thought, but it is

, only reasonable to estimate that on 
these theories there must be to heaven

I at least 10=000 children under the age 
of accountability for each adult.

Heaven, therefore, mgst be filled with 
beings who have never known sin nor 
the pardon, of sin and have no more rec
ollection of this world than if they had 
never existed. Hence the correspond
ent who seemed to be afraid that heav
en would not have children enough fa it 
to be attractive unless a few were 
burned up occasionally' in steamboat 
disasters really ha6 > no cause for 
“arm. When he geta to heaven he 
will be such a curiosity that he will 
probably be willing to return for a day 
or two to New York. • ■

There are several theories of the fu- 
widely ‘held, however 

which negative more or less this pre
ponderance of children In heaven. The 
old Calvlnistle-theology-taught that only 
elect infants were saved, the non-elect 
infants, presumably almost all of them, 
being reprobated'br lost. This view is 
now reprobated and lost

Then there to the Unlversallst theol
ogy, which teaches the. salvation of ev
ery human being, young and old, niftier 
which there will not be fa heaven more 
than three or four children to each 
adult. The doctrine of conditional im
mortality denies that anyone will live 
again after death except those who are 
Christians and to whom Christ has im
parted the gift of eternal life.

With such a variety of views a per
son must be hard to please who cannot 
select one which will afford some com
forting reflections.

It would not be amiss to append to 
the Chronicle’s article, a statement of 
the Spiritualist view concerning chil
dren fa the spirit life,-and how much 
more reasonable it fa, and consonant 
with common sense and the nature of 
things, than any one of the “variety of 
views" epitomized fa ..the Chronicle’s 
statement. Their salvation to not de- 

: pendent on the murder. of a righteous 
person, nor are they consigned to fore- 

| ordained damnation.

The Cannibals.
A serious issue has arisen between 

Great Britain and Belgium, growing out 
of cannibalism in the Congo Free State, 
to Africa.. Great Britain would exter
minate the practice at once, if ft cost 
the extinction of the native tribes that 
practice it. Belgium, off the contrary, 
hopes' by precept and example to gain 
the same end with little sacrifice of hu
man life. It is claimed the practice Is 

, limited to the consumption of the 
bodies slain to battle, each tribe feast
ing on the flesh of the enemy, never on 
that of their own tribe; and that they 
never go to war for the sole purpose of 
capturing victims for their feasts.

Abhorrent as is the ' practice, and 
sympathizing as earnestly as we may 
with our parent country, we must not 

; forget that cannibalism was practiced 
. by some of our Christian ancestors in 
: their holy wars against, the Saracens. 
'Having ravaged thé countries through 
which the crusaders mârehéd, famine 
with aH its horrors fallowed. Von 

L Sybel, to his “History anfl Literature of 
the Crusades,” jjp, 31,32; gives .a poem, 
written in French, déscribing the awful 
condition following' the3siege of Anti? 
och. We extract:' i
“More than ten tïiousand, where to 

heaps the Payrilta lay about,
They hewed the corpses limb from limb, 

and disembovfeled qlgan,
And there was sodden ¡iqeat and. roast, 

' to blunt thelr iiunger keen:
Right savory fare 4Ï seemed there; they

. smacked the toi Ips Mid spake: 
‘Farewell to fasts;^ dalntiermeal than 

this who asks’to make? “
’Tis sweeter far tliafi 'pdrker’s flesh,, or 

bacon seethed1 fa grease.
-Let’s make good oheerp and feast us 

here; till life apd huqger cease.' ”
If Christians in their zeal to -wrest a 

vacated* sepulchre from ■ the Saracens, 
feasted off the slain bodies of the ene
my witn such glee, let üs not. be too se
vere on the poor block man on the 
Congo who feasts on 'missionaries and 
slaughtered enemies when, beset with 
hunger-. ■ . .

..women, to black and white. Whatever' 
safeguards and restrictions it 1b- neces
sary ttr throw around the ballot boxVW —UXXXJ UtUjUt UUA 

discovery of truth and the most effect-1 they are not such aa can be emphasized 
val means of preserving it—J. Anthony by either a . sex. line, a sect line or a 
Fronde. , n$ceUne>". .. . \ ■

"The Present Age and inner Life; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied anil explained." By Andi sw Jack- 
son pavis; We have .a tew copies ot 
this' work to tits ■ 'celebrated . seer.Leiott, $LK)r '

Advanced Thought In the Pulpit.
Rev. W. B. Thorp, pastor of a Con

gregational church to South Chicago, in 
a discourse recently in Rockford, ill., 
theme, “The New View-Point to Theol
ogy,” took a very advanced position, 
which must place him in the front rank 
wllh advanced thinkers. He said;

“The change which has come over hu
man thought in reference to the subject 
of religion in the past half century is 
really very great.

"Practically the whole library of theo
logical literature previous to the great 
intellectual awakening ot toe 19th cen
tury has now become a matter of histor
ical curiosity, as much out of date as 
works on natural science In the same pe
riod. It is not strange that in toe midst 
of a transaction so great many men 
have become intellectually bewildered 
and have actually lost their bearings or 
gone off upon tangents. The wonder is 
that more have not been thus affected, 
and that bo many have been able to 
make new and satisfactory adjustments.

“The principle about which all these 
changes gather and from which they 
proceed, has been tlie idea of toe “reign 
of law”—of tow not as edict or com
mand, but as order, system, causation 
—the principle that, given the same con
ditions the same results will always and 
everywhere ensue. This conception 
which la the postulate of modern, sci
ence, has so grown upon us that it may 
fairly be' said to encompass everything 
within its domain.

“The net result of this whole mass of 
scientific discoveries and observations, 
extending as they do now far up into 
the sphere of personal, social and relig
ious phenomena—has been to produce 
upon toe thinking modern man an irre
sistible and ineffaceable conviction 
that, everything that takes place in the 
universe is in the operation of some 
simple universal principle.

“Now instead of disputing this deliv
erance of science and protesting against 
it, the tendency of religion to-day is to 
accept it and adjust itself to it, and to 
find in it the foundation of a new the
ology as well as a new science. And it 
is a notable fact that one of the great
est evangelists of modern times, the 
late Henry Drummond, has been the pi
oneer in the work of interpreting to the 
people this heroic reconstruction of 
thought.

“The introduction of this new forma
tive principle of universal reign of law 
is compelling sweeping revisions of all 
our previous doctrines concerning the 
method of the divine operation in the 
world. Indeed at first thought it would 
seem as If many of the Christian doc
trines would need not only to be re
vised but to be actually erased from 
our minds. And truly it is more than a 
revision; it is a re-formation of theol
ogy that is taking place. Yet just as 
toe stars kept on shining undimmed 
after Copernicus, and later Newton, had 
put all previous astronomy out ot date, 
so we shall discover that all that was 
really true and ot vital power in these 
old doctrines will be an abiding reality, 
and will have Its due recognition tn that 
theology which is now emerging.” ■

The whole-discourse, pointed and. elo
quent, as quoted in the Rockford pa
pers, must have left a permanent im
pression on those who heard it, and was 
in striking contrast with the teachings 
that God directs and moves all the ma
chinery of life, instead of their being 
the product of changeless law.

’ Roosevelt on Thomas Paine.
That was an ugly little slip, and utter

ly uneommendable, made by Theodore 
Roosevelt in one of his published books, 
to which he styles Thomas Paine “a 
dirty little atheist” Paine was not an 
atheist, nor was he a person whom the 
epithet "dirty” would rightly charac
terize.

These eqithets and various others of 
similar character, have their base and 
origin to the conscienceless slanders 
begotten by orthodox hatred toward the 
man who was not afraid to think for 
himself and to publish his honest con
victions.

The Primal blame for Roosevelt’s «ex
pression should rest upon toe orthodox 
slanderers of Paine, who have not 
ceased to iterate and reiterate foul and 
false charges against Paine (and other 
“infidels”) even down to the present 
time.

Roosevelt believed his religious teach
ers, and was misled by them, and thus 
was to this extent excusable.

Let the heavier part of the blame be; 
placed where it rightly belongs—on 
Paine’s inveterate priestly slanderers, 
who scrupled not to utter any villainous 
lie “for toe glory of God.”

Don’t be too severe on Teddy, he 
wrote as he had been taught to believe 
by his religious teachers.

And the same sort of influence is ex
emplified to toe outre and horrible be
liefs engendered to the general religious 
minds by the teachings of orthodox 
books, pulpits and Sunday-schools.

A Pioneer of Spiritualism.
Of the many great named of the past 

associated with modern Spiritualism 
that of Robert Hare, of Philadelphia, 
should not be forgotten. He was a 
chemist of distinction, occupying the po
sition of Professor of Chemistry, in the 
medical department of the University 
of Pennsylvania, and was the author of 
several works, among which was 
“Chemical Apparatus and Manipula
tion.” He was born in 1781 in Philadel
phia, and died in that city in 1858. Dur
ing his last years, with a mind well 
stored with scientific knowledge, he 
turned his attention to Spiritualisto, 
and became an earnest convert to the 
truthfulness of Its teaching. This he 
promulgated by pamphlets and news
paper articles, rendering essential ser
vice to the cause to the Infancy of our 
faith. His name and Judge Edmonds, 
with that of Gov. Tallmadge and Robert 
Dale Owen, must ever be remembered 
aa prominent; associated with Modern 
Spiritualism to its infancy.

A MESSAGE TO MAMMA.

A beautiful golden-haired darling, 
: Comes close to my side to-day, .
And says, "Will .you please to ten

mamma, ’
'. I’m waiting just over the way.
“Just over the way, where the angels, 

Are staging their anthems of love, 
Oh, tell her, I’m waiting with others, 

For her, to the mansions above.
“Her heart has been almost broken, 

The tears she has. shed none has.
known; ~

But tell her,‘her beautiful baby' 
Is waiting to welcome her home.” 

MRS. F.B.. JOHNSON.
San. Diego, Cal.

"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected, and Exposed." 
"Romanism Exposed.", Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G-White, author of Startling 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two tor 
15 cents.

era drama, d. 1897. years. Its central governing pnnc
Oliver Wendell Holmes, American au- has been always the conservation

tbor. il. 1894. life to «batrnor *«.« ■<<-—* <-

How the Japs Have Won.

The Arcana of Spiritualism,
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

July 9, 1904. V

Dictated by Edwin Arnold, June, 1904, to Martha B 
Johnston.—All Rights Reserved.

John McCullough, American actor. 
Classic drama, b. Coleraine, Ireland, 
1833. d. Nov., 1885.

Chas. Hoyt, American journalist, hu
morist. playwright, author, d. 1900.

Caroline Mlskell-Hoyt, actress. Mod-

prayer; and he is accounted tpuly great 
who, thus enlightened, can look to the 
stars, or can find in nature somewhere 
the solution ot every problem.

The religious dynasty of the Japanese 
has reached through several thousand

— Its central governing principle ,T-t o I OTn »»m at.— — - -

Mary L. Ogilvie, a sister; d, 1885.
Many American writers have given to 

Commodore Perry the credit for • Ja
pan's success in this warfare, because 
he helped to open up her ports to west
ern shipping and her eyes to the meth
ods of win known to the western world.

But the reason of it has not been 
here. It belongs to the divine order of 
tilings, and has from the beginning, 
that Japan should win in anything un
dertaken this year. Russia has fought 
out of her planetary orbit, and neither 
military prestige nor preponderance of 
equipment could work against a law set 
for her defeat at creation’s dawn.

When that Christian hymn had been 
writes and the Jap designated “A 
heathen in his blindness,” it was doubt
less thought by many peoples a right 
description of his condition. Let us 
see.

As a practical religionist the Jqp is an 
occultist. And the Jap to-day, in that 
respect, but an improved growth of the 
Jap of 3,000 years ago. His conception 
of deity is only comparable to a great 
central principle of radiance, from 
which waves of light, holding all good 
and all power, flow constantly outward. 
This great central good is expressed by 
the Jap in the single syllable, "Om” or 
"On," which, when' he would not put 
Jiimself into harmony with divinity, he 
repeats over and over again with mu
sical intonation. The little sentence 
quoted many times by Sir Edwin Arn
old and all other writers on Oriental re
ligions, “Om man! podme hum,” forms 
the most powerful prayer, or invocation 
to the divine, that the Japanese or other 
Orientalist can utter.

It does not surprise us now, after the 
lapse of 2,000 years, that when Christ 
came to earth those called Wise Men in 
his country, who had waited with listen
ing ear, unerringly applied to Mother 
Nature for messages from the divine, 
could tell by the angle ot a particular 
ray of light as it touched the earth, that 
the hour of fulfillment was at hand.

Japan has always had her Wise Men. 
They were there in Christ’s time and 
are there now. They are the priests 
or Buddhas, and otherswho have chosen 
to walk in the light by retiring to a life 
of entire simplicity, contemplation and

---, — .anuil Of 
life in the abstract apd the direct help
ing of the soul onward in its progress 
toward Eternal Good. With this In 
view he lives so in the simplicities of 
brotherly love and gentleness that he 
is ethnically almost on the child line, or 
where the life human touches the di
vine. That these principles are ade
quate for the conservation of the ego in 
every phase of life is more than shown 
by the solidarity of the Japanese king
dom in every discernible way. Opti
mism, sweet reasonableness and broth
erly love pervade the teachings of oc
cultism now as in the “ages dim,’’ and 
Christ, if he is now on earth, must dis
cern in the Wise men ot the Japs just 
the kind of culture and insight that 
dwelt in those who bent above his 
cradle 2,000 years ago, and that these, 
too, are “searchers of the stars.”

All students of astrology, and the 
Japs are the foremost in the world, 
know that the occultation of Uranus is

SUGGESTION IN THE CURE OF DIS
EASES AND THE CORRECTION OF 
VICES.
The philosophy of all cures wrought 

under the influence of Christian Sci
ence, Divine Science. Mental Science, 
and all the mind and faith cures, is ab
solutely explained. It has been found 
that these cures depend entirely upon 
suggestion. The explanation is simple 
and scientific. Any man or woman of 
ordinary intelligence and a common ed
ucation can understand it. Not only so, 
but when properly understood and 
rightly applied in practice, by what we 
call Specific Suggestion, the manage
ment of all diseases heretofore treated 
by all mental or mind-cure methods is 
reduced to a positive science, and the 
results-are marvelous. We assume that 
the law has been discovered by which 
the mind can .be trained to control the 
bodily functions in health and disease, 
and that under this law, by suggestion, 
all diseases are amenable to relief and 
'cure.

By suggestion in the treatment of dis
ease we mean, the presentation of 
thoughts to the mind of the patient in 
a manner and under conditions that will 
result In the functional and organic 
changes necessary to restore conditions 
of health.
- That Christian Science, Divine Sci
ence, Mental Science, and other mental 
cure methods have relieved thousands 
of people nobody can deny, and we 
should give them credit for all they 
have done, and for what they are still 
doing. But Specific Suggestion is away 
in advance of all of these; it not only 
takes in all other methods of cure, but 
it simplifies them, and shows that they 
are all under the operation of one com
mon, positive law, and that all people 
and all diseases can be reached and 
cured under this law provided, however, 
that a cure be witbin the bounds of pos
sibility.

But, notwithstanding we can demon
strate the truth to this law of cure, and 
are able to assert that we can, abso
lutely, relieve and cure disease by this 
method, when we attempt to make an 
application of it in the treatment of any 
case of disease, people first want to 
know how suggestion or mental influ
ences can relieve pain and cure dis
ease. It is not sufficient for us to sim
ply assert the fact that we can cure 
them by suggestion. People insist upon 
knowing how suggestion cures.

Here is the explanation : Man is pos
sessed of two minds. One we call the 
“objective mind,” and the other the 
“subjective mind.”

The objective mind, is the mind which 
results from organization, and it nîhy 
be regarded as the function of the 
brain. It is the mind with which we do 
business; the mind that operates 
through the five physical senses. It 
comes,’ develops with, and finally dies 
with, the physical body. It controls all 
voluntary motion.

The subjective mind Is a distinct en
tity It occupies the whole human body, 
and, when not opposed in any way, it 
has absolute control over all the func- 

1 tions and sensations of toe body.
Wliile the objective mind has control 

of all of our voluntary functions and 
motions, toe subjective mind controls 
all-the silent, involuntary and vegeta
tive functions. Nutrition, waste, all se
cretions and excretions, the action of 
the heart in the circulation of toe blood, 
the lungs in respiration or breathing, 
and all cell life, cell changes ami de
velopments, are positively under the 
complete control of thé subjective mind. 
This subjective mind can see without 
toe use of physical eyes. It perceives by 
intuition. It has the power to communi
cate with others without the aid of or
dinary physical means. It can read thé 
thoughts of others. It receives intelli
gence and’ transmits it to people at a 
distance. Distance offers no resistance 
against the successful missions of the 
subjective mind. Its memory is per-' 
féct. It never forgets anything. It 
never sleeps. It is capable of sustain
ing an existance independent of the । 
body. It never dies. It is the living ' 
soul.—E. Hood Caroon, in Our Heme 
Rights.

now upon Japan. She sits, as it were, 
“in the shadow of a great rock,” to use 
a scriptural expression. But they say, 
who are occultists : “The waves of light 
have drawn her into their arms. They 
have carried her into the bosom of her 
faithful star,” meaning this is Japan’s 
moment of divine favor—her time to act 
if she desired to win.

It were as well with the Individual as 
with a race, to study the laws ot life, 
on the astral plane, in search of mo
ments of such power; but Occidental re
ligion does not admit of those sweet ob
ligations to the stars that led mankind 
to tlie finding of a Savior, and lent an 
everlasting glow to the name of Bethle
hem.

We are, as the occultists say, but 
“travelers in the dust,’ would we heap 
upon Commodore Perry tlie glory that 
belongs to immutable law and has since 
the morning stars sang together. The 
real debt to the American commodore 
is ours. He has helped to throw wide a 
window through which the western 
world might look in upon the Flowery 
Kingdom and discern die real power 
and wondrous illumination that have 
been the winning factors with the "lit
tle Japs.”

The above is published in The Pro
gressive Thinker by the courtesy of 
Mrs. Johnston.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house In the 

United States excels them to the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in (Ue Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data1-— 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up fa all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, 
it will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land," "Art 
Magic," “The Next World Interviewed" 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a prite 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books Is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle fa modern business enter
prise!

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been ' 
received by me through Inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators - 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
- HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio. ’

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense inter, 
eat to ail, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of xprld-wide re. 
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, doth. $2.

"Voltaire’s Romances.“ Translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an Invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For solo 
at this office, MH
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burdep of the work had so far fallen, was laid up a 
day (the last Tuesday), auddetermined henceforth to 
keep clear of all undue taxation of her powers in the 
future of these meetings. Accordingly as the hour

I xMcmday evening, January 3, 1898, when we met, 
only three guests were, present—Mr. aud Mrs. Gunn 
mijd the writer, with the host aud hostess, Mr. and 
¡Mrs. Smith. Very promptly at the time appointed, 8 ------------------- o„ _______ .... .
Unlock, Mrs. Gunn saw a young mim by her side (i. e.,^approached tills evening for the business in hand, she 
a spirit). , He was on his knees lying across her lap, 2S-X ■ 1 ’ K'“’’
his head bowed low and buried in his hands, an atti-
tude of the most abject grief and humiliation. He 
had in earth life committed the terrible crime of mur
der. He had paid the penalty on the scaffold. He 
was brought to us by thejiireumstance of Mrs. Gunn 
having read during the day, an appeal in behalf of 
the abolition of capital punishment, a subject of pro
found interest to all advanced thinkers. In this ap
peal the name of the notorious criminal Durrant was 
mentioned. This grief-stricken spirit in our midst, 
had in an unfortunate moment, exercised an adverse 
Influence on Durrant, and was brought to us by his 
mother, also in spirit life, in order to wake him up as 
it were. From the moment that his spirit left the 
body on the gallows, he drifted straight back to his 
cell in the prison and remained there in a comatose 
condition. . ...

There he was from time .to time visited by his spirit 
mother who was unable to make her presence known 
to him. How long he might have remained in that 
condition and in that cell, held under the’ spell of stu
por, we can only conjecture; but the same law operat- 

,? ..ing to produce this experience in this ease will cer- 
¿etainly, under like circumstances, produce a similar ex- 
Jl^perieiice in all cases of the same kind. How many 
s , thousands of criminals who have paid the death penal

ty are therefore lying in their old prison cells on earth, 
-waiting, waiting, waiting for the coming of some good 

: Samaritan to wake them up and give them light! 
.These are a few of the waifs of the spirit world! The 
mother of this young man told a sorrowful tale of 
pain in her own experience in the body; the result of 
unhappy marriage. She yielded to the pressure of 
outside influence and married a man whom she did 
not love; but O, how she did love another 1 The man 
she married was coarse and beastly. He had money, 
bpt her life with him became almost unbearable. 
How many times she wished him dead; and this when 
this unfortunate son was still unborn; and this ac
counted for his murderous tendency when on the 
earth. This woman’s lover whom she did not marry, 
was broken in spirit and passed on before her to the 
spirit world. At the time of their coming to our cir
cle, their wedding day in spirit life was fixed and the 
event soon to take plaee that would consummate a 
happiness replete far beyond the power of mortals to 

‘ conceive of, the perfect union of two souls in spirit 
life. Iler son also would be permitted to visit them 

. from time to time, and when he has worked his way 
up from his present degraded condition will have his 
permanent home with them. All this which was so 
like a romance, was to each one present-there, per
fectly real and true. This woman’s thanks to us for 
thus affording her this opportunity to help relieve her 
son, were expressed in words which plainly told that 
our work was not in vain. She labored to make it 

: > clear that this overflowing gratitude could not be re- 
■ | strained; but she gave us to understand that all that 

she could say would give us but a faint conception of 
her deep thankfulness. Her blessings would abide 
with us forever. She hoped we would go on in the 

-good work in behalf of others. Mrs. Smith’s guides 
then tendered her and the company that came with 

i Rer a graceful invitation to remain with us during the 
Mj^elihel-ations of the evening, as guests; but she po- 
^litely declined with thanks, saying that her single ob- 
r jeet was to relieve her soul of the burden of debt in 

V:J this expression of gratitude to us for such a glorious 
Jk work as we had done for her. She then bade us good 
i • \ ■ night; and we proceeded with the business in hand, 

'■ to-wit, the consideration of Mrs. Wimble’s case.
By this time it was fifteen minutes past 8 o’clock. 

Mrs. Smith’s guides reminded us that the time was 
fully mature for us to begin the work for which the 
circle was originally formed, i. e., to continue our 
joint efforts looking to the relief of Mrs. Wimble. 
She proceeded to inform us that besides the three 
spirits who had been the first to yield to the persua
sions of the higher influences and consent to cease

first made a preliminary explanation, during which 
she paced the floor for a few times, actually walking
the entire distance of the length of two rooms; snap
ping her fingers and making gestures which to the 
other members of the circle were 'unmistakable in 
their import. She was disposing the spirits who had 
gathered in large numbers—a mixed multiutde—in 
such a manner that their presence would be rendered 
harmless for the evening. Presently she stopped 
walking and began to say to one of the “invisibles”: 
“ Yes, you may stay on the condition that you make no 
attempt to control any medium until the business of 
the evening shall'have all-been attended to.” To 
another she would say, “No; you will not be welcome 
to-night. Seek for consolation somewhere else. Your 
ease would be hurtful to the medium. You are there
fore forbidden to remain,”

After a brief interval of silence my wife who had 
been in the spirit world since May, 1806, controlled 
Mrs. Gunn and said to me : “I felt that I must come 
and greet you, my darling.” “Then after a pause she 
said, “Do you remember when I said to you, ‘Be kind 
to me, and I will be true to you?’ ” I replied that 
though I felt that the words had certainly been ut
tered in the past by her, I could not at the moment re
call any certain time when she spoke them. She 
said, “It was on the evening of our marriage, after the 
guests had departed, I have come to-night to thank 
you, for you kept your promise faithfully. You have 
been kind to me indeed, through the earthlife journey, 
and I have been with you all the time since leaving the 
body, except when I go occasionally to my own spirit 
home. You have entered upon a glorious work. Con
tinue faithful in the discharge of duty as you have be
gun, until we greet each other where parting is no 
more.” She bade me good-bye with a hearty shake 
of the hand, and I was made to feel once more that my 
coming to Oakland had not been in vain 1

We then sought to know the condition of the pa
tient (Mrs. Wimble). She was found to be in a very 
nervous condition, but soon our silent concentration 
restored her to peace and tranquillity. It is to be 
borne in mind that in all these deliberations the phys
ical presence of Mrs. Wimble was 50 miles away in 
the insane asylum. This bringing her visible presence 
into that circle from evening to evening, was purely 
“.telepathic” or “clairvoyant,” or both; so that the 
sensitives plainly saw her and sensed her exact condi
tion at each meeting.

Henry Ward Beecher, a control of the medium, Mrs. 
Smith, made a brief but telling speech in which he de
clared that the faithful band were keeping guard, not 
only of the home, and the thronging multitude of spir
its assembled there from time to time, instructing 
them and training them, by silent influence, but also 
they penetrate the walls of that asylum and keep in 
check the adverse influences of that woful place; that 
those three waifs who had so troubled-the patient dur
ing the past months, had gladly accepted an invitation 
of the band to be taken into an institution of learning 
in the spirit world; and it was part of his special work 
to teach them there. This work of teaching these 
poor benighted ones, and helping those in the humble 
home of this medium, gave him far more pleasure and 
pride, than standing in thQ gilded hall of a great 
church edifice which he occupied so long in the east.

Up to this date no reply has been received from the 
last message sent to the superintendent and patient at 
the hospital, two weeks ago.

After a silence longer than usual a spirit came. In 
the mortal form she was known as Mrs. Phelan. She 
said to Mrs. Gunn, “Call the lady’s face exactly to 
your mind just as strong as possible. Be quiet. We 
will do the rest.” Mrs. Gunn then saw her wave her 
hand and there appeared a man known as one of the 
masters. These spirits took each other by the hand 
and floated away to the asylum. While there they 
still appeared in plain view. Mrs. G.: “They came

i'/j.
by the circle for this special .seryice of this missionary 
spirit. The thanks were gracefully accepted by the 
spirit friends througlrbMrs;JGujin, without a vote be
ing put.. TJie mediuuipn /Exquisitely well chosen 
words, used as illustration, jhe architect and builders, 
when a large structure! is being built. The architect 
does the desk work, perfects' the .plan of the building; 
but he employs otherk‘£o.dcj‘lthe building. Each does 
his best, and does hiq-partjvell. If thanks are due 
from either architect lor builders it is due from both.
So the spirit world accepts bjir gratitude, with thanks 
to us in return. I .

Mrs. Gunn then asked Mrs. Smith to ascertain for 
her who the woman in black was that had appeared to 
her (MrsvGunn) so often lately. She had tried hard, 
but had been unable to find out. Mrs, Smith, through 
her guides informed her (and us) that this woman 
had committed suicide and threw, the blame of it on 
her husband. The man died of a broken heart. The' 
woman had not learned as yet that she had left the 
body. She has been all these months (or years) hunt
ing for her husband. She will now be able to get in
struction how to find him.

On this occasion a certain mischievous young man 
(spirit) who had managed to pass the “pickets” once 
before, appeared in our midst, and in such complete 
disguise that for a time he thought he would carry 
his point perfectly, namely to fool all the mediums 
and spirits present, ‘ ‘ just for the fun of it. ’ ’ He wore 
the mask of an old man with white hair and long 
white beard. It was not till Wild Flower, the Indian 
girl, guide of Mrs. Smith took in the situation, that 
this spirit received the rebuke he so much deserved. 
Wild Flower then and there stoutly commanded him: 
“Depart from our midst, you wolf in sheep’s cloth
ing!” Furthermore she tore the mask from his face

their annoyance of the victim, there was a great num
ber of curious ones who were interested enough to 
come along with them and take their place just “out
side the pickets” as the guides called the limit of in
trusion. w In other words, they remained just near 
enough to make their presence known and yet far 
enough to prevent their influence from being obtru
sive. Of these there were believed to be no less than 
three hundred. We next received the unpleasant in
telligence that owing to‘the extremely unfavorable 
conditions surrounding the patient at the asylum, al
though the four spirits who were chiefly instrumental 
in afflicting her, had left, the way of access seemed 
easy for others to step in at times through the day, 
making it at such times very disagreeable for her.

■ That at night she was always free. A brief session 
of concentration served to emphasize this last fact, 
and to add very little to the information at com
mand.

Toward the close of the sitting, a control took Mrs. 
■ Smith, whose name was William Warren, late of Sag- 
• inaw, Mich. He had worked in a lumber camp and 

had received a fall which crushed his skull. Just 
previous to this control, Mr. Gunn had felt a severe 
thump on the top of his head, as though some one had 

. struck him with a hammer. It was the some spirit 
. striving to make himself known. He was greatly re

lieved by this short interview. It is a curious and 
very remarkable feature of all circles where devel- 
óroed mediums are present and a kindly spirit pre
vails, that the w.jifs or suffering spirits may be very 
greatly relieved by the mere fact of an introduction 
into the presence of the sitters. What"an incentive is 
this to hold the missionary spirit and phase prominent 
as\an essential part of the work of all circles formed 
amiong mortals !

Another control took Mrs. Smith briefly, though 
partly under protest, as she was somewhat reduced 
physically on account of extra work with the two 
waifs previously mentioned, as well as on the previ
ous day (Sunday) at the mediums’meeting. These 
spirits are very grateful for this privilege, but - the 
strain was especially severe on the medium. She was 
obliged to lie in bed nearly all the next day. It is 
necessary for mortals to use their judgment at such 
times, and not let one single control take them when 
they feel their physical powers giving way. They 
will thereby be able to do far more good in the aggre
gate. - -

It was decided that evening to once more address a 
communication to the asylum. Finally bn recommen
dation it was thought best to send two messages ; one 
to the superintendent bearing photograph and’ letter 
from Mrs. Knott (a particular friend of the patient), 
together with the-kindly greetings and best wishes of 
thè friends present to be alike tendered to her by the 
superintendent. The other communication was to be 
sent to the guides of a prominent Spiritualist of Napa, 
inviting their co-operation. The meeting then ad
journed.
✓ Monday, January 10,1898.—On account of the me

dium’s generosity in permitting too many controls at 
afe last meeting, Mrs. Smith on whom the : heaviest

back and stood here by me; he .showing himself to me 
so that I will know him when iTiee him .again. He 
had a long white beard and mustache. He let me 
take a good look in his face. I found love, charity 
and good will inscribed there. Now they have floated 
off. He told me that he could have come to me like a 
star, but he was willing to show himself as he had. 
been heretofore. He says, ‘The lady at the. asylum, 
being now in perfect mental balance, thinks it an out
rage to be kept there, and is extremely nervous over 
it at times.’ ”

As to those two spirit waifs (the monks) who had 
been troubling her, and had been the last to yield to 
the higher influences, they have been so thoroughly 
subdued, they are permitted to remain as they are 
now, in an atmosphere of delicious content, without 
one thought or aspiration for the future, yet with no 
desire to return to the old life.

The circle adjourned to Tuesday, January 18.
We met promptly, -Present, Mr. and Mrs. Gunn, 

Mr. and Mrs. Smith and the writer, and one new mem
ber, Mr. Johnson. Very strong power was plainly 
sensed, and harmonious conditions prevailed. No ad
verse influences were obtrusively present.

Silence for fifteen minutes, minds being centered on 
the patient. Mrs. Gunn then related that she seemed 
to be taken to the office of the asylum, describing the 
archways leading to the same; that a venerable man 
with flowing beard was the firstto meet her gaze. 
Then a young man with a pleasant countenance goes 
to a desk and picks up a letter, reads it and gives it 
to a clerk to answer immediately. Mrs. Gunn then 
has quite a “talk” with the man in authority there, 
and expostulates with him for some time about the pa
tient’s release. He tells her it will be his pleasure to 
release her just as soon as she gives evidence of being 
cured, but that traces of the old symptoms linger, 
cropping out from time to time; and he is not permit
ted to take any action at present. She then requested 
that the letter which he had ordered answered, would 
be left over till morning, so that he could see the pa
tient'and get an exact notion of her condition. She 
saw him hesitate for a few moments and then tell the 
clerk to wait till morning before answering the letter. 
That man she was “ talking” with seems Very reason
able'and fair-minded.

Mr. Smith suggested that if possible, it was greatly 
to be desired that, the spirit friends bring to the pa- 
.tient, in that asylum, such strong influence to sur
round her, that she should be thoroughly protected 
from all adverse spirits in the future. Not long after
ward Mrs. Gunn saw '^spirit who always called him- 
self Ichabod. He had once been the guide of her 
mother, and later the controlling spirit of Lyman 0. 
Howe. This spirit told her that he had come into the 
circle to announce that he would go to the patient, 
take her and hold her. for several days. He would 
learn her peculiarities and get such perfect command 
of her manner and speech, that ho would keep away 
all symptoms of insanity, and cause the.medium to ap
pear her- normal self when in the presence of the su
perintendent or of any officer of the institution. This 
would speedily restore confidence in them and secure 
release at an earlier daythantotherwise.

I then suggested that a vote of thanks be tendered

and warned him in no uncertain terms that if ever he 
attempted to come to us to fool us again, he would be 
“taken and locked up in a cage.” This suggested a 
question of profound significance, to the searcher for 
truth; namely are there “cages” or places of confine
ment in the spirit world, used expressly for the pun
ishment or restraint of mischievous or obtrusive 
wicked spirits? The answer was, “Yes, countless 
numbers of them.”

Mr. Johnson suggested that now while Mrs.'Wimble 
is temporarily out of her body, would be a good time 
to catch her and talk with her, and impress her that we 
are working for her in this systematic way, and enlist 
her co-operation as far as possible. We, in silence, 
all called for. her presence. Mrs. Gunn saw her come 
into the circle, dressed in perfect white raiment, with 
long white veil. She saw her standing, “talking” to 
Mr. Johnson. Mrs. Gunn then addressed her in these 
words: ‘ ‘ Mrs. Wimble, I affirm you will remember this 
interview here to night; that you impress it on your 
mind, and when you are free you will continue to re
member it.” (After Mrs. Wimble had finished the 
conversation with Mr. Johnson) “She then stood with 
one hafid on his head and the other pointing upward 
and in a southerly direction. Then a stream of light 
poured down upon her, just like that which flooded, 
the two waifs, on a fqrmer'.‘occasion. ”

Johnson: “I have a request also; that is that every 
'day at noon, five minutes before 12 o ’clock, we all fix 
our minds upon this patient, for her benefit in general 
and for her complete recovery in particular.”

Mrs. Gunn exclaimed, “O, I saw her body lying 
there; [in the asylum].! saw her drop right into it!”

The circle adjourned to piieet again Tuesday Jan
uary 25. t ,,

Present, same members asiast week.
Our guides began on-this evening with ah invoca

tion by Mrs. Smith’s guides, seemingly interrupted by 
repeated ringing of the firebells. She next told us 
that the patient (Mrs. Wimble) was present in the 
room, and her presence was also sensed by Mrs. Gunn. 
Mr. Johnson gave such of us as needed it, a lesson in 
concerted mental treatment as follows: “Adopt cer
tain things to be desired or demanded of the spirit 
world. Then make the request in a given order of it
eration, silently. Before this silent iteration of the 
words expressing this demand, agree on a certain 
rate of breathing to be indicated for instance, by his 
counting for us all; so that our breathing may be in as 
perfect unison as possible, and our unspoken words i& 
like manner to be addressed as nearly as possible in 
perfect time. He counted 1, 2, 3, 4, while inhaling, 
1, 2, 3, 4, while exhaling the supposed breath. His 
rate of counting was, perhaps slow for some of the sit
ters, while a trifle fast for others. The words we 
agreed upon were “freedom” and “health” of body 
and mind of the patient. Mr. Johnson further de
sired us to try to see a spot of light in the top of our 
heads. After silence of some fifteen minutes, the va
rious members of the circle related their experiences. 
My experience was a dominant hope--that freedom 
and health would yet come to her.

Mrs. Gunn’s experiences were very varied. 
“First,” said she, “a globe or white light in the cen
ter of the room. Its rays were divided into sprays or 
beams, resting on each of the sitters. The patient 
was in plain view to her. She was enveloped in a sep
arate volume of light, her head and neck being flooded 
with a bright or white light, and the remaining part 
of the body in a marine blue. The patient said: ‘O 
what a beautiful influence! It seems the angels must 
be here!’ Then she said, as she came in the light by 
me, ‘O Mrs. Gunn, where am I?’ I answered, ‘You 
are all right.’ From first to last, there.were so many 
other things that I had to throw off constantly, and 
fight them back as it were.” Mr. Gunn reports noth
ing special. Mr. Smith saw floating shadows. Mr. 
Johnson, after sojne waiting saw the patient sitting 
all alone. Mrs. Smith said that she (the patient) was 
in the habit of coming here regularly and expects it 
every week. “When trying to draw her I could do 
nothing. _ When Leominitted her to the special care 
of the spirit friends, sKe was very apt to be brought 
promptly forward. lUseemfed like somebody apply
ing a fan; whirling a fan apd;trying to fan her. Her 
spirit has been aecuslomeqjto coming here without 
her knowing it. Her feet"were very cold to-night. 
She was feeling very much^epressed, and exclaimed, 
‘Ohl free me fromthig, betake me from the earth 
plane!’ ” ■ ui . qic

Mr. Smith: ‘ ‘ What tfboutPthat one thit was to take 
Mrs. Wimblein speciaUcha^e?”

Mrs. Gunn: “I saw9ftim'gpd what he was doing in 
regard to-this matter, to-night. He says that we must 
do a prominent partJ«He^ays he is conducting-the 
forces as we send.the]® an^centering them upon her. 
As I see him now he sljqnds right back of her with his 
eyes fixed intently upon lier. There is the influence 
of that white light that penetrates further down, by 
his being there, but the blue, light is all around her. 
This guide that has taken the case in hand is now try
ing to select a band to hid him, but it is not to be done 
in a day nor a month nb'r sometimes in a year. They 
come in and try for a while and then remain or grace
fully retire, according to their stability to serve the 
case.”

Mr. Smith still suggested writing again, but Mrs. 
. Gunn’s guides recommended caution in regard to too 

much writing,- lest we should unwittingly arouse, the 
antagonism of the hubafad. and brother-in-law. Sho 
says that now for the .first time we have gained the 

l ascendancy over the adverse forces; that is, we are at

Big Wmas Ui Cotton.
last more positive than they. They are just now 
more negative than we are. It is the first time that 
this condition has obtained with us, and above all it 
behooves us to hold on to this advantage. Mrs. Smith 
advised the plan of having the husband interviewed 
iis a detective.would do it; i. e., let some one go in the 
character of an auti-Spiritualist or one opposed to 
Spiritualism, and in this way, before he knows it, get 
just the information from him that we want. Mrs. 
Gunn said she would take it upon herself to see Mr. 
Wimble provided he could be found, between this and 
the next meeting. Mr. Johnson would try hard to 
have a friendly talk with the patient’s brother during 
the same period.

Mrs. Gunn (addressing the patient): “We desire 
you here to-night to take from you an influence that 
is working between you and your normal spirit; that 
will free you from the bonds that are now held upon 
you by ybur friends, those who are keeping guard 
where you are. Assert your rights from what is now 
told you here this night. Keep as strong as possible 
and a determined will that those that have disturbed 
you shall not disturb you again. The music that you 
hear at night, remember. It will profit you. Remem
ber the experiences you have had here.”

A message from Mrs. Smith’s band: A question: “ Is 
it to be a success or no ? ” Mrs. Gunn was very tired, 
and got no answer. Mr. Johnson felt as if cold water 
were being thrown on something. Mrs. Gunn saw a 
crown made of flowers and a, great letter C or O, 
rather hazy and indistinct. Mrs. Smith interpreted 
that to mean “Go See!” Mr- Johnson sees a woman 
(spirit) that bothers him some, because she is here so 
much, and not identified.

The meeting adjourned to Tuesday, February 1, 
1898.

The usual members met on time.
After some fifteen minutes’ social chat, we proceed

ed to the work of concentration, which as before was 
directed to the freedom, health and strength of Mrs. 
Wimble. The first report after the silence was of 
Mrs. Gunn, substantially as follows: “I was in the 
room, saw a mirror and a lady standing in front of it. 
She wore a cape or cloak with a velvet or ftir edge. I 
saw Mrs. Wimble. She said ‘I wish I could go with 
you.’ ‘Well, my dear,’ I replied, ‘you will go with 
me pretty soon.’ It seems she has health, strength 
and power. ‘You must be ready to go with us, and 
also ready to return to your body instantly.’

Next she was here. Then Mrs. Phelan came. Mrs. 
Phelan took her away in what seemed a shower bath 
of light. When she was returned to her body, I said, 
‘Mrs. Wimble, look at us clairvoyantly.’ She replied, 
‘Well, it seems that I have seen you in a dream.’ I 
said, ‘Don’t think of it as a dream, but fix it in your 
mind that you see us clairvoyantly. She seemed to 
wonder if her husband would ever take her b»ck 
again. A spirit seemed to be manipulating her brain, 
relieving certain parts of it that had been over
charged by the influence of undeveloped spirits in the 
past. This overcharging of certain parts of the brain, 
instead of real obsession, has been the actual trouble 
with her for the past few months. Also she seems to 
have received a letter from her husband, which dis
turbed her considerably. ’ ’

Mr. Johnson got the impression that she was better 
and would probably be back in Oakland soon.

Mrs. Gunn: Now will the guides watch with her for 
a time, i. e., for a little while, and see if she is listen
ing to us and trying to catch our conversation 1 (To 
Mr. Johnson): I will address her and you, if you can, 
catch the answer. Mrs. Wimble, do you hear my 
voice elairaudiently? Please pespond so that these 
psychics will bear witness to your response. Mrs. 
Wimble, do you hear my voice elairaudiently ? I have 
spoken in your ear; do you hear me 1 Mrs. Smith’s 
response: I got this both times and very rapidly the 
second time: ‘I think I understand it to-night. I get 
a phase which brings me peace and harmony within 
myself, and is helping me physically and mentally.’

■ Mrs. G.: “Mrs. Wimble, !, Mrs. Gunn, of Oakland, 
am speaking to you now. Be of good cheer, because 
there are a number of friends here who are doing all 
in their power for you. You are not forsaken. You 
have dear friends who meet you every Tuesday night 
and help you. Be strong and happy and healthful, 
and mistress of your own organism. ”

Mrs, S.: She gets the influence, but she thinks it is 
one; she thinks it is spirit power. It is hard for her 
to understand that she has gone out of her body. It 
seemed very far away when she went out of herself. 
Things were false, not real. Things were overdrawn 
and intangible. All truthful, if she could gather hold 
and could hold and understand as she came to herself. 
She has lain in a trance or dazed condition as the phy
sicians would call it. She will understand it better® 
now, for the spirits are instructing her to remain more 
within herself, and the spirit she says is giving us 
good advice, and not making her believe that she is 
some great individual. . “That spirit that comes now 
to me,” said she “does not array me in white robes 
and make me think I am waiting for a gifted consort, 
coming to take me in triumph to his spirit home.” 
She wonders much at all this, but it is something that 
she can understand gradually, as it comes back again 
to her mind. She will want to put it together and 
think this whole matter thoroughly over. She thinks 
over all through the week, what has transpired every 
Tuesday evening. She says: “I like the spirit that 
came to me last, for it is practical and very truthful,” 
and as you go out of yourself, speaking to her, thus, 
she thinks to herself, “what more are you than a
spirit without the physical form?” and she hears the 
spirit voice, and receives it, but she does not stop to 
question whether that spirit is living on earth, or is 
still in its earthly form. She calls them spirits, and 
she welcomes them just the same as she would
come any other spirits from the unseen. 

(To be concluded.).

BLOW BY BLOW.

wel-

DEAFNESS GURED1
By No Means Until “AGTINA”. 

Was Discovered.

Nlriety-fl.vo per cent ot all cases ot deafness 
brought to our attention Is the result of chronla

The billow bursts on the Tock-bound coast, and then 
goes hissing home,

And the only trace of its savage night is a sheet of 
flashing foam; • 1

And the raindrop fills on the mountain Side, and is 
los| in the fronded fem,

And never a trace, of its lifetime’s worth cap mortal 
eye discern, .

But the waves wash in with relentless force, and smile 
with a heavy hand, j

Till the constant crash, of the coming tells, and the 
rock is yielding sand;

And the raindrops fall till they fill the streams, and 
the streams swell day by day,.

.Till thel'iver roaring rips its banks .by the hundred 
yards away.

And so it is with great reform, though the work is 
plain when done,

’Tis step by step and blow by blow, that the roaring
•field is won;

Though the strife bo fierce, and the gains seem small, 
< we must keep on striking home,

And to win the cause of the great reform we must 
build as they builded Borne. —Exchange.

■SS ¿gil

passes through the

catarrh ot the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas
sages become clogged by • 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping tlu> action ot the vi
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure is Impossible. The In
ner ear’ cannot Ue reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the Inability ot au- 
rlsts or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is a 
seleutillo cure tor deafness 
and catarrh Is demonstrat
ed every day by the use ot 
Actlua. The vapor current 
generated in the Actlua 
Eustachian tubes Into the

middle ear, removing the cntarrhul obstruclloufl 
salt passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hauiiner, anvil and stirrup) in the 
inner ear, making them respond to the slight« 
Wk vibration of sound. Actlua has never failed 
to cure ringing noises in the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured in 
only three weeks1 use of Actlua, Actlua also 
cures asthma,, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; all ot which are di< 
rectly or indirectly due to catarrh. Actlua is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
ease. We give advice tree, aud positive proof 
of cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson’s 
100 page Dictionary of Disease, Free. Addrest 
Now York & London Electric Association, Dup»

920 Walnut Street, Kansas City. Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHINC, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address © 

OR. BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

t^aDaySureESSS Ria Bl MB * abioluUly aure; we
furnish the work and teach yon free, you work In 

the locality where you live. Send ua your addica« and we will 
explain (he builti»»» fully, remember we guarantee acleir profit 
of S3 for every day’s work,absolutely sure. Write st once. 
Hout. iuKi'tlmuiau c<x, uu 1143, ueiruii,aick.

The above m the number of tho pres
ent Issue of The Progressive 'Thinker, 
as printed at tho top of the first page, 
right band corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tho 
right hand corner of tbe first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number oa 
the tag of your wrapper.

"In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
.helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price ?1.

“New Testament Stories Comically II. 
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, $1. 
Cloth, $1.50.

'The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 per volume. For sale at 
this office.

"Astral Worship." By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. For sale at this office. Price $1.

"Just How to Wake the Solar Plex
us." By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
for health. Price 35 cents.

"A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address' delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents.

"Meatless Dishes.” 
Price 10 cents.

"The Truth Seeker 
Forms and Ceremonies

Very userai.

Collection oi 
for tho Use of

Liberals.” For sale at this offlea 
Price 25 cents.

"The Infidelity of Ecclestaetlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Poeniii tit ETojrosa." By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, "from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily, 
printed and bound. Price $1.

"Origin of Life, or where Man Cornea 
From." “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the spirit Body Grows." 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents. 
For salo at this office.

"Wedding Cannes." By Delpba Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For rale at this office.

"The Priest, the Woman and the Con- 
fesslonal.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the. sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at 
this office.

"Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 480 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this office, 

“Right Living.” By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children's 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by It. 
Cloth SI. For sale at this office.

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty, 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health. Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by. 
Albert Turner.” Of especial Interest 
and value. For sale at this office. 
Price $1.

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

The new song-book, “The Golden 
Echoes," by S. W. Tucker, has found Its 
way into many homes, and its beautiful 
songs have cheered many sorrowing- 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should bo heard 
In every home in the land. For sale at . 
this office. Price, 15 cents; $1.50 pen 
gosen. ■■ ■
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Whea writing for this paper 

use a pen or typewriter.

THE SPIRITUALISTIC) FIELD—ITS WORKERS, ;
DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER. J

■ • <

CONTRIBUTORS—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
pr statements he may make. The editor 
allows tills freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 

' sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that.is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do bo. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY,—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine tha 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all c°Py>, 
sure insertion in the paper,oat'be’ 
qulrements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that items for 
the General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we.^a/e,.t° °“.» 
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged ®or® 
less; otherwise many items 
crowded out. Sometimes a 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
Unes to two Unes, aB occasion may re- 
n u i re

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must he accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writ er. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes bo and so, with
out giving the full name and address or 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will De 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems Bent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. — During 
June, July and August the Progressive 
Lyceum will be sent to Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to Increase your subscription one- 
half Its present number, with no extra 
expense. Address J. W. Ring, care of 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

We go to pre$s early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning! Bear this In mind.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR-FULL NAMB. 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FMD pl’HEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTEBASKET.

JAKE NOTICE. -

In order to accommodate all parties, 
so that they could duly celebrate the 
Fourth of July, we were compelled to go 
to pi-ess Earlier than usual, hence many 
items of Interest were crowded out.

Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie writes from 
Port Huron, Mich.: "Odd Fellows' Tem- 
ple'was filled to the door last night 
(Sunday) to attend my lectured 
Wednesday evening I lectured for the 
New Thought Club. The cause seems 
to be building up, and the outlook is 
good. The friends gave me a royal wel
come, and it was a visit long to be re
membered.”

Mrs. Henrietta Straub writes: “1 
have received all right ‘Ghost Land,’ 
and thank you very much for the fine
premium. The hurried 
caught from its contents 
fair treat for the time I

glimpse I 
warrants a 
can quietly.

The Monroe Monitor speaks as fol
lows: “The Progressive Society meets 
it the residence of John Brown Sun- 
Jay afternoon. Quite a number of en
thusiasts were present and seemed very 
interested in the New Thought subject. 
The first on the program was the elec
tion ot officers. James Farmer was 
elected president; George Kelsey, vice 
president; Mrs. John Brown, treasurer; 
Mrs. Fred M. Ferguson, secretary. 
-Then the principles and bylaws of our 
society were drawn up and adopted. 
They are as follows: We believe in the 
Infinite Spirit wisdom and intelligence 
palled God; and the Immortality of ev
ery human being. That every being is 
a divine germ capable of infinite un- 
toldment and development. That love, 
purity and fidelity as the spirit of relig
ion and justice as the highest moral 
law, and recognizing the universal 
brotherhood of man. We, the under
signed, organize ourselves together for 
the purpose of seeking light and truth, 
thereby fitting ourselves for a higher 
and a beter sphere than we now fill and 
lurther to uplift and benefit humanity.”

Considerable interest is being evinced 
In the case of Mrs. Georgia Lathrop, of 
Quincy, ill., who declares she was 
wooed and won through telepathy by a 
preacher in a Missouri town. Mrs. La
throp, who recently secured a divorce 
In the circuit court and who sings in.the 
choir of the First Baptist church, says 
Bhe and the preacher who will marry 
her are almost constantly In telepathic 
communication. She says when she
received a telepathic kiss It felt as 

-------------- - -----  act-though she and the minister were 
unUy together. The wedding is 
pected soon to take place.”

ex-

The clairvoyants of Indianapolis 
concerned about the new ordinance that

are

.makes it compulsory for them to secure 
licenses if they wish to continue to 
practice their profession. The em
ployes of the comptroller’s office were 
kept busy to-uay answering telephone 
communications asking when the ordi
nance would be signed by Mayor Holtz
man and become a municipal law. The 
date the mayor will sign the ordinance 
has not been announced.—Sentinel.

Joseph Jeanes, Sr., a photographer for 
fifty years, died at Chester, Pa., aged 
75 years, from the effects of a fall from 
a chair. He gained considerable noto
riety by claiming to have taken a spirit 
picture, which was reproduced in lead
ing journals.

After being for seven years confined 
In a ward for tire most violent inmates 
at the Southern California State Hos
pital for the insane, Andrew H. Young 
is now at his home in Chicago, the sub
ject of most wonderful restoration. Un
til a short time ago Mr. Young’s recov
ery was supposed to 'be beyond the 
range of possibility, but suddenly his 
mania subsided, his mind cleared, and 
within a week he was pronounced re
covered. June 25, with Superintendent 
Campbell, he walked Into court perfect
ly restored, and the guardianship which 
was placed upon him seven years ago 
was dismissed. He was certainly ob
sessed by a spirit

Frederick Blausch. a cabinetmaker of 
Laurel avenue Stapfeton, S. I., said at 
his home last night that his daughter 
Catharine, 23 years old, was a victim of 
the General Slocum disaster. Blausch 
said that his daughter was on a visit to 
Mrs. Tillie Hau# of 143 East Third 
street, who was a memoer of St Mark’s 
church. He says that Catlrbrlne and 
the Hauff family were on the Slocum 
when she started on her fatal trip. His 
daughter, he says, was last seen by one 
of the survivors on the after second 
deck of the Slocum. Two of the Hauff 
family were saved and a third is still 
missing. Blausch declared that a 
night before the accident he dreamed 
that his daughter Catherine went on an 
excursion and that he could see the ves
sel afire and hear his daughter cry for 
help. He told his wife of the affair the 
following day, and when he heard of the 
Slocum dlsaster he started an investiga
tion and found his dream had come too 
true—New fork Times.

The Chicago Spiritualists’ League 
will have a grand meeting at Free Ma
sons’ Hall, 4227-9 Cottage Grove avenue, 
Monday evening, July 11.. All leaders 
of meetings, airworkers, and those in
terested in this grand truth are invited, 
to come and join us that by mutual co
operation we may aid our cause to win 
the attention of the peopte. We wish a 
higher standard for our Workers, and by 
proper teaching weed out all unworthy 
workers and bring to the front honest 
mediums and psychic that shall honor 
out cause. Walter DeVoe will give the 
address of the evening on Spiritualism 
and New Thought, followed by a free 
discussion. The musical and literary 
part win please all; to finish with mes
sages from Mrs. Burland, Mrs. Cleve
land and Mrs. Noyes of Boston. All are 
welcome. Dr. Warne, president; Otto 
®. Ktopp, secretary.

H. L. Chapman, one of Michigan’s 
prominent Spiritualists, writes: "While 
I feel that the books I have ordered will 
be of much benefit to me,yet i do not ex
pect to find but a small portion of the 
value in them that I receive from The 
Progressive Thinker for only one dollar, 
and I wish that every truth-loving, 
right-doing citizen could read the arti
cle in No. 760, ‘The Ethics of Spiritual
ism,’ by Nora Batchelor. This article 
seems to touch the real basis of the 
spiritual needs of the hour.- It shows 
us the line of thought that will carry us 
above and beyond the frauds and decep
tion that are’ perpetrated under the 
name of Spiritualism; Hying for others 
more than self has-made great men and 
good women. The few have borne much 
of the burden of lifting the world from 
its benighted conditions of the past to 
its present condition where liberal 
thought can be expressed, yet where 
the thinkers of the day can plainly read 
in the faces of the toiling masses the 
need of justice and right, as against the 
legalized wrongs of greed and self. Oh, 
that all the people of this so-called free 
country could thoroughly understand 
the needs of the hour, and have the 
moral courage to act accordingly, re
gardless of priest or party, that we 
might bring into our government a con
dition based on the thought of Confu
cius when he said, “Do not unto others 
that which yo would not have them do 
unto you." I thank you again for fur
nishing so much for so little cost as you 
do in The Progressive Thinker."

Eva Neilson writes: “June 19, I at
tended the First Spiritual Church at Ni
agara Falls. Madame Harris of Chi
cago, assisted the pastor, Mrs. Atche- 
son, in giving messages. Madame Har
ris told me that my mother who had 
passed to spirit life three months be
fore. was anxious about some papers, 
and I would find out why, if on going 
home, I would look into a certain small 
box to be found in a bureau drawer. 
When I got home, more for curiosity 
than anything else, I looked for and 
found the box of papers, and upon look
ing them over, I found there were re
ceipts paid by mother, but which had 
never been credited to her. Had I not 
looked over the papers I should cer
tainly have lost money, which I can 111- 
aftord to do."

Life After Death, as portrayed by C. 
W. Lead beater: “Deatn is naturally a 
subject of paramount interest to every
body, because the one and only certain 
fact in the future biography of each one 
of us Is that one day we must die. Yet 
there is perhaps no other subject about 
which there hovers so muhh uncertain
ty in the popular mind, no subject upon 
which there are so many and such seri
ous misconceptions. Religion ought to 
have cleared up these doubts, and re
moved these misconceptions, conse
quently a vast amount of unnecessary 
sorrow and suffering exist in the world. 
The theosophical teaching, however, is 
absolutely clear and definite on these 
points, and for anyone who finds him
self able to accept it it proves exceed
ingly illuminative and helpful. When

study the book. It is by the same au
thor who wrote Art Magic.”

G. F. Perkins writes:"! am still here 
in San Francisco, and have very good 
meetings every Sunday evening at 
Scottish Hall. I hold circles Tuesday 
and Friday evenings. I am expecting 
to do better work than ever. Ail 
friends are invited to call or Write to 
me at No. 1220 Mission St."

Mrs .Virginie Barrett desires to en
gage with societies as lecturer and me
dium, west of Indianapolis, Ind. Terms 
as follows: The society to pay all ex
penses of hall rent, advertising and en
tertainment, charge 10 cents admission 
and give her the total receipts as com
pensation for her services. Address 
her at No. 29 Gladstone avenue, Indian
apolis, Ind.

The Chicago Examiner says: “PatHck 
Fitzgerald, thirty-nine years old, told 
the police yesterday that he was pos
sessed of spirits who made him act 
queerly at times and spend his money 
recklessly, so that he was forced to 
sleep In box cars. The man was 
charged In Justice Quinn's court with 
sleeping in cars along-the Illinois Cen
tral Railroad. He said his sister, had 
committed suicide eight years ago and 
that at times he was hypnotized by 
what he calls ‘the wicked spirit of his 
dead sister.’ ”

Ah item in the Chicago Examiner 
from Shreveport, La,, says: “SJ. Julian 
Renfro, the colored boy who was strick
en deaf, and dumb in Chicago, May 81. 
while playing whist with a party of 
three white friends, recovered his 
speech and hearing at 3 o’clock yester
day afternoon. The boy suddenly 
opened his lips and shouted, ‘The Lord 
be praised!’ Renfro’s lips continued to 
work, and those nearest to him heard 
him utter the words of the Twenty- 
third Pslam. The news of the boy’s re
covery rapidly spread through the town 
and the house was filled with people. 
Renfro,. after talking a few minutes, 
said he could talk no more until Sun
day. A week ago Renfro said he had a 
vision in which he learned that he 
would be able to speak to-day.”

You are invited to the monthly meet
ing of the Chicago Spiritualist League, 
to be held in Boydston’s hall, Forty-sec
ond Place and Cottage Grove avenue, 
Monday evening, July 11, 1904. Busi-
ness meeting, 7:45 to 8:15 p. m. Pro-

man lays down his physical body 
death he is not therefore bodiless, 
finds himself inhabitatlng another 
hide of finer matter, spoken of as

at 
but 
ve- 
the

astral body. This body is the vehicle 
of desires and passions and motives, 
and the length of the man’s life in this 
stage depends upon the amount of such 
feeling still existing within his nature. 
If these desires are gross and physical, 
as is that of the drunkard or sensualist, 
then, since he has lost the physical 
body through which alone they could be 
satisfied, his continued desire will be a 
torment to him until In process of time 
It gradually wears itself out. But if the 
man has conquered during earth life all 
this side of his lower nature, and the 
only desires left within him are high 
and pure and good, then their satisfac
tion will bring him peace and happiness 
Instead of suffering, and he will Soon 
pass on from this astral realm to an
other still less material. This second 
stage of the post-mortem life Is what 
has been symbolized In all religions un
der the name of heaven. Heaven is no 
mere dream, but a living, glorious real
ity; yet it differs much from the popu
lar conception of it. For in this case 
also each man has made it for himself, 
and therefore it is perfectly adapted to 
him. Meantime, I would adjure you to 
avoid the evil results which come from 
all these popular misunderstandings 
about death. Among these the dread 
of it so often felt by many is prominent, 
and again, the mourning with which we 
usually surround it! ¡such mourning Is 
entirely selfish, for it Ignores the fact 
that the dead has passed into a higher 
and more beautiful life, and very often 
our uncontrolled grief does positive 
harm to those whom we love, causing in 
them the same depression which we 
feel ourselves. Not that the theosoph
ical teaching counsels us to forget our 
dead. Far from it. We cannot remem
ber them too oiten nor too strongly, but 
it must not be with selfish greed and 
despair, but with loving’ and helpful, 
thought, which will assist then; in their 
upward way. For we may be very sure 
that’ our thought can reach them and 
be felt by them, and so should be care
ful that it Is the right sort of justice."

When the death of Mrs. Araminta 
Helmer of No. 4639 North Ninth street,' 
whose funeral took place yesterday, was 
announced to her daughter-in-law, Mrs. 
William F. Helmer, on Tuesday last, 
the latter was not surprised, for she 
had been forewarned in a dream a few- 
night before that her mother-in-law was- 
dead. Mrs. Helmer died from A -stroke 
of apoplexy, from which she had twice 
suffered before, and she told her daugh
ter-in-law recently that the third would 
doubtless be fatal. On Thursday night 
cf last week Mrs. ’ W. F. Helmer 
dreamed that her mother-in-law was 
dead, and that she was at her side as 
she lay in her casket. The dream was 
so vivid that on waking it greatly dis
turbed her.—St. Louis Republic.

Mrs. LeSleur writes to remind the 
friends of the benefit Band of Harmony, 
to take place at' the home of Mrs. Ellis, 
403 Orchard street, • North Side. A 
drawing of a fine china painted dish is 
to take place, and a pleasant surprise 
awaits us all., Thursday, July. 7,

gram: Music, piano and violin, Prof. 
Rose and Mrs. Burkhart; America, audi
ence; piano solo. Miss Fest; address, 
topic, Spiritualism and New Tnought, 
Walter DeVoe; free discussion; vocal 
solo, Florence Daniels; messages, Mrs. 
Burland, Mrs. Cleveland and Mrs. Noyes 
of Boston. Collection at the door, 10 
cents. The object of the league is to 
unite all the leaders of meetings in the 
city and harmonize all the workers, co
operate all who sympathize, convince 
skeptics and demonstrate to all the 
grand truth of the continuity of life. 
All are cordially invited.

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: "The Hyde 
Park Occult Society held a picnic at 
Beverly Hill on Sunday, June 26, and a 
more delightful time can hardly be im
agined. The day perfect, woods beau
tiful, good company, and lots to eat, 
made a day’s outing long to be remem
bered. Mr. Eichelberger added much 
to our pleasure by the music of his 
large gramaphone, and fine selections. 
We have aiwther picnic on July 10. 
Take Rock Island train from Englewood 
at 8:49 or 11:14 to Beverly Hill. Bring 
your own lunch. Go and ask your 
friends to go with you. Walter DeVoe 
will lecture for us at 319 East 55th 
street on Sunday evening, July 10. 
Come and hear him. He is a bright one 
of the New Thought workers, and thor
oughly wide awake. Psychic demon
strations by good mediums. Everybody 
welcome. Service, 7:45. Look out for 
another progressive euchre party soon.”

The Sunday-school question In De 
Pere, Wls.: “C. W. Smart writes: “In 
my rustic tramps I have attended two 
Sunday-school excursions, one from De 
Pere up the Fox river to Appleton, some 
35 miles. It was very interesting. The 
government has expended a great sum 
of money on the river, in building dams 
and locks to accommodate navigation, 
but it was not a success financially for 
the Sunday-school. It lost from 350 to 
$75. This one was given by the Catho
lics. The next excursion was down the 
Fox river .and through Green bay, an 
arm out of Lake Michigan, some 60 
miles and return. It was a long day’s 
ride and very tiresome. It was given 
by the Lutheran Methodists, and they 
were out $75 to $100. That Is what I 
heard talked on the boat.' They will 
give no more this year."

' C. H. Flguers writes from Cleve
land, Ohio: “The East End Spiritual So
ciety, 1749 Superior street, Cleveland, 
Ohio, C. H. Flguers pastor, closed for 
the summer, June 26. There was a 
large audience present and much regret 
was expressed that the meetings would 
not continue all summer. ■ The season 
just ended has been very successful. 
We will open our hall again for next 
season on Sunday, September-4, 1904, 
and continue until the last Sunday. of 
June, 1905. We have no membership 
fees or monthly dues; no unseemly 
squabbling over this thing or that, but 
each member animated with the tfue 
idea of spreading the truth, lives in 
harmony with themselves and both 
worlds. We are doing our best td let. 
our light shine with equal lustre on all. 
In all of our six years of continuous 
meetings there has been nothing but 
peace In our house. Let others find 
the pearl of great price, which is sim
ply minding your own business,' and 
strictly let other people’s business 
alone. AU the clamor about fraud and 
fraud workers has not Injured the at
tendance,at this hall in the least. We 
intend trying' to have a choir of trained 
voices next season, and shall use C. 
Payson Longley’s beautiful songs, every 
word and note of which goes straight to 
the soul, so full are they ot true spirit
uality. We had fine music last winter, 
thanks to Mr. Phillip Herder, Jr., Mrs. 
Frank Mulder and the boy wonder on 
the vloli'n. Master Alex Herder; In ad
dition to this we will-have a quartette.’ 
I do not know whether the other socie
ties wlll.take a vacation this summer or 
not, but suppose they, will, as Lake 
Brady will open July 3, 1904, with thht 
sterling worker ahd favorlte, Mrs. Anna 
L. Gillespie; and then Mantua opens in

the near . ’¡futurç. Both places draw 
largely from Cleveland.”

M. C. 'Ülatthéws writes from Pitts
burg, Pa<;- “Wje-:ara at the close of our 
season’sx-work for 1903 and 1904. We 
have had a good and successful year, 
considering the! change ot location to 
our new territory. For the month of 
June we have had Mrs. A. T. Reidinger, 
better knawn *s ‘our own dear Marga
ret Gaulaf When she saw our new 
church building and the location, she 
rose to auoh ecstatic joy, and was so 
profuse in'her expressions of delight, 
that we felt very much elated and en
couraged in our work. So,gfeat is the 
interest in our, church in the mind of 
‘Our Margaret! that she can hardly re
frain from dwelling upon the grand 
building and location of the First 
Church of Spiritualists in Pittsburg, 
Pa., when addressing the congregation. 
Margaret is very good in her work of 
psychometry, tests and spirit communi
cations. Many anxious and burdened 
hearts were made, lighter and happier 
through messages received from loved 
ones In spirit land. Large, strong men 
would weep like children when receiv
ing recognition from their mother or 
father and others passed over. Of 
course the ladles were also recipients 
of these communications and shared in 
the pleasures of the meetings. Our 
services are largely attended, especially 
on Sunday and Thursday exenlngs—the 
large number could not be accommo
dated. When Miss Gaule came to us 
from New York she brought with her 
Miss Mabel.Clarke, the beautiful singer 
of the New York spiritual society of 
which Margaret is pastor. Miss Clarke 
Is a grand singer, and with the assist-' 
ance of her cultivated voice our serv
ices were made doubly interesting. We 
hope she will visit us again when visit
ing our city. On Sunaay evening, June 
26, after the services, we had a good, 
hearty hand-shaking of farewell, wish
ing each other a happy vacation and a 
pleasant re-uniting at the opening of 
our services in September, when we 
will welcome ‘our dear Margaret’ to 
serve us for the month. In conclusion 
let me Bay that Margaret Is so closely al
lied with the spirit realms that she is 
ever ready to give words of consolation, 
not only to her friends 'and acquaint
ances, but to the weary traveler to the 
celestial spheres.' May she always pos
sess these earnest qualifications is our 
earnest wish.”

Elizabeth M. Fish writes: “The Park
land Heights Camp-meeting and Home 
Association, of Parkland, Buck county, 
Pa., will open camp on Sunday, July 3. 
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kates will occupy 
the platform. We will continue every 
Sunday until September 1. For further 
particulars, address Elizabeth M. Fish, 
secretary, Floral Heights, Parkland, 
Pa., Bpcks county.”

Lucy Si Carroll writes from Washing
ton, Pa.: “The First Spiritualist Temple 
of Washington; Pa., has closed Its doors 
for the summer. It will open again the 
first Sunday In October. G. W. Way, of 
Wheeling, W. Va., served the society 
for the ifionth of June successfully both 
spiritually and financially. He is an 
earnest and sincere worker; can handle 
any subject given him by the audience 
with ease and> intelligence. His tests 
cannot be excelled. We look forward 
to having'hlm with us again In October. 
Quite a number of the members of our 
society contemplate attending the Lily 
Dale camp: I will be there, and hope 
to meet a great number of whom I have 
read in The' Progressive Thinker.”

Secretary writes: “A communication 
was received this morning by Dr. H. A. 
Cross from Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
saying she would be present at the 
meeting of the League, July 11, at Boyd
ston’s Halt corner 42d Place and Cot
tage Grove Avenue, and would do her 
best to help out, and make It a success. 
She was asked to be one on the pro
gram when she was here in the city, but 
did not think it possible for her to be 
here. We will all be glad to hear her 
again, and probably we will not have an
other opportunity for a long time. Come 
out everybody and bring a friend, and 
let’s have a rousing meeting of Spirit
ualists.”

H. Brady writes from Thorpe, Iowa: 
“Help for thé cause of Spiritualism is 
very much needed in and around this 
locality. Few people here understand 
the definition of the word medium, yet 
most people's minds here are fast ripen
ing for the harvest I will guarantee 
free entertainment and free nail to a 
good materializing medium. I hope 
this may meet with. the attention of 
Mrs. Pruden, of St. Paul, Minn., She is 
a fine test medium, and could do a 
grand work among us. Good attend
ance can be guaranteed here for at 
least two weeks. We need help. Let
ters of inquiry will be cheerfully replied 
to by thé writer. There is a radius of 
eighty miles square here where our 
cause has not been advocated during a 
lapse of fifteen years. We gather all 
the spiritual tood we have from the 
columns of the dear old Progressive 
Thinker. Will' some one please come 
to our aid?”

C. A. Buss writes from San Diego, 
Cal.: “We are weekly in receipt of the 
ten copies of your very interesting and 
.valuable papér, disposing, of the same 
in our meetings and we consider this a 
very effective mode of spreading the 
truth, a valuable aid in fact to all socie
ties in connection with the lecture and 
message work. We have had since the 
departure of-Brother Will C. Hodge, a 
very excellent worker (especially In the 
messages) in Mrs. Florence K. White, 
formerly of New York. She has main
tained her position well and attracted 
to the Sabbath evening meetings a 
goodly number of strangers who have 
manifested a decided interest. We can 
cieerfully recommend her. to societies 
in need of.suchja one. We have, in 
fact, been-blessed in securing good sub
stantial representatives, and our work 
as a. result; is making rapid strides. 
Our Lyceym hqs an average attendance 
of fifty, and tho sessions are well re
sponded to-.in.sdng, recitations, marches 
and wand drills, and our series of les
sons in qlasB work and topics for dis- 
■cusslon all meet with a prompt re
sponse and earnest co-operation. With
in the past stx-months our Young Peo
ple’s Society hap organized with, an en
rolled membership of forty, under, the 
leadership of Herbert R. Fay, a young 
man, a recent (Convert, and one thor
oughly fined with enthusiasm in pra’ctl- 
cal works. A good choir has. been es
tablished under an efficient leadership, 
and a series of topics has been named 
for each session for a period of six 
months, and some one of the members 
Belect out of said Hst the subject to 'en
list the attention of all during each par
ticular session; the subjects have all 
-been assigned; It is no uncommon oC- 
'«urrence to have a dozen or more give 
expression during each meoting: Each 
month they give a programme, followed 
with danclng and refreshments. I men
tion this.'work in detail that it may bb 
an insniratlon to other societies in this 
gréât branchtot our spiritual work, the 
preparation of young worketa to take 
the place of the elderly ohea, many ot

whom did not receive this opportunity 
and great blessing until the midday of
llte. Our morning conference is de
voted to general expression, and every • .... .. . . . Themeeting is better than the last. 
Harmony Grove Camp bids fair to be
this summer the best ever held; con
venes July 17 and closes July 31. It 
will be conducted by such workers as 
Daniel W. Hull, Mrs. Marchant of San 
Bernardino, Mary Vlasek and Mrs. 
Allen of Los Angeles, Mrs. M. P. Mor
rell, Mrs. Jané Mullen, Mrs. Lily M. 
Thiebaud, and the worthy president of 
the camp association, J. L. Dryden of 
our city. Mr. J. T. McFerron is the sec
retary of the association during the 
present year, who will be very pleased
to reply to all questions and 
Bpondence relative to same.”

corre-

Consistency.
It Is quite common amongpreachers 

to Charge non-church goers who criti
cise the Bible, with picking therefrom 
here and there, a disconnected text, or 
passage, upon which to base their ob
jections to it as a whole. Did it ever 
occur to the reader that of all classes 
of people, preachers themselves are 
most guilty of this very charge?

Take the subject of Spiritualism for 
example. Did any one ever hear a 
preacher discourse upon a Bible text 
unquestionably favorable to the Spirit
ualistic hypothesis? That there are 
many such texts in the Bible, no one 
knows better than the preacher, and 
yet he shuns them as he )vould a viper.. 
But when he wants to pregch a sermon' 
against Spiritualism, he does the very 
thing he charges Bible critics with do
ing. He selects only those passages 
whicli serve his purpose, making no 
mention whatever of other passages 
which as flatly contradict those he se
lects, as the fifth verse of tne twenty
seventh chapter of Matthew contradicts 
the eighteenth verse of the first chapter 
of Acts.

The fact of the matter Is that preach
ers are not consistent in this direction. 
They are as careful in their selections 
of texts to preach from, as are those 
they criticise, careful in their selections 
for adverse comment upon the Bible. A 
little more common honesty on both 
sides would aid much in discovering the
truth. H. V. SWERINGEN.

Thé better land.
“I hear thee speak of the better land, 
Thou callest its children a happy band; 
Mother I oh where Is that radiant shore? 
Shall we not seek It, and weep no more? 
Is it where the flower of the orange 

blows,
And the fireflies glance through the 

myrtle boughs?”
“Not there, not there, my child!”

"Is it where the feathery palm-trees 
rise,

And the date grows ripe under sunny 
skies?

Or ’midst the green islands of glitter
ing seas,

Where fragrant forests perfume the 
breeze.

And strange, bright birds, on their 
starry wings,

Bear the rich hues of all glorious 
things?"

"Not there, not there, my child!”
"Is It far away in some region old, 
Where the rivers wanders o’er sands of 

gold?—
Where the burning rays of the ruby

And

And

shine, 
the diamond lights up the secret
mine, 

the pearl gleams forth from the
coral strand?—

Is it there, sweet mother, that better 
land?”

"Not there, not there, my child!"
"Eyo hath not seen it, my gentle boy!
Ear hath not heard its deep songs of 

joy;
Dreams can picture a world so fair— 
Sorrow and death may not enter there; 
Time doth not breathe ' its fadeless 

bloom,
For beyond the clouds, and beyond the 

toms,
It is there, it is there, my child!”

—Felicia Hernans.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the.extent of ten linos 
only will be inserted free. AH In excess 
of ten lines wlM be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line |

Passed to spirit life, Mrs. Esther Fox, 
in the 93d year of her age, from the res
idence of her son, June 22. She came 
to Berlin, Ohio, with her parents when 
three years of age, 1817, and has lived 
ever since almost on the same farm. 
Her life measures the development of 
the country from the wilderness. She 
may be said to have always been a Spir
itualist. The funeral was held on June 
24, In the United Church at Ceylon, and 
was largely attended. Hudson Tuttle
officiated. COR.

Mr. John D. Eager passed to spirit 
life from his home in Pine Grove, Nian 
tic, Conn., June 9, 1904, aged 78 years

Mr. Eager was a staunch Spiritualist, 
apd for a number of years was vlce- 
pfesldent of the Niantic Spiritualist As
sociation. He was a well-read man, so
cial and companionable, honorable and 
trustworthy; a man who will be missed 
in the community where he has so long 
resided.

The funeral was held at bis home in 
Pine Grove, June 12. The services were 
conducted by the undersigned. As It 
was his wish, the body was taken to 
Boston, Mass., for cremation.

1 , FANNIE SPALDING.

Passed to the higher life, from his an
cestral home in Richfield, N. Y., on June 
25./Ï904, ' William Torrey Kitchings, 
aged 85 years.

God and My Nelflibor
By ROBERT BLATCHFORD

Author o£ “Merrie England”; editor of tho ■ 
London “Clarion.” , .

Tho book of tho day in England. Scotch of mln- 
ieters arc preaching it. Bishops and workingmen 
are discussing it.

Have you a religion?
Then read “God and My Neighbor" 

and find out what you really believe.
Haye you no religion? . mil
Then read, "God and My .Neighbor” 

arid learn of the best substitute yet de
vised.

Cloth $1.00; Paper 80c., Postpaid.

CHAS. A. KERR & CO,, 54 5th Ave,, Chicago
"The Kingship ot Self-Control." By 

Wm. George Jordan. It treats, of the 
crimes of the tongue,' the’ Red Tape 
duty, the supremo charity of the world, 
the revelation ot reserve power, etc. 
Price 80 cents. For sale at. this office. 

' The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25-cents? Big Bible Stories, cloth: 50 
cento. For sale at this office.
"KealtaS. Causes, and Mectp ” By

M.& Eri«®60esata, _

■July 8, jsut. ,

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSER
Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational songs? 

adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and fairy* 
ilies. By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10.cents. /

Starnos. A rosary of pearls culled from the works of Andrew Jack
son Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart with 
new inspiration. By Dr. Della E. Davis. Price 50 cents. ]

Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricula« 
Confession, and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. 'White.. 
Price, 75 cents. r

Strike of a Sex. A unique story of a strike among women. Price 25c.
Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi

gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony of a Cath
olic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
for having taught it. Price, cloth, $1; postage 14 cents.

Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially, 
interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. . Price 25 cents.

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modem Civilization. With the 
true character of Mary Magdalene, A book full of truth. By George 
W. Biwn, M, D. Price 15 cents. ।

Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents.
The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson 
Tuttle. Price, $1.25.

The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to 
perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.

The Aristocracy of Health, A Study of Physical Culture, and Oiir 
Favorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by the • gifted 
writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson, Price, $1.50.

The Oandle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred and Six' 
Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An in
teresting book. By Wm. Heart. Price 40 cents.

The Crisis. By-Thomas Paine. Price, 25 cents.
The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price, 75 cents.
The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig

ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Discovered Country. A very spiritual book, given through the 
mediumship of the late Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1.

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy
chology to the Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson, 
Price $1.50.

The Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

The Fairy Land of Science, This beautiful book fills a niche in the 
hearts of the young people, Lyceum library literature. By Arabella 
B. Buckley. Price $1.50.

Tho Fountain of Life, or Threefold Power of Sex. A work that; 
should be studied by both man and woman. It is one of the author’s 
most useful and instructive books. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 cts.

The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in Religion. A sensible, logical 
statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational nature, 
A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $'2.25.

The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. By Ralph' 
Waldo Trine. Price 35 cents.

The Great Psychological Crime, which claims that su -.-dive medium
ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of "The Dream 
Child” and “Harmonies of Evolution.” Price $2.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Cams. Fourth edition. 32 pages. 
“An effort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that it may be greater, sublimer, 
and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been 
yet.’’—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to American Civilization, 
A trenchant and masterly treatise. By Prof. W, M. Lockwood. Price, 
25 cents.

The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and bound 
in white covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan. 
Price 30 cents. '

The Life of Jesus. By Ernest Renan. Translated from the'iMagiK’^'
French. Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cents. j,-- e

The Life Radiant. For every one in every walk of life. By Lilian 
Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1.

i

The Lover’s World. A Wheel of Life. Treating on the subjects.of ,• 
love, marriage and parenthood. By Dr. Alice B. Stockham. “The /•' 
Lover’s World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books and life’s- 
experiences, is now returned to the heart of humanity.” Price, silk 
cloth, $2.25.

The Majesty of Calmness. By William George Jordan. Price 30 cts.
The Missing Link of Modern Spiritualism. A most valuable book, 

giving a history of early Spiritualism. Written by Leah Fox Under
hill of the Fox Sisters. Reduced to $1.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature. Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo
ries of superstition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents.

The Mystic Thesaurus. By W. F. Whitehead. Leatherette, Price, $1.
The Other Side of Death. Scientifically examined and carefully de

scribed by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.
The Romance of Jude. A story of the time of Christ, given through 

the mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Cloth bound. Price, 50 cents.
The Power of Truth or Individual Problems and Possibilities. It is 

excellent. By William George Jordan. Price 75 cents.
The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional. This is a most valuable 

book. It comes from an ex-priest, whose character is above reproach. 
By Father Chiniquy. Price $1.

The Prophets of Israel. Popular sketches from Old Testament His
tory, than which no branch of science, in the last generation, has under
gone a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinrich Cornell. Price 25c.

The Principles of Light and Color. Including The Harmonic Laws 
of the Universe, The Etherio Atomic Philosophy of Force, Chromo 
Chemistry, Chromo Therapeutics, and The General Philosophy of Fine 
Forces, Together with Numerous Discoveries and Practical Applica
tions. Illustrated by more than two hundred engravings and four-col
ored plates. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price $5.

The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life sci
entifically expressed in contradistinction from the old theories. By 
Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Religion of Spiritualism, Its Phenomena and Philosophy. This 
work was written by that noble modern savior and grand man—Rev. 
Samuel Watson. A marvelous work. Price $1. . f

The Soul.- Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Em- 
bodiments.’ This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles A 
of reincarnation. By the guides of Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1. W1?

The Soul of Things. These three volumes are among the most popuJ 
la.r works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual philosophy. By 
William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15 cts.

The Soul’s Song of Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D. Barrel^,
Price 10 cents.

The Spiritual Alps, and Hex/ We Ascend Them. A few thoughts <fn 
”How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are- 
subject to it.” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, heaven and hell. A logical statement, proven both by 
facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cents.

The Spiritual Significance. By Lilian Whiting. This book is all that 
the name implies—a spiritual book. Price $1.

The Spiritual Wreath. A new collection of words and music for the 
choir, the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 pages. By 
S. W. Tucker, author of many musical publications. Price 15 cents. ■ '

The Story Hour. For'Children and Youth. A book of short stories, 
written expressly to interest and instruct the young. A good work for 
Lyceums. By Susan H. Wixon. Price $1.

The Sunday Question. A historical and critical review, with replies 
’to ah objector.: Its motto: All time too sacred to do wrong; no time too 
sacred to do good. Price 15 cents.

The Talmud. ' Selections from the contents of that ancient book, its 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the meh 
who made ana commented upon it. By H. Polang.. Price, cloth, $1; i

The To-Morrow of Death, or the Future Life According to Science. 
Is just what it purports to be—what the title indicates—in every chap
ter. By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1.50. ’ -

The Unknown, By the scientific writer, Camille Flammarion.
Price, $2. ■

The Widow’s Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new bools 
of 538 pages by I. K. Funk. A most remarkable and valuable booJuJt- 
Price $2, . - .....  < ’ .

(Continued next week.)
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FOES OF THE SCHOOL SEATTLE, WASH.
DR. SMITH SCORES FRIENDS OF PA

ROCHIAL TRAINING.

This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

HNSWERSi

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
,toe most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and toe style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
.with waiting for the appearance of 

■ their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is xlways 
¡several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. I

NOTICE.—No attention win be given 
•anonymous.letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 

r-’Si correspondence of fais department bus 
(become excessively large, especially let- 

y 'fei. ters of inquiry requesting private an- > Jii'k/'' Bwers, and while J freely give what-, 
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courteay of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Walter Lowenstein: Q. What is toe 
difference between a spirit and an as
tral body?
• Is there objection in the assertion 
that "the law of attraction is God?

The term “astral body” body belongs 
to theosophy, and itn meaning is as ob
scure and befogged as most of the 
terms employed by that cult. It is sup
posed that there is an all-pervading "as
tral fluid” or “blogen" (life-fluid), out 
of which the spirit creates this body, 
it is the “shell,” in and by which the 
spirit makes its appearance. It is en
tirely speculative, and fails to explain 
and unitize the facts.' It is supposed to 
be the body in which ghosts appear, and 
jpirits materialize. It is taken on and 
thrown off, and a spirit, unable to pos
sess itself of this “shell,” may wander, 
forever, disembodied even of this astral 
moonshine.

Between such a body and the real 
spirit body manifest by the spirit being, 
formed of attenuated matter, dlstin.- 
guished as “substance,” there is widest 
difference. The spirit being is entire 
and complete, and the body cannot be 
departed from, or laid aside, or 
changed. Thus organized it has no use 
for an “astral body.”
. There is a very earnest objection in 
Baying the “law of attraction,” or any 
other law or force is God, for if there 

. is a God. he is the all, the sum and in
finite expression, and repulsion, the 
equal of attraction is a correlative part. 
Buch terms show confusion of thought 

. and a .total misunderstanding of the 
, processes of nature. .

W. T. N.: Q. How is the negro prob
lem1 to be solved?
• A. This question is called out by the 
execution of a negro in Texas, for an 
unmentionable crime, committed with 
-iinspeakable atrocity. It was not -a 
lynching, but by “law and order.” Six;

of the natfon. The; scheme of coloniza
tion is chimerical, or the aggregation 
into special territory. The situation, 
briefly, is, the negro is here, he must 
stay, and as a factor that cannot be dis
posed of, must be cared for with the 
greatest charity and wisdom.

The expectation that the time will: 
come when there will be social equality, 
between the two races, or class distinc
tion effaced, will never be answered.

The whites of the South have a more 
than “white man's burden” to bear, and 
must patiently, .wait for the wearing 
away of the results wrought by slavery, 
and seek by true education of the, 
negro, to make him take the place as a¡¡ 
manche left ap a < slave, which none, 
other can fill as well,.

It is not a matter to decide In an 
hour, but In generations. The negro 
has to learn that freedom brings respon
sibilities, and work cannot be escaped. 
The whites have to understand that un
less they draw the negro up, he will 
pull them dbwn.'
■ It will thus be seen that there can be 
no snap device to solve the question, 
The slow processes which malte his
tory must be waited for. After all this 
“negro' question" is in a great measure 
a chimera. Why not allow events to 
take their course, and the negro, with 
all the assistance . citizens of great 
states can give each other find his prop
er adjustment? Thousands and hun
dreds of thousands of the dregs of 
Europe, are yearly brought to this coun
try' penniless, uneducated, brutal, and 
in every way less desirable as citizens 
than the negro. They All the charity 
institutions and prisons, and are a men
ace to free government, yet foreign im
migration is not made a political ques
tion. ■ x

The negro should be held by ihe laws 
of the nation as all other people are 
held, and the race, not made responsible 
for the crimes of a few. He should re
ceive tho samé educational training 
from the government as given the 
whites. He should be allowed, without 
hindrance from prejudice of caste, to do 
anything and everything he can do well..'

In short, make it as easy as possible 
for the negro to take his place and pa
tiently allow him to take it.' Allow of 
evolution and do not force revolution.

THE CAUSE IN ST. LOUIS.

Prof W. F. Peck Makes a Favorable 
„ Report.

Champions American System—Defense 
of Public Schools From Charge That 
They Are Godless—Creeds and Tech
nical Religion Not Taught, It is True, 
but There is Broad Religious Train
ing—The Twins of Civilization.
“I declare that they are the sworn 

and unchanging foe of the public school 
system of this country," said Rev, Jo
sephs. Smith in his sermon, June 26, in 
Washington, D, C., in speaking of the 
friends of parochial schools. He was 
preaching to his congregation In the 
Grace M. E. Church, at Ninth and S 
streets northwest, on the subject of the 
public schools.

"No institution in the land but one 
takes precedence of our schools, and 
that one is our religion," said Dr. Smith 
in beginning bls sermon. He pro
ceeded to show how closely they were 
related, one not being possible without 
tfee other. "Religion without culture be
comes superstition and tyrannizes over 
the individual; religion wjthout educa
tion' is like the foot of a Chinese wo
man, dwarfed and twisted. Religion 
and education are the Siamese twins of 
civilization.”

Vast Sums for Education.
He emphasized how much the nation 

gives for the education of the' children. 
In Washington alone, six and one-half 
millions of dollars are spent annually. 
He considered the equity of taxing.all 
citizens for the support of the schools. 
“The wealth of a country is not in its 
broad acres,” said he;, "not Jn its mines 
of gold, nor in Its foiling prairies; its 
riches are In men, and the value'.of.men 
depends upon their education and cul
ture.”

“No man can live, atone,” he con
tinued. “The difference between. . this 
country tb-day and what it‘was two 
hundred years ago had'been due to the 
society and education of mankind. The 
advance has been because the, path 
from the schoolhouse .to. .the White 
House has been straight,.

“A question has been propounded 
■ much of late, and I suppose that We are
to hear more re minister said,

^.thousand people gathered to witness- 
tne horrible tragedy. While in prison 

. after his sentence, the negro “experi
enced religion," and on the scaffold

■. made a Sunday-school speech,'saying 
, he was ready to die, and told the ne- 

. groes to be good and to meet him in 
heaven.

Not to enlarge on the immorality of a 
.-doctrine that teaches that the most in

famous criminal, by confession of sins, • 
• can be washed clean of crime by the 
' blood of Jesus, and although too de

graded for this world will become a 
■0 shining angel in heaven,let the object- 
lesson be applied to the thousands of 
negroes assembled at the execution. 
They see the criminal for the time 

.’made notorious and a sort of hero, -and 

. although condemned by the judge, par
doned by gospel ministers and sent to 
■the right hand of Christ!

1 • Sucn executions are said to.be for 
the intimidation of the vicious. The 

v; student of psychology will not hesitate 
in declaring that of all provocations to 

• similar crimes, this publicity will prove 
■ the most excitive.

To meet the brutal instincts which 
dominate this class, for the present, at 
least, force must be. used, as it would in 
controlling a herd of animals, but that 
force must not allow the criminal to ex- 

. ploit himself and become ' a hero, or 
martyr in the eyes of those whom it is 

. Intended to Impress.
There should be great charity in con- 

-sidenng this question. It must not be 
-forgotten that the grandfathers, or 

great-grandfathers of the negroes of the 
South were savages in the jungle of 
Africa. Even in the condition of slaves 

■ their advancement in civilization has 
•• been remarkable. Thousands of years 
Intervene between the white race as it 
.is. at present, and its savage ancestors, 

. yet even now, there is a return to sav- 
-agery, and the crime of which the South 
is most abhorrent, is by no means un
common with the whites. South or 
North.

The negroes have rapidly absorbed 
the civilization with which they have 

Mieen surrounded, and shown wonder- 
-jtul capabilities. Yet it has been more 
of absorption than that growth which 
impresses itself by heredity. They have 
■imputed the dominancy of the whites to 
Education, and believe that education 
.will, or ought to give the same position, 
and in this they have been encouraged 
by their white friends. They take edu
cation not as a means but as an end, 
and sufficient for their support.';’

The black race is the oldest in order 
of 'time and the least advanced. It 
never had a civilization of its own dr 
arts, or science or history. Its only 
progress has been under the forced con
ditions of slavery in this country. It 
has proved itself wholly incapable of 
self-government beyond tribal relations. 
Liberia and San Domingo are in evi
dence of what the negro can and will 
do if left to himself.

Tbe fact is before us that the rapidly 
Increasing negro population must be as
signed a place or it will take a place of 
its own.

It cannot be absorbed, or if that were 
possible it would mean the deterioration

To the Editor:—A few words regard
ing toe progress of-our cause in the 
World’s Fair City may be of interest to 
some ot your many readers.

The past year has witnessed, I think, 
a greater accession of interest and num
bers of adherents than any previous 
year in our history; Quite a number df 
new and excellent mediums have been 
developed and to a quiet way many new 
converts hâve bèen made.

The usual tendency, however, to 
weaken our forces by dividing up into 
little bands, led by ambitious but unde
veloped and uneducated mediums is 
manifest to a very regretable degree.

There is also in some quarters a dis
position to exploit a sensational medi
umship, which, while it attracts inter
est and curiosity for a time is almost 
certain to leave as an aftermath a far 
imore stubborn doubt; yet, on the 
whole,, a most gratifying and healthy 
conditions exists in our ranks and St. 

! Louis, heretofore' regarded as slow and 
conservative, seems to have caught the 
spirit of progress manifest in our great 

Î exposition and in a spiritual way we are 
pushing Boston and Chicago very close
ly tor the laurels.

The Church of Spiritual Unity,,.with 
whiçh I -have been connected as speak-1 
er for six years, has had its full share 
in the spiritual prosperity; many names 
have been added to its' membership, 
and, as usual, it comes through the 
year without a dollar of debt resting 
upon it.

Quite a number of mediums from oth
er localities have visited and worked 
with us. Among others Bro. H. C. 
Dorn, of Newark, N. Jersey, whose ex
cellent work and genial and unselfish 
manners won for him a unanimous vote 
of thanks from our members, all of 
whom regretted to part with him.

A most interesting occasion was toe 
public ordination on Sunday evening, 
June 12, of Mrs. Anna Netterfield, wife 
of the well-known Dr. Netterfield (Es- 
panto) as a minister of toe gospel ot 
Spiritualism. ..A large and interested 
audience was present; the ceremonies 
were impressive, and Mrs. Netterfleld’s 
acceptance of the charge and ap
pointment was eloquently and feelingly 
expressed. To toe frlends everywhere 
we unhesitatingly commend Sister Net
terfield as one not only qualified men
tally for Her work, but'whose beautiful 
character , makes, her an honor-to toe 
cause she serves.

The Writer starts in a short time to 
fill his anuual camp-meeting duties. He 
will be at the Chesterfield, Ind., camp 
from the 14th to the 27th of July; then 
to'Clinton, Iowa, for the entire camp 
season, beginning the last Sunday in 
July, and closing the last Sunday in 
August. ■

In the meantime his platform in St 
Louis will be occupied by some of the 
very best talent fa our ranks. So far 
toe list of speakers is "as follows: Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, Sundays, July 3 
and 10; Dr, j; M. Peebles-, July 17 and 
24; Moses Hull,’August 7 and 14. Oth
ers will be announced in due time. Vis
itors to toe Fair should not fail to avail 
themselves of the opportunity to hear 
and meet with these master minds, the 
ablest among, th&many able and noted 
teachers that Spiritualism can boast.

St Louis, Mo. W. F.. PECK.

to emphasizing another point. “It is 
why we do not set up .a republic to the 
Philippines and give,the Filipinos their 
independence. One word answers that 
and sums up toe colossal objection.' It 
is ignorance. Instantly a score of ignor-1 
ant leaders would spring up to advance 1 
their causes, bringing murder to the in
habitants and destruction to toe pros
perity of the islands. ' ■ ' '

Religion In the Schools,
"Finally there is a phase of the ques

tion of which I must speak,” Dr. Smith 
continued, “one which I would rather 
omit, but without which no discussion 
of the school question would be com
plete. That is the relation of the pub
lic schools to religion.”

In toe broad interpretation ,ot the 
word, religion is taught to the schools, 
according to Dr. Smith. Pupils are- 
taught that it is better to do right than., 
wrong, to live noble lives than Ignoble. 
"Yet there are people who contend that 
our schools are Godless because their 
creed is not táught," said he. “Relig
ion in the technical sense cannot , be 
taught in the schools, because there are 
enF-lled the Protestant and the Papist, 
the Jew and toe Gentile, the orthodox 
and the Infidel. .

Why objections should be raised to 
the reading of such selections as the- 
Ten ,gonimandments> -many of ' - the 
Psalms, and the Setmon on.the Mount, 
he copld hardly discern, bnt that objec
tions were raised he was fully aware.

Comparison of Illiteracy.
He then attempted to show by figures 

regarding illiteracy that the highest 
rate'is in countries where creeds or re
ligion to toe technical sense of the 
word were taught He emphaslzed-tfiat 
53 per cent of toe people are illitéríté 
in Italy, the home of the Pope, and that 
in Catholic Spain there are 72 per Cent

“Every teacher in. the public-schbcils 
knows that the pupils who come to- her 
from parochial schools in this country 
do not compare in thoroughness • of 
their training with the child to the pub
lic schools. They insist that they can
not permit their children to grow up to 
ignorance of God. Can any one who 
saw those 189 graduates from our high 
schools last Wednesday night say that 
.•they are Godless boys .and girls.;. "Can 
you possible believe that they,rare'toe 
product of Godless schools,, schools" of 
vice and sin. I declare that thes frieñds 
of the parochial schools, are the.swofn 
and unchanging foes of .the public 
school system of the country.- Let us 
advocate toe highest institution in this 
country, next to Christianity, and the 
noblest of all, the public schools of our 
country. Whatever your faith my-b'e, 
stand by the schools of the land.’’ ■'

SAYS ROOSEVELT WILL FAIL. ’

A BRIEF

Of the Free Course taf; lectures to Be 
Given at Lily Dale.xN.X, by J. Clegg 
Wright and Prof. W. M7 Lockwood.
This course of lectures will cover the 

entire current seaso^t th^ camp.
J. Clegg Wrlqh^i Ljjy Dale.

The following subjects Will be treated 
fa public and during thetoourse of the 
camp-meeting. bon> u I

It will be a complete presentation of 
tee great problems faioriiXIie spiritual 
student to-day. ail > ml

The course will beta ta<a®ugh exposi
tion of toe subjecteiSihictohave in all 
ages engaged the wisest'mbn.

The Evolution, of-1 riJvhfg Forms— 
The Foundation and Hvbllftlon of' Mor
als—The Evolution of Body and Mind— 
The Evolution of Human Consciousness 
—A Study of-Consciousness- as Mani
fested in Man—SpiritM Consciousness 
—The Return ofSpirits—Mediumship 
Considered as the Foundation of Mod
ern Spirltualism-^The Faffure oi Pllil- 
osophy and Religion to-’Prove Another 
Life Beyond ihe Grave—The Evolution 
of Religion. - v

The Soul an Eternal Entity—Sub-Con
sciousness — Sub-Consciousness; Its 
Plane and Power—The -Heredity of In
tellect, of Feeling and Passion.

The Problems of Personality and Em
bodiments Considered—The Difference 
Between Soul and Mind Defined.

The Mind After- Death—Can Mind Re
call toe Past Embodiments of the Soul?

Where Is ths Spirit World?
What Is Christ? .Will Christ Come 

Again?- ‘I:
. These and other great problems will 
be entered upon during the course ot 
the meeting. Mr. Wright's engage
ment covers the whole meeting.
Prof. Lockwood's Celebrated Lectures. 

Natural Phitaftophy.
The Basis of All Organization and Be

ing Inheres fa Ngture and Cosmic Evo- 
i lution. <

No System of Philosophy or Belief is 
True That Does Not Recognize the 
Processes of Natural- Development

The Old Ideals of tae< Duality of Mat- 
■ ter and Spirit Refuted' by Modern Dis
coveries. •

Spirit and Spiritual Forces the Basis 
at AR Organization and Form fa Cos
mic Process. <''

Nature Evolves Formative or Shap
ing Principles—The "¡SoUl of Things. 
The Form, the Phenomenon’ ot This 
Soul Principle. dl -

AH Nature Related-toy Principle? of 
Electro Magnetism, as’ is Witnessed in 
the Development of its' Various Forms.-

The Relation of -.Consciousness to 
Consciousness or of Soul to Soul Are

Woman Prophet Predicts He,Wlji Not 
Succeed Himself, ■.<■•

Natural Relations. .. !..
The Brain the Receiving Station of 

the Conscious Intellect;, Its Variation; 
in Organization, The Relation of Mind 
to Conscious Processed • All Forms of 
Life Are Symbols of Mu Invisible Actu
ating Energy, Which iWe Goll the Soul
of Things. ■it ■ efl-

The Subtlety of tofoHumifa Intellect, 
.'and Its Capacity to .Impressed With 
Llts Two Thousand Ml]JioUjiillerve Cells 
! and fibres... ,t. .. mti.

. The Science of Psychology the Savior 
ot the World. Z ‘ ,3

All.processes in NMhreiJBsycliic and 
Invisible, This Truth [the -jasis of the 
Spiritual Philosophy. ->n > b.ii

Scientific proofs ofwConscious . Life 
.Beyond the Grays EstabHshjd Upon the 
Data of the Co-retotion oiof Mental 
Forces, and the Conaeffvatiop of Mental 
Energies. is : -mu

Prof. Lockwood’s Igptujas cover a 
„vast field-of scientlficr research and. ev- 

d^a^ment/Will-berihiirwghly, dem-, 
onstratecj by beautlfulxseiejitlflc exgeri- . 
meets ani.illustrations. ' 

. ¡Special lectures,upon the X-ray, wire
less telegraphy,,and Atmospheric-Spec
tra', introducing Prof. Crookes' scale of 
six vacuum, tubes, will be given. These 
lectures and those of J. Clegg Wright 
,will be given in alternate association as 
in former years and comprise a magnifi
cent course of study cgifi investigation, 
not given in any other; .camp to the 
United States. „

Efficient and Suggestive Work of the 
■ Ladies'Auxiliary. p

It has occurred to the undersigned, as 
secretary of the Ladies' Auxiliary of the 
First Spiritualist Society of Seattle, 
that it is high time our sister societies 
and co-workers for the cause should 
know what is going ou out here in 
Seattle.

We are working hard for, and are de
termined to have In the near future, a 
Spiritualist tqmple, and I will try aud 
give you a brief outline of our method, 
as an incentive for other societies , 
equally ambitious to spread the truth.

Some three or four months ago it was 
suggested at a regular session of the 
Auxiliary that a dancing class be 
started for the "old-young" people to 
bring about a more sociable spirit 
among our members. A professor had 
been spoken to in regard to teaching 
such u class, and he had agreed to un
dertake a class of not less than twenty, 
at one dollar per month per capita. 
This was reported, but almost as soon 
as mentioned was adversely received by 
one Of the: most earnest workers, This 
lady declared It foolish to pay so much 
money outside toe society when it 
might all be turned toward the nucleus 
for a building fund. She offered . her. 
services as teacher and the use of her 
beautiful parlors at her home on Bea
con Hill, free of charge, all moneys for 
tuition, to be placed-in the bank toward 
the building of, a temple.

This proposition brought the mem
bers to their feet at once, the offer was 
accepted and a vote of thanks tendered 
the lady, Mrs. G. W. Stetson, for hier 
generous offer. The following Monday 
evening a good-sized class met and en
joyed the evening. We continued meet
ing each week ut Mrs. Stetson’s until 
the class reached such proportions that 
the specious parlors would not accom
modate us and we were forced to rent a 
hajl. The gentlemen generously con
tribute each Monday night toward the 
hall rent, and we were much gratified at 
our last meeting to be Informed that 
there is at present In the bank |150, 
known as- the Ladies’ Auxiliary Build
ing Fund. This fund, is held in trust by 
Mrs. G. W. Stetson, Mrs. Loie F. Prior, 
Mrs. Hathaway and our President, Mrs. 
E. Lapworth.s

This brief outline may prove an idea 
tor sbme other society to start, if not 
a dancing club, perhaps a literary or 
musical affair that will be just as en
joyable and successful.

The Auxiliary aleo gives an enter
tainment once every month, for the ben
efit of the First Society, consisting of a 
program and dance. The'program for 
the next one, to be held June 30, will be 
under the personal direction of Mrs. G. 
W. Stetson, whom we consider a dra
matip artist. The society or auxiliary 
held its regular sesion June 17, at the 
home of Mrs. Stetson.

After the transaction of business the 
ladles spent a pleasant hour in the 
grounds enjoying the flowers and quaint 
little nooks, most - noticeable among 
them being the artificial brook and the 
Japanese tea house, after which we re
turned to the house to partake of a 
dainty luncheon, served in Mrs. Stet
son’s inimitable manner. À vote of 
thanks was tendered our hostess and 
we departed to our respective homes 
with naught but harmony. Those pres
ent were Mrs. E. Lapworth, president; 
Mrs. Parr, treasurer; Mrs. E. L. Pome- 

• roy, secretary; Mesdames Prior, Kirk, 
Benson, Stetson, Hemenway,Lundy and 
Stevenson. :The last-named ladies'be- 

ttag- new acquisitions, «having pome here' 
: a few. weeks ago from Minneapolis 

where their work as mediums ot a'high 
order is well knpwn and voucaed for. 
"The visitors present were Mrs. Ray of 
California, Mrs, French, Hart and Bar
nett, of Seattle.

EVELYN L, POMEROY, 
Secretary.

I SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.
I M Is Important when a meeting la 
suspended, that notice be given us, so 

- that inquirers may not be mislead. ■ We 
i J^ant new,notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls-at'the present tlXDOi

German SplrituaUsti SocIet/'on 
the West Side.- Meetings every Sunday- 
at 8 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W, 18th street. ■ 

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
ayenup,,every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. E. J, Hanson,.pastor.,

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o clock at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenL-ri. Jackson 

; Park cars pass the door. The. best tal
ent available will be secured far all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
mnn?1 t!lls?001etX- Address all pom- 
snrnaiitiOna t0-,Mrs- Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street 
Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th street.

t*16 Truth Society meets 
ctU.nd?y aj the northwest corner of 

rrwfJ11661 a"do c°ttage Grove avenue.
S, p'm " and lecture and 

p^tor ‘ 8 ° C1°Ck' Mrs' M' A' Burland, 

proSresalvfi Society holds aerv- 
HvBh.eVery Sunday at 183 East Norte 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 n m 
Good speakers, tests and messages at nTTSi°n- Mrs' Hilbert pXn 

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
SfatWhV >H0D-klaa’ 528 West 
Sixty-third street, every Sunday even
ing at 8 o clock. Conference in the af 
ternoon at 3. The Ladies’ AujdBarv 5^ T»rSday afternoM 2 
name number. Harry j. Moore> lec.

JunPV’r «Ught servIcea conducted by 
erv R,?Jak^rnerei1' at 7;3° o'clock ev- 2 Soffit“ B"“«»•
HMI 152 a6 N±.ff at 7:3« lD Brandt’s 
wSdand C^n?UaendbeX 

TUFDAr t 7:30 in Garfield

»•11- J«.pb, ¿SU' ’

gwM. .-■;«■ as
Sunday Conference at 3 p. m I er 1 
863 Ewt «n“; T,e nal1 nuaiber is 361- 
Isa Ctevdwd U Conducted by Mrs.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
5. 96’ givrn Very> Sunday evening at 7:30 
Pauli^Xt

Spiritual Chureh^Ucht^und' W^r 

S every Sunday eventag ,atNnrti Ck 1U Wlcker park Hail, 501 W

and others. Qoodmusim ' 
Th© Spiritual Unity SonintvST® KJ* •• “ “5 ’K
Central Spiritual Church will hold 

a»;*«™»

it?*0 Universal Occult Society holds

Sita*"fr 0»Charles t to,/? renowner. medium,
S s'nPm nn’ p,syohlc- Confer’ 

• p . 3 P- Hegular service at 8

|| Read This List of || 
PREMIUMS.

OUR ELEVÉÑ BEAUTIFUL AND USB 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
■ on Thia Earth to Form the Nucleus of 

a Splendid Library Along Spiritual* 
' Jstic, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 

• Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro* 
greislve Thinker.

BOOK. REVIEW

NEW BOOK.
Psychic Light

BY MRS. DRAKE.
Important Addition to Our Literature.

Mrs. Maud Lord'Drake has a national 
reputation as a medium/- The manifes
tations given through her. mediumship 
have been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this .title: “PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE." It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold.your, 
attention from the -beginning to the 
end. It is chockful of stirring inci
dents. Price of, this large volume, only 
$1.50 postpaid.

Editor Post:—I am a Republican 
since the days of Fremont, for. whom. I 
cast my first vote. All along I'have 
supposed that in the forthcoming Presi
dential election the Republican nominee 
for President would win put fordbvique 
reasons. ..j - j■.
- But “by-thdipowers” I am told other- 
wise. This evenlng.it wan my-luck to 
interview a certain old lady, who Is, in 
general and particular, as 'ignorant ot 
politics and all that pertains thereto'as 
an untutored Filipino or a ten-year-old 
child. Yet-thls same old lady, from out 
of the depths of her ignorance, has the 
happy faculty of receiving certain infor
mation of such a definite and unusual 
character, wherein accuracy is a fore
gone conclusion, that baffles beyond 
measure her circle of friends.'

She affirmed the election of Cleve
land when he was first nominated with 
a persistency all her own and in open 
opposition to the views of her husband; 
she also affirmed with equal persistency 
Cleveland’s failure to succeed himself,, 
and Harrison’s success, and announced 
long before it occurred Cleveland’s sec
ond election; predicted McKinley’s 
election and his sudden exit.

And now before any nominees .had 
been selected, she proclaimed, contrary 
to my views and expectations,.. that 
Roosevelt will not succeed' himself. 
Thcreader, ,lf so Inclined, may put these 

। items and facts to his mental pipe and 
1 smoko them, or pass them by as tho 
1 idle wind, but “what is writ is writ.” 
| B. A. GEORGE.

Washington, D. Ci ■

Hay-Fever and Aslhrria -Cure at Last
It gives us great'pleàsiïre to announce 

.the discovery. of a positive cure tor 
Hay-Fever and Asthma, in toe wonder
ful Kola Plant, a new-iptanic product 
found On the Congo River, "West Africa, 
'the cures wrought, by. if in the worst 
cases, are really maryefaus. Sufferers 
of twenty to fifty years’ Standing have 
been at once restored, to.imaltc by-the 
Kola Plant Compound- Among others, 
many ministers of the.gpspel testify to 
ith wonderful powers.. L "

. Rev. F. F. Wyatt, the notedrEvangellst, At>l- iehe, Texas, writes was cured ot Bay-Eever and 
Asthma after eight years suffering and had no 

.return ot the disease. Rev. S. H. Eisenberg. Ph.Dn Centre Hall, Pa., perhaps ojie of the worst 
cases, was permanentiy^cured after many voars’ suffering. Rev. D. S. Honkltis, Wilson, Ind. Ter., 
writes May 25th; hiswito Wab’óìiréd two years 
ago after eight years, suffering, ■ Hundreds of 
others give similar testimony,. Hay-Fever suf
ferers should use thè medicine before thé season 

.of attacks when practical to give it time to act on the system.
. To prove to -you beyond doubt its 

wonderful curative power, the Kola 
Importing Go., No; H68- Broadway 
New York, will send a farge case of the 
Kola Compound free by mail to every 
reader of The Progressive Thinker who 
suffers from any form of, Hay-Fever or 
Asthma. This is very fair, and we ad
vise sufferers to send '-$)£..& case. . It 
costs you nothing and you should surely 
try it . . . . ■

■■ ■ —*r*’.» »,>liJi,!"« ™
■ DEATH.»-'

■■■ - -■;■- -ir:.-,
O Death, thou art not “thagrim-terror,” 
Tho “fell destroyer” painted'by super-

• ■ stltion’s brush -M ■ 
In days gone by. ' - '
Thou art the messengbrvof-peacd and 
, ■ rest; O Death— L- ■'•'■ • ' 
.The friend of man, - ;
Sent, by unerring lov^ei- be 
To take the captive hottne.-f X 
At thy command, O migtityirifonarch, 
The enchained soul itssfetiefcfbrehks ■ ; 
And leaves its prison CMI. TH, '
Thou touchest with toy ma^b wand ' 
Its prison bars and tlw i tiUO .rent, fa 

twain. or..- >an '
At thy behest its earthly ■cfiSins asun- 

. der fall. .el b 1
And the liberated sculpin alites pristine 

beauty, iS-u- ib ■
Emerges, on exultant-wing, bt •' • 
From its low. tenement! clhyjs;.. 
And through' thy pearlyipoftdls-sweeps 

onward de - me
in its glorious flight, oE ‘ > q - . ■ .
To rainbow-tinted rentals x© peace,- 
To claim, forever, its dihinffitaaritage 
Of everlasting life and:fave. .8 ■'

EMMA M. HARRINGTON.
1 DeWitt, Iowa. - >

“ftotV Shall I Seconde a Medí 
lini/’ Fillip /tnsweied

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its" Conditions 
Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 

’Wents. Send to Mr. Tuttle^ Berlin Height^ O 
. -f.- ■ ■— ■■’ ■■■■.,.... - ...... ■ -........ -.......

“The Commandments Analyzed.’* By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great in
congruities. Price 25 cents

•‘Religions and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine," Contains bls celebrated 
«Age of Reason,", and a number of tet
ters and discourses on religious and the- 
©logical aabj^to Cloth binding, ^ 

Frise |L For sal® at , thia sac®.

How to Use-the Voice in Reading and 
Speaking.- A text book of education for 
colleges, high schools and for self-in
struction. ByEd. Amherst Ott • <-

A fitting companion to Prof. Esen- 
wein’s excellent volume on How to At
tract and Hold an Audience, is this 
book prepared with much thought, care 
and thoroughness by Principal Ott.

Hinds & -Noble, publishers, New 
York.

A thorough and systematic course of 
voice culture, of great practical benefit 
to public speakers and readers. A com
plete text book for . teachers and learn
ers. -Price $1.26.

"Death, Its Meaninf’ond Results.” 
By J. K -Wilson, of thS 'Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol- 
ume, of decided' value. A' narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in tho ' au
thor’s experience. Cloth, <560 pages; U- 
lusttated, r ■ -- - --'i - r-
■ “Chita Culture, Accoiÿing to' too 
Laws of Physiological -Psychology and 
Montai Suggestion.” By Newton -N. 
tllddolL A most excellent work for all 
who have the care ar trafalag <® «fell- 
dren. Pries.« ©safe 7^. ', .. 
, “Death lfafcate-d; ori,fâ®.PSycMa Bo 
eret ef How to Kw Yffe” ' ft J, <

'•i‘W

How to. .Attract and Hold an Audi
ence. A popular treatise on the nature, 
preparation and delivery of .public- dis
course. By J. Berg Esenweln, A. M., 
Lit D. Price $1.

Hinds & Nojjlet publishers, New 
York. .■■•..'... .>•

It can; be truthfully said-of this book, 
that ’ it is/thoroughly concise, method
ical, replets with common sense, com
plete. In. his .logical; method, the clear
ness of his.style,, in his-mastery of the 
subject, the author is not excelled by 
the very âblçst . teachers,¡..pf the art of 
expression. Tp.the man or .woman who 
speaks to public, the information con
tained ip this book is invaluable.

?. Zion's Herald, a ..;capable authority, 
says: ‘ • ■ ' .- . ■■

' “We.heàriily. wish,..every preacher 
who has nôt hàdtüie..advantages. of spe
cial training in ' public speaking could 
read and assimilate the. excellent sug
gestions made in'th'is book. ItTB broad, 
scholarly and- critical,7 and at the same 
time fresh and invigorating. The most 
'commendable feature about it, perhaps, 
is the light it turns upon the specific de
tails of the preparation and delivery of 
sermons, addresses, lectures; etc. It en
ables the student to see himself as if in 
a mirror and recognize bls defects and 
their cause at once. This prompt rec
ognition of faults and shortcoming^ in
tensifies the effect of the directions for 
their eradication and the development 
of latent qualities and powers. If you 
are engaged in thé . business of public 
speaking and wish to increase your 
power and usefulness, get the book at 
once and read it through from lid to lid, 
and then keep it within easy reach for 
frequent reference.”

The Rising Sun Spiritual - Mission 
holds its meetings every Sunday at 
2:30 and 7:45. Sunday school at 1:30. 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue. All welcome.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening service, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all sumfaer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street.

Evangelical Spiritual meetings, Sun
days, Van Buren Opera House, at 2:30 
and 7:45 p. m. Mrs. L. J. Jaquet, inspi
rational speaker.
. A Spiritualist Temple has been 

-opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening it 8 
o’clock. Tests and musK at every ser
vice.

Spiritual meetings are held at 326 
Wells street by Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. 
Wickland; Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o’clock and Friday evenings at 8 
o’clock. Residence, 616 Wells street.

The Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall C. R. Gilray, pastor. Dur
ing the months of June and July the 
meetings will be conducted by the re
nowned medium, Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley. Her old friends win have an 
opportunity of hearing her once piore.

The Independent Spiritualists meet 
every Sunday, 8 p. m., St. George's Hail, 
3337 State street Mrs. W. Brockway 
with “proof positive tests” which dum- 
found the skeptic and set thé serious to 
thinking.

- United Spiritualist Research Meeting, 
Schott’s Hall, Racine and. Belmont ave
nue. every Sunday at 2:30 p. m. R. M- 
Esser, lecturer, and other mediums.

. Church of the Spirit, Schiller. Build
ing, 109 East' Randolph street, con
ducted by Prof. Wm. Fitch Ruffle. Ser
vices every Sunday at 11 a, m. . Brief 
address, closing with readings for . all. 
3 p. m., brief address, followed by tests
and mental telepathic demonstrations. 
Speakers and mediums invited. . 8 p. 
m., address, followed by messages,

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

News..
You can do It by reading each week 

The Progressive -Thinker. The Philo- 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, ia 
the marvel of the age. No one can af
ford to be without the paper. - Its pries 
Is within the reach of nJl.

“The Spiritual Significance; or, Death 
as an Event fa Life." ■ By Lilian Whit
ing. One of - Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely- interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. For sate at this office. 
■Prtc&Sl.- ." - .•;•••' v-- 
. "Nsver-Esfaing Life Assured by Sci
ence." -By Daniel- KeM Tennsy, A 
stroag and-fcws

Wat ma

WORDS OF CAUTION.
'. You should not send money In a let
ter, You may do so a dozen times safe- - 
ly, and then the next remittance may, 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and then you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

Remember,-please, that It costs ten 
cents to get a personal check at a bank . 
in Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent.

Remember, please, that we have only 
four books which we send out now for 
25 cents each. Vve cannot allow you to 
select any other book in the list at that price.

Remember, please, that you are not 
entitled to any of the Premium Books 
unless you send in with your order a 
year's subscription to The Progressive Thinker.

Remember, please,that the safest way 
to make a remittance is to secure a pos
tal order.

Remember, please, that these books 
are used exclusively as premiums, the 
editor desiring no profits, his sole ob- 
ject being to do a HUMANITARIAN 
WORK ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC, 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not for sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistakes and 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di
rect with this office, Instead of through 
a news agent

Remember, please, that ail of our 
Premium Books are neatly and substan
tially bound in cloth, and ore an orna
ment to any library.

Read our Premium Offer, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send for The 
Progressive Thinker when you desire 
one or more premium books. Please 
bear this in mind.

Every person who sends In a yearly 
subscription to 'the Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make his selection from the 
following list for TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS:

1. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book this year. Price 
25 cents.

2. Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World. 
Price 25 cents.

3. A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Price 25 cents.

4. Seers of the Ages, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 25 cents.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
If you order only one book, and that 

one neither of the books mentioned 
above, the price is 40 cents each.

We have only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you can select from them as 
follows:

Any two of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any tour ot the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.80.

Any six of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of uie Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, prive $2.90.

Any ten of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 
Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled in this country or 
Evrtope, Our principal alm Is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 

FOR $3.35.

WHENCE AND WHITHER ?
An Inquiry Into the Nature of the Soul, 

; Ite Origin and Destiny. 1

- BY DR. PAUL CARUS. ’

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

’ This little book treats of the central / 
problems of all religion; the nature of 
the ego; the Origin, development, and 
destiny of the human personality; spir
itual heredity/the dissolution Of tho 
body and the preservation dt- the soul;; 
the nature of human immortality; man-: 
kind's. Ideals; the rational basis of eth
ics, etc., all from the standpoint of mod
ern psychology and biology. 188 pages. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents. . . , .

“Dr. Carus answers the question: "Is 
Life Worth Living?” very fully and sat
isfactorily. The whole is a compre
hensive and helpful treatise."—Journal 
of Education, Boston.

"The Majesty of Calmness; or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities." By 
Wm. George Jordan.' -Another valnhblo 
little work, Price 29 cents; For sale at 
this office.

.•'Boeial Upbuilding,. Including (Jo-op- 
eratAve Systems and the Happiness^and
Ennoblement oí Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D™ M. Dl This comprises 
tt» teM parid Hornig<Wtr» aa4

and

and

and
4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun

dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
.Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium. r.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

■ to—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
•Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

REMITTING.
When you send in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and send for them. They are 
■very valuable. They are intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fail to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker. „

Sending out these pretaiuni books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of the subscription of ’ 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view-of the fact that we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, much 
more than any other Spiritualist paper 
now published.
, In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, illustrating ' the 
great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, tho like of which was never 
known before on this material plane.

Address all orders to
J. R. FRANCIS,

• 40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois.

■• ''Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of tho authorte latest and choicest
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and'with 
portrait of the author. Price 75 cents. 
. "Talmagean Inanities, incongruities. 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a He* 
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’S oft-repeated attacks

__ " ■ By Moses Hull.
EW^leat thteoSea, Hw tea e®ta,

©ass. Sta» upon Spiritualism.'
X ', V J EW htertto 0®
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ains of

baked sweet apples, and 
the best supper 1 ever ate. 
was small but clean and 
the furniture rude but 
Poverty was everywhere

Sifter ZObànp Ideare.❖

A Psychic Story, by Mrs. 1, L Lewis, Bethel, Vt.
"It Is no use,” said my husband, “we 

can go no farther to-night. The har
ness is broken and cannot be mended 
till daylight."

“What are we going to do?” I asked 
anxiously.

“There is a little old farm house be
hind those trees ahead of us,” said my 
husband from his position beside the 
horse, "and they have a light I see, and 
1 can smell smoke,, so they must have a 
fire. It is a poor enough place, but-it 
will furnish warmth and a shelter irom 
this pouring rain. I am sorry to have 
to ask it, B6th, but I think you will have 
to get out of the carriage and walk. I 
shall try and hold the harness together 
until we reach the house.”

My husband spoke cheerfully and af
ter the first disappointment at thought 
of not seeing my sister that night had 
passed away, my spirits rose and I said, 
"If we must stop by the way, we will 
make the best of it and get and give all 
the good we can."

We were a drenched and forlorn-look
ing couple that presented ourselves at 
the farm-house door. An old man in 
bls shirt-sleeves, and wearing overalls, 
came to the door in answer to my hus
band’s knock. In his hand he held a 
tallow candle set in a tin candle stick. 
At first he seemed a good deal bewil
dered and peered out into the darkness 
at us until the wind flared the candle 
and blew about his thin white hair, but 
as soon as he comprehended the situa
tion his furrowed face lighted with 
kindly solicitude and he said heartily, 
"Keep ye? Why, of course we will. 
We wouldn't keep out a dog such a 
night as this, would we mother?" look
ing over his shoulder into the house. 
"Come right in, ma’m, come right in by 
the fire,” lie said to me, and then peer
ing out still farther into the darkness, 
he called cheerfully, "and you, sir, drive 
out to Ihat shed at your left and I will 
come right out with the lantern as 
quick as 1 can get on my coat.”

A sweet faced, motherly-looking 'wo
man, with snowy white hair, came for
ward and helped me off with my wet 
wraps, which she at once put a-drying. 
She brought a large rocking chair cov
ered with bright patchwork and placed 
it for me before an odd-looking high- 
oven stove in which she stirred a brill
iant fire. She then lighted a second 
tallow candle and proceeded to cover 
the table with a heavy linen table
cloth which she told me she had spun 
and woven herself.

"I haven’t got much cooked,” she 
said, “ but I can give you something 
hot and it will help you get warm.”

After the two. men had returned from 
caring for the horse, and were properly 
washed and dried, we sat down to 
steaming hot hominy and milk and

I thought it 
The kitchen 

orderly, and 
comfortable, 
discernible,

but there was not a trace of neglect.
After the supper table was cleared 

we drew around the fire and after a lit
tle general conversation my husband 
asked a question which to his delignt 
drew our host into relating incidents of 
bygone days when the country was new 
and railroads and modern conveniences 
were unknown. At toe conclusion of 
one of his stories I turned to my host
ess and said, "Have you and your hus
band always lived here?’.’.

"Oh, no,” she answered, "we have 
lived here only forty years. Before we 
came here we lived among the mount-

and we might have been
living there now if something had not 
happened. I’ve a mind to tell the lady 
that story, Father." she said, looking at 
her husband inquiringly.

"If you tell the whole of it she may 
think you are lying to her,” he said, re
garding me critically.
t My hostess shook her head. "I be
lieve I'll risk it.” she said slowly; 
“some way I feel as If I had got to tell 
it to her.”

' "Then do so, by all means,” said my 
husband, kindly.

Thus encouraged the old lady began, 
timidly at first, but with a clearness 
and vigor that surprised me as she 
went on. As nearly as possible I will 
give the story as she told it to me.

"It was in the month of April that it
happened. Father here”—nodding in 

•her husband’s direction—“left me the 
Monday after Thanksgiving and went to 
a lumber camp in Canada and I did not 
see him again until the next May. I 
was a young woman, and had two chil
dren In those days. At the time of 
which I am telling, my boy was twelve 
and my girl ten years old.

“We lived in a little village built upon 
the left bank of river. The channel of 
the river at that place was narrow and 
a very high and rocky hill rose almost 
straight up from the bank opposite the 
village. Several miles farther up the 
river there was a large dam and -above 
that at this time there Was an ice jam. 
We had a late spring, but about the 
middle of April it suddenly came on 
very warm. A soft wind blew from the 
south and tfie skies changed from a cold 
gray to a soft golden look and the birds 
began to come back and the maples be
gan to turn red. Then it. began to rain, 
and how it did pour! The snow in the 
fields and on the nearer hills disap
peared as if by magic, and great brown 
patches began to appear upon the 
sides of the more . distant mountains. 
Every tiny stream suddenly assumed 
gigantic proportions and came leaping 
and roaring down the hills and mount
ains with a fury that swept every ob
stacle from Its pathway. The villagers 
and those owning farm's upon the 
banks of the river began to gather in 
unusual numbers upon the steps of the 
store and in the open door of the black
smith’s shop, and as they talked they : 
kept glancing anxiously up the river. It 
was early in the morning of the 18th,. 
and we had just got up from the break
fast table when I noticed there was' a 
great excitement in the street; men and 
boys were running here and 'there 
shouting, and dogs were barking' ex
citedly. I rushed out of doors just at 
the rignt moment to see a black horse 
covered with foam, whose bare-headed 
rider was shouting, ‘The dam is giving 
way—run for your lives! to the hills! to 
the hills! The inhabitants at the lower 
end of the village and nearest thé river 
■were already flocking but of their 
homes. It was a scene of wild excite
ment. Women were running here and 
there, men shouting,- dogs howling and 
children screaming ^vlth fright. Some 
were hastily snatching their.most treas
ured belongings which could be carried,- 
some were liberating horses and cattle, 
and all were looking out for themselves 
and those they loved best.

: "It probably, did not talto me longer 
than a second of time to take all tills 
In. Then I hurried into the house and 
while my children' were hurrying oh" 
tneir "wraps I tied a few .small articles- 
into a bundle and giving them to my- 
son, and telling him to take hls Bister’s 
hand and under no consideration to get 

’ separated irom her. but to Meten with

our neighbors to the hill at the west of 
the village,-1 put on a few light wraps 
and flew down ihe street in an opposite 
direction. ' One thing I have always re: 
membered as being peculiar anq that is 
that in that hour of deadly peril'! took 
notice of little things that were of no 
importance. I remember that I noticed 
that old Grandma Smith had her best 
bonnet on backside front, and Miss 
Dunn, the dressmaker, carried a bird 
cage in one hand and a struggling gray 
cat in the other, while little Pat, the 
blacksmith’s boy ran with a squealing 
little pig clasped to his breast, and I can 
now distinctly recall the delicate look 
of the pink and white ears that flapped 
against the boy’s ragged jacket as he 
ran.

“On the edge of the river lived a dear 
friend of my mother’s who was old and 
lame and 1 was filled with concern lest 
her nieces with whom she lived might 
leave her (o her fate. Near my 
friend's home was the stable where 1 
kept my horse, my father’s last gift to 
me ,and of which 1 was both proud and 
fond. I rushed into my friend’s home, 
which seemed to deserted and called 
loudly, ’Aunt Hannah! Aunt Hannah!’ 
She" answered me from her bedroom 
where she lay covered in bed. "Ob! 
Aunt Hannah!" I shouted as I burst 
into the room, “the dam is giving way, 
and the village will be destroyed!”

“1 know it, child,” she answered 
calmly; “the girls have left me, but 1 
can die here just as well as anywhere.”

“Gat up quickly," 1 said, “and get on 
some clothing. I am going to the stable 
and get Billy and will come for you.”

I rushed out of the house and down 
the narrow pathway over the bare and 
slippery ledges to the barn. I threw 
open the stable door and was greeted 
fey a shrill neigh followed by a whim- 

। per. 1 untied the trembling horse and 
led him out. ‘It is true than an animal 
senses approaching danger just as I 
have read that it is,’ I thought, as with 
eager hands I threw the harness upon 
him.

"It had for some time been growing 
Clark, and as I worked I became con
scious of a deeper gloom. Great black 
thunderclouds came rolling up over the 
snowy tops of the mountains and the 
rumble of thunder grew louder. We 
were to have the first thunder shower 
of the season to add to the other hor
rors. As I put the frightened and im
patient horse into the wagon that had 
not been used since the tall before, 
there fell upon my ears a mighty risk
ing roar that although far away seemed 
to swallow up and overwhelm every 
other sound in its awfulness. It seemed 
to me that my fingers were sticks ot 
wood and that I could never buckle the 
straps of that harness. I felt like one 
in a nightmare who climbs stairs only 
to slip backward. I must have worked 
with great rapidity, but each moment 
seemed an hour. At last I stood before 
the door where my aged friend, white
faced and shaking as one with the 
palsy stood awaiting me. Clearer and 
stronger came that mighty roar. With 
a strength I never before or since pos
sessed I lifted my friend into the buggy. 
At that moment there crawled to my 
feet a small dog whining piteously. He 
was the picture of abject terror and his 
great .brown eyes met mine with a hu
man look of pleading. I tossed him 
into my friend’s lap and sprang Into 
the wagon and away we bounded 
through mud-puddles and snow-drifts, 
with patches of. solid ground between. 
There came a vivid flash of lightning 
and a heavy crash of thunder, but more 
awful than the thunder came that ap
palling roar—even now in my dreams 1 
sometimes hear it.”

"Billy heard it and he ran with a 
speed I never before knew that he was 
capable of. We left the village street 
for a rough and rocky road leading to 
the mountain where the villagers had 
gathered. Streams of water ran upon 
either side of the road and often 
crossed it, and I could hardly tell 
whether we were in the road or out of 
it. I knew by the sounds that, the flood 
was gaining upon us but I dared not 
look behind me. 1 expected every mo
ment that we would be overturned and 
I said, ‘Aunt Hannah, have you got a 
knife with you,?'

"She answered with apparent calm-

behind the wagon, and I heard one of 
the men say, 'this is the.only.horse that: 
we are sure is saved,' ;.

“When we arrived at'the-top of the 
hill the drenched and excited villagers 
crowded around us. all talking at once, 
and 1 never knew before that! had half 
so many friends. When (be- children 
were lilted out of the wagon there came 
a wild scream and a woman rushed 
through the crowd, and falling upon her 
knees jpon the . water-soaked ground, 
she clasped the babies to her breast and 
covered their stained faces with kisses. 
They had evidently been deserted by 
come hireling. A silence fell upon the 
noisy crowd, which was not broken for 
several minutes. At last the lady stag
gered to her feet and coming to me she 
took my hand in hers and pressed it to 
her lips. She looked in my eyes and 
tried to speak but could not. Dropping 
my hand, she took from her bosom an 
odd-looking pin and fastened it to my 
dress under my shawl. She then 
picked up the children and walked away 
and for some reason I do not know, I 
saw her no more. I have always kept 
the pin and I will show It to you.”

My hostess arose and went to a small 
cupboard in the wall and .took down a 
cracked china sugar bowl and extract
ed from it a curiously formed gold pin 
in the center of which flashed a dia
mond.

"1 have not shown it to anyone before 
for many years,” she said simply, as she 
laid it in my hand.

For a moment I stood spoechle-s. 
looked from the costly jewel in my 
bands to the bowed figure before me

I

clad In her scanty and faded cotton 
gown. I noted her toil-worn hands and 
her sweet, sad face traced with lines of 
care and sutering and the poverty- 
stricken room in which I stood reeled 
before my bewildered eyes. My host
ess lifted the candle so tnat'its feeble 
light fell upon my face,

"What is the matter?” she asked 
anxiously; "are you sick?”

At her question the two men arose 
and camo to us. "Lady,” I said as 
calmly as possible, “this is indeed an 
odd-looklng pin, but the diamond in the 
center is'valuable."

The woman looked at me in a dazed 
sort of way as one just awakened from 
sleep.

"You don’t mean to say that piece ot 
shiny glass Is worth anything?” said 
our host, eagerly.

“It is not glass,'” said my husband, 
taking the pin from my hand, "It is a 
aiamond and valuable.”

The aged couple stood regarding each 
other fixedly for what seemed like sev
eral minutes. The only sounds that 
broke the dead silence were the tick
ing of the great clock in the corner, and 
the monotonous dripping of the rain 
from the low eaves. Then the woman
spoke, stretching her withered hands 

'nnwnrri and with 4-^n^aupward, and, with tears streaming 
down her thin cheeks, "Oh, God, I 
thank thee for thy mercy. 0 blessed
angel, I thank' thee for the deliverence 
thou hast wrought.”

Then looking at her husband who 
stood speechless and trembling before 
her, she exclaimed, “Oh! father, just 
think what this means to us! The farm' 
will not have to go on the mortgage 
now. We have not got to be sold- but 
of house and home in our old age—-it IB' 
ours—ours after all these years,” and 
she threw her arms about her hus
band’s neck and clung >to him, sobbing.

Bethel, Vt. MRS. I. L. LEWIS.

ness, ‘yes.’
"‘Is it sharp?’I asked.
“With a visible effort she again an

swered ‘yes.’
“ ‘Get fit ready so I can have It If I 

want it,’ I said. ‘If we are overturned 
I shall cut the straps and free the horse. 
I will not desert Billy if he is only a 
horse.’

“Aunt Hannah burst into tears. ‘Oh, 
Betty,’ she sobbed, ‘if it was not for me’

“ ‘Hush,’ I said, ‘if I only knew just 
where to go we would be all right.'

" 'As I spoke there appeared suddenly 
before me a beautiful female figure 
floating in mid-air. Her long dress was 
white as snow and a mass of dark hair 
fell about her shoulders. On her fore
head was a star that flashed like dew
drops or frost crystals in the sunlight? 
The angel stretched out a hand and 
arm looking very white and beautiful, 
and pointed to an open barway just be
fore me. I drove through and found 
myself in a hill pasture without a 
trace of a road before me. ■ In and out 
among the knolls and snow drifts we 
made our way steadily up, up, until my 
angel guide paused and made a gesture 
toward the ground.

“I nevef knew how, for no word was 
spoken, but I understood and sprang 
from the wagon and went to the'spofin- 
dicated. There in a hollow among 
some bushes lay two little children. 
One was sound asleep but the older one 
was sobbing as if tei little heart ivould 
break. .1 spoke kindly to her anil tak
ing her hand I lifted her sleeping broth
er and soon had both children safely in 
the wagon with' niy friend. ' The hill 
was so steep'I did not -dare add my 
weight to that already in the wagon, so 
I'put a hand upon the thill and walked 
beside the panting horse as he 
struggled upward. We had no cause for 
h'aBte ijor.the flood , must have swept 
past us some, minutes before, but I did 
not stop to reason. My ears were filled 
with the dreadful roar mingled with the 
crash of thunder and the’rush of-.wind 
and' rain. How long after I picked UP 
the children my angel guide remained 
Visible I db not know. It might have 
beeh seconds or minutes—I dare not 
say—but at .last: she again paused and 
pointing-straight up the hill she van
ished and . I .Saw - Her no. more. We 
struggled oh for Some time and then I 
I heard above the din of the elements 
the Sound of. human voices ■ shouting, 
and such a thrill of joy passed through 
ms'that I could • scarcely keep from 
shrieking. Then through, the. rain and 
gloom I saw my boy come bounding to
ward me, followed by four of our neigh
bors; -I suddenly grew very dizzy and 

■ fell neadlong to tho ground, but was at 
• oncq taken up by a strong, young man 
and carrled'easily onward. • Looking 
back 1 saw that my.bey had Billy by the 
hridle and the three men were pushing

Spirit Manifestations.
To the Editor:—As I read the article 

in the issue of May 28, entitled "Spirit 
Manifestation on a Pane of Glass,” I felt 
I, too, must in justice to the efforts of 
the spirits to produce photography, re
late a fact that I saw demonstrated in a 
humble home In a California town. Tho 
inmates of the home are the father, 
mother and son. The spirits over six 
months ago photographed on a window 
pane a hand. When discovered the 
mother became much disturbed about 
the phenomenon. They tried every 
way to remove fit, but could not. About 
two weeks later it disappeared entirely. 
After a few weeks it came again. This 
time a mountain and lake were also 
there. Again it disappeared, only to 
again return with the mountain, lake, 
and hand, but also two other hands 
came. At the time we beheld the spirit 
wonder—there was but one hand, the 
mountain and lake. -While watching the 
hand we saw a mitten form on the 
hand, also saw it fade away. Saw the 
name Joan come in the palm of the 
hand. That was the name of the fath
er’s sister in spirit life.

Three weeks from that day I called 
again, this time to bid the friends fare
well, and they again showed me the 
window. This time no name was thero, 
but a face was very visible In its stead 
I glanced up to the upper pane and was 
surprised to see fit almost covered with 
phenomena. Three faces were plain to 
be seen, one a lady with a hat on. Now, 
at my first visit there was nothing visi
ble on that pane. We could see the pic
ture change shape and expression ■while 
watching it. Now this wonderful pro 
duction is as much of a mystery to the 
family as myself. They do not show it 
to thie gaze of vulgar curlbus, and lest it 
might become public have made a 
ceiled partition back of which the win
dow is hid and another one inserted in
stead; thus no one sees, only those the 
family feels—their sacred manifesta
tion. Will hold—as sacied. Therefore 
we will not give the family’s name or 
town of residence, until they bld us to 
so do. I only give the facts, that the 
readers of the same may lay aside their 
doubt and thus in a measure make con
dition for more of similar or even bet
ter productions. Anyone could plainly 
Bee- these I have mentioned. I was' told 
that they, showed much better '•after 
sunset—a fact I observed upon my first 
visit. I hope we shall soon have spirit 
manifestations in every way. We have 
predicted for twelve years that the time 
would come when materialization -would 
come independent of curtains and cabi
nets, and In the bright light of day, or 
gaslight. ,,

We are entering a cycle of Light then 
let’s live to help turn-on more light. It 
Is time to do away with dark circles 
and seances; let’s have materialization 
of spirits above tho floor, it is time to 
cease looking for spirits to come up out 
of and gó down through the floor. Let 
us give our spirit-friends or. foes á 
higher berth ah'il thereby also give them 
a higher birth! " Clairvoyantly we never 
see spirits coming, up or descending 
through the floor. ’ We are-ln the period 
of the great sifting timé, and every tree 
shall be known by the fruit it behrs. 
Wo can no longer go blind, for the light■ 
of truth Is our midst.' If' Spiritualists 
would not become as the blind leading 
the blind they will have much work to 
do to rid themsqlves of their, blind In* 
fatuation with tho personalities of the 
deceivers that are squirming under tho 
searchlight of Mr. Halo’s honest offer

MRS. HOOKER M’EVOY. ' 
' .Oakland, Cal.
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LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS.

Mt. Pleasant Dark, Clinton, Iowa.
The camp session of the M, V, S^A., 

Mt, -Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa, will 
open July 31 and ¿ose Aug. 28. Ifcr pro
grammes address Mollie B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarksville, Mo.

Maple Dell Park, Ohio.
The American Spiritual, Religious and 

Science Union will hold a camp session 
at Maple Dell, commencing July 24 and 
closing Sept. i. F. H. Sherwood, secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio. The grounds 
will be open for family reunions, Sun
day-school picnics, and Sunday meet
ings, etc., from June 1 to Sept. 15.

Interest in the . various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
once to this office, so that proper cor
rections as to dates, etc., can be made.

Send in Your Dates and Names of Sec- 
■ retary at Once.

July 9, ISM’

DYSPEPSIA

ixL’C"ir4a>'our »rouble, will remove tho cauioi, 
jtâ&i.Z íUcvnüthen «nd torio up the affected uieui- 

branes, porfuct the dlgcitlon, regulate nud 
*\' H'''*j>ïstrentthcn tho Lowele, and make you a»

OBSESSION CURED

Address 781 Eighth St., Oakland, Cat.
61 Dartmouth street, Boston,

Mass.

The

Institute of Higher Sciences

Camp-meeting of Escondido, Cal., com
mences July 17 and closes July 31. For 
full particulars address T. J. McFeron, 
secretary, San Diego, Cal.

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailments.

Harmony Grove, Cal.
Harmony Grove Spiritualist

For Free IMagiio.l. of Altease. eeud fiva 
two-cent stamps, ago, name, aox, and own hand
writing,

treatment to any oat dttirlag to toil It. Many tro curd by ihii 
litt treatment alono. W by not uiako a trial of It yourielf and 
oarn what It will do for you. IT ¡8 FREE. Addict»' Dt. 
heblo Institute of Health, 23 Hain St., battle Crook, Hieb.

ilrongand hcartyAeyoucverwcro. Wocould 
give you Icailtnonlali by the thputand ot 
thosowo have cured of »iomachtroublciinaU 
form» and atayos, but they would not tell to 
yoa what the treatment will defer YOF. The 
only abiulute proof is In the treatment Itself, 

and knowing tho Wonderful 
Cure* wo have made for oth
ers, and believing that wo 
have a treatment that will 
I’odlhely Cure any euf, no 
matter how complicated or 
long standing, or how many 
have failed In the past, that 
wo will send a two weeks’ Mrs. J. Conant Henderson, 

Formerly “Bauder of'Light” Medium. Trahce, 
Bualneau, Payehometrlst, Readings by letter, |1.
Address Box 216, Kingston, Unes.

Readings and Business Advice, $1, 
and Two Stamps.

ELTON E. HEPH1CK, 
A8TBOI4OGEH,—Vocation, business stmttlv 
lion, matrimony, changes, travel, all affairs of 
Hie. Fee |2.oo. Send date ot birth as near the 
hour ae possible. Address. 2621 Reading Road, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 7U

Astrologist and Clairvoyant.
Send sex, lime mid place ot birth (hour il possi

ble), with 25 cis., and two cents stamps lor trial 
reydliw. Life readiugK.OO and upwards. THER- 
BSE DUA’NB, box 87, Bc-rXeluy, Cal.

For full programmes address Albert P. 
Blinn, - - _

wanted.
Beal Spiritualists to reut some flue flats at 11113 
Colorado. Ave., Chicago. E. T, JAHR.

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass. , 
This excellent camp opens July 31, 

and continues for 30 consecutive days.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Will teach the laws of mediumship, of spirit-heal
ing. or give clairvoyant readings by mail. Enclose 
a lock of your hair and One Dollar, "Obsession 
cm-ed. 61 D, Street. N. E. Washington, D. C.

MRS. L- J. WILLIAMS. '
Bend 60 cis. for Psychometrie ladings and hi- 

struct ion for spiritual development. Your own 
handwriting. 161» W, Milwaukee st., Janesville, 
Wie.. ’

Anule Lord (JhmnberlaUFH Card.
can greatly help me cure for my blind sister. Jennie L. Webb, ono of the earl- 

, „ u?w the form, by writing a letter
ril Send it to me with tl, and I will 

J.1? a 1 reply by independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil« 
■m’d Mass. ’

Psyelio-Harmonial Philosophy, 

Corelated THERAPY.
The latest up-to-date healing system, will be 
taught and demonstrated lea class of students 
during the entire session o( the Winfield Camp, 
from the 10th to the filth of July. Tuition within 
reach of all, For particulars and terms address 

T>. PEARSON, P. II. Ph, A T„ Ponea Clly, O. T,

ITe Will Coiaulclcljr ud reriuneatlr Cure 
You. Wo will go to iho very foundation of 
your trouble, will reinov« tho cauioi,

FOU ND.
A medicine that will cure Kidney Trouble and 
Rheumatism. Contains no acids, has no Injuri
ous effects, and never fails. |¡.50 pt.r bottle.

Agents Wanted,
GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY,

J17 West lith Avenue. Denver. Col

The Australian' | X““ 
Lifeboat Remedy. I
Louis H. Freedmann, M. D.,

(The Australian Meuter.)
This Remedy will cure all Eruptions and Skjn 

Diseases, and will correct organic weakness. •

Guaranteed Free 
From

Poisonous Drug* .
Can only be had from Dr, Freedman, G18 W> Moo* 

roe SI., Chicago, 111. Send 11.25, und bottle will be 
sent you postpaid. Send 2 cent stamp for booklet 
and testimonial. During July and August the 
Doctor can be addressed to Chesterfield Camp,

>|pdluua. ' • - . • • W3

CURED
l! you Suffer koqDyapepii», Slom&cb, liver, or Bowel 

Trouble 0! spy kimf. readfWs liberal oiler. IT 
WILL BE WQBTB MONEY TO YOU.

Do you suffer Irom dyspepsia, 
indigestion, or stomach, liver, or 
bowel trouble of any kind? If you 
do. why not lot uicuroyoul Wo do not mean 
Help you by doalng you with • tttong, alluiu- 
latlne Soda and Rhubarb Compound, or pat- 
out “fiyihcpila Pill.” Such ihlugi will ellni- 
ulata aud cato tauiporarlhr, but in the end 
will only irntata and further weaken the al
ready dijeajed and weakened uierobrAhef.

C. WALTER LYNN,
", e. THE . ' /

: Eminent Healer 
. and 

: Gifted Psychic,
Health Restored by 
Common Sense Methods.

Winfield Camp, Kansas.
Opens July 16 and closes July 26. 

For full particulars address Mrs. Maud 
K. Gates, 133 South Manning street, 
Winfield, Kansas.

Lily Dale Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort opens 

July 15 and closes September 14. For 
full programmes address the president, 
Mrs. Abby L. Pettengill, Lily Dale, N. Y.

Lake Sunapee Camp, N. H.
Lake Sunapee Spiritualist camp- 

meeting commences July 31 and closes 
August 28—four weeks and five Sun
days, at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H. For 
programmes address Lorenzo Worthen, 
secretary, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H., until 
July 25; after then at Blodgett’s Land
ing, N. H.

Chesterfield, Ind.'
Chesterfield (Ind.) camp-meeting 

opens July 14 and closes Augpst 28. For 
programs and’ other information "ad
dress Lydia Jessup, secretary, Chester
field, Ind.

Unity Camp-Meeting.
The Lynn ^Spiritualists Association 

will hold meetings every Sunday at 
Unity Camp,. Saugus Center, Mass,, 
commencing Junie 5 and ending Sept. r 
25. For full ' particulars address Mrs.' 
A. A. Averill, 42 Smith street;- Lynn, 
Mass.

-Freeville, N. Y.
The dates for foe. Central New York 

Spiritual Association Camp-meeting, at 
Freeville, N.fiY., ire from July 23 to 
Aug; 22, .fours weeks and five-Suriiiayq. 
.Owing to theiprptracted and Severe ili- 
’ness of, our Secretary, Miss Victoria C. 
Moore, I am acting.secretary, to whom 
all letters pertaining ' to the camp 
should- be addressed. W. W. Kelsey, 
President, Cortland, N. Y,

Lake Brady, Ohio.
The Lake Brady Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens July 3 and closes Sept. 
4. For full programme address A. G. 
Keck, Akron, Ohio.

- Delphos Camp, Kans.
This camp-meeting will begin August 

6, closing August 22. Address all com
munications to I. N. Richardson, secre
tary, Delphos, Kans.

Grand Ledge, Mich.
The Grand Ledge (Mich.) camp opens 

July 31 and closes August 28. For full 
programme address J. W. Ewing, Grand 
Ledge, Mich.

Island Lake,-Mich.
The Island Lake. Camp, at Island 

Lake, Mich., 42 miles from Detroit, on 
the Flint and Pere Marquette railroad,- 
commences July 10 and extends through 
the. month of August.. For full pro-, 
grammes address H. R. LaGrange, sec
retary, 84 East Montcalm street, De
troit, Michl

Onset Camp.
Commences July 24 and ends August 

28. For. full programme and particu
lars address the secretary of the camp, 
Onset, Mass.

- Franklin, Neb.
This camp commences July 29 and 

closes August 15.\dFdr full parttlculars 
address D. L. Haines,-secretary, Frank
lin, Neb.

■ Newt ¥ra> Oregon.
The First Spiritual Religious Associa

tion of Clackamas coqnty, Oregon, will 
open their camp-meeting at New Era, 
Oregon, July 2, and close July 26, in
cluding four Sundays. Camp about 18 
miles south of Portland, For further 
information inquire of George Lazelle, 
Oregon City, Oregon, secretary; J. H. 
Lucas, of Portland,, president.

Southern Cassadaga Camp.
The Southern Cassadaga camp at 

Lake Helen, Florida, will open the first 
Sunday in February and close the 26th 
of March. For information regarding 
rooms in Apartment House or in cot
tages, also for programmes, write to 
Mrs. J. D. Palmer, corresponding sec
retary, Willoughby, Ohio.

The Infallible Fibre Trumpet la guaranteed 
better than metal. No. 1:—36x5 In.—insulated top 
and bottom, cardinal colored enamel. 11.50. No. 
2,11.25. 83x4 inches, plain, with no Insulation, 
brown color. Pamphlet with instructions tor all 
kinds of development will be mailed on receipt of 
12 cents in stumps. Trumpets will be Rent on 
receipt of price.’ Manufactured by
JAS. NEWTON, 114» Dorr St., Toledo, O.

And College of Fine Forces.
Teaelies new and wonderful methods of cure.

r ,.?i oi world-wide rame.”-H.Tuttle
Vta? S'AW’’Magnetism, Mind, liathi, 

Wploma confers title. "D. M.'!
°! Magnetics: cim be gained at College or 

¿LU ! flooas and instruments furnished,
bend stuinp tur eiitulogHe tu

B. M. JiAlfBlTT. M. !>., Geneva. N. Y,

Haslett Park, Mich.
This old and popular camp opens

July 30 and closes Aug. 28. For full 
programs address J. D. Richmond, sec
retary, St. Johns, Mich.

Edgewood Camp, Wash.
Edgewood camp, Washington, opens 

July 31, and will continue three weeks, 
ending August 22 and 23 with their 
eighth annual convention. For full par
ticulars address Julian W. Smith, 1115 
North Fife street, Tacoma, Wash.

Ashley, Ohio, Camp.
The Spiritualist camp-meeting at 

Ashley, Ohio will open August7 and 
close August 28. For full particulars 
address W. F. Randolph, secretary, Ash
ley, Ohio.

Parkland Heights Camp-Meeting.
This camp will remain open Sundays 

only until September 1. For further 
particulars, address Elizabeth M. Fish, 
secretary, Floral Heights, Parkland, Pa.

TREATMENT BY HYPNOTISM AND 
SUGGESTION; or PSycho-Therapeut- 
lbs. 'By C; Lloyd Tuckey, M'. D., 
Aberd. New York: G. P. Putnam’s 
Sons. Price, $3.
This is the fourth edition, revised and 

enlarged, 376 pages 8vo, of a most valu
able and standard work, by an acknowl
edged authority and expert in the sci
ence of healing by hypnotism and sug
gestion. The method of treatment by 
suggestion is clearly and exhaustively 
considered, and Illustrated by descrip
tions of numerous actual cases in the 
author’s personal experience. The 
work will be found a valuable auxiliary 
to physicians in ameliorating and cur
ing the mental and physical Uis of their 
patients, and is worthy of most careful 
study not only by physicians, who 
should be thoroughly informed in the 
nature and methods of curative hypno
tism or suggestion, but also by all stu
dents of' hypnotism who desire to. thor
oughly understand the subject. It is a 
valuable mine of information to all who 
consult its pages.

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Fixen.

A. course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
'to those who desire to be benefited by 
the'-development of powers of concen
tration of thought-, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Sent complete for 50 cents.
'Human Culture and Cure. Part 

(In-First. The Philosophy of Cure.
eluding Methods and Instruments.'

DON’T READ THIS.
If sick write to me. and I will give yoa a free 

examination. I want no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhatiBtion and lost vigor of both sexes muc- 
cesBfully treated. Send name. age. Hex. com pl ix- 
lon, weight and 10 cis. In stamps or silver, m.tl re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address.

FRANCES L. l OL'CKS,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
beSl k',ü"" l,h>'“‘clcn now In 

...n.. . nl“ curen lire wonderful; hls exuniln- 
■ »Te 

S'iÄÄ, Ieadl“B cu«“

DR. J. ß, LOUCKS, M. D.,
Lock Box 1’4)3, Stoneham, Mass.

85 Warren St.. btoneham, Mris.

MEDIUMSHIP1UUU1U1UIJU.11 Afis)st Development- By 
W. H. Bach. Paper 25 cents ; cloth 50 cents.

Th« I/nnnn Commoniycalledtho“A» I Hit K llr/lll koran of Mohammed.' 1 111) litui Uli The standard Arabian or
Mohammedan Bible. Cloth, 41.00

MILLER’S MAGIC MIRRORS 
A Successful Road to Mediumship. 
JÄ'““1 by ’«abliie SplrltnnllBtH as develonern 

■»'•«’‘»»»«•■IP.EBE“'
I inMAN » A Ucbs~5 Delivered to Ladies 
Wvl Ini । i Only, pz Mrs.lDr. Hulburt. On 
tho present status or woman, physically, men
tally, morally and spiritually. Tho divine law 
ot true harmonlal marriage, etc. Price, 10c.

Force and Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth, fi.oo.

ITITT1? TTnTiTDCI By Warren Sumner Barlow. 
I H Hi V lllliHin The Voices contain poems 
AJ-IJJ I vlvUM Of remarkab’j beaut»’ and 
force. They are most excellent. Price $1.00.

A. P. A. MANUAL
jecta ot the American Protective Association. 
A book for all patriotic American clUjens. 
Price. 15 cents, or two for 25 cents.

Apollonius of Tuana Christian Jesus. À 
wonderful communication, explaining how ills 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Chrjstlanltv. Price 15 cents.

HEALING ^ause& and Effects, J1LUUJU1U j By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals 
with the finer mental and spiritual forces as ap
plied to healing. Price, 50 cents.

nnwa the Life Beyond and Within. 
I 11 Hi 111 n Voices from many lands and coun- 
* Uiiiiiu tries, saying, “Man, thou ehalt 
never die.” An excellent selection. Edited and 
compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth. $1.

HP ATM and the AFTER LIFE ULI 1 Hl By A. J. Davis.
An instructive and Interesting work tor all to 
read. Price 80 cents.

nnUDT TBITl Between Religion and Science. 
I >111« n I il111 Just the book for progressive UU111U1U1 thinkers. A boek that is very 
interesting to people who have a taste for the 
past religious history. By John W. Draper. 
Price, cloth, 11.75.

W TALMUDAJUJ1UUU book, its commentaries, 
teachings, poetry, and legends. 'Also brief 
sketches of the men who made and commented 
upon It. ByH. Polang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, Si

Mon onrl kPia Disclosed in the'Bible.’' I \an anO Lne By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Cnìnìk I IapÌA Associato of King’s College, 
ÒPiriL WOrlO London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
•learn the facts of Bible teachings as Well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth. $1.10.

IZU DE 11D Ethics of Marriage. By M fl [I | / / fl Alice B. Stockham, M. I\I 1 I D- Karezza makes a
plea for a better birthright for children, and 
alms to lead Individuals to seek a higher de
velopment of themselves through most sacred 
relations. It Is pure in tone and aim, and 
should be widely circulated. Price, cloth, JI.

FoieatHome, Mich.
This cauipHneetiDg, located at Snow-, 

flake, Antrim County, Mich., will open; 
July 30, andffionrinue till Aug. 22. For 
full programs address Mrs. Ruth East
man, Secretory, ®ox 69, - Mancelona, 
Mich. : - . . -■ ■ • _ ■ . ,.-i

Wsteriost Camp, Iowa.
The Centnd Itnr.a Spiritualist Associ

ation will fund its camp at Waterloo, 
Iowa, from JteuguSt 21 to September 11, 
including f«6r; gnudays. For, particu
lars address.J.-.F. Andrew, 205 E. Linn 
street, Marshalltown, Iowa. .

- jWoliVWOC, W1B. •
' The campiheettng' of the Western 
Wisconsin CampsAssociatlon will open 
Aug. 4, 1904f and will, close Aug. 22, 
For full particulars write Miss • Ger
trude Spooner, ^secretary, Wonewoc, 
wiB. -.' .. •. ■.-? ■: >

Ottawa, Kans.
; The. seventh annual encampment of 
the Ottawa Spiritualist Association: will 
be held at.Forcst Park,-Kansas, Aug 20 
to August 30. Send for programme. 
Address H. W. Henderson, president, 
Lawrence, Kansas,,or Jacob Hey, Sec
retary, Carbondale, Kans.

■- . Vicksburg Camp, Mloh. - 
■ The dates tor Vicksburg ■ camp-meet
ing are July -31-ta August 22. For- full 
particulars, addseea J. Fraser, manager, 
.VlCtaburg, ,

By,.E, D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
-very Instructive’ and valuable work. It 
'should have a wide circulation, as it 
/well. fulfills the promise of Its title. 
For sale at this office. Price, 75 cents. 
?.'“Handy Electrical Dictionary." a 
■praqticiu handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price 115 cents.
: "Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D.. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
-great: work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
'honor.' The result of years of deep 
'thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
.'and made amenable to the well-being of 

’humanity. MediCal men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will And instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
¡Ml. It is a wonderful work and you will 
¿0 delighted with it

"Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Lr - ” By -Florence 

^Huntley. • A work nAep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Cloth $2. For ssile at this 
office. - ■ -In.
I ■ "Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas,' 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in opiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1,60. • For sale 
at this office. • ‘ - -
I ’’Continuity of Lire' a Cosmic Truth." 

.By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strofig, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject. Price, cloth, 81;
’ "Koradine. By Alice ,B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot.” In the form ot 
an entertaining story, fit contains les
sons which every g’.rl should know. 
I'Hoa,doth, IX.....
' “A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M„ author of 
"Hlstoyy of tlie Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A' condensed state; 
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leader® to get control of the gov 
eminent. As important work. Paper,

DPATH its meaning 1 1 1 aud Hesuits.
By J K Wilson, of the Pennsylvania Bar. 

An absorbingly interesting narrative relating a 
aeries of wonderful psychic manifestations oc
curring In tho writer’s experience. Cloth, illus
trated, 11.25.

DC \ J f* II J" 18 th»invention of a prao. 
11tlcalmedium, under spirit 

1 CJ 1 x/1 113 guidance, and is designed 
to develop mediumsnip, Many, by Its use, have 
received long communications from spirit 
friends, and express great satisfaction. Price, 
11, and 20 cents extra for expressage.

UflUAMFT Hls Birth, Character and mnnU/nL I Doctrine. By Edward Gib
bon. This 1B No. 6 ot the Library' ot Liberal 
Classics. It is conceded to be historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect In every detail as 
to-be practically beyond tho reach of adverse 
criticism. This work will be found Intensolv 
Interesting. Price, 25 cents.

iOITP T1TÄITFJI Tho Diakka ifltd Their IM 1HAKKA. SKK
-interesting and suggestive work. It is an ex
planation of much that is false and repulsive in 
Spiritualism, embodylnjra most Important re
cent interview with. James- Victor Wilson, a 
resident of Summer Land. Price. 50 cents.

THF S0I1I • ™» erxe: 1 1 IL/ C/VULz • PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale.' Price SLOO? This is one of tho best books 
given by tho guides of MrsCora L. V. Richmond. 
They aro really lessons, -published primarily, as 
a "book of reference for those -who have been 
members of tho classes receiving them. This 
volume Is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of tho teachings.

ASTRAL WHIP S®« 
rent discussion ot religious problems. The au
thor by illustrations and a plandlphcro (a route- 
sontalion of tho celestial sphere upon a piano 
with adjustable circles), traces most or toe 
my top which Ue at tho base of Christianity to 
their origin in sun-and stat'worship. The 
astronomical facts given possess moat value, 
tho illustrations rare and curious. The book is 
bound In only one stylo—heavy boards. Price 81.

The Nemesis of 
Chautauqua Lake

This fascin
ating Book 
by the well-

- l known Author and Scholar, 
HON. A. B. RICHMOND,

Should bo In too hands ot every Spiritualist In tho land. It is based oh a historical fact, but 
through toe narative is woven a psychic Uno of 
thought in the stylo so natural to the groat 
orimin&l lawyer that one can feel we author’»

SELF-HYPNOTISM.
.P»’ovcd to the United suites Government 
(memorandum opinion No. 12J Nj that I havn l«te UlKcov.-ry which enibU al] to hy^ 

h uwnkeii at pleasuree" « i ll!‘; bei'0,,",<: ^'lairvo.Viuil HoVhey

10 <‘u 11‘" “b°vo
1‘ltOF, It, niJITON, I4UCO1U, 5eb-

LET OUR TRANCE
MEDIUM PHYSICIAN, 

110me, au(1 Prepare a remedy, that will 
ej?”’ when you or any ot your friends need med icine, or spiritual mid; gentl age. eomnlexlnn 
trial'aud One leaillllB “jniptoin. and ’tl.OOIor

SPIRITUAL MEDICINE CO , 
Box 123, Seymour, Ind.

FEW PEOPLE
Know the value of the

CO-RO-NA
MEDICATOR W

For Catarrh, Hay Fever, Head 
ColdH and Other Diseases 

ofthe Respiratory 
Organs.

Persons desiring lorry this highly recommend- 
ed treatment, should Immediately write

E. J. WORST, 17 Elmore Block, 
Ashland, Ohio.

He will gladly send the CO-RO-NA to any reader 
of The Progressive Thinker on FIVE days'trial 
free. If it gives satisfaction, send him $1.00 (half 
price), if not return it al the expired- time, which 
will cost you only Scents postage. and you will 
not owe him a penny. He takes all the risk him 
self.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Sau Jose, Call

i

hn Ynn NppiI Ana Kye.iBhta
MU I UU I1UÜU I can help yott. I'Will fit your / 
ADPPbaPlAC by Cloirvoyanco and)
(J|JUuLQUICo spirit assistance at your own I 
home with the improved melted pebble lense, to ( 
see near and at a distance. Please write for ¡Bus- ) 
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also i 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mail. t
8AM Pl.E FREK.—Sufficient magnetized Com- { 
pound for four oz. cures sore eyes, restores the? 
eyes to normal vision. Ten cents for postare. (

II. .F, POOLS, > 
« F.vanaton Avo.. Chicago, tit

SPIRITS AND SPIRIT:
When Sydney Carton, in Dicken’s great novel. 

"A Tale of Two Cities/’ said, “It is a far. far bet
ter thing that I do, than I have ever done. It is a 
far, far better rest that I go to. than I have ever- 
knovrn, He gave up bis head as a sacrifice for 
the thing he loved. Are you sacrificing anything- 
to know yourself, to be great when death enda 
your mortal lite, to realize your God-given dlvino 
powers? If you are not you aro not a progressiva.' 
Spiritualist. Secure these books nt onco. Mr. 
Grumbine’s work is .endorsed heartily by “Tha 
Banner of Light,” because it knows the man and 
his works:

CLAIRVOYANCE-Cloth-bound, price, 11-fiO (re
duced from 12.00). It tenches you how to penetrate, 
tho veil ot sense nnd matter, converse with spir-’ 
Its, read the crystal, seo tho future, prophesy and 
attain illumination, apd be,a Yogis, “All students’ 
will do well to study this excellent volume. — \V\ 
J, Colville. “It is a revelation.”—Light. -“Bost' 
work on tho su bject.”—Mind, “Marvelons^Bn 
och-maklng."—Lilian Whiting.

SRJRIT JVORLD, by Gaffleld, cloth, 50 cents. - 
AURAS AND COLORS—With exhaustive die 

tionary of color meanings, A unlQUO book for- 
unlQUO people. Price W) cents ’

PSYCHOMETRY—Tboflrstnnd only book which. • 
teaches tho science so that you can practice IL 
Price, 60 cents

EASYLESSONSin Inspiration Clalrvoynnco and 
Psychomotry. Price, 50 cents.

• REALl^ATIOh'—How to enter tho super-con^ 
sciousnosB and Do a Yogis. Price. 25 cents,

DIVINATION-A Ms, sorios on how to divine 
hiddeiip things,^ttnd lost treasures, become a

CRYSTALS for’crystal-gazing, a new lot at<2.23 
each, postage nronaid,

MOW TO REMEMBER TAST LIVES-A Ms. C 
series on this fascinating flu uject. Price, fl 00

Send for Prospectus or “The College of Dlvino / 
Bclonco and Realization of Divinity?* ReducoAJ^' 
tuition- Tho only oho of its kind in tho woild. > 

, J. O. F. GRUMBINE,
1283 Oimmonwealth Ave..



" YOU CANNOT AF- 

.ford to miss an Issue 
of this paper, with Its 
wealth of SPIRITUAL 
LITERATURE.

r1" -i”;'-- $ » * J" T * 1 Ì ’! X ' j” - ’> ' * ’ ' - ' I ' t ’

£l)c WoQrrssil'c èhinlivr SEND YOUR SUB, 
scription in at once, 
and keep pace with 
all that is transpir- 
in the ranks. [

: VOL. 30 CHICAGO, ILL., JUL¥M6¿i904. NO. 7Ô4

If Not It Is Very Evident that You Neither Take Nor Read the Spiritualist Papers

This Is the Camp-Meeting Time and Much Is Being Done for Spiritualism that You Will Know Not Of,
Especially you should read the opinions of Master Minds in the OPEN COURT i commenced this week. You can not keep up with the Procession unless you read 

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER. The Open Court will be an Arena in which will , be considered what is for the best interest of Spiritualism, on a variety of subjects.
— — ' : : “I. ' *

A BLAST FROM
THE “RAM’S HORN." 99 

b
Effectually Squelched by Hudson 
. Tuttle, Editor-at-Large, N. S. A.

ll is said that we should be generous 
with the dead. I have heard orthodox' 
funeral discourses that were so gener- 

•¿pus they seemed In Irony—they were 
not- given over ¡spiritualists.

It may appear unkind and forgetful 
of the gentle amenities of social life to 
call things by their right names, a 
spade a spade, and a lie a lie, even if 
spoken by the dead, but there are occa
sions when it would be treason to a 
cause not to do so.

It may be disagreeable to resist by 
force and to use strong language, bdt 
the consequence of not resisting may 
lie more disagreeable, and this is a case 
where soft words will not turn away 
wrath.. .It is an occasion which de
mands plain speech, and justice to the 
living as well as the dead.
"If a man bears false witness against 

ns, .it is weakness to remain .silent, and 
if he creeps behind the pulpit or edit
orial (nalr, refusing to listen to ohr re
ply, w. thave a right to brand him as a 
cowarlA

The tain’s Horn is an organ of the 
“church, Militant,” and its editor, like 
Dowie, i;\d him of the Flaming Sword, 
follows t;Je style of Sam Small and Sam 
Jones in low down vulgarity rather 
than elegance of diction. It is for 
Jesus, first, last and all tne time—Jesus 
in his blood—and has no toleration or 
respect for anyone who differs. The 
opposition has no rights it is bound to 
respect, apd the plain truth opposes no 
protective barrier.

Some time ago the Ram's Horn pro
claimed in tones that would be expected 
from the twisted horn of a black me
rino, that it had become possessed of 
a secret. A most distinguished man, in 
his “nineties," just ready to die, had 
made a clean breast of it and prepared 
an article in which he and he alone was 
declared the founder of Modern Spirlt- 
unallsm; ■ and A. J. Davis an imitation 
and the Fox sisters cheats of the most 
common order? lidding this “scoop” In 
its hands, it expected to take in sub
scribers by the million and after the ap
pearance of the confession Spiritualism 
would be so covered with obloquy that 
its believers would hot dare to say a 
VoTd in its defense.

Now the denouement has come. The 
blow has been struck out of darkness 
with an assaspin’s purpose, and proves 

"qs harmless as a bran-stuffed club.
i The matter has been held till the man 

. p his nineties” is dead and hence can- 
\t be cross-examined, and the fifty 

\ \ jars since the occurrences, have taken 
v\nearly every witness out of court, 
i There have heen many important cases 
' at- law decided in this manner. Many 

infamous criminals escaped punishment 
because the lawyers continued until 
the evidence was difficult or impossible 
to be'obtained.

This wonderful man, it is now re
vealed, is no other than J. Stanley
Grimes, school teacher, pettifogger,

To the Editor -“The Widow’s Mite and Other ly the Bible narrations. In regard to tlib Bible re- integrity. Her interviewers were introduced under
Psychic Phenomena,' by Isaac K. Funk,” is the title 
page in part of a very solid volume of 532 pages, and 
as the justice of the. peace said of the statute book of 
his state, has been read “from kiver to kiver.” And
it is, all told, a very unique production. As its story 
is familiar to your readers, this is not intended as a re
hearsal of its contents, but rather a comment.

The investigations of the author, the recital of phe
nomena, the quotations from distinguished men, make 
it a remarkable array of testimony in favor of the cen
tral claim of Spiritualism—the existence of man after 
death, and that he can and does communicate with 
living people of this world. For this the author is en-
titled to honor for candor and fairness in presenting 
these evidences. At the same time his so often repeat
ed declaration that he personally “is not a Spiritual-

’ professor,” and all-round lecturer on 
mesmerism. In the latter character he 
gained notoriety. His books exploit- 
ered these lectures and are examples 
of the frothy style, assuming, bombas
tic, egotistical and arrogant which 
marks the fakir catering to win the ap
plause and shekels of the public. They 
are now obsolete.

During his long life, and he boasted 
of being “the oldest public man in the 
world,” he nut forward various theories 
in explanation of spiritual manifesta
tions, being a bitter enemy of the cause, 
and to say the least, it Is a strange 
thing tor him to wait until at death's 
door for a representative of the Ram’s 
Horn to come and take his deposition 
or confession.

When the young seer, A. J. Davis, 
was wakening the world by his wonder
ful gift, why did not “Professor" Grimes 
come forward and blast him by this 
confession? Why did he not satisfy 
public curiosity and win the fame he so 
coveted, by giving his knowledge of the. 
Fox sisters? He remained silent fifty 
years with his explanation!

But enough of the «nan. If ho tells 
the truth, his character is of secondary 
consideration. In his "confession" he 
says:

“I developed the first trance speaker 
that ever addressed an American audi
ence.- -It was in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., in 
1843, during a course of lectures which 

\led to the public advent of Andrew 
ilackson Davis.”
j He then states that his successful ex- 
jperiments with a young riian, led the 
hriends of Davis to put him forward in 
imitation. In his own words: “The mo
tives which actuated the Davis clique 

. will be more apparent when it is’fur- 
ther stated that they expected to make 
a large sum of money out of the book, 
■Divine Revelations of Nature,’ that he
was dictating under spirit influence.' 
Compare this statement with the one
immediately preceding it:

QAtnong his converts were no less
than ten clergymen, Including Mr.

ports of angels, spirits, seances or apparitions,- this
Psychic Research rule does not apply; Duplicate,-and 
endorse them or you areno medium.^yihqt a peculiar 
position for a scholar and thinker to OdjCnpy. ••

Suppose that rule is. applied to, the miracles and 
other things ascribed to Jesus—and which “infidels” 
have applied with a force never fefutedr-lwhat be
comes of our religious creeds? Isi.the.èhurgh,faith to 
become a thing founded on “trick,” “fraud” and 
“credulity,” inspired by ignorance, aS/.is.jhe verdiet 
of the church as to spiritual phenomena df/a remark-

fact of immortality as a fact of nafujter-that man is 
immortal because he is at all—and of Course the con
sequent death of church legends, as a mere theory of 
uninformed imagination.

After all has been said that is about the cold fact 
residuum. ।

false names, sometimes disguised in what theatre peo
ple call a “make-up,” to hide even their natural feat; 
tires. For example let this extract from the account 
of her Treatment in England stand as a sample of all 
the sixteen years’“ordeal. It is on pages 247-248. 
Mrs. Piper was brought over to London and put in 
charge of the Psychical Research Society there. Sir ------- _,v„ wi mO
Oliver Lodge met her at the landing stage in Liver- latter half is made up of extracts from among the 
pool, and turned her to the custody of Frederick My- '' ' ’ " ””
ers, the secretary of the society. She was kept under 
constant surveillance by hired attendants. But here 
are Mr. Myeys ’ own words. As to persons invited to

But to the book, to close up this rather desultory) 
notice. It is of value even to the Spiritualist, for the

ablest modern men of science: Hare, Wallace, 
Crookes, Zöllner, Myers, Lodge, James, and others. 
There is their testimony in a compact form that would 
require a small library to get from their own works.able family likeness. i| are Mr. Myeys’own words. As to persons invited to

Take, for one example, the central clairA of Chris- sit with Mii^per, he says: “I chose these sitters in 
tianity, without which the church says it has.no mis- great measureyby chance * * and (except in one or 

two cases whfiriT anonymity would have been hard to 
preserve) I brought them to her under false names— tone deprecation, has been too honest to attempt their 
sometimes introducing them only when the trance was depreciation. And the feeling on the part of Spirit-' 
begun.” And again: “Mrs: Piper, while in England, ualists will be rather of sympathy than otherwise—, 
was twice in Cambridge, twice in London and twice in for in the summing up his own testimony is in favor.

sion—the scene and story of the sepulchre and the 
absence of the crucified body. Put a medium in the 

ist” provokes a smile or wonder as the case in sight place of the Magdalene, and thq story of. the resur- 
may suggest. reeted as that of a seance. Then apply tfii that

But, then, when it is remembered that the author is if the claimed phenomenon can be accounted for on 
a theologian, a book-maker, a publisher, a clergyman, any other natural or reasonable theory*^han as 
a D. D., and LL.D., etc., the wonder ceases. To see a claimed then the claim must be rejected; •'’Let us. try 
man pile up testimony on testimony, that convinces i'
all reasoning minds as to the good faith and compe
tency of the testifiers, and then say, “I am got satis
fied,” is one of the mental—or moral—curiosities we 
sometimes meet. And the temptation is often very 
strong to say that nobdy but a creedal clerical theolo
gian could be so queer.

One thing is suggested, not alone in this voluminous 
array of witnesses,'but it is so in all like presenta
tions : That is, that there is nowhere as a result of in
vestigations a single fact contradictory of this central 
claim. All that is said or given in opposition by non
investigators is that it is “trick,” “fraud,” “impos
sible,” “nonsense,” “credulity,” and in late years, 
“hypnotism” and “subliminal subconsciousness.”

Another curious fact has always irnn parallel with

it. First, the relation between the de^d and the Mag
dalene—for had he not “cast seven 'devils out of 
her ’ ’ ? And next the military report; tliat'while the 
soldiers on guard slept the body waistojen away.
This sleeping on guard post is as common ás soldier

So after all, enemies are made to praise, and no can
did mind can lay aside the book without a feeling of 
gratitude to the author-compiler, who despite his half-

for in the summing up his own testimony is in favor, 
of the great central claim.Liverpool, at dates arranged by ourselves; her sitters 

(almost always introduced under false names) be
longed to several quite different social groups and 
were frequently unacquainted with each other.”

Think of thjs system of deception kept up for six
teen years. So far as the record goes in all that time 
Mrs. Piper never met her investigators in a frank,

___ r honest atmosphere. What a terrible arraignment 
is natural next? The strong personal iittachjnent o£:.do their own statements make. — ---
thewoman to the dead, and her desire to saye®e body

ing, so there is nothing improbable therd. '» ow what
Even the

from profanation by his-enemies. The body was
buried by a disciple in a private tomb—»a very essen
tial part of -the plot. And next to ciremjisent the 
guard at the tomb. Owing to the Passoyer®|isacred- 
ness of the intervening Sabbath was intensified with 
the Jews, and two nights and one day wc^yavailable 
to carry out the purpose. And what uhore (natural 
than to enlist the blandishments of beauty to entice 

these assertions, and by men claiming to be impartial the gallantry of the soldier—and where jqne more 
and scientific: That'is, that the methods, employed to versed.in. the ways of endearment thahih$i| that was 
test the- truth of this claim have ever been those used “first” at the sepulchre. Beauty andbbrass.-buttons

criminal detective seeks to extort confession from his 
sweat-box sitter by dealing honestly with him and 
convincing him that he knows his record by telling 
him the truth. But these psychical researchers tell 
the spirit lies, give false information and then ascer
tain truth by Joeing themselves detected in deception. 
Or, in other words, by false pretense 'be convinced of 
the “immortality of the soul”—as they put it.

This is tfie moral lesson of the story of the Psy-

But, Mr. Editor, can you excuse here-reference to ai 
thing that underlies all that the author accepts, with
out even consciousness that he does so, and which is so 
commqp in the average Spiritualist—making spirit 
thinking impossible. And that is that spirit is, per se, 
supernatural—omniscient, omnipresent and oinnipo-- 
tent. They will dispute this, but their actions, their, 
questions, their “test” conditions are all born of this 
concept. They never seem to conceive thafcif spirit is’ 
like when in the body—a being of limitations.

This is not a strained statement, but a very preg
nant fact. Take the Psychical Research Society. For, 
its reported sixteen years it has pursued a studied per
sistent and carefully guarded system of false pre
tenses—or in other words of falsehood. And though 
composed of many of the brightest minds in the Eng
lish-speaking world, the self-stultifying absurdity of 
the situation seems never to have dawned upon them. 
To lie for sixteen years in order to discover a fact or.

to detect crime and expose criminals. In brief, the 
whole process may be summed up in the one express
ive phrase of the police detective—the “sweat box.” 
Mediums are tied, handcuffed, blindfolded, gagged, 
and subjected to every device the criminal school 
and police method can conjure up. All proceeding is 
on the presumption that the medium is dishonest, a 
cheat and a fraud, by profession—as the lawyers say, 
a villain prima facie. The common law is more hu
man that this, as it presumes innocence and honesty.

And all this for what? To determine whether the

"first” at the sepulchre. Beauty andLbra^s.ibuttons 
have been the refrain of story and song:yr^m;time im
memorial. The Magdalene at the sepulelpfel*first;/’ 
and the sleeping soldier is. a far more,ihi|mah story 
than that of the angels. How can theRhypuiCal -Re
search Society and Dr. Funk look logie)And^kt»re;ifi 
the face while rejecting thelf rule in thi^ças'ê-î?"

This illustration is not used in any Iqviiyinftsense’oï
irreverence toward the essential tradition of so many
millions of jioriest people, bnt>as an object Jepson, from 
the subconsciousness of the writer, for ;th0 cavillers,

chical Research Society—deal falsely with mediums 
and. spiritiin order to discover the greatest truth in 
human existence. Such is the fact in last analysis of a truth, is enough to convulse a thinking world with
this organization, its motives and methods discloses amazement—or amusement as the moon may be for, 
—»the ultimate: result of theology and science to get to- the time. :
gether. on the great’problem. No wonder that the is-. Yet it is not alone the Psychical Research Society 
sue is, a child of unascertained lineage. ' that is 8o, affected.It is this, nursery-theologic con-'

Whatis.fho lesson; if any, of all. .this strppge, anom- cept of the nature of spirit that handicaps the spread 
alous proceeding ? J^mnly this, that, the central of spintualjruth, and almost crucifies mediumship, 
Maim of 'Spiritualism—tLe continuity of personal' hu- All that is” needed is to listen to the great body of 
man life, proved by the testimony of the “dead”—is questions asked a “control” in the seance-room or on 
a.fact. And that after sixteen years masquerading the platform. It is at the bottom of the “business se

„„„ luv ni-wL, xvx ui5 ca.urao, withevery devisable scheme of deception this fact is ance” and the natural promoter of the “blue book
doubters and denouncers of spirit phenomena ten admitted by the Psychical Research Society.

«au iv» n»wm vmm u»vu, »ca»»j »ivuo, vr uuau l, thousand times. better authenticated than? this vital- But, doesthp general world and the church accept 
or whether he is immortal or mortal only. Was there claim, this very foundation claim of Christianity. Ap- this testiniohy?- Rev, Dr. Funk says not. He is not 

ply the rule under consideration to the miracles of "the convinced; he is “not a Spiritualist” yet. And yet he 
Old and New Testaments, and not one.ofr them can almost truculently asserts that anything that even 
stand alpne without the corroborating 'mediumistic hints at doubting the Bible stories is anathema. Is 

j—_ .. 6 not the human mind a. curious thing—particularly

man “for whom Christ died,’’ really lives, or doesn’t,

ever under the sun such a travesty on intelligence, 
common sense and decency ? A hottentbt, a man-eat
ing savage, a §calp-hunting Apache would never be 
guilty of such treatment of their ancestors, or of “the’ 
loved ones gone before,” as this saturnalia of bigotry 
in our Christian civilization.

And then the logic of it: Take the Psychical Re
search Society of both England and America and 
what is the governing rule in all their investigations? 
It is this in substance: If in a manifestation in the 
presence of a medium, there is any possible way in 
which the same may or can be accounted for or ex
plained as possible or thinkable, then the*spirit source 
must be rejected and some undetected device credited 
with it. Or as this book approvingly remarks: “The 
burden of proof lies with Spiritualists, who assert 
things that are contrary to the common experience 
of mankind.” Page 36. • • Again on page 35 this: 
“As long as any other reasonable theory than that of 
spirits will explain the phenomena, this one will not 
not be accepted by the average man. There is com
mon sense in this requirement.”

This/1 reasonable theory” is fully exemplified in the 
police methods of investigation. But one thing runs 
all through this book:—the explicit and implicit faith 
in the statements of the Bible and the miracles re
cited in the story of Jesus. In fact the author in 
terms rejects all messages or statements through me
diumship that in any way contravenes even seeming-

facts of modern Spiritualism.
Is it nqt about time that Spiritualists ¿quit: running 

after “respectable” endorsements, when).this is all 
that half a century of toadyism to ignorant science 
and bigoted theology has gained.. “Believe” is the 
shibboleth of the church, and “idiotic.cb'e'dulity” the 
retort of text-book scientists. •

But there are other things disclosed by the compila
tions and quotations of this remarkable wknne. Not 
only are the processes of criminal deteétfoìi followed 
to provenir, disprove immortality, but deception, false
hood and every thinkable device, to indu'ee^ontradic- 
tion, confusion and failure has been employed. Take 
the ease of Mrs. Piper for example : Hijré was a wo
man, in private life of respectable character,, in hum
ble circumstances, with no cloud upon her. The Psy
chical Research Society heard of her as- being, a me
dium. And securing her. consent to -“¡Mt’LfQjUthem 
exclusively, she was their property, so'to spea^efor 
some sixteen years—and at the end of i^ia,ttime-she 
was the same respectable woman she waS before they 
discovered her. ■ ,-y <- •

But what' was their action ? She' was Àt .qnce :treat- 
ed .as a. suspect, and every device conceivable' em
ployed to confuse, detect and ^exposé hen-aksuch. It 
was a rare thing for her to be treated a^a’jjwjyman of

when it has a speciality that holds a living behind it.

tests. The intellect ignorant enough to ask thé aver
age “test” is thick-headed enough to cry “fraud” at 
the answer—just as some of the psychic researchers 
are at their own results. For how çan a falsifier ac
cept truth from any source—that he has anything to 
do with?

It is this superstitious concept as to spirit that is 
behind nine-tenths of this cry of fraud that so frets

The book-scientist who rejects the testimony can be Nie air upon occasion. Read their tales and then read 
excused, but to see the church whose whole stock in their schemes for “testing” mediums. You will find 
trade rests on the return of one man from the tomb, as a rule an utter ignorance of the principle behind 
so bitterly averse'to have its possibility .proved is the spirit communication, and a method of testing as 
curious thing. And yet for centuries the church has.crude in its way as ever witch hanging, burning or 
outlawed the Jew for adhering to this Psychic Re- drowning exhibited to the world. All these plans are
search rule so strongly endorsed by it. of a piece with the old idea as to the “power” of the

The strange anomaly is presented by Christianity of uncanny. To a well instructed Spiritualist the
adopting the scripture's of the Jew as from God him
self, and then persecutingjhim as a human outlaw for 
adhering to .them. But' this is aside. Only that it is 
curious the story of the Magdalene should be taken 
before the national testimony of the chosen people. 
This parenthesis is only & parenthesis here. Modern

“frauds” we read about are as impossible as the old 
belief that the devil had horns, hoofs and a tail. It is 
enough to make angels weep to witness such exhibi
tions by some men and women whose names in the 
spiritual press are but synonymns for discord, bad 
blood and jarring variance among those who ought to

Spiritualism was impossible of introduction before be in harmony.
the nineteenth century.-. There was no portion of the In the name of all that is good to humanity, what 
human race capable of thinking practically the lesson would sixteen years of honest rapport with spirits, 
of its phenomena'before that time. Practical minds mediums and seekers after light free from false meth- 
and humah institutions had to be born to understand ods and bigoted criticism, bring to the cause of en- 
and safeguard it, and reason left free to think without lightenment, human content and happiness? All that 
a priest—to realize that it was no more out of the or- is needed is-to turn our faces to the light and seek 
der of nature to evolve a form of life that involved a truth by open methods instead of insisting on 
spirit than to develop a caterpillar that contained a “fraud” and thus inviting its shadow.
butterfly. And so was born to the human mind the SAR’GIS.

but the Harmonlal Philosophy. In his 
first great work there is no mention of- 
Its being of spiritual origin. The light 
thrown over the trance state by Spirit
ualism may now explain the wonderful 
passages it contains by the inspiration 
of spirit-intelligences, but a» the time 
it was referred to the mental exaltation 
of the trance, or independent clairvoy- 
atIfethe motive of the “Davis clique” 
was to make money by publishing the

quent unqualified .assertion of Mr. did enable me to rap 4 fas'ttdious. They were modest, unas-
"-----Burning.and gentle in manners. When

thousand and thousands of thousands,— 
stand at His right hand, “all minister
ing spirits, sent forth to minister for 
them who shall be heirs of salvation.”

"Therefore let us also, seeing we are 
compassed about with so great a cloud 
of witnesses, lay aside every weight, 
and the sin which doth so easily beset 
us, and let us run with patience the race 
that is set before us, looking unto Jesus ’ 
the Author and Perfecter of our faith, 
who for the joy that was set before 
Him endured the cross, despising 
shame, and hath sat down at the right 
hand of the throne of God.”

Signs of the Times."
To the Editor:—The following clip

ping is from "Signs of the Times," an 
Advent church organ, of Oakland, Cal., 
and in as much as this paper has from 
timé to time given the “solar plexus" 
blow to Spiritualists, it seems that the 
article headed, “Lessons from ,the 
Story of Cornelius," of which this clip
ping is a part, is one to make a Spirit
ualist smile. . GEO. F. PERKINS.

San Francisco, Cal.

Grimes “that he was the first to mag- easier.. 1 have somet(>iiét,íi^póduced 
netize me and reject me ás a subject be- one hundred and fifty ..j$psíii)¿ succes- 
cause he récognized'a clairvoyant pro- -Bión. I can rap* with' áUiniáí;’>.toes on^ wealthy invited them to their homes to 
penalty in my mental organization that bojh feet—it is most dffficWi- to rap " give seances. They were the guests of 
would'not serve his public purpose.”* with the great toes.” , .Horace Greeley, Joseph LaFames, Alice

Instead of “dictating-a book,” young When this agreement betyeen Mar- and Phoebe Carey, William Cullen Bry- 
Davis was for a time almost exclusively garetta gnd Mrs. Culver-.waft/ entered ant, George'pahcroft, Dr. Hawkes, N. P. 
engaged while in the “superior state" in into/ and the wón'deffuÍly.1adi<QÍl;Scheme. Willis, Dr. Marvy, Dr. J. W. Francis, J. 
prescribing for the sick, and he was pre- to deceive concocted».iMgrg^Yétta*Was Fennimore Qodper, Dr. Griswold, and a .
pared by successive steps for. engaging eleven years old!.'.This i-’.'áé^ément” host of the best citizens.' Their seances :
in that task. • leads,to the conclusión thjgt fliiíyéíevéfi- while with these hosts, attended by peo-

When he did begin the dictation the year-qíd.-child was an adepbIpsjanníhg pié from almost all.parts of the United
"clique” was composed of Dr. Lyons a-decéptión such as mo .oris .hi/©¡ world States and’the world. The evidence ¿

they went tô New York many of the

in that task.
• book, why did they not publish it? Why 
did it go begging for a publisher until 
some one outside the ‘‘clique” furnished and Fishbough who acted as scribe.

Sprague, Mr. Newton, Mr. Partridge, 
Mr. Brittan, .Gibson Smith, Mr. Fish
bough, and Prof. Bush of the New York 
University."

These with a few others equally” emi- ’ 
nent, formed the "clique” that fostered 
knowingly a fraud that they might 
make money out of the sale of a book! 
Does such an assertion require refuta
tion?

The accuracy of "Professor” Grimes 
is shown by his not-even-, giving-• the- 
title: of the book correctly, and thé un
blushing arrogance -with which he ac
cuses thesé “ten clergymen", with-con
niving at fraud is only Equaled by the 
slanderous-falsehoods of his statement 
as a whole. A. J; -Davis never claimed 
for -his revelations a spiritual source, 
nor. was it claimed by his friends. Ho 

i-passed into what he called the “stipe- 
[ rlor.” state. In which it is to bo inferred 
I the intuitions are more keenly, sensitive 
¿than in the normal-condition. He en- 
Tfegyd thè mediumistic state, but at that 

it was not claimed and the movo- 
fne&the advocated was not Spiritualism >

the means? Spiritualists acknowledge 
that A. J. Davis led in the psy
chic part of the movement. He re
ceived messages, claimed as such by 
himself, from departed spirits, but he 
did not nor did his friends claim for 
him that he was a medium. His devel-

‘clique” was composed of Dr. Lyons a'deception suchjis'.iid.ojig.iiL^ world States and’ the world.
’ had ever before areamedipflU.; f given througtrixieir Inst____________________________ __ ___ _________ ____ ... given througtrixielr instrumentality was

After heating the version of the t The “cracking, of ;tbe. j<^htb”\was the overwhelming and convinced thou- 
story, the brazen cheek of Grimes’as-

From “Signs of the Times." ■■■ 
Heavenly" beings atilj visit the earth, 

as in the days when they walked(' and 
talked With Abraham and with Moses.

y A MW ~ W4 . wk W,W* WW*A^***WW^ T.11W V*

theory of "the Buffalo doqtbi'ér’ibut was : sands.” ■ 
almost immediately showp tbkft.ihade- . Where was “Professor” Grimes at ____  __ ,_________ ___ ,..
qüâte to explain the facts.;, Afts^half a this time? Why did he wait fifty years Amidst the busy activities of our 'great 
century it was put.forvia,-.as^èmoh-. to make.a.death-bed Confession? . ¿cities, amidst the multitudes that crowd 

. _ . . . . stratedI Admit that it WP®. dqjié' by..; There are many other manifestations the thoroughfares and fill the marts of
mesmeric or emotional origin," will be the toes. If Mrs. Culvqm doùl(};/Stve to dispose ;of after the raspings are.' trade, where from, morning till evening 
admitted to. be Indomparable. The been taught, them others $jan bejand tie accounted for.. "Professor” Grimes is people act as if bfisiness and sport and 
“father of Spiritualism," because he at-, matter at once b'é;fiemq^tràt^g.' -'.and fully conscious of this and enumerates pleasure were all there is to life, where 
tempted to mesmerise the boy DàVls made useless. The persong/yvliquan rap and disposes of them by one-blow, they there are no few to contemplate unseen 

___ ___ _______________  __ and Utterly failed! with’."all” their tóes br q^énwqtfi one, are all frauds ! , ' realities—even here heaven has its 
does notattemptto strengthen it by sup-__ His "expose" of the Fox sisters has would become famous. ’Hléreiis mót a If “Professor” Grimes should return, watchers and its holy ones. There are
porting evidence. His vanity is so no more evidence in jts support than his dime museum in the .cpimtrjrmiyiiig. a would he not ..be ashamed and ' in the invisible agencies observing'every word
great he seems to think the world will claim of “discovering Davis!” JHis wit- mòre-wonderful freak tojn ’at'pêrson broader experiences that have come to and deed of human beings. In every
ask for nothing more, a mss is a-Mrs. Culver. This, wpman pre- would be who could’ mòy^.,tinyyone òf him since his physical death, desire to assembly for business or pleasure, ip

Why did Grimes hâté A. J.-, Davis? tends-to have been made a confident of ‘ his or her toes at wilil jÉlerwght put" correct .the errors that he so strongly every gathering for worship, there-are
Not because he believed that hie was a the sisters and assisted them in^giving hls feet in hot water o^ohi' hpt brick, advocated here? Would he-not clear.- mòre listeners than can be seen with- Where the -journey is made over more
fraud but because he could not use him correct- answers by. rappings. Marga- but he never would gefà ;çàpl. ''•This.ex- away the rubbish he threw in the ways human' sight. Sometimes the heavenly than one line, it Is necessary for the
for hU.0wm:parp<^.‘.'.'The:autobtogr»-retta'agreed-torevealthe-secret‘f<^tirfy‘Planatiomia;lmbecile.pn4jwbiil.iiiibe;so of spiritual advancement and knowl- intelligences drqw'aside the curtain- passenger to purchase separate local 
nUv-nf ìrinvia ■ noTiflrmetl - hv’ William asBistàncé.' Quoting ’Mrs. Culver's' own taken by any one not Ætuïtifkd’ by big-, edge of future-life? Most men would, wliich hides the unseen world, that our ticket on each road. Read this care-

uiuo. otry. - - . ■. .i ;glàdly, thankfully, but Grimes with his thoughts may be withdrawn from the fully, and be sure that your ticket is
motive. Grimes in hiB confession does. “After I had helped her in this way ' It is wéll’that tke;qld:ó.'vaégtiaird;i'of opinions, hls desire for church favor; hurry and rush of life, to-consider that dated as above mentioned. , ; 
not say that he ever met Davis, for that a few times she revealed to me thé se-. Spiritualists have riotïtlbae; larted-Atiis, his arrogant self-conceit, would /more — * “ ’ ’-<•-‘
would have broken the force of-his libel, cret. The raps are produced * by the life» There, is at least, ope;,v Ifpsélès'ti- probably confirm every word he has nt-
It was before the boy Davis knew of the toés. All the toes are used. After mony Is as weighty n’q thpt >f;“JBi3Î3îèSf' tered, or possibly declare he had found

cpment was unique, and there is every 
reason tp conclude that It was inde
pendent That is was not; rests solely 
on the word of "ProfesSor'bGrimes. He.

sertion that “I was present at the very
birth of Modem Spiritualism, and in 
some sense accidentally the very father 
of it, and knew that It had a purely

admitted to be indomparable. The

tempted to mesmerise the boy Davis made useless. The pbrsopgiyvlibA'i 
and Utterly failed! with "all” their toes’or ^bn-Twh

phy-of Davis, conflrmed ’ by . William, assistance. 
Fishbough, proves this’tb have been his words: 
motive. Grlmes in hiß confesslon does.

It was before the boy Davis knew of the
wonderful faculty, that with "some fif
teen other young me'h,” he submitted to 
the magnetism of “Professor" Grimes, 
When the "Professor” came to Davis, 
he said imperiously,- (quoting from the 
autobiography, p. 201); “You can’t open 
your eyes. He. was mistaken.. I did- 
open my eyes with perfect ease. I make 
this statement to correct -tiie subae--

TRANSPORTATION RATES.
/cities. amidst the multitudes that crowd

realities—even here heaven has its
If "Professor” Grimes should return, watchers and its holy ones. There are

bplrituaí-neatly a week’s practice with Catherine sor’’- Grimes, whose h&tred o ...
showing-me how; I could produce themr ism from, ita beglniiing^.lLthe fe wferd ho 
perfectly myself. At flrst .it 'was. very other reasons, would vitiate! -his ' evi- 
hard work to do it. Catherine told me

an orthodox heaven and‘hell from
which none were allowed to escape to
earth.

M. V. S. A. Camp, Clinton, Iowa.

The Western Passenger Association 
had kindly granted the rate of one and 
a third fare for the round trip upon the 
certificate plan from all points in Min
nesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois and' 
Missouri, going tickets to be purchased 
on July "28-30 inclusive, and on each 
Tuesday and Friday thereafter during 
the continuance of the camp session.

?

there are unseen witnesses to all we do The Diamond Jo line of steamers has 
or’say. granted one fare transportation for tho

We need to understand better than round trip'on their magnificent steam-
we do the mission of the heavenly visit- ers plying .Detween St. Louis and St. 
ants. It would bo well to consider that' Paul. These steamers are scheduled,

and a time-table giving the name of 
boat; date, etc., can bo procured of 
agents nt the various points named in 
circulars which can be obtained by ad
dressing

MOLLIE B. ANDERSON, >

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Edltor-at-LargevN. S. A.dence. - • • . A’, 11 '■ > ) 

w.«■»»» um »» u. »»»«■». Titus Merri.tt,, pt■
water and it would bo' easier work to whose Word Is unimpeachablttsaw. That,mon Is not poor who has theuso 

" ' ' "At'the time thfe:rappingsbe^m',=thb4'of things necessary.—Horace. ’ ■
.. -v.------- -—»A,------ il.—j;. vpn gray lines that fret the clouds

to warm my feet or put them In warm

rap; Bhe-sald that Bho sometimes had to “At the time the Tappings begani thb, of things necessary.—Horace. ’ •
warm her feet three or four times in an behavior of the young gifts was .eVefy-7 ■ Yon gray lines that fret the clouds 
evening.' I found that heating my feet thing that could be ttiquifsd b^rbiefiida^' are messasgeis of doy.-^hakflpeare. ..

in all our work we have the co-opera
tion and care of heavenly beings. In
visible armies of light and power attend 
the nieek and lowly ones who believe 
and claim the promises of God. Cheru
bim and seraphim and angels that excel .
In thousand tixnos ten Clarksville, Mo. •Secretary, i

1

1
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ThéLBôfusuSpirits" of
H. E. Crindle and Wife.

An ImpartialHearing Is the Friend of Justice.
posato,the millions of readers of the secular press.

The Fraud Question
How It Can Be Settled

FULLY EXPOSED.

this

I came as an honest Jnvísügator

truth and justice demand that It be 
dofie. and as I am beyond.the fourscore 
mars. I- must do it now or not at all.

It is unnecessary to say that "com- killed the. primitive circle. The mod- 
'ern,-.commercial taediums have as-

Established for a Few Weeks Only, for the Consideration of Cer
tain Important Questions Connected with the Welfare of Spiritualism.

meant ifnj.bieai 
had noV.’.cnuntt 
wnlch calKk- an 
most dramatic

«b. : Hi 
: ■ di 1 'iu 

■ ; -. iti <-a ip
■ ; i i' liiif ;

tîsne 1lad” Jibbed it and held on She sound he said and I got a taste tá the troth 
3 & IdjVELAND 1 itfcvwy »aWaatial spirit, whW Mn« ¿«st eBttgb W am ato

erends of some state society;
The nest of the primary Spiritistic 

movement was the circle. The public 
system, which I have-described has

Jy.-and « renovator morally." must be' 
ta ight and mt^de practical by the Spir 
itists or they will sink Into obscurity 
with the. Christian church, they -are so 
sewilrijr imitating at the present timeA. In all its gathering's exploits Spirit- _

Ism Jw the public display of medium- influence inducing to disho^ty; and

merciai mediumship-is at the basis of   _________ „ „.........D .. ..
fraud.; And.lt is..just as true that-until sumedsthe exclüslvb fiuslhëss of tho 
the commercial spirit shall be eiimi-

1 that is the love j of distinction and 
power. Among the inherited superstl-

parties, and notwithstanding the fact 
_ .that they weaken the regular societies 

sitfon of the entire subject, even though..their leaders are usually ordained rev- 
it may give great offense to many. But ” ...

t Resolved, That while we condemn 
fraud and dishonesty In mediumship, as 
well as in all other things, we believe 
that the continual “cry of fraud" from 
our platform and In our press is detri
mental to the best Interests of Spiritual- 

.ism, in that while It does not prevent 
frauds Who are posing as mediums from 
practicing such-Impositions, but it In
vites unprlnclpted persons to enter this 
field to the detriment of Spiritualism 
and our1 genuine mediums.

The above is an impreslve resolution 
hdojited By the Nevi Yorii State Associa
tion of Spiritualists, intimating that the 
“cry of fraud" in the press and on the 
rostrum is very injurious to Spiritual- 
isjn, and that through "suggestion,” 
others weak in moral strength would be 
npt to increase the ranks of fakes, The 
resolution condemns .fraud, thus actual
ly “crying fraud” from the rostrum, and 
¿olng the very thing it condemns in oth
ers. It sends the resolution to various 
papers for publication, thus carrying'but 
what it fully condemns the press fqr do-

—all of course labeled “Pure Spiritual
ism.”

We fully and most cordially endorse 
the above- resolutlon.by the New York 
State Association of Spiritualists, in the 
following language, and we. wish our 
readers to study it most carefully;- 
First—THE CLAIM THAT THE ONE 
WHO CRIES “FRAUD” OR DECEP
TION WHEN IT 'ACTUALLY EXISTS, 
IS INJURING SPIRITUALISM, IS AB
SOLUTELY TRUE TO THE FULL. 
MEASURE OF THE DECEPTION 
PRACTICED.

■ We also fully agree with the-follow
ing, as clearly expressing the actual 
facts in tho case. Read it, re-read it, 
and then reflect and’ponder over both 
statements carefully:

Second.—WHEN THE DECEPTION, 
HOWEVER, IN SPIRITUAL PHENOM
ENA IS ALLOWED TO CONTINUE, 
WITHOUT MAKING IT PUBLIC, IT 
THEN TAKES FAR DEEPER, WIDER 
AND MORE. INFLUENTIAL ROOTS, 
AND FINALLY TO A GREAT EX
TENT STRANGLES THE TRUTH, 
AND WEAKENS GREATLY THE

ing, and In both cases badly injuring CAUSE IT REPRESENTS, AND IN 
Spiritualism, according to its own estl- THE BND IS FAR MORE INJURIOUS 
piate, and by “Suggestion” increasing THAN GBdNG IT CONTINUAL PUB- 

. the number of fakes, presenting an as- LICITY.
tonlshlngly curious medley that we will 
liot make it our business to unravel, it
is too tangled.

The Spiritualist press has never over- 
bufdened Its readers with the “cry ot 
fraud;” it has been the secular press 
that has done that. When Elsie Rey- 
nolds' style' of ’“making dear spirits” out 
of herself dressed In artificial toggery, 
was exposed In Los Angeles, Cal., the 
same was read by at least 2,000,000. 
When thé materializing methods of 
Houghton and wife In Philadelphia were 
published, at least 5,000,000 read the 
same, as the press dispatches flashed it 
all over the country. When May French 
and Neva Murivale Jenneau were ar
rested In Boston, (dressed In garbs sat
urated with phosphorus, etc., playing 
the "dear spirit” to gullible mortals) 
millions upon millions in various parts 
of the country read and commented on 
the same. We might enumerate many 
others who, when caught personating 
spirits, were dressed in flimsy draper
ies made especially for the occasion. 
According to the New York resolution 
we ought to have at least 500 fakes now 
in the course of preparation with bogus 
tests for the rostrum and cheese cloth 
and Illuminated dresses for materializa
tion. making arrangements for confed
erates and test conditions sucn as win 
easily deceive the guinbies—ail caused 
by "suggestion." as intimated in the 
New York resolution. We- manic the 
New York State Association of Spirit
ualists (composed of tnose who stand 
high-in-every.thing that pertains to true 
mannooa Or womanhood) for passing 
that resolution, for it gives us an oppor
tunity to Open Court according to-law 
and allow our readers in brief articles 
to talk about SUGGESTION : talk about 
the CRY OF FRAUD: talk about 
CHEESE CLOTH AND ILLUMINATED 
DRESSES found on the exposed medi
ums and their confederates: talk about 
the-BLUE BOOK and fake tests: talk 
about materialized spirits that smell 
sometimes of wnisitey and onions, and 
found to be tne medium or confederates

In this OPEN COURT (Inaugurated 
by the wise denizens of spirit Ute, those 
who have made The Progressive Think
er the greatest financial success ot any 
Spiritualist paper ever published), we 
wish to introduce Theodore J. Mayer, 
one of the noblest of men, a philanthro
pist in every fiber of his being, and who • 
has done as much financially for Spirit
ualism as all other Spiritualists of our 
boasted 10,000,000 combined. His 
statement can be. considered in the 
OPEN COURT. He says:

“I do not wish it to appear that I am 
excusing fraud, or condoning trickery, 
far be it from my desire. I KNOW 
THAT FRAUDS AND IMPOSTORS 
ARE IN OUR RANKS. • • • We HAVE 
TO DEPEND ON OURSELVES, AND 
AFTER HAVING BEEN TAKEN IN 
HALF A DOZEN TIMES WE HAVE 
OUR EYE-TEETH' OUT, AND ARE 
ABLE TO TAKE CARE OF OUR
SELVES AGAINST EVERY FAKE 
AND FRAUD.”

His position may be considered in the 
Open Court. The question naturally 
arises, What is the condition of a relig
ion, a cult, a sect, or creed, In which, in 
order to arrive at the exact truth, you 
have got to run the gauntlet of fraud 
ana deception at least six times, in or
der to get at the golden grains ? Mr. 
Mayer’s position should be considered 
carefully in the OPEN COURT.

Spiritualism in its purity is grand and 
beautiful: its true mediums are Angels 
of-Light, bringing nothing but tne truth 
to mortals seeking for the higher knowl-, 
edge. Their homes are heaven itséif: ‘ 
their presence is one continuai blessing. 
They comfort the mourning: mqy dls- 
pél the darkness of error: tney. bring 
sunshine into the life of the sorrowing: 
they have words of cheer for those 
whose burdens of life are heavy. For 
them we have a reverential feeling: for 
them we have nothing but praise. In' 
their behalf—to separate the wheat 
from the chaff—this OPEN COURT is 
inaugurated. None but rotten fakes 
wilt find fault with It

lions from the old church is the widely 
accepted notion that mediumship 1b a 
sort of peculiar sanctimoniousness. .It 
Is a gift from God, or some other holy 
personage, and the function of medium
ship is, therefore, .especially sacred, 
The qxerclpe of these sacred functions 
entitles' tiiein'td ’be'ordained tad called 
•RÉVÉREND,1 thé same as church digni
taries. This is a very strong tempta
tion to young boys and girls who are 
mediumistic, or wish to be thought so. 
It is a mighty power to puff up with 
pride and self-sufficiency unsophisticat
ed persons. And it is a wonderful help 
to a fraud to have Rev. prefixed to Ills 
or her name and to commence their ser
vices with a devout Invocation. Now, a 
medium is just as sacred (and no more 
so), as a telegrapher or a téléphoner. 
And conversing with spirits is as holy 
as talking -with your friends on the 
street, or in the house. Mediumship is 
as much a gift as your capacity to talk, - 
sing, or walk. Mediumship is the result 
of. a specific physiological condition. 
And without that special physiological 
make-up, all the gods in the universe 
could not make you a medium. Hypno
tism, mesmerism-and mediumship are 
equally holy, equally gifts from God, 
Jésus, the Holy Ghost or spirits.

NOW, WHEN MEDIUMS ARE RE
GARDED SIMPLY AS MEN AND WO
MEN. AND MEDIUMSHIP AS.A PHYS- 
IOLOGIGAL CONDITION, AND THE 
COMMERCIAL PHASE SHALL BE 
LAID ASIDE, FRAUD WILL CEASE 
TO FLOURISH, FAMILY AND NEIGH
BORHOOD CIRCLES WILL BE HELD, 
AND BROTHERLY .LOVE WILL 
PREVAIL.

There is one more point which has a 
most Important bearing upon this fraud 
question as well as upon the character 
and progress of the cause. Very largely 
tho especial work of the spirit world 
has been taken out of Its hands and as
sumed by a special class termed devel
opers who have made it their business 
to "develop” or make mediums. NOW, 
IT IS A FAIR INFERENCE THAT IF 
THE ■ SPIRIT WORLD KNEW 
ENOUGH TO PLAN THIS MOVE
MENT THEY KNEW ENOUGH TO 
SELECT THE PROPER PERSONS TO 
MAKE THE MANIFESTATIONS. And 
the manner in which the first mediums 
were pressed into the work is ample 

.demonstration of the fact The Fox 
girls, the Koons, Mrs. Foye, Conant and 
many others needed no developer to be
come mediums.

But the inauguration of commercial 
mediumship created the demand for the 
developers, as hundreds, who were, 
slightly amenable to hypnotic influencé,' 
were anxious and ambitious to become 
mediums. They were ready to part- 
yvith çoin in order to be able to abstract 
coin from others. The result of this 
has been the creation of many innocent 
frauds and some criminal ones. An In
nocent fraud is one who doesn't know 
the difference between hypnotic and 
spirit Influence, nor are they able to 
distinguish between psychometric or 
telepathic .perception and spirit impres
sion. Hence, they thinlCthey are spirit 
mediums and most Spiritists think so 
too. So there Is a double deception 
and à twofold fraud. Psychometrlsts 
and telepathists are urged upon the 
platform, and it is a patent fact that 
some of tne most popular platform me
diums never go beyond the power of 
psychometry and telepathy in their mes
sages. Tney are victims of suggestion. 
Their Spiritist friends suggest to them 
that they are spirit mediums, and auto, 
or seif-hvpnotic suggestion helps them 
out lb their fraud. The extent of this 
phase of fraud is beyohd calcuiation.- 
And for this. the 'great- body ■ ot ■ spirit
ists are responsible. Not criminally so. 
but responsible in the same sense that 
every ignorant violator of law is re-, 
sponsime. The consequences are uii- 
escapabie.

This brings us to the prime cause of 
all the difficulty—IGNORANCE! And 
although over fifty years have passed

After'Jh^xjposure of the methods of Mrs.' Elsie Rey
nolds at Los Angeles, Cal., it was not supposed 
her* sqV, H. E. Crindle—by her second husband— 
and1”!]^ wife would be brought within the meshes 
of the law so soon, and their arrant trickery be ex-

: r' 7 ; I). '» '---- ----- — — - p---- --

Sad .as at-may appear, such has been the case. The 
picture’drawn is enough to make angels weep. We 
believe it is1 our duty in connection Avith this Open 
Court,- to let Spiritualists know what is going on in- 
our ranks,.as a matter of important news»

J. S. Loveland is an Octogenarian, and for nearly a 
half-century he has been an enthusiastic Spiritualist 
A man ot unquestionable honesty and integrity, his 
views will be carefully considered by Spiritualists 
generally He opens the Discussion on the Fraud 
Question with an interesting article, wherein he 
takes a somewhat gloomy view of the situation as 
it present presented

It .seems that the "Fraud yuestion • 
Will not down. Writers persist .in its. 
discussion, and the frauds go merrily 
on m their nefarious work. Proving 
tne existence of cheats, the existence of 
"Blue Books." or any other books, does 
nothing toward the cure of the evil. 
Now. it must be clear to every person 
that the only important problem is how 
to arrest the terrible progress of this 
corruption. I have very mildly sug
gested the method., but the suggestion 
has been accepted by only here and 
there a single person. I now see that 
tne time has come to make a fun expo-.

nated from the practice of mediumship 
the prevention of fraud wm be an 4m- 
possibjiitv. «Among the most popular 
lecturers and platform test mediums 
have been, the • most consummate- 
pheats. But that does not touch the 
question of prevention and cure. - ■

Can fraud be prevented? Can the 
frightful evil be cured? It might be 
presumptuous to answer these queries 
in the negative. I will, therefore, pro
pose another question. Will tne fraud 
and cheatery so rampimt In. tho Spirit
ist Tanks be cured? To this f answer 
No. Why? Because the entire organ
ization and. mode of action on tne part 
of the Spiritists.creates and perpetu
ates tho conditions which evolve and 
continue tne fraud .. manifestations. 
And tW'inost.enthusiastic ana.porsist- 
enu opponents of frauds are. the. ones 
wild ate doing tho .most to uphold; it. ., 
Not-that they-have any ¿Intention of . so 
doing, but tneir earnest yorir is a stu
pendous mistake. and a wide departure' 
froiji the true conditions of genuine me,, 
dh m Up

Tlie-grpnd effort ofiorganlo Spiritism! 
is to get'mediumship upon the. -.plat
form. before tho..publia eye. .. The N. S.

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE, f
To the National Spfritualist Association, to All State Associations, and 

to Honest Spiritualists Everywhere. -A

ship, state organizations do the same, 
and local societies pursue the same 
course. It is the universal fashion. 
Tue organic bodies endorse and ordain 
meaiums for this specific work. More 
than this, in an the large cities there 
are probably five times as many meet
ings carried on by private parties as by 
regular societies and the distinctive 
feature of them all is the presentation 
of mediumistic phenomena on the plat
form. Many of these meetings have 
been kept up for years by the same

circie-iat so much per head. They feel 
under obligation to give every one of 
the attendants a "message." or they 
Will not be likeiy to come again. Being 
strictly a business, tne principles of 
business must prevail—customers pat
rons must be satisfied. No stronger 
temptations to dishonesty could well be 
imagined, and all the Spiritist organiza
tions, from the National down are ere-
atmg and sustaining these temptations 
to fraua., Ana Just so long as organized 
Spiritism keeps up Its platform shows 
of medium manifestation, just so long 
will It reap the harvest of fraud. Or
ganized Spiritism is the manufacturer 
and the upholder of the frhud system 
Will It disconunue tho system? NO' 
Tno fraud element controls it- I don’t
mean that .the leading controlling per-- 
•sons in.the organization. aro dishonest ' 
Far from it Hu^they are- identified 
■witlpand -upholders of - commercial me
diums and their manifestations- 'They 
recommend, license.’ordain, ttnd employ 
tue. commercial mediums. And it- 
amounts to rfiry-Httid for tJmm-to de- 
moutae i. singlb oabo1 op -a detected- 
fraud whon tiey fire ail We while ph 
rading tho temptation ;» dishonesty be
fore the eyes of the mtay

But t must specify one snore form of

since tho Rochester rappings, the great 
mass of Spiritists are. a/'denseiy ignor
ant to-day of the real nature of medium
ship as were the first witnesses of the 
manifestations. And the most regret
able feature of the case is that they 
don't wish to learn. This is as true of 
the professed teachers as it is of the 
common people. Comprehension of the 
meaiumisttc condition demands a 
knowledge of physiology and psycholo
gy. as both are involved in the condi
tion and working of mediumship. And 
instead of investigating in the scien
tific manner. tho old notion of miracu- 
lism is rampant to-day. A large per 
cent of Spiritist lecturers are ignoram
uses so far as the science and phlioso- 
ophy of mediumship is concerned. 
They have been urged onto the plat
form with the- idea that the spirits will 
teach them. Spirits win do no such 
thing. It would be a curse if they could 
or would do for us what we can do for 
ourselves. Being thus ignorant of the 
real nature of mediumship so tar as the 
physiological condition is concerned 
and. if possible more.ignorant 01 the 
character ana power of psychological or 
hypnotic suggestion they are the veri
est tools of all forms of magnetic influ
ence from mortals with no capacity to 
distinguish it from that of decarnate 
spirits. And in that condition they pre 
not able to distinguish between auto
suggestion and spirit impression. And. 
as the audiences are in tne same deplor
able state of ignorance, we have any 
amount of innocent, ignorant fraud. 
And this ignorance furnishes a most ad
mirable field for the dishonest fraud. 
He can produce-just as good. and. in 
many particulars just the same charac
ter of tests as tne honest performer, as 
he or she often possesses telepathic 
and psychometric powers; by .which a 
very large per cent of real tests ore 
given.

It is then no wonder that the. dishon
est frauds are upheld and patronized by 
so large a portion of the Spiritist public. 
Tney don t know any -better.. And they 
don't wish- to .Know any. better. They 
win not employ and.listen to those who 
can instruct them in the science of hyp
notism and mediumship. They win 
•pass by such an opportunity and select 
tne. fraud instead. The general public 
IB in the same condition and will choose 
tne fraud instead of the real. -

One 01 the damaging results of this 
ignorance to tho Spiritist movement is. 
that tne conviction is almost universal, 
in the church and. elsewhere, that the 
whole mediumistic phase is dishonest 
fraud. In view of all these tacts. I can 
seo no possibility of present escape 
from the fraud evil. It is. too strongly1 
entrenched, in the notions, institutions 
and practices of modern Spiritists to be 
overthrown by them.

Ab I think I have clearly shown, tho 
-public platform methods, linked with 
tne spirit and. practice of commercial
ism, are too firmly established to be: 
overthrown.- : And-so long .as the pres-1 
ent system of public mediumship is 
practiced, fraud is unescapable. Public 
mediumship, must be completely discon
tinued.. THE FAMILY AND PRIVATE 
circles must be re-established. Tho' 
science of -hypnotism.-as aipotent ther-' 
.apeutic agent,-and an' educator mental-1

. f Op ÏÇÜTH O1ÎLY. , .

The .’Hale Proposition—Fakelsm—The 
Blue Éfook—j"Wfie'n' the' flmoke of Bat
tle Has Lifted, True Spiritualism 
Will Shtôÿlif More Effulgent Ray.” 
To. the ¿ditof:—Spiritualistic maL 

ters of this cltÿ 'flre 'just at present in a 
state, of perturbation which will ulti
mately, be .productive of good effects to 
the .causé of Spiritualism.

'The expoèuïehere Of the fake materi
alizingméditais, the'Crihdles, their ar
rest; imprisonmfent, and subsequent beg
ging off. from» trial by agreeing to leave 
the city, to escape .the penalty of law, 
are but of recent occurrence.

Following closely upon this, at Saw- 
telle last.k'riday. one Mrs.' Hynsdale, 
upon her own motion, exposing her 
trick work in spçpqlled .materialization, 
is the latest' typé of deception and 
fraud. "■'•
. Members -of the orthodox (?) fold 
point to alj;thls,'and in the antiquated 
form of exprpsslgq, “I tpld you so,” pro, 
ceed to enllgntfeii Spiritualists to the ex
tent that all this but proves that Spirit
ualism is basedliipon fradd. The writer 
has - severpl;r times been thus ap
proached, but to all and sundry I have 
answered, “Set thine own house in or
der”; “Thoii hypocrite, pull out the 
beam,” etc. ,.jf . ••

But those.jifrtfle orthodox (?) cult 
who judge Spiritualism from the coun
terfeit brand; strangely attempt to de
flect the shafv'of their logic (false in 
one, false in All) • with regard to the 
frauds practiced in the name of Chris
tianity. Should their false reasoning 
be appliSFTO'nie Christita system, the 
fraud anutaypofirtsy wrought therein 
are sufficient, toçcondemn it to all eter- 
nlt7; .<O'ie L,

At thé -morning meeting of the 
Truthseekers’ Spiritualistic Society -of 
this city Mt ’ ¡Slinday, Brother Hale, 
who has recently gained considerable 
notoriety„by ottering one thousand dol
lars for a genuine case of materializa
tion, spoke fit length upon Spiritualism 
debased'Mid prbstnuted by those prac
ticing frgjirt. 'deception, chicanery and 
ciiarlataifllsm. +a.nd wap .roppuiy . -ap
plauded when he called upon Truth 
Seekers fo be time to their name and 
professiofl'by endeavoring to expose all 
-ipdres., : He created a xipple-of ■ sensation- 
liyhoidiugtup'to view a smaiitaote-book- 
which hé , alleged contained, certain 
tests given finie after time from the 

rostrummf the Truthseekers’ hail. Sun
day afternoon. Brother- Hale' in the 
Christian Spiritualist Society spoke 
even more plainly than Jie did before 
the Truthseekers, and gave his drastic 
views concerning-materializations gen
erally.

Brother Haje s campaign against 
fraud should be effectively aided by ev
ery society and by every Spiritualist in 
the city by laying upon fakeism the in- 
delnbie stigma of abnorrence. Judg
ing from articles in the Spiritualistic 
press concerning Brother Hale's one 

-thousand dollar proposition. I can but 
infer that the > conditions attached to 
the aforesaid. proposition are not well 
understood. . Brother Hale relieves in 
calling things by their right names, 
consequently his utter unbelief in mate
rialization is-founded upon the fact that 
in. order fpr.ia-splrit to materialize, it 
must come , clothed In its fleshly body. 
No medium heed bund air castles re
garding the' appropriation of the prof
fered ii.OOO. for it is defended by a bul
wark impervious to attack.

The discussion has eiecited consider
able criticism, but when the smoke of 
battle has lifted, true Spiritualism will 
shine in more effulgent ray.

J. L. MERRITT.
Los Angeles, pal.

gled and screamed, and; Mrs. Savoy by 
a deft.movement sent flying the mask 
the “spirit’’ was wearing; there before 
her stood Mrsi Criiidie, very much in 
the flesh. - .

. Then there was a riotous demonstra
tion, Mrs. Savoy screamed for assist
ance and Officer Livesey responded., H, 
E. Crindle tried to stop him and a fight 
cornmenced'in which a score of persons 
participated. It resulted in the wreck
ing of tile place, and the turning on of 
the lights, and the complete exposure 
of the fake. Crindle got a sore head, 
for he was roughly handled while resist
ing the. officer.

A,s soon ta the fight commenced G. E. 
Beeson and P. A. Baxter, friends of the 
Crindle outfit, tried to rescue the me
dium, but they were knocked down and 
beaten before they could do anything in 
that direction.

When the first noise of the struggle 
was heard License Collectors Shearon 
and McCoy forced open the front door 
of the house and took a,hand in the 
fight. Tables were overturned, chairs 
broken, women thrown from the room, 
faces bruised and heads cut Throughout 
it all, Ethel Crindle, the medium, shrank 
into a corner where, scantily dressed, 
she waited until the row was over. She 
became the center of attack by the- 
duped women In the audience, and they 
proceeded to tear nearly all her 
clothes off.

Upon the arrival of the police the 
Crindle woman was cowering in a cor
ner and it was necessary to wrap her in 
a blanket to take her to jail. On the 
way she dropped half a score of wigs In 
tne bed of the patrol wagon and when 
taken- to fdmale ward of the city jail 
she tried to secrete other wigs In a 
water closet, but was caught at it by 
Mrs. Gilbert, the police matron.

Crindle was also arrested, as were 
Beeson and Baxter. The Grindles were 
charged with' violating the city license 
ordinance and the other with resisting

Before the troupie started Miss Myra 
Mauzy had ueen tola tnat she was con
versing witn the spirit of her mother. 
Tjie expose was too much for her and 
sue reiapsea into pretended uncon
sciousness. from which she was 
aroused by the suggestion that she be 
sent to tne Receiving Hospital.

Up to midnignt the fake medium and 
her husoand had not been-able to; give 
bail, and their assistants, who tried to 
act as bouncers, also remained in jail.— 
Los. Angeies (Cal.) Dally Times.

The Following Is Presented for Vour Careful Consideration.

..What every man wants, whether'he is honest or beastly dishonest, 1g 
pure food^food unadulterated with health-destroying chemicals. !

What every Spiritualist should want, whether he is honest or dishohi' 
est, is a Spiritualism uncontaminated with deception.

W lere dishonesty commences in imitating genuine spirit manifesto« 
tions, there the truth ceases to exist, and deception in all its hideoue 
deformity commences, and a lie is labelled “Genuine Spiritualism.” ?

A sect, a club, a cult, or a creed that harbors, or in any way defends 
the exercise of deception, is to that extent rotten.

Truth ceases to be the exact truth when it forms a copartnership with1 
error. • 1

_To have to admit there is fraud and deception practiced in the nam«:'. 
of .Spiritualism, just exactly to that extent yoirkave to admit thatdtls 
Impure. _ ' y

The claim that the one who cries ‘ ‘ fraud ’' or deception when it actual« 
?s absolutely tbue to’ the 

FULL MEASURE OF THE DECEPTION PRACTICED.' \ j: 
• -a deception, however, is allowed to continue, without.mtili» 
mg it public, it takes deeper, wider and more influential roots, and final»! 
ly to a great extent strangles the truth, and weakens greatly the cause 
’¿Src?ntSualpotuS|e “okb WBKIOt's

Lies and deception constitute a rotten companionship for angelip 
Spiritual Truth, Spiritualism can only stand forth peerless when it is 
freed from deception.

Truth is invariably tarnished, its influence weakened or destroyed! 
when it allows itself to be promulgated by deceptive methods. .!

Ike cry goes forth from many conscientious Spiritualists that “ifii^ 
bad enough for the outside world to ‘cry fraud’ info our ears, without 
having to hear it from our own ranks.” . ?

But so long as we make no effort to purify our Cause when we knoty 
it is to a certain extent impure, we give the outside world a license to
cry out against us, besides, the world in a great measure is prejudiced! 
against us, no matter from what cause, and people are most apt to crit»' 
icise along the line of their prejudices.

The only way to purify a system is to get at the seat of the impurities 
and remove that; it is as correct a method for an institution like ours
as H is for the Human System, a Nation, a State, or Municipality.

The renovation must/begin within. The cleansing must follow the 
desire, but we must do it ourselves, and not leave it to disinterested peo
ple or our enemies.
„In the battleground of human advancement and spiritual progress, 
Truth does not need Error or Fraud for an ally; on the contrary sucli 
an alliance is a source of weakness and invites destruction to any cause 
thus supported. Such allies are more dangerous and harmful than open 
and avowed enemies.

Impurities in the mind darken it, and in the same proportion, decep
tion in a club, dult or sect throws a dark cloud over it.

If it is not in the province,—if it is not the bounden duty of a paper 
that represents a holy and divine Cause, to stand for the highest princi- 
pies of that Causy, where lies any province? Where lies a duty?

A paper that fears to speak the truth has no business to represent a 
Cause like ours.

A paper that dares not stand for principle has no standard of excel
lence and can hope for little prestige in this world.

“Truth wears no mask, bows at no shrine, and only asks a hearing.’' 
The fact that spirits can and do communicate with mortals is the 

grandest, the most beautitul. tiie most sublime, the most soul-exalting 
truth ever presented from the angel world to mortals, and the snmq 
will receive favorable reeoimition from the world at large just ii> pro
portion as it remains uncontaminated with deceptive practices

There are . hundreds of honest speakers and mediums in thia country, 
whose lives are pure and spiritual, and wbose homep are veritable heavens

They should be esteemed as true saviors of Spiritualism : they always re
ceive the cordial endorsement of Angels of Light. For their sake—if 
for nothing else—the fakes should not be allowed to represent the causo 
of Truth, thereby in the end proving a curse.

They Talk of Expose—Spiritualists 
Who Profess Honest Intentions Up
hold Aotlon Against Fakirs In the 
Business.
Spiritualist societies of Los Angeies 

have been agitated over the Crindle ex
posure conducted last; week by the Ex
press, and'the subject was one of uni
versal comment with adherents of this 
faith yesterday. Among those who pro
fess to be honest in their investigations 
there was general denunciation for the. 
Cnndies and their methods, and many 
expressions of satisfaction over the 
complete exposure were heard. At the 
same time, it is evident that there were 
those present who would like to have' 
covered the facts in the case and in
duced dupes of fake practice to believe 
mat therejs. after all. something of 
truth m materialization as practiced by 
these notorious frauds.

At the meeting of the "Truthseekers." 
■held m Burbank hail, there was a gath
ering of many Spiritualist clans. It 
had been hinted that the subject of the 
Crindle exposition would be brought up 
and suppressed excitement over the out-

>5

1

that there is reality m the teachings 
of Spiritualism. Then I was reaay to 
believe anything, and I was deceived. 
I had asked you for bread, and you gave 
me stones. In this city has begun a 
crusade against fraua in the ranks of 
Spiritualism, and. please God, it shall 
never stop until not one fakir remains. 
1 want the truth and an of It there is in 
Spiritualism, but I warn you. do not 
teed me on stones, for I cannot digest 
them.”

cers, were permitted to depart Crin
dle—who says that 111s name is uran- 
da.ll, although it appears otherwise in 
his ads —exhibited a license taken out 
for purposes other than the practice of 
fake seances.

Mr». Cnndie managed to secure
doming yesteraav morning. ana the

T. J. 
wanted

Would Wink at Fraud.
Burk, who followed Mr. Haie, 
to smooth over the situation.

pink quilt used to smeia her when 
taken to tne ponce station m tne patrol 
wagon, was discarded. Tne pair spent 
several hours in the office of the Dis
trict Atorney while a decision in regard

The Son of Mrs. Elsie Reynolds, and 
His Wife, Exposed in Their Attempt 
to PalnvOff olvthe Public Bogus Spir
its—The -Medlum - Found Dressed in 
Artificial Toggery—A Sad Picture for 
Spiritualists to Contemplate.
A. complete exposure of a bogus Spir

itualistic medium^ at No. 822 South 
Hope street last night was followed by 
a fight whibn almost caused a tragedy.

H. E. Crindie and Ethel, his wife, live 
at that place, and there they have been 
conducting Spiritualistic-seances. They 
are fakers pijrq. and simple, and have 
been making tljeir living by spool? per
formances at Which they pretended to 
produce the spirits of departed relatives 
of . their dnpesi^Tnree times a week 
they hayaheen, jfoiding.gcanc.es at their 
house and'cha^hg 50 cents admisslon- 
It paid them,, for. last night. they, had 
thWty-tWtt ’ perfffiirp, .there, and that

city for lypnthSjj
Tne expose nqpuiteu in a free-for-all 

fignt anfl ¿lie ajfest of four persons. 
Somebody,j had ^formed .the Tax Gol- 
lectorts qlftce, tlgpjt the -Grindles were 
having, sgapces:, without a city license, 
and Dept))}} Lic??ase Collectors Shearon 
and McCgjf, weqfl sent there to make a 
raid. They<;Seopj?ed. „tne service», of 
Special J®l\eer flu W. Livesey to assist 
them.. LpflLiliBttVs seance was also se
lected byiopposition- Spiritualists to ex
pose the gamp. but the-officers did not 
know, this.-,'

i'! very'Sblld Medium;' .•■'
For'wore xhap.,an hpur or more, the 

seapeo was.about.the sapie -as.' one 
migut expec^a^.aqy such foolish.exhi
bition, but soon, after fl-o’clock. Mrs. 
Crindle asked'tor the appearance of
spirits of relatives, who were in her au- 
dience: "Mrs. Sennit.sivoy. a flrm bq- 
liever.-nsited Xhat")ier p|0tli,er's spirit be 
called.’- ■ That fiup|ioSed Spirit responded 
and in-fhe jirttiien^d loifin, seemingly be- 
gam WaMeriM ftohi,place,to place ah- 
sweri'hg • qudstlortB, ^hieh. Mrs.: Savoy 
put to it iJnforttaatdiy for the spirit 
it went too near Mrs Savoy and that

come was manifested. In accordance 
rtiith the custom of the Truthseekers. a 
limited. amount of time was given to 
each person wishing to talk on Spirit
ualism, and before the meeting had 
advanced far Robert Hale, a man of local 
business prominence, who has delved 
more or less Into Die belief, gained per
mission to speak.

Mr. Hale was interested in the recent 
expose, but because it was known that 
he is an enemy to the fakirs he was not 
In position to gam admittance to the 
Crintue seances. From the fact that he 
-was duped by the methods of Mrs. Elsie 
Reynolds he has taken up arms against 
ail deceivers, who pretend to be Spirit
ualists and yesterday was ready to’say 
In strong terms what he thought.

It .was remembered by many who 
knew about the Elsie Reynolds expose 
that at the time Mr. Hale attempted to 
speak of it before the Truthseekers he 
was not allowed to do so. Yesterday 
when he arose there were murmurs in 
various .parts of the house.-- - • ■

Witnessed, the Fraud.
. It so happens, hqwever.; that Mrs,- Ma-, 
rte Penmngton. vice-president of the so, 
ciety, was at the Crmdte .seance, and if 
she never before was. fully convinced 
that materialization In genera) is fake- 
pure and simple, she was brought to 
that conclusion last Wednesday even
ing. Mrs. Pennington declares she 
never had any faith in the Grindles and 
had gone to the seance Wednesday 
night because she received an intima
tion that there would be an exposure. 
She wanted to-see. and when the lights 
were turned on tooit a good look at the 
medium, and secured U piece of her ce
lestial roue .as a souvenir of the occa
sion. Tins robe, as previously stated, 
was made of cheesecloth, and the more 
censure for those In the Truthseekete’ 
looks at it tne more convinced is she 
that it suil glves no evidences of ih'e 
supernatural.

She was -willing that Mr. Hale should 
speak yesterday, and invited him,, for
ward. He had a scripture text on which 
to .bUiid, bis- remonstrance -against 
fraudi- ¿ This is the house of God. but 
ye'have made it a dea o? thieves!" he 
beg^if, tad .then followed .a -vehement 
denunciation of the fakirs, as well as 
cenusre for thbfie in the Truthqeekorp’ 
.society, whp have, from tim-a to umq, 
countenanced persons believed by the 
public to be frauds

and suggested that if the former speak
er found fraud m the ranks of Spiritual
ists. he should let the religion alone, 
say nothing about what he saw and join 
the Baptist or the Methodist churcn, or 
•any other organization where he would 
be sure of not coming m contact with 
fraud. The argument in favor of such 
a course dwindled into a long, turn 
speech of mere words, and then the 
speaker used more words. Finally Mrs. 
Pennington caned him to oraer. stating 
that he had talked long enough, ana 
then gave her version of tne Cnndie 
raid. Mr. Hale was right, she said. 
While the society which she represent
ed was looking for truth and not fraud, 
it should not be placed in the position 
of Winking at deception when brought 
face to face with it.

Mrs. Lettie Aliçn. another advocate 
of Spiritualism, aiso spoke in favo.'- of

to the prosecution of uie cases 
reached.

Both acanowieagea tnat they 
been fairly caught in their trickery 
appeared greatly relieved when 
that no warrants would De issued.

'as

had 
and 
told

Many persons were courf waiting for 
the case» to be caned, ana their disap
pointment was keen when they learnea 
that there wouia oe no prosecution.—• 
Los Angeies (.Cai.j Dany Times. June 
17.1904.

PILES CURED
OH APPROVAL <

Don t Neglect Plles-They lead to th< 
Deadly Cancer. Nly New Three

fold Absorption Treatment 
Promptly Relieves Even 

Most Malignant Cases.
VL Mfu.vuuJium) j llhsurv___________

Mr. Hale s position, and A. M. Btck. itectai woaitnci 
who was in the party of raiders last 1

I want tosend every sufferer from ones. mcer. 
fissure, prolapse, tumors, constipation, or Qtue( 

. my New Tnree-foid Ausorp’ ----------------- ly New Book, in colors, about 
fecial troubles. lAu in plain wrapper.; If vou... . . • . ....... . . . mvun uuuuiw. txi.il in uiuiii wruDuvu li vuuWednesday nignt, told what he anew of : satistied with tim. fonnflt fmm w treat- 

the Crindle expose, and urged that all gtont. send mo Ono Donar. 11 not. sona noltung. 
person latere ted in the estabusnment | YoM d'cedae^t c° * V ateormns he xrow n 
of tiie truth should lend tneir uest ef-.anci healing th© meirhranc- It f« bri»gln« 

bures wncre everything else has failed, it has 
cured cases of 30 and 40 years standing. That* 
Is why 1 can afford to send it on approval! 
Hore s what you pet without paying a cent in 

advance: 1. One tube of tùs î 
Absorptive Piastna, with my 
now Rectal Applicator, which { 
quickly béais au ucning and ;

forts toward ridding their ranks of tne 
disgraceful frauds that now invade 
them. Several other persons spoke in 
the course of the morning, and one or 
two made weak attempts to attack Mr. 
Hale s position, but no one came out 
boldly to defend the Cnndies. in the 
back of the hall P. Baxter, one of the 
men arrested at the Crindle seance for 
resisting an officer, was seated, nut he 
had nothmg to say. and went.out quiet
ly before the meeting was concluded.

Not only . at the Trutnseeicers' meet
ing. but at many others in tno city yes- 
day. was the matter of the Crindle scan
dal brought: up; and Spiritualists who 
profess honesty warned their people 
that the time has come when they must 
eliminate fraud from their ranks unless 
they wish the outside public to do it for 
them. ■

When the Cnndies were released 
from the custody of the law it was with 
the-understanding they should leave 
town within a week, and if they fall in 
tins it is declared that further action 
win be taken against them.—Los An
geles (Cai.) Express. •

Elsie Reynolds; gyn. and His. vyifa Ac
knowledge. They Ware Fairly. Caught 
In Their Trickery. ■■ •
H.’E. Crindle nhfl his wife. Ethei.'Who 

werd exposed- as fakers at a. Spiritual
istic seance at Na ■ ¿22 South 'Hope 
street, Wednesday night, ■ were permit- 

itod to ICfivfi ■ the' City-jail yesterday af- 
''-ternoort onthemonditiotithat tfiey leave 
the city immediately. .The "medium", 
and her husband-Bthted'that they in
tended to leäve Los 'AngelesJuly 1. any
way anifwill hasten their departure

G E 1 Beesoh and P A Baxter wi 0 
ware also arrested when the South 
Hope street spook joint was raided an 1 
who incidentally received a few tap on 
Sag tea wtea t&ey resisted the offi

soreness. ». One uacWe q? my Muco-Food Cones, which 
cure constipation Anu nourish, the membrane. B. Ono Pack
age of my Pile Pins, which remove tne causes of pncs and 
constipation, making the -cure 
permanent.. If you have-plies« 

o.ff.UBVtEcr n.a. or tno itchinff». burning,- or IiLd. Kx-Pr»t.wedieai heavy feeling, which shows 
ttiTcnur 01 Ooio.Kk* mat tuo dreaded disease. 19 borseen, «. B. Amy. comin^ cost y0U noth
ing to try my romeuy. and one dollar is little to 
Say if cured. Address. Dr. V an Viecic C0.. X025

Lajestic Bldg.. Jackson. Mich. Write today«

Your
INDUCE

Neighbor to Subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker.

Now la the time to extend the circular' 
tlon of The Progressive Thinker. ’ it 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which evhry one bnould ba 
familiar. -.-No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter fio well adapted-to enrich the 
mind. Send In h subscription now. ■

-Spirttttcl Bourn (or the use M or. ■ 
cite. Camp-meeungs and Other Spirit- 1 
uallstlc Gatherings." By Mattie a. i 
Hulk For sale at thia offlea Price 18 j

,........ ■ .... ..Ai--, . I»;. ;
"Lcngleys Beautiful Stags.", » Four-1 

teen beautiful, soul-inspiring ‘ songs. 
with music, by 0. Payson Longley 1 
Prlco.by mall.-, 15 cents.-. ;..■ ../• K

"The present Age and .Innes tWKJ 
Ancient and- Modern Mysteries Claast , y 
fled and explained By Andrew JtaS-' 
non Davis we have a tew copied ot i 
thia work fax the caWated sw. 
Cloth, |U0>

jfoiding.gcanc.es
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“Starella, Starella, where are you?” The shrill 
voice of Mrs. Marston rang out as she stood in the 
kitchen door of the old-fashioned farm-house. The 

‘ bees hovering over the clover blossoms swaying in the 
breeze heard her; the birds singing in the trees in the 
orchard behind the house heard her, and stopped 
their music for an instant, but apparently Starella did 
not hear her, for there was no response.

“I never did see such a child in all my life as that 
one,” said Mrs. Marston as she turned back to where 
one of the neighbors sat making a morning call. “It 
does seem as though she can’t bear to stay where 
folks are; just as quick as she gets her morning chores 
done, she is gone. I’ll bet this very minute she is 
down in the lower orchard lying under some tree 
dreaming. I don’t knl^y how I ever come to have 
such a child; it almost seems sometimes that she does 
not belong to me, that she piust have changed when 
she was a baby, like stories that I have heard; even 
her name doesn’t seem natural; whoever heard of a 
farmer’s girl being called such an outlandish name as 
Starella?”

-. “How did you come to ñame her that?” asked Mrs,

roughness of play which othe^children took in good 
part and returned in kind always seemed to her sen
sitive soul as an intended hurt, and she usually spent 
the most of the play time in her desk, dreaming as the 
teachers called it. Her dark brown eyes always had 
a far-a-way look in them, as though s)ie saw things in
visible to others. To her mother she was a constant 
source of trouble and anxiety because she did not take 
more interest in house-keeping and patchwork and all 
the things so dear to the bustling, energetic home
maker

“James,” said Mrs. Marston to her son, who was 
home on a short visit a few days later, “I wish you 
would have a talk with Starella. I don’t know what 
is to become of her if she don’t wake up and try to 
learn something.”

So, in the late afternoon, when the sun was going

o

to me. "When I am all alone and nobody talking to whether it was all owing to an over developed imagin-
me, then they come, and they tell me the most beauti- ation.

Before going away the next morning James told 
don’t believe it, or that it ain’t so, for it is true; I do his mother to be careful of her, not to make her study
fnl things and I am so happy. Don’t you say you

see them.” any more than she liked, to give her only light house-
“But, Starella, it pap iy>t be so; you must imagine hold tasks to do, but to try and provide as much 

it. The dead are gofie far away from here, and how cheerful company for her as possible. He thought it 
can you see them?”tf ;).

‘ • Where have they gone ? ”
“I don’t know, (fhe Bible says the good go to

might be well if she could go away from home for

heaven and dwell witl; God.”
“Where is heaven?” (
“I don't know; we none of us know about these 

things.”
“Yes, we do. You can’-t tell me where they go, nor 

where heaven is, norlanything about it, because you 
don’t know; but I can tell you because I do know. I 
see them and talk with them, and they have told me 
many things about where they live and what they 
do.”

awhile, have something to change the current of her 
thoughts, new scenes and new companionship, a sug
gestion which Mrs. Marston tried to carry out by 
writing to a cousin who lived in the city and asking 
her to take her for awhile; but Starella pleaded so 
hard not to be sent away that the project was given 
up- ' ,

A PRACTICAL COURSE
! FOB I
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down behind the western hills, he sought her and 
found her, as usual, under a wide-spreading apple-tree 
in the orchard, engaged in examining the mysteries of 
a late rose which she held in her hand. Throwing “What do you see?”
himself on the soft grass beside her, he began, “Star- “Oh! so many. Susie Murray comes to jtne almost
clla, I want to talk with you a little while. Don’t you every day. She wants me to come out here alone so 

Gowen. think you are about old enough to be doing some- ' ............ .
, “Oh! I didn’t do it; her father’s sister—I guess you thing more useful than pulling roses to pieces?” 
never knew her; she married young and went out Starella looked at him in confusion. “I didn’t 
west to live—was here on a visit, and she thought the know it was any harm; I only wanted to see how it

she can talk with me; and I see Aunt Jennie. You 
know mother tells us about her, how she went away

The summer passed away. Fall came with its cold 
bleak days and the trystings in the orchard had to be 
given up. School began, but Starella came home so 
very tired at night, and took so little interest in her 
studies, that, with James advice, she was allowed to 
stay at home. As winter wore away she did less and 
less of the household duties, but seemed content to lie 
upon the couch by hours, gazing into the fire in the 
old-fashioned fire-place. It came to be generally un
derstood that she was going into a decline. The

world of the baby; she never had any of her own. was made, what was down in the heart of it.” 
She was another just such a dreamer, she believed a “It isn’t that it is any harm but you ought-to be 
person’s name affected their lives or their lives made learning something about cooking and keeping the 
their names, something of the kind.
- “Starella takes after her in nearly all her ways. 
One night she sat rocking her a long while and sing
ing to her and when she got up and put her in my 
arms to take to bed, she said, very solemnly, ‘Eliza, 
heaven has lent you one of its brightest stars for a 
little while; take care that you return it with its 
brightness undimmed.’ What in the world she meant, 
I’m sure I don’t know, and the next morning she be
gan calling her Starella and the name stuck to her. I 
tried to break them of calling her by it, but when I 
found that her father had written‘it in the family

have to go over to Mrs. Murray ’s to help before long,

tion.

The Progressive Thinker, which came 
to her as an inspiration almost imme
diately upon leaving the hospital from 
her illness. Mrs. Payne is now in San 
Antonio with her daughters and will 
lecture there and in Austin until time 
for the state convention which will be

house. You are fifteen years old now, and it won’t be
many years before you will be old enough to be mar
ried and have a home of your own, and you should 
know how to take care of it.”

“ But I shall never be married. ’ ’
“Yes, I suppose you think so now, but you will 

think differently a few years from now. It is natural 
for all women to wish for a home and family of their 
own. What are you going to be if you do not get 
married, a school teacher, or milliner, or dressmaker? 
or perhaps you want to be a doctor. I don’t khow as 
we need two doctors in the family.”

“I would like to heal people, but I would never give 
them poison stuff as you do. I would give them the

wlipn she was a girl, but she ain’t a girl now; she is
the most beautiful angel you ever saw; always dressed neighbors openly discussed the probability of her liv- 
in a lovely white robe, and she says she has taken ing until spring. Everybody but her mother seemed 
care of me ever since I was a baby, and grandpa—you to recognize the fact that she was not to be here long, 
know .1 never saw grandpa—but one day he came and. Mrs. Marston stoutly insisted that there was nothing 
put his hand on my head and I knew it was him with- serious the matter with her, she was only ailing a lit- 
out anybody .teling me, and when I looked at him I tie, and would be all right when it came spring and 
saw that he was real lame and, couldn’t walk without she: could get out of doors.
a cane, but I didn’t know it before. I asked mothera cane, but I didn’t know it before. I asked mother On one of James’ visits home, he brought with him 
what made Grandpa Marston lame and she told me a brother physician in whose judgment he had great
that he broke his leg before he died, and he was so old confidence. His opinion, plainly stated, was, that she 
it never healed properly, and it always bothered him, would probably not live long. She might, if she could
but when I told her that I had seen him, she scolded go to some warmer climate, linger a year or two, but 
me and said for me never to tell such a thing again." she would never be strong or healthy. She had been

'What do they look like, real people?” asked born with a delicate constitution, predisposed to a 
’ weakness of the lungs, which the rigors of the severeJames.

Bible I thought I’d let it go. She whs never like other 
children. She won’t goto Sunday-school, and I can’t 
get her to without whipping her, and she is most too pure healing herbs that nature makes for them. Oh! ‘ .. ... 
big to whip. The first time she ever went she came I wish you would use the power you have in your was orily grandfather’s body that was lame; his spirit 
home and said she didn’t want to go any more; she hands (placing her hands upon his)'to cure diseases 1omo ”
didn’t like to hear the teacher tell about God, she was instead of giving them all the - horrid things that 
afraid of him, but now she says she ain’t afraid, for poison their blood. Don’t you remember when I used „-v- -..-j v —— — —------—j ~~
she has found out that there ain’t any such God as to have such dreadful headaches, how you would they did when they were in the body. We wouldn’t

Yes, just the same, only more bright and nice. I New England winters had aggravated. In short, he
can see them all right but I can’t touch them. If I 
try to touch them, I don’t feel anything.”

“I don’t know what to think,” said James. “It

can’t be lame.”
“It ain’t; they tell me all about that. It is only

when they come close to us that they look and act as

they tell about in Sunday-school.”
‘ ‘ Why! Mrs. Marston I ”
“Yes, I wouldn’t tell anybody half the dreadful 

things that child says. Do you know, MrS. Gowen,” 
lowering her voice and'looking carefully around, “she 
sees things?”

“Sees things? What kind of things?”
“Spirits.”
‘ ‘ Oli!—well, perhaps she does; there are people that 

can see them.”
“I don’t believe it. I believe when we die we shall

This course ot instruction 1b differ» 
ent from any course ever printed. It I* 
a condensed encyclopedia, conveying 
the highest truths and most valuable 
Information in terms bo simple that * 
child can undei stand them. Much has 
been written on these subjects by dif
ferent schools, but they were superficial 
and it has been left to the author to 
weld them together, the philosophies ot 
the east and the west. His methods 
are not a theory or a fad, but are cor
rect treatments, based on scientific 
knowledge, research and experience. 
He uses the best methods known per
taining to these subjects, enveloping 
all that is taught in other schools, and 
then going far beyond anything known 
In the west.

The course treats on the fundamental 
principles of universal law, and de
scends to individualized concrete mat
ter, giving the “evolution of the indi
vidual” to its highest attainment of con- 

-eclousnessc- It contains a more com
plete course on hypnotism than any 
other course, and manifests a new era 
in the study of practical psychic phil
osophy.

The regular price of this unique 
course Is $25. We have decided to let 
a limited number go at $5. Those de
siring this course can buy it at the 
price mentioned if purchased within the 
next four months. Address all orders 
to MISS NETTIE WINTER,

466 LaSalle Ave., Chicago, III.gave them no hope that she would ever be better.
As the fact grew more certain that she was fading 

away, her spirits seemed to rise; she grew more cheer
ful ; seemed to try in every way possible to brighten 
the days for her father and mother. Her cheery 
laugh was heard much more frequently than before 
she was sick.

James called the corner of the big kitchen where

FUBLIGftTIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttleknow them if they didn’t; but the real ‘they’ is just, . , . , ___ a.... ________ ... . . her couch was, “the happy corner.” The girls of the
go away in a few minutes; and nighis when I couldn’t the same all the time, they have only just took off the neighborhood enjoyed coming to see her, declaring 
get to sleep, if you came and sat beside me and held body, just as you will throw away this suit of clothes that she was twice as jolly as she used to be. But 

her mother noticed that often when she had to leave

place your hand on my head and the pain would all

my hands I would go to sleep so quickly ? Oh 1 James, 
there are many, many sick people that you could cure 
by the healing power you possess if you would only 
learn to use it for the benefit of the sick; and for those 
that do not need medicine, there is something that 
grows for every disease. When nature makes or de
velops any living thing it provides something for it to 
eat and all the means of sustenance it requires, and it 
also provides something to cure all its ailments. If

when it gets soiled and worn; you will leave it off and
put on a nice new suit, but it will be you just the 
same ; you’ve only got a better suit of clothes to wear, 
that’s all.”

her alone while she was performing her household 
tasks, in coming back into the room she would find 
her with the old rapt, ecstatic look in her eyes, as 
though she was permitted to see the glories of the

Library of Sjiiritiial Literature.

“And it makes you happy to tall^ with them?”
“Oh, yes! I’d like.to talk with them all the time. _____  _______  ______________ o. __ __ , ....

I try and mind mother and'do what she wants me to, sympathy and love in the mother’s heart conquered
land to which she was fast hastening. At last, the

go so far away from here that nobody can see us. . I 
just can’t believe it. I believe it’s all her imagina- we were as wise as the animals we should know right 

where to go every time we were sick to find the means
“Well, I don’t know. We ain’t all alike, There’s 

Mary Ann Simmons; she can draw your picture and 
paint it so life-like that anybody would know it; and 
there’s that boy Martin Prays, he’ll sit down to a 
piano and play any tune that he ever heard, without a 
bit of teachings You nor I couldn’t learn to paint 
pictures nor play the piano, but perhaps we can do 

¿¿ some' things that they could never learn to do. I know 
some folks have strange peculiarities. There’s my 
Aunt Phebe Smart, she can always tell when she’s go
ing to have company, and she tells lots of little things 
that are going to happen.”

“Starella can, too. About three weeks before Susie 
Murray died she came in one day—she had been gone 
all the afternoon—and she said ‘Mother, you will

to relieve us.”
While Starella was talking James was surprised to

and get my lessons at school, but all the time I am 
wishing I could be opt hefe or in my room talking 
with them. I want to-learn all I can about their lives 
and their homes.”

“Why do you want to learn theset things?” 
“Because I am going with them before long, and I

see that her nervousness all dropped away from her; want to know all I eau-about it before I go.”
her eyes changed in their expression, she talked with “Why do you thinkyou are going with them?” and 
an earnestness and assurance entirely foreign to her a pang smote his heart as he noted the transparency 
usual manner. of her complexion and’the unearthly look in her eyes.

“Why do you say nature makes any thing? Why “They tell'me that! am. Aunt Jennie says it is

the old prejudices, and she was allowed to tell her her 
experiences, and many hours were spent in conversa
tion upon the subject upon which Starella had so 
longed to talk, in which she would use every argu
ment she could think of to convince her mother that 
God was not a God of wrath as she had always be
lieved, but that God was love, and that
with us all the time if we would have it, and that the 
loved angels who had left our mortal sight were still 
near us, and that she would herself after a Jittle while 
become a daily visitor to the home from which her

don’t you say God?” . . natural for some plants to die without growing'to ma- bodily presence should have passed away. Gradually
“I don’t know anything about God,’’-she aiiSWered.' turnity; tliat if all thejlittlfi’trees that start up were a peace and hope was born in the mother’s heart that 

to grow up, the earth’would be overgrown with trees, helped her to be ready for the day in which she must“I don’t like the kind of God they talk'about at 
church. I don’t believe there is any such God, and I
don’t listen when they tell about him. I look away or 
shut my eyes and think of other things, and then I 
don’t hear it. They say God is a person like us, and 
if he is he can’t be perfect; he would make mistakes 
sometimes and if he did, everything would go .all 
wrong, but nature never makes mistakes.”

“What do you read?” asked James.
“I don’t read much anyway. I don’t care much

for Susie is going away.’ ”
“ ‘Where is she going?’ says I, and she says, ‘She’s

going to heaven.’ She knows that I don’t like to ...
have her say such things, and she is pretty shy about for stories, or for any I can get, and I don’t like the 
talking to me. I scolded her well, but she stuck to it; 
she said she had seen her in her coffin; it was a white 
coffin and lots of flowers on it, and Elder Whitney was 
preaching the funeral sermon; and sure enough, he 
was over to a quarterly meeting at Little Hi ver and 
they got him to attend thediuneral.”

. “T'mt was strange, wasn’t it?”
. . re done everything I can to make her like other 

foi iis/but I can’t account for her. ”
“Well, I wouldn’t worry. You know you used to 

fret about James when he was small, because he

Sunday-school books, so I don’t have much that I
want to read.”

“Don’t you read the Bible any?

that of every thing than grows there are more that do give up her only beloved daughter, a day that came 
not live their full lives, or what we think is their full ^all too soon.
lives, than there are that do, but they are only trans
planted. I shall never die. I shall only go away a 
little ahead of the rest of you; I shall get my new suit 
before you do yours, and I shall be so busy getting 
ready for the rest of you. Aunt Jennie says there 
will be plenty of work for me; work that I shall love

The first warm sunny days of April had come. 
Starella was very restless; a weary night has passed, 
and in the morning she said to James, who was at 
home, “I wish I could go down in the orchard once 
more. Can’t I go?”

“ You can’t walk, I am afraid, but if you want to go 
to do. I don’t know yet what it will be, but it will be real bad I will carry you.”
what I can do best.” “I wish you would. I feel as though I must go. So

“If it were true and you knew you were going, she was wrapped up in warm shawls and in her broth-

“No, not now. There are so many horrid things in y “James, do you remember before you decided to 
it that I don’t want to think about, and I have to read settle at Greenfield, you thought you would like to go

wouldn’t you feel dreadfully to think you werfe going er’s strong arms carried out under the apple trees and 
to die and leave us all?” laid in'a relining chair.laid in 'a ridining chair.

them to find the good things; so I don’t care much to California and start in your practice; you got very 
enthusiastic over it. You thought it was a beautiful

didn’t care anything about the farm, and was always 
fussing with all the crippled cats and dogs he, could 
find, and you are proud enough of him now; worked 
his way through medical college and settled down 
with a good practice. I was over to Greenfield the 
other day and I heard some one say that Dr. Marston 
was one of the smartest physicians in the city.”

“Yes, James has done well, no mistake, but there 
seemed to be something more sensible in his notions 
than in Starella’s. Suppose such a thing, that she 
can see spirits, what good does it do her ?. Just unfits 
her for any good for anything else. It ain't natural; 
keeps one worrying all the time for fear she ain’t 
right in her head. ’ ’

“Well, well, I would not fret about it if I was you; 
she might be much worse. I’m sure she is a good obe
dient daughter; but I must be going. Good-bye. ’ ’

It was true, Starella was a peculiar child; nobody 
understood her. Kind, affectionate, but' too shy to be 
demonstrative. So extremely sensitive that she was

about reading it. I’d rather come out here and listen 
to the birds sing. Don’t you love to hear them? 
Don’t you feel as though they belonged to you 1 I do. 
I feel as though every bird there is is mine and I am 
theirs; I am a part of them, and of the trees, and of 
the wind that blows through them, and makes their

country; you had heard-so much about it, you thought 
you could do so much better there than here. You 
hated to go so far away and leave us all, but you said 
you would write often,-and come home once in awhile, 
and you said that if you liked it, perhaps after awhile

leaves whisper, and of all the flowers and of the grass, father would sell-the farm and we could all come.

“Oh! isn’t this heavenly!” she whispered, as she 
lay looking up at the fleecy white clouds that were 
chasing each other across the sky. “I wish I could 
go from here; it would be so easy. Mother, they are 
all here. J wish you could see them. Aunt Jennie is 
waiting and she smiles so sweetly. She says I shall 
not have a single pain in going, that the way is all 
ready and they are all waiting for me to come. 
Mother, please do not cry for me, now, nor after I am 
gone, but every morning when you get up, think that

and everything that lives and grows. We are all one. That’s the way I feel; I am sorry to leave you all and I shall be there, and every night at dark give me a few 
I am only a part and you are another part, and it’s all I hate to have you feel bad about it, but I do want to minutes; let me come to you. I will do all I can to be
ours, and nobody can take it away from us and we can go. It is so beautiful, and I can do so much that I a good helpful daughter to you. Father, don’t work 
never go away'from it.” can’t do here, and it’s better than California, for I can very hard the rest of your days. Itwillonlybealit-

James studied her animated countenance intently, come and see you every day, and talk with you if you
“Surely,” he thought, “here is something that I can will let me. I shall be in my lovely new home, and 
not understand. Where does she get these ideas? In- still shall be beside you all too. I shall know what
what is she different from other children?”

“Are you never lonesome out here alone by your
self ?” he asked.

“I am not alone,” she answered quickly, as the 
color flamed over her face.

“What do you mean?”
“Will you let me tell you, James?” she cried, ap

pealingly. “Mother won’t let me speak of it, and if I 
tell father he only says, ‘Well, you’d better not tell 
anybody else what you think.’ ”
_ “You cin tell me anything you like,” James said

you are doing and all that happens, and, James, you 
will tell father and mother about this after I am gone, 
won’t you? and tell them not to feel bad or to mourn 
for nie the least bit, for.if they do I shall know it and 
I can’t be happy while they are mourning. I am not 
going right away, and perhaps they, will let me talk to 
them about it before I go. ”■

“Well, little sister, I hope it will be a long time be-

tie while. Your work is almost done. I will help 
you, too. James, you have been a dear brother; I 
know you will look after father and mother, and 
sometime the angels will open your eyes, and you will 
see them, too, and know that it wasn’t imagination. I 
am sleepy. Kiss me, all of you, and I will go to 
sleep.”

She slept so long, that, fearing she would take cold, 
James took her in his arms and bore her gently into 
the house.

never a favorite with the other children; they always kindly. -
aid she was too touchy to have any fun with; the “James, the folks that you call dead come and talk

, . _ Just as he laid her on the couch, she opened her
fore that day conies, but it, is getting damp, and we eyes and with a glad cry, “Oh! Aunt Jennie, can I go 
must go into the house.” now? I am coming,” her freed spirit joined the dear

James thought long and deeply that night but could ones who had tried tlieir best to prepare and fit her ’ 
come to no conclusion' as to whether Starella really for the life in the beautiful summer land.
possessed a power or (faculty that others did not, or •'"'Lynn, Mass. ABBIE A. AVERILL.
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fort and peace; Abel Davis, of Watertown, N.'fIY., aged
The Home Progressive Lyceum ot 94 years and 1 month. ’He hdh been an 

Galveston, Texas, Intend to hold an earnest Spiritualist sinc’4 the truth first 
Apron Handkerchief Sale some time came to his notice in 1849, an«^ healer 
during August and kindly solicit these of great power. He has beefi^alled to 
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i months ago took up the work -in Beau- for the society In Dalias. Her work Is 
mont.is just recovered from typhoid generally-acceptable. Her son, Master 
fever and lately delivered a most Im- Milton Baker, Is at present at the Tem- 
presslve and helpful lecture at the Tern- ■ pie in Galveston, and attracted a large 

i pie in Galveston on the subject, "In the audience of earnest, intelligent listeners
Valley of Shadows,” prefacing her lec- -
ture with the poem lately published in

The only relations of his present at the 
funeral were a niece and a cousin, but 
his wife’s family were equally dear to 
him, and they were present, in fact the 
church was full inside and many from

miss his physical presence, but expect a 
glad reunion by and by. The writer .of
ficiated at the funeral.

CARRIE E. S. TWING.

Passed to spirit life, June 9, Joseph 
Reeder, the brother Of the Rev. Mary 

the outside were mourners, and hun- KY-dreds looked their last that day upon ^ ,8?^11 saw ®,e and
one who had helped.them in some way. th.at.he ha,d cro?s.ed over. The servicesfor bls lecture a few Sundays since; i 

though a lad of but fifteen years, his i 
ideas are advanced and his language 1 
pleasant, thus making him attractive : 
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worker for Spiritualism.
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Mrs. Payne is one of the earnest de-, those persons having charge of the ly- 
voted lecturers with the life-giving cefim. department at the various camp
beauty of Spiritualism fn our ranks, meetings will address Mr.' John .SV, 
who lives the philosophy she teaches Ring relative, to literature for the Jyce- 
and thus Impressing those to whom she um they will find it helpful. 
ministers. ~ ” ” " - ’-------

a few months in Chicago but expects to ence the pure white banner of our be- 
resume her work In . .the "Lone Star loved Spiritualism floats steadily before 
State” early in September, and-persons . the breeze of progression. It wid no 
desiring her services should address -doubt bo further reaching and more fa- 

’’bor at 619 îaekson Boulevard, Chicago, vorably conspicuous . when workers
or address President John ,W. Ring, moved by the holy impulses of loving

Each Dish-washer sold brings me many orders, 
The dishes are washed without wotting tho hands. That Is why ladles want the Dish-wash
er. I give my experience for the benefit ot any 
one who may Wish to make money easy. I buy my Dish-washers from the Mound City 
Dish-washer Co.,. St. ■ Louis, Mo. Write them
or particulars. They will start you in business 
in your own boms. I* A. a

Human Culture and Cure. Part

eluding Methods and Instruments.
rower, ana gain ror nimseii legal inter- months and 2 days. She has been a B: D' Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
est. In this'way he amassed a large faithful worker in the Spiritualist faith very insttucuve and valuable work. It 
fortune. He never speculated, but was for fifty years. should have a wide circulation, as it
content to gain by methods he thought ■ - ■ - —— well fulfills the promise of its title,
were right. . ' 1 ;

. His good wife phsbed to the beyond in 
October last. Years ago they built- a 
temple and donated It to the Spiritual
ist society there, and with a kindly in
terest have provided for its future, -If 
the workers there will show-an.interest 
in Its perpetuation^ and, we know they

Passed to thé "world beautiful,” : 
North Collins, N. Y., July 1, 1904,

from For gale at this office. Price, 76 cento.
H.

Wesley Ford,.aged 54 years. -Mr. Ford 
was-a firm Spiritualist, and his wife, 
Mrs. Ellen Landon Ford,-has-been a me
dium: since childhood. His funeral .was 
very largely attended,.he having-: been a 
Mason,, also an Odd Fellow, a member

"Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth." By 
Dr. M. B. Conger. Ah appealto reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. À plea 
for justice and equality tn all the tela- 
tlons of-JIfo between men .and l, omen. 
Olottu W cents; ltdhaetu 80 conta.
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An Epidemic Cry of Fraud CLAIRVOYANT VISIONS, r
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WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th-n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Idltor-at-Largo for the National Spirit- 
- uallst Association.
Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an

swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when ai attack is made. Sit
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio,

Telepathy In a New Role.
Some prominence has recently been 

given by the dally press, to the case of a 
lady of Quincy, Ill., who, according to 
the published accounts has been carry
ing on courtship, with all its usual ac
companiments of a loverly character, by 
means of telepathy. As stated by the 
Daily News, courtship by telepathy, in
cluding kisses transmitted through 
space from an ardent wooer to his 
fiancee, are features of an engagement 
announced from Quincy, III., and which 
have excited interest in the belief in 
telepathy and its practice. While there 
is no organization in Chicago formed 
for the purpose of study of telepathy as 
one of the psychic manifestations that 
puzzle science, there are many persons 
who devote much reading and research 
to it. The Instance of the courtship by 
telepathy is taken by some of them in a 
vein of seriousness. By others it is 
taken in the light of a joke, the humor 
being in the enthusiasm and acute pow
ers of imagination of Mrs. Georgia 
Lathrop, the Quincy woman, who says 
that she received kisses from a preach
er in a Missouri town while they -were 
separated by many miles. Mrs. 
Lathrop recently Secured a divortfe. 
She soon will wed the preacher, who 
continues conducting a devoted court
ship by the subtle force that they have 
almost a monopoly on.

"Regarding the case of Mrs. Lath
rop," said Elmer E. Carey, assistant 
editor of a journal of the new psy
chology, “I would say that imagination, 
expectation, desire and auto-suggestion, 
coupled with a romantic temperament, 
will sufficiently account for the experi
ence which she relates. She knew 
about what kind of message her lover 
vlpuld be likely to want to send and im
agination would fill in the details.

"Such cases are not worthy of any se
rious consideration, except that they 
show that the interest is growing in 
psychical matters. But real telepathy, 
or the transmission of thought, other 
than through the recognized channels, 
has been amply demonstrated.

"Telepathy frequently occurs when 
one Is in great bodily danger or when 
the mind is under great strain or when 
death is imminent At such times a 
person’s thoughts may travel to a loved 
one, to a relative or friend. Sometimes 
the telepathic impression is received as 
a visual perception, sometimes it Is 
perceived by the ear or touch or by all 
of these methods.

"The artificial production ot telepath
ic- phenomena for experimental pur
poses Is not unknown, but it is limited 
in its scope. A word or number or dia
gram may be perceived telepathically, 
but it has never been demonstrated that 
it Is possible to carry on a conversation 
by this means.

“The study of practical psychology is 
to-day impressing the minds of many 
thinking men and women. The discov
ery of radium has opened the door for 
new and startling theories. It now 
seems that all Is matter, and that- 
thought Ip but a form of atomic energy. 
If so, why could not one brain send em
anations to a distant brain on the prin
ciple of the wireless telegraph?

"In this view of the case thought is 
material; as matter is indestructible, it 
follows that thbúghts.are indestructible 
and everlasting. Why, then, under 
proper conditions, might not thoughts 

' cf others be recalled and be made man
ifest?”

There is an “Epidemic Cry of Fraud” sweeping over 
the country, resulting from certain exposures of fake, 
mediums. Honest mediums have nothing to fear. 
This epidemic cry of fraud will soon exhaust itself, 
leaving the moral atmosphere clearer, leaving Spirit
ualism in a more exalted condition, leaving the hun
dreds of honest, pure, loyal mediums in all the vari
ous phases, in the full possession of their God-given 
rights. This paper is the especial friend of all honest 
mediums. Their gifts are angelic; their homes are 
heavenly, and they have done a grand work for hu
manity. The cry of fraud will not injure them per
sonally, and the tendency will be to purify our ranks. 
Running water gradually purifies itself, and this tem
porary agitation in our ranks will do the same good. 
A constant calm would prove ruinous in the material 
world. A stream with no current soon becomes 
corrupt' A cayse that is not torn at times by internal 
convulsions never existed. Spiritualism is rent now 
by the cry of fraud that has emanated from the great 
dailies, reaching not less than thirty-five millions of 
close readers. The Open Courton the second page 
will do much toward exhausting this epidemic cry of 
Fraud, and will result in placing Spiritualism on a 
.higher plane, the same as the discussion of the Great 
’Psychological Crime did. There were giants in intel
lect in that contest, and for several weeks the battle 
raged furiously. The dismal cry went forth from a 
few timid Spiritualists, “You are injuring Spiritualism; 
you are driving away investigators; you are preventing 
the development of mediums; you are working in. har* 
mony with the Jesuits,” etc. What was the result 
of this discussion? Simply this: Our Cause was very 
much benefited, and the circulation of The Progress
ive Thinker largely increased.. Now the cry of fraud 
is strictly legitimate in the estimation of many, when 
one’s own sad experience knows absolutely there is 
fraud. When a materializing medium is exposed and 
found dressed in artificial toggery prepared especially 
for the occasion, should the earnest cry of fraud be 
suppressed, and perfect ¿Hence reign? Can a .great 
Cause prosper while it devotes its time to covering up 
wrong doings? All these various questions will be 
discussed pro and con by our many contributors in 
the Open Court, making a Symposium that every one 
in our ranks should read.

Dealing l^llhAncltlent* at a Spiritualist 
. . .. ' fleeting. Mb leones!

A’ Valuable Device.
Because of a severe rainstorm it was 

impractical to hold church service; near 
Benton City, Mo.> recently; so the. pas
tor. Rev. W. T. Moore, utilized his tele
phone; made connection with all- -the 
phones on a party Jine, which embraced 
the'leading members of his flock. Then, 
with a telephone booth-in which the 

, preacher was ensconced, services com- 
< menced in regular order, and were car- 

ried to their conclusion, the large con
gregation joining in singing. Says the 
report: “Every, detail of the usual serv
ice was carried out excepting the tak
ing- of a collection.” That, the most im- 

. portant of all, had,'unfortunately, to be 
omitted. That will4)e a glad day for 

? the whole country when such church ex- 
: erclses become universal. Then, with 

his phone hfeely adjusted, the auditor 
cati drop back in his chair, have a nice 

. sleep and perchance dream, and tlie 
gospel-banger will be none the wiser 
for it. There Is no end to the possibili
ties of such an arrangement.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to It By. Ex-Judge Abram 

: ;H. Dalley. ■ Demonstrate: futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson's explanations ot 

., Bplritoal phenomena. Price 25' costs.

Amazing Facts.
We presume it is well known to the 

readers of The Progressive Thinker, 
that all the translations of the so-called 
Holy Bible extant, have followed along 
the Unes of the original translation, and 
that the Latin Vulgate, instead of the 
“Original Greek,” as alleged, was the 
base. The Bishop’s Bible, and the 
King James Bible, Were, in fact, but re
visions of former translations. The 
committee in charge of the latter, says 
their report: “Were favored with all 
the former translations. These were 
held in hand by members of the com
mittee, while another read the Greek or 
Hebrew text.” And, as any one can 
see by their comparison, the Douay ren
dering, to agree so accurately in many 
places with the “authorized edition,” 
must have adopted a similar method. 
■ The late revisers wished it “borne in 
mind that it was their duty not to make 
a new translation, but to revise one al
ready existing.”

The American revisers found and cor
rected 35,000 errors which existed in 
King James’ rendering. How many 
others did they neglect to correct be
cause they could not comprehend what 
the original writer meant by terms, 
some of which were given without an 
attempt to find an English equivalent? 
And then the obscenity concealed in 
Hebrew words were piously left un
translated.

We make these statements of facts 
to introduce the following paragraph 
from the pen of Charles W. Smiley, M. 
A., which we find in a Boston journal of 
recent date. He says:

“A correct, honest, scholarly transla
tion of the Hebrew Old Testament and 
of the Greek New Testament will give 
us an entirely new set of writings, so 
different from all translations hereto
fore made as to amaze the world. It 
will entirely explode all the creeds ' of 
Christianity; will reveal ah amazing 
system of hidden knowledge and com
mand the admiration of every honest- 
bearted man. I say this from months 
of hard study of these untranslated doc
uments and from some comprehension 
of the ‘hidden mysteries' concealed 
therein.”

What will astonish all of us is his fur
ther statement that:

"Neither the word 'Jesus’- nor the 
word 'Christ' occurs in the New Testa
ment codexes of ancient date. In the 
Bates Hall, Boston Public Library, any 
evening, I can show the Sinaitic Codex,, 
the Alexandrian Codex and the Vatican’ 
Codex, proving the absence of these 
words. There, too, can be seen the 
books regarding the Catacombs, and 
copies of inscriptions in the Catacombs 
of the first and second Centuries, among 
which the name Jesus never occurs.”

The only way to discredit such state
ments is' to raise the cry ot infidelity. .

Learned Christian scholars from the 
principal universities of Europe and 
America have been sent out to make 
explorations among the ruins in Pales
tine, in Egypt, in Babylonia, in Assyria 
and Chaldea, hoping to find corrobora
tive evidence of Bible narratives. So 
far as our knowledge goes, each archae
ologist in turn has been denounced as a 
skeptic, so soon às he made his report, 
and the learned the world over are 
branded "Infidels!” Once the favorite 
pastime of the church was to burn such 
told thinkers at the stake. Now it has 
>.< content with applying opprobrious 
epithets. ,

What are to be the methods of the 
future?

Ignorance of the Bible.
The preachers complain that the Bible 

is no longer read by the people. They 
say tbe book is kept in their houses for 
fashion’s sake, toile unread from year 
to year, the possessor taking his pas
tor’s statement for Its contents:

A gentleman told us a while ago of 
his son, a business man ot prominence, 
who felt he was really Ignorant of the 
book, the base on which so many- con
flicting churches were built, and he 
asked his father to sp^nd an hour each 
evening in reading aloud from the sa
cred pages. The aged parent com
menced to carry out the son's request 
and read:

“In the beginning God created the 
heaven and the earth.”'

Chapter after chapter was read, and 
the young man learned all the nice pro
cesses of creation, of the making of 
man out of dust» and a woman out of a 
rib, and her great naughtiness in eating 
an apple and seducing the man to eat; 
of their discovery that their wardrobe 
was exceedingly scant, and of God, just 
through with his world-building, turn
ing tailor, and making aprons for the 
hapless pair; and thus on from incident 
to incident, through the changing pano
rama, passing the story of the great 
flood, and Noah’s valuable services to 
succeeding generations in consequence, 
of his drunken debauch, of the building 
of the tower of Babel, and of God’s scat
tering the builders abroad over the face 
of the earth and confounding their lan
guage so they could not go on with the 
structure, scale heaven, and drive him 
from his throne.

Then, on the third evening, he com
menced on that'very interesting narra
tive in the 11th chapter

"These are the generations of Shem: 
Shem was a hundred years old, and be
gat Arphaxad two years after the flood. 
And Shem lived after he begat Arphax
ad five hundred years, and begat sons 
and daughters, And Arphaxad lived 
five and thirty years and begat Salah. 
And Arphaxad lived after he begat Sa
lah four hundred and three years, and 
'begat sons and daughters. And Salah 
lived thirty years and begat Eber—"

Father,” said the young man, “the 
story is intensely interesting; but let 
the whole d----- d crew go on in their be
getting business, and I will go to bed, 
quite satisfied with my knowledge of 
the Bible. If God had time and par 
tience to write such a book let him find 
his own readers. I can't afford to waste 
my time any farther in learning its val
uable contents.”

The faculty of Johns Hopkins Univer
sity has evidently found others whose 
ambition for Bible knowledge was 
eclipsed at an early day; for in a read
ing text, in a class of eighty students, 
a newspaper editorial was read contain
ing a reference to the Ethiopian who 
could not change his skin, only one in 
tbe entire eighty was able to locate the 
country of the Ethiopian.

Of such preachers are made, and it is 
they who howl the loudest about th’e 
ignorance of Spiritualists.

'The Romance of Jude. A Story of 
the Life and Times of the Nazarene and 
His People." Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound In cloth 
and gilt - Only 60 cents,

HON ALONZO THOMPSON.
This gentleman, widely and favorably 

known among Spiritualists, just re
turned from a year’s journey In foreign 
lands, accompanied by his son. Mr. 
Thompson’s health has been very much 
improved by the journey, and his mind 
is richly stored with what he has seen 
and heard. His home is at Flillerton, 
Neb., where he has an extensive busi
ness.

"Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.“ 
By Dr. Faul Carns. An excellant study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
siva Paper, 60 denta, Cloth. 81,25. 
Stergalo at this office.

In The Progressive Thinker ot June 
25 an article appeared entitled “Inter- 
eating Clairvoyant Visions," dealing 
with incidents at a Spiritualist meeting 
In this city' at which Mr. J. Clegg 
Wright was-’tho speaker.

Tlie writer describes at length rites 
and forms of the Catholjc church which 
she clalms' fo hdve ciairvoyantly seen 
enacted in tlie hajl at the service men
tioned. A poweiiful priest is described 
in conversation with her guides in 
which “they’ represent themselves as 
working in iitirmony with the good influ
ences in Ufa" >So, she says, “I was a 
little surpijsedl when Mr. Wright was 
unable to go on with the lecture, and 
they showed me that the band of Cath
olic priests had caused the condition,”

As usual, Mr. .Wright prefaced his 
lecture with a few remarks, among oth
er things saying: “No man has ever 
seen God; no man ever will see God,” 
and it is to the utterance of this state
ment that the writer seems to attribute 
the occurrence that followed.

Mr. Wright was “controlled^ and 
spoke for a few minutes only when it 
became very evident that something 
was wrong. Spirit John Shaw (one of 
Mr. Wright’s invisible body-guard) took 
possession of the medium, pliflsd him 
in a chair saying that he (Shaw) xr*dd 
give expression to the thoughts of the 
spirit he had displaced, but in a little 
while he was unable to do so, and Mr, 
Wright was taken from the platform in 
a very weak condition.

As I was one of “the mediums who 
were to give messages” and the one 
who took the pjatform when Mr. Wright 
was assisted therefrom by kind friends, 
a few words from my pen may be in 
point. '

It was by following the directions ot 
one of my spirit guides (a powerful In
dian, who took coptrol as i stepped 
upon the platform) that Mr. Wright 
was restored to his. normal condition. 
The treatment prescribed was not that 
employed to remove an evil influence, 
but such as would release a spirit not 
familiar with the organism it was con
trolling, and also stimulate the heart ac
tion ot the medium.

As all trance or semi-trance mediums 
doubtless know (most of them from ex
perience, especially where the physical 
body is weak) it sometimes happens 
that the control thrown oyer a medium 
Is very deep, bordering upon or even 
producing a state of catalepsy. When 
in this condition, the heart beats very 
slowly.
’ Mr. Wright .had been ill for some 
time, and on the morning referred to 
went to the hall and attempted to lec
ture, practically'without having taken 
any breakfast. . A spirit apparently not 
familiar with his organism attempted to 
deliver the discourse, but the medium 
was not in a physical condition to per
mit such a deep control as the spirit 
threw over him. The spirit was will
ing, but the flesh, weak.

So far aç niÿ clairvoyant powers were 
able to discover,' there was no Catholic 
or malicloiis influence thrown over the 
medium to prevent him giving the lec
ture intended by the controlling spirit 
Indeed, the saraè intelligence took up 
the thread >of thé discourse where it 
was broken in the morning and com
pleted it at.the evning service the same 
day. (So 11 was informed by Mr, 
Wright, being ufiable to attend that 
meeting mÿself.)'-

To send broadcast an implication that 
Catholic or, other, malign influences had 
gained such power over a long-estab
lished society likfe the First Association 
Of Washington,'that they could serious
ly interfere with the work of one ot.the 
best known trance lecturers in the 
world, does not seein altogether just, 
unless the evidence is conclusive.
. The cry that Jesuit spirits are ever 
around seeking to destroy the work of 
capable and honest tollers in the cause 
of Spiritualism is an old one. But it 
seems to me it would be far wiser for 
mediums and Spiritualists to cease be
moaning the superior power of the 
hosts who would destroy, and to so for
tify themselves by a thorough under
standing of the known laws of spirit re
turn, that all such forces would be pow
erless to affect conditions in any way.

When this is done, all impersonating 
or deceptive spirits of whatever fcult, 
will lose their power to Impose upon us. 
In knowledge alone lies safety and 
strength—especially is this true in me
diumship.

We become the tools of deceptive 
forces when we' nease to exercise the 
God-given rights of cool judgment and 
common sense.

The statement that “No man has ever 
seen God; no man ever will see God,” 
coming from the lips of an entranced 
medium should by all the rules of rea
soning arouse no greater opposition to 
the control, than the assertion made on 
a subsequent occasion through the 
same medium that “the church is the 
damnedest institution on the face of the 
earth,” yet he was not struck dumb for 
saying this!

The lecture one ■ Sunday morning 
(perhaps Easter) was especially di
rected against the churches, with no- 
bad effects upon either the controlling 
spirit or the medium that were appar
ent. Then why should a collapse of 
the speaker, qn/a day when he was 
physically in bad condition, be credited 
to the efforts of- an enemy?

I followed Mr. Wright with spirit mes- 
"sages each Sunday morning during his 
last engagement with the First'Asso
ciation of this city—seven Sundays, I 
believe—and at ho time were the condi
tions unfavorable for my work except 
just after Mr. Wright’s collapse on the 
platform and its inevitable exciting in
fluence over thè audience, which was 
very.soon overcome. -

Had the room been . so filled with 
Catholic spirits ht that time and imme
diately afterward, would they hot have 
interfered, with'my work ahd that of 
Mrs. Lees' Who followed me?

Is it not more'reasonable to suppose? 
the condition described was of a purely 
subjective naturm.and that perhaps the 
“priest'' working <‘in harmony With” her 
ghldes was! able,»through' some process 
known to.-qpirlt,, to throw beiore her 
clairvoyant, eight,the panorama deline
ated, and afeo to surround her with the 
same influence during the following 
week? ■ .ili i" ■ .

A mirage appears before us in a des
ert, deluding the sense of vision, but we, 
knowing tne nature of this' phenome
non, are hot "dècëlvëd by it nor lured, 
into dangebl by Its charming illusions. 
In our opinion toe folderol under , the 
banner ot aCatlipHc priest, thrown into 
the field ot:visidn-of a sensitive was 
simply a mirage, and could have had no 
effect whatever, either,, good or bad, 
upon the work of a medium so fully pro
tected by spirit, ¡helpers as is J. Ciegg 
Wright'

While wo should “give the devil his 
due," let us ■ not credit opposing Influ
ences with the power to undermine ill 
the beautiful temples of truth erected 
by the’hosts of spirit guides for the en
nobling of humanity.-

ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS.
- Washington, D. c.

"Healing,' Camssa and agsete,- 
P. PMcb, M. D. price 60
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OUR ELEVEN PRÇMIUM BOOKS.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK,

, i

THE WIDOW’S MITE, 
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

“Ad leones, ad leones!” fierce and wild the vengeful-To the lions, to the lions, east the foolish 
t cry , down!

0 er the little band of martyrs who for their belief We believe in harps of heaven, golden throne and jew* 
must die. eled crown,

Eager, hard and pitiless faces throng the wide arena We believe the Great Jehovah, God of strife and King1.1 
round, of war !

And the vaulted dome above them thrills and shud- Curses in His lonely greatness at a dreadful judgment, 
ders back the sound. ' bar.

Ad leones; kill and spare not.” Savage head and We believe a hell of horror for our kindred, wife op 
hooded elaw friend, ' 1

Rend the helpless captive Christians by the will of Where the unbelieving sinner writhes in tomenta
Roman law, without end.

And tlie blue smiles calm above them as their last To the lions with the dreamer, crazed by blasphemy 
faint prayers arise untold •'

Clear, untroubled by the anguish in the Christian’s Who refuses to acknowledge hell’s despair or hear* 
dying eyes. . _ ; . en’s gold.

Golden sand blurs wet with crimson, Fled is sense, Who dares say the unfleshed spirit lingers still to bless 
and sound and breath. • and cheer

“Habet,” and the show is over of the carnival of And no dreadful gulf of darkness yawns for those wa 
death. once held dear,.

“To the lions, to the lions 1” Still the cruel cry goes To the lions of the world’s wrath fling the earnest 
on . helping horde.

For the hero who would usher in the new and glorious They have laid a rose of gladness on the edge of Ten» 
'dawn. ror’s sword,

Still thd man-hate and the blood-lust lives, and urges Shook the prison doors wide open, drawn the veil and! 
on its slaves burst the chain,

Craving yet the feast of slaughter, filling the unnum- Let them meet their fate, who labor for the world’s 
bered graves. .most glorious gain.

“To the lions; kill and spare not!” Stifle out- Pro- On the pain and stress of heroes true Progression 
gressioh’s breath! builds her home

We must feed old superstition in a carnival of death. T1'8 Christian century’s tortures—on the .savagery, 
Stab and strike in newer fashion at the little hero E ^hour o£ ish ehan to enduri

banda . - • rock s
That would lay the cross of knowledge in our unbe- Which shall rear Truth’s saered altar far above tho

lieving hands, tempest’s shock.
Slay in slower, colder manner all whose eyes (where the noble strife go onward. Set the standard 

onrsaredim) firm and high.
o . . , . ,' . To the lions? Aye, the lions—if for truth we fighti
See beyond the ancient heaven peopled thick with Bnd die. BEATRICE ST. GEORGE 

cherubim. Kenilworth, Ill. ' ■

ESOTERIC AND
SPIRITUAL NOTES

Of the 8t. Louis Exposltfon,_From Our 
Own Correspondent.

“Some power is bringing all nations 
together.”

Whatever o.ne may believe has 
brought him to St Louis, whether busi
ness, or education, of philanthropy, or 
If he lives here, it very soon dawns upon 
him that only one thing is here and that 
is the exposition. The one thing, how
ever, soon resolves itself into many 
parts, and one is able after a little to 
discover the real thing or things, 
thoughts or experiences that he came 
for.

That the St. Louis Exposition is a cul
mination of many similar events, com
mencing with a culmination at Chicago 
in 1893, no one can fairly deny. That it 
is greater in many ways, it is also fu
tile to deny. Thal its defects are very 
obvious, the most casual observer can 
see—but one must bend In homage be
fore the beauty, the grandeur of the 
scheme, and the ideal conception of the 
complete plan of the exposition.

It is beautiful, it is as a whole, sub
lime.

The faults are there is too much 
space, and while the important exhibit
ing buildings are most artistically 
grouped around a center of splendor, 
many almost equally Important things 
are miles from each other and from the 
common center. Not easily reached 
even by the encircling intermural rail
road. The other fault, growing out of 
the first is the unfinished condition of 
many parts of the ground, leaving bare 
places, muddy streets and walks, and 
general discomfort, especially among 
the state buildings and the Philippine 
and Indian reservations; only years 
could perfect the grounds.

However, one comes to see the beau
ties, not the defects. And one who has 
"eyes for beauty” instead of “eyes for 
blemish” is delighted at every turn.

The park in which the exposition is 
held was and is one of the finest in the 
United States, over 1,200 acres of this 
"Forest Park” (twice the extent of Chi
cago exposition) were devastated of 
the trees—trees planted by nature and 
man—many of them of 30 and 40 years’ 
growth, to give place for the exposition. 
Shall we ever forgive this massacre of 
trees?

The scenery, small hills, vales, 
streams, plateaus, was such as could 
easily be adapted to most artistic ef
fects. And although there is no ever
delightful Lake Michigan here from 
which to supply the lagoons and grand 
marine effects, still thejakes and la
goons here are very beautiful. The ar
rangement of the grounds, the St Louis 
Plaza being tbe main approach, places 
the large exhibition buildings along 
three main plazas—these are Intersect
ed by suitable, avenues; the whole con
verging around the lagoons, cascades, 
and gradual steps adorned on either 
side by most magnificent groups of stat
uary, crowned at last by Festival Hall, 
situated on an eminence, in which is the 
large organ. The approach to this is 
sublime. ' The view from it most beau
tiful and varied.

The state and national buildings are 
grouped in a way that complete the plan 
without interfering with the main pur
poses of the scheme. •

. The “Pike” (the Midway of the expo
sition) is a part of the general, exposi
tion plan and is under the management, 
or, rather surveillance of the adminis
tration of the exposition. The entrance 
to it is near the main entrance. It is 
not so "naughty” as the Midway, but it 
is very attractive. These,outsider “con
cessions" are remarkable for their ar
tistic conception, the extent of ground 
occupied by'them and the wonderful 
mechanical effects .in producing scenic 
verities that charm one into travel in 
the many lands visited.

But why elaborate?
The exposition is a most wonderful 

conception, carried out on the whole 
with great and perfect fidelity to the 
conception Itself. The president, D. R. 
Francis, is a remarkable man; to use 
the hackneyed and not altogether agree
able phrase, “a self-made man," and 
like another man by that name in Chi
cago (J. R. Francis) he never fails in 
what he undertakes.

If I were malting a word picture of 
the scenes and effects In and around 
this fairy or dream city, I would write 
of the monoliths, towers, statuary, 
domes, of the clouds, trees, sunset glo
ries, storm pictures, moonlight glories, 
and of the shifting, ever-changing light 
and shade, sunshine and storm—but no 
time is within the scope of this letter or 
others that are to follow, to do this.

• There are three things that your cor
respondent will take up in the order 
mentioned,-viz.: 1. The spiritual aspect 

' and outlook of the exposition and in St.

Louis because of its presence here;.
2. The Indians; their schools under 

U. B. Government; their future, and 
some of the other "wards of the nation" 
and their probable future;

3. Esoteric matters and matters fra
ternal and educational.

This must be my outline although one 
is always tempted to digress, and one 
is privileged to wander a little into un
expected .paths and grottoes of thought.

Until the next, Y. 0. C.
Exposition Grounds, St. Louis, Mo.

A

MEDIUMS, ETC,
Few Words From the N. S. A. Head

quarters on Mediumship.

To the Editor:—In some quarters the 
misleading idea has been set afloat that 
the N. S. A. trustees, as a body, and 
personally, are not friendly to mediums 
or mediumship; such an Idea is entirely 
erroneous, for I venture to say that ev
ery member of this board is a friend to 
mediumship of every phase and mani
festation. However, there aro those 
among us who have strong thoughts 
against whatever Is given forth in tho 
guise of mediumship that is not of the 
honest and correct stamp; perhaps 
these friends have expressed their opin
ions rather strenuously, but I know be
yond doubt that the majority of our 
trustees—your secretary included— 
would far rather err on tlie side of the 
medium, than to hastily condemn any
one.

These remarks are occasioned by 
words recently written to our honored 
treasurer, Mr. T. J. Mayer, whose man
ly article against favoring the formation 
of a board of censors to investigate me
diums, recently appeared in the spirit
ual papers; the words to him, referred 
to, are from the pen of a true and prom
inent Spiritualist, who expressed com
mendation of the article of Brother 
Mayer, and is “pleased that at least one 
officer of the N. S. A. Is a stalwart de
fender of mediums.” We recognize me
diumship as the bed-rock of Spiritual
ism; without it, our cause would lose all 
value, therefore it is nonsense to charge 
the N. S. A. officers as against medium
ship. On the other hand, we detest 
fraud in our ranks, as all Spiritualists 
must do.

But have we not too much cry of 
“Fraud” and “Fakes”? Would not an 
unbeliever be prone to consider that we 
have no faith in our own claims in re
gard to what Spiritualism brings to the 
world? One would surely think that all 
mediums are false and untrue to spirit
ual truth, to read some of the accusa
tions against the practice of' medium
ship, which are made by some promi
nent Spiritualists. We are giving in 

1 some directions, a great prominence to 
tricksters, and ignoring the thousands 
of honest mediums who have made Spir
itualism an honor and a revelation ot 
“glad tidings” in the world.

On the one hand, we are told by those 
who are after the frauds, that they will 
not rest till platform mediums are driv
en out of the work that tempts to fraud
ulent practices; on the other, our old 
time and present-day mediums who are 
honest in their work, affirm that the 
fraud' cry is causing them, and all self- 
respecting mediums to shrink from the 
exercise of their spiritual gifts at any 
time. A true medium does not like to 
feel that he is considered a trickster 
who must be watched at all times, and 
we know that there áre thousands of 
true and unselfish mediums in the ranks 
of Spiritualism. Therefore, Mr. Editor, 
it does seem as if something might be 
said in favor of the true and good me
diums, and less of the false deceivers.

Brother Mayer’s article has the true 
ring. I had the pleasure of reading it 
before it went to press, and I endorse 
every, word of it; so will others of our 
board. We do not want to be censors 
over mediums, and we do want our me
diums, however humble or high in the 
work, to feel that they are freo to go on 
withJbeir good work for the blessing of 

■mankind. Of course peoplewho are ever 
ready to run after every sensational 
fakir who comes along, must expect to 
be tricked, but a few such experiences 
should teach them where to look for 
better things. We do not want our me
diums to be driven from the field. All 
honor to them for their good work for 
humanity; we. love them and the glori
ous light and comfort and instruction 
they.bring from on high.

MARY T. LON GLEY, 
N. B. A. Secretary.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house In the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life In the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Lite than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your, 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land," "Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed" 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus."

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a prigg- 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send lor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in moderp business enter
prise!

The Arcana of Spiritualism,
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book, it is Intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions v^lll 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

A remarkable book, of Intense inter
est to ail, whether Spiritualists or Ma. 
terlalists, Investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume ot great value.' 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leadlpg 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted. spiritual • truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office; Price, cloth,

A Poser Sure Enough.
A dramatic writer in New York says 

It is claimed our present advanced civ
ilization has been reached through 
Christianity. He adds, in substance;

“The Japanese have taken from our 
civilization' only scientific treasures. 
They show an advanced civilization In 
which Christianity has played no part. 
It took only fifty years to advance Ja
pan from a state of semi-barbarism to 
her present proud eminence; because 
there were no Christian obstructionists 
to throw obstacles in the path of prog
ress, as has been the practice of eccle- ■, 
siastlcism from its very inception."

"Tho Molecular Hypothesis ot N& 
ture." By Prof. .Wm. M. Lockwcod. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
tho ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of hla 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
ot Nature; and presents Ms views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. Tho book is commended to , c, 
all who love to study and think. IToe ? 
gala nt this office. Price, 25 c®,ta» -



A Thrillingly Interesting Narrative Illustrating in a Vivid Manner the Angelic Side of Spirit Life in It3 Attempts to Redeem an Obacsspd Woman.

•- ■ (Conclusion.)' ,

“'i

H Revelation of Dealing Dower. Hn Interesting account
B? Ubotnas f>. S3. Cotton
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f And the last but not the least of those that have 
troubled her is now withdrawn! She was one on the 
earth plane that desired to be a singer, a musician 
away beyond herseli, or in other words she was stage 
struck. She was not obsessed, but she had an exalted 
opinion of her own powers; the gift of music that was 
given her. She had a more exalted opinion of her 
own views than mortal friends had of her. She 
passed out of life in that condition. She met that me
dium, who by that power has suffered much and suf
fered long. Taking her at the piano when singing 
¡(she had a sweet voice), she took and handled her 
¡very successfully, as an uneducated, earth-bound 
Spirit. And when she said she was going to get her 
robes ready, to be married, that was the first impres
sion of her friend that she was. insane. This spirit 
would whisper in her ear, “He is no mate of thine; 
you are to be the wife of the great Mozart. ’ ’ She pre
pared that robe. ■ That was the first that made her 
friends believe that she was really insane. Then those 
that were spiritual people themselves, could not do 
away with that one thought, and all believed she was 
insane on this subject. But it was because an insane 
spirit has partially obsessed her so long.

, Her brother and husband and family would not 
look upon it (because they desired not to see it), in 
that light. That spirit has left her. She lias be,en 
with our people and felt generally better through the 

..week. The spirit has taken quite a fancy to this gen
tleman fMr. Johnson). A girl of rather low degree.' 
She came to Mr. Johnson a week ago bearing a bridal 
¡wreath, Sh i was on the steps.

। Mrs. Gunn: Can you get her name! • ’
। ■ Mr. Johnson: Alice. . ’
1 Mrs. Smith: She has been out of the earth-life and 
the old existence three years. '

। Johnson: Where did she pass out! ,
I Mrs. Smith: She says ‘1 east of here. ’ ’ She was like 

' n great many girls that were stage-struck. The 
growing opinion of her great ability; she was brought 
here the other night, and she went and stood by him. 
She thinks she has found a good test subject; another 
subject, but she thinks he won't be easily handled., 

Mrs. Smith, continuing: For a while I could not 
concentrate with the mediums. My eyes were look
ing down here at the carpet. I raised my eyes but the 
eyelids dropped over them. I saw two slates written 
just as full as they could be written. I could not tell 
you a word that they contained, however. A new 
force comes here to-riight to help you. Greater num
bers also come in from near the earth-plane; not with , 
a mischievous intent, but with a desire to benefit and 
learn. A larger number are here now than on any 
previous occasion. ‘ _

Mrs. Gunn spoke under control, in response to an 
implied question of mine concerning the office and 
mission of guardian spirits, saying in part as follows: 
iThe time is to come on this planet, as it has on certain 
others, when the soul will alone formulate its own 
physical body for the plane which it shall be upon at 
that time. It is not necessary for that soul to come 
back to mortality; for the human to go back into the 
granite again. He has had that experience. He has 
now to gather to himself the atoms for the new exist
ence. You are living now as a mortal; but there is 
but'very little difference between the lowest man
hood and the highest animal. The man in some re
spects is in more perfect equilibrium, and when we 

. apeak of man, we mean both man and woman.
" At present the soul has to come through the father 

and mother principle, in order to clothe his spirit 
body with a fleshly covering. When he has’ planted 
his feet in matter, so to speak, and has gained the 
strength he needs from matter—and this may only 
take months, or it may take years of time—he then is 
taken to the spirit realm that surrounds your earth.

. Here a great change takes place; where expectation, 
hope and faith is the rule on the planet. In spirit life 

; he becomes conscious of the positive, current from the 
spiritual sun toward which he is journeying. When 
he becomes so strongly charged with this finer force, 

“ he outgrows the condition he is in and must take a 
step higher. But a time must come when he will 
reach the limit of the earth environment, the seventh 
sphere it is called by some spirits. But there are 
other planets to become acquainted with, to thor
oughly understand, not as a visitor but as a resident. 
Don’t for a moment think he must have as coarse a 
body on the other planets, as the earth requires; for 

■such is not the case. After he has become acquainted 
. .with your solar system, there yet remains the sun, but 
best of all, the source from which the whole constella
tion receives its light; the spiritual or soul mate of 
the orb of day. The gfand spiritual center ofyour 
universe; but not of the"whole universe. Here he 
learns how to build worlds in their entirety. Now he 
can travel on the wings of light that cross great mag
netic waves of ether, to other solar systems, and his 
journey is only just begun.

But to go back to where we commenced with this 
subject: If he is an intelligent person, on entering the 
spirit world, he may be permitted to look back over 
the road he has traveled. In doing so he finds he has 
made many journeys from spirit to matter. He finds 
he has never lost his identity; it is when he is in the 
lower condition that he is not conscious of his own 
consciousness. “He is asleep in the mineral, dreams 
in the animal and awakes in man. ’ ’ And it is plain to 
be seen that the animal longs for a continuous life, 
an identity, a greater intelligence. You watch a pet 
animal’s eyes, and at times you will see it is thinking 
and is trying to read your thoughts. You'cannot 
measure its capacity of thought because it has no lan
guage to express it. Do you ever wonder why . the 
whole world is looking for happiness! Simply be
cause when on the awful road of Evolution, as your 
spirit has come in touch with the central suns to 
which you were attracted on being released from mat
ter, you will find there you have known perfect unal- 

oyed happiness; and as you cannot imagine anything 
hat does not exist somewhere, so could you not im- 
gine perfect happiness had you not experienced it 

sometime and somewhere. : - • ;
i And then the spirit or soul travels back and forth 
from spirit to matter, one endless chain of experi
ences. It will ever be so. You have been back and 
forth many times. But in the future, matter will never 
chain you again. You will be master, not slave. I 
go;.good night. ■

I then asked, “Who is it that speaks!” The re
sponse came “One who knows.”
j Adjourned to Tuesday night, February 8,1898. .

In a general conversation previous to the hour of 
8,1 suggested what a desperate piece of tyranny it is 

; that no communication is allowedbetween Mrs. Wim- 
। ble in the asylum and her friends outside, through the 

legitimate channel of the mail. Mrs. Gunn seemed 
instantly to take up the thought by way of adverse 
criticism. She -was disposed for the nonce to justify 
thcJiusband of Mrs. Wimble on the ground that he is 
doing from his standpoint precisely what she would

H

REMARKABLE INVENTION'
AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE« 

¿TORES EYESIGHT.
folks in the earth lifc!^ A very cute little girl. Some- vain.. But she is still growing freer mentally. ■ While 
times she talks jus$.h)c%fi little babe, though she’s physically she is about the same. She came again as 
nearly 8 years, old.™ She went out of lite before she usual into our circle and a sense of relief, indescrib
ever knew what life-was in the earth plane. If she ably sweet, took possession of her as it always does, 
was on earth to-day1,rfche1‘would be almost 9 years old. She still wonders why it is that on Tuesday night, she 
Now, good white foj]is, we’ll try with all our might to has these blessed seasons ot rest; and why they come 
heal that siek ladylike meal her there, all the while. < ’ .............
(A suggestion: We'havo'got to keep ourselves in good you.aid me some other evenings',as well!” 
condition.) W. F.J'Thdre is a big company besides ' 1 1 ' .
ours at that work. ^T'he.y come here as visitors, and 
go there as visitors?;- Much gets done by them, and 
through their aid. There are three bands. Our cir-

forced to see that he was being led into the meshes 
of Catholicism, she would be disposed to protest with 
all the means at her command, just as Mr. Wimble is , 
now doing.

Mrs. Smith ’s guides then took up the thread of the 
argument, vigorously objecting to Mrs. Gunn’s favor
ite maxim, that “we are all just as good as we can be 
under the circumstances,” declaring that that hus
band was conceited in the last degree, and proceeding 
without the least regard to justice, ready to sacrifice 
every other motive, merely to carry out his own pur
pose. She further declared that the spirit world are 
going to see that he is brought low in the scale of 
prosperity and made to suiter the very woes and 
pangs best calculated to show him the absurdity of his 
present course. At the close of this spirited though 
perfectly friendly argument, I suggested that perhaps 
the cause of truth might be better subserved by sub
stituting thè phrase “as good as we permit ourselves 
to be,” instead of “as good as we can be." '

We then proceeded with the concentration as usual. 
After the fifteen minutes were past, Mrs. Gunn re
ported entire failure to see anything at all. This was 
the first such report from her in all the meetings. 
Mrs. .Smith also brought the same report, from her be
ing very tired on account of moving and extra exer
tion during the day, and also from recent illness; (to
night’s meeting being held in Mr. Smith’s new quar
ters at 562 11th street). Mr. Johnson had severe 
headache and could not help in any way except to 
merely hold the mind steady.

No one had seen. Mr. Wimble during the past week. 
Mrs. Gunn, was still anxious to find his address with 
a view to meeting him and making a general inquiry 
as to his wife’s condition. The guides of Mrs. Gunn 
informed us, “the reasomthat there has not been ap
parent success to-night is because you are all out of 
vibration. One is vibrating slowly and another 
quickly. Secondly, we have refrained from sending 
her out to-night (meaning Mrs. Gunn), it being bet
ter for the folks to sit quietly and do good in an
other way.” ,

I had been very anxious to know more definitely the 
meaning of a phrase used by an ancient in control of 
Mrs. Gunn at the previous meeting, and intimated as 
much'about this time. The phrase (“back and 
forth”) related to the visit of the spirit in the course 
of future changes as it left one body to h© clothed 
with another. It passes each time to the great center, 
or spiritual sun of our system, and after remaining 
for a time, passes into a new body suited to its exist
ing status; then by the process being repeated on an 

'entirely higher plane of advancement, it once more 
passes to the great spiritual sun, and later, back again 
to tak© a new form or body, and so on, “back and 
forth, back and forth.” This guide to-night, kindly 
began by explaining as follows : You must recognize 
that there are centers and centers. You recognize . 
that the sun is the center of this constellation. But 
you must further recognize that there are other suns 
and stars which are both visible and invisible to your 
eyes that do not revolve around your center. So also 
there are spirit suns that accompany every material 
sun on its starry journey through space. Each time 
the earth makes a revolution around the sun, it fills 
a different space ; for the sun is circling around an
other. material sun and carrying its family of planets 
with it. When this revolution around the sun is 
made, it leaves a pathway behind it ; this being in a 
round form, in time becomes spiral. Within each 
spiral swing there is a center. These centers, are the 
changing places, where the spirit of things on this 
earth changes form. Therefore there are centers and 
centers. As the earth becomes more spiritualized, 
these spiral rings become more perfect. This is the 
place where mineral changes form ; that is, the rings 
nearest the earth. But as these rings become numer
ous they congeal, contract, come together and form a 
nebula, unseen by any mortal eye ; nor has any instru
ment ever been made that -these nebulae could be dis
covered. Hrere is a center which for its brightness 
resembles your sun. Therefore it is called a center 
sun, by us. On one of these the vegetables, trees and 
flowers change form to again be drawn back to mat
ter. It may be on this earth and it jnay be on some 
other one,- But in time spirit calls again and this time 
it goes to another of these centers, again to change, 
and when matter claims again, this time another king
dom is reached, i. e., the animal. But nature is not 
yet satisfied ; the production is not yet completed. 
This is not the highest that can be produced by spirit. 
So she gives it back to the spiral fox. transformation, 
and this time man is the representative of the work of 
spirit. If the change takes places on the ring which 
the sun has more lately thrown off, a man is produced 
which is but a step higher > than his predecessors, 
namely the animal. But if the animal has been like 
your deer of the forest and many of the leathered, 
tribe, it is drawn much further out, and a more per
fect man is produced on the'return to matter. These 
are the two extremes with many degree between. 
This is evolution in spirit and matter; always a step 
higher and better.

■Re-embodiment as taught in the past,, and by the 
Theosophists of to-day is only partly true. They 
think they remember past experiences, when it is only 
the working of another mind on theirs, that they are 
entirely en rapport with.

You sometimes wonder why the whole world is 
wishing for perfect, happiness, that is, a happiness 
that has no sting, regret or remorse connected with it. 
This is because, when at one of these centers, thateflin- 
dition was perfect, and a feeling of perfect happiness 
was theirs; that is as much as they were capable of 
understanding in their existing degree of unfoldment. 
The central sun which you as a mortal, and we as a 
spirit, are hastening to, is not one of these rings; we 
have passed through them; it is the soul. mate, the 
spirit.sun of your grand orb of day . that we must 
sometime reach. Do we change form then! I do not 
know. But. there are’ many steps that we must rest 
upon before we reach that orb where unalloyed hap- 
ness is ours, again. There are the spheres surround
ing this planet. Then comes Mars. We must be
come thoroughly acquainted with this red, fiery plan
et. Then Jupiter, Saturn,, Uranus and Neptune. 
Then the physical sun. Then comes the one we all 
long for, its spirit mate.' We could, write a whole 
volume on this subject and then have hardly begun. 
But we must wait until you are a spirit; then we will 
be pleased to show you all. you wish to know, make 
it one grand object lesson. But remember, you will 
experience great happiness in spirit life before you 
reach-the spirit sun. Great pleasure and joy will at
tend you on your journey. However not what it will 
be when you reach the long-looked-for goal of your 
spirit ambition, . ■ - - ■ “

Wild Flower, (Mrs. Smith’s guide): All tie 
little folks in town seem to be here to-night. I guess 
to-night my medium is pretty tired. I’s goin’ to tell. 

; her the big white man chief wants Wild Flower—not 
White Wild Flower me say. (Suggestion: Wild 
Flower doesn’t like the new quarters.)

W. F. : Yes, she does, too.. I like the garden and the 
flowers. We’ve got to be just as well satisfied as we 
can be,’where our medium’s got to live. Here’s my 
little girl. She has the sweetest face I She is a'very 
cute little girl. That is the word I got from the white,

on no other night except Tuesday. - She says, “Can’t
..... vuu., vrvuwgo uo VTVX4 i ’ YeS, IUy

Iriends, you can, anti £ trust you will. Myriads and 
myriads of spirits are assembled to witness this Tues-

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
This instrument is in the iorm ot a 

pocket battery, winch the inventors 
have patented and which they call "Ac- 
tiiia,” a word which is their trade mark 
and owned by them. •

In the treatment o£ eye diseases the 
inventors of “Actina” claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye for

any term of disease, 1 
cataracts, pterygiums 
aud other abnormal 

s? growths can be re
moved and weakened 
vision restored by the 
new and more humane 

If this is a fact, there will bemethod.

day night work, each week.
Tuesday night, March 1,1898. Present same three- 

members as in last meeting.
That good news prophesied, came on Friday, the 

25th ult. It was to the effect that Mrs. Wimble had 
been sent home on leave of absence, nearly a month 
previously! This was of course the occasion of great 
rejoicing of the members of our circle. The letter 
conveying the news reached me.between 1 and 2 p. m. 
on that day. I hastened to see Mrs. Smith, in order to 
advise with the guides, inasmuch as it seemed very 
desirable that Mrs. Wimble should be seen before she 
completed her visit (in case she might possibly return 
to the asylum). The guides thought well of the plan 
to visit Mrs. Knott and inform her of the good news. 
This was done before 3 o’clock, and Mrs. Knott prom
ised to visit Mrs1. Wimble' at the earliest possible time. 
This appeared this very Tuesday evening. She came, 
however, the same evening to tell us the visit was 
fruitless of results, except to obtain information that 
Mrs. Wimble is with her husband at Port Costa, a rail
road station some distance away from'Oakland, and 
no immediate prospect of seeing her. However, she 
also brought the information that the patient is physi
cally well, and very happy.

The guides gave us to understand that the reason 
we had not been informed by them of her release, was 
that we would not have been likely to be so assiduous 
in our work of concentration as we were without the 
information. It was not because they had not known 
it. On the contrary they knew it well. After a sea
son of invocation and thanks giving, long, deep and 
pathetic the guides let us know that they regard the 
event of Mrs. Wimbles release as a very great triumph 
of diligence and faithfulness on the part of the mem
bers of the circle, both present and absent; that 
the medium Mrs. Smith had been especially, severely 
taxed, and that two weeks’ rest would now be in or-

cle is one, and our spirit band who are with us, and 
then a band stationed there.

Wild Flower, continuing, (to Mrs. Gunn,) : That 
husband is not so gbod a man as you represent him 
to be.

Mrs. G. replied, contending that it is best to say to 
all, we, or otherwise they, are just as good as they can 
be. .Then followed a spirited, though friendly con
tention, for the triumph of opposing thought, namely, 
whether to cling desperately to the idealistic view, of 
human nature in al! cases, would not be better for the 
uplifting to a higher plane; or to be ready, when gross 
wrong is being perpetrated, to say to the offender, 
“you are living far beneath your privileges, and lay
ing up for yourself a store of punishment, an experi
ence that will cost you dearly by and by."

After this, Mrs. Smith’s guides spoke in part as fol
lows: Evil spirits arc forever at work to prevent our 
success. A man, after many different defeats, secures 
a position. He khowb he is capable of doing justice 
there, and of right should hold that position for a long 
time ; but for some mysterious reason, is unable to sat
isfy that man, and off goes his head before he knows 
it He doesn’t know why. He can’t see the spirits that 
hold him. He says to himself, ‘ ‘ there is a way out of 
it. There is no use talking.” You are just as capa
ble of holding that position as any man. You will 
shake off all this terrible spell and raise yourself up 
out of such a condition and the influence of these fool
ish thoughts. ’ ’ But all unknown to you, that force of 
evil spirits bring to bear their mischievous intent and 
away goes all your good resolutions. And thus goes 
his wit: • In this case as in any other of the kind, 
“eternal vigilance is.the price of liberty.” Those 
evil spirits can be overcome and put out of the way.

Mrs. Gunn: My work is done; she will come out. 
My work is ended.

Tuesday, February 15,1898. Present, Mr. and Mrs. 
Smith and the writer. Absent, Mr. and Mrs. Gunn 
and Mr. Johnson. ./

After a little preliminary talk, it was decided to con
centrate for a little while in the usual manner, in be
half of the patient;,

Mrs. Smith very.§oon began speaking as if in con
versation with the invisibles: “Has he been here be
fore!” . 1 '

Spirit: Did you think "that because you were alone 
we would not be here!.'..¿She has been in the habit of 
coming here every .Tuesday. She would bg attracted 
by you here, as much as if they were present. Mrs. 
Gunn’s guides or contrôlé are perfectly ready and 
willing to do all they can for them. They now have a 
different control thtm they have had.

We bring her first here’ to you, because it is the de
sire to aid her personally. She is attracted to you 
and your present home .¿Iso, and spirit friends that 
come round about-you. . Our own friends are much 
pleased with’you and your desire to do good to others, 
and though you opiiqs© .jin a measure, the conflict is 
nothing that will be of>mnharmfuli nature,; or . that 
would prevent their meeting. ; 4

Your little Indian girl is to be a strong control for 
you. We greet you as a spirit. We are greeting you 
as we have greeted you many times before. We come 
to-night from Mrs. Wimble, and from the homes of 
those .we have been in the habit of meeting with you. 
I am the one asked, to take charge of Mrs. Wimble, in 
that circle. We are much pleased with the progress 
of the work that is being done, with the spiritual wel
fare of Spiritualists and Spiritualism. This will be 
a great work. Though by the world it may not be ac
knowledged as a spiritual healing. Mrs. Wimble, 
spiritually is much-'- better. Physically, about the 
same, and we now take control for the time and pro
tect her, directing all things well for the lonesome 
one. The spirit world doth stand round about her.

Here is a box as precious as that in ancient times, 
used in anointing the feet, to anoint thy head. That 
box, as a gift comes from the Higher, the Better Land. 
It is a peace which plasseth all understanding. A 
peace and balm, more precious than the box that was 
broken in twain to anoint the feet, or pour upon the 
head. Similar words of cordial blessing were also 
spoken to Mr. Smith. ’

As to. the patient, a new day of hope has been im
parted to her brain. And those that we helped on 
former occasions, they, too, have the light, and return 
to us again. A messenger has just come within our 
midst. He comes from her and reports her reposing 
for the night. We bring back this message with a 
greeting to all.’ She is resting. She is happy with a 
new found joy, a bright light.

We thank you, friends. The spirit world wishes to 
give you their blessing again, and through .these for 
this one (meaning Mrs. Smith). She seems to be as 
one who has fulfilled a mission, and fulfilled it well. 
To thee, O brother (addressing the writer), a peace, a 
light of another World is dawning for thee, spirit
ually. Thou shalt see. Look aloft -and see those 
beautiful lights. Whatever thy fate may be, weary 
and sore, we will comfort the heart. We will bring 
to thy sight new gifts, new glories and new delights. 
Be hopeful, persevering, cheerful, and keep thyself 
well; for a work there is, and a work to be done, ere 
we call thee h'ence to dwell with the loved ones gone 
before, who are waiting at' the portals for thee. So 
be careful; brothe^-an^Jbe cheerful as.you San; fos 
much is dependent^pop. the condition of man, and the 
man. • / 7^-? ■ v ■

Tuesday, February ~22;1898. Present, same three 
as at last meeting f Mi; “¿nd Mrs. Smith and T. H. B. 
Cotton. The exeiicises began with.the singing <5f -two 
stanzas of “Home of the Soul.” During’that singing 
Mrs. Smith saw yyhat Mie denominated the prettiest 
sight she ever sâw. 'jt was two horse-shoes, each 
some twelve inches in diameter, having all the colors 
of the rainbow. Thèse Were leaning against, or touch
ing one another s^tKe^ex or “toe." Each was a 
solid wreath of flojver§_,of indescribable delicacy and 
beauty, with all the colors,-shining in dazzling bright
ness. This was iifferpféted to indicate good luck 
combined with hafipiriess, and tender love bestowed 
by our guides. . They further told us that we should 
have good hews; a double portion, before our next 
meeting. Concentration then began, and continued 
somewhat beyond We usual .15 minutes. 'During this 
time Mrs. Smith engaged the spirit friends, with invo
cations and thanksgivings on behalf of the circle. In 
this the blessings of the angel world were showered 
upon members of the circle,; both present and absent,' 
(the causes of absence being unknown to us), but es
pecially upon the tried and true Who have been faith
ful, never missing a night The'interest of thé spirit 
world goes on-inereàsing in this: matter ; and if only 
temporary tespite from.the terrible monotony can be 
afforded that patleat* once a week, ohr work is not in

der; and not to call up any of this work until the 15th, 
or two weeks from to-night. The medium’s health, 
physically, being still delicate, she was so weary from 
the effect of recent work, moving, etc.

With this evening, the guides say, closes volume I. 
of this mission work. THOMAS H. B. COTTON, 

San Francisco, Cat ~ ‘Scribe.

The Work Goes Bravely On!
In the July number of “Success" may be seen a 

portrait of the Rev. Hensley Henson, canon of West
minster Abbey, and under it, the following notice of 
his recent article:

“Canon Henson, known in this country as a theolo
gian of radical tendencies, has just published an ar
ticle on “The Future of the Bible" which has startled 
the world. He holds that the Bible contains many 
glaring faults and incongruities which are being dis
covered by parishioners, with the result that contempt 
is taking the place of respect. He claims that a dras
tic revision of the Sacred Volume is necessary, so that 
the Christian compositions which have been univer
sally.,accepted may supplant what to his mind are ‘the 
incredible, puerile, or demoralizing narratives which 
the Old Testament contains.’ Canon Henson does 
not attack the Bible in any way, but he very frankly 
declares, that something must be done to change the 
ecclesiastical abuses, errors in doctrine, and blunders 
in policy, which suggest to the masses that Christian
ity is false.”

And so, Rev. Henson is finally forced to acknowl
edge that “the Bible contains many glaring faults and 
incongruities,” which he no doubt would not have ac
knowledged had it not been for the fact that he has 
discovered .that those “glaring faults and incongrui
ties” are being “DISCOVERED BY PARISHION
ERS" and “with the result that contempt is taking 
the place of respect” for the Bible. As long as those 
“glaring faults and incongruities” were known only 
to the clergy, it was all right and things moved along 
smoothly. But now, since the “parishioners” have 
discovered them, “something must be done.” And 
it is a question how much longer those “parishioners” 
would have been delayed in their discovery, had it not 
been for the fearless, independent, progressive think
ers outside the church, who have forced upon it what 
isknown as the “Higher Crilticism.”

It is amusing to notice the attempt at an apology 
for Rev. Henson’s position, as contained in the above 
notice of it. The writer says: “Canon Henson does 
not attack the Bible in any way,” etc. Oh, no! He 
does not attack the Bible at all. He merely says that 
“it contains many glaring faults and incongruities, 
and incredible,-puerile, or demoralizing narratives.” 
If this is not attacking the Bible, for heaven’s sake 
what is it? If this is not attacking the Bible, why 
should it “startle the world" as the writer asserts it 
has done!

.Bosh! If The Progressive Thinker or any other 
publication independent of old orthodox theology, 
had given utterance to the same views, our orthodox 
friends would have considered it verily, an “attack on 
the Bible,” would have “considered its source,” and 
given it a wide berth. But coming from a high digni
tary of the orthodox church, Canon Henson’s utter-
ances must not be considered an “attack on the 
Bible.” Bahl H. V. SWERINGEN.

THE OTHER SIDE OF JORDAN.

no need to go blind or to wear spec
tacles. "Actina” has been tested in 
hundreds of cases and has effected mar
velous cures. So confident are the-in
ventors that this device is an article of 
great merit that they give an absolutely 
free trial. They want every one iner
ested to make a thorough investigation 
and a personal-test of the “Actina.” As 
it is sent on trial postpaid, any person 
can give It this test

They issue a book of 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
tells all about "Actina," the diseases it 
will cure, what others think of it, what 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and it is sent absolutely free upon re
quest This book should be in the li
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept TH, 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

CancerCured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies, Fistula, Ulcere, Jtciema and all Bkln aud Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address t> 

DR« BYE; Broadwu* Kansas City, Mo.

Iha abova is the number of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
tight hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right band corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
Of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number ob 
the tag of your wrapper.

"In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price ?1.

"New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston's 
drawings are Incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, fl. 
Cloth, $1.50.

‘The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In Itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 per volume. For sale at 
Utts office.

"Astral Worship.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. For sale at this office. Price Í1.

•'Just How to Wake the Solar Plex
us." By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
for health. Price 25 cents.

“A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. For sale 
at this office. Price 10 cents.

"Meatless Dishes." Very useful. 
Price 10 cents.

"The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” For sale at this cific-e. 
Price 25 cents.

"The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

"Poenik ul Evofiresa." By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and .especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily, 
printed and bound. Price $1.

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Miehael Faraday. Prince 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.

"Wedding Chimes." By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. For cale at this office.

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, fl. For sale at 
this office.

"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this office.

"Right Living." By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children's 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by It 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office.

"The Attainment ot Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner." Of especial Interest 
and value. For sale at this office. 
Price $1. ’

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilise the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
doth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

The newsong-book, "The Golden 
Echoes,” by 8. W. Tucker, has found Its 
way into many homes, and its beautiful 
songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which .they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should be heard 
in every home in the land. For sale at 
this office. Price, 15 cents; $1.50 per 
dozen. - - -

•Death, Its Meaning and Resulta.*» 
By 3. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided-value. A narrative of 
.wonderful psychic events In tho au
thor’s experience. Cloth, 560 pagos, 11-■

3L25, _ v

Oh, the other side o’ Jordan may be bright as bright 
. kin be,

But I ain’t a-faultin’ this old" world; she’s bright 
enough fer me! . /

You’ve got to be a swimmer when you strike that Jas- 
_• per Sea,

’ Yonder, on the other side o’ Jordan!
I make no doubt tie country is a country out o’ sight, 
With all them fields o’ livin’ green.an’ rivers o’ de- 

■ . ■ light; ■■■ ■■ ■ .... . :
But I j&st ain’t in no hurry fer to rise an’ take my 

flight - - ■ ; '
Yonder, on the other side 6’Jordan I

I know the time they’re havin’ in the sweet old bye- 
an’-bye, .. ' . . .

Must set the stars to dancin’ in the blue bend o’ the 
■ ■ sky; . - ■ ■•■■■..' ■

Butl’m jest no good at flyin’-r-an’ a angel’s got to fly 
• Yonder, on the other side o’ Jordan!

Oh, no matter what the troublq, an’ no matter where 
I roam, ■

This world to me is sweeter than the sweetest honey- 
• ■, ■ comb, . ■ . ... . ■ .

An’I never shall resign it till they holler, "Come on 
home!” . " ■ .

Yonder, on the other side o’ Jordan!
•-Atlanta Constitution,

be disposed to do under similar circumstances were 
‘ she in his place. Catholics, for instance, are the un- 
। compromising foes of Spiritualism and mediumship. 

K i ' Mrs. Gunn’s idea is that were her dearest relative to 
her at regular stated intervals and go off and at- 

jphd Catholic service and gatherings, and she was

3
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.. GENERA SURVEY
When writing for th,ifl paper 

use a pen or typewriter.

THE SPIRITUALISTIC) FIELD-lTS WORKERS, | 
DOINGS, ETO., THE WGkLD OVER. |

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
|s alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows tills freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth, can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
Sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to hls belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for tho 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgresslveThinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy,, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one »Ide of the paper,

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to toe space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many Items would rie 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten 
Unes to two lines, as occasion may^re- 
"take DUE NOTICE, that aU items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name find address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. — During 
June, July and August the Progressive 
Lyceum will be sent to Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to increase your subscription one- 
half its present number, with no extra 
expense. Address J. W. Ring, care of 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous-Satur- 
day morning, Bear this In mind,

Captain Geo. W. Walrond, the veteran 
lecturer and clairvoyant, has returned 
from a two months’ vacation. in the 
Bast- where he went for the benefit of 
his health. He has recently recovered 
from another attack of complete nerv
ous prostration. The doctors antici
pated that paralysis had set in, but with 
careful watchfulness and much atten
tion this fatal disease was checked. 
Mr. Walrond is again bapk at his offices, 
1512 Glenarm street, Denver, Colo., 
and will be glad to hear from his thou
sands of clients in every state in the 
Union. He also proposes to resume his 
Spiritualistic lectures and test work the 
first of September.

Dr. J. M. Cowan writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.: “The premium books 
have been received. Many thanks for 
your kindness. The one book, ‘A Wan
derer In the Spirit Lands,’ is worth 
three times the price paid for «the 
three.”

Aurin F. Hill writes from Boston, 
"Mass.: “I hope Dr. J. M. Peebles may 
be moved to publish facts about spirit 
obsession. Such evidence as he has 
collected should be placed among the 
people. I am sure medical men as 
a class, formerly of colleges, are ignor
ant about the subject of human minds 
and their power after leaving a body at 
the revolution called death. Spiritism 
1b established in the minds of millions 
of people. Tell the old teacher to 
strike a blow on the subject of spirit ob
session, or obsession by spirits.”

L. M. Cobb writes from Norwich Ct.: 
"The Spiritualists of this city and Will
imantic held a picnic at Ravine Park, 
June 28. About 2 o’clock the meeting 
commenced with singing. Charles A. 
Dowsett of this city presided at the 
piano. George W. Burnham of Willi
mantic presided over the meeting. He 
Is one of the old pioneers of Spiritual
ism and is very bright and active 
although 83 years of age. Mrs. Effie I. 
Webster came from Montpelier, Vt., 

. gave an address, then messages from 
those who had assembled there al
though unseen to their friends who re
mained in earth life, all being very sat
isfactory. At the close of the meeting 
a vote of thanks was extended to Mrs. 
Webster. All returned home in good 
spirits, and well pleased with their 
day’s outing. It was informally decided 
to hold another of these camp-meetings 
some time in August.”

L. H. S. Kingsbury, secretary writes: 
‘Mrs. Irene Smith of Tacoma, Wash., 
•vho has been doing some grand work 
tor Spiritualism in Chicago for toe past 
t.wo months, will give ber last lecture 
on Sunday night, July 17, at the Rising 
Sun Spiritualist MisslonR378 S>Western 
avenue. Her subject will be ‘The Tri
umphs of Modem Spiritualism.’ This 
subject is one of Mrs. Smith’s master
pieces and will be ably handled. There 
is no doubt, but a very large attendance 
will greet her on this occasion. This is 
the last opportunity to hear this gifted 
lecturer, and should be taken advantage 
of by all Spiritualists. There will also 
be the usual good singing. Ail welcome. 
Seats free.”

Mrs. Abby L. Pettengill, toe presi
dent, has completed arrangements for 
the opening of the Lily Dale Assembly, 
on July 15. Harrison D. Barrett will 
act as chairman during the sessions, 
which will terminate September 4. In 

~ addition to toe program as previously 
announced. Rev. Henry Frank ot ■ New 
York will appear on July 16 and 17; Ed
ward C. Randall, a well known Buffalo 
lawyer, will speak on Mission work on 
July 22; while Golden Rule Jones, of 
Toledo, has promised to appear during 
the course of the season. Peace Day 
will be held on August 7, and Woman's 
Day is scheduled for the 17th of that 
month. A successful season is assured.

New York.—A beautiful young lady, 
a member of one of the richest and 
most aristocratic families of Henderson, 
Ky., married a few years ago and went 

. with her husband to New York City to 
live. The affection between' her and 
her “old black mammy was very ten
der, and the separation was hard to 
bear. After the young wife had settled 
in the east she determined to have 
"mammy” come on to visit her, and 
sent money for her ticket. Imagine the 
surprise of the prim New Yorkers when 
they saw an old colored woman coming 
through the station gate suddenly 

’ pounced upon by an elegantly dressed 
lady, who threw her arms around the 
old woman’s neck and kissed’her time 
and again. Dropping her bundles, the 
old woman seated herself on a truck, 
and drawing the lady upon her lap, ten
derly stroked her hair and. exclaimed: 
"My baby; Use so glad to see you, 
honey.” I To her the line lady was only, 
the little girl whom she had'tenderly 
nursed In sickness and :n.health and on 
Whom she had lavished all the love of 
her simple heart. . From an exalted 
spiritual standpoint it was a beautiful 
Scene. To the average mortal it-was 
>jnewhat disgusting.

Special Invitation to the Japanese 
Lawn Party and Entertainment, given 
by Mrs. Irene Smith and Mrs. Ç. Kirch
ner, for the benefit of the Rising Sun 
Spiritualist Mission, Saturday Evening, 
July 16, 1904, at the home of the presi
dent, C. Kirchner, 697 W. Madison 
street, Refreshments will be served. 
Collection 25 cents. A special program 
has been- arranged for this occasion as 
it will be the last appearance of Sister 
Smith before leaving Chicago,

E. J. Bowtell ’ has completed the 
course of class lessons given in New 
London, Conn., since last October. He 
is at liberty for lecture engagements 
for the season of 1904-5. Address him 
at Pine Grove, Niantic, Conn,

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley did a 
most excellent work at the Rockford, 
Illinois, Grove Meeting, and at Rock
ford. She has more calls to lecture 
than she can possibly answer. Her tests 
are always genuine.

Anna E, Baird writes from Elyria, O.: 
“you are a fearless advocate of truth, 
and it is a pleasure to know our friends 
have an opportunity to receive it 
through the columns of The Progressive 
Thinker. Long may you prosper and 
be permitted to continue your noble 
work to set man free from the BlavSry 
of'ignorance.”

O. Merritt writes: “It is with pleas
ure I send you a report of our grove 
meeting at Harlem Park, in Rockford, 
Ill., on June 24, 25 and 26, under the 
management of the Northern Illinois 
and Southern Wisconsin Circuit Asso
ciation. The meeting proved to be a 
wonderful success both financially and 
otherwise. Many good workers were 
present and at the close all felt that, a 
profitable meeting In every sense had 
been held, and it was arranged to meet 
at the same place annually and we hope 
to build a permanent camp at or near 
this fp ark.”

Dr. M. I. Webster writes: “There has 
been a great spiritual awakening at 
Lauderdale Springs, Lauderdale, Miss. 
A camp-meeting has been opened, and 
lectures, platform tests and psychomet
ric readings are the order of the day. 
There is also a fine medium on the 
grounds who gives private readings. 
Good music charms the listener and 
lends wings to the feet of the dancers 
who trip the light fantastic in the pa
vilion. The hotel accommodates about 
a hundred and twenty-five guests. The 
rooms are large and airy and tho 
cuisine Is In competent hands. Every
thing is being done for the comfort and 
pleasure of the guests. This is one of 
the most beautiful places in the South, 
and is the ideal spot for a summer 
camp-meeting. The mineral waters 
which flow from the many springs at 
this place are very healthful and people 
flock ’from the surrounding country to 
drink these waters and regain their 
health and strength, which quickly re
turns to them through the balmy air, 
the Inviting shade of the grand old 
trees which dot the lawn, and last but 
not least, through the divine healing 
power which broods over the place and 
makes itself felt by those who are at 
all susceptible to the higher influences. 
These meetings will continue through
out the summer.”

G. H. Clark writes from Spokane, 
Wash.: “Mrs. G. Hawley Clark cele
brated her fiftieth birthday, June 28, at 
our new home, 2329 E. Providence ave
nue. The society turned out forty 
strong. The Ladies’ Aid, of which she 
was secretary, gave her three fine pres
ents. All had a very enjoyable time. 
About $50 worth of presents was re
ceived. Many friends from the spirit 
side of life came to enjoy the occasion. 
Refreshments were served in the after
noon and evening. Mrs. Frances A. 
Sheldon returned home on June 28, to 
get ready for camp-meeting. She will 
return to our society September 1, to 
fill a year’s engagement. She is the 
right woman in the right place.”

Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie writes: “The 
camp at Lake Brady opened In splendid 
shape, a perfect day, and a very large 
attendance. The auditorium was filled 
at the morning service, and the after
noon found many who could not be seat
ed, save on the outside under the great 
trees surrounding it. The board of 
managers, with Mr. Rouse as president, 
make everyone most comfortable. I 
am pleasantly situated at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Mofatt I have one 
more Sunday here. Will then be in Chi
cago for a few days before my next 
camp work.”

Secretary writes: “The Auxiliary of 
the Students of Nature Society, name 
Hephzibah, which means ‘My delight Is 
in her,’ held a meeting at 149 W. Ran
dolph street, In the parlors of Sister and 
Brother H. Smith, Saturday, July 2. 
There was a large attendance, mostly 
orthodox, to witness thé Spiritualistic 
ceremony of baptism of the child of Mr. 
and Mrs. C. Duwel. The pastor, taking 
the child, placed it in the mother’s 
arms and said: 'Beautiful as a flower 
from heaven, this child is to bless your 
wedded life. . May the ministering spir
it accompany him aS the years go by. 
On the dear child I strew these petalp, 
symbols oï the baptism of heaven, 
where the flowers never fade. I chris
ten you for this world Carl, and for the 
heavenly name we will call you the 
Shepherd’s Purse (meaning I offer you 
my all). The services were appreciated 
by all present. Mrs. M. Schumacher, 
pastor and organizer of this new order.”

Frank T. Ripley, speaker and plat
form message medium, goes to Chester
field (Ind.) camp-meeting, where he is 
engaged from July 14 to Augst 28. He 
is now ready to make engagements for 
winter^ work. Write all letters after 
July H up to August 28, to Chesterfield, 
Ind. ■ While at the camp Mr. Ripley will 
assist in extending the circulation of 
The Progressive Thinker. Permanent 
address, Tipton, Ind., P. O. Box 326.

John A. Miller, M. D., writes: “For a 
new . beginner or skeptic,- Mediumship 
and Its Laws is the very best book I 
know of and for higher., thought and 
wider, reading,-the Arcana of- Spiritual
ism is the-next in order. ARow me to 
suggest. that it'would be -a great con
venience If a number’of’copies of Me
diumship • wore .indexed and .cloth, 
bound.”

The following is a list of speakers for 
the popular Freeville (N. Y.) Camp, 
which opens July 24: Oscar A. Edgerly, 
H. W. Richardson. Mrs. C. E. $. Twing, 
Rev. U. S. Milfurn, Rev. N. F. Ravlin, 
D. A. Herrick. For full programs ad
dress W. W. Kelsey, Courtland, N. Y.

S. M. Tucker writes from Wichita, 
Kansas: “At the annual convention of 
the Kansas State Spiritual Association 
at Topeka, Kansas, on June 6, 1904, 
Mrs. Minnie Martindale of Wichita, 
Kans., was duly ordained a minister of 
the gospel of Spiritualism by the asso
ciation. Mrs. Martindale Is well quali
fied for the work and is an active 
worker in the cause of true Spiritual-, 
ism. She will do good work for the 
cause. She is now president of our lo
cal society.”

W. E. Morris, M. D., writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.: “We are having variety 
in the extreme on this western coast; 
theaters of every grade, and speakers on 
all phases of reform, politically, socially 
and spiritually, may be-heard. Many 
of the prominent woraers in our ranks 
have headed towards your locality on 
vacations—Mrs. Lillie, Mrs. Gillespie, 
Mrs. Evans and others. But there are 
plenty left in the field who are willing 
and competent to fill the positions left 
vacant and. supply the demands of the 
intellectually inclined Spiritualists. 
One of the foremost in the lines is Pro
fessor Geo. F. Perkins, of whose work 
many of your readers are acquainted. 
He Is demonstrating his characteristic 
loyalty by his very entertaining lectures 
that are followed by tests of unques
tionable value in their vivid description 
and straightforward character. I have 
been quite familiar with all phases of 
spiritual phenomena in Boston and else
where and can truly say I have never 
seen a public worker upon our platform 
so versatile and competent In all man
ner of mental demonstrations. He is a 
whole team and a horse to let, when he 
turns himself loose to entertain an audi
ence. I am of . the poinion that he in
tends heading towards your city soon, 
which will certainly be a source of re
gret to many who have listened, 
laughed, cried, and thought over hls 
unique method of presenting the philos
ophy and phenomena of Spiritualism."

Owingsville, Ky.. June 22.—A strange 
story came to-day from Olatown, Ohio 
county, Ky. Colonel John W. Hurt and 
Colonel James Mitchell were on the lat
ter’s farm. Inspecting the wheat crop 
when they saw several strange crea
tures rise from a spot near the center 
of the field and ascend to the clouds. 
The creatures are described by Colonel 
Hurt and Colonel Mitchell as angels as 
they are popularly pictured. Their 
backs were ot snowy white and their 
breasts of yellow burnished gold. The 
feathers of their wings were a glisten
ing black, with snowy tips, and about 
their heads were hoods of beautiful blue 
and white. The angels rose slowly-and 
gracefully from the ground and without 
noise or song or movement of their out
spread wings ascended vertically until 
they were lost In the hazy clouds over
head. Colonel Hurt and Colonel Mitch
ell aré men of unquestioned veracity.

"The Progressive Thinker of Chicago, 
publishes in its issue of the current 
week, under the caption of ‘Brilliant 
Thought Scintillations,’ an article from 
the pen of Henry Morrison Tefft of Nor
wich. ’ The Progressive Thinker, as its 
name Indicates, circulates among ad
vanced liberal and scientific people 
throughout the United States and for
eign countries.—Norwich (Ct.) Sun.

Irene Gay writes from Willoughby, 
Ohio: “Mrs. Carrie Firth-Curran gave 
a very Instructive and Interesting lec
ture at College Hall, Willoughby, Ohio, 
June 24. ,A large audience was present, 
many church members attending. At 
the close of the lecture an old Baptist 
exclaimed, T supposed Spiritualists repu
diated the Bible entirely, but that is a 
mistake. I am going up and talk with 
that lady. .She has given me a new 
understanding of the book,’ and he 
started for the rostrum. The lecture 
created quite a stir among orthodox 
people, it being the first some of them 
had ever heard.”

Emily E. Philp writes of the Engle
wood Spiritual Union: “We still hold 
Sunday meetings, but only in the even
ings. We have given up the conference 
meetings Sunday, afternoons tin Sep
tember, when Mr. Moore will be with us 
again. The Ladles' Auxiliary still con
tinues its meetings.”

H. L. Chapman writes from Marcel
lus, Mich.: “I would Bay a few words in 
regard to our Marcellus society as it 
may be a pointer to other societies. Not 
being able to hire a hall we have been 
holding meetings at toe homes of dif
ferent members in the vicinity, and 
with good success, having added eight 
new names to our list’ of members ’at 
our last two monthly meetings. Our 
next meeting will be at the home of the 
writer in Marcellus, Sunday, August 7. 
Our last was July 3, at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. C. J. Rudd, near Penn, Mich. 
After a business meeting, the contents 
of many baskets »were spread vupon 
tables on the lawn under the broad- 
spreading branches of a grand old elm 
tree, and all enjoyed the social visit and 
the many good things for the dinner 
hour. After dinner, services were 
opened by singing, then followed a lec
ture touching on the phenomena of na
ture, showing the spiritual .phenomena 
to be but a part of nature’s phenomena. 
A few clairvoyant descriptions by a Mr. 
Comstock, who is developing for this 
phase of phenomonea, followed. Then 
a poem by my guides was given on sub=- 
jects from parties not Spiritualists. 
They were ‘The South Winds,' ■ ‘Pru
dence,’ ‘Charity,’ and 'Chilly Nights.’ 
These were woven Into a poem begin
ning with the darkness before day of an 

• early spring morning when no sound, 
was heard save the water as It rushed 
over the dam at toé mill; then with’the 
first ray of light came the piping voices 
of birds, and as the sunlight was about 
to break forth came the warm south 
winds expanding toe buds of shrub and 
tree, and quickening all nature into 
new life; the charity of the south 
winds touching alike the high arid the 
low until all earth seemed wrapped in 
beauty unlike the so-called charity of 
the millionaire who gives for his own 
praise that which has been wrung from 
the hard earnings of the many poor. 
True charity consists of the little 
things of life, the kind acts, the forgiv
ing and helpful thoughts and deeds 
that reach out like the soft winds to toe 
toiling masses until they send back a- 
wealth of love, and Prudence bids seek 
these conditions find build for ourselves 
a place in the hearts of the people ere 
the chilly nights of old age shall reach 
us; for the chilly night with its frost 
may come and the flowers and leaves- 
droop and wither, yet nature- rebuilds 
and renews; and'let us not forget that 
acting prudently, with charity for all, 
that when-the frosty: night of death 
shall come, the infinite-laws of nature 
will'.bear us.onwnrd.to that land where- 
the’balmy breezes of the.- southwind, 
of■ true love and joy shall touch and 
quicken every soul ”’

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO 
ITCES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
eUBLICATION^lJOTHERWISE THEY 
iVILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
,VASTE BASK^ 
------—-—-tj-----------------------------

Hany J. Mooré'lstoow spending a few 
weeks’ vacation iritois summer cottage 
on Camp Chesterfield, Ind. His camp 
meeting engagements are . as follows: 
Lake Brady, Ohio;: Sunday, Jùly 31; 
Chesterfield, tod.; Saturday and Sun
day, August 6nand’/7; Clinton, Iowa, Fri
day, Saturday ïmdJSunday, August 12, 
13 and 14; Snowflake, Mica, from Aug. 
16 to 22, and) <ate Waterloo, Iowa from 
Aug. 23 to 31,7 Mr//Moore again serves 
the Englewood! Spiritual Union, Chi
cago, during the month of September. 
Any mail addressed to Mr. Moore in 
care of this office will be forwarded to 
him wherever he may be.

Mrs. LeSieur writes: “The fifth bene
fit Band of Harmony sociable was at 
the home of Mr. arid Mrs. Ellis, Thurs
day, July 7. It was the most unique hf- 
fair of the series. The china hand- 
painted lemonade pitcher was drawn by 
Mrs. Bent, and the Surprise we were 
looking for was a mammoth pie, and ev
ery one present drew a prize (no 
blanks). The entire programme was a 
continual surprise from-Start to finish. 
Our next meeting will be at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. TreSsness, 379 N. 51st 
Court, Thursday, July 21. The Lake 
street surface car’s transfer at 48th ave
nue; on Chicago avenue, ride to 51st 
Court, then north to the above number. 
All interested friends welcome.”

Will C. Hodge is how located at 1373 
Tenth avenue, Oakland, Cal. The cli
mate of California attracts him, and we 
are fearful Chicago will lose him perma
nently as a citizen. He 1b capable of 
doing a grand work on the rostrum.

Louise E. Zimmerman writes from 
Elmira, N. Y-: "We are having very en
joyable meetings at the different homes 
Sunday afternoons, when all are wel
come who desire to attend. During the 
absence of your scribe, in attendance at 
the convention at Syracuse, the friends 
met and surprised Uncle Benj, Rhodes 
on the anniversary of his birth and pre
sented him with an easy chair as a 
token of esteem and good fellowship; 
an enjoyable evening was had by all 
present June 27 was the advent of an
other birthday anniversary, when' the 
friends met and surprised “Aiîntie” 
Hatch, presenting her with a purse as a 
token of esteem. An enjoyable even
ing was spent in recalling some of the 
events that transpired in the years 
gone by, when the older workers, most 
of them now “over there,” made it their 
home, with her while in this city. The 
last two weeks we have had with ub 
Grandpa Rackyleft, who will soon be 90 
years ‘young,’ another earnest, ardent, 
faithful Spiritualist and worker for the 
enlightenment of humanity, who still 
loves his cause and continues to ‘do 
good.’ There are several private home 
circles from which very encouraging 
reports reach ns, that Truth manifests 
itself to the satisfaction of its seekers. 
Owing to Illness, which makes it impos
sible for the writer'to leave home, the 
meetings will be held at her home 112 
E. Chemung P)„ until later.”

Mrs. Mahala, Endicott writes from 
Quindaro, Kansas: "Às a very interest
ed reader of ypur most valuable paper, 
I feel that I would like to express my 
appreciation of the glorious work that 
you are doing .through its columns for 
the cause of, Spiritualism. I am an 
aged colored woman, formerly a slave, 
and with but little éducation; „but I can 
read, and I heartily enjoy reading The 
Progressive Thinker. It is food for my 
s°uj- Although a «lavé for., years, • I 
have felt a spirit power around me, but 
could never understand its nature until 
through the kindness of some of my 
Spiritualist friends I was handed a 
copy of your paper which enlightened 
me. Let the good work go on.” 
' Secretary writes: "Rev. Harry J. 

Moore occupied the platform at .the 
Church of Spirit Communion, 4308 Cot
tage Grove avenue, last Sunday even
ing, his subject being ‘Joan of Arc.’ He 
showed her to have been a meaium, a 
spiritual and self-sacrificing reformer, 
working in the same spirit that actu
ated Jesus of Nazareth, and with great 
success. If Mr. Moore keeps closely in 
touch with the inspiring forces that now 
surround him we bespeak for him a fine 
career. Next Sunday evening Dr. Ran
dall will speak for us on the subject, 
‘Spiritualism as Expressed in Art.’ You 
may be sure that this most interesting 
topic will be ably handled by him. Our 
efficient musical committee has secured 
the services of Mrs. Pearce for each 
Sunday evening, so:an inspiring musical 
treat may always be anticipated. Mr. 
Coatee and other mediums always give 
messages. Services every Sunday even
ing; will be continued all summer, as 
will also the private classes and se
ances at Mr. Coates’ home, 283 East 32d 
street. If any reader wishes to find 
what Spiritualism really is, we would 
advise 'him to join one of these 
classes.”

Thos. H. B. Cotton writes from Cali
fornia: “The Spirit of liberality of The 
Progressive Thinker is up to the high 
water mark. Permit me to say that it 
is my deliberate conviction that be
cause of this liberal tone of the paper, 
our glorious cause is as safe in its 
hands as it possibly could ■ be in the 
keeping of any earthly agency. There 
is, a fullness and clearness in ‘Ethics of 
Spiritualism,’ by Nora Batchelor, that 
gladdens the heart of every reader, 
while the next number, June 25, con
tains a message from Theodore J. 
Mayer entitled 'An Investigating Com
mittee,’ which for strength of logic is a 
real educator, and its sound conclusions 
are a blessing to the cause. Many 
other articles, perhaps equally meritori
ous are omitted herd, but deserve due 
comment, as nothing is more encourag
ing to the writer thaq.just recognition."

Mrs. C. H.J’ilulllns writes from 
Owosso, Mich. I have been away 
from home fouf .weeks. I have visited 
In Owosso, Oaktey, '.Chesaning, Flint 
and Saginaw, büt’Thaÿe not been with
out The Progressive Thinker. When I 
know I am going'to be.away from home 
I have a three-months’ subscription for 
Thé ProgresslveThinker sent to friends 
whom I expect.to visit, therefore I see' 
the paper every iweekj' and indeed' I do 
not feel that! ton get along without it 
I find .that many newimembers are add-

Parkland Heights (Pa.) Spiritualists 
Home and Camp-meeting Association 
opened its camp on July 3, and will con
tinue until September 1. Elizabeth M. 
xish, secret"ry, Floral Heights, Park
land, Eden, Pa.

Dr. J. A. Bailey writes from Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa: “On July 8, I closed a 
very successful two months” engage
ment at St. Joseph, Mo. Borne good, I 
trust, was done; some soul was drawn 
more in touch with the infinite, and 
thereby enabled to give a higher expres
sion to their individual life. We can 
only sow the seed of right living, hop
ing that it may take root and blossom 
forth in all its beauty, that its fruits 
may be visible to the world. I am on 
my way home to attend the Clinton 
camp which I have not missed since it 
started 21 years ago, and if the readers 
of The Progressive Thinker want a love 
feast, come tq Mt. Pleasant Park camp
meeting, this August, and they will 
surely get what their souls are pre
pared to receive. I expect to lecture 
here Sunday evening, and then on 
home." .

Mrs. Fred Ferguson writes from Mon
roe, Wash.: “I think your paper is a 
grand sunbeam’ of light and truth. I 
have started a society in our little town, 
and we are like little children com
mencing to talk, trusting and asking 
the spirit friends for light. Mrs. Esther 
Thomas Bosley of Seattle, comes here 
quite often and delivers a beautiful lec
ture. She is a grand and noble 
speaker."

Next Sunday Mrs, Georgia Gladys 
Cooley will lecture at Rockford, Ill. 
She has done a splendid work there.

TARES AND WHEAT
The following lines came to me after 

reading the philosophy of Daniel Reed, 
of Danville, Ill., hls article being under 
the above headlines in The Progressive 
Thinker of June 25.

Daniel’s Logic of "Let Them Alone.” 
I go to the butcher to buy some méat, 
Yet somehow or other he will me cheat; 
But it's been ever thus for forty years, 
So what’s the use of shedding tears—

I say nothing, and let him alone.
I go to the grocer, for eat'we must. 
Yet I know they’re combined in one

great trust.
I buy adulterated food, but what 

that?
It’s no use crying or having a spat— 

I say nothing, and let him alone.

of

I buy fresh milk from the dairyman, too, 
Which from the pump spout in quantity 

grew;
But what’s the use to fight men of that 

Ilk?
It’s no use crying o’er such watery 

milk.
Since we need him, let’s let him alone.

I go to the dairy, fresh butter to buy, 
But somehow or other—I cannot tell 

why—
Some ounces are lacking always to that 

ball;
Yes, I’ve paid for a pound, and there’s 

no taste at all.
Yet I eat it, and let him alone.

I now find my way to a dry goods store, 
To make some purchases as ofttimes of 

yore,
And I find the counters bo filled with 

stuff
That’s a cheat, yet I buy—if I’ve money 

enough,
Or else, I let them alone.

But woman-like, I came forth to buy, 
To sift the wheat from the chaff I try;
Yet those horrid bargains only prove to 

be .
Another of the cheats of humanity.

I said nothing, and let them alone.
I finally took sick as all mortals do.
A physician was called—a nurse I had, 

too.
He prescribed, she nursed, and filled me 

With pills.
They Baid I had all of the human ills.

I was patient. I let them alone.
As I didn’t die, I wended my .way 
To hear what a. preacher to his hearers

would say.
He spoke of hell, and of Daniel’s 
That grew 'midst the wheat in 

thoroughfares,
And I wondered why he let 

alone.

tares 
life’s

them

I then hied me forth to a seance-room 
Where all was as dark as midnight 

gloom;
Yea, I went with the best and purest in

tent;
I’d been told my mother, from heaven 

would be sent,
But 'twas fraud; yes, I let them alone.

This was years ago, Brother Daniel, I 
found s

Our ranks so polluted—your principle 
unsound.

Frauds never our garments of truth will 
make bright,

So I have taken the sickle, to clip with 
my might,

And I never will let them alone!
Yes, the banner of truth let us ever de

fend,
And to all honest- workers assistance 

lend,
For it’s only these can give proof, in 

sooth,
And have ever made brighter the gar

ment of Truth;
Let us give them a helping hand. 

MRS. M. EMILIE KRATZ.
Los Angeles, Cal.

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE

ed to different sociétés throughout the 
country.” 4a.

Founded by Morris Pratt. Chartered in 
1902. A school under the auspices of 
Spiritualism. Established for the dif
fusion of general culture and the ac
quisition of useful knowledge.

thoroughly Qualified Teachers.
A large and bieautiful building. 

.Steam heat and hot and cold water 
throughout. -

A Two Years' Course 
prepares, specially for public and priv
ate work. Open to all of both sexes 
and of.all ages over 15.
Admittance without examination. 
Absolute freedom of thought-and ex
pression encouraged. For thoroughness 
and the growth of individual and inde
pendent thinking, unequaled.

Jennie Selbredh wrjfes from Billings, 
Mont.: "At a regular, annual meeting 
of the Spiritualists occur local society, 
toe following wre chosen as officers 
for the ensulng'year. Mrs. F. D. McCor
mick, president; Mrs. Jennie Selbrede, 
vice-president; Mrs. A. P. Smith, sec
retary; H. W. Nelson; treasurer;, trus
tees, F. D. McCormick, John Powers 
and F. R. St. John. The society - is 
gaining and we hope to add many,new 
members- to our list the coming year. 
We are expecting’Mrs. McCoy.about the 
llto. of-this month-on her return from, 
the state convention. She is truly a 
sincere and-worth*’medium, gives good' 
-tests- and is- a- grand -good worker-for 
the Spiritualist field, apd .now .we have 
Dr. Schlesinger in. our- midst for a few. 
days. . He gives names-\more readily 
than any medium I have ever heard of."

Tuition per year .... 
Tuition by the week

$50.00 
. 1.75

Board with furnished room per week, 
$3 to $3.50.

OPENS SEPTEMBER 27, 1904.
Located at Whitewater, Wis., 60 miles 

•north of Chicago. .
N. B.—All who decide to attend should 
be present at the opening when the 
classes are formed and take the full 
■two years’ course. For. catalogues 
write-to Moses Hull, president, White
water, Wis., or Clara L. Stewart, secre
tary, Whitewater, Wis., or A. J. 
Weaver, principal, Old Orchard,' Maine.-

"Continuity ot Urs a Cosmlo Trtsth.’ 
■By Prof., W. M. LoekWood. The work Ot 
A strong, logical thinker, on ft desuly 
feaportet subissi, Price, ctoti,

BOOKS FOR AU SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.'
The World Beautiful. Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes off 

restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in thi$: 
life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1. ’

The World’s Sixteen Saviors, or Christianity Before Christ. A keyf 
to all the sacred mysteries of the present religions and their Oriental: 
formation. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.50; postage 10 cents. ■■ .I

Three Journeys Around the World. By the renowned lecturer an®1 
traveler, Dr. ¡J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.50. "

Three Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 35 cents, I] 
Thomas Paine’s Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration oft 

the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old and. called! 
Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 15 cents. , _ M

Tree and Serpent Worship. Showing up the ridiculous side of the" 
old, old story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. By A. S. Hud* . 
son,,M. D. Price 15 cents. vj

Truths of Spiritualism. This book narrates many of the striking exAj 
periences of its author as a lecturer and test medium in the earlier dayau 
of Spiritualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1. 1

Twentieth Century Guide to Palmistry. By the Zanzigs. A good» 
book for all those interested in this study. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 25c<'j

Two In One. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combina-A 
tion of “The Question Settled” and “The Contrast” into one volume J 
By Moses Hull. Price $1. ’ .a

Unique Bible Picture-Book. Old Testament stories comically illuspj 
trated. Exposure by ridicule; exposure by facts. The stories humow 
ously told. By Watson Heston. Price, cloth, $1.50. • _ 1■

Vaccination a Curse. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject) 
of vital importance to every one. Price, $1.25. y'

Vedanta Philosophy. By Swami Vivekananda. Price $1.50.
Views of Our Heavenly Home. This book is a word-picture by one of 

our best artists, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting work,, 
Price 60 cents; postage 5 cents.

Voices. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and force,* - 
They are most excellent inspirations. Neatly printed and nicely bound* - 
By Warren Sumner Barlow. Price $1. i

Volney’s Ruins and the Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one of i 
the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates/ 
the best interests of mankind. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. '

Voltaire’s Romances. A new edition, profusely illustrated. A de-1 
lightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with-portrait'! 
and 82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents. ' * 1

Warfare of Science With Theology. Information not procurable ini ' 
the libraries of the world in a half century, showing the opposition of) 
the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5. ;

Wayside Jottings. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and Songs, | 
gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from the in-i 
spirational pen of Mattie E. Hull. Price 75 cents. I

Wedding Chimes. By Delpha P. Hughes. A dainty white book,! 
giving a marriage ceremony. Price 75 cents.

Were You Born Under a Lucky Star? A book on astrology that) 
every one can understand. Price, $1. 1

Wisdom of the Ages. By Dr. Geo. Fuller. A book of rare merit,! 
Price, $1.

What All the World’s A-Seeking. By Ralph Waldo Trine,! 
Price, $1.25.

What Would Follow on the Effacement of Christianity? A concise 
treatise on this popular subject. By George Jacob Holyoake. Price,1 
one copy, 10 cents; twelve for $1.

Who Are These Spiritualists, and What Is Spiritualism? By Dr. J, 
M. Peebles. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 35 cents.

Why I Am a Vegetarian. By H. J. Moore. Price, 25 cents.
Woman. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Ilulburt, on 

the present status of woman, physically, mentally, morally and spirit
ually, marriage and divorce. Price 10 cents. ,

Womanly Beauty of Form and Feature. By Albert Turner. Price, $1'.'
Woman’s Bible. Parts I. and II. The Pentateuch. A galaxy of 

scholarly comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much of 
the Old Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cts. each.

Woman, Church and State. A historical account of the status of 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Matri
archate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper, 75 cents.

Woman. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise 
from-slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan II. WixomA1 
lecture of great value. Price 10 cents.

Works of E. D. Babbitt, LL. D. M. D. “Human Culture and Cure.” 
Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 75 cents.
'“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Second. Marriage, Sexual De

velopment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents.
“Human Culture and Cure.” Parts Third and Fourth. In one vol

ume. Part Third being devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, 
and Part Fourth to the Nervous System and Insanity. Price, $1.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Fifth. The Bodily Organs, 
Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price, $1.

“Health and Power.” A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Price, leather, 
35 cents.

“Principles of Light and Color.” One of the greatest books of the 
age. Price, $5; by mail, 32 cents extra.

“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent. Price, cloth, 
$1 ¡ paper, 50 cents. Postage 10 cents.

“Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Zodiacal Influences.' Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches 
how to use the powers derived at birth from the position and influence 
of the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cents.

“THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA”-A WORK OF GREAT MERIT, i
By Dr. Paul Carns. Seventh edition. 275 pages. Cloth, $1.
Accepted as authoritative by numerous Buddhistic sects, and trans

lated into ten different Asiatic and European languages.
“Admirably fitted to be a handbook for the single reader or for 

classes.”—The Critic, New York.

v“ A HISTORY OF THE DEVIL.”—A MOST REMARKABLE WORK.
The history of the Devil and the idea of evil from the earliest times 

to the present day. By Dr. Paul Carns. Printed in two colors from 
large type on fine paper. Bound in cloth, illuminated with cover stamp 
from Dore. Five hundred 8vo pages, with 311 illustrations in black 
and tint. Price $6.

“It is seldom that a more intensely absorbing study of this kind has 
been made, and it can be safely asserted that the subject has never be
fore been so comprehensively treated.... .Neither public nor private 
libraries can afford to be without this book, for it is a well of informa
tion upon a subject fascinating to both students and casual readers.”— 
Chicago Israelite.

THE BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIR VOLUME
By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 

(Of the Fox Family.)

The Missing Link in

Thirty-three chapters, 477 pages, su
perbly printed, and bound in colors and 
gold, 15 Illustrations, 5 steel engraved 
portraits of the celebrated Fox Family, 
a full page engraving of the old house

Modem Spiritualism

at Hydesville, which to this day, by 
the act of its wealthy and respected 
owner, Artemas Hyde, Esq., bears tho 
inscription, “Here Spiritualism Origi
nated in 1848.”

A complete history of the initiation nf 
the movement known as Modern Spirlt- 
.uallsm, from the epochal period which 
dates from March 81, 1848. Since that 
day, starting from a small country vil
lage in western New York, Spiritualism 
baa made Its way against tremendous 
obstacles around the civilized globe.

Only a limited number of copies of

"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detecied and Exposed.” 
“Romanism Exposed. Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, <n,u.o!- of Startling 
Factq. Price 10 cents each, or two tor 

cants.
“Mark Chester; or a MIU and a Mill- 

don. A Tale of ■ Southern 'California." 
By Carlyle’ Petefsilea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa-

I per covers, 40 cents.

this rare book, now out of print, are to 
be had, and these can be obtained only 
at this office. Those who remit at once
will receive a copy, post paid, at the 
GREATLY REDUCED PRICE OF $1.

Note.—By failure in 1885 to complete 
contract with theauthor, a large por
tion of the edition was left unbound, 
and so remained for a number of years, ■ 
when they were rescued nnd bound at ; 
additional cost, hence this valuable ' 
contribution to the cause of Spiritual- ' 
Ism was not properly presented to the i 
Spiritualistic public, and a host of in- ; 
vestlgntors have not had the opportu-l 
nlty of securing a copy until tho pres- ] 
ent time. Do uot fall to send for ft : 
copy at cnee. - J. R. FRANOI8, y ,

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, RL ] I

. “The Kingship of Self-Control." By 1 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the ‘ 
crimes of the tongue, the Red ■ Tape | 
duty; the supreme charity of the world, 1 
too revelation of reserve., power, etc. 1 
Price 80 cents. For sale it this office.

- “Koradlrie. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot.” In the form ot 

-an entertaining story, it contains les
sons -which every girl- should know., 
J’rloo, doth,
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i This department is under the man- 
figementot ; ' •

r ’ HUDSON TUTTLE.
(Address film at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

' îuîy 16,1004.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a heat of re
spondents-, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made-in 
She most condensed form, and often 
¡Clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit-1 
ted, and the style becomes thereby as-, 
nertlvé, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for- tho appearance of 
their questions and write lettered in
quiry. The supply of matter is Always 

‘several weeks ahead of the space given, 
And hence there is unavoidable delay, 
ffilvery one Jias to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with, equal
favor.:. NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
.the name will not be published. The 
¡correspondence of this department has 
¡become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an- 
Bwers, and while I freely give what 
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Mary Taber: Q. Who originated 
the Ouija board? Why will it answer 
at one time and not at another?

A. The Ouija board was first adver
tised In England, but its inventor may 
pot have been the advertiser. Its tail- 
ore to respond at times is convincing 
proof that the board is moved by an In
dependent force or Intelligence. It 
Bhows that the mediumship of the per
son using it is variable and not continu
ous as it will become by use. The se
ances should be held at appointed times 
and with the same punctuality, whether 
there are manifestations or a failure.

« «’Dl^ </‘ -J -,

«aw

spheroid revolving Id space cannot' ba 
changed. The excess of matter at the 
equator caused l}y thq centrifugal force, 

¡holds the planet In' flrnt plane of revqlu- , 
tion, from which it ean depart, only 
within narrow limita, These Unfits afe1 
eufflclent to.materially affect tjio.tem
perature,' biit not alone tp the e'rtent the 
facts require. ' ' /

The bones of lions; tigers aiid othoi' - 
animals Which can only live in. warin 
climates, foundlmcaves. in Northern. 
Europe, show.that a-- tropical climate 
prevailed at a comparatively recent ge
ological time. This climate extended 
over the wide plains of Russia, probably ' 
the remaining internal. heat of. the 
earth, and tiie oceanic currents which 
like the Gulf stream'bears the warm 
waters to the north, were important 
agents. It must he remembered, that 
the form of the land was not then as it 
is now. These marshy plains were in
tersected by great rivers flowing to the 
North into the Arctic Sea. They were 
covered wlfh vast: herds of mastodon, 
mammoth? rhinoceros, and other trop
ical animáis.' The rivers during floods, 
bore the carcasses of these animals to 
the north and deposited them in the 
silt. On tho northern borders the mam- 

1 moth had changed from the hairless 
¡ form, and adapted itself to the climate 
I by a thick growth of wool interspersed I 

with long bristly hairs, - These ele
phantine species had massive teeth and 
tusks, and the vast number which 
roamed over northern plains is indi
cated by the remains fouiid in the now 
frozen clefts, of the Arctic ocean. 
Those clefts were then mud deposits at 
the mouths of the rivers ftowing-from 
the south, bearing "the carcasses of 
these animals, and embedding’ them 
therein. As the sea cuts into the cliffs, 
it exposes these ■ -remains, and large 
quantities of fossil ivory have been 
gathered that have been thus exposed.

Entire carcasses of the mastodon 
were at one time seen In the perpetu
ally frozen cliffs,. These had been car
ried down from the warmer south, into 
the frigid-north and' frozen in tae mud 
before they decayed. ■ The wayes 
washed the poll away, and the summer 
sun thawed the surface and they fell-to 
the boot of the" bottom. The flesh was 
so well preserved that foxes and wolves 
devoured IL How long had these bodies 
been preserved? They must have lived 

' before the ice age, -or perhaps in its 
early centuries, The shortest time 
which has been assigned to the dura-

B. R. W.: Q. What of the “Silver ' 
Chain Developing Circle”?

A. In a little pamphlet sent out, It 
1b said that this circle has for its objects 
“the elucidation and development of 
mediumship, the healing of the sick, 
and improvement of temporal condi
tions. It was-organized by J. M. and M, 
,T. Allen, in 1896, and has its heauqUar- 
ters in Springfield, Mo. Anyone of 
good moral character can become a 
member by sending In his or her appli
cation with $1 fee. The dues thereafter 
are one dollar a month. Mr. and Mrs. 
'Allen are enthusiastic workers, and 
could a central organization like this 
be established with numerous affiliating 
branches, a great and beneficial influ- 
ence would be exerted. Of course the 
movers In any task that takes their 
strength and time should be rewarded, 
and wo only wish that sueh workers 
could be endowed that they might labor 
.without price. While we have no Incli
nation to criticise, we constantly feel 
should be held without price, and thus 
that mediumship and spiritual truth 
the greatest motive for deception and 
misstatement removed.

MY lEtIGION,
The Experiences and Views of a 

gresslve Thinker.
Pro.

My religious exporiéncea', ' imil ,M^;. 
pressons, ks’fipariy 't^ I’can rè'goliec^. 
thëin, bègan at the, tender: age of ten? 
yéSrsi • :A copy of Bunyan's Pilgrim's 
Progress had'fallen into my. bands afid' 
througli reading it rand : attending a re-, 
vlval about the same time, I was soon 
In- that happy frame of mind Which the 
strictly orthodox call “under conviction, 
of sin," At last I was prevailed upon to 
go to the altar and profess conversion, 
Wliën’ I was taken into thé çhurel;, I 

1 was asked a great many questions that
I did not at the time undersign’d, but'I. 
suppose I answered them pH properly, 
no objection was made to my becoming 
a member of the Presbyterian church.'

It ipuBt have been about this -time 
that I began reading Dante’s Interne. 
I read on until I came to the place 
which recounted the inscriptions'“All 
hope abandon> ye'1 who enter here,"- 
and fearing to enter ' such a' horrible 
place, I laid aside the book.' ’ Bût I 
could'not lay aside my rel igion so easi
ly. The sense of my short-comings,-my 
failure to live up to lay-profession,;my 
struggles with the many boyish temp
tations that beset me, all weighed heav
ily upon me. The fate of the backslid
ers in the Progress and of those who 
abandoned all hope in - the terrible

man’s destiny1 is wrltttaQln ■'tire stars, 
every man is greateritbap. fils own horo
scope and tiyijijjie ascertain ex
tent. attain to’heights ¡^tjSQgm.almost 
unattainable. The iloblest, grandest 
thing in the world isrthe' human will. 
Who can c^ntemplateiithaxwtlliof a.Na- 
pplqpn who ehapgedithe iecBfof Europe 
and pf thq world, ofeWf:esLincoln who- 
by a stroke, of jatae^tea.strucic:.: the. 
shackles off pf.XqurjtaMlibnsiOf iiumaw 
beings, withou(?ftonafedtaa that'the hit-'

. man will is dlvijjejl.,-Wflianl w.eithus rec- 
! ognize the s'overpigBtj>/of \tiie human 
will, in the mapy inatanoaAof its .exer-'. 
cisp for iar-rpartfln®ignod,we can not- 
help but agree withWatt Whitman that 
“Wq are a part pf Q«ll;! tl[at we' have a 
God within us, ¿that -i?® lure God." 
Truly .we are as divjn^fts the hand that ■ 
made us., .. ■

My religious convictions are.partly, 
therefore, the res ult.pt.here pity, partly 
of envlrbniAppi? sartig^f my own intel- 
UgejicB'apd will?. Tfepugh heredity-I: 
shall never get away, fjpmrthe idea of a ■ 
personal God? .or Supreme Being, '• En
vironment has, taught m® thp.. Idea of 
compensation or Karma, My own will 
gives me tlje inspiration to ignore all 
man-made creeds but my;own, to try to 
fulfill what I believe .to Jie my destiny, 
to Jive out my life here,, to dp tiro very 
best I can, . living,? Joying,, learning, 
striving to help mypelfj'in helping oth-

Quarterly Circuit Meeting, 
One of the ■ most successful grove 

meetings ever held under the auspices 
of-Spiritualism was held- in - Rockford,- 
III., on June 24, 25 and 26, by the circuit 
of northern- Illinois and southern ‘Wis
consin. , 

This is the third meeting of the so
ciety, the first whenv the society was or-, 
gahhed Iasi winter in Rockfoig^the sgcr,. 
ond held early' in April, in Qerioa? Ill? 
It was then decided to hold thé next 
one as a grove meeting, and Harlem 
Park, Rockford, selected as' thé place.' 
The Psychic Research Society of Rock
ford, one of the Auxiliaries of the clr;. 
cult, and-the Ladies’,Aid took the mat
ter in hand with tlio officers of the cir
cuit and nothing that could be done to 
make the meeting one of the very best, 
was left undone^ ,

Friday forenoon a light shower laid

era., . ; - • II do not believe Jn à ,religion, which ) 
teaches that damngtton, Ip. almost cer
tain and, saly.atiop afmos't impossible; 
which teaches that ajjiy one sect or de
nomination is the chose,fl people of God; 
which does not " protest; against • the 
Jiilllng of animals, pr? too . butchery of 
meh; which does nog' Wigé its voice 
against the horrorSf;pf'..war; .which 
carves the ruling'natViria of .the world 
from the savage "rtfibés. that roam 
through Godta own ifôr.est wilds, with 
the red sword of Win'and the flaming 
torch of Are; f'càn ïi’oL^è'liéyé In a God

SÉÂ H Read This List oí íí
U la Important when a meeting la 11 * * * \ ••«••* • a|it la Important ____ _

suspended, that-notice bo glven us, so
lfiât Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want-new notices.of nil meetings being 
liAld hero in public halls at thè presen)
jima.-, >•.:

-First-ISermdit fepIHtüalfst'iSbelet'y on' 
the.West Bide. Meetings every Bunday 
at 3 p, m. in Garselman’p Holl, corner 
Ashland 'a venud afld:"W';’18th street?

The North' Star Spiritual ’Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall; 1546 Milwaukee 
avenge, every Sunday,at 7:30 p. m. 

I Mrs. E. J. Hanson, pastor. .,
The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 

regular Bunday evening services, 7.45 
[o’clock, at 319 E. 65th street, between 
I Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson

PRg/ntß/^.
OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USB 

FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

tion of that age is one million years, 
and since Its passing 100,000 years. I 
estimate the latter period from the ad- 
mlted fact that near the close of the 
ice age the waters from melting gla
ciers began to flow down the St.. Law
rence, instead. of south to the Missis
sippi. They pliinged directly into Lake 
Ontario. Since that time they have 
worn a channel to the site of the pres
ent Niagara Falls, or about 12 miles. 
The time necessary to do this has been 
calculated all the way from 75,000 to 
200,000 years. Roughly stated as an 
average of estimates, I have placed it 
at 100,000 years.

realms described by Dante, caused me I 
many a troubled day and sleepless | 
night. At last I went to my mother for 
relief. She assured mo that ,1 was 
probably probably as good as tho most 
boys and that as far as religion was 
concerned, 1 was expected to do only 
too best 1 could and leave 'ti e rest with 
God. This was a great relief at the time, 
but I have always Wished that I could 
banish from my mind and memory the /-I" „„arecollection of those dark and gloomy )v it> delights to tortere the bodies and 
vmrthfni a»v« tormenc the.souls of'the beings, that he

Ao r< ¿row nMAf • r hoi«« ■ tr» dtiirtxr has himself created.' I edn'nof believe 
o^°±r M in a religion which limits to one short

those around me, with the result that Inoticed that very few persons lived up Ln?v°™i,r.rhlriHV jZwii'jrVtn
to the strict letter of their professions. rXJSQ^w'
I noticed that faithful Sunday-school the natural tendency to eVll. I can not 

believe in »religion which teaches that 
that me/who’were very re^erent^n thlBllf0’wher0thd^iluS81'«'»rex' 
church someth^ used vwv mofane lstence makes brutes of men, Is tWonly 
language outside of to- that veVdevout chance 1,1 which t0 all-pervad-

J oki or™™ rlos a? ins nature the right to tfy again for 
Fram™ wh/noih?<j s^ro that for which wo sttevo in vain,
tramps wlio called at tneir doors* al-though they contributed very liberally Tua i^nnom1
to foreign missions; that men who were p_et^ ? faffin' rfJht

+i,O|r otnron nnon er that I have as gefwa right to make

the dust and put the park in perfect or- । 
der for the work. In the afternoon the. । 
first regiilar sèssiqn. was held, the fore- : 
noon meeting being a. conference led by i 
W. J. Erwood, and which called out the : 
spirit of harmony and interest that 
characterized the entire meeting. The 
address of welcome was delivered by 
tho Rev, Robert. C. Bryant of thé .Peo; 
pie’s Church, and was In every sense a 
cordial welcomer to the people, and . 
truths contained In the philosophy of 
Spiritualism.

W. J. Erwoodi president of the Wis
consin State Association, gave the ad
dress In- the evening; he also spoke 
Saturday aftemôon. Mr. Erwood Is one 
of the; workers thatglways pleases, and 
who holdé' a place In the hearts of the 
people.- As he was obliged to return to 
LaCrosse for Sunday,' that was his last 
address.'

Dr. Warne, president of the Illinois 
State Association,' was not able to be 
present, on account ôf the passing away 
of a near relative, and Mtb. Laura G. 

I Fixen, vice-president, took -his place. 
I Mrs. 'Fixen spoke Saturday afternoon 
| and Sunday morning. After listening

Park cars pass the door. The best tai, I 
ent available will be secured tor all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address fill com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 660 East 55th street.

I Entrance to hall, 319 E. 66th street.
The Light of the Truth Society meets 

each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage'Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o'clock! Mrs. M. A.’Burland, 
pastor.

The Progressive Society hplda serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p.«m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages'at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins' Hall, 628 West 
Sixty-third street, -exery Sunday even
ing at 8 o'clock. Conference in the af
ternoon at 3. The Ladles' Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number. Harry J. Moore, lee- 

i turer. '
New Thought services conducted by 

, Julia M. Learnered, at 7:30 o’clock ev- 
, ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madl- 
L son street, third floor.

An Opportunity. Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus oi 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual- 
Istio, Psychic and Ethical Lines ol 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Proj 
gressive Thinker. J

< WORDS OF CAUTION, 4
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do ao a dozentimes s.af'o- 
ly,. and then the next'.remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and then you are per
fectly safe, and Ui/111 save yourself ahi 
noyance and trouble. 4 .

Remember, please, that Jt costa-ten 
cents to get a persona) check at a bank 
In. Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent.

Remember, please, that we have only 
four books which we send , out now-for 
26 cento each. We cannot allow you to 
select any other book in tho list ati that price.

Remember, please, that you are not 
entitled to any of the Premium Bo.qks 
unless you send in with your order a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker.

“In the World Celestial," by Dr. T. A. 
Bland r

---------- Shelton —: Q. Did the. 
JeWs. ai' do they now, believe In.'immor-.' 
tality of man?

A. Although the future life does not 
/ form a conspicuous part of Jewish lit

erature, and seems, not to have awak
ened speculation, yet it was oelleved 
and formed a tenet of the Jewish relig
ion. The idea that the body would be 
resurrected and reoccupied by the spirit 
.was of comparative recent origin..

. The Book of Job Is often referred to, 
as containing passages opposed to iu‘ 
ture existence, and from It is argued 
that the Jews did not believe In a fu
ture life. But it must be held in mind 
that this book, probably one of the old- 

■ est in the world, is not a Jewish pro
duction. It is a Persian folk-lore story, 
a thousand years older than, the Jewish 
nation or tribes.

to Mrs. Eixen one can readily ‘under
stand why her name has reached even 
far-away Australia, and how the people 
of that land felt themselves honored by 
her presence. Long may she live to 
give out thé sweet message of love and 
tenderness as she gave it in Harlem

too religious to keep their stores open, 
on Sundays, sometimes forgot that 16.ounpes make a pound; that a preacher, Nlcene
X6l° Thlso’X^XtoTKe My «reed is shoran believe that a 
moral and divine law, I could not recon- nUs,inramo°Be1ne: oi^fcinivto^FnHtv 
cile-wif.h the injunction of scripture, Lnu will“Keep ye my commandments," and the you wii!(| governs the uni
seeds of doubt and distrust found lodg- VtrBe' LUtttseeds of doubt and distrust found lodg- ”5‘“c« b.;
ment in my heart and brain. "We are but parts «¿.one stupendous

I chanced to read Tom Paine’s Age of whole, . ..
Reason and my faith in God and the Whose body Nature ¿fl: ,and God the 
scriptures was completely shattered; I soul.” Jorisl)«

Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead sweet
heart, after appearing to him many 
times, etherealized, materialized and 
through trance mediums, has him put 
Into a hypnotic trance by spirit scien
tists and held In that condition for ten 
days, which time he spends with her in 
the celestial spheres, and then returns 
to earth with perfect recollection of 
what he saw and heard In that realm of 
the so-called' dead. He, tells his won
derful htory tohis’friéha-who gives'll: & 
the world In his. best style. ' This friend 
is Dr. T. A., Bland, the well-known au
thor, scientist and reformer.
. This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D„ president of the 
American. Congress of- Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsement.

He says: “This beautiful book will 
give us courage to pass through the 
shadow of death to the sunlit clime of

Inventor: Q. Why do we hear no 
more of the wonderful things promised 
of “liquefied air"? It was claimed by 
its Inventor and by those selling stock 
in a company formed to manufacture it, 
that it would supersede all other mo
tive agents.' ♦

A.- There is no question about the 
power of liquefied air; the trouble 
comes In with Its cost It requires with 
the present methods, four or five times 
the power to liquefy air, that can be ob
tained from it Until some way is de
vised to make it with the expenditure 
of little more power than can be ob
tained from it its use In a large way Is 
prohibited by its cost

"Electric”: Q. That there is im-

the world celestial."
Rev. M. J. Savage says: “It is in

tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true.”

The Medical Gleaner says: “It lifts 
the reader into, enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.”
. Hon. C. A. Windle says: “It is inex
pressibly delightful.” • I

President Bowles, of the National Lib
eral League, says: “It Is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books."

Hon. James K. Jones, ex-United 
States Senator from Arkansas, writes 
that he enjoyed Dr. Bland’s book, "In 
the World Celestial,” greatly. “As a ro
mance of two worlds it Is charming,” he 
says, “and its revelations of the spirit 
world are the most wonderful I have 
ever read. One naturally hopes that It 
is true and Dr. Bland’s endorsement

also read Ingersoll about this time and T heard him deliver his famous lecture .,,5? 
on “The Gods” at the • Pike Opera a .way® a£'Iaí.8
House, Cincinnati. I never regretted v síujra«hearing this great orator, but I have al- thaTO/fflhij? snwt
ways felt a little unkindly toward the the .°}® W“¿uuSí110 P?lrlt
friend that Introduced me to the pagesof Tom Paine. I cannot advise any one oi ^S°PJu¿J, A?61
to read “The Age of Reason,” and can ior everY good thou^t I'^&e out, or for 
appreciate the. advice of Fraiklln, him- ev«ry S°°d act,J, d°^r .#0<1 'vord 1 
self a skeptic, who advised Paine to 1 sha 11 ultimaMy have an appro- 
burn the manuscript before it was pub- P,r,late ,r?,waFd5 that lforre^ry wrong I 
lished. I suppose that this cycle ofskepticism must come into every one's aeighhon'Iwhall sufi^in tend, that ev- 
life, at least it did into mine. But I or every °?0
coon saw that I was, malting myself tin- e jn:

and he replied that he did not have any aad
use for a man who did not believe In a which'teaches that love pan and 

does, overcome all evil; which teaches
I then tried to get back into the old that God’B m0rcy 18,“ ath£U?' 

belief gradually. I investigated Uni- “«Mures of men’s minds; which 
rersallsm and Unltarlanlsm and.'^ad ™ are cut'brother s keep-
there been a church of either denomina- ®r’ '''’Lich.- teaches us to pity the three 
tion in the town where I lived, I would' d,°e and J^V*10 tJ,red h?r80 ,ln 
no doubt have united with It. Now street; which teaches us to look with 
after having run the gauntlet of nearly 8reat leniency upon, all sin which pro- 
all the creeds and isms, I can say with ce,eds fr°m hu“ai? tenderness or natu- 
Count Tolstoi, “In my search for.the so- ral P«8810“: ™hfah ^hea "« re' 
lution of the problems of life, I seem to 8p0cLae ^e?’/Ity ^.Wret^edí ^om‘ 
have experienced the same feelings as i07 afflicted, andfflolace the dying; 
a man lost in a wood. And In noticing which teaches us to throw the mantle of 
the perfect resignation and patience c^^rlly over the w®kness of woman 
with which the poor and humble went and the sla °£
to their dally tasks without complain- 7'^,oweJa living thing. I
Ing, I began to understand that In the believe In a religion that is as broad and 
answers given by faith were to be deep as all the boundless realms of 
found the deepest sources of wistiom, "Pace’ that is as old-as the, hoary 
that I had no right to reject them and .topS ^at Tl««« the Eternal
that they alone solved the real prob- E*y; that ta^s true as the soul s knowl- 
lems of life ” edge °t itsett. Lastly I-believe in a re-

About ten' years ago I began investí- J£iou that^ves to all toereeekers after 
gating Theosophy and soón became God‘ ?mperisha“y “ ltAs I
deeply interested in the wisdom relig- engraved and. written-upon the impres
ión as it is called. This faith has for 81o“aDle, tabJ0ts of tb®ibeart nnd soul 
its fundamental principles these three and , ¿ n ,“an' 
doctrines: First, the doctrine.of rein- Toledo, onio.

Park.
Mosea Hull spoke Sunday, afternoon, 

and the people listened as if carried 
away with his words. Truly he is the 
“Moses” of Spiritualism. ..

Mrs. Hull gave the evening address, 
and although the audience had been 
seated long before the meeting proper 
began, as a circle had been held in ad
vance of the meeting, no one seemed to 
be willing to let go of the last word 
spoken.

Mrs. Georgia G. Cooley and Madam 
Brunswick were the teat mediums or 
message bearers. Mrs. Ella Johnson 
Bloom was expected, but owing to ill 
health she was obliged to cancel her ap
pointment, much to the disappointment 
of her many triends in and around 
Rockford, where she is a general favor
ite.

Mrs. Cooley never did better in her 
life. Sha is always a lady on the ros
trum as off of It Her messages were 
clear, straight-forward, and beautifully

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at'7:30 in Brandt’a 
Hall, 162 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and . every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 in Garfield 
Turner Hall, corner of Garfield and Lar
rabee streets. Emil T. Vans, lecturer; 

1 Frank Joseph, medium. '
The Church of the Psychic Forces 

holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43 d street, every 
Sunday. - Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361-

delivered. She will remain another 
week in Rockford and hold meetings 
Thursday and Sunday. Madam Bruns
wick did good work; one evening she 
was too 111 to be on the platform. She 
has many friends who feel she is one of 
the foremost workers in our ranks.

Sunday afternoon a few minutes were 
devoted to the Morris Pratt School, and 
it is safe to say a better understanding 
of the school was-established than ex
isted before, and -that more Interest will 
be>taken IttTts welfare 4n jhé future. •' '

863 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs; 
Isa Cleveland.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr- 
I belt, meeting every Sunday evening at
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall, 601 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Vlllroak. | 

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.; lecture at 8 p. m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates and others. Good music.

The Spiritual Unity Society holds- 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Wednesday afternoon 
and evening at Taskinge Hall, Thirty- 
first street and Archer avenue. 'Con
ducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

L. P. SMITH.

carnation, which teaches that we live 
many lives here or In other worlds ; that 
the soul will always live, has always

Have You Hay-Fever nr Asthma in Any 
Form?

The students of the M. P? I. were ex
pected to furnish the music, but as all 1 
had left the school it remained for Mr. 
and Mrs. Hull to do that part. Mrs. 
Hull Is at home with an organ, and with 
them to lead the congregational sing
ing nothing, could be better in such 
meetings; Mr. and Mrs. Hull sang sev
eral fine-’selections that were well ap
preciated.

The next quarterly meeting will be 
held in September and the place of 
meeting announced later. 'Two’weeks 
will be given for invitations. Any lo
cal society or number of Spiritualists 
desiring the meeting should write the 
officers at once. Mr. Orrin Merritt, 
Genoa, president; L. W. Kendall, Beloit, 
Wis., vice-president; H. H. Howe, Rock
ford. Ill., secretary.

Harlem Park is an ideal place for a 
grove.meeting and no doubt the nfEha- 
gers of the circuit will decide to hold 
an annual meeting there, it is hoped 
so at least.

This cifcuit is the first to be estab
lished, and if others will follow we will 
soon get organized so that at least quar
terly meetings can .be held in every sec
tion of the country.

This meeting paid all expenses and 
left a neat sum In the treasury, it can 
be done by others. Spiritualists, let us
be up

mense power in a stroke of lightning is ; 
shown by the work it does. Would it i 
be possible to receive it in a storage 
battery and thus utilize it?

A A storage battery is charged by 
a long continuous current, and the high 
tension of a charge of lightning would 
not be available. When two cloud 
strata oppose each other, or a cloud 
stratum opposes the earth’s, surface, 
they are negative and positive to each 
other and these states become stronger 
and‘Stronger until the tension is so 
great that through some interposing ob
ject they rush together and this result 
is called a lightning stroke. The cloud 
layers may extend many square miles 
of surface, the energy of the stroke de
pends on the extent If a storage bat
tery could be placed in the path of a 
stroke, It would serve only as a -con- 

uctor, perhaps receiving only a slight 
harge. Could a rod be extended up- 
ard to reach'the cloud stratum, and 

thus -slowly-carry the • charge lo - the- 
earth, a battery in this circuit would re.- 
£eive and store IL

goes far with those that know him.” ■ 
Everybody-will be charmed with it, 

for it is not onl£ a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance of 

I two worlds. It is printed in . elegant 
| style, bound in cloth and gold. Price, $1.

NEW BOOK. "
Psychic Light 

BY MRS. DRAKE.

and

and

and

Romembar, please,that the safest way 
to make a remittance is to secure a pos
tal order.

Remember, please, that these books 
are used exclusively as premiums,, the 
editor desiring-no profits, hlq sole oh; 
Ject being, to do a HUMANITARIAN 
WORK ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC, 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not tor sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistakes, ana 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di
rect with thia office, Instead of through 
a news agent.

Remember, please, that all of our 
I Premium Books are neatly and substan
tially bound in cloth, and are an orna
ment to any library.

Read our Premium Otter, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send $1 for The 
Progressive Thinker when you desire 
one or more premium books. Please 
bear this In mlpd.

The Universal Occult Society holds 
Its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall "C,” every Sunday after
noon and evening, the Hon. Robert Gll
ray, pastor. The renownea medium, 
Charles J. Peterson, psychic. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Regular service at 8 
p, in. ■■ '■

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds Its meetings every Sunday at 
2:30 and 7:46. Sunday school at 1:30. 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 8. Western ave
nue. All welcome.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening service, 
16 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street

Evangelical Spiritual meetings, Sun
days, Van Buren Opera House, at 2:30 
and 7:45 p. m. Mrs. L. J. Jaquet, inspi
rational speaker. ■

A Spiritualist Temple has been

Every-persori who sends In a yearly 
subscription to\fbe Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make his selection from the 
following list for TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS:

1. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book this year. Price 
26 cents.

2. Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in tho Spirit World. 
Price 26 cents.

3. A Wadderei in the Spirit Lands. 
Price 25 cents.

4. Seers of the Ages, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 25 cents.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
If you order only one book, and that 

one neither of the books mentioned 
above, the price Is 40 cents each.

We have only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you can select from them an 
follows:

Any--two of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.80.

Any six of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of toe Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.36.

Any eight of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.66.

Any nine of the Eleven Premium
Books you may order, prlve $2.90.

Any ten of the Eleven Premium
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 
1 Books here announced are sent out, all 

postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled In this country or
Europe. Our principal aim is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS:

opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 623 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every ser
vice. ■

Spiritual meetings are held at 326 
Wells street by Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. 
Wickland; Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o’clock and Friday evenings at ■ 8 
o'clock. Residence, 616 Wells street

The Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at 77 East. Thirty-first 
street, Hall C. R. Gllray, pastor. Dur
ing the months of June and July the 
meetings, will bp conducted by the re
nowned medium, Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley. Her old friends will have an 
opportunity of hearing’her once more.

The Independent Spiritualists meet 
every'Sunday, 8 p. m., St George's Hall, 
3337 State street Mrs. W. Brockway 
with “proof positive tests” which dum- 
fdund the skeptic and set the serious to 
■thinking. ' ‘

United Spiritualist Research Meeting, 
Schott's Hall, Racine and Belmont ave
nue, every Sunday at 2:30 p. m. P. M. 
Esser, lecturer, and other mediums.

• Church of the Spirit, Schiller Build
ing, 109 East Randolph street ' con- 

; ducted by Prof. Wm. Fitch Ruffle. Ser
vices every Sunday at 11-a. m. Brief 

. address, closing with’readings for alL 
3 p. m.,-brief address, followed by tests 

। and mental telepathic demonstrations.

FOR $3.35.
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3L
4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun

dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism,-by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7-?-The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex- • 
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts, 

8—A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands.
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F, Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE

REMITTING.
When you send In your subscription 

to The. Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in . 
this list, and send for them?-They ore 
very valuable. They are Intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone , 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fail to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Sending out these premium books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of the subscription of 

■ the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
'for less than, one dollar per year, in 
view of the fact that we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, much ' 
more than any other Spiritualist paper 
now published.

In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on these Eleven Premium,. 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating tho 
great bargain you are getting—an epi.

' portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was never, .. 
known before on this material plane.

; Address all ofaierB to j
1 J, R. FRANCIS, 1

40 Loom!« Street, Chicago, Illinois. '

and “To the work."
CLARA L. STEWART.

lived; that it gathers experiences in its -------
many lives that are of be.iefit to It in its _ Medical science at last reports a post- 
next life. Second, the doctrine of Kar- five curé for‘Hay-Fever and Asthma in 
ma, which is the unerring law of cause every-form in the wonderful Kola. Plant 
and effect, which teaches that aS we- a new botanical discovery found "on the 
sow, so shall we reap; that every Congo River, West Africa. . Hay-Fever 
thought, word and act leayes Its Im- sufferers should use-tire Ktíia Compound 
pression upon the plastic record of our 'before the season of attacks' if-pracjlcal 
lives; that every good act has its appro- to give It timé to act upon'the system, 
priate reward sometime; that for every Its cures are really ¿afvelois. x 
wrong we do our neighbor either blindly Mlss a. & Fryj May
cr designedly,'we must suffer iil kind; 23rd, was cured of Hay-Fever after several years 
that we cannot escape from ourselves ?vy2,lcv’}?or the consequences of our own acts; cian?otsiti»uis^toV5^Ktaathe 
that we make our own heaven or our Hlmalya (thè Kola Compound) onnujnbers of 
own hell; .that we shall finally reach astate of heavenly perfection, and that uneTS h”“™ cured ^JtaJwrSmen 
right will ultimately prevail. Third, years oí suffering with- Hay-Fever and-Asiàma. 
HiA.doi-trlne of univereal brotherhood n Physicians or change on climatevdliHlilm no ■ hJaÍa <2 +52 soon. Hundreds of.sTmllw-teRers har&heenre- doctrine nhicn is as broad as the uni- celred by the Importers, ¿oples of .which they 
verse Itself.- ‘After a careful study of' will be glad to send yt>u.<^*' t ■
these doctrine I am convinced that they To prove beyond á ùòubt itsStbnfler- 
are nearer the truth than those of any fol curative powér tlfe' Kola Importing

HUMANITY.

We ask the Lord for mercy, as we kneel 
in fervent prayer;

And we raise our pleading glance to 
heaven, for the answer we read 
there. .

But for pur lowly brethren, the cow, tire 
calf, the sheep; • '

The mercy that we Show to them,;must 
make the angels.-weep.'

My lady in ker daintiness, her wool, her 
gloves, her fur,' •

The slaughter of the Innocents, what 
does it mean to her?

'The frightened; hunted creature, the lit
tle suffering calf,

Touches no higher nature, than makes 
• my lady laugh. . ; . Speakers and mediums invited. - 8 p. 

m., address, followed by messages. • '
Oh, woman, with your apathy! Oh man,, 

with blood-stained hands;
Who. seek; the highest grace ftpm heav- 
; ? . en. yet dcif to its demands^. • 
Whff'iflaim you’rb law-abiding,wh$k.you. 

quell all human strife; ?
Yet know those .words, “Thou; Shalt not 

kill,” means anything with life.,
When sUall the soul awaken to Its hlgh- 

er, greater needs? ■ - • ■ '
When shall it learn to look with love on 

everything that pleads? '
Oh! ask -no heaven-bom- nature to 

. hearken to your prayer,
While one weak and suffering creature' 

' remains below your care.
,- . —Ellis M. Wilson.

Important Addition to Our Literature.
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 

reputation as ajtnedlum. ‘ The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
have been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: “PSY- 
CHIC LJGHT-ri-THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND' LIFE." It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages.. It will hold your 
'attention;, from 'the' beginning to the 
end.' It is chocktul of stirring inci
dents. Price of this large 'volume, only' 
$1.60 postpaid.

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Lite.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, Intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. For sale at this office. 
Price $1-

ether religion. Especially- to my mind, co., No. 1168 Broadjvay,.New.York, will 
does_the doctrine of Karma ‘ seem to ¿end a large case’ (S'IQ>la'-Compound 
solve the problems of accountability, of free by mail to everySeadei; of'The Pro- 
compensation for good arid of ' p'unlsh- ¿ressive Thinker wjSy 'riugMs Jroin any 
ment for etfl'in the most reasoriable 'form of Hay-Fever ta Asffima. This.is 
and rational manner."' I have only re-' very fair, and we adf’lse.Zlsufferers to- 
cently began investigating Spiritualism send for a. case? ItMsti&ou nothing 
and asjet can not;say much for it or apd you should sure|j'tj$^? . i

Religions are getting more liberal ev- . .
ery day. Religious enthusiasm is on 
the wane; the old earnestness . is. fad- 

ling out of book and creed; the. fires of ■ religious ardor kindled by. the early In Current Splrltualidtliland Occult 
fathers are dying put; the myllis and ■ NeWi.*-108 ■';
miracles are fading from the skies; the You can do It by reading each week 
bell of Dante, of Calvin and of Wesley The Progressive Thinker,., The. Philo- 
has cooled perceptibly in the last few. opby and the SpirtIwBfflM &iii-Occult 
years. What a marvelous change has phenomena It’ contaWtogi.' week, to 
crept over the minds and souls of men. the marvel of the wd.',^one.'chn at-. 
What a change from John Wesley, who ford to be without tt® pSfir, "Ita'price- 
taught that the soul in hell is like as- 1b within the reach «.ay,..;? ?? < . 
bestos which burneth.and Is not con- ■    ———;' 'T sumed, to Count.Tolstoi who . teaches "The Commandments Analyted. By 
the non-rcslstance of evil and th®, evil W? H; _Ba<ffii •l^e Comttia.hdtffents are 
will kill itself; what a change from OI?lV-?na^yzodl_Td’J?nra;-0d yl„ 
John Calvin who taught that some.men oti’er Bible passages, BMwing'fcreat In- 
are everlastingly predestinated to dam- c0,?,fTHlt?0?'„ arpation; to Walt Whitman,.who snys. “I. T^l'FpX^^nta^ tos Sratid- 
am deathless and though I five ten S°“as. n^n’foSid^mbateb

'■ tnto'mv^wn1" kn°^’ fers and discourses on rfiUgiouMind'.tbe-
' win ■■ '»-to eloglcaL subjects- ..Qlpth,-binding,- 480-fringes well as bls gageg, PricogL. ForBplost tfiTsofficte

mentality is the result of universal law, Sex—fomomlUy.*’ i, ®y Dr., environment and WiL Thatls to hay,' w. p. pheion.; >oO ata- at.tfei,ofBoa.
. JU*'.. ------. ----------- ' manilS'What h&is,4>eeaWof-hfcredity, pribeiK - : •?•■

.^andiCultivation," byrHudsoh Tutite SKaSSSgSW;»
w mis. Bend to Mr. kittle; BerBn Heighi^.O. J ■’“*?

WHENCE AND WHITHER?
¿Vi Inquiry’ Tnfc the Naturethé Sopb 

Ita Prlgln'and Destlny? ' ”

BY DR>.eÀUL:CARU8.- J ’

S. H. Mitchell: Q.. How- are the 
carcases of animals of tropical climates, 
frozen. Into the cliffs of Alaska, ac
counted for? Must we not suppose the 
poles: of. the earth changed, to bring the 
polar' regions under the equator?

A.:;‘ The hypothesis that the poles of i 
the earth have cbanged their positions 
on tlie.surface, thus bringing the torrid 
regions Into'the frigid zone, has been 
advocated and is ready at hand. It, 
however, does not require a very ex
haustive knowledge of physics to dem-___
onstrate that axis of -rotation ot a i at this office,

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By ChaB. 
B. Newcomb, Excellent, in opirltual 
suggestivenesB. Cloth, >1.50. Forcale 
at tills office.. - -..................

‘WoW Shall I Become a Medi 
pm/’ Fiiìly fifRSWefed

ïn‘Mediumship apd Its, Laws, Ite Ofiriditidns

' “Beyond the Vail.” A Sequel to 
“Rending the Vail,” Being a compila
tion, with notes and explanations,- of 
narrations and Illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
.full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal • verification of 
“What W?'Shall Be,” and a cofio of 
ethics, requisite to the-most speedy re- 
'allzatlon.of the highest and purest fe
licity-attainable In the future life. A 
very remarkable, book. -Large, octavo, 
G00 pages. Price, 51.75.

"Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.’’- By Newton N.- 
Rlddeli. Almost excellent work for all 
who have .the care or grafting <£ efefr 
te. Priæefêcagte "

. This little book treats of the central 
problems of ’all religion; the nature of 
the ego; the’ origin, development, and 
destiny of'the human personality; spir
itual heredity; the dissolution of tho 
body and the preservation of the soul; 
the nature of human immortality; man
kind’s ideals; the rational-basis of eth
ics, etc., all from the standpoint of mod
ern psychology and biology. 188 pages. 
Price, cloth,’76 cents. .

"Dr. Cards'answers the question: “Is 
Life Worth Living?” very fully and sat
isfactorily,. .The whole is a .compre
hensive add hèlpful.'treatise.”—-Journal 
of Education, Boston..............

"The Majesty of Calmness, or- Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities." By 
Wm. Geoige .Jordan. .. Another valuable 
little work. Price £9, cents. For sale at 
Ofis office..

"Boctal Upbuilding, -Including Co-op- 
era£l<te Systems and the Happiness,and? 
FnneMaffiefit cf &uman!ly ”.. By' E, :fi,. 
Babbitt, LL. D.; M. D. Thta comprises, 
«ha taat nftrt of Kaman - Culture afia 

sale

“Spirit Echoes;” My Mattie E. Hull, • 
This-pretty, volume contains fifty-seven - 
of the ..author's . latest and - choicest -' 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and-with!- 1 
portrait of. the.author.- Price.76 cents, ■- 
, “Talmagean. Inanities,incongruities; - 
InconslstenCleaand Blasphemies; a Re- 
View of Rev. T, DeWitt and. Rev Frank , 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism."- By Moses Hull, 
Fte sale at this office. Price ten ceatea
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FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

The • Experiences end Views of a 
gressive Thinker. ■

MY REUG10N

'i1- ’ ■/

i. This department is under the man
agement of
’I " ‘ HUDSON TUTTLE.
¡Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

•r ilOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In (the 'most condensed form, and often | 
Clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this | 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and tlie style becomes thereby as- ’ 
¿ertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting for-the appearance of 
their questions and write letter" of in
quiry, The supply of matter is always 
■several weeks ahead of the space given, 
und hence there is unavoidable delay, 
iijyery one han to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal
favor..- NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be re«d. If the request be made, | 
the name will not be published. The 
.correspondence of this department has 
jlecomo excessively large, especially let-

■■ ters of inquiry requesting private an- 
fiwers, and while I freely give whatt 
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

spheroid revolving in space cannot' be 
changed. The excess of matter at the 
equator caused l)y thq centrifugal force, 
holds the planet in that plañe of revolu
tion, from'which It can . depart, only 
within narrow limits. These lithlts afe ■ 
sufficient, to.inaterlally affect tjho.tem
perature,’ but not, alone tp. the extent the 
'facts require. ' ” ’

The bones of lions; tigers find other’’ 
animals which con only live tn. warm 
Climates, found; in leaves, in : Northern; 
Europe, show, that a - tropical climate 
prevailed at a comparatively recent ge
ological time. • This climate extended 
over the wide plains of Russia, probably 
the remaining internal. heat, of, the 
earth, and the ooeariic currents which 
like the Gulf stream'bears the warm 
waters to the north. Were important 
agents. It must be remembered that 
the form of the land was not then as it 
is now. These marshy plains were in
tersected by great rivera flowing to the 
North Into the Arctic Sea. They were i 
covered with vast herds of mastodon, 
mammoth, rhinoceros, and other trop
ical animáis. Tho rivers during floods, 
bore the carcasses of these animals to 
the north ’ and deposited them In the 
silt. On tho northern borders the mam- 

' moth had changed from the hairless 
i form, and adapted itself to the climate 
। by a thick”growth of wool interspersed 

with long bristly hairs. - These ele
phantine species had massive teeth and 
tusks, and the vast number which 
roamed over northern plains is indi-

My religious experiences', -and' ifij' 
precisions, ^s'lidariy ‘a^ I’'can ^6’CollecV 
them, bfc'gan at the, tender; age of tea.' 
years';- A copy ¿f Bunyan’s Pilgrim's 
Progress Iiqd'fallen into my. hands arid' 
through jeadirig it. zand' attending a re-, 
vlval about the same time, I was soon 
in- that happy frame Jof inlhd Which the 
strictly orthodox call “under conviction, 
of sin,” At last I was prevailed upon to 
go to the altar and profess conversion. 
When’ I was taken into the church, I, 
was asked a great many questions thht 
I d|d not at the time understand, but I . 
suppose I answered them pil properly, 
no objection was made to my becoming 
a member of the Presbyterian church.'

It must have been about this ¿.time 
that I began reading Dante’s Inferno. 
I read on until I came to the place 
which recounted the inscriptions "All 
hope abandon; ye;: who enter here," 
and fearing to enter" such a' horrible 
place, I laid aside the book.’ ■ But I 
could not lay aside my religion so east-’ 
ly. The sense of my shortcomings,my 
failure to live up to my professlop/my

Mary Taber: Q. Who originated 
the Ouija board? Why will it answer 
at one time and not at another?

A. The Ouija board was first adver
tised In England, but its Inventor may 
not have been the advertiser. Its fall- 
tire to respond at times is convincing 
proof that the board is moved by an in
dependent force or intelligence. It 
shows that the mediumship of the per- 
eon using it is variable and not continu
ous as it will become by use. The se
ances should be held at appointed times 
and with the same punctuality, whether 
there are manifestations or a failure.

cated by the remains found in the now 
frozen clefts of tlie Arctic ocean. 
Those cletts were then mud deposits at 
the mouths of the rivers ilowlng-from 
the south, bearing "the carcasses of 
these animals, and embedding' them 
therein. As the sea cuts into the cliffs, 
It exposes these ..remains, and large 
quantities of fossil ivory have been 
gathered that have been thus exposed.

Entire carcasses of the mastodon 
were at one time seen In-the perpetu
ally frozen cliffs,. These had been car
ried down from the warmer south, into 
the frigid-north and frozen in tne mud 
before they decayed, • The waves 
washed the soil away, and the summer 
sun thawed the surface and they fell to 
the boot of the’ bottom. The flesh was 
so well preserved that foxes and wolves 
devoured it How long had these bodies 
been preserved? They must have lived 
before the Ice age, or perhaps in its 
early centuries. The shortest time 
which has been assigned to the dura-

Struggles with the many boyish temp
tations that beset me, all weighed heav
ily upon me. The fate of the backslid
ers In the Progress and of those who 
abandoned all hope in ■ the terrible 
realms described by Dante, caused me’ 
many a troubled day and sleepless 
night. At last I wept to my mother for

man’s destiny* is wiSt^nthn the stars, 
every man is greater thanfitoown horo- 
scope andfhptjhe wimo «¿certain ex
tent. attain to'heiglns (Suit ¡seem almost 
unattainable. The AoblesÇ grandest 
thing in the world isrthe'human will. 
Who can çoatemplataitiiaxwtll'.of a. Na
poléon who’ cha^gedJtheiacB.of.Europe 
¡and of thg wqriçl, oblifcmtLtncoln who1 
lijr-a stroke, of, /aJapesg,struck; -the; 
shackles ôff of.XourJmHü&nsiOf human* 
beings, wlthout.iÇQncfedtaÉl that the hit- .’ 
man will is dMw.^.’ïWhani 'we .thus rec
ognize the Boverelgaty>/of vtlie human 
will, In the njapy inatanoaB.of lis-exer-'- 
else, for far-reaqhinpzzgnod.w.o can not- 
help but with WiStt Whitman that 
“We are a part pf Qefl^tltat we’have a 
God witlifn usK ;thftfcwit are God.” • 
Truly .we are as divjnem tho hand that ■ 
made us.. . ...

My religious convictions are-partly, 
therefore, the .resulf, xot-heredity, partly 
of ’érivirohïÀop.t; parti&pf ;©y own intel- : 
llgence.’ aqd will,., Tftrpugh heredity -1 : 
shall never grit away, fwm> the idea of a - 
personal God^.'or Supreme Being, En
vironment h«s, taught.iqp .thp;; Idea of 
compensation orTCarm^, My own will 
gives me tire tnspltmtlpn to ignore all. 
man-made creeds but my,-own* to try to 
fulfill what 'I belieye.to  jte my destiny, 
to jive oiit my life bore», to dp tlio very 
best I can,. living,- ' laying,. learning, 
striving to help' niypelf/in helping oth-

Quarterly Circuit Meeting.
One of the ' most successful g^ove 

meetings ever held under the auspices 
of Spiritualism was held- in Rockford,- 
Ill.; on June 24, 25 and 26, by the circuit 
of northern Illinois and. southern‘'Wis
consin. . .

This Is the third meeting of the se- 
eietVj thd first when, thé Bpclety was or-, 
ganjzed last winter in Rockfof.d.th&ssCj. 
oiid liéld early in April, in (Jeiloa, Ill/ 
It Was then decided to hol’d thé next 
one as a grove meeting, and Hàr|ém. 
Park, Rockford, selected as’ tho place. 
The Psychic Research Society of Rock
ford, one of the Auxiliaries of the clr: 
cuit, ahd thé Ladies’,Aid took the’mat
ter in hand with’the officers of the dr-

It to Important ____ _ _
suspended, -that-notice be -given- us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want -now notices of bJ1 meetings being 
bWd here in public halls at the present 
fimw,, ■»-.. r ■- i•-'■ •-■’ -■ ; '■ •

-Firâtiiermitt fipÎHtûatlst iSoéletÿ on'
¡the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselmaq’p Hall, corner 
Ashland'ávenué add WfiStii street

The North- Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall; 1546 Milwaukee

cult and nothing that could be done to 
make the meeting one of the very best, 
was left undone. ,

Friday forenoon a light shower laid 
the dust and put the park in perfect or
der for the work. In the afternoon the. 
first regular session was held, the fore
noon meeting being à conference led by 
W. J. Erwoód, and which called out the 
spirit of harmony and interest that 
characterized the entire meeting. The 
addrèss of welcome was delivered by 
thé Rev, Robert, C. Bryant of thé Peo-. I 
pie’s Church, anil was in every setisé a 
cordial welcome to the people, and 
truths contained in the philosophy of

B. R- W.: Q. What of the “Silver 
Chain Developing Circle"?

A. In a little pamphlet sent out, it 
!b said that this circle has for its objects 
"the elucidation and development of 
mediumship, the healing of the sick, 
and improvement of temporal condi
tions. It was-organized by J. M. and M. 
,T. Allen, in 1S96, and has its heaaqffar- 
ters In Springfield, Mo. Anyone of 
good moral character can become a 
member by sending in his or her appli
cation with $1 fee. The dues thereafter 
are one dollar a month. Mr. and Mrs. 
'Allen are enthusiastic workers, and 
could a central organization like this 
be established with numerous affiliating 
branches, a great and beneficial influ
ence would be exerted. Of course the 

. movers In any task that takes their 
strength and time should be rewarded, 
and we only wish that suah workers 
could be endowed that they might labor 
.without price. While we have no incli
nation to criticise, we constantly feel 
should be held without price, and thus 
that mediumship and spiritual truth 
the greatest motive for deception and 
misstatemènt removed.

tion of that age Is one million years, 
and since its passing . 100,000 years. I 
estimate the latter period from the ad- 
mited fact that near the close of the 
ice age the waters from melting gla
ciers began to flow down the St.. Law
rence, Instead of south to the Missis
sippi. They pltinged directly into Lake 
Ontario. Since that time they have 
worn a channel to the site of the pres
ent Niagara Falls, or about 12’ miles. 
The time necessary to do this has been 
calculated all the way from 75,000 to 
200,000 years. Roughly stated as an 
average of estimates, I have placed It 
at 100,000 years.

ers.. ...
I do not believje in a religion, which , 

teaches that .dainnjittoh, ip. Almost cer
tain and salyatibii afmpst impossible; 
which teachqS that agiy one sect-or de
nomination is the chosep people of God; 
which does hot' protest against the 

reUef She assured mo that I was killing of animals;prtwe.jjutQhery of probably probably as good as the most ^¿gt W&o-hbfrb^ lf$|ar'’? which 

boys and that as far as religion was concerned, I was expected to do only za''esAhae
tne best I could and leaye'the rest with. Jhrougi^God’V o^n wM:'’wi?ds with 
God. This was a great relief at the time, 1 }?“a8'
but I have always 'wished that I could ^J-ed sword of and the fla?ping 
banish from my mind and memory the »narGAOlleetion of thoso rtnrlc find fflonmv Who ddightS’to tortJIyXho bodies iind 
SSv? U d K a d eIoomy torment the souls of'the beings, that he

As I* grew older • I began to Study 
those around me, with the result that I noticed that Very few persons lived UP JJi? nnnnrhiriUv In-wli’InVM Avwmmn 
to the strict letter of their professions, only opportunity In-wMch to oyeicpme 
1 noticed that faithful Sundav-school natural tendency to evil, i can not 
LhAUradifi L J elwayro tnutM iwHih- believe in & religion whiclTteaches that 
that men who ‘XT very revwent^ 0118 Ufo’where Ul<J'very Struggle for ex- 
chuXSomeSmTs usedprolane ,s?nce “ak88 brutes of meh, is the only 
lanauace outside of It- that verv'devout chance ln Which to witfltom aU-pervad- 
Christians did not always feed the Invitin'1111 l0r
tramps who called at their doors, al- whJCz <’
thoush thev contributed verv llberallv can riot;,malto religion although tn fnfnlo-n /nioofnna- fhof man ™hn W<5 Can al! make' Creeps. “ jtild I COUSld-
to foreign missions; that men who were __ „„too religious to ke^p their stores open ®r„I hav® aT8 
on Sundays, sometimes forgot that 16, ounces make a. pound; that a preacher, Nicene
ocrasionally eloped y^ith his neighbor’s My ¿reed,te shor{. f beUeV0 a 
moral and ffivinXu coffld not recon
cile-wif.h the injunction of scripture, nOnUp»r^^fBvnnS^uV'frm«M-n^etS.nnnV 
“Keep ye my commandments,” and the dalJL^ You wllij. governs the uni
seeds of doubt and distrust found lodg- verae> tnac

Spiritualism.
W. J. Erwood; president of thé Wis

consin State Association, gave thé ad
dress in- the evening; he; also spoke

avenue, every Sunday,at 7:30 p, m. 
Mrs. H. J. Hanson, pastor. .......

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tab 
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com- ■ 
munlcatlons to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre^ 
spending secretary, 560 East 55th street 
Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th street.

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o’clock. Mrs. M. A.'Borland, 
pastor. •

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North

Saturday afternoon. ~ Mr, Erwood is one 
of the workers that plways pleases, and : 
who holds’ a place In the hearts of, the ! 
people.- As he was obliged to return to 
LaCrosse for Sunday, that was his last 
address.

Dr. Warne, president of the Illinois 
State Association,’ was not able to’be 
present, on account Of the passing away 
of a near relative, and Mrs. Laura. G. 
Fixen, vice-president; took his place. 
Mrs. ’Fixeri spoke’Saturday afternoon 
and Sunday morning. After listening 
to Mrs, Fixen one can readily 'under
stand why her namei has reached even 
far-away Australia, and how the people 
of that land felt themselves honored by 
her presence. Long may she live to 
give out the sweet message of love and 
tenderness as she gave it In Harlem 
Park.

Modes Hull spoke Sunday afternoon, 
and the people listened as If carried 
away with his words. Truly he Is the 
"Moses” of Spiritualism. .

Mrs. Hull gave the evening address, 
and although the audience had been 
seated long before the meeting proper 
began, as a circle had been held in ad
vance of the meeting, no one seemed to 
be willing to let go of the last word

avenue, comer Burling, at 3 and 8 p.^n. 
Good speakers, tests and messages'at 
every .session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third street,-axery Sunday even
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference in the af
ternoon at 8. The Ladies’ Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number. Harry J. Moore, lec
turer.

An Opportunity. Never Before Offered 
on Thia Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual
istic, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro; 
gresslue Thinker. j

; WORDS OF CAUTION. »
You should not send money In p let.

i ter. You may do so a dozeri tlmes safe
ly,, andthen the next:remittance .may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and then- you are 'per» 
fectly safe, and Will save yourself air 
noyance and trouble. '

Remember, please, that jt costs ten 
cents to get a persona) check at a bank 
In Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent.

Remember, please/that we have pnly 
four books which we send .out now- for 

I 26 cents each. We cannot allow you to 
I select any other book In the list at that 
] price.

“In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland ,

Is a wonderful book, being the personal

----------Shelton —: Q. Did the. 
Jews,.or do they now, believe in. Immor
tality of man?

A. Although the future life does not 
f form a conspicuous part of Jewish lit

erature, and seems not to have awak
ened speculation, yet it was oelleved 
and formed a tenet of the Jewish relig
ion. The idea that the body would be 
resurrected and reoccupied by the spirit 
.was of comparative recent origin. o

The Book of Job is often referred to,- 
as containing passages opposed to fu
ture existence, and from it Is argued 
that the Jews did not believe In a fu
ture life. But it must be held in mind 
that this book, probabjy one of the old
est in the world, is not a Jewish pro
duction. It is a Persian folk-lore story, 
a thousand years older than the Jewish 
nation or tribes.

Inventor: Q. Why do we hear no 
more of the wonderful things promised 
of “liquefied air”? It was claimed by 
its Inventor and by those selling stock 
in a company formed to manufacture it, 
that it would supersede all other mo

experiences of a man whose dead sweet
heart, after appearing to him many 
times, ethereallzed, materialized and 
through trance mediums, has him put 
into a hypnotic trance by. spirit scien
tists and held in. that'condition for ten 
days, which time he spends with her in | 
the celestial spheres, and theh returns 

I to earth with perfect recollection of 
I what he saw and heard In that realm of 
the so-called’ dead. He, tells his ’ won
derful htory tohls'fiflend -who'^lves'It del 
the world in his best style. ' This friend 
is Dr. T. A.. Biand, the well-known au-

ment in my heart and brain. “We are but parts one stupendous
I chanced to read Tom Paine’s Age of whole, •

Reason and my faith in God and the Whose body NaturedS; .and God the 
scriptures was completely shattered. I - soul.” ' Jonalla

thor, scientist and reformer. —
This book has a brilliant introduction 

by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D., president of the 
American. Congress ofr Liberal Relig
ions, who gives It the weight of his un
qualified endorsement

He says: “This beautiful book will 
give us courage to pass through the 
shadow of death to the sunlit clime of

tive agents;
A.- There Is no question about the 

power of liquefied air; the trouble 
comes in with its cost It requires with 
the present methods, four or five times 
the power to liquefy air, that can be ob-1 
tained from it Until some way is de- i 
vised to make It with the expenditure 
of little more power than can be ob
tained from it, its use in a large way is 
prohibited by Its cost

"Electric”: Q. That there is im
mense power in a stroke of lightning is 
shown by the work It does. Would it
be possible to receive it in a storage 
battery and thus utilize it?

A. A storage battery is charged by 
a long continuous current, and the high 
tension of a charge of lightning would 
not be available. When two cloud 
strata oppose each other, or a cloud 
stratum opposes the earth’s, surface, 
they are negative and positive to each 
other and these states become stronger 
and'Btronger until the tension is so 
great that through some interposing ob
ject they rush together and this result 
is called a lightning stroke. The cloud 
layers may extend many square miles 
of surface, the energy of the stroke de
pends on the extent If a storage bat
tery could be placed in the path of a 
stroke, it would serve only as a ■con
ductor, perhaps receiving only a slight 
:harge. Could a rod be extended up- 

: yard to reach'the cloud stratum, and 
' hus slowly-can-y the ■ charge to -'the- 
iarth, a battery in this circuit would;r& 
:eiv8 and store It

S. Mitchell: Q. How are the. 
carcases of animals of tropical climates, 
frozen Into the cliffs of , Alaska, ac
counted for? Must we not suppose the 
poles of-the earth changed, to bring the 
polar’-regioris under the equator?

A.^* The hypothesis that the poles of 
the earth have changed .their positions 
on the ‘ surface, thus bringing the torrid 
regions into’the frigid zone, has been 
advocated and Is ready at hand. It, 
however, floes hot require a very ex-

Tve knowledge of physics to dem- 
ite that axis of rotation .of a

the world celestial.”
Rev. M. J. Savage says: “It is in

tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true.”

The Medical Gleaner says: “It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, ami 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.”

Hon. C. A Windle says: “It is inex
pressibly delightful.”

President Bowles, of the National Lib
eral League, says: "It is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books.”

Hon. James K. Jones, ex-United 
States Senator from Arkansas, writes 
that he enjoyed Dr. Bland’s book, "In 
the World Celestial,” greatly. “As a ro
mance of two worlds It is charming,” he 
says, “and its revelations of the spirit 
world are the most wonderful I have 
ever read. One naturally hopes that it 
Is true and Dr. Bland’s endorsement 
goes far with those that know him.”

Everybody.will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance of 
two worlds. It is printed in . elegant 

. style, bound in cloth and gold. Price, $1.

NEW BOOK.
■I

also read Ingersoll about this time and ..  ,. . -■ _atd!z.»®'_'_t __ ,heard him deliver his famous lecture that deatn &p^not end all,
on "The Gods” at the Pike Opera thave a ,way® 
House, Cincinnati. I never regretted ye’,?ier? z „S 
hearing this great orator, but I have al- ?h J sntH t
ways felt a little unkindly toward the the U
friend that introduced me to the pages w°rld
of Tom Paine. I cannot advise any one ?haa 01 LVeU!v® ^at
to read “The Age of Reason," and can £or„?,verJ
appreciate the advice of Franklin, him- . ev^rY S^oi act I doSor good word I 
self a skeptic, who advised Paine to 6P^k»1 sha. 11 uItimaBM^haye an appro- 
burn the manuscript before it was pub- lished. I suppose that this cycle of V ln,d i ?,r 
skepticism must come into every one's neighhorpi'shall suffeb tojftnd; tiiatev- 
life, at least it did into mine. But I «rything*1 say or dd htfe^s every one 
soon saw that I was. malting myself un- jn
uhtiViato'Ta^Ufe wh^^as^^a^MwS^ 
what he thought of Mr. “So and 8?' 
and he replied that he did not have any 
use for a man who did not believe in a does- overcome all evil; which teaches

I then tried to get back into the old that God’s m«rcy ‘s wider than’ the 
belief gradually. I investigated Uni-. “en?urel ,of men s minds; which 
versalism’and Unitarianism an(f'‘&d feaches thatwe arecurbrotherskeep,- 
there been a church of either deriomina-. which; teaches us to pity the lame 
tion in the town where Hived, I would' dog and pat the tired horse in the 
no doubt have united with It. Now street; which teaches us to look with 

great leniency upon-all sin which pro
ceeds from human tenderness or natu
ral passion; which teaches us to re
spect the aged; pity the wretched; com
fort the afflicted, andisolaco the dying; 
which teaches us to throw the mantle of 
charity over the wstkness of woniari 
and the sin of man; which teaches that 
we owe a duty to every living thing. I 
believe in a religion that is as broad and 
deep as all the boundless realms- of 
space; that is as bldas the hoary 
mountain tops that Tierce’the Eternal 
sky; that is as true as the soul’s knowi- 
edge of itself. Lastly-Tbelleve in a re
ligion that gives to all the seekers after 
God, the truth as iinperlshably as it is- 
engraved and.-writtent upon the, impres
sionable tablets of the ¿heart andsoul

spoken.
Mrs. Georgia G. Cooley and Madam 

Brunswick were the test mediums or 
message bearers. Mrs. Ella Johnson 
Bloom was expected, but owing to ill 
health she was obliged to cancel her ap
pointment, much to the disappointment 
of her many friends in and around 
Rockford, where she is a general favor
ite.

Mrs. Cooley never did better in her 
life. Sha is always a lady on the ros
trum as oft of It Her messages were 
clear, straight-forward, and beautifully

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Learnered, at 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at’7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and . every 

(Wednesday evening at 7:30 in Garfield 
Turner Hall, corner of Garfield and Lar
rabee streets. Emil T. Vans, lecturer; 
Frank Joseph, medium.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. - Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs; 
Isa Cleveland. I

Church of the Spiritual Truth bolds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mra. J. DeLong, pastor.

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr
heit, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o'clock In Wicker Park Hall, 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll add Mrs. J. Villroak.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 

’ m.; lecture at 8 p. m. Messages by H.
F. Coates and others. Good music.

Remember, please, that you are not 
entitled to any of the Premium Bo.qks 
unless you send in with your order a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker.

Remember, please.that the safest way 
to make a remittance is to secure a pos
tal order.

Remember, please, that these books 
are used exclusively as premiums,, the 
editor desiring no profits, hie sole ob; 
ject being, to do a HUMANITARIAN 
WORK ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC, 

I PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not for sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistakes ana 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di
rect with this office, Instead of through 
a news agent.

Remember, please, that all of our 
Premium Books are neatly and substan
tially bound in cloth, and are an orna
ment to any library.

1 Read our Premium Otter, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send $1 for The 
Progressive Thinker when you desire 
one or more premium books. Please 
bear this in mii’.d.

Every -person who sends In a yearly 
I subscription to\Tbe Progressive Think

er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make bls selecticn from the 
following list for TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS:

Psychic Light.
BY MRS. DRAKE.

after having run the gauntlet of nearly .! 
all the creeds and Isms, I can say with 1 
Count Tolstoi, “In my search for the so
lution of the problems of life, I seem to ' 
have experienced the same feelings as 
a man lost in a wood. And in noticing 
the perfect resignation and patience 
with which the poor and humble went 
to their daily tasks without complain
ing, I began to understand that in the 
answers given by faith were to be 
found the deepest sources of wlsaom, 
that I had no right to reject them and 
that they alone solved the real prob
lems of life."

About ten years ago I began investi
gating Theosophy and soon became 
deeply interested in the wisdom relig
ion as it is called. This faith has for 
its fundamental principles these three 
doctrines: First, the doctrine.of rein
carnation, which teaches that we live 
many lives here or in other worlds; that 
the soul vtfll always live, has always 
lived; that it gathers experiences in its 
many lives that are of benefit "to It in its 
next life. Second, the doctrine of Kar
ma, which is the unerring law of cause 
and effect, which teaches that aS we-1 
sow, so shall we reap; that every 
thought, word and act leaves Its im
pression upon the plastic record of our 
lives; that every good act has its appro
priate reward sometime; that for-every 
wrong we do our neighbor either blindly 
cr designedly,, we must suffer in kind; 
that we cannot escape from ourselves 
or the consequences of oúr own acts; 
that we make our own heaven or our 
own hell; .that we shall finally reach a 

, state ’of heavenly perfection, and that

Important Addition to Our Literature.
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 

reputation as_ a medium.' The manifes
tations given turough her mediumship 
have been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: "PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE.” It is a ponderous 
volume of .600 pages,. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to. the 
end. It is chockful of stirring inci
dents. Price of this large volume, only'1 
$1.50 postpaid. .

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event In Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting's • most sug
gestive, Intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It Is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. For sale at this office. 
Price $1.

"Discovery of a Lost TralL" By Chas. 
B. Newcomb, Excellent, in oplritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50. Foteale 
at this office. .

Shall I Become a Atedk 
iim/’ Fbliy ftnswefed /

In ^Meffiumship. andate fedite Conffitión» 
Cultivation,” by- Hudson Tuttl& : Ttìce M 

• .mte. / -Sendzio Mr., Jterlta- (X • j

and brain of man. 
Toledo, Ohio.

L. P. SMITH.

delivered. She will remain another 
week in Rockford and hold meetings 
Thursday and Sunday. Madam Bruns
wick did good work; one evening she 
was too ill to be on the platform. She 
has many friends who feel she is one of 
the foremost workers In our ranks.

Sunday afternoon a few minutes were 
devoted to the Morris Pratt School, and 
It is safe to say a better understanding 
of the school was-established than ex
isted before, and-that more-interest will 
be>taken In ’lts welfare in thé-Iuture. '

The students of the M. P? I. were ex
pected to furnish the music, but as all 
had left the school It remained for Mr.

Have You Hay-Fever m Asthma in Any 
Form ?

Medical science at last reports, h, posi
tive cure for‘Hay-Fever and Asthma in 
every form in the wonderful Kola Plant 
a new botanical discovery found on the 
Congo River, West Africa. Hay-Fever 
sufferers should use-the KblaCompound 

’before the season of attacks’ impractical 
to give it time to act upon'the system. 
Its cures are really marVielo’iis. /

right will ultimately prevail. Third, 
the doctrlne of universal brotherhood, a 
doctrine which is as broad as the uni
verse Itselt- 'After a careful study of- 
these doctrine I am convinced that they 
are nearer the truth than those of any 
ether religion. Especially-to my mind, 
does-the doctrine of Karma ’ seem to 
solve the problems of accountability, of 
compensation:fOr good and of' punish-, 
ment for eVil in the most reasonable 
and rational manner. I have only're-' 
cently began investigating Spiritualism 
and as yet can not say much for it or 
against it.

Religions are getting more liberal ev
ery dav. Religious enthusiasm is on 
the wane; the old earnestness, is fad
ing out of book and creed; the fires of | 
religious ardor kindled by. the early 
fathers are dying out; the myths and 
miracles are fading from the skies; the 
hell of Dante, of Calvin and of Wesley 
has cooled perceptibly in the last few 
years. What a marvelous change has 
crept over the minds and souls of men. 
What a change from John Wesley, who 
taught that the soul in hell is like as
bestos which burneth and is not con
sumed, to Count. Tolstoi who . teaches 
the non-resistance of evil and. that, evil 
will kill Itself; what ,a change from 
John Calvin who taught that some, men 
are everlastinglypredestinated to dura

Tbe Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. 8. Ray, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Wednesday afternoon 
and evening at Taskinge Hail, Thirty- 
first street and Archer avenue. Con
ducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

and Mrs. Hull to do that part. Mrs. , 
Hull is at home with an organ; and with 
them to lead the congregational sing
ing nothing, could be better in such 
meetings; Mr-. and Mrs. Hull sang sev
eral fine: selections that were well ap
preciated.

The next quarterly meeting will be 
held in September and the place of 
meeting announced inter. 'Two weeks’ 
will be given for Invitations. Any lo
cal society or number of Spiritualists 
desiring the meeting should write the 
officers at once. Mr. Orrin Merritt, 
Genoa, president; L. W. Kendall, Beloit, 
Wls., vice-president; H. H. Howe, Rock
ford, Ill., secretary.

Harlem Park is an ideal place for a 
grove, meeting and no doubt the nflfha- 
gers of the circuit will decide to hold | 
an annual meeting there. It is hoped! 
so at least.

This circuit is the first to be estab
lished, and if others will follow we will 
soon get organized so that at least quar
terly meetings pan .be held in. every sec
tion of the country.

This meeting paid all expenses and 
left a neat sum in the treasury, it can 
be done by others. Spiritualists, let us

The Universal Occult Society holds 
Its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall "C," every Sunday after
noon and evening, the HOn. Robert Gil- 
ray, pastor. The renownea medium, 
Charles J. Peterson, psychic. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Regular service at 8 
p. m, 

, The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission’ 
holds Ite meetings every Sunday at 
2:30 and 7:45. Sunday school at 1:30. 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue. AH welcome.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening servfbe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be In at-1 
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street

Evangelical Spiritual meetings, Sun
days, Van Buren Opera House, at 2:30 
and 7:45 p. m. Mrs. L. J. Jaquet, inspi
rational speaker.

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every ser
vice. ■

1. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book this year. Price 
25 cents.

2. Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World. 
Price 25 cents.

3. A Wanderej In the Spirit Lands- 
Price 25 cents.

4. Seers of the Ages, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 25 cents.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
It you order only one book, and that 

one neither of the books mentioned 
above, the price is 40 cents each.

We have only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you can select from them aS' 
follows:

Any- two of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.80.

Any six of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of cue Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, prive $2.90.

Any ten of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 
Booles here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled in this country or 
Europe- Our principal aim is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 

; cost price.
■ OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS:

be up and “To the work.”
CLARA L. STEWART.

HUMANITY.

MImÀ. E. Frye, Uitena^, Mo/ writes -May 
23rd, iras cured of Hay-Fever after several years 
sneering, altho’ physicians hadsaid’ a ctìi-e was 
Impossible. Dr. ,W. H. VnU.J* prominent physt- 
clan of St. Louis. Writes Marcn.8th, that he used 
Hlmalya (thè Kola Compound) on nupibers of 
Hay-Fever cases with satisfactory results in 
every case. HonzL. C. Ctute. Greeley, Iowa, tes-' 
tilles that he was curial'.hr it. after eighteen 
rears of sunerlnk wlth-Hây-Fcrér ancl Astlima. 
Physicians or change OK climate aithhim no 
good. Hundreds.of similar-U:U;ers bare,been, re- 
celred by the Importers;Copies.of which they 
rrill be glad to send you. \ t

To prove beyond it Sòubt its'wqiìder- 
ful curative powér tlife’Kola Importing 
Co., No. 1168 Broadjyay, New.York, will 
send ri large case’ ot'Kola 'Compound 
free by mail to ever/readeij of The Pro
gressive Thinker wlfly ¿utters -iroin any 
form of Hay-Fever OTAstrnpa. This is 
very fair, and wè aovlseg.£ufferers to 
send for a case, It cósts3'pu nothing 
apd you should surely tri^f. . ■

nation, to Walt Whitman,.who says ’!L’ 
am deathless Snd though I live ten 
years or ten thouéand, I know that I 

,Ehall oome into my own ”
Man’s physical being as well as his 

mentality is the result of universal law, 
.environment and ■friH. That is to hay, ’ 
manls'.what he la,¿because of-heredity, 
prenatal conditions,-astrological infltf- 
encea, blood; fflæeatey, etc.rrèf -influ
ences by wtacih be to snrroonded, and of 
Ms owa WilL î that though

In

We ask the Lord for mercy, as we kneel 
in fervent prayer;

And we raise our pleading glance to 
heaven, for the answer we read 
there. .

But for pur lowly brethren, the cow, the 
calfthe sheep;

The mercy that we Show to them, must 
; make the angels, weep.
My lady in her. daintiness, her wool, her 

gloves,.her fur, *
The slaughter of the Innocents, what 

does it mean to her?
'The frightened, hunted creature, the lit-
• -tie suffering calf, •'
Touches no higher nature, than makes 

■ my lady laugh. ■ , ,
Oh, woman, with your apathy I ph man,.| 

with blood-stained hands; . .
Who.seek the highest'grace from heav- 

en yet degf to its demands,. •
WhO'riiaim you’re law-abiding, whpq.you 

: quell all human strife; .
Yet know those .words, “Thou- ¿halt not 

kill,” means anything with life. .

Spiritual meetings are held at 326 
Wells street by Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. 
Wickland; Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o’clock and Friday evenings at • 8 
o’clock. Residence, 616 Wells street

The Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at 77 East. Thirty-first 
street. Hall C. R. Gllray, pastor. Dur
ing the months of June and July the 
meetings will bp conducted by the re
nowned medium, Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley. Her old friends will have an 
opportunity of hearing'her once more.

The Independent Spiritualists meet 
every Sunday, 8 p. m., St George’s Hall, 
3337 State street Mrs. W. Brockway 
with “proof positive tests” which dum- 
fdund the skeptic and set the serious to 
•thinking. ’ ' ■ •

United Spiritualist Research Meeting, 
Schott’s Hall, Racine and Belmont ave
nue, every Sunday at 2:30 p. m. P. M. 
Esser, lecturer, and other mediums.

Church of the Spirit, Schiller Build
ing, 109 East Randolph street, • con
ducted by Prof. Wm. Fitch' Ruffle. Ser
vices every Sunday at 11- a. m. Brief 
address, closing with readings for alL 
3 p. m.,-brief address, followed by tests 
and mental telepathic demonstrations. 

. Speakers and mediums Invited. - 8 p. 
m., address, followed by messages. '

WHENCE AND WHITHER Î
An inquiry Tnfc the Naturò 'çf thé 8o0l, 
; ' ’ its Origin,’and Destiny/ ‘

—:r-o—

KEEP MD
Current BplritUBllitllXand Occult

NeWi.^-’os •■-,
You can do It by reading each week 

The Progressive. Thicker., The, Philo- 
ophy and the Splrltuállatja and Occult 
phenomena It contain^- e&n week, la 
the marvel of the Na ono. chn at-, 
ford to ho without’the pqser. Its prlco- 
Io within the reachoi all. . ...

"The Commandmohts’Analyied.” By 
W. H.- Bach- ’-The Qommahdiients are 
not only analyzed, feftt-contradted with 
other Bible passages, shdwlng'great in
congruities. -Pose 25 qentat-

“Religious and Theological Works óf 
i TbomasPalne.'-’zContaiss hls-celebrated: 
"Ageof.ReasoB," end a. x-njber of -let-, 
fers and discourses on rallgloua-and-the- 
^logical subject?. Cloth - binding,- 430- 
finges. PrleofiL, For zple at t¿la office-

"Love—-Sex—^miaort^llty-” [-jBy - Dr.

When sliall the soul awaken to Its high- 
er, greater needs? ■ • •

When shall it learn to look with love on 
everything that pleads?

Oh! ask -no heaven-born - nature to 
hearken to your prayer, •

While one weak and suffering creature’ 
remains below your care.

—Ellis' M. Wilson.

Chica®» Wetsrfaa Sodsty. S5

’ "Beyonfl the Van." A Sequel to 
“Rending the Vali,” Being a compila- 
tion, with notes and explanations,- of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
fell-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal verification of

। “What We Shall Be,” and a code of 
i ethics, requisite to the-most speedy re- 
I’allzatlon.ot the highest and purest fe
licity-attainable In the future life. A 
very .remarkable, book. Large, octavo, 
500 page«. Price, $175.

"Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton N,- 
Riddell.. A. most excellent work fo?. all 
who have the ears cf trataisg of c&is-

"Heath DsieatoS; as the ST» ■ ■ _■ if-.’-*. . $9 *;

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

FOR $3.35.
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

This little book treats of the central 
problems of all religion; the nature of 
the ego; the origin, development, and 
destiny of the human personality; spir
itual heredity; the dissolution of tho 
body and the preservation of the soul; 
the nature of human immortality; man
kind’s ideals; the rational- basis of eth
ics, etc., all from the standpoint of mod
ern psychology and biology. 188 pages. 

. Price, cloth,’75 cents. ,
"Dr. Carus answers the question: "Is 

Life Worth Living?” very fully nnd sat
isfactorily.. .The whole is a compre- 

[bensive and helpful, treatise.’’—-Journal 
| of Education, Boston.-

and

and

and

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism,-by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium. -

7-r-The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex- ■ 
ander Smythe, a medium of. rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10-J-8eers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE

REMITTING.
When you send In your subscription 

to The. Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in . 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely in
teresting. . They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Sending out these premium books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of tne subscription of 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of the fact that we publish such a 
vast amount.of reading matter, much 
more than any other Spiritualist paper 
now published.

In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on these Eleven Premium.. 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, illustrating ths 
great bargain you are getting—an op-, 
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was never. . 
known before on this material plane.

; Address aHjetdera to ' i
' J. R. FRANCIS, T

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois.
. '..'a . ' - '

“The Majesty of Calmness, or- Indi-1 
vidual Problems and Possibilities." By i 
Wm. George.Jordan. - Another valuable’ 
little work. Price.29. cento. For sale at 
this office.” . ... s
^‘BootiSr Upbuilding, Including Coop-, 
enrtW® Systems and tho HapplnesaamL 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” - By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This Comprises 
ffislsatgartoi Htman Culture arid 
Csk FC» ette

: .A

- . "Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hol!» • 
This pretty, volume contains fifty-seven ' 
of the..author’s. latest and . choicest > 
poems. .Neatly bound in cloth, and-with! - ; - 
portrait of the.author. Price .75 -coats, - 
, "Taimagepn Inanities, incongruities, . 
inconsistencies, and Blasphemies; a Re. 
View of Rev. T. DeWitt and. Rev Frank . 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
Upon. Spiritualism.’’- By Moses Hull, 
Sbr sato &t this office.: Price tea cents!, ■
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HAY FEVER SEASON COMING! The Australian 
Lifeboat iemedy,

The Latest 

Discovery, 

by
C. WALTER

THE

Henry Morrison Tefft of Norwich. 0t., Illustrates How country to-day is in the hands of organized wealth. 
- ■ rxopediTin-lv Difficult It Is to Arrive The corporations and capitalists can brjng-.about ai

exceedingly Difficult it is to Arrive revolutiQn or stop one;.they can bring on a war or
at the Exact Truth. fctopone ■ ,

--------  ' ' Everything is owned, cornered and controlled ek-r 
Pilate asked this question nineteen hundred years cept air and sunlight.

ago and it lias never been answered—-it never can be rpjie water falling from the cloud is gathered up in 
answered. "When that problem is fully solved, man- reservoirs, stored and sold, and if it were possible; 
Kind will have nothing more to do. The greatest in- meters would be attached to the sun and a tax put 
fellects the ages have produced have tried to solve the upon daylight in order to satisfy the greed of çorpora- 
mystery of sin; how it came to exist, how it could be tions and the insatiable appetite of trusts. God never 
controlled, subjugated and subdued ; but the enigma /made the world for private ownership. Thé earth", 

the air, the water, is the honest heritage of every indi
vidual soul. Every time thé owners of the. produc
tions of the country raise the price of any of the neces
saries of life, it means hunger to some, crime, jails an4 
prisons to others? People will not consent to starve 
as long as they can steal. In reality there is as-much 

tioii assumes. . private ownership of men in this world, as there is in
What is truth and what is fiction? What is real the ownership of the productive power of the earth.

The purchasable vote*of the country is constantly

remains unsolved. . .
Wc cannot conceive of a world without sin, without 

misery. What would become of the philanthropist, 
the moralist, the, missionary and the preacher, with 
their occupations all gone ? . z<.

The harder the problem the more interest the ques-

and what is unreal? ,
That which is truth to one man is error, superstition

and fable to another. “For as he thinketll in his 
heart, so is he.” The flight of birds has dictated the 
foundation of cities, changed the course of mariners, 
and directed the path of future events to untold num
bers of believing spirits. .

It is difficult to draw the line between religion and 
superstition, between reason and instinct, between 
chance and calculation, and foresight. We see in man 

.both the human and the divine, both the material and 
the spiritual, but where is the dividing line? There 
are occasions in nature and in life, when it is hard to 
determine what is natural and ,what is abnormal, 
what is good and what is evil./ Is it the same power 
and energy that builds up, sustains and gives form to 
matter, as’the one that disintegrates, tears down, and 
scatters the same ? Is not matter simply spirit taking 
on form ?

growing larger.
, It is truly pitiful to see the withered existences 
coming up to the polls, year after year, voting, either 
through bribery or coercion, for men and measures 
without any regard to choice, principle or conscience. 
In order to hold office one has'got to be bound, 
gagged, tied hand and foot. A politician has po more 
liberty of action than a southern negro had in the 
days of slavery. He is simply a tool, an automaton 
worked and operated by. the boss above him, to whom 
he owes his political existence, A measure'comes up 
in congress or in the legislature—a party caucus is 
held and the decision of that caucus binds men to vote
for or against the measure, regardless of whether it 
meets the approval of their judgment or their con
science. Such proceeding may build up and strength
en a party but it will not build up and strengthen a 
government. Imagine for a moment men like Charles 

xs nut me uuuu ice. »uu.uau^. . Sumner, Abraham Lincoln, William Lloyd Garrison,
Everywhere we see thoughts converted intb form, Horace Greeley, Wendell Phillips and a host of oth- 

‘ ers we might mention, allowing any body of men to 
bind their convictions so as to prevent them from act-

Is not the mind real substance ?

shape and symbols. As yet there is no known limit to 
the possibilities of the mind; its boundary of thought, 
investigation and knowledge has not been located. 
Every day opens up new vistas stretching farther and 
farther into the mysteries of nature, and showing us 
more and more that the capabilities of the mind are
beyond calculation, and that its resources have not yet 
been sounded, and the springs (hat feed it are ex
haustless.

No man ever reaches the limit of his expectations. 
However old a person may be, he is always making 
calculation to live longer; however unfortunate his 
circumstances are he expects iff time, to be better off. 
Knowledge does not bring happiness. Wealth brings 
luxury not peace. The law of compensation, running 
through all the affairs of the world, is wider and more 
general than we can comprehend or . appreciate. 
DEBT AND CREDIT IN NATURE AND LIFE ARE 
ACCURATE AND BALANCE EACH OTHER.

The universels run on a large scale. Some things 
mature in minutes, some in days and some in years. 
There are questions, and policies, and principles that 
work themselves out in a short space of time, while 
others have to be viewed over centuries in order to 
take in their full import and meaning. - Usages and 
customs become laws, dreams in time settle down into 
realities, visions crystallize into facts; aspirations and 
hopes finally are crowned with fruition; prophecy,

tmm HLWS with us.

DON’T,» YOUR MONEY UNLESS
LIQUID SPRAY WILL BENEFIT YOU.

es's's>A
oSpray/^^

Ashland 
Ohio

WHY SUFFER WHEN LIQUID SPRAY WILL CURE YOU?

Louis H. Freedmann, M. D.,
(The Australia» iKeaier.)

Thle Remedy will cure all Eruption»'and akin' 
DlseneeB, and will correct organic weakneab., .

Guaranteed Free 
From

.' ■ . Poisonous Drugs, 
7 Can only be had from Dr, Freedman, 618 W, Mon
roe SL, Chicago, -111. Bend 11.25, and bottle will be 
sent you postpaid. Send 2 cent stump for booklet 
aud testimonial. During July and August the 
Doctor can be addressed to Chesterileld Camp. 
Indiana. .763

ELTON E. HEDRICK, 
ASTUOLOGEIl.—Vocation, business specula
tion, matrimony, changes, travel, all affairs of 
life. Fee 12.00. Send date of birth as near tho 
hour as, possible. Address, 2631 Heading Bo.od, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 776

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Will teach the laws of medlumehlp, of spirit- heal
ing, or give clairvoyant readings by mail. Enclose 
a lock of your hair aud One Dollar, Obsession 
cured. 61 D, Street. N. B. Washlugton, D. O.

Astrologist and Clairvoyant.
Bend »ex, time and place ot birth (hour If possi

ble), with 25 cts., and two cents stamps for trial 
reading. Life readlngUOO and upwards. THBB- 
ESM DUANE, box 87. Berkeley, Cal.

DON’T READ THIS.
If sick write to me, and I will give you a free 

examination. I want no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion nnd lost vigor of both sexes sue- 
cessfully treated. Bend nume. age. sex, complex
ion, weight and Hl cts. in stamps or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
85 Warren St., Btoueham, Maia.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH,
Send your own photograph, or look of hair, nnd 

receive finished pictures of some loved ones that 
liuve passed to the beyond and are anxious to 
reach you.

Mr. and Mrs Normann:—My heartrelLthanks for 
proof received a few days ago. We recognized 
three of our children, a niece who Iliad not seen 
for 87 years, and three friends. Muy God bless 
you and your noble band for the joy you have 
given us. Fraternally yours, G. O. Meutz. Darl
ington, 8. C.

Independent slate-writing, tablet writing and 
readings by mail; sealed questions answered. 
For particulars address, with stamp.

Mn, MR. & MRS. A. NORMANN,
8721. Elliott av. So., Minneapolis, Mlnu.

/uly IS, 1

4 Eminent Healer
: - and

: Gifted Psychic
• • a • • • • » • a

Health Restored by
Common Sense Methods}

I

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailment^

OBSESSION CURED ■-¡
For Free magno**« at m*ea«e, fiend flv( 

iwo-cent stampfi, uge, name. eox. and own hantU 
writing,

Readings and Business Advice, 
and Two Stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St., Oakland, Cal, j

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for 

my blind sister, Jennie L. Webb, ona ot the earl
iest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a eplrli friend. Send U to me with II, and I wdU 
try and get reply by independent writing or whia* 
Peru. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MlU( 
’ord Mass.

ing as justice and right dictated.
A genius can be neither a partisan or a menial.
A man’s opinion loses all-its interest the moment 

we see it is given front a personal or party view. 
There are principles at work in every government 
stronger than political parties, stronger than bayo
nets or armies. Punishment does not prevent or les
sen crime to the extent that many believe.

If a tree is unhealthy at the root it cannot be im
proved by working at the top.

Too much medicine kills the patient.
The more superlatives you use, the weaker your 

speech becomes. The more law the less government. 
It is only a slave that can be driven, only the blind 
that can be led. Everything great and noble in life 
has to be worked out individually. You cannot teach 
patriotism; you cannot teach oratory; you. cannot- 
make a freeman out of a man who by inheritance and’ 
environment was born to be a slave.. Nature is the 
fountain head of all knowledge. ' There is nothing in 
nature, art or life, but shows better by Contrast.

Even goodness becomes Insipid unless mixed with a 
tint of weakness, foible or sin.

Who can say in the deepest realm of God’s thought 
that the vilest man, thé meanest insect, and the most 
savage brute has not a place, a purpose, and a benefi
cent, use?

Don’t take medicine in tjie stomach 
to kill germs of catarrh in the head.

LIQUID SPRAY quickly relieves and 
cures CATARRH, COLDS, PAINS and 
ROARING in the HEAD, SORE 
THROAT, HEADACHE PARTIAL 
DEAFNESS, HAY FEVER, ASTHMA 
and all diseases of the air cells yield 
immediately. ■

LIQUID SPRAY opens the air cells, 
makes breathing easy, heals the sore 
places, and penetrates the obscure air 
cells which medicine taken into the 
stomach cannot reach.

Our Atomizer spreads the LIQUID 
SPI-tAY upon the Mucous Membrane 
where it is absorbed. While this pro
cess is going on, it becomes very vola
tile and natural breathing carries the 
excess medication to all the air cells of 
the head, throat and lungs, destroying 
the germs of disease. It is more than 
one hundred per cent better than any 
Inhaler ever made.

Any child can use IL It is the most 
effective treatment ever offered, and 
to prove it, we will mail it on trial 
FREE.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER
I will mail any;-reader of The Pro

gressive Thinker;:, my Liquid Spray 
treatment on FIV®. DAYS’ trial FREE. 
If it gives satisfaction send me $2.00, 
(two-fifths regular' price in introduce 
it), if not, return it'.at the expired time,

which will cost you only 12 cents post
age and you will not owe me a penny. 
If you want the best treatment for the 
above diseases at my special offer, 
this is your only chance. ORDER 
TO-DAY. Address,

I6.E11M0RE BLOCK, ASHLAND, OHIO.
This announcement Is made expressly 

for the readèrs’ of The Progressive
acquaintance will be a mutual benefit. 

We can furnish thousands of test!
Thinker and theirsftiends, and we shall menials like those we offer, blit they
hope to hean fromsmany of you Spirit
ualists. We.will tty to treat you so our treatment yourself to get a benefit.

will not cure you. You must try the

after long years; is written^history, and fable, super
’ stition and legend, are woven into creeds, dognias and How can we otherwise determine that law reigns? 

religions. Nothing remains stationary except - the that order prevails in the universe? ’ ' • ’
- points of the compass. Seas dry up, mountains are ............................... . <

leveled down, governments, institutions and opinions
are constantly undergoing change. What is deemed 
right and proper at one age, or in one country, is con
sidered entirely wrong and improper in another age, 
or in another country. Governments, rules, customs 
and laws, that meet the demands of a barbarous or a 
semi-barbarous community, become inadequate and 
inoperative for a cultivated and civilized people. The 
world is growing smaller and man larger every day.

Space is annihilated.
’ Messages of life arid death, success and failure, vic

tory and defeat encircle the earth in an instant of 
time. Time is obliterated. Great transactions are 
crowded into moments; years are reduced to months; 
months to days and days to minutes. One man now 
commands business and interests that formerly re
quired a hundred; one man now owns and controls 
values that should be divided among a thousand. The

Mo man, animal or insect, is its own creator.' It is 
forced into this world and forced out, and follows its
natural bias, propensity and instinct.

No man, animal or insect/is its own creator. It is 
question affirmed but what has its negative side.'

True knowledge, like precious, o^flies. deeply im
bedded and can only be found by the most laborious 
labor. The value of the gem is in exact proportion to 
the cost of obtaining it.
“Great truths are dearly bought. The common truth, 

Such as men give and take from day to day, 
Comes in the common walk of easy life,'

Blown by the careless wind across our way.
“Great truths are greatly won; not found by chance, 

Nor wafted on the breath of summer dream;
But grasped in the grggt struggle of the soul, 

. Hard-buffeting with adverse wind and stream.”
Norwich, Ct. HENRY MORRISON TEF£T.

TESTIMONIALS:
; -sProLiEjS. i.NBtfdti .»UGermantown;, Rev. Albert Egil of Elgin, 111., writes: 
Phlla.y.writesivIsha^e'Tecelved'ahd test- I will let you know that after using the 
,ed the Inhaler.'. I am happy to Hay, the - Inhaler one week I got my hearing back
longer I use. it-the more I esteem and 
consider it the most effectual treatment 
I .have ever used for catarrh and lung 
affections. It has relieved a constant 
cough I have had for eight years.

.again, for which I feel very thankful.

Mrs. Cornelia Beider of Jackson, Tex., 
writes: Your Inhaler has come to hand 
and my daughter Is using it for deaf
ness. When she began using it she

- J. E. Edwards of Water Valley, Ky,,'‘ could not hear the clock tick unless she 
writes: More than a year ago I bought was quite near it. Now she can hear it 
one .dozen Inhalers of you. I Cake . tick fifteen feet away. I enclose you a
pleasure in say to'.you that in every 
'case where I soltlithe Inhalers, they 
have done great service to the afflicted, 
so I will order mdre.

Mr. H. V. Hawkins of Algona, Iowa, 
writes: I have been: using your Catarrh 
Inhaler which I consider a little wonder. 
I have had catarrh; for seven years and 
have taken so many remedies that I 
had become discouraged. -■1 am almost 
deaf, but your inhaler is restoring my 
hearing and stopping the •'discharges. I 
would not take’$2S for the Inhaler.

dollar for the Inhaler.

Mr. Wm. Chapple of Vendalis, Mich., 
writes: I enclose $2 for the Medicator. 
Sickness prevented me from sending it 
at the end of three days’ trial. The In
haler 1b doing so much good, and I 
would not take $20 for it if I could not 
get another.

Byself «»few barmlcsc Home Cv.ro. Address
MUS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago. Ill,

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE

Phenomena of Spiritualism, 
send your name and address 
for free literature. It will In

terest you.

F. N. FOSTER,
Ol Fitzhugh 81,. Clrnna Itnpld», Mich.

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and eent FREE Jf yon will Bond your 
birth-dnte and three stamps for mailing expenses 
I luiveiiStonished thousands with my wonderfully 
conect reading of their life, past nnd future. I 
correctly reveal your future love affairs, business 
success, marriage male. etc., cud give advice on 
all affairs. Address, SUAOJSfCN, Dept. T.B.. 
215»,San Francisco, Cui.

LIAM A N-» A Lector* Delivered to Ladles Wvl Inli i Only, pz Mrs.’Dr. Hulburl. on 
the present status oi woman, physically, men
tally, morally aud spiritually. Tho divine law 
of true harmonial marriage, etc. Price, lUe.

and Matter neyrLuMa 
profound work upon a profound sub

ject. Price, cloth, 81.00.

Aooiïonius of Tuana Christian Jesus. A 
wonderful communication, explaining how his 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianity. Price 15 cents.

HEALING Causes and Effects, ULZHJiH U, By W. P. Photon, M. D. Donis 
with the finer mental and spiritual forces as ap
plied to healing. Price, 50 cents.

DflPUffO °< th0 Beyond and Within, 
fl I 111 ll n Voices from many lands and coun- 
A UUlUM tries, saying, “Mau, thou sbalt 
never die.” An excellent selection. Edited and 
compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth. 61.

hFflTU »nd the AFTERLIFE ULI 1 in By A. □. Davis.
An Instructive and Interesting work tor all to 
read. Price 60 cents.

nniTPT TPffl Between Religion and Science. 
1.1 Ai n 1. 11.1 Just the book for progressive 
vUlil Ulu 1 thinkers. A book that is very 
interesting to people who have a taste for me 
past religious history. By John W. Draper, 
price, cloth, 81.75.

FOUND
A medicine that will cure Kidney Trouble ana 
Rheumatism. Contains no acids, lias no injuri
ous effects, and never falls. $1.50 put- bottle.

Agents Wanted, 
GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY, 

______________ 117 West Hilt Avenue. Denver. Col 

Institute of Higher Sciences 
And College of Fine Force«.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure. 
’•Fast becoming of world-wide fame.”—H.Tuttl© 

Light, Color. Electricity, Magnetism. Mind, Bathi, 
Ils beautiful Diploma confein title. “D. M.”‘ 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one’s home. Books and Instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

IS. 1>. BAHM1TT. M. 1»., Geneva, N. Y,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
The oldest and best known pbj slelnn now In 

practice. His cores are wonderful; bls examin
ations tree to all who send hint name. age. sex 
and loek of hair, and six cents in stamps. He 
doesn't require any leading symptoms. Ho cured 
weak men. Address, b

DR. J. 8, IjOUCKS, M. D.,
Lock Box 1203, Stoneham, Masa.

MILLER’S MAGIC MIRRORS
A. Successful Koad to Mediumship.

Indorsed by leading Spiriiualisis as developers, 
of different phaHuH of med In inn hip, especially 
Clalrvoyanee. Our mirror« are ehrmluaBy treat
ed and very sensitive to spiritual elements. With, 
a little patience you can not fail tu develop your 
phase of mediumship. Price, I3.U). Horoscopes 
written for fl.OO. Give, date of birth, year, and. 
where born, W. II. MILLEK, 1>. 0, Box 169. Can- 
ton, Ohio.

LET OUR TRANCE
MEDIUM PHYSICIAN 

Visltyour home, and prepares remedy, that will 
cure, when you or any of your friends need med 
iciiie, or spiritual aid. Send age, complexion, 
weight, and one leading symptom, and 11.00for 
trial,

SPIRITUAL MEDICINE CO., 
Box 123, Seymour, Ind.

AN ASTONISHING OFEEIU
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp-
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed - 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Sau Jose, Call

DO Ynil NPPH An4 nett*p Kyeaight» 
LfU I v(J liuuU I can help you. I Will fit your 
RnppFsnlPC C^C8 by Clairvoyance and 
CJ|JUvLCJ vl GO spirit assistance at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lense, to 
eeo near and al a distance. Please write for Illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and Impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mall.

EitEK.—Suilieient magnetized Com
pound for (our oz. cures sore eyes, restores the 
eyes to normal vision. Ten cents (or postage.

IS. F. POOLE.
<3 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. UI

/

THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.
To the Editor:—The lyceum depart

ment of the work of organized Spiritual
ism was, as you no doubt know, culmi
nated one and one-half years ago, in 
the Progressive Lyceum, as . a lesson 
sheet, for the various lyceum workers. 
During all of this time It has been the 
intention of the National Superintend
ent of Lyceum Work, appointed by the 
N. S. A., to gain the co-operation and 
support of the various lyceums and ly
ceum workers ; to this end we desire the 
names and addresses of all the lyceum 
officers and wish that they would write 
giving a brief statement of the condi
tion of their work, if this missive comes 
to their observation.

Mrs. Hull, Mr. Kates and various 
other writers who have heretofore fur
nished lesson matter for the various les
son sheets, are earnestly solicited to 
join with Alonzo Danforth of Boston, 
Mass., and Mrs. E. K. Eager, of New 
London, Conn., to furnish us suitable

great seer, Andrew Jackson Davis. 
Trusting that this letter will come to 
many as a personal and cordial greet
ing, and that you will grant us your co
operation and support,

. I am always,
JOHN W. RING, 

National Supt. Lyceum Work.
Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

The Sunflower.
Serene the somber Sunflower stands, 

With stalk of sturdy mien; x
So tall and stately, it commands 

Due note wherever seen.

Spirits Visit a Home to Cure One Who 
Is Obsessed. •

No. 758 of "The Progressive Thinker 
contained an article signed “A Devoted 
Spiritualist," telling how his wife had 
been cured of obsession by Mrs. May 
Price, 61 D street N. E., Washington, D. 
C., and that now she was to all appear
ances, in aer normal condition.

I have a brother who for years has 
' been considered insane, and who has 
been a number of yars in an insane asy
lum. Some time ago I made up ‘my 
mind that it was a case of obsession, as 
his memory was clear and perfect. He

Mr. F. I. Ward.of Bristol, Vt., writes: 
I have given. your'Catarrh Inhaler. a 
pretty .thorough trial, and' am satisfied 
that it is all you claim it to be. It has 
helped my catarrh and also my deaf
ness. I can hear ,my watch tick in iny 
pocket now, and before I could not. I 
broke up a severe cold with it

Mr. J. Johnson of Seattle, Wash., 
writes: I have received your Inhaler 
and am much pleased with -it. It 'is 
worth ten times more than it cost me.

“I have had chronic catarrh for twen
ty years,” says Mr. H.. Fulmer of Mon
ger,x Colo., “and bronchial trouble for at 
least twenty-five years, and after a 
month’s use of the Inhaler my catarrh 
Is virtually gone. Before using the In
haler I had discharges from my nostrils 
every morning, sometimes as large as 
my little finger. My throat is much im
proved and I think by perseverance that 
the Inhaler will effect a cure.”

[HTTP ffllTMTm selections from the con- 
I n Hl I Alli tcQts of that ancient 
AUU 1XLU1UUU book, its commentaries, 
teachings, poetry, and - legends. ' Also brief 
sketches of the men who made and commented 
upon it. By H. Polang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, 81

Mon* orul l-Pin as Disclosed In the Bible.” I lull Ullu LIIU By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
<rnr>Jb 1 /AnfA Associate ot'King’s College, 
oPIrIL WOrlO London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
learn tho facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 81.10.

SPIRITS AND SPIRIT.
When Sydney Carlon, In Dicken’s great novel. 

“A Tale of Two Cities.” said. “H is a far, far bet
ter thing that I do, than I have ever done. It la a 
far, far better rest that 1 go to. titani have ever- 
known.” He gave up his head as a sacrifice for 
the thing ho loved. Are you sacrificing anything 
to know yourself, to be great when death ends 
your mortal life, to realize your God-given divine 
powers? If you are not you are not a progressive 
spiritualist. Secure these books at once, Mr. 
Grumttine’s work is endorsed heartily by “The 
Banner of Light,” because it knows thè man aud. 
his works:

CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth-bound, price. II.50(re
duced from 12.00». It teaches yon how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its. read the crystal, see the futiire. prophesy and 
attain illiiniinaticn, and be a Yugis. "All studente 
will do well to study this excellent volume. — W, 
J. Colville. “It is a revelation "—Light. “Best 
work on the su jject."—Mind, “Marvelous—Ep 
och-maklng."—Lilian Whiting.

bRIRIT WORLD, by Gaffleld. cloth. 50 cents.
AURAS AND COLORS—Willi exhaustive dio 

tionary of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique p oplo.-Pi ice Ml cents

PS YCHOMETRY— The tirsi and only book whlck 
leaches the science so tliat you can practice it 
Price. 50 cents •

EASY LESSONS In Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Paychometry. Price. 50 cents.

REALIZATION—How to enter the Fuper-con- 
scioosuess and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION-A Ms. series on howto divina 
hidden things, find lost treasures, become a 
seer. Price, 11 .Ot).

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lot at!2.25. 
each, postage prepaid.

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES-A Ms. 
serici» on this fascinating subject. Price. 11.00.

Send for Prospectus ot ”The College of Divina 
Science and Realization of Divinity.” Reduced, 
tuition. Theonlr one of Ils kind in the world.

J. C. F. GRUMBLNE.
1285 Commonwealth Ave.,

Boston« Mass.

Ethics of Marriage. By
K fl n 1/ / ft Alice B. Stockham, M. 
llIlllIwjLjLll B. Karezza makes a 
plea for a better birthright for children, and 
alms to lead individuals to seek a higher de
velopment of themselves through most sacred 
relations. It. is pure in tone and aim, and 
should bo widely circulated. Price, cloth. 61.

H. Summers of Aguilar, Col., writes: 
I have been using your' Inhaler for 
about one' month. I have had catarrh 
and throat trouble for. about eight years 
and<spitting of the blood in the morn
ings, Which has entirely ceased, and I 
cannot praise it too highly.

Robert Jaap of Aguilar, Colo., writes' 
I have been using your inhaler for 
about three months for bronchial 
asthma and have derived more benefit 
from’its use than all other preparations 
combined that I have ever, used, and 
their name is legion. I consider your 
Inhaler worth many times its weight in 
gold.

HP A TH ITS MEANING 1 A aud Kesults.
By J K'Wilson, of tho Pennsylvania Bar. 

An absorbingly interesting narrative relating a 
series of wonderful psychic manifestations oc
curring in the writer’s experience. Cloth, illus
trated, 11.25.

Henry Harter of Huntington, Ind., 
writes: .1 received your Inhaler and find 
it all right. I haverused if one day and 
a half. • I can now hear a clock tick six 
feet away; before using your Inhaler I 
had to hold it up,to’ my ear to tell 
whether it. was: going. I want the 
agency for this county. ■ '

Wm. H. CoalwelL of Toledo, Ohio, 
writes: After one week’s'trial of your 
Catarrh Inhaler,..noamoney could buy it 
if I could not get another. •

Mr. W. F. Menther of Flemingsville, 
Iowa, writes: We aie using your Ca
tarrh Inhaler, and find it above its rec
ommendations. -

DCXZ/'IJC Is the invention of a prao- I V I \F| |" tical medium, under spirit 
1 Cz / \zl IL7 guidance, and Is ■designed to develop mediumship, Many, by its use, have 
received long communications from spirit 
friends, and express great satisfaction. Price, 
Bl» and 20 cents extra for expressane.

UAI4AUET His Birth, Character and 
mnnU/TlLl Doctrine. By Edward Gib
bon. This is No. 0 of the Library of Liberal 
Classics. It is conceded to be historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect in every detail as 
to be practically beyond the reach of adverse 
criticism. This work will be found intensely 
interesting. Price, 25 cents.

,, x , . . . ’ has not forgoteh anything concerning
Upon this stalk, great outstretched himself that has ever happened in the 

past', and remembers everything that 
takes place now; .so I took him into my 
home in the hope of finding some one 
who could remove the evil influence. 
This letter of a. Devoted Spiritualist 
came like an answer to my prayer, and 
I decided' to 'appeal to Mrs. Price for 
aid. I wrote to her on the last day of 
May or first of June, and on the evening 
of the 3rd of June, just after retiring I

leaves
Of living green abound;

So formed and hung that each relieves 
Some awkwardness else found.

Nymph-like on top of this green throne 
The yellow flower bas place;

With majesty that's all her own, 
- „ , She sits In regal grace.matter for the Progressive Lyceum . 

which is constantly growing In favor 
with the lyceums, which some twenty- 
fiVe in number support

It is our intention to make the Pro
gressive Lyceum of indispensable Inter
est to lyceum workers. It Is truly nec
essary for us to concentrate upon cer
tain Unes of work; this will in no way 
modify the freedom of thought or ex-

Fidelity from her we learn. 
Her bright and-smiling face • 

All day unto the sun will turn, 
To keep with him apace.'

saw several Indian spirits come into my 
bed room; one looked like Blackhawk,

A.

Minnie Collins of Haynes, Ala., 
writes: Enclosed' find price of the In
haler. I hate heed using it for three 
weeks, and would not take $1,000 for it 
If I could not get another., I can sing 
again, something I have not been able 
to do for two years. I always had to 
stop singing to clear my throat My 
husband is'surprised at my Improve
ment ' '

ITITTP TIT1VV4 The Dlakka and Their 
1H1!i B1AKKA.
interesting and suggestive work. It Is an ex
planation of much that is falsAand repulsive In 
Spiritualism, embodying a most Important re
cent interview with James Victor Wilson, a 
resident of Summer Land. Price. 50 cents.

and I was about to greet him, but be- 
Look up and smile, the light is bright, Si®d°.v° h® sa.id,' .* N®' Mai 

If we in Truth but seek; Price. .Then they went Into the next
With patient love, pray, trust the Right, I??“ ^h?™K“VlothT\sle,ep8'.

—... ■” r 61 them gp to his bed and look at him;
then I Saw the spirit of a young girl at 
the head of my brother’s bed.. The In
dians took hold of' her. She struggled, 
they threw'her prostrate, and alLdisap- 
p'eared. For the .first time since being 
with me, my brother sleptwell all night, 
and he has rested well every night 
since.

I. W. Parkss of iFalr - Haven, Va., 
writes: I received! the Inhaler and

And walk ini spirit meek.
broke up a cold im. two days, it is
worth three times what you ask for it ' 'W. H. Baker of Richland,1 Kans.,

pression. How beneficial to the éstab- °’er every life will Autumn come, 
lishment of organized effort .it would be - For full fruitions glean,

*' ■' ' As when thè childhood span is nin, 
Then comes the grown up scene.

to have every lyceum iri the United 
States and Canada exchanging thoughts 
on the same topic, on the same day; 

■this would establish a great wave of 
psychic thought which most certainly 
would be conducive to vast good.

We endeavor to make each month a 
special one in some respect; for June 
we had a special issue of the lesson 
sheet foç the Band of Mercy movement; 
July two issues were devoted to a con-' 
Bideration of the Anniversary of the 
Declaration of Independence, and Au-

With ample load <?f goodly deeds, 
We wait time’s tones unheard;

So gives the Sunflower many seeds, 
To plant, or feed (he birds.

Engraved forever may there rest 
In each and every thought— 

“All, all is Good, each thing is best, 
By change our lives are wrought.

Right rules, light guides, though leaves 
mayfall,

gust is for Sunflower Day, a special' is- The'flowers decay and fade;
sue with responses, recitations, lesson Law toTerfection moves through all
matter and songs will be issued. This From atoms worlds are made, 
day was instituted last year; hope that ' .
lyceums and societies will join with us Surely then, you and I will do 
and observe the first Sunday in August' The very best we can - • 

~ .. ................ To cheer and bless, our whole
through, 

Each. passing fellow-mari.

On Monday morning June 6, I re
ceived an answer to my letter, from 
Mrs. Price, dated June 3. In the letter 
she said she believed she could help my 
brother and would give him treatment. 
She also spoke of my being medium- 
Istic and advised me to develop my 
gifts. I had not mentioned it to her 
that I was clairvoyant, and had other 
phases of mediumship, as I do not con-

- sider myself fully developed.
■ T can see improvement in my broth
er’s' condition in other ways besides his 
sleeping well at night, and thought it 

life would be veil to write to you, telling 
you about this ease, as it may induce 
others who have friends or relations af
flicted the same way to try and set re
lief for them.

---------- writes: I received your Inhaler Feti. 1,
Henry M. TBwerrof Spencer, Mass., and I am more'than pleased with it. It 

writes: I.-regard; yo4r Inhaler the best, has done me more good in three days’ 
if not the veryibesttil have used- for time than any other remedy . I ¿have 
many years. After .terne, forty years of ever used.' T would not sell it at any 
experience wlthtasttima. I think I have other price.if I could hot get another 
found an absolute spieciflc in your rem- one. I enclose you the price for two 
edy. ■ . more treatments. .

Rev. C. H. HodgpE of-Coalport,-Pa., X D. S.‘Atkins , of Durham, N. C., 
writes:'4 havwa-eceived your Catarrh writes:. ! enclose $2 fori-the Medicator. 
Inhaler, and fflad ltban excellent thing It is thie best thing for Catarrh I ever 
for catarrh anfivnervbus headache, and saw. I have used many other relnedies, 
can checrfnllySrecoinmend it.- It is, in but your Medicator is worth more in 
fact, the best hthalta I ever saw. three days than others in three months.

- AUSTRALIAN LIFE TABLETS.- '

as Sunflower Day. The following acros
tic was used by the little folks last year, 
and as doubtless it reached but a lim
ited number, we. furnish it here. ■

■ While several of the- lyceums • have 
closed for the summer, the lesson sheet 
appears regularly each week and we 
trust through its.efforts we will gather 

. together the many, lyceum forces and 
) workers,: thus establishing the all-Im- 
/ portant work of juvenile education, the 
, foundation of which was laid' by. the

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B.'Waite, . A. M.; author of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state, 
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov. 
ernment An Important work.' Paper, 
S5 cents. For gale at this oSca

We are now sending .with each Co-ro- 
na a package of this; great Kidney and 
.Rheumatic remedy,, free when request
ed. Don’t fail to mention it when you 
write. It is the remedy that Mr. Taber
speaks of in his letter.

AGENTS WANTED.

loids are selling much better than for
merly. I have made $76.30 in the last 
four days, retailing to Individual cus
tomers. I can make $20 more-Friday 
and Saturday.

• (Signed) A. L. TABER.

I fe<jl certain that Mrs. Price will 
cure my brother and will let you know 
if she does, as I am sure you take an 
Interest in all- such cases.

You are doing a good work, and I 
hope you will be spared, many years to 
carry it on.- I, too, am a

Extract From A. L. Taber's Letter:
Ashland, Oregon, May 23, 1904.

Mr. E. J. Worst, Ashland,’ Ohio:
Dear Mr. Worst:—I enclose express 

order for another lek of Medlcators and 
Tabloids.- I am selling more of your

P. S.—Mr. Taber has been selling our 
Medlcators and Tabloids for four years 
in California and Oregon. He has sold 
in this time many thousand dollars 
worth. He has frequently written me 
that he seldom fnakes less than $12 a 
day. I mention this in addition to an

aSVOTED SPIRITUALIST. goods now than tefore. The Tab- cf

TUC CAI (I . <TS NATURE, RE- I Hr 11 I • LATIONS ANO EX- 11 IL CJVUL • PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price 81.00. This is one of the best books 
given by the guides of Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who bnve been 
members of tho classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of the teachings.

TREATMENT BY HYPNOTISM AND 
SUGGESTION; or Psycho-Therapeut
ics. By C. Lloyd Tuckey, M, D., 
Aberd. New York: G. P. Putnam’s 
Sons. Price, $3.

, This is the fourth edition, revised and 
enlarged, 376 pages 8vo, ot a most valu
able and standard work, by an acknowl-' 
edged authority and eXpert in the sci
ence ot .healingby ..hypnotism and sug
gestion/ The method of treatment by 
suggestion is clearly and exhaustively 
considered, and Illustrated by descrip
tions of'numerous actual cases in the 
author’s personal experience.. The 
work will be found a valuable auxiliary 
to physicians in ameliorating and cur
ing the mental and physical ills of their 
patients, and Is worthy of most careful 
study not only by physicians, who 
should bp thoroughly informed in the 
nature and methods of curative hypno
tism or suggestion, but also by all stu
dents of hypnotism who desire to thor
oughly understand tho subject It is a 
valuable mine of Information to all who 
«assRlfc gases.

The Nemesis of )Thls faficfn. 
Chautauqua Lake | X, wX

known Author and Scholar, 
HON. A. B. RICHMOND,

Should be la the hands of every Spiritualist In 
the land. It Is based ona htstorlonl tact, but 
through the naratlve is woven a psyehio Une of 
thought in the style so natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that one can tec I fie autnor'a 
very presence during its pensill It is certain. 
U- Interesting. Price, cloth. 75 cents. t ,

A Valuable Work. "
Concentration, Meditation and Insplra. 

tion. How to develop these desirabla 
gifts according to the most approved, 
methods of ancient and modern teach, 
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. Bj; 
Laura G. Fixen. •

A course ot practical experimental : 
lessons, of especial valfle and assistance I 
to tiiose who desire to be benefited byj 
the development of powers of concern' 
tratton of thought, clear meditation ami
superior inspiration. 

Sent complete'fór 50 cents.

AmwMiPsss rent discussion ot religious problems. The author by Illustrations and a planslphere (a repre
sentation ot tho celestial sphere upon a plana 
with adjustable circles), traces most ol the 
myths which Ue at the baso of Christianity to , 
their origin in sun and star worship. Th, astronomical tacts given possess great value, I 
the Illustrations rare and curious.

extract from his letter on even date 
above to show what an agent can do 
when he gives all his time to the sale

M J. SOW.
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GENERATES ANIMAL LIFE. Occult or Supernatural Commynjon. ;

organic matter.and control these vibrations, is assert-

of

of

THE MYSTERY OF GOOD AND EVIL.

By the Editor of The New York Sun.
already

AXIOMS AND CONCLUSIONS

In-

the

* *For toilght is not monvoices,

not

REFLECTED

chess, cockle., etc., etc., anything that
Let them

carry the

be

J. H. MARTIN.

escape.
rnirecauUon suggested by science and by

does 
eter-

they live from a minute to several 
hours. One colony that was created

nothing 
I have 
the aid

and 
the 
had

conceive of anything that does 
change.

The hardest diamond never has. 
not. and never shall exist, but is 
nallv changing.

Resulting From ths Processes of 
ductlve and Deductive Reasoning.

pretends to mediumship; 
alone! Let them alone!"
: Why not. m consistency

Do the Dead Revisit Us?—A Dlscussipn 
and Experiences Tending to Show' 

That They Do Sometimes,

Darnel, zizania. Ganada thistles.

an army officer who had rentes it 
gone to India. The house was in 
suburbs of London. The officer 
lost an arm.

A girl whose father had rented

Jesus’ Parable and Its Application to 
Fake Mediumship. •

a™ÄSteÄÄS fi® ST* “oat torma ot animal lite only awaits Iha "ÂÎ’SÏÎ’ÏJIÜ'SS', ■ ■
routïol of’cVriäta-vibratlo.is of cosmic fo^Vif"or f?”m SoYány‘kind 
“und°ing of chéXs’wIll Trost ^ey^have no ancestors other than in-

YOU CANW AF- i
ford to miss an issue 
of this paper,'with its 
wealth of SPIRITUAL 
LITERATURE.

VOL. 30
"  - -

NO. 765

If Not It Is Vefy Evident Noi Read the Spiritualist Papefe.

This Is the Camp-Meeting Time and Much Is BeiflgjMe for Spiritualism that You Will Know Not Of. 
?z"■ Especially you should read the opinions of Master Minds in the OPEN COURT »¿w in weekly session. You can not keep up with^the Procession unless you read 
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER. The Open Court will be an Arena in which will b6 considered what is for the best interest of Spiritualism, on a variety of subjects.

hv Pbnrips w i .ittiefield' a local Tho; compounds I have used.are all in- \*t“enela’ a loca‘ organic except the alcqhol, which is the -scientist of Anderson Ind ope Thlg
And foi proof of his idea Dr. Little- cou](| Rot contain the germ of life. One 

field claims the, discovery and genera- pecuuar feature that I have - noted in 
tion pf animal life in the form of winged tjjiB experiment Is the fact that these 
insects from chemical solutions. He is compounds are very liable to spontane- 
giving daily demonstrations of his ex- Ojlg combustion it the vibrations are be- 
periments. low those necessary to produce life.

From a viscid, transparent substance From this stage they gradually cool'off 
fqr one part, and a clear .chemical com- until a temperature corresponding7 to 
pound’ for another, by union of the two ............. • ...............................
compounds Scientist Littlefield declares
and presents a demonstration tending 

/to convince’even the skeptical that he 
h(is created, something extraordinary 
from his solutions.

Dr. Littlefield promises that he will 
make public his compound in due.time, 
lie is constrained to not explain the 
composition at this time, he states, be- 

■ cause it might interfere with further 
success in his own invention.
. ¿During the last three years Dr. -Little
field attracted attention by hiB claim to 
generation of life from crystals of salt, 
which were, subjected- to a simple com
pound, the principal parts of which 
were anua ammonia, alcohol and* dis
tilled water. Having explained that In 
detail. Dr. Littlefield believed the form
ula was appropriated by scientists of 
Berlin. Paris and Rome, who have 
since heralded a- discovery that Dr. 
Littlefield thinks Is none other than his 
own formula. So. for that reason, lie 
said, he desires to protect his method of 
producing animal life from chemicals. 
Placing a few drops of his new solu
tions on a glass under a microscope, 
and incasing it on four sides and’leav- 
ing the top exposed to the .microscope, 
tne eve will perceive through the pow
erful glass innumerable, black objects 
rapidly .developing -in tlie--drops of 
chemicals, and soon winged Insects fill 
the case., flying swiftly about as if look
ing for an. exit to freedom.

•A period of about one hour Is re
quired, for. the development, of the ani
mal life from the fluid after it is placed 
or if. clean..pla(e of..glass..dneased and 
nut under the microscope.

Dr. Littlefield declares .that -his in
sects are not the production: of- larvae, 
nor eggs of. living creatures that might 
have come into.contact with his chemi- 
icals or apparatus.

Dr. Littlefield has written the follow
ing explanation for the Chicago Amer
ican:

By Dr-'C. W. Littlefield;
I can produce millions of these in

sects from a few drops of Inanimate 
matter. . Each one has a distinct indi
viduality. and is not in any way depend
ent on the others for its power of loco
motion. ■

»You can see them-grow up seemingly 
from nothing and fly into the air. where

animal life is reached, when the living 
créatures begin to develop.

About two years ago I gave demon
strations of the . resuscitation of ani
mals that were pût to death by drown
ing, by covering them over with a pow
der charged with magnetism. This 
same powder in solution Is one of the 
compounds that enter into the produc
tion of-these living objects. About a 
year ago I demonstrated that crystals 
of common salt would develop into liv
ing germs when subjected to the sanie 
influence for a period pf nineCy minutes. 
■These facts led me to believe that I 
had discovered the life principle.

Now, by Infusing this same principle 
into this drop of clear, transparent, 
waxy substance living forms in the 
shape of little gnats or winged insects 
spring from it as if by magic.

What they are I do not know, nor do I 
know into what they are likely to de
velop. ■ I expect to make cultures of 
these to determine whether or not they 
will propagate. And i will also try to 
increase their size. 11

I have a theory m regard to their pro
duction. The theory upon which I have 
worked in all my experiments is tills: 
Some form of motion. generally spoken
of as vibrations, underlies bvery known 
form of energy. Life is a manifesta
tion of energv. These vibrations mani
fest themselvfes to-our physical senseri. 
Light, heat, electricity and sound are 
all produced by vibrations. But wo 
-would? never know-them as such if we 
did not possess special organs briilt up 
in a manner suitable to recognize them.- 
Life also results1 from the action of cer
tain vibrations on definite-compounds 
of matter.

Viewing life from this standpoint, it 
may be compared to a' musical scale. 
After we strike the key of life fn erea- 
tion.s harp;--the higher the vibrations 
the higher the form of life. This I be
lieve to be the cause of the -various 
forms of life that exist on the earth.

When we have learned to control'the 
vibratory movements at will we can 
produce any form of life we wish. 
These are deductions that can be legit-

There is one entity which embraces 
in. its part all that is.

In order to identify it, let us call it 
Matter

It is all that ever was. Is. or ever shall 
be. It is without beginning, present, or 
ending.

Matter embraces both cause and ef
fect. An effect is indisputable evidence 
of a cause. To assume .anything inde
pendent of matter would be to assume 
something material, which assumption 
would identify that something as mat
ter.

The attribute identifying matter in 
anv form is continual change. Any
thing that changes is matter.

There is nothing conceivable that 
ceases to change. It is impossible to

The supernormal process known as 
automatic writing is but one among a 
series of kindred processes which have 
played an important part in the relig
ious history, of man. Word-hearing? 
word-seeing and word-uttering are 
closely allied to word-writing. The fact 
that communications are writteji -with
out the conscious participation of the 
medium is not more wonderful than the 
fact that words are heard, seen and 
spoken- by others without, their con
scious mental participation in. the acts'. 
If the written coinmunicatfonb have a 
source outside thé writer’s mind, so 
may the othér forms of verbalization. 
: If writing without the subject’s voli
tion and trance speaking aré due, whol
ly or In part, to the agency of spirits out 
of the flesh, the saine claim .may be; 
made for the other processes', of auto
matic expression. "An important differ-' 
e'nee,-however,, between automatic writ
ing and speaking ond wofd-heariiig and 
word-séJing is this: That the former' 
áre active, while the latter aré’compara- 
tively passive. But In each ¿asé the sub
ject may exercise no volition, and be 
conscious of no other participation in 
the process than serving as an instru
ment for the hearing, seeing, uttering or 
writing of words? '

The “hearing of voices” js ,à phe
nomenon which has been pótéd in 
every age. Not infrequently thé vpices

this morning was 1 checked by that ac
customed sign; - nor when I came up 
hither to the judgment-hall; :iiof at any 
point in my speech as Twpkp. And yet_ 
in other speeches of mine tfe sign has 
otten stopped me In the midst. .Btit 
now it has not hindered me in any deed 
or word of mine connected ¡ .with this 
present'business. What then do I sup
pose to be- the roastin' thereof? 1 will 
tell you; I think it is that what has liap- 
pened to nie hos been a goo<^ thing; and 
-ve must have been: mistaken when we 
supposed that death ’was ah' evil. Here
in is a strong proof to nis pt this, for 
that accustomed sigh Would assuredly 
have checked me had I been about to do 
aught that was evil;1*' ' .

Shall it be- said of’6pcratej3, the great
est combination of'Intellect ¿and virtue 
of tlie ancient world', whose' profound 
wisdom during his life and whoso phil
osophical fortitude arid serenity under 
the sentence, and in the hpUr of death; 
have commanded thei'adriiitdtion and 
praise of countless ifriHlforis-i who, since 
he passed into:the' uiiseen fealm, have, 
beard the story of his’' life arid death, 
shall it. be said; that lie was a victim of 
hallucination? Were life words and arits 
that have been thus eulogized,, those of

imately drawn • from success 
achieved.

At this time I wish to say 
more than that I am sure that 
produced living forms without 
of antecedent life.

The most attenuated gas Is continu
ally changing—even when apparently 
confined it is changing just the same.

Motion is universal. Rest for any par
ticle of matter is an impossibility.

A body is said to be at rest when it is 
not- apparently changing position In re
lation to us. or things about us.

■ Highly attenuated matter acting upon 
i grosser.-forme of matter is incorrectly 
I termed force.

To illustrate the various forms taken 
\on bv matter, let us take the state of 
matter called iron, put It in the pres
ence of the vibration of matter called 
heat This causes the Iron to become 
liquid, gaseous, and then if unconflned, 
(excepting air and other invisibles) we

able cannot reach the end of space, be
cause there is no .end. The fact that 
there is no beginning is positive evi
dence that there is.no end.

The microscope with the greatest 
magnifying powers imaginable cannot 
reveal the ultimate division ot matter, 
necause there is no end to the possible 
divisions of hny particle of matter.

Cnemists speak of matter as being 
composed of something less than one 
hundred elements, because, by no 
means known to them can these appar
ently ultimate forms be resolved into 
any simpler forms.

There is but one element—namely.— 
Matter. .

Various forms of this one element is 
all that is conceived of. •

In one. Matter constitutes both soul 
and body of the universe.

It cannot bo proven that any living 
individual exists.

A child yesterdav. a man to-day. a 
shadow gone by. to-morrow.

A living or other being exists only in 
appearance.

I mean to say that there is in the ma
terial Hie of man a constant change of 
every part of his being. That at no pe
riod, of his sojourn on. ijiis earth can it 
be said that any. part othim ceases to 
change.

Tho fact that man is changing is con
clusive evidence that he will continue to 
change..

The fact that he began to be a man is 
positive proof that he will cease to be a 
man. -. .
.: Without-any mere-evidence than is 
■witbimthe comprehension ofany man it 
is self evident, that the death of the 
body no more ends all than did the be
ginning.. ' ■

The fact that a man can, and does at 
times in his life. see. hear and other
wise become impressed with ideas 
which are not due to any of his five 
senses, is indisputable evidence of an

have been, in thought and- moral tone, 
above the level of those who have heard 
them, éome have heard them from in
fancy all through their lives, and in ad
versity or danger more'distinctly than- 
at other times. The -utterances have 
been words of’warning,1 of monition, of 
instruction. The writer has known re
liable persons who claimed to hear the 
voices at times and to have been 
warned ot- impending danger or wisely 
directed by them? One of these persons 
was the late’Joel’Tiffany, who wrote 
works on law which Are sttll-uBdd as au
thorities.: by. tlie legal profession.’ and 
who also »had a wide reputation as an 
inventive genius. -He not only wrote au
tomatically wholrf volumes which wçre 
published, but heard voices, belief In 
the supra-mundane.Character and in the 
wisdom of-which largely formed his con
victions and determined his course of 
life.

> For: forty years this man of genius 
and upright life lived ’and' acted In the 
fullest confidence that the voices came 
from intelligences wiser than himself, 
and at a ripe-old age. iti the full posses
sion of his faculties uiilmpairei]; he 
viewed death as a door through which 
he would pass and meet his friend’s and 
helpers face to face. ■ - - • -----

What is the explanation? -It is easy 
in such cases to allege insanity. ' but 
what kind of insanity is that- of which 
its only indication is that the person au
tomatically. a& it were.- hears 'a yojee 
which he comes to know by experience 
expresses-larger knowledge and a high
er wisdom than he is ’• conscious or pos
sessing?

By such a monitory voice was So
crates, the wisest man of thé ancient 
world, -guided in all the affairs of life. 
He was a man of robust constitution, of 
physical health, of moral balance. In 
discussing liberty of thought and speech 
in his work-on -Liberty." John Stuart 
MillsaysofSocrat.es:

-Born in an age and country abound
ing in individual greatness, this man 
has been handed down to us by those 
who best knew both-him and the age. 
as the most virtuous man in it: while 
we know him as the head and prototype 
of all subsequent teachers of virtue, the 
source equally of the lofty inspiration 
of Plato and the judicious utilitarianism 
of Aristotle • » » the two headsprings 
of ethical as of all other philosophy. 
The acknowledged master of all emi
nent thinkers who have since lived— 
whose fame, still growing after more 
than 2.000 years, ail but outweighs the 
whole remainder of the names which 
make nis native city illustrious—was 
put to death by his countrymen, after 
a judicial conviction, for impiety and 
immortality. Impiety in denying the 
gods of the state: indeed his accuser 
asserted (seo "Apologia") that he be
lieved in' no gods at all. Immortality 
in being, by his doctrines and instrui? 
lions, a "corruptor of youth." Of these 
charges the tribunal, there is evefy 
ground for believing. • honestly found 
guilty and condemned tne man. who. 
probably of,al) then born, had deserved 
best of mankind, to be put to deatn as a 
criminal.-

Such is the character of the man who 
was guided by a voice .which he be
lieved was "a divine sign, a propnetic or 
supernatural voice." Both Xenophon

a man insane? Is it iipt more reason
able to believe that fi/s’''daemon” rep
resented a higher plàùé'tliari that of the 
conscious lifo-which was guided and di
rected by tho mysterious voice which lieu 
obeyed, even in the fdee ot physical 
death? Acquaintance •With'the charac
ter and career of the grfet-.thinker and 
moralist presses upon us the conviction 
that the monitory voIfee;aRd-the. moni
tory silence came ironra supernormal 
source. If-from-his oWn. subconscious 
or subliminal1 natUrcHwhat an unex-. 
plored and- unknown “domain.of being 
in man. is implied! !

> Does the subliminal-consciousness ac
quire knowledge by guriegnomal means, 
withotit using the senaqry »channels, and 
at1 times; communicate-this'.knowledge 
to "the» ordihary Conscdopsijess? Hari 
man a.dbeper. self irord wluch tho prqil- 
ùnts of unconscious tWoiighfi come into 
the conscious life? -Is the tfhconseloiis 
life 'that converts lod;I into'ulood . and 
bone and tissue, and eUll|fully :bn|lfls jip 
tlie system and sustains It by-wonderful ■ 
physiological processes.':also th$ sqptee. 
of the most determining 'mental and 
moral influences'of oUr ’ives? ■ .

What shall be said of the volceq-of 
Jeanne D’Arc. Which have attracted at
tention-anew of late-years' and haŸe 
been'the subject of articles in leading 
IChgllsh-iieiiodicalb? Th£ most careful 
historical research and the most critical 
examination of evidence, fall to shake 
the "testimony as to the sanity or sin
cerity of the Maid or the wonderful' wis
dom; far beyond her years? or capacity, 
ot the Instructions under’-which sho 
acted. As a writer in-the Quarterly Re
view says:

••There is not a trace of bodily dis
ease or hysteria in the Maid.'unless we 
call her premonitions a sign- of disease. 
As to the. sanity of these .’monitions' 
they were no less th oil. the expression 
ot military ¿and political,genius, " hey 
revived and re united- Fj-ance. Again 
they were not tlie manifestations of the 
Maid s own conscious.:; : désires and 
ideas: for. for four or lfee years, she re
sisted the voices, deeming their counsel 
impracticable, and herself an impossi
ble instrument of So -high a1 destiny. I 
am a girl.- she said, -imd have no skill 
to ride and light;. Rather would I have 
been'torn to pieces hr wtyd horses .than 
to have gone into Franpe. but for the

To the Editor:—I notice an article in 
your paper, No. -761, from the' pen of 
Daniel Rood, also Jas. C. Underhill, In 
reference to wheat and tares, and know
ing from study that there was a lack 
of knowledge concerning tlie Master's 
parable In reference to the difference 
between the tares of Palestine and this 
country, I thought a few words on the 
subject might not come amiss.

The zizania of the parable (Matt, 
xlii: 25) denotes the weed called dai'ftel 
(Loliutn Temulentum). The darnel be
fore it comes into ear is very similar in 
appearance to wheat, hence the com
mand that tlie zizania should be left to 
the harvest,’ as there was dagger while 
rooting up the zizania the wheat would 
be torn up and destroyed also.

Dr. Stanley, however, speaks of wo
men arid children picking up-from the 
Wheat'in tho fields of Samaria tlie tall 
green stalks (still called by tlie Arabs, 
zuwan). These stalks, he "claims, If 
sown designedly throughout the fields, 
would be Inseparable from' the wheat, 
which even while growing is hardly dis
tinguishable at first sight, therefore the 
grain is just in' the proper stage to call 
forth Jesus’ parable, for fn-those parts 
where the grain has headed out, the 
tares have; done.the same and cannot be 
mistaken for wheat or barley. But 
where both 'are Jess developed, the 
closest scrutiny will: often fail to detect 
them—evc.ii the, i’armersof this country 
would not'attempt to- separate them. 
The grain growers^bf Palestine believe 
that the Zuwan Is merely a degenerate 
wheat.—Unit in-wet seasons the wheat 
turns to tares. ~ Dr. Thompson asserts 
that this is their flxeil opinion.

It is curious to observe the retention 
ot tlie fanacy 'throiigh;.tfio,many ages. 
Wheat and zunjp. quoting from the Tal
mud. are not seeds of different kinds. 
The Romans seemed to have enter
tained the same opinion with regards to 
some’of the cereals,.

PHny< quoting-■ from ; Theophrastus 
claims that barley wilt degenerate into 
the oat. Iho notion that the zizania of 
tlie paratye are merely diseased or de, 
generate -wheat has been defended by 
P. Bredoröd and strangely adopted by 
French who: regards the distinction of 
these two plants to be a falsely assumed 
fact.' If the zizania of:the parable de- 

, notojjio Lollumv'Femulentnm iind.tUere. 
cannot be any reasonable dqubt about 

. fl, the plaiSts-'are'certainly dlstinot- -- Jt: 
is claimed by. the natives;of Palestine 

; that the grains of the Temulentum if 
eaten-produce convulsions and even 
death. But.be that as it may? the point 
to be reached Is this, that during the 
early development, of the different 
grains qf. tlie' eastern countries it is so 

■ hard to distinguish- between the wheat 
and tares that'they-have to allow them 
to reach their ,full-growth before separ
ation takes hlacaj henCC Jesus' parable.

. MRS. Lottie colleen.
JacksohVilie/Fla.' •

etat. bur to sit and spin beside my poor 
mother. ■ • \ . .
• Even to the last/ ticjcording to the 
priest who confessédTier, and stood by 
her on the pvre. 'Sho averred the di
vine origin of her voices and denied 
that they had deceived her. - ,

Was Jeanne D Arc.-ta het1 remarkable 
career guided by voiceB.Jrcmisoine uh- 
known depths of her owh.being, or did 
invisible intelligences jhat belong to an
other order of existence, direct her lite 
and manifest those powers of sagacity 
and- genius which Were so far. above the 
normal capacities of the peasant girl 
whoso highest ambitlàn whs. to sit and 
spin at home?-

Whatever theory befadopted. here is 
a class of facts under thR name Of word-, 
hearing.- which our physiologies and 
psychologies do not explain? and which 
belongs to a field of Stupy that neither 
extreme, skepticism—on the-one hand 
nor unreasoning credulity on the other— 
should prevent-our explpnng a field 

»which promises rich itesi)ltsfca,contribu
tions to knowledge ol?the Mman~mlnd. 
’ --- '-■B. F.iUljlDiSfcWOOD.

may lose track of it, but, whether we.........  .... . .. ........... .
Bee it or not. it passes trom so-called intelligence outside of the visible body, 
gas into more rarefied conditions, con- ' For instance, in a dream, we see, 
tinning indefinitely, even though appar
ently retarded. Thus, it may assume 
forms no longer ordinarily recognized 
as matter, but permeating the . grosser 
forms of itself, and acting upon these 
forms, is recognized under the mislead
ing term, of force.

I do not mean to intimate that this 
form of matter termed force Is some
thing separate or apart- from other 
matter.

Infinite forms of matter permeate and 
mingle with infinite forms of matter. 
That which we recognize as visible mat
ter. is that-matter capable of affecting 
our sensadons.

But shall wo deny tlie existence of- 
the attenuated gas ether, because we 
cannot sense jt ?

There are more attenuated states ot 
fnatter than ether, and. as there is no 
beginning nor ending to the circumfer
ence of a circle, so there is no ultimate 

vision of matter. .
The most powerful telescope concelv-

hear. feel, taste, smell and move about 
in an intelligent manner. Yet the visi
ble body is in a comatose state all the- 
while. .

To say the images of a dream are not 
real would be to deny any images at-all.

To admit them as tangible is to 
know a life apart from this life oi bod
ily restrictions. .

The pope s legate no longer brings an 
emperor to1 his knees, but the multi
tudes still wallow-shamelessly at the 
feet of priests.—E. A. Stevens. . . 
- In the pursuit Of knowledge, follow it 
wherever it may be found: like fern, it 
is the produce of nil climates, and. like 
coin, its circulation is not restricted to 
any particular class.—Colton.

We have to get truth as we can in 
this world: fust as miners dig gold out 
of the mine with all the quartz and dirt 
and: dross.- but * it pays.—Harriet 
Beecher Stowa — v -

and Plato, who were intimate friends of 
Socrates, vouch for what he said in re
gard to his daemon, whose voice was al
ways one of warning and restraint, 
whose silence meant anproval of ■ the 
philosophers course. The voice gave 
proof of sagacity winch Socrates always 
recognized as wise and good, and evinc
ing knowledge not dependent upon his 
observation and experience, greater 
than he possessed.

■ During tlie senes of events that result-, 
ed in the philosopher s death the moni
tion was one of silence, except once 
when itinterposedto check his design 
to prepare a speech in’his defense? By 
sustaining silence the daemon approved 
Inose courageous acts and words, since 
admired and praised by millions; which, 
brought upon.him.the. extreme penalty, 
inflicted, by the Dikaatery—a penalty 
which, with but Tittle.1 temporizing, he 
could easily have escaped.-

In his last speech Socrates said: 
"There has happened to me. O- ¿my. 
judges, a wonderfur thing. F or that ac
customed divine intimation in time past 
came to me very many, times? awt rnet 
me on slight ocasion. if I am about to 
act In spme way not aright* but now this 
fate which ye. behold has^come, upon 
me.- this which a man.mfffht deem And 
which is considered the very-wortt-of 
ills Yet neither when -J left myTsosud

The sun..low slnklng-Fn ^helWest. 
His eye fell on a goldfen creBt. 
Or what to him seenifed goliten hue. 
With intermingled ri^s'of Iblue. 
And fairest glints oMaiiityigreen. 
Yellow and opals in WStweeh* 
And the sun said soff/as htepassed by. 
Ton hill is bathed fa'A^atttys dye:" 

And he never lpiew.-te ai hiei passed. 
That twas only a hHL1‘wIth\V!nsp brown 

grass ....... '-1' :
That the light ne cast ton ihe earth 

. lOW ■ ■
Had bathed the hijl ity beauty s glow.
Anon, a cloud ali leadesiygray.
Sailed slowly by.ilie?staf-Same way
And glancing downwardas Shn passed. 
Espied the bilL.-Wilkfibi. -ensn brown 

grass. . ........ 1. ' L ■ ■ •
The crest looked blaqft.«In, tne shadow 
t • she;threw. ? . L..-. , •
So. seemed bht.a bluJoisomoer hue.
And she thought what a Breary. dismal

.place.. . , ¿3 J : . .. . .... 
Without tinge, of.cote pr beautv. to 
; . .grace. -:j ■
Moral—Smile qr nthetsfe^y will smile

on you ? _ M’ ~
But if you froifn.”thefr iptl give frowns, 

too. r AW&& TIERCE.
Rockford, III v

À QUIET FOURTH OF JULY (1904).

I’ll sing on this Fourth of July,
Away from explosions and poise.

On thé old farm at home, 'neath the 
sky’s azure dome,

In the heart of the purest of joys. .
My band is thé wind in the trees, 

And the birds which frequent their 
cool shade; .

So I dare sing my song, in a voice 
brave and strong,

For there’s nothing to make me 
afraid.

I’ll twine on the frame of my lyre, 
The ten.derest flowers in my heart,

Never' carlrig a groat for the cannon’s 
black throat.

Nor man's fire-works of consummate 
art, - -

I read of the horrors of war
I hate them, and wish men were 

’ wise;
That the tyrants were good, and the 
' right understood,

And grim Greed not a giant in size.
Could I set the pace to advance

I should first move the heads of man
kind; . »

With Love’s music sweet I would “ilay 
up the feet v

Of the army,” to mairch up Mount
Kind.

The great game of murder, named War, 
Is hell,—but a pastime for kings;

If her dead could awake, what a host

Mrs. Colleen .Is. quite, correct in her 
exp os t tiotti of ,the:subject.< as. every well- 
informed Biblb'StUdent will acknowl
edge. Having read-the JBlble through 
by course, some fourteen- times, to
gether with ... ieaf-ned commentaries 
thereon. I think L ean say I am- not en
tirely Ignorant,-concerning wheat- and 
darnel, etc;-' Our-sisters really learned 
and scholarly-article helps to brighten 
up the lore of the subject, and I thank 
her for .it. ......... - ■

Thoparable.is all right, rightly under
stood and.'appliod. ' The trouble is in 
the misapplication.- .

For instance in the wheat field ot 
spiritual mediumship there has been 
sown (by the Devil): or has sprung up 
indigenously, if you will, tlie darnel of 
takism. This darnel has developed un
til-it has literally gone to seed, and 
should be eradicated—that is. when it 
becomes plainly apparent that a so- 
called medium has ripened or developed 
in the use of stock tests, fraud material
izations, etc., it is time to separate 
such . mediums-from the genuine medi
ums'and burn-them up. root and 
branch, metaphorically speaking. - The 
time to eradicate them is the time 
when it becomes positively known that 
they arefrauds. or darnel mediums. --

The let-them-alone process never 
eradicates them—even after they are 
known to be fully developed., and 
ripened darnel, the cry is: Let them 
alone..

. Is this the true spirit and application 
of Jesus parable? Thus understood 
and applied by this let-alone policy— 
Jesus never could have uttered the 
parable, or if he did. he was in error.
• But such :s the practical interpreta
tion of the parable, given by those who 
ever, stand ready to shield i’.e frauds. 
by bringing them under tne protection 
ot the reputed parable of Jesus—their 
cry is. ever. Let them alone—Let them 
alone. No matter how palpaule-and ev
ident their-trickery. deception and 
fraiiduient methods and practices— 

■ Let them alone! Let them alone!"

they would make. 
To relate diabolical things!

Thdre were millions on millions 
horse;

.There were billions on trillions 
men.

Whom mothers have loved, and their 
nations approved.

Whose tortures no mortal could pen.
Back! I tiro of o’erlooking the world!

Let my thought narrow down to my 
■ home.

Where the dead yesterdays, in the jolll- 
est ways

March in. to a tiny toy drum!
The drummer is my little lad:—

And the fire-crackers snappie about: 
My two girls join the tun. papa loads up 

■ the gun:
Oh. the noise! what a furious rout!

The dog barks, the cat climbs a tree.
Tho crackers keep snapping around. 

The hens think it strange, and keep out 
of gun-range. , ■

Too nervous .to fancy .the sound.
That Fourth wa§ some years back, you 

kaw1—•
And where.are the children’todfeji? 

Off keeping the Fourth, iir the south, 
and the north.

But loving the old home al way!
. . ’ EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

same principle qf action into all the af
fairs -of society, and let the thieves, 
counterfeiters.?burglars, alone?
• I feel and write ehrnestly in this mat
ter. Genuine mediumship demands this 
protection. - b ake mediumship serves 
to cast the dark shadow of doubt and 
suspicion on all mediums. The true, 
genuine, honest medium is made to suf
fer for the sins of’the dishonest. The 
.worst enemies of genuine mediums are 
the clan of fakes-who palm off’tricks 
and frauds uhder-the guise of medium
ship. Their work inevitably serves to 
bring mediumship and Spiritualism into 
.disrepute.-- ■ ■ -. - • ■ .

Spiritualists owe It to themselves, to 
the cause, and especially to their, true 
mediums, to get rid of the whole ac
cursed outfit of darnel mediums-so far 
asmaylfe possible
1 Protect the genuine—let no darnel

“I have had only one experience in 
telepathy," said the man, "but that was 
a strong one. I ran away from home 
when a boy of nine. My father was 
cruel to me, but I loved my mother 
dearly. I got on a. ship at the Brooklyn 
docks, bound for I didn’t know where. 
Eventually, after much roaming, I landed 
at Bombay, where I became a printer’s 
devil on a small paper.

“I was taken 111 there of fever, so HI 
that I thought I was at the point of 
death. That night it was very hot, but 
somehow I got out of bed and stood at 
the lattice of the open window.

"That was some seven years after I 
had run away from home, but I had 
never once forgotten my mother. She . 
was my idol. ■ I prayed to her. In my 
troubles I talked aloud to her, and she 
mqst have heard me; for though all the 
test had long before given me up for 
dead, she would- never believe it.

“Well, as I stood there I said to her 
that I was sorry I had left her and 
caused her so much unhappiness. That 
now that I was about to die, I wanted 
her to understand that I wanted her 
to know, too, that I had always loved 
her.

“Just then it became a little light in 
the east and there began to be a breeze, 
cooling the intensity of the heat. I 
heard Tier voice at the same time saying i 
as plainly as I am talking to you now: i

" ’You will not die.’ . ।
“Then it was as if she kissed me as I 

RfonQ thorp ,!
-I got well and went home to her. • 

She told me the day and the hour that I 
stood at the lattice in India talking to 
her and her answer to me. "

I believe in such things." said the i 
Psychic Woman, and also in the near- i 
ness of the eoul or spirit to earth and I 
loved ones immediately after death, par
ticularly in Ilie case of those who die 
suddenly. Not long ago a friend, a 
young man. camo to see me. He was 
the wreck of hinisell. His eyes were 
hollow, his face hkggard.

What in the world has changed you 
so?’ I asked him.

- This, he answered. My best 
friend died suddenly and he has been 
haunting me. I see him • near me al
ways. and I wish he would rest in his 
grave and quit haunting me.-

• (I know all about that. I knew a man 
of such splendid physique that yoii- 
would nave-thoukht? to look at-blnu that.- 
J;e, would -Jive, forever., Hpi-.wi^ tok0i' 
with appendicitis- and dlpd in fhreA 
days.

. "He had beautiful auburn hair—a 
fiplendid mass of it. as thick as could 
be. He used to sit. when living. In a 
certain chair when he called on me. 
and the sunshine coming in at the win
dow made a soft flame of his hair. I 
used to go to tlie head of the stairs1 and 
watch him come up. his fine hair gleam
ing in the dusk of tlie stairway.

"For weeks after he died, whenever I 
entered the .room I could see him in 
that chair -with the sunlight on his hair. 
Whenever I.went out and looked down 
the stairway. I could see the shine of 
his beautiful hair as he came up. You 
may call it nervousness or the effect of 
my constant thought of him. but as for 
me. I believe the spirit ot him was 
there.

-One- proof, to my mind, is this story 
of an old manor house that belonged to

This is a bitter and a sacrilegious let
ter. brought out by the frightful, catas
trophe of Wednesday: but we are not 
surprised at receiving it. Many ex
pressions of a like character came to us 
at the time of the awful destruction of 
life by the volcanic eruption in Mar
tinique:

■Editor Sun—Sir—:We read to-dp-y 
of the fate of the school children out tor 
a day of happiness. Is this then an in
stance of the.goodness and loving kind
ness of God—the most cruel and ma
lignant Idol that-was ever and is now 
worshiped? Hundreds of children out 
for an innocent holiday, and he of whom 
we are told that he so loved the beings 
that he irad created that he gave up to 
aeath his onl/ son for their salvation, 
permits a thousand of-them to die awful 
ueaths for believing in him.

■-When will this terrible fraud end. 
and.men be honest for the sake of be
ing honest?

“WILLIAM C. LANDGDON.
"Brooklyn. June 15."
The mystery of human existence. Mr. 

Langdon, is insolvable by man. Whence 
comes evil and why did it come under 
the. government of the universe by a 
personal God described to us in reputed 
revelation as merciful and of exhaust
less loving kindness? These are ques
tions which have never been answered 
-and they never will be answered, for 
they are unanswerable by man. •

Calamities which have befallen men 
¿and .communities have often been at
tributed to tneir wickedness and their 
unbelief. The death ot Tom Paine used 
to -be described by religious writers os 
peculiarly horrible -because of his infl- 
.delity. If the calamity of Wednesday 
had happened to a crowd of - excursion
ists of evil character and evil lives the 
comment of .the religious on it might 
nave, and in many, instances it would 
have, been that-it was a judgment of 
God on people so flagrant in their sinful
ness. But here was a party made up 
of men. women and children of a Sun
day-school. brought up in the nurture' 
and admonition of the Lord, profound 
in their religious belief and assiduous 
in their religious practice, disciples of a 
a church peculiarly strong in its adher
ence to the strict religious fa.th of the 
past. Was this a judgment of God?

The ways of God are past finding out, 
we are told by St. Paul. They are in
scrutable. But the ways of nature are 
discoverable, determinable, foreseeqj'le 
and preventable. ’ If a child ventures in 
front ot a locomotive it.-is crushed. If 
people live on the sides of a volcano 
they are liable to perish in 1 la eruption, 
whether believers or unelievers. signal
ly righteous or flagrantly wicked. But 
here man and man s prudence and sci
ence can step m, wardwff and prevent 
the catastrophe. In our public schools 
crowded with chi:;. - has been per- 
lected a system ot fire drill by which 
the children, from the . Httlest to • the 
.arge$t..are enabled: to escapeun
harmed, in a few moments, from a.fire 
in the building. If there was no such 
possible numan precaution great num
bers of tnem would alwhys.be liable to 
destruction. ■■ -- » ■■

: That is all we know, but we. know 
that thoroughly. We know that we 
must look out tor ourselyes._that; every

manor house was stricken with the ko
dak fever. She took pictures of the 
house, one room after another, until she 
had taken them all. Then sne togk the 
films to a London photographer to be 
developed and printed. Alter a week 
or so she called for them.

■ They are very good.- said the pho- 
tograpner. with the exception ot one 
that is a little dim—the one of the one- 
arnyed man who is sittng in the library 
by the table.'

-- 'What one-armed man?' she asked 
in amazement. There wasn't a single 
soul in any-room when I took the pic
tures. Not a soul.'

■ There was a man in the library.' re
iterated the photographer, lor here is 
the picture ot him.'

He brought out the picture of the li
brary. and there was the one-armed 
man sitting sadly there by the table. 
Upon investigation it was found that 
the owner ol the house, the one-armed 
army officer, had died suddenly in India 
on the day on which she had photo
graphed his home.

'Was there anything more natural 
than-that his soul should cotae back on 
a visit to his old home the moment it 
was freed from his body? . Or tnat my 
friend s soul should come back and 
visit me?'—New York Sun.

experience mubt be used to prevent 
panic and save'life in a crowd. We know 
that all possible measures of safety 
should be provided and taken on a 
steamboat loaded with passengers— 
discipline, constant watchfulness and 
proper construction—and we know that 
they can be- made successful in their 
employment, except in those rare in
stances where the. cause of disaster 
seems as unpreventable as-it is undis- 
coverable. a

Mr. Langdon puts on God therespon- 
sibility for the General Slocum disaster, 
but actually the responsibility was alto
gether human? Is not God responsible 
for the laches of his creatures, and how 
can mercy and loving kindness In him 
be reconciled with their suffering and 
ugath if they violate nature s laws?

That is a mystery. Mr. Langdon, and 
the world of civilization is no nearer to 
its solution..-to-day than was. the first 
ravage in the form 6f man; .

Self-reliance, self-restraint, self-con- 
trol. sclf-aiscipline. these constitute an 
educated will.—James Freeman Clarke.

A crank is somebody who insists on 
trylng-to convince me. instead ot letting 
mo convince him.—Anon.

JAS. C UNDERHILL.

MillsaysofSocrat.es
alwhys.be
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Established for a Few Weeks Only, for the Consideration of Cer
tain Important Questions Connected with the Welfare of Spiritualism

flu linDorilal Hearlno Is the Frlonfl of Justice.

Wty z8, wo«,

A PROMINENT STRAZZE CIVES HIS VIEWS. , . - - . .- f ✓ ... . - _ . _

IT. It is true that Mr. Hale,- once a firm adherent to

times and finally be trapped.
Meyer think any spirit is going to put

I pray for further enlightenment

death.
-,

!" epirit forma, out into the tírele room, so I Reynolds.

inescro whichmay be agreed upon the her are competent to form their own

Your
If Mr. Hale will not accept of the be from three to six seances, then to

Now is the time to extend the circula-

within 20 days after the publication of I basis of the above suggestions, would it this earth contains such a vast amount

fore closing. Soon she' opened the- 
slates, the pencil was gone, so the chil
dren found another.piece of pencil. She 
tried it again, and begged them to tell

Angeles-.to Denver and return, find all of the thousands who have heretofore 
hotel.bills while-there, and upon an ar- I sat In her seances, these indorsements

Probably enough .has been said pro 
arid con on this subject, therefore to

MRS M. EMILIE KRATZ. 
Los Angeles, Cal.

--- —I ---- ’—T - 
ANOTHER CHALLENGE..

___  . ’-S’ ' ' - ’’I ' .. .Which. Money„flayp.an ..Important

to improve my mediumship; then began
_ . - telling about the book of tests, as also

advice satisfactory from spirits a few having all paraphernalia for physical 
.. „ « manifestations. I opened the door, and

ordered him to leave, as I had no time

her giving away the.secret,of how to 
materialize “genuine material spooks,” .

ing that of the person sitting next, us- every“ earnest soul, that in seeking for : 
ing the hand for your spiritual demon- light, we close not our eyes and sit with 

The man | stration. This 1b qlso done many times'folded hands in any seance-room, mak
' " " ’ * “ ' ' ’ ing of ourselves a dead easy mark for

—, --------- - ------ -  — well equipped by our spirit friendbSiriltol.
i. pend.on It th# .dove, and flowersuihave/sail out from underthese lines' of igwnET 
been in the lady’s skirt, she'who was ance, and show to the world the beauty "'

I one ot the committee;, 'tls she who is and grandeur of truth that all are seek-

above proposition, and is so confident have harmony and confidence assured _
of his opinion being correct, that spirit every one in attendance must be sub-'non of The Progressive Thinker, it 
forms do not return and cannot be pro- ject to the same tests that are applied ,^111 contain Occult and Spiritualistic •: 
duced, then I will make him the follow- to the medium. . I news with which every one should be

INDUCE
Neighbor to Subscribe for The 

Progressive Thinker,

ing proposition, which must be accepted ' Arrangements being made on the familiar. -No other paper published on

in the future. ”, 
But 1 am running rampant. What be

came of this 'little''.medium?.,, She, 
stayed' all-the next .week at, pur impor-

to this tfoen Conit M tor Our Beloved Cause..

' . . . ' Turn On thejearcliliglit <
Turn on the souichllght until that piesinno theso parties aro touring all / 

which has so long been concealed in ...... - - • - -

AK OPEN GOUE^jProminratLed^^Sfttidisinflily<ifMr.Hale
and as we suppose theioiher party to be positive and 
against us, we take the «opposite extreme and render

Mrs. Catharine McFarlin Gives Her Views.
Mrs, McFarlin is prominent as a lecturer and a me

dium in the West, and is highly respected for her 
many sterling qualities. She was present when Mrs. 
Griffen, the materializing medium, was exposed in 
Milwaukee, Wis. She (Mrs. Griffen) . .was found 
with a complete outfit of artificial toggery that she 
used to deceive the public. The exposure was com
plete, and the circle was so indignant that they raised 
the ‘ ' cry of fraud !” Can the National Spiritualists 
Association, aided by all the state associations, pre
vent the “cry of fraud” under such most lamentable 
circumstances; or can they in any case suppress the 
“cry of fraud,” where fraud really exists? To sup
press the “cry of fraud” where fraud really exists, 
would be like suppressing crime without arresting the 
criminal. Mrs. McFarlin gives an account of some • 
wonderful’spirit manifestations. Thè truth in all 

’ cases will prove triumphant. ,

Since there has been Buch an array of i 
Able argument, both pro et con, of late ¡ 
upon the question ot fraud and the Blue i 
Book and materialization, I feel it my ! 
duty to add my mite as a testimonial to 
the cause we so dearly love, and are । 
(driving to defend, and. weed out, which 1 
¿Some are so fearful that we will kill on 
account ofthis cleansing process..

The way we make our gardens grow 
and develop their profits, is by tearing . 
out the weeds; and 1 Bay, let us not be 

' afraid, but go on with the cleansing; 
for, as to there being fraud in the name 
of Spiritualism, it is too glaring a fact 
to be denied. I have not only discov
ered it in materialization, but in many 
of the so-called test seances.

For instance, when I attended the ex
pose ot Mr. Griffen and his wife and 
saw the array of cheesecloth and turkey 
feathers, it was enough to convince me 
of the fraudulent work of these people, 
yet, sad to say, I believe they- are me
diums; and can at times give genuine 
manifestations—and that the pity of it! 
Heavenly gifts are so often possessed 
by persons without any moral con
science. •

It has also been, either my good or. 
ill fortune, to once upon a time lecture 

•upon the platform with a test medjum 
following me with his messages, or 
tests as they were called, of whom I 
was certain he mixed fraudulent work 
in with,his genuine, JIor where there 
was a large crowd of strangers he 
would give the same old tests over and 
over again to the same- persons, and 
they were Spiritualists (or so-called) 
who would say, “Good, good; that’s 
fine,” .etc., instead of -taking him to one 
side and telling him, “Now here, that 
won’t do. People have heard tifoSe 
same things too many times here.” Of 
coursq, the’ Strangers Tn' til® ' audience 
would’, say' “Isn’t that °wóhdérful for 
him to call-names in that waj‘! And

ourselves as positive the- other way. ..
'■ Indeed, one of .tke.objectionu..to jnedijiBiftliip in the 
h’ork entitled “The Groat ..Psychological Crime, ”, of 

« ••••.- • ... - . which so much'lias been said in "The Progressive
l avinliijo+invie Ii •' T^ 'iirna CO^i i■ Phinker,;is that the m&liwhs must-subordinate them-
tenalizations, he says: “It was a very cad t(J j j n n be jnlroduced fr01n
and the person who wfll play spirit and try.te]d ftnd bfdiviUuulity wouid-be 
him or herself oft as a dear loved relative isy ' J I wou](l ljnd it a djflicu)t tabk
devoid of conscience; The man or woman yho W in ive w)nI-e jn a contest or Jneeting whnt 
take one s money without giving a just equivajfeift f 1, chllncil™ it wopld he difficult for
A THIEF; but theor woman viho will one ». uijlebb
money under the pretense of parading them-, loved ( iewi(Jbb(J exh„uAed he cOuld not remain awake, 
before them IS A GHOUL, and has no right to live m " - ..................
a civilized country. And this is just what lpis[.
done time and again here in Los Angeles:^but it wg b u uuib . ........................... .
not occur again until after Bro. Hale dies, or-leaveb, ]nntei.i!llizhlir phnse oi ’1)Bychic manifestations, 
the city. .........< ........ .. has-no faith in it whatever. But this disbelief

D. W. Hull steps to the front and gives out 
something about mediumship and that $1,000 £»
Mr. Hale, of Los,.Angeles, Cal. Speaking ofi thowi

; But let me assure my psychic readers that this oft er 
Its made in NO DEFIANT OR BRAGGADOCIO SPIR-

mediumship shall he revealed to light.
As a reader of The Progressive 

Thinker, being one of its earliest sub
scribers, I wish to join with its many 
readers who, like myself, sent out a 
feeling of thankfulness towards Its ed
itor who dares open up his columns lor 
the hearing ot all sides of a question, 
thus giving to his hearers food for 
thought, which is tlie true propelling 
power that leads to investigation.

No subject ought to be of greater im
port to Spiritualists, and‘none ought to 
be more openly discussed than medium
ship. Those just coming into'the line 
ot investigation are kept in ignorance 
as to its laws, etc.,-and are prone to ac
cept all that any individual cares to 
thrust upon them, as coming from soul 
excrirnate, ■

Demand proof as to tlie Identity of 
tho spirit manifesting, If there can be 
no living proof established, at least do 
the departpd spirit justice by showing 
to tlie world they have not deteriorated 
in their intellectual development.
• Mrs. Laura M. Hyland of Sawtelle, 
has stirred up a hornet s nest through

the states as they are recommended by 
many spiritualists as being perfectly 
wondeitul; they also gave materializih" 
tion that was so material it remained in 
their trunks after they left them in my 
home city, Evansville, Ind., for a board 
bill some years ago.

Make your own spirit pictures by tak- ■ 
ing any oidinaiy picture in newspaper 
oi almanac. Frank Donovan used both. 
Outline these carefully with an indel
ible pencil; then wet handkerchief of 
muslin, put on solid surface; turn your 
picture face downward and press with 
the hand, then raise gently, when lo! 
you have a picture of your spirit father 
or mother, etc. it was my lot to be 
thus deceived us I kept under cover the 
picture of what I felt was the picture of 
a deceased nephew. I, however, found 
its counterpart later in one of Jayne’s 
almanacs, which, of course, broke the 
charm. •

she then pressed the slate lying oh the 
palm of her right hand up against the 
under side of tlie bed of the table with 
her left hand always upon the top of 
the table iri full vlew of the sitters; no 
cloth upon the table, the window dur- 
tains raised very high and allowing dif
ferent ones of the sitters to put their 
hand right over her hand that held the 
Blates. We were all, I believe, moved' 
to tears when we'heard the loud rap- 
plngs as though made with a sledge; in
dicating to remove' the slates. She 
did so, and there were 'these words, in a 
large legible hand: "Good morning, 
friends; we come to greet you,” and 
this message was followed by a list of 
names covering tlie whole slate, names 
of friends we had nearly forgotten, 
and none of us were asked to write a 
name of any friends at the beginning 
ot the sitting. In the afternoon- there 
were twenty-two sitters present. ' The 
large oak dining-room table was used, 
stretched out’ to full length, and loud 
rappings came on one end of the table 
and a regular telegraph ticking came at 
the other end. Two telegraph operators 
being present then, they took down the

. messages. Then we all moved away 
from the table and it rolled back and 
forth from one side of the room to the 
other as though it had been a toy.

We next held materializing seances. 
The. first evening the skeptics present 
were not wholly satisfied, as during 
the seance a hand and .arm came out 
from the curtain with a plain gold ring 
on the third finger, and-it was seen that 
the medium wore a plain gold ring on 
her third finger. Mrs. Sleverson in- 

। sisted that they all come the next even
; ing and place her under the strictest 
। test conditions, which they did; these

I would Bit and think, “Old chestnuts!" 
I have never seen a bound volume' 

called the "Blue Book,” but I have 
seen andTiad offered:me what was akin- 
to it; and that was whole lists óf leaf
lets with' names to use for test-giviiig 
following my lectures. Perhaps I 
should not give this thing away, but I 
AM SO DISGUSTED WITH THIS 
DAMNABLE WORK. .

I was told by, a medium who can 
make hundreds of dollars to my one 
cent, and many people know he mixes 
his work! yet they chase after him as 
though he were a god. Good Spiritual
ists, too, they‘are, and’he drinks and is 
uncouth in many other ways. । '

I_w.as told If I did not accept thè list 
of names to create a sensation the first' 
evening I couldn’t get an audience and 
I would never “get rich.” Well, I had 
a respectable aùdience, but to be sure 
not as large as he can draw; but I am 
one who prefers quality to quantity any
way. To be sure I am not rich, and 
have no gems, to flash before thè eyes 
of my audience, as many are attracted 
more by what they see than-hear.

BUT I HOPE I HAVE STRUNG A 
FEW PEARLS ON • THE GOLDEN,

were . suggested by herself. '-fehe'tooK; 
off her gold ring, one . of the sitters 
wearing iL, ..She. then- drew on wpair of' 
black,gloves, insisting the Skeptics sew 
thejn firmly, overcasting them to the 
bottom of the sleeves, with double white 
thread; then she would have her hands 
tied behind her, her body tied to the 
chair, her ankles tied together and the 
end of the rope held outside by one of 
the skeptics, coins placed upon- the 
toes of her shoes. - The skeptics 
searched the parlor that was used as 
her. cabinet, and sealed the doors and 
windows. . . .

The circle ot about twelve was 
formed about the archway that led into 
the parlor close up to aperture which 
was round at the top, the. curtains run
ning straight across,, that left a place 
for a good deal of light to shine over 
the curtains into the parlor.: Remem
ber she had no lantern-shaded..light to 
be, raised or lowered, but there was a 
four-gas-burner chandelier in the sit-.', 
ting room right where the circle was 
formed, and they were all lighted and 
not even lowered. ,

Mr. Foster began pla g softly upon 
his guitar, and a so & .come from the 
parlor of a heav ir of clogs, dancing, 
keeping timg 1th the music, and the 
skeptical ntleman who held the rope

THREAD OF TRUTH, AND AS I PAJ5S < 
ALONG THE PATHWAY TO ETER-. 1 
NITY I MAY GATHER SOME GEMS i 
THAT MOTH AND RUST CAN NOT 1 
CORRUPT, NOR THIEVES BREAK IN 
AND STEAL. • ' '

And now as to materialization. I 
know it is a fact, else I don’t know any
thing, and the senses I have always re
lied upon since my consciousness took 
place are-not to be depended upon 14 
any matter of-observation. ■ '

-Abouftwelve years ago I was then a 
resident of Winona, Minn., and at that 
time there was a little lady by the name 
of. Sleverson, who lived, or rather, 
boarded in Madison, Wis., who unexpect
edly blossomed out into the most won
derful versatile phenomenal medium I 
have ever seen. It was like this: She 
and her husband were boarding with a 
lady who was a strong Spiritualist, and 
had a niece who was a rapping medium. 
The niece visited, her aunt while they 
were there and they held seances, and 
were Informed-that Mrs. Sleverson was 
the most wonderful instrument they 
had ever found, and wantedi her to sit 
with this lady. She did so, and they 
soon found she was possessed of the 
gift of rapping much stronger than the, 
niece, and had also the gifts of . inde
pendent slate and letter writing, inde
pendent voices, the moving of furniture 
and physical objects without the touch 
of hands, and playing upon musical in- 
strujnents the same; and last, but not 
least materialization, and the little lady 
was so ignorant of Spiritualism that she 
did not even know the definition of the 
word, nor the word mediumship.

A gentleman friend of ours living, in

,, ?’e se,e‘ frlends> bow necessary
t is that we keep our eyes open in'ptir 
investigations for truth. When we 
cease seeking the marvelous, these mar
tel-or wonder-workers will cease. ■

One of these once said to’ me, when 
confronted by the writer for knowingly 
practicing deception: “They want It. .1 
have to live. If I don’t give it to them, 
they will go elsewhere. I can't stand 
the wear and tear of honest medium
ship, so I give them deception, and they' 
go home happy, not knowing they were 
deceived.” '

This person Is endorsed by the very 
best of Spiritualists, and has been In 
the field many years. '

Spiritualism.will never have the foot
ing or recognition with the world It de
serves until we think for ourselves, »mi 
not what some mediums or spirit may 
dictate. Churches must have their 
bishops, the Catholics their pope and 
many Spiritualists, either their “guide" 
or that of some medium, thus ceasing to 
think or act, becoming the slave of an
other, which is contrary to the very 
teachings of true Spiritualism.

Yes, there has been a little blue book 
distributed in our ranks. An agent for 
the same once called at my home In 
Evansville, Ind. He made his business 
known by asking me if I did not desire

™ ,dbes not prevent fairness and candor on I1Í3 part.We have th considerable ^hÇussio pro .et,-con h f .(>r 1(j in d faiU uml he would be
concerning Brother Bale n oiler of h> ,000 lor a genu- ' t() bec0]fj, putillcd lo |he onc
me niateriahzation. ft is an all-taded questton; but. it * alI(] (|()1|ill,s if 11)e ofl’cr h not accepted it 
J• ¡íeaveS evqrÿ.'materializing medium-under..suspicion;
Bro- Hale, I should-accept;it; but if 1 did not <1Wi''i.'teE..0J;(l)11ary.people-will not stop to think-of the em- 
bnn, very likely I-should -turn it-moment à' 
seem to be doing. But I-should not tuin it do^vfi 01tl(ilmodhuii; appears to accept,fhe.'offer,. e.V.ep.though he 
any. such excuses as, are being put up. ■ • . mOney ,liè removes', that suspicion.

. )Ve are unctiously tffid.with an apparent ü'W)r of... ÿ beHeÿe tliat ,he thinks he oeea.
voice and tear-dimmed eyes; that the Cimsc is teo s& z . manifestations, and he will be cred
cred to be trifled with in any such mannerv,^-.honesty though ]ie ^ay be mistalten about 
.ri^^iy^umirnever shouldmake merehandise/of -V -B ^ale is pot'prejudiced; he will deal 
their, gifts, , etc. We all know that .such; -^excuses ¿ unv one who COJ¿es to try for the $1,000,-
mere apologies. Materializing mediums are. Svill giVe'hini a reasonable munber of seances,
ri ysoindifterentto th-raeeumidirtionpf alittlftÿiRte. -gentlem(m> or her.as^ lady, impose no
Ihere may be, and no dopbt theie aie some whonokiOV}S conditions on him,, nor- humiliate him in
fuse to reeeive. compensatipn for their contributif. AR he win .requir’ is that he shall elimi- 
toward the, evidences of. a continued life after so possibility of fraijd. This may be done by

but the majority of theni .run tho rns ' tiæ medium in a wire cage, or simply tacking
ness for _what there is in.it, and that they have ht-. .R . - over;him, or some -,other manner,
tie'other iUteVestinfthe,oaustítlian what t^nan-get; ^ j£ 0TCI1 a bX is materialized he will be satisfied, 
out of it, ismanifest-by the little inteies.t they take in .y ¿uafantee that any hiqterialiring.medium will, 
the work. ofXiur camp-ineetiiigs where Bother Hiîle reasonable ¿Áá-even pliable. : I re
in attendance, their.absence from.qll theitectar.es the*.-,di think>Brother <Hale is only one
conference,meetings,iuid.their apparent-cofitempt of* WOuld be foUv to go a long way to 
all but their ownteeances.^ They seldom give.e.^'j pdd j aig0 realize; that It tyould not shut
âence.ot being flcttlated b|r any- but selfish trft^ests,-.,^ Of caviléis.iiBro'tlier.Slalp.should be cón- 
I say this vvith,pap?, .jhpir lugubrious affectatl0P'P ,, ^lit(j ^jid.tjia^ prejudiced-men--.who do not want to 
conseientipusnessrop. a ¡matter of. rcceiying mmwíor ^oui¿. continue'to-Carpi ; Bùt we should're- . ... _ _ .
their business.sounds-strange in the face of nnlW'flié is accented, all tfie'ma- y°u 9n to where to locate a gold mine,that were Spiritualism not their stock in;trade, no .one W iinless thepíemetew ine ma °. h
Mnid- everi find diif that1 thev were SniritualistS;-' ■■ teriahzmg mediums of the cpuntiy Wilf lie.under bus- I£ thla could be done the medluni) rest 

v> 4- '' f “Th-"wr'aM Dv^ TTaio an<l thfit to saveidheir-ireputaiions some one- assured, wouldn’t be long In locating it
.B"t ’I8 ? J4ld'Upt.haow Bio. himself into' the breach,'and thatholiest for his, or her own personal gain, for

him to be a fair-minded, sincere personal shouldftprpi ?test as a finality... As.to dishonest they are human. . •
down his offer;-tooj^and those versed-in psychic - V • • ' . Never believe.that any medium can
ence know whv 'thQun'htíióV mayTiotbe able to.'ina®e -8ien> -Spiritualism has n ouse i or develop.you; the gift is not.bought. . If
Enlata to neon e who live m the material altóW Broi'-Hate'has reason for his’iinbéltóf. He has been the gift is in. you, sit at home. Their 

ter, or at least a-prizë." To beat in any game.or to-iwiim.hfver in-all manifestations of that kind.- what pur exnerjence, try it, 
niív nrivo veri hi Ka the ‘hutting forth of fo&te '•’dataflwfc ported to be-his friends, he learned in time, was tpe Beware of the person who would nnd nilSîffÆ &iSZff fteiiw' His apples' of Sbdohi, beautiful to the eye, have all join hands, .especially in a . .....................
and we alLknow- that cannot be done in medipJgSfllJi^. • , +0 nkhes on his lins It was a verv sad expert- dark circle. It invariably results in the where I am yet in darkness as to medí-without ’destroying its.object; Many., of our .felteft».™111«1.to mes onnrç ups,... « was^a-very saoi^er . medlupi 1Q08ingone hand ftnd Blhbstitut. umahip> Let this b th )ncentlve of 
have considerable mediumship, but at-times forbsome^nce, and-the. person who; wdlrplay spirit-and try to । - - - - - ............... e or
reason the manifestations dó not seem as good aB-'thdV“ PnBs him or herself oft as-fl.’dear-loyC'd relative is en- 
should be, and tliefeihèy bring their efforts to tySes^'tirely devoid of such p thipg ¡is. conscience. The man cabinet with
cue. Sometimes I hearUmedium describing a spirit,, orwoman who.,will take.oiie¿s money without giving- lurtaln.stretched across, exposing their 
giving so much thht it is'easily recognized, whsmthdia just equivalent IS A THIEF; but the-man or,woman headB. .
m.»v nnnio« iiirt to See ’what the médium ¿fflfrdb -who willftake'one's money, under the pretense oi pa- Flowers and a dove materialized after -Gnn thSiriSive £'Sï$e iX^efiM^radiii^fttóiíl¿tad before them'IS A GHOUL, and has the medium had been examined by a 

Lan tne spun give ms-namei lui gieai mus & .,„1 „„ '+- f committee of ladies before entering the
tached simpletons ought to know that such a request no. right to live in a. civilized, country. And this is caldnet and ae mediUm wearing the 
would call forth an effort -from the medium ^fiicîï 'jûst whát has been done time and aganr here in Los petticoat of one of the committee, while 
wñiílri hrèok the snirit awav so tliat itwotildVlldiflL5 'Angelesf hiitTt will- not Occur again “until after Bro; she, the lady, remains in. hidin&^-d.e- ■ would break tlie spirit ajvay. ^ tp^ iv,wguia1^f.mm . 3 ; - I . . I pend on .it the dove and Aowera;;lh.ave
cult to get,as.go,od results asÆthe ^°3 W í?1^-,- ¿ - - - -- > 1 . . .

-to themseiyesi!-;.There:is-no.occasion iqr.askm^idr ai- "Hoping that this presentation of the subject may m-1 one of the committee;, ’tls she who is __ „___ _ ..,„v
name at afav tinie as thé hante Udllbe given if'possible.' duceéomé'honest medium to accept Bro. Hate’s offer,' capable of throwing the rest complete- ing, "proof of man’s existence after 

; In accepting achallenge, oprififids irdifiiWib as-' I do^ , - J .. ' ... DANIEL W. HULL. 1» otttte ^Old
, sum® a negative condition, or render lupiseli passive, . Los Angeles, val. .... ■ - for a week in this city .last winter. I

such as Elsie Reynolds and many more 
produce at eb much per head.

Yet the result of her deception has 
been the means of ridding Los- Angeles 
at least of most of its fakes. Los An
geles’'field ls .no worse nor, better as to 
its mediums, false and true. Mrs. Hy
land makes a great sweeping statement 
by taking in the whole as being unable 
to prove their claims. While it is an 
easy matter to cry fraud, my theory has 
ever been, prove the claim; if true, pro
claim in.defence of- the medium; if 
false, likewise speak of it, so that oth
ers may be guided , aright. I never rec
ommend nor. endorse any medium 
whom I know to have once deceived.

I will conclude with a.few eyeopen
ers to those who have not as yet been 
initiated. Let us all speak of what we 
know though the heavens fall.

Weigh all that purports to be from 
the spirit world. , ; .

Don’t think, spirit all-wise.
.Do all your own business or financial 

engineering. If you don’t you may get

for such individuals. He went, saying, 
"Well, you are one out of 500 to refuse 
this offer."

He called again next day. I simply 
shut the door In his face. Some 
months Later, I found him in Nashville, 
Tenn., at the same business.

These are all facts, as all honest 
workers and Spiritualists know. We are 
constantly told, “Don’t speak of It." As 
for myself, I mean to speak of what I 
know of fraud in our ranks, if it turns 
my best friend into an enemy.

any fake, who pi ay have, like the spider, 
enticed us into his or her parlors.

We have sufficient proof to establish 
the claims of Spiritualism, without try
ing to find them.In side showed Let us 
hold up the dignity of our calling, and 
this Boat of Truth which has been so,;

genius burning iq the.apiil ,foy. ;expres- drep, and her .mediumship seemed to ond, thex-oandisrobe the medium bo ftto Thousand Dollars for One Solrlt 
lion, Such an idea Is simpjy. -prepps- have left her, or lt might only.be bus-. as hls steeet clothes.are concerned and | On« Thousand DOne Spirit 
terous and absurd; "No; .ind,ebfk the? pended by the spifjt world.for a time, 
do have an opportunity to ¡work out the until she had fulfilled -her othel’ duty; 
desires of the soul in.mflnx wayiS,”and I- So.fo aU who.areskeptical about;mate- 
feel absolutely certain of.'-lt. ¡I. , have realization I ..will say:,.I haye .no doubt 

“ ’of-th^t any morq-than of my own exist
ence .since that .time. .
, ' i . CATHARINE M’ FARLIN.

been in the spirit spheres beyond too 
many times to be .Received;,.-had top 
many experiences as .lessons, given, of 
viewing scenes ip the spirit life, to be, 
mistaken, for I. havp ha^.jePito-ted soul 
flights of whidi.I may jyrite .sometime

was-Utoard to say, “My God, this rope 
doesn't even quiver,” Then the next 
thing a pair of large white hands with 
black coat sleeves and white cuffs sur-

Winona, who was superintendent of the 
fneght department of tho L. & W. R. R., 
learned of her through her husband and 
other railroad men, as her husband was 
a railroad agent in Madison, and he at
tended- a session and was so carried 
away he induced her to come to Wi
nona, which she did, accompanied by 
her husband, coming in on Saturday

rounding the wrist, picked up the cer
tain, lifting it away up over the medi
um so we could all see her, and .re
mained long enough for us all to see 
well, and then dematerialized, and the 
curtain dropped. Then eight. hands 
came out at‘differerit places. around the 
curtain at once; one, hand as . though it 
belonged to a giant; another tiny hand 
as of a.baby, and all sizes between, 
some white, delicate, dimpled hands; 
some coarse, red, large-boned and knot
ty hands. Next, to our surprise, came 
out the hhnd and bare arm to the shoul
der of the night before, with tlie plain 
gold ring on the third finger, and as 
though to condemn us for doubting, pro
truded that linger away out from the 
hand and wiggled itl

Then camo out a lady’s hand and 
wrist, and a gentleman in the circle 
cried out his departed wife’s name, for 
there was" her hand, with two-little jew
eled rings upon her finger, a fac-slmilo 
of the rings she was buried in.

Who shaH pay that the ring-makers 
who have gone to the world beyond 
shall not be making rings and orna
ments there to adorn the lovers of or
naments. I hope so, as ’ I am not rich" 
and can’t yet afford much more than 
brass jewels, and I may sometime flash 
diamonds and pearls over there; but I 
must proceed.

The next on the scene was the ethe- 
realization of the busts of persons, tho 

> head, arms and all being well formed, 
but the bust resting upon a misty 
cloud; the first was the form of a beau- 

i tlful blonde woman, her eyes were very 
. blue and gleamed with light; she

evening, expecting to return Monday 
morning. So she brought with her only 
a small hand-bag containing her'night 
apparel. I speak of this in detail so the 
reader may know she could not have had 
mjich of any, paraphemalia .wlth. her.

■ On Suifday morning - Mr. - and ■ Mrs.- 
tapster, Mr. and..Mrs..Miller, -and my 
husband and- myself formed around the 
dining-room table for a slate writing 
Belfries with her, she using a- slate toe 
children had brought from school. Lay
ing on it a pencilabout threeiaches long,
v

request hlnrto.attire himself in another I Materialization.
suit or,.robe-which may be furnished. To the Editor:—A very generous of-' 
Third,"-it J they so wish they can cover I for indeed. Many writers for your wide- 
the medium and the chair in which he awake Progressive Thinker wonder 
sits wltir-mosquito-bar, nailing the same why some one of the many mediums for 
to the- floor, .so that they may know that I tlie phase of materialization do not hop, 
It ip Impossible for him to leave the 1 skip and jump to get such easy money, 
chair in. .which .he is sitting, or if they I However, this proposal is foreign to the 
wish, to;.forego, this- last precaution, charges made by gentlemen Hale and 
then in that case we will agree that the I Cherry, Los Angeles, Cal., of fraudu- 
medium jwill be brought by one of the I lent practices indulged in by Mrs. Elsie

that.bpitii- the medium and the spirit I The above question has two sides, as 
_ _ • -------- - . form wlUilje In piata view Of aU in the well as their tempting, offer.

timing andkave7 us ótfier star tlfog phe- TP teS,EdItori—Jtam a subscriber and 'circle room -and the'- medium at leaqt Some writers wonder why Mrs. Rey- 
nonien'a. .....<J''. N , ■ reader of your paper,- and as’ such I have .recognized by every one. . I nolds does not write in self-defense;

One evening tie sat around the table been notipingrthe many articles therein We. will further agree that should we I possibly she is waiting until the various 
thè spirit requeStinè. Us; 'through the the laM /feWi weelS.-from- various per- feu ¡produce spirit forms as stated guns baye been fired at the thrget. 
slates to let them carry something un- sons, asking why some médium doesnot herein-under these ¿conditions, then In I The modus-operand! resorted to by 
der the fable. ’’This we did.and placed, take upfiie $1;000 offer.by Mr. Hale and that case. weiiwlR pay- thé expenses of 1 the medium does not show an excess of 
one hand on the table, the, (ithëf in opr his associates pf. Bos>.Angeles for' the . Mr. Hale and>his associates from Los I cunning on her part, in the estimation 
laps the gas turned on’full blaze. Mr. i materijilizatioivpf one spirltiorm. । Angeles- to Denver and return, dnd all pf the thousands who have heretofore 
F took his watch and it was .carried ' For.the benefittef these, various per- hotel.btlls while there, and upon an ar- I sat in her seances, these indorsements 
from one end of that, long tablé to the. sons w,ho. have-ffieen urging some me- ticle of agreement being signed by both however do not insure her Integrity at 
other. Fearing-they“might“drop it hé dium to.take up his .offer I ,would state parties we.will place'.in some bank here I this time. We believe all . who know 
took a little silver stamp case and no that as yet I have failed to see any ar- in escro' which may be agreed upon the I her are competent to form their own 
one got it; yet it left his ' hand.', We tide wherein Mr> Hale or his associates money.,fp defray these expenses and to; opinions. .
thought they dropped it, and got down make's any. stipulated, proposition. It Is be turned over to Mr. Hale, in case we 1 Probably enough .has been said pro 
under the“£able-to find it, ' but to no customary as., a rule where a person do not fulfill our part of the agreement, arid con on this subject, therefore to 
avail. Mrs. S.' theri held the slate to offers $1,0'00, for-.a certain --thing for and on the other hand we request and I settle thç controversy and fest the pur-; 
klnow where it was’. They said, “we' them to set forth- all of the conditions demand of Mr. Hale-to place $1,000 in pose and sincerity of the one thousand' 
have hid it in-the parlor,” -jihich was, and requirements,- and to place their good and lawful money in some bank in I dollar offer; we suggest the deposit be 
the second room from ¿sand-.we began $1,000 ta eserp in some banlcfor a given escro.with an agreement which both made in barilrl sworn to by the cashier, 
the search and found it tucked in a rib- period.of 30 or OQ-days, as the case may • parties, are to sign and said bank is to to be held subject to the order of a 
bon loop of a tidy on ah. uphojstered be, for sonfo medium, to reply to. As hold said $1,000, and upon our fulfilling committee of avowed Spiritualists se
chair. ' ; the matter has appeared so far in The our part of the contract and the bank lected by both parties, for a period of

She next laid the perieli on the Blate, Progressive Thinker, it has been noth- having been bo. notified by at least three months, the location of seances 
asking them for another message be- ing but a-wind pçoppsltiom; , ■ ■ three parties under, oath who occupied to be decided by committee, all other

- - ’ 1 I have known of a great many making seats in the circle, then they are to turn attendants than the committee to be
like propositions,, but when it came to tha $1,000 over to.us. ’ • ■ approved by the medium; then let thefe
putting up thé money they always had .................................. . . .. i. - .. . . .. .

PILES CURED
ON APPROVAL <

Don't Neglect Piles-They lead to the 
Deadly Cancer. My New Three

fold Absorption Treatment 
Promptly Relieves Even 

Most Malignant Cases.
I want to send every sufferer from riles, ulcer, 

fissure, prolapse, tumors, constipation, or other 
rectal weakness, mi- New Tbree-fold Absorp
tion Cure and my New Book, In colors, about 
fectal troubles. (All In plain wrapper.) I (you 
are satisfied with tlie benefit from my treat
ment, send mo One Hollar. I (not. send nothing.- 
I ou decide after you have tried it.

My treatment cures by absorbing the growths 
and healing tho membrane. It Is bringing 
tures where everything else has tailed. It has 
cured cases ot 30 and 40 years standing. That 
Is why I can afford to send It on approval. 
Hero's what you get without paying a cent in 

advance : 1. One tube of my 
Absorptive Plasma, with my 

. now Rectal Applicator, which 
Quickly heals all Itching and 
soreness. S > Ono package ot 
my Muco-Food Cones, which’ 
cure constipation and nourish 
tne membrane. 3. One Pack
age of my Pile Pills, which re- 

Z more the causes of piles and 
constipation, making the cure 

______ permanent. If you have piles. 
d.w.hSYi,KCK.>i.D., or tho itching, burning, or 
X,t.n. ExViw.uniiril heavy feeling, which shows 
Vairmiir oi o-h.Ex- that the dreaded disease is 

u. s. Armr. coming, it will cost you noth
ing to try my remedy, and one dollar is little to 
Say if cure-1. Address, Dr. Van Vleck Co.. X025 

lajestlc B.dff., Jackson. Mich. Write today.

us what they had done with it, and they 
said, “You will find it over to Mrs. Mil
ler’s, upstairs in. the dresser under a 
cushion.” Mrs. M; lived in tho next 
block, and-on investigation we found it 
there. . .

Mr. Sievcrson’s folks went-to Minne
apolis or some other place after, that. I 
have forgotten at just what place this 
happened now. But the spirits wrote 
upon tlie slates the number of a house 
and name of a street hir. S. was not fd
miliar with-; that he should go there 
and ask the gentleman living there to 
dig down about 18 inches, so many 
inches on some side of a rose bush.. I 
forget the direction also. He hated to, 
but being determined 'to prove the truth 
to his own satisfaction did so, asking 
how much the man would charge him. 
The gentleman became Interested in so 
strange a procedure and said, “Nothing, 
if you will take up the sod and replace 
it.” He did so, and found buried jew-

smiled at us, her hair was loose and 
fluffy. The next was that of a clear
typo” brunette; her hair done up at the 
back with a Grecian coil. She was 
clothed in a fleecy garment of almost 
pearl color. The next was the bust, of 
a man, very bla^t hair, mustache and 
goatee. He was clothed in black coat, 
vest cut low, and Immaculate shirt 
front, with black ■ neck-tie. I mention 
this matter of their clothing, for it is 
such a comfort to know that we can 
have real clothes to wear In the spirit 
world, and won’t be obliged to go about 
with just-one white fleecy robe‘on for
ever and- ever. . .,
.' Think of-the monotony of ft! No 
new dress-to hbpe for; nothing to long 
for to give one even a Change of counte
nance; nothing to develop th# artistic

els belonging to persons. who Jived 
there long before, who were .then in 
spirit life. ■ ...' ‘ ... ....... ■

Mr. S. once found a valuable set fin-, 
ger ring. They wrote upon the..Slates, 
the name of the owner, giving street 
and number; he went to investigate and 
found, sure enough, - the ..ring-, from 
which the set was lost -I cOuld fiJl a 
smMl volume of taesqteriarkable Phe
nomena, but must-cease -as I-fear. ¿this.

it so fortified-, withisuch'absurd condi
tions that,no mèdium.' would pay any 
attention to-it ■. ■

The writer is'-acquainted with a me
dium of tliis tity fot whom he will make 
the following prolibsition; which, it 
seems to me, ougWto satisfy any fair- 
minded persdh.. -.Tlie-medium and my
self, with hiss%.-ife,’will meet Mr. Hale 
and his assolMltes9?it such a time as 
may be mutuSfly ¿¿reed upon-in Den
ver, Colo., anfi upori^ineeting- there both 
narties are tosfeeleó?ra room or rooms 
which may be ihutiffflly agreed upon by 
both parties.fdr itlfi'holding of the 
seances, whicft arts1®' be three in num
ber on different evenings of &' stated 
week, as maynl;e We, upon, and the, 
circle is to consist often or twelve se-1 
lected and ag?eed!utwn by both parties, 
and all must fili inatte circle and com
ply with the Imes utfeerved by the me
dium in holding ilfe seances, which 
rules wiirbe-’flb more than to require 
all in the circle, to-remain quiet and to 
create no disftirbance nor be under the 
influence of any intoxicating liquor or 
narcotics duiffig the'tlmp the medium 
is in trance. ,

, Under the , Alj(irg . conditions'and 
others which are tp fjllqW in thft article 
we will meet.Mjyljtele and his assocl-

this notice: I will bet him $2,000 cash not be. the proper move for those gen- of matter so well adapted to enrich tha
that we will produce from 3 to 20 forms tiemen to acquaint Mrs. Reynolds , of mind. Send in a subscription now.
at a circlc-under the conditions named this proposal; then, if she décimés tô I _ __________ ■_________________ -__
above; or if he’prefers it, we will have arrange with them,4et the offer be open iirnrii/ip i »in IvniTirrn a
the medium sitting in the circle room in to all. Ajbli WHIIHLV f
plain sight of-every one in the circle, Let the decision of the committee be . . . - * •
instead of having him sit in the cabinet, published in The Progressive Thinker I-
and that wo will-have spirit forms de- rand thus leave valuable-future space to
materialize in the circle room right be- Pother uses.

ates and agree.to.prpduco not only .one 
form, but frotó .three to twenty forms 
under the following’ conditions:.. The
eptire number pf .peqpto who are to sit

„net- «iu,im vw.wus; .- . ■ c’ in the circletoj-juc^a committee as .¿i 
•But I must not closo.wlthPuLtelUng. they, may appoint are to lock and bar^-yQ

what became of Mrs. B; ■ Soon-<fter-we all windows and . doors, of the room or“, h*»4

letter will be too long, r

C. H. HORINE.
fore his.own eyes, if he so desires; but ■ —------- ——----- — .
this circle is to be held in Toledo, Ohio. Let the Good Work Go On. I 
I will agree in writing that if I win the _ . T  __ _ .money (which I surely will) I will do- T? tee Editor.—Language is inade-
nate $1,500 of it towhrd a building fond 10 express my thanks to you for 
for a home or place of meeting for Splr- JJ10 <ie,ar Pr°sresslye Thinker. J «nW 
itualists • I its columns so much. I read and re-;
. Now if. Mr. Hale really means bust it».and 4
ness I should like to see the color of lho 10ua Mr1
his money, ■ . tag to experience,. It rfves food for

Thanking you in advance - for the thought. Let the good work go on. I 
courtesy of publishing this in your, next ha' e. wn5n.nvht
issue,-I remain Yours truly, ■ Lmust ““P; dt lsr ordef’

. - . w F SHAW I acc°Pt it cheerfully, and rejoice with
802 Monroe Street,Toledo, Ohio. ’ ^hose who have strength ofcharacte< to

■ . j,: r - I expose fraud, yet in a way It has an;
- •_.... - . J Influence to cause people to investigate.

TO WOMEN‘WO UStEAD MOTHEMOOD Perhaps good may come out of evil, so-' 
'» H ■ . :> i ..J called.. ... . -iMRS.-.P. GILLETTE.

An Inquiry Into the Nature of the Soul, 
Its Origin and Destiny.

BY DR. PAUL CARU8.

This little book treats of tie central 
problems of all religion; the nature of 
the ego; the origin, development, and 
destiny of the human personality; spir-

BsloHMtlon Hew W May (Hvs-Birtiita Hsppy, 
■-Itelifiy Ctaldrai» AMatefr With,

-Buffalo, N. Y. ............. -

• •’ “Longley’a Beautiful- Songs.” Four
teen.beautiful, souldnsplring songs,

। itual heredity; the dissolution ot the 
body and the preservation of the .soul; 
the nature of human immortality; man-

। kind's ideals; the rational basis of eth- 
les, etc., all from the standpoint of mod
ern psychology and biology. 188 pages. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents. ,.- . ■ . .

“Dr. Carus answers the question; “Is 
Life'Worth Living?" very fully and sat
isfactorily. The whole is a compre
hensive and helpful treatise."—Journal 
Of Education, Boston.

had thbse delightful, seances, rooms in which *the’seance IB Tftld to
cabled upon by nature dfc their entire sqtjsfoeMon, that they reajtow.
vine and' exalted mJss|pa '_>o& can'feel agsui^J^ypn&Maabt end be

oE.TfflMEOTues». Dr. j.mTdv« witfi music, by C. Payson Longley.

stoiurieiu “Tbs Present Ago BBS Inter Ute;
Astefent ®ad Modem Mysteries CIsbsI- 

osfl wteteed.” Br Andiew Jack- 
I sea Bavin. We havo a few copies ot

»«sa in Aim m auiuc iu umu, wiui bvub wuiu »-«a» iv me vi StisonifciMÍ. Sii 
her hvraband and little SamUy of chü- rooms without their knowledge. ®æ- Ätewf» ate work bj the celebrated seer. 

01.10.

"Voltaire's ‘ Romances." Translated 
from the French. With numerous Il
lustrations. These lighter works of tha 
brilliant. .Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. ■ Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.60. For sale 
at this office. ..

theitectar.es
only.be
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The Great Question.
^Ä/hat Shall We Do to Se SaVed?

rlous comment Mild derision:, and 
quick oblivion would be its^Jfet®* '..Its 
utter lack of consistency would render it 
valueless even as a piece of fiction. It 
would be a child of tender years indeed

ss

Answered by W. II. Hutchinson, of Alzada, Montana.1
What would we think of a person who 

depended upon a life preserver of cork 
to aid him in escaping from a burning 
house? Or the man .who would rush 
tor a fire extinguisher when his home 
was threatened,with a. flood. If we 
wished to take an extra charitable view 
of their action we would at least Bay 
they but poorly understood the danger 
which threatened them, would we not? 
Before We can intelligently cope with 
danger we should know something of 
the form that danger has assumed or 
is assuming, its source, and the direc
tion from which It approaches. Other
wise one is as apt to run into it as away 
from it; to magnify and intensify it as 
to escape from it. Is not this true? ■

Think of tlie countless millions of hu
man beings who at some period of their 
earth experience have earnestly or fear- 
ingly approached the question which 
we have selected for a topic, "What 
Bhall I do to bo saved?” Individuals 
among them may have treated the sub
ject jestingly or with indifference in the 
early part of their career, but the time 
would come when earth seemed about 
to fade from beneath them, and from 
out the dark and fearsome unknown 
came the answering echo of this mo
mentous question as it fell from their 
trembling lips. Rightly or wrongly, 

_ generation after generation have had it 
pressed upon their notice and urged for 

< their consideration. Its dank, foul 
shadow has hung like a pall over every 
human joy, and as a dense cloud be
tween man and his rightful happiness; 
In its gloomy shade the miasma of su- 
Rerstltion finds á congenial breeding 
ground, and the beautiful flower of

simple entirely. The death penalty 
was deemed Insufficient, In its stead 
a new law was enacted, and under it 
sentence was pronounced, not merely 
upon the criminals, but upon every in
nocent unborn being. It would seem as 
though rank injustice had here reached 
its ultimate, that a depth of vindictive- 
mess had been sounded sufficient to 
satisfy even the most demoniac resent
ment. But not yet.

Now the story carries us back to a 
period prior to the creation of the 
world. In a far off region called heaven 
God dwelt, surrounded by angels, be
ings- still higher, iiiier, more perfect 
than man. Sad to say, even these su- 
perpect creatures were . a disappoint
ment to him, and his authority was dis
puted. A rebellion broke out. It failed 
to succeed. Its defeated reader, one 
Lucifer, was seized and banished to an
other country called Hell, together with 
the most turbulent of his followers. His 
name was taken from him and he was 
thenceforward known as Satan, Beelze
bub, Devil, etc. His new realm was 
one of fire and sulphurous, choking 
gases, with gloom, misery, torture and 
despair everywhere. Over its entrance 
were the words In living flame, "Who 
enters here leaves hope behind.” The

a

hope withers and dies.
The word "saved” necessarily implies 

some thing to be saved from. Thus 
comes naturally the inquiry: What is 
the danger which threatens us? If it 
is one that threatens the race, you and 
I,are as surely arid as deeply interested 
as are or have been the rest of the 

. world. And, really, if it is half as seri
ous as we are told, it is ipdeed a grave 
danger that confronts us. For centuries 
pulpits have whispered it, pleaded it, 
thundered it. -Preacher, priest, exhort
er and evangelist have voiced it in ten- 
dor entreaty, or bellowed it with all the 
force and confidence of God's own 
chosen vicegerents. Over the fears en
gendered by it men have climbed to the 
shoulders of their fellows and ridden in 
sleek, rosy, fat-bellied security of power. 
Out of it have risen cathedral, mosque, 
templo, tower, spire, dome and minaret, 

'crystallized composites of human toll, 
tears and treasure. Because of it were 
builded dungeon, scaffold, torture cham
ber and stake,, where every stone gave 
back echo to a human agony, and from 
whence the fumes of burning human 
flesh arose as a sweet incense to the 
nostrils of a demon whom men worn 
shiped as God, and before whose angry 
flat they groveled in the very dust.

Dreadful, horrible!—but, no, we have, 
no adjectives sufficiently strong to fitly 
characterize such a danger as this 
must be. And what is it? We laugh at 
the child who fears W pass through a 
dark hallway or to be put to bed in a 
room without a light. What parent

very latest editions of the story leave 
out the lire and sulphur, but insist on 
the misery. What is the gain? So 
long as one is in misery and without 
hope, how could matters be worse?

So, to make His revenge upon Adam 
and Eve more complete” God divides 
His kingdom and voluntarily turns over 
to the Devil a-part of His dominión over 
the hearts of men. He deliberately 
sends them into the world without con
sulting them, inwardly predisposed to 
serve and follow the Devil above all 
else. If they do It, aye, If they fall to 
do the exact contrary in every particu
lar, if they omit to smother every im
pulse they are born with, the Devil fore
closes his mortgage and they Are his 
for eternity. True, there was just one 
small loophole left for escape. If an in
dividual here and there could by hook 
or crook perform all the well-nigh im
possible tasks set before him or her, vi
olate every tendency of his own nature, 
cringe and cower and fawn and beg, do 
good because of promised reward, avoid 
evil merely to escape punishment, neg
lect and fail to make the most of the 
life he had and spend its precious hours 
in preparing for one he had merely 
heard about—if he could and would do 
all this he could go direct from here 
to heaven and be happy there forever. 
Even the sight of the misery endured 
by his mother, wife, or child in hell be
low would only intensify his happiness, 
for would it not be an added proof of 
God’s great mercy to him?

Nineteen hundred years or so ago the 
law was once more amended. The 
God ot this story seems to have been a 
truly whimsical creature. His anger

who would not detect its manifest ab
surdity. ~

Tako even the God of whom our or
thodox brethren tell us. Let usf®iup- 
pose him endowed with all .the hign 
qualities ascribed tq him. Iavtt nor tf 
fact that the brighter these qualities 
stand out the more impossible becomes 
the story told of Him and His works. 
"God is Love” is one statement. On 
the heels of it comes the assertion that 
He can hate, can be made angry and re
vengeful, aye, with a bitterness of re
venge hard to conceive? Can love do 
aught contrary to love?' Can love be 
angry? If this were possible it would 
no longer be love, it would be anger.

Thus we find it impossible that God, 
who is love, could be angry. By the 
same token we know that love, and God 
who is' love, cannot possibly hate or“be 
revengeful.

"God is omnipresent, everywhere," 1b 
also stated. Then if there is a hell any
where it must be in Him, in love, for He 
is love. If hell is in love it cannot be 
such a frightful sort of a place, after all. 
There is no other place for it, for He, 
who is love, is everywhere.

They tell us He is omnipotent, pos
sessing all power. This being so, the 
only power the devil could wield would 
be a part of God’s power, the. power of 
Love. And if the devil ruled over the 
hearts of men with the power of love 
there would be little to fear from him 
either. Good! Really, our hair begins 
to He down smoother. And another of 

’His attributes is said to be wisdom, in
finite wisdom, all wisdom, all knowl
edge. Then all of H1b actions must be 
wise actions. Yet the story tells how 
He made blunder after blunder, turned 
out one faulty p'lece of work after an
other, until finally He grew so out of pa
tience with His highest earthly crea
tion, man, that He condemned him to

SHE SAW «lia.
WHILE^ TRANCE

Medium Pictured Tragedy—Saw Sophie 
Kloeckler Choked to Death 

by a MarSV I

“Great God, but it's,all bo plain!
is choking her! Now he hurls 
from him! Backward Bh'ri falls 
the lake! How horrible It dll is!”

everlasting torture unless be, the man, 
would confess himself a miserable 
botch, and seek a cowardly shelter be
hind someone else willing to suffer for 
him.

A truly wonderful story thia. One 
well worthy of' the terror which fath
ered it, the ignorance that mothered it, 
and the lust of power that has reared 
and kept it alive. Poor old ghost It 
has been useful in its day. Nothing 
ever has occurred, nothing ever can or 
will occur, in vain.

But the race has outgrown ita mental 
childhood and asks for something more 
and better than an Idle nursery tale 
as a guide for life and conduct. Since 
“Love is the fulfillment of the law,” 
man asks that it be made the law in 
his case. And, to do him justice, wher
ever we see him governed by the law of 
Love we find him responsive to it. He 
surely has earned the right to a further 
trial.

(To be continued.)

JESUS’ TEACHINGS.

The

ONE 01 TWO THINGS,
No Pope Can Honor a True Woman.

HUMAN THOUGHT.
Variations Are Necessary for Progress.

He 
her 
into

After discussing the iragjc death of 
Sophie Kloeckler at ¡ 'Lakewood, near 
Atlanta, for two hours wltlra represen
tative of the Morning'News, and talk
ing of things Spiritualistic^ Mrs. R. P. 
Ward, an Augusta spirit medium with 
something of a nationfil reputation, who 
Ib visiting in Savannah?"went into a 
trance yesterday, and said she saw Miss 
Kloeckler murdered on the bank of the 
lake at Atlanta’s suburb.

No claim is made by Mrs. Ward that 
she talked vflth the spirit of the dead 
girl. Indeed she says she did nothing 
of the sort. It was the medium’s own 
"guiding spirit” that unfolded the vision 
she so plainly saw when she went into 
her trance. Miss Kloeckler’s spirit 
was never in evidence, but Mrs. Ward 
Is as certain that what she saw really 
happened- as she is that the slayer of 
the Atlanta girl will be finally brought 
to justice. ■'

"He will be arrested and he will be 
punished for his foul crime,’’-she said 
dramatically after she had recovered 
from the trance.

Medium Well Knowii Here.
Mrs. Ward secured considerable noto-. 

rlety by predicting the assassination of 
President McKinley. When two Atlan
ta mediums came forward with stories 
of the death of Miss Kloeckler a repre
sentative of the Morning News .»called 
on Mrs. Ward at her boarding house. 
When shown the “revelations” from the 
Atlanta spirit mediums, bearing upon 
the Kloeckler case, Mrs. Ward said she 
had intended writing one of the Atlan
ta papers that she had received a com
munication from her "guiding spirit," 
showing that the girl • had been mur- 
dured, but that she had neglected to do 
so. Since, however, the matter bad 
brought to her attention, she would will
ingly discuss it. She said she had no 
mercenary motive in talking about the 
cáse, as she was not acting as a public 
medium in Savannah, the license re
quired by the city being prohibitory.

Fqllowlng the desperate determina
tion of Roman Catholic clergy to break 
down America’s admirable tree school 
.system, we have the startling statement 
of similar impending intent to go back,, 
to the "dark ages,” copied from the' 
London (Eng.) Christian World:

“A real monastery—In connection 
with the ‘Protestant Episcopal Church 
of America’—has been added to the list 
of notable mansions that line the bauks 
of the Hudson. Some eighty miles up 
the river from New York Buch an edi
fice, erected at an expense of $50,000 for 
the Order of the Holy Cross, was re
cently dedicated, Bishop Whitehead, of 
Pittsburg, officiating at the request of 
Dr. Potter, the diocesan bishop. Close
ly connected with the Order is the So
ciety of Oblates of Mount Calvary,- com
posed of fifteen priests pledged to celi
bacy, and doing-parish work in various 
places. Thus /¿very feature of the 
Mother Church is gradually Imitated by 
the daughter, whose growth and free 
development in a country of naturally 

. alien spirit is an object lesson to those 
Anglicans who would, if they could, 
shake off the trammels of the Establish
ment."

What is this for the unmistakable 
purpose of priestcraft to push progress 
back to the black pages of untram
melled Bigotry, when mockery joined 
"hand and glove" with kingly despotism 
to hold the great mass of the people to 
the servile role of mere hewers of wood 
and drawers ot water, for the enrich
ment ot church and aristocratic .idlers, 
rolling in luxury and honor at the ex
pense of the half-famished tollers who 
earned every atom of the world’s living 

.for all, while barely supported on the 
scraps despotism and priestcraft per
mitted to fall from the rich man’s 
table?

The old aphorism that "variety is the 
spice ot life” is'a self-evident truth to 
anyone who studies the needs of human 
lite. To assert that among all of the 
members of a church or club there 1b no 
two that have the same mental develop
ment would not seem beyond the 
bounds of the impossible, but when we 
come to deal with over fifteen hundred 
million of human beings inhabiting this 
planet and assert that among that im
mense number there are no two of like 
development, such a statement would 
seem absurd, and such a condition im
possible. But those who have had tlie 
most extensive dealing with their fel
low-beings make that assertion, and 
we do not question the truth of the 
statement, but believe that such a con
dition is among the possibilities.

When there is such an immense va- 
rlety of phases of development, it is 
foolishness in the extreme to try to 
mold all of those various types accord
ing to one standard. In the school, for 
instance, there are certain general lines

Underlying Truth. of the Bible.

does not remember times when a sud- : 
den scream rang out through the house' ! 
with a' force that shattered the stillness : 
of the night into fragments, as well as 
Starting father and mother on a run to
ward the centre of disturbance. How 
the little one fairly leaped into your ex-, 
tended arms and shuddering, sobbing, 
crying, clung to you in agony of terror. 
To its untrained mind how real seemed 
the danger from which it has just es
caped. Yet you smiled the while you 
soothed and comforted and gently led It 
back to the door of slumberland. We 
make merry over the descendant of 
Ham and his, mysterious, malignantt 
"Hoodoo.” Let us not forget that its 
perils, present or Impending, seem to 
him as real as any that ever threatened 
us, nor that his bodily suffering when 
under its “spell is as real as any we 
ever endured.

Yet it amuses us.
We tease unmercifully our neighbor 

who dares to Hint at having seen or en
countered anything in the nature ot a 
“ghost” or “spirit.” But ere we as
sume these airs of superiority, how 
would It do to cultivate a closer ac
quaintance with our own particular 
bogy-man and determine for ourselves 
whether he is as monstrously mon
strous as nas been represented- or 
■whethe{- our fears are not to the full as 
silly as those which have afforded us so 
much amusement?

Let us see! The story with which 
our ecclesiastical wet nurses regaled 
our infant Cars ran something like this. 
Some five or six thousand years ago a 
majestic being called God, or the Cre
ator, grown tired of being a king with
out a kingdom, a ruler with no one to 
rule, made unto himself a world. Out 
of darkness and nothing He created the 
land and the waters. The land He made 
to grow and nurture tree and plant and 
vine and flower, with all sorts of living 
creatures to feed upon them, while the 
waters were filled with fishes great and

has had a chance to cool somewhat and 
He seeks an opportunity to modify the 
decree without sacrificing his dignity. 
His favorite son is sent here to suffer 
and die for the whole race. This done, 
all that remains for each of us is to be
lieve that this did happen, and that 
nothing else on our part is called for 
but to believe and he sorry, and presto, 
all our sins, whether of omission,-.com
mission, or inheritance, are miraculous
ly washed away• Thus runs the story. 
Thus is set forth the danger which 
threatens us. Thus is outlined our only 
means of warding it off.

Why do we smile at the fears enter
tained by the child, oy the believer in 
“hoodoo,” or by him who thinks he has 
seen a ghost? Is it not because we 
know those fears to be' groundless? 
The impossibility of the existence of 
such dangers renders ridiculous all at
tempts to escape or be saved from 
them. Before we do anymore running 
ourselves would it not be wise in us to 
examine more closely the dark shadow 
from which w'e are fleeing? How true 
is the story as told to us. Is it consist
ent with what we already know of God? 
Is it consistent with itself?

Right here it may not be out of place 
to have a word with the good brother'or 
sister who may be this moment griev
ing over what seems to them great ir
reverence on my part, a trifling with sa
cred things, a disposition to dispute the 
truths of Holy Writ Dear friends,

There has been much writing and 
talking among Spiritualists generally 
on the merits and demerits of the Bible 
story of Christ, and much valuable 
time spent in trying to prove that such 
a character as Jesus Christ never ex
isted—that the story of his life and 
teachings is all a myth. While I do 
not doubt but all persons so engaged 
are perfectly sincere in their copvic- 
tions, yet I believe the time could be 
used to bettor advantage in our ranks.

As has been said by Swami Vivekan- 
anda, "All the different teachers of di
vine thought that the world has eve^ 
known, while possibly expressing them; 
selves in different ways, have been try
ing to teach the same grand principle— 
the divinity in man.” They have been 
telling us of "God—the spirit “in whom 
we live and move and have our being.” 
This same-.grand principle applies to
day as much as it ever did in the days 
of Christ, Buddha and all the other an
cient teachers who gave living demon
strations of that same spiritjiower.

The various records of the life of 
Christ may not be identical with each 
other, and even conflict on a few points, 
yet they all agree in the general life'his
tory—on the exemplification of the 
grand old principle of being.

Other Spirits at Work.
■■■ “Mr. Ledford, who is quoted as hav

ing received a communication from the 
shade of Miss Kloeckler, 1b a medium 
In sweet accord with the spirit world,” 
said Mrs. Ward. "I know him, and know 
that his revelations have often been 
unquestionable. I do not think, how
ever, that he could have received this 
communication from the spirit of the 
murdered girl. • She would vot have 
said that she committed suicide.

"I think that the spirits of some of 
the friends of the murderer must have 
spoken to Mr. Ledford, pretending to be 
the shade of the girl. In, that case they 
could have made him belidve that the 
girl’s spirit was speaking. Their ob
ject would have been to Induce the offi
cers of the law to abandon- their quest 
and thus gain immunity for jtheir friend, 
the murderer. The friends of the mur
derer in the spirit world' may have 
been stronger than the ¡dead girl, and 
she may have been prevented from 
holding, communication with Mr. Led
ford.

What an object lesson for this era of 
advanced Christian civilization, in a na
tion of the highest grade educated intel
ligence!

In face of the awful disclosures ot 
monkish debauchery of young girls en
trusted to their care to be educated, as 
revealed in trials of several scoundrels 
of the monasteries in the chief cities of' 
France, with condemnation to years of 
penal servitude, do we want that sort of 
dark age mockery, rife all over Roman 
Catholic Europe eight hundred years 
ago? ' When the great body of the peo
ple were purposely kept In stolid Ignor
ance—tortured, robbed and burned 
alive If they dared to so much as ex
press a doubt of the sacred edicts of the 
church!

God help the world if it should come 
to that accursed incubus of priestly in
tolerance, as it 1b to-day in prlest-gldden 
Spain, where 58 per cent of the people 
are unable to read, and, as authorita
tively stated, there is a non-producing 
monk to every family.

Keep this monster octopus, no matter 
under what high-sounding name it 
seeks its undermining purpose, out of 
the public schools, and out of the state. 
Scotch the slimy1 serpent at every 
stealthy advance, under the irod-shod 
heel of public repression. Let us have 
no dark age monkery obtaining sway in 
our beloved America.

In large type It is announced in the. 
public press: "Pope Pius Honors a Wo

that all of the scholars must follow to 
be successful, but nevertheless each can 
only view the subject to a certain ex
tent from the plane of their own mental 
development; they certainly cannot 
take their observations from any other. 
So in the larger school of life individ
uality cannot be entirely overshadowed 
by the collective thought of the nation 
or race, but both can move along the 
lines of progressive development to
gether.

To each individual soul the great In
finite must appear different, because 
each individual is standing at a differ
ent angle of sight, and no other one can 
occupy exactly the same position. Even 
in our’physical world taken as a whole 
there is no such thing as a dead level, 
fcven the water must be disturbed or 
stagnation will follow. There are cer
tain geneial principles that human lite 
regardless of nation or race must recog
nize and obey if advancement is made. 
Obedience to the trutn, love of virtue, 
purity of character, kindness and hu
man sympathy, these are not minor de
tails but are necessities of the universal 
race.

This belief in the variations of human 
thought is so well recognized that all 
constitutional governments could not 
exist under any other .conditions, they

scale of being It is made more apparent 
that there can be “in essentials unity, 
■in noncssentials liberty;" proving that 
in the school of life the same arbitrary 
program is not adaptable toaill individ
ualities. Those variations must be rec
ognized as perfectly normal states ot 
the different individual live?, and that 
they can only have growth along those 
lines. The vision that appears on the ’ 
hprizon of an awakening world, of the 
universal congress of nations, is a pos
sibility which the present trend of the 
nations of the world will finally accom
plish. The great conflict ot the powers 
may yet have to come, to settle on the 
field of battle the question of the impo- 
tency of tlie brute forces in human so
ciety to adjustJJie differences that arise 
among the different races and peoples 
that inhabit this planet. "The mills of 
God grind slow," the forces that are 
working to bring about the unification 
of the human family on all the lines 
where unity is desirable cannot be hur
ried, It is a movement that demands 
careful consideration so that it will not 
have to be undone and the structure 
that is to be reared on those founder 
tions will be a permanent one, though 
advancing to greater degrees of power' 
and magnificence.

HAMILTON DE GRAW. 
West Troy, N, Y.

A PRACTICAL COURSE
FOB

Physicians and Students
of Occultism,

Treating on the Following Subjects;
Personal Magnetism, Psychology, 
Hypnotism, Mesmerism, Suggestive 
Therapeutics, Psycho-Therapeutics, 
Magnetic Healing,Self-Mastery, Hy
giene of Mind and Body, Nervo- 
pathlc Massage and Various Kinds 
of Manipulation, Corrections of
Vices, Education, Etc. By

PROF. OSCAR H. HOY, D. M., 8. T. D.

are important phases in the program. 
We áre not among the number who see 
nothing but contusion in the multiplica
tion of religious sects and political par
ties. . There are conditions that some
times exist that the more of them the 
better. The tendency to fossllization 
becomes ao,strong at times thgt a force 
is needed which can disintegrate, break 
up the old lines on which life had been 
moulded, and compel It to form new 
ones. There need be no fear that the 
truth will suffer; such political and re
ligious upheavals when they come are 
the threshing and winnowing that is
needed to separate the tares from 
wheat, the false views of life from 
true.

Agitation is a needed factor in 
work of human progress. We have

the 
the

the 
not

email. Over all He hung-tne sun to 
give light by day, and the moon and 
stars to give light by night

Last of all He made a man and named 
him Adam. But, strange to say, a mis- 

-take had been made in- the plan, and at 
this point became painfully apparent 
(It seems incredible that an omniscient 
deity should thus err, but so the story 
runs). Adam waxed lonesome, and 
Eve appeared as an afterthought, an 
amendment to the scheme. These two 
were placed in charge of the whole af
fair and given dominion over every liv- 

’ing and growing thing therein and 
thereon—except one. Alas, another 
flaw! Made to reflect His own image 

nd likeness, which was Perfection, 
hey proved so far Imperfect that in the 
ase of this one tree "and its fruit they 
vere deemed unworthy the freedom 

thereof. Instead, a stem injunction 
■was laid upon them to let it severely 
alone, with the treat that they should 
die the very day they violated said com
mand.

Now comes the serpent, said to be (in 
the story) the most cunning of all crea
tures below man. And cunning he must 
have been, for he at once detected an
other weakness In the "perfect work of 
the Creator,” viz., the man and woman 
were so constituted that the mere for- 
biddance of a thing inspired a keen de
sire for that which was forbidden. Act
ing upon this knowledge, and playing 
upon this weakness, he easily Induced 
(hem to disobey the command arid eat

whoever you are, I beg of you to sus
pend judgment until you have heard me 
through. I have no affiliation whatever 
with the theophobiac. I mean the man 
who angrily resents every mention of 
God and the. Bible; the man who 
thinks that in order to be consistent 
with his newly acquired freedom of 
thought he must bitterly attack that of 
everyone else. He deceives himself. 
He is not yet free. He is not yet rid ot 
his old fear. If he were, those words 
would fail to excite him. In the victim 
of delirium tremens, the knowledge that 
those writhing forms before him ■ are 
not real only adds to the terror he feels 
at sight of them. So wltn this man. 
Reason' tells him that the fear is 
groundless, yet in his heart the belief 
in hell and the devil still lingers, and 
when he hears afresh the words that re
mind him of a future state, the erst
while smothered terror breaks out 
anew, and in his anger at his own weak
ness he becomes vindictive. Because 
the gold brick he bought turns out to be 
brass, he vows there is no gold. Be
cause the God he used to worship 
proved a man-made idol, he pronounces 
God an -impossibility, in reality, much 
of .the difference between Us all is due 
to the various constructions we place 
upon words. He is passing through the 
reactionary phase of indiscriminate de
nial, that is all. He does not realize it, 
but in denying God he simply denies 
his own life, his own consciousness. 
The inexorable law of evolution arid 
progress will bring him out of the 
woods sooner or later. All roads lead 
to God arid happiness in the end. The' 
one he is traveling takes him thrdugn 
the dark forest of doubt and uncertain
ty, where many a misstep and stumble 
await him, where- many a fall and 
grievous bruise are inevitable, yet .rest 
assured he is there because it iB best 
for him in his present phase of develop
ment. But because I fall to walk ex
actly in your' path do not, I beg of you, 
jump to the conclusion that I am follow
ing his.

To me the words God, Christ, and the 
• Bible have, a meaning deeper, higher.

I cannot understand why these pub
lic workers of to-day should be so rad
ical in their denunciation of these rec
ords. They are the most positive proof 
the world has that this same life prin
ciple is a living principle now and has 
been ever since the origin of man. Why 
deny the existence of the teacher just 
because the several biographers in 
making up their stories after the pass
ing of the events do not record them ex
actly alike? They all saw with differ
ent eyes. I -would ask any fairminded 
person, how much different would it be 
to-day? Just for an example we may 
take the life work of Dr. Dowie or Dr. 
Hahisb, eaoh teachifig his own interpre
tation of this grand principle—each, I 
believe, having seen anu heard a part ot 
the whole truth and have taken that 
part, without further investigation, and 
is teaching it as the whole. Let the fol
lowers of these teachers attempt to 
write a history of their word and words 
after they have passed to the life be
yond, with nothing but their memory to 
rely on, could you expect those records 
to coincide in anything but the one gen
eral principle taught? I fear there 
would be greater conflictions than 
found in that ancient record, the Bible.

The old. .old story of the blind men 
going to see the .elephant is a good il
lustration of why there are so many 
"cults" and “isms” to-day. The inves
tigators instead of pushing on to feel the 
whole “elephant" before they stop, de
scribe and teach the whole from their 
first touch, and they have all ap
proached it from different sides.

Now again, my brothers, how can you

Medium Becomes “Logical.”
"The statement of Mrr Morrow, the 

other Spiritualist, is manifestly incor
rect if; as he states,'tSife giri'hadbeeh 
killed by the man she loVed, and she 
desired to shield that man, she would 
not have communicated with Mr. Mor
row at all.

“She would not have come forward to 
say that she had been murdered, when 
she knew that the theory was that she 
had committed suicide. She would 
have known that such an admission 
would aerve only to put the officers 
more keenly upon the track ot her 
lover.

“If she was murdered, she would not 
hesitate to state that such was the 
case, provided she did not wish to 
shield the murderer. Wishing to shield 

Shim, however, she would say nothing.
Therefore, I say that the statement of 
Mr, Morrow is untenable.

“Truth Is My Ideal."
“I am very sorry that two Spiritual

ists should take these divergent views 
of the case.

“Yes, I know that my communication 
Ie. also at variance with theirs, but, then 
truth is my ideal, and in its interest I 
amV qpelled'to tell what I know of the 
case!7

’I am certain that the girl was mur
dered, and I am equally as certain that 
her murderer will be apprehended and 
brought to justice. This' is as sure to 
happen as that the sun will rise to-mor
row, as sure as there is a God in heav
en. „

“The girl was murdered,” declared
Mrs. Ward. 'There is no doubt in my

of the forbidden fruit.
When the story readied this : stage 

we, in our childish Innocence, expected 
ter be told how they died that very day, 
as had been threatened.' But no, that 
would not have been so very dreadful of

holier, sweeter than ever before. 1 
yield to no man in my reverence for 
the truths contained in that book ot 
books/ But’I do .protest with all the 
energy of my-nature ¿against the inter
pretation which .has been placed upon 
its language; against the base carica
ture of Deity which men have set-up 
and bid, me'tall down and worship lest 
1' perish;' pgainst the insult to my intel
ligence,'-arid the foul, blasphemous Ue 
involved in" this story. Told otherwise 
than'In the'hariie of religion,' given out 
tinder any less authority , than'that of

itself. All that would have .been neces
sary for those who came later .would 
have been to avoid the trarisgressiori ......
and thus escape the punishment. Too the church«*it would not even evoke ae-

expect an enlightened people to believe 
or accept your present teaching if you 
are continually crying “fraud” at this 
ancient record of the same life philos
ophy you are trying to impress them 
with now-? It does not savor of con
sistency.

Oh, ye agnostic Spiritualists, what do 
you profit by your denunciation of this 
record of the identical principle—that 
joy bf world to-day the same'as it was 
2,000 years ago—the principle, a knowl
edge of which removes the sting of 
death and makes life one round of 
pleasure and worth the living—the 
principle that .proves to us the immor
tality of man and our oneness with God. 
Yea,, it is the only philosophy that can 
lift the soul out of darkness into eternal 
light. Even if you cannot accept the 
Bible'in detail, y<5u cannot deny the un
derlying truth of the whole, for if you 
do you destroy the whole foundation of 
your own beautiful philosophy. This 
philosophy may be new to. you, but it is 
old to the world—it has always lived; it 
can never die, for it is truth anil is eter-

mind about that. The shade of the 
girl did not tell me; I have had no com
munication with her. I was told by my 
guiding spirit, which sees things, past, 
present and future. • Yes, she was mur
dered, and a man did the dark deed, a 
man who is now missing from Atlanta. 
He is one of those who have disap
peared since the discovery of the crime 
that came to light when the lake feave 
up its dead.

Pictures the Tragedy.
"This man was the lover of the girl, 

He had.wronged her. - She met him at 
Lakewood by appointment, and it was 
to plead with him to right the wrong 
that he bad done her ¡that she met him. 
He, however, would ript do the girl jus
tice and. make the reparation he should.

"She pleaded with liim; ¡he was obdu
rate. Her tears and-entreaties did not 
move him. He glanced furtively about. 
There was none in sight tQ:see the evil 
deed he was meditating, ¡He. saw, his 
victim before him, helpless,> and he saw 
the lake, whose waters , might, he 
thought, forever hide trip) poor victim 
of his love. Then swiftly he acted, and 
the act was done.” t$-. in

Medium irf-a France.

man.” A mistake. Pope Plus can’t 
honor a woman. In her simple woman
hood, as maiden, wife and mother, she 
towers vastly beyond his power to con
fer honor on her.

Even in his own manhood he has de
liberately fallen greatly behind his right 
to place himself on the same plane with 
womankind.

It is set down in the sacred word on 
whose authority the church of which 
he poses as the head Is builded, that 
when the great Jehovah created the 
vast universe, with all the wonders it 
contains, and crowned by man as a liv
ing soul. He said:“It is not good for 
man to be alone; I will make him an 
helpmeet for him."

This from the divine authority under 
which Pope Plus assumes to rule as su
preme head of the .church.

Then by what right has he stft him
self up to ignore the helpmeet God es
pecially created for his earthly compan
ionship?

In this has he not thrown it in the 
teeth of his Creator, that it is good for 
a pope man to be alone? That he, and 
his swelling church compeers, have dis
covered that they are wiser than Je
hovah in this crucial matter; that, in ef
fect, when Jehovah said, it was "not 
goockfor the man to be alone,” He did 
not know what He was talking about!

If Pope Pius had completed the pur
posed usefulness of his manhood, by 
joining himself to a good woman, whose 
delicacy of sentiment and superior re
finement would have softened his own 
harder.nature, he would have set an ex
ample of such wife and motherhood re
specting, and home creating beauty, as 
would have been a priceless boon of ex
ample in right living beyond all the 
cross-decorating he can bestow on any 
woman, no matter how lavish may have 
been her money gifts to the church.

There is nothing half so sacred in any 
church, with no matter how many cross 
decorations and costly stained glass 
windows to adorn it, as the humblest 
home of wife and husband, where two 
loving hearts dwell together in har
mony, each for the other and both in 
unison for all that Is sweet and good.

“Pope Pius honors a woman.”
Let us see farther. Following the 

awful steamboat disaster off New York, 
scenes of such heroism in woman was 
seen as history has no parallel to offer 
for man. I cite one out of a dozen or 
more heart-rending incidents as set 
down by a newspaper correspondent:

“A mother clung to a burning-post of 
the flame-swept ship, her legs In the

yet arrived to that plane where It can 
be dispensed with, and do not think we 
ever will. Individuals and nations will 
in time attain to that state of spiritual 
culture where they can debate their dif
ferences with a desire to arrive to a 
greater knowledge of the truth, recog
nizing the fact that whether on ques
tions of politics or religion no one party 
or sect has a monopoly of all the truth. 
It is only error that fears the light. The 
foundation upon which is built the 
structure of true civilization cannot suf
fer from an inspection and criticism of 
its condition but that criticism should 
be for the sole object of improvement, a 
strengthening of the foundation upon 
which rests the normal structure of hu
man society.

Change is not always progress; we see 
that well illustrated in the conflicts in 
the political arena—the outs wish to get 
in, and those who have the innings are 
determined if possible to remain re
gardless of the methods- that are used
to accomplish that purpose.

The most advanced nations 
world, those who give the 
amount of normal liberty of

nal. ‘ O. V. LABOY FEAUX.
Reading, Mich.
•■Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 

of original and relected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. TVaah- 
burn. This volume meets.-a.rpubHe 
want It comprises 258 choice selec
tions af poetry, and music, embodying 
the highest. moral sentiment, and’ free 
from ml eecUriaaism. Fries 60 ceata,

Mrs. Ward had been discussing the 
Kloeckler case and ¡Spirltijallsni for two 
hours before her head i&l, back, her, 
body twitched,, herlJban^] sought her 
face and she squirmed agd twisted in 
her chair. For perjiaps^two minutes 
her eyelids fluttered,and^her teeth re
mained clinched. <y. : -ni

With a start she sat. u'jjglght, rubbed 
hgr brow, and apologized for what had 
happened. “It came, upon me without 
warning,” she explained, "and It was all 
so true. It was’ just as I had pictured 
it a hundred times since the tragedy. 
It was just the-whispers of my'guiding 
spirit told me. There'can be no mis
take, new. That poor girl •• was mur
dered, but the man who-killed her will 
suffer the penalty -of his act.—Savan
nah (Ga.)'Morning News.

water, and her three little children safe 
from the/Jre clinging to her skirts. 
She held on with desperation while the 
flames licked her face and charred her 
bands.' When a.small boat came along
side and picked up the babies, the wo
man was found to have been burned to 
death, her hand blistered fast to the 
post!”

What cross decoration, or any the 
highest possible church mark of com
mendation, could have honored this 
grand soul in her simple motherhood! 
She towers as high above all the tifi- 
selled pomp and triple-crowned grand
eur of Popedom as the farthest star 
twinkles its far-off rays above the 
earth! W. WHITWORTH.

Cleveland, Ohio.

fl Gliance to Make Money.
I have berries, prapes and peaches a year old, 

fresh as when picked. I used the California 
Cold Process. Do not heat or seal tho fruit, just 
put it up cold, Keeps perfectly fresh, and costs 
almost nothing; can put up a bushel In ten 
minutes. Last year I sold directions to over 120 
families in one week; anyone will pay a dollar 
for directions when they see the beautiful sam
ples of fruit. As there are many people poor 
like thyself, I consider it my duty to give my 
experience to such and feel confident anyone 
can make one or two hundred dollars round 
homo in a few days. I will mail sample of fruit 
and full Alrectlons to any of your readers for 
nineteen (19) two cent stamps, which is only the 

'Actual cost of' the samples, postage, etc.; Francis CASBT.'St. Louis. Mo

. The Commandments ;.<Analyeed,. nriea 
,25 cents.- BigMble-Storiea, cloth, S@ 
eentB. ®pr sale Btthta ofice.

“Handy . Electrical Dictionary." A 
practical handbook of .’reference, con- 
tetatag at every-uâéd eleo

tarai orghras^ Erice §5 esta,

This course of Instruction is differ
ent from any course ever printed. It is 
a condensed encyclopedia, conveying 
the highest truths and most valuable 
Information in terms bo simple that a 
child can undei stand them. Much has 
been written on -these subjects by dif
ferent schools, but they were superficial 
and it has been left to the author to 
weld them together, the philosophies of 
the east and the west. His methods 
are not a theory or a fad, but are cor
rect treatments, based on scientific 
knowledge, research and experience. 
He uses the best methods known per
taining to these subjects, enveloping 
all that is taught In other schools, and 
then going far beyond anything known 
in the west.

The course treats on the fundamental 
principles of universal law, and de
scends to individualized concrete mat
ter, giving the "evolution ot the Indi
vidual” to its highest attainment of con
sciousness. It contains a more com
plete course on hypnotism than any 
other course, and manifests a new era 
in the study of practical psychic phil
osophy.

The regular price of this unique 
course is $26. We have decided to let 
a limited number go at $5. Those de
siring this course can buy it at the 
price mentioned if purchased within the 
next four months. Address all orders
to MISS NETTIE WINTER, 

466 LaSalle Ave., Chicago, III
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and action, they are yet only, compara
tively speaking, in the kindergarten 
phase of their unfoldment, but what ad- ■ 
vancement they have made has come i 
through the assertion of the right of 
criticism, and only despotisms have de
nied that right, and the changes that 
they have made have come not by the 
normal process of growth but by revolu
tions that smashed the old systems and 
advanced them a step or two upward.

The rise of mankind to the present 
plane of religious, civil and political lib
erty has come through terrible conflicts 
with the powers of darkness which once 
dominated to that extent that liberty of 
thought and action and right of the indi
vidual to develop on the Unes best 
adapted to their special phase of men
tality was suppressed with a strong 
hand; and at present a remnant of that 
malignant spirit still exists and at 
times tries to manifest itself, but it is 
weakened that it is not an object to be 
feared, and will eventually be out
grown and the higher thought of the 
world will take its place.

The right of petition that the people 
of the advanced constitutional govern
ments have won is one of the most im
portant steps in the evolution of nations 
from the barbaric system to that which 
recognizes the fact that the thoughts of 
the nation cannot all be cast in one 
mold, that the variations which exist in 
regard to the problems of life are legit
imate and must be recognized. When 
we view the pathway over which human 
life has traveled in attaining its present 
state, see the pit of savage darkness 
out of which it has so far climbed, we 
sometimes marvel at the fact that it has 
attained unto the position that it has.

Farther advancement will more per
fectly prove that there can be unity in 
diversity, and while the present politi
cal and religious organizations of the 
world will undergo radical cha:iges, 
there will always be different standards 
by which life is viewed but they will 
not be the means of discord auiong the 
different parties but recognized as' a 
means of growth to higher development.

The effort that is being inade by the 
different religious, organizations to 
merge their differences and more per
fectly unite under one standard is a le
gitimate movement. Many of the divis
ion lines which separated them ate be
ing recognized as useless, and obstruc
tions in the way of growth; but. while 
many of the barriers that separated na
tions, sects and parties are being re
moved greatly to their benefit, that uni
fication does not imply that the right 
of each section and plane of human 
thought to work out its salvation on the 
line which it 1b called to develop shall 
be abridged. The old despotism sought 
to unify human thought and action by 
arbitrary means, the new and higher 
system of unification is voluntary; the 
variations of thought that are seen to be 
absolutely necessary to the individual 
or class are left free and unimpeded to 
work in their own time and way, while 
those who do not need that special form 
armfree to develop on other lines. -

As human life moves upward in the

(V

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
Or PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

Thia work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from .hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story tlie scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All quee- 
tlcns which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

Containing the latest investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price $1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT, 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods ot 
Catholicism to "Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convent” is to Catholicism". Price, ’ 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies, 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan ot 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

%

■’[Social Upbuilding, Including Coop
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 16 cents. Fte Bala 
atthiaoffica. ->
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An Impwtaet Historical Sa^sdry.
It is well known to scholars that the 

generally accepted chronology, which 
fixes the dates of all events since crear 
tlon, down to Ute year 1660, came from 
the hands of tho Irish prelate, Arch
bishop James Usher. Usher was born 
In Dublin, January 4, 1580, was gradu
ated at Dublin College, and was or
dained a priest In 1601. To near that 
date the Christian era, as now estab
lished, had not been adopted in general 
practice by christendom. Though Ush
er was the author of numerous ecclesi
astical publications, collected and pub
lished in sixteen volumes, in 1841, yet 
Chamber’s renders him the doubtful

TAKI! NOAXCKl
tSTAt the expiration ot «ubserlptlon, it not re

newed, tho paper Is discontinued. No bills 
will ho soutfor extra numbers.

t$nr you do not restivi» your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing 'numbers 
supplied gratis.
Whenever you desire the address er your 

paper ichanged, always give the address ol 
the place to which It has been going or the 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
Tho price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is ?2.

SATURDAY, JULY 23, 1904.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
, You should not send money in a let

ter. You may dp so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th;n you, are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Largo for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or rellg-. 
lous press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
clippings when e-. attack is mad®, giv
ing date and name of papejjj Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Fqur-and-a-Half Thousand Years Ago.
What would this old world amounf to 

were It not for Its fossils and ruins? 
The former carry back the records of 
Time unnumbered millions of years; 
and they have never been tampered 
with by forgers. Even priests could 
only meet their tell-tale facts by say
ing:

“God created those fossils when he 
made the world to confuse the wise, 
and belittle science.”

These priests were more content to 
make the mighty Ruler of the universe 
a deceiver, than to disparage their silly 
story that all was spoke into being less 
than 6,000 years ago.

Akin to fossils are ancient ruins, the 
products of human genius, whose relics 
are still preserved in favorable loca
tions, and carry us back to ages long 
anterior to a written language, and tell 
us of things that were—

“Ere man learned.
To hew the shaft, and lay the archi

trave,
And spread the root above them.” ■

It is from these ruins the early ^his
tory of humahlty must be , gleaned. 
Whatever discoveries are made Uniting, 
us to primeval times possess-a charni 
all their Own. Here the thinker revels 
in imagination, peoples’ theslS- remains 
of antiquity with rude man, only a little 
remove from Nature, and gazes oh the 
work of his hands as stepping-stones to 
the development of modern art.

Such were our reflections as we read 
the following late telegram from Egypt, 
which we copy:

Cairo, Egypt.—Discovery, through the 
excavations on behalf of the Egypt Ex
ploration Fund of the most ancient 
shrine yet uncovered near Thebes, is 
announced 'in a dispatch from that 
place. The new find is the mortuary 
chapel of King Mefttuhotep Nebkherura 
of the eleventh dynasty, B. C. 2,500. It 
is in an unexpectedly good state of 
preservation. Much will bfe learned 
from it of the history and art of the 
eleventh dynasty.

Thebes is 300 miles south of Cairo, 
on the east bank of the Nile. The val
ley of the tombs of the kings 1b across 
the river in the cliffs between the Nile 
and the Sahara desert. The Egyptians 
lived, as a rule, on the east bank of the 
Nile, the sunrise side, and burled their 

■ dead on the west bank, the sunset side. 
Sunrise meant life in the religion of the 
Pharaohs and sunset meant death.

A mortuary chapel—a place to which 
the dead were taken to receive burial 
rites, near four and a half thousand 
years age! The ritual used on such 
occasions are found wrapped around 
the mouldering dead, and when the in
scriptions are deciphered, they fall lit
tle short in interest of those read from 
Christian pulpits to-day. They tell of 

• their murdered and dismembered 
Osiris, their savior; of his resurrection, 
and his ministering in the unseen world 
in behalf of mortality just as does our 
Savior in these later times. And Isis 
with her child in her arms, is pictured 
there, telling of maternal love, and 
filial affection the same as now. Verily, 
aside from names, we have the domi
nant religion of the present revealed on 
the pictured rocks along'the valley of 
the Nile. Who is there that takes no 
interest in these revelations? Who 
partakes of the fallen fruit from the 
tree and does not stop to consider from 
whence it came? -

compliment of sayings “It cannot be 
shown that posterity is very deeply in
debted to him for more than the exam: 
pie ot a virtuous and studious Ute.” 
His Chronological Bacra has confused, 
rather than made more clear, scriptural 
dates, and the same is true 'otteiore 
modern dates.

Without regard to who Josephus was, 
whether he wrote near the close of the 
first century of our ora, or the begin
ning of the 15th century as many able 
writers maintain, he asserted an un
questionable truth when fie asserted in 
Bec. 16, Book II of his Reply to Apion, 
that:

"Those who have been admirers of 
gefod order * * * have endeavored to 
have everything they ordained believed 
to he very ancient, that they might not 
be thought to imitate others, but might 
appear to have delivered a regular way 
of living to others after them.”

With this idea before us, the inquiry 
arises: When was the Council of Nicaea 
holden? The alleged date was A. D. 
325; but, really, If there was such an 
assemblage of bishops, otherwise “over
seers of temples," an the term primi
tively signified, was it not holden some 
three centuries later? 'Church histori
ans say the Council was convened by 
the emperor Constantine, in his capaci
ty of Pontifex Maximus, to put/down 
theheresy of Arius, who taught:

“The Bon of God has not always ex
isted; that there was a time when he 
was not; that he was a creature of God; 
that he could have sinned, had he de
sired; that God is but one, and there 
can be no other."

This position was controverted, and 
three hundred bishops declared that 
“Arius first sowed this heresy among 
the people; that he was overcome by 
diabolical art and Influence.” Arius 
was anathematized, and Constantine Is 
said to have issued an edict condemn
ing him and his writings, and that “Any. 
book written by Arius shall be com
mitted to the flames; and whoever 
shall be convicted ol having concealed 
any book written by Arius shall suffer 
death.” •

All students of history have learned 
that Mahomet taught exactly what is 
ascribed to Arius; that "God is God, 
and there la no God but God.” The he- 
gira, or flight of Mahomet from Mecca 
to Medina, occurred in the year 622.

Hon. Alexander Del Mar, the learned 
Christian scholar, in his great work, 
“The Worship of Augustus Caesar,” as 
shown by quotations in these editorial 
columns of April 16, established beyond 
the possibility of equivocation, that:

“Augustus Caesar, by act of the Ro
man senate, was recognized as the ]png 
predicted and expected Messiah,, a fact

Dr, H. V. Swsringan Nterfnstod for 
8ensioh','

Dr. Swçrlngen, one of the ablest men 
In the ranks of Spiritualism, has been 
nominated for State Senator at Fort 
Wayne, Ind. The following editorial 
from the Fort Wayne Journal-Gazette of 
July 13, a Democratic paper,, and of 
course, in opposition to the Republican 
ticket on which Dr. Sweringen- was 
nominated, is a labored effort to cast 
reflections upon his Spiritualism:

“Dr. Hiram Von Sweilngon for joint 
senator from Allen and Adams coun
ties! After trying for a month to work 
their political 'gold brick' oft on some 
one the Republican convention placed 
it in the hands of Doctor Sweringen 
yesterday, Doctor, we never thought 
you were so easy. We have stood with 
you in your hallucinations and- seen 
things with yotb but it isn’t necessary 
to get under a cloud to show you that 
this is the most spiritless ghost walk 
wo have ever taken, the airiest nothing 
we have espoused. And you are not al
together to blame, because we know 
you believe all men are honest, like 
yourself. .But the Republicans caught 
you by correspondence and won you by 
the absent treatment. Even they did 
not have the nerve to look you in the 
face and tell you what they put into a 
typewritten note. We say these things 
because we like you. We have stood 
for you in everything—things we 
couldn’t see, but now we approach the 
parting of tho ways. It makes us sad 
to say so,-but there comes a time in ev
ery one's life when it is necessary to 
tell the truth to good friends, and for 
the time, perhaps, lose their liking. 
But, Doctor, when the votes are count
ed you’ll remember and forgive us, and 
if it isn't-asking too much, send ub a 
message from tho happy land of tho 
hasbeens after the Democratic thresh
ing this fall. Just a word of confession, 
so that we will know whether or not we 
are to be on speaking terms when we 
get into space with you. Good bye."

In striking contrast with the Journal- 
Gazette editorial is the following from 
the oldest Democratic paper in North
ern Indiana, the Fort Wayne Daily Sen
tinel:

“The Republicans of Allen and Ad
ams counties have made Dr. H. V. 
Sweringen, of this city, their nominee 
for joint senator. While the nominal 
tion. is almost beyond question an 
empty honor,, the party has done itself 
vast credit by nominating a man of 
such unqualified excellence both as gen
tleman and citizen. It 1s to be regret
ted his party has not a more substan
tial Honor to bestow upon Dr. Swerin
gen. In ability and worth he may well 
claim much higher distinction than has 
already come to him from his party. 
For mftny years Dr. Sweringen has 
been an eminent practitioner in Fort 
Wayne of the medical profession. His 
friends are legion and he is esteemed 
not less for his goodness of heart than 
for his lofty attainments in his calling. 
Dr. Sweringen'B candidacy Is an honor 
to the party which nominated him."

Sffll ATOJBAB.
Brief Noth in Topica oí Interest, 

raudsoai Tuttle.

The most peculiar literature of our 
time Is tlie so-ciuled “Npw Thought" lit
erature, andfit IB'exceedingly abundant. 
Of late It ha?i received an Impetus from 
Ella Wheeler, wjjcpx, who has contrib
uted to the iHeprsi newspapers on this 
subject. It'fe claimed by the cult that 
she has "annihilated” the sophistry of 
objectors, agd; demonstrated the prin
ciples ot Ilie philosophy. Well, if she 
lias, then tliei-q are no grounds for ob
jection, andiihe question being demon
strated, is . removed from discussion, 
her advice jo “c|par your , mind of ev
ery gloomy, selfish, angry, or reveflge- 
ful thought, allow no resentment or 
grudge toward man or fate to stay in 
your- heart over night,” IB excellent 
That would make a man very hear an
gelic. There is, however, nothing new 
abqpt it. It is what the Systems of re
ligion have taught since historic time. 
But there Is a difference And a great 
difference in the methods to be em
ployed for the attainment of this desir
able spiritual state.. It. has been taught 
that constant effort in right doing and 
right thinking, continued with undeviat
ing aim toward righeousness, were es
sential. Now whatever influence this 
may have, Mrs. Wilcox quotes the 
great apostle Brown, as laying down 
tho Jaw as the most “excellent rules for 
assertions," and orders saying over and 
over daily:

"I am fearl.ess. I dare do anything I. 
desire. I am life.- I cannot know sick
ness. I choose my life, I make it— 
all goodness, usefulness, success. I am 
peace, joy, prosperity, happiness."

To the great majority of people,, to 
assert this “over and over," would be 
uterly dalse. There are things in the 
world any one but a fool should have 
fear of. If a man should seo the swirl
ing clouds of a tornado coming and re
mained facing it, shouting, “I am fear
less,” if he remained on earta after the 
passing of tiie whirlwind he would be 
set down as a fool or a lunatic. If he 
could speak, Instead of crying grandi
osely, "I am life! ” he would say meekly, 
“I qm dead as a herring."

If a man could, would it be,right for 
him to do “anything” he might “de
sire"? Fortunately his capabilities are 
limited, and his “desire” is hedged 
around on every side. .

For a man prostrated with fever, or 
in the last stages of consumption to say 
“over and over,” “I cannot know sick
ness,” would be to reiterate what he 
knows to be false.

As for choosing one’s life, where is 
the person in all the world who thus 
chooses or has chosen? We are all 
thrust into, -through and out of this life, 
and the choice is conspicuous by its ab
sence. - . 1 _

Such a belief is . am inflates to vanity, 
and a deluding will-o’-the-wisp.

The penniless pauper, might sit down 
“composedly," and “say over and over," 
“I am wealthy. T own all things. I am 
prosperity," and when night came glad

that will «»ms of any stirring up an ig
norant negro can do fcaun aaylhtag lie 
may sain by aisiply reading the Bible. 
But if »Be taken, the Bible as standard 
authority, the less fee knows about any
thing else the better.

What ot tiie intelligence of an age, 
whe® leading writers seriously discuss 
the ¡probability ot .the God of the uni
verse, standing aroupd a. whist party, to 
strike,one of them dumb as proof of his 
existence!

' For more than twenty-live years W. 
H. Terrv has published The Harbinger 
of Light, in Melbourne, Australia. Its 
title is well earned, lor- a more luminous 
journal would be difficult to find. He is 
a psychic of rare powers, gentle, unos
tentatious, and has devoted all these 
years for unselfish love of the cause. 
In a recent editorial he says:

“It only requires the cultivation of 
that Interior vision to enable a largo 
percentage of humanity to seo whilst 
yet in the mortal body the beauties of 
that higher world, which they are des
tined to inhabit when they shuttle off 
tills mortal coil. But all are not sufil- 
clently sensitive, and but few who are 
so, are favorably iiositioned to apply 
themselves to the cultivation of their 
interior powers. Harmonious surround
ings and the absence of business wor
ries are essential to the individual culti
vation of clear vision. The development 
of clairvoyance and lucidity, however, 
may be accelerated by mesmerism, but 
this should not be attempted empirical
ly, it is too serious a matter; both op
erator and subject should thoroughly 
understand what they are entering, 
upon and have perfect confidence in' 
each other, the magnetizer should have 
singleness of purpose and a high object 
in view, if selfishness intrudes little 
good will result. As in all scientific ex
periments and discoveries the majority 
of people have to accept (and do ac
cept) the evidence of experts; so In 
psychic science must the majority, who 
are unable to give the time and condi
tions for personal experiment, be con
tent to take the evidence of those more 
favored, who, either in themselves pos
sess the power, or have the control of 
instruments whose vision extends be
yond the normal range.' Few of those 
who have not paid serious attention to 
the subject are aware of the immense 
amount of evidence that has been ac
cumulated during the past half century, 
ample to convince any. unbiased mind.

w
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See Pa¿e 2 of the Present Issue,
Resolved, That while we condemn -—all of course labeled “Pure Spiritual* 

fraud and dishonesty In mediumship, as ism.”
well as In all other things, we believe We fully and most cordially endorse 
that the continual "cry of fraud” from" the above resolution by the New York 
our platform and In our press Is detrl- State Association of Spiritualists, In the 
mental to the best Interests of Splrltual-
Ism, In that while It does not prevent 
frauds who are posing as mediums from 
practicing such Impositions, but it In
vites unprincipled persons to enter this 
field to the detriment of Spiritualism 
and our genuine mediums.

Don’t Do It
We are constantly told .of the perfec

tion .of Bible teaching, and the clergy 
claim, though falsbly, that modem laws 
are built on precepts drawn from their 
sacred book. Those entertaining such 
opinion will open the New Testament to 
I. Cor., 7:86, and read. (We shall not 
quote, as we have no Inclination to vio
late the postal laws.) The revised 
translation adds the word “daughter,” 
in each place in this and the following 
verse after virgin, which rendering is 
necessary to make clear the Greek 
text '

Whoever is vile enough to carry out 
the idea there advanced in practice, un
der the Illinois laws, will subject him
self, very justly, to a penalty of ten 
years imprisonment at hard labor for 
incest And if “they marry,” as Pahl 
says "let them,” the offending parties 
may be additionally guilty of bigamy. 
Don’t do it for it would be a shame, 
which modem civilization will not 
brook, and It should not

“Continuity of. Life a Cosmic Trata.* 
By Prot W. M. Lockwood. The work at 
I Btraag, logical thtete, «na fletar 
Eiportant subject Price, cleää,

that Augustus mentions in his will, 
which is carved on the temple-of An- 
cyra [a locality some 70 miles south
west of Nicaea] still standing with the 
Inscription upon it. The year of his 
Apotheosis was B. C. 15, when a tax 
was laid upon the Roman world. The 
name of one of the months, Sextilis, 
was changed to Augustus, an honor ac
corded only to gods. At first Augustus 
only claimed to be the Bon of God; af
terwards he accepted the title and 
prayers due to the Creator, and, as 
such, was addressed in the temples 
which were dedicated to his worship. 
He erected near the Tarpeian Rock in 
Rome, a temple which was inscribe'd: 
‘To Augustus, the First Born of God.’ ’’ 
See Worship of Augustus Caesar, p. 171, 
with much other important matter, 
which lack of space compels us to 
omit.

On page 23 of the work cited:
“Evidences that the Augustan chro

nology was corrupted appear in every 
direction. The works of the earliest 
Roman historians have all disappeared, 
[the names of many of them are men
tioned]. Not a vestige remains, beyond 
the brief reference to these authors 
which appear in the works of the Au
gustan writers. Under thé pretense of 
piety Augustus ordered the collection 
and destruction of numerous ancient 
and contemporary works. Of these, 
two thousand perished In a single auto 
da fe. Of the few spared, all have 
been mutilated. Quintus Ennius Is 
known to ub by little more than his 
name. Polybius 1b hacked to pieces. 
The historical works of Cicero have all 
perished. Cornelius Nepos is in frag
ments without dates. Of 142 books in 
Livy’s History of Rome but 45 remain, 
and many of these are mutilated or cor
rupted. Of Ovid’s Fasti, out of 12 
books but six remain. Manlius has 
been largely tampered with. Many 
others have been divested of dates. 
Varro, the most voluminous of the Au
gustan writers. Is known to us only by 
two detached and imperfect pieces. In 
all these works the chronology, when 
any chronology appears, 1b suspicious 
and bears the look of having been al
tered. Names, generations and dates 
fail to agree. The lives of men àré 
thrown into one age, while their works 
furnish evidence they lived in another; 
and the archeological remains bear sim
ilar testimony.”

Now observe: This worship“ ot Au
gustus, enforced by regal authority, 
continued without abatement for more 
than G00 years, until a conflict arose be
tween his worshipers and the'Moslems. 
The latter were warring against idol: 
atry, and soon became a giant power. 
Nearly or all the general councils prior 
to that of Trent, from 1545 to 1563, are 
probably frauds. But if one was held 
in the early centuries, before any gen
eral system of chronology was estab
lished, and as false names were fre
quently substituted by interested par
ties, may not that pretended assem
blage at Nicaea, in Bithynia, have been 
antedated, with the names of even all 
the actors substituted by others, to ac
complish a purpose as regards later 
ages? The frauds of history are of 
such momentous magnitude we are 
prepared to believe anything but the 
records of Catholicism, or those com
ing through their hands. If human life 
was not sacred to them; if tea millions 
of human beings were sacrificed by in
quisitorial tortures, and incident thereto, 
what infamy were they not guilty of to 
establish their faith?

It Hon. Del Mar’s critical eye shall 
fall on this, possibly he will aid us in 
illuminating the subject If he shall do 
so he has our thanks in advance, os 
that of all our many thousand w of 

• -patrons.

Fiction Versus Fact.
The threats ot the faithful to enter 

the Roman Catholic fold, if the “higher 
criticism” prevails, Is decidedly amus
ing. Scholars reared in the church and 
educated for the ministry, their bread 
and butter contingent on those who 
give them employment; their every in
terest, social, religious and financial 
binding them to that church; yet their 
scholarly researches have convinced 
them that the books compiled into a 
volume; and known as the Bible, full Qf 
contradictions and impossibilities,' first' 
found in the hands of those they were 
wont to charge as “the mother of har
lots,” the mark of whose vile hands, is 
everywhere^visible; and yet there are 
other persons who prefer to re-embrace 
that church, covered all over with 
blood, rather than know the truth. The 
poet was right: "Where ignorance is 
bliss, 'tis folly to be wise.”

There are ways to'stay this tide of 
the higher criticism. 1st, Cease to ed
ucate the clergy. Give the pulpit into 
charge of the inspired Jaspers, and let 
them blow forth, damning to the fabled 
hell all who do not adopt their ignorant 
imaginings. (

2d, Employ men to fill these pulpits 
whose chief ambition is to receive their 
salary, and, like the shyster lawyef, 
cares nothing for the justice of his 
cause, but whose eye is- ever open to a : 
generous fee, and will defend the vilest 
wretch who lives if the compensation is 
sufficiently generous.

Such persons are not competent to 
detect the frauds and impostures of de: 
signing sectaries, but like the good :

ly take his bowl ot poup at the hands of 
charity. 6

The question may be correctly 
stated: How.dong .would a donkey have 
to reiterate (¡pW'.ind over," "I have a 
fine voice! I am .a prima donna!" be
fore his bray would become sweet as 
the song of a bird?1

"Oh!" It is. ’said, "such criticism 
comes of misunderstanding." ' Such is 
a literal application of the “excellent 
rules.” They admit no .other meaning, 
as they stand, "tile apostles of a new 
movement shouldumake their position 
so plain, tfrat. they, cannot be misunder
stood. ... .

■ T Save1 read %tli the principal works 
on the “new:thought,’’-and I fail to find 
one-thought that is new. There are old 
thoughts—very old thoughts, clothed.in 
such fantastic verbiage, they are 
scarcely recognizable, and labeled by 
new names. There are outre andntun- 
ning assertions, against which reason 
at once rebels, which when attacked, 
the advocates explain in a terminology 
leaving one in doubt as to the real 
meaning, or smooth over until there is 
no meaning at all..

These sententious assertions which 
come out of the clouds of “the new 
thought" like gleaming rockets, leave 
the formless, fog-bank the more uncer
tain and obscure. - A “new thought,” 
captured on this coast-line, would be a 
priceless curiosity.

Topsy, they will not only swallow 
apple story, but the tree as well. ’

the

Chaplains Before Christians.
Objections are made in many quar

ters against the employment of chap-, 
Iains for our legislative bodies, for con
gress, and the army and navy. It is 

• urged that a secular government,.In.all 
countries where church and state are 
independent of each other, has no right 
to Impose any feature of a hierarchy’on 
the people and, in fact, if the principles 
enunciated by the fathers of the Repub
lic were observed, no onewould attempt 
such a wrong on constituted rights.

In reading Hon.' Del Mar’s "Ancient 
Britain,” p. 97, the - other day, we 
learned for the. first time, that chap
lains are not a Christian novelty, but, 
like almost or quite everything else tn 
its system, it is an inheritance from our 
pagan ancestors. Del Mar wrote as a 
Christian; he does not conceal or garble 
facts in the interest of his church, and 
for that we approbate him. He was 
tracing the origin of British institu
tions, showing many of them came 
from Rome when it dominated the civ
ilized world; and he was telling of the 
Centuriati, a limited assembly, with an 
aristocratic tendency, representing 
property'when he says:

“The sessions of the Centuriati were 
opened with prayers and sacred rites.” 
He’ quotes as authority for his ' state
ment, Livy, 14:22. "The name of 
Livy,” Bays Lemprier,” is rendered im
mortal by his history of the Roman em
pire." He lived, wrote, and died before 
the Christian era This is proof posi
tive that the custom prevailed long an
terior to Christian churches. It was at 
a time, too, when Julius Caesar was 
worshiped as God, before Augustus 
Caesar was enthroned by the Roman 
senate as the Bon of God; and before 
Jes Chrlshna's worship had become gen
eral throughout the Roman empire. Of 
this In the future.

The Washington Times gives an ac
count of a “strenuous” family. The 
parents removed to Washington to give 
their children the advantages of the 
schools, two years ago. The eight old
er children have not missed a day at 
school during the past year, nor been 
tardy any morning or at recess. There 
are three mope too young for attend
ance. Eleven in all, the shadow of the 
white house adding to the prolificacy. 
The President ought to have stood god
father to the last addition. .When such 
families become “typical “American/’ 
whata natloii this will be!

, Spiritualism Is malting its influence 
felt in Geneva, Switzerland, the birth
place of Calvinism. The “Tribune,” 
the most influential paper with a daily 
circulation of 35,000, which has been 
bitterly hqstile has recently changed 
front and as the following editorial 
shows, is favorably inclined:

“In the course of the month of March 
will be celebrated the anniversary of 
the establishment of the Alliance Spir- 
ite, founded in 1903, by M. Albin Vala- 
bregue, for the purpose of making 
known Spiritualism, not such as it is in 
porters’ lodges and in the seance rooms 
of fraudulent mediums, but in the la
bors ofsavants.’some of whom, like the 
Crookeses, the Hodgsons, the Hyslops, 
the Wallaces and the Dodges, have been 
experimentalizing with it for dozens of 
years.

“The phenomena of telepathy and 
subconsciousness, which are to-day be
ing demonstrated, so far from being 
ing prejudicial to Spiritualism, serve to 
explain the stupidities, the errors, and 
the falsehoods for which thousands of 
spiritual communications have been 
justly reproached. Science separates 
.the wheat from the tares, to the great 
joy of serious Spiritualists.

“In the bygone year, Spiritualism has 
made a conquest pregnant with prom
ises and with consequences. It is that 
of the N-rays.

"Now, since a chemical plate permits 
us to see the fluid which escapes from 
our bodies, the Spiritualist’ has a right 
to think that he may, by an analogous 
process, arrive at beholding the spirits, 
and of at length achieving with cer
tainty and at a defined moment, those 
experiments which the repudiators of 
Spiritualism are waiting for before ral
lying to its side._

“To conclude, it would be puerile to 
deny that-recent scientific discoveries 
are in the direction of what Spiritual
ists affirm. They do not yet amount to 
that proof which would satisfy skeptics 
of the school of M. Flournoy, but it is 
an approach towards that proof, and 
really it is no longer ridiculous on the 
part of Spiritualists to hope for it"

The editor’s allusion to “fluids which 
escape from our bodies, refer to the ex
periments of M. d’Arsonval, who report
ed to the Academy of Science at Paris 
that he had discovered by means of ra
dium light rays emanating from the hu
man body. These Charpentier and 
Blondoit called N-rays. They found 
these rays given off most distinctly 
from the nerves. . Beyond these rays 
were others indeterminable 'by any 
means at their command. These spirit 
forces bring the observer to- the very 
portals of spirit being. One step more 
and spirit existence will be demon
strated by science, by purely scientific 
methods. HUDSON TUTTLE.

The above is an impreslve resolution 
adopted by the New York State Associa
tion of Spiritualists, Intimating that the 
"cry of fraud” in the press and on the 
rostrum is very injurious to Spiritual
ism, and that through "suggestion,” 
others weak in moral strength would be 
apt to increase the ranks of fakes. The 
resolution condemns fraud, thus actual
ly “crying fratid” from the rostrum, and 
doing the very thing it condemns in oth
ers. It sends the resolution to various 
papers for publication, thus carrying out 
what it fully condemns the press for do
ing, and in both cases badly injuring 
Spiritualism, according to its own esti
mate, and by "suggestion" increasing 
the number of fakes, presenting an as
tonishingly curious medley that we will 
not make it our'business to unravel, it 
is too tangled.

The Spiritualist press has never over
burdened its readers with the "cry ot 
fraud;” it has been the secular press 
that has done that. When Elsie Rey
nolds’ style of "making dear spirits” out 
of herself dressed in artificial toggery, 
was exposed in Los Angeles, Cal., the 
same was read by at least 2,000,000. 
When the materializing methods of 
Houghton and wife in Philadelphia were 
published, at least 5,000,000 read the 
same, as the press dispatches flashed It 
all over the country. When May French 
and Neva Murlvale Jenneau were ar
rested in Boston, (dressed in garbs sat
urated with phosphorus, etc., playing 
the "dear spirit” to gullible mortals) 
millions upon millions in various parts 
of the country read and commented on 
the same. We might enumerate many 
others who, when caught personating 
spirits, were dressed in flimsy draper
ies made especially for the occasion. 
According to the New York resolution 
we ought to have at least 500 fakes now 
in the course of preparation with bogus 
tests for the rostrum and cheese cloth 
and illuminated dresses for materializa
tion, making arrangements for confed
erates and test conditions such as will 
easily deceive the gullibles—all caused 
by "suggestion," as intimated in the 
New York resolution. We thank the 
New York State Association of Spirit
ualists (composed of those who stand

following language, and we wish our 
readers to study it most .carefully:: 
First.—THE CLAIM THXt THE ONE 
WHO CRIES "FRAUD" OR DECEP
TION when it Actually exists, 
IS INJURING SPIRITUALISM, IS AB
SOLUTELY TRUE TO THE FULL 
MEASURE OF THE DECEPTION, ’ 
PRACTICED.

We also fully agree with the follow
ing, as clearly expressing the actual 
facts in the case. Read it, re-read it, 
and then reflect and ponder over both 
statements carefully:

Second.—WHEN THE DECEPTION, 
HOWEVER, IN SPIRITUAL PHENOM
ENA IS ALLOWED TO CONTINUE, 
WITHOUT MAKING IT PUBLIC, IT, 
THEN TAKES FAR DEEPER, WIDER 
AND MORE INFLUENTIAL ROOTS, 
AND. FINALLY TO A GREAT EX
TENT STRANGLES THE TRUTH, 
AND WEAKENS GREATLY THE 
CAUSE IT REPRESENTS, AND IN 
THE END IS FAR MORE INJURIOUS 
THAN GIVING IT CONTINUAL PUB
LICITY.

In this OPEN COURT (Inaugurated 
by the wise denizens of spirit life, those 
who have made The Progressive Think
er the greatest financial success of any 
Spiritualist paper ever published), we 
wish to Introduce Theodore J. Mayer, 
one of the noblest of men, a philanthro
pist in every fiber of his being, and who 
has done as much financially for Spirit
ualism as all other Spiritualists of our
boasted 10,900,000 combined.
statement can be considered in
OPEN COURT. He says:

His 
the

“I do not wish it to appear that I am 
excusing fraud, or condoning trickery,
far be it from my 
THAT FRAUDS

desire. I KNOW 
AND IMPOSTORS

ARE IN OUR RANKS. » • » We HAVE 
TO DEPEND ON OURSELVES, AND 
AFTER HAVING BEEN TAKEN IN 
HALF A DOZEN TIMES WE HAVE 
OUR EYE-TEETH CUT, AND ARE 
ABLE TO TAKE CARE OF OUR
SELVES AGAINST EVERY FAKE 
AND FRAUD."

His position may be considered in the 
Open Court. The question naturally 
arises, What is the condition of a relig
ion, a cult, a sect, or creed, in which, in 
order to arrive at the exact truth, you 
have got to run the gauntlet of fraud 
and deception at least six times, in or
der to get at the golden grains? Mr.- 
Mayer's position should be considered 
carefully in the OPEN COURT.

Spiritualism in its purity is grand and
beautiful; its true mediums are Angels 
of Light, bringing nothing but the truth 

high in everything that pertains to true th mortals seeking for tlie higher knowl- 
manhood or womanhood) for passing - — • •
that resolution, for it gives us an oppor
tunity to Open Court according to law 
and allow our readers in brief articles 
to talk about SUGGESTION; talk about 
the CRY OF FRAUD; talk about 
CHEESE CLOTH AND ILLUMINATED 
DRESSES found on the exposed medi
ums and their confederates; talk about 
the BLUE BOOK and fake tests; talk 
about materialized spirits that smell 
sometimes of whiskey and onions, and 
found to be the medium or confederates

edge. Their homes are heaven itself;' 
their presence is one continual blessing. 
They comfort the mourning; they dis
pel the darkness of error; they bring 
sunshine into the life of the sorrowing; 
they have words of cheer for those
whose burdens of life are heavy. For 
them we have a reverential feeling; foe 
them we have nothing but prals«^Iir__->''7' 
their behalf—to separate (he wheat ’ * 
from the cliaff—this OPEN COURT la 
Inaugurated. None but rotten fakes 
will find fault with it.

Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the shiest lecturers on the spiritual ros- 
m. In thia little votessa he presents 
in socoiact form the sabstanca «f his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis

At Shreveport, La., they have a negro 
evangelist who is now enjoying more 
notoriety than any other colored per: 
son lit the state. He is represented as 
a mulatto, who was. "just an ordinary 
colored pusson,” until he traveled to 
Chicago, where he engaged in the un
godly game of whist with some 
friends. They talked religion while 
they played and : Renfro—that - is his 
namer-said, "If God would demon
strate himself to me in some way, as to 
strike me deaf ánd/ dumb; or blind, I 
would believe in him.”

Prestol No sooner had he spoken 
than he. fell :to -the floor. When 
brought to, he wasvieaf as a post and 
less mble to speak than Balaam’s ass. 
That was .May 31, and now having re
turned to Shrevesport, having spent the 
timo in reading the Bible, and regain
ing bls lost hearing and' speech, he 
says, “I hope to go forth as did Paul, 
preaching the.iwordrof God; for God 
promised he; fwouid be with me.” 
Some ungodlysdoctprs. South, say he is 
“self-hypnotizetd,” and the whites, that 
•he is a fraud. -The negroes have faith 
in him and hods destined to awaken un
heard of enthusiasm: among his own 
people, p .

Later reponte byi-way of embellish
ment have it that Renfro had been read
ing Ingersoll'ss-writihgs, and had be
come muddledgin his. views, hitherto 
strictly Metliodjsticte.

Theology isjthe :dast subject one 
would suppose'ga sat of whist players 
would bring upp It iffia game proverbial 
for its silence.and unsociablllty, but the 
tour negroes tqckledLiits knottiest side, 
and Renfro challenged the Almighty!

HiB three friends, had been, arguing 
with him hotly—it is to be inferred the 
cards had been> put away-^hen as a 
last refuge he made an appeal to God's 
Interference. He had been hypnotizéd 
and was a good subject, and it is in 
charity to be inferred that the positive 
attitude of his companions hypnotized 
him. A fine advertising trick by which 
the sharp newspapers have all been 
taken in, and a cunning negro made no
torious.

A clever trick to gain notoriety,"and 
an abject Jessen stowing tox

Mortal Fear and Agony, 
When Jesus was stretched on the

cross, as told by Matthew 27:46, suffer
ing as we may suppose the agonies of 
death, he cried with a loud voice, "My 
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken 
me?” “ ■ ' '■

Does not this fact of'itself controvert 
the claim of (he ecclesiastics,that Jesus 
was the very God, co-equal with the 
Father, and coeternal with him, in
deed, that Fattier himself? Throw all 
the eloquence and rhetoric of which ge
nius is capable around the subject, and 
make claim for the godhead as strong 
as possible,-and-yet, when in.extremls, 
sweating, great drops of blood, as the 
statement says, with no motive to de
ceive, Jesus claims he was deserted by 
himself, if he and his father were one.

Really, does not the church draw the 
long bow when it sets up such an ex
aggerated claim?

“Came to give his life for the ransom 
of the world,” the preachers tell us; 
but there are very few criminals—-mur
derers—whoApproach the gallows and 
make such an exhibition of fear, as the 
sacred historian has described, which 
accompanied the crucifixion of Jesus. 
We hope there was a mistake in recit
ing the story; that the sacred historian, 
not a witness pt the affair, was greatly 
misinformed; for we are loth to believe 

JJxat even an Innocent man, say nothing 
of a God, would make such an exhibi
tion of mortal weakness as - Matthew 
has related. •-

Honor for Col. R. T. Van Horn—A New 
Public School Will Bo Named

After Him.
Col. R. T. Van Horn, a veteran Spir

itualist, a profound thinker, a leading 
journalist for forty years, an officer in 
the Union army, four terms in Con
gress, with other honors too numerous 
to mention—-this is what the Kansas 
City Journal says of him:

“The board pi education last night 
unanimously voted to assist in the fur
ther perpetuation of Colonel R. T. Van, 
Horn's name by naming after him one 
of the new schools to be erected in the 
South TrooBt avenue district

“When Colonel Van Horn's name was 
mentioned last night it was a signal for 
each member ot the board present to 
arise and pronounce a eulogy on this 
retired editor, publisher, statesman and 
good citizen, the general expression be
ing that the board considered it a favor 
to be allowed to honor such a man -ffho 
has done so much for the upbuilding of 
Kansas City, and who nas. lived to enjoy 
the fruits of his labor and to witness 
the enjoyment by others of the many 
advantages he has so materially assist
ed in giving them.”

The Colonel will, as usual, visit Lily 
Dale camp this season. We congratu
late the management in having such a 
distinguished visitor each year. He 
seems to carry good luck with him 
wherever he goes and any camp he vis
its will prosper.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

Dr. I. K. Funk.
Dr. Funk, who is Investigating Spirit

ualism along scientific lines, was in the 
city a few days ago. He is a most es
timable gentleman. Is kindly sympa
thetic, is thoroughly well Informed on 
occult subjects, and we have Bt> doubt 
will reap a rich harvest in his investiga- 
tiffir nd Spiritualism. His book, .’’The

THIS SHOULD GO IN NOW

I have received the book containing 
the life work of the inspiration of the 
author—The Arcana of Spiritualism, by 
Hudson Tuttle, and surely the secrets 
of Spiritualism, which are the secrets 
of Nature, are revealed in this great 
work. It seems that every point of in
terest to the student in psychic, science, 
has been covered by the author, and' 
the book is a well-spring of information 
and a fountain of knowledge to the 
seeker after truth, as all of Mr. Tuttle’s 
publications are. The prefacing of the 
work with the author’s own psychic ex
perience was a happy thought, and this 
part of the volume is of deep interest, 
as showing the great good and mighty 
work that may be accomplished through 
the co-operation of spirits and mortals. 
The Arcana of Spiritualism is a library 
in itself, dealing with those higher and 
deeper problems of life and of spiritual 
existence.

I wish also to speak of the two poet
ical publications of Mrs. Emma Rood 
Tuttle—Asphodel Blooms, and From 
Soul to Soul. These two volumes now 
grace my library, and both are gems of 
value.

The contents of each breathe forth 
-the pure emotions of the soul, and the 
aroma of the blossoms of thought 
woven Into poetical expression re
freshes the spirit and quickens the in
tellect.
. Long may Hudson Tuttle and his 
good wife Emma tarry on earth to bless 
humanity, is the desire of a well-wisher.

* HRS. ULARA WATSON.
--- ...................... ~

They are our own publications. । 
.They are neatly and substantially, 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than cah be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the “Great Debate Be- 
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed” 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,” 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus."

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for 13.35 (postage prepaid]—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de- 
light yon. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is |2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise!

The Arcana of Spiritualism,
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

■Philosophy.

The readers of The Progressiva 
Thinker are already acquainted with' 
Character of this. book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring .spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. If 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on th< 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds ot investigator^ 
that are not answered In Its pages.
Price, ?1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio. 1

■<$ -

tm” the emotaaal efttared WltoPte Mita,” will have a werld-wlde
is no doubt, but questionable the good circulation»is no doubt. but questtamble the good tor tiealth. Price Si cents.

“Wedding Chimes." By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 
prints wedding souvenir. Contains mar-. 
ringo ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents.



ments were so blended in the formation of the great by superstitious awft .Thus, a great harm has been

sign these dogmatie superstitions, and take upon our-
the other line for the whole, and this was the begin-

Shall we go with Pierpont^ the veteran temperance

came the instrument of justice, it was the cross to

the old-time, utensils; -you would listen to the musicthe intellect,” and for these assertions he Was taken

never know the transit over the earth in palace ears,

ination, compelling man to suffer, suffer the pangs

himself acquainted with his- own necessities, to ap ing of religious superstition. The Spiritualist may

reason, and everywhere his reason has been throttled ment, it only means something I want now and here.

services, its aims and purposes. One ucaiional exposition, open? Echo an- Bay, Wis., he has founded his earthlyThings Spiritual FOREST HOME CÀMP.

and Mrs. Elizabeth Boynton Harbert of

don at the close of Mrs. Richmond’s ad-

Itaalists are. waiting until that time.

sadness accompanied this announce-

unseen-powers, succeeded in clamber-

H. EUGENE MARTIN.along.
Grand Rapids, Mich.Cloth ÎI JW ; Paper SOc, Poatpeld.

the World’s Parliament of Religions)

esting meeting or something one is 
sure to miss half-a-dozen other things

During the exposition it is kept open great throngs who go to the fair -on 
every day, some of the ladies of the con- week-days and stay in. the city Sundays, 
gregatlon being always in attendance to The Doctor is making a good start,

Spiritual and Liberal Thought Outlook 
in St Louis and at the Exposition.

The Pook ortho Oar in Bnsland. Scores oi min
isters are preaching. Bishops and workinsmet 
are discussing- it, .,

Have you a religion?

whole lump was thbro. ImEach note 
struck was true to the wbrld’s coming 
ideal, and a dominant spiritual note was 
always upon the lips of the chairman 
(Mrs. Harbert) who-Introduced Mrs.

sent the Relative “feilfiiess’f of those 
who follow alter Truth, andthe relative 
hugeness of the crow® thfiUfolIows the 
show. The leaven that -Ueavens the

Then read "God and My Neighbor” 
and learn of the best substitute yet de
vised.......

great spiritual work.’’ - One of the sec
retaries of the Unity League said Mrs. 
Richmond's address was' “a grand sym
phony." -:

really needs to be ubiquitous at such a swers, “Why?” Paradise, and certainly time has beau-
time. While attending one very inter- “The Unity League," of which ! prom-' titled. Prof. Chainey, or his ideal life

forming and building up the Church of and a place on the •official program; 
Spiritual Unity, but it seems the future further than this concerning said place 
movements both of church and pastor Convention Hall, deponent saith not,

welcome -strangers and give them pa- however,. Mrs. Cora L. V, Richmond 
having opened and dedicated his tent

are somewhat uncertain. A perceptible except that had it been in Kamschatka 
sadness accompanied this announce- ?r Fiji Islands, it would hâve been 
ment, and many thought the pastor ius^ 88 accessible and just! as easy to ----  ...... — gjjd. BUt t]je writer, no doubt aided by

Richmond as "one whom Chicago and Then read ,“God and My Neighbor” 
the nation were proud to honor for her-and find out what you really believe.

Have you no religion?

■ - w • that one wishes to attend. Y. O. C.

Ill NT I fill IC . LETTER NUMBER THREE.Ill KJ l>* The close of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich-

Superstitions, present anb pas t :
Sometimes it is well to consider upon what our su

perstitions are based, therefore I take for my subject 
this evening:

How are. the superstitions of the present compared 
with those, of the religions of the past, and why do

whole, that it symbolized this sign. They drew a Hue done the huinqn rqce. ¡apd it is high time.that,we re
perpendicular, and then drew a line horizontal aerdss ri " il.......... ..... ......... .......tu:""~ --J i--1- -y------ ■■

ning of the belief in a cross. These elements were 
they so infliiende our lives, that they become a part of earth, and fire, and air, and water. '.These were the 
our thought, a Yart of our experience, a part of our fow great Iringdoms of life. Heat was the force that 

germinated life.relationships one with another.
Religious men and women have always talked of 

the abandonment of superstition. They have always 
deplored that men should cherish with awe the vary
ing superstitions incident to the growth of races, and 
one scarcely comprehends how great the power is that 
they hold over us. The superstitions of the Druids, 
the early religionists of Normandy and England, were 
that .they could come nearer to the spirit of God, the 
higher they could climb to their altars of worship. 
Therefore they builded their altars high in the air, 
and built the Senate chambers down beneath the sur
face of the earth. Their temples were' circular in 
form, their altars were round, their offerings were al
ways place’d upon them in that form which should 
constitute a circle. They watched the stars, believing 
that their action dominated their lives. In the spring

selves the privilegbrto’investigate every human law 
that pertau a to tl^ I) 'It ire of human society,

God nu Y J iovc ma mysterious way, Ilis wonders to 
perform, lie may pl nt Jus footsteps on the sea, and 
ride upon the stor^, bi^ even so, we may know that it 
is God’s law. It¡)s H^ law that is manifesting him
self in the storm; llis law that holds the mysteries 
within His grasp, '^iily'/until we shall solve them, and 
make those mysterie^ our own. .Science has thus far 
accomplished this result. Shall we stand with Buck- 
ley, and believe with him, that every man has a right 
to sift every truth to its foundation. Shall we stand 
with' .Spurgeon, an(l believe that there is no virtue in 
truth that we cannot understand. .Shull we stand and 

pies these symbols of their belief, their altars, their speak with Channing, and confirm to the world, I 
pictures. Their symbols of religious vessels which want no religion that will not demonstrate its own vir- 
symbolized theiy beliefs, were all marked with these lues. .
signs, indicating their recognition of the Divine life, Shall we go with Pierpont; the veteran temperance 
symbolized through this one figure. In the Persian worker, who dared to say to an unbelieving congrega-

In the water life seemed to spring into being ; in the 
air it unfolded, and into the great force of thé uni
verse it expanded and developed, until thé world was 
able to behold the germs out of which the products of 
ancient times came into form. Out of the earth, from 
the three great potencies surrounding and inhering it, 
these forces combined, formed the four great king
doms of nature.

The Pagan worshipers also instituted in their tem-

faith grew the belief of the cross, the cross upon lion, and was thrown out of his pulpit for his utter- 
which persecution might be carried forward. It be- ances, “I believe in temperance, and I believe in tem

perance in all things,-because in temperance I. find the 
highest type of religion.” It is that which clears the 
reason, which unfolds the mind, and which enthrones

gaga«

-io " zs?* '

Make me strong, and I will believe; give me a test, 
and I will believe.

What will you believe ! What will you believe! 
He or she who rests upon phenomena alone is no 
greater, no stronger, no clearer in his understanding, 
than he who stands beside the chemist, as he goes into 
his laboratory to make an analysis, and brings to you 
the result. You know not the component parts, you 
know not what the performance may have been, you 
know not what the relations are. You simply see the 
result, and yon are settled in your opinion as to their 
merits. You know nothing of the causes; you know 
nothing of the reasons why; you have never investi
gated the principles involved in the formation of 
these elements, therefore you are not capable of un
derstanding them. When you knowdiow these things 
are composed; how to appropriate them to your ev
ery-day necessities; how to make the best and highest 
use of them, then you have entered into a higher un
derstanding of "their merits.

For instance, if man had been standing in the in
ventive world, where he lias been standing'in the re
ligious world, you would light your houses with a tal
low dip; you would ride your stage coach over the 
earth; you would warm yourselves with the old fire
place, you would prepare yonr food upon the cranes 
used in ancient days; you would cook everything with

time they taught their children that the great cloud
in the north should be consulted, as to where it should which men were nailed, and this belief was carried 
point, to indicate what the coming seasons might be. down into Rome, and from them it became utilized by 
The superstitions of the Pagans were alike directed to the Jews, Spain and Italy, and all Southern Europe me mreneei, ana lor mese assernons ne was raaen •,; n„ ■ jg.; ; - ; -,
the planetary worlds. They saw a great power, a accepted this symbol. It became the religious symbol from his pulpit, and he became-what! Before the P e rhvthm of the harmonies of nature to which 
great might, a great influence for war, for success and of spffering. Look to-day, arid see it is reverting to door opened, and he Ivas ushered into the presence of „ ® . Z v WnmA nHnnod nnd »„> nnliftpd to
prosperity, in Jupiter. He was the King of the heav- its original conditions, and why! Because to-day, it the angels, he became an investigator and believer in Z nnnreeiqtion of Divine highness• vou would never 
ens, he was thé mighty Jove whose will dominated typifies the use to which it may be put, instead of the Modern Spiritualism, It came to him as a bright il- nf ® j „1’Z.. vnn wni]Li
worlds, arid won victories in warfare. They beheld religious superstition that it was the cross upon which lumination, and when his head was whitened by the * ' ' Av£ ?„ Lin«.«
the sun as the source of all heat, as the source of all you were .to believe, and to hang your faith, to attach frosts of more than four score years, he declared, all 
light. • , i. yourselfi and that you w'er to persecute those who did my life have I been climbing'this spiritual stairway,

and I have .just found the open door, now I am ready
light. ' .... U—«UU« J WW. .. MW « w V , . V

In ancient China, the worshipers have left tlie rec- not believe. Instead to-day it is one of - the instru- 
ords of their beliefs upon the walls of China, and in mehts that sustains the means of communication over 
the delicate instruments through which they observed tlie earth.
the motion of the planets. We find that their thought Ingersoll typified this, when he compared the cross 
was directed to heavenly bodies, to find there the of theology, to the cross of the telegraph pole. These
.forces that operated upon them, that guided them to are evidences of the old and the new. The supersti- 
vietory, that preserved their life, that directed their .tiousfearwhichsolonghashouniedthehumanimag- 
efforts, that saved the country from inundations. All 
these things point to one condition of the human 
mind, and that is, the reaching out of our thought for
something extraordinary, to which we may attach 
ourselves, and thus the mind aspires to that which it 
conceives superior in strength. The ancient tower of 
Hercules, which was looked upon as that great force 
in the church, by which the mariner might be directed 
to a safe harbor, was builded as high as they dared,

and agonies that his imagination could create, that he 
must prostrate himself before a picture of a cross, and 
there sign himself, either to the belief in that which 
his reason would not, adopt, or to the torments of a 
hell, these alternatives were presented to him through 
his superstitions. It is well friends, that we stop to 
consider the spiritual significance of these things. 
There is a spiritual interpretation. We are given to

and upon it a fire kindled, and a monk was appointed the perversion of ideas, .when we no longer study their 
to keep that fire burning, that he who might wander actual uses. Men dogmatized symbols, their dogma- 
upon the sea, and disturbed spirits that were out on tism formulated their theories and presented them to 
the briny deep, would firid a haven to which -they the world, and theology has labelled them ‘‘Thus 
might direct their course-. This was the beginning of saith the Lord,” and man has bowed low to them, 
light-hoiises, this was the foundation upon which the never questioning their uses, never realizing their ap- 
neeessities were able to appeal, that has resulted in propriation to themselves, and what their application
the establishment of lights, to guide the mariners to might imply. Ou the contrary, they have allowed the 
havens of security. interpretation of a priesthood to dominate their b&ij

Out of the religious superstition, out of the relig- Tiefs, and in this domination, they have Allied them-
iousYiefiefs, out of the religious formulas, that em
bodied the superstitious awe, regarding the spirits of 
the air, the action of the heavenly bodies, the fear of 
man that he mjght incur the anger of the Gods, and 
that he might propitiate that anger, and reconcile the 
Gods to them, have resulted the great uses to-day of 
humanity. The cross, one of the religious altars upon 
which superstition has hung for centuries, is another 
emblem of the old beliefs, the old dogmas. It be-

selves to theories and dogmas; but reason, that bright 
and shining Godliness that illumines every human 
soul, if its forces are allowed to burn on the altars of 
intelligence, would drive out these old opinions, and 
establish the real interpretation by which we may 
gain some benefit to ourselves, and our lives. It is a 
fact that man is too ready to consign his beliefs-to 
that which makes life easier for himself. If he can 
believe, because some one tells him that a thing is

to depart, eall me when you will, I am ready;” and 
the call came when resting quietly in repose upon his 
pillow; the door opened, and his spirit fled from earth, 
trusting and knowing that the mansion of God was 
made ready for him. Thus Spiritualism, which to
day stands not for superstitions, but stands for inves
tigation, the acquirement of knowledge, the proof of 
truth, the demonstration of theories, the solving of 
the problems of light, to-day stands before you for 
your acceptance. 'Spiritualism presents'many mys
teries, it is full of parables, but it is the parable that 
appeals to your understanding, that appeals to your 
reason, that invites your investigation, and solicits 
your principles. ’.

Spiritualism is the key to the door of everlasting 
truth,. It involves the world; it embraces humanity; 
it sheds its light over all races; it knows no north,.no 
south, no east, no west ; no white-man, no blaek man, it 
is for all, for everyone. - It is the emancipator from 
superstitious fear Jit is robbing death of its terrors; 
it is the angel at tlie sepulcher of your own beliefs, 
pointing to a broader and brighter pathway, to a 
world of illuminating angels ; it is a truth tfiat brings 
to you not only the'niysteries of life, but it opens the 
door that makes tliose mysteries plain. It teaches 
every man and every woman to think for him and her
self ; to reason for him and herself. Therefore it can
not become sectarian, it cannot be confined within a 
creed. No man can iiffirm I believe for another. No 
sect can declare a belief that any other people must 
accept. The door is open, you are invited to its ban
quet table, to partake of its viands. Take no super
stitious symbols, read them for what they mean, and 
make their uses your own.

longed to the Pagan world. Its origin was in the be- true> 18 muc^ easier than to think it out, to reason Thus religious symbols fade away into pivine real- 
-Jjef of the Pagans. They-.belieye.d,. and in... ancient .from cause, effect, to_ study-Aho'law, tojrnalye.itieS; and spiritual lifp iq.the outgrowth, of the.forsak:

Chaldea you will find evidences, in the churches, and
upon the altars, of their beliefs. The great offering 
that mathematics gives to you, as the communication, 
of computing or multiplication, indicated to them the 
condition of the world, or a unit to constitute the 
whole universe. It was round and every form of be
lief that has ever pertained to the existence of .a Dé
ifie law, has always been circular. Through every su
perstition, through e"Very formulated faith, through 
every concise belief, there has been the circumference 
that was typified in the offering of the circle, in the 
great ring that has indicated unity. Thus' they looked 
upon this symbol as an indication of their belief in 
the great whole of the universe. The ancient astrolo
gers, astronomers, and philosophers, believed that the 
world was composed of four elements.- .These -ele-

propriate truths to his own life, and make the best 
uses of them for his own advancement. Religion is 
the least progressive of any condition- of human 
thought, it is the least progressive of any condition 
that applies to the intellect of man, and why? Simply 
because in religion a man allows another man to think 
for him. In polities, in agriculture, in commerce, in 
science, in philosophy, in everything else, he is en
titled to tlie privilege of thinking for himself, think
ing out upon the basis of reason, that is grounded in 
intelligence, the theories that are adapted* to his own 
life, and" to understand the causes which produced le
gitimate results ; but, in religion, he has had no right 
to question, no right to sound the depths, no right to

beeome superstitious, and very frequently we find him 
so, and why! Because he is looking for the phenom
ena supply: He. rests simply on phenomena, without 
traversing the thoroughfares which lead to the exalt
ed position of the higher life. Such Spiritualists need 
converting three times a day. They are men and wo
men that are never satisfied with the truth when ut
tered, but require a “test,” from daylight till even
ing. All.the years of their life they are treading the 
same narrow path, simply believing that some spirit 
will come to them and tell them how to get rich, and 
how to do something they want to do. It does not 
mean anything to them, it does not mean immortal 
life, it does not mean eternal growth, eternal develop-

ised to write in this letter; held its 
meetings according to the enclosed pro
gram. In its. inception it was purely 
spiritual, being the outgrowth of the 
great Parliament of Religions held in 
Chicago at the time of the Columbian 
exposition.

Charles C. Bonney, the noble pro-

MUST TH£ WORLD ALL KNOW THB
HEART?

Must the world all know the heart? । 
Is there no life from it apart?
Is it to bury pain, joy and care, deceits 
Must wo unfold to all we meet, 
The very essence of our lives, 7
Which cut the heart as two-edged 

knives? •
Ah! then I’ll bury in my breast 
Deceit, and God that knoweth best, 
Shull judge me of my wrong.
And if my voice shall tremble in some 

song,
Unbidden tears shall glisten bright, 
What mortal eye, can read aright?
Who’ll know what scenes this song re

call;
Who'll know it’s but a dream, of all
I've hoped for, longed to gain, 
Yet woke to find it all In vain? 
Wlio’ll see the face so dear to me, 

,With eyes I felt my soul did see.
Who’ll hear the voice with cadenca 

sweet.
Whose gentle murmurlngs oft repeat?
Wlio’ll feel the touch of a vanished

and the palaces upon the seas; you would never know 
of the wonderful advancement pf science; you would 
look upon the earth as though it were flat and did not 
move, and you would look upon the stars as the 
streams of glory that were peering down upon your 
heads at night, rather than the motion of numberless 
worlds traveling athwart the skies, each one with its 
journey marked out, and it cannot vary from its 
course. Science has made these lessons plain, and no 
longer you look.upon a comet with great awe, because 
it is the fore-runner of war. You do not look upon 
the signs thst come into your homes as the monitions 
of death.

The Roman Catholic church, whose old-time super
stitions were formulated in Ireland, has gone forth, 
and we note much of the superstition by which its fol
lowers have' been held in bondage up to the present 
time, still abides with them. He who is desirous of a 
sign, sees a. light advancing, and a man will behold, if 
with great he will Yell you that the devil is after
him, and some great disaster will befall him. Some 
shadow is seen, and ho is sure some evil is shown to 
him. To-day, science tells us tliat an imagination 
creates images, that an imagination will picture signs, 
and we will trace them to their causes, and more fre
quently we will find their foundation in indigestion. 
Thus, in the mental indigestion of olden times do we 
find much of the superstition of long ago. They have 

‘befriended and shielded for the sake of terrorizing 
the believers.

Thus, let us hail with delight, with glad songs, the 
belief that has'swelled like a great wave over the hu
man race; that has asked for testimony; that has 
clamored for evidence; that has taught the world the 
reasons why of everything, and religion to-day has 
not become a symbol, but it has become a reality. It 
is not a superstition, but it is a living truth, that in
volves all life; that belongs not to a world that we 
cannot see, or hear, or feel,-but it belongs to our 
world, our life, our earthly experiences and relations. 
It is something that we live, not' what we believe 
alone, but what we know, and prove from day to day. 
Its symbols are holy deeds, pure living, sweet charity, 
and loving sympathy. Those are its symbols, those 
should be its illuminations, and those should be the ra
diant lights that are going out from soul to koul. 
Aye, let us look to heaven for light, and truth, and 
love, but let us find that heaven within. It is born of 

! goodness, love, wisdom, and God, and is not allied to 
■ sin. Look on the higher, to find there the great'truths 

that guide our lives, and we will stand upon the 
: heights of time, upon the heights of truth, and love. 
L The world will be richer, stronger, truer, nobler and 
• holier for what we know, for what we live, and for 
. how we love one another.

hand, 
Yet know somewhere, in some land. 
Weaves in life’s loom over and over 

again,
The broken threads must unite some

where,
Either here or over there.
Who’ll know if I do them untold 
Secrets of the heart, lips never told? 
Who'll care for all I prize or hold— 
Can they discern the dross front gold? 
They’d sip the nectar passing sweet, 
Theu dash the cup benea.th my feet, 
E’en the dregs to the world they'd 

throw,
And I, famished and starved, alone 

must go.
Can they, feed on the joys of my lite?
Will they help me bear the pain and 

strife?
No! ah, no. Like a toy that Is old, 
They'll-cast all aside, dross and pure 

gold,
And I—I must go on with my heavy 

load,
Clmbing the hill—o’er life’s lonely road. 
And so to the world, I’ll bury my joy, or

I’ll

To

pain,
smile though I meet with loss, oi 

gain;
the hungry 1’11 give a morsel so

sweet, s
'Twill fill their measure, returning full 

mete;
To those who linger in memory, dear,
Choice garlands of thought I'll weave, 

never fear.
When life shall untold, and memory 

clear,
In that beautiful laud, I know they’ll 

draw near.
Won’t they linger awhile at the beauti

ful gate?
When they find I’m not there, and that 

1 am late.
Elyria, Ohio. ANNA E. BAIRD.

DEAFNESS 6URED
By No Means Until “ACTJNA 

Was Discovered.

Ninety-five per cent of al! cases of deafness 
brought to our attention Is the result ot chronic

passes through the

LETTER NUMBER TWO.
That the Exposition is of “the . earth 

earthy” no one can dfeny, and that such 
is the manifest purpose of all exposi
tions one must admit. Commerce, civil 
and military prowess, these must he the 
most in evidence at such a time.

• . mood’s engagement for the present in
this city was last Sunday evening. She 

Folsom are having large crowds in Bpoke on two subjects, taken from the moter of 111086 wonderful parliaments, 
Howard Hall. Mr. Stewart is a brill-. audience) «Does Justice precede love, 

or love precede justice in the true gov
ernment?” and “The Future of Spirit
ualism.” She had prevously answered 
several questions in a most concise and 
satisfactory manner. Mrs. Richmond 
has been received with the greatest ap
preciation and consideration in both so
cieties where she has spoken while 
here. Your correspondent understands 
she is now to go East to fill engage
ments at the camps and summer meet
ings. ' 
: Mf. W. F. Peck startled his congrega-

iant speaker, and Mrs. Folsom has good 
medlumistlc gifts. Mrs. Harey, Mrs. 
Price and others hold meetings in other 
parts of the city.

St Louis, like all other places, has no 
one large and united society. It seems 
almost a pity that all the Spiritualists 
cannot unite in supporting the Temple. 
It is such a beautiful place and needs

Evanston, Ill., were, at the conclusion 
of the Parliament of Religions, made a 
committee to carry forward the work. 
Mr. Bonney had been aided in all his ar
duous duties by counsel and advice 
from the invisible hosts, who Rev. Dr. 
Barrows said, were hovering over the 
nation and city, aiding in that great in
ternational exposition. --Mrs. Harbert 
has beep a student of Spiritualism for 
years, and her own . impressions and 
those of her friends have'helped her to 
cany forward the work since the pass
ing on of Mr. Bonney to the higher life

Still there is a luminous infinite back- all the help financially it can get, for 
ground that tells of ideals of a better the building is only partly paid for. 
life and higher purpose for the human Still I suppose no one speaker or 
race- " class of speakers, no one one or half-

Tbe local Spiritualist societies are to dozen mediums can supply the varied __ ....
continue their Sunday services and and diversifies heedsofSpiritualists. dress"by a wiirdof good-lrte-hot only about a year ago. -
■week-evening social gatherings during In October tlie N. S. A, is to hold its for the summer but possibly for an in- The exposition authorities accorded 
the entire summer and autumn (instead annual convention here, and many Spir- ¿¿flutt© time. He has been six years foe Unity League a place of meeting 
of having their usual mid-summer vaca- ---- —in»« «,«>»>,.» «mn .... . .-__j _ ----- ,---- .-

N tion). At the Spiritual Temple in Bine 
■ I street, Mtb. Cora L: V. Richmond of Chi-
' cago (Church of the Soul), officiated 
\ the last two Sundays in June, ' being 

• most cordially introduced by the pastor, 
Mr. T. Grimshaw, and by the congrega
tion. Of course there were many visit
ors from many parts oj the . country 
who were glad to be present bn those 
Sundays and at the Wednesday even- 

■ ing seance when Mrs. Richmond spoke 
briefly, and two excellait mediums 
(Mrs. Hary and Mrs. Shaw) gave mes
sages or “tests.” This little church is 
an idéal place for meetings, lyceums 
and social reunions.

Still there is a large sprinkling of. 
them among the many who attend the' 
exposition daily.

There has been no attempt to hold 
a camp-meeting or other large continu
ous meeting during the World's Fair. 
The N. S. A. thought it too expensive an 
undertaking, and as the exposition is 
not open on Sunday the bulk of the res
idents and visitors prefer the city meet
ings. ■

Dn Green’s Canvas Cottage City and 
Fraternal Auditorium, although de
serving (from the Doctor’s earnest 
work and efforts) of great success, 
seems a little but of the line of the

pers and books to read, and such infor
mation as they may-require about the 
best way to get to the exposition..

Last Sunday Harrison D. Barrett 
■ spoke for the Pine street church and 

Mrs. Richmond for Prof. Peck’s society 
in the Odeon. Here she was also most 
cordially welcomed and she is to speak 
there again next Sunday, after which 
she goes to the eastern camps. Mr. 
Peck goes to Clinton, Iowa, to preside 
over the camp-meeting there (of which 
he is chairman). Dr. J. M. Peebles fol
lows Mrs. Richmond at the Odeon.

Thus far local mediums have supplied 
the messages and phenomenal phases, 
but I understand others are expected 
later.

There are other meetings In the city. 
Prof. C; W. Stewart and Mrs. Josie &

service last Sunday morning, to a se
lect and appreciative audience. Later, 
Dr. Peebles and others have promised 
to speak. The sleeping tents of the 
Canvas Cottage City are comfortable 
and sufficiently spacious, and the whole 
‘ city’’ is but a few hundred yards from 
one of the entrances to the exposition.

Inside the-groundB, of course, there is 
and will be no attempt at presenting 
Spiritualism, but the N. S. A. holds its 
convention in SL Louis in the large 
convention hall set apart by the au
thorities for all such purposes.

The ■ Unity League (continuation of

would be summoned back to his fldfck 
in the autumn.

; Thé little church in Pine street is 
as a body, breathing freer as the install
ment due on the church debt has been 
paid, and both Mr. Grimshaw and the 
trustees of the church are for the pres
ent relieved of the impending burden. 
A “building of their own” is a good 
thing to have, but a mortgage and over
hanging-debt and interest are some
times difficult. However, the bridge is 
crossed for this time.

Harrison D. Barrett spoke to appre
ciative audiences in Pine street, while 
Mrs. Richmond was discoursing to 
equally interested people in the Odeon.

. The exposition is bringing many 
speakers and mediums to St Louis, and

which he thinks he has found; clad all 
In white, his snowy hair and beard gave 
him the appearance of the true p« phet. 
Then there was Elbert Hubbard, speak
ing for the'Roycrofters—the apostle of 
the Usefully Beautiful—of Labor made 
ideal. His words were simple, direct 
and charming.

The Unity League will be heard from 
more and more—since it is not only for 
a religious unity but for all useful and 
progressive things that make for peace 
and enlightenment The Orient meets 
the Occident to-day and comes with a 
better interpretation (sometimes) of 
the "Prince of Peace” than that offered 
by so-called “Christian” nations.

The reception at the Insidp Inn by 
the League was numerously attended, 
nearly all the speakers being present 
and many friends and strangers has
tened to do them homage. Mrs. Rich
mond was made much of by both the 
members of the League and their 
guests and in all cases the spiritual im
pact and pervading presence was never 
lost sight of.. Mr. C. C. Bonney as a 
spirit is as much (and more) in evi
dence with Mrs. Harbert and her 
friends as when he was here in bodily 
form.

One could not help wishing that such 
a meeting could have been held in one 
of the accessible down-town halls or

A Northern Resort for Spiritualists.

In northern Michigan, half-way be
tween Traverse City and Petoskey, or 
two miles south of the village of Cen
tral Lake, and five miles north of the 
village of Bellaire, is the camp-ground 
of the-Forest Home Spiritualist Associa
tion. ' It fa. named after the township of 
Forest Hane; and is sitaated on the 
west banlrvf long and beautiful Inter
mediate La^e. On the grounds are 
groved of evergreen trees; I was there 
two and three years ago and helped to 
trim them. The camp-ground is part of 
an evergreen nursery, where shade 
trees of a great variety were set out 
and are still growing. Mr. J. W. Nixon 
and family of Bellaire helped to trim 
the locust and evergreen trees; now 
they are growing into a second grove.

The camp-ground of eighteen acres is 
nearly paid for and it has a growing 
successful destiny. I lived in Bellaire 
two and three years ago and my wife, 
Mrs. Jennie Martin, was one ot the 
Speakers there. We can recommend 
the camp to all. When Spiritualists are 
going to the northern resorts this sum
mer, I suggest that they also visit For
est Home -camp during a Sunday excur
sion. Yes, go there and build, a cot-

il

catarrh of the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action of the vi
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits axe removed a 
cure Is impossible. The in
ner ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spi*aylng, 
hence the Inability of au- 
rlsts or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh is demonstrat
ed every day by the use of 
Actlna. The vapor current 
generated In the Actlna 
Eustachian tubes Into the

middle oar, removing the catarrhal-obstructions 
as It passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) In the 
inner ear, making them respond to the slight
est vibration oi sound, Actlna has never lulled 
to cure ringing noises In the head. We have 
known people troubled with tills distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured in 
only throe weeks’ use oi Actlna. Actlna also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; nil ot which are di
rectly or indirectly duo to catarrh. Actlna is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. We give advice free, and positive proof 
ot cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson's 
t()0 page Dictionary of Disease, Free. Address 
New York & London Electric Association, Dep.
*- 82# Walnut Street, Kansas City. Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer Tumor, Catarrh, Hies, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skinand Female Diseases. Write 
lor Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address ♦>

DRi BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
Q Q a Bay SueeSlS
RtBWMl * absolutely sure; wa

imhF furnish the work and teach
Cie locality where you lire. Send u 
axptelnthe tnniness fully,j^aembai 
of tBforevcry day*# work^bstfuUly 
ROtU. MANUyACTCKISG co.,

NEW INVENTION!
Write for new booklet, Bptrial Offer this month. Our 
Mw Quaker Folding Taper Bath Cabinets, fi&Ml 

prodnoetL Jteerytody drilgkted. Knjoy nt 
home for go each all the tnarrrionsclrauri ng, 
invigorating, cnrvtire effreti of the tsmwus 
Turkish Baths, Open the 6,000,000 skin 
pora*, purifies the entire «ytten. Brats Hot 
Springs. Prevents disease. Saves Dr. bills.

ued. Beat «.SO«Ur«-trial, jlOOUlSOO

tage, for it is as beautiful a place as 
uuseeu-jiunuB, sutcewieu m cwuuucr- , . , - --------; •— —- -- many others around Petoskey or Char
ing up hills, over rough band muddy e3’ tybere many hundreds—not. levoix. Yes, go where your own relig-

................. - - - sight-seers but tiunkers—could have ion is and help to make it popular, 
been present without the fatigue and My brother-in-law, Frank H. Lesher, 
expense of going -to the exposition of Mancelona, is its president;' Mrs.

• MaudEastmanof Mancelona.isits sec-
But the seed having been sown, it retary. Just write to them tor pro- 

will be wafted by breath of wind ot grams.
beak of bird to such hearts and minds My father-in-law, Samuel Lesher, now . 
os are ready to receive it , almost eighty years, writes to me that 

St. Louis, M. ■ Y. O. C. he has bought the only log house there
_ _____ and will live in it instead of in a tent

walks (which do abound In the outer
most districts of: i the exposition 
grounds and at last fotad ?-this assem
blage of choice souls grouped together as 
might have been the "wise men of the 
East” when they were fdllowing the 
guiding star of the New Tfflth.

Nothing could beiimoro lnteresting 
than what was said iuithoSe'meetings— 

nothing could be farth$i>c from the ... ____ _______
crowd, and nothing dould’better' repre- ' ■ . He writes in a nice round -hand, clear

God and Mu NgI0M)olS^^S
By ROBERT BLATCHFORD . before the camp opens, he has gone 

Author or "MerTie Enriand”; editor of the there, cut the hay and cleared the
London “Clarion." ... .............................. . .

it is a wise move to keep all the meet
ings open, although for three or four 
days including Sunday the weather was 
such as to drive all the’people to tho 
suburbs and beer gardens. So “moral” 
is the government of the United States 
that the needed loan would not ■ be 
granted unless the exposition were 
closed on Sundays. This leaves the 
thausands of visitors no other places to-* Then there was Mr; Hickman, the ciothSixo; ftw soc, Pwtpew. 
go than, to.church or the beer gardens cbautauqua-organizer; Prof. Chainey, OBAS.K KEBfi &£&_54 5th Ave_ Cftscsvn - - ' , - - —T------Bll0W8 ’ who was “spirited” out & materialism • ■ ' - tftOg’5

was assigned a place on the regular pro- objeetkmahto than anything on. “The into spiritualism, then into Theosophy. »Ttaft netted- «• gram within the exposition grounds. . Mke" are at full swing. But why not atoO^ltold i BlldX YoSSr
In my next letter I will, tell of Its close “Ths SH&e" a&d leave the yrf iMn tw> . Ap Seund; price 6L

grounds; he has gathered the brush in 
piles, rolled logs together and burned 
them. Yes, he has done all that alone.

Now, young folks, don’t let that 
eighty-year-old boy beat you. Go there 
and do something; have an object in 
life and yon will feel better; join the 
crowd and push things along; be some
body and have a little influence; help

*1a the World Celestial.” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
fealpCuI; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth

TLo above Is the number of the pres* 
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page^ 
right hand corner. K this number co^ 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbee 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
data. Keep watch of the number OR 
tte tag of your wrapper.

“Poema tit Erojresa.” By Lizzie 
Dotes. In this volume, this., peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read tn her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is-tastily 
printed and bound. Price SL

"Death, Its Meaning and Results.* 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol- ■ 
tune, of-decided value. -A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in the au
thor's experience. Cloth, t>60 pages, Q. 
lartra&d, 61.25.

“Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth." By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea . 
for justice and equality in all the rela-l 
tlons of life between men and tromeu.' 
Cloth. "S cents: leatherette. 50 centa. 1
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use a pen or typewriter.

Wo a° to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bçar t.h<* In mind.

.’ICES AND COMMUNICATIONS 
.’UBLICATiON, ¡OTHERWISE THE) 
WILL FIND (THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Ib alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can he 
best subserved ¿hereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to band, however much we might desire 

- to do bo. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
end It Is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that Items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many Items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item 1b cut down to ten Unes, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE pUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes bo and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer, rhe items of tbodl who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. — During 
June, July and August the Progressive 
Lyceum will be sent to Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to increase your subscription one- 
half its present number, with no extra 
expense. Address' J. W. Ring, care of 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

D. L. Haines of Franklin, Neb., wants 
the address of J. M. White.

Liberty, Me.—"If you are going to 
have any Fourth of July celebration 
this year,” said James William Brown 
to hiB son, “you had better get it over 
by Saturday night, because I am going 
to die on the Fourth, ano you will not 
wish to hear any firecrackers until after 
I am under ground." In the morning of 
July i, Mr. Brown, who was 84 last May, 
milked his two cows and ate hlB break
fast. Then he read the morning paper. 
Soon after 9 o’clock he walked across 
the lawn and sat down in a summer pa
vilion, where he listened to the boys, 
who were making a loud noise in the 
village a mile away. When his daugh
ter came out to call him to dinner he 
was seated in his armchair with his el
bow propped against the rail of the 
summer house. His eyes were closed 
and his face was very pale. The family 
physician said he bid been dead two 
hours. Mr. Brown.is the fourth mem
ber of bls family who has died on 
July. 4.

Isa A. Cross writes: "Mrs Nora H- 
Hill, pastor of the Rising Sun Mission, 
will lecture for the Hyde Park Occult 
Society on July 24. We expect a treat, 
as she is one of the hard workers in 
that busy mission. Come out and get 
the different ideas of different speakers. 
On Sunday, July 10, Walter DeVoe 
gave us one of his bright and spiritual 
lectures, which we all enjoyed very 
much. He says things that make peo
ple think. On that same date we went 
to Beverly Hills on one of our outings, 
and spent another delightful day in the 
woods. Please join us on our next «me 
on July 24. Sunday evening service at 
S o’clock at 319 E. 55th street. Psychic 
manifestations by Mrs. Kline and other 
mediums.”

The New Thought Federation which 
wes perfected by the executive commit
tee elected by the convention held in 
Chicago last November, has made ar
rangements for holding the fourth New 
Thought Convention in St. Louis, Mo., 

, October 25 to 28, inclusive. It will be 
international In scope and character, 
merging the work inaugurated by the 
International Metaphysical League and 
that of the Chicago New Thought Fed
eration.

H. W." Henderson writes from Law
rence, Kans., that the camp-meeting at 

- Ottawa will not be held this year. Long 
continued rains and floods, destruction 
of furniture, racking of buildings, inun
dating grounds, etc., are the reasons 
given for. not holding the camp as usual.

Mrs. L. J. Jaquet writes: “The Evan
gelical Spiritual meetings will close 
during the months of July and August. 
1 will still continue my Wednesday af
ternoon and Saturday evening circles in 
my parlors."

H. F. Coates writes: “I wish to. an
nounce that I will be at home, 233 East 
Thirty-second street, during the sum
mer, for work as usual. I will also con
duct services at Kenwood Hall, 4308 
Cottage GroVe avenue, each Sunday at 
8 p. m. Many halls are closed and 
many are seeking a Sunday service. 
We invite you to our hall where the 
best of mediums are to be heard."

Dr. P. T. Johnson writes from Bat
tle Creek, Mich., in reference to 
Farmer Riley's sickness: “I wish to say 
for the benefit of all, that Farmer Riley 
is at my house, confined to his bed, suf
fering with a severe attack of inflam
matory fever, and has been for the last 
two weeks, ano his recovery seems 
slow. I don’t think he will be able this 
summer or fall to give any seances, or 

- fill any of his engagements, though his 
' guides think they will be able to get 

him out in a few days: My guides have 
done everything possible for-him. All 
send your thoughts for his speedy re
covery. We can’t afford to let him pass 
on yet.”

A Friend writes from St. Louis, Mo.: 
“On last Sunday evening, notwith
standing the fact that President H. D. 
Barrett was lecturing at the Pine street 
Temple, and the renowned Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond was at the Odeon, How-' 
ard’s hall was filled with an apprecia
tive audience. After a short lecture by 
C. W. Stewart, Mrs. Folsom invited 
Miss Ella Preston to come forward and 
for a short time that excellent psychic 
entertained the people. Mrs. Folsom 
was then blindfolded and gave several 
readings from cards that were sent up, 
and then she removed the bandage 
from’her eyes and under control of Spir-. 
it Carson sho gave fifteen independent 
writings, all of which were recognized, 
In the space of ten minutes. The writ
ten messages were all given under 
strict test conditions and the. audience 
was carried away with enthusiasm.

• Mrs. Folsom is a truly wonderful medi
um and the courage she displays in go
ing on with her work despite her ter
rible afflictions’and ill health, is the 

(9 wonder and admiration of her hosts of 
friends in St. Louis.”

Word comes from Port Htiron, Mich., 
that supernatural causes—tins rattling 
noisily and unseen bodies walking 
across the floors with tramping feet— 
.are said to have reduced' Mrs, Edward 
Glover in one week’s time from a plump 
woman to a thin, nervous wreck. A 
week ago Mr, and Mrs. Glover moved 
from Bancroft street into the house 
owned by Frank McGraw, and since 
that time they and many of their 
friends have heard these uncanny 
noises, They assume they are caused 
by ghosts that haunt the place. The 
first day they were in the house the 7- 
year-old daughter of her Bister, Mrs. 
peorge Ryder, of Elmwood street, came 
toddling downstairs from the chambers 
with awful fright pictured on her face. 
Rushing into the arms of. Mrs, Glover, 
she cried: ‘‘Don’t let that man touch 
me, aunty." Mrs. Glover supposed the 
child was only frightened by babyish 
fancies and did her best to soothb her 1 
distress. Later Mrs. Glover heard a tin j 
rattling upstairs and went to investi
gate. She found a tin which was used 
to cover u stove-pipe hole making the 
noise and, taking it down, placed it 
upon a bed. She returned downstairs' 
and soon heard the tin rattling harder 
and louder than ever. She rushed up
stairs again. Step, step, step, the floor 
was creaking as if under the feet of a 
moving body, but nobody was visible. 
The sound passed all around her and 
the tin rattled again. Her nerves werb 
unstrung and she rushed to the lower 
floor. When her husband returned she 
told him of the affair and he was not 
convinced until he also heard the noise, 
not In the same room, however, but all 
over the house. This occurred Monday, 
and that night she was too nervous to 
sleep in the house and they went to the 
neighbors. Tuesday night they decided 
to s^ick it out and went to bed. The 
light was left burning brightly, but the 
noises continued. This settled it and 
they did not sleep in the house again. 
The next day a number of their friends 
were called in, but the unnatural noises 
could not be located and the place was 
declared to be haunted. Mrs. Glover 
could not stand the strain and a house
was rented two doors away. Their 
neighbors helped them to move their 
household goods and now for the first 
time in a week Mrs. Glover is resting 
comfortably.

C. Kirchner writes: “Rev. Thos S. 
Warner, assistant pastor of the Rising 
Sun Spiritualist Mission, will lecture on 
Sunday evening, July 24, at the Mis
sion’s hall, 378 S. Western avenue. Sub
ject, ‘Know Thyself.’ Brother Warner 
is blossoming out as one of our fore
most speakers on the Spiritualist ros
trum, and always conveys the right 
ideas to his hearers. We will also have 
our usual good singing. All welcome; 
seats free.”

The Journal of Columbus, Ohio, says: 
“The' experiments with the treatment of 
alcoholism by hypnotism, begun by Rus
sian scientists in Moscow in 1896, have 
been pronounced successful. It Is as
serted that this cure has reformed 70 
per cent of the horrible examples upon 
whom it has been tried and the sclen- 

' title gentlemen are quite jubilant. In 
spite of the optimistic reports sent 
abroad, we are inclined to doubt the 
permanency of the new remedy. So 
long as the patients are kept under the 
hypnotic Influence, it is reasonable to I 
believe that they will remain sober, as 
the traditional judge. Hypnotism made 
a great singer of Trilby, whose ability 
to carry a tune ceased the moment 
Svengali stopped waving his baton. So 
the mysterious power can make an 
earnest temperance advocate of a 
drunken old reprobate, while.the hyp
notist makes his own will taat of his 
subject. But we should hesitate to 
trust the latter in the corner saloon, 
alone with the barkeeper. If a hard 
drinker can hypnotize himself into the 
belief that he doesn’t really like liquor 
or that the indulgence of his appetite 1b 
ruining him, he may effect a permanent 
cure. But no young man should con
tract the habit with the Idea that the 
mesmeric eye of some hypnotic Individ- I 
ual can rid him of it later. He would 
be taking a long chance.”

Mrs. E. Whittier writes from N. And
over, Mass.<: “I do dearly love The I 
Progressive Thinker; it is half my life. 
I see other papers of -this kind, but I 
have never seen one yet that can begin 
with yours.”

Mrs. Florence Terry writes from 
Wellington, Ohio: “Our Methodist min
ister, Mr. Gross, is giving a series of 
sermons on ‘Delusions.’ The first of 
this series he delivered last evening on 
Spiritualism, and for his scripture les
son he read the first 16 verses of I. I 
Samuel, 28th chapter. You understand, 
only the first 16 verses. He held Spir
itualism up to ridicule. He used no 
logic, and what he told concerning the 
Ism was only what he . had heard or 
read. Our society of less than a dozen 
counts five from his flock. This shows I 
very plainly why he felt called upon to I 
make us a subject for his best efforts. 
The Spiritualists are adding to their 
number the intellectual middle-aged 
adult, while the churches in general 
must be content with recruits from thè 
nursery. Does Mr. Gross think that by 
stepping upon Spiritualists he ia mount
ing higher in the estimation of the or
thodox people? A poor way indeed to 
climb, and very uncertain. We as 
American born citizens are endowed by 

,our creator with certain unalienable I 
rights, and in the pursuit of happiness | 
we shall embrace whatsoever religion I 
appeals most to our reason and com-1 
mon sense.” I

Dr. Beverly writes: “Our meetings j 
are a success for the time of year. All I 
the faithful have not left, thè city, and- 
we are here to stay. We have a côol I 
hall, being cooled by electric fans, and 
plenty of room, and a fine ventilation. 
Dr. Temple has rendered good service. 
Sarah Thomas has been with us two 
bundays and fine talent is . on hand to 
entertain. Every Sunday evening Wal-1 
ter’DeVoe gives us some of the rich I 
cream from the great ocean of truth. I 
Mrs. Herrington will have charge of the I 
Success Circle and Happy Health Club. 
These vibrations are sent daily to mem-1 
bers In all parts of the’world. Game | 
agfl join us.”

Mrs. S. IS. Mackley writes from Cali
fornia: "I am glad Spiritualists are do
ing their part bo nobly and fearlessly in 
weeding out the frauds. Farmer Riley 
and W. W. Aber seem to stand firm as 
yet, but I hope'to see some of them ac
cept the $1,000 offer, although, of 
course, it would not materially affect 
the standing of Spiritualism before the 
world. ‘All a put-up job,' would be the 
verdict."

N. A. Churcn, M. D, writes: “Spirit
ualism is prospering grandly in Los An
geles, Cal. We have many good work
ers here , in the way of lecturers and 
platform test mediums, besides other 
talent. There are numerous places of 
meeting, ail ofwhich seem to work har
moniously together. I never saw so 
much gratuitous healing of the sick, nor 
so much dispensing of charity to poor 
njembers. May the good work go on 
until neither a body nor a soul hungers 
for food."

Mrs. I. V. St, G. Williams writes from 
Vancouver, B, C.: "There are very few 
Spiritualists here and no society of any 
kind to help the spiritual cause. I have 
been giving trance readings at my 
home for the past month (two days a 
week), and expect to keep up the good 
work as I am permanently located 
here. I am sure my friends in Chicago 
and St. Louis, where I was known as 
Elizabeth Smith, will be pleased to 
learn that I am now married, and still 
working for the cause of Spiritualism."

Mrs. Allie Buhland writes from. 1224 
N, Senate avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.: 
’’The workers of Indianapolis are not 
idle, and our industry has brought its 
reward. We have been throwing out 
life lines, and many have been drawn 
from the tumultuous sea of doiibt into 
the harbor of realization through the 
efforts of your writer, assisted by F. V. 
Jackson and C. A. Buhland. On MUV 
29, the anniversary of the spiritual birth 
of my first born, the little Bessie who 
is my sweet little test coptrol, we or
ganized a band of Spiritualists and in
vestigators into the Progressive Spirit- 

; ual Church, receiving our charter from 
the Indiana State Association last 
week. What we have done here we 
can accomplish elsewhere and would be 
pleased to hear from parties at any 
point who desire an enthusiastic, en
ergetic worker to labor with them.”

Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie is now at No. 
4312 Greenwood avenue, Chicago, Ill. 
She'writes: “I finished work at Camp 
Brady, Ohio, Sunday, July 10; had a 
splendid audience and the meeting was 
a success. The engagement there was 
most pleasant in every respect. The 
camp bids fair to be one of the best - 
this season. I will be located at above 
address until the last of this month. 
Any mall will reach me here. Will go 
to Clinton, Iowa, the last Sunday in the 
month; from there to Chesterfield, Ind,, 
for the month of August.”

Mrs. Emma Hess writes from Peoria, 
Ill.: “Our-Rosebud Club has in it just 
nine mediums, and we will be called 
upon to operate on .the eyes of one who 
has been In total blindness for five long 
years. The 'doctor who had his case in 
charge is now in spirit life and he will 
do the work through his medium, and 
if it is a success we will let the world 
know through your valuable paper, 
which Is appreciated for its honesty 
and truthfulness.”

Annie H. Pierce writes from Rock
ford, Ill.: “The Ladies’ Auxiliary to the 
Spiritual Science Society of Rockford, 
Ill., wishes to be placed on record once 
more,In your columns as a band of earn
est women, Working for the cause of
Spiritualism. We have regular meet
ings every week at the homes of the la
dles in alphabetical order, with a fee of 
five cents each for the members, wheth
er they are present or not, and when we 
have visitors, which is nearly always, 
we are not so ill-bred as to fail in giv
ing them an opportunity to contribute if 
they desire, and in this way we manage 
to pick up a neat little sum aside from 
the work we are doing. At present we 
are preparing for a bazaar to be held in 
the fall, and as we are in’ full accord 
with the old saying,'‘All work,’ etc., we 
have an entertaining committee ap
pointed at each meeting for the ensuing 
week, and bo 'combine pleasure ■ with 
profit. .We have also our regular 
monthly eocial; our last was a conun
drum supper, at the home of our presi
dent, Mrs. Gltchel. The supper being 
served on a commodious back porch, 
lighted with Japanese lanterns, and if 

-it be true that people ‘laugh and grow 
fat,’' our society must have added sev
eral pounds avoirdupois to its weight 
that evening. We are planning, an ex
cursion on the river for this month and 
expect to have a glorious good time. 
We hope also to make something finan
cially."

Sarah J. Grubb writes from Colorado: 
"I must say that The Progressive 
Thinker is the best paper in the world 
•for me. I will tell why I am a Spirit
ualist Many years ago my hand was 
used to write automatically in the Ger
man language, and a name, signed that 
was unknown to me. A question was 
answered by the control to a person 
who was present, but who disputed the 
reply. Bpth maintained they were cor
rect until the control'* got angry and 
ended by holding my hand so firmly on 
the table that two stout men were un- 

I able to lift it. I became so frightened 
that I declared I never would try such 
a thing again. I have' never been able 
to write since, but, I must add that the 
control was correct and the person ask
ing the question was the one mistaken. 
Both could speak and write the Ger
man language, but I could not This 
was a test for me of spirit knowledge 
and force. The grand philosophy of 
progression came to me later, and has 
been the means of making me a better 
and a happier woman than all my for
mer experience in church life. I was 
brought up a Methodist I still like 
the habit of calling each other sister 
and brother; I can take In the whole 
world, but J feel sick of the terms rev
erend and’pastor, and the christening 
of infants, and I may as well say it all, 
invocations. I heard too much of that 
when I was in church bondage.”

Mtb. John Brown, Sr., writes from 
San Francisco. Cai.: "It will afford 
great pleasure to the unseen If you will 
allow me a small space in your valu-. 
able , paper to "announce to your intel
lectual readers that they soon will be 
treated , to "a ’ feast of good things 
through the mediumship of Miss Mae 
Hunt, who Is now residing in San-Fran
cisco, and whose work consists.of vari
ous phases, and some of which are un
known to the present, generation. Miss 
Hunt hah been before the public as a 
speaker and test medium more or less, 
for several years, but for the past few 
months was withdrawn from the public 
work preparatory for a higher, grander 
and more specific work of which you 
will hear more anon as the work pro
gresses. The work consists-of readings 
by. mall and otherwise,-Mneetlngs and' 
circles of various kinds of which will-be

I written many descriptive and explana- 
1 tory letters affording much Interesting

Mrs. Corq. L. V, Richmond and Mr- 
Richmond have passed through Chicago 
an route torihe.Èastern camps. TJiey 
had just time to take a little needed 
rest at the|g; homfl In Rogers Park be
fore going qastiygi'd. Mrs. Richmond's 
work in St.,,Lm>ÎB was most cordially 
received aijd heartily, appreciated oy 
both socletips at^d.Vy the Unity League. 
Dates for Jjjjly: Cprry, Pa., 17 and 22; 
Onset, Mass,, 31s,t,;
leading to UriEhton the days of many a 
weary traveler sojourning on the shady 
side of this-mundane sphere, giving 
new hope and new joys that they stiil 
live to know these things. As there is 
much controversy regarding old mani
festations and their mediums the times 
demand the new to take their places, 
giving a new impetus and strength to 
light up the dark places and brush 
away the cobwebs gathered therein. 
The intelligence of the present demands 
investigation In the bright light of new 
developments as nature evolves them 
from her bosom for the benefit of her 
children. And It is our right to de
mand the highest and best obtainable 
and not be satisfied with anything less, 
receiving it with due regard."

H. R. LaGrange, secretary, writes: 
"The Island Lake camp association 
opened Its tenth ;atinual cajnp session, 
July 10, with a goodly attendance, the 
speaker of the day being Mrs. Margaret 
LaGrange. Her eloquent discourses 
and astrological character readings 
were well received. From* all Indica
tions it seems as if this is to be the ban
ner year, of the. L L. C. A. ■ Cottages are 
nearly all occupied, and people pouring 
In every day. The association has 
spared neither time nor expense in giv
ing to the publierons of the best pro
grams to be seen at any camp. Follow
ing order, starting Sunday, July 17, we 
offer to our patrons as platform work
ers, W. V. Nlcum, B. F. Austin, Mrs. 
Amanda Coffman, D. A. Herrick, G. W. 
Kates and wife, Julia M. Walton, Mr. 
and Mrs. E. W. White. All phases of 
the phenomena will be represented. 
Farmer Riley, the world-renowned ma
terializing medium, is under positive 
engagement first two weeks of camp. 
Mri A. W. Kaiser, trumpet medium of 
Toledo, Ohio, gave a public seance to a 
large number, Sunday afternoon, and 
all who sat were well satisfied. He will 
be with us all this month aqd will be 
pleased ’to accept week-day engage
ments within; reasonable distance of 
camp grounds’. Remember, the camp is 
open now. Board at our new modern 
50-room fire-proof hotel, $5 and $5.50 
per week. For programs and particu
lars address H. R. LaGrange, secretary. 
Island Lake Box, Brighton, Mich."

J. M. White writes: “As I expect to 
start South soon; letters for engage
ments between Lincoln, Neb., and Kan
sas City will'reach me at Elmwood, 
Neb., F. R. D. No. 17, care of A. T. Hin
shaw.” ' !

D. W. Hull is àt’the Escondido Camp, 
Cal. He gofes from there to Walling
ton, stopping a few days at Stockton, 
and Dunsmiiir. ■

Mrs. Maud K. Gfttes writes from Win
field, Kansas: “The Winfield (Kansas) 
Association (Ind If; impossible to hold 
its eleventh annilal camp-meeting this 
year, on account $f the recent floods 
leaving the park in a most dreadful con
dition.” z . tv

Mrs. M. henry yrites-: “The Ladles’ 
Auxiliary connected with the Universal 
Occult. SoçiçfjOjWllJ hold a lawn social 
on. the everifng, p£ July 20» ai^.the resi
dence of the president, Mrs. Marian 
Davenport, 3138 Rhodes avenue. Ad
mission free; fifteen cents charged for 
ice cream and cake. A small fee 
charged for palm readings by Mrs. Wag
staff and Mrs. Henry, in. gypsy cos
tumes. Music and other attractions.”

Dr. Bland Is in receipt of the follow
ing letter from Rev. I. K. Funk, D. D., 
author of “The Widow’s Mite." He 
says: “I have read with great pleasure 
your book, Tn the World Celestial.’ It 
is a charming book, whether ft be a 
dream or a reality. I can easily con
ceive bow it could be a dream and more 
real than a great multitude of what we 
call objective realities. Your effort 
tends to place a rational foundation un
der our belief in an inner world, in im
mortality. It Is, to me-, a very suggest
ive book.”

T. W. Sherk writes: “Rev. Harry J. 
Moore’s second lecture at the Church of 
Spirit Communion 4308 Cottage Grove 
avenue, last Sunday evening, attracted 
a full house. We wish he could have 
been with us longer, and hope to have 
blm with us again when his camp-meet
ing engagements have come to an end. 
It is one of the beauties of Spiritualism 
that its methods have not become for
mal and stereotyped, but on the con
trary are free and natural, each individ
ual working and speaking in his own 
way as the spirit moves. Mr. Moore’s 
methods are distinctly his own. He 
makes his points very forcible and 

। some of his emphatic statements might 
be resented by some investigators were 
It not that he keeps his audiences in 
constant good humor. Next Sunday 
evening Dr. Randall .will lecture and 
Mrs’. Pierce will sing, and Mr. Coates 
and others will give messages. Meet
ings will be conducted all summer and 
a large attendance Is desired.” ( .

Mrs. S. R. Pierson writes from Bow
en’s Mills, Mich.: “Mrs. John Lindsey 
of Grand Rapids, Mich., has finished her 
work in Middleville, and is here at our 
home in Bowen’s Mills. We had a very 
pleasant visit and. held two home cir
cles, at which the independent voices 
came, and we were very much plefibed 
to hear from our .friends. The work of 
the Spiritualists at.this place is nearly 
at a standstill at present, as It is draw
ing near to camp-meeting time. Mrs. 
Lindsey starts home to Grand Rapids 
to-day to make ready for Mount Pleas
ant Park camp,Clliiton, Iowa.” -

Mrs. J. E. Bower.writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: “‘By. $eir fruits ye shall know 
them,’, was truly verified as the friends . 
gathered in the parlors of Mrs. Laura 
L. Crawford, fJje occasion being her last 
public circle until the autumn months. 
Over one hundred partook of Ice cream 
and cake she; had po thoughtfully pro
vided, after listening to a fine program, 
music and recyatiofis. The tests were 
given by the f^veraj mediums assist
ing, and were^’elljpceived. We have 
some exceptionally {fine local med’ums. 
As a fitting finale w the harmonious 
gathering a beautiful diamond ring was 
presented MrsjjCfayford a\a token of 
the love they,bore ¿heir pastor, coun
selor and friend.”

Dr. Eves writes to ths Philosophical 
Journal, Cal.: “Those who do not at
tend the meetings at'Scottish hall, cer
tainly miss hearing something that 
Which cannot fall’to, entertain, instruct 
and spiritually inspire them to renew 
the battle of life in this world as weiras < 
to revive their spiritual hopes. I have 
attended Mr. Perkins! meetings, several, 
times and I can saÿ, I, as weir as the

] .hat we drop In the basket. His ability 
I o develop a Jmarty laugh is in itself a 

onio and the tests are so spontaneous 
?(! indicative of such, wonderful accu- 
acy, entirely free from any supposition 
;t fraud, deception, or phrenology, that 
;ave me great satisfaction, not only 
nyself but many others received unmis
takable tests of our spirit friends last 
Sunday evening. There are many faces 
in his audience who are never seen else
where in similar meetings, showing his 
mission of converting the skeptic. The 
Spiritualists will lose a grand, faithful 
and able worker when he leaves ub fpr 
Hie Eastern states.”

Prof. O. H. Hoy, Osteopathlst, has re
moved from Chicago to Marshalltown, 
Iowa. He will answer calls to lecture 
on Osteopathy or Spiritualism.,

Washington, D. C., July 17.~After re
sisting the skill of two experts connect
ed with the treasury department, a 
small safe belonging to Col. J. Eldridge 
Smith, an inventor who died recently, 
has been opened, and now the on'ly 
question is whether ft was opened in 
answer to Mrs. Smith's prayers or 
through Information coming direct from 
Col. Smith to S. Clark Swett, a Spiritu
alistic medium. Mrs. Smith scouts the 
idea at Spiritualism, but Mr. Swett, un
der whose manipulations the safe door 
swung open, says it was nothing else. 
The little safe contained all the valu-; 
abM papers belonging to Col. Smith and 
he was the only one who knew tile com- । 
binatlon. Experts gave it up as a bad 
job. Then Mr. Swett said he would try. 
Swett says he has been a Spiritualist 
for ’forty years and has about twenty- 
five ‘spirit guides.’ One of the guides, 
he says, is an Indian girl, and she Is the 
one, he states, who saw ,Col. Smith in 
the other world and got from him toe 
combination and transmitted it, thus en
abling the safe to be opened.

The world does move! A few years 
ago neither man. nor woman of out
spoken Spiritualistic or freethinking 
proclivities were honored by the sover
eign states to represent them, or given 
charge where rested great responsibil
ity, while to-day, the lady in charge of 
Idaho's Art and Industries at the St. 
Louis World’s Fair, Mrs. C. J. Johnson 
(whose husband is an honored contrib
utor to The Progressive Thinker), is an 
outspoken freethinker and an excellent 
medium. Her picture appeared lately 
In the St. Louis Sunday Star. The ap
pointing power did not ask about her 
belief, but knew that she was a woman 
of energy, perseverance and ability. 
This may encourage the timid ones 
among us to step to the front, and let 
the world know that they are alive.

Mrs. Walter Tooley writes from Find
lay, Ohio: “Mrs. Nina Challen, of To
ledo, Ohio, has been with us this last 
week, giving lectures and test circles, 
bringing souls to the light. She is a dil
igent worker, not alone for, the money, 
but for the good she can1 do.” 

-------
That One Thousand Dollar Offer.

To the superficial and casual observer 
it looks reasonable and feasible.

But because it has not been accepted, 
and may not be accepted, Spiritualism 
will not fall into discredit and go into 
degeneracy therefor.

All Spiritual manifestations are as 
surely In accordance with conditions 
and the law governing spirit return .as 
is the coming into this life of the new-
born Infant, which comes only in 
cordance with conditions and the 
governing the same. So far as I

ac- 
law 
am

competent to measure and judge, the 
situation here being considered, the 
conditions and a knowledge of the law 
oL mediumship comes not within

the

the
province of human understanding.

Suppose in mid-winter Mr. Hale shall 
offer $1,000 for a peach to materialize 
on a branch of a peach tree, with color 
fragrance and flavor.

The offer of $1,000 would not produce 
a single peach. He must wait for fa
vorable conditions to mature, wheh un
der nature the beautiful peach with all 
its sweetness will surely materialize.

A medium cannot work his or her me
diumship at will.

, Mediumhhip is a gift, just as our fac
ulties, or our hands or feet All these 
should have, our best care and most sa
cred protection.

From an experience in observation (1 
am not a medium) covering a period of 
more than fifty years witnessing many 
phases of mediumship, my advice to 
mediums is to give the $1,000 offer a 
wide go-by. The chances are that some 
unfairness in producing conditions 

■ would be dominated, and a failure 
। might follow, and this by the stupid 
world would go to the ends of the earth. 
This would cause a backset to Spiritual
ism. It would entail grievous mortifica
tion and much wasted time by Spiritu
alists in submitting explanations.

Again, suppose it be a success and 
the medium receive the $1,000. I would 
be glad for her or him. But that is all 
the good it would do. Mr. Hale him
self would not believe' ft. The Jamie
sons would not believe it. And why 
should Spiritualists care whether they 
believe or not?

The joy and the sweet consolation 
which Spiritualism brings, fills the 
hearts of all who are conscious of the 
continuity of life.

The invitation goes out to all to 
come. The still small voice in each 
breast will guide and help to get 
knowledge which will give more of 
sweetness to life than all else beside.

JOHN CADWALLADER.
Anderson, Ind. i !

— - , - m- > , •
THE PRAYER OF THE CHRISTIAN

MILLIONAIRE.

“Jesus, lover of my soul,’1 
Give me ninety-five per cent;

While the money in doth roll 
I’ll be filled with sweet content.

j “Hide me. Oh, my Savior, hide,” 
While I make the dollars fast, 

Sato Into my safe they’ll glide, 
You'll receive thy -poor at last

"Other refuge have I none," 
Save my bonds and notes for me;

While I skin each poor man’s son, 
For support I’ll look to thee.

“All my trust on thee Is stayed,"
• To my usury I'll cling, 
For my scheme is neatly played, 

'Neath the shadow of thy wing.
“Plenteous grace with thee is found,” 

Let new victims now drop in;
Let them each with cash abound, 

Make, oh, make for me more tin.
"Thou of life the fountain art," 

Let me draw long life from thee, 
Plate with gold my marble heart, 

Count my gains eternally.
JAS. H. YOUNG. 

Onset, Mass.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

entire audience was Interested and en
tertained from Etart t'o .finish, in file re
freshing methods  ̂presenting.- the: phi
losophy of life and mediumship, tils

■ A remarkable book, of intense inter
est to all, whether-Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, Investigators or believers.
- -The author has embodied - in this: 
book, an- account of his - wonderful- per-• 
Sonal-experience," and -has culled-from
other sources - the experiences- ot others; 
Including, scientists of - world-wide' ro 

ivsupuy vi auo uuu uicuiuuiDuiyf cud making & yolume ot; great value:; 
singing alone is worth- the paltry dime ’ S38 octavo pages. Price, doth. $2. ।

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE. >■
A Conspiracy Against the Repuhlic. By Judge C. B. Waite, author 

of “History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200, Price 25 cents.
A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas, Bradlaugh, the great Eng- [ 

lish freethought leader, with a story of his life as told,by himself and a' 
history of his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents, t

After Her Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause ana 
reflect almost to entrancement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1,
.After the Sex Struck, or Zugassent’s Discovery. This book is in

tended to teach husbapd and wife how to agreeably adjust their differ
ences. Highly agreeable is its contents. By Geo. N. Miller. Price 25o.

Age of Reason. Being an investigation of true and fabulous theol
ogy. A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type; 186 
pages. By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. .

Ancient India, Its Language and Religions, Translations of the ar
ticles “Religion of the Veda,” and “Buddhism.” The Study of tho 
Sanskrit. By Prof. H. Oldenberg, Price 25 cents.

A New Catechism. By M. M. Mangasarian. A book suited to ex
press the thoughts of men, women and children living in the new times. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents • paper, 50 cents.

Angell Prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in 
all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle, Price 30 cents.

Antiquity Vnveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Rea’lms. An in
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of tho‘ 
past. By J. M.. Roberts. Price $1.50.

A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro
manism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents.

-Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to-Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testa- 
merit by its compilers. Translated froimthe original tongues, and now j’ 
collected into one volume. Price, $1.50. —-

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful commrinication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents.

Aryan Sun-Myths. 'The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titcomb. Price, cloth, $1.

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. -Thomson J. 
Hudson. Price $1.50.

A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker, author of “Helen Harlow’8 
Vow,” “The Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
other works. Price 25 cents.

As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book 
and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price, $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $1.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs of the 
Zodiac. By J. H. Hill, M. D. Price $1.

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly, is a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2. ■

AurfiS and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F/Grumbinc. Price, 50 cts.

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences of the 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth, $1.

Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner, 
and describing his life in the spirit world. Price'75 cents.
• Beyond the Vail. A Sequel to Rending the Vail, given through tho 
mediumship of W. W. Aber. Price, $1.50; postage 25 cents.

Bible and Church Degrade Woman. By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. 
Comprises three brief essays on The Effects of Woman Suffrage on. 
Questions of Morals and Religion. Price 10 cents.

Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power iTliieh helped or 
made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price, 75c

Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de-- 
scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of 
the principle personages of the Christian Bible, and an examination of 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Prine $1.75.

' Big Bible Stories. Placed in the crucible of Mathematics, they are 
made too absurd for anyone who can count on his fingers, one, two, 
three, etc. New and unique. By W. H. Bach. Price, 50 cents.

Body and Soul. A series of lectures by J. Clegg Wright. Price, $1.
Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. Savage. Price $1.
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or students in tho 
science. 107 pages. Price-$1.

Character Building, Thought Power. A dainty little book and help
ful. By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 35 cents.
Conflict Between Religion and Science. By J. W. Draper. Price, $1.75.

Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear chil
dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental sug
gestion. By Newton N. Riddell. Price 60 cents.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum. A manual, with directions for the 
organization and management of Sunday-schools. Something indis
pensable. By Andrew Jaekson Davis. Price, 25 cents; postage, 5 cts..

Christianity a Fiction. The astronomical and astrological origins of 
all religions. A richly sarcastic poem, by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 
50 cents.

Christs of the Past and Present. By Rev. Moses Hull. A valuable 
book; Price, cloth, 35 cents; paper, 25 cents.

Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law, nature and unfoldment. 
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Coming American Civil War. This excellent book is written in the 
interest of humanity, of liberty, and of patriotism. By Burton Amw 
Huntington. 300 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents, postpaid.

Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
present day. A book to inspire the reader to love his free America. By 
Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 cents.

Concentration. A series of six symbol cards and a valuable pamph
let on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how 
to conquer yourself and develop your innermost faculties. By Laura 
G. Fixen. Price 50 cents.

■ Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, the 
well-known lecturer. Those who have had the privilege of hearing 
Prof. Lockwood lecture will understand and appreciate the character 
of this work. Price $1.

Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samuel 
Bowles. Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twing. Price, 
50 cents.

Cozmian Hymn Book. A collection of original .and selected bymna 
for liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the home. Compiled 
by. L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. ;

I . Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its title indicates—a 1 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very in- j 
teresting book. Price 25 cents. /

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrier. Price, 50c.!
Death and the After-Life. An excellent work relating to the transi

tion moment; scenes and society in Summer-land; Winter-land. By' 
Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, cloth 55 cents; postage 5 cents.

Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keep Yonng. By 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1.

Death, Its Meaning and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member of the 
Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $1.25.

Diakka arid Their Earthly Victims. A very interesting and suggest
ive work. It is an explanation of much that is false and repulsive in 
Spiritualism. By A. J. Davis. Price 50 cents.

Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their Interpreta
tions; By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents.

Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will 
help you see the b'eauty and joy of life. Price, $1.50.

gfl-cy Lessons in Psychometry. Clairvoyance and Inspiration. By J.
C. F. Grumbine. Price, 50 cents. .

Echoes from the World of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 
songs, witli music and chorus, in book form., By C. P. Longley. Price, ' 
$1; postage 15 cents. .. .. .. ..

Edith Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling: appeal to all who are interested 
jn learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek
ing, toprevenf theprogress of. liberalism. ’ Price 15 cents. ■ , ■

Elsie’s Littie Brother Tom. An interesting story for children . Allen 
Thufberi'aritbor, ' This book fills a neqdjor. literature^for'smalf folks 
as there are but a few, books,’and. we recommend this as being interest« ■*> 
ing and instructive. Price, 75 cental ' 4 /
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TRATED BY‘CHILDREN.' 1
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AND

_________
Tills department is under the man

agement of ■’
HUDSON TUTTLE.

Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

- NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
the most condensed form, and Otten 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to tins 

. forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the stylo becomes Ul0r<?’>y.£$■ 
ffertive, which of all th ngs is to be ieP- 
recated. Correspondents otten weary 

. with waiting for tho appearapea of
Iheir questions and write lettf>-> of in 
quiry. The supply of matter i Jways 
■several weeks ahead of the space given, 

. and lienee tliero is unavoidable, delay.
Every one has to wait, his time and 
place, and all are treated.with equal

Bpirit, would they ■ have obeyed? We 
give bo little heed to these shadowy im
preqslops, that otten they cease be
cause of the discouragement and use
lessness of the efforts.

Then we dry out when we meet with 
accidents, “Why, If there lie guardian 
spirits, do they not warn us of our dan
ger?” If we had a telephone in. opr 
house, wo would not expect messages 
through it, unless wé had the connec
tions .perfect. It the wires were de- 
tacliéil, or tlie diaphragm covered with 
mud, we should show childishness of 
imbecility in berating the Instrument 
because it was silent. Yet we cover the 
vibrating diaphragm of our minds with 
tlie thick crust of- absorption in busi
ness or pleasure, and filled with tho 
one thought or idea, like the hypnotized 
subjects, and then cry out because we 
were not protected, .when wo did not 
ask for protection and would have're
jected it had it been offered.

Unless a child is encouraged to walk 
alone, it never would do bo. . It may 
fall, that is a part of the lesson.

Were mankind, under the tutelage of 
spirits,- as • this correspondent appears 
to think most desirable, namby-pamby 
infants instead of independent men 
and women would be the result Evils, 

; negligence, etc.« dark ways . of greed, 
! grow, until by theft' own blind stupidity

A. Lessen for SpI.rifdnlls.tB'.^y^ywhero 
to Consider—How Many,,6plfituql)st 
Societies Are There In ths./Unlted 
States That Make a'Speelalty of As-
aistlng Those Who Are Sa'diy Unfor
tunate, and Who. Npad Morjs'Sunshlne 
Cast Over Their Pathway of. Life?
The Sunshifie Club,.,a8., sef for#!-1“ 

the New York Sun, lias dpen®d:^.Bum- 
mer home at Bridgeport,.,Lonnv to 
which .relays of New York children in 
need of fresh air will bo sept frop time 
to time, some to stay.,, for two weyks, 
others the entire.heated ternj.

and sent her to the-M)ta#Yor the aged, 
and now she keep’s-fitr'caliihet in order 
for us. ’ ' i ' ।
■' “You would be returning
to the subject neafWftfif,.heart, "how 
many children ¿re liking1 for scholar
ships for Other children a%^'taking caro 
of old people. A haw#‘¿f ?Bpys; of which 
J. A. McGregor Ib W nr8ttd president, 
have races. They chttige-Sl’cent admis
sion. With these’ oedta1 iliey send one 
boy to school;- - : 'to':'; >le ■■

“In Buffalo; the cfclldi'eit-held a sale
for the support of-a day nursery, so that 
the little mothers could go to school. 
You-don't know who. these little moth-
ers are! ■ They -aresdiio.-Older girls of 
the families,"girls of »-and -10, who care

ful to be done by a child of 57 Bee the 
tiny little st|tc|ies. She is malting a 
patchwork quilt, thin child.

“Now, I want yon to look at that little 
delicate girlthere,.sitting so up
right in the chair. She is 0110 those

'“Any child who is a member.-of our tor the babies, for vory Soon after tho 
¿.„b in good standing,” saifl-.its'Ptes.i- baby Is born the real'toother must go 
dent, Mrs. Cynthia .Westpvex,Aldtai,. nt out to work-again, youtaiow, -

‘ • ' ’ ■■■'-■— WU..V, ... “xmere are thousands -of- these little
club in good standing?’ .Bail it

^NOTICE.—No attention will bo given 
nnonympuB letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or tho letters will 
not bo read. If the request -be made 
tte name will not be published. The 
.correspondence of this dePartm.e„„7?,s become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting Private an
swers, and while I freely give what- 
ever information I am able, the oral- 
ar* W

and disregard of rights, they perish.
Often, too often, the innocent are im

molated,''but their sacrifice is not in 
vain. Their deaths awaken indignation, 
and the right triumphs.

In the narratives of such disasters, 
there ore always instances of persons 
who received warning. There has 
been published several such about the 
Iroquois horror, where by heeding, the 
recipients escaped. The Ashtabula

the cliib’s headquarters, ..Fifthi.ave- 
nue, “and who has.paid his dries pan go 
to our summer home. Thè dues o/ t-ho 
club are not of a nature to break him. 
You can sepd a tloryer.to a. uh,ijt-Jji.1or 
give an automobile to our,.blind babies’ 
home, at Bartów-on-tlje.-Somid, ;;Either 
entitles you to memberBliip...

“You seo óur.cabinet," indicating a 
large glass cabinet filled with ¿ jumble 
Of things. “Articles needful ' tor the 
fresh air babies are received and given

Dr. E. Llmsford: Q. What are the 
facts in relation to the “miniculous’ 
breaking out of a spring of water In An
dersonville prison yard, in answer to 
prayer or otherwise?

A. There can be no doubt about the 
spring “breaking out,” and at a most op
portune time. The cause of its so do
ing, of course, depended . on natural 
forces, for the explanation by “miracle” 
is not to be entertained at the present 
time. There has been as' much need 
and far more a thousand times, of inter
ference of divine power in the affairs of 
men, to stay the hand of cruelty and 
wrong, and prayers have been offered 
ad infinitum, and the interference has 
not come*. If the geological formation 
of that section Is carefully studied, the 
bursting forth of a spring will not be 
considered miraculous. ’ The only im
portance attaches to the time.

I have learned from a soldier confined 
in Andersonville at the time, that there 
was a terrific thunderstorm, with flood 
of rain, and Immediately afterwards 
the spring broke out ’ The’ cause was 
entirely natural and only the supersti
tious would refer it to miracle.

wreck, years ago, furnished several re
markable cases. Yet from the constitu
tion of things such warnings must be 
rare, depending as they do on the sen
sitiveness of the receiver, his willing
ness to obey the, often scarcely distin
guishable prompting, and the pre
science and harmonious affection of the 
spirit friend. ■ ■ '

Life Ts Eternal.
There Is- one great central truth, 

taught by all animate, nature; a-truth 
which is the foundation of the grand 
philosophy of' Spiritualism, the support 
-of all scientific investigation, and which 
embraces all there id of any value In 
the religious systems known to the 
world. That truth is, that Life is Eter
nal. What we call death is, practically, 
a meaningless term. At most it de
notes merely the absence of life. And 
when applied to mankind it denotes' the 
change from incarnate life to the 
higher and broader, existence hereafter.

The poets of 'earth, who have occu
pied a kind of intermediate station be
tween earthly and heavenly existences, 
have 'always recognized the eternity of 
life, and the true meaning of death. No 
true poet ever doubted the glorious con-

out here. .. . . -
"It is like the measure of tho widow s 

meal, never quite empty. Ypn pee the 
little pink sunbpnnets? .,A .downtown 
firm pays its annual dues by ■ donating 
them, another by giving little , .flannel 
sacks for tho babies,,, <. ,

Here two small boys carpo in .to.make 
arrangements for sending a -third to the 
country, • , . ,

“It is wonderful ;how disinterested 
children are," said Mrs, AJdqn, as t the 
boys left. “I have one ■ child-¿.who 
wouldn't go without his. blind, jgranny..

" 'No/ he naid,:‘I ,caF;t go.out.in the 
country and leave her ot.hpme.’,,So, of 
course, we will send blind granny, along, 
too.”.
*. She was again interrupted, this1 time 
by. a pretty young woma,n, woo ' came 
with her husband to donate an, -, organ 
for the home .of the blind babies., She 
had hardly, tdjien ¡¿¿/.departure,;when 
another came in. asking for. a. ;re£riger-

mothers in New York. ’ The street car 
conductors are well acquainted with 
them. They put a baby on the ■ car, 
then wait and call for it- when the car 
has made the round'of the city; The 
conductor knows the' Sunshine baby 
and watches after-it. ■

The trolley,ride Is -'.often.-.-the -only 
fresh air treat .for thé slum baby that 
can't-go to the.country; Our members- 
among ,the shopgirls?;often call at the 
homes of these babies, take one out for 
a trolley ride,, and bring it back again.

“A dancing class' is halting-care of a 
blind, baby at our home. Its members 
raised $27 by dancing, picked out a 
baby and began paying-, its board at 
Trumbull Mansion, our-homo on’ the 
Sound.” . >. T ■'

“Mrs. Cynthia M/TrGgear is the mat
ron there. She is a- professional nurse. 
If you are very sympathetic you would 
not care to go there much. Such sad 
things happen.

“Not long ago she told-me she said 
something to a blind boy?- He did not 
answer., Bÿ and byéhç-wènt up to him 
and touched him on thé shoulder.-

‘•‘Why didn’t you-’answer me?” she 
asked, not in an unkind wdy, but very 
gently, as one talks to the'bllnd' always.

who are to feo to Bridgeport.
"For twp years she was in a planter 

cast.' Her Ite.ad had been ’placed as in 
a vise. ' The plaster cast weighed 6% 
pounds. It Bhiibld hav.e weighed only 
three.

“When we found her sho was gradu
ally fading away in’ this prison-like 
thing. Her family sat by quietly wait
ing for her -to die, in that calm way 
common to the very poor, to whom 
death is often a relief?-

“Then we’ brought her here to oiir 
doctor, He took off the cast and the 
horrible tiling that held her head pin
ioned, gnd-sho'has been getting well 
ever since. I am glad she is going to 
Bridgeport. We hope she will get quite 
well .there out in the sunshine and air.”

Tita reporter looked at the child. She 
was practically a living skeleton. 
Though she was no longer encasdd in 
the plaster east, her position showed 
the effect. The attenuated limbs were 
rigid. The small head, with its face of 
th© pallid yellowness of old marble, 

• held itself firmly in the position it had 
been forced to assume, the dark'eyes 
looking out dully. ■

The reporter looked quickly away to
ward the cheerful little liar who was 
laughingly whispering—Iles possibly, 
but, oh, such cheerful lies—to a neigh
boring girl. :

"I am' glad, too,” she sighed.
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ond contribution, $1; Mrs. L. D. Bunker, 
41; “Lone One in Michigan,” $1; Geo, 
Acres, $1; Georgiana Staples Daws, $1; 
A7 Friend—A E., $1; -Will. 8. Bassett, 
$lj Sarah C. Allen,'$1; E. Reynolds’, $1; 
Wm. G. Sayer, .$1; J, L.. Rea, $1/ Addi; 
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Eaton, $1 ; "A Reader of The Progress
ive Thinker in Lapeer, Mich., $1; Fred 
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MEDIUMS RELIEF FUND.

J.I. E. B. Dillon, $1; O. Lerwick, $1;

Final Report of the N. 8.’A. Secretary.

To tho Editor:—It is now July 8, and 
we are” ready io make pur final report 
bn the result’ of tho collection of tile

Passed to spirit life from his home la 
Los Angeles, Cal., July 5, II. P. Dryden, 
in his 69th year. He was for many 
years an earnest worker in the Presby
terian church, but for the last fifteen 
years has been a staunch Spiritualist.
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cents; Ernest Schellenberger, 25 cents; 
A Friend, Jamestown, N. Y., 25 cents; 
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JI RealThis List of ||
PREMIUMS.

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USB 
• FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus qf 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual
istic, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian ■ 

‘ Work Originated Solely by The Pro- 
' grfs.slve Thinker.

WORDS OF CAUTION,
You should hot send money In a let- 

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe* 
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be Ipst or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and then you are per- 
fectly safe, and will save yourself an- 
noyance and trouble.

Remember, please, that it costs ten 
to chi^ro1 ariPersonal cheok at a bai’lc 
in Chicago. It you send a persona! 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent.

Remember, please, that wo have only 
four books which we send out now for 

eaC!1.: cannot allow you to
select any other book in the list at that

Verona Milter: Q. I.have heard a ■ 
great deal of “angel guides',” and have , 
been inclind to believe in these invisi- -, 
ble helpers; but the Slocum horror in 
which between five hundred and eight 
Inmdred innocent persons were pain
fully burned and drowned, either from 
the carelessness of a cook or the crim
inal stupidity of the captain, makes me 
lose all faith in 'so-called guides.

’ It looks as though the spirits could 
render humanity no greater service 
than to apprise it of such dangers.
■ ,What can be the matter with the.splr- 
Its who are presumably clairvoyant that 
the/ do' not give warning to ward off 

<tliese .heart-rending disasters?
.'A.That thgreare guardian angels is 
qs certain as the existence of. spirits. 
That they care for and in many ways 
direct the conduct of those they are 
drawn to by love and affection is not to 
be doubted. The error lies-in suppos
ing that they should be. absolute direct-, 
ore of- the conduct of those tney are 
supposed to guard, and that they have 

> omniscience and power. It comes 
V from the old ideas of spirit, and not 
I from the recent understanding of spirit- 
; being as taught by Spiritualism.

There can be no more vigilant guard- 
Jangel than a loving mother. Just 

ar as it is possible for her knowl- 
i and ability to allow she warns her 
Iren, and shields them. - She may 
rly foresee danger for them, and 

they । will not be warned. She may not

tinulty of life. The gifted Addison 
wrote: ...

’Tls the divinity that stirs within us; 
'Tis heaven, itself that points out an 

hereafter
And intimates eternity to man.”

Yes, heavpn, itself has breathed into 
the soul of man the hope fop imjnortal- 
ity, which is surely the anchor of the 
soul, and which will end in happy frui
tion, after the fitful fever of human life 
is over.

Moore, another master of poetry, has 
written:
“This narrow isthmus twixt two bound- 
. less seas;
iThe-.paht,-;tl/^ futu6^;dw> •¿'tSrfiities?'

with her limitations foresee. Should 
the mother In the midst of the cares for 
her family -leave this life for* the next, 
she would become Instead of a guardian
mother a guardian angel. She would । 
not be greatly changed, nor become be- ■ 
cause of her transition, prescient with 1 
prophetic knowledge. She could not be i 
always present with AU'her loved ones, i 
and would find Insurmountable difficul
ties in impressing them when there was । 
need.

Take the disaster of the Slocum as 
example of all others, and see how this 
constantly repeated objection to the be-, 
lief in the care of spirit friends will ap
ply. It is true as has been said, that 
some spirit might have overlooked the 
equipments of the steamer and have in
formed all Interested in the dangers of 
taking passage on a -boat, where greed 
had combined with official corruption’. 
To do this, the spirit must have had a 
knowledge of engineering and marine 
equipments, and having ascertained the 
facts would have been met -witli the 
great difficulty of finding a proper me
dium through whom to communicate.

The government has appointed offi
cials to do this Inspection, and it is 
their duty, not the angels’. There are 
many people who would have their spir
it friends most abject slaves to their de
sires. They want them to be eyes and 

\ ears, and helping hand. Sentinels oh 
■ I duty day and night, and absolutely. - for 

rlove, and without thanks as reward! 
A Suppdse.in the Instance furnished by 

the Slocum, the spirit friends of those 
who were to attend the ill-fated outing, 
had foreseen, or been informed by some 
one who bad by knowledge of causes 

. and effects been enabled to perceive the 
coming disaster. These spirits, when 
they visited the homes of their friends

ator for an Invalid woman., ■ -
“You might swAp-lhé^rgânjftJi; a re

frigerator,” suggested thé reporter.
“ We'won’t have' to do that/:, smiled 

Mrs. Alden. “We feet tvh^evpr sye, ask 
for. I asked for a pateiagè,i;qi.t^e blind 
babies last week àpd got.lt, , 

. “There are plenty of.rich people per
fectly, able and wilHijg. to glye^what is 
needed for these children, if they only 
know about it. Wetdll tltem.'^Wé will 
ask for this refrifeératiof'afid get 'A'do^- 
cn. In all probability theÿ' Will shower 
refrigerators on ùs dfltll wè s.lialï hâve 
to beg them to Stop. ' ' / ; ;..'''

“But I want to tell yèu ‘what the. Sun
shine children are déing' ail 'iiYer’.the 
country to help' othére? ' '

This life truly is a harrow line be
tween the boundless past and the 
boundless future beyond the grave; and 
death is the golden, gate, through which 
the emancipated soul enters the realms 
of heaven!

Here are two pictures. The one is 
that of a beautiful and accomplished 
young lady, in the bloom of health and 
hope. She seems to be the handiwork 
of heaven Itself. Her soul id as pure as 
the unfallen snow; her affections as 
warm and steadfast as heavenly love; 
her mind as clear as a cloudless sky. 
Her laugh is the sweetest music; her 
conversation enchanting. She is more 
fit for the companionship of angels than 
that of the erring mortals of earth. Our 
whole nature revolts at the idea that 
she can ever cease,to be. W.e know id 
our souls that she Will live forever!

Here is another picture. The finger 
of God has touched this beautiful being,
and she sleeps. We look upon her 
wasted earthly form in the -cold' em
brace of death. Her eyes have, closed 
forever. Her sweet .voice ■ will never 
again be heard upon earth. Her cold 
hands rest upon her breast and she is 
clothed for the silent grave. Fpr thé 
last time we gaze upon the wasted feat
ures before us, and feel in our souls 
that she who occupied, the prostrate 
form before us has entered a higher and 
better life beyond this earth. We intui
tively feel that she is not dead, nor can 
she die.

We feel, as we look upon the face of 
the dead, as did the gifted Alexander 
Pope,, when, oh the threshold of the 
grave he said, “I am so certain of the 
sold being immortal, that I seem to 
feel it within me as jf it were by intu-
ition.’ CARL C. POPE.

NEW BOOK.
Psychic Light. 

BY MRS. DRAKE.
would have found excitement and antic
ipation and the sensitiveness essential 
tor the reception of imp'ressions over
shadowed." Had they succeeded in pro
ducing a sense of possible danger, the 
recipient would have put it aside, of if 
he had expressed it would have been 
laughed at as timid or cowardly. .,

Tfte fact, the undeniable fact, is that 
all persons are sensitive more or. less, 
and at times receive impressions, which 
as a rule they call vagaries of fancy and 
pay no heed to. Of all the thousand 
who went on that steamer, had any 
been impressed not to go by the still 
and scarcely recognizable influence of a

Important Addition to Our Literature. 
. Mrs. Maud Lord Drake'has a national 
reputation as,.a-medium. The manifes
tations" given‘through her mediumship 
have been most marvelous. . She has 
written.a book with’-this title': -“PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE." It Is a .ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold.your 
attention from the beginning to the 
end. It is .chockful ot stirring inci
dents. Price of this large volume, only 
$1.50 postpaid.

‘ “The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” .- By Lilian Whit 
Ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely Interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. For Bale at this offica. 
Price $1.

.“‘Ohl’ said the child/'wore^you-talk
ing to me? I didn’t know^th-atl Nobody 
ever talks-to me. That is—for these 
blind chlldren never'tKiinplain—‘nobody 
but the radiator.’ i Then brightly,- ‘But 
that- pops awful- fine! 'sometimes/ he
added. . it,:

“I tbink'Of all the-afflicted, the blind 
are. the most pitiful,It-Bhe'went on pres- 
ently. "And there are ¡’so many of 
them. Recently a now*bay on the cor
ner of Fourteenth ptaeet find Broadway 
asked me what he must do to become a 
member of r he Sunshine Club.'

“Tljere ib.,a,n olddbUnd: man,’ 'I an
swered,‘Help him across- the street. 
Then, the next timed? seayou, tell me 
What else you have done ttf help some
body.’ . . . ..f.oK.O

“It was a month before I saw him
again. He came ruijnjjig jup to me, 

_ __ ________ ... bteathlessly, showing^e paper upon
“In Memphis the newsbpys raised wh'jch were twerity-itarçèn black marks. 

$400 for á néwsbby whb h¿d';b'éen run ‘All blind men/ ne p^çted, 'that I 
over and had lost both afiné.”-*ÿdu see, helped across tfie streat.’v .
they give entertainments at'fyhlch each “ ‘Thëy.havo beén titate£11 the time,’ 
boy does whatever'he can db’.Fest tó I told him. , . ' '
aínusé the audience. Stfange’things “’Aw. what yer gmir ine?’ he cried, 
they are, too, sometimes:’ ' .Playing T ain’t ie^er seen ¿¿bi'jijd jnan on this 
mumble-peg, for instance, whifitimg,’or crossin'.lietôfe l gotth Vé à membe/.of 
dancing a clog. ■ Sunshine. *“*

“But the most pitiful thing about “Of course the members of the club 
this was that the boy couldn’t' usé his are'hot limited to chijdteft or to poor 
wooden arms after .they had’ ' bought children.-- Many ricfijWdifftn are intér- 
thein for him'. He wôré them ,.thrê,q ested in this-‘homëJn 'BraSgébbrt; Óri 
days. When they gftthered'taltaùt .hjm JuiyiT'fihc^ Will 
théí';'dtetfés¿éd Atheelngrhiih without biles, to take the-'chSd^ifl'out tor ¿p 
thfem, he said: ' " , airing. "U • ' - ' “

“ -It’s no use boys. They won’t buy, “Our hdihe at’Hillcreqt is given Us by 
my papers when they sei me with my ita oWner? A certain number of boys 
two good arms.’ . ' ■ ilive 'thete ttntil homes are found,fftr

"It was true! People bought papers them elsewhere among families, 
from boys who could run to -theiil' tta'd ‘-‘Rich -children assist thé poor ones, 
hold out thëir arms, begglflg'tttant,to They give entertainments at which a । 
buy, but they passed by this' bôy with fairy chjld touche® -children with'her - 
his two nerveless wooden arms/not’ftn- wand and turns thêta lnto"Sunshinèrs. 
deretandlng that he was a cripple; The proceeds.of these entertainments

“.‘Never mind/ the other boyB'shid are givçn to tho fund. ;-New York has 
to him, .‘you can wear yéur ^êèdén the Golden Hour- Hornet from • which 
arms on Sundays, Billy.’ ", fourteen children will; gb next week to

“One way in which) they raise flmds the home at Bridgeport You must go 
is by rummage satóftl Tfiéÿ "from and see that.” - ?.. j-.
house to house, begging for old casvjfft The Golden Hour Home, which is at 
things, then they have a sale;8 \ ’ ' 241 East.Nineteenth street was organ-

• “Then they make, iron hbldeis. / You ized two years ago.r/lts expenses-are 
have no idea how. wéy-ifon holders, sell, paid by two New York women, mother 
The Rhode lslandl SutíBhinei‘s,3fáye:j5ut I and daughter. The girls of the-East 
an old woman into thfe hOmb'-by''selling Side are invited to.-;mpke- this their 
them.'' '' '■ .w porae- „■ , --i '•

“A football team háá hçnt-ys 37. cents They cpme.after schQpl-in.the winter; 
for ice water for the4-'tiàblè!s.'! "That is,' when'a bowl ef.hots'oup and-brea'd and 
they paid 10 cents car fare'fOTth CT pres- butter are ready for them. In the spring 
ident, who brought us the rest,'¿7 cents fruit, bread and.tea take the place of. 
in all. That paid thé dues bï tffe ëtitiré the soup. In/the sumn;er. thby come at 
club, however, besides Which we got up 8 in the morning, anfl stay .until their 
a box of things out'Of bur cabinet for mothers, who work bût, come forthem 
them, with somethinfe in'iffpr each atflight
member of the team. : ' , . A pretty, bright little girl of 9 or 10

“In Colorado the Sunshinets'got up a opened the door for. thb. reporter and 
picnic to go to Pike’s Peak. They’paid found the matron, Mrs. Wicks, for her. 
two cents apiece and sent'$1.55 to thé “That Utile' girl,” ; explained -Mrs.- 
.Blind Babies'Home. ’ ’ /' Wicks, “has been almost trained to

“In their enthusiasm these children truthfulness Here.. At first I thought 
do some very beautiful things. /In one we should neybi' beable to do.anything 
country place thèy saW an old man.dig- with her. Wh/couldn't believe-a word 
ging a grave for a child. ' -I she said. . Now, we caplt, wholly-.rely on

‘“Let us line this Titilé ferave.'. with her, bùt she has Imp^pyed .so .you’d be 
flowers/they said, ¿nd went about pick- surprised. . >. / <
ing bluebells and buttercups and every “She comes early In the morning and 
flower ihey could find. When'thé moth- stays until 8 at. night, ’ Her mothér 
er and father saw the little grave so works in à restaurant./(Before we took 
beatitifiilly' iined with ,IloWers 'for their her she ran the streets.. Is -.-that, you 
baby, they sobbed aloud.. Freda? Run along, dea/r.”

“Down in Charleston there are thirty- When the child wa^puite gone: “She 
three Sunshiners who have planned to listens to every- word,” Mrs, Wicks 
build a house of two small rooms, for An whispered, “and. invariably, repeats 
old lady.’ Each child bringsa brick or what you 'don’t say.; 'fam' afraid we 
a shingle, just as he can'get it ■' A' Sun.- shall never be able,to.frost her,” “ 
shiner who is a carpenter of the neigh- She showed the reporter through the 
borhood has given enough timber to house,' which was very'neat. ¿nd well 
help in the work. ■ In order to - taise furnished. At the ' dlnlng-rpom table 
funds for the house rummage sales are sat a young woman fl?essed in'black, 
given every month at th$ home, of the. ’ "That girl,” said Mis. Wicks, in the 
state president ... hall, “supports her mUfiier and ten chil-

“In the Brooklyn branch the girls, are dren. She works .•in'Dohéuüf the large 
malting overalls—little blue overalls dry goods stores.” ’tr ”; , 
that are worn by boys and. girls at th® : “How can. she?” ¿Skéd%é reporter, 
summer home at Bridgeport They “on the salary she mmst geK?”

“ffoW Shall I Become a Medl- 
iim/’ Fully flmswei'ed

Tn ‘Mediumship and Its Laws. Its Conditions 
/ and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
feints. Send to Mf. Tuttl^ Berlin Heights, O. J

sum required to.,win- the second thou- ' 
sand dollars for the Mediums' Relief . 
Fund that was promised by the gener- ' 
ous treasurer of . this " association. 
Thanks to his extension of the allotted 
time to Julÿ, and te'thé helpful and vig- 
brous endorsement/pf the appeal from 
the good editors of the spiritual papers, 
we have secured a. much, larger sum 
than we at first called, for, as will be 
seen below. •’ In thé early part of June 
we were some hundreds: behind thé 
thousand ddllars asked-fop, but through 
that month the contributions came 
steadily in,-and our hearts were made 
glad by the sÿmpâthètic words and 
financial, donations that camé from far 
and near; as late tte July 5, they came, 
one of thé largest contributions reach
ing us on the third of this month.

To one and all contributors, the N. 8. 
A. sends Its most grateful expressions 
of appreciation and its hearty thanks; 
its medium pensioners will also add 
their silent ? thanks and blessings for 
all who have sped this good work along. 
Although tile sum secured exceeds 'the 
amount asked for; every penny will be 
used for the needy mediums, and it will 
not be long before' it will all be used as 
our pension bill averages over an hun
dred a, month. Therefore while grate
ful to all for their timely help, we ask 
thé public not to forget the Mediums' 
Relief Fund, and to realize that It will 
always need aid if the aged and worn 
are to be. cared for as their needs re- 
quirp,

; /tjur last reportar-of $602.82—Included

including previous reports, $1,432. 45, 
and the ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS 
promised, which is now in the N. 8. A. 
treasury for the Mediums’ Relief—mak
ing a grand total of $2,432.45.

Our sincere thanks and grateful ac
knowledgements are also extended to 
the editors of the Spiritual pipers for 
their unfailing help.

With cordial greetings to all friends, 
MARY T. LONGLEY, 

Secretary N. 8. A.
600 Pennsylvania Avenue 8. E., Wash

ington, D. C.

all donations to June 1. Since tndn the 
following sums have been received; 
making s total from the public at large, 
of $1,432.45—a goodly sum, which will 
cause every contributor to the same to 
rejoice in heart.

L. Andrews,, in memory of Mrs. A. R. 
Cook, $100 ; J, B. Townsend, 100; Lewis 
Peterson, $50; .Geo. A, Deleree, $25; 
Mrs. Lucy. Somers, $20; collected by the 
First Association,-. New York City, sec
ond contribution, $14.42; Ladies’ Pro-

Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.
The Lake Brady camp was formally 

opened by the president, I. N. Rouse, 
Kent, Ohio. Mrs. H. 8. Russell of Alli
ance, sang two appropriate solos. Mrs. 
Anna L. Gillespie of San Francisco, 
opened the lecture course for the sea
son. Mrs. Gillespie spoke in her usual 
pleasing way. Since our last meeting 
we feel she has walked up tlie ladder. 
The sentiments presented were In the 
Une of higher thought. She continued 
the same idea in the afternoon, taking 
as a subject, The Higher Education. 
She gave a number of messages at the 
close of her lecture. A seance was 
held in the auditorium on Friday even
ing. Messages were given by Mrs. Gil- 
lespi'e and Rev. Cora Benton, Toledo, O.

Mr. Benton gave a lecture Saturday 
afternoon on the Soul . Forces. Very 
flne thought was presented, Mrs. Ben- 
tqn. tollqwe.fi. thfi. lecture with .messages 
that none could gainsay. The Ladies’ 
Auxiliary met at-the close of the lec
ture. The minutes were read and offi
cers were chosen for the coming year.

The Cleveland excursion trains 
helped to swell the number at the Sun
day lectures. Mrs. Gillespie ended her 
work here July 10. Mrs. Cora Morrell; 
of Grand -Rapids, follows her and re
mains from July 17 to July 24.

Mrs. Eliza McDonell, Mrs. Emma 
Rullman and Mrs. Ebertshauser are to-

please' ttat you are not 
entitled to any of the Premium Books 
unless you send in with your order a 
ThinkerU^SCr^^On Progressive

Remember, please, that the safest way 
to make a remittance Is to secure a pos
tal order. • 1 •

Remember, please, that these books 
are used exclusively as premiums, the 
editor desiring no profits, bls sole ob- 

t0 do 8 HUMANITARIAN 
WORK ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not tor sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistakes ana 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di
rect with this office, Instead of through 
a news agent.

Remember, please, that all of our 
Premium Books are neatly and substan
tially bound in cloth, and are an orna
ment to any library.

Read our Premium Offer, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send $1 for The 
Progressive Thinker when you desire 
one or more premium books. Please 
bear this In mind.

Every person who sends in a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make his selection from the 
following list for TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS:

1. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book this year. Price 
25 cents.

gressive Aid. Society, FL Wayne, Ind., Icated on the Lake Brady grounds near 
$14; J. D. Munger, $12; collected, at camP register as clairvoyants 
méeting of Philadelphia Spiritualist So-' and, readers.
ciety, by May S; Pepper, with her own ■ ”*r- Benton and wife returned to their 
contribution, $12; Seance by Loe F. home in Toledo, July 11. Mrs. Benton 
Prior and her., friends, $11.50; collected Save readings during her stay.
and contributed by'Mrs. B. Mu'. $11; MRS. LYDIE L. CURTIS,
“Boston," $10; S. A; Burgess', $10; H. M. - - -------- - ——;------

gather around their president, Lawrence “The poor live on fea' dffi bread,” ex
Allin of Borough Park, who is a cripple plained Mrs. Wlcks/f^wlffiji is not ex- 
and sits all day long in a wheeled chair, pensive. But her hdiJte iajfelean. That 
They talk to him and-amuse him while is more than'you cad18ayGrfef most of 
they sew. ..... them, and yet to loOlffit'fifese girls ypu

“We have a dog that, is very dear to wouldn’t think it” :’ nu
our Sunshiners. .He taught a'-crlppled Which was true/ffif aP%hat taoment 
baby to walk. The child had been left they had ‘entered aiPdipsikirs room in 
on the floor tied to a chair while ' its which the girls-Werd‘3congregated 
mother worked out for. such a length of around the piano re^Ky"t1i^ractice for 
time that its limbs became partly, par- a concert, the proce&itf d? Which were 
alyzed. Ito go toward the FoatSrir of those

“We fastened a rope to the dog and bound for Bridgeport; ’noThey were 
another to the child.' Then when the 1 mainly girls of 13 td?JlGJctheatly,, and 
dog jumped up and ran . to bark? at many of them ratherllsfyftshly dressed, 
something, which it did every -little A young music teaeftar'sattat the piano 
while, the child was obliged to, move, ready to begin teachlhg'Cfem.
too. The movement of the dog jerked | “We have helped these-girls for two 
him up and about ( ’ I years," said Mrs. Wickfl,-from the'vant-

“In this way his limbs grew bo strong age ground of the neSt-toom into which 
that after a time he walked .without she had led the reporter.' ’’First they 
difficulty. The dog'is now a hero with I came to us from the ■'Streets running 
us and fully realizes Mb importance.” ■ wild, here on-the East Side.. ■ ■*■• ‘’

An old woman very neatly ..dressed in "Wtolet them stay h6W; Then,'-after 
blue checked gingham and long .white J a, time,' we found them places in stores, 
apron arose from the tablp near. ?the ( where they could earh ttiittle money to: 
door where she had been-,placing jewrel- ] help • their families; ■ That pretty' girl 
opes In a drawer and put.thefirawer-ijil'with the'ted-necktie tea'Clerk in-a mil- 
a cabinet ' ■; . - -,-..-t.-'i;w.2k-> .-<nilinery estabMhment

2. Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the ~ '
Price 25 cents.

3. A Wanderer in the 
Price 25 cents.

4. Seers of the Ages, 
Peebles. Price 26 cents.

Spirit World.

Spirit Landa.

by Dr. J. M.

Edmiston, - second contribution, $10; Good News for nav-Fever and Asthma -Elise Stumpfe-and;German Society of U ° p ror nay rever ana As,nma 
Brooklyn, N. Y„-?10; H. L. Olden, $10; I . • Sufferers.
Mrs. J. W. Wheeler, $10; Members and! We are glad to announce that the 
friends; of.Eimira,- N- Y:,'Society, $5.50; Kola Plant, recently discovered on the 
Dana, IB., .Association; $5.91; meeting Congo River, West Africa, has proved 
by Profs,, Bartlett and “Manier, New itself a sure cure for Hay-Fever and 
Haven, $5.10; -Mrs. E.- W. Morse, $5; Asthma as claimed at the time. We 
Agnes-0. Wink, $5; Mrs. Milton Rath- have received the testimony of minis- 
bun, in memory of .her husband, $5; ters of the gospel, doctors, business 
Mary Bragdon, in memory of her hus- men and farmers, all speaking of the 
band, $5; -Mrs. P. E. M; Dunn, second marvelous curative power of this new 
contribution, $5; Susan Jack, $5; F. H. discovery. Hay-Fever sufferers should 
Morrill, $5; Henry Hanson, $5; Mary use It before the season of attacks when 
R. Galloway, $5; Laura Burdick, $5; S. practical to give it time to act on the 
S. Burdick, $5; Alice Cheesboro,$5; t system.
Caroline F- Rich, $5, Prof. Fred P. Mr.A.L. Clark, Springfield. Mo., writes Jan. 
Evans, $6; Juliana F. Hyde, $5; Albert I 22nd, was a sufferer or Hay-Fever and Asthma 
Bodmanr'$5; Mary A. Thompson, $5; &rn u1!Xr?'eaVi an!l,ih0?F,lt I would die every Harmonial Philosophies! German So- e^im. (Rev.RR WyaS?“heÄ 

ciety Of Lawrence, Mass., $5; T. L- Lam- Evangelist, Abilene, Tex., was permaneutlv 
bOnf, $5'; Flora B. Cabell, $5; Rosina B cu£Plof Hay-Fever andAsthma after eight years 
AlKo, «:■ AOvoA T nr aT™' suffering. Hiss D. A. Roff, Mowequa, Ills.,Albert, $5, Circle by Mrs. J. W. Storrs, j writes May 23rd, was cured of Hay-Fever and 
$5; A Friend from Onset, $5 ; Mrs. G. A. Asthma after several years suffering although 
Dorn and Newärk 'N J Society S5- C . Physicians said a cure was impossible. Hun-

a.WPwaHawkins V''won<ierial -curative power, the Kola 1m- 
^-^■ir^i‘T^aWs?- S’'rhn^d reporting Co., No. 1168 Broadway, New 
IS-’ T^T^immAmiiTnA IX- Tork' wlU send a ,arS° cas® of 016 K®1» 

Foisom^itv’cai Sh^ Compound Free by mall to eYery reader
Forbes Brown? $5; collected S fS ^mX^
Spiritual Church; Baltimore, $4.20; col- S fe“ery faKta we al
lec^°n atfl^nnnah^’^M’-^npw lvlse suffers to send for a case.' It costs

WHanDfiil Snislcy, $4, COlIeC’ l-yQu nothin? and von nhniild trv it tion' and contribution by Tillie U. Rey-1you notüuig aM >ou saouId “• 
nolds, $4;.Henry E. Adamsl $4; 'Nettie —7—.... -> ■ .—’
Johnson and her little son, second con- ,■ . • . ■
tribution, $3.50; collections at parlor PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.' 
meeting, Jamestown, N. Y., sent by E. ' -1".. -.1 • —:-

, W. Sprague, $3.15; C. P. Mesldmen, (Obituaries to the extent of ten tinea 
$3.10; Vincent Reeves $3; Mrs. S. p. only will die Inserted free. All in excess, 
Richardson, $3; A Friend of the Cause I of ten Jines wllkbe charged at ,qp rate
in Bellingham, $3; Clara M. Wilson, $3; of fifteen cents per Une. About' ¿even 
“Augusta" Wis„ $3; Nelson Adams, words constitute one line.)

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
If you order , only one hook,, and that, 

one neither of the books mentioned 
above, the price is 40 cents each.

We ffv.ve only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you can select from them as 
follows:

Any two of the Eleven Premium 
Books, you ma/ order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Eleven Premium. 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.80.

Any six of the Eleven Premium 
Booles you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of hie Eleven Premium 
Booles -you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65. „ ’

Any nine of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, prive $2.90. • 

’ Any ten of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 
Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled in this country or 
Europe. Our principal aim is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price,
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

FOR $3.35.
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3. ’

and

and

and

• "They- work -through «tíe day now and“That-.is Emily -Elwell/' •’-esplMnedi • “Theywork-through ^iedaynowand 
Mrs. Allen, as she reBtUfiM-iiber/iseaii. ¡come to us of eventa'gSpaa you -would 
“We found her In the alfflahanaa-Ba W :to aj clubroom; SomeffissS-they’ sew" 
Island. She had been tiiEro.l5vaWs& fewhlla' .Then they reaff or have a little
She had taught in the public schools of 
New York for thirteen yearn. 5&ea to

music.
“Look at this sewing. -Isn’t it beanti-

$2.50; Thös D. Hawltins, $2.50; Festus ' 1 —
Pressler, $2.50; HattiaLemm Kent, $2; An unexpected call from home has 
Geo. Bilger, $2; Mrs. Whitehead, $2; delay me in sending you a proper notice 
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kates, $2; C. W. of tlie birth to the spiritual life of one 
Jackson, $2; H. M. Swenser, $2; Mrs' R. of our prominent Spiritualists, as-wejl 
H. Barnes, $2; H. A. Kellogg, $2; Emil 83 one oi the prominent men of Ohio. 
Gottschalk, $2; Mrs. Mary Mayer, $2; Horace W. Tibbals, of.Cuyahoga Falls, 
Abbie A Briggs, $2; Charlotte Alcott, who passed to spirit life, Monday, June 
$2; Ernst Seifert,- $2; Mrs. S. P.' Bil-1vvhs buried Thursday, June 30. The 
lings, $2; A.'D. Zumstein, $2; Mrs. J. B. funeral was largely attended by his 
Alexander, $2; “Verein Wahrheitsuch- post of friends and neighbors. An Ohio 
er,” Milwaukee, Wis., $2; Gustave A. paper speaks of-him as follows: .. _ 
Boyer, $2; Dr. J. M. Peebles, $2; D. “With the death of Horace W. Tibbals, 
Boynton, $2; Mrs. E. W. Bathes’, $2; aged 68 years, which just occurred at 
Mrs. Wm-'-Hubbnrd, $2; Miss M. H. 11113 home, in Cuyahoga Fails, where he 
Gilskey,’$2; Mrs. R. J. Morgan, $2; A. J. bad been a resident lot' two years,'is re- 
Webster, $2; “A Friend in' Woodland, moved a well-known Chardon photogra- 
Cal.” $2;-J. O. Oberly, $2; Minnie Pher who gained national fame during 
-Comstock,-$2; Mr. and Mrs. E. W; j the .Garfield campaign, when his photo- 
Sprague;- second-contribution, $2/ Mrs. Staph of Gen. James Garfield-was used 
D. M:’Ogan, $2; Wm? Miller, $Lö0; S. C. throughout :the United States for cam- 
Parrött-,41l5a;>M: A;’Ease, $1.‘40; Troy, paign purposes. Probably. Mr.' Tibbals' • 
N.Yii'Sdäety/lläSi A;Friend,-Baldwin-)greatest triumph was the choosing of 
ville, -$X,;Wm.'RM' ?l; Wni.'Rae.'sec- his.photograph of the president for use 
ond contHbtttiofi,’$l ; A. J. Goodrich-snd on the-Garfield issue of $5 bills. Twen- 
■Bl F.-Jtandall; $i;’TItus’Merritt,‘$l; W.t ty-flve photographs were sent to Wash- 
D. >'Eita-Wilson Mafehiult," $1;' ington for competition, and exhibited to
W.-M. |1;'E/ F. Avery," Becohd tbe engravers for selection.. Mr.- Tib-
cöntributtonvFl-$^'R-'Wilder,'!|l;'-A I bale'.-.photo-Was net-only -first choice, 
Frletä’iff'IM Crosses fl; S. E. Farns- but also won second choice in the same 
worth, $1; J. U Honssl, $1; Geo. A. I competitive exhibition.” - 
ßtadts, 81; .Hsntett Wirtö, <1;. L. F.l Clevetaad, Ohi®. LW-POPE.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

*5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult- 
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism • 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and-W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE .

REMITTING; -
When you send in your subscription 

'ti> -The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
thia list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fail to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Sending out these premium books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the'price of the subscription of 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of the fact that we publish such a ’ 
vast amount of reading matter, much' 
more than any other Spiritualist paper ■ • 
now published.

In conclusion, bear in mind that the 
postage on these Eleven Premium' ■ 
Books is over ONE DOLLAR,- leaving 
this office bnly $2.22, Illustrating the 
great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu- p 

- able library, the like of Which-was never • 
known before on this material plane. - * 

. ■ ■ Address till orders to ’
’ J. R. FRANCIS, 

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois. -

■ “Origin of Life, or Where Man Conte* 
From.”' “TheEvolution of -the Spirit ; 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows."1 
3y Michael Faraday, Prince 10 ceatSa

tollqwe.fi
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SOME INTERESTING OCCULT EXPERIENCES— 
CLAIMED HE WENT TO HEAVEN AND 

SAW THE ANGELS.

lemarkable Colored Boy Exhorter Describes a Jour
ney He Claims to Have Made to the Celestial Shores 
—This Colored Boy’s Experiences Show That He 
Was Under the Control of Orthodox Spirits Who 
Impressed These Visions Upon His Mind for the 
Purpose of Influencing Ignorant Negroes to Lead

1 Better Lives, Thus Illustrating the Varied Charac
ter of Spirit Control, Reaching Every Plane of Life,

, and Furnishing an Interesting Study for the Stu
dent of Occult Subjects.
“Yes, I have been to heaven and have seen wfeat it 

is like. It is a beautiful land. I saw white and black 
angels there and there Was—oh! lots and lots of mu
sic, Some angels played on horns—big long ones 
that shone like gold—and others picked harps and 
things that looked like banjos. All the angels, wore 
robes of white—great big dresses that fluttered and 
waved, and they all had pretty red ribbons hanging, 
down in front. Then there was so much bright, light. 
The Lord came and talked to us, and back of His. head 
was a great, glorious light. ’ Oh—it was grand! ”

Other sentences as astounding as these fell from the 
lips of 10-year-old George Wallace Edwards, the col
ored boy preacher who is creating such a sensation in 
the streets of Allegheny and the churches of Pitts
burg. - He sat on a bench in the Allegheny West Park, 

- and related the wonders of heaven to a Sunday Lead
er reporter, who, it must be stated, was rather skep
tical as to the boy’s gifts. The latter told of how he 
first “received the divine message to preach” in a se
vere attack of typhoid fever in which he says he had 
five relapses, something extraordinary to say the 
least. ,

“Angels hovered over me,” he continued with im
pressive gestures, ‘ ‘ and when I thought I was dying 

* took me up to heaven in a blanket—yes, sir, in a 
.. blanket. The first-thing I was conscious of was a 

1 mighty light that spread all about me—oh, it was a 
wonderful light; I never saw anything like it before! 
I knew it was the light that came from Jesus Christ.”

“Is that not too powerful for the human eye to 
stand?” innocently asked the interviewer.

“The light of Jesus Christ is never too powerful 
for any of us to stand,” said the youthful Bible stu
dent, with severe reproach in every tone. "We live 
by it. It is our life. Jesus never meant it should 
blind us.”

There was something noble and impressive in the 
way the little colored boy said this, that quickened 
the reporter’s interest. The response to his question 
was made instantly, and in excellent language that 
one would not expect from a mere boy. There was no 
hesitation or grasping after Words. They seemed to 
flow as naturally as the water babbles in the crystal 
brook.

•‘You say the angels all wore long red .ribbons in 
front?” .

“Yes, but their robes were white.” _ .
■This matter of red ribbons the reporter jotted down 

ps a distinct addition to paradisical lore. As far as 
his learning went, he could not recall that any'saint 
or seer had ever noticed red ribbons. He asked the 

. boy* whether he was sure .there were both black and 
s white an gels. In his Sunday-school. 4ays tjie
had been taught that-aH'angelsjyjre^^ft^elfeifr; 

.- on-earth their-skin happened -to be White,L black •■'or 
red.

”No, they are not all white,” persisted George, “I 
ought to know, for i was there. They plfiyed and 
sang. I walked up -the golden streets and saw the 
walks of jasper and other precious stones. Whenever 

. the Lord came there was a big lot of bright light, but 
’ when lie spoke to me the light was around his head at 

■the back.” .
The little boy said he saw many persons’there. He 

recognized Mary Magdalene in a white robe With red 
ribbons.

“She was a bad woman,” he said, “but she won 
salvation by going to the Bavior. Then I saw Noah— 
no, he didn’t have any animals with him; animals 
don’t go to heaven (this with scornful glances at the 
writer). Noah, you know, was saved because he be
lieved in the Lord, and all the other people were 
drowned. That’s what was called the deluge—have
n’t you ever heard of it?” (looking curiously at the 
writer.)

The latter answered that he had on several occa
sions. It was evident the diminutive Bible expound
er was not impressed at his hearer’s fund of religious 
and theological learning.
- “Then I saw Samson—you’ve heard of him—how 
he took his bare hand and tore the lion to-pieces,” he 
ran on glibly. “He couldn’t have done this unless 
the Lord had given him great strength. This strength 
was in his hair. Why, he could pull our house to 
pieces as easily as if it was paper.”

The boy preacher laid great stress on the fact that 
this strength was due to the Lord.

When asked how he knew he was “called” to the 
work of preaching the gospel, he said: “God just 
called me. When I was sick with typhoid • fever -I 
heard a flutter of wings and looking up saw a host of 
angels coming down in .a great stream . of light. 
There were angels of all kinds and ;they wore long, 
white robes. Then while the wings were fluttering I 
heard a voice calling me to .preach. I know it was 
God’s. I have believed it ever since and intend to 
do it. -That is my work to preach the gospel of Jesus 
Christ.”

-. Opposition From Parent.
The boy is a remarkable specimen of humanity. 

'All his thoughts seem to be ¿entered onthé Bible and 
the Messiah. He reads the Great Book' every morn- 
ing_and every night and prays for guidance in the 
seeking of truth- from its pages. Despite hfë-father’s 

' vigorous, persistent protests, he devotes himself to 
studying it and to preaching it on the streets. As 
announced the other day he called at the office of the 
superintendent of police in Allegheny and asked for a 
permit to preach at the corner of Federal and Lacoek 
streets. Assistant Superintendent of Police John 
Glenn was astounded at the story, as George ex
plained that the Lord had called him to preach. Upon 
Glènn telling him he ought to go to school first before 
attempting to preach, he replied:

VI can read the Bible and read it well. I never 
Went to school and I have no education, but the Lord 
has provided for 'my. shortcomings in that respect. 
He has opened the way. for me and He preaches 
through me. When I open my mouth His words come 
out.” - ■

Then to prove what he said he answered many ques
tions relating to the Scriptures-asked him by the po
lice. • ■

When asked if he preached for money, he indig
nantly answered : “No, sir, I do not preach for money. 
I preach the gospel of the Lord for the people.” -

George’s father, whose name is also' George Wallace 
Edward, tried to dissuade the boy from getting a per- 
inii. When the latter asked his father to obtain the 
Accessary license for him and'the latter refused, the

’ i ’

precocious youngster simply went to the police head
quarters himself and bearding the lion,.- iu . his den, 
asked for it. It has not yet been handed down, but 
it may be. Prior to this George’s zeal eopljl.not with
stand the formalities of a permit, but impatient at 
delay, -has stood at Federal street and Lacoek last 
Sunday evening and delivered a stirring and able ser
mon on salvation to a crowd of a couple of hundred 
persons who stood amazed that, such deep, Biblical 
lore should flow so unrestrainedly out of the mouth 
of one .so young. The rude police, however, seeing 
the crowd,.dispersed it and George had to niovc on. 
He went home, which place is at 906 'Western avenue, 
Allegheny, where his father, a barber in Park way, 
Allegheny, lives. Both the boy’s father and mother 
are bright, intelligent-looking persons, the lad resem
bling his maternal parent in looks. The father does 
not take kindly to the son’s fondness for preaching 
and has done all he can to wean him away from it, but 
this; it appears is easier said than done. The feejing 
that he must preach seems to be thoroughly grounded 
in this remarkable boy.

“God has called me to preach,” he declared to the 
writer, “and I must heed His word. Why shouldn’t 

.1? Jesus Christ died to save us and it is little enough 
we can do to spread His good work to enable others 
to be saved. We should all love Jesus'Christ dearly 
for He did what few persons would—He endured tor
ture, contempt and death in a horrible form so that 
we may live. Yes, we should all love Christ. ”

“What do you think people ought to do to be 
saved,” was asked. ■ , i

“Believe in.God and keep His commandments.” ’ ;
“If we don’t do that,.what then?”
“ Why, then we will be lost. We will go to hell and i 

be .cast in a big lake of fire'and brimstone. Yes, sir, 
real fire and real brimstone, and we..will be tormented 
forever. After you go therp God and Jesus don’t : 
know anything, about you, you are lost.”

George said he had no fear of dying when he was. 
lying ill with typhoid fever. Eveiybody thought he 
would die. ■

“But I wasn’t afraid,” he said, confidélitly, “for I 
knéw God would take care of me. I believed in Jesus 
Christ and knew I would be saved.”

The boy said he administered baptism and received 
converts, but he was not an ordained minister. He is 
a member of the John Wesley A. M. E. Zion church, 
Arthur street, Rev. Johnson, pastor, and a zealous at
tendant. The other day he went out on the streets 
and began soliciting moneÿ for the church, but his 
father, hearing of it, stopped him. .He never takes 
up a collection, while preaching, as-he scorns-the idea 
of accepting lucre for “disseminating the gospel,” as. 
he terms it.

A remarkable thing about liis career is that he 
never attended school a single day. He has been 
taught by his parents, however, and is able to read 
any part of the Scriptures. There is never a day but 
that he studiously pores over the pages of Holy Writ. 
He says he can read any chapter or vérse in the book. 
When he does not understand a passage,h®says he 
prays for the light. He is never content unless he has 
a Bible or prayer book in his hand. Of boyish sports 
he has no knowledge, whatever, for hé never plays 
ball, tag or marbles. He would rather Tead his be
loved Bible. Such work is a passion for him. He 
does not care tp read secular books or newspapers and 
manifests little or no interest in such things, as the 
Russo-Japanese war, the election of president and 
ojtlpjr fading topics of the day; It is a curious thing 
.that .together with'this abnormal- love for Bible study 
and interpretation, certainly extraordinary for one ofj 
his age, goes a -marked lack of mathematical knowl- ■ 
edge. He admitted himself that he could npt tell thé' 
writer how many 3x4 are^ saying it was 5. -, He cap 
count by’fives, however, and by tens, his mind seem-, 
ing to run .on the decimal system. : <«*'■

Uses Rare Language for a. Child.; l.
“I have'not a knowledge of the’Roman notation,” 

he remarked with a smile; Such language Is certain-, 
ly rare in a lad of 10 years. Of geography he cares 
little and knows less.. In fact, outside of thesBjble he’ 
manifests little desire to learn. ' Hé'.usés ’fitOtâk that 
one would scarcely look for from a boy of his years, 
but his grammar is sometimes at fault.... This fall hq 
will go to school. When he speaks on Scriptures he 
gradually warms to his subject and uses many ges
tures, laying down Biblical law with' upliftftfi arqj or 
pointed index-finger, or by movement of both hands 
and arms. -Argument seems to bring out thé force of 
his preaching. He has a habit' bf saying when . an
swered by a doubter, “Now let ine tell' you some
thing,” being not at all abashed that his hearer is 
perhaps four or five times as old in. this, world’s expe
rience as he is. Numerous questions plied by the 
writer convinced the latter that the boy has a won
derful store of Bible knowledge and in his talks 
draws on the parables, miracles, prophétie visions and 
revelations in such a manner-as to astound the hearer. 
He follows orthodox lines as laid down by the follow-'- 
ers of the great Wesley, and does not enunciate any 
new or unique religious ideas. One would say he is 
well trained if he were not told that the bulk of this, 
knowledge was gathered himself. Ever since a year 
ago, when he had the fever, he has been an unflagging 
student qf the Bible.

He is not a robust lad. Prolonged study has made 
him delicate. He -has a keen, sympathetic, face, and 
his solemn, clerical appearance is enhanced by gbld- 
rimmed glasses. He .does not wear clothes, of clerical- 
cutf as has been stated, but dons an ordinary boy’s 
outfit, waist, knee breeches, cap and coat. He does 
not wear a clergyman’s collar. Althojigh-sérions and 
apparently impressed with his mission to. spread the 
gospel, he is not sanctimonious.

■ Since preaching in. Allegheny, George-has become 
known in thé,colored churches, and many 'inquiries 
have been made concerning him.- It is likely that he 
Vvill be^ asked to preach in some of tlièin, and possibly 
may conduct a service. It may be mentioned-that 
this remarkable boy was born in Winchester, Va., but 
.for some time past has been living ill Allegheny.City.

From a Psychological View Point.:
Thé psychological phasè of the colored lad’s case 

appealed to the. writer and he sought the opinion of 
Rev. J. Shane Nicholls, pastor- of the Sixth Presbyte- 
rian church,,Forbes and Murray averiues,. who has 
made an exhaustive study of psychology and: holds 
advanced views on spiritual affairs. Dr. Nicholls had 
not heard of the Edwards boy and was much inter
ested in the Leader ’s recital of his sayings.

“The case is very interesting,” hé said after some 
thought, “but it is not as remarkable as some wellTau- 
thenticated cases of which I have read and heard. 
The condition Of the hoy ’s mind may be the result of 
the diseasc he suffered a year ago or it may be one.of 
those strange instances of subeonsciousnesé of which 
we hear, now and then. A vivid imagination would 
enable, a lâd to describe heaven as he has/ÈutSvbuld 
hardly account for his use of unusual language^ fbi’ a 
child. Deep study and association with older' folks 
would make him old-fashioned, as we ; call it,'“'and 
would equip him.for conversation with adults. /’But 
there are certain things which we cannot accoimt for.

“I have in mind the case of a young man who'pro- 
duced a system of cosmic philosophy : that ha$ since

Hjob Suffer IromBytjiepiUfSfoinBch, Lfver, or Bowel 
■ Trouble ctf any BlodiftadihlfLlberciolkr. IT 

warn WW HONEY TO YOU.
Do-you suffer from dyspepsia, 

IfiSlgcdiion, or stomach, liver, or 
/bowel trouble of any kind? If you 
4<k*byMaUftiuicuroyoaY- Wodonutmian 
JM0 dbalnit you with * »Irons, itluiu- 
dB&iagSud«i**iid Kliuliirb'Xkftnpound, or p»i* 
«4 ‘'DjuUJh'* Filk 'vjiucb will itiin- 
ubto «admit timporsi'n/ZliiB Io tho end 
will oijlrkritatJ.-fctid fqrivtr Weaken the al
ready iali*aied Apd. Wcukcbcd uieuibrsiiei. 
IfO vlU UfattitMU'’!y »bd’-J:erM»Dtalljr Cure 
Im. «•'Will jjo.to tho v^ry foundation ot 
your • -trodWo,'. will reniovi. the c&utc», 
»Ueogtbcn «nditpuo up ths affected mem- 

ptfrtect -’the digestiojir.r<Ku!ate aud 
staMigtlicu <t!m-’bowels, end in»ae*you a» 
»toonj Mid taarbMii)i>ucVerwor?. We could 

- jighu you Ujtliljonlu!» Vy the thousand of 
tlioso wo liavc cbred of sloniachtroublci Iti all 
farm» end tU|ic!|,bpl(hey would not tail to 
you whattho trcatnientwi)i^oforMll, The 
only abiolule proof!» In the treatment llulf. 

aqd know inn tjia Wonderful 
Curts wetiavs made tor oth
er»,, and believing that wo 
have « ireatnieht that will 
tfplllfely Carb any cue, no 
watler,how complicated or 
loD(r-stftDdlnf, or how many 

. havcfftlled In the pa»t, that 
wo will »end a two weeks' 

treatmont to any one desIrin j-to isit It. Many arocured by thia 
test treatment alone. Why Dot make a trial of It yourself and 
learn what It will, do for you/’iT IS FREE. AddreiiiDr, 
leeblM Institute of HealUi, Main St.. UattJo Crook, Mich.

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS.

LO.’#'* V'Ä ¿O

Send In Your Dates and Names of Sec- 
reterytat Once.

Interest in .the Various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
once to this offlee^ eo that proper cor
rections as to dates, etc., can be made.

Mt. Pleasant'Park, Clinton, Iowa.
The camp session of the M. V. S. A., 

Mt Pleasant' Park, Clinton, Iowa, will 
open July 81 and Clofee Aug. 28. Fer pro
grammes address* Mollie B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarksville, Mo.

Maple Dell Park, Ohio.
The AmerleaniSpirltiml, Religious and 

Science Union will hold a camp session 
at Maple Delh commencing July 24 and 
closing Sept I. ' F. H. Sherwood, secre
tary, Mantuh, ) Ohio. The grounds 
will be open fer family reunions, Sun
day-school piChies; and Sunday meet
ings, etc, from June 1 to Sept. 4.5.

- Lily öalsCamp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort opens 

July 15 and doses September 14. For 
fulhprogramöfes address the president, 
Mrsi Abby L. Pettengill, Uly Dale, N. Y.

*—--------— - f "•;•
'LakCiSPnepBe Camp, 'N. H. J

Lake' . Sunapee f-Spiritualist- camp- 
meeting commences July 31 and closes 
August.-. 28—four weeks aild -five Sun- 
days/at Blodgett’s Landing,-N. H. For 

■ programmes address Lorenzo--Worthen, 
seqretary, Hillsboro Bridge,'N. H.; until 
July 25; after then at Blodgett’s’ Land
ing, N. H. •

Chestefileld, Ind.
Chesterfield 1 (Edd.) camp-meeting 

opens July 14 and closes August 28. For 
programs and other information ad
dress L^dla Jessup, secretary, Chester
field, Ind.

Unity Gamp-Meeting. .
The Lynn Spiritualists Association 

will hold meetings every Sunday at 
Unity Camp, Saugus ■ Center, Mass., 
commencing Jlme^iS and ending Sept 
25. For full’particulars address Mrs. 
A. A. Averill, 42 ■ Smith street, Lynn, 
Mass.

Onset Camp. -
Commences July 24 and ends August 

28. j iFor/ full 'programme and particu
lars address the secretary of the camp, 
Onset, Mass. ,

: - Franklin, Neb. ,
This camp comniences July 29 and 

closes August 15. For full parttlculars 
address D. L. Haines, secretary, Frank
lin, Neb.

New Era, Oregon,
The First Spiritual Religious Associa

tion of Clackamas county, Oregon, will 
open their camp-meeting at New Era, 
Oregon, July 2, and close July 26, in
cluding four Sundays. Camp about 18 
miles south of Portland, For further 
information inquire of George Lazelle,
Oregon City, Oregon, secretary; J. 
Lucas, of Portland, president.

H.

Forest Home, Mich.
This camp-meeting, located at Snow

flake, Antrim county, Mich., will open 
July 30, and continue till Aug. 22. For 
full programs address Mrs. Ruth East
man, Secretary, Box 69, Mancelona, 
Mich.

Waterloo Camp, Iowa.
The Central Iowa Spiritualist Associ

ation will hold its camp at Waterloo, 
Iowa, from August 21 to September 11, 
including four Sundays. For particu
lars address J. -F. Andrew, 205 E. Linn 
street, Marshalltown, Iowa.

Wonewoc, WIs.
The camp-meeting of the Western 

Wisconsin Camp Association will open 
Aug. 4, 1904, and will close Aug. 22. 
For full particulars write Miss Ger
trude Spooner, secretary, Wonewoc, 
Wis.

Vlcksburg Camp, Mich.
The dates for Vicksburg camp-meet

ing are July 31 to August 22. For full 
particulars, address J. Fraser, manager, 
Vicksburg, Mich.

' Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
This excellent camp opens July 31, 

and continues for 30 consecutive days. 
For full programmes address Albert P. 
Bllnn, 61 Dartmouth street, Boston, 
Mass. '

Harmony Greve, Cal.
, The Harmony Grove Spiritualist 
Camp-meeting of Escondido, Cal., com
mences July 17 and closes July 31. For 
full particulars address T. J. McFeron, 
secretary, San Diego, Cal. '

Southern Cassadaga Camp.
The Southern Cassadaga Camp at 

Lake Helen, Florida, will open tho first 
Sunday in February and close the 26th 
of March.' For information regarding 
rooms in Apartment House or in cot- 
tâges, also for programmes, ’firrite to 
Mrs. J. D. Palmer, corresponding sec
retary, Willoughby, Ohio.

Haslett Park, Mich.
This old and popular camp opens 

July 30 and closes Aug. 28. For full 
programs address J. D. Richmond, sec
retary, St. Johns, Mich.

Edgewood Camp, Wash.
Edgewood camp, Washington, opens 

July 31, and will contidlie three weeks, 
ending August 22 and 23 with their 
eighth annual convention. For full par
ticulars address Julian W. Smith, 1115 
North Fife street, Tacoma, Wash.

Ashley, Ohio, Camp.'
! The Spiritualist camp-meeting at 
Ashley,--Ohio will open August? and 
close, August 28. For full particulars 
address W. F. Randolph, secretary, Ash
ley, Ohio. ■

The Australian 
Lifeboat Remedy.

The Latest 

Discovery, 

by

Louis H. Freedmann, M. D„
. (TUe Auntrallun Healer.)

This Remedy will cure all 'Eruptions and . Skin 
Diseases, and will correct organic weakness.

Guaranteed Free 
From

PoiuonouH Drugs.
Can only bo hud from Dr, Freedman, €»18 W, Mon

roe St., Chicago, 111. Send 11.25, and bottle will be 
sent you postpaid. Send 2 cent stamp for booklet 
and testimonial. < During July and August the 
Doctor cun bo addressed to Chesterfield Camp, 
Indiana. . 703

ELTON E. HEDRICK, 
ABTHOLOGEK.—Vocation, business specula
tion, matrimony, changes, travel, all affairs of 
life. Feo 12.00. Send date of birth us near the 
hour as possible. Address, 2021 Beading Road, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 776

Asti-ologist and Clairvoyant.
Send sex, time and place of birth (hour If possi

ble), with 25 cts., anil two cents stumps for trial 
reading. Life reading 12.00 and upwarus. THER- 
LSE DUANE, box 87, Berkeley, Cal.

DON’T READ THIS:
If filck write to ine. and I will give you a free 

examination., I want no lending symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost, vigor of both sexes suc
cessfully treated. Send name, age, sex, complex
ion, weight and 10 cts. In stamps or silver, and re
ceivea correct diagnosis, worth tnanydo!'<*a to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Aoevess, 

FBANOES L. LOUCKS,
85 Warren St.. 6lonoU»in. Mn.4

Myself burediää
barmioae Hoiaa’Care. Address

MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, Bl.

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE if you will send your 
birth-date and three stumps for mailing expenses 
Ihaveastonished thousands with my wonderfully 
correct reading of their life, past and future. I 
correctly reveal your future love affairs, business 
success, marriage mate, etc., and give advice on 
all affairs. Address, SIIAOHEX, Uept.

San Franclaco, Cat.

FOUND
A medicine that will cure Kidney Trouble and 
Rheumatism. Contains no acids, has no Injuri
ous effects, and never fulls. Sl-bO per bottle.

. Agents Wanted,
GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY,

117 Weat 14th Avenue. Denver. Col

Institute of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
‘‘Fast becoming of world-wideftuna’’—H.Tuttlo 

Light, Color, Electricity, Magnetism. Mind, Dalha.
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. ”D. M.’’ 

Doctor of Magnetics: cun be gained at College or 
at one's home. Books and instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

E. 1». BABBITT, >1.!>., Geneva. N. Y.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
The oldest and best known physician how in 

practice. Ills cures are wonderful; his examin
ations free to all who send him name. age. sex 
and lock of hair, and six cents jn stamps. He 
doesn't require any leading symptoms. lie cures 
weak men. Address,

DR. J. S, LOUCKS, M. D.t
Lock Box 1203, Stoneham, Mass.

MILLER’S MAGIC MIRRORS
A. Successful .Road to Mediumship.

Indorsed by leading SpirltuaMuts ae developers 
of different phaees of mediumship, especially 
Olairyoynnee. Our mirrors are chemically treat
ed and very sensitive to spiritual elements. With 
a little patience you can not fall to develop your 
phase of mediumship. Price, 13.00. Horoscopes 
written for 81.00. Give date of birth, year, and 
where born, W. H. MILLER, P. O, Box JOU. Can
ton, Ohio. 766ni3

LlfiMAM • A Delivered to Ladles
W vl In! i । Only. Mrs.'Dr. Hulburt. On 
the present status of woman, physically, men
tally, morally and spiritually. The divine law 
of true harmonlal marriage, etc. Price, 10c.

Force and Matter
book. -A profound work upon a profound sub* 
ject. Price, oloth, 81.00..

ADoffonius of Tuana Christian Jesus. A 
wonderful communication, explaining how his 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianity. .Price 15 cents.

Parkland Heights Camp-Meeting.
This camp will'.remain open Sundays 

only untiFBeptember' 1. For ’further 
particulars, address Elizabeth M. Fish, 
secretary, Floral Heights, Parkland, Pa.,

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE
Founded by Morris Pratt. Chartered in 
1902. A school under the auspices of
Spiritualism. Established for the 
fusion , of general culture and the 
quisition of useful knowledge.

Thoroughly Qualified Teachers.

dif- 
ac-

~ ■ Freeville, N. Y.
*The dates for th® Central New York 

Spiritual Association Camp-meeting, at 
Freeville,-N. Y., ore from July 23 to 
Aug. 22^ four weeks and five Sundays. 
Owing to thè protracted and Severe ill
ness of our secretary) Miss Victoria C. 
Moore. I.-.am acting secretary, to whom 
all lèttere pertaining to the camp 
should be addressed. W.-:-W. Kelsey, 
President, Cortland, N. Y. i- '

• Lake Brady, Ohio.
Thè Lake Brddy Spiritualist Camp- 

meeting ! opens July 3'and closes Sept. 
4. For- full progrtftnme address A. G.. 
Keqk, Akron, Ohio. ; .41. . -

Delphoa Ctamp, Kans.
This camp-meéaèg will begin-August 

6, closing .August & Address - all -cbm- 
municatlpns to ll. N.- Richardson,-secre- 
tary, Delphos, KanS. -' -

' Grand pHge^.Mich.
: The Grand Ledgè (Mtcliv) camp opens 

July 31 and closes August 28. For full 
programme address ¡J:-W.-30wlng; Grand 
Ledge; Mich. i'•

Island ts&e, Mich. •
. The Island feakd Campy at Island 

Lake, Mich., 4&!miKs from Detroit, on 
the Flint and¥ere>to.rquette railroad, 
commences Jri^i lDWd extends through 
the month ota August For fulLpro- 
grammes addr®9s‘&-R. LaGrange; sec
retary, 84. EaSb Mdhtcalm street;-De
troit Mich.

A large and beautiful building. 
Steam heat and hot and cold 
throughout.

A Two Years' Course

water

prepares specially for public and priv
ate work. Open to all of both sexes 
and of-all ages over 15.
Admittance without examination.
Absolute freedom of thought and ex
pression encouraged. For thoroughness 
and the' growth of individual and inde
pendent thinking,, unequaled.
Tuition per year-.... 
Tuition by,the week.

-. .$50.00 
.. 1.75

HEALIN& Causes and Effects, ULimiinU, By W. P. Plwlon, M. D. Deals 
with the finer mental and spiritual forces as aj>- 
plled to healing. Price, 60 cents.

TREATMENT BY HYPNOTISM AND 
SUGGESTION; or Psycho-Therapeut
ic;. By C. Lloyd Tuckey, M. D., 
Abqrd. New York: G. P. Putnam’s 
Sons. Price, $3.
This is the fourth edition, revised and 

enlarged, 376 pages 8vo, of a most valu
able and standard work, by an acknowl
edged authority and expert in the sci
ence of healing by hypnotism and sug
gestion. The method of treatment by 
suggestion is clearly and exhaustively 
considered, and illustrated by descrip
tions of numerous actual cases in the 
author’s personal experience. The 
work will be found a valuable auxiliary 
to physicians in ameliorating and cur
ing the mental and physical ills of their 
patients, and is worthy of most careful 
study not ' Only by physicians, who 
should be thoroughly informed in the 
nature and methods of curative hypno
tism or suggestion, but also by all stu
dents of hypnotism who desire to thor
oughly understand the subject It is a 
valuable mine of Information to all who 
consult its pages.

Board with furnished room per week, 
»3 .to |8.5P.

. OPENS SEPTEMBER 27, 1904.
Located at Whitewater, Wis, 60 miles 

north of Chicago.
N. B.—All who decide to attend should 
be present at the opening when the 
classes are formed and take the full 
two ’years’ course. ■ For catalogues 
write to Moses. Hull, president, White
water, Wis, or Clara L. Stewart, secre- 
taiy, .Whitewater, Wis, or A. J. 
Weaver; principal, Old Orchard, Maine.

"Why I Am a Vegetarian." By 3. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
conta. .

1 “New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated; Drawings i by Watson Hes
ton.. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, $1. 
Cloth, $L50. .

“Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of . the author's latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price 75 cents.

“Talmageah- Inanities, incongruities. 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism." By Moses Hull. 
For sale at this office. Price ten cents.

“Principles ot Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity.'Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult-forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining . beautiful, illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you will 
Imi delighted with it* w

proved wonfitfrfufiy accurate in its prophetic recital phenomena and has studied thoroughly the reports of 
of the thingStsciCfftce has since\ proven.. This young the Society, for Psychical Research. . “ We. know Ger
man Was in Sils and had no : knowledge,, of such tain things are true,” he said, “butWe cannot explain 
things, .He ^enb^ntb-trances and while in that state them.” .: ■ • . -
two reportersitook down^ the things that he said and' When toid about the colored boy’s description of 
they have siftce been published in book forni. the angels and the unconventional red ribbons which 

; “ Another'baseiithat I heard of recently comes to he declares they wear, Dr. Nicholls laughed pleasant-
mmd. A certain.man lay as if dead for a number of but WOUld make no comment^ 
days.-' The doctors pronounced-him dead and eyery-t ■
body thought-1113*80111 had taken its flight. .But: he -Doay tuougnt-ms •soui;naa taxen its uigiit. .ow. ne hnvi^irvision ?<rson
came back to Ijfe, as we say, and.insisted that his soul L, „nn thnts nh A," i nir ^®a.v" 
had actually taken a flight; that it had been wholly 
separated from his.body and '«liad visited .another «ea_tn< ceiestwana/■ . ■ :?-
world. The things he told werejnostreniarkaliic:and * wouldn t like to say that, , he replied; “but 
the'eircunistantial details with Whicii he, described the ‘ ??nle verY strnnge things_have occurred, notably the 

instance I have related .of the man who was believed

world. The things hè told weréjpostrémarkaliìcìand

■beyond-Jtyàke; his case -much-mòre to marvel at than. -, .
what you have t»ld me of this little colored boy in Al- to have been, dead and who upon returning to con- 
legheny; - The psychologists- declare that this is a case . Sciotisnéss. asserted that his soul had been separated 
of soul separatioiriaiid the man himself is verv posi- ^rom his body and had actually been to other climes, 
tivè in his belief that his experiences deserve \o be '"'° n,OT,,r +1'i"‘TO w“'1a "a<- ”There are many things we do not understand.

__________Bs That was all Dr. Nicholls cared to, say about the 
, Dr.1 Nicholls; 'instated, is a great studefiit o^ psychi« matletj—pittoburg LeaderB ‘

For Free XHagn«,.!. ot JOleenae, eend five 
two-cent stamps, ago, name, sex. and own hand
writing, .

Readings and Business Advice, $1, , 
• and Two Stamps.

OBSESSION CURED ■

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailments*

July «3,1^ ,

C. WALTER LYNN,
THE

Eminent Healer < j
and

Gifted Psychic. :
Health Restored by 
Common Sense Methods;

Address 784 Eighth St., Oakland, Cat.

Annie Lord Chuniberlaln’H Card.
Dear frlcndB, you can greatly help me care for 

my blind slater, Jennie L. Webb, one ot the earl- • 
teat mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send H to my with 11, and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or whls*

Ad dress Mrs. AunLe Lord Chamberlain, MU* 
lord Mass.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Sau Jose, Call

Da Ynn Napìì And BeuerMU I UU liUUU I cun help you. I frill fit your 
XnppHlPÌPC. . Clairvoyance and
OlJuuLdulud spirit assistance at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lense, to 
see ne<ar and at a distance. Please write for illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that reatores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mail.
SAMPLE FHEK.—Sufficient magnetized Com
pound for four oz. cures sore eyes, restorea the 
eyes to normal vision. Ten cent« for po«Uiee.

B. F. POOLS.
<3 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Hl

SPIRITS AND SPIRIT.
When Sydney Carton, In Dicken's great novel, 

“A Tale of Two Citic«,” «aid, *•] t In a far. far bet
ter thing that I do, than I have ever done. It la a 
far, far better rest that I go to, than I have over- 
known,” He gave up hl« head as a wri lice for 
the thing he loved. Are you sacriiichig anything’ 
to know yourself, to bo great when death ends 
your mortal life, to realize your God-given divine 
powers? If you are not you are not a progressive 
SplrltuallHi. Secure theae books al once. Mr. 
Grumbine's work la endorsed heartily by “The 
Banner of Light,” because It know« the man and, 
bis works:

CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth-bound, price, IL50 (re
duced from 92.U(h. It teaches you how to penetrattt 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its, read the crystal, see the future, prophesy and 
attain Illumination, and be a Yogis. •'All students 
will do well to study this excellent volume. — W. 
J, Colville. “It is a revelationLight. "Best 
work on the an jjecl.”—Mind, “Marvelous—Ep 
och-making,“—Lilian Whiting.

SRIR1T WORLD, by Galtield, cloth, Mcents-
AURAS AND COLORS—With exhaustive die 

tlomiry ot color meanings. A unique ibbok for- 
unique people. Price 60 cents

■ PSYChOMETRY—The dryland only bookwhloV 
teaches the science so that you'ettn pftafticoIt 
Price, 50 cents

EASYLESSONS in Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychometry. Price. 50 cents,

REALIZATION How to enter the siu>er-con’ 
sclouaneas and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION-A Ma. series on howto divine, 
bidden things, 5nd lost treasures, become a 
seer. Price, I1.0Q.

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a now lot at 12.25. 
each, postage prepaid.

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES—A Ma. 
aeries on this fascinating subject. Price, >1.09.

Send for Prospectus of "The College ot Divine. 
Science and Realization of Divinity.” Reduced 
tuition. The onl f one of Its kind in the world.

J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
1285 (Jtmmonwealtli Ave.,

Boston. Mass.

DHPIUFCI °* *h0 LU0 Beyond and Within^ r 11 n. Ill A Voices from many lands and coun- 4 unmu tries, saying, “Man, thou shalt 
never die.” An excellent selection. Edited and 
compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Oloth. 81.

hFHTW and the AFTER LIFE ULI I 111 By A. J. Davis.
An instructive and interesting work for all to- 
read. Price 60 cents.

nniTPT 7OUÌ Between Religion and Science. I ■! IN fi 1111 » I Tu«t the book for progressive VU11A UlUi thinkers. A boek that Is very* 
interesting to people who have a taste for tho^ 
past religious history. By John W. Draper. 
Price, cloth, 81.75.

M->n '.nrT l-fin M Disclosed In the Bible.I idil dill! ine By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
<ninil- I /apM Associate of King's College^ oDIrlL W0llU London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
Ibarn the facts of Bible teachings as well as- 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 81.10.

TTP A TH ITS MEANING 1 1 1 aud Results.
By J K Wtlaon, of the Pennsylvania Bar. 

An absorbingly Interesting narrative relating a. 
series of wonderful psychic manifestations oc
curring In the writer’s experience. Cloth, illus
trated, 81.25.

IZH DC 7*711 Ethics of Marriage. By K fl n t" / / fl Alice B. Stockham, M. lYIIllLLLII D. Karezza makes a. 
plea for aoetter birthright for children, and 
alms to .lead Individuals to seek a higher de
velopment of themselves through most sacred' 
relations. It Is pure in tone and alm, and. 
should be widely circulated. Price, cloth. 81.

mnp Hl 1T MHD Selections from the con- 
I H ¡1« I All I II that ancient. iilL 1XMJ1UUU bookjts commentaries, 

teachings, poetry, and ' legends. Also brief 
sketches of the men who made and commented 
upon it. By H. Polang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, 81
DC \Tf* IJ D 18 the invention of a prac- I y Ixfl |L ticalmedium, tinder spirit 1 Czi VI ID guidance, and is designed, 
to develop mediumship, Many, by its use, have* 
received long communications from spirit, 
friends, and express great satisfaction. Prick. 
Bl, and 20 cents extra for expressase. i------------------ i

UAIIAUPT Gis Birth, Character and;' mnnUMLl Doctrine, By Edward Gib
bon. This Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal 
Classics. It is conceded to be historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect lu every detail as. 
to be practically beyond the reach of adverse, 
criticism. This work ■ will bo found intensely* 
interesting. Price, 25 cents.

fillip BT1W À M10 Dlakka and Their Infl JJI Al\ RÄ Earthly Victims. By the À11XI UlAlxlxilt Seer A. J. Davis. Avery 
Interesting and suggestive work. It is an ex
planation of much that is 4;üso and repulsive Irr 
Spiritualism, embodying a most important 
cent Interview with James Victor Wilson. 9 
resident ot Summer Land. Price. 50 cents. •

THE C AIII . lTS nature, re* I Tlr \l 11 II LAT1ONS AND EX- 11 IL CJVUL.PRESSipNS INHUMAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now off 
sale, -Prlco 81.00. This is ono of tho best books 
given by tho guides of Mrs Cora L*. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who have been 
members of the classes receiving them. Thia 
volume la a careful compilation from reports ot 
lessons, containing the oases of tho teachings.

r

y. A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approval 
methods of ancient and modem teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By, 
Laura G. Fixen. ,

A course of practical . experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers ot concen
tration of thought, clear meditation ant^ /y" .*» 
•superior inspiration. ’ ’"

Sent complete for 50 cent®» ,
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, YOU CANNOT AF- : 
lord to miss an issue 
,of tills paper, with its : 
wealth of SPIRITUAL 
LITERATURE. t Sljtnkeí I SEND YOUR.SUB- 

> scription in at once, ' 
and keep pace with :

3 all that Is transpir- : 
3 in the ranks.

1 VOL. 30 OHIOAGO, ILL., JULY 3j); fô04, NO, 756

Our Open Court Now in Session. phi,los°p!iy of spiritualism some mas- 
terly articles have already been,giyep our 

' . ' patrons and there are many'more to
. For a time, during this camp-meeting .follow, . '
season,- which is usually the dullest bus- We find some of our ‘ readers very 
iness season for spiritual papers, we have sensitive to the publication of anything 
thrown our columns open to our giants that hints of an acknowledgment ■ that 
in thought upon one of the most import there is such a thing as fraud -inn 'our 
ant topics that come under the name and ranks, and upon the other hand we'l^ve

Free-handed,openantflogiqffl dis- . 
mission can only be oonomo!ye,to;the 
best interest of any caqlq/- ''A.phil- ; 
osophy that will not boat wijiolsm : 
is a trembling failure.;',,,A epjehce 
that will not stand discission in this : 
age of reason has not d sella found
ation and should bq, pigeon-holed : 
-as a relio ef the dim past- i A rqlig- : 
ion that can not stand the,storm of : 
adversltv, that can not3#e^tlier the ‘ 
gale' of mental-unfoldmfeht of the 

■ day, should be relegated to a mu
seum as an antiquated monstrosity, 
lost in tlie fog of ignorance, i

; those who have nothing to cover lip, and Are you reading the findings of this 
i who would wage an aggressive warfare Open Court?- Are you reading the testi- 
i against it openly, publicly, as a means of mony upon both' sides and recording the 
: stamping it out?"'These are given an op- findings in your unbiased mind? Do you 
; portunity, side by side, to express them- appreciate our effort for truth? If so you 
i selves, and the discussion has already should become a lif$ subscriber for THE 
/awakened a?deep interest in the cause. PROGRESSIVE THINKER. Seiid your 
i The Open Court surely fills a niche that name, address and remittance after you 
has been caryed for it. read our unparalleled premium offer.

. A GREAT QUESTION.
IIS CHRISTIANITY DEAD OR DYING?

Mr. Goldwln Smith Explains That Its 
Vital Essence of Doctrine

. Still Lives.

I ■ To the Editor oí the Sun—Sir:— 
■ When It 1b said that Christianity since 
^the middle of the eighteenth century 

has been dead or dying, we must ash 
I -what Is meant by Christianity. If what 

is meant Is belief In the supernatural 
। inspiration of the Bible, In miracles In 

the creeds, Christianity unquestionably
1 is dead or dying in critical minds. The 
i miracles, we see, were a halo which 
I gathered round the head of the Founder 
: superior to other such halos In that 
I they are miracles of mercy, not of pow- 

। er. But the doctrine which is the vital 
essence of Christianity, belief in the 
fatherhood of God and the brotherhood 

J of man. seems not yet to be dead or 
' certainly dying.

During the first half of the eighteenth 
- century spiritual life was at a low ebb, 

the. main cause being the tyranny or 
torpor of established churches. That 
was the day of Voltaire. But toward 
the end of the century there ■ was a 
great revival. In England there was 
outside the Establishment the Method
ist movement under Wesley; Inside the 
Establishment there was the Evangeli
cal movement, which had Christians of 
eminence at its head. From the relig
ious zeal thus awakened, besides a 
moral and social reform, sprang great 
religious enterprises, .missionary and 
philanthropic. The movement for the 
abolition of slavery and those for the re
demption of suffering classes In Eng
land were Christian in spirit and were 
led by Lord Shaftesbury and other re
ligious men.

The reformation itself was a revival, 
and a revival not only from torpor and 
seeming death, but from depravation 
apparently the most fatal, from the 
Papacy of the Borgias and the reign of 
the Inquisition. Has polytheism, Bud
dhism or Islata ever shown its inherent 
vitality by a similar revival?

The preaching of the Founder of 
Christendom,- who taught the Father
hood of God and the brotherhood of 
man,- undeniably was the great awaken
ing of spiritual life in the world. . A 
M>fld''Mthoht spiritual lite. Or religion 

'-aS the embodiment of that life, and reg
ulated by social science solely In tem
poral interests, is perfectly conceivable. 
Blit the religion which should-take the 
place of vital Christianity Is not Re
nán says of the words addressed to the 
woman of Samaria that they are the es
sence of religion, and that if there are 
intelligent beings in -other planets and 
|hpy are religious, this and none other 

'i their religion must ba 
, ' It seems doubtful whether even the

Positivist has really reasoned himself.
Out; of the pale of Christianity. Hei 

■ .............................. — Theholds to the brotherhood of man. 
fatherhood of God he renounces. Yet

Îie'inuBt apparently believe in some- 
hlng which takes the place ot the fath
erhood of God in consecrating human 

brotherhood, though his conception 
inày'not be anthropomorphic or iden
tical with that of the simple Galilean.
’ The revelations of the physical world 
come to us through the action of high 
scientific intellects.- Was it not possi
ble that a revelation of the moral world 
Should come to us through a character 
of Unique excellence, benevolence, and 
beauty, preserved in its simplicity and 
purity by the pastoral isolation of Gall- 
le€ ?

The Positivist points triumphantly to 
the self-devotion of the Japanese sacri
ficing themselves- for their country 
though they have no religion. Is the di
agnosis quite correct? When the Japa
nese rips himself- up rather than sur
render, what is his motive? Is it self- 
sacrifice like that of the Christian mar- ’ 

> tyf or an Intense manifestation of the 
tribal- instinct which passes from the 
animal to the human herd ? In self-sac
rifice for the good of humanity such as 
that of the Christian martyr there 
would seem to be an element of another 
kind.

We wish to be thoroughly loyal to sci
ence and-to accept heartily all demon
strated truths. We know that this is 
our only salvation. Nor if the truth is 
unwelcomexWill we try to disguise it by 
calling annihilation "eternal sleep,” and 
the -blind havoc of the earthquake 'and 
the volcano “nature's law.” But we 
wish to have all the phenomena fairly 
considered, as well those which evolu
tion has not yet explained, as those 

I which it undoubtedly has. If this world 
I is all, it must be owned that to a great 
\ many of us at all events it is a very im- 
\perfect world.
G Postscript.—An article in the North 

American Review on “The Immortality 
of the Soul” has, it seems, saddened 
sonie of its readers. The admissions 
made m it saddened its writer. But it 
wodid sadden him and all of us still 
more to rest in untruth. He has shown 
that he refuses to believe that all ends 
here. GOLDWIN SMITH.

Toronto, Can.

DON’T DRAW AWAY YOUR SKIRTS.

Don’t draw away your skirts, 
He’s a soul as well as you; 1

He’s a heart as fender, true.
Don’t draw away your skirts.

Don’t draw away, your skirts, 
HlB.brown coat may not be new, 

But he’s human through and through.
Dqn’t draw away youi“skirtBr’

Don’t draw away your skirts, 
‘He has- struggled, oh,,80 long;

Very plaintive is his song. 
■ Don’t draw away your skirts.

Don’t draw.away your skirts. 
Bear with him—this brother old, 

t'pqth his failings manifold.
Don’t draw away your skirts.

—Kate Grey.

; A truth-loving and truth-telling race 
will never be borne by those who must 

foyaite their opinions from others and sup- 
»press rebellion under a show o£ acquies- 

jpence.—Helen H-Gardener. ,

H Writable Hrtgel Wits a jfamilp.
Benuirkable.filiclAutheiiticAccount of the Appearance-: an angel caijie'right in through the glass, the door be- ing a spiritual woman and having an insight into spir-

of an Angel to Four Children, and His Visit ing .locked;'¡Vid stood among them. His presence did itual things, she. could the more easily be persuaded
’ ¿hd-’nhnvflriAHnn With Th»™ «„ not frighteÀrthem, for he lóoked pleasant and began of the facts m the case. She listened with suppressed

’ W yonwsation With Them in to-talk to them. He asked them-Where then patents emotions until her heart could no longer contain the
l?i Their Home. ... were, and,'they told him they had gone to meeting, joy which filled and thrilled her whole being. Then,

. ; .. Then Lizzie,-who happened to be i tandiiig near the going to the bedroom, she threwherself on the bed and
yjie remarkable account?published in the following roekingAhaif, said to him: ' . . ....... *“ 1’“"

pages was.firstipi’inted in a monthly magazine, en- . “Take h chair and sit-down.” y I . . .
titled Word and<Work; at least that is where the pres- He answered, “0! I .can’t stay long;”.. x
ent writer first saw it. He immediately communi- - But' he fofik the chair and drew iti up toward the 
cated with the mother of the family in which the cir- stove find sat’ down, saying as hé did-sò : ;. -?-• 
cumstances occurred, and her reply is printed on the ■ -‘•‘Yotfffià'véia nice stove and à;goodSvarin fire.” 
last page of this pamphlet. He. also obtained from Thén thé klhildron'nótiéed he'WaS barefooted, and 
her a, certificate,, signed by her husband and herself as the weathCrWas cold and the ground ccrveped with 
and the four, ymiqg people who saw the angel, vouch- ' snow, thèWWóuld naturally suppose lie’must have cold 
ing for the truth of .the narrative. Mrs. Hittel fur- feet. Therefore Henry said to him : ’.
nished a phptograph of the family as they are at pres- “Put y olir ‘feet on the railing of thq,st(|ye apd warm 
ent' as requpsted by. the writer. A copy of this will 
be found on another page.

Of course it is to be expected that some will doubt 
the truthfulness of the account; but we think that the 
evidence we present is sufficiently strong, .in the ab
sence of anythingj-tp rebut it, to convince most of 
those wjip believe that the Christian religion is a su
pernatural one, and that angelic beings are God’s min
istering servants to watch over the interests of his 
people-on earth. ,.

gave vent to her feelings with loud shouts of “Glory 
to God.” She felt that the very house was hallowed
by the presence of the Lord, and that from henceforth 
more than ever, her home should be like a little heav
en on earth. After arising from the bed, she seated 
herself in a chair near the stove and buried her face 
in her hands.

Presently the father and Oro returned from the 
barn, and as they entered the room where she was ait- 
ting, she exclaimed:

“0! father, you ought to he'ar the children tell of‘Put y olir’feet on the railing of thq.stoye apd warm
them.” “ ■ • ( UJC ,¥UUU17I,U, violivi. Llll-J HOU VVllllV VIVI VVV1V fjV.1V.

The angel 'did so, and then called thé children up to whereupon the children be^in to tell the story to their 
him. They were still wondering inveir tnjpds why father and older brother, 
he should be barefooted in such cold wôfiihér, and this 
made them take particular notice of h«"feet, which 
looked perfectly white and glistened

. He then’reached out his hands and tiitm^Idh’’on one 
knee and Nettie on the other, ’ and eafessed; them by 
putting his arms around them, stroking théir hair and 
laying his* hands upon their lieads as if bp was- bless
ing them. At the, saine time he kept tfilk(ng to them 
all, and told them to be good Childreii afidf.keep on 
praying to God, etc. His voice was cleqr find charm
ing, his hair fine and wavy, and he wo^e a beautiful 
little crown on his head. ,t ,

After he had held them and talked ftwhilfi he put 
them down; and rising from the chair, bhgajÀo walk

As to why their appearances have been only occa
sional, whether in .the olden time or the present day, 
we do not know; neither are we obliged to be able to 
say why God has permitted them to appear to some 
and not to pthers. He has his own good reasons for 

his actions, and perhaps .angelic appearances are 
more frequent than we think,, but:they are.not always them uvwu. miu rnwg u-vm ww vnau; vyswq ..» 
related by those tp whom they have occurred ; possi- around and look at tlie pictures on thè ®iuls.^ As he 
bly for fjCar .of being-disbelieved, or from the feeling -Was walking they noticed that his garruli 
that the matter was too saered to be talked about, as ’ ' ’ ’’ - ..............*
appears, to have been the ease with these children 
and their parents, .until their -pastor drew them out. 
Did spape.bèxqnt we could relate several well authen
ticated instances pf what appeared to be angelic ap
pearances, or, interferences as helpers in the affairs of 
God’s children,.* The late Elder E. A. Stockman, in 
his book, Footprints of Angels (for sale at this office, 
prjce.,60 cents)„relates.several instances which have 
occ,urre<J iiijiipdiern times. *

V/e. do no| see how any who really believe that an
gels have ever appeared to and conversed with men, 
can give any good reason why the circumstances re
lated in the following narrative may not have actu-
ally occurred. The reasons some will give for doubt 
in tJiis case, woûld apply'to every case of which we 
have any account in Bible times.

We republished this account in our paper, Messiah’s 
Advocate, and since its appearance have received in
timations from correspondents that its publication has 
.been of spiritual benefit to many of the readers of the 
paper.. Their, faith in the things unseen and eternal 
has been strengthened, and their hearts comforted in 
the assurance that God has given his angels charge 
concerning us to keep us in all our ways.

As to the question whether angels have or have not 
wings, the narrative does not decide the matter. It is 
probable that they may appear either with or without 
wings, but the wing? were, perhaps, necessary in this 
case, as the children’s idea of an angel was as of a be
ing with wings, and they would-not have believed 
their visitor to have been an angel had he appeared 
without these appendages.

Some have doubted the truth of thé story because 
the children state that the angel went through the 
solid door without opening it; but we know so little 
of “the nature of angels” that we cannot tell whether 
the substance of which they are composed is able to 
pass through such substances as wood and glass, or 
whether it was that the door opened and shut so 
quickly as to make the action invisible to the children.

Wé have no doubt that many will be glad to have 
the story in the present form, and therefore we pub-
lish it. W. R. YOUNG,

Editor of Messiah’s Advocate. 
5G217th Street, Oakland, Cal.

BY J. M. DUSTMAN.
For the glory of God and for the encouragement of 

his obedient children I record this bit of marvelous 
history which occurred in the month of February, A. 
D. 1887, in the northern part of Darke county, Ohio.

About three miles from the townof.Possville, there 
lives a man and wife by the name of John and Hattie 
Hittie. • They had six children, whose names and 
ages were as follows : Oro, twelve ; Henry, ten ; Lizzie, 
eight ; Ida, six ; Nettie, four ; and Pearl, two.

They were religious people, and. enjoyed the.bless- 
ing of entire sanctification. . They were and are still 
members of the Massasinawa class of Greenville Mis
sion of the Indiana Conference of the Evangelical As
sociation. Their home has for many years been the 
home of the itinerant preachers.

There was a protracted meeting in progress in the 
neighborhood, and thé parents and Ora were going to 
the meeting, while the rest of the children were to 
stay at home alone. They had never stayed alone be
fore, and therefore protested against it on the plea 
that they were afraid. But the mother told them not 
to be afraid, for God and the angels would take care 
of them.

the wonderful visitor they had while we were gone!

Ah, said-ïhç-’father ‘you are only excited, it
was simply your imagination. You did not see an 
angel.”

“Y.es, yes, fathqfi; sure, sure,” came from every one 
of them.

So positive were they and so overwhelmingly hap
py, that the father could not long withstand their sim
ple arguments, but was compelled to believe that what 
they were telling him was true, and he also began to 
praise the Jjord, and to participate in their joy.

This simple story has been told by this dear family 
to only a few of their most intimate friends. They 
deem it too sacred to be told to everybody, as every
body could not appreciate it. The writer became 
their pastor in the spring of 1896, and not until the

be as the angels which are in heaven, but we shall be 
like our blessed Redeemer who has washed us from 
our sins in his own blood, and made us kings and 
priests unto God.

nt X&8 loose- evening of January 7,1897, did they tell me about it ;
ly thrown arôund hinrahd bxtënded' a lOqKmow the ’.an'd thé waylt cagiéjibpo.t was this:
knees. It consisted of the finest white sm: fabric, and Ida and Nettie.had been, to school during;the day 
rustled like leaves, or silk, as he moved®' TÎiéy could and the question came up whether or not the Lord re
new also have a better opportunity to .see hii? wings, vealed himself to men now as he did in olden times 
which were quite largé àüd fairly gliste^d white- through the ministry .of angels. The teacher seemed 
ness/ . "■ .. _ to bé'skeptìcal, and saidh‘e qjd not believe such things

Ilie Childreri followed him wherever-lie H^nt, and were possible/jif.the presepi-.time. He had never 
presently they came to the bedroom'Wlfôre ïÿfarl was heard of this instance, and therefore knew nothing 
sleeping. With the children still elqse'St.lfig-'hide, he alîOut it-until Ida: ^çcla^?dTjer belicf in sueh things 
wfintto thé'èradle and tdbk Pearl in ''iffir/tarftis and ’fronï:tHé:faetdhÀEiffi®y'J|fifi hn angel' in thejr. 
kissed hef;'and,then laid her down agajjuisâÿiùg he ¡bomewr\vhen they ,wer^ children. So when she came 
did so; i . "!'•’ : ’ 'fioiùè;w’^^s^^.WÌ<0gier wljat the teacher had

“ When Pearl gets older you-ffilisf tell ffiér to be a said^ and hôjY sfiAad ëon^ihéed him contrary tpshis 
good girl.and pray, too.” ’ • ' :l 4 . former belief. Toverlieardiher conversation and b’e-

Then he said to them. “Well, I must'go'now,” arid 
began to shaiké hands wtth:each:óné of them and thus

Letter From Mrs. Hittie, the Mother of the Family.
Hagerman, Ohio, Feb, 23,1903.

W. R. Young, Oakland, Cal.:
Dear BrotherYlurs of the 14th inst. at hand, and 

for the glory of God and the benefit of his dear chil
dren will gladly respond to your request.

It has been my privilege to answer many letters 
since the first publication of the account, last June, 
and I have realized great blessings in doing so. Many 
of those letters were full of praise and thanksgiving, 
while some expressed doubt and skepticism. But we 
could bear well with such, knowing the incident was 
one of the supernatural kind, and could only be un
derstood by those who live in real touch with the Di
vine, and have that spiritual discernment which he 
gives all who are wholly his. I am fully persuaded 
that the time had fully come when this wonderful 
manifestation of God’s power, which is still the same, 
working wonders among the children of men, should 
be given to others who might be benefited thereby.

I can only say, as I have said to so many earnest in
quirers that you need not doubt in the least concern
ing the truth of the matter. The three oldest chil
dren, who were so highly favored of the Lord on that 
memorable night, have often said to me when I have 
questioned them about it, that while they forget many 
occurrences of their child life, this one is ever clear in 
their minds; and they cherish it as very sacred.

One of the things which helped in convincing me 
that night was the unity of assertion, and also their 
so anxiously requesting me to examine the door, 
(which they had locked as soon as we left) saying, as 
they rubbed over the glass, telling me to do so also, 
and as we examined the wood work, “Now can you 
find a crack anywhere?” As it all seemed so real to 
them and they were so emphatic in their assertions, I 
yielded myself, and said in my heart, Lord, I do be
lieve that thou didst condescend to answer my prayer 
in behalf of my little ones, in even giving them the 
blessed satisfaction to permit them to see with tlieir 
own’eyes, and talk with and-bundle one of thy holy , 
angels.

bid theih good-bye.'. >. • j
It is impossible to describe the loveliness of his hand 

as they took‘hold of it. It felt like t&qjir or like a 
soft, downy cushion; and like his feet, ifwgs-perfectly 
white and'glistening. He wore a heaveijjly' smile upon 
his countenance. His voice’’was’ten’der^.aiid sweet. 
His entire d'eineanbr was marked with gentleness and 
kindness, and his whole’appearance that |f grandeur 
and beauty. They felt perfectly at homej ¡hid enrap
tured by his presence, and it really made them feel 
sad when he told them he must go. j

gajh-..ip-wondprbvhftt they were talking about. Then 
thfey happened .th ¡think they had never told me the 
story, and/bt ófiéfrbegan to relate it. As the children 
were all at hdme, tliey were sbon seated aróund me, 
and with shining, faces, Were busily erigagecrtn mak
ing known.tó me this reiriarkable incident, and it has 
made fin jmpi'osfiion upon me that shall never leave 
me. While they Were telling me I felt that such a 
good thing should not be kept a secret any longer. 
Therefore, on the day following, I wrote cut a minute 
history of it, just as the children told me. Of course 
they were no longer children, but all except Pearl had 
grown up tb be. young men and women.

The reader may imagine what a thrill of joy and 
gladness filled my houl, while, by the help of God, I 
undertook to write this story. Herd was in the very 
room where.it occurred,. To my left was the same 
sofa upon which these children had their family wor
ship on that memorable night in February, ten years 
before. A little farther on to my left was the very 
door through which the angel had come and gone. To 
my right was the same rocking-chair in which this ( 
heavenly messenger had been seated. In my lap lay 
the same book, opened at the very picture which had 
brought from them the wish that they might see an 
angel once; and upstairs is the stove which he said 
was nice.

No sqongt;-Mtb.I*-tllus committed myself till the 
glory, of thfeLôi’ii'.çÀxàé .hjion me. To him be aÜ -tliç 
glory and honor forever and ever. I trust what I 
have here written .will suffice, so as to remove all 
doubt concerning this occurrence.

Willalso sehd family group, with names marked on 
back of card. -

If you wish kt any time for further information, 
will gladly respond.

Wishing to have some of your publications contain
ing the same when issued. Yours in his service,

' ’ MRS. HATTIE HITTLE.

After he had bidden them good-bye, he. started for 
the door through which he had come in,iwhiie the chil
dren wefe still standing at the-bed-rooi^qpfir. When 
he'tame to the door he paused a momefi^^fia thfi chil
dren noticed that he had a long staffwmeh Jie held 
horizontally in his hands, and in an infilap.trthey saw 
him gliding.’out through the” unopened floor ih: the 
same manner that he had come in. ■ ’ - .

As soon as they saw he was gone; the^ instantly 
made a rush for the door, literally stumbling over one 
another to get there first, and when the^ ^»t.to it and 
had raised the curtain and were looking pi|t, they saw 
him standing on the edge of the porch, And a bright 
cloud had gathered around him. 'Phen tl^ey saw him 
glide put into the yard. His body was flow jn' an in- . ------- - • - ----------- ---------- ,
dined position, with his feet extendingrbftek'ward and '^ed them agairilAU the children except Ora are still
his wings partly unfolded, while thfi Wei paiit of his ■ »t ’Koine, andiii the evening while seated with them in
garment and-the bright cloud seemed^;-^lhand fold oa"n“ +-« them »Mint the metier

themselves together in a most- uniqufi)n^nrn.er; He 
went'on in this v’ay until he came abbii, ftalf/way be
tween the hotifee and a pear tree, whichj u’as standing 
in the yard, and then he ascended, anti the last they

Hagerman, Ohio, Feb. 23,1903.
We the undersigned do hereby certify to the state

ment made by Rev. J. M. Dustman, “our former pas
tor,” eoncerning.an angel visit in our home while our 
parents and. Ora, our eldest son had gone to church.

Parents: John Hittie, Hattie Hittie.
Children : Henry S. Hittie, Lizzie Ilittle, Ida Ilittle, 

Nettie Hittie.

saw of him was his beautiful white feet. Then one
of the children exclaimed: 
.. “Now he is gone!”

Another said: “I wonder why thetA no light 
around him while he was with us in thifroonfi”

Still another said: ’‘I wonder how Itfijg it'will take 
him to get to-heaven?” • t

The next thing in order was-to’-wait 
qf the parents and Ora; that'they'migh^ei 
They éould scarcely, wait ..until ìliey (they were 
so anxious tòlteli them. In thermeaiiffirtè iffiey care
fully examined the-rdoor from tbp-to lMoaifl^ rubbing 
their handsayer. i,t, to see If'tiiere wa^not ’̂crack or 
a break of some kind’where he had cd&|e in^&nd gone 
out; But to tlieir astonishment, they^cojildtnot find 
th? least sign of a crack, either on the’4oÒT,!fthe glass, 
or on the casing_pf the door. - <“ ì
■ -After ¿-'while they heard their parefits coining, and 
Were-all uj> and ready to meet them. The' mother 
went-to the house firfet,’.while the>fat!fe anfr Ora put 
away the team’.-.- Who can imagine, thfefirasfflfé and ex
citement as the mother entered the hSaise’i- Henry, 
Lizzie, Ida and Nettie, each try ing. to téli it first. They 

iene WWV1.VU wiv xvviivi, jumped/they.' laughed, they clapped ttìqir hands, and
gathered^together on the sofa to have their family yjjK joy. So greqf vfas the noise

-'•worship.' Pearlliad been put to sleep in the cradle in racket that the father, and (Ji’i^heard them
the bed-room. After they hacftill said their prayers, Afid wondered what.inJthfiiwprld was the
thev happened to get holdof Foster’s Child’s Story. chamldren. ..... J:j.
the* Bible, which had been presented to Ofia on his “Who do you suppose was here, -mothor, while you

Finally they consented, and after the parents were' 
gone they lowered the blinds, locked the doors, , and

the* Bible, which had been presented to Oi;a on his
twelfth birthday. - They began to look at the pictures 
and presently came to tlie picture of an angel, where
upon Henry exclaimed: ■,

“ 0! I wish I could see an angel once! ”
And the rest said, “I wish I could, too 1”
They had hardly said this when they heard a sound 

on the porch as of‘the rustling of silk garments and 
a knock at the door. So they all jumped up and ran 
to the door to see -who was coming. They raised the 
curtain and looked out, and, behold! to their surprise,

Nearly five years later (November 27, 1901) I vis-

the same room; and talking to them about the matter, 
I found that after the lapse of nearly fifteen years it 
has not in the least lost its freshness in their memo-

le return 
[to them.

was gone?” they.all exclaimed with one ¡i ucord. “An 
angel, yes; an angel. O! mother, an angc l: was' here. ’ ’ 
When the.mother had quieted, them suffi liejitly, they 
went on to.describe.him, how: he-looked^ vhat he had 
done, and what he had said. . ; -:. I- r. -

■ Their shining faces,, their exultafrtfiqpirits, their 
positive declaration's and the unison-of’ ¡their' asser
tions, soon' overwhelmingly convinced the* mother of 
the truthfulness of her children ’s amof the re
ality, of the vision which they had wefc: .“Beside^ be-

fies. For, with shining faces, and with hearts glow
ing with gratitude to God for his great goodness to 
them, they still' Ipve to talk about the wonderful vis
itor whicli.he, jn his kind providence, had seen fit to 
send them in the days of their childhood. Their whole 
lives have been influenced by it, and I told them 
that when I shall meet them in glory in company with 
their angel fi’iepd, I should like to have a talk with 
them concerning this matter.

Surely ‘‘The’angél of the Lord encampeth round 
about them'that'fear him and delivereth them.”—
Psa. 34:7.’

'• When.thSy shall rise from the dead they • • 
the angels which are in heaven.”—Mark 12:25

“And the angel of his presence saved them.”
63:9. - ■

are as

Isa.

“An angel from heaven strengthened him.”—Luke 
22:43. 'f ’

‘ ‘ Who nfiffietffilifs' fihgels spirits and his ministers a 
flame of firfi.’IsL'Heb"-^.

. “Are theyinotallniinistering spirits, sent forth to 
minister for them Whitehall be heirs of salvation.”— 
Heb. 1:14/” '

TURNED HIS MOTHER OUT.

Yes, I clipped it from a paper and presume the story 
true,

And yet, it seems too terrible for any man to do;
But a being, called a human, turned his mother out of 

home; ■
Turned the mother who had raised him, out into the 

world to roam.
She who bore him, she who loved him, she who gave 

him of her own,
Now must struggle through the journey of a dark life 

all alone.
Shall, we pity such a being, who is also growing old, 
If some day when he is helpless, he be turned out in 

the cold?
Shall we sympathize when justice overtakes a cruel 

man? >
Shall we sit down in deep sadness while Dame Nature 

works her plan ?
Or wake up and take some measure for preventing 

such an act,
And begin some drastic action by corrective motives 

backed ?
How I pity such a villain, and I‘d like to beat him 

through,
So that I could let St. Peter know of him a thing or 

two.
And I’d like to be the Devil, or a stoker of the fire, 
So that I could do him justice as a broiler or a fryer. 
1 would teach him all the tortures of a spiritual hell, 
And then-leave him with his conscience for a long, 

continued spell.
I would cook away the demon that possessed him on 

the earth,
When he turned out cold and hungryjiere the one 

whpgave him birth.
I would-jjfit him in a dungeon, or some dark and 

gloomy hole,
Till the spark of manhood lighted ev’ry recess of his

Any retidor . who doubts the veracity of this story, 
can write to^ Mii.-’Hattie Hittie, Hagerman P. 0., 
Darke eouutyrtOliio, find you will receive a prompt 
and kindly, reply;. Of'pourse a, stamp (or more) 
should be enclosed; something should be allowed for 
the labor of answering/ ■' soul. f.'

I hbpe thpse lines will prove, a blessing to many I would hold him as in prison, from the pleasant light 
hearts by strengtheningiheir faith in iGod’s holy, word of day; . . . .
and promises; and that they will draw the reader very Till his callous little conscience burned its virus all 
near to the blessed-Savior, who has promised soon to away; - v ■
come in the glory of his.Father, with all’his holy an- I would hold him through the ages in the crucible of
gels., Let us not be ashamed to own him before this 
wicked world,-and- thus compel him to be ashamed of 
us before the angels of G od. But let us forsake every 
evil way, and yield our all to him by. entire consecra
tion and faith, and he will not only pardon our sins, 
but will also’cl.eanseus.from all unrighteousness. Then 
in the morning, of tW resurrection we shall not only

■■ right, ■ “ ; ■. '
Till the darkness of his spirit was excluded by the 

light, :
Then I’d let his loving mother stand before him ion 

awhile, ■ «, ■
And perfect his growing spirit with her bright, forgiv- 

ing smile. DR. T. WILKINS, ;

•i

where.it


Established for a Few Weeks Only, for the Consideration of Cer
tain Important Questions Connected with the Welfare of Spiritualism.

In this Open Court SpmiuaKffi Will- Calmly and Dispassionately Consider What Is Best for Our Beloved Cause.

Not Afraid Oxpress Her Opinion

fln impartial Hearlno Is Hits Friend oí Justice.

Another Suggestive Letter From Mrs. Hyland
It is in accord with the Spiritualistic Philosophy and 

the teaching of angels, that when one ceases to do 
wrong, and begins to do right, such a person should 
be kindly received and encouraged. Every fake 
will sometime, in this world or the next, be com
pelled to pursue the course that-Mrs. Hyland has, 
or remain in spiritual darkness.

To the Editor:—“Mrs, Elsie Rey
nolds, the world-renowned materializing 
medium, is located at 328 Ellis street, 
San Francisco, Cal.”

The above advertisement is taken 
from the Light of Truth;. thus Elsie 
Reynolds estimates herself as a “world- 
renowned materializing medium," and 
the great majority of people will take it 
for granted that she means a spirit ma
terializing medium, but she does nori

On my desk lies a letter written by 
Elsie Reynolds to myself, while she was 
holding "materializing seances in San 
Diego, just one year ago this month.

I will enclose the letter for the edit
or’s inspection, as he is acquainted with 

• her handwriting; its reproduction in 
The Progressive Thinker will' have 
more weight than anything ,1 may 
write; its contents are as follows, with 
the exception of a few unimportant 
words:

Pierce Morse Block, July 15, 
Dear Laura:—
t can’t give it up to have yop -cbme 

down here. On the 26th there will be 
another $3 excursion, or about the 28th, 
29th or 30th at the farthest; a lot of us 
are going to the Escondido camp, ;; ■

I will send you $5 for your ticket and 
little things. I have a bed and a couch 
and we can stay together. I’ll board 
you and pay your fare to the camp, and 
then we can go back home before your 
ticket runs out; mine will have-expired, 
but I can go up on the boat You qan 
leave Sawtelle at 7 o’clock in the morn
ing and get to Los Angeles in .time for 
the train, which is 9 something—9-40, I 
believe, and you can buy your ticket a,t 
the Santa Fe depot » • • • Now don’t 
bother about a trunk or “S’pt’s”; you 
can use mine, and I will help you right 
in my own rooms.

• » ♦ Write me the moment yoU get 
this and tell me positively whether you 
will come or not I will meet . foil, 
Hurry up and let me know. I am in 
dead earnest. .

■ Bye-bye; will wait your reply impa
tiently. Your friend; • -it- ■

■ ELSIE-- .
The important part, of this letter is,

‘‘Now don’t worry about a trunk or 
■S’pt’s’; you can ride mine, $nd’,'JC wllj 
help you right in.my own'ropps?' ’,' 
''In a leather satchel;.’ in one. of iriy 

rooms, aro the "spirits" which Elsie 
Reynolds had reference to. May God 
and the spirit world forgive us both.

Some of these “spirits,” or rather 
luminous robes were given to me by, 
Elsie Reynolds, and sent through' the 
mail while she was living in Los Gatos; 
in particular, there is a robe' worn 'by 
the little "cabinet controls,” “Effie1’ and 
“Sparkle,” the former from Mis.' Rey
nolds’ cabinet, the latter from ’;Mrs. 
Crindle’s, and I used it for my ” little' 
“child control,” “Alice." u- ;

There Is a star and crescent robe 
worn by the “Italian opera singers,” 
who “materialized” from Mrs. Rey
nolds' cabinet; also a crown of--stars- 
given me by Mrs. "R., and a couple’ Of 
my own “spirit” robes, which I had. 
loaned to Mrs. Reynolds while She waS- 
in San Diego; all of these have been 
recognized, leaving no doubt on the 
minds of the people who have called on 

’ . mo from Los Angeles, its vicinity, and 
also from San Diego to see the strange 
but beautiful paraphernalia.

These people were until recently,.reg-: 
ular attendants for many years to the 
Reynol ds-Crindle’s seances, and firm be
lievers in their power (?) of materiali
zation.

No word of explanation on my part ,or 
name was ever given; this was left en
tirely to the Inference of the visitors, at 
the appearance of each different “spir
it" their correct names were called. .

“Effie,” "Lily Roberts,” “Peter Buffe,”

publicity; neither would it be honor
able on’my part to divulge the names of 
the many persons who call in quest of 
light, on the subject which had been so 
dear to them.

The writer of the above words called 
the other day; he was accompanied by 
a lady, a lovely type of true woman
hood; they are strangers to me, but it 
is saddening to know that they are 
wandering hand in hand, hither and 
thither,- bewildered in the all-important 
question, “Is materialization true?”.

So hard to give up the once beautiful 
belief of talking, seeing, kissing, em
bracing, the materialized (?) spirits of 
their precious dead.
-..His white hair glistened as the sun 
shone-on the silvery tribute which age 
has given him, as a reminder that he 
must-soon enter the Peaceful Valley of 
Silence; that he would soon be added to 
the' immortal band nt spirits.
. His friend, Mrs. -4----- , told me that
the greater part of his life was passed 
in;the. perfect belief of the “materializa
tions” of Mrs. Reynolds and many 
other; “mediums": end that he had 
spent thousands of dollars, often giving 
five and ten dollars at a seance; the se
ances were his life, his love, his all.

-His-faith had not yet been completely 
shattered, even after the many recent 
exposures in Los Angeles, but through 
our Interview the other day, he awoke 
to the dark and terrible deceptions of 
the "manifestations" known as "mate
rialization” of commercial "mediums.”

. J. understood his deep and dreadful 
sorrow. I could feel his heart ache hs 
I produced the different "spirits" which 
he recognized; his friend also felt the 
unspeakable pity for the gripf of'her 
aged.friend, as he held, and gazed 
rpeechlessly at the luminous, but lovely 
robes...

’■And these—these—I thought were 
my spirit loved ones,” he said; his voice 
and hands trembled as he reverently 
laid away the snowy garments; still— 
still the old belief so impregnated with
in him, that unconsciously it manifest
ed. jls.ejf ; he had made it a part of iris 

, life. '• ■" - 1

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Coolek a prominent lecturer paper reporter at Pittsburg, about the “Blue Book,” 
and Mçdîüipf^teps, boldly to the front waægiv|S her’’and have naught to say, but know-the method spoken 
opinfon,1¡;Sná fi not afraid to ppeak her.gqntwents, ,o£in Mrs. Hyland’s -communications to your paper to 
and.jdoe8 .it in-a manner that will command respect* be quite common, for in twelve years of almost con- 
and attention! “She has inore calls to lecture thdS she; stant travel I have met with many experiences that 
can possibly .an^^ér^ ;.When giving tests,' Mjii. ;0ÿdleÿ, prove the existence • of tlm exchange system.
confinés herself‘almost exclusively to skepl^.iaMd “I But whatthe cause of all this ? The fault lies not 
so doing she is constantly making new convertsuiaToo alone with the mediumsL^t with laymen.arid societies, 
much’time is'wasted by mediums generallyfon the ros- A demand for sensationalism hhd drawing cards and 
trum. by.¿ÍVÍhg' tests to forty-year-old fjjtóitiialists; jealousy between workersdias been the means of many 
they do riot heed the same, < iJX . a first step toward fraiidhlent/Wÿrk, and once allow-

Td.ffôsiÊditdr it-Wo have heard' arid read’ Vgrqaf ; ,’nS themselves to prlifijlcd 'dhcgptiçp, tis hard to over- 
deal bhithe fraud question of late, and I had intended , , . ; „ ■ •’ fr . ,
taking- ño part in the controversy until, requested to. _ Light here let me give a few. words of a vi -
do so by yÔui‘sdlf.!'', ’‘ diums just entermg intd t^e>york.; ;Bemember we all

Mediúmghiry^hómething which should be tenderly. J^vo our own work to hiltural—-do not form
guarded,-andi those possessing the same, should .see the habit of mutating,.hut .give-your messag to 
they allow-no proSt-ituting of the rarest gift ever be- wor lny°ur own. original way.
stowtíd upon human beings. ■■ .•;_■■■! Mediumship is a ^r^wthiriid-improvement comes

That:Üíere:.i's,éómiricrcialism among niany/ivofkers .with earnest endeavort and experience. Most medv.
is a well'knqwn.fact, and while the “laborer is.worthy. urns are conscious of the'greater part of that wmeh 
of his hire,”'tliBte is no need of supplementing the coinés through thehi—àiid.'jiray dp not get into the 
falso fór 'tlié réái to obtain money, fame or position; habit of adding to pr taEijlg fryni the message, but let 
for any and. all-mf these qualities must, be r(ônestlÿ Ü fhh from'your lips.as the: angel-.-world intends it to 
earned,if permanent. Popularity in"any wall;, of life be, pure and undefiled,
gained through’false' means is of a hot-house growth We find many a l'á<íy..jn, a calico, dress, and very or- 
and gengrally^adé'g .quickly. . ’¡ . ..fc dinary walks of life, and the clasp of a wa.rm hand,

That fraiidulentwork is carried on under the pairie backed by a true heart and honest mind is worth 
of Spiritualism and mediumship cannot be denied, and more than all the applause and flattery gained by dis
it is time we began to clean the “Augean honest worlc There hre many thoroughlyhonestme-
and no dôùht. the: present discussion will resrflt in diums doing a grand work wh^have not national rep

utations, but in their quiet way they are consoling and 
helping those who peed their assistance, and these 
mediums are those who should be supported and en-

An Important Question for 
Spiritualists to Consider

ne we began to clean the Augean ,stalifrs,' 
doiiht. the; present discussion will result in 

something being done in that direction, yet' greaipcaro 
should be taken along these lines. ’ ■ ...

We have no .enemies to fear outside our ranks-^-the 
deadly foes we need protection from are those within 
the ranks. We -will- gain the respect of the entire 
world when-we learn to respect ourselves, .'' ’

I have read Miss'Harlow's interview with, the news-

conraged by those who love-honor and truth. ‘With 
malice toward none arid’ charity for all, I am, 

Yours for Truth and .Progress, 
GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.

a white-winged forig^l'fo comparison 
with the trained fraud who knowingly 
and for bread and butter continues to 
lead the'flock, lambs and older sheep, 
into the wolf-infested wilderness?

Do I hear it said, “This is not our. af
fair; let them alone”? If an enemy at
tacks you; Is it riot your business to de
fend yourself? If he' should enter your 
house to maltreat ¡'¡fopy loved ones and 
destroy your goods, would you for char
ity’s sake leave; your family and home 
at the mercy of the fbe“and flee for your 
own dear life? ■ ' , ,. ’
. I am Sure we aye safe in guessing 
that there is not a’well-read thinker in 
ten thousand'in. tie ministry of any 
church but- feels certain that he is 
teaching false' docfrln.es to his congre
gations—“teaching lies in hypocrisy, 
such shall Receive greater damnation.” 
This is their Bible for it.

Is this • false'teriphljig,'.though hoary 
with age, to be condoned by Spiritual
ists, editors, SjiEakefo. find writers? Are 
we to treaties'ja'. beneficent tning 'a 
scheme that more than any other ‘ has 
contributed to the darkness and crimes 
that have filled 'the' ■ world with woe 
and would tbipttle„our knowledge of 
the truthrand the truth itself,- -to its 
death could,jfrmatffilalize.its wish?: ;

The crime-of.take,mediumship:sinks

elusions, he does concerning the lack of 
intelligence among English Spiritual
ists who em'ploy such speakers, If the 
samples of the utterances lie refers to 
came from the lips of - any sort of 
speaker ,employed by a regular Spirit
ualist society, and~ addressed to a regu
lar public service of that body. But this 
case supplies Just the illustration to 
drive home thp point of the previous re
marks. The exposure (no doubt made 
in perfect bona fides) ot.the evil can

of forms and ceremonies and display, 
that we fear to jostle our movement 
lest it fall? Let us hope not

C. H. DOTY.

MEDIUMSHIP.

As Viewed From the Standpoint of Dr. 
Conger.

In moments like that, it is best.to let 
■the grieved ones - find consolation • >ln; 
God. . . ' .

Have I done, wrong? I have robbed 
him and many others of the only pleas
ure. on earth which was dear and sa
cred ,fo them; they are desolate now 
arid lonely; something is gone; they 
kpoy riot whither to go; they know not 
whereto seek and meet their loved 
¡spirit; pries, who are only gone a day, a 
monih, or a year before them; then 
they, too, must experience the death
less death.

; Have I done wrong in depriving bo 
many persons of their greatest pleas
ure?

Many have said to me, “You are cold, 
cruel-and merciless; let them believe It 
if it gives them happiness." 
: Bellev.e -it? Believe what?

.Thousands of voices in soul-thought, 
thousands of voices in spirit supplies-' 
Upn, Bavv,."Go on, go on with your work;’ 
these people were only image and idol 
worshipers.”

. j LAURA M. HYLAND.
Sawtelle, Cal.

FRAUDS AND FRAUDS

There Are Many Frauds, and Not 
' Are Spiritualistic.

“Dr. Monroe," “Lonely” and other well- 
known "cabinet controls” of Mrs. Rey
nolds’ have been fully recognised ■ and 
spoken to by many persons when at
tending my seances and exposures; so 
you can see how closely “spirits” can be 
produced and imitated by the different 
"mediums.”
■ The faithful spirit (?) of “Lily Rob
erts” is known throughout the United 
States by all seance goers; persons’ 
often asked at my seances: "Couldn’t 
Lily come and sing for them to-night?”

But I would not have dared to “use,” 
or take advantage of any of Mrs. Rey
nolds’ “spirit”, characters, no more 
than I would He guilty of plagiarism; 
consequently after repeated requests 
for “Lily,” I asked Mrs. Reynolds' per
mission, or if she had any objections if 
I let "Lily” cqme and sing for them.

You will remember in the published 
letter of April''2, in The Progressive 
Thinker, where Mrs. Reynolds in an
swer to my request, says: “Yes. By all 
means let Lily come and sing, but al
ways say that Elsie sent her."

Dressed as a spirit (?) I would then 
sing “Lily Roberts’’ ” favorite songs, “In 
the Beautiful Valley of Gold,” and’“The 
Bridge.”

I never announced myself as “Lily 
Roberts,” but at the conclusion of the 
songs, the audience, as if in one voice 
would say, ‘*Tharik you Lily, We are 
so glad to see you. We love to have 
j on come.”

It was easy to imitate “Lily’s” voice,

All

readily bo. wftrped by the enemies of 
our cause qw^y from an honest attempt 
to cleanse the-, cause from any presumed 
evils to a con)iem«’atlon of the Spirit
ualists aClgrgg who apparently tolerate 
the sort, of tb^qs In question. But illit
eracy is not p. .crime, nor the illiterate 
necessarto cXjmlnal, and at times the 
uneduci^gfl.iqgn or woman possesses a 
sensitivpji'ess. Rosily responsive to the 
spirit fQJ^s,’ ¿id when the message 
comes ¡urique^jfonably and genuinely 
from thg 9|he)f side we may deplore the 
poorness,,of,th,g.channel, but we are 
content.to.friaxfr th.e service, hoping to 
find a befler, njeons later on. But as
sumed 'ifests'Jjffre fraud pure and sim
ple, they .tyivCbpo »xcuse, there can be 
no palllMlpn, l3but let us know, definite
ly and Im'^he^Iiarge be tagged so that 

. . _ ¡the cheqf.tma,yr[.be openly, ¡¿sanded and
to a shadow of ,..Ipsigniflcance when.'the peonte waffled. , , ■ -
compared ..with. the-, damnable concep- still, itJs. a aerip^s question after all
tlon of, an-all-wise creator, .formulating as to whaS'Is .test fo be done? Let us 
the church -scheme of .human life and remember‘UjkOUe enemies of Spirit- 
its,obligations.'to v^sm'fflung^ break down our facts, 

Would; pot we. reWQ: nearer-the‘-"nmrk! jofir'; lirgumMfo or. our. ¿¿'philosophy 
of pur high cfljypgi^foe, unveiling 'oi>^Hanged“their tacilcs and;,commenced 
the light fo: thosei teihe dark, were wei to assalfoiotmediumshlp, but mediums! 
to’droj) the maudlin sentiment'of pre I^Vasfo sqfifle de vice, and for a time 

---------- >---------- i----- appears to;hgye escapeq pptice! Let 
uh undermfoe,the character-of the.me
diums and we shall disgust .the public

It will not do to constantly dwell upon pleas
ing, soul-elevating and mind-exhilarating 
thoughts, from the simple fact that by so doing 
we neglect the dark side of existence, a side 
that is not so pleasing to contemplate, and 
which should be carefully scrutinized and con
sidered. Spiritualism is no exception to the 
rule. - ,

It is sad tó/telate that there have recently been 
many exposures of prominent materializing me
diums in various parts of the country. In Bos
ton, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Milwaukee, Wis., 
and Los Angeles, Cal., and other places, the 
“spirit” has been grabbed, and in every case 
was found to be the medium or a confederate 
dressed in artificial toggery prepared especially 
for the occasion. This question is asked by an—

St'
Won

“Do all materializing mediums use artificial 
toggery, illuminated dresses, cheese cloth, wigs 
and whiskers, palming off the false make-up as 
a dearly beloved spirit friend? If a half-dozen 
exposures, one right after the other, of exception
ally prominent persons, result in bringing to light 
the medium or a confederate dressed in specially 
prepared toggery, what right has an investigator' 
to expect that others are not pursuing the same 
line of work?”

The above is asked by an honest skeptic, and 
will prominent Spiritualist lecturers and mediums 
evade the question? Are they too cowardly to 
step to the front, endorsing or condemning such 
“ spirit ” manifestations ? Can the “ cry of fraud ” 
be suppressed while such mediums pose before 
the public? . You can express your opinion in 
the Open Court,, ever keeping in mind the fact 
that Spiritualism divested or its shams is the 
grandest truth that ever came,to this earth, and 
even with them as an affliction, it has done a 
world of good, illustrating its wonderful innate 
vitality and excellence.

To ■ the Editor:—Theodore Mayer 
made himself understood in his excel
lent article upon the important subject 
of "An - Investigitting Committee,” in 
The .Progressive Thinker, of June 25th 
issue, r

No doubt watching is important; an 
unfolded life is .prayerful, watchful, 
discriminating life. Mr. Mayer has 
put himself on record as opposed to an 
inquisitorial committee or resolution; I 
am pleased to have an opportunity to 
endorse his positive far-reaching paper.

We. are not quite ready as Spiritual
ists, to kindle -spiritual inquisitorial 
fires.. Let .us-raise our standard, use 
our energies for equal and exact justice 
to ail, let us broaden our conceptions 
upon this great subject of an infinite 
universe, continued life, and the signifi
cance-of our spiritual duty here and 
now. • —. ■ -

In the same Issue E. J. Schellhous has 
an open letter to friend Jamieson. He 
calls W. F. Jamieson down, and it is 
time; we have been fooled enough with 
his promises , and .-pretensions, tricks 
dnd-exposures.i-.i.'-:•— ' : -“i’’'

Mr. Schellhous-has put Jamieson in a 
cornet-and done it neatly and in order; 
without doubt Jamieson must realizehis 
position. -A few- such letters will dis
pel -the Jamieson and Blue Book dark- 
ness,';. ■' ..

! ;’The Frau'd Question.

THE MOST OF

tended love’fdr those we kpow to be re
lentless enemies, of yell known , truth 
and righteousness- »L standing like:.» diums and yfe i 
wall foi; the eternal trufh as we know it with them, w 
“Fightlng.’yik devil Wlth fir®" seems the ’ 
last resort if we hope to win . over the 
combined hosts. ot'.evik,;The enemy is .---- - ------- - „ O4mwmu»,u w «ucepuvu. ouvju-
thoroughly organlzed^conjbined and im- bifrons, and then, having done these gatiori, treachery deception fraud and 
placable. He gives, no ■ quarter, and things. Spiritualism will surely - file!- f .
should expect nona . -j. ~*«.-■:—;—• -. —

Salem, Oregon. , , J. RIGDON.

Dr. Peebles* Books and
re shall win back our

church members and our Sunday-school, All the religions Of our small world 
attendants. We shall call into exercise had a similar'origin.
the social tabUj the cruelest of all inhi- • Spiritualism an exception? Subju-

selfishness have been the ' dominating 
ruling forcés from the world’s infancy

AT KE.DUCE.D PRICES

A SERIOUS QUESTION.

That Is the Way the .Banner of Light 
Presents the Question of. Fraud.

At times it is positively necessary to 
point out abuses and denounce ‘in no un
certain tones evil either in high or low 
places. When.such .denunciations are

To thé Editor:—Every up-to-date pro
gressive thinker and lover of truth and 
clean Spiritualism is delighted with the 
honest effort being made through the 
column’s pf The Progressive Thinker for 
the riddance of our cause from the 
abominations of Blue *Bookism and 
fraud arid fakirlsm of every hue and 
grade; and' may the good work go on 
till every guilty one finds his proper af
finity behind, the bars, or is driven to 
seek an holiest living by honest labor, 
and let all the people say amen.

But let tis who love the truth and 
hate a lie be fair. Are bogus mediums 
who get1 money and other valuables on 
false pretense, sinners above all other 
hypocrites? ' Let us be fair. They get 
thé dollars from the gullibles for pre
senting'a'lying representation of a spir
itual truth’ to the damage chiefly, of the 
pocket'of the gulled. The man or.wo
man who has 'been fakired by the Blue 
Book angel, has merely thrown away a 
dollar. ’ They have not necessarily im
bibed a false theory of life and human 
responsibility that may prove a serious 
handicap to them and theirs for the 
term'of théir mortal life and—longer. 
Their money has gone for nothing; 
they are poorer in pocket if no wiser in 
head; that is about their status.

But there is another picture in this 
gallery. It is by the old masters; has 
cost mints of money; hangs In a very 
fine light; sways multitudes for the 
term of their mortal career, and its 
power for-eVil, like John Brown’s soul, 
goes marching on. It does not repre
sent the truth, but its antipode. Its ex
ploitation has produced horrors unmen
tionable, and rivers of blood and tears. 
To change the figure a little. This

having heard Mrs. Reynolds sing the 
Bongs so often. .

These things are evidence and will 
stand no. repudiation. .. ,

From a letter received lately from an 
estimable old gentleman, let me quote 
these words:-’

"I assure you we both felt wiser and 
better for the knowledge you gavg us, 
although it disillusioned us, as’tb some; 
things which have given tfs happy,; 
thoughts’ and Comforting . .reflections,- 
but In every case truth is what we want; 
and aim .to get?’-, -. - ... . .Adi
11 should dearly love to give his name; 

but for the sake of his private and' 
beautiful life. I will not draw him into

■ Are we trying'to play the game of our
enemies? Stt/^Iy we are not likely to -present ume, ana these forces 
be guilty of surpassing folly. Spiritual- rule arid dominate everywhere to-day, 
ism without mediumship is only one there are 'no exceptions; the fraud 
whit worse than, Spiritualism . without hunter is no exception.
the spirltg. Let vs . clearly draw, the Churches are all founded upon self
line here, true med'umshfo is not in any ishnesB1,'Subjugation and fraud, and or- 
y,a3f comparable.to the tricks of the fa- ganized Spiritualism is to-day making 
kirs who pqqe mediums and any strenuous efforts in organizing and ap- 
man or womMjwho substitutes Impost- hjg whatois recognized as Christian 

, tlon for genujnO mediumship ceases to churches;1 if fraud‘is what the howlers 
■ J® P0-1?® becomes a claim for it/ Why not be honest, fairly
1 “xf ? :, ■■{, -I’,. . ■_ ’■ consistent; and cease to organize socle-

Once-ngaln, let.It be said thq Banner, ties'-wbrkihg them upon the fraud ba- 
Liaht stands for honesty In ail sjsv■ .

to the present time, and these forces

there are no exceptions; the fraud

based upon-undenlabl'e proofs ' which . ,
can be fully.substantiated in a court of klght for honesty, in. all
law if needful, innuendo'is changed for things, genufoqngsp fo, medipmship, at „ro, uul mwiiwimire maimi are 
accuracy and the acceptance of per- aH times. That it is unalterably op- thejweleat-headed?’ Dp they think they 
sonal responsibility displaces the neces- posed to freud in every . Instance and are making martyrs of themselves? ft 
slty for anonymity. The plea that to y,“'llot.hoovtosly on its own responsi- ambition, notoriety and selfishness ate 

bility, or through its correspondents, - -
permit fraud' to be exploited in its 
pages. Yet} nevertheless, it claims that 
all ffieh haye the right to know their

expose wrong-doers helps to protect so
ciety is'sound when the expose has no 
element of . uncertainty about it, and 
definite statements of fact'and circum- accusers and thé nature of the offense

Are our-fraúd-hunters honest? Are

are making martyrs of themselves? If

Who Are These Spiritualists?
What is Spiritualism, and what has it done for the world? i$i pages. Price 50 cents; .
Paper, 35 cents.

Three Journeys Around the World
Handsomely bound octavo volume, soo pages, illustrated, describing nearly all nations, 
India's magic, Egypt's pyramids, etc. Pnce reduced to fi.25.

Seers of the Agee
This large volume, 400 pages, treating of the Jrost seers and sages with their visions and 
trances, and treating also of God, heaven, hell, faith, repentance, prayer, baptism, . 
evil spirits, etc. Reduced from $2.00 to Jr.25. 10th edition.

The Employment of Spirits in the Spirit World
What they say of their dwelling places—infants, idiots, suicides, etc, 320 pages. , 
Reduced from 31,50 to Jr.00; paper, jo cents.

The Spiritual Harp
A book of songs, anthems, hymns, with both the words and music. 300 pages. 
Reduced from Jzoo to $1.25.

The Christ Question Settled _ .
Who was Je^us Christ? A symposium by Hudson Tuttle, W. B. Coleman, Rabbi Wis$, 
S. R. Buchanan, Col. Ingersoll, and others, with what the spirits say about it through 

. J. Morse, W. J. Colville, Vin. I<ongley, and other mediums. 400 pages. Reduced 
rom $1.50 ip Jj.qo,.,.Third edition. f

The Secret of How- to Keep Young , .....
A book of 220 pages, treating of conception, gestation, marriage, divorce, foods, drinks, 
sleep, flesh-eauiig, bbw to live a.too years and more. Reduced from Ji.25 to |i.oo.

Vaccination a Curse . ........................
A book of between 300 and 400 pages, treating of inoculation, vaccination, cow-pox, 
calf-lymph poison, Jenner's discovery; how vaccination causes death, eczema, pimpled 
faces, cancers, ulcers, consumption, etc. Price $1.00.

Spiritualism Versus Materialism
A fine, handsomely bound book, showing the fallacy of materialism, and the truth of 
Spiritualism. Price 50 cents.

Reincarnaut^^^.^ between Dr. Helen Densmore and W. J. Colville, affirming, and J. M. 

Peebles, denying the truth of reincarnation. Price 50 cents.

Obsession, or the Influences of Evil Spirits .
This volume treats of demonism in all ages and countries, and especially as manifest 
in modern spiritism, exorcism, hypnotism, insanity, the rescue of evil spirits, etc. 
Price $x.oo,.

Biozraphy of J. M. Peebles ..... ,
. By Prof. E. Whipple. A large, elegantly bound book of 600 pages. Price Jr.oo.

Tk“® Hydesville, Rochester, and London, 125 pages, illustrated. Price 25 cents.

not the riiling and inspiring motives of 
their efforts; will they be so kind as to 
go-to: the bottom of this subject and 
give us the whole truth?

Take the great mass—body—of Spir
itualists and there is less fraud, more 
character; honesty and every-day man
hood, than can be found in any similafr 
class,1 Pagah or- Christian.

stance are associated therewith. Hir'Ti Tli"''----- 1-----
For a number of years bast now those wHn which they are charged.

who should know-of-What they state ^ore> until we have evidence submitted 
have lost few opportunities’ to tell the 113 which can.be attested, on oath if 
cause, and the world-outside, that Splr- required,’it rennins a serious question 
Itualism is honeycombed ‘ with fraud, whether wejppnnqt all busy ourselves ,llauu.1B luuuu among opinium- 
The allegations have: been- that there /“J1 - frleuds, the enemy, jstepthey are human, are selfish and ig-
was not a genuine materializing medi- Banne^ qf jjigpt, norant; made so in the churches they

There-

But fraud is found among Spiritual-

picture is a theory and being only a the
ory'and not the truth has been exploded 
ten thousand times, but being venerable 
with age its,fragments and shadows are 
still, higlily esteemed by its dupes and 
victims.. ■

- The, irayeler. queries of the watch- 
man/’.’Watchmip, what of the night?” 
Tlfo.wafrfonmn-responds, ‘-The day 
coiueth;. is at hand.” .In proof that he
is-’ ■..watchman cites the fact

um in the United' States, that a consid- —«¿r*-» - ■
erable proporüon of the “message" me- WantB ,t0 See foe Causé Relieved 
diums gave imitation tests,” and that - . ■ »ui—- 
the cause was suffering-deadly injury ... .-.J, 0™ •?
from the foregoing ¿nd éther question- To thq,,Edifor^-n-I..am for efforts 
able practices of mediums, and through free ourselves ¿,frpnL deception and 
it all ran tlie assertldn'that a famous fraud. T^ereJsjPo. wisdêm in anything 
cerulean hued book -was iii circulation less, I wê AWi?w.e,<i U*e discussion 
and used by some of" ''otir best me- thus" far with, 'feeling that those 
diums.” . who are'working for purification are

Now it is a serious question as tn right; and that IJiose who oppose it
■ ■ ■ - ■ • ■ - nmke a-’“ifL’-'whether such lobse and " oft-repeated 

charges serve any «reaBgôod^ürposé/or
achieve any 'satisfactory “result? To 
say, “I know thé'boofc is-Used,” or ” ' 
‘ materialization is "a fraudi,r or
‘mediums notoriously Immoral.
and when asked toifUfniSli:'the proof of 
such assertions to'say-’-it -is not my 
place to offer the proof; shows' a lamen
table lack ofappreditionrif the respon
sibilities of life;..-If-you aferiot willing 
to stand by your words wheir attacking 
the honesty of a man or a1 movement re
main silent until yOii'Uf-d.' -It is coward
ly and mendacious in:Xhe''-UXereme to 
anonymously assail the' -reputation of 
any one. In- the case in-point, as, so 
far, no one has been'"mtifie'd''as a culprit 
every message inedium im-this-country

of

to

norant; made so in the churches they
have’ontgrown.

What I desire to say Is this, that Spir
itualists as a-whole are the equals of 
any,'arid Superior to all other isms 
called1 religions. '

It -this Subject is on the boards for 
discussion and thorough overhauling, 
let us, have the facts outside of whole
sale.'-diarges, showing us to be ex-' 
tremetfraudists.J ’ ■

Note the masterly exposition of the 
—------ fraud subject,- by Prof. J. s; Loveland,

Truth,,, purityf,;,.sincerity, unselfish- in TireProgressive Thinker of July 16. 
ness, stewing.character, spirituality Here is food for thought, not much can 

or that should be gpf a^m; and falsehood, de- b0 .atlded‘:or taken from this clear and 
>r that ception, IjwpSit&n, fraud, unholy gain fearless article.
moral.” should be. ^reigp.fro our wish or sane- If every’ S^iritualist could read and 

tion. If y^.are.gilent under its perpe-. digest ^ spiritual-' subjugation would 
tration in ¡jip?. lieb, )f, do we not sanction get a' ijust 'B'et-badk;! 
it, and bqf^me,¡participants? We are. - - - •
not a showocomi^py-^or are we? In
stead of getting genuineness, we en-
thusiastically ke-ç on paying for the 
spurious, g^d .ar^sheld In contempt by 
the judlciqug. - E.-

Butyoufqy: frgm as anxious for the- 
principles ajpu hqete set forth as you 
are. Yes, ¡j^re’iKf) agree; but you. fur
ther fear ¿nCh'ecjjtjupon organized prop
aganda, aqd|jnjus^yie to some. In spite 
of what npght ,be^ I suggest calling a 

only so. but’thb’genuineness--of mes-, -halt In theagmplâïpnent of this kind of 
..  ' ' ’ ' ' manifestatjw-(Afi must submit to 

some sacrée,'fotjattain greater good.

has been placed'under suspicion. Not

sage mediums in the past is, raised and 
the entire list of mediums'''past and
present is involved--in- -the - careless Let us be-ajtfjomnSitee of the whole, net 
calumnies-thah'are''being:’''fi6,'Teclilessly to suppress evop*f>ing, but to know 
hurled aboutat thlstime/j"Iset us know with a good deal, of certainty what wo 
who the culprits are,'bring'A' b’lue book are doing. Le.t.'us try to develop com- 
to the light of'flayj send-one to this of
fice and we will ’extracts
from its pages?-'neither'deny nor 
affirm such a’boelt WA tfniy ask, 
like Hudsori’yti’frleff'b seo ifr,

Turn your aft^tloh'-frrH'ffilSon' Tut, 
tie’s artitle'liitMa;i3b|fB^f|.p'o'te therpl

munities of. goo ■ people, t Let, us dis
play in ouìpliv^òrAhe. nobleness, honor, 
charity, love,.k'ldness, justiceand in
telligence, that ¡shall,, distinguish us 
from the thoughtless-and careless.

Facts and i^affestatlonS'will come

Ifevery'-Splrituàlist could read and

..Relatively, fraud has not increased In 
Spiritualism in fifty years.

Ttiihfel'fraUd agitation should cease, 
arid the word, be blotted from our vo
cabulary;.at the end of ten years there 
would be less fraud than at this date.

DR. M. E. CONGER.

Spiritualism Commanded of -God Thirty pages.

The Orthodox Heil and’Infant Damnation
The "Soril»* Did It Pre-exist
Spiritualism in An Lands,' ' Pamphlet of 30 pages.
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The Rev. H. A, Hart versus J. M. Peebles.
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A. Plea for Justice to Mediums narge pamphlet.

The General Teachings of Spiritualism
The Eightieth Birthday Anniversary of Dr. Peebles

Fifty pages with the speeches, addresses, poems, etc.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism , 

With speeches and illustrations.

The Pentecost Neatly bound; 23 pages.
Are Animals Immortal? What of Prayer?

’ are in manuscript ready ior the press.

Price 15 cents^ 

Price 10 cents, 

price 15 cents.

Price 10 cents.

Price 10 dents.

Price 5 cents.

Price 10 cents.

Price 5 cents.

Price 15 cents.

Price rs cents.
Price 10 cents.

Whatever is, is Right
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that,ihefo^norable ones among the pro
moters 'pfi.the.-false theory ore shame-. 
fhq?hlS;drapping out-ot the ranks of-the- 
decoivcrsj; ,r . • ■ ■ ■ - ■

■ L Mn Editor/} and your readers: Drop
ping the figurative, I submit, in all sin
cerity, is not the measly blue book bake

as fast as rçejOMi; digest and incorpo
rate them iqîq .■>'AF.live$.

,r. _ J. S. Lôvêl J ate. contribution con-;
tions from a fetter lately, apbeafln^in tains facts tb$L4?®not be ignored, and 
our estéémed’gpnt’em^ÎM-y^’ihe '.Two.I recommend (f> Xo. a most careful 
Worlds, of 'MrafJiestdr,'; Eqg.,. Iri ■which’’ study. Is It z»I reverse that palsies 
the'writer pbkes'furt'ai>|j,Çipa'4ÎnjarKs'action? Are jw* jaÿintnltted to move- 
he Professes to^uotg fronMOffla ¡trance I meats that; ÿÇijSft45i<our Joining efforts 
addresses he has heard. ‘■Jïïri Tuttle is for purificatis»' -_tten we admit the

in -what he’éafs'Àboit;'Eùjlisli .medi-' 
ums, basing hik-’refitó.rkÉHjjRüp quota-

:*!CMcago,- HI;......  .„.
’ <1 •V-.yS’iM? it«. ' '

H<^v. Some: off-Qar Readers can
: w);-. ■ - Make-Moneyi'
HavlnjvoaU-btthe bucmss ot some ot your. 

riaJlqrs-SeUmgrniBli-'washors, I have tried tho 
worh wltlkWadorful success. Ihaveuotmado loss thn;) fojXlimy day for tho last six months. Th® Mouftd Oity Dish-washer gives good satis
faction add:evory<amily wants one.- Alady can wash-iind drjt-fho dishes without removing her . 
gloves and cun do pip work In two minutes. I 
gotmVsample machlno from the Mound City DlshsWIisliingOozUofSt. Louis,Mo. fused It 
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WHENCE AND WHfTHER?
An Inquiry Into the Nature of the Soul, 

Its Origin and Destiny.

BY DR? PAUL CARUS.’

This little book ¡treats of the. central 
problems of all religion ;■ .the nature, of 
the ego; the origin, .deyelppmeqi, and
destiny of the huipap-personality;,spir
itual heredity; the dissolution-of the 
body and the preservation.of.the;.soul; 
the nature of’humuri.immortality ; man
kind’s Ideals; the ratlonai.’ba^ls.of.eth
ics; etc;, all from ijie^tandpoiptof mod
ern psychology and. bJolqgyu . 18&¡pages. 
Price, cloth, 75 edits.’ .
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The Great Question.
\ What Shall WeDo to BeSaVed?

' Answered ' by W. H. Hutclihison, of Alzada, Montana
(Continued from No. 7(55.)

During the winter of 1880-81 I was as
sociated with a company of men, one of 
whose members was named----- — but
let him he known here as John Brown. 
Brown seemed good-natured in a rough, 
careless sort of way, and, really, this 
appeared to exhaust the catalogue of 
his good qualities. He was coarse, he 
was vulgar, he was dirty, his social en
joyments were of tho lowest order, he 
was miserly in the extreme. To be 
fair, I must admit that he could enjoy 
good society and good things when they 
did not cost anything, but would de
scend to almost anything to save a cent. 
One day while conversing with the 
head of our company, he ■ mentioned 
Brown’s name in a way which showed 
that John stood well in his estimation. 
Noting my look of surprise, he said: 

■ “You have probably noticed that 
John does not spend much money.”

“Yes,” I responded, “neither tele
scope nor microscope Is needed for the 
observation of that fact.”

“Have you any Idea what becomes of 
his money?”

IV » Uh
I

“Banks it, I suppose.”
“I’ll tell you. When his father died 

John was four years old. His step
mother and step-sister cared for him 
tenderly and lovingly, raised him and 
"gave him such education as their slen
der means afforded. During the last 
few years those two women have been 
invalid’s, and John’s pay has been their 
only support. Each month he draws a 
mere trifling sum and the rest goes to 
them. I know, tor 1 send it.”

'Twas a rough, rough husk, but the 
sweetness of the kernel was there, and 
Love’s hand it was that drew it forth.
Not the mere love of man tor woman, 
but the real, unselfish article, lavished 
upon the fatherless, motherless little 
one, and later bearing fruit when so 
sadly needed. This man of unlovely ex- 

- terlor, ruled by love, was willing to be 
, \ misunderstood, misjudged, avoided,that 

he might save tor them, when that very 
I fact in itself proves how keenly sensi- 

• \ tlve was his heart co love and good will.
I 1 do not excuse his coarseness. I seek 

not to palliate any one of his faults.

and their attendant troubles, i. e., your 
sins and their punishments, grew out of 
your one great sin of ignorance? Or 
that it was the knowledge and experi
ence you had gained that freed you 
from them, or in. other words “saved" 
you?

Did I hear someone say, “self-right
eousness”? To. reply fully would be to 
go more deeply into that phase of the 
subject than space will permit. And 
does not Esop furnish us with a sen
tence which well covers the objection, 
viz., “Providence helps those who first 
help themselves.” True, we cannot of 
our own separate strength do all these 
things, but so long as God furnishes 
the strength, the wisdom, etc., is He un
reasonable in asking tfiat we ourselves 
put them to use?

Says someone: "Do you not believe in 
Christ, the Savior?” I most assuredly 
do.

How do you reconcile that statement 
with the line of reasoning which has 
preceded it?”

Let us turn to the book from whence 
the old story Is said to have been taken, 
and see if perchance we may not find a 
newer and a better when read in the 
light of love rather than of fear Paul, 
tor instance, is considered good author
ity in regard to the reading of the scrip
tures. He says: “The letter killeth, 
but the spirit giveth life.”

As an illustration, suppose you meet 
me on the street and say: “Tell George 
I will not leave home Thursday if it 
rains.” Suppose I afterward tell George 
that you wished me to inform him that 
you would not leave home Thursday. 
He, desiring to meet you on business, 
sees, as he thinks, an excellent oppor
tunity to talk it over with you at your 
résidence. He drives a number of 
miles for that express purpose and, the 
day being fine, is bitterly disappointed 
to find you gone. You might upbraid 
me afterward, yet you could not deny 
having said to me the words; “Tell 
George I shall not leave home Thurs
day." I would have given the strict

f

•■I ^¿all them inexcusable if you will. Bot 
\ grandest hero war ever produced

f a pigmy beside this man. He was
I ¿- i hero, God bless him, and the law of 
I y love made his heroism possible. Has- 

‘rJ Aen the day when It becomes the sover
eign 1ml of the material universe as it 
is and *¡ver was in the universo of

15>

spirit.
A former pupil once asked tho ques

tion: Is it not sometimes a fact that the 
individual, when firmly'convinced that 
bis former fears we without founda
tion, is tempted to abuse his freedom 
and violate this or that law of his be
ing, on the strength of a mistaken idea 
that penalty for wrong-doing is no 
longer to bo dreaded?

Yes, the above is undoubtedly a fact. 
Here and there one will make that very 
mistake. In one sense this is unfortu
nate, for the reason that his or her ex
cesses cast an unfavorable reflection 
upon the cause, tend to discourage the 
well-meaning but weak-kneed disciple, 
and furnish the skeptic with a weapon 
fce is only too glad to use against us. But 
as far as the erring individual is con- 

i-^cerned, the mistake is neither fatal nor 
" "'Jln'al. Because I no longer live in dan

ger from fire, I may foolishly feel my
self free to lean against any red hot 
stove I choose to. Like the other fel
low's, my error works its own correc
tion. The punishment is sure, yet is 
never beyond one s strength, and the 
lesson is worth it all. His penalty may 
not follow as quickly as mine, but ar
rives in due time, all the stronger by 
reason of the delay. The longer the 
note runs the greater the accumulated 
interest.

It is told of the new metal, radium, 
that an assistant in the laboratory of 
Mr. and Mrs. Curie carried a small 
glass tube containing a portion of it in 
his vest pocket for a day or two with
out feeling any uncomfortable sensa
tion. But oy the time it did make it
self felt the flesh beneath was burned 
so deeply that it took a long time to 
heal. Punishment Inevitably follows an 
attempted violation or evasion of the 
laws of life, since one is a part of the 
other. Wrong is a keen cutting blade, 
and I am sometimes tempted to wield It 
for selfish purposes, but to do so I must 
seize it by its nettle-bound handle. 
They are one and inseparable. The

THE '• FÄO@RBSSIVB THINKKR
Ab it Is only through his ignorance that 
he continues to sin .and suffer, .sa..ouly 
can a knowledge of the truth, a tfuer 
knowledge of himself and the laws of 
his beings, save him from further error 
and its attendant punishment.

“But," I hear you say, "we read that 
the blood of Christ cleanseth from all 
sin." True as truth itself!

Is not the blood the'iife of the body? 
Does not the word which is translated 
“blood” mean also life? I think we 
will find it so. ? Read it with this mean
ing and see how beautifully it falls into 
line with what we have already learned. 
See how it rounds out the natural, life
like story which Love tells, a’story that 
brings -hone to all while awarding 
strict justice in every case. The Christ 
life (blood) cleanseth from all sin. Let 
us then live the Christ life, and to the 
extent we do this is sin impossible, and

Moses Hull Writes to an Inquiring 
Friend. — —
---- :--- u'lfl ■

To the Editor:—Not loijg sincya one of 
Iowa’s able attorneys forwardgd tp me 
a series of three lettersufromJ1an able 
thinker—one who had lost confidence 
in the old theologies. Tkfs man hqd 
also lost a promising sop oftwenty 
years of age, beside others who were 
near and dear to him. hadftrled in 
Spiritualism to find evidence that they 
still lived. While he;!1(ouiyl some 
things that he could not,..explain, he 
found nothing that was. fiilly satisfac-
tory to him. He found some things

we thus saved from the consequences to nim were evident frauds. He 
of sin.' As we draw near to the Father had stlldie(i the late Thomson J. Hud- 
and realize our oneness with him Bdn and others who had left him as 
through the Christ in each of us, we mucn the dark as he- was before 
find ourselves so filled with His blessed rea(ung them
wisdom that tlie old dark shadows cast He read Rev. Mlnot j. Savage, 
by Ignorance no longer obscure our prof Crookes and other honest and In
path or cause ub to stumble, but in the telligent writers on behalf of Spiritual
radiance of the light of truth we press jam, was still on the hunt for sat- 
freely, safely, joyously forward. Aye, ¡Bfy|ng evidence that some part of man 
more. As we live the Christ life we re- continues to exist as a conscious Indi- 
alize as never before that life, real life, viduality after death, I wrote him a 
means a lite of love, a life of service to jetter, and it has occurred-to me that if 
our fellows. We find that one danger argument made therein was good 
from which we have escaped was the ior this man it might assist other 
danger of missing, through ignorance, searchers for light, so ,1 revise some 
so many of our chances for happiness, portions of it a very little and send it 
We find that life is love, that love Is y0U prjnt connection with this 
life, that only in loving service Is true preface. Ever Your Brother, 
happiness possible tor gods and men. * MOSES HULL.

"Know the truth and the truth shall I 

o
DUBIOUS MORALITY.

necessity; I think I have grown 
yond the possibility of doubt on 
question. . ....

the

un-Spiritualism proves 1 to. me,; an 
fleshed existence even though no spirit

make you free.” As we have punished | ,, , '
ourselves by wilfully interposing the My Dear Brother: Through the 
heavy draperies of tradition, superstl- courtesy of our_mutual friend —— ,
tion, and prejudice between the light I have three of your letters to him ac- 
of truth and ourselves, so, as we companied with the request that I 
sweep them aside, do we find ouy Hyes should write to you. perusal of
flooded with tlie “Light that was never those letters I leara that you are a 
on sea or land.” So dissolves the doubter—-an honest doubter that you, 
darkness once fraught with seeming yourself long to have your doubts re

disappear the dangers moved; perhaps you wish to get rid of 
Lueiuaeive». So do we find ourselves them more than you should. There is 
saved from the deadly fears which nothing more helpful to you than a fair 
have so long held us captive. So come amount of doubt. Good, honest doubts 
we into possession of our birthright, often lead their possessor to look deep- 
So do we find ourselves dally dwellers er tha» he otherwise would, and thus 
In that eternal city of refuge, the him to hold of the bottom 
bosom of our loving Father. facts in tho case. Tennyson said:

danger; so
themselves.

WM. H. HUTCHINSON. 
Alzada, Custer Co., Mont

Obsession as Viewed by an Idahoan.

"There is more faith in hopest doubt, 
Believe me, than In half the creeds. ’

Doubts are the best, it not tne only 
antidote to fanaticism, with which I am

As Comprehensively Illustrated by a 
Critical Thinker.

letter of your message as far as I went. 
The fact that I had, through either care
lessness or design, omitted the words, 
“if it rains,” caused your friend to re
ceive a message very different from the • 
one you sent. I failed utterly to con
vey its spirit. So if we take from the 
Bible words, sentences, and paragraphs 
whose literal construction and render
ing best suits our purpose or fits in 
with our preconceived opinions, and 
leave out all that might in anywise 
qualify them, there is no end to the 
number and variety of stories which 
the book might seem to justify. But if 
we will earnestly seek to learn the spir
itual meaning back of those grand old 
allegories, how different the result. 
The sacred writer, however Inspired 
with the truth, was and necessarily had 
to be free to clothe it in such language 
as he could best command. When we 
read their various writings literally, 
dire confusion Is tho inevitable result. 
But If back of them, hidden from the 
ken of tb,e careless trlfler, tho idle scof
fer, the crafty self-seeker, the worshiper 
at the shrine of ready-made opinion, 
and the mentally indolent who will be
lieve anything that will relieve them of 
the drudgery of earnest search for 
truth,—if, hidden from these yet open 
and plain to the sincere, thoughtful 
spiritually minded student and lover of 
the true, we can find a story that agrees 
with and confirms our very highest 
ideals of Godhood; a story that har
monizes always with Love, Goodness 
and every phase of Perfection; a story 
that is ever consistent with and true' to 
itself; surely such a story Is not only 
worth our serious attention, but adds 
still further to our reverence for the 
book which contains it.

Let us look carefully through the por-_ 
tions whereon is laid the greatest stress' 
as foundation for the old story. First, 
Genesis. Let as read attentively and 
ponder well. Reading literally, we seem 
to find an account of the beginning of 
the human race as a race, and of the 
planet Earth, all taking place within a 
week at a certain period of time. Read
ing with an eye alert to detect its 'true 

1 meaning, and an ear open to the real 
1 spirit of the message, do we not find a 
1 most faithful and accurate portrayal of 
1 the beginning of earth experience for 
■ the average human being? Born into 
■ the garden of Eden (parental love and 
- care) with every possible want or

mistake our teachers made was in sup
posing them to be separate, that wrong 
might be temporary and punishment go 
on forever.

Yes, though the danger we have so 
long feared proves to be purely imagin
ary, there are nevertheless dangers that 
are real. Though justice forbids, even 
were we cowardly enough to permit it, 
that another should suffer and be pun
ished for our wrong-doing, still, "What 
shall I do to be saved?” is a question 
fraught with deep meaning to every one 
of us.

And I boldly assert that the danger of 
all dangers, the sin of all sins, is ignor
ance. At first thought this (ignorance) 

. may not seem such a serious affair, but 
let us consider. Suppose, if it were 
possible, you were all at once placed on 
this earth, full grown, yet without a 
particle of earth knowledge, earth ex
perience. None of your senses had 
been trained in the slightest You 
were without the faintest knowledge of 

\ what any sound meant, knew nothing 
i of propinquity or distance or the rela

tion of one object to another. You 
could not raise a foot, or even stand on 
both feet, without falling, for you had 
not learned anythingjibout balance. It 

•’Would take an hour to enumerate the 
various ways of getting into trouble and 
suffering which would confront you. 
Would not that be serious enough to 
suit you? Then suppose you were given 
to understand by those who seemed to 
be in authority that such a condition 
was your natural state, that it would be 
impious to suppose you could ever do 
any better for yourself, but that way off 
somewhere lived a being who once 
walked the earth as a man, and at that 
time did all your stumbling and learn
ing for you; that if you would fully be
lieve all that was written about him he 
would at once fill you with all the skill 
and vigor you could need. Could that 
alone get you out of your trouble? 
Would-you not have to learn to walk by 
walking, to eat by eating, to distin
guish flavors and^odors by tasting and 
smelling, to know the truth of every
thing about you by testing it?

Brother J. M. Peebles announces in acquainted. Spiritualism hris in many 
The Progressive Thinker, No. 763, thaf cases been cursed with a fanaticism 
he will issue a four-hundred page book which would swallow anything if it was 
on obsession and demoniac influences, big enough. There are, or have been, 
Now such book will, according to prom- in the past, many Spiritualists, who, if 
ise, show the reign of undeveloped splr- a nightgown was put on a broomstick 
Its In this and'foreign lands. Such be- in a partially darkened room, would 
Ing the doctor’s diagnosis; but he recognize it as their grandmother. The 
leaves It there without prescribing a more of such Spiritualists we have, the 
remedy to cure so fearful a state. By | heavier its load of barnacles.
simply stating what are known facts, it I see by these letters, that you have 
might create tear in some, and make it done much reading and thinking along 
absorbing thoughts of sensitives, which, Spiritualistic lines. The writings 
Instead of creating firmness as a coun- which you have read are, ‘tor the most 
teracting agency may allow unwhole- part from honest and Intelligent men, 
some thoughts to draw such influences yet you are not wholly satisfleii in the 
towards the very ones whom we in all matter. I do not think that what one 
honor ought to guard. Much of the sees and hears along these lines is al- 
“yellow journalism,” which describes ways calculated to satisfy another, 
facts as they really are in human lives, Others of course can tell what satisfied 
are prohibited passage’ through the them, but that Is not exactly what the 
malls or sold on our railroad trains; soul wants. The soul Wishes to see 
and why? Because they describe the and feel its own inherent divinity, and 
lower stratum, and do not prescribe hence Its own immortality. Physical 
remedies to cure the social evils or evidences, that is, the evidence, of phys- 
curb the brutal instinct in man. leal phenomena, are generally only

Admitting that the lower strata “ in convincing to that part of map which 
spirit life are peopled by brutal and un- beholds them through the eyes and 
developed spirits, bow are we to re- ears. And then they are only con
form them, and at the same time guard' vlnced that there is an unknown power 
against their leech-like contact? This there—a something not exactly Compré
is the question that this present gener- henslble. Such evidences pi'qve that 
atlon must solve manfully, firmly and “there are more things nr heaven arid 
boldly, or let It remain as a scarecrow earth, Hórátio, than are'Srepmt of ip 
like the angry, revengeful God, the un- your philosophy.” ■r- _

ever communicated. But jf man is a 
conscious entity beyond death, and it 
intelligences, do come back and manl
iest, even though such manileslation is 
imperfect, why do riot the spirits . of 
those who once dwelt in the flesh re
turn and communicate? They knew us 
and loved us. If spiritual beings can 
return, then our friends can return. If 
they can con-.e back, would they not be 
as anxious to talk with us, even though 
sucli communication was imperfect, as 
other influences would? If man re
mains a conscious entity, Independent 
of what we call materiality and Its laws, 
then the law of death cannot affect him. 
If the law of death does not affect him, 
then he is still in conscious touch with 
those who still remain in the flesh. x If 
he is in conscious existence, then re
turns that old question, why would he 
not be likely to go to bis friends in the 
flesh and signify to them some of his 
thoughts? At-least as much so as 
other intelligences would to assume his 
name and claim to be what they are 
not.

From thinking along these lines I 
came to see, through my reason, that 
man’s existence does not terminate 
with so-called death. At the same time 
the thought occurred to me that what 
the eye of the understanding sees the' 
physical eye does not need to see.

You say in substance that, Prof. 
Crookes does nothin his work on Psy
chical Research, say that these manifes
tations come from the spirits of the 
dead. No, he did not. I do not see how 
he could. His articles were written lor 
scientific skeptics, and first published 
in his Quarterly Journal of Chemistry. 
If he had in those articles, gone on to 
state conclusions, he would nave in
ferred the inability of his readers to 
draw conclusions from his statements, 
and would thus have weakened his 
cause. In such a case he would have 
appeared more as ah advocate than as 
a witness only to what he had seen and 
heard.

My great regard for Friend W----- ,
who forwarded your letter to me, and 
tor yourself, as I sense you through 
your letters, leads me to almost decide 
to reply to points in your letters seri
atim; but I am a very busy man, and I 
suppose you to be the same; I will not, 
therefore, Inflict more upon you at this 
time. I would, in conclusion, simply 
urge you to try to find your own spirit
ual nature. When you learn that you 
are, even now, a spiritual being, it will 
not take you a great while to get In 
touch with yourself as such when you 
get to where you can yourself make ex
cursions as a spiritual being, you will 
cease to try to have your dear departed 
friends come to you. You will ns occa
sion requires go and visit them.

Hoping and praying that this spirit
uality may come to you, I am yours in 
the hope of building Spiritualism on 
broader and more solid foundations.

i MOSES HULL.

dying fires of Hades, and the infant
damnation of old theology. \ 

Now there are remedies

When one gets so that fie can see 
himself as a spiritual being, then be

all ail- does not need to make the effort, in
ments, or at least remedies to cause darkened rooin, to look upon a supposed 
cessation of pain without anaesthetics, materialized form to convince him of 
Certain cases may be termed Incurable, spirituality.
but acquired fortitude will lessen the 1 notice that it does not seem credible 
pangs. Then let us in this case, try the to you that spirits can in five minutes 
remedies first. reproduce a body which it was from

Allowing that all men are more or twenty to sixty years in producing in 
less Influenced by spirits In as well as the first instance. And then go on re- 
put of the body, influenced by their as- peatlng that, up to, perhaps, the thfrtl- 
sociates, climatic conditions, harmoni- eth time in a single seance. Nor is it
ous or disturbing surroundings, atmos- qredible to me.
pherlc and social conditions, one mbst, The fact is, the most of

need supplied, many of them antici
pated, ignorant of wrong or evil in that 
it has no conception of any such possi
bility as wrong or evil, and wielding un
disputed dominion, for does it not truly 
tyrannize over everybody and every
thing around it? Is not this the ac
count we read? Is it not also a true 
picture of the beginning of earth life 
for an infant? It has everything, lacks 
no thing save one, 1. e., the knowledge 
or experience of good and evil. In Its 
wanderings about the garden it finds 
much to examine and inquire into, and 
uses the most convenient means, mouth 
and fingers, for that purpose. Slowly 
it becomes aware that when it wishes 
to lay hold upon certain things there is 
a restraining hand put forth or a note 
of warning comes into the voice of 
mother or nurse.

What is the inevitable effect upon 
such a veritable interrogation point as 
the average baby? '

Call it Satan, call it serpent, call it 
what you will, there is in every human 
being that which is powerfully attract
ed toward the forbidden, which' reasons 
that there must be something worth 
knowing in or about that which is per
sistently withheld. Nor is this Inward 
prompting an evil thing in itself. It is 
the soul’s natural, healthy desire for 
knowledge, the only direction in which 
it can grow. Perhaps the thing for
bidden the little one is to put its finger 
against the stove. The time arrives at 
last when the impulse is' unusually 
strong just at a moment when no one 
Is, watching; the little hand comes in 
contact with the hot iron; there is a 
frightened scream, and lo, the fruit of 
the tree of knowledge of good and evil 
has been tasted and the little one finds 
itself outside the garden of innocence 
(Ignorance) with the flaming sword of 
experience guarding the gate against its 
possible return. Is not this what we 
read? Is it not true, also, in every in
dividual life?

As years pass, experiences multiply. 
-Under wise, guidance, the child, the 
youth, the man or the woman, would 
learn many, a valuable, lesson from 
these experiences, and be guided there-

You surely would. And, having once, 
gained the requisite knowledge and ex
perience, could । anything ever again 
tempt you to put your finger into thè 
fire, to seize a sharp knife by the blade,, 
or throw yourself heavily upon a bed of 
thorns? Certainly not, for the siren 
form of Temptation would have shrlv- 

I eled arid turned to dead ashes in the 
' I fire of your suffering. - Would it, then, 
skjbe too much to say that your mistakes

pretended

Love to Humanity,
For humanity’s sake, love to do good 

to all things; feel a kind, loving feeling 
to all .mankind whether rich or poor, 
whether ignorant or educated; a kind 
sympathy for all things that are weak 
in body or mind, and lend a helping 
hand to all those in distress from what
ever cause it may be, "and as you 
would that others should do unto you” 
if you were lacking or needed the same 
aid that you see, wherein they need 
help. Be gentle and kind, as in kind
ness you will see and feel the greatest 
power to help any and all things, ani
mate and Inanimate, for in the latter 
you will realize that good feeling there 
is in the realization of doing good, and 
thereby comes a harmony of feeling 
within yourself, a sweet relief that you 
cannot get in any other way, and there
by you are doing good to yourself; and 
how quick it is mirrored in your face, 
and' reflected on others. What a great 
good there is in a bright shining coun
tenance! How quick that sympathetic 
chord is touched, and how quick it vl-

as if he stood on slippery Ice, stand materializations are out-and-out frauds 
firm, but not stubborn; live a true life, —impositions, for Which the perpetrat- 
while not condemning a weaker ors deserve to be put in jail, and kept 
brother; lift up a fallen brother, shake there long enough, at least, to have an 
him well and let him go. Blend justice opportunity to thoroughly reflect upon 
with charity, discourage dependency, the enormity of their cririie.
give pity to no one, but encouragement In cases of genuine materialization— 
to all. Seek spirit communion tor en- if there are such—I have' never been 
lightenment, but not fortune-telling; able to believe that it was the real form 
ask no spirit to guide you in your busl- of my friend who materialized, but 
ness if you do not wish to draw the lather a lay figure produced by mechan- 
worldly-minded ones; be as willing to ics or chemists on the other side of 
teach the spirits as they are to teach life. Perhaps the spirit who may be 
you. If your. coat is wet, surrounding represented more or less correctly in 
dampness will draw towards it by at- supposed cases of materialization may 
traction, so will a lying spirit draw to- have been there and sat tor that form, 
wards you if you are not truthful. If as one in this life sits tor a picture, 
your resorts are saloons and gambling When the medium Is caught tricking, it 
halls you may expect that unseen splr- is generally called a personation or a 
its who assemble there will endeavor to transfiguration. I call it a downright 
encourage you to their level. If ignor- fraud.
ant spirits draw to your circle, don't de- ’ Even though the genuine manifesta- 
spise them, but set a certain time and tlons in many of the seances may not 
hour when you can instruct them, and come from those who it is claimed pro
be punctual, for as a rule they will be. duce them, I find In the'phenomena evi- 
Intelligent preachers of to-day respect dence that man is more than a bunch of 
a manly Spiritualist tar higher than cells. I came into Spiritualism from 
they do many of their cringing congre- Adventistlc Materialism. When clalr- 
gation, hence do not skulk away from voyants described my friends, my eyes 
your conviction. Be not “all ¿nlngs to do not see them, or rather I do not see 
all men,” not honest on account of pol- them through my eyes, but the medium 
icy, for if you do, you live a Ue to your- does see them, therefore they exist; or 
self, and will Attract spirits of the same if they did not exist this medium gath- 
grade. Spirits do not attract to you ers 'this description from something in 
on account of the fineness of your gar- my mind. If the medium ' sees my 
ments or the diamonds displayed,, but friends, or if he sees something else 
adfcordlng to your aspirations,. habits, which he mistakes for spiritual beings, 
pursuits, innermost thoughts and soul then it follows that there is a sight not
growth. A crude poem reads: of the physical eye; If they hear words

brates

by into safer paths. But where the 
blind essay to lead the blind the lessons 
are' lost sight of," false standards of 
action are set up, and confusion of coun
sels leads on to still greater confusion, 
unrest, doubt and suffering. Often the 
sufferer turns in despair from priestly 
counsel to that' of the. materialist, only 
to find that' he has jumped -from ■ the 
frying pan into—the ice-box. One 
might as well burn as freeze.

And what shall he do to be saved!

to
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In a recent newspaper article, one . 
who subscribes himself qs a "Friend of 
the Churches,” has discussed the “Law < 
of Church Comity.” While I do not find 
myself in accord with the conclusions 
of the writer, he doubtless reflects to a 
certain extent a popular- feeling, apd the 
subject seems of sufficient impoj-tance 
to warrant further comment. I

This law as defined by this “Friend 
of the Churches” is the practice of the 
golden rule between churches. It for
bids the pastor, Sunday-school teacher 
or other member of a church from "of
fering social, financial or other induce
ments,” to persuade members of a 
church or Sunday school to leave their 
own church or Sunday school and join 
his. Nay, he goes farther and declares 
that one who countenances such work 
is a “thief and robber,” and like the 
man who finds his neighbor’s sheep.in 
his flock and neither returns,the sheep 
or informs the owner. If I understand 
him correctly, however, he limits the 
application of this law to the church 
"that serves Christ,” by which I under
stand him to mean, to only such relig
ious organizations or individuals as are 
willing to accept his views of the real 
or ideal character known in Christian 
literature as Jesus. Now the inference 
is obvious that he has no condemna
tion of the methods themselves. So
cial, financial and other bribes may be 
freely used to persuade men not of his 
way of thinking, to stifle their own con
victions, sacrifice their intellectual hon
esty, affiliate with him and reap their 
reward. Spare the sister churches, 
says he, but go to the multitude with
out the churches.

It is true that it is sometimes as
sumed that the reason the masses of 
the people are unidentified with any re
ligious organization is because they are 
without knowledge or conviction on re
ligious questions. Nothing is farther 
from the truth. Every one who has 
been in a position to come In intimate 
personal contact with all classes of 
men, will testify that he has quite as 
often found, to say the least, men with 
no church affiliations, who were pos
sessed of the most sensitive 'conscien
tiousness and had .the most positives 
convictions; and on the other hand, 
that he has quite as often found among 
the most active and Influential leaders 
in church organizations, men who had 
never given any serious thought or 
study to such questions, and who were 
without any deep and sincere convic
tions upon the most vital issues. In
deed, it has been sometimes said that 
these men make the most useful, and in 
a certain sense the best, church mem
bers. They see no Hons in the way of 
any scheme proposed for the aggran
dizement of the church. Too sensitive 
consciences in pastor or people lead to 
heresies.

Is not, then, the morality of the 
means employed tor proselyting, a 
question of far greater importance than 
any law of church comity? What shall 
we say of the condition of morality 
which permits of the offering of any 
personal advantages or emoluments to 
tempt men to forsake their honest con
victions and profess others? Or seeks 
to influence men to subscribe to any be
lief, by appeals to their passions or 
emotions, or by any means that does 
not satisfy their Intellectual conscious
ness?

Is there any law of righteousness for 
one class that does not apply to an
other? If the means employed are 
branded as dishonorable when applied 
to organizations of like faith, how are 
they made respectable when used to se
duce men from other faiths, or to over
come the weakness and poverty of 
mankind in any quarter of the globe?

Much has been written of late of the 
• numerical growth of churches and the 

decadence of Intellectual power in the 
: pulpit, and the reason for it. How far 
i the offering of “social, pecuniary and 
■ other inducements” to obtain member- 
l ship has contributed to such a state of 
, things may be worthy, at least, of some 
: consideration.

LEWIS D. BURDICK.
! Oxford; N. Y.

A PRACTICAL COURSE
FOlt

Physicians and Students
of Occultism,

Treatingon the FollowingSubjects:
Personal Magnetism, Psychology, 
Hypnotism, Mesmerism, Suggestive 
Therapeutics, Psycho-Therapeutics, 
Magnetic Healing,Self-Mastery, Hy
giene of Mind l and Body, Nervo- 
pathic Massage and Various Kinds 
of Manipulation, Corrections of
Vices, Education, Etc. By

PROF. OSCAR H. HOY, D. M., 8. T. D.

This course of Instruction is differ
ent from any course ever printed. It is 
a condensed encyclopedia, conveying 
the highest truths and most valuable 
information in terms so simple that a 
child can undei stand them. Much has 
been written on these subjects by dif
ferent schools, but they were superficial 
and it has been left to the author to 
weld them together, the philosophies of 
the east and the west. His methods 
are not a theory or a fad, but are cor
rect treatments, based on scientific 
knowledge, research and experience. 
He uses the best methods known per
taining to these subjects, enveloping 
all that is taught Tn other schools, and 
then going far beyond anything known 
In the west.

The course treats on the fundamental 
principles of universal law, and de
scends to individualized concrete mat
ter, giving the "evolution of the indi
vidual” to its highest attainment of con
sciousness. It contains a more com
plete course on hypnotism than any 
other course, and manifests a new era 
in the study of practical psychic phil
osophy.

The regular price of this unique 
course Is $25. We have decided to let 
a limited number go at $5. Those de
siring this course can buy it at the 
price mentioned if purchased within the 
next four months. Address all orders

and every loving thought
reaches out to the object or person
j ou are 

What
brought into contact with.
a loving world it would be if

“Every flea has little fleas, and these unheard by others present whose ears 
have fleas to bite ’em; are as good as theirs, then there are

And these again have little fleas, and sound vibrations not daught by the 
so on infinitum." physical ear. if that is sb, tiVen there

And thus we daily find souls graded must be intelligence not’-Tn the physical, 
in capacity and size, but who in the That being so, intelligence: dobs not in
course of evolution will grow to under- here in the physical, nort'doesl'it depend 
stand the closeness of. the two worlds upon tho physical for (’anything more 
to each other, and will accordingly than power to express ifeelf to'-those in
learn how to attract the, ones Whither the physical. a
their aspiration listeth, :. The Intellectual and’ the11’spiritual

C. J. JOHNSON.’! come from the organized animhl, or the 
Pocatello, Idaho»' organized animal comes froriU'the intel

lectual and the spiritual. If'the intel- 
----  ---------------- — ,-.y . Icctual and spiritual-Mf thé uncon- 

- sclous organized the cdhscioï'is—if the 
"Continuity of Lire a Cosmic Truth.", brain grinds out thought; thén'we have

By Prof. W.. M. Lockwood. The work <£ ¿e phenomena of brafdHevolving What 
a strong, logical thinker, ■ on a deeply ¿a(j not teen involved,or, "Hn other

Fnewcloth, *1. wor^s of giving out wfifit wSs? never in 
' Voltaire s Romances. Translated [ gut if me spiritualibrough't into ex- 

from the Stench. •Wi^ hmeroM 11- hstence the animal, if tlie cdtiécious or- 
lustrations. These lighter^worksi of the ganized tlie unconscious théh-we have 

n0 mor® ln that than aPPea-rs when man 
j makes an organ or a piano. ■ In that 

®£ P®8® ttAQ body of man which manifestsromance are combined, with the skill of | consciousness may bel nd more con
scious thon thé piano màÿ be a musi
cian. Tho piano, under proper manipu
lation expresses music as’the body of 
man is made by the spirit to express 
Consciousness. '

Thus I reasoned ‘until I reasoned my
self. into the conclusion that genuine 
spiritual phenomena; even though a 
Spirit never communicated, establishes 
the fact that mind—spirit, does not in
here in matter, and therefore ■ cannot 
die with the disorganization of the ma
terial organism, J see immortality as a

every one in it would try and do loving 
kindness to all and everything living. 
Just try that kindness on your dog and 
cat and horse, and see for yourself how 
easy they are managed, and how quick 
your kindness is returned, and- many 
times recognized in a friendly way.

Human kindness is the most power
ful weapon that ever was used and the 
most far-reaching, and with such glori
ous results, stop' and think what a 
world of unnecessary amount of ex
pense has been accumulated for war 
material and the use thereof, when if 
the strong arm of loving kindness had 
been used instead, none of our far- 
reaching guns could reach so far or be 
so effectual as love and kindness.

Then teach it to your dog and cat, 
and show it to your children by exam
ple to them, and before them. Teach 
’It in our schools and show it in our 
dally walks of life and our conversation. 
Meet our fellowmen with a smile and a 
kind greeting and let your face reflect 
a kind and noble feeling and show a 
sincerity that will reach the hearts of 
man, and penetrate his inmost soul, and 
it will reflect back to you in a tenfold 
light and happiness; a happiness the 
vibration of Which .would reach around 
the world. Yes, the strongest weapon 
ever invented and the most far-reach
ing.

Then let our schools be our arsenals 
of loving kindness and our scholars' a 
wanting store-house of loving kindness, 
and every neighbor will be loved as he. 
loves himself, and nations will learn 
war no more and the peace that passeth 
all understanding will be ours; and. 
when we leave our. clay house and take 
up our spiritual body, we will be bet
ter prepared to meet and mingle with 
those that have gone before us to the 
realms of endless progression and to' an 
eventual realm of endless happiness, for 
as you build your life here, so must you 
take it up over there, and then how it 
behooves us to live a life of human 
kindness. . Then let us forget selfish
ness, Strife and discord and live for one 
another, for, in a day when you know 
not, you will be called to that home not 
built with, the'almighty dollar.

HOMER B. AUSTIN.
Beatrice, Neb.. ? . -

a master mind. Price $1.50?/ ' '
The Commandments Analyzed, pries 

25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth;'60 
cents. For sale at this office. .

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs." . Four
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring.. Songs,, 
with music, by C. Payson . Longley, 
price by mail, 15 cents.

"The Present Age and inner Lite; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and explained.", By Andrew Jack- 
son- Davis. Wd have a few copies ot
this work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, 81.1®. _ ¿ _

“Spirit Echoes.” My Mattie E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author's - latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound In cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. . Price 75 cento.

“The InfideHty of Eccleslastlclsm. 
A Menace to American . Civilization.”. 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood; lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of' the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents.' '

"Koradlne. By Alice, B. Stockham
and Lida HoltTalbot.’

Cure of Rabies.
To the Editor:—Seeing an article In 

your valuable paper on the subject of 
rabies, I thought I would offer an item 
to-your readers on the subject, which 
by further trial, may prove an infallible 
remedy, and it certainly is a harmless 
one.

While In Phoenix,--Arizona, there was 
a little girl died of rabies, which is the 
only case I know of on the Pacific coast. 
After her death, many incidents were 
related of cases at other places. There 
was a mari there from Chela who re
ported a case which Is worthy of a 
place in your scrapbooks and worthy of 
a trial. The man said that while he 
was in Chela, a boy was bitten by a 
rabid animal, took hydrophobia and 
kept growing worse until death was in
evitable. He became so violent in his 
spasms,, that his folks could no longer 
control him by holding him as they had 
done, so to protect themselves, from be
ing bitten they put him in cellar and 
shut him in. There was a pile of garlic 
in thé cellar which the boy fell down on 
in his spasms, grabbing all the time 
with his mouth to get something to bite. 
He got a whole bunch of garlic in his 
mouth, chewed and swallowed it. When 
he, came out of that spasm, he was per
ceptibly better. The inference was 
that the garlic did it. So when he was 
far enough out of the spasm to do what 
he was told, his folks put him to eating 
garlic. But as the man did not say how 
many per day was eaten in that or any. 
other case, I cannot inform you; but 
that matter of quantity could soon be 
decided'. If garlic is an infallible rem
edy for rabies, everybody ought to 
know It. The informant said further, 
that all people thereafter in that neigh
borhood, bitten by rabid animals were 
caused to eat garlic; and that no per
son nor animal so treated ever became 
rabid. <

Rabies in different places iriust differ 
in character and Intensity. In Ohio 
where I was born and lived about thirty 
years, they were often intrusive. One 
dog went to a house in hlB running par
oxysm, and the lady of the house was 
alone, and had just time to glide Into 
the house and keep the dog out, by clos
ing the door after her. The dog re: 
mained at the door and barked, terror
izing the lady at least two hours.

N. A. CHURCH, M. D.
Los Angeles, Cal.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from .hern arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man's spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE- PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

Containing the latest investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price $1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT, 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to "Uncle Tom’s Cabin." 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convent” is to Catholicism. Price, 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies, 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

tlie Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

AU books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

“Prlnclples of Light and Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and' one 
whom Spiritualists should delight- to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer- forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity, Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of

In the form of
anentertalning story, it contains lee- 
a which every girl should' know. 

. cloth, au ' '

THE WIDOW’S MÌTE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of intense-inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied, in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. ?2.

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for The 

Progressive Thinker.
Now is the time to extend tlie circula

tion of The Progressive Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
nows with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
thte earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Bend In a subscrintlon now. 4

)

"Wedding Chimes." By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage .certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed fop the um

great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, prose, specially uesiguea wv uw u» 
$5 • It is a wonderful work and you will I of .the .Spiritualist and Liberal ministry, 
fai flcllgbted with IL . Price 75 conta.
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HUDSON TUTTLE.

■ditor-at-Large for tho National Spirit
ualist Association.

' Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
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ious press on Spiritualism, flend him 
clippings when e - attack Ie made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Addresft 
him at Barlin Heights, Ohio.

Has the Universe a Purpose?
Persons of a philosophical cast

x Exhilarating. .
”~Tt gives one a delightful sensation of 
coolness, suggestive of mild breezes, 
restful shade, and the enjoyable pleas
ure of nice ice-cold lemonade, to read 
the following editorial outgiving of the 
esteemed Chicago Tribune in a recent 
Sunday issue. -The open expression of; 
suchjA’lews by a leading secular journal 
Is another proof (hat the world is pro
gressing. Says the Tribune:

One has but to compare the sermons 
of twenty years ago on the subject of 
eternal punishment with those of to
day to realize that the old-fashioned 
hell has been superseded by a new hell 
much different in character and in pop. 
illation from the old one. It was said 
of Emerson “that if that man went to 
hell he would change the climate and 
immigration would set that way.” This 
was not only a tribute to Uie gentleness 
and liberality of that philosopher but is 
a clew to the kind of influences which 
have changed men’s conception of hell 
within the last half century.

According to an article in the North 
American by George T. Knight, profes
sor of theology at Tufts College, this 
change of the popular idea of hell is due 
to a change in human character. There 
is more altruism than formerly. Men 
are more tolerant of their, fellow men 
and more concerned over their welfare. 
Public charities are more abundant. 
Hospitals are increasing in number and 
efficiency. Associations having for 
their aim the betterment of the unfortu
nate are springing; up on every hand. 
More tolerant of their fellow men while 
on earth, men are more liberal in their 
conceptions of the hereafter di their 
race.

At the time of the reformation the 
theory of Infant damnation was almost 
universal. The children of the heathen 
and (he unbaptized children of Chris
tians were all condemned to everlasting 
flames. The extreme of the reformation 
idea of hell was expressed by the great 
Dr. Bellamy when he said “that the 
happiness of the blessed In heaven 
would be increased 9,600,000,000 times 
on account of the misery of the 
damned.”

Since this worthy doctor’s time there 
has been a steady reaction until, as set 
forth by many pulpits, hell has lost all 
its former terrors and has indeed' be
come attractive to those who do not like 
to associate with people who are “too 
good.” One of the most extreme of re-

TELEPATHY
Considered as a Factor In Evolution.

of
mind that takes pleasure In thought 
along scientific lines, will enjoy the 
terse reasoning of the following edito
rial in the Chicago Sunday Tribune:

Everybody who has been first amused 
and then bored by the intellectual slov
enliness with which scientists of a cer
tain consolatory type have appropriated 
the phrases of religion will applaud the 
attacks made upon them by Prof. Hys
lop of Columbia.

Why talk about the "purpose” of the 
universe, says Prof. Hyslop, if you ex
clude the intelligence with which alone 
purpose can be connected? It may be, 
says he, that there is no adequate scien
tific reason lor believing that any intel
ligence of a superior and controlling 
kind exists? Then why not face the 
consequences of such convictions? 
Why not admit that the forces of evolu
tion, while they work together for the 
production and preservation of certain 
species of animals, such as man, and 
while they can be seen to produce con
tinual changes in the universe, are yet 
absolutely unconscious of any predes
tined end and therefore cannot be said 
in any accepted use of words to have a 
"purpose”?
. If Prof Hyslop’s remarks could be 
forced deep into the minds of twenty or 
thirty prominent American philoso
phers we should hear less about the "ul
timate benign purpose” and the “inher
ent moral intentions" of the evolution
ary process of which all that can be 
predicated is that it cruelly eliminates 
the weak, violently preserves the 
strong, and thereby produces certain ef
fects which, if they are not controlled 
by a superior Intelligence, can only be 
said to be blind. Even if it be' granted 
that the final consequence of evolution 
will be for the benefit of the human be
ings who happen to be alive—a circum
stance which to us of the present gener
ation is only remotely consolatory—- 
what logical ground is there for speak
ing of that final consequence as a 
’ purpose" for which we ought to feel 
grateful to the universe? Indubitably 
it can be spoken of as a result. But a 
result, a blind purposeless result, does 
not inspire gratitude, or trust, or faith, 
or any other emotion rightly connected 
with religion. Would not the cause of 
clear and honest thinking be subserved 
therefore if the men who do not believe 
in a superior controlling intelligence 
should drop their attempt to mitigate 
the loneliness of a stricUy scientific 
world by talking comfortingly about a 
“purpose" which is impossible except in 
connection with an Intelligence which 
they deny?

The question whether there is such 
an intelligence or not is beyond the ken 
of a secular newspaper. Even a secu
lar newspaper, however, may be permit
ted to wish that the phrases of religion 
could be left to those who believe in re
ligion and that the exponents of un
aided natural forces would refrain from 
confiscating them' without due process 
of logic. With intelligence there is a 
purpose in the world. Without intelli
gence there is no purpose in the world. 
If this latter condition seems unsatis
factory ar.d the mental .comfort of the 
former condition seems attractive let 

• the fact be admitted, but let not logic 
be made to suffer for the sins of desire.

cent doctrines is as follows: “The su
preme penalty of sin is the loss of our 
original and ideal relation to God.’-1 
This is the kind of punishment which 
many sinners wish—seclusion and com
plete Independence of their maker.

It is possible that the new hell has 
become too pleasant a place to accom
plish any good as a punitive institution.

The Bible Teaches Rank Infidelity.
“That which befalleth the sons of 

men befalleth beasts; even one thing 
befalleth them; as the one dieth, so 
dieth tire other; yea, they have all one 
breath; so that a man hath no pre-emi
nence above a beast, for all is vanity. 
AU go unto one place; all are of the 
dust, and all turn to dust again. Who 
knoweth the spirit of man that goeth 
upward, and the spirit of the beast that 
goeth downward to the earth? Where
fore I perceived there is nothing better 
than that a man shall rejoice in his own 
works.’—Solomon. Ecclesiastes 3:9 to 
22.

The wisest man continues in the 
same strain in chapter 9:

"Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy, 
and drink thy wine with a merry heart 
» • » Whatsoever thy hand findeth to 
do, do it with thy might; for there 1b no 
work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor 
wisdom, in the grave whither thou go- 
est.” " '

And the patient Job agrees with Solo
mon, Job 7:9:

“As the cloud is consumed and van- 
Isheth away; so he that goeth down to 
the grave shaU come up no more.”

That is rank infidelity. An agnostic 
is one who neither denies or asserts 
Uiat min 1b immortal; he does not 
know. But the wisest of men, Solo
mon, and the most patient of men, Job, 
were positive In their denial of an exist
ence beyond the suspension of mortal 
breath.

Now good reader, contrast this Bible 
statement, a book inspired by God, ev
ery word of which the churches teU us 
is inerrant from cover to cover, with the 
teachings of Spiritualism: '
"There is no death! The stars go down 

To rise upon some fairer shore;
And bright in heaven’s jeweled crown 

They shine forevermore.

‘ The difference between the “crank” 
and the scientist is merely a matter of 
time. Som(i fact radiating from the 
source of-afil knowledge comes vibrat
ing through space and strikes tho brain 
of a person sensitive to its reception. 
He in-turn gives It verbal expression 
and sends it out into tiio world. There 
it goes through three,stages. The first 
stage is opposition. The second, accept
ance. The third, application.

Telepathy has reached the last men
tioned stage, after a hard battle with 
the first, two. I am assuming that ev
eryone—who thinks at all—is aware 
that telepathy is accepted scientifically, 
as one of the great forces of the uni
verse. That it is considered to be as 
capable of conscious direction as elec
tricity. That it is a subUe form of elec
tricity, in fact., But, lest there be some 
who still doubt the scientific acceptance 
of Telepathy, I will quote from a recent 
edition of the Sclentifio American— 
probably the moat conservative and 
cautious of all the publications on me- 
chanical sciences. In an article headed 
"Electric Waves and. the Human 
Brain,” I find the following:

“In a note to the Academy of Sci
ences, Prof. Thomas Tommasina, of 
Geneva, reached the conclusion that the 
human body may be employed as a re
ceiving station in wireless telegraphy.

“We ourselves have several times 
verified Prof. Tommasina’s assertion 
and found that the human body is a re
ceiver almost as perfect as a wire or 
metallic rod. It is less of a conductor 
than metal, but, as an offset, presents a 
wider surface, whiclr practice has dem
onstrated to be very advantageous for 
the reception of waves in wireless teleg
raphy. We have made use of our bodies 
both as receiving and transmitting sta
tions, first insulating ourselves properly 
from the ground. We have thus been 
able to make communications at appre
ciable distances by sending and receiv
ing the waves through the body.

“Mr. F. Collins, a young electrical en
gineer of the United States, has gone 
still farther. He has found that elec
tric waves of great frequency, those of 
certain flashes, for example, act upon 
the brain of man and animals both be
fore and after death. The brain acts 
as a coherer, and coheres and after
ward decoheres Itself automatically. 
And this Is not all; the human body 
may serve as a complete receiver In 
wireless telegraphy. Having the re
ceiver and coherer, we need a battery. 
This Mr. Collins finds in the nervous 
system.

“In experimenting upon a live cat. 
that had been put to sleep, Mr. Collins 
and his collaborators, among whom 
there were some well-known specialists 
and professors, remarked that the cat 
jumped up under the influence of the 
electric waves, just as when It was sub-
mltted to an intermittent_p 
current.

"(t may be admitted tht 
that cause the nerves to ap 
cede also cause the passagi

alternating

the waves 
oach or re
ír Interrup-

"And ever near us, though unseen, 
The dear immortal spirits tread;

For all the boundless universe.
Is LIFE—there are no dead.”

The Vegetarian Soldier.
The vegetarian does not believe In

It Is a Fool Who Suicides.
There seems of late years to be a sui

cide mania among the clerics. The 
daily press abounds with mention of 
those who have shuffled off the mortal 
coll, evidently intent to. escape what is, 
or see what lies beyond. Sometimes 
we think it is a self-inflicted penalty on 
those who are trying to make others a 
great deal better than themselves. The 
latest case' noticed is that of Rev. Coll 
Duguid, a Presbyterian, at Maisson- 
neuve, near Montreal. While his con
gregation were waiting him to com
mence ho sent a bullet through his 
heart

A cleric may best serve humanity by 
such an act; but on general principles, 
■we think a person is a fool who com
mits suicide. Whether In mortal or im
mortal life the consequence of every 
wrong follows the wrong-doer, and he 
must suffer the penalty for his act. 
There is no escaping it by prayers, lam
entations, repentaneb or death.

shedding the blood of his fellow man 
any more than, that of his other fellow 
creatures, but if compelled to fight in 
self-defense or in defense of the op
pressed, he is no coward either in the 
manner or the method of his warfare. 
By courtesy of . the Record-Herald our 
May number presented a picture of the 
typical Japanese soldier, whose brilliant 
military strategy and unparalleled phys
ical endurance have won the admiration 
of the world’s armies Like the sol
diers of Cyrus, who conquered. the 
world on barley, and the heroic Spar
tans with their black .bread and olives, 
these militant.vegetarians of the twen
tieth century have taken their little 
bags of rice and marched to victory, 
with such steady stride that never 
again will vegetarians hear the trite 
excuse for flesh-eating from those who 
never expect to ever hear the roar of 
cannon, that “vegetarians cannot be 
good soldiers"

There is another fact about this vege
tarian, Japanese soldier which, we note, 
is not heralded in our metropolitan 
press, but for which our missionaries in 
Korea are giving him due admiration 
and praise, viz., wherever he goes, he is 
the protector and not the violator of 
woman. His presence' means that wo
manhood is safe. Unhappily, this can
not be said of any of ' the flesh-eating 
armies of so-called Christian nations. 
This is no.accident. but only another il
lustration of Shelley's declaration con
cerning the reform in diet: "It plucks 
up the whole evil by the root”—Vegeta
rian Magazine.

Mrs. M. L. Butterfield.
Mrs?. Butterfield, a Spiritualist and" a 

medium, Is lying dangerously sick at 
No. 292 Wells street. She is, wo are 
told, greatly in need of prompt assist
ance* Will tlie Spiritualists and medi
ums come promptly to her aid, espe
cially those on the North Side. Don’t 
neglect Gila -.'pportunitv to do a good 
deea.
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Delve Deep Into 
the.Literatureof 
Spiritualism and 
Know It Well, 

Able to 
:o Your

Friends, to the 
Courts and to 
World the Real 
and True Phil
osophy Upon 
Which it Rests.

The fifllowing highly interesting and 
suggestive* letter from Leo Tolstoy ap
pears In that great dally, the New York 
American and Journal, of July 10.

You are astonished that “the authori
ties teach soldiers that it is permissible 
to kill men in certain cases and in war, 
when, in' that book held sacred even by 
those who teach that, there is nothing 
which resembles tills permission;” and 
"that, on the contrary, one finds there 
not only the prohibition of all slaying, 
and the interdiction of all violence 
against man, but the prohibition to do 
to others that which one would not wish 
to Buffer one’s self.” You ask me," too, 
if this may not be a fraud, and, if it is 
one, for whose benefit is it committed?

Yes, it is a fraud, and contrived in 
favor of those who are accustomed to 
Hye on the substance of other men, and 
who, with this object, have misapplied 
the laws of. Christ given to man for his 
happiness, but subsequently changed 
Into the principal source of all human 
ills. •

This phenomenon has been produced 
in the following way: Governments and 
all the members of the upper classes

cred in the world than the littlo wafers 
prepared by the priest every Sunday 
behind a curtain, and that atter the 
priest has mumbled over the wine and 
bread tlie wine is no longer wine, the * 
bread is no longer bread, but the blood 
and body of a triple God,
Assassination Most Expressly Forbid

den by all the Laws of Christ.
All that is so foolish that it is impos

sible to understand the meaning of it. 
Furthermore, those who teach this r&- 
llgion do not order the people to under

A Chicago Girl In Luck.

tlon of th.e nervous current of the brain, 
by producing extra opening and closing 
currents. The nerves serve as conduct- 
ors, and the receiver is the face, which, 
In nervous persons especially, shows 
the Action of lightning by signs of fear.

“The following are Mr. Collins’ con
clusions: (1) The electric waves emit
ted by the flash act in such a way as to 
cause the nerves to approach ; (2) the 
cerebral matter acts like a coherer, in 
life.as well as after death; (3) what is 
often defined as fear is due to the ac
tion of electric way es,upon the’brain 
and (4) the electric tVaves .propagated 
by the disruptive discharge of thé flash' 
are capable of producing characteristic 
accidents followed by death.

“Such facts are of Interest to wireless 
telegraphers in particular and to hu
manity in general.

"It results from what has been said 
that waves of great frequency, which 
like X-rays, possess a great power of 
penetration, should be replaced by 
those of low frequency obtained espe
cially by the discharge of Leyden jars 
(Braun system of wireless telegraphy), 
or, better still, by the alternating cur
rent system (without sparks), of which 
Lieutenant Poncelet and ourselves are 
partisans. But there is still another 
standpoint from which we should view 
Mr. Collins’ experiments and results. 
As the electrical world remarks, the 
phenomena pointed out by this gentle
man are of a nature to throw light upon 
the theory of telepathy.

"We certainly scarcely expected to 
sée telepathy, or the transmission of 
thought to a distance, appear. The re
mark is merely incidental, but, since 
scientists have a tendency toward ad
mitting the possibility of this psychic 
phenomenon, it Is of Interest to try to 
explain it. Mr. Collins’ experiments 
give a certain range to this theory. 
From the experiments that we have 
just mentioned, it is evident that trans
missions from brain to brain can be 
produced at a distance, just as in wire
less telegraphy. One brain sets the 
nervous waves in action and the other 
receives the waves, as in the ordinary 
wireless receiver. Once again we have 
here a hypothesis, but one which, 'ac
cording to Mr. Collins’ experiments, has 
a certain value.”

This fact admitted, stupendous possi
bilities open up for the betterment of 
the world. When we know how to send 
our thoughts to any point or person, 
when we become fully conscious that 
our thoughts are forces that live and 
crystallize into acts in the > minds of 
those about us, we will be more careful 
of our thought-world. ‘ We. will begin to 
reform the world by reforming the men
tal image in our minds.

Under the health-radiating influence 
of consciously directed- thought, dis
ease, misery and wrong-doing will dis
appear. Whether present experience 
that we call Death will ever be disposed 
of, 1 am not prepared to say. I do not 
think that it matters. The fact that 
we can still communicate after this 
change through the Boul-sense of telep
athy will dispel all doubt, and fear and 
space. .

The fact that telepathy is such an ev
ident factor in scientific research at the 
present age when the'world is begin
ning to outgrow materialism, is • evi
dence that it is part of the plan of evo
lution.—Dr. Alexander J. Mclvor-Tyn- 
dali, in Psychic World.

Good for Rev. Sunday.
"I have been often asked why I do not 

preach against Catholicism. Because 
we have too much dirt in our own door- 
yard to clean away first, before we butt 
into anyone else’s.”—Rev. Billy Sunday.

That shows the evangelist has a 
streak, now and then, of sanity. "Re
move the beam from thine own eye be
fore attempting to remove the mote 
from thy neighbor's.”

•'Just How to Wake the Solar Pie» 
as.” By. Elizabeth Towne. .Yalttblo 
for health. Price 35 osata»...............

The Arcana of Spiritualism,

The following from Mr. Thessman, of Chicago, con
tains,.an...account of most remarkable spirit mani
festations. We are well acquainted with Mr. Thess
man, and know him to be thoroughly reliable. The 
spirits ’have often brought various things to his 
house, and occasionally give his daughter money. 
Mu'^h fpod for reflection is in these manifestations, 
and> the‘one following, in reference to opening a 
safe. ... . V

QUEER DOINGS.

A Chlcaóò Girl's Very Singular Splrlt- 
n uaf Experience.''

. On February 13, 1903, our daughter 
received 'her fltst knowledge of Spirit- 
vallsm : Some one tpld-her;_“Qo.on the 
next street,.and you will-find a ring.” 
She did adj told apd got the ring. Next 
day she was -told to get the box the 
ring came in. I was Informed of this 
and did not know what to make of it

A few days later, while walking with 
our daughter, she talked all kinds of In
coherent talk to me. All of a sudden, 
while passing a dark alley some one 
(unseen by me) gave her a blue silk boa. 
This made me shiver. She was told, 
“You will get a new dress for Easter; It 
must be made like your green one, and 
if you believe in us you will get lots of 
things.”

One day before going to school the 
voice told her. "Take a newspaper and 
lay it in the vestibule." She did as 
told, when she saw a hand come and 
take the paper away. On returning 
from school there lay In the vestibule a 
bundle containing the making of a 
waist, blue goods, lining for same,hooks 
and eyes, two kinds of thread, buttons, 
three kinds of ribbons. She was told to 
get the waist made up. For the skirt 
she received $3 in school; for a wreath 
on her last year's hat she received $1-35 
in school. On ‘Easter morning she was 
dressed in her spirit dress. This money 
was brought by spirits.

We receive ail kinds of goods includ
ing flowers.- three carnations, one for

each of ^s.
Every evening before or after supper 

the threfe of us would have to hunt for 
articles in our parlor.

All this put me and my wife on net
tles. I did not know what was what 
One evening while alone In our parlor 
and thinking over all these happenings, 
I asked for proof: If all this is true, 
bring to me for my birthday, March 11, 
a red and black tie. No one knew this 
request. I got my wish. This was a 
stunner to me.

My wife made a request one evening 
for her own satisfaction. She got it 
No one at home but her. The first 
month we did not keep tally of what we 
received, or dates. ,To relate all would 
fill a book.

Nov. 6,1903, received a message, “you 
will receive a Christmas present” Dec. 
3, she received a beaded chain. All 
the messages are signed Maggie^ a 
daughter of ours who passed out 17

who depend nongovernments, and who 
Jive by the work of others, have need of 
a medium for governing the race of 
workers. This medium Is the army, 
the existence of which the defence of 
the country is only a pretext. The Ger
man government frightens its people 
with the Russians and the French; the 
French government frightens its people 
with the Germans; and the Russian 
government frightens Its people with 
the Germans and the English; thus do 
ally governments.

But not only do the Germans, the 
Russians and the French not want to 
have war with their neighbors or with 
other people, but what they fear most 
in the world Is war. Therefore the gov
ernments and the idle upper classes in 
order to have a pretext for their domi
nation over the race of workers, behave 
like the gypsy, who whips his horse in 
secret, and then pretends not to be able 
to hold it back. In the same way they 
irritate their own people and some 
other government, and then make be
lieve that tor the happiness or defence 
of their people they are forced to de
clare war, which is advantageous to the 
generals, the officers, the merchants 
and in general, to all the rich class. 
War is only the inevitable result of tho 
existence of troops, and troops are only 
necessary to governments in order to 
dominate the race of workers. This is 
a criminal thing. But tho worst of it is 
that the governments, In order to give 
a rational basis to their domination 
over the people, must pretend to pro
fess the highest religion which men 
have ever known—that is, the law of 
Christianity—and they Instruct their 
subjects in this doctrine.

This doctrine. In its essence, is hos
tile pot only to murder, but to all vio
lence, and governments, in • order to 
dominate the people and call them
selves Christians must rob Christianity 
of its true nature and hide from the peo
ple its true sense, thus depriving men 
of the happiness which Christ brought 
them. This falsification of Christianity 
began long ago under the scoundrel, 
who for this deed has been canonized— 
the Emperor Constantine. All govern
ments since then, above all the Rus
sian government, have striven by all 
means to prevent the people from per
ceiving the true sense of Christianity. 
For if they perceive its true sense they 
would understand that governments, 
with their taxes, their soldiers, their 
prisons, tfieir gibbets, apd their, lying 
priests, are not only not the supports 
of Christianity, which they affect to be, 
but Its greatest enemies.
Because the Earth Is In the Hands of 

the Rich.

years ago, at 11 months old; M. E. 
Coleman, a friend of ours, passed out 
20 months ago; John P. Altgeld. Red 
Rose, Blue Bell. Carnation and some 
writings we can’t read.

Ail these things have come anywhere, 
in our home, in school, in the street; 
spirits have handed her articles in 
broad daylight and talked to her.

In conclusion I will say that I have 
been an agnostic all my life, but always 
seeking for truth and knowledge. Our 
daughter, who will be 16-years old com
ing August has never been to any 
church. We do not believe In churches; 
we always tried to make our home our
church. CHAS. THESSMAN.

Who Opened the Safe—the Lord or a 
Spirit?

Col. Eldridge Smith, an Inventor, 
died at his home in Washington, D. C., 
June 25, 1904. After his death his safe 
could not be opened; the combination, 
was tried again, and again, but it failed 
to work. The widow called In two ex
perts, blit they failed, and told her it 
would have to be sent' to a.' Bhop and. 
"drilled out”

Then a model maker, S. Clark Swett, 
who had been employed by the de
ceased, was pennitted to try his hand at 
the job of opening it Meanwhile the 
pious widow wrestled in prayer to God 
to have it opened without resort to the 
method prescribed by the two experts, 
which wbuldi leave the safe dismantled 
and useless... Nor had she any faith in 
Mr. Swett’s Spiritualism upon which he 
was relying to enable him to hit the 
right combination. He had been a Spir
itualist ni6re tlian forty years, and dur
ing the last twenty had been a medium, 
claiming to haye many spirit guides, 
among Wmom was an Indian girl. He 
got an impression that she or some oth
er of his1 guides would help him open 
the safe. ¿The next morning he went

fore it he instantly felt a tingling in 
the nerves of his hand and wrist »Then 
he involuntarily turned the knob of the 
lock to the right, then to the left, not 
noticing the numbers either way. The 
door swung open. He then examined 
the lock, and finding it in perfect order 
re-arranged a combination to his own 
liking, leaving the door open. And so 
it still remains.

When he had finished the opening of 
the safe his hand and arm remained 
numb, as usual under such spirit con
trol. At first he was unable to tell 
which of-his spirit guides had directed 
the opening, but that same evening the 
Indian girl told him she had obtained 
the combination from Col. Smith in th? 
spirit world and had used Mr. Swett as 
a medium to turn the knob.

But the widow stoutly combats Mr. 
Swett’s claim. She insists that the mir
acle was wrought by the Lord to whom 
she was devoutly praying at the very 
moment when Mr. Swett came in and 
announced that he had himself done it 
under spirit controk

The safe contained valuable papers, 
among which was the last will of Col. 
Smith, bequeathing to Ais widow their 
homestead.—-Abridged from the Wash-

for anothgr trla|. Seating himself be- ington Post of July 17, by W. H. B.

arise In minds of Investigators am' In perfect accord with Mayor Harrl- 
that are not answered In its pages, son, where he says:
urta ti ?A nnRtnnid "Don’t compromise with what you be-Price, »l^pos^fdd. liève Is wrong; never mind the fear

Address Íers to 
JDSON TUTTLE, 
jeriln Heights, Ohio.

A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
Philosophy.

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by its assisting,- inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty yearn in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by mo through-inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects ft treats. Few ‘Questions will

Cry of Fraud Exerts a Healthy Influence
Spiritualism divested of all fraud Is 

one thing. Whin mingled with fraud it 
at onco becomes an object of grave 
doubts and suspicion. As a man who 
In any sense, allows or practices fraud, 
loses the confidence of business people, 
so will any sect lose caste that tries to 
suppress the cry .of . fraud when that 
poisonous weed actually exists. Ho who 
would suppress the cry of fraud when 
fraud actually exists, acts in harmony 
with the crook who receives.stolen 
goods, but strenuously objects to hav
ing the "cry pf thlet" raised, fearing 
somebody's fair name will be soiled. 1

that you will lose; better be right and 
lose than wrong and win, for in the tri
umph that comes of a compromise with 
wrong you lose in the end, and In going 
down with the sinking ship of a cause 
you despise, you can’t enjoy even the 
satisfaction of a dying chebr.”

I also endorse the following: "When 
deception is allowed to continue, with
out malting it public, it takes deeper, 
wider and more influential roots, and 
finally to a great extent strangles the 
truth, and weakens greatly the cause It 
represents, and in the end is far more 
injurious than giving it continual pub
licity,”.•

It is my thought that the cry of fraud, 
when fraud, actually exists, exerts a 
healthy-influence, and those who think 
otherwise are working In harmony with 
every crook in tho land.

JAMES KECK.

stand it, but only to believe it. Accus- . 
tomed to these falsehoods from infancy, 
men have only to believe In all the 
other foolish things that are told them. 
Then, when men are so blinded that 
they believe God is hanging In a corner 
or that he is incorporated in the little 
piece of bread which a priest gives 
them in a spoon, when they embrace 
wood and relics, and believe that to sur
round them with candles is useful in 
this life and even in the future Ute, 
they are called to military service. 
Then they deceive them, as they wish, 
by first of all making them take an 
oath on the Gospel' (where the taking 
of an oath Is expressly forbidden) that 
they will do what is forbidden by the 
Gospel. Then they teach them that to ' 
kill men by the order of their superiors 
is not a sin. but that the sin is diso
bedience to their superiors.

Therefore this error of the soldier— 
that they may kill men by order of 
their chiefs without sin—is not Isolated, 
but is bound to all the systems of de
ceit without which it would be without 
effect. Only a man completely mysti
fied by this false religion, which is 
called orthodox, can believe that with
out sinning the Christian can accept 
military service, promise to obey 
blindly every man placed higher than 
he in the hierarchy; learn on the order 
of anbthei- assassination and do that 
which is most expressly forbidden by 
all the laws of Christ.

A man, free from the power of lies 
and of the false Christian religion, 
called orthodox, will never believe that 
This is why those who are called secta
rians—that Is to say, Christians who 
deny the doctrine of orthodoxy and who 
accept the doctrine of Christ, as it is 
written in the Gospels, and, above all, In 
the Sermon on the Mount—have never 
allowed themselves to be deceived by 
tills lie, and have always refused, and 
do refuse, to serve as soldiers, not be
lieving- military- service reconcilable 
with Christianity, and prefer to suffer 
a thousand torments, as has happened 
to hundreds of thousands of them. 
These are, in Russia, the Doukhobortsl 
and the Molokans; In Austria the Naza- 
reneh; in Switzerland, in Sweden and 
In Germany the Evangelicans. The gov
ernment knows this, and that is why it 
watches over nothing with so much so
licitude as this falsehood of the church, 
without which its power would not be 
possible, and which acts upon child
hood even, and which no man can avoid. 
The government permits everything, in
cluding drunkenness and bad morals, 
which it not only permits but encour
ages, but with all Its force it prevents 
men already freed from the power of 

. falsehood from freeing others.
The Russian government above all 

practices this deceit cruelly and insid
iously. It orders all Its subjects under 

. threat of punishment to baptize all its 
children in the false religion called or
thodox, and when the children are bap
tized forbids them to discuss the relig
ion in which they have been involunta.

From this change have been pro
duced the frauds which astonish you 
and all the evils from which the people 
suffer.

The people are crushed, despoiled, 
miserable, Ignorant and why?

Because the earth is In the hands of 
the rich.

The people are bound to the work
shops and the factories because the 
government draws from them taxes; be
cause the government lessens the price 
of their labor and augments the price 
of everything which is necessary to 
them.- How are we to remedy that?

By taking away the land from the 
rich? If we do that the soldiers will 
come, who will kill the agitators and 
put them In prison.

Take away the factories and work
shops? It would be the same thing.

Strike?
That never succeeds.
The rich can keep themselves longer 

than the workers. Troops will be al
ways on. the side of the capitalists. The 
people will never emerge from the nlis- 
ery in which they are kept as long as 
the troops are controlled by the ruling 
classes.

But who are these soldiers who keep 
the people in this slavery? Who are 
these soldiers who will shoot the peas
ants, occupying the lands, the strikers 
who will not end the strike, and the 
smugglers who would wish to carry 
merchandise without paying duty?

The soldiers are those same peasants 
from whom we have taken the earth, 
those same strikers who wish for higher 
wages, those same taxpayers who wish 
to be delivered from this payment.

rlly baptized, and punishes them as-^ 
much for the discussion of this religion 
as for their conversion to another. 
Thus one cannot say of all Russians 
that they believe in orthodox religion. 
They do not know whether they believe 
or not, for they have been brought into 
it as Uttle children and are kept there 
by force and fear of punishment.

This is why the only means of deliv
ering men from all their ills Is to de
liver them from the false religion which . 
is imposed upon them by tho govern
ment, and teach the true Christian doc
trine which the false hides from them. 
This true doctrine is very simple and 
clear, to be understood by all, as Christ 
has said, but it is simple and compre
hensible only when man is delivered 
from the falsehood in which we are all 
brought up.
Live in the Noblest Manner From Birth 

Until Death.

Why, then, do these men wish to 
shoot their brothers?

It is because the government has in
culcated in them the idea that the oath 
is unavoidable which they are com
pelled to make on entering the service, 
and that, if it is not lawful to kill men 
in general, it is lawful to do so on the 
order of one’s superiors. That is to 
say, they are victims of the same fraud 
which has astonished you.

Christ Did Not Pe^rttMurder.
How can reasonable men, who very 

often can read, write and are even in
telligent and educated, believe in a lie 
that is so apparent? However little ed
ucated a man may be, he cannot be ig
norant that Christ did not permit mur
der, but that he preached gentleness, 
humility, forgiveness of injuries, love of 
one’s enemies, and it is impossible for 
him not to understand that,' according 
to the Christian doctrine, Christ could 
not permit him to kill all those he 
should be ordered to kill.

How can reasonable men believe, as 
they have believed, and as all those 
who are now in tho military service do 
believe, a lie so gross? Here is the an
swer:

It Is because men are not only tnisled 
by this fraud, but are prepared for it 
from infancy by a series of lies, by a 
system of trickery which calls itself the 
orthodox religion, and which is nothing 
but tho most gross idolatry. Through 
this religion men learn that God is 
triple, and that in addition to this triple 
God there is a queen of heaven, and 
that in addition to this queen there are 
also saints of all sorts whose bodies pre 
not destroyed, and in addition to thh 
saints that there are also images of God 
and of the queen of heaven, and that 
one must illuminate them with candles 
and pray to them. ■ Men learn further 

’ that nothing ft more Important or sar

One can put nothing useful in a ves
sel which is full of useless things. It 
is first necessary to empty it of all 
which is not useful. Thus, in th'e ac
ceptation of the true Christian doctrine 
It is necessary to know that all those 
stories—that God six thousand years 
ago created the world, how Adam 
sinned and how man fell through an
cestral faults, how the Son of God, 
born of a virgin, came into the world 
and redeemed it, and all the fables of 
the Bible ’and the gospel, and all the 
lives of saints, and stories of miracles 
and relics—are nothing but a gross mix
ture of the prejudices of the Hebrew 
people and the falsehoods of the clergy. 
The doctrine of Christ can only be com
prehensible, simple and clear when 
man has been freed of all tnls nonsense.

This doctrine does not treat of the 
commencement or the end of > the 
world, of God or of His plans. It does 
not treat of what we cannot know, but 
speaks of what man must do in order to 
be saved—that is to say, to live in the 
noblest manner, from birth until death, 
this life for which he has been brought 
into the world.

For this it is only necessary to da 
unto others as we would that they 
should do unto us. That is the whole 
law, as Christ has said, and to act thus, 
one needs no image of God, no relics, 
no mass, no priest/, no sacred history, 
no catechism, no government.

On the contrary, we need to be com
pletely freed from all these things, be
cause to do to others as he would that 
they should do to him, man must ba 
free from the fables which the priest 
gives him as the sole truth. He must 
not be bound to act toward other men 
as they shall-order him.

Then only man will be able to do not 
his own will or that of other men, but 
the will of God. The will of God is not 
that we should mak% war and oppress 
the feeble, but that we should consider 
all men as brothers and help one an
other." Such are the thoughts which 
your letter has aroused in me. I should 
be very happy if they help you to eluci-* 
date the questions which occupy you,

LEO TOLSTOY.

Not a Thing.
The Walpole Wrechord rhymster Is 

sad: Listen to him:
“There's not a song, a sound of mirth* 

there"s not a fair thing on the earth;i 
there's not a blossom or a flower, A. 
smile ffom sunlight or from showerji 
there's not a kind word from a friend,' 
there’s not a message to amend; there’s 
not a hope on land or sea, there’s not a 
thing—a thing for me!”

Poor fellow! Some one should glvd 
him a stick of candy to hold. Ha 
needs 1U

A



any form of disease, 
cataracts, pterygiums 
and other abnormal 
growths can be re- ■ 
moved and weakened 
vision restored by the 
new and more humane

fääj 8q¡ 1 m.

REMARKABLE INVENTION

tions. And if so, what then ?
duetion of form-life on our world, as well and as log-

cuss the spirit theory of life’s advent on.our world,

If God is set aside and Nature assumed, the same
facts are there and unchangeable. Be it God, be it

numbers without agencies other than chemical. But

tion.

And to close this already .too long dissertation,

“atom”—the ultimate of materiality. Planets were

the animal despite the facts of to-day, and of the 
teaching of the fossil world from the earth’s founda-

the opposing theorists have so tortured plain facts by 
theories of self-fertilization, bi-sexual organisms, etc., 
—that are the despair of dear-thinking—that too

generation bnt to accept it as in harmony with the 
chemical theory—being the only method by which 
form-life is “created,”

mation of worlds. Clear thinking need not be dis
turbed by using geologic or astronomic details.as to 
the age of our world—it can be best treated by peri
ods. One thing is sure, that in passing froin a globe 
of incandescent matter to a world of present or his-

to reach out from this basic beginning—that matter 
This idea was anchored on the.

pie of life without seed, mid that answers the ques- that dismisses the one and demonstrates the existence 
tion, or solves the problem as to its possibility. "And of the other, should furnish a theory or “law” em- 
onee admit the fact that spontaneous generation is bracing the ultimate infallible truth. That preroga-

They issue a book of 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
tells all about “Actlna,” the diseases it 
will cure, what others think of it, what 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and it 1b sent absolutely free upon re
quest This book should be in the li
brary of every - family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept, TR, 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

■forms, Throw Ketp^e into it or let a wind break it pothes’is affects the fact—nor does it matter practi- 
up, and it floats toi the margin, arid in course of time cally in any way at alL Because whichever or what- 
springs up into visibly life—a new crop of vegetation, ever may be accepted, investigation has settled the

possible, the conclusion logically follows that it dis- tive is not given to man or jpirit. But the fact once 
poses of the miraculous creation of the old coshiog- established as a concept the’ method becomes a ptob- 
ony. But to return: . r lem for the human mind to investigate and solve ac-

For one example, take a pond of still water in the -cording to its capability. This the process, the in-

And so, to the Spiritualist student the claimed dis- conceive—for imagination is not infinite—it never 
coveries of Loeb and Littlefield are riot a surprise but transcends form.

pan of milk. Next, put some of that green scum un- . Nor is it necessary to inject into it the anthropo- 
der a strong glass apd you see a forest"of vegetable morphia or any other God theory or idea. No hy-

only aggregations of atoms, rendered visible by quan
tity. This is science yet as to the mass of its disciples.

Of necessity all deductions from this ultimate were 
but guesses—hypothetical only. On it was founded 
the “law” of gravity. This was logical because you

Tim above :« the number of tho pres
ent tasua of The Progressive Thinker, 
ft» printed at the top of tho first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page la ad
vanced each week, showing tho number 
of Progressive Thinker« issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number ca 
t&e tag of year wrapper.

AN INSTRUMENT THAT ! RB 
STORES EYESIGHT.

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
This instrument is in the form of « 

pocket battery, which the inventors 
nave patented and which they call “Ao 
tlna,” a word which is their trade mark 
and owned by them.

In the treatment of eye diseases the 
inventors of “Actina” claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye for

Ocean life, also, might be invoked in the ease of the Nature, be it “law,” or be it anything else, every-

■atedor produced from a drop of inanimate matter, discovery, every blended product of the pharmacist, 
Each one has a distinct individuality and is not in any the distiller or inventor of potentials in explosives,
way dependent on the others for its power qf locomo- simply invokes this law. Arid so with Dr, Littlefield

. tion. You can see them grow, seemingly from noth- as quoted in the beginning of this notice. ... ...    c_ __ _____
With all these primal facts in mind we are prepared in nature that afford a sign, so to speak, or an exam- aside forever. It does not follow that the knowledge

it beside the green scum as an example of animal life nor define God by tables of quantity or force. In

.Of bis work in deriving animal life, in the form of in
sects, from chemicals. Dr. Littlefield said to-day: ------- ~ —------ , — — o

“ ‘There have been millions of these insects gener- ically as it does to-day over its phenomena. Every ean be produced or is originated without seed, then 
tation of life without seed, or fertilization, as it is that must be accepted as the one way and miracle dis- 
called by the material evolutionists? Of course the carded. For there cannot be two ways fop the one 
conditions that dominated on the planet when organic ‘ ‘ creation. ’ ’ Or, in other words, that the old eosmog- 
life was born do not obtain now, but there are things ony based on an anthropomorphic creator must be set

requisite for life’s ¡advent was its presence potential we are at the beginnings of an entirely new cosmogony 
’ J ' " „a.... science) at turning point of our premises of

so far as that is concerned there was a “beginning.
Both, too, agree that at one time this globe was an -was primal and fixed, 

incandescent mass—as comets show the primary for- +i,=

And now' as to the question: Is there anything at If, then, it is demonstrated that life—living things 
present existing or known that looks like the manifes-

very gratifying. And to close this already .too long dissertation,
And if sufficient ‘now to produce life, all that was when we arrive at the fact of spontaneous generation,

jelly-fish, that reproduces, or rather produces its vast thing is so fixed, so uniform and absolute that you
1 x .i - , can tell for a century ahead, or for any future century

by chemical agencies alone—or spontaneous genera- other words you can’t lose your soul, nor can you find 
out God. '“’Then let us investigate what the mind can

jnality. , . - - .
. The origin or advent of form-life on our planet is at- thousand years. What the possibilities of this brood- much Apace would ¡be taken to discuss it in detail. But 
tracting the attention of science to an extent that ing time of the planet?. With this incubating temper- “ ” ’ ‘ " 1
made it the subject of Lord Kelvin’s recent annual ad- ature, and with constantly varying conditions, as now, 

of latitude and altitude, we may cease to wonder at

enough to so introduce or produce all life. And it 
must be rememb^^gijiait this theory includes the 
holding in ether of all, substance, or matter, in solu
tion, qnd that this solution is in space after the man-

■<#L. .. ____ ____ ___ —
method, if this is a fact, there will be 
no need to go blind or to wear spec
tacles. “Actlna” has been tested in 
hundreds of cases and has effected mar
velous cures. So confident are the in
ventors that this device is an article of 
great merit that they give on absolutely 
free trial. They want every one Iner
ested to make a thorough Investigation 
and a personal test of the "Actina." As 
it is sent on trial postpaid, any person 
can give It this test

: To the Editor :—The Associated Press furnishes the 
following to the newspapers :

“Anderson, Ind., July 1.—Dr. Charles W. Little
field, whoSe beliefs in the creation of animal life from 
chemicals have interested the scientific world, is a 
physician and surgeon of this city. He came to In
diana eight years ago from Kansas. Dr. Littlefield is 
a graduate of a homeopathic college of Kansas City 
and a member of the Indiana Homeopathic Society,

discovery of the nineteenth century—the law of “va
lence”—or of chemical equivalence—which discovery 
accounts for all form as the result of this formative 
power through polarity of substance. Water is “ cre
ated” by a fixed equivalent of hydrogen and oxygen 
—so of all forms existing on the planet, and of the 
planet itself. AU that is needed is for the chemist to 
find the equivalence, blend together, and he lms any
thing he desires. : . ,

Now, this “law” must have presided at the intro-

But in the presence of the discoveries of tho nine- There is nothing in all this that does violence to a 
teenth and the opening fears of the twentieth centu- single logical deduction, but it does furnish reason 
ries, the thinker must abandon the old atomic or mate- with a chain of possibilities entirely in harmony with 
rial concepts and read the fast accumulating facts existing facts and that runs counter to no discovery 
from differing premises. And one of these is, that all of science, nor to any requirement of evolution. In
life being chemical in its manifestations in form, we deed it is much more rational than the theory of dif- 
must not only revise our position as to spontaneous ferentiation from a single germ, that marries man to

ing. Thousands fly into the air, where they live from _ . .
a few minutes to several hours. One colony that was to think about the introduction, advent or origin of 
created last night lived all night and was as lively as life on our own world. As life was once impossible 
ever this morning. They do not come from pre-exist- and it is now the home of millions of organic forms it 
ent forms of life or from eggs of any kind. They have must have been in the intervals at every stage of un- 

'■no ancestors other than inorganic matter,’ ” foldment, and at one time at the normal temperature
In a recent article on evolution by the writer, in at which we know life is only possiblle. That fact 

The Progressive Thinker of May 21, 756, occurs this. should be fully comprehended and made familiar to 
sentence: “But so long as science discards what it the mind before its lesson can be comprehensively ap- hot summer months, when the nights are warm and centive, the inspiration of growth—or, if you prefer
chooses tri call ‘spontaneous generation,’ so long will plied. And as planetary cycles as we know cover long the temperature .is. high for days at a time, and you it, evolution. It is too-the manner of science itself
evolution,'in parts, be a debatable hypothesis,” Anfi. periods of time—thousands of years without tangible will find it covered-by a green.seuiri, like ereajn oji p. and of philosophy as well.
in another place this: “Tliis is the doctrine of evolu- change—evolutionary transmutation in life-forms, " ’ ............... .........
tion as it comes to the world through the light of spir- like the rock-crust, blend in harmonious sequence 
it.” And again this: “Sometime with the permission from the simpler to the more complex until intelli- 
•of The Progressive Thinker it might be in order to dis- genee, the ultimate of form-life, makes its advent.
cuss the spirit theory of life’s advent on.our world, Now,'say, the earth was at one time from . ninety-

. but it is not now.”
This now reported discovery of the Kansas-Indiana 

■chemist seems to afford a timely reference to that sub
ject—for taken in connection with Prof. Loeb’s ex
periments at Wood’s Holl, and other ehemicalresults 
of late date, the twentieth century bids fair to make 
“creation” a new chapter in modern science.

And while these quoted sentences from the fornjer 
article are the premises that will color what may fol
low here, there will be no foot notes, no extracts to 
confuse. What is said will be the story of a reporter 
or translator, with no personal egotistic claim of orig-

dress before the royal society—among its suggestions 
being life-germs brought by meteorites from other 
planets or worlds." Now, don’t get confused over 
what has to be assumed before such a hypothesis can 
.be entertained: That there are other planets having 
life-forms, and that they can and do throw off frag
ments that overcoming gravity are projected to our 
earth. Or, in other words that several organic sci
ence theories must be set aside before this could be. 
But as the theory of this writing is disclosed it will be 
noted how the idea of life from cosmic sources may. be 
groping amid the mists of material science toward the 
light of the spirit concept. Both agree that at one 
time life-forms did not exist on our planet, and that

four' to one hundred and two degrees for an average— 
that being the margin it which life now exists, and 
you have the essential conditions present for the ad
vent of life in form expression. And very suggestive
ly it is found that* the gigantic forms of the paleozoic 
ages—the saurian, reptilian and other primeval types 
actually required a planetary condition that furnished 
a higher temperature, and that as the planet cooled to 
present conditions they became extinct. This is thé 
lesson of the fossils and other remains of the time the 
planet was emerging from the heated conditions to 
the stage of form-life. Say this transformation period 
lasted, as others we know about, for three or four

the infinite variety of those forms that this “crea
tive,” tins generative period bequeathed to the pres
ent age of a higher mental evolution.

Are there anjr evidences, any indices, any signs, so 
to speak, of this planetary power, these beginnings of 
life-forms and the processes back of their coming ? 
Let us see.

In the first place we must revise the premises from 
which to think. Proud as modern science may be of 
its freedom to investigate and its worship of a fact, it 
has not yet got rid of the “made” concept that ruled 
theology before it was born. It was only within the 
closing years of the nineteenth century that it began

lorie condition it must have been subject to all inter- cannot think attraction without the condition of bod- 
‘'--inediate.states and influences. The'éxistófice.óf'fds,-. ies to-be attracted. Newton’s theory has no. repul- 

sils and ruins of pre-historic civilization and peoples. sion, no polarity—that belongs to chemical and elec- 
attest this faet. trie theories. And it is one of the curious things thatattest this faet.
. As life—form-life—only exists to-day when'in an 
environment varying about eight degrees tempera
ture, Fahrenheit, with ninety-eight degrees the nor
mal, the planet must have been at a corresponding 
temperature in order to admit of its advent in the first 
place. This idea meets strong corroboration when it 
is noted that the food which the planet produces for 
the sustenance of its animal forms, in its chemical 
transformations by the viscera, generates a heat that 
keeps the material body within the limitations. Could 
a stronger illustration be asked Î And here it may be 
as well stated that when the term life is used, it

Still there.was no seed, no fertilizing agent—nothing fact that what may be behind phenomena, if nature, 
but the spontaneous advent of life iri a new beginning, if any thing is, the process of growth, development 
As generation is thus produced now, without seed, in 'and unfoldment is one. If a God is postulated it 
the present earth conditions, the question is answered doesn’t unfix the law of phenomena or change planet- 
for the possibilities claimed for the advent of life ary conditions—he must work without miracle, 
without the “creative” method held by theology in T" " ' ' " ' 1,1
terms and by science inferentially.

when there will be an eclipse of the Sun or a transit 
of Venus, and at what places and at what second of 
time it can be observed. So what is the use of quar
reling over the echo, what or why behind these facts, 

the new discoveries in the domain of chemistry make when the best we can do is to guess—but never can 
it so plain that there need be no hesitation in setting know. You can not carry your soul in your pocket,

ner^of the clouds ill our; atmosphere, of differing 
densities and areas vast in extent? Oxygen, nitrogen, 
hydrogen, carbon, and those things science calls gases, 
are primal elements of space, floating in boundless 
realms and tlirough which the planet travels in its ev
olutionary journey,pf growth and ripening.

Why do we manuye oitr fields? To get from nature 
the chemical conditions for plant life. Space filled 
with these fertilizing .agencies by which plants are 
fed, moving for thousands of years through these 
denser-regions with températures stimulative of chem
ical activity, is, bÿ.Ègîjts of kriown conditions now, 
the only thinkable ^method by which organic life be
came possible,- It is, too, so reasonable and so plaus-

science accepts both with all their opposites to a work- ible that even the atom disciple can think out results 
ing hypothesis. But it only thinks one at a time, without entirely abandoning his idea. Like all truths, 
You ean’t safely put new wine into old bottles, nor it can modify even crude conceptions as to its action, 
can you fit new discoveries to old theories. So it is There is another faet in nature that neither science, 
that you cannot discuss spontaneous generation and theology, philosophy or evolution has ever touched,
hold to the “made” cosmogony of Genesis.

As now advised we must start put with the premise 
that all life is chemical. In this concept there are no 
ultimate atoms.

Scientists—some of them-~are breaking away from 
the atom as they did from their once ‘ ‘ void space, ’ ’ by

and which is full of suggestion on this theory. And 
that is the periods of gestation in animal life: Man 
nine months; elephant two years; lion five months; 
hog sixteen weeks; dog nine weeks; goose thirty 
days;.hen twenty-fine days—and so on. And here is 
one of the hardest nuts for the germ-evolutionist to

predicating an ether, and dividing it into electrons or crack: There is riot on record in all historic, tradition 
ions. It don’t matter that this destroys the etymol- or fossil time, that any form of life ever changed itsmeans form-life—for only life in form is open to our . . . _ .

observation and study—or life only manifests object-' ogy of the atom, but even this doesn’t get away from period of gestation. And there is no evidence of a 
ively through form. /"x. the basic idea of an ultimate, as it still holds the think-

As life-forms were impossible before the planet ing in the old channel. So we come to this alterna- 
zqooled to adriiit their existence, as we see them, they tive, either to abandon the concept of an ultimate-of 
must have come in one of two ways: (1) By what we matter, or deny the claims of chemistry and electric- 
call spontaneous generation—chemical action in a jty—and polarity as the working method. And why 
suitable environment; or (2) by the fiat of a creative not change?

Up to near the close of the sixteenth century—1543

new species created” out of another—for hybrids

thinking and philosophy. And it is not necessary 
here to enter upon speculation. The problem is about 
this :

As all form-life is the result of chemical action, the 
planet is the parent.

As all life exists within certain degrees of tempera- 
ature, its advent originally must have been when 
planetary conditions were thus favorable.

As the planet is untold millions of years old, pass
ing from an incandescent to its present state, it must 
have been at all intermediate conditions. And as its 
fossil records teU us those periods were thousands of 
years in passing, the incubating period was long 
enough to evolve all we know and see of form-life.

■As every form of life has its fixed period of gesta
tion, and os law is universal, a planet must have its 
time to incubate and bring forth its living children in 
form.

And lastly, as to speculation : At the end of the mir
acle cycle of thought as to the “beginning,” it may 
be allowed to see the lesson as to the end. It is this:

As the earth’s temperature only admitted of form
life when it had cooled to present conditions, so if in 
the lapse of ages it falls below this normal, form-life 
as now must cease. As in the case of primeval form
life when present conditions supervened, propagation 
will fail and life become extinct. And. so the ‘ ‘ end, ’ ’ 
as peaceful as sleep.

A rule in homiletics imposes a peroration at the 
close of a deliverance—but this is not one. Only to 
ask what is the lesson of all this as a basis ideal? 
That though slowly, yet with the inevitableness of

are infertile—the chemical conditions for the produe- truth, the human mind is coming to the realization 
tion of the ancestor ‘is lacking in the abnormal de- 'that the functioning power behind creation is Mo- 
seendant. ' . tion.

It is not straining if we speculate legitimately with-
tion.

It is not straining if we speculate legitimately with- This concept is and will be wildly traversed by ter
in these ascertained or nxed conditions. In all peri- minology, suited to the mentality of the user—vibra- 

’ r.-. i x. tion, telepathy, the subconscious, the occult, etc. Butods of the planet’s unfoldment it has been subject topower. Which? If we say the latter, what then?
All analogies show that whatever the power, it oper- —the Ptolemaic system of astronomy, that made the
ates wholly and only through what we call chemical earth the center of the universe, was universally ac- lations—its zones, latitudes, elevations, and depres-
law. So, for all purposes here both concepts work by eepted by the learned world. This idea governed all sions, oceans, deserts, and its ecliptic environments. Motion, 
the one method. thought—religious and philosophic. Of it were born The period of the advent of organic life was simply ?' ' "

We see enough in the geologic and in the prehis
toric evidences to tell us that our planet has under
gone radical changes in its features and in the charac
ter of the form-life upon it—in its flora, its fauna, its 
geologic aspects, and even in the multitudinous life of 
its seas. If then it was “created” the process was 
very slow, ages and ages as we conceive of time, and 
is still in progress. So taking either concept the ob
servant thinker arrives at the present in practical 
agreement.

In the former article mention was made of the great

Great Achievements Traced to the Spirit Realms 
Their Origin.

the variable phenomena induced by its astronomic re- after all it is motion—the Unseen. So to us, to sci-
ence, and to the knowing of philosophy, “God” is
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OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house In the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope- 
dla of/Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up In all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."
' Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche In your 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed” 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise!

thought—religious and philosophic. Of it were born The period of the advent of organic life was simply 
gods, god, creation and matter as the primal element that the earth was in a dense region of space, the com
in all things. Copernicus changed that as to form, mingling of atmosphère and substance more intimate, 
but the world went along, not making the new truth and quickened by the more blended inherent energies
practically potential.

Somewhat is this like the church and the Bible. 
After spending half a generation and enlisting the 
ripened scholarship of the nii^etesnth century, the re
vision was completed and approved. Yet to-day the 
old versions with Sil their errors and mistakes are still 
in use, as if the revision had never been made. Iner
tia is a universal attribute of the mental mass.

of the planet and its environing forces.
For example, the-plaee or places of man’s first ap

pearance must have been where there was a favorable

Motion is the quicken er that infuses substance—
“germs”—with life. Motion is the producer of heat, 
of light, and of all phenomena. Electricity is but in
tensity of motion. Motion forms worlds, controls 
planets, and in its cosmic manifestation is life. It is 
the unseen and potent. Motion creates conditions, 
and conditions are what we call law.

-condition of ninety-eight degrees for nine months. Science is beginning to awake to this truth, and at 
And so of other forms,of .life—just as now is the even the threshold is met with the mystery of form-life, 
temperature of the womb, or the incubated egg neces- Chemistry is its mode of manifestation through 
sary for the quickening and evolution of life as we form. And man is its interpreter—completing the 
know it. . . > . circle of use; SAR’GIS.

Science is beginning to awake to this truth, and at

doubt .whether mortal genius is responsible for every and would refer the result to their unaided mental- 
invention, discovery or gain in knowledge. I quote a ity 
few extracts from the above mentioned source: , ' “The greatsouls standing along the stream of.time Hone on hnna aver-thom»h tn daw ho Hnrlr

“Often it is said in sorrow or with a sneer, that-if like bearion flames, lighting’Ihe wastes of darkness, The sweet sunburst maj smile fn thee to-morrow; 
the utterances of the trance speaker are those of Web- were of tlus class.- Thought, intense study, sqif-afi- ^0’ thou art lonely, there’s an eye will mark 
ster or Parker, they have lost their wits. * * *,Think sorptjoto,. unconsciously, (to themselves prepared thqir Thy guerdon all thy sorrow I
of this subject for a moment 1 Would the spirit Web- muids for the inflowing of the tide of spiritua.l-intelli- Tho’ thou must toil ’mong cold and sordid men

------- ------ . . .. — —---- e------------ -  ----------- :-•-— - _ T , , .. ... ... % x v .K AVith none to echo back thy thought, or love thee, 
better situated and far wiser than their brethren of purpose of speaking to an audience affected only With I have already quoted enough to show ..the pricer up poor heartl thon dost not beat in vain 
earth, was much astonished and not a little dismayed wonder at his name?” :----------------------------------- . meanmglwishto c^nyeiV or inotherwords^typrqve. For God is over aU, and heaven above thee- ’
to be informed in reading Charles Dawbarn’s article ' ' ' ' 1 ““ ’*’■ - 1 - ’
entitled “After Death, What?” that spirits “have 
never yet startled the world with any new grand in
vention or discovery.” This is, indeed, a lamentable 
fact, calculated to strike terror to the heart of the 
timid believer who has a more or less decided faith in

SPIRIT CONTROL PROLIFIC IN RESULTS. HOPE ON, HOPE EVER.

as

I, an ordinary Spiritualist, happy arid contented in________ ________________ _________ ___ ____
tho belief that those upon the spirit side of life were ster follow the panderings of a frail woman for-the genee, and also for its understanding and radiation,

the potency and value of inspiration from a .spiritual 
source. And then, as if to make his declaration more 
emphatic, Mr. Dawborn informs us that “Radium and 
the X-rays were not announced by spirits, and we look 
to mortal genius for whatever may be our next ad- 
vanc in knowledge and its power for good or ill upon 
earth life.”

'Toenu; tit Frocresa." By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe." It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price IL

••Death, Its • Meaning and Results,' 
By 3. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events In the au
thor’s experience. Cloth, 660 pages, 11- 
luatrated. $1.25.

■"Bight Generation the Key to ilia 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth." By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
for juotice and equality in all the rela
tions of life between men and '..omen. 
(Both. 75 cents: leatherette. 60 cent®.

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The 'Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edit'd by 
Albert Turner.” Of especial Interest 
and value. Price $1.

“Talmagean Inanities, incongruities. 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rov. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism." By Moses Hull. 
Price 10 cents.

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price $1.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof.- Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized au one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In. this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. 
Price 25 cents

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
•’History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200," etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of ,the gov
ernment An Important work. Paper, 
25 cents,

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." By W. -H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 coats; paper, 25 cents.

- • meaning 1 wish to convey, or in otner woros tq prove Por God*over all> heaven above ’ 
“Is it not correct in reason to suppose - that the- taat because man departs this visible world he does Hope on, hope ever.

statesmen of the past will gather at the Capitol; ¡find 5°^ I}ecessaY ir a \ x • , .
impart their ideas to those who can ; at once" place development. Ste^by. ’Step humanity is advancing. The iron may. enter in and pierce thy soul, 
them before the country? But it is said in'reply, the ?nd who shall say^at .Qur-rapid progress is not due But cannot kill Hie love within thee burning, 
senators and representatives are not mediums. Tnie, Bi part to the helping hands reached down to usffrom Thertears of misery, thy bitter dole, 
not the passive tools mediums are generally supposed a, hlSher «»d bettertshoib to. guide our foot-steps into ^Uan never quench thy true heart’s seraph yearning 
to.be, but who shall say that the far-reaching states- ?ath’ the leadership where we For better things; nor.crush thy ardor’s trust,.
manship, which at times cuts through the fog and foi\the task before us? That Error from tiiemmdshall be uproot^,
darkness, is not impression from a superior source?” Who shall determine the place where mor tai -foresight That Truths shall dawn as flowers spring from the 

un,,: • v _ -x. gives place to immortal prescience? Oivwhere mortal dust,The passive me mm ay writ speak ye se, geniag ends and inspiration begins? It seems that* ~ And Love be-cherished where Hate was embruted! 
claiming some great poet as the source, 4o the disgust |enius i3 oniy in]ier£nPt £apability developed and Utfi- -- - Hope on, hope ever.

scorned for the barrenness of thought andrudeness of^.^P tx^-]x]7-x.h Hope on, hope ever! after darkest night 
- ,T x - x rm.- • -x x . u , can be no aouot but wnat we owe mucn or our nigh A x, » ,. .Not so fast. The spirit poet would seek development in the ¡arts and sciences and kindred ne- w^omes’ *1U of lov,ing ^laujhmg moyning; 

cessities of civilization to the unseen-and often unrec- ^°J>e on’ ^ope ^^. ^P^S’Lde, flushed with light, 
ognized influence exerted upon us from the spirit side 4ye’ cr®ATOS oldAVmter with her rich adorning, 
of life. : GEORGE B. FERRIS. . Hope on, hope ever I yet the time shall come

Grand Rapids, Mich. ,A man to “J“.81??1 he a friend nnd brother»
r ’... , ; . - And this old world shall be a happy home,

He that thinks he can afford to be negligent is not ,., 4nd Earth s family,love one another 1 
far from being poorJohnson. -Charles Mackay.

We recognize no revelation other than that mani- ■ T “
fested in. the great book of nature, open alike to all I have long since ceased to ask the world’s leave to 
men to study and read, and to which we must there- say what I think, and what I believe to be useful to 
fore took for facta.—Marquis of Que^nsberry. the public.—Robert Dale Owen.

This ought to makrius lose faith in Spiritualism en- ¿x„ression
tirely, and cause us to reiterate that wianswerable 1 ■ d ith .- en] and.rieau_.
question so often hurled at us by the hardened skep- x-^ I. A^-tx- « « »S, .... - ■
tic, “What good is Spiritualism, anyway?” But nisUl?W’ , - . ’ ■• .
somehow or other it fails to have the desired effect. If an inventor departed to the spirit world, and
It is merely the old, old objection presented in a dif- having some invention with which to benefit, wished 
ferent form and to meet it in its new garb is not at .to impart it, he could not do so through an ignorant

If an inventor departed to the spirit world, and

all difficult. boor, unless he could induce absolute automatic
If Mr. Dawbarn will step into his library, take down trance, which would be scarcely possible? He would

a volume bearing the title “The Arcana of Spiritual-. find inventors with minds turned in the same direc- 
isiii,” brush off the accumulated dust, and open the tion as his own, with whom he could become en rap- 

. Z?; book at page 223,224,229 or 230, he will gain some en- port, and by stimulating their minds impart his ideas. 
. ML^Iightcnnient unon this subject that may cause him to They would not be conscious of,any superior power,
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS 

DOiNQS, ETC,, THE WGHLD OVER.

July W. îi

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom o£ expression, be- 
lieving that the. cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That mush account for the 
non-appearance oL YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would likj/ 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about tour 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to In
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should oe 

■ written plainly with Ink on whIto 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper,

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items.for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would ne 
crowded out. Sometimes a, thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied ny 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEE1P1 COPIES ot your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. — During 
June, July and August the Progressive 
Lyceum will be sent to Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to increase your subscription one- 
half its present number, with no extra 
expense. Address J. W. Ring, care of 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas. Xj
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N. A. St. Clair writes from Toronto, 
Canada: "The Toronto Spiritualist As
sociation is continuing its meetings 
through the summer. An excellent se
ries of lectures are being delivered by 
M. F. C. Willson, a local lecturer. Mrs. 
J. A. Murtha Is serving as test medium 
during July, and Is meeting with her 
usual good success. She leaves here to 
fill engagements in western states. 
We would be pleased to hear from medi
ums desiring engagements for fall of 
3904 and year 1905. Address me at No. 
3 Classic avenue, Toronto, Canada.”

Robert Binder, President, writes: 
“The First German Spiritualist Society 
of the West Side, 590 So. Ashland Ave
nue, will give their seventeenth grand 
picnic in Reisslg’s Grove, Riverside, on 
Sunday, July 31. Take Garfield Park 
L to 52nd avenue, or 12th street car to 
48th street, and then LaGrange car to 
the grove. English and German 
speeches. Messages given through the 
mediums. Indian fire in the evening. 
Good floor; good music. Admission 25 
cents. All are Invited.”

Dreams are often prophetic. Here is 
one coming from Des Moines, Iowa, and 
published In the New York Herald: 
“Through the agency of a friend’s 
dream Mrs. Thomas Horner, of this 
city, recovered a lost pocketbook con
taining ?26 in currency. The purse was 
found beneath the roots of a tree sev
eral miles from the city, where a party 
of women, members of the X Y Z Club 
of the First Baptist Church of Des 
Moines, had held a picnic July 4. When 
Mrs. Horner discovered the loss of her 
pocketbook the twenty-five women pres
ent organized into a searching party 
and looked over the grounds, but they 
were unsuccessful in their efforts. At 
the following meeting ot the club the 
conversation turned to the lost purse. 
Suddenly Mrs. G. Hotsforu, a prominent 
member arose. ‘Do you know,' she ex
claimed, 'I dreamed of that pocket-book. 
1 thought we were again at the picnic 
ground searching for rhe lost purse. We 
had worked until I was weary and sank 
down upon the bank of a stream to rest, 
when, to my great surprise, I saw, be
neath the roots of a large tree which ex
tended out over the stream, a pocket
book. In my delight I called aloud to 
the members, but just then I was awak
ened by my husband.’ ‘I remember 
such a tree,’ said Mrs. Homer, ‘I sug
gest we go to the picnic ground and 
look at the spot.’ The two women, fol
lowed by their friends, started for the 
picnic ground. To the surprise of all, 
there the purse was found, with the 
money undisturbed. 'The dream was 
nothing more than an ordinary dream, 
so far as I can tell,’ said Mrs. Hotsford 
in referring tq the matter. 'vVhat 
caused the dream I cannot imagine. If 
it were some people, they might lay it 
to inspiration or Spiritualism; but as I 
have never had any previous experience 
of the kind, I can hardly believe that it 
was more than a happy coincidence, 
with a delightful culmination.’ Mrs. 
Horner is pleased at recovering her 
property, but is, however, puzzled as to 
why the dream did not come to her di
rect.”

Martin Wedin, whose wife and nine 
children are reported to have been lost 
In the Norge disaster, believes he had 
a premonition of the loss of his loved 
ones. He says that on the night of the 
accident ho felt that all .was not well 
with his family and was not surprised 
when he read that they were victims of 
the accident.—Duluth News-Tribune.

M. Adele Thieman Writes from Mil
waukee, Wis.: “Your paper comes to 
hand regularly. I am enjoying it very 
much. As to the premium books I re
ceived, I do not know what I would do 
without-them. Not only doj deem them 
a valuable addition to any library, but I 
also think that no library is complete 
without them. I am at work at the 
translation Into German of the Occult 
Life of Jesus.”

Mrs. C. R.'Sanders writes: “I lost 
my daughter. She has come to me a 
jreat many times. In 1903 my husband 
passed away. I have seen him in the 
daytime, and in the evening. He al-

people. Many scriptures teach us that 
man lives after the mortal body has dis
solved. If you can’t find them we can 
do so for you.”

Mary Skogland writes: “The’ Spirit
ual Progressive Thought Society of Wel
lington, Ohio, wish to make this request 
through the columns of,your excellent 
paper, feeling that it will reach the ears 
and heart of some one who wishes to 
aid tho cause. It Is that they send any 
books that may be used as a circulating 
library in our little, village. -We Will 
pay postage on such books. I would 
add that we shall soon have the eleven 
premium books offered by you, as I am 
to send my subscription and the money 
for the books soon. We also have a few- 
other books, but reel that it will do no 
harm to have more than one copy of 
many of them. We would also ask any 
speaker who may be passing near us in 
going to and from the camps to come to 
us, if possible, for a Sunday evening or 
a week-day evening. We can only 
promise the collection and will pay the 
hall rent. We have a small society and 
all of the working class, but are doing 
our best against much opposition to 
spread this great truth. We had Mrs. 
Anna Baird, of Elyria, with us last Sun
day. Her address was partly in reply 
to the sermon (by the way, Mr. Editor, 
what is a sermon?) on the ‘Delusions of 
Spiritualism.’ This sermon has really 
advanced our cause here and strength
ened those who wore weak in our faith. 
Opposition often serves to put one on 
his mettle and leads him to put forth 
his best efforts.”

Mrs. John Brown writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.: “Notwithstanding the 
various meetings and the season of the 
year that many people are away on va
cations, and after several months of si
lence from the public platform Miss 
Mae Hunt held her initiatory meeting, 
assisted by Mrs. D. N. Place giving 
messages and an able choir in Cove
nant Hall, I. O. O. F. building, San Fran
cisco, which was filled with an appreci
ative and intelligent audience who lis
tened with rapt attention to. the whole 
programme, which consisted of singing 
by the choir and the audience and a 
poem by Longfellow, read by Miss 
Hunt preceding the lecture, which was 
a flow of soul-inspiring logic and ora
tory by the Spirit John Pierpont, on the 
subject, 'The Benefit of Spiritualism,’ 
which he handled in as ma'sterly man
ner as though in his own form, and 
spoke of Its different aspects both from 
the physical and spiritual standpoints, 
covering the ground from the atoms to 
the great universe seen and unseen to 
the eye. It is the intention of the un
seen promoters of these meetings to 
make them a developing as well as in
structive, to bring out the best in ev
eryone who- attends them. From time 
to time the varf5us great souls in spirit 
realms, too numerous to mention will 
speak in their turn giving variation in 
logic and scope, who will have mention 
in their place through the press, giving 
the public ideas of the progress which 
will grow in interest, for there is a treat 
in store and a harvest of rich things to 
be given to the public ere long. And 
we hope to give these lectures in part 
or whole that they may benefit the 
many. There is much could be said but 
for the present this will suffice that the 
public may appreciate them the more 
when they come as" a clap of thunder 
from a clear sky.”

Joseph M. Bare writes: "Wireless tel
egraphy will end in airships. The ex
periments of Dumont, Spencer, are not 
in the right direction, and do'nothing 
toward solving the problem of aerial 
navigation. Heretofore Mahomet’s cof
fin has been the only successful airship. 
I quote the following from a recent is
sue of Cromwell (Ind.) News: 'The sub
ject of aerial navigation is one of never- 
falling interest, particularly at this 
time when many engineers agree that 
the problem is one whose solution may 
be expected in the near future. Almost 
all engineers, however, further agree 
that the solution will never come along 
the lines of the dirigible balloon, and 
that the many interesting experiments 
with so-called airships which rely upon 
the gasbag to overcome the attraction 
of gravitation while di-awing popular in
terest to the subject of air navigation 
do nothing toward advancing the time 
when real airships will become a possi
bility.’ I quote only the headlines of an 
article which appeared recently in the 
Weekly Chicago Inter Ocean, which 
shows that this inventor has taken a 
step in the right direction; when he 
takes another such step he will be
above the earth. 'To revolutionize

ways speaks."
We congratulate Mr. C. F. Short 

having easy access to the columns
on 
of

that great New York daily, The Globe. 
No doubt this opportunity will be used 
Wisely and well. We quote one of his 
recent letters to the said paper: "The 
recent effort of Mr. Donald McPherson 
>> instruct the reader as to what Spirit- 
ttuollsm Is seems so far fetched that-a 
reply is necessary. He says that man’s 
mind dies with his body, and nothing is 
left to return, and just here we are 
¡rented to a lot of texts. Pity it is that 
ho had not wisdom or honor enough to 
Mate that all such quotations refer to 
tho physical body and not to (he spirit 
part which survives the decay of the 
body—Jives, moves, speaks, writes, and
under proper conditions shqws a mate
rialized body, ns I have seen' hundreds 
of times, as well as 1 *' “

railway -travel. Great claims made for 
invention which has just been patented 
by Dr. Albert C. Albertson. 300 miles 
an hour without wheels. Attraction of 
gravity to be overcome by magnets, 
thus rendering the heaviest train as 
light as air—actual test made.’ ”

Mrs. Emily L. Judd writes from 
Townville, Pa.: ‘‘The Religious Society 
of Progressive Spiritualists here was 
chartered by the state of Pennsylvania 
nearly forty years ago, and since that 
time has had its ups and downs as all 
societies are liable to, but as a rule we 
have had the best of speakers when we 
have had any, and are never satisfied 
with any but first-class, and our last ef
forts -to procure speakers have been as 
successful as any in the past, for Mrs. 
Carrie E. S. Twing served us the two 
last Sundays of May, giving us two 
splendid discourses each day, and. after 
the last discourse gave a dozen or fif
teen psychometric readings, which were 
considered by some the best tests they 
had ever had, and her whole work while 
with us gave the best of. satisfaction. 
The first two Sundays of July Oscar A. 
Edgerly was with us, and authough he 
was in very poor health it appeared to 
make no difference with his guides, as 
the$ seemed to be able to put him in 
harmony with tho higher spheres long 
enough tq deliver - his lectures with 
credit to himself and them, and we 
hope they will be able to impart to him 
a healing influence as well, for the 
world is in need of just such workers 
and we shall hope to have him with us 
again.”

Mrs. Isa A; Cross writes: "Mrs. J.
lave seen' hundreds Staner Adams will lecture for the Hyde 
thousands of other | Park Occult Society on Sunday evening,

July 31, at their hall, 319 East 55th 
street. She is a grand, good worker in 
the Spiritualist field; come and hear 
her. Our picnics are very pleasant 
gatherings, and a day spent in the beau
tiful woods at Beverly Hills is one long 
to be remembered. We hold regular 
Sunday evening services; good speak
ers and mediums are always present. 
Mrs. Kline gives messages as usual."

Saturday and Sunday, July 80 and 31, 
Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley will lecture 
at Genoa, Ill. From the 7th to the l’óth 
of August she will be at the Wonewoc 
(Wis.) 'camp. Then she goes to Clinton, 
Iowa, where she will remain till the 
close of the camp. Then she goes to 
Buffalo, N. Y., and St. Louis, Mo.

Rev. G. C. Love writes from his pres- 
entjipme. Union avenue and Ains
worth, .Portland, Ore.: “After one year's 
residence in southern Oregon, I am 
once more located in Portland, the gar
den spot of Oregon, and the home of my 
boyhood. Since my return to this city 
I find many strange faces in the spirit
ual meetings, and there seems to be an 
earnest endeavor to in all ways advance 
the cause of Spiritualism by harmoni
ous work and effort. The First Spirit
ual Society is having-good attendance, 
the result of putting good lecturers and 
mediums on the rostrum. Officers and 
members seem to be entirely free from 
bickerings, each one striving to do all 
they can to obtain the best results for 
the meetings and the cause. Mrs. Mal
lory, whom all speak of in highest 
praise and esteem, still opens her par
lors on Monday nights, Tuesday and 
Friday afternoons for public meetings, 
which giv i many people their first les
sons in Spiritualism and a thirst for 
more. There can be no one more earn
est in the cause than Mrs. Mallory, and 
her kind ways and higher inspirations 
are gifts that win for her the respect 
and good will of all who know her and 
attend her meetings. Her parlors are 
well filled by seekers after truth on all 
occasions, and tho close of each meet
ing is the scene of lingering good-bye 
from those who enjoyed themselves bo 
well they are loth to leave the soothing 
magnetic current that pervades the at
mosphere of Mrs. Mallory’s home. 
Many subjects pertaining to Spiritual
ism have been discussed in her parlors, 
and at times the audience under the in
spiration of the speakers, seem to leave 
the earth and earthly conditions for the 
time being to soar on wings amid the 
beauties of a world better than this, 
where loved ones clasp glad hands with 
us, giving assurance they still live, and 
live to love and bless those yet incum
bered with our material body and its 
conditions. Heaven grant that Mrs. 
Mallory may long be spared to the peo
ple of earth for the good she is doing, 
and in being spared to us, may she con
tinually share the choicest blessings 
the angel world can bestow. The camp
meeting at New Era, is now in session, 
and I am told they are having a very 
good meeting. I expect to visit the 
camp some time during the . meeting, 
but as yet am uncertain as to date."

Cadet Hall Messenger of Lynn, Mass., 
speaks as follows of Miss Elizabeth 
Harlow: “Miss Harlow, who is a prime 
favorite with New England audiences, 
is an inspirational speaker of the high
est order, progressive and liberal upon 
all subjects. She is unable to fill the 
demands upon her time . by societies 
both East and West”

L. S. Lonse writes from Clyde, Ohio:! 
“E. W. Sprague' and wife of Jamestown, 
N. Y., came to Clyde and organized a so
ciety of Spiritualists. We have over 
thirty charter members. We have 
adopted the First Spiritual Research So
ciety as a name. Mrs. A. B. French was 
elected president; Mrs. L. S. Lonse, 
vice-president; Miss Kittle Grover, sec
retary; A. Jacob, treasurer. We now, 
believe in a resurrection, and hope in 
the near future to convince people at 
least in this vicinity that there is no 
death for Spiritualism.”

Canon Cheyne, the distinguished au
thor of the “Encyclopedia Bíblica;” ad
dressed the Churchmen’s union atWest- 
minster, London Eng., on “the discov- 
ery of new facts and justification of ,a 
more searching Biblical criticism. Con-, 
tending for a free and untrameled- 
criticism in the cause of progress,Canon 
Cheyne held that the national church 
was not merely a hospital for the mor
ally sick, but a union of men devoted to 
the highest ideals and to historic truth. 
He said It could be shown easily that 
some of the narratives in the Old Testa
ment were colored by the Orental myth
ology. The earlier chapters of Genesis 
containing the cosmogony and the del
uge and such stories as Jonah in the 
big fish were semi-mythical and Oriental 
in origin, showing the influence of 
Babylonia. Certain elements in the 
Bible were borrowed from a culture old
er and richer than the Jewish. “I have 
no intenten of giving any shock,” said 
Canon Cheyne, In touching 'upon the 
virgin birth of the Redeemer. But he 
claimed that the new facts brought to 
light showed that the Jewish narrator 
had derived it from a non-Jewish 
source, and that was the mythology of 
Babylonia and Egypt. The use of the 
word “virgin” arose out of a misunder
standing of the meaning of the original 
word, which referred to the. divine gen
eration of certain favored persons. “As 
a historian, he could not refuse to rec
ognize the possibility of this origin of 
the story. After showing hofr many 
names of people and places in the Old 
Testament were wrong, he said there 
were two great works remaining to be 
done. One was to find what meanings 
the last editors of the Old Testament 
put upon tie books when they'had suf
fered much corruption. The other was 
to complete an improved ,textual criti
cism.

Dr. Beverly writes: "Everybody is In
vited to our annual picnic , at Calumet 
Grove, Saturday, August, 6th, 2 to 8 p. 
m. Take any South Side car to end of 
line; take car to Blue Island, then trans
fer to.Calumet Grove. The grounds 
have been kindly donated and there will 
be no charge except car fare. There 
will be entertainment for all, -races, 
games, etc. This is a lovely grove on 
the banks of the Calumet river; fine 
boating, fishing, swimming, etc. Our 
Sunday meetings aré'full of interest 'to 
all. Walter DeVoe ..will be with us ev
ery Sunday evening and the best medi
ums .will demonstrate psychic phenom
ena.” . , >

C. H. Toler writes from Marietta, 
Ohio: "On her coming.tp Marietta, Mrs. 
E. J. Demorest, of Pittsburg, Pa., has, 
during the post five or six weeks, been 
giving lectures, on. ' Spiritualism, with 
readings, messages and . tests, in the 
homes of many of the ■ estimable fami
lies of the city. Courageously'has she 

been doing a noble-Work;’ A' few who 
never had been to a seance slipped In to 
see if there were any 'goblins' around. 
They went again and again, till.they be
came enthusiastic, going1; out amongst 
their neighoors and friends telling them 
what manner of things they had heard 
and received; 'Now their tegret is that

work for other' fields. A few days ago 
I wrote an article touching upon the 
short discoáísesr&üd other occurrences 
at the seances apd took it to the Daily 
Journal, which isnhe same size of The 
Progressive Thinker, and having a 
large circulMiqnV' There has been no 
article adunlted to any daily here in 
favor of Spiritualism since I know not 
when, if ever, flbt knowing what fate 
awaited my maniíscripC I handed it to 
the editor, felling’him in a few words 
what I wanted. Glancing over parts of 
each page a'few minutes, he very cor
dially said, ‘Yes', sir; I will publish it 
with pleasure.’ The same evening it 
appeared on the editorial page filling al
most a column, so conspicuous, that all 
would be sure tp see and read it. I 
mention this in regard to Spiritualism 
as.showlng the way the wind is begin
ning to blow to what it did formerly. 
Mrs. Demorest will, take with her the 
good wishes of her old and many new 
friends." “

A

SPIRIT LIFE NOW.

Message From Spirit Frances 
Willard.

E.

Td the Members, of the Frances 
Willard Health and Developing Circle: 
Greeting—Dear Brothers and Sisters:—

E.

It is with à great degree of pleasure 
that I embrace this opportunity for 
communicating with you, I wish to as
sure you, one and all, that I am with 
you in universal love and for the pur
pose of receiving and giving aid wher
ever needed and when possible. Now 
you can all better the condition for our 
communication by being faithful to the 
Thursday evening appointment; no mat
ter where you are or what you are do
ing, at 7 p. m., on that day, let your 
thoughts be with me for at least a few 
moments. The full hour would be bet
ter, but I understand why many of you 
cannot concentrate with me all that 
time, but I will assure you that ’ my 
thoughts are very much concentrated 
all the time upon the circle work, and I 
am ever seeking avenues for its perpet
uation, and ways and means for making 
it a source of good for the spiritual un- 
foldmént of its members. I am greatly 
assisted in this work by Lily Bell Scott, 
who brings members of your own fam
ilies into thought communion with you, 
and whenever possible produces more 
material manifestations in your home 
circles. Fathers, mothers, brothers and 
sjsters and little children wish to com
municate with each other, and the 
power of thought communion is unlimit
ed between Incarnate and decarnate 
spirits, although many planes, even 
spheres, may intervene. Thought trav
els like the lightning, with great force 
and rapidity,, and .may harm, injure, or 
bless the ones to whom it Is directed. 
I wish to thank you all for the kind 
thoughts yoii havp sent me and the me
dium for thé circle. We are assured 
that much good is being done, and hope 
with your kind help to do much more. 
The circle is open to all who wish to en
ter into its protective care; none are 
rejected and. we will come into any 
home whose.inmates will open the door 
and bld ns welcome, for ours is a circle 
that teaches the fatherhood and moth
erhood of the universal God; that love 
can and does’overcome all evil; that we 
are all brothers and sisters in spirit, 
and that all1 will eventually be on the 
same plane of goodness and equality; 
that by assisting’others td ;ascend we 
assist ourselvéd to obey the law which 
is, “Give and $e shall receive.”

FRANCES E. WILLARD. 
Elsa Hornbeck, Medium.

the later periods of life; and the very 
act of dreaming shows that the brain is 
not enjoying a complete state of rest,”

Suppose we apply this explanation 
to the dream uppn which the Cnrlstian 
religion is founded—that of Joseph, the 
foster father of the child Jesus;.for Jo
seph sought, by means of this conven
ient “dream” to escape the wrath of his 
relatives and people.”

Naturally, his brain could not have 
been enjoying a complete state of rest" 
under the circumstances, . for he had 
probably been engaged in some intense 
thinking during the days preceding the 
dream. Excuses are very difficult to 
call to mind: sometimes—particularly 
when we are not so sure they will be 
accepted as the unalloyed truth, even 
after we have dressed them in the pur
ple and fine linen of plausibility—and 
Joseph, the husband of “the mother of 
God,” evidently experienced this diffi
culty.

The child Jesus and the Christian re
ligion were born as the logical results 
of indiscretion and brain,disturbance. 
The former triumphed over the tainting 
circumstances of his birth and did a 
great amount of good to some classes of 
people and. quite a large amount of 
harm to others, but the latter never 
ceased to be true to its cause—it has 
been a disturbance ever since, a'source 
of wars and oppression, dissension and 
strife.

Dreams have ever been the compan
ions of ambition and unhappiness. The 
unworried mind receives impressions 
both by night and day as accurately and 
clearly as the calm, unruffled mountain 
lake reflects the pines at eventide.

Investigators in the realms of mate
rialistic- science nave stated that, 
though there is a suspension of voli
tion, the powers of sensation continue 
through sleep, and they account In that 
way for the phenomena of dreams. 
Others who have sought still farther for 
a logical explanation have found by ex
periment that the brain can be made 
the servant of the soul by self-sugges
tion; that is, if the firm resolve, "I will 
not dream to-night, but I will sleep 
calmly and dreamlessly until morning, 
be repeated until the thought is im
pressed with sufficient distinctness 
upon tho brain, the brain will obey that 
expressed thought, and the result will 
|je sleep undisturbed by dreams.

F. M. SNARRENBERGER.
Columbus, Ohio.

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSÈ

DREAMS ANALYZED.

What Are They and What Is Their 
Cause?

The word dream was first spelled 
"dreme,” by old English authors. Later 
it was spelled “dreem,” “drem,” and 
finally “dfeam.”- The Icelander speaks 
Of it,as “draumr”; the Swede, “drom”; 
the Dane, “drom.”

Tracing the derivation of-the word 
farther, we are impressed by the close 
relationship it bears to the Icelandic 
word “draugh,” meaning a spirit; in 
fact, the Icelander rarely uses the word 
"draumr” in any sense other than in 
connection with’ the word "draugh”— 
that is, he believes a “draumr” is the 
direct result of a visit from a “draugh.” 
In the* "Land of the Great White Si
lence he has Evidently solved a problem 
that has puzzled the so-called “wise 
heads” of the temperate zone; for in di
rect opposition to the humble Iceland
er’s ideas of the origin of a dream is the 
opinion of a Mr. W. K. Clifford, who 
says that: “A dream is a succession of 
phenomena having no external reality 
to correspond to them.”

One of our books of reference states 
that a dream is: “A succession of im
ages, or fantastic ideas, presented to 
the mind during sleep * * * That which 
is presented to the mind by the imagin
ative faculty, though not in sleep; a vis
ion of the fancy, especially a wild or 
vain fancy." Another attributes a 
dream to: "An involuntary train of 
seemingly real fancies passing through 
the mind in sleep, sometimes ascribed 
to divine agency.”

•Webster, the lexicographer, defined a 
dream as “a sleeping vision.” We were 
heretofore unaware that visions were in 
the-habit of sleeping, but good Noah 
would have us believe that such is the' 
case! '

Mr. L. Colange, LL. D., once stated 
that a dream is “a series of mental im
pressions occurring to sleeping persons, 
and which, therefore, are not under the 
command of reason.” Of the cause of 
dreams he said: “Dreams have been re
ferred to various causes; among oth
ers, to direct impressions on the organs 
of sense during sleep.” From this de
finition we would haturally infer, that 
the-impressions must come from with
out, since mostlof tlie other faculties of 
the. body are dt least partially dormant 
or iindergolngirecupferative processes— 
assuming, of cSursd^that the brain and 
nervous system arfe' the "organs of 
sense.”. ■ ! • v !3t

Impressions, -as the psychologist well 
knows, are mere ori less accurate ac
cording to the statfe of the "organs of 
sense”—the rljipled surface of a lakh 
does not reflebt the -flees upon its banks 
accurately, but?; distorts their mirrored 
Unes accordlngto tfite degree of disturb
ance existlng-upon the water’s plane.

If, for the salro of illustration, we al
low the disturbed surface of the lake to 
represent the worried, non-passlve 
mind, and the reflection of the trees the" 
distorted impression commonly called a 
dream, we will readily come to the con
viction that •
“The baseless fabric of a dream 
Is not so .baseless as 'twould seem,”
but is- directly traceable- to Its source—= 
a disturbed receptive • condition >of' the 
brain.
. A prominent writer has said: "In

Soul’s Wireless Telegraphy.
Mrs. Allyn, in her address at the 

Parkland Sunday camp-meeting, Phila
delphia, Pa., declared that Spiritualism 
was the wireless telegraphy of souls, 
and was not confined by any means to 
communication with the dead. She said 
it was the same principle which leads 
a well-fed cat or dog to return to its old 
home.

"Rich men are financiers,” said Mrs. 
Allyn, "poor men are simply thieves. A 
rich man has dipsomania, and the doc
tor is called In to treat him; the poor 
man is drunk.

“We are beginning to think and to 
cease folding our hands and saying, 
’Thy will, not mine, be done, 0 God.'. If 
you ask any minister, who is about to 
go on a steamboat excursion, if he had 
rather trust to his faith in the Lord, or 
to a boat that is sound and has a good 
fire crew, I venture to say every one of 
them will take the sound boat.

"Formerly we were taught that the 
Bible was the only sacred book. Now 
we are beginning to learn that every
thing is sacred, equally-from the lowest 
dumb animal to the highest archangel.

“We used to think that woman l»ad 
no soul worth thinking about, and we 
have carefully peopled heaven with 
men. We have a man for a God, and 
God for a man, and every one of the an- 
gpls.must >be sfrictly masculine, but we 
are learning better. We are reading 
from the Bible to the newspapers, and 
are learning the true relations of things 
and people.

“We are rapidly approaching the time 
when we won’t need one day as sacred; 
all days will be sacred. Death Is merely 
a promotion.

“The relation of Spiritualism to the 
Christian religion is that of a child to 
its mother. Christianity taught us that 
there is something beyond and possibil
ities of the soul not thought ot before.

Christianity uses the spinning wheel, 
but we use the machinery of the mod
em factory; Christianity travels by the 
canal; we use the airship. But while 
we may laugh at the old spinning wheel 
we do not laugh at the dear old grand
mother.

“We don’t believe everything that is 
in the Bible, and we know there are 
many things objectionable in it, but we 
accept the good and expurgate the evil, 
and we look forward confidently to the 
time when Spiritualist, Christian, Jew 
and Pagan can all harmonize, like the 
voices of a quartette.”

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent ot ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All In excess 
ot ten lines will be charged nt the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Mrs. Emma Teed Langdell.—It is 
with profound regret that I have to an
nounce the death, on July 1, in Los An
geles, Cal., of this estimable lady. She 
was not only an ardent Spiritualist but 
a splendid clairvoyant and trance me
dium. As Mrs. Emma Teed her name 
often appeared in The Progressive 
Thinker as an indefatigable worker and 
test medium. She carried out her pro
fession in Denver from 1896 to 1899, 
when she married Mr. Perly Langdell, 
whose parents were old-time Spiritual
ists. Mrs. Langdell died suddenly 
through heart failure.

GEO W. WALROND.

Stanton J. Hussey, 67 years old, de
parted the material life at Chesterfield, 
Ind., July 13. He leaves a wife and 
five children and two sisters to mourn 
his loss. He was' a Spiritualist for 
many years. Funeral services were 
held at his daughter's home, Mrs. Car
rie Mong; at Muncie, conducted by Mrs. 
Maggie Waite; also by I. O. O. F. at 
both house and grave.

Mrs; Lena Bock, of Clinton, Iowa, 
passed to the higher life June 14, 1904, 
aged 65 'years. She leaves one son, 
Mr.' Wm Bock and one daughter, Mrs. 
H. J. Jacobs, bptH of this city, who were 
present to perform the last affectionate 
services to the deceased. She was a 
pioneer Spiritualist and had converted 
many to the truth of Spiritualism by 
her exemplary life and logical argu
ments. The. funeral was held at the 
home of her daughter, and the services 
were ably conducted by-Mrs. Alice C. 
Barry, of Philadelphia. Mrs. Bock’s life 
was one of good works and charity for 
all. The Philosophical Society of Spir
itualists’of which she was a ,member, 
keenly feels the loss of her material 
presence.. . LOTTIE LEAVITT.
■ Clinton,-Iowa, c

..............„. | health there is less tepdency to dream, 
the medium” has to leave-flie, city next ' than in disease; >in the earlier than in-

"Cosmllm Hymp Book.” A collection 
of original and relected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and thp home; compiled by. L. K. Wash
burn; 'This volume meets a'public 
want It Comprises' ¡158 choice selec
tions of-poetry nnd music, embodying 
the highest moral, sentiment, nnd free 
from all Bectarlanlstp. Price 60-cents.

Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the priifc 
cipal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove oi( 
imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1.

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimke, Ph. K 
Cloth cover. Price, $1.50.

Every Liv^^Creature, or a heart-training through the animal worl(T( 
By Ralph 'VlailOTrine. Cloth. Price, 35 cents.

Evolutjonvùjinhe Devil. The most learned, accurate, scientific and■ 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By llenrj^ 
Frank, the independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 cents. ,

Father Tom and the Pope and the History of the Pope’s Mule. Pricey 
paper, 25 cents; cloth 50 cents.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome. A book that has done more td 
enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published. BjJ 
Rev. Chas. Chiniquy, ex-priest. Priee $2.25.

Force and Matter, of the Natural Order of'the Universe, with a Sys< 
tem of Morality Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition« 
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

From Dreamland Sent. A book of poems. Verses of life to comty 
By Lilian Whiting. Price, $1. j

From India to the Planet-Mars. By Th. Flournoy. Price $1.50.
From Soul to Soul. This beautiful book of beautiful poems is all that 

the title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful! 
in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1.

Gospel of Buddha. ’ According to old records. A translation froml 
Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soy en, delegate; 
to the Parliament of Religions, By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1.

Gospel of Nature. A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual 
truth of the most subljme and soul-stirring character. In touch with alii 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. Price, $1.

Great Roman Anaconda, or Thirty-seven and a half years in thoi 
Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P. Rudolph^ 
Ph. D. Price, 15 cents.

Harmonics of Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley«: 
Cloth. Price, $2.

Healing, Causes and Effects. Fifteen chapters on how to heal by un-« 
seen forces. By Dr. W. P. Phelon. Price, 50 cents.'

Health and Power. A handbook of cure and human upbuilding byj 
aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D. Babbitt,; 
M. D. Cloth cover. Price, 35 cents.

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self-Justice. It shows the falsities rampant 
in society in matters of moral and social import, and the wrongs that, 
flow therefrom. By Lois Waisbrooker. Priee $1.

Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and! 
ephemeris. By Verno Vedra. Cloth. Price, $1.50.

Heresy, or Led to the Light. By the well known writer, Hudson 
Tuttle. Paper cover only. Price 30 cents.

History of Atharael. Life in the Stone Age. The history of Atha-f 
rael, chief priest of Al Aryans. Written through U. G. Figley. It ia 
very interesting. Price 30 cents.

History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25.

History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking informa
tion concerning that most damnable institution known in history—the 
Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D. Priee 25 cents.

Human Culture and Cure. Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ
ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price, 75 cts. 
Part Second, Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding, 
Price, 75 cents. Parts Third and Fourth, in one volume, Part Third be
ing devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to the 
Nervous System and Insanity. Priee $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or
gans, Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure« 
Price, $1.

Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50.
Hypnotism. By L. W. DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1«
Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price, $3.
Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebing, 

Price, $1.25.
Hypnotism in Mental and Moral Culture. By John D. Quackenbos« 

Price $1.25.
Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjorn- 

strom, M. D. Priee 75 cents.
Immortality, or Future Homes and Dwelling Places. By Dr. J. M« 

Peebles.. Price, cloth, $1, postage, 15 ets.; paper, 50 cents, postage. 10c«_
Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life^srir 

cient and modern. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price $1 ; postage, 10c«
Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the sim

ple principles of the Zocliac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in
teresting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth $1.

Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on the other side 
of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E. S. 
Twing, medium. Priee 50 cents.

In the World Celestial. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland« 
Cloth. Price, $1.

In Tune With the Infinite, or Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty, 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, $1.25.

Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Lqadbeater. Written in the author’s 
charming style. Cloth. Price, 55 cents.

Jesus and the Mediums, or Christ and Mediumship. A careful com
parison of some of the Spiritualists and mediums of to-day with those of 
Bible times. By Moses Hull. 48 pages. Price 10 cents.

Jim. A story for youjjg people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carrie 
E. S. Twing. Price $1.

Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the 
most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrillingly inter
esting and convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40e; paper, 25c.

Just How to Cook Meals Without Meat. A small valuable book on 
vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth Towne. 25 cents.

Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. By Mrs. Towne. A book on 
concentration. Price 25 cents.

Karezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for 
children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

Kate Feld. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price, $2.
Koradine. A prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to read. 

Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot. Price $1.
Koran. Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohammed.” Trans

lated into English from the original Arabic, with explanatory notes 
taken from the most approved commentators. Price, cloth $1.

Language of thé Stabs. This important work is the first practical ex
position of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man— 
yet issued. Price 50 cents.

Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price $1.50.
Life and Labor in the Spirit-World. Being a description of Locali

ties, Employments, Surroundings and Conditions in the Spheres, 
through Miss M. T. Shellhamer. Price, cloth, $1.

Life Beyond Death. Being a review of the World’s Beliefs on the 
Subject, à Consideration of Present Conditions of Thought and Feel
ing, Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as 
a Fact, to Which Is Added an. Appendix Containing Some Hints as to 
Personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savage, D. D. 
Price, $1.50 ; postage, 10 cents.

'Life of Thomas Paine. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the Na
tional, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

life Work of Cora L.<V. Richmond. An interesting book regarding 
a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual
ism. Compiled and edited by H. D. Barrett. Price $2, postpaid.

T.ight. of Egypt, or the Sciencé of the Soul and the Stars. A grand 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to everybody.. Price $2.

'Lisbeth, à story Of Two Worlds. By Carrie E. S. Twing. Cloth’ 
bound, with portrait of the author. Price $1.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beautiful Songs. Priee, cloth, 60 ets. ; 
board covers, 40 cents; ",

Mahomet, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct'. 
Exact and perfect in every detail and beyond adverse criticism. By; 
Edward Gibbon. Price, 25 cents.

Mahomet the Illustrious. An'apology for thé life and character of 
this celebrated, prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed pages. 
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents. ,

Man and the Spiritual World, as; disclosed by the Bible and study' 
along .the line of Biblical Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chambers,'1 
Price, $1.10. . > ~ i

Man in the Past,'Present and Future. A popular account of results 
of recent scientific research regarding tho origin, position and prospecta 
of-mankind.: By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1.

Man Visible and- Invisible, containing a number of colored plates 
illustrating the aura surrounding man. By C. W. Leadbeater, 
Price, $2.50.
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LETTER FROM ST< tÓUlS.
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Brief Notes on Topics of Interest, 
by Hudson Tuttle:

The Indians and Other'■‘nÿard^ of the 
Natjgh." <

Notes of the City pf Assembly.

__________-- . ___ tering to all,^elp;to.maloe..toe season a 
electricïWpW"?’ boiler; the .complete success;,

SEEK ftND HEftRD.

ea<
47i h street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Co iference at 3 p. m., and lecture and

Chicago Is famous for starting new 
schemes. It has college professors who 
have startled the world by their orig
inality ot expression, and the “Windy 
City" lias a university run on religious 
lines by the most pious trust-magnata 
in the world. And now its gospel min
isters came forward and bid tor noto
riety with plans for domestic harmony.

It is the Reverend DeLong who is

prohibition party is strictly a church 
party. It has Sunday observance as a 
foremost demand, not for the saloons 
alone but lor everybody. It has now 
shown unwittingly that it is’ the “God in 
the Constitution” party. One of its 
most conspicuous delegates at Indianap
olis was Mra.-Britten “of Boston” who 
came before the convention with the 
avowed purpose of “enthroning Christ 
in politics." There was no objection of
fered. Christian churches have been

overcome with the “Divorce Evil,” and 
family jars, and has hatched a scheme 
by which domestic quarrels may be set
tled and harmony and peace reign over 
the family hearth instead of discord. 
He is practical. Inasmuch as he does 
not advise an appeal to Jesus, or the 
beloved pastor. He would have certain 
members of tiio church appointed to 
form a “Home Mending Society.” When
ever there is a family row, the parties 
are to bring their case before this tri
bunal, and it is to use every available 
.means to bring about a reconciliation. 
Or if the case Is not brought before the 
society, then its members are, to visit 
the disputants. The executive of such 
a society would have a most undesir
able position. Those who have with the 
kindliest motives interposed between 
husband and wife, will advise the socie
ty to let such rough houses indefinitely 
alone! Their uniform experience has 
been that the most friendly eifort is 
looked upon as an unwarranted inter-

UJerence, and oil poured on the domestic 
flames makes a spark into a conflagra
tion.

If the Chicago pastor really wants a 
“mending society” of usefulness, why 
not turn his attention to the establish
ment of one for the churches? There 
are more disturbances in the churches, 
more contention and quarreling, than 
among families. They are of . such

ESOTEMC At® 
SPIRITUAI, NOTES

attempting to make mankind after the 
Christ-ideal these 1900 years and have 
now reached the point when a famous 
Chicago profesBor declares that a man 
like the Christian ideal would be a 
“cad!"

There have been newspapers run by 
Christ, or rat her by men who run them 
as they thought Christ would were he 
to have charge of a paper. The prohibl- 
tioners, or this Mrs. Britten “of Boston" 
do not for a moipent expect to put 
Christ in control of the government, 
but to control the government us they 
think Christ would. This means that 
Christ would have; as little influence as 
Bryan had in the St. Louis convention, 
and that they would shape the laws and 
execute them according to the narrow 
lines of their bigotry.

There is no more? interesting exhibit, 
none Indeed fraught.with greater food 
for reflection than.that of the UI S. In
dustrial. and Educational School for In
dians. - ■' ;

There seemed tp.your .correspondent 
a vast spiritual concourse i-iof arisen 
children of the plains and forests bend- 
ing'above the building and grounds oc
cupying a remote corner of the exposi
tion area. The "village,”- tepees,, .wig
wams, tents, of various--selected1'speci
mens of tribes are some wliat-unimport
ant and altogether--inadeguate.'to.show 
how the natives live whenb-at home, 
since mud. unsuitable. sanitary condi
tions and groups of. prying .'curiosity:, 
seekers cannot prevail in. the. forest or! 
on the plains where: the, Indians'-live in' 
their native state. If this is intended:

Never have the beautify# grounds at 
Lily DM© presenteaXh^-e attractive 
appearance than op 1^'ldayi July 15, the 
grand opening day. ni'e , ;

The spirit of preparatimi, which had 
been active for many jyws under th© 
able management o£]#r^pent Petieu- 
gill. has culminated to a system of ar
rangement that is Pg|7?<il in all its de
tails, and its results qye’rkyhere visible.

The auditorium hag a n§yv roof, the

ways feel theepadows of every un
kind or suspicious thought Loyalty iu 
thought and feejing that would prove a 
sustaining power , to the management, 
sentiments that received ready response 
from, the audience.

Mr. Sueider. a young man and a 
stranger, gave some excellent thoughts 
on personal resppnsiuiuiy; Mr. Sneider 
has a pleasing personality, and suggests 
much promise tor the future.

Mrs, Drake signified A. willingness to 
give without money .and-without price 
the benefit of her psychometric gifts ¡to 
any who might chance to meet her 
about the grounds .and by freely miniB-

. character that they involve whole com
munities, and are persistent as Ken
tucky feuds. Wliy not have a society 
chosen from hard-worked worldlings— 
it will at once be seen that-church-mem
bers would not be admissible on such a 
commission—before which all church 
disputes must be brought, instead of a 
church meeting, and have a decision 
rendered on the grounds of common 
sense, instead of orthodoxy? It is said 

- nothing pleases the devil more than a 
church row, and no missionary work 
would be more displeasing to his Ba* 
tanic Majesty than this same “Church 
Mending Committee."
Should Not the Label Tell the Ingredl-

The party nominated the Reverend 
Silas C, Swallow for president. He of 
course has no “barrel of money," and 
does not dream of being elected. There 
is np probability, of his getting a single 
electoral vote, yet the vote may develop 
a strength that may bring defeat, and 
disaster to one' of th© 'other - parties. 
The cause has grown. The first candi
date, when the.pasty, was organized In 
1876, Green Clay, Smith, received only 
9552 votes. Four years after the fa
mous Neal Dow had less than 1,000 
more. The eloquent St. John ip 1884, 
had 151,809. In'1990 the vote was 208,- 
555. It will probably be greater this 
year, and that number equally drawn 
from the other parties may have a de
ciding voice in the election.

The tiijie: may .come when this 
church party may be strong enough to 
command on© or the other of the great 
parties,-and for its vote receive conces
sions that it never otherwise would 
gain. It should be held in mind that 
every, such concession is a step back
ward, towards religious tyranny.

HUDSON '1 UTTLE.• * - * -;•■«♦-•' ,V f; ■

as a background or.foil for the lndus- 
trlal school, it is not fair, sines the na
tive in his native state can oiliy be seen 
when the tribes are one ¡with mature. 
The fashioning of the.tents »or.wigwams, 
the manner of cooking, the' dress and 
war paint all are perhaps, a fair, presen
tation.

Of the Industrial School too much-can 
not be said in praise of the work’accom- 
plished and of what it ¡promises tor the 
future of the remnants,of the race of 
red men in tills country. ■

Not only does the exhibit contain the 
finest specimens of native art and skill, 
such as canoes, bows and arrows; moc
casins, costumes of dressed and un
dressed skins (many of them highly or
namented), bead work, etc., -but- under 
industrial training, cooking,-sewing of 
modern garments, cabinet making, dec
oration of china, saddle and harness 
malting, in fact every industry.» In-the 
school also every usual branch of lemm
ing—reading, writing, spelling, arithme
tic, grammar, composition; ’ paihting

tlcuniu ¿¿guv yitvuL t*,
broad* walks faave ana
trimmed and .the trees shorn of their 
too numerous brandies,. T)ie smooth- 
cut laws are profusely ornamented with 
effective combination^ .of ferns and 
flowers that smile à welcome to visitors 
and make doubly inviting the rustic 
seats the shady park supplies. Re
peated rains have made rttlie foliage 
heavy and luxuriant, and birds are al
ways singing in the tree-tops.

The cottages are rapidly filling up 
with arrivals that com^.pouring in on 
every train. Hotel Lèolyn; with its 
pleasant and agreeable landlord, Mr. 
White, has already a large .number of 
happy guests. Mr. John T. Lilly, a pop
ular, old-time favorite, and a resident
of California for the past six years, re
ceived an ’enthusiastic Vmlcome from a 
host of old friends; dà Thursday. Ev
erybody feels that it jb good to see his 
genial face, to hear th© music of his 
voice, and enjoy his Magnetic presence 
onc<?-"more. Mrs. Lilly is ' expected a 
week or so later. 'Mf.JLilly Will have 
the entire charge of th© singing, and 
will be actively identified with the terp- 
Bichorean Interests.

Miss Emma Pumphrey, of Cincinnati, 
has been engaged as; accompanist on 
the piano for th© season. The North
western band of Meadville, furnishes

SPIHITUALiST MEETINGS.
It Is Important when a meeting Is 

suspended, that notice bo .given a»,-&o 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices ot all meetings being 
held here In public halls at the present 
'time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garseiman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 18th street

Th© North Star Spiritual Union .holds 
services at Perl's Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 ' p. in. 
Mrs. E. J. Hanson, pastor.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at 319 E. 55th street; between 
Kinibark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tai* 
ent available will be secured : for allSpiritualism At Lauderdale Springs, 

- , jil^slSBlppJn
Last winter’MrAr M; A. Crooker, her 

son Edwin and .daughter; Mrs. Hollings
worth, alf Bine,era r and earnest Spir
itualists, while, attending; -the camp at 
Lake Helen; .Fla.,!Btayed at our Sanita
rium Hotel, .which is only about 80 rods 
from the camp, u Mrs. Webster, who is 
a very sepsUiYO..medium, as she often 
does in such cases, had sensed the con
dition of Mrs, .¿rocker’s little grandson 
who was very ill, .twenty-four hours be
fore their arriyaj.. -, She had never heard 
of the Craokers.and knew nothing of 
their coming. Mrs. C. followed MrsA 
W’s. advice .jn,,her (treatment of thé 
child and everything turned out as the

meetings. To spread the truth is the 
obtect of this society. Address all com- 

nicatlons to Mra. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street. 
En rance to hall, 31!) E. 55th street,

' he Light ot the Truth Society meets 
;< h Sunday at the northwest corner of

ents?
The pharmacists are clamoring for a 

law which shall compel tlie makers of 
all patent medicines to print on every 
package the recipe by which it Is com- 

> pounded, so that the taker may know 
exactly what he is swallowing. This 
would probably be a good law, but If the 
credulous,-patent medicine-taking pub
lic were to kmow the teal value of the

■j. medicines foiAwhich they gave their 
■v; good dollars, nine-tenths of th© con- 
> ■ cerns would go out of business.
1 ■ It is plain to see why the druggists 
. A । push this measure. The patent medi-
, 11 ! cine business hurts their own. There 

i -i\ i is less profit in a bottle, than in a’pre- 
y-V j scription. They want their competitors

' J restrained—of course, for th© sake of 
tile dear people. The doctors join with 
them for they get nothing when a man 
prescribes for himself a bottle of cure- 
ail,-.whereas if he consulted one of them 

■Ejl's-ft&ox woiijd yeceive, a f eq ¡for -a prescript 
"7 I tion’ aiid the druggist would poefcet an 

other for filling it '

Lake SunSpeff Spiritualist Camp.
The twenty-seventh annual meeting 

of the Lake Sunapee Spiritualist Camp 
will-be held op tip? feast show-of- Lake 
Sunapee, at Blodgett’sLaiiaing, N- H.,- - 
beginning Sunday,’ July 31 and closing 
Sunday, August 28.

In the last year many Improvements 
have, been-,made off the camp grounds 
and aboiit the" lake shore. New hlgh- 
ways'have been bitll’t and new hotels 
erected. Steamboats connect with all 
passenger trains.

Sunday dates for excursions to Lake 
Sunapee during, this season, Sunday, 
July 31, and Stmday, August’ 21, for sta
tions-Brattleboro to Charlestown in
clusive. „Sunday, August 14; Keene to 
West Hopkinton,' Manchester and North 
Weare Brandi. Sunday, August 7, 
Nashpa to Greenfield, and Peterboro 
Branch. < 
’ The list of speakers is unusually 
large and the exercises are expected to 
be the most interesting in the history 
of the association.

. LORENZO WORTHEN,
'Secretary; -

and drawing, all that is taught in tho 
usual public schools. Th.© .glris and 
boys of pure Indian blood are taught. 
And they excel in a larger percentage 
of coses than tlie pupils similarly taught 
in our public schools. Many of these 
Indians, old and youn$, came from Ok
lahoma and th© Indian Territory. 
Schools, printing presses, agriculture 
and all modern trades and considerable 
of the arts and industries of the highest 
civilization existed in the Indian Terri
tory more than thirty years ago? And 

'even the division of the' territory, and 
the compulsory abandonment pi some 
of their finest farms and villages, have 
not served to blot out the desire for im
provement manifested by those Indians.

Two things occur to the impartial ob
server: These young metrfbers of the 
-Indian tribes differ in no essential par
ticular—except the one fact’ of color— 
from similar groups of young ■people of 
the Caucasian or Latin raebs/ ' They 
are fully as bright, ready ’to" learn, 
eager for amusement, interested in all 
they see at the exposition; ’’ ’ r ...

Has it taken a century of time' for 
this government to discover that Effi Uie 
Indians needed was ’ ’an ’ obptfrt'unity? 
The cry that the "Indians ca^iiot'bcqlv- 
ilized," is not only forever silenced by 
what the Indians themselves’have1 done, 
but the education of these young men 
and women of the various tribes has

exquisite music morning, and evening 
from the band stand in Melrose Park, 
and the sweet strains bring an inde
scribable feeling of harmony and rest 
that is keenly felt by all.

J. Clegg Wright and wife are here, 
and Mr. Wright will Itcturo and give 
class lessons. ’ . ‘

Mr. Lockwood will also hold public 
and private classes in addition to his 
regular lectures.

F. Corden White occupies his lovely 
cottage on Melrose Paflt, and gives test 
sittings daily. *' 1

Mrs. Bartholomew,/trumpet medium, 
is at her old quarters"ln the Hauff cot
tage on South street.''' ;

N. H. Eddy of Buffalo, “scientific as
trologer," is at the BaAh,,cottage, ’and 
consults the stars With ¡good' success it 
is said.

Miss Danforth, whose work as palm
ist and seeress, is famjllar to the old 
habitues of tire placeT’ls ¡on Cleveland 
avenue, and doing go'otj if'drir as usual. 
The Maplewood has tJeen'jhdroughly re
juvenated and made TKrdy’for arrivals, 
with Leo. Manger at tM fteroi. He will
be pleasantly renie

spirit guide?,bad foretold.: In taking 
care of the. child Mrs. C. gave out and 
was given a vapor bath and Osteopathic 
and magnetic treatment >by our daugh
ter, Dr, M. I.jWebster, who gives such 
treatments and has charge of the bath
rooms in our Sanitarium.'

The result of all this was that the 
Grookers desired Mrs. W. and Dr. M. I. 
to come to th elf . sanitarium at Lauder
dale Springs, Miss., the Doctor to give 
baths and Osteopathic treatments, and 
Mrs. W. to help in spiritual work by her 
lectures, tests .and . mediumistlc work. 
Our spirit guides approved of our com-
ing, and the three of us are 
springs for the summer.

Lauderdale- Springs was a 
health resort. before the civil 
physician had the water from

famous 
war. A 
some of

by the

, .If the-patent medicine mixer is to be 
forced to tell what is in his bottle of 
elixir, why should not the physician be 

, compelled to with his prescription so 
that anyone for whom it is written can 

; read and understand? If those who 
take ' “patent medicine" do not know 

: what they are swallowing, neither does 
. anyone know what the doctors give 

them. The doctors take high Insult if 
asked by their patients, and the ' pa
tients would feel insulted and in mine 

. cases out of ten refuse to swallow it, if 
the. doctors told them.

• A man fancies something is wrong 
With him, and consults, a physician, who 
finds nothing but overwork, or under
work; or perhaps some symptoms he
does not understand,, and prescribes 
some simple thing, as bread pills, or 
mint-scented whisky, well knowing that 

i anything that will take th© attention 
I until rest brings strength will answer

■the purpose. To charge one or two dol- 
. lars for such a prescription in plain 

words,' would be like a joke, and the 
druggist would be handicapped in mak
ing the price of a penny worth, fifty 
cents or a dollar according to his con
science!

Write 4t in jargon Latin with cabalis
tic symbols, and the mystery is worth 
the money! •

i Then the doctor may give an active 
remedy that is altogether too active, 
and between the disease and the medi
cine the patient yields up the ghost. Is 
it not blessed for the doctor that no one 
knows?

It is just as necessary for the patient 
to know what the doctor is giving him, 
as to know what is in his patent medi
cine. He thinks he is sick and after 

? taking a bottle or two feels better. He 
probably would if he had not taken the 
“vitalizer.” He believes the remedy 
cured him. and usually keeps up the 
habit of taking, that he may not be sick

I»¡itaift ■’' ’’’:
,. LSge tBr.qdy Camp, Ohio.

Friday, evening, July 16, Mrs. H. 
Ebertaliauser gave a public test seanc© 
at the auditorium for the benefit óf the 
association.

.Mrs...Cora-MotriU began her work' 
here July 16, by .a, lecture. Sunday 
morning her Iccíiiré lipón the subject, 
“Prógreséioú in the Present World and 
the Next,” was to -the point The 
thought presented tore down some of 
the old ideas-rrforgiyeness undoes the 
Wrong dotie oh© another in this life. 
This is Mrs. Morrill's first engagement 
at Lake Brad!*, having been in this line 
of work only two; years. The thought 
presented was directly.from the spirit 
side of life, ¿¿ Mrs; Morrill speaks in a 
trance condition;' ‘ Her afternoon lec
ture-was followed’ ¡by messages, each

feÿ J
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Spirit World.

Spirit Lands.

by Dr. J. M.

one or more premium books, 
bear this in mind.

Price 25 cents.
3. A Wanderer In the 

Price 25 cents.
4. Seers of the Ages, 

Peebles. Price 25 cents.

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USB 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

2. Vol. 3 of th© Encyclopedia ot 
Death, and Life in the " ' ' —

An Ppportunlty Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual* 
Istlc, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro
gressive Thinker.

testa at 8 o'clock. Mrs. M. A- Burland, 
pastor.
, The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East-North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 8 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor. .

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West 
Slxty-thlrd street, every Sunday even
ing at 8 o'clock. Conference in the af
ternoon at 3. The Ladlfes’ Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number. Harry J. Moore, lec
turer.

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Learnered, at 7:30 o'clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:80 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 in Garfield 
Turner Hall, corner of Garfield and Lar
rabee streets. Emil T. Vaas; lecturer;

; Frank Joseph, medium.

WORDS OF ¡CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen tipicc safe* 
iy, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order . 
for five cents, and then you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourceif an
noyance and trouble.

the springs analyzed, and becoming 
satisfied that It contained valuable me
dicinal qualities, purchased the land. 
Buildings were ejected with a dining
room to seat 300 people. The springs 
had thousands of. visitors who came for 
health or pleasure during the summer 
months. During the war the Confeder
ates established a hospital here for sick 
and wounded soldiers. Afterwards an 
orphan asylum, was kept on the 
grounds for several years.

After tlie asylum was removed the 
property changed owners sev.eral times,

patrons of last year. - '
The first initial serf ice was held at 

the auditorium on ipHdiiy'; afternoon,

proven utterly false- th)© egtffilly ’"long- 
;cherished ei-ror tkatttFb ",Indiah:,chhftoif 
b^ educated.” Insteadl'0f'-SvaiS’,’liiiifesE- 
cres, and treaties (made only ■ to b’e 
broken), fertilefflejds, towns ■ teeming 
with industry, ima social centers ■ of Ac
tivity and refinement, ’ are among the 
saddest of afi “might have beShs." We 

■have killed aft thousands of' tlibs'e peo
ple, have exposed them to the' still tuple 
destructive influences’ ot the’ 'militiry 
frontier (in time of peace) ¿nd how we

one receiving (hem-recognized them as 
truth.1

The large audience listened to the 
lectures and expressed themselves well 
pleased .with the fine order Of light pre
sented. in thè thought. -

July -If, the.management and players 
of thé Lake.Brady theatre were arrest
ed at' the 'instìgatióii ’of the orthodox 
ministers Pi ■Ravenna and Kent, under 
the old-law that no house of amuse
ment should be held open on Sunday. 
This idea of right is. agitating the arrest 
of thé official who "runs the excursion 
train to bring people’to Lake Brady 
camp tp enjoy “religion" in accordance 
with the .dictates of their -own con
science. The management of tne Lake

again. Most of these “medicines” are 
fair substitutes for whisky toddy, and 
some of the most advertised have a tre
mendous sale in prohibition-ruled local
ities.

We believe the proposed law a good 
' one, but Idt it not discriminate in favor 
i of one class against another. If it has 
ybeen found essential for the health of 
¿consumers to have all'fiigdsjabeled just 
tkvhat they are, should the patient whose 
¿life is in jeopardy be compelled to swal- 

-~r.tow like an open-mouthed robin,’ the 
^lediclqe dealt out to him, asking no 
question?

The Prohibition Convention
' Went , through all the motions of a real 
convention and two victims were chosen 
for the sacrifice. There is nothing com
parable with intemperance, for the evil 
it brings, yet prohibition is a narrow 
plank for a great national political party 
to stand on. Fortunately the number 
who desire to stand on it, are not so 
large that they are crowded.

To stand for one’s convictions 1b 
worthy of all praise, but Is this clamor 

.'. for prohibition the real milk In the co- 
coanut? Is there not something con
cealed by this temperance cloak? The

Brady resort says,’’“iTie ministers felt 
he was taking money from their-till.”

If these gentlemen did this for right’s 
sake, would they arrest young women 
to be fried in a. court as criminals? 
This little theatre’in its presentation of 
different ploys has shown the right 
idea of right, to each Other. The com
pany composing the troupe are people 
above the average'minister in thought 
of right This blow was dealt at lib
erty. If a refining thought ,-b©i given 
from any source, whatever ft should be 
upheld by the llb’eraj .mind. .

The thought now^-fibing presented 
from the spirit side Of life is that the 
human mind must.be Cultured if wrong 
ever ceases upon/’ thia.. earth. Giving 
the thought Will'not right the wrong, 
but holding up’the'hanfls for justice will 
teach the selfish’ that-there axe others- 
must have employment as well as they, 
also will show ’ to’them that the right 
thought is ndta-irin their thought. .

MRS. LYD1E L. CURTIS?

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corflfer 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, ©very 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 
363 blast 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr- 
heit, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o clock in Wicker1 Park Hall, 501 W. 
North_ avenue. Lecture and tests by

Remember, please, that it costs ten ’ 
set a personal check at a bank 

in Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent. 

Remember, please, that we have only 
four books which we send out now fo"r 
25 cents each. We cannot allow you to 
select any other book In the list at that 
prlcQ.

please< toat you are not 
entitled to any of the Premium Books 
unless you send tn with your order a 
year s subscription to Tho Progressiva 
Thinker.

Remember, please, that the safest way 
to make a remittance is to secure a pos
tal order.

Remember, please, that these books 
are used exclusively as premiums, tha 
editor desiring no profits, bls sole ob
ject being to do a HUMANITARIAN 
WORK ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC, 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not for sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistakes ana 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di
rect with thle office, Instead of through 
a news agent

Remember, please, that all of our 
Premium Books are neatly and substan
tially bound in cloth, and are an orna
ment to any library.

Head our Premium Offer, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send $1 for The 
Progressive Thinker when you desire

until finally five years ago it was pur-1 Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. j. Villroak.
chased by Mr. G, A. Crooker. In doing Church of the Spirit Communion, 
this he followed the advice of the spirit Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grovo av«’ 
guides of his wife, who had been a me- — " ' 
dlum for about fifteen years.

with a fine audience.‘The'platform was 
tastefully decorated with’jardinteres of 
wood-ferns and floweft, hnu from the 
ceilings hbng a gorgetfiiB ^rray of small 
flagd representing a iffge .’'number of. 
foreign natii^s, „

Above tlie ¿tag© in^fypmejme. letters, 
the suggestive word^npfimmortal 
Lincoln, “With malice'toward none and. 
charity fo? alU” also, (hk atji-acttve

Pettengiii addressee, „ ,_rl. ,
hopeful, sympathetic words of greeting, 
and -was heartily' applauded. She„read 
a telegram froin Chairman Barrett, re-

Mrs. C. has had a wonderful experi
ence as a medium, ¡and her guides had 
given so much.evidence of their intelli
gence and ability to give good advice, 
that they had gained the confidence of 
the whole family.. About ten years ago 
Mrs. C. and her two daughters, Jessie 
and Hattie became much interested in 
the idea of establishing । a sanitarium 
Where Mrs. Crooker’s healing powers 
could be utilized,,,, Their home then was 
in Louisiana, Their spirit friends said 
that was not the place, but that they 
would find one that would be desirable. 
They afterward lived, to .Mississippi,

nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.; lecture at 8 p. m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates and others. Good music.

The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. s. Ray, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church will hold 
services every Wednesday afternoon 
and evening at Tasking© Hall, Thirty- 
first street and Archer avenue. Con
ducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds its meetings every Sunday at 
2:30 and 7:45. Sunday-school at 1:30. 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue. All welcome.

Every person who sends in a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make Ills selectlcn from tho 
following list for TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS:

I. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book this year. Price 
25 cents.

and .ylsite^ Minprftl SprJngsrand popu-l^y-e&S?1P.^vW,®ti find .ylBite^ Minprftl SpyJpgSrani 
fa' Má-ñd^..-.president lar resorte,: put t^¡q, BpirJts said, 
ifflji. J’fepj. graceful,., of them, was ,‘tpe. right placé, tl

no one
that the

time had not come yet They were evi-

are told by this exhibit, “see what civil
ization and education'can do for the 
red man." ' • ■

Your correspondent felt the spirits of 
a thousand thousand red men, sent to 
the hunting grounds above in' futile 
war, and remembered -while ■ watching 
the skillful and graceful movements of 
these pupils of the Industrial School, 
that every medium for spirit ministra
tion and manifestation has one oi1 more 
Indian controls, who come in the Spirit 
of kindness, to heal "'the ‘Sick, to 
strengthen and assist -the' mediums In- 
their work,.and I could'-SOt help'feeling 
that there is a mighty debt to be‘paid— 
somewhere—sometime! - ' ;■''•

A stanza from one of the-poems of 
Mrs. Richmond,, given , some years ago, 
after the massacre ot.tha CheyepneB by 
some irresponsible U. S. soldiers, float
ed through mv mind.. .,••■■■..• . ■••; •: : j
“Molretevata, thy race shall; rise, hgaifi;

Thy spirit to its hunting grquiid jiath 
risen; I?!.

Thy body bursting from1 its1” Wintry 
prison, . , -

Blossoms in blood-red flow.erg .'ph :tiie. 
plain. ;

KEEP POSTED
In Current spiritualistic and.- Occult 

’ '■News.’ /- "-
You can do It by reading each week 

The Progressive-Thinker. The Philo* 
ophy and. the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it'contains each week, is 
the marvel of the age.' No one can af
ford to ba without the paper. Its pries 
la withln tho reach of all.

"Discover! of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb:' Excellent in uplritual' 
Buggestlveness. ¿Clotli).4L60. . ■

gretting his” enforced absence until 
Monday, and introduced'Mr. Bach, ed
itor of the Sunflower, who had kindly 
consented to serve in that capacity dur
ing the interim. Tha. chairman intro
duced Mr. Lilly who, in a neat speech, 
expressed his great jtw .ftt being back 
again among old friends’ and valued as
sociations.

Mrs. Twing, the speaker of the after
noon, disclaimed all intention of ser
monizing or lecturing, but gave a real 
heart to heart talk .. which frequently 
brought tears to the eyqs of her listen
ers. She furnished tendon reminis
cences of the falthful. werkers who had 
left vacant’places in-’ our midst and

dently waiting till there would be an op
portunity to buy • the Lauderdale 
Springs.' In the meantime their 
daughter Jessie passed* to spirit life, 
still keeping her interest in the sanita
rium. She often told her.mother that 
the right, place would l?e found, and 
and they would tell them . where to go 
when the rjght time came. They final
ly made their home jh Meridian, one of 
the largest cities in the,state, and 18 
miles from Lauderdale Springs, but 
with no idea of going there. A. friend 
of theirs told them'about the springs

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at'Arllngtbn 
Hall, N- W.. corner of 3tst Btreçt and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening servlbe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer 
Dr. Beverly,’president, No. 44 East 31st 
street ■ •

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann/at 628 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o'clock. Tests and musu at every ser
vice.

“Down through the golderf, gateway.they 
have trod; . ... .- . itbuA,’..»».

The mighty scions of a nationcome;-
In sweeping circles from their;, shin*.

Ing home, »•’? ::•:
With weapons from Love's, battle plains-

of God." ’ O’. ■-•

■ The-Philippine Reservation^' .
That which is true of the.’ried .map of 

North America cannot b.Oteraliy;i;taP- 
plied to the Filipinos,.-■ ¿Geographically 
the .latter, are hot related to this coun-
try. The incidents ot.th&r. wag.-, wEto 
Spain concerning Cuba has Uj-pught rthe 
Filipinos into bur goveniiqeiiW Protec
tion. ' ,

If we could or would let them, become 
—as we have the Cubans—a separate 
and self-governed nation^.’■■ 

■ There are savages.among-them^.s.ome 
of the tribes Are almps’j ■ iarhqirians,: 
(But we are not without’barbarians ■ 
even in-St. Louis, Chicago*, ‘ New York.

passed on. Mrs. Gaston, Mr. Skidmore 1 
and others, not fdrgetthig Mr. Bellows, 1 
the .pop-com man,-, whose kind > face 
and modest demeanor.;, w,on the good 
wishes of all he seryed. Generous 
tribute was. paid tp tb.e.jpemory-of each 
with a depth of feeling and pathos that 
always characterizes the utterances of 
Mrs. Twing. She said Spiritualism 
stand for manhood ' and-, womanhood. 
“Don’t rob men of their duties, of their 
share of the'worries in the partnership 
of home. Every man should, be im
pressed with the responsibility of his 
position, that his wife cannot represent 
all of the religion, all of the philosophy. 
The partnership of home is a house 
with a man and a woman added to It 
whose lives are consecrated:to the best. 
Spiritualism is the open door to natural 
living and broad thinking on. all lines. 
.We should teach othera»by worthy ex
amples. The real idea' of Spiritualism 
is not for the moment, pot to find out

• whether someone' is alive,who has been 
dead, or what they would' say; were they 
lere with us, but for, the^real growth of 
the soul. If we do’not¡-impress other 
lives for the better, puE^lvinE 1b worth
less. Those who are’rounded out in 
thought find they have-something to do, 
someone to help, someone to cheer. If 
we want success we fini?t banish hate 

’ and uncharitableness;, if we want that 
1 which is most beautiful' in our natures

and the spirits said that was the chosen 
spot, and that the time/nad come to 
make the purchase. The party who 
owned the property had not wished to 
sell it, and that' was the reason the 
spirits had not told, where it was. "Mr. 
Crooker was ' advised to employ a cer
tain lawyer Whá ivas acquainted with 
the owner and 'w’ould be successful in 
making th© purchase.

The. Croókérs got the springs and 320 
acres of land for; $7,500. They have 
since spent about $15,000 in various im
provements ànd expect to spend much 
more. There are bath rooms with hot 
and cold water, hot air baths, etc. 
There is qulte a difference in the analy
sis of the water of the different springs 
that supply the mineral .water. Many 
who have used’it have great faith in its 
valuable qualities!; and it is daily being 
sent to .diiïéren'i' parts of the state.

Last January Mr. Crooker passed to 
spirit life, but Sfrs/ Crooker and her son 
intend to go Ôn with the work planned 
by their sriljit friends....

Mr. R. 8/ Walker is manager of the 
hotel for, this Slimmer. Mrs.-Crooker’s 
guides givé séàhces every Saturday

The Independent Spiritualists meet 
every Sunday, 8 p. m„ St. George’s Hall, 
3337 State'street. Mrs. W. Brookway 
with “proof positive tests” which dum- 
found the skeptic and set the serious, to 
thinking.

Church of the Spirit, Schiller..Build
ing, 109 East Randolph street, con
ducted by Prof. Wm. Fitch Ruffle. Ser
vices every Sunday at 11 a; m. Brief 
address, closing with readings for all. 
3 p. m., brief address, followed by tests 
and mental telepathic deifionstfations. 
Speakers and mediums invited. 8 p. 
m., address, followed by messages.

The Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at 77 . East Thirty-first 
street, Hall C. R. Gilray, pastor. Dur
ing the months of Jupe and July the 
meetings will be conducted by the re
nowned medium, Mra. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley: Her old friends will have an 
opportunity of hearing her once shore.

The Universal Occult Society’ holds 
its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall “C,” every. Sunday after
noon and evening, the Hon. Robert Gil
ray pastor. Good mediums to give 
messages. Conference at 3 p. m. Reg
ular service at 8 p. m. . ■

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
It you order only one book, and that 

one neither of the books mentioned 
above, the price is 40 cents each.

We have only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you can select from them as 
follows:

Atjy two of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents. - -

Any three of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.80.

• Any six of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of cue Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.85.

Any eight of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, prlve $2.90.

Any ten of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 
•Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled In this country or 
Europe. Our principal aim Is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
post price.
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

FOR $3.35.

Shall I Beconte a Medi- 
Umr' Fully

In ‘Mediumship and Its Lawsuits -Conditions 
> and Cultivation,” by Hudson" Tiittfe'.’ Trice 35 

-^éents. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, O.

and London.) The majority ¡of .the Filh.- 
pines one meets are intelUgqnt,i,;Vçell-- 
mannered, quick at conyérsation.-oçjrep-. ; 
artee. And the exhibit shows',a great 
degree of Industry, cultivation ' and^ 
finement, In the products .'and;mtmufag- 
tuges of the country. 3foé.;vlliage, thé- 
structures, the. various./industries, all. 
proclaim a high state oi; "¡civilization; 
What we will do with tliemno one ,Con
or-wiir foretell. Let us,..trluSt;)^iat'Gi5 
wisest and best counsè|s'/wlll ./prevail,- 
and that the spirit of thé/ÿé^d’w/flp.jTq-;
public-—or chain of sister/rèp.ùfyl|C8;Wjll; 
soon govern all the hkttohs -pL.tge 

’earth. ''
■.----- ——*-*■*»■■* ■*

'■ Spiritism and Mrs. Leàiiôrii
and Dr. Thomson J/Hudson’s Thébrïès 
In Regard to It. By Ex-Judge’ Abfflm 
H. Dailey. Demonstrate^-futillty- and

'$e~must make room It. The real 
understanding of the ^jjitaal philoso-- 
phy must be the bloqgo’mfpg of the 
soul.” . ,3-;0i'(. '

’ Mrs. Maud Lord-Drftk©. ¡fallowed the 
speaker with expresses gM apprecia
tion for Lily.Dale, andrfh,e.f®lrit of love 
and good will so. widelgjpreHalent. She
prophesied for the Clt®of-Bight assem
bly a season of success, anils prosperity 
Surpassing all that hp^l.preceded it. 
Airs. Drake psychometrlzetJcseveral ar
ticles passed up from tge.tkwUence, and 
gave tests to strangers that were 
promptly recognized. )dMrs|. .Drake has. 
rooms in the Binney ¡epttage and will 
give sittings' and the ¿Jark seances for 
phenomena for which file,¡Jies been so 
celebrated in the deqjdys jj-hat have 
.'gone wherein so' mari^j skeptics have 
been convinced of the/ipjiti^/ity of life.

Saturday mornlng ./jconforence bell 
palled together a goodly number of peo
ple, with ; the genial Mr. Bach in the 
chair. The musicians tendered “Amer
ica,” in which the audiobbe joined, and 
the inspirational uplift was apparent in 
the ten-minute speeches {which followed.-

evening, often followed by spirit com
munications and tests, Mrs. Webster 
gives lectures Bunday', and Wednesday 
ovenings. ànd'i'èadïng. and tests at any 
time during thé week:, Two ladies who 
were very’desirbiis of Hearing from 
their spirit'friends, learning that Mrs. 
Webster would lectuto.,June, 15, came 
350 miles to-see. her. ÎTiéjÀ stayed sev
eral days afid'Shtd that the communica
tions they'gôt’tiirough. "Mrs. Crooker 
an'd Mrs. 'Wëtiâtef pàid.tliéih well for 
coming so fàr?’;

It has bëeii’ truite ;a surprise to me to 
find so many people here in Mississippi 
anxious tp: - ■learn' yaboht ' ’Spiritualism. 
Mrs. Webster’s mediumistlc gifts are 
being much sought by people desiring 
to investigate."' ••t*<-
'She’does all.slïëlcàn’ÎéY such people, 

whether they-ltave anything to pay her 
or not. I -do iiot seo -the" decline in 
Spiritualism;*bht'*in my”opinion- the 
greatest good, is mot always done by 
those who-take* the taost' -money for 
tneir work - The guides Of Mrs. Crooker 
andvMrs. Webster say’ that this place 
has "been -,selected, ’by ■’• the spiritual 
forces in-the-higher spheres as one of 
the centers? forsthe promulgation of the 
spiritual-philosophy, ;-Time will tell 
whether they are true prophots.

flG. W. WEB8TER.

Do You Suffer from Hay-Fever or Asthma?
If you do, you will be interested in 

knowing that the Kola Plant, a new bot
anic discovery found on the Congo 
River, West Africa, is pronounced an 
assured cure for Hay-Fever add. Asth
ma. Most marvelous cures'are Wrought 
by this new plant, when all Other rémë-, 
dies fail* It is really a most -Wonderful 
discovery. Hay-Fever sufferers should 
use the Kola Compound before the sea
son of attacks when practical.to give-it 
time to act on the system. ■

1—-The Encyclopedia of Death,' and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
■ 2—The-Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3—-The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

, 4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult* 
Ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World interviewed, by 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a. most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

g—A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.
x 10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

REMITTING.

Mr. J. B. Ayle, Estherville, Iowa, Writes Feb.. 
28th, was cured ot Hay-Fever and Asthma after 
28 years sulterlng. could get nothing to ov-en 
give relief. Miss Eva Preston, Petersburg, Ind., 
writes March Bth, sintered beyond wohds for 18 
years with Hay-Fever and Asthma until cured 
by the Kola Compound. Physicians told her 
she could not bo cured. Rev. S.‘H. Eisenberg, 
PB. D., Centre Hall, Pa., a very bad dase'was 
permanently cured of Asthma after many years 
suiterlng.

■ To prove'to you beyond, doubt its 
wonderful curative ppwer, the Kola Im
porting Company, No. ,1168 Broadway, 
New York,-will send a large case of the 
Kola Compound free by mail to oicry 
reader of The Progressive. Thinker who 
shffers from any form of Hay-Fever , or- 
Asthma, This is'very fair,¡ and,we ad
vise sufferers to send for a case. It 
costs yoù nothing and You should surely 
try it- .■■,

¡Ji.

"Death Defeated* or the Psychic Sé* 
cret of How ¡taoKeep. Yoirng.” By J. M. 
nobles, M. &, M. A).Ph. D. Prioo 3L

Inadequacy of Hudson’s eralanattottaof, 
aplritual phenomena?.

J '“i'he Romance ot Jud!p'.'I.Ai',8gM!jftjpi 
the Ute and Times of thp NHtarcM ¿nil' 
His People-" Through ^’ine'iWupBWg. 
of Mrs. M. T. I------ -  -“‘ta-SH-'- >-

The subject, “What can we do to.make' 
this session of the assembly a complete 

’success?” proved of gefl&Ri Interest /. 
'■iRev. B. F. Austin of Tdroiitt>, Mf . iltii- 
bbrt of,Buffalo, MW.;Oftra Watson of 

‘Jimcstown, Mr. Edgerlyg. Dr. Tefnple, 
Mrs. Twing and others responded inLongley,-Wfeffiy £ > Twing, and others responded in Riddell.” 

t. Nehtly ’b6t®Cto ctoffi; fflllclc succession, and alhpleaded for a wfc0 uav© tfi§ c 
y BO centi.‘T;:.7X Pi W'er interpretation ofi »Spiritualism, ¿ran, Pried 15$
14 CeleatMv>i^lj£ fcL worn kindness, and oonsMeratlon in our “HanilyVffil«!

terestlng book.
and gilt Only 5U penj«.;„ . ; ¿u

helpful; Spiritually npltttiog. Cloth
UmM; price §1.

dialings with each other.-more love and

"The Comj^apdments Analyzed." By 
W. H. Bach. -rTAe-jCommandmenta are 
not only apaly&ed.xljUt contrasted with 
other'Bible,,pMSt^.ep, showing, great In
congruities. Erjce .35,cents

Laws of Piiydolog|«J,t’sy.ohfflogy and 
Mental Buggestlpn, .Newton - N.

-- work ft* an
ntng of obU*

'Hanily ^ffilÄtficäi^bibtioßary/’ & 
pfiactisal <A rctetenco, «on*

charity felt and expressed, especially tsSning dfeflaitloM cd ©vary used 
’or the mediums «he sranTtivea who el- {rigid tons or sarasa. Pries S5 ess®.

“Beyond the Valí.” Á Sequel . to 
"Rending the Vail." Beine Ú, eòntgllfu ; 
tlon, with notes nnd explanations, '.of. 
narrations and illustrations’of spirit ox-. 
pcrleneea, ' spoken, written injdìn’ùdè ' by ' 
full-form materlallzatlOfiB; feetOng iip:a 
scientific' and personal yèttflòitioìr of.. 
"Wltat W» Shall Be,” and’-.à 'gode of‘ 
ethics, requisito to. the tíMfirtlJépéégíy rp- 
allzation of tho highest and purest to-'’

When you send in your subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
■look over the books which you desire In 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely lg- • 
terestlng. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good.. In remitting do ■ 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Sending out these premium books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of the subscription of 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of the fact that we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, much 
more than any other Spiritualist paper 
now published.
- In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
■Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating tho 
great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was never 
known before on thle material plane.

■ ;: Address all orders to
; j J. R. FRANCIS,

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois. -

Belly attainable in the futuro 'life,- A 
very remarkable’ book.. Large/rectavo, 
WO Sages. Price, $1.75. -, - . >

"Spiritual Songs for tho Use of Clr-

'• '"Orlgin'df Life; Or WheteMan Com&t 
From." “Tho Evolution ©i the Spirit . * 
from Matter Through Organic Pro-.. , 

'nfissfis, or How tho fepirli Body Grows.- ,; 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 Cents.

"The PriesL tlie Woman and -the Con* ;* 
‘Sessional."- This book, by the wfflu *■ ’ 
known Father Chinlquy, revehl« the de
grading, impure InfluenoM and result« 
oi tho Romish confessional, as provedClea, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- of tho Romish confessional, .as proved 

“ - By Mattlo E. by tho sad experience of many wrecked
lives. Pi Ice, by mall, $!•

unliatis Gatherings.” 
Hull. Price 10 cents.
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BV CHARLES DAWBARN, SAN LEANDRO, CAL.

■ CHAPTER SECOND.
It has been universally assumed and believed that 

life in the spirit world, for those, at least, not tied to 
earth, combines all that mortal man could conceive as 
an improvement upon our life and surroundings of to
day. We are told that the spirit finds hiiqself upon 
solid ground, with mountains, valleys, rivers, lakes, 
oceans, and a fertile soil producing everything but 
weeds. Everything responds to the wonderful power 
of the spirit. He walks or floats in the atmosphere as 

< he may choose, yet transports himself to enormoqs 
distances almost instantly. He has boats for his 
water, carriages for his land, and motors for his ex
cursions, in the air. The land is dotted with his 

•structures, from the charming cottage for the individ
ual home to the grand temples where the spirits gath
er in mas_ses for instruction and amusement., Flow- , 
ers, green grass, wide spreading trees, and tbe most 
luscious fruits are his to command. They have a land 
of peace and plenty; at least it is so called by one'of 
Mrs. Piper’s controls. Everything responds to the 
will power of the spirit. And we are told, yet fur
ther, that as the spirit progresses he finds new and im
proved editions of a spirit’s power over his surrdund-

■ ings. _ ,
| Every spirit claims all this, and much more of the 

. same sort, as a most satisfactory answer to our ques
tion “After death—-what?” So much, at least, has 
leaked through “fog-land” for our benefit and’bless
ing by comforting us in our hours of earthly sorrow, 
suffering and unsatisfied cravings.

In the early days of spirit intercourse the limita
tions of fog-land were not known, or even guessed by 
the enthusiastic believer. Everything a spirit, said 
was eounted as from a being altogether superior to 
mortal man. Death was the wizard who changed the

I#,

fool into a wise man. And when there were discrep
ancies in stories told by different returning . ’spirits 
concerning their personal experiences in spirit life, 
plausible explanations, were invented to silence the 
critics. Spirits who proved very objectionable were

man. Even his lungs cannot breathe any atmosphere 
less dense than that of earth. The mortal entering 
earth life takes nine months to develop a form with 
organs shaped to the conditions of this planet. And 
this is so, no matter how many or few. are to be the 
years speiiiliéne. But somehow, and-in-some unex
plained way, when the mortal body is dropped we are 
told he is all ready with another body adapted to a 
very different kind of life. He is not to be born into 
that new life, as hé: was here, hut is to “burst in” all 
ready to become a citizen, save, .perhaps, that he needs 
a few hours’ sleep to enable him to forget the old way 
of doing things in this life’s “fitful dream.”

As to how and when this new body was shaped and 
manufactured spirit return is silent, ..It will not sat
isfy thethinker to tell him it .was evolved frpm the old 
body, although that is the common Anid accepted ex
planation. For if that were the ease wé should want 
a further explanation as to why and how he gets rid 
of certain organs which would of course “¿spiritual- 
ize” but are not wanted over there.r’For instance the 
entire séxual organs of both sexes could be of no serv
ice over there, for either they are not begotten and 
born as spirits, or if só born it is by sòme process of 
which we have been left totally ignorant by the reve
lations of spirit return. Yet, if we think a moment, 
we see the absurdity of supposing Jiver, heart and 
lungs to “spiritualize’’.and yet the sexual organs to 
Remain purely mortal, and unable to-cross the divide.

Nature in earth life directs all her energies to the 
continuance of species by propagation, and we are 
often pointed to the ingenuity by which, she effects 
this result. Every form is designed Rifili this end in 
view, and for this one purpose. It is still another ab
surdity to suppose that the spirit form Can be like 
ours, for it needs none of these ingenious schemes and 
designs. Yet, we repeat our question,, how are they 
to be left behind. And how am I to recognize my old 
friend whose new form is unshaped by having all the

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS.

Send Jn Your Dates and'Names of Sec- 
retary at Once.

/Interest in the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings’ has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
once to this office, so that proper cor
rections as to dates, etc., can be made.

„ Mt. Pleasant Bark, Clinton, Iowa. .
The camp session of the M. V. S. A., 

Mt Pleasant Park,- Clinton, Iowa, will 
open July 31 and dose Aug. 28. Fer pro? 
grammes address Mollie B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarksville, Mo.

.Maple Dell Park, Ohio.
The American Spiritual, Religious and 

Science Union will hold a camp session 
at Maple Dell, commencing July 24 and 
closing Sept 1. F. H- Sherwood, secre
tary, Mantua, Ohio. The grounds 
will be open for family reunions, Sun
day-school picnics, and Sunday meet
ings, etc., from June 1 to Sept. 15.

Ing are July 31 to August 22. For full 
particular^', address J, Fraser, manager, 
Vicksburg, Mich.

Haslett Park, Mich.
This old and popular' camp opens 

July 30 and closes Aug. 28. For full 
programs address J. D. Richmond, sec
retary, Sb Johns, Mich.

- Edgewood Camp, Wash.
Eiigcwooij p'amp, Washington, opens 

July 31, and will continue .three weeks, 
ending August 22 and 23 with their 
eighth annual convention. For full par
ticulars, address Julian W. Smith, 1115 
North Fife street, Tacoma, Wash.

.............. .?.■■====

i ELTON E. HEDRICK, 
ASTROLOGER.—Vocation, business specula
tion, matrimony, changes, travel, all affairs of 
life. Yoe 12.00. Send date pf birth us near the 
hour as possible. Address, 2621 Reading Road, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 775

DON’T READ THIS.
If sick writ© to me, and I will give you a free 

examination. I want no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes sue* 
cesstully treated. Seud name, ago, sex, complex
ion, weight and 10 cts. in stamps or silver, mid re- 
celvc a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
86 Warren St., Stoneham. Mfu*.

C. WALTER LYNN, 
THE

: Eminent Healer ? 
. and ' 

: Gifted Psychic.:

sexual organs left out?
We know by experience on earth that in a refined

___  ___ .. . . atmosphere the lungs have to increase in-size. Dogs 
. enrolled in a class to themselves, and" said to be taken to the highlands of Mexico cannot run without 

immediate exhaustion. But their offspring can. So

Lily Dale Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort opens 

July 15 and closes September 14. For 
full programmes.address the president, 
Mrs. Abby L. Pettenglll, Lily Dale, N. Y.

• Ashley, Ohio, Camp. j 
The, Spiritualist camp-meeting iK 

Ashley, Ohio will . open August? and 
close August 28. • : For full particulars 
address )¥> F. Randolph, secretary, Ash
ley; Ohio,

.; Pprkland Heights Camp-Meeting.
This camp will remain open Sundays 

only Until September 1. For further 
particulars, address Elizabeth M. Fish, 
secretary,’ Floral Heights, Parkland, Pa.

Temple Heights, Camp, Me.
. The Temple Heights Spiritual Corpo
ration,'will hold its annual session, this 
being the twenty-second, at their beau
tiful grounds, oh the banks of Penob
scot Bay, in the good old state of 
Maine, op the dates of August 13th to 
21st Inclusive. Arrangements bave 
been made for a, very interesting ses
sion of camp-meeting and it is expected 
that a large attendance will be the out
come. . For full programs address Or
rin J. Dickey, Belfast, Maine.

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE
Founded by Morris Pratt. Chartered In 
1902. A school under the auspices of 
Spiritualism. Established for the dlf-
fusion of general culture and-the 
quisltlop of useful knowledge.

Thoroughly Qualified Teachers.
A large and beautiful bulking?

ac-

MÏSÏLF CUffiDÄÄSS
baronesa Home Cure»

IJRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, III/

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE If you will send your 
birth-date and three stamps for mailing expenses 
I have astonished thousands with my wonderfully 
correct reading of their life, past and future. I 
correctly reveal your future love affairs, business 
success, marriage mute, etc.; and give advice on 
all affairs. Address, SHAGttEN, Dept. T.B., 
8158, Ban Francisco, Cal.

Institute of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces»

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“Fast becoming of world-wide tame.”—H.Tultle 

Light. Color, Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Bath«.
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. “D. M-'- 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
al one's home. Books and instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

E. 1). II ABH ITT. M. !>-, Geneva, N. Y,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
The oldest and best known physician now in 

practice. HJs cures are wonderful; his examin
ations free to all who send him name. age. sex 
and lock of hair, and six cents in stamps. Hu 
doesn’t require any leading symptoms, lie cures 
weak men. Address,

DR. J. S, LOUCKS, M. D„
Lock Box 1203, Stoneham, Maes.

MILLER’S MAGIC MIRRORS
A. Successful Road to Mediumship.

Indorsed by leading Spiritualists as developers 
of different pbaues of mediumship, especially 
Clairvoyance. Our mirrors are chemically treat
ed and very sensitive to spiritual elements. With 
a little patience you can not full to develop your 
phase of medlumBldp. Price, 13.0(1. Horoscopes 
written for il.W, Give date of birth, year, and 
where born, W. H. MILLER, P. O, Box 16'J, Can
ton, Ohio. 76t>m3

Health Restored by
Common Sense Methods;

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailment«

OBSESSION CURED
For Free Diagnes!« of Diaease, send fiv< 

two-cent stamps, age, name, sex. and own hand« 
writing,

Readings and Business Advice, SI, 
and Two Stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St., Oakland, Cal.

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help nie care for 

my blind Bister, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest medluma now in the form, by writing a letter 
io a spirit friend. Send it to me with 11, and I will 
try and get reply by Independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil« 
'ord Masa

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs, Dr, Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

/J

“earth bound.” Thé others were counted ah more or 
less advanced, and therefore with varying degrees of 
knowledge of spirit life and its details. Thé exist
ence of a “ fog-larld ” as a mental state into which a 
returning spirit must pass, and wherein he must meet 
a mortal if he wished io' communicate, is still, for the 
most part counted by the believer as a poor attempt 
to explain the confusions and contradictions of spirit

the lungs will have to change, and the pew form must 
adapt itself to that change.

But our mortal form is arranged and planned for 
a system of mastication, assimilation and excretion 
which keeps boards of health,, busy, .selecting and 
branding eatables and drinkables, and enforcing elab
orate systems of sanitation. How the spirit escapes 
all this wc have never learned. But even if a spirit 
strolls up to a ripe peach, with his hands in his pock
ets, and just sucks its delicious flavor and essence, he 
must have some way of assimilating'the necessary,

Lake Sunapee Camp, N. H.
Lake Sunapee : Spiritualist camp

meeting commences July 31 and closes 
August 28—four weeks and five Sun
days, at Blodgettfs Landing, N. H. For 
programmes address Lorenzo Worthen, 
secretary,- Hillsboro Bridge,- N. H., until 
July 25; after .then at Blodgett’s Land
ing, N. H.

. return.
Husband, wife, son, daughter,‘friend, have each 

contributed to the perplexity when attempting to 
communicate. They could not tell ■ the -sfilae tale 
through different mediums; and thé wisest mortal of 
td-day evidently-had become three parts a fghi by the 
process of death. The usual spirit talk was what jfistlives on “baby food’’such as.isloudlyrëconimend- 
Huxléy.called “the babble of country parsons.” ed here, for that is far too coarse for.' entrance into

The believer knew by personal experience that re- spirit life. His eyes may become piicr.Qscopes.or tele
turning spirits often healed thé pick by- magnetic scopes; his ears audiphones;.and he. may go round 
treatments ; they lectured through unlearned lips, and catching thoughts as they fly,-and sorting them for his 
even wrote and told thrilling tales of spirit life in private perusal, but all this demand'd organ? very dif- 
Beulah Land. Still everything alike was of the earth, forent from ours, and would make us sfiout “ghost” if 
earthy. They could prescribe for. the sick, but just wc happened to meet a spirit loved one at some mid- 
as the herbs and minerals were drugs belonging, to night hour. . " '
earth life, so even their talk about the hereafter irfight. fn a word, since the spirits-are living ift,an atmos- 
.b,e'an.atteJmpt to tell the truthjyljii^^.-^^shljiaydipu^ phiuer and amid conditions impossible -»too/us, -they i.1AU&û2e,,to™igw'eek9<àii4‘^fi«e'«ûhaàys 

' up in a capsule of mortal manufacture and . flavor, .must have bodies so different’jfroift -ours that we'can-'I ,rQ^tgtorÎttelprqtracted'afltf8éveréTii' 
Fog-land does ndt exude spirihitrüihTqæmjiiriteîtperÊ .not even.guess how--théy got thëiù by dfi-^i)focess of - ■- — -■ :V-

■ enee “ovér there,’.’ sfiye'^ith ^^^e.flëül^KglaiÎrfiiV.dX^ evoldfton. And most certainly we would pot recog- 
of heaven aftd hell, that leaves a>bad • taste in thc nïze them if we came across old,friends strolling in. 
mouth after ÿpù swallow it. It has been taken in lib- one .of the parks of the New Jérusalem. .- Of '■ coursé' 'ütë 
era! doses from every medium, : and at every .seance, 
but the real troublë is that it will not digest and as-

and rejecting the rest, that requires organs very dif
ferently constituted to ours. 'We cannot suppose he

get all sorts of guesses how its done, hy^ajf bf learn
ed explanation, but we want?soii‘d;,fact's.¿that will 
“hitch on,” as every, effect must .‘1 hitch ¡-oh” to itseimilate. ' '■ - ■ _

,■ The reader may here interposé and'i.ask'“'“ why will it 
not assimilate?” , He thinks-he believes all, about the 
naturalness of the next life,' and. its „little:’ details v„_ ____e ___ ____ . ___
worked in by controls and guides'whdinspii^medi- return as a fact demonstrated by-abundant experi- 
ums, and perhaps write and talk through -himself, enee. but do not let us pretend to bè leçrpied and sei- 
Therein is great trouble for the-présent unfortunate entifie, and know, or even guess.hbw It’s done, and 
student who is writing down thèse thohghts. He is

.' perpetually knocking-his head against what Spiritual
ists call “fa'efs'in their own experience.” ,lfIJe_wpuld

-*• undoubtedly become a “slain maq”'wére. it jipt that 
the facts thrown at him cannot'¿et through Jeven a 
thin coating of common sense, , at leasVwitq suinpient 
solidity to in jure him, :. .^4-

cause.
This little peep into .the cbming mysteries is only 

just the beginning of our troubles, :We accept spirit-

whaf shaped garments the yesterday mòrta! is having
made for to-day. The writer most humbly 'acknowl
edges that he cannot answer questions, bn .tjiis inter
esting subject, at least from any scientific dr common

We know that spirit life must;:bè'.'passed hpiiid„con
ditions very different to those of .earth^ This . is

sense standpoint. . ' v.-.v-
Wc now, in bur iffihginati&n^iuid^poelfejihg our 

present experiences of spirit return,'pass on-to the be-
yond, and begin to search for.solid facts on which to

_____ .... build our philosophy. And, once aghin, we repeat 
proved by thé fact that the npririgl mOT^al h'hs no our query, “After death—what?” ..
sense by which he can recognize thé.presence of cspirit (To be concluded.)

BILLY AND I.

They say they are going to shoot you,, Oldj-Bi|lyt-. but 
don’t you fret, ; ■-.-«*

For the fellow that .dares to meddle' with: ybV must 
, reckon with me, you bet;

'' You’re a poor old horse, Old Billy, and you aren’t 
worth much, it is true; <—

-But you’ve been a faithful friend to me, and I’ll see 
you safely through. '7

: . < Shoot Old Billy ? I guess not, though you'inay be old 
and gray;

By the self-same stretch of mercy they’ll be shooting 
at me some day;

. For I’m three times older than you are, for I’ve 
reached three score and ten; - •- ..-ii'' 1' ‘

And shooting isn’t the thing to do to hor&feFtio th ore 
""than men.

"Z That’s right, Old Billy, I like it—your muzzle against
: ? my face; .■ . . ........ . r

We’vd had raufibg times together, and once we .won 
the race— - , .... • ■*■■■ -•

Do you remember it, Billy, the dude that we dowiled 
that day ?

< And the way he swore, that an .old farm-horse should 
show his trotter the way I - • 1

s. I haven’t much love for the fellows -who follow the 
shooting plan; * '■

■ If they had more pity for horses and dogs', they’d 
;• have more love for man;

And this world would be much nearer the glad» .mil
lennium day

' If they’d just stop burning powder for.goodtand,fire 
their guns away. .

Well, Billy, we’re both great sinners, fpr we’ve both 
grown old, you know; I , , ’

; And we’ve only a little further adowhtfieT.didi'to.go; 
So we ’ll travel along together till the’MiistQr calls us 

home, ,» ’ - 7
To the happy Home-Land stables, and' our-’fept forget 

£.i to roam. ’ - . 3‘-

> Yes, we’ve jogged along together for many pnd many 
■ a day,
So we’ll just keep on a jogging to the ehding’oHhe 

way;
[And at last, when the shadows fallipg.-shalbteli the

time for rest¿ ■ 7

Chesterfield, Ind.
Chesterfield tlnd.) camp-meeting 

opens July 1-4 and closes August 28. For 
programs and;- other information ad
dress Lydia ilessaip, secretary, Chester
field, Ind.

Unity O^mp-Meetlng.
The Lynn Spiritualists Association 

will hold meetings every Sunday at 
Unity Camp, ;iSan»gus Center, Mass., 
commencing Jurib 5 and ending Sept. 
25. For full -particulars address Mrs. 
A- A. Averin,- 42 i-Smlth street, Lynn, 
Mass. .

Steam heat and hot and cold water 
throughout.

A Two Years’ Course 
prepares specially for public and priv
ate work. Open to all of both sexes 
and of all ages over 15.
Admittance without examination. 
Absolute freedom of thought and ex
pression encouraged. For thoroughness 
and thé growth of individual and Inde
pendent thinking, unequaled.
Tuition per year.......................... $50.00
Tuition by the week....................     1,75
Board with furnished room per week, 
$3 to $3.50. .

OPENS SEPTEMBER 27, 1904.
Located at Whitewater, Wis., 60 miles 

north of Chicago.
N. B.—AU who decide to attend should 
be present pt the opening when the 
classés are formed and take the full 
two- years’ course. For catalogues 
write-to Moses, Hull, president, White
water,-Wis.,.or Clara L. Stewart, secre
tary,, . .jfhitewpteri Wis., or A. J. 
We'avfer, 'p’rfrici’pal, Old Orchard, Maine.

BIOCHEMISTRY.
The Natural Law of Cure.

BIOPLASMA.
The Lite al’ tfye Blood.

By DR, GEO, W. CAREY,
“The Blochemic System of Medicine.” New 

course of instructions in the science of Biochem
istry. now ready. Seud 2 eeul stamp for circular.

Address,

The Chemistru of Life (o„
837 Summer St., W. Sbniervllle, Mass.

I 1AMHK1 । A Lecto r Delivered to Ladles WUI mil I OnlyTSz Mrs.'Dr. Hulbun. On 
the present status of 1v3n1u.11, physically, men-» 
tally, morally and spiritually. Tho divine law 
of true harmonlal marriage, etc. Price, 10c.

Fore? and Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth. Bl .00. •

ftDoffonius of Tuana Christian Jesus. A 
wonderful communication, explaining how hla 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianity. Price 15 cents.

v Freeville, N.Y.
The dates.for tfce Central New York 

^Spiritual Association Carnp-méeting, at
ÇreevlHe,,Ni X., lire;from/Julÿ . 2ß;;to

TREATMENT by hypnotism and 
SUGGESTION; or Psycho-Therapeut
ics: By C. Lloyd Tuckey, M. D., 

., :Aberd. >.NeW'>N!wk. . Price S3. •
Thiè taithe fcurth.:editlón, revised and

BATING- Causes and Effects, HliiUJllI U, By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals 
with tho finer mental and spiritual forces os ap
plied to healing. Price, 50 cents.

ISTML'WüfflffËSS
jaess;i>£ .ourmecretary/MiSs' Victoria 
Moorpvbam acting secretary, ‘to whom 
all letters pertaining ‘¡tti tire camp 
shp.uld be addressed. W.'diW. Kelsey, 
President, Cortland, N. Y. ’*

Lake Brady, Ohio.
■ ..The Lake Brady Spiritualist Camp
meeting opens ■ July 3 and closes Sept. 
4. For full programme address A. G. 
Keck, Akron. Ohio.

DelphaséCamp, Kans.
This camp-meeting will begin August 

5, closing Auguati22. Address hll com
munications to I- N. Richardson, secre
tary, Delphos,iKans.

Grandi Ledge, Mich.
The Grand Ledge (Mich.) camp opens 

July 31 and-'Closeg-August 28. For full 
programmeadd tees'J vW. Ewing, Grand 
Ledge, Mich.

We will meet them, nothing-fearing^'Yor’ You know 
we’ve-done our best.

Won t it be jolly, Old Comrade, in the pastures green 
and fair, . } F } j

To roll in the fragrant clover that must bloom for
ever there?

You’ll be there, Billy, I know it, for they’lLsurely let 
you in—

I only wish my record on earth As free
from sin. • T’viiKO art?

They tell us that horses have no souls,'an^ t^ey all de
clare it true; ' . j.-

That shows how little they know, Old Boy, and it 
proves they don’t know you: ‘

Well, well^’tis a mighty Ques^i<^^nd;'5gui^..^eyond 

BUt tha^°te 1 kn°W °f horsesW 

Now, trbt away to the pasture- And hfeAWhe^Erushes
Bing; .el’.i o-saii.-'.

And list to the children playingp-erid dieift hbw their
■ voices ring;

See the white nlouds drifting cooling
। brooklet’s flow— ■ -- tawuros

’Tis a sweet, glad world, Old Bfe till
, . we have to go. £
Shoot Old Billy I By ginger 1 they ite^Soliry that 

onj .... . ■■■ - \
For the man who draws a gun will wWhe’d' 

never been bom; ; v, i
Alley say it will cost to keep youib!fill\iJiglifcjyoft have 

earned it fair; . bwr
So don’t you worry, old friend of mine, yod1 sllall have 

your honest shared .baa. KME a.
• ' i ,.. - '.?' ■ .K.'r'iaiax.iJ •s’ao-'i :

You’ve been a good horse, old:Tellb^!7WjidV and 
brave and true;

You have given us faithful'serHCQ—doueiiulk.that a 
horse could do; r. fv.wvi" •« wk

You have earned your keep; youilfallMvo itySo live 
as long as you can— ‘V

For justice is justice, and right.is^ight/'Whethbn it’s 
. horse or-man. ; •

J. S. Cutter, in Boston Evening Transcript, •

Individuals may form communi^le^bt^M’i^ip^titu- 
tions alone that can create a ;

IslancOLake, Mich.
The Island / Sake Camp, at Island 

Lake, Mich., 42 miles . from Jetrolt, on 
the Flint ¿and Pere Marquette railroad, 
commences July 10 and extends through 
the month of Àugüfrt. For full pro
grammes Address H. R. LaGrange, sec-’ 
retary, 84, East Montcalm street, De
troit, Mich. - '

s Onset Camp.
Commences July 24 .and ends August 

28. For.full programme and particu
lars- address tnrijecretary of the camp, 
Onset, Mass. ':

. n . ■!., ■
i Franklin, Neb.

This camp commences July 29 and 
closes August U.- For.full partticulars 
address D. L. Hktaes, secretary, Frank
lin, Neb.

■Forest Home. Mich.
• This ,<iainp-meetingr-located at Snow- 
flake,-Antr|mê<5OtHrtyj,<Mich.i will open 
July 30, aüdiconitinüe'tUl Aug. 22. For 
full programs adaresssMrs. Ruth East
man, Secretary,1 Box. 69; -Mancelona, 
Mich.

. .WaterléoCarnp, Iowa. - 
. The Centrai* Xowsa Spiritualist Associ
ation will taSId lità camp at Waterloo, 
Iowa, from AMg»sti2i to September 11, 
including. foac1 Sundays. For particu
lars address-X. F..BLndreWj 205 E. Linn 
street, Marshwiltaiwi, Iowa.

INbrteBtoc. WIs.
: The campeBeettng of - the Western 

Wisconsin Oainp Association;will open 
Aug. 4, 1304. land will close-Aug. 22. 
For, full parttaitan» write Miss Ger- 
trud'e Spoomt,; ¡secretary, Wonewoc, 
Wis. •; -■

! ■. .. Lake Ptoada*: Camp, Mass.
,! This, excellent <smp- opens July 31, 
and. continued for 80 consecutive days. 
For full programmes address Albert P.
Blinn, 
Mass.

Thè

61 DMortmunth street, Boston,

. Harmony-Grove, Cal. 
Harmony-r Grove Spiritualist

Camp-meeting of Escondido, . Cal., com
mences July 17 ariB closes July 31. For 
full particulars .Address-T. J. McFeron, 
secretary, San Diego; Cal: •

-Southern .Cassadaga Camp.
• .Tho Southern.; Cassadaga camp at 
Lake Helen, Florida, will open the first 
Sunday in February and close the 2Gth 
of March. For information regarding 
rooms in Apartment House or in cot
tages, also for programmes, 'write to 
Mrs. J. D. Palmer, corresponding sec
retary, Willoughby, Ohio. .

Vicksburg Camp, Mich. >
The dates for Vicksburg camp-meeV

Do You Need I can help you. I Will fit your 
AnAPtanlAC ey?8 Clairvoyance and 
OpCLLdUlGo spirit aealstance at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lense, to 
see near and at a distance. Please write for illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and Impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
your eyes, ana safe delivery by mall
SAM Pl.IC FRICK.—Sufficient magnetized Com
pound for four oz. cures sore eyes, restores the 
eyes to normal vision. Ten cents for postage.

». F. POOLE.
«8 Evanston Ave., Chicago. Hl

. . rent discussion of religious problems.' The au-
enlarged, 376 pages 8yo, of a most'valu- 'thorbylllustrutlonBnnda plaiis.ipiiereiirepre- 
áfilé and’ standard, work, by an a^tnowl-!
eoged'authority and expert in the sol- mytixs which lie at. the baso of Christianity to 
ence of healing-by hypnotism and sug- their origin In sun and star worship. The 
jypaiton fThft method nftrMtmAnfhv astronomical facts given«, possess great value, .gestión, .fine meinoa oi treatment oy I.the Illustrations rare and curious. Thobookis
suggegtipijf i$ .ç|early and exhaustlvèly 
cònslderéd, atid Illustrated by descrip
tions’ !of numerdus1 actual cases in the

bound lu only one style—heavy boards. Price SI.

author’s!. personal ..experience. The 
work will be found a valuable auxiliary 
to physicians in ameliorating and cur
ing the mental ail'd physical ills of .their 
■patients, find is1 worthy of most careful 
study .not only by physicians, who 
should.be thoroughly informed in . the 
nature and methods of curative hypno
tism br suggestion, but also by all stu
dents of'hypnotism who desire to thor
oughly understand the subject. It is a 
valuable mine of information to all who 
consult its pages.

“Why I Am a Vegetarian." By J. 
Hqwarçl.Mporfc. An address before the 
Chicago' Vegelanah Society.. Price, 25 
cent».’ ■
: "Human. Culture and Cure'. Part 
First.The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding ' Methods. and Instruments.” 
By .E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable Work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as It

The Nemesis of ) Tf*iB ln8c1"- 
Chautauqua Lake X

known Author and Scholar,
HON. A. B. RICHMOND, 

Should bo In the hands of every Spiritualist in 
the land. It Is based on a historical fact, but 
through the naratlve Is woven a psychic line of 
.thought In the style so natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that one1 can feel the author’s 
very presence during Its pertrral. It is certain
ly Interesting. Price, doth. 75 cents.

SPIRITS AND SPIRIT.
When Sydney Carton, in Dicken's great novel. 

“A Tale of Two Cities/’ said, “His a far, far bet
ter thing that I do, than I have over done. It Is a 
far, far better rest that I go to, than I have ever 
known," He gave up hie head as a Htieriflce for 
the thing he loved. Are you sacrificing anything 
to know yourself, to be great when death ends 
your mortal life, to realize your God-given dlviue 
powers? If you are not you are not a progressive 
Spiritualist. Secure these books at once, Mr. 
Grumblne’s work Is endorsed heartily by “The 
Bannerol Light,” because it knows the man and 
bls works *

CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth-bound, price, 11.50(re
duced from 12.00). It teaches you how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its, read the crystal, see the future, prophesy and 
attain Illumination, and be a Yogis, “All students 
win do well to study this excellent volume. — W. 
J, Colville. “It Is a revelation.”—Light. “Best, 
work on the subject.’'—Mind, “Marvelous—Ep 
oeh-maklng.”—Lilian Whiting.

BRIRIT WORLD, by Gaffield, cloth, W cents.
AURAS AND COLORS—With exhaustive dio 

tionary of color meanings. A unique bpok for 
unique people. Price -50 cents ' •

PSYCHOMETRY—Thetirst and only book whic^ '
; teaphes the science so that you can practice it
Price, M cents

EASYLESSONHIn Inspiration Clairvoyance an<X 
Psychometry. Price. 60 cents.

REALIZATION—How to enter the super-con
sciousness and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION—A Ms. series on how to dlvlna 
hidden things, Ind lost treasures, become a 
seer. Price. 11.00.

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lot at 12.25, 
each, postage prepaid,

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES-A Ms. 
series on this fascinating subject. Price, 11.00.

Send for Prospectus of “The College of Divina 
Science and Realization of Divinity.” Reduced 
tuition. The onl f one of its kind in the world.

J. C. F. URUMBINE,
■ 1285 Common wealth Ave., 

Boston. Mass.

fl NEW GflTEGHISM,
BY M. ML MAjjiGASARIAN.

Tbli 1b a new “Catechism*’ In the fall tenie of th* 
word. There hae »9 yet appeared In the world of 11b 
enl literature nothing tike thlsjnost wonderful little 
book or rcAfon. B.P. Powell, the weH-knowneuthor, 
the reviewer ano critic, layer. “The remarkable thing 
about tine •Catecblem’ is that it tells tho truth.’’ It 
deals with the questions iff Odd. Immortality—the 
Creeds, the Oiergy, the Church.Triyer and Salvation, 
deans ana hU Teaching, tho Growth of the Christian

BflPMCI °* lhe Life Beyond and Wlthlm. 
rl | n, III A Voices from many lands and coun- 
l. uuium tries,' saying, "Man, thou shalt. 
never die." An excellent selection. Edited amf 
compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth. 11.

hFflTM and the AFTER LIFE, 
L/Ll 11 n By A. J. Davis.
An Instructive and interesting work for all to. 
read. Price 60 cents.

nnVnT inm Between Religion and Science^ 
lilm n Lilt I Ju3t the l*00“for progressive. 
UUlUUlUl thinkers. A boeli that is very 
interesting to people who have a taste for the. 
past religious history. By John W. Draper. 
Price, cloth, 11.75.

-----------, — -- Scriptures, ana many other phUoso^Mcal. icleatlflo 
weir lULuls .-the promise Of its title. «Dd Stbieal questions with the atmoit ¿andon conr 
Price 7o cents.-------------------------------- ^agesndolearneu. 188 pages. Cloth 75c; paper, 5Oo

■Mon nnd 1-fin as Disclosed in the Bible."- I lOll anti Lily By Kev. Arthur Chambers, 
Cninil- I In nt A Associate ol King's College^ 
oDTIl WOrlO London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who wouliWnvestigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well as. 
modem spirit phenomena Price, cloth, 81.10.
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THE HARMONIC SERIES

Hqrrnqnics.of Evolution (Florence Huntley). 
ïtfÉ QfeEÂf PSYCHOLOaiCAL CRIME, - -

The Dream Child,........................ -.............................

Vol. I., $2,00
Vol. IL, 2.0Ò

• ................. 75

, ^hese wpr^ :tyaye made a profound impression on the most advanced and 
progressive intelligence of the age. In the field of Psychical Research it can be 
said .truthfully that they bave created a veritable “Cyclone” of interest and dis- 

1 ciissioh1' d'heir subject matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
interesting and fascinatingly attractive to everyone who can under stand the sim- 
pJps^flngyaJl.-'. JPbey have made simple and clear the most difficult problems of 
human life, and carry a special message to all who love the-truth. ■ < ' - 
The; Great 'Psychological Crime—Con- The Law of {spiritual Gravity; Admoni-

tents—Part I. tlons and Suggestions! ■
p^chaJogicab ’Crime; New Deflni- Supplemental, 

tions; Pertinent Admissions; What Is ' ” •
Hypnotism;' The Deadly Parallel; Man

' and 'Ins'TWo' -Organisms; Physiology
and Pathology of Hypnotism; “Auto- 
Hypnotism,” »Misnomer; "Suggestion;” 
rs’LexibOlb'glciU Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A'Violation 6rNatural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post- 
Morteni.Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist?
Part II. - -sr ;..i \ -■

A Risk and a Duty; Other- Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated;! - Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified ¡-The Principle 
Involved; “Automatic, Physical Medl- 
umshlpfk’llmposfelble; Neither a "Gift”: 
Nor a “Power”; The Destructive Prin
ciple fn Medium.ship; Mediumship and 
Morality¡ ’MedlVniship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship find "Affinity”; Medium- 
sh|p<«nd'Etaotlanalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
ity.
PirhlK d '
- The Genesifl-of "Hell": The Way of 

Death; In rP?i tive; individual Im- 
8SWSWI' Oft at It Depends; Self-

; The Une oi
& Wt&awi

The Value of “Theories”; Differences 
and Distinctions; Transmigration' 
rransubstanUation; Reincarnation 
Metempsychbsls; . Self-Perpetuation 
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction1 Psy
chical Reinvesture; -r ■ ■ ’

Harmonics of Evolution.—Contents.
PreflnHnary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop
ment and a Common Purpose; 
The , Scope, Method and Pur
pose; : The Genesis of Physical 
Life;,Th?,Spiritual.Basis of Evolution; 
The “Law of Natural Selection“; The 
Natural Law of Selection; - A Question 
in Science; The Comiiletlon of an Indi
vidual; Masculine Will and- Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness; 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui- 
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; - Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce; 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon- 
fes, Ethics. .

Handsomely Bound.
-■ • Bend for Citoular.

Address all orders to
THE 1NDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO., 

S0 ip S7 North Kedslo Ave, Chicago.

DP A TH ITS MEANING 
¿7 1 1 1 «ad Results.

By Jf K Wilson, of the Pennsylvania Bar. 
An absorbingly interesting narrative relating a. 
series of wonderful psychic manifestations oc
curring in the writer’s experience. Cloth, Ulus-, 
trated, 11.25.

KflRF77fl
|%| llllwX.A.11 D- Karezza makes a. 
plea for a better birthright for children, and 
alms to lead Individuals to seek a higher de
velopment of themselves through most sacred, 
relations. It Is pure in tone and alm, and 
should be widely circulated. Price, clotb. il.

mnp m 1T l/rnn Selections from tho con*. I n Hi A im tents of that ancient 
1HU X UJJlllUU book. Ua commentaries, 
teachings, poetry, and legends. Also brief 
sketches of the men who made and commented, 
upon It. By H. Polang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, Si

-DC IF/* IlE Is tho invention»of a prao- I 2^ y I ifl Fl tlcal medium, under spirit 1 JCz f \zl IL3 guidance, and is designed 
to develop mediumship, Many, by Its use, nave, 
received long communications from spirit, 
friends, and express great satisfaction. Pricey 
11» and 20 cents extra tor expressage.

UA44AUFT HIs Birth, Character and.*. /nn/lV/HLl Doctrine. By Edward Gib-, 
bon. This is No. 0 of the Library of Liberal. 
Classics. It Is conceded to bo historically cor-, 
rect, and so exact and perfect in every dotall as. 
to be practically beyond the reach of adverse, i 
criticism. This work will bo found Intensely- 
Interesting. Prico, 25 cents.

IPITP TIT kW k ‘The DJakka and Their-1 IHi!! U1AKKA. w®
Interesting and ruggestlvo work, it Is an ex- ' 
Slanatlon of much that is false and repulsive ixx. 

plrltuallsm, embodying a most important re
cent Interview with Janies Victor Wilson, a. 
resident of Summer Land. Prico. DO cents.

THE CAI IT . ITS nature, rb-. I fir \l II II • NATIONS AND BXm 11 IL CJVUL • PRESSIONS IN HU-.
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
8klo. Prico 11.00. This is ono of tho host hooka 
given by the guides of Mrs Cora L. V. Rldhmoûd. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, aa 
a book of reference for thoso who Imvo been 
members of tho classes receiving them. Thia 
volume is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing tho oases of the teachings.

A Valuable Work.
Conceutration, Meditation and Inspira

tion, How to develop these desirabl«, 
gifts according to the most approve* 
methods of ancient and modern teach-. - 
ers, together with a set of six symbola । 
comprising six months’ study. By( 
Laura G. Fixen. I

A course of practical experimental - 
'lessons, of especial value and assistance - v’-
to those who desire to bo benefited by, ' ; 
the development of powers of epneen- '' xb 

^ration of thought, clear meditation and) ‘ t J® 
■ superior inspiration, ' '

Sent complete for 50 cents,
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Our Open Court Now In Session. philosophy of Spiritualism. Some mas- 
___ _ terly articles have already beep given our 

patrops and there are many more to
, For a time, during this camp-meeting follow.
season, which is usually the dullest bus- We find, some of our readers very 
iness season for spiritual papers, we have sensitive to the publication of anything 
thrown our columns open to our giants that hints of an acknowledgment that 
in thought upon one of the most import-there is such a thing as fraud in our 
ant topics that come under the name and ranks, and upon the other hand we have

Free-handed,openan(ÌTOgÌÌ . is- ., 
cuseion can only be.condWVetiffithe ' 
best interest ol any WfoSji? A Jii.il-1 
osophy that will not beaàia; itimsm ; 
is a trembling failure. science 1 
that will not stand discussion id thia ! 
age of reason has not à folid-found- J 
ation and should be ;pl(foèa-hbled I 
as a relic of the dim'pésti-. A refig- j 
ion that can. not stand' the ttorm; of ; 
adversity, that can pot weather the ; 
gale of mental uiifoldnient ot foe : 
day, should be relegated to > mu- ; 
seum as an antiquated monstrosity, : 
lost in the fog. of ignorance, . ;

CLAIRVOYANT REVELATIONS.
*

those who have nothing to cover up, and Are you reading the findings of this
who would wage an aggressive warfare Opeq Court? Are you reading the testi- 

. against it openly, publicly, as a means of monyupon both sides and recording the 
stamping it out. These are given an op- findings in your unbiased mind? Do you 
portunity, side by side, to express them- appreciate our effort for truth? If so youappreciate our effort for. truth? If so you
selves, and the discussion has already should become a life subscriber for THE 
awakened a deep interest in the cause. PROGRESSIVE THINKER. Send your 

i The Open Court surely fills a niche that name, address and remittance after you 
•Mias been carved for it. read our unparalleled premium offer.

j

A Study of the Laws of Mental Science.

We are all reaching out after greater 
light, as no one has yet dll the wisdom, 
and if I can get a little, 1 am more that 
glad.

. There is so much in the laws of men
tal science, and mortals have learned so 
little, that each demonstrated proof 
aids a little to unravel the mysteries.

< We are seeking light and giving light 
„Afi we find it, and are able to prove it a 
’ reality. Mental laws belong to the 

spirit world, whether the spirit is free 
or still imprisoned in a robe of flesh.

Last winter an event, which may in
terest some, came into my work as a 
medium. A lady called, and my guide 
at, once told me she came to learn 
something about a man, and gave me a 
mental vision of him. I described him. 
She said, "Yes, that is what brought 
me here; thè description was correct.”

I asked my guides to learn from the 
lady’s friends what the trouble was with 
the inan, and was shown a condition as 
if his whole physical system was all 
broken up. I thought he must be very 
ill, and fold the lady so. She asked, 
“Where is he now?”

At once I saw a field covered with 
now. I described what I saw—the 

road running, not straight east arid 
west, but slanting a little as it passed 
the field; the trees in certain places; 
the .river running near, and the bridge 
as the road crossed it; also two rail
roads running near this field. I marked 
on paper a niap of the whole. The lady 
said the description was correct, even 
to a house on a hill, which I saw also 
near, the field, and at that time there 
was snow on the ground, but I qid not 
see the man. Then I was shown the 
siime place with no snow on the 
ground; it was night, "near midnight," I 
was told. The moon shone as it rolled 
through fleecy clouds. A man was driv
ing. In a Carriage. There seemed fo be 
something about to happen. He looked 
in every direction for escape or help, 
but none could be found. Then I felt 
as if struck on the head, and falling. 
These I knew to be suggestions of the 

■ condition. I asked to be shown what 
happened.' I saw two men in the car
riage) struggling. One was the light
haired man I had seen; the other a 
taller man with dark hair mixed'with 
gray;, a mustache mixed with gray. 
Otie .side had a very marked white spot 
He was dressed In dark clothes of cost- 

►¡X .Immaterial and neatly fitting. He 
was'tâli and straight, and very particu
lar in his dress. Then the light-haired 
man seemed conscious, but helpless for 
a little while, and as it he was taken 
into the field to a certain spot. I saw 
Sim lying-òn the ground, and his spirit 
standing near, as if it had left the body, 
bqt was watching it. I got the impres
sion of his body being carried from this 
spot, but could not see what was done 
with it. The lady told mê that the 
light-haired man was the husband of a 
friend who lived in Kangas; had disap
peared six weeks before. He liygd in 
the country, started home after attend
ing theater, and never reached there. 
The horse came home wihout him.

I was the fourteenth medium she had 
called on, and the first one that had 
told her he was dead. They all told dif
ferent things; some gave names, but 
she believed he was dead, and I felt 
suie of it. as parts of the vision 
she knew to be true, so it was 

. likely the others were. She asked why 
he was killed. I then saw a large wal
let, such as she said he carried. I de
scribed the interior of a bank, and saw 
a man belonging there who limped. 
She recognized the bank as the one he 
had visited that day and had received 
money, which he had in the wallet at 
the time he disappeared. The president 
of the bank is lame. She said a letter 
of his was found in the field where I 

. saw him taken, as' it was one he had 
in his pocket before leaving home; it 
was known to have corrie from his pock
et that night.

One day while the lady was with me, 
for. she called several times to see if we 
could get more regarding the matter, I 
took a pencil and automatically a spirit 
wrote: “Will is in hell. He can’t make 
anyone understand his body Is in the 
river near the bridge.”

One day I saw two men hunting and 
the .ground indicated that it was early 
spring. I could not tell if they were 
really hunting or the appearance of 
hunting to show they were looking for 
the body; but I was impressed that in 
the early spring two men would find 
him.

\ One other medium, Mrs. Nolan, saw 
I him in the water; saw the lap robe on 
'the bridge where it was found, and be
lieving tli ere was some truth in what 

.we two told her, the lady wrote to her 
.' brother in Kansas, asking him to see 

that the river was more thoroughly ex
amined, but as they all believed he had 
run away, they had not as yet done so. 
But another spirit Influence was at 
•work In Kansas. About the first of 
'April, I think, a man who had with a 
friend, worked near the river, and had 
been watching to see if the body was 
there, dreamed that he saw it in a cer
tain place. In the morning he went for 
Ills friend, and together they found the 
body just where he had dreamed it was.

I have for years been studying and 
testing mental laws, and am satisfied 
that-dreams are produced by very much 
the same condition that clairvoyant vis
ions are given to the sensitized medium. 
'At po time in people’s lives are they 
Without spirit influence around thern. 
Sensitives find the different selves if 
they are strong, enough mentally to hold 
their own mind and not be entranced. 
If a- weak • physical condition makes 
weak-mental powers, one has not the 
power to hold their own it tho spirit 
trios to operato through their mind and 
they, become entranced. But the ma
jority of people are so physically strong 
and the lack of the sensitized condition 
makes It impossible tor ■ any of thç 
feel ven,' save the'oiie which is most (is- 
euredly tlio self, to hold supreme con
trol? But In sleep, when self rests, tho 

>• spirit or soul which is in attendance can 
firing on the clairvoyant condition, and 
Se cali it a dream.

• MRS. MAŸ A. PRICE.
¡Wàshington, DC.
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The question as to whether or not man’s existence unfoldment and yet be entirely unaware: of ;the fact, can adjust itself'more perfectly and frequently. But confines of earth. We leave earth because our oppor- 
is of eternal duration is one that can never be author- ~ • -• ■ ................... n-j.. x x,.. .. .............. ....... \
itatively determined, for the very excellent reason 
that no person has ever lived eternally. We can only 
consider the matter as best our limited experience and 
ability will permit. Our field of observation is ex-

Every indication leads us to believe tìiat we are finite this is just the biological way of saying that it can tunities while we are attached to it are comparatively 
beings possessing faculties some of whielrare capable live the longest, and hence thé relation between limited. We need broader fields for the development 
of infinite extension; that insteadòtréa'chiiig,a condi- complexity and longevity may be expressed thus: of our powers and possibilities, and Nature from her 
tion of comparative perfection mid then passing <>ut The most complex organisms are t^e longest- boundless resources,- offers us the conditions we re- 

. ______  „ gf existence, we have the faculties and thè opportuni- lived***”
tremely limited. We are surrounded by !a material ties for their development that justify fis i^assérting 
world whose every manifestation of life or of form is that the time when further development jVi.U lié im- 
evaneseept ; and being constantly "surrounded by ............. ■ —
change, with nothing permanent, it is not surprising, 
it is to be expected that man’s conception of the spirit 
world and also of his own future should be formed in
accordance with his observations of his surroundings 
while in mortal garb.

This, however, is very likely to lead to the accept
ance of erroneous opinions. Thus the inspiring be
lief in man’s eternal existence is rejected by many 
profound thinkers, simply because they reason from 
a material standpoint. They consider that they have 
made an unanswerable argument in support of their 
position when they proclaim that whatever has a be
ginning also has an ending, therefore if we have not 
existed for an eternity past we cannot enjoy an eter
nal future.

Or, as Brother Baldwin stated in a late issue of The 
Progressive Thinker, that if the creation of spirits 
continues indefinitely the time will come, if spirits are 
immortal, when all hiatter will be turned into spirits, 
resulting in the awful calamity that the universe 
would be all spirits and nothing else. This would in

possible will never come to pass.'' Evei'y feet of na
ture when rightly interpreted gives us hope and faith 
that man as a conscious being has an etejnalgfeture 
before him. But as said before, we have mo thing in 
our daily lives with whielrto make ciunplrison, and 
for this reason it is difficult for some thinlfers'to con-

quire for further progress.
Never do we hear from spirits saying that any of 

their number have been destroyed. The general 
statement is that no matter how much they desired 
annihilation they found that to die again was an utter 
impossibilitlyr But such spirits are generally of an 
undeveloped kind, and if spirits cannot be destroyed 
while in an undeveloped condition, we are doubly 
certain that they cannot be when they have advanced 
to wisdom and comparative perfection. The words of 
Henry Drummond as given above make this conclu
sion inevitable. The higher and more complex the or
ganism the longer lived it will be and the more eom-

“* * * We are now in sight of our scientific defini
tion of eternal life. The desideratum is an organism 
with a correspondence of a very exceptional kind 
* * ■* Before we reach an eternal life we must pass 
beyond that point at which all ordinary correspond
ences inevitably cease. We must find an organism so 
high and complex, that at some point in its devel
opment it shall have added a correspondence which 
organic death is powerless to arrest. We must in 
short pass beyond that finite region where the corres
pondences depend on evanescent and material media, 
and enter a further region, where the environment

ceive of eternity or infinity. j. f ''
Considering the depth of reasoning needed .to con

ceive of immortality it may at first glapiqe Bee^t’ sorrie- 
what incongruous that the vast majority <t mankind 
believes in this fact, but upon second tlip.u ;hf :we find 
that it is-natural and to be expected. Ai b :lief in im
mortality has been held by the greater.ppi Won1 bf the 
race for unnumbered ages, while more ^inipte truths 
have gone neglected or entirely unrecognized. This 
is due mainly to the fact that immortality Iwris and is 
generally accepted without due consideratibh of its 
meaning. The correct meaning of th-a .w^rd immor
tality is never-ending life, and when I use' tlie word I 
do not mean it in the sense usually empli^ed, of a fu
ture life of indefinite length—that is sufficiently dem
onstrated by Spiritualism and needs no.iu^ther eluci- 

deed be a terrible misfortune—nothing to walk on but dation from my pen. ’H
spirits, nothing to look at but spirits, nothing to eat The cause, however, for the genera! acceptance of a 
but spirits—much too serious a matter to make light belief in immortal life has been the infljierice of the 
of if there was any possibility of it being more than a church. Because the church has proclairtiefl internal 
fancy. He offers us another horn to this dilemma, life men have believed, but they have ge^iriajiy.failed 
namely, that spirits are not immortal. We shall ac-' to reason concerning it. Then with th^mrbadening _ w
eept neither one nor the other. In considering earth of intellect came doubts and these would’-lia^S con- to this—every Spiritualist believes it. Now let us 
we find scarcely anything but what has its limits. It stantly increased but for the advent of ^piriitfialism. ..................... c - ■■ «--»i..- xinn _
contains a definite amount of air, a certain amount of But even Spiritualism? does not proclaim''ah'Eternal 
water, a limited amount of mineral matter; in fact all ‘_____ J “
its component element? are subject, to. exhaustion, does not inform us'.concerning its 
Earth would make only a “limited number, of mofint- 1

mankind

piè' truths

a ins,

corresponded with is itself eternal. Such an en- plcte will its mastery be over its environment. So if 
vironment exists. The environment of the spiritual the undeveloped spirit with practically no control 
world is outside the influence of these mechanical over its surroundings cannot be destroyed, when fur- 
actions which sooner or later interrupt the processes ther developed the danger will grow less and less in 
going on in. all finite organisms. If, then, we can direct ratio to the development. Each succeeding
find an organism which has established a correspond- year of the spirit’s life makes it just that much more 
ence with thé spiritual world, that correspondence i
will possess the elements of eternity.”

The one problem’now to be answereed is as to 
whether or not the human organism can adapt itself 
to the progressive changes taking place in the uni- 
vers’e. In other words, does man as a conscious being 
possess faculties complex enough to maintain “per
fect correspondence” with his environment, no mat
ter how gregt the changes he may encounter ?

Earth life is entirely inadequate for the unfold- 
ment of all the possibilities inherent within the

immune to danger of destruction, provided of course

human organism. Thère will be no dispute in regard

carry this line of reasoning a little further. Will a

that it tries to comprehend and master its environ
ment and makes some advancement.

For the spirit who does not advance the outlook is 
not so promising. Eternal life is given us for the 
purpose of developing our latent possibilities, but if 
we refuse to develop these higher faculties we must 
ultimately lose them, for wherever progress ceases 
then retrogression or disintegration takes place. But 
we will never cease to exist until ambition is satisfied, 
and therefore the spirit on the upward path will never 
cease to be, for never can its ideals be reached, its am
bition be satisfied, and hence progression will ever 
continue and death never threaten. Well may we

future for man; it merely gives us a future'life, 
does not inform us. concerning its dui'idftoii,- ‘Tfcit if

..... __ ________________ we <?an survive one.deq.th the general o.pinidri’is that .
and by the same process of reasoning is capa- we stahd an . excellent cha'nce'pf surviving Mtetever' we iiave infinite opportunities for the development of 
producing just a certain number of spirits, calamities it may be our fate to’bncounter; '■ ' * . whatever latent faculties we may possess. The oneble of producing just a certain number of spirits.

This logic is convincing when applied to earth, alone, - 
so much we admit, but when we come to extend it to 
cover the entire univers^, we .find it inadequate.

Earth has limits ; the universe has hone. Earth con
tains a limited amount of substance, Not so the uni
verse. . It is infinité in the full sense of the world ; ab
solutely boundless in extent, its resource? absolutely 
inexhaustible. It is true that the earth being limited, 
would make only a-limited number of mountains or 
spirits, but the universe, being infinite, would make 
an infinite number of worlds and systems of worlds, 
together with the spirits to inhabit them.

An unusually broad conception of the universe is 
'that given by Coleridge when he says: “It is not im
possible that to some infinitely superior being the 
whole universe may be as one plain—the distance be
tween planet and planet being only as the pores in a 
grain of sand, and the spaces between systems and 
system no greater than the intervals between one 
grain and the grain adjacent.” Yet profound and 
comprehensive as this conception is, it gives but an 
imperfect idea of the magnitude of an infinite uni
verse.

There is utterly no reason whatever for assuming 
that the continual creation of immortal spirits will ex
haust the resources of the universe. When the mean
ing of the word infinite is fully understood, such ob
jections as this become pitifully inadequate, and it 
might almost be said, absurd

The greatest trouble to be met with in .the discus-

but
temporary spirit life suffice to complete the develop- say with the spirit of Hassein when giving instruction
menf begun on earth? Is there any limit to the ex- to his friend Franehezzo:
tent fhe spiritual faculties may be developed? We “We believe that the soul will go on mounting con- 
have.an infinite universe before us, and consequently tinually as by ever widening spiral rings, till it has

ilqving remove«} .a. few of the.qbstacle^mj OUi way, question wd have now to consider is whether or not 
we. are now in position to makil’p.n iiiqpny- as*t'b Wliat we are capable of infinite and endless unfoldment. 
conditions we are dependent on for ^ter^’aL^ljfe, Retrogression or annihilation cannot itake. place until 
Herbert Spencer, though he’would not^fiijY^ sane- growth ceases. As long as we continue to advance 
tioned the conclusions we shpll.draw frbihl^^Qrids.^' wh^ inino.dfegeWdfToging-o'feniHyid^j^L^^Ri 
has given us an e xcellent definition .pf ’the M^uisite further, if we are capable Of urilimited adyanc<ynent,}f: 
conditions and qualities necessary fbi: eferhal’life, in is a logical sequence that we are destined for an end- 
the following w.prda: ‘ / 1 less future, for nothing exists without cause or use;

“Perfect correspondence would be perfect life, and we would not be capable of eternal advancement 
Were there no changes in the environment butnuch as -unless we have eternity in which to develop and use 
the organism had adapted changes to meet, and were these qualifies.
it never to fail in the efficiency with which • it niet In considering what is in store for us beyond the 
them, there would be eternal existence ihnd eternal grave we.ljpn not do better than consider the testi- 
knowledge.” Man, if he is eternal must posSess capa
bilities that/will enable him to remain in-harmony 
with his environment no matter how 'great the 
changes he may encounter. Henry Driumniond, in 
“Natural Law in the Spiritual World,’’uiiakts the fol-

less future, for nothing exists without cause or use ;

-unless we have eternity in \vhich to develop and use

In considering what is in store for us beyond the
we Cai

mony of those who have already reached the other 
shore and are thus in a position to speak with some 
degree of accuracy concerning conditions on their 
side of life.. Of course they cannot solve all the vari- 
orjs problems that will arise regarding their future 
and ours, but they can give us an idea of what theylowing remarks.which are pertinent to1 oqri theme: 

.“A distinct relation exists, and must exist, between 
complexity and longevity. Death being brought 
about .by the failure of an organism to a'djúst itself to 
some change in the environment, it follows that those 
organisms which are able to adjust the^^tes most us that they are far in advance of the inhabitants of 
readily and successfully will live the lop^eét. -. They 
will continue time after time to effect the Appropriate 
adjustment, and their power of doinglp'wjllíbe ex
actly proportionate to their complexity—{¡liitt is, to 
the amount of environment they can control with 

_,_______________  _____ ___ ____  their correspondences. There áre, for exaitfple, in the 
sion of this subject is that man, being finite, can with environment of every animal certain things which áre 
difficulty comprehend or define the possibilities of an directly or indirectly dangerous to life. Wits'equip- 
infinite universe But it needs to be appreciated that -----x --------- J : 4 >.

have experienced in their own lives or learned from 
their association with others more advanced. Spirits 
in describing the spirit life state that they are des
tined to advance ever higher and higher. They tell

earth in intellectual and spiritual qualities, and often

a truth may be beyond our ability to prove or even to 
understand and still be no less a truth We may have 
an endless future before us and yet be unable to com
prehend the fact while in our present state of develop
ment. We may be capable of infinite progression and 

Si

ment of ¿brrc-spondences is not complete enough to 
enable it to avoid these dangers in all possiljje circum
stances, it must sooner or later succumb. The origan- 
ism then with the most perfect set of eorre^ondenees, 
that is, the highest and most complex urgarnsuf, has 
an obvious advantage over less compl^ferms. It

their communications bear witness to the truth of 
their assertions. Yet no matter what their character 
.may be,-they generally agree that they hold converse 
with and receive instruction from beings so far ad
vanced that they seem almost divine in the compre
hension of their minds and the purity of their charac
ter. And yet, so we are told, even these advanced 
spirits say that there are still others so far beyond 
them in intellect and spirituality that in comparison 
with these higher spirits, their own advancement 
seems insignificant. Thus by the testimony of reli
able witnesses we can trace our destiny to heights in
conceivably grand. Thus do we advance beyond the

reached what we now term the centre of the universe, 
but whether when we do attain that summit of our 
present aspirations we shall not find it to be but a 
finite point revolving around a still greater centre, I 
cannot say. My own feeling is that we shall attain to 
center after center, ever resting, it may be millions of 
yeaps, in each, till our aspirations shall again urge us 
to heights as far again afrôve us. The more one con
templâtes the sùbject the more vast and limitless it 
becomes. How, then, can we hope to see an end to 
our journoyings through that which has no end and 
has had no beginning!”

Such is man’s destiny as revealed by Spiritualism, 
such is its broad conception of the universe, and thus 
as the bud foreshadows the blossom, do the inherent 
faculties of man as revealed by Spiritualism fore
shadow his immortality. And when we have scaled 
tht heights we can but faintly conceive of in our 
present state of development—then will the universe 
give to our keeping the secrets we now think of with 
awe and long to understand, while our minds in their 
embryonic, stage are not capable of comprehending 
such vast truths : and as we pause on our upward path 
and compare the heights we have gained with those 
yet to be scaled, then will the true magnitude of crea
tion burst upon our enlarging vision, then will we be 
able to see and comprehend the grandeur of the illim
itable universe whose eternal character is mirrored 
in our own lives. We are destined to a permanent 
life ; a life where the dross of earth is cast aside, 
where the spirit stands supreme. We never die. Cre
ation is not a failure ; evolution is not a farce, but it 
ri’ould be if man were not eternal We may not be 
able to prove eternal life because no spirit has ever 
lived eternally, but this much we do know, that,

“When the moon is old. 
And the stars are cold,” 

we will have just begun to live.
Grand Rapids, Mich. GEO. B. FERRIS.

LILY DALE. other life, and not be sorry. I have 
heard people talk as though they ex
pected when they pass on, that all tne

companies him to St., I^irijs, where he 
will visit the exposition'ior a couple of 
weeks. J}-' j '

Chairman Barrett
Notes of the City of Light Assembly.

Saturday afternoon, July 16, Rev. 
Henrv Frank, of New York City, ad
dressed the City ot Light Assembly on 
the "Victories of Truth.” . He is a fine 
orator and an inspired speaker of great 
power on the lines of progressive 
thought.

On Sunday morning, July 17, a hot 
wave struck Lily Dale, a visitation that 
made ice cream and lemonade the 
things devoutly to be wished for. It 
would have been an easy matter to im
agine it the 17th of June, instead, the 
anniversary of that memorable day, 
more than a century ago, when the de
cisive battle of Bunker HUI was fought 
that helped to achieve our American 
liberty and Independence. We mark 
the wide difference in circumstances, 
however, fanning oneself under the cool 
Shade of giant trees, listening to de
lightful band music, or the inspired ut
terances of eloquent oratory, is like liv
ing in another world, compared with 
the struggles of that Ifttle band of noble 
heroes who fought so valiantly in the 
cause of freedom, when the heat was 
so fierce and intense that the tongues 
of the soldiers swelled out of- their 
mouths. Their hardships, their strenu-. 
ous efforts, made possible the privileges 
we enjoy to-day.. The conquering spirit 
of raw militia against veteran regulars 
may be paralleled by the steady and de
termined effort of the common people, 
to throw off the shackles of tradition 
and superstition till perfect mental 11b-

bands of heaven would be glad that Chairman Barrett -iunpi 
they have come. I think that when friends by an unexpecteippppi

Surprised' his

A pleasant social function is the 
card party at the auditorium, given by 
the Willing Workers on Tuesday even
ings.

Mrs. Miller Wilcox is giving material- 
zing seances at the Sherman cottage on 
Buffalo street.

Mrs. Steele of Pittsburg, gives excel
lent sittings at her quiet home, No. 8 
Cleveland avenue.

Mrs. Chas S. Hulbert of Buffalo, me
dium and magnetic healer, is an inter
ested listener in many of our audiences.

Hot and cold baths, under the super
intendence of Mr. and Mrs. Kent, can 
be had. at the association's bath house, 
north end of Cleveland avenue.

Mrs. S. E. Pemberton, trumpet medi
um, is at the Sunflower cottage.

Madam Mayer, astrologist and palm- 
istt, is at the Pond cottage.

Dr. J. M. Temple, business and test 
medium, can be found at No. 10 Third 
street

Mr. A. Normann, spirit photographer 
and slate-writer, who has confounded 
the skeptics for so many years, is at his 
lovely home. No. 1 Library street.

J. S. Zebley. gives' Instructions in 
dancing on Tuesdays, Thursdays and 
Saturdays at the Octagon.

Mrs. Tillinghast, who always smiles 
a welcome to visitors, is at her old post 
of duty in the library.

• S. M. KINGSLEY.

among his patrons, and attendance 
promises to be large and of the best 
quality of minds.

The admirers of Mr. Wright collected 
in large numbers in the afternoon to lis
ten to a discourse from'a guoject sug
gested by Chairriian Barrett, “The Pow
er of the Ideal in the Real." Mr. 
Wright prophesied that three great

first of his series of public class lec
tures at the auditorium, and appears in 
the same role twice each week.

> Tuesday afternoon, Mrs. Twing’s char
acteristic talk was prefaced by a songjpearance on

■ there, they will have Sunday. He was warmlysw'eleomed and service conducted.-by Mr. Lillie. Light 
with them to their place, takes up his Work with das£tonillarity,-.': showers brought a most acceptable 

May be it is~someone who has not been arid everyone Is pleased'fojiiave the po- . change in the atmosphere on Wedries- 
kind to them, and they will be surprised sition so ably filled. ; : _ -day and everybody was happy. The

people go ov.er j.here . the’ 
someone to go 1

will have

when those who have been unjust in On Sunday evening Mr, lyiniaih Bam- dances..at-the auditorium on Monday, powers'were coming together, Russia, 
life hold out kindly hands, and beg for- bam and Mr. Fararr of;-'N^w:X0rit, for-; Wednesday and Saturday evenings are British Europe and'America, and diffi- 
giveness, for all wrongs must be right- mefly ClevèlaPd. éiçve. aPfoçnêfit seance : a.pleasing source of recreation and well • cutties will be settled without war or 
ed. I sometimes, think .that there are . at thé auditorinm whieliv^etted some patronized by people inside and outside the swobd. Inventions will be so 
none so proud as the prosperous, none $28 to the association, sTtteifëmanifes-.. of the grounds. . rct-k’." “¿X" ~~
so heartless'as the happy. Those who .tâtions are given in th? light, 'under . On Wednesday afternoon Mr. Wright ble, no nation will venture into combat 
have pot a care, nothing to disturb-the strict' test conditions,.«nd! arie similar ", lectured on the history of the religions Disputes ‘among theologians will -cease, 
tranquillity of life, often exhibit such in-: in character to those Jfif ittó» famous ■ of the world .dating pack to the 11th — -------------------------------“-----x-
differènce to those who are struggling, Davenport’'Brothers iii'jtlié early days- centuiy. A history of superhuman 
thbse who are so lonely and grieve bo of Spiritualism. ’A;cóntìnl^eeMc«iréfully ; struggles along the path of progress, 
much. Oh, happy hearts, teach this sewAd the gdrineiits ófrsMr/-ÌBambàm,' the-sentiment of liberty in the spulb of
lesson to toe huniry world, that blessed whose flgure was ebnhesietybyithe drap- ¿men had made for supremacy.’ He Har
are the homesickShat though they have Ings of his light' franfoi cabinet, 'but ràted in thrilling tones the inhuman!-

‘ ‘ - whose .face was conplantl^'’.-visible, ties; ¡the cruelties and atrocities perpe-
■ Hands that were far-b^olid this reach'’trated in the name of- religion, gave 
• were thrust out of theittpbïriéÜ . Also a dates and ¡events with marvelous accu- 

profusion of flowers, rpéeê and crirna-^ racy.. He closed by a portrayal of the.
: tlons that were fresh aifo fragrant. An irnportarit considerations-- : demanding 
I invisible typewriter,- jJjvhoseP; clicking the ^attention of the world at the pres- 
> could be distinctlyy hewftl,«printed mes-' ent, time.' 
; sages directed .to perstfos Ifo'ithe audi» The ."Forest Temple” meetings are 
I enee; Musical instrunìèptó‘wet®, played conducted daily liridéri the competent 

and an independent vtflèb ^aÿ in child-', leadership of Mrs.” Deveraux, and are 
,- ish accents. Thé médiÿmiç, iwho fufr " *—-k —■> -—
. nish’ed eveiy Indlcritfofifojrgenuineness, 

’ are pleasant, gént-iêmànjy . appearing

mighty, engines p£ destruction so terri-

arid everyone‘will echo the sentiments

struggles and caries and they are home
less, sometlmeysomewhere they will un
derstand home In its fullest and sweet
est meaning.”

Sunday afternoon, Rev. Henry Frank 
lectured on "The Power of Thought" to 
a large and responsive audience, who 
manifested deep interest in.his subject 
by frequent applause. He said: -"The
correct analysis of the human, mind, is 
the highest achievement of science.
Every unit In nature which has utilized 
the past experience and thoroughly con
quered a limited environment has made 
a stop in the process of its development. 
Intelligence is an expression, a process, 
and exists as a force, a .power, an ener
gy, and has a life in everything that 
lives, and is supreme and universal. 
The stars speak the language of reason,

young-men and we bespeak for them 
the generous patronage of' oil' who are 
■seeking proof of the-f)oy?eriof the invis
ible. - ■■■ . . .■ S'.'ir,

. Monday morning 1 Prot -Lockwood
commenced his class Instructions at tlie 
auditorium, and Mrs.'lfetarepn opened

and the processes of nature pre as rd-., the lyceum exercised - M
tiopal as the laws of logic. Human in- with a

ló Octagon 
l/lrnn -*•goodly numljeroSjCBlldren. .- - 

ty of. an indi- At i o’clóeküjQleg&^7 jght . .mot- a 
Æ experience ‘privato class at thexot^i® of_Mr. Gas-Lf-iv,m a,«i fi /'ll»1- InB^

à .profitable feature of the good work
accomplished at the'City of Light.

Thursday morning Prof. Lockwood 
gave his second class lecture and mod
estly proposed, as a friend arid: fellow
student, to lead the minds that are 
floundering in the logs of ignorance in 
regard to all that is mysterious in. phe
nomena, out of the, darkness and up>-to
.the heights of.undorstanding and knowl-

of Paine, “The world is my country, to 
do good Is my religion.”

On Thursday evening the Willing 
W’prkers gave a farewell testimonial to 
Mrs. Twing, with a small admission, 
which, netted $17 to their treasury.

Next Friday evening, the-29th, the ly- 
ceum children give a masquerade enter
tainment, assisted by. Mrs. Peterson, 
Mrs. Zeybel, Mr. Lillie and others.

It is a welcome sight to see Mr. Allen 
Campbeil.back for a time in his beauti
ful spacious cottage which overlooks 
the entrance to. the grounds. ”

Edward Caleb Randall addressed the 
City, of Light assembly for the first 
time on Thursday. Mr. Randall is a 
prominent lawyer in Buffalo, and . for 
fourteen years has been holding seances 
in his own home, doing, what he calls 
“missionary work” with the spirits who 
need assistance.

A thing of beauty is the handsome 
mosaic Vase of massive proportions,

erty is enjoyedby all. teUIgenco.is.the capability o£. an indl-
" Afi fipjireclative audience greeted viduql,to utilize his" past 

Mrs. Twing, the speaker of the morn- and thereby conquer his environment." ...................
ing, who took her text from the Scrip- Maud.Lord Drake-followed the speak- sons, given by the 
tures, from the experience of Judas with pleasant, remarks and tests.-.Mr.’WrlghL-Wlll-L^ .... ... . .
after he had hanged himself. “He.went -Frank is-omhis way to San Francisco;, noon and- are dntenseiyi/ 'lnteredtUig. ¿in the perfect comprehension, of; na-
to his own place.” bhe said, "It’s a where ho is advertised to lecture.and ? Those familiar with;pMihteachings.feel ture’s, revelations. The. iprofeqsor’s
wonderful thing to be ready to go to hold classes, the same as lost year; His that they cannot-affonl tb ®iss them, teachings and; demonstrations have kin-:
your own place if you an stand in that 'fop, a bright lad of a doxen years, go- Tuesday morning Mr. fright gave ths ’ dted th« most ■ Intense enthusiasm

ton ‘on Cleveland wem

, iglits of.undorstanding and knowl- that has come to ornament the platform 
edge, through » demonstration of the at the auditorium. It is_the gift M 
principles or 'nature." Prof. Lockwood 'Mrs. Dr. Mathewson of Buffalo, and tho
has.valuable apparatus to assist in the

i- ‘elucidation of these marvelous : truths

be contj^iuqd «ev^y.’after- 
ire Intensely;.' Interedtlrig’

These . Iqar.,thnt “psychic relationship permeates 
rols-jtof ■ Mr. t every department of matter,” and ; the 

spill’s claim to immortality finds proof

product other own marvelous skill and 
workmanship. It will be highly appre
ciated as a work of art, and an expres
sion of the love and good will of the 
donor. " : - . . ■ <

Miss Ella1 Preston, of St. Louis, Is ex
pected on Mondtty, and will give tests 
■frdin the-platform until-the arrival of 
Mr. JPiggln, the following Sunday.

Suppo.se the church had had absolute 
control of the human mind at any time, 
would not the words liberty and prog
ress have been blotted from human 
speech? In defiance of advice,: the 
world has advanced.—Ingersoll. . ■

As to theology that is now studied in 
the place of the works of God, it is the 
study of human opinions and of human 
fancies concerning God! It Is not the 
study of God himself In the works that 
he has made, but in tho works or writ
ings that man has made.—Paine. f

Opinions which are equally honest on 
both sides should not-affect personal es
teem or social intercourse.—Jefferson»

Suppo.se
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flu impartial Hearing Is the Frlnnd oî Justice

Of What Does Materialization Really Consist?

me, “Why, Mrs. did have two

I stand because to do otherwise would

A. M. GRIFFEN.
Chicago, Ill.

TRUTH UNDEFILED.

conditions. Christianity, planted in Abyssinia, .’in

it took root. It was a cult o£ poverty, a .religiqp of

But

And

Oh!

All )

Oh!

And

’Tis

BELLE BUSH.

believe.

THE JOURNEY'S END. WHENCE AND WHITHER?
end at last.

BY DR. PAUL CARU8.

D. BOYNTON.od i>

P. C. MILLS.

Demands the Full Penalty of Lawi.

protect innocent people in the investi-

A Candid Criticism. <

can think a flower 
appear, where one 
and somewhere in 
the sky will show

and a blossom will 
can think a world 
the blue mantle of 
another jewel of

prove himself true. 
Seattle, Wash.

and find out what you really 
Have you no religion?

“Well," I said, “there is some mistake 
somewhere, for I never heard of but 
the one baby.”

The next day, telling the . circum
stance to a mutual friend, she said to

Comprehensive Analysis of the Pres
ent Situation—Excellent Evidence of 
Spirit Power and Presence, by a 
Prominent Lawyer.

“this- 
lam-

Established for a Few Weeks Only, for the Consideration of Cer
tain Important Questions Connected with the Welfare of Spiritualism.

offered at the time fifty dollars If any way given under heaven and among men 
person on earth would produce the form to prove continued life to the race, will

be to deny one of the most patent facts 
of my existence.

of my youth have passed on, and sup
posing I make an effort to communicate 
with my early relatives and friends 
through mediumship, which is the only

An Inquiry Into the Nature of the Soul, 
Its Origin and Destiny.

T>aa-'<—nor .>

Then read “God and My Neighbor" 
and learn of the best substitute yet de
vised.

Cloth $1.00; Paper 50c., Postpaid.
CHAS. H. KERR & CO,, 51 5th Ave., Chicago

pure as when given the truth will 
remain,

show never to angels one scar or 
one stain.

"Child- Culthto, I According so ths 
Lawn of Physfolbglfeal Psychology and' 
Mental “ Susge&Kim;"* - Newton N. 
Riddelf. A most excellent work for all 
who have the caro or training of ohUk

4-,-A

They may try it as dross in the furnace 
of pain,

___ MRS.’-GRANÎ F,YNSk.
Los Angeles,-Cal.1’ “ ” ■ ■ -

Gid and My Neighbor
By ROBERT BLATCHFORD

Author of “Merrie Encland”: editor of lite 
London "Clarion."

The book of the day In England. Scores of mln- 
iHters are preaching it. Bishops and workingmen 
are discussing it.

Have you a religion?
Then read “God and My Neighbor”

“Oh, yes,” says toe medium, 
lady has two babies in spirit life. _. 
certain of that because I see them."

worth, > - -
And none topless holy, though lowlÿ"1 i 

their-hirth.

_______ _________ should ba partially darkened to make
I am heartily In favor of rooting out conditions.'for materialization, gnd one 

every fraud producer of any manifesta- form after’another -appear, claiming to .

by any means except her being todre, I enter the circle, which you know Rejoice! Thou nearest thy journey’s 
and show me how it was done. should .be- partially darkened-to make end at last

learn then toe lesson Love bears to 
. the earth, . ... ,.-j - Bq* ut»^_ 
truths that exalt thee are jewelh^^’1

In this Opfen Court Spiritualists Will Calmly and Dispassionately Consider WKat Is Best for Our Beloved Cause,
—   r..„ 7,,,-,,,,.^,      I ^,,.r , ... II in ■ Jin ...........v-Mia-'-"-g=—■wjjju,'i\>..e=5MmsB=s

AN OPEN COURT Comprehensive View of Fraud and Deception
- I: ' ' • . .... ...............  w F ' \ ... •

•Are all the bones, all the blood corpuscles, all the va
rious fluids of the body, the brain cells, etc., Mate; 
rialized?Or, does Materialization consist in sim
ply enveloping the spirit with substance that is 
visible without the use of bones, blood, etc?” The 
following is the answer to the above question pro
pounded by the Editor to the guides of Mrs. Cora 
L/V. Richmond.

To answer toe above question com
pletely would be to reconstruct and re
state all science based upon the known 
physical laws of toe universe, i. e., all 
She laws supposed to be known to toe 
physicist; and this would necessitate 
a new vocabulary constructed to answer 
the needs of the new knowledge con
cerning the action of spirit upon sub
stance.

“Materializations, or form manifesta
tions are as varied in character and in 
their manner of production as are the 
human conditions under which they oc
cur. From our own knowledge we not 
cnlycan affirm that such manifestations 
really take place wthout the aid con
sciously or unconsciously of any hu
man being, i. e., without the aid of al
ready organized bodies or materials or 
fabrics offered as a substitute tor real 
materializaton, but we can also affirm 
that many of the so-called “exposures” 
are mistakes of sincere people who are 
easily deceived to accept as fraudulent 
unexplained conditions of unfinished or 
imperfect manlfestatons. That there 
are many simulated manifestations is 
also true. '

But eliminating all doubtful cases 
and classes and returning to toe first 
proposition, "Of what does materializa
tion consist?” we would say: It Is the 
old, old question of spirit and matter, 
and has been facetiously answered, 
"What is mind? No matter. What is 

' matter? Never mind.”
Sir William Crookes, Dr. Alfred Rus

sel Wallace, Prof. Zöllner, Camille 
Flammarion, Prof. Robert Hare, Prof. 
J. J. Mapes, in fact scores of scientific 
minds who have investigated the entire 
range of phenomenal Spiritualism, at
test the facts, accept toe truth of spirit 
existence and manifestation through 
those facts to mortals, but have never 
ventured a theory on toe subject of 
“how'-' they are produced.

Prof. Mapes once said to the writer of 
this: “Admitting as you claim that 
spirit volition can control even one 
atom of matter without any other dy
namic-agency,-then everything ds pos
sibly” . .• . ................ .. . ...

Tfie relation of spirits. (setdree from 
toe'Ufnitations of the human body) to- 

• organip or. inorganic substance,. must 
contain’toe solution of the whole ques
tion of physical phenomena produced by 
spirit power.

Materialization may be an appear
ance only, so arranged as to be adjust
ed to the average human sight, or so ar
ranged as to be only tangible to the 
photographer’s sensitized plate, which 
is much more susceptible than the hu
man visual organs. A degree of form , 
manifestation that could be seen, yet 
not felt, might be produced, and often 
is, in which case the aggregation of 
substance would .be very slight and so 
ethereal in quality as to have no seem
ing density, no specific gravity. In that- 
case the spirit or spirits surrounding 
the medium would use the psychic aura 
of toe medium as the focalizing center 
for this substance relatizing the law of 
polarity of atoms to attract and fix to 
the vision of the sitters (or circle) the 
form desired. If, however, the sense of 
touch or feeling is also to be satisfied, 
sufficient material must be added—or 
the equivalent in effect—to satisfy the 
sense of touch. (Psychological action 
and hypnotic suggestion not being em
ployed in such cases.) In this latter 
case, however,-it is not so much a mat
ter of added substance, as of added 
adaptation of substance to the sense of 
touch (polarization).

In case of a desire for more com-

J >1 I) - :
R F I InrlprwnnH k a nrnfniinii thifaUpr With belief in continued life alter body dissolution D. r. unuerwooa is a proiouna minKer and iu the p088jbility of getting communications from 

along all lines connected With hliihan those who have passed from this stage of being, the 
nrnarp<;< nr fldv'inrpmpnf ' JR a! Winer demand for the service of mediums is inevitable and 
p Ogi CSS Or advancement. in proportion to the prevalence and strength of this
that spirits can communicate with'iiior- beiief. .

u. -u i*i . - ax' The demand creates the supply. ’ In addition totals, he WOllld like to see t||iS;ii£reat/bose y/ith whom mddiumship is a peculiarity of per- 
modern movement placed OB a'plane sonal interest and satisfaction there is a large class 

r ,. 1 r r 1 Ri,.'1 ; who serve as public mediums for profit. In audition
Ot action where fraud and deception to those Who are, or who honestly believe they are me- 
would not be practiced. Clear-mind- diums’and ,wh? tryA0• j ji . r ' ‘ > ; t : are many who have learned to simulate uie pnenom-
ed and logical, and a born .critic, he ena which they are expected to, exhibit. This they 
rpnscinq frnm miKP fn pffprf nn'd Bp have done by years of practice and study of deceptive 

SOHS JI Om cause to eneetp- anq bC methods. Many of these persons are very shrewd, 
sees evolutionary processes in all hu-- cautious and skillful in puzzling , and confounding 

ITiail methods of progress. iHip ;wifo- devout, and frequently open the seances with prayer, 
is an excellent medium, the author of -'¿W are usually bold in their claims, because they 
“ a i-’ o' • ’x-'-ii/ >>'' 7 1■ know that they are adepts and that the crowd is cred-
Automatic or Spirit-Writing, a book ulous and knows nothing of their tricks. ,

that has had a larue sale, and he sneaks ~ For reasons indicated above it is not probable that uidi nas naa a argesaie, anane spea^,gp.ritualistg will ever get quite rid of these frauda. 
from a Wide knowledge of psychical Yet they will be invested with less importance as Spir-
laws. We bespeak for the Professor’s 
article a careful perusal. ;i

power (volition). That substance—at
omic-ethereal or in grosser forms of 
molecule or organism must be attracted 
and dispersed by a process superior to 
any known law that governs even atom
ic or chemical attraction and repulsion, 
and that the direct action of the voli
tion of the spirit must be first upon the 
more ethereal substances and that ac
tion will move the grosser or more 
mundane conditions of matter to re
spond. Aggregation and segregation, 
integration and disintegration, materi
alization and dematerialization, being 
but relative terms applicable, to states 
of manifestation, and not to ultimate or 
primal matter, nor to ultimate or pri
mal spirit. y

All materializations are therefore 
adaptations of phenomena to human 
perceptions through the senses. A 
“haunted house” frequently reveals 
forms, sounds, and lights, all of the 
most objective and startling nature, yet 
there is often no person through whose 
mediumship the manifestations occur, 
the place Itself, toe scenes enacted or 
experienced forming the requisite “con
ditions" when the state of the . spirit 
producing the phenomena is considered, 
“earth-bound,” sorrow-bound, con
science-bound, whatever may be tlie 
supposed state, toe volition of the spirit 
seeks to make something known that 
was hidden. The action upon sub
stance and toe sounds and sights pro
duced are ’ the result. Thé seance 
room is a more orderly and harmonious
ly arranged “haunted house.” An invi
tation and acceptance of the conditions 
by which spirits can seem to come out 
of the “empty air" and wain and talk 
with mortals clad in human forms and 
vesture.

The student and inquirer cannot ar
rive at hasty conclusions ; must endeav
or to be impartial ; must employ all his 
or her senses and the requisite amount 
of good sense; should bear in mind that 
all the laws governing the material uni
verse- are not known; that'’the human' 
mind ds- onlylfi the vestibule of ’ the 
temple of material science, and that 

, spirits both in the human states and in- 
the next stage of life, are yet in-the in
fancy of -knowledge concerning •' the 
methods and forces that lie between or
ganic law and substance ahd the great 
realm of spiritual causation, where one

light, where one can think “let there be 
light,” and earth and sky will be suf
fused with glow like the noonday sun. -

If, through attempted imitation—the 
result of cupidity and ignorance—or 
any other cause this phase or other 
phases of the manifestations of spirit 
power shall seem to be withdrawn, still 
will the great movement that unites the 
spirit world with mortals go on. Until 
from such substance as perfect lives 
are made—and fairest hopes and 
prophecies arise—will come the “mate
rialization” of good deeds and blessed 
humanities that will lead the1 human 
race unto a perfect knowledge of the 
methods of the soul.

piote effect of human organism there 
may be apparently weight, flesh, bones, 
hair, clothing, etc.

(A lock of hair cut from the golden 
locks of “Katie King,” a materialized 
spirit, Miss Florence Cook being the 
medium and Prof. Crookes jhe experi
menter, and a piece of fine fabric cut 
from her dress, both seemed as mate
rial as any human hair or woven human 
fabric; both, however, gradually dema
terialized after being carried on the per
son of Mr. Crookes for a few days, and 
finally disappeared.)

Forms often appear that to the hu
man senses have every indication of be
ing human forms. Yet they are not or
ganic. Sometimes only head, or face 
and organs of speech- are materialized, 
sometimes hands.

In all cases the substance required la 
aggregated by toe volition of. toe spirit 
or spirits an adaptation to human 
senses and perception.

That "density,!’ “specific gravity,” 
and all similar terms are relative, and 

' that a spark of radium under sufficient
ly rapid manipulation could be made to 
appear as à palace of light, all will ad
mit"; that the forms presented in genu
ine manifestations often seem to. take 
on the appearance, and even the condi
tions of toe medium or sitters is. also 
true, and that an Interrupted manifes
tation often presents the appearance of 
fraud when the perfected manifestation 
or finished seance would be completely 

. satisfactory is also true. There can be 
no absolutely satisfactory manifestation 
of any., of the phenomenal phases of 

• Modern Spiritualism, physical or Men
tal, okcept under ■ circumstances and 
conditions where ’the question of 
“fraud" can be. entirely ' eliminated 
Such was the case with the Investiga
tions of Mr. Crookes arid such has been 
the case in scores of other investiga
tions. Then to understand that the vo
lition of the spirit or spirits producing 

: , the phenomena is the starting point,-the 
'.positive, center, and that matter; medi- 
: ums, sitters and;all that relate to.the 

■ human or-mupdane! side -ate relative 
I and (to the spirit - world) r subjective. 
I That “substance”- even Jn its.’most re-. 
) fined state of the psychic aqrals acted 

upon not by "organic law” from tlie ma
terial side but by psychic or spiritual

An individual plant is what its progenitors and its 
ehvironjhent have made it. The factors in1 iti*.devel
opment are its ancestral forms, and the cliift'ate, soil 
and other surrounding influences operating upbn it 
after its germination, The same kind of seed planted 
in different places, with difference of soil, and climate 
will show very different results in the matured prod
ucts."

The same is true of systems of religion and philos
ophy. They do not come into existence de nqvo. 
They grow from pre-existent systems, and change in 
adjustment to changes in the medium—changes in 
thought, mood, habits, language, character and so.cigl

itualists become more intelligent, more skeptical of 
pretensions, more discriminating in considering them. 
Pretended mediums, however shrewd, should not be 
able to pass off their tricks as the doings, of spirits. 
With more intelligence and scrutiny people would 
cease to attribute to spirits out of the body any phe
nomena simply because they were perplexed, puzzled 
and unable to explain sueh phenomena without re-
course to spirit agency.

Why should any person, especially one who is not 
an expert in legerdemain, and in all modern devices 
for producing deception of the senses, the thousands 
of illusions and hallucinations, ascribe anything to the 
agency of disembodied spirits simply because they 
can not understand how it is done,, if not by such
agencies? It is wiser to assume at the outset that 
there are methods of deception of which we are ignor
ant, and that it is antecedently probable that a public 
performer will select for his practice tricks that thoseN^ ind ^eraiEu7^in S tuiSZanr

different g deVel°Ped mt0 P Take materialization,'for instance. An investiga-
• . . . / ’ ', , tor in a dark or partially dark room sees figures and

What Christianity was in its inception depended hear(. voices which jmpregs him as those of spirits (ac- 
npou previous thought and conditions and -upoq.the cordjng to the dominant idea in the circle), and he 
mental and spiritual as well as physical soil. in -whiqlL. leaves the seance wjth the belief that such was the

the poor,'such .as dwelt along the banks of thft^vev 
Jordan and on the shores of the Sea of /Tiberias, 
where the material conditions were as wretched as 
they can be conceived. What Christianity. :is iofllay, 
a Mosaic made up of many systems in. countries,wide
ly separated and among races in varying .dfgt'W. of 
civilization, is the result of its original charftetflrM an 
inheritance from pre-existent paganism, stftinpqii by 
the influence of Jesus and St. Paul, and all t]iq Joiices, 
racial, national, social, religious, spiritual an^j secular, 
which have modified it and adjusted it to so jptipyifdif- 
ferent peoples. , . ¡K I, uu .

It existed as a great system of coinmandiqgiandliex- 
tended influence only when it had been largely'modi
fied by its environment, only when it had beendnifeon- 
tact with the paganism of Greece and Romte, ian'd>of 
Alexandria, and had assimilated portions of the old

To the Editor:—The true Spiritualist 
cannot be other than honest, fair, sin
cere and truthful in his dealings with 
others, for he knows tout not only are 
there myriads of bright spiritual eyes 
looking upon him, but that to inten
tionally wrong or defraud another of 
that which is due him is to turn toe 
sun of progress within him back upon 
the dial degree for degree commensu
rate with every injury done. Hence, it 
follows that no true medium—and me
diums are Spiritualists par excellent— 
is ever guilty of the practice of fraud’in 
mediumship.

But there are mediums, or persons, 
who practice fraud in toe matter of 
spiritual, or alleged spiritual, phenom
ena. Of course they are qot spiritual 
phenomena it they have their origin 
from physical or earthly causes solely. 
Spiritual phenomena, as the term im
plies, must originate in a spiritual do
main; they must proceed from and be 
caused or produced by the spirits of 
persons who bnce lived in the body but 
who are now in a spiritual realm with
out a physical body.

Determine to a certainty, by any 
method or process whatever, that any 
given manifestation Is so caused and 
you have a genuine spiritual manifesta
tion. If by ."conditions” imposed upon 
you by the operator, or medium, or oth
ers, you are deprived of toe opportunity 
to determine certainly as to the nature 
of the manifestation, you not only can
not say whether you have witnessed a 
genuine spiritual phenomenon or a coun
terfeit, but you are justified in a prima 
facie presumption of fraud which noth
ing but subsequent proof may remove.

That there is such a thing as genuine 
materialization of the spirit form, or 
body, in part, at least, as toe hand or 
face, I take it is amply demonstrated. 
In my own experience I could cite In
stances which to my mind, and I be
lieve, to any reasonable person, amount 
to a demonstration. As long ago as toe 
year 1864, In the presence of a lady, a 
member of the Episcopal Church, and 
not a professional medium, in a little 
town called Alton, in Wayne County, N. 
Y., not twenty miles from Hydesville, 
I saw at an Improvised cabinet the faces

helpless; something tho matter with bls. 
limbs; I believe he has tho palsy; hq 
has to be moved and helped up and 
down in his bed. You had a case ton 
him (law-suit) shortly before he passed 
out; he goes this way (grasping an Im
aginary rope hand over hand); you had 
a great deal to do with his affairs; be 
wants you to know that he sees and 
knows It all now. His name was Mar 
—Marsh—no, not Marsh, but some
thing like that.” Every word of this 
was true and a complete identification' 
of my old friend H. B. Martin, whom 
the medium never knew and I doubt it 
she had ever heard of him. Then 
again on the same occasion the medium 
quite as impromptu told me there was 
once a lady who was associated with 
me in business as a writer who had 
lately got married and moved away ; 
that she was of such and such descrip
tion personally; that she had two in
fants In spirit .life. “No," said I, “you 
are wrong. I recognize tlie lady, but 
she never had but one baby, and that 
was by a former husband.” -

babies, but she never told of but the 
one, the other was so small when it 
died."

The glib-speaking telepathic, mind- 
reading, sub-conscious Spiritualist 
will never talk me out of the only le
gitimate, logical conclusion to be de
duced from that Incident, viz., that it 
came directly from a spirit and is proof 
positive of the truth of Spiritualism. 
Hereon I plant my feet and here shall

case, because he cannot understand how such phe
nomena could have occurred if they were not pro
duced by invisible beings. But could he tell how they 
were produced if they were caused by spirit agency?

I have attended many so-called materializations. 
Sometof them were palpable frauds; none of them im
pressed me favorably. In ho case were the conditions 
such as to exclude the possibility of fraud, notwith
standing that in some cases pains were taken to show 
that fraud-proof conditions existed. What was 
done to point out that certain avenues of possible 
deception were closed, however, served only to- invite 
my attention to other , a venues against which no pre
cautions were taken,. and references to which were 
unwelcome to those eager to have, the show opened.

Of what evidential valpc of spirit agency to an in
vestigator is a perfdfffiance of any kind conducted 
under conditions which admit of fraud as a possibil-

religions and philosophies, and was thus able to-jser-’ ity ? Of course, among friends, those who have afoso- 
petuate under a now name.doctrines :andJb(m£inonfeS’ )ute confidence in one another, sueh conditions are un- 
with which the masses were '■ familiar flndotei bteer called idr. ' But with professional mediums, those, 
names. „ The ritualism of Christian''Rom0.grewouii df ahVertise' to do certain strange things and re- 

, the ritualism-of Eagan. Rome. ".i ceive’moriJy the same as conjurers do, for their per-

The Question of Materialization.
There seems to be a great amount of 

discussion over the question of materi
alization just now. I positively know 
that there were genuine mediums for 
that manifestation of spirit power at 
the time I was in toe East, but I algo' 
am aware that there were frauds at • 
that time in Boston, who pretended to 
produce what they did not. 1 tried to 
get into some of their circles, but 
.failed because they knew me, and 
knew I would not tolerate fraud a mo
ment. But while in the neighborhood 
of Boston I used to have seances, with 
those I knew to be true, and talk with 
my friends from the other side. A 
friend of mine asked me to attend the 
first materializing circle I could, and 
she promised me that she would do the 
best she could to materialize so I would 
know her. >

A short time after I was -lecturing In 
Great Falls, N. H.,' and having heard of 
the Pickering manifestations at Roch
ester, I went there and engaged a seat 
in their circle without giving my name, 
or hinting my purpose. About top mid
dle of the circle my friend Elvira Dins
more, stepped out of thé cabinet and 
stood about two "feet'iii' front. The 
room was éo light I coùld se© to read 
common print br the time on my watch. 
I know her instantly, as no other person 
on earth could imitate her,’ either, 'in 
looks or movements. I said mentally, I 
will wait and see if any one thinks they 
recognize her, bo I said riot a word. 
Three or four exclaimed, "Oh! what a 
beautiful spirit,” but they did not know 
who it was, nor who for, which was 
somewhat of a wonder. She stood there. 
a few moments then' retired into the 
cabinet, but shortly stepped out again, 
stepped along to a mirror about half
way to me on the wall, and looked in it 
a moment then retired to the cabinet 
again. All this time not a look, nor a 
motion from either of us that any per
son could know that wo knew each 
éther, but I was waiting to have her do 
what I knew she would do, make some 
move to show me that she had fulfilled 
her promise. In a minute or two,, she 
stepped out again, came about halt way 
to me and Tai?pd her hand and pointed 
to me. I-.Baiirt'Elyira,”’ and she Came 
so close?!-could have-taken' hold of-the 
form,, but.she could not speak. -I snld,- 
“Please turn your face towards the light 
so l ean see both sides of yout face, 

i without a shade.” She turned 'clear 
। around so J. not only saw her face but 

her .Whole-head.!'-This.-lady had pecul-' 
larltles in form, and movement that'1 

. will not stop to describe, but in-every 
- form and feature she was perfect, ex- 
. cept she looted uncommonly pal& i

With belief in the supernatural—in a divine person
ality, a redeemer, salvation by faith, and a future end>- 
! ess life of enjoyment or punishment—there is-always 
demand for theological instruction. The quality of 
the spiritual teachings'eoiresponds with the.prevail
ing mental and moral condition.

At present in large' portions of Christendom, the 
most marked feature: is the-growth of faith in-the'al
mighty dollar, and the accumulation of big fortunes 
witli such magnificent displays of luxury and fashion 
to impress the.masses as colossal fortunes enable their 
possessors to make. Accordingly the clergy who 
minister to the rich and aristocratic churches preach 
to and for those upon whose liberal checks they look 
for the handsome salaries they receive. ■

The theological and spiritual teachers indulge in as
sumptions and pretensions of knowledge, in dogma
tism, in praise of unquestioning faith, in denunciation’ 
of doubt, and assume airs of sanctity and superiority 
as well as a spirit of mingled humility and arrogance 
in order to make up for their real lack of sucll-kiiowl- 
edge as the profession of theology and as the clergy 
once boldly claimed to possess implies. The Christian

ceive’iporiéy flié saine as conjurers do, for their per- 
formafidtis, nothing should be taken for granted as 
to honesty’ and good faith, and all possible vigilance 
and1 precaution should be exercised to guard against 
deception and fraud.

Those who Object to this either have no idea of the 
vast amount of deception that is practiced by large 
numbers of so-called mediums, or else they are so 
short-sighted that they imagine “the cause” to 
which they are attached may be injured by these ex
posures. Some people would rather cover up an in
iquity and deny its existence, even, than to face it 
and the scandal which may result to a movemeent 
with which it is identified. No organization and no 
movement can be, In the long run, hurt by exposure 
of fraud. Leaders and representatives are in no 
degree responsible for tjie fraud except so far as they 
attempt to justify, excuse, conceal or excuse it. Any 
movement that does this ought to perish—the sooner 
the better. ;

Of course, those who are interested in fostering 
fraudulent methods are expected not only to depre
cate investigation, or even discussion relating to
them , but to show relentless hostility toward every 

priesthood and all other priesthoods are natural- and one who exposes the frauds, unmasks their perpetra- 
necessary concomitants of the systems which they tors and puts investigators on guard against spurious 
represent, just as much as the systems are 'natural' exhibitions given in the name of Spiritualism. But 
outgrowths of the human mind in its long, weary tran- the moral atmosphere of Spiritualists’ halls and 
sition from the darkness of ignorance, credulity'and camps would be much more wholesome, if commercial 
blind faith to the light of knowledge, skeptical habits mediumship with the deception and fraud which it 
of thought, inquiry and reasoned belief. engenders, could be eliminated or reduced to a mini

Now how is it with the dark side of Spiritualism?7.1 mum. . r. B. F. UNDERWOOD.

Nor need, with toil, to tread the path 
oci, uc*uu v,* —av.u. »pptm, viaiiuiug wagain;
tlons called spiritual, throwing them be relatives or.'friends, and I greet them The goal appears, where all thy labor’s 
out root and branch, and . everything, cordially jris „of ¡yore, supposing the , past, •' • ' '
that l ean do to help accomplish such" a forms to lie wljat they represent them- And rest ensues, with sweet surcease
desirable work, I will do with all my selves to be. but to my horror I find
will and force. I believe in exposing they are al.L counterfeits ¡and the.medi-
them everywhere and at all times. They; um a.fak^iiButiiliere are laws in all 
deserve the most strenuous and perse- states "to’ repress.^uch wrongs, and my- 
vering action from every lover of truth, voice is that- suqi^, offenders pay the 
and our cause, and when such a thing penalty to4j^4u$|ermost farthing.” 
can be proven against them,, the‘law:. -i od ' D. BOYNTON,
should be used in every, available way Riversiiqi^ljpb^ . 
to stop such a diabolical imposition.

Every Spiritualist should make hlm-

of a number of departed friends un
der conditions which precluded fraud 
or collusion, and one of the neatest dem
onstrations came one afternoon at Ma
rion, N. Y., in the presence of tlie same 
lady, at a neighbor’s house where some 
six or seven sitters were invited to be 
present at a voluntary seance. The 
room was slightly darkened by placing 
blankets, etc., at tlie windows, and all 
sat at the dining table with all the 
hands, including those of the medium, 
visible on the top surface-of the table, 
Presently there was a tapping on my 
shoe underneath the table, then 
a twitching and pulling at my 
pants leg, and then a firm grasp at my 
leg by a real, tangible human hand. 
I didn’t see the hand, but we know 
those things as well by sense of touch, 
gs of seeing; and then to test the mat
ter I asked questions and toe hand, or 
fingers, tapped out the answer on my 
shoe; thus connecting human intelli
gence with the movements of the hand; 
and all toe time all the hands of toe 
whole company, including those of the 
medium, plainly within my view on the 
table. 'This was all simple enough, arid 
was absolutely convincing to all present 
of spiritual interference and causation.

Instances of this nature might be 
cited by the dozens, and by Spiritual
ists all over the country, more than suf
ficient to establish any science under 
the sun. THE TROUBLE IS, NOT 
THAT THERE ARE NOT GENUINE 
PHENOMENA ENOUGH, BUT THAT 
THERE IS INTERMINGLED AND 
MIXED WITH THEM A LARGE 
AMQUNT OF GROSS FRAUD AND IM
POSITION IN THESE MODERN 
DAYS. You can generally detect toe 
fraudulent manifestation by the failure 
to produce convincing results. The 
"spirits” or "controls" do not seem to 
know their subjects. A full form will 
appear at a cabinet window; it will not 
know whom it wants to communicate 
with until the “manager" points the in
dividual out; it cannot talk; the room 
is too dark for identification; the mes
sage given will be so general, and the 
name or names given so common that 
they will fit a good many people; only 
persons who attend the seance often 
will get anything they can recognize.

I remember attending a seance given- 
by a prominent and well-vouched medi
um in a city foreign to my abode where 
there was no one present who knew my 
name or residence. I was a strange 
cat in a strange garret. In this new 
and strange environment assuredly my 
real spirit friends—and I have a lot of 
them—would have known me.

If not, why not?
But what was the message I got? 

While others—old-timers, I judged by 
their familiar conversation with medi
um and guides—were overwhelmed 
with loving greetings from their spirit 
friends, this, was the word from the 
land of souls to me: "Tell them to make 
less noise.—The Guide.” This is what

Every heart knows its weakness, its 
burden of sin,

What need to reveal them? Love says, 
“Look within,”

For God and each soul there’s a witness 
between.

He shall judge thee and others, fear not, 
fol- the scale

Of Justice and Mercy He holds shall 
prevail—

In the triumph of Truth, though its 
teachers be frail.

Let toe good in thy brother be dear to 
thy heart,

With his vices and follies the truth has 
no part,

It will live, and will triumph the most 
through Love’s art.

Men cannot defile it, though sunk in the 
miro,

’Tis tho jewel of heaven that mortals 
shall tire

Of striving to tarnish or burn in the 
fire.

Buf, remember, Love never works ruin 
or ruth

To any who toil in the kingdoms of 
truth—

For behold Love herself is toe holiest 
truth,—

And when born in the spirit, then sink 
to repose

All the passions that add to humanity’s 
woes,

For Yovo bides the secrets that hate 
would disclose.

sing then in gladness the songs of 
the heart

the joys that they give thee to oth
ers impart,

Love, and Love only, gives food to 
the heart.

from. pain.
Friends wait thy coming, and there will 

greet thee, ' - -
. And give thee-welcome, for thy fair 

: renown,
And thou wilt joy, that henceforth thou

art free, .
From'all the : mortal dogs, which

A Few Thbught» .bn Materialization. weighed thee down.
To the EditoriWri regard to materl- And thy Reservings.there, have right by 

alization, IYflleveTt to be possible, but grace,
self a oolnmittee of one to watch every 
move of any whom they have good rea- « • .——•? »r»™ • ---------sbn .to believe, are frauds. ’ But I coun- allzatlon, IJ^ievalt to be possible, but . . K
sei that this should riot We carried too J.not duty as apostles -°f
far but give every, one a chance to t0 trY t0 Induce.oflrioved ones to come claims made.slight, 
tar, irat give eyery one _ so close to &rth aW take on flesh and' Are’ now constrained to take their 

blood, if thif'bJ jjfossIble. The beauti- Proper place, 
ful. fleecy form to me is enough, esrie- in spheres, where wrongs of life, are 
cially. if the’lfeaiures 'are shown. This ■ . all made right.

If I was to e™ my ideaaxm' this S to " »recedes «*.>
subject of fraud in toe rfinks of Spirit- aOd. The BlBle’ ¿fe not prove mate And still'will rule arieiit»hi- 
ualists, I would say if we havpJaws.tp rlalization ofiriy find, yet I know it is - niea * rVle.a"8n^ whateer the 
nrntAnt tenant nennio in the invest!- true,.and it may be possiblexto produce For justice'holds the scale arid will db 

the flesh an® blood1-kind that crack • rect, ■
coarse jokesuthat w bo often hear in So, in the end, thine own Will come
some cabinet circles. I do not say it is to thee. ' 
Impossible, but I do .say that those I t 
have seen in such'circIeS were not Bpir- whftt “aye W® in grief, ye reap |n 
its, at least- tliosie-'that came to me. I !’ W» . ' - .- ■ /
am a tolerably1 $odd- ‘clairvoyant/ and ;An<1 garner still;,In all the coming 
cqn see just tub-well. lri‘the broad dun- . / years; < <•
light, or through’ a'wall, as any other So wilt.thou gather..bites, without alloy,

gatlon.of this most momentous ques
tion of continued life after the change 
we call death, I would say punish such 

. offenders of such statute law to Its full 
extent, by fine and imprisonment. I 
would not let the offenders off by their 
promise to leave the community, as was 
recntly done at Los Angeles, and leav
ing the criminals free, to go into some
other locality and palm-pff their nefa- place, arid anvridt easily deceived I fruition, for. thy earthly tears, 
rloua practlc«» on other innocent sub- would be glad-to see the genuine, but _ ? „ . \ . . JAMES MARTIN, 
-jects. All Spiritualists throughout the have never seen’ any in circles'of that' Bah Francisco, GaL .
land are direcUy.Interested and.humill- -^nd. ..V. ” • MRS.’-GRANl FYNSk. " ’

• ated by such criminality, and we be-’ '
come the laughing, stock of tlie world.
I have passed my eighty-second inlie. 
post and nearly all of my acquaintances

“A Conspiracy Against the Republid" 
& Charles B,-Waite; A. M., author of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200," oto. A condensed state- 
meat of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov 
25centet Importeo’l

I got for not letting the medium know i 
who I was; and I suppose I ought to be 
satisfied. Well, I was satisfied of one 1 
thing, and never attended another se
ance given by that medium.

When spirits and mediums can give 
.us nothing but noise, jingling of bells, 
banging of tambourines, twanging of 
guitar strings, phosphorescent lights, 
patting of cheeks, touching of hands in 
the dark, full-form figures in fantastic 
garb with voices too indistinct’for pur
poses- of conversation, and no real token 
by which they can be. recognized, with 
no message of any Importance, I for one 
shall refuse to patronize or endorse 

‘them. THEY ARE WORKING TO NO 
PURPOSE SAVE THAT OF EX
TRACTING COIN FROM THE POCK
ETS OF THE TOO CONFIDING SPIR
ITUALIST OR THE CURIOSITY 
SEEKER. IN GENERAL.

Let us as Spiritualists refuse to be 
satisfied with the phenomena of the va
riety show, the spectacular and mysti
fying performance of the juggler, and 
demand spiritual phenomena with a 
purpose, or let us have none at all. The 
bld family circle, as advocated by many 
old-time Spiritualists, it seems to me, 
would go a long ways toward the' solu
tion of the fraud question in Spiritual
ism. .

By no means do physical manifesta
tions occupy the important position In 
Spiritualism that they are given -by 
some.'- -The mental,¡phase. Js more log- 
deal arid iriore convincing: to the think-1 
trig mind than ..the: physical demonstra
tion. A few- weeks ago,-., having occa-- 
sion to visit a friend on-, a matter of 
business I went to ¡hja; house in this 
city, 'where unexpectedly I met a cer
tain medium and one whoip I had never 
met before. She did not know me and 
I, did not know her; had only heard of 
her incidentally. After I had been in
troduced to her and had seated myself 
she said to me: "I do not know what 
you will think of it, but I am going to 
tell it anyway. There was an old gen- 
fleinaa came in with you; he la very

This little book treats of the central 
problems of all religion; the nature of 
the egp; the origin, development, and 
destiny of toe human personality; spir
itual heredity; the dissolution of the 
body and the preservation of the soul; 
the nature of human immortality; man
kind’s ideals; toe rational basis of eth
ics, etc., all from the standpoint of mod
ern psychology and biology. 188 pages. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents.

“Dr. Carus answers the question: "Is 
Life Worth Living?" very fully and sat
isfactorily. The whole is a compre
hensive and helpful treatise."—Journal 
of Education, Boston.

TREATMENT BY HYPNOTISM AND 
SUGGESTION; or Psycho-Therapeut
ics. By C. Lloyd Tuckey, M; D., 
Aberd. New York. Price $3.
This is the fourth edition, revised and 

enlarged, 376 pages 8vo, of a most valu
able and standard work, by an acknowl
edged authority and Expert in the sci
ence of healing by hypnotism and sug
gestion. The method of treatment by 
suggestion is clearly and exhaustively 
considered, and illustrated by descrip
tions of numerous actual cases in the 
author’s personal experience. The 
work will be found a valuable auxiliary 
to' physicians in ameliorating and cur
ing the mental and physical ills of their 
patlfehts, and Is worthy of most careful 
study not only by physicians, who 
should be thoroughly informed in the 
nature and methods-of curative hypno
tism or suggestion, but also by all stu
dents of hypnotism who desire to thor
oughly understand the subject It is a 
valuable mine of information to all who 
consult its pages.
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tlon, may act even betöre consecration.i' tlon, may act even before consecration. 
. v In fact, there is no rule defining canonl- 
\ cal elections, as is proven by the late

Rome there were, two factions.

onius, who was also “a famous histo-

placed all

(To be continued.)

two years and fifteen days. The oppo

"We must bear in mind,

.One night during a violent storm, a
°118 -wns 6U°h ft Palpable heavy crash. was heard. The holy

Inoculated 
landed on 
the time

subjected to him who has 
things under his feet.”

Hundreds of thousands, 
with this papal venom, are 
our shores every year, and

ivTho™ °WT uc°n01av? elected Benedict 
ÍV., 900. Little is known of him ex-

--- mui mC PO* 
his first act was to convene a

YTUD ecru, VI * vptj xtuiiau

(884), and had been deposed from the 
priesthood for bls ‘-wicked and scandal-

When people became more Intelligent “i'Y iruJ" 
and were able to read, the qustion of of how 14 
the legitimacy of his canonization was .. My wife has received a great'many letters since

___ ——— VK.VI-VU UCLU _ 
ronpf Porto, driven from Rome by Formosus. Bui 
m eo far, as the opposition rallied, drove him from 
?’.;(!)'As the Rome and elected John IX., 898. (This It wno /Izs *1. -_______ ~

'Abridgment of the Letters of Charles MacArthur, the A Series of Letters from Spirit Carlyle Petersilea, 

V Eminent Historian, Who for 30 Years Has Made mt5. Cariyie Pete^a, Medium.

Recently says- the pope, “the Holy 
Ghost has informed him that the list of 
popes is incorrect, and has ordered~a re
vision.” We are informed that ten 
vicars of Christ have been dropped 
from the list and five others have been 
added. The name of only one of the 
new ones has been given; the other 
four are to follow.

Duchesne, said to be a "famous histo
rian" was selected to assist the divine 
messenger, and as all the reasons for 
dropping tiie names of the popes have 
not been given, I propose to assist in 
the work. I think the inspired revealer 
was right, but I also think that the pres
ent pope did not catch the entire mes
sage; it should have been 210 instead of 
10. I use the term “pope" for conven
ience. There is not a scintilla of his
torical evidence to support the claim 
that Peter ever saw or heard of the 
city; of Rome. The papal claims are 
based on the most diaphanous legends. 
Many early writers entirely ignore the 
first three popes. The first mention of 
any bishop of Rome is of Clement In 91. 

_ Before that time the papists in Rome 
& .formed a very small society of un- 
K./known numbers. The term ‘pope’ from 

‘papa’ was applied to every cleric until 
\\ the time of Siriclus, 385, who decreed 

that it should fie the distinctive title of 
the Bishop of Rome. The custom was

-followed in the Eastern or Greek 
church, and even to-day every Russian 
priest is designated as ‘pope.’ The 
term has lost its early significance; is 
esteemed only by Interested clerics and 
by the ignorant.

Most of these ten popes are dropped 
from the list under the specious plea 
that they were not canonically elected. 
The canonical election of every popé is 
open to the gravest .suspicion. For 
1000 years they were elected by the 
priests and people of Rome, just in the 
same way that we elect our public offi- 
cers. The gravest disorders naturally 

...-crept in, as there was always a Tam
many hall in Rome. As early as 418, 
we find Pope Boniface J. petitioning the
emperor to pass a stringent law regu
lating these elections and to exercise 
his veto power. In 498, Pope Sym- 
machus convened a council for the 
same purpose, In which it was proven 
that votes were openly bought and sold' 
and benefices promised in return for 
support. Moreover, until the complete 
separation of the two churches, Roman 
and Greek, the pope was not conse
crated till his election had received the 
imperial sanction; and, during the 
Arian rule In Italy and until the de- 

■ struction of the Lombard kingdom by 
Charlemagne, the popes were always 
nominated and elected by the heretical 
civil power.

Up to the 14th century, few, if any 
popes were elected without the assist
ance of the emperor or some king, and 
very many of them depended on petty 
Italian princes to secure themselves- in 
the papal chair.

Hence the many wars in Italy. From 
1305 to 1378, while the papacy was es
tablished at Avignon there was not a 
canonically elected pope, 'as all of them 

¿were tools of the French king, who nom- 
Kkiated and elected every one of them.

AntTup'to the 15th century popes were 
subjects to councils; the council of Con
stance having deposed John XXIII, as 
we shall see when we reach that gen
tleman and elected Martin V., (1417).‘ 
And the uncertainty, from a canonical 
standpoint, surrounding all papal elec
tions is evidenced by a decree of Nich
olas II., (1509) that a pope, on his elec-

1 election. If only canonically elected 
popes are to be kept on the list, then 

. there will be no list.
The present pope was a compromise 

candidate and was elected because the 
veto of Emperor Joseph of Austria, pre
vented the conclave from electing Ram- 
polla, who, unquestionably, was the fa
vorite candidate.

Listen to what he said in 1893, in his 
first sermon at St. Mark’s church, Ven
ice. “The pope is not simply the repre
sentative of Jesus. Christ; on the con- 

' trary, he is Jesus Christ himself, under 
the veil of flesh, who by means of an ex
istence common to humanity continues 
his ministry among men. Does the 
pope speak? It is Jesus Christ that 

«• speaks. So that if the pope speaks, we 
have no need to examine, but have only 
to obey. There can be no rights in op
position to the pope in teaching or giv
ing orders. His decision must not be 
criticised, nor his commands disputed. 
Consequently, by divine appointment, 
all kings, cardinals, priests, must be

may come when this country will regret 
in sackcloth and ashes what is-called 
liberality.

The microbe of reform will never in
oculate a pope who considers himself 
a reincarnation of Jesus Christ.

My authority for the dates in the fol
lowing review will be "A General His
tory of the Catholic Church, by M, 
L’Abbe J. E. Darras, with Introduction 
and notes by the Most Reverend M. J. 

'. Spalding, D. D., Archbishop of Balti- 
. more," containing letters of recommen

dation from Pius IX; John McClosky, 
D. D„ Archbishop of New York; J. B. 
Purcell, D. D.. Archbishop of Cincin
nati. Published by P. O’Shea, .1866. 
A|>be Darras spent the greater part of 
his life in Rome working on this his
tory, and we are assured that every fa
cility was accorded him to make his his- 

- tory both comprehensive and accurate.
I will quote exclusively from papal 
sources—whenever I do otherwise I will 
name my authority, who will be an ac
credited-historian

Anacletus.
The first pope dropped from the list 

is Anacletus, who was supposed to have 
succeeded Cletus (78-91). Darras says 
the church was divided on the question 
whether Cletus and Anacletus were the 
same or different popes.

In all the earlier lists, including that 
of Cardinal Baronius, and in fact until 
the 18th century, tney were considered 
different persons; were reverenced as 
martyrs, one with a festival. on April 
26, and the other on July 23; and both 
bodies were exhibited in St. Peter’s, 
with the usual miracles ^performed by. 
each.

But; investigation disclosed the fraud . 
and ingenious excuses were manufac- i 
tured, each one more puerile than the i 
other. It was claimed that both reigned, > 
oi)C representing the Jewish~ and the 1 
other the Geritile portion of. the flock, i 
On the death of Cletus that Anacletus j 

\ .resigned in favor of.his successor Clem-, i

O

would be ijiipossible for me to do this. I can be of far
greater use to the -world, by writing my own experi
ence apjl apportion of tiie experience of those with 
whom I come in contact, .than I could to 
give iify whole time, and Mrs. Petersilea's time, 
in seipjchiipj out. rhe particular friends of those 
who write to her, asking me to do so. Subscribe for 
The T^jogrejsive Thinker, get your friends to sub
scribe, and you will be made acquainted with some of 
the details of spirit life.

Now? life ppelns, in a measure, to repeat itself, some
what as one would climb a spiral stairway. Every 
time one gMs around, one’s experience seems to be 
Very like the preceding, except a spiral circle higher. 
For instance, when I was born into spirit life, my 
father received me, sustained me, comforted me, 
taught me, put me to bed, and afterward fed jne with 
milk; then he remained with and near me until I was 
able to take.care of myself; and he did precisely the 
same when I was born into earth life, that being the 
material birth, this the spiritual, a cycle higher, it will 

: in be seen, but .almost the same. My mother having

My wife has just read a paragraph of two in The 
Progressive Thinker, that has set up a series of vibra
tory thought waves within her brain, and as they flow 

. , ... , r , outward they -reach and call for me to respond. Thefraud that the Jesuits were Instructed fnii™,.;««-lo r , (lAr
to find some other excuse. This was the paragraph referred to: “ We are eon-
absolutely necessary-as there are three tmuaily met with the question: If spirits can return, 
Important decretals .credited to Anacle- why is it we do not learn more of what they are doing, 
tus, which are quoted to prove Rome's of wjlat t]lejr Cl)nsj8ts ■]”
PlTheCjtauits are adepts in this kind of ^ow, as* my wife together with myself have been 
works, but in their zeal they frequently mediums lor tins particular phase of manifestation 
overstep the mark. Notwithstanding for more than twenty years, she felt a little diseour- 
highly '^tenerfu^'Son^o/0^ SstSXi™ 1 1 °f

writers, the papal church knows to her jues 1011 being asked, a gieat many times. Some- 
sorrow that the Jesuits are neither what more than twenty years ago, my own father, 
truthful in their quotations nor actu- Frariz Petersilea, controlled and wrote automatically

Country,”
ited historians. Lazzari and Pappen- Sjymg .a detailed account 01 Jiisrown experience m ue seen,;out .almost uie same. My mother having 
brock were delegated to the task and spirit life. This book is ptill for sale. Shortly after- passed into the spirit realms"when I was a babe, often 
declared, after -minuute investigation ward, my own-mother wrote, in the same way, a fully returned'in spirit to see the little boy she had left 
same^erson^Tha^his^ame^was ¿rig6 detajled and deseripijive life of spiritual beings, what here, she visited me the same way as an angel, and 
inally Cletus, and during a persecution “ieJr an^ ^le means used to accomplish whatever still continues to do so, but, as on earth, she is.too far 
In Rome, under Vespasian; he left the Work they may be engaged in doing. The books read removed to make a home and live with me.
city; When he returned he called Mm- like romances to be sure; but they are not. They give .Franz Liszt was my dearest musical friend in my 
tusf again)1"1118’ °r iterum cletUB & the real life and experience of two spiritual beings at adolescence, when I was sent to Germany to finish my 

But the Jesuits experts were unaware least. < musical education, not my teacher my teachers weye
of the fact that there was no persecu- The book, “Mary Ann Carew,” is ^specially fasci- those of the Leipzig Conservatory—but my dear
tlon under either Vespasian or bls son nating. This was the real maiden name of my own friend whom I loved.

the title of “The delight of the human iatner s book was also true m all its details, the name
race.'" Nor does it dispose of the two simply being changed a little, as I, at that time, hard- 
bodies in1 St. Peter's that are “resplend- )y dared to have it known that I had become l’... «w,, »uveu «uu npyi
day ”W Nor doeT’it accoun^tor^hFtwo liev®r in Spiritualism, as it was sure to ruin my busi- again we could not agree on religion, 
festivals, if Anacletus ever lived she ness.entirely. I had u conservatory of music, eloeu- When, as a young man, I left Germany and re- 
was a woman; Anna Cletus, and was tion, languages and art. I afterwards sold out to the turned to Boston, Dr. Eben Tourgee and myself 
the wife of Cletus. But I think that New England Conservatory and then felt that I could founded the New England Conservatory of Music, 
both of them are myths. breathe a little more freely, and shortly after, I let the Dr. Tourgee was the business founder and manager,

world know what I did believe, and that my father but was not a musician, yet he loved and appreciated 
The history of Felix is interwoven had returned and controlled the writing of a book, he music above all things. I was, at that time, the prin- 

cliVK summoned by the empTor’, been a teacher in my conservatory, and well cipal musical performer in Boston. Dr. Tourgee 
had condemned Athanasius, the lormu- known as an agnostic—or a full-fledged materialist sought me to aid him in founding tlm New England 
lator of the creed bearing his name, rather. --------- ’
which is the foundation stone of the pa- As soon as it was noised about that I 
pal creed. Ltberlps refused his signa- 
ture, was deposed and sent Into exile.

----- I appreciated his wonderful
My music and played it to him as few others could to his

name satisfaction; but we could not agree on religion. In 
1.... my adolescent state as a spirit, I again visited him and
a be- played to him, dearly loved and appreciated him, but

When, as a young man, I left Germany and re.

_ rx --- - - - ---
Conservatory: and together we founded it; he the 

......... . . „..»v ± was a Spirit- business manager and your humble servant the mu- ............. ualist, my business dropped oft' to that extent that I sical director. Now, why I enter into all this detail, 
Felix, tm ayowed'Arian/was elected to might say 1 was financially ruined; but ruined or not is to show how life and its incidents are repeated in 
succeed him in 356. Even at that early ruined, there should be no more skulking for me; and cycles.
date the bishopric of Rome was one of [ have never evaded or skqlked since. Not only were In my last letter I told you how I meant to found a 
The^ontmporaryUhiBtorlan Ammlanus two hooks written, detailing life in the spirit conservatory of music, elocution, languages and art. 
Marcellinus 1 n speaking of it says: world, but many others were written which were not Now my mind became very intense on the subject and 
“When I reflect the splendor attached published in book form but found their way to the sent forth vibratory waves into the ether and they 

• to the See of Rpme I can understand spiritual periodicals, some of them the following: were caught up by my old friend and coadjutor Dr. 
reach"»!. £The bishops of that city re- niRi Mary,” “Edward and Mary,” “Amy Les- Eben Tourgee, who had been here in the spirit life 
ceive the most costly gifts from the Ro- ter.” A Celestial Wanderer,” being the first experi- for, perhaps, fifteen or more years; and once more 
man matrons; they appear in public ence, in spirit life, of Charles Dickens; and many, __ ___ _____  . .«»«j,
seated in brI111ant chariots, in sumptu- many others. Besides all of-these, for a number of yon may understand my position better, that in later 
those of "kings in magnificence6”11 PSS8 8 yea,rs> The Progressive Thinker published series after years; and shortly before he entered spirit life, he had

in exile, Liberias reflected on his past series of letters that were written through my hand been the one who had bought me out and merged my 
glories and his mind wandered back to. automatically by the spirits whose names were at- consel’vatoi'y, which I had started later in life, into 
that sumptuous table and thwe dar-, tached to them, detailing their lives in the spirit the New England, together with myself, once more; 
hated rival He* weakened °and signed WOIH h°w they lived, what they did, giving minute for I'had, after a number of years, left the New Eng- 
the Arlan creed which denied the divin- details of things as they found them. My wife land and started one all by myself wjiich I carried oii 
ity of Christ and ignored the Holy copied all these letters out carefully (as they were for fifteen, years. That makes twice my life and in
Ghost This k ^tinctly stated by St. sjnip]y scrawls that no one but she could read, for terests become merged into that with Dr. Eben Tour- 
the Mstoxian SozoaN\’ erom® a they were written with lightning-like rapidity) and gee while still on earth. Now comes the third time, 

Athanasius calls" him “a monster, sent them to The Progressive Thinker, and the editor higher up the scale of being, both now being in spirit 
raised by the malice of Anti-ChYiat, kindly published them. life. The cause of our separation in both instances
worthy of and fit to execute the worst These letters were not fraudulent, but true; and, of on ea;-th Was our wide divergence on religious sub-

the majority'of papists were course, .my wife feels a little hurt after our united jects,-. The first time he wanted me to become a 
Arians. At the council of Milan, 365, years of toil, more than twenty years of constan,t writ- Aletlridist,■••and because I demurred he bestowed his 
all the bishops except three,„signed the ing for both of us, hers being) the most severe and ar- best, favors upon others not as competent as myself, 
A/wnsCrT"'ts duous work, in this very phase of manifestation; de- which he openly admitted, but the conservatory must
counci^ot Nicea," the first Oecumenical tMliug life in the spirit spheres, or realms, which, be run by those who were of the Methodist persua- 
council of the church; the man "who with Brother Francis, I think the better word; and sion. I became discouraged, was young and hot- 
worded and drew uq the Nicene creed"; after all this, the question is continually asked: If headed, and left and started one of my own. Asi 
even he, Joined tee Arians, denied the spirits can return, why is it we do not learn more of said before, after fifteen years, he, together with the 
Ghost. And the council of Rimini, 359, what they are doing, oi what their life consists? cujjipany,.oougiu 
attended by over 400 bishops, also fell Now I would advise all who ask these questions to forces with his.
into line, as did the council of Selencia, subscribe for The Progressive Thinker, and there! 
in the same year, with its 160 bishops. thoy will find their questions fully answered.

Felix was cold and austere; most wo- * J -
men disliked him. Liberius was a ■

In my last letter I told you how I meant to found a

pacy. There was an innocent and holy 
rivalry between mother and daughters, 
the former boasting that she never 
slept with any one “less than a bishop." 
Sergius, whom we have already seen 
had been twice elected pope and driven 
from Rome, had now returned and was 
acknowledged favorite of Marozla.

One day he seized Christophorus, put 
him in prison,- where he was strangled. 
The bones of the murdered pope were 
afterwards buried in St. Peter's, where 
they performed miracles and the early 
records esteem him both a saint and a 
martyr. But Mr. Gotti has just decided 
that he is not “true pope,” so most like
ly the miracles will cease. Sergius was 
then elected for the third time. June 
9, 905.

As Christophorus has been dropped 
from the list, there is a hiatus of eight
een months, and it will be Interesting to 
learn how Mr. Gotti intends to fill it. 
Sergius is credited with having been 
successively the favored lover of the 
mother and tne two daughters. And 
his son by Marozia was duly elected 
pope in 931, as John XI. He ruled the 
Universe, Apostolic and Holy Roman 
church for five years, when he was im
prisoned and murdered by his half
brother, Alberic.

The relationships of this holy family 
were slightly mixed. Marozla had been 
married to one Wido and after his 
death—or murder, she consorted with 
his father, Adelbert, Marquis of Tus
cany. Alberic was the result. Sergius 
III., is described by Cardinal Baronius 
as “the embodiment of all possible 
vices.” ’ The most notable religious act 
of his reign was to allow Emperor Leo 
to divorce his wife and marry his mis
tress, by whom he already had a child.

(To be continued.)

BOOK REVIEW.

A Triangular Polemic. A Discussion 
| on Reincarnation, or the Successive Em
bodiments of the Human Spirit. By J. 
M. Peebles, M. D., The Peebles Medical 
Institute, Battle Creek, Mich. Price, 
30 cents.

Dr. Peebles has performed a distinct 
public service ip producing the above- 
named volume as it offers between its 
covers a comprehensive review of the 
much-discussed question of reincarna
tion on the part of its advocates and op
ponents. The work fiomprises the cor- 
icspondence between Dr. Peebles, Dr. 
Helen Dinsmore and W. J. Colvlile 
which took place in the columns of the 
the English Spiritualist journal, Light, 
in London, and the Banner of Light in 
Boston. It may be accepted that each 
writer has said the best that is to be 
said upon the side selected. Mrs. Dens-

A PRACTICAL COURSE
FOR

Physicians and Students
of Occultism,

Treating on the FollowingSubjects: 

Personal Magnetism, Psychology, 
Hypnotism, Mesmerism, Suggestive 
Therapeutics, Psycho-Therapeutics, 
Magnetic Healing,Self-Mastery, Hy
giene of Mind and Body, Nervo- 
pathlc Massage and Various Kinds 
of Manipulation, Corrections of 
Vices, Education, Etc. By

PROF. OSCAR H. HOY, D. M., 8. T. D.

This course of instruction is differ
ent from any course ever printed. It is 
a condensed encyclopedia, conveying 
the highest truths and most valuable 
information in terms so simple that a 
child can undei stand them. Much has 
been written on these subjects by dif
ferent schools, but they were superficial 
and it has been left to the author to 
weld them together, the philosophies of 
the east and the west. His methods 
are not a theory or a fad, but are cor
rect treatments, based on scientific 
knowledge, research and experience. 
He uses the best methods known per
taining to these subjects, enveloping 
all that is taught in other schools, and 
then going far beyond anything known 
in the west

The course treats on the fundamental 
principles ot universal Jaw, and de
scends to individualized concrete mat
ter, giving the “evolution of the indi
vidual” to Its highest attainment of con
sciousness. It contains a more com
plete course on hypnotism than any 
other course, and.manifests a new era 
In the study of practical psychic phil
osophy.

The regular price of this unique 
course Is $25. We have decided to let 
a limited number go at $5. Those de
siring this course can buy it at the 
price mentioned if purchased within the 
next four months. Address all orders 
to ' MISS NETTIE WINTER,

466 LaSalle Ave., Chicago, III.

more presents the usual arguments in 
favor of the assumed re-embodiment of 
the spirit, while the nature of Mr. Col
ville’s contentions are so well known 
that neither need be re-stated here, as 
my readers in the past have been made 
thoroughly familiar with the arguments 
in the pages of this journal. Dr. 
Peebles’ replies are In most cases brill-- / * * i -- -- ------ miviv * vvuivc lupucD axe iu must caseB Drin-

; ana many, Eben lourgee sought me out. I want also to say, that ,aMt> always forceful and pointed, but « n 1» „P -t , i ... . . ' T. 1» ^..1 All _ xl J i i » «... 'Ills wit fulfills the dictum of Figaro, the 
immortal barber, who lays It down that,

--- --- - **"
life. The cause of our separation in both instances 
on eayth Was our wide divergence on religious sub- 

The first time he wanted me to become a

company, bought me out, and once more I joined my 
During this time—five years—lie 

rein died, or rather, went to the spirit realms, and as the 
,___________j ........conservatory was run mostly by Methodist ministers,  __  _ As I said before, my own phase of mediumship was they did not qare to have a Spiritualist—which I had 

great favorite with them, for he was that of detailing life in the spirit realms; and then now become—at the head of the musical department;
gay and festive. On his return to my wife detailed it out to the world; and now I pro- consequently I again left them, as they and I desired.
... . ... —•- pose to go on detailing life here in the spirit realms as Whilst admitting that I was supremely qualified, my

I find it. using my wife as the medium, and she will go Spiritualism was objected to, and the position was 
on rfatmlinrr it tz> ti.„ «.«»u ... y - given to one far less competent, as they soon discov-

And really I do hope, after so many ered, and he was ousted not loug afterward. And 
.'X.".;-, tcgctl;;; 1th thv iuvuiu- now. after a few more years, I too am here in the 

able aid of Brother Francis, be able to at least make a spirit .realms, and my strong desire to found-a spirit
slight impression upon tiio y/orld. ual conservatory went forth in great vibratory waves,

Now by giving a detailed account of my own expe- of which I really was not at the time fully conscious, 
rienee, or a portion of it, for all of it would not inter- Very few, as yet, on earth, realize to what extent their 

____________ o est the general reader, it will show the life here in a thought
nificent sarcophagus, adorned the ca- I general way—how we live, what we do, and so forth— ¿he lower worm, out tne spirit world as well. As pre- 
thedral and performed miracles. I and from this you can all draw your own conclusions ■‘viously stated, these waves reached and struck my old 

of how it is with your own friends. ’ friend and coadjutator, Dr. Eben Tourgee.
Mv wifp has n -- • * *

us had the more numerous. So, those
of Felix were murdered In the strets, in • ~ - ---- -------- - ------go
their homes, in the public baths, and on detailing it to the world as she has for the last 
were pursued even into the churches, twenty years. .' 1 ~
The historian tells us that Rome was years of united toil, we may, together with the invalu- 
saturated with their blood. Felix es- .pt. .. b-
caped, retired to an estate, where he r . :. >-------
died in 365, All the early records claim slight impression upon the world.
him as a saint and a martyr. His fes
tival was celebrated on July 29, particu
larly at Cerventra, of which cky he was 
the patron saint. His body, in a mag- waves influence the whole world; not only 

■er world, but the spirit world as well. As pre

uie legitimacy or ms canonization was "LX wue nas received a great many letters since I had formed for myself a small studio in the spirit 
raised. So, in 1582, Gregory XIIL, or- these messages have been published, asking her to ask realms, somewhat like the one I had left on earth, per-
dered an investigation. Cardinal Bar- me if 1 would not make it in my way to get acquainted haps a little better and more refined, for I wanted to

■with their particular friends and find out what they be as near my wife as possible, and live a good deal as
worn dninor. Mrs. Petersilea has become confused I had lived when in the material.

n »1 zl «4- — ——- - -* •- - 1 “

rian” was directed to gather all the ob- _ , •__ -
jections against Felix and Cardinal were d0ino. j . _ —------ -- —- «iuluwu

Santoris Was appointed to defend him. and amazed, and could not answer nalt ot these let- 
Baronius filled an entire volume to fers. ’ 
prove that Felix was “neither a saint

, nor a martyr but an accursed Arian, 
; who denied the divinity of Christ.” San- 

toris, as he testifies, could find nothing 
in favor of his client and had recourse 

. to prayer.
On July 28. on the eve of Felix’s fes

tival, the congregation of cardinals, 
headed by Gregory, met to hear the tes
timony and decide if Felix was in heav
en, as a saint, or in hell, as an Ar Jin. 
Baronius presented his facts, proving 
Felix to have been an Arian, that he 
had died a natural death and that his 
burial place was unknown. The weep
ing Cantoris had nothing to say, but 
simply knelt and poured out his prayers 
for a miracle.

The assembly decided against Felix 
and Gregory had just risen to pro
nounce the verdict—when—the door 
suddenly opened; a messenger rushed 
in and throwing himself at . the pope's 
feet cried .out: “Holy Felix, pray for 
ub!” Between his sobs of joy the mes-1 
senger announced .that the body of Fe
lix had just been discovered. Holy 
Gregory tucked up his skirts and all 
hands rushed to the Church of Sts Cos
mas and Damlanus, and loLin a most 
elaborate coffin was a pile of bones with 
this inscription: “The body of St. Felix 
who condemned Constantius.” A Te 
Deum was sung; Baronius burned his 
book of facts; Felix whs remanded to 
heaven and the devil sat alone and mel
ancholy, silently chewing the bitter cud 
of disappointment Thus virtue ' ever 
triumphs and prayers and miracles dis
prove facts. - "

The faithful were duly informed that 
Felix had been martyred by Constan-: 
this. Unfortunately that emperor had 
died four years before Felix; but we 
must not be too captious when dealing 
with miracles; particularly papal mir
adles. But the decision nearly caused 
a schism. The good people of Cerven- 
tera declined accepting the newly found 
bonds; the'old ones had .performed too 
many miracles.' So a guard of holy 
priests was formed to protect them.

------------... ,w- I was sitting, thinking deeply about tfee conserv-Yet she would like to, she feels such sympathy atory that I desired to found, when my door opened 
ivii« i-o-rr. J J " and in walked Dr. Eben Tpurgee.

_ j   •-><y uip/avt

for those who have lost some near and dear relative. 
No dear readers of The Progressive Thinker, it

FUBLIGflTIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle
Liirary of SjMtual Literate.

“Satire like a razor keen, 
Should wound with a touch scarce felt 

or seen."
In support of hfs position Dr. Peebles 

quotes from the communications given 
through the mediumship of W. "Stainton 
Moses, J. J. Morse, E. W. Wallis, and 
M. H. Wallis and others, and presents a 
characteristic and special approval of 
his positions from the pen of Andrew 
Jackson Davis. As to the oft-repeated 
question, “What is the process of rein
carnation?" on page 74, the Doctor 
quotes from the “Chondogya Upan
ishad" of India which, according to the 
Rajput’s teachings upon reincarnation, 
says “The person to be re-born becomes 
more ethereal by relieving himself of 
his seven sheathings when he becomes 
breath-like, then vaporous, then cloudy, 
then descending wraps himself in the 
awaiting womb, and there lies con
densed as an embryo, to be out-born at 
the end of the tenth lunar month.” How 
beautifully simple! You just melt away 
into smoke and there you are—or there 
you are not, which ever way it may 
strike you! Dr. Peebles presents eleven 
clearly defined propositions in opposi
tion to this Oriental dogma and he con
cludes a very capital pamphlet with a 
valedictory from which we have only 
space to quote the following stirring 
lines:

“Spiritualism posited upon Spirit (es
sential, Infinite and all-energizing), em
bodying as it does consciousness, life, 
love, purpose, and will; and considered 
in Its measureless depths in its lofty 
heights and in the immensity of its all
embracing wideness, holds the key that 
unlocks all the treasure-stores labeled

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

Thia work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts In its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from «.hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
in this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. AU ques
tions which arhe on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

Containing the latest investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation ot this Interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price $1.

I THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT, 
OF THE SACRED HEART.

This book was written for an object, 
and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods ot 
Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story ot 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets ot 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price, 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies, 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.‘occult phenomena,' and rationally ex
plains the phenomena of life, birth, 
growth, maturity, death, and that ma
jestic march of the spiritual man 
through the grim gate of mortality and 
thence onward and upward through the 1 • ireclli'
ether zones and starly spaces tnat gild ‘J““8’ 225 pases' ’’eauUfully bound, 
and glorify the measureless heavens | rr ’ L..-  --------

By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 
contains the best peoms ot the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with >. 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita- «-{»»r. OOE »----

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.» • « Finally, beloved opponents, fare
well! It is questionable if we ever 
meet again in tliig present physical in
carnation (though I trust to the con
trary) and, it is very doubtful if we ever 
meet in the distant hereafter; for inas
much as aspiration and purpose are the 
measures of destiny, I purpose when 
throwing off this encumbering vehicle 
of flesh and blood to press onward and 
upward to the spirit-illumined homes of 
Hare, Edmonds, Denton, Brittan, Kiddle 
and kindred reformers whose fraternal 
palms often press mine—upward to the 
celestial homes of those sages and seers 
that have long walked the companions 
of white-robed angels; while you, oh, re- 
incarnationists! in consonance with 
your time-dragging, birth-repeating dog
ma of reincarnation expect to halt along 
the way—halt for further experiences— 

i halt for more worldly conceptions— 
halt for repeated reincarnations—halt 
for more bodily embodiments—halt for 
more fleshly re-blrths Into the purgato
ries of a dreary and all too often pain
ful mortality of mental and moral crip
ples—Into that letter of passional mate
riality which the inspired prophet said 
with emphasis, ‘killeth.’

“And so, beloved, farewell! A fond, 
tender farewell with my best wishes for 
your prosperity while wandering and 
meandering through your future flesh- 
Clogged embodiments. Again fare
well!”

For the home, the lyceum and socie
ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

cumbent only left his name in the pon
tifical annals, as he died fifteen days 
after his promotion.” He was eaten up 
with ulcers and died of venereal dis
ease. The mob then elected Stephen 
VII., (896), as Darras says: “Somewhat 
more in accordance with canonical pro
priety." ' ‘

But, says Archbishop Spaulding: 
“Some admit Stephen VII.,1 among the 
genuine popes; while others withGrave-

of Formosus, which he said had been res
cued by some fishermen. He had It 
re-interred with imposing ceremonies, 
anathematized his holy predecessor 
Stephen, declared all his .decrees and 
appointments to be null and void, ex
communicated ¿11 his appointees, and 
recalled all the bishops who had been 
ordained by Formosus. Theodore last
ed just twenty days, as the opposing 

________ bishops poisoned him.
son, regard him as an intruder, which -Says Darras: “The chair of St Peter 
he certainly was at the béginúfag of his seemed at this said period, to have be- 
career.” (Query: How did he become come a mere thoroughfare.” There 
true pope?) His first action Avas to ex- were now two strong factions, that of 

_____  ______  hume the body of Formosus and array- Stephen and that of Formosus. The I the church, murdered nearly all their ing it in pontifical robes, seatedrlt in the former elected Sergius, the same gen
opponents and then elected their leader Apostolic chair. • Stephen -then ad- tieman who had been elected before and 
Formosus. Sergius escaped to Tuscany, dressed it: “Wherefore, ‘bisljonof Porto, driven from Rome by Formosus. But 
Formosus was bishop of Porto and had nast thou urged thy ambition ^0 far, as the opposition rallied, drove him from 
been excommunicated three times for ,t0 usurp the See of Rqme?’;(!i As the Rome and elected John IX., 898. (This
conspiring to murder John' VIII. (872) corpse could not answef, it1Bwas de- is not tiie last of Sergius, we will yet
and deliver Rome to the Turks. Darra? Glared guilty, brutally ,.Mutilated and And him “true pope”). John was the 
says his election was uncanonlcal be- thrown into the Tiber... The.Ahree fin- son of Rampoald, a Benedictine monk,
cause it was “the first example of a • gers WRh which a ppp'^ bestows his and that rich order bought him the
bishop transferred from another See to blessing, were cut off and burned. ■ All sition. Ilk fl.ot ¿vi wua io convene a 
that of Rome.” 1 appointees of Formosus werM'declared council, declare Formosus a "true pope”

Thia Was expressly forbidden by the usurpers arid excommumcated; many and burn the decrees of the council that 
canons as no one but a Roman was ell- were imprisoned; several, were. mur-.' had excommunicated him. John lasted “totae»papal chair. During his .dered. \ “ , two.yearsl and1 fifteen days. The oppo

reign of about five years Formosus kept There can be no doubfe of ¡ this, and Poisoneu 111m. . .
Italy in a state of Incessant war. here is Rome’s excuse fo$.the[brutal act. TVTh®n?oví “ted Benedict
There were three armies in the field gays Dai;ras:."We must bear in mind, IV->
arid about - 100,00Q people perished, too, that the odious scene <we have just cePt that the Bishop Luitprand of Cre- 
Then Boniface VI., (896) was elected, described bore no relation-to any ques- mona says he was ^mmensely wealthy 
He was the son of Pope Adrian III., tlon of dogma, and thatjthe .unheard of and -bought the election He reigned H_q was u . .. . . . . . fluct of. Stephen inr¡b 5vlse touches about three years and was murdered by

the Infallibility of the Holy See.” Ye the Duke of Friuli. Then the strongest 
Gods The fripnds of Formosus seized -faction elected Leo. V., 90S. He lasted 
Stephen, loádéd him with chains, threw whenWchaplaln, Car-
him into a dungeon where he was dinal Christophorus of St. Lawrence, 
strangled . In August, 897. Then R0: P«t him hr prison where he was mur- 
manus was elected, September 17, 897. Christophorus was then duly
He reigned about forir months aad was elected. He reigned about a year, 
murdered by the opposition, Feb. 8; At that time there lived in Rome a 
898. The faction of Formosus then sue- celebrated ecclesiastical “courtezan” 
ceeded in electing Theodore II, 898. He Theodora, who with her daughters, Ma- 
pretfinded tahave discovered the corpse rozla arid Theodora, controlled the pa-

guardians fell on their knees and 
prayed. The next morning another 
miracle was discovered. The old bones 
had disappeared; the new ones had 
taken their place—inscription and all. 
Yes! Italy Is a land of miracles.

Christophorus, 903.
The next on the list is Christophorus, 

but in order to understand this case, it 
will be necessary: to go back to Pope 
Formosus, 891 At the election, Sergius 
was selected, after “a fierce and violent 
struggle” While he was at the altar 
preparing' for the ceremony of conse
cration, the opposite faction entered

Andrew Jackson Davis in the" course 
of-his brief letter says when writing to 
Dr. Peebles, “Often have I exclaimed 
aloud—’Good!'—He has given reincar
nation another death-blow. It Is 
wreathing—dying.” And the Doctor 
truly says, “/approval from such a 
source Is comparable to a cooling, re
freshing fountain fringed with palms in 
q desolate desert.”

is

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of intense Inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
638 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

ous life,” as appears in the decrees of 
the council held by John VIII., (872), 

Says Darras, speaking of. this • elec
tion: “In the midst of this confusion, a 
regular election was out of the question. 
The faction of Berengarlus, in a tumult-, 
uous assembly bore to.the. throne Boni
face VI., (April 11, 896). The lawful
ness of.the election, carried by force of 
arms, is doubtful enough. But the in-

I ’ This book deserves the widest possi
ble circulation among the advocates of 

I either side of this much-discussed ques
tion, and we predict for it a very large 
sale.—Banner of Light

“Social Upbuilding,' Including Co-op- 
erative Systems and.the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” ■ By Œ. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
nt this office.

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for Tho 

/ Progressive Thinker.
Now is the time to extend the circula

tion ot The Ptogressh's Thinker. It 
Will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
thia earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well .adapted to enrich the 
mind- Bond in a subscription-now.

- “Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. .A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar-

‘1

rlage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 

. ______ „„„ . prose. Specially designed for-the use
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth I of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry, 
hound: price St. ■, * price 75 cento.

“In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland., Interesting, instructivo and

houndifirloell.
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wHE DIDN’T KNOW BEANS.
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NEW BOOK.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
“VOICES OF THE MORNING."

■<

‘Tor God’s Sake An Incident Illustrating the Power of 
Suggestion.

Hurry to tlite Church!”

A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
Philosophy.
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fectly safe, and will save yourself an
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denied; then why waste strength in an 
effort to establish something beyond 
the grasp of human mind? He who In
sists there Is such a .being need not be 
disputed; and he who denies It la an
tagonizing a claim of which he has no 
laiowledge. The machinery ot the uni
verse will move right on just the same, 
which ever postulate is true. Science 
is too limited in knowledge to wrestle 
with such an august subject, and reve
lation, priest made, is quite as ignor
ant, whatever its pretensions.

W?

TAM NOIICEi
t^-At the expiration ot subscription, it not re

newed, the paper is.discontinued. No bills 
will bo sent tor extra numbers.

[57*11 you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, aud any errors in address will he 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.,

fW*Whenever you desire the address of your 
• paper iclmuged, always give tho address of 

the place to which it has been going or the 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is $2.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit, 
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
■wer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when ar attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin. Heights, Ohio.

Evil and Suffering.
Probably to counteract the extreme 

heat of the weather and the effects of 
the sleepless nights caused thereby, 
some of our orthodox Chicago ministers 
have taken up, for pulpit exercise, the 
occult subject of the origin and philos
ophy of human suffering and evil in 
gewM'al. The orthodox treatment of 
thesubject from the ordinary pulpit 
must inevitably induce deep somno
lence, which, under the circumstances 
must be regarded as a much-needed 
good—to the sleeper.

A Methodist and a Congregational 
pastor both took the view that it was a 
law of the universe that everything 
good should be gained at the cost of 
suffering, and that the object of suffer
ing was the purification and perfection 
of human character.

The Progressive Thinker does not in
tend, during the hot season, to plunge 
into the depth-of the bottomless pit of 
this orthodox discussion—though it is 
probably as well-informed as they are 
on the subject of the origin of evil and 
the philosophy of human suffering, but 
we would ask these reverend philoso
phers^ to kindly elucidate the relation
ship between the sufferings endured by 
innocent animals undergoing the tor
tures of vivisection, and the purifica
tion and perfection of human character. 
To us unorthodox it seems the tenden
cy is toward perfection in heartless, un
feeling devilization of human character.

And what of the sufferings of babies, 
and irresponsible children, too young to 
philosophize on the purport of their 
suff eYings?

Great men are not always wise—and 
even orthodox preachers flounder into 
waters whose depths are beyond the 
sounding of their plummets. If these 
preachers could be induced to study 
Hudson Tuttle’s works, “The Religion 
of Man" (one of The Progressive Think
er’s premium books), and “The Arcana 
of Spiritualism,” it would undoubtedly 
result in a significant enlargement of 
their view of the mysteries of life and 
being.

Harrison D. Barrett Nominated for 
State Senator.

We learn from an authoritative 
source that, during his absence from 
home in Somerset County, Maine, the 
Democratic party nominated our good 
brother, H. D- Barrett, for its candidate 
for State Senator, by acclamation. This 
is certainly a mark of appreciation of 
the worth aud standing of Mr. Barrett 
in his old home county.

It is an old adage that “man is not 
without honor save in his own coun
try,” but in this instance there lies an 
Indication that man can be honored In 
his own country, and with no small 
honor either.

The Progressive Thinker is not a~po- 
litical paper in any sense, but here is a 
worthy voting man who has been at the 
head of the N. S. A. ever since its incep
tion, and as its executive officer has 
shown Spiritualists his metal, his en
ergy and ability, and his name should 
suffice, without laudation, to inspire ev
ery Spiritualist to earnestly and quietly 
do their utmost to elect him. He mer
its their support regardless of party af
filiations, by his earnestness for good 
government and his personal integrity.

This is a grand opportunity to do a 
good turn for a competent and deserving 
man. We hone to hear of Mr. Barrett’s 
election, .and wish him all the success 
we know he merits, and that is no small 
amount.

Godless Schools in the Philippines.
According to W. E. Curtis’ letter in 

the Chicago Record-Herald, "religion” 
is not taught in any of the public 
schools of the Philippines. He says:

The most sensitive nerve of the edu
cational situation here has never been 
shocked. . No attempt has ever been 
made by auv American teacher, so far 
as is known, to Introduce religion into 
the schools. Everyone was thoroughly 
instructed on this point at the outset, 
and it is believed that the instructions 
have been faithfully observed. The 
government does pot pretend to control 
the thoughts or consciences of its 
teachers, or interfere with their scru
ples in any way, and no restraint is ex
ercised upon their conduct after school, 
but during stated hours religious exer
cises are forbidden. Religious topics 
may not be discussed and no religious 
Instruction is permitted.

I happened to be in Rome when the 
first army of American teachers was 
sent to the Philippines three year's ago, 
and Cardinal Rampolla and other emi
nent prelates there were very much 
concerned about the movement, The 
Roman Catholic papers in Rome had 
published grossly exaggerated state
ments regarding the educational policy 
and the intentions of the United States, 
and conveyed the Impression that 600 
Protestant' missionaries had been 
shipped over into our new possessions 
to proselyte. Cardinal Rampolla and 
even Cardinal Satplli, although he had 
lived in the United States four years, 
had that impression, and it was impos
sible to convince them that it- was a 
mistake. When I explained to them 
that the teachers were volunteers who 
had answered a public notice by ap
pearing before the examiners of the 
Civil Service Commission, and had not 
been selected by anyone; that their re
ligious beliefs or church connections 
had never been inquired Into and were 
unknown to.the officials, and that Pres
ident McKinley could not possibly have 
taken any direct personal interest in 
the matter, they were very Incredulous, 
and In a satirical' way Cardinal Ram
polla Intimated that our President was 
not doing his duty toward the Protest
ant faith and the Methodist church of 
which he was reputed to be an active 
member. His eminence frankly sug
gested that if my statements were true 
President McKinley had neglected his 
opportunities. But I am sure that the 
officials of the holy see, at Rome, in the 
United States and in -the Philippines, 
are now convinced that there was no 
sectarian purpose in the organization of 
the school system here, and several 
priests of whom 1 have inquired tell me 
that there has been no cause to com
plain of the conduct of the American 
teachers in meddling with religious af
fairs. The only man who has criticised 
the educational system here In my hear
ing is an American monk.

There is no record, and nobody 
knows the representation of the several 
denominations in the corps of teachers. 
They have all been selected by stran
gers after civil service examinations 
from lists of eligibles, ' according - to 
their standing, but, if the native teach
ers are counted, the Roman Catholics 
are very largely in the majority, for ev
ery Filipino is nominally a Roman Cath
olic, or at least has been baptized and 
will- be buried in that faith. Commis
sioner Smith, who in the division of du
ties has been given charge of the edu
cational system, is a Roman Catholic 
from California. Dr. Barrows, his sub
ordinate, the superintendent of educa
tion, is a Protestant from the same 
state. At least two of the division su
perintendents are Roman Catholics, and 
there may be others, but nobody here 
seems to know. It is the general , im
pression among officials of the bureau 
of education that Protestants or non
Roman Catholics are in a considerable 
majority among the American teachers, 
but their denominational connections 
are unknown.

At first the conservative element in 
some of the provinces objected to Prot
estant teachers, and asked for Roman 
Catholics. It took some time to become 
accustomed to the new regime. The 
schools had always given religious In
struction, so that it was more a matter 
of habit than principle for them to ask 
why their children were not taught the 
catechism as usual; but now, after a 
year or so, everybody has fallen in with 
the new plan, and has been convinced 
that it is better to confine religious in
struction to the church and the home. 
There are parochial- schools in several 
of the parishes, but 90 per cent of the 
children of the Philippines are now en
tirely without religious Instruction. 
This is largely due, however, to the di
vision in and demoralization of the Ro
man Catholic church, the lack of priests 
and funds. If the Protestants had men 
and money they might make serious in
roads upon the Roman Catholic field, 
but they lack both. Altogether there 
are less than a hundred foreign mission
aries of all rhe Protestant denomina
tions in these islands.

Not Worth Controverting,
The God Idea in nature is a specular 

tlvo thought to account for all the won
derful phenomena which an ignorant or 
an- educated person sees or compre
hends in a boundless universe. He 
sees life everywhere, living," moving, 
thinking beings, and whether of eternal 
duration, or without a beginning, it 
seems impossible to comprehend its ex
istence without a designer, a creator.

As a matter of fact, it little matters 
wb-at view is taken bf this subject; ft 1b 
one Impossible of elucidation, and In 
truth, of. comprehension by a mortal 
mind. A being bf such gigantic propor
tions that he was able to call the uni
verse into being, with Its millions of 
suns and solar systems, and endow all 
matter with life, is certainly too mag
nificent to bo comprehended by mortal 
mind. ■ - ;

The name of such a being Is Immate
rial. We neither assert nor deny his 
existence, for the facts will be the 
came, however positively asserted or

—------------—yi ../J ;

The above were the wor^s of a spirit who 
came to a Catholic Priest at ^ight, imploring' 
him to hasten to the churchn and take the body 
of his daughter lying in a coffin, $o his own room 
and save her life. This is wfiat jlie Progressive 
Thinker has always taught, ,;that no one has a 
patent right on spirit return; no oiie can cir
cumscribe the law that renders spirit return pos
sible, or confine it to any one particular club, 
cult or sect. Just think for a moment about the 
spirit knocking at the door ; then observe the 
radiance of the room, and the full-form material
ization, all affording splendid evidence'of the 
truth of Spiritualism,-and that, too, right in the 
Catholic Church. The Catholic Priest was me- 
diumistic, illustrating ah other fact; that psychic 
laws are no respecter of -persons, and are not 
confined exclusively to Spiritualism.
A WONDERFUL MANIFESTATION.

To the Editor:—A few weeks ago a 
lady- of this city sat upon her veranda 
of her home perusing the columns ■ of 
The Progressive Thinker. She Is a 
Spiritualist and a medium, held In high 
esteem by not only those of her relig
ion, but by many, others.

A gentleman passing hy inquired for 
a Spanish family supposed to reside in 
tiie neighborhood of the lady’s home. 
Incidentally, he asked for a drink of 
water, and as the lady was procuring it, 
he took up the paper, and when she re
turned he was deeply concerned in 
reading—so deeply , in fact that he was 
unconscious of her presence with the 
draught of water.

She quietly suggested that perhaps 
he should not read the paper, and the 
visitor naturally asked why. She re
plied: “It Is a Spiritualist paper, and 
many persons would not peruse it if 
they knew the cause for which it so 
bravely waged battle.”

The visitor then asked if she was a 
medium, and upon receiving an affirma
tive answer, hungrily inquired if she 
saw any spirit forms about him. She 
said that she did not, and that her 
phase of mediumship is peculiar, being 
confined to the impresslonal.

He remarked that he was glad that 
he had finally mef'a medium.

She said that if he had been desirous 
of meeting one. It could certainly have 
been easily effected, as mediums are 
numerous In the city. He said that 
while knowing this to be true, the time 
had not fully arrived; He then recount
ed several personal Instances of spirit 
return. One of these under the peculiar 
circumstances attending It, is intensely 
interesting, and I here give it as an in
cident evincing wonderful psychic 
power possessed by the gentleman.

It then developed that the visitor was 
a Roman Catholic priest, pastor of a 
church of this city.

At the time of this Incident he wijs 
pastor of a congregation in an eastern 
city. Sometime previous to this he had 
officiated at the obsequies of a man, a 
member of his congregation. A young 
lady, the daughter of the man spoken of 
above, had, as they 'supposed, passed 
out of the body which, encoffined, re
posed in the church during the night 
preceding Interment. Before leaving 
the church the minister said that he 
placed the lid of the casket over the 
body, but did not fasten it, leaving a 
small crevice so the air could enter the 
casket.

He then withdrew from the.church to 
his residence, and soon afterward re
tired. Shortly he- heard a distinct 
knocking at an outer door of his resi
dence, and on opening it he discovered 
no one. Thinking it strange, he re
turned to his couch and the knocking 
was repeated. However, this time he 
contented himself by asking who was 
there, and upon receiving no reply, he 
dismissed the occurrence from his mind 
and soon fell asleep. '

About midnight he was startlingly 
awakened from a sound sleep.

The room took on a mild radiance of 
light of about the blending, of twilight, 
and his first thought was of fire. But 
he was soon dissuaded from this, when 
at the' foot of his couch appeared, dis
tinctly outlined in form, the spirit fath
er of the young lady whose remains as 
he thought reposed in the chancel of 
the church. The spirit speaking excit
edly, though distinctly, said, “Father, if 
you would save the life of my daughter, 
for God’s sake hurry to the church, 
bring her to this room and place her

Words for H. D. Barrett.
To the Editor:—I have learned 

through a friend and brother that H. D. 
Barrett has been nominated by the 
Democrats of Somerset county, Me., as 
a candidate for State Senator.

Spiritualists are thinkers, independ
ent thinkers, and few of them are tied 
so firmly to party lines that they do not 
pick their men to vote for, and to say 
they dare not vote as they please is to 
challenge their Independence, question 
their manhood, and doubt their ability 
to decide upon such matters, and know
ing Brother Barrett as well as we all do 
should make us wish we were residents 
of Somerset county, Maine, at least un
til after the coming election.

I, for one, hope the Spiritualists and 
all lovers of honesty, independence and 
energy will act upon their inalienable 
rights as men, and as citizens of the 
county of Mr. Barrett’s birth, and do" 
him the kindness he merits by giving 
him their unanimous support, that he 

• may be elected to the State Senate of 
Maine.

Hurrah for Harrison D. Barrett!
Chicago, Ill. DR. T. WILKINS.

, “Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From." “The Evolution of the'Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows " 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents.

“The Priest, the Woman And the Con
fessional." . This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as-proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
Ilves. Price, by mail, $1.

“Why I Am a Vegetarian." By j, 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
cents.

There is instruction as weil as amuse
ment in the following excerpt from the 
Now York Sun. It illustratcstthe prin
ciple and power of “suggestion" and 
"auto-suggestion" fully as well as could 
be done in a long aud solemn disquisi
tion by some learned professor in the 
science.

Read,, laugh and digest.

when she was placed in the casket and 
borne to the church, but could not so 
much as move* an eyelid, nor by any 
outward sign indicate that her spirit 
still Inhabited the earthly tenement.

This lady was afterward married and 
actually passed to spirit life one and a 
half years ago, leaving two beautiful 
children..

The-mtnister has< frequently called 
upon the lady to whom he recited the 
foregoing facts, since his first visit. 
She asked permission to give a detailed 
account of his numerous experiences 
from thé rostrum, and to which he as
sented without the least hesitancy, 
“and," said he, "tell them that I shall 
soon resign the.pastorate of my church, 
for with its teachings I have never been 
satisfied. Its chancel is too narrow 
for me. Tell them, that upon leaving 
the church I shall write no book expos
ing it, for I love the old church, and I be
long to a family whose history runs 
back for centuries, and which has all 
along been represented in the church by 
ministers or higher officers. Tell them 
also, that the time is not far distant 
when I hope to occupy the little ros
trum of your society, and address them 
upon thé greatest question that can 
possibly affect mankind—the return of 
disembodied intelligences."

The lady, recited the above facts on 
Wednesday' evening last in Caledonia 
Hall at fhe meeting of the Christian 
Spiritualist, society. She said that the 
incident^ gleaned from his conversation 
are numerous,,and that she will give 
them from timé to time.

Dr. McEntire, the pulpit orator of this 
city, pastor of tire First M. E. Church, 
in a sermon, yqry inconsistently to the 
teachings, of the Bible, which he en
dorses without qualification, denomi
nated returning spirits as "spooks.” Of 
course, the doctor was, as usual, mak
ing a grand-stand play to catch the 
plaudits of the popular ear.

In this connection I h^nfl, fne ftoctor 
over'to^h'e’tender riiercléà of Sister 
White, a preacheir t>f the Burning Bush 
persuasion. Said she: "There’s old 
Bob McEntire, a high-salaried preacher, 
catering to the soft palates of the rich 
in the name of Jesué,.and in the guise 
of Christianity dragging his deluded 
membership after him down to hell.” I 
do not espouse the good sister’s bitter 
indictment

The article in a late Progressive 
Thinker over the signature of J. S. 
Loveland, has the true ring. Divest 
Spiritualism of commercial medium
ship, which will effectually kill off fake- 
ism, or drag slowly along with that In
cubus to finally sink the cause.

J. L. MERRITT.
Los Angeles, Cal.

upon your couch.”
The minister was much perturbed by 

this strange, weird visitation, and the 
uncanny message so strangely enunci
ated,-and sleep forsook him for the re
mainder of the night, but he could not 
pick up courage to enter the church in 
answer to the message delivered by the 
spirit.

. The next morning at daybreak he' 
arose, and- going to the church, deter
mined to Investigate the affair to test 
the truth of the message delivered him.

Nervously he approached the casket, 
conscious that he was bereft of courage, 
for the hair of his head persisted in 
standing erect, and up and down the 
posterior “portion of his anatomy- a 
goose-pimply sensation asserted itffelf 
■in spite of all his philosophy. But 
while engaged in removing the lid of. 
the casket, the brother bf the silent one 
entered «nd upon beholding him, stood 
transfixed, exclaiming: "Father, what 
are you doing?”
, For reply the minister said,' "Come 
here, I have need of you.”

Now that'another person possessing 
the cheerful habit of dwelling in the 
body was near him, his courage reas
serted itself, and he bravely informed 
the brother of his purpose of examining 
the body for any trace of life existing. •

This so excited the young man that 
the only' assistance rendered was his 
presence to inspire himself with cour
age for the task. He quickly made an 
examination and found undeniable evi
dence of a slignt respiration. They car
ried the casket to his room, and placed 
her upon his couch as directed in the 
strange message. The brother hurried 
for medical aid. and upon returning 
with two physicians, was rejoiced to 
learn that his. sister had revived and 
that consciousness was restored.

She said that silo was fully-conscious 
of every movement around her; knew 

•when they pronounced her dead; knew 
when they measured her for what she 
then feared would become for a time 
her living tomb, and was" fully aware

Do You Wish to Become an Ally of 
Crime?

One who Is J,n dally touch with the 
spirit World, seeing spirits and talking 
with them, and an author of world-wide 
reputation, yet who is not recognized as 
a Spiritualist, writes:

“I want to congratulate you on the 
‘Open Court’ feature. It is all right, 
and will do a lot of good. Your own 
position on t^e subject of ‘Fraud’ is in 
exact accord with my own views, and I 
believe will win out in the end. To sup
press the cry of. fraud where fraud act
ually exists, is simply to become the 
ally of crime. There is no half-way 
place. Fraud is crime, and the party 
who conceals it becomes a party to it. 
That is the law of tire land, and who
ever runs counter to It is an' enemy of 
the state and society at large.”

Washington, D. C.—This is a story of 
a War Department chief ■ of division 
who didn't know beans Until very re
cently. t

A singuarly robust and fine looking 
man, this War Department chief of di
vision has been a most entertaining hy
pochondriac for many years. He has, 
at various times, imagined himself to 
be afflicted with all known and many 
diagnosed maladies, from housemaid’s 
knee to bubonic plague.

By one of the transports from Manila, 
about a fortnight ago, he received a 
large round box containing, about a. 
quart and a half of queer, dark-colored 
objects that somewhat resembled lima 
beans in shape, but very much reduced 
in size. An old fellow clerk of the War 
Dtpartment, now stationed in the Phil
ippines, had shipped them to him. This 
letter accompanied the box:

“I’m sending you, by the up transport,' 
old man, a remarkable remedy for dys
pepsia that I’ve hit upon down here; 
They’re pills that have been known to 
the friars for centuries, and the formula 
according to which they are made is 
one of the friars’ great secrets.

"They’re marvelous. You remember 
what a wreck I was in Washington? 
Well, when I got down here wad was 
put next to these pills I was cured so 
'fast that it almost made me lonesome.

“One a day is all you need. Just 
swallow it whole. I’ll be hugely mis
taken If these pills don’’t make a new 
man of you.”

The chief of division was so pleased 
over the receipt of the box that he 
showed it all around the office. On the 
very day the box arrived he swallowed 
one of the things, and before knocking 
oft work that afternoon he declared that 
he was already beginning to feel a heap' 
better.

Every day he took gfe of the things 
just before the luncheon hour, and on 
the fourth day he began to talk to his 
office associates of challenging the win
ner of the Jeffries-Monroe fight if he 
kept on getting so much better and 
stronger in health.

The other day a bronzed young offl- 
cer, just back from the Philippines, 
swung into the robust hypochondriac's 
office. He was a lieutenant and had 
known the division chief very well 
while on Washington duty himself.

The division chief nailed the young 
officer as soon as he entered the room 
and told him about the wonderful dys
pepsia remedy of the friars.

“Greatest thing I ever saw or heard 
of, these pills,” he said to the lieuten
ant, producing the box with pride. 
"They’ve absolutely fixed me up lit to 
whip my weight in mountain lions al
ready.” And then he went ahead and 
told the young officer about how they 
had been sent on to him by the civil em
ploye down in the Philippines.

"A remedy of the friars, you say?” 
said the young lieutenant. "Queer I 
never heard of it—and I had several 
bad doses of dyspepsia . myself down 
Mindanao way. Let’s have a look at 
the things.”

The division chief pulled off the lid 
of the box. The young officer gazed at 
the darkish-looking things for only 
about halt a second before breaking 
into a roar.

“Mah'alive,” he explained, “these 
pills of yours are nothing but frijoles!”

The division chief looked sulky when 
all the clerks In the room gathered 
around, 'grinning.

“Quit that nonsénse,” he said to the 
young officer. “Frijoles, my eye! 
They’re medicine, and they've made a 
new man of me."

“Well,” said the young officer, holding 
himself in with difficulty, "they are the 
best looking things in the way of some
thing to eat that I’ve seen since I left 
the islands, and I wouldn’t mind having 
a well boiled mess of them right now."

“Look a-here, you cub youngster,” 
said the division chief, roiled, “stop this 
fooling.. If you’d swallow three of 
those, medicinal things at the same time 
we’d be having a lieutenant’s military 
funeral bn our hands.”

- The young officer sent out for a sauce
pan which he half filled with water. He 
placed the saucepan on a gas stove 
used by a woman clerk for the making 
of noonday tea, and dumped the whole 
boxful of friars’ dyspepsia remedy into 
the saucepan, to the visible pain of the 
old-time division chief.

The frijoles were boiled to a nice pulp 
in about an hour or so, and then the 
young officer borrowed some salt and 
pepper and sat down and made a 
luncheon for himself, licking up the 
whole saucepanful of the beans of thé 
low latitudes and swearing that he had 
not enjoyed anything so much since last 
he’d clapped an eye on Iloilo.

The old-time division ( chief knows 
beans now. but the clerks in his room 
are not taking any chances on mention
ing beans to him.

Feminizing. Education.
Why shouldn’t American education 

be "feminized?” It is the women who 
seem to be interested in education.

It is the women who organize state 
and national associations for the dlscu» 
stop of the training of boys and girls. 
Where is the congress of fathers? It is 
dispersed through golf clubs, and bill
iard clubs. It has gone out to sit on 
the bleachers, at. base ball games. It 
has sneaked through back alleys to 
prize fights, it lias taken the afternoon 
train for the races. It is calling for 
drinks in l/irge jclub.houses. It is de
voting most of , the time it can spare 
from business to the development of the 
socidl, sportive fànd bibulous aspira
tions of the race.
. It is the Mrómeitwho are willing to do 
the teaching'whiiethe men seek more, 
remunerative occupations. Are they to 
be jeered aÙJor it^ 1

It. is the'women who organize clubs 
for co-operating With the teachers and 
for bringing! the' home and the school 
together ippthe preparation of future 
citizens. If the -men won’t give their 
leisure timH to this, they leave an’open
ing, and, if'ihe wófaén avail themselves 
of the opening, where does the blame 
lie?

It is the women'who go to the legis
lature to prasentr»etitlons for child.la
bor bills, iris the women who take up 
the kindergarten movement and who 
push it. If the tit\en allow the kinder-, 
garten movement-to go by, default who 
is responsible for. its feminized senti
mentality.? : •

The women seem to be doing the best 
they can. It’s not entirely their fault 
that they Are feminine. If they could 
jet a little masculine corroboration 
they would probably welcome it.

■And as for the flubdub and flapdoodle 
and rot In mother’s conventions, have 
you ever read the political platforms 
promulgated by parties which are run 

by men?—Chicago Tribune,
r 4K 
.b

From every part of the United States come, 
approving words of the course pursued by Th0? 
Progressive Thinker in having a session of the 
Open Court, wherein a process of self-examina-z 
tion of Spiritualism will be comprehensively 
conducted. “Look within, and cast out, if pos- 
sible, all evil tendencies,” is advice that can be 
applied to a religious sect, to a cult or a club, as 
well as to the individual. This self-examination
is now going on in Spiritualism, and as usual, it 
will come out of the scorching ordeal with flying 
colors. Those who don’t believe in this ptocess 
of self-examination, this cleansing method, are 
invited to express^their views in the Open Court. 
Especially do we wish to hear from those who 
believe that the materializing mediums are.jus-

A Volume of Poems by Belle Bush.

A second edition just out, 270 pages, 
neatly bound. Retail price, $1. To 
agents on commission, 62% cents.

The following are a few of the many 
recommendations sent to the author 
from well-known writers and lecturers: 
From Harrison D. Barrett, president of 
the N. S. A.: "To the Public:—It gives 
me great pleasure to recommend to all 
lovers of good literature, Miss Belle 
Bush’s beautiful poetical offering, 
‘Voices of the Morning.’ Miss Bush is 
a soul poet and writes upon the loftiest 
themes under the highest inspiring In
fluences. No .piré should be ' without 
this excellent work.” ■

From Mrs. M. T. Longley, secretary of 
)Lhe N. S. A.: “I will take pleasure in 
recommending my literary friend who 
loves poetry to purchase your book.’!

-. From A. F, Melchers, associate editor 
of the Sunflower: “Voices of the Morn
ing, by Miss Bell® Bush, Is a book of 
true poetry and may claim the right of 
being placed among the best American 
productions.” . —.

.From Dr. Geo. A. Fuller, noted author 
and lecturer: “I read.your poems fre
quently gt my Sdnday lectures, and 
think the one entitled ‘The Artist and 
the Angel’ is worth the price of the 
book. I wish you success in selling the 
new edition.” ■

From James H. Foss, a distinguished 
author and lecturer: “I will gladly dp 
all I can to give publicity to your de
lightful inspiring poems.”

Hoping that a concert of action on 
the part of these friends and Spiritual
ists generally, Svlll lead to the rapid sale 
of my book, I am1 prepared to consign- 
to reliable agents any number of copies 
they-may order, to be paid for when 
sold, and unsold books can be returned 
to me, if uninjured.

Address all orders to the author, .
BELLE BUSH.

Shirley, Middlesex County. Mass,

tified in dressing themselves in artificial toggery 
and personating your spirit-friends. There have J 
lately been a dozen exposures of exceptionally! 
prominent materializing mediums, one after the 
other, and each one has been found dressed in 
artificial toggery, especially prepared for the oc^T^f« 
casion. Now is the time to express your opin-1 .
ion. This Open Court is for Spiritualists only,! 
for the purpose of self-examination.

This Special Department is creating widespread 
interest. The article by Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond,) 
a medium of world wide fame, will attract great at
tention. Prof. B. F. Underwood, a profound thinker, 
a firm believer in spirit communion, and his wife an 
excellent medium and author, has something to say 
of special interest. Others follow, giving their views 
in an interesting manner. The paper from first to 
last page will be found to be especially valuable and 
suggestive.

Two Infidel Papers United.
The Boston Investigator, founded by 

Abner Kneeland in 1831, has been con
solidated with the New York Truth 
Seeker, founded by D. M. Bennett in 
1874. The Investigator was the oldest 
Freethought or Liberal newspaper in 
the world. Abner Kneeland, the found
er, was once imprisoned for blasphemy 
for saying he did not believe in the 
God of the Unitarians. In the time 
when Wm. Lloyd Garrison (the, elder) 
was dragged thrdugh the streets of 
Boston by the mob, with a halter 
around his neck, and all public halls 
were closed to him, Abner Kneeland 
gave him the use of his hall in which 
to declare his abolition sentiments. 
Abner Kneeland was succeeded as ed
itor by Horace Seaver, a very popular 
writer and speaker on Freethought. He 
was succeeded by Lemuel K. Washburn, 
also a brilliant writer and speaker.

D. M. Bennett, who founded The 
Truth Seeker, was once imprisoned for 
thirteen months at the instance of An
thony Comstock for defending the right 
of free mails. On his release Mr. Ben
nett was received at Chickering Hall by 
his friends, and it was the largest audi
ence that ever tried to get into that 
building. He was then sent on a year’s 
tour around the world. He died in 
1882, since which time the paper has 
been edited by Mr. E. M. McDonald, 
who is also president of the American 
Secular Union and Freethought Federa
tion, the national organization of the 
Freethinkers of the country, which 
meets this fall at St. Louis, in October.

The Truth Seeker is the largest and 
best of the “Infidel” journals and has at 
different times absorbed three, other 
Liberal publications. It has a brilliant 
corps of contributors, numbering 
among them such men as Moncure D. 
Conway, of Virginia, the world-famed 
biographer, once a clergyman, and for 
many years the speaker at South Place 
Chapel, London; Hugh O. Pentecost, for 
fifteen years a Baptist minister, now a 
successful practicing lawyer and inde
pendent speaker in New York; Gen. 
Wm. Birney, of Washington, son of the 
famous Abolitionist of that name; Dr. 
W. A. Croffut, Ph. D., who owns the 
biggest newspaper correspondence syn
dicate in the country; Wm. Henry Burr 
and Dr. J. J. Shirley of Washington; J. 
E. Roberts, pastor of the People’s 
"Church of this World,” of Kansas 
City; Mr. W. E. P. French, widely 
known among the literary celebrities of 
the country; and others equally promi
nent. Mr. Lemuel K. Washburn, the 
former editor of the Investigator, is also 
now attached to its staff as Editorial 
Contributor, and the former correspond
ents of the Investigator have also been 
“taken on,” as the English say, making 
the strongest combination of heretical 
writers in the country. Tlje Truth 
Seeker also has the books published by 
the Investigator, and all of the brilliant 
lectures of Mr. L. K. Washburn. Orders 
for any of them, wholesale or retail, 
should be sent to It. The Truth Seeker 
is a large slxteen-page weekly, issued 
Saturdays'by the Truth Seeker Com
pany, from 28 Lafayette Place, New 
York City, at $3 per annum; seven 
cents per copy. Ask them for special 
premium offers to new subscribers.

clothing in her hand, slipped over head
long and fell about eight feet, landing 
on a lounge.

In her almost helpless condition, my 
daughter and I who rushed to her aid, 
felt absolutely certain her neck was 
broken and her death Inevitable; but 
•after extending her limbs on the lounge, 
and the lapse of a few seconds, the 
most gladsome surprise of our lives 
came by her saying, "I ain’t hurt much.” 
And In a few minutes she was^onfflej. ■■ ' 
feet, laughing over it. .

So far from leaving a debilitating or 
depressing effort on her, the event sig
nally marks the beginning of better 
health generally than for months past.

She insists that so far from the fall 
hurting or bruising her in any way, sho 
was scarcely conscious when she struck 
the lounge and seemed to arouse as 
from a sleep. V. FELL, M. D.

Washington, D. C.

The Protecting Care of Angel Friends.
I am firm in the .conviction that we 

do not give our spirit friends sufficient 
credit for what we have been accus
tomed'to call "miraculous” interfer
ence, in many ways in our behalf partic
ularly in saving us from what appeared 
to us inevitable death.- I will illustrate 
by. reciting briefly a case that has just 
occurred in my own family. •

My wife,—of feeble health and In her 
77 th yefir—in ascending - stairs to the 
second floor, while turning a right angle 
of the stairs about half way up, losing 
hold on the railing by having some

Psychic Light 
BY MRS, DRAKE,

important Addition to Our Literature.
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 

reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
have been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: "PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE." It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to tha 
end It is chockful of stirring inci
dents. Price of this large volume, only 
$1.50 postpaid.

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. .It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty year« in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, ' 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

"Mark Chester; or a MIU ana a Mill« 
ion. A Tale of. Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychlo . 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 cents.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley. Demonstrates futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents. 

. “The Roman® of Jude. A Story ot 
the Life and Times of the Nazarona ar.fl 
His People.” Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely in« 
terestlng book; ..Neatly bound in .cloth . 
and gilt Only 50 cents.

“Death, Its Meaning and Result».'* 
By J, K. Wilson, ot the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative ot 
wonderful psychic events in the au
thor's experience. Cloth, AGO. pages, ik I 
luatrated. $1.25. ■ ■■ ,

“Astral "”>rshop.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. Price $1.
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©ut Eclectic ilBaoayae
SING, FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE, SING.THE WONDERFUL PRESENT.

W Cream ot
tbe Secular jpress»

DEAFNESS CURED

(The Gifted Author, Ella Wheeler Wilcox, Presents 
't Some Valuable Thoughts for Consideration.

■ Whoever you arc, and wherever you are, it is well 
for you to study yourself carefully and find what you 
are.

Never in the history of mankind has it been so nec
essary as to-day for human beings to be real and gen
uine in character. Never was insincerity so far be
low par.

The sixth sense is rapidly developing in mankind, 
iand the world is beginning to understand what of old 
was known only to seers and adepts.

■ There is a great spiritual wave sweeping over us— 
in spite of the cry of the pessimist that this is the age 
of materialism. And in spite of the fact that America 
is money mad (or perhaps, as the natural counter ef
fect of it) there was never so deep and intense a spir
itual hunger in the land as there is to-day.

In the time of the Pilgrim fathers ministers and 
.clergymen were regarded as little below God in their 
power to bring salvation to sinful mortals, •

In tfiis age we know that clergymen are merely men 
who have studied and thought along certain lines of 
religious beliefs, and each one of us feels his or her 
own power to think and'study toward the truth with 
certainty and-with as satisfying results.

Never did individuals think so intently and »de
pendently as to-day. Two interesting and important 
articles appeared recently in the San Francisco Ex
aminer. , . o.

One was from the pen of Prof. Edgar Larkin . of 
Lowe's Observatory, Cal. He said: “The standing 
marvel of these latter days is; the vast, world-wide 
movement now under way—tlie exploration of that 
.wonderful mystery—the human mind.
i ‘ ‘ Dormant faculties are being discovered.
f “Vast results beyond anything that has yet ap
peared on earth are in sight.”

The other article was by the Belgian philosopher, 
[Maurice Materlinck Let me quote a few phrases:

“Though you assume the face of>a saint, a hero, the 
eye of the passing child will not greet you with the 
same smile if there lurk within you an evil thought,' 
an injustice, or a brother’s tears. It is thoroughly 
borne home to you that if there be evil in your heart, 
your mere presence-will proclaim it to-day a hundred 
times more clearly than would have been the case two 
or three cen^tiries ago. It is felt on all sides that |he 
conditions of the work-a-day world are changing. 
Let us wait in silence—perhaps ere long we shall be 
conscious of the murmur of the gods.”

When we read words like these from two of the 
world’s acknowledged thinkers, men oDgreat learning 
and sane minds, and wide research, it is impossible to 
ignore the tendency of the times toward a higher re
ligious thought than we have yet heard preached' 
from pulpits.

It is not a death bed religion, not a religion of fear, 
or of mere faith which is coming to the world in this 
age, but a religion of facts—the facts of the illimit
able power and eternal duration of the immortal soul. 

A In your own soul lies salvation. In your mind lies 
unlimited power. You are helping to make the world 
better or worse by the thoughts you carry in your 
piind, as you sit alone, or as you converse with 

, friends, or as you walk the streets. No matter how 
-secretive you are, and how uncommunicative^ yet this 

-,,f4ndlfinfibl6 pW'er'is at tvork; find you are not only’ 
making karma for yourself, but you are influencing 
the welfare of people you may never see—of people 
yet unborn. If at this moment you wish any human 
being aught but good, if you hold one thought of re
venge, or hatred, or anger, or ill will—down on your 
knees and cry to the invisible Forces about you to 
help you east it forth.

For so surely as you entertain it, so surely shall it 
v work harm to your own life, to your own home and 

your own business affairs. Not to-day, perhaps, not 
«to-morrow, but by and by when the currents in space 
• catch it and shape it for destruction, it shall wreak its 
vengeance upon the being that sent it forth. Put 
away all your grudges; put away all your wrongs and 
clear your mental chambers of bitter and unwhole
some memories

Leave your foes and your enemies to Time and Jus
tice.

Wish earth’s wrongdoers nothing but light upon 
the way to see themselves as’ they are and to live bet
ter lives.

They must reap what they sow, and it is not neces
sary for you to swing the scythe.

; That is held in the hand of Eternal Justice.
Go your way and mind your business—the business 

of growth and development. For that is the business 
of every- living soul, if you find it hard to believe in 
any Power greater than your own mind, in any life be
yond this earth, keep silent an’d wait, do not put your
self on record as an aggressive unbeliever; for sooner 
than the wisest of us dreams “the murmur of the 
gods” may become audible to human ears.

• The vast spaces about us are quivering with unut
tered secrets, and there is a hush of expectancy in the 
•air.

“Science is organized knowledge,” and what the 
seers have long known, science is upon the eve of 
proving. .

Be ready to receive the knowledge when it is given 
to you. ,

To-day, as never before, skepticism brands a human 
being with ignorance.

Be silent and wait.—Chicago American.

There Is Something Delicious in Singing Under Cer
tain Circonstances—Marian Martineau Gives 

Her Views in the Chicago Tribune.

“Sing! For heaven’s sake, sing! Sing, I beg of 
you!”

The speaker was the head physician in an asylum 
for the insane upon Long Island. And the woman to 
whom he spoke was a pupil of Mme, Marie Cross New- 
haus, director of the Vocal and Operatic School of 
New York.

She was visiting the retreat to see a former friend. 
And one of the patients, recognizing by the subtle in
stinct of the insane the musical genius of the visitor, 
asked her to sing. •

Mademoiselle demurred. She was not accustomed 
to singing under such strange circumstances, to such 
a strange audience, and amid such strange surround
ings.

Then the physician in charge leaned over her chair 
and whispered, “Sing!”

And mademoiselle sang.
“I would have had to struggle with the patjent 

wildly for hours if you had refused,” said he.
Speaking of it afterwawTshe said : “I wag never so 

impressed-» my life with the power of music. 'A fa
mous actor who had been confined in a strait jacket 
suddenly became calm and they took his bonds off 
him. A woman who had had hysteria for days qui
eted down and came into the parlor,

“But strangest of all was the case of a young wo
man from Pittsburg who had not left her room since 
her arrival nor spoken to a single person. This young 
woman opened the door of her room—so the attend
ant said—and gradually crept downstairs and into the 
parlor. Once there she came across to the piano, put 
her hand on my shoulder, patted me, and smiled while 
I was singing. When I had finished she talked clev
erly and rationally on the subject of music.”

When eminent authorities declare that music will 
cure bodily ills, and when there are sanitariums and 
retreats that are built specially for the treatment of 
nervous invalids through the nerves of sound, is it any 
wonder that the woman who is nervous begins to in
quire into the musical treatment and how it works 1

Here are the things that are claimed by those who 
believe in the music cures and who are working them :

They claim first—and this may seem extravagant— 
that the abundant hair of musicians is caused by the 
musical sounds which they continually hear. They 
claim that people who live in musical countries have 
thicker hair than those who live in countries where 
musicians are scarce.

They claim that musicians are always good natured 
and that it is the direct relation of cause and effect. 
The music cure 'works constantly upon their minds 
and makes them good tempered. Such a freak as a 
cross grained musician was never known.

The musical curists believe that music improves the 
health. Musicians and their families are usually 
strong and firm, both in health and spirits. It is not 
to a musician’s family that one looks for illness. All 
are. well. The health of the musical Germans is at
tributed largely to this.

Again, they claim that musicians usually are cheer
ful and that the families of musicians usually are free 
from the blues. They are light hearted, and there is 
that peepliap buoyancy which makes geniuses... They 
assert that if you want your children to be brilliant 
you should keep them in a musical atmosphere.

But the musical curists claim much more than this. 
They claim .that rheumatism, sciatica, headaches, and 
neuralgia of all kinds can be cured by musical sounds. 
The kind of music that is good for one person is not 
necessarily good for another. Music is like any other 
kind of medicine.

Where one has an ache and is torn with various ills 
the music should be soft and sweet—of the soothing 
kind. But for blues and nervous affections generally 
the music should be loud and fervent. Discords will 
work harm to either man or beast.

There are women who are clever enough to soothe 
away their own headaches with music. They can

AN EXCEPTIONALLY CREAMY ARTICLE.
Can Soul of a Dog A^ter Déath Impress Human Con

sciousness?—^uee/’Queries Started by Haggard- 
Author’s Wewd Dream Raises a Number of Puz
zling Questions—Positive Answers Eagerly Await
ed—Chicago Psychologists Discuss Case iWith the 
Keenest Interest.' “
Dr. Julia Hollies femith, the well known Chicago 

psychologist and physician, asserts the belief that dogs 
have souls, but will not say that souls of animals can 
by telepathy hold,converse with human beings after 
death.

Questions Raised by Rider Haggard’s Dream. ..
Do dogs have souls ?
If they do, is it possible for a dog’s soul to speak to 

human beings’consciousness through telepathy?
May the human consciousness bè transposed, either 

asleep or awake, to the body of the lower animals, if 
the bond of love and sympathy be strong ?

Does the soul,'animal or human, ever linger near 
the earth and communicate with other souls after 
leaving the physical body ?

Can there be télépathie communication between the 
subconsciousness of person or animal rendered uncon
scious from injury or otherwise ?

Psychological delve» are marveling over Rider 
Haggard’s nightipare—the dream in which his pet 
dog’s soul spoke to his own, and in which his own per
sonality and consciousness were transformed to the 
animal’s body. V

Chicago students of the occult have some interest
ing theories over the weird experience announced by 
the famous novelist at London. Almost unanimously 
they characterize it as a remarkable demonstration, 
tending to prove many of the more advanced theories.

Questions which local psychists do not attempt to 
solve or explain are raised by the story. Some of 
them are :

Do dogs have souls? Generally claimed that they 
do. I

If they do, is it possible ffor a dog's soul to speak to 
human beings’ consciousness through telepathy? 
Doubted.

May the human; consciousness be transposed, either 
asleep or awake, to the body of the lower animals, 
if the bond of loye and sympathy be strong? More 
doubt.

Does the soul, animal or human, ever linger near the 
earth and communicate with other souls after leaving 
the physical body? Haggard says his dog “Bob” 
must have been dead when he received his .telepathic 
vision. . .

Can (here be telepathic communication between the 
subconsciousness ofpej’son or animal rendered uncon
scious from in jury,or otherwise ? Haggard’s dog was 
probably unconscious.?;

These are somcof the questions aroused by the act
ual experience dqtîijleçl by H. Rider Haggard yester
day. ' . <; ■ t-

Haggard, in writing- of his experience, said that, 
following a terrible nightmare, he had a vivid vision. 
There was an awful oppression on his mind as of a 
terrific struggle for life». He saw his black retriever, 
“Bob,” to whom he was intensely attached/'dying by

WEIRD CRIES IN FLAT TERRORIZE TENANTS.
While Mrs, Anna Valentine, in the Bergen, county 

jail, at Hackensack, is awaiting the outcome of the ef
forts being made to save her from the death penalty 
for the murder of Mrs. Rosa Salzi, her former neigh-, 
bors in the little borough of Lodi are in a state of ex
citement over the nightly- visitation of what they be
lieve to be the ghost of the slain woman.

Soon after the murder was. committed, last Febru
ary the husband of the victim left his twin babies with 
a neighbor and went away from Lodi. The flat in 
which the woman had been killed was vacant for a 
time aVid then another family moved in.

The first night the new tenants spent in the house 
they were aroused at midnight by a sound as of a wo
man in agony and calling for help. The families oc
cupying other flats in the house had not been dis
turbed, although in the Salzi apartment the screams 
seemed loud enough to be heard a block away.

After remaining in the house another night and 
hearing the same sounds repeated at midnight, it is 
said, the family moved out, declaring that they would 
not sleep there another night.
. A second family and a third tried the flat, each time 
with the same result—the weird screams at midnight, 
accompanied at times, it was claimed, by a noise as of 
a struggle. But none of the tenants claimed to have 
seen any ghostly figure until a few nights ago, when 
a skeptical man. declared that he would spend the 
night in the flat and find out the cause of the strange 
sounds.

He stayed until a few minutes after midnight, when 
-he.left hurriedly. He declared that he had not only 
heard, but seen enough to convince him that there 
was more than imagination in the stories.—New York 
World.

GAMP GROUNDS VISITED BY OIL OPERATORS 
SEEKING POINTERS.

Oil operators, prone to follow the advice of “wiz
ards” or to make locations for prospective wells by 
the bending of a peach-tree twig, now get the oppor
tunity to consult the Spiritualist mediums at the Spir
itualist camp-grounds in Chesterfield before making a 
location.

Oil on the .waters of White river which flows 
through the heart of the oil district is so plentiful that 
fishermen say it is driving the fish away, and the boys 
from the old swimming holes.—Indianapolis (Ind.) 
News.

a stream. I/!

rest” their nerves with the piano, the violin, or the

Then his own jiçfso'nality. seemed rising from the 
dbg. : His,liead wg§‘:ag&inst the raised head of the an
imal, which was trying to speak to him. Failing to 
speak, the dog transmitted to his mind in an unde-, 
fined fashion the knowledge that it was dying.

Thé dog. Ifaggard learned, was killed three hours 
before that dream.

“I confess that I am forced to explain it by telep
athy,” said Haggard, in an interview at London. 
“The dog, or its soul, succeeded in calling my atten
tion to its actual or recent plight by placing whatever 
portion of my being that was capable of receiving im
pulses when enchained by sleep into its own terrible 
position.”

Local psychologists and scientists and students of 
the supernatural are pondering them and anxiously 
awaiting an authoritative explanation. Some com-

DON’T WANT TO SEE COMMON MERCHANDISE 
MADE OF THEIR BELIEF.

Making merchandise of Spiritualism does not meet 
the approbation of many members of that sect.

Many people are Spiritualists from a conscientious 
belief in its teachings. They believe the religion is 
entitled to a position above the plans of common mer
chandise and consequently are considerably put out 
over the action of some mediums on the grounds. It 
is such statements as made in a Muncie paper that 
makes them tired. . That paper says:

“Oil men were much in evidence and a number of 
gentlemen from Muncie were on the grounds. They 
consulted Mrs. Waite and claim to have received the 
most encouraging adviee concerning the oil field. A 
number of men who consulted the clairvoyant last 
year tendered her thanks and praises yesterday for 
her opinion regarding investments. During the test 
■services Mrs. Waite received and answered hundreds 
of questions concerning oil investments. She went 
so far as to name the companies and the location of 
the leases and telling the success already acquired. 
Many an investor was elated over her adviee and oth
ers left with dejected feelings.”—Anderson (Ind.) 
Bulletin.

ments and theories on the phenomenon follow :
mandolin; and they know which airs to bring.to the—pr ju|ja Holmes Smith, a leading member of the
resene of their tired nerves.

By No Means Until “ACTINA” 
Was Discovered, .■ .

Ninety-live per cent of all cases of deafuestf 
brought to our attention Is the result of ohronto

passes through the

catarrh of the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas« 
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop? 
ping the action of the vi« 
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure is Impossible. The in« 
tier ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability of ju
rists or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is. a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh is demonstrate 
od every day by the use or 
Actina. The vapor current 
generated in the Actina 
Eustachian tubes into the

middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
os it passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) In the 
inner ear, making them respond to the slight- ' 
eat vibration ot sound. Actina has never tailed 
to cure ringing noises In the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom lor years to be completely cured In 
only three weeks’ use of Actina. Actina also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; all or which are di
rectly or Indirectly due to catarrh. Actina Is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
ease. We give advice tree, and positive proof 
of cures. A"valuable book—Professor Wilson's 
lot) page Dictionary of Disease, Free. Address 
New York & Loudon Electric Association, Dep.
lL MS Walnut Street, Kamms City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS.
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated. Book. Sent free. Address 0

DR. BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
A Ra.. Aaau Bend UI youraddreiaX a UBV

KIB BN B * absolutely sure; w*
fumlih the work and teach you free, you work In 

the locality whore you J Ivo. Send ua your addceii Mid We will 
explain the buiinei, fully, reinember we guarantee aclear profit 
of |3 for every day’» work.abiolutely aure. Write al once.
JWUL MlhVFACTUKliiU COM Box I 143, Detroit,Midu

£40.00 A WEEK.
Beliable man or womaa 
euob county as munnger 
to exhibit, tuke orders, 
appoint ngenta for Hur* 
Hao» Valveless Oil-Gas 
Stoves. Wonderful lu. 
vention—beats other»—

_ , AutomaticuHyi'enerateeniel gaa from kerosene— nluture irua work»—Abeo- 
lully safe—Enormous demand—Hpiendld for summer 
cooking—Delight customer»—Cheap, clean, safe fuel, 
Guaollnc U dmiccroinu Catalogue Free. Write todey. 
World Mf|{. Co., B087 World B’ld'g, Cincinnati, 0.

(The abort 1b the number ot the pres, 
ent issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right band corner.. If this number con. 
responds with the figures on your wrap- ., 
per, then the time you have paid tor has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner ot the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch ot the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.
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' MEDIUMS WANT TO SEE MORE OF DANIEL 
( BOONE.
'■ Anderson, Ind., July 15.—At. the Chesterfield camp 
\ of the Indiana Association of Spiritualists to-day me

diums and their friends were much interested in a dis- 
patch from Hartford City to The Indianapolis News 
last evening, in which it was stated that it was the ad
vice of a medium of Chesterfield that led to thé great 
success of the Daniel Boone Oil Company, in the Mun
cie oil district. An effort was made to locate the me
dium credited with having told, through her spirit 
control, where oil might be found in great .quantities 
and gave further information to the oil prospectors. 
It is thought that the oil well seance, if it really did 
occur in the Chesterfield camp, was held during the 
winter or early in the spring.' Only one medium lives 
iü thé camp throughout the year. She is the wife of 
Dr. Pierce, of Chesterfield.

No seances were held in cajnp last night. It was re
ported that some of the. mediums were trying to call 
up the spirit of the late Hiram Staley of Chesterfield; 

•to inquire if he thought that Clay Dusang, who is un
der arrest, was guilty of throwing the stone that 
caused Staley to lose his earth life. All thé mediums 
in camp last night disclaimed any intent to investi
gate mufders, and said that their spirit controls;would 
not undertake to tell whp did murder Hiram Staley at 
Chesterfield, or Mrs. William Starbuck,, at Greens
boro, and Miss Schafer, at Bedford.

■ ‘ W. F. Peek, of St. Louis, arrived last night and
Wjfipened Iris engagement for lectures this afternoon.

There are women who can be put to sleep with mu
sic, and there are others whose toothache can be 
healed.

It is claimed by those who are enthusiastic that mu
sic is good for the complexion. , They argue that cer
tain musical sounds work upon'the nerves an'd soothe 
them and that this is good for the digestion, since 
quiet nerves aid the digestive organs. The stomach 
digests its food more perfectly when the nerves are 
in good condition. And good digestion soon shows in 
an improved complexion. They actually cite cases to 
prove that the complexion is affected directly by mu
sic. In a large school of students, singers and musi
cians, there is not one bad complexion.

Money invested for a musical instrument is, accord
ing to this, money well spent, and the woman who 
buys a piano, an organ, a violin, a banjo, or a mando
lin contributes in greater or less degrees not only to 
the family comfort but to its beauty as well.

Men fight better to music; and they stand fatigue 
better and are better on the march. Horses will bear 
up longer when they hear martial music. They will 
endure the longest and most tiresome stretch of coun
try if they clan have music; This is a well known fact 
to many men. But it is upon the nerves ot women 
that the music cure has wrought its greatest wonders, 
and it is the tired, the wornout, the sick, or the dis
couraged woman who ought to try it. •

American Society for Psychical Reseearch—I am not 
prepared to say that Rider Haggard’s dream, or 
nightmare, or whatever it might have been, was a 
mere coincidence. I am sure I have seen and known 
dogs that had souls. Where souls begin and ani
mal existence ends is the question. There is always 
the question and who shall answer it. When Rider-
Haggard tells a story of his own experience we must 
heed it, because he.is a famous writer and his ability 
as a thinker is recognized. We are all influenced by 
the trend of our own minds and Mr. Haggard in his 
dream might have been influenced byr-his affection for 
the dog “Bob” and received the vivid impressions 
that later turned out. to have had a real foundation in 
fact.’’—Chicago Examiner.

THE REAL GENUINE HERO ILLUSTRATED.
If we arc not careful, the noble word “heroes” will 

suffer fatal degradation, and will be lost for all the 
higher uses. It must not be allowed to apply only to 
soldiers. In very truth, we need to be chary of ap
plying it to soldiers at all. A courdsiunan of that fine 
prophet, Emerson, lately said win—and it was fit
tingly said in Emerson’s country : ~

Truly, there is a large place for our non-military 
heroes. Emerson says: “Times of heroism are gener
ally times of terror, but the day never shines in which 
this element may not work. The circumstances of 
man, we say, are historically somewhat better in this 
country and at this hour than perhaps ever before. 

■More freedom exists for culture. It will not now run 
against an axe at the first step out of the beaten track 
of opinion. But whoso is heroic will always find

' - ■ ■ v. ■ ; ' "• .

IS IT POSSIBLE THAT ANIMALS, TOO, HAVE 
' ■ SOULS? ' * ' J. ■ '

IL Rider Haggard’s remarkable story of what he 
thinks is a. telepathic message he received from a pet 
dog at the instant of the dog’s’violent'and painful 
death willawaken wide interest . .'

Since the late Mr. Myers and his associates estab-" 
lished the.Society for Psychical Research in London, 
with its branch ».this comity, everybody’s attention; 
has been directed to the phenomena, and it is now ac
cepted by many that telepathy between human beings 
is an established fact. < ’

But is has never before been suggested that telep
athy between man and the lower animals is a possibil
ity, though?» many of the reports to the Psychic Re
search Society it has been said that animals seem to 
have cognizance of Spiritualistic manifestations.

Mr. Haggard’s experience, , if it is to.be believed, 
would appear- to permit a startling hypothesis,' name
ly, that animals possess souls or spirits identical in 
quality with that which man is assumed to possess. If 
this be granted, there is no escape from the deduction 
that, if man’s soul be immortal, immortality attaches 
also to the souls of animals.

And why not? Science teaches that all forms of 
life had a- common source, and who shall say just 
where in the scale of-evolution the former protoplasm 
acquired the germ of eternal existence?—Chicago 
Journal.

THE SOUL OF ALL OUR TE ACHING.
The following beautifully spiritual poem, by Dr. 

Henry van Dyke, hafe in it the soul of all our teaching, 
and the loveliness of all our hope; and is a true sum
mer poem, says Light.

Only aTittle' Shriveled seed,— 
It might blower or grass or weed; 
Only-a .box of earth on the edge 
Of a narrow,' dusty window-ledge । 
Only a few seant summer showers; . 
Only a few^ clear; shining hours,— 

. That was all. Yet God could make
Out of these, ftii! a sick child’s sake, 
A blossom^voq^r as fair and sweet . ’ 
As ever br^ke'^t’ an angel’s feet.
Only a life flf.bjpiren pain, 
Wet with sorrowful tears of rain; '
Warmed sptnetitiies, by a wandering gleam 
Of joy tk^se^ed.but a happy. &eeim;
A life as cflm'mqp and brown and bare ■ \ 
As the box of earth in the window there.
Yet it bord at last the precious bloom 
Of a perf^ji s^i^ in a narrow room— 
Pure as tHq snqwy leaves that fold ' 

. ; Over the flowcri s heart of gold. ( ■

^crises to try his edge. Human virtue demands her 
champions and martyrs, and the trial of persecution 
always proceeds.”

Here, then, is the test of the true hero. Business 
man, soldier, statesman, reformer, educator, poet, 
whatever, if he lives to a higher end than merely self, 
and is true to the best that is in him, whatever the 
cost, we may have him for a hero, and try to find for 
ourselves the source and inspiration of his greatness. 
And it may be we shall find him in none of these open 
and public Walks of life. It may be he will prove to 
be none other than Ernest, the simple husbandman, 
who has been with us all the while. It may be that 
the nearest likenesses to that face in the mountain, 
which was at once grand and' sweet, will be found 
among those we have never understood sufficiently to 
know them for the heroes they are, and who, as a 
part of their heroism, would reject the name.

; . 11' • •' IV’ -• ; .v .

: THE STÊRN REALITY OF “WAR IS.HELL.”
■ An American minister, reminding his countrymen 
of General Sherman’s fierce saying,. “War is Hell,” 
quotes from a le.it.er Sent by the great general to the 
president of the Western Sanitary Commission, in 
which he said : ■

I confess without shame that I am tired and sick of 
the war. Its glofy ' js all moonshine. Even success, 
the most brilliant, is over dead and mangled bodies, 
the anguish and lamentation of distant families ap
pealing to me for missing sons, husbands, and fathers. 
It is only those who'Jiavc not heard a shot, nor heard 
the shrieks andigpoaps of the wounded and lacerated 
(friend or foe), that cry aloud for ipore blood, more 
vengeance, more desolations

. A TERRIBLE INDICTMENT.
. An issue of the Freethinker contains the following 
statement concerning the last words of a young crim
inal, doomed to execution for murder, in Chicago :

“Father Cox, who had been trying to convert Nei- 
dermeyer, last night,gave him a book entitled ‘Notes 
on Ingersoll.’ The bandit read a few pages, and re
turned the Volume with the comment: ‘I get my opin
ions from my own thoughts, not frbin'Ingersoll or any 
one else; I wish I could believe in your religion. If 
I could hypnotize myself into the belief I was going 
somewhere to be happy forever, don’t you think I 
wbuld.be glad fo did The world is all wrong.- There 
are no attractions here for meh like me. We grow up 
in thé slums, half starved and always miserable. We 
see our parents work day after day like slaves, year 
after year, and at the end they die miserably. If I 
had had plenty of money or an education there might 
have been some enjoyment for me. Chicago is full of 
boys like me, growing up without advice or help. 
They drift into cheap saloons,.and if they are not 
good-natured, they don’t earo if they do kill other 
people. I read your prayer book all right. I can't 
believe in them. Why should. I go to a- place, of ever
lasting torture? I’ve been pretty bad, I’ll admit, but 
I’m going to pay all the penalty I shall ever pay this 
morning. -If the churches did something more .for 
those wlio need aid in thé struggle to earn a living, 
they would do more good than they can by converting 
men who are about to be hanged.’ ”

What a terrible indictment of “civilization” and 
"religion,”

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Splrll 
World," contain more valuable data -- 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Mar 
and. Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be 
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in youi 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land," "Ari 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed" 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,” 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for 93.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known In ancient dr mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They -will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise!

In the World Celestial.
By DIL T. A. BLAND.

"It Is inexpressibly delightful."—Hon. 0. A. 
Windle.

“It Hita ths reader into enchanting realms.”— 
Medical Gleanor.

“Ills intensely Interesting."—Rev. Minot J. 
B&vage.

"Three things make this book remarkable. Its 
authorship, the astounding claims put forth in 
It. and the philosophy and revelation of a future 
lite it contains."—B. 0. Flower, in the Arena,

"It will give us' courage to pass through the 
<eep shadows of death to the sun-lit clime of 
the world Celestial."—Rev. H. W. Thomas.

"Everybody will be charmed with it, for it is 
not only a great Spiritual book, but a most 
beautiful romance of two worlds."—Banner of 
Light

it is Printed in elegant style and bound in 
cloth and gold. Prlo 91.00.

The Mystic Thesaurus,
Or Initiation In the Theoretical and Practical 
learots of Astral Truth and Occult Art. By Willis F. Whitehead, Editor Agrippa’» "Nat« 
oral Magic." The book treats of The Symbol of 
the Cross, Spiritual Gifts. Inspirational Con« 
©option, Inluatlre Exposition,The Astral Broth* 
ernood, Message ot the Brotherhood, Tbe Magic 
Mirror, and Celestial Companionship. It is a 
good text book for students of the Mystic, and 
trill be sent postpaid, in paper, for $1.00.

“Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull. 
Price 10 cents.

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting's most sug
gestive; intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price $1. ■ <

"Ilie Molecular Hypothesis ol Nv< 
ture.” By Prof. Win. M. Lockwcod. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognised an one ot 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual lus
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis ot Spir
itualism. The book 1b commended to 
all who loro to study and think. 
Price 25 cents

F
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|| THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKER?, 
If DOINGS, ETC., THE WÖRLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible-for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The" editor 
allows tills freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space ij^-Tnade- 
quate to publish evefythin»»t1iat comes 
to hand, however muefowomfght desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 

, compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
Written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes bo and bo, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not ne returned 
If we have not space to use them.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmound addressed 
a large and intelligent audience at 
Corry in the New Opera House, Sunday, 
July 24. The subject, “The Soul, the 
Spirit and Their Relations," yvas select
ed by the audience and handled in a 
profound and masterly manner, and yet 
so clearly that all could comprehend it. 
Many questions of a spiritual nature 
were banded in and answered in her 
usual clear and concise-jyay.—Corry 
(Pa.) Daily Leader. ~

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley writes 
from Rockford, Ill.: "I returned here to 
serve the Psychic Science Society for 
Sunday, July 17, and find the same en
thusiasm existing among its members 
as during my former work among them. 
Despite the terribly hot weather we had 
a grand meeting and the large audience 
was most attentive from first to last. I 
will lecture in Genoa. Ill., the last Sat
urday and Sunday of July. From there 
I go to Wonewoc camp until August 15, 
thence to Clinton, Iowa, until the close 
of camp. Address all letters to me, un
til other wise requested, to 3148 Prairie 
avenue, Chicago, Ill.”

Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie passed through 
the city last week on her way to Clin
ton, Iowa. She goes from there to
Chesterfield camp this week.

Dr. J. M. Peebles passed through Chi
cago last week on his way home from 
St. Louis. He delivered several lec
tures there and attended the Exposi
tion.

Detective P. S. O’Connell of the de
tective bureau, left last night for Den
ver to bring to Chicago Martha E. Sa
bin, the clairvoyant, itfho is accused of 
victimizing Chicago women through 
"charms.” The woman lived at Mich
igan avenue and Twenty-first street, 
and posed as a palmist and clairvoyant. 
A number of wc^nen were induced to 
visit her and it is charged she obtained 
money and over 31,000 in jewels from 
them on the pretense of making them 
Immune from sickness.—Chicago Chron
icle. July 28.

Mrs. N. Speight writes: “The Ladles’ 
Auxiliary of the Englewood Spiritual 
Union Will give a dime circle, Thursday 
evening, August 11, at the residence of 
Mrs. Koehler, 838 West Sixtieth street. 
A number of mediums will assist in 
making this a most interesting and en
joyable occasion. All are cordially in
vited to come.’!

Mrs. Anna Richter of 656 East One 
Hundred and Forty-first Street was 
complainant in the Morrisonia court yes
terday against Frank Horowitz of 263K 
Third avenue, who, as a Spiritualise 
she said, obtained $1,100 from her uiy 
der various pretexts between November 
and March last. Mrs. Richter said her 
husband died one year ago and that last 
Fall she went to the wife of Horowitz, 
who is a fortune teller, in quest of ad
vice as to the best means of obtaining 
work for her son. The fortune-telling 
woman, said the complainant, told her 
Horowitz combined the practice ot 
Spiritualism with his trade of tailor, 
and that he could be of assistance in 
obtaining work for the young man. 
The complainant said she called on
Horowitz who asserted that he was in 
custody of the spirit of her deceased 
husband. He told her. she said, that 
he could accept no money, but that if 
she would put, $50 in a machine drawer 
ana turn around three times the spirits 
would get IL They did, she said, or 
the money was gone, at any rate, after 
she had followed instructions. Mrs. 
Richter said that Horowitz threatened 
that if she took the matter into court 
he would cause the judge to drop from 
his chair. Magistrate Crane held the 
prisoner in $500 ball for examination 
Monday.—New York Times, July 23.

C. I. Kehligua wries from Canton, O.: 
“Tfie Canton Church of Grand Unity 
‘Liberal and Spiritualist) is preparing 
for immediate active work. It has re
cently come into possession of a meet
ing hall very centrally located, in the 
Blanchard Building, and some financial 
support A speaker and organizer is 
wanted as well as correspondence with 
speakers for the winter. A clairvoyant 
or other worker will be given a room in 
the location above referred to.as well 
as support, personal and organized, and 
the city will extend a welcome. A do
nation and movement to establish a 
spiritual community is 'on foot. Will 
those interested write?”

To-day W. F. Peck delivered an ex
cellent discourse on “Involution, or the 

■ Divinity in Evolution.” Yesterday was 
a rest day in the camp and there were 
no meetings except lyceum in the 
morning. To-morrow there will be a- 
lecture at 2i30 p. m., by T. W.' Smith', 
followed with tests by one of the medi
ums.—Anderson (Ind.) Dally Bulletin.

M. N. Pease writes from Richville, 
Mo., that he would not take $10 for the 
premium books he has. He would Jike 
to have some good test medium and lec
turer visit bis locality. Reading The 
Progressive Thinker and tne premium 
{looks, he Ims information that he can 
gjfflize for Uio benefit of Spiritualism.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. — During 
June, July and August the Progressive 
Lyceum will be sent to Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to increase your subscription one- 
half its present number, with no extra 
expense. Address J. W. Bing, care of 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

The golden wedding of Mr. and Mrs. 
William Dorman was celebrated by the 
First Spiritualist Society of Spokane, 
Wash., at the rooms In the Dean Block 
on Front avenue. Mrs. Corcelius, the 
pastor of the Spiritualist society, per
formed the ceremony, following in a hu
morous vein the real Spiritualist cere
mony. Mr. and Mrs. Dorman reside at 
1908 Gardner avenue. They were mar
ried 50 years ago at Evansville, III. . He 
was formerly a Methodist preacher. An 
Interesting feature of the occasion were 
the greetings from the spir jt world from 
the parents of both aged people and 
from other relatives. These greetings 
came by way of Los Angeles in the form 
of a scroll painted by Mrs. Dorman’s 
sister, Mrs. M. E. Kratz, a medium of 
that southern California town. It was 
explained that the scroll was painted, 
or rather drawn, in less than two hours 
by the medium while she was blindfold
ed. The spirits told the medium where 
to place her hand to find the particular 
crayon wanted and guided her hand in 
the drawing. The drawing was well 
done. One message to Mr. Dorman 
worked into the scroll read, "Mother 
and father are aiding you, and join In 
sending greets.” The parents of Mra. 
Dorman had their message inscribed in 
German characters. Another message, 
signed “William," read, "Papa and 
Mamma, I greet you; be patient.” This 
was from a departed son. “W® are
ever near you,” read the token from the 
spirit world sent by sister Katherine. 
In large characters across the face of 
the scroll was written in glowing let
ters, “Blow the trumpet of truth. There 
Is no death.” Fifty or more persons at
tended the meeting. The aged couple 
stood under a wedding bell made in 
three colors—pink, representing love, 
the foundation of marriage; green, the 
life everlasting, and white, for purity.

Mrs. C. H. Mullins writes: “The Band 
of Harmony Social held at Mrs. Tres- 

; ness’ was a success in every sense of 
the word. A number of strangers were 
present. With music, comic songs and 
recitations the afternoon and evening 
were very enjoyable. It shows what 
our people can do If they try. It would 
be well for seekers of a general good 
time to remember our socials and not 
miss them.”

Grand picnic given by the German 
Spiritualist society, Light and Truth, on 
Sunday, August 21, 1904, at Mayfair 
Park, 1481 Montrose avenue. End of 
Montrose and Elston avenue car line. 
One bloqk from C. & N. W. Depot; two 
blocks from C., M. & St. P. Depot. 
Races and games. Tickets, 25 cents. 
Children under 14 years, free. J

The. First Spiritualist Church is lo
cated at 232 N. Alabama street, and has 
scores of -attendants in Indianapolis. 
Spiritualism is the term used to denote 
the opposite of materialism. The first 
Spiritualists, so far as known, were Mr. 
and Mrs. Fox and their two daughters, 
who, while living at Hydesville, N. Y., 
In 1848, were much disturbed by contin
ual unexplained knockings. They dis
covered that the presence of certain 
“mediums” was required to form tbe 
link between the worlds of the living 
and the dead before they could under
stand the meaning of the knockings 
which they finally concluded were Intel
ligent communications from the spirit 
of a murdered peddler whom the “rap- 
per”8elaimed to be. Since that time 
Spiritualism has grown rapidly. It has I 
enlisted followers from all sections of 
not only the United States, but of the 
entire world, until to-day every village 
and hamlet has its advocates of Spirit
ualism who claims to establish commu
nication with the dead. The larger 
cities, like Indianapolis, have hundreds 
of Spiritualists within their confines. 
What is Spiritualism—imagination,
fraud or fact? The Sunday Sentinel is 
at the present time holding open its 
pages to a fair and intelligent discus
sion of tbe question. Communications 
and answers are being received from all 
sections of the state. Mrs. Virginie 
Barrett of 832 Broadway is one of the 
leading Spiritualists In the city, and in 
her belief she has a host of followers. 
—Indianapolis (Ind.) Sentinel.

H. R. LaGrange writes: "Farmer 
Riley, the materializing medium, has ar
rived at Island Lake Camp. He will be 
there for' two weeks. He will be 
pleased to meet all friends and ac
quaintances while there. The camp is 
in a very prosperous condition. We 
have a few more rooms left, at the new 
modern 50-room fire-proof hotel; prices 
5 and $5.50 per week. Come and spend 
an enjoyable week with us."

Lottie Leavitt, sercretary, writes 
from Clinton, Iowa: “The Philosophical 
Society of Spiritualists have hqd Mrs. 
Alice C. Barry of Philadelphia, as their 
speaker and medium for the past six 
months. Mrs, Barry Is an Inspirational 
speaker of the highest order, progress
ive and liberal upon all subjects. We 
see many strange faces in our meetings, 
and there seems to be an earnest en
deavor to in all ways advance the cause 
of Spiritualism by harmonious work 
end effort. The society will hold no 
Sunday evening meetings while, the Mt. 
Pleasant Park camp-meeting is in ses
sion. The Band of Harmony which is 
auxiliary to this society, will give their 
pleasant socials every second and last 
Thursday in each month as usual.”

The ninth annual camp-meeting of the 
Central New York Spiritualist Associa
tion is in session in Freeville, beginning 
Saturday, July 23, and Closing August. 
21, lasting four weeks and five Sundays. 

The officers of the association are, 
W. W. Kelsey, president, Cortland; 
B. Rhodes, first vice-president, Elmira; 
Mrs. Jennie McNeil, second vice-presi
dent, Tully; Mrs. B. C. Myers, treas- 

| urer, Harford Mills; Miss Victoria C. 
I Moore, secretary, Dryden. Talent of a 
high order, in Spiritualism has been en-, 
gaged, and there will be present several 
leading mediums, who will hold trum
pet and materializing seances and give 
readings and magnetic treatment The 
test mediums will be Oscar A. Edgm-ly, 
D. A. Herrick; Mrs. Carrie E. S. “Swing 
and others,of note. Phenomenal: D. A. 
Herrick, trumpet medium; C. B. Nich
ols, materializing medium; Mrs. Addle 
Cooper, reading and magnetic treat
ment; Victoria O. Moore, reader.—EI- 
Ultra iN. Y.) Gazette.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We so to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended .for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

The following first-class talent is en
gaged for the Grand Ledge (Mich.) 
Camp, a very popular' place of resort: 
Oscai- A. Edgerly, Mrs. Zalda Brown 
Kates, Geo. W. Kates, Rev. B. F. Aus
tin, Mrs. Marian Carpenter, Mrs. Riper, 
Dell Herrick, Mrs. Helen. Chapman, 
Mrs. N. M. Russell, James Riley, Miss 
Mattie Woodbury, Mrs. Evarts, Mrs. 
Virginia Rowe, Geo. A. Letford.

Jennie C. Paine writes from Potsdam, 
N. Y.: "We have been very fortunate 
in securing at West Potsdam and Pots
dam the services of Mrs. Tillie U. Rey
nolds, of Troy, N. Y., who has been 
with us nearly the whole month. She 
comes as state missionary, which office 
she fills with much honor. - Her meet- 

| ings have been very successful and she 
has succeeded in working up a mass- 
meeting in the town of Potsdam, a town 
of 5,000 inhabitants, that the Spiritual
ists of this section hope will prove a 
success in every way. It will take 
place some time in October.” 
■ Mrs. LeSleur writes :“The next bene
fit Band of Harmony will be at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Rockwell, 814 
Emmit street, Thursday, August 4. A 
fine programme is promised. Their 
home is reached by taking the Metro
politan (Logan Square, branch), ridihg 
to the end of line. The last meeting at 
the home of Mrs. Tressness, July 21, 
was a very large meeting and greatly 
enjoyed by all who were present."

,  .g-vtr’."f,
' ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESfiiWHBN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION,CJ| OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND UHEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKM.
_____________ ,1 ________ _

true to themcausff, passed on this 
spring." >io ■

Mrs. Celia lingo's, trumpet medium, 
will go to New York for a much-needed 
rest the first of August. On her return, 
September l.tahe will resume work at 
her home, No. £9 Thirty-first street, Chi
cago. (il ul

the fourth dimension, because only in 
fouridlmensional space can a right- 
handed shape become a left-handed' 
shape by simple movement. '

OBSESSING SPIRITS. , 

A Few Words In Reply to an "Idahoan."

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
Ang. q, 1904,

Dr. Beverlyiwrltes:“Remember, next 
Saturday, August ty you are all invited 
to an outing nt Calumet Grove. The 
grounds will be free till 9 p. m, Lunch 
will be served ffom 2 to 3 p. m. All 
bring your basket. This is a lovely 
shady grove on the Calumet river. 'Fine 
boating, fishing, swimming, etc. Bring 
your music, games, hammocks, etc. 
Everybody welcome to come and enjoy 
the pleasures of the day."

Progressive Thinker of July 
80, is an article- commencing thus: 
“Brother J. M. Peebles announces that 
he will soon issue a hook of 400 pages 
on obsession and demoniac influences,” 
etc., and then Brother C. J.- Johnson, of 
Idaho, proceeds to criticise it. Now, by 
just what principle of justice or ethics 
a man can criticise a book before he 
sees it, is to me something entirely new. 
Brother Johnson says, "Such a book 
will, according to promise, show the 
reign of undeveloped spirits in this and 
foreign lands * * * But he leaves it 
there without prescribing a remedy to 
cure so fearful a state.”

'Elizabeth E. McCarthy writes of the 
good work she did (p Houston and other 
places in Texas, awaiting many people 
from their lethargy. She writes: "I am 
now at home again in Denver, Colo.,- 
among kind friends. Though my stay 
in Texas was of short duration, the 
seeds of a higher spiritual unfoldment 
have been well sown and deeply rooted, 
and when I return I will And a golden 
harvest of progressive thinkers waiting 
to receive me.” - ,

Dr. P, S. George writes from Lincoln, 
Neb.: "I feel it my duty to call the at
tention of the readers of The Progress
ive Thinker as to the action taken by 
the Postmaster General in the case of 
one so-called, self-styled Prof. R. A. Dut
ton, of this city, who has extensively 
advertised his great psychic powers and 
his wonderful ability to instruct, and 
who caught suckers by,the thousands. 
His mall Ib held at the Lincoln postoffice > 
by order of the Postmaster General un
til further orders. In my opinion he is 
one of the greatest pretenders and de
ceivers in the field. He promised to 
cure every known disease—the deaf, 
the dumb, the blind, tbe lame and halt; 
teach hypnotism, power of dreaming 
when wide awake with eyes open, and 
to pass to any part of the eartn at will, 
and talk to people, hear their voices 
and be heard, but when the order came 
from the Postmaster General for him 
to appear in Washington, D. C., or h'is 
attorney, he sent a Lincoln lawyer to 
represent him. Just what the outcome 
Will be I am unable to say, but will try 
and keep the readers of this paper in
formed as to the result of the investiga
tion of this case by the postal authori
ties.”

Rozetta Gott writes from Wellington, 
Ohio: “Our little Spiritual Progressive 
Thought Society of only a few members 
has been attacked by the Methodist 
minister and some of the members of 
that church. One thing the minister 
said from his pulpit was that Spiritual
ists took up Spiritualism as a last re
sort, and when that left them, as It al
ways does, that they'sunk to lower than 
the brute and were not fit associates 
for other people. Every Friday after
noon the ladies of our society meet at 
my home to sit for development. At 
our last sitting, a Methodist sister came 
just as we were through. She is a great 
missionary worker and I suppose she 
thought she must save us. However 

I that may be she found four Methodists 
who had wandered away from the fold. 
The consequence was that we had 
about a half-hour’s hot discussion. She 
told me that it was the work of Satan, 
etc. My object in explaining is to ask 
a favor. Will every Spiritualist who 
feels Interested in our little society or 
In Spiritualism, concentrate their 
thoughts for ten minutes at the time of 
our next meeting, Friday, August 5, at 
2:30 promptly? This will be our 
thought: ‘Will the angels help us to 
succeed in overcoming all opposing 
forces, and add to our number and 
strength?"

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: “The Hyde 
Park Occult Society was highly favored 
on Sunday, July 24/ by the two good 
lectures, or rather, one lecture and one 
after-talk. The lecture by Mrs. Nora E. 
Hill was full of good teachings and 
one that set people to thinking. She is 
a grand good worker. The after-talk 
was by Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie, of Cali
fornia. She did not talk long, but 
long enough to reach the hearts of the 
audience, which was large. All went 
home pleased. Many were made happy 
by messages from some loved one, 
through Mrs. Kline. On Sunday even
ing next, August 6, we will have Walter 
DeVoe with’ us, who needs no recom
mendation to any who have heard him. 
Those who have not will do well to 
come. Services at 319 East 55th street 
every Sunday evening. Don’t forget 
the picnic at Beverly Hills on same 
date. Everybody welcome; and bring 
your own lunch. Come and have-a good 
time.”-. .

Mrs. J. M. Brown writes: "We are 
very pleased to write your good paper 
of the great success of Miss Mae 
Hunt’s, meetings in San Francisco, Cal. 
Every Sunday night th® hall is packed 
to the dobrs with an audience that 18' 
an honor to any speaker; they are 
bright, thinking minds,- interested tn 
the deep occult truths which flow' from 
the lips of the speaker finder the deep 
Inspiration of her guides. Different 
ones speak from time to time/ such as 
John Pierpont and Theodore Parker, 
the great orator and abolitionist, and 
we have been promised that soon we 
shall hear from Robert G. Ingersoll, giv
ing his experience when he passed into 
spirit life. Miss Hunt speaks under 
deep trance, with a clear, strong,’ mag
netic voice, and she loves her work, 
never tiring of doing all she can for the 
cause of Spiritualism. These meetings 
will present different phases, so as to 
meet the needs of the people as they 
unfold new growths and aspirations."

F. H. Parker writes an follows, but 
does not give name of town or city: 
"Chas. J. Anderson, (boy orator) is lec
turing to large audiences at N. S. G. W. 
Hall, each Sunday at 11 a. in. and 8 p. 
m., on new thought lines. He gives 
perfect satisfaction to his increasing au
diences. Mrs. Katie Heussmann Har- 
veston lectures at the Unity Spiritual
ists Hall, 11 a. m. and 8 p. m. Her tests 
or circle following the morning meeting 
Is proving an Interesting feature as well ' 
as her convincing tests from the plat- ' 
form at each Sunday evening lecture, i 
The Thursday night social every two i 
weeks at th® hall, proves interestlng.as < 
well as remunerative. Mrs. R. Y. Tut- I 
tie, an old lady and pioneer Spiritualist, <

Mrs. Olive A. Atwood writes from 
Hartford, Conn.: “Mrs. I. W. Storrs will 
close the season with a meeting Sunday 
evening, July 31, at her home, 122 
Clark street, Hartford, Conn., where 
she has held two meetings a week— ev
ery Thursday afternoon and Sunday 
evening; also four special meetings, 
having a conference in the afternoon; 
supper and lecture in the evening. Mrs. 
Storrs is a lady of rare worth and abil
ity as a medium, and gives all a hearty 
welcome. Chinnewama, her little In
dian guide, gives true and loving mes
sages from spirit friends. Mr. and Mrs. 
Storrs are delegates to the National 
Convention, and all hope they will re
turn with their zeal renewed and souls 
strengthened for the coming winter’s 
work."

Mrs. S. W. Bradley writes from 
Butte, Mont.: "I notice our subscription 
has nearly expired, and send in to re
new. We have taken The Progressive 
Thinker from its first issue and feel we 
cannot afford to do without it, as it 
takes its readers onward apd upward. 
Sometimes when a ‘hot blast' strikes it, 
I almost wish more tolerance could be 
manifested, but on the whole I know 
there are good results and I feel like ex
tending words of good cheer."

A Noble Woman Passed to the Realm 
of Souls.

Mrs. Sue A. McGuffin, wife of Mr. J. 
B. McGuffin, of Milton, Ind., passed to 
spirit life on Monday morning, July 25, 
after an illness of six months' duration. 
The disease was cancer of the stomach, 
and although her suffering was continu
ous and intense the beauty of her char
acter shone through it all with a calm 
patience and fortitude that was mar
velous.

Mrs. McGuffin was the daughter of 
Silas and Hannah Small, old residents 
of Henry county, Ind.,; and was born 
September 26, 1849. Her grandfather, 
Seth Henshaw, was perhaps the oldest 
champion of Spiritualism in the state, 
and was also ,the, leader in that region 
of the early abolitionists.

Mrs. McGuffin Inherited this pro
gressive spirit b.uit the innate sweet- , 
ness of her nature,.made her so kindly 
tolerant to a[| that,, she never had an 
enemy in her life.;. She never was 
heard to speak an ¡unkind word of any 
human being and all who knew her 
loved her.

She was married to Mr. McGuffin, 
June 6, 1868,' and during ail of those 
thirty-six years tfleir lives together 
blended in perfect peace and perpetual 
joy. ; ? ■

Her knowledge of Spiritualism. sus
tained her in' every trial, and ¡Is . the 
consolation of ‘ her husband and their 
adopted son Roy, in thoir bereaveinent.

The funeral took place at their home 
near Milton, on Wednesday, July 27. 
C. W. Stewart, of St. Louis, who Is an 
old friend of the family, conducted the 
funeral.

The sweet lovely life of Mrs. McGuf- 
fln has left its influence upon the souls 
of all her loving friends, even as her 
music, her art and her poetry is left for 
their contemplation, and they realize 
that she has only passed within the 
veil and they will sooner or later greet 
her again in a sweeter, purer realm of 
life. Peace to her memory. S.

LITERARY NOTE FROM JOHN LANE.

'• Pray, how do you know, friend John
son? Upon what ground do you make 
this statement? It may be policy to 
misrepresent—policy to cover up facts, 
but principle , and moral honesty ex
claim, “State the facts—tell the truth, 
and that though the heavens fall,” 

, This is in harmony with Editor Francis' 
“Open Court,” a court of fact, philoso
phy and equity, where all sides may 
have a fair and candid hearing.

Fortunately, I have the advantage of 
Brother Johnson, for by luck, or prov
idence, or spirit Impression, I was in 
Battle Creek and in Dr. Peebles’ room 
the very afternoon that thia»first thou
sand copies of thé book, “The Demon
ism of the Ages, and Spirit Obsessions,” 
was brought to Dr, Peebles’ office. It is 
needless to say tnàt I purchased a copy, 
and I have read the volume of thirty- 
three chapters with a most intense in
terest. In this book the Doctor makes 
no attempt to prove the fact of spirit in
tercourse. -He takes this for granted, 
but dwells upon the nature of spirits, 
their conditions, their occupations, their 
good and evil influences. He. has twenty 
or thirty pages from persons obsessed. 
Some, of them exhibit the most painful 
and pitiful struggles with demons, 
earthbound spirits dwelling In the lower 
zones about tne earth. Ée allows some 
of these evil spirits to speak for them
selves. He explains their methods of 
control, and the dangers resulting 
therefrom. He also very carefully and 
philosophically points out the methods 
of preventing obsession, and also the 
how, and the best way to cure the ob
sessed. 'The book Is, in my estimation, 
considering the status of Spiritualism 
to-day, the most important book that 
the Doctor has ever written. Those 
who believe that there is no evil here, 
nor "evil spirits" In the next world, 
will not fancy the book, for the Doctor, 
as we all know, ip an independent and 
fearless writer, and has the faculty of 
striking with his pen strangbt from 
the shoulder. I hope that Brother 
Johnson before further criticising the 
book, will carefully peruse It.

This book, In treating of the hypnotic 
control of spirits by entrancement, runs 
near to the border line of that much- 
discussed volume, “The Great Psycho
logical Crime.” These “storm centers" 
(to use your felicitous phrase, Mr. 
Francis) that gather in the heavens of 
Spiritualism, not only make us think 
but investigate deeper, and weigh all 
subjects, and all sides of this great 
movement called Spiritualism, which so 
threatens the complete annihilation of 
orthodox Christianity. E. C. L. ;

Memphis, Tenn.

A LESSON FROM NATURE.

Personal Note on C. H. Hinton, M. A. 
Author of “The Fourth Dimension.”

C. H. Hinton, the author of a compre
hensive, popular exposition of the na
ture, qualities and possibilities of what 
is commonly regarded as rather an ab
struse subject of science and mathemat
ics, which Johq Lane has recently pub
lished under the title of “The Fourth 
Dimension,” contributes to the July 
number of Harper’s Magazine an article 
upon the subject, in which he makes 
some novel suggestions for the aid of 
those who are not clear as to the defi
nite purpose of his sclentinc inquiry. 
As one case in which an attempt has 
been made to find evidence for the re
ality of a fourth dimension he cites the 
following, which depends on the proper
ties of configuration. In a plane three 
points,-he says, can be found equally 
distant from one another, such as the 
vertices of an equilateral triangle. In 
space four such points can be found, 
such'as the vertices of a tetrahedron. 
Five points equally distant from one an
other can be found by assuming a four- 
dimensional space. Now, to account for 
the properties of organic compounds it 

I has been necessary to assume that the 
i carbon atoms In the molecules of cer
tain substances are related to one an-- 
other, as are the four vertices of a tetra
hedron. If in the problematical struct
ure of the molecule of other sub
stances It becomes necessary to assume 
the existence of five atoms at equal dis
tances from ono another there would be 
evidence of a fourth dimension. A 
similar condltfdh1 is assumable in a case 
which depends'Jon' the properties of ro
tation. We are familiarly acquainted 
with left and rftht ha'hd shapes; the Im- 
age of an object'in .a mirror, exactly 
like its original,'bfit'/iransposed on the 
other side of tlfe plane, is an easily 
comprehensibleVxamjile. One of these 
objects cannot/b’e rotated into another 
in our space. 'Rotation in a plane takes 
place round a point; in our space round 
an axis; and by_analogy we should con
clude that in four-dlmenslonal space ro
tation took plifce aimnd a plane. As 
a matter of factj if we have two trian
gles set near onOjanofjher in a plane, but 
not touching, they c^pnot be rotated 
completely into one another by any mo
tion in that plaifb.’ '.There are two sub
stances, however, two varieties of tar
taric acid, which ate' alike in al\ phy si
cal and chemical probeHles, except In 
their behavior with regard to polarized 
light. One turns the plane of polariza
tion in one direction, the other in the 
opposite direction, a condition which is 
due to the molecules of the one being 
exactly the same configuration as the

Deep down In a shady valley, 
By the'sunlight seldom sought

I chanced one day, on a stagnant pool. 
With slimy green poison fraught.

And I thought, what a loathsome place— 
Passing with averted eyes,

Nothing but weeds could ever grow 
here,

Such poisonous vapors rise.
Another day, my wandering feet 

Had led to the self-same place, 
And lo! a white lily, pure and fair 

Smiled sweet from the water’s face.
And While I gazed in glad surprise, - 

I listed, a still small voice
That whispered to my wakening soul: 

Lo, child! look thou and rejoice.
The lily from that filthy slime 

Thus has forced its upward way, 
And so, from the depths, earth’s chil

dren, too, |
May climb to the endless day. |

ANNIE H. PIERCE.- 
Rockford, III.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries lo the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged al the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one llne.[

Mr. J. W. LeSuer passed peacefully to 
spirit life early Tuesday morning, July 
19, from his home,/43 Ashland avenue, 
Chicago. Mr. LeSuer was born in 
Chautauqua, New York, and although in 
his 65th year, was full if spirit and en- 

I ergy even when ill, and in all his life 
1 was never too busy to do a kindness. 
He was one of the trustees of the 
Church of the Soul many years,' and 
was always actively Interested in the 
welfare of that society and Spiritual
ism, and will be greatly missed by all 
old-time friends in the church and by 
hundreds who know nothing of Spirit
ualism. He leaves a wife-- and four 
children, several grandchildren and 
one great-grandchild. Mrs. S. J. Ash
ton officiated at the funeral.

DR. T. WILKINS.

Passed to the higher life, July 21, 
1904, from Detroit, Mich., Dorothy Cor
nyn, Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Rose Cornyn, aged four months and 
three days. The bird-like voice whose 
joyous tones made glad this scene of 
sin and strife, sings now in everlasting 
song, amid the tree of life. Services 
conducted by Rev. Nellie S. Baade.

_ It is with regrets that I have to an
nounce the death on Sunday last, of Mr. 
Harry Clinton Morehouse of Boulder, 
Colo., formerly of Morro county, Ohio. 
The family have long been readers of 
The Progressive Thinker, and this I 
takes the last remaining member of a 
large family excepting his widowed 
mother. He wiis thirty-five years old 
last April, was- a prominent and hon
ored citizen of this county, being the 
largest dealer in ■ bees and honey in 
northern Colorado; His death was oc
casioned by appendicitis, after an ill
ness of eight days.

LEO VINCENT.

molecules of .the other, save that those 
of one are right-handed and. the other, 
left-handed. These two varieties, 
however, change one into the other ap
parently without-so far as Is at pres
ent known any chemical resolution of 
reconstruction. It-such’proves to be 
certainly the case it will be a proof of

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD 
formation How They May Give Birth to Happy, 

Healthy Children Absolutely With- 
cut Pain—Sent Free.

Ko woman need any lonrer dread the pains of 
Child-birth. Or remain childless. Dr.-J. II. Dyo 
has devoted his life toreUevlnr the Borrows of 
women. Ho has proved that all pstn at childbirth 
may be entirely banished, and he will gladly tell 
you how It ma.v be done absolutely free ol churro 
Sondyonr nnmo and address to ifr.J.H. Dye. 1M 
LcwIr rifx'X. c'ltfrio, X. Y./nnd he will send you 
poMipnld. wonderful book which tells howto 
flrr » »»ib io tanw. healthy chUarcn,aosolutoiy 
wmiaui pain;.«Imo. how tv euro sterility. Do Dol 
dviay, Vut witotorday.

Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational song^ 
adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and fami 
ilies. By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10 cents.

Starnos. A rosary of pearls culled from the works of Andrew 
son Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart, witi 
new inspiration. By Dr. Della E. Davis. Price 50 cents. •

Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative tb Auricula^ 
Confession, and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas« 
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev’. J. G. Whitty 
Price, 75 cents. 1

Strike of a Sex. A unique story of a strike among women! Price 25ty
Studies in the Outlying Fields of,Psychic Science. How to inyesti« 

gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium^ 
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bens Sens.” Testimony of a Catl£< 
olic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
for having taught it. Price, cloth, $1; postage 14 cents.

Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially 
interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Price 25 cents.

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modern Civilization. With th« 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By Georgq 
W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents.

Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents. 
The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and

Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson 
Tuttle. Price, $1.25.

The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide tq 
perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.

The-Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Oui 
Favorite Poisons.' A masterly work on,the subject, by the gifted 
writer, Mrs, Mary Foote Henderson. Price, $1.50.

The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred and Sis 
Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to eraek. An in.« 
teresting book. By Wm. Heart. Price 40 cents. i

The Crisis. By Thomas Paine. Price, 25 cents. [
The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price, 75 cents.
The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig< 

ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the humaR 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Discovered Country. A very spiritual book, given through thfi 
mediumship of the late Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1.

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy< 
ehology to the Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson« 
Price $1.50.

The Dream Child. Reads like an ’inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents«

The Fairy Land of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in thq 
hearts of the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabellal 
B. Buckley. Price $1.50. •

Tho Fountain of Life, or Threefold Power of Sex. A work thati 
should be studied by both man and woman. It is one of the author's 

I most useful and instructive books. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 cts.
The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in Religion. A sensible, logical 

statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational nature^ 
A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25.

The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. By RalpU 
Waldo Trine. Price 35 cents.

The Great Psychological Crime, which claims that subjective mediums 
ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream! 
Child” and “Harmonies of Evolution.” Price $2.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carus. Fourth edition. 32 pages,] 
“An effort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that it may be greater, sublimer,. 
and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been| 
yet.”—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to American Civilization/ 
A trenchant and masterly treatise. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price,,
25 cents.

The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and boundi 
in white covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan,, 
Price 30 cents. .

The Life of Jesus. By Ernest Renan. Translated from the orfgfflal| 
French. Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cents.

The Life Radiant. For every one in every walk of life. By Lilian i 
Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1.

The Lover's World. A Wheel of Life. Treating on the subjects of 
love,-marriage and parenthood. By Dr. Alice B. Stockham. “The 
Lover’s World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books and life’s 
experiences, is now returned to the heart of humanity.” Price, silki 
cloth, $2.25.

The Majesty of Calmness. By William George Jordan. Price 30 cts.
The Missing Link of Modern Spiritualism. A most valuable book, 

giving a history of early Spiritualism. Written by Leah Fox Under
hill of the Fox Sisters. Reduced to $1.

i The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature. Demonstrates the continuity 
I of life and our environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo
ries of superstition. By Pruf. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents.

The Mystic Thesaurus. By W. F. Whitehead. Leatherette, Price, $1'< 
The Other Side of Death. Scientifically examined and carefully de

scribed by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.
The Romance of Jude. A story of the time of Christ, given through 

the mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Cloth bound. Price, 50 cents.
The Power of Truth or Individual Problems and Possibilities. It ig 

excellent. By William George Jordan, Price 75 cents.
The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional. This is a most valuable 

book. It comes from an ex-priest, whose character is above reproach, 
By Father Chiniquy. Price $1.

The Prophets of Israel. Popular sketches from Old Testament His
tory, than which no branch of science* in the hist generation, has under
gone a more profound revolution. By Gari Heinrich Cornell. Price 25c.

The Principles of Light and Color. Including The Harmonic Laws 
of the Universe, The Etherio Atomic Philosophy of Force, Chromo 
Chemistry, Chromo Therapeutics, and The General Philosophy of Fine 
Forces, Together with Numerous Discoveries and Practical Applica
tions. Illustrated by more than two hundred engravings and four-col
ored plates. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price $5.

The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life sci
entifically expressed in contradistinction from the old theories. By 
Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Religion of Spiritualism, Its Phenomena and Philosophy. Thia 
work was written by that noble modern savior and grand man—Rev. 
Samuel Watson. A marvelous work. Price $1.

The Soul. Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Em
bodiments. This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles 
of reincarnation. By the guides of Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1.

The Soul of Things. These three volumes are among the most popu
lar works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual philosophy. By 
William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15 cts.

The Soul's Song of Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D. Barrett. 
Price 10 cents.
, The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 

How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are 
subject to it. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth. 40 cents; paper ?5 cent«

The Spiritual Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, heaven and hell. A logical statement, proven both hv 
facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cents

The Spiritual Significance. By Lilian Whiting. This book is all that 
the name implies—a spiritual book. Price $1. at

The Spiritual Wreath. A new collection of words and music for tho 
choir, the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 pa^es Bv 
S. W. Tuckdr, author of many musical publications. Price 15 cents

The Story Hour. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories 
written expressly to interest and instruct the young. A ¡rood wnrb 
Lyceums. By Susan H. Wixon. Price $1. G 01K i0E

The Sunday Question. A historical and critical review, with renlies 
to an-objector. Its motto: All time too sacred to do wnnm• no timi 
sacred to do good. Price 15 cents. * ° ’ °; •

The Talmud. -Selections from the contents of .that ancient book its' 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Algo sketches of the men 
who made and commented upon it. By II. Polang. Price cloth Al ' *

The To-Morrow of Death, or the Future Life According to Science
Is just what it purports to be-what the title indicates-in every chan 
ter. By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1,50. . .

. The Unknown. By the scientific writer, Camille Flammarion 
Price, $2. - ’

■Th® an(f Other Psychological Phenomena. A new booE
•.of 538:pages by I. K. Funk. A most remarkable and valuable book, , 
¡Price £2»



WAS IT IRON?

dren. It is thought a relic of barbir-by Hudson Tuttle.

DONA NOBIS PACEM.

should nbt be atteinj!

“ftoW Shall I Secóme a.Medl
lini,” Fully flrnsvt/eied

&

I

sons war will be no more.
If the lords want war, let them flghtj

Wm. Denton Is Called upon to Explain 
Matters.

Only the dead are ours. ___ _____ ____ ___________ , ,
Flesh of our flesh and mortal once as I but-let the people refuse to fight, and

t (popular as a corrective, with the pub-
Brief Notes on Topics of Interest, j as 6ver ¡¡¡is been with the. cixii-

How true, eternal, Jiving, loving, near, 
Abide the happy souls of Summer 

Land. ■ ■ '
- BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.

he used to road on his way to heaven 
are supplanted with stories of “strenu- J 
ous” lives. The rod has become as un-

V'
1
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From Faris' comes an amusing story 
of a medium, who was arrested fox- ob
taining money under \falso pretensos. 
She gained the confidence of a rich 
widow, and gave her messages from 
her departed husband. He was 75 

■ when he died, but he told his fond old 
wife that he had regained his youth, 
and when she came to him she would 
find the beautiful ideal she married in 
early life. He wanted hex- to come to 
him, for his boarding-house fare, al
though superior to anything on earth, 
was not agreeable to liim. He wanted 
hex- to superintend the cooking! . He 
advised hex- to give her effects to the 
medium, which message she obeyed, 
and then he told her when she would 

■ die, and this also she did to the hour.
That medium, no doubt, was a fraud, 

a cute and clever cheat, and merited 
the punishment she received.

But Spiritualism is not- thf^ only 
cloak in which fraud may clothe Itself.
As a parallel take the press report from 1 
Hebrohville, a town in the state claim- f 
ing to be the focus of American culture. 1 

"Religious frenzy characterized tlie 1 
closing sessions of a holiness camp- 
meetiug at Hebronville to-day. The at- ' 
ternoon and evening meetings were ad- < 
dressed by Edward A. Ferguson, an 1 
evangelist, and he painted such a weird 1 
picture of the sins of his auditors, of 1 
the terrible future which will be theirs 

: if they do not give up their worldly 
ways, their gold and diamond baubles, 
that his words were taken literally by 
many present. Women removed their 
watches and their/Ings, sobbing as 
they did so; crying that they were 
poor, miserable sinners, they placed at 
the appointed place for receiving offer
ings. A hostler for an Attleboro manu
facturer gave $50. Women jumped and 
shouted, and so did men."

In what does this evangelist differ 
from the fake? She pretended to give 
messages from the husband; he from 
Jesus, Christ and God Almighty! The 
•result was the same. She gathered in 
the widow’s possessions, he the valu
ables of a crowd he had excited to fren- 
jy by hie fake piety.

The Entombed Past.
The wide extent of Greek coloniza

tion is shown by recent excavations 
made near the estuary of the Dnieper, 
site of the ancient Greek city Olbia. It 
was a colony of Miletus 055 years B. C. 
and the center of a great trade with 
the interior as far north, it is claimed 
ns the borders of the Northern Sea. A 
report of the progress of the excava
tions has the following interesting para
graph:

“Olbia was destroyed by the Getae 
about 70 to 60 B. C., but it revived, and 

: when it was visited by Dion Ghrysos- 
i tom about 100 A. D., it was again a 
! flourishing city. The excavations that 
are now in progress upon the site of 
this city are being carried out by M.

! Formakovskl under the auspices of the 
! Russian Archaeological Society^ Mr. 
j Formakovskl has succeeded in unearth- 
< ing extensive portions of the walls and 
> foundations of the original city, which 
i date back from the seventh century B. 
! C. The masonry is identical with that 
I of the ruins of ancient cities excavated 
I in various parts of Greece. Before this 
i depth.was reached, two different strata 
; of,walls and basements bearing descrip- 

, i tlbns of the fourth and the first centu-

ism. The new method of government 
of children is well expressed In the fol
lowing extract from an English ex
change:

“The parent should never be domi
neering nor egotistical in Ids relation to 
the child. The idea that in order to 
gain obedience it is necessary to make 
the child feel that its papa IS a ‘big, 
powerful man that might do something 
awful’ if it does not obey, is a relic of 
barbarism and has no place In a well- 
regulated home. The continual bossing 
of children, just because the parent is 
physically, able to enforce his authority, 
is not only tyranny of the most inhu
man sort, but is contrary to all laws of 
development and good government. 
The true parent is never an egotist, a 
boss, a scold, a harsh critic, or a fault
finder; but a protector, a counsellor, a 
wise, sympathetic critic, and a loving 
friend.' He never makes uncompliment
ary comparisons between self and the 
child, nor belittles its efforts, no matter
how crude and ineffectual. His look is 
sympathy, his word is encouragement, 
his smile is inspiration, and his touch 
is tenderness and love."

But this advice, however applicable 
to some children is not to all. Some 
children can be reasoned with, and oth
ers cannot be. The great majority of 
children are born savages, and their 
education, especially their moral train
ing is to civilize them, ,and train them 
to be gentle, sympathetic and just.

This education should have begun 
many centuries ago, and the grandpa
rents well advanced in its acquirement 
There are children that can.understand 
no corrective measure other than force. 
Jesse Pomeroy, the boy fiend; who de
lighted in Seeing suffering, and tor
tured animals and playfellows for 
pleasure, could not be reasoned with. 
Restraint was the only means. ’

This is a matter not of position in the 
social scale as much as of organization. 
Children of delightful character are 
found In the lowest walks as well as the 
highest, and not always the angelic 
little Fauntleroy is the most lovable.

A lovely lady with a lovely little boy 
with curls, was riding in a street car. 
Opposite her sat two ministers, return: 
ing frpm conference. "Ah, brother,” 
said ojie, "what would we not' give for 
the sweet purity of such an angelic

Somewhat more than a year ago, 
Spirit William Denton, through the col
umns of The Progressive Thinker in
formed us of certain of his proceedings 
ixi the spirit world in which he told us 
of the use of locks and keys. Recently 
an article' pxxrporting to come from the 
same source and published in the same 
paper, informs us that he Willlom Den
ton has found no iron in that world. 
Now in behalf of myself and many other 
readers of The Progressive Thinker, I 
should like to ask Mr. Denton ot what 
material were those locks and com
posed?

Tire writer of “A Wanderer in the 
Spirit Lands” informed us tnat he met 
with the spiritual counterpart of iron.

In Tlie Progressive Thinker of June 
4 is a cbminunication signed William 
Denton in which he tells us that air
ships are to be used to slaughter whole 
armies and thus bring war to an end. 
Hundreds of years ago the church per
secuted and destroyed millions of per
sons in order to put an end to what the 
church chose to call heresy. Was it de
stroyed? Are there not more heretics 
in the world to-day than ever before? 
The statement; is made that Benjamin 
Franklin is at the head of the move
ment. Are the affairs of this world in 
the hands of one Bb young as Benjamin 
Franklin? Where are the countless 
Ixosts who have Inhabited this planet in 
all the ages that are past, and why do 
thèy allow those who have but lately 
risen from earth to return and educate 
its inhabitants through fear, the old or
thodox way, and moreover I would like 
to ask what Is to follow this wholesale 
slaughter of armies? Who will use 
those air ships when the armies have 
been exterminated? . Will anyone be

child. Truly did the Savior say, ‘Of 
such is. the kingdom of heaven.’ ” Just 
then they overheard the boy say to his 
mother, .“When I get to Grandma’s, I’m 
going to have my hair cut off, and stop 
playing d—n angel!”

The fact’ is that children are not 
alike, and rules-applicable to one will 
not be to another.

The most potent Influence is example. 
Whatever .may be.the training, the ex
ample of parents will be followed. As 
you desire your children to be, be your
self. If the mother la loud and hasty 
of speech, and rude in manners, she 
cannot expect her children to not imi
tate her ways.

A restraint put on children is always 
resisted, and if it Is made so heavy 
that the will ceases to rebel,- the child 
becomes, a weakling and a nobody.

l ries B. O. were encountered. The stqjxe,, 
l-ijtoplm composing 'thé fúinsí!ót honres;

temples, etc., in these upper strata aré 
of remarkably exact area, square pro- 

। portions, and excellently dressed. The 
more solid constructive work is, how- 

I ever, found in the remains of the orig^ 
; ixjal -city. At this depth there was un~ 
j earthed a perfectly preserved wine cel-. 
I lar. Some fifty huge jars or vases had 
i evidently contained red wine, now 
; turned to a light powdery substance. A 
i large collection of valuable antiques in 
gold, marble and ancient pottery has 
also been found in these newly uncov
ered ruins.”

( In those days when war was the occu- 
! pation of nations, the capture of cities 
i too often meant their destruction. This 
terrible fact is recorded in the ruins of 
cities, superimposed on thé ruins of 
other cities. In this instance above 
the splendid architecture of Olbia two 
other cities have been built, destroyed, 
and buried under the accumulation of 
the dust Of ages.

The Way to Purity of Life.
' Foreigners are constantly expressing 
their opinion, adversely, to the freedom

. which is given to American . women. 
They have been taught that opportunity 
is the one essential for the manifesta
tion of Immorality. They seem to have 
no conception of that strength of char
acter that resists temptation.

The freedom of the American woman, 
the trust placed in her ability to care 
for herself, has developed all the noble 
traits, independence, self-reliance, and 
keen wit that make her superior to the 
women of all other nations of the pres
ent and the past, intellectually and 
morally. Those who believe that wo
men are weak and require constant es
pionage, should study the object lesson 
furnished by France. The Cornhill 
Magazine has the following regarding 
the relations of the sexes in that na- 

- txon: u.

Qnly the dead are ours.' ■.>. ;■ 
Oh, friends, I hold my- hands, such;

,, weayy. bands.. v •>. ./ . r .„ar 
With'infinite longlhg toward' celestial 
- ; bowers ' ’

Come to me from the fadeless Sum
mer Lands

For I am weary and grown tired of 
grief,

Heartsick of fruitless - quests, and 
wounded sore

By this world's bitterest arrows, and 
no more

Can dreams of future brightness bring 
"relief;

All whom my heart held -dear
Lean to me from the silence. Let me 

rest
With the old sense of comfort, strong 

and near,
But for a moment sheltered on your 

breast.
For here there Is no shelter. Bleak and 

wild
The path leads onward where my 

bleeding feet
Must with the thorns or burning 

plow-shares meet. ■ ’
Mother, the night is deep about your 

child.

shoved into the pockets । of the few. 
The foregoing we believe to be the sen
timents of our society and we would be 
glad to lieai’ trom all who are Interested 
upon this subject. Especially would wo 
like to hear from the local organiza
tions in this state.

JAMES L. BOW. I 
,. Manhattan, Kansas. ' ' I

angx-y or In reality bifeaxisé1 the lords 
have offered certain! persons of influ
ence a share in the jjHindex*,- is called a 
patriot and a hero anflgxis occupation is 
looked upon as sacred.

Will Mr. Denton'pléaSê tell us more 
on these subjects axjdi remove, If he can, 
the doubts of thé same?

VALE^j/NJjl ROXBURY.
Minneapolis, Min^,w

-------------  '-tlBCWao' '7-- .
NATURALNESG'OF:SPJR1T LIFE-
It is difficult fdr'iiioke -who hai’é not 

paid attention to the subject to under
stand the naturalness »Dspirlt life. Our 
conception of tlie rflalltygof things is 
based upon physical > sonsatloxis, and

THE MATTER OF DIET.
Its Relation to the Genesis of Crime.

O£ all the delusions that have offilct-

TEMPLE HEIGHTS.

A Grand Camp In the Good Old State 
of Maine.

The Temple Heights Spiritual Corpo-
ration will hold its annual,session, thiscd the human mind the most cruel and ration will hold its annual.session, this 

diabolical in its results upon the indi- . pe'ng the twenty-second, at tlieir beau- 
vidtiai and human institutions, is that ritol grounds on the bonks of the Pe- 
which looks upon every child as “born nobscot Bay in the good old state of

anything (save sound.Hndfodors and the , 
recognized imponderables) that does 
not respond to our : sense of 
sight or touch is deemed to be formless 
and unreal. This conception is a mate- 
riallstlc one founded upon the errone
ous idea of the sufficiency of our phys
ical organs to cover the whole range of 
natural phenomena; there are none 
other, super-natural is a misnomer.

Science has demonstrated, that there 
are sounds both above and below the 
perception of the most sensitive physi
cal ears, and colors beyond the percep
tion of the most acute physical eye, and 
clairvoyance—both induced and natu
ral, has proved that there are forms 
real (and substantial in a sense) .out
side the range of physical vision or 
¿ouch. Form implies substance, but 
not necessarily the «ame kind of sub
stance we are familiar- with; we cannot 
conceive of form without substance, 
and, if the forms akin to ' human con
stantly seen by seers and . clairvoyants, 
have substance, so also must the worlds 
or spheres in which theydlve. Deleuze, 
Billot, Cahagnel, and other early mag- 
netistB, having no belief in a spirit 
world, were annoyed, in thejr experi
ments by the freqùéixt descriptions of 
dead (?) people whoniithey professed to

safe? What will prevent any’ person 
who can secure the use of an air ship 
from following the example of the “pro
gressive spirits” who would murder to 
prevent murder, from, using .them .to 
Wreak vengeance on private individuals 
or • whole families or communities, 
should they give offense?

And would they not be used by any 
two or more parties, as strikers. and 
their employers, against one . another, 
andm&e life a more fearful thing than 
ft is to-day?

Whence come wars? In every coun
try the people are obliged to support the 
aristocracy of the state and in most of 
them in addition to that the aristocracy 
of the church; while back of and sup
ported by both is still anotherand.more 
powerful.aristocracy of lordp who com
pel wars that they may wring from the 
toilers of the nations the wealth with 
which they hope to enable their de
scendants to own the earth, literally to 
own every foot of land which the earth 
contains. •-

Is there a nation to-day .that 1b not 
paying Interest on its war debts? ■ How 
Jong shall peace reign in any nation? 
Only so long as shall be required to re-; 
cover, its financial standing sufficiently 
to sustain another shock of war, when 
the lords will contrive to make an ex
cuse for war.. Who fire tnese lords and 
are.they titled? ■■■

AVhb pre their agents ever on the 
alert to secure for them the plunder, 
and who study the gamp of war as; play
ers at chess study as to which king 
shall be moved next. Look about you 
and ans.w.er for yourselves. Do you ever 

’hear members of the so-called-Christian

see, and deeming . ; them Illusory, 
checked’them whenever they began, to 
describe the forms. The persistence 
with which they recurred, to the sub
ject, eventually induced them to, allow 
their sensitives to interrogate .these 
forms, the result being the recognition 
of spiritual entities who had left their 
mortal bodies, and were living under 
new. and higher conditions. The late 
Dr. J. B. Motherwell, wlxo was one of 
the earliest and môst'successful experi
menters in. mesmerism . in Australia, 
had the same experfèii'éç, and up to the 
time we made his ablqtaalhtance (1866) 
had persistently Ignffidd his sensitive’s 
allusions to what hOtoalled “dead peo
ple.” Our conversations wltli him, 
however, quite altered' his views, and 
opened up a new afliUihteresting field 
of research to him- ''These, and other 
sensitives who followed quite indepexid-

in Bin," and with a natural and inevi
table tendency to sin; that is, to incip
ient crime. It predicates the criminal 
in every child born under the sun, and 
thus refers the genesis of crime to a 
malevolent Nature, or the demoniacal 
mandate of a malevolent God.

It is strange how an old lie, especially 
when it dons an academic hat or an ec
clesiastical gown, will hold in unques
tioning assent some of the sanest souls 
of every generation, until, as Emerson 
says, "a thinker 1b let loose upon this 
planet ” and men wonder why some 
self evident truth had not appealed to 
them before. The human race in every 
century of its history has not been 
wanting-in philosophers and scientists 
who told their cbntemporarles that the 
making of a good man as well as a 
healthy one is largely a matter of diet; 
It seems strange, too, how long men 
have been breeding splenaftThorses and 
intelligent dogs, .„without recognizing 
the fact that food and environment are 
the essential factors in breeding kind 
and intelligent animals, and that man 
is no exception to the animal kftxgdem.

.In the Palo Alto.stabieB wherurnot 
only were the horses scientifically fed, 
but an oath or an unkind word or tone, 
even, were forbidden in their presence 
under penalty of Instant dismissal of the 
offender, the horses became famous the 
world over for their gentleness, speed, 
fine mettle and endurance. At the fa
mous dog kennels of the world where 
dogs are bred to be as intelligent and 
more moral and devotedly kind than 
most men, food is the main factor de
pended upon to attain this end. A fa
mous dog trainer, writing to Dr. Kel
logg, who had sent his magnificent St. 
Bernard to him for training, said he 
could not teach his dogs anything if he 
fed them meat. They were too stupid 
and irritable when fed upon a meat 
diet. ' -

The Albany (New York) Orphan Asy
lum a. few years ago had some especi
ally irritable and intractable children, 
who seemed to be perfect types of the 
orthodox, doctrine of original sin. The 
officers of the institution happened to 
be thinkers as well as.officials, and it 
occurred to them that the orthodox 

' meat diet might have the same effect 
■ upon children as upon dogs and might

ent of each Ocuer, dds’dribed not only 
the forms, but the &drld or sphere in 
which they lived, with - its? hills and 
vales, its streams, lal?èé,- trees and flow
ers, as real, and appff-teiit®- its siibstan- 
tial to their interior'insiôff as tfie mate
rial world. It only x^dtflrls the cultiva
tion of that interior1 wiMcm to' enable a 
large-percentage offiufiidility to see 
whilst yet in the moxilial body thé beau
ties of that higher !1Wb¥l(£' which they 
are destined to inhabn wlien they shuf
fle off this mortal coil;’*'-

But all are not siffficfetlfly sensitive, 
and-but few who arè^sW/^hre favorably

■clergy advocate war? .and quoting .to 
'support of their clt^mts paMges'.'.ft'om1 
(the teachings of one whom they say .is 
the prince' -d'f peace? And how of the 
state? Tn our public schools to-day lit
tle children are taught military- drill 
and little boys of seven and eight years 
go. home from school to boast and blus
ter of the soldier’s life and to teach the 
older members of the family what a glo
rious being a soldier is, a hero to be 
venerated, while in anticipation of the 
life of the soldier he soon learns to 
think and talk of killing whomever he 
may meet, practicing in the meantime 
on small animals and in mockery, on 
his own small companions. Is it any 
wonder that such children grow up with 
murder in the heart? and. if as a man 
the sudden impulse to kill shall seize 
such a one and he does not resist, who 
will bfi blamed? Probably his mother; 
ani,Farned (?) men will talk of pre
natal conditions. Of what avail the 
mother’s effort to cultivate the senti
ment of mercy In the heart of her son, 
when the public schools with its war 
agents comes between; forgetting that 
“as the twig is bent the tree is In

positioned to apply themselves to [fie 
cultivation of their ■'iirtxft'ior powers. 
Harmonious surrouifelhijs and' the, ab: 
sence of-business wämösIJÖ-e essential 
to the individual- cultWä'ftön of 'clean 
vision. The development of clairvpy- 
anoe:and5 lucidity, hwdv’eV’.’ may’1-- -- 
ccleratefd llij« iife3mii,i«'Ä,,’i‘ i/at

Maine, on the dates of August 13 to 21
inclusive. Arrangements- have been 
made for a very interesting session of 
camp-meeting and it |s expected that a 
large attendance, will be the outcome.- 
The officers of the corporation are: 
President, J, G. Harding, Waldo; vice- 
president, A. T. Stevens, Belfast; secre
tary, Orrin J. Dickey, Belfast; treas
urer, R. A. Packard, Northport. Di
rectors: Benj. Colson, Bangor; M. R. 
Webber, Fairfield; Geo. W. Morse, Bel
mont; Mrs. M. W. Williams, Central 
Falls, R. I,; Mrs. N. H. Rhoades, Rock
land; A. J. Skidmore, Liberty; Mrs. O.
S. Rich, Bangor.

TempleHeights is charmingly located 
on the banks of the Penobsfcot river, 
with wooded hills in the rear and 
springs of cool, refreshing waters, 
healthful and attractive. Temple 
Heights appeals to the lover of natural 
beauty with a little of the artificial. To 
the lovpr of a spiritual campground 
Temple Heights affords all that can be 
dpsired, having good drainage, sloping 
land, a large park with plenty of seats, 
and spacious auditorium where the 
meetings are annually held.

The good beaches, and mountains ris
ing a thousand feat in the rear, easy of 
access and affording delightful views,
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"The word ‘courtship’ has no -equiva
lent in the French tongue, because the 
thing does not exist Stolen tete-a-tetes 
even furtive kisses, may, of course, be 
indulged in, but only under a modified 
ehaperonage,. the half-shut eye of pa
rents or guardians. No young French 
lady would be permitted, for instance, 

(to undertake a cycling expedition with 
' her future husband. Still less could she 
lake train with him for the purpose of 
visiting relations in the country, were 
the journey of half an hour’s duration 
inly. Lovemalting begins with' the 
xoneymoon."
i With all these safeguards, the moral- 

v. iy of the French people is not proverb
ial. The distrust of women expressed 
in laws and customs leads to the pro
duction of character consonant thereto.

The strength and glory of a pople lies 
In the chivalrous estimation and trust 
In the good sense andmoral integrity 
entertained, of its women.

Parental Training.
Children are brought up differently 

from what they used to be, so much 
that the more conservative think they 
are not brought up at all. The goody- 
goody, Sunday-school child has disap
peared, and even the numerous books

Spirit to spirit lean. .
I feel you through this blind material 

clay.
Only the veil of silence slips between

To bar you from- my longing eyes 
away.

Open the door to that unshadowed life, 
Lay your cool hand of healing on my 

heart
» And bid this fever-dream of life de

part,
For 1 am grown so weary of the strife.
Earth’s bubbles break and fly.

Give me the cup immortal. Dead Sea' 
fruit

Long have 1 eaten and my lips are dry.
That acrid poison sears their singing 

mute. ....
How shall I voice for others faith and 

trust
. While all my soul within the shadow 

lies? - ■ -
How shall I point th e way toParafllse 

With blinded sight, and forehead in the 
dust?

For them if not for me
Lift up a light that I bear witness 

hero
In certain knowledge of a dawn to ba 

■ Unveil’ the radiant splendor dying 
near;

I am too'tired to pray to any God. ”;
I need the-human hand, -the human 

touch,
The mortal love which bears and suf

fers much,
And no stern master with a chastening-l 

rod.

clined;” Upon whom will fall the 
weapon when the pent-up war spirit 
shall force him to act? Perhaps upon 
herself, or perhaps upon, his father. 
Who will try and sentence-him for mur
der? The state which taught it to him. 
And now we are told that “progressive 
spirits” (?) are to control mortals to 
invent air ships, from which, armies 
and later, no doubt, .anyone who may 
offend shall be destroyed.

I for one hope that the air ship will 
prove a failure and do not feel grateful 
to those spirits who are assisting mor
tals to invent them. There are some 
things the invention of which should be 
deferred until we have emerged from 
savagery.

What, then, Ib the remedy? Let the 
children be taught the truth, that war is 
murder and that all wars are a dis
grace to humanity; and let parents be 
taught that a government that will es
tablish schools in whichvlittle children 
are taught to look forward to the time 
when they shall be called to go/drth to 
murder their fellow men, and which at 
the same time, supports other schools 
in which the same children are taught, 
“Thou shalt not kill,” andA’God is love,” 
is a. government which needs to be im
proved upon.

“Let the mothers be the only teachers 
on this question and they will teach 
their, children that war is murder, and 
in time they will understand and teach 
them, too, that there is no excuse for 
war, that may• not- be removed by the 
united voices of people, and ~ when all 
children shall have learned - ..these les-

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USB 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual
istic, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro- 
gresslve Thinker.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and then you are per- 
fectly safe, and will save youreelf an- 
noyance and trouble.

be accountable for a good deal of ortho
dox original sin, The results as given 
in a yearly report of the asylum are not 
only a striking commentary on the or
thodox doctrine pf original sin but also 
upon what our criminologists term “the 
increasing tendencies to crime among 
children.”

“Flesh and soups,” says the Report, 
‘were wholly banished *■ ♦ »and there 
were reformed habits in regard to sleep
ing, air, clothing and exercise. During 
the first three years in which the old 
system was followed from tour to six 
children, and often more, were continu
ally .op the sick,list. A physician was 
regularly in demand, ' once, twice, or 
three times a week, and deaths were 
frequent,’ During this whole period

is too.sertousJa'ffiatter/ botll Operator 
and subject'should . thbroughly under
stand what they afe entering upon and 
have perfect confidence in eacli'xxther, 
the magnetiz'ef should have singleness 
of purpose and a high object in view, 
if selfishness intrudes little good will re
sult. As in all scientific experiments 
and discoveries the rhajority of people 
have to acce.pt (and do accept) tfie evi
dence of experts; so fti'psychic science 
must the majority, whü> are unable to 
give the time and conditions for per
sonal experiment, be' ¿ontent to take 
the evidence of thosb1 more ’ favored, 
who, either in themselves possess the 
power, or have the cOntrol of instru
ments whose vision extends beyond the 
normal range. Few of those who have 
not paid serious attention to the subject 
are aware of the immense amount of 
evidence that has, been accumulated 
during the past half effttury, ample to 
convince any unbiased jnind. Spiritual
istic literature is now :éàsy of access, 
and those who cannot 'afford to pur
chase it will find a nùjnbér of standard 
works in the-Melbourne Public Libra
ry, whilst, for a small subscription, they 
can obtain books for home reading from 
the Victorian ÂsspciaTion.,of Spiritual
ists, or the Melbourne progressive Ly
ceum.—Harbinger of Liglxt.

we. suffer and die that lords may continue
Now safely sheltered where no tempest to draw their revenue from the toil of 

lowers. ; the world’s millions, who yearly impov-
Lean then, my dead, and comfort bear | erish themselves that they may be the 

tome. slaves of lords.
That seeing, hearing, clasping hand in 

hand .
I may ri^e up made strong to witness 

here, ■ . '.

makes this place one of the most desir
able as summer home. Only six miles 
from a railroad station and having daily 
steamboat lines and a good pier, with 
the quiet surroundings, or amusements 
if one desires, combined with the sweet 
spiritual influences as is in the gather
ing of ancient Indian tribes in this spot 
in years gone by. The sunsets are fine, 
the Penobscot being likened to the Bay 
of. Naples. Cottages are plenty and 
rates low. All are welcome and made 
so by the management of the grounds.

The scenery has no equal and the 
drives are beautiful, glimpses here and 
there of the bay, showing the thousands 
of little Islands, with sail and steam
boats plying over'the water surface. 
The sailing is safe, boating and bathing 
good, combined with mountain climb
ing, fine beaches and fishing. The 
spring waters here possess medicinal 
value, having been the center of an 
early Indian camping ground.

The grounds are laid out in streets 
and avenues and the lots and cottages 
are all pleasantly located. The meet
ings are always of interest and this 
Beason there will be presented an excel
lent programme. An invitation is ex-, 
tended to all to visit the grounds and 
partake of the beautiful philosophy, or 
absorb from nature the benefits they 
can. During the week of camp-meeting 
a small admission is charged daily or 
season ticket being sold. Daily an
nouncements will be made of the 
changes and features of the program.

This season the platform will be 
graced with the presence of some of the 
ablest workers in spiritual circles.. Mrs 
Effie I. Webster, Lynn, Mass.; Mrs. 
Carrie E. S. Twing, Westfield, N. Y., 
and Edgar W. Emerson, Manchester, 
N. H.

Madame Marie Foster, of Boston, 
Mass., a well-known soloist, will be

there were between thirty and forty 
deaths. After the new system • was . •
fairly tested, the infirmary was entirely present during the season and will ren- 
vacated, and the services of the nurse I selections in connection with Con- 
and physician no longer needed. Fpr 1 gregationfcl singing at the meetings, 
more than two year® there was neither I Tests will be given each day from 
sick^Bd -fipF’deatii ? in' the esiablish? to® platform by l^re. Effie I. Webster, 
meht In the twelve months ..succeed- Carrie E. S. Twing and Edgar W, Em- 
ing this there'were three deaths, but erson.
these were deaths, of new inmates. ■ On Tuesday evening, Mrs. Carrie E. 

‘‘Since’ the new regimen has been

Remember, please, that it costs ten 
h,eintt0 Bet a, Personal check at a bank 
in Chicago. If you ¡¡end a peraonal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent.

Remember, please, that we have only 
four books which we send out now for 
25 cents each. V> e cannot allow you to 
select any other book in the list at that price.
OnmmHn?ber’ pIease- that y°u are not 
entitled to any of the Premium Books 
unless you send in with your order a 
fear8 subscription to The Progressive

Remember, please, that the safest way 
to make a remittance is to secure a pos- tai order.

Remember, please, that these books 
are used exclusively as premiums, the 
editor desiring no profits, his sole ob- 
^Ab,?lns.ti>Ado a HUMANITARIAN 
X^.urn^°N0 SPIRITUALISTIC, 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES 
hence they axe not for sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistakes ana 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di
rect with this office, Instead of through 
a news agent.

Remember, please, that all of our 
Premium Books are neatly and substan
tially bound in cloth, and are an orna
ment to any library.

Read our Premium Offer, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send $1 for The 
Progressive Thinker when you desire 
one or more premium books. Please 
bear this in mind.

Every person who sends in a yearly 
subscription to The Piogressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make his selection from the 
following list for TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS:

1. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book this year. Price 
25 cents.

2. Vol. .3 of the Encyclopedia ot 
Death, and Life in the ' '

Hay-Fever and Asthma Cure at Last.
It gives us great pleasure to announce 

the discovery of a positive 'cure for 
Hay-Fever and'Asthma’, in the wonder
ful Kola Plant, a new-botanic product, 
found on the Congo River, West'Africa. 
The cures wrought by.’:itTn (he worst, 
cases, are really marvelous; Sufferers 
cf twenty to fifty years’ standing have 
been at once restored to healta by' the 
Kola Plant Compound-/Among others, 
many ministers of 'the, gospel testify to 
ith wonderful powers;1 ■ ,' '

Rev. F. F. Wyatt, the noted Evangelist, Abi
lene, Texas, writes was cured of Hay-Fever and 
•Asthma atten eight years ■¿user Ing and had no 
.return of the disease.^ Rev. S. H. Eisenberg; Ph; 
D.-, Centre Hall, Pa.,. .perhaps, .one of the worst 
coses, was permanently cureff after many vears' 
suffering. Rev. D. S.Bopkffis, Wilson, Ind. Ter., 
writes May 25th, his.w£te>lyas cured two years 
ago alter eight years suffering. . Hundreds of 
others give similar testimony, 'Hay-Fever suf
ferers should use themedMho before the season 
of attacks when practicaljto glTO.il time to act 
on the system. ' ?

To prove to you.'toeyond .doubt its 
wonderful curative' flower./: the Kola 
Importing Co., No)"ll|q£ Broadway 
New York, will send ’ft-larga case of the 
Kola- Compound freerby. iijall to every 
reader of The Progressive ^linker who 
suffers from any forimbf Jjay-Fever or 
Asthma. This is vejx fair^and we ad
vise sufferers, to sexmf, fb& a case. It 
costs you nothing an^qu^Jiould surely 
try IL j, ¡0(,

Price 25 cents.,
3. A Wgnderer in the 

Price 25 cents.

Spirit World.

Spirit Lands.

fully adopted there has been a remark
able increase of health, strength, activ
ity, vivacity, cheerfulness and content
ment among the children. The change 
of temper Is very great They have be
come less' turbulent, Irritable, peevish 
and discontented, and far more manage
able, gentle, peaceable and kind to each 
other.” '

One of the superintendents also 
adds:

“There has been a great increase in 
their mental activity and power;, the 
quickness and acumen of their percep
tion, the vigor of their apprehension, 
and their power . of retention daily 
astonish me." '

Every mother believes her baby to be 
an angel. Her instinct is correct, all 
the orthodox dogmas to the contrary, 
notwithstanding. “Of such is the king
dom of heaven," said the world’s great-, 
est ethical teacher. A generation of 
such children, fed upon Nature’s pure 
and simple foods, and given as kind and 
humane and Christian environment as 
the horses in the Palo Alto stables, 
would do more to bring in the reign of 
righteousness taught by the same great 
teacher than all the evangelists and 
missionaries can bring about in a meat- 
fed, nicotinized; alcoholized humanity in 
a thousand years.

"The eating of beefsteak- makes me a 
brute,” said Byron, which is only a per
sonal statement of truth, reiterated by 
the great spiritual teachers of every, 
age. To keep the brute out ot a man 

• and the poet, i. e., the creator, in means 
the spiritual As well as the physical and 
moral regeneration of man. Saint 

’Beuve declared every man was born 
two-thirds poet The normal child, hap
pily born. Instinctively feels its kinship 
with bud and bird and all sentient life.

S. Twing will give an entertainment in 
the auditorium and a seance on Friday 
v'enlng for the benefit of the associa
tion. On Wednesday evening there will 
be dancing at the auditorium for the 
young people, and on Thursday evening 
will occur the annual concert, with a 
pleasant programme. Saturday evening 
the Ladies’ Aid entertainment. Other 
evenings will be given -to social meet
ings and seances.

~ ORRIN J. DICKEY.

Thinks a Change Should Be Made.
To the Editor:—Unless the constitu

tion and by-laws are changed‘both. in. 
our -State and National associations, 
there is going to be a material reduc
tion in the number of local societies 
that will affiliate with the state organ
izations, at least there will be quite a 
number, of local societies in this state 
that will sever their connection with 
the state organization unless some 
change is made, and there are at least 
a few societies that have never taken 
out a charter under the state organiza
tion who would do so provided a proper 
change could be made, in the by-laws 
and constitution. Under the present 
rule the state organization is not neces
sarily run by the delegates from the 
local societies, but may be run by per
sons who pay in their dollar, regardless 
of whether they are delegates from sub
ordinate societies, members of any or
ganization or even Spiritualists.

Under such conditions any city where 
the state organization is located can 
run the whole business regardless of 
the wishes of the local societies, if they 
can rustle dollars enough, which of 
course they can do if they have any local 
interests to push to the front, for some
times one dollar will do it, and it sel
dom- takes more than ten dollars to set

4i 'Seera ot the Ages, by Dr. j. M. 
Peebles. Price 26 cents.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
If you order only one book, and that 

one neither of the books mentioned 
above, the price is 40 cents each.

We have, only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you Can select from them as 
follows:

Any two of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of 4he Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.80.

Any six of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of me Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, prive $2.90.

Any ten of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 
Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for. $3.35, something 
never before equalled in this country or 
Europe. Our principal aim is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

FOR $3.35.
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

and

and

and

“Please don’t step oh it, mamma; it
hurts,” exclaimed a lifitle boy friend of 1« naught the majority vote of the legal 

■ - - - delegates present 'ours, whose mother’s foot was in danger 
of crushing a woodland violet It was 
the-poet speaking with'the child’s lips. 
A diet which transforms this child, two- 
thirds poet, into a- man - two-thirds 
beast, is manifestly not in harmony 
with that law of ethical evolution; which 
has made the higher mammalia, and es
pecially-the primates* vegetarians. 
Vegetarianism, so far from being a re
form against Nature, is the reform in 
harmony with Nature, and its highest 
ethical law. To find the genesis of 
crime we have only to trace the first 
fundamental factor In individual and 
national life, the food customs, and es
pecially the flesh-eating customs, which 
by Nature’s immutable law, transforms

Local societies where such conditions 
exist, who wish to deal fairly with 
their associates and promote the best 
interest of the cause, will withdraw 
their support from organizations which 
can be run in. that way. 1 understand 
that any person can become u member 
of the National Spiritualists " Associa
tion for life by paying twenty-five dol
lars, and- have all the rights and privi
leges of ,a regularly elected delegate, 
and thus it may be seen that by the 
payment of this small sum by an antag
onist, the wishes of a majority of the 
state associations might be defeated.

This condition of things has no prece
dence among properly organized socie
ties. These things will have to be

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane arid Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.
. 9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.
- 10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

REMITTING.
When you Bend jja your subscription 

. to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over tlie books which you desire in 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable; They are Intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fail to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Sending out these premium books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of the subscription of 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be' afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of the fact that we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, much 
more than any other Spiritualist paper 
now published. . K

lnxconcluslon, bear In mind that the 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating the 
great bargain , you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu- ‘ 
able library, the. like òf which was never 
known before'on this.material-plane..

Address all orders to 
‘ J. R. FRANCIS, ■

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois.

the poet-born child into a man lower in
his appetites and more cruel in his pasxj changed If 'Organized Spiritualism ever

— ... . . . . .. . ... makes much advancement State asso-Bions than his-brother carnivora of the------------—XI ■ ■ ■

KEEP PilStÉD
In Current 8plrituitàstÎo®Jrid Occult

You can do it by r^kdljjgi each week 
The Progressive Thinker., - The Philo- 
ophy and the Spiritualistic .and Occult 
phenomena it contains bach week; is 
the marvel of the agik J40 one can af
ford to be without tho paper. Its price 
to within tho reach of all.. -

forest.—Vegetarian Magazine. ciations should be composed exclusive
ly bf delegates duly, elected from the 
local societies of the state, who should 
elect their president and other officers, 
and they should all hold their positions 
until their successors are duly elected.

The National Association should ad
mit no one as a member unless he had 
first-been duly elected as such by some 
state organization, and no local organ
ization should be allowed more than one

fl Gliancs to Make Moncij.
I hava tferrlos, grapes and peaches a year old, 

fresh as whan picked; I used the California 
Cold Process. Do not heat or seal the trait, just 
put It up cold, Keeps perfectly trash, and costs 
almost nothings can put-up a bushel In tan 
minutes. Last year I sold directions to orer 120 
families In one Week: anyone will pay a dollar 
tor directions when they see tho beautltxil sain- 
plesot trait. As thorearé manypeople poor .------------ 7'.;------ ------------------------------------------------
like myself, I consider ft my duty to give my representative in the state association,

Iand the statè associations should be 

 

homo in a iow days. I will mail sample 01 fruit I Hinitôd to one rcprosçntcitivo in tuG Na* 
and. full directions to any of your readers tor I tional Association. -

UnderpucKregulations the acte of 
Fbâncibcto?zr. st. Louis, Mo. ; ■ ’ the National Association would always 

i ; _ . ’ \ . .(conform.to the wishes of the majority
of the state organizations; and all acts

Mothers of America, it Is time for 
| you to look to the future of your coun
try, remembering: that peace and the 
spirit of murder though it be called War/ 
cannot dwelt together, and that you de
mand the right to teach your little sons 
what right really is. Their moral train
ing will be safest wlthtyourselves.'

There should be a new meaning for 
the word patriotism. The support and 
protection of the. homes of the people 
in peace, and the effort to abolish waf 
should be understood to be a part of the 
true ofiice of government, and the patrii 
otic 'citizen should be he who-demands 
of government such-protection. ? ? . '

The man who raises his hand against 
his fellow-man for reason of his own, 
is tried, sentenced and executed as aIn ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 

Xand Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
^Sfents. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0.

“Beyond • the Vail.ff-IrA Sequel to 
"Rending the Vail.” ;• Being a ■ compila
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations .and Illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written- and made by 
-full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal-.{verification of 
"What We Shall Be/;.and- a -code of
ethics, requisite to- the most speedy ■re
alization of the IilglxesJinnd puresl' fe- 
Hclty attainable in thè ‘

murderer, by the state, 'Whfie- he. tyho'.
bears the weapon of the state,- and’ ficlty attainable tn ihe’future life. A 
goes forth to commit as many murders I very remarkable book.; Large, octavo* 
as he can, because forsooth the state is! geo pages. Pries, W&

“(Spiritual Songs -for the Use of Cir
cled, Campmectings and Other ■ Spxrit- 
uallstis-- Gatherings." . By 'Mattie E.

of'state organizations would please . 'a 
majority, pf. local organizations who 
werexep resented; under this arrange
ment the business affairs of the.various, 
organizations would be conducted in

Hull. Price 10 cento-- • -
"Discovery oi a Lost Trait* By Chas. ------ .

B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual I the interest of alt money could not de-
SUggesUvenecB. Clpth4 tldxQ, - feat the wishes of the majority or be

"Healing, Causea und aSêiîfi " 8» - '
P. Eheton. M. ö. ..Price 50 cea«», - 1 , - i

acce.pt
glTO.il


'or full particulars write MIbs Ger-F<

Wisconsin Camp Association,will open 
Aug. 4, 1904, and will close Atlg. '¿¡¡.

trud'e Spooner, secretary, Wonewoc, 
Wis.
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’t I? Presented With Masterly Skill Against the An
thropomorphic God of the Bible, Which Has Played 
Such an Important Part in the: History of the 
World, and Which Figures Conspicuously in Every

, War That Occurs, so Claimed—In This Indictment 
. the Brutal Savage Nature qf This Anthropomorphic

God Is Laid Bare With a Skillful ¿and.
Man, in his primitive state, was doubtless a very 

Weak creature both mentally and physically.
Living in the primeval jungle, he had to encounter 

numerous venomous reptiles and ferocious . beasts. 
He frequently witnessed terrific hurricanes, calami
tous earthquakes'and disastrous floods, without know
ing whence, how or why they canle. His life was a 
continuous struggle for existence in which the? fittest 
alone survived. . These conditions filled him with fear 
until" it became a part of his nature. ■ .

And he necessarily transmitted this quality to his 
children, by hereditary , descent, until it became the 
most dominant characteristic of mankind. Some of' 
the subtle and cunning ones, in this, saw their oppor
tunity. '

They would feed and stimulate the fears of the 
common people and soon completely control and gov
ern them.

. In pursuance of their clever scheme they manufac
tured an anthropomorphic god and endowed him with 
suitable attributes to reign over the people, and con
stituted themselves his prime ministgnj or priests to 
receive and deliver and interpret his wonders to them.

It was necessary to make their god a composite 
character, being good or bad according to his own 

. sovereign will. They made him a god of love, mercy 
and benevolence to all that implicitly obeyed his com
mandments, and just the opposite to all that diso
beyed his orders.

. To fully answer the purpose for which they made 
him, he must needs be a god of hideous and wrathful 
quality to all that ignored his authority.

Knowing that jealousy and vengeance are the most 
direful elements in a dangerous character, they en
dowed their god fully with these hateful attributes.

•They said to the people, “The Lord is a jealous god 
and avengeth and is full of wrath, the Lord taketh 
vengeance on his adversaries, and he reserveth wrath 
for his enemies.”

“I, the Lord thy God, and a jealous.God, visiting 
the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the 
third and fourth generation of them that hate me.”

Knowing hate to be the most cogent factor in lead
ing a jealous one to seek revenge, they invest him 
with this loathsome quality and make him say, “Was 
not Esau Jacob’s brother? Yet I loved Jacob and 
hated Esau, and laid his mountains arid his heritage 
waste.” ' _ »

And knowing that one who is given to spasriiodic 
fits of anger and wrath, is always exceedingly danger
ous, they endow him with this characteristic.

Moses felt and expressed his inability to lead Israel 
out of Egypt and the “the anger of the Lord was kin
dled against him.” And when this god saw what 
Aaron and the people had done while Moses was up 
in the mountain, he became furious with rage, and 
said to Moses: “Now, therefore, let me alone, that my 
wrath may wax hot against them, and that I may con- 

’ suine them.”
Moses, however, was much better than his god-. He 

argued the epse with him; reminded him, of his eove- 
- hint with their fathers, and called his attention to 

• what the" Egyptians would say about it, and urged 
him to repent of this evil against his people.

• In fact, he touched his majesty up on ids honor, arid 
succeeded in’pacifying him, and he repented of the 
evil which he thought to do unto his people. And

any other god. (Deut. 13; 6-10). .
And to stimulate and feed the fears of the people 

more thoroughly, the priests fabricated a horrid 
devil and endowed him with ubiquity," guile, mendac
ity and villainy.

They set him forth as a roaring lion walking about, 
seeding whom he might, devour. . . _ ■

. And his chief mission was to lead the people into, 
the pitfalls of ruin and the only way to eScape his 
direful influence was to heed tlie.priests’ instructions 
and obey their god.

And to cap the climax, the priests manufactured an 
endless hell of torment for all that dared reject the 
service of their god. For ages they have been.har
anguing the people about their angry and wrathful 
god, wily and ubiquitous devil, and sulphuric, burn
ing hell, and have very largely succeeded in keeping 
them m a state of fear and submission.
“Ye, too, believers of incredible creeds, 
Whose faith enshrines the monsters, which it breeds, 
Who bolder e’en than Nimrod, think to rise, 
By nonsense heaped on nonsense to the skies.”

It is high time that men and women arise in their 
might and throw off this ignoble bondage to fear and 
priestcraft.

In order to escape the thraltdom of fear, one must 
live a wholly upright life.

Onejthat is selfish, covetous and niggardly, necessa
rily has a guilty conscience whieh-always begets fear.

Homer, in the Iliad, represents that when the Tro
jans and Greeks were set in battle array before Troy,' 
Paris, whose base conduct had caused the war, sprang 
forth alone from the Trojan ranks, godlike in beauty, 
and challenged the Greeks, one and all, to meet him 
singly in mortal combat.

Menelaus, the husband of the stolen Helen, like a 
hungry lion, leaped full-armed from his chariot, ex
ulting in the thought that his personal vengeance 
should be gratified. But conscience made a coward 
of Paris : he starts back, “ as a man that sees a serpent 
in his path.”

The godlike visage grows pale, his knees tremble, 
arid the Trojan champion draws back under the shel
ter of friends, from the gallant Greek whom he had so 
basely wronged.

Livy tells us that Sixtus Torquinius, the dishonorer 
of Lucretia, quailed as no Roman of his blood and 
rank would otherwise have done, when young Vale- 

¿JGiTdashed out from the legion to engage him in mor
tal combat.

And Shakspeare makes a consciousness of guilt 
cause Macbeth to quail before Macduff.
“Of all men else have I avoided thee,
But get thee back, my soul is too much charged with
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I
blood of thine already;

will noj fight with thee.”
Men pride themselves on their physical courage and

this is praiseworthy, but strange, passing strange, 
men of great physical courage are often the greatest 
moral cowards.

In the face of public opinion, they have not the 
courage to think for themselves, or if they do, have 
not the courage of their own convictions.

Homer, in the Odyssey, represents Circe as warning 
Ulysses, in his passing through the strait which di
vides Sicily from Italy, to avoid the sea monsters, 
Scylla and Charybdis, that had wrecked so, .many, 
galleys. ■ . '....... :
- And so we'should be careful t'ov steer clear of the 
dominant Scylla of priestcraft and the debasing Cha-' 
rybdis of fear, religious monsters which have wrecked
many

K

h

now having made their god a terrible monster, endow
ing him with jealousy, hate, revenge, wrath and fury, 
they proceed to tell thé people some startling and ter
rible things which he had done.

In the long ago, certain angels who kept not their 
first estate, but left their own habitation; he cast down 
to hell, and delivered them into chains-of darkness, 

" Because the people did not obey his orders, he sent 
a flood upon the surface of the whole earth and 
drowned the entire huirian family and every living 
thing except one family and a few animals to replen
ish the earth again.

Because the people of Sodom and Gomorrah, two 
ancient cities, did not please him, he rained upon them 
brimstone and fire out of heaven and burned them, 
and because Madame Lot turned her head .and looked 
bgek to see the fire, he turned her into a pillar of salt. 
Because the king of Egypt would not obey his edicts, 
he sent ten terrible plagues upon that country.

He turned into blood the Nile river and all the 
other waters of Egypt.

He filled the land with frogs so that they were in 
the houses, in the bedchambers, upon the beds, in the 
ovens, and in the kneading troughs.

He turned all of the dust of the land into lice so that 
they coyered man and beast throughout all Egypt.

He sent a grievous swarm of flies into all parts of 
the land so that the whole earth was corrupted by 
them.

He sent an epidemic of murrain and. killed all the 
cattle, horses, asses, camels and sheep in Egypt.

He sent a plague of boils upon man and beast 
throughout all the land ; however, thechmls could not 
hurt the beasts since they had all dieu ofthe murrain.

He sent a-very furious hailstorm which killed all 
that were in the fields, both man and beasts, though 
the beasts had all been killed before by the murrain.

He sent a plague of locusts which darkened the 
Whole land and ate every green thing which the hail 
had left.

He sent darkness, thick darkness, which could be 
felt, over the whole land of Egypt for three days. 
. He killed the first-born in every Egyptian family, 
and also the first-born of all the beasts, though they 
had all been killed twice before.

And finally he drowned Pharaoh’s entire' army in 
the sea, men and horses, his horses having all been 
killed before.

And because Korah, Dathan and Abiram, three of 
his servants, took exceptions to, the rule of Moses, he 
caused an earthquake to -swallow them and all that 
appertained unto them. • '

And his anger being kindle! against .Israel, he 
caused King David to-number the people, qnd then, 
because he numbered them, sent a pestilence upon Is
rael and killed seventy thousand men.

That Joshua might have more time to avenge him- 
_Belf of his enemies and complete their slaughter, he 
~ caused the sun and moon to stand still for one whole

a frail bark on the ocean of life.
“"Whatever you are, be brave, 
The coward is a liar and slave, 

Tho’clever at ruses,
, . And sharp at excuses,

He is a sneaking and pitiful knave, 
■ "Whatever you are, be frank,

’Tis better than money br rank, 
Still cleave to. the right, 
Be lovers of light, 

.. Be open, above board and frank.”
Union Star, Mo. HENRY BOONE.

THE ETHICS OF PARENTAGE.
In an article reviewing at some length various 

works’on the population question, the Review of Re
views says: “The substitution of reason for instinct 
as the guide of human beings in the propagation of. 
life has gone on steadily since 1877 unblessed and un
guided by the spiritual teachers of mankind. The 
result is that the duty of child-bearing is increasingly 
ignored. But the practice of limiting families can 
only be defended from an ethical point of view if it is 
strictly conditioned by a recognition of the impera
tive obligation of all those who can afford to provide 
the necessary conditions for healthful support and de
velopment of a large family to breed up to the maxi
mum of their capacity. Otherwise the ¿whole of the 
future is' handed pver to the classes who exercise no 
restraint, who are animated solely by the gratification 
of physical instinct, and who litter the world with 
children whom they can neither feed, clothe, nor edu
cate properly. In other words, the right to restrict 
families within the limits of health conditions can only 
be recognized with safety when it is indissolubly 
linked together with the recognition of the duty of 
the healthy well-to-do pair to produce as many citi
zens for the future state as their health and wealth 
render possible.”

K

K

day. .
These with many other .cruel and vindictive stories 

were written in the priests’ “Holy Books”, that-tlie 
people might ever know the wrath arid fury of their

■ god. \
.This fabulous -anthropomorphic'god, through. .¡¡¡3: 

priests, issued edicts for the control of the'people. •
'One of these specified that the man who would .riot 

harken untq the priests that minister before’ him, 
should be put to death (Deut. 17:12^.

' 'And another specified that one should surely kill

&
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' Lake Pleasant Camp, Maas,
This excellent camp opens July 31, 

and continues for 30 consecutive days. 
¡¡For full programmes address Albert P. 
Blinn, 61 Dartmouth . stréet,, Boston, 

.Mass.

The
Harmony Grove, Cal.

Harmony Grove Spiritualist
Camptaeetlng of Escondido, Cal., com-

Send In Your Dateland Names of Sec- 
retary-aiOnce.

Interest in the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has: commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
onoe to this office,'so that proper cor
rections as to dates., etc., can be made.

Mt Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa.
The camp session of the M. V. S. A., 

Mt Pleasant Park», Clinton, Iowa, will 
open July 31 and close Aug. 28. Fer pro
grammes addness Collie B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarksville, Mo.

ELTON 16. HEDHICK,
AnTKtolAMJlSM.—Vocation, business specula- 
lion, matrimony, changoa, travel, all affairs of 
life. Fee 12.00. Send dale of birth us near the 
hour as poBSible. Address, 2621' Reading Road, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 776

DON’T READ THIS.
If sick write to ine. and I will give you a free 

examination. I want no lending symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes sue- 
cossfully treated. Send name. age. sex, complex
ion; weight aud 10 ets: In 'stumps or-stlver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be spre und wrlteyour own letter. Address.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

Aug. G, 190<*\

C. WALTER LYNH
THE

86 Warren St., Stoneham, Mm*.

meqees July 17 and closes July 31. Jtor 
full particulars address T. J. McFeron, 
secretary, San Diego, Cal.

i Southern Cassadaga Camp.
The Southern Cassadaga camp at 

Lake Helen, Florida, will open the first 
Sunday In February and close the 26th 
of. March. For information regarding 
rooms in Apartment House or in cot
tages, also for programmes, write to 
Mrs. J. D. Palmer, corresponding sec
retary, Willoughby, Ohio.

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.
The dates for Vicksburg camp-meet-' 

Ing are July 31 to August 22. For full 
particulars, address J, Fraser, manager, 
Vicksburg, Mich.

Maple. Delb Park, Ohio.
The Americas Spiritual, Rellglousnnd 

Science Union, wlU (hold a camp session 
at Maple Dell„commencing July 24 and 
closing Sept 11, Fl H. Sherwood, secre
tary, Mantua», Ohio. The grounds 
will be open Sir ffamily reunions, Sun
day-school picnics,-and Sunday meet
ings, etc., from, June; 1 to Sept. 15.

Lily Dale, damp, N. Y.
/This favorite.place of resort opens 

July 15 and closes »September 14. For 
full programmes address the president, 
MrpvAbbyT,. FgUenglU, Lily Dale, N. Y.

> Lake Sunapepr-Camp, N. H.
Lake : Sunapee Spiritualist •camp- 

meeting commences -July 31 and closes 
August 28—four weeks and five Sun
days, at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H. For 

-programmes address Lorenzo Worthen, 
secretary, Hillsboro Bridge, Ni H., until 
July 25;. after then at Blodgett’s Land
ing, N. H.

< Chesterffbld, Ind. •
. Chesterfield (Infi.) • camp-meeting 
opens July 14 and closes August 28. For 
programs and other information ad
dress Lydia Jessup» secretary, Chester
field, Ind. ■ ’ *

Unity Camp-Meeting.
The Lynn Spiritualists ' Association 

will ¡hold meetings, eV6ry Sunday at 
Unity Camp, Saugus Center, Mass., 
commencing June, & and ending Sept 
25. For full particulars address Mrs. 
A. A. Averill, 42 Smith street, Lynn, 
Mass.

Haslett Park, Mich.
This old and popular camp opens 

July 30 and closes Aug. 28. For
programs address J. D. Richmond, 
retary, St. Johns, Mich.

full 
sec-

.Edgewood Camp, Wash.
Edgewood camp, Washington, opens 

July 31, and will continue three weeks, 
ending August 22 and 23 with their
eighth annual convention. For full par- 
ticulars address Julian W. Smith, 1115
North Fife street, Tacoma, Wash,

Ashley, Ohio, Camp.
The Spiritualist camp-meeting at 

Ashley, Ohio will open August? and 
close August 28. For full particulars 
address W. F. Randolph, secretary, Ash
ley, Ohio.

Parkland Heights Camp-Meeting.
This camp will remain open Sundays 

only until September 1. For further 
particulars, address Elizabeth M. Fish, 
secretary, Floral Heights, Parkland, Pa.

Temple Heights, Camp, Me.
The Temple Heights Spiritual Corpo

ration will hold its annual session, this 
being the twenty-second, at their beau
tiful grounds, on the banks of Penob
scot Bay, In the good old state of 
Maine, on the dates of August 13th to 
21st inclusive. Arrangements have 
been made for a very Interesting ses- 
.sion ot camp-meeting and It is expected 
that a large attendance will be the out
come. For full programs address Or
rin J. Dickey, Belfast, Maine.

Myself curebismess
barmfess Homo Cure» - Address

MKB. N. P. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago. III.

: Eminent Healer ;
. and .

: Gifted Psychic.:
• » * » • • • * * • • ti‘

Health Restored by 
Common Sense Methods^

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE I! you will send your 
birth-date and three stumps for iiiulling expenses 
I havenstonlshed thousands with my wonderfully 
correct reading of their life, past and future. I 
correctly reveul your future love affairs, business 
subcess, marriage mate, etc., and give advice on 
all affairs. Address, BHAGBEN, Dept. T.U., 

ttan Francisco, Cut.

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailments.

OBSESSION CURED
Far Free Dlaguosl« ot Dlaeaae, eend flat 

two-cent ntatnpa, ago, name, sex. and own band, 
writing.

Institute of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces. w

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“Fast becoming of world-wide fame."—H.Tuttle

Light. Color, Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Bathe.
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. *’D. M.

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one's home. Books and instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

K. D, BAVIMTT. M. 1»., Geneva, N. Y.

DR. J. S. J.OUCKS
The oldest and best known phyHlclnn now lu 

practice. Hie cure« uro wondurful; hits examin
ations free to all who send him name, age, eex 
and lock of hair, and six cents in stamps. He 
doesn't require any leading symptoms. He cures 
weak men. Address,

DK, J. 8, LOUCKS, M. D.t
Lock Box 1203, Stoneharn, Mass.

MILLER’S MAGIC MIRRORS
A. Successful Road to Mediumship.

Indorsed by leading Spiritualists as developers 
Of different phases of mediumship, especially 
Clairvoyance. Our mirrors are chemically treat
ed and very sensitive to spiritual elements. With 
a little patience you can not foil to develop your 
phase of mediumship. Price, 13.00. Horoscopes 
written for 11.00. Give date of birth, year, and 
where born,* W. H. MILLER, P. O, Box 169, Can
ton, Ohio. 756m3

The Infallible Fibre Trumpet is guaranteed 
better than metal. No. 1.—36x5 hi.—insulated top 
and bottom, cardinal colored enamel, 11.66. No. 
2, 11.26. 83 x4 inches, plain, with no Insulation, 
brown color. Pamphlet with Instructions for all 
kinds of development will be mailed on receipt of 
12 cents In stumps. Trum|>ets will be sent on 
receipt of price. Manufactured by
JAM. NBWTOX, 433 DorrNL, Toledo, O.

FRANK N. FOSTER,
The Noted Psychic for

Spirit Photography
Bend name and addreB» tor circular. Sluing» by 

mall. Bl yilzhngh Bl.. Grand Rapide. Mieli.

Tranco 
Turk at 
throe qi

É HUNT.
ihirer. Is located nt 205 
lai. Readings including

.00. . TOTlf

Readings and Business Advice, $1, 
■and Two Stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St., Oakland, Cal.
Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card«

Dear friends, you can greatly help me care tor 
iny blind sister, Jennie L. Webb, ono of the earl
iest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send It to me with |i, and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or whla» 
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU* 
lord Mass.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

Ha Yah NppcI Ana ne,,’rMv I vU liuCu I can help you. I Will ill your 
isnpnpTlof’oc eyes Clairvoyance and 
OpUULdUlUo spirit assistance at your own 
boms with the improved melted pebble lense, to 
see near and al a distance. Please write for illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
nfy spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and Impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mall.
SAMFLE FKKK.~Sufficient magnetized Com
pound for four oz. cures sore eyes, restores the 
eyes to normal vision. Ten cents for postala

B. F. POOLE.
♦3 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill

Freevllfe, N. Y,
The dates for the Central New York 

Spiritual Association Camp-meeting, at 
Freeville, N. Y-, are from' July 23 ’ to 
Aug. 22. four weeks and five Sundays. 
Owing to the. protracted and severe ¡11- 
ness"of our. secretary, Miss Victoria C. 
Moore, I am acting secretary, to whom 
all letters^ pertaining to the camp 
should be addressed. W. * W. Kelsey, 
President, Cortland, N. Y."’

Lake Brady, Ohio.
The Lake; Bradys Spiritualist Camp

meeting . opend July 3 and closes Sept. 
4. For full programme address A. G. 
Keck, Akron. Ohio. •;

Delphos Camp, K«ns.
This can}p-meetin& will begl^Lugust 

5. closing August 25- Address all com
munications, to I. Nk.Richardson, secre
tary, Delphos, Kana,

Grand Ledge, Mich.
The GrandsLadge^Mieh;) camp opens 

July 31 and closes. Jfaigust 28; For full 
programme address^. W-Ewing; Grand 
Ledge, Mich. v

Founded by Morris Pratt. Chartered In 
1902. A school under the auspices of 
Spiritualism. Established for the dif
fusion ot general culture and the ac
quisition of useful knowledge.

Thoroughly Qualified Teachers.
A large and beautiful building.
Steain heat and hot and cold water 
throughout.

A Two Years' Course 
prepares, specially for public and prlv-' 
ate work. Open to all of both sexes 
and of all ages over 15.
Admittance without examination. 
Absolute freedom of thought and ex
pression encouraged. For thoroughness 
and the growth of individual and inde-

IIAMIIM» Delivered to Ladles
WAJi Ini 1 L-Cnly. B7 Mrs.'Dr. Hulburt. On 
the present status ot woman, physically, men
tally, morally and spiritually. Tito divine law 
of true harmonial marriage, etc. Price, 10c.

Force and Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth, 81.00.

ADoCfonius of Tuana Christian Jesus. A 
wonderful communication, explaining how Ills 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianity. Price 15 cents. ■

HEALING and Effects,UDALIlll U, By \v. p. phelon, M. D. Deals 
with the finer mental and spiritual forces as ap
plied to healing. Price, 50 cents.

pendent thinking, unequaled.
Tuition per year .... .... .
Tuition by the week.............

$50.00
.. 1.75

Board with furnished room per week 
$3 to $3.50.

OPENS SEPTEMBER 27, 1904.
Located, at Whitewater, Wis., 60 miles 

north of Chicago.
N. B.—All who decide to attend should 
be present at the opening when the 
classes are formed and take the full 
two years’ course. For catalogues 
write to Moses Hull, president. White- 
water, Wis., or Clara L. Stewart, secre
tary, Whitewater, Wis.,. or A. J. 
Weaver, principal, Old Orchard, Maine.

’'Human Culture and Cure. Part 
.First., The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments." 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very instructive amTvaluable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fulfills the promise of its title. 
Price 75 cents.

ASTBALTOSKIPSS 
rent discussion of religious problems. Tho au
thor by illustrations and a plansiphero (a repre
sentation of the celestla? sphere upon a piano 
with adjustable circles), traces most of the 
myths which He at the base of Christianity to 
their origin In sun and star worship. The 
astronomical facts given possess great value, 
tho illustrations rare and curious. The book is 
bound in only one style—heavy boards. Price Si.

SPIRITS AND SPIRIT.
When Sydney Carlon, In Dlcken’H great novel, 

"A Tale of Two ClUea." «aid, •• 11 Ih a far. far bet
ter thing that I do, than I have ever done. It Is a 
far, far better rem that I go to. than 1 have ever 
known." He gave up hie head a» a Hacrifice for 
the thing he loved. Are you Hacriticliig anything 
to know youreelf. to be great when death ends 
your mortal life, to realize your God-given divine 
powers? If you are not you are not a progressive 
Spiritualist. Secure these books at once. Mr. 
Grumblne’s work is endorsed heartily by “The 
Banner of^ight," because it knows the man and 
his works:

CLAIRVOYANCE -Cloth-bound, price. |1.60(re- 
dueed from $2.00). It teaches you how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its, read the crystal, see the future, prophesy and 
attain Illumination, and be a Yogis, “All students 
will do well to study this excellent volume. — W. 
J, Colville. “It is a revelation.’’—Light. “Best 
work on the su iject.’’—Mind, “Marvelous—Ep 
Qch-making,"—Lilian Whiting.

8RIRIT WORLD, l/y GatTield. elotli. 50 cents.
AURAS AND COLORS-Wllh exhaustlvb die 

tlonary of color meanings. A unique book 
unique people. Price 60 cents

PSYCHOMETRY-Thetirstandonly bookwhlclr 
touches the science so thut you can pnietlceit 
Price. 50 cents

EASY LESSONS in Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychomelry. Price. 50 cents.

REALlZATIOh —How to enter the super-con
sciousness and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION-A Ms. series on howto dlvlno 
hidden things, Ind lost treasures, become a 
seer. Price. 11.00.

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lot at 12.25 
each, postage prepaid.

HOW TO REHEM HER PAST LIVES-A Ms. 
series on this fascinating subject.. Price, 11.00.

Send for Prospectus of “Tim College of Divina 
Science and Realization of Divinity." Reduced 
tuition. The onl f one of its kind in the world.

J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
1285 Cuninunwealth Ave.,

Boston* Mass.

RADIANT ENERGY sis,Its Relatldn 
-to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon a new branch 
of research Into the lawsx>f nature, and to t ho 
student or even an admlr'er of the modern sis- 
trologlcul literature will surely come with great 
interest. Price, cloth, ti.75 ~

The Nemesis of )Th‘8 
Chautauqua LakejffX wem

known Author and Scholar, 
HON. A. B. RICHMOND,

Should be in the hands of every Spiritualist in 
the land. It is . based on a historical fact, but 
through the naratlve is woven a psychic Une of 
thought in the style so natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that ono can fee 11 ae author’s 
very presence during Its perival. . It Is certain
ly interesting. Price, cloth. 75 cents.

BAFMCI o< the L|ie Beyond and Within. 
rlln.jilA Voices from many lands and coun- 
4 vxixuv tries, saying, “Man, thou shall 
never die." An excellent selection. Edited and 
compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. ' Cloth. $1.

HF fl Til and the AFTERLIFE 
ULlIin By A. J. Davis.
An instructivo and interesting work for all to 
read. Price 60 cents.

nniTUT Iflni Between Religion and Science, 
lililí n lili 11 Jus( the book for progressive 
UU11X Ulvl thinkers. A boek tnat is very 
Interesting to people who have a taste for the 
past religious history. By John W. Draper. 
Price, cloth, 81.75.

Mom on/l l-ko as Disclosed in the Bible?* I Idll dflQ ine By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
<ninik V/apM Associate of King’s College, 
dPlrlL WOrlO London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 81.10.

THE HARMONIC SERIES
Harmonics of Evolution (Florence. Huntley), 
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME,.. 
The Dream Child,............................. ..........................

• Vol. I., $2.00
•Vol. II., 2.00

•••■•............ 75

DPATH its meaning 
1 1 1 aud Besults.

ByJKil'Uion, of thè Pennsylvania Bar. 
An absorbingly interesting narrative relating a 
series of wonderful psychic manifestations oc
curring in tho writer's experience. Cloth, illus
trated, 11.25.

D. Karezza makes a 
plea for a better birthright for children, and 
aims to lead individuals to seek a higher de
velopment of themselves through most sacred 
relations. It Is pure In tone and alm, and 
should be widely circulated. Price, cloth, 81.

JIAS VISION OF SON DYING.
liew York, July 23.—“I had a presentiment that 

something dreadful was going to happen to Michael,” 
tearfully exclaimed the mother of 8-year-old Michael 
O ’Dea, who was drowned in the East River. At her 
home 205 West Sixty-Fifth street, Mrs. O’Dea told of 
how at 3 o’clock she had a presentiment foreboding 
evil for little Michael. . . "

At that moment the boy was drowning in the East 
river off Seventy-Second street." He had gone bath
ing there with his brother Johnny and" Gebrge 
O’Leary. Michael could not swim, but he took his 
brother’s dare and plunged in beyond his depth.

“It came over me so sudden,” said Sfrs. O’Dea, 
“that I was nearly ’prpstriited.'.''..tiy.as.-i- would;'! 
could pot dispel the horrible feeling that something 
hiwl happened to my boy. It seemed a vision of death 
to me, I went to several neighbors and tried to keep 
my mind oil all thoughts of danger, Finally, in slicer 
desperation, I appealed to iriy friends to help ine find 
my son. If I could have been brought to him at once 
fall would have been Nvell. I went : from . house- to 
house, but could get hp trace, of him. Just as! was 
giving up all hope, arid: almost fainting; I met my son 
Johnny carrying Michael’s clothes.” . ;

Logical consequences are the scarecrows of fools

his hfother, his son, his daughter,'his wife or .his dear- trine is true or false. I 
Jjjend who should secretly suggest the worship of themselves,—Huxley,

and the beacons of wise men. The only question 
which any wise man can ask himself is, whether a doc- 
...’ Consequences will take care of

¿¿¿a

IslantHLake, Mich.
The Island . Daita, Camp, at . Island 

Lake, Mich., 42bmtl®& from Detroit, on 
the Flint and BMre Marquette railroad, 
continences JultoilO tad extends through 
the month offuAngawt. For full pro
grammes address HniR. LaGrange, sec
retary, 84 EasfitiMonicalm street, De
troit, Mich.

anfiet «hmp.
. Commences jùlÿ; 2&and ends August 

28. For .full .oso£rt®mie and particu
lars address, thaseoretary of the camp, 
Onset, Mass.:

:Fr-anklliTRNeb.
> This camp commencés July 29 and 

closes August IB.’1 For full partticulars 
address D.-L. Hidnehç secretary, Frank
lin, Neb.

Forest Home, Mich. . .
This camp-meeting;¡located at Snow

flake, Antrim; county,i Mich., will open 
July 30, aud continue till Aug. 22. . For 
full programs address Mrs. Ruth East
man, Secretary,-Box 69,- Mancelona, 
Mich. ' -■■ ■

Waterloo Camp, Iowa.
The Central Iowa Spiritualist Associ

ation will, hold Its caftip at Waterloo, 
Iowa, from August 21 to September 11, 
including four Sundays. For -particu
lars addi-cSB ■.JrE.JVndrew, 205 E. Linn 
street, Marshalltown, Kwa. •

These works Save made a profound impression on the most advanced and 
progressive intelligence of the agé. In the field of Psychical Research it can be 
said truthfully that they have created a veritable “Cyclone” of interest and dis
cussion. Their subject matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
interesting and fascinatingly attractive to everyone who can understand the sim
plest English. They have made simple and clear the most difficult problems of 
human life, and carry a special message to all who love the truth.
The Great Psychological Crime—Con

tents—Part I.
psychological. Crime; New Defini

tions; Pertinent Admissions; What Is 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; "Auto- 
Hypnotism,” aMisnomer; "Suggestion," 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post- 
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist?
Part II.

A Risk and a Duty; • Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; "Automatic, Physical Medl-

The Law of ¡spiritual Gravity; Admoni
tions and Suggestions.
Supplemental.

The Value of “Theories"; Differences 
and Distinctions; Transmigration- 
Transubstantiation; Reincarnation’■ 
Metempsychosis; Self-Perpetuattan: 
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction- Pay. 
chical Reinvesture. '■

™ TALMUD1XUJ1UUU book. Its commentaries, 
teachings, poetry, and legends. Also brief 
sketches of the men who made and commented 
upon It. By H. Polang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, 81

\ U E Is th0 invention of a prac- y I \fi ri Heal medium, under spirit 1 Cz / vzl 1L9 guidance, and is designed 
to develop mediumship, Many, by its use, have 
received long communications from spirit 
friends, and express great satisfaction. Price* 
81, and 20 cents extra for expressage.

111111 Ail CT His Birth. Character and 
mnnV/nLl Doctrine By Edward Gib
bon. This Is No. 6 of tho Library of Liberal 
Classics. It is conceded to be historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect in ever}’ detail as 
to be practically beyond the reach of adverse 
criticism. This work will be found intensely 
interesting. Price, 25 cents.

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
Preliminary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop
ment ahd a Common Purpose: 
The Scope, ■ Method and Pur- 
pose; The Genesis of Physical 
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution; 
The “Law of Natural’Selection”; The 

umship” Impossible; -Neither a "Gift" -Natural Law of Sélection; A Question 
Nor a "Power”; The Destructive Prin- cienee; The Completion of an Indi-
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and ”’’ ” 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom;
Mediumship and “Affinity”; Medium-

vldual; Masculine’Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle ; for ’ Happiness; 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce- 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon
ics, Ethics. ; ’ _

Handsomely Bound.

.ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan- 
ity.
Part Hl.

The Genesis of "Hell”: The Way of
Death; in Perspective; Individual.Im- Send Jor Circular.

• Woneww. Wls. < " | mortality; On What It Dopenfis; Self- Address all order# to
The camn-meeUiSR of the- Western Appllcatldri; The Une of THE 1NDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO.The camp meeting of the western i JJartasMi M »9 H Nerth Kefele Ave, Chicago.'t

Hl FTP Tì T A1717 Ä The Dlakka and Their In Hi III Al\l\ A Earthly Victims. Byihe 1UA3 LIlAlkim. seer A. J .Davis. Avery 
interesting and niggestive work. It is an ex- 
planatlQU of much that is false and repulsive in 
spiritualism, embodying-a most important re
cent interview with James. Victpr Wilson, a 
resident of Summer Land. Price. 50 cents.

THF SOIII1 I IL UvUL» PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price il.00. This is one of thè best books 
¿ven by the guides of Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They uro really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who have been 
members of tho classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of the teachings.

. A Valuable Work. I
Conceutration, Meditation and Inspire- j 

tion. How to develop these desirable 1 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers,, together with a set of six symbols 
•comprising six months’ study. . By; 
Laura G. Fixen.

A course ot practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by ■ 
the development of powers of concen. 
tratlon of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Sent complete for 60 cenW J
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Are you reading the findings of thisthose who have nothing to cover up, and» Free-handed,oj

CHRISTIAN CIVILIZATION.THE GOLDEN RULE.

' As They Emanate from a Profound Thinker.

to. This Is a vital question for the pro

Shaker Church Covenant.

were soon stained with blood.

resurrection!

A CORRECTION.

The Much Slandered Thomas Paine.

H. B. BEAR.

the Roman world 
ries.

The Christians 
as profane. The 
prevously held by

YOU CANNOT AF- 
ford to nyiss an Issue 
of this paper, with its 
wealth of SPIRITUAL 
LITERATURE.

control.
Harrison, O.

Jng” prowling in erf?-’ sitai ‘pastures, 
"Jiving on the fat fet- .tlfe- landj” ' and

False Claims of Christian Leader! 
Shown.

heaven and hell, and when the pope, or money, and their souls, and, for Policy’s 
■his sycophantic priests, pretends ttL sake,"allows them to. serve the other,

,may essential, and.JMto Ome.and en
ergy to accomplish' it.

----------------------------- ------------ King
Henry of England became manifold

grave, and dig for Romanism its “last 
ditch,” so deep it shall never know a 

" ‘ DEAN CLARKE.

___ _____ Preparation for admission into church 
-this country Could “never exist half I relation. Artticle 2. Part of section 3. 
slave and half free.”________________ | An essential step is to settle all just

er perspective; to judge rightly of some, 
it is necessary to see^them near, of oth-.-----
eln we can never judge rightly but at a I strength to obey the precept. _ 
diBtaac«,—RochefoucaijM. " ■’ > "j Jesus said greater tore hath no ban

had animated the canvas with the personages.” The

??W?W
SEND YOUR SUB- 

scription in at once, 
and keep pace with 
all that Is transpir- 
in the ranks.

VOL. 30
CHICAGO, ILL., AUOUSÍ'Ì3JI9O4
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viir Open Court Now in Session, p“080?^ of .spiritualism some mas- 
r ? terly articles'have already been given our

. ' patrons; and there are many more to
For a time, during this camp-meeting follow. ' |

, season, which is usually the dullest bus- We find some of our readers very 
jness season for spiritual papers-,-we have sensitive to the publication of anything 
thrown our columns open to our giants that hints of an acknowledgment that 
n thought upon one of the most import- there is such a thing as fraud in our ; 

ant topics that come under the name and ranks, and upon the other hand we have i

WUU “U>V .. ............b------------- ~r. -w^<tAWb I wh° W0U^ wage an aggressive warfare Open Court? Are-you reading the testk 
any • .... 8 agajnst if openly, publicly, as a means of mony upon both sides and recording the 

stamping it out. These are given an op- findings in your unbiased mind? Do you 
portunity, side by side, to express them- appreciate our effort for truth? If so you 
selves, and the discussion has already'should become a life subscriber for THE 
awakened a deep interest in the cause. PROGRESSIVE THINKER. Send your 
The Open Court surely fills a niche that name, address and remittance after you 
has been carved for it. . s read our unparalleled premium offer.

oussion can ___best interest o! any caiiSajj ALph! 
osophy that will not be^j-nriflcistn 
is a trembling failure.;' A silence 
that will not stand discussion fli this 
age of reason has not a'Bi^d.'fo'und- 
ation and should .be pi^eofi-lioled 
as a relic of the dim past.:. A relig
ion that can not stand Hur storm of 
adversity, that can not weather the 
gale of mental unfoldiiibnt of the 
day, should be relegated,to ^mu
seum as an antiquated mopstrosity, 
lost in the fog of ignorapce.

RÒMANISM-VS.
REPUBLICANISM.

An Address by Dr. Dean Clarke,

Our pilgrim forefathers came to this 
country that they might haye liberty to 
worship God according to the dictates 
of their own reason and conscience.

Their descendants fought the battles 
of the Revolution to break the chains of 
political despotism, and finally estab
lished our republic to secure the bless
ings of both civil and religious liberty. 
It was their wise design and determi
nation forever to separate church and 
state, and to prevent the church from 
dominating the state, as it had so long 
(Ione in the old world where kings ruled 
by assumed “right divine."
' The voice of history and experience 
had taught them that no tyranny Is so 
despotic, cruel, and relentless as that 
which claims divine authority. Hence 
they determined to found a government 
whose rulers should be shorn of all 
such sacrilegious claims,—a govern
ment "deriving its just powers from the 
consent of the governed," and not from 
the assumed will of God, nor from any 
earthly potentate claiming His vlcege- 
rency.

Our forefathers left us the glorious 
heritage of “a government of the peo
ple, by the people and for the people,” 
and made the ballot box “the ark of our 
covenant, or Constitution." the shrine 
of our liberties, the palladium of our 
rights, and the bulwark of our protec
tion.

Knowing that “Ignorance is the 
mother of devotiont-to all "false gods," 
and to all sacerdotal rulers, the noble 
founders of our republic created our 
public schools to educate the masses, 
and give them the intelligence indis
pensable to good citizenship. Our com
mon school system is not only the cor
ner stone of our republic, but is the 

■ chief part of Its entire foundation. Re
move it, and every pillar of our free in
stitutions will soon totter and fall!

Accursed be the dastard hand that 
shall dare strike a blow against the 
"arks of our safety,” the free schools of 

■ America!
Forever let the "Stars and Stripes” 

wave above the sacred cradles of our

The realization of any event or circumstance in life his particular idea, 
never comes.up-to the expectation. To-morrow is an ■
impostor ; it never fulfills its pledges, or
it promises. We live in visions and dreams; fiction we a—
not fact; in shadows not substance. The painter were? 1
adds fiction to his picture, the sculptor to his statue, 
"tlie poet to his verse, and the orator to his oration. 
The beautiful things in literature, in art, and in life 
come through imagination, feeling, sentiment, and the 
higher qualities of the mind and heart. Every poet, 
artist, or actor must be a mystic, a dreamer,' a vision
ary. Knowledge, does not come to him in the ordi
nary way; his dreams are prophecies; his sights are 
visions; and his thoughts are pictures. No earthly 
sordid nature ever rises to those lofty heights; only 
as the spiritual nature predominates and outweighs 
the material. Some one has written, “that Schiller, 
before commencing a work, heard within himself a 
harmony of indistinct sounds which were like a pre
lude to inspiration. Also that Reinbrant when in the 
act of commencing a picture had a vision of rays and 
shadows, which communed with his soul, before he

most supreme moments of our life are passed in si
lence and alone, unaided and unheeded by the multi
tude around us.

“Ah, deep is silence—deep as human souls, 
Aye! deep as life, beyond all lead arid line; . 
And words are but the broken shells that shine 
Along the shore by which the ocean rolls.”

There are experiences of the soul that ,no words 
can describe, no pen record and no imagination por-

his parricuiar idea. “Among such men i' se rip the 
aorrow is an sublime figures of John Brown, Garrison ■' Clhr’kson 
brings what and Phillips. Must we call them unbalap :cd? ' Can 

assert that we did not need thein<- just '/ai? they: 
. The cartoonist is a more truthful artist than 

the painter or the photographer; they qinly give the 
outward form, the shell, the husk; while the carica
ture often shows the very marrow arid ihora! .quality 
of the man. Every time a man speaks, He ihakes a 
mental picture of his real self. An individual' can re- I 
veal his whole character and tendency of lire in a sin
gle sentence. One or two strokes, of the brush in the 
hands of a skilled artist, makes his iqiage; laugh or 
weep, converts it into a wise man or a idol.- There 
arc no fixed points in life. One condition^ of society 
grades into another so insensibly as to .proceed un
noticed. What constitutes sanity or insanity, always 
has been and always will be a. debatable question. 
The dividing line between talent and genius cannot be 
determined. No agreement has been niched upon 
what is natural or supernatural, and. inspiration is 
alike, a matter of conjecture. The counterfeit and 
the genuine are so near akin as to baffle detection. 
“The play of imagination in the brain of the opium 
eater is as free as that of genius itself, qpd the crea
tions produced in that state by the pen or pencil are 
as wildly beautiful as those owed to the nobler influ

fleecing its flocks to sustain a foreign 
potentate.

It is a cunning intriguing demon of 
despotism, surreptitiously plotting the 
overthrow <jf our educational, civil and 
free religious institutions, and all pro
testations to the contrary are but rank 
hypocrisy seeking to hoodwink willing 

i dupes!
Short-sighted and unsuspecting peo

ple may condemn the A. P. A. organiza
tion, and in purblind confidence in our 
•national safety, may cry: “Peace!" 
“Peace!” But there is no peace with 
the-most consummate despotism on 
earth, except in abject submission to its 
autocratic decrees!

Not only is "eternal vigilance the 
price of liberty,” but it will cost loyal 
Americans as dearly as it did a certain 
Canadian Frenchman to live "in peace" 
with his termagant wife. Being asked 
one day. if he lived in peaco with her, 
his dubious and lugubrious reply was: 
"Yas, I Hye in peace with her, but—I 
have to fight like hell for it!”

Nay! Nay! American liberty can 
never lie down "in peace” with Catholic 
slavery and Romish tyranny, so long as 
there is one'drop of the blood of the he
roes of ’76 in the veins of loyal pat
riots!

"The ‘Irrepressible conflict’ ” is at 
hand, it is inevitable. Indeed, “the xfar 
has actually begun” at the schoolhouse 
and the ballot-box, and we must “fight 
It out on that line,” and maintain these 
sacred shrines of our liberties at all 
hazards—if need be, with "our sacred

Hberty as their protecting Aegis, and 
may the sacrilegious hand wither and 

jfe’rlsh. that attempts to pull “Old 
Gtery” down from the shrine that gave 
birth to it, and all the free Institutions 
O'er which it waves!

Our common schools are the^eruci- 
bles in which alone can be amalga
mated-all the heterogeneous elements 
that compose our nationality. They 
are the only alchemists’ vessels tor 
transmuting base alien material into 
the gold of true democracy and genuine 
Americanism. They Ae the sole fos
ter-parents to unify the many diverse 
“kindreds, races, and tongues” compos
ing the great American populace, and 
make of them a family of brothers and' 
sisters dwelling together in amity and 
peace.

They are the one only universal sol
vent to make of “one blood," one mind, 
and one spirit of true patriotism, all 
the aliens who have sought refuge in 
this land of freedom, which so many of 
them have polluted with exotic and poi
sonous plants! Long live America’s 
common schools! And may they, like

It Is claimed by the leaders of Chria 
tlanity that we are Indebted to it tot 
our civilization. Such civilization as i( 
has produced will not do to brag on, 
History shows that it is responsible foi 
the night of ignorance in which Europe , 
wandered for over a thousand years; 
and the prejudice then instilled against 
learning by ecclesiasticism has not yet 
wholly disappeared.

About the time of the first century, Al 
D., was the hood-tide of Roman great
ness—the age of poetry, history, phil
osophy; and the love of learning was 
not a monopoly. The third century pre
sented a different picture—learning de
spised, history degraded to lying chron
icles, poetry and philosophy contempti
ble. Why this rapid decline from great
ness to the abyss of ignorance’ It was 
the effect of the religion introduced into

An Interesting View From the Stand
point of a Shaker.

In The Progressive Thinker of Nov. 
28, 1903, is an article pv B. W. Baldwin, 
on the Golden Rule, "Do upto others as 
you would have others do unto you." 

■ He says: "Were these principles lived 
up’to, strictly, the world would soon be
come wreck and ruin. After two thou
sand years of preaching it, no man has 
over lived it. This is a pretty fair length 
of time for a trial.”

As I think I can produce indisputable 
evidence that it has been lived up to 
over one hundred'and twenty years, 
and is now lived up to, 1 feel it my duty 
to correct the errors, in defense of the 
character of Jesus, as I would have him 
defend my character in like circum
stances had he the same evidence tljat 
I have; and no doubt he would do so.

He also says: “The Golden Rule 
stripped of its glitter is a pewter rule." 
Just so, take the life out of it, then it is 
dead pewter; but keep the life In it, it 
is then glittering gold.

He says further: "It is next to Impos
sible where one has personal -interest, 
for him to have a sound judgment.”

Very true; Jesus knew that, he there
fore took precaution to exclude personal 
interest from his spiritual church. He 
knew that it would be impossible to es
tablish a universal brotherhood admit-

during those centq-

stigmatized learning 
offices of instructors, 

noble philosophers,
were assigned to ignorant, superstitious 
priests. The knowledge of the Pagan 
world was discarded, and dogmas of 
theology supplied the place. The church 
absorbed all the mental activity of the 
times. Learning, poetry, profane his
tory, were discarded as unworthy of the 
attention of regenerated mortals. Po
lemics was the solution of incompre
hensible dogmas by endless verbal war
fare. Ignorance became canonized.

As science expands and ennobles the 
mind,"so such disputations narrow and,, 
dwarf its powers. These studies of 
questions which are merely artificial 
formulas, having jio existence except in 
imagination, corrupt the fountains of 
knowledge.

No adequate conception can be 
formed of the darkness of the human in
tellect at that period. Superstition 
grew like rank weeds, and ascetlsm de
pressed the understanding to still lower 
depths. Even the minds of progressive 
thinkers were led astray along paths be
ginning in ignorance and ending no
where. Worthless, except as curiosity, 
was the literature produced in those 
ages.

Ignorance is the primal slime in 
which infallible authority grows sleek 
and powerful. The Christian hierarchy 
grew stronger, galhing 'powers by every 
possible means, staying its hand at no 
crime, phûsfng at no 'ct-uelty. ......." '

honor, our fortunes and our lives,” as 
did our forefathers.

It is high time that American free
men awake to the dangers now menac
ing all that we hold dear. We are 
slumbering over a smouldering volcano 
that may burst forth In a night, and 
spread the baleful fires of ruin o’er all 
our fair land! ;

The wily sappers and miners are se- 
crettly at work undermining our strong
holds. Shall we dream in fatuous se
curity, "hugging the delusive phantom 
of hope till our enemies shall have 
bound us hand and foot?” Or, fore
warned, and forearmed, shall we rise 
in the might of heroic patriots, and 
"beard the Romish lion in his lair, ere 
he gains the growth and strength to ex
terminate us, as it is his avowed pur
pose to do, unless we are asses enough 
to put on his tawny skin?

The crisis that shall determine 
whether Protestant patriots shall rule

ting personal interest; he therefore 
wisely excluded it.

His mission was to separate the spir
itual from the natural In his church, 
and he did so.

Jesus Christ was sent to save the 
world from error and wrong—not only I 
father, or mother, brother or sister, 
clan, church or nation, but the world 
universal, consequently he had to be 
universal in life practice and teaching 
for a perfect example, and exclude all 
things selfish which can not be univer
sal and eternal, for the things which 
are seen are temporal, but the things 
which are not seen are eternal. II. 
Thess. 4:18.

I will now Introduce the Shaker 
Church Covenant as evidence to prove 
that the Golden Rule has been lived up 
to, in this society, for one hudred and 
twenty years, and if it can be lived one 
hundred years, it can be lived endless.

Perfect redemption is impossible 
without the Golden Rule being lived up

ences.” _■
Some people’s imagination is so vivid:grid strong 

and their mental and spiritual make-up sb sympathet
ic and receptive that all they see and hear changes, 

; magnifies, subdues, softens and refines beydnd the 
, limits of ordinary vision or feeling. A grand’display 

tray. Mankind judge from the outward appearance of hue, tint and color, at once ceases t<7 , be simply 
and not from the inward struggle. The moral, intel- “color, it is conflagration;” music that is.especially 
lectual and spirit victories and defeats no eye sees, no softening and refining, or jubilant and feay, becomes 
ear hears, no heart feels. The people see the finished to them more thari music,, it is real “ jiitbxieation. ” 
picture but not the failures leading up-to it; they be- Things as impalpable as .air, as unsubstantial as a 

' ............................ . ’ ’ ■ — J dis- dream, and as fleeting and thapsient as sound, help to
'Ifiie mold and fashion Mie charaetek' You might as well 

undertake to fathom the Workingsof ‘nature ?s secret 
laboratory Tn the bosom of the earth; dir'in.¿1^ world 
above, as to tell what .particular influence Kas been 
the controlling factor in one’s life.. Eyery element, 
idea and principle that we eome in eonta'dt ’witSi, blend 
togethel and enter into it; The fugitive' jQys," the 
transient pleasures, the hours of sorrow, the books we 
read, the pictures we contemplate—all fiejp to build 
up and form character. The daily habit, custom arid 
talk of life are circumscribed by a very ^nall c’ircle.

T . , _ „ , People mostly read for entertainment, rioj for infor-
Life is a great body of contradictions. It is a trag- mation. they rea([ for the present, not for'the future. 

Sidy, a poem, a fiction, a fearful reality. How rapidly Moments, freighted with weal or woe, paps by un- 
thc panorama moves. How the varying moods of the known ang. unappreciated. I have read that in one 
mind eharige in a few hours; yea in a few moments. of the ancient wars a soldier found a beautiful bag, 
So strong -so weak,-so happy,-so wretched. All highly ornamented, and filled with pearlf, but being 
of these feelings, conditions and emotions pass over ignorant of their value he threw away the pearls and 
the soul as rapidly as the flying clouds, driven by the saVed the ba".
winds, cross the sky. In our weakness and in our ne- ° ■'
cessity, we call out into the vast unknown, but so ut
terly lost is our cry that there comes back not even 
the echo of our voice. Thoughts are as powerful as 
words; a wish, a desire, is as potent with God as a 
prayer. Outward form and ceremony may assist the 
creature, but it has no bearing with the Creator. He 
looks at the petition and not to the vesture with which 
it is clothed. As the deepest grief finds no expression 
in tears, so there are times when words are weak and 
meaningless to the soul, and silence is more expressive 
than speech. Very few realize the great purpose of 
life. Veneering to some always looks like mahogany;
whatever shines is pure metal; all gilding is gold; and 
every stone that sparkles is a diamond. The longest 
life is but a passing shadow and yet how often time 
hangs heavy on our hands and we long for the day to 

’ pass by. But nature knows nothing of time or meas- 
। urement: these are of human invention. • The world is

hold the completed statue but not the broken and dis
figured images that lie scattered along the way. The 
banner is never flung to the breeze until after it is 
nailed to the standard all decorated and inscribed. .

“ • • • * men behold
The goal achieved,—the warrior, when the sword 
Flashes red triumph in the noonday sun;

* • ■ * • »' • • •

They reckon not the battle and the inarch, 1
The long privation of a wasted youth;
They never see the banner till unfurled.”

and protect this country, or, ■whether 
the vandal minions of Rome shall gov-

now dream'! • ■••■>.■.■ ■■■>■.■'
. Our sainted and immortal political 
savior, Abraham Lincoln, spoke with a 
prophet’s ken wlien he declared that

' " • ’ “-------------- -----U« 1V

slave and half free."
Thé .truth of that warninfi was 

sealed with. rivers of the best blood of 
this nation! How much less then, can 
our mighty nation survive and prosper, 
half Catholic and half Protestant, when 
Catholicism is the synonym of bdth

Aaron's rod, swallow every parochial ' 
serpent that now nestles in Uncle Sam’s 
bosom, only to turn and sting it for his 
mistaken and misplaced generosity!

Our forefathers, we have said, came 
to the rockbound shores of New Eng
land to escape from politico-religious 
despotism, and to found both civil and 
religious liberty as a birthright and her
itage of their posterity forever. But, 
alas! for the uncertainty of human 
hopes and calculations; as of old, "Sa
tan'came also,” and in the garden of 
our "Sunny South,” he planted beside 
the tree of liberty, the Upas of Eccle
siastic despotism, whose scions have 
spread till they fill our fair land with 
the blighting breath of priestly curse 
and Popish anathema!

The mitred tyrant, who, claiming 
power plenipotentiary from heaven 
had enslaved all Europe with politlco- 
rgliglous bondage, sent his superstitious 
vassals and minions to the New World, 
and side by side with the altars of lib
erty, erected the shrines of Popish and 
Priestly tyranny, which today cumber 
the sacred soil of freedom, and menace 
the very foundations of our blood- 
bought liberties!

, Thus to-day, we see In this great 
I nation, boasting of its religious free- 

1 dom the strange anomaly of the great
est and most liberty-crushing despot
ism that has ever cursed the nations, 
covering our whole land with Its nur
series of tyrants, and its strongholds 
of superstition and oppression! Taking 
advantage of religious toleration, which 
Is 'the genius of our free institutions, 
th,e greatest religious aristocracy 
this world has ever seen, has thrust its 
Trojan horses within the gates of every 
city of our republic, and the armed min
ions of popery within, are only waiting 
the word of command from the Boss Ty
rant of the world to spring out and at
tempt to capture every shrine of Free-

“There are immortal moments in each life;
They eome and go,— '
One scarce may of their presence know, 
Yet in them there is struck a chord;' j 
It may be loud, it may be low, / 
« • • • • • • 
Which will vibrate, f
Like circles from a pebble’s throw *

It sometimes happen^ that the.preface is the best 
part of a book and the postcript has been }mown to be 
the best part of a letter. It is the.small incidents in 
life that make up its great import and meaning. Some 
one has said that when Abraham Lincoln .was asked 
for some facts and circumstances in his early history 
to be inserted in the congressional directory, he re
plied: “They may all be complied in onqpoetic line, 
‘The short and simple annals of the poor/ ”

That portion of a man’s history that, one person 
would deem the most important anothet'crowds to the 
background. I have seen it stated that J,effferson did 
not direct that on his montunent should bp engraved 
the fact that he had been president oif; the ~ United 
States, but that it should record that he xvas the “ Au
thor of the Declaration of.Ifldependenbe,,.gnd of the 
Statute of Virginia for religibfts freedom/and. father 
of the .University of Virginia ” A . zgreat burden 
presses upon eaelPindividu^l- Soul. Whatever con
ceit a man may have as he passes through this world,

always old and it is always new. The same energy 
and force passes through a thousand transformations 
and uses. How beautifully Draper illustrates this 
thought. ‘A particle of water raised from the sea 
may ascend invisibly through the air, it may float 
above us in a cloud, it may fall in the raindrops, sink 
into the earth, gush forth again in the fountain, enter 
the rootlets of a plant, rise up with the sap to the 
leaves, be there decomposed by the sunlight into its 
constituent elements, its oxygen'ahd hydrogen; • * * 
Though shed in the tear in moments of despair, it may “ “‘T “lttJ ““’Y “v ■■ v.:"> Igive birth to the rainbow, the emblem of hope.”' J?11 +be ^pere^with p enty of kumiha-!

Matter is continually changing its form, but no new H0?' ^Mever Mights ar^ gained, .to are still 
material enters into the universe. When rightfully s?end M the present,
considered everything bears the stamp of age. No hve in the future, m hope, in exprictatita and m 

tell where or when any thought, idea, or influ- ^^t ls hope? .-What, is mepm^? Real
- R.’- . .. or unreal, .winch? ; Something permanMt arid-lasting,

or transient-arid fleeting? /Whateversatisfying in 
our experience is either a.hqpe.-M a-rii^toi’jt,'- '.No true 
history of a man’s life can’be avritteri^j jSi»gthe char
acterized his own autobiography;as ‘‘^rjttikand 'Fie-

dom!
In our own day and generation, our' 

fathers and our brothers with swofd, 
bayonet, and bullet, cut the bonds that 
held la unjust servitude, four million 
ebon-hued slaves, who are now free citi
zens of our great republic,, thank 
heaven!

But, sad to say, there are yet nine 
million more, who think themselves 
free, who are in reality, wearing a yoke 
of bondage and are crushed in spirit un
der the iron heels of a mitred despotism 
far worselthan that which bound poor 
Afrlc’s slaves! Romanism not only en
slaves bodies and souls on earth, but 
with audacious arrogance, claims the. j 
'•ays of heaven and hell, and the power 

' >f God to hold every . soul in eternal 
fiery bondage that dares claim religious 
freedom as the birthright of man!

Can such a despotism as this, which' 
■ ¡Was "conceived in iniquity and born in 

Bln” in the dark ages of barbarism, be 
R&HDOiilzed with the genius of demoe-

one can U------ ------ ---------- „
ence had a beginning. It is impossible to date the 
birth of a single invention, reformation,- or a revolu
tion. The smallest act leads to the greatest results; 
the most indifferent individual often bpeoines an im- 
p'ortant factor in civilization and life. Aesop was 
both a slave and a philosopher but his fables are 
known wherever language is spoken. A fanatic, or 
a .man- with only one dominant thought or purpose, 
sometimes, does more for the world than a well-bal
anced mind. A reformer is always a man of exagger
ation ; he is apt to see things a little distorted; and im
agines that the whole world hangs on the success of

civil and religious bondage.
Fellow Citizens, let us not be lulled 

to repose by the soft-toned purring of 
the pope’s cajoling sycophants. They 
all have claws, and they live on prey 
which they “catch by guile.”

A faithful servant of the pope can 
never be a true American citizen, and 
every one of his. perjured emissaries, 
and arch-traitor archbishops knows' it 
while he chants his "Te Deum” of 
."Good Lord ” and “Good. Devil,” and 
vainly pretends to love and serve two 
toasters!

Romanism, root and branch, is an ex
otic Upas, cumbering ground made holy 
by the blood of Protestant patriots. It 
is an anachronism of barbaric ages 
which IS anti-American, hostile to free
dom and progress, and is wholly out of 
place, and it has no business to be fos
tered and built up in a country conse
crated to Liberty,Justice, and Universal 
Progress!

BEWARE of it, patriots!
When the great magnate of absolute 

despotism, the pope of Rome, shall 
Colne to our shores' to establish his au
tocratic dynasty in the land of Wash
ington and Lincoln, let us welcome him 
and his cohorts to Uie hospitality of a

tion.” ■■■■.' l- ' ■
“We live in deeds, not years; thoughts.,ndt breaths; 
In feelings, not in figures on' the' dial:'i 
We should count time.by heart-throb^ < • 
He most lives who thinks most, feels ti\c’ndhlest,;acts 

' the best.’1 ’ ' .-i'- | .
Norwich, N.Y. HENRf.M. fEFFT. '■

racy and the polity avid principles of love our republic, It is.the love that. a for ‘.’the loaves and they- mav republican institutions? headstrong, arrogant’■ child bears , to get to send to ?tliMfl*Bhpreffie r“er
Can a theocratic autocracy, a One, ward an overindulgent-Toster-motfter, "His Holiness!” dfeeived Ro- God-wm power wh eh arrogates author- who allows it to. tear her-house down manism fieverban'hj^i^anlzed.' 

ity in church and iriate and over the in- over her head, and tb.'-'raise the devil ! No Prine eve^vetroSlzPd "the in
dividual consciences of men, be recon- generally” with her household treas: nnizea t e in

died with the spirit of individual free- ures! 
thinking, and i'reewoting which every ! ” 
American.claims as a birth-right?1 . - — ‘ V---- .VI

: It Js too much to expect the Christian 
clergy to tell the truth about Thomas 
Paine, or that President Theodore 
Roosevelt should correct his slander in 
terming him “a .filthy little Atheist”; 
nut it would seem that it was very late 
in the ’day for a correspondent of The 
Progressive.. Thinker to repeat one of 
the stale falsehoods which the church 
has circulated for nearly a hundred 
years; and yet in The Progressive 
Thinker of July 16, L. P. Smith of To
ledo, Ohio,'writes: "I cannot advise Any 
one to read ‘The Age of Reason,’ and 
Can appreciate the advice of Franklin, 
himself a skeptic, who advised Paine to 
burn the manuscript before it was pub
lished."

and equitable claims of creditors and i 
filial heirs, so that whatever property 
they may possess shall be justly their 
own. When this is done, and they feel 
themselves sufficiently prepared to 
make a deliberate.and final choice, to 
devote themselves with all they poss'ess 
wholly to the service of God, without 
reserve, and it shall be deemed proper 
by the leading authority of the church, 
etc., he may be admitted, etc.

Article VII. Section I. Dedication and 
consecration of persons, property and 
service. According to the faith of the 
gospel which we have received, and 
agreeable to the uniform practice of the 
church of Christ from the first estab
lishment in this society, we covenant 
and agree to dedicate, devote, conse
crate and give up, and by this covenant 
we do solemnly and conscientiously 
dedicate, devote, consecrate and give up 
ourselves and services together with all 
our temporal interest to the service of 
God and the support and benefit of the 
church of this community and to such 
other pious and charitable purposes as 
the gospel may require, to be under the 
care and direction of such elders, dea
cons and trustees as are or may be ap
pointed and established in the church 
by the authority aforesaid.

Section 2. Dedication and reloase.of 
private claim. Whereas, In pursuance 
of the requirement oft.the Gospel, and 
iq the full exercise of “bùr faith, reason 
and understanding, w’e have freely and 
voluntarily sacrificed all self-interest, 
and consecrated and devoted our per
sons, services and property, as afore
said, to the pious and benevolent pur
poses of the gospel; therefore we do 
hereby solemnly and conscientiously, 
unitedly and individually for ourselves 
and our heirs, release and quit claim to 
the deacons, or acting trustees of the 
church for the time being, for the uses 
and purposes aforesaid, all our privatè 
personal right, title, interest, claim and 
demand of, m and to the estate, inter
est, property and appurtenances so con
secrated, devoted and given up; and we 
hereby jointly and severally promise 

i and declare in the presence of God, and 
before these witnesses that we will 
never hereafter, neither directly nor in- 

’ directly, under any circumstances

Any one who affirms that for the 
knowledge and civilization we enjoy to
day we are indebted to Christianity, 
should be pitied on the score of ignor
ance. If that religion is so productive 
of advancement, why did It not put 
forth its fruits during the thousand 
years it held mankind in Implicit obedi
ence? Did It foster learning? Count
less martyrs whose only crime was ex
tending human knowledge answer, No.

For a thousand years it sat upon the 
prostrate form of civilization and 
guided the course of events. The 
chronicles of the Dark Ages reveal the 
results. Morality, self-reliapce, nobil
ity of character disappeared as this re
ligion gained ascendency. It caused im
measurable pain, blighted and blasted 
the joy and hope of countless lives.

When Constantine became the cham
pion of the Roman church his hands

worse by espousing Protestantism.
Such civilization as Christianity pro

duces is of the savage, brutal kind, 
causing havoc and destruction The 
civilization it forced upon the aborigi
nes of America caused them to fade 
away and perish. The civilization it 
forced upon the Aztecs of Mexico and 
Peruvians of South America resulted in 
the utter extinction of those great na
tions.

We are now having a fair illustration 
of It in Russia, where Christians are 
on the war-path—one of the inevitable 
fruits and effects of a religion based 
upon a case of murder. Its founder 
said, "I come not to bring peace on 
earth, but a sword.” Thatjias been lit
erally fulfilled by his devotees. We 
cannot reasonably expect anything bet
ter from worshipers of Jehovah—god of 
wrath, blood, war.

Great expenditures of wealth and ef
fort are made “to Christianize the

I - i No Pope ever yet re?qfenized "the i’n- 
■J- allenable.rightsjof rnSV’& Sfet forth in 

urea! ■;? , iìtè Declafatloh'óf independence. Wlien
1 jThe- Pope loves our country as? the cardinals or priests' pi >f6ss’' political 

amerlcan.claims as a niTin-rigm.: -wolf loves the sheep-fold, or as à.buz- loyalty to our governrtie ti/if fs always 
Nay! Nay! Romanism and republican- zard or a hyena loves a battle-field. He; With a ritentai -reserm in, ' which out- 

democracy can no more ba blended than loves America because it is free-preying wardly spoken mfeansjih s:-“loyalty till 
fire and water, light and darkness, ground for priestcraft, to “gobble” our we can get the pblltf&tjpwér toi éstàb- 
truth and error, vice • ana virtue, an- 'virgin soil, and collect ‘iPeter’s’.pence” lish the Pope à&ì MrlflfeneAfÀmérl- 
gels and demons, or Christ and Belial! from American citizens who.vainly be-' cal” They know ■tKeyp’canfiol' serve 

The two systems are antipodal, and Heve they can “serve two masters,’!'one two-masters’’ soiittonyFat variafice! ‘ 
as antithetic as white and black, as Of'whom claims dominion over their Romanism is "a WòiiTiiifsheép’S; ctoth-

“ 4K.it». nntiln fnw WnBoV'a Hnnr” nrAwllntr in .' ÌWStlirPR ‘

i Now this assertion of Franklin’s ad- 
yice is a "lié out of whole cloth,” in
vented by the clergy to blacken the 
character of one of the noblest men 
who ever lived, and without whose aid 
our independence would not have been 
secured. The Age of Reason was writ
ten in 1783 or 4, and Dr. Franklin died 
ih i.780, some four years before the book 
was written. Did Franklin come back 
from thé spirit spheres to give that ad
vice? Brother Smith should post him
self before writing historj’. ■ •

I : " J. S. LOVELAND.

One should seek for others the happi
ness one desires for oneself.—Buddhist. 

: i He sought for others the good he de- 
| sired for himself. Let him pass on.— 
I Egyptian.
| : Men and things have each their prop-

whatever, contrary to the stipulations 
of this covenant, make nor require any 
account of any interest, property, labor 
or service, nor any division thereof 
which is, has been, or may be devoted 
by us, or any of us, to the uses and pur
poses aforesaid, nor bring any charge of 
debt or damage, or . hold any claim, nor 
demand whatever against the said dea- 
mons Or trustees, nor against the 
church or society, on- account of any 
property or service given, rendered, de
voted or consecrated to the aforesaid 
sacred and charitable purposes..

In confirmation of all the aforesaid 
statements, covenants, promises, and 
articles of agreement, we have hereunto 
subscribed our names and affixed our 
seals,'etc.

If this dedication of all -we have in
cluding our life labor into a joint broth
er and sisterhood Inheritance does not 
fulfill the Golden Rule, then my judg
ment must be unsound. . ,

Jesus .exercised sound judgment by 
wisely excluding personal interest from 
his church, thereby making it possible 
to live up,to the Golden Rule; but out
side of his church it is impossible; 
there is no law. except the Shaker Cove
nant that has the power and can give

heathen.” “Christian civilization" is a 
misnomer, a monstrous fraud, and the 
world can get along without it.

The world Is growing steadily toward 
a better state A few lives ripen under 
each nation and cycle to perceive the 
truth and herald the cause of liberty.

There has been some genuine civili
zation and progress for a few hundred 
years, but it has pursued its Way inde
pendent of and in opposition to Chris
tianity. There is a mighty effort being 
now made among truly civilized people 
to counteract and overcome the perni
cious Influences of Christianity.

' A. H. NICHOLAS
Summerland, Cal.

than this, that a man lay down his life 
for his friends. St. John 15:13. And 
greater friends has no man than those, 
that lay down their life service for their 
friends in mutual Relationship; which 
Jesus has established by establishing 
this covenant by the power_ of_ spirit

Let them obey that know not how to 
rule.—Shakspeare.

All politeness is owing to liberty.—< 
Shaftesbury.

Perfection is attained by slow de- , 
grees; she requires the hand of time.— . 
Voltaire.'

The-acknowledgement of weakness 
which we make in Iqiplorlng to he re- . 
lieved from hunger and temptation Is 
surely wisely put in our- prayer.— 
Thackery. , <

Too much gravity argues a. shallowi - 
mind.—Lavater.

No subject can be too sacred to be 
derstood.—Ingersoll. .
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qldes, the 7 was a Jew and you

M. A. CONGDON.there.
Washington, D. C.

I
tell you it keeps a “medium’s” hands 
pretty busy in active motion near the 
floor for a few minutes;, the pile of lace 
looks just as if it might fill a bushel

Two Views in Reference to Mr. Forbush^

cealed under the skirts (as mentioned); 
by getting hold of one corner of it, it 
rqust be “Woven"’- quickly, or drawn 
from under the skirts very rapidly.

I

flu impartial Hearing Is the Friend oí Justice.

Pertinent Questions Answered

of the cabinet, and one approached him.oi uie caomei, ana one approacnen mm. “ „. . _ __ _____He was patting the little face when, by I ®r!“eqd,'o?c
your order, the light was turned on. “J“”?.® eS® dqrkn ’ll
Horror! It was your face he was pat- stant { aI,pear’ generally on the floor, 
tine. You had been "the whole thine.” sometimes near the ceiling. Many oftipg. You bad been "the whole thing.”

♦i

how 
men 
case 
You

ceptlon for—well, I do not know 
long. You deceived the very best 
in the town where you live. One 
you mention as a sample of many.

Established tor a Few Weeks Only, for the Consideration of Cer
tain Important Questions Connected with the Welfare of Spiritualism

In this Open Court Spiritualists Will Calmly and Dispassionately Consider What Is Beet for Our Beloved Cause.

the back of his head, she never falls to 
find the proper person. Think of .the 
millions of forms and faces there arc 
in the world, and then think of the 
mathematical chance of bringing each, 
mortal face to face with his spirit 
friend. Is it one in ten thousand? •

I haVe seen forms robed in a glory, 
greater than Solomon. I have seen fcr. 
male forms rise,up from the floor with 
flowers In their hair, or with various 
ornaments of attire: I have seen an 
old soldier come out to me and put his 
baud on my/ head, then materialize a 
flag in that hand and retire, waving it.- 
I have seen a spirit come up from the 
floor within two feet of me; a tail, slen
der woman, with a gold crescent in her 
hair half as. large as my hand; I have 
heard a gentleman say, “Friends, this 
is my guide Jean; as a witch she was 
executed by burning in England in the 
16th century. She was a lace weaver." 
Then I have heard him request her to

scribed Is a fraud, kindly point out to 
me how the-fraud may be detected. But 
it you cannot do this, then please go to 
that taearMsSrolteri Bi'other H., who pat» 
ted y.wirAl^qpk so tenderly, and tell him 
that, fijough he lias once been cruelly 
deceived, Ills dear little children are 
yet cWtainlV alive; arid‘that If Tie will 
comedto mtiju will'-oheeriully take him 
to a irln.ee ^ujiere he. ear. see them, as ■ I 
have seen JMabel. . . Truly your friend, 
• , YOUNG M’FARLAND.
.1340 lVfe.il Bfireri street, Chicago, Ill.

. d :------ .

11OYLWS REPLY

I' ■

Verily the Open Court has proved to be a wonder
fully attractive feature of The Progressive Thinker.

It is open only to Spiritualists, and enables each qne 
to express his views' as' he sees fit. It is a 
sort of class meeting where experiences, conclu
sions and advice are given freely. It only offends 
the fake monstrosities who deal in stock tests and 
use artificial toggeryJn materializing seances. In 
this issue we present the highly interesting letter 
of the venerable J. Young McFarland to Mrs. Laura 
Hyland. Her reply follows. Both will be read with 
deep interest, ...

>N OPEN LETTER TO MRS. LAURA 
M. HYLAND.

Dear Sister:—From being a fake me
dium, you have turned fraud hunter in 
materializing circles. God bless the- 
man or Woman who can expose the 
shams of Spiritualism, and who has the 
.courage to do it

But some of your utterances affright 
me. I am afraid, “lest while you gather 
up the tares, you will root up the 
wheat also.”

Or is there any wheat? You say 
there is none in materializing circles in 
Los Angeles; and you think there is 
none in San Francisco. You don’t know 
about the East.

You have been a Spiritualist twenty- 
three years, and a fake medium tor ma
terialization—you do not say how long. 
But you were simply playing detective, 
with many inward sighs and groans, till 
the right time should come to tell your 
narrative.

And now you have Elsie Reynolds up 
a tree, and are barking bn the trail of a 
dozen more. God gr^nt that you may 
tree them all, and keep them treed. Or 
if you can bring them to a finish, 1 aln 
in the market for their hides.

But I shudder to hear you tell what 
you did yourself, and will not sleep well 
till you tell us bow you did it. With 
Elsie Reynolds you carried on your de-

the curtain, before which two or three 
dozen persons are now sitting, is with
drawn, disclosing a cabinet in the oppo
site corner, and a piano on the side of 
the' room. The cabinet is simply three 
widths of dress goods suspended from 
a pole. The material is seen folded 
back over the pole, showing the corner 
of the room in full view. The audience 
Is invited to examine the cabinet, and 
the majority now go forward and thump 
around the walls, stamp the floor, and 
explore the two adjoining rooms to their 
hearts' content. They are then invited 
to seal all the doors leading into the 
seance room, and I have seen this done;

went by invitation to the home of Mr. 
H. You entered a cabinet in the cor
ner of the room—a cabinet prepared, 
not by yourself but by the family. 
Hence, blind doors, confederates, were 
impossible. " 'You went into "a deep 
trance.” A tall ma,q ,W,(th whiskeys- 
came out. Mr. H, recognized.film, con
versed with him,-shook hands With.him. 
His mother came, mother-in-law, uncles, 
aunts,-etc., and he recognized them all. 
Finally his three little children came 
out altogether—two of them no higher 
than his knee. One stood at the door

give a specimen of her art. She went 
down iipbn her left knee, with her right' 
foot advanced, and her hands in active 
motion, near thq fipqr. There was the 
growth momently of a white uubstance. 
like fine gauze till ’it reached the size of 
a half, bushel. Then she rose straight 
up, and extended her hands wide, dis
playing á lace shawl two yards long 
and half as wide, and having a beautl-. 
fully embroidered ' border; after suffi
cient exhibition she threw it backward 
over her head, dféw it gracefully around« 
her shoulders, turned towards,the cab
inet twenty feet away and vanished 
into nothing. During the time she 
was weaving that shawl—five minutes 
or so—she was directly beneath my, 
eyes as-1 sat in my chair, and I could 
easily have'kicked' her. perhaps our 
friends, Messrs Hale and Cherry, who 
have gained so milch notoriety by the 
offer of ÍLOOO for-an honestmaterializa-- 
tions would havq, done'it, and if the 
form had not survived the kick, would 
have pronounced ‘ it a fraiid. Three 
times have I seen our friend Jean do 
her weaving.

Twice have. I watched the pageant on 
Easter Sunday; and as, for two hours, 
fifty spirits ‘ or more came one after 
another, out from-the cabinet or up 
from the floor, while -the audience sang 
snatches of Christian songs in the in
tervals, and the medium was vlsiblle ev- 
tervals, and the medium was visible ev
ery moment, walklng up and down the 
trembling mortal who was talking to

though it is quite unnecessary, since no 
one could enter by any do0r without be
ing seen. The circle is now seated, the 
gas Is turned out; and, led by the piano, 
we sing, "Nearer, My God, to Thee.” 
The medium strokes the cabinet cur
tains with her fingers as often as she 
approaches them,' and walks incessant 
ly up and down the room scattering her 
magnetism, from the cabinet Into the 
horse-shoe circle, provided it has not 
been necessary to pack the center of it 
with spectators. During the two hours' 
performance she is not in a trance, nor 
in the cabinet at all, save when occa
sionally she passes momentarily be
hind the curtain to leave her magnet
ism, but is the most conspicuous indi
vidual in the room, and in Bight of ev
erybody practically every instant.

White-robed figures come out of the 
cabinet, generally one at a time; some
times four or five at once, large and 
small. The medium understands the 
spirit which comes, though it is com
monly voiceless; goes bqck into the 
circle, and seizing by the hand the per
son called fbr/leads him up to the spir
it standing a few feet in front of the 
cabinet, and in ■ - nearly'■ all -instances 

' there is mutual■ recognition.' During 
this interview of the living with the 
dead the living is kneeling, so as not 
to obstruct the view of the sitters be
hind, and the medium is kneeling at his 
side. HE HOLDS HER BY THE HAND 
EVERY MOMENT. As the seance pro
gresses the light of the lantern is in

0 my sister, “tell it not in Gath; pub
lish it not in the streets of Askelon, lest 
tlie daughters of the Philistines rejoice; 
lest the daughters of the uncircumcised 
be glad."

. I long to hear you tell how you did it. 
I partly believe you, and partly I do not. 
"Help thou my unbelief." How could 
you be three forms, not one of them 
yourself, and in three different places 
at the same time?. If you can do that, 
you are a prestidigitator to whom Herr
mann must take off his hat. I shall 
listen to hear presently that you have 
thrown a ball into the empyrean and 
climbed, into heaven by the string. No 
use for you to give seances for a living. 
You can do better by giving public ex
posures of Spiritualism. And, my dear 
sister, there Is ajot of it that certainly 
needs to be exposed.

■ To guide me from the labyrinth of er
ror, you offer me a single talisman, but 
I frankly confess to you that I am 
afraid to trust it. You say that a mate
rialized spirit cannot be touched, al
though it may touch you. In proof, you 
quote scripture. Jesus said to Mary 
in the garden, “Touch me not." But

the forme, do not come from the cabi
net; they come up from the floor, and 
often at the very feet of their friends. I 
have seen my daughter a dozen times— 
always the same face and form abso
lutely, but always a different robing or 
arrangement of the hair. Sometimes 
she comes from the cabinet; sometimes 
from the floor at my feet. In a trumpet 
circle miles away I asked her, “What 
will you do if I go again to the place 
where I have seen you twice already, to 
prove to me absolutely that it is Mabel, 
and nobody else?” She said; “I will 
come to you and bring to you a white 
carnation.”

I went. She came out of the cabinet 
twenty feet from where 1 sat—came di
rectly and steadily towards me, as one 
on some important errand bent, though 
I had not a thought that she was an/ 
spirit of mine, till when wlthia,six feet 
of me, the light fell squarely upon her 
face; I threw up my hands and ex

you forget that on the very same even
ing, to the full circle, Thomas alone be
ing absent, he said, "Handle me and 
see, for a spirit hath not flesh and 
bones qs ye see .me have.” When the 
force is stronger, things may be done 
which pass our previous experiences.

Understand, I would not discourage 
you in the least in your hunt after the 
gray wolves that have gotten in among 
the sheep. I hail you as succor sent in 
an hour of distress. Would that you 
were in Chicago. I think I could take 
you in a bee line to two or three fake 
materializing circles; and yet they run 
on from year to year without interrup
tion. There may be no hell, but there 
ought to be for those who do such 
things. And i, for one, believe that 
what ought tp be, is. Hell fills a long 
felt want

What I want to do Is to call you but. 
I want you to tell us how you did'it—: 
tell us how you were three persons, 
not one of them yourself, and in three 
different places at the same time. If 
you can do this, why should any man 
escape a rope’s end hereafter by prov
ing an alibi?

Am I the victim-of a fakir? Listen, 
and I will tell you minutely as space

To W.-’ WcFarland’s Questions,
■id,!!' vu: :■ ;

“There'll1- a cry from Macedonia, 
.‘Come arid help us? ” , .

Are you w(lliug|to • be helped, dear 
brother? '-ffso, grasp my words, and I 
will save yb.ii from the foùl waters of 
deception;’ into which you are rapidly

A misconstruction. “Heavens! I was 
those three little tots!” are my words.

But how about being at Mr. H.'s knee, 
and in the entrance of the cabinet, some 
six or eight feet distance? ..

“This is where the clever trickery 
predominates.”
. Being claimed as a "trick," it is noth
ing more than a trick, and could not 
servo as aii "alibi.”

According to all philosophical reason
ing, “no two' objects can occupy the 
same space at the same time;” we 
know, also, as rational beings, that it is 
also a physical and spiritual impossibil
ity—it was a trlijk—nothing more.

If I was to give you a pen-picture of 
them (tlie'trlcks of inaterihllzation) do 
I not know from bitter experience that 
you, too, would say: “She. could not 
make me believe that such apparent 
fraud was the counterpart of the beau
tiful phenomena I have seen at Miss

sinking. : .s ■. . . .
You say; “I ahqjl listen, to hear pres

ently thàt,yóu hiiye thrown a ball into 
the Empyrean, and climbed into heaven 
by a rope.” ■ , i

Listen no - longer, good brother, the 
"ball” has already, been thrown into the 
Empyrean, of Truth, and I am climbing 
into the heaven of hope, by the- string 
of assurance that soon; there will be no 
more “tarps in the wheat,” in the fer
tile fields of .Spiritualism.

“Or, is there any wheat”?
Truly there is plenty of “wheat;” but 

look not for Wheat oh an ash pile.
“With Elsie Reynolds you carried on 

your deception for —well, I do not know 
how long,”1 you shy.
• It matters 'not “how long," but how 
earnestly—a: few'months, but I was am
bitious.-

“You offer pip. a single talisman • • * 
but I am afraid to trust it.”

Do nót dblso; trust your own good 
reasoning powers; God has not slighted 
you, , . ;

"Am I the vjctlm of a fakir?” you ask.
Yes.
"There may bé no such place as hell, 

but there ought to be, for those who do 
such things," say you.

Oh, brother dear, do not judge!
"The happiest heart I ever knew,

his arisen mother or child, how could I 
keep from my mind the glorious words 
of the Apostle Paul, "It Is sown in cor
ruption, It is raised In incorruption; It 
is sown in dishonor, it is raised in 
glory; it Is sown in weakness, it is 
raised in power; It Is sown a natural 
body, it is raised a spiritual body; 'and 
as ope star dlffereth from another star 
in glory, so also is the resurrection of 
the dead.” It was more convincing a 
thousand, times than all the sermons of 
all Christendom preached on that high 
day.

In the middle of the seance the gas is 
lighted and a momentary recess is 
taken. As many persons as can stand 
in the cabinet are now sent into that 
corner. Understand, there is nothing 
there; not a chair, not a stool—simply 
the empty corner of a room, obscured 
by some dress goods. The gas 1b again 
extinguished, and presently a Catholic 
sister, robed in black, her right hand ex
tended and holding a depending rosary, 
comes out of the cabinet a few feet .and 
returns. The mortals in the cabinet 
now come out and go to their seats. 
They saw nothing, felt nothing, though 
the spirit came out and returned while, 
they were there. And now again the 
sister comes out and advances far into 
the room, calls for a little child if one is 
present, causes .jt-to knepl, then kneel&- 
berself and lays her. hands, in blessing 
cn its head. She then rises and returns 
to the cabinet. Accompanied by'the me-' 
dium and one other person, and these 
two hold the curtains wide open wliile 
the spirit is seen to enter, the corner 
and disappear through—or at—the 
floor. Is is thus proved that the cabi
net in no way hides a fraud. What 
would become of your tricks, Sister Hy
land, under such tests?

Barring the fact that some darkness 
must be secured, there is absolutely 
nothing neglected, to prove that all is 
just what it appears to.be.

Nlchpls?”
One. cannof. realize a grand play by 

hearing some one tell all about it, even 
after wey have just come from the the- 
'ate.r;'

I am perfectly willing to do bo, but do 
I not.know, that It would only invite 
ridicule?
' It is not advisable to do so. All “me-, 
.dlums” do not know all the tricks, and 
It Is ¿worth something to them "to know 
the. other fellow's schemes.” Truly, ft 
would do more harm than' goofl.
Twill write you a private letter, and 

will-explain in detail jo the best of my 
ability, how they are done; will also 
send you a valuable book of instruc-

LiVed in a quiet breast;
That did the very be* it could, 

Arid left to God—the rest.”
“I have seen my daughter a dozen 

times;’’ “I fcaye seen forms robed In a 
glory greater'than Solomon;” “three 
times have I- seen our friend 'Jean’ do 
her weaving;?-, "I have seen an old sol
dier come out to me, put his hand on 
my head, materialize a flag, waving it, 
and retire.”- "I have seen a spirit come 
up from th® floor, within two feet of me, 
a tall slender,,woman with a gold cres
cent in her 'nalr. She was a lace 
weaver.’*' '"OWbaslonally an Indian in 
full dress ;"'fal tall, magnificent Hin
doo;” "tom°tfler with a babe i£ her

To the Editor:—Though it seems 
rather late, I wish to show the, other 1 
side of the fraud which was mentioned ] 
in the Grand Rapids-Freqs of March 19, i 
1904, also The Progressive Thinker of ; 
May 30, which nearly dumfounded us, : 
for we had sat in Mr. Forbush’s seances 
with no good reason to suspect fraud. 
While I was not present at the fraud 
(for fraud it certainly was on some 
one’s part) I feel that the medium was 
used most egregiously unfair to say the 
least.

In my opinion a fraudulent sitter is as 
virulent as a fraudulent medium and 
either is a fit subject for the place that 
is ungentlemanly to speak of. The 
Press would not publish the medium’s 
article of vindication, though it was 
signed by many of the sitters who were 
present at the time. I happened to be 
in Grand Rapids a few weeks, later and 
heard the medium's side of the story, 
and also attended the last of series of 
test'seances given by Mr. Forbush, and 
was one of three who prepared the 
room and medium for the seance. The 
room was an upper floor with but one 
entrance. The'door and window were 
securely fastened, the door locked and 
nailed, the window nailed and sealed, 
the carpet examined closely and re
nailed so notiiing could be obtained

tions and information, and will also 
send a spirit robe, some little spirit or
naments like crescents, stars, etc., with 
directions howto use them, and then 
ypu can have a seance all to yourself, 
amj it won’t cost you anything—and 
won’t harm anybody.

It is. the best I can do, and it is the 
first time that I have ever offered 
“spirit” wardrobe to anyone.

Yet I do not expect It to be appreci
ated. ’’-It' wouldn’t look spiritual to 
you”—because you will know the trick ; 
if Herrmann was to show us hOw he did 
his wonderful performances, the charm 
and mystery would disappear,'and just 
so it is with the spiritual tricks.

To the audience It matters not how 
thqy are done—they must be Interest
ing and effective.

You say: “I will not give the street 
number (of Miss Nichols’ address)?’

arms;” “Arty,spirits or more on Easter 
Sunday, ‘a Catholic sister robed in 
black, dai+yihg1 a rosary’’—these also 
have yoli ieeiBand still you ask, “Am 1 
the victifln of a fakir?”

In a “spiritual" line, there are a great 
many "mediums” (besides self) to 
whom life1 infallible Herrmann chn 
"take off,his hat.”

"Am 1‘itlie vjptim of a fakir? . Listen, 
and I will, tell i you minutely as. space 
will nenrut, wliat I have seep, and then 
will you-pleasi?'tell me’Where the trick 
comes iql?!)' • i , ■ ' ;

,. Mr. MflFnrland, .what made you write 
those .-

Is It not the voice of the' Great Cre- 
■ator?. ‘WIiO‘I4 Your ¿il0nt>’'Dictator?

I have been thus minute, though omit
ting much of corroborative evidence, 
and much of further interest, because 
space would be denied me.- I have 
tried to be sufficiently full and exact, 
because I want you who have been qual
ified by twenty-three years’ preparation 
to crack nuts, to crack this one. I want 
you. to show me where the. trick .comes 
in. Meanwhile let mq say through you 
to your friends Halé and Cherry, that, 
if they and I should meet and converse 
together, there would certainly be a fool 
present; while I should .stubbornly 
maintain, at least till I hear from you, 
that I am not the fool. If you can show 
us where the trick Comes in, for heav
en’s salce, "come over to Macedonia 
and help us.v

I do not think much of thq-proposl- 
tion of your friends Hale and Cherry. 
What do they know about the condi
tions necessary 'to spirit materializa
tion more'than they know about the N

claimed, “It is Mabel.” In her out
stretched hand was a white flower, the 
size of a carnation; she came up to my 
very knees, sank, and disappeared at 
my feet. When every lineament of her 
form was gone, for an instant there 
stood the flower, perfect as a crystal, 
then vanished at once into thin air.

. To return the compliment to Mabel, 1 
went again, carrying with me an Amer
ican beauty rose. She came out of the 
cabinet, took the rose which I offered 
her, retired a step, knelt down, folded 
her hands in an attitude of prayer, 
turned towards the cabinet, and disap
peared. I said to myself, “My rose is 
gone. There -is not a foot of this floor 
which -will not be trampled by a hun
dred feet before the seance ends.” An 
hour and a half later a patch of light ap
peared on the floor not two,-feet from 
the chair in which I sat In,an. instant 
a gold cross appeared upon it—a badge 
which Mabel always wears-upon her 
right breast ; there was a momentary 
wavering; then it rose steadily, and in 
less time than I can tell it, my daughter 
stood 'before me; and to increase the 
wonder, she handed me back my Amer
ican beauty rose, .as perfect as she re- 

: celved it and I have it yet She placed 
her hand on' my head, then sank

. through the floor at my feet
As the seance progresses and be- 

, comes stronger, male forms appear,

will permit, what I have seen, and then 
you will please tell me where the trick 
comes ip.

Here in Chicago. I have gone a dozen 
times to a seance conducted by M1bs 
Nichols. I will hot give the'etfeet num
ber, lest I do her an injury, for her cir
cles are-even now.too large. The place 
is In an upper room—a double parlor, a 
curtain being drawn across the middle 
while the circle' is gathering. A lan
tern behind the audience and up in a 
corner against the' cellirig; ‘sheds a "dim 
religious light” diagonally ’ across the 
room towards the cabinet in the oppo- 

I site corner. The amount of light is 
I controlled by a slide in front, in such 
I a way that very nearly total darkness 

can bo produced! ■ This is-done for first 
materializations, but seldom - or ■ never 
afterwards. >

When the hour to begin has struck,

After the exposure of Mr. Forbuslf 
the claim was put forth that tlie para
phernalia, was placed in the cabinet for 
spite, but there never was an exposure 
yet that this same claim was not put 
forth and with just as much evidence 
to support it.

from beneath which could be used for 
making up forms or dress, the walls and 
curtains were closely scrutinized to see 
that nothing was secreted about them 
or any chance for a confederate to as
sist. Then the medium was disrobed 
and every article of clothing separately 
examined and handed to him, one at a 
time; nothing white found about his ap
parel except a handkerchief. He was 
then seated in a chair, with his feet in 
a pan of flour.

All took seats and awaited results. 
Within fifteen minutes a form, taller 
than the medium, parted the curtains 
and stepped out, dressed in a white 
robe. Nearly every sitter received and

And the test seance which Mr. For
bush has held in the endeavor to vindi
cate his mediumship are lacking in 
some of tlie essential points necessary ■ 
to give undeniable proof of his honesty 
and integrity. In rhe first place‘these 
test seances were held at the. home of 
a prominent Grand Rapids medium, and 
not at a place where the medium was 
unacquainted as should have been the 
case. I do not desire to be understood 
as claiming that this medium in any 
way aided Mr. Forbush, but when a test 
seance is held every detail should r& 
celve attention. If Sir William Crpokes 
in his investigations had overlooked. 
such a vital point as this his “Re* 
searches” would , not be of much value < 
in demonstrating materialization and 
other physical phenomena. „ ....

Mr. Forbush was asked to hold a so 
ance under the mosquito-bar test at the . • 
home of a Spiritualist of good standing, 
from whom he had no reason to fear un» 
just treatment, but, like every other me
dium so far as I have.heard, who has 
been asked to go into a strange hni,R° 
and submit to the mosquito-bar test he 
refused. Why?

As matters now stand Mr. Forbush 
may be a medium or he may not, with 
odds in favor of the latter supposition 
but this much is certain: before hs—■ 

i gives a conclusive demonstration of his 
• genuineness he will have to submit to 
i test conditions that at least are mors 
i perfect than those he has submitted to .

in the past. GEORGE B. FERRIS. 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Impressionabldc consciousness — God. 
There .JmnOj pcQidentrin nature. He is 
warning yoq. .You wrote, those words 
for a purpose.' 'Study tjiou His ways. 
“He-will help you.”

“Help thou my unbelief”—ypur soul 
sent for that cry—He heard and an
swered it—now thou must help thyself.

Your unbelief can only be helped by 
your belief; follow me closely—I will 
not lead you astray.

"Would that-you were in Chicago”
I wish I was.'I would reproduce the 

"American beauty' rose and carnation” 
manifestation.

From.my cabinet while I was a “genu
ine materializing medium,” Generals 
Sherman and, Lee have “materialized,” 
waving the grand old flag of freedom, 
and in deep bass voices would sing our 
immortal pong? “The Star Spangled 
Banner.” (It.pleased the old “boys in 
blue” here, Sawtelle being but a mile 
from a'Natidnal'Soldiers' Home.)

Prof. W. Bowman in a lecture on “The 
lights qnd shadows of mediumship,” 
once alluded to.the starry robe (worn 
by the ancient fiindoo philosopher, who 
materialized’from my'cablnet).“ It was 
a magnificent, mass of stars—why, it 
would put, the very hedvens to shame."

rays or Marconi’s waves?. When Mar
coni accepts their 'dictation, it may be 
time for some medium to'do the’same. 
Why don’t they go into the shops of the 
Western Electric, and .announce that 
they will not believe M electricity un
less it can be made to pass' through a 
glass rod? Lord Bacon said that we 
enter the kingdom of knowledge as we 
do the kingdom of heayep—as a little 
child. If Thomas had demanded to see 
bls Master in the street,'I5i In the midst 
of a lot of Hales and Cherrys.it is about 
certain that he would never have seen 
him at all. The Nazarene would not 
have shown himself alive to-help some
body win a bet, nor to. convince the 
man who sald«.‘,‘He,casteth out devils 
by Beelzebub, the prince of devils 
but when those who loved him were 
with one accord - inione’ plaice,: he came 
and waved, his hand and said, “Peace

some of them soldiers in full regiment
als, occasionally an Indian in full dreSs. 
A tall, magnificent-looking Hindoo 
.comes and calls for a doctor, whose 
guide, he Is, The doctor goes down upon 
his khees,'and the Hindoo approaches 
him with outstretched and half uplifted 
hands’. The doctor goes under control, 
and bursts forth in a thrilling panegy
ric of Jesus of Nazareth, whose history 
he comprehensively expresses from the 
cradle to the cross. All the while—five 
to. eight minutes—the Hindoo stands 
motionless .with uplifted hands., A 
iAother comes with a babe In her arms, 
and one or two tots by her side. Rec
ognition after, recognition takes place. 
There is frequent sobbing and rejoicing. 
The medium goes.back into the circle 
With unerring certainty for the person 
wanted, very often a total stranger to 
her; and though his face is turned from 
the dim-light which shines directly on

but it does not matter where she lives ; 
it only matters how she lives.

“And if the circles which I have de
scribed are frauds, kindly point out to 
me how the fraud may bé detected.”

“I have seen Mabel (my daughter) a 
dozen times; some darkness must be se
cured, but nothing is neglected to prove 
that all Ib just what it appears to be.” 

. Yes. It is just what it “appears" to 
be—nothing more. "Things are not 
what they may seem"—they appear so.

“I want you to‘show me where the 
trick comes in.” ■

Poor, dear brother—half Inclined, 
half declined—the “trick" is partly in 
your own too great faith; partly, you de
ceive yoiirself.

Her tricks are done with confeder
ates; .trap doors; black robes over lu
minous ones; concealed luminous robes 
and ornaments; wigs, masks, false 
whiskers, (or male confederates), her 
“nerve" and your credulity.

Don’t you think that the similarity 
between Mrs. R.’s and hers, and my 
spirits are striking? Thousands of per
sons can bear testimony to the spirits 
described in this letter, as coming from 
the cabinets of Mrs. Reynolds and my 
own. «

"How may the fraud be .detected ?” 
■ TO the gréât’ amount of lasting good

recognized and conversed with one or ■ 
more of their departed friend?. The 
materialized forms were quite strong, 
of both sexes and different ages.

The writer received and conversed 
with a well known lady friend, a former 
student in life, who while talking to 
him handed him a fold of her dress that 
he might see that it was real cloth. At 
this seance were some strangers who 
claimed to be skeptics and said it was 
their first seance and that they re
ceived their spirit friends to all appear
ance and with good evidence. At the 
close of the seance, thb committee ex
amined the medium and cabinet and 
found everything Just as they left It, not 
a seal broken, and It was impossible for 
the medium to leave his chair without 
making tracks on the floor. All the 
committee could say was, "I am puz
zled.” I am creditably informed .that 
the other two of the committee, or one 
at least, worked in the Press office 
where the fraud report was printed, but 
made no mention in the Press that he 
had ever made any investigation.

I have sat in Mr. Forbush’s seances 
several times and always with families 
whom I. would not suspect of harboring 
fraud. Have met his mother and other 
members of his family and they bear 
the Impress of Integrity and honesty.

I write this article without Mr. For
bush’s request or knowledge.

Recently a lady, knowing I had at
tended a test seance of Mr, Forbush, 
asked me to write it up, and gave me an 
article from The Progressive Thinker 
of April 30, by Mr. Geo. Ferris.. While 

.1 compliment him. on his language. In

0, what is the meaning of life?
With its endless routine of strife—

With its hopes and fears, 
Disappointments and tears, 

O, what is tlie meaning of life?
The soul, how it sighs and sings!
Like a harp of ten thousand strings—. 

Like the moan of the sea. 
Or the rtfln on the lea—

The saddest of all sad things.
Sometimes, how the shadows fall!
Like a dark and dismal pall ’

Round the fireside at home 
Or wherever wo roam 

While vainly for light we call.
How we long always to be glad!
Yet oftenest we are sad,

For the joys that we crave
We are given a grave

With its heap of fresh dirt, and a slaH
And 0, how we long for love!
The completeness of life to prove

How we stretch our hands
’Cross the weary lands 

For the joy of the angels above!
Then tell me, 0 sage, If you can, 
The why of life's intricate plan— 

The sensitive soul 
0, its mysteries unroll!

Explain them, 0 sage, if you can.
LABRA B. PAYNE 

San Antonio, Texas.

Reflections!..
Elsie Reynolds and I also had “lace 

weavers,” who wove yards of beautiful 
lace.

Mrs. Reynolds—I mean the “lace 
weaver,” used to commence weaving 
her lace from het’waist line, drawing it 
up from undbr her belts, it being con
cealed- underneath her skirts. I would 
—I mean my. “Jaca,weaver" would weave 
it just the s.ame'.as Miss Nichols does, 
and as I have already illustrated to the 
reporters.' '

Down -on-one knee, .the lace is con-

be unto you.” ■ ■ ? ,
If Hale and Cherry will come to Miss 

Nichols’ circle, and behave like gentle
men, and think llke.ratlonal beings, ev
erything reasonable will 'be done to 
show them that spirits, who material
ized on the Mount of Transfiguration, 
materialized for Abraham, for Lot, for 
Daniel, for John in Patmos, can still 
materialize, but only for their friends.

“Thomas, because thou hast seen me 
thou hast believed; blessed are they 
that have not seen me and yet.have be
lieved.” That is—Blessed are they 
that have some little respect for the 
testimonies of their fellow-men.

The very first cry of some babies is 
the yell of a college graduate. From the 
Lour of their birth they know more 
than other babies will ever learn.. It Is 
useless for these to go to’ Seances; for 
though forced to admit the phenomena, 
they would still say, “He casteth but 
devils by Beelzebub, the prince of dev
ils.” ’

But yop, Sister. Hyland, are not one of 
these. You do not deny, that there is 
genuine materialization, though you 
have shown us how convincing can be 
the sham. It is because ! bellev’e you 
are qualified to help honest inquirers, 
that I turn to you. I wait with concern- 
to hear how you did your trick of being 
three babies in different places at the 
same time. Tell us how, and it may 
throw a flood of light into dark places. 
And if-the circle which X have de

it would do to the millions of Spiritual- , 
ists in the United States and else
where; as long as .you and Mr. J. R.. 
Francis, our worthy editor, both reside 
lit Chicago, invite Mr. Francis to a pri
vate and special seance, for you two 
gentlemen-only.

(Elsie and I used to get grand mani
festations in private seances and only 
two men present.)

Buy about twelve yards—of Canton 
flannel will do—divide it in four lengths, 
three yards to a length, make the cabi
net yourself, or rather, perhaps Mr. 
Francis could get a seamstress to sew 
up two seams only, wide hems on both 
ends. Put it up yourselves.

If you cannot conveniently procure a 
“light box,” or sliding, shaded lantern, 
use What many other mediums can 
conveniently use, in “case of emergen
cy,” an ordinary lamp, shaded with a 
newspaper, (the "spirits" will tell you 
how to regulate it—they always have 
done so).

If the "forces” -are not strong enough 
(which will be very likely to be the 
case) allow Mr. Francis to invite a 
couple òt his friends—for the benefit of 
his paper—I am very sure indéed, that 
he and his friends will “behave like gen
tlemen and think like rational beings,” 
and I am more than sure that it would 
be a very harmonious circle.

“Everything reasonable ought to be 
done to show them that spirits who ma
terialized ,on the Mount of Transfigura
tion, can still materialize, but only for 
their friends.”

Surely Mabel ought to come.
If Miss Nichols will accept your prop

osition, and come alone—demand that 
much—anil will walk up and down in 
front of the cabinet, or kneel down in 
front of the cabinet (as is her wont), 
while either one of your gentlemen hold 
conversation with the spirits at the cab
inet, br'come to your feet and material
ize}-while sfié is in plain view in an
other -pakt of thè-room—if she will do

basket But.it> doesn’t..'.
Then Mrs.¿Reynolds and I did exactly . 

the same tilings as.Miss,Nichols' “Jean” 
did, extendfrigtotfr arms at full length, 
we gracefully. threw tbe lace over our 
shoulders-tfiflfi. returned to the cabinet, 
and “denmteriajized.”

Mlss HicEolS'’ "lace weaver” did not 
"vanish intd’ftbthing.”

There is such thing as nothing.
She merely vanished into another 

room, by mi$.ns.or a trap-door, which 
cannot bff detected because Miss Nich
ols has black papq^pn her walls (or did 
have). •

Mrs. Reynolds and i also had Catho
lic Sisters ofliMeroyt and Charity, re
spectively, jester Mary Frances,” arid 
“Josephine;? in,Mrs. Reynolds' cabinet 
“they materialized* the cross; in my 
cabinet thejftomaterialized" the rosary 
(from which I had taken the cross) but 
(I.have twoYSkarled) sometimes “they” 
would hold aenross about twelve inches 
long In eithmh hai$>-oftentimes “they” 
held it to "their” bosoms while speak
ing words of comfort. ■

Mothers with babes in their arnfs, In
dians, and goodness knows who else, 
"materialized’,’- frem .my cabinet.

"What would become of your tricks, 
Sister Hyland, under such,tests?”

, They were well received and believed 
by the faithful gpers to the seances, un
til I showed them “how it is done?—and 
then “the silver cord was loosened;” 
and “the goldewboWl was broken.”

“I long to hear you tell how you did 
it I await with, epneern to hear how 
you did your, trick, or being three babies 
at one time in different places; how 
could you be three forms, not one of 
them yourself, and in three different 
places at the same time?”

expressing his ri'pble thoughts, I feel he 
has sown a little broadcast and like 
marring the varnish of his article, espe
cially where he says ‘.‘he is firmly con
vinced that there are from ten to one 
hundred frauds to one genuine of both 
trumpet and materializing mediums.” 
■He also says'that, the'controls should 
have told their medium that a trick was 
being played on him, and thrown the 
whiskers out of the cabinet. It was 
proven that the whiskers were ,no| put 
in therd till the grabbing was done. Be

must remember. Brother Ferris, that 
neither a Bitter In or out of the body 
can analyze a Jew.

We would, like to ask Brother Ferris 
or anyone to tell where was the fraud 
in the above described seance.

Hart, Mich. D. B. HUTCHINS.

this, she is a genuine materializing (?) 
medium, arid pod bless her—but if she 
refuses on any pretext whatever, she is 
a fraud!

Now I have shown you a fair and im
partial way “how -'the fraud may be de
tected?.’-I am trying to help you, so 
that our broken-hearted Brother H. will 
not have to go to,you, as he is indeed a 
véry bùèy man-; lie knows his little chil
dren still Jlver-but not with the com
mercial "materializing mediums."

“Is it one in ...ton thousand?” You 
mean Miss Nichols, do you not?

No.- She is ten'thousand in onfi.
Shake off that spell, brother, it is 

binding you down worse than would a 
convict’s chain—you are neither free, 
mentally nor spiritually. Awaken! 
Realize the fact that your darling 
daughter Mabe! would not make you 
pay 50 cents or $1. for her visitations. 
Ask the great spirit Intelligences to 
lead her lo you direct.

Be cheerful; you are too melancholy; 
the stm cannot shine through tho 
clouds.

I thank you heartily for your many 
kind words; the others, I will forget, 
and I will show my appreciation in 
more than words.

I will reverse ’ St Paul’s glorious 
words, and name it:

-An apostrophe to the ’“materialized 
spirit.”

It is sown in incorruption, it 1b raised 
in corruption; it is sown in honor, It is 

.raised in dishonor; it is sown in power, 
it is raised in weakness ; it is sown a 
spiritual body, it is raised a. natural 
body; and as one star, dlffereth from 
another star in glory, so also ib the res
urrection of the dead, and the material
ization—of the living.

LAURA M. HYLAND.
Sawtelle, CaL

To-day on wide, Intrepid wing 
■ My soul would cieave the upper alr^.rdkf- 
And out of yastness find tlie .forcerT>i-<7r);jV’ 

To build life’s mansion grand and 
< fair. ,

Why grand? To glorify the power.
Why fair! For beauty’s noblei , 

praise;
For both to mark my God-hood’s reach, 

To evidence life’s wondrous ways. ,
To prove how strong we can become, 

What store ai»d power wait on ouj 
call, 

What attributes we hold for use, ;i
What manifests may come to all.

To see, to feel, to know, to tell 
Th’ put-breathings of the Infinite, 

To fix the eye on father peaks 
And wider scopes to inter-knlt.

Opinions will most naturally differ as 
to what constitutes a test seance of un
doubted accuracy'and value. In,a test 
seance for the purpose of conclusively, 
irrefutably, proving the medium to be 
genuine, no precaution should, be omit
ted; absolutely every- possibility of 
fraud, even the very slightest, should 
be carefully guarded against.

There should be no possible chance 
for confederates, and every circum
stance that will cast the least shadow 
of doubt or suspicion on the medium 
should receive attention. A chain is 
only as strong as its weakest link, and 
to leave one chance for fraud destroys 
the value of the entire seance as abso
lute proof.

The Society for Psychical Research, 
in the investigation of Mrs. Piper's me- 
diuumship, provided against every pos
sible chance for fraud. They took pre
cautions which many Spiritualists have 
deemed unnecessary and detrimental, 
yet thanks to their painstaking and un
tiring efforts we have a vast amount of 
accurately recorded phenomena that is 
compelling the attention of people who 
would never have given attention to the 
subject but for the thoroughness of this 
Investigation. To have omitted one 
precaution would have been to make' 
this celebrated case valueless as scien
tific proof.

Take also the experiments of Sir 
William Crookes with D. D. Home and 
Miss Florence Cook. What would have 
been their value-had he failed, fo be 
thorough In his Investigations?

But judged by this standard—that to 
omit one precaution makes the test val
ueless—and how many of these so- 
called “test"' seances are such In more 
than name? It is a fact, self-evident to 
the critical observer, that in nine-tenths 
of the so-called test seances, faith takes 
the place of knowledge, and the honesty 
of the medluum is assumed, nonproven.

It is very easy to apply tests that will

To smite the rocks where knowledge 
■ streams,

Tent up would gladly seek the light, 
To watch their courses through the 

glades
Where Ignorance spreads far its 

blight
Away, then, soul! On strohger wing,

Cleave swift and high the outer air, 
Roam ’mid the fields of Paradise

And bring of treasures gathered

TREATMENT BY HYPNOTISM AND 
SUGGESTION; or Psycho-Therapeut
ics. By C. Lloyd Tuckey, M. D., 
Aberd. New York. Price $3.
This is the fourth edition, revised and 

enlarged, 376 pages 8vo, of a most valu
able and standard work, by an acknowl
edged authority and expert in tlie sci
ence of healing by hypnotism and sug
gestion. The method of treatment by 
suggestion is clearly and exhaustively 
considered, and Illustrated by descrip
tions of numerous actual cases in the 
author’s personal experience. ■ The 
work will be found a valuable auxiliary 
to physicians in ameliorating and cur
ing the mental and physical ills of their 
patients, and is worthy of most careful 
Study not only by physicians, who 
should be thoroughly informed in the 
nature and methods of curative hypno
tism or suggestion, but also by all stu
dents of hypnotism who desire to thor
oughly understand the subject It is a 
valuable mine of information to all who 
consult its pages.

not permit of fraud, but observe one 
fact: Tife seance should not be held un
der conditions dictated by the m6dium, 
nor should the place where the circle is 
to be held be left lor the medium to se
lect. Every sleight-of-hand performer 
can produce Inexplicable phenomena 
under test conditions—if the selection 
of the tests is left to his discretion. 
Fraud is only possible when conditions 
are sufficiently lax. to allow it, and no 
one knows better than the fraudulent 
medium under what conditions he can 
manifest.

If the seapce Is held at the borne of 
an acquaintance of the. medium, even 
though we have no good reason to doubt 
the honesty of that person, yet it is a 
circumstance that certainly must cast 
a shadow of suspicion-over the manlfes- 
-tations. And If said acquaintance is 
also a medium—and hero let me again 
say that there may be absolutely no 
reason to doubt the genuineness of tills 
acquaintance—another element of un
certainty is added to whatever manifes-

“Continuity of Lite a cosmic Truth.* 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply, 
Important subject Price, cloth, fl. .

“Death, Its Meaning and Results," 
By J. K.• Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events In the au
thor’s experience. (Moth, 560 pages, Il
lustrated. $L25.

"Mark Chester; or a Mill ana a Mill
ion. A Talc of Southern California.’* 
By Carlyle Petersllea. A pure psychlo 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 cents.

••Bight Generation the Key to tha 
Kingdom of iHcaven on Earth." By, 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
Cor justice and equality in all the rela
tions of life between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cents; leatherette, 50 centeu

“The Attainment of Womaly Beauty, 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty, 
physicians and specialists. Edited by; 
Albert Turner." Of especial interest 
and value. Price fl. . ' . ■

•The Light of Egypt" Volumes .1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge 03 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 per volume.

“A Plea for the New Woman." Bj; 
May Collins. An address delivered be> 
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. Pried 
10 cents. ’
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STATE OF WASHINGTON.

Report of the President of the State 
Association.

Ubridgmeiit of the Letters o( Charles MacArthur, the 
5 Eminent Historian, Who for 30 Years Has Made 

a Specialty of the Catholic Question.

A Series of Letters from Spirit Carlyle Petersilei, 
Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea, Medium.

BY A STUDENT.

—----PART TWO.
The present pope having been in- 

fbrmed by the Holy Ghost that the 
heretofore accepted list of popes was 
incorrect—ten of,them accordingly have 
been dropped. These are Individually 
considered by Mr. McArthur from what 
Catholic history says of each.

Donus IL, 974.
The next to be dropped is Donus II. 

There were two factions. The strong
er one belonged to the party of the 
dead pope, Benedict VI. They elected 
Donus. The other party elected deacon 
Franco who had been excommunicated 
for murdering the late pope, Benedict 
VI. Both were consecrated, Donus re
taining his own name and Franco se
lecting Boniface VIL, but, as his party 
was the weaker one, he skipped with alj 
the papal treasures and landed in Con
stantinople, from which place he hurled 
anathemas and excommunication at Do
nus. Ecclesiastical writers are in doubt 

; as to which one is the true popfe, as 
both were consecrated on the same day. 

i’I But Boniface had all the cash. Donus
■ ' reigned less than a year. He was pol-
Jfc soned. Notiling is known of him except 
Ik bls name afad manner of death. Why 

should be dropped from the list 
( \ seems strange. He appears in all the

■K

carly records and in even that of par
ras, the historian selected to superin
tend this work.

Benedict VIL, 974.
The next on the black list is Benedict 

VII. On the death of Donus there were 
two parties, as usual. Franco had re
turned from Constantinople, and had a 
strong following which elected him 
again, as Boniface VII. The opposition, 
by order of Emperor Otho, elected the 
blsnop of Sutri as Benedict VII., 975. 
He was the son of Pope John X1L, (956) 
and a member of the powerful family of 
Tusculum, that had dominated the pa
pacy for many years. His first act was 
to convene a council, excommunicate 
Franco, who had skipped again, but, as 
Parras admits not until “he plundered 
the treasury and costly furniture of the 
Vatican and Indulged in the worst ex
cesses.”

It is not known just how long Bene
dict VII., reigned. Darras says from 
975 to 984. However, there is every 
necessary evidence to prove that 
Franco returned to Rome, murdered 
him, and tor the third time was elected 
as Boniface VII., but was again driven 
from the city. I make this statement 
based on the early records and the offi
cial history of the popes by Cardinal 
Baronius.—In all these Boniface VII., is 
recorded as succeeding Benedict VIII. 
Of late years he has been quietly 
dropped from the list. In proof, Boni
face VI. appears in 896; Boniface VIII., 
in 1294; there is no Boniface Vil. Why? 

.Simply because the records show him 
to have been a murderer, a thief and an 
all-round scoundrel, and to cover the 
hiatus. Benedict VII. Is made to reign 
from 975 to 984.

On the death of Benedict .VI., Peter, 
bishop of Pavia, was elected as John 
XIV., 984. He reigned only eight 
months, as Franco returned from exile, 

VtwmriBoned him in the castle of San An- 
*S'elo7-where he was strangled. The 
body was exposed in the streets to as
sure the people that he was dead. 
Again, and for the fourth time. Franco

pope Phllagathos (John XVII.) of whom 
mention was made in the pontificate of 
Gregory V. John was imprisoned by 
Gregory and as Darran says: “They cut 
off his nose and tongue and burned out 
his eyes,” and he died “a wretched 
death.” Yet this John was true pope, 
and a vicar of Christ. And so was 
Gregory.

Query, what was the fate of the lead
ers of the opposition, made prisoners 
and executed by Holy John XVIII? It 
is said John abdicated, retired to a 
monastery, where he'died in “full odor 
of sanctity." The chronicles state that 
he was murdered by the friends of his 
victims, after he had reigned four 
months, when Crescentlus, the political 
boss of Rome, nominated and elected a 
personal friend as John XIX. He 
leigned five years and then was mur
dered in a street brawl. Darras says 
lie was a very holy man and was sur
rounded by holy men and still holler 
women. In proof, he cites the legend 
of “The Hermit of St. Nilus.”

Alduln, abbot of St. Jean d'Angely, 
found a stone chest sealed up in the 
wall of his church. It bore the inscrip
tion: "Here rests the head of the Pre
cursor of Chi 1st.” Parras says that Im
mense crowds, from all parts of Europe 
flocked to "venerate this unquestioned 
and unquestionable relic.” Now there 
was, and still Is another head of John 
the Baptist, on exhibition in Rome. It 
is authenticated as the veritable one of 
the Herodias episode It performs mir
acles every day. But the new one was 
considerably smaller than the old one. 
It has never been determined at exactly 
what stage of life John the Baptist 
“shed” it.

Mayhap John XIX., is the one to be 
dropped from the list. But there is still
another to choose, from; John XX., 

He was the youngest 
brother of his predecessor, Benedict
elected in 1024.

LETTER NUMBER TWO.
I started up. “Great God!”'I exclaimed in my 

surprise, “Is it really you?”
“And why not?” he asked with a smile. “To be 

sure it is I,” and we grasped each the other’s hand 
warmly.

“Well, here we are, Petersilea,” he'said; “and I 
never was more glad to see anyone in my life. Well, 
do yon find this life to your taste?” he asked, as he 
took a seat near me.

“I find it almost precisely as I thought it would 
be, ’ ’ I answered. ‘ ‘ But, how about yourself, my dear 
old Doctor ? You are a little disappointed, I take it. ’ ’

He was leaning forward with his arms resting upon 
his legs, and apparently twirling a little black skull
cap in his hands between his knees, as I had seen him 
do a thousand times on earth when he was in deep 
thought and slightly mortified or disappointed.

“Well; this life is not what I supposed it would 
be,” he replied. “Petersilea,” he went on impetu
ously, grasping iny hand once more,* “forgive me— 
forgive me, I pray! I thought I was right—thought 
1* was doing just the right thing—and sincerely 
thought that yoiL were going straight to the. devil?) 
where the worm dieth; not and the fire is not 
quenched.”

I laughed. “Why, my dear old friend,” I said, “I 
have not even seen the devil, have you?” and I 
laughed again, somewhat triumphantly I fear, as I 
stuck my thumbs into the edge of my pockets, after a 
fashion I had on earth. “You see, Tourgee, the 
scales of justice have at last turned in my favor. I 
was down and you were up; now I am up, but I hope 
you arc not down very far.”

“Oh, you can afford to laugh at me, I know; but I 
was sincere; I can tell you that.”

“I know you were, dear old boy; but I never could 
understand how you could believe .what you professed 
to.”

“Early teaching—early teaching!” he exclaimed. 
“I was taught it at my mother’s Ifnee, and afterward 
all the way up by the church, and left the earth fully

was elected as Boniface VIL, 985. But 
A he acted in such a tyrannical manner 

A that he was poisoned, his body thrown
' l into' the street, where the populace mu-
- \ tilated it and then stripping off the 

clothes, dragged it through the streets. 
\ Some of the clergy buried it privately. 

. A . An immediate election was held and a 
\ Roman named John was selected. He 

v ) was poisoned before consecration and 
'.appears as John XV., 985. The chron- 
icles of St. Maxentlus say that three 
popes died (murdered) in Rome in 985. 
"John XIV., Boniface VIL, (Franco), 
and John the elect, (XV.,)” thus mak-
ing Franco a “true pope.' Franco,
four times a murderer; three times a 
tiiief!

John XVI., 986.
The next on the black list 

986. He excommunicated
is John 
Gerbert,

Archbishop of Rheims, who afterward 
became Pope Sylvester II., (999). Ger
bert paid no attention to the papal bull 
and issued this manifesto to his cler’gy: 
“The judgment of the pope is not so 

’ much to bo dreaded as the judgment of 
God. Should the pope sin against his 
brother and not obey the ehurch, after 
repeated admonitions ought to be 
looked upon, without any regard to his 
station, as a heathen and a publican. 
He can cut no man off, much less his 
fellow bishops, from the communion of 
the church for not approving what they 
believe to be contrary to the gospel. 
Bishops and other pastors of the 
church are to regulate their conduct by 
the scriptures, by the canons of the 
church Universal, and by the decrees of 

■ the Apostolic See, when agreeable to 
them!”

Possibly he is dropped because John 
did not excommunicate Arnold, bishop 
of Orleans, who testified at a church 

' council that the Roman church was 
governed “by the most worthless 
wretches of the whole hjiman race, by 

A monsters rather than men; abandoned 
\ to all manner of wickedness and void 
\>f all manner of knowledge, both sacred 
and profane." But I think John de
served better treatment at the hands of 
the present Vicar of Christ, as he is 
credited with the conversion ( ?) of Rus
sia; with the first recorded act of can
onization, and with having instituted 
prayers to Holy Mary. Darras credits 
him with having reigned just ten years.

VIII., who was elected in 1012, while 
his predecessor, Sergius IV., was still 
alive. John was toe son of the Count 
of Tusculum, the gentleman who want
ed to give away all his property to holy 
Nilus. When elected he was a prefect 
of Rome, a senator and a layman. He 
was created deacon, priest, bishop and 
vicar of Christ within an hour. It is 
said he was married, but there is no 
certainty about this, as he fras very 
young, scarcely 20. However, he had 
a mistress and two children. John was 
always short of cash, so he sold the 
title of "Universal Bishop” and the 
“primacy" of Rome to the Patriarch of 
Constantinople. For this, the people 
drove him into exile. Emperor Conrad 
re-instated him. John squared himself 
with the Romans by declaring that he 
had only been "fooling" the Patriarch. 
He sent a polite note to his "dear 
brother in Christ" at Constantinople to 
the effect that he had reconsidered his 
decision and would retain the title. He 
retained the money also. This title, on 
which Rome bases her claims for uni
versal spiritual sovereignty was pur- 
purchased, by Boniface III., (60b), from 
the usurper and murderer, Phocas. 
John now endeared himself to all true, 
believers by discovering a new apostle.’ 
Church circles’had been rent from cen
ter to circumference by a dispute In re; 
gard to the status of St. Martial. No one 
really knew anything about the gentle
man, only that a very rich monastery at 
Limoges had been named after him. 
Hugo, the abbot, claimed that Martial 
was one of the apostles. A council 
was convened at Limoges to decide this 
momentous question. No decision. 
Then another council at Poictiers, and 
still another at Paris, with like result 
Anathemas were freely hurled on all 
sides and many holy men swore them
selves black in the face in support of or 
in opposition to the claim. The monas
tery sent a deputation to Rome. They 
returned lighter than when they went. 
John decided that Martial was one of 
the twelve apostles. To commemorate 
this event a feast was instituted which 
was celebrated every seven years, when 
the relics of the new apostle were ex
hibited for seven weeks and numerous 
indulgences were granted pilgrims to 
the holy shrine. John reigned nine 
years. I wonder which of these Johns 
is blacklisted?

(To'be continued.)

established in the faith. Well, Petersilea, yen were

logue of the soverign pontiffs the anti- &ound; price $1.

John XIX., 1004.
The next on the black list is John 

XIX. But it is uncertain who he is.
The numbers of the various. Johns 

have been changed and matters have 
become so mixed that there is no de
termining which is which. There are 
three Johns mixed up in this muddle, 
XVIII., XIX., and XX., and I had better 
review all of them so as to get the right 
one. And they are a healthy lot of vi
cars of Christ John XVIII. was elect
ed in 1003. Historians differ as to his 
name. . Some say he was called SIcco, 

. others that he was Mr. Fasanus, but all 
agree that he was the son of a priest. 
He was driven into exile, was rein
stated by the emperor' and then he ar
rested and executed all the opposition 
leaders. The method of execution in 
those days'depended entirely upon the 
mood of the Holy Father. We have a 
fair example of it in a description by 
Darras of how one vicar of Christ mur
dered another vicar of Christ Speak
ing of this pope, ’ John XVIII., Darras 
says: “This pontiff is reckoned the 
eighteenth of the name, since it has be
come customary to number m the cata-

Franklin, Neb., Camp.
The camp-meeting opened here Satur

day evening, July 30, with a fair at
tendance. Owing to the lack of suffi
cient help the opening was delayed one 
day. The address .of welcome was given 
by the writer, followed by Mrs.-Walker 
of Hastings, Neb., with tests. The mu
sic is furnished by the. Hart family of 
Mankato, Kansas. Their music is of a 
very pleasing nature and gives excellent 
satisfaction.

On Sunday morning a conference was 
held, and in the afternoon at 2:30 the 
meeting was presided over by Mr. 
Moody who will act as president during 
the remainder of the camp.

The lecture was given by J. M. White, 
on Ancient and Modern Spiritualism, 
and was followed by improvisation of 
poems on nine subjects given by the au
dience. In the eyening Mre. Walker, 
the writdr and Mr. Moody addressed 
the audience and a number of tests 
were given. The evening audience was 
large and the people of the town are 
showing every courtesy. During thé 
nine years that the camp has been held 
here nothing but the best of treatment 
has been given'by the residents to those 
attending the camp. .

Mr. D. L. Haines, the secretary, and 
his wife are doing all in their power to 
make the camp attractive.

Now I wish to call the attention of the 
Spiritualists of Nebraska to the fact 
that they can assist very materially by 
sending donations to Mr. Haines' for the 
support of the camp for future years. 
When Mr. Haines’ house burned, all 
but two of the camp tents burned with 
it and all the records of the camp and 
much of the camp fixtures went up. 
His house has been rebuilt; but it is un
der extremely great difficulties that the 
camp has been held here.

Spiritualists of Nebraska, If you wish 
to see the cause grow, and see a perma
nent camp-meeting established in the 
state, if vou cannot come in person, 
send what you can in money, bedding 
or tent material to Mr. D. L. Haines, F. 
R. D. No. 2, Franklin, Neb., and it will 
be! gratefully received and you’will feel 
better for the act ' j

Mrs. Walker of Hastings, Neb., and J. 
M.- White are the only mediums on the 
grounds, but several more are expected, 
and indications point to a very success
ful camp this season.

J. M. WHITE.

. "In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. ; Interesting, instructive and
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth

right and I was wrong. It is somewhat humiliating 
for me to admit it, you see.”
’ “Tourgee, what have you been doing all these‘years 
since I saw you last ? How have you managed to live 
away from the New England Conservatory? for I, to
gether with all who knew you, were well aware that 
you put your very life and soul into it. ’ ’

“I have not lived away from it,” he replied. “I 
have lived in, and with it, the most of the time since 
I left the body; but, at last, I became weary of it, es
pecially when things did not go to suit me, and now I 
think I feel no further interest in it. Gradually my 
spirit has let go of it, and al! those errors are slipping 
away from me. Really, I cannot now understand 
how I ever could believe that which I once did. How 
excessively narrow.my views were; and yet; I thought 
for quite a little time after leaving the body, that my 
ideas were correct.” ’

“Well, how did you discover your mistake?”
“My friends and relatives met me and took me 

with them; and after my transports were over at 
meeting those whom I had loved so well, I said with 
great solemnity: ‘I suppose you are sent by God, to 
conduct me into his presence, where I expect to be 
judged?’ ‘O no,’they answered,‘this is where we 
live, and we do not know anything more about God, 
heaven, hell, and the evil one, than we did whem-on 
the earth plane. Some here, still think that they ex
ist and we shall go to them sometime. Others do not 
believe so; but some of us have been here a long time 
and nothing of the kind ever happens.’ Petersilea, if 
you will believe me, my mind went directly to you, 
and I said, ‘Can it be possible that he was right, after 
all ? ’ Then, as you know, I visited with you in spirit, 
and through your mediumistic wife, talked with you, 
and she saw me distinctly with her inner or spiritual 
vision. I tried to write through you, but did not suc
ceed. Then I went back to the conservatory and re
mained there much of the time when I was not with 
the dear ones I had left—my wife and my son. I could 
not make my wife understand, but I feel sure that 
my boy realized my presence. I found him very sent, 
sitive and mediumistic and was able to influence him 
a great deal. ”

“Are you very much disappointed, Doctor, at not 
finding things as you expected ?”

“I was at first, but now I think I should feel very 
badly to know that any human beings, had they been 
ever so wicked, were roasting in hell. And now I 
cannot conceive of ajpersonal God or a personal devil;. 
and since I have been roaming around through the 
vastness of much of this realm, heaven and hell have 
become to me like the small toys of my childhood, lit
tle mimic playhouses.”

“Well, truly, Doctor, you are getting on.” •
“How is it, Petersilea, that you never accepted 

these doctrines? You must have been taught them, 
when a child, the same as myself.”

“Not by my father,” I answered. “You know he 
was a materialist, and believed' and also taught me, 
that death ended all. This I never could believe; not 
even when I wks very young. Like most boys, I 
thought I knew better than my father, and whenever 
I thought .upon the subject at all, I tried to study out 
the problem for myself, and, Tourgee, although I had 
never, at that time, heard of Spiritualism, yet I came 
to the same conclusions that I afterward found agreed 
entirely with Spiritualism; and now I find that Spirit
ualists, as well as myself, are very nearly right.”

“You want to start another conservatory here in 
the spirit world, do you?” asked the Doctor.

“Yes, that is precisely what I want to do. ”
,lSuppose we go in together once more,” he said. 

“Our religious views cannot separate us again, for 
now it is not a matter of faith but of knowledge. We 
know now that we are immortal, and are neither in 
heaven nor hell, and we have not seen God nor yet 
Satan. Really, Petersilea,” he continued, “I cannot 
now conceive of a happier heaven than a musical 
heaven that we together are capable of forming. They 
were forever singing and playing harps in the heaven 
of my former faith. I think that was why I was so 
much in love with it. Now,, we can found a little 
heaven of our own, where all sorts of musical instru
ments are brought into play. How does* that strike 
you?” •_

“Very favorably,” I replied. “I have been think
ing deeply of starting a conservatory of my own. 
This spiritual world is filled with children and youths 
of both sexes, all eager to learn; and*music has even 
greater charms here than on earth, for we are higher 
up the scale of teing'and do not have to plod in the 
material as formerly; and,_ better yet, no one is de
terred from learning music because of poverty—not 
being able to pay for tuition..”

“Just so! Just so I Had you thought of erecting a 
building yourself?” ' ’

“Well, yes. What is your opinion:about it?”
"We should save time by taking one already built. 

I know of one exceedingly fine building, not far away, 
that is now nearly deserted; It was erected by a large

: 017 > J ■ ■ . .
concourse‘«^strictly orthodox spirits who, on coming 
here, Wftklwiot give up their faith, those who be
lieved i^'jtlid^toning blood of Christ and infant dam
nation; /pit a? the earthly world does not send so 
many spirits ihere now that believe that hell is paved 
with of babes, and as the spirits who did so
believe.are becoming wiser and learning better, this 
particular edifice is now nearly deserted. Suppose 
we take.this building and turn it to better use? The 
few whpiare still there will readily give it ug7—in fact, 
they care nothing more for it.” SA

‘‘ AH right, Tourgee. You were always a fine busi
ness mappgetyj Truly that will be much the best way. 
Here’s my hand, and we will start once more higher 
up,the scale.”,

‘‘Agreed!” And we sealed the compact with a 
brotherly grip. \-

‘‘We pan fijl the building in the shortest possible 
space of time,” he said, “with-teachers and pupils and 
musical instruments of all kinds. You shall take your 
former position at the head of the musical depart
ment, and I will soon find those who are capable of 
filling the other departments of elocution, languages 
ambant.” . .

Well, now, dear friends-and readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker, I was a very happy man indeed. 
Reconciled to my old’friend and coadjutor, Eben 
Tourgee, the scales of justice now being evenly bal
anced,-he. by a natural law being obliged to render 
me justice; and glad enough he was to do so. Ah! 
my heart was singing with contentment and joy. In 
former years he had caused me much unhappiness; 
now,' all was restored—the bill paid in full—and by 
the very man who had beeu unjust to me. ’And I want 
right here to say to all who read this: There is a law 
in nature—and there is no mistake about it—that 
compels all persons who have been in the least unjust 
to oth.ers, to return to them in full measure, shaken 
together and running over, all and every farthing of 
which they liavp robbed them, every unjust thought 
they have sent forth. This, in spirit life, cannot be 
returned in money, but money is simply a symbol or 
representative of justice or value, and these are of the 
soul. If a man in earth life robs another of so much 
as one farthing, that he must restore, here in the spirit 
world, spiritually. Sooner or later the scales of jus
tice must balance evenly. This is a spiritual natural 
law that no one can escape.
.. “Come,” said Tourgee, “we will go and look at the 
edifice,”and we went.

The building.was a very large and elegant struct
ure, surmounted by a belfry and small spire. Now 
we have bells here the same as you do on earth, but 
they are not of iron; they resemble silver and give 
forth a silvery, musical sound. Of course they are 
not metal bells, but spiritual bells. Mr. Denton could 
tell you the various chemicals thatjmter into their 
construction. As I am not a chemist but a musician, 
I am unable to do so. This bell seemed as real to me 
as any bell of earth, and as I said, the SQufid was sweet 
and silvery.

“We can,call our classes together by ringing that 
bell,” said Tourgee.

‘‘So we can,’’ I assented. “You are the same good 
manager as of yore, I perceive. ”

“Is.jt npl strange,” he continued, “that you, the 
Spiritualist,'whom they held in contempt, should now 
make Use of one of their abandoned church edifices? 
And dp yop know that some of those very ministers 
who helped me to manage the New England Conserv
atory, belonged to this society of spirits? for.many of 
those ministers, passed on some years ago. ’ ’

‘‘Retributive justice!” I murmured. “No one can 
escape tjie law. They are nearly all fast abandoning 
their old creeds and dogmas, and their church edifices 
will be turned into establishments where truth in its 
highest form will be taught.” .

To enter into all the details of our getting the school 
under way is not my present purpose. Enough, that 
we were not long in getting together a flourishing 
school of teachers and pupils. Old earthly teachers 
were again attracted to us, and wanted to work with 
us, and we were exceedingly glad to have them.

Strange, how- very strange that I now find myself, 
as in my palmy days on earth, once more joined to my 
old comrade and co-worker, Dr. Eben Tourgee, at the 
head of a large conservatory of music; almost iden
tically like the one on earth—one scale higher up in 
being, the spiritual instead of the material.

I forgot, to mention that we soon had a banner, or 
flag, flying from the spire, on which were the words:

“Petersilea Music School and Academy of Lan
guages and Art.” Almost the same sign that I had 
used so many years on earth. And over the front en
trance, “Dr. Eben Tourgee, Manager.”

Now I enter into all these details to show to those of 
earth how it is here in the spheres, and what we do 
and how we do it, and to let you know that every one 
will find his or her rightful place and be employed in 
that which he loves best and is best adapted to ’per
form. Every one will find his or her rightful voca
tion.

Many-pupils came saying: “Mr Petersilea, how we 
did want to study music with you when we were on 
earth, but were too poor and could not pay for les
sons. Now we can come and study with you without 
money-and without price. Oh, how glad we are that 
our wishes, at last, are to meet with fulfillment.” 
And thus all are recompensed. I would gladly have 
given them lessons for the pleasure Of teaching them, 
when on earth, but I was obliged to have money 
wherewith to pay my own expenses.

(To be continued.)

In my last letter, I promised to write 
of my travels in eastern Washington. 
I lectured for the Spokane society on 
tlie 24th of April, found the wopk rath
er at a standstill, owing to internal 
troubles, the same that has affected so 
many other and older societies. I re
mained here until the last of July. I 
found a wàrm-nearted, progressive, gen
erous people, During my stay I had 
ihe pleasure of ordaining their presi
dent, Mrs. Dr. Jennie French; adminis
tered spiritual baptism, to Rev. Mrs. 
Connell’s son, a bright little lad of some 
14 summers. Some people who have 
been Spiritualists for more than twenty 
years, said as the flowers fell from my 
hand's over the young lad’s head, with 
the words of advice given to him from 
the controlling Influence, they felt as 
though they themselves had received a 
new baptism from the spiritual world. 
Our orthodox friends paid us the Com
pliment of saying it was the most beau
tiful service they had ever had the 
pleasure of seeing. The hall was beau
tifully decorated for the occasion.

We organized a iyceum which bids 
fair to be the banner Iyceum of the 
state. The officers are wide-awake, up- 
to-date people. One happy feature is, 
the older peopje are taking as much in
terest as?the children. The teachers 
propose meeting once a week to study 
the lesson, in this way coming to their 
classes prepared to teach. Under the 
leadership of Mrs. Beauchamp and her 
able corps of assistants, this iyceum is 
bound to grow. During my stay with 
this society we had what looked almost 
like a Methodipt revival; thirty-eight 
came forward one night to declare 
themselves Spiritualists and to become 
members of thé society. Over fifty 
joined during my stay.

The last night of my stay the society 
tendered me a reception at the home of 
Brothér and Sister Armstrong, which 
was enjoyed by all, especially myself. 
Tho host and hostess seemed to put 
forth special efforts to make their 
guests enjoy themselves.

Shorc'speeches by the president, Mrs. 
French, Dr. Parks, Mrs. Corsellus, Mr. 
Clark and many others, your hunfble 
servant responding to the many good 
wishes expressed. The music was fur
nished by the host and hostess, which 
was no small feature of the evening’s 
pleasure.

I cannot refrain from quoting one re
mark from the president’s address, be
cause it did me so much good and made 
me feel that I can return to these dear 
people the first Sunday in September 
to labor with them for the next year, 
with more courage and a determination 
to try and measure up to the standard 
she has already placed for me. The re
mark was, “While Sister Sheldon has 
increased our membership, she has 
done one thing that I think is of far 
more importance than that, and that is 
she has helped us to grow more spirit
ually. A number have admitted to me 
that she has enabled them to overcome 
some of thoir antagonism, and they feel 
more love and tolerance for others’ feel
ings than they had ever experienced be
fore,"

I was sorry that I could not remain 
one day longer, for I did want to attend 
Sister Clark’s birthday party. I hear 
good reports, and may she have,many 
more as enjoyable. She is a dear good 
worker.

During my stay in Spokane I had the 
pleasure of performing the marriage 
ceremony of A. G. Wheeler to Mrs. 
Louis Williams. May their lives be one 
round of joy.

Letters came to me from Walla Walla 
asking are there any Spiritualists In 
that city. If any one knows of the ad
dress, I hope they will be kind enough 
to communicate that fact to me.

Owing to the near approach of our 
state encampment, I had to cut out El
lensburg, North Yakima, also Lind.

Spiritualism is progressing, people 
are not so much afraid to let others 
know they are with us, and they now 
can see the necessity of systematic or
ganized work. In order to have har
mony we must have system, in order to 
have the world respect us we must or
ganize.

Everything looks bright for the suc
cess of our state encampment; the me
diums as well as the lay workers are 
putting their shoulder to the wheel, the 
result will be apparent wnen we close 
the encampment with state convention 
and the last leaf is turned the books are 
closed for this year. It is then we will 
be able to see what it is to have loyal 
workers—not a face absent through any 
inharmonious feelings.

For the present and up to the closing 
of the camp my address will be Edge
wood Spiritual Camp, Rural Free Deliv
ery. After that Spokane, Wash., 
whore J go to serve that society for the 
coming year. Our camp opens July 31, 
closes Aug. 21. The convention will be 
held August 22 and 23. '

I am visiting ror a few days with 
Rev. Flora Heckman, who would be 
pleased to correspond with societies in 
the-east. Her address is 913 S. 11th 
street, Tacoma, Washington.

FRANCES A. SHELDON, 
President W. S. S. A.

IF HIS MOTHER KNEW.

KING DOLLAR.

I’m a dollar, just a dollar, as your eyes can plainly 
.see,

Though in silver or in paper, man has shaped and
9 fashioned me.

A hundred cents is my true value, though I’m often 
'sneezed below, •

AmJ.fronjt bar and store and pulpit, into banks and 
ri oufcl go.

ii!
Oft I’m.pinched so hard my metal gives beneath the 

b mWer’s thumb;
Sonietiihe^ covered with tobae’eo, or exchanged for 

,aj bfiftr or rum.
Sometimes stolen, sometimes taken to the courts for

’ fifes or fines; 1 • .
AKvays'^pved and always wanted, always used as

•f9 . map inclines. .. . '
OfLI big/the souls of beings, purchase manhood, sor- 

ki row bring, ' ■ ■
And anf ‘■’worshiped as divinely by the peasant as by 

. Hing.
I oft buy virtue, dethrone reason, hold religion in my 

■ t . hand; ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
HaVe'the power of upbuilding, and of ruining the 

land. ■ /'
I fix prices on all labor, cramp the consciences of men, 
Buy tip justice, own and use it, and abuse it now and 

.’ then.
I am King o’er all the nations, and make all men fall 

inline; - ’
Incite murder, war and famine; I am It! . The World

: is Minei - DR, T. WILKINS.

A PRACTICAL COURSE
FOR

Physicians and Students
of Occultism,

Treating on the FollowlngSubjectsj

Personal Magnetism, Psychology, 
, Hypnotism, Mesmerism, Suggestive

Therapeutics, Psycho-Therapeutics, 
Magnetic Healing,Self-Mastery, Hy
giene of Mind and Body, Nervo- 
pathlc Massage and Various Kinds 
of Manipulation, Corrections of 
Vices, Education, Etc. By

PROF. OSCAR H. HOY, D. M., 8. T. D.
_____

This course of instruction is differ
ent from any course ever printed. It is 
a condensed encyclopedia, conveying 
the highest truths and most valuable 
information in terms so simple that a 
child can undeistand them. Much has - 
been written on these subjects by dif
ferent schools, but they were superficial 
and It has been left to the author to 
weld them together, the philosophies of 
the east and the west. His methods 
are not a theory or a fad, but are cor
rect treatments, based on scientific 
knowledge, research and " experience. 
He uses the“best methods known per
taining to these subjects, enveloping 
all that 1b taught in other schools, and 
then going far beyond anything known 
In tlie west.

The course treats on the fundamental 
principles of universal law, and de
scends to individualized concrete mat
ter, giving the "evolution of the indi
vidual” to its highest attainment of con
sciousness, It contains a more com
plete course on hypnotism than any 
other course, and manifests a new era 
in the study of practical psychic phil
osophy.

The regular price of this unique 
course Is $25. We have decided to let 
a limited number go at $5. Those de
siring this course can buy it at the 
price mentioned if purchased within the 
next tour months. Address all orders

Hold on, young man; one moment, 
please,

Before you pass that door to-night: 
You say you mean no harm, you say 
You’ll bring a sinless heart away,

You say that you are strong, that 
Right

Shall guard you from the wiles of 
Wrong,

That to yourself you will be true, 
But would you still seek pleasure 

there—
Come, answer truly and be fair— 

If you could know your mother knew ?
We always tell ourselves before

We weakly yield that we are strong;
We always, ere we enter In,

Expect to leave still free from sin, 
And still the armored foes of Wrong. 

But few would fall and few would sign,
Remorse would gnaw the hearts of 

few
If each, when Conscience cries "Be

ware!
Would ask himself if he would care 

To do it if his mother knew.
—S. E. Kiser.

An Easy Way to Make Money.
I have made <660.00 in 80 days selling Dish* 

Washers. I did my housework at the same 
time. I don’t canvass. People come or send for 
the Dish-washers. I handle the Mound City 
mph-washer. • It is the best on the market. It 
isiovelv to sell. It washes and dries the dishes 
perfectly in two minutes. Every lady who sees 
It wants one. I will devote all my future time 
to the business and expect to clear M,000.00 this 
rear. Any intelligent nerson can do as well as 

have done. Write for particulars to the Mound 
City Dish-Washer Co., St Louis; Mo.

Mrs. W. B.

to MI88 NETTIE WINTER, 
466 LaSalle Ave., Chicago, III

PUBLICATIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle
Library of Spiritual Literata.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
Or PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from .hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Jhird edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, aUd in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
TH; PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

Containing the latest investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price 81.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” 
Price, 25 cents. \
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets of 
the Convent” is to Catholicism. Price, 
30 cents. -

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies, 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25. t5J

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of. the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the Iyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive Iyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2. .

"Goclal Upbuilding, Including Co-op. 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E.'D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 16 cents. For sale 
at this office. ,

"Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir-

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for The 

Progressive Thinker.
Now is the time to extend the circula

tion of The Progressi”9 Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send In a subscription now.

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Peayi 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and
prose. Specially designed for the usecles, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- prose, specially uesigueu iui me u»w 

ualistis Gatherings.” By Mattle E. 1 of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry, 
Hull. Price 10 cents'. Price 75 cents.
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HUDSON TUTTLE.

Practical Science.
Down South, the cotton crop Is 

threatened with destruction by an in
significant little bug, called tho boll- 
weevil. The mighty scientists of the 
Agricultural Department at Washington 
have experimented exhaustively and 
have found, no enemy, no poison, no 
toxin, that will destroy the pest. They 
stood aghast at the ravages ot the bug, 
and acknowledged their powerlessness, 
Suddenly one arose and his words were 
received with shouts of joy. He in
formed the Secretary of Agriculture 
that in Patagonia.were red ants, whose 
business is to kill boll-weevils. They 
were strenuous in the slaughter, and 
all that would be necessary to free the 
country of weevil, was to send him 
after a few boxes of ants! in many 
southern pulpits prayers were made for 
his success.

Now comes a Texas scientist, and 
says that there are about all of these 
red ants in the South that can get an 
honest or dishonest living. Their name 
is Solenopsis debills texana, and they 
are identical with the Patagonian spe
cies. He says they kill many weevil, 
in the larva and pupa slate, but never 
attack the mature bug. The weevil has 
the advantage of them, and after feed
ing all the ants there is enough left to 
supply every cotton-boll with a boarder. 
, There is something sublime in the 
picture of one of the big. battle ships, 
sailing with a party of “scientists' to 
the bleak coasts of Patagonia, and re-' 
turning with a few colonies of red ants! 
When they call them Solenopsis Pata
gonia, the boll-weevil ought to curl up 
and die. The sublimity is taken out of 
This expedition by the Texan who de
clares there are swarms of red ants in 
his state, that may be had by experi-

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism, fiend him 
clippings when ax attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paperi^ Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

We Insist: Don't Do It,
The Progressive Thinker, in its IsSue 

of July 23, had a brief editorial, fourth 
page, first column, near the bottom, 
headed “Don't Do It,” to which a learn
ed correspondent takes exceptions. He 
maintains, in substance, that the text 

_ in I. Cor. 7:36, which we declined to 
quote, conveys a different meaning from 
that which is accepted by the ordinary 
reader. The great German critics, he 
assures us, place a different construc
tion on the text from that we have 
done.

We own to being shocked as we read 
King James’ translation, bo we opened 
the revised translation, and found 
“daughter," following the word virgin. 
This was supplied by the revisers. Now, 
as we write, we have opened the Douay 
version, and there the change in lan
guage is but slight. Next we consulted 
both the Greek and Latin text, and we 
are sure no fault can be found in the 
common rendering.

It seems to be a fact, whenever texts 
are found which do not agree with 
church teaching, educated clergymen 
attempt to correct the renderings so as 
to agree with their wishes In the prem
ises? A thousand variant sects have 
sprung into being, each quoting the 
“Holy Bible” as authority for their 
faith. If God inspired the compilation 
of books, as- churchmen allege, it is re
gretable be was so careless in expres
sion as to convey in many cases the op
posite to that he desired to teach.

We strongly suspicion God had noth
ing to do in the production of the book. 
It came from the hands of finite men, 
and most of it was written in an unlet
tered age, and all by priests in further
ance of their priestly interests. This
accounts for its contradictions, and 
crurie ethical inculcations.

The Spiritualist Camps.
The Spiritualist camp-meetings

its

Auk, is, 1904.

HERE IS WHAT WILL EVENTUAL^ TO
PASS. THE CHURCHES, THOROUGHLY LIBER-

MARKABLE INTUITIVE POWERS, TWO LIGHTS WILL BE HELD SACRED,

OUTSIDE OF SPIRITUALISM,

em-

Endorses the Open Court

be- 
and 
him 
had

Brethren Church. She firmly 
lieves that he is doomed to die, 
that the date will be revealed to 
to-day as he predicted. She has

had 
St.

And Yet a Remarkable Medium—Hie 
Gift? Are Most Wonderful, Coming, 

as. He Thinks, From God.

portunity for tests, which have been ,her to-day that he would die suddenly 
made by Dr. A. C. White, the Rev. W. • • •■ .................

other big contracts of which he 
charge was the Eads Bridge at 
Louis.

Most Wonderful Man.
“Here,” said the minister, “his

THïNÎtBR'’
"■ «

The man who read? only one side of an ipip^rtant question, anchoring 
himself firmly there, refusing to look beyond the very limited horizon. 
that he has constructed for himself, is only half-developed, a lop-sided 
individual, and in some respects is a monstrosity.

This thought arises from a letter whic^ij we Received from a lady who 
did not want The Progressive Thinker, bfcausq there were at times se
rious controversies and disputations therein between master minds—she 
did not like controversy, poor woman, i>'ut piWerred, of course, to live 
in the little narrow horizon of her own ¿Sentai^superficiar sphere—only 
half-developed, a sort of intellectual an^spir^nal nondescript, dream
ing her life away outside of controversy,pud ..tiie" disputatious arising

SPIRIT RETURN IS THE COMMON HERITAGE 
OF. ALL, NO SPIRITUALIST CAMP-MEETING, 
NO SPIRITUALIST CIRCLE, NO OLUB, CULT OR 
SOCIETY OWNS IT EXCLUSIVELY, WHILE 
SPIRITUALISTS ARE DISCUSSING LEADING
QUESTIONS IN THE OPEN COURT, THE SPIRITS 
COME TO AN HUMBLE INDIVIDUAL OF THE 
CHURCH, AND CONDUCT HIM TO THE REALM

GUIDE AND DIRECT HIM IN THE RIGHT PATH. 
TO SAY THE LEAST, MR. CASE IS A REMARK
ABLE MAN, DEMONSTRATING THE FACT THAT, 
SPIRITS OAN AND DO COMMUNICATE WITH 
MORTALS, IN AND OUT OF THE CHURCH. AND

_ _ ALIZED, WILL INCORPORATE SPIRIT RETURN
OF SOULS, AND DEVELOP WITHIN HIM RE- IN THEIR CODE OF BELIEF. MEDIUMSHIP

menters for the gathering.
Scientists, have been mistaken and 

perhaps this Texan does not distinguish 
between the- native and foreign. Per
haps the. Patagonian ant is as much 
more “strenuous'1 than the Tex?s spe
cies, as a tiger is fiercer than a jack 
rabbit. Perhaps! And when these 
strenuous ants multiply, what Bhall be 
done with them?
. Most sapient scientists advised the 
importation of - the sparrow. These 
have become a pest a thousand fold 
more objectionable than the worms the 
sparrows were supposed to devour, but 
which they did not.

There cannot be a doubt that any of 
the cultivated toxins would kill a boll- 
weovil, at any'time of life, from the egg 
to the grey sinners that lay the eggs. 
Why not have the government send a 
squad of vivisection doctors into the 
cotton fields, and have every weevil 
given a dose? Some trouble! Yes, and 
bo it will be to send a battle-ship to 
Patagonia, and to nurse the red ants 
after they are turned loose in the 
South. Of the two it will be the least 
troublesome.

dur-
ing the summer season are the center 
of attraction, and are instrumental in 
doing a grand work. A report from 
one is a report of all, as the speakers 
and mediums in point of doing excellent 
work, are about the same. The camp 
represents what can be found in Chi
cago in any week of the year—eloquent 
speakers, first-class test mediums, spirit 
pictures of undoubted genuineness, 
trumpet mediums of a high order and of 
unquestionable honesty. Besides, the 
following interesting phenomena are tak
ing place in Chicago, not found at any 
camp-meeting: At the house of Mr. 
Thessman, clothing, neck-ties, money, 
etc., are being brought by the spirits. 
His little girl, while at school, had 
money placed by unseen hands on het- 
desk. In fact Chicago has all the phe
nomena presented at the camp-meet
ings, and more. It has a broader ex
panse of water; it has magnificent 
parks to charm the visitor, and its at
tractions are almost equivalent to a 
World’s Fair. But notwithstanding this 
fact Chicago has the kindest feeling to
wards all the camps and wishes them 
abundant success, and they are having 
it in all respects.

’ The Cause of Hot Weather.
A new lesson in biblical exegesis was 

given by DoyjJe to his flock in Zion 
City, on a recqnt Sunday.

He gave a new solution for the cause 
of warm weather, in hia sermon to the 
faithful. It is a solution that has es
caped the ken of the meteorologists 
and weather prognostica tors, and more 
wonderful still It has escaped the ken 
of Bible commentators and exegesists. 
And really our modern Elijah has more 
of a Bible foundation for his theory 
than many Bible expounders have for 
their dogmas of faith.

Listen! He said the humid and op
pressive heat was due to the presence 
in the air of millions of little devils, 
sent here by the evil one to annoy sin
ners.

The good spirits, the spirits of the up
per regions, he said, were chased away 
by the little devils until Christ rebukes 
the evil spirits and sends them to hell, 
thus permitting good spirits to return 
to the realm where they roam.

In substantiation of this claim, he 
pointed out Christ’s experience on Gali
lee. Christ rebuked the waves because 
the people were oppressed, and in so do
ing chased away the little devils who 
created the storm.

Dowie might have quoted in further 
confirmation of his theory what Paul 
wrote to the Ephesians, (chap. 2:2) 
about "“the prince of the power of the 
air,’’ etc., which prince is supposed to 
be the chief potentate ot all the little 
devils who make it hot for sinners not 
only here and now but also in the hot
ter climate they will find in the world 
to come. .

If the little devils can outdo Dowie in 
making it hot for those he classifies as 
sinners—verily, the poor sinners are to 
be commiserated.

therefrom. She is to be pitied. ’
“Is Spiritualism a Religion?” “The Great • Psychological Crime” 

Book, “The BlnqBook” and “Deception in Mediumship,” are questions 
that have FORCED THEMSELVES TO THE'FRONT in The Progress
ive Thinker, and DEMANDED A HEARING, pro arid con.

This paper is for brainy Spiritualists, for Spiritualists who want to 
hear AL^.SIDES OF A QUESTION, and who have analytical minds, 
and who are not anchored beyond removal on any question of import
ance, but who want the TRUTH, THE WHOLE TRUTH, AND NOTH
ING BUT THE'TRUTH. Those not in harmony with this standpoint, 
have no use for The Progressive Thinker.

“The Great Psychological Crime” book—:alas! how many thought it 
would injure Spiritualism, and The Progressive Thinker was roundly 
upbraided, seoldeiPand condemned for presenting it to. the public. In 
some respects the discussion of the nature of the book was composed of 
sharp-pointed arrows dipped in poison, wormwood, and gall; and many 
saw therein the ruin of our cause. But strange tb say, the clouds 
cleared awav, the lightnings ceased to flush and the thunders to. roar, 
AND FINALLY ALL WERE WILLING TO CONCEDE THAT GREAT 
GOOD HAD BEEN DONE TO THE CAUSE OF TRUTH BY THE DIS
CUSSION IN THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER; The controversy now. 
going on in reference to the Blue Book and the'materializing monstrosi
ties that dress themselves in artificial toggery and pretend to represent 
your angel friends, will no doubt, result in great good also.

When Spiritualists fully realize that there are two sides to spirit man
ifestations—one side beautiful, soul-elevating and in* all respects an
gelic; the other side dark, dismal, degrading and soul-destroying— 
when they realize that these two sides exist in perfect contrast in our 
ranks to-day, then they will be prepared for a discussion in regard to the 
Blue Book and deception as practiced by mortals and immortals. Here 
is a case in point, related by J. I. Hollingsworth: “While visiting the 
family of Mr. Clinton II. Sprinkle, in the adjoining town pf Berkley, W. 
Va., there was also visiting the family a trance and independent slate- 
writing medium from Baltimore, Md., Mr. Joseph Sewell, and at times 
when in a trance, his physical body would be taken possession of by hjs 
Indian guide, ‘Toby;’ and as soon as he would be in possession of Sew
ell’s body his Indian appetite would return to him and he would call for 
pound cake and whiskey, and upon it being given to him, would stay his 
enormous Indian appetite, at the expense of Sewell’s body, and when he 
Sewell would again get in possession of his physical body he would be 
in misery for several days. ” , ■

In the above we have the DARK SIDE of 'Spiritualism, while the 
ANGELIC SIDE ri nobly represented by hundreds of rostrum'speakers 
and honest mediums whose homes are heaven and whose lives are an
gelic. As Mr. Buchanan well says in New Thought:

“THE FIRST STEP LEADING TO THE SHRINE IS HONESTY. 
IN ITS HIGHEST MEANING HONESTY STANDS AS THE EX
PRESSION OF JUSTICE. THE WORLD NEEDS THIS PRINCIPLE 
MORE THAN ANY CREED. IN SO FAR AS MAN CULTIVATES 
HONEST Y HE BUILDS FOR GREATNESS. STRAIGHTFORWARD 
THOUGHT, COUPLED WITH A STRONG BRAIN, A DETERMINED 
WILL, AND ONENESS OF PURPOSE; WILL LEAD TO THE HIGH
EST ACHIEVEMENT. COMPROMISE WITH' DECEIT OR STRAT
AGEM WEAKENS THE WILL AND DESTROYS SELF-CONFI
DENCE. TO STAND FIRM UPON THE ¡SUMMIT OF TRUTH RE
QUIRES, STRENGTH OF CHARACTER AND' FAITH IN THE JUS
TICE OF LAW.” ,i. . , .

Toledo, Ohio., Aug. 1.—A cermon 
preached at the East Broadway United 
Brethren Church, Toledo,. Ohio, by its 
regular pastor, the Rev. W. C. Shupp, 
one of. the city’s moat substantial and 
conservative ministers, has created a 
tremendous sensation. His subject was : 
“Revelation From the, Lord Through’ 
Emest'Case.”

Case, It will be remembered, is the 
man whose spiritual visions' have 
startled press, pulpit -and public alike 
during the past several days. He said 
in part;

says he is always guided by two lights 
which lead him.

Decribed Heaven and Hell.
“He told many visions of heaven and 

revelations of hell. The latter place is 
where the victim is kept in constant 
terror ot some terrible danger. He re
ceives and translates wonderful mes
sages. He says—and I. am now con
vinced it is true—that God has selected 
this man of all to warn the world to re
pent.

“He told wonderful things of the plan
ets and their past, his ability to find 
that Bible surpasses all knowledge. He 
can read thé most abject stranger at
cnce through and through and has re
vealed Borne startling local.characters."

Pastor Shupp also stated, that he 
made a careful investigation of the 
man's early history and his every-day 
life. Case Is general foreman for the 
Massillon Bridge Company. Among“The vast panorama of heaven and 

hell God has permitted Ernest Case to 
gaze upon. I have tested this man in 
every conceivable manner. He never 
misses anything in general and ’seldom 
a minor detail. He is not a religious 
fanatic, and never took much interest 
In religion. His warnings from visions 
were terrible—horrible. He thoroughly 
destroys and precludes every argument 
that would indicate this phenomena 
could be attributed to any other than 
divine causes.

c Direct Messenger of God.
“I am forced to believe that God has 

drawn a veil over the five senses of this 
man temporarily and developed his spir
itual sense in such a manner that he 
speaks as the direct messenger from. 
God. I tested him, a plain, uneducated 
man, carefully. With eyes closed, bo ill 
he could not rise from his bed normally, 
I would cause the Bible to be removed 
from beneath his pillow and hidden in 
dark, out-of-the-way places. Suddenly, 
with eyes closed, he would point to me, 
or whoever took it, slowly rise, walk 
with eyes closed direct to where the 
Bible was hidden, seize it, mutter a 
prayer, then collapse.

“I am in a hard place this morning, 
but must do my duty. What I saw, 
wiTat others saw, we must believe. He 
can tell what arid who a visitor is as 
soon as he comes near the house. He 
read to me revelations of past lives of 
many whom he did not know till I 
begged ofzhim to desist.

“He is calm, cool and collected. He

The dark side of Spiritualism as represented”by fakes and the Blue 
Book, is the dishonest side, the side of trickdry,’¡Crookedness, deception 
and falsehood. The one who. gives a fake test, is a receiver of stolen 
•goods, and should be sent to tho penitentiary. '■ ■

“TILE MAN GIVEN TO LYING, TO TRICKERY, AND DECEP
TION DWINDLES AS TIME PASSES; THE LIAR IS DESTROYED 
BY HIS OWN LIES, THE TRICKSTER BY HIS OWN TRICKS,” 
hence it is only a question of time when such people will become spirit
ual dwarfs, for every evil act will brihgs its own punishment, even as 
one prominent speaker asserts, to the extent of ANNIHILATION.

“JUSTICE IS MORAL HEALTH, BRINGING HAPPINESS; 
WRONG IS MORAL DISEASE, BRINGING MORAL DEATH. ’ ’

That wrong—whatever its nature or kind—Which will bring moral 
death to an individual, will bring moral death eventually to any denom
ination, sect or cult, that says, “Let it alone; to continually expose it 
will injure our cause.” That is the word sent forth by many well- 
meaning Spiritualists. It gives fraud of all kinds condemnation, and 
then condemns those who have been deceived by fakes, for crying 
fraud.

. Is not “wrong” a moral disease, and is not any State Association in 
a bad way when it says unequivocally that you should on the rostrum 
make no reference to it, nor condemn it in the press, for fear that the 
trickery embraced in that moral disease will attract others in our ranks 
to practice fraud.

The State Association of New York, in giving expression to the wish 
that fakers he let entirely alone, forgot the fundamental fact that 
WEEDS UNMOLESTED WILL SPREAD RAPIDLY, and at the same 
time placed jts'elf in direct opposition to the State Association of Wash
ington.

A Wonderful Concession.
Now the announcement comes that

the pope has given consent for priests 
to wear beards. What a wondrous con
cession! It would be well if the same 
august personage would issue a bull al
lowing the same class of persons-to en
tertain an honest thought Instead, 
they expose themselves to expulsion 
from church, to death itself, and to the 
pains of hell forever, if they entertain 
an opinion contrary to the Bo-called 
Augustan creed.

And how much short of this is the 
fate of a Protestant who does not In
dorse the dogmas of, his church? A 
pure life does not count for anything in 
the absence of belief. Will it always 
be so?

Who Are Christians?
“These signs shall follow them that 

believe; in my name shall they cast out 
devils; they shall speak with new 
tongues; they shall take up serpents; 

' and if they drink any deadly thing, it 
shall not hurt them; they shall lay 

’ ’ “hands on the sick, and they shall re
cover.’’—Jesus—Mark 16:17, 18 and 19.

That is a test of Christian’ faith 
which is practical, and eta be depended 
upon. Dr. Isaac A. Estey, the well- 
known faith doctor of Maine, lately 
triedit He was not à Christian. It 
killed him! Who next will try? Are 
those, who refuse the test Infidels? 
That is-just the informatioa.we want

Yet Another Church.
Another church has been discovered, 

to add to the number. A cable dispatch 
to the Inter Ocean relates that the Brit
ish commissioners who have been in 
the interior for the demarcation of the 
boundary of British Guiana, met with 
some strange experiences.

At Roraima the commissioners found 
King Jeremiah had a church built, in 
which he conducted three times a day 
a curious service, attended by all the 
Indians in the vicinity.

Jeremiah, in his capacity of priest, 
robed himself in some ancient European 
garments and took up his position at 
the east end of the building, facing the 
worshipers, who all Jmelt devoutly.

The men occupied one side of the 
church and the women and children the 
other. The worshipers, unlike their 
priest, were entirely unclothed.

The service consisted of counting 
from one to ten and saying the alphabet 
in English, each being recited first by 
the priest and then repeated by the con
gregation.

Both having been gone through ten< 
times, the priest ran through a lot of 
names, among which Jesus Christ and 
God frequently occurred, thé congrega
tion reverently repeating these, also. 
Jeremiah cannot read or write, and 
teaches thé people nothing more than 
this curious ritual, but evidently he has 
considerable authority over his people, 
which he wields for good. • He pos
sesses three wives, many children, and 
three or four houses in different parts 
of the country.

Whether this peculiar church will find 
followers in our country may be doubt
ful, but their ritual and form of worship 
are scarcely less senseless and barren 
of uplifting spiritual tendency tnan the 
practices, methods and beliefs of inore 
pretentious churches of our land. Anri 
what shall we say of our “Holy Roll
ers,’’ etc., etc?

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200," etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov 
eminent. An important work. Paper, 
25 cents. -

, RESOLUTIONS.
At a meeting of the hoard of trustees of the .Washington State Spirit

ualist Association, held in the city of Seattle, Wash., the following pre
amble and resolutions were introduced and passed unanimously as their 
official attitude in the matter set forth in said resolutions, viz. :

Whereas, Spiritualism in its purity relates to, and dèals with the 
highest interests of humanity ; teaching and demonstrating the truth of 
the doctrine of a continued conscious existence after the change called 
death—and,

Whereas, There áre certain persons in our leading cities throughout 
our land, who advertise themselves as adherents and representatives of 
the movement known as Modern Spiritualism, but-who are simply prac
ticing upon the credulity and honesty of the general public, never iden
tifying themselves with any well organized movement among intelligent 
and conscientious Spiritualists—and, ïL>

Whereas, These well.known fakes and frauds often claim for them
selves, the protection of our laws, both in city and state, and thé pres
tige of well organized movements among our people, but who by decep
tion and charlatanry bring a most worthy cause into ill-reputé and mis
lead the public in its estimate of the basic principles of the philosophy 
of. Spiritualism. Therefore be it no n
; Resolved: 1. Thatthe Washington State-Spiritualist Association^ 
not in favor of making merchandise of the saqced gift of mediumship for 
sordid and personal considerations, but tjiafoall sp favored should re
gard as a solemn responsibility such spirituaLattainments, and shoulc 
use them for the upbuilding-of humanity, lim . 9

2. That we have no sympathy for, or connection? with, the many ad
vertising agencies, either in dur cities or state, purporting to be bona- 
fide representatives of Spiritualism, but who ¡ye sjjnply. impostors de-; 
eeiving the credulous and debasing a worthy causai to the level of the 
trickster for the purposes of gain and sordidjself-jnterest. -

á. That we will most heartily co-operateowithigie duly recognized 
authorities of our state, in preventing these imppstors from longer prey
ing upon the honest investigator of our phenomena.! and philosophy and 
beguiling the unwary into compensating them ¿for promises that cannot 
be kept and for Statements easily proven to bqîêalsctl

4. That as an Association, we desire to teach, the Truth, the whole 
Truth and nothing but the Truth, in relation to the philosophy and phe
nomena of Spiritualism and upon this foundationrwe place ourselves, 
confidently awaiting the just verdict of approval that the Truth ulti
mately secures. ■ ‘ : -

5. That one thousand copies of these resolutions be printed and is
sued to the general public, and all practical methods be employed to 
promulgate the statements and ttuths therein contained.

Signed : P. C. MILLS, President.
JULIAN SMITH, Secretary.

Washington State Spiritual Association.
Here we have a plea for honesty, for everything that is clean, pure, 

and uplifting. As thé immortal Ingersoll said, “Let us be honest.”

house the beoks had been removed. Hd 
then uttered a brief and inarticulate 
prayer and in each case fell over un
conscious. Removed to his bed and 
the Bible and Testament placed, under 
his pillow, he relapsed peacefully into 
the comatose condition.

He has traced with his fingers in the 
air several times as follows:. “Ernest ■ 
Case, died 27," and during a moment of 
consciousness this afternoon, told his 
wife than an angel would visit him to
morrow and inform him when he -was ta 
die. He described in detail.the manner 
of his death, which he says will not be 

' long delayed.
Case is 36 years old. He was born 

i -in Olentangy, Ohio. He is foreman of

ployers inform me that they were as
tounded at the work of the man. He 
bad under him about 150 of the hardest- 
men to control that were perhaps ever 
together on one piece of work. He had 
absolute control over them and never 
had occasion to reprimand them.

“But the most wonderful feature of 
this job was that, when the plans were 
shown him at the office, he looked them 
over carefully and never again referred 
4o them, not even footing up the long 
columns of measurements and adjust
ments. This all came to him in some 
unaccountable manner through the en
tire contract.—Chicago American.

a big bridge construction gang for the 
Massillon Bridge Company, and tins 
summer had charge of 150 men engaged 
in repairing the Eads bridge at St. 
Louis. He returned home ill, and the 
physician there said he had an abscess _ 
of the stomach. Doctors here said it 
was an ulcer of the stomach, and he lias 
been under constant medical trtatmenr. 
He was in bed about a month, but re
covered partially and went into tne 
trance on Thursday last while Bitting 
beside the Bed of his wife, who had 
been attending him.

Mrs. Case is a very intelligent wo
man, the daughter of Superintendent 
Robert Swede of the Massillon Bridge 
Company. She does not attempt to ex
plain her husband’s condition. Sha 
says he was no believer in the supernat
ural, but hard-working, honest, intelli
gent man and a member of the United

Ernest Case of No 1209 Greenwood 
avenue, Toledo, Ohio has been in con
dition of trance for six days and can 
only find relief from pain by having his 
Bible and Testament under hia pillow 
all the time. The family has given op-

both clergymen and physicians make 
tests of his condition and ot his peculiar 
trend to the Bibles under his pillow and 
with unvarying result.

The patient takes no nourishment, 
and at long intervals lias moments of 
semi-consciousness, when his wife con
trives to converse with him. He told

C. Shupe of the East Broadway United 
Brethren Church, and local newspaper 
men.

In every case after the books were re
moved from under the pillow Case 
roused from his stupor as If in pain, 
pointed an accusing finger at his wife 
and went painfully and with difficulty, 
but directly, to whatever place In the

and while reclining in her arms, but 
that the exact date would not be re
vealed until to-morrow. He takes no 
onurishment whatever , and seems to 
need none. He experiences pain only 
when the Bible and Testament are re
moved, and then is seized with some
thing resembling spasms He will ba 
closely watched to-day for the visitation 
of the angel.—New York Press. ■»

Meat and Milk.
To the Editor:—I do not want to miss 

any number of The Progressive Think
er, as 1 am practically a reading Spirit
ualist, and have never witnessed but 
little of the phenomena. I can read of 
much that has been builded, and much 
that Is torn down—the pros and cons; 
“The. Great Psychological Crime,” and ] 
some that support it, while many long- 
experienced and reliable mediums that 
condemn it; Blue Book and the variety - 
of opinions on other subjects, that ‘ 
sometimes I don’t know “where I am 
at”; but all die, and do our good friends 
live after death? It does seem that the 
real thing, must continue, and if the the
ory and fact of spirit return is true and 
tho experiences of H. W. Beecher and 
Carlyle Petersilea are correct, that tes
timony settles the whole question, and 
this wordy wrangle is a superfluity.

I enjoyed the messages published in 
The Progressive Thinker from H. W. 
Beecher, through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea, very much; there 
was so much of Beecher in them; hav
ing read years ago Beecher’s Thursday 
lecture talks, published weekly in the 
New York Independent. It helped 
strengthen my opinion of their genuine
ness. Could I have my preferences I 
would have more of the “genuine stuff” 
—that right from headquarters if it can 
be obtained through good, reliable me
diums, than the vaporings and specula
tions of theorists. • Information and 
facts are what is wantea concerning a 
condition that must be met by all, and 
modern up-to-date methods, conditions 
and facts are what is wanted. Conse
quently I read all communications from 
the other life, and learn all I can, digest 
and utilize what seems probable, and 
am interested in all such, and if they 
are the real thing, then we have some
thing to tie to. H. NETTERTON.

Our friend must recognize the great 
fact that agitation of thought Is the 
forerunner and cause of mental and 
spiritual growth. Without agitation of 
thought the mind becomes stagnant— 
agitation is necessary to mental health. 
The mind, like the body, must have ex
ercise, to maintain a normal state and 
proper standard of attainment and ex
cellence.

Furthermore the reading of the pros 
and cons, looking at both sides and ev
ery side of a subject, and weighing the 
views of variant thinkers, broadens 
one’s mind and cultivates a philosophic 
disposition and a.fyabit of careful judg
ment. ■

Readers of The Progressive Thinker 
can never become mentally torpid, nor 
lose their minds’ faculties because ot 
disuse—as is the law of evolution in an
imal being.

It will be the work of The Progress
ive Thinker-to agitate not merely the 
shallow surface of mentality, but to stir 
the depths of our readers’ spiritual na
tures, .that there may be a healthy de
velopment in all things that go to make 
well-rounded character in all the essen
tials of true manhood and womanhood 
as related, to this present life and the 
higher spirit realm. ' z

To this end there must be variety of 
mental pabulum, to meet the varied 
wants of individual readers—meat for 
the strong, milk for babes.

The Open Court affords an excellent opportu- 
nitylbr the free expression of opinion on4b®'%- 
part of Spiritualists. Here is a venerable Spir
itualist, Dr. Schellhous, a man of large and va- . 
ried experience, of great scientific knowledge, 
who feels thankful that the Open Court has been 
instituted, and is now in session, discussing im
portant questions. Those who are opposed to , 
a free and open discussion as manifested in the 
Open Court, better go and join the Catholic 
Church, where rottenness is never‘allowed to be 
aired; where evil doings are carefully concealed; 
where free ‘criticism is not tolerated. If the 
Catholic Church would allow an Open Court in 
its organs, and permit its members to read free- 
thought literature, it would not survive six 
month. We will never follow in the footsteps 
of that chui ch, but will allow the freest discus
sion in the Open Court, that will still remain in 
session a short time only, and Truth will come 
out uppermost, and honest mediums will rejoice, 
and Spiritualism will advance.

To the Editor:—You have wisely in- lators. who made it their special bust.
stituted an Open Court in your LIVELY 
AND EXCELLENT PAPER that prom
ises to clear the spiritual atmosphere 
that is vitiated by fraud—“a consumma- 
tion most devoutly to -be wished.”

I have been a silent but interested 
spectator, and now I wish to come os a 
witness to the fact of materialization 
with which so much of fraud is 
charged. I have been a witness to 
these manifestations in W. W. Aber’s 
seances, attending every one for more 
than three years, nearly two in Spring 
Hill, and the otners in Kansas City. Mo. 
I speak of Mr. Aber’s seances because 
I know , of them by experience, though 
I have no doubt there are other medi
ums equally as nonest and productice of 
as good results.

I was acquainted with Prof. Denton 
in earth life, and it was by his request 
.that I should be present as a permanent 
member of the Intellectual seances. 
(See Beyond the Vail, par 392 (a) and 
(b).) For this reason and the expressed 
desire of Dr. Reed, I have attended 
these seances.

In them I have met more than a thou
sand visitors, among whom were physi
cians, lawyers, judges, editors and legis-

ness to investigate the phenomena, the 
medium cheerfully submitting to the 
tests required by them; and not one left 
without expressing his satisfaction in 
regard to the genuineness of the mate
rializations they witnessed.

I have seen many thousands of mate
rialized spirit forms who were recog
nized by the visitors, and with whom 
they conversed; though a few at their 
first seance were unable to recognize 
their spirit friendg, but were more suc
cessful afterwards. I have freely given 
my attendance at these seances at my 
own expense, and without asking or re
ceiving a single cent The subject is so 
vast in significance and interest that I 
gladly give my time and attention to it.

In regard to fraud in materialization, 
nothing can be simulated without dis
guises and confederates which can sure
ly be detected by an ordinary observer. 
It is true, that conditions must be 
right; they are means, and can be pre
served or vitiated by mental, as well as 
by physical causes. I hope the Open 
Court will cleanse the “Augean Sta
bles”—a service of inestimable value to 
the cause of Spiritualism.

E. J. SCHELLHOUS.

"Child Culture, According to the 
'Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion." By Newton N. 
Riddell- A most excellent work for all 
who have the earo or training ot chil
dren. Price 65 cents.

"Handy Electrical Dictionary." A 
practlcnl handbook of reference, con
taining definitions ot every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price 35 cents.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb.' Excellent- in spiritual 
suggestlveness. Cloth, $1.50.

APPROVING WORDS FROM MASSACHUSETTS.
To the Editor: I must express my opinion to you. I wish to say that 

Sar’gis’ articles alone are worth ten times the price of the paper, which 
alone ri grand, and the price too low for value received.

Provincetown, Mass. • DAVID P. COOK. .

1 choose the nobler part of Emerson,. Better than councils, better than sen. 
when, alter various dlsenchantments, mons, better than Parliament, Is that 
he exclaims: “I covet truth.” Theglad- free discussion through a free press, 
ness of true heroism visits the heart of which is the fittest instrument for th« 
him who is really competent to say this, discovery of truth and the most effect- 
—John Tyndall. ual means of preserving it—J. Anthony

The highest honor we eta pay to Froude. A.,_,
truth is to show our confidence in it, What is fanaticism to-day Is the fash, 
and our desire to have it sifted and an- ionable creed to-morrow, and trite as 
■alyzed by how rough a process soever, the multiplication table a week alter.—« 
—Dr, Robert Taylor. mmi™,Wendell Phillips.
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©ut Eclectic Æagajine. Ube Cream of tbe Secular 
anb Spiritualist Jbress

IT IS REFRESHING TO KNOW THAT WON
DERFUL SPIRIT MANIFESTATIONS, UNDER 
STRICT TEST CONDITIONS, ARE OCCURRING IN 
THE OLD WORLD. AT MILAN, ITALY, THE SO
CIETY OF PSYCHICAL STUDIES ARE EXPERI
MENTING WITH THE AUSTRALIAN MEDIUM, 
MR- BAILEY, WITH THE MOST SATISFACTORY 
RESULTS. UNATTENDED, HE WILL GO INTO 
ANY HOUSE THAT A" COMMITTEE MAY SE
LECT, AND SUBMIT TO ANY TEST WHICH THE 
HUMAN MIND CAN INVENT. IT IS INDEED RE
FRESHING TO FIND SUCH A MEDIUM. IF IN 

‘ TUTS COUNTRY, HE WOULD SOON CAPTURE 
BROTHER HALE’S $1,000, AND THEREBY WIN A 
GLORIOUS VICTORY FOR SPIRITUALISM. MR. 
BAILEY’S CAREER HAS BEEN MOST REMARK
ABLE AND WE HOPE SOMETIME TO CHRON
ICLE HIS APPEARANCE IN THIS COUNTRY.-

(Translated-from “Luee c Onibra.”)
The Society of Psychical Studies at Milan have end

ed their experiments with the medium Bailey—-exper
iments which’ caused, before and during their prog
ress, so lively-an interest in all who are interested in 
psychical studies.

Bailey came to us from Australia, preceded by an 
extraordinary reputation; and the nature bf the phe
nomena attributed to his mediumship left us per
plexed and hesitating, although they were attested by 
superior and cultured persons. Well, taking into.ac
count the change of surroundings and the short time 
accorded to the investigation in Milan, we may say 
that the reality and the characteristic features of his 
phenomena as recorded, have not been contradicted 
by our own experiences.

■ For the scientific value of investigation a more 
complete control might have been desirable. The im
possibility of imposing conditions on these phenom
ena has always .been deplored by all serious experi
menters. But at the same time we are forced to ac-

symptoms of trance, without falling into trance com
pletely. .. Signed:

DOCTOR FRANCESCO FERRARI, 
ANGELO MARZORATI, 
ANTONIO PIRLA. .

On April 21, towards eight o’clock in the evening, I 
was in iny study, standing in front of a closed win- 

_dow. Bailey was before me—to my right, at about 
one metre (three feet) from me. While we spoke 
with one another I watched him closely, and in such a 
way that not a movement eseaped me. All at once 
(nothing in our conversation could have suggested 
such an effect), in broad daylight, there fell, between 
me and the window, an object which, at first sight, ap
peared to be a plaster, and which, picked up and ex
amined, was found, in reality, to be a parchment fold
ed in four, with evident signs of great'antiquity. I 
had the impression of something being formed there, 
beforeuje^dn a level with my chest, and the object, in 
falling, took a direction which started from my left 
hand, that is to say, on the oppsite side to where the 
me'dium was standing. The parchment folded in 
four, was as though pasted together in reddish-col- 
,ored sand, which seemed to have filtered into the folds 
bf the parchment, and proved, consequently, that it 
had be.en in this state for a long time.

This object has not yet been opened, for this opera
tion necessitates special precautions; it ought to be 
done in the presence of professionals, who may be able 
to establish the authenticity of the document. In the 
next number we will reproduce the contents, if—as 
the entities speaking through the medium affirm—the 
document really bears symbols and hieroglyphicchar- 
acters.

When it is folded the parchment measures twenty- 
two by eight centimetres, and appears to be made of 
goat’s skin.

promised for the.^iext,(sitting. “Abdul” asked for 
darkness, then for the red light, and those present ob
served in his left’hand'a small bird’s nest, about 2^ 
inches in diamete^'and'x1^ inches deep, woven out of 
small'straws or giaHs ttems, mixed with tufts of cot
ton. Three gentlejnen.jascertained that the nest was 
warm to the toucly jt contained a small egg, the size 
of a hazel nut, which the medium took between his 
fingers and showed to the company. Tlie control ex
plained that it was theAiest of the “munia”—a little 
white Australian bird, known also in India.

The nest having been placed on the table-cover, an
other personality, came and spoke for twenty min
utes; then “Adbul”'returned, and, thinking that the 
egg might better be hatched than destroyed, took 
away the apport. “Dr. Robinson” came and spoke 
of the great value of Bailey’s mediumship, and on the 
reality of the spirit world as a higher and more stable 
expression of the human personality. The report of 
this sitting is signed by the seven members of the com
mittee.
. At the third, sitting, Friday, March 4, after similar 
preliminaries the search’being a very careful one, 
with not the slightest trace, of the presence of any hid
den object, “Abdul” came and announced that “Pro
fessor Robinson” had gone to Babylonia to bring an 
inscribed tablet.; that. “Professor Denton” and the 
Indian, “Selim,” were present. He asked for dark
ness, saying that “ Selim” would bring twelve small 
precious stones, uncut,- from his own country in the 
Himalaya mountains. .
j. Darkness being produced, a greenish, light was ob
served moving abp.ut, brighter and farther from the 
medium than the one seen on the last occasion. - “Ab-

knowledge that it would be absurd to claim the right 
to impose conditions on phenomena of whose nature 
and laws we know nothing. Everyone knows to what 
patient and minute observations we owe the greater 
part of our discoveries, and the savant’s art does not 
consist in a preconceived method, but in making the 
best possible observations according to the nature of 
the’experimental phenomena. .

The committee had decided to proceed with meth
od, and to divide its work into three periods:

1. Experiments limited to members of the commit
tee in order to constitute a stable center; and to form 
a just notion of the medium’s power.

2. Afterwards to proceed to the invitation of emi
nent personalities and those belonging to the press.

3. To admit, in the last place, after proportional 
contribution and on recommendation by a member of 
the society . 'Jteurs of these researches.

In order to carry out this programme, the commit
tee thought it would require at least three months, 
which is even too short a time, if we remember that 
the medium could only give two seances a week.

The Societies of Psychical Studies at Milan had, in 
a series of preceding experiments, adopted a method 
of very severe control, with a system of binding which 
resulted from long previous experience, and which 

■ put the medium under absolute conditions of control.. 
'Li Now, at the first seance, at happened that thih ’meth

od was of no use, for Bailey’s mediumship was pre
sented with features altogether different from those 
of other mediums with whom the society has experi
mented. The personalities which manifested through 
his mediumship (and there were many in the course 
of each seance), presented diverse features, which ne
cessitated full liberty of movement; from the sacred 
orator who spoke with much gesticulation, as though 
before a tribunal, to the Indian who, in order to ex
press his characteristics, required a table and a fan, 
to the brigand, who simulated assaults and battles 
with a startling realism. Even the apports, which 
consisted of fragile articles, such as eggs, birds, clay 
tablets, by the way in which they arrived, required 
the free use of the medium’s hands. Therefore we 
were obliged to follow other methods; and the first 
three seances, in which impromptu control only was 
possible, had, for the committee, a relative value only.

At the fourth seance Bailey declared that he could 
not work for us for more than two months, inclusive 
of the days of rest which the committee had deemed 
proper to accord him after his long .journey.’ „The 
work, consequently, would have been much reduced, 
and the order of experiments changed, as, from the 
outset, the personalities manifesting through the me
dium; insisted on having a larger number of specta
tors, and particularly of ladies; the latter constituting 
—said the personalities—a necessary element for the 
formation of good “fluid.” But we accorded this 
concession very tardily, and with much regret, and 
only on trial, because the statutes of the society op
posed it. The medium insisted very much on having 
music and singing, in order to provoke a harmonious 
direction of thought. But this was not accorded him.

At the fourth seance the committee considered they 
had found the best mode of control compatible with 
the exigencies of the medium. They issued invitations; 
and the circle was now composed of persons who were 
not au eourant (accustomed to these phenomena), and 
who were renewed at each seance. Under these con
ditions of constantly changing elements the circle be
came very difficult to manage, and the phenomena ap
peared to diminish in intensity.

The following are the names of-the members of the 
committee: Baceigaluppi, Angelo, merchantj'Brioschi 
Achille, manufacturer; Clerieetti, Emilio, doctor; Ci
priani, Oreste, writer; Ferrari, Francesco, doctor.; 
Marzorati, Angelo, writer; Odorico, Odorico, engin
eer: Redacili, Giacomo, secretary for the society; 
Griffini, Eugenio, doctor of law, and professor of lan
guages.

The Seance Room.
The room is rectangular (5m.40 long, 3m.55 wide, 

3m.65 high). < At the'far.end is a large bay window, 
without curtains. The medium’s chair is before a 
small table,

In front of the medium is a net, curtain, running 
right across the room, and capable of being raised and 
lowered—from the ceiling to the floor—as a theatre 
curtain. This curtain is fixed everywhere, so that 
once lowered the medium is isolated, and can hold no 
communication with anyone. The mesh is but two 
centimetres in diameter. There is only one door in 
the room—at the end opposite to the medium’s chair. 
A small alcove is near thp-door, which serves as a de
pository for garments, etc., (sitters’ garments).

Two groups1 of electric lights are suspended from 
the ceiling; one is at one side of the netting, in the 
part of the room reserved for the sitters; the other 
is in the part reserved for the medium. The first has 
one bright red and two white lamps, the second one 
dull red lamp and the white lamp of opaque glass.- 
The switches are in the alcove, and one of the sitters 
has the special mission to look after and’work the 
lights. Each lamp is independent, so that we can 
have every gradation of light.

Ih front of the medium, at about one metre’s dis
tance from the netting, four rows of chairs are ar
ranged for the sitters. In an angle to the left, at a 
height of two metres from the ground, is a ventilator 
in case the heat should make its use necessary...

The Medium’s Dress.
. At the third seance, a sack was given to the medi
um. and also for all the succeeding seances except one 
and the, three last, in which (the three last) no phe
nomena were forthcoming, as it- was--known there 
would be none. * * * Before examining the room we 
proceeded to examine the medium. We took off his 
jacket, we kept it in a safe place during the seance, 
and his pockets were thoroughly searched and emp
tied. The search on his body was conducted by thor
ough and strong pressure everywhere, special atten
tion being paid to parts where objects might be con
cealed. The medium changed his boots and socks, 
and insisted that the examination should be carefully 
and minutely made.

The sack, with sleeves, was made of thin black sat
in ; it was fastened very exactly at the neck and wrists 
.with small running cords. The three cords wefe tied 
and sealed with the society’s seal.

The curtain is lowered and the seance begins. In 
the next number we will publish the result.

A. MARZORATI.

The follgwhig is a summary of the official account 
of the first three sittings with Mr. Bailey, the cele
brated Australian medium, conducted by a committee 
appointed by. the Milan Society for Psychical Studies. 
The committee consisted of seven gentlemen, includ
ing doctors, an engineer, and others of scientific at
tainments. On one occasion three other gentlemen 
were present by invitation.

The first fitting, held on Friday, February 26, was 
a preliminary one, and the phenomena consisted mere
ly in speeches by the controls.

At the second sitting, on Tuesday, March 1, the 
doors -being locked, and the room illuminated by a 
dull red lamp, the medium went into trance, and the 
control asked that he be searched. His coat, vest and 
shoes having been removed, one of the committee 
passed his hand carefully over the medium’s body, 
with firm pressure, while others examined the con
tents of his pockets. His garments were' then re
placed, and the company were asked to'seat them
selves in a semi-circle, about two yards from the me
dium. The control suggested that the medium should 
be enveloped in a bag with sleeves, leaving his hands 
alone projecting, and free. {This suggestion was re
newed at the third sitting,' because the removal of his 
clothes cluring the search made the medium feel the 
cold painfully. On the latter occasion it is stated that 
this first control, who superintended the, preliminary 
arrangements, was “Dr. Whitcombe.”)* The control 
asked that strict attention be paid to requests as to

dul” spoke in an unknown tongue to “Selim,” and in 
broken English to “Professor Denton,’’who, it was ex
plained, was represented by tho light. At one time 
the light rose nearly to the ceiling of the room, which 
was twelve feet high; the control asked “Denton” to 
come down and the light descended on the table, cov
ered with a cloth, which stood-in front of the medium. 
The light was round, or egg shaped, about four inches 
across, but now changed to a streak about eight 
inches long by one inch across. The medium asked 
if those present saw “Denton’s” hand. They said 
“No,;“ then the streak seemed to condense to form a 
rude figure of a hand with fore-finger extended; this 
was observed by all present. The luminosity then 
disappeared, and the control asked for. the red light, 
and showed some small stones on the Japanese fan 
which lay on the table, front'which he caused them to 
patter down without touching them with his hand, 
onto a sheet of paper, which he laid down on the floor 
to his right. After the seance there were found to 
be eleven small stones, which, on examination by an 
expert, proved to be genuine rubies. (A photograph 
of the stones is given.) 7

“Professor Denton” <then announced himself, and 
said that the room-was not sufficiently well ventilated, 
which was indispensable for the production -of spirit 
phenomena. Then he spoke of the intended apport, 
saying that although , thousands of tablets had been 
discovered, there were 'As many more not yet found; 
in Melbourne there were hundreds of tablets which 
had. been brought' by Spirit agency, and which had 
been found to be different from any yet dug up. He 
explained what the tablets were, and said they must 
beware of preconceived-notions as to the possibility of 
matter passing through matter. After a time a smart 
thud wgs. heard as though a stone had been carelessly 
flung on the table, and when light was obtained a tab
let was found,¿still .enveloped in a hard coating of 
sand. Directions'Were given by “Professor-Robin
son” as to its being carefully cleaned, and how this 
best could be done, after it had been dried, by two or 
three-days’ exposure to the air; but now the Professor 
stood up, and delivered a lecture on the tablet, going 
through the motions of carefully examining the writ
ing, stopping to pick and blow away particles of dirt 
(the coating, however, was not really disturbed) and 
translating the inscription, saying it was in commemo
ration of an expedition by Sargon the Second, in the 
eighth century B. C. (A photograph of the tablet is 
given, taken after it had been cleaned, and showing 
the cuneiform characters.)

Another control, named Abdallah, sang a Bengali 
song, some questions were asked and answered, and 
the sitting closed. .

The account of the fourth seance is not given in this 
number. A note at the end states that Mr. Bailey 
left Italy rather unexpectedly, on account of his 
health, after two sittings at Rome, of which only the 
first gave apprecikfile'fesultS.',s Some disappointment 
is expressed, as it was hoped that the results there 
and elsewhere would have supplemented - those ob
tained at Milan, which are spoken of as only of “com
parative” value.

denly disappeared and vaished from the hand, with
out removal or flight of any kind.

Order being reestablished, “Selim” asked for a bot
tle of water,, and said he had planted a seed in the 
soil (already prepared in the flower-pot and ascer
tained to be pure) and would make it grow little by 
little; the plant was to be placed by those present in 
tlie wall-cupboard, and not touched until the next sit
ting, during which he would cause it to grow again to 
a considerable height. Darkness was requested for 
some minutes; during which nothing was observed ex
cept that “Selim” took leave and announced the ar
rival of “Denton.” On the red light being turned on, 
the medium raised the handkerchief, and all observed 
a seedling about three-quarters of an inch high, which 
had sprouted from the seed placed in the earth by 
“Selim.”

“Denton” then gave an address on the various 
spheres into which the spirit world was divided; then 
“Abdallah” sang some verses, and “Selim” came 
again, promising “a plenty of birds” for another 
time. He again raised the handkerchief which cov
ered the pot, and the plant was found to have grown, 
in about forty minutes since the last observation, to a 
height bf ever three inches with proportional develop
ment of leaves, which were five in number, of a dark 
shiny green, the largest being about two inches long 
by an inch wide. There was also a bud.
“Selim” promised to bring at the next sitting some 
mango seeds which would be planted by Dr. Clerieetti 
and caused to grow during the sitting; some would 
put forth roots, others a small stalk.

The fifth sitting was held on Friday, March 11. 
The medium took off his coat and was searched by re
peated pressure of the hands of several persons; the 
bag was then put on and sealed. The net was let 
down, and only raised at intervals to permit of ob
jects being passed to and fro. After “Professor Den
ton” had spoken a few words, a Hindoo control asked 
for the fan, the flower-pot, and a cage. The pot was 
taken from the cupboard in which it had been shut up 
and sealed at the last sitting, and handed to the me
dium without lifting the handkerchief. The cage was 
also passed to the medium by raising the net.

After darkness, during which the Hindoo said he 
had received a bird and nest, the red light was turned 
on, and all present observed a little bird asleep on a 
nest in the hand of the medium. The control, in reply 
to questions, said that the bird belonged to the munia 
family, and another Hindoo control gave directions 
as to how the birds were to be fed and kept alive in 
the cage. “Denton” then spoke for fifteen minutes 
in defense of Spiritualism.

The medium was heard to breathe laboriously for a 
few seconds, and then a sharp blow was heard by all, 
as of something falling. The Hindoo explained that 
it was a mango seed, and promised that he would ma
terialize, turban and. all, at a future seance. The nest 
and cage, with the bird, were passed under the net 

-and examined, then returned to the medium. Then 
the mango seed was passed under the net to Signor 
.Cipriani, who was asked to examine it without cutting 
or injury, and to keep it by him until the' following 
Friday.

“Abdallah” then came and requested .for the next 
sitting a small basket and a pot of larger size than had 
been previously furnished, for the mango plant which 
would be grown from the seed now received. “Ab
dallah” said that at a future sitting “Dr. Robinsort” 
would speak about ancient Assyrian coins, and then 
asked for darkness. Those present asked the control 
to choose for apport some object or animals not exist
ing in Italy; he replied that he could bring a small 
tiger or a cobra, on condition that the medium was 
not to be told, otherwise he would refuse to continue 
the seances.

On the red light being turned on, it was observed 
that the plant had grown about twice the size it was 
at the end of the previous sitting, that is, about six 
inches in height. As there was no basket, the control 
asked for a newspaper to cover the pot and plant. 
The paper was furnished by Signor Cipriani, and 
passed under the net to the medium, who enveloped 
the pot completely in it. For the next sitting, he 
asked for a hen’s egg on a small plate, and a piece of 
ribbon, saying that he would perform a feat ofrthe 
Yogis of India, that of making the ribbon enter the 
egg without breaking the shell. Another control re
marked that the phenomena were increasing in im
portance, although slowly.—Light, London, Eng.

Her reply to Vanin! was ,with pincera 
to tear out hfs tongue by the roots, She 
answered Galileo with tho dungeon. Bha 
met Savonarola and Bruno, and tens ol 
thousands of others, with the fierce ar< 
Sument. of ilio. For tills Jine of argu« 
meat she has the same sanction now as 
when she used it so ruthlessly, Tho 
one set of orthodoxlste have an infal
lible church, the other an infallible 

P^aSue on both their houses."
—Saladin In Agnostic Journal.

REMARKABLE INVENTION
'AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE

STORES EYESIGHT.

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
Ting Instrument is in the form of a 

pocket battery, which the inventors 
}>ave Patented and which they call “Ac
una, a word which is their trade mark 
and owned by them.

In the treatment of eye diseases tlie 
Inventors of “Actina” claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging tlie eye for' 

any form of disease, 
cataracts, pterygiums 
and other abnormal 

f growths can be re
moved and weakened 
vision restored by the 

„ new and more humane 
method. If this is a fact, there will be 
no need to go blind or to wear ■ spec
tacles. “Actina" has been tested in 
hundreds of cases and has effected mar
velous cures. So confident are the in
ventors that this device is an article ot 
great merit that they give an absolutely 
free trial. They want every one iner- 
ested to make a thorough investigation 
and a personal test of the “Actina.” As 
it is sent on trial postpaid, any person 
can give it this test.

They issue a book ot 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
tells all about “Actina,” the diseases It 
will cure, what others think of it, what 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and It is sent absolutely free upon re
quest. This book should be in the li
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. TR, 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address 0 

DRi BYE, Broadwayt Kansas City, Mo.

Th» above in the number ot the pres
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at tho top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap- 
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
youf subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad%_ 
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.-

Spontaneous Phenomena.
Let us give here the particulars of two phenomena 

which took place out of seance hours, without attribu
ting to them more value than to facts attested by in
dividualwitnesses.

We ought to add that other similar phenomena 
were obtained under analogous conditions in Dr. C.’s 
study at Sydney, and in Mr. Smith’s office at Mel
bourne.

On Mnrch 5, towards eight o’clock in the evening, 
while the members of the committee were still at 
table, towards tbe close of the repast, and tbe medium 
standing up reading a newspaper, there fell violently 
on the table, under a vivid gaslight, a kind of stone. 
.Upon examination it was found to be a small clay tab
let, covered with a thick coating of sand, which we 
¡were obliged to scrape off with a spatula. This tab
let fell in front of the medium, and on to the news
paper which he was reading; in its fall it broke a 

‘ glass. The undersigned, present at this phenomena, 
believe the. possibility of direct action on the part of 
the medium must be excluded. At the moment of the 
©pport, the medium turned slightly pale, and showed

light, and stated that female'influence was of value 
among the sitters, but that persons-of advanced years 
were not so suitable. ' . V v

“Abdul” was theiiext control, and spoke in broken 
English, with Hindostani phrases, which he explained 
in English. He requested that the light should be put 
out, and after a long wait, first some, then all, of the 
sitters saw a vague, uncertain phosphorescent , light, 
that approached and retreated from them, and placed 
itself on the level of the table; its'movements were ir
regular, following a zigzag line, with sudden starts 
and jerks. ■ Three of the sitters were uhder the im
pression that the light approached quite near, almost 
toucliing them ; whereas to another it appeared never 
to move further than about a yard away from the me
dium.

The form of this faint greenish light, during the ap
pearance of which the medium clapped his hands to 
show that they were free, varied considerably, as did 
also the strength of it, which never surpassed that of 
an exceedingly faint phosphorescence, disappearing 
and reappearing several times. Writing was obtained 
from “Professor Denton,” and “Mr. White" spoke 
and recited some verses. ■ • . 0

“Abdul” now returned, and asked for a table-cloth 
and a fan. The former was provided, and the fan

At the fourth sitting, the committee, who had come 
to the conclusion that the character of the phenomena 
displayed “did not lend itself to those direct proofs 
wihch would serve to establish the nature of the phe
nomena according to known scientific laws," decided 
to confine themselves to a statement of the facts under 
such test conditions as were possible.

The medium- was brought into the room, which was 
fully illuminated with white light, and the door was 
at once locked. The medium was completely envel
oped in a sleeved bag, having only three openings for 
the head and hands, which alone remained outside the 
bag; these openings-, were carefully tied and sealed. 
The first entity who controlled the medium said that 
the atmospheric conditions were not satisfactory, and 
that no great results were to be expected. He asked 
that the bag be used at every seance, to aVoid the 
trouble and delay ¡of searching the medium.

The Hindoo “Sblim”-asked if the flower-pot, asked 
for on the previous occasion, was ready; there.,was, 
some disturbance tin getting it, and it was requ&tbd 
that in future everything should be kept in readmess, 
to avoid “breakingrthei chain.” The flower-pot, 
filled with soil, was placedbn the table ih front of 
the medium who examined it. The control said he 
was planting-a seed ofrthe bo-tree, and asked for a 
handkerchief to cover'it with.

“ ‘ Selim ’ • now ’risked' for darkness for an instant, 
then for the red light. ’ Dr. Clerieetti, who was one of 
those nearest the sfecdiiiii, rose at a sign from the lat
ter, and, approaching,'^observed projecting from the 
closed right hand’ibf ffife medium the dark, almost 
black head of a little Ififd, which seemed warm to the 
touch. He also observed that the movement of its 
eyes gave an indubitafilfe sign of life. From another 
part of the same hand there issued from under the 
fingers a little black wing marked with yellow. The 
room was illuminated with bright red light. At this 
moment one of the sitters, at the request of others, 
opened the door to put but the light in the ante-room, 
which had been left’ on by forgetfulness, and which 
shone through the ventilators of the door. The me
dium started irritably on his chair, with some impa
tient words, then settled himself again so as td turn 
his back to the light ¿nd the door, which was not open 
more than fifteen seconds. Dr. Clerieetti asserts that 
at the instant of thednerease of light, and during sev
eral seconds, the bird, which while'still in the medi
um’s hand, had been constantly watched by him, sud

HYPNOTIC TRANCE WAS AN ACCIDENT.
Isabelle Gilbert of Denver, who is the only woman 

manager Pueblo’s summer resort theaters at Lake 
Minnequa have'seen, was in a serious condition yes
terday afternoon, due to hypnotism. For six hours 
she remained as if dead, and all efforts of physicians 
and members of the company to awaken her proved 
fruitless. The resort is some distance from the city 
and for a while there was a small-sized panic among 
the women of the company and employes of the park 
in an effort to summon medical assistance.

Miss Gilbert had a sick headache yesterday morn
ing, due to her work in putting on “The Two Or
phans.” She has been overworked during the sum
mer and is suffering from neurasthenia. She was ly
ing on a couch after lunch when she asked a member 
of the-company, Harry Wilsorf^ to rub her head. She 
had not suspected before that she was such a hypnotic 
subject, but she fell into a deep sleep. Mr. Wilson is 
not supposed to be a hypnotist. The doctors think 
her case is a strange one. After six hours’ sleep Miss 
Gilbert was awakened by Mr. Wilson lightly touching 
her head.—Denver (Col.) News.

THE VALUE AND POWER OF CONCENTRATION.
- The .value-and power of concentration [Light, Lon
don], are strikingly illustrated in a story lately told 
by Colonel Olcott respecting Sir Edwin Arnold, who 
told him that one of the most touching parts of “The 
Light of Asia” was written in a compartment of a 
railway carriage, in the company of salesmen belong
ing to,Billingsgate market,who were loudly discussing 
the price of fish. But perhaps the contrast helped 
him. Is it not a fact that some of the most pathetic 
songs about home have been written by wanderers, 
and that some of the loveliest descriptions of natural 
beauty have been penned in attics and in city streets ?

A SERIOUS CHARGE.
“I charge the church with making millions of men, 

and more millions of women, insane—at least, as far 
as one set, the ‘religious’ set, of their faculties are con
cerned. I charge her with sowing centuries of dis
cord, and with having deluged the earth with rivers 
of blood. And, is this curse of mankind to be dealt 
with as coldly, and formally, as if we were discussing 
a sane and legitimate subject, like Nominalism and 
Realism, Individualism and Socialism, Free Trade and 
Protection? I trow not. Why, each time you deal 
with Sacerdotalism, as if she possibly could be your 
honorable opponent in formal dialectics, you give her 
a new life. The. church is utterly beneath reason ¡ and 
she never even pretended to appeal to reason till she' 
lost the power to assert her dogmas by brute force.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical wopt—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the •‘Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
■World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seerfl of the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be- • 
tween. Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic," "The Next World Interviewed" 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus."

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They'will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for yon 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise!

In the World Celestial.
ByDR.T. A. BLAND.

•’It 1b Inexpressibly delightful."—Hon. C. A. 
Windle.

"It lifts the reader Into enchanting realms."— 
Medical Qloanor. x

"Itla intensely-interesting."—Rev. Minot J. Savage.
"Three things make this book remarkable. Its 

authorship, tho astounding claims put forth in 
It, and the philosophy and revelation of a future 
Ufa it contains."—B. O. Flower, in the Arena,

‘•ItvrtU give us courage to passthrough the 
deepahadowsof death to tho sun-lit clime of 
the world Celestial."—Rev. H. W. Thomas.

"Everybody will bo charmed with it, for it Is 
not only a great Spiritual book, but a most 
beautiful romance of two worlds.”—Banner of Light

It Is Printed in elegant style and bound In 
cloth and gold. Prlc »1.00.

The Mystic Thesaurus, 
Or Initiation In the Theoretical and Practical 
•earets of Astral Truth and Occult Art. By Willis F. Whitehead, Editor Agrippa’s "Nat
ural Magla” Tho book treats of The Symbol of 
the Cross. Spiritual Gifts, Inspirational Con
ception, Initiative Exposition, The Astral Broth- 
trhood, Message of the Brotherhood, The Mag!« 
Mirror, and Celestial Companionship- It is a 
good text book for students of the Mystic, and 
Will be sent postpaid, in paper, for Sl.w.

"Talmagean Inanities, incongrultle«, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism." By Moses Hull 
Price 10 cents.

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life." By Lilian Whit
ing. One of MIbb Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought- - 
tul spirituality. Price $1.

"The Molecular Bypotheels of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is récognlzed an one of ' 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views-as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. 
Price 25 cents -

"The Truth Seeker Collection ot 
Forms and Ceremonies for thé' Use of 
Liberals." Price 25 cents-
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BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

Mrs. Isa A. Cross*writes: 
me great pleosureuto write

"It gives 
that the

..We go to pre»» early Monday morn
ing, hence communlcationa Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

' GENERAL SURVEY
THE ‘SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

When tinting for this piper 
nse a pen or typewriter.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to In
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on. white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 

. Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
-liftas to two lines, as occasion may re

quire.
TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 

for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP’COPIES of your poems sent to 
tills office, for they will not be returned 
it we have not space to use them.

Will C. Hodge has completed his en
gagements in Oakland and San Francis
co, and has returned to San Diego, 
where he expects to spend the winter. 
All letters should be addressed to San 
Diego, Cal., care of The Willard.

The Chesterfield camp grounds, one 
of'Hfiture’s beauty spots, is now the mec
ca of thousands weekly who are in at
tendance at the camp meetings now in 
progress, the others are there because 
of their interest in the mystic phenome
na which has gained such a foothold in 
Indiana. To the uninitiated the pres
ence of the mediums, indicated by nu
merous cards on the cottages, with the 
spirit photographer producing the al
leged features of the dead friends and 
relatives, a feeling of awe is caused. 
To those who are bellevprs in the faith 
of the Spiritualists, however, this is the 
gala occasion of the year. Day and 
night the long distance communication 
with the departed is carried on through 
tho intervention of mediums who have 
been subjected to all tne crucial tests. 
These tests include the tying of hands 
while the medium is in the cabinet, 
placing their feet in pans of flour and 
then requiring them to materialize 
the spirits of those who have passed 
away. Among the residents of the 
camp are Dr. J. ,H. Mendenhall, of Mun
cie, the oldest Spiritualist, both in be
lief and age in the state. His brother, 
A. Mendenhall, of Winchester, is with 
him. Dr. Mendenhall claims to have 
embraced Spiritualism when the faith 
was hut six years old. This was 
March 31, 1848. Chesterflera camp in
cludes several streets with pretty vine- 
covered red cottages, shady nooks and 
rustic bridges. It Is a favorite summer 
resort. No more ideal spot could be 
Jound In which to spend a day or a 
veek, and the geat number of visitors 

has attests its popularity. The 
:amp meeting lasts six weeks, begin
ning July 14. judge Levi Mock, of 
Bluffton, is president of the Indiana 
issociation.—Star, Terre Haute, Ind.

Two neat ghost storlees come by ca
ble from London. Rider Haggard is 
confident that the spirit of his dog, ap
peared to him. He needs a dose of cal
omel. But the experiences of Stephen 
Phillips; the poet dramatist, are more 
important. He says he lived in a 
houes near Windsor, frequented by su- 
house near Windsor, frequented by su
pernatural visitors who were continu
ally meddling with the peace of the fam-
Uy. 
fess 
that 
that

Although an unbeliever, I will con- 
that I have lived in two houses 
certainly were spooky. Noises 
could not be explained were con-

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
wrltefi Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. — During 
June, July and August the Progressive 
Lyceum will be sent to Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to increase your subscription one- 
half its present number, with no extra 
expense. Address J. W. Ring, care of 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

E. W. Sprague and wife, the xL S. A. 
missionaries, will make Battle^Creek, 
Mich., their headquarters ^during the 
month of September, holding meetings 
there on the Sundays of that month. In
dividuals and societies wishing, thel.r 
services for week-day evenings during 
the month may address them at Vicks
burg, Mich.

Joseph A. Shoemaker writes from 
Smith’s Cove, Digby, Nova Scotia, Can
ada: “I have recently built a log cabin 
out of fir trees—size 14 x 16, in which I 
hold circles for physical manifestation.
I do not allow myself to go into a
trance but have independent writing, 
trumpet speaking (full voice), J>ell ring
ing and full form materialization, and 
all this with an audience of crude and 
Ignorant natives. Recently I held a se
ance for a few tourists and the higher 
class of citizens, with wonderful re
sults. Now if spirits can. manifest and 
demonstrate under such environments, 
what could they not do under better 
conditions? I do not seek notoriety, 
neither do I want to make merchandise 
out of this glorious gift, as I neither 
charge, nor receive donations, yet I 
have no income other than a U. 8. pen
sion. I should be much pleased to 
have some of the better class of Spirit
ualists come and spend a season here 
and help me investigate. With this end 
in view I will give privilege for pitch
ing several tents free; also good water 
and air and other facilities for camp 
life.”

As the British ship Mohican made for 
the Delaware breakwater at Philadel
phia, Pa., it encountered a strange phe
nomenon. A cloud of phosphorus en
veloped the vessel, magnetizing every
thing on board. Captain Urquhart tells 
the story and the crew vouch for the 
details. “I noticed a strange gray 
cloud at a distance, and watched it as it 
came closer. The vessel and crew were 
given a fiery coating before the sailors 
saw it,” said the captain. “They 
rushed about the deck In consternation. 
I looked at the needle and it was flyng 
around like an electric fan. I ordered 
several of the crew to move the iron 
chains lying on the deck, thinking that 
it would divert their attention. But the 
sailors could not budge the chains, al
though they did not weigh more than 
seventy-five pounds. Everything was 
magnetized, and chains, bolts, spikes 
and bars were as tight to the deck as if 
they had been riveted. The cloud was 
so dense that it was impossible for the 
vessel to proceed. I could not see be
yond the decks, and it appeared as if 
the ‘whole world was a mass of glowing 
fire. The frightened sailors fell on the 
decks and prayed. The hair of our 
heads and beards stuck out like bris
tles. It became difficult to move arms 
and legs. Suddenly the cloud began to 
lift. The phosphorescent glow of the 
ship and crew began to fade. Gradual
ly the magnetism of the steel died. At 
the same time the stiffness left our 
hair. In a few minutes the cloud had 
passed over the vessel and we saw it 
move off over me sea.”

For a week two young girls, May 
Power of 47 Glass avenue, and her 
cousin, Nellie Murphy of 128 Phelps 
street, Cleveland, Ohio, have been in a 
strange mental condition. They hive 
convinced relatives that there is some 
mental bond between them and that 
they can converse with each other over 
a distance of a mlie on-more. At the 
same time each girl claims to have a 
mental picture of the other girl and 

■ knows at all times just what the other
are mystified, 
are mystififled.

Nellie Murphy to-day
Nellie Murphy to-day

stantly heard. The most remarkable 
house of the two is on H street, Wash
ington, near Fourteenth. I lived there 
an entire winter. Anybody inclined to'
investigate 
take the

Spiritualism • ought to 
house. It is to let

It might be converted into a spirit club. 
Its ghostly tenant was a little woman in 
a brown calico dress, wearing a poke 
bonnet of the same material. She never 
annoyed me, and I became accustomed 
to passing her on the stairway.—Pitts
burg Dispatch.

"W. F. Schumacher writes: “The Ger
mans of the West Side Spiritualist So
ciety held their annual picnic at Rei- 
sig’s grove, July 31. A very elaborate 
program had been provided by the 
president, R. Binder. The afternoon 
service was opened with an invocation 
by Sister Schumacher, followed by Sis
ter Gartelman with words of welcome. 
Many mediums were present to aid in 
spreading the beautiful gospel of Spirit
ualism, Seven hundred or more were 
in attendance, and were treated to a | 
feast of spiritual food. The physical 
body was not forgotten. A number of 
tables were spread most bountifully 
with everything necessary to tickle the 
palate, and when the natural wants of 
man-were satisfied we were ready for 
the glories of the camp-fire, which was 
celebrated In honor of the American 
Indian and his camp worship. Bro. W. 
Schumacher gave a sketch of the orig
inal Indian fire dance, while under the 
influence of his chief Eha."

Dr. Ravlin passed through the.city 
last week on his way to the Freeville 
(N. Y.) camp. After two weeks at 
that camp he will go to Parkland, Pa., 
for two Sundays. The Doctor, is look
ing well, and is capable of doing a 
grand work.

C. Kirchn.. writes: “On Sunday, 
evening, July the Rising Sun Spirit
ualist mission were given a treat by the 
veteran Spiritualist, Dr. J. A. MacFar- 
land. His lecture was brimful of good 
sound spiritual logic, and he held the 
large audience spellbound during bls 
entire discourse. Although the weather 
was warm our hall was ¿Bled to over
flowing. Our singing is a feature of all 
our meetings, and is appreciated by all. 
A number of spirit messages were given 
by-Sister Kirchner, which were air rec
ognized. On Sunday evening, August 
14, our pastor, Mrs. Nora E. HUI, will be 
the speaker. A large audience is ex
pected.”

seemed Insensible to pain. When 
needles were forced Into her hands and 
arms she gave no sign that she felt 
them. The many questions of the doc
tors, police and relatives were answered 
intelligently. She said she had been 
hypnotized, but would not give the 
young man’s name. May, she said, had 
been put under “the influence” in the 
same way. It is related that on Friday 
night Nellie Murphy in one of her 
trances saw May on a street car coming 
from Euclid Beach. May’s father, she 
said, was standing on the platform. 
Power said Saturday that he had taken 
his daughter to Euclid Beach and was 
returning at the time and under the ex
act circumstances described.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley is at 
Genoa, Ill. Orrin Merritt writes: “It is 
with pleasure I send you a report of a 
meeting held here under the auspices of 
the First Spiritual Investigating Asso
ciation of Genoa, on Saturday and Sun
day, July 3 and 31. Mrs. -Georgia 
Gladys Cooley had the platform and 1 
can assure' y.ou we had a grand meet
ing. Mrs. Cooley, who is ¿ways good, 
seemed at her best. Her lecture was 
elevating and convincing; her mes
sages and tests fine, all being acknowl
edged as "genuine and all recognized. 
Her work here at this time was never 
surpassed by any thing we ever had in 
Genoa. There was a good number of 
Methodists in the hall for the first time. 
They expressed themselves as being 
greatly pleased and interested, many 
saying they" would not have missed the 
meeting for anything. The hall was 
well filled Sunday afternoon and even
ing. Though the hall has a seating ca
pacity of 200 we will need a much 
larger hall when Mrs. Cooley comes 
again, as she surely will. Methodist 
friends were so elated and enthused 
over Mrs. Cooley’s work that they 
wanted to entertain her while here. 
This is the first time any one outside 
our ranks ever offered to entertain one 
of our speakers. We are progressing 
nicely and Teel greatly encouraged.”

Mrs. F. V. Jackson writes: “After fill
ing a successful engagement at Indian
apolis, in conjunction with Mrs. Bub- 
land, I am here at Chesterfield camp
meeting and making ready for coming 
year’s work, and will be pleased to hear 
from any locality needing a speaker, 
test-medium and organizer.”

L. Worthen writes from Blodgett’s 
Landing, N. H.: "Lake Sunapee camp- 
meeting at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., 
was opened July 31, by Mr. John Gage, 
the president, who made a few remarks, 
and then he "introduced Mrs. Sadie E. 
Hand, who made, the opening- address, 
which was well received by all. At 1 
o’clock p. m.. a seance was held in the

hall which was well attended; at 2:16 
a lecture by Mrs. Hand, which was well 
received, this ending the first day’s 
work at Lake Sunapee camp-meeting.” 
week- prior with little effect, but on 
Sunday came the crowning effort of the 
previous week’s labor. We had a grove 
meeting and a spiritual baptism. I 
have been a "Spiritualist for the past 
forty years, but i was never more sur
prised than I was to see how different 
Was the construction she placed upon 
the Bible, totally different from any
thing I hadrheard in ail my experience. 
She gave us one of the grandest lec
tures it has been my good fortune to 
hear and held her audience spellbound 
for two hours, following with severaf 
tests. One man arose after the serv
ices closed, consenting to all she had 
given him as being correct in the mi
nutest detail. She had described the 
home of his childhood, almost all the 
members of the family now in spirit 
life; location of buildings, streams, 
roads, etc, also a particular turn in t]»e 
road passing the house. He also 
stated that it was located 4,600 miles 
from here.”

Brady writes, from Thorpe, Iowa: 
"Our little hamlet met with a grand 
surprise on thp last Sunday of July in 
the way of a spiritual lecture delivered 
by Mrs.- Virginia Bryan . of Chicago. 
She had been laboring among us for a

T. W. Sherk writes: “Dr. Randall will 
lecture at the Church of Spirit Commun
ion, 4308 Cottage Grove avenue, next 
Sunday, Aug. 14. Subject: The Spirit
ualism of Paul, the Jew, Interpreter of 
Christ. One interesting feature of last 
Sunday’s meeting was the exposition of 
a spirit portrait received by Miss Sherk 
through the mediumship of Mr. Coates. 
Miss Sherk told how she examined the 
canvas thoroughly before the sitting be
gan and that it never left her sight or 
presence until It was completed. The 
portrait Is of a friend of hers who 
passed on several years ago, of whom 
there was no picture and yet, she says, 
the likeness is perfect While the pic
ture wan being precipitated the materi
alized artist .was plainly visible; she 
could see his form and features even 
the lines on his face. To those holding 
the old fantastic views of spirit life 
such things as painting portraits seem 
trivial but thoughtful, enlightened per
sons know that ruch experiences con
stantly tend to make real to us the un
broken continuity of life, and that as 
Ihe spiritual becomes real to men so 
will men learn to view the things of 
this life correctly and order their lives 
accordingly. This material life, viewed 
alone, is inexplicable,but viewed in con
junction with that which is to comb its 
mysteries mostly vanish-, and many 
things most discouraging are seen to be 
opportunities and blessings in dis
guise."

W. C. Tilton writes from Seattle, 
Wash.: “Let your good work go on, for 
it 1« just what is needed.”

j Mrs. A. E. Klbby writes: “The 
friends will please address all mall to 
me at my home during the month of

। August, No. 4. River View, Mt Adams, 
Cincinnati, Ohio.”

| Mrs. Nell Trafton writes: “Mrs. Irene 
Smith, of Tacoma, Wash., has just left 
Chicago for her home. It is long since 
Chicago Spiritualists have been visited 
by one more appreciated, or'whose de
parture is more regretted. On two 
Sunday evenings she addressed the 
Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission,' the 
ball In both instances being crowded by 
a highly appreciative audience. She

. IS certainly an extraordinary speaker, 
and those who were present at her 
ministrations were highly pleased. She 
conducted also two occult classes dur
ing her stay of a few months, and those 
who attended them spoke of her work 
as of the highest order. Her return to 
us will be warmly welcomed, should 
chance or duty again bring her this 
way."

• B. Falkenstetln writes from Dallas, 
Texas: “I wish to note in the columns 
of your paper the recent critical illness 
of our most worthy and highly es
teemed pastor. After one month’s 
critical illness, witn skillful nursing, 
she Is slowly recovering, and will soon 
start north to fill camp engagements. 
Master Milton Baker, the boy orator, 
has returned from six weeks’ work in 
southern Texas. He acceptably lec
tured to appreciative audiences In our 
hail the last two Sunday nights. The 
Truth Seekers’ Society has now closed 
its meetings until the return of our pas
tor, Mrs. Alice Baker, in September, 
when we will again open our meeting." 
Mrs. Baker is an inspirational speaker 
of rare abilU^/.intellect, culture and re
finement; an earnest, royal worker in 
the cause of the higher spiritual philos
ophy, and we are glad that she and her 
son have decided to return to us in the 
sunny South at least for a time, for 
with her we have not only a speaker 
and medium, but a teacher that the 
higher intelligences of wisdom and 
knowledge can use to disseminate the 
truth that is the emancipation ot the 
human race.”

Mrs. Henry writes: “On Wednesday 
evening, July 20, the Ladles’ Auxiliary 
connected with the Universal—Occult 
Society held a lawn social at the resi
dence of the president, Mrs.. Marian 
Hunt Davenport Quite a number at
tended. All enjoyed the music and 
singing by Mr. Caldwell and children, 
also a song by Mr. Coe. Miss Anna 
Sekinger, a talented vocal teacher; fa
vored us with a solo. .The young peo
ple enoyed the fishing in the fish pond, 
where they found all kinds of useful ar
ticles as well as toys. Little Miss May 
Hitchcock found a pair of black kids. 
Mrs. Bowls held the lucky number that 
drew the hand painted china bon bon 
dish, presented by our president The 
gypsies were well patronized. On 
August 17 our next social will be held 
in Mrs. Blondin’s lawn, at 2901 Grove
land avenue. Admission free. Ice 
cream and cake, 15 cents. Mediums in 
gypsy costumeswill give palm readings. 
All are welcome.”

Emily E. Philp writes: “On July 10 
the Englewood Spiritual Union held the 
annual business meeting, at which the 
following officers were elected: Mrs. I. 
M. Powderly, president; Mr. Norman j 
Speight, vice-president; Mrs. AI Smith, 
financial secretary! Mr. D. M. Graham 
treasurer; Mrs. Emily E. Philp, secret 
tary.-We still hold meetings every 
Sunday night, and the Ladies’ Auxiliary 
Thursday afternoons. Mr. Russell, Mr. 
Smith and Mr. Delphin were elected 
trustees. In September, Harry J. 
Moore comes to us for the month.”

Mrs. Le Sieur writes: "The seventh 
benefit Band of Harmony was held at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rockwell, 814 
Emmit street, Thursday, August 4. 
Needless to say that every moment was 
a pleasure Arom start to finish. We 
are doing a good work this summer as 
many strangers come among us, and 
are of the. substantial kind, so the good 
work goes on. The next, social will 
take place at the home (Maplenook) of 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Goodrich, C34 Ea&'L 
avenue, Oak Park, Thursday, August

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR ^ULL NAME 
AND'ADDRESS’WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND C®M®UNICATIONB FOR 
PUBLICATION OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL .FIND iJfHKJR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.!
_______ ■ 11 ■ n ________ 

Is ’<•
18. To reach their.homb, take Lake 
street cars, gqing iwest to 48th avenue, 
transferring at 48tlmavenue on Chicago 
avenue cars tptEast.avenue; then north 
to the number” nJ

Hyde Park Occult; Society is to be fa
vored by theipresence of two ot our 
West Side workers, Mr. and Mrs. 
Kirchner of the Rising Sun Mission. It 
has been requested- that we have one 
evening of messages; and not much talk, 
so on Sunday evening, August 14, we 
will have scarcely any talk, and let the 
mediums have the floor, afid Mrs. Kline 
and Mrs. Kirchner, and others. If they 
be there, will give messages enough for 
all. Meeting held at 319 E. 55th street, 
at 8 p. m. We will also hold a card 
party at the same hall on Friday even
ing, August 12, progressive euchre, and 
the prizes will be fine linen, different 
pieces, drawn work, center pieces, lunch 
cloth, etc. Gome and help the society 
out by your presence.”

Dr. Beverly writes: “We have the 
only hall on the South gide that holds 
meetings on .Sunday afternoon, so you 
can make no mistake Jn visiting us. 
We have from five to fifteen mediums, 
and so we are in a position to promise
every one a test. rave a very cool
hall, and it Is beftigcleaned and deco
rated, so it will be fresh find free from 
germs.”

V. A. Tambllng writes from Fruitvale, 
Cal.: "It is with pleasure I herewith 
renew my subscription for your (to me) 
valuable paper. Truly the value in
creases with each issue and I am led to 
wonder why there are so many Spirit
ualists, who do not take any Spiritualist 
paper. Since our minster left us for 
her vacation, Will C. Hodge has occu
pied our platform, and it is a matter pf 
regret that he now leaves for his home 
In San Diego, so that now we seem to 
be obliged to suspend our meetings un
til Mrs. Lillie returns.”

Marie Jacobsen writes: “I beg to call 
your attention to the Church of the 
Spirit, 301 Schiller Building, 109 Ran
dolph street, conducted by Prof. Wm. 
Fitch Ruffle. The attendance at serv
ices steadily Increases, and we look for. 
ward to a large attendance as the 
church progresses. At the services 
tests and messages are given to all. 
Mr. Ruffled psychometric and telepathic 
demonstrations give general satisfac
tion. His lecture last Sunday was on 
The Continuity of Life, and in which he 
denounced the fraud committed in the 
name of Spiritualism. It was received 
with great applause,”

J. M. White, writes from Franklin, 
Neb.: "After August 15, those desiring 
my services as a missionary in Ne
braska, can secure terms by writing me 
at Atlanta, Neb:; care of Mr. W. M. Shel
burn. Up to that date letters will reach 
me at tbe Spiritualist camp at this 
point. I will make: reasonable terms, 
as I wish constant work after the close 
of the camp-meeting;’.'

Eva McCoy writes from Marshall
town, Iowa: "After returning from the 
West—Montana—I Want to say a word 
of praise in regard''to the good work 
that is being done in the different locali
ties. There is,; Brother and Sister 
Hicks of Anaconda. 'Mr. Hicks is doing 
wonderful work as a 'inedium tn healing 
the sick, and doing it free. Both are 
doing a good work for the society. Oth
ers also in Butte, are doing good work 
for the cause. : In Livingston I met 
manyipeople who'nre in earnest and 
seeking the truths of Spiritualism. The 
society in Billings, Mont:, is a bee-hive, 
ever striving to cull the sweet flowers 
of truth. I met many noble souls that 
In some future day, will be listed as 
mouthpieces for the spirit world.”

Annie B. Latnhart writes from Den
ver, Colo.: "I wish to say a few words 
for your paper in regard to Mrs. Alice 
Gehring; formerly of Chicago, She is a 
very fine medium, and is rapidly win
ning her way among the people and 
Spiritualists of this city. Her trumpet 
seances are grand. She sits under test 
conditions, which leave no room for the 
skeptics to doubt; she has different 
phases, such as materializing hands, 
faces and forms; also independent 
voices, and independent slate-writing, 
often with spirit pictures ot our loved 
ones engraved upon them. She is pat
ronized by the best and wealthiest class 
of people in the city;”

It has been, decided to tear down the 
old walls of the house said to be 
haunted by the ghost1 of Marat, the most 
execrable figure of tjie revolution. The 
house is situated at Boudry, France, a 
small village near Nuefchatel, and a 
number of curious travelers every year 
visit the borne in which the So-called 
"friend of the people” was born. On 
the wall of this room hangs one por
trait of Marat and another of Charlotte 
Corday. The house had" until some 
time ago been used as a hotel, but sto
ries were spread that ever since the 
portrait of the maiden who murdered 
the most bloodthirsty demon of 1789 
was hung In the room the place has 
been haunted and was uninhabitable for 
anybody.

C. H. Moody writes from the Friink- 
lin (Neb.) Spiritualist camp-meeting: 
"Our camp commenced on July 29 and 
will close Aug. 15. The afternoon and 
evening meetings are well attended. 
This Is our ninth annual encampment 
This year Brother Haines secured the 
services of J. M. White of Kansas City, 
who gives splendid satisfaction as an 
honest, earnest worker on the platform. 
He gives good public readings, but the 
most wonderful is his fire test, in which 
he handles a lamp globe heated as hot 
as the blaze of the lamp can make It. 
He rubs it, and holds'/the heated globe

Vicksburg, (Mich.) Camp.
Ab set forth In the "Wolverine 

Crank," a paper published at Vicksburg, 
the Rev. Dr. Austin, of Rochester, N. Y 
spoke at the Vicksburg Spiritual camp 
on Sunday morning to a very interested 
and appreciative audience, from the 
theme, “Make Yourself Over.” 
- It was a ■ discourse embodying , the 

new; thought teaching of to-day, and il
lustrating the wonderful powers and 
possibilities of the human soul.

He pointed out forcibly and with 
wealth of illustration, the power of 
thought In the amendment and reorgan
ization of character, holding that a 
man's salvation was self-wrought, and 
that every man, by awaking the soul 
powers within him, could throw off dis
ease worry, anxiety, fear, and make 
himself over into a new and stronger 
and better man. The power of man to 
overcome disease, vice, bad habits, 
poverty and pain, by thought and will 
power, was clearly set forth. He closed 
with an appeal to his hearers to cor
rect the errors, mistakes and weak
nesses of their lives, and seek the 
Christ baptism of the spirit, that would 
enable them to become saviors to their 
fellow men.

In the afternoon, Dr. Austin paid a 
tribute to the character and work of 
Col. IngerEjpll, sketching his life and 
giving many eloquent passages from his 
lectures. - Ho claims that Ingersoll was 
not an infidel in the true meaning of 
that term, which Implies a-person un
faithful, untrue to his inmost convic
tions.

No man spoke more honestly or more 
eloquently the sentiments of his heart, 
than did Col. Ingersoll. ' Neither was he 
an infidel in the popular sense, as deny
ing the existence of God. He ques
tioned, but never denied the existence 
of God, and paid an eloquent tribute to 
the man Jesus, who was an infidel in 
his time (in the same sense that Inger- 
Ball was—that of denying church teach
ings) and a reformer, and his life was 
destroyed by priestly hypocrites. In
gersoll was more than an iconoclast. 
He preached and practiced a gobpel of 
liberty, of love, of truth, of honesty, of 
industry, ot justice, of innocent enjoy
ment, and his teachings on marriage, 
home life and sanctity, on childhood 
and womanhood, are among the most 
eloquent and valuable teachings of to
day.

Ingersoll was much misunderstood 
and misrepresented. He was one of 
the most generous and sympathetic of 
men, and in his family life presented a 
pattern which most of his detractors 
might have followed with profit. Each 
year is adding to his fame, and every 
man, orthodox or liberal, is enjoying a 
wider freedom to-day for his life and 
work. Future ages will crown him as 
one of the world's emancipators.

The World Beautiful, Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes ot 
restful and educational reading, Uniting the ideal and the real in thia 
life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1. "

The World’s Sixteen Saviors, or Christianity Before Christ. A keti 
to all the sacred mysteries of the present religions and their Oriental! 

■formation. By. Kersey Graves. ' Price $1.50; postage 10 cents.
Three Journeys Around the World. By the renowned lecturer andl 

traveler, Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price, $1,50, -
Three Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles.. Price 35 cents.
Thomas Paine's Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration off 

the passages in the ^New Testament, quoted from the Old and callecB 
Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 15 cents.

Tree and Serpent Worship. Showing up the ridiculous side of tliff 
old, old story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. By A. S. Hud* 
son, M. D. Price 15 cents.

Truths of Spiritualism. This book narrates many of the striking ex
periences of its author as a, lecturer and test medium in the earlier days 
of Spiritualism^ By E. V. Wilson. Price $1.

Twentieth Century Guide to Palmistry. By the Zanzigs, A good 
hook for all those interested in this study. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 25c, 

Two In One. A-'compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combina
tion of “The Question Settled” and “The Contrast” into one volume, 
By Moses Hull. Price $1.

Unique Bible Picture-Book. Old Testament stories comically illus
trated. Exposure by ridicule; exposure by facts. The stories humor
ously told. By Watson Heston. Price, cloth, $1.50. . -

Vaccination a Curse. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
of vital importance to every one. Price, $1.25.

Vedanta'Philosophy. By Swami Vivekananda. Price $1.50.
Views of Our Heavenly Home. This book is a word-picture by one of 

our best artists, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting work. 
Price 6Q,cents; postage 5 cents.

Voices. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and force. 
They are most excellent inspirations. Neatly printed and nicely bound. 
By Warren Sumner Barlow. Price $1.

Volney’s Ruins and the Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one of 
the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates 
the best interests of mankind. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 5Q cents.

■Voltaire’s Romances. A new edition, profusely illustrated. A de
lightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 

ydnd 82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents.
■ Warfare of Science With Theology. Information not procurable in 
the libraries of the world in a half century, showing the opposition of 
the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5.

Wayside Jottings. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and Songs, 
gathered from the highways; by-ways and hedges of life, from the in
spirational pen of Mattie E. Hull. Price 75 cents.

Unity Camp, Saugus Center, Mass.
The Lynn Spiritualists’ Association 

has been holding highly successful 
meetings at this camp since June 1. 
We have had as speakers Mrs. Ida 
Whitlock, Albert P. Bllnn, Mrs. S. C. 
Cunningham, Mrs. Dr. Caird, Mrs. Net
tie Holt Harding, Mrs. Mamie Heiyqtt, 
Rev. Mrs. Pepper, Mrs. Kate M, Ham, 
and a large number of other good speak
ers and mediums. The railroads were 
taxed to their utmost capacity in trans
porting the large crowds that were 
present on July 24, when Mrs Pepper 
was present; and July 31 with Mrs. 
Ham.

The popularity of this camp increases 
every season, visitors being present ev
ery Sunday from all parts of New Eng
land. The services are in charge of 
Alex Caird, M. D., president of the asso
ciation, assisted by vice-president Sam
uel Merchant.

The music Is of the very highest or
der and an entertaining program is pre
sented every Sunday. A variety of re
freshments can always be procured at 
the restaurant on the grounds.

The association has just concluded a 
four-days’ bazaar (an out of doors fair) 
which has added over two hundred dol
lars to the building fund.

Mrs. Ida Whitlock will be present I 
August 14; Miss Annie Foley of Haver- | 
hill, a remarkably fine test medium, I 
August 21. Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kates | 
will be with us during the month of j 
September. A test seance Is held ev- I 
ery Wednesday afternoon, in charge of | 
Mrs. Dr/Caird, president of the Ladies’-i

Wedding Chimes. By Delpba P. Hughes, 
giving a marriage ceremony. Price 75 cents.

Were You Born Under a Lucky Star? A 
every one can understand. Price, $1.

Wisdom of the Ages. By Dr. Geo. Fuller.
Price, $1.

What All the World’s A-Seeking. By 
Price, $1.25.

A dainty white book',

book on astrology that

A book of rare merit,

Ralph Waldo Trine.

Social Union.
Ings free.

Admission to all meet- 
A. A.-AVERILL.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

- [Obituaries to the extent of ten llqea 
only will be Insetted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at Hie rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Mrs. Annette E. Nichols Stowell, of 
Prophetstown, III., passed to the higher 
life, July 29,1904, in her 80th year. She 
had been an avowed Spiritualist for 
forty-seven years, being one of the old
est settlers in Prophetstown. Serv
ices were conducted by the writer.

DR. J. A. BAILEY.

Passed to spirit life, at the home of 
his daughter, Mrs. Grace Salzeider, 
Pembina, Mich., Samuel F. Clark, aged 
6? years. Mr. Clark was a veteran of 
First Wisconsin Infantry, three months’ 
service, and first lieutenant of the Sixth 
Wisconsin Light Battery Independent 
Artillery. He has been a firm believer 
In Spiritualism for many years and 
passed peacefully to sleep firm in its 
teachings’. The Masonic fraternity con
ducted the services according to their 
ritual, at Norway, Sunday, July 31,1904.

, J. D. HATHAWAY.

EXPERIENCE.

to his lips, tongu$, face and neck. He 
also takes off tne globe and puts his 
hands and feet Kito the blazing fire, un
til the flames' wil( conje up between his 
toes and fingers.'; We,cordially recom
mend Brother ""
good, faithful woi

I vvet vuiuiuuy recoi 
jflte ,tb any camp as a
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THE ROSE. .

-io
Come, my Mignoime, let us go— 

Let us see if Bonder rose, 
That this mornihg did disclose 
Robes of crimson torthe sun, 
Now that evening has begun; • 

Still with tints like youra does glow. 
Ah, my Mignoni'e, look and see— 

Look there, uii(jerne^tn the bough; 
Short the spa^from then till now, 
But Its beauties,^!! are past!
Scarce from niorh till eve they last—- 

Such is nature’s harsh decree, - 
Ah, my Mlgnonne, trust to me, 

While your youth as.'yet is seen 
In its freshest, fairpst green, 
Seize the moments to enjoy;
Old age hastens to destroy - 

Roses, beauty, youth and thee.
■ . —Pierre Ronsard.

- -- ------- -------■«»> T-~------------
“Meatless Dishea.” Very useful, 

price 10 cents.
"Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se

cret of How to Keep Young." By J. M. •
I Peebles, M.-D.. M. A; Ph. D. Price 8L

We rise in our fancy on jubilant wings, 
When the promising future we scan, 

But the heart-breaking things 
That stern destiny brings, 

Are never the ways that we plan.
o'

Our best aspirations reach up toward 
the skies, 

Ambition oft leads in the van
But the blessings we prize 
Always come in disguise, 

They-.are. never the things that we 
plan.

We build our bright castles from rain
bows of hope, 

With the limited wisdom of man. 
But the “powers” decide 
What the fates shall provide, 

And they’re never the things that we 
plan, .

We struggle for riches and hunger for 
rest,

- And conquer—whatever we can, 
But a higher behest 
Orders all for the best, 

On a Wise "and beneficent plan.
. 8. M. KINGSLEY.

I Lily Dale, N. Y. ; . •

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J; Hudson’s Theories 
In Regard to ft. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrate: futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson's explanations of 

- spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents. 
• “The Romance Of Jude. A Story of 
the Life and Times of the Nazarene ar.il 
His People.’’ - Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T Longley. An Intensely in.
terestlng book. Neatly bound m cloth“Healing, Causea and Meets-'' Ej' < UWJL Hcauj i

ffî. P/Pbelon, M. D,. Erica 50 cents. ' and" gilt. Only 50 cents.

* ? _ - . /- z-.* »r. K. ’S .3 . > , iV , -

What Would Follow on the Effacement of Christianity? A concise 
treatise on this popular subject. By George Jacob Holyoake. Price, 
one copy, 10 cents; twelve for $1.

Who Are These Spiritualists, and What Is Spiritualism? By Dr. J, 
M. Peebles. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 35 cents.

Why I Am a Vegetarian. By H. J. Moore. Price, 25 cents.
Woman. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on 

the present status of woman, physically, mentally, morally and spirit
ually, marriage and divorce. Price 10 cents. / r

Womanly Beauty of Form and Feature. By Albert Tjirner. Price, $1.
Woman’s Bible. Parts I. and H. The Pentateuch. A'galaxy of 

scholarly comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much of 
the Old Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cts. each.

Woman, Church and State. A historical, account of the status of 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Matri
archate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper, 75 cents.

Woman. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise 
from slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan II. Wixon. A 
lecture of great value. Price 10 cents.

Works of E. D. Babbitt, LL. D. M. D. “Human Culture and Curd.^ 
Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 75 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Second. Marriage, Sexual De
velopment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Parts ’Third and Fourth. In one vol
ume. ’ Part Third being devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, 
and Part Fourth to the Nervous System and Insanity. Price, $1.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Fifth. The Bodily Organs, 
Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price, $1.

“Health and Power.” A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Price, leather, 
I 35 cents.
i “Principles of Light amVColor.” One of the greatest books of tho 
| age. Price, $5; by mail, 32 cents extra.

“Religion.” Most thoughtful,.spiritual and excellent. Price, cloth, 
I $1; paper, 50 cents. Postage 10 cents.
I ‘1 Social Upbuilding, ’ ’ including Co-operative Systems and the Ilappi- 
l ness and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents.
I Zodiacal Influences. Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches 
I how to nse the powers derived at birth from the position and influence 
| of the planets. By Charles II. Mackay. Price 25 cents.
I “THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA”—A WORK OF GREAT MERIT.
j By Dr. Paul Carus. Seventh edition. 275 pages. Cloth, $1.
i Accepted as authoritative by numerous Buddhistic sects, and trans-
I lated into ten different Asiatic and European languages.
I “Admirably fitted to be a handbook for the single reader or for 
I classes.”—The Critic, New York.

“A HISTORY OF THE DEVIL.”-A MOST REMARKABLE WORK.
The history of the Devil and the idea of evil from the earliest times 

to’the present day. By Dr. Paul Carus. Printed in two colors from 
large type on fine paper. Bound in cloth, illuminated with cover stamp 
from Dore. Five hundred 8vo pages, with 311 illustrations in black 
and tint. Price $6.

“It is seldom that a more intensely absorbing study of this kind has 
been made, and it can be safely asserted that the subject has never be
fore been so comprehensively treated....... Neither public nor private
libraries can afford to be without this book, for it is a well of informa
tion upon a subject fascinating to both students and casual readers.”—« 
Chica ^Israelite.

THE; BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIR V0«,
By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 

(OI the Fox Family.)

The, Missing Link in

Thirty-thre« chapters, 477 pago», «u-
Modem SpirttUaliswi?

perbly printed, and bound in colors sad 
gold,, 15 illustrations, 5 steel engraved 
portraits of .the celebrated Fox Family, 
a full page engraving of the old house 
'at Hydesville, which to this day, by 
the'act of its wealthy and respected 
owner, Artemas Hyde, Esq., bears the 
Inscription, “Here Spiritualism Origi
nated In 1848.”

A complete history of the initiation nf 
the movement known as Modern Spirit
ualism, from the epochal period which 
dates from March 31, 1848. Since that 
day, starting from a small country, vil
lage in western New York, Spiritualism 
baa made its way against tremendous 
obstacles around the civilized globe.

Only a limited number of copies of

this rare book, aotr out of print, are to 
be had, and these can be obtained only, 
at this office. Those who remit at once 
will receive a copy, post paid, at tbe 
GREATLY REDUCED PRICE OF 61.

Note.—By failure in 1885 to complete 
contract with the author, a large por
tion of the edition was left unbound, 
and so remained for a number of years, 
when they were rescued and bound at 
additional cost, hence this valuable 
contribution to the catise of Foirltual- 
Ism was not properly presented to tho 
Spiritualistic public, and a host of in
vestigators have not had the opportu
nity of securing a copy until tbe pres
ent time. Do not fail to send for ■
copy at once. J. R. FRANCIE,

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, HL ’

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From." "The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the spirit Body Grows," 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents.

“The Priest, the Woman and the Com 
fessional.” This book; by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals' the de- 

’grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
®ves. Price, by mail, ?1.

a’fWhy 1 Am a Vegetarian." By J,* 
Howard Moore. An address before tha 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
ccnta.

- ’’The Commandments Analyzed.” By, 
"W. H. Bach; The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great In
congruities. Price 25 cents

"Just How to Wake the Solar Plex
us.” By Elizabeth Towne. ValuaWs 
for health. Price 2S ccnta, ■" .
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LILY DALE
Note® of the City of Light Assembly.

life. We sometlmes'feel the need of a

Oscar A. Edgerly at the Camps.

Fuller’s address at the opening of the lecular activity that lies behind all man-

to

every child is bom. -The-mifferings of

God. IIO'-, -rill •

.that wldom-feU to convert the ekeptics: 
.. ft J ■ .... . . “■ •. » A. ■ - < 11-4.cated fools instead of independent i On Saturday-evenings Wy-' 30,—thè

*

Sunday morning, July 24, dawned cool 
end comfortable, and incoming trains 
left a crowd of happy people at Lily 
Dale station, who joyfully wended their 
way to the gates of the-City of Light,

the “inner light" “A Guru, or'precep- 
tor, sitting at the.^istance of one hum

i denizens of IheoCity oftLIght- fioeked In- 
, great numbers to Lily Dale Station, for 
I the incoming train from Bufelo was to 
bring Mrs. R. S. Lillie, who was K>s-

Wigin in the 
¿not subject 
¿5s nature’s 
Slanguages, 
with which

season, and the friends are very enthus- X-ray are identical, and that'eieqtro-co- 
isatic over the mediums. relation, the subtleties Of natilre attd her

We have had most interesting lec- attributes, when understood, explain 
tures during the sessions. Dr. G. A. many occult manifestations. That mo-

applles '-tho expression brings us ìiT niltèLoiI with all 
. yields ».the life. The soul of óirPnbáuíM16 -M®-of

— ideality. Veneration is not an emotion, 
but there is an intoxication- of vene 
tion that comes item religious¡ excite- 

•' ment as weir as intoxicatlonofthe np-

£'■ * - - j - '

. ®0g.ï3,190«.

This department Is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

--------------

IJHB ^ROGRBQSIVB THPIKBR

»

virus from fermenting and putrid blood 
of aulmals,

The physician Introduced by this cor
respondent has a fad and that Is dislike 
of soup. He would make dietetic rules 
according to this fad. This correspond- 

¡ent, who Is convalescent from a severe 
I sickness, cannot enduro the menu of his 
[doctor of raw eggs and milk. He ban 
I to take cathartics because of torpidity

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host qf re- 
Bpondents; that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
the most -condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to lie omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters ot in
quiry. The supply of matter r dwaya 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to, wait his time and 

■place, and nR^are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad. 
dress must be given,, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of tills department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex-1 
peeled. HUDSON TUTTLE.

of the intestines. And this trouble in- - , 3- ,
creases. Of course this is to ba expect- Exclamations of glad surprise and adml- 
ed of a food tliat is wholly digested and ration were heard on. every, side as the 
absorbed, leaving nothing ' to act hi improved appearance of tlnr beautiful 
clearing the intestines of their natural grounds met the eye, and . filled the 
secretions. .Soup alone would be sub- liea^ witi> driiglit. Eulogies of appie- 
ject to the same objection as milk, but ciat‘on for President 1'ettengll tell 
not to that of innutrition. The doctor’s from many lips as they realized ■ tiro 
objection Is exceedingly vague. A soup countless opportunities for-enjoyment 

1 may be made with a pound of flesh and BOJt,?un^f,u i ,
I ten gallons of water, or with ten pounds Miss Elizabeth Harlow, of Hayden- 
1 of flesh and a gallon of water. As soup ville, Maas., made tho. address of the 
lie would hold one no more nutritious morning, and spoke eloquently on the 
than the other. subject, "How Do Men Grow?” The

Soup rightly made contains the best speaker said in part: ‘We are on the 
portion of the flesh from which It is threshold of a new. era of Human life. I 
prepared, yet it is not a complete food. Longs of the yet to be are being sung 
Vegetables should go into It, - and be by dreameis. Scientists are telling us 
cooked until thoroughly blended. Then of new powers arid .possibilities and 
wltii fruits and whole wheat bread, pure what may be done with them. But we 
water end air, the conditions ot health only appreciate as fast and.as.tar as we 
and recuperation are fully met. - have grown, and must come.down to the 

____ _ common-place things of ¡life totevoid dis-

roaster, the folindBr ■&. tfci aheidnt Per-! 
slon religion.Who liv-®-'S6(l years before i 
Plato in the days of.MIies; He went 
back in retrospectioixtojhe timo when 
tradition and allegory tell of the teach
ers who liveddn ahdienl i India -thou
sands and thousandsvot jioars ago. This 
school of thinkers tarightlthe Messianic 
principle-which wash-typical' Of1 the 
Christ. Jesus was born ill a -period so 
remote that wp-huviBioniy a traditional 
knowledge of him, and . anany.-rof his' 
sayings have been anisladerproted be
cause they have betaeghtfn an exoteric 
instead of an csoter.io i -nwanhig.- The 

i Messianic prlnplpJeiiavBSsdaught. yehrs 
¡before Christ was. bfirii, mpd- under its 
। influence -.men t wqpa -.persuaded to

Thomas Harding: Q. What is the 
difference between killing in battle and 
yurder?

A. Murder is the premeditated kill
ing of a 1'., ran being, for personal mo
tives, as gratification of hate, revenge 
or anger.

The soldier goes into battle not to 
gratify any of these passions, although 
they may be aroused by the conflict.

In law, the motive Is of first import
ance and decides in many a case 
whether the accused be a criminal or 
not. It is not the act of killing which 
makes the crime, but the motive.

It will thus be seen that the cases are 
entirely different, and It is erroneous 
use of Che word to apply it to the killing 
in war.

Geo. B. Moore: Q. I understood 
from a late Progressive Thinker that 
the N. S. A. had a temple at the exposi
tion in St Louis, for the promulgation 

. of the cause of Spiritualism. I failed 
to find it on my recent visit to the fair. 
Was the information correct?

A. The National Spiritualists Asso
ciation has not a temple at St. Louis, 
and any effort made to represent Spirit
ualism at the fair has not been by its 
sanction or under its control. The 
subject was not brought before the last 
convention at Washington, and this is 
the only way the matter could be made 
the work of the association. Its offi
cers cannot go forward in such a move
ment unless empowered to do so by. the 
delegates. An equally important thing 
is the necessity of an adequate fund.

The N. S. A. is- constantly expending 
for the cause to the last limit the funds 
at its disposal. If It had a million dol
lars; it would not be sufficient to carry 
out all the plans and suggestions made 
persistently by those who clfilm to be 
devoted to the cause. And yet those 

^hwhp.. are most urgent apd most-feult-, 
ihiding/wli’o'ddmand to take up schemes 
which will-absorb thousands ofdollars, 
have .never given a. single cent into its 
treasury!

polled by ill-health- to'say good-bye to Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa, 
an innumerable host of fi lends seven | Tjie pa8^ ¡laa marked the open- 
years ago, and seek a milder climate pn ^01. Qæ twenty-second time, of the 
the Paclfific coast The change accom- uunuai meeting of the Mississippi Val- 
pllshed mucli, and she has faithfully )ey Spiritualists’ Association, at Mt. 
solved the Progressive Society, the pieaBa,nt Park, Clinton, Iowa.
laigest in San Iranclsco, and a smaller । por years the officers and

members of this association laboreu to 
make the grounds of Mt. Pleasant Park 
the scene of a yearly spiritual feast sur
passed by none. How well tiré earnest 
and untiring efforts of tho workers of 
the past have succeeded may best be 
shown by calling attention to the largo 
gatherings which each season throng 
to Mt. Pleasant Park.

Considering the vastly greater num
ber of competitors in the camp-meeting 
and Chautauqua field to-day Clinton 
camp is to-be congratulated at having 
held so well the vigor and enthusiasm 

I of its youth. Indeed it may safely be 
I said to be more prosperous at this time

one in Oakland tor a 'succession of 
years. The people sitting under her 
ministrations affirm'that she grows bet
ter and belter every season. Cheers 
and shouts of glad welcome filled the 
air, as she alighted from the train, and 
was escorted to the grounds, suggesting 
the truth of the trite olu saying, that 
“absence makes the heart grow fonder.”

Almost perfect weather has been, 
vouchsafed for more than two weeks,

bridle the appetite'midslrçyiaside sen- - and Sunday promised to be no excep-
suai proclivities- whicliimeant the cross 
in experience.! Mr.JLockwood made co
pious extracts from- the New Testa-- 
ment, and furnished,* new interpreta
tion by substituting this Messianic pria-, 
cipie for the personality or Christ. He 
said, referring to.the putting: ot new, 
wines into old. bottles,, "We, as-Spirit
ualists, have been-.try Ing- to put the 
grandest truth in the world into the old ; 
bottles of. theology. The wine of spir
itual truth into the bottles of eeclesias- 
tfclsm. The exoteric Interpretation of 
Christ’s teachings have .resulted in in
numerable creeds that,fill the world. Pa
ganism has' been bia’tod’Into’the, teach- 
ings.of Christ. .'-The cross ,is,the sign 
of Constantine and the Phtijlic worship. 
The woman who brought the alabaster 
ointment for Chrisf jvgs forgiven,, and 
her sins were'many,/ yho woman who 
errs to-day through lier heart's deepest 
sympathies is treated ^ an outcast.”

Wednesday evening brought light 
showers which copled' tho air and ga've 
spee'-ar zest to the regular ¡fence‘at the 
auditorium, which'1 was ' largely . at
tended. ' ' '■ ■/- ' ' ...... ...

W. ‘ï. Cofvllj'e wiljp'.be here'the first 
week in August, and give a Series of 
class lessons on very interesting sub
jects of a new order. L.

Miss HarloW'took' Spiritualism for 
her subject Wednesday afternoon, and 
the words of Emerson ' for her text: 
“Your .summit will be as high as your 
base is broad.” Many workers In the 
cause have had gréât expectations and 
have been disappointed because the 
base on-which they built7has not been 
broad enough, and there is aéitatlon in

N. P. C.: Q. What is the condition appointments. Men grow-from .two 
of Mormons in spirit-life? Have they forces and In two directlons-from his 
the same opposition there that they outer environments ;tlie • force..- of the 
have here? must, and from the awakened Bensibill-

A. According to the . fundamental ties offliis inner life.” She made strong 
principles of the spiritual philosophy, the point that men grow througly their 
the devout Mormons unite in a closed habits. In the operation of the few 
community in spirit life, where they can self-preservation, protection from cold, 
fully carry out their purpose of keeping 'va-r-t a!ld hunger, drawn togetherfgb 
free from the contact of the outside kindred motives and purposes;-; 
world of spirits, just as they attempted a?-6 that, are common to a 
in this to free themseives from the in- ¡-he result of concerted action, doing 
fluence of the national government, and i « continuously and from necessity, 
modern civilization. The “opposition” Men have learned to modify and. rear- 
there 1b not like that the Mormon peo- ™ conditions, of society till -We talk 
pie meet, here, for there Is no political of th,e art of, Hving/and have developed 
reasons malting it essential that they au abnormal selfishness, craving more 
conform to the prevailing customs and Th'® has resulted in
usages of the people by whom they are 68 a,, a,°hS the line of-the past, 
surrounded. As a reversion to the an- Men have been forced to think dill- 
dent patriarchlal life, that/tought arid and tenaciously, in flavor of
exemplified by the Bible, polygamy is aa^ hetter iv ng, but the man
held to with tenacity, as it is by the living on <,h© animal plane does not like 
Mormon church in Utah, and although £o change, and resents the disturbing 
here there is apparent concession to the ,, ,,, ...
inexorable demands of government, the Pe°P ® Jr°m the cities are vapidly 
belief is as strongly held, and consld- maliing their headquarters here for the 
ered a vital precept of their religion. Mason' M18B Leavlns of New ' Yorlt'

Although in spirit life the uses of sex 
is not carried, there is a lingering de
sire—a ghost of earthly things—whiffh 
may remain tor ages. And this serves 
to maintain the movement in organic ,. „ - , _ , , - . ..form, and make the Mormon church in s a heautlful j locked^the truth of the continuity of
the hereafter, a reiiection of the church sol.°’ . . - . D
on earth. Its deceased leaders hold „ all? en,?,? ?re<-ted the. Rev.
their places and receive the same adora- £ B^er pressed a Spirltual- 
tlon and submissive devotion. £ au^lenceJor tlle.

. __________ . Fisher has outgrown his theology, and
is looking toward the liberal cult for a 
realization of his high hopes and hon-

Horn, and visitors came from all direc
tions to hear the Speaker of the morn
ing. Mrs. R. S. Lillie was introduced 
by Chairman-Barrett, who made tender 
reference to the value of the fraternal 
words of sympathy and encouragement 
to go torwiud’in his work, which she 
expressed to him seventeen years ago, 
when he introduced her for the first 
time on the Lily Dale platform.

In the afternoSn; Mr. Wiggin of Bos
ton, opened the exercises with the read
ing of. “Black Sheep,” a. poem by Carrie 
E.-s; Twing,’and'an invocation. He se
lected his’text'Trom thegospCl of Mat 
thew, "And‘behold also there came a 
leper.”

Sunday evening ’’an entertainment 
was given- at' the auditorium for the 
benefit of ’the clads Work - of Messrs 
Wright and Lockwood, which netted 
some thirty dollars, Songs and recita
tions made avaried program, a notable 
feature of which.-' was ' Prof. Bonell’s 
unique performance on the autoharp, 
with harmonic accompaniment.

W.J. Colville • arrived 1 on Tuesday 
morning, and devotes nearly all of the 
short week-of hip stay to lectures and 
classes at Library HalL On Wednes
day afternoon he was introduced to an 
enthusiastic audience at the auditorium 
by Chairman Barrett, as Rev. Colville, 
the globe-trotter of the world. >1 .

S. M. aINGSLEY.

than at any other period of its 
ence. ,

Certainly prospects were
brighter. During the last year

exist-

never 
many
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the minds of the great inajority as to 
with Madam Mandoras and her little just , what position Spiritualism really 
boy Blue, are at the Leolyn. -Madam ought to occupy, If it? be a science of a 
M. is a psychic of rare ability, and will religion? Spiritualism is not a religion 
give readings daily. in the sense of organization, but' it has

Sunday afternoon, Prof. Lillie opened | taught high moral principles and un

To the Editor:—After a most delight- est desires. He expressed the deep ap- 
ful visit at beautiful Lily Dale, I took preclatlon he felt for the "Welcome” 
my departure’on July 22 for Freeville, that adorns our platform, and standing 
N. Y. I found at that place the nucleus under “Old Glory," and seeing the dls- 
of grand possibilities In the way of a play-of foreign flags, rejoiced that all 
camp ground. Nature has been very the nations of the world are represent- 
lavish in dispensing her beauties there, ed here, adding;- “I feel that the ground 
and it only needs, in my estimation, on which I stand is' holy- ground. Sens- 
the continued earnest work of the pres- Ing the presence of the sainted Inger- 
ent management to make it one of the soli, and of Mayor Jones, "who Was' to 
finest assembly places for Spiritualists have been here to-day, I feel like say-’ 
in the United States, ing, Beloved, let us reason together

Mr. W. W. Kelsey, president of the along the Unes of eternal truth." His 
Freeville association, is a host in him- theme was; “The True and False “in’ 
self, and it this year’s meeting does not Theology.’.’
prove a success it will not be his fault. A spirited conference was held on

N. C. Miller: Q. Suppose by a con
cussion a man becomes unconscious, 
his mind being a perfect blank until he 

•recovers, what becomes of the spirit 
during the time, or if he does not re
cover, but passes away, what then?

A. This question in various forms, 
has been repeatedly asked and answered 
according to the teachings of Spiritual
ism. The obscuration of the spiijit by 
disease; the fading of the mental pow
ers at the coming of old 'age; the 
change in intellectual and moral char
acter with disturbances of the brain, as 
by accidental Injuries or the more sub- 

~tile changes leading to insanity, have 
furnished plausible evidence that the 
mind In its broad aspect termed spirit, 

'depends entirely on the physical body, 
and is a resultant of physical changes.

The relation of spirit and body are so 
closely blended and interdependent dur
ing earth life, the body being the in
strument by which it comes in contact 
with the physical world, and through 
which it expresses itself, the failure of 
the body limits the manifestation of the 
spirit. The pure light of a.lamp be
comes the color of the shade which en
closes it. The shade may become so 
opaque.as to prevent a ray of light pass
ing, and by the appearance it would be 
said the light of the lamp had gone out 
But It would be shining all the time 
with equal brightness, the obscuration 
being in the environing shade. Inde
pendent1 of the body, the spirit cannot 
have a period of unconsciousness. This 
comes from reflex influence of the body.

If in this “unconscious” state the 
spirit leaves the body (meaning death) 
it has no “perfect blank,” in memory. 
Its life gees right on in complete con
tinuity.

When death approaches, between the 
time that the physical powers fall, and 
the spiritual awaken, there is usually, 
but not always,' a period of longer or 
shorter duration.- of comatose insensi
bility, like profound sleep, and this 
state is the same with all, and is not dif- 
lerent from that produced by a “con- 

icussion” of the brain.

higher teacher and Counsellor 'and so 
we seek to mingle with-those who have 
had experience in lifiS/ aind have been 
invited into the larger^chamber Of the 
beyond. Science means -to- study and 
relate the results to man’s wont in the 
.sphere of actuality, Boets and religion
ists have caught wonderful visions but 
they did not know-t-l»¿truth till some
one had tested it in the Ctfucible of an
alysis. Spiritualism.toadies ub to rely 
on the revelations of the ¿now. Author
ity is not truth, but hrirttwls authority, 
for-it Is the same yeBtprday, to-day and 
to-morrow. Splrituay§mvta a reformer 
but not an aggressive Icpngplast. When 
we speak the truth vindictively we fall 
'to have power. Splijituftjtai has light
ed up the. hidden wajys; 3Juspired our 
hopps and broken oijg phaqkles, and is

New Era, Oregon, Camp-meeting.
The First Spiritual Religious Associa

tion of Clapkamas county, Oregon, be
gan its sessions, July 1, And Sunday, 
July 24, witnessed the closing of the 
session. The officers were on the alert, 
and the gfbunds, hotel and tabernacle 
received needed Improvements, adding 
to the beauty and comfort of all who at
tended the camp during the meeting. 

; There were many enjoyable features 
of the camp and the board did all they 
could to make the camp a success.
1 Saturday, July' 23, the1 association 
-held ita business sesslon and elected of
ficers for the ensuing year as follows: 
President, Rev. G. C. Love, Portland; 
vice-president, Ben F. Atherton, Port
land; recording secretary, Mrs. Lorena
Men dell; treasúrer,

I gave five lectures at Freeville camp, Sunday evening, in which the best tai- 
and judging from the loud expression of ent on- the ground participated. “The 
the people, I feel sure the work of my Uses;of Wealth” was the leading topic 
guides , was appreciated. which led to the expression of a variety

On Sunday, July. 3L I began, a fo.ur }pf opinions along radical Cities, and; 
wbeksitengaB^iil^ii-^ th® (¡stend.Ledgg- iaBteditetelatelMii'i;"-”l“’:--te“ "-J 
camp, -Michigan.' T- am to Bet as chato More people are coming daily. Mr; 
man during the entire meeting, but on Bonnell- and wife of Pittsburg, are at 
the first Sunday and during the first the Leolyn. Mr. B. is-a valuable acqul- 
week j am both speaker and chairman, sition, and contributes to the mirth and 
On Sunday evening we had a very fine merriment on many occasions. Our 
audiences for the first day. My guides obliging Postmaster Geris wold is doing 
seemed to meet- the approbation of the land-office business.

the grapfiest pearl of .gqp&J. price that 
wastever placed in i^ie dMem of-■ hu
man nature. Let usjieaqaBibdrality in - 
liberty, and spirituality'ifiopracticallty, 
let ub moJW ,our bas^-pp.Jwoad that no 
fenc^.can ■eh'c'mnpassijt, agd the.,summit 
WlHi.pge vfeipojfip fiigh-dbati,
All men wifi. journeyrtiWgidL-it. p ■

Thursday, brought -Jth.&;firattenpieas-
ànt day. of thg season, ijut ..the parched • 
grass and flowers .were in serious need 
of the' refreshing baptism, and the -light 
rainfall di^motprevent the gatheringiof 
a goodly audience at the auditorium. ■ :i

. ___ ....... .... A choice .vocal solo was rendered by
people at both forenoon and afternoon Prof. Lockwood met his large and at- Mra.' Lawrence, of of Dunkirk. ; 
meetings. ,' tentive class on Monday morning, and' '• The speairer of thé^hQur was Swami.

We were all greatly pleased on Sun- with the use of his magnet and bar dem- Rama of India, whpsejnellow voice and
day afternoon to have Mrs. Àbbie-E. onstrated the corelation of forces which ’—
Sheets with us on the platform, and we constitute the invisible infinities on the
only regret that her .health is not such material plane, Sfid their remarkable
as to allow her to fill her usual place as correspondence in human nature'with
presiding officer here. We' all hope the psychic relationship we carmot pee, 
that her health will soon improve so As divergency jn structure produces the 
that she can again be with us as she differing expressions of power and’en- 
has been in the past. ergy in mechanical Inventions, bo the

I feel bonfldent that,we are to have a varying organizations of individuals.re
grand and successful meeting here at suit in attraction, repulsion ajid tether 
Grand Ledge this year, and may it re- manifestations. .His exhibition of , the 
dound to the.glory and uplift of Spirit- high rate of vibration, capable of .pro 
uallsm, is my prayer. • during transparency, clearly illustrate?

OpCAR A- EDGERLY. the statement that the higher ihe ylbra-.

benevolent smile are’.in. pleasing har
mony with his quaipt ' costlime, and 
help tp constitute a staking personality. 
He sounded in prolonged musical inton
ations the word Ohm-ni-in-m, the God of 
the Vedanta philosophy, and paid, "Be
loved friends; noble ladles. ahd gentle
men:—When I first ¿.ame to Seattle ! 
was received by Spiritualists who ac
corded my first welcome to '^America. 
My best friends In, P05Uand,..who ar
ranged for my lectures,” were Splritual- 
ists, and among them.I.met fhe sweet- 

_____________________ , . est souls, broad-mlnfifeb, liberal, sym- 
tion the more radiant are the form's of. pathetic Christian.solila I have ever 
nature._____________________ ' - ■ known, and I am delighted to ¡be-arn°nB-

Onset Camp,HVIass. Professor lockwood labors to enable Spiritualists once inofe. We-, .are all.
This beautiful camp is once more the student to know that he knows, heathen, for à heat.hépjs. pné who lives 

holding its annual meetingss and the and explains that the sense perceptions on the heath, and. tinder the freecanopy 
meetings are better attended than last of clairvoyance and the action of the of heaven; so I am proud to address my 

--------—------- ------ -- ,,---------- heathen brothers again. /The ancient 
Spiritualism of India la not. like organ
ized -societies here;, but we read, write 
and dictate, under what is. known as

meeting was a grand and masterly one, ifestations of matter, and the life prln-. 
and of profit to the people. ciple in all nature Is enduring afid ¡eter-

Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn, Mrs. Carrie F. nal. He displayed plates showingitlte 
Loring, Mrs. Nettie Holt Harding, Mr. formation of the brain, the cortex' . of 
Thos Cross, and Mrs. Cora L. V.,Rich- which has two thousand mijjlqns ;'6f 
mond have been doing grand work, cells capable of sensatipji • that;.,£<)rre- 
Mrs. Richmond has been attending tp sponds to the receiver in’ wlr'elesB teleg- 
class work, teaching the higher psy- raphy. Forty million fibres'tonne'feted' 
chology, and these classes have been with these brain cells cam 'be.'jptiiiifi-. 
well attended. 1 ' ’ ’ ' . ....................... ’ ..... ........ .  .

Joseph Chailand: Q. I read in a 
medical book: "There is more plasm 
(protoplasm) in one egg, or one cup of 
milk than in ten- gallons of any kind of 
soup or beef tea.” • "

A. Every little while some unknown 
doctoY, tired of waiting for patients, 
makes a bizarre statement; the press 
heralds it far and wide, and the doctor 

, awakes next morning famous, with a 
string bf patients at his office door. If 
he publishes his “discovery”- in the 
medical journals, he becomes, “an emi
nent medical authority;” it he adver
tises directly, he is a - “quack.” One 
finds the" cause of cancer in tomatoes, 
another in flesh, and another, is sure the 
mosquito bite causes malarial and yel
low fever. A score or so have come into 
notice by means of toxins and ;antf-tox- 
ins they have specialized and with 
which they propose to eliminate various 
diseases by -introducing Into the blood

improvements have been carried for- 
i ward and the park lawns and driveways 
put In good condition for the season. 
Nothing Is more pleasing to the eye 
than the works of nature untrammelled, 
•set off by the handicraft of man. This 
effect Is truly exemplified in Mt, Pleas
ant Park. The many beauties which 
Nature has bestowed upon our grounds 
have pot been meddled with, but many 
cozy cottages have been erected, and a 
fine pavilion, auditorium and hotel have 
arisen at fitting points during the last 
twenty years, until to-day the visitor at 
Mt. Pleasant Park finds himself sur
rounded, in the heart of nature, by all 
modem conveniences and Improve
ments.

In addition fo natural advantages Mt. 
Pleasant Park possesses an absolutely 
free platform, filled only by the Very 
best talent obtainable. To convince 
your readers of this I have only to men
tion the .names of such workers as Mrs. 
Anna L. Gillespie, Mrs. J. A. Murtha, 
Dr. Geo. B. Warne, Willard J. Hull and 
Miss Elizabeth Harlow, who, with oth
ers of equal talent and standing, will en
tertain Mt. Pleasant’s visitors with the 
best exposition of the truths of Modern 
Spiritualism that is possible upon any 
platform.

Since the flag-raising, at 9 a. m., Sun
day, July 31, the camp has been taken 
by storm by the masterly logic and con
vincing eloquence of Mrs. Anna L. Gil
lespie, whose engagement terminated 
Wednesday afternoon. Words can but 
poorly convey the Im’pression which this 
speaker has made upon our visitors. 
Many of The Progressive Thinker read
ers are undoubtedly already familiar 
with her work. To those who are not

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You nhould not send money.In a let- 

ten -You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance -may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and then you are pen. 
fectly Safe, and will save yourpelf an
noyance and trouble.

-, Bufgoyne;
corresponding secretary, George W. La- 
zelle, all of Clackamas county, Oregon.

The society has for many years held 
camp-meetings in the grove whose 
beauty must bo seen and enjoyed to be 
appreciated, for it is truly spiritual or 
holy ground, and while some of the fir 
trees that adorn the grounds are as 
babies- compared to others on the west
ern coast, yet they seem as giants of 
the forest to many coming from the 
prairies of the East.
. The Woman’s Union has done much 
in past years with their bazaar to assist 
the camp, and give promise of good re
sults for next year In their zeal to make 
the camp of 1905 a- grand success.

Ab-.president of; the-association l am 
jjolnsito keep-them in.a guessing mood 
as'- to-whlchiwiltebring -into-ttie trfeásúry 
the greatest amount because1 of articles 
to be offered for sale for the cash re
ceived. and to do this without interfer
ing with them in their efforts, I am go
ing to ask the ladies, yes, and gentle
men, too, if disposed to do so, to send 
me all kinds of articles they may deem 
suitable for the purpose of helping 
along the work of our camp. Aprons, 
ties, napins, quilt blocks 12 inches 
square—and everything useful and 
ornamental, and I will see to it that ev
ery article- Is.filsposed of to the best ad
vantage for the benefit of the associa
tion. This, remember, is independent 
of the Woman’s Union, and all who wish 
tb give into the hands of the Union may 
do so by sending the articles to the 
Union in my care or in the care of any 
other officer of. the association. If sent 
to me -without other instructions', I will 
epnsider said articles a part of my col
lection to be-considered against the ef
forts of the Woman's Union.

Rpmember tais is just a friendly con
test with the Woman’s Union, so send 
ajorig your articles to them or to me, 
and at the next camp-meeting it will be 
seen which.has the largest collection of 
articles, the Woman’s.Union or myself.

As too much cannot be done for. the 
success of; the coming camp-meeting, I

we must say that as a lecturer, medium, 
and lyceum worker she has few equals 
and no superior. The sparkling brill
iancy of her wit, the clear-cut incisive 
logic of her arguments and her rema'rk- 
able faculty for teaching and drilling 
the children can not be too highly com
mended. It is the sincere wish of all 
who have heard her that the manage
ment will hasten to secure her services 
for the next year if possible, and the 
regret of all that she was not to remain 
with ub longer this season.

Another most estimable worker who 
has served us during the past is Mrs. 
J. A. Murtha. Those who have been 
long in the work know the need of such 
mediums as Mrs. Murtha, and can ap
preciate one when her work is present
ed to them. It is safe to say that there 
never has been a medium upon the 
platform at Clinton who has given bet
ter satisfaction than Mrs. Murtha. 
Her success as a test, medimq -is., phe
nomenal. Message 'after message falls.

Remember, please, that it costs ten 
cents to get a personal check at a bank 
in Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount Bent.

Remember, please, that we have only 
tour books which we send' out now for 
25 cents each. We cannot allow you to' 
select any other book in the list at that 
price. '

Remember, please, that you are not 
entitled to any ot the Premium Books 
unless you send in with your order a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker.

Remember, please, that the safest way 
to make a remittance is to secure a pos- 
tai order.
. Remember, please, that these books 
are used exclusively as premiums, the 
editor desiring no profits, bls sole ob
ject being to do a HUMANITARIAN 
WORK ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC, 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not tor sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistakes anu 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di
rect with this office, Instead of through 
a news agent.

Remember, please, that all ot our 
Premium Books are neatly and’substan
tially bound In cloth, and are an orna
ment to any library.

Read our Premium Offer, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send tor The 
Progressive Thinker when .you desire 
one or more premium books. Please 
bear this in mind.

Every person who sends in a yearly I subscription to The Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make his selection from the 
following list tor TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS:

1. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book this year. Price 
25 cents.

2. Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Lite in the Spirit World. 
Price 25 cents.

3. A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Price 25 cents.

4. Seers of the Ages, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 25 cents.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.

dred miles can see what is transpiring 
on a battle-field. , Books baye been 
written several hundred.,years-before 
the actùal oocurrèn.ces^pìf place. 'One 
of these greatest bòókdho one can read 
without becoming one with_the All.. Ed
ucation should bé' purifléd by feeding 

,__ _ __ out all but the one thïnè rië^dful—love,
__________ . lated into activity by the fhouglrta.àrid which makes ris , réalisé our ’ oneness 

Miss Margaret Garile has been doing suggestions-used as durativi febtferds with the AU.; Walt .T^jtmànfriaid. ’Un- 
excellent work, and she has created a by the mental science hbriler. The thrill less you feel all 'you'* caìlnpt .'know 
revival in our phenomena. • from the hand’of friendship iihat? ex-  .....  .......... ‘

, Mr-A-J. Maxham, our musician, is al- presses fraternal feeling ‘ vibrâtes 
was greeted with enthusiasm, his clear through these forty million avenues an 
enunciation .and appropriate selections, element helpful to mind and body.
accompanied with his melodious voice Tuesday, Mr. Wrlght gave thd regular 
is a great-acquisition to our ¿amp, arid class lecture to an assemblage of eager 
we are glad to_have him. .- listeners. Mr. Wright’s-thought is :al-

Our conferences have been well at- ways elucidated by ready, -fllustrations.- 
tended anii have been very spicy, and “The purposeful cause tef- all’phenonv 
altogether We have "had an enjoyable ena is the ‘reason why’ thatlies baok;in 
camp so far. of the strong hand that'

Onset sends greetings to all the force to the pump that .yields rth.e 
readers of The Progressive Thinker and water.” He said the faculty 'pL'causa- 
invites all to come and pay us a visit tion is innate, a constitutional.iaèîiltÿj.. 
It is cool and comfortable at this de- Holding the deserted''gkull .of a? man 
lightful- place,, açd it is one of the best In his hand, he pointed tò .thé Ïafgè7çôh-.l syllable 
places' to gain health and strength. volutions lying on cachi1' side of thé | It is an

HATCH.' brain, to show the location, of the ,or-
—. ? i ' gan of causality. Men in whom it is

ail?” He dilated oippiyer tend 
significance of the weird OhijL tend ita 
natural and uni vers aï;làppli cation to 
nearly all religions? ’Thpb.e‘',wito seek 
to rise above local; çoiÈçiéu^ness and 
receive • the higher' „ the
“God.-visibn,” mustteérjte ^tbeïr' light 
from the Ohm. 'It ib'hQtçâjly.a chant 
of the lips, the mindS&unt^ it '.intellect: 
daily, the heart chants “It; and ‘threefold

shall, as you. see, begin immediately, 
and only cease working when the next 
camp-meeting is over. This is my style 
of making-U/camp-meeting successful.

Next year, is to.-be a grand year for 
the west coast, as-the Lewis and Clarke 
Exposition, is to-take place in Portland, 
Oregon, and with-the low ratés from all 
jfolnts .east, we expect thousands of peo
ple here from all’points In the east, 
among them.jqany mediums and speak
ers, and ..as... the'-Spiritualist camp
ground is only 22<-miIes from Portland, 
with 45 cents.tore,- we'hope to see many 
of the eastern workers for the cause at 
the camp' grounds during the meeting.

We would be^glad-- indeed to hear 
from them that,.,pontemplate visiting 
Portland at'ihat' time, : We also expect 
many Spiritualists...’to visit -Portland 
during 19Q5,exposition.and hope they, 
too/will not return east without visit
ing the efimp-meeting at; New Era, for 
an earnest invitation is -extended to

from her lips in rapid succession, -and 
never a failure. . The minuteness other 
descriptions of the departed 'ones and 
the attention paid to detail makes rec
ognition of her tests almost instant.

Truly in Mrs. Murtha and Mrs. Gilles
pie Spiritualism has acquired two work
ers of whom it may well be prouc.

The past week has been an enjoyable 
one In more ways than one. Not only 
have the visitors been delighted with ' 
Lie platform work, but the first camp 
dance, held Tuesday night, was a source 
of enjoyment to young and old.

Before this article is closed something 
must be said of the program for the 
coming week. It is one of. especial in
terest. Among the talent secured are 
Dr. George B. Warne, one lecture; Wil
lard J. Hull, four lectures; Harry J. 
Moore, two lectures, and Max Hoff
mann, two test seances.

In conclusion, as a visitor at the park, 
let me say that a more enjoyable spot 
to spgnd a vacation or outing cannot be 
located. The park, is witnm a mile of 
the grand old Mississippi, where boat
ing and fishing abound. . The city of 
Clinton is as pretty a town as could be 
found in the state and easily reached 
from all points. The Western Passen
ger Association has granted a fare and 
a third rate from ail points in Minneso
ta, Iowa, Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin, 
and thq,northern peninsula of Michigan, 
making it possible for all to-attend.
L<»t us hope that many will attend and 
render this, the twenty-second camp
meeting of the Mississippi Valley Spirit
ualists’ Association, a record breaker.

EUGENE R. COOPER.

If you order only one book, and that 
one neither ot the books mentioned, 
above, the price is 40 cents each.

We have only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you can select from them as 
follows: ■ - . ■

Any ¡two of the Eleven Premium, 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four ot the Elevon Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order,_price $1.80.

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any

six of the Eleven Premium 
you may order, price $2.10.
seven of me Eleven Premium 
you may order, price Î2.35.
eight of the Eleven Premium 

you may order, price $2.65.
nine of the Eleveii Premium

Books you may order, prlve $2.9(J.
Any ten of the Eleven Premium 

Books you may order, prlce^3.10.
Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 

Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled in this country or 
Europe . Our principal alm is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

FOR $3.35.
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1. .
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

and

and

and

our life, is Ohm/ It hâê lté 
Sanskrit of the HIndbæ.' ' :

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

• 11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and'W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE

REMITTING.
- When you send in your subscription 
to The’ Progressive Thinker, careiully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fail to enclose a dollar.for The Pro- 
gressive Thinker.

Sending out these premium books, 
however, at the prices wo do, does not- 
reduce the price of the subscription of 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of the fact that we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, much 
more than' any other Spliltuaiist paper 
now published.

In conclusion, bear in mind that the 
postage on these Eleven. Premium 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, illustrating the 
great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a" valu
able library, the like of which was never 
known before on this material plane.

Address all orders to ‘t
J. R. FRANCIS,

40 Loomis'Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.
Ou Tuesday, July 26, the Ladles’ Aid 

Society met at Mrs. E. McDowell’s. 
The machine as well as the needles flew 
to prepare articles .for the coming fair. 
It- would not have been a Spiritualistic 
Aid had, not the medium and. the guide 
been present The guides desired to 
say, "We are. not dead.” ■ Mrs. Emma 
Ruttman medicated the illness' in health 
of four present in a way that was a “lit
tle tearful-to her," but pleasing to 
them, for it said, the dead, are here....

On Wednesday, July 27, a number of 
the Lake Brady campera_met at the au
ditorium to -commemorate the, dead of 
the camp association. The usual form

them. Neither- would we slight the 
readers .and iother friends of The Pro; 
gressive .Thliikqr^ahd; they, too, are cor
dially invited to .the -camp-meeting of 
the First. Spi^tual...Religious Assoc’ 
tion; of Claclmmas cohnty, -Oregon, ana, 
may' it be indee^;a grand campnneetlng, 
giving each , one cause-to. say, “It- was i 
indeed good, to-be there?'

/ ,-REW.G. C. LOVE. 
Portland, Oregon.

was not followed, as the family circle 
I oY its usual size. Near relatives'rite was not 

anffi of the d<dead being not present, the order 
was adjourned. ‘

Sunday, July 31,-Mrs. Mattle Hull be
gan the day’s course of lectures by giv
ing a little talk. The thought she gave 
to us was. Spiritualistic school of 
thought rises above the material.

Rev, Harry Moore of Chicago, now 
presented his thought. He mirrored 
Spiritualism of the past to his audience 
and proved spirit return of the present 
through a chain of reasoning ¡. by phe
nomena known to himself and others. 
Mr. Moore’s thought was very clearly 
presented. Mrs. Hull invocationed be- 

| fore the afternoon lecture by Mr. Moore, 
by requesting the bverthought tb reason 
not'for us. “Lead us tb be true to our 
own thought—to be truth, love and 
kindness to all mankind.”

Mr. Moore’s subject was Joan of Arc. 
He made many clear points that she 
was a mediator in thought, His witti
cisms to make clear the right thought 
in his reasoning were applauded, show
ing the appreciation of his presenta
tion of the subject Mr. - Moore re
mained .until Monday morning, and-Mrs. 
Hull until Tuesday. She will Spend a 
few days at the Mantua camp. •

■ MRS. LYD1EL. GURTI8L

”Htunan Culture and Cura. Part small cannot trace causes.. Large ’ In- 
First The Philosophy of Cure.' (In- tellects sometimes give large? -percep- 
cluding Methods find Instruments.” tions without power to co-ordinate,- with 
•By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.-D. A no benevolence or moral- quality, and■ 
very instructive and valuable Work. It this is the organization-'lying back “of 
should-have a wide circulation, as it the man who kills somebody." Spirit 
Well fulfills the' promise of its title, life will have power to expunge these 
Price 75 cents. conditions, but the soul will hold the

'‘Poems 'N Fto^tom.” By Llzzlb consequences.- Causality is a great n'a- 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless cessity in the strategies of war, and is 
poet of Spiritualism may be. read in her seen in every department of life from 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from the money-lender to the gambler.- A 
lively to severe." 'It .ip a book to. be blow struck at the organ of, causality 
treasured anil yicbly enjoyed by all who will produce a loss of personality, and 
love genuine poetry,' and especially by the perfect -overthrow Of intellectual 
Spiritualists. -The volume Is tastily power. Reasonisaconscious recogni- 
printed and bound. Price $1. tion of the harmony of-perception and

the sick find relief iiedts 3bima. In it 
the joy and ecstasy of happy children 
find expression. It pstsente a state of 
mind lifted far above ftliadtmited con
sciousness of mortal life^tiio' egotistical 
consciousness, and inthit ttoa languages 
of the world it is thamatnrnl name of

Shall ! Become a Medí 
uni/’ Fblly Answered

petitea, and both are a hindrance to the 
operation of the faculty,, of causality, 
Mr. Wright quoted, freely from ■ Kant, I 
Herbert Spencer, Edmund. Burke and 
Carlyle, and-deplored .the-cramming

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 3$ ®nre,wh0 express whBt 
tents. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0. i »tKSttXiiffe

Every Friday morning affords an op
portunity of seeing theHyewnn children 
carrying flags and maf^hln^To the time 
of exhilarating music.™ They , make a 
beautiful panoramic ‘"ÿlctû«h and.: sug
gest promise for thé future; ' .

Nothing Ib lost sight of in the line of 
attraction^ here at thjs Wonderful City 
of Light Its royal prtfsidcht is on thé 
outlook and ever-mfndlnl df the needs 
tnat exist in every depattment of the 
broad sphere of operation's.

Mr. and Mrs. Archie,Clark, and their 
pretty daughter Josephine, with Miss 
Leolyn Everett of Cleveland,- have been 

- the guests-of Mrs. PetteBgilt during the 
I past week. - •
I; P. L. O..A. -Keeler 1s always busy giv
ing slate-writings,. teats ii^n’d seances

Have Yoii Hay-fever or Asthma in Any 
■ . : Form ? / .

Medical ’science'At last reports a posi
tive cure-foq Hay-Fever and Asthma in 
every form in the wonderful Kola Plant 
a new botanieal'discovery found on the 
Congo River, West Africa. Its cures 
are really marvelous. , .

Miss A. E.1 Frye, Lakenan, Mo„ writes May 
23rd, was cured of Hay-Ferer alter several years 
suOerlng, altho’ physicians had said a cure was 
Impossible. Dr. W. H. Vali, a-promlnent physi
cian of St Louis, writes March 8th, that he used 
Hlmalya (the Kola Compound) on numbers of 
Hay-Fever cases with satisfactory results in 
every case.'Hon. L,C, Clute, Greeley, Iowa,.tes-‘ 
titles that he wah' cured by It after eighteen 
years of suffering with Hay.Fever and Asthma. 
Physicians or change of climate did him no 
good. Hundreds of similar letters have been re
ceived by the Importers, copies of which they 
will bo glad to send you.

To prove beyond-a doubt its wonder
ful curative power the Kola Importing 
Co., No. 116S Broadway, -New York, will 
send a large case of Kola Compound 
free by-mail-to every rdader of The Pro
gressive Thinker who suffers from any 
form of Hay-Fever or Asthma. This is 
very fair, and we advise sufferers to 
send for a ease. It costs yon nothing 
and yos ahc®ld surely try U,-

“Koradtue. By Alice - B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot" In the form of 
an entertaining gtory, it contains les- 
aons which ever? girl should know.

KEEP POSTED
(n Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

.
You can do it by reading each woeu 

The Progressive .Thinker,. The Philo, 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, K 
the marvel ot the aga. No one can aL 
tad to bo without the paper. Its prtoa 
..tewtttte.-ttenMft.g4dl.
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As Analyzed by Rev. R. Heber Newton
In n pleasant studio in West Thirty-third street— 

that of his son, an artist whose work is already known 
in ecclesiastical as well as secular circles—the Rev. R. 
Heber Newton smilingly assented to an interview for 
The Sun. . '

“There are many things I might touch on,” he said. 
“I am greatly interested in the Society fdr Psychical 
Research. I might speak on . the Sunday baseball 
games. Can you suggest any other topic?”

“Perhaps you have noticed the meetings of the 
American Bible League convention in this city this 
week?”

“Most certainly I have, and I have watched the 
programme and discussion with great interest. ”

“What do you think of the aims and objects of the 
convention?” . . - •

. ’ “The formation of the league is certainly one of the 
signs of the times, and a most significant sigh it is. 
Alike in the number of men who have identified them
selves with the league and in the ecclesiastical posi
tion, intellectual ability and character of some of 
these representative men, the convention is very im
portant.

“’There are men among the officers and upon the list 
of speakers who are of national reputation. There can 
be no question that from their point of view there is 
an urgent demand for some such action.

. “They note the drift of educated opinion away 
from the traditional view of the Bible, alike among 
the clergy and the laity, and this fills them with con
sternation and dismay. The call for such a league is 
an admission of the seriousness of the situation from 
the standpoint of the traditional believer.

“He feels that the battle is going against him, that 
the tide of public opinion, is setting away from him. 
The league is an attempt to re-enforce the courage of 
the traditionalists and to stem the tide of public opin
ion, if. possible. It reminds one, however, of the fa- 
mousuttitude of Mrs. Partington and her broom, or of 
the fulmination of the Pope’s bull against the comet.

1 “No one c'an fail to have profound sympathy with 
an effort to reawaken public interest in the Bible and 

■to prevent the growing disuse of the Bible, alike in 
private reading, in family devotions and in educa
tional institutions. But the very question in dispute 
is as to what is the cause of the modern disinclination 
to use the Bible.

“The traditionalist puts it all down to the growth 
of skepticism as the sequence of Biblical criticism. 
He who follows intelligently the movements of our 
Biblical critics will be likely to.put it down to the lack 
of courage on the part of the clergy in failing to admit 
the facts of the situation and in not changing front 
with the changed outlook of knowledge.

“If half of what our Biblical critics say is true, 
there is a thoroughgoing revolution under way con
cerning the traditional view of the Bible. To deny 
this or seek to cover it up, ostrich fashion, is perhaps 
the real root of the widespread indifference to the 
Bible on the part of the intelligent laity.

They suspect our clergy of lack of honesty—per
haps they suspect most strongly someu of those 
who arc beating the tom-toms in such conventions as 
this of New York. It seems to them unreal. They, 
cannot understand how educated clergymen, profes
sors and pastors, can fail tó recognize the changed sit
uation.

“The talk that has been indulged in at this conven
tion coiifij’pis this unfortunate impression." This'per- 

- Iiaps is the real crux of the case.”
“How did the programme of the convention strike 

■ you?”
“Most curiously. The programme illustrates what 

‘ 1 have just said.
“One topic is, ‘The Present Assault on the Bible.’ 

There is no assault on the Bible that I am aware of, 
except as the steady and remorseless push of criticism 
constitutes in the minds of the traditionalists an as
sault on their position, which they identify with the 
truth of the Bible. The critics are for the most part 
as honest, and sincere, as reverent and religious as 
those who construe their criticism into an assault.

‘ ‘ Another topic was : ‘ The Practical Consequence of 
the Attack on the Bible—in the Demoralization, of 
Conduct and Education.’ This seems to me to be a 
complete begging of the question.

“If there is ally demoralization of conduct and edu
cation at present traceable to man’s attitude to the 
Bible, it seems to me to link itself in with the persist
ent refusal of educated qien to admit the facts of the 
situation, and the consequent suspicion thrown upon 
the intellectual integrity or t-he ministry.

“ ‘The Groundlessness of tlie Present Rationalistic 
Claims.’ This is not a subject for vehement platform 
pronouncement; it is a subject for calm and scholarly 
consideration. If the present critical claims are 
groundless it ought to be possible to show the fact. 
Let this be shown, and we all wjll acknowledge it.

“ ‘The Identity of the Present Views With Those 
Propagated One .Hundred Years Ago.’ Shades of all 
the great critics from Ewald to Cheyne!

“Of course Mr. .Thomas Paine—always called 
‘Tom’ Paine by the courteous Christian—with ' his 
keen common sense, discerned the mathematical and 
moral difficulties of the Old Testament; but what con
ception had he of our modern Biblical criticism? This 
is a brand new science, practically of our generation, 
the outgrowth of literary, historic and philological 
criticism in every department, an application of the 
scientific temper and spirit to the question of Biblical 
literature.

“ ‘The Unscientific Character of the Prevailing 
Higher Criticism.’ Well, gentlemen, we woùldSsay 
to these distinguished professors and pastors, by all 
means establish the unscientific character of the High
er Criticism, and when the task is done we will troop 
tc your side. But that is a large contract to under-, 
take by busy men.” ,

“How do the addresses that were given at thè 
league strike you?” . '

“Jnst as might have been expected. Therc-would 
seem to have been a superabundance of platform ora
tory and a minimum of calm and clear scholarship. 
Certain things that I noticed in the addresses are 
worth a moment’s attention.

“Dr. Burrell seemed to state very frankly.his còn- 
.. viction.that those who follow the critics use sueh a 

word as “inspiration’ in a sense wholly contrary to 
any recognized meaning that it has had. He seems to 
charge them with dishonesty in such use of the term.

“ This is all beside the mark. There never has been 
- a definition which has been acceptable. Dr. Burrell 

must know that, as well as any one else. •'
“Every theory of inspiration that has been . pro

pounded has been ‘holed’worse than the Russian'ships 
in' Port Arthur. The. spiritual thought involved in 
any definition of inspiration—the reality of an influ
ence from the unseen world upon thè mind and soul 
of man, quickening his thought,'communicating ideas, 
suggesting a message to be brought to mankind—this 
the followers of Biblical criticism hold just as strong
ly as Dr.-Burrell, only they do not make sueh spiritual 
inspiration synonymous with intellectual inerrancy. 
They do not conceive the inspireci man as a mere pup- 
®et pulled by strings from the other side.
£ ‘‘Pr, Burrell talks again about the higher criticism

causing a desertion from the churches where it is 
preached. How about the desertion from' the churches 
where the traditionalists’ view of the Bible is 
preached, to the affront of the intelligence of the con
gregation and to the impeachment of the veracity of 
the preacher?

, “Dr. Burrell seems to think that the falling off in 
numbers in oui- divinity schools is the result of Bibli
cal criticism. Would it not be far more truly con
ceived to be the result of the failure of the institutions 
to square themselves by the results of criticism ? Is it 
not more likely that intelligent young men are kept 
iway from theological seminaries by the failure of 
those institutions to admit frankly the changed point 
of view which is the result of criticism,- and to make 
room for (he new thought ? \

“Dr. Booth seems to be under the belief that the is= 
sue of the present situation will be a* vast exodus of 
Protestants to Roman Catholicism. Does he imagine 
that there is no conflict going on in the'Roman Cath
olic church between the traditionalists and the crit
ics? ,

“Has he never heard of Abbe Loisy? Does he not 
know that there are hosts of priests in the Catholic 
church who are following sympathetically the move
ments of Biblical criticism, and who are earnestly 
striving to adjust the church to the intellectual 
change resulting therefrom ?

“Dr. Booth seems more than to imply that some of 
the* higher critics laugh at their own professions and 
mean one thing when they say another. Names, 
please, Dr. Booth. It would make a most interesting 
article if these parties should be described, identified 
and held up to public condemnation. By all means, 
let us know who they are.

“Dr. Booth affirms that the learned men.of the age 
stand five to one against the thought that, the Bible is 
not the word of .God. A matter of fact, tliis, to be 
easily settled by the statistics of scholarship. Will 
the good doctor give us a statistical article,' arraying 
on one side the names of the five hundred who are op
posed to Biblical criticism and on the other those of 
the one hundred who accept it—all alike being men of 
scholarship?”

“What do you think of Dr. William Phillips Hall’s 
statement of the general aim of the league—‘to organ
ize the friends of the Bible, to promote a more rever
ential and constructive study of the sacred volume, 
and to maintain the historic faith of the church in its 
divine inspiration and supreme authority as the word 
of God’?”

“I was under the impression that the newly formed 
Association for the Advancement of Religious Educa
tion was distinctly organized by the friends of the 
Bible to promote a more reverential and constructive 
study of the sacred volume. That is an aim in winch 
we all must a/ree. The other portion.of his affima- 
tion is altogether a different matter.

“The great body of Biblical- critics would unite 
most heartily in every effort to maintain the historic 
faith of the church as to the reality of a divine inspi
ration of the Bible. They recognize this inspiration 
in all the great ethical and spiritual truths of the Old 
and New Testaments. They believe that those are 
genuine inspirations.

“But it is wholly another matter.to go on and affirm 
the need of upholding the historic, faith of the church 
in the ■ supreme authority- ;qf the- Bible ’ as -‘tito Word 
of God.’ That is ah antiquated and obsolete concep
tion, stated in archaic and outgrown terms.

“The supreme authority in matters of morals and 
religion can by no intelligent man be recognized as a 
book. It must lie in the ethical and spiritual nature 
of man, his reason and his conscience, illumined by- 
the spiritual consensus of mankind, the great affirma
tions of the ethical and spiritual nature of humanity.

“No book or series of books can be ‘the Word of 
God.’ That Logos, or Thought-Word, is the intelli
gence and life of God embodied in the universe, in 
man, in the great spiritual heroes of mankind, su
premely in Jesus of Nazareth. No book is big enough 
or true enough or up-to-date enough to be identified 
with the ‘Word of God.’

“It is juggling with terms to go on repeating an 
outgrown conception in outworn language. One of 
the speakers in th’e convention referred to the critics 
as fooling themselves and then fooling the people. 
Thisl is a-forejj>le, if not a very polite expression. Is 
it not quite as capable of application to the men who 
go on juggling with phrases of the past?”

“Does there seem to you to be any such ‘crisis’ in 
the religious situation as is indicated by the forma
tion of this league?”

“Yes, there is indeed a crisis. It is a square, clear
cut issue between the scientific literary criticism of 
the books of the Bible and the traditional view which 
has been re-enunciated with all the-old-time fervor 
and blissful ignorance of facts in the present conven
tion.

“There is no reconciliation possible between the 
traditional view of the Bible and the critical view of 
the Bible. One or the other must come out on. top.

“If the traditionalists can reclaim, the intelligence 
of the people and persuade educated men that criti
cism is all an empty unreality, a colossal mistake, the
crisis will be ended in favor of the traditionalists. Re-

nto a. natural) evdlutlou of the spiritual 
■ aistory -of a .enace, which ■" becomes an 
organic process,aSowering and culmin- 
atlng in. the Msthtlc.life of Jesus. •

“That .histii'lc-Mfe becomea more un
questionably Certain, ■more indubitably 
real,.as thentesuli.ofthe winnowing 
•process- of Hew Tpestament - criticism. 
The New Tsataiwit IB •Been now, as 
neverbefore,.t<ira«nter in the life and 
teachings of jjeena. • ■

• "The evolutionijflf ■Christian thought, 
as outworked in tihé * New Testament 
literature, is rtakfag an-historic clear
ness .and scientific. Naturalness, and 
thtis appealing to it he mind of man as 
it has never(Uonelbefore. -The Church, 
as the institute ofiyeliglon, is seen to be 
a natural produrft of '-human history, 
but clothed with the1,truly supernatural 
authority which Invests all the great 
human Institutes. ’••■' •

"It-has the authority of man'behihd 
it—that ■ is. tlie true authority of God. 
Christian theology is seen to be now 
no mere development of one little pe
riod in thé history of the human race, 
nothing 'local and small'—It is seen to 
be, in the light of historic criticism, 
the crown, and consummation 'of the 
spiritual experiences, the intellectual 
questionings, the ethical aspirations, 
the worshipful adorations of mankind. 
The great Catholic, creeds are human 
creeds.

"Yes, the wheel goes round, aria as 
the result of the destructive Biblical 
criticism, a reconstruction of Christian 
faith concerning the Bible and theolo
gy is forcing itself upon Christendom 
and a new faith, -rational and reverent 
at once, is emerging. A faith as au
thoritative -.as human consciousness, 
as catholic as the ardent and massive 
experiences of mankind."—New York 
Bun.

FOR RENT,
Furnished room at -233 Irving Ave., near Van 

Jurcn street Cara. Bplrltualiet family.

NUSS MAE HUNT.
.'rance Hedluiu and Lecturer. Is located at 205 
lurk sti, San Fruncjseo, Cal. Readings including 
three questions by mail,; H.W. • ‘ ’ - 767tf

IMPORTANT.
Owing to the fact that the courts have In ev

ery case decidedr against Psychic Healers who 
advertise to curò the sick without drugs, where 
the case has been between the U. S. government 
and a Healer (deciding that it Is a clear ease of 
intent to defraud) to advertise to diaguose also, 
without leading symptoms being given. There* 
foro I have decided, as a physician in good 
standing, to not ^advertise my gift of Psychic 
Healing, but will diagnose disease and notask 
a fee for so doing. I will tiie<efore hereafter 
diagnose disease

Free, of Charge, 
to all. who will send their name, age, sex, and 
give leading symptoms, and all who will send 
Ì2.00 (Two Dollars) with their request for a di
agnosis, I will diagnose their disease free, and 
will send them for the 92.00 two weeks'treat
ment, and the best book published on Spiritual
ism,

“The Scientific Basis of 
Spiritualism.”

BY EPJES 8AKGENT.

Cancers Cured or No Pay.
We Have the Best Method.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
“THE WESTLAND,”

(Next to Symphony Hall.)

Boston, Mass.

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS.

Franklin, Neb.
This camp commences July 29 and 

closes August 16. For full partticulars 
address D. L. Haines, secretary, Frank
lin, Neb.

Send In YouriDatea and Names of Sec- 
Mtarytot Once.

Interest ln<the ^various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings • has commenced, and 
secretaries of’-the same should report at 
once to this-office,, so that proper cor
rections as to dates, etc., can be made.

Onset Camp.
Commences July 24 and ends August 

28. For full programme and particu
lars address the secretary of the camp, 
Onset, Mass. 4

Wonewoc, Wis.
The camp-meeting of the Western 

Wisconsin Camp Association wiJI open 
Aug. 4, 1904, and will close Aug. 22. 
For full particulars write Miss Ger
trude Spooner, secretary, Wonewoc, 
Wis.

ELTON E. HEOHICK, 
ASTMOLOGKR.—Vocation, buBlno»9 apeauU- 
Ion, matrimony,* change», travel, all Uffatra of 

life. Fee 12,00. Bend date ot birth as near tho 
ClnelnnBat?,Tb?ok' Aa‘i'e8“' Rel“"Ui

DON’T READ THIS.
If Bick writp to me, and X will give yon a free 

examination. I want no leading ayutplom. Nerv- 
oub exhuuition and Jost vigor of both Hexes anc- 
ceBBfully treated. Send name. age. Bex.* complex
ion, weight and 10 cte. in stumps or silver, and re* 
celveacorrect diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
yon. Be euro and write your own letter. Addreaa.

Fit ANGES L. LOUCKS,
85 Warren St., 6toueham.'Maia.

Myself cuREDiÄÄ
barmlesB Homo Curo.-Address 

MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, III.

YOUR FORTUNE
“.“.‘J rREE « you win “Olli your 

y bnvAaJ? three fitampefor malHnrexneneein
thousand« with my wonderfully 

£S!l?!}irea<iPast and future. I 
f y your future love affairs, business 

mute, etc., and give advice on 
an affairs. Address, BjUghKM, Dept. T.li. 
»1«», Nau Francisco, Cui. ’

Institute of Higher Sciences
And College of Fino Forces, 

,,ew. and wonderfulniethods of cure.
r < iaet becoming of world-wide faine.’’—H.Tuttlo

Y* ‘vC0*01? klectrieity, Magnetism. Mind, Bathi. 
_ Itft-.bcuudftil Diploma confers title. “D. M.’1 
DoctOLpf Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one 8 home. Books and instruments furnished. 
Bend stamp for catalogue to

F. BABBITT, M. !>., Geneva, N. Y,

~oiu S. LOUCKS
The oldest and "beat known physician now In 

practice. Bls cures are wonderful; his examin
ations free to all who Bend him name, age. Bex 
and lock of hair, and six cents In stamps. He 
doesn t require any leading symptoms. He cures 
weak men. Address,

DR. J. S, LOUCKS, M. D.,
Lock Box 1208, Stoneham, Mass.

MILLER’S MAGIC MIRRORS
A Successful Road to Mediumship.

Indorsed by leading Spiritualists as developers 
of different phases of mediumship, especially 
Clairvoyance. Our mirrors are chemically treat
ed and very sensitive to spiritual elements. With 
a little patience you can not fail to develop your 
EJ1.U8? °* niedhnnship. Price, 13,00. Horoscopes 
written for 11.00. Give date of birth, year, and 
where born, W. H. MILLER, p. O, Box 109, Can- 
tou, Ohio. 7Mu?3

trumpets.
The Infallible Fibre Trumpet 1b guaranteed 

better than metal. No.l.-3(Jx5 in.-lnsulated top 
Jnd^ottom. cardinal colored enamel, 11.60. No. 
2,11.25. 33x4 inches, plain, with no insulation, 
brown color. Pamphlet with Instructions for all 
kinds of development will be mailed on receipt of 
12 cents in Blamps. Trumpets* will be sent ou 
receipt of price. Manufactured by
JAS. NFIVTON. 428 Dorr St., Toledo, O.

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa.
The camp session of the M.-V. 8. A., 

.Mt. Pleasant JParijj Clinton','Ipwa, will 
open "July dll and close Aug. 28. ’ Fer pro
grammes address .'Mollie B. Anderson, 
secretary, ClhrksViUe, Mo.

-if"'- Mapte ©dD tParfej Ohio. !
The American-Spiritual, Religious and 

Science Union will hold a capip session 
at Maple Dell, commencing July -24 and; 
closing Sept 1. F. H. Sherwood, secre
tary,-■ Mantua, Ohio. The- grounds 
will be open for family -reunions, Sun
day-school picnics, and Sunday meet
ings, etc., from June 1 to Sept. 15.

Lily DaleXamp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort opens 

July 15 and closes September 14. For 
full programmes address the president, 
Mrs. Abby L. Pettenglll, Lily Dale, N. Y.'

Lake Sunapee Camp, N. H.
Lake Sunapee Spiritualist camp- 

meeting commences July 31 and closes 
August 28—four weeks and five Sun
days, at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H. For 
programmes address Lorenzo Worthen, 
secretary, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H., until 
July 26; after then at Blodgett’s Land
ing, N. H.

Chesterfield;' Ind.
Chesterfield (hid.) camp-meeting 

opens July 14 and closes August 28. For 
programs , and other Information ad
dress Lydia Jessup, secretary, Chester
field, Ind.

Unity Camp-Meeting.
The Lynn- Spiritualists Association 

will hold meetings every Sunday - at 
Unity Camp, Saugus. Center/ Mass., 
commencing June 5 and ending Sept. 
25. For full particulars address Mrs. 
A. A Averill. 42 Smith street,' Lynn, 
Mass.

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
This excellent camp opens July 31, 

and continues for 30 consecutive days. 
For full programmes address Albert P. 
Bllnn, 61 Dartmouth street, Boston, 
1^1 ass.

Southern Cassadaga Camp.
The Southern Cassadaga camç at 

Lake Helen, Florida, will open the first 
Sunday in February and close the 26th 
'of- March. ■ Fdr! information regarding 
rooms in Apartment House or in cot
tages, also for programmes, write to 
•Mrs. J. D. Palmer, corresponding sec
retary, Willoughby, Ohio.

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.
The dates for Vicksburg camp-meet

ing are July 31 to August 22. For full 
particulars, address J. Fraser, manager, 
Vicksburg, Mich.

Haslett Park, Mich.
This old and popular camp opens 

July 30 and closes Aug. 28. For full 
programs address J. D. Richmond, sec
retary, St. Johns, Mich.

Edgewood Camp, Wash. -
Edgewood camp, Washington, opens 

July 31, and will continue three weeks, 
ending August 22 and 23 with their 
eighth annual convention. For full par
ticulars address Julian W. Smith, 1115 
North Fife street, Tacoma, Wash.

Ashley, Ohio, Camp.
The Spiritualist camp-meeting at

Ashley, Ohio will open August? and 
close August 28. For full particulars 
address W. F. Randolph, secretary, Ash
ley, Ohio.

Parkland Heights Camp-Meeting.
This camp will remain open Sundays 

only until September I. For further 
particulars, address Elizabeth M. Fish, 
secretary, Floral Heights, Parkland, Pa.

FRANK N. FOSTER,
Tho Noted Psychic for

Spirit FhotograDliu
Bend name and address for circular. Sittings by 

mail. 81 Fitzhugh $l.. Grand Rapids, Mich.

C. WALTER LYNH

OBSESSION CORED

’ Ä

’ Aug. 13,1904.

THE

For the Cure of. Mental 
and Physical Alimentai

For Free lyaguosla ot Ulsen.e, tend flv, . 
two-cent stamp., age, name, sex. and own band, 
writing.

Readings and Business Advice, $1, 
- ■ and Two Stamps.

f Address 784 Eighth St., Oakland, Cal.

Annie Lord Cliumborlaln’s Card.
®Me.ada' you eftn greatly help me care tar 

my blind sister, Jennie L. Webb, one ot the earl
iest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
jo a spirit friend, fiend it to me with tl, and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or whit« 
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain. HU« 
ford Mass.

Eminent Healer ;
and 1 U

Gifted Psychic. :
Health Restored by 
Common Sense Methods

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and yonr disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Sau Jose, Call

Dn Ynn NapiI A,,aUU I UU JluUU lean help you. I Will fit yoiw 
AnRPbsniPC by Clairvoyance and
UPuULCJulCo spirit assistance at your own 
home with the Improved melted pebble lense, ta 
seo near and at a distance. Please write for illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
your eyes, una safe delivery by mail.

FJtRft»—Sufficient magnetized Com
pound for four oz. cures sore eyes, restores the 
eyes to normal vision. Ten cents for poetage.

K. F. FOOJLK«
43 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill

The
BIOCHEMISTRY.
Natural Law of Cure. 

BIOPLASMA.
The Life of the Blood.

By DU, GEO, W. GABEY,
“The Blochemic System of Medicine.”, New 

course of Instructions in the science of Biochem
istry. now ready. Send 2 cent stamp for circular.

Address,

The Chemistru of Life Co.,
837 Summer St., W. Somerville, Mass

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
Amasterly presentation of an Important sub

ject A powerful argument along new and scien
tific lines, establishing on a scientific basis the 
fact of the continuity of personal Individual con
scious selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body. A beok ot rare value. With several 
fine illustrations. Cloth. $1,00.

LIGMAN • A LectU’** Delivered to Ladles Wvl Inl 1 i Only. 37 Mrs. Dr. Hulburt. On 
the present status ot woman, physically, men
tally, morally and spiritually. Tho divine law 
of true harmonial marriage, etc. Price, 10c.

SPIRITS AND SPIRIT.
When Sydney Carlon. In Dicken's groat novel. 

“A Tale ol Two Cltlea,” aald, "I t la a far, far bet
ter thing thin J do, than 1 have ever ilona It la a 
far, far better rent that 1 go to, than I have ever 
known, He gave up lila head an a aacrltleo tor 
the thing Im loved. Are you Huerlfiehig «luytbinif 
to know yourself, to be great when death ends 
your mortal life, to realize your God-give» dlviuo 
powers? If you are nut you are not u progressiva 
Spiritualist. Secure them* books at once Mr. 
Grumbine's work Is endorsed heartily by “Tho 
Banner of Light,” because it knows the man and 
bls works:

CLAlRVOYANCE-Cloili-boimd, price, 11.60(re
duced from F2.00l It teaches you how to jienctrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its, read the crystal, see the future, prophesy and 
attain Illumination, and be a Yogis. “All students 
will do well to study Uils excellent volume —W 
J, Colville. “It is a revelation."-Light. “Best 
work on the subject."-Mind, “Marvelous-En 
ooh-making,#—Lilian Whiting.

BRJRIT WORLD, by Gafflidd, cloth, 50 cents.
AURAS AND COLORS— With exhaustive dlo 

tlonary of color meanings. A unique book-for 
unique people. Price 50 cents

PS YCHOMETRY—The first and only book which, 
teaches the science so that you can practice it 
Price, 50 con ts •

EASY LESSONS In Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychonictry. Price, 50 cents.

REALIZATION'—Hotv to enter the super-con- 
BClousness and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION—A Ms. series on how to divine 
hidden things, 2nd lost treasures, become a 
seer. Price. 31.00.

CRYSTALS fur crystal-gazing, a new lot at 12.25 
each, postage prepaid.

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES-A Ma. 
series on this fascinating subject. Price, 11.00.

Send for Prospectus of “The College of Divine 
Science and Realization of Divinity." Reduced 
tuition. The only one of its kind in tlie world.

J. C. F. GKUMBINE,
1285 Commonwealth Ave., 

Boston, Mass.

Force and Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth. »1.00.

Agoffonius of Tuana Christian Jesus. A 
wonderful communication, explaining how his 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianity. Price 15 cents.

nUTF TrnTHPO By Warren Sumner Bartow.
I H Mi Villi ILn T*10 Voices contain poema A‘U,AJ ’ UAvUU Of remarkab’j beauté and 

force. They are most excellent- Price Î1.0Q.

hFATH and the AFTERLIFE 
ULIHn By A, J. »avis.
An instructive and interesting work for all to- 
read. Price 60 cents.

nniT’PT TOrn Between Religion and Science.
I til 11 hill IH Just book tor progressive VUH1JJ1U1 thinkers. A book that Is very 
Interesting to people who have a taste for the 

, past religious history. By John W. Draper.
Price, cloth, $1.75.

HEALING Causes and Effects,’A. P. A. NftNUftL
uxixiuiiiu; By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals jects of the American Protective Association, 
with the finer mental and spiritual forces as ap- A book for all patriotic American citizens, 
plied to healing. Price, 50 cents. j Price, 15 cents, or two for 25 cents. _____ - -

ligion may be stifled by this recovery of faith, so- 
called, but the crisis will be ended—perhaps in the 
way that crisis of fever js- sometimes ended, by 
death. ' . ..

“As the critics persuade the intelligent,.educated 
men of the. church of the substantiality of their pro
cesses and the validity of their general conclusions^ 
the crisis will be ended in another way. - Men will 
recognize that the Bible is not what it was taken to 
be, and. they will readjust their religious feelings to 
the accepted facts. That is being done in Jnyriads of 
instances by the clergy and laity, and the crisis is com
ing to an end.

“This means nothing less than a revolution. To 
the traditionalists it seems wholly , destructive.

“The infallible, oracular book, the supreme author
ity of man, is.gone forever. With it goes the infal
lible, oracular church, With it goes also the infal
lible, oracular body of theology. All of the false au
thoritative foundations of religion in Christianity are 
being swept away. ' '

“This is nothing less than a crisis, surely, which to 
the traditionalists must seem utterly the work of the 
devil. To the traditionalists there seems no Way for 
the preservation of faith amid such sweeping, revolu
tion, _ '

“Yet, as a matter of fact, faith is finding a way to 
maintain itself and to renew itself. The destructive 
influen ces of criticism are bein g followed by' con
structive influences.

“The Bible is losing none of its charm—rather it. is 
increasing its charm over the intellect and the heart 
of man. It is losing none of its power over the life- 
father it is renewing its power.

“Men can come now with honest minds and un-_ 
troubled consciences, perplexed by no quibbles of the 
theologian, offended by no theories of inspiration, and 
be free to drink in its ethical and spiritual inspirings 
and to live by them. The Old Testament, seen as a 
record o£ real rev.elationa coming to meui aha^ea itelf

Freeville, N. Y.
The dates- for the Central New York 

Spiritual Association Camp-meeting, at 
Freeville, N. Y., are from July 23 to 
Aug. 22, four weeks and five Sundays. 
Owing to the protracted and severe ill
ness of our secretary; Miss Victoria C. 
Moore. I am acting secretary, to whom 
all letters । pertaining to the camp 
should be addressed.! W. W. 'Kelsey, 
President, Cortland, N. Y. ■

Temple Heights, Camp, Me.
The Temple Heights Spiritual Corpo

ration will hold its annual session, this 
being the twenty-second, at their beau
tiful grounds, ,on the banks of Penob
scot Bay, in the good old -state of 
Maine, oh the dates of August 13th to 
21st' inclusive. Arrangements have 
been made for a very interesting ses
sion of camp-meeting and it is expected 
that a large attendance will be the out
come. For full programs address Or
rin J. Dickey, Belfast, Maine.

THE HARMONIC SERIES
Harmonics of Evolution (Florence Huntley), • • • 
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME,............
The Dream Child.............. *-.......... .............................

• •Vol. l„ $2,00
•Vol. IL, 2.00 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  75

Lake Brady, Ohio.
Ths Lake ..Brady ^Spiritualist Camp-- 

-meeting opens July 3 and ¿loses. Sept 
4. For . lull programme address A.- G. 
Keck, Akron, (ßlilo.il ..

Delphos Camp, Kans, -
This camp-nmeti®? will begin August 

6, closing August'2& Address all com
munications to.H. N.I Richardson; secre
tary, Delphos, JKani. '.

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE

Gran#. Lefge, Mich.
The Grand LbdgeiiMlch.) camp opens 

Julj<31 rind elates rikugnst 28.-1 For full 
programme adiitestìD, W. Ewing, Grand 
Ledge, Mich.

Island- Like, Mich.
< The Island bakd t Camp. at Island 
Lake, Mich., 48Imilés from Detroit, on 
the Flint and IPerei’Marquette : railroad, 
commences Jtijy 10 !{nd extends through 
the ' month dfv'AUgust. For full pro- 
'grammes address H. R. LaGrange, sec
retary,' 84 East Montcalm street, De
troit, Mich. /.

Waterloo« Camp, Iowa,
Thé Central Iowa Spiritualist Associ

ation will hold its camp at Waterloo, 
Iowa, from August 21 to September 11, 
including four Sundays. For particu
lars address J. F. Andrew, 206 E. Linn 
street, Marshalltown, Towa. .-

Forest Home, Mich. •
This camp-meeting, located at Snow

flake, Antrim county, Mich., will open 
July 30, And contiBae till Aug. 22.. For 
full programs address Mra. Ruth East
man, Secretary, ta 69, Mancelona, 
Mich. .

Founded by Morris Pratt. Chartered'in 
1902. A school under the auspices of 
Spiritualism, Established for the dif
fusion Of general' culture and the ac
quisition of useful knowledge.

Thoroughly Qualified Teachers.
A large' and'beautiful building. 
Steam- heat and hot and cold water 
throughout.

A Two Years’ Course 
prepares; specially for public and priv
ate work.,- Open to ajl of both sexes 
and of all ages' over -16. 
Admittance without examination. 
Absolute- freedom of thought • and ex
pression encouraged.' For thoroughness 
and the. growth ,of individual and inde
pendent thinking, unequaled.
Tuition per year .... ...................$50.00
Tuition by the. week.. .. .. .. .. 1.75 
Board with'furnished room per week, 
$3 to $3.50.

_ OPENS SEPTEMBER 27, 1904.
Located at Whitewater, Wis., 60 miles 

north of Chicago. -
N. B.—All who decide to attend should 
be present at the opening when the 
classes are formed and take the full 
two years’ course. For catalogues 
write to Moses Hull, president, White-, 
water, Wis.. or Clara L. Stewart, secre-' 
tary, Whitewater, -Wis., or A j. 
Weaver, principal, .Old Orchard, Maine.
* ^Love—Sex—Ifflniortallly.,r YBy Dr.

These works have made a profound impression on the most advanced and 
progressive intelligence of the age. In the field of Psychical Research it can be 
said truthfully that they have created a veritable “Cyclone" of interest and dis
cussion. Their subject matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
interesting and fascinatingly attractive to every one who can understand the sim
plest English. They have made simple and clear the most difficult problems of 
human life, and carry a special message to all who love the truth.
The Great Psychological Crirpe—Con

tents—Part I.
’ Psychological Crime; New Defini

tions- Pertinent Admissions; What Is 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology* of Hypnotism; Auto- 
Hypnotism," a Misnomer; "Suggestion, 
à Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post- 
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp-

The Law of Spiritual Gravity; Admoni
tions and Suggestions.
Supplemental.

The Value of “Theories"; Differences 
and Distinctions; Transmigration- 
Transubstantiatton ; Reincarnation • 
Metempsychosis ; Self-Perpetuation* 
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Psy
chical Reinvesture.

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
Preliminary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death la 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop- 

a common Purpose-' 
The Scope, Method and Pur- 
pose; The Genesis of Physical 
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution;' 
The “Law of Natural Selection”; The 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
in Science; The Coihpletion of an Indi- - 
vidual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness;' 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat-

notist?
Part II. „„aA Risk and a Duty; Other Definl- “ent - ^and 
tlons; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; “Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a "Gift” 
Nor a “Power”; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and “Affinity”; Medium- 
«bln and Emotionalism; Mediums and .---------■ —
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan- Sc^6npe Corroborated; Natural, ineir mvuveo, v Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce-i

True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon.' 
ios, Ethics.

ity.
Partili.

The Genesis ot "Hell”; The Way of 
Death: In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; Un What It Depends; Self- 
Control, the Application; The Line of 
gäjalx'asä Powera-ef Dar&nessi

Handsomely Bound.
Send for Circular. 

Address all orders to
THE 1NDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO- 

19 to 27 North Kedzle Avt, Ghlcage, , 
- ■*.' ■ - -■-» ■ '

%25c3%259flilo.il
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THREE VISIONS,
And the Lessons They Conveyed. '

me.■without symbolic meaning to

CHICAGO, ILL.1, AUGUST 2(g 1904,

SRIRITU/VLISM Iß fr TRUTH-.
“One truth is dear—whatever is, is 

right.” Pope.
i “I long to know thé truth hereof at 
large?’ Shakespeare.
■ “Lçt us make truth catching instead 
bf falsehood and disease.” \ Ingersoll.
I “Truth depends on, or is only arrived

at by a legitimate deduction from all the 
facts which are truly material.” Coler
idge.

“Plows, to go true, depend much up
on the truth of the iron.” Mortimer.

“Truth bears the torch in the search 
for truth.” Lucretius.

Let us love o^r c^ise 
and dare to adv^at^ its 
truth and decty inuid. 
If we have fhc^puiE it 
cannot be destroyed in 
the dfucible of ¡reason

will only thrive, ¿and 
expand more- rapidly.

and keep pace, with 
ali that Is trantpir- 
in the ranks.

NO. 769

TRUTH- IS IMPERISHABLE
“My mouiji shall speak the truth.” 

Prov. viii., 7.
“Truth crushed to earth shall rise 

again.” William Cullen Bryant.
“To have truth and not live it is like 

having lungs and refusing’ to breathe.” 
“However unwillingly a person who

has a strong opinion may admit the pos
sibility that his opinion may be false, he 
ought to be moved by the consideration 
that however true it may be, if it is not 
•fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed 
it will be held as a dead dogma, not a 
living truth.” John Stuart Mill.

• I 1 On the night of February 28, 1903, as 
I lay wide awake on my pillow, immedi
ately after retiring, it was my sweet' 

y. privilege to enjoy the blessed experience 
». of a happy vision. It appeared in three L phases—first, a halo or ring of light so

often seen before, encircling my brow, 
vw I tl,nt sftme evéning hour; second, this 

^JJpI-SOon changed into a heart-shaped disc 
of silver color, at the same time rising 
toward a point above my head. There 
this heart-shaped disc was gradually 
though quickly changed into a brilliant 
golden hue and assumed the shape of a 
crown.

I This crown was beautifully simple in 
shape, being devoid of ornamental fin
ish, yet with Just that number arid va- 

■ rléty of harmonious curves and that 
symmetry of top outlined, which gave

I thé whole a beauty beyond that.of any 
metallic crown ever yet represented to 
me.

A feature which adds value to the 
vision, for its very truthfulness, is the 
fact that this crown was not perfect or 
complete. tlnly a little more than 
half of it showed plainly, so as to indi
cate that my crown of gold is now in 
the process of construction.

In like manner the perfect shape of 
the silver heart plainly suggests that 
a course of discipline even in this 
world may be so rigidly severe on the 
one hand, and so patiently studied on 
the other hand, that thé elements of 
love may become perfected in one re
spect, namely, its relation to the entire 
lace of man.

I cannot be so vain as to arrogate to 
myself a monopoly of this degree of 
perfection, thus making myself a model, 
and the only model for the rest of man
kind—as tar from it as the east is from 
the west. Yet indeed I have arrived at 
the stage indicated in the above hint, 
by a process, which has become to me 
unique.

Many years ago I reached the conclu
sion that the highest form of love is 
that which is most purely philanthropic, 
or. that which aims to include the whole 
world of humanity in its grasp. At first 
such a form or phase of love seemed 
purely theoretical, not to say unattain
able; but by degrees, the mind dwelling 
upon it a certain portion of each day, 
such a love becomes normal; that is to 
dfiy, ’perfect in itself evéq as. a perfect 
«b@|*feJk'tpp1è!i'sô that it may very prop
erly be represented by the silver-col
ored heart shown in the vision. All who 
are conscious of this love carry the 
bléssed consolation within themselves. 
The vision may or may not come, to 
present the fact as it were, in demon
stration.

Vision No. 2.-^-On Sunday evening, 
July 10. 1904, immediately on lying 
down for the night, an ether light, or 
rather two of them, appeared very 
plainly to me; one a white light, a little 
to my left, nearly the size of the hu
man face, the other a red disc scarcely 
ps large as the palm of piy hand. ,

These two lights gradually ap- 
'proached each other, growing brighter 
and smaller till they merged into one 
another. Each remained distinct. Just 
as .the rainbow colors are distinct from 
cne another, yet all blend in one form 
of splendor inimitable.

This living light—for these ethereal- 
izations are to me all living entities— 
developed into surpassing brightness 
and a beauty unaparalleled by any
thing material that my eyes ever be
held. . In its ultimate shape it was a 
perfect picture of the dawn in its re
splendent glory, yet the whole, but lit
tle larger than the palm of my hand!

A vision so definite as this, is never

Moreover it is so striking in character 
that it never seemed intended for my 
benefit alone. It seems to belong 
through me to the world, and for this 
reason I should be culpable if I did not 
thus describe it for the readers’ benefit. 
To me the symbolic meaning is that a 
new day is dawning for me, and not for 
me alone, but for many another earnest 
life as well.

This vision came not to me in a 
dream, but when I was as wide awake 
as at the moment of this writing.

Vision No. 3.—On Tuesday, nine days 
after the experience last described, I 
was sitting in my room looking into the 
evening twilight, as I often do, when the 
numbers 1886, 1896, and 1806 success
ively appeared'in luminous brilliancy, 
each figure as a gem set in the evening 
sky. They were of the most perfect 
symmetry in shape, the.vertical diame
ter or length of each being about one 
foot

v The meaning of this symbol to me is 
'.very definite and clear. It referred to 
¡my angel wife. The date of our mar- 
rtagc was 1886: that of her birth into 

/the higher life was 1896. By an acci- 
'dent this last date was made to read 
■1806 In my narration as given in The 
Progressive Thinker of July 9, a differ
ence of 90 years; my spirit friends thus 
giving me a strong hint that greater im
portance attaches to this correction 
than I was aware of. The reason of this 
peculiar significance is that' in the pa
per referred to, “A Revelation of Heal
ing Power,” all that is set forth is. fact. 
Not one word of it is fiction. It can 
only be of value to the earnest, thought
ful reader, and this value depends 
Chiefly on the accuracy of the state
ment of these facts. ,
I THOS. H. B. COTTON.
[ Edenvale, Cal.

fife

We cannot lead simple lives before 
Sre have simple wants and thoughts.— 
Godfrey Blount

1 -« THE VOICE. - *■ “ * ______
t sought to write a lofty theme, 
Borne sweet and righteous poet’s 

’ dream; • .
When quick there came from out my 

heart -
A ghastly voice that made me start: 
•'Such work is for the just,” it Said, 
•'Thy heart and soul are almost dead; 
if thou wouldst lead men to the light, 
First bring thyself from out the night.” 

—Max Ehrmann.

SPIRITUALISM REPRESENTS THE GRAND
EST TRUTH EVER PRESENTED TO THEWORLD. 
IT IS NOBLY REPRESENTED BY HUNDREDS OF 
HONEST MEDIUMS. AND ELOQUENT SPEAK
ERS. IT HAS SPREAD BROADCAST THE SEEDS 
OF LIBERALISM, AND MADE THE WORLD BET
TER IN MANY RESPECTS. IT WOULD BE 
FOLLY, HOWEVER, TO DENY THE FACT THAT 
THERE IS HERE AND THERE DISORDERLY ME. 
DIUMSHIP OF VARIOUS DEGREES, SOMETIMES 
BORDERING ON DEMONISM, AND IT IS WELL 
THAT EVERY SPIRITUALIST SHOULD KNOW 
THIS FACT. IT WILL NOT DO TO SUPPRESS 
UNWHOLESOME TRUTHS. THEY SHOULD AL
WAYS BE SPREAD BROADCAST, AND A REM
EDY DEVISED. IF OBSESSION BY EVILLY 
DISPOSED SPIRITS IS A POSSIBILITY, THEN A 
SYSTEM OF CARE SHOULD BE ADOPTED. AS 
WELL SUPPRESS A KNOWLEDGE OF DISEASE, 
AS TO TRY TO SUPPRESS FACTS IN REGARD TO 
OBSESSION THAT ARE COMING TO THE FRONT 
ALL THE TIME. A KNOWLEDGE THAT TUBER
CULOSIS (A TERRIBLE DISEASE) EXISTS, 
DOES NOT IN THE LEAST SPREAD THE DIS
EASE, BUT ENABLES PEOPLE, BY TIMELY 
WARNING TO PREPARE AGAINST ITS RAV
AGES. IT IS THE SAME WITH DISORDERLY 
SPIRIT CONTROLS—THEY CAN BE PREVENTED 
BY TIMELY WARNING AND PROPER CAUTION, 
AND THAT IS WHAT IS GIVEN IN DR. PEEBLES’ 
LATE BOOK ON OBSESSION, A REVIEW OF 
WHICH FOLLOWS:
“The Demonism of the Ages and Spirit Obsessions.”

It is only very reeently that in our review column 
we noticed a booklet from Dr. Peebles upon the sub- 
jcct.of Reincarnation, or the “Soul’s Successive Em
bodiments.” It was really a symposium by Mrs. Dr. 
Densmore, W. J. Colville and Dr. Peebles, with quota
tions from Mrs. Richmond. And now there is laid 
upon our book-table a handsomely bound volume ,pf 
400 pages, treating of Demonism in China, India, 
Korea, Judea, Greece, Rome, and of manifestations of 
evil-disposed or evil spirits in the ranks of American 
Spiritism.

This is new ground for a book by a Spiritualist. 
We do not recollect of seeing any previous volume by 
a Spiritualist author upon the subject of “evil spir
its” and their dangerous and deleterious influence 
upon mortals. It is making a new move on the chess, 
board of Spiritualism and will doubtless receive pun
gent criticisms from those.who believe in no evil, or 
evil spirits in the spirit world.'

In this bulky volume the Doctor takes it for granted 
that Spiritism is a fact—a well-established fact, 
doubted by no careful and conscientious investigator.

The several pages of “introduction” specify the 
general belief and teachings of the Spiritists and in 
the following preface he says:

“In the preparation of this volume, I have given 
more attention to the facts of trustworthy witnesses 
than to mere artistic expressions. It has been my 
sole aim to lift the mystic veil and sound the occult to 
its very depths; to ascertain by whom we are com
passed about. Are they our loved relatives, or are 
they angels or devils?

“Is it safe to investigate the mist-shrouded occult? 
I it wise to plunge into the unexplored realms of the 
invisible? If these unseen planes of being are peo
pled, by whom are they peopled? Are they saints, 
sylphs or demons? Can they affect mortals? Have 
they the power to hypnotize? Do they at times ob
sess and possess sensitive intermediaries ? In explor
ing this vast territory, in entering this comparatively 
new harbor, what pilot is to be trusted?

“Should one individuality ever be transferred or 
usurped by another ? Should conscious, rational man 
ever be hypnotically controlled by unseen intelli
gences, incarnate or discarnate? Would not such a 
result be the merest, abject slavery? - Is physical or 
mental slavery ever justifiable? Is the practice of 
promiscuous spiritism, which is only another name for 
necromancy, ever safe ? Does it better the sensitive ? 
Are well-balanced supersensitives, earnest saints and 
savants absolutely immune from evil influences? 
What the results of physical mediumship ? Why not 
lift the veil?

“Does converse with invisible entities conduce to 
the enlightenment, to the uplifting and moral better
ment of its devoted patrons? Is not this a fair ques
tion ? Do the Hindus and Chinese, who have believed 
in and practiced necromancy arid spiritistic magic 
from time immemorial, excel all other nations in wis
dom, virtue and the progressive enfbldment of all that 
constitutes goodness, purity and royal-souled great
ness? #

“What does spiritism stand for? Is it demoniac? 
Is it only destructive,and irreligious? Is its keynote 
iconoclasm ? Is it anything more than necromancy— 
obsession, external, internal and infernal? If it has 
redeeming qualities, what are they? Are Spiritism 
and Spiritualism synonyms? What is to be the final 
outcome of this movement that has stirred alike the 
thinking minds of the American materialist and relig
ionist for the last half century ?” ..

After quoting from! Andrew Jackson Davis’ 
“Diakka,” on page 16, the Doctor says on page 19, 
“In considering ‘this sub ject, let us go to the founda
tion. Did a hand after being amputated by a surgeon 
ever burn a, building? Did a putrefying corpse ever 
disrobe itself qf shroud and coffin and commit a bank 
robbery? But why not? Plainly, because the causa
tive man, the real, conscious spiritual man had, at 
death, left the .perishing corpse (body) which was

finite; arid being finite, taking, with him into the invis
ible world consciousness, emotion- desire, Why should 
he not manifest from both the higher'and lpwer states 
of his selfhood good and evil ? i i

“No solid thinker will affirm that the drunkard's 
craving is wholly of the material body; if so, t|ie ca
daver, while being dissected, might inquii'fiWhy.'such 
unfeeling surgical slashings; and ip ¡consequence, 
might crave, if not demand alcoholic stimulants to 
better bear dissection. No, these desires .were from* 
the interwoven essences, elements, auras; blind forces 
and inter-related inharmonies pertainjbg to .the. soul
body, and not from or of the incorruptible' spirit, 
which functions through the imperfect soul-organ
ism-” c . . ' . * .

Hudson Tuttle thus wrote awhile since in Tlje Pro
gressive Thinker: “All spiritual beings were once hu
man beings, and by passing through the gateway of 
Death have met with no change except such ps they 
.have gained by growth. Hence, they’are as good and 
as evil as they were here, no more, no less. When 
they return and manifest their ideritiiy, we note the 
individual characteristics retained and’ earried into 
their spiritual lives. The lover of falsehood, and de
ceit, the envious and hating, retain those qualities, un
til eradicated by years and ages of advancement.”

This volume treats of Chinese obsessions, Hindu ob
sessions, Korean obsessions, the Black Miigje of India, 
New Testament demonism, witchcraft d’etaonjsm, and 
the obsessional influences of evil spirits, upon many 
mediums.

“It was perfectly reasonable that tlie qoipmuning 
with perverse, obsessing spirits of old should be de
nounced. Voluntary communications JyithJfyil-dis- 
posed spirits whether in the body or out' is tp'be dep
recated. Those nowadays who seek sucty.cokimunica- 
tions are the patrons of necromancy aria sptfCery as 
much as those in Babylonian and 01a Tj^tament 
times. No' change of law or condition epn i^ke evil 
communications for evil purposes any l^ss tihkn evil. 
True, there is a little knot of egotistic, sgphistic, spir
itists in the world who deny the existence of a'vestige 
of evil in the universe. Everything is loyely, .’ A.pig- 
sty is just as sweet as a rose garden. They, cannot 
comprehend that the qualities of good anfieevij; are 
just as opposite as are the ptbfferties of:heai#pd cold 
in physics. Briefly put, to these’ unfledged,.' pedft- 
gogues, vice and virtue ate when “properly1 under
stood” synonyms. Rape is just as diynfp-agy^Ligjon; 
hell just as holy as heaveri, and eoncehtrdted malice 
and murder are but the expressions of “undeveloped 
good.” Whether this class of sophists is nearest to 
senility or insanity, it is difficult to decide. , But when 
practically brought face to face wjth their pe.t dogma, 
and forced to take their own medicine, ‘ these quasi- 
optimistic sophists excel in fault-finding, ¡criticising 
and gruesome grumbling at the ever-recurring ills of 
life.” . "

The fifteenth chapter of this book bears this head
ing, “Pitiful Letters from the Obsessed.” • Then fol
low about fifty pages of these pitiful letters'abound
ing in experiences of mediums, among which are such 
well-known writers as J. W. Dennis, of Buffalo, Dr. 
Robert Greer of Chicago, Miss Nora Batphelor, the 
brilliant writer. Here follows a quotation, from Miss 
Sarah C-----, New York: “Five years ago j was loved
for my genial, womanly disposition. I‘went to the 
Cassadagq camp-meeting and attended a Seance. The 
night after coming home from the seance J lay in bed 
nervous, half-conscious, and half-entranced, all night. 
When I came home I found myself clairvoyant and 
clairaudient, and I had a great many remarkable 
things given me. I was very glad for a time to be me- 
diumistie, and I could tell you a great deal if I could 
personally talk with you. • • The scene Soon changed. 
I became obsessed. I shall get deranged if I can’t 
stop these spirits hurting me. I suffer the tortures of 
a burning hell, and I get but two or three 'hours sleep 
out of the night. I am getting so thin ’that I know 
they will kill me if I can’t get help. ’ I try» to drive 
these vile infesting spirits away, but they turn upon 
me and swear at me and talk their obscenri talk. Oh, 
my God, Dr. Peebles, I can’t-ihink of a worse hell 
than I endure, so do drive these demons ‘away from 
•hurting both my body and my soul. There are two 
vicious youths and one low female witl^’ihem. I can 
see them elairvoyantly. The leader is a witty, devil
ish spirit, liking to make fun. They 4yill mock me 
and sometimes will hurt me that I cry opt, for pain. 
They have injured my health. Can-^dji, will you 
help me?” < ' ’ •

On pages 180-191 are accounts of Rdman Catholic 
obsessions. ’

Chapter XX treats of obsessions uri^er; the follow
ing heading, “Psychological'Crimes Inktigatgd by Vi
cious Spirits.” “The statement so often repeated 
that ‘like attracts like,’ does not belongJto.-Jphe logi
cian’s realm bf the universals. It hasJ|efin}ie limits. 
The two positive poles in electricity epine i^der the 
word ‘like,’ and yet they quickly repet,;Human be
ings under all skies are of like origiiif lite- species, 
and gifted with the innate like—or loveGof happiness; 
and yet dislikes, and fierce, brutal yrars ¡have oc
curred, or are occurring in many landsgthe strong op
pressing the weak, the powerful foreirig me feeble 
against their wills. Might, in the lowe^sphqyes, as on 
earth, makes right. The will is potent.; ’^ice may 
dominate for a time. Mobs may temjWiirily govern.

within attracting the evil from without, is not only 
false and illogical, but absolutely silly. “How „can 
we reason but from what we know ? ’ asked Socrates. 
The wild savage that with hatchet brains the babe, 
gives the lie to this theory. Where the highwayman 
knocks down and robs the kipdly bearer of foods and 
a few coins to a poor widow/ifl'it because of the evil 
within this benevolent reformer’s nature? Perish 
such presumption 1 The suggestion is contemptible!

“But why do not the good spirits and the ahgels 
stop the hypnotic obsessions of these depraved spirits?

“A fair question 1 Why do not senators, congress
men, marshals and policemen, clothed with authority, 
stop drunkenness, gambling, robbery and murder in 
this world ?

“Is it said, ‘They do what they can?’
‘ ‘ That is just the point! Good spirits and the good 

angels of mercy do what they can. They are not ab
solutely Almighty. They are not infinite in power. 
They are .limited by law. They minister so far as 
they can in consonance With their refinement, with 
moral law, moral duty, and a righteous responsi
bility.”

The chapter commencing on page 337 entitled “Res
cue Work on the Border Land of the Invisible 
World,” is most interesting. It is from the pen of II. 
Forbes Kiddle son of ilie illustrious Professor Henry 
Kiddle, who for years was the superintendent of the 
New York City schools.

The last chapters of this book teach the method of 
being immune from the influence of obsessing spirits. 
They are also decidedly optimistic. These are some 
stirring words on page 381: “When Spiritualism 
the handmaid of Science, with its Divine Fatherhood, 
its brotherhood, its higher heavenly ministries, its 
open-heartedness towards all reforms, its self-mastery 
of the passions, its ideals unattained, its sweet charity 
for human misfortunes, its parlor seances and orders 
of worship, its sacred home influences, its tender mes
sages from the loved ones who have crossed Death’s 
silent river into those calmer seas, those holier realms 
—when this Spiritualism becomes a practical power, 
then will dawn the glories of heaven on earth. ’ ’

In fact this work of the staunch old Spiritualist, Dr. 
J. M. Peebles,, is one of his best, and is bound to be of 
great interest to all who.are students of the occult, in 
thflt it^yill point out the dangerous as well as the'safe 
road upon which to study and investigate. Itaomes. 
-to Spiritualism and to mediums as a “lamp to the feet 
and a light to the pathway,” and blazes the way for 
the coming generations, and should immortalize the 
name of the author.

It is positively known that obsession exists some
times where mediumship is claimed and supposed to 
be, and this work will serve its purpose in helping to 
educate those who desire to enter into the work either 
as mediums or lecturers, by showing how to proceed 
to do the most good and yet escape the annihilation of 
self-hood, how to evade being captured by evil influ
ences.

Since it has so often been shown, that Spiritualism 
has this awful thing of obsession to contend with, and 
since it is proven to be easier for those seeking medial 
rmfoldmen t to fall into the power of ignorant, design
ing, evil influences from spirit life than it is for them 
to get away from that power; since it has been point
ed out in article after article where the honest, con
scientious seeker for development has been caught 
and hounded to the verge of self-destruction, it is time 
Spiritualists were placing such books as this before 
the new converts. In fact, it is time many of the old- 
timerS post themselves upon its subject matter, and 
be ready at all times to advise new beginners.

The following article from the pen of an M. D., 
who has had considerable experience with obsession 
in the last ten years will serve to illustrate'just what 
is occurring every day and how cautiously medium
ship should be guarded from evil influences. It-is 
only one of many instances recorded and sent to this 
office:

The hells are boastful and spiteful'fl Tfie once 
crowned heads, the mighty sovereigns’An-jnçely social 
rulers, the potentates of prize rings.’ioptHiue their 
proclivities when stripped of their flesfyly garments. 
The law of spiritual gravity brings then) into our 
daily employments and environments?’■ |;They sug
gest, they hypnotize, they control, they jhiay and do 
force sensitives, subversive as it may-sefin of moral 
order, to go wrong, doubtless leading,tliem to., the 
commission of criminal acts. Many efekr, well-sub
stantiated cases of this kind are on re chip. Possibly 
this may be denied. Negations, howe^f, are cheap, 
and of little consequence. It is affirmations, coupled 
with demonstrations and expcriencestil^at tell—and 
tell to convince. \

only a temporary appendage.
“Rivet the fact in your mind as we proceed with 

the argument, that no act, good or bad, originated in 
the physical body. But the real man “.over there,” 
is still embodied, though the old mortal body has re- payemvaoj

I turned to dust. In the spirit world man is dual, but can harm no one unless there is actiw

“The soft palliative sometimes advam^d .by the 
psychically uneducated, that an evif-mfelined .spirit 

’ ’ “ ■ ‘‘ t w latent evil

CAN MORTALS BE OBSESSED?

A Lesson From the Experience of a Chicago Physician

I have read several articles in the Spiritual press 
lately commenting on obsession, some writers affirm
ing the possibility and occurrence of obsession, others 
denying or professing disbelief in such occurrences, 
and consider the belief in obsession as merely a rem
nant of past superstitions, and -unworthy even of 
thoughtful or serious consideration by thinking peo
ple of to-day.

I think,it was Socrates who said, “How can we rea
son, but from what’we knew?”

; Thè same I would say to those who profess disbelief 
in obsession occurring in our so-called ' enlightened 
era. -

They certainly have not had the often sad, but nec
essary experience, for if they had had only a few such 
experiences, they would no more be able to deny the 
truth of-’their occurrence than they could deny their 
own existence.

And what is more, instead of it being difficult to ob
tain proof of obsession, it is in my own experience ex
tremely easy, in fact, to my mind too dangerously 
easy, when dabbled in by thoughtless mortals, uncon
scious of the many unseen forces around them.

I am perhaps in better position to obtain data on ob
session—my own wife being a trance medium—than 
many other investigators might be ; our work also, be
ing, to a great extent, missionary work for, or among 
so-called earth-bound, or spirits in darkness.

My individual experience in this work covers a pe
riod of nearly ten years, and the many pathetic as 
well as comical scenes that I—as well as quite a few 
readers of The Progressive Thinker—have witnessed 
during this.time, would, I know, fill a good-sized vol
ume with intensely interesting reading matter, if 
there had been a record kept of them; -,

But I am ashamed to acknowledge that I have neg
lected it, contrary to our spirit friends’ wishes and 
constant urging to take notes of and give out to the 
world our many experiences with- the unfortunate 
.ones in spiritual darkness, for thq benefit of humanity.

But to-day’s experience compels me to write, for I feel 
that the world should know all that possibly can be 
known of the unseen world that lies around us, that 
they may be warned of what might become their pun
ishment in the life to come, unless they heed the dic
tates of their consciences, and do what is right while 
in this mundane sphere.

And let it be understood by any one that might 
want to bring up the “like attracts like” theory, that 
'our work is missionary work, for spirits, good, bad .or 
otherwise, as well as for mortals, and we therefore 
are not the choosers as to who shall come, but any and 
all can come—whom the guiding spirits see fit to al
low to come, that they think can be benefited by it. 
And I am happy and proud to say that we have, dur
ing the ten years’ labor, been successful in bringing 
every one that has come to better understanding, ex
cept in two instances, where the spirits said that they 
were not ready.

And to-day’s experience certainly was one of the 
hardest eases we have had yet.

For some weeks past we have noticed some mis
chief- loving^nflueiice about our home. But from the 
nature of our work, we are so used to such transitory 
influences that-we did not give it so much thought aa 
those differently situated might do. Until to-day, 
when I came home from an outside call, when my wif< 
was very suddenly seized by a very mischievous influ
ence. From previous experience I knew at once that 
we had a stranger to deal with, so I took hold of her—< 
as I always do at such tiniefi—when she immediately 
became entranced. She is a so-called dead trance me
dium. “

It is not necessary to state the many antics the con
trolling spirit went through. Suffice it to say, that I 
put my arms around her, and took hold of her right 
hand with my left and her left with my right, and so 
held her, or rather him, lor fully fifteen minutes, my, 
hold acting as a straight jacket before I succeeded in 
getting the spirit to say a word, or answer my ques
tions, while the spirit in the meantime made the most 
frantic efforts to get away from my hold; but it final
ly said, “I will tire you out”—which it nearly did be
fore I got through with it. Although my wifeys a 
very slender woman, when thus controlled she is as 
strong as an ordinary man.

And so I kept holding the spirit—my wife’s body— 
until an^iour had passed by, I in the meantime talk
ing to the spirit, trying to get some right sense into it, 
•without fye .slightest success, until at last the spirit’s 
attention seemed to be attracted to some other spirit 
present, when the controlling spirit began to give 
some vigorous kicks and made faces, and said repeat
edly, “Don’t you come.” When I asked who it was 
talking to, it said, “It is my wife; I killed her. She 
was such a mean thing. She would always scald me. 
But I scalded her too, and one day I got so angry at 
her that I shot her, and then shot myself. And I have 
been running away or hiding from the police ever 
since.”

The spirit gave the year 1899, and also its name— 
which I do not deem proper to mention here; they had 
lived at No. --— West Madison street, this city. The 
shooting had taken place in the street.

I reasoned with the spirit and told him that he 
should not hate his wife, but make up with her, and 
“‘turn a new leaf,” as it were, and acknowledge that 
they were both wrong, and probably equally to blame 
in their past acts, etc., when he said, “All is humbug 
and fraud, and life is only a mockery.”

The spirit related how he had come to Chicago with 
honest intentions, had gone into business, joined a 
church, etc., and had been cheated in all kinds of 
ways, until he became despondent and began drink
ing, failed in business and ended in the above trag
edy. And now all he cared for was to go around and 
make mischief and all the devilment he could, etc.

After long and persistent reasoning with the spirit, 
on the folly of its ways, I got it partially subdued, 
when his attention was attracted to some other spirit 
present, and the “controlling” spirit put his hands 
out in a warding-offi manner, and cried out, “Don’t 
you come; oh! mother, don’t you come! I am too 
wicked, but you were my best friend.” Then finally 
the ice was broken; the spirit began to relent and re
alize the folly of its way, and after further reasoning 
he at laSf agreed to turn to the spirit side of exist
ence, and strive for understanding and spiritual un- 
foldment.

The spirit asked my pardon for having been so rude, 
and thanked me for having been patient with him, 
and said that we should not be unrewarded for our ef- 
ferts to save such as he from their condition of misery 
and despair. The spirit finally left, anxious to go with 
his mother.

I have left out.many minor points or happenings in 
connection With this spirit, not wishing to occupy too 
much.valuable space.

I may, in a later article, relate my strange experi
ence with spirits—also through my wife’s organism- 
while dissecting their bodies during my medical stud
ies at college. CARL A. WICKLAND, M. D.

Chicago, Ill. ;

GEMS OF THOUGHT.

Clever people are the best encyclopedias.—Dr. Stu
art Robinson.

Character, good or bad, has a tendency to perpetu
ate itself.—Prof. Van Dyke.

Adversity links m'en together, while prosperity is 
apt to scatter them.-rDr. W. F^Hunter.

■ If you have any faith, give me, for heaven’s sake, a 
share of it! Your doubts you may keep to yourself,
for I have plenty of my own.—Goethe. V

Wealth is just so much baggage to carry around 
and to be taken care of in this world, but a cultivated 
brain is easy to carry and a continual source of pleas
ure and profit.—Phillips Brooks.

Death, early death, altogether too fashionable, ac
companied with extravagant funerals, is abnormal. 
Life, the reverse of death, is natural, and should bo ■ 
with us till, not only Beautiful, but golden, with joy 
and as serene and abiding as the stars.—Dr. J. M^. 
Pebbles,
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fake mediumship.

- Boston, Mass.

FAKE MEDIUMS.

Established for a Few Weeks Only, fyi t|ie Consideration of Cer
tain Important Questions Connected with the Welfare of Spiritualism, 

flu limiarUal Hcarlno Is Hi« Fmiul oi JusUgs.

Tn -this 'Open Court Spidtualists Winj^Calmly and PispasStonately.Consider What is Best tor Our Beloved Cause.

It Is a Safety Valve.
■ > -I _ ■ '

THE OPEN COURT IS A SAFETY VALVE 
. WHEREIN VARIOUS OPINIONS C4N BE EX- 

PP’F.SSF.p BY 'SPIRITUALISTS THEMSELVES, 
THE ANALYTICAL MIND WILL READ THE 
SAME. AND IN SO DOING WILL HAVE AN ACT
UAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE EXACT STATUS OF 
OUR CÀUSE. THÈ ONE WHO . KNOWS THE 
FALSE AS WELL AS THE TRUE, IS WELL PRE- 
PARED TO FORM A CORRECT OPINION, 
WHILE.THE ONE WHO KNOWS NOTHING BUT 
THE FALSE, IS ONE SIDED, IS IGNORANT, AND 
INCAPABLE OF FORMING A CORRECT OPINION. 
HE,; TOO, WHO HAS THE TRUTH ALONE, AND 

■ KNOWS NOTHING OF THE DECEPTION GOING 
ON IN OUR RANKS,. CAN NOT CORRECTLY 
JUDGE OF. THE CONDITION OF OUR CAUSE. IT 
IS NECESSARY TO KNOW THE BAD AS WELL 
AS THE GOOD, AND THEN A CORRECT ESTI
MATE CAN BE MADE. THE OPEN COURT PRE
SENTS BOTH SIDES, AND IF YOU WILL CARE
FULLY READ THE SAME, YOU WILL BE THE 
WISER AND BETTER THEREFOR. REALIZING 
FULLY BOTH THE GOOD AND THE BAD, THE 
TRUE AND THE FALSE, YOU* CAN ACT UNDER- 
STANDINGLY IN FORMING AN OPINION, BUT 
NOT OTHERWISE.

side of life. But such manifestation is 
not fraud; it is genuine; but it is to as
sist the fraud-hunters to denounce it as 
fraud.

There are certain phases of medium
ship that are easily imitated by mortals, 
and when claimed to be genuine, are 
readily believed to, be genuine by the 
ignorant and credulous. But there are 
other phases in which fraud, if attempt:, 
ed, is easily detected. As one of our 
most experienced Spiritualists Said, 
"He who cannot detect fraud, or is de
ceived by it, needs ri guardian,” and 
stupid indeed are those who are de
ceived by it. Materialization is a 
phase that can be easily ' detected if 
fraud is attempted?. If a materializing, 
medium refuses any reasonable test 

‘that would satisfy the investigator, it 
may be considered as prltaa facie evi-' 
dence of fraud, There is one kind-of 
so-called materialization, that.- is,. In 
which the medium is so transformed as 
to present the appearance and chardc- 
ter of the spirit seen. This phase, 
though genuine, Is but little- under
stood, and if the spirit is grabbed, .the 
medium is caughi,' and great 1b the cry 
of fraud!

A-little careful inspection-will satisfy 
any, reasonable person In regard ■ ,:to 
fraud.. Masks and . toggery , cannot be 
concealed. Those who are already sat
isfied with their state of feeling, -will re
fuse to investigate or accept the opin
ions of others, and .will be delighted .if 
they aro proclaimed to be f^lse., So 
Error Is kept on thq throne.. AU that 
we can do is to make right conditions; 
and the,spirits will do the rest, hut 
neither right conditions nor .the means 
of communicating with mortals 'are 
well enough understood; thus.' making, 
fraud mote easy‘and1 profitable. ' ' '

s • E. J, SCHELLHOUS.

zens to Aid aid abet in a nefarious ob
ject. . II. •

Thoughts are powerful factors in 
their formative influences upon charac
ter, for those thoughts, most persist- 
cin'tly krilulgSI',- tend ih1'time to become 
p^rmaiwgtly^fted,?ajid'eventually the 
realities of consciousness are controlled 
by thoughts w held.- So a medium for 
"ryvenjm ■onD'.’J conflijlted by toe dear 
public with a view that life exists upon 
tills plrihe Cot greed and gain, possesses

goul(ÿf piujiqse and: of action to com' 
mpn, ana so long as this state of affaira 
exists among Spiritualists, commercial 
nwdiimttìhip-tovith' 'its gold-polluted 
clutch ispou- fv/catiBe -which should 'be 
one .of(imprp<lriess, aiid love and of true 
material ¡arid ..sniritp'pj. advancement, 
Will cóntrailè’to indict'its .blight.
'* Biif, tato# Piof. 'lioyeland, I believe 
there isla' ¡method of cure; and thus of
dlyetiUng tl^.xquseriflf this' octopus, 
cojqnier.clal iDjediuiq^iip, and its,attend
ant•'bvllS’,* 'iraiia? faltp and, ignorance. 
Let Ine mafte'it few ^suggestions.
'■ Let the various organizations, Nation
al, stat? and local, ,w4al'n no .one to toe 
.responsible position., pf medium unless 
he d^'she possessps a sufficiently strong 
Behsitiveririto to' pi'opei'ly present the 
phase under fair,- but- tltorough, cohdi- 
tions (Of teat. .other qualifications
hi'nted'in this artiejri-be.just as persist-, 
eiitiy required^' No local society should 
eihpldy a ’riiedijlm to; preside/ in its serv-- 
ices unless rionvlriced -that the candidate 
is strpngly, endowed i’ojl the purpose. -

Next, do away wlto;tri0 fee system by 
paying the'ministering.pastor, a fair 
comp&Bafirin 'for Ber'vibes rendered.

. Let-olreleri bo formed, hri'd If any vol-

the most glaring and persistent fraud 
permeating all the seances given by 
professional mediums, beyond the shad
ow of a doubt—these ate they whom 
your correspondent styles ‘fraud hunt
ers.” I am one of these, and I affirm, 
that if there has been any agiee- 
able notoriety or worldy gain for me in 
it I have not yet discovered it.. Neither 
have I any anxiety to become a martyr.

Spiritualism is my. religion. I have 
found it a good enough religion to live 
by and to die by. I Jiave . but a few 
more years of eartlily life to expoet, but 
as long as 1 am on this side of life I 
shall protest ¿gainst the encourage
ment of commercialism and sensation
alism in mediumship, a system which 
turns many of our meetings into 
monkey shows and brings deserved rid
icule upon our cause; a system which 
enables conscienceless scalawags and 
scoundrels under tire cloak of Spiritual
ism to fleece the credulous and the in
quiring Investigator, that they may live 
in palatial apartments, wear diamonds 
and play the races, while the ryal me
dium, the one who is honest and true,, 
suffers for the.bare necessities of life; a 
system which' gives every encourage
ment- to. fraud : and rascality. Andi

vorced. Father, mother, one sister and 
two brothers in spirit life. Has also 
burled one child and has three living. 
All by first (dead) husband." Names, 
dates and details follow, ■ . •

Many of the persons to whom these 
tests were addressed were labeled as 
follows: "Easily fooled,” "hard to fool,” 
"won't squeal,” “will squeal,” “gullible,"

&OME AXIOMS IN ETHICS IN THE 
EXPLANATION OF FRAUD.

There are two primal element's of the 
human mind that give rise to all the 
contents of life itself, and embrace all 
and include every interest of mankind. 
AU theories, opinions, beliefs, the ac
ceptance of all dogmas, all schemes of 
life are founded on these two elements. 
They form too basis of every considera
tion in life. No voluntary rational act 
Is possible without toe employment of 
these two primal factors.

These two primal elements are Sen
sation and. Consciousness.

Sensation is essentially life—tlfat in 
which we move and have our being. It 
is desire ever seeking satisfaction—the 
persistent, irrepressible desire to live, 
to enjoy, to be happy. It gives rise to 
a concern for. our well-being and that of 
those whom we love. Well-being, is 
well-feeling, and well-feeling is „enjoy
ment, happiness—the end and, alm of, 
life.' We are conBtantly.pursuifig pleas
ant sensations and avoiding unpleasant 
ones. Sensation (feeling) is thè source, 
the sole cause of all human activities;- 
and'-thiso ’ricicli ar'é'vòlunthry’ and ra
tional, are efforts to secure enjoyment?

two systems extant agree, It Is evident 
that error accepted as truth is far more 
prevalent than truth; for moral philos
ophy is confessedly speculative. Now 
since feeling gives rise to the sense of 
reality in what is felt, and all concep
tions that accord with the feelings are 
accepted as true (though they are far 
more likely to be false) and there is no 
guarantee that that which arouses the 
feelings Is true, it is evident that no 
remedy against fraud is available; and 
since the great majority feel (and 
therefore think) that Spiritualism is 
founded On error, they will resist it, and 
on every occasion when fraud Is af
firmed, they will rejoice, and lend their 
support to sustain the affirmation of 
fraud.

Those who know that Spiritualism 1b 
true are not disturbed by the cry of 
fraud. The reason why so many Spir
itualists are so greatly excited about 
fraud, is because they fear that Spirit
ualism will-be ruined by fraud, and 
their.'dearlyf Cherished hoped will prove 
false. If fraud can arrest the advance 

, of Spiritualism, It, only, proves that the 
' 'World Is rio't yet ready to accept it, and 
. 'that-error-Conceived as truth still pre-

happlhess. ' ’
Consciousness is that state of mind 1 

in which we are aware of our being, I 
feeling, thinking, acting, and of the con- ; 
ception of facts, events and principles, i 
It is the light that illumines the path
way of life and gives rise to knowledge, 
judgment, reason. These two primal . 
elements are always inseparable in vol
untary, rational. activities. Sensation 
could not act voluntarily nor rationally, 
without consciousness; and conscious
ness would be of no use without sensa
tion.

Sensation (in some form, as desire or 
feeling) gives rise to toe Sense of real
ity in what is felt. There is no sense of 
reality only in conscious feeling. That 
sense of reality we call truth, and ac
cept it as such, and act upon it accord
ingly. It had its rise in feeling that has 
been aroused by some outward event. 
The feelings are unconsciously devel
oped during infancy, childhood, youth 
and adolescence—feelings, the germs of 
which'are innate in every well-born 
child. Let no one feel confident that be 
could have escaped toe development of 
any feeling, however delusive or prepos
terous. had he lived at toe time when it 
prevailed, and was respected by the 
community. The feelings thus uncon
sciously developed, give rise to the 
sense of reality in what is felt. Feel
ing 1b thô basis of judgment, opinion, 
belief, .which rire accepted as reality, 
and acted upon as such.

The feelings are unconsciously devel
oped by the stimulus of . environment, 
either indirectly through prenatal influ
ences, of directly by environment that 
attend the individual in subsequent'life. 
Since the feelings give rise to the sense

Some Practical Suggestions Towards Its , 
. . Elimination,

In your issue of July 10, there ap
peared an'ar'tlcle oyer toe signature of 
the veteran Spiritualist,’ Prof. j. B. 
Loveland, that should ; receive careful 
perusal from. Spiritualists who have toe 
good of the cause at heart., Prof. Love
land pertinently asks, “Can fraud be 
prevented? 'Will toe fraud and cheat- 
ery. so rampant in toe èpirltist ranks be 
cured?” To this he answers, "No!;” 
assigning as a reason that toe organiza
tions of Spiritualism in their mode of 
action, arid the professional (?) devel
opers of mediums will prevent it. 4

Prof. Loveland, I tolnk, has taken the 
correct view ot the situation ap It.per
tains to this extended craze for develop
ment of mediums, which, just now, is 
placing the cause of . Spiritualism in 
jeopardy of its very, existence. ■

Ordinarily, I believe, mediums are 
born, not made. Spiritualists are, as 
we know, and properly sb, 'too, persist
ently maintaining that ' proper condi
tions must obtain for toe -presentation 
of Spiritualistic phenomena. This de' 
mand exists to siich <an extent that 
skeptics deride the claim. In order for 
the production of any phenomena, be it

vails. When the people are sufficiently 
enlightened, fraud will disappear. It 
has prevailed for ages, and,suppressed 
Spiritualism; but tho dawn is ’ ap
proaching, and its birth-travail is the 
struggle for its permanent establish
ment among mortals.

It has been already pointed out that 
feeling impels action; and it goes with
out saying that the stronger feeling 
dominates, the weaker. We find that 
greed Is one of the stronger feelings 
that impel to action. To those, domi
nated by it their stock in trade is the 
prurient desire ot so many to know 
what is to be their future destiny, 
coupled with credulity and faith ■ in 
those who profess to reveal the future. 
To explain them is their object, and 
since it is easily and "successfully done 
by fraud, that is the method pursued. 
The two factors are greed to instigate 
fraudulent acts, and the condition of 
prurient curiosity of so many of the 
masses to pry into the future—hence, 
fraud.

It is said, and the saying is accepted - 
that "Truth wears no mask; it bows at 
no shrine, and only asks a hearing.” 
But there are two things to consider 
here. Who is to determine what truth 
is.^nd who are to listen to it? Says 
Lowell:

“Truth is on the scaffold, 
And Error on the throne.”

of reality in what Is felt, by arousing 
consciousness, that sense is taken for 
the reality; and'all opinions, beliefs and 
conclusions are founded on that sense. 
The feelings/are developed by thetr ex- 
ercise, and since they are as readily 
aroused by the unreal which is con
ceived to be real, as by toe real, top 
sense df rfeality Is unreal, or real, ac
cording to that -which arouses it. 
Truth, in this matter, depends on toe 
reality of that which arouses the feel
ing. Besides, the feelings themselves, 
may be vicious, giving rise to vicious 
action which-is justified by toe actor, or 
founded on unreality conceived to lie 
real. For instance, the devout church
man feels the sense ot reality in the. 
atoning blood, of-Christ,, and actsmpon 
it as such. This law of mental action 
is universal, invariable, eternal.

These axiomatic statements are of
fered with a view of throwing some 
light on the question of fraud in medi
umship. When they are applied, they 
afford the means by Whilcn all modes of 
conduct can be explained. The factors 
in toe solution of-any problem; must be 
understood and rightly, applied.--Since 
feeling gives rise to.the sense of reality 
in what is felt there is'no proof of its
being reality; for others equally as in
telligent arid honest, and having equal 
•opportunities to investigate,' arrive at 
opposite and antagonistic conclusions 
on the same subject,, in ethical matters, 
simply because fljey.have-opposite and 
antagonistic1 feelings on the same sub
ject, and ¿11'will accept opinions and 
beliefs' in nccotdarice with' their feel; 
ings. and refuse and-repel • dll. ofeere; 
Truly,'"the wish Is the father.'to. the, 
thought*'- ' 1 , , ■'

TO0'Qire|ltloh of trrith'or error, of tbp 
genuineness, or. fraud is determined-by 
that of the thing which arouses -the-

untarX'-Ponti'llmtlons are . .made they, 
should flow into tim treasury of toe so
ciety; and'toys ai evriry point effectu- 
'ally-guard aigalnst* Incjeritives to fraud 
for personal! gain. ; ' - - •
■ Wltlp 4h<$e- safeguards, Individual 
Bpli'ltuklists ,wjll be, better informed, for 
riibre tlffi'e cplim be spent'in intellectual 
'lectures ttpon'too philosophy Of Spirit
ualism,-and thus bri-better enabled io 
detect . Imposition, and-desire the high
est. , . .

Spiritualism must make some move
ment to'rld itself of falto and . imposi
tion now commlttod ln-; its name, or 
civil courts and legislative, proceedings 
will step in and, in time, effectually 
prevent fraud by requiring mediums to 
cease entirely from producing phenom
ena. •

There are just two reasons that Spir
itualism yhouId.-Jnaugurgte an effectual 
efrisade against fraud, -one is that we 
naturally dethaliid' triitli1 and the second 
is that the very existence of the cause 
requires, jt- If jwe adopt some method 
to prevent the yvjl the public will not be 
slow to observe’that the cause is placed 
u^on a higher plane and naturally addi
tions to itn membership would be great
ly inerpahpd.. j, , J. L. MERRITT. •

Lois Au^efe’s^Cak

think these are the sentiments of the 
great, majority of those who are with 
me in ibis fight.

It is quite customary among a certain 
class of writers to speak in terms-of re
proach about “fraud-hunters,” and they 
etlso have another stock remark, or al
leged argument, that is equally silly 
and absurd. It Is this: "Is there not 
fraud also in the-churches and else
where?” .Ad though that proposition 
had anything to do with the question 
under consideration. What we are to 
consider is 'whether Spiritualists shall 
continue- to uphold and defend fraudu
lent pacticqs ainong their mediums, or 
stamp ,it out. There, is no question as 
to the tight or wrong of it Deceit and 
fraud are ALWAYS wrong wherever 
found, and those who defend and up
hold it are more guilty than the frauds 
themselves.

Now, aS to “going to the bottom and 
giving the Whole truth,” that is for the 
Spiritualists themselves to do. We 
"fraudrhunters,” if you please to call us 
that. b^ve pointed out to you that the 
fraud exists, arid how the tricks are 
done. You cannot expect a few indi
viduals here and there over this broad 
land to do your, house-cleaning for you, 
track down each individual fakir find 
stand the briint of everything. Let us, 
if we must dfscuBB this question indefi- 
'nitely, have sensible, clean-cut Ideas 
and argument (if they have any) from 
the other side, and less silly twaddle.

“sharp," etc. Have also seen cipher 
letters, fans and-other articles with 
jottings bn to assist mediums in packing 
or’Piecing out their revelations.'

Tiiese statements are not made with 
the idea of injuring genuine medium
ship. The object is to sustain it.'

The supply is far short of the demand, 
and we believe this is largely, due to the 
i'act that the spurious article crowds it 
out. It Is a lamentable fact that real 
communications from the spirit world 
are often interlocked as it were with 
the rendering pf - these questionable 
communications. ’

The wheat and the tares grow to
gether and it takes a careful husband
man to separate .the interlacings of 
their roots. In this commercial age 
mediums, sensitives, should be protect
ed It possible from the temptation to- 
give moye than comes directly through 
their psychic powers; . ,

But what are we to do when politics, 
religion, etc, are mere matters of busi
ness.

" A promising young medium once said 
to the writer: “When I first discovered 
I had this sacred gift, I dedicated it to 
the spirit world as something sacred, 
holy. I vowed to live a purer, better 
life, a fit mediator between earth and 
heaven. But people who paid me money 
Insisted on more than I could conscien
tiously give them. Misfortune overtook 
me. I was reduced almost to a state of 
starvation. At last I threw my scruples 
to the winds, and soon after that I could 
afford to keep a secretary.”

These were his very words after ad
mitting when detected, that his work 
was not all genuine.

The time may come when medium
ship will be supported in such a manner 
that this heavenly telephone need not 
be switched off into the by-ways of cor
ruption. ■

Let us work to that end, and Go'd 
speed the day.

MRS. M. M’CASLIN.

bottom of the picture, the words; " 
"Spread the light.'’ The whole was 
finely engraved or etched into the slate, j

Lastly: By special invitation, I was, 
one of ,a party of twenty-live to witness 
the physical manifestations of a young 
medium, then In Boston. The parlors 
were large and well-filled. On' one side ' 
of the front parlor, tlie medium sat be
side a table at his right, on which were 
several musical instruments. He was 
securely tied to his, ehair as if he had 1 
been a noted criminal. Shortly ' after 
the lights were extinguished, the instru
ments began to play. After a while, 
when the guitar was being thrummed 
and floated overhead, a sudden flash of 
light was revealed from one who proved 1 
to be a detective, and who sat directly ■ 
in front of the medium, an'd but two or . 
three removes from where 1 sat. wiiat 
was the result? Those in front saw the 
counterpart of the medium—his spirit 
body—standing apparently on top of his 
chair, with outstretched hands holding i‘. 
altjft the guitar, which instantly dropped 
to the table, and the materialized spirit 
or figure, really or apparently, sank im
mediately within the form of the me
dium, which all the. while was seated 
In the chair, the only one present seem- 1 
ingly unconcerned at the episode. 
Those who saw only the materialized 
figure, dressed as was thé medium, Vio
lently denounced the manifestations as 
palpable fraud. ■ ' ■

Those who with better opportunities; 
saw the whole proceeding, knew that . 
nothing couid have better demonstrated 
the genuineness of the mediumship, Ho 
was found bcriud hand and foot, intact, • 
while his pulse was the same as before 
anything took place.

In each and all of these cases, tli<t 
“cry of fraud” publicly followed these 
wondrously endowed mediums. With
out personal warrants or knowledge, 
others took up the cry, echoed and re
echoed it over the land ad nauseam.

If only those criea fraud who knew it • 
for a certainty, its volume would be ■ 
greatly lessened. If every case of act- . 
ual fraud were promptly and justly 
dealt with, its manufacture would soon

, cease.
Of the mediums herein referred to, j 

one died shortly after these publia 
charges were made. One, out of self- 
respect, was unwilling to constantly 
serve as a target tor treatment irration-

FORREST.

They Live Upon the Credullty'of Their 
Patrons.

on the physical plane or be It from the 
spirit side of life, true conditions must 
be presènt And so it is with those en
tering upon the work of mediumship, 
proper conditions, both physical and 
psychical must obtain, or qualities for 
the work can never be developed.

What can you possibly develop when 
there is no innate germ to tinfold? 
Proper condltibns for development of 
mediumlstic powers do not 'exist in ev
ery human being. How often Jn,; rftyL 
own case have nié'diun)B Insisted tjjat I 
possess' latent powers for vririmffi 
phases of their work,'."whën aH thd'tlme- 
I knew .wthat such .poWefs- are entirely 
lacking in my psychical endowment* .

I have had those who were mediums 
(?) and others who were ’in "the 'pro
gressive ordeal of becoming ' so, affect1 
great surprise that I had' been a be-: 
llever so long and yet had-nqvpr devel
oped any phase for platform show. I 
do claim that I am a 'Strident of psy
chical phenomena and; of Thé-laws by 
which they are .produced—but only as a 
student.

I have frequently had readings pur
porting to come from the 'spirit side, 
which I positively knew emanated from 
spirits, but, spirits clothed with flesh. 
The mediums giving those readings 
were honest in their belief that the 
messages came from beyond the veil.

In ordinary platform test work, how 
often it occurs that the medium gives 
readings which are affected by. thought
waves sent out by human, batteries, 
sometimes unconsciously to be sure, 
but frequently trained on the medium 
for the purpose of testing the strength 
of the battery in its effect upon the 
work on the rostrum.

In this connection I herewith relate 
an incident which,recently-occurred at 
an afternoon test service held in this 
city by the Jumpers. In. company with 
five others I sat upon the seat and we 
united in positive’thoUght-force against 
the effect of the sermon.' The preach- 
■er, a lady, grew very ; indignant with 
our little company, shook her forefinger 
at me and my wicked féïlows, though

bolld ’Pob^ for Thought.
To the'Editor:.^! have read with con- 

’slderablri'* inté&àt toe various expres
sions of cffrinlofliby prominent Spiritual
ists and' (fbbse. (pt leaser note, in your 
Open Cqurt, ap.fl would like to notice 
briefly one'or two of the points mftde 
by the Witters. . . ' [

The Banner-at Light, Hudson Tuttle, ' 
and sornje »there, have raised the ques
tion of tegab proof, and toe burden, pf 
their Bong fa' that the charges of fraud-.. 
ulent work airiring mediums should not 
be considSered- ttnless the : guilty ones ■ 
are nanjad: an<)i proofs..furnished‘ that. 
WÌU stand, in epprts of la,^ . . That is 
eritree^ as far.sri it goes. '. But will 
these pàti ièri irmlily'bpeci'fy litióut hów 
.much proof itrtftfrta'ke to:satisfy therii?' 
paring Jiqupa^i few. years; many phe-.. 
nofoenal WgriliPte i*ave been publicly 
'¿¿posed', &iia toejr npmes, wilh all par-, 
tiéùteto, published' in'the ifewBpapers. ' 
In.no cases that l ean rbchll" have the 
allegations sp published been disproved । 
pr fee newspapers been'called to ac
count for making false statements^ 
More recently ¿ertali! of the Splrltoalist 
papers, knowing: that fraud was becom
ing poprpvaleflft and .hoping to open- tori 
eyes of their readers to the dangers that, 
thereby menaced Spiritualism, have 
also opened tli'rilr colufhns and stated 
toe facts as -they occurred; thus-co-op
erating with those .who Were striving.to 
stamp out the dipgrace to pur cause:- If 
these people who Clamor for names and 
proof so loudly,'Will perurie toe files of 
The Progressive:! Thinker for a few 
years back I think they will find enough 
names and particulars,, with.- names .of 
reputable witnesses, to hold their atten
tion ibi àwhilw ’Arid if that is riot 
■enough;-toe-file® of-almost any of the’ 
city papers., wi11! give: them more food 
for thought, it yvill npt do to entirely 
discredit' toe secular papers’ reports of 
these exposures.’-' They may be colored 
and exaggeratedjvbut .toe facts are 
there and can ba-substantlated. :

As,to the .alleged fraudulent work of 
mental ór “test;? mediums, riiany prom- 
Inent mediums ate on record admitting 
that such- fraudulent work is done to 
their certain knowledge.. They know It 
to be a fact, and every, intelligent Spir
itualist'who has taken pains to investl-

The world has always had Impostors, 
and unfit human nature changes, always 
will have: They have not been confined 
to any one nation or to any one associa
tion, but havobeen scattered here, 
there and everywhere. It is true that 
Spiritualism has. had its full share of 

•linpoetors, óf one kind and another, but 
probably has not been bléss’èd or 
cursrid, as the case may be, more than 
other, associations of men. There will 
always bf> an army of fake mediums, 

• juat 'so long as they receive encourage
ment and support, and no longer. They 
Jive upon the want of due caution and 
the credulity ot their patrons.

If a person Ib sick, and desires top 
services of a doctor, he or his friends 
send for a rep.utable phslcian It he 
wants toe aìd óf a good lawyer htì doèti' 
not seek a shyster or pettifogger; if he 
wants to build a railroad he employs 
skillful engineers; or, if he want? hia 
Watch^'repalred he does not engage a 
blacksmith-to repair it.

Now, he should use toe same caution, 
In . toe selection of a medluip whpn he 
Wishes to consult one. It goes' without 

. .saylife, that there are plenty ot good, rri; 
liable mediums In' the country—men 

"and women, of character and ability; 
arid, py use .of reasonable caution in se
lecting one, there is nò reason tor being 
the vlctlm of imposition very much

Suppress the False, Uphold the True— 
Personal Experiences

The cry of “fire" is often heard when 
it proves to be only a false alarm. The 
cry of “fraud” is . often raised when 
there is no evidence of it, except in the 
mind of the ignorant crier. “Stop 
thief!” Is often shouted upon themerest 
suspicion.

Upon a “hue and cry,” first started by 
some degenerate, many a man has been 
lynched, who was afterwards found to 
be innocent.

Thus the cry of fraud, or of this or 
that falsity, proves nothing. There are 
individuals who “cry aloud and spare 
not” on any and all occasions, and cer
tain newspapers are quick to joyously 
repeat the sad refrain. It does npt fol
low, however, that every "cry” has fact 
to warrant it.

What proportion of false alarms toere 
are to the realities, I know not; and 
question if any one does. But though 
numerous are toe instances where the 
charge of fraud has been made when 
there was an entire absence of it, it is 
likewise true, without doubt, that many 
a manifestation has been given and re
ceived as genuine which .was entirely 
manufactured.- But even where it has 
been honestly supposed to exist, it has 
proved only supposition after all.

It is anticipated that some good will 
j-esqlt from toeipnesent Cry t>f'fraud; in 
connection with mediumship.

Spiritualists, however^ are a? easily 
psychologized by a popular, persistent 
public cry, as any other class. Hence

al as It was persistent, voluntarily aban
doned his glorious mission; and one 
was imprisoned on the cbargeof obtain
ing money under false pretenses. Com
ment is unnecessary.

GEORGE A. BACON. 
Washington, D. C.

God and My Neighbor
By ROBERT BLATCHFORD

Author of “Merrle England"; editor or the 
London "Clarion."

The book of tlie day In England. Seorea ot uiln- 
leterB aro preaching it. Bishops and workingmen 
are dlac-uaelng It. .

Have you a religion?
Then read “God and My~ Neighbor" 

and find out what you really believe.
Haye you no religion?
Then read “God and My Neighbor” 

and learn of the best substitute yet de
vised.

Cloth $1.00; Paper 50c., Postpaid,
CHAS. H. KERR & CO,, 54 5th Ave., Chicago

... The idea that truth is a power, per 
se, is a misapprehension. The power is 

, iq toe feelings and the consciousness of 
that power gives rise to toe conception 
that the power is in the truth. We 
take the conception for the reality in
stead of toe feeling that gives rise to it. 
T he power is in (he feelings of the in
dividual; arid' not until he realizes toe 
sense of it, there can be no action In re
gard to it. The only thing that reveals 
truth is reason—demonstration; but 
reason does not always reveal it, for it 
is often eiripldyed to fortify error, and 
always, when special Interests, inimical 
to the general interests,, have gained 
control. Neither does demdnstration 
demonstrate when the thing demon
strated is not acceptable.

The world of mankind have been 
hearing truth for thousands of years. 
Socrates drank the hemlock. Jesus 
was lifted upon the cross, Bruno and 
Servetus were burned at the stake; and- 
Thousands of others have suffered at 
toe hands of those who have been 
hearing the truth. The above saying 
of truth is a fine t poetic conception • 
there is more poetry than truth in it. 
We all love truth, or what -we desire 
and conceive to be the truth.W other
wise, we have but little relish for It 
The Mohammedan and 'the Christian 
alike love the truth; no one loves error 
for its own sake; and few, indeed, love 
truth for truth’s ( sake. Ill fares the 
truth while error, holds the sway.

Now let us apply these principles to 
the question at issue. It will be seen 
(hut existing conditions in regard to 
Spiritualism are toe necessary results 
of existing tauses; and so long as they 
continue fraud 'will be practiced. The 
assets furnished by the prying curios
ity. and credulity of so . many of - the 
-masses,'ate too tempting to be resisted. 
Greed is toe acting cause and the ac
ceptance.of error concaved-to be truth, 
la the fruitful* assef—hence,- the, mis- 
.chief. ‘

.One. word as- to the detection of 
fraud. It Is getting to be well under
stood that so-called fraud is perpe
trated by- Spirits Controlling some m'edi-

_ urns; for we are told on good authority, 
feeling, giving rise to the Bense of its' that toe return and- communion of aplr- 

i yaality; since In the matter of ethics nolts with mortals is opposed on the spirit

our behavior, other than-the-silent'pro
jection of our united, Positive thought, 
was the pink of perfection. 1 So marked 
was her treatment of u$ that ihe entire 
audience directed their ¡attention to us. 
The preacher said that she-Would not 
proffer an altar-call, that-it was no use 
for the • devil's minions were. present, 
and she made a sweeping gesture at our 
band. -i- ' ■ '

In view of these facfe, la it any won
der that messages purporting , to come 
from higher sources so frequently- are 
shorn of all elements' of tests, of little, 
or no avail, misleading, nay, more, to 
the conscientious believer often fraught’ 
with disastrous effects?
,, Why go op seeking to develop seven- 
'¿ev’enths Or believers, as public medi
ums, when t^e fact'rs' patent from expe
rience and observation- that perhaps 
fewer than,.one-seventh of human,pe- 
ings possega.psychical powers sufficient 
to enable them to use thel'f gifts for ‘the 
good of- humanity?"

‘ Should not some other qualifications 
obtain than the production of phenom
ena? Is this the only training neces
sary? Should not the Intellect 'be 
trained so that the mediums be a- more 
fitting instrument in the hands of be
ings possessing a subtle power?Nor is 
this all. Should it not be required that 
mediums. ...understand the - various 
phases of psychology and- the avenues 
through which those individual phases 
may be affected by Influences from be
ings and conditions present?

Should they not understand - human 
natpre, its wants, its demands, its joys 
and-its sorrows, in order to administer 
comfort; consolation and advice to 
those seeking good? Should'not medi
ums be efficient enough to . know in 
which department of an ever-expanding 
field of work they are engaged, rather 
than an ever-enticing vista of pulling 
the purse-strings of a deluded public by 
readings and tests weakened-in-thelr ef
fect by the ulterior object of -personal 
gains, and totally shorn of any, due rec
ompense to the seeker?.

Is- the highest object; of Spiritualism 
■ a mere-search for, the sinews of, mate

rial aggrandizement? If so, then it is 
but supplementing the already too 
great1 amount of avarice in the world, 
by calling from other spheres &e!r d—<-

gate the matter, also knows it to be a 
fact And there, is hprdly a medium of 
prominence'in.,platform work anywhere 
who cariildt 'it they would, give some 
valuable-dnfdHniSMdri 'regarding toe ex
istence of toe fblue book," or a similar 
device for;: the tfansmieMon- of ■ stock 
tests froih qn.ev .medium to another. 
They will tell W., if' they are brave 
enough to’okvri 'tori'truth; that every test 
medium of any mote is frequently given 
an opportunity.^ use,,this system • of 
test-getting, as toere pre those in every 
city who inake'that ’a business. Of 
course, irdih th'® very ' nature of the 
business; (fieri it 1A a’business) and the 
mariner in.wb^ it iB -worked, it is al
most imppsisible to flbtain positive evi
dence regiVdiiig it "I do not allege that

during the pilgrimage of life.
Lqt Spiritualists use good business 

common sense, in the selection of the 
mediums for consultation, and the 
frauds and fakes will soon Arid that 
their occupation is gone. The fault is 
largely the result of the want of-proper. 
care, by spiritualists themselves,.that 
unworthy 'ineditims prosper and thrive.

There ip no necessity Of saying much 
about the fake mediums. They will be 
with us just so long as we patronize 
them, and no longer.

Horir is the public to know whether a 
medium Is tellable or otherwise? Just 
as it ascertains the reliability of a mer
chant, manufacturer pr builder. There 

-are plenty'of. Spiritualists in every city, 
village Arid town, in the civilized world, 
who-knt>w‘whether a medium, located 
in such city,'village or town Is trust
worthy- or not;., and such Spiritualists 
should be’qccasionally taken in, but 
that wri’muBt ekpect, in this Imperfect 
world Ini 'which we live;

There ¡can ,be ilothipg gained In say
ing much about the disreputable camp 
followers of thgjgrand army of Spirit
ualists. .'/.They' are not worth talking 
about very' much.

If the newspapers would take as 
much pains to ferret out the shortcom
ings of. .the -teachers of the religious 
dogmas'of the'country, as they do to un- 

. earth disreputable mediums, they would 
never lack for sensational scandal with 
which .to regale -their readers.

CARL C. POPE.
Bl^ck River Falls, Wis.

ALL test';1'medfams'’• give 'fraudulent 
tests,.or that.tooad who do give them do' 
not at tinji^jgiye. toe .genuine, - The ex
istence or .iron-existence of a “blue 
book”: cutsl,So5fi^d'.’’of importance Id' 
the fraud .‘qjaestionr- ’A? 'simple memo
randa of facts 'gathered .here and. theme,, 
from sitters' conversation's, directories, 
newspaper '■omtuhry column's, and from 
other mediffmsi-yhSwers the same pur
pose, and ainbuntdjto the same thing. • 
And I affirpythafognore mediums than 
our critical .meridkwonld imagine to be 
capable of sneh’dishonesty use the aids 
1 have mentioned.

Now, as tft-frpuyiuntcrs, let me say 
just a few w’prdek iOne of your corre
spondents gives-tnem this shot: “Aro 
our fraud-huJftetoiifionest? Are they 
clear-headed'!'. Doiihey think- they are 
making marlwfs p|4hemselves? If am- 
the ruling and InsMlng motives are not 
the ruling aim Jhqpfring motives of their 
efforts, ■will they htfSo kind'as to go to 
the bottom of this subject and give us 
the whole trpth?!’i. .. ,

Who are'tlje trhudhunters'? -
Some of us wflotoarie/to our surprise 

and bitter disappointment? while, hon- 
e$tly. seeking foy light and for evidences 
of a future Hie. ^oynd that only here and 
there amoqg thb’vhst army of so-called 
mediums is therri oho who can giveany- 
thing, that is true .¡and- a-eliiable; -■• whb' 
have gone In_aIJigp.od..falth to a mate
rializing medium—to dozens of them In 
•fact—hoping'to meet. and greet the 
loried form'of Mme dea'r. one who has 
passed to. the other life, and in- every, 
case found, that dear ohe to be person
ated by the medium or a confederate; 
who have then investigated and found

'■ PREPARED TESTS.

-'What a Worker Has Seen and 'known.

To the-Editor:—It- is more toariten 
years since a copy of your well-named 
p’àper .first fell injp , .my hands, and 
nevef'haä it seemed ' more truly. pro
gressive than at the present time in its 
noble efforts to'defend genuine medium'’- 
Ship and protect it from calumny by 
pointing out the spurious article wher
ever found. ,

Much’hah been'said pro and con

TREATMENT BY HYPNOTISM AND 
SUGGESTION; or Psycho-Therapeut
ics. By C. Lloyd Tuckey, M. D., 
Aberd. New York. Price $3. '
This is the fourth edition, revised and” , 

enlarged, 876 pages 8vo, of a most valu--" ■ 
able and standard work, by an. acknowl- 
e,dged authority and expert to.
ericri of ifealiiig' Ite pypnotiririi’ an'd"sjig- . । • 
gestion. The method of treatment b‘jr 
suggestion is clearly and exhaustively ‘1 
considered, and illustrated by descrip-';ri

the “cry of fraud” in every Instance ( 
when ani .where it does not actually ex- , 
1st, Is specially reprehensible. ,

On the other hand, when and where < 
it is proven to be deliberately prac- '■ 
.tlced, no condemnation is too severe, j 
But just here it is pertinent to remark , 
—than the Ignorance of toe subject of 
mediumship by the average self-consti
tuted fraud specialist, the professional 
spirit detective—what is there so meas
ureless?

The rational, candid Investigator who 
seeks to know the truth by a compre
hension of the laWs of mediumship, or 
mediumistic susceptibllityi wisely elimi
nates all personal prejudice, and the 
domination of preconceived opinions in 
order to study the matter temperately 
and judicially. But in lieu of this, what 
do we usually have?,.

In this connection nothing is more 
true than what Brother Loveland has 
said: “The most enthusiastic opponents 
of fraud are the ones who are doing 
the most to uphold it. Their earnest 
work is a stupendous mistake, and a 
wide departure from the true conditions 
of genuine mediumship.”

Every proven case of fraudulent me
diumship needs to be promptly, justly, 
wisely punished. And Spiritualists gen
erally are quick to demand this. No 
one likes to be imposed upon, especially 
in matters of sacred affection. But to 
charge an honest, genuine,medium with 
fraud, on mere suspicion, on premature 
evidence, or uncertain knowledge, Is 
equivalent to assassination of charac
ter. I yield to no one in the condemna
tion of fraud in mediumship, but after 
many years’ experience, I know right 
well that toe simple say-so of this one, 
or the supposition of that one, or the 
parrot,cry of many who.know nothing 
themselves about it—does not -consti
tute proof of fraud.

Intelligent personal experience goes 
for much. Let me specify: I have had 
presented to me by a stranger medium, 
what resembled at its first appearance, 
an empty mask-like face. •

The feeling of -repulsion It naturally 
aroused, I need not mention here. - It 
would not sound well- -The effigy re- 
treated.several feet, I watching it 
closely all toe'time;-then: presented lt-- 
self a second time, being full and round,, 
but still, mask-like; again it withdrew a 
pace, ail within my vision,-when on its 
third approach, lo! a human face, recog
nizable, palpitating with life and intelli
gence. -•••-. ,- . .

Suppose I had passed judgment on its

about toe “Blue Book;’’ its color, how
ever, is of little inoment, the fact re
mains that-there are books of prepared 
tests. Not only books but many other 
ways by which “watered stock" gets 
into toe lest market

We know whereof we speak.
While acting as official reporter for 

Spiritualism, yorir correspondent was' 
shown one picked up on a camp ground. 
The color was not blue; it was a little 
blank book, with a brown back, and 
contained the names of many people 
well knowti to toe-WHter, together "with 
toe name, which is not a nom de plume, 
•signed to this article.

•We have never seen the famous “Blue. 
Book;"-but have seen other books and" 
•methods by which'prepared tests were 
made acceptable as genuine. The color, 
of tori' book is of no importance What
ever. ,
, One ’seenJast was a small blank .book 
with a.brown imitation leather back 
containing imitation tests. One was ad
dressed to the writer, and matiy others 
to well-known-people. - '

Here Is a sample of them: "Mrs. 
Blatlk. widow, one huaband WU orie dl-

tions of numerous actual cases in the ■ > । 
author’s personal experience. The 
work will be found a valuable auxiliary 1 
to physicians in ameliorating and cur- ' ” 
ing the mental and physical ills of their , i 
patients, and is worthy of most careful , 
study not only by physicians, who 
should be thoroughly informed in the-- 1 
nature and methods of curative hypno
tism or suggestion, but also by all stu-, 
dents of hypnotism who desire to thor
oughly understand the subject, it is a - 
valuable mine of information to all who : 
consult its pages.
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lent work. Price, cloth, »1.10: paper, 00 cents.

f .

first unformed appearance'and declared 
the lady medium who sat within the 
curtain at arm’s reach, an infambus im
postor?

.Again: I have weighed the phantom, 
or figure, or materialized form, that 
came and spoke to me, and in toe pres
ence of a dozen persons, among whom 
were judges, doctors and others of high 
degree, with whom the form conversed,' 
and within from seven to ten minutes, 
it reduced its weight 2& per cent, then 
60 per cent. Thai is to say, the third 
time iU-eteppod- aipon-the -platform 
scales, it weighed only one-half what it 
did the first time. ■ • ‘ •

Still again: With the. late distin
guished editor of the Banner of Light, 
Luther Colby, I purchased a slate. at a 
country store, and took it. taA certain 

. medium, who without even taking off 
the paper in which it was originally 
wrapped, and without the slate leaving 
my hands, had me place it on my head, 
when for a few.-mtoutes I heard n cut
ting or scratching noise. On taking the 
slate down and removing the wrapper, 
there was a nicely executed picture 6f a 
mail seated at a table on which lay a 
thick book, and underneath or at the
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As They Emanate from a Profound Thinkeri

' never has been disturbed bears no weeds; Civilization

earth. tion. In the distance all hues, shades and tints be-

TO MY WINGLESS GOD.

_ Bwered, “Drink.'

Love’s desolate altar 

And she blindly held ■

pain - 
'As she before 

knelt 
'Alone forever.

All nature felt and 'answered to -her 
toé th,-'

. pain. • ......
Nor asked she aught again of bate or

God - ■ >
But bound the wounds of many; casting ■ 

down ‘ •
All thought of self and luxury of grief

Since from her life dear love was sent 
away.

Death thrust her hands aside and 
passed her by.

Then she arose and looked upon the 
world; •

And at her- feet a walling cry crept up.
The moaning ot the human struck her 

ear
And forced its piteous meaning on her 

soul.
Naked, bereft of youth, hope, fame and 

love ........
She turned to help humanity’s despair
And bind the burden of a sad world's ’ 

woe
Upon her heart, accepting patiently 
The lesson she had learned in bitter

the valleys as well'as dwellers1 on the mountains. But 
there is as much demand in the world for weakness

ages.
The sunrise, the sunsets and the distant landscapes

Her pallid lips sobbed in the* acrid 
■ draught • ....-.......

Till pain' itself benumbed the sense of

Since joy and pain were one. She had 
no tears

For in her heart the ’tears of all the 
earth

Surged Tn"salt good, and the rebellious 
r ■ • cry - - ■■ -
Of her owh human nature^ was too 
A ■ weak " - : ..
To ring-above the sobbing of the world.soul. . - .

I pray Thee let this pass.” God an- And where’she walked the thorny way 
grew softt

With' whitest blossom^rlotus-buds of
-. .. hop.e^--

.: - - , . . whole. < •
Selfless and helpful-thus phe-lived and REV. COitABENTON.
? ■ wrought ■ Toledo, Ohio.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

7 fSOUL YJIB^ATIONSo

,3 ,

•‘The Voyage of tke Best Ship is a Zigzag Line bf a become morally and religiously, hidebound—their 
Hundred Tacksj This Is Microscopic Criticism, whole life and soul shriveled-up into a creed- a 

«„a «.a t,-aa Vta» a «..fflAiA»«- niotaAAA and Tt 1111111 cfln be morbidly good as well as morbidly bad. See the Line From a Sufficient Distance, and }t Eve thin }n natiu4 abn(1 life is duaL
Straightens Itself to the Average Tendency. Two principles' are ajways at'work.Progression and
Primitive people are honest. The virgin soil that retrogression move side by side. Progress doesn’t 

’ ’ ” ’ ” ...a.. mean happiness',—it doesn’t mean righteousness. The
higher the culture and refinement the greater the suf
fering. It is in the large cities and centers of learn
ing, intelligence and wealth that sin and iniquity most 
abound, not in the ruder and more uncultivated com
munities. , ,

The pleasures, the luxuries, the conveniences and, 
privileges of civilization carry with them terrible pen
alties. We cannot harmonize or explain all the condi
tions we find in the worldk Was not Judas as neces
sary in the plan of salvation as Christ ; the serpent hs 
Eve » the tempter as the tempted ? Every man you

carries in its bosom the seeds of its own destruction. 
'This seems absurd and inconsistent. Great men1 are 
always inconsistent, contradictory and hard to under
stand. Genius is elemental. It gathers strength 
from nature and not from art. It drinks from the 
fountain-head of knowledge and not from every rivl 
xdet that flows in farther down the stream.

Some animals burrow in the. ground, others live in 
the sunlight. There are birds that light upon the 
hushes, low trees and fences, while’others perch only 
on the loftiest trfees and high mountain.peaks. . .In the . -
mental as in the physical realm there are dwellers in »wet, every animal you see, all objects in nature, the 

insects that fly through the air, and the worms that 
wc crush beneath our feet—are subjects of study and

as there is for strength; for men of mediocre ability 
as for giant intellects. It requires’ only ohe queen 
bee for a million workers. China produced her con- 
fueius; Persia, her Zoroaster; India,<her Buddha; 
Arabia, her Mahomet; Greece, her Homer\her Demos
thenes; Italy, her Dante; France, her Napoleon; 
Germany, her Bismarck; and England, her Sjiak- 
apeare.
■""Such men are kingdom builders, empire founders, 
thought molders;—men who plant seed that in time 
ripen into laws, constitutions and republics. Not 
every generation can produce these characters. It 
requires centuries for a nation to bring forth a great 
man. The United (States is yet too young to have a 
long historic background. She (has produced only 
three presidents of commanding stature—Washing
ton, Jefferson and Lincoln. Roosevelt is able, brill
iant, and daring, but he would never be able on any 
great moral, social or political question to transform 
the thought of a nation.
- It makes no difference on what line a great mlm 
acts—he leaves a memorial for all time. Whether it 
is Bismarck, unifying an empire, or Jefferson writing 
the Declaration of Independence, or Lincoln signing 
the Proclamation of Emancipation, and thereby 
placing the final crown upon the brow of liberty and 
making those immortal words true in spirit as well as 
in letter, “that all men are created equal, that they 
are endowed with certain inalienable rights, that 
among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of hap
piness;”—the act will ever remain a landmark in na
tional progress as long as history is written. A few 
strokes of the pen.seals the argument of years.

After the storm comes the ealm; after the battle

matters of interest to the wise and thoughtful.
We cannot eliminate evil from the world and retain 

the good. All birth comes through travail—knowl
edge comes through suffering. Joy and sorrow are 
so near akin that oAe cannot exist without the other. 
“Of suffering and sorrow were born all life’s beauty. 
The hope of immortality came from breaking hearts. 
Nations rise through a mist of tears. Every great life 
work is an agony. Behind every song lurks a sign.” 
Man’s surroundings color aiid shape all he speaks, 
feels or writes. One would not compose the same ar
ticle upon the prairie that he would upon the mount
ain, he would not write the same speech in the valley 
that he would upon the hills.

Theory amounts to nothing—experience is all that 
counts. Every grand and beautiful thought that was 
ever spoken, has been ground out of some soul who 
has lived, felt, and been made to realize the full mean
ing of the thought, feeling and sentiment expressed. 
Some writer in speaking of Bunyan’s Pilgrim 
Progress says, “The allegory is the life of its author 
east in imaginative form Every step in Christian’s 
journey had been first' trodden by Bunyan himself; 
every pang of fear and shame, every spasm of despair, 
every breath of hope and consolation, which is there 
described, is but a reflex mirror' from personal expe
rience.”'.

It is only after we have passed through, and from a 
distance can look back upon, an experience that its 
full bearing and influence upon our lives can be seen; 
—never in the storm and conflict of the moment. Per
spective adds interest to most objects, conditions and 
scenes. Time gives luster to character and distance 
adds beauty to paintings, landscapes and clouds. We 
know nothing about the real Washington, the real

comes the declaration of peace. Continents are born Jefferson, the real Lincoln, or the real Grant;—they 
out of the throes, and upheavals and movements'of na- are nothing but myths as far as our actual knowl- 
ture. Mighty institutions are built up and vital truths edge goes-; and the same is truq of all great men in all 
je-animated upon the ruins of social and political dis-
order. The French revolution put new life into the nuil„K LU(; „.„owo
spirit of liberty and equality among, men that will are beautiful to behold, but it is the intervening dis- 
never be drowned and will forever exert itself more tances that give the charm. There is no scene, ob- 
and more powerfully until darkness again covers the ject or character that will bear too close an examina-
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LETTER. NUMBER THREE. • ' 
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Now, some may ask, Mr. iFetersilea, how is it 
about sin, wickedness, evil? Are not the wicked pun
ished?” ' :

My reply is: The laww’of jjp}|.iee is sure. AH will 
suffer for each and every wrong committed; but I 
would like to give those 'Of earth a little advice. The 
less one thinks about sii^ and ¡evil the better. If one 
makes a mistake and floe's, tliat which may be wrong, 
forget it as quickly as possible and try with all your 
might to think only of good. If you keep thinking 
about evil, or wrong, orie sends out these thought vi
brations continually, anil the evil grows and in- 
creases thereby. Thus it is with all thoughts, sad 
or otherwise. Think only of good. Forget all evil 
as quickly as you can. Rill it out entirely with good 
thoughts and good intentions. Like a little child, if 
you fall, through a ,mistake, or lack of strength, re
gain your feet, or retrieve yourself qui,ekly; forget 
the fall as soon as possible, and run on with a joyful, 
hopeful smile. If you stand crying and thinking of 
your fall, and fearing that you will fall again, you 
surely will. Forget it—forget it, I say 1 Think only 
of the good—and that is the true meaning of the 
words, “overcome evil with good.”

It is very wrong to publish evjl deeds in news
papers, and fill ihe whole world with evil vibrations, 
thereby increasing the one, evil deed a thousand fold. 
Stamp out the evil quickly, as one would fire, before 
it spreads. Do not give it a chance to spread—and 
now I want to say a few words about obsession:

I agree with Mr. Hudson Tuttle, wholly .and entire
ly. His exposition of it is the true one; but I will not 
repeat it here. Read it, and ponder it well. Very 
few wicked spirits are able to obsess any one. Spirits 
do not remain very wicked long, either. If you over
come a wicked spirit with good, it will either become 
good or leave you. If one absolutely refuses to har
bor an evil thought, or to do an evil deed, no evil 
spirit can harm one in the least; but evil is simply the 
child of error and ignorance; As. soon as a spirit, 
either in or ont of the body, becomes enlightened, it 
ceases to be evil.

False religious ideas have very much to do with so- 
called sin; and, now, what are sins? Murder, covet
ousness, evil-speaking, jealousy, greed, lying, fraud, 
deception, hate, envy, drunkenness in all its various 
forms, gluttony, uncleanness, and, as Mr. Hudson Tut
tle says, perversions of that which should be true sex
ual relations. Now who would commit murder if they 
were wholly and fully enlightened—if they really un
derstood that to murder a man did not kill him but 
that it gave him tenfold.more power to retaliate, if he 
were so disposed; that insteqfl of putting a supposed 
enemy out of the way they were giving him the power 
to remain with the murderer ,at all times apd places 
and render his life too 'horrible to contemplate, if so 
disposed? But, of courte, the victims are not always 
revengefully disposed. Many think, or soon learn,

Nature is always trying to restore order in her come united and blend together as one color. No two 
kingdom. Sometimes she destroys in order to re- persons think, feel or act alike, yet on the great lines 
build. There is always a spirit of truth abroad in the of life they, agree and act as one body.
land which never entirely loses its power and contin- While the multitude are always inarticulate, still 

ally works for justice and righteousness. Humanity there is a certain unison of hopes, aspirations and feel- 
linnass is more reliable than it is individually. “•* • ings that cling to an age and a people. And occa- 
by a special law of Providence which it is impossible sionally a single soul endowed with marvelous sym- 
to mistake, a law analogous to that which. vu|es the pathy, intuition and genius gathers up and voices the 
natural world, there is a certain degree of order, of in- universal sentiment and history of human hearts for 
telligence, of justice, indispensible to the duration of a thousand years. Every picture must have a back- 
human society. From the simple fact of its duration ground. All that is grand and beautiful, whether in 
we may argue, that society is not completely irra- nature or life, is only grand and beautiful because of 
tional, savage or iniquitous; that it is not altogether its background, because of the history that precedes 
destitute of intelligence, truth and justice, for with- it. Neither art, literature or life come spontaneous or 
out these society cannot hold together. ” by arbitrary command; each has a long preparation.

People often act better than they talk, better than How beautifully have these thoughts been ex- 
they think; otherwise community would not hold to- pressed by another. “Formerly a few men and wo-, 
gether. Men would not dare put in operation all the men wrote the books of the wttrld. They were the 
yagaries of their mind. voices xif the silent world; as we listen we seem at

Responsibility sobers men and gives them a balance first to hear no other words than theirs. We might 
of character which otherwise they would not possess, hastily conclude that there were no thoughts in those 
The condemnation of the public weighs more with old times but those * * • But as we listen more intent-’ 
people than the condemnation of conscience.. It is ly and patiently, these puissant tones seem to issue 
difficult to analyze all the factors and forces that help from a world-wide inarticulate murmur; they are no 
to maintain law and order and hold public sentiment longer solitary; they interpret that which lies un- 
together. Some people have strong individuality, spoken in countless hearts. How solitary Job sits 
■ome have none; some have strong will power, others among his griefs as we look back upon him! All the 
are weak. The strength of a man’s prejudices is al- races who dwelt about him have vanished; the world 
ways in proportion to his ignorance and intellectual activity and thought in which he lived has perished 
weakness. ' utterly; but there stands-the immortal singer with

People would be wiser if they would listen and that marvelous song • But this sublime argument 
think more and talk less. You cannot substitute • * * is not the thought of Job alone; it is the groping, 
words for ideas. There are no secrets. One can doubting aspiration of the East finding voice and 
neither cover up his ignorance by words or by silence, measure for itself; * • • it is the spiritual history of a 
Every word, look and gesture betrays the amount of race. The lonely thinker * • */nas made himself the 
mental and intellectual resources we have at our com- interpreter of the lost world which he alone had sur- 
mand. The great mass of mankind are led, guided vived. Back of the great poem there is an unwritten 
and directed—in fact often deceived by those whom history greater apd more pathetic than the poem it- 
they follow. But the world loves illusion, it loves ro- self.”
manee, deception—it really loves a little wickedness, Sometimes all there is -left of an age is the voice of 

Too much goodness becomes insipid—colorless. It a single man. HENRY MORRISON TEFFT.
lacks vitality and a certain flavor of animal life. Men Norwich, N. Y.

THE JOURNEY OF A SOUL.

She held .life’s fairest garlands in her 
hands.

Youth, fame and beauty, and before the 
shrine. . .

Of the immortal Nine had bent her 
knee .

Receiving on her brow their awful 
-. chrism.
hen Life spoke to her sternly, crying, 
j Yield

Al this.” And she went forth with
' empty hands
And passed into a desert place—but 

held
One dream a litv.le longer in her heart,
And called on Fate with passionate 

wild words,
Demanding yet to stand and front the 

stars
At her full stature on the unsteady 

earth— .
Not glad, but quiet and at peace with 

life.
The stony lips of Fate made answer, 

"Bow.”
She held life's bitterest cup and shrink

ing, prayed,
"Not this, 0 God, not this. I am too 

weak.
All have I yielded, all save this to Thee, 
The warm love centered in my deepest

Her hands to .the .-dumb heavens and 
prayed for death/

o

drapei-y. The drapery had become disarranged and 
the ribs of the old unibrélla were plainly visible, the 
drapery having been accidentally pushed away ,from; 
them. 1 I |

Now that man has been for years deceiving thou
sands of people, and he is stilt at his nefarious busi
ness ; but, if he knew positively, as I now know, that 
he will be obliged to make restitution to each and 
every one he has thus deceived,, even to the last hair 
of weight in the scales of justice, he would never de
ceive another human being, and would never-give an
other so-called matérialisation.

That man—and he himself knows who is meant and 
who he is—will now, very soon, be here in the spirit 
world; He will read this. Now, let me tell him,'for 
I know, I can see already within him what will surely 
cause-his departure from earth life; that very soon 
indeed will commençe the work of restitution, and he 
will have to render to the last haij^in the scales of 
spiritual justice.

• My wife together with myself witnessed very many 
more so-called materializations, but tell that we wère 
privileged to see were carried on by fraud very like 
the two instances cited. ‘

I, being a spirit, know positively that no spirit ever 
yet took on again a body of flesh, blood and bones to
gether with all the organs appertaining to the bodyj 
This is utterly impossible to a spirit. Such a body 
must be developed and grow by the slow and natural 
process; neither can it be done at seancès at a dollar 
a head for the visitors; but that spirits can, and do 
make themselves'visible, at times when conditions 
permit, is true. These appear as apparitions. That 
spirits can and do form the semblance of hands and so 
forth, is also true. These hands are not flesh and 
blood but they are formed through what may be 
called chemical affinity.

My friend, William Denton, could explain it to you 
better than I can, and he hopes to write a series of let
ters, through my wife, sometime. I hope to under
stand chemistry myself better, for I am attending a 
course of lectures given at his chemical college. My 
own conservatory of music holds me a good part of 
the time, but not all by any means. I live in my own 
earthly home, with my wife, very much as I did before
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A little time, ere she from Death 
passed out

Into that dawn of Life where self-hood 
lost-

Means God-hood won. "
BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.

True, but we spoil thy wisdom by our 
doubt,

Yet, wilt thou not this feathefy shrub 
weed out?

that it is better to forgivye. ,
Who would be covetous if they knew that that 

which they unlawfully' coveted would forever be a 
thorn in the spirit or fijesh, continually piercing and 
torturing them ? Who -would speak evil if they knew 
that the evil would return and find lodgment within 
their own breast to lacerate' and harass them at all 
times? And none wouljd be. jealous if they knew that 
which by natural spiritual law belonged to another 
could by no possible rattans-belong to them. As no 
two faces, or forms, or souljs, or spirits, are ever ex
actly alike, and as no two ever attain to exactly the 
same degree, in art, or music, or in any gift whatever, 
neither in beauty nor grace, but that each must be his 
or her individual self, and can by no possible means 
be any other—knowing this, none would or could be 
jealous—and that at last each will develop into the 
perfect God-like angel, forming the particular part of 
that which is called God, and filling the particular po
sition in the great universal scale.of harmony that 
none other could fill.

And greed: How foolish it is to desire more than 
enough to be comfortable, refined and happy, with a 
little surplus for old age; and enough to be benevo
lent and generous to those who are unfortunate or in 
poverty. ■ -

Lying: Who would tell falsehoods when under all 
and any circumstances the truth is better; and this 
brings me to the lying deceptions practiced by so- 
called mediums. Real mediums are not liars. They 
may, ignorantly, make some mistakes, thinking them
selves right, but they will not knowingly commit 
fraud. What can be said of those liars and deceivers, 
who with foreknowledge and premeditation, dress 
themselves up and personate spirits, make use of con
federates, trap doors, phosphorescent robes, illumin
ated paper crowns, and waving telescopic wands 
tipped with phosphorus?

And now I want to show up a few of these so-called 
materializes: .

When I was in the form, my wife and myself vis
ited a number of these tricksters. Mrs. Petersilea 
was once one of a committee of ladies who examined 
a so-called medium, to make sure that she had noth
ing about hei; but black—that each article of apparel 
she wore was entirely black—not a white thread upon 
her. The ladies examined her thoroughly, as they 
thought, when one of them did’covered that the fac
ings of her black skirt were net sewed to the skirt un
derneath, except at. the lengthwise seamsj This 
facing extended fromLthe knees downward, making 
five or six .great pockets on the inner side of the skirt 
next to the body, the outer surface of the skirt being 
perfect. Now the lady pulled out from these deep 
pockets, which extended .entirely around, the skirt; 
wigs, masks; illuminated draperies, and other things 
painted with ilulumin^ted^int.

Now that poor woman flrill have to make amends 
to every person she deceived through a long career of

I left the body of flesh; but, when living in the body 
of flesh, I had a similar school, also my earthly home, 
living with my wife at our home, going and coming 
to and from tfle conservatory. I now go and come 
in the same way except that now I am a spirit and go 
home to my wife from my spiritual school. I also 
have plenty of time to go where I please, attend spirit
ual lectures, visit the grand old masters in music; in 
fact, there is no end to that which I wish to see and 
understand, and as soon as I thoroughly comprehend 
a subject then I must, by a natural law, teach it and 
show it to others; this forms the endless chain of pro
gression.

But I here and now wish to say that I do not stand 
at the elbow of some aspiring earthly pupil every in
stant of my life and theirs as a guide. Ny time is not 
wasted in any such manner. That 1 occasionally visit 
a pupil, to whom on account of their unusual talent I 
am very much attracted, to help them, is true.

My wife is receiving many letters from such aspir
ants telling her that I have' constituted myself their 
especial guide, and they ttxpect, on that account, that 
she will render them pecuniary assistance. Now this 
is a mistake. That I am with and do control my wife 
to write is true and most natural, but that I spend my 
entire time at the elbow of some young person, who 
wishes to become a good performer, is not true. I 
most gladly assist all those whom I can—those to 
whom-1 am naturally attracted—but I am no one’s 
espeeial guide in the way that they understand it— 
that I am with them at all times ready to respond to 
every whim or question they may ask.

Here in the spirit realm», I teach mostly by class 
lessons. We grade our pupils and form classes. I 
spend very little of my valuable time, exclusively with 
one pupil. It would be a waste of time and-force 
when I can, by the graded class system, teach twenty 
or thirty, or even a hundred or more at the same time. 
Sometimes we have the body of the former church 
filled with youthful new beginners, requiring but one 
lesson from me at each time.

It seems a little strange to me, sometimes, when I 
think of it, that I should be situated almost exactly 
as I was before my departure from the physical body. 
Here I am at the head of a large and thriving school, 
receiving many visitors as I was accustomed to on the 
earthly plane, and many of these visitors I was well 
acquainted with when they and I dwelt within the ma
terial ; and how glad we all are to see each other.

All those-in whom I was much interested, or to 
whom I was deeply attached, that had passed out of 
the body all along the years of my earth, life, here they 
come, one by one, to visit me, just as I visited Denton 
and Franz Liszt; and then how joyfully we greet each 
other, how warmly we clasp hands. Friends, I can 
not express to you the joy we feel as we meet, to real
ize that we were not dead any of us, simply changed 
ottr dull and sodden garments for light, ethereal and 
exquisitely beautiful ones.

(To be continued.)

rUBLIGflTIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle
Litar? of Spiritai Literature.

HOW DID YOU DIE?

Spotlesa art -thou, clad in the morning 
light,

When at my couch thy forth appears at 
night

Where dost thou gather thy fresh gown 
soiree?

Tell, wingless God, thy secret unto me.
Vain would I mould my soul as thou 

hast" thine, •
'Wrapped in sweet heavenly garments 

so divine, - -
Indulge not wish impure, .nói* sigh for 

gain,
Yet ’tis impossible—I seek In vain.- ■
glorious archangel, gtft'me 'WItfri-thy 

.' lore, ’ . " ■
Teach me- to grow while on" the mortal 
« ■ shore.-
■Veil me to growth which must-be-all- 

■ undone; . ■■......  ■
Give me thy probing power' to'growdl-' 

vine, . - - -
Else wiU I come to thee unfit'and sore 
Gnarled and ungainly, ghastly anU' im- 

■ . pure. .
Gather me-freshness from the wealth 

< of soul ■■The very stones 'were happier'for her
•’ feet - . ' * ' To grow like thee and thus to be made

deception, in spirit, ilnfiFfehe has entirely balanced 
accounts—a long ant^we^ road, surely. And an
other: A man, who isrfstillnpractieing his nefarious 
business, pretending that lie is extremely benevolent, 
¡giving seances occasi6rially"for so-called benevolent 
purposes, vilely decoding,jhose who so implicitly 
trust him. . ,0i;
. Mrs. Petersilea somfe yedbs ago ,visited his seances, 
not’ as ia skeptic, but fully thieving that he was a gen
uine materializing m?dium*and this is what she saw: 
It was supposed by the visitors that what they saw 
within the cabinet wfls tlM spirit of a little golden- 

. haired child materiai^ed, SSid most would exclaim on 
Ibok-ingrinto the cabinet;.''Oh I what a beautiful gold- 
emhaired darling!”- "•

Mrs.’Petersilea wasjhelast to gcup to-the cabinet 
The-golden-haired darling had become disarranged-in 
some: way, and the painted rubber-head had partly 
collapsed or lost the air With which it had been blown 
up,the golden wig. huh'g loosely on the shrunken 
head,- the painted blue eyes- had- become exceedingly 
oblong,, and-the mouth, and red-lips drooped horribly. 
An old unbrella was used to form tiie body of the so; 
called “lovely darling,’* the head being stuck on the 
point of the unbrella; die umbrella being partly open 
that formed the body of the same covered with white

Did you tackle the trouble that came your way 
With a resolute heart and cheerful?

Or did you hide your face from the light of day 
With a craven soul and fearful ?

Oh, a trouble’s a ton, or a trouble’s an.ounce, 
Or a trouble is what you make it,

And it isn’t the fact that you’re hurt that counts, 
But only how did you take it ?

You’re beaten to earth? Well, well, what’s that? 
/Gomfe up with a smiling face.

It’s nothing against you to fall down flat, 
But to lie there—that’s disgrace.

The harder you’re thrown, why, the higher you 
bounce;

Be proud of your blackened eye !
It isn’t the fact that you’re licked that counts ;

It’s how did you fight—and why?
And though you -be done to death, what then ? 

If you battled the best you could,
If you played your part in the world of men, 

Whÿ, The Critic will call it good.
Death cornés with a crawl, or comes with a pounce, 

And’whether he’s slow or spry,
It isn’t the fact that you’re dead that counts, 

But only how did you die? • ••
, . , . —Edmund Vance Cook.
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contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price 31.

THE-LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the borne, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, Intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma. 
terialists, Investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
638 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

A fool, indoed, has great need of a title; it teaches 
men to-call him count or duke, and thus forget, his 
proper name of fool.—J; Crown.

What’s gone and past .help should be past grief.— 
Shakspeare.

Individuals may form communities,-but it is institu
tions alone that can create a nation.—Disraeli. • '

Modesty is proportioned to the occasions of life, and 
strongest in youth when passion is so too.—Collier.

Man-canuot make principles; he cah only discover 
them.—Thomas Paine, . • '

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subecrlbo for The 

Progroesfve. Thinker,
Now 11 the time to extend the cfrcula, 

Don of The Progressive Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter So .well adapted to enrich the 

Bend in A subscription now.

“Wedding ChliUes.” By Deipha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding Souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, • 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
.prose. Specially'designed for the uh 
of the Spiritualist nnd Liberal ministry;

I Prlco'75 cents.
. " . ■ ’ ■ ■ ■’ ’
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TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION:
The Pboobbssivb Tuinh-kk -will bo furnished 

until further notice at the following terms, In* 
variably In advance:
Ono Tear................................... .................
Six Months.................................. ................
Thirteen Weeks,.......................................
Single Copy,...............................................

REMITTANCES:

PuMUM Every Saturday at 40 Looutb Street, 

J. R. 'FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor 

Ethnd it ibi CHcw rtt&ilct u IkmMIui Matter

THE PSOfiRESSIVE THINKER

ti oo 
50cta. 
fi&cta;

Remit by Postoffloe Money order, Registered 
Letter or Pratt on Chicago or New York. It 
costs from 10 to 15 cents to «ot checks cashed on 
local banks, so do not send them unless you 
wish that amount deducted from tho amount 
eent. Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.

TAKE NOllOEl
E0"At the expiration ot subscription, it not re

newed, the paper is discontinued. No bills 
will be sent for extra numbers.

tarif you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

53TWhenever you desire the address of your 
paper ichanged, always give the address ot 
the place to which it has been going or the 
changé cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is $2.

, SATURDAY, AUGUST 20,1904.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 

- be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th:n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and. trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

■dltor-at-Largo for the National Spirit* 
uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the secular or rqjig- 
lous press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when ai attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.'

Adulteration«, Material and Spiritual.
It appears from the Chicago Inter 

Ocean that war on adulterated food 
products has been commenced by the 
Illinois state pure food' commission. 
Two .hundred suits have been filed by 
Alfred H. Jones, the state commission
er, against retail dealers for selling adul
terated foods, foodstuffs, and extracts. 
One hundred of these cases were brought 
In Justice John Richardson’s court 
against retail dealers In Chicago and 
various Cook county towns and villages. 
The charges upon- which these dealers 
will be prosecuted embrace violations 
of the label law, selling impure vinegar, 
adulterated flavoring extracts, adulter
ated and imitation butter, and process 
butter.

Inspectors from the state pure food 
office, 316 Dearborn street, have been 
quietly working on these cases for sev
eral months past The inspectors, 
when buying each article Intended'for 
Investigation, always asked the dealer, 
“Is this article pure?" If an affirma
tive reply was givfn the article would 
be purchased, taken to the commis- 
mission’s room and thoroughly analyzed 
by State Chemist.E. N. Eaton and his 
assistant, Miss. Lucy Doggett When 
the article was found to be spurious or 
adulterated prosecution would be de
termined on. The evidence, after being 
properly secured and made ready, 
would be laid before the state’s attor
ney in each county where the violation 
was made or where the dealer conduct
ed his business.

Adulterated vinegar, flavoring ex
tracts, maple sirups, and process but
ter, as well as many other adulterated 
foods, had been found by the state in
spectors in large quantities upon local 
markets, and the state commission de
termined to commence operations in 
every portion of the state where viola
tions were believed to exist. Most of 
the vinegar sold throughout the state is 
from St. Louis, Mo., Louisville, Ky. It
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A Church Movement to Render Liquor- 
Selling Respectable.

It appears from the dally papers that 
the "Subway Tavern," where one may 
drink either soda water or good old 
Kentucky ryo, was dedicated in New 
York, August 2. Tne tavern has for its 
purpose the lessening of the evils of In
temperance and the viciousness of the 
American saloon. The Right Rev. 
Henry Codman Potter, Bishop of the 
Nfew York diocese, came all the way 
from his summer home in Cooperstown, 
N. Y., to assist in the dedication.

The Subway Tavern is located at the 
■corner of Mulberry and Bleecker Btrets 
and IB owned by a stock company ot 
prominent citizens, who have fol
lowed with much interest’the scheme 
started in England by Earl Grey, 
known as the Central Public House 
Trust. In the front of the tavern is a 
large soda water fountain. Behind a 
partition in the rear room is the tav
ern proper. Here may be found the 

. regulation American bar where all sorts 
of drinks may be bought. A lunch 
counter' is against the wall and down 
stairs are long tables where working- 
men may eat their lunches with what 
they wish to drink.

Joseph Johnson, Jr., the chief pro
moter of the tavern, in opening the pro
ceedings said that the company was 

•capitalized for $10,0'0'0 and that any
thing made over five per cent would be 
turned Into a surplus fund for the build
ing of other taverns.

Hp said that liquor would not be sold 
to minors or to women and that nothing 
but the pure article in beer or whlpky , 
would be sold.

A large audience was In the tavern 
when Bishop Potter began to speak. 
He called attention to the Guttenberg 
system In Norway where liquor is sold 
by the state, and the ideas and plans of 
the Central House Trust in England.

Speaking of the vast army of work
ingmen, Bishop Potter said: "When 
their day of toil is done, what Is to be
come of them? I can go to the Century, 
Metropolitan and other clubs, but what 
is to become of my friends in the two- 
room flat with five or six children.. The 
workingman must go to thé saloon and 
the efforts to close the saloon makes it 
the most tragic or comic thing in his
tory."

Bishop Potter told of his visit to the 
Tivoli Gardens in Copenhagen where 
the whole population of the city might 
be found any evening sitting around 
the tables and drinking and listening to 
good music and where drunkenness was 
unknown. The audience sang thé Dox
ology, an<L-the thirstily inclined went 
and bad a drink.

Any reformatory movement will re
ceive the approval of all rightmlnded 
people, and undoubtedly there is wide 
room for reform in the matter of intox
icating beverages and the ways and 
places of their sale. The saloon as it 
commonly exists Is notoriously a 
breeder of intemperance and other as
sociated evils. Saloons are the natu
ral haunts of drunkards and all classes 
of criminals. It Is here they find con
genial company, associations and en
vironments. It is to the saloon they 
gralvitate to find their affinities. And 
it is in the saloon that many a non
criminal and non-drunkard has gradu
ally become affinitized with such'—hav
ing taken gradual lessons and made 
gradual approaches to drunkenness and 
crime.

The stamp, of evil is so thoroughly af- 
, fixed upon and branded Into the saloon 

business that It is doubtful that any 
priestly process of blessing the institu
tion or place can suffice to remove the 
curse or sanctify the business. It is 
doubtful that "good .music,” sacred or 
non-sacred, will overcome or drive out 
the devil lurking in the drink habit that 
is fostered by the saloon.

If this “tavern" enterprise shall con- 
1 duce to lessen the evils of Intemper

ance,- so far so good but is it not prob* 
able that In another direction it will re
sult in evil that will more than counter
balance the good—that Is, by affixing to 
saldon liquor-selling tlfb tag of respecta
bility—and not only mere respectabil
ity, but respectability with a sacred, 

• churchly, aroma?
. ‘Probably the “blessed” whisky would 

’"go down”-with a sweeter relish to 
some churchly or piously-inclined pat- 

. rons, for having the blessing of the 
church upon its sale; but the devil will 
lurk atidJinger in it just the same, and 

. evil results will as surely follow' with 
the blessing as without the' doxology 

• ' and priestly benediction.
. • The saloon will not do less harm, for 
. being rendered respectable or tinctured 
। with piety.

ties claim, the eye-gate may serve as the ear-gate, and

O

At one timé a number of persons were repèating a

sibilities.

unfoldment, is the greatest and the grandest cult in
We have had (so it seems to me) for the lást dozen

Personally I am conscious of the presence of spirit

are my happiest days. My vision of subjective real-

PoqjflÍl^fjLE "YELLOW H EATH EN." 

As í’fertrayéd in the Japanese-American 
Weekly.

i 
verest test» in tbe ■presence of scien
tists, ministers and theosophlBts.

He has been examined by insanity 
experts, tlieosopliists. Spiritualists, hyp
notists, newspaper experts, ministers 
and lawyers, but they do not vary in 
opinion or diagnosis an lota.

Thus spirit return is kaleidoscopic in 
Its character, and no one has ¡a cinch bn 
it, and it is always' in order to analyze it 
with tlie most painstaking care. The 
dozen or more materializing mediums 
of national reputation that have lately 

i|had the spirit^ they manufactured dis
closed one after another to the aston
ished gaze of the world, dressed in 
fancy attire made by mortal hands, 
were able to go on with their nefarious 
work because the “spirits” were not, 
like adulterated food, carefully ana
lyzed. An analysis brought most as
tonishing results—results that were 
horribly appalling! In every case the 
analysis brought to light the lamentable 
fact that the "spirit" in every instance 
consisted of the medium or a confeder
ate dressed in an artificial costume.

home earlier than usual, but Agnes had 
died in tlie afternoon.

Tip al^Ve incidents related in the 
ChljSggo Tribune, convey an important 
lesson, illustrating the development of
angelic qualities in a crippled little girl, 
And >ii । it inot the great wish of angelic 
•belngd; thdtl Spiritualists become mis
sionaries ¿or doing good, assisting all 
the .jyne lij; alleviating the misfortunes 
of othersIf a-little cripple can do 
such work. does it. not afford a divine 
leBs&ii to others, to also do something in 
a htlinaniturian line for the world?

-t 'z • - t« ■

Is labeled “Pure Cider Vinegar.” An
alysis shows It to be a low wine or col
ored distilled article. The commission 
is unable to reach the manufacturers 
owing to their non-residence. But it is 
hoped that the vigorous prosecution of 
these violations locally will discourage 
their sale In Illinois, and eventually 
find no market here.

The Adulteration of flavoring extracts, 
especially during the heated season, Is 
of serious consequence. Thousands 
who dally use and buy soda waters and 
other soft drinks do not realize, what 
they are drinking until sickness ensues, 
resulting oftentimes In death.

Scores of these violators have been 
located In Chicago, and in other cities, 
towns, and even villages.

The work of Commissioner Jones and 
Assistant Commissioner Patterson dur
ing the past three years has been of a 
very strenuous nature, and resulted in 
more than 1,000 Inspections of milk and 
dairy farms and depots. Detailed ac
counts ot these Investigations, with 
thorough recommendations ip. each 
case, appear in the annual report ot 
the commission. It Is claimed by dairy 
and stock men generally to be the most 
thorough report of all dairy industries 
ever issued by any state food commis
sion. ' .

Only a Little Cripple, But Big Life’s 
Work Done.

। Agnes Neal Is dead. You bo not 
know of Agnes Neal? No matter; 
she waa one of those few to whom It Is 
given to accomplish á life work before 
young life goes out.

Agnes Neal was a Chicago cripple 
and she was only 12 years old when she 
died the other day in Seattle. But’she 
had completed her mission. Sha had 
traced , her wandering father alone 
across the country. She had found 
him. She had reawakened in hitó a 
longing for his family, and then she 
had made a home and-brought mother 
and father and children together once 
moré in happiness. Then she died.

This was the news which effine to the 
crippled children’s home yesterday. Or, 
more properly, It came to Mrs. Emma S. 
Haskell, principal of the school, and 
most of the little lame folk will not 
know It till the long vacation is ended.

Agnes was a cripple from Infancy. 
Before she could creep about the floor 
they had put her little body in a brace 
and when she learned'to walk Bhc'had 
to learn on crutches. Agnes could not 
go to school and she even shrank from 
playing In the street because the boys 
and girls were likely to make fun of' 
her lameness. She staid indoors with 
fier mother all day in the little Carpen
ter street cottage In which the family 
lived, but her special delight was to 
play with her father evenings when he 
came home from hlB day's toil.

To Agnes’ great sorrow, however, the 
father did not always come home at 
night,' at least before her bed time. She 
heard her mother say that her father 
drank and sometimes she herself no
ticed that he acted queerly. Then 
came a night when tbe father did not 
return at all. Day after day Agnes 
watched for him. but all in vain. The 
disappearance of John Neal was report
ed to the police, but nothing came of it 
and after a time the family settled 
down to get along without him. Mrs. 
Neal took In washing and William, the 
eldest son, got a job which paid $8 a 
week.

About this time the family met with a 
new calamity. Little Joey, next in age 
to Agnes, was killed one day by a cable

■ Prince Pu Lun, of China, has been 
traveling ip this country in the most ex
travagantjnanner. It was not only at 
the Mound City that the royal person
age surprised a hotel keeper with extra
ordinarily generous gifts given to his 
employes. Poor Prince! He is every
where welcomed and flattered by hotel 
clerks, bellboys, telephone girls, wait
ers; and bo' forth, simply because he 
gives away his money In a reckless and 
foolish way.:

. At one Injanid city, where Prince Pu 
Lun was royally eptertained by society 
leaders, whose highly Illuminated Illus
trations of the material and other 
charms of their progressive metropolis 

■was confined to things outside the 
church, a heated discussion oyer “The 
Sacrilegious Desecration of the Sab
bath,” was indiscreetly inprecipitated 
by . some disappointed members of the 
clergy, which threatened to disorganize 
society,- ¿nd which placed the hasty 
complainants in a most unenviable po
sition, in as much as Prince Pu Lun Is 
well, provided with a recognized religion 
of his own, far antedating In popular ac
ceptance and consistent philosophy, as 
well as in sacred Importance to its 
400,000,000 devotees, the newer system 
now reduced to withering fractions by 
the competitions of creeds.

One of our friends, Mr. Geo. E. Bowen 
of Chicago, composed a poem on this 
unhappy event, and kindly allowed ub 
to print it in this column. In a short 
preface tho author says:

“Prince Pu Lun was not Invited to at
tend service in any of the 'magnificent 
churches' of Indianapolis, while a guest 
of that city, and a mighty wall Is heard 
from the officially pious. The respon
sibility for the oversight is still unde
termined, but the scandal smarts.”

The poem runs as follows :
Poor little, “yellow heathen,” 

Pbor little Christian creeds, 
How have .the gates of mercy

Closed to your equal needs! .
Some one-has slept on duty, ■ 

Some one has kept the keys, 
And so, hap the hope of heaven

Been C^psed to the “least of these.” 
Whqji was my brother’s keeper

Glynn the special right, 
Unto his close communion, 

Ifi'fid’els'to invite?
When was the seal of mercy 

Put in h|s hand to keep, 
While pagans, bound for perdition, 

Noftced hlm, fast asleep?

A blow on the head often gives rise to luminous sen- every modification of tone.' A sharp note was only; 
sations (for luminousness is a sensation and not, as is brighter, while the flat one was duller than the natu* 
popularly supposed, a thing per se) and, under the in- pal. The same piece of music played upon different 
nuenee of thé shock, the person seems to see a multi- instruments produced different sensations; A melody 
tude of sparks. Describing the effect of a fall on the played on a clarionet was red and on a piano blue, 
ice, boys say it made them “see stars.” Frequently The color was intense in proportion to the energy of 
there is great variety and brilliancy of colors thus the sound. The colored appearances of the sound 
se^_- . . ' were perceived on the vibrating body, for instance, on

Vibrations which, affecting the auditory nerve, pro- the strings of the guitar or over the keys of the piano« 
duce the sensation of sound, in some cases have the 
power of causing the sensation of luminousness. In
deed, there are persons who, whenever they hear a 
sound, also perceive a color, one sound corresponding 
with red, another with blue, another with green, etc.

Dr. Nussbaumer of Vienna/ relates that when a 
child, in playing with his brother, he struck a fork 
against a glass to hear the ringing, and while he heard 
the sound, he discerned colors. He says that when he 
stopped his ears, he'could tell by the colors how loud 
was the soimd produced by the contact of the fork 
with the glass.

“The seat of color,” said the person who experi* 
ene.edthese impressions, “appears to me to be princD 
pally where the sound is made, above the person who 
is singing. The impression is the same if I do mot see 
any one; There is no sensation in the eye, for I think 
of the same color with my eyes shut. It is the same 
when the sound comes fjom the street, through the 
walls and partitions. When I hear a choir of several 
voices, a host of colors seem to shine like little points

' Very much the same were the experiences of the 
brother, The doctor relates the observations of a 
medical student in Zurich, to whom notes of music 
were translated by certain fixed colors, the high notes 
by clear, the low ones by dull colors,

■ M. Pedrona, an opthalmologist of Nantes, states 
that he had a friend who was accustomed to the simul
taneous perception of sounds and colors, but he avoid
ed speaking of it, not wishing to be thought strange 
or to be an object of curiosity or a subject of discus
sion.

over the choristers; I do not see them but I am im« 
pelted to look toward them and sometimes, while look« 
ing toward them, I am surprised not to see them. ’ ’

This association of colors with sounds is more coni*
mon than has hitherto beep thought by the few per
sons who have'ealled attention to the phenomena. It 
has been assumed that the experiences were hallueina- 
tioné. It is more probable that they result from some 
connection between the auditory and visual nervous 
fibres.

It is now known that there are motor nerve-centers 
which perform particular functions, and it will proba
bly be found that near the acoustic eenters are also
chromatic centers, and that, in such cases as have be£ii

-- ... —_ „« described above, they echo to each other, or as Doc
slang expression, which occurred in some popular tors Luys and Rosenthal and other eminent authors 
story, “That is as fine as a yellow dog,” applying it in 
a jocular manner to all kinds of things and actions. 
One of the company said of another person, “Have 
you noticed his voice? It is as fine as yellow dog.” 
M. Pedrona’s friend replied seriously and with empha
sis, “His voice is not yellow; it is pure red.”

The downright earnestness with which the remark
was made, caused the whole company to laugh out- 
righ. “What,” said they, “a red voice? What do 
you mean?”

The gentleman had to explain the peculiar faculty 
which he possessed of seeing the color of voices. 
When he had done this each person present desired to 
be informed of the color of his own voice. The voices 
were characterized as blue, red, green, etc. The joke 
was an a young man who happened to have a yellow 
voice.

M. Pedrona says that his friend had perfect sight 
and hearing and that he was in the best of health. 
With him a luminous impression seemed to be made 
before he experienced the sonorous impression.

So keen was the chromatic sensitiveness that he 
knew whether the sound was blue, red, yellow, or of 
other color, before he could judge of its quality and 
intensity. He differed in one respect from the Zurich 
student—he did not perceive a change of color with

vice-versa. The fibres of the nerve of hearing may, 
thus produce vibrations at different periods of the 
chromatic fibres, causing the phenomenon of color« 
hearing.

The eye does not see, the ear does not hear. BaoK 
of these are the internal eye and ear in the brain and 
the discrimination between color and sound is by the 
central apparatus and not by outward nerve termina« 
tion.

According to the doctrine of evolution all the other, 
senses have come slowly into existence as so many 
modifications of feeling. Indeed, hearing and sight, 
as well as taste, are modes of feeling. Differentiation 
of feeling has, in the evolutionary processes, corre
sponded with the differentiation of physical structure.

In the lowest forms of life there are no developed 
and defined parts like the organs of hearing, sight, 
smell, and none such as in the lyigher animals make 
possible variety and sensitivenesp through touch 
alone. “The spider’s touch, how exquisitely fine,” 
exclaims Pope. What a difference in the sensation of 
touch between the speck of living jelly, homogeneous 
so far as it appears to the eye, and a man with his dif
ferentiated structure, his several senses and acute sen.«

B. F. UNDERWOOD.

The world is moving along the lines 
of special analysis. Chemical analysis 
steps boldly to the front, and if poison 
is secreted in a cup of coffee, or is in
corporated with a dose of. medicine, it 
can find it. If a grain of arsenic is in 
your stomach after death occur?, chem
ical analysis can bring it to the light of 
day. Adulterated food confronts us on 
all sides, and what makes its promot
ers wince, is the chemical analysis that 
brings forth the poisonous ingredients. 
No one will oppose the'chefnical analy
sis ot food, fearing it will Injure the 
sale of the genuine article.

What is true with reference to adul
terated food is also true with reference 
to spirit return and its proper analysis.

Here let us reiterate again, the stub
born fact irresistibly confronts ub that 
spirit return doesn’t belong to Spiritual
ists exclusively. That which is named 
Spiritualism belongs to the whole 
world, just the same as sunshine, rain, 
the atmosphere, water, etc. Here Is a 
case of spirit return in the church, al-, 
luded to last week, as related by the 
Chicago American: Long before time 
for services to begin on Sunday, night, 
Aug. 7, at Toledo, Ohio, the East Broad
way Church was packed to the doors. 
Outside a crowd was waiting for even 
an opportunity to see Ernest Case, the 
wonderful “man of visions,” come. Ev
ery car brought more and pedestrians 
flocked from all points of the compass. 
But they were in a measure doomed to 
disappointment.

Ernest Case is just recovering from 
a severe illness and' is a common work
ingman. He was so nervous and ill he 
dared not undertake to address the peo
ple, but promised to do so in two weeks. 
At the last moment he feared to face so 
large a crowd in his .weakened condi
tion.

A wonderful thing occurred a few 
days ago, as related by the Rev. Dr. 
Shupp in the pulpit, and vouched for by 
several ministers and others.

While sitting at the home of a friend, 
Case remarked that a certain man, nam
ing him, whom he had not seen in,many 
y ears, was just taking the train at Fos
toria, thirty-live miles distant, to come 
to Toledo, to see him. He related just 
what conversation he had with the 
brakeman and. conductor on entering 
the train, which yesterday was verified 
to a word.

He says there is a light that points 
out all these strange things to him. 
One local paper sent five separate re
porters to see him,, thinking there was 
some trickery. Every one came away 
thoroughly convinced ot the genuine
ness of the man’s wonderful visions apd 
his phenomenal powers of discernment 
In each instance he was put to the se-

car. After the funeral expenses had 
been paid the family was In sorer 
straits than ever. The claim agent of 
the street car company -Called on Mrs. 
Neal and finally paid ner $200 for .the 
loss of her boy. in the legal adjusts 
ment of the matter It fell out that the 
share of each of the children in the in
demnity was $33.33.

Not long after this a woman connect
ed with the public school system called 
at the house to see Agnes. The next 
day the bus of the crippled children’s 
school backed up at the' door and Agnes 
was taken away to begin her education 
with the other lame Abys and girls. 
This was two years ago. One day Ag
nes, who had made remarkable progress, 
in her studies, went to Mrs. Haskell 
and asked that she might have a desk 
near the window. . She informed the 
principal that she wanted to sit where 
she might see her father If he should 
ever go walking past Her request was 
granted.

Thereafter, through the days ahd 
weeks and months Agnes watched for 
the father that never came. She knew 
just what she would do if she ever 
saw him down therein the street She 
would jump up and clatter down the 
stairs and catch her father before he. 
could get away.

On another day last winter Agnes 
sought out Mrs. Haskell with a proposi
tion over which she had been pondering 
a long time. She said that .word had 
come that her father had been seen in 
Seattle. She proposed to go in search 
of ,him herself, and to pay her way she 
would take the $33.33 which the street 
car company had paid her for the 
death of little Joey. The earnestness 
of the forlorn little cripple so impressed 
itself upon her teacher that Mrs. Has
kell finally wrote to the chief of police 
In Seattle. -

Within two weeks Agnes was bound 
for Seattle. "To her frock was pinned a 
tag consigning her to the chief of po
lice, and in her purse was a pass on the 
railroad and the $33.33. Agnes and the 
chief of pblice got on famously, accord
ing to the letters the cripple wrote back 
to Mrs. Haskell. She became the 
guest of the city in the big hospital and 
she and the chief lost no time in start
ing the search for her father. In this 
they collaborated with rare congenial
ity. The chief advertised for John Neal 
in the newspapers and everyday he 
took Agnes for a search of a hew part 
of the town.
.In the course of a week a man ap

peared at the hospital who said his 
name was John Neal. He had seen tlie 
advertisement. The meeting between 
the father and his crippled daughter 
was turned into a celebration by the 
whole hospital, with the assistance of 
the chief of police.

The father, it turned out had a good 
position and did not want to return to 
Chicago. But the mere sight of Agnes 
made him want his family back. A let
ter was soon speeding to Mrs. Haskell, 
and two weeks from that date the moth
er and four children at home were on 
their way to Beattie with ail;their pos
sessions. Agnes and her father bad a 
cottage ready for them when they ar
rived.

Agnes went to school again in Seat
tle, but when summer came on it was 
noticed that she was not looking as 
well as usual. She had a cough and 
once she fainted on her way to school. 
When it came vacation time she had 
laid aside her crutches and was in lied, 
growing paler day by day. "The father 
now came home every night, but Agnes 
was too weak to put her arms about his 
neck. One nigut last week he came

When was |he grace of heaven 
Tifed with a caveat.

Held’ fromZthe heart’s desire 
Upder aiblshop’B hat?

When was the human yeapiing, 
Ofily its-God can'tatow,

Barred from the consecratlon 
Calling if, high or low? ■

Wfipii'.wasf.thiB soul exclnsion 
Flapped,.or.by-whatdevice" 

' 'Have we achieved expansion 
Governing Firadlse?

How shall our trust be treated, 
When, on the Judgment Day, 

Those of tjie wanted, talents 
Surely are cast away?

How shall the growing hunger 
Wide as the land and sea, 

Locked from a gilded chapel, _ 
Find Immortality? •

How-shall we know our fellows, 
• Where the annotated meet, 

If we are left to wancler
, Paths of profane deceit

Poor Uttle meek Celestial, 
Poor little stupid creed,

The Voice of the Great Compassion 
Both bf your wants shall plead, 

And keep, .in the Newer Kingdom, 
No keys-to the welcome shrine. 

Where. Puritans kneel with Pagans, 
And .drink of a common wine.

Churches, mosques and temples, 
Mountains and,clouds and streams, 

Lead us to God’s own glory 
Just as our conscience dreams.

Poor little “foreign heathen,” 
We, of th? empty creed, 

-Much Of your gracious spirit, 
Morejof your wisdom need.

. GEO E. BOWEN.

CARD FROM DR. PEEBLES—CORRECTIONS.
In tfris late booklet of mine, 100 pages, embodying 

the pro and eon of Reincarnation, or “The Soul’s Suc
cessive Embodiments,” the .price marked in the ad
vertisement was fifty cents. This was a mistake. It 
should have been thirty cents, and the postage five 
cents.

In this last book of mine, 400 pages, jut>t from the 
press, entitled, “The Demonism of the Ages and 
Spirit Obsession,’,’ the price of postage, I.regret t.o 
say, was omitted. The book is $1, and postage 19

ing, attend the liberal churches. Who so dull that 
, he cannot discern the signs of the times?

This sophistry of no frauds, no evil, no evil spirits, 
sometimes called “philosophy,” amounts to just this: 

. Conceal the festering wrong. Say nothing of the 
’ bad; nothing about that growing fibroid tumor; noth- 
~ing about that syphilitic blood sure to poison and de

form the offspring; nothing about pre-natal murder;

cents.
Already a thunderbolt has fallen. D. S. Ditson of 

Saratoga Springs, N. Y., writes me (I quote him ver
batim ): “ Though doubtless this book of yours on ‘ Ob
session’ was on your part well meant, and is exceed
ingly interesting, it will, I fear, hurt our blessed Spir
itualism, because making so prominent the shady side 
o^ the movement which you call Obsession.”

nothing about those counterfeit bank notes; nothing 
about the dynamite that in a midnight hour theM?'’ 
cendiary is seen to throw under your nelgfrimr’¡T*"; 
house; nothing about these frauds, these audacious 
frauds that blacken and disgrace the seance-room—< 
that seance-room which should be sacred to honesty, 
integrity, purity, spirituality, immortality and heaven 
itself; but “all is mind,” “all is lovely,” “all is 
right!” I never swear—never; but occasionally use 
emphatic language, possibly more emphatic than r 
euphonious; but when I see these silly theories ad« 
vanced, these horrible frauds committed in the great

My pointed reply was in part, “If the exposing of name of Spiritualism, language fails me!
frauds,” I said, “if solid facts relating to spirit influ- Spiritualism, rooted and enzoned in spirit, pure, es« 
enees; if the plain positive truth 'will hurt Spiritual- sential, and immutable, with its genuine gifts, its
ism, then let it be hurt. My motto is, ‘The truth at all heavenly-teachings and its necessary and natural soul
hazards ’ ” f a! rlr», nnf ia tlin r-vnofnof onj tlin nrnanzlocf n.llf In

We have had (so it seems to me) for the lAst dozen the universe, and the only cult which gives the world 
years quite too much from the press and from the the most irrefragable and the most positive proof of a 
-i.xj. xi..,,!... future conscious existence.platform, that there is “no hell or hells,” no “devils 
or demons,” no “evil in-tlie world,” and no “evil
spirits in the spirit world.” The “hells beyond, if intelligences every day of my life. These later flays 
there be any are said to bloom immediately into heav- are my happiest days. My vision of subjective real-

Woman Suffrage In Colorado.
• Mrs. Elmer Wixon; one of the ladies 
from Colorado who attended the Na
tional Republican Convention in Chi
cago, In an. interview regarding woman 
suffrage in, her state said:

“There' are between 30,000 and 
40,000 more men than women in Col
orado; and yet in spite of this differ
ence in the population, the woman’s 
vote Is all. the way from 41 to 63 per 
cent of the entire registration.

“In.some elections the issues are 
morelmportaht than in others. When
ever there is a matter of vital import
ance it has the effect of bringing o.ut 
the women voters in great numbers. 
With us tho women who vote are large
ly the better class. There 'are very 
few clergymen in Denver whose wives 
do not go with their husbands to the. 
polls. Mrs. Peabody,- the wife ot the 
chief justice, the teachers in the public 
schools/dthe Wives and mothers in the 
home—these ate our chief constituency. 
Our strong, offiibnents are the machine 
politicians, wlffi cannot manipulate the 
women’s Jvote>%8 they expected to do, 
foreigners’whiPlook upon women as in
feriors, ánd abtiVe all, the liquor • dealers. 
Everywhere they are the most active of. 
our enemies, ^because they have the* 
money with v^liich to buy the legisla
tures. This.tlfoy did in California and 
the statwof Washington.
' "Wherísfieléfektes to the convention 
were chósén ttf‘frame the new charter 
for Denver, hfter the county was di
vided latoyeáfj1 the women on Capitol 
Hill, the principal residence quartetcast 
nine eleihnthh’1of the vote in that dis
trict. YK)if bee? that charter meant the 
moral arid éariilfery regulation of Den
ver, the saloons,1 the police, the care of 
the streets.'‘The men voters either 
were not much‘interested,tor they felt 

‘that it could be safely left to women, 
and they did s&”

Mrs. Wixon declared there-was' not 
the least danfeei of woman suffrage ever 
being repealed‘Ini Colorado.

"Boclal .Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement • of Humanity.” 'Ey E. D. 
Babbitt,.LIajD-V-M. D. This comprises 
the last-part o£ Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. - For Mio 
al ibis office.

ens.” “Malevolence is pronounced undeveloped be
nevolence,” and “rape undeveloped righteousness;” 
“all is good;” “there is nb matter, all is mind; there 
are no frauds among mediums, or, if there be any they 
only call attention to the phenomena of Spiritism,” 
and so on, ad nauseam. These teachings, violating 
every principle of equity and moral justice as related 
to reason and a cultured conscience, have become mor
ally sickening to not only sound thinkers, but to every 
man and woman of moral fibre. The consequences of 
these things are, that many Spiritualists during the 
past years have “retired;” others, pot exactly retir-

ties is absolutely priceless; and appreciating, I drink 
in the grand, the glorious and uplifting truths that 
daily stream from those heaven-inspired lips of the 
wise, over death’s divide, as I do on a more material 
plane, the shimmering sunbeams of June’s loveliest 
morning.

Remember, reader, that letters or postal cards de
signed for my personal consideration, relating to 
books, pamphlets or obsessions, should be directed not 
to Dr. Peebles’ Medical Institute, but to Dr. J. M, 
Peebles, 36 Bennett street, Battle Creek, Mich.

DR. J. M. PEEBLES. 1

CORRECTION—LIFE MEMBERS IN 
THE N. 8. A.

To the Editor:—Kindly allow me to 
correct a statement published in The 
Progressive Thinker of August 6, occur
ring In a letter from James L. Dow, on 
your 7th page. The article refers to 
State and local societies and contains 
the following sentence:

“I understand that any person can be
come a member of the National Spirit
ualists Association for life, by paying 
twenty-five dollars, and have all the 
rights and privileges of a,' regularly 
elected delegate, and thus it may be 
.seen that by the payment of this small 
sum by an antagonist the wishes of a 
majority of the state associations 
might be defeated.”

a delegate, by paying $2 to the N. S. A. 
through the state secretary, provided 
that local is in good standing with its 
state association at the time., If our 
Spiritualists would carefully read the 
reports of the N. S. A. conventions pub
lished in Tho Progressive Thinker and 
other spiritual journals, just after the 
conventions each October, they would 
have a correct idea of this National
body and its rules and work. 

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

Spirits Bring Her Presents.
Mamie E. Thessmann, who resides 

with her parents at 1148 W. 13th street, 
continués to receive attention from the

All of this statement, Mr. Editor, Is 'spirit side of life. Her spirit friends 
erroneous, as all chartered societies ijave brought her numerous presents, 
know, and the editors of our spiritual 
papers are aware. The N. S. A.' HAS 
NO INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF ANY

She writes:

CLASS. Neither twenty-five dollars or
"I sincerely thank you for the name 

you gave me in The Progressive Think
er, "A Lucky Girl,” for indeed I am very

As an Educated Jap Views Them.
The Chicago Record-Herald gave 

place to the following special, which 
seems to give the opinion of one Jap at 
least, of missionaries. He does not war 
on Christianity, but on those who mis
represent It. Unfortunately, he formed < 
his opinion of American women from ■; 
those with whom he probably assocl- 
ated. We quote:

“New Haven, Conn.—Vulgar, ignor
ant, brainless, self-conceited—these are 
the attributes of the American ini? 
sionaries, according to Jitaro Mort, • 
wealthy Japanese,who has studied soci 
science at Yale for the past three years. 
His strictures both on the missionarlea 
and the character of American women, 
have raised a storm, and the American 
Board of Foreign Missions has taken 
official notice of his views. These views 
were printed recently in a Japanese 
journal and Rev. J. H. DeForrest, an 
American missionary in Japan and a 
graduate of Yale, sent the translation 
to this country.

“In his article Mr. Mori declares 
there are 400 houses in New Haven 
that should not be tolerated. He pays

one thousand can purchase individual er, “A Lucky Gin, tor inaeea i amvery 
membership in the National Spiritual- ’“Cky.* Yesterday was my slxtequth 
ists Association, even contributing birthday and we had a v^ry .3*^*8 
iYH»mharaMh which Tipvc.r ekvo a con« tune. TSventy*njne friends attended the 
tributor any'right or title to vdte in this/ Party and I received forty-two beautiful 
association was abolished years ago. "’ihyn Bist« who ¿is respect to the American navy by
OuTclXersocteti^ 6 “a"to£sNrli/Tlfe XX ago. declaring that injt there'is a lack ot
our chartered societies. , message reads as follows: 'You

will get,a present from us the end of 
this week or beginning of next week. 
Maggie and All.’”

The public ought to know all this, as 
It has been repeated In all of our spir
itual papers a number of times. It is 
true, that at two former conventions, 
an amendment was introduced, provid
ing for individual life membership, but 
at each.session it was lost by a large 
majority of votes.

I make this.statement 1n justice'to 
the N. S; A., and would add that while 
some state associations have individual 
members, each member is by no means 
entitled to a representation at the N. 
S. A. convention. Each stale associa
tion can send one delegate for its char
ter, and one for each fifty members; 
that is, lay members,-each chartered 
society of a state association can send

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event In Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful, spirituality. Price $L.

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva- 
tiiJh of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner." Of especial .interest 
and value. Price $1.

daring heroes.’ His crowning Insult, in 
the opinion of the board, is the broad 
insinuation that American women are 
of a'widely immoral character.’

In his reference to the missionaries 
Mr. Morl is.especially vitriolic. . 'There 
are some missionaries who venture to 
think they jumped right out of the 
Deity,’ he. declares, ‘but this comes 
from their self-conceit. Indeed there Is 
none with such a pitiable future as mls- 
sionaries. It seems to me that;, the 
failure of their work is because the mis
sionaries and their satellites are noth
ing but vulgar fellows; ignorant and 
without brains. It. is my conviction 
that not until wo drive them: out will 
pure Christianity flourish.”-



^Kse

o

men of learning.

Thought It a Dream.

HOT TIMË8 FOR BISHOP POTTER.tory end, ; investigations along thoseWANTS INFORMATION The very fact that spirits contradict lines. Moreover, the publication of the

thing for the N. S. A. to call in all the tions and it seems .to me a shame for

reason I will troublé him no inore. In-

one another on such a salient point as results of such investigations would 
reincarnation vitiates, the'truth of.all have no weight on. public opinion. It

To the Editor:—When I read the ar
ticle “Reincarnation” in No. 74T of your

and for that-reason I have hopes, that ’the medium?- Individual initiative -is 
some one of these lecturers will volun- not strong enough to' push to a satlsfac-

the information they are supposed to 
furnish us concerning their condition 
in the other world.

How can any lecturer feel "Bure that 
his or-her guides (?) can be trusted to 
describe things properly when no two

would take the united efforts of the 
N. S. A. to obtain some satisfactory re
sults, if they are obtainable, and their 
findings wou.u bemore - likely to at
tract the attention of thinking people. 
Can we hope that they will undertake 
the work?

We seem to be entirely-at sea con-' 
cerning the value of-.-spirit communica-

with great names say something good, 
they never say anything better, seldom 
as good as that which they did say or 
write while on this earth. The only ex
ception I know of to this is the continu
ation of the story of Edwin Drood by 
Dickens.

Ing masses and blessings for these 
heads of institutions of debauchery and 
sin?

Through their hearts—hot tear-drops starting— 
At the warrior’s cruel parting '

From his wife and infant boy.

Let Us Have Light on the Errors 
as Well as the Facts of 

Spiritualism.

Thinking thaVttye whole thing was nothing more 
. than a disagreeable dream, I made no inquiries about 
the dog and never, learned even that it was missing 
until that Sunday night, when my little girl, who is 
in the habit of fading it, told me so. At breakfast
time, I may addynobody knew it was gone, as it had 
been seen late off thé'previous evening. Then I re
membered my dijeam^find the following day inquiries 
were set on foot. ?..

one another. ■
It is a fact that Intercourse with 

spirits seldombenefits the mediums spir
itually, rather the contrary. There, 
seems to be no reason to claim that me
diums who live a good life do'-so only, 
through the influence exerted upon 
them by ,thelr spirit friends; while 
there .seems to be some ground for the 
belief'that when the medium has any’ 
sort of a taint in his or her make-up,

cient interest ttflwaifant reproducing in full:
Sir:—Perhaps'^ofii’will think with me that the fol

lowing eirCum^taiic^ are worthy of record, if only 
for their seiein^ie interest. It is principally be
cause of this interest that, as such stories should not

Threatened by the Dignitaries of the 
Roman Catholic Church.

The appearance of an article from 
the Publishers Press Dispatch, seems 
rather a great big bluff than anything 
to.be considered seriously, although 
the guns mentioned behind the hot fire 
to be discharged are all of the large 
calibre, namely, Cardinal -Gibbons, 
Cardinal Satolli, Archbishop Ireland, 
Archbishop Redwood and other distin
guished prelates of the Roman Catholic

facts, but I think these, will do for the make themselves visible to us and can 
present communicate with us under proper

Of course, I will not ask the writer of conditions. But when I have said this

In another, “The Telltale Face, 
following sentiment :

clears Itself of this and other evils, then 
we can stand by and seo it turn these 
big -guns full charged, on Bishop Potter, 
providing they have any ammunition 
left, and if that has all been exploded, 
thijn they might be permitted to hurl a 
few empty barrels at least at the poor 
Bishop Potter. But until the old 
church has gotten rid of-the saloon evil 
in its own sanctum, we would rather 
see it take the same stand as it did in 
the Mormon fight in Washington, and 
say nothing. W. E. LANSFORD.

many of them assuming great-names, teer 'to undertake the job.
Ill-fitted to their school-boy talk.' ........... * ' '

It Is a fact thht even when spirits

• : "The Truth. Seeker .Collection of 
, Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
• Liberals.” Price 25 cents.r

uu m <■ 
cu. ’IT

It is a fact that in their descriptions . spirits seem to see things in the same 
of their mode of living, their occupa. light? ’ '

For oné, I believe It would be a good

be told anonymously, after some hesitation I have 
made up my mindxopublish them over my own name, 
although I am ^e|l gjyare tlyit by so doing I may ex
pose myself to a certain amount of ridicule and disbe
lief. '

fives, lead him orzher from the path Of tlon Is put to me again? Of course, I propose that a certajp number of trance cent of the saloon. keepers and bar 
virtue. I could keep on enumerating can say we believe that spirits can mediums be requested toitvisit in spirit tenders of the United States belong to 

k... I .k------ - .........j— thé church-where ^botiïiszt plays the. the* Roman Catholic church, receive
organ (see Petersll^’s jWticles) and mass, the blessings and sanction.of the 
describe minutely .¡ftmt, wonderful or- bishops and priests in charge. Why 
gan, to see if out of^üie several descrip- should not the Roman church turn 
tions we could arrive, tosknow if it is these big guns on its own interior and 
made of rosewood qfc'pf common pine. . blow up the bishops and priests who 

It may be that ihepe notions of mine are committing the high crime of offer? 
are very crude. If.;po, lqt{ anyone who ’ ■ ”
has better Ideas bflngrthem forward

thought. If so, the greater the reason, Of course, I will not ask the writer of conditions. But when I have said this 
I believe, to keep up this discussion, es- the sentence, “Let us have light on the I have gone as far as I dare go. Can 
peclally if he desires us to take him se-' errors as well as facts of Spiritualism" any lecturer of the- N. S. A. do any 
rlously when he says: "Let ub have to explain those “facts.” I see he does ' more? I am afraid no one can who has 
light upon the errors as well as facts of not like tp face criticisms, and for that 
Spiritualism,” as he does In his last ar- 1 - '* ' ’•* ;

he expresses the To be brief, ofi'Uie’hiorning of Thursday, the 14th, 
.my servant, Chafles jj^dfiigfield, and I discovered the 
body of a dog floatingjn the Waveney against a weir 
about a mile andji carter away. The two certificates 
of the veterinary,, surgeon, Mr. Mullane, are inclosed

and then let us alb $o. tqjiwork and try 
to find the truth afyout JJjo “facts” of 
Spiritualism. We need, not mind throw
ing "light upon the errors.” They will 
disappear, of course, as soon as the 
truth is known.

Peoria, Ill. GL P. BENEZET.
“The Molecular “Hypotheala of .Na, 

turo.” By Prof. Wm.. M. Lockwcod. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized an ono of 
tho ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form thei substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book. lsr commended to 
all who-love to study .-and think. 
Price 25 cento -

lecturers and have every one of their any lecturer to go on instructing the 
guides (?) put through a severe course public on points, theiruth of which'he 
of examinations and cross examlna- cannot vouch for. : 7 church.
tions, by some sharp lawyer and seen, Had I a seat in tbe council of Spirit- • Now why should the Roman Catholic 
after a thorough sifting process, enough ualists I would certainlyipropose that a church turn these big guns and threat- 
will be left of the information, thus re- large number of spljdteibe questioned eq to fire them off at the poor, helpless 
ceived to formulate a creed worthy of and cross-questioned,-by men with legal Bishop Potter, whom the Protestant 
the Twentieth Century. training; that a nqpbenroof clalrvoy-/'people have already beaten, and'cast

I suppose I am not the only Spiritual- ants be made to de3pribo:in writing.!thd~'bui for dead, because he had pro- 
1st who has been asked, “What do you scenes they would ^ee at a given time hounced-his blessing on one particular 
Spiritualists believe in, anyway?” around a man or wqman.3flittihg.in'the saloon-in New York, simply as an'ex-

paper, I thought I had at least come .
across some one who could throw a lit*- tions and their surroundings in tho oth- 

er world, spirits often flatly contradict

The fnllnwinir rehfinff to nrcidiiues nast an(l eu?11 shows a naturally musical mind. If they de- Extracts from the! following letter written-by H. 
onrl nt-ACAnf illiictrotac tliA iiruvAr Jilifv v®lpp Te’V wil1 be more Wonderful players than"either Rider Haggard-to the London Times have appeared in 
dim piCoclll, lllUolidlui uic U111VC1 odiity Joachim or Ysaye, and there is everything to show Ameriean papora, but the communication is of suffi- 
of spirit influence. They owe their re- that they have just as ¿ueh genius foj.- music. In-................. ...
mor r-qKlA ivwArc tn intpi-pci-Ad narfipc; deed, I am inclined to look on Floifizel von Reuter as a marKaoie powers to mierestea panies.inodei.nMozai.t Hi. us home Royaie,” if it is an
m the spirit realm, Dima lorn IS a his own work, and there is no reason to suppose that 
medium and his spirit control has been it is not, is a wonderful achievement for a boy of 
seen. James Edward McCall, a negro tweIve' 
boy of Montgomery, Ala., like Blind 
Tom', is in close touch with the Spirit
World. His parents were ignorant 
slaves.

According to Et A. Baughan in the London Outlook, 
the musical season which has just come to an end in 
that far away city, has been more remarkable for the 
number of prodigies than for anything else. The sis
ters Hegner, one a pianist and the other a singer; 
Miss-May Harrison, a fourteen-year-old violinist,-and 
her sister Marion, a ten-year-old ’cellist; Franz von 
Veesey and Florizel von Reuter, both extraordinary 
geniuses, make up a very formidable list. The public 
never seems to lose its interest in these prodigies; in-

J

the Monday morning, ^or then the blood would havq 
been still fluid. Also men who were working tiround 
when the 6:30 train passed must have seen the dog on 
the line (they were questioned by Algar at the time 
and had seen nothing), and the engine driver in broad 
daylight would also have-witnessed and made a report 
of the accident, of which in a dark night he would 
probably know nothing. Further, if it was living, the 
dog would .almost certainly have come home during 
Sunday, and its body would not have risen so quickly 
from the bottom of the river, or presented the appear
ance it did on Thursday morning. From traces left 
upon the piers of the bridge it appears that the ani
mal was knocked or carried along some yards by the 
train and fell into the brink of the water where reeds

And now comes the important announcement that a 
colored boy, the son of old slaves, has bloomed forth 
as a remarkable poet. The report sets forth that 
what Blind Tom was and is to music, James Edward On the night of Saturday, July 9, I went to bed 
McCall, a negro boy of Montgomery, Ala., promises to about 12 ¿30, and suffered from what I took to be a -----  - 7. ”• «»a »1 th am ah thebe to versification. He is remarkable iA several re- nightmare. I tfas awakened by my wife’s voice call- S’™ Her®’.1 i
speets, and has’developed talents that many believe ing to me from her own bed upon the other side of the yeteiiniUY Fin„PrPa for a few
will make him, with maturity, a rival of Paul Dunbar, room. As I awoke, the nightmare itself, which had ta“>
the well-advertised negro poet. A son of parents who been long: arid vivid, faded from my brain. All I could puputes, it must have su . .. n ’ T
were both slaves, the boy, now twenty-four years old remember 6f it wa^ a sense of awful oppression and of imaUine> niuch t _ wnnmiinaR thnse 
and blind, has written some beautiful verses and at-’ desperate and terrific«! struggling for life such as the Ln™ n JnhhvGrowth

deed, their popularity has a bad effect on the drawing 
powers of mature artists. IT WOULD- BE WELL 
IF EXPERTS WERE TO EXAMINE THE PHYSIO- _ w „c
LOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL QUESTIONS continued study, and as a consequence he is almost 
RAISED'BY THE MEN PAL AND EM01I0NAL Llind. He can see to walk around, but not to read, or 
PRECOCITY OF THESE YOUNG FREAKS. even distinguish faces.

■ At the same time it must not be forgotten that there 
always have been musical prodigies, and I dare say it 
could be proved that the number of them is not really 
out of proportion to the increase of population of the 
Western world,nor, considering the facilities, for mu
sical education of to-day, is there any reason for sup
posing that the increase of prodigies is unaccountable. 
Rubinstein, Mme. Schumann, Lizst, Joachim, Sarasate 
and, in this way, Mendelssohn were musical prodigies. 
Antt the most remarkable of all was Mozart. We 
see a Florizel von Reuter conduct a well-written and 
well-conceived symphony and we marvel that a lad 
of twelve should be able to do such things. Yet Mo
zart was commissioned to write an opera when he was 
fourteen years of age, and before that he had made a 
European reputation.

A newspaper announcement thus introduced-the 
prodigy to the public -. ‘ ‘ The boy, who is not yet seven, 
will perforin oh the Clavecin or harpsichord; he will 
also play a concerto for the violin, and will accompany 
symphonies on the clavier, the manual or keyboard 
being covered with a cloth, with as much facility as 
if he could see the keys; he will instantly name all 
notes played at a distance, whether singly or in chords 
on the clavier or any other instrument, bell, glass or 
clock. He will finally, both on the harpsichord and 
the organ, improvise as long as may be desired and in 
any key, thus proving that he is as thoroughly ac
quainted with the one instrument as with the other, 
great as is the difference between them. ”

One can imagine the shocked condition with which 
such an announcement would be received nowadays. 
Grave critics would speak of the child of seven as a 
charlatan, and would stigmatize poor old Leopold Mo- 
kart as a monster of avarice working his tender slip 
of 11 son to death for the sake of a few pounds. Of 
course the prodigy appearances of Mozart in public 
may have helped to kill him at an early age; but to 
the plain man it is difficult to understand how any 
composer could have written more than Mozart wrote. 

. His creative life at any rate did not suffer. Nor did 
। the other prodigies suffer as far as we can .tell.: .But 
nowadays there js certainly more chance that a prod
igy will be permanently harmed. If he conquers 
London, as Veesey and Reuter have conquered it, he 
has to give four or five recitals, and in addition he is 
engaged to play in private during the season—a part 
of«his career which, I should think, is much more 
harmful than his appearance in public. Then there is 
always the inevitable American tour to be taken into 
account. Its hardships try the staying powers of 
even mature artists. Young Veesey has been engaged 
to" give a number of recitals in America in the winter, 
and the press has been teeming with paragraphs hint
ing at the extraordinary fees that are to be pajd.' 
Those extraordinary fees mean that the boy will have 
to play more oftbn than can be good for him.

■Whatever the future of music may be on its creative 
side, it is clear that we shall not lack great violinists 
and pianists if the prodigies grow to man’s estate. 
«Veesey, by temperament and training, is.of the Jo
achim school, and Von Reuter is just as clearly of the 
Ysaye. The first plays with a sturdy calm, master of 
himself and his instrument; Von Reuter is more a boy 
of moods. His intonation is not as certain, and he is 
more liable to make slips; but he certainly has more 
life, more emotion, more genius. Veesey plays as if 
he had been well taught; the other as if he felt the 
music, young as he is. Still it is perhaps a mistake to 
compare the two, for both are wonderful children,

tracted to himself the attention of many men and wo'- act of drowning would probably involve. But be- 
tween the time that I heard my wife’s voice and the 

McCall is a graduate of the Negro Normal School time that my consciousness answered it, . or so it 
at Montgomery, receiving his education before losing seemed to me, Iliad another dream. I dreamed that 
his sight. He desired to be a physician, and studied a black yetriever dog, a most amiable and intelligent 
medicine half a year at Howard University, Washing- beast named Bpb, whieh was the property of my eldest 
ton, D. 0. An attack of typhoid fever left him with daughter, was lying oiijits side among brushwood, or 
his eyes in bad, condition. In spite o| warning, he rough growth of, some sort, by water. My own per- 

- .«.x- , . sonaijty jn some,mySterioUs way seemed to me to be

From early life lie evinced a passion for both poetry 
and music, and lie is a fine violinist at this time. After 
losing his sight, however, he became more infatigued 
with the poetic muse, and has spent much of his time 
composing verses which his sister, who is a teacher 
in the Nbrmal School at which her brother graduated, 
copied for him. Some of these have made profound 
impressions, one of which, entitled “Meditations,” 
aroused some question as to its being his production. 
Investigation, however, proved that it was. This 
poem was printed in a local paper, and was talked of 
by the people of his home city for weeks after.

The young fellow does not grieve over his misfor
tune. Rather,xhe looks to the bright and happy in 
life. He says he finds ho time to grow despondent 
over his misfortune. His range of thought is wide, 
and he shows more than ordinary scope in his reading. 
After his sister had read pages of mythology to him, 
he wrote a poem of seventeen stanzas, of which.the

arising from the-body of the dog, which I knew quite 
surely to be Bob andno other, so much so that my 
head was against its head, which was lifted up at an 
unnatural angle. In my vision the dog was trying to 
speak to me in words; and' failing, transmitted to my 
mind in an undefined fashion the knowledge that it 
was dying, Then everything vanished, and I woke to 
hear my wife asking me why on earth I was making 
those horrible and weird noises. I replied that I had 
had a nightmare about a fearful struggle and that I 
had dreamed that old hob was in a dreadful way and 
was trying to talk to me and to tell me about it. Fi
nally, seeing that it was still quite dark, I asked what 
the time was. She said she did not know, and shortly 
afterward I went to sleep-again and was disturbed no 
more.

-

DEAFNESS CURED’
By No Means Until “ACTINAV 

. ’ Was Discovered.
-. ■ '..'.4-

Ninety-five per cent ot all cases of deafnesi 
brought to our attention is the result of chronlo 

catarrh of the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action of the vi
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure Is impossible- The In* 
ner oar cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability ot au- 
rlsts or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh is demonstrat
ed every day by the uso ot

passés through the

Actlna. The vapor current 
generated In the Aotlna 

Eustachian tubes Into the

that I saw therein—namely, among a scrubby growth
at the edge of water.

A Few Conclusions.
Both in a judicial and a private capacity I have 

been accustomed all my life to the investigation of ev
idence, and, if we may put aside our familiar friend, 
“the long arm of coincidence,” which in this case 
would surely be strained to dislocation, I confess that 
that available upon this matter forces me to the fol
lowing conclusions:

The dog Bob, between whom and myself there ex
isted a mutual attachment, gither at the moment of 
his death, if his existeiftj^gafi conceivably have been 
prolonged till after 1 in the morning, or, as seems 
more probable, about three hours after that event, did 
succeed in calling my attention to its actual or recent 
plight by placing whatever portion of my being is ca
pable of receiving such impulses when enchained by 
sleep, into its own terrible position. That subse
quently, as that chain of sleep was being broken by 
the voice of my wife calling me back to a normal con
dition of our human existence, with some last despair
ing effort, while that indefinable part of me was being 
withdrawn from it (it will be remembered that in the

middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
aslt passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) tn the 
Inner ear, malting them respond to the slight
est vibration of sound. Adina has never (ailed 
to cure ringing noises In the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom tor years to be completely cured In 
only three weeks' use ot Actlua. Adina also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak— 
lungs, colds and headache; all or which are di
rectly or Indirectly due to catarrh. Adina Is 
cent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. We give advice n-ee, tpid positive proof 

■of cures. A valuable book—Professor Wllsqn'a 
100 page Dictionary or Disease, Free. Address 
New York & London Electric Association, Dup.
11 OSO Walnut Street, Kansas City. Mo.

X Q 9 Day Sui*e
* wbioluUly sure; w#

furnith the work and Uuii you free, you work iu 
the locality where you live. Send ui your addreu and we will 
explain the bmlneu fully, remember we guarantee a clear profit 
t>t (3 for every day'e woi k.aLso'iuloiy 1 ure. Write el once.
BOYAL MAliUKiCTUlUhU CO,, Box I I 43, Detroit,llch.

following is th^first:
Aft’Penelope’s ill'marriage

Earth had sped but once in joy 
’Round Apollo’s golden carriage, 

Ere Mars called her lord to Troy; 
Oh, what piercing pains went darting .

Not e’en the fairest face can long withstand
The poison vapors from a vile soul shed— • 

The coarsest visage soon finds beauty’s charm 
When by the breath of a pure spirit fed. •
Some idea pf the beauty of the poem, “Meditation,” 

referred to above, may be gathered from the follow
ing lines taken at random from it:

Consider) too, the insignificance'..... ' i
Of mortal happiness-and mortal pain 
"When placed within the balance scales against 
Eternal torture and eternal joy I _ 
Contemplate well, now, man, many ways ‘ 
Lie in thy power to render precious aid 
Unto thy neighbor’s soul, as, faint and sick, i 
It groans beneath its load of human flesh. a : 
How mightily a gentle word inspires! 1
A friendly smile—how it doth soothe and cheer I 
And how a generous and noble deed 
Can waken joy -within a downcast soul I
Again, in a selection entitled “A Two-fold Prayer, 

he says: v
Oh, loving friend, while yet I dwell ; 

In sorrow here, .
Will you not kindly help dispel 

The griefs I bear?
•And wait not till my funeral knell 

To shed your tear?

dream)I seemed to rise from the dog), it spoke to me, 
On the Sunday, morning Mrs. Rider Haggard told first trying to make use of my own tongue, and, fail- 

the tale at breakfast, and I repeated my story in a few jng therein, by some subtle means of communication 
words. This I need not do here, as-the annexed state- whereof T have no knowledge telling me that it was 
ments set out what occurred quite clearly. dying, for I saw no blood or wounds which would

suggest this to my mind.
I recognized, further, that, if its dissolution took 

place at the moment when I dreamt, this communica
tion must have been a form of that telepathy which is

herewith. They! sufficiently describe its condition.
Uh Friday, the . 15th, I was going in to Bungay to 

offer a reward for1 tite discovery of the persons who 
were supposed to' have1 destroyed the dog in the fash-

now very generally acknowledged to occur between 
human beings from time to time and under special cir
cumstances, but which I have never heard of as occur
ring between a human being and one of the lower ani
mals. If, on the other hand, that dissolution hap
pened, as I believe, over three hours previously— 
what am I to say! Then it would seem that it must 
have been some non-bodily but surviving part of the 
life or of the spirit of the dog which, so soon as my 
deep sleep gave it an opportunity, reproduced those 
things in my mind, as they had already occurred, I 
presume, to advise me of the manner of its end or to 
bid me farewell.

A Third Possibility.,
There is a third possibility which I will quote, al

though the evidence seems to me to be overwhelming
ly against it, and, for the reasons already given, it ision suggested in Mr:Mullane’s, first certificate, when at

tho'lflvbUofibiisdng'ofiWii Bufigay road I was hailed by ... . «.„-itwo platelayer/^io^naW-respeetivefy George inherent y most improbab e-namely, that the dog 
. , r • i wna vaaIiv loll nd nnnnt hnlt-nasr. SIX On tne MOnCiaVArterton a$d Harry Algar. These men informed me 

that the dog had been killed by a train, and took me
was really killed about half-past six on the Monday 
morning, in which case my dream was nothing but a

on a trolley'down to a certain openwork bridge which 
crosses' the water between Ditehingham and Bungay, 
wherq they showed me evidences of its death. This 
is the stun of its evidence;

Stun of the Evidence.
It appears that about 7 o’clock upon the Monday 

morning, very shortly after the first train had passed, 
in the course of his duties, Harry Algar was on the 
bridge, where he found a dog’s collar torn off and 
broken by the engine (since produced and positively 
identified as that worn by Bob), coagulated blood and 
bits of flesh, of which remnants he cleaned the rails.

shadow of its forthcoming fate.
Personally, however, I do not for a moment believe 

this to have been, the case, especially as the veterin
ary’s certificate states that the animal’s body must 
have been “over three days” in the water at the time 
of its ‘discovery.

On the remarkable issues opened up by this occur
rence T cannot venture to speak further than to say 
that, although it is dangero'us to generalize from a 
particular instance, however striking and well sup
ported by evidence, which is so rarely obtainable in 
such obscure cases, it does seem to suggest that there 
is a more intimate ghostly connection between all

On search also I personally found portions of black members of the animal world, including man, than has 
hair from th'e. edit of , a dog. On the Monday after- hitherto been believed, at any rate by western peo- 
noon and subsequently his mate saw the body of a dog .........
floating dbwn to the iy;eir, it having risen with the nat- mouiiW>M11,xuuo ..............G

•ural expansion of'gases, such as, in this hot weather, inhabiting the universe in such varied forms. The 
. . .. ., . . , . , , . ■ , • might be expected to occur within about forty-eight ' . .. •-

As touching the principle of work and merit, the hours of death '
young writer gives voice to this expression in.his

pies; that they may be, in short, all of them different
manifestations of some central, informing life, though

matter, however, is one for the consideration of
learned people who have made a study of these mys-

It would seem that the animal must have been terious questions. I will only add that I ask you to“ Song to the Faint ”:
Not he who flies with golden wings 

Up to the lofty heights of fame, 
But he who climbs unaided there

Is worthy of a hero’s name.

killed by an excursion train that left Ditchingham at publish the annexed documents with this letter," £. 
10:25 on Saturday night, returning empty from Har- they constitute the written testimony at present avail- 
lestoh a little after Hi This was the last train which, able to the accuracy of what I state. Further, I may 
ran that night. No trains run on Sunday, and it is say that I shall welcome any investigation by compe- 
<practically certain that it cannot have been killed on tent persons.

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address • 

DR, BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo,

u fhs.number of the pres, 
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 

te<lat tho toP of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap- 
per, then the Urne you have-paid for has 
expired, and you are reqùeated to renew 
your subscription. This number at the
right hand corner of the first page is ad- - 
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number eg 
tie tag of your wrapper.

tie light on that puzzling subject; for 
hqjv can anyone write with the cool as
surance displayed throughout that ar
ticle without possessing proof positive 
of the truth of the statements he 
makes? I see, however, that It was a 
false hope. After making a weak an- 

■\ swer to my review of his article, the au- 
1 thor seems to have made up his mind to 

drop tbe subject. I am really surprised 
, at that, because, as I have lately dis- 

’■ covered, he is a prolific writer and he 
should be able to defend properly any 
pause he may espouse.

I wonder if perchance he has discov- 
"'ered that there is more to be said in 
favor of reincarnation than he first

tide.
Are we, or not, reincarnated spirits, 

Is a question of the greatest Import
ance. Its true solution would, I believe, 
let a flood ot light on most of the “facts 
of-Spiritualism."

If by “facts” we simply mean the con
trol of human organism by dls-lncarnat- 

■ ed spirits, then I will admit that" we 
need not solve th© question of reincar
nation to prove or aisprove that fact, 

■ but if by “facts” we mean also the do
ings, and sayings of those disincarnated 
spirits, then I icar that we will never 
explain those ''facts,” never be able to 

• ■ prove or disprove them, until wo study 
them in the light ot reincarnation. Let 

- us pass in rev lew some of tho?e “facts”:
First, I will say it Is a fact, a positive 

' iactr that spirits are often unreliable,'-

r A HERO.

He Is a hero who when sorely tried 
Hath yet a firm control

O’er his passions as they strongly rise 
To battle with his soul.

The silent battle which the spirit fights, 
Warring against desires

Unholy and impure, if right shall win 
To higher good inspires.

The soul that crucifies an evil thought, 
That keeps a guarded gate

Of Christian love and brotherly good 
will

Between his soul and hate,
Shall stand, in all hiB manliness and 

worth.
As mightier than he

Who takes a city in his strength and 
.pride

Or boasteth Tauntingly.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house in ths 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Lifp In the Spirit 
World," contain mate valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up In all libraries of the world.

Then cpmes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”
, Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers ot the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
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Then follows “Ghost Land,” "Art' 
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In the World Celestial,
By DR. T. A. BLAND.

'll la Inexpressibly delightful.”—hod. G. A. 
Windle.

“It ilftathe reader into enchanting realms. 
Medical Gleaner.

“It Is Intensely interesting."—Rev. Minot J. 
Savage. .

“Three things make this book remarkable. Its 
authorship, the astounding claims put forth in 
it, and the philosophy and revelation of a future 
life it contains.”—B- O. Flower. In tbe Arena.

“It will give us courage to passthrough the 
deepsb&dowsof death to the sun-lit climo of 
the world Celestial.’’—Rev. H. W. Tbomas.

“Everybody will be charmed with it. for It is 
not only a great Spiritual book, but a most 
beautiful romance of two worlds."—Banner of 
Light.

It is Printed in elegant style and bound in 
cloth and gold. Pric 61.00.

The Mystic Thesaurus,
Or Initiation In tbe Theoretical and Practical 
secrets of Astral Truth and Occult Ar^ By Willis F. Whiteread, Editor Agrippa’s "Nat
ural Magic.” The book treats of The Symbol of 
the Cross, Spiritual Gifts. Inspirational Con
ception, Initiative Exposition,The Astral Broth
erhood, Message of the Brotherhood, The Magie 
Mirror, and Celestial Companionship. It is a 
good text book for students of tbe Mystic, and 
will be sent postpaid, in paper, for Si.ob.

The shield of purity when nobly worn, 
spirits will often, through selfish mi> What am I to answer to this if the ques- same room with them. tol would also ¡&rim*eiH in -saloon retorat when 85 per Is^teong^tha^the^imin?88^ of 
tives. lead him or-her from the nath of tlon Is out to me a^aln? Of oonrse. I dtodobo that a oartain -nnmliftr nf trnnoA nnnt a?u«- ®

deed, I almost feel'like apologizing for 
taking notice of his writings again. I 
had just begun this article when the 
sentence quoted above accidentally fell 
under my eyes. - It is so well adapted to 
introduce the thoughts I desired to pre
sent that I could not resist the tempta
tion to make uso of it.

In my previous communication.I ap
pealed to all the Spiritualist leaders for 
light. But so. far I have redelved no 
answer. The appeal-whs too general, I 
suppose. This time-1 will restrict-It to 
the lecturers of the N. S. A. These are1 
men who devote their time to the good 
of the cause. It is to- the interest' of 
Spiritualism that some-light-be thrown 
upon the "facts” I have pointed out;

a proper respect for the truth.
What advance, then, have we Spirit

ualists made during the last fifty years? 
Is it not about time our leaders should 
come together and study a way to en
able us to take a step or two on the 
road of knowledge? Will we ever be 
able to find out before we pass on to the 
other side whether or not we are rein
carnated spirits? Will we-ever be able 
to find out if spirit control (obsession; 
what it be for, good or for evil) Is inju
rious or not, to both the medium and 
the spirit? Will we ever be able to find 
out how to detect truth from error in 
■the maze of informations supposed to 
come from the spirits? Will we ever 
be able to find out how much in those 
informations come from the spirits and 
how much is due .to the imagination of

Upon a warrior’s breast
He is a hero who to truth Is true. 

Though lowly and obscure, 
Long after earthly honors fade away 

His triumphs shall endure.
—Exchange.
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Cold Process. Do not heat or sea! the fruit, just 
put it up cold, Keeps perfectly fresh, and costs 
almost nothing; can put up a bushel in tan 
minutes. Last year I sold directions to over 120 
famUIos In ono week; anyone will pay a dollar 
for directions when they sac tho beautiful earn- 
Sics of fruit. As there are many people poor 

ko myself, I consider it my: duty to give my 
experience to such and feci confident anyone 
cun make one or two hundred dollars round 
home in a few days. X will mall sample of fruit 
and full directions to any of your readers tor 
nineteen (W) two cent stamps, which is only the 
actual cost of the samples, postage, etc. 
Fxukcis Casey, St. Louis, mo. . .

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectures by the Bwaml Viretauianda, on RalaTogai 

or Conquering the Internal Nature, and other sub
jects; also, Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms, with com
mentaries and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged, 12mo., Cloth. 11.50. Raia Yoga 
Is an anclent system of Indian Philosophy, ana one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and Perfection. Swami Vlv 
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Mired in America,, whore the breadth and depth of 
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By Carlyle Peterallea, A pure psychic 
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per covers, 40 cents.

THE LIFE. RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITINU.-In this book Miss 

Whiling aims to portray a practical Ideal for 
daily living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to lite. Ills, In a measure, a logical se
quence of ‘ The World Beautiful," leading into 
etlll diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the soul bl harmony with the universe. It 
Is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth, il,00.

ANTIQUITY UNVElbED?“
The imost Important revelations concerning 

the true origin, ot Christianity. Beader, In 
bringing to your notice “Antiquity Unveiled," 
It is with the sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking for tho truth, regardless, ot any 
other consideration' It- such’ Is tho case, thia 
advertisement will deeply Interest you, and 
after reading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish to glv« the work a careful 
perusal. Price, 8i.to. >
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“What Women Could Do,” were 
ceived with liberal applause, especially
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CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements be may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be-z 
Jievlng that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
(sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre- 
apondents that The progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about feur 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and It is essential that, all copy, to In
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with !nk on 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we liave to occu- 
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many 
crowded out. Sometimes a 
item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re- 
QlTAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must-be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that s«cretai?,t?. 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address or 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

Take due, notice that Items'for this 
page in order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. — During 
June, July and August the Progresslve- 
Lyceum will- be sent to Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to increase your subscription one- 
half its present number, with no extra 
expense. Address J. W. Ring, care of 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

Mrs. M. A. Congdon would notify the 
Spiritualists and thinkers in and 
around the city of Washington, for a 
radius of a hundred miles, that she is 
prepared to make enagements for lec
turing from September 1, in single en
gagements or monthly.

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Myers, who reside 
nt Porcupine, Wis., have been attending 
the Freeville camp-meeting, and report 
It as being very fine.

Mrs. Flora M. Allen writes from 
Manhattan, Kans.: "Mrs. Minnie Mar
tindale of Wichita, Kansas, recently 
gave five lectures for our society here, 
and we were much pleased with her 
■work. The parlor lecture to ladies only 
vas especially good and a work that is 

„ much needed."
Sarah Stone Rockhill writes from Al

liance, Ohio: “I am pleased to say that 
the Independent church has secured 
the services of Sister Cora Morrill of 
Grand Rapids, Mich., for a momh or 
more, when we resume in the fall. Re
ports from Camp Brady confirm her as 
being one of the very best teachers and 
test mediums on the Spiritualist' plat
form to-day, as she gave perfect satis
faction arid great praise."

Bishop A. Beals writes: "The Sum
merland Spiritualists Camp-meeting As
sociation will open its annual meetings 
on September 18—Sunday—and close 
the 25th. Mrs. Cowell, the noted test 
medium and lecturer of Oakland, Cal., 
■will be tbe principal attraction. There 
will be other speakers beside the usual 
local talent. Prof. J. 8. Loveland, Mr. 
Parsons and Mr. and Mrs. Lillie are ex
pected to participate during-the meet
ings, and a love feast is promised to all 
who may attend.”

Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain has 
been sick, we are sorry to learn, and de- 
sii'es her correspondents to be patient; 
she will answer all letter? in due lime.

Walter T. Remierer, a medium of 
Bristol, R. I., is opposed to commercial 
mediumship. He says: "I will go any
where that I am called for a Sunday, if 
I can get back to my work on Monday 
morning. ' All I ask is my expenses.”

L. Worthen writes from Lake Suna- 
pee Camp, N. H.: "August 7, opened 
very nicely, with a good strong wind 
blowing from the west, with everything 
in harmony. At 10:45, the second Sun
day, the meeting was called to order by 
our president, John Gage; opened by 
singing bv the quire, which was spoken 
of very highly. The first speaker Was 
Mrs. Sadie L. Hand. Her address was 
well liked. . At 1 o'clock there was a se
ance in the hall by Edgar W. Emerson. 
Every test was recognized. At 2:16 he 
gave one of his best lectures, and it 
was well received by the audience.”

Mrs. L. P. Gard writes: "I, like a good 
many other true Spiritualists, cannot af
ford to be without The Progressive 
Thinker. It feeds the mind like bread 
feeds the body."

The first charter ever granted to col
ored Spiritualists in this state was un- 
.veiled ov the United Spiritual Associa
tion of Philadelphia, at their cozy hall, 
1235 Pine street. The services, which 
were impressively beautiful, were 
opened with the singing of the hymn, 
"He Leadeth Me,” after which the invo
cation was read by Mrs. Ada Nichols. 
Sister Williams read selections from 
the Scripture,, and the famous Fowler 
Singers followed with a rendition of 
the beautiful hymn, “Hear Our Prayer." 
Then came the event of the evening, the 
unveiling of the charter. Joshua S. 
Williams,* in a few well-chosen words, 
presented the charter, which was re
ceived by the president, Mrs. Cayson, 
and unveiled by Miss Hattie Anderson. 
Mr. Hill gave a very interesting lec
ture, and Mrs. Cay son’s remarks on

Bear in mind we feed thé soul as well 
as the body, on the earth, plane, and to 
do that rye. must put in our time prop
erly and be sincere, and when I see you 
are in sympathy with me in spirit for 
thg good'of the human race, I commune 
with you and you with me, while the 
soul lives in the body. Such I consider 
the philosophy of Spiritualism. Mr. 
Snell’s topic was religious, but as time 
was limited, owing to the lateness of 
the hour, he postponed his discourse un
til a future date. Spirit', messages fol
lowed, with the usual good singing. On 
Sunday, August 21, Dr. J. McFarland 
will lecture.”

G. F. Campbell writes from. Seattle, 
Wash.: "Sunday, July 24, thé Seattle 
Spiritualist Association closed its year’s 
work. It has been a grand year for us, 
and under the leadership of President 
Little, with the never-failing power of 
Rev. Lole F. Prior back of him, we 
have grown until we are stronger than 
ever before. Wishing to remember our 
growth we took this occasion to deco
rate our hall with flowers, ferns and 
evergreen, and realizing we were about 
to lose for a time one whose love for 
her chosen work is to her greater than 
this life’s expression, and realizing that 
we have been blessed for the past year 
with a mighty band of spirits working 
around and through our worthy pastor, 
we felt the occasion should be commem
orated with'a gift that would at least, in 
part, express our gratitude and love, so 
just before the evening address, as 
President Little had arranged, four of 
our members presented our pastor with 
a large, handsome floral design, square 
In shape, and which represented the 
four corners of the universe. Inside 
was a seven-pointed star in bright yel
low on a background of white, the star 
representing the seven vital principles 
of life. Just Inside of the star was a 
circle of green on a white ground, rep
resenting continuity of life, eternity. 
Inside çf the circle was a triangle in 
pprple, representing triune man -man 
physical, man intellectual and man 
spiritual. In the center of the triangle 
were these Words in white, ‘Our Love.’ 
jjhls beautiful floral gift was most ap
propriately presented to our worthy 
pastyor by Rev. J. E. Pomeroy. So un
looked for was the gift that only tears 
at first came in response; then we re
ceived a sermon we will long remem
ber. Mrs. Prior goes east for the 
month of August. Before returning she 
expects to visit the St. Louis Fair, re
suming her work here September 4."

D. Boynton writes: "I think all read- 
ers of The Progressive Thinker feel 
like giving a cordial welcome to 
Brother Carlyle Petersilea from the 
higher plane of life, as he always nas 
something of Interest to talk about, 
which is taking place on’ that plane 
above our vision, but to which we are 
all tending. I enjoy reading his letters 
dearly, and would be much pleased to 
have that distinguished scientist, Ptof. 
Denton, again resume his instruction to 
us poor denizens of these lower spheres, 
and how gladly we would greet that 
dear brother, Henry Ward Beecher, as 
we received some scientific ideas when 
he wrote before that we do not find In 
books. We also received grand instruc
tion from his dear sister, Mrs. Stowe, 
and we see she still retains those In
structive Ideas she had on the earth 
plane, and no doubt much improved, as 
we are Informed the tendency 1b up
ward to all so inclined.”

G. C. Howard writes from Springdale, 
Col., stating that be is 81 years of age, 
but still wants The Progressive Thinker 
—couldn’t well do without it.

Wm. Ruffle writes: "I desire to re
mind your numerous readers of the fact 
that we hold the only Sunday morning 
services where tests are given, at 11 
o’clock; also at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., in 
hall 301 Schiller Building, 109 Randolph 
street. Ofir Wednesday and Friday
evening services are, held at 
dence, 3201 Indiana avenue.”

Dr. F. L. Mehrtena is now 
meetings regularly in Ripon 
waukee, Wis. He ie doing a 
cellent work.

re-

«

by the feminine portion of the audience. 
The organization, which has been in ex
istence but a short time, is in a very 
prosperous and gratifying condition.— 
Philadelphia Item.

Mrs. Julia M. Beeson writes from Dl- 
■mond, Cal.: "My soul rejoices over the 
peat effort you are making through 
your paper, to rid the ‘beautiful belief’ 
of the frauds who are throwing a dark 
shadow over the bright escutcheon of 
Spiritualism. May your 'efforts be 
crowned with success.”

C. Kirchner writes: “The Rising Sun 
' Spiritualist Mission, 378 So. Western 

avenue had an extraordinary large at
tendance, having to occupy their largest 
hall, on Sunday, August 7, to hear the 
gifted orators, Hon. Judge W. L. Snell- 
and Ex-States Attorney, Hon Chas. 
Hughes. Mr. Hughes’ discourse was 
'The Ideal Lite.’ In his remarks Spirit
ualism was a prominent factor. He 
said we live not only a physical life but 
a spiritual life, find to feed the body to 
that degree of satisfied hunger, and 
starve the soul, is . indeed a pitiful 
sight. If our people are so situated,' 
clety that there .is no opportunity, 
to improve intellectually and spir
itually, then we behold a sad plight

THé PROGRESSIVE THINKER
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When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

we go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

An account of the Illness of her 
daughter, Mrs. Born, Mrs. Isa Wilson 
Kayner has been compelled to cancel 
her camp engagements.

On the 21st of July, a little daughter 
blessed the union between Mary Porter 
Born and husband—great-grand-daugh
ter of Mary E. and the splendid medi
um, Capt. E. V. Wilson, now deceased.

Priscilla McArther writes: “I gave 
a series of parlor lectures in East Sagi
naw, Mich., to a select company; all but 
one were skeptics when I began the 
course, but at the close all, as one 
voice, said, ’If that is Spiritualism, give 
me more light and understanding, for 
it feeds the soul as nothing else has 
ever done.’ We are now holding circles 
at H. J. Vereg’s home,. LaGrange, Ind., 
and meeting with good results.”
. B. F. Spencer writes: ’’Mr. Loveland 
Is noted tor his correct statements, but 
errs in giving the year of Franklin’s 
death. ’ That .occurred in April,. 1790, 
not 1780, in his 85th year, ills birth be
ing in 1706."

■ Estella Nicum writes from the Ash
ley (Ohio) camp: “Sunday, August 7, 
was the opening day, and a more beau
tiful time could not be evolved out of 
the laboratory of nature, the crowd be
ing larger than on any opening day for 
years. W, V. Nicum'was the speaker 
of the day. In the afternoon he took 
for his subject a quotation from Brown
ing, ‘Progress an eternal law; man is 
r.ot man as yet.’ In the evening he 
spoke OO ‘Spiritual Consciousness.’ 
Both of the addresses were well re
ceived and enjoyed by all. Dr. C. H. 
Flguers, of Cleveland, Ohio, followed 
the lectures with tests, which made a 
lasting impression on the audience. 
The writer deslies to say that the medi
um has not lost any of his old time 
power. Dr. Flguers will remain over 
Sunday, August 14, to follow Miss Liz
zie Harlow with tests; thence he goes
tack to Cleveland to arrange for 
opening of his fail meetings."

SEEN AND HEARD
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and Mil- 
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Brief Notes on Topics of Interest, 
by Hudson Tuttle.

At the fourth convention qt the 
American Federation of Catholic So
cieties, held In Detroit, commencing 
August 1, the Rev. Patrick O’Brien 
made the opening address. His mind 
was so preoccupied with the one sub
ject of public schools, that he made it 
the prominent feature of his sermon. 
He charged the Catholics with coward
ice, for not taking the affairs of state 
Into their own hands. They were 
twelve millions strong In the United 
states. They had two millions of'voters, 
and all they had to do to get what they 
wanted was to demand it.

"The church," he said, “cannot sanc
tion the present public school system of 
the country because it eliminates relig
ion from ’the teachings. I know that 
is an unpopular stand, but we must 
make it because we are right and the 
state Is wrong.”

The arrogance of this quotation is as
tonishing. He makes the demand be
cause “we are right, and the state is 
ISTong." That is what the Inquisitors 
said, and every religious tyrant since 
history began, “We are right,” and hav
ing God with us, the right to do as we 
please and compel you to do and believe 
as we demand! What religion would 
the priest have taught in the schools? 
He knows but one, the Catholic, all oth
ers are heresies. The protestant relig
ion would be worse than the present ab
sence of all forms. It is Catholicism 
that is demanded, and the Catholic re
ligion can only be taught by the 
priests. Think of it, pilgrim fathers, 
your own religion refused admission 
and Catholic priests allowed to lead 
and sway the minds of the children of 
this nation!

That time is far off, but it is a men
ace to liberty that such infamous trea
son ban be uttered in high places and 
reported .by leading journals without an 
editorial word of rebuke. Two millions 
of votes thrown with either. party 
would decide an election, and conces
sions may be purchased by the promise 
of these votes, which would be_^ the 
death of liberty, and the ruin of' our 
government The threat is the gleam 
of the fangs of the tiger of theocratic 
despotism.

Good Excuse for Murder.
Murderers, wfien given opportunity to 

make their last apology and excuse for 
their crimes, have had many and plaus
ible ones, but none have ever thought 
of the one given by Ray. Johnson, when 
brought before the Superior Criminal 
Court In Boston. He pleaded .guilty to 
the charge, and then his counsel asked

T. W. Sherk writes: “At the Church 
of Spirit Communion, 4308 Cottage 
Grove avenue, last Sunday evening, the 
lecture was given by Dr. Randall. It 
was the best lecture ever given in this 
hail was thé enthusiastic comment of 
one who has been a regular attendant 
here for the last seven years. Next 
Sunday evening, August 21, Mr. E. Dler- 
kess will deliver the address on a sub
ject given to him under control. Mr. 
Dlerkess is an interesting speaker and 
a large audience is expected. Good 
music and good messages are regular 
features. On Saturday, Aug. 20, our 
society will give a picnic in Jackson 
P^rkî on the south end of the wooded 
island. All are urgently requested to 
come. Bring lunches, hammocks and 
games, and an abundance of good spir
its—unfermented.”

Dr. Geo.'W. Carey, a noted platform 
speaker of Boston, has just filled an en
gagement of six lectures at Onset, 
Mass., and is now | open for engage
ments with spiritual societies. Address 
337 Summer street. West Somerville, 
Station, Boston, Mass..

Mrs. L. LeSleur writes: ‘‘The eighth 
Band of Harmony benefit will be at the 
home, ‘Maplenorik,’ of Mr. and Mrs. 
Goodrich, 634 East avenue North, Oak 
Party, Ill., Thursday, August 18. Take 
Lake street surface car, going west to 
48th avenue, traijsferlng.to Chicago av
enue car to East avenue, then going 
north to the number.”

H. B. Hammond writes: ‘‘The people 
of Heuvelton, N.' Y., and vicinity were 
recently given à treat by Mrs.-Tillie U, 
Reynolds, second vice-president of our 
state association, who spent two even
ings with, us at the home of Mr. Elmer 
E. Best, wao kindly . threw.;' open his 
doors to the public,'and a goodly num
ber responded to the invitation to avail 
themselves of the.opportunityJA learn 
something of the knowledge ain aim Of 
Spiritualism. - We are glad tçsay that 
all were well pleased with' Mrs. Rey
nolds'and her. mediumship.- Our local 
soclèty wishes to thank her for coming 
to us, and allextend a cordial invitation 
to cóme here agaln. we hope imthe near 
fùture.” ” . ■ ’ •- <

him why he killed the woniian?
He replied: "I wanted to keep 

from..sinning.”
“How would that keep her from 

ning?”
“She was going to a better world’

lier

r
f.

mndg in their pockets, and sold the
Rock. 1 ’ i ,

They- wore aa^iltlous or they 
.vould have sold twice as much. Now

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

:lie property 
juarter of a

well on about a 
iollars value, was

unable to meet the ‘interest on five 
times that sum, and the disappointed 
bond-holders demanded a receivership, 
ind to completely shat out the stock 
owners have th,? property sold—to a 
syndicate form&l oil themselves. The 
investors cry out that they are robbed, 
and so they arej its effectually las ever a 
ruffian relieved .¡the pockets of his vic
tims. They gambled!'and lost. They 
might better have entered Monte Carlo, 
for there they woulcinave bet against 
chance and chance sometimes favors the 
innocent, but h'ere they staked against 
a certainty planned tyy scoundrel pro
moters, and purchased!stock that repre
sented absolutely nothing!

What Is Before Spiritualists?
In the General Survey, a correspond

ent declares that he has witnessed as
tounding phenomena1 and become a 
Spiritualist? Almost as easy as for a 
man on the scaffold to jump through the 
hangman’s noose into heaven! Believe 
—on Chriat—believe In the spirits!

Yet is Spiritualism the science of this 
universe, not only the visible cosmos, 
but the invisible spirit “world! It sets 
forth' to explain the source and suste
nance of all things.

To the material method of explaining 
the phenomena of the universe it sup
plements the spiritual. The first sees 
in matter all potentialities, all possibil
ities, and claims that of and by itself, It 
passes through the changes called crea
tion. There is no need of an external 
intelligence—a God. There is no spirit 
existence. The qqpception that love, 
justice, truth and right grew out of self
ishness, are a part of it, and go out with 
the expiring taper, called life.

This is the philosophy of muck—-the 
science of dirt

Spiritualism sets out with the claim 
that beneath the fleeting phantasmago
ria called creation, is a realm of force 
or energy, of which we only know by 
the effects we observe. Justice, right, 
truth^nd love, are adorable, not be
cause an In the "struggle for exist- 
ence”- s claimed .by evolutionists— 
has foujid such most expedient as rules 

 

of conduct, but because they are 
wrou t into the formation of things. 
TheAiuman being is not a wave thrown 

 

up from the seething sea of life, to fall 
back again Into its foam, but heir to an 
infinite existence.

Most Spiritualists, even those who 
have left the churches, have sojourned 
for a time on the barren fields of mate
rialism. When they lost faith in the 
old religion they swung to the other ex
treme. They were no more satisfied, 
and with hunger unappeased, toiled up 
the mountain side to the promising 
summit, the new Spiritualism leading 
the way. Reaching that summit we 
gaze into the remote vistas of two eter
nities, the past and the future. In the 
past we view the infinite toil and suffer
ing by which nriture has pursued her 
undevlating alms, and wrought her sub
lime purposes, until the perfect fruit
age of the tree of .life, appears as man, 
with his intellectual powers and moral 
consciousness. Beyond, into the future, 
we see the escaping spirit, carrying for
ward into another state of existence, in 
unbroken continuity the individuality 
which has been'the , object of this' 
ceaseless travail. The material scien
tists mav talk of the morality evolved 
by chemical changes in the brain, the 
religion of the foot rule by which, they 
attempt to measure the aspirations of 
the human soul; and fathom the depths 
of the infinite; and b^w to the revela-

sin-

What -gratitude should that woman 
feel as a spirit slttlfag under the Shadow 
of the throne of grace to the man who 
opened the door of the new life to her. 
Not only opened it, but at an opportune 
time, and pushed her in!

Get Rich Quick Schemes.
There are many of them, and they 

flourish on the desire of their victims to 
receive something for. nothing. The so- 
called “trusts," pushed by promoters, 
are an illustration., The people hate 
the name of trust; they clamor for leg
islation against their formation; they 
execrate the promoters, - and ■ yet are 
anxious to invest their hard-earnings in 
the stock. They jostled’-each other in 
the scramble for stock 4n -tire-great steel 
combination, and bemoaned the loss of 
their good money. They intended to 
get many times what they, gave, just 
like the most vulgar gambler, and do 
not deserve pity.

The winding up in court of one of 
these concerns, shows of what moon
shine they are made, for it is an ex
ample of all others, and ought to teach 
the people to let all such ’ schemes 
alone. The Eastern Milling and Export. 
Company is the high-sounding name of 
a trust which controlled . twenty-six 
mills in Pennsylvania and Maryland: 
These mills were all doing a good'busi
ness when a promoter proposed that 
they go into a tpist company. The val
uation made since the mills were taken- 
into the hands of receiver is fl,100,000; 
Oh this valuation,' |800,000 of bonds 
were given and *4,000,000 common 
stock! This common stock was sold 
on the market and eageily taken by the 
deluded people at par.. It is now not 
worth the paper used in printing its cer
tificates. , 1 .

At the sale ordered by the court the 
entire holdings of the twenty-six mills 
were sold for *316.000.' On this founda
tion eight million dollars in bonds and 
tour million dollars of stock ,was is
sued. The owners of the mills put the

[Obituaries to the extent of teu Hues 
only will be inserted free. All In excess 
of teu Hues will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words coustitute one Hue I

Geo. II. Wadsworth passed to spirit 
life, at his home in Iola, Kansas, July 
27, 1904, of kidney disease. He was al
most 74 years old. His wife and two 
children, Chas F. and Mrs. M. D. Helf
rich survive him.

MRS. A. F. WADSWORTH.

Mrs. Katherine C. Ordway, wife of 
Wm. G. Ordway, of this city, passed to 
spirit life, Sunday, July 17, 1904.. Mrs. 
Ordway was born in Leavenworth, 
Kansas, Sept. 17, 1863. Many years of 
her life was devoted to the light that 
shines through Spiritualism. She 
leaves a loving husband to mourn her 
departure, but with' the knowledge 
that what seems his loss is her gain. 
Many friends and neighbors will miss 
the once sunny smile of their friend. 
The services were conducted by the 
pastor of the Rising Sun 'Spiritualist 
Mission, Mrs. Nora E. Hill, with words 
of encouragement, to wait for the time 
when they would be reunited in the 
beautiful world beyond the mystic veil. 
Interment at Forest Home, N. E. H.

I have to record the transition of E. 
W. Smith of this city. Mr. Smith was 
a resident of this place for many years, 
but for-th? past , few months of his lite 
was a resident of Santa Barbara, where 
August 2, 1904, he passed to spirit life. 
Mr. Smith was a man of lovable dispo
sition and bad many trlends. Being a 
veteran of the civil war, the funeral 
was held under the auspices of the G. 
A. R, Post of Santa Barbara. Mrs. M. 
H. Rood of that city conducted the ser
vices, assisted by the Rev. M. B. Tay
lor. Memorial service was held here, 
Sunday, August 7.

BISHOP A. BEALS.
Summerland, Cai.

Mrs. Myron Blakeman passed to the 
higher life from her home near Tekon
sha, Mich., July 16, 1904. A husband, 
three children, an aged mother, three 
brothers and many other friends sur
vive her. The funeral services were 
held‘at the home Tuesday afternoon, 
conducted by Mrs. Emily D. King, of 
Girard, assisted by Rev. F. R. Randall, 
of Tekonsha.

MRS. MYRTLE MORRILL.
Cement City, Mich.

tlons of the crucible of dirt, the Spirit
ualist passes beyond. {He shadow to the 
inner1'reality. - ’’ '

Spiritualism -dries ifrit, with egotisti
cal presumption, after ellmlqating God, 
bow In servile homage to the "Unknow
able,” for to pronounce on,.what can 
and cannot be known, we must be all- 
knowing. On the contrary, it affirms 
that to know Is the birthright of. the 
spirit and Itfi possibilities have no limi
tation. Having for its aim the develop
ment of the highest faculties of, the 
mind, and perfection of character, unit
ing the present with the future, bring
ing the world of spirits near, and Into 
direct relation with daily life, cheering 
as well as instructing by Inspiration, 
and kindling our aspirations for the per
fection and sweetness of the beyond; 
actualized, right hereand now, Spirit
ualism has little in c^mmog, with any 
other system and least of all with ma
terialism.

•Is it a religion? If complete* devo
tion and consecration of life to right, 
truth, and love that embraces a4i things 
is religion, it is the foundation of all. 
Is it a science? If to grasp and unitize 
the phenomena of two worlds, the phys
ical and spiritual, Is science, it is the 
one science of the cosmos.

Is it a philosophy? If to resolve the* 
accumulated facts of the ages by the 
power of pure reason, be philosophy, 
then It Is the key philosophers have for 
ages sought, by which to unlock the se
cret courts of life and death. 1

Spiritualism is all of these so per
fectly blended that it is one, a religion 
that is scientific, a philosophy that is 
morality, a science that embraces not. 
only the world of matter but the world 
of spirit.

The Spiritualist has scarcely, as yet, 
entered this expanding field. He has 
everything to learn and much to - un
learn. He has no time to waste in the 
discussion of issues dead in the times 
of Hume and Voltaire. He has not time 
to listen to tirades against Christianity 
and the.churches, the defamation of 
gospel ministers, or the coarse, cheap 
ridicule which passes for Bible criti
cism. If Moses made mistakes, what 
of it?

A vast Constructive work is before 
blm, and he is assured that when the 
Spiritual temple is completed, with its 
foundations resting on the material 
world, and its drime alight with spirit
ual knowledge, riche will go astray from 

’its portals. ^UD§PN TUTTLE.
‘----------

Married.
Married, August the residence 

of the-bride’s m'dther,s'by Dr. J. O. M. 
Hewitt, Mr. Gratffi DdPew and Miss 
Anna K. RosenWlftge, Bill of Chicago. 
This was a quldt/'honfe wedding, with 
'only family friends present in the 
form. How matiy ofThe spirit hosts 
were there, we ¡will' undertake to 
tell, but as all We. Spiritualists, and 
the bride a medium, may (and we 
did) , know that tee aflgel world had

July 31, at 3 o'clock, occurred the 
funeral service of Mrs. Isabella Patton, 
formerly Miss Isabella Glascow. She 
was born In Pike county, Ill., March 8, 
1852; was'married September 10, 1879. 
She passed to the higher life, July 30. 
In her early life she was first a mem-, 
ber of the M. E- Church; afterward she 
united with the Presbyterian church. 
Finally she proved the truth of Spirit
ualism so fully, that for several years 
she and her husband dedicated a room 
to the spirit friends and their manifes
tations. As I view this room and 
some of the proofs of spirit return that 
decorated the walls, I wondered why 
every Spiritualist did not do likewise, 
for the atmosphere of that room was 
truly spiritual. Inspiring and uplifting. 
“By their works ye shall know them,” 
was well proven in the sacred influ
ences of the room in the Patton home, 
where spirits could come and commune 
With Brother and Sister Patton, free 
from worldly conditions and Inharmo
nious influences. Rev. G. C. Love con
ducted the services, and quite a number 
present had their first opportunity to 
listen to the teachings of Spiritualism, 
the only religion or philosophy of eter-’ 
nal life that proves itself true.

COR.

Passed to spirit lite, at the home of 
his parents, Shelbyville, Ind., Grover D. 
Ross, aged 20 years. His parents have 
been Spiritualists for years and they in
structed him in its truths from child
hood. He looked upon Spiritualism as 
a great comfort in his last hours of 
earth life. The services were cbnduct-
ed by Harry J. Moore. COR.

Passed to spirit life, Aug. 6, at his 
home, Chesaning, Mich., Mr. Ed Wal
dron. Deceased has blessed humanity 
for sixty years with his genial manners 
and happy disposition. He was a Spir
itualist- in the truest and highest sense 
of the term, doing more each day for 
the truth by his practice than its teach
ers could do in years by precept Ches- 
anlp'g will miss the bodily presence of a 
loyal, honest, citizen; its people a kind 
and sympathetic friend; Its poor a gen
erous benefactor; the spiritual associa
tion a helpful member whose place they 
ne’er can fill; his family a loving hus
band, father and brother. Services 
were conducted by Mrs. Margaret C. La
Grange, of Detroit, Mich. COR.

Mrs. Leqa A. Dellinger passed to 
spirit life, August 8, 1904, after an ill
ness of over two weeks from enteritis. 
Born in Chicago, Nov. 10, 1873; a 
daughter of John and Lena Stelges 
(Mrs. Herman Schultz). She was mar
ried Dec. 14, 1892, to James Dellinger, 
to whom she was a faithful and devoted 
wife. Of a quiet and unassuming na
ture, her high character and lovely dis
position won her many friends in all 
walks of life. She devoted much of her 
time to Spiritualism, being a careful 
student of both its science and phenom
ena, and will long be remembered by 
her many frienas in its ranks as a 
faithful, staunch and untiring co-worker 
in the cause. The Rev. W. G. Smith of
ficiated at her funeral, which took place 
Saturday, August 13, from the home. 
The floral offering from relatives and 
friends were profuse and very beautiful. 
Her mission on earth was fulfilled early, 
but it was undoubtedly satisfactory to 
Him in whose vineyard she labored. It 
may ¿be truly said -that this world is bet
ter for her life and example here.

GEO. E. FINK.

SEER FACES THEFT CHARGE.

many delegates 'âS witnesses' and to 
bless. x f- H.11

■ ~ it “ ' it: ' ■
TO WOMEN WHO^OREAD MOTHERHOOD; 

. ■?.t,. ■■ ■ •.;• < '» . • ■-.•i’’.
taformatlon How They May Give Blirth td Happy, 

Healthy Children Atooluttfy Wlth- 
outPaln—Seht Free.

No woman need1 any IdAtfer dreafl the pains of 
ehlld-hlrth.-or remain chlKHeaa. •• Dr.-J, 41. Dyfl 

’ hM 4evhtea hla^lfe to relieving ;the eorrowe of 
women. Ho haa proved.Chatan.palrmt dhD<U!ri h 
maybb entirely. baniahed.-and he wllVataiUy tb) T 
you hnwitmay hedonenMolntely Treoof bliaixe 
Bendyournamerand-BddfoferWDr/J.n: 

■ EewlB Block. BuffRio-. ami will Bond y i- u'
-.postpaid; hia wonderful bdok which* lella huw tc 
give -birth, to hnpp>iheMlbr childi’en/AMidbHeiy 
withoutpain-.^aleo, how to-cureettfrlUiy.c, Doinoi 
delay, but write to-day. v

Bring Mrs. Sabin From West—Clairvoy
ant Accused of Getting Money and 
Jewels from South Side ,Women, to 
Be fried for Larbeny.
Mrs. Martha Ellyson Sabin, a- clair

voyant, who is charged with obtaining 
money and jewels from several South 
Side women on' the pretense of making 
them immuno from disease and evil 
spirits, was brought from Denver to 
Chicago to-day by Detective P. S. O’Con
nell, and will be tried here for larceny.

The complaint against Mrs. Sabin 
was made, several months ago, and a 
number of women in Hyde Park and 
Epglewood told the police they had 
-given, her their diamonds as well as 
money, in order to have the protection 
ofher art The woman was unable to 

:glve.the immunity to. her patrons she 
promised, and was likewise unable to 
prevent her own arrest, through her al
leged mystical-powers.
. .Although she disappeared shortly 

■ after the complaints were made the de-
tective bureau traced her to San Fran
cisco,-where she was captured, but re- 
leasM 'oh bonds. These she forfeited, 
and -the chase was ' again taken up.

“Just Botr to Wake the Solar- Ela&. I This time she was located in.Denver by 
as.” .By'SllEah^a-. Towne..,' aaluible j.means of her trunk checks.—Chicago 

health. Friw K'mtrL«. - Post, Aug. 1, 1904.

BOOKS FOR AU SPIRITUALISTS Ï0 PERUSE.
A Conspiracy Against the Republic;1 By Judge C. B. Waite, author' 

of “History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price cents.-
A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh; the great Eng

lish freethonght leader, with a story of his life as told by himself and a! 
history of his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents.

After Her Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded witlrpiire anef 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and; 
reflect almost to entraneement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.

After the Sex Struck, or Zugassent's Discovery. This book is in^ 
tended to teach husband and wife how to agreeably adjust their differ
ences. Highly agreeable is its contents. By Geo. N. Miller. Price 25c.- 

Age of Reason; Being an investigation of true and fabulous theol
ogy- A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type; 186' 
pages.. By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 centi.

. Ancient India, Its Language and Religions. ‘Translations of\yie ar^ 
tides “Religion of the Veda,” and “Buddhism.” The Study of the 
Sanskrit. . By Prof. II. Oldenberg. Price 25 cents.

A New Catechism. By M. M. Mangasarian. A book sujted to ex-* 
press the thoughts of men, women and children living in the new times. 
Price, doth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Angell Prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in 
all its phases, A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price 30 cents.

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50.

A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective .Association, with a vivid description of Ro
manism as it is to-day. Price 15.cents.

Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles' and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testa
ment by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, and now. 
collected into one volume. Price, $1,50.

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents.

Aryan Sun-Myths, '¡'he Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titcomb. Pyiee, cloth, $1.

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. Thomson J. 
Hudson. Price $1.50.

A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker, author of'' Helen Harlow's- 
Vow,” “The Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
other works. Price 25 cents.

As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book 
and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price, $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $1.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs of the 
Zodiac. By J. II. Hill, M. D, Price $1.

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World, By Ignatius Donnelly, is a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2.

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By j. C. F. Grumbine. Price, 50 cts.

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psyehie experiences of the 
author. A book well worth the price, tor its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing-the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth, $1.

Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner, 
and describing his life in the spirit world. Price 75 cents.

Beyond the Vail; A Sequel to Rending the Vail, given through the 
mediumship of W. W. Aber. Price, $1.50; postage 25 cents.

Bible and Church Degrade Woman. By Elizabeth Cadv Stanton. 
Comprises three brief essays on The Effects of Woman Suffrage on 
Questions of Morals and Religion. Price 10 cents.

Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power which helped or 
made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price, 75c

Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de
scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of 
the principle personages of the Christian Bible, and an examination of 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.75. -

Big Bible Stories. Placed in the crucible of Mathematics, they are 
made too absurd for anyone who can count on his fingers, one, two 
three, etc. New and unique. By W. II. Bach.. Price, 50. cents.’ . ’

Body and Soul. A series of lectures by J. Clegg Wright. Price, $1. 
Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. Savage. ' Price $1.
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or students in the 
science. 107 pages. Priec $1.

Character Building, Thought Power. A dainty little book and help
ful. By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 35 cents. /
Conflict Between Religion and Science. By J. W. Draper? Price, $1.75, 

Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear chil
dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental sug
gestion. By Newton N. Riddell. Price 60 cents. ~

Children’s Progressive Lyceum. A manual, with directions for the 
organization and management of Sunday-schools. Something indis
pensable. ‘By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, 25 cents; postage, 5 cts..

Christianity a Fiction. The astronomical and astrological origins of 
all religions. A richly sarcastic poem, by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 
50 cents.

Christs of the Past and Present. By Rev. Moses Hull. A valuable 
book. Price, cloth, 35 cents; paper, 25 cents.

Clairvoyance. A book of 1'09 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law, nature and unfoldment. 
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Coming American Civil War. This excellent book is written in the 
interest of humanity, of liberty, and of patriotism. By Burton Ames 
Huntington. 300 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents, postpaid.

Common Sense. A book, of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
present day. A book to inspire the reader to love his free America. By 
Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 cents.

Concentration. A series of six symbol cards and a valuable pamph
let on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how 
to conquer yourself and develop your innermost faculties. By Laura " 
G. Fixen. Price 50 cents. ■

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, the 
well-known lecturer. Those who have had the privilege of hearing 
Prof. Lockwood lecture will understand and appreciate the character 
of this work. Priee $1. . .

Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samuel 
Bowles. Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twihg. Price 
50 cents. • ’

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection of original and selected hymns' 
for liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the home. Compiled 
by L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth, $1; paper,. 50 cents.

Crimes of Preachers. This book isvjust what its title indicates—a 
thorough exposure <Jf the inner life of those elect of earth. A very in
teresting book. Price 25 cents.

Cultivation of PersonSl Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrier. Price, 50e.
Death and the After-Life. An excellent work relating to the transi

tion moment; scenes and society in Summer-land; Winter-land. By 
Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, cloth 55 cents; postage 5 cents.

Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young Bv 
Dr. J. M. Peeblep. Cloth bound. Price $1. '

Death, Its Meaning and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member of the 
Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $1.25.

Diakka and Their Earthly Victims. A very interesting and suggest
ive work. It is an explanation of much that is false and repulsive in 
Spiritualism. By A. J. Davis. Price 50 cents.

Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Drcai\s and Their Interpreta
tions. By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents.

Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will 
help you see the beauty and joy of life.. Price, $1.50. ।

Easy Lessons in Psychometry, Clairvoyance and Inspiration. By J.
C. F. Grumbine. Price, 50 cents. , •

Echoes from the World of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 
songs, with music and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price' 
$1; postage 15 cents. . ' _ ' ' ¿a - . ■ ’ a
1 ¿dith Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested' 

in learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek
ing to prevent the progress of liberalism. . Price 15 cents.

Elsie’s Little Brother Tom. An interesting story for children. Allen 
Thurber, author. This book fills a nccd for literature for small tolks 
as there are but a few books, and we recommend this as being interest
ing and instructive,. Price, 75 cents'
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R. W.: Q. Why were not the

This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TIJTTLE, 
address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers' 
have called, forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form,’ and often 
clenrnessTs perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and tlie stylé becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with wafting for the appearance of 
their questions and wrlte,lettP'”> of in
quiry. "The supply of matterT' .iways 

’several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all- are treated with equal
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■ Vicksburg (Mich.) Camp. U Read This List of ||
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Please

UNITY CAMP, MASS.

to

LILY DALE.
Notes of the City of Light Assembly.

by Dr. J. M.
On Thursday, Ahgust 4, Dr. E. B. Bab

oo

nothing of greater importance

rY'if Saturday evening, MjyjColyiliç gave 
risiili' tlie last‘of his series .pf lectures at Li-

and

and

andscorched. LYDIE L. CURTIS.

victories apd-failures/the shortcomings 
and .virtues of its advocates, and urged

ing, and is always ready, to lend a help
ing band whenever and wherever it is I

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USB 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

4. Seers of the Ages, 
Peebles. Price 25 cents.

Sunday, Aug. 7, was a big day at the 
' ' ’ ; (Mich.) camp-meeting.

«explained in glowing terms the value of 
,l-.is knowledge of the ‘‘finer forces,” aS 
taught by Dr. Babbitt, and mp.de fndni-'

need of developing an intense con
sciousness. But however necesdarY'lf 
is to unfold an individual life, it is- ’J"" 
more so to know and understadd’ the

discoursed on the “Necessity bf lp&t^Shiarity, the charity tjiat thinkfifli 
yiduality.” He said in part, the/S j^.eyll; Mount Trust ^Ss a. trail ,^r 

thdfi‘1the'

bitt Called together a large and'lnteill- 1 
gent audience in the interest bf "Chro- j

laugiiL oy ur. xjuuuill, uuu > raiMjuvc, w*
fest in practical applicatibii at bis'¿¿n- -bramble^|jtViih'danger of .falling into, 
itarlum in Rochester. . ; ' (the a^s of bad temper, and -beyond

On Friday afternoon, Mr. Colville tlie imOImt of Justice,. Sympathy and

....... _____ ,___ ___ -lilrcui-
tous and long, aiid Is greatest of all 
the soul heights, and jd jiot populous.

THB PROGRESSIVE ' THINKER
— -r—......... - 1 '**- i--—;. ■ ’•iiVTrii^iiin .Tiir.iiiinin ninniiii ii ,,.i.

years ago, when as the guest of Luther I 
Colby, editor of the Banner of Light, we I 
attended an excursion of Spiritualists i 

i out of Boston to a favorite resort. The 
day passed pleasantly and, Ipte in the 
afternoon the long train pulled 1 up at 
the siding. ’There were not'ears enough 
tor the people and . every foot of stand
ing room and thp platfo.rms were 
crowded. We had not reached half 
way.when a hand-car was met on a 
curve, and there being no fender on the 
engine, there was p, sudden stop and ev
ery car in the trail» left the track but 
the last one, and two hung in dangerous 
poise over the embankment.

As the crowd gathered on the hillside 
waiting for tlie relief train, after the 
first’shock and fright, it was found that 
not a soul was injured; except one and 
he was not of the society. After awhile 
the’conductor came along, and said sen- 
tentiously,' “I thank God I had none ex- 
cept Spiritualists aboard to-day." 
. ‘’Why ?”’ asked Mii Colby.' ”

“Why!" replied the conductor, look
ing over to the-cars in their frightful 
position;, "If I’d’ hadq church picnic, 
we’d all been in hell this minute!" 
. On the other-hand, the victims Of the

favor,
^NOTICE.—No attention will be given 

anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
ndt be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence 'of tills department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I.am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

“A Spiritualist”: An unknown friend 
has sent orders to have the Arcana of 
¡Spiritualism mailed to a long list of em
inent scientists, to a large number of 
libraries, and to every foreign commis
sioner at the St. Louis exposition.

He has done for the book what of all 
things I would have done, by placing it 
where it will attract the greatest atten
tion to the subject on which it treats. 
As I cannot privately write to him and 
express my obligations and profound 
gratitude, I make this public acknowl
edgment. Many have written express
ing their appreciation of the book, and 
the desire for its wide circulation. One 
enthusiastically would have a copy 
placed in the hands of every gospel 
minister. This unknown friend, is un
obtrusively doing a share of this work 
and with a generosity only excelled by 
his modesty.

Charles L. Waffle: Q. Isaiah 37-.35- 
36 reads, “For I will defend this city 
(Jerusalem) to save it for mine own 
sake and for my servant David’s sake.

“Then the angel of the Lord went 
forth and smote the camp of the Assyri
ans a hundred and four score and five 
thousand, and when they arose early in 
tiife morning, behold they were all dead 
corpses.”

We find this account in nearly the 
same language in 11. Kings, 19:34-35.

Wnat reliable history have we to con
firm this Bible account, and how was it 
possible for all of these people to arise 
in the morning if they were dead 
corpses?

A. There is nothing—absolutely
nothing—aside from this account in the 
Bible to sustain its assertions. There 
is no history extant of the Jewish peo
ple except the Bible. Admitting £he 
story to .be true the only Way to account 

—&r a man’s waiting up to find’ hifedelf

Ite Progressive Thioker Highly -^ciiited
------------- s-------- / i.,:-......  b - •■

Slocum, disaster- were all members of 
the church or Sunday-school, They 
had duly offered prayers to God, and Ac
cepted the mediation of Jesus. The’ 
children had. been so constant in at- 
f.endp.nce on Sundays, and given such 
good attention,. they had by merit 
earned; tlto excursion. If there was ever 
a devout Community, one near to God, 
it was that-community; ’ • • ' ’

With a foreknowledge of al! things, 
and supreme power to order, why did 
not God warn his people of their dan
ger? This is the question, tlie perti
nence of -which is axiomatic. Or must 
we take the terrible.alternative and be
lieve that God arranged the holocaust, 
and betrayed this trusting company?

That God did not interfere, does this 
prove that he does not. interfere with 
events, or tliai he does not exist?

Of the thousand or more who went 
on this excursion, probably not one 
knew what Spiritualism is, and had 
they had any medlumlstic experience, 
their minister would have abjured them 
to cast It aside as the work of the devil. 
This.community accepted God and the 
Bible—not the spirits, and from him 
they should have looked and received 
aid.

This closely unjted and devout com
munity of Christian worshipers fared as 
ill as the inmates of the Iroquois the
atre, who belonged to the ungodly 
world. Surely God is no respecter of 
persons» or places. His lightning shat
ters a steeple of his own sanctuaries 
with'the same destructive energy ’it 
strikes a saloon, and leaves the preach
er senseless with the same unconcern it 
kills an animal in the pasture.

a "de&d porose”.would be,.that he;beo-, 
cgnizéd’ (Be' fact as a spirit. But it is 
scarcely* worth While to speculate bn 
these improbable narratives which be
long to the age of myth and not his
tory.

Delightful Weather Attracted Many 
the Meetings.

F. M. Snarrenberger writes fi’bm^CTèlumbuà; 
Ohio:^uI always advise tlie iuyéà^lâtôrs to 
subscribe for the' best spiritualisticÎ ^Wictltioii, 
The Progressive Thinker, knowing Withbreih 
they will find truth more clearly ptdWÏed-than 
elsewhere. I am always pleaseÿ.TtOÙ't'ùtheïn 
on the proper road by giving ■ tlïeiââ“î^ïiïplê, 
copy, and thus T hope to disserninat^theTruths 
of Spiritualism among many, inquiring'minds 
that could not be reached by mere spoken-. wqrds.” 

, AV. W. Wood, of Tcxarkana, Writes:— 
“Do I not know how earnestly yotf are; b^ttjipg 
for truth? Ij with other readers of The grandest 
paper published to-day, cannot fielp Tmowing 
this, Whether ^differing from yowor-^wS.yQu, 
all must acknowledge this truth? '' For ?myself, 
I am with you, add only wish thaf wwxçheq- 
uer was as fullof-shekels as mÿTïeèÿt is wishes 
and hopes for.: y our success mtfieTba^es'you 
are fightingTrtfie greatest of whiidlis 'truth aiid 
purity against' fraud and deception^-ffiw the 
Open Court nevëf Jcease its sessions ¡until Sri’01’ 
shall be crushed tô earth, land" Trulli arise with 
healing in hërwiüg^.” ./ r” VT-

those whq have the light, to illumine ! Vicksburg ““(Mich.) camp-meenng.! 
the'.pathway <toosajKlio.ar§ stumbling > TraJns fl.ojn the east and north brought 
in the darkness, and thought, despite iarge crowds in the . morning, which 
our failures and imperfections, so much wer0 augmented through toe day.
of reai Value had been wrought for | B. W. Sprague of Jameatowp, N. Y..,1 
the world through the agency of Spir-, jectured at’10 a. in., his pubjedt-'being 
itualism, Xt e could pat ourselves QU'-«Spiritualism, Christianity and Materi
toe shoulder and call ourselves pretty allsm Compared.” ■ He Is qlways a 
£0?“‘, . . _ ,. ... , (forceful and logical speaker, but r Sum
. Mrs. John Dues and her pretty daugh- day morning h,e was at his best and-all 
(er Vera; from-Eccnomy, Pa., are visit-’ wj10 heard it pronounced it.a.masterr, 
jng Lily Dale for the first time, and are pjece ; - A ir.............
delighted with its many attraction । He occupied the rostrum ¿gain in tlto 
- Editor Bach of the Sunflower is the .afternoon, using for his ffubjedf,"“Spir- 
busipst ,;man on Ure grounds. He has ¡tuallsm a Science,” quoting extensive- 

,a lively interest in all that, is transpir- ]y B0^ oi the worJd>8 most respected
«« !.i,„!.vQ autho“fiiM| BUCh a8 CrooireS( Wauace,

Zollner, Flammarion' and others. ■
’ Mr. and Mrs. Sprague; have served 
this camp many times, and always with

ueedpd, His pretty Pagoda, between 
the auditorlpm and the hotel, makes a 
convenient half-way house and provides 
the current literature on Spiritualistic 
Unes'. ..... .. .
: -Mrs...Colleejo, of Jacksonville, Fla., 
finds the City of .’Light well worthy of
her long journey, and is fa deep sympa
thy With thè'good work that is being 
carried forward., ,
• Aiigpst 17.will be Wpman’s D^, and 
Mrs. Lillie, Mrs. Gilman, and Helen 
Campbell are the speakers.

Ón Thursday and Saturday Willard J.' 
Hull will be with us, and on Friday, 
Charlotte' Perkins .Gilman. ■ On Sunday, 
tlie 21st,, Patil zTyiier and 'Willard J, 
Hull. J’'

People in the croWded cities are swel
tering witli’ tifè] mforcury up in the nine-, 
ties: people st-toe C.ity of Light are 
comfortably fixèd'fa cold'storage.

’'‘ ' / S.' M; KINGSLEY. ‘

Francis F^ ÄQisßnpiUer writ.es;.,fr.öm. Magnetic ! 
Springs, 0.:—“Tfe glorious Pro,gr^giVe Think
er is getting better all the time!” ? : ' ;;; 5

Hubert Childe -writes from Wichita, Kan.:— 
“To-day I came across a July numberfof The 
Progressive Thinker, and as the Spiritualistic 
house-cleaning tone of it suits me,-I enclose post
al order for ohe.year’s subscription?’tqù

D. Parker, of Stpüeham, Mass,, >tites:—‘I 
have taken The Progressive ThiiikdJf front the 
first number, issued; Have read it ¿distantly, 
and could not get along, without it?’,/1? nJr' 
-------................. ............. .... . — - --- ---------  ■, . . - ' . O'L Io............ —

i Grand'Ledge Camp, Mich.
Our cànip iit .'Grand Ledge, Mich., 

opened very suspiciously, on Sunday, 
July 31, with Oscar 4.’ Edgerly as 
speaker. Mr, Edgerly’s guides have 
given during the last, week a series of 
six lectures,, .all ot which' proved emi
nently Interesting and instructive to 
our people. On Thurpday^August 4, Dr. 
Edson A. Titus', of Hamilton, Ont., 
gave an address which ,was well re
ceived, Gèo. 'W. Kates and wife begin 
a week’s engageiqebt <?P Sunday, Aug. 7.

We have been'favored with the pres
ence of Mr. Geo. A. Letford, the famous 
“drummer”jinpdium; who has given 
some exceptionally fine-tests from our 
rostrum, “the honest kind," we are 
pleased to say.

The attendance is excellent, every 
prospect of a very successful season.

Mr. Oscar Al Edgerly is proving a 
very efficient chairman, and adds much 
to the general good feeling at camp. 
Mr. Edgerly solicits subscriptions for 
tob Spiritualist papers at most every 
meeting. LAURA MATLOCK,

. Secretary.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual
istic, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro
gressive Thinker.

perfect satisfaction, and these two. lec
tures of Mr. Sprague are to be. classed 
among the best of his efforts.

Mrs. Sprague followed tlie morning 
lecture with messages, and Mr. Sprague 
gave them in the afternoon, .Every test 
was recognized and acknowledged, and; 
served as proof in support of . the 
claims made-in the lectures.

The services were enlivened with 
sweet music by our vocalist, Mrs. Flora; 
Russe)l of Alliance, Ohio, whose sweet 
voice has charmed the Vicksburg audi
ences for four-successlve-seasons. She 
was assisted by Miss Grace Giverson, 
who sang a solo, Miss Amy Pellett, act
ing as accompanist.
., One thousand people were on the 
grounds and. the auditorium was. 
packed to the doors.

Saturday evening a social dance was 
indulged, in, the Alexander family of 
Schoolcraft, furnishing the music. Since 
the auditorium has been rembrJeleiP it 
inakes an Ideal place for dancing.

Wednesday was children’s day; the 
children were present, many taking 
part in the services. The music, reci
tations, etc., by the children were love
ly, and were highly appreciated by the 
older ones.

Mrs. Sprague presided, and several 
gave short talks to the children, Atter 
the services were concluded, Miss Fra
ser led the children to the restaurant 
and treated them to ice cream. It was 
an enjoyable day for the children of the 
camp.

Friday, August 12, Is N. S- A. day. 
E. W. Sprague and wife will have 
charge of the services.

Campers are all the time coming and 
going, consequently the personnel of 
the camp is constantly changing.

Prof. H. D. Barrett has canceled ills 
engagement here, and Rev. Thomas 
Grimshaw, of St. Louis, Mo., who has 
been engaged to fill the vacancy, will 
arrive Friday, the 12th inst. Ail are

; - WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not Send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe-. 
ly, an(i,then the next remittance may
be lost or stolen, Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and then you are pen- 

I fectly safe, and will save--yourself an- . 
noyance and trouble.

Remembbr; please, that it costs ten’ . 
cents to get a personal check at a bank 
in Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent.

Remember, please, that we have only 
four books which we send out now tor 
25 cents each. V. e cannot allow you to ’ 
select any other book in the Hat at that price.

• Remember, please, that you are not 
entitled to any of the Premium Books 
unless you send in with your order a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive Thinker.

Remember, please, that the safest way 
to make a remittance Is to secure a pos
tal order.

Remember, please, that these books 
are used exclusively as premiums,’the 
editor dqpiri'ng no profits, his sole ob
ject being to do a HUMANITARIAN 
WORK ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC,/ 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL UNES, 
hence they are not for sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistakes anj - 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di
rect with this office, Instead of through 
a news agent.

Remember, please, that all of our 
Premium Books are neatly and substan
tially bound in cloth, and are an orna
ment to any library.

Read our Premium Offer, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send $1 for The 
Progressive Thinker when you desire 
one or more premium books, 
bear this in mind.

■ The delightful weather Sunday, Aug. 
7a together .with the announcement that 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, one of the 
ablest lecturers in the country, was: to 
appear, attracted one of the largest au
diences of 'the season to tote beautiful 
grove.

The services of the day were as fol
lows:

At 11 o’clock a conference meeting 
was held, in charge of Vice-president 
Samuel .Merchant. ' ' ■ '

Mr. Ripley, of Stoneham, gave a rnes-: 
sage, ,w;hlcK hie. said .«fanje..to him from 
the late Dr. II. B.'.Storer, and hfr.„and 

I iMrsl.'JMtied Biffltlv ofi'.01iftdn,daie,'lgave 
[readingaand me^agesr' '.5

Ginseng: Q. What is the prospect 
of ginseng growing, so much’ adver
tised, and would you advise investment 
In stock in a company?.

A. A company has been formed, os
tensibly to. cultivate the root, but really 
to root the money out of the pockets of 
innocent investors.

We will state the facts of the growth 
of this plant, and the reader xan then 
draw hi$ own conclusions.

Were Impossible for this plant to be 
grown as abundantly- and as easily as 
stated by those who advertise seed and 
seedlings for sale, the price would be
come unreniuneratlve. -There is only 
one market, that of China. The celes
tials believe it toe most potent medi
cine, and are now willing to pay its 
weight in silver, or more if its root Is 
forked in resemblance to a man. .They 
believe its virtue as a remedy depends 
on this similitude, which first attracted 
their childlike attention.

Physicians attribute to it nothing 
more than mild tonic effect, and it has a 
pleasing aromatic taste.

Why is the price so excessive? Be
cause the plant is scarce, and the Chi
nese attribute to it wonderful virtues-. 
Because of all plants of our forest, it is 
the most delicate. The soil must be to 
its liking, and toe shade not too denbe, 
and yet sufficient to screen it from toe 
r.-vys of the sun. If cultivated in the 
garden, it must be sheltered by awn
ings, and carefully watered. It re
quires four .years-of. the most exacting 
attention to .yeach maturity. The seed 
is held at fifty dollars a pound, by those 
who have it’ for sale, and if the profits 
of its culture are as prodigious as they 
represent, Itbeems a waste Of .a golden 
opportunity, for them to sell the sped, 
instead of planting It and reaping, qy 
rather digging a harvest, beyond tlie 
promise of a Klondike mine.

the2 o'clock; meeting, which was. ; 
also in fcliarge of Vice-president Mer’ < 
chant, remarks and messages were 
given by Mr. Raymond of Boston. Mrs. 
Julia Davis of Boston, gave messages; 
and Messrs Sanborn and Waite of Bos
ton, rendered a song in the Indian lan
guage. • ,

Mrs. Annie Coggeshall of Lowell, 
gave readings, and Dr, Barnicott of Bos-, 
ton, made remarks, and gave readings.

When .the time arrived for the be
ginning of the 4 o'clock meeting.every 
seat in the large pavilion was filled and 
many were standing outside, ~

. President Dr. Alexander Caird pre
sided, who introduced Mrs.-Richmond, 
paying her a high compliment and pre
sented her-ag. one of ~ the ’ ablest and 
foremost lecturCTBhefore the public.

The speaker fully sustained .the repu
tation she has gained as a lecturer, and 
the large audience present were given 
an intellectual treat that they do not 
often have, the pleasure pf listening to.

Mrs., Richmond gave her hearers an 
eloquent, forcible, intellectual and in
teresting address, and many of her 
pointed utterances were heartily ap-

mopathy," a1 subject which is attracting] 
increasing attention the world over. 
The Doctor is a veteran Spiritualist, 
and. with the aid of the higher powers 
has discovered ■tyonderful. ..curgtlve. 
properties in thié'comljihstlon^df’’Liglrt' 
fond Colbr.'" His elucidation of the sub
ject was followed by Dr. Huested, who

military generals. , '^.v’mly to the 
query as to which r rhpre^uted Napo
leon, “Any ope you ‘wb;aM. pay your,; 
money and. take yourjfhplce.’’

On Saturday aftern&o^jMjfis Susie C.. 
Clark of Cambridge, M^ss.n made her 
first appearance, her text,being the “^il- 
.tRudes of tfie Soul.”.! Mlsgnplark com- 
pared th6 dlljlcultias. dr . mountain, 
clltablrig Qh the, .phMitolfgPl.She,. Rs' 
achievenjenta'ah(i, svlth, the ef
forts tl)t>.so.ul must''ipa|^&tlie upward- 
path di mqrftUty ari^, ^ytude,.,;^®, 

attain th© Mount .of .Kl^ness,, pf .¡Qbe;, 
dience apd bupRUty, which ‘ ihyplves. 
the putting.dsldfe of the'maiitle o^elf> 
cqmpl'acehpy and pride? The Mount of 
Variance, overgrpwn 'wlth briara.fipd

vic-
tims on the ill-fated General -Slocum 
warned by their spirit friends?

A. This question has been repeated
ly asked and answered in this.depart
ment recently« from the -standpoint of 
Spiritualism. It is put forward as an 
objection—a home thrust which cannot 
be parried, yet in this case it has no 
relevancy. If a company of Spiritual- 

. Ists should go out on ah’ Excursion, and 
meet with an appalling accident, and 
none of their number, even the most 
sensitive mediums among them, had re
ceived warning, then it would be con
clusive that if there are spirit friends, 

"they are unable to foresee, or impress 
their thoughts on their mortal friends. 
During the more than fifty years past, 
of ell the meetings, conventions, excur
sions, etc., of Spiritualists, there has 
not been an accident meriting mention. 
It may be good luck, it may be more. 
If the former, it is remarkably good 
luck, rarely found. ... ■ ...

I recall one wreck which’ came in my 
own experience. It occurred many

plauded.
She reviewed Spiritualism from its 

early inception and came along down to 
the present and more modern era of the 
philosophy. She ably defended the 
Spiritualistic faith from the attacks of 
some of.its, opponents and quoted from- 
many piomln'ent scientists and others 
of renown, who have been stauricli ad- 
vocates-and believers in Spiritualism. 
; She referred to .the. early days ’of 
Spiritualism, when it w’as .the custom to 
ask the audience fpr a subject. To-day, 
the speaker said; this is npt*the case. 
We have? so progressed-that our belief 
has now become, a modern- one, and 
now we have a great “tidal... wave”, of 
Spiritualism to give to you, and which 
is spreading throughout the length and 
breadth’of the land?

At -thq closa of her lecture she spoke 
In a poetical way oh the following sub
jects given to her from the audience; ’ 
“Buddha,” "‘Truth and 1 Justice,” "The 
Golden Rule,” "The Grand Army of the 
Republic.-’/ All -of- the above subjects 
were gracefully responded to by the 
speaker. ’

The meeting'whs brought to a close 
by the audience singing, "God be with 
you till we;ntedt ggaip.” ' . "i.

Previous.’to the of-Mrs. Rich
mond, Wiliiam'Atheriy rendered A cof-. 
net solo; entitled “The Hply City,”Jn a 
pleasing manne'r and’ the Unity Quar- 
tette'Tendhred-a.sbiectlon.-!“ - - 
’ A song,service -was held;-at- 6:30 
b’clock. ' . ‘

Ai seven’ o’clock '-Mrs. Richmond’ 
spoke again on a subject suggested 
from toe-; audie^ce.'jrlrtynn (Mass.) 
Evening’Newd.'

relationships of individuals.’ ’ Nd, one. 
■lives alone. Nature has madd'this tinl-- 
versal provision that when we’ cbniS 
into life we are supplied with shelter, 

'protection and guardianship. Heaven 
itself would have no attraction if one 
were to be the solitary occupant;' Tou 
cannot be happy witnout sharing''your 
possessions with somebiie, aCnd’-jid 'we1 
grow toward manhood we learn’’that 
friends arc more than gold and siliHer dr 
precious jewels. You may be rich in 
friends, however simply, you live.” The 
higher needs of humanity are' air so
cial, and it is only in'association that 
the real joys of existence are found. 
Everyone has a value ‘as an individual, 
but the greatest godd is accomplished 
when harmoniously related with’'Num
berless companions. God works' through 
all instrumentalities, through ‘dvefy 
conceivable agency for’-the 'fulfillment 
of divine order and divine relationships. 
However beautiful the •Wbrk’afiy’single- 
person can do it is not>tfr‘b^'eotnj>afed 
with what can be accomplished-by co
operation. •

Following the lecture Mr.' and;Mrs. 
Lillie were-tendered a toirfial recejitlon, 
at which Mr. Barrett spoke" eloquently | 
and feelingly of Mrs. Llllieis long years 
of faithful service to the Cause of truth; 
and of Mr. Lillie’s unwayeriij^ Idytilty 
and musical contributions to the Vtork. 
He assured them of the 'deep and sin
cere affection they had inspired -in the’ 
hearts of young-’and old,’ ahd ‘uttered ’a“ 
repeated and cordial w^elcdihe back' td’ 
Lily Dale. Mrs. Lillie1'responded' with’ 
an appreciative spirit,' in het* usual

bfary Hall, on1‘.'The of Success.” 
It was full' of optimistic ; suggestions, 
and his positive assertions carried 'with 
them such a measure of conviction .that 
nd one’ could fail to ipef assumed, .mat 
success is within'the ij^aph of all. -

Sunday was Peace Daj> at the‘City of

Thoughts on Death and Life.
(Thoughts suggested by the removal 

from earth life of a dear aunt, who was 
for years a great sufferer, but whose 
passing from our midst was like thp 
coming of a peaceful restful sleep):

Why do they call thee, 0, Death, “The 
King of Terrors?"

Why is it that in all the ages, the. 
children of earth have feared thee?

It is because you work so mysterious
ly and’ bring a change which separates 
tfoat Which is perishable from that 

| which is not perishable, that which is 
Bernal; ‘ '

They have called thee conqueror, but 
thou art only a natural law, which has 
.been working since life began, and will 
cqntinue as long as there - is. life on 

'.’eeirth.-' ’ ;'l'<: ’
iSsaOiKW 

be no victory;’ '
Life is eternhl, death is but a change 

brought about,' at different stages, un
der diffefefit conditions,’to open up.to 
the children of edrth the possibilities of 
.ptprnity. " ” ' .

Sonie’may say, certainly the material 
body kh'6tyk'idecay. That is true. We 
cannot alwa^s 'inhabit the coarser gar
ment necessary’for us while performing 
dur missi&h’qn earth, but by a natural 
law it is' laid' aside, we are disrobed, 
and a garmenf/bf a. finer teiture, better 
adapted for'the duties'of an advanced

“Continuity of Lire a cosmic Truth." 
By ProL W..M. Lockwood, The work ot 
a strong, logical, ¡thinker,., on a ’ deeply 
Important subject.' Pride; cloth, $L

•The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. -An occult library in itself, a 
text-book ■’■of -esoteric " knowledge as 
taught, by. Adepts of Hermetic-P/Hlpso- 
phy. Price $2 per Volume.

“ttW Shall I Become a Medi*
r .» *

Um,” Fülly /Vnsw/efed
,' .<« ‘ V • - I —I — ' • ... » , .L-i‘ . .. -C J-’

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
Cultivation/* by Hudson Tuttle. ? Price 35 

•cents. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0.

b appy ’Vein.’- A general ■' kànd-shàklhg 
with werds of welcotrib, -CPngratolaUon 
and good wishes ensued. 'Néw'’friéüds 
were introduced and old ones made 
happy in the glad reunion.

Friday evening thp, psychometrists 
and mediums congregated at the audi
torium under'the auspices of the ■Will
ing Workerd; and gaVé brief readings'to 
a crowd of eager applicants, “ who 

•seemed more, thpn, willing to -pay -25 
cents for fifteen minutes of revelation. 
Refreshments were served and some 
$20 realized for what is known ah' 'the 
“Class Fund." Madam Mandofas, 
Maud Lord Drake, Càrrié Séymdùr,’ 
Mrs. Greenameyer, Ella Preston, Mrs.’ 
Fenner, and Mr. Armbourg constituted 
the volunteer corps,'and last though hot, 

| least, Mr. Colville gàvé poetic delinea;
tions for an hour.

The Saturday morning hudïèncé Was 
faiored with an-exquisite'solo by Miss 
Adams of Toronto, who is quite young,’ 
but. has a voice of-marvelous power and 
sweetness and delighted -listeners pre
dict a brilliant future for its possessor.

Mr. Wright spoke on-the-evolutlon of 
the human mind, and "said there- is ten-1 
dency in the human mind to fight. We 
can never be all alike. There Will foe 
narrow heads and broad heads and 
thick heads, but this is nature's way,; 
and nature takes as much pains- in 
ihaking a. fool as a philosopher.;- -tBe-. 
ware of philosophers who live in .the 
.clouds with.the angels. Come doWn to 
the sphere of scientific demonstrations. 
Lily Dale fs .a. place to air -phantasies;- 
mud puddles of intellectual effort-' But; 
it all stands for mental action; . -As^ik 
lustrated by a panoramic picture of toe

Light, and everything fa nature testi
fied to its beàüiiM.realty... lie skies 
were bright and^cléaç^toe wqnderful 
bdiid music pérJ^eàfèiL ¿the grounds 
with a flood of lnsbira'tiop, and,a spirit 
df glad rejoicing fiUc^ fpe. air.. The 
crowds came quietb', pausing.,under the 
delightful shade ol tog tall park trees 
¿nd filling the comfortable seats-in the 
great auditorium. <“I^açg..Jpày,"-Jn 
large golden fetters, shorfè irofa a; white 
background above ¿he sta^e, and in the 
region of the footlights a. backing of 
fresh ferns held' üje word ",I]eace,'’ as- 
ranged from wild fjpwers’pf, a. violet 
hue, the'artistic handiwork .of Mr. Arin- 
burg.

President ‘ .Pettgqgill, ^Jfs,, , Lillie, 
Eleanor Kirk anft'i'da’UKhtér 'ljmcupIed 
seats bn the pldttorttoKÏl arrayed in 
white, as was also tjie spéajeer,, making' 
■a most pleasing piçkpi;e?surfj5nnde'd by 
ferns and flowefà.''''Mf.I 'Côrviile' sang 
“The Holy City,” à’ad’'Mi/s'pJark'was 
introduced as to’é âpfrsiœbf’peàce- Her 
text: “Behold, I iyil,ftraÿ':Jt^y'- fguiida- 
tions with sapphire^” ’Hé'f tepture’was ; 
an appeal for 'practi^aVwpi^^nU unity 
of action to bring ïibp^ç. tli^unlvérçàl 
peace so" ihuch desired?

' In the afternoon,, Mn^poiyi.ile'. was 
presented: as à fe’pr&ÆSitivé of the 
wldfe, wide world. Mr. Cotvill.e. , sa!d: 
Because we are of tfië 5raé?ylid'e'w.orld, 
we1 may well take' the^ti^Jegt of Tini-' 
versal Peace.” ’’ '••

life is given us. .
We do not see the person, but the re

flection of the person who has Inhabited 
for a few years the frail tenement of 
clay, but when the natural change of 
death takes place, freeing the occupant 
of the house (which. We have been able 
to .behold)’, and not being able to behold 
their true spiritual body, which can 
never be blotted’from existence, this is 
why we' fear death.

By this natural but wonderful change, 
sight is-given’ to the blind, hearing to 
the deaf, the use of limbs, paralyzed by 
age or disease, restored and all the dis- 
easesyvhich were beyond the skill of 
earthly physlcians are ciired by this 
change wlribh is so much feared and 
which we call death." ' ' ’

looking forward tq his cqmlng with 
happy aifuclpations".

CAMP CORRESPONDENT.
Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.

We realize in sadness that eur camp
meeting is nearer to its closing than the 
opening day. When the day, Septem
ber 4, closes the camp, many will be de
prived of the pleasure of hearing the 
beautiful thought presented from the 

. other side of life, and the messages 
I from the people we hear and see and 
yet are not in our sphere of life, that 
ofttimes kisses away the tear of the 
earth-born people.

On Wednesday, Aug. 3, Mrs. Amanda 
Coffman, of Grand Rapids, .Mich., came 
to the camp and began her work here 
by giving a nice little talk at the me
diums’ meeting held on that day. It 
■would not have been Mrs. Coffman’had 
she not permitted’herself to stand b'e-' 
tween the people of the'first and seqpnd 
stages of life and-ebnvey the ' thouglit 
from the second to the first.

On Saturday, Aug. 6, Mrsl Coffman 
entertained the people at the auditori
um by a talk,'followed by an exercise 
of her-mediumship in answering queries 
written to her concerning matters not 
known to her individually. The an
swers to all questions were very satis
factory.

In Mrs. Conman's lecture Sunday 
morning, August 7, she presented the 
Spiritualistic idea of right one to an
other. She made^gome charming points 
clothed in beautiful language. In the 
course of her thought she said, some 
sixty years ago Spiritualism had its 
birth in modern dress, that Spiritualism 
had proven the continuity of life. It 
hds taught that man is a progressive 
being, Spiritualism of to-day is here to 
teach him how to progress.

After a solo by Mrs. Sheets, Mrs. 
Coffman again lectured at 2 o'clock. 
She began her exercise by reciting in a 
very pipasing manner a poem from 
James G. Clark. In her discourse she 

; showed from the Bible that mediators 
and mediums had been in the fiery fur- 

; nace and lions' den in ancient times; in 
; modern times they had handled fire un-

To me it does’not seem’right to call 
death the King’Of Te'rrbrs, for we be
lieve tlie testimcttieS of those who have’ 
returned arid through earthly mediums 
assured us -of -thé truth ‘of/these things.

The life of màfi ìs/as’’thè green leaf 
of summer, wdfh ho BÌgif óf the hidden 
beauties which are revealed to uh by 
the frosts of'ffûtûinn.' '

Thus death is like the frosts; it 
comes so that’the hidden beauties of 
life immortal may bè revéalèd unto us.

Thou art only a.triile-^fòné, to mark 
.thè progressi "of -life eterKai.

Norwich, Ct'' L. M. COBB. .

WAITING FOR THE BUGLE.

Every person who sends in a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make his selecticn from the 
following list for TWENTY-FIVE

I CENTS:
I 1. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
reading Premium Book this year. Price 
25 cents.

2. Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia ot 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World. , 
Price 25 cents.

3. A Wanderer in tho Spirit Lands, 
Price 25 cents.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
If you order only one book, and that 

one neither of the books mentioned . 
above, the price is 40 cents each.
✓We have only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you can select from them as 

.follows: ..
• Any^ two of the Eleven Premium , 

■Bodltslyou may order, price 70 cents.
i; -Any three of the Eleven Premium .
Books you may Tirder. price $1.10. ,

Any four of the Eleven Premium
, Books you may order, price $1.50.
| Any five of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order,_price $1.80.

• Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any

six of the Eleven Premium 
you may order, price 52.10., 
seven of me Eleven Premium 

you may order, price $2.35.
eight of the Eleven Premium 

you may order, price $2.65.
nine -of the Eleven Premium

Books you may order, prive $2.00.
Any ten of- the Eleven Premium 

Books'you may order, price $3.10.
Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 

Books here announced are seijf z>«t, all 
postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled in this country.or 
Europe. Our principal aim Is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

FOR $3.35.
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

Mrs/ -Ad£‘Davis/years'’’ a 
resident' of Lily' DallLroaWej tp,spiyit 
life just'atler,;m)firilg)rcpn®onday,'’the 
8to Inst 'Siie had beta-irpatient suf
ferer for many montosrtoftr met 'the 
change as a welcoine -bhlhli^ from the 
bondage of.physicaligafa.JaMfs..Lillie 
Officiated'’ at toe funqfqlpdjffkich'~,was 
held on Wednesday .qgn-njftg,..at «the 
home of Mrs. Helen S[y;<^.tteuiother of 
Mrs. D. Davis. The lk>tfyn?vfia taken, to 
Buffalo for cremation^ ;>hm ; v V

It. is a. strange. coiftci«|,eim that the 
’’sijent reaper” ..has b^fpe itoree of our 
people into the beaut^gltohSPnd omthe 
same day. , Mr. A. Mev5V.hfS|.er, of;,Fre
donia, wlio hqs filled tog pq§jion:of bar- 
bbr for’ a number oig^eaggns; passed 
away suddenly on Tuesday morning’of 
heart disease. He leaves a widow to 
mourn his loss; and ffihnyTrfends wffo 
WilTimiss his genial pijgpjp(:efi.ltid kindly 
eervlces. ............ .
• On Tuesday, ■Mrs..Nelaoii,;«.who” has 

Jlvtid at Lily Dale ioj^ggny years and 
had been ill for sevqj-alwgeks,.answered 
the summons of toe, dqgth. angel to 
leave the worn-out casket of clav aiid 
“come up higlien” ■ ? !£'; ',

On Sunday .evening A.Ulegg. Wright- 
talked to a well-filled hot^ton "ThteSoi. 
clal, Politcal.and Reformatory -Condi
tion of the Time; VleweM’Y'ihra Spirit, 
ual Standpoint«” • '--Thh siiwect Was han-, 
died in a facetious fashion, and kdpfhis 
audience in a merry mood*from start to

Wb wait for the bugle; the- night-dews 
are cold, > _ - - ■ ’•1 ”

Th’e limbs -of our soldiers -feel jade.d’and' 
i old;-4

The field of ’our bivoiiac is -windy And* 
• bare,-' ‘

■There is-Jead in our joints; there Iff’ 
. ; frpst tn. our hair; ■■ '••-■
The iuture. -ia veiled- add- 1th fortunes- 

unknown-x-'v ’’
As we .-lie with- hushed breath’ till thb

I ? . bugle Is. blown. ; : — -
At-the sound.of that,bugle each com- 

■ ■ rade,shall] spring
Like an arrow released from tlie'strain 

i of the string. ...
The courage, tlie.Jmpulse of youth' shall 

come back' _
To banish toe chill of tfie drear bivouac, 
And sorrows and losses and cates fade 

. ’ away . .
When that HfS-givlng. signal proclaims.

■ ‘ toe new ¿ay. . . ->■',. -
Though toe bivouac of age may put’ led 

? iin-ourVeins,.
And. no flber’of steel in our sinew; ye- 

■ ■ mains; ■ - -' ■
Though toe comrades ot yesterday’s 

march are not’herd,'1
And toe-sunlight seems'pale and toe 

: branches are sere; v
Thpugh.tho sound of our cheering dies 
. down to s moan, ■
■We shall, find our lost youth when the 

bugle is’.blown. -*-Exclta'Hge.

State Association of Ohio.
As it may interest thé readers of The 

.Progressive Thinker to hear of the 
prospects for the coming season, in 
Ohio, I will give you a few oùtlines. . i

The president, Mrs. Carrie Firth Cur-1 
ran, and oflicers of the 0. S. A. have 
succeeded in adding four more mission- ’ 
aries to the list of last year; who are 
well able to explain the philosophy of 
Spiritualism in lectures as well as to 
prove the same with the phenomena. 
We will be in position to provide speak
ers for all our auxiliaries at very littlë ' 
.expense to them’, by way of a circuit 
system which we adopted. The result 
last year-was very gratifying,- but we 
expect to do a great deal more good in' 
spreading the truths- of our gloriods 
cause, as we are better prepared.1 

¡■ The constitution and by-laws, as re
vised and.amended last May at the 
■state convention held at Columbus, 0., 
-.are-in the hands of the printer and will 
.be-ready for distribution by thé fitst'of 
September, when'all the societies re
open their meetings for the1riext’sea-
600. C. A. SOLLINGEB, 

’ . Secretary.

finish. 1 —•>, - - 
•-..Mrs. R.- S.lLUlie wa£4heispd®ei®fdr 
Wednesday, and todWSiS* (plaint fiitb- 
ject, “What of It?” Sbe reviewed 
Spiritualism from Its advent at Hydes-battle of Waterloo, where toe old gen- ..._______________________ _____  .

tieman took the nickels and located too vllle to tho present day, recounted Its

i

i "Ohild Culture, According to ,tho 
Laws of Physiological Psychology .and 
Mental 'Suggestion." By Newton N. 
Riddell.- A. most excellent work for aU 

°1

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Ba- 
crot of How to Keep Young.” By 3. M.

..•Good News for Hay-Fevèf and-Asthma
; . Sufferers;-

’ wbjare glad-to annoùncè'that. toe, 
Kolal Plant, recently discovered oh’ike 
Pongo River, West Africa? has proved 
itself a sure cure for ‘Hày-Fèver and' 
Astoma as claimed at toe time./-.We 
have received the testimony 'of minis- 
ters tof tjie gospel, doctors; business 
faeh and farmers, all speaking of the 
marvelous curative power-of this new' 
discovery. ■ ' ■

Air. A. L. Clark, Springfield, 3Ìo.,’ Writes-Jan. 
22nd, Was a sufierer ot Hay-Fever and Asthma 
for thirty years and thought I would die every 
Fall but Hlmalya (Tho Kola Compound) coni' 
pletely cured mo. Rev. F. F. Wyatt, the noted' 
Evangelist, Abilene, ; Tox.; was permanently 
ourel of Hay-Fever andAsthma utter eight years 
suffering, niss D. A. Roff, MowObua, -Ills., 
writes May 23rd, was -cured ot.-Hav-Fever and 
Asthma after several years puttering although 
physicians said a-cure was- impossible- Hun
dreds of others give similar testimony; ; .

To prove to you beyond -doubt ’ its 
wonderful curative powory top-Kola Im
porting Co., । No, 1168- Broadway, New. 
Yorli, will send a 1 arge case of.-the ■ Kola 
Compound-Free by mall-to every reader, 
of The Progressive Thinker . who .- suf-, 
ferq ^t‘om,any form ..qf, Hay-Fever or 
Asthma. This is very fair,-and-Wo ad
vise suffers to send-fon’a-casa;/.It costs 
you nothing.and you should try it

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb.- Excellent fa spiritual 
BQg(MUve«eBS. Cloth, |1.60.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism; by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.’

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me- 
diupi-

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts. 

. 8—A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.
' . 9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of (he Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Pressnt, by'Dr. J. M. Peebles. 
. 11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
R£AD THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

REMITTING.
’’’ When you send in your subscription 
to The' Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in - - 
this list, and send for them., They are 
very valuable. . .They are .intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tqna 
and will do yOu good. In remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro- 
gresslve Thinker. ,

Sending out these premium, books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of the subscription of 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent; for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of the fact that'we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, much 
more than any other Spiritualist paper 
now published.

In conclusion, bear In mind that tho 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 

-this office only $2.22, Illustrating the 
great bargain you afe getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was never 
Rnown before on this material plane.
' Addrbss all orders to ”

J. R. FRANCIS,
40 Loomis 8tr$t, Chicago, Illinois.

KEEP POSTEO
tn Current SplrltualHtlo and Occblt 

NewL ' '''•
You cad do ft by reading each week 

The. Progressive Thinker. . The Philo, 
ophy ant| to0 Bplrltu^llallo and Oqoult 
phenomena It contains each week, ta 
the marvel of the age. No one can at< 
ford to bo without the paper. Itp prtog 
is wtthta.too rtitoh nt all.
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DYSPEPSIA i B00« «VIEWS.

IMPORTANT

receiver.

BY CHARLES DAWBARN, SAN LEANDRO,/CAL.

ject Price, cloth. 81.00.

THE HARMONIC SERIES

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE

WHENCE? WHY? WHERE?

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.

■*!

and 
and 
life

demonstration, rejecting theories 
experiments -wherever health .and 
are endangered..

notist?
Part II.

A Risk and a Duty; Other Défini-

Harmonics of Evolution (Florence Huntley) 
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, ■ • 
The Dream Child,..........................................................

Tuition per year . ..ï ...
Tuition by the.Weefc.. ...

Cur*« wo Lave made for oth* 
ten, and boTlevInf ttat we 
have a treatment that will 

'FwIHvdy Care twe, no 
I metier how complicated or 
lou; »tending, or how many

mortality’. On What It Depends; Self- Address all orders to
Control/the Application; The Line of THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK 5 CO, 
pespalr and the Powers of Darkness; 19 to 27 North KedileAve., Chicago,

.. .'$50.00

. .. 1.75"

Chicago, Hl.

the practice of medicine as defined, 
and stands squarely upon truth

w< wly »»nd a lwo week«* 
treatment to any on» desiring to teat it Many »re cured by thia 
toil treatment alone. Why not make a trial ot it yourself and 
SearB what it will-do for you. IT IB FREE. Address'D& 

’•iblei Institute ot Health, 23 Main St., Battle Creek, Mifth»

Voi. I., $2.00
Vol. IL, 2.00 
......... 75

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 

By Prof. W. M. Lookwood.
A masterly presentation of an important sub

ject A powerfill argument along new and Helen- 
title lines, establishing on a scientific basis tlie 
fact of the continuity of personal individual con
scious selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body. . AutfooK of rare value. With several 
fine illustrations. Cloth. $1.00«

BIOCHEMISTRY.
The Natural Law of Cure. 

BIOPLASMA.
The Life of the Blood.

By DB, GEO. W. LAKEY,
“The Biochemie System of Medicine." New 

course of instructions in the science of Biochem
istry. now ready. Send 2 cent stamp for circular.

Address,

• The Chemi&tru of Life Co'.,
837 Summer St., W. Somerville, Mass

Myself cvrediss»
MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box «12 Chicago, Bl.

Owing to the fact that the courts have in ev* 
ery ease decided against Psychic Healers who 
■advertise to cure the sick without drugs, where 
the case has been between the U. S. {joyei’aiuent 
and a Healer (deciding that it is a clear case of 
intent to defraud) to advertise to diaguose also, 
without leading symptoms being given.. There
fore I have decided, as a physician in good 
standing, to not advertise my gift of Psychic 
Healing, but Mill diagnose disease and .not ask 
areefor so.doing. - I will therefore hereafter 
diagnQse disea.se. . , . , . _

Free of Charge, 
to all who will send their name, age, sex, and 
give leading symptoms, and all who will send 
82.00 (Two Bollars) with their request for a di
agnosis, I will diagnose their disease free, and 

•will send them for the 82.00 two weeks' treat
ment, and the best book published on Spiritual- 
ism,

“The Scientific Basis of 
Spiritualism."

BY EPES SABGENT.
4 --

Cancers Cured or No Pay.
Vfe Have the Best Method.

MOLLIE FANCHER, 
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic statement of facts in tho life of 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel of 
the nineteenth century. ■Unimpeachable testi
mony of many witnesses. By Abram H. Dalley, 
With illustrations. Prlc^ cloth. $1.50.

THE WORLD BEflUTIFUL.
Series one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting. 
Three choice volumes, each com-1 to In itself , 

in which spirituality Is related to viryday life 
in such a way as to make the world beautiful. 
Price, 51.00 each; ■

DR. G.E. WATKINS, 
“THE WESTLAND,”

(Next to Symphony Hall.)

. Boston, Mass.

MILLER’S MAGIC MIRRORS 
A. Successful Hoad to Mediumship, 

ludoraed by leading Spirituality^ ats developers 
of different phasea of iMcdlumahlp, especially 
Claivvoyanee. Our mirror» are ehemleally treat
ed and very sensitive to spiritual elements. With 
aliltle patience you can not fall to ’develop your 
phase of mediumship. Price, >3.1^. Honoscojxjs 
written for il,0Q. Give date of birth, year, und 
where born, W. H. NILLEB, P. O, Bex HP. Can- 
tom Ohio. mm3

A masterly presentation of an important sub
ject A powerful argument along new and scien
tific Unes, establishing on a scientific basis the 
fact of the continuity ot personal individual eon- • 
scions selfhood after laying aside the physical 
ffiiiuttraXs.lciSuxr.m W"h 8CT Elevating, Fascinating, Instrac,

ORIGIN OF SPECIES,
By means of natural selection, or tbe preservation of 
a favored race In the struggle for life. By Charles 
Darwin. Gilt top, cloth bound. This book li im 
grandest achievement of modern scientific thought 
and research. It has paspod through many edluons 
in Unfit ah, has been translated into almost all the 
langntces of Europe, and has been the subject of 
me« 'deviews, pamphlets and separate books than any 
othG’ volume of tbe age. Most of the great scientists 
of UMn-ge fnlly support his posh ion. The lijoughtoi 
thbWJoK has become a part of the common inherit*

M the race. For sale at tide office. Fries 75 ctfc

MISS MAE HUNT, 
Trance Medium and Lecturer, is located at 205 
Turk pt„ Suu Franeleeo, Cal. Readings including 
three Questloub by mail, (1.00. 7O7tf

^ELTON E. HEDRICK, 
AfiTBOUXSMH.—Vocation, business speculation, matrimony, changes, travel, all affairs of 
life. Fee 12.00. Bend dale of birth as near the 
hour ne possible. Address, 2621 Roading Road, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 775

Astrologist and Clairvoyant.
Send Bex, date ot |blrth (hour Jf possible), with 

25 cis., and two cents for return postage, for par
tial reading THEREBY .»DU AND, box 87i Berke
ley, Cal. Get your children’h Horoscopes.

DON'T READ THIS.
If sick write to me. and I will give you a free 

examination. I want no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes suc
cessfully treated. Sent! name. age. sex. cQinpl jx- 
lon, weight and 111 cm. in stumps or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address.

FKANOE8 1». MJUCKS,
85 Warren St., Stoneham. Mau.

CURED
h you Suffer Iren Dyipepab, Stonuch, Liver, or Bowel 

■ Trouble of ear glul reu thin liberal oiler.IT 
WILL B£ WOiTH MONET TO TOU.

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE if yon will send your 
birth-date mid three stamps for mailing expenses 
I have astonished thousands with my wonderfully 
correct reading of their lite, past and future. I 
correctly reveal your future love affairs, business 
success, marriage mute, etc., and give advice ou 
all affairs. Address, MHAOKKN, l>ept. T.B., 
ftlSStSnu JKmucisoo, Cai.

Institute of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Voices.

Teaches new and wonderful ntethods of cure.
"Fast becoming of world-wide fame."-H.TuttIo 

Light. Color. Hlectrieity, Magnetism. Mind, Bath».
Its beautiful Diploma cunieru title. **D. M.” 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one’s home. Books and instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

£. I>. liAWIT. M. IK, Geneva, X. Y.

To the Editor:—On July 3rd last, I gave my 
daughter 50 cents- and tola her she qould do as 
she saw fit with it.. She spent 2 cents for fire- 

' works, and with the rest bought goods for a 
waist. On tlie 4th, the next day, she received 
this message: “Wait until to-morrow. We are 
glad you-did not spend your money for fire 
works. It is better what you bought. We will 
bring you a quarter to-mOrrow. J. A. P.”

We found the quarter next evening in a card

Aug. 20, ISO«. '

Do you suffer from dyspepsia, 
indigestion, or stomaçh,' liver, or 
bowel trouble of any IdnaL If you 
do. whyjjpU$lD»cuteyuuT WidoDiAuiem 
Help you by doling you bUR » «trony, Mtlmu- 
lAliny 6qAb Rhubarb Compound, or pat
ent “liyipoj'il* Pill.” Such thing» will «Hue 
uIaW Ana «»«‘'temporarily, Lut in the end 
will only liflUto end further weaken the «1- 
re&dy dlte^ied and woakened membrane». 
We Will ConJetely a&d Ptrauae&ite Cure 
¥ob. Wa will go to the very foundation ot 
your trouble, will remove the cause», 
strengthen and ' tone *up thi affected mem
brane». perfect the digestion, regulate and 
ilrettgtlivu the bowels, and uiaae you as 
strong end hearty ejyouever were, ne could 
give you testimonials by the -thousand ot 
those we hat e curedof stomach trouble»|n oil 
forms and stage», but they would not tell to 
you what the treatment will do for YOU. The 
only absolute proof la In the treatment Itself, 

and knowiyg thé Wonderful

C. WALTER LYNN,
THE

: Eminent ijealer 
. and 

: Gifted. Psychic.
• • • * di * ’

Health Restored by
Common Sense Method’s.

For the Cure ot Mental 
and Physical Ailments.

OBSESSION CUBED
For Fmc magnosla ot Disease, eend flvs 

two-ceut etanipe, age, name, box. and own hand* 
writing.

CHAPTER THIRD. ’
The spirit who has just escaped from his mortal 

body has been seen a myriad times by clairvoyant 
eye. But we must remember the limitations of that 
very interesting faculty. Ask the sensitive to watch 
the escaping of, say, a Chinese mortal, and he will 
soon be in trouble when he tries to describe the greet
ings that spirit will receive from his waiting friends 
and relatives. The whole scene as witnessed will be 
described in terms as if those of his own nationality 
were meeting and greeting each other, although the 
manners and customs of the Chinese would be very 
different from those of a European or American. '

Yet further, if you want to hear how those Chinese 
spirits talk to one another, and their exact words, you 
will not get your curiosity satisfied. I am, of course, 
aware that as a rare experience a Chinese message to 
a mortal has been written on a slaté, but we are seek
ing information as to how far the manners, customs 
and language of earth life would be exported into the 
spirit world. And we find the report of the clairvoy
ant couched in terms of his own experience, and na
tional limitations. In a word, clairvoyants contra
dict one another just as common mortals do. When 
we seek their assistance because we really need it, as, 
for instance, to discover a lost friend, one may make 
a hit, but fifty will fail altogether, or altogether mis
lead us.

Mediumship, in all its forms, on account of its woe
ful contradictions, is interesting only as the spirit 
talks and tells of earth experiences. We only stop to 
notice that the tales and descriptions of spirit life are 
inerely a rehash of what the medium has seen, heard 
or read. The more poetical the language and ideas, 1 
and idealized the descriptions of spirit life, the more 
fascinating becomes the narrative. But we are seek
ing eold facts, not fancies, and every mind trained to' 
scientific exactness boon recognizes the impossible in 
most descriptions of spirit form and life.

A tremendous change has taken place. What sci
entists call a “critical,point” has been passed when 
spirit man enters upon his new life. Everything in 
and around him .has changed. So much we know.' 
We do riot have to guess, for the/qarth serises.are left 
behind. They would be useless to the spirit, for his 
earth life of yesterday has become his spirit life of to
morrow. The first great fact is that his atmosphere 
is no longer the same. We assume that he still 
breathes, but we know nothing of the component parts 
of his new atmosphere. Hifre he is inhaling his mix
ture of oxygen, nitrogen, argon, etc., from which, ap
parently, he gains strength to exhale the poisonous 
carbonic aeid which is left after he has extracted the 
nutriment from his lung food. His earth life is born, 
lives and dies embedded in poisons, to eliminate which 
elaborated forms of life are ne’cessary, or he would 
soon die. His poison is food for another form of life. 
His food must, in its turn, give up its carbon, etc., that 
others may live. So life here is, at best, a clumsy suc
cession of poisons and antidotes, through which lie 
wends his weary way. Any mistakes or omissions 
and poor man grows sick and dies. But this, so far, 
is only a sort of kindergarten process for the riiortal.

Sqjence has discovered that his body only partially 
belonrisTte-nian in his earth life. Lots of other living 
beings share its possession, and’liv.e and die in its ter
ritories. There are friendly and necessary microbes ; 
microbes that kill ; and microbes that care nothing 
about him one way or the other. There are policemen 
corpuscles, and a vast army of scavengers keeping 
man’s inside clean. There are independent intelli
gences with, we are told, different forms of life pro
ducing different kinds of living ferments for each or
gan. But all these necessary complications, and vari
ous personalities, belong to earth life and its condi
tions. Man’s great task in earth life is to keep them 
all contented, or he soon suffers. So at this very first 
step of,our investigation we- see that these myriad 
forms of life within a man’s body, as well as the poi
sons he manufactures and exhales out of both atmos
phere and food, must all go with him to his new life 
if he is to be the same man we knew yesterday.

' Here we briefly consider the nature of “critical 
points,” for when-man dies he passes a “critical 
point” which changes everything iii and around him. 
A “critical point” is a change so wonderful and com
plete that nothing but experience would deem it pos
sible. For instance, water plays a chief part in the 
appearance and preservation of life upon our little 
planet. Naturally it has been carefully studied from 
the time man began to strive to know something of 
both himself and his surroundings. Yet without act
ual experience who could have guessed that at a cer
tain degree of temperature the water would no longer 
be water, but become ice, upon, or in which man 
would soon die. Nobody knows why there should be 
this tremendous change produced upon water, so the 
point at which the change takes place is called a 
“critical point.” In the other direction, at another 
“critical point” water becomes steam, where its prop
erties and powers are so changed that it is destruction 
to man to inhale, or even to touch it. There is pre
cisely the same raw material, yet at one side this 
“critical point” it is an essential of man’s life, where
as on the other it bèïoipes a mode of destruction, The 
steam itself soon reaches another of these “critical 
points” at which it is no longer steam but gas, a to
tally different thing. Presently even the gas vanishes 
and man the mortal can follow it no further.

We now see that Nature in her processes is not log- 
■ ical./ You cannot ..even guess what she' will do next 
until you find out by experience. Within certain 
“critical points” man thé mortal can go to school and . 
learn his lesson. He .will even boast him of his learn
ing, and add certain letters to his nanle as marks of 
distinction. But suddenly he reaches a “critical 
point.” His day’s work is done, and Nature puts her 
children one by one to bed. That particular point we 
call “death.” < As wo have seen there are lots of erit- 
Jgcl points affecting man, but this, and the other

‘“critical point” called “death” are the two changes 
most important to man the mortal.

"When we are now asking,'“After death—what?” 
the student must keep in mind that the manhood we 
seek, and all its surroundings, are on the other side a 
“critical point” and therefore cannot be studied, or 
even judged by experience on this side. Yet since all 
“spirit return” is frdm beyond a “critical point” it is 
■an attempt to bridge the chasm which divides the two 
states of manhood. _ .

In spite of this marvelous system of-. “ critical 
points” which affects man and everything.-Jie senses, 
or of which he can conceive, yet man has persisted in 
picturing life after death as just a continuance of his 
present experiences, but with a few very pleasing 
changes. And there has been little or nothing in 
“spirit return” to correct this impossible conception. 
If we are seeking a truthful answer to our question 
“After death—what?” we must begin by acknowl- 

. edging the physical consequences that -follow death, 
and therefore affect man, and all his surroundings.

First, the atmosphere amid which spirit-man lives, 
.moves and has his being is quite different from ours. 
The- air mortal man breathes is as well known, and has 
been as carefully studied as the more solid planet it 
surrounds and penetrates. Man. weighs, measures 
and analyzes it. Its various gases he separates, and 
at his will reduces them to liquid and solid form. But 
in any sueh changes they become unlivable for him, 
and apart from the necessities of his life. The air 
must be sufficiently condensed or he cannot breathe it. 
A certain number of feet above him it is so rare thaj; 
he gasps, and bleeds to death. This air, so essential 
to his life, contains one, and perhaps more actual poi
sons, such as carbonic acid. Yet this is essential in its 
minute quantity from his cradle to his grave. But 
it also contains solids. Man himself, arid also the 
planet, lias only to become sufficiently broken to ; 
pieces to become dust, and float in this wonderful at
mosphere. Almost everything of which we can con
ceive, including living beings, are found in this atmos
phere, and.the nearer th^ earth .the inor^oi tjiqjii.ihefq; 
are. And the further butwiird you travel the-fewer" 
•you find.. . ■ v

’The point here to notice is that though some of this 
atmosphere is positively injurious, yet a great deal of 
it, that is to say, much mote than the mere, oxygen, 
nitrogen, argon, etc., is absolutely necessary if the 
planet is to continue to be the abode of living beings. 
Some.years ago a terrific volcanic explosion from 
Krakatda so filled the atmosphere with broken-up 
planet that for several years the sunsets weie gorge
bus beyond the experience of any ^hen living. In 
other words, there was more dust than usual,:and per
haps of a different kind, in the atmosphere, and man 
had, therefore, more of it to breathe into and out of 
his lungs. But the earth .itself is a living being, just 
as dependent upon this atriiosphere and the dust in it 
as man himself. There must be dust in this atmos
phere or both man and planet would go to pieces. 
Tyndall taught us long ago that every drop of water 
collects around a particle of dust. Water and dust 
thus float in our atmosphere, and some day fall as 
rain; without which the planet, and all things therein 
and thereon would presently perish. Without this 
dust the water, instead of falling as rain-drops, would 
crash down as cloud-bursts, which would wash all 
soil, and every trace of animal and vegetable life 
down into beds of our present oceans. That shows 
the importance of dust to the planet itself.. Take it 
away and man’s senses would become impossible, and 
he would drivel into impoteney. Everything he 
sees, smells,.hears, touches, is just movement of these 
broken-up fragments of matter, whieh.we call “dust” 
for want of a better nahie. A little of this dust; float
ing in the atmosphere, just hits against a certain nerve 
and he exclaims, “What a beautiful sunset!” He 
calls the sky blue beeause the dust in it hits his eye, 

! and refracts certain energies by which the sun keeps 
in touch with his subjects. But those energies are 
embedded in dust before man canrecognize .them. 
Everything he calls color, be it beauty or ugliness, is 
merely an effect on certain of his nerves, produced by 
a combination of sun’s ray and'dust in the air.

Every mortal is attracted or disgusted by color. 
The bloom on the maiden’s cheek—the beauty of the 
flower—the verdure which bedecks nature, all depend 
'on the dust in the atmosphere.“ So while we do not 
say with the Bible that man is made of dust, we do 
say that without dust man would be a very different . 
being.

(To be continued.)
. San Leandro, Cal. . . ,

“Where did I come from?” - Straight from God.
Like the shell from the sea, or the sprout? from the sod. 
You are part of it all—no less, no more— 
So stop your queries, and trust and adore.
“What did I come for?” _ You came for a cause, 
To strehgthen the purpose, to better the laws.
Like the rivet or bolt of a great machine,, ■ - c 
You are all important, though all’rinseei). . ;'
“Where am I going to ? ” Never mind;;
Just follow the signboard that says, “Be kind,” . .
And-do the duty that nearest lies,-1 
For that is the pathway to Paradise,.

—Ella Wheeler "Wilcox.

The possible stands fey us ever fresh, fairer than 
’aught which any life hath owned.—Jean Ingelow.

Blessings way appear under the shape of pains, 
Josses and disappointments; let a wan have patience 
and he will see them in their proper figure.—Addi
son.

No person will rule over me with my consent. I 
wUl rule over no man.—William. Lloyd Garrison. '

AFTER HEHADHATH;-. THE STORY 
OF A SUMMERS By Lilian Whiting. 
Little^ BtWi & Company, Boston, 
Publishers. PHes -
Anything that emanates from the 

' mind of -JjIllaa Whiting^possesBeB great 
value.' "Attest -Her Death” will-, prove
especially - Interesting.-: She.. widely 
claims that wfteni.rtbe spiritual being 
that has lived a certain- period here 
slips out>ot its physical body, and Is 
free fronj.jnaterial: clogs and lamenta
tions, the readjustment in a number Ot
ways is made.■- Those who still reinaip 
in tills world. tire ifar more truly- recog- 
nized;.some hdvfybeen.unduly appreci
ated; some have -been underestimated,. 
The riseji,spiritual being, how being 
able to discern spiritual states, and to 
adjust alLto a new scale of values,-re
arranges his loves and- friendships, so' 
to speak. In fact here is a type of tlie 
judgment day.

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH. ScI-„ 
entlflcally-Examined and- Carefully” 
Described. By C, :W. Leadbeater. 
Theosophical Book Concern, Chi
cago. Price, $1.60. '
This book - comprises 502 octavo 

pages, in clear print, durably bound in 
cloth. The. subject matter, pertaining 
to the spiritual nature of, man and the 
immortality of his essential being, is ot 
deepest interest and intense import to 
all thinkers; whether Materialists, Spir
itualists .or Agnostics. Mr. Leadbeater 
is widely and favorably known as A lec
turer and author.,... He presents the 
views of the advanced Theosophlst, in 
a clear and . kindly manner, entertain
ingly and Instructively elucidating the 
subject from the‘ -theosophical stand
point. 1'he special chapters are de
voted, to: Some Misconceptions About 
Death. The. Evidence for Continued 
Life. Religious Misconceptions. ' Our 
Attitude Towards. Death. The Facts as 
They Are. Some Examples of Astral 
Life. Astral Surroundings, The De
sire Elemental. An Extension of Con
sciousness. The Work of the Helpers. 
Astral Visits. Visits Just Before 
Death. Thought-Bodies. Apparitions 
Announcing Death. Those Who Re
turn to Help. Those Who Need Help. 
Those Desiring to Atone. The Earth
bound. Hauntlngs. Apparently Aim
less Apparitions. Less Frequent Types. 
Astral Impressions».- How to Meet a 
Ghost. Classification of Spiritualistic 
Phenomena. • Personal Experiences. 
The Utilization of the Medium’s Body. 
Clairvoyance in Spiritualism. Partial 
Materialization. Miscellaneous Phe
nomena. Visible Materializations. Our’ 
Attitude Towards .Spiritualism. The 
Heaven World. The Nature of the Evi
dence. How Clairvoyance is Developed. 
Index. The Objects of the Theosoph
ical Society.

THE LIFE RAWAWT. By Lilian Whit
ing. Little, BroviAt & Co., Publishers, 
Boston. Price, $4.
The author sets forth In beautiful lan

guage that the .Life Radiant is that 
transfiguration lof tlie ordinary daily 
events and circumstances which lifts 
them to the spiritual plane, and sees 
them as the signs «end the indications 
of the divine leading. Every circum
stance thus becomes a part of revela
tion, pnd to constantly live in this illu
minated atmosphere -is to Invest all ex
periences withm kind of magical en
chantment. Life nreflgures toefore us a 
spiritual draiwin which we’are at once 
the actors and-the ispectators.

.In this book. Miss Whiting alms to 
portray a practical ideal for dally, living 
that: Shall enlhadynthe dWetetnesk' and 
exaltations andifaith, that lend enchant
ment to life. It is, in a-measure, a log
ical sequence of “The World Beautiful,” 
leading into still diviner harmonies. It 
is calculated to render the-soul in har
mony with the universe. It Is truly an 
Inspiration.

THE NATURE CURE BY PHYSICAL 
AND MENTAL METHODS, illus
trated. A Bridge from the Old to the 
New. The Dawn of a New Day in 
Medical Practice. By M. E. Conger, 
M. D., Assisted by Mrs. Rosamond C. 
Conger, M. D. The Educator Publish
ing Co., Chicago, HI. Price, bound In 
fine English cloth, $2; In neat, sub
stantial cloth. $1.50.
This work presents in a plain concise 

manner home treatment for nearly all 
the diseases to which the human frame 
is heir. The author says:

"The light is turned on to objection
able medical mysteries, latin prescrip
tions, dogmatic theories and dangerous 
experiments of the present expensive 
medical practice.

"Every pains has- been- taken to make 
the leading points so plain that all, 
young and old, may easily understand. 
Condensed facts, short, clear-out para
graphs are some’ of the. attractive feat
ures of the Nature Cure:

"The new and better methods of cur
ing the sick and preventing disease, 
have never been so clearly stated in 
plain English for the plain people, as 

, Nature Cure.
-"Stripped of mystery and deception, 

the study and practice: of medicine can 
be carried to success in every intelli
gent home. Nature Cure will lead the 
way to certain success. , -

"The best medical practice is the one 
that will cure in . the least time 
with the least-risk and expense.

Nature Cure is a true exponent of

Founded by Morris Pratt. Chartered In 
1902. A school) under the Ausplces of 
Spiritualism.. ®Sta®Ished ifpr the dif
fusion'of general culture and the ac-' 
quisitlbpof.useful-fciiowledge. ' ''

Thorough^iAUadifletf Teachers.
A large and ttohutiftil building. 
Steam heat awl-hst and cold water 
throughout

A TwY«ars’ Course 
prepares specially fijr public and priv
ate work; Open t«?all of both sexes 
and of all ages iovento. .- 
Admittance without «examination. 
Absolute freeton- «t thought and ex-' 
presslon encouragedir For thoroughness 
and the growthnbf individual-and-inde
pendent thinking, ujrequaled.. ■

Board with furnished room, per week, 
$3 to $3.50.

OPENS SEPTEMBER 27, 1904.
Located at Whitewater, Wie., 00 miles 

■ north . of Chicago.
N. B.—All who docldo to attend, should 
be -present at the opening when the 
classes are formed and take the full 
two years’ course. For. catalogues 
write to Moses Hull; president, White- 
water, Wis.; or Clara L. Stewart, secre
tary, Whitewater, Wis.;: or A- J. 
Weaver, p^lnclpalniMd Orchard, Maine.

"Koradlne. By Alice - B. ■ Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot." In the form ot 
■an entertaining story, it contains les
sons which every: efirl should know. 
2'rioo, doth,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
The oldest and best known physician now in 

practice. His cures are wonderful; his examin
ations free to all who send him name, age. sex 
and lock .of hair, und six cents In stamps. He 
doesn’t require any leading symptoms. He cures 
weak men. Address,

DR. J. St LOUCKS, M. D.,
Lock Box 1203, Storieliarn. Mass.

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.
It is important when a meeting 1» 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
ri’ant new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street 

। The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services? at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, everi’ Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. Tho best tal
ent available will bp secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street 
Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th street.

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p, m., and lecture and 
tests''at 8 o’clock. Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor. ■ -

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert pastor.

Tbe Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 628 West 
Slxty-thfrd street, every Sunday even- । 
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference in the at- J 
ternoop at 3. The Ladies’ Auxiliary | 
meets every Thursday afternoon at’j 
same number. Harry J. Moore, lec
turer; I

New Thought services conducted by 
Julia M. Leamered, at 7:30 o’clock ev
ery Sunday evening, at 720 West Madi
son street, third floor.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds cervices ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 in Garfield 
Turner Hall, corner of Garfield and Lar
rabee'streets. Mrs. Lizzie Swensen 
and Frank Joseph, mediums.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number Is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962' Milwaukee avenue, hear North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr
helt meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock In Wicker Park Hall, 601 W. 
North. avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Villroak.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.; lecture at 8 p. m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates, and others. Good music.

The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
testa by Prof. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds its meeting» every Sunday at 
2:80 and 7:45. Sunday school at 1:30. 
.Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue. . All welcome.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening servlbe, 
15 .cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street .

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 623 Bel
mont avenue. Services Jield every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock.- Tests and musu at every ser
vice.

Church of the Spirit, Schiller Build
ing, 109-East Randolph street con
ducted by Prof. Wm. Fitch -Ruffle. Ser-, 
vices every Sunday at 11 a. m. Brief 
address, closing with readings for all. 
3 p. m.. brief address, followed by tests 
and mental telepathic demonstrations. 
Speakers and mediums invited. 8 p. 
m., address, followed by messages.

The Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street Hall "C," every Sunday after
noon and evening, the Hon. Robert Gil- 
ray pastor. Good mediums to give 
messages. Conference at 3 p. m. Reg
ular service at 8 p. m.

•‘spiritual Songs for the Use’ of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
ualistls Gatherings." By Mattie E. 
Hull. Price 10 cents. ■

••Talmagean inanities, Incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeate^ attacks I 
.upon Spiritualism." By Moses Hull. | 
Price 10 .cento,. ■

Readings and Business Advice, $1, 
and Two Stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St., Oakland, Cal.

Annie Lord Chamberlain's Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help mo cure for 

my blind alster, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mcdlutns now In the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send It to me with fl. und I will 
u*y and get reply by independent writing or whis
per«. Addressers. AuuleLord Chaiuberluin, MH* 
-ord Mass.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

hn Ynn NppiI A,,a Exe«‘Kht’ l/v luu liuuu lean help you. I Will tit your 
ey°8 by Clairvoyance and OpubLOblDd spirit assistance at your own 

home with the improved melted pebble lense? to 
see near and at a distance. Please write for Illus
trated circular ..bhowhig styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mall.

FHEJK__Sufficient magnetized Com
pound for tour oz. cures sore eyes, restores the 
eyes to normal vision. Ten cents for postage.

B. F. FOOJLE.
<3 Evanston Ave.. Chicago, III

SPIRITS AND SPIRIT.
When Sydney Carton, tu Dicken's greM novel, 

“A Tiile oi Two Cities,' bald, “It lb a far, far bel
ter thing that 1 do, than I have ever done. It lea 
far. far better rest that I go to, than I have ever 
known." He gave up li 1h head aw a uturri rice for 
the thing he loved. Are you aacrltielng anything 
to know yourbelf. to be great when death ends 
your mortal life, to realize your God-given divine 
powers? If you are not yon are not a progressive 
Spiritualist. Secure these boohs at once. Mr. 
Grmnblne’s work lb endorsed heartily by "The 
Danner of Light,'’ because Ji knows ibe mart and 
his works:

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.

EASYLESSONHln Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
PH.vchonielry, Price. 60 coms.

REALIZATION—How to enter the Ruper-con- 
eciommessand boaYogW. Price. 26 coms.

DIVINATION-A Ms. series on howto divine 
hidden things, ind lost treasures, become a 
Beer. Pdee, II.W.

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lot at I2.2J 
each, postage prepaid,

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES-A^-Ma. 
Berles on this fascinating subject. Price, |I.(R).\

Send for Prospectus of “The College of Divine 
Science and Realization of Divinity.” Reduced 
tuition. Tho onl f one of its kind in the world.

J. C. F. GHUMBINJE,
1285 Giimnonwealth Ave., 

Boston« Mass.

LISBETH.
An Interesting Story of Two 

Worlds.

tlve Throughout.

This work by Carrie EL 8. Tw Di la 
exceptionally Interesting. She well 
says: "These character* which bar® 
brought out the highest and lowest la 
different religious beliefs, have moved 
me, not I them." The whole book la t» 
terectIng, faadnating, and fhatmctlv* 
Price Jl.OC

These works have made a profound impression on the most advanced and 
rtrocressive intelligence of the age. In the field of Psychical Research it can ba 
said truthfully that they have created a veritable “Cyclone” of interest and dis- 

ssion T^eir subject matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
interesting and fascinatingly attractive to everyone who can understand tho sim- 

1 st English. They have made simple and clear the most difficult problems of 
human life, and carry' a special message to all who love the truth.
,-u Psychological Crime-Con- The Law of Spiritual Gravity; Admonl-The Great Psycnoiog tions and Suggestions.

tents—Part I.
Psychological Crime; New Deflnl- Supplemental, 

tions; Pertinent’ Admissions; What Is ■ T“- -----
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man and 
and His Two Organisms;- Physiology — 
and'Pathology of Hypnotism; “Auto- 
Hypnotism,” aMlsnomer; “Suggestion,” 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cyre? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post- 
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp-

The Value of, "Theories”; Differences 
'd Distinctions; Transmigration; 

Transubstantiatton; Reincarnation ;
Metempsychosis; • Self-Perpetuation; 
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Psy
chical Reinvesture.

Preliminary Statement; There Is No 
Death; Life After Physical Death la 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Here 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop- ■ 
ment and a Common Purpose; 
The Scope, Method and Pui 
pose; The ' Genesis of Physical 
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution; 
The “Law of Natural Selection”; The 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
in Science; The Completion of an Indi
vidual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness; । 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intul-1 
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat- __ a ■ * *•“

tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed'and Classified;' The Principle 
Involved;- “Automatic/ Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a "Gift" 
Nor a "Power”The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and “Affinity”; Medium
ship arid Emotionalism; Mediums and - __________________ _
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan- ura‘. Science Corroborated; Natural 
Ity. Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce-
Part III. fcsUEthicsrlaSe’ HWmonl'

The Genesis of "Hell”; The Way ot Handsomely Bound.
Death; In Perspective; Ihdivldual lm. Senj for circular. '

disea.se
oiler.IT
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SPIRITUALISM IS A TROTH*.
at by a legitimate deduction from all the
facts which are truly material Coler-

The Bell Witch Mystery MATERIALIZATIONS.

ex-

the young

chains over 
candle was

was 
dis-

r C * i 4 1 / S' Í 5 > J K 4 jy -t, ’ V. '< y

YOU CANNOT AF-, 
ford to miss an Issue 
of this paper, with its 
wealth of SPIRITUAL 
LITERATURE.

duced by dragging trace 
the floor. As Boon as a 
lighted the noises ceased.

The room of Bessie,

recorded was, "1 am a spirit; 1 
once very happy, but have been 
turbed."

Other answers, some of them

bed entirely from Biglit; thinking that 
it would serve to keep ¡the witch away, 
for* she had company, jaiid, did not wish 
to be disturbed.. But the ruse did not 
work well. While the room was-full of

in such a way as ti/liide the trundle- curiosity and partly to give the family 
‘ an additional sense of seecurity.

SIH' PnujrrsMtu' ©jinlíet
One truth is clear--whatever is, is 

right.” Pope, ,
, “1 long to know the truth hereof at' 
large.” Shakespeare.

“Let us make truth catching instead 
of falsehood and disease.” Ingersoll.

Truth depends on, dr is only arrived

“Plows, to go true, depend much up
on the truth of the iron.” Mortimer.

“Truth bears the, torch in the search 
for truth.” Lucretitis. .

the following is' the only full anc^explicit account of 
the “Bell Witch Mystery,’’ that has ever been pub
lished. It certainly is a thrilling narrative, and car
ries one into an interesting domain of the occult. 
While in some respects it reads like a fairy tale, we 
have reason to believe that Mr. Wiltse, the writer, 
has obtained information that is thoroughly reliable, 
illustrating the often reiterated fact that no one in 
particular has a cinch on those laws that enable 
spirits to communicate -with mortals.

To the Editor:—Enclosed find clip
ping from the Chattanooga Daily News 
of August 6, which I think, if your valu
able space allowed, would prove very 
interesting to your numerous readers. 
The events chronicled antedate the ush
ering-in of Modern Spiritualism by 
31 years, and the manifestations were 
of a more striking nature than any’that 
have since occurred in any one family, 
so far as I know. Mr. H. M. Wiltse, 
who has written the article, is one of 
the editors of the New’s. He is no Spir
itualist. I know him personally to be 
a truthful man, and a painstaking ndws- 
gatherer.

.He derived his story from first hands, 
being well acquainted with the people ot 
the neighborhood where these wonder
ful manifestations took place.

Could this have been an effort of the 
spirit world to bring to mankind the 
knowledge to which we did not attain 
until many years thereafter?

PALL R. ALBERT.
Chattanooga, Tenn.

forms of birds, beasts and fishes and in
deed openly boasted of the power to be 
all things—birds, beast, fish or human. 
It was fond of appearing in the form of 
a rabbit, which would hop into the road 
and exhibit itself to nearly every pass
erby. To this day many people in that 
section could not be induced for any 
consideration to eat the flesh of a rab
bit which had worn a black spot upon 
the left hind foot—for that is the witch 
mark. But human form the mysterious 
being never took save once, when Bet
sey Bell, while walking among the trees 
with some children, saw somerhing 
which appeared to her to be-a pretty lit
tle girl dressed in green, hanging to the 
limb of a tall oak tree, and swinging 
herself to and fro. But- it had a very 
human voice. At first, however, this 
was but a whistle, heard in feeble re
sponse to questions after many at
tempts by many people to secure an an
swer to interrogatories. After the 
whistle came a faint whisper and the 
first intelligible answer that has been

Let us lovqpur^ause 
and dare to adypcate its 
truth and depry ¡fraud. 
If we have the pure it 
cannot be destroyed in 
the. crucible of, reason 
and fair discussiqh. It 
will only thrive, and 
expand more rapidly.

We take pleasure in spreading before 
our readers this week, the views of 
Mr. W. J. Colville. His views should 
be read in connection with those ex-' 
pressed by Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
in a former issue of the paper. Both 
are leading workers in our ranks, and 
their views will be read with special 
interest.. . .

The most celebrated and the most In
teresting witch sensation ever known 
in the south; indeed probably the most 
puzzling ever known anywhere, oc
curred in Robertson county, Tennessee, 
commencing in 1817 and continuing 
frbm time to time during a period of 
fifty-five years.

That the phenomena described were 
conscientiously thought to have been 
real, and substantially as detailed, there 

‘—4s, no doubt whatever. There are yet 
living those who, as children, heard of 
the demonstrations and at least one 
who. as children, heard of the demon
strations, and at least one who, while 
a baby, suffered chastisement by the 
chief of the witches. To the good char
acter of the family which was most af
flicted by the persecutions, and of the 
people who have given testimony in re- 
regard to the affair, leading men and 
women, doctors, lawyers and preachers 
of the time, have left abundant testi
mony.

John Bell, with his wife, several chil
dren and some slaves, removed from 
North Carolina in 1804, and settled on 
Red River, in Robertson county, Ten
nessee, purchasing 1,000 acres of rich 
land. His daughter, Bessie, was a win
some and beautiful girl. She was sent 
to the best school in the neighborhood, 
end received what was then considered 
a good education.

The first mysterious occurrence about 
the Bell premises was In 1817. Mr. 
Bell was walking through a cornfield 
with a gun when he saw a strange ap
pearing animal sitting between two 
rows of fthe corn and steadfastly gaz
ing at him; Concluding that it was a 
rascal dog he fired at It, but missed, and 
it ran away. Some days later his son, 
Drew, saw a bird which he at first took 
to be a turkey, and ran to the house for 

: a gun, but when he returned and got 
■ within range the bird assumed an en

tirely unheard of aspect, great size, and, 
calmly flew away.

Then commenced a series of strange 
rappings at the door and on the walls 
of the house; and a little later the same 
noises were repeatedly heard in the 
house.

Dean, a slave, reported that a black 
dog came into the road In front of him 
every night when he went to his cabin, 
trotted in front of nim to the door, and 
then disappeared.

Something that sounded like fats 
gnawing at the bedposts disturbed the 
boys during their sleep, then followed 
sounds like dogs fighting in the room, 
and after that they heard exact imita
tions of the noises which would be pro

daughter of Mr. Bell, was also inVhded 
zand Mr. Bell was seized with a stiffen
ing of the tongue, which affected him as 
If a small stick had been placed end
wise across his mouth, pressing against 
both cheeks until they protruded. Dur
ing these attacks he could not eat.

Strict secrecy was maintained liy the 
family for a considerable time, but at 
last it was thought best to confide their 
troubles to their excellent neighbors, 
James Johnson and his wife. They were 
Invited to pass a night at the house and 
willingly accepted the invitation. After 
the story of their affliction had been re
lated Mr. Johnson led in the usual fam- 
Itly devotions, and in his prayer earn
estly besought an explanation of the 
mystery—or that the annoyances might 
cease. After the good man and his 
Wife had gone to bed/the noises were 
heard In their room, and the’ bed cloth
ing was snatched .from over them. Mr. 
Johnson sat up and asked the presence, 
if presence there were, to make itself 
visible and state the nature of his er
rand the object of the visitations. He 
was vouchsafed no sort of satisfaction, 
And the next morning he earnestly ad
vised Mr. Bell to make his troubles pub
lic.' ■ „

Th|is was done and it was not long 
Afterwards that the disturbed began to 
talk. • -•

One of the distinguishing, character
istics of this witch, as it was called, 

jwas that It never but once "assumed hu- 
Snap. fqrm, as most witches do. It was

at Pi taWng the

tremely ludicrous, were given to ques
tions concerning the Identity of this 
voice, this spirit, this thing, this “shape 
that shape had none distinguishable in 
member, Joint or limb,” or whatever it 
may have been, at different times and 
in different places.

Once it stated that it was the spirit 
of a person who had been buried in the 
woods nearby, and that the bones had 
been removed, and one of the teeth had 
been lost under the floor of fthe Bell 
hpuse. It was after that tooth. '

In the neighborhood lived a kind- 
hearted but very 'eccentric and voluble 
woman, named Kate Batts, who was the 
wife of a highly respected and prosper
ous citizen. Kate did strange things at 
times, and by the free use of her sharp 
tongue made enemies. One day the 
Reverend James Gunn undertook to in
vestigate the mystery, and in the most 
earnest way asked the voice to reveal 
its identity, and the answer was that if 
the truth must be known it was noth
ing but "Old Kate Batts' witch,” and 
that it was determined to torment "Old 
Jack Bell" out of his life.

From this circumstance the torment
or became known throughout the 
neighborhood as Kate, and for conven
ience that name will be used hereafter 
to designate the mysterious disturber of 
the peace and dignity of the country 
around about the Bell home.

After Kale had developed the power 
of speech sufficiently she gave an exhi
bition of her powers by repeating Mr. 
Johnson’s prayer upon the occasion of 
the first visit that he made to the Bell 
home, after the demonstrations com
menced, and also singing the song 
which had been sung upon that occa
sion. She designated Mr. Johnson as 
Old Sugarmouth, and was fond of say
ing, “Lord, how sweet Old Sugarmouth 
prays. How I do love to hear him”

Kate made many visits to the North 
Carolina neighborhood from which the 
Bell family bad emigrated, and always 
brough back an interesting budget of 
news. She proved a reliable reporter, 
too, although her visits sometimes last
ed only a day, or even less time, includ
ing the time consumed in going and re
turning.

She was very kind to Mrs. B.ell, whom 
she called Old Luce, but she evinced no 
affection for any ether member of the 
family, while her sentiments regarding 
Mr. Bell were those of unconcealed and 
deadly hatred. It is thought to this day 
that her persecutions drove him to a.f 
premature death the victim of an un
seen enemy’s malevolence; a good man- 
crucified upon the cross of human inca
pacity to comprehend the things that 
are but dreamt of in our philosophy.

She became an inveterate neighbor- 
¡hood tattler and informer, and was 
more areaded for her gossipy*propeflsi- 
ties than the worst merely human gos
sip that ever wagged an unruly tongue.

Joshua Gardner was a school teacher 
in the Bell rreignborhood, of excellent 
character and reputation. He was pay
ing his addresses to pretty Bessie Bell, 
and one of the chiefest ambitions of the 
witch seems to have been to prevent 
the marriage. And In this she was suc
cessful,-as will be seen.

The first intimation of her desire to 
interfere with the affairs of this young 
couple came in tho sound of earnest- 
pleading whispers, “Please, Betsey Bell, 
don’t marry Joshua Gardner! Please 
Betsy Bell, don’t, marry “ Joshua Gard
ner!"

After Kate had become an estab
lished faqt, a recognized institution in 
the neighborhood, ft witcji family ap
peared upon the’scene, and the terror 
which her antics had inspired was now 
more than quadrupled. This family 
gave a series of concerts throughout 
the neighborhood, m which all kinds of 
songs, from sacred to shockingly pro
fane, and from profane to superlatively 
obscene, were sunp.

The sacred songs were often -rendered 
as by a quartet' of the sweetest female, 
voices.

• Thore were four members of this 
family, known respectively as Black 
Ddg,'Mathematics Cypocryphy, and Je
rusalem. Black Pop officiated pa the

The word materialization, like incarnation, means, 
strictly speaking, a manifestation of spiritual or psy
chic force rendered objective to physical sense, 
Keeping this definition clearly before us, We shall not 
find it difficult to discriminate between subjective, ob
jective and superjective phenomena, though we are 
well aware that the third term we employ is by no 
means so generally used as the two preceding.

Subjective experiences, which are extremely com
mon are in the strictest sense mediumistic, and they 
imply the possession of an involuntary phase of me
diumship, but though sub-volitional, not necessarily 
unwelcome. In this first category we include all such 
instinctive sensitiveness as enables children and deli
cately organized persons in general, to become aware 
that they are in touch with a subtler grade of sub
stance and with entities living in another realm than 
that usually perceived by the average mass of human 
beings by whom these sensitives are surrounded.

To such people materialization has no distinctive 
message, as they do not require external phenomena 
to reveal to them what they perceive without its aid. 
But as the great majority of non-sensitive people, who 
are to be encountered at every turn, desire some di
rect proof of spirit communion if they interest them
selves at| all in psychical investigation, objective phe
nomena, which we place in the second category be
comes necessary for their enlightenment, and this 
mode of demonstrating spiritual reality ranges all. the 
way from mysterious noises, such as the. ..famous 
“Hydesville rappings,” to what is technically desig
nated “full-form materialization.”

With the third division of psychic revelation that 
which pertains to super-consciousness—oply those 
can be directly concerned who are aware of conscious 
exaltation, at least at intervals, far beyond the com
mon level of every-day sense observation.

Dismissing the first and third categories and con
fining our attention Immediately to the second, we 
will seek to explain by what process materialization 
in any degree can be accomplished. Directly we in
quire into the constitution of matter we confront the 
theory of ^bms, but no sooner do we imagine that we 
have now reached an indestructible ultimate than 
some authoritative voice in the field of scientific re
search shatters the idea of ultimate- atoms into frag
ments by deducing that every atom is decomposable 
into electrons which in turn may be disposed of by the 
suggestion that they also may be resolvable into some
thing else.

Primum mobile, or the primordial substance desig
nated etherift by some schools of occultists, certainly 
exists, but it is beyond the present scope of psychical 
investigation to discern and analyze it. Whether 
matter or substance betihe correct term to employ 
when referring to this something out of which all 
definitely differentiated things are made, is an open 
question, but leaving aside the inquiry as to a name, it 
is admitted on every side that some force or energy 
resides in the universe Which responds to the manipu
lative touch of some intelligence adequate to direct 
its movements.

Alchemy or occult chemistry is undoubtedly a sci
ence, and by means of it all genuine feats of magic 
are performed. Materialization is a magical act per
taining to a realm of intelligence beyond the physical 
and beyond that mental or intellectual groove in 
which external scientists dogmatically dwell. Unless

head of the family and leader of the 
orchestra. At times they made noises 
resembling those of drunken men in 
fierce brawl, and could even cause the 
room to reek with the odor of whisky, 
when there was not known to be a drop 
of whisky about the place. But fortu
nately the family organization was' of 
short duration. It was Kate who held 
the boards, year after year, decade af
ter decade, to the terror of the com
munity and the mystification oi all who 
had opportunity to investigate the mys
tery.

Kate greatly disliked ■ negroes, and 
once said: “I despise the smell of a nig
ger. The scent makes me sick.”

She did not visit the cabins of the ne
groes, and that was well, else some of 
them would most likelyhavebeen fright
ened to death. A house boy at the Bell 
homo, whose name was Harry, had the 
bad habit of being often late about 
building fires in the ' mornings. He 
had been repeatedly rebuked and 
threatened for his remissness, and one 
day when Mr. Bell was expostulating 
with him, Kate said, “Never mind, Old\ 
Jack; don't fret. I will attend to that ’ 
rascal next time.”

She was true to her word. A few 
days later Harry ’was tardy again, and 
Mr. Bell was scolding, him, when Kate 
interrupted with, “Hold on, Old Jack! 
Didn't I tell you not to pester? I will 
attend to this nigger.” .

The boy was at the time kneeling in 
front of the hearth, making prepare' 
lions to light the fire. The unseal 
avenger of his many sins of omission- 
seized him by the nape of the neck and. 
threshed him until he yelljd again and 
again for mercy; The blows were dis? 
tlnctly heard, 'and sounded ' like the 
noise made by striking a person with a 
small board. ■

Mrs. Bell, knowing Kate's aversion 
for colored people, once secreted aI black girl named Anky in a trundle-bed 
under her pwp, pdjustlng ft eounterpaue
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SEND YOUR SUB- 
scription in at once, 
and keep pace with 
all that Is transpire 
In the ranks.

TROTH1 IS IMPERISHABLE.
“My mouth shall speak the truth.” 

Prov. viii., 7.
“Truth .crushed to earth shall rise 

again.” William Cullen Bryant.
. “To have truth and not live it is like 
having lungs and refusing to breathe.” 

“However unwillingly a person who

has a strong opinion may admit the pos 
sibility that his opinion may be false, he 
ought to be moved by the consideration 
that however true it may be, if it is not 
fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed 
it will be held as a dead dogma, not a 
living truth.” John Stuart Mill.

it be-a^jnitted that human will has power to dominate 
the ¿rime substance out of which organisms are con
structed, ho theory of materialization can be dated 
comprehensively. ' That there may be much simulated 
phenomena ■ in various places we admit, and we are 
by nirmeans averse to cautious investigation, but we 
do', maintain that all that has ever been claimed for 
materialization' is within the bounds of reason and 
can be philosophically accounted for, Ordinary ob- 
sprvation suffices to convince the average student of 
human industry that an idea or mental concept al
ways precedes external work as no object can be fash
ioned except in accordance with a pre-existing plan. 

• Architecture is before building, and mental proto
types must precede any physical design submitted to 
a guilder. All that we know as the gross matter of 
thé^nost external world yields gradually to human 
persistence, until at length it is rendered completely 
Subservient to the will of man.

When apparatus is first invented it is rude and 
diimsy, and ponderous in the extreme, and work can 
only be very imperfectly done by means of it. But 
after awhile apparatus becomes refined and when it is 
extremely delicate it does the most effective work as 
ail agent of sorbe directing intellect.

'Beyond all stages of intellectual expression during 
which constantly refining physical apparatus is re
quired is another, even a superphysical plane of activ
ity where intelligence acts more directly upon sub
stance and it is on that plane that magic is possible. 
Miigicians on earth can do all that is claimed for spir
itual entities who have recently left the fleshly body, 
therefore it is not unlikely that some.phenomena wit
nessed at seances may be due to the determined psy- 
efiie action of some onmstill on earth. But granting 
tfiat -tills is the case, no ground whatever is cut from 
ufider any Spiritualistic edifice because there is al- 
^hys more power to act in the spiritual spheres than 
tfiei'Q can be embodied on earth. Nothing can be 
dóno by an incarnate entity which cannot be done by 
èicafnate entities,, but who the entity is, who is man
ifesting at any particular time must be decided by ex
isting evidence. As we come to realize that there are 
no limiits to the possibility of the manifestation of 
spirit, whose property it is to dominate matter, we* 
snail cease to even greatly wonder at such transcend
ent evidences of spiritual domination as are displayed 
inf “full form materialization” which it must not be 
forgotten, has been witnessed by Prof. A. R. Wallace 
aÌidi.pther eminent men of science toder satisfactory 
test|,.c:onditions.

’ ’t'he 'average circle or “seance aoes not usually af- 
fórtì su,ch conditions as are necessary for complete 
manifestation, therefore what is presented from a 
cabinet is very often extremely imperfect though not 
fraudulent. Even when a medium is entranced and 
m'ade to personate an entity who is desirous of reach
ing friends among the sitters, there is no wilful de
ception on the part of anyone, but the manifestation 
is at best only a partial transformation. That there 
cita, be complete materialization we know to be true, 
but it is seldom accomplished except in places to 
“Which the general public can gain no access, and for 
the reason that more delicate conditions are necessary 
ft>r; its production than can be usually afforded out
side the precints of specially set apart meeting places. 
As the atmosphere contains humanized particles in 
gteat abundance, it is often possible for spirits to par- 
tiiflly build up the fac-simile of a human frame, but 
feir,purposes of exterior identification it is not neces
sary to fashion a complete structure with every organ 
belonging to a natural human body. We declare that 
it is'quite possibleffor spiritual beings to do the very 
.fltnjost which has ever been claimed for them, but the 
usual phenomena at seances is either a mediumistic 
person entranced and employed as an instrument of 
communication, or a sort of lay figure produced by 
theVaction of spiritual volition of jiist sufficient solid
ity'^ corporeality to serve for the purpose of a niani- 
festai^n.

Éar greater demonstrations are presumable in pri
vate circles sitting regularly two or three times per 
week than can possibly be afforded at promiscuous 
gatherings, therefore we strongly advise patient pri
vate investigation in preference to ' the " desultory 
ihethods which often cause confusion and distrust.

■ ' W. J. COLVILLE.

visitors tbe witch was ¡distinctly heard, 
saying, “There’s a d—dnigger in this 
house.. It’s Anky; I smell her under 
the bed, and she’s got to. get out.”

Then, under the bed, ; a" mols’e was 
heard like that of a?.-- person hawking 
and spitting. .Immediately Anky burst 
out from her hiding-place'in a pitiable 
state of fright, and .hovered with what 
seemed to be splttle'.or ffiftm. She ex
claimed to her mistress; Wlhe witch is 
trying to spit me to'"3e'atJi0»-"Then Kate 
said to Mrs. Bell,. "Buce/did you bring 
that nigger in here?-” /

Mrs. Bell admitted, that she had hid
den the girl there,.but mafib the excuse 
that she allowed luirlto gd'under there, 
where she would bb'out'tjf? the way, so 
that she might heir-KateAalk and sing.

“I thought so,” replied JSate. „“I guess 
she heard me. "Nowdy;6dt you. Luce, 
would have thought,1!«)!: shell 'a- smart 
trick as that, and jPatiybody,else had 
done it I would hayb kUtod the d—d 
nigger. Lord "Jesus,’ I Won’t get over 
that smell in a moi)J.h.’'.:

On an occasion ' Galvin Johnson, a 
man well known- adAbeing rigidly hon
est and trutbflil, asked|Kate to. shake 
hands with him. J3he agreed-to do so 
upon condition that he Afould solemnly 

•promise not to> grasp/ her • hand. - He 
promised, and stated that he felj a 
touch like tliat'of a.laily’s hand in his. 
His brother tried.to Induce hei- to shake 
hands with him,' but sue flatly refused, 
saying: “1 know,you,¡ Jake ’ Johnson; 
you are a gfaud rascal? trying>to. find 
mo out, and 1 jvon’fl:trd^you;”y 
. Wiljlam Pjjrter ^s a-pronfijtienttand 
highly respected citizen®! tha£ secHon, 
and prosperous. bachejbr. .Hb. sdiue- 
times went to the’BelUhomoAandu re
mained over nlghtj pajijy to ^tlf^^is

One night he felt the bed cover 
drawn from over him, and the familiar 
voice of the witch said, "Billy, I have 
come to sleep with you and keep you 
warm.”

“Well, Kate, if you are going to 
sleep with me, you must behave your' 
self,” replied Porter.

The cover was drawn away from him 
and formed into a roll at the side of the 
bed. He seized the roll and started Mr 
the fire, fancying that he could burn 
the witch and rid his friends at once 
of a burden that was becoming unbear
able. But the load became so heavy be
fore he got to the fire that he was glad 
to lay it down, and then it emitted so 
foul an odor that he rushed from the 
room Into the fresh air, and rejoiced at 
his escape. When he returned nothing 
remained but the bed clothing. Both 
witch and roll had vanished.

Joel Johnson, who sometimes stayed 
with'the Bells during their trouble, be
came tired of having the bed clothing 
pulled oft from him, add one night made 
some observations upon the" subject 
which wer6 not couched in the politest 
nor the gentlest language, addressing 
himself directly to the witch.

“You little rascal, I’ll let you know, 
who you are talking to,” said that per
sonage or presence, and "Administered 
to him a lusty spanking. •

In those days-a'good many Shakers 
traveled, through that locality, trading 
with the people.> Two-of them often 
stopped at tho Bell home, and were al
ways made welcome. One day when 
they were seen apprbuching, the witch 
voice was heard to say: "Them d—d 
Shpkers shan’t stop this time.”

■ Then it assumed the tone of the ne
gro boy, Henry, who was acdustomed to 
¡eic the dogs on in pursuit of hogs and 
breachy stock. The voice “set the dogs 
on” the Shakers, and drove them off In' 
a state of great fright. ,

Mrs. Bell had a prolonged sickness, 
and became very weak. One day Kate 
said to her':- “Luce, poor Luce, how do 
you feel now? Hold out your hands, 
Luce, and I will give you something.”

Tbe lady held out her hands and a lot 
of hazelnuts were dropped from above, 
into them. They were laid aside, and 
the vqice said; “Luce, wny don’t you 
eat the hazelnuts?"

Mrs. Bell replied that she could not 
crack them. “Well, I will crack some 
for you,” said the voice. A sound like 
that made in cracking these nuts imme
diately followed, and a supply of 
cracked nuts dropped upon the bed,“ 
within Mrs. Bell’s reach.

Company was present upon this occa
sion, and the ceiling was examined, 
without revealing the slightest expla
nation of the occurrence.

One moining when Mr. Bell and his 
son were on their way to the hog-pen 
the elder man’s shoe was suddenly 
jerked off. The son replaced it, tying 
the strings into a double hard knot. 
After they had gone on a few steps the 
other shoe flew off. It was replaced by 
the son, and securely fastened. While 
they were returning to the house both 
of the shoes were jerked off, and Mr. 
Bell was violently slapped in the face 
by an unseen hand: His face com- 
mence’d to undergo violent contortions, 
then his whole body was affected in the 
same way, and soon the shoes were 
snatched from his feet as fast as the 
son could replace them. The air, mean
time, was made vocal with words of re- 
vilement and ribald song.

It was upon this occasion that Mr. 
Bell’s spirit, which had bravely and 
firmly borne up under his long persecu
tion, first seemed to break. He pre
dicted that his days upon the earth 
would be few, and firmly prayed that 
the affliction might pass from him. 
But thp prayer was not answered. He 
sickened upon reaching the house, and 
never left it again. He lingered for 
weeks, the witch all. of the time perse
cuting him with some manifestation of 
its hatred.

One morning, when he failed to 
awake at the usual time, his wife went 
to his bed and found him, in a heavy 
stupor. The family was summoned, 
and when the son who had been admin
istering medicine went to get a dose, he 
found that the bottle had been removed, 
and a smoky-looking phial, halt-full of 
a dark, sinister-looking liquid had been 
left in its place.

Doctor George Hopson, of Port Royal, 
a nearby hamlet, was sent for and has
tily appeared at the bedside. Neigh
bors wore called in, and among those 
who Were present were John Johnson, 
Alexander Gunn, and Frank R. Miles.

Kate did not fail to attend, and said 
jeeringly, “It’s no use for you to try 
to relieve Old Jack. I have got him this 
time. He will never get up from that 
bed again.”

Asked about the phial she said: "I 
put it there, and gave Old Jack a big 
dose out of it last night, while he was 
asleep, which fixed him.”

The physician could not tell what 
was in the vial. Some of it was forced 
into a cat’s mouth, and the animal died 
in convulsions soon afterwards.

Before the death of Mr. Bell, Kate 
indulged in a’good deal of joyous revel
ry and song, but after he had breathed 
his last she held her peace until the fu
neral had occurred: Mr. Bell died in 
the morning of December 20, 1820. 
The burial services were conducted by 
three clergymen, of wide local distinc
tion, one of them, Rev. Sugg Fort, be
ing a member of a family which has for 
long been one of the most distin
guished in the south, and is yet repre
sented by some of the country's best 
known and wealthiest families. The 
other clergymen were Reverends James 
and Thomas Gunn. After the grave had 
been filled, and the family had turned 
to leave, Kate commenced to sing a 
lively, flippant air, of which the refrain 
was, "Row me up some brandy, O.”

The fame of the witch spread over 
the whole country. After the death of 
Mr. Bell she had little to say, and in 
the spring of 1821 disappeared, or went 
out of business perhaps, would be a bet
ter expression, and was heard no more 
during a period of seven years.

It bade Mrs. Bell an affectionate 
adieu, and stated that it would not ap
pear during that period of time.

In February, 1823, it reappeared, and 
the first Intimation of its presence was 
about the same as the first that it gave 
upon its first arrival—scratching at the 
doors, then knocking, and then pulling 
(he bedding from sleeping people. The 
first publib demonstration that it gave 
after the return was upon the occasion 
of a great fishing excursion, when pret
ty nearly everybody in the neighbor
hood, white and black, had gone to the 
river for a day’s sport. Kate put in her 
appearance there as a big fish, and thor
oughly aroused all of the fear and su
perstition which had begun to die out 
since her departure.
^She had given no attention to the af

fairs of Bessie Bell and Joshua Gardher, 
and tho young people had practically 

\ forgotten her objections to their mar
riage, had become engaged and the wed
ding day had been fixed. On this fate
ful fishing day, however, Kate suddenly 
approached them and said to Bessie in 
the old, pleading tones which she had 
assumed years before when addressing 
the girl upon the same subject- “Please, 
Bessie Bell, don’t-have Joshua Gard
ner." It is pitiful to relate that Bes
sie's terror and superstition at last 
persuaded her into compliance with the 
wishes of the witch, and the match was 
broken off. » .

Now, witch conjurers, witch doctors, 
aetcctives, pretenders, curiosity-in
spired people and all classes com
menced to flock to the Bell neighbor
hood as they had, done in the days bc- 
for Kate's disappearance. During the 
lifetime of Mr. Bell the family had al
ways flatly refused to. accept compensa
tion for entertainment to those who 
camo to investigate the witch’s perform
ances. There seems, therefore, to have 
been no ground for tho suspicion which 
some people are said to have enter
tained that the demonstrations were de
vised and executed by die Bells for no
toriety and profit. .

■ Because they would accept no pay; 
and It was known that the resources of 
no family in that country at that time

were equal to such a tax, many parties 
went with all the necessary equipments 
for camping out. One such, which went 
from Nashville, was headed by General 
Andrew ^Jackson. They had a wagon 
well loaded with a tent and ample pro
visions. The men rode on horseback. 
They were following tire waaon when 
the near proximity of the Bell place 
was signalized by an event. The team 
suddenly stopped, without apparent 
cause or provocation. The road was 
perfectly smooth and level, but al
though the animals pulled with all of 
their might under the stimulus of the 
driver’s voice and whip, they could not 
move the vehicle an inch. By direction 
of the general the men disir.ountcd and 
put shoulders to the wheels. ~ it was of 
i:o avail. The wheels were removed, 
examined and found to be in normal 
condition as was every part of the" 
wagon. Suddenly the general threw up 
his hands and exclaimed, "By the Eter
nal, boys, it’s the witch!”

Then proceeded from the bushes at 
tbe roadside a voice, saying, "All right, 
general; let the wagon move on. 1 will 
see you again to-night.”

The general remarked as the party 
proceeded, the team having started of 
their own accord, that this sort , of 
think was worse than fighting the Brit
ish.

The party stopped at the Bell home 
and were hospitably received. it 
chanced that a “witch layer" was pres
ent, who boasted much of his wonder
ful power and prowess. He had a horse
pistol, whlqh was loaded with a silver 
bullet. He also had the tip of a black 
cat's tail. “He stated that he had shot 
ihe cat from which it was taken with a 
silver bullet, while sitting on a wo
man’s coffin. This, of course, gave it 
magic. By stroking the bit of tail on 
his nose he could produce a light and 
flash it upon a witch, in the darkest 
night, but the witch could be seen only 
by himself.

Late in the night Gen. Jackson whis
pered to a friend that the feilow was a 
great coward, and said he wished "the 
thing” would appear, so that they could 
sei him run. Soon light toolfalls were 
heard, and a voice said: "All tight, gen
eral; I am on hand, ready lor business." 
Then It addressed the witch layer, say
ing: "Now, Mr. Smarty, here 1 am. 
Shoot!”

The fellow stroked his nose with the 
tip of the black cat's tail, took aim, 
pulled the trigger of his pistol, but it 
failed to go off. He was told by the 
witch to try again.' He tried again, 
with the same result.

“Now, it is my time,” said the witch; 
‘‘look out, you old coward and fraud,’I’ll 
teach you a lesson.”'

Sounds were then heard as if some 
person was slapping another with the 
open hand.

The magician commenced to cavort 
about the room, screaming, as if in 
much agony: "O, my nose, my nose! 
The devil has got me! O, lordy, he nas 
got me by the nose!”

Then the door flew open, as If of its 
own volition, and the witch layer 
rushed out and ran away, yelling like 
mad all the time. The witch joined in 
the general roar of laughter, and said: 
"Lord Jesus, how the old devil did. run 
and beg. I'll bet he won't come here 
again with his old horse-pistol, to shoot 
rne.” Then it promised to return the 
next night and show another rascal 
who, it asserted was in the party. But 
the party left for Nashville the next 
day. Perhaps they felt anxiety as to 
where the lightning might strike.

Kate was fond of unlacing Bessie 
Bell’s shoes, and sometimes asked per
mission to do so, following tbe request 
by suddenly jerking them from the 
girl's feet.

•One girl in the neighborhood had 
heard that a four-leaf clover would en
able the possessor to see a witch, and 
hunted diligently for the talisman, but 
for a long time without success. . Going 
to visit some friends across the Ken
tucky line she was so fortunate as to 
find the long-sought prize. She se
creted it in her bosom, and told no olie 
of her good fortune. The next day she« 
went home, and soon after her arrival 
there Kate said to her: "Lord Jesus. 
Theney, what a fool you have made of 
yourself. You went all the way to Old 
Man Placely’s to hunt a four-leaf ci'over. 
You brought it home secretly in your 
bosom, believing that it would make 
you able to see me. But you will never 
be smart enough for that. Ha,ha,ha!”

Reynolds Powell and Allen Bell slept 
at the Bell house one night in 1861. 
They left the doors open, in order that 
they might have plenty of fresh air. 
The dog, which was outside, suddenly 
commenced to bark furiously, and soon 
after.ran Into the house, snapping and 
snarling. He soon ran out again. In 
an nour or so the bolster was violently 
jerked from under the sleepers’ heads. 
They searched, but found nothing, then 
fastened the door. They put the bols
ter in place, laid their heads upon it 
firmly, and with all their strength held 
onto it with their hands. Bill it was 
quickly torn from their grasp and 
thrown upon their heads.

As late as 1872 two young ladles of 
bigbest character, encountered an ex- ■ 
perience near the Bell place which they 'V 
feel positive arose frem the same 
source that gave origin'to the demon
strations which continued from 1817 to 
1861. But dreading notoriety, they re
fused to divulge the nature of their ad
venture, and also refused to allow the 
use of their names.

Scores of people who live in that vi
cinity to-day have testified in writing 
to the aigh character of many who left 
behind them testimony of personal ex
periences with the witch.

A literary woman of the writer’s 
acquaintance, .whose social standing is 
thlei.highest, and who lives only a short 
distance from the Bell place, says that 
sho knew Frank R. Miles, one of the 
men who saw and heard many of the 
demonstrations, and vouches for him as 
a man of. perfect reliability. She 
states, too, that.members of her. own ■ 
family connection told her of numerous . 
instances of these demoustratlons 
which Bho would not like to repeat, so 
great a tax do th ey impose upon human • 
credulity.

Sho states that a portion of the Bell 
Kitchen Is yet standing, and Is an ob-

.(Continued on pago. 7.)
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“In modem philosophy there ara 
three great treatises on the Passions^ 
that of Spinoza, that of Hume, and tha^ 
of Salvarona.”—Philosophical Journal.

thesis I agree wifh.—Prof. William 
James, Harvard Unwersity.

I have found “Tito”Wisdom of Pas-

In this Open Court Spiritualists Will Calmly and-Dispassionately Consider 'What Is Best fof Our Beloved Cause. auE.37,i9o&m
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Olfiof a Prominent Rockford Spiritualist Thewisdomof Passion

Established for a Few Weeks Only, for the Consideration of Cer- 
tain Important Questions Connected with the Welfare of Spiritualism.

Uh impartial Hearing Is the Friend ot Justice

It Is a Safety Valve
THE OPEN COURT IS A SAFETY VALVE 

WHEREIN VARIOUS OPINIONS CAN BE EX
PRESSED BY SPIRITUALISTS THEMSELVES, 
THE ANALYTICAL MIND WILL BEAD THE 
SAME, AND IN SO DOING WILL HAVE AN ACT
UAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE EXACT STATUS OF - 
OUR CAUSE. THE ONE WHO KNOWS THE 
FALSE AS WELL AS THE TRUE, IS WELL PRE
PARED TO FORM A CORRECT OPINION, 
WHILE THE ONE WHO KNOWS NOTHING BUT 
THE FALSE, IS ONE-SIDED, IS IGNORANT, AND 
INCAPABLE OF FORMING A CORRECT OPINION. 
HE, TOO, WHO HAS THE TRUTH ALONE, AND 
KNOWS NOTHING OF THE DECEPTION GOING 
ON IN OUR RANKS, CAN NOT CORRECTLY 
JUDGE OF THE CONDITION OF OUR CAUSE.. IT 
IS NECESSARY TO KNOW THE BAD AS WELL 
AS THE GOOD, AND THEN A CORRECT ESTI
MATE CAN BE MADE. THE OPEN COURT PRE
SENTS BOTH SIDES, AND IF YOU WILL CARE
FULLY READ THE SAME, YOU WILL BE THE 
WISER AND BETTER THEREFOR. REALIZING 
FULLY BOTH THE GOOD AND THE BAD, THE 
TRUE AND THE FALSE, YOU CAN ACT UNDER
STANDIN GLY IN FORMING AN OPINION, BUT 
NOT OTHERWISE.

Letter From H. W. Richardson, Presi
dent of the New York State Spiritual
ist Association, and One of the Mbst 
Prominent and Efficient Workers for 
the Cause of Truth in the Ranks of 
Spiritualism,
To the Editor:—Permit me to say 

through the columns of The Progress
ive Thinker that the New York State 
Association, of Spiritualists stands for 
honest mediumship and does not en
dorse, excuse or knowingly tolerate de
ception, trickery or fraud in connection 
with the practice of the God-given pow
ers of mediumship. In thus voicing my 
own sentiments, I am certain that I 
voice thé sentiments of every officer of 
our state association as well as of the 
worthy conscientious workers of the 
state. ..

No one feels more keenly than do we. 
as state officials, the injustice to honest, 
workers in our beloVed cause, and the 
great injury to the growth and progress 
of the spirltqal movement resulting 
from the deception and dishonesty 
which is somètimes' practiced anti 
palmed oft as mediumship. ■ And in so 
far as I am personally concerned, it 
would seem that my 20 years work in 
the causé, many times sacrificing busi
ness interests and denying myself the 
ordinary privileges of an‘ occasional 
leisure hour, working without money 
and without price for Spiritualism, 
should be sufficient evidence of my in
tegrity of purpose and of my loyalty to 
truth, add furthermore, it would seem 
that' my activity as a member of the 
board of trustees of the Cassadaga Lake 
Association, in purging Lily Dale camp 
of fraudulent - .practices • under the 
name of Spiritualism, were sufficient 
proof that‘I was not condoning faklsm 
(and .by the bÿ I have experienced no 
change of heart In this direction since 
that time). Consequently I was Indeed 
surprised to find in The Progressive 
Thinker, issue of August 13, page four, 
under the caption, .“A Plea for Hon
esty," the following statement; “The 
state association of New York in giv-
mg expression to the "wish that 
be let entirely alone forget the 
mental fact," etc;, etc.

Now, Brother Francis, this 
ment as it will be generally

fakirs 
funda-

Btate- 
under-

FRAUD IS RAMPANT.

In Social, Religious, Commercial or Gov
ernmental Conditions.

To the Editor:—Much is being said 
and written on the ever-present subject 
of “Fraud in Mediumship."

I have just read the last contribution 
to the columns of your most excellent 
paper on that subject by Brother Love
land, which by very many may be re
garded as an extinguisher;. but to my 
mind nothing that I have yet seen, or 
read, or heard, has gotten down to bed 
rock of primary causation. Fraud is 
rampant everywhere. Nothing that we 
know ot in our social, religious, finan
cial, commercial, or governmental sys
tems is free from' it. Fraud, as we 
know it, see it, and practice It has come 
end continues as a result of pre-existing 
and continuing conditions, and we will 
have it just so long as those conditions 
continue lo : eitist; just as everything 
else comes and continues under the law 
of evolution.

Even the churches pnd ministers aye 
full of it. Only recently a friend bf the 
writer, whb'is a medium and a healer, 
had a patient—a fat, self-satisfied and 
arrogant minister, who prided himself 
on his ability to secure converts for his 
church, particularly among women. My 
friend discerned the man’s true charac
ter, and frankly told him that he was a 
moral pervert, and recounted to him 
the gross evils which he was at that 
very time practicing almost daily, and 
got an admission from him that It was 
all true.

Thousands and Indeed millions ot 
people are now compelled to resort to 
fraud, perjury, theft, arson, murder and 
every wrong in the calendar of wrongs 
to get money in order that they may 
continue an existence, even though a 
miserable one. Now, what is the way 
out of all this?

What the world needs more than all 
else is better government.

There is no government in the world 
that is as good or as just to all of its- 
people as it should be. Switzerland and 
New Zealand are leading the way to 
greater freedom and better govern
ment than any other lands on our plan-'

and are now living the life immortal.
I have here given only a very meager 

outline of this great subject as I see it 
in fny mind, but it will serve to show 
the wav to a higher life through Spirit
ualism, to Socialism, here in the earth 
life; and to urfderstand Spiritualism, 
we as recent converts to that most 
beautiful and inspiring philosophy, 
must in order to get it, begin at the be
ginning, which is the study of sphllual
or psychic phenomena; 
us the strong evidence, 
conviction, the truth of 
can overthrow. These

that being to 
the enduring 

which nothing 
phenomena as

demonstrated by clairvoyance, clairau- 
dience, the voices through the trumpet; 
the real forms and faces, as we saw 
them in the earth life, through materlal- 
izations.

These phenomena are necessary to 
bring the certainty home to us; other
wise we must believe it only through 
faith, and what is evidence to others is 
not evidence to us; only the real is the 
convincing evidence. Your writer nas 
seen the real materializations, and has 
walked and talked with them, and con
versed in regard to matters and things 
that occurred in my early life, wherein 
the materialized subject has recalled to 
my mind events, which had entirely 
passed from my mind, and has related 
past events which I had never had any 
knowledge of, as occurrences in our 
school days of long ago.

In the face of all these facts it is im
possible for me to concur in the oil-re
peated denials of materialization. Be
cause, I say it boldly, that I know of m/ 
own positive' knowledge.

PAUL DESTEN.
Cleveland, Ohio.

et. Why do we not learn of them? 
Mainly because of oui' arrogant and un
reasoning partisanism.

It is said, and I think very truly, that 
our country produces in such abund
ance all the necessaries and comforts 
of life; that a much greater population 
than we have could be supplied with ev
erything that life here can need or de
sire, if only tho masses had the means 
to acquire what they need, and there 
were the facilities of distribution.

These facilities we undoubtedly have, 
so that in its last analysis it means 
only the means of acquiring. More is 
wasted and permitted to go to loss ev
ery year than would suffice to feed and 
clothe the needy poor throughout the 
length and breadth of our land.

But who is going to give to them, ex
cept a limited few in number wltlfout 
compensation In money?

It is also ascertained that any person 
with the physical strength to work from 
four to six hours a day, through from 
five to seven years, along industrial and 
productive lines, produces a sufficiency 
of necessities, which If it were stored 
up and preserved, would suffice to keep 
them in comfort all their lives. But 
why keep it?

Let all become producers along dif
ferent lines of useful industries, and 
eliminate from our land all that is use
less and harmful In its results. Let us 
have the Co-operative Commonwealth;, 
community of interest; the welfare of 
each the interest of fall; every one re
ceiving their share in products of joint 
labor; none in want. Eliminate the 
tyranny of an unjust monetary sys
tem. Establish great ,supply houses 
where each and every one on the pres
entation of a certificate of service ren
dered cap procure every necessity and 
pomfort of life. . • »

Let us have a currency that no one 
can steal or. obtain unjustly, ‘Of if they 
did which they could not Use, ■ and 

. which would benefit only the - One to 
. whom it was issued. Then what a,won
derful transformation-we • would wit
ness. Only..-the very-best in ’every hu
man soul would be educed Or brought 
out. Self-help-and co-operative help
fulness will revolutionize the world’by 
mild and peaceful-methods.“

i Fraud, ■ deceit and indeed all crjnjefl 
Will pass’aWay,'and the world will- be
come wfitft- it.oughi 'to be^ heaven on 
earth. Theh ’̂e will'bbco'me spiritual
ized to st> great'a degree that wtywlll be 
enabled to Wilt the Jearlh in daily and, 
hourly communloj\ .with those wo ,love, 
¡who have passed from the earth life

To the“Editor:—I have been much interested in beautiful‘"spirit, talk for a few moments in a clear, 
reading-flBi vtrrfvus opinions expressed pro et con, but sweet voice, then' dematerialize in .the center of the 
'am surprised and disappointed that some who believe room, “without haying been near the cabinet. ' 
thems01v3&td heigodd, true Spiritualists would advp- Though there is much that is genuine, there is also 
cate keeping silent on the fraud questidh? or in other- much that is not, and we must use our best judgment 

in distinguishing the one from the other. We should 
not be too ready to endorse, nor too willing to con
demn, but without prejudice or partiality, thoroughly 
investigate before we decide. About two years ago, 
we had an experience in this city with a man, who was 
in reality, a good physical medium, clairvoyant and 
psychometric, but in priyate, he was trying to induce 
persons whom he thought he dared approach, to en
ter into same investment schemes he ■ presented to 
them, and after securing several hundred dollars in 

... this way he suddenly”disappeared. His victims, so
g as medium, and the beau- far as we'know, were all widows. This all came out

: keeping silent o
woids ! n ils nd fakirs keep right on in
th i i fuioufyj ik of diception, without molesta
tion. J oTtyiej^f-ylent is to give consent, and is equiva
le tt idling u d to tliis most unscrupulous class 
oi lec nf>| b ioi i wi o enters my hoqse at night 
and robs me .ot my
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The extraordinary merits of "The 

Wisdom of Passion" are the copious
ness of human insight and content in 
the way of fact and reference with 
which the book is crammed. Its main
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k uy. construction, previously; after he was feone, as his victims, now realizing their slon” U be a book of powerful erudition • i*"'1 • . . • i -r.1 n ■ -» • _ 1.1  1 — L.  I nnd A,1X r „  « J » 1____ ' smFor tins clever piece, of, situation, revealed the facts, hoping to have Jinn inter- and flub intuition. L would be happy if 
.. *-T - ’- .... ; ,4? • I in a certain sense I had inspired It.—

Prof. Ceasare Lombroso. ideception, I jhust pay', òhe dollar or more. The"person eepted, and get their, money baelf. •
who takes my money, , and gives me in return this . There was one Spiritualist in the city, who knew he i Here is a man who tees and says 
spurious representation of my inother.in spirityty ndt -was doing this kind of work, for he wag told it by one things for himself. He is not retailing 
only a robber, but. a base, conscienceless hypocrite,' whom he had tried to make one of his victims, yet he conventionalities. The book fairly brio-! 

made no eft'ort to have him brought to justice, but let Jjea. yitb wfty sayings. I believe the 
him w with his Ill.gBtte» gSiM. .Thi, e«»d (fi> SXf
Spiritualist boasted while the medium was Iwre, that iug it. After I took up the book, 1 did 
he knew soine Rockford people were going to get not qrilt, except for meals and sleep till 
“left in a hole” by him,.but he would not explain ™reQfully ‘°
what he meant by such an assertion, but after he was o£ Bocfoiqgy and Director of Affiliated 
gone, and all was revealed, pns'good ( ?) Spiritualist Work for the University of Chicago, 
bother went about with an exultant smile upon his I am somewhat laminar with the ten-

only a robber, but. a base, conscienceless . hypocrite,' 
who makes,lise of things most sacred, to deceive'-us- 
and get'our, mp^iey. And after we are convinced that 
we have been ribbed and deceived by onepf thijse 'un
feeling, money grabbers, shall we let them ..go .right on 
robbing ijind deceiving others?

I emphatically:answer No! - 1
Should we do so, we wrong our fellow man and the

grand cause of. Spiritualism. We should not lose an 
opportunity ip, inform the public of their deceptive 
work, and brin#them to justice, If we fail to do this, 
we are guilty of gross neglect of duty to our fellow 
Sjrii'itualists, to the cause we represent, and-to the 
public at large.

Fbr illustration, we will suppose that a minister of 
an orthodox church has been unmistakably detected 
in lying, cheating and defrauding, for financial gain, 
in his business transactions with others, both in and 
out of the.church, and the members of the church so
ciety that employs him, are thoroughly convinced of

face, and saying, “I told you. so.” ' dency in modem thought to give pri-
. After the man had gone, and was no doubt, working t^c®le^
in a new field, and gaining new victims, tins man who philosophy, with Shelley’s and Brown- 
considers himself a good Spiritualist, tells what he ing’s philosophy. “The wisdom of Pas- 
had before kept a secret, Was he acting for the best tyi°n" fits in with their contributions, 
good of his fellow-man and the cause of Spiritualism “orms^teown fœmsÇTtecholce 
when he permitted this man to escape without being ,_t can ascrlbe to_pro(. Oacar L®veH 
brought to justice and placed behind prison bars for Triggs, University of Chicago.
getting money under false pretenses? After I Address all orders to H. G. Walters, 
learned of his bad work here, I immediately wrote Lan9horne, Pa. __________________
him up for the Spiritualistic press, desiring to warn iinnnin nD lTT Imctitiitp 
all Spiritualists against him, and hoping that he nlUKKIu I KA I I InblllUlE

stood, is misleading, for it will give the 
impression that we in the Empire state 
favor fraudulent mediumship—which is 

^untrue.
' To be sure we may sometimes be 
cheated or deceived,, for we are only 
fallible beings, but we do not knowingly 
recognize or .employ persons whom we. 
believe are thus abusing and degrading 
mediumship; so that in this sense and 
to this extent we do intend to let fakirs 
alone. But the statement as published 
and the remarks in connection there
with, as it will be understood generally, 
is unjust to our state officers and work
ers and will tend :o retard and neutral
ize the honest conscientious work they 
are doing In thip state; and I trust you 
will favor us as you have done so many 
times before, by again opening the col
umns of The Progressive Thinker and 
giving space to this letter.

Were this purely a personal matter, I 
should remain silent. But Spiritualism 
Is a grand and noble movement and its 
proper presentation is of such vast Im
portance to the human family, that I as 
as president of the state association, 
feel It duty to defend the integrity of 
our workers. And you, Brother Francis, 
are so loyal and conscientious a work
er in this cause that I feel certain you 
will correct the misapprehension under 
whlcji. the writer of that article seems 
to have been laboring. . ■ . ■. >

•. H.’,W. RICHARDSON, 
President N. Y. State Association,

The Surest Way to Suppress Fraud.
To the Editor:—While genuine medi

umship, and genuine spirit phenomena, 
have been the glory and grandeur of 
Modern Spiritualism, the fraudulent 
and spurious have ever been Its great
est curse; for the fraudulent is éver 
culated to undermine the genius of the 
spiritual philosophy, to generate dis
trust, and to otherwise reflect on the 
spiritual cause; although the spiritual 
cause is in no way responsible for it.

While, too, .the genuine mediums are 
contributing their share to the grand
eur and glory of Spiritualism, their 
names will live in history, and be re
membered by all intelligent and broad
minded Spiritualists, with gratitude and 
respect; the wilfully fraudulent, who 
bring reproach upon Spiritualism for 
the money there is in it, will only die 
thought of with ignominy and con
tempt.

But some one has said, cover up the 
fraudulent, give it no publicity, lest the 
contagion of the iniquity abound, or the 
publicity of the offenders injure the 
cause.

This advice, I am sure, would not be 
in accordance with the wisdom to judg
ment of Solomon; nor like the wisdom 
or genius of The Progressive Thinker, 
which, from its first Inception, while 
ever defending the genuine, would ex
pose and condemn to the uttermost the 
wilfully fraudulent.

No legitimate cause could ever be in
jured by an exposure of crime, and no 
legitimate causé could ever be helped 
by a concealment of crime. It would, 
therefore, be an outrageous crime of 
any spiritual journal not to expose and 
condemn, to the uttermost, the crying 
evil of dishonest or pretended medium
ship, when or wherever found.

The fearlessness with which The Pro
gressive Thinker, has always protested 
against dishonest or pretended medium: 
ship is deserving of the world’s-congrat
ulations. Bui this is only what might 
be expected of its editor, by those who 
know him. best—as the genuine friend 
of genuine mediumship, but .the veriest 
foe to frauds or spiritual impostors.

Spiritual imposture, like religious im
posture, i? greatly to be deplored, but 
how. to stop the evil, is not by hiding It ’ 
or. suggesting to the spiritual press the

I policy of concealing it, but by denounc
ing it as crimp—unpardonable .crlme^- 
in lts editorial columns.-’ '

i TO TRY -TO HIDE SPIRITUAL 
■ FRAUD, WILL;BE A.GOOD WAY TO 
• PLEASE THE , SPIRITUAL FAKIR, 
•• BUT A BAD WAY To PLEASE THE 
; SPIRITUAL PUBLIC. '
■ And, now that the subject of 'fíñüdls 
' again’aroused,-especially, since the-re

cent exposure Elsie. Reynolds by Mrs.
I Laura M. Hyland'’(bless herj, let the 
• good work'óf exposure go Un, which will 
i- meet ’the approvin' of all good people, 
■ anjl which; ip the end; will prove the 
i surest way to suppress spiritual fraud 
i, -—to send the wllfliily fraudulent to 
, work, or to jail. DR. R: tíREER.
* Chicago, Ill. .

PROOF PALPABLE.

his guilt, what would we Spiritualists think of them, i , _ _
if they endeavor to hide and smother his crimes, anil would see the article himself and be afraid to continue 
continue to endorse and employ him, and pernjit him1 i" toAito™ i™»;™ +i>«t th» nnhlm hud
to go on in his evil work pf wronging his fellow man ? 
Would we not tyink far better of them, and better of 
their religion, if they rise up in open revolt against, 
him, and openly, denounce his unscrupulous, dishon
est methods? Should they fail to do this, we could 
not have much respect for, or cortfidencp in them or

in his work of swindling, knowing that the publje had FOun(ied by Morris Pratt. Chartered in 
been warned against him. 1902. A school under the auspices of

After the appearance of my article, I received many Spiritualism. Established for the dlf- 
letters from all over the country, stating that; ai man ^^oFuseM imowledge"11 
whose work and-appearance tallied with that 1 had u
given, had at some time previous, been in their midst, hpontifAi \ i-C erS'
and was wanted in these places for swindling in like stemg heat and ^ot and ^oki water 
manner, thus sjipwing that he or some one else had throughout.their religion.-. The same; will'apply to us as Spiritual- i____________ ------- o --------- „ _ ....

ists. If we fait to boldly and openly denounce the escaped many tiines before, no doubt taking a new i -j-wo year8> course
frauds and fakirs in our ranks, we place ourselves dn name each place he went. When Spiritualists know prepares specially for public and priv- 
the same position before aud in the opinion of the pub- of suph ait unscrupulous person representing. Spirit- ate work. Open to all ot both sexes 
1«/, •««11 ,4- ,r, rt.%-, 1 —f 4*lvz*.iw zlnJ-,: 4*zv oxrrx 4" 11ztin TY4*01*— 1 ñ.11C. Jk ■•■JO ■ UailSUJ, Ab AB UUA LaiAXXJ LUVU UUlj iv uu-vv

That thipgf.ar¿genuine materializations, I am thor- eepted in their dishonest work, and brought to jus- 
oughly eon^ince^lj and I have seen many of them, tico, uotvv ithstaiidirig their modiumship, for such por . Preagion encouraged. For thoroughness
some of which gjjve me indisputable proof of their sons are wholly unfit morally and spiritually, to repre- and the growth ot individual and ihde-
identity, ^.huv^seen them cojne from the cabinet to t._‘. 1 :----- 'e — T minUne-

the center th^/room, walk about, converse, sing, afraid to condemn and expose the frauds and dishon- Tuition per year....
and then yfpjish^r dematerialize in the center of the est mediums, and in this way uphold and protect the Tultlon bY the week
room, apparently sinking through the floor, though honest ones, and save our cause from disgrace. I be- iui’nlshed room P°r week,
upon close..inspqetion, no opening could be found in lieve the recent exposures of fraudulent materializa- Ir-5 -ü ’ . .. ___
carpet or flqpr. j I have seen them descend from the tions will help to root them out, and put the fakirs out 
ceiling likez a, ba|J of phosphorescent light, and upon, of business. MRS. F. C. KRAMER,
reaching tli^.flooj:, gradually rise up into the form of a Rockford, Ill.

ualism, it is certainly their duty to have them inter- and of all ages over 15.
—....................... . . ■ ’ ■ - _ Admittance without examination.

... ,• c - v Absolute freedom of thought and ex-tice, notwithstanding their mediumship, tor such per- preB8ion encouraged. For thoroughness

sent the sacred cause of Spiritualism. Let us not be pendent thinking, unequaled.
afraid to condemn and expose the frauds and dishon- Tuition per year

reaching t^ç-floog, gradually rise up into the form of a

Excellent Results in a Private Seance..
To the Editor:—The inquiring mind 

is searching after truth, the vital truth 
as to the proof of the continuity of life, 
and the possibility of Intelligent com
munication across the border land, the 
river of death. Is that proof'attain
able? It is by and through the phenom
ena of modern Spiritualism alone that 
the answer is to be found.' IN VIEW 
OF ALL THE DISCUSSIONS, LET IT 
BE ADMITTED THAT THERE ARB 
FRAUDS, IN THIS, AS IN ALL POPU
LAR MOVEMENTS, SO LOW IN THE 
SCALE AS TO CARE NOT IF THEY 
RUIN ANY CAUSE, PERCHANCE 
THEY MAY THERBY OBTAIN 
LUCRE.

Fully developed mediumship is a rare 
gift, and we must therefore look to 
such for that proof of what we are seek
ing.

Long experience and careful observa
tion have taught me that for some rea
son, not generally understood, all our 
best mediums have been at one time òr 
another accused of fraud, so-called, in 
the manifestations. When the charges 
are sustained and the medium is con
sciously responsible, there is no excuse 
to be offered in palliation of the of
fense. But let it oe the work of the So
ciety of Psychical Research, or any oth
ers, to look fairly into that subject and 
ascertain, if possible, why it is so; par
ticularly as it is well known that much 
of the alleged trickery is chargeable to 
a psychic condition brought about by 
the sitters and investigators,'as well as 
of excarnate spirits, all playing upon 
the subtile instrument who is‘accused 
of all the blame. The . more highly at
tuned the instrument, the greater the 
liability to these perversions.

All right minds condemn deception, 
but delight in truth :and honesty. Let 
us then seek for light and truth.

The writer has been fortunate 
enough to have had a couple of private 
sittings recently with one of trip finest 
psychics ever met with; It matters 
not that there may have been accusa
tions against him, as with all others, 
justly <5r unjustly; I wish for the, benefit 
of your readers to mirrate briefly tile 
main points'of--the sittings. , My per
sonal acuaintance with this medium, is 
slight, have not seen him, Until recent
ly, for about six years. He is gentle
manly, and courteous to, all, and always 
ready to accord reasonable test condì-, 
tions. The phenomena in his presence, 
which are varied, are certainly above 
suspicion.

• At the first of the sittings referred to, 
I sat at table, in full daylight,- the me
dium opposite to me. Upon the table 
was a single pair of slates, 6x9, and a 
pile of blank paper, size to'fit these 
slates. This paper has & black glazed 

> upper surface upon which; the independ
ent ,writing,^appears in gold or white 
ink. The contrast to the black surface, 
when (he writing is produced, Is very 
pronounced as well as beautiful. The 
medium is extremely passive, .while, the 
sitter apparently does, all the work. 
I was requested to place a quantity of 
this paper upon one of the'slates, hud 
did so,mixing and disarranging the 
sheets.. This then lay before us undis
turbed or untouched, on the open slate, 
I was- invited to write any questióne,’ 

■addressing same to my spirit friends;'T 
did this, folded the paper- and aftor'en- 
closing the same in an envelope, pealed ■ 
it. This envelope nevor left my sight 
during the sitting, The medium occa- 

’ sionally held it, rolled up, in the pdlrn
of his hand. Wo sat engaged in ordi
nary conversation something more than 
an hour before the medium felt the in-

rmi ht J . f
fluences.. Suddenly; as he telt the pres- 

, ence .çf thempwgr, jfé .çlosed ,tl}e qlates 
and ptyçédï'my .'’unppened questions 
tliéréon; we held’’them between us, 
above! thé" tabld ïor about ¿lx minutes, 
feeling a- iVibraUoh... Then on opening 
the .pqper was at once seen tp contain 
writing, tn white (although no.suph .ma-. 
terlal had been .-provided). 'Astonish
ing as it may seem, there were 28 pages 
written upon, all consecutively num
bered using that qumber of the upper 
sheets which I had placed within the 
slates. - > -t • ■

There were six messages received, in
cluding those whom I had addressed, 
and all queries fully,, answered.

This was certainly marvelous, for 
there were no less than 1350 words pre
cipitated after closing the slates, at the 
rate of 3% words per second, faster, 
really, than one can read. It is food for 
thought, and such facts appeal to all 
truth lovers. ’ ■ '

The subsequent sitting was equally 
acceptable. L.vyrpte -my inquiries, and 
sealed them at hpme, "and had like good 
results. Among thé5 incidents I may 
mention that on-‘ my paper Containing 
questions, I had addressed one subject 
to two spirits, not at all connected, and 
then before sealing decided to erase one 
of the names, arid did so effectually, yet 
the message was signed by thé said two 
names. Light toppings were heard 
while holding ,the slates. An. audible 
réÇiïèst was made that the control 
would put the writing substance on 
heavier than usual In some one spot, 
and in proof that the invisible Intelli
gence heard this remark, on opening 
one sheet was 'found thus stuck to the 
upper one from’this .very cause.

■ There were 25 sheets written full at 
this sitting, and at this as at the for
mer, the communications are most in
teresting,- and personal, and character
istic of the commrinicators. The sub
jects of my interrogatories were fully 
comprehended arid replied to „by those 
whom I ,addressed| ;

I will not take up mòre space at pres
ent. Such phenomena carry conviction 
with them? and my wish is that all who 
earnestly, and sinoprely desire to be 
convinced of the .reality of spirit com
munion wòuld séèk tor it where it may 
be found. '-GHAS. P. COCKS.

Brooklyn, N.:Y.<-iq-

A Pqllc|ÿipriand Hie Club.
. To the Editor^—As.a constant reader 
of your vaïùàbief paper, I wish to add a 
word of mine as^to fife question of ma
terialization. - lifirmlyi believe that it is 
not posslblé fçg o.uryloved ones to re
turn in the form is,flesh and bone, and 
all that goes to xaake’ip as we see men 
to-day.

Many have sdfci. itlls true. But give 
us the truth, yj^pq/ nexposures have 
been made all-wer this country, and 
to-day We havey. materializing medium 
in our city whirf.hri^'fffpolicemaniat her 
seances . with iifjgbiltata-. hip •’pocket, 
and ho has. saliJ-jlig iffiould knock any 
one down that. wouliT^rab the, spirit 
The fact of her “Saving '• a-- poliéeman 
there carrles-with dwlfie • évidence of

Commercial Mpdlutpshlp.
To .my .-way. of 'thinking there seems 

to be only one way of stamping but 
fraud, namely, to do away with com
mercial mediumship altogether; this I 
belle Ve to be the only effective ‘ and 
radical cure; let mediums make a.legit
imate living same as other people do 
and let the home circle be more en
couraged. Whenever we put a com
mercial value on Spiritualism we de
grade the cause. An exalteA spirit 
rarely ever enters the personality of a 
commercial medium. The old seers 
and mystics never offered their spirit
ual gifts for sale, As another example, 
analogous to the above, I might cite the 
old masters; their souls were wedded 
to their respective arts, not to the 
money value of their work, for they all 
died poor. Their ambitions were of a 
purely spiritual nature,, and their suc
cess reached the limit. How is it to
day? A Paderewski may play before 
crowded houses, receiving a princely 
salary, but he is only reproducing the 
compositions of the old masters—noth
ing more. !

But -to come back to the subject. I 
think it has been pretty well ' proven 
that materializations are mostly of a 
fraudulent nature; why, then, encour
age them and those thht produce them?

Better have paid teachers or lectur
ers (non-mediumistlc) who teach the 
higher philosophy of Spiritualism, and 
do away with the phenomena craze. It 
will only be a matter of time before 
the local authorities will stop material
izations and like productions alto
gether; for as long as money Is In
volved in sutch exhibitions the tempta- 
tipn to resort to fraud is ever present, 
and the investigator,' as well as the 
public in general, is continually being 
humbugged. I know a good many will 
say such a course would retard the 
growth‘bf Spiritualism; it may for a 
time, but what of it? Tfie truth (if 
there be any truth at all in Spiritual
ism) would finally triumph.

I think Spiritualists Could do without 
paid mediums. ’ ■

It has been said 'that in nearly every 
family there is one sensitive, one gifted 
with clairvoyance;: if such be true why 
can’t Spiritualists develop some of the 
members of their own family, and have 
home circles. Instead of going to wit
ness a doubtful materialization show?

I have been' investigating spiritual 
phenom'etia for the last twelve years', 
and haVe found'but precious little that 
would be any proof to me of the genu
ineness of materialization. ' I wish' to 
say- in. conclusion that if commercial 
mediumship Is': done away with, wri 
might get at the real truth regarding 
all physical manifestations relative to 
Spiritualism. ' This is my candid opin
ion, ' ' ■ . WM. RAUSMAYER.

Coshocton, Ohio.'

. N. B.—All who decide to attend should 
______ be present at the opening when the 

closes are formed and take the full
Dean Clarke’s Onlnion tw0 yeare’ couree- For cataloguesDean Clarke s opinion. ,l,write to Moses Hull, president,“ White- mi

To tire.Editor¡—Tliougli able to write water, Wis., or Clara b. Stewart', s'ecfe* '" 
but a few words, I wish to express my tary, Whitewater, Wis., or A. 
full endorsement of the course of The weaver, principal, Old Orchard, Maine" 
Progressive Thinker in exposing fraud, _________________________ _______
whether.Jn the seance, or upon the plat- Y HYPMnTI<!M AK.n
form. It is a crime against two worlds, BY HYPNOTISM AND
and deserves severe punishment. I ^GGREyjONl’lo0JHP6/,XI MPen 
have always felt it my duty to expose • d y N ' y yk Pricey'$3 ‘
it even though it wag against my per- Aberd* New York\ Pnce
eonal Interest to do so. I made many This is the fourth edition, revised and 
enemies in San Francisco by exposing enlarged, 376 pagx?s 8vo, of a most valu- 
ths tricks of Mrs. Reynolds, and the able and standard work, by an acknowl- 
chaiacter and career of the notorious I edged authority and expert in the sci- 
Fred Bell, both of whom, at that time, I ence of healing by hypnotism and sug- 
were the idols of many deluded Spirit- gestion. The method of treatment by 
16la suggestion is clearly and exhaustively

Time has justified my course. As re- considered, and Illustrated by descrip- 
gards Mrs. R„ however, they were part- in
ly excusable from the fact that she has au^ors111 Per®ona{, experience. ty0 

n furum fiinr okiiri oruj I work will be found o, valuahlo auxiliary
aho ’^VA to physicians in ameliorating and cur-

can, and does when she chooses, give jng mentai and physical Uis of their 
genuine phenomena. But this, in my patlent8 and iB worthy o£ most careful 
opinion is all the worse for her, for she “ludy nQt only- by phy81clanS1 who 
abuses her spirit helpers, besides wick- be thoroughly informed In the
edly deceiving her patrons, when she natur0 au(1 method3 o£ curative hypno
gives spurious phenomena; or suggestion, but also by all stu-

Undoubtedly there are deceiving dents of hypnotism who desire to thor- 
splrits, as well as tricky mediums, who ough]y understand the subject. It is a 
should share in the dishonor and dis- va.lua.ble mine of information to all who 
grace of an exposure. It used to be a consuit its pages.
favorite (and a very appropriate) ex- ____
pression of Mrs. R., that, “The devil
helps his own!” But she wouldn’t have THJ5 LEADING WORKS 
had such Tielp unless she wanted it, „„
and cannot thereby shirk responsibility.

I trust that The Progressive Thinker p T\ RI1RR1TT U 11 
Is the Hercules that will purge our T DHl/Dl 1 1, 111. I/« 
Augean stables thoroughly, and I be-  ’
lieve its “Open Court” should be kept
open till all the vile deceivers who dis- The Principles of Light and Color, 
grace our holy cause have been ex- superbly issued, royal 8vo, with over sooon- 
posed, and then, nt least, given a “good gravlngs-and colored plates,haEr1^: 
letting alone” by all who love Truth, “¿11 .'An im^ng of nearly w 
Honesty and Virtue. pages. Shows a great amount of research on

DEAN CLARKE. the part of the author. Will prove a great ac- 
 I quisitionto Scientific Libraries —N.Y. Herald.

fraud. Mt
As to Mr. HalBiJ kngw him, and he ip 

■well known as a(hian.’ of honor. I have 
heard iilnt'bpeiik;iiarid'’fe'i'il'!'say he”is a 
power." He • •httsVEStia.lght ‘'from the 
shbuldei‘.- -Hq,told;ht<f-he,.denies noth
ing, but is loqkingjqr the tflith.;, 
' Mr. Hale t'dkbs part in bur .Sunday 
moi-nliig mdctlngwin ttfe^TfutfrSeekdrs, 
and his friends ar<T>lbglqn;dbr we loiow 
bow he hap suffeyefl l>y-. those, frauds 

'hero and those tyfltjhajp lefljps for our 
good. ' U '' . ; ■ . , '

1 ’ l‘onlyiWltftodi’6 had a-thotlsa'hd riuch' 
• nten> ad Mrt .Halfe-4our; cause1 would bo 
stronger, for he stands only for tho 

.truth, and when he takes tl;e rostrum, 
■wo always "finto' ‘a .todst’ Only tho 
fakirs fear hltW f1"5" w*1’

MRS. MARY I. FOWLER.
Lob Angeles, Cal-

"The Molecular Hypothesise! Na
ture.” . By Prof. ,Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Loclrtvood is recognized ail one of 
the ablest.'lecturefs on the spiritual -ros
trum. In thiilittl'e volume hé presenta 
in-succinct form the substance ot his 
lectures pp .the. Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature;'arid presents his vlews as 
demonstratlng à scientlflc basis of Spir
itualism-. , The boph.ils . commended. to> 
all'- who..‘love to«> study and.' think 
Price 25. cehts<- " , . . .

Spiritism land Mrs. Leonora. E. Piper, 
and Dr.¡.Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
|n Regard'to IL. By-Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey.Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of UWson’s explanations of 
Spiritual!.phenomena. Price 25 cento.

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.’? 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author ot 
“History-,of the, Christian Religion to 
the Year .200,veto. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
chrirdrteadere to get control ot the gov 
erament. An.Important work. Paper, 
25 centol

Human Culture and Cure.
In six parts, five parts being already issued.

I’m told I’m lax In my duty, PART I. The Philosophy of Cure, including /
I do not go to church Methods and Instruments; 75 cents. >

Nor pay my tithe to help along, ery’respec'tmMteríy, and ‘Human Culture and /
But always In the lurch; Curs'appears to be not less remarkable.;'-Dr. ■

I seem exclusive and alone, Pascal, 12 Rue Plcot. Toulon, France. \
. ■ PARTS III and IV in on© volume; 81.00. Part ■* t1»They cannot make me out, nitwits of Mental and Psychological forces; -

They call me a backslider, Part IV of the Nervous System aud Insanity. <
An Idler and a lout “This work discloses for the first time the
jut luiur miu a wuu chemfcal mystery of mental phenomena, throws

I’m nnf Rn nld fhov Rnv lint the first clear light upon thenature and process-1 ° ‘os of hypnotism and all kindred psychological
Selfish grown and cold, phenomena which have never before beenex-

Forgetful Of the Sabbath day, plained or understood. Dr, Babbitt has hero
And in mv sneecn too hold- notonly given tho rationale of hypnotism, psy-Ana in my speecn too nota, chometry, clairvoyance and mental science, in-

■A dreamer of strange dreams eluding the mysterious subject of memory, but
Of poetrv and prose, has furnished abundant illustrations of their

A snAkpr after Htraneo finds working. Tho subject of Phreno physlognomy
A ... st™-n°e uoas, alonéis of priceless value as enabling us to un-

The Christian God oppose. defstandour fellow beings around us.“-Prof.
I W; C. Bowman.

I'm not SO social as they like .PARTV. -The Bodily Organs, their Diseases
Of One SO common-nlace I and the Great Natural Methods for Theirui uue bu LumiHuu Piu.ce, curé,” alms to be tho moat practical work on

And one Of such humóle birth, I healing thus fargiven to the public. Price,11.
Of little worth or grace; Health and Power

They cannot see why I should be „ ,, „ . , J/ ,
to „„J ™iu Brief Natural Treatment for 110 Diseases. -. .¡n.So content in heart and will, Price, 85 cents. “Worth its weight in dla-

And not more concerned about mends.“ ‘
The Wrath that's sure to kill. . social upbuilding, Paper, is cents. , t ... I RELIGION.—A most thoughtful and excel- . ,

I’m not ambitious Of worldly fame, ’ lent work. Price, cloth, «l.ló: paper, W cents.
’ ’ To be among the rich apart, - ------------------------- :----------------------- ■ -■

' - THE SOUL Of THINGS: ,
T wvk no inffv illualvn Hhflno ' -Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries.,1 suele no ioity illusive snnne, i g vvni. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton, a mar-

The worldly may adore, ., yeious work. Though concise as a text book it 1
But see thro’ earth’s ladirig light 1» as iasclnatffig m n work ot fiction. The ,. t j reader will bo amazed to seo the curious facts •Loves-bright and fadeless snore. horecomblned in support ot this power of tho

.... 'hvunan mind, whlchvwill resolve a thousand - -I in in a world they-know pot of— doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as ..... ...  e
. A world of light and-.love,'-’ '« day, and throw light on all subjects now ob- .

WTehe gatocn wS'lSotor—- ‘

«ra’the aisles of sumer THt TO-RORROW OF. DEftTH,
.. ,...fWalk. loving forms Of-grace,■ • ór thoTutüro Litó According to Science.- By ;

iUntrammeled with earth's weight of 'Louts Flguior. Translated from tho French by - ; ■ wnft i . .. • . B.R. Crookoo. A very tasolnatlng work. This
- fine volume might well have boon entitled Spit- >■»With peace-on every face. - I itúallsm Demonstrated by Science. Itls wrlt- ■ 

■ BISHOP-A. BEALS.- • tettffi that peculiar interesting stylo In whiqh ,..
" qnmmnrlnhil finf •> ■ ¡ : ‘ French writers excel when they would popular- -. Summerland, UW. > izo aoientiflo subjects..in adaptation to th#

■ , ,,—_____  .—«■■!r.. u—  - . needs of the general reader. The author says: - w
The Commandments Analyzed, price 'Vs'

85 cents.. Big Bible Stories, cloth, 60 | communication Satwoon auperhumana and Urn 
«mts. ¡ For sei® at this office. ................ ......... ........ .................

THE RECLUSE.



THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER

<v)Power of the Unknown io Practical Affairs
There is a study far 'deeper than the 

Airface of things in the following liter
ary presentation by Irene Clark Saf
ford, in the St. Louis Globe Democrat, 
and perhaps to no class of readers will 
it be more interesting, and be better un
derstood and appreciated than by Spir
itualistic readers of The Progressive 
Thinker.

V’

To be thoroughly interesting one 
must, of course, be inscrutable. The 
yellow mask is the one thing .to over
come the yellow peril. To get at the 
heart of Japan the nations would almost 
be willing to lie at her feet. Baroness 
Hayashi,.with the cnild look of wonder 
on her face, and the keen grasp of all 
the diplomats’ problems and policies in 
her brain, is the commanding figure 
eyen in the social life of London.

Something to bring the spell and 
power of the unknown into the pro
saic atmosphere Xfiat measures man’s 
life by his ability to earn money is a 
growing Western need that figures 
more perhaps, than the papers take note 
of in the eager turning of the white 
man’s eyes toward the martial stir, 
among the yellow brethren. For cen
turies on centuries missionaries and 
teachers, statesmen and governments 
have been knocking at the door of the 
Orient and seeking to unveil the temple 
of Isis, and still the , silence and the 
mystery -remain. “Japan is the key 
to the Orient,” says one of the latest 
nnd closest students of the Eastern 
problem.J'but nobody has the key to 
Japan.” “I have been in India all my 
life,” said a cultured Christian teacher, 
with the East India exhibit at the 

fc<-Vrrorld’s Fair, “but I am only at the very 
threshold of their temple of life. It 

-: would take many lifetimes to pene
trate beyond it.” Indeed, lifetimes are 
small matters to people who have been 
listening at the gates of the unseen for 
thousands of years.

There is the dividing of the ways, 
the hopeless break In any meeting 
ground between East and West, that 
one is hunting mainly for wealth in the 
unseen, the other bent still upon build
ing up wealth in the seen. And, curi
ously enough, this “other" represents 
all the Christian nations of the earth, 
whose avowed business it is to seek 
first the kingdom of God and his right
eousness. Now, let alone any higher 
claim in the matter, would it not be 
well for these bustling Christian nations 
to wrap themselves In a few holy mys
teries and purposes, if only to become a 

, little more Interesting, and less trans
parently measurable, purchasable and 
vulnerable to the entire universe.

"If you meet a man whose centrality 
is unknown to you, you might as well 
snub the bun," said one of those bles
sed Concord philosophers, who came as 
near to the Eastern triumph In the un- 

> seen as any beings our own land has 
. harbored. But no man whose treasures 
were mainly on earth was ever able to 
hide himself from the snubs and stabs 
of the hunters. Even love, which Is 

' adroltest of all time’s children in con
cealing its movements, is forever get
ting caught in the snare of the fowler, 
and tho heart that can not shelter itself 
in the heart of the eternal Is - never 

, quite sure that daws shall not find and 
peck at it.

- So satisfied Is the world becoming 
that It can read all the secrets of the 
natural man that it is moved to reduce 
.the entire population of the earth to 

. three or four fixed types, and keep them 
all going by a few springs of action 
affixed to those types. “Spasmodic

ploits of sbience and the physiologist. 
Of course, the incorrigible pursuer with 
the N-ray proposes to follow him even 
there, and psychology is doing its ut
most to hunt him down in all the secret 
places of his soul. Yet, once he drops 
down into the unfathomable sea of the 
|>arent soul, human science fishes after 
him in vain.

And this is precisely what all. the 
true mystics and seers of earth have 
been doing for a&es; and, not alone in 
the wilds of India, but in the simplest 
hamlet of the land, where some fair 
child, or patient pilgrim by the wayside, 
looks at you with eyes that stir the mys
tic depths of youn/bwn soul, because 
you can see, as the poet expresses it, 
that “they have looked at God."

It Is the story of little Mattie in Mrs. 
Browning’s tender lines, •

“She has seen the mysteries hid .
Under Egypt’s pyramid.”

All the mysteries of Isis, of Brahma 
or of Buddha resolve themselves to 
nothing deeper than the Christian mys
teries cover, if any Christian soul cared 
to take refuge in them.

The papers looked upon it as an 
amusing joke when recently a Japanese 
youth in New York took a catd hung 
out from various houses for the street 
scavenger as a prayer card, indicating 
"a beautiful religious custom similar 
to that of Orientals." But that it 
might carry some clew to the under
standing of the Japanese mind which all 
the world is seeking did not occur to 
any them. Clearly, as far as the East 
is removed from the West is that state 
of mind removed from us which looks 
upon illuminated prayer cards as a nat
ural part of street hangings and the 
daily life of a people. And the final 
commentary of the foreign observer 
that “the religious and mystical symbol • 
did, not seem to have any restraining 
effect on those in lts--vioinity," though 
amusing enough under the circum
stances, yet points a moral on the 
¡place which the real thing holds in the 
two nations that might warrant a few 
Japanese missionaries in undertaking a 
salvation work on our shores. Likewise 
it suggests the strength and revolution 
of ideals which these nations that have 
been silently working in the unseen and 
spirit forces for centuries on centuries 
would bring to mankind if at length 
they should throw off the human slum
ber and resolve themselves into world 
powers. \

Of course, it has been a wily devil, 
far more than a righteous God, that has 
been supposed (o figure in the inscrut
able counsels of the Orientals, and the 
unspeakable Turk and unconscionable 
Chinese Boxers have done much to fos
ter this stern idea.

Yet, in penetrating to the heart of the 
matter everywhere, one.finds that it is 

; pious zeal for some supposed god of 
। truth and justice, and fancied, or per- 
, haps real, insults to him, that creates 
i the difficulty. Even the Chinese cry 
• against “foreign devils" shows the na- 
• ture of his mind and faith as to the 
, things he should fight for and against. 
; In fact, everywhere among the Orien- 
• tals it is their religion anq their altars, 
I their temples and their gods, around

adoption hag beet the means of bring
ing life nearer tom more periect under
standing of the laws that more directly 
govern the spiritual life, and the - re
searches that" are being made are. com
ing ’nearer to the realm of the occult, 
the region from which originated all of 
the forces that at present are being 
utilized in the external world.

Thq laws that the different races of 
mankind have formulated, by which 
they were to regulate their conduct in 
relation to each other, could only be of 
a type representing the intellectual and 
spiritual development of the race or na
tion at the time they were formed. 
They could not be any higher, but as 
soon as advance was made to higher 
planes of life religious or political the 
external laws changed so as to repre
sent the Internal spirit in its growth. 
This must be if they are to be effective 
for it would need a despotism of the 
first water to be able to enforce laws 
that did not have at least a passive rec
ognition. Many good laws have failed 
in their intended mission because after 
they had been placed .qn Uie statute 
books they became inoperative, an in
terest not being aroused in the neces
sity oLtheir enforcement, and many 
bad laws have also failed after they 
had been made legal through nefarious 
means because they did not receive the 
support their advocates expected. Hu
man life externally in all of its various 
forms is a type, of human life 'inter
nally; the dominant note sounded on 
the keyboard is the one proving the 
predominating influence of the spiritual 
forces in life, and in. proportion to its 
refinement Is the outward manifesta
tion graded.

HAMILTON DE GRAW.
West Troy, N. Y.

SHALL WE ESCHEW MEAT?
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Dr. Lillard Points to the Japanese to 
Show What Vegetable Diet . . 

Will Do for Men.
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■ LETTER .NUMBER FOUR.

Oh, if you of earth’'poutd'know how it is with us 
here, you would all be’bri^lit and happy as the lark.

It seems to me like this; though all these people, 
one by one, or more as the ease might be, had started 
on a voyage to Europe',’pi* Asia, or even Africa; an<j at 
last I myself also started Im a similar voyage,, and 
when I arrived, one by onfe' I would meet those who 
had gone before.

Now, instead of Europe, just change it to Celestial 
Land—and all Mese people a're so muchl better and 
happier -and brighter than they formerly were, the 
voyage having changed them i^o beauty and bright
ness. ’ r

Is a mouth used for no other purpose than to eat? 
Does the mouth, which consists of lips, teeth, tongue, 
and so forth, all connecting with the vocal organs, an
swer no other purpose than to feed the material body ? 
What sapient thought is here. The mouth can utter 
and express—ask Hudson Tuttle how many different 
languages; I am a musician, never counted them up. 
Through and with the mouth has been given, to the 
world all the grand orations that the world has ever 
received since the first speech was made. Through, 
and with the mouth,^Robert G. Ingersoll gave all his 
grand lectures to the world. All the speeches of Par
liament, and also those of the Senate, by which the

BATTERY QF LIFE,
BY WALTER DE VOE.

world is’governed, at least England, and her prov-
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inees, and the United States—are given by and 
through the mouth. All the ministers, in all parts of 
the world, give forth their sermons with the mouth. 
All the grand- discourses of Spiritualists have been 
given through the mouth. All the beautiful lectures 
of Cora L. V. Richmond are given Gy the mouth. 
Think of the mouth of a Colville; and how about 
Moses Hull's mouth? also his brother, D. W. Hull? 
All the messages from the spirit realms that have been 
given at the Banner of Light circle rooms, have been 
given through the mouths of various mediums. 
'I^hink of dear little Mrs. Longley and her beautiful 
speeches and lectures, and the seances at the Banner 
of Light for fourteen years. Think of Wendell Phil
lips and William Lloyd Garrison, of Henry Ward 
Beecher and Phillips IBooks. Thinks of a Daniel 
Webster; all these people used their mouths for a far 
higher purpose than simply to eat with. No doubt 
they all ate with their mouths, and fed their bodies 
thereby, but I think that each and all of them would 
have said that eating was the lowest use to which they 
put their mouths, although wholly necessary.

With the mouth the lover woos his bride with tales 
of love, and with their lips they kiss each other and 
seal their vows of eternal constancy. With her lips 
th^Tmother kisses her new-born babe, and instructs 
her older children in ways of wisdom, gentleness and 
peace, and tells them of her eternal love and watchful 
care over them, and sings her babies to sleep. With 
the mouth, teachers of all grades and classes instruct 
their pupils—and now we come to my own art, the 
art of musical expression. 0, my dear singing pupils! 
How could you get along without your mouths? 
Your throats would be of little use without your 
mouths. Where is Jenny Lind and her mouth? 
Think of all the great opera singers of . the world, 
both male and female. Oh, what would they do with
out their mouths?

Now I was connected with á theater, as orchestral 
pianist, for a number of years; and I do not know 
what all those actors and actresses would have accom- 
plishéd without their mouths, for they were declaim
ing for a number of hours every evening; and this is 
being done all over the world year after year, night 
after night.

Now we will leave out all.the gossip and tale bear-

Now when one is in Amei’ica, and one has a very ¡ 
dear friend who has gone to Europe, what is it inter- . 
venes between them! One may say it is distance, but 
what makes the distance? Is it not land and water 
and air, and are not land, water and -air material 
things that separates those' friends.

My wife cries out, sometimes, in her grief: “ OI Car
lyle! Where are you, my husband? If you are With 
me in spirit, I cannot sée you, or hear you with these 
material senses. Oh! it is a great gulf that separates 
us;” and I reply telepathically: “lam truly near you 
but we are separated by the material—the material 
lies between us, dear.

“Á friend ip Europe would be a thousand times far
ther away from you than I am, but the opaque mate
rial lies between us. You cannot see through it with 
your material eyes which are only fitted to see mate
rial things ;• and your material ears are only fitted to 
receive the vibrations caused by material sounds. 
You are yet in prison, my dear. You are imprisoned 
within the dark material and cannot see or hear other 
than the material. ”

Then she asks me: “Can you see me, dear?”
“Yes, for I have escaped from the material prison- 

house and my vision now not only can penetrate the 
material, but the spiritual has come into view like a 
vast new continent that my eyes never beheld before.

‘ ‘ Suppose you were imprisoned in a large room, my 
dear, where there was not a loop-hole or window, and 
you had always lived there. You had heard that 
there was an outside world, but your eyes had never 
beheld it; and after awhile someone rolled away some 
large sliding doors, and a great world of light and 
beauty was revealed to your enraptured sight. Now 
the material within which you are imprisoned is like 
that, and when the material is rolled away from you, 
like those large sliding doors, a great world of spirit
ual and celestial beauty bursts upon your sight. You 
can still sec the prison find all it contained, yet you do 
not want to be confined within it any more.”

As my wife reads over aftieles in The Progressive 
Thinker, her soul erics up t^ me with a great cry*

“O, Carlyle! my dear love—my other self—come to 
m» and answer some of these questions that so puzzle 
humanity. You are nOw where you know and can an
swer many of them. Here is N. B. Freeland, who 
asks, ‘What use could a spiritual body have for feet? 
Why have ears where thei'e'is no atmosphere? What 
use can a spiritual body have for a mouth, abdomen, 
stomach,.heart, lungs, ¿nd so’forth?’ ”

• ‘ My dear wife, I aip.here.in answer to your call. I 
never failed when in the material body, to respond to 
any cry for hélp that you might send forth. I will 
not fail you now, thqugh'thte, heavens fall—but, first, 
I desire to make'a statement; then, afterward, try to 
show a materialistic world that the absurdities lie in 
materialism and not in Spiritualism. My statement is 
the following: I am now out of my material body and 
so do know, positively, that I have hands, feet, mouth, 
ears, abdomen, stomach, brain, and all the organs that 
go to make up the body of aman. These/organs 
have, simply, thrown off a coarse material covering. 
The organs themselves áre perfect in every respect. 
This is my statement as a spiritual being through my 
own dear wife who is not a fraud, a falsifier or a liar; 
and, in her overwhelming grief, cannot be accused of 
foisting a base deceptive fraud upon the world ; more
over, she has not the least incentive to do- so, for it is 
not a question of money with her. Money docs not en
ter into it at all, for I have left her comfortably pro
vided for, as far as the material is concerned. Thanks 
to .spiritual guardianship and oversight for that, for 
I most solemnly assert that ft was not of myself that 
this was so, but my father’s spirit who guided, as he 
could see what I did not then know or think—that I 

. should soon pass out of my form and she would be left
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■There is a legend that before the 
flood, meat as a food was unknown. 
Those were the days when, the Scrip
tures tell us. pien lived to be 700 and 
800 years old. According to this story, 
which has been handed down from the 
ages, it was not until the waters re
ceded and man dwelt upon the earth 
again that he began the consumption of 
meat.

I do not vouch for these statements. 
Neither do I write myself down a vege
tarian. It is a fact, nevertheless, that 
man is practically the only animal that 
eats dead food. The lobster lives on 
dead food, and so does the hyena, but 
aside from-them and man, there are 
very few of the thousands of birds and 
animals that inhabit the earth who will 
eat anything but what may be described 
as being alive.

When a baby Is born, its first demand 
is for live food—milk—and so I think 
the natural tendency Is toward the live 
foods as distinguished from the flesh of 
slaughtered animals.

Nevertheless, the question as to the 
comparative value of the’ meat as 
against the vegetable diet is one that 
depends largely upon the Individual. I 
don’t think there Is any doubt that a 
man or woman can exist without meat 
as well as with it. But then there are 
some whose systems demand a little 
meat in order properly to nourish their 
bodies. It depends entirely upon the 
physical condition of the individual, his 
habits and the work he does.

Aside from the broad ifepect of the 
case, I think that this is a good time of 
the year for all of us to give up meat, or 
at least to eat as little of it as we feel 
that we can manage on.

Meat is stimulating, and stimulation 
is just what Ib not needed, except in iso
lated cases, in the summer. Take some 
meat extracts, and one may almost be
come intoxicated on them. This is bad, 
for it is always a good rule to avoid all 
stimulants during the heated term.

As a substitute of meat, weight for 
weight, there are some vegetables that 
are ever more nutritious and strength-, 
enlng than any meat that can be eaten. 
Beans, corn and peas, to which I may 
add oatmeal and wheat, and all kinds of 
fruits are splendid substitutes, and are 
an ample diet for the normal man and 
woman during the summer. Spinach 1 
can also add as one of the finest tonics 
for the system that is known.

I know of a physician who is now 
practicing in this city who for one 
whole month, with his family, lived ofi a 
bushel of wheat, and thrived upon it.

I don’t recommend this as a steady 
diet to the ordinary man or woman, and 
I am not advocating either side of this 
discussion. What I am trying to do is 
to present both sides of the matter as it 
appears to fne.

The Japanese will always be a shin
ing example of what a strictly vegetarian 
diet will do. Look at -them. They have 
infinitely more energy, vitality and en
durance than the Russians, who are a 
great meat-eating race, and in the pres
ent struggle in the far East pre suffer
ing reverse after reverse, one of the 
reasons being that they lacke’d the

This course of Instruction Is differ
ent from any course ever printed. It is 
a condensed encyclopedia, conveying 
the highest truths and most valuable 
information in terms so simple that a 
child can undeistand them. Much has 
been written on these subjects by dif
ferent schools, but they were superficial 
and It has been‘left to the author to 
weld them together, the philosophies of 
the east and the west. His methods 
are not a theory or a fad, but are cor
rect treatments, based on scientific 
knowledge, research and experience. 
He uses the best methods known per
taining to these subjects, enveloping 
all that is taught in other schools, and 
then going far beyond anything known 
in the west.

ing, for they drop down to a lower plane, 
the mouth answers more than one purpose.

On earth 
You eat,

The course treats on the fundamental 
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scends to Individualized concrete mat
ter, giving the "evolution of the indi
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plete course on hypnotism than any 
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The regular price of this unique 
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a limited number go at $5. Those de
siring this course can buy it at the 
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talk, kiss and sing with the mouth. Strange that all 
this should be overlooked or forgotten by our wise 
philosophers who talk, or write rather, about the 
mouth merely being necessary for the purpose of eat
ing to feed the body, and when the body, or the mate
rial body rather, falls apart the mouth is no longer 
needed; but it was, simply, the material covering that 
the spiritual mouth took on.

To eat means that one eats to preserve the material 
covering through which the spiritual may be able to 
express itself to and within the material, while it is on 
that plane of existence. .

Evolution without involution, leads you all astray. 
You commence wrong and end wrong; and you will 
never be right until you commence right. There is 
something more to life than matter, force, and intelli
gence as there is something more to the mouth than 
simply to eat, as I think I have amply proved, and this 
something more is the entering into matter of the in
visible spiritual germ from out the ether, perfect as a 

..germ in all its parts, for the purpose of growth and 
development up through matter, which it attracts to 
itself through the method of eating, until it is strong 
enough to go on without it. I would that I could make, 
the world understand this great truth, but it is passed 
by as of no account or not true. I bide my time how
ever; the world will go on with evolution without in
volution like a man without a wife, one half and not 
the other, until it lands in the morass of error^ as the 
church dogmas have landed it; then the people will 
look around and discover involution smiling at them, 
and pointing to higher and firmer ground.

Mr. Freeland also says that an unused organ is 
^eliminated by “innocuous desuetude;” but why 
should he think our organs are unused. Organs 
grow and develop up through matter, especially that 
they may be of use. Do you think, my friend, that we 
have no music in the spirit realms? Is music some
thing belonging entirely to earth? Did it originate 
within the material? Was.it eliminated from matter? 
Does a grand oratorio already exist within a craw
fish, to be at length unwound or unrolled? Now I 
hnar Mr. Ingersoll laughing; so you perceive that I 
have ears as well as a mouth, and he must have a 
mouth and a throat or he could not laugh.

Of what use would music be here, in the spirit 
world if there were no ears to hear it, or no mouth, or 
throat, or fingers, to perform it ? Our fingers have 
thrown off their coarse, Inaterial covering, to be sure, 
which renders them ten times more powerful.

Mr. Freeland speaks of a Marconi transmitter, that 
vibrates the ether. Precisely 1 And it is ethereal vi
brations that our ears are adapted Jor—To catch and 
register upon bur ethereal brains; for we have ethe
real, spiritual brains as well as mouths, ears; fifigers, 
hands and feet. He asks: “Why have ears, where 
there is no ’&tmosphere ? ” At the same time he admits 
ethereal vibrations. So there is an ether which vi
brates—a vibratory, ethereal atrflosphere.

Ah, ha 1 * We have you now 1 • A vibratory, ethereal 
1 atmosphere; and within that vibrating, atmosphere 
'we live and move and have our being.; it vibrates and 
our ears catch the vibrations, We have spiritual 
lungs and we breathe it in. We have a spiritual heart 
and i,t beats, and with each throb it sends a current of 
ethereal, magnetic fluid through our ethereal bodies.

He asks: “ Whatffi^e eould’a spiritual body have for 
feet? Do spirits walk?”

Well, how do'you think we get around ? Do we fly, 
roll, or walk, within this ethereal atmosphere? We 
have no wings, so we cannot fly.. We do not roll like 
a ball, a hoop, or a barrel. That we move, or float, 
within the ether a great deal, I admit; but in order to 
do this we move our hands, arms, feet and legs. Noth
ing can move without there is a resisting element 
within which to move, and the ether has great resist
ing power, and it is by our will power and the move
ment of our bodies and limbs that we are able to over
come the resisting force and move through it.

“Do spirits walk?”. Yes; most emphatically, yes 1 
' We have feet and we walk; they are ethereal feet cor- 
. responding to our ethereal bodies, and we have ethe

real land whereon to walk. We have here the ethers, 
or ethereal essences of all that exists upon.the earth; 

; grass, trees, flowers, birds and feasts in their ethereal

which all their whole life, though), lit
erature, social systems and govern
ments, revolve, and take their colors.

And when Christ cometh, shall he do 
more than this? is the natural question 
which they propound to Christian na
tions. Perhaps it is reserved for them 
to bring their own answer. Let them 
in, with their spiritual zeal and fervor, 
to the Christian mysteries along the 
natural path of world’s progress and de
velopment, and who knows but the star 
of the Christ may again dawn on ub 
from the East. Certainly something 
different from the god of mammon 
would take possession of our civiliza
tion. IRENE CLARK SAFFORD.

muscular contractions” determines the 
¿^-nature of . their smiles and tears, and 

the condition of the arteries the precise 
r measure of their loves or hates. Some 

occult world to hide himself in is be
coming an absolute necessity for any 
creature who would not be • turned 
naked and open to the eyes of those 
with whom he has to do by the ex-

I

THE LAWS OF LIFE.

Their Origin, Which, Material or Spir
itual?

. In the advancement of life from the i 
lower levels of its existence it realized | 
in proportion to its'development the ne- ; 
cessity of coming under the dominion । 
of law. The Biblical account of lite 
previous to the operation of the creative , 
or organizing forces well Illustrates, 
the conditions of life then existing. 
“And the earth (life) was without form 
and void; and darkness was upon the 
face of the deep; and the spirit of God 
moved upon the face of the waters.” 
"And God said, let there be light, and 
there was light.” The dawning of that 
light was the unfolding of the con
sciousness in the human of the fact that 
the spiritual law is the directing force 
and from whence all external laws em
anate. When they are barbarous and 
selfish they represent the medium 

. through which they have been trans
mitted. But they will, as surely as the 
laws of attention and repulsion operate- 
change to a higher type of manifesta
tion when the medium through which 
they are given to the external world de
velops out of its crude systems of life, 
comes up onto a plane of being where 
it can comprehend a higher manifesta
tion of law, then, and not till then will 
the higher law be given them.

. The laws of life are only manifested 
to the external sense in a limited meas
ure. The external mind cannot under
stand the gifts of the spirit. The en
actment of barbarous and cruel laws by 

; any nation, those that oppress the less 
favored brother or sister, preventing 
them from rising unto their true estate 
proves that such nation or government

s' al system has not come under the do- 
' minion of the spiritual law; because 

■; - that when manifested is an uplifting 
power, helps every one however low 

- their phase of development, to rise;
and wnen a nation makes an effort to 
remove from their external records 
those barbarous enactments it is proof 
that their interior life is becoming 
more in harmony with the higher law, 
and the more perfectly that is made 
manifest the less crude will be the in
terpretation given to the external 
world.

Marytrdom has been.the portion of 
thousands of the world’s most ad
vanced minds because they interpreted 
the laws of life from too high a plane to 
be comprehended and accepted by the 
masses; but while they suffered by the 
hands of one generation, succeeding 
ones having.come up to the level of that 
high ideal £nd made it practical, have 

. in- their turn-honored those martyrs of 
a former agb, .they have pronounced 
eulogies on their character, and erected 
monuments - to their memory. The 
views of humanity in regard to what 
constitutes the laws of Ute are chang
ing from one generation to that viewed

1 by its successor. •'What may be con- 
[ sldered right and was. for. the race who

form but happily most of the world has 
advanced to the plane where they re
fuse to recognize such a condition as 
lawful and have placed thé seal of their 
condemnation upon that system.

The farther upward life advances the 
more perfectly it comprehends the fact 
that what is not right cannot as viewed 
from the higher levels be lawful how
ever much human selfishness may seek 
to argue the point that because it has 
gone through the form of legal enact
ment it has been made right and law
ful. It has taken a long time and prac
tice to arrive at that point where that 
fact could be understood in the meas
ure that it is at present.

There are social and economic condi
tions existing at present that may be 
legal but no amount of legislation can. 
make such conditions right; they have 
the brand of condemnation placed upon 
them by the higher interpretation of 
what constitutes the laws of life. Pi
racy on the high seas was once allowed 
to be a proper occupation, but now the 
ban of condemnation is placed upon it 
by all civilized nations, so what at pres
ent is not right but is protected under 
the guise of legality will receive its 
condemuation and its legal privileges 
removed by the more advanced thought 
of the coming generations.
•There is existing at the present time 

among the civilized nations of the 
w<?rld a condition that may properly be 
termed legalized anarchy; and none 
have yet advanced to that condition 
■where they auô 'able to come out of that 
horrible nightmare which is a constant 
source of terror to the governmental 
systems and which will continue until 
the legalized phases that are the crea
tors of that awful condition are re-- 
moved.

Geology tells us that in the earlier 
periods of world formation the eruptive* 
processes were more violent than at the 
present time. They were needed as a 
i eorganizing force and nothing could si
lence those violent outbursts of nature’s 
foreçs but a growth to a plane of -life 
where the action of those forces was 
not needed. The moral and. spiritual 
development of the world and the mate
rial must move in harmony, the diffi
culty is in drawing the line of demarka- 
tion between the external and interna) 
realm, they are closely Interblended, 
and if one moves upward, ■ evolves a 
higher life, the others feel the stimulus 
and advance.

helpless and unprovided for. How can I ever thank 
him enough? Now I have called to my aid, Robert G&
Ingersoll; and he, by a great natural law,-will help me

stamina and endurance of .their ene-~ < 
mies, and, also, that they are unable, 
like the Japanese, to thrive, on a mini
mum of food such as satisfies the little 
fellows from the land of rhe Mikado.

I frankly admit that I believe a great 
many people eat too much meat; but at 
the same time, let me be understood as 
not meaning that the same people cofild 
get along without any meat. It might 
be as great a mistake for them to eat 
too little meat as it is to eat too much.

The whole problem resolves itself 
into the question as to what the individ
ual system demands. A general rule 
would probably be that meat and vege
tables eaten In fair proportion would 
most effectively promote perfect health. 
—Dr. Benamin Lillard, in the Practical 
Druggist and Pharmaceutical Review of 
Reviews.
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could not comprehend anything higher, 
-with succeeding and more advanced 
races, that interpretation of law was too 
barbarous and brutal -to be tolerated or 
recognized under the name of law. The 
degradation under .which chatter slav
ery .compelled its victims to live was 
Styled law which-was enacted in wo

The positive force being the spiritual, 
from that is evolved the energy and 
can if understood and Intelligently ap
plied control even tho physical ele
ments. The origin: of all law is spirit
ual, whatever the realm in which it for 
the time being operates.

The ignorance which at the present 
time exists in regard to the use of those 
spiritual forces will be replaced by a 
knowledge that can utilize it and the 
destructive storms that at present are 
manifesting their power - - will ■ be 
brought under the control of a power 
that will manifest its superiority to 
those external forces.

To - the ' materialistic mind these 
statements may seem the height of ab
surdity.- - It is - characteristic of that 
form of development to condemn every
thing that it does not understand. The 
wonderful inventions that have revolu
tionized the external world were once 
denounced as impracticable. Their

To the Editor:—If there ever was a 
time when the subject of "Meat Diet” 
should prove interesting to the readers 
of The Progressive Thinker, It is now 
(when the butchers’ strike is on), and 
prices are so high as to make that ar
ticle, for many, almost impossible to 
procure. Besides, it is well enough for 
our people who wish to preserve their, 
good health, to pay some attention to 
the judgment of science and historical 
facts, and then reason within them
selves, as most of them are wont to do.

I send the the above slipping, because 
It seems so apropos- to the present con
dition of things in the city of Chicago, 
applicable to the ideas and teachings of 
the spirit, and reasonable in deduction.

DR. Ty WILKINS.

How * Womaa Paid Her Debts.
lam oat of drtt, thank» to the Dish-washer 

business. In the met three months I have 
made MOO,000selllngDlsh-washer. I never saw 
anything eel! so easily. Every family needs a 
Dish-washer and will buy one when shown how 
beautifully it will wash and dry the family dlsh- 
•s In two minutes. I sell from myown house. 
Each Dish-washer sold brings me many orders, 
The. dishes are washed without wetting th* 
hands. That Is why ladles want the Dish-wash
er. I give my experience for the benefit of any 
one who may .wish, to make money easy. I 
buy my Dish-washers from the Mound City 
Dish-washer Co., St. .Louis, Mo. Write them 
or particulars. They will start you in business 
in your own home, L. A. C.
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to answer these questions. While I control my wife 
to write, he will stand near to aid me in my thoughts; 
and, together,VI think we shall be able to make them' 
plainly understood by the people.

‘ ‘ But, first, I, Robert G. Ingersoll, desire to say that 
I want you all to send to this lady, Mrs. Carlyle Peter- 
silea, Garvanza Station, R. F. D., Los Angeles, Cal., 
for a book.called ‘Philip Carlislie,’ which is ftiscribed 
and dedicated to me—Robert G. Ingersoll—which I, 
myself, read diligently and thought upon deeply, for 
it was written by akpirit for my especial delectation, 

-and in it the ancient spirit prophesies my owh depart
ure, and states why I should be shortly gathered to 
my fathers; not only this, but ihy exact condition of 
mind was therein explained and well shown up.

“Now, by a great natural la\V, I must undo the 
wrong to humanity which I did; the good will take 
care of itself. I have tried to reach the people, 
through these twain that make one, before; but re
ceived a slap in my spiritual- face, and so retreated to 
bide my time which I well-knew would shortly come. 
I am no coward, as 'you ^11 know, and would have 
faced hell and the de,|il without flinching had I been 
called to do so and ¿pulcLJiave found them, but this 
time I will stand third inithe chain, and, when you 
slap, slap the lady, you d're all brave men, agnostics' 
and materialists, so^le o£'you of, my own making. 
Slap the lady. Now I will show her up to you:' A 
white-haired, brokenhearted, grief-stricken, desolate 
widow, of more than six!fy years of age, whose hus
band now stands b^'my'ipide,. one * of the dearest 
friends that I have.jwithahis great, noble heart over
flowing with profound grief and sympathy for his 
wife. Now, show yotirsel’i’is brave men. and profound 
thinkers and slap thjj ¡womanwhile I dodge behind the 
two to escape the blow,iithat is, providing you can 
think so meanly of me. , -

“No, I do not staff'd behind the two to escape the 
blow. I would much rather stand face to face with 
you, but I came unto my own and my own received 
me not.. I came unto Spiritualists, thinking that they 
would gladly receive me;.but they waived me aside. 
Now, I will try again; but allow me to retire behind 
my barricade. Slap the lady!”

Mr. Ingersoll has indulged in a little harmless, jo
cose irony. His individuality will, assert itself 
whether .in or out of the body, and now we. will pro
ceed to-answer some of the questions Mr. Freeland 

Iasks. . -
i ‘.‘As we taste but to feed opr material bodies, what 

nse could a-spiritual body have for a mouth!”

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from .hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES. '
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, 51.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

Containing the latest investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this Interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price 51.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT. 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to "Uncle Tom’s Cabin." 
Price, 25 ceiits.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. Tt is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of ’ 
the Convent” is to Catholicism. Price, 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singhs copies, 
5 cents; 100 for 51.25. #

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price 51.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
nnd splrltuarculture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib. 
oral sqctety may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
.For humane education, with plan of- 

the ■ Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

AU books- sent postpaid. Address '.
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

uy«»l jContlnuefi on page (y

’ .“Mediumship - and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.’’ ByW. H. Bach. Especially • 
uselul to learners who seek to know, and 
utilize the laws of modiumsblp and d^> , 
velopment, and ’'avoid errors. Prlc®^ 
doth,-6Q-cents; paper, 25 cento. .
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Many Spiritualists, usually those 
who have morp recently been born Into 
the light, have an Insatiate thirst for 
the phenomena. -

Spiritualism came to them through a 
medium, no doubt, and it is so beautiful 
to .know that the loved ones gone in 
death are still alive and conscious, and 
with them every day, that they cannot 
pause to think of the philosophy; they 
are so hungry to see the dear ones that 
they rush to every seance in the coun
try, and as a'consequence every “fake” 
in the land has a minute description of 
both sitter and spirit frlgnds, and the 
same spirits appear juyt the same at

fesslonal clairvoyant medium or palm
ist, so much the better. Experience in 
active business and experience in buck
ing up against the world will help her.

The act is somewhat in nature of 
work done by Anna Eva Fay, but in no 
way is it an imitation. I shall intro
duce many new and unheard of effects,. 
If the lady has the natural require
ments I will teach her the rest. 1 shall
put her at tne head of a company play
ing week stands. I am willing to pay a

each seance, though' by a different

SATURDAY, AUGUST 27, 1904.

WORDS OF CAUTION. '
You should not send money In a let

ter, You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for fiye cents, and then you are per

medium in a distant city. ■:*
They make the demand and the 

“fake“ furnishes the supply.
These descriptions are soon in the 

hands of every member of the “secret 
circle,” and they are put • down as 
“dead easy." . .

There are many genuine mediums 
who have no “stock tests," and who 
would not stoop so low as to use even 
one pointer that came from the human 
side of lite, but their tests are not so 
marvelous as those of the pretending 
mediums, who use the stereotyped 
tests, and they are swept back in the 
mad stampede for "the marvelous.” '

This cannot always be.

fectly safe, and will save yourself 
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

an-

There must 
of. spiritualcome a’turn in the tide ~... —

events. It seems slow to an old-time
Spiritualist, but it must arrive some

A Psychic or Medlumlstlc Horse.
According tq, the Associated Press 

dispatched?) With’plm von Osten of Ber
lin, Gernjijgy,i {vto has for a long time 
made Investigations of the intelligence 
of auima}s,ihas reached results in edu
cating anjprlo$r stallion that causes

tdltor-at-Large for tho National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
clippings when an attack is made, giv
ing date and name ot paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Heir Promised In a Dream.
If there is a church, more saturated 

with religious superstition than the Ro
man Catholic church, , it is, beyond 
doubt, the Russian week church. 
From emperor down through nobles 
and aristocracy, down to lowest peas
antry, all—except the few who like Tol
stoi and the nihilists, have broken 
from priestly thrall—are dominated by 
a superstitious priesthood, which is 
viewed with awe and blindest reverence 
as. mouthpieces of God.

According to the New York Sun, con
cerning the recent birth of a son to the 
Czar and Czarina, the religious super
stition connected with the event gives 
the clergy a. renewal of the hold upon 
the imperial family and people. This 
is evidenced by an incident which the 
people of St. Petersburg are eagerly dis
cussing. The Czarina about a year ago 
dreamed that she saw one of the saints 
ot the Russian church, who expressed 
sympathy with her desire for an heir. 
He directed her to open his tomb and 
remove the relics therefrom and her 
wish would be gratified.

The Empress related the dream to 
the Czar. She did not know the name 
of the saint, so the Czar collected * plc- 

■ tures of all the Russian saints and the 
Empress identified St. Serafflm as the 
one of her dream.

The Emperor and Empress went per
sonally. to his shrine in a forest on the 
Volga; The tomb was ordered opened. 
The body of the’saint was in a state of 
perfect preservation and the relics
■which were there as 
givn to the Czarina.

Aiur.x7.wot 1

transcendental in its nature.

THINKER

IRobobç IRnows But flbotber.
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listening, 
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were 
over

good day’s work for humanity In gen
eral—Rev. Thos. B. Gregory in Chicago 
American. As to a bird’s song sho 

Her beautiful head is 
bent, 

Her questioning eyes 
depth intent—

The majority of people think they know a great ism; but what are sound and luminousness, fragraneff 
deal about matter. They name its so-called proper- and hardness, but sensations? And, of the external 
ties and qualities, never doubting that they are de- " ' ................................... '
scribing an external substance as it exists per se, in
stead of the different ways in which their conscious- ...... „„„
ness is affected by a reality of whose ultimate nature truth of Tyndalls remark, that “matter is essentially,
they know nothing. They imagine that outward transcendental in its nature.” By.psychological ,an-

Karl sturiipf of the Berlin university; I *fm£s ai’Q directly mirrored by the senses, and that alysis, our conceptions of matter are reducible to sen-
Herr Schjpiugw the naturalist, and |ie^ are exactly what they .seem. to be. Tell them sation, “the common act of the feeling and the felt;”

amezemeiR am/jyg scientific „men and 
psychologists.-Sjune of those wjio have 
tested the mental powers of the animal 
are Dr. Studt, tpo Prussian minister of 
education;1 Pro^ George Schweinfur- 
ther, the mmon^African traveler; Prof,

factors mentioned, what do we know, except in con
nection with the subjective factor? We need hot pur
sue these reflections far, to become convinced of the

ing wees stanos. r am wnnjug vu pa; a nerr ecmjlingflu tne naturalist, auu , __  - . , - . . -------------------™
reasonable salary, but as I furnish the Ludwig Heck, director of the Berlin Zo-1 . us mattei is a congeries of qualifies—weight, and this is what Fenelon meant, when he said of mat
money, the ability to manage and the iW-1. lcal i »«.»♦.n«. . a.. ---------e—.----------n , - • ................................. -. .

T rvrvt lirAnnUO t ri lYfiV I ■ ® . . ...

day. ,
How often have correspondents ut

tered the words in these columns: “We 
must clean our. own door-yard, and not 
leave it for our neighbors to do." . In 
their envy, as a rule, our “Christian” 
neighbors would rather make our door
yard look unclean to the world, but if 
we go into it with the lawn-mower, the 
rake and sufficient determination the 
world will see that it is clean, and we 
need not proclaim it from the housetop 
or advertise it in the secular press.

It should be the alm of all devout 
Spiritualists to make Spiritualism the 
purest religion, the most profound phil
osophy, and an absolute fact in science.

Can this be,done by harboring fraud 
because • It makes additions to the

described were 
News of their

cause? »

Majesty’s mission to the shrine became 
' known through the past year and here

after it is certain to become a Russian 
Lourdes or Mecca.

There is a tinge of Spiritualism in the 
matter of the dream or vision of tho 
Czarina, and the incident shows that 
spiritual influence is active everywhere, 
among the high and the lowly alike, 
dignitaries of church and state not ex
cepted. Indeed we may truthfully say 
that Spiritualism is extending among 
all classes, the most intelligent and 
best educated, the lowest and most ig
norant, and all the great ’ mass that 
ranges between these extremes. None 
Is exempt from its manifestations and 
influence, from the least to the greatest, 
the superstitious or the non-superstl- 
llous.

Of course, to the superstitious 
churchly Russians the affair is rated as 
miraculous, and St. Serafflm wilt be ac
corded high veneration and worship.

To the .intelligent and well-informed 
Spiritualist the incident is easily sus
ceptible of a spiritual, non-mlraculous 
explanation.

. ** . a ■ ■■«-/ ------ - »V r. (A V A. vUvIvII J11 v <1 |X v. tV HUH U v OulU vX < 11 ■■
money, the ability to manage and the lm-1 o;oglcal I resistance, extension, etc. ; that these words imply and ter, “ It is a je ne sais quoi, which melts within my

dFo7her°thiS8ewniPbl The hdtóe, ¿¿sides adding, subtract- describe our own conscious states, and the effects on hands as soon as I press it.” • "
an opportunity to make an easy living, I ing, multiplying and dividing sums, lls ot an external reality rather than the reality itself Let no one imagine that these facts give any sup-
make a name and reputation, a chance does examples involving several of —ana they are utterly unable to. comprehend what port to the theory that there is no objective reality, 
to travel arid as I intend this to be my those operations, finds square numbers I you inean, - ( an(i that everything resolves itself into the various -

as' and not only simply repeats what is' It is none the less true that mind and matter form states of the conscious subject. The doctrine of the 
Can you not put me in communlca- tausht- but solves fresh problems put'to a synthesis, and neither can be epneeived without the relativity of knowledge, as Kant and Spencer have

tion with a lady who is the right person b’m by examiners in the absence of his other. We are compelled to think of mind in terms shown, leads logically to the conclusion, in accord
for me. Let her write me, giving full master, showing a grasp of the priijcl-1 matter, and matter in terms of mind. The hard-
pnrtlculars of herself, age, salary ex- pies of arithmetic. The stallion also ness and softness (resistance), for example which we
compíishnd Ss7haereaher send her laCt- uentences remembers them nseribe to matter are sensations7 the substantial form
est photograph. ■ . ty8 “des^^Hng their correspond- ln "¡hlch've ”'e <”W®lled to represent mmd is neces-

I take this means of finding an assist- , names -The animal distinguishes sanly material.
a?Las.L?,I“®“-musical tones, indicating where they • Every perception, every sensation, implies a sensi- 
able publicity of an advertisement n ar0 situated on the chromatic scale, five organism and an external reality actinir unon the the newspapers or the , Spiritualistic d nlcka out djSCOr(iS designating ■ ■ cAieiuui i cainy acting upon tne
press. •/ . I which tone to omit to restore harmony. I °’'8a(u.sl]n > W other words, two factors, without either me suujeci can never ue known, since suojeci ana ou-

Thanking you in advance for any fa- communicates by a system of hoof- °* which sensation is inconceivable. This is what ject co-operate in every act of cognition; and that,
?™.iLexteUded t0 me’ 1 “a’miTT • beats, representing the alphabet. Aristotle meant when he described sensation as “the ' ' ' ' ' '
5 ’ Í Address’ omitted) Fr,oi’ ?cW11‘ns8 has ta,ken “uch ,nter' common act of the feeling and the felt. ”

Do you wonder why it seems apropos piishments to 6other scientists. Dr. „ Without the living organism, what are sound, color, 
and eminently fitting to discuss this very Studt says Herr von Osten would have I fragrance, hardness, softness, light, and darkness, or 
important question, just at this time? been burned as-a wizard in the earlier any of the so-called secondary, not to speak here of

We believe in the facts as they come I 8B®8 of,th® world. When the exercises tlle so.eaned primary, qualities of matter? • •
from the spirit side. We believe in the ous, inattemive ¿^mistakes beconw Can there be sound without an ear to collect and 
Phenomena and philosophy of Spiritual-1 moré frequent. transmit the aerial vibrations to the acoustic nerve
ism, but we do not endorse the employ I Prof, yon Osten affirms that the. horse I where, to use a materialisticterminology, they can be 
ment of fraud to gain converts to our is as well educated as a bo/ who has I assimilated and transformed by some mysterious nro- 
CT‘ vou eadv dear old conscien J®8^. anTtlm profesor desires that a cess into sensation, or where they can be so modified 

Are you ready, dear old conscien- commi8Blbn o£ Bpeclali8tg be selected to that the motion in its subjective aspect becomes the 
tious, cautious trlend, to go into part-1 tak0 tte hor8e under observation for sensation we call sound? Without an eye can there 
nership with, or\to hire out to, a being, four weeks. This probably will be done be luminous effect? 
who would demand that you sacrifice | with the view of .determining whether I b(} of

es- acoustic nerve to have sound, undulations of etheryour most sacred possessions (honor, the conventional idea that animal
«r œrÆïïL"°

ualny) for the dollars that you might Verily, that horse is entitled to 
get for it? Would you brazenly stand I mortality.
up and represent the arisen loved ones _______ _ , ». ------------

shown, leads logically to the conclusion, in accord 
with the universal reason and common sense of man-
kind, that there is.something beyond consciousness 
that, in co-operation with the organism, produces the 
sensations of which we are conscious.

What is the externality? What can be affirmed of 
it? We turn to the great philosopher Kant, and he
tells us that knowledge of the object unmodified by, 
the subject can never be known, since subject and ob-

I and retinal sensibility to have light, emanations of 
lm’ particles and an olfactory nerve to have fragrance, 

and external objects and nervous sensibility to have 
hardness or softness. Vibrations of the air, undula- 

acts of these conscienceless villains I The New York Bureau of the Chicago I ^i°ns of ether, emanations of particles, and external 
who would tear at the bleeding heart of Tribune sends to that paper the follow-1 objects may all exist in the absence of a living organ-

of your friends? Do you sanction the

Spiritualists condemn the Catholic 
church because they know that the 
very scheme that holds them in power 
Is deception through and through, and 
yet, when the spiritual press deems It 
proper to point to the deception in the 
ranks of Spiritualism, there are those 
who raise their virtuous hands in holy 
horror, and would pull down the curtain 
between the eyes of theworld and these 
wily rascals, who take advantage of the 
opportunity and encouragement offered 
them and crawl up^under the wing of 
our “religion” for protection.

To “hold our peace" would be con
sidered by the best legal authority, 
"aiding and abetting," or sanctioning 
the crime.

Ninety-nine out. of a hundred of those 
who censure the editor for this act, 

. would be still more rabid in their de
nunciation o£ the frauds, were they in 
possession of one-tenth of the data fur
nished this office.

Only recently a detective sprung a’ 
search-light on a so-called medium in 
Milwaukee,' and caught her standing 
with trumpets in her hands, through 
which an instant before she had been 
giving spirit messages.

These things are piling up uncomfort
ably rapidly recently, and, for instance, 
read the following audacious business 
proposition, received by a conscientious 
friend, and sent us a few days ago:

To the Editor:—Enclosed find a'let
ter received by Brother-D. L. Haines, 
and it has been-decided to give the man 
no reply, but to warn the public of his 
vile scheme, and give him such- a venti
lation that he will get no patronage 
from Spiritualists. I hope that you will
use the letter.

Franklin, Neb,
J. M. WHITE.

I am preparing a demonstration of 
clairvoyance and psychical phenomena 
for' the stage, which will be quite start
ling, and as it has several new features, 
I have no doubt will attract no little at
tention. . 1

For this act I need a lady who has 
good stage appearance, good general 
education, good command of language, 
one who is a judge of human nature and 
who can get the most startling and dra
matic effect in answering a more or less 
simple question. If she has been a pro-

Worthy of Notice.
There are two things in Moses Hull’s 

notice of Hudson Tuttle’s Arcana of 
Spiritualism which are worthy of espe
cial thought by Spiritualists. Aside 
from his hearty and general commenda
tion of the book, Mr. Hull says: “The 
book as a whole should be studied. Ro 
thoroughly convinced are the Morris 
Pratt school, faculty of this, that our 
leader of the psychic class has deter
mined to use it to some extent in her 
lessons.” * "

, It is of especial interest to Splritual- 
_ ists to note that there is not another in-1 

stltutlon of learning in this country or 
any other, that- maintains a psychic 
class, In which the psychic side of life 
and its nature and phenomena are made

i a special line of study. As understood 
| by Spiritualists, psychism is ignored by. 
I all the great colleges and universities, 
! if not absolutely flouted and contemned 
' by their faculties.

This matter of psychic fact which is 
always with us, and is of deep Import to 
mankind, is largely treated as if it were 
unworthy of notice, and its phenomena 
beneath serious consideration—a mere 
matter for contemptuous jest and rldi-

Comes Like a-Specter.

Superstition Exemplified.

“though the existence of an external world is a neces
sary postulate, its existence is only logically af
firmed.”
“As well might the bird, when feeling the resistance 
of the air, wish that it were in vacuo, thinking that 
then it might fly with the greatest ease.” And Spen
cer says, “The antithesis of subject ajjd object, never 
to be transcended while consciousness lasts, renders 
impossible all knowledge of that Ultimate Reality in 
which subject and object unite.” Mr. Fiske declares 
that we cannot identify it with mind, since what we 
know as Mind is a series of phenomenal manifesta
tions,” nor with matter, “since what we know as Mat-, 
terjs a series of phenomenal manifestations. Thus is ’ 
Materialism included in the same condemnation with 
Idealism.” Whaf is the Ultimate Reality that pro
duces in us coexistent or sequent states of conscious
ness, that appears to us under the forms and appear
ances of space, matter, force, time, and motion? Who 
shall tell? It certainly is the basis of all phenomena, 
mental and physical, and constitutes the enduring 
part of man. B. F. UNDERWOOD.

I
I

cule—by the governing .forces that con
trol the studies of these institutions.

The Morris Pratt Institute Is thus 
unique in making a distinct: study of 
this important subject which is of so 
great Interest to Spiritualists in partic- 

. ular.
' This fact does seem' to be worthy of 
notice and special thought, and to con
stitute a special claim of the Motris 
Pratt Institute on the patronage of 

. those Spiritualists who feel interested 
in its special line of work. ;

■ "Origin of Life, or, Where Man Cornea 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cento.

a sad and sorrowing mother by bringing mg Piece of information, which Ulus- 
back her babe In the shape of a rag trates the methods of the Roman Cath-. 
doll,, and then mocking her devotion I Onc church lo cultivate superstition in A Bal1 GaTe wlth a Moral
and agony when her back was turned ¡(g devotees : I A K8-®® baseball that came off Sat-
and her money deposltéâ? If not, why "in • smallest Roman- Catholic ur?aY West Paterson, N. J., was I“« “muuesv iiumau- vuuiuuv of the most remarkable ever played.
would you have us do so by maintain- church in the city a reliquary, satd to be The remarkabie feature of the game 
ing perfect silence over so horrible a one of the most precious and represen- j neither in the skill of the players 
swindle, when known to be such? I iatlve of any in America, was shown at nor jn Blz0 y)e crowd that wit-

Is this the way to reform our cause “J838 . J1 « B®he®lan nessed It, but in the fact that it was
L . . . Î > , church of St. John, in East Seventy- , , h t .h lnpnl ana aand maintain an honorable place among fir6t street, : Authenticated by the vat- I ®।niTtêrs 1 1

other institutions of this country? loan and, ateomfeanled bycertificate eawlftr as de6r came th0
To say that those who come into Spir- signed in 1842 . by Cardinal Patruzl, voune men of Paterson to meet them,

ituallsm through fraudulent manifesta- ta®n ln ®bare® 9? Vatican collection and on tll0 diamoud( fOr more than two
îÎaho mnlrA îvaaH flnfrftiinlÎRtn mnv hft I BaCFCd ItôlÎCSj *tnO Church H&8 & C&D1“ I vlntnrv forthlions mano goon BpiriiuaiiDiD> niay utj i . «m* I nours, vioioiy awajeu uu-cxi auu iuuu
telling thd truth, but is that any reason hrwî the devo^L1 1 £ *' 1 ’ between the enthusiastic contestants. . 
we should advocate the employment of -In the center, upon a sliver cross, is fbou^ttat honorWIbelieve0fen°to tbfc 
fraudulent means by which Jo increase a little piece of wood, said to be a por- I iocai team—the main thing is the fact 
our numbers? Itlon ®roa3,,o,n Cbrist was ^at the ministers played, and played

It Is known that there is a truth under- crucified. Near this is a part of a red W0y and piayed witti tremendous en- 
lying Spiritualism, and that truth is all ^0e ^°j0b0p t^ ®aVjda^'ar 0eapil^ thuslasm.
thnt win mnirn nnr nmiRA RiihRtiintlal lu / ,®,, 8180 a 8craP 01 The two thousand spectators enjoyedthat win make our cause substantial. tbe tlUe of the inscription on the cross, I thfimBPives- the nlavers enioved them-
That truth will live when the name of a chip from the table of the last supper, geh^ ie ministers os much so as the 
Spiritualism will be defunct; it -has a Bhred of ropejised to bind Jesus, a others’; all thô WOrla, with the ex
lived before and is eternal, and upon I Piece of the pillar at which he was I Ceptlon of a few old fossils, is glad that
the strength of that truth Ues the hope Æ °» the Bam® was Played'
and the asniration of the scheming ?uld 016 Cb,r? ¿1 ’ r ™ 1 That S“8® of bal1 means very muchana me aspiration or me senemmg t}l0 grave of the Blessed Virgin, and a nnneara on the surface It
sharks who would fatten -upon its nu- piece of the cloak of St. Joseph. was more than a game of ball—it was a
trition. I Alongside tne columns supporting I hall with a moral and the mor«

Must we, can we, shake - them off? the altar are affixed small,, pieces of al ls nothing less than this: That the 
This is the question, and the vital ques- bones of the twelve apostles. ' . ministers are at last becoming reason-
yon_ - The more ignorant and superstitious, abie. .

The nolioe are about to begin a gen- the better Catholics they are. It is the J There was a time—and that time was 
The police are about to be^in a gen thinking ones, the not very long ago, elther-when rellg-

eral crusade against mediums in MU- “° ' » ® j thwaukee, we learn from a reliable I ^urcb laln of 1^, ton was the gloomiest thing in tne
source; not on account of mediumship, ’■hough the chains of early prlesUy I “Hung be the heavens with black,” 
but on account of-the numerous expos-1 teachl“8 ar® hard to break. ■ seemed to be the motto of every clergy-
ures, and of swindles that have been Probably not one of these sacred rel- màn and every church member

ar,^ thn awindioro.noin ’cs in this "reliquary” is what it pur- Sundays the ministers preached maln- perpetrated and the swlndlers-caught in ... ... /„ . .. . . . nn “riMth and the inflgment” and on• ports to be, although “authenticated by ’7 on aeam ana tne juagment, ana on
the act. thnvartran ” the same doleful themes the people

Must we, as Spiritualists, rush to the I r vaucai • I thought all the week days through.
rescue because they operate under the But thoroughly believed in and held as The idea prevailed that the world Was 
name of “Spiritual Medium,” when the pacred’ the collectloa P‘®®«8 <* oM mortgaged to the devil and that those 
7 ____ „„ „„o bones, etc., “cannot fall to,Impress the who took any interest in its pleasuresexporare brands them as fraud and d-evoutj„. 8Uperetlti0UB b0. wero Bure to be damned.
not as medium at all?- I jjever8 I It was. given out from the pulpit that

But the odor is becoming more and I ‘ ■■■. . .. _______ I it was a sin to be happy and pretty
more obnoxious, and the fakes more A voting Constituency of Mothers, nearly everybody felt that the pulpit 
numerous, as the exposures made in the Juâg0 Bcn ¿JndS0y, o£ Col(>. ^rl(J In
secular papers prove, having been read rado, the highest authority in the presenCe of the. terror that evêry- 
by at least 35,000,000 of people, and I United States on Juvenile courts, was I where reared its awful crest there was 
something must be.done, and that soon, asked what effect the influence of a I but little disposition to laugh, but a 
or the cause of Spiritualism will suffer I YotAng constituency of mothers had had I 8Hght inclination to be merry.

: among all thinking, reasoning men and C°Urt 8yS" Man’s bu8'nAss,.ln18 w%rld1waf
t®01 °* ^°I°rado, he replled. I make sure of his calling and election

I ill J.«» __ win I “The Juvenile court of Denver has al- for the world to come; and it was at his
dure m long a ? thlre “s one WyS had tt the 8upport °£ ta® everlasting peril that he permitted him-

l dure as long as were is one genuine Women and whatever successes it may self to dally with the pleasures that
, manifestation, out our cause .cannot be credited with Is largely, if not en- met him by thé way.
I long survive as a factor of great worth I tirely due to their efforts." I t am still nmuv decades vouneer than’ totte world end remMnso seflbusly af. "The results of woman suffrage In I Methnaeinh la reported to have been at
i flicted by these barnacles of destruc- Colorado have been so satisfactory that I thé time of his death, and yet I can well 
• tton- " ♦ ' it is hard to understand how it encoun- remember the time when the few of

I®1"8 opposition in other states. I have my acquaintances who persisted in en
I never observed one evil as the result of I joying themselves as they- went along 

Opportune Suggestions. woman’s suffrage. were, looked upon as being mighty
' While the'good church people arej. Wehave In Colorado the most ^ad-) risky, and as “tempting Providence” toPhiladelphia, Pa., Aug. 15.—Clad only -------------- -------------- . ____________ —---------------- -

in undergarpients, Miss Mary Black, a conducting their reform saloont busi-1 laws “any 8ta‘e ln.t?,® VHlon a degree that was exceedingly danger
pretty young woman and a distant rela- ne8„ e Bueee8t enlarge the iOrJ?Le Curn?nd p(°tectloa,of tte home
tlve of ex-Govemor Frank S. Black of 8pSSeat that they enlarge the I and the children, the very foundation of I it wasri’t "safe” to allow oneself to
New Yorlc, walked up the aisle of the lscope o£ their operatIons so-as to in- the republic. These, laws in my opln- fan m love with the pleasures of this
Fortieth Street Methodist Episcopal 1 elude reform gambling hells, moral ion, would not exist at this time, if it world—a world that was soon to be
church, corner of Walnut street, inter-, brothels, pious get-rich-quick concerns, I were ,not for the powerful influence of licked up in flames and crumpled in the
rupting the Sunday evening service and I heavenly pawn shops, golden rule yoman 3au£tra?® which, at all times, I fervent heat of God's wrath like a leaf
announcing in solemn tones, "I come hoards of trade holy onium ioints re- u88 been hack’-of them and^those who in a red-hot furnace.

o tn vnn cihrtaL" I ™«> 5® have conscientiously and faithfully ad- . As a joy killer the old time religion
to induce relMMs asn^UOM and mhiistered themk - I was perfect. The incense of its pessi-
godly HfTanAwnversaUon “ d th0. Pol,iUcla“8 “ boU1 mism hung like a pall over the beauty

It rhiiat to admitted«™»(hie » Part1®8 reckon seriously with the wo- of the world. The life that now is was terp^etopens^OT vi^as^of^wid^ ex' I an ,VOti, aJld*1 men oi acur86—on® t0 come waa
iTZL.- °pen,8 upvl5J,s wla® . ®x‘ moral- character have been refused dreadfully uncertain.
pansh eness in,the direct line of cog- places-uponeiiartybtickets because of the ' But it is evident that a change Is moral proX^lna°Qan-Weraln womtn Vote' cominioverthe splrffof our dreml
moral progress—in a horn. “We belidfre wechave the best Juve- when ministers play baseball, and

A- .... nlle Iaw> thelbest:child-labor law, the ‘ ...SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT OF ME-1 best compulsory aleducation law, the 
DIUMS’ RELIEF FUND. . I best laws fOitthecprevention of cruelty 

To'the Editor:—The following sums to-children and thb enforceinent of the 
have been received for the Mediums’ obligations >bf fathers to support wife 
Relief Fund, to be added to the amount I and child, ami tins' best administration 
that was being raised in order to secure -these laws>of any city of the Union.” 
the thousand dollars promised by our . In. view dfithe fact that every irre- 
treasurpr, and to strengthen the work . sponsible, .unreliable and malicious ca- 
The final report was supposed' to be uard of tne fcdlureibf woman suffrage in 
that of July 1, but as the friends herein I Colorado 18 seizeddupen to exploit their 
mentioned were a little late, we give I predictions ;by opponents of political 
them ¡the privilege of having their con- power for wome^ithe testimony of a 
trlbutions printed with those of former man Bke Judge Idpdsey, an acknowl- 
donors.. Mrs. E. M. Lindsay, ?5; Jacob I edged experijin child saving, will be of 
Hey, second contribution, $2; T. S. A. value to thdse.wbf: want the truth in re
Truth Seeker,- fourth contribution, S2; Bard to woman suffrage in practice.
Mrs. T- F. Goeltz, $2; Mrs. H. G. Har- '• . ' PROGRESS. :

with a message to you froip Christ.’ ■ 
It was just as the pastor, Rev. N. B.

Masters.concluded a prayer that Miss 
Black entered the edifice. She tiptoed 
through the vestibule, then with arms 
outstretched she walked slowly toward 
the pulpit. ' ‘ -

Over her shoulders hung loosely the 
folds of a silk bodice. Her eyes were 
partly closed and her lips moved inaud
ibly. As she neared the altar rail she 
raised her voice,’repeating in measured 
tones, ’1 come with'a message to you 
from Christ.” r ■

Awed by the apparition, the congrega
tion, numbering upward of 300, sat 
speechless. None knew what to do and 
the silence was like a pall and in an
other moment as the girl stoofhelpless 
before them women wept and prayed. 

• Assisted by other men and some of 
the women whose nerves .had been 
calmed Professor.Foster persuaded the 
.girl to go home with him, - -

She was taken to her home by a family 
of the'name of Hyde. She appeared to 
be rational upon all subjects'other than 
religion. Later, she did not recall go
ing to the church, in which she was an 
active worker-—Chicago Chronicle.
■ If this Incident had occurred in a 
Spiritualist meeting, what a text it 
would have afforded some ministers to 
expatiate on the evils and dangers of 
Spiritualism. But as it was one of 
their own 'fold—the cose is different, of 
course.

for the care and protection of the home

mon, jl; T. F. Malitz,. 65 cents. Our • ■—— -------— •
sincere thanks are due to each contrib- \ A-Correctiön Corrected. .

. InThe'Progressive Thinker of August
We trust the. Mediums’Fund will not 13, I madb a mistake ifi correcting a 

be forgotten in future days; the N.S. A. mistake in reference to Dr. Franklin' 
is paying out a large sum monthly in Bnd the Age of Reason. The -mistake 
pensions for mediums, and we feel it to I consisted m using the figure 8 Instead 
be a most blessed work. • of 9. Dr. Franklin'died in 1790, and

. MARY T. LONGLEY, the Age of Readon was jjgt written till
. Secretary, , [1793 or 4. ... J. S. LOVELAND.

■ ---------- , »o . ------- ----  . ■ I V . .  ■ ■ .
;. “Spirit Echoes," My Mattle E. Hull. I "Mark Chester; or a Mill ana a Mill- 
This pretty volume contains.flfty-seven I ion. A Tile of1 Southern California."

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts. and Poll tieni Pin Points." By J......... . ......... , _____________ ________ _ — -__ — ________
8. Harrington. A pamphlet containing । of the author’s latest: and choicest I By Carlyle Petersllea; A pure psychio
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 poems. Neatly-bound in cloth, and with I story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
cents. .... portrait of the author.i Pride ,5 Coutil. 1 por covers, 1ST cents,

enjoy it, we need no extra argument to 
prove to us that religion is experiencing 
a “new birth.” '

- When ministers play" baseball,' and 
enjoy it, we may be Bure that, in their 
opinion at least, there are some pleas
ures of this world that are not.to be de-' 
spised.

In a word, after a long, hard fight hu
man nature is beginning to win its 
rights. Long scouted and scorned, it 
is no'W beginning to be recognized. Its 
claims are being allowed. It is enter
ing into its patrimony. , .

Upon the world, long cursed by the
ology, is falling the light of reasonj.and 
it is beginning to be perceived,: on all 
hands, that human gladness is no sin, 
and thafirit is contrary to no law, hu
man or divine, for men and women to 
get what pleasure they can out of the 
life that has been given to them.

It is only-wrong to do wrong. It is 
•not wrong to be happy,

-It is wrong to be selfish, to be cruel, 
to be dishonest, to be untruthful, to be 
less than a manly man or a ' Womanly 
woman—but it Is not wrong to enter 
with zest into the enjoyment that the 
passing day may offer.

And so it was a grand thing whenI those clergymen played baseball. It is 
true they were beaten, but they,played 
well, and, incidentally, did a mighty

**

Nobody knows the weary cares, 
The many trials which she bears, 
Hidden behind the smiles she wears:

Nobody knows but mother.
Nobody knows the hopes and fears, 
The lonely hours, the silent tears, 
The faith that lasts through dreary years:

Nobody knows but mother.
Nobody knows how deep the blight 
When Death came like a thief at night, 
And stole her baby from her sight:

Nobody knows but mother.
Nobody knows how deep she wept, 
When silently she often crept 
To know if baby- only slept:

Nobody knows but mother.
Nobody knows the mental strain, 
The aching heart, the frantic brain, 
When baby would not wake again:

Nobody knows but mother.
Nobody knows the grief she bore, 
In her fond heart how deep the sore, 
To be forgotten never more :

Nobody knows but mother.
Henry M. Edmiston.

Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.
An old-fashioned literary entertain

ment was given at the auditorium on 
Friday evening, August 12. The home 
talent did not say they were there. 
They did if the Breeze did not say he 
was not there. '

When the first edition of the Bieeze 
was brought forth the hand clapping 
and laughter declared it was the fourth.

Mrs. Coffman now proceeded to give 
her editorial of the "Bridal Troup.” 
The bride of the camp hollyhocked in 
hair and dress until the - bridegroom 
said—so the Breeze said—”1 will not 
walk with her.” He saw the plain little 
dress under the. hollyhock and he said, 
“I gués I will walk on.”

The Breezy Breeze breezed some of 
the “medlals” of tlie camp until they 
whooped.

It was a little far on, when the edit
or Insisted "our secretary must be rein
carnated.” He looked around and said, 
“I will not be told out of ' my spirit 
home.” i

The Breeze feels the Ravenna minis
ter ought to arrest the Katydid. The 
editor said, “I don't care if ' he does. 
Katy will till his soil.” When the court 
reigned o'er, her she said, “Katy did, 
Katy did.”- - .

Thé Breeze says, "The mosquito 
oüght to be arrested, he has been sing
ing on Sunday.” He said, I will not say 
I sang on Sunday,” so he said to them, 
“I do not know whether that was ‘sing’ 
of not.” and the soil did not get its till.?

In the next incarnation the Breeze 
will be continued. '

Mrs. Coffman, on Saturday afternoon, 
August 13, gave a very interesting lec
ture, followed bÿ the answering of 
questions written by persons in the au
dience. They were very kindly an
swered; in truth, they were answered- 
justly to all présent. Her Sunday lec
tures were full of beautiful truth and 
contained many thoughts that ought to 
be instilled into the heads of all. •

LYDIE L. CURTIS.

"The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” Price 25 cents. .

"Love—Sex—Immortality." By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. Price 25 cents.

She, who will never hear the wild birds 
sing.

My words within her ears’ cold cham
bers ring

Faint, with the city’s murmurous sub
tones blent;

Though with such sounds as suppliants 
may have sent,

To high-throned goddesses, my speech 
takes wing, r

Not for the side-poised head's appealing 
grace

I gaze, nor hair where fire in shadow 
lies— ,

For her the world’s unhallowed noises 
base

Melt into silence; not our groans, our 
cries,

Our curses reach that high removed 
place '

Where' dwells her spirit, innocently 
■ wise. 1 •

--Henry Cuyler Bunner. ’

THE ROOM. :|

Here In this old deserted room, 
Where cobwebs, fringe the tapestries 

Swayed by. the breezes in the gloom, 
My heart renews life’s ecstasies.

There where the . dusty shade’s let 
down, • ■ t

Against the yelloV light I see . .'
A bended form whose silver crown i 

Is more than queenly crown to me. I
There in the quiet corner nook

!'Z

A leathern chair leans to the wall— 
There bended o’er some cherished book

A form arises in the pall; . ■ •
A form I looked, to with delight

In days of childhood when I trod, .. 
A vagrant and a-tott’ring wight, .

A trembling babe o’er vernal sod.
I list the voices faint and sweet .

Borne, to’me in soft roundelays, . .
Like echoes froin some dim retreat ,.

Of life’s exquisite choral days.
And yhlle the mould’rlhg tapestries.

Swayed by the breezes in the gloom 
Crumble to dust, life’s ecstasies . .

Bring back the sunshine to the room, 
■ —Horace Seymour Keller.

»
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A PAT UPON THE BACK..* q

NEW INVENTION!IVfl»* fr,f BAta Kz^L*la» CJ. I-« Zlrv .i ■ *

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

“body, ani there is”—an ethereal or—“a spiritual

all believe this; arid they are right as well as the Spir-

’ Miss Abby A. Judson has been visiting me of late,

upon us dawn

DR. T. WILKINS. (To be continued.)

t

REMARKABLE INVENTION

Grandma Shulhoff is their medium to do a beautiful
humanitarian work.

WHEN OU» MOTHER PASSES ON.

angel one.

-consciousness,

That we love her and we miss her, when our mother
passes on.

LILY DALE.

5*

Notes of the City of Light Assembly.

AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE« 
STORES EYESIGHT.

S..Ä «»leitnea, manager», generai »genti. ’ÎÔQfc p’rofiu 
WORLD MFG. CO.. 82 WoBU) Buoino, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

It is then remorse goes gnawing through our bleeding body.” Even the Christians, Catholic and orthodox,

Write for aew booklet, Bprdal Offer Ude inoDtb. Oor 
new Quaker Folding Vapor Beth Oabioew, finest 

produced. Everybody delighted. Eujor &t 
home for 8c each ell the marvclomcluauilog. 
Invigorating, curative effect» of the faxnou« 
Turkish Baths. Open the 6,000.000 skin 
pores, purifies the entire system, /teats Hot 
Springs. Presents disease. Sates Dr. bill». 
Cured thousands. Nature's draglHs remedy 

1,1 for colds, grip, rheumatism, aehes, pains, 
blood and skin dReases, Eldaej Irouhl* 
children's diseases and f<-(nnit> ills. Guarin. 
teed. Beat oa W days' trial, $100lo$8U() 

jea, managers, general agent». lOOfc profit.

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies, Fistula, Ulcers

dr:byej Broadway, Kansas City, Mo,

The Mystic Thesaurus, 
Or Initiation in the Theoretical and Practical 
iocrets of Astral Truth and Occult Art. By 
Wixxib y. Whitekrai», Editor Agrippa’s “Nat
ural Magic." The book treats of The Symbol of 
the Cross. Spiritual Gifts. Inspirational Con
ception, Initiative Exposltion.Tne Astral Broth* ■ 
Brnood, Message of the Brotherhood, The Magie 
Mirror, and Celestial Companionship. It Is a 
good text book for students of the Mystic, and 
Will be sent postpaid, In paper, for 81.00.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lector«» by tho Swami Virckauanda, on RajaTogai 

or Conquering tho Internai Na&oro. and other sub
ject»; also, Patanjflli'u Yoga Aphorisms, with com
mentaries and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms.

. Revised and enlarged, ttmo., Cloth. Mt50. Raja Yoga 
Is on ardent system of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
thofourbblef methods that tho Vedanta Philosophy 
offcra to obtain freedom and perfection. Bwamt vlv» 
okananda became a familiar figure In several Ameri’ 
can cities during tho tbreo yean following tho Pop 
llamentof Religions at Chicago*, he was cordially re* - 
cclvedln America, where tho breadth and depth of 
his teachings were soon recognized. His teachings 
an universal tn their application, Tho book 1» cheap 
ttSldR F& «Mo at thu office.

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITINQ.-In this booK Mln 

Whiting alms to portray a practleal ideal for 
daily living that shall embody tho. sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. It Is, in a measure, a logical se
quence of “The World Beautiful,” loading into 
stilt diviner harmonies.. It Is calculated to ren
der the soul In harmony with tho universe. It 
Is truly an Inspiration. Price, cloth, 81,00.

. The Refioion of Science.
By Dr. Paul Cams. Ver thoughtful and In

teresting. Price, 25 cents.

H;
To the Editor:—As you well say, Spiritualism is physician as a speedy prey to tuberculosis. “Cali- “I haven’t the faintest doubt but we shall be able 

.. ............ ’-tomia or Florida may prolong her life, but nothing to keep up the work'dn the‘faith basis.’/ It’s marvel-world wide, and of course co-extensive with Spiritual
ism is spirit influence; A large and influential band 
of spirits are constantly at work in aiding Grandma 
Shulhoff in her humanitarian work. She attribute? 
her success to the Lord (only & kindly spirit) and 
says, “I just leave it all th him—all the providing, 
that is. And of course he sends bread and milk for 
the babies. He wouldn’t send them to me to go hun-
gry or starve. s

“For myself, I want nothing. I haven’t bought a 
garment for myself or my daughters in two years, and 
I don’t expect to. We just spend and are spent for 
the babies—and we love them, every one!”

So Mrs. E. J. Shulhoff, a Chicago woman, as set 
forth in the Tribune, who, because she. believes a 
higher power called her to work among destitute Chi
cago infants, had faith and^ courage a year ago last 
May to rent a large house with no visible prospect of 
being able to pay expenses. A large number of 
homeless and delicate infants, frequently accom
panied by mothers equally ailing, have been cared for 
since the courageous beginning, and never once has 
a mother or child gone hungry or the rent been long 
owing. In one way or another the necessary money 
has always come in.

At pfesent eleven children, the oldest 2% years old, 
and nine under 10 months of age, , are sheltered iff the 
nameless, informal home at 571 West Congress street. 
One of these babies is cared for by its mother, a frail 
girl now able to help a little with the care of some of 
the other diminutive morsels of humanity, but the 
main burden of their support and tending devolves 
upon Mrs. Shulhoff and her two daughters, equally 
devoted to the babies. No light task, this, when it is 
remembered that all the little ones are “bottle 
babies” and require frequent and generous feedings 
to keep them in their present flourishing condition, 
and when the nerve wearing tasks of day and night

can save her.” This was the doctor’s verdict;
Concerning the daughter who had always suffered 

from hip malady it was said that she must always re
main a cripple. But faith and prayer, according to 
the story and belief of Mrs. Shulhoff,cured both moth
er and daughter. Grateful and fervent,¡they looked 
about them for some unselfish work to do.

For years it was “borne upon” the thankful wo
men, together with the other daughter who thought 
and felt with them, that work in behalf of destitute 
babies was that towards which they- felt special lead-

ous what strength*anfl’endurance have been given us; 
it takes lots of stienglli and endurance for three wo
men to look aft^r eleven or fifteen babies, although 
we’ve always bei^i alije to manage it so far. And as 
long as friendless, hqijieless, or destitute women and 
children come to*, jig w$ shall take them in.”

When th-’ days arif' dark and dreary an’ a feller’s in 
th’ dumps,”

An’ his cards is mixed so badly that* he don’t know 
what is trumps; <

When th’ sunshine leaves him stumblin’ an’ a-gropin’ 
. in th’ gloom,

An’ th’ flowers o’ love are blighted of their blossom 
an’ their bloom,

Sort o’ sets his feet a-travclin’ in a safer, surer track, 
When you boost his courage upward with a pat upon 

th’ back. '
An’ it gives a chap th’ confidence to take a firmer 

stand, 1
Just to feel th’ kindly pressure of a sympathetic hand.

Mothers Lend Aid When Able. „>
Sometimes wli|n th$ women assisted are stronger 

and able to securg durable positions they make the 
home a small present or “divide” with the proxy 
mothers of the numerous other babies. One woman, An’ his eyes ’ll git to fillin’, when you whisper in hising. But the money which had been lacking to de- 1 - ■

fray the expenses of the proposed sojourn in Cali- who, with her tiny child, was tenderly cared for dur-
fprnia dr Florida, as for the various kinds of expens
ive'treatment frequently proposed for the daughter, 
was also lacking for the support of the babies. The 
husband and father, now no longer opposed to the 
work for the children, nut willing to assist with it,

mix/) wiuji aiul lilij tmiUj nao ccjiutxij ucuvu. j-vl. uui- CftF
ing several months, left 75 cents when she departed as just a little word o’ comfort; just a little note o’

although for some time an invalid, disliked the ide’a tlie workoi the home, one or them being paid tor sueli 
of the child mission intensely. The small apartment ®ff01't- But as u rule ho material return of any kind 
in which the family resided precluded the taking of is made for the eare and love given, and the only 
more than one child.' • claim upon this care and love necessary to secure the

r . fullest possible benefits is that of need.
Couldn t Save the Most Loved Babe. Modest and shrinking in manner, earnestly depre-

But in strange ways which Mrs. Shulhoff consid- eating praise or publicity, Mrs. Shulhoff has some- 
ers providential she was led from the small apartment thing of the eager spirit of the martyr or devotee evi- 
into the large house now occupied and the fi^st child dent in her glowing eyes and quiet manner, Ex- 
was quickly brought to her, a distressed young mother tremely slender and frail in physical appearance, the 
being saved to happier days through the effort. Other brave faith that is in her inspires every movement, 
children followed, one by one, save in the case of the Her daughters, youthful, attractive, accomplished, 
twins who naturally came together, until fifteen ba-, are no less in earnest in their devotion to the work, to 
hies laid claim and siege to the hearts of the devoted do which they believe a special call to have been sent 
baby lovers. The sick little baby, motherless from them, and as the woman who lovingly mothers eleven 
birth, and for several months left to the neglectful little stray babies quaintly expresses it, “when young 
tending of a drunken neighbor, tho baby whose early women give up everything, spend all their time, never 
death was inevitable but who was saved much suffer- (

earnest of the help she would like to extend to cheer;
other unfortunates were she able. Two youAg moth- An’ he’ll bear afflictions torture, when he’s placed 
ers, partially recovering the strength depleted . upon th’ rack,
through illness and hunger, have helped a little .with With th’ courage of a martyr, by a pat upon-th’ back, 
the work of the home, one of them being paid for such

ing; was loved, perhaps, the mo$t of all.
“ I do wish we could have had that baby’s picture, ’ ’ 

says the proxy mother of po many inftmts. “We can
not think how any one could have deserted it so cru
elly, it was so sweet.”

Though herself a firm believer in the power of heal-

go out, do nothing but care for poor little children, 
they must have grace and faith and love in their

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
This Instrument is in thb form of a 

pocket battery, which the inventors 
have patented and which they call “Ac- 
tlna," a word which is their trade mark 
and owned by them.

In the treatment ot eye diseases the 
inventors of “Actina" claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye for 

any form of disease, 
cataracts, pterygiums 
and other abnormal 
growths can be re
moved and weakened 
vision restored by the

baby tending are recalled.
“But it’s all right when one loves the babies and 

believes God sends them,” says “Grandma” Shul
hoff, quaintly, smiling upon the two eldest charges, „ _
playfully demanding her attention. “We haven’t ing through faith, strong in the long held intent 
had a night of uninterrupted rest since November, but never again to take medicine or medical treatment, 
we seem to-be getting along.” Mrs. Shulhoff exacts no such rigorous faith from the

To Ann nf t nva destitute mothers who stay in her house with their
wo K ' 1 children. A skilled physician visits the home upon

No charge is made by the three devoted baby lov- oceflsioll) several times the inmates have called in 
ers, no priee set upon the care and affection rendered .other medical assistance, when anxious concerning 
the babies “GodStands us.” The needy mothers who i...x xi._m...... —n ------------ - —h

are in destitution and distress are helped, fed, tended, 
set upon their feet again in similar spirit; sometimes 
a needy, destitute father is stirred to new hope by the 
knowledge that his cherished child will be tenderly 
cared for until such time as he may be able to support

the babies, but in the main the small shavers are well 
and lusty and speak well for the “treatment of

and reclaim it.
• “If ever I do get into work again I’ll-do something 
nieV for these other babies,” fervently promises one 
fiueh father who, his wife in the insane asylum, was in 
sore straits to knowv^hat to do with the tiny baby 
concerning which he felt so utterly, Wretchedly help
less until led to Mrs. Shulhoff’s vicinity and friend
ship.

'The baby meanwhile blinks and smiles and prospers, 
well fed, well tended, lacking not even affection. 
And across the room from the big bed that enshrines 
him are tiny girl twins whose mother will strive hard 
to keep them with her by and by. Six other infinites
imal fragments of humanity, all well and thriving, 
share the four rooms on the top story. The two little 
¿‘big boys” of.the family, sturdy $nd .laughing .tod- 
idlers, neither of whom has yet attained the dignity of 
"the third ’birthday, have the freedom of the house
hold save only the front parlor, where their two pret
ty and girlish “aunties” give music lessons, in the in
tervals of bay tending, in order that fruit and milk 
and breakfast foods and good bread and butter may 
be forthcoming for each member of the large family. 
’And there are lively times on the top story of 571 
West Congress street if the proper time for meals is 
even momentarily delayed.

How Her Unbounded Faith Was Born.
•, Baek of the good work performed so quietly and 
unostentatiously lies the simple story of a woman’s 
faith.

: A long time ago Mrs. Shulhoff herself had four Lit
tle children, one of whom died some yeafs back. A 
second, the son, is married and lives in Wisconsin. 
The fwp daughters, at home and with their mother,

hearts.” •
There is something sublimely beautiful in the above

Maybe you have been discouraged; felt morose an’ 
glum an’ blue,

An'’ th’ load you struggled under was almost too 
much for you;

An’ when all your sky was clouded, an’ you only saw 
despair,

Like a black-winged monster hoverin’ 'round about 
you everywhere,

You remember how th’ sunshine chased away th’ 
shadows black,

When some feller cheered you onward with a pat 
upon th’back.

Why, ’twill never cost you nothin’ just to do a thing 
like that—

Cheer some weary-hearted fell er with a friendly little 
pat!

You will never miss th’ minute that you stop to do th’ 
deed,

Or regret th’ kindly action to th’ feller who’s in need. 
Oh, you’ll brighten many pathways if you’ll learn th’ 

little knack

n.o»i,Ljaarl.’L new and more humane 
th!s 18 a £act< there wiU be 

taeles^ “a^h bI.in^ or wear spoc' 
A°tlna been tested in 

unqreds of cases and has effected mar
velous cures. So confident are the In
ventors that this device is an article of 
great merit that they give an absolutely 
iree trial. They want every one Iner- 
ested to make a thorough investigation 
and a personal test of the “Actina.” As 
it is sent on trial postpaid, any person, 
can give it this test.

They issue a book of 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
tells all about “Actina," the diseases it 
will cure, what others think of it, what 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and it is sent absolutely free upon re
quest. This book should be In the li
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association 
Dept. TR, 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

philanthropic work, carried on by “Faith.” An in
visible host of spirits cluster around that home, and Of assistin’ others onward by a pat upon th’ back.
Grandma Shulhoff is their medium to do a beautiful . —E. A. Brininstool.

faith.”
To this treatment Mrs. Shulhoff and her daughters, 

following the famous example of Dr. George Miller, 
who for many years maintained an orphan’s home 
in London upon a similar basis,, yield complete trust 
and confidence. Do they lack money wherewith to 
buy the next meal, or milk for the babies, or some ne
cessity for the house or the older patients ? Is the rent 
due and the household pocketbook empty? Is there 
responsibility of any kind to be met?

Support Always Rewards Her Faith.
“We pray for support and assistance,” says the 

woman whose faith, if it has not already moved 
mountains, has at least been potent to accomplish the 
seemingly impossible, “and it always comes somehow. 
'Where two or three shall agree together,’ says the 
Bible, and my daughters and I are of one mind in this 
matter. And, as I said, it is the Lord’s work and we 
trust,him to look after it. ' '

“I never go out and look for the children; in fact, 
I am careful never even to seem eager to take them. 
They are all brought to me, and in strange ways some
times. Providence would not send them without the 
means to keep them alive and well.

“I never speak, even to my dearest friends, of our 
needs or the needs of the babies. I would not fpr 
worlds make appeal for aid or assistance, and all the 
money we make ourselves we ‘turn in’ to the work. 
But somehow, in some way, enough is always supplied 
to take good care of the babies and any one else whom 
we may happen to have with us. . Now and then 
friends give us money; once or twice, when we have 
been practically stranded, it has come by letter; sev
eral times I have received it with no clew to its origin 
or donor. And other things come in strange ways, 
too.

DIVINE WRIGHT. 

------------

When our, mother lives among us and we see her all 
the while, '

We forget that she must leave us and take with her 
that sweet smile.

We forget, while she is supple, and goes lightly to 
and £ro,

That she soon will get so feeble that she can but 
slowly go;....

We forget when,she embraced us in our childhood 
days now gone, “

Till we see the dumb;clods cover her, then wisdom, 
seems to dawn,'.

Then our heart-strings draw us closer, as we sense 
her closingiday; :

And we weep in bitter sorrow when her spirit goes 
away.’

Titled lord-and'humble peasant on a level here 
must be

To the mothers that produced them, in our world’s 
humanity;-

For a mother, prior arid humble, loves as well her 
humble child, j

And as deeply as tho. mother who has gold around her 
- •rpiled. - '

And as nature has decreed it that all things .shall pass 
away,

It is no event unlooked for that we all shall go some 
day,

But the world seems dark and dreary and and the 
thoughts upon us dawn, ।

That we lo^e her and shall miss her when our mother 
passes on.' ",

It is then we feel the value of her counsel and- her 
love,

LIFE IN THE SPIRIT REALMS.
- 'Continued from page 2.) 

forms; fpr all entities and all forms are as eternal as 
we are ourselves.

All are but parts of one stupendous whole, and 
each fills its’position and place. You of earth are ac
customed to think that each organ of the body has but 
one use. You say, the eyes see, the ears hear, the 
tongue tastes, the feet walk ; whereas, each and every 
organ of the body answers a great, many different 
purposes. The eyes not only see but they express all 
the various emotions of the soul; they weep when the 
spirit within is grieved ; they smile as docs the mouth 
and lips; they flash with anger; they express joy, and 
hope, and love, and tenderness. But for the eyes 
there could be no great paintings in the world; no 
beautiful buildings nor architectural colorings; no 
symmetry anywhere. The eyes answer for more than 
one purpose. They are for the soul to use for a great 
many purposes ; not, simply, to see with.

And thus of each and every organ of the body. 
They not only serve the body but the indwelling 
spirit, and arp needed as much, and even more by the 
spirit than by thé body.

The material body can and often does get along 
very comfortably without-some of its organs, but the 
spirit body never, for if a material member is missing ■ 
the person is conscious—and it has also been proved— 
that the corresponding spiritual member is still intact. 
If a man loses his leg he is conscious that his spiritual 
leg is still with him, proving that spirits have feet, 
legs and arms.

My wife has asked me a great many times since I 
passed out of the body: “Dear Carlyle, have you eyes' 
to see with as here, and ears to hear ; have you feet 
and hands and so forth?” and my reply has been in

When her spirit has departed for its mansion up the most emphatic and positive manner: “Yes! I have, 
above. I can see you and hear you; and each and every organ

It is then we feel regretful, if a thing was leffundone, of my body is intact, ethereal and spiritual. Paul 
For the comfort, ease or pleasure of our dear old truly said, “there is a natural”—or material—

“We wanted a baby carriage not long ago, for in
stance. TTwe had been choosing one we should have—------ -------------------------< _____  —•------------- ------------o-— ---------------- - It is then an obscure future blights our hope of happi- itualists.

share in and sympathize with all her unselfish, philan- selected a double carriage, on account of the twins,— ’ ne'ss, ' • ALL, — J-ff-__ ___L-™ .LLA ........ 2
thropic efforts, heart and soul. Growing up together but we didn’t make mention of this when we prayed And the world looks gloomy to us when the thoughts gad she is very anious to control my wife to write’ 
and much with one another, mother and daughters for the perambulator. A few days later we had a ---------  1......   * ■
have always kept close. . baby carriage sent us, however, and—it was a double

Three years ago the mother was ill, given up by a carriage, just right for the twins! '

and she will tell you of our earth, water, fauna and 
flora.

The abors ia the number ot the pres- 
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
es printed at the top of the first page; 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
tight hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number oa 
the tag of your wrapper.

Everything at the City ot Light is 
moving steadily forward with assured 
success. Showers by night and sun
shine by day afford a most delightful 
climate. Lectures and classes follow in 
succession, and activity on every plane 
is the watchword of the hour. The 
mental science advocates are teaching 
the practical application of the truths 
which Spiritualism has been giving for 
more than half a century and the people 
accept it cordially.

Thursday afternoon, Dr. Chas. Brodie 
Patterson addressed a fine audience on 
Mental Healing,

The lyceum sessions held at the audi
torium every Friday morning are full of 
interest, imarching with band music, 

' carpring flags and banners affords the 
keenest delight of from 60 to 70 chil
dren, and their songs and recitations 
show the faithful labors of the philan
thropic teachers. Mrs. Peterson and 

. 'her'assistants may well feel proud-of 
the splendid results achieved.

> Friday afternoon .Mrs. Helen Camp- 
bell talked bn "the Education, of Chil-

■’ dren.
• Letters of inquiry are received daily 
from most intellectual sources concern
ing the possibilities of the City of Light 
for investigations along phenomenal 
and menial lines, and they are all here. 
The most skeptical can secure the evi
dence if willing to investigate.

Mr. Lockwood’s class lessons, con
tinue with unabated interest,' and. peo
ple are being taught an understanding 
on purely scientific lines of what has 
long been considered mysterious.
, Mr. Conway, a wealthy, oil operator 
from Texas, is making his yearly visit 

’ to Lily Dale, and takes a wholesome in
terest in all our proceedings.:

• Col. Van Horn,: of Kansas City,'is'a 
keen observer, and alive to everything 
of interest. . '
': Mr. J. S. Drake, recently of St. Louis, 
nnd the husband of Maud Lord, is a wel
come visitor and 1b enjbying old 
friends, along with the rest and recu-

I peration from business cares.
On Saturday,- August 13, Dr. Pirttep- 

। non spoke on "Concentration, Medita
tion and Breath". r

Mr. J. Clegg Wright lectured Satu» 
flay morning on, tho Evolution of the

Human Mind, and said, in part, ”1 can- ' 
not imagine any limitations to the uni-“ 
verse, though Peter Parley wrote of a 
sailor who sailed'to the end of -the 
world and found a high’ wall, which he 
climbed, and looking over, saw a heap 
of old moons on the opposite side. You 
cannot* conceive of the end of space 
more than a limited space. Reason is 
not a representation of consciousness, 
and is only perfect on a certain plane. 
This life should be the basis of evolu
tion for another life.” • ■ 
.. Mrs. Campbell spoke Sunday morning 
on ‘‘Body Building.”

The speaker was followed- by Mrs. 
Lillie, who received her subject from 
the audience, "The Growth of the Soul." 
She said: “The soul is the intelligent,’ 
conscious Ego. Dr. Buchanan said, ‘We 
Have soul, brain and body and that we 
become body as well as soul builders by 
various processes.’ The soul, like a 
seed, finds its own way of growing, and 
is dependent largely on its environ
ment Every thought we think is to 
help us in soul development. Spiritual
ists want the best light that can be 
given, the greatest amount of "truth- 
that can be received. We have sent 
for teachers of the various cults, and. 
are willing to accept truth from every 
¡source.” . .

Sunday afternoon Dr. Patterson dis
coursed on “The Law of Success." ■j

On Sunday evening Mrs. Mabel Todd 
lectured on “Japan Revisited»"

Tuesday afternoon-was the day ap
pointed for Mrs. Gilman to speak, but 
falling to arrive in time, the platform 
was occupied by Willard J. Hull, who 
paid glowing tribute to President Pet- 
tehgill and to his old friends, Mr. and 
Mrs..Lillie; also to the memory of Mr. 
Skidmore and dther tried and true ones 
who had been loyal supporters of the 
divine gospel taught ofl these grounds.

■Woman’s Day, one of the fairest of 
the season and a grand gala day at the 
City of Light, was ushered ,,ln with 
great pomp and display. A large ban
ner bearing the inscription, "Lily Dale 

' Greeting to Political Equality," was 
suspended just within the gateway. 
Flags floated from every available 
place, while drapings and festoons of 
yollow and white made beautiful the 
Jine of cottages frbm the gates to the 
auditorium. Badges-of yellow were ev
erywhere in',evidence, and bright yel
low blossoms were profusely worn by 
the ladles, on the waists and In the 

। hair. Everywhere women had tho'floor,

but the perfection of artistic handiwork 
-//as realized when the auditorium was 
reached. Busy hands, under the direc
tion of Mrs. Pettengill and Miss Flor
ence Ahl, with Mr. and Mrs. Further, 
had been active all the night long find 
transformed the great platform into a 
veritable, bower of beauty, surpassing 
every thing In the Une of decorations 
ever before produced. . Evergreens and 
yellow blossoms covered the columns 
on either side of the stage, and above 
the decorated arch was stretched a 
scroll with "Woman’s Congress" In 
large letters. The front of the stage, 
festooned with yellow, tied with huge 
white cords and tassels, and surmount
ed with an evergreen border produced 

’a most charming effect In the back
ground was" a large white flag of peace, 
over a section of which was arranged 
the small flags of every nation, and be
neath )t the pictures -of Mrs. Skidmore, 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. 
Anthony, Over the electric lights were 
immense yellow pond lilies, while 
groupings of ferns and blossoms were 
arranged in bountiful profusion with the 
most surprising taste arid skill, and elic
ited unbounded bdmiratlon.

The exercises of the day were opened 
by . Mrs. Humphrey, president of the 
Willing Workers, as chairman, who 
.presided with easy grace and ability..

A quartet of ladies sang, "Cast Thy 
Bread Upon the Waters,”, and Mrs. 
Parkhurst rendered a vocal solo.

Helen Campbell, the speaker of the 
morning, gave an Intensely Interesting 
recital of her two years’ experience in 
Dpnver, Cojo., where she registered as 
a voter and went to the polls on elec
tion day, and did. not encounter any of 
the direful-results predicted by the 
opponents of suffrage. She recounted 
various amusing events In .connection 
with this, novel experience, and ex
plained many of the benefits and advan
tages which were made manifest as the 
result of universal.suffrage,in Colorado.

Mrs. R. S, Lillie was the first speaker 
of the afternoon and referring to the ex
quisite beauty of surroundings, said, 
“Its inspiration touches not only the 
eye and sense, but the heart as well." 
She recalled the well-known fact that 

- Modem Spiritualism made its first ap
pearance in 1848, the same year the Wo- 
man’s Suffrage movement was organ
ized, and pointed to the fact. that all 

' along the lines of Spiritualistic teach- 
- Ings-the thought had been emphasized 
. that intellect knows no sex, that real

progress for the race could never be 
achieved till the mothers were made 
free and placed on perfect equality .with 
man. Mrs. Lillie was heartily cheered, 
and in response came forward and 
spoke in reverent feelings of the arisen 
ones whom she saw.clalrvoyantly, and 
prominent among them Marlon Skid
more, for whom she-voiced the., mes
sage that the work being done was 
what they had hoped for in the past; 
the weight of the burden may seem op
pressive, but it is only temporary; 
brave souls are working with you, and 
the work which is greater than any one 
can coucelve must be donel

Miss Edna Grant rendered a sweet 
eolo and was recalled for a second song.

Mrs. Charlotte Gilman of New York, 
was the next speaker, and was received 
with a long-continued . round of ap
plause. Mrs. G. hqs just returned-from 
Europe, and said that the International 
Council held in Berlin, Germany, was 
the most inspiring she had: ever attend
ed. It was composed-of ¡delegates from 
national councils all jover the world and 
meets every five years, rib was', a ques
tion how Germany wnuldoireceive -this 
great’ movement, since j [Children and 
churches, kitchen and clothes are the 
limit of Interest to German housewives. 
The delegates represented the best 
class of people among theiarts and pro
fessions, and doctors;: wha-are studying 
the woman questionsSclehtiflcally, after 
the manner of the,.Germans. A recep
tion was given by the Empress of Ger
many and banquet jby the city govern
ment of Berlin, wherp tbs’, officers wore 
big gold chains and'mnae pompous 
speeches. The Empressl >had a chair 
brought to Miss Anthony, and stood 
while she talked to iher.ssEvery honor 
was conferred that the ~ great capital 
could bestow, showing the dignity of 
the movement that lies so near the 
heart of the suffrage,advocates. Mrs. 
Gilman said she did not like{to.put six 
lectures In one and very nearly suc
ceeded In doing so. She made a strong 
point of the fact that we learn by doing 
things. The progress of the. world is 
made by progress in work. If human
ity could have ascended the stairway of 
development by prayer we might have 
stayed in the garden of Eden. Her lec
ture-bristled with new • thought . and - 
original suggestions concerning the po
sition of women asjjopks am}, care-tak
ers of children.’

The dance in tho .¿eyenlng drew -a 
packed house and was supposed to be

entirely in the hands of the ladies who 
purchased tickets and invited their 
partners,-but the most ardent advocates 
of feminine supremacy were hardly 
prepared for the surprise that awaited 
when the gntlre band filed in arrayed 
in women’s apparel; needless to. say it 
brought down the house, and thé hours 
that followed were strikingly hilarious.

S. M. KINGSLEY.

Report From the Camps.
After four weeks of camp work, Mrs. 

Morrill and myself are again at our 
home in Grand Rapids, Mich. We start
ed July 15 for _ Lake Brady, arriving 
there the 16th. We were met by the 
president, Mr. Rouse and the ehairlady, 
Mrs. Holls, and given a cordial welcome 
by all. It was our first visit to the wrill- 
known Ohio camp and we were charmed 
with its beauty. We found the camp in 
good condition, with bright prospects 
for the future, and we enjoyed our stay 
there very much.

While there we had the pleasure of 
meeting Mr. Bond the president of Lake 
Helen Camp, Florida. We also met. for 
the first tlmp, the veteran writer and 
lecturer, Dr. D. M. King,',’ifresident of 
Maple Dell camp. He cordially invited 
us to visit his camp, arid Monday, July 
25, we bade -farewell to many kind 
friends at Lake Brady, arid'left for Ma
ple Dell. - •

We were met at Ravenna by Mr. 
King, and while qnroute to the camp he 
pointed out to us the birthplace of Mod
ern Spiritualism in Ohio.' It was an old 
house standing by the road side, sur
rounded by trees, and Mr. King in
formed us that raps that could be, dis
tinctly heard in the mlddle of the road, 
were heard in this house about six 
'months after the Rochester rappings 
began. The house is unoccupied, but 
stands there an old landmark to the 
memory of Modem Spiritualism. -

We found Maple Dell a delightful 
place, well shaded by grand old maple 
trees, from whence it took its name. 
They have a fine auditorium, hotel and 
numerous, cottages. The officers and 
members are very enthusiastic and are 
working for the good'of the camp'.

While there .we had the tpleasure of 
■ meeting for the first time, Mrs. Mattie 

Hull, and also of listening to a very 
interesting; arid - instructive lecture 
which she delivered Tuesday afternoon. 
We. also had a short visit with Mr. Gas
ton, of Lily Dale. Mrs. Brown the land-

lady, did much to make our visit pleas
ant during the two days that we were 
there.

With the usual farewells we left for 
Cleveland, Thursday morning, arriving 
there at about 10 o’clock; we were met 
by Mr. Pope and conducted to his beau
tiful home on Archwood avenue. After 
a very pleasant visit with Mr. and Mrs. 
Pope, they informed us that they had 
planned a reception for us, and in the 
evening about twenty of the Spiritualist 
friends gathered in. The evening was 
very pleasantly passed, with music, 
short talks and recitations. Light re
freshments were served, then with 
hearty handclasps and' good ’wishes 
from all, we bade good-bye to our new- 
inade friends.

Friday morning we started for Mich
igan. We arrived at Haslet Park Sat
urday morning. We found the camp in 
the usual hurry arid bustle of opening, 
but a very delightful and restful placa 
After one week’s stay there, which con
cluded Mrs. MBrrill’s engagement, we 
went to Grand Rapids, stayed one night 
in our home, then on to Forest Home 
Camp in northern Michigan, located at 
Snowflake, on Intermediate Lake.

This camp is just the place for a sum
mer outing. It is a charming spot, 
surrounded as it is by wooded hills; 
one feels as he enters these grounds 
that he is far from the worry and bustle 
of city life, and in close touch with 
Mother Nature. This camp is located 
on the Pere Marquette railroad, three 
miles from Central Lake, and five miles 
from Belair; the county seat of Antrum 
county. A few . earnest workers are 
striving to make this camp a success, 
and we feel that they will succeed.

They have platted the, grounds Into 
lots, which will be leased at a nominal 
sum. Those desiring a sumer home in 
northern Michigan equal to any of the 
summer resorts, and much more restful, 
should at once avail themselves of this 
opportunity to secure a lot, by writing 
to tho secretary, Mrs, Ruth Eastman, 
Mancelona, Mich. .

D. A. MORRILL.
Grand Rapids, Mich. • •

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful' and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price76 cents.. -

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantial^ 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house In the 

United States excels them In the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper,

The three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, ‘‘The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull andrtV. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your ■ 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land,” ‘.‘Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult -Life of Jesus."

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient, or mod
ern times. - Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all. we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise!

In the World Celestial.
By DR. T. A. BLAND.

“It la Inexpressibly delightful.“—Hon. 0. A, 
Windle.

"It Ufta the reader into enchanting realms."— 
Medical Gleanor.

“It Is intensely Interesting."—Rev. Minot J. 
Savage.

“Three things moke this book remarkable. Its 
authorship, the astounding claims put forth In 
Ik and the philosophy and revelation of a future 
life it contains."—B. O. Flower, in the Arena.

“It will give us courage to pass through the 
?eep*8hadowa of death to the sun-lit clime of 
he world Celestial.’’—Rev. H. W. Thomas.
“Everybody will be charmed with it, for it is 

not only a great Spiritual book, but a most 
beautiful romance or two worlds.“—Banner of 
Ught

It is Printed in elegant style and bound in 
doth and gold. Pric 61.00.



Take due notice that Items for thia 
page In order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended fo? 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satuf- 
lay morning. Bear this in mind,

. . GENEJVH, SÛRVEŸ
THE SPIRITUALISTIC) FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.
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BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

's«,

i’Sr’-saKRffltBSiF WHAT IS CONSCIENCE?
■>nt.phases, afeo,§e^ng the work done | _
uirough our rKbnnr mediums, besides B . ’ . ,
eellng, seeing pout at times speaking | • nalyzed ana Considered From the 

tor .the spirit, know, that It 1B a truth I Standpoint of M. Adele Thieman 
’ »’hieh has corpe to etay and it is to the a 
world of creeds’ aria skepticism what 
the giant oak is to tire forest, it is king! 
The mad, rushing wind only serves as 
s strengthened causing 'the oak to 
strike its root£,deep$r in mother earth, 
making it more firm for the next at
tack; but if we wish to have a pleasant 
uninterrupted Jfest uhder the boughs of 
the shade-givllig dak/ we don’t want 
thorns, tliistles'or V?deds of any kind to 
surround it, trying td take the nourish
ment which Bllbuld bd given to the tree, 
besides troubling iri in various ways." The conscience is nothing more or

Mrs. Maud :K. Gates' writes: “The nothing less than the spirit of man, re- 
SpiritualiBts' <A ’Winfield, Kansas, have siding within his physical body during 
organized a local society known as the man’s sojourn on this mortal plane of 
Spiritual Society of Occult Science. I life.

I *
Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the priift 

P PB. Passages ol the ■Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove ©E 
imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1 I

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimke, Ph.
Cloth, cover. _ Price, $1.50. . ' 'I

Cfeature, or a heart-training through the animal world1, 
By Ka ph Waldo Trine. Cloth. Price, 35 cents.

, ,on the Devil. The most learfhed, accurate, scientific an’cD 
PJi'iosophica! analysis of JIis Satanic Majesty ever published. By Henryi

•Poin th® ^dependent preacher of New York City. Price 25 cents. ; 
n»n!^ T01^ an^ ^e^0pe and the History of ihe Pope’s Mule. Pricey 
paper, 25 cents; cloth 50 cents.

°f Ronie. A book that has done more to. 
nJ,, ™ ril-VOr d oi Catllolicjsm than any other two published. - Bjb 
Rev. Chas. Chimquy, ex-priest. Price $2.25. ' , i

eri or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a Syfte
n "tofahty Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition. 

By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.
n £?? ^eamland Sent. A book of poems. Verses of life to come. 
By Lilian Whiting. Price, $1. ' . . ,

From India to the Planet Mars. By T>. Flournoy. Price $1.50.
-j-®OUL this beautiful book of beautiful poems is all that’ 

• .. 1 e 3,ny.leates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful!
variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1. !

spei of Buddha, According to old records. A translation from
Japanese’ made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate 
to the 1 arliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1.

nature- A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual I 
...“t the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all J 

« * »’L’ Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. Price, $1.
Ing made' to'mSer" for' teeA”aco°hda> or Thirty-seven and a half years in the 
of the bouI, proves their temporary in- pi^n1 if ?oine- A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P, Rudolph,j 
dissoluble tie. “rice, 15 cents. ; ■

UnAtrfV oUo/irZ— "—57" —“““ in« meeung win continue | r,”' »uujeci irom me au-1 „,3^® attributes or agents of the soul Harmonics of Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley,1
, August 9, at 2.45 p. m., meeting called until August 21. The ground on which dlence and answered questions pertain- a,re rea8°n; knowledge, experience, de- Cloth. Price, $2 y' ,

Qu're- _ .. , .. (*„ma to order by the president, John Gage, the comp-meeting is being ■ held was *ne to tbe Philosophy’ of spirit return 8*ie’ ambition, will power, emotion and Heilino’ PquoIo vir i n-*-* . ...TAKE DUE NOTICE^ that all items U lecture followed by Edgar W. Emer- purchased by the state association one she flnds Tbe Progressive Thinker a ?t}lers’ These agents mlngl» and L®?nSetand;E®edts’ Fifteen chapters on how to heal by un-
for this page must be aceomPmiiefi by son lecturer aud test medium. Aug. year ago, and the site Is a beautiful one J’6100“6 visitor i nthe home of Win bri“g t0- take out of tbe aoul-fount See" f? des' Dr. W. P. Phelon. Price, 50 cents.

full name and address of tne wnter. io at io:3o a. m conference, which On tho grounds at the present time Spiritualists. Her permanent address Ucb «“antity °i tbeir own constituency Health and Power. A handbook of cure and human nribiiildimr h’v
It will not do to say Secretary or was very instructive. At 7:45 p. m., a there are fourteen tents, occupied by 18 496 Baat «rd street, Chicago, where 88 we" be re?u,red for the spiritual aid of new, refined and nowerft method X»..n R , J n n liitt1
Correspondent writes .so and so, with Beance by that veteran, Mr. Epierson. people from various naris of the state Bhe can be addressed for fall and win Pr°Sression of the individual while re- M D rmti anupoweitul methods of natme. By E. D. Babbitt,out giving the full name and^address of BVery test was acknowledged to be toe majX, however beinS from Ta! ter engagements” * ‘ “d W‘“ eelving his primary ed&atton in toe Pnce, 35 cents. I

»»liJWSgf« «■ >» S’UStkWSriSj
Kei p eoJes «>;r p°™ X« to ’n “IS. SK “ kVKXT Sui.“'“: Jw.“' L“ *'■ ‘ i

________________________________ — af 2,lb p’m" a lecture by Dr. C. E. Wat- Frances A. Sheldon, of Tacoma. At house, 4242 Cook avenue I have met a rm g00d &n<? e«v11’ splrlt 18 ever wa-tch- Heresy, or Led to the Light. By the well known writer Hudson'
R111^116 erea «l^-vvrlter. Mr. Irving the afternoon meeting, Rev. Loie Prior great many people who read The Pra .but man by hls Tuttle. Paper cover only. Price 30 cents ’ *

The camp meeting at Lily Dale, N.Y., F. Symonds, the business manager of of Seattle, addressed the meeting and gresslve Thinker, and ail airree thnt ^ ?*6 Sv.rdJd desires, weakens the TTiHfnrv nf Atu__ _ t • n a* ' a m. . -
Will close September 4, instead of Sep- the Banner of Light, and Mrs. Minnie at the evening meeting Rev Flora I fakes should be stamned ontof e-rnna Bplrlt' ,wblcb 18 thereby disabled and Lnn) iLlfe ln tlle Age. 1 he history of Atho-.
tember 14, as appeared in the announce- m. Soule of the spirit message depari- Heckman was the leading speaker °>d Spiritualism. fiSt^riiat fe the ffif- irom, exercising its natural rael> .eh'ef Ppifist of Al Aryans. Written through U. G. Figley. It is
ment. I ment, and a lady friend, were at oub -Meetings will be held to-day at 11 ference; everybody who is nractielne MoCtr°n»B sou spons°r< In holding in very interesting. Price 30 cents.

Will C. Hodge writes irom San Diego, camp over Sunday. We were glad to o'clock a. m., and at 2:30 and 8 o'clock mediumship Is called a fake toy the au- uA,0“8 wayward, currents of the History of the Christian Religion to the Year 900 Rv (n w«5teCal.: “Our temple meetings are line and receive them, and hope they will come .p. m. These meetings will be addressed thorities. You have to my license in .?nger' dlsbonesty, greed A. M Cloth bound Prien *9 £ 2°0, By C B’ Walt0>
Spiritualism is in the ascendancy in again. Aug. 14, at 10:30 a. m„ a lecture by prominent Spiritualists from various everytown and city in America (verv . fa^It8 and vlces are Predo®’ TTiMnrv nf tu« ‘ • -J- '
San Diego.” ky Dr. C. E. Watkins, who took his sub- parts of the state. During the week nearly) to practice any phase of medb where a tendency to evil is . History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking informa,

Utica, N. Y., Aug. 11.—Joseph Fala- jeet from the audience. He spoke well, meetings are held each afternoon and umship. I shall remain a few weeks at fR ? man’ 01 e BPfrIt „On c<mcerntng that most damnable institution known in historv—tha
tlce had a couple of guests who talked A‘ _1 p _m., a seance by Sadie L. Hand, evening, with the exception of Friday the above address, when I shall return elnful th®-t“rtoo1ls of such Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason M D Price 25 cents
Spiritualism and handed him a blank assisted by Mrs. Minnie M. Soule. At evening: On that evening social dances to Chicago for my winter work. All S(> losM i^?,tn e, ?d„tbereby tbe BOul Human Culture and Cure Part Find P1,’;Ia<,\u v p, T , , paper, telling him there would be writ- 2 15 p. m a lecture by Dr. C. jfl. Wat- are given and refreshments are served. Reties who desire me to give nubile hrown hnslr and man is intr Methods and T™t ri n n ’!0S0Phy of C,"’e> Inelud-
ing on it in the night. Joseph rose and kins, on Psychical Researches. It was At the 'dose of the camp-meeting the demonstrations and talks can write me inwAf b!bhe'la,ld thlther apon the bll- _ Inst ruments. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price, 75 cts.
was amazed to find a message illumin- well-received. - regular state convention of the Spirit- f°r dates.” «nd ambitton, desires Second, Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding
ated on the paper. It told him to bury Chas. H. Green writes: “Sunday, uallsts will be held. No more ideal spot There will bea social held at the res power Snirit info. i<° ,r ife spirlt l rice’ 75 eents' Parts Third and Fourth, in one volume Pari Third he’»1,000 in his cellar and soon lie could Aug. li, 1904, the regular services of could have been chosen for the holding idence of Mrs. M A^Burlwid 3019 Ve? comes as deed 8 TS?.*a?d be’ 'nff devoted to Mental and PsvclmloXil Force« «nd P, J X ' 
dig up $27,000. Faiatice heeded, but the Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission of the annual camp-meetings. Lake non avenue, Tliursdfa“evwinir A.t ?K no^hl^fn. u i g a8.dead Jt is im’ Nervous Sv«ton> . nd te> n -g «i n { art to the, 
another man who heard what Joseph were held in their hall, 378, S. Western Surprise is a handsome body of water, There will be readies - nalmfetra^mit sou? M * ‘ ‘ communIcate with the y°us System and Insan ty. Price $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or
bed done, stole $200 ot the buried avenue. Mrs. N. E. Hill, the pastor, de- covering an extent of about eighty sic, refreshments, etc It is for the hen And thi« 1« ii.„ .* * *. £a?8’ f'lelr Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure.'
treasure, thereby revealing the game to Hvered the evening lecture. Her ad- acres, and it is fed by subterranean eflt ot the Light of Truth church romer science Ro-oiioa where con- Price, $1.
the police. The visitors were arrested, dress was most powerful and touching BVeamB' Th8 lake is well stocked with Forty-seventh street,and Cottage Grove Where the ambitfons nr th . J Hypnotism. By Albert Moll 'Price $1 oO M

Dr. J. H. Randall will lecture for the ln lts import, being both interesting biack bass and is quite a resort for avenue, where Mrs. Rurland tmlds two man are of a hiahernntem016 .pbysica} I Hypnotism Bv L W Del,nni-on*.« PrL ' -o'1 . >
Society of the Psychic Forces, 361 East and pleaslrg to either skeptic or Spirit- anglers. This lake is located near the services every' Sunday, at 3 and 8pm ^tributes are exercised1’*'®’/nd 80u' Hvnnnticwi on J «„n Bai„Cn^C'T 11('e> PilI,<-r> cents; cloth, $1(
Fortv-third street, Wilcox Hall, Sunday ualist- Following Mrs. Hill were numer- dividing line between Pierce and King ’ ---------—’ P‘ ' jn ;ofty nsnfratinnn employed Hypnotism and Suggestion. • By C. Lloyd luckey. Price, $3.
evening, August 21, at 8 o’clock. Mrs. ®UB testsi by Sisters Cutter and An- counties, and to reach it by rail passen- Grand tedge ’Camp, Mich. soul. Soul the life ofhnat W th Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebine ' 
Isa Cleveland, pastor. drews. Mrs. Weaver also gave a few gers on the interurban train get Afi at The camn-meetinei ot Tstricted In ’its < ¿°. ,re7 Price. $1.25; B*i

"-Hr“ K.ssAEv-bS'S p&”to Me”,•1 “d D-
S'cm« Hypn.li™,IUBtorymaPreSeIlD.«topMnl. B, F„<1,4 Bjorn.’

decided musical talent, playing Beet-I ^‘a °.fJPjfr!tuaIl6m’thB mi?ds ^P, Waterloo, Iowa. I serve the En- 12, Mr. and Mre. Gebrge W Kates’ were neously called conscience Ld X strom, M. D. Price’75 cents. !
hoven' C. Btlgess deHve?^ a short a£ ber^ mv chfe^* a^re««6 w?n m®h8peakerB' U8U^ the to Work was tbe word fe not altogether mtekppi^ „ Immortality, or Future Homes and Dwelling Places. By Dr. J M.i

¡X- js 5, «-t »»¿“H sr 7, ft1?®*7 Ssswgvtsms “_«“ ■■ »»■•*>- *1
iSA«"¿“tSiK/Sitp«'!' «p«>kor.’ln’ae i£’o° sjlrttu““! ,^¡,0/ £iwUh.S'Lk“«0«“ w“’“>SSit“ “«A11 *"<l modorn. By Amtaw Jsokson Davin Price $1, postage,’K®)
pose, and the work on an unusually ^ho are not who attendVur meetings t1On?rk (iUcb’) i5eD^ly Pro8table to hls audiences, as ®P.1‘dt W«H guide, and though the con- , influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the sim-
large scale will be carried on. The Ollr hal? being usualteffiied toite S Ca“P’ Sundar’ Au& 28’1804' ± discourses were eloquent, logical 8±“8 “an“akeB mistakes, still each pie principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in?
building of a temple, worth in the neigh- paclty at oure evea^y servJces The T. W. Sherk writes: “ ‘Spiritualism instructlye. Mr. Austin will always ?ntt®,“pt at betterment brings the spirit teresting and instructive Bv Eleanor Kirk Prine ninth ¿1 g y m : 
borhood of $20,000, is Included in the sXrintendnnt nf the Z ’ in Shakspeare’ will be the subject of the be a welcome visitor in our state. In cl08er touch with the soul, and in the ny Lieanor K.it K 11 ice, cloth $1. ,1
plans. The Occult Science Club is the R/v. Thos ¡ Varner has announced address at the Church of Spirit Com- Tfhe inference meetings are quite a y,®ry con8clousness of their close rela- Y11-. SPlylts’ A ’’ea!, vlslt with friends on the other side
principal in the movement The cru- that our Sunday-school will re-onen Oc- munion, 4308 Cottage Grove avenue, IT?^re at ?ur “P thls season, pre- r °afb‘p(,3oul BeekB tbe shelter of spirit. !ife anfla familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E. S. 
sade fora big following will be led by tober, 2, 1904 wife the nromise of lean Sunday evening, Aug. 28. The human H,dS* ov®r by our chairman, Mr. Oscar J^rbfey11 overc°me with good; each at- Iwing, medium. Price 50 cents.
this organization, which is the strong- lng fortfi int0 the ’frontPrank of s iriP mind, in whatever field of labor, U it ^ri^T‘yf’nJbey addmuch to the life K®88*®“ brlnBB aa under- In the World Celestial. A story of spirit life By Dr T A Blind I
est Spiritualistic society in the city. llallstlc Suaday.schools Sunday \u„ music, art, literature or science, when zest of our assembly, g of tbe spIrltB P°wer to the Cloth Price $1 * V U anc1'
The church which it is planned to build 28, our speakers will be Mr Geo Mont- ito success amounts to genius, comes in- I J11™’ S4arlan Carpenter will be our S0S 'IH<. „ Tn IMn. will k. t a •» n „ , «
will be known as the "Topeka Church gomery and Rev. Thos S Warner- Mr variably to more or less conscious com- speaker Sunday, Aug. 21. We look for- _h?p£r,L s w aI1 pure, lofty and Infinite, or Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty,
of Spiritualism” a«d the Occult Science Montgomery addressing us in the after munion with the spirit world and Shak- i‘ard w,ltb Pleasure to her coming as and where soul and spirit By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, $1.25. b * t
Club will practically be in charge of its noon> and the assistant pastor deliver- speate seems'to have been no oxcep- he£,.™i v18 a’ayB entertaining. inglpc'p8e‘°ucb man will be Invisible helpers. By C. W. Leadbeater. Written in the author’a
organization.-—Topeka Journal. nig his discourse that evening Both ti0D- with the Bible so with the un- I f^da/’.AuB-¿6, the annual meetlng greatly benefited materially and spirit- charmin„ styler CIotl) p: 55 f ' 1 inen in uic author a

O. E. Kropp writes: “The next regu-1 Mr. Montgomery and Mr Warner are rivalled poet, no one can appreciate Michigan State Spiritualists was I „?„Ly’„ ,„5 ng P! se’ sPlrit will never T ’ J, . ,'ent8’ __ •
lar mdeting of the Chicago Spiritualists’ very able speakers able at any time to them as can the Spiritualist. Mrs. I be d ln Lensing, and many from our g rt®,a^rpng dlpe°tiop> “d being pure Jesus and the Mediums, or Christ and Mediumship. A careful. com- 
League will be held at the hall of the command the most respectful attention Pearce iB organizing a ladies quartette, Wn®/i? attendance. ^““ty’twill help the soul from base parison of some of the Spiritualists and mediums of to-day with those of
Hyde Park Occult Society, at 319 East from their’audiences. The subjects of and we hope to have this interesting ®?a °k£ba?^a“’ ?ne of our <*“»■ itable1 it win *e.Dg char' Bib,e timfes’ Moses Hull.’ 48 pages. Price 10 cents

»TiKWssssss a”7Xp= IOT’w"grSaX',. EySSKW:BiCarr,s 
aTwonhoure Xr waking from a We retperifuliy teXr^n^nvtottoTto M^Mrs^Hobbe^aWaccomp’o: PASSED TO spjrjt LIFE. waWifoi over the same with zeatow Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the

dream in which she fancied she saw her any or all of the Spiritualists or inves- pl®d bi Mrs. Sherks, were the features (Obituaries to the extent ot ten iinm As the body suffers ter tho most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrilling!y inter-’
mother and sister killed in a ralroad tigators, to attend our meetings at our la8b JS:..Cpates °?’.y will be inserted frel A?1 in exc^S of the stul°on ^physl^d estin& «»d convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40c; paper, 25c'!

mother and sister had been lost in the a short vacation, I beg to announce that fifty members of the Rising Sun Spirit- words constitute one llne.1 - plane. 6 8plritual vegetarian eookin„. By Mrs. Elizabeth lowne. 2© cents. j
Colorado wreck. Mrs. Devine has gone I will return August 28, trusting that. uallBt Mission, assembled at the home ’ -------- All imperfections of the .mn .ii> Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. By Mrs. Towne. A book on'
to Pueblo to attend the funeral of her the much-needed rest will be received. o£ 0,6 Pastor, Mrs. Nora E. Hill, for the John Servis passed to spirit life Aug. have to be perfected bv th« .»mi concentration. Price 2:5 cents. i
tite=r<Lrairrifi D°wning, and to assist in 1 invite my friends to come as usual, purp°sp .oi,.gob?s £t> ^be home of the L from his home in Los Angeles’, Cal. its departure from the body and each Karezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birtliriirht foe 
the search for her mother, whose body alter the above date.” president, Mr. C. Kirchner, as a sur- Dr. and Mrs. Chesbro conducted this one must make atonement for MmlS? Mildren «nJ n htohnr dwlnnm.nl «f oiruiiignt t0E(
was washed down the river by the rag- Mr A c Curtis gives an account of Prise party to Mrs. Kirchner, who was most beautiful funeral service It And asSe mire sniritfeta«™ ? f’ I j & n ?>• » cP™, ? °* ■?. £”^8®? hrongh the most sa-j 
lng flood. Neighbors of Mrs. Devine de- anattack on Col IngereTby^aToriho- 40 ’««"L f°r. an ^tended'trip to’Wash- seemed like bidding a good^Splrit- andtee^nno^ent"S'fo8a%mf uT “S* B^t°ckh am,M. D. Price, cloth, $1. ; 1
teri^n re,ate.d lbe dream to them be- dox minister of the gospel. Really, his Belmore and Philadelphia. Ev- ualist friend adieti for a safe and happy hooves each individual, in justice to his Kate Feld. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price, $2.
n»rtirnia^rrnfa tenV °e attack is a tissue of lies, and unworthy qu et y arransed> aTndali yOyag6iJ° a falrer clime' from.whence own spirit, to acquire, day by day an Koradine. A prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to readpa ticulars of the wreck.-^hlcago o£ notice< ln vltw o{ the {act that any were in the house and gave t^e Indian he could come to visit bis friends at elevated and pure Une of thought^ a Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Tilhot * Pri™ 41’

answer here would not reach the per- yf!?!’®rf?rt^f!h?er.ba®Y7h,at,was Zllb .This BerXice bad • wonderful ef- basis-or undercurrent for fife Jte. " “ - --------- - «nJ hT “Fielding writes from Lons to whom'the lies were told His happening. It was a surprise Indeed, feet upon the church friends who were By doing this the vtoce^f tee spirit > £ ’’V?1?111.? cal’ed tbe . •Alkoranof Mohammed.” Trans-
Washington, D. C.: “Mrs. M. T. Long- statement, too, of- immoralities prac- and everybody had an enjoyable time. I present. A. VOSS. or so-called conscience will be heard hv lated into En?llsh fl’om the original Arabic, with explanatory notes
ley, secretary of the N. S. A., and Miss ticed in a city ot this state are false in Befreshments were served and a safe ------- the soul, and man shall be led bv th« taken,from the most approved commentlators. Price cloth $1
Agnes Winke, spent two weeks at As- all respects.- Such a thing was never J°urney was assured by the good wishes Mrs. Mary J. Kendrick, mother of spirit .“ever faithful guide” thrnnite te! t «r it,« «tnU -ri’ • ♦ ‘ P T i
bury Park. Prof. Longley is at Onset, heard of. - extended at the parting. Mrs. Kirch- Mrs. Josie K. Folsom, the celebrated rugged vales of this mortal nlni^te Language of the Stars. 1 his important work is the first practical ex-
Mi)ss. Mr. F. H. Wood is expected- .. . ner will be away from the mission medium, passed to spirit life, August 11 promised Canaan now dlmlv vi»w2> i„ '" "’ *
home from Boston, where he went to D Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: The Hyde about six weeks, and will do some mis- at the home of her daughter Mrs J w’ the distance V viewed in
join the G. A. R. encampment. The La- Fark, ycculy Society, will be again fa- slonary work at the various societies Grabel of Chicago. Her remains w«r«
dies’Aid of the First Society is pro- ',°red by a lecture from Walter DeVoe, she will visit. _ |takentoLouisville,Kentuckyforinter-
gressing, and the meetings held at the and.ye1al.way8^t 80“®toing grand and W. H. Kiser writes: "Mrs DeWolf inent. Mrs. Kendrick was nearly 76
grove down the Potomac were well at-J 8plr„’1 „,J.rom Those who do not Kiser will not be at Waterloo camp, years of age, and although a life-long
tended. Hon. Theodore Mayer is busy | attend little realize what they are miss- Iowa, this year, notwithstanding her member of the Episcopal church she
at his desk. Washington has had a I lecture on Aug ust 28, at name appears on Waterloo advertising. ha<i been convinced of spirit return
very cool summer-and nearly all the P *",!“• MrB; Kame ’w“* be the message perhaps the authorities meant all right through her daughter’s mediumshin
prominent mediums have remained in ““ Ba® 18 p01ng some fine m placing her name, expecting her pres- Her death is the seventh that has oc-
the city. The Second Society which work- Come and get some new ideas ence without previous arrangement dr ourred In the immediate family since
has its camp named Camp Fox, after a“da y^r ,dear. on®8; consent on her part, hence no appoint- last October, teqluding Mrs. Folsom’s
the Fox Sisters, will break up camp in the time and place, August ment to be there. However, that her 1 ’ W f
a few weeks and return to the city." a‘319 E. 55th street. Everyone will many friends who read The Progressive

C. I. Kehligua writes from Canton, ecelve a cordial welcome. Thinker may not be disappointed, but
a Ohio: "We will furnish any speaker Mrs. M. E. G. Howe writes: “After know, of her whereabouts, I' will say 

who will come to us on trial for perma- serving the Clackamas county (Ore.) that she expects to, be in Chicago after 
nent salaried position the use of a hall camp of Spiritualists three weeks, with Aiigiist 23 for aboilt ten days. Her lo- 

, every day and every night, should they lectures and messages, Mr. Howe and cation may be found by inquiry at 251 
■wish, and a room and office for read-1 myself assisted the Progressive Society 8. Hermitage avenue. She sends love

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible, for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade-

Dr. G. B. Warne, president of the i,.i- 
nols State Spiritualist Association, has 
been at the Clinton Camp, Iowa, during 
Jie past two weeks.

•An instance of telepathic commun
ication, premonition, or whatever 
term may be used to describe the phe
nomenon is brought to light today with 
the announcement of the death at Mun
cie, last evening, of the infant daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Aquilla Jones. Mrs. 
Jones was formerly Pearl Bronenberg, 
of Anderson, the dauughter of Mr. and

Inherent in the physical construction 
of man resides that faculty, dormant In 
some, active in others, which for ages 
has been referred to under orthodox 
teachings as "Conscience.” It is desig
nated as “the still small voice," the 
censor and director of man. By those 
mindful of {heir “conscience" the ques
tion has oft been asked, "What is con
science? Where does it arise? ' and 
whence does It receive its Informa
tions?

JunJVi471014 LYCEUM8. — During 
LyceumU Aueust the F««8TeSBlve 
one 111 b® 8ent t0 Lyceums for one cent per copy. __ -_
half i?D 1Pcrease your subscription one- 
expewe am* nws8}™‘ wlth pp 6xtra 

- - -- -------------------------- the RL Add'eBS J- W. Ring, care of
WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like ,’ne Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 

to Impress upon the minds ot our corre- xaS- ___ _____  ___spondents that The Progressive Thinker , ~ -------------------—----------- :-----  ^®s?toj’pWln the New York mountains Science Society at ÁrnñJtnn~w»írT.'Is set up on a Linotype machine that be light,’ it was consciousness that Hai.*? Premonition that all was hot Prospering during the eummor 2™*.18 soh»»1the„te oi the body, the con- must make speed equal to about four ^opea its eyes lilhL »at ho“°' ,°Ur haI118 decorate? We T1U soul“8 ’ is the 11¿’ o? Te

compositors. That means rapid work. When God said, ’Let there be a firma- v* 6 l to throw off the be ready for our next nartv • RniHt *. . .and it is essential that all copy, went, it was consciousness awakening finJih,hVhe Was unabIe to do Bo- B «venfng, Oct. 1. Thri will be8?»wen terwoven ^^K0^^6801110^^-
sure insertion In the paper, all otherfe- to recognize space, and whenGodIsald8 H??1 y became so strong that without nffair and we invite you Illtn eJi« 8eems » voucher for
wrlttMenplal'Xe wltCtok In°"whlte Into w plalTlnVleUheX fend a? ^n^Ofhr°d,“®'Sb»edr thought wasttmt tng^Ow^cheftea will g“ve y?u m^“' tottffiy^d ^sponsor

adjusted to the space we have to occu- veise externalized accordin'* to the yItb* telegram announcing the We always have nlentv nf mJ», d . erate)Y disobeys rules ot

*1552**; ritem is cut down to ten lines, and ten Landing N H^nX«ie>m Bi0dgett’8 now being held at Surnrise^^iHHw8 ? grove ón Ctla^á9a'8 beautiful
Unes to two lines, as occasion may re- Sunap^camp: | Ington, aad.the meetfag wH® attributes or agents of the soul

quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

Journal.
Miss E. R.

Ings, including a well-fitted place to 
heal, and guarantee a fair to fine in
come from the start and a very sub
stantial one later, should they prove 
satisfactory. We wish such a. worker 

„ or workers now. Will they write?
Address me at No. 215 West Fifth 
street, Canton, Ohio."

The Los Angeles Express says: ■■Jjo- 
; tlon is ah expression of life, and life fe 

God,” said Dr. G. E. Chesbro, as he 
spoke last evening before the First 
Spiritual Mission of Los Angeles. "Mo
tion, under the impuisations of the one 

■ supreme force or power of life—the di
rect means by which all manifestation 
is produced, has always marked in its 
train a-perfect order of arrangement 
with all things which give rise to the 
idea of intelligence. Hence we have1 
life, motion end intelligence, all unseen, 
.comprehending this vast immensity 
called eternity while consciousness was 
asleep. • But the unfolding.of life by. the 
power of motion into- outward visible 
expression.called creation fi . in ..fact 
nothing more nor less than that which

' m onoMo I , Bl'onenborg' *?f V™n,/' would like to correspond with good Man |s trlfold in his nature—spirit,' ^b *B I ^?cei? y. ¥rs j011?8 B1° !er eti 1,°*> ?! speakers'and mediums. Address me at soul and body.
Adirondack mountains for the ^o. 1303 So. Manning street, Winfield, The spirit is the highest life. It is 

benefit of her health. She returned to jfanBas.-' the source of wisdom and love. All
her home unexpectedly last .evening. neverlv writeH- “The Snirltual spirit is pure.
Mrs. Bronenberg says that while she gc[e^ce society at Arlington Hall is Soul is the life of the body, the con- 
wasstopping in the New York mountains _“uVeY’ a- •rulu —

Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life, an*«1 't.
inrri nnzl »-*-> zv zlzi m»i T>.. ____ T_ 1 . . i-\ *- *—.... *

„„„ , ADELE THIEMAN.Milwaukee, Wis. .

her part, hence no appoint- Inst October, finding 
there. However, that her husband, who.passed t

myself assisted the Progressive Society 
of Portland on Sunday evening, July 24, 
Mr. Howe, by special request, deliver
ing his address on T}ie Life and Works 
of Thomas Paine,’ I following wlttr mes-
sages. Monday we left Portland for 
McMinnville, Ore., where he delivered 
his lecture on 'Is Spiritualism of the 
Devil?' to a mixed audience. I followed 
with messages, and held a large circle 
the next evening. Back to Portland on 
Thursday; a large number’of camp 
friends and Portland people tendered us 
a reception on Friday evening at the 
home of Mrs. Armstrong, which was a 
most pleasant affair. Saturday we left 
Portland by boat, for San Francisco, 
after being away from home six weeks, 
all of which time wo were working to 
establish the truth that life is continu
ous and communcation possible."

Officers elected at the Chesterfield 
camp are as follows: President, Levi 
-Mock; vice-president,■ Capt David Kil- 
gore;, recording secretary, Lyda Jes
sup; financial secretary, B. .B. Patter
son;. treasurer, Henry Bronnenberg; 
trustees -for three years, M. Bronaen-

Is recognized by -the awakening’Ton- berg and W. -T. Lynn; trustees for one 
Bciousness. When God said,-'Let there year, Joseph Kizer.

S. Hermitage avenue. She sends love
to all the friends who may, read this 
letter, and to those who’are writing her, 
expecting to see her at Waterloo."

Mrs. M. A. Gray writes: “There is no 
publication l value higher than I do 
The Progressive Thinker’, and I mean to 
be a subscriber for it as long as 1 am 
■able to peruse its contents."

Priscilla E. McArthur writes: "I wish 
to endorse the Open Court which is now 
in session in your much beloved paper,. 
and also the. methods which you adopt 
in promulgating Spiritualism in its en
tirety. To my way of thinking, you will 
rid the cause of the stigma that 'false 
prophets' and fakes have been trying 
with their Blue Book and artificial tog
gery to place upon it Instead, as some 
seem to fear, of belittling'Spiritualism, 
it will bring out the beauty and grand
eur which we know is contained there
in, so Intelligent people can view and 
reason upon It, and know it to be a 
thing of beauty and a joy forever, and 
will give the investigator the right 
thought, that there are intelligent work
ers within the-ranks-of Spiritualism, 
We who have been within the fold of 
Spiritualism for years, going from place

______ ___ away Feb. 28. 
Mrs. Kendrick’^, (husband was a promi
nent attorney of Loujsville, and she was 
a cousin of Congressman Kendall, of 
Kentucky, end Judge Elliott of the Su
preme Court of -Eentpcky. Of a family 
of thirteen children, ¡pH have preceded 
her to spirit life but,, four, Hon. M. B. 
Kendrick, attorney,; of Newport, Ky.; 
Mrs. Josie K. Folsom,'-of- St. .Louis; 
Mrs. Louise Brqnstqln of Frankfort, 
Ky., and Mrs. Grable of Chicago.

, „ C.-.W. STEWART..

I William Von Llnck departed this Ute 
J at San FranciscQ,. Cail, August 7, 1904, 
of heart disease, aged ^9 years, 8' 
months and 20x<toyBlci

The, funeral services were held Aug. 
9, at Gantner Brothers’ undertaking 
parlors, at 1209 Mission street, and 
were conducted by Prof. Geo. F. Per
kins. The address.' throughout was 
very beautiful and’ comforting .and 
given with strong spirit power, as was 
also the songs, "Nearer, My God, to 
Thee," and “Only a Thin Veil Between 
Us.”

The services were concluded at the I. 
O. O. F. cemetery, by the reading of the 
beautiful’poem, “Scatter the Germs of 
the Beautiful," and-invocation. The re-1 
mains were cremated, according to the i 
wishes of Mrs.'Van LInck.

. .. MRS. JL.-M. PALMER.
"Healing, Causeo^nf SlSwte," W 

E7, p.PMoa, M. D. price so atata.

EVERY DAY.

Every day hath its dawn.
Its soft and silent eve, 

Its noontide hours ot bliss or bale;
Why should we grieve?

Why do we heap huge mounds of years 
Before us and behind,

And scorn the little days that pass 
Like angels on the wind?

Each turning round a small, sweet face 
As beautiful as near; , •

Because it is so small a face 
We will not see It clear;

We will not clasp it as it flies, 
And kiss Its lips and brow;

We will not bathe our wearied souls 
In its delicious Now.

And so it turns from us, and goes 
Away in sad-disdaln;

Though we would give our lives for It,' 
It never comes again.

Yet, every day has its dawn, 
- Its noontide and its eve;
Live while we-live, giving God thanks; 

He will not let us grieve.
■DINAH MULOCH CRAIK.

"Beyond the Vail.” A. Sequel to 
"Rending the ValL” Being a compila
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal verification of 
"What We Shall Be," and a code of
ethics, requisite to the most speedy re
alization of the highest nnd purest fe
licity attainable in the 
very -remarkable hook.’ 
SQO pages. "Price, $1.75,

future life. À 
Large, octavo,

position;©? the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature-in relationTo man- yet issued. Price 50 cents. emuon to man-
Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price ¿'1 50 ’!
Life and Labor in the Spirit-World. Being a description of Locali

ties, Employments, Surroundings and Conditions in the SnlXa 
through Miss M. T. Shellhamer. Price, cloth, $1. Spheres,

Life Beyond Death. Being a review of the World’s Reliefs On th« 
Subject, a Consideration of Present Conditions of Thought and F««l 
ing, Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be DemonstratedI an 
a Fact, to Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some Hints as to 
Personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savaae D *n ! 
Price, $1.50; postage, 10 cents. T ravage, D.-D,,

I. Life of Thomas Paine. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home ’ 
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the N ' 
tional, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price cloth 75 ««„to 1Life Work of Cora L. V. Richmond. An interesting book regardL 
a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Snteit,,„i 
ism. Compiled and edited by H. D. Barrett. Price $2 nostnaid

Light of Egypt, or the Science of the Soul and the Stars P A ^««3 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of erent intlZZI 
to everybody. Price $2. great interest

’Lisbeth, a Story of Two Worlds. By Carrie E. S. Twine oimw 
bound, with portrait of the author. Price $1.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beautiful.Songs. Price, doth 60 «tn . 
board covers, 40 cents. ’ 1 i

Mahomet, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct !
Exact and perfect m every detail and beyond adverse criticism 
Edward'Gibbon. Price, 25 cents. '

Mahomet the Illustrious. An apology for the life and character of
this celebrated'prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly IrteteB?? UA IBy Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Prieq.25 cents. pages, [

Man and the Spiritual World, as disclosed by the Bible end ■
pS Swine °f BibliCal SPMtaaIi™- - By Bev.aS ÄS» ■ 
X a aV tJj • A V« ■ ’ ' 1 ' * | L'"

Man in the Past, Present and Future. A popular account of resulta 
of recent scientific Research regarding the origin, position and prospect® 
of mankifid. By Dr. Imdwig Buchner. Price^ cloth, $1. -.

Man Visible and Invisible, containing a number of colored píate® 
illustrating the aura surrounding - man. By 0. W. Leadbeater., 
Pricer$2.50.
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SEEN AND HEARD

MOSES HULL.study It,

n>tâWER&£ . Frailklln, Neb., Camp.

tills book is'tiinely, apd çdi^ted to meet 
the needs of a'progressive people. ' .. .

H.

but in

religion

ènee "to the camp. 'Great-Psychological-Crimb?’ is as true.ng any goBlI^ä•eve^Wêä<^^ïil?trKV, ! (!i ^‘M^KsÎéB tüiB‘twlfé hrfrö' fflled tìieìr
■week’s engagement, and gone. Very

COR. .ual.

'Handy Electrical Dictionary.’ A

• J. P. RUSSELL.here. ;

TO-MORROW.

Un)/’ Fully flrnsu/eM

The fate of the spirit after death 
be decided by the goods deeds in

be 
and 
few 
not

religión of all Buddhas.” 
Buddhism is a practical

Woman’s Sphere, using Hon.
Moody as medium.' t 

Rain his interfered 'some,

WEDDED—PAXON-M’COY.
A very pleasant wedding party

- ITha Commandments Analyzed.*’, By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing to-

which does not conflict with science. 
Self-sacrifice It holds above ' all sacri
fices. It places good deeds before be-

• was indeed new and strange to me.
A. Such manifestations cannot 

said to be ordinary occurrences, 
yet they are not uncommon, and 

< Spiritualists there are who have.

Demonism of the Ages and Spirit 
Obsession.

absorption, and a piece of dry clay or 
chalk applied to the wound would as ef
fectually absorb the virus or .other poi
sonous matter imparted by the bite.

The method ot the doctors is pec.ul-

Brief Notes on Topics of Interest, 
by Hudson Tuttle^

MftoW Shall I Secóme a Medi-

ists Association, in October last, 
was thought very beautiful. The 

I per was delicious, and served by 
dear friends of the bride.

A pleasant departure from old

This department is under the man
agement of -

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

• Ori'page 2T, he shows'whëfélïf Spirit
ualism differs from the ' theologies' • it 
sends to the stow-away bf wotn-out sü-

THE ARCANA OP» SPIRITUALISM.

Hudson Tuttle'?* La^^st^Eidok—- Moses 
Hull Weighs |t li^#icj balances and 
Finds It Not- WimUntfl but Good 
Enough to Use as'SP-irexSBook-in the 
Morris Pratt SchoW<+fef6 Is What

This book contains iiffitbi-y, philoso
phy, science,' reason, patltori and appeal 
such as will be hard"to.find elsewhere 
In Spiritualistic litereftiira.. Tt'is abpok 
which it seems to me any right-thinking

Whatever efficacy it may have, is un
doubtedly mechanical; depending on its

THB PROGRESSIF THINKER

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, tbat .to give all equal hear
ing compels tlie answers to be made in 
the most condensed' form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to tills 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted and the style becomes thereby as- 
eertlve, whiSh of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for tjie appearance of 

. their questions and write letter« of in
quiry. The supply of matter it Hways 
several weeks aheàti of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal

lieve that the spirit of a dog can exer
cise telepathic influence, or appear and 
communicate,- will scarcely stultify 
themselves by unbelief in the continued 
existence and capability to .communi
cate of tlioso near and dear to them.

B. O. Fenton: Q. Where can the 
celebrated mad-stohe be obtained?, and 
what other curé than the Pasteur treat
ment is there?

A. The "mad-stone,” has been kept 
in the relic-room at Columbus, Ohio, but 
its use is now forbidden by the board of 
health.- It is said by the doctors to be 
useless, and by preventing the patient 
from at once applying to a Pasteur in
stitute, productive of great harm.

Buddhism, Biographical, Ethical and' 
Religious. ’

No one'can read this little brochure 
by that eru.dlte scholar„anil; cle^ir, un
biased thinker, George A. Bacon, with
out profit and pleasure. - The subject Is 
almost exhaustless, and the difficulty is 
to' tell the wonderful story of puddlia 
the God-man, in tlie narrow compass of 
thirty-two pages, and not omit tlie es- 
Bentlarfacts. This Mr. Bacon has done

He Says of It: ?'
Hudson- Tuttle )lg}itly. dubbed

"The Sage pf Walnu^i’aggi.” He has 
written many able.atat,he lias 
never written anything worthy o£ 
reading than‘the bMl^ rgpently from 
the press, entitled Ajgana of Spir
itualism.” In every .spqs^jof the word

thorough study or this glossary will be T[|C nri f WITCH 1WVQTPDV 
ot great assistance to some'of our work- I HL DLLL .nil Vil 1'11 <51 Ln I
Crii is hoped that the readers of 1W ' ' (Continued from page 1.) 
Progressive Thinker will supply them- ject çf mudi superstitious awe in the 
selves with this book and thoroughly community.

Whatever may be (he explanation pf 
• the Bell -'•‘Witch mystery it bos taken 

such deep hold upon the popular mind
in that section of the country that it

The camp-meeting at this place closed probably not let go that hold for a 
with a large attendance Sunday night, hundred years to come.
Aug. 14. During -tlie last ten days of Mr. JU. vTlngram, a well known jour- 
the camp the work was materially aided nan6t and author, wrote'the history in

U Read This List of U
PREMIUMS.

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND US© 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS,

Invor. ... . i„„„NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress rmist be given; or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. Trie 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large; especially tet
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, tbe orul- 
riary courtesy of correspondents Is। ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

iar. They have been forcing legislation 
to protect the dear people against them
selves! Not that the people want such 
legislation, but the doctors want it, to 
strengthen.their trust. The doctors 
have gone daft on the matter t>£ anti
toxins and virus injections.. The tyran
nous laws enforcing vaccination are 
supplemented by enactments favoryig 
the Pasteur treatment,

The Chicago Institute has been so 
profitable that one is to be established 
in Cleveland, Ohio. That anyone who 
has a chance bite from a vicious dog 
can have the means to attend, the leg
islature last winter enacted a law giv
ing any .such .patient a sum not exceed
ing five" hundred dollars for. expenses, 
such sum being absorbed by the insti
tute. - The "jpad-stone" might keep 
some unfortunates away and thus cheat 
the institute, hfipfie it isfo be kept from

G. H. A.: Q. I would like to know 
If the . following phenomena are of or
dinaryoccurrence or not, and what they 
denote,' and how explained. My father 
died of spasmodic asthma. About one 
year later a medium came to this city 
on business in company with another 
person who told that the former was a 
medium and had recently found it out 
at a, town in Minnesota where he met 
another medium and they worked to
gether in that Une to locate some an
cient and lost mines. At the hotel ?ome 
of the guests prevailed on this medium 
to'give a test In doing this he acted 
out my father to perfection, having a 
spasm such as he had when alive. The 
next day a friend spoke up and said to 
me that he heard of the occurrence and 
wanted the particulars. I was reading 
a magazine and as he spoke I held the 
open book in both hands, open about 
Ine middle, each half held between 
thumb and finger quite tight. To an
swer him I let the bftok go to my lap, 
still held by both hands as before, and 
when telling him of the phenomena ot 
tho night- before the book pulled out ot 
my hands,- and tailing, a curve, sailed 
over to him and would have landed in 
bis lap had he not been sitting in a high 
arm chair. As it was the book struck 
the chair arm and fell to the floor. It

public use; f - .
The peculiar feature of this scheme is 

that the value of the Pasteur treatment 
is problematical, and eminent medical 
authorities assert that it is not only 
useless, but develops' a fatal disease— 
laboratory rabies. Noted medical men 
who have practiced a life time, say that 
they never met a case of hydrophobia, 
and many doubt if there is such a dis
ease.

Whenever a dog or cat bites, it is al
most taken for granted that they are 
mad, and there is a nervous collapse 
from fright. In ninety-nine cases in. a 
hundred, with ordinary methods for 
wounds there would be no after effect. 
Now all these go to the Pasteur insti
tute, are treated, and if they recover, 
are sent away “cured," but if the treat
ment kills them, “the patient came too 
late.”

We venture to maintain that if one 
hundred perfectly healthy individuals 
were to receive the pasteur treatment, 
as large a percentage would die of it, as 
are Incurable among those who are bit
ten. ’

The legislature of Ohio, under the in
fluence of the doctors, has made the 
"graft” easy and profitable. If Johnny 
is scratched by his pet cat, the “family 
doctor” can recommend him to the in
stitute, or escort him. The state will 
pay up to $500, of which the doctor will 
get a fat slice for recommending! A 
more corrupt, piece of legislation was 
never forced on a free people.

with a delicacy of touch most admira
ble, and the treatise is like a clear-cut 
and brilliant gem.

Buddha was born in northern Hindo
stán at least in the sixth century B. .0., 
and his religious system is now accept
ed by nearly one-third óf the' inhabit
ants of the world. His birth and life 
have been surrounded by miracles and 
myths, which were reproduced by the 
writers of the life of Jesus piirist, and 
remain scarcely changed, or at least 
they do not lose their identity.

The story of the Mediator, the God- 
man, has come down from Immemorial 
time, its representatives, changing, but. 
the ideal remaining. The- Christ of a 
thousand years ago is unlike the Christ 
of to-day. It is not the real .Christ men 
worship, but their ideal of the highest 
excellence, and thus every individual 
has a Christ of his own,

In Mr. Bacon’s words, Buddha, the 
savior of India, taught: “The truth is 
holy and sweet; the truth can deliver 
you from evil. There is no savior in 
the world except truth. To abandon 
all wrong-doing; to lead a virtuous life, 
and to cleanse one’s heart—-this is the

Spiritualist would be glad to place in 
his library and keep to hand to- his 
friends. - ... ’.

Mr. Tuttle is a well-read; man op all 
the topics discussed; besides that he 
has been an earliest student of, and an 
active worker in Spiritualism from the 
first. In the language of the' Jews I 
will say, “This-.man speaks not as the 
Scribes and Pharisees, liùt as one pav
ing authority." ' ; ' '

There are In this book of 351'pages, 
besides, Preface, Int-riidtictory, Glos
sary, and a few poemfi iby- Mrs. Tuttle, 
fourteen chapters und'eh thé following 
hea,dings: Two on “Thé Évidences of

by Dr. Casterline of Edgar, Neb., whose 
beautiful solos attracted jnany who also 
appreciated his maslerlyTecture on the 
Bible.
Hon. C. H. Moody, of Jewell county,, 
Kansas, delivered an eloquent and log
ical lecture on Labor Day,' whiqh was 
said to be the best lecture ever deliv
ered in Franklin.

Woman’s Day was celebrated in be
coming manner by'the ladles of the 
camp, and-a prominent feature of the 
day was a lecture by Mrs. Wilkins, an 
employe ’ of the Geneva Industrial 
School of Geneva; Neb. - In the evening, 
Queen Victoria ’ delivered a lecture on

Jtl 4 «V • A14 (3 * Cl»¡11 > C* VT • ■ J ,

nalist and author, wrote1 the history in 
much detail, from notes left by John 
Bell’s son, William Bell, and from testl-

lief, 
will 
life.
The

had similar experiences. The re-enact
ing of the disease afflicting the spirit, 
by the medium, is often witnessed at 
seances. When the spirit comes through 
the medium, again in contact with 
earth-life, tlie conditions of that life. 

- at the time of its departure are revived.

y ■ L»«ftousév Q! What- is the'nùïribér 
1 ot spiritual: societies 4n tlie United 

is;, np.n^ber. of Spiritualists; num
ber of journals'devoted to the cause, 

. and number of volumes issued on the 
subject?

A. It is difficult to furnish accurate 
• statistics on this subject, as the cen

sus report is Incompetent, and probably 
not half the societies affiliate with tbe 
National Association. The National 
Spiritualists Association has Somewhat 
more than three hundred chartered so
cieties, state and local. Texas is the 
only southern state having a state or- 

:- ganization.
The membership of these societies in

adequately expresses the number of 
Spiritualists in this country, from the 
fact that so many conceal their belief 
and do not affiliate with organic move
ment The number of those interested 
has been placed at three millions, and 
we accept it as a conservative estimate. 
There are five journals--weekly—pub
lished, and the library of Spiritualism 
contains at least 1,000 volumes.

Aurin Hill: Q. How explain Rider 
Haggard’s dream of his dead dog?

A. Perhaps no writer of fiction has 
a more wayward and vivid imagination 
tnan Haggard. In fact his exciting sto
ries have little to recommend them be-

Notes From Texas.
The eighth annual convention of the 

Texas State National Association of 
Spiritualists will be held in the city of 
San Antonio, Texas, September 30 and 
October 1 and 2. Reports of the pres
ent officers, of the ordained ministers 
and ■mlsifloqai'les .' will ‘be received. 
Delegates to the National ’ convention 
will be elected, also officers for the 
coming year. Mr. John W. Ring, who 
has for several years filled the office of 
president, positively declines the nomi
nation for re-election and a new presi
dent is therefore a necessity. The 
work of the state moves gradually 
along and the seed of liberal and spirit
ual thought has permeated the mental 
atmosphere.

Mrs. Alice Baker will spend the month 
of August at Delphos, Kansas,, camp
meeting, and will resume her work in 
Dallas the first of September.

Mrs. Laura B. Payne has been doing 
some helpful lecture work through the 
state since her recovery from a run of 
fever in Beaumont. Mrs. Payne’s abil
ity as a missionary in many ways quali
fies her for the state office and her 
name is already mentioned as a candi
date for state president.

The work in Galveston moves gradu
ally forward with President John W. 
Ri#g as leader at the Temple. Services 
have been continued during tbe entire 

, summer and Mr. Ring will not leave 
home until the latter part of Septem
ber, spending the month of October on 
a lecture tour in the north and east, at
tending the National Convention in St 
Louis.

We have had time to scarcely more 
than glance at the book issued by J. M. 
Peebles, on Reincarnation, before he re
members us with another and larger 
volume with the above title. The 
broadside the Doctor poured 'into the 
reincarnation doctrine should have si
lenced the enemy, but we presume not 
a single soul will be changed In views, 
for a doctrine founded on fancy and ig
noring reason is not to be changed by 
reasoning.

Demonism is an ambitious book, of 
382 large octavo pages, and the author 
has .gathered material from all sources, 
and bo exhausted the subject that It Is 
safe to say that it will be many a year 
before another book will be required on 
this subject. The belief in evil spirits 
or demons, of all peoples, is rapidly 
sketched. China, Japan, Korea, India, 
ancient Greece, supply material. A 
rich gleaning Is gathered from the early 
Christians, and church history.

The conclusión Is that there are evil 
spirits and these have in times past and 
do at present largely enter Into affairs 
of men.

Obsession has recently called out a 
good deal of attention, and there 13 no 
difficulty in gathering volumes of narra
tives, giving personal experiences. 
While it cannot be doubted that ignor-

Spiritualism”; one dnf ‘¡Matter and 
Force, and'Their Relation to Spirit.” 
Others are entitled, “Spiritual Atmos
phere of the Universe,”;.“Animal Mag
netism,” two chapters on “Spirit, Its 
Phenomena and Its Laws,” “Philosophy 
of Death.” "Mediumship; Its Phenom
ena, Laws and Cultivation." “Medium- 
ship During Sleep," “Heaven and Hell, 
the Supposed Abodes of the Departed,” 
“The Spirit’» Home,”; "Resume," “A 
General Survey of Spiritualism,” "The 
Old Religion of Pain, Spiritualism the 
Religion of Joy.”

In the preface Mr. Tuttle gives some 
of his experiences, including a medium
ship which came to him and in fact con
verted him to Spiritualism. Being- un
der the influence.of some thing he saw, 
beard and felt, rind intelligence which 
was beyond himself, tod which was 
honest and truthful, J?is Spiritualism 
came to him to stay-yjfo. increase in 
power and usefulness;.with Increasing 
years.

In an ordinary newspaper article not 
many quotations can-; be made from 
this book. Indeed quotations are not 
what the reader wants.' The book as a 
whole should be Buried- So thor
oughly convinced are .the Morris Pratt 
School faculty of this, that our leader of 
the psychic class has determined to use 
It to some extent in hen.lesions.

On page 20 Mr. Tuttle says:

spite ot all obstacles a Buccessful busi
ness meeting'Was held the last Satur
day.of the camp, at which the following 
officers were 'elected: W. W. Shelburn, 
president; C! H. Moody, vice-president; 
D. L. Haines, secretary; Rosco Burton, 
assistant secretary; Mrs, D. L. Haines, 
treasurer. Board of directors, R. G. 
Douglas, Rosco Burton, Mr, Boulton, 
Mr. Bowers, Mrs. W. W. Shelburn, Mr, 
Wm. Lea.

The papers have treated us with the 
greatest courtesy, and the citizens of 
Franklin have given the kindest of 
treatment to campers. To mediums 
thinking of visitingjhis camp in future, 
I will say that their money is absolute
ly sure. The Sunday night closing 
was a great success.

J. M. WHITE.

"If death makes no ghanM except ot 
condition, the individuality being per
fectly preserved, commvnldations must 
be like their source, and t^p psycholog
ical Influence exerted ’phon .mediums be 
good or bad according to inri.moral and 
Intellectual status or ,thb. controlling 
spirit. But the law &f' aff|n)ty strictly 
holds, and a bad spirit. &n no more 
force a sensitive into -wrong-doing than 
can a human companion.. the other 
hand, good spirits ' possbss the talls- 
manic qualities, charily,' 'pity, love, 
which enable'them to bntert'tlie sphere 
of the lowest anti aidsthetii- to'-rise to 
higher conditions.”

This,.-although directly (fgainst th? 
doctrine tafight in therijOok-Ualled "The

ant and.evJl-disposed’riSpirlts .pan , .con-, 
t'rol those sehsltWd.. to, their,.--impres
sions, it does hot follow .that all these 
instances are obsessions. Spirits, good 
or evil, cannot control a medium unless 
there is similarity, and when an indi
vidual says that he is controlled by evil 
spirits, he confesses to being on their 
plane, and does not extenuate or excuse 
whatever he may say or (do under such 
influence. Nine-tenths or more of all 
cases that have come under my ' per
sonal observation, and of those re
corded, judging from the attendant cir-. 
cumstances, do not require spirits, good, 
or bad, to account fqr. They .are plain
ly results of hysteria, froffi vital deple
tion, or selfhypnotism, when the mind 
is deceived by some dominating.. sug
gestion. The doctrine thqt we are sur
rounded by a world of demons, invisi
ble, irresponsible, arid man is a puppet 
to move at and for their pleasure, is as 
terrible as ruinous.

Eminent students of hypnotism agree 
that it is impossible to control a sen
sitive to do anything against which his 
moral sense rebels; in other wordc, to 
do what he would not do of his own 
will, if impelled by strong motives. 
Here is the adamantine wall, defending

yond weirdness and improbability. 
The condensed story is that the author 
in a kind of nightmare sleep, became 
conscious that a favorite dog was dead. 
The knowledge seemed to be imparted 
by the dog. He says: “In my vision the 
dog was trying to speak to me in words, 
and failing, transmitted to my mind in 
an undefined fashion, the knowledge 
that it was dying.” For this he offers 
two explanations. If the dream oc
curred at the moment of the dog’s 
death, then it was by means of telepa
thy. If, however, as he thinks most 
probable, the dream was three hours 
after the dog’s death, “then It would 
seem that it must have been some non- 
bodily, but surviving part of.life, or the

-, spirit of the dog, which as soon aS
sleep gave it an opportunity reproduced 
these things in my mind, as they had 
already occurred, I presume to adviseme. 
of the manner of its end or to bld me 
farewell."

■It is. well known that some persons 
are mediumistic, or sensitive to spirit 
influence when in sleep that are not 
when in the waking state. The author 
appears to think his Experience is 
unique, but numberless facts could ’be 
produced parallel in significance. Be
fore attempting an explanation, the 
facts should be clearly stated. Mr. 
Haggard is not sure of his premises. If 
the dream was coincident with the 
dog’s death, telepathy is a plausible 
theory;.if three hours after, Impression 
from a spirit desiring to impart the In
formation and employing a vivid Image 
or picture, solves the question in per
fect accord with the known laws of 
spirit.

Very impressive services were held 
at the Spiritualist Temple, Monday, 
August 8, over tlft mortal remains of 
little Henry Tiarks, aged seven, who 
passed to spirit life, Sunflower Day, 
(Sunday August 7) at 1. 1 5p. m. The 
lyceum room was decorated with a pro
fusion of floral offerings and fully 200 
people listened attentively to the truths 
of Spiritualism as presented by Mr. 
Ring. The singing added very much to 
the impressive services and many de
clared if that was Spiritualism, it was 
certainly beautiful and comforting.

Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner will resume 
her work in the state as missionary the 
first of September, and localities deslr-_ 
ing her services should address her care* 
ot the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston. 
Mrs. Kayner, will most likely spend Oc
tober at thè Temple in Galveston, arid 
will then be open to engagements hi va
rious parts of the state for the next
four or five months. Mrs., Kayner’s. 
work proved satisfactory in various 
parts of the state where She ministered 
and each locality has looked forward to 
her return. . ' j...

The German-American" Spiritualist 
Society in Galveston, located at the 
west end of the city, is doing a great 
amount , of good, with Mr. C. Baumann' 
as leader; there Is perfect harmony be
tween this and the Temple society, and 
their efforts are therefore more, effect-

man from all exterior Influences. The 
medium is able to dictate the character 
of his control, and if he allows ' such 
control, he should direct and reform it, 
as he would if he was brought in con
tact with the same grade of mortals. 
There is more danger of such mortals, 
fellow companions, hypnotizing, and 
controlling, than of spirits who - meet 
with far greater difficulties.

Dr. Peebles has gathered up a mass 
of facts, of more or less cerdibility and 
theories, and his book Is a valuable ad
dition to the library of Spiritualism.

Obsession means more, than control. 
A sensitive may receive messages and 
be impressed by all grades .of spirits, 
and yet not obsessed. Obsession im
plies â prolonged influence which ab
sorbs and takes the place of the medi
um’s personality. If the medium allows 
this influence to be prolonged into the 
possession of the individuality, he is re
sponsible, and all the trouble comes 
from a misunderstanding or Ignorance 
of the laws of impressibility, and'the’ 
conditions of spirit life.

HUDSON TUTTLE. '

It may be true that animals for a 
time retain spiritual, form and sub
stance.. If so, then the dream offers no 
difficulties. ‘-Whatever may have been 
his motive for this sensational story, 
Splrltualistej should be generous and 
thank all concerned, for it has called 
wide attention,'arid 'those'who’can be-

practicnl handbook of reference, con- 
tainlng definitions of every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price 25 cents.

“Continuity ot Ute a Cosmic Truth.’ 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The .work ot 
a strong, logical thinker, oh'a deeply 
important subject ■ Price, Cloth, |L

•The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book- of esoteric 'knowledge ae 
taught, by Adepts, of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 per volume. ■

mony collected among the oldest Inhab
itants of the county. Of the truth of 
What he has stated as facts—gathered 
from .the testimony of witnesses who 
heard and saw—there can be no reason
able doubt

A “witch killer” appeared upon the 
scene and announced that he could work 
a charm by means of which he could 
see a witch and kill it with a silver bul
let. He remained several days, making; 
mahy preparations.

He finally decided that Kate was 
afraid of him and would not appear 
while he was there. He thought It best 
to go home, arid return later if the fam
ily had any more trouble. He saddled 
his horse, mounted and was about to de
part, but the animal would not “move a 
peg.” Whipping, kicking, spurring and 
scolding were alike unavailing. The 
horse would rear, plunge, kick, lie down 
and all of those tbihgs, but it would not

Grand Ledge, Mich., Camp.
From what we learn through side

lights,“the season is not generally favor
able—in a financial sense—to camps or 
resorts of our state, owing, it is be
lieved to campaign year, and a greater 
desire to see the World’s Fair. How
ever, the Grand Ledge camp for the 
past two weeks is as prosperous as in 
former years. There are jnore camp
ers on the grounds than last year and 
the attendance from far and near is 
about normal.

A little improvement each season tes
tifies to the interest manifested In mak
ing the camp in time, a thing of beauty 
and a joy forever. This Is more espe
cially true in the improvement of the 
icstrum which heretofore looked like 
Paradise lost. Mrs. Russell, with the 
aid of two volunteer ladies, have trans
formed it into Paradise found.

J. W. Ewing, the president, Is an all- 
round business man ^nd Is yet a 
"hustler” in his age dr about sixty 
years. For many years supervisor, and 
once, nominee for governor of our state 
and now, chasing dollars through insur
ance and conveyancing. Very con
genial, broad and liberal in mind. Isn’t 
supposed to be much of a Spiritualist 
as yet, but the bald spot on his bead is 
pin-feathering which—to the Spiritual
ist—indicates the mind to be in the first 
stage of “Goosology”; generally the 
symptoms of angel-trend. John is all 
right with his symptoms. A good, 
moral, financial and intellectual influ-

perstitions. He.says: ’• : -I
"The doctrine of spirit evolution Car

ries -with it the following constructive i 
and destructive propositions: (T) Man 
has not fallen from a state of perfec
tion; has not been and cannot be ’lost ; 
from God.’ (2) The’l- mediators be
tween God and- man are those mortal 
spirits or angels who bring knowledge. 
•They are saviors one >and all, equally 
essential In Ills reception of truth, and 
aspiration for the highest ideal excel
lence. (3) Evil is the' imperfection 
of a lower state or condition conflicting 
with a higher, and as such 'will be'out- 
grown. (4) Mortal life is nòf proba
tionary; immortality is not bestowed 
on account of belief, .butsis -the natural 
heritage of humanity.”.“ '.-•--

In his talk on “Spiritualism, What It 
Is, and What It Does,” belays, on page 
24: “Suffering soÙT’lhé're is hope. 
There is a guide out of^darkness into 
the clear sunshine" of immortal light. 
It leads to the-hlgliÌaAds Overlooking 
the murky fogs, and wê can see tar out 
into the infinite beyond. That guide is' 
Spiritualism. By this’hàmé is meant 
vastly more than the phenomena which 
result from spirit action. .’¡Spiritualism 
is a system of thought which’goes down 
to the foundation of creation, and as
cends to the sphere of the highest intel
ligence. It is a system commensurate 
with the universe, from the attraction 
of atoms to the formation of thought, 
from the birth of worlds’ to the ascen
sion of an angel. "J,

“This Spiritualisin is’the foundation 
of all religious systems. It runs 
through all as a golden thread, woven 
into diverse patterns,' always bright, 
beautiful, indestructible; ’however dark 
the background against; which it is re
vealed. It forms the essence of all po
etry, and supplies the pivotal facts of 
history. It is thé essential ' doctrine of

Onset, Mass., Camp. . ■ •
We have been having a feast of good 

things at this camp. - Mrg. Cota L.' V; 
Richmond has been with-us and gone. . 
Mr. W. J. Colville has been here the last 
week and certainly he does attract the 
people; his classes are larger than 
other classes; he seems to reach the 
people, they understand him; -and Me is 
glways willing; Mr. Colville has- beeh 
very kind to th» lyceum, giving -two 
benefits for tile same.

Saturday was Massachusetts, State 
Association Day, and a'good audience in 
the interest of the association whs 
present; fine talent was presented, ,Mr. 
Geo. Garey, Mrs. Sarah A. Byrnes, Mra 
Alex Caird, Mrs...Carrie Pi-Pratt, Mr; 
W. J. Colville, Mr. J; H. Foss, Mrs. । Car
rie F. Loring, Mrs, C. Fannie: Allyn, and 
President George A. Fuller.-Mr. George 
Carey and Mr. W. J. Colville-were the 
speakers for Sunday, and., over;, one 
thousand people were at the.qanjp ,tq 
hear therrir- “ ' ■■' , " ' /

The Bridgewater Band gave - three 
concerts during the day,"and Mr?. Alex 
Caird gave a fine seance in the evening.

Onset is a delightful spot, arid all 
, should visit the place. - HATCH. .

■■• ...... - -..‘. J , r-: .

In ‘Mediumship and Its - Laws, Its Conditions: 
j&nd Cultivation,” by' Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 

■'Wats. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, O

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nuqleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual, 
letic, Psychic and.'Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro- 
gresslve Thinker,

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may, do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then thp next remittance may 
be lost or stolen, Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and then you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

move off. Finally Kate came to the 
rescue. “I can make that horse go,” 
said she; “let me get on behind.” 
Without waiting for permission she 
mounted, as it would seem, for the 
horse started off at once, snorting and 
leaping, and finally rushed 'ifuriously 
down the road. . I

Kate laughed about this occurrence 
many times. “I scared that old man 
nearly to death,” she said. “I stuck 
him full of brass plus. He will spit pins 
and fox-fire for the next six months. 
Lord Jesus, how he did beg. I told the 
old scoundrel he came here to kill me 
and I was not going to let him off easy. 
He said it I would let him alone he 
would never come here again.”

A woman named Ayers is yet living, 
who, as a baby, is supposed to have re
ceived .a spanking from Kate. The baby 
was very tretful and the mother had to 
get up frequently to rock the cradle. 
Finally Kate said, “Patsey, why don’t 
you slap that child, and make it behave 
itself? If you won’t, I will.”

The parents distinctly heard a noise 
like someone spanking a child, and the 
baby cried as if it were being murdered. 
The father and mother rushed to the 
rescue and the blows ceased. Careful 
search failed to reveal anything or any
body in the house. Mrs. Ayers says her 
mother told her about it often, and 
stated that she behaved like a little 
lady all the remainder of the night.

William Wall started on horseback to 
visit tire Bell place. When he was near 
the house Kate called to him, saying, 
“Hello, Bill Wall! You going to see

’’’•’er, please, that it costs ten 
get a,J)ersoilal cheek at a bank 

?C? If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent. 

Remember, please, that we have only 
we Bend out now for25 cents each. . Vve cannot allow you to 

nrin«t-Bny °the’’ b°°k ln the 1,Bt “t that 
price.
a„m^en?ber' please- that you are not 

to any o£ 1110 tomium Books 
unless you send in with your order a
Thtoker.UbSCrJPtlOa t0 ^««rogressive

Remember, please, that the safest way 
tal'orde/ ramlttance 18 t0 secure a pos-

Remember, please, that these books 
exclusively as premiums, the 

editor desiring no profits, his sole ob- 
ft humanitarian

SPIRITUALISTIC, PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not for sale to the trade’

Remember, please, that mistakes ana 
trouble may be avoided by dealina di
rect with this office, instead of through 
a news agent a

Remember, please, that all of our 
Premium Books are neatly and substan
tially bound in cloth, and are an orna- 
ment to any library.

Read our Premium Offer, AND DO 
T0 US F0R ANY OTHER

I ERMS. You must send $1 for Tho 
Progressive Thinker when you desire

the witch?”
"Yes,” said he, “that is where I am 

going."

good people. '
■' 'The weekly dances and music are 
simply fine.

Mr. Edgerly! Oh, say! you ought to 
see him as chairman. You look all over 
the rostrum as you go in. You see ev
erybody else and everything, but the 
chairman. Watching a large arm-chair 
behind the table in front, you see some
thing rise and, fall convulsively just 
over the. top of the table. You rise in 
your seat, a little for a better view of 
the phenomena, and you discover a 
chin; to your, great surprise it - is Mr. 
Edgerly, the lopked-for chairman. Now, 
this would not be so bad, but for 
strangers not being conversant with 
Spiritualistic methods, will speculate as 
to whether or no they are not mistaken 
and gotten into a Tom Thumb material
izing seance, with an arm chair for a 
cabinet. O Lord! But never mind. 
Oscar is all right. HE IS GOOD 
WHEAT AFTER YOU FIND HIM.

There has been but very few medi- 
. ums for the different phases on the 
grounds thus far, but are now beginning 
to come in swarms.

Farmer Riley is in evidence, but un
less you are able to sit up ail night and 
sleep in your chair between acts, you 
will not get a sitting with him; but if 
you are able it will be a sitting, indeed. 
Good, jovial, honest fellow, is Riley.

B. F. Austin. . Well, I will not Insult 
his intelligence by dubbing him Rever
end. He doesn’t manifest his rever-

all sacred books, 'without which they 
have no significance?'* The various 
Christian churches repórié ón, the dem
onstration through Jesus' of Immortal
ity, and the Bible from Genesis to'Reve- 
lation, records the cónffitinlón of spir
its with mankind.” - nt i '

On pages 37-39'of tills tftbk rill the 
subconscious theories "'of i;<l,explalning 
•Spiritualism with spirftó 'láft otifare 
spoiled beyond rèdempîlbri; T am’sorry 
that I have not room tSM’riW extensive 
quotations from them!

The chapter devotédWuSte-fevidènces

"Child Culture/- According , to . tlie- 
Laws of Physiological Psychology arid 
Mental Suggestion." By Newton-. N, 
Riddell. A mibst excellent work! for all 
who have the care or training of chil
dren. Price 66 cents. "

"Death Defeated; or the Psychic Be-

one or more premium books, 
bear this in mind.

Every person who sends in a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can, make his selection from tho 
following list for TWENTY-PIVE 
CENTS:

1. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book this year. Price 
25 cents.

‘‘I am going there, too,” said Kate, Price 25 cents.
“and I believe 1’11 ride behind you on 
that fat horse.”

The horse squatted his hind quarters 
as If a heavy weight had been placed 
upon Elm, and then commenced to 
prance and kick, keeping up his antics 
until they reached the house, Kate in 
the meantime indulging in a running 
fire of railery at tlie expense ot Mr. 
Wall.. When they stopped in front ot 
tlie house she said: "Light and hitch 
your horse to the rock, Mr. Wall; I’ll be 
in pretty soon, to entertain you."

In about half an hour the “entertain
ment” commenced. Noises like dried 
hazelnuts being poured upon the floor 
in showers were heard, the voice all the 
time keeping up a steady course of light 
talk.

In 1852 Dr. Sugg was called to visit 
the house of Joel Bell, the son of John 
Bell, whose child was sick. The doctor 
placed his medicine case on the floor, 
and soon after heard an explosion, as 
he supposed, inside of- it. Feeling sure 
that every bottle was smashed into 
smallest fragments, he opened the case 
and found everything exactly intact 
Expressing his amazement to Mr. Bell 
that gentleman said that such occur
rences were common there, and he 
never paid any attention to them.

H. M. W1LTSE.
Chattanooga, Tenn.

ence in windy prayers and theological 
embellishments nor blandishments. He 
throws his clear-cut reason and facts at 
you in a way to delight you, or to make 
you dance on a hot griddle according to 
the plane of intelligence you occupy.

The Great Australian Healer came for 
a day or two only.

Edson A. Titus, Ph. D., M. A., B. S., 
D. S. M.—just see that! If that lent 
tide enough for one man to stand upon 
before God. it will be because there 
isn’t room enough left in the spirit 
realm for his feet; but he is just simply 
teacher and demonstrator of massage 
treatment, from Ontario, Canada. He 
is making success in healing at the 
camp hotel. A very nice, congenial 
personage. “ Can't stop joking long 
enough to spit. You have to lobk up

of Spiritualism, is filled-witff: just such 
evidences as all our spehkéS and writ> 
ers need to use in theft aïgffihents with 
and for skeptics. •• »«bcloT

By far the most iriigièsîi^g chapter 
for those who/wleh BiSftîÿ-' Spiritual
ism as a science Is ttie-'one devoted to 
“The Relations of Matter and Force to 
Spirit” - 11 ■:‘J' -
1 The chapter on ■ '’Tlie ■EOJRiso'phj' of 
Death;" if thoroughlyastuâhsti ■' told un
derstood will entirely talte-tW'stirig out 
of-the thought of.'DeathîriT® caüsé the 
one who comprehendsilitrtb look for
ward with joy and uotwlth dread to the 
event"called death. -.--s Ç»- .

On *!The Spirit’s; Home-,’t'Mr, l'initie 
takes q different-.view ftam thdt’ gener
ally assumed by-SpiritUalists/Vnt lean 
bee no reason why his.-vl£ws- May not 
be correct They are certainly reason
able.

• Tho Glossary , at,the. end» of the book 
should, be stedled.-..by..SpitltuallBta who 
mispronqunce.many.vofijtlio terme, and 
who use many othera-wlthout ahy-fcom*’ 
préhension oj their waningrw Lhwd a 
leading speaker, nofelong etacei^everal- 
tiijies mcqtion-thobtermfprijifchromotry 
andpsychrore,etrffi„ijrsteiwFofTisyphpm- 
etty and psychtitoftrijr^ wfeii onOijte 
“chrom” into psÿciiotnètry’théy'éonBect 
it so. closely with colors that it is a 
little hard to tell whether they are talk-

as-

2. Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the ...........  ’

sombled at the home of Dr. Horace 
Paxon, of Hamburg, N. V.. on the even
ing of July 27. The bride, Miss Aimata 
Paxon, is the niece of Dr. Paxon, and 
the groom, Clarence H. McCoy is a res
ident of Jackson, Mich.

The house was most beautifully deco
rated with sweet peas and ferns. The 
bride was gowned in white organdie, 
and carried a bouquet of white carna
tions. The marriage service used was 
one accepted by the National Spiritual-

3. A Wanderer in the
Price 25 cents.

4. Seers ot the Ages, 
Peebles. Price 25 cents.

and

and

and

Please

Spirit World.

Spirit Lands.

by Dr. J.- M.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
If you order only one book, and that 

one neither ot the books mentioned 
above, the price is 40 cents each.

We have only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you can select from them as 
follows:

Any two ’of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of tbe Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any.five of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.80.

Any six of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of me Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Eleven(Premlum 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, prlve $2.90.

Any ten of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 
Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled in this country or 
Europe Our principal alm is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

FOR. $3.35.
1—Ti>? Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in thè Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia cf Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

and 
sup- 
the

cus-
toms was the showering of the happy 
couple with sweet peas instead of rice. 
The wedding gifts were many and both 
useful and beautiful. Mr. McCoy is 
thought a great deal of by the people ot 
Jackson, Mich., and will take ills bride 
to the home he has prepared for her in 
that city. They are both firm Spiritual
ists, and not ashamed to own it. The 
writer officiated at the wedding.

CARRIE E. S. TW1NG.

three lengths and then jump two riiore 
to see his /^Qui hod.? ‘ Say!, honestly, 
if he.should (lie Standing up,-he would 
only have to pull his legs and feet up, 
to.be thebe,"’'“oyer there." He’s all 
riglit. K ' t •

The campers are all singing hallelu
jahs of praise 'over their cook (Mrs. 
Brown, of Marcellus, Mich.), and her 
expertriess:.as.hasheress and hostess.- 
It is proverbial that alrthe campers arc 
two buttonri shy at the waist this year 
in consequence.1 With' Mrs. Palmer’s 
excellent'’management of the lunch 
countet and bazaar, everybody is pod- 
dirig out like an acorn on a cent. '

Mirth'• and -intelligence flows' "In 
abundanoe-and joy is unconfine'd. • Ev
er ybody screams. Oh, it’s so'goo’d to be

Fret riot thy self “for the morrow, ' 
■ The morrow wili care for its,own; 
'Tis foolish and vain to borrow 
Its- care rind labor and BOrfOw— .

There'S enough in a.’ day alone.
■Toiflay is the day for,-endeavor, -
■< 'The only time that's our.own; 
If we use ft aright there will never 
Re’trouble to-morrow, but ever 
• ’ A day- from which sorrow 'has flown.

' —W. S.-Whitacre.

Do You Suffer from Hay-Fever or Asthma?
If you do, you will be Interested in 

knowing that the Kola Plant, a new bot
anic- discovery found on the Congo 
River, West Africa, is pronounced an 
assured cure for Hay-Fever and Asth
ma. Most marvelous cures’ are wrought 
by thiiriew plant, when all other reme
dies fail. It is really a most wonderful 
discovery.

Mr. J. B. Ayle, EsthervlU(',v Iowa, writes Fob. 
SSth, Was cured of Hay-Fever and Asthma af ter 
28 years suffering, could get nothing to even 
giro relief. Miss Eva Preston, Petersburg, Ind., 
writes March Sth, suffered beyond words for 18 
years with Hay-Fever and Asthma until cured 
by tho Kola Compound. Physicians told her 
she could not be cured. Rev. S. H. Eisenberg, 
Ph. D., Centre Hall, -Pa„ a very bad case was 
permanently cured of Asthma after many years 
suffering.

To prove to you beyond dSiibt its 
•wonderful curative power, the Kola Im
porting Company, No. 1168 Broadway, 
New York, will send a large case of the 
Kola Compound free; by mall to every 
reader of The Progressive Thinker-who 
suffers from any form of Hay-Fever or 
Asthma. This is very fair, and we ad
vise sufferers to send for a case.' It 
costs you nothing and you should surely 
try it. ......

"Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op- 
erativo Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanjty.”, By E. .D. 
Babbitt,, LL. D-, M. D, This comprises, 
the last part of Hpman culture .apd 
Cure. Paper hover, 15 cents. -For sals 
atthfooffios, ■'

"Koradlne. By Alice B.. Stockham 
rind Lida Holt Talbot." In the form of 
On entertaining story, it contains lea- 
eons which every girt should know. 
Wii ctotlL il.

4—;Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts., 

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or'Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

REMITTING.
When you send in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, caretully 
look over the books which you desire In 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely in
teresting. . They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fail to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Sending out these premium books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of the subscription ot 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that'cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of the fact that we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, much 
more than any other Spiritualist paper 
now published.

In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage' on these Eleven Premium 
Books Is over ON£ DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating the 
great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was never 
known before on this material plane.

Address all orders to
J. R. FRANCIS,

■ 40 Loomis Street,'Chicago, llllrrols.

KEEP POSTED :
1ri Current Splrltualletlo and Occult 

News. .' ' '- । - ‘ v - z: •'! j ■. .
• You can do it by».rewMng each .woejt 
Tho progressiva .Thinker- Tho Ppllo- 
ophy and-tho Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each wook.,» 
the marvel of the ago. No one? can at* 
Jord to ba without the p»per. It» friefl

Ws



Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce;! 
True Mairlage, Mathematics, Harmon«

and Hereafter Has a Common Develop« 
and a Common Purpose; 

Scope, Method and Pur- 
The Genesis ot Physical

BOOK ÄEVIEWS
O '

IMPORTANT.

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS

The

EDWARD G. HOLDEN.Detroit, Mich.

“THERE IS NO DEATH.”

End Was Peace—Perfect Peace.1 always accompanied her benevolence.

supplies for their needs, accompanied
Distinctions;and

’S

Ity.

came in contact. ’ Never was a hungry, 
tired or distressed mortal turned away

Transubstantiatton 
Metempsychosis;

merit 
The 
pose;

Harmonics of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL CRIME, . 
The Dream Child,.................................. ....................

Bangs Sisters, 
PHENOMENAL MEDIUMS.

Independent efete and piper writing ektiiii« dally.
Spirit Portrait Work a Specialtv.

Sent two 2c stampa for booklet. 664 W. Adama 
Street. Telephone Ashland 1912.

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
A masterly presentation of an Important sub

ject A powerful argument along new and Helen- 
tifle lines, establishing on a scientific basis the 
fact of the contlnuityof personal Individual con
scious selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body. A book of rare value. With several 
fine Illustrations, Cloth, 11.00.

DR. C. E. WATKINS, 
«‘THE WESTLAND,”

(Next to Symphony Hall.)

Boston, Mass.

MISS MAE HUNT,
Trance Medium and Lecturer, la located at 205 
3 urk et„ Sau Frauelseo. C’al. Headings including 
tliree QtjestlonB by man, tl.UO. 7ti7tf

DON’T READ THIS:
If sick write to me, and I will give you a free 

examination. I want no leading eymptom. .Nerv
ous exhaustion and lout vigor of both sexes suc
cessfully treated. Bend name, age', sex, complex
ion, weight and 10 cts. In stamps or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address, 

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
SS Wai-ren St, Stoneham. Maas.

Institute of Higher.Sciences
And College of, Fine Forces,

Teaches now au<l wonderful methode of cure.
Fast becoming of world-widuXatne."—H.Tuttle 

Light. Color, Electricity, Magnetism, Mind. Batbi.
Its beautiful Diylomu confers title. “D. M.” 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained al College or 
at one s home. Books and instruments furnished, 
□end stamp for catalogue to

F. ». BABBITT. M. I)., Geneva, N. Y.

FOR RENT.
Furnished room at 222 Irving Ave,, near Van 

Buren Street Cars. Spiritualist family.

MRS.G. PABTRIDGE, Psychic.
Beanings by appointment or by mull; fl. 15 Park 
avenue, Chicago, Ill, -- • • mtf

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists of>c course of lectures 
delivered In the trance state, and is certainly no 
small contribution to the ^tudy of the soul. It 
Is a gooL work to open the eyes to the difference 
between the deductive and inductive process 
mind. Bound in cloth, $1. For sale at this 
office.

(08MIAN HYMN BOOK.
A collection of original and selected Hymns 

for Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. Compiled by L. K. Washburn. 
This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, em
bodying the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price. 60 cents.

Myself cuREDLTÄÄi
harmless Borne Cure.'Address 

MM. Ml F. BALDWIN. Box 1212,Chloago, Ill.

ELTON E, H12DK1CK, 
AMTHOlrOGBlt.—Vocallon, business specula- 
tlon, tnptrlmony, changes, travel, all affairs of 
life. Fee 12.00. Send -date of birth as near the 
hour as possible. Address, Heading Road. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. , 775

HELIOGENTRIG ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables of Ephemeris to 1910. By 
Yanno Vedra. With M illustrations, 35 of 
which are original drawings by Holmes'W. 
Merton, author of “Descriptive Mentality." A 
new system of personally determining the pri
mary fund of Mental and Physical forcesand 
their results in mental aptitudes that dominate 
the nature of tho individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price, cloth, 1!.60.

Owing to the fact that the courts have in ev
ery case decided against Paychic Healers who 
advertise to cure the alci; without drugs, where 
the case has been between the U. S. government 
and a Healer (deciding that it Is a clear cose of 
Intent to defraud) to advertise to diagnose also, 
without leading symptoms being given. There
fore I have decided, as a physician in good 

'standing, to not advertise my gift of Psychic 
Healing, but will diagnose disease and not ask 
a fee (or so doiug. I will therefore hereafter 
diagnose disease

Fiee of Ghafge, 
to all who will send their name, age, sex, and 
give loading symptoms; and all who will send 
12.00 (Two Dollars) with their request for a di
agnosis, I will diagnose their disease free, and 
will send thém tor the $2.00 two weeks’ treat
ment, and the best book published on Spiritual
ism, .

“The Scientific Basis of
Spiritualism.”

BY EPES SAHGENT.

WANTED.,
Workers among Spiritualists, to handle “The 

Gentleman from Everywhere." a fuel selling sci
entific -and missionary work, heartily reoom* 
mended by leading Spiritualists, Liberal com- 
mhislon, W.-H. WAunjsu. M. D., Agl.

By DR, GEO. W. CAREY,
"The Biochemic System of Medicine.” New 

course of instructions in the science of Biochem
istry. now ready. Send 2 cent stamp for circular.

Address,

The Chemistru of Life Co., 
837 Summer St., W. Somerville, Muss

FRANK N. FOSTER,
The Noted Psychic for

Spirit Fhotoarapiiu
Bend name and address for circular. Sittings by 

nail. Pl Fitzhugh Bt., Grand Rapids, Mich.

uio 4i<>en”_ "Her from ber door, and thousands will miss"He Gweth His Beloved Sleep Her the klnd words of encouragement whlch

MYSTERIOUS REALITIES IN THE DOMAIN OF 
THE OCCULT.

In spite of the increasing; testimony to mysterious 
communications such as clairvoyance, spirits, telepa
thy and others outside of the ordinary, methods, says 
the Detroit Free Press, how little we yet know.I The 
skeptical call them hard names and let it go at,that. 
Others call them long names—hypnotism, psycholog
ical phenomena, etc., but do not really hnow what 
mindreading* and hypnotism are. .Dr. Funk, the 
Brooklyn publisher, has recently brought forward a 
number of remarkable incidents, especially that in 

. "which the medium disclosed through the courtesy of 
the alleged spirit of the"late Henry Ward Beecher, the 
location of a missing valuable coin, which no one had 
been able to find but he had ne explanation to offer,

No Coincidence Here.
One indolent explanation of these phenomena is ■ 

that they ar.e mere coincidences. But what’coinci
dence is there ip the following. A New England ac
quaintance of mine had a son about 14 years of age 
■who returned home from school in a neighboring town 
Friday afternoon and stayed with fiis family until the 
next Monday morning. One Friday he failed to ap
pear and no trace of him after he had arrived at the 
railway station was gained. After days of fruitless 
waiting and ¿earch, even to the dragging of a pond 
near his parents’ residence, his mother in despair re
solved, contrary to all previous prejudices, to consult 
a clairvoyant.' “I see a body under a boat in a boat 
house,”wa>all-that her trance yielded. The mother 
rejected the solution, but another member of the fam
ily, oirinvestigation, found the boy’s dead body just 
where the clairvoyant had described it. Before reach
ing home he had evidently gone to the boat-house, 
probably for a row, and stumbling and falling under 
the boat, had been unable to rescue himself.

The Twin Brothers.
Was it a shrewd guess? If so, here is a case of an

other sort: A few years ago I met in Chicago a young 
.‘man of 25, who for some weeks previous had slept 

badly and in the dpytime had been,restless and de
pressed. He was sure that his twin brother, then in 
the Philippines, was ill. in spite of a letter written in 
high spirits to a friend a short time before. He had 
had too many experiences to be deceived. For they 
had always been the closest relations as well as re
semblances between the two. They dressed alike, and 
always wore hair and beard in the same fashion, 

t Without consultation they always ordered new suits 
the same day. When one went to the barber’s he was 
almost certain to hear, that the oher had just been 
there. If Frank had nose-bleed, Fred soon suffered 
from a similar attack. They would frequently speak 
of the same subject simultaneously; or if one spoke 
the other would.say, “I was just thinking of that.” 

"They were almost always conscious of each other’s 
wherabouts, and would call one another up by tele
phone at any moment, regardless of the location. 
When Frank arrived in New York from Europe one 
day he went to a different hotel from the one where 
he was accustomed to stop. While dining with a 
friend he asked to be excused because his brother was 
trying to get him by telephone. Though liis friend 
said, “0, nonsense!” he found that his brother was at 
the Chicago end of the wire, having by some impulse 
called him up at the hotel instead.of his usual,stop
ping place.

While in Chicago Frank once became suddenly 
aware that his brother had been taken ill at Geneva 
Lake, forty miles away. He took the train and with
out inquiry traced his brother to a farm house where 
he had been taken after his attack. Fred himself was 
subsequently aware that his twin was ill somewhere 
along the line of the Milwaukee road. He mentally 
rejected every station along the line until he had him- 

: seif put off in the suburbs of Milwaukee "where the 
trains did not usually stop. He vient straight to the 
house where his brother had been carried after the 
sudden illness to which both were subject. Again, 
when one of them while in a hunting party in north
ern Wisconsin was lost, the other in Chicago was 
aware of the difficulty and knew when he was rescued. 
Whenever they desired to locate each other they 
would shade their eyes with the hand and have a vis
ion of each other’s situation and surroundings. This 
consciousness of each other's existence was, so to 
speak, unconscious. Not second nature, but first. 
They hardly knew what it was to think or feel inde
pendently of each other.

Hence the surviving brother was not in the least 
surprised when a cable from Manila announced his 
brother’s death. For only an hour or two before it 
came, he had a sensation of grief and bereavement as 
though he had stood by his brother’s death-bed.

According to Galton, there are "two kinds of twins 
—those that correspond to the progeny of animals 
that have more than one at a birth, and the others cor
responding to those double-yolked eggs that are due 
to two germinal spots in a single ovum. It is these, 
he says, that have such close sympathies. But this 
hardly explains the sympathetic consciousness of 
mothers and sons, wives and husbands, brothers and 
sisters who are not twins, and even between those 

' who are not akin.
Michigan Clairvoyants.

I know several such instances that occurred in 
Michigan, some of which are reported in the annals of 
the Society for Psychical Research.

Mrs. Sainifel Alexander, of Detroit, has clairvoyant 
power. While a resident of Birmingham- she. had a 
vision of a neighbor .dying a mile’or two away, sur
rounded by tier family, while the forms of several of 
the dying woman’s deceased friends were hovering 
above her. The woman had died at the exact hour of 
the vision and announced to her family the presence 
of her departed friends, Mrs. Alexander also had a 
vision of Garfield in some kind of.conflict at the hour 
of his assassination and several hours before.she had 
heard of it. -

While living at Draytoh Plains the late Mrs. Augus
tus Leggett, of Detroit, beard her son Percy, a soldier 
in Virginia during the civil war, exclaim: “¿Mother, 
mother !” She knew that these . .were . his . parting 
words. When the next day the messenger arrived she 
said before lie could announce it. “ Yes, Percy is 
dead. He told me last night.” \ . '

In April, 1890, Mrs. Paquet, .of Muskegon,. con
fessed to feeling depressed and, on suddenly return
ing from the pantry, saw her brother, Edmund Dunn, 
stfinding before her. He seemed to be falling for
ward,'apparently impelled by a rope looped around 
his leg. Then he disappeared over a low railing like 
the bulwark of a ship.

•“ My God! ” she exclaimed. ‘ ‘ That was Ed and he 
is drowned!”

In the course of the afternoon her husband came in 
and said:

“I’ve just got a telegram. Ed’s sick pLpljieago.” 
“Sick!” she cried. “He’s drowned. I saw him go 

overboard.” - ■>
Her husband admitted that he was only breaking 

the news to her gradually.
“He was bareheaded,” she continued, “and had on 

a heavy blue suit without £is coat. As he went over 
the rail I noticed that his pants were turned up so 
that I saw the white lining. ’ ’ She proceeded to de
scribe the appearance of the boat at the point where 
her brother disappeared. _ •* ■' ‘

The facts were that her brother, a fireman on the 
tug Wolf, at Chicago, was adjusting the.tow line to a 
vessel at the mouth of the river at 3 o’clock that 
morning. While doing so the line got twisted about 
his leg and dragged him over the side of the vessel. 
He was dressed exactly-as his sister hfld described 
him, and, having just bought a pair of trousers that 
were too long for him, he had turned them up, show
ing the lining. The captain of the tug thought that 
he had had an attack of vertigo, but one of the crew 
testified to the tow line’s catching hiqt just as his sis
ter saw it. She also had given a correct description 
of the vessel and its position. One phenomenon of 
this vision is especially noticeable and that is the 
lapse of several hours between the occurrence of the 
event and her vision of it.

A vision not so tragic came to Mr. Wilmot of 
Bridgeport, Conn., on board the steamer Limerick, 
from Liverpool to New York in 1889. He dreamed 
that he saw his wife come to the door of his stateroom, 
but on seeing another man in the upper berth she hes
itated about entering. She finally did so and stoop
ing down, caressed, kissed him and withdrew. Next 
morning the passenger in the upper berth reproached 
him for having a lady come and visit him and behave 
in that manner. He would not be convinced that the 
two had had the same dream, and that the intruder 
was the image of the’ man’s wife. Subsequently meet
ing the wife on their arrival in New York, the passen
ger testified to the “goings on” of the husband during 
the voyage.

. “ A week ago Tuesday ? ” she asked.
— ‘‘Yes.”
.“Was the lower berth wider than the upper one?” 

‘ ‘ Yes. It had to be. If was in the after part of the 
ship.”

“And I was afraid at first to go in, on your ac
count?”

“Yes.”-
“And then I did, and kissed him?”
“Yes.”
She had dreamed her part of it just as the two pas

sengers had theirs. .
Other Amateur Clairvoyants.

Not long since a Chicago woman" told a friend 
whose mother was in Paris that she had dreamed of 
her mother struggling for breath as though she was 
suffocating. In about ten days a letter came inform
ing the daughter that her mother had been almost as
phyxiated by charcoal fumes. It was the same night 
that the Chicago woman had dreamed it. This dlair- 
voyant—not a professional, however—saw a friend’s 
relative shipwrecked but rescued off.the coast of Bra
zil. It was subsequently proved to have happened ac
cording to the dream.

A Washington woman having had a vision of a 
friend in the same city falling up the front steps of 
her house sat down and wrote her exact description 
of the incident and of her dress and of the papers she 
held in her hand. “You looked so funny,” she said, 
“spreading yourself all over the front yard. But I 
don’t understand; for I don’t in. the least remember 
any steps from the sidewalk to your front door I saw 
then.”

But she had dreamed true. The incidents happened, 
as she described. Her friend was dressed as she had 
seen her, and the stepshad quite recently been added 
on account of the new .grade to the street. The two 
women were intimate friends and the clairvoyant had 
several visions of the other from time to time.

AFTER HER3DEATH; THE STORY 
OFABUIWEFK By. Lilian Whiting. 
Little, -Brsavn-a& Company, Boston, 
Publishers. Prise $1.- < •

. Anything , «that emanates, from the 
imind of. Lilian.Whiting.possesses -great 
value. "After : Her Death" wjll prove 
especially . itatemtlng, She wisely 
claims that when"tthe : spiritual being 
that has ' livafi. alaertoin period here 
slips out of fits iJUjyslcal body, and is 
free from nuderialiclogs and lamenta
tions, the readjustment in a number of 
ways is made, : Tliose who still remain 
In tills world, ■aresfar more truly recog
nized;- some ’have: been unduly appreci
ated; some have been underestimated. 
The risen spiritual being, now being 
able to discern spiritual states, and to 
adjust all to a fiêau scale of values, re
arranges his loves and friendships, so 
to speak. In fact here Is a type of the 
judgment day.

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH. Sci
entifically-Examined and' Carefully 
Described. By C, W. Leadbeater. 
Theosophical Book Concern, Chi
cago. Price, |1.50. ■
This book comprises 502 octavo 

pages, in clear print, durably bound in 
cloth. The subject matter, pertaining 
to the spiritual nature of man and the 
immortality of his essentlal being, is of 
deepest interest and intense import to 
all thinkers, whether Materialists, Splr-- 
ituallstsor Agnoetics. Mr. Leadbeater 
is widely and favorably known as a lec
turer and -author. He presents the 
views of the advanced Theosophlst, in 
a Clear and kindly manner, entertain
ingly and instructively elucidating the- 
subject from the theosophical stand
point. The special chapters are de
voted to: Some Misconceptions About 
Death. The Evidence for Continued 
Life. Religious Misconceptions. Our 
Attitude Towards Death. The Facts as 
They Are. Some Examples of Astral 
Life. Astral' Surroundings. The De
sire Elemental. An Extension of Con
sciousness. The Work of the Helpers. 
Astral Visits. Visits Just Before 
Death. Thought-Bodies. Apparitions 
Announcing Death. Those Who Re
turn to Help. Those Who Need Help. 
Those Desiring to Atone. The Earth- 
bound. Hauntlngp. Apparently Aim
less Apparitions. Less Frequent Types. 
Astral Impressions. How to Meet a 
Ghost, Classification of Spiritualistic 
Phenomena. Personal Experiences. 
The Utilization ot the Medium’s Body. 
Clairvoyance In Spiritualism. Partial 
Materialization. Miscellaneous Phe
nomena. Visible Materializations. Our 
Attitude Towards Spiritualism. The 
Heaven World. The Nature of the Evi
dence. How Clairvoyance Is Developed. 
Index. The Objects of the Theosoph
ical Society.

THE LIFE RADIANT. By Lilian Whit
ing. Little, (Brown & Co., Publishers, 
Boston. Price, 91.
The authonsets forth in beautiful lan

guage that the Life Radiant is that 
transfiguration of the ordinary daily 
events and oircumstances which lifts 
them to the spiritual plane, and sees 
them as the .slgnstend the indications 
of the divine heading. Every circum
stance thus becomes a part of revela
tion, and to constantly live in this illu
minated atmosphere is,to invest all ex
periences with-a kind of magical en
chantment?. Life prefigures before us a 
spiritual drama in which we are at once 
the actors anil the-spectators.

In this bodk Miss Whiting aims to 
portray a practical Ideal for dally living 
-that‘Shall-rembodyj the sweetness and 
exaltations- and) faith that lend enchant
ment to. life. It is, in a measure, a log
ical sequence of “The World Beautiful,” 
leading Into still diviner harmonies. It 
is calculated to render the soul in har
mony with the universe. It is truly .an 
Inspiration.

THE NATURE CURE BY PHYSICAL 
AND MENTAL METHODS. Illus
trated. A Bridge from the Old to the 
New. The Dajvn of a New Day in 
Medical Practice. By M. E. Conger, 
M. D., Assisted by Mrs. Rosamond C. 
Conger, M. D. The Educator Publish
ing Co., Chicago; ill. Price, bound in 
fine English cloth, $2; In neat, sub
stantial cloth. $1.50.
This work presents in a plain concise 

manner home treatment for nearly all 
the diseases to which the humai. frame 
Is heir. The author says:

“The light is turned on to objection
able medical mysteries, latin prescrip
tions, dogmatic theories and dangerous 
experiments of the present expensive 
medical practice.

“Every pqins has beep taken to make 
the leading points so plain that all, 
young and old, may easily understand. 
Condensed facts, short, clear-cut para
graphs are some of the attractive feat
ures of the Nature Cure.

“The new and better methods of cur
ing the sick and preventing disease, 
have never been so,clearly stated in 
plain English for the plain people, as 
Nature Cure.

"Stripped of mystery and deception, 
the study and practice ot medicine can 
be carried to success in every Intelli
gent home. Nature Cure will lead the 
way to certain success.

"The best medical practice is the one 
that will cure in the least time 
with the least risk and expense.

Nature Cure is a true exponent of 
the practice of medicine' as defined, 
and stands sqharely upon truth and 
demonstration, rejecting ' theories and 
experiments wherever health and life 
are endangered.

"Meatless Dishes.” Very useful. 
Price 10 cents.

no one that understood me; now no bur
den Is heavy‘With v your kind words. 
You are my first thoughts on waking; 
my last thoughts whenrsleeping. I am 
doing all I cant to further our interests 
for our mutuáFwonk. You shall always 
have my proteutlonnand sympathy, and 
believe me. we; aré: friends for life. 
Your mother is? near" to me most of the 
time. Your lettershalways give me so 
much pleasnreiancUcheer me. I am al
ways waitingifor. them.”

Mrs. .Stoddard! Gray was a direct.lin
eal descendant of tone of the Scottish 
ducal families,: audtoer ancestors came 
here to America infithe Mayflower, with 
the Pilgrim fatherd;

She was InSter 78rd year at the timé 
of passing oubi Funeral services Were 
held'at her late residence, and were 
very inipresslvB thuoughout in every de
tail. Her remain®were Interred In the 
family burial plat at Saratoga.

The work conducted by her and her 
son jointly, will now be continued alone 
by the son, iDeWitt.'C. Hough.,

J. KNAPTON THOMPSON, PH. D.
New York. „ '1

A-Ug. 27.190&

C. WALTER LYNH
THE ,

Eminent Healer
- and

Gifted Psychic.
Health Restored by ■*; 
Common Sense Methods.7

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailments.

OBSESSION CURED
For Free JMAgnoeie of Disease, send fire 

two-pent etamp«, age, name, sex, and own Band* 
writing.

Cancers Cured or No Pay.
We Have the Beet Method.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
The oldest and best known physician now in 

practice. Hie cures are wonderful; his examin
ations free to all who send , him name. age. sex 
and lock of hair, and six cents in stamps. He 
doesn t require any leading symptoms. He cures 
weak men. Address,

DR. J. S, LOUCKS, M. D.,
Lock Box Stoneham, Mass.

Readings and Business Advice, $1, 
and Two Stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St., Oakland, Cal.

Anuie Lord Chamberlain's Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for 

my blind sister. Jeanie L. Webb, one ot the eari* 
lest mediums now in tlie form, by writing a letter 
to u spirit friend. Send it to me with 11, and I will 
iry and get reply by independent writing or whla- 
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU* 
lord Muss.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Rarker,
230 North Sixth St.

Sau Jose, Cail

Hn Yak NppfI Anduv IUU liUUU I can help you. 1 Wil! fit your 
eyetJ by Clairvoyance and 

OpCULGLICd spirit assistance at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lense, to 
seo near and at a distance. Please write for illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. 1 guarantee to fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mail.
SAMPLE FREE.-Sufiicieut magnetized Com
pound for four oz. cures sore eyes, restores the 
eyes to normal vision. Ten cents for poatage.

If. F. POOLE.
43 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Hl

--------- | Not only in this work -was she earn- 
Such is the loving record to be made ! estly following out some noble purpose, 

on the occasion of passing away of our j but also made many visits to the 
esteemed friend and worker in the. homes of the poor and distressed with 
cause, Mrs. Stoddard Gray, who was «..—n™ r— ,v_._ —j- -----------
taken from the midst of her family so

I

suddenly and without warning. 1 On the 
evening previous she%was in unusual 
bright and happy condition of health 
And mind, laying out plans for future 
work in which she has taken so much 
interest for fifty-seven years, and joint
ly with her son, Mr. DeWit| Hough, for 
fifty years. Truly her end was Peace, 
for she passed away without a struggle 
In the presence of the writer and her 
son; the direct cause being heart fail
ure to which she has been subject for 
some years, and the final attack might 
have been expected at any moment dur
ing this perlo'd. The beautiful angelic 
expression of her features showed 
clearly that sho suffered no pain in 
pasbing to the higher life. _ . -

At the recent celebration of the 56th 
anniversary of Modern Spiritualism on 

■ March 27 and 28, in making the intro
ductory remarks to her audience" it was 
observed that she seémed to suffer 
from unusual emotional feelings, and 
Within six months afterwards she is 
Suddenly taken away from the midst of 
Ser family anil of those who loved her 

eeply for her noble character and dis- 
gition—not only in her labors in and

the cause of Spiritualism, but in her 
isehold and J>y all with whom ahe

by myself unknown to others, for we al
ways carried out this work without os
tentation of any kind.

Her home life was angelic and beau
tiful in its sweet spirituality, and ev
eryone who entered her presence at 
once recognized that he or she was in 
the presence of one possessed of the 
rarest spiritual culture and refinement.

Mrs. Gray was truly a rare soul mor-' 
ally, Intellectually and spiritually. Her 
life has been a power for good among 
the many Who knew her not only 
throughout the United States, but from 
other parts of the world, for her meet
ings ' and demonstrations were visited' 
by scientists, philosophers- and even 
princes of other lands, and she has 
exerted a wide influence over the multi
tudes of people in the direction of psy
chical unfoldment

She never allowed the tongue of gos
sip, or slander to reach her, and moved 
forward over the pathway of duty with 
a serene, smile upon her face.
, She has made the world better from 
having llved.in it, and the celestial 
home is richer because of her entrance 
there. She will be sadly missed by all 
of her friends and loved ones. All will 
grieve and sorrow for her departure, 
yet that sorrow will fee eoliened J>y the

comforting assurance that she is free 
from the cares, sorrows and struggles 
of this world, and at rest in the peace
ful dwelling of the spirit .land, from 
which she cams to us as she has assist
ed thousands of others to come, to their 
friends during her wonderful ministra
tions in this beautiful work. Joy, 
peace and happiness will now be her 
constant companions forevermore.

The following words taken from one 
of her many letters, written by her to 
her companion and co-worker in • the 
cause, will at once show the angelic 
spirit with which she was so largely 
and richly endowed:. .

"God bless you, and- take all care 
away from you. When I left you yes
terday I dropped into a kind of trance 
or sleep: - When I came to again I saw 
you before me with your hands reach
ing to me to show me I had been with 
you. You are such a beautiful charac
ter; your influence is so soothing. You 
are.so kind. God bless you—we feel as 
if we cannot be without .you. Your let
ters are appreciated by me, and I am 
always anxious to receive them. We 
will Work together for success in our 
work. Do not worry about the letter 
you received. Your mediumship is not 
.understood. God bless ' you. Your spirit 
needs sympathy, and I. am Indeed 
brought into your life to help and en
courage. You came to me to bring 
peace-and happiness.

"How glad I am to get your letters. 
The kindness of your spirit makes my 
life burdens easy, for until you came 
and gave me your sympathy ! was los
ing Interest In this life. - There was so 
mupii Jigrdshla tsi jnq to loan on, and

• i

It is important when a meeting is 
suspended, that notice bo given us, io 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time. .

First GeFman Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman's Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Rogpnaw, test medium.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o'clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be sectored for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is tho 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street 
Entrance to hall. 319 E. 55th street.

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and. Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m.,. and lecture and 
tests at 8 a’clock, . Mrs. M. A. Burland 
pastor.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third Btroet, ©very Sunday ©ven* 
ing at £ o’clock. Conference in the af- 
ternobn at 3. Th© Ladles* Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number. Harry J. Moore, lee- 
turer.

..The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev- 
“yilSu“dBaY,evenln8 at 7:30 la Brandt’s 
Hall, 162 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 in Garfield 
Turner Hall, corner of Garfield and Lar- 
rabee streets. Mrs. Lizzie Swensen 
and Frank Joseph, mediums.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs 
Isa Cleveland.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paal!na Btre«t Mra. J. DeLong, pastor.

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr
heit, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o clock in Wicker Park Hall, 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Villroak. 
_ Church of the Spirit Communion, 

Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue, Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.; lecture at 8 p.-m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates and others. Good music

The Spiritual Unity Society holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p. 
m. at 207 Lincoln avenue. Lecture and 
tests by Prof. R. 8. Ray, pastor

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds its" meetings every Sunday at 
2:30-and 7:45. Sunday school at 1:30. 
Star Lodge Hall. 378 S. Western ave
nue. All welcome.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m„ at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening servibe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter’ 
the child wonder, will always be in ab 
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer 

-Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street-

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o'clock. Tests 'and musu at every ser
vice.

Church of the Spirit, Schiller Build
ing, 109 East Randolph street, con
ducted by Prof. Wm. Fitch Ruffle. Ser
vices every Sunday at 11 a. m. Brief 
address, closing with readings for all. 
3 p. m., brief address, followed by tests 
and mental telepathic demonstrations. 
Speakers and .mediums invited. 8 p. 
m., address, followed by messages.

The Universal Occult Society- holds 
its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall "C,” every Sunday after
noon and evening, the rion. Robert Gil- 
ray pastor. Good mediums to give 
messages. Conference at 3 p. m. Reg
ular service at'8 p. nr.

BIOCHEMISTRY.
Natural Law of Cure. 

BIOPLASMA.
The Life if the Blood.

SPIRITS AND SPIRIT.
When Sydney Carlon. In Dickon's great novel, 

“A Tale of Two Cities,” said, "It Is a far, far bel
ter thing that I do, than 1 have wer done. Il is a 
far, far better rest that I go to. than I have ever 
known," He gave up his head as a sauri flee tor 
the thing he loved. Are you sacrificing anything 
to know yourself, to be great when death ends 
your mortal lite, to realize your God-given divino 
powers? If you are not you are not a progressivo 
Spiritualist. Secure these books at once. Mr. 
Grumbliie’s work is endorsed hi-ai tily by “The 
Banner of Light," because it knows thè man and 
his works:

Development Guaranteed.
Do yon Hit in tho dark? Do you dose your eyes 

to see claii’voyantly? Do you belong to rh-eles? 
Are you afraid ot the trance? I will show von tho 
better, aye, the best way to develop, and without 
losing your normal condition. Many years of psy
chical experiences, and as a psychic ami loaciier, 
tor I have experienced all ihe phases and kinds 
of mediumship, have qualliled me for tho good /.t? 
I am doing. Thousands of fluttering testlnionlais 
to that effect. I take the students and psyeJrici1 ■ ’ 
who fall. If you are a beginner, better start right 
and obtain results that are genuine. My system 
Is without a parallel, and lias had many bud irni- • 
tatlons. Send at once, enclosing a stamped, ad
dressed envelop«1, for Standard Occult Literature.

CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth-bound, price, ?l.50(re- 
duced from 12.00). It teaches you how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its, read the crystal, see the future, prophesy aro * 
attain illumination, and be a Yogis. “All students 
will do well to study this excellent volumn.W, 
J. Colville. “It is a revelation.”—Light "Best 
work on the flu jject.”—Mind, “Marvelous—Ep 
ooh-making,"—Lilian Whiting.

6RIR1T WORLD, by Gaflleld. cloth, 50 cents.
AURAS AND COLORS-Wilh exhaustive dlo 

tlonary of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents

PSYCHOMETRY—The first and only book which 
teaches the science so that you can practice II 
Price, 50 cents • /

EASY LESSONS in Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychometry. Price. 60 cents. :

REALIZATION—How to enter tlie super-con
sciousness and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION—A Ma. series on howto divine 
hidden things, 5nd lost treasures, become a 
seer. Price, 11.00.

CRYSTALS fur crystal-gazing, «a new lot at 12.25 
each, postage prepaid.

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES-A Ma. 
series on this fascinating subject. Price, 71.00.

Prospectus of “The College of Divmo Science 
and Realization.” Red nee J tuition.

The only one of its kind in the world.

J. C. F. GRUMBIXE, 
1285 Commonwealth Ave., 

Boston« Mass.

TM Spiritual Wreatu.
A collection of words and music for the choir, 

congregation and social circle. By S W. 
Tucker. Comprises sixty or more gems of 
song. Price, 15 cents.

THE HARMONIC SERIESs

Vol. 1., $2.00
Vol. II., 2.00 
.................... 75'

These works have made a profound impression on the most advanced and 
progressive intelligence of the age. In the field of Psychical Research it can bs 
said truthfully that they have created a veritable “Cyclone" of interest and dis
cussion. Their subject matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
interesting and fascinatingly attractive to everyone who can understand the sim- 
nlest English. They have made simple and clear the most difficult problems of 
human life, and carry a special message to all who love the truth.
Th. OrMt Psychological Crime—Con- The Law of Spiritual Gravity; Admoni- The Ureav y » lions ^nd Suggestions.

tents—Part I. . „ , * ,
t>svchological Crime; New Deflni- Supplemental.

ii™- Pertinent Admissions; What Is it. The Value of “Theories"; Differences 
ulOUD. r».«. _ tsa.jIv "Dnv-allAl • MftVi nnH T'HflHnnt iAna • TrMDRmigrftt|nQ ♦Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and Hie Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; Auto- 
HyonotiBm," aMisnomer; "Suggestion, a LeXolo^ical Libel; Independent Bug- 
eestion a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug- 
eestionand Therapeutic Faith; Post- 
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp-

Reincarnation 
Self-Perpetuation

Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction; Psy
chical Reinvesture.

“Death, Its Meaning and Results.” 
By J. K. Wilson; bt the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol- 
'ume,-of: decided value.- A narrative of 
wonderful -psychic events'in the au
thor’s experience; Cloth, 500 poses, il
lustrated, SL25.

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event iwdJife.l’ ,-iBy Lilian Whit
ing.- One of Miss.'Whitlng's most sug
gestive, intensely .interesting, spiritual 
books..' It is laden with rich, thought- 

I ful spirituality. Prl^e $1,
T »1 ’ h

“TalmSgean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view, of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull. 
Price 10 cents.

"Religious, and Theological Works' ot 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
"Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, <80 
pages, Price IL

notlst?
Part ll<

A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; “Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a Gift 

-Nor a “Power”; The Destructive Prin
ciple in Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and “Affinity ; Medium
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and InsaJi-

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents.
Preliminary Statement; There Is No 

Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Hera

Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution; 
The "Law of Natural Selection”; The 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
in Science; The Completion of an Indi
vidual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness? 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intui
tion; The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat
ural Science Corroborated; Natural

Part III. les, Ethics. ।
The Genesis of "Hell"; The Way of. Handsomely Bound. _ ij ;

Death; In Perspective; Individual Im-. Send for Circular. 1 ।
mortAlitv' On What It Depends; Self- -Address all orders to T! 
Oontrol the Application; The Line of THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK C0^ 
Despair and the Powers of Darkness; 19 to 27 North Kedxle Aye, Chicago, j ,
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The world is called the dark star

the 
and 
one

is the "comforter” which is al- 
with you.
Why is the world called the dark

That 
ways 

Q. 
star?

A.

own recompense. The mind Is 
standard of all in the spirit world 
the thoughts and acts of each 
make their history.

YOU CANNOT Af
ford to miss am issue 
of this paper, with its 
wealth of SPIRITUAL 
LITERATURE.

its

r

i,

^Rt5\

ÍlIji" IJroijrcegibc îlplitr.
CHICAGO, ILL., SÉPT. 8. 1904.

SPIRITUALISM IS A TRUTH
“One truth is clear--whatever is, is 

right.” Pope.
v “I long to. know the truth hereof at 
large.” Shakespeare.

. “Let us make truth catching instead 
of falsehood and disease.” Ingersoll.

■ “Truth depends on, or is only arrived

at by a legitimate'deduction from all the 
facts which are truly material.” Coler
idge.

“Plows, to go true, depend much up
on the truth of the iron.” Mortimer.

“Truth bears the torch in the search 
fortruth.” Lucretius.

Á Spirit Mother Talks to Her Daughter
^Question: Of what nature is my me 

diumship?
Answer: Your mediumship is not 

demonstrating external manifestations 
of spirit presence, but of an impres
sionai nature, therefore not requiring 
external conditions to be made for the 
spirit or soul to operate in. The con
ditions are furnished by your mind, for 

-’'-mind speaks to mind, and is considered 
the highest of all gifts of the spirit.

because the mind of humanity has not 
evolved to where they add light to light, 
or universal light, therefore they are 
still in the evening state and adding 
confusion, which taken in a whole pro
duces chaos. The minds that are in 
darkness give for their mite selfishness 
and greed, to the law evolving human 
affairs, thereby acting on the wheels of 
progress as wet clay does on the wheels 
of earthly conveyances. The minds 
that give love and unselfishness as their 
mite are to humanity what the stars 
are to the earth and the motor power to 
the engine.

Q. What is your work and standing 
in the spirit world?

A. My work is teaching others who 
are in need of what 1 have become con
scious of.

My standard in spirit life would be 
the same as any teacher on earth who 
taught the higher branches only. I (or 
we) do not work for a salary. Each 
thought and desire and act brings its

to witness the changing of the soul’s 
surroundings, is an emanation coming 
from the top of the head just within the 
space that would be left if you put a 
crown on the head and as that emana
tion grows denser, the breath in the 
body grows shorter. If you are so for
tunate as to see a spirit materializing 
from the floor or ground as it would 
to you, then you could have more of an 
idea what I mean when I say the ema
nation from the head gets larger and 
more dense. I can not say whether this 
builds the form or whether it is the 
form that gives the already formed 
body power to offer to our sight and as 
a thing of use and perhaps beauty a re
ceptacle prepared from the beginning 
for the use of the ascending soul. My 
own death experience I will relate to 
you at some other time; rest assured 
that it was pleasant.

PRISCILLA E. M’ARTHUR. 
Ludington, Mich.

Onset, Mass., Camp.
Saturday, August 20, was N. S. A.

« Let us love oln cause ; 
and dare to advocate its 
truth and dectfy fraud. 
If we have the? pule it 
cannot be destroyed in 
the crucible of reason 
and fair discussion, It 
will only thrive/-and 
expand more rapidly.

Q. How do you receive what you feel 
in need of?

A. We have a heartfelt desire and 
act in unison with our desire, for in
stance, if I should want a piece of fur
niture my desire goes forth and if I am 
worthy it will be answered by someone 
who understands the construction of 
that article I am in heed or, and so on 
fulfilling the injunction, “He that is 
greatest among you shall be your ser
ont. '■’ '

Q. What can you tell me of your 
home?

My home is white, with a light blue 
tint. The structure is opaque, symbol
izing limitdtion in so far that I still 

have those I would rather do for than 
others. The homes of those who have 
reached that degree of unfoldment 
where they would work for one the 
same as another, are transparent. The 
windows in my home reach from the 
eaves to the foundation, symbolizing 
there is no darkness or selfishness in 
my mind. My furniture is the same 
color as the walls, the draperies are 
whatever color I may desire. My 
dishes are white with gold trimmings. 
I may have them decorated to suit my 
taste. They are about the same as 
your Haviland china. Those who have 
transparent houses have - transparent 
dishes if they choose.

Q. What is your food?
A. Our food is the breath of frag

rance of your more gross or condensed 
foods; for instance, you get the scent of 
an apple that is the appiè to us. The 
perfume of the flower is the flower to 
us.

There is nothing but refinement. Ev
erything we take in our stomadhs 
comes forth as an odor of fine flowers 
through every pqrt of our bodies—some 
more refined than’ others. A crude il
lustration taken from earthly condi
tions—the perspiration of one is so 
much more offensive than another, the 
emanation being in accordance with 
their physical output. So it is with our 
emannations, only remember, all things 
are refined to our acme of refinement.

Q. What is your knowledge of 
Jesus?

A. My knowledge of Jesus by com
ing in personal contact with him is no 
more than when on earth. We receive 
lessons on what he has done and is 
still doing. In our-gatherings he is 
spoken of as the light of spheres or 
Teacher of teachers. When meditating 
upon his works and teachings, there is 
an influence imparted to me that lifts 
me into an exalted condition that I do 
not receive at any other time.

We have no desire to deify him or to 
think of him as being God of all life and 
soul, but rather think of him as being 
à revealer of the many graces and great 
power with which all are endowed. He 
reveals the love of our father to the 
hearts of those who look in the right di
rection. You know it has been said 
that the star was in a certain direction 
and that the wise men traveled a long 
way. So will all souls that reach the 
revealer of spiritual greatness. They 
must go in the right direction at the 
right time and no one can lead them. 
That is a knowledge that is born within 
each mind. To some the way is filled 
with many obstacles and they nearly 
faint by the wayside. Only the few 
can go on the way rejoicing with only 
one thought in mind, like the wise men 
that Jhey were, to see what would be to 
them a talisman of greatness, a savior 
of mankind a revealer of God. There 
had been teachers before him, there 
had been prophets before him, but he, 
was the greatest of them all. He„taught 
arid demonstrated that the power of 
resurrection after death was within the 
soul.

Q. What can you tell me of the hour 
of death? , -

A. Regarding the change called 
called death I cannot-say , very, much 
about. I can only say that when the 
body'is dying the soul is being born 
Into sprit life. That one—or raid, at 

1 least—passes into what is called a com
atose state'arid the natural surround
ings seem to go farther and. farther 
away apd things of à different nature 
are gradually being presented. The 
scenes and conditions are in accord 
with the inner life of the dying Individ
ual. All one has to do about the 
change at the time of death is to ac
cept what comes and try to understand 
,what is given you. The only evidence 
Pi flefitjt ¡'have ever seen when called

day at the camp, and we were greeted 
with a tremendous gale; at one time it 
looked dubious for the meeting, but 
there were many who responded to the 
call of the bell. The meeting opened 
with singing by Miss Alice Holbrook, 
after which Dr. Fuller spoke briefly, 
saying that he had received word from 
President H. 1). Barrett that his train 
was delayed, but he would be present 
during the session or about 3 p. m., so 
Dr. Fuller would proceed as chairman 
until Mr. Barrett arrived.

Mrs. Annie Knowlton Hinman read 
an orginal poem, “The Ministry,” which 
was warmly received.

Mrs. Carrie P. Pratt, one ¡of the di
rectors of the Massachusetts' State As
sociation, was the next speaker. She 
said her voice was always raised in the 
interest of organization, that she knew 
we could not have success without 
method and united effort. She thought 
all should come together for one com
mon good.

Dr. G. A. Fuller then told of some of 
the benefits of tho; N. S. A.; said that 
the state association endorsed the work 
of the N. S. A. He spoke of the Medi
ums’ Fund, and of the good work the 
organization was doing, pensioning our 
worthy mediums, and keeping them out 
of the alms-house, and for this reason, 
if for no other, we should support the 
N. S. A.

Mr. J. H. Foss said he had been bat
tling against organized effort of waves 
and wind, and he was alone in a boat 
trying to reach land. He questioned 
what the Army of the Potomac would 
have done if every man had said: ”1 
want to flock alone; I want to be inde
pendent.” Why we would have gone 
down and would not now have a Union, 
but the grand old army did not take any 
such position; they filled up the gap 
and became united and followed their 
leader, and that is just the way we 
should hold up the hands and position 
of President H. D. Barrett in his grand 
efforts for organization; we should or
ganize to send out the message of light
and to tell to all that they need 
fear death, but prove to them that 
is continuous.

President H. D. Barrett arrived

not 
lite

at
this time and received an. ovation as he 
entered the hall. He said it gave him 
great pleasure to be present and greet 
his Onset friends once more, and to 
convey to them greetings from the 
City of Light to the Onset Bay Grove 
Association. "1 have wondered what 1 
shall say of the work of the N. S. A., 
and of the work of the M. S. A. and the 
work accomplished during the past 
year. He told of an aged medium, ¡12 
years old, whom he found an inmate of 
the alms-house, that he reported^ to 
headquarters, how the lady was taken 
out and that the N. S. A. would take 
care of her as long as she lived. Of an
other case of an old man 82 years old 
who was in a destitute condition, and 
this man has been put on the pension 
list; of several New England mediums 
who had been pensioned by the N. S. A., 
“and I believe, my friends, that we are 
going to help an institution that is do
ing this kind of work.” He spoke 
briefly of the railroads and said that 
the presidents of the roads in the 
West had told him that our ministers 
were the only ones they have not had 
trouble with, that the roads wished to 
give half rates to the clergy, as It was 
their offering to religion. He told of 
the recognition received through the 
press, by the efforts of the N. S. A., of 
the recognition our religion had gained 
in the courts, and asked the friends^ 
they did not wish to contribute toward 
putting the N. S. A. upon a solid finan
cial basis, go they could .enlarge their 
w ork.

Mr. J. B. Hatch then assisted Mr. Bar
rett in taking contributions and col
lections, and the sum of ?100 was taken 
in the hall, including pledges.

Mr. S. Mann, of New York, spoke of 
the. Jews, and said there were many 
Spiritualists among them and he knew 
they would help the cause.

President Barrett expressed thanks 
in the name of the N. S. A. to the Onset 
Bay Grove Association.for the kind use 
of the grounds, and to all who had as
sisted in any way to make the meet-
ing a success. C. L. HATCH.

Í

A COLD FACT.
To the Editor:—I wish to present a cold fact 

against the materialistic philosophy." Philosophy and 
facts do not always agree, but a fact must remain a 
fact in spite of philosophy.

I have a very dear friend—Mrs. Elizabeth Aiken— 
wife of one of Pinkerton’s famous detectives, whose 
actual experience will offset any materialistic philoso
phy.

Mrs. Aiken is a lady of truth and veracity, whose 
tyord would never be doubted by any who may have 
had, or still enjoy, the pleasure of her acquaintance; 
besides, there are many who can vouch for a portion 
of that which I am about to relate; but I will relate it, 
as nearly as possible, as Airs. Aiken related it to me.

The lady had heard of my sorrowful affliction in the 
loss of my dearly beloved husband, Carlyle Petersilea, 
and called at my home to console me if possible. She 
sat gazing at me with her large, beautiful, sympa
thetic eyes, as I told her that 1 should be much hap
pier if it were not for some miserable doubts that 
would arise in my mind, whether there really was a 
life after so-called death or not, as I had read Mr. T. 
J. Hudson’s book, also much on reflex action of the 
mind, and greatly feared that that which I thought to 
be the controlling spirit of my dear husband, ihight 
be but reflex action of the mind, or the sub-conscious 
self.

“If,” said Mrs. Aiken, “you had had my experi
ence, sueh doubts would be. entirely expelled from 
your mind, and you Would be as happy as I am in the 
positive assurance of there being a material body and 
a spiritual body.”

Religion counteracts morality and 
universal philanthropy In so far as it 
sets men against each other by diver
sity of doctrines and theories of belief, 
thus fostering atid nourishing the worst 
impulses of human nature.—Buchner.-
' A little wit and a great deal of ill-na

ture will furnish a man for satire; but 
the greatest instance and value of wit is- 
to commend well.T^-Tillotson.

Heaven-must be in me. before I can 
be in heaven.—Stanford.

Nothing destroys , authority so much 
as the unequal and * untimely inter
change of-power,-pressed too far and 
relaxed too much.—Bacon. '

There never-was any heart truly 
great and ¡ generous that was not- also" 
tender and: compassionate.—South,' :■>

SEND YOUR SUB» 
scrlption in at once, 
and keep pace with 
all that Is transpir- 
in the ranks.
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TROTH* IS IMPÉRISH/YBLE
“My. mouth shall speak the truth.” 

Prov. viii., 7.
. “Truth crushed to . earth shall rise 

again.” William Cullen Bryant.
“To have truth and not live it is like 

having lungs and refusing to brekthe.” 
“However unwillingly a person who

has a strong opinion may admit the pos
sibility that his opinion may be false, he 
ought to be moved by the consideration 
that however true it may be, if it is not 
fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed 
it will be held as a dead dogma, not a 
living truth.”' John Stuart Mill.

o

I’felt a-little vain that this mpst beautiful form was 
minPi; and to prove to you that I had eyes and ears, 1 
will pay that I distinctly saw my friends around the 
bed; and heard their sobs, and wondered how it could 
be possible that they should mourn for me, wlien I 
w.ak so perfectly happy, light and beautiful.

i “¿now looked, from myself^ around the room. The 
walU of the room were now very indistinct, as though 
theyhcarcely existed, but in their stead there ap
peared a vast world of light and beauty. I could not 
yet see it very distinctly, because the shaft of light 
still field me near to the form upon the bed, but I saw 
the forms of a great many angels or spirits, and they 
were formed precisely like human beings, excepting 
that they were dazzlingly beautiful. I wanted to join 
then) but was unable to break the broad shaft of light, 
and they seemed to be waiting for something, and did 
not approach me very closely. I could yet see the 
door1 of the room quite distinctly. The eyes of all the 
angols seemed to be fastened upon the -door. It 
opened and there entered a man—a spirit man—and I 
could see at a glance that he was an eminent physi
cian—a spirit doctor. He carried a physician’s case 
in his hand, which he placed upon the table, and came 
toward the bed upon which that poor, worn body lay, 
apparently dead. I watched him curiously and close-, 
ly, praying with all my might that he would pass be
tween me and that form upon the bed; for I thought 
if he were to do so, it would disengage that shaft of 
light from the body, and set me entirely free. But 
this'he did not do. Ue carefully went to the other 
side.oLthe couch, placed his hands beneath tlje head 
of-that poor body, and lifted it up. As he did so, the 
shaft of light shortened itself together, drawing me“If,l could know this,” I replied, ‘‘beyond the shaft, of light shortened itseli togetlier, drawing me 

shadow of a doubt, I believe I could be happy and ™rth it back mto the body upon he bed I he body 
bear mv great sorrow with a lighter heart.” Vreathed on?<J more. . I could still hear

“Then, know it,” said she; “for that which I am 
about to tell you is as true as the light of heaven.”

"Some few years ago, I was extremely ill with 
what the doctors pronounced carbuncles, or boils 
within the stomach. I had been confineci to my bed 
for many months, and for weeks had not been’able to 
turn myself. I was extremely emaciated and bed 
sores had made their appearance; yet my mind, 
through all this suffering, had remained clear and 
firm. The doctors held a consultation over me, and 
all declared that I could survive but a very short time. 
In fact, that I was already struck with death—was 
actually dying—that nothing more could be done. 
Saying this, two of them took their departure, while 
the third, a much younger and more sympathetic man, 
remained until all should be over, lie was somewhat 
inclined toward the spiritual belief, and desired to 
witness the departure of a soul and spirit from the 
body of flesh.

“I was too weak to move or speak, yet heard and 
understood all that was said about my condition. I 
had now eeased to suffer and had no pain, but felt my
self gently sinking, and my eyes closed.

“J suppose I must have been unconscious for a 
short period of time, for, when I opened my eyes, I 
was standing upright, not far from the bed. I heard 
the doctor say, ‘She has gone at last! She is dead!’ 
I heard my friends and relatives, who were gathered 
about my bed, sobbing and mourning.

“I seemed to gather myself together as one might 
after a severe jar or fall, and, as I did so, my sensa
tions were most delightful. I felt as ligjit and buoy
ant as a feather, and could scarcely keep myself down 
upon the floor; and, now, I noticed a broad shaft of 
light—a kind of white light—which connected me 
with the body upon the bed. I had.a strong desire to 
break this shaft of light and free myself entirely from 
that poor, emaciated thing upon the bed, and thought, 
‘Could that poor, emaciated body, covered with bed 
sores, ever have belonged to me?’ I realized a mix
ture of disgustful, pitying contempt for it, and, oh, 
how I did want that shaft of light toHeave it entirely, 
that I might be wholly free from it. I now felt a 
strong desire to examine myself and understand how 
and what I was; and, to my extreme delight, I found 
that I was more beautiful than a dream. 1 had eyes, 
and they could see. I had (jars, and they could hear. 
I had hands and feet, and ('very organ of my body 
was perfect, intact and exquisitely lovely; my hands 
and arms were so beautiful that I gazed upon them 
rapturously. I lifted up my hand and arm, and as I 
did so a beautiful white drapery fell lightly away 
from the arm, disclosing it nearly to the elbow..

“Could that lovely, lovely arm be mine! I now put 
forth my foot and examined it. Like the arm'it was 
perfect and extremely beautiful. The foot was bare, 
but surrounding my limbs, and. nearly covering my 
feet, was this exquisite drapery, half-concealing, half
revealing my most perfect and beautiful form.

“And,” continued Mrs. Aiken, “I must admit that

what the spirit doctor said: .
• i,“ ‘My poor child, you must not go yet. Your time 
on. earth has not yet expired. You must still experi- 
epee much more of earthly life and its vicissitudes.’ 
And now, his voice grew indistinct; the spirits disap
peared^ the walls of the room once more confined me, 
and I was lying upon the bed too weak to move hand 
or. foot; but the spirit doctor had done something to 
my stomach—I know not what—and I could now take
a little .nourishment.

My relatives, finding that I was yet alive, as they 
(jailed'it;> joyfully hastened to do all for me possible, 
andj-at length recovered; that is, my earthly body 
did»-and I now weigh, as you see, two hundred 
pounds.” •

This, dear readers of The Progressive Thinker, is 
the story as told to me by my dear friend, Mrs.-Aiken. 
She: is now at the present time a beautiful woman,, 
perhaps thirty years of age, and in the full enjoyment 
of earthly life; but she tells me that she would gladly 
go through with all her former suffering for the one 
joy .she experienced of feeling and knowing that she 
was a spirit and immortal, possessing all the organs of 
the earthly body in an etherealized and exquisitely 
beautiful form.

. In addition to this I would like to relate an incident 
connected with my own childhood. J. personally have 
never seen with my own material eyes the spirit form 
of a, human being; but I have seen with my own mate
rial eyes the spirit form of a dog.

When I was a little child of five years, I awoke one 
morning and gazed curiously at something in the air 
just over my head; not directly over my head, but at 
an angle above me. There, apparently in the air, lay 
a large Irish setter, watching me as dogs do when pro
tecting children. Ue was white and had the large 
brown spots that dogs of his species usually have. 
During my short five-years I had never seen such a 
dog, and there was no dog belonging to my home. I 
did not even know, at that age, that there was such a 
dog'as a setter? I watched him curiously, and he 
looked at me lovingly and protectingly. His eyes 
were'large and beautiful, and he was so ethereal that 
I could see directly through him, and that which at
tracted my childish fancy, more, than anything else, 
Was the fact that he appeared to be composed of little 
moving atoms, which were circulating all through his 
form, and where the dark spirts were, these moving 
atoms were of the same color, and where he was 
white, the atoms were also white. The atoms were 
also-moving and scintillating in his bright and loving 
eyess
• SI gazed at him a long time, smiling in.childish de
light, for I realized that he was a spirit dog, although 
I; as yet, knew not the meaning of the word, and knew 
nothing of Spiritualism whatever, as my parents were 
■JMethodists and I was not old enough to know any- 
ithingjjibout religion or that there was death or an

Log Angeles, Cal. 
:

MRS. CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

TRUMPET COMMUNICATION IN THE LIGHT. ’’fe'oiitSSl nnd about the same length of the trumpet used
This narrative may interest those who are investi-^V1 circles, but small at each end and large in the 

gating the truth of Spiritualism. I found a few fake Renter. p*le asl^d me to play a hymn on the organ, 
trumpet mediums during my experience, but in this^v*/ which she placed the trumpet in my hand and 
instance there was no chance for manufactured phe-i->|i'<,.5^'9P? ear’. J^is was about 2 p. m.,
nomena, because it was in the light. i-i.sun ginning through the window, the lady and her

Some five or six years ago I had been to Bristolpr“T' Pla<5<5d >
Tenn., on business, and was returning via the Norfolk»£“^±5 ™ by Uame-1 ask<?d wh° U WaS’ and 
& Western Ry., and Huntington, W. Va. I had prevUi®?
ously been informed that there was a trumpet medium,*N- Tr “v i /i r >> across the Ohio river opposite Huntington, and thS/ bf°Qe°Pge’
the manifestations were in the light. (talked with him at length. He passed oyer three

On®y arrival at/jluritington I crossed the river oji’A^,;8 .
a fer®, and the old ferryman told: me that a great'-'/T*l'e *?dy ? control then talked with. me. I asked, 
manjspeople crossed on his ferry from all parts .¡of the:: - 
Unifed States, and. they told hint of the' ebhimunica- 
tions they held with their friends ;wlio; had passed 
over. JL have forgotten this lady ’s name. I found ”

Elow long havë you been able to produce thisinani-
f( Station, and why don’t you go away from home and 

’T vc it tó thè public
__ if (She stated that she had been a medium since she 

the cottage. The lady ’s hiisbaiid ¡met me at the door.' ..wàiP'.'13 years oidi She was then about .50. years old. 
>He stated that his'wife hadibeen very sick, but .was J?|ùfhad never been away from home. People came 
¡better. . She came in presently. I told her that--i^WiWl»®“e from all over the United States.
: had heard she could produce the trumpet talking in 9; was at that time investigating Spiritualism. Thiz 
the light. .’She said she got the manifestations out in, wjiB convincing as there was no chance to produce 
the yard/at any. time, and produced the trumpet, and. manufactured manifestations. • ' 
stated' they had it made Bftder the direction of het, ■ A.VEREB0ME.

.better. She came in

Mundane Religion-One That We All Can Get
Now, then, what is religion? I say, 

religion is all here in-this world-bright 
here—and that all our duties are right 
here to our fellow-men; that the man 
who builds a home, marries the girl 
that he loves, takes good care of her, 
likes the family, stays home nights, as 
a general thing, pays his deots, tries to 
find out what he can, gets all the Ideas 
and beautiful things that his mind will 
hold, turns a part of his brain into a 
gallery of'fine arts, has a host of paint
ings and statues there, then has anoth
er niche devoted to music, and a mag
nificent dome filled with winged notes 
that rise to glory—now the man who 
does that gets all he can from the great 
dead ones, swaps all the thoughts he 
can from the ones that are alive, true to 
the ideal that he has here in his brain 
—he is what I call a religious man, be
cause he makes the world better, hap
pier; he puts the dimples of joy in the 
cheeks of the ones he loves, and he lets 
the gods run heaven to suit themselves. 
And I am not saying that he is right;
1 do not know. |Why need be?]

This is all the religion that I have— 
to make somebody else happier if 1 can.

I divide this world into two classes, 
the cruel and the kind,“and I think a 
thousand times more of the kind man 
than I do of an intelligent man. I 
think more of real good human nature 
in that way-—of one who is willing to 
lend a helping hand and who goes 
through the world with a face that 
looks as if its owner were willing to an
swer a decent question—I think a thou
sand times more of that man than I do 
of being theologically right, because I 
do not care whetner I am theologically 
right or not. It is something that 1 
never, never, never shall understand; 
and everyone ol you will die and you 
won’t understand it either—until after 
you die at any rate. 1 do not know 
what will happen then.

I am'not denying anything. There is 
another ideal, and it is a beautiful ideal. 
It is the greatest dream that ever en
tered the heart and brain of man—the 
dream of immortality. It was born of 
human affection. It did not come to us 
from heaven. It was born of the hu
man heart. And when he who loved 
kissed the lips of her who was dead, 
there came into his heart the dream, 
We may meet again.

And, let me tell you, that hope of im
mortality never came from any religion. 
That hope of immortality has helped to 
make religion. It has been the great 
oak around which have climbed the 
poisonous vines of superstition.

And yet the moment a man expresses 
doubt about the truth or Joshua, or 
Jonah, or the three fellows in a fiery 
furnace, up hops some poor little 
wretch and says, "Wny, he doesn’t 
want to live any more; he wants to die 
and go down like a dog, and that is the 
end of him and his wife and children.” 
They really seem to think that the mo
ment a man Is what they cal! an infidel 
he has no affections, no heart, no feel
ing, no hope—nothing—nothing. Just 
ana'ious to be annihilated! But if the 
orthodox creed be true, I make my 
choice to-night. 1 take hell. And if it 
is between bell and annihilation, I take 
annihilation.

I will tell you why I take hell in mak
ing the first choice. We have heard 
from both of those place—heaven and 
hell. According to the New Testament 
(here was a rich man in hell and a poor

no longer afraid of their own parents 
and until there is no back of a child 
bearing the scars of a father’s lash. Let 
us preach it, I say, until we understand 
and know that every man does as he 
must, and that if we want better men ■ 
and women, we must have better condi
tions.

Let us preach this grand religion un
til everywhere the world over, men are 
just and kind to each other. And then, 
if there be another world, we shall be 
prepared for it. And if I come into the 
presence of an infinite, good and wise 
Being, he will say, "Well, you did the 
best you could. You did very well, in
deed. There is plenty of work for you 
to do- here. Try to get a little higher 
than you weie before.”

Let us preach that one drop of resti
tution is worth an ocean of repentance.

And if tnere be a life of eternal prog
ress before bb, I shall be as glad as any 
other angel/to find that out.

But I wpl not sacrifice the world I 
have for one 1 know not of. I will not 
live in fear, when I do not know that 
that which I fear lives.

R. G. INGERSOLL.

A VIEW-POINT OF THEOSOPHIST8.

Concerning the Danger to Spiritualists.

All along the pathway of human prog- 
iess an element of fear has manifested 
itself, and a people have been wanted 
against meddling with combinations of 
forces that were out of the ordinal y or 
known.

Who does not remember the fear sur
rounding the telegraph, the telephone 
—any system in which electricity is 
used; and we read of the sensations 
aroused by the first locomotives, the 
first steamboats. The old man who 
stood watching the first steamer that 
entered their harbor, get ready for a 
buffet with the seas of the Bay of 
Fundy exclaimed, with fear and indig
nation in heart and face, “Tempting 
Providence! going out. agajnst wind and 
tide!” has many a representative in the 
domain of Advance.

The argument of fear is always the 
argument of ignorance. Knowledge 
alone enables man to assume new reins 
of power to attempt new achievements, 
to seize upon new discoveries, to handle 
and bring' into use new arrangements 
of forces. The sense of fear must be 
eliminated and instead a steadfast de
termination to learn how to control and 
utilize take its place.

The kindly solicitation of the Theos- 
ophist regarding the danger in Spirit
ualism, then, is no new phase of human 
expression; it is projected in all broth- 
crliness, but it must be met with the 
same argument that has silenced the 
fearist in all other cases.

It is too late to refuse to handle the 
elements that enter into the inter rela
tion of man incarnate and excarnate. 
The study and use of these forces have
advanced too far, their 
has taken too strong a 
thought of to-day to be 
cause of fear. Science

demons l ration 
hold upon the 
cast aside be
bas only an-

other problem to solve; the sear fliers 
after truth only another field of explore 
and it must be done as all such work 
has been done, under difficulties, 
through patient perseverance, by the 
pathway of mistake; by failures and 
renewal of effort; by falling and rising 
again; persistent investigation'awl ex-man, Lazarus, in heaven. And there - . ■ -

was another gentleman by the name of Perimentation.
Abraham. The rich man in hell was in .. system of thought
flames, and he called for water, and 
they told him they could not give him 
any. No bridge! But they did not ex
press the slightest regret that they 
could not give him any water. Mr. 
Abraham was not decent enough to say 
he wqpild if he could;-no, sir, nothing. 
It did not make any difference to him. 
But this rich man in hell—in torment— 
his heart was all right, for he remem
bered bis brothers, and he said to this 
Abraham, “if you cannot go, why, send 
a man io my five brethren, so that they 
will not come to this place!”' Good fel
low, to think of his five brothers when 
he was burning up. Good fellow, best 
fellow -we ever beard from on the other 
side, in either world.

So, 1 say, there is my place. And, in
cidentally, Abraham at the time gave 
his judgment as to the value of mir
acles. He said, "Though one should 
arise from the dead he wouldn’t help 
your five brethren.” “There are Moses 
and the prophets. No need of raising 
people from the dead.

That is my idea, in a general way, 
about religion; and I want the imagina
tion to go to work upon it, taking the 
perfections of one church, of one school, 
of one system, and putting them to
gether, just as the, sculptor makes, a 
great statue by taking the eyes from 
one, the nose from another, the limbs 
from another, and so on; just as they 
make a great painting from a landscape 
by putting a river in this place, instead 
of over there, changing the location of 
a tree and Improving on what they call 
Nature—that is to say, simply by add
ing to, taking from, that is all we can 
do. But let us go on doing that until 
there shall be a church in sympathy 
with the human heart and in harmony 
with the beqt human brain.

And what is more, let us have that re- 
ligiop for the world we live In. Right 
here! Let us have that religion until 
It cannot be said that they who do the 
most work have the least to eat Let 
us have that religion here until hun
dreds and thousands of women are not 
compelled to make a living by the 
reedle that has been called "the asp at 
!he breast of the poor,” and to live in 
tenements of filth, where modesty Is 
'mpossible. -
. I say, let us preach that religion 
fere until men will be ashamed to have 
,’orty or fifty millions, or any more than 
ihey need, while their brethren lack 
bread, while their sisters die from 
want. Let us preach that religion here 
until man will have more ambition to 
become wise and good than wise and 
powerful. Let us preach that religion 
here among ourselves until there tire 
io abused and beaten wives. Let us 
preach that religion jmtll children arc

fledged from the seas of time; 
only grows by legitimate

rises full- 
rows.

me: hods.
Few edifices aré reared without t-acri- 
fice of life;, few rounds of the ladder 
of progress are reached without slip
pings and fallings, but because of this 
shall no new steps be taken? Shall fear 
so dominate that we let go and travel 
along in the same old ruts lest some one 
get hurt in scraping the road to make 
it smoother?

So it is. indeed, with surprise that ws 
hear those who delve so deep in the oc
cult, who brave so many dangers and 
who have discovered so much, warning 
people against having to do with Spir
itualism because it is dangerous:

Is their building so staunch that it 
has no weak places?

Is it proof against all winds, ail pow
ers and forces?

Have they a safety insurance in deal
ing with the higher elementa in Na
ture?
. Are they immune from all seizures 
from the invisible side of life?

Are Spiritualists alone in danger 
from obsessing discántate ones?

Is not their argument itself one proof 
of the action of excarnate minds, a 
weapon in the warfare that is being 
carried on in the invisible against this 
new form of progress, this departure 
from the old path of ignorance?

Have Theosophists any proof of 
greater danger to Spiritualists than to 
scientists of any other type that they 
need cry "Beware?” Seems to me not, 
and it seems to me also Spiritualism, 
as in the cases of all other systems, 
must come by the laborious pathway of 
acquiring knowledge, not deterred liy 
misunderstandings or misapprehensions 
of how to handle elements concerned 
in the manifestations of the seance 
room, the relations of tho two planes 
of substance.

How much nobler to undertake the 
study of their inter-related parts of 
being in order to better use them; they 
are part and parcel of us, so we are 
in duty bound to learn how to control 
them, to handle until we are able ef
ficiently to manipulate them to our 
advantage In the climb of life. I would 
suggest, therefore, to the Theosophists 
that if the seance room is a dangerous 
place' and mediums in such jeopardy, 
they -also abandon their seeking, be
cause the same possibilities lie in wait 
for them, for they have to do with the 
same subtle elements of life and as 
necessarily do invite their dangers as 
their blessings. M. A. CONGDON.

Washington, D. C. ' 1

Philosophy, when superficially stud« 
ied excites doubt; when thoroughly 
plored, it dispels it.—Bacon.
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She Is a Spiritualist and 3„Medium.

flu Impaniai Hearlno Is tiie> Friend oí Justice

It k a Safety Valve

THE IMPORTANT POINT TO CONSIDER.

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

ulent 
bined 
mous 
when

mediums were a power and com- 
to crush me. I received anony- 
letters threatening me; at night 

I went to the postoffice and

Established for a Few Weeks Only, for the Consideration of Cer* 
.tain Important Questions Connected with the Welfare of Spiritualism.

information How They May Give Birth to Happy, 
Healthy Children Absolutely With

out Pain-Sent Free.
No woman- need any longer dread the pains ol 

ehlld-blrlh, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dye 
has devoted his Uto to relieving the sorrows ot 
women. He has proved thatall pain at childbirth 
may bo entirely -banished, and ho will cladly tell 
you how it may bo done absolutely tree ot charms. 
Send your name and address to Dr. J.H. Dye. 1st 
Lewis Block, Buffalo. N. Y„ nnd he will solid you. 
postpaid, hts wonderful book which tells lu>w tc 
plvo' birth to happy, healthy chllaren. i -wlutely ■ 
witnoutpaini also, hdw to cure slerllllv D > nol 
delay, but write to-d^O.

A Prominent Eastern Lady Steps to the Front

'-K-i-íí-.’,« , ^ï- '■»><•„.— «. i ysf.i.s .<

In this Open Court Spiritualists Will Calmly and Dispassionately Consider What Is Best for Our Beloved Cause.
The letters written by aged men, to 

the newspapers, of the wonders they 
Pave seen at seances’ought to be sup
pressed, for what is a fact to one per
son, is not a fact to another and much 
harm is done by printing them and thus 
sending patronage to a fraud.

I say again that I have found that 
many men of advanced age are not com
petent Judges of forms that appear In

Sept. 8 1904?

The Difficulties in the Way.
There seems to be a very general 

agreement that “honesty is the best pol
icy,” and that dishonesty or .fraud is un
desirable. But how to eliminate the

THE OPEN COURT IS A SAFETY VALVE 
WHEREIN VARIOUS OPINIONS CAN BE EX- 
PRESSED BY SPIRITUALISTS THEMSELVES. 
THE ANALYTICAL MIND WILL READ THE ' 
SAME, AND IN SO DOING WILL HAVE AN ACT
UAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE EXACT STATUS OF 
OUR CAUSE. THE ONE WHO KNOWS THE 
FALSE AS WELL AS THE TRUE, IS WELL PRE
PARED TO FORM A CORRECT OPINION, 
WHILE THE ONE WHO KNOWS NOTHING BUT 
THE FALSE, IS ONE-SIDED, IS IGNORANT, AND 
INCAPABLE OF FORMING A CORRECT OPINION. 
HE, TOO, WHO HAS THE TRUTH ALONE, AND 
KNOWS NOTHING OF THE DECEPTION GOING 
ON IN OUR RANKS, CAN NOT CORRECTLY 
JUDGE OF THE CONDITION OF OUR CAUSE. IT 
IS NECESSARY TO KNOW THE BAD AS WELL 
AS THE GOOD, AND THEN A CORRECT ESTI
MATE CAN BE MADE. THE OPEN COURT PRE
SENTS BOTH SIDES, AND IF YOU WILL CARE-.., 
FULLY READ THE SAME, YOU WILL BE THE 
WISER AND BETTER THEREFOR. REALIZING 
FULLY BOTH THE GOOD AND THE BAD, THE 
TRUE AND THE FALSE, YOU CAN ACT UNDER- 
STANDINGLY IN FORMING AN OPINION, BUT 
NOT OTHERWISE.

1 have read the articles in the Open 
Court with much interest, and while I 
regret the necessity of such a proceed
ing as that which seems imperative, I 
believe we should face the issues of the 
(lay as fearlessly as we would face an 
enemy to our country if need be. I 
Lave already stated my position, in ref
erence to the fraud question on numer
ous occasions both on the platform and 
through the press, but feel that too 
much may not be said for the good of 
our cause, hence the thoughts that fol
low.

I often hear folks argue that we 
should not speak of that which is objec
tionable, and that if there is fraud "si
lence is golden” etc; also that we have 
no more of tills undesirable element in 
our ranks than have other denomina
tions or creeds, but it appears to me 
that this is not the question. The im
portant point to consider is not, has an
other philosophy as much fraud among 

. its adherents as liave we,, .but, rather, 
how much'Jeds ftaud have we, how

~‘ .-->1 .
The following communication «from Eva A. 

Cassell will excite unusual iiitewst. She is a 
confirmed Spiritualist and a e^reiul, critical and 
painstaking investigator of the ; philosophy and 
phenomena. She, like thous^i® of others, has 
had her lesson to learn from.; the degenerate 
fakes that have invaded our ranks, and super
seded, to a certain extent, the genuine phenom
ena and genuine mediums, by their tact and skill. 
Spiritualists living in remote places, or in the 
quiet of their own homes, without mingling ex
tensively with the public worlq can have no ade
quate idea of the impostures practiced in a va
riety of ways, hence, to them the “cry of fraud” 
seems unwholesome unnecessary and 'dangerous, s --ilow. ,u.ldad
when, in fact, it m the reaction oecUfring aaW
;hose who have at last awakened to a realiza- tricks that are performed by these char- Stained from patronizing one of these . ni,. • • , ; i ci • ‘L latans. If Mr. McFarland and those who most notorious cheats. One of the mostion OI what IS eroine1 on Hl OU!'- ranks. bDirit- wish to know how it is done, will con- unfortunate facts connected with’someA ! ,l ,1 tribute a sum of money for the purpose of these cheats is that many of those
ualists ffenerallv want the truth, the Whole truth, of bringing Mrs. Hyland in their vlcln- who know them to be frauds will pat- » Q , , J , ■ ... , -. ' . ... j. ' ity, where she will give seances, then ionize them because they think them toand nothing but the truth, and to them this dis- they will know the modus operandi, and be mediums, notwithstanding their

• • mi T» • rfn ■ i *11 in fact it is now Mrs. Hyland’s duty to trickery. This is specially true of Elsiecussion m The Progressive Thinker will prove drop all else and show to the Spiritual- Reynolds, the often exposed. Can any- , , , ip j • i j ’ah 1 li J istic world just how the tricks arc done, one see a way out of this tangle exceptvaluable and oi great interest.. All ShOUld read A committee ought to bo formed who by a positive division ot the people into 
.. ,t ,, . j. i i ti a ri , ii will take this lady in charge and travel I’taud and anti-fraud associations?the following article, by Eva A. Cassell,, a prom- ,’lth her to our great Spiritualistic cen- Another formidable obstacle is the 
• j Cl • "j ° v i 1“ !• £> cil 1 1 nr ters and there give fraudulent seances general demand for the platform showsinent ¡Spiritualist and medium, Ot Chelsea, Mass.: so that we all may see how easy it is Of real or simulated mediumship. And

■_____ ’ to deceive in materialization. An ad- the less there is of real mediumship,

may be given quietly by some honest 
worker? Instead of being satisfied we 
must needs demand more, and if it be 
not forthcoming we immediately pro
nounce the medium as unworthy our at
tention. 1 would rather have but one 
word, but one thought from my loved 
ones on the other side, spoken in their 
characteristic way, than to have their 
whole history given under the sensa
tional way which seems to appeal most 
to some people. For the love of truth 
let us cease parading mediumship be
fore the public as wo would some more 
material commodity; let us show the 
world how we venerate and love the 
power which enable us to converse 
with our arisen loved ones, and then the 
world will also learn to respect it.

I saw one man in trying to simulate 
materialization, swing a white rag in 
the air, and hold it under his knee, etc.,

To the Editor:—As an old contribu
tor I feel moved to take up my pen 
and share In this discussion. Many of 
your old readers will remember me and 
my articles on the lynching of the ne
gro in the South, and later my con
demning letters of fraudulent mediums. 
At tills time 1 feel moved upon to add 
my'voice to that of those who speak 
knowingly of these things. Yet it is a 
thankless task—that of trying to teach 
Spiritualistic fanatics the pitfalls of 
their religion.

I shudder even now, when I remem
ber how cruelly I was treated, simply 
because 1 dared to stand forth and de
clare that certain so-called mediums 
were frauds. It was at that hot-bed of 
Spiritualism, Onset Bay, that I first be
came convinced of the stupendous vil
lainies carried on In the name of Spir
itualism. For years I had believed in 
materialization; I had gone to the cabi
net for spiritual consolation; many 
times I have wept In the arms of my 
supposed spirit mother, for I was full of 
earthly trouble and my domestic trials 
seemed more than I could endure. For

fraudulent actors is still an unsolveda dark room. fraudulent actors is still an unsolved
I reverence old age, and sympathize problem with the great majority. ' I 

deeply with the yearnings of those of have stated what I thfiik is the only 
whom I speak, yet my investigations at possible method, and I am glad to see it 
the seance prove to me that they are endorsed by many careful thinkers, 
not competent judges, in many cases, Rut I am aware that the. difficulties in 
and |t is mostly this class of Spiritual- the way of accomplishment are many 
lets who raise a hue and cry over the I and almost insurmountable, In this ar- 
efforts to unmhsk fraud. tide I beg leave to mention some . of

It is as' much as one’s life is worth to them and to suggest some helps to over-
even mention that there are fraudu- come them.
lent mediums. For a razor-back, hard- One of the most formidable obstacles 
shell fanatic, the Spiritualistic one can is the determined opposition of so 
not be beaten. He will, neither listen many Spiritists to all efforts for expos- 
to reason nor believe the medium a ing frauds, and the endorsement of the 
fraud even if she “made-up” before his most notorious frauds, and employing 
very eyes and be caught her in the act them at all great public gatherings, 
of defrauding—he would disbelieve his And this is done not only by the mana
own senses, rather! Bars of those meetings but by a portion

I was dreadfully scored by good, de- of the Spiritist press. One of the most 
cent Spiritualists for unmasking fraud, often, and most thoroughly exposed 
but I am glad to say that to-day Onset frauds on the Pacific coast is personally 
Bay is the banner camp for pure, whole- endorsed and eulogized In that paper, 
some Spiritualism. A glance at its pros- not by a correspondent, but by die ed- 
pectus for this year shows the ,nedl- itor ! Now, when known and proved 
urns and teachers to be of a high order frauds are endorsed and advertised by 
and we are proud of our camp. our own papers it is very difficult to

I note what Mr. McFarland asks of overcome the deplorable influence of

------------------------------------- ----— pittance fee should be charged, of and the more of common fortune-tell- 
behind the prison bars through my ef- course, for expenses. Mrs, Hyland, if ing, the greater the demand and satis- 
forts, and as he needed money to pay a she cannot afford to give her services faction. Some owe their place on the 
lawyer he wrote to all those mediums gratis, should be hired and paid for her platform entirely to their ability to do 
(?) and told them that if they did not trouble. I should say that it is the duty just what the gypsy fortune-tellers are 
give him money he would expose them, of our leading Spiritualists to take this doing all the time. Thousands of dol- 
and he did in the newspapers, telling lady in charge for that purpose. lars have been paid here in California
that he had played spirit in their cabi- The materializing mediums have ev- to assumed spirit mediums for aid in 
nets. Their nefarious deeds coming to erythlug their own way and never give locating and working mines, and mill- 
light, business grew dull and finally the the sitter a chance to see fraud, ions have been acquired through those 
materializing .mediums folded their “Spoil the conditions,’’ is the cry raised fortune-tellers. But it doesn’t require 
tents and stole away and now not one is by the medium to cover fraud, while we any help from spirits to locate mines or 
left, and others of their ilk have given are told it would kill the medium, in all °11- the spirit world will stoop to the 
our camp a wide berth. probability, to grab her, when the truth business of aiding grasping plutocrats

I was présent ât the court trial in is, it would kill her reputation as a gen- to gobble up the wealth of this world,
Boston, where the Concannons were in- nine medium. Thus the honest sitter we don’t want anything to do with it.
volved, and llstned to the whole pitiful is scared off by the cry of “spoil the And, when one of our great camp-meet-
evidence—the testimony of the land- conditions.” ' ins8 will devote its platform to a de-

uallsra has no great, unifie and nlt.ru 
istic program or purpose. There is l 
chasm, deep and wide, between the ad 
herents of the system. The first clast 
are the managers of tire organization. 
They are the ones who are pushing me
diums real or seeming upon the public 
platform. They are upholding com
mercial mediumship. They are resort
ing to all-'Borts of methods to aid this 
form to succeed, it is ordaining medi
ums as REVERENDS, so as to free 
them from the necessity of paying ’« 
license, and also to secure half-faro on 
the railroads; and its creed was drawn 
up for the especial purpose of posing 
before the legal authorities as a relig
ious organization in the same sense as 
“other denominations" are religious. 
Apd it cgnnot be said to have any spe
cial purpose beyond that of convincing 
people of the reality of a future exist
ence. Hence, the continual pushing of 
mediumship before the people and mak
ing It (he exclusive work of the organ
ization. For in reference to the great 
socialistic problems of the day the or- 
ganizatloij as such pays no attention. 
Its members belong to all the different 
political parties of the day. Thete Is 
no tendency whatever toward any great 
reconstructive work. It is all left to 
the spirits to accomplish the work of 
reconstruction if any such work is 
needed

The other and much smaller class re* 
gard Spiritism as a reconstructive 
movement. That it is the science and 
philosophy of life, and that its purpose 
in the creation of the "Co-operative 
Commonwealth,” or the practical out
working of Ihe principle of the Broth
erhood of Humanity. They regard all 
the phenomenal featu-es of the move
ment as means to this .treat end. They 
can’t help seeing that the absorption of 
effort to the one single effort to produce 
phenomena appealing exclusively to per
sonal emotionalism lias developed and 
cultivated a narrow selfishness which is 
detrimental to all true progress. Hence, 
most of the platform efforts are made of 
fulsome laudations of Spiritualism as 
destroying the fear of (ieatli and com
forting the bereaved, or else of labored 

■ expositions oi the superiority of this 
■ movement to all of the old religious 
. systems. And yet, like the old church 
i it continually sings of the "over there,’’

evidence—the testimony of the land- conditions.” _
lady where they boarded, and of the Great stress is laid on the fact that scription of oil fields, and claiming it as 
servant girl who ihad often washed the mediums are searched before entering spirit mediumship, what are we going
spirit robfy etc. ; the cabinet, but I nave learned that the to do about it? There is no more need

Mrs.’ Byron, ,at Onset Bay, was manager of the seance often passes a °" spirit influence to locate mines, oil,
fleeced often thousand dollars by a bundle of white robes into the cabinet water or coal than there is to plant a

much better and purer is our philoso
phy than any other?

I do not want to feel that Spiritualism 
has anywhere near as much fraud in 
its ranks as any other philosophy or re
ligion, but rather that Spiritualism is 
the synonym of truth and purity. For 
this reason I do not hesitate to say: 
Whenever unquestionable evidence is 
procurable that fraudulent practice has 
been resorted to by so-called mediums, 
that evidence belongs to the Spiritual
ists and should be given forth to them.

1 am sure I dislike the cry of fraud as 
much as any perhaps, but I cannot see 
how we better ourselves or our cause by 
remaining silent at all times. It Is 
■truth we want, and we certainly do not 
want to see our cause besmirched by 
any cloud whatever, if we can prevent 
it; and I believe everyone who will 
stop to think of the matter, laying aside 
all prejudices, will see that a man’s 
worst enemy is the one who will permit 
him to practice fraud, knowing that he 
is so doing, and not remonstrate with 
him, or try to prevent him from contin
uing the practice.

If any man tries to pass counterfeit 
coin upon us, we are all very ready to 
say to the world “That man is a cheat.” 
If a business man sells us what we dis-, 
cover to be thoroughly unworthy, we 
have no hesitancy in telling our friends 
they had better watch what they are 
getting at his store.

I venture to say that nearly every one 
who tells us that we should not say any
thing about fraud in our ranks, would 
be quite ready to put the officers on the 
track of the man who had passed a bo
gus ten dollar bill on them. Which is 
the most despicable, the passing of the 
bogus bill, which affects only man’s cu
pidity, or the simulation of spirit phe
nomena—claiming to be a man’s or a 
woman's nearest and dearest relative 
who had. died but was now alivband 
came back from the bourne beyond the 
grave to greet them? I submit, Mr, 
Editor, that the latter Is by far the 
worse crime of the two.

By all means let us speak out when 
evidence has been secured, but let us 
be sure wc have the evidence before we 
speak. Innuendoes, suspicions and

to the edification of the people assem
bled—at least they were greatly edified 
until they discovered that he was using 
very ordinary cheesecloth! Up to the 
time they made this discovery, they 
very readily recognized the cheese 
cloth, and saw in it the faces and forms 
of friends near and dear. I believe such 
occurrences'should be reported to the 
people. It is evidence that rightly be
longs to them. Whenever we say we 
are “a Spiritualist,” we are endorsing 
mediumship in the eyes of the people; 
we stand for mediumship when we say 
we believe the so-called "dead” can re
turn. When we stand as sponsors for a 
thing, we are entitled to the knowledge 
as to whether that thing is rear or not. 
Who, then, can blame us when we are 
goaded to the highest pitch by the 
malpractices of people who are proto
types of the man I have referred to 
above. That to which 1 have referred 
is a fact, and if the editor wishes, he 
can have the name of the individual of 
cheese cloth fame.

Now, I do not wish to be understood 
as being malignantly opposed to any 
phase of mediumship. Mediumship was

sneering hints are by no means to.be 
construed as conclusive. But when we 
get the evidence, get them with the 
’ goods,” it is right and just that we 
speak out, and thus enable some who 

, are liable to become victims, to elude 
such workers.

I do not believe we should keep a 
man down because he has made a mis
take once, because the past has no very 
important bearing upon the present; it 
is what we are that counts, but let us 
ccnvince all who have been caught sim
ulating spirit phenomena that we will 
not countenance the' same, and if they 
have genuine mediumship they will 
stop their malpractices an<J give what 
they can honestly get from J he arisen 
ones. f

I sometimes wonder if we as a class 
are not very often to blame when fraud 

. is presented. Do we not demand sen
sationalism at times, that the true me
dium cannot supply? Again,, are we al- 

. ways willing to allow thd honest medi
um to get up and say, "I am unable to 
give to-night?” T know we are not. 
How often we' are to blame for the 
‘.'padded” work that may be calculated 
to bring down the house. If we would 
all study mediumship, and discover 
what it meant,.! feel assured that we 
would -strive-to - more nearly comply 
with.the necessary-, conditions in • the 
production of spirit phenomena.

■ How ofte"n are we satisfied with the 
jF.ord, the sympathetic message that

the thing that placed me where 1 am, 
and I would be ungrateful, to say the 
least, If I forgot that fact, but I am op
posed to materialization that consists of 
cheese cloth and luminous paint; to 
slate and letter writing that is done by 
mortal hands instead of spirit power; 
to messages that are formulated in the 
note book or brain of the medium (?) 
and believe when we have the evidence, 
WE SHOULD SPEAK OUT FOR THE 
TRUTH.

I like to see polish, erudition and cul
ture, but I like still more to have truth, 
and I have a ready welcome for the one 
who will voice the messages of the an
gel world without any additions of their 
own; the one who will give me the 
truth and that alone. These I will de
fend and uphold.

This world is too big, and the possi-, 
bllltlcs of advancement are too many 
for us to be crushed by the fact that we 
demand true mediumship. I would that 
everyone should demand the same; it 
would then be no hard thing to place 
Spiritualism before the people in a way 
to command respect.

But my letter is too long already, and 
I do not wish to tax the patience of 
your readers. Permit me to add in clos
ing that Spiritualism will never be 
killed by exposing and expelling the 
frauds, but unless we demand that our 
representatives be genuine in every re
spect it will go down, and so it should. 
When our 'spirit friends produce all the 
phenomena, they become the works of 
God and will live in spite of all opposi
tion; but when .the phenomena are 
made by mortals, they become the 
works Of man and will soon die.i

WILL J. ERWOOD.

years I was the dupe of those heartless 
monsters who made stock of my sacred 
griefs and anguished tears to induce me 
to come to their seances, coining money 
out of the emotions of my sorrowing 
soul, but laughing slyly behind my 
back, as I afterward learned and com
menting because I was so easily gulled!

If there is any monster of iniquity— 
any devil in hades—any thug in India— 
any merciless, wild Indian of the plain 
who can equal the heartlessness, the 
devilishness, so to speak, of the fraud
ulent materializer, I would like to know 
it!

There is no greater crime in all the 
realms of earth than that which turns 
into dollars and cents for the charla
tan’s pocket, the sacred human emo
tions—the sacred love of the sorrowing 
mother for her child—the despairing 
love of thousands of grieving mortals 
for those loved ones who have passed 
beyond, and who go to the seance with 
anguished souls and a prayer on their 
lips, aspiring for only the truth.

I often wonder what will be the fate 
of these merciless imposters who haye 
made money and waxed fat on the di
vine and sacred loves and griefs of the 
sorrowing souls they have thus wilfully 
deceived.

Let us hope that the Prince of Dark
ness who is their patron, will care well 
for his own and prepare a special pit in 
hades where the temperature may 
shrivel and scorch and roast to a turn 
these vile impostors who have trafficked 
In the highest and holiest emotions of 
the human heart!

Several years ago the Onset camp 
was in the grip of these villains, and it 
was necessary to do something to pro
tect the public—the book entitled "The 
Vampires of Onset,” was the result. It 
performed its mission, then went out of 
print and again the vampires were in 
power. At this time my eyes were 
opened and I began to write up the 
matter for the papers, and then had to 
cufter for the truth’s sake. The fraud-

"Human Ctrflure and cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure.' (In
cluding Methods and Instruments.” 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., EL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fulfills the promise of Ms title. 
Price 75 cents.

medium -who Bad materialized her and often a confederate among the sit- hill of potatoes. 1 grant fully that these 
spirit husband. ?, I ters does so. At an exposure where'the platform fortune-tellers are largely hon-

1 have a,ttend,e(i over three hundred 1 medium was grabbed, whiskers and eat, they are innocent frauds; but the 
seances, from Boston to California, and other paraphernalia have been found in confusing of psychometry, telepathy 
I have never'yet'beheld a genuine mate- the cabinet, and then the psychic (?) and clairvoyance with mediumship con- 
rialization. ’ Whdn one stops to think of asserts that they were thrown in there stitutes one of the formidable difficul- 
what is requiredjto furnish a living or- by some of the sitters, which is an ties in dealing with the fraud question, 
ganism, cApable'bf standing in a cabi- easy way of getting out of the matter. Every year science is limiting the do- 
net and ufjtering Intelligent words, no At any rate no so-called medium has main of strictly spirit phenomena, and 
wonder we,pre .skeptical. A so-called ever yet died of being grabbed, though enlarging the field of our normal and 
spirit, such'as comes from the cabinet, no doubt they wanted to die when they abnormal possibilities, so that it is be- 
must have a heart with a perfect ac- were exposed. coming more and more difficult to say
tion, with all bodily functions in ac- The more Intelligent Spiritualists are that this or the other phenomenon is
tion—all the.arteries of a human or- disgusted over the combat and friction from the spirit or natural side of our
ganisni; aj). the muscles and nerves attending materialization, and it is life. The gullible ignorance, which
which support'd’ human body on its feet, time to call the spirit world to account. ] swallows all the facts .of hypnotism as
and- give ¿quillbfhtm to hold it upright, If the fleecing of hundreds ot honest genuine spirit performances, must be 
must be there;, in a mortal, it took the people of our faith out of money is not supplanted by a thorough knowledge of 
mother long months to create these in enough—if the cruelty of their decep- the physiology and psychology of the 
her child, and do you believe that any tion is not enough to cause a wave of modiumlstic states before we 
medium can make all these prgans— horror In the heavenly spheres; if these solve the fraud question.
heart, lungs, muscles, nerves—all that barbarous conditions surrounding mate- One of the 'common methods in the 
is required and necessary in fact to sup- rialization are the best that can be show business is to have a table piled 
port a human organism on its feet in a given us, then I challenge the world of high up with rings, handkerchiefs, 
cabinet, IN TEN MINUTES’ TIME, spirits, and say, “Stop right here! matches, jack-knives, etc., and then the 
when it takes a mother long months to Rather than that one human being torn process begins of giving spirit (?) tests 
create them? No solid, living body, by grief and sorrow and anguish over and messages by handling those ar- 
with the power tp talk proper sense, the loss of a loved one, should be de- tides!! Now under proper conditions 
such as the mediums produce in cabi- ceived and his sacred emotions turned it is perfectly legitimate to do this as 
nets as spirits to-day, can be anything into dollars for the charlatan—rather an experimental manifestation of psy- 
but mortals, and confederates, or else than this, I say, les spirits quit coming chometrical power, but to have it on the 
the medium herself dressed as a spirit, to earth!” I don’t care whether it is Spiritist platform as a manifestation of

All the fine network of veins, arteries one grieving mortal or a thousand—the spirit mediumship and manifestation is 
and muscles which make a mortal, whole system is unsound whether it is detestable. What influence can an old 
must of necessity be there, in order to one or a thousand, and it is somebody’s jack-knife, which your spirit friends 
support the so-called spirit on its feet duty to challenge it. never saw or beard of, have in bringing
and all these cannot be manufactured But does it not betoken an unwhole- them to you or the medium? What it

can

and “Nearer, My God, to Thee.” An 
overmastering enthusiasm is thus an 
impossible and the narrow circle of per
sonal excitement is traveled over and 
over again.

The rationalistic, humanitarian wing 
cannot at present see any escape from 
these difficulties for the present. There 
will come an eclective sifting when sci
ence will supersede superstition; when 
social reconstruction will become the 
inspiring religion and the purpose of 
the higher intelligences will lie appre
ciated and carried out by the co-opera- 
tion of both worlds.

J. S. LOVELAND.

The Wisdom of Passion
BY SALVARONA.

in ten minutes’ time by. any medium. . some mind in one who can believe that can do in impressing your entire char- 
After years of investigation I feel our loved ones materialize to sitters at acter, memory, etc., upon the psychome- 

convinced that genuine materialization a dollar a head? And are not spirits to trist's consciousness we very well 
copsists in the production of an ethe- be condemned for maintaining such a know, and as a result the names and 
real figure only, instead of one that may system, on their side of life? I would characteristics of departed friends 
be handled—one that is dense—solid— like to ask them why it is that they nev- Riven with great exactness. We never 
such as is materialized to-day, *and er select as a medium one of our forget absolutely anything, and the 
smelling of whisky and onions. .. wealthy Spiritualists whom they know forms and features of our friends are

In this, my home city, Chelsea, Mass., would materialize without money and pictured upon our Inmost conscious- 
lived an aged man, Mr. Law (now without price. And when you talk ness. The trained psychometrist can 
dead), who was duped shamefully by about “tying the medium and putting read all this and it does not require 
so-called mediums. I have been to se- him in a bag under test conditions,” spirit return to do. Longfellow well 
ances many times, and seen this old does it not strike you that the spirit says, “All houses where men have lived 
gentleman there; Phoebe and Louise world must feel mean and cheap be- and died, are haunted houses.” Because, 
Carey, the poetesses, often came from cause such debasing conditions sur- theyjjavc left their images and charac-
the cabinet and sat on his knees, and 
ate candy from his pockets. He spent

passed the cottages of these vampires, 
rocks and other missiles were hurled at 
me; foul slops were poured on me until 
I learned to take the middle of the road 
for safety; one night I was intercepted 
by ajemale materializer (?) who said: 
“D—n you! If you don’t quit exposing 
me, your beautiful little daughter will 
be outraged and murdered by men. 
Take this warning.”

All sorts oi persecution were heaped 
upon me, and while ’ I faltered many 
times and grew spiritually weak, yet I 
never gave up the fight a single mo
ment. and I fought alone because those 
who should have helped me wanted the 
camp to move along smoothly and tip- 
near in the eyes of the world as a model 
camp-ground; they would rather keep 
the villainies covered up than have 
them exposed.

At that time there were a dozen so- 
called materializing mediums, and their 
nefarious practices wefe being com
mented on all over the country. Many 
aged Spiritualists, gentlemen of means, 
were fleeced of their money in the 
most heartless manner. The name of 
Onset became a stench in ihe nostrils 
of the public, but no one moved in the 
matter.

There was a man by the name of H. 
Doulke who went around from seance 
to seance personating spirits for the 
“mediums.” I engaged him in conver
sation several times, wishing to get him 
to admit his share in the imposture. 
One day he said to me, "Look here, 
what’s the use of pretending any longer 
that there are genuine materializa
tions. It is all a fraud. Why don’t 
you go into the business'. I’ will de
velop you for a medium for ten dollars. 

.You are.cute and bright, and could 
make tip fine. You could make lots of 
money, and It is dead easy tb fool these 
old gray Spiritualists—men who are 
.giad to pay. a dollar to hug a female 
spirit.”

I turned away shocked, and prayed 
for help in my efforts to unmask this 
man. It took me two years, unaided

round materialization? ter upon the walls of those houses, and
Is it elevating and ennobling to the the psychometric sensitive can read the
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“In modern philosophy there aro 
three great treatises on the Passions, 
that of Spinoza, that of Hume, and that 
of Salvarona."—Philosophical Journal.

hundreds of dollars at seances. Poor spirit world that their avenues of com- impressions as she reads a book.
old fellow’! After bls transition he munlcatlon must be so roughly used! Here is a wide field for self-decep- 
manifested through the Banner of Light And how often we excuse the immoral- tion and ignorant, innocent fraud, and 
circle, complaining how shamefully he ity and vulgarity of a so-called medium just so long as so many of the assumed 
bad been deceived at seances. I used on the plea that “never mind, spirits leaders and teachers are so profoundly 
to tell him that he was being deceived, are obliged to-use any channel they ignorant of the science and philosophy 
but he did not believe it. can, for communicating.” of both mediumship and psychometry,

I want to say that the charlatans are It Is a base libel on the spirit world, so long will so-called medium manifes- 
not wholly to blame, for there is a and you may depend upon it that any tations teem with fraud, and all the ef- 
class of aged male Spiritualists who aid so-called medium who would submit to forts to eliminate it from the platform 
and abet fraud in these so-called me- be tied, is simply a trickster who de- and elsewhere will be futile.
diums. They aré’în their second child: pends on his knowledge as such to But the most formidable difficulty in 
hood, senile, and their eyesight is poor, sneak, out of his bonds, pretending that overcoming the fraud nuisance is the 
This class has beçn my especial study, spirits released him. lamentable fact that organized Splrit-
Their vision is not to be trusted, in the The genuine medium is he or she who 
matter of .spirit forms in a dark apart- stands in the circle of fitters innocent
ment, yet they Write glowing letters to of test conditions, saying, "Here I am, I know that the higher and nobler in- 
the newspapers of the wonders they in the light of my honest mediumship, telligences are doing all they can to do 
have seen at se^ces, and thus help such as it is, you may accept of it or let away with this curse upon Spiritualism 
along fraud. , • -.it alone; I am simply the instrument." —false mediumship, and we have no

I have beert'ht1 seances and heard the But, this same medium should be above right to condemn any person who 
exclamations Jof- 'diHight of these aged suspicion, and court the light. The stands forth and tries to show us the 
men as thcyv<gnbr|ped a lovely female very act of tying mediums is degrading pitfalls in our faith, for such a person 
“spirit” । ' to spiritual intelligences, and I do not may be under the guidance of the High-

Many of tnese meh have no other op- ' believe that they have “any dealings er Powers—they may be the greatest of 
portunity Rpetabrafae a feminine’ fopn with it nor in fact materialize at our our mediums, after all. And don’t con- 
than that afforded by the cabinet, seances to-day. 1 . demn Mrs. Hyland; if she was a fraud-
They seem cljgldishfifl their cravings for In my opinion the only materializa- ulcht medium once, then she is now a 
the “divine.feminine!’ and yearn to feel tion there is, is that which has occurred genuine one and is used by the Higher 
the arms of a womhn—to receive a kiss for hundreds of years. All adown the Powers to unmask the villainy now said 
-from her. iCV '■ s ages there have been “ghosts" seen and to be materialization, for wise intelli-

I fully sympathizer with these feel- these are simon-pure materializations— gences know that only in just this man- 
ings, for I suppose(that no true man is. in cakes where the spirit was able to ner (by a reputed medium coming lor- 
without thenuvet they are easy prey to draw elements from the persons who ward and acknowledging her fault) can 
the bogus medium, and some of them saw them and thus, become visible. false materialization be exposed. Of 
are to blâmé ior thelmsound Conditions As for spirits flocking to earth to course, our sister did wrong, but it is 
prevailing ab the calllnet. \ v . play vaudeville and line the pockets of not for us to’deal with her—a higher

From my inf’estigfttions in material!- itinerant "mediums”—it seems improb- court than ours will judge her; so ffit us 
zàtlons, I know that the cabinet in able—spirits of Indians—spirits who leave her to its mercies. Her case is 
some cases emials tne brothel in tin- weave lace—ancient spirits—with now some different’from that ot the regular 
wholesomenéfe’ ànd’Dthe deepest insult and then the spirit relative of a few of charlatan inasmuch as she has come
I ever-recelvedilmmy life came from a the sitters—to take the curse off—it forward and exposed the fraud, and
male "spirit” at the cabinet, who made can be nothing less, as carried on to- some concession is-due her. We>canat
known his desires—not in the choice day, than a vaudeyjlle .show—degrad- least admire her courage in._-coming 
language one woùid‘èxpéct'from à den- ing and disgusting tti the spirit world, forth, for it faites courage.
izen of the heavenly spheres—but in and no spirit of intelligence would tol- Ohl the oceans of tears I have shed
the most vulgar, terms common to the berate it. In fact, it is belittling to my because I was scored for daring to say a
lowest of men,..%5Vlth a prayer on my sense as a Spiritualist to believe that medium was false when it had been
lips and pure aspiration in my soul I spirits come as mortals, solid in form, proved to me that she.was! Persecuted, 
had gone to the seance for solace I ! smelling of sweat and whisky. I have for the truth's sake.’ But I have never

I feel to say that the system of . em- a right to believe that spirits should.be ! declared, by-being silent, th'at h?wfong
bracing and kissing as commonly car- different from mortals when they.show was right; while life lasts I shall speak
tied on at seances, is. unhygienic and in themselves on earth. I ' EVA A. CASSELL,
some'cases indecedt and it is time Even at the seances .mentioned in a Chelsea, Mass. * 
that intelligent;-' Spiritualists dcknowl- recent Progressive Thinker, with the : .............. ....— - V - ' -—
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The extraordinary merits of "The 

Wisdom of Passion” are the copious
ness of human insight and content in 
the way of fact and reference with 
which the book is crammed. Its main 
thesis 1 agree with.—Prof. William 
James, Harvard University.

I have found "The Wisdom of Pas
sion" to be a book of powerful erudition 
and fine intuition. I would be happy if 
in a certain sense I had inspired it.— 
Prof. Ceasare Lombroso,

Here is a man who sees and says 
things for himself. He is not retailing 
conventionalities. The book fairly bris
tles with wise sayings. I believe the 
thesis is sustainable and that the au
thor has gone a long way toward fortify
ing it. After I took up the bcok, 1 did 
not quit, except for meals and sleep till 
I had read it carefully from cover to 
cover.—Albion W. Small, Head ot Dept, 
of Sociology and Director of Affiliated 
Work for the University of Chicago.

I am somewhat familiar with the ten
dency in modern thought to give pri
mary place to feeling—with Janies’ 
"Will to Believe,” with Ward’s social 
philosophy, with Shelley’s and Brown
ing’s philosophy. "The Wisdom of Pas
sion" fits in with their contributions. 
The main thesis of the book— that the 
soul forms its own forms by its choice 
-I can ascribe to—Prof. Oscar Lovell 
Triggs, University of Chicago.

Address all orders to H. G. Walters, 
Langhorne, Pa.
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Board with furnished room per week, 
$3 to $3.50.

OPENS SEPTEMBER 27, 1904.
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north of Chicago.
N. B.—All who decide to attend should 
be present at the opening when the 
classes are formed and take the full 
two years’ course.- For catalogues 
write to Moses Hull, president, White-, 
water, Wis., or Cidra L. Stewart, secre-
tary, Whitewater, Wis., or J.;
Weaver, principal, Old Orchard, Maine.
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edged tills fact, • medium Bailey—no forms materialized, "Mark Chester; or a MIU and a Mill-
The cabinet Is growing to be a cover but lights were seen, said to be’ spirits, ion. A Tale of Southern California.” 

for a multitude of ¿Ins, in some cases, My readers will find that genuine ma- By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychic 
and many Spiritualists WilLbear me out terializing mediums are very scarce, 111 story,-elevating and reformatory. Pa-

pud alone, to do it, but finally he landed in this statement, . ' there are any. . L - per covers, 40 cents.
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THE TOMORROW OF DEATH, 
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Figuler. Translated from the French by 
S. JR. Crockee. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have been entitled Splr*, ituallsm Demonstrated by Science. It is writ* 
ten in that peculiar Interesting style in which 
French writers excel when they would popularize scientific subjects in adaptation to tho^ 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
“There is a true and respectable idea in Spirit
ualism,*’ and regards as proved “the fact of • 
communication between superhumans and tho 
Inhabitants of earth.” Price, . •
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; '___ THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

Our Eclectic /I^aga^inc:
EXTRAORDINARY MANIFESTATIONS OF 

SPIRIT POWER WITHOUT THE PRESENCE OF A 
MEDIUM, HAVE BEEN OCCURRING IN MODERN 
TIMES. THE SECULAR PRESS TEEMS WITH 
STARTLING DEVELOPMENTS IN THIS DIREC
TION. THOSE WHO HAVE NEVER DREAMED 
THEY POSSESSED ANY PSYCHIC POWERS, ARE 
BROUGHT SPONTANEOUSLY IN TOUCH WITH 
THE SPIRIT WORLD AND WONDERFUL PHE
NOMENA FOLLOW. IN FACT SPIRIT POWER 
COMING FORTH SPONTANEOUSLY IS OFTEN 
MORE REMARKABLE THAN WHEN COMING 
THROUGH A MEDIUM. THAT SPIRITS CAN 
AND DO RETURN TO EARTH AND COMMUNI
CATE WITH MORTALS IS PROVEN BY A VARI
ETY OF MANIFESTATIONS THAT ARE CON
STANTLY OCCURRING IN VARIOUS PARTS OF 
THE COUNTRY, AND WHICH ARE VERY START
LING IN THEIR NATURE, AND WHICH DO NOT 
SEEM TO REQUIRE A MEDIUM FOR THEIR PRO
DUCTION.

Ghost stories at first hand are not so hard to obtain 
as some persons may think. Here are two personal 
experiences told by a lady living in Colorado Springs, 
to a reporter of the Gazette. She did not write them 
out, but they are substantially in her own language. 
She gave permission that they be published, without 
the use of her name in connection.

“I want to say first of all that I am not supersti
tious and I believe that there is a solution for all 
things in natural law after investigation. A great 
many people are given to imagination and think they 
see or hear things that they really do not. Then they 
want to tell someone and to impress their hearer as 
much as possible, exaggerate. For that reason I do 
not like to talk of these things because there are so 
many stories that seem to me very foolish. They are 
handed along from one person to another, gaining 
with each repetition. But I will tell you an experi
ence I had a few weeks ago and I will tell it just as it 
happened.

A Recent Experience.
“I believe in continued life after what is known as 

death. I do not accept Spiritualism as generally un
derstood, but the teachings of theosophy help to ex
plain some of the things which otherwise I could not 
account for.

“One evening a few weeks ago I was obliged to be 
out very late at night and was returning to my home 
very tired and alone. Just as I entered the gate I was 
surprised to see some one sitting on the porch. The 
porch was not so dark but that I could see the out
lines of a woman’s figure, for she had on a white 
dress, but at that distance I eould not recognize the 
features. The chair which she was seated in I recog
nized from its arms as one belonging in my own pri
vate room. I have roomers in the house and I thought 
that one of the ladies was troubled with sleeplessness 
and had come out on the porch to get the full benefit 
of the cool night air.

Clear and Unmistakable.
“As I came down the walk the figure turned its 

head and smiled at me and I recognized the face and 
form of my sister who died a year ago. Her hands 
were clasped back of her head in a characteristic atti
tude. The dress had been a favorite one with her, 
and she had had a photograph taken in it with her 
bands in the position in which I saw them then. But 
the chair was not in the photograph. As I reached 
the steps, with the smile still on her face she gradu
ally vanished. Not all at once but slowly, very slow
ly. The chair also disappeared. Th^re was no chair 
of any kind on that porch. I was not frightened, nor 
nervous. Indeed I was willing to believe that the im
age was the product of my own mind and yet the fig
ure seemed so real to me that I half expected to find 
the door unlocked and that someone had slipped into 
the house. The door was locked securely, but my ex
perience was not to end there.

Another Figure Also.
“I entered the house, passed through the room and 

started for a match safe in the dining room. As I 
threw open the door between the rooms I met my 
other sister who had been dead two years and a half, 
standing directly in front of me. She was in a dark 
dress similar to one which she used to wear. I 
reached out my hand for a match and as I struck it 
she disappeared.

“No, 1 was not afraid even then. Why should I be? 
They loved me in life, why should they harm me in 
any way now ? If I had been a stranger I might have 
been frightened.If they were images created solely by 
my own mind they were harmless; if they really were 
spirits of my sisters, their presence was only for good.

A Mysterious Old House.
‘ ‘ You ask me if I ever had any other unusual expe

rience. I certainly have, although at the time the oc
currence took place I perversely insisted that nothing 
of the kind happened. When 1 was a girl of 19 I was 
invited to spend some little time with friends at the 
Las Vegas Hot Springs. I found my friend and her 
husband, with their two little children of 3 and 4 
years, and a small serving maid, occupying a rather 
large old house remote from other neighbors. One 
reason they insisted on my remaining for some time 
was because they felt lonely. Their own house had 
been burned down and they had taken this one be
cause it was the only available one and had been 
standing vacant for a long time. The owner had once 
occupied it, but his life in it had never been happy. 
He quarreled with his wife, so rumor said. The wife 
suddenly became very sick and died within three 
days. The owner left the house and place and never 
returned to it to my knowledge. However this all 
took place before I went to Visit there.

“Well, I was shown ray large, old-fashioned room. 
The little serving maid had a small room next it and 
there was a connecting door between. ‘Please, mayn’t 
I leave the door open?’ she said to me, so timorously 
that I looked at her sharply. My parents had brought 
me up strictly, and taught me never to fear, so I had 
little patience with those who did.

‘ ‘ ‘ Why ? ’ I asked.
“ ‘Oh, it’s so dark and lonesome in here,’ replied 

the child.
“ ‘Leave it open, if you want,’ I said. 

Groping Hands in the Dark.
‘ ‘ I think had just fallen asleep, although of course 

I do not know what time it was, when I suddenly 
roused wide awake. Someone was groping their way 
around my room; it seemed to me as if they had both 
hguds against the wall opposite the- child’s room. 
What she was doing there I didn’t know, but never
theless I spoke quietly and kently. “ What do you 
want, Gertie ? ’ There was no answer blit the groping 
hands continued their way around the room. I spoke 
again, more sharply, ‘Gertie! What do you want?’ 

/ Still no answer, but.the sound came nearer, passed the 
fcar' floor of the little room, toward my bed. I was not

frightened, for it had been trained into me from child
hood that there were no sights, nor sounds, however 
mysterious, that eould not be accounted for in per
fectly natural ways if we would only investigate them 
carefully. Still nearer came that sound of groping 
hands, and passed over the head of my bed. Not a 
thing was to be seen, although the room was not what 
we call pitch dark. Still around the room went the 
sound of groping hands, finally reaching the door 
whence I had first heard them. - Then they ceased.

Suddenly came a sleepy, but half-frightened voice 
from the child. ‘ Did you call me ? ’ she said.

“ ‘When?’ Basked.
“‘Right now.’
“‘No,’I answered.
“ ‘Somebody did.’
“ ‘Oh, you’ve just been dreaming,’ I answered.

. “ ‘I’ll call it mice,’ I said to myself, and went to 
sleep.

“ ’The next morning my hosts looked at me rather 
curiously I thought, but I said nothing. A few days 
later my friends asked carelessly, ‘Have you heard 
any noises in this house!’

“ ‘Noises?’ I repeated questioingly, ‘what kind of 
noises? What do you mean?’

“ ‘Oh, strange noises at night, or anything of that 
sort ?’

‘‘ ‘Why, no,’ I answered. ‘I have not heard apy- 
thing that I couldn’t account for. ’

“ ‘ I believe you have, ’ was the somewhat impolite 
reply, ‘and just won’t admit it, for I know you were 
brought up not to believe in these things. ’

A Midnight Struggle.
“It was several nights after this that I was again 

roused, this time by the sound of an awful struggle in 
the dining room directly below my room. I could 
hear no voices but there was the crash of furniture, 
as if the chairs were being used as weapons, and-the 
frequent thud as of a falling body.

“My first wild thought was that burglars had en
tered the house and that a conflict was in progress, 
but there was no shouting for help and no screaming; 
nothing to indicate that anyone in the house was 
awake except myself. There was suddenly a tremen
dous crash, the sound of a heavily falling body, then 
all was still. I lay awake thinking until I again per
suaded myself that I had been the victim of my own 
imagination. The next morning I inquired if the 
doors had all been locked the night previous.

“ ‘What'did you hear?’ was my friend’s quick re
joinder. But I would not risk being laughed at, and 
again denied having heard anything.

Others Heard It Too.
“Then other friends of the family came for an un

expected visit. One gentleman was obliged to oc
cupy a couch in the parlor. ‘How did you sleep?’ 
asked the hostess in the nibrning.
“‘Pretty well,’was the reply,‘but I heard you 

when you came into the room.’
“ ‘I did not come into the room.’
“ ‘Then it was you who came down after your 

book,’he said to me.
“ ‘No, I took my book upstairs with me,’ I said.
“ ‘Well, somebody came into the room last night, 

groping their way around in the dark, searching for 
something. ’

“I must not take your time in telling all of the in
stances in which I knew other people had heard the 
same sort of sounds that had puzzled me. -

Steps on the Stairs.
“One night I heard stealthy footsteps coming up 

the back stairway near my room. There was the 
sound of groping hands on the wall, and I felt that I 
could not be mistaken in the belief that someone had 
broken into the house. I knew I could tell when they 
passed the broad stair at the turn, and I made up my 
mind that 1 would call for help as soon as they came 
that far. Slowly the footsteps came. They reached 
the turn of the stairs and then stopped. ‘Waiting to 
hear if anyone is awake,’ I thought. But there was 
no further sound, ascending or descending. Finally 
I rose and with lighted match in hand went to the 
head of the stairs. There was no one in sight. I went 
softly down to the turn and struck another match. I 
could all see the stairway and the little entry. There 
was no one there and not a sound.

What the Children Heard.
“One afternoon my friend asked me if I would be 

willing to look after her two little boys, while she 
went on an errand. The little serving maid had left 
several days before, frightened away by the mysteri
ous noises, and still more, I thought, by what I be
lieved was the foolish talk about them, in which I 
would never join. So I readily agreed to look after 
the boys. They played quietly together until just 
about dusk when I began to hear footsteps upstairs. 
I paid no attention but suddenly the little fellow 
spoke: ‘Lady,’ he said, ‘who’s upstairs?’

“ ‘No one,’ I said.
“‘Yes, there is,’ he insisted; ‘don’t you hear 

them?’
* “ ‘No,’ I said sharply, ‘ I don’t hear anyone, and 
you don’t either; you just be a good boy and keep 
still. ”

Searched Through the House.
“But the sound of heavy footsteps continued, and 

the older boy said, ‘Why, I hear them plain, too.’
“ ‘Look here, children,’ I said, ‘there is no one up 

there and just to convince you we will go up and see. ’ 
So I took the little one in my arms and the other by 
the hand and we went upstairs in the twilight and all 
through the house, into every room and opened every 
closet. Of course there was no one to be seen. But 
the footsteps now sounded distinctly down stairs. 
‘Papa’s come,’ shouted the boys, but I doubted it. 
We went down stairs. No one was there.

“In about half an hour the father and mother both
came. ‘Somebody’s been upstairs, papa,’ said the
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older boy; ‘we heard them walking around.’
“ ‘The boys thought they heard some one,’ I cor

rected, ‘and we went up there and looked all around, 
but they just imagined it. ’

“The father’s face grew pale at the thought. ‘Do 
you mean to say that you took-those boys upstairs in 
the dark and tried to find who made those footsteps ? ’ 
he demanded.

“ ‘Of course, why not? Those footsteps were only 
imaginary.’

“He turned on me almost angrily, ‘Everybody who 
has ever slept in this house has heard these sounds ex
cept you, and has known that they were not imagin
ary or explainable, and it’s strange that you have 
never heary anything, or won’t admit it.’

An Unsolvable Riddle.
“It was only a few nights after this when I was 

roused^ from sleep by a light shining into my eyes and 
a voice saying, * It can’t be her, she’s been sound 
asleep all right. ’ I opened my eyes to find my friend 
and her husband standing near my bed.
“'What is it?’I asked.
“ ‘There’s been the most awful row going on down 

stairs, the sound of crashing furniture, and falling 
bodies. We have heard it separately before, but this 
time it woke us both together.’

“ ‘Why don’t you lalre a light and go down to see 
what it is,’I suggested.

“ ‘What, go down tlieqe, with a light in my hand! 
,If it were burglars, they’d have a bead op me sure.’

“After some discussion)I agreed to go down in the 
darle so as to avoid Jp. be|ul,’if possible. I left them 
on the landing aboyé. I ran lightly down the stairs 
in my slippers and'¿literal the dark room,' All was 
silence. I called for jhóm to come on.

“That man let me go, and followed behind his wife 
downstairs. Everything, Mas just as it was when we 
had gone up stairs sopie time before. The doors and 
windows were all closed and locked and not a thing 
disturbed.

“I went over the hous<? inside and out but I never 
found a sign of any'kind to explain the mysterious 
sounds. I investigated thoroughly. That is all of 
my story. J have never accounted for it. ’ ’

The Detroit (Mich.).Free Press has the following( 
Shakspeare wrote of the stuff that dreams are made 

off, but he forgot to throw any light on the quality of 
the material. This was careless of him, provided he 
knew, for it would have settled a much-disputed and 
curiously complicated subject. However, it would 
also have deprived us of the pleasure of speculating; 
and who is there that, at times, has not been interest
ed in his dreams?

A Michigan man, holding one of the most dignified 
offices in the gift of the state, tells the following ex
perience :

“When I was a yoqng fellow working my way 
through Michigan university I was often short of 
funds, and one night, when I had reached a point 
from which I eould not see my way without money, 
and knew not where to get it, I dreamed that I re
ceived a letter from my brother in which were in
closed several bank notes. I distinctly saw the vari
ous denominations and, a few days later received a 
letter from my brother inclosing the money exactly 
as I had dreamed of it. My brother was some dis
tance from me and, as I afterward figured it out—the 
letter was written just about the time it appeared to 
me in my dream.”

A. Spirit Voice Saves His Life.
“Did I ever have a dream that came true?” said a 

Detroit man, in answer to the question. “Well, I 
should say I did! A dream once saved my life! 
When I was a boy we lived near the St. Lawrence 
river, and I was very fond of taking little trips in my 
boat. One night I went about five miles from home 
with a friend who went ashore to call on a young 
lady. While he was gone I went to sleep in the boat, 
ajid I dreamed that I heard my father call, ‘George! 
George! if you don’t get out of that boat you’ll be 
drowned!’ It woke me up and I found that a severe 
storm was rising. I had just time to drag the boat 
on the shore, and I knew that if it had not been for my 
father’s warning, I should have been drowned. Yes, 
the storm came from the direction of my father’s 
house, and I presume that when it came up, he 
thought of me, for he knew where I was. ’ ’

The Soul in Dreamland.
Many interesting dreams are recorded in the annals 

of the Society for Psychical Research, including the 
following:

“My youngest sister was visiting my bachelor 
quarters,” says the narrator, “where I was residing 
with a bachelor friénd who was considered by his 
best friends, most unlikely to marry.- One night I 
dreamed my bachelor friend approached me with a 
smile and said, “Sparrow, congratulate me; I am en
gaged to be married and am as spooney as I was at 
one and twenty.’ I offered my congratulations, and 
asked who the lady was, to which he replied, ‘She is 
an Irish girl; I met her at Kingston regatta.’ I told 
this drcam to my sister, the morning after it occurred, 
and that night when Í returned from the office my 
sister said: ‘Your dream has come true; even the very 
words.’ She put a letter from my eldest sister into 
my hand, and I read: ‘Tell Alick his friend D. L. is en
gaged to one of the daughters of our rector. He.diet 
her at the Kingston regatta.’

“The following occurred about May, 1859,” said 
the writer. “I believed my son to be away in the 
Mediterranean, and I had no reason to believe he 
would come home for a year or two, when one night 
I dreamt that I had a letter and all that was written 
on it and inside was “Woolwich.’ In the morning 
the postman brought a letter marked ‘Woolwich 
Dockyard,’ and it was from my son, who was in the 
navy, and telling of the safe and unexpected arrival 
the night before of the ship he was on.”

“When I was in England, some years ago,” relates 
another, “I had a very bad cough, for which a blister 
was ordered by my medical man, but being improp
erly applied, it left a very ugly mark, like the print 
of a horse’s shoe. I was then preparing to rejoin my 
husband in India, and carefully avoided mentioning 
the circumstance to him.

“When I reached my destination, my husband’s 
mother said to him, ‘Does L— look at all as you saw 
her in your dream?’ Upon which my husband turned 
to me and said, ‘I had such a horrid dream about you 
the other night. I saw you looking pale and ill and 
you had a dreadful mark like a' horseshoe upon your 
chest.’ An unlucky horseshoe, to be sure, though it 
had the virtue of disproving the old saying that 
dreams go by contraries. ”

Experiences of this kind often take place when not 
in a condition of aetuqf sleep—borderland cases, as. 
they are called.

“I once went up from Oxford to stay a day or two 
with my brother,” says one narrator, “but when I 
reached there, I found a note saying that he had gone 
to. a dance. Instead of going to bed, I (rozed in an 
arm chair, but started up wide awake exactly at I 
o’clock, ejaculating, ‘By Jove 1 he’s done 1’ and seeing 
him coming out of a drawing room into a brightly il
luminated landing, catching his foot in the edge of 
the top stair and falling,headlong, just saving himself 
by his elbows and'h&nds!

“The house wab on¿‘‘which I had never seen, nor 
did I know where’it was.

“Thinking very.little of the matter, I fell adoze 
again for half ari'houfUand was awakened by my 
brother suddenly‘’coming in and saying: ‘Oh, there 
you are! I havp.jusjjhad as narrow an escape of 
breaking my neck'asi ever had in my life. Coming 
out of the ball r<50m, T’caught my foot, and tumbled 
fell leneth down^ie $$irs.’ ”

Most of these casesJbf course, can be explained on 
the theory of telepathy, but for those that predict 
events one must look to some other source for their 
origin, The foretelling of death is not an^uncommon 
occurrence in a dream, and speaking of that, a lad, 
now visitingin Detroit, had this to say: _ .

“My mother foresaw in a dream, the death of my 
father, and just th$ manner in which it took place, 
though at the time of the dream, my father was in'the 
best of health. A few days later, he was attacked 
with pneumonia, jpfcídi.ed in just the way my mother 
had pictured him in her dream.”

But such cases are depressing, and though many of 
them are on record, it is encouraging to know, also,

that many gruesome or unhappy dreams have1 not the 
faintest relation to the truth.

Before allowing oneself to worry over an unfortu
nate prediction of the. dream state, it is best to con
sider carefully the possible consequences of a mid 
night Welsh rarebit, .:

A Strange Visitation.
The following is sent by a lady of Detroit, who, for 

obvious reasons, requests that her name be withheld. 
She states that she is noted among her friends for ve
racity and matter-of-faetness, and could produce al
most any number of persons willing to vouch for her 
sincerity. The experience she relates is certainly pe
culiar:

“I had been working hard during the morning, and 
feeling very tired laid down after lunch for a nap. I 
had been asleep perhaps an hour, when I was awak
ened by a slight pricking sensation in my neck. I be
came' conscious that someone was hovering over me 
and thought I must be ill and that it was my mother 
soothing my head with gentle caresses, and called out, 
‘Mother, is that you?’ No one was in the room, and 
after a few moments I suddenly knew positively.that 
it was not my mother, but eould not imagine who it 
could be that was so anxious over me.

“As I became broader awake the touches became 
bolder and more frequent on cheek and throat, and 
trying to turn my head to see, I caught a fleeting face 
drawing back hastily as if it. did not wish to be dis
covered. ‘Who is this bothering me!’ I said drow
sily, resenting being-aroused. The touches ceased for 
a few moments, then began again with renewed vigor. 
This occurred several times, and at last, somewhat an
noyed, I exclaimed, vehemently, ‘Who is it?’ and 
raised my head quickly. This time I was successful, 
and I recognized the face distinctly, and flung up my 
hands in amazement, exclaiming, ‘Why, it is — —! 
What can he want of me!’ At this the face (which 
was very grave and sad), drew down closer until the 
eyes were level with my own and seemed to look down 
into my very soul. I understood then without words, 
and with a sudden impulse of tenderness and pity 
flung out my arms toward him with a long-drawn 
‘Dear, 1 understand.’

“A satisfied expression came over the face and it 
drew slowly back. I lay quietly for a few minutes, 
feeling a presence still in the room and noticing also 
a blue mist extending for several feet in each direc
tion from the couch on which I rested. After a little 
this mist disappeared and with it consciousness of the 
presence. I sat up and thought the matter over and 
my intuition told me that the person in question had 
made, unconsciously perhaps, a superhuman effort to 
reach me and break the barrier of unfriendliness and 
eoldness which had apparently existed between us 
for several years. We had been slightly acquainted 
in childhood, but had not met since, and there was ap
parently no cause for £ueh an unusual occurrence, so 
that altogether much puzzled I tried to forget about 
it. In spite of my efforts, however, at times,, it wor
ried me, lest there might be something which I ought 
to do and was neglecting to do.

“Soon after I stumbled upon the reports of the So
ciety of Psychical Research of England, and the ac
counts of similar occurrences confirmed my opinion of 
the affair. At the time of the occurrence I had read 
nothing whatever on occult phenomena and was very 
skeptical concerning hypnotism, Spiritualism, etc., 
and had no earthly interest in them. I have not been 
able to secure an explanation of the affair and would 
be glad to hear the opinions of those versed in such 
phenomena.”
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A PRACTICAL COURSE
FOK

Physicians and Students
of Occultism,

Treating on the FollowingSubjects;

Personal Magnetism, Psychology, 
Hypnotism, Mesmerism, Suggestive 
Therapeutics, Psycho-Therapeutics, 
Magnetic Healing,Self-Mastery, Hy
giene of Mind and Body, Nervo- 
pathlc Massage and Various Kinds 
of Manipulation, Corrections of 
Vices, Education, Etc. By

PROF. OSCAR H. HgY, D. M., 8. T. D.

This course of instruction is differ
ent from any course ever printed. It is 

«^cyclopedia, conveying 
the highest truths and most valuable 
iuformation in terms so simple that a 
child can undeistand them. Much has 
been written on these subjects by dif
ferent schools, but they were superficial 
and it has been left to the author to 
weld them together, the philosophies of 
the east and the west. His methods 
are not a theory or a fad, but are cor
rect treatments, based on scientific 
Knowledge, research and experience. 
He uses the best methods known per
taining to these subjects, enveloping ■ 
all that is taught in other schools, and 
then going far beyond anything known 
in the west.

The course treats on the fundamental 
principles of universal law, and de
scends to individualized concrete mat- 
tÇr> gl.ying tlle “cv°bition ‘of the indi
vidual to its highest attainment of con
sciousness. It contains a more com
plete course on hypnotism than any 
other course, and manifests a new era 
in the study of practical psychic phil
osophy.

The regular price of this unique 
course Is $25. We have decided to let 
a limited number go at $5, Those de
siring this course can buy It at the 
price mentioned if purchased within the 
next four months. Address all orders 
to MISS NETTIE WINTER,

466 LaSalle Ave., Chicago, III,

OBSESSION.
PUBLICATIONS

OF

It Is Estimated by the Writer to Be Very Prevalent.

To the Editor :—On July 2 last, I replied to some 
critics on the above subject, one of whom stated in his 
letter published on a previous date: “The idea that a 
spirit can enter my body, take possession and hold 
court, dominate and control my life and actions, is too 
absurd to be debated in these modern times.”

Since the date of my reply, Dr. J. M. Peebles, “the 
grand old man of Spiritualism,” has published his 
new book on “The Demonism of the Ages and Spirit 
Obsessions.”

I have read the book with thrilling interest, and I 
urge, beseech Spiritualists and all persons interested 
in the subject to purchase a copy. It is a large book 
of nearly 400 pages and the price is only oii'e dollar; 
postage 19 cents extra. It may be had from the office 
of this paper, or of Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, 
Mich.

From the quantity of letters I have received since 
May 28 from persons so obsessed, and the reports I 
hear of others, I am amazed that spirit obsession is so 
prevalent in this our day and country.

Spiritualists have no conception of the prevalence 
of spirit obsession in Europe,Asia, Africa, and even in 
our own country, America.

This is a subject matter which none but Spiritual
ists are truly able to combat, and it must be grappled■ 
with by them.

Dr. Peebles’ book gives full details how to treat 
cases of obsession.

I wish I could afford to give away a thousand 
copies of the book. I would do so to-morrow to each 
and all persons u^io applied. W. YATES, M. D.

Chicago, 111.

STOP LYING!
The Rev. Dr. Frank DeWitt Talmage, whose chief 

notoriety lies in the fact that he is the son of his 
father, is now on the Pacific slope and cutting a wide 
swath in true Talmagean style. He spoke at La 
Jolla, a seaside resort near San Diego, Sunday, Aug. 
14, and this is a choice extract from his sermon as 
published in the San Diego Sun, thejollowing morn
ing:

“There is a ‘time to die,’ which is beautiful. Oh, 
yes; death is beautiful if it comes iliv God’s way. 
Then a dying saint knows death is not annihilation, 
but coronation, irridiation and eternal triumph. Like 
old Senator Foote, when dying, he can look ahead at 
the rapturous glories and cry, ‘Beautiful! beautiful! 
beautiful!’ But was the death of Nero beautiful? 
Was the death of Cleopatra beautiful? Was the 
death of Tom Paine beautiful ? One moment he was 
in prayer and the next moment blaspheming God, un
til his relations in horror placed their fingers in their 
ears and. ran from his hqwlings and fearful agonies. ’ ’

This , is the kind of stuff that emanates from the 
lips of this great (!) divine, in order to bolster up the 
fast decaying dogmas of Christianity.

Once upon a time there was a , jackal who, sur
rounded by his animal friends, held forth upon the ig
noble qualities of the lion. The lion being dead, it 
was perfectly safe for any of the lesser animals to tra
duce his character. The cases are parallel. .The lion 
is dead. The jackal still lives. When will preachers 
of the Talmage stripe stop lying!

.v •* > .WILL C. HODGE.

Hudson Tuttle
Library tf Sjiritoal Literato.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OT PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain Uie vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from diem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man's spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story tlie scenes are laid on' 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

Containing the latest Investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price $1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT, 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object; 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to "Uncle Tom's Cabin.’’ 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convint" is to Catholicism. Price, 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies, 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
PHce $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, Intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.
“Mediumship ' and Its Development, 

and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know an# 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.
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Chicago’s Exploration Expedition.
It may not be generally known to our 

readers that Chicago has an excavating 
expedition operating in the Orient, un
der the direction of the University of 
Chicago, and yet such is the fact.

During the last explorations with pick 
and spade, the ancient Adab, men
tioned in the code of Hammurabi, an 
early king of Babylon, was unearthed. 
This expedition is under the direction 
of Prof. Robert P. Harper, of Midway 
University, an archeologist of rare abil
ity. Prof. Harper received the good 
news a few days ago in the form of a 
cablegram from Prof. E. J. Banks, field 
director of the expedition, In which he 
related .the uncovering of Adab, also 
known to the ancients as Udnunkl. The 
site of the ruins is near Bismya, in the
valley of the Tigris, not 
Bagdad.

Prof. Banks announced 
patch that on the lowest

distant from

in. hiß dis- 
level of the
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Honest Mediums Must Be Sustained. >
Honest mediums should be well sustained. They 

are entitled to encouragement and protection, and a 
generous equivalent for,their services. The Progress
ive Thinker has been, and will still continue to be, their 
special-organ/ There are many mediums in this city 
and scattered through the country, whose lives are 
pure and whose homes are heaven itself. By sup
pressing the fakes you ' encourage these honest me
diums and assist the angel world in its efforts to pro
mote the truth. Every honest medium will find in 
The Progressive Thinker a true friend. Its friend
ship for mediums has taken definite form. The 
$1,000 lately raised for the benefit of the medium’s 
fund—to render those mediums, comfortable who are 
on account óf sickness or old age, incapacitated for 
work—was procured mainly through the untiring 
efforts of The Progressive Thinker. The paper is 
not only the Organ of honest' mediums, but; it has 
been under the special charge of the Higher Powers 
who have made it extremely prosperous—prosperous 
beyond that of any other Spiritualis tor free thought pa
per published on this earth to-day.

ruins he found Ud-nun-kl Inscribed on 
the bricks. With 120 men in his serv
ice the excavations were pressed for
ward with great energy. The remains 
of four temples, one above the other, 
were found. Marble statues, onyx and 
sandstone lamps were found, with many 
bronze objects.

Wherever inscriptions were found, 
the characters used were syllables, not 
letters. This fact of itself tells of the 
great antiquity of this resurrected city.

These wonderful ruins in the valleys 
of the Euphrates and the Tigris doubt
less antedate those of Egypt. They 
probably connect the civilizations of the 
Indus and the Irrawaddy, and farther 
East, with those of the Nile. These 
ruins scattered all over tnese vast re
gions, remains of full ten thousand 
years ago, are the true and uncorrupted 
records of a long buried past. Let the 
search go on. Their revealnlents are 
destined to give us a better conception 
of the beginnings of our race, and of the 
grand strides it has made to reach its 
present proud eminence in the arts, lit
erature and science. We thank the 
University of Chicago and its learned 
professors, for the noble work in which 
they are engaged. Knowledge and big
otry are incompatible with each other. 
Teach the truth in regard to the past, 
and the myths of creation and tbe peo
pling of the earth with inhabitants in 
six days, will give place to real knowl
edge, showing there has been no FALL, 
but a gradual acquisition of wisdom and 
ascension through all the millions of 
years our progenitors have inhabited 
this earth.

A Babe Is Born—and a Boy.
The bells of all the churches In the 

Russian empire rang the glad tidings 
that an heir to the throne was born. It 
is-reported that the autocracy had de
cided that if this event disappointed, as 
the four preceding had done with a girl, 
then the czar would seek a divorce and 
marry again, for in the disturbed condi
tion of tbe empire it was of vital im
portance than an heir be in waiting.

The poor babe, over whom there is 
shouting and prayers at the churches, 
and blessings of priests, should have 
the pity of the world. A man sleeping 
on the 'brink of a volcano, trembling 
and muttering with the intensity of the 
suppressed lava ready to burst forth, is 
cafe compared with the czar and his 
court It is perfidious, Inhuman, des
picable to assassinate, but possibly 
there may be a government so inhu
man, cruel and despicable in the esti
mation of those who suffer from its mis
rule, as to justify the bursting bomb.

The poor child will inherit the plaud
its of the priesthood there, always on 
the side of tyranny, and the accumula
tions of all the outrages suffered by the 
people of past generations.

On him will fall the reflection of the 
torture of the Siberian exiles, their fes
tering shackles, their hunger and de
spair, their terrible suffering unto 
death in mines, dungeons, and on the 
frozen storm-swept plains,'. On him will 
fall the misery and degradation, the 
want and poverty of a great people, 
robbed of their birthright and enslaved 
by autocrats in the name of God, Born 
to be cradled in fine linen, and fed on a 
service of gold; to have rulers for his 
servitors, he cannot escape the fate he 
inherits, and no one can remove the 
bomb from beneath his pillow, or pre- 

। vent the fuse burning when: the time 
comes for its lighting. Justice may be 
slow, but it is sure, and the red hand of 
revolution will avenge ..the wrongs of 
the "past and the present

Poor little bit of humanity! Better

Splrltuallem and Prejudice.
. Ever since Modem Spiritualism be
gan one of its most bitter toes has been 
“Prejudice.” ('It has plowed Its way up 
from the tiny raps received by those 
three little children at Hydesville, to 
an institution of life and activity among 
othecinstltutions of this world.

At every ^tep the church, and" that 
means all denominations, has slandered 
and abused It—lied about It; the 
preachers have applied almost every 
poisonous dose of epithets to jt^-etiffl* 
have knifed It on every side In a fran
tic attempt to assassinate it, and still 
it lives and grows. Prejudice could not 
kill IL

Then the Agnostics ajwfe Infidels, 
biased by a supreme egotisnyrand, prej
udiced by the same spirit of intolerance 
that influenced the church, have tackled 
the little infant, and between the two it 
has grown up, like the stately sunflower 
with its face to . the light until It is al
most too tall to hear their piteous wail
ing, and too wise to pause In its 
growth to look out upon them in their 
valley of shadows and cactus.

There is nothing too moan for a be
ing or an institution governed by preju
dice to do.

Upon the subject of prejudice, how
ever we cannot do better than sanction 
the same from the Chicago Chronicle:

Prejudice rules this world. The gov
erning power may appeal to reason, 
conscience, wealth, the courts, the ar
mies, but behind all of them, like the 
serpent behind Eve, crouches prejudice. 
A person, therefore, who Is ignorant or 
neglectful of it is like a man strolling 
through a power-house without having 
an eye to the dynamos.

Prejudice is a kind of hatred, distin
guished from all other kinds by several 
characteristics. One of these is that 
its cause in any particular case Is ob
scure or unknown. It may be racial, it 
may be religious, it may be social, it 
may be political, it may be superstitious 
and, worst of all, it may be caused by 
jealousy, but what causes any particu
lar man’s prejudice against another, 
uhile it admits of much argument and 
speculation, is utterly unknown and un
knowable.

Another characteristic is that the 
man with a prejudice is never con
scious of it. On the other hand, he In
dignantly denies it. He will not deny 
at times that he is angry with the other 
man, but when he attempts to tell what 
it Is about he is so irrational that he 
gives himself completely away. Other 
people can see that he Is prejudiced, 
but he himself does not know it and of 
course does not know the cause of it

A more forbidding characteristic is 
that a prejudiced person, especially if 
envious, will do the most contemptibly 
mean things that human nature is ever 
guilty of, such as lying, slander, treach
ery, bribery, poisoning and assassina
tion. A man with a genuine hatred 
wants a fight to the finish in the op’en, 
but the prejudiced man skulks in the 
dark and seeks to take a mean advan
tage. There is also a special brand ot 
cruelty in his attacks.

The climax is that prejudice is incur
able and eternal. Every complaint that 
prejudice has Drought against a man 
may be refuted and shown to be ridicu
lous and Impossible, and the only effect 
on the prejudiced man will be a mo
mentary embarrassment, while the prej
udice remains and soon breaks out In 
some other direetiop. Ingersoll said 
that religion was not founded on reason 
and that was the reason that reasoning 
tad no effect on it. Probably that is 
not true, but In some cases it certainly 

• Is true that prejudice is not founded 
on anything and that is the- reason 
there is not anything that will remove 
it

If tr man Is the victim of a prejudice 
what had he better do about it? The 
first thing is to find out, because many 
unsuspicious people suffer from preju
dice a long time before they suspect it. 
Having once made up his mind that an
other man is prejudiced against him, 
his course of action should be governed 
by his relations with his enemy, the 
prejudiced person.

If he Is wholly Independent of bls en
emy he will find it an excellent remedy 
to break up all friendly relations with 
him and compel him to be an open en
emy. That is a hundred times better 
than a hypocritical friendship with a 
deadly prejudice at the back of It. If a 

■man’s prejudiced enemy is his superior 
upon whom he depends for promotion 
and success in life the best way is for 
the victim to put the diameter of the 
earth between him and his enemy and 
start life afresh.

because her stepmother became ill and 
could care for her no longer, she waa 
examined by a physician, and he could 
find no reason why the patient should 
not walk. She now moves about, takes 
solid food and is gaining strength."

Held helpless during all these long, 
weary years by the unwise suggestion 
planted In ner mind by an unwise physi
cian. The case illustrates a great Jact. 
Suggestion, like hypnotism, is a prin
ciple In nature, and rightly used may be 
jyaije vastly beneficial to humanity;
but perverted or unwisely used, it 
comes an Instrument of evil.

be-

The Logic of It
Is it not rather queer that the apolo

gists and shielders of fraud, trickery, 
deception, of persons claiming to be 
mediums, but who are mere swindlers 
preying upon the public, preying upon 
the guilliblllty of dupes, and In some 
cases catering to the lowest animal pas
sions of morally and mentally weak- 
minded patrons—is it not queer that by 
this class The Progressive Thinker’s 
warfare against fraud is denounced as a 
warfare a^ginst mediums and medium
ship? ■

The logic if this charge against The 
Progressive Thinker amounts to this: 
That the persons who make the charge 
regard all mediums and mediumship as 
fraudulent.

Certainly The Progressive Thinker 
has done nothing of the kind, has made 
no such charge, has only battled for 
honesty and truth and for the welfare 
and protection of genuine mediumship 
—never a line or word to the contrary. 
Genuine mediums should regard our 
warfare against traud as a warfare in 
their behalf, for such it really is. If ail 
the frauds were weeded out, the true 
mediums would thrive.

A Nation of Atheists.
According to the report of 

tian missionary, as published 
Sunday Magazine, London, in 
entitled "Religion in Japan”:

a Chris- 
In the 
a paper

“The Japanese come as near being a 
nation of atheists as any people upon 
the planet. So far as Christianity is 
concerned, progress in Japan is sloW; 
there is no sign of any real turning to 
Christ.”

That missionary had spent many 
years with the people of the Rising 
Sun, and had expended his best serv
ices in a futile attempt to convert them 
to his faith. Instead, they insisted 
their Buddha was every way superior 
as a teacher to Jesus, inculcating bet
ter morals, without adding threats of 
endless woe to frighten them into good 
behavior.

MYSTICAL TEACHING.
What one writer [as set forth in the 

St. Louis Globe Dempcrat] calls the 
popularity-;/g Maeterlinck is bringing 
more tliingrto light than the announce
ment of the tact commonly recognizes. 
Among others that the mystic himself 
has been something of an egotist in 
fancying tlMt he'held a mount of vision 
where nonp buttile rare initiate could 
follow him,,. "TJ;ifi Mystic,” says a- re
cent speaker in university circles, “is 
he who loolip pttiiings from his notion 
ot the unkitówn ’jn To imagine, ' then, 
that in a gi&it Palpitating world of the 
unknown Ira andiq small handful of his 
disciples wpje the pnly ones given to 
incursions1 and ¿peculations in the un
seen, is alitfost thè supreme egotism of 
man—the $[ranfei idea of a picked com
pany, of the elect which seems to pursue 
the teachers into every spiritual field.

That Maeterlinck is becoming a 
charmed and 'familiar, name in nearly 
every household ¡pf to-day is not all due 
to the growing spiritual consciousness 
of mankind, but to the large and daring 
faith he has in it, when appealed to 
through the universal brotherhood—the 
subconscious self that lives, silent, but 
alert, in every one of us. It is true 
that Maeterlinck, with all mystics, 
"original, derivative or factitious," as 
the university professor divides them, 
recognizes a “point of sensibility," a de
gree of psychical experience necessary 
to fully grasp’ the mystic speech and 

.vision. But this is far from limiting 
them to any class;or order, and simply 
marks the Individual soul’s awakening 
to the nature of its own being and in
heritance. “For the soul," he tells us, 
"is like a dreamer, enthralled by sleep, 
who struggles with all his might to 
move an arm or raise an eyelid.”

That this struggle of the soul to find 
itself and assert its power, is universal, 
and old as the soul itself, is something 
which It Is well for the mystic of any 
age to begin to recognize. Even the 
“spiritual epoch” lies very much in the 
power of the mind to discern it; the 
courage of the mind to declare it, per
haps.

Sitting in the luxurious drawing-room 
of one of the veriest butterflies of so
ciety, and seeming devotees of wealth, 
a caller recently chanced—very im
properly, of course—iron some refer
ence to the Uray and tne psychic devel
opments of the hour, when, to her sur
prise, her hostess exclaimed in tense 
tones that bore no relation to fad-follow
ing: “Oh, Mrs.----- , I would impoverish
myself and go barefoot through the 
streets for one ray of light in that di
rection."

Out on a prairie ranch a gentle sister 
of mercy attempted to whisper spiritual 
hope and consolation to a poor farmer, 
whose beloved son lay in jail, under un
just, but deadly accusations, with all 
the odds of the trial going darkly 
against him. With a smile, the 
bronzed plainsman replied: “I know all 
about It, sister, and alone with the stars 
and the prairie grasses I have had full 
assurance that my boy will be acquit
ted”—and ha was»

Many a paragraph has crept into the 
daily papars touching a case—the 
strangest, spy thq authorities, that they 
have ever known—where a young wo
man, under arrest for murder, showed 
not one sign of fqftr or even concern 
over the deajlly charge against her.

“Right prevails,-does it not?” was the 
simple explanation she offered for her. 
strange and almost smiling disregard of 
all the dangers, horrors, constraints and 
hardships of the situation, arid the very 
whisper of such a stronghold in such an 
atmosphere,-inight Bet the cult-worship
per in psychic circles pondering.

Faith cures; alili prayer tests, and 
thought' maèterlés-and' occiilt leading, 
and every othef form of spiritual or 
psychic influence or phenomena known 
to the schools, work constantly in all 
grades of life and society, and, from the 
Euperstitlous sai age to the subtlest phi
losopher, the sense of the unseen is the 
deepest principle of oelng. Great or 
small, ignorant or learned, doubting or 
believing, every mortal being knows 
full well that he is in the power of the 
known, and from the heart of the un
seen must draw his vital strength and 
resource.

Is he likely to sit down then and wait 
for some cloud-wrapped mystic to tell 
him how? Nay, more is the eternal life 
principle within him, the Divine Spirit 
by whose breath alone he knows one 
hour of being likely to leave him to 
some brother mortal to whisper to him 
the immortal story? "The word is 
nigh thee, even in thy mouth and in thy 
heart,” runs the sacred teaching, and to 
feel after and find him is all the rapt 
speaker from Mars hill asked of Greek 
or barbarian for the mystic union with

The Parent of Crime.
Rev. W. H. Harrington, late chaplain 

of the Minnesota State Prison, is re
ported as saying: “The theological dog
ma of vicarious punishment Is respon
sible for a vast deal of crime.” Well, 
why not? If Jesus suffered for the 
sins of the world, in place of the real 
offender, why should the culprit care 
how much guilt is charged to his ac
count The atoning blood of the dear 
Savior effaces every trace of wrong-do
ing, if trust is placed in his power of re
demption.

The statistics of every penitentiary 
in Christian countries confirm the ob
servations of Rev. Harrington.

THE OPEN COURT.
It is controlled by Spiritualists—by 

devout, sincere Spiritualists who have 
the good of the cause at heart. They 
have a right to be heard on the import
ant questions before the Court. What
ever is said therein, each writer is re
sponsible therefor—give them the 
PRAISE or the BLAME, and not the 
editor. After next week the Court Will 
adjourn. Thé proceedings of the ses
sions that have been held should be laid 
aside for future reference, especially 
this issue and the next Soon there 
will be another session of Court, on a 
question that will awaken an immense 
interest In the Cauçe of Truth among 
all honest Spiritualists throughout the
world. The ball has commenced roll
ing, and Error will be erftshed,
Truth prevail.

and

God. /

i been born in the shack of 
I than in the royal palace.

a peasant

Power of Suggestion Illustrated.
; The pofver of suggestion is well il
lustrated in the following case reported 

;to the Chicago Record-Herald, from 
Fort Wayne, Ind.: .

“Held bedfast for twenty-five years, 
apparently by the power of suggestion, 
Miss Ella Conklin of this city, 30 years 
old, is learning to walk. At the age of 
6 her back was Injured by a fall, and 
the physician in attendance said she 
never could walk again. She went to 
bed, and has stayed there since, eating 
no solid food and hardly moving. Re
cently, having been taken to a hosultal

A .prominent Cuban.
We have had the pleasure ot a-visit 

from Mr. E. Prieto, of Cuba. He is an 
earnest Spiritualist,, and has been at
tending the various camps. Ha-is a 
man highly cultured, and it is extremely 
interesting to talk, with him. ,'

“The Romance of Jude. A ¿story of 
the Life and Times of,the Nazarene r.r;;i 
His People." Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely ip. 
tercsting book. Neatly bound in cloth 
and gilt Only 50 cents.

“Healing, causes and.Effects" B? 
87. P. PMbn, M. D. Price 50 cants.
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How to Realize Spiritual Power—Thoughts that Scin
tillate Divine Truths and Breathe the Fresh Atmos
phere of the Heavenly Spheres—Thoughts that 
Will Do the Soul Good to Contemplate.
Do you want to feel the joy that is felt by freed 

spirits in heaven ? Do you long to realize a close com
munion with Divine Wisdom? Do‘you desire to cul
tivate your spiritual powers while yet in the flesh, so 
that when you enter the spiritual world you will have 
mastered the first rudiments of spiritual dominion? 
Let me give you the exercises and the words of wis
dom that the angels of power have given me, which 
have awakened in me a great consciousness of my im
mortal nature here and now.

A ou have wonderful spiritual potencies slumbering 
within your soul, but you imagine that you must lose 
your body before these divine forces will become op
erative. Not sol Knowledge and exercise of what 
you already have will unfold to you wonderful visions 
of spiritual power, and you may become conscious 
now of what the majority do not realize until after 
long experience in the freed spirit form.

You are a spirit now, and to realize it you have but 
to spend a little time daily thinking and feeling as 
think and feel the enlightened spirits who live in and 
express the love of the Eternal. It is joy to live to 
those who have become attuned to the mighty har
mony that pervades the spirit spheres. That same 
harmony will pervade the mental aura of this world 
and bring great joy to humanity and, the alleviation 
of all physical pain and want when the majority of 
humanity learn to live attuned to God and the harmo
nious light and love proceeding from Ills presence. 
The darkness, suffering and ignorance in the world 
are but a lack of that glory of eternal truth that il
lumines all enlightened souls in the higher spheres.

How shall you begin to feel that light and that 
love? By expressing it! That light shines in your 
interior soul-nature, and if you will you can feel’that 
love for humanity and the expression through your 
nature oi those spiritual qualities will make you more 
and more radiant with soul light and power. As the 
steam radiator becomes warm in giving forth heat, so 
your nature will become warm with divine love, 
which is the essence of power and dominion, by exer
cising love toward your neighbor—there is no other 
way to grow in spiritual power. -

For at least one hour each day lay aside the petty 
cares and disturbances of this earth life, and if possi
ble go by .yourself and create happy thoughts, fill 
your mental atmosphere with light and joy by affirm
ing over the eternal realities of truth that you have 
learned, until the negative thoughts of this earth 
plane are replaced by positive thoughts like those that

pervade heayem If one glimpse of the truth of encl« 
less immortality has given you a degree of joy, then 
you will realize more light and joy by affirming that 
truth over and over until it charges your whole brain 
with positive uplifting thought, and through this 
thought, so radiant and beautiful in your mind, posi
tively enunciated, will flow the heavenly Spirit of 
Truth to illuminate hundreds of ignorance-darkened 
souls.

Do you not know that even the silent mental af
firmation of divine truth will change the quality and 
color of your mental aura or atmosphere and create 
a light and peace about you that’ will attract higher 
and higher spiritual forces as your development con
tinues ?

Spirits are radiant and beautiful, because they have 
learned to think and feel love, and as their characters 
are transformed their light and power increases. 
Meditate upon these thoughts while you are alone in 
the silence each day, affirm them positively as though 
you were preaching to a multitude in ignorance and 
your thoughts will go forth as a blessing to many 
souls; your secret word silently spoken will become a 
liberating force dissolving the darkness of error and 
making them free.

There is no death.
God is my immortal life and the life of every soul jpt 

the universe.
The light of eternal life is now dissolving all mortal 

beliefs of death and damnation.
The whole universe is pervaded by a glorious love 

and wisdom that seeks to heal, redeem and transform 
every one of its children.

My soul is vitalized by Love’s eternal essence and 
its light now dissolves all the gloom of mortal thought 
from my aura and makes me free.

The light and love that glorifies all beings in heaven 
is now becoming known to spirits incarnate. This 
glorious truth will pervade all minds, and as its influ
ence spreads it will bring the health, peace and pros
perity to humanity that it has given to the inhabitants 
of heaven.

I will be true to this light. I will be strong in the 
spirit of love. I will live and act as an immortal in 
all my ways, for the glory of the living, eternal truth, 

The oftener the above thoughts are affirmed the 
more vibrant and joyful the mind becomes, and 
through this exercise of the mental and soul powers 
you will become a true medium for the Spirit of 
Truth, and your influence for good will become 
mightier as you thus co-operate with the angels in 
penetrating the ignorance of the world with your il
luminating thoughts of truth.

Chicago, Ill. 1 WALTER DEVOE.

W

There is a sublime simplicity, as well 
as “eternal unanimity” in all higher 
mystical teachings, which bears scant 
relation to the cabalistic utterances ot 
the minor prophets. Man, as the breath 
of God, one with the eternal. Is about 
all, from Genesis to Revelation» that 
the record allows, and from that tremen
dous and all-glorious truth must the in-, 
dividual soul work out its own spirit 
life and philosophy.

To perceive its struggles and trust its 
pure and incontaminable life essence to 
bring it back to the bosom of purity, is 
the most and the best that the outside 
friend or seer can do for us. That 
Maeterlinck recognizes this indestruct
ible soul force in all men, and makes 
it especially “the treasure of the hum
ble,” is the tiling that brings him to 
our doors and firesides, where other 
mystics stand afar off, bewildering us 
with their unknown tongues.

“We are natural’believers,” said Em- 
‘erson; “truth aloné interests us. We 
are persuaded that a thread runs 
through all things, and men and events, 
and life itself, come to us only because 
of that thread." Thus do the larger 
spirit teachers take us all into their 
confidence, and make us partners with 
them in the1 grasp of that eternal 
scheme of béing and design, where 
nothing is by ¡éhanáé or accident, yet 
veiled in myátteries "that the instinct of 
a bird or thé’bwift intuition of a child 
may read mote truly than all our phil
osophies. Always,‘too, must the mys
tic’s teachinge‘be trited at length at the 
bar of the , social ’Consciousness, and 
thus dees thtomystifcism of a Philo or 
Plotinus fall away before the very intu
itions of the ctonmflfi people it has de
spised. i: -'r-

Grant also, las a ¿beat sociologist has 
recently decldlted, th&t the sole strength 
of this social! oonstàousness is tbe be
lief in Immortfflity.^Snd "the unity and 
existencerof GÔd’thBtone ground of our 
reciprocal aetton,” itfnd you have the 
very field therGhristPkimself discerned 
for the work ictif tiïé spirit teacher. 
Couched in parables, and wrapped in 
heavenly mysteries, as were all his ut
terances, yet it was the common people 
who heard him gladly, and from the un
learned woman at the well of Samaria 
that the first quick answer to the mys
tic lesson came in the eager cry, “Lord, 
give me of this living water, that ' 1 
thirst no more, neither come hither to 
draw.” :

The fact is that there seems little 
hope in the whole mystic business, till 
the days come, foretold by the Scrip
ture, when! they shall not teach every 
man. or any man,'his neighbor. Baying, 
know’ the Lord, and the lordly powers 
within you, for all shall know the Lord, 
from the least to the. greatest The

It may be said without detraction [San Francisco 
Chronicle] from the just value, botjh scientific and 
practical, of recent discoveries by Professor Loeb and 
Mr. Clark, that they bring us no whit nearer a real so
lution of the problem of life. And that much ought 
to be said because of the infectious spread of an irre- 
flective tendency to jump from the facts to a snap con
clusion that life is chemical activity—and nothing 
more. It should be borne in mind that to know the 
phenomena bf life and how to govern them is not to 
know what life really is. Were it possible to carry 
laboratory experiments up to actual production of a 
living human being, or even to something better, the 
great problem of life would still remain unsolved.

Whether we term the activities of life vitalism, or 
chemism, or what not, we have in them no clew to 
what actually constitutes life, aside from its knowfl 
phenomena. We are told that frictional and chemical 
action will generate electricity; but there is no one to 
tell us more of what electricity is, aside from its ef
fects, than Gilbert knew after rubbing his bits of am
ber, or Franklin after the lightning had streamed 
down his kite string. And as with electricity, so with 
life. Just what that was which is said to have been 
breathed into Adam, and which, in one way and an
other, has set all of us going since human life began, 
we know no more than did Adam or the first anthro
poid ape. But we know it was something more than 
chemical reaction. We alsoknowthat life in some form 
of activity, is everywhere and in everything, while 
death is merely cessation of that activity in any given 
form or direction. -It follows that while life itself 
is absolutely without beginning or end, its lesser man
ifestations begin and end in an infinite variety of 
ways. So that death to mankind is but a decoloniz
ation of certain physical activities whose concert of 
action has kept his body alive.

From these considerations it becomes safe to 
predicate that a hand-made, artificial man or a spon
taneously generated man, if properly constructed 
and set going, would stand the same chance of the fu
ture life that the rest of us do—which 4s not saying 
that there are any chances against the future life. 
Human life develops consciousness of self, with real
ization and memory of experience which go a long 
way to create the personality for which, alone, could 
immortality be reasonably expected. The essential 
thing, therefore, is to set human life going.

The fact is that the future life is simply a question 
of consciousness. Does the conscious human person
ality survive bodily death? Now there is conseious-

ness and consciousness. That awareness and sense 
of physiological duty which governs the purely phys
ical manifestations of life is one kind of conscious
ness and that which recognizes the self and the men
tal aspect of life is quite another kind. A tissue cell 
is necessarily aware of what it must take from the 
blood to sustain its existence, but/it does not know 
enough to know it does exist. But it has not the ,.j 
slightest need of’such knowledge, while self-knowl-jE 
edge is essential to human personality. EvidentlJifTs 
the end of bodily life is the end of that kind of con- ■ 
sciousness which governs it. It is also evident that 
while the body lives its consciousness never sleeps nor 
could it be oil' duty for a moment without disastrous 
consequences. But the true consciousness, or, at least 
the objective part of it, goes sound asleep or becomes 
obliterated in syncope or disease, while the bodily 
functions go fn as placidly as ever. Self-conscious
ness, therefore, is not essential to bodily existence 
and, evidently, is not governed by the functions of 
that existence. Hence the inference that this, the 
higher form of consciousness, is supported by the 
higher functions of life—which implies the activities 
of that, life which is life itself—ultimate, universal 
and without beginning or end. Extended study and 
analysis of collated proofs of the survival of human 
personality, recently published, convert that infer
ence into scientific fact.

Human life may be regarded as a wave produced 
upon the surface of the sea of life, which pursues its 
career, subsides, and is gone forever. Yet nothing is 
lost to that sea itself. On the contrary, its substance 
becomes enriched by the experience of one more hu
man personality. For the wave carried with it an in
herent potentiality which developed actual conscious
ness of its own existence, actual realization and mem
ory of its own experience, actual yearning for and ac
quirement of expanding knowledge of that of which it 
was a conscious part. All this and more it carried 
with it in its subsidence into the placid depths of the 
sea of life; for this, its personality, formed no feature 
of the wave’s material form.

Now, as a growing personality, an expanding recep
tacle of progressively acquired knowledge, it must 
eventually reach a solution of the problem of life- 
provided the sea of life has boundary limits. It it 
has not, then omniscience is but a relative term and 
the problem of life remains forever insoluble.

But, after all, who would care to sink into the in
nocuous desuetude of nothing left to be learned ’

O. 0. BURGESS.

soul is preparing for a decisive struggle, 
says Maeterlinck, and none can foretell 
the issue, be this struggle for victory or 
for flight. Alas, for the mystic who 
must leave us there.

IRENE CLARK SAFFORD.

Boll It Down.
The advice of experts is epitomized 

in Joe Lincoln’s poem in the “Author’s 
1 ear Book,” entitled “Boll It Down.’ 
Contributors to The Progressive Think
er are kindly requested to commit the 
stanzas to memory, and govern them
selves accordingly.
If you have a thought that’s happy. 
Make It short and crisp and snappy. 
When yonr brain its coin has Tainted, 
Down the page your pen has sprinted, 
If you want your effort printed,

Boil it down.
Take out every surplus letter— 
Fewer syllables the better— 
Make your meaning plain—express it 
So we’ll know, not merely guess it— 
Then, my friend, ere you address it,

Boil it down. ’
Boil out all the extra trimmings— .. 
Skim it well, then skim the skimmings— 
When you’re sure ’twould be a sin to 
Cut another sentence into, 
Send it on, and we’ll begin to

Boll it down. -

"Discovery of a Lost Trail." By Chan. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent .in oplntual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50.

Another Daring Wager.
There is an "antl-Spiritualism"

ciety, of which the notorious Hagaman, {
so--WHENCE AND WHITHER?

who writes "Prof." before his name, is 
secretary. He really is society, officers 
and all. In this case it is not the dog 
that wags the tail, nor exactly the tail 
that wags the dog, but there is nothing 
but a wagging tail. The “Prof.” makes 
a point in his lectures to offer 31,000 if 
he cannot reproduce any and all phe
nomena of any medium. This is like 
clinching an argument with a bei, a 
weak and unsatisfactory method.- It is

An Inquiry Into the Nature of the Soul, 
Its Origin and Destiny.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

This little book treats of the central 
problems of all religion; the nature ot 
the ego; the origin, development, and 
destiny of the human personality; spir
itual heredity; the dissolution of tbe 

¡body and the preservation of the soul; 
, the nature of human immortality; man- 

a catchy thing, and attracts the vulgar. |kind'S ¡deals; the rational basis of eth- 
It is fine bluff, and will pass until he is i lcSi etc„ all from the standpoint of mod- 
called to make good. Now this "Prof.” ern psychology and biology. 188 pages, 
has not probably two cents to lay down, Price, cloth.75 cents. ti ..Is
and would retreat at the suggestion ,fPLr^i"tirinE’” very fully and sat- 
that his ,1,000 must first be deposited i Lif Worth Ln tag. «7 ®
In a bank, to be drawn by any medium istactoniy_ uv .....................

and would retreat at the suggestion

he fails to duplicate. If he will do this, 
then he will be worth attention, but un
til he does, his bilk is simply braggado
cio. He knows he cannot duplicate the 
truly spiritual manifestations, and will 
never be caught in binding himself to 
fulfill his arrogant pledge.

hensive and helpful treatise.”—Journal
of Education, Boston.

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for Ths 

Progressive Tjilnker.
Now is the time to extend the circular 

Hnn nt The Progresses Thinker. It 
vRf contain Occult and SplrltuallsUo 
news with which every one should be 

_ ! “.miliar. No other paper published on
■Buddhism and Its Christian Critics." . arU1 contains Such a vast amount 

By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study ; J“" tt6r B0 wen adapted to enrich thq 
ot Buddhism; compact yet; comprehen-, “ Send a BUt,8CriDtlon now.

Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1*25.

. “The Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities.” By 
Win. George Jordan; Another valuable 
little work. Price 20 cents..

t
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taking name from his titular appendage—have lost through a system of vicious laws, blessings upon those

SEEN AND HEARD.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
and substantially

house in tho

the crucifixion."

They are neatly 
bound in cloth.

No other publishin;

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS FOR 
PROGRESSIVE AND LIBERAL 

THOUGHT. *

ar w-

. . ernment An Important work. Paper,
thinkers have only been opposing a lot 25 cents.

Brief Notes on Topics of1 Interest, 
by Hudson Tuttle.

Cancer Cured 
WITH 8OOTHINC, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcer«, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address* 

DR7BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
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HYPNOTISM I mention these tacts as to what per- versions the mighty power of the will 
this incarnation or some other one, un-. can be directed with a view of pressing 
less Its downward or outward progress home to your minds the tolly—yes, the 
is impeded by additional counter-cur- downright criminality, of tampering

• JTS DANGER ASA THERAPEUTIC 
AGENT.

i g^t t m«.

TTbe Oranòeur of Urutb
' Truth is that which is; error is that which is not, 
Truth is real; error is a misconception of truth. 
Truth is eternal; error falls by the wayside. Truth 
is an illuminating radiance; error is an alluring false 
light. Truth becomes more resplendent with usage; 
error after usage, is discarded. Truth is the Rock of 
Ages; error is the shifting quicksand. Truth is God;

Truth when properly used never grows stale; for no 
matter how often it may be applied, new aspects of 
truth are constantly presenting themselves for recog
nition. Truth has the characteristic of perpetuating 
youthful vigor. We see the old truth in new attire- 
in a new light.

The universe was built on truth. Error and lie had
error is evil. Truth in the end, sits triumphant; error no part, neither in its conception nor in its formation.
at last, lies prone in defeat. Truth is always worthy Error in all its details eame in with human thought 
of recognition; error should be shunned. Truth is and has no existence except upon the reflecting sur-of recognition; error should be shunned. Truth is 
benevolent; error is malevolent. Truth is loyalty;
error' is treachery. Truth/is comeliness, symmetry, 
beauty, grace; error is the antithesis to each. Truth 
is love, faith, hope, charity; error is loveless, faith
less, hopeless, uncharitable. Truth is of such inesti
mable value that life on the earth plane is too brief to. 
spend any portion of it in pursuit of any other acqui
sition ; error is so derogatory to human happiness that 
this brief span of eistence is too long to spend in its 
pursuit.

• All truth is saered and totally incapable of being 
’discriminated against in its various applications ex
cept in individual results; error-is not saered.and its 
only worth is, by contrast, to awaken the mind to a 
due appreciation of the purity of truth.

Fact never is a full synonym of truth, for while 
fact may be true, yet it is the mere perception of truth 
but shorn of the lustrewhieh the latteradds to the for
mer. In fact, fact may be error, to whieh truth never 
descends. Truth is the pure, sparkling, scintillating 
gem; fact, if true, is but the gem in the rough. 
Truth stands out the beautiful statue perfect in delin
eation. in symmetry and in feature; fact is gross ma
terial.

Many facts are valuable; some are valueless; all 
facts are not true. A lie—which is but a short, crisp 
name for willful error is the antithesis of truth. The 
lie is the outcome of human selfishness, and for the 
time is meant to, and does supplant truth, but in the 
end the lie perishes and truth triumphs. Unlike 
truth, the lie has no great fountain head from which it 
is drawn but exists only in the evil mind conceiving it. 
•As truth by reflex action leaves its indelible impress 
upon the soul, so, too, does the lie, but the effect is dif
ferent. We can use truth until it assumes its place in 
our thoughts, and thus a habit for truth becomes 
fixed. Likewise, we can conceive and use the lie until 
it becomes the paramount issue before the mind—and 
the lying habit becomes permanent.
“We call them habits, all those little things 
iThat trouble life and work;
'And yet, we might make habits of our faiths and 

truths;
, Our loves and hopes; and of our joys, 

But we forget.”

face of the curtains of the mind, Its effects remain, 
and will remain to some extent, throughout all eter
nity; for, “As a map thinketh in his heart, so is he.”

No doubt it is by ¿tie ifdiss of those now living, but 
certainly you recognize that the plane now occupied 
by humanity has b(4m reached after untold centuries 
of evolution hastei&d by,the sacrifices and far-reach
ing endeavors of tin; Christs, the sages and the mar
tyrs. HE WHO GIVES1 MOST, RECEIVES MOST; 
OR, THE CAPACITY FOR RECEIVING IS IN
CREASED IN PROPORTION TO THE DESIRE '1’0 
GIVE. THIS IS AiLAW NATURAL AND INHER
ENT IN OUR VERY-BEING, BUT TOO OFTEN 
CLOGGED BY SELFISHNESS.

Do we not owe to ‘posterity the richest heritage it 
r. . . .. is in otar poiyer to bequeath them ? Or have we as a
Truth is eternal and cannot die; for if it should, race become so strongly attached, through the com- 

God and the universe of Justice, Spirit and Matter jnercial spirit of.fhe’a'ge, to material aggrandizement 
'’and accumulation that sacrifice of personal enjoyment 

is too dear Jo. surrender for our own, and for poster-
would alike perish and nothing remain_but space and 
eternity; the two latter hot being existences but con
ditions of being.

The greatest practical problem that can possibly af
fect human existence is the attainment of the full per
ception of our true relationship to the Infinite, to the 
laws and conditions of our being here and hereafter, 
and to our relationship to our fellow man. When we 
grasp the full significance of this problem of the ages 
then we shall know that
“Truth is within ourselves; it takes no rise 
From outward things whate’er you may believe, 
There is an inmost center in us all, 
Where truth, abides in fullness, and to know, 
Rather consists in opening out a way 
Whence the imprisoned splendor may escape, 
Than in effecting entry for a light 
Supposed to be without.
Watch narrowly the demonstration of a truth, its 

birth,
And you trace back the influence to its spring 
And source within ms, where broods a radiance vast, 
To be elicited ray by ray as chance shall favor.”

The solution of this problem and its assimilation to 
the needs of humanity was the mission of Jesus; but 
strange to relate, the organizations, excepting a few—

ity’s betterment? While recognizing that the upward 
trend of mankind is. naturally slow, can it not be 
strengthened and hastened by an all-along-the-line 
movement toward the goal of truth?

Individually, Spiritualists, do you not perceive the 
line of your duty to hunianity and thereby to your 
cause by seeking to fully understand, to live and to 
perpetuate the grandest lesson ever brought for the 
contemplation of mankind?

Pray glance.at whaj; we please to term “our boast
ed civilization,” and ^ote the departure from the in
culcated lesson contained in the . proposition which 
merits our full consideration.

Is not our civilization barbarous? For what do 
people strive? For position, pelf, power and riches, 
prompted by innate pride and vanity and reached by 
means of legalized murder, oppression and robbery!

A very eloquent pulpit orator of revolutionized 
Methodism, in this city not long ago referring to two 

■ multi-millionaires, asserted that God had raised them 
up to dispense blessings upon the widows and or
phans ! Shades of John and Charles Wesley!

“Upon what has this our Caesar fed that he 
should” so pervert truth! when the truth is, that God 
has raised up the widows and orphans to dispense,

sight of His central idea and instead have substituted 
a mere incident and hold up the cross as a fetisch for 
mankind to look upon in order that they may b^saved 
from the effect of sins committed by themselves—and 
by others.

Spiritualism, though old as the, race, came to the 
denizens of earth near ‘the middle of the nineteenth 
century with renewed vigor after a long vacation, if 
you please, to emphasize the truth of the compound 
proposition before stated.

Do I hear you say that the doctrine inculcated in 
this proposition is impossible of human attainment?

rich tribute-takers!
Another divine (?) —a fat parasite, for he produces 

nothing but glittering generalities and weak, vapid 
milk and water strictures upon sin—in speaking of 
the incessant warfare which obtains among carnivor
ous animals used it as a lesson for the poor portion of 
his congregation, that thus, in Infinite wisdom, are 
some men permitted to accumulate great wealth at 
the expense of others on the principle that the big fish 
are made to eat up the little ones!

Rather than hear .Spiritualistic speakers give vent 
to such damnable twaddle in the name of Truth, I

would infinitely prefer that the cause, which I love, 
should go down to deserved and eternal death while 
hoping that its place might be supplied by a religion 
that would battle for human rights and for the sup
pression of human wrongs.

But this civilization! Think of war, slavery, op
pression, rapine, plunder. Human passion as it ex
ists in many forms; the slum and its indispensable 
comeomitants, the public dance-halls and brothels; 
the bureaus existing ostensibly for supplying young 
girls with honorable positions, but really to sell them 
to keepers of dens of iU-fnnie; great corporate institu
tions (bodies without souls) and smaller firms, em
ploying women on scanty salaries, and when asked 
for increase, cite them to a quiet life of shame! Do 
not assert that many of these eonditiófis exist because 
of demand for them, for that only intensifies the hor
ror.

And then the passion of temper—or rather, distem
per. So near to the skin of the human being is 
wrapped the growl of the beast of the jungle that in 
a moment, men and women seemingly peaceful, on 
slight provocation becomes raging, fighting and fre
quently murderous fiends to say nothing of the 
“counting out of so many ounces of blood for so many 
ounces of treasure”—the cold, deliberate murder.

In view of all this—a mere epitome of human crime, 
both legal and illegal—should not Spiritualism make 
greater efforts to present the truth which Jesus 
sought to bring humanity, for whieh He suffered 
death and from which the great mass of His pretend
ed followers have turned away because unpopular 
and because its practice involves personal sacrifice ?

Inter-eommunion between the two life-planes is a 
truth, magnificent in its proportions, and of great im
portance, but is this the all of Spiritualism? Not for 
one moment would I detract from the importance of 
this phase, but bear in mind that spirit communion is 
only instrumental in bringing to our recognition ter
restrial, the brighter aspect of truth as viewed from 
the higher standpoint of those celestials.

In the language of another let me say, “Man has 
not yet arriven, he is only a promise.” When the be
ing we call man shall solve; practice and instill into 
the minds of the succeeding generation the three-fold 
problem taught by Jesus, then he will become really 
human; then will he become refined; then will he be
come spiritual; and then will he have arriven to take 
his rightful place as—Man.

Meantime, Spiritualism faces its golden opportu
nity. The cause will not stand still, but will either 
advance by taking its position to teach humanity to 
rise to the summit of human accomplishment or go 
backward by a lack of the spirit of progression.

By No Means Until “ACTINA”' 
Was Discovered.

Ntnoty-five per cent of all cnees or deafness 
brought to our attention is tho result of chronic 

catarrh of the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas« 
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop« 
ping the action of the vi
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure is impossible. The in
ner ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability of au* 
rista or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is a 
scienilhc cure for deafness 
and catarrh is demonstrat
ed every day by the use of 
Actina. The vapor current 
generated In the Actina

passes through the Eustachian tubes into the 
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
as It passes through the tubes; and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) in the 
Inner ear, making them respond to the slight
est vibration of sound. Actina has never failed 
to cure ringing noises in the head. Wo have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured lu 
only three weeks' use of Actina. Actina also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; all ot which are di- 
reotlvLor indirectly due to catarrh. Actina is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. We give advice free, and positive proof 
of cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson’s 
1q0 page Dictionary o! Disease, Free. Address 
Hew York & London Electric Association, Dcp.

Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

fl _ „ "• your «dim.a Day
• abtolulely auro; we

furnlili the work and teaeb you free, you work In 
the locality where you live. Bend u» your addre*» and wo will 
ex plain the buelnei» fully, remember we tjuarautea a dear profit 
of tot every day’» work, absolutely tore. Write at once.
BOUL MAtlUFACTliBifiU CO., Box I I 43, Detroit»fiiah.

Hetlubla man or woman 
each county a» me>nsK&r 
to exhibit, take order«, 
appoiut ugenU for llar- 
rltun ValveleM Oli-Gas 
Btoves. Wonderful In- 
ventton—-beats others—

—,1 Automutlcailyuenerates 
fuel gas from kerosene—Miniature can works—Aheo 
lutlyBufe—Enormous (Jeniand—Splendid for summer 
eooMnff—Del iff bt customers—Cheap. clean, safe fuel. 
Gasoline Is dntifferous. Cntaluffue Free. W rite today. 
World Mig. (Ju, S087 World B’ld’^, Cincinnati, O.

A Retraction of Opposing Statements 
JAafle to One of the Question at Issue |
In the Great Psychological Crime. i
I am constrained, as a result of later 

and more far-reaching evidence, to re
tract a certain verdict that I Hastily 

. rendered concerning what, at the time, J 
wj elected io designate "an alchemietical 

_ansmutatlon of disease, and which ap
peared in the columns of The Progress
ive Thinker in my review ot The Great 
Psychological Crime some time ago. 
Therein I gave the results ot my per
sonal research and consequent deduc
tions. I teel the unfairness of not 
meting out in-words of unmistakable 
clearness the apology due from me, 
when in later days, with broader con
cepts and clearer light, 1 find myself in 
error.

From the materialistic Esculapius 
who believes the realm of cause and ef
fect is confined within the domain of 
the physical plane I expect naught but 
calumny and positive denials should he 
be interrogated upon the deductions 
that follow.

To hand on to you in the manner and 
form that it has reached me a concep
tion that is by no means new I will con
form as closely as my clumsy words 
will permit to the subject matter in 
band.

I shall ask those who do me the honor 
to praise my literary screed to accept 
for the moment as a working hypothe
sis the doctrine of the pre-existence of

rents of either the alto or auto-sugges- 
tionist.

The great agnostic, Col. Robert G. In
gersoll. whose mellifluous words still 
ring in my ears, though he made no pre
tense to occult knowledge, tells us that 
"perfect peace makes perfect form,” 
and we who have given even the most 
cursory attention to the question know 
that living in harmony with nature 
builds for us soul-vestures whose ema
nations are incalculably, delightful, to, 
contact.

the ego.
Diseases may, for simple analysis, be 

regarded as having their origin m two 
sources, namely, external and internal. 
Abrasions, bruises, cuts, fractures and 
contagious maladies may be classed as 
external. Scrofula, cancer, consump
tion, dyspepsia, and physical deform
ities at birth, may, in a wide sense, be 
catalogued as inherent—as soul quali
ties working themselves from v.ithin 
out. Such physical diseases and dis
tortions are the outward evidences of 
inoral, and therefore essentially" mental, 
depravity and inharmony. The gross 
physical body is the photo or likeness of 
(supcrphyslcal) spiritual causes. The 
ego is the thinking principle that func
tions through at least two bodies more 
ratified in constitution than tne gross 
physical vehicle, and each body is re
spectively correlated to the plane from 
which it derives its technical name. 
Again, each of these vestures of the ego 
interpenetrates the others below' it in 
the same manner tl\at ether interpene
trates air. The ego' radiates through 
his subtle bodies harmonious or inhar- 
ynonicus vibrations. These vibrations 
use as their avenue of epresslon in the 
physical body the channel that offers 
the least resistance. This channel is 
the nervous system with its numerous 
ganglion, plexuses and nerve fibres act
ing as mediums of transmission, for 
what we wilt call, for want of a better 
term, animal magnetism, which con
stantly circulates in and through the 
human body. This magnetism is 
poured into the earth’s atmosphere 
Yrom the sun, and is taken up and spe
cialized- by each individual, every man 
as it were having a keynote—a vibra
tory rate—that is peculiar to himself. 
This specialized magnetism is in rap
port with the brain and with the corre
sponding higher vehicles of conscious
ness. These more subtle vehicles are

-exact replicas of the physical body. If | 
through the agency of “suggestive therapeutics"—a term that is a flagrant at-1 
tempt to hide the word hypnotism—a I 
disease disappears, it is altogether prob-1 
able, if the malady ib one of those we I 
have called inherent, that, it is driven 
back into a higher vehicle. The dy
namic Intensity of the will-power that 
is used in the effort to cure the disease 
will determine the place of its lodg
ment, tn the higher vehicles. A dis
ease may be driven into the tnind- 
body, in which event melancholia, di- 
mentia, suicidal tendency, etc., are the 
noticeable accompaniments. The ex- 

¿.presslon of this vibratory inharmony 
kfdisease) wvill again reappear in the

’cat body at a future time in

Disease is often the precipitation of 
evil that existed on higher levels, and it 
is far better to allow it to work itself 
out, and to use such physical plane 
means as are at our disposal for its 
cure, than to forcibly check it. and 
throw it back into the subtler bodies.

Mental healing can be useful and de
void of danger when it is induced by 
pouring pure thoughts and lofty aspira
tions down through the subtler ves
tures, which will act as transmitters to 
the physical. Pure thought shows it
self in healthful physical form.

Students of occultism know some
thing of the different forms of Yoga as 
taught in the "one-pointed" philosophy 
of the great Patanjala. They will re
member, too, one particular phase of it 
known as Hatha Yoga. All that the 1 
Charcot school of hypnotists which sup
ports the neurosis theory—all that the 
Nancy school, with Liebault and others 
at its head, which supports the sug
gestive hypothesis, and all that the dis
ciples of Anton Mesmer have gleaned 
in their researches—in fact all that is 
as yet known by men of science is fo
cused in this one form of Yoga. Truly 
Hatha Yoga is the triune unity of sug
gestive hypnosis, mesmerism and neu
rotic hypnotism. So, when I tell you 
that the modern practitioner of sugges
tion is only brushing the surface of a 
knowledge of which our oriental brother 
is a post-grauduate, I only reiterate a 
truth.

- Concentration upon different organs 
of. the human body, after repeated ef
fort, will usually put the organ in rap
port with the consciousness of the man. 
He can accentuate its action—can re
tard or stop it entirely at will, in in
stances of a high degree of proficiency. 
Singular as this may seem he can again 
bring under the control of his will the 
functioning of the stomach, heart, 
lungs, etc. The automatic activity of 
these organs is known as the sympa
thetic system, and in the course of evo
lution these vital processes have 
passed under its control. Again bring
ing the control of these organs under 
the dominance of the mind is a back
ward step, not a progression. Deep- 
rooted injury (the reversal of the ac
tion of intestinal processes, for In
stance,) very often self-wrought by the 
ignorant though earnest student, can 
thus be Induced, a cure for which may 
be unattainable.

Through a slight knowledge of the 
physiological arrangement of the eye in 
relation to the brain it is possible for 
the man with a trained will to reverse 
the visual power so as to be enabled to 
see the base of his own brain. The 
same set of nerves tint carries an im
pression to the mind through the brain 
can be so stimulated as to carry an im
pression from behind to the retina and 
thus picture thereon the object that lies 
anterior thereto, to be again by reflex 
action carried back to the brain, thus 
carrying the brain itself to the view of 1 
the mind. Let the telephone transmit
ter represent the retina. An excitation I 
of the reverse side thereof will carry 
the vibration in an inverse direction, 
and you will then have a rough compre
hension of my meaning. Other meth
ods of achieving the same results than 
by auto or alto-bypnosls are known to 
a few physicians, the modus operand! 
being regarded as furthering the advent 
of optical disorders. Therefore, for the 
time at least, it Is not discussed pub
licly.

A semblance of death, covering a pe
riod of three or four months is some
times indulged in by persons who have 
succeeded in getting the whole sympa
thetic system under their control. So 
complete is the delusion that experts 

। have diagnosed these cases as the “vis
itation of the king of terrors."

with forces the most superficial knowl
edge of which is not now yours.

There Ib one method of cure “by the 
laying on of hands” as a means of eradi
cating— drawing out and throwing 
away—disease that I hold as helpful. 
It is perhaps not new to you, nor is it 
original with me.

Theophrastus Paracelsus, and later 
on Anton Mesmer, Dr. Elliottson and 
Dr. Esdaile, ridiculed, persecuted and 
driven from home by . such- men as 
James Braide, M. Lafontaine, Abbe 
Faria and Charcot, were the avaunt 
couriers of these glad tidings of gi-eat 
joy. Tho formula simple as it is, is as 
follows:

The operator must be a man or wo
man of exceptionally pure habits of 
life (preferably a vegetarian), morally 
and physically clean. He or she should 
not be a user of liquor, tobacco, mor
phine or any other drug. Should the 
operator be a physician, so much the 
better. I unwillingly admit that male 
rather than female-operators achieve a 
greater proportion of success.

Wash vour hands In tepid water with 
castile (soap before beginning your

I treatment. While the nands are yet 
soft apply them to the afflicted parts of 
the patient’s body, holding them in 
close contact therewith. This contact 
should be enforced for a period of five 
minutes. Perfect quietude should be 
enjoined. No one save the operator 
and a close friend or relative of the sub
ject should be present at the time of 
treatment. During the contact the op
erator should will to absorb, to draw 
unto himself, the spurious vital fluid of 
the patient After an interval of say 
two or three minutes repeat the pro
cess. A repetition of this particular 
part of the treatment for the third time 
will be sufficient. At this juncture and 
without delay-, both the operator’s 
hands should be placed in a bowl of 
sweet milk or tepid water. The pro
cess is one of inbreathing and out- 
breathing, as it were, of human magnet
ism. While the hands are in the milk 
(two minutes’ time will be sufficient) 
outbreathe the magnetic excrement that 
you have absorbed—will it out and 
away from you. Believe me, you are a 
veritable storage battery. Infantile as 
the process may seem it will be effect
ive. In some instances the milk will 
immediately coagulate, although yet re
maining sweet. By the way I wish to 
here interpose the advice that the milk 
or water be thrown out upon the 
ground. Any living creature may be 
poisoned by its use. [I will tell you in 
these brackets, before it escapes my 
mind, that the belief of Roman Catho
lics in "holy water" is not without its 
root in occult fact. Pure human mag
netism precipitated into water is very 
efficacious in the cure of human ills 
when properly used.] After expelling 
the unhealthy fluid, return to your pa
tient, place your hands again upon the 
point of disease-precipitation, and will 
the vital fluid of your body to pass by 1 
the route of your hands and fingers ;nto 
the body of the patient' Will you be 
surprised when I tell you that, though 
you be a novice in the work, that there 
will be an outrushing of energy from 
you that will at once be noticeable In 
the renewed vigor of your patient.

Practice will make perfect along 
these lines, and you need not be aston
ished if within a year’s time you will be 
enabled, under proper conditions, to 
light the gas In-your own home with the 
static electricity (magnetism) that you 
can engender. I repeat that you are a 
veritable storage battery, and when you 
shall "know yourself” in the true sense 
of the word, you will not hesitate to 
recognize, with Bulwer Lytton the won
derful force that that great occultist 
called will. -

HERBERT A. HARRELL. 
Chicago, Ill.

The Western Christian , Advocate 
does not hold a very high opinion ot Dr. 
Funk’s “Widow’s Mite.". It s?.ys:

“He has written and compiled the 
book, but not for the purpose of advo
cating Spiritualistic phenomena, or 
with the aim ot declaring his belief in 
their validity pr importance,-but ratjier 
with thq aim of urging .others, to inves
tigate, with the purpose o(/declaring hie 
conviction that, there is behind these 
various phenomena a valid somewhat, 
a residuum ot actual fact, a positive 
substratum of actuality, which deserves 
the wisest and most thorough and 
painstaking exploitation. He-also urges 
as one of his aims the securement to 
the Society for Psychical Research the 
needed means for further exploration 
into the mystical and unknown realms, 
at whose doors they have for years 
been knocking. He avows his belief 
that there is within reach of man in 
these varied and inexplicable phenom
ena "a colossal new force,, or rather a 
world of new forces,” which need to be 
explored. The volume is a mixture of 
all sorts of data, some of which may be 
of worth, but many of which are absurd 
and trivial. We are, we confess, sur
prised at finding Dr. Funk attempting 
to classify certain Biblical incidents in 
the Old and New Testament as Spirit
ualistic phenomena, although he de
clares that he has found in years of in
vestigation "much deception, trickery 
and fraud.” But he avers his sincere 
belieTthat there is much in the realm 
of psychic phenomena in addition to 
these elements.

"And we opine that Dr. Funk takes 
entirely too much for granted in his 
book throughout, although he professes 
to occupy a purely judicial attitude. 
Nevertheless he has furnished a volume 
which will stimulate research and 
quicken curiosity on all lines of inves
tigation which he had indicated.”

Dr. Funk, in his attempt to appear of 
a judicial mind, and while a Spiritualist 
pose as one not convinced has hot 
awakened the enthusiasm of his church 
brethren as he anticipated. He is re
garded by them with more suspicion 
than he would have been had he been 
out-spoken and fully convinced. If he 
ir- in doubt, alter all his experience, and 
fears another interpretation may be 
placed on his “facts,” how can he ex
pect others to place a higher value on 
them? One .must feel secure in his 
position, if he would have others join 
him.

The Advocate’s opinion of Frederick 
W. H. Myers’ massive volume, »s more 
appreciative, in ratio of Mr. Myers’ 
strength of expression :.of his belief. 
Yet In conclusion it says piteously:

"But we pity those v?ho, by virtue of 
their environment, their mental const!4 
tutlon, or what not, are driven to ghost 
stories, telepathic theories, ,and medl- 
umlstic chatter and cpjlusipn- In order 
to find satisfactory proof that the hu
man soul lives after. dqathrl,and. that 
Jesus Christ rose fronj; the,tomb after

that makes them bad, and will have 
only the pure article for sale at his 
“model." Decidedly funny is this wise 
talk about "pure liquors.” It means 
that they are free from all forein ingre
dients-except alcohol, and hence harm
less .when alcohol is the one poison 
which makes them objectionable. It is 
the alcohol and not other “impurities” 
which leads to the drink habit and 
makes the confirmed drunkard.

There is a return in the circle of the 
churches to the position they occupied 
a generation ago. The preacher then 
was greeted in his calls by a decanter 
of brandy or rum, and not until the tem
perance question had been agitated, 
and it was seen that it could be con
fused with the Sunday laws and thus se
cure desired legislation, was temper
ance made a church issue. Now it is 
found that the saloons are stronger 
than the church, and the church will 
exploiter itself by means of saloons4 
where pure liquor will be sold. We pre
sume that the noble Bisnop will call a 
prayer meeting, and pray God to bless 
the “pure liquor,” and every barrel of 
whiskey will have a blessing "returned” 
over it before placed on tap!

This will open up a new line of busi
ness for the preachers—blessing beer 
kegs and whisky barrels, and holding 
prayer meetings and revivals in "Sun
nyside Taverns.” The pure liquor will 
intoxicate just the same as the bad. In 
fact the beer will be necessarily the 
same, and the whisky of the same man
ufacture. All the Bishop can promise 
is that it will not be doctored before 
dealt to his customers. With so much 
advertising the church saloons ought to 
do a large business, with profit suffi
cient to pay the parson’s salary and se
cure the best of choirs. The people 
will be attracted, and thus while church 
members are made on one side, drunk
ards are made on the other. That will 
be the cost of it. It has been estimated 
that every heathen soul saved costs the 
missionary fund $6,000. In the saloon 
scheme the pay for church members is 
so many moderate drinkers and a ra
tio of drunkards.

It is an admission that prohibition is 
a dead failure, and moderate drinking 
not to be condemned.

Now In face of the fait that for near
ly 2,000 years the. Christian churches 
have bean trying to prpvesj,thls very 
thing of man’s continu>pce after death, 
and that Christ rose >from, the tomb, 
and a hundred thousand pinchers are 
exercising their cunning andlingenulty 
to prove the "same, anfl yet: there is 
doubt, and three-fourthsiof mankind are 
faithless skeptics, proves that there is 
need of something more. ‘Had there 
not been, had the churches furnished 
the evidencerthere would have been no 
resort to “ghost stories! and medium- 
letic chatter.”

A Church Saloon.
I Bishop Potter of New York, has put | 
i into practice a pet scheme. He thinks i 
the saloon cannot be .absorbed and,

i hence reform lies in the direction of its 
i Improvement. With the assistance. of i 
ihis church Ilie Bishop has established! 
la “model saloon.”.the “Sunnyside Tav- 
|ern,” where pure food and pure liquors । 
tare served, and a social -rtnter created 
for its patrons. The Bisi.<p thinks it is 
the “bad liquors" dispensed by safooes

RATIONALISM
TRIUMPHANTl

"In tho World Celestial," by Dr. T. A. 
Bland., Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price $1.

"Spirit Echoes." My Mattle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. . Price 75 cents.

Jubilee Year of Science and Reason!— 
Scientists Will Be Fully Justified at 
the World's Fair Congress, October 
15- 18, In Their Specific Work of Up
rooting the Great, Delusive Superstb 
tion, Known as Christianity.
The world’s fair at Chicago was made 

notable by a great parliament of all the 
religions of the world; let the world's 
fair at St Louis be made glorious by an 
international congress of all scientific 
and advanced thought leaders. At the 
Chicago parliament, science and free- 
thought were not allowed the privilege 
of being represented, because the relig
ious leaders thereof were not intellect
ually advanced enough to allow a free 
and full expression of what other schol
arly people think and know. While it 
is falsely claimed by Christians that 
there is no conflict between science and 
religion and that science Is its hand
maid, yet the leaders of the Chicago 
parliament were not inclined to let’ sci
ence help them out At the interna
tional congress to be held at St. Louis 
next October, the managers have de
cided to be more magnanimous and 
they will provide a free platform for a 
qualified representative of any religion, 
to express his views on the broad 
ground that Truth has nothing to fear 
from Superstition. There is a conflict 
between science and religious beliefs; 
but none between science and reason.

Advanced thinkers have always been 
stigmatized by the Christian church, 
which has falsely claimed to have a 
special "divine” revelation,” and they 
Have been called infidels to truth; but 
we now know, positively, that said

of childish stories based upon supersti- I 
tion and therefore have had a legiti
mate place as necessary iconoclasts in j 
the natural order of intellectual evolu
tion. This fact will be well established 
at the St. Louis congress. The icono
clastic work ot advanced thinkers has 
been so well done that the victory over 
Christian superstition is complete; and 
it can be truthfully said that the Chris
tian church cannot furnish any valid 
evidence that it ever received a special 
commission to p'.'each the only gosflel 
which sets fortzi the only way of salva
tion for all mankind. Theological de
ductions from the writings of men, who 
did not know the real nature of things, 
are merely human assumptions, not di
vine revelation. The time has now 
come to make the fact of the great 
Christian delusion known to all the 
world. Science and reason have forced 
the defenders of Christianity to modify 
dogma after dogma until little else re
mains but the "golden rule," which had 
its existence long before Christianity 
was born. The international congress 
of advanced thinkers at St. Louis in Oc
tober will be a grand time of jubilee for 
science and reason; let every advanced 
Ui inker wake up to do his duty, finan
cially and otherwise, so that. science 
and reason can be fully defended and 
advanced thinkers be morally justified. 
From the view of Christianity, unbelief 
in its theological dogmas is counted as 
a sin; from that of science, such unbe
lief is a virtue, because Christian dog
mas are not true. Qualified persons of 
any sect, who wish to speak at the con
gress should write to Dr. Max Hempel, 
2857 N. Grand avenue., St. Louis, Mo., 
giving names, and subjects which they 
wish to discuss. Publishers of periodi
cals, Christian, Jew, or Freethought, 
are requested to send copies to Dr. 
Hempel to put on file at the congress. 
Superstition’s extremnlty is Free- 
thought’s opportunity. Reason is alive 
though Christian theology is dead, it 
will be shown at the congress what 
great strides science and reason have 
made and a new departure will be 
taken.

The following are some ot the sub
jects that will be discussed:

The Gospel of Evolution in tho Place 
of Christianity.

The Future of the Religions.
The Present Status ot Darwinism.
Christian Science, Theosophy, and 

similar Religious Departures, viewed in 
the light of exact cieiice.

The "Non-religious" Education of the 
Young.

Sociology; the Youngest" of the Sci
ences.

The Law of Evolution in Social Lite.
The Knowledge ot Nature .n Its Re

lation to Progress in Civilization.
The International Organization ot the 

Adherents of Progressive Thought
The Legal and Social Position ot Wo

man.
Ideal Law and Positive Law.
The Propagation of Philosophy as a 
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Popular Study.

The Position of the Republic with Re
gard to the Church.

Natural Ethics as a Substitute tor 
Ecclesiastical Dogma.

The Separation ot State and Church. 
The Taxation of Church Property. 
Governing Board of the Alliance: 
Wm. Petersen, president ;_Wm. Rbeh- 

ling, vice-president; Fritz Gerecke, re
cording secretary; Fritz Schleicher, 
treasurer; Dr. Max Hempel, 1. corre
sponding secretary; Franz Hilllg, 2, 
corresponding secretary; Franz Starz, 
financial secretary.

The above lb ilia number of the pres
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If thia number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. Thia number at tho 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
Ue tag ot your wrapper.

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 

’paper.
The three volumes of the "Encyclope

dia of Death, and Life in tho Spirit 
World,” contain more-- valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages."

I Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land,” "Art 
Magic," “The Ne.xt World Interviewed” 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus."

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send lor them. They will de
light you. They vjjll constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle In modern business enter
prise!

In the World Celestial.
By DR. T. A. BLAND.

“It is inexpressibly delightful."—Hon. C. A. 
Windle.

"It lifts the reader into enchanting realms."— 
Medical Gleanor.

‘•Ills Intensely Interesting."—Rev. Minot J. 
Savage.

"Three things make this book remarkable. Its 
authorship, the astounding claims put forth in 
li, and the philosophy and revelation of a future 
Ufo It contains."—B. O. Flower, In the Arena.

'•It will give us courage to passthrough the 
deepshadowsof death to the sun-lit clune of 
the world Celestial."—Rev. H. W. Thomas.

"Everybody will be charmed with it, for It Is 
not only a great Spiritual book, but a most 
beautiful romance of two worlds."—Banner of 
Light.

it is Printed in elegant style and bound In 
cloth and gold. Prlc 11.00.

The Mystic Thesaurus, 
Or Initiation in the Theoretical and Practical 
secrets of Astral Truth and Occult Ari. By Willis F. Whitehead, Editor Agrippa's' Nat
ural Magio." The book treats of The Symbol of 
the Cross, Spiritual Gifts, Inspirational Con
ception, Initiative Exposition.The Astral Broth* 
ernood, Message of the Brotherhood, The Magis 
Mirror, and Celestial Companionship. It Is a 
good text book for students of theMvstlc. and 
will be sent postpaid, In paper, for 11.00.

"The Molecular Hypothesis ot .Na
ture.” By Prof. c Wm. M. Lockwcod, 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of<Spir- 
ituallsm. The book Is commended to 
all who love to study and think. 
Price 25 cents

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. Mr, author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200," etc. A condensed state
ment ot facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectures by the Swami Vlvekacanda, on Raja Yogi} 

or Conquering the Internal hatnro, and other sub
jects; also, Patanjali s Yoga Aphorisms, with com
mentaries and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged. I2mo., Cloth, »1,50. Raja Yoga 
Is an ancient system of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. BwamlVIv* 
ektrnanda became a familiar figure Insérerai Arnett' 
can cities during tbe three years following the Pat* 
llament of Religions at Chicago: he was cordially re
ceived In America, where the breadth and depth of 
his teachings were soon recognized. His teachings 
are universal In their application. The book is cheap 
ût$1.5û. For sale at this office.

THÉ LWTÜtoïftNT.
RY LILLIAN WHITINQ.-In this book Miss 

Whltlnp alms to portray a practical Ideal for 
ly living that shall embody the sweetness 

.,1 exaltations and faith that lend enchant« 
ment to life. Itiss in a measure, a logical se- 
qnttuce of *'The World Beautiful." leading into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the soul in harmony with the universe. It , 
is truly an inspiration. Prioa> cloth, fl,(XL
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We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

I»

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
1b alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he nihy make. The editor, 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is Inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make>pee<i equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only,on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item 1b cut down to ten lines, and ten 
Jines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
tor this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The Items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

Take due notice that Items for this

arise and be quite as powerful again 
within ten or twenty years because of 
the present competitive system in com
merce.—News, Indianapolis, Ind.

Felix writes from Minneapolis,Minn.:
page in order to Insure Insertion must “I must say I most heartily endorse 
contain the full name and address of the your course in relation to fraudulent 
writer. Otherwise thev may be cast mediums, and hope you will continue J? Jinerwise tney may no « tbe dlBCUBBlon of tbe flame untll BUcb a 
into the waste basket. _________ 8entlment is aroused that no phenome

nal medium will dare hold a public se- 
ATTENTION ' LYCEUMS. — During ance unless under strict test condi-

June, July and August the Progressive tions, a thing that is seldom or never 
Lyceum will be sent to Lyceums for done now. Mr. B. F. Underwood stated
one cent per copy. This will enable' jn a recent issue that, of the many ma- 
you to increase your subscription one- terializing circles he had attended. Tn 
half its present number, with no extra no cases were the conditions Buch as to 
expense. Address J. W. Ring, care of exclude the possibility of fraud." That 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, js my experience exactly. The condl- 
rexas- ' tions were never fraud-proof, though
---------------------- . they may have seemed so to children or

J. A. Conant writes: "In The Pro- half-wits, but certainly not to a man 
gresslve Thinker of Aug. 13, Prof. J. 8. who was awake. I think if an audience 
Loveland criticises L. P. Smith’s state- insist on the mosquito net test, or other 
menl, that Benjamin Franklin advised conditions that preclude the possibility 
Thomas Paine not to publish fils Age of fraud, then most certainly their 
of Reason, and alleges that the state- minds would be free from doubt and 
ment ‘is a He, made up out of whole suspicion; ‘best thoughts’and.good con- 
cloth.’ To prove said allegations, lie ditlons would prevail, and the results 
says that Benjamin Franklin died in ought to be correspondingly good. If a 
1780, about four years before the Age medium tries to dodge the issue on1780, about four years before the Age medium tries 
of Reason was written. History in- such a flimsy 
forms us that Benjamin Franklin was ditlons, etc., 
embassador from the United States to crooked."
the court of France from 1779 to 1783, Danville, a

pretence, as unkind con- 
most certainly they are

city of several thousand
and that he died April 17, 1790. population over In Vermilion county, 
Whether Franklin did, or did not advise produces some wonderful things—and 
Paine not to publish his Age of Reason, from there occasionally comes some 
does not concern the writer, but his- wonderful stories. Danville is the home 
tory shows that J. 8. Loveland’s at- of Speaker Cannon. The Peoria Star 
templed proof that the statement of L. vouches for the absolute truthfulness of 
P. Smith 'is a He’ is not sustained.” the story following: "Mrs. Sarah Kim- 
Mr. Loveland makes the proper cofrec- brough is the mother of Judge E. Kim- 
tion on the fourth page of last week's brough, of Danville, Ill. Her husband,
paper. the father of the judge, has been dead

Oscar A. Edgerly has open dates tor 
the coming lecture season. He wouia 
like to hear from societies BB
employ a trance speaker. Address 
during August, Grand Ledge, Mich. 
Home address. 42 Smith street, Lynn, 
Mass. , ' „

Mrs. Stoddard Gray a New York me
dium who has been giving spirit se
ances for the past twenty years, died 
shortly after one of her entertainments 
tee other evening, and a newspape 
makes it conspicuous in a b®adl*n® ^a 
“mediumship" killed her. The death o 
a minister in his pulpit, or a at
his payers, or on a Sunday-school ex 
curslon is not attributed to the charac
ter of the act in which he is at the time 
engaged. If it were, religious worship 
could be regarded as involving great 
moral hazard.

N. S. Stevens, astrologist of Gardena, 
Cal., predicts the re-election of Presi
dent Roosevelt. He wants all mediums 
to prophesy in reference to his defeat 
or success.

The quarter of a dollar promised the 
daughter of Chas. Thessman, 1148 Thir
teenth street, by the spirits, was depos
ited by them in a glass shoe „(an ornar 
ment.).

The "Spirit Fruit Cult," of which 
Jacob Bellhart of Lisbon, O., is the pre
dominating spirit, has added another to 
its victims. Mrs. Dora B. Green ee 
once a bright, intelligent woman, left 
the detention hospital last night for 
Elgin. She is insane through tee 
teachings of the self-styled Messiah. 
Mrs. Greenlee was committed to tne 
asylum by Judge R. S. W. Wheatley. 
The audacity of the members of the 
sect was carried even into the court
room, where several of teem appeared. 
They wished to interfere with her re
moval to the asylum and demanded pos
session of her 10-year-old daughter, 
that they might send her to the farm of 
“Holy Jacob" at Lisbon. Indignant rel
atives of the woman blocked this ac-.. 
tion however, and gained possession of 
the child. Then the mother was taken 
away to the asylum from which she 
may never return.

Mrs J. A. Anderson writes from 
Montana: "It is truly a pleasure to re
new my subscription to your valuable 
paper. It is a most welcome messen
ger, bringing to our far-off western 
home a feast of good things weekly. I 
will also send an order for several 
books beside my premium book. It is 
remarkable bow much reading matter 
you send out for so little money."

Frank Horowitz, tailor, of 2635 Third 
t venue, and his wife, Charlotte, who 
are charged by Mrs. Hannah Richter 
with grand larceny in inducing her to 
give them 51,100 for their influence 
with certain "spirits,” were held for 
trial in 51,500 ball each in the Harlem 
Police Court to-day. In previous hetfr- 
Ings Mrs. Richter testified Xhat she 
sent the money by her daughters, Clara 
and Sallie. The daughters were in 
court to-day, and corroborated their 
mother's statement.—New lork Globe.

The seventh annual convention of the 
Stale Spiritualists Association of Min
nesota, will be held in First Unitarian 
Church, corner Eighth street and Mary 
Place, September 7, 8, 9 and 10, 1904, 
Minneapolis, Minn. The following tal
ent from a distance will take part in 
making this, the seventh annual con
vention, a success: Rev. Moses Hull, 
president of tee Morris Pratt Institute, 
Whitewater, Wis., one who in days gone 
by was always welcome in our city, and 
his hosts of friends will gladly welcome 
him to the convention; Miss Elizabeth 
Harlow, of Haydensville, Mass., makes 
her first visit to the west. She comes 
to the convention highly recommended 
and endorsed by the secular and Spirit
ualist press of the country where she 
has visited as one of the grandest Inspi
rational speakers in our ranks. Miss 
Harlow will stay with us for tee months 
of September and October; Mrs. J. A. 
Murtha comes to Minneapolis for tee 
first time and is a message medium of 
rare power. Though a stranger to Min
nesota audiences, her genial personal
ity and good mediumship will combine 
to win for her a place in the hearts of 
the people; Will J. Erwood is president 
of the Wisconsin State Spiritualists As
sociation and Is well and favorably 
known to tee people of Minnesota and

Chas. A. Zlpp writes from Baltimore, for many years. Last Thursday Mrs. 
Md.: “Mr. H. Fred Gauss was a fre- Kimbrough said to her son at the break- 
quent visitor at Dr. de Gournay’B home, fast table, addressing him by the pet 
The latter stated to him that before his name: 'Bud, do you know that your 
impending death he desired to make a father was here last night?’ The judge 
statement concerning his belief. On a told her she had been dreaming, but 
later visit of Mr, Gauss and close to ap- she insisted that she had seen her hus- 
proaching death, Mr. de Gournay said, band and had conversation with him, 
quite unsolicited: 'Brother Gauss, 1 and this feeling was so strong that the 
haven't given you the statement I spoke Judge did not attempt to controvert it. 
to you of. I shall now make it. Hand A few hours later, as the old lady sat in 
me now pencil and paper so that the her chair in the window, Bhe was 
world may know that I die as a Spirit- stricken with apoplexy and died within 
uallst.’ Herewith find appended the a few hours.”
death-bed statement, as follows: ‘Feel- Geo. A. Letford writes from Ashe- 
ing my end approaching, but in the full ville, N. C.: "I just finished my camp 
enjoyment of my faculties, I wish to de- season at Vicksburg, Mich., and am 
Clare, all statements to the contrary, again at my work as salesman In the 
that may be made, that I die as a Spir- South for H. E. Bucklen & Co., of Chi- 
itualist; no, not die, but pass into a cago. I followed each day giving mes- 
brighter and more glorious life, to Im- sages after Oscar Edgerly’s lecture, for 
mortality where I shall meet my loved one week at the Grand Ledge Camp, 
ones and ail the great minds that have and the messages were all recognized, 
worked for the good of mankind. Paul At Vickburg Camp I followed Thomas 
F. de Gournay, Baltimore, July 23, Grimshaw's lectures, and the audiences

Elliot Wyman writes from East West
moreland, VT.r'TIfope to see a continu
ance of PeterBlIea’s communications;, 
also a ronewijt ofjthe several others of 
note—Washington, Lincoln, McKinley, 
Benton, Beecher and others, imparting 
much deelrabti knowledge tor benefit to 
mortals still in earth life. While ad
mitting withAorrow the sadness caused 
by frauds and fakes, don't lose sight of 
(lie true andigenuine mediums. Is there 
not a betteryterm 'to give to so-called 
materlalizatldns, 'Since it is not mate
rial but a chemically produced form or 
apparition t» represent the desired 
spirit friends. Why not call it by 
proper terml and mot materialization? 
It seems evident! that no material sub- 
stanct can be produced as flesh, blood 
and bones ejdcept -by natural and slow 
process, and: it is: not possible for spir
its that have left the material sub
stance can be produced as flesh, blood 
the earth plane, to the spiritual to take 
on the material again; then let there be 
a proper and appropriate term given 
and no longer call it materialization.”

Mrs. L. LeSleur writes: “The Band 
of Harmony benefit social held at the 
home of Mr, and Mrs. Goodrich, Oak 
Park, Thursday, Aug. 18, was a very 
pleasant affair. Mrs. Mary Hill was 
the speaker for the afternoon meeting; 
Mrs. 8. J. Ashton in the evening. We 
had the pleasure of meeting several 
Oak Park people who seemed much in
terested. The next meeting will be 
Thursday, Sept. 1, at tlie home of Mr. 
and Mrs. C. H. Mullins, 2167 W. Monroe 
street, between 42d and 43d avenues; 
reached by Lake street or Madison 
street cars.”

The Banner of Light, Sept 28, 1861, 
to March 22, 1862, will be sent gratis to 
anyone by express, C. O. D. (Regular 
files.) Address C. H. Mathews, New 
Philadelphia, Ohio.

F. H. Parker writes from Santa Cruz, 
Cal.: “Chas J. Anderson (boy orator) Is 
having crowded houses at the Native 
Son’s Hall each Sunday at 11 a. m. and 
8 p. m., on new thought and psychic 
subjects. His psychometric readings 
prove of universal satisfaction. Mrs. 
Katie HeussmannHarveston is to build 
and make her home here, holding meet
ings each Sunday at Unity Spiritualists’ 
Hall.”

Rev. C. W. Burrows writes from De
troit, Mich.: “The Central Spiritual 
Union of tills city (charter No. 43) be
gins its ninth year on the first of Sep
tember. The large number of mediums 
identified with its work still continue. 
Our Sunday and Wednesday meetings 
fill our lovely little temple. A very 
pleasant surprise was the coming of the 
Rev. Seeley Warner, assistant pastor of 
the Rising Sun Mission of your city.

Secretary writes: "Church of Spirit, 
(391 Scniller Building, 109 Randolph 
street). We beg to call attention to our 
services every Sunday morning at 11, 
also atlernoon and evening at 2:30 apd 
7:30. Subject ot address on Sunday, 
September 4, Origin of Modern Spirit
ualism, followed by psychometric read
ings, spirit messages, and mental tele
pathic demonstrations under blind
folded conditions, to everyone in at
tendance through William Fitch Ruffle, 
psychic, assisted by Mrs. Marie Jacob
sen, Danish palmist and psychic. Me
diums are cordially invited to assist. 
We have one of the coolest halls in the 
city, with plenty of air, electric lights, 
and comfortable theatre chairs. 
Wednesday circle and Friday class at 8
p, m. at residence, 3201 Indiana 
nue.”

Dr. J. H. Randall will lecture at 
Church of Spirit Communion, 4308

ave-

;the 
Cot-

1904.' ” seemed well pleased. I find the South

Brother Warner and I were
thirty years ago in the
(St. James) church of this 
will hear from him, for

old chums 
Episcopal 

city. You 
he 1b a

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE Z
Mark Chester. A story.by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, paper, 40 cents« f 
Mary Ann Carew. A spiritual story by Carlyle Petersilea. Priceg /

cloth,, $1; paper, 40 cents. i' ' '
Mediumship and Its Laws. A most valuable book by Hudson Tuttle«

Price, 35 cents. ■ ' ■'

Spooks, ghosts and hobgoblins have very far behind in the knowledge of 
secured possession of the home of Mrs. Spiritualism. From now until June 15, 
Kate Barbelle, 5633 Sawyer avenue, 1905, I will meet with very few who be- 
Chicago Lawn, and so active have their Heve in the great truth. I do not get 
spirits become that, with her three discouraged, but do the best 1 can when- 
children, she has left the place and ta- ever an opportunity opens up to me. I 
ken rooms in a neighboring hotel. The give them either a talk or messages 
strange noises and odd antics of un- from their loved ones, and in this way 
seen visitors from the spirit world am opening up their eyes, and in time 
have been heard and noticed by other they will be calling to know more of 
women of the neighborhood, who, dis- our great truth, and soon a good mis
believing the weird stories told them by sionary can begin to organize some 
Mrs. Barbelle, bad gone to remain with good societies down south.” 
h?Lt0 qUi™ herniearn W‘th h®F th(r,ee A cable dispatch to the dallies shows chHdren Mrs. Barbelle occupies the tbat Ule j method of ttl 
house, a two-story frame and until last lccks on those of whQm afl£ ‘ j 
bunday was not disturbed in any man- not new. The dall editorB k ’ 
ner, but since then some unearthly what it means Here jg the dispatch; 
power seems to control the place. She -Budapest, Hungary, July 30.-Hlstory 
told a Sun reporter this morning that recordB crlminal proceedings, reporting 
pictures on the wall moved, the furni- lhe flxing of padlockB a human befa 
ture rose several inches from the floor ing.B moutb. jn Hungary this was the 
and unseen beings walked about the ecclesiastical punishment for uttering 
rooms. Two large perfume bottles biasphemy. Tbe same crlme waB b. 
would fa l over untouched. A toy pi- i£hed ln Spain b tearl out tb b 
ano n a bedroom up stairs would start it>B tongue in France b brandln tbe 
to play 51 its own accord, and when tongue, in HoIland b plercing6 tbe 
no one was near it. These and a doz- tongue wllh nai]s In an ancient grave 
wn 1(trS ?>S my®tef,,ous she related. a padlocked human face was discovered 
What should cause the mysterious dis- recently. And a few days ago it was 
turbances she did not try to explain. t on exhibition in the national muse- 
Her husband a waiter, is in New York. um of thls city ,rhe gtaples are dr)ven 
The family has occupied the building through the bony parts of the face at 
lor two years. Chicago Sun. botb g(des of the mouth. Antiquarians

Hans Mettke writes from Atlantic Eay the lock is dated from the end of 
City, N. J.: “The two papers have been the 16th century." 
found, as the clerk had put them into „ Tthe wrong box and I was so glad to see J', ®8' .inves’
them again, because The Progressive wThinker has become so valuable to me, 1 d a , lght of
that I miss it very much when it does ^ou can ,read on page 7, Science
not come to me regularly. I am so glad u ± Sin "f Til ’ a r “ ' 
to see the letters from Brother Carlyle T J® u Tn J beca!'Be 
Pptprsilpa afrain in vour naner which spirit is forever dependent on matter fre so veryerestin^Lid inst^ for manifestation here. It would be 
to me e-necially the lls“one in wh ch just as true t0 say that splrit Is noth- 
Le “mks of the diff^ent sins “- ‘ngl “a“epr *8 a'*np a88efhUpOn8haro
teen I counted) and gives the advice to T TlT ul» STr

good, by sending out vibrations tor - ¿infe J i «„«u , mi,« and knowing this, and still holding up agoodness, kindness and purity. The falsehood 1B whIt Jp„llq „„„B hl‘ 
Eclectic Magazine is also so tine andgrand and I enjoyed to read about the IvTfnrtivpn m & n
fine medium, Mr. Bailey, from Austra- iatnT®r f°rS'Ven in lhiS WOrld or iD 
lia; also about the healing power of mu- 1
sic. I am glad to have this opportunity Mrs. Hooker McEvoy writes from 
to send you my appreciation of and Oakland, Cal.: "There is a People’s
best wishes for The Progressive Nonsectarian Mission started in this
Thinker.” part of the vineyard. It was born the

The dailies are making much effort morning of the fourth day of July, and
to encourage papal superstition by tell- becoming a healthy child of vig- 
ing of the “mysterious appearance” of orous force. A meeting of a different 
“Christ on the Cross” on the back of a order is held every night. Ex-Senator 
man who was struck by lightning while Dague gave a very earnest and intel
in Morristown, N. J. He gave his name lectual socialistic lecture here July 30, 
as Abbot Parker, of Monument square, from th® mission platform. Mr. Rum- 
Charlestown, Mass. He was taken £o Bives Analogical Science life read-
a Romanist hospital, and, says the Pitts- an(l lectures two nights in a week,
burg Gazette: “As the picture became We have a New Thought meeting every 
plaineY the news was spread about the Wednesday night, a harmonious inter
hospital and the sisters flocked to the blending of ideas and opinions. Dr. Si- 
bedside of Parker to see what they vortha is now favoring us with his 
called a miracle, and signed themselves storehouse of wisdoip. He is well 
with the sign of the cross, and began known in the east. The object of the 
to say their beads. About 6:30 p. m., mission is a cooperative effort to do 
he was able to sit up in bed and by the something practical along the line of 
aid of mirrors and candles he saw the helping the people to know themselves, 
picture on his back. As soon as he rec- an^ have a free home-like reading and 
ognized what it was, for no one had lecture room, and if possible to draw in 
told him, he fell back on the pillow cry- those who are going the downward 
ing, and as soon as he could be made road, and who will be only too glad to 
to talk, declared he could not under- meet with such an opportunity as the 
stand. Parker said that he was * an mission offers» but as yet I have had so 
Episcopalian, but Jn his early life had little help I have not yet been able to 
been brought up by his mother as a Ro- do only for those in the upper grade of 
man Catholic. His father is a Congre- Hfe, who are either sick, obsessed, self- 
gatlonalist. He said he had neglected hypnotized or bearing the burden of 
his church duties of late, but will not do prenatal conditions.”
so in the future. He Is 27 years old.” Mrs. Clara Wagner, of Defiance, Ohio, 
Tbat the above is a cheap fraud, there writes:’ “l am glad to let the readers of 
is not the least doubt. He yras uncon- The Progressive Thinker hear from us. 
soious for a long time in charge of the i am always pleased to • read about 
nuns before the “mysterious appear- ether associations, that are getting 
ance” was visible.—The Citizen, Bos- along all right We have services ev-

Mediumship and Its Development, and How to Mesmerize to Assist! 
Development. An every-day useful instructor in Psychic Science. BJO 
W. II. Bach. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. . p'

Mental Suggestion. By Dr. J. Ochorowiez. Price, $2. . b
Mollie Fancher, or the Brooklyn Enigma. Giving an account of th'oi 

most marvelous case of spirit control on record. By Judge Abram H« 
Dailey. Price, $1.50.

Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks and Traps of Bogus Mediums. By( 
a life-long Spiritualist. Being an expose of how fraudulent mediums, 
perform their tricks. Price, paper, 25 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. A complete and overwhelming refutation! 
of the Bible story of the Deluge. A very interesting pamphlet. Byj 
James M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

Nature Cure. This is an excellent book for suffering humanity. It 
simply tells howto prevent and cure the ills of the flesh in a natural way« 
By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. Price, cloth, fancy $2; common $1.50,

Nemesis of Chautauqua Lake, or Circumstantial Evidence. By Hon« 
A. B. Richmond. Cloth bound. Price, 75 cents.

New Testament Stories Comically Illustrated. By Watson Heston,, 
Price, cloth, $1.50; board cover, $1.

No Beginning. By W. H. Maple. A common sense demonstration of 
the non-existence of a first cause, thereby identifying God with nature. 
Price, 75 cents.

Obsession. How evil spirits influence mortals, and how to guard, 
against the same. A very necessary and interesting study for sensi
tives. By M. Faraday. 23 pages. Price 10 cents.

Oceanides. A story of spirit life, by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, paper 
cover only, 50 cents.

Occult Forces of Sex. Three pamphlets embodied in one volume. Of 
great importance to the race. By Lois Waisbrooker, an advanced social 
reformer. Price 50 cents.

Old and New Psychology. Twenty-four distinct inspirational lec
tures, delivered in New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia, and other 
prominent cities. By W. J. Colville. Price $1.

Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin. Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cts, 
Origin, Development and Destiny of Man. A scientific and philosoph

ical treatise upon a subject of which man never tires—that of himself« 
By Thos. P. Fletcher. Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents.

Our Bible, Who Wrote It, and a Few Thoughts on Other Bibles. By 
Moses Hull. Price, $1.

Out of the Depths Into the Light. This little book will be read witli 
intense interest by thousands. By Samuel Bowles; Airs. Carrie E. S. 
Twing, medium. Price 25 cents.

Palmistry. By Comte de Saint Germain, A. B., L. L AI. Practical 
palmistry, ®r hand reading simplified. Price $1.

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. Dedicated to 
woman everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price, cloth. $1.

Philip Carlisle. By Carlyle Petersilea. A romance, and full of spir
itual thought. Price. $1.

Philosophy of Phenomena. Physical and Metaphysical. Alatter phe
nomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomena. 
Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. AI. Ramsey, Al. D. i’riee, cloth $1, 

Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse. Contains an account of the very 
wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Strat
ford, Conn. By A. J. Davis. Priée, cloth, $1 ; postage 8 cents.

Poems From the Inner Life. These poems (ire full of Sind inspiration 
—are real poetic gems; sweet with tlie highest thought; By Lizzie 
Dot en. Price $1.

Poems of Progress. By Lizzie Doten. Price, $1.
Poems of the Life Beyond and Within. From the poetic inspirations 

of many centuries and of diflerent peoples. Spiritual poetry translated 
from many tongues. By Giles B. Stebbins. I’riee $1.

Political Works of Thomas Paine. Containing the three volumes—< 
“Common Sense,” “The Crisis” and “Rights of Alan”—three volumes 
in one. Just the book for patriotic Americans. Price, cloth $1.

Practical Methods to Insure Success. A valuable little work, full of 
practical instruction in matters pertaining to the physical, mental and. 
spiritual health. Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents.

Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By E. D. Cope, Ph. D., Aleifi- 
ber of the U. S. National Academy of Science, Professor of Zoology in. 
the University of I’etmsylvania. I’riee, cloth, $2.

Prophets of Israel. Comprises in the main popular sketches from Old 
Testament History. By Carl II. Cornill, Doctor of Theology and Pro
fessor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents.

Psychic Experiences. By Ella AI. Dole. I’riee, 50 cents.
Psychic Light. Continuity of Law and Life. By Aland Lord Drake. 

This book is from the pen of an acknowledged leader iii psychic philos
ophy and a successful demonstrator of its phenomena, and one of tho 
oldest advocates of New Thought and Higher ....Education,. Cloth.

tage Grove avenue, Sunday evening, 
Sept. 4. His subect will be "Scientific 
Evidence of the Truth of Spirit Com- 
munlon." Last Sunday, Mr. E. Dlerkess 
gave a very helpful address.

Dr. Freedman, the Australian healer, 
has returned to Chicago, after a visit 
to various camps and the St. Louis 
Fair, and is now located at Hotel Flor
ence, corner of Ogden avenue and West 
Adams street, Chicago.

The First German Spiritualist Society 
of Chicago will hold its second picnic of 
the Beason on September 4, at Relsig’s 
Grove. Good test mediums will be pres
ent. To reach the grove, take the 12th 
street car, and transfer to the 52nd 
street or LaGrange electric cars, which 
pass directly by the grpve.

Daniel W. Hull is lecturing and heal
ing at Olympia. Wash., from which 
place he will answer calls to lecture 
anywhere desired, or attend funerals 
within 24 hours of that place. Address 
him as above.

After a premonition extending over a 
period ot several years, which caused 
him to believe he would lose his life by 
falling from some high place, Orvine 
McLain, a painter living at 210 North 
Seventeenth street, was seriously in
jured Saturday by falling from a church 
steeple at Madison, 8. D. He sustained 
a fractured skull, three broken ribs, a 
fractured leg and other injuries which 

[ it 1b thought will prove fatal. Acting on 
the above premonition, McLain had re
fused for the past two years to work on 
any high ladder during the month of 
August. Last week he wrote a friend 
that he believed some accident was 
about to happen him. Omaha (Neb.) 
Daily News.

Emily E. Philp writes: "The Engle
wood Spiritual Union begins its regu
lar meetings next Sunday, Sept. 4. 
Conterence 2:30 p. m. Lecture 7:30. 
Rev. Harry J. Moore will be with us for 
the month of September.”

Mrs. H. L. Bigelow writes from San 
Jose, Cal.: “The First Spiritual Society 
of San Jose is holding meetings at 
Eagle Hall every Sunday at 11 a. m. 
Conference meeting—subject for last 
and present month, ‘Mediumship.’ in 
the evening, Mrs. M. R. Stone of Santa 
Barbara, occupies the first half of the 
evening in a very acceptable manner. 
She is alive to all the reform move
ments of the day, showing that all Spir
itualists should learn how to live here 
and now. The latter part of the even
ing is spent in listening to Sister Eliza- 
bethHolmes give spirit messages,which 
she does in an unobtrusive, lady-like 
way. On last Sunday six delegates 
were elected to attend the state conven
tion at Oakland. We hope to have a 
cuccessful meeting. It is pleasant to 
meet friends and co workers at least 
once a year."

Mary A Speight writes: “The Ladies’ 
Aid Society of the Englewood Spiritual 
Union will hold a ten cent test circle 
and Social Wednesday evening, Sept. 7, 
at the home of Mrs. Cochonour, 759 W. 
63rd Place. A good programme has 
been prepared and good mediums will 
give messages from the loved ones on 
the other side. A cordial welcome is 
extended to all. Come out and help the 
cause along."

thinker.”
W. J. Howes writes: “We have closed 

our hall after five months of very suc
cessful work, more especially so when 
we consider that my dear wife and I 
opened our meetings in the heart of an 
orthodox neighborhood where the teach
ings of true Spiritualism were almost 
unknown to them, and it has certainly 
done our hearts good, and made us 
know that our labors have not been in 
vain, by the many visits we have re
ceived at our home, to wish us a pleas
ant journey and a safe return from our 
vacation, as they are very anxious for 
us to continue our meetings, which we 
shall do about the end of September."

Mrs. C. H. Mullins writes: “The ninth 
Band of Harmony social will be held at 
my home, 2157 W. Monroe street, 
Thursday, September 1, afternoon and 
evening. Coffee will be served as usual 
at six o’clock. The book enutled 'The 
Aristocracy of Health,’ will be raffled. 
Afternoon session will convene at 3; 
evening, at 8 o’clock. Air are welcome.”

A number of ladies from Chicago met 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Brookins, 
In Wheaton, Ill., on Wednesday of last 
week. Friends were present from 
Wheaton, Aurora, (?len Ellyn and Aus
tin. Old friends greeted each other 
and new friendships were formed. 
Lunch tables were spread under the 
trees where the sunlight’s flickering 
shadows played, and the breezes wafted 
perfume from the gorgeous beds of flow
ers near by. Ajnore perfect day could 
not have been given for the occasion. 
Several mediums were presept, and 
after the repast the spirit friends, ever 

1 eager to make themselves known to 
waiting mortals when the opportunity 
is given them, came with words of in- 

¡ spiration and comfort, and many mes
sages were given. Geo. H. Brooks, 
who has just returned from a trip to 
California, spoke most beautifully of 
what life means to the true Spiritualist. 
Others followed with'appropriate and 
feeling little talks on the beauty, com
fort and truth of our philosophy. Mrs. 
Brookins is secretary and her son is 
vice-president of the Wheaton Spirit
ualist Society.

Mrs. Josie K. Folsom has, on account 
of ill healtn, been compelled to cancel 
all camp engagements. She is strug
gling along doing her best to keep the 
work going in St. Louis. Mr. C. W. 
Stewart is still assisting in the public 
work and the audiences are Increasing. 
Many World’s Fair visitors dropping in 
at all the meetings, from varlous parts 
of the country. Mrs. Folsom gave inde
pendent writing last Sunday In full 
electric light, obtaining some twenty 
messages in four or five different col
ors. Her power in this phase is in
creasing all the time.

J. P. Pattison writes in reference to 
psychic or magnetic healing: “The Spir
itualists as a very general rule, and the 
mediums as well as the laity, when they 
get sick send post haste for a medical 
doctor. Now I want to know why this 
is. Spiritualists, and mediums espe
cially, are the easiest people in the 
world for a psychic healer to cure, and 
they certainly ought to be aware ot that 
fact. I have.'bpred people who have 
been given utUto dje by their doctor 
and family, ajfld I have also cured peo
ple who havé'üeen’.told by several doc
tors that théy wete Incurable. Now 
the truth is, 1','have.never had one sin
gle case but jyhat the doctors have ut
terly failed on before I got hold of. it. 
On two different occasions I know my 
wife would have passed to the spirit 
world but for Hie WQrk of Mr. Taylor, a 
friend of mine, who is a finely devel
oped psychicjhealeh’ I think this is a. 
question that should receive some at
tention for hdmanlty's sake.”

Psychologists are drifting away from 
the idea that therejis such a thing as 
masculine and fen&ilne mind. Mind 
is mind, whether belonging to a man or 
a woman, itíú'd grows like what it is 
called upon to perform, and adapt itself 
to its surroundings. Ruskin had read 
all of woman’s past, historical, political, 
and domestic. He,had studied the pe
riods of England's'; greatest advance
ment under the reigns of Elizabeth, 
Ann, and Victoria, and knew their intel
lect for “sweet ordering, arrangement, 
and decision.” He thought that the ad
vice and direction of a good mother and 
a true wife has placed more men in the 
front rank of the world’s heroes than 
all the cunning of diplomats, the sub- 

I tlety of politicians, and the warfare of

Full of Good Things.
To the Editor:—Your last issue of

The Progressive Thinker, Aug. 27, is an 
extremely Interesting number,and is full 
of good things; one of them is the letter 
from Wm. Rausmayer, of Columbus, O. 
1 have been a Spiritualist for nearly 
thirty years, and have been an active 
worker part of the time as an officer In 
different societies. I subscribe most 
heartily to all Mr. Rausmayer has said.

He has indicated the only way to se
cure satisfactory results. It has been 
my strong conviction for years that the 
practice of mediumship will never 
reach the high field of usefulness to 
which it belongs until it withdraws 
from publicity and is divested of com
mercialism. Will mediumship grow 
then? Yes, like the flower that is cul
tivated and properly cared for, and our 
spirit friends will be only too glad to 
assist in developing and nourishing 
such flowers. We will then have a 
Spiritualism worthy of our most exalted 
conception and conscientious work. 
May we not hasten the day when we 
can receive advice, instruction and in
spiration from our higher friends, witn- 
out having its value measured by our 
standard of commercial value?

Chicago, Ill. P. C. NORTON.

bound. Price, $1.50.
Psychography. Marvelous 

through the mediumship of 
Price, ,$2, postpaid.

Psychometry. Its Science 
Grumbine. Price, 50 cents.

manifestai ions of Psychic Power, given 
Fred P. Evans. Profusely illustrated.

and Law of Unfoldment. By J. Ç. F.

Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second paragraph in book, last two lines 
reads: “Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite another 
thing for women and children. By Helen 11. Gardner. I’riee 10 cents.

Radiant Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relation to Modern Astro
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Observatory, 
Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams.” Price $1.75.

Realization. A Course of Lessons Upon the Inner .Nature of the 
Self. By Loraine Follett. Brice, 50 cents.

Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. I’riee, leatherette, 75 cents; 
paper, 50 cents;

Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Universe, and the Law of 
Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly improved. 
By AI. Faraday. I’riee 15 cents.

Religions and Theological works of Thomas Paine. Here is a book 
that should be in the library of every Spiritualist and Freethinker in the 
land. Price, cloth, $1.

Religion. A profound philosophical treatise on this world-wide sub
ject of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the spir
itual rostrum. By E. D. Babbitt. Price, cloth $1; paper, 50e; postage, 
10 cents.

Religion of Science. Treats of Principles, Faith and Doctrines, Im
mortality, Mythology and Religion, Christ and the Christians, Catho
licity of the Religious Spirit. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, muslin, 50 cts.

Rending the Vail. Given through the mediumship of AV. W. Aber. 
Price, $1.50; postage, 25 cents.

Right Generation, the Key to the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. An 
appeal to reason and man’s highest aspirations. By Dr. AI. E. Conger. 
Price, board cover, 75 cents; leatherette, 50 cents.

Right Living. This book gives an admirable course of study in eth
ics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted to the 
comprehension of children. By Susan II. Wixon. Price, cloth, $1.

Rights of Man. Being an answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon the 
French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo; 279 pages. Price, 
paper, 30 cents: cloth, 50 cents.

Schopenhauer’s Essays. Translated by T. B. Saunders. Price 75 cts.
Sixth and Seventh Book of Moses. Translated from the ancient He

brew. Price, $1.
Science of Spirit Return. By one of the scientific minds of The Pro

gressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought. 
By Charles Dawbarn.. Price 10 cents.

Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D Babbitt, AI. D. Price,

■1
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hThe sun sheds Its golden rays o’er the
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CUHUUjt , --be served in the dining-room at the I gie and John D. RocReteiier. ut trusts t nave jyceuiu uu mmclose of the morning and afternoon ses- Mr. Debs declared that If all the trusts [ evening. We get the Progressive 
Bions, by the Ladles’ Auxiliary. I should be crushed at once they would ceum, and think It is a great help.'

N..
—Chicago Tribune.

generals. Woman is entering the 
lyorld’s contests now. and mind, as ex
pressed through woman, is thereforepressea uirougu wumtui, is uic.c,ulD, text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
having new channels ^or Its expression. | taught by-. Adepts of Hermetic Phlloso-

~ —<. fihï« ftlca ?2 aer volume.

THE DAY.

bis many friends will welcome him to 
the convention. The music will be un
der the direction of Prof. Paul Zum- 
bach and the following artists will take 
part: Mrs. Paul Zumbach, soprano; 
Mrs. W. Thurston, alto; Mr. Paul Zum
bach, tenor; Mr. W. L. Winter, bass; 
Miss Carrie. Zumbach, accompanist. 
See railroad agents at your home sta
tions as to rates of one and one-third 
fares on certificate plan.- Admission, 
personal members, 51 ; season tickets. 
75 cents; evening meeting, 26 cents;

'- Sunday afternoon, 15 cents. Lunch will

ton, Mass. cry Sunday evening at • 7:30. Last
At the Chesterfield camp of the Indi- Sunday the subject was ‘Sunflowers,’ 

ana Association of Spiritualists, Eugene and the angel guides told us to decorate 
V. Debs did not attract as many people the hall with them. When I entered 
as expected. The attendance was the hall in the evening my heart was 
about 3,5)80. The absence of a labor or- filled with joy, for the members had 
ganization, -was also disappointing to brought flowers, and they made the 
the association, but many members of hall look beautiful. At first we had 
labor unions attended as individuals, singing, speaking and reciting of poetry 
Mr. Debs spoke for nearly two hours by the little folks, which was very 
and discussed economic, political and much enjoyed. After the lecture I gave 
social conditions that relate to labor, a few tests. We held a picnic a few 
He denounced the financial methods weeks ago for the little folks, which 
and the philanthropy of Andrew Carne- seemed to please them very much. We 
gie and John D. Rockefeller. Of trusts have lyceum teachings on Thursday 
Mr. Debs declared that if all the trusts evening. We get the Progressive Ly-

Nature with outspreading wings 
light,

Has drawn its veil away. 
And left its glistening gems in sight

To hallow the new bom day.
And the dowers with the breath 

heaven,
As angels bless the morn

For the glorious day that is given 
To us on earth is born.

earth
As a halo over all, 

Spreading its light with a crown 
mirth,

Dedes the shadows to fall.
But to life there is nothing eternal, 

For all must pass away;
As death has proclaimed the removal, 

Night succeeds the day,
As the moon in its cold, bright glitter, 

Looks calmly In the night,
With its heavenly host of treasure. 

As a silent watch in sight 1
The bright gentle stars in the heavens 

Come as a. promise rare
To show us that other worlds are given 

As onward they disappear.
But as the heavenly torches of night 

Sink silently away,
Stretch forth thy helping hand of light 

To souls of another day.
—Frances E. Woods.

“Handy Electrical Dictionary.” a 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions ot every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price 35 cents.

“Continuity ot Lire a Cosmic Truth.'* 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject. Price, cloth, 81. .

'The .Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a

paper, 15 cents.
Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. A series nf tures by C. AV. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50. S of lec’

.Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs Mattie F ' IT li
An attractive little volume, neatly bound in cloth Price 75

------- J -------------T TJT.. J„„„ n.*111 ttmav«»* ---------- ,
Spiritism. Mrs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s theories in regard to it. By Ex-Judge Abram II. Dailey, ex-president of the Medici ' 

Legal Society of New York. Price 25 cents.
Spiritualism of Nature. By Prof. AV. M. Lockwood. Price 15 cents 4
Standing up for Jesus, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Alaga- ; 

zine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic Price 4 cents; 25 copies for 50 cents. ' ■
Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega

tion and social circles. -By J. Af. Peebles and J. O. Barrett- E IL Bailey, musical editor. Price $1.25. Postage 14 cents. '
Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational songsi adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and fam3 1 

■iliea, By -Mattie E. Hull, Price 10 cents. z -h *
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go

may

Sometimes the loss comes by acci
dent, unavoidable, yet a. great propor- daughter.

Flilly /YqsiVeiedum.

of the sense of 
much more just 
than is the idea

Bald it was?
A. The -expression 

the people shows how 
and merciful they are

There is no death! The leaves 
fall,

Creery. 4
There is no death! The stars 

down
To rise upon some fairer shore;

Dr. Parker: Q. A young mother 
' died here recently, leaving two young 

children. Everyone is saying, “What a 
pity! It is too bad!” Can it be too 
bad if it be God’s will, as the preacher

i’ÁN»

Tills department is under the man- 
Igement of

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Address him at Berlin Heights,"Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a" host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear-, 
Ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as- 
tertIve, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letton of in
quiry. The supply of matter b ihvays 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must bo given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents' Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

died just as social reform clubs have Spirit Photography and Materialization.

Notes of the City, of^i^ii Assembly.The Spirit World a Shadow of This.

PREMIUMS:ect-

The open door is mediumship. The

25 cents.

in the Spirit World.
S. M. KINGSLEY.ceum day. Spirit Lands.

by Dr. J. M,

thing was pronounced ‘done.’ Mr. C.

the

lege in every state in the Union. If

and

and
bed. MRS. A. BOWEN-COOPER. andIndianapolis, Ind.

WHY I LOVE THE LYCEUM.

read,

scious. This is about one 
fifty, and tne unconscious is 
less and less. Thus, leaving 
spirits, would be leaving It 
“blind leading the blind.”

time in 
growing 

it to the 
to the

Mr. 
one

pounced it as sudi. But soon

A8 THE WISCONSIN PHILOSOPHER 
SEES IT.

And since I lové the Lyceum 
I wish to see it grow.

Until Spiritualism into
Each heart and home may go.

—Roy A. Tracy.

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USB 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS. ,

“Just How .to Wake the Spiar Fie®- ®-” By ¿Hsabsîà Towne. VeltrnblQ

Price 25 cents.
3. A Wanderer in the 

Price 25 cents.
4. Seers of the Ages, 

Peebles. Price 25 cents.

I When in tlie spring of 1863 I first saw 
I a spirit photograph I was disposed to 
accept it as a new phase of spirit phe
nomena. The Herald of Progress an-

scribed the locality so exactly that 
Humphreys recognized it as being 
of two places on the road.

Mail coaches took fire after

2. Vol. 3 of tho Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life ' ............

1. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book this year. Price or

LILÏ DALE.
. J in. 31 '
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tlon are the result of ignorance, and 
might be avoided, if our knowledge was 
increased. Spiritualism offers greatest 
consolation, by its assurance of a con
tinuation of life on a higher plane, yet 

। in instances, like tills where a mother 
Ils taken from her children, whose care 
is her greatest happiness, not only are 
they deprived of her ministrations, but 
she of - the privilege, to which nothing 
in her new life can offer a substitute. 
If tills life were all, such loss would be 
irretrievable and consolation a .mock
ery. But if this life is only a brief mo
ment to the future of the spirit, then 
are we assured that these afflictions 
and. losses, tlie apparent injustice and 
cruelty, will pass like a dream, and be 
overshadowed by the transcendent per
fection of the future, life which knows 
no parting.

J. B. Scott: Q. A friend says she 
desires to believe in Spiritualism, but 
cannot because one who passed from 
this life, before departing, faithfully 
promised to return and communicate, 
and has not done so. Is she right in 
lier conclusions?

A. If you do not furnish the condi
tions for communication with a spirit 
friend, how can you expect that friend 
to communicate? You go to a distant 
city, and before you leave you promise 
when you reach your destination to at 
once telegraph your home people. 
When you arrive -you find the lines 
down, or the operator absent and fail to 
keep your promise. Would it be rea
sonable for your friends to conclude 
I’ou hud not reached the city, or per
ished by the way? It is not often that 
such promises of departing friends can 
be kept. The difficulties are too great, 
and the spirit in despair ceases to make 
file effort.

High School Student, Alameda, Cal.: 
Q. What is the condition of space as 
to light and heat? What is the energy 
of the sun?

A. The interstellar space is filled 
with a form of exceedingly attenuated 
matter termed ether, which offers little, 
if any resistance to the revolving orbs.' 
Although vibrations of light and heat 
are transmitted through it constantly 
from every star in its immensity, it re
tains .neither. Its temperature is near 
or if not absolute zero, or that point 
where matter loses all motion and 
comes to rest. This absolute zero has 
been fixed at 523 degrees Fahr. That 
the heat of the sun passes through 
space without raising ’ it above this 
temperature,- Is proven by the fact that 
under the vertical sun of the tropics,, 
ice on the mountains only three miles 
above the surface, remains unmelted, 
and cirrus clouds formed of snow crys
tals, float in the air at about the same 
height.

The enveloping atmosphere by retain
ing the beat received, protects the earth 
by preventing radiation from the cold 
of space. The penetration of the lower, 
warmer strata by the cold upper cur
rents accounts for the sudden changes 
to extreme cold, and blizzard winds.

The vibrations of heat thrown off by 
the sun pass to the infinite coast-lines 
of space, unless they meet obstruction, 
such as the surface of the planets pre
sent. Against these they beat, and the 
blanketing atmosphere retains the heat 
thus qvolved.

if an observer could be transported 
out into free space, his eyes would see 
the stars as points of light, and the sun 
as a brilliant globe, but there would be 
no radiation and reflection, softening 
and diffusing the rays. The stars

Were there a God that created the 
universe, tlie latter would necessarily 
be his shadow, idea, reflection, or repre
sentation of himself. ' A picture from 
tho hand of tlie artist, is Ills idea, 
shadow. Insinuate to him that the pic
ture is the real, and himself tlie shadow 
and how quickly he would resent it.

The spirit world is a creation, Idea, 
shadow, of the earth world. “First tlie 
natural, then the spiritual,” is a dem
onstrated truth. Everywhere about us, 
above and beneath us, iB' observed the 
coarse before the fine, the former pro
ducing the latter. In mifii the coarse 
savage produces the fine civilized. In 
spirit land, man’s spirit body is coarse 
at first, and gets finer by age. Of the 
earth earthy, it is the mineral before 
the loam. In vegetation the bitter 
evolves the sweet. By a similar law 
was the spirit world created by the 
earth world. Without the latter there 
could be no former; also without first 
a human physical body there could be 
no human spirit body.

As no life is born of the spirit, there 
being no births in Summerland, it is 
absolutely certain that there never was 
an inhabitant there until it first existed 
here. No intelligent spirit dentes this.

There is physical and intellectual 
beauty. The beautiful architecture, 
scenery, fruits, flowers, etc., of spirit 
land are all physical. There is great 
intellectual beauty there. It had its or
igin here. |

The first crude locomotive engine, not 
the subsequent Improvements, was tlie 
real. The present ocean palace is the 
shadow of the little steam vessel that 
Robert Fulton launched upon the Hud
son. It might be argued that mundane 
Inventors have spirit help, which In
creases the success. This would be 
true. It would also be true that the 
spirit help was sprung into being in 
this so-called lower world. In astrono
my there is no up nor down.

The mortal can thwart the spirit with 
greater power than the spirit can the 
mortal. No spirit can control a medium 
when the medium knows himself, and 
says no.

The situation but enhances tlie charm 
and wisdom of the intercommunication.

On Thursday morning, August 18, a 
rumor spread quicklyijiyerlithe grouhds 
that Chairman Bari’ettiiwatViabout to say 
good-bye to his largo arnry of friends 
and seek tlie preclncttkot ibis home in 
Maine, where lie haHnbeour nominated 
Democratic candldaterjior state senator 
of the old Pine Tree Htate.n , '

Following tho aiteviiooik.lecture, the 
period of his resignatloibblMrs. R. 8. 
Lillie came, forward ajul expressed in 
eloquent words the rqgcetrUiat was felt 
over our loss, She called attention to 
the splendid work Mr. Barrett had been 
doing for years along various lines for 

I the cause of Spiritualism, and assured 
। him that best wishes fqr his success In 
the new field of labor, would go with 
him. Cheers were frequent (luring her 
remarks, and Mr. Barrett responded in 
earnest tone, saying he should carry 
with him the memory of the strong 
friendships left behind/and, that they 
would serve as a stimulus for the efforts 
be would make to secure better legisla-, 
tlon, if it should become Ills privilege 
Btyio do. It wo? a significant fact' that 
Waxen he was a candidate at Needham, 
for the Massachusetts legislature two 
years ago, he received the votes of the 
five orthodox ministers of that wide
awake town. ",

Mr. Jphn T. Lillie of California, who 
is a favorite of everybody, was ap
pointed to fill the vacant chair,an honor 
he very modestly accepted, and illus
trated his willingness to serve by the 
story of a sailor who,' landing in a 
strange town found his way. into the

died, because they did not know what 
to do.

On . Sunday morning, Rev. Paul Ty
ner, pastor of the New Thought Church 
at Mt. Vernon, N, Y., appeared tor the 
first time at the City of Light, and atter 
congregational singing, was happily in
troduced by Chairman Lillie. Mr. Ty
ner said: “I am profoundly grateful to 
have the privilege of giving such 
thought as I may to the purpose to 
which Lily Dale is dedicated, and I feel

U Read This List of ||

Judge O. G. Richards: Q. What 
Will be the condition of persons in spirit 
life who have lost their minds by dis
ease,x>r age?

A. The spirit for a time retains the 
Influences of earth-life, but ultimately 
these are thrown off and the spirit is 
free from any and every fetter and 
bond of its past physical life.

This question in another form, has 
been recently answered more fully. It 
appears to be recurrent in the minds of 
thinkers, and none has been more fre
quently presented for answer. The 
failing of tlie mind by the weakening of 
the body by disease or age, has been 
taken among the strongest arguments 
against its independent existence. 
Spiritualism, however, gives, a clear 
and satisfactory answer.

would be seen projected against a black 
wall of absolute darkness. The sun’s 
heat would strike the face but the su
preme cold would not allow of itp being 
felt.

A great deal is said by scientific 
writers of the “energy of the sun,” and 
in a loose and misleading manner. To 
say heat and light are caused by this 
energy, is simply verbiage without 
meaning. Light and heat are forms of 
energy of themBelyés. The sun appar
ently is the great dynamo of the solar 
system, evolving light, heat, electricity, 
magnetism, actinic and unknown forces, 
and sending them out in ceaseless 
floods without change or diminution. 
What turns the dynamo, the force or 
energy behind it all, terrific, sublime, 
Incomprehensible, no one has ever in
terpreted, no one has approached, and 
before the problem the egotism of sci
ence is humbled into silence.

‘'Curtis Weekin: -Q. Where can I 
Tiafl the poem ‘There Is No Death?" 
and who is the author?

A. Asi cannot refer this correspond
ent to any collection containing this 
splendid poetical gem, which sparkles 
with the brilliant light of Spiritualism, 
I reproduce it Its author is J. L. Mc-

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

' [Obituaries to tlie extent of ten lines' 
only will be Inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

-■And bright in heaven’s jeweled crown 
They shine forevermore.

There is no death! The dust we tread
Shall change beneath the summer 

showers
To golden grain or mellow fruit 

Or rainbow-tinted flowers.
The granite rocks disorganize,

And feed the hungry moss they bear;
The forest leaves drink daily life, 

From out the viewless air.

Passed to spirit life, from Spring- 
field, Mo., Aug. 12, 1904, Mrs. Tamar S. 
Wright, widow of Wm. A. Wright. She 
was born March 3, 1837. In the midst 
of the long and severe suffering of our 
good Sister Wright, from a cancerous 
affection, the spiritual philosophy which 
had been her staff and her comfort so 
long while in health, still cheered and 
sustained her. It was her special re
quest that I should officiate at her 
tuneral service, as I had also done at 
the funeral of her husband.

I JAMES MADISON ALLEN.

And flowers may fade and pass away; 
They only wait throuh wintry hours, 

The coming of the May.
Where'er he sees a smile too bright, 

Or heart too pure for taint and vice, 
He bears it to that world of light, 

To dwell in Paradise.
There is no death! An angel form

Walks o’er the earth with silent 
tread;

He bears our best loved things away;
And then we call them ’dead.”

He leaves our hearts all desolate, 
He plucks our fairest, sweetest flow

ers;
Transplanted into bliss, they now 

Adorn immortal bowers.
Bcfrn into that undying life, 

They leave us but to come again;
Witli joy we welcome them the same 

Except their sin and pain.
The bird-like voice, whose joyous tones, 

Made glad these scenes of sin and 
strife,

Eihgs now an everlasting song 
Around the tree of life.

And ever near us, though'unseen. 
The dear immortal spirits tread;

For all the boundless universe 
Is life—there are no dead.

door swings to the mortal side. The 
mortal, absolutely, holds the key. The 
fate of all past Spiritualist movements 
has been decided by the mortal world. 
It will be so this time.

We are now in an age when no unedu
cated movement can win. The Univer
saliste, Unitarians, and Methodists all 
understood It. Even the Catholics are 
that sharp. Neither does any one Insti
tution trust the others to educate it. 
The Chicago University has got clear 
of Baptist control, but it still knows no 
more about Spiritualism, mediumship, 
Intercommunication, obsession, spirit 
life, spirit progress, and upper world 
conditions generally, and their extra im
portant relations to this world’s condi
tions than a last year’s bird’s nest. 
The Chicago University, liberal as it Is, 
would lead Spiritualism to its everlast
ing death. It would be landed so low 
that ten thousand Spiritualist journals 
couldn’t save IL

It is argued that we need to care for 
the worn-out mediums first. I have no
ticed that since the Spiritualist college 
started, money for the Mediums’ Relief 
Fund has been more generous. Noth
ing commands confidence like educa
tion. A Spiritualist, now passed to 
spirit life, .told me he had arranged to 
leave about ten thousand dollars to a 
Christian institution. He couldn’t."trust 
the intelligence of Spiritualists to wise
ly handle it.

Giving is habit. The more people 
give the more they will give. It is 
easier; to get money for the Mediums’ 
Relief Fund and the college together, 
than for either separately. The life of 
the college means the life of the me
dium.

The enlightened are always more gen
erous than the unenlightened. The 
reason present-day capitalists are more 
generous towards education is because 
they are more enlightened than the cap
italists of the past.

I wish there was a Spiritualist col-

open door where a revival was in prog
ress, just In time to hear the leader 
who was elucidating the parable of the 
sheep and the goats, shouting in ringing 
tones, who would be the goat? The 
sailor, impressed with the importance 
of the question, and seeing the unre
sponsive attitude of the audience, 
pushed to the front and said, “Why, 
parson, rather than not have this thing 
go on. I’ll be the goat!” And so Mr. 
Lillie,was heartily applauded, and duly 
inaugurated, and makes a magnificent 
chairman. A large delegation attended 
Mr. Barrett to the station in the early 
evening for the last grasp of his 
friendly hand to wish him God speed.

Thursday afternoon Mr. Willard J, 
Hull discoursed on Economic Equality. 
He said, “The God idea in any race is 
commensurate with the moral and in
tellectual. development of Its people, 
and has come as the cry., the eternal 
quest and reach for liberty and free
dom."

Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, of Philadel
phia; Mrs. M. Ripley, of Toronto, Can., 
also H. H. H.unt, of Conneaut, Ohio., 
are old time visitors at the camp.

Mrs. Flora Cabbell, of Washington, D. 
C., and Mrs. Sadie Billipgs, of Boston, 
are spending the season at the Leolyn.

Mrs. Charlotte Gilman of,New York, 
made her second appearance on Friday; 
with Human Nature ¿or .tfier theme. 
She said in part, “You cannot be unnat
ural because you are,giving. In nature. 
Cancers and tumors and njjerobes are 
just as natural as pussy pfits. Human 
nature Is a part of God’s world. We

I can best employ the moments endeav-, 
oring to got at a realization of the nat
ural and the spiritual, We are begin
ning to understand the effort of alljhe 
past ages, to bring the spiritual into 
actual realization. Looking back we 
seo in the struggle that we have been 
sadly misled, the attainment of our di
vine desire delayed. The ascetism of 
the east has been carried into the or
thodox faith and thy have thought to 
realize the spiritual by separating it 
from the natural. We see thejnistake 
in the wars and conflicts, the death in 
lite that has walked among ub. Walt 
Whitman said, ‘All things that are nat- 

iural are divine,’ and the converse is 
equally true. The highest hopes of the 
race depend on coming into a realiza
tion of the spiritual through the natu
ral, the soul manifesting through highly 
cultivated conditions of the natural. 
Emerson, walking the streets of Con
cord and being told the end of the 
world was near, replied, ‘Well I shall 
get along very well without it!’ The 
glory of this world comes only when 
we seek first the kingdom of heaven 
and its righteousness, confident that all 
things else without stint or limit will 
be added unto us."

The platform was occupied Sunday 
afternoon by Mr. Hull,who reviewed the 
great work that had been accomplished 
and complimented the burden-bearers 
of the City of Light for the unalloyed 
joy that inspires every clean-minded 
worker that comes here.

Monday afternoon a conference of the 
mediums was called by Chairman Lillie, 
which was largely attended and fraught 
with deep interest and profit for one 
and all.

On Tuesday afternoon Paul Tyner 
discoursed on Living Forever. Mr. Ty
ner avowed his full belief in the facts 
and phenomena of Spiritualism, as evi
dence of its truth had been received di
rect and personally. He said: "1 do not 
remember the time when I did not see 
what was happening beyond the seas 
and over the mountains."

On Wednesday afternoon Mrs. Kate 
Alexander of Columbus, Ohio, gave a 
delightful talk on birds, their habits and

cd what convinced me at the time that 
it was a fraud, and the editort, A. J. 
Davis and C. M. Plumb, kindly printed 
my exposure headed, "How the Pseudo- 
Spirit Photographs Are Produced.” 
From that article I now quote a para
graph:

“Again, take the photograph of a 
lady with a spirit guitar on her lap. 
Here tlie fraud is palpable. A spirit 
guitar would be supposed to have a 
back-board as well as a belly-board. 
This picture represents only the latter. 
The sound-hole in the center being 
black is of course transparent on the 

i plate and shows everything through it 
distinctly. Hence you see the fringe of 
the lady's shawl and tlie folds of drap
ery through the hole in the guitar, as 
it it had no back. Is it possible that 
the spirit iq this case has attempted to 
convince skeptics of the existence of a 
spirit guitar with the back-board gone? 
Do the spirits play on broken instru
ments, which from tlie nature of the 
case, could make no music? If this 
guitar had had a back to it, we might 
have believed in its spiritual origin; 
as it is we must conclude that It Is a 
sham.” '

But despite this exposure Editor 
Plumb still credited the fact of spirit

peuliarities. Scarce one among the 
feathered songsters escaped her unique 
descriptions, such an immense flock 
passed under Upr vivid delineation. 
The exercises were prefaced by sweet 
bird songs rendered by a quartet of ly- 
ceum children.

The daily meetings at Forest Temple 
attract great numbers and are of ines
timable value to the student who is in
terested in all phases of mental mani
festations.

C. Fanny Allvn and Tillie Reynolds 
are the new speakers who will be with 
us next week. September 2 will be ly-

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual- 
Istic, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro
gressive Thinker.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and then you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

have an Idea that bamiess: is natural 
and goodness an extra, thing that costs 
a great deal. Our failures aqe traceable 
to a beginning, to whçre - ¿he savage 
built into thé mind of/ the race -ills 
crude misconception. .. Physical hered
ity, human and social heredity are 
what counts. .Foreign^./¡accept our 
institutions and beqomç./Americans, 
Humanity Includes 'pv.éry ÿwer Ipy,es 
and our first duty is to,Wyç, God in the 
human race. The world isn’t within a

How He Escaped.
Capt. J. A. Humphreys, a veteran of 

the civil war, Spiritualist and healer, 
lies in bed at his home, 1706 N. Ala
bama street, Indianapolis, Ind., suffer
ing from a terrible shake-up and 
bruises received in a fearful wreck on 
the Vandalia railroad at Plainfield, Ind., 
August 8, a wreck remarkable in es
capes fromdeAth.

photography through the medium 
Mumler, though little more was said ed
itorially about it. Nor was it long be
fore Mr. Plumb received by mail a real ■ 
photograph of an old lady and another 
photograph of a man with an exact re
production on the background of the 
picture of the old lady as a spirit. My 
theory was proved.

For many years thereafter 1 scouted 
spirit photography until at last I was 
compelled to believe in it. Dr. Theo
dore Hansman of this city, was such a 
skeptic in regard to spirit manifesta
tions twenty years ago that he pitied 
me and others for being deluded by 
them. But on investigation he became 
convinced and" is now not only a most 
enthusiastic Spiritualist, but. he lias 
been for several years a medium for 
spirit photography and has a great 
number of specimens, which he gladly 
exhibits and explains to visitors. But 
I am not aware that he ever takes pay 
for such work, though if he did it 
would be all right. No one who knows 
him well doubts his integrity.

And now I have two remarkable 
specimens of spirit photoraphy. One is 
a picture of George Christy, the min
strel, in costume. It was presented to 
me by S. K. Hall, an aged Spiritualist, 
and on the back of it is written by him 
the following, dated, 'Washington, D. C., 
July 8, 1898.

"Sometime in the winter of 1895 the 
spirit control of Pierre Keeler, George 
Christy, wrote a brief note to Mr. Chap
man, late clerk in the U. S. Geodetic 
Survey, responding to a question, 
‘Would he go-with him to William Kee
ler and give him (Chapman) his photo
graph?’ The note read in answer: 
‘Bring your slide here containing the 
plate and you will need no camera. 1 
will give you my picture in costume as 
I was wont to appear on the stage"! Mr. 
Chapman did as directed, bringing Mrs. 
Chapman with him. He placed the sen
sitized plate in the slide and locked it 
with a screw. Mrs. C. and Keeler held 
the slide and in a moment or two the

Remember, please, that it costs ten 
cents to get a personal check at a bank 
In Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent.

Remember, please, that wo have only 
four books which we send out now for 
25 cents each. Vve cannot allow you to 
select any other book in tho list at that price.

Remember, please, that you are not 
entitled to any of Uie Premium Books 
unless you send in with your order a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive Thinker.

Remember, please, that tho safest way 
to make a remittance is to securo a pos. 
tai order.

Remember, please, that these books 
are used exclusively as premiums, the 
editor desiring no profits, his solo ob
ject being to do a HUMANITARIAN 
WORK ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC, 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not lor sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistakes and 
trouble may be avoided by dealing dl- I rect with this office, instead of through 
a news agent.

Remember, please, that all of our 
Premium Books are neatly and substan
tially bound in cloth, and arc an orna
ment to any library.

I Read our Premium Offer, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send 31 for The 
Progressive Thinker when you desira 
one or more premium books. Pleaso 
bear this In mind.

Every person who sends in a yearly 
subscription to 'ibe Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make his selection from the 
following list for TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS:

Two in one month and two days. 
Brother Joe left us first on June 9, from 
the result of paralysis. He was only 
37 years of age. How he suffered, God 
only knows. He left our hearts bo deso
late.

Mother's grief over her darling boy 
was too great for her weakened condi
tion and age, 77 years. On July 11, she, 
too, left us. She was only confined to 
her bed six days. She said she had 
lived long enough and must go; she
wanted to join those gone on 

Tlie ladies of the G. A. R.
the services at the grave, 
bearers were selected from 
family—her two sons, James 
dore Reeder, of Columbus,

of God they entertain. The conflict is 
between the superior .views of to-day, 
and the ideas Inherited from a benight
ed past Yes, it is “too bad," and a 
“.pity,” that such bereavements come, 
and little consolation is gained by the 
common assurance that they are for the 
best, and God’s will. It is vain to at
tempt to submit to the decrees of such 
a God, and superstition only can hold 
the revolting soul in thrall.

before.
conducted 
The pall- 
her own

and Theo- 
Ohio; her

two sons-in-law, W. C. Mann and Dell 
Brown, of Louisville; her two grand
daughters, Mrs. Grace McKee of Colum
bus, and Mrs. Mary Kircher, of Louis
ville, Ky. She is survived by three 
sons, James, Theodore and John Reeder 
of Columbus, Ohio, and two daughters, 
Mrs. Mary Mann, 829 Eighth street, 
Louisville, Ky., and Mrs. Anna Brown. 
We thank the, many friends for their 
tokens of sympathy, and the ladies of 
the church who sang, "Whatever starry 
path they took, their spirits will re
trace their way and visit those they left 
behind.” Perhaps their thoughts, like 
golden shafts of light, will penetrate 
the gloomy chambers of their hearts 
and fill them with celestial hope. They 
are not dead; their souls were born in 
spirit land.

MRS. MARI C." MANN.
Louisville, Ky.

there were, no two would be alike, any 
more than there are two local meetings 
alike. Those who don’t like the style 
of the present college, if they would be 
wise; if they won’t encourage it, they 
would not hinder.’

Spiritualism has as many different 
views as a kaleidoscope. No single 
view can please all. No one president 
of any Spiritualist college can perfect 
it. Such a thing was never yet done. 
One thing is certain; if the college is 
never started it will never be.

It is certain that Spiritualism can’t 
be left to the guidance of the upper 
world. "Like attracts like." Unen
lightened mediums attract unenlight
ened controls. There are exceptions. 
It is where the mediumship is uncon-

John F. Rich passed to spirit life, at 
his home, at Summertown, Tenn., Aug. 
21, 1904. . He was born in Exeter, Me,, 
May 8, 1839. He joined the I. O. O. F. 
Lodge at the age of 21 ; moved to Wis
consin in 1854, and to this vicinity in 
1876. Funeral services were held at 
his home, conducted by the I. O. O. F. 
and Rebekah lodges of this places, with 
appropriate biographical remarks by 
neighbor J. J. Crane. He has been a 
considerate student of Modern Spirit
ualism since its beginning. He was too 
appreciative of his fellow-man to con
sider any punishment, here or here
after, just that did more than to reform 
and lead to a better life. He seldom 
failed to drop a progressive thought 
that would set some one to thinking. 
He leaves a widow, two sons and one

There are millions of money with the 
Spiritualists. Those who oppose the 
Spiritualist college are driving all the 
money away from Spiritualism to Chris
tianity. When mediums understand me
diumship, which they can sufficiently 
understand only through a Spiritualist 
college, there will then be no more 
need for Mediums’ Relief Funds than 
there is now for ministers and lawyers’ 
relief funds. Intelligent mediumship 
will be self-sustaining. In the mean
time the gap should surely be filled.

Modern Spiritualism is not yet out of 
ùanger. I speak only for myself, as I 
see it.

Religious civilization, at least, de
stroys all that it builds. ■ Now and then, 
as a rare exception, there is a Spiritual
ist so unfortunate as to do the same. 
Scientific civilization will be perma
nent Pure, wise, exalted, honest, ac
ceptable to all classes, delightfully ex
pressed Spiritualism, is scientific. The 

-editor of The Progressive Thinker saw 
this fifteen years ago.

The story that the spirit caused the 
earth and man to be; that the spirit 
made everything, which some would- 
be wise spirits flatter themselves to 
sing to us, is so false, judged by every 
known fact, that just the very opposite 
is the truth. E. W. BALDWIN.

Madison, Wis.

thousand miles of where it ought to be. 
We are not even a healthy set of ani
mals.

After thé lecture Mr. and Mrs. Wood
mansee, of LaPorte, Ind., who are visit
ing here for the first time were invited 
to the platform to receive congratula
tions, it being their golden wedding an
niversary. They were'convinced of the 
truths of Spiritualism forty-eight years 
ago, and their happy faces reflected the 
joy and peace that it has brought 
them. Kind thoughts and good wishes 
were freely expressed and the occa
sion was a memorable one.

Friday night witnessed the annual 
exhibition and entertainment of the 
children, and right royally they -did 
their part. Fancy dances constituted 
most of the .program, and flower cos
tumes with the gorgeous¡ stage decora
tions made a perfect fairyland. The 
house was picked and the performance 
e'.ecited rounds of well merited ap
plause.

Saturday morning Mr. Wright talked 
cn Human Evolution, and said the 
strongest brain had been the evolution 
of progress. In reason and in philoso
phy the master brain rules the concept 
of thought. Genius is personal and 
comes through the spiritual nature of 
the universe. There is -no democracy 
in talent. It comes out of the material 
universe of things, its power is back 
of all Institutions, and rests in the do
main of the cause world, and the cause 
world is expressing largely through the 
intuitions of the human race, and insti
tutions grow slowly and by graduaf 
steps. Mr. Wright pointed to numer
ous characters in history dominated by 
benevolent purpose who had expended 
money in trying to make better condi
tions for the lower classes, and failed to 
lift, them to higher planes of living be
cause growth must be gradual , and de
velopment comes from , within. Each I 
must see and decide What tne brain 
needs. Industry, care and good living 
will make you fit for the empire of the 
skies.

Saturday afternoon.1.’ Mrs. Gilman 
spoke in the place of ijr, Hull as he 
had filled her appointnRmt on Tuesday. 
She did not take any .qpecial " subject, 
but wished to make àpnliéatibn of Borne 
of the things previously talked about 
She said : “I have been try mg to. show 
something of the général, movement; of 
the world, and hôw dèsirâWp it is to 
stir the reasonable ambition to ’do all

For years Capt. Humphreys has been 
a mail clerk, and on Thursday evening 
before the wreck he attended a seance 
at Mrs. Jennings’ on South East street, 
this city where Mr. Stofer ( I did not 
find out whether tills Is the correct 
spelling of the name but It Is the pro
nunciation) a medium, told him that he 
would be in a wreck soon but would, 
not lose his life. The medium de

wreck and Mr. Humphreys found him
self wedged in so tjght that he could 
not move. An elevator cn one side was 
burning and a high oil tank on the 
other side was in danger of exploding 
at any moment. Mr. H. realized his po
sition and utter helplessness and he ex
claimed: “Highhawk, (his guide) for 
God’s sake get me out of this.” The 
next he knew he was where he could 
make his escape but he was not given 
to know how it was done except that it 
was spirit power. Mr. Humphreys is 
jolly and philosophical and The Pro
gressive Thinker and other Spiritual
istic literature is on his table near his

I love the Lyceum because 
It points to me in the way

To hold the hands of the angels 
Each hour the live long day.

Kind, loving hearts are mingled there, 
And helpful hands clasp mine;

A mutual thrill of rapture 
About our efforts twine.

took the slide -home and developed the 
plate in his own developing bath. The 
image came out so quick that he had to 
check it. Mrs. C. kindly loaned me 
this negative and I had copies printed, 
and I can certify to the likeness, for 
I knew George Christy well in Buffalo, 
N. Y., from 1841 to 1848."

Mr. Hall Is still my near neighbor 
and I knew Mr. chapman well, also his 
wife, now a widow residing in this city.

The other spirit photograph is that of 
Mary C. Levy, of this city, in bridal 
costume. She passed over several 
years ago. She was a medium and 
helped to develop Pierre Keeler more 
than twenty years ago. The photo
graph was produced through Dr. Will
iam Keeler of this city. The bride 
stands alone enveloped in a very thin 
gauze veil. The face is distinct and, 
though many years younger than when 
she passed over, the features are recog
nizable as hers. She never lost her 
fair complexion or youthful look. She 
holds a bunch of flowers, and the lower 
part of ber bridal dress is gone, leav
ing an apparently torn skirt. Of course 
I cannot vouch for this spirit picture 
any further than that in it I recognize 
the likeness of Mrs. Levy as she 
looked when a bride. And It is alto
gether unlikely that she should have 
such a picture taken then. Dr. William 
Keeler’s honesty and integrity cannot 
be doubted, any more than that of his 
brother, Pierre Ke--er.

In" regard to materialization, have 1 
not said enough in the columns of The 
Progressive Thinker? I was skeptical 
until sixteen years ago when I first at
tended materializing circles. 1 have 
seen hundreds of spirits, and have as 
positive evidence of that phase of spirit 
manifestation as of any other. In The 
Progressive Thinker of January 9, May 
21, and July 2, 1904 will be found all 
I desire to say on that subject.

WM. HENRY BURR.
Washington, D. C.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
if you order only one book, and that 

one neither of tlie books mentioned 
above, the price is 40 cents each.

We have only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you can select from them as 
follows:

Any two ot the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any

three of the Eleven Premium 
you may order, price 31.10.
four of the Eleven Premium 
you may order, price 31.50.
five of the Eleven Premium 

you may order, price 31.80.
six of the Eleven Premium 

you may order, price 32.10.
seven of me Eleven Premium 
you may order, price 32.36.
eight of the Eleven Premium 

you may order, price 32.65.
nine of the Eleven Premium

Books you may order, prive 32.90.
Any ten of the Eleven Premium 

Books you may order, price 33.10.
Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 

Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for 33.35, something 
never before equalled in this country or 
Europe. Our principal alm is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.
OURHLEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

FOR 33.35.
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life,in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

MRS. MARY RICH.

“ItoW Shall I Become a Medi-

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Condition» 
ind Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Priced 
^ents. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0. d

“Koradlne. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot” In the form of 
an entertaining story, it contains les
sons which every 'girl should know. 
Price, cloth, it

■•Poena iff Frosriwo," By Lizzie 
Doton. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from'grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to . be. 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The. volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price fl, - ' {
Echoes," by S. W. Tucker, bus found its 
way Into many homes, and its beautiful 
songs hare cheered many Borrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should be heard 
in every home in the land. ■ Price; 15- 
cents; $L50 per dozen.

I dearly love the little folks. 
Their voices make me glad— 

So like an echo from that land, 
Where hearts are never said.

The helpful thoughts from stories i 
The mingled aged and youth, 

Will lead in Mercy’s path each one 
To fields of sacred Truth.

the things that belonged YtT We have 
contentment preached5 to/us, but it is 
only reasonable when we cmnot get out 
of an environment iiierejb always a 
desire in the human .^oui/ for some
thing beyond, and weiiare. made the 
mistake of planting dfiF hones away off 
in another life. But^are getting to 
see that this world ig’tjhe'way to. heav
en, and we must find^lt “through im
proved human living? pThS''soul needs 
lifting all along the 'line, .A. western 
senator who-gave hisAfte and money in 
the interest of education was seriously 
censured by his wifenfpr|nft)bbing his । 
children. He said in:3fefense, ‘I would j 
rather my children would grow up pen- 

!nlless in an educated.community than 
to be rich and surrounded by black
guards.’ Social eVolutioi is slow. Po
litical economy is a young science, just 
out of Its shell, only a hundred . years 
old. We read and accent it when we 
should question and ilse judgment. 
Follow the advice of St. Paul who" said, 
‘Prove, all things and hbld fast that 
which is good.’ Progress has become 
rapid. The printing press has made the 
world gallop and the ‘-gfieed has in
creased the last half century. The 
world is full of passionate yearning for 
better things, and nothing lives but 
what we do. A few years.ago the coun
try ’was full of Nationalist clubs, And 
thef were a success in a way, hut they

Hay-Fever and Asthma Cureat Last.
It gives us great pleasure to. announce 

the discovery of- a positive cure for 
Hay-Fever and Asthma, in the wonder
ful Kola Plant, a new botanic product 
found on the Congo River, West Africa. 
The cures wrought by it in the worst 
cases, are really marvelous. Sufferers 
of twenty to fifty years’ standing have 
been at once restored to healta by the 
Kola Plant Compound. Among others, 
many ministers of the gospel testify to 
ith wonderful powers.

Rev. F.P. Wyatt tho noted Evangelist, Abi
lene, Texas, writes was cured of Hay-Fever and 
Asthma after eight years suffering and had no 
return of tho disease. Rev. S. H. Eisenberg. Ph. 
D.,-Centro Hall. Pa., nerhaps one ot the worst 
cases, was permanently cured after many years’ 
suffering. Rev. D. S. Hopkins, Wilson, Ind. Ter., 
writes May Sth, his wife was cured two years 
ago after eight years suffering. Hundreds of 
others giro similar testimony. Hay-Fever suf
ferers should use the medicine before tho season 

। ot attacks when practical to giro It time to act 
on the system.

To prove to you beyond doubt its 
wonderful curative power, the Kola 
Importing, Co., No. 1168 Broadway 
New York, will send a large case of the 
Kola Compound free by mall to every 
reader of The Progressive Thinker who 
suffers from any form of Hay-Fever or 
Asthma. This is very, fair, and we ad
vise sufferers to send for a case. It 
costs you nothing and you should surely 
try it

I have from the beginning, and 1 hope 
I shall to the end, pursue to the utmost 
of my judgment and abilities one 
steady line of conduct for the good of 
the great whole,—Washington.

We seldom realize it, but very fre
quently the reason we have no use for 
people is because they will not allow 
themselves to be used.—Puck.

In every creed man is the slave of 
God—woman Is the slave of man and 
the sweet children are the slaves of all. 
—Ingersoll.

Self-conquest is the greatest of vic
tories.—Plato.

It is the act of a bad man to deceive 
by falsehood.—Cicero.

j A soul without reflection, like a pile 
without inhabitants, to ruin runs.— 
Young.

Every man has freedom to do all that 
he wills, provided that he infringes not 
the equal freedom of any other man.— 
Herbert Spencer.

Quarrels would not last long if the 
fault was only on one side.—Rochefou
cauld. .

There aré truths which are not for all 
inen nor tor all times.—Voltaire.

"The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” -This book, by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals, the de
grading, Impure influences and resuita 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. . Price, by mail, 3L •

“Boclal Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.-D. This comprised 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. . For sala 
at this office.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard.to It .By Ex-Judge Abram 
H.. Dailey. Demonstrates futility, and 
Inadequacy of-Hudson's explanations ¡of 
agMtttol ÿhwmm. Price ¡55 cents.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

REMITTING.
When you send in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Sending out these premium books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of the subscription of 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of the fact that we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, much 
more than any other Spiritualist paper 
now published.

In conclusion, bear In mind that tho 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only 32.22, illustrating the 
great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu- 
able’library, the like of which was never 
known before on this material plane.

Address all orders to
J. R. FRANCIS, 

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois.

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult

News.
You can do it by reading each week 

The. Progressive Thinker. The Philo- 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena It contains each week, Is 
the marvel of tho age. - No one can aft 
lotd to be without the paper. Its Dries 
to 'within the reach of alL
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thatCast

thy

—Atlanta Constitution.

4

young arms, • ■ 1
Dear boy—-tier pride! 

from thy life each tolly 
alarms

That truest guide!

ears ( 
- ■ So close beside,

Know that her prayers, her love, 
mother's faith in thee, 

Thy glory is! a richer legacy 
Than aught beside!

We now sat watching while oiir’jnother 
slept

WHEN MOTHER M

THE PSYCHIC BODY.

A Critical Analysis of the Same.

New

Stoneham. Mau.85 Warren St..

necessary or undesirable possession?

Lake Sunapee Camp, N. H. ing, -which gave perfect satisfaction.
Aug. 20, at-10:80 a. ml,- annual busi

ness meeting was called to order by 
the president, and the following offl-

BIOPLASMA.
The Life of the Blood. 

By. DR, GEO. W. CAREY. 
“The Biochemie System ot Medicine.”

Bangs Sisters, 
PHENOMENAL MEDIUMS.

ImJercDdcDt slate and paper writing Billing's dully.
Spirit Portrait Work a Speclalt*.

Sent two 2c stamps for booklet. CM W. Adama 
Street. Telephone Ashland 1912.

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
A masterly presentation of an Important sub

ject. A powerful argument along new and scien
tific lines, establishing on a scientific basis the 
factot the continuity ot personal individual con
scious selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body. A book of rare value. With several 
fine Illustrations. Cloth. 11.00.

WASTED.
PoRlIlon with respectable ulolnn. io diagnose 
clalrvoyantly, For further parriculars audress, 
Mrs. F. A. McCloskey, box 7U2. Marlou. Ind.

Institute of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces. •

Teaches now and wonderful methods of cure.
‘•Fast becoming of world-wide fame.”—H.Tultlo 

Light. Color, Electricity. Magnetism, Mind, Bath*.
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. “D. M/‘ 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
At one's home. Books and instruments furnished. 
Bend sump for catalogue to

E. 1>. BABBITT. XI. Geneva, N. Y.

ELTON1L HEDRICK,
ASTBOIjOGKR—Vocation, business enncuU- 
tlon, matrimony, changoB, travel, all affairs ot 
life. Fee ©.00. Send dale of birth as.near the 
hour as possible. Address. 2021 Rcadlug Road, 
Cincinnati. Ohio. 775

DON'T READ THIS.
If sick write lo me. and I will give you a free 

examination. I want ub leading symptom. Nerv- 
oub exhauetion and lost vigor of both sexes kuc- 
f efibfully treat<*d. Semi name. ace. sox, complex- 
on. weight and 10 cts. in stamp» or silver, and re

ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

course of Itiscrucilous tn the science ot Biochem
istry. now ready. Send 2 cent stamp for circular.

Address,

The ChemiAtru of Life Co,, 
337 Summer St., W. Somerville, Mass

MRS.G. PARTRIDGE, pÄ
ReudhicB by mail only. 11.00. Sandwich, 111.

WANTED.
Workers among Spiritualists, to handle "The 

Gentleman irotu Everywhere*.’’ a fast Helling sci
entific and missionary work, heartily recom
mended by leading Spiritualists, Liberal com- 
minslon. W. H. Warxek. M. D., AgL. Brothers- 
ville. Ind.

Myself cureos»ss
harmless Borne Care» Address

XIRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Dox 12J2 Chlcaro. Bl.

MISS MAE HUNT,
Trane.' Medium and Leclurcr. la located nt 205
Turk nt.. San Francisco. Cal. Kcadinga Ineluding 
three questtonn tty mail. tl.'KJ. 707if

FOR RENT.
Furnished room at 222 Irving Ave., near Van 

Buren Street Cars. Spiritualist family.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

Catarrh, Head Colds, Deafness

WHY SUFFER WHEN LIQUID SPRAY WILL CURE YOU?
WE WILL MAIL IT ON TRIAL FREE.

Don't take medicine in the stomach 
to kill germs of disease in the head. 
LIQUID SPRAY immediately relieves 
and cures Catarrh, Head ‘Colds, Hay 
Fever, Asthma, Buzzing in the head. 
Partial Deafness and La Grippe. You 
cannot cure Catarrh, Asthma and Hay 
Fever with the same remedy; don't be 
deceived. Each disease must be 
treated by the Specific that removes the 
cause of that disease. Our new Spe
cifics act directly upon the cause, hence 
diseases disappear.

LIQUID SPRAY is the only common 
sense treatment of the world to-day. 
Others sometimes relieve but fail to 
cure. Our Medicator converts the fluid

oil specific into the finest medicated va
por which penetrates the obscure air 
cells and tubes, even to the inner ear, 
and makes breathing easy, and heals 
the sore places by lining the inner sur
face with the antiseptic healing oils.

LIQUID SPRAY is absorbed by the 
mucous membrane and is carried to ev
ery cavltv of the head by natural 
breathing, destroying the germs of dis
ease in the head, throat and lungs. 
Thousands of old customers will be 
glad to test this new treatment. To 
prove that this is not idle talk, we will 
mall our Medicator and the proper spe
cific, free, to any reader of this paper 
naming their ailment.

I will mail any reader of The Pro
gressive Thinker, one of my Spray 
Medicators and four drahms LIQUID 
SPRAY suited to their disease on FIVE 
days trial FREE. If it gives satisfac
tion, send me ?2 (which is two-fittlis 
price); if not satisfactory, return it at 
the expired time which will only cost 
you 12 cents postage and you will not 
owe me a penny. No one can ask a bet
ter offer.

If you have Rheumatism or Kidney 
trouble, mention it and 1 will include 
free, a sample treatment of Australian 

. iLifb'.Tablets. This remedy actfe upon 
the. Uric Acid poison in the plasma of 
me blood and quickly .relieves and per
manently cures these diseases.

If you arc tired being Imposed upon, 
try a cure that cures, and here it is. 
Write to-day as this announcement wtll 
not appear again.

We offer to the suffering public six 
specifics, each one acting directly upon 
that disease for which it is intended to 
cure, viz.:

LIQUID SPRAY NO. 2
Is a positive cure for Catarrh of the 
rose and throat. Head Colds, La Grippe 
and Tonsilitis. .

LIQUID SPRAY NO. 3
Is the only permanent and positive cure

known for Hay Fever. It gives imme
diate relief; also good in diphtheria and 
whooping cough;

LIQUID SPRAY NO. 4
a valuable anti-spasmotic treatment and 
relief of the attacks of asthma and 
other spasmotic affections.

LIQUID SPRAY NO. 5
is a healing antiseptic treatment for all 
irritable and persistent coughts and tu
berculosis (consumption) of the throat 
and lungs, should be used regularly and 
persistently.

LIQUID SPRAY NO. 6
is an antiseptic cleansing, alterative 
remedy, especially prepared tor Ca
tarrhal affections of the middle ear, re
sulting in deafness, and of particular 
value in dry catarrh.

LIQUID SPRAY NO. 7
is a soothing, alterative antiseptic 
treatment especially prepared for 
chronic catarrh of the nose and throat; 
relieves bronchitis quickly.

The above diseases, differing from 
each other as they do, must be treated 
with remedies especially prepared for 
each general disease.

Select the Number of medicine need
ed by the above descriptions. Order 
medicine by number or state your case 
and we will use our best judment.

NOTE—Remember We Mail the Spray Medicine and 
the Treatment on Trial free. Agents Wanted.

ADDRESS

-- ---------- W j,

16 ELMORE BLOCK, ASHLAND, OHIO.

BIOCHEMISTRY.
The Natural Law of Cure,

DYSPEPSIA
We folded tenderly those quiet hands 

When mother died.
And .poftly smoothed the silken, silvery 

bands -- - '
On either side. ■ 

And as, so often, she her vigils; kept,

“How ]ovlng)y”rif-ah, me! that it is ever 
BO,

How gleam oub jewels as we >vatch 
them go . .

Adown. the tide!
Why speak -we not .io longing, listening

CURED

Give you- Spirit friends a chance to clvoyon a 
messape through the Infallible Fibre Trumpet, 
clearer, lighter and more vibrating. Guaranteed 
better than metal., No. 1.—36x5 In.—Insulated top 
and bottom, 11.50. Trumpet cases same price. 
Booklet of Instruction for any kind ol develop
ment W cents. Sent on receipt of price to any part 
of the country. Manufactured by
JAS. JfJBlVTON, 483 l»orr Mt., Toledo, O.

ffl VOICES

That eventide. t •_' ' .j \
We rained caresses on thqt placid brow 

When mother dled,; "■ ; ■ 
And kissed the lips that never until now 

Our own denied.' ■ '' '
We talked ot patience arid of ' all her 

care, ....
And grew regretful as our own small 

share -
Shrank down beside.

We idly moaned: "Were, she but back 
again - . • .
' Our hearth beside, ■ ' 

How much unhappiness, how much of 
pain, '

We'd scatter' wide.

That love that brokenly, above their 
biers, - •

We alii have cried.
Why to so many, must that cry of Fate 
Come drifting-.earthward with its 

"Late! tooilate! ?
Thou aft denied?"

Go, clasp thy mother , in thy strong

Address 784 Eighth St, Oakland, Cal.

BOOK REVIEWS.

guage that the Life Radiant is 
transfiguration of the ordinary 
events and circumstances which 
them to the spiritual plane, and

prophesy are
•’Al) stmlenis

and 
and 
life

the veil of Hunse anti matte 
Its. read the crystal, sec th< 
attain llluminatim. and bo .

and stands Squarely upon truth 
demonstration, .rejecting theories 
experiments. wherever health and 
are endangered.

'CLAIRVOYANCE- (Toth-ooimd. price. |l.5(h re
duced from S2.Ü0». It teaches you how tu penetrato

that 
daily 
lifts 
sees

■-W. 
Best

For the Cure ot Mental 
. arid Physical. Ailments.

Readings and Business Advice, $1 
and Two Stamps.

For Free Dlafno.l.of Dl.ea.e, éendflvâ 
two-cent elamps, age, name, oex. and own liand- 
wrltlng. ■ , , ;

THE LIFE RADIANT. By Lilian Whit
ing. Little, Brown & Co., Publishers, 
Boston. Price, $1.
The author sets forth in beautiful lan-

will do well to study this excellent vojumn. 
.1, Colville. "It is a revcl.itio;; "- LiulH.
work on the ku jjoct.”—Mind. "Marveloui

OBSESSION CURED

C. WALTER LYNN,
, THE

If you Suffer from Dyepepele, SloraocK, liver, or Bowel 
Trouble ol any klud, read thia liberal offer.F IT 

WILL BE W0BTU MONEY TO YOU.
Po you suffer from dyspepsia, 

indigestion, or stomach, liver, or 
bowel trouble of any kind? If you 
do, wb j not lot ui cure you I We do not nie»D 
Help you by doalug you with * itroug, itluiu- 
Bling Bod* «nd llhubarb Compound, or p*t>* 
ent “Dyipepil* Fill." Buch thing» will stliu* 
uiate and ease lotnpor»rfiy, but in the «nd 
will only Irritate and further weaken (he *1* 
ready dlieotcd and weakened membrane«. 
We will Couulelcly and Permuenilr Care 
You. We will go to tho-very foundation of 
your trouble, will remove the cause», 
»irengthen »nd tone up the affected mem
brane», perfect the digettloii, reguUto and 
»trengthen the bowel», and make you a* 
*troDF»nd heartya»youeverweie. Wo could 
give 'pSu Uitlmonlal» by the tliouaand ot 
thoio wo have cured ot tlomach trouble» In all 
tonns and »Uye», but they would not tali to 
you what the treatment will do for YOU. The 
only absolute proof 1» Ip the treatment Itself, 

and knowing the Wonderful 
Cures we have made for oth
er», and believing that we 
have a Iraatmenl that will 
I’osttlvcly Care any cate, no 
matter how complicated or 
long standing, or how many 
have failed In the past, that 
we will send a two weeks'

treatment to any one desiring to test B. Many are cured by thia 
test treatment alone, Why dot make a trial of it yourself and 
learn wb*t It will do for you. IT IH VUEE< Address* Dg, 
I'Mbles Institute of Ueallb, gg Xala Si.. Battle Creek, Mich.

: EminentRealer:
: Gifted Psychic. :

Health;Restored by 
Common Sense Methods.

Sept. 3, 1004.

IMPORTANT

O

A paper named “The Christian Educator and God’s what they know about God, heaven, hell, holy ghost 
Defender,” published at Great Bend, Kansas, is a and a Jew who claimed to be a.son of God. Neither 
unique publication. The following will show its trend have they lost interest in progress and civilization, 
of thought: but on the contrary they are anxious to contribute

their full share towards those objects by doing theirSome Christians in all denominations are beginning 
to learn the fact that the foundation on which the re
ligions of the world are based are erroneous. They 
are beginning to learn that the Bible, like the Koran, 
the Book of Mormon and all other sacred writing, is 
simply the work of man. They are beginning to learn 
that hell is a fictitious place and the devil a fabulous 
being; that heaven is just as fictitious as hell and God 
as fabulous as Satan, that the resurrection of the dead 
on a great judgment day is a mistake, and that when 
they die they will die all over and stay dead, not from 
choice but from enforced obedience to the laws of na
ture that destroys them. They are not glad that this 
is true but since it is true they are glad they have 
found it out so they can regulate their lives accord
ingly and be able to teach their children the truths of

full duty in teaching and paying others for teaching 
the new-found truths in this branch of study.

The members of other churches who learn that God 
is a myth like Santa Claus cannot honestly remain 
members of an organization that teaches the error that 
he is a real live being, yet they still want society for 
themselves and their children to go to. There are 
some features of the churches they wish to retain, 
such as vocal and instrumental music, sociability, etc. 
Hence they are uniting under the name of the Church 
of Humanity for the purpose of perpetuating the good 
features of other churches and substituting the teach
ing of the new-found truths concerning God for the
teaching of the errors of the ancients concerning him.

. .. ________  _____________ __ Thus they seek through the Church of Humanity to
nature and their sure destiny. This knowledge is to retain and perpetuate all the good moral teaching of 
them like the fore-knowledge of death. They are not The churches and eliminate the errors and false teach- 
glad it is true and that they must die but since it is ing of the ancients by the substitution of the discov-
true they must, they are glad they know it so they 
can be prepared for it by doing all the good they can 
while alive and by treating all their fellow beings in 
such a way as to cause no regrets when that time 
comes. As the knowledge of certain death does not 
cause Christians to be wicked and engage in all kinds 
of crimes winding up with suicide neither does the 
knowledge of perpetual unconsciousness cause them 
to be wicked. Upon the contrary you will find upon, 
investigation that the knowledge of these new found 
truths tend to make the Christians better in every 
way that makes for good citizenship. You will find 
them, as a rule, more sober and industrious and there
fore better children, husbands, wives, parents and 
neighbors than before they learned the truths that all 
Gods, devils and holy ghosts are fabulous beings and 
heaven and hell are myths and the resurrection a de
lusion. And why should they not be? Our schools 
arc founded and supported and our children com-

ing of the ancients by the substitution of the diseov-
cred truths of the moderns. They seek to perpetuate 
the inspiring church music but will substitute words 
of cheer, hope and praise for humanity for the words 
of idolatry to a myth God.

' Every month brings me applicants for memberships 
in the Church of Humanity from members of some 
Christian churches who have learned that their re
spective church is mistaken in the fundainentalteaeli- 
ing. They have learned by reading the daily papers, 
by observation and experience that there is no God to 
care for any one. Such calamities as the Slocum dis
aster tells them that in language much clearer and 
tones much louder than the combined clergy of the 
world can make. They reason from these sad misfor
tunes that befall Sunday-school scholars and teachers 
that as no God cared for their bodies of flesh and 
nerves while roasting to death that there can be no 
God to. care for those who were not in the smashup. 
lienee the clergy are unable to make good Christians

pelled to attend them on the theory that the educa-, believe they are so much better than those who por
tion of the people in the branches taught, tends ' to Jshed andiso much more, worthy the care, of a God 

— - - • - than they were that he put in his time helping them to
the neglect of those who perished. Only bad Chris
tians can be made so egotistical by the clergy and will

make them better citizens. For Christians to ad
vance in the knowledge of God cannot be an excep
tion to the rule that advanced knowledge in all 
branches of education are beneficial and tends to mak
ing people better citizens and better equipped for the 
duties of life.

These Christians who have advanced in the knowl
edge of God by learning that he is a myth like Santa 
Claus cannot conscientiously remain members of their 
respective churches. Neither can they longer teach 
or pay others for teaching what they now know to be 
untrue about God. Yet they have not lost any of 
their desire to teach and to pay others for teaching

remain in the Christian churches until they in turn 
are cast adrift by their supposed God to perish while 
he makes pets of other people. But the good Chris
tians will acknowledge that those who perished in the 
Slocum disaster were just as good as they are and just 
as worthy the care of a God, and as no God came to 
their rescue hence no God is caring for them either. 
Therefore the, good Christians are joining the Church 
of Humanity and are helping to teach the truth about 
God to their friends.

Some months ago .the question was asked with re
gard to the continuity of life of the psychic body, but 
no one advanced a plausible theory.

To illustrate: A man’s beard will grow one-eighth : 
of an inch a week. Assuming the average earth life 
of a man is seventy years, and that his beard com
mences to grow when he reaches the age of twenty- 
five, at the end of his earthly career he will possess 
a beard twenty-four feet, four and one-half inches in 
length if it were not subject to the action of the ele
ments or the razor.

The psychic body is supposed to remain intact re
gardless of accident or injury to the .physical body; 
that is, if an arm is amputated, the psychic arm re
mains attached to the psychic body, though invisible 
to the non-elairvoyant eye.

This theory will also apply to hair, for each hair 
has a psychic encasement. If it had not such a body, 
it would not, could not grow; for spirit is life, and 
without life hair could not emerge from the flesh.

Where there is life or spirit there is its psychic 
body, or encasement.

This being true, means that every man of the age 
mentioned, materializing, would be adorned by a 
hirsute growth over twenty-four feet in length.

According to the testimony of those who have wit
nessed successful materializations, such is not ■•the 
case

Where, then, is the great growth of hair? Hats it 
become unnecessary? Has the spirit, through the powq 
er of spirit over psychic entities, cast off the beard as 
one here in the flesh divests oneself of heavy clothing? 
when the summer season approaches ?

in his course of evolution; for if the mind is supreme 
in spirit life, there exists no need of any particular 
form of covering, because the disembodied mind can 
and does create, for purposes of recognition, anything 
that it desires.

That psychical bodies were not necessary in the 
higher spheres of progression seems to have been rec
ognized by the ancients, and they endeavored to pre
serve the idea by means of stone carvings in which 
winged heads have a prominent part. These cherub
like winged heads perpetuate the belief of the phi
losophers of that age that the body, both physical and 
psychical, would in time become unnecessary and 
only the intellect, the spirit, survive. The spirit was 
supposed to inhabit the head, from which place in the 
brain it extended throughout the body in the 
form of filaments. To-day we call these filaments 
“nerves.” The head was furnished with wings in 
those ancient stone carvings, to show it was the opin
ion of the wise men of that time that the spirit, though 
intangible, was able to proceed through space as 
swiftly as a bird, and to speak, to hear, to see, to feel, 
to smell, to be always vigorous with the joyousness of 
youth and the wisdom of age.

Ancient spirits inform us that in those days spirits 
were in the habit of showing only their materialized 
faces and heads to the seers, thereby being able to 
manifest without using so much magnetism, as it re
quired far less effort and a smaller amount of magnet
ism to thus partially materialize than if the full form 
had appeared. This fact furnishes another explana
tion: The sculptors may have thought that only the 
head survived the change called death, as only it ap
peared in the materializations, but the more logical 
inference is that they were aware of the truth’ and 
sought, through these symbolical carvings, to perpet
uate the knowledge that they had gained.

Robert Browning, the poet, once wrote: “All we 
have willed or hoped or dreamed of good shall exist:

As he is evidently able to do this, why should hdi.not its semblance, but itself,” and, continuing the 
retain any portion or all of the physical body whew thought, we may say: Spirits will"materialize, not as 
it would prove an impediment or be deemed an-un-ithey once appeared, but as they now exist; not as

they once were, but as they hoped to be; not as sem-
We deduce from the foregoing facts the logical be-b Hances, but as realities.

lief—I might almost say knowledge—that the spirit}; MRS. F. M. SNARRENBERGER.
eventually divests himself of the entire psychical bpdjd Columbus, Ohio.

Fun and Philosophy (In Verse).
By Byron D. Stillman, is a neat little volume of 

quaint Inunor and spiritual philosophy, inter- 
blended with tender pictures of home and heart 
life. It is dedicated to his “demed mother, 
Juliet H. Scvei'ancc, M. D.,” well Rnown to the 
public ns a pioneer worker in the ranks of prog
ress.- It contalus many of the pieces so highly 
Appreciated by the societies where he has recited. 
Price. 50c. Address, BYRON D. STILLMAN, C<8 
East GOlh st, Chicago, Ill,

Byron Stillman Is a devoted Spirit
ualist, and-pcssesses a brilliant mind in 
a body that unfortunately has many in
firmities. He has • been deprived of 
bearing, is totally deaf, and is now 
scarcely able to walk. Those who buy 
his book will not be disappointed in its 
merits, and at the same time will fee 
helping the aathor.-^Sdlter.

August 16. the weather is ail that 
could be asked for. At 2:15 p. m., the 
meeting was called to order by the-pres
ident, Mr. John Gage.' A lecture and 
tests by Mrs. Nettie Holt Harding, 
which were well received by all.

August 17 at 2:15 p. m., lecture and 
tests by Wellman C. Whitney, of 
Springfield, Mass. At 7:45 p. m. se
ance by Nettie Holt Harding, and all 
tests were recognized.

Aug. 18, at 1 p. m., Ladies Aid Fair, 
which was well attended and they dis
posed of everything they had •

August 19, at 2:45 p. m., lecture and 
ieats by. Wellman C. Whitney. .At 7:45 
p. is. seance by Mrs, ’Nettle Holt Hard-

cers elected: President, John Gage, 
6> Hunniker, N. H.; vice-president, L' K.

Conner, Warner, N. Hl; secretary, Lo-
renzo Worthen, Hillsboro, N. H.; treas
urer, Mrs. Harriett C. Comstock, New
port, N. H. Business committee: Thos. 
Burpee, Sutton, Ni S.; Charles E. Gove, 
Riverdale, N. H.; Mrs.- Harriet C. Corn- 
stock, Newport, N. H. Auditors: Caleb 
C. Davis, Hartland, Vt.; Mrs. Harriet G. 
Newman, Washington, N. H.

At 2:15 p. m., lecture and tests by 
Wellman C. Whiteey.

• Aug. 21 sb aw S. toctos

tests by Wellman C. Whitney.
At 1:15 p. m., seance by Mrs. Nettie 

Holt Harding, which was' well attended. 
This was the last day that Mrs. Hard
ing was' to be here. ..She was liked by 
all. May the angel world bless her In 
all of her work.

At 2:15 p.'m., lecture and tests by 
Wellman C. Whitney. His tests were 
all acknowledged, and he was liked by 
all. May the good angels always guard 
him. .

• The vocal music is under thé direc
tion of Miss Ida F. Bond, of Worcester, 
Mass., who.is ably assisted by Mrs. Ida 
Ê. Young,. o£ Montpelier, Vt, and the 
music is highly spoken of by all. ■ -

- - -

Owing to the fact that the courts have In ev. 
ery case decided -against Psychic Healers who 
adverttae to cure [tie sick without drugs, wbero 
Ute case has been between the U. S. government 
and a Healer (deciding that it is tt clear case of 
Intent to defraud) to advertise to diagnose also, 
without leading aymptoms being given. There
fore I have decided, as a physician In good 
standing, to not advertise my gift of Psychic 
Healing, but will diagnose disease and not ask 
a fee for so doing, i will therefore hereafter 
diagnose disease

Ffee of Charge 
tn all who will send their name, age, sex. and 
give leading symptoms.* and all who will send 
12,00 (TwcrDolIars) with their request for a di
agnosis, I will diagnose their disease free, and 
will sepd theni for the 12.09 two weeks’ treat
ment, and the best book published on Spiritual
ism,'

“The Scientific Basie of
Spiritualism.” .

BY EPES SABGENT.

AFTER HER DEATH; THE STORY 
OF A SUMMER. By Lilian Whiting. 
Little, Brown & Company, Boston, 
Publishers. Price $1.

. Anything that emanates from the 
mind of Lilian Whiting possesses great 
value. “After Her Death" will prove 
especially interesting. She wisely 
claims that when the spiritual being 
that has lived a certain period here 
slips out of its physical body, and is 
free from material clogs and lamenta
tions, the readjustment in a number of 
ways is made. Those who still remain 
in this world, are far more truly recog
nized; some have been unduly appreci
ated; some have been underestimated. 
The risen spiritual being, now being 
able to discern spiritual states, and to 
adjust ail to a new scale of values, re
arranges his loves and friendships, so 
to speak. In fact here is a type of the 
judgment day.

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH. Scl- 
'entlflcally Examined and Carefully 
Described. By C. W. Leadbeater. 
Theosophical Book Concern, Chi
cago. Price, ?1‘.5O.
This book comprises 502 octavo 

pages, in clear print, durably bound in 
cloth. The subject matter, pertaining 
to the spiritual nature of man and the 
immortality of his essential being, is ot 
deepest interest and intense import to 
al) thinkers, whether Materialists, Spir
itualists or Agnostics. Mr. Leadbeater 
is widely and favorably known as a lec
turer and author. He presents the 
views of the advanced Theosophist, in 
a clear and kindly manner, entertain
ingly and instructively elucidating the 
subject from the theosophical stand
point. The special chapters are de
voted to: Some Misconceptions About 
Death. The Evidence for Continued 
Life. Religious Misconceptions. Our 
Attitude Towards Death. The Facts as 
They Are. Some Examples of Astral 
Life. Astral Surroundings. The De
sire Elemental. An Extension of Con
sciousness. The Work of the Helpers. 
Astral Visits. Visits Just Before 
Death. Thought-Bodies. Apparitions 
Announcing Death. Those Who Re
turn to Help. Those Who Need Help. 
Those Desiring to Atone. The Earth- 
bound. Hauniings. Apparently Aim
less Apparitions. Less Frequent Types. 
Astral Impressions. How to Meet a 
Ghost. Classification of Spiritualistic 
Phenomena. Personal Experiences. 
The Utilization of the Medium's Body. 
Clairvoyance in Spiritualism. Partial 
Materialization. Miscellaneous Phe
nomena. Visible Materializations. Our 
Attitude Towards Spiritualism. The 
Heaven World. The Nature of the Evi
dence. How Clairvoyance is Developed. 
Index. The Objects of the Theosoph
ical Society.

them as the signs and the indications 
of the divine leading. Every circum
stance thus becomes a part of revela
tion, and to constantly live In tills illu
minated atmosphere is to invest all ex
periences with a kind of magical en
chantment. Life prefigures before us a 
spiritual drama in which we are at once 
the actors and the spectators.

In this book Miss Whiting aims to 
portray a practical ideal for daily living 
that shall embody the sweetness and 
exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. It is, in a measure, a log
ical sequence of "The World Beautiful,” 
leading into still diviner harmonies. It 
is calculated to render the soul in har
mony with the universe. It is truly an 
inspiration.

THE NATURE CURE BY PHYSICAL 
AND MENTAL METHODS. Illus
trated. A Bridge from the Old to the 
New. The Dawn of a New Day in 
Medical Practice. By M. E. Conger, 
M. D., Assisted by Mrs. Rosamond C. 
Conger, M. D. The Educator Publish
ing Co., Chicago, III. Price, bound in 
fine English cloth, $2; in neat, sub
stantial cloth. $1.50.
This work presents in a plain concise 

manner home treatment for nearly all 
the diseases to which the human frame 
is heir. The author says:

“The light is turned on to objection
able medical mysteries,. latin prescrip
tions, dogmatic theories and dangerous 
experiments of the present expensive 
medical practice.

"Every pains has been taken to make 
the leading points so plain that all, 
young and old, may easily understand. 
Condensed facts, short, clear-cut para
graphs are some of the attractive feat
ures of the Nature Cure.

"The new and better methods of cur
ing the sick and preventing disease,, 
have never been so clearly stated in' 
plain English for the plain people, as 
Nature Cure.
i "Stripped of mystery and deception, 
the study and practice of medicine can 
be carried to success in every intelli
gent home. Nature Cure will lead the 
way to certain success.

“The best medical practice is the one 
that will cure in the least time 
with.the least risk and expense.

Nature Cure is a true exponent of 
the practice, of. medicine as defined,

"Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, -marriage certificate, 
etc., with -choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
ot the Spiritualist and Uberai ministry. 
Price 75 cents.

"Love^-Sex—Immortality." Hy Dr. 
®. P.Phélba. Pries 25 cents,

Cancers Cured or No Pay
We Have the Best Method

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
•‘THE WESTLAND,”

(Next to Symphony Hull,)

Boston, Mass.

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help mo care for 

my blind sister. Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now In the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send It to me with 11. and 1 will 
try and get reply by independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamborlalw, Mil- 
lord Musa.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest and most sucuesHfii) physician now 
lu practice. His cures are wonderful. His rxam- 
inations free to all who send him name. ago. sex. 
lock of their hair and six ei-nis in Ktamps. No 
leading symptom required. Hi- makes a spe
cialty of Heating nervous exhaust Ion of du 
wonderful HiKveiiH. Write at omu. Del, 
dangerous, Addrcs’s.

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. !>.,
35 Warren St., Stoneham, Mass.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

Do You Need W™ 
XnpnHnfpC eyeH by Clairvoyance and 
OpuLLQLI Ud Hpjrlt UbHlHianceat your own 
home with the improved melted jiebblo lense, to 
neo near and at a dlHtanee. Please wrlrn for iHns- 
tnited circular, allowing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and, impaired eyesight 1 guarantee to tit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mail.
MAM 1’1.IC FIIEK-—Sufiieieni magnetized Com
pound for four oz. cures sore eyes, restores the 
eyes to normal vision. Tun cent* for postage.

II. F. I’OOLIC.
13 Evanston Ave.. Clricago. nl

SPIRITS AND SPIRIT.
WheiuS.vdno.v Carton, in Dickon's great novel, 

"A Tale of Two cities." said. "It Is a far, far bel
ter thing that I do. than I have ever done. It la a 
f:ir,.tar boiler re-si that I go to. (han I have ever 
known,” He gave up his head as a sacrifice for 
the thing he loved. Are yon sacrificing anything 
to know yourself, to be great when death ends 
your mortal life, to realize your (iod-givvu divino 
powers* It you arc not you are not a progressivo 
Spiritualist. Secure these books at once. Sir. 
Crinnbine’s work is endorsed heai-dly by "Tho 
Banner of Light,” because it knows thè nian and 
his work«:

Development Guaranteed.
Do you Bit In the dark? Do you close your eyes 

to see clairvoyantl.v? Do you belong to circles? 
Are > ou afraid of the tranur'f I will show yon the 
better, aye. the best way to develop, and without 
loshig.vonr nonna) condition. Many.vearsof psy
chical experiences. and as a psychic and teacher, 
for I have experienced all the phusi s and kinds 
of mediumship. have qualified me fur the good 
1 am -doing. Thousands of flattering testimonials 
to that efTcH. I take the students mid psychics 
who fail. If you are a beginner, better start right-

och-making. "—Lilian Whiting.
BR1RIT WORLD, by Gafiield. eloil). 5(1 cents.
AURAS AND •?ULORS-Wiib exhaustive dio 

tfonary of color meautiigH. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents

PSYC11OM ETRY— The first and only book which 
loaches the science so that you can practice it 
Price. 50 rents

EASY LESSONS in Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychotnetry. Price. aO vents.

REALIZATION — How to enter the super-con- 
Bclotisnrss and be a Yogis. Pi'ice. 2.j crutn.

DIVINATION-A Ms. scries on how to dlvlno 
hidden things, ind lost treasures, beconio a 
Boor. Price. $1 .(KJ.

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lot at 12.25 
each, postage prepaid.

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST L1VES-A Ms. 
eerie« on this -fascinating subject. Price, $1.03.

Prospectus of "The College of DhMtio Science 
an<l Realization.” Reduce I tuition.

The only one of Its kind in the world.

J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
1285 Commonwealth Ave.

Boston- Mass.

"Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism." By Moses Hull. 
Price 10 cents.

"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters' and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 48® 
pages. Price ?1.

"Death, its Meaning and nesnlta.** 
By J. K. Wilson, ot the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol
ume, ot decided value. A narrative ot 
wonderful psychic events In the au
thor’s experience. Cloth. ECO paces, il
lustrated. $1.25.

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death" 
as an Event In Life." By. Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price $1-..

. "Meatless Dishes.” Very useful, 
Price 10 cents. _

"Child Culture, According to the „W’ j 
Laws of Physiological Psychology an<L>w 
Mental Suggestion." By Newton N« -"AY*? 
Riddell.' A most excellent work for al) 
who have, the care or tral&lag Of 0hlh
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- YOU CANNOT AF- 
ferd to miss Issue 
of this psper, with its 
wealth of SPIRITUAL

i SEND YOUR SUB- 
Í scription in at once, 

and keep pace with 
K all that Is transpir- 
l in the ranks.
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SPIRITUALISM ÍS A TRUTH-
“One 

right.”
truth is clear--whatever is, is 
Pope.

“I long to know the truth hereof at
•large.” Shakespeare.

“Let us make truth catching iristead 
of falsehood and disease.” Ingersoll. 

: “Truth depends on, or is only arrived

at by a legitimate deduction from all the 
facts which are truly material.” Coler
idge.

“Plows, to.go true, depend much up
on the truth of the iron.” Mortimer.

“Truth bears the torch in the search 
fortruth.” "Lucretius.

After Death-What?
By Charles Dawbarn, San Leandro, Cal.
CHAPTER FOUR. .. J

Wo concluded our last chapter 
by pointing out th? tremendous im- 

■ portance of “dust” to all planet life. 
This must be realized by the student 

&, who would attempt to answer our ques- 
&JJlon, “After deatn/ what?” vVe can 

now see that if man is to go on nib 
1 changed by death in his form and 

senses then there must be not only an 
• "atmosphere adapted to human lungs in 

spirit life, but unless there be dust in 
that atmosphere there can be no beauty 
for him in his surroundings.

We now go a step further and see 
that if in that life after aeath there be 
the rills and rivulets, the lakes, the riv
ers and the oceans depicted by return
ing spirits or their mediums, all such 
waters will evaporate into their atmos
phere, where, unless protected by dust 

, they cannot return tn dew and rain, 
but will fall in deadly cloud bursts that 
would -mean a second death for man 
and nature. But since spirit return is a 
proved fact we know that conditions 
must permit the new man to live and 
enjoy life. -
' It follows that man’s new organs will 
be in harmony with his surroundings. 
His lungs will have to adapt them
selves to the new7 atmosphere amid 
conditions so different to ours, that 
mortal man cannot discover the exist
ence of either the spirit lungs or the 
spirit atmosphere. Some ninety per 
¿ent of our mortal bodies are mere 
water, which7comes to us harmlessly, 
with a speck of dust for each drop that 
falls. So my spirit brother must also, 

\ if lie have the form I know, have dust 
in his air. and mingle his dust and 
water just as we do. And if his soul 
craves beauly he can only be satisfied 
because there is dust in the air 
around him, which catches and re
fracts the ray of light, and thus creates 
color, for him by its effect upon his 
eye.

1 The reader should stop right here to 
. aek himself whether he is ready to ac- 

¿ept the idea that the new-born spirit 
JIS'living in a world of dust and water, 

and therefore closely resembling ours. 
<’ Of course if he is so living he may have

a form very much like ours. But if his. 
^¿/'after death” thus Includes duet . and 
■Rwater he'Will have both dirt and mud, 
S-ip’for 'iftud is dust and water. His own 

body, his homes, cities and surround
ings will need cleaning, just like ours, 
.and about all the real change would be 
that he hau uecome invisible to mortals. 
iWe have once before pointed out that 
this would demand soap, washing days

et compels certain organs ip certain 
shaped bodies, which would be useless 
after death. And the mental, which Is 
the effect evolved in this life by ' our 
present organs and shape,, will, of 
course, all disappear, and leave us

X) and door mats after death, unless man 
■ X. and his surroundings should change be- 

\yóhd our present experience. But it, 
as is claimed, they are so changed, 
then his form will change, top,, and I 

! shall have to make my neighbor’s ac
quaintance all over again.
..So far we have made but a mere sur- 

< • i face examination of the consequences 
/ I of death. We aré obliged to recognize

I that death involves mighty changes, 
that must affect every fornrphysically.

I We are compelled to admit that. But 
there will be as great changes mentally, 

y lor our mentality is shaped by our sur- 
। roundings quite as much as our body, 

r ■ I Man has been taught religiously and so-_ 
; daily, that it is his duty and privilege 

j ' to increase and multiply, and we are 
L quite sure that whether that be a duty
Í) or not. the nation that does not in-

: crease its population soon dies out, or
is enslaved by some more powerful 

s neighbor. We find every form of life
fc- shaped so as to propagate its species
iy.. as its chief end. And the form of man
Kj. .. is no exception. ItTs carefully shaped
| v ¿ to hold not only the various organs by 
11" which it grows and lives, but also the 
[3; organs by which it is to increase-and
r. multiply. Without these sexual organs
L the shape of man’s body would be dif-
h-;-- ferent, and woman’s still more so. But
s; though that is interesting and import- 
| ant, and compels a shape which we rec
ri ognize as manhood, still it is, so far,

, only the physical side of our immortal 
•I'" , possibilities.
|i.' Now let the reader stop and think 

that fatherhood,, motherhood, brother- 
r \ hood, and various relationships down to 
|i \ that of mother-in-law, are all the results 
B ;; ; \o'f sex. If tl were not for his mortal 
■¿¿¿¿wiianhood—just as it is—the noblest at- 
■Ml^S'T.ributes of man would disappear.
IsSif' Fancy a whole city or nation without a 

mother or father in it, and with a popu- 
b ’ lation that never knew either! All we

»

count as holiest and most divine in man 
Would be absent, for he would ’know 
nothing oi love. And any home with- 
cut love becomes a hell. In that city 
there would be none ot the romance of 
youth. No maiden and lover wandering 
band in hand, and presently founding 
another family. Without motherhood 
and fatherhood selfishness would reign

‘Supreme.
when the fanatic tries to imagine a 

contented society, free from all woes 
-and sorrows, he always talks of the 
brotherhood of man. And we are per
petually told that all hope for humanity 
depends upon acknowledging the 
brotherhood of man. But there can be 
no brotherhood without mothers, and 
no mothers unless their bodies contain, 
organs to hold unborn brothers for 
many weary months. Aud such bodies 
will be, aud must be shaped so ad to 
hold such organs in the best possible 
position.

■With such truths in our mind we 
once again ask ourselves, “After death, 
what?” And we see that all plclures of 

> life, and forms of life over there are 
mere distorted copies of life here. In 

[ a word, these would be revelators draw 
! pictures of men and women in spirit 
I life, who are never to have any experl- 
| once oi either motherhood, or Lrother- 
I ¿oodi and yet are to walk about, and 
। perhaps fly about, m bodies shaped 
I Just like ours. " And remember, unless 
i they have just Buch shaped bodies, we 
i could never recognize them as those we 

knew in earth life.
■ 'Mwe have now seen that it .is not
x+SBRy the physical must change, but 
X JTmental as' well, after deatn. The
¿Jjh^ßlcal must change because.this plan- •

— ------- ,--- ’------
SPIRITUALISM ABLY DEFENDED.

Dr G. E. Chesbro, of Los Anpeles, Cal, 
Battles Loyally for the Truth.

Speaulng before tho First Spiritual 
Mission, of Los Angeles, Cal., Dr. G. IS. 
Chesbro wok up an argument answer
ing the criticism of Spiritualism, made 
one week ago by Rov.W. W. Simpson, at 
the Adventist tent, corner of Seventh

Let us love-uur¿cause 
arid dare to advocate its ; 
truth and d&ry fraud, ij 
If we have th/?" pure it 
cannot be destroyed in 
the crucible of reason 
and fair discussion, It :

: will only thrive, and 
; exj. ■»nd • more rapidly.

FOUND THE, LIGHT,

A New Convert Relates Her Experience.

To the Editor:—I know you will not 
blame me-, a new convert, for writing an 
experience I have had, wften this is just 
the time when all whq I'eel in their 
hearts that there must-be truth in Spir
itualism, as well as tlio?< who know, 
should speak up. Although thirty- 
three years old, I have never had the,and Spring streets. .------------ - — ------ .

Dr. Chesbro mentioned having read I time or opportunity to study into tl.<i 
tfie words of Rev. Simpson in The phenomena of Spiritualism until a year

TRÜTft IS IMPERISH7VBLE
My mouth shall speak the truth.” has a strong opinion may admit the pos- 
......  ' sibility that his opinion may be false, heProv. viii., 7.

“Truth crushed to earth shall rise
again.” William Cullen Bryant. ■ 

“To have'truth and not live it is like

ought to be moved by the consideration 
that however true it may be, if it is not 
fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed

having lungs and refusing to .breathe.” it will be held as a dead dogma, not ,3 
“However unwillingly a- person who living truth.” John Stuart Mill.

AN IMPORTANT STATEMENT. THE OLD AND NEW BIBLE.

The Electrical Basis of the Universe.

motherless, fatherless and loveless the words of Rev. Bimpson in The phenomena of Spiritualism until a year 
afterzwe have eUmbed “the golden. T|mes, and said that many persons had. ago last winter. The subject had al- 
stair.” Such are surely some of the expressed the wish to have him answer ways, since I was old enpugh to think 
conceptions of the next lifexwhich we the criticism. This he believed he was deeply, a great, fascination for me, and I 
now,see will not bear examination, and I able to do from the Bible, the book I longed for the chance tq-flelye into It. 
yet have been taught and emphasized which Rev. Simpson had used in his Two winters ago I attended a. few meet- 
by “snirit return.” effort to prove that Spiritualism is a ’-ngs—private circles/ <md’ almost at

We iire still only at the threshold of work of Ihe devil. once commenced to feel Lthat . new'and
the difficulties which’beset us when we First John Ivd, “Beloved believe not strange influence. Aftefc, three or four 
try to find out, “After death, what?” every spirit, but try the spirits whether sittings I was able, to see and describe 
It will not.do to imagine oneself loving they be of God,” was the text chosen as people whom those present recognized, 
nis earth mother or wife “over there” a foundation for the discourse ' last But that evening tlie power from the 
with the old love, for that, as we have night, and after announcing It the circle was v unusually strong. . The 
seen, was founded on .the old organs speaker said: “It has been stated that meetings were soon discontinued and I 
and the old shape. Apart from the the Bible Is. like an old fiddle upon which have been to none since, but shall as 
sex organs the size of a .man, or a wo- any kind of a tune can be played. This I soon as the opportunity presents itself, 
man, depends on the size and density is to say that any kind of doctrine can I made the acquaintance of .a lady who 
of the planet. If the planet were larger be taught and proven by tlie Bible, is a medium, and we seemed drawn to 
or smaller the human body would also There are persons who, because they each other in some unaccountable way. 
be larger or smaller. And in the next are not thoroughly conversant with the Ono evening, when she/Was visiting in 
life, the new body, whatever its shape, Bible, are willing to believe this state- this neighborhood, she-nad a_clrcle, and 
would bo made of the materials around ment. It 1b, however, misleading and after her control, who.is ^n Indian, had 
it, and its feet and Inches would be reg- a thorough knowledge of the Bible will finished talking with tire others he told 
ulated by its new conditions. So tho dispel it. them all that he wished to. speak with
sought loved one might be found “From a great musical composition me alono, and hoped they would not 
twenty feet, or twenty Inches, tall, to an amateur can select certain discon- feel offended because ho had asked 
the dismay of the Etartled lover. uected passages, which may be regard- them to withdraw. The door had hard-

Of such difficulties we never get a ed as so many different tunes, but when b' closed after them when ;tlio medium 
word of explanation from the “dear the master musician, who grasps every Had. her arms around tfie.and pay own 
spirits.” We know they exist, and come thought, every sentiment,’every mo- mother, who died when I . was tnree 
back, but that seems to be about all tion, sweeps over the composition in I QD<i a naif years old, spoke to me. The 
that spirit return is so far teaching us. execution, the listening ear will catch medium’s. Indian control left her and

Now we are ready to make anxious the whole from start to finish as one my mother came in. Ohl thew of that 
enquiry as to what are to be our facul- grand harmony. So it is with the Bible, meeting! Only those;'wbo ;have lost 
ties and powers in the life after death? An honest, intelligent investigation their mothers when as jmung’qs I was, 
The answer can only be from earth ex- and study, which requires the student can know. We talked ot things ““°yn 
perlences with our present bodies and to place himself in the same relation Gn'y to us two, and she erica, .‘My haby, 
conditions. The constant answer to with the highest intelligence of the uni- ray baby.’ I wap her-youngest child, 
such questions given thjough sensitives verse as did the great spiritual masters an<i therefore.was her iqaby.. She talked 
has been that “will power” is the wlz- who gave to the world this most won- >vith me for about twenty minutes, and 
ard “over there” that enabled man— aerful, complete and comprehensive course, that was only; a thousandth 
spirit—that is to say Ego—to work with- truth concerning the great question, Part- °i t-}™6 I should nave liked to 
out fatigue, and achieve wonders impos- will disclose the fact that the Bible, spend with her. But -she ’Said she 
sible in earth life. We accept this as from Genesis to Revelation, teaches would come again to me in:the samo 
a truism, because "will power” Is the the same thing, plays the same tune. manner. She told me her home was 
one attribute by which man wields “Humanity can never find satisfac- w^h me, and hew .tnat-.iiljed me with 
power over his surroundings in earth tion in knowing only one side of the J°y think had been .entertaining 
life. But Will is useless save \as it question of life, for life is two-fold in an ahgql unawares.’■ , " ,
works through, and controls matter; Its expression which is described as ex- Now I can. feel her pyesepce^ith me 
and we cannot conceive of Will as of ternal and internal; objective and sub- often, and especially when I;alt-apwn_at 

•-any value to a man without tools. Scl; jective; physical and metaphysical, or Tae P,ana Some oi tite.wkeptira may 
cntists tell vs that without 6ur oppos- spiritual. Masters always have made say> How do youknowTtWMnhe? I 
able thumb man’s progress would have this distinction in some form, either di- answer, because we' talkeA Oi levpnta- 
been impossible. So the thumb is a tool rectly or indirectly, and it is very pro- ^at happened in her early married life 
for will power. Sols the hand, the nounced throughout the Bible. From that were known .by myselfonly, others 
foot, and more or less the whole body, beginning to end, while it recognizes knew the facts being aead.

So much of this spirit talk about will both, it alms to make prominent the su- H°w can people be. so hl|nd to all 
power is such pure nonsense that it preme importance ot the spiritual, that these spiritual nianlfestations. Verily 
seems to me time somebody reduced it which shall riot pass away, but remain "*ey/are puller than babesj for even 
to common sense. Will power is use- forever; while that which it has made they will blink at the Ugiit. -lake ma- 
less without tools, and as it develops manifest, called the physical, whether terlalizatlon, for instance.- J,know, per- 
win power uses one tool to make an- it be material thought, sentiment, emo- sonally, nothing of that phenomena, but 
other, and that is what we call “prog- tions or forms, are all unsubstantial, J ^eel> 1 ,n 
ress.” Will power is a manifestation and will pass away into everlasting for- J8 s0- are told by reliable Spiritual- 
of intelligence through matter. Intelli- getfulness. S^S1 ^la*- tinder the proper conditions
gence is never separate from will pow- “Our text gives us clearly to under- SU,CJ manifestations do takeiplace. 
er. Of course will power may have stand without a question that there are “Under proper conditions,. I_-hear 
very different tools in spirit life, but individual intelligences called spirits, 3°me_ of the foolish ones Bay. Why do 
they must be material, and solid enough -who are of God, just the same as there you nave-to nave prpper conditions, 
to handle and shape spirit man’s sur- may be men in the earthly form who Do you I5n°,Y' to Just shout Oh„ 
roundings. If telepathy be a truth, and are of God, because living In the kifig- tools ana blind. . Don t everything un- 
one will power can affect the will dem of justice, goodness and truth. ^be Bun have to have proper condi- 
power of (tndtlier without contact visi- This does not prove that all men or all tions?
bio to mortal sense, yet tools are there, spirits are living in that way, but the Can' you> my dear maaam; bake your 
and must be there, all the same. It is text clearly implies that they are not, bread unless you have a lire to do so 
not fingers or toes, or a sledgehammer and the admonition of the apostle is with? Can water freeze, .unless the 
that does that business, but vibrations that we determine their character, and conditions are such as tp enable-it to 
of matter must be used as tools; for fellowship only with those spirits 6O?,, you> °t the
thought itself is only intelligence ex- which are godly. Consonant with the pvee<3> “ght your pipe unless-you taave 
pressing itself through matter. The text to which our brother in his dis- pbe conditions? You say, tll.e soul can- 
ripple started in the brain may exlend course referred, Isaiah, eighth chapter not. possibly be seen and. therefore
outward and onward in the great ocean and nineteenth and twentieth verses, there is nothing to see. Do you see the.
of matter which is the raw material of ‘And when they shall say unto you, v,ind? No, you see the branches bend
the universe. Will power is always us- Seek unto them that have familiar spir- ^e£°re *t» roses droop their
ing matter as its servant whenever its, and unto wizards that peep and that beads. • :
mind is at work. The matter used may mutter, should not a people seek unto Now> hear someone.shout). Yes, but
be fine or coarse, dense or refined, but 'God? for the living to the dead? To t£1? ‘raucis and fates, in it.
it will be matter all the same. the law and to the testimony. If they Yes—and look at the frauds .»nd fakes

There has no evidence been present- speak not according to this word, it is right in your churches you may be one
ed to show that will-power, or even life because there is no light in them.’ yourself—you know, 1 don t—there are 
itself, Ib an entity apart from matter. “This text, like the first, is clearly a frauds everywhere. Are there not 
The chemist, no matter how fine his warning from the prophet to the people yeeds ln your garden and don t you
balance, is dealing witKmatter as much t0 have' no fellowship with those spirits i,ave tQ kee.p at wo™ to keep.them out.
as the miner with his sledge hammer, which are not of God, for they do not There are just as big frauds in the
And the psychologist, who cannot an- talk intelligently, but, as stated in the churches as there are among Spintual-
alyze his own intelligence, can only text, ‘peep and mutter.’ These, says ists’ and taey “ave not. even the excuse 
make it manifest through matter. So the prophet, ‘do not speak the truth, for ?£ “oney getting to condone it. Right 
much is man the mortal’s experience, so they have no light in them which can tn the city near me a. well-known man, 
when man the spirit talks through mor- be proven by the law and the testi- Prominent in business . circles, and a 
tai lips of his wondrous control and use mony.’ It seems strange that our Ad- Nearly loved Sunddy-sahool superin- 
of will-power, he can really only mean vent brother should claim these two tendent, who gave lectures oq. honesty 
that he has got better tools than we tcxts in anv way teach that spirituality nnd upright■ lives; to Ills, class, 
have with which to do his work. is the work of an individuality called ?a8 found out to be anf embezzler, a

(To be continued.) • the devil. Nothing could be further fwgrir, and_a supporter ot;thi;ee OT four
San Leandro, Cal. from it They do .undeniably teach the Li0!??11 besides his wife. He skipped.

fact of Spiritualism and spirit return. ^Nothing has been done afiqut him. He 
Reference was made to’passages wliich yas S!?ar!-Ullut4£sl’!c'1;- ?-!«? ?ad 

■-------  I show that cnmmnntcattnnR enmo from been done by a Spiritualist- the BO-Though tae^chers rMLogMnst it in Slt keptteot thefr . CbristianB '. would:, ¡cry out,
their sermons Und at prayer, I first &state> These angels are also Hang him!Th^h/tO reat 1 ^led unctean sp1ritsawhTch Jesus cis? ' Ob! bhrid, blind men arid wo^en, the 
with consideration fair; t ud h th ntbieclearlv teaches evidences are all .around./you, . would

Though the human frauds disgrace it, wSlo once llved unon earU1 that the scales would fall.: from your

eighth and ninth verses, we can read l.tt y®u; hearts there is a longing for. 
Can affect it in the main,- that the aneel who showed Tohn these something, you know not-What/a desireFor ’tis bullded on a science that etel- ... . g d f kor the’attainment of .something, a little

nal Will be there.- ■; - > ■-■ gXtftiirit tept theka^g of taat ^her .ana nobler-eOfe prove
Though ’tis dubbed a superstition, with book. What, is true of this angel is true

the devil on its track; of all. The apostle Paul, in Hebrew ?tear£-bfokreo
Though lb has been hffid to torture by 11:14, says that the angels are all min- at the dear face so soon;W be .covered 

the thumbscrew and the rack; .. I istering spirits, sent to minister to niWtjih Si ™i
Though the stake has held its devotees I therii that are heirs of salvation. The. tllis li£e te“1® end of all .'Ohteo. you

till they were crisp and.black; . Bible teaches we should have nothing canaot.- .^by dont W.u.^^ther and
There is sure to cpmfe'a day . to do with those that are fallen into in-W ll.' „»„»s
When the truth will have full sway, I darkness and Ignorance, and this Is O*1; man' ln.£be, oour xjaIT.'u ®

And the good old friends inimortal will why the law was given to Moses by the £a.c® ¿° £ace oeroav?2ie?|tJ?n J?? 
all shout their greetings back. angel world, that necromancers—those 8ay

. -- tr-bn hart' familiar snirits witches and and i{ not then does.lt Hot expandTo their God from every quarter have „¡¿rdl, should be driven^out The and develop, as it. does here,’but fuller 
gone slander and abuse, . - - , t /uA law aealnst nee- and broader and deeper? < ■ .. ,.

And at times it seemed the demons of romancy nr00f o£ the truth of Snirit- Well>i£ those who caa"ot s«e orhell-fire were turned loose, ™m&ncy ,,s proof OT tbc¡ truth oi^ Spirit w()n,t see anH.have made )Ip their
And devoting all things sacred to de- eommXt.o  ̂ !™d8 £hGy w V to^h’V’ Tav’
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On July 1, 1903, the writer said In an I 
article: “Nothing exists within a sphere ] 
whose dipmeter is 176 quadrillion miles, 
requiring light, which moves 186,000 
miles per second, 11,116,000 miles per 
minute, 30,000 years to traverse, but 
corpuscles;” z

The sphere mentioned is that having 
the earth in its center, and seen by 
the largest modern felescopes. For 
30,000 years is quite a long time, and 
186,000 miles during one second is an 
inconceivably rapid rate of motion. Yet, 
it Is posit ively known that light and ail 
other interstellar modes of energy 
travel with that Impressive velocity.

Prof. J. J. Thompson determined the 
mass of ultimate corpuscles of matter 
to be about one-thousandth part of an 
atom of hydrogen: the smallest and 
lightest body of. matter known until the 
discovery of corpuscles,

No brain is able to imagine how 
minute the- hydrogen atom, is, and all 
powers of the mind of man are impo
tent when it begins to think of the di- 
-mensions of a corpuscle. The latest 
deduction of the foremost ot scientific 
men of the world is that all forms of 
matter at present known, can be re
solved into these excessively small cor
puscles.

But hero'comes tho chief fact known 
about them: When matter is disinte
grated into its final or corpuscular con
dition it is impossible to distinguish 
any' difference between» the corpuscles 
and electricity. This is but one way of 
shying that the entire sidereal universe 
and everything in it are made of elec
tricity.

Electricity is matter beyond any 
doubt, but for years it has been called
a mode of energy... This philosophy
sounds like, saying that matter and en
ergy are identical and both are included 
under one word—electricity. To get at. 
this in another way, it may be said that 
no entity exists but electricity. If so— 
and it certainly looks that way—then 
the human mind 1b made of electricity, • 
and electricity is matter.

This brings us around to a point in 
Oriental speculation, four thousand 
years in the distant past, when the 
wisest men the world ha.B ever con
tained said,.over and over again the 
“thoughts and things.” This idea has 
never died but; for-from .that Tamoto; 
epoch some psychologistsTiave.kept the 
primeval belief alive, And the doctrine 
is a,t this niomenf spreading over The 
world agaifi with .remarkable rapidity. 
Mail received here from all parts of the 
world contains this phrase repeatedly: 
"Thought power; the force of thought”; 
“transmission of thought power,’> and 
similar sentences bristle in the books, 
papers and the multitudes ot letters 
daily pouring into this observatory. 
Electricity assumes more forms than 
did Proteus of old.

These-ybodles, smaller than atoms,” 
have the pioperly inertia and other at
tributes of matter, yet none so far is 
able to tell as where they differ from 
electricity. It may be well to state that 
some scientists assert that they are not 
electric, biit no proof has been coming.

Radium now in New York that was 
received from Peris in 1900 is still giv
ing out heat and light. It therefore 
must receive matter which it trans
forms into heat; but if heat is electric
ity, and electricity matter, then there is 
a flow of matter throughout all space; 
for the spectroscope sees matter in the 
distant glowing suns in all directions In 
the same phases we are familiar with 
here on cur speck of earth.

Chemists, physicists Vsid electricians 
are working night and day to find what 
patter is and psychologists are work
ing also day and night ' to find what 
mind is. At the present stage of inves
tigation it looks as though both are one 
and the same, and that the most com
mon form in which they appear is elec
tricity. ’ 1

The entire speculative portion of the 
scientific world is racking its brain 
striving to interpret the flood of mys
teries that submerge the human mind 
with inscrutable problems. The in
tensity of gravity is well known, and it

Spiritualism,

As Analyzed by the Editor of the New 
York Sun.

SPIRITUAL GROWTH.

In the Present and In the Future Life

A significant incident—it may be said 
to be a consequence—of the criticism to 
which tlie Bible has been subjected dur
ing’recent years is the decision of the 
managers of the American Bible Socie
ty, to amend the constitution of that so
ciety so as tojiermit the printing of the 
revised-version of the Scriptures com
pleted in 1885 by British and American 
committees1, in accordance with princi
ples and rules laid down by the Convo
cation of the Province of .Canterbury in 
1870, and further revised and edited by 
the American committee in 1901.

The Canterbury plan was simply for 
a revision of the King James version, 
made in 1611, or of the standard and au
thorized English Bible of all Protest
ants, ■ and' not for a distinctively new 
version The resolutions of the Convo
cation, In view of the veneration in 
which this ancient and authorized ver
sion was regarded, took pains to an
nounce that "we do not contemplate any 
new translation of the Bible or any al
teration of the language except where 
in the judgment of the most competent 
scholars such change is necessary." 
Even where changes were made, the re- 
visers were enjoined to follow closely 
“tho style of the language employed in 
the existing version.”

In 1885, when the revised version was 
completed and was published by the 
University Presses of Oxford and Cam
bridge, there was a great demand for 
the new Bible in both England and 
America. In the course of a single 
year as many as three million copies 
were sold in the two countries, and it 
was a leading subject of discussion in 
the religious world of that day. The 
general feeling in the two countries, 
however, was’of disappointment. The 
changes made by the revisers, under 
the compulsion of fidelity to the origi
nals, came as a shock to the sentiment 
of veneration which had grown up 
around the old version, so that its very 
language had become embalmed in Eng
lish literature and had profoundly af
fected thd whole thought and the doc
trinal statement and conviction of Eng
lish speaking Protestantism.

Accordingly, after the brief period in 
which the revised Bible awakened sen
sational interest, it ceased to attract 

ee of attention. During 
’s since its first publica

tion it has made no headway. The old 
version has continued to hold the affec
tions of the people, to be the source 
from which Biblical quotations are 
made and from which lessons are read 
at church services. The revision is 
used in critical rather than pious study 
of the Scriptures. It is true that two 
years ago the British and Foreign Bible 
Society anticipated the decision of our 
own Bible Society, by amending its con
stitution so as to authorize the publica
tion of the revised Bible among its is
sues, but the demand for the new has 
been trifling relatively to that for the 
old version.

Of all the books printed since the,.in
vention of printing, the Bible has been 
by far the most numerously sent out 
from the presses of both Europe and 
America. The total number of the is
sues of the English society since its or
ganization in 1804 has been toward 
200,000,000, and of the American Society 
about halt as many. So lar as concerns 
the English language, these have been 
of the old King James version. Mean
time, the Bible has been translated in 
whole or in part into hundreds of lan
guages and dialects, or practically into 
every speech of the earth. The amount 
of labor expended by Protestant mis
sionaries in this direction has been pro
digious. Giving the Bible to every peo-

I have In mind this morning not onlj 
the growth of the spiritual form, but th« 
growth of the spirit itself, both while 
living in the earthly body and when 
freed from it. We hunger and thirst 
after righteousness and by probing the 
hidden mysteries of the life to come, 
we are filled for the time being. I am 
minded of a small child that asks of its 
mother something, and receiving it, ia 
for the moment completely satisfied.

We may live in our earthly forms 
ninety, aye, one hundred years, and ba 
only as a new-born babe when we are 
born to the life to come, if we do noth. 
Ing to develop our spirits. The growth 
of the spirit begins in earnest when we 
realize we have eternal life, and thal 
there is no death, only a birth into 
eternity. Take for example a man that 
is born with infidelity firmly rooted in 
his spirit, transmitted to him from both 
fatfier and mother; what will awaken 
his spirit to a consciousness of a life 
beyond the grave? Nothing human 
can do it, it takes the power of the Di
vine to firing' film to an understanding 
of the spiritual inheritance awaiting 
him in the land beyond the reach of our 
mortal vision; and often some spirit of 
light will beat at his brain for years, 
frying to awaken in him the desire to 
live again, and also a desire to investi
gate these things and thereby grow la 
spirit.

pie of the earth has been considered by 
them the first great religious obligation.

The American Bible Society, by its 
decision to add the revised version to 
its issues, now admits tacitly the imper
fection of this King James version as 
measured by the standards of modern 
scholarship, but the new is not vener
ated and it never will be venerated like 
the old. The Bible as revised is a 
strange book. Changes made in pas
sages hallowed by three centuries of de
vout use produce a painful impression 
of almost sacrilege in the religious 
mind. The Word of God, in the estima
tion of the great mass of the English- 
speaking Protestant public, is the very 
language of the Bible as it was translat
ed in 1611 by a Commission of forty
seven members under James I.

At this time, too, when the new revis
ion is made authoritative, there is 
throughout Christendom a criticism of 
the Scriptures which goes far beyond 
the mere imperfections of any transla
tion. It weighs in the balance and re
jects even the authenticity and author
ity of the Biblical originals themselves. 
The Bible emerges from its testing fur
nace no longer the Word of God, but 
the words of men—fallible, legendary, 
contradictory, defaced by frauds and 
limited by an ignorance of the natural 
laws of tile universe which betokens a 
human authorship at periods when su
perstitions swayed the minds arid gov
erned the religious conceptions of men.

The decision in 1902 by the British 
and Foreign Bible Society and by the 
American Bible Society In 1904 to put 
forth both the newly revised version 
and the old version of 1611 as authorita
tive translations of the Scriptures is 
therefore of grave importance at a time 
of religious revolution due to new con
ceptions of the Bible.

has been measured with accuracy. 
Thus: Two spheres, say .of gold, lead 
or granite, whose weight 'is 463,915 
tons each, and whose centers are one 
mile apart, would attract each other 
with a force of one pound.
. The electrical potential of that vast 
mass of corpuscles saturating all 
space, for long called “ether,” has been 
computed! and there is a remarkable 
relation between them. The deduc
tions are intensely mathematical and 
were made by- Bergen Davis of Colum
bia University, and here are his con
clusions in his own language: “This 
rather remarkable .relation between 
the gravitational constant and the con
stant of the ether is very suggestive. 
It appears to me that this coincidence 
can hardly be accidental. If mass is 
electromagnetic, the constant of mass 
attraction might be expected to be re
lated, to the constants of the ether. The 
above result not only suggests that mat
ter is electrical in constitution, but that 
gravitational force is the same in kind 
if not in degree with electrical forced, 
and that they act in a common me
dium.”

Scientists for years have now and 
then written that gravity is probably 
electrical, and now it appears that 
mathematical proof, is on the way. But 
man’s place in nature and his relation 
to matter or “electricity,” Is attracting 
attention all over the civilized world 
now. It is certain that “finer forces” 
exist in the universe of which man is 
at present ignorant. Thus: One of the 
most conservative scientific - men of 
England, “Sigma,” says: ’‘The real 
question is just whether nature consists 
of matter and force—the known physi
cal agencies—or whether it must not 
include another order of existence, the 
psychical, to which is due those phe
nomena called life, mind, etc. ■ . -- -- .- . -;C

The N-rays emanating from the hu-1 . Is life so dear pr peace so, sweet as 
man body-that were discovered by M. to be purchafeed at the pried of chains. 
Blonlot, have~been reflected-and re- and slavery? I knçwniot what course, 
fracted and are seen to ba quite radio- others may take, but ai for mo, give 
{¿Hvo ou a sensitive Æiïorasosnt sereenf liberty or glva iao ÊekUL—gatïiek

* »nA1-have hv izsJAry,

"human waves.” It is thought that dis
eases can be diagnosed by examination 
of N-ravs issuing from the patient’s 
body'.' We will all be right when man 
finds his place In nature.—ProL Edgar 
L. Larkin, in Chicago Examiner.

One reason, I think, it is so hard for 
us to comprehend the fullness of the 
life immortal is, it is so plain, and sen
sible, we are looking for something that 
requires a great deal of study, when 
really the growth of the spirit is as tho 
growth ot the body, we—our earthly 
selves are not conscious of the growth 
of either for some time. But as the 
days go by, and our bodies grow in ’ 
years, and we keep in our hearts and 
minds the desire to know and under
stand more of what seems to us so mys
terious, our spirits are gradually un
folding, and expanding, as a flower does 
when the sunsnine and warm rains fall 
upon it; and the same power that cares 
for the flower is caring for us, and 
slowly causing us to see how beautiful 
the plan of life is.

There is bo much to be gained by be
ginning while yet in-the earth form to 
unfold our spiritual natures. We have 
so much better chance for development 
along that line. To be ignorant as re
gards a life to come, and be born into 
the spiritual world without a moment of 
preparation (and you can make some 
preparation on a bed ot transition) is to 
be, as far as a knowledge of spiritual 
laws are concerned, an infant. Then 
you are so much more liable to be en
ticed with wrong doing, or to be kept 
close to earth, by mischievous spirits 
who will tel! you there is no place but 
where you are, and as you are ignorant 
of the laws of progression you are apt 
to believe them, and waste a good many 
days in idleness. By and by perchance 
some good missionary spirit comes 
along and in your heart is awakened 
the desire that should have been 
awakened years ago, while you were 
yet in your earthly body; you begin 
your spiritual growth, but how slowly! 
Net one thing do you know regarding 
the Power of Light, and little of the 
Power of Darkness, having had no di
rect dealings with either. As the de
sire grows within you to know more of 
the Power that gave you life, the power 
of the spirit of darkness will- begin to 
manifest itself, and ofttimes you will 
question in your heart, was that mis
sionary spirit right? Is there a place 
beyond this, where purified spirits may 
go? Thus the Influence of darkness 
clings close to you, knowing if you be
gin to study, and learn of the beautiful 
life and land beyond, the beautiful 
cities prepared for those that come up 
through great trials and tribulations, 
they will have lost a good worker; for it 
is plain to be seen the more earnest 
one will work for things ot darkness, 
the more earnest they will work for the 
Power of light when once they under
stand, and are assured there is work to 
be done.

Then take for example a man that be
gins in his earth life to hunt diligently 
for the truth; his spirit begins at once 
to grow, and when this man shall leave 
his earthly body, he is ready to take up 
his work in the spiritual world and no 
power of evil, or darkness can come 
near to mar his pleasure in ministering 
to others. He will not remain close to 
earth, he can go far away, and will, un
less it is decreed by the Power of Light 
that his work is among the lost and 
ruined, if so me is fitted to begin at 
once and does not have to spend years 
of toil In striving after light on different 
subjects as he learned a great deal of 
that ffi his earthly education.

Spiritual things taught earth people 
must be presented to them in a mate
rial form, else they cannot grasp them.

Christ, our elder brother always used 
a parable of material things to make 
his spiritual meaning plain, and in a 
great many ways we are like the people 
of old, we are slow to understand, espe
cially if the truth does not exactly ac
cord with our own pet belief. We 
should not be so—a truth is a truth and 
nothing can change it We should be 
glad to grow gray in the service of the 
pewer of light, as each good deed done 
to our fellow men will bear a double 
harvest in the new land beyond. And 
how little we know compared with what 
Is yet for us to know, and how unwilling 
are our feet, at times, to run on er
rands for our king.

Let us try to do something for those in 
darkness, both here and in the land be
yond and in so doing help our own spir
its to grow in wisdom, grace and love. 
Peace be with you. .

1 ' MADAME ROBERTS.
1 The Dalles, Oregon.

The trtfe rule of business Is to guard 
and do by the things of others ris they 
do by their own.—Hindoo. ;

Belter a thousand fold abuse of Free - 
Speech than denial of Free Speech; the 
abuse dies in a day, but the genial alaya*»» 
the life of the people and entombs the 
hope of the race.—Bradlaugh.

The truest self-respect is not to think 
of self—Beecher.
-i It is not until we have passed through 
the furnace that we are made to. know, 
how much dross there is in our com*
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Only One Side to the Question

Court Adjourned After the Conclusion of To«day’s Session.

flu Impaniai Hearing Is the Friend ol Justice.

- View's of a Canada Medium.

SCUM ONLY ON THE SURFACE.
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us logical conclusions.
If some mediums are frauds then 

are frauds. If some phenomena 
fraudulent then all is fraudulent.

STRICT TEST CONDITIONS.
No seance should ever be held with- 
it strict test conditions, unless the
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beautiful

expense of the credulous 
peeling.
MAKE IT UNPLEASANT 

DLERS.
Spiritualists, if they will.

■ay. The sweet Songster s

"Spiritual Songs for the Use of Clr- 
cies.-CampmeetingB and-Other. Spirit* 
ualistis Gatherings." By Mattie El 
Halt Price 10 cents

To the, Editor:—-In ■ regard to __
Open Confi, in The Progressivo Thinker,

line. Who is at fault, people or me1 
dium. ...........  MRS. C. C. BACON.

Ravenna, Ohio.

ind thought was an inspiration to an 
■ho heard her.

LYDIE L. CURTIS. ■

Lin this Open Court

This week terminates the Open Court for the 
- present. It has been a department of thrilling 

interest, in which Spiritualists of prominence 
’ hayejiad an opportunity to air themselves as 
never before. In fact, it has created a decided 
sensation in our ranks, especially among those 
in remote places who have had no idea what
ever of the exact status of our cause in the great 
centers of our land. It is, however, the candid 
opinion among the leading minds in our ranks 
that this discussion in thé Open Court will be 
instrumental in doing gréât good. Did you ever 
stop and think, dearly beloved Spiritualists, that 
there is only ONE LINE along which any club, 
cult, sect or person can advance or rise to a 
higher plane^and that is along the line of abso
lute honesty. Any other course diverges from 
that line and is ruinous, leading to a hell of dark 
conditions.

A Comprehensive Arraignment of 
Frauds by-a Prominent Spiritualist of 
Grand Rapids, Mich.
It is highly amusing to watch the ef

forts of the frauds to check the tide of 
disagreeable criticism to which they 
have lately been subjected.

They are experts in the invention of 
excuses that are calculated to scare the 
opposition into silence, it is only to oe 
regretted that sc many well-meaning 
but unthinking and "easy" Spiritualists 
can be induced to further their designs 
by accepting and giving prominence to 
ineir senseless assertions.

One of me first objections to tne free 
discussion of this question was that it 
would only attract more fakes to our 
ranks.

The fallacy of this assumption prov
en. it was next suggested that those 
who didn’t know any better than to be

.Reau it over carefully and then if you 
•can observe any sense in it. kindly rise 
and exmain for the benefit of those who 
are soweak-minderi that they ■ cannot 
appreciate its-logic. Here it 0s: '■ 

, "IF SPIRITUALISTS BEGIN TO DE
CRY FRAUD IN THEIR RANKS IT IS' 
TANTAMOUNT TO ACKNOWLEDG
ING THE FRAUDULENT BASIS OF 
THEIR OWN SYSTEM OF PROOF OF 
ANOTHER LIFE.”

Can anyone but a dunce be induced 
to accept such a transparent falsehood? 
It scarcely requires an answer, but, for 
the sake of presenting its conclusions 
ifiore cieany and emphatically, we win 
examine it more closely and follow it to

of Spiritualism will come to the front.
Keep agitating. ' .
A fraudulent medium is an ingenious 

person. He—or she—always has a sim
ple, pellucid explanation for any suspi
cious circumstance in connection with 
the manifestations.

And. sad to say, some well-meaning 
Spiritualists will believe any excuse a 
humbug sees fit to make. They will 
smile to think how foolish the orthodox 
are to believe everything tne minister 
or priest says—and then, witn wine- 
open moutn and unreasoning credulity, 
proceed to believe everything a so- 
called medium tens them, no matter 
now little sense there may be to it.

Now I. together with a large number 
of thinking Spiritualists, have for a 
long tune considered the mosquito-bar 
test a most excellent and satisfactory 
one, with tne added advantage that it in 
no way interfered with the production 
of the phenomena.

Do you Know that we were utterly 
mistaken?

If not. tnen let me show you the fal
lacy of our position. It has been ad
mirably pointed out by. the friend of a 
certain materializing medium to whom 
it was suggested that it-would be an ex
cellent idea to apply the mosquito-bar 
test, it is so unreasonable that I only 
wonder it has not been thought of be
fore. Listen while I give it: -

JDf course it is well understood mat 
the spirit who wishes . to materialize 
must draw trom me medium sufficient 
material to make his form visible. 
Well, the objection to the mosquito-bar 
test is simply that it prevents the spirit 
from drawing the necessary strength 
from tne medium in as free and unob
structed a manner as is necessary for a 
good materialization.

How simple!
The clothing of Uie medium offers no

Spirituallatg Will Calmly and DiapMsionately Consider WW Is Beat fci Our Beloved Çawe, Sept. 10,180«, ]
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9 The Way of the Fake.

Appiy this logic to government 
Some officials are dishonest. There
fore government is based upon dishon
esty.

To business. Some merchants are 
dishonest. Therefore all are rogues. 
Some business enterprises are organ
ized with intent to defraud. To admit 
ibis is equivalent to saying that an 
business enterprises are of the same 
class.

■We might extend it further to the en
tire human race. Some people are 
Knaves, robbers, criminals. But hold! 
To begin to decry the crime committed 
is tantamount to acknowledging that ail 
are criminals.

It is just as reasonable to claim that 
an people are knaves and criminals 
merely because a few have been demon
strated to be such as it is to assume 
that because some mediums are 
frauds, therefore all must be classed as 
such.

Inconsistency, thou. too. art a Jewell

Upon a stul body of water a repulsive 
looking scum will in time accumulate. 
It gathers only where the water is un
disturbed. If conditions are right it 
spreads. In time it covers the entire 
tire surface. But the scum is only on 
the surface. Beneath, though obscured 
by the scum, the water may be cledr 
and pure. If the water is m motion it 
will not form: or. if already there, you 
agitate the water and it will disappear.

The frauds of Spiritualism, like the 
scum, are only on tne surface. They 
saw in Spiritualism an excellent field 
1o piv their'art They came. Left un
disturbed. they increased. They .have 
forced themselves to the front, obscur
ing the hosts of true and honest medi
ums, who. rather-.than compete_with 
them, remain in comparative obscurity, 
though laboring quietly, earnestly and 
effectively in their own communities, 
often unappreciated and in want, 
while skilled fakes revel in luxury, sup
ported and applauded oy the multitude, 
to the disgrace of true mUftums and 
true Spiritualism. The frauds have not 
yet succeeded in forcing all the genuine 
mediums into the background. But tho 
conclusion is inevitable that sometime 
in the future they will unless some de
cided effort is made to check their ad
vance. Shall we blindly close our eyes 
to the true condition of things, allowing 
them to flourish, to increase and event
ually to gain control of organized Spir
itualism?

And the remedy?
Agitation! Ceaseless agitation; Give 

them no rest They heed stagnation 
and perfect quietude in order to flour
ish. They cannot endure if criticism is 
directed to their work. Keep incessant
ly agitating the matter and the frauds 
will eventually and ■ inevitably disap
pear. and the true mediums, now held 
back by the more obtrusive fakes, will 
assume therplace that is rightfully 
theirs. If everv fraudulent medium 
now before the public was to be eradi
cated there would be no dearth of gen
uine mediums.to.fin their places. We 
have enough genuine mediums: remove, 

1 the frauds and the true demonstrators

without vitiating the conditions neces
sary for the production of the phenom
ena. Thus we see that the clothing of 
the medium and the dense curtains of 
the caoinet do not hinder the manifes
tations.

But you seek to place over the medi
um a gauzy, porous mosquito-bar. tue 
mean of which would apparently offer 
less obstruction to the tree passage of 
whatever substance the spirit might 
araw from the medium than would the 
mediums clothes, and presto; like 
magic you have destroyed the "condi
tions "iand made materialization impos
sible?

This is logic. Profound isn t it?
But m spue of these senseless oojec- 

tioins, the mosquito-bar test stands to
day the simplest, the most perfect and 
effective test that has yet been devised, 
it -is a test that no fraudulent medium 
win permit, and to which no genuine 
medium win object. And why win 
none of the so-called materializing me
diums now before the public submit 
to it?

The reason is obvious.
GEORGE B. FERRIS.

Grand Rapids. Mich.

Lake Brady Camp. Ohio.
Dr. Sheppard ot the New Thought 

Searchlight. Allegheny, returned home 
after two weeks- visit at the "Lake."

Mrs. Coffman, on Saturday. Aug 27. 
gave a very nice talk to a number who 
had assembled in the auditorium. 
Whilst she was talking. Mrs. Marian 
Carpenter, the speaker for the last lec
tures-of this seasons course of lec
tures; came. Mrs. Coffman requested 
her to complete the afternoon s talk. 
She gave us a very kind greeting by 
saying. 1 am so happy to be with you 
at the camp where man s hand has not 
smoothed off the beauty of nature."

Sunday. August 28. Mrs. Coffman 
prefaced Mrs. Carpenter s two lectures 
with an invocation to the Over Thought 
for their assistance and guidance m the 
walk of lire.

Mrs. Carpenter s insptrers gave much 
(knowledge of the earths inventions, 
giving the thought the people of earth 
complete the inventions worked out m 
tne spirit side of life. The lecturer 
Baid: "Search for-the right in the 
earth life." The beautiful thought and 
knowledge between the lines, given to 
the people, was given in a very pleasing 
iphnner. and the earnest thought of 
fight was expressed in every idea pre
sented.

Mrs. Carpenter closed the afternoon's 
lecture by giving messages from those 
gone to a higher form of life. The well- 
fiiied auditorium listened in rapt- at-

A Comprehensive View as to Whether 
Spiritualists Should Take Up the 

i Work of Exposing and Suppressing
Fraudulent Mediumship, or Walt for 
the Outside Public to Dp It for Them. 
It Is said that there are two sides to 

overy question,but to the writer it seems 
that a question is now presented which 
lias but one, namely, the question of 
whether Spiritualists themselves should 
take up the work of bxposlng and sup
pressing fraudulent mediumship, or 
wait for the outside public to do it for 
them. ..........

IT IS INCREDIBLE THAT- ANYONE 
WHO LOVES THE CAUSE OF SPIR
ITUALISM,- SHOULD FOR A MO
MENT OBJECT TO THE CLEANSING 
AND PURIFYING PROCESS, SHOULD 
RAISE HIS VOICE IN OPPOSITION 
TO THE INAUGURATION OF A CRU-1 
SADE AGAINST -THE HORDE OF 
FAKES AND FRAUDS WHO INFEST 
OUR RANKS AND BRING DISCREDIT 
UPON THE WHOLE MOVEMENT.

For years this ono foul blot' has 
smirched the otherwise fair name of 
Spiritualism. Why it is allowed to re
main there? Have we not strength | 
enough, courage enough, pride and de
cency enough to marshal our forceirnnd I 
wipe it out? Oh! shame, that this con-' 
dition should continue, year after year, | 
and year after year.
•A QUESTION ASKED AND AN

SWERED,
.Whose fault is it that all over the 

worid'Trauds and fakes a re , masquerad
ing in tlie name of Spiritualism? Who 
patronizes these frauds and fakes? 
Who supports them? Spiritualists. 
Who then is to blame for their exist
ence? Spiritualists. Not the higher 
class of Spiritualists, but the less In
formed, the credulous, phenomena-hunt- 
mg class who might better be denomi
nated Spiritists, well-meaning people no 
doubt, but people who are sorely in 
need of enlightenment.,

EDUCATION IN OUR RANKS.
- And right, here by way of parenthesis 
I wish to remark that'we Spiritualists 
have a great work of education'to do 
within our own ranks. How great we 
scarcely realize. It “Is not enough to 
convert a man to the truth of Spiritual? 
Jani’s most distinctive claim, to con
vince him of the fact of continued exist
ence. THE KNOWLEDGE OF THIS 
FACT DOES NOT MAKE HIM A SPIR
ITUALIST BY ANY MEANS. THIS 
IS THE WORK OF YEARS. WIDE 
READING, DEEP STUDY, A LONG 
COURSE OF SELF-CULTURE AND 
SELF-DEVELOPMENT’ ARE NECES
SARY BEFORE WE HAVE THAT 
GRAND PRODUCT OF THE PRES
ENT DAY. A GENUINE SPIRITUAL 
1ST.

THE FAKE EVIL ONE OF MANY.
The lake evil is but one of many ins 

which beset tne Spiritualist movement 
to-day. evils which are directly trace
able to tne recently converted or the 
unenlightened class within our ranks, 
it is they who support the frauds ana 
fanes. It is they who insist upon arag- 
ging into Spiritualism ail the mummer
ies of the oia religion, ail the senseless 
rites ana ceremonies of the church. The 
aomain of Spiritualism is fast being set
tled by this class of immigrants. They 
are coming to us faster. than we can 
assimilate uiem- And they are malting: 
mischief in more ways than ono. ’Bur 
we mupt'be patient; We must .accept , 
the situation as ■ inevitable, and go on 
ps rapidly as possible with the-work or 
education.- Spiritualism is not for tne 
philosopher., the seer, the humanitarian 
alone, but for. the whole world; :
PURE AND UNADULTERATED SPIR

ITUALISM;
We must not expect, however, that 

•the whole world is going to accept 
forthwith a pure and unadulterated 
Spiritualism;" Not at alt. Tne wona as 
a whole is not ready tor any such lofty 
and beautiful teaching. Jt was not 
ready for Christ m his day. ;How soon 
the pure stream of his teaching became 
polluted and corrupted! How soon the 
Christian religion as taught by ns 
founder became mixed with and adul
terated by paganism! Such a result 
was inevitable. Yec the trutn once ut
tered could never be lost.

We must expect a similar result in 
the Spiritualist movement. The signs 
are not wanting. To those who have 
eyes to see. it is already here. Many of 
us have already resigned ourselves to 
the task ot standing by and nearing a 
corrupted Spiritualism set forth by haif- 
fleaged speakers and mediums. We 
know that tnere is no Help for this con
dition. tnat we may us well submit to 
the -powers that be." with faith tnat 
truth will ultimately triumph over 
error.

WE MUST EDUCATE. EDUCATE.
■ Meanwhile we must educate, educate; 
We must go on teaching the funda
mental truths of our philosophy, go on 
weeamg out falsehood and error wher
ever found. We must go on exposing 
the frauds and fakes, and teaching the 
uninitiated that ail is not gold that gut
ters. that all is not genuine which 
comes in the name of Spiritualism.

If the undeveloped members of the 
great Spiritualist family are not able to 
protect themselves against the frauds 
and fakes, then the eider brothers and 
sisters should come as guardians to 
their assistance. No matter if these 
younger children do wail and cry at hav
ing their pet idois*destroyed. let the 
work of demolition go- on until not a 
fake medium is left to piy his nefarious 
trade, and featner his own nest at the

----------- i.'o; , -■ • - 
utterly (KMtroy ¡Hie conditions for good 
manlfesldtloni'U ’

It is tnio tltht? a spirit of doubt and 
skeptlcislii njllrtktes against a success
ful denidilbfratibn of spirit power. Ev
ery SpJriiliallsiiknowB this. But for my 
part; if. PU'ere't« attend a seance where 
no test'Udndlttolis were imposed, ,1 
should'WSiquIteffipt to feel doubtful and 
skeptical!when Jfeoine‘ wonderful manl- 
festatiort tooliffilhce. ■ 1 should have no 
means dfrttiiowwg whetlier it were gen
uine ororidtj^aid ''suspicion would at 
once arlBrfP’Oii’tlie other band, if the 
test conditions were complete and sat
is factdry, I’should feel assured that 
the manifestations were genuine. THE 
ONLY WAYiTO ALLAY DOUBT, SUS
PICION AND > SKEPTICISM, IS NOT 
TO IMPOSE NO TEST CONDITIONS 
WHATEVER, BUT TO INSIST UPON 
THE MOST STRICT ONES THAT 

■CAN BE DEVISED.
■ The conditions which destroy or pre

yent a genuine manifestation are in the 
minds of tho-sitters, not in the outward 
fact of tacking mosquito netting over 
the medium; placing his feet in a pan 
ot fiour, etc; If the minds of .the sitters 
are satisfied‘and at ease, that Is all tliat 
is necessary; But If d feeling of doubt, 
arid skepticism is present, failure to se
cure stfict test conditions will not only 
hot aid In tliS’’matter, but will aggra
vate tlte difficulty;. So that tills cry of 
“desroilng manifestations,” by insist
ing upon test conditions 1b the greatest 
nonsense. •■ .

I for one aril'-glad The Progressive 
Thinker lias turned the searchlight ol 
investigation and publicity upon tills 
subject, and LJlope.tlio good work will, 
go on until tlip shame and disgrace 
from which, Spiritualism Is suffering 
Will be a .thing of tho, past. It Is in
finitely more creditable to “clean our 
pwn door-yard,”. than to wait for the 
health officer to call,'

NORA BATCHELOR.
Ashland, Oro. '.

the

for public working, . mediums to say 
what iittlo they.know—it is a trying 
task for then?,,but now it is started I 
hope honest-,and j .true mediums will 
come to the front and tell the truth 
boldly. Nqtoniy.do away with fraud in 
the. spiritual rimks, but also open the 
eyes of many , .ao-called Spiritualists, 
that SpirituaUsm muBt be built up on 
these Unes,, rptli, honesty and love; 
and for them tp^glv.e just dues to true, 
honest workers,, because you cannot 
build up Spiritualism without mediums.

In regard to the .blue boon. I have 
proof of .iL-.an^i know it is used. Two 
years or over..qgo In Chicago, a party
called Qfl.nie Jn^egard to the same. In 
Cnicago.|$iero-£re manufactured every 
scheme disjjpnest workers to tempt 
honest i^niump: but you can not stop 
it. I amja niqgorm .worker and a life 
reader, .¡¿a a pjedlum. my motto is. to 
an. "Sne^ ot qpo as you nnd me."

in regpra to pmtonaiizing, wnat little 
1 have sqfn na%Jieen too mucn material 
to suit Ii^my eyes were deceived, 
my guide.."¡voujjj tell me otherwise, but 
I say it cap bq,-{lone by the proper me- 

:um under rig^t conditions.
But w)y> keeps-the frauds? 
.fapintuaims- ■ - ■ ■ -«»<' 
Wh,?. ,
Becau^o they^re not contented with 

what tupy. he^r .from the fpienas .in 
spiritJifftithrflijgh a,.tape medium: but 
no...npt-.contenj/}d they must see. ■ ■ My 
advice-io.thotn.lB. to wait till tney can
go themselves, and not-want, too much. 
I have seen my own in spirit, from the 
departed, body ana also, tho living, body, 
ih mv own piqces. and I shall not con
tent till I can.leave my old body fbr 
good, to see my.own In spirit life. That 
is my experience.
. Spintuanstsiynust not be too selfish, 
and wish for medium gifts. Tne gretft 
trouble is. all want to bo mediums if it 
is possible fopjthem to be: out my ad
vice is. become spiritual first, and don’t 
look for fraud.Irom every medium you 
see. {¡11 you at# sure they do so. aud 
men do your duty in regard to them- 
selves and Spiritualism. But remem
ber, true gifteq.medlums are not tied or 
bound to Spiritualism. I have been 
thanked, by Jews and Gentiles and all 
kinds, and tpatje them my true friends, 
everywhere,; it-.

Spiritualists ¡must not be too selfish, 
and to-day there is too much selfishness 
among workers, but in a true spiritual 
medium I.fall.to find it, is my experi
ence. To all honest, true workers, my 
best wishes, go,-with them. I have net* 
said ail I wish, but must close this, and 
hope that all who read these ilfies will 
tmnk weii> of my advice, and do not dis
gust the nonest true platform workers, 
so as to leave your platform. Without 
Uiem you fail for all coming time.

Toronto. Can. PROF. RANSBY.

It is vividly portrayed by G. H. Reynolds, of Los An
geles, Cal., at one time the hot-bed of fake materi
alizing mediums. The exposure , there of methods 
of Mr. Grindle—son of Elsie Reynolds-^-and his 
wife, as well as many others, has had a tendency to 
purify the atmosphere there,-and give Spiritualism 
a solid basis on which to stand. The Open Court 
has illuminated the Truth with a brighter glow, and 
Spiritualism will now advance as never before.

so exceedingly unpleasant for these 
swindlers and humbugs that the last 
one will be glad to quit the business. 
No mercy should be. shown them. A 
man or woman who is so lost to an 
sense of honor and decency as to trick 
and deceive the bereaved and broken
hearted searcher for tidings of lus loved 
and lost, deserves no sympathy what
ever. There is nothing in all the world 
so detestable as falsehood, nothing so 
despicable as deception, and when 
these are practised as a means of 
money getting, and the most sacred 
feelings of the heart are mane their 
sport and prey, they become doubly 
heinous.

persons who participate are well and 
intimately known to each other. In 
family circles and among intimate 
friends such conditions are of course 
unnecessary. But no public seance 
should ever be given without them. 
These test conditions, too. should be 
imposed by the Bitters, never by the 
medium. ' Tests • which the medium 
suggests or imposes upon himself are 
worthless.

If these rules were observed m every 
seance the fake evil would Boon disap
pear. "Oh! but," it is said, -it you 

• manifest a spirit of doubt and skeptic
ism by insisting upon these tests you

A New Way to Kill Crime.
To the Editor:—-I have beten a Spirit

ualist and" observer of the various work
ings of mediums for more than fifty 
years;- arid can testify that there are 
frauds in thb ranks of the granaest phi
losophy that was ever given to mortals, 
and some are such palpable fakes that 
it would seem that the most gullible 
could see. I cannot agree with Dr. M. 
E. Conger thaV’If the fraud agitation 
should cease, and tne word be oiotted 
cut from our vocabulary, at the end of 
■ten years there would be less fraud 
Ilian at this date. " It is only of late 
that there has-been much agitation on 
the subject. - Neither do I believe that 
this agitation- is going to make more 
fraud: oh the-contrary all counterfeits 
will '"watch out/" knowing that there is 
a vlgiiaifce committee on tueir track, 
and at any moment may overtake them. 
I cannotn&ceptf Brother C. s view, for if 
it be a correct liKsis. we bad better wipe 
from our-vocabularv.-muriier. theft and 
all otheri-trlmess that are being forcibly 
brought (jib our. notice. Would crime 
cease tlteh? Spiritualist lecturers are 
more sottebt af|pr and are more popular 
It thev give njpssages in connection 
with thdlp. lectyifes. I can name some 
who haveijio resprt to knowledge gamed 
otherwise,thanjfjom the invisible. One 
of these.wouidj seldom be called to lec
ture if ak6 didqt pretend to give tests 
after he| |ecture. One is a fine trance 
speaker.;but Unpeople want their ap
petizing .dpsertg^nd she made most 
bungling .work „pf trying to give mes
sages. I'^ear that her good trance con
trol may weaken and foil ner altogether 
sometime, if she continues tlie practice 
of trying to please the people on that

"A Cojibpifacy, Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B. y?aite. A-. M.. author, of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200." etc. - A condensed state; 
ment of-facts concerning the efforts of 
church toadexs to get control of the gov 
ernment —An important work. Paper, 
25 cents. ■

■ "Spirit Scnpps.i; My Mattle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author s latest and - choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait Of the author Price <5

He Shows- the/Methods of Fake Me
diums.

Since Mrs. Hyland withheld some in
formation'regarding the methods prac
ticed by fakirs, I wish, as a Spiritualist,' 
tb reply to Mr. McFarland, by telling 
how some of the tricks ¿re performed, 
which I learned from mediums.

I have found that fake mediums not 
only know the address of a "Chicago 
firm where .paraphernalia and methods 
for Spiritualistic tricks are sold, but ot 
other houses which make tills their 
business. Hence, those who would do 
these tilings can obtain a few methods, 
and then exchange with other mediums. 
But when the tricks are well known, 
then the business of the fakir becomes 
non-interesting to spectators. Ail those 
to whom I have shown how thé tricks 
wore done, could easily discern the 
fraud when witnessing. Hence, 
"knowledge Is power.”

What appear to be physical manifes
tations from the spirit world has bden 
very generally witnessed by Spiritual
ists and occasionally by many others 
during the history of the race. These 
phenomena seem to 'consist of two 
classes; those that appeal to the physi
cal senses and come at will'when the 
conditions are suitable, and those that 
come only spasmodically and appear to 
be physical, but are in'fact, discerned 
only by the psychic sense.

The spirit rap, table-tipping, and 
table-moving, which can be produced at 
will, may be classed as physical phe
nomena, because recognized- by the 
physical' senses. Clairvoyance, clairau- 
dlence and clairsentlence belong to the 
mental phenomena and may be pro
duced at will; These last named have 
often been so vivid that it has seemed 
to the sensitive as physical demonstra
tion in comparison to the similar dim
mer manifestations coming at will. 
That it ls‘ purely psychle-ls established 
by the fact that only those present en
dowed as mediums, were cognizant of 
the manifestations.

It is a noticeable fact that those gen
erally converted to Spiritualism 
through fakism from the material and 
mortal standpoint know but nine. If 
any, of the grandeur anu power of the 
truth m reforming humanity by lifting 
it to a high moral anu spiritual stand
point This class does not patronize 
me public meetings, lectures, or Spirit
ualist press, for they seek simply their 
own gratification for the passing mo
ment.

In materialization, the professed me
diums generally carry their parapher
nalia about their persons except when 
under test conditions. Then a confed
erate. whom you would least suspect, 
for the paltry sum of a dollar, places it. 
■enclosed in-a black-bag. ln the hands of 
the fakir, or within the Cabinet In 
every case where an exposure has been 
made, and the fakir with his confeder
ates examined, the paraphernalia has 
been found on their persons. Hence, 
every pretext possible has been given 
for keeping people from grabbing, so 
as to be able to continue the deception.

The credulity of the gullibies is some
thing wonderfully strange, and can be 
accounted for oy the fact that through 

■ attending such places..they are held un
der the control of dark earth-bound 
spirits wno surround the medium.

Whatever one s occupation, he win be 
surrounded by spirits who win assist 
him in his work, though unconscious ot 
unseen help. As a teacher, blacksmith 
or thief are aided by the spirit world in 
harmony with their several vocations, 
so is a fakir helped. Many of these 
taise mediums not only give the blue 
book tests, but as they, themselves, de
clare. whatever else comes into their 
heads, and which generally proves ap
propriate. .This shows spirit intelli
gence. but who wants communication 
from dark spirits such as must necessa
rily be around a deceiver? It follows 
that when a medium is once caught 
practicing legerdemain, he should be 
frowned upon, that faking may be dis
couraged and honest mediumship not 
belittled by the comparison if the im
possible to be obtained from true psy- 
chlcb.

A well known professed medium on 
the Pacific coast receives his parapher
nalia from his manager, who stands in 
front of the curtains where they part, 
and makes a nice little speech while 
the fakir within the cabinet slips his 
hands to the waist of the manager, un
der the.coat and extracts the parapher
nalia. After the seance, while the man
ager is again standing with his back to 
the curtain, explaining what has oc
curred. the fakir returns the parapher
nalia to the waist of the manager.

It is an old story that ten yards of 
fine silk nas been hidden in a watch 
case, a hollow heel, and the hem 
of.a garment, as wen as on the person: 
so that a committee for investigation 
not knowing the little points may be 
easily deceived. But when the people 
are made aware of some of these little 
tricks, they will not prove such easy 
marks. i

There is a clever trick practiced, by 
which spirits seem to float down into 
the seance room. This Is accomplished 
in a dark seance by a center piece be
ing cut around, from which a chande-, 
Her is suspended, so the whole may be 
moved downward from the room above. । 
so as to suspend a black ladder, down 
which mav glide the forms rooed in 
whiteness, guttering with phosphores-, 
cence. ।

Remember that black-is not visible in 
darkness, so in a dark seance the medi
um comes forth, clothed in black and 
holding aloft a robe ntcely wrapped m a 
black cioth. which is adroitly with
drawn and the robe allowed to fan over 
the form as the black cloth is being-1 
tucked out of sight Thus a spirit 
seems to materialize from the air. Re
verse -the process, by slipping the robe 
upward anti pulling the black cloth in 
place so the white robe is out of sight1 
and a spirit has seemed to dematerial-, 
ize.

How wonderful it Is to see what ap
pears to be a child or matured person 
rise up out of the floor. This is also 
done in the dark seance. The fakir, 
with the robe hidden in a bunch comes 
out in black unseen, and lies prostrate. 
As the robe is unfolded and -thrown 
ever the head, the black cowl, having

his form, and a beautiful guide (?) ap
pears.

Reverse the process,. by the fakir 
pulling the white up around the head ds 
he again lies prostrate, so the erect 
head is tho last to be seen when the 
black is again thrown over head, arid 
nil whttenes?. being hidden, the spirit 
has seemed to disappear through the 
floor, The materialized child is gener
ally a dummy manipulated by the fakir, 
or his confederates. It will materialize 
at your kneo and slip away—so won
derful! Wonderful fools and slow of 
heart are we! Just turn on the lights 
at such a time and the truth of this 
statement will be seen.

Again the fakir from within tho cabi
net, may place a white robe in a wad on 
floor close to cabinet and pull It up 
while she Blips quickly within its folds, 
and so a farm may appear In a “fair' 
light” at the portals “of the cabinet."

The fakir after representing a form 
may drop a "spirit capsule" on the car
pet as he returns to the cabinet from 
whence he calls out: "Friends, watch 
for a form to appear within the circle." 
This capsule slowly opens Into a vapor, 
enveloping a tiny form, which enlarges 
into full stature and seems to talk when 
the medium is a good ventriloquist As 
all fireworks vanish in a short time, so 
does this wonderful form.

Before entering the cabinet, the me
dium often sits near the aperture, with 
a shoulder at a slit ot the curtain, 
through which she can extend her arm 
with a white robe, hanging over her 
Land, shown at opening of the cabinet. 
A telescopic rod can be extended six 
feet, so as to show this drapery above 
or below as desired; while two rods 
draped will show two spirit forms.

A medium (?) dressed in luminous 
robe may hold a robe suspended from 
each hand, so as to represent three 
spirits at once, and of auferent neignts. 
A confederate may be called to the 
cabinet to bold one or two or tbese 
dummies bv simpiy supping ins liana 
under the drapery, where me medium s 
band is. when tne medium may sany 
forth to greet some one in tne circle, 
while the supposed spirit or spirits are 
left at tne entrance to tain witn tne 
confeaerace. When many are material
ized t?j outside, ueip is necessary from 
confederates, wno may enter the room 
througn sliding panels, mop ooards. 
etc., all fixed so as to escape detection 
in tne seance room. Trap door contriv
ances have always been discovered, 
from other apartments in the house.

Small rubber balloons, illuminated 
With phosphorescence, can be oiown up 
under a black ciotn. and floated in tne 
air. when the black ciotn is removed oy 
a black telescopic rod. and oalis of light 
appear, to be moved about by the-rod.

< A confederate can carry- In a- small 
bottle, a liquid, which can be blown Into 
the air. causing a Biiglit commotion, 
which produces Iignts.

Stuffed rubber gloves fastened to a 
telescopic rod can toucn the members 

tof a circle. If three confederates sit 
(together, the center one can do what he 
pleases, unobserved in the darkness.

To avoid being caught, the medium 
sets up false, claims against tne iireak- 
mg of condluons m grabbing or turning 
on tne lights.

But, my dear friends, this is a sure 
way to try the spirits to see of what it

voice say, which sounded ausplclousls! 
like the voice of the woman, but it 
came from another direction than tha$ 
where she was seated. Tho ‘clilet’S* 
voice seemed to be traveling in all dli< 
rections. Now we heard It above us l| 
then as if coming from the neffiep 
world; next it was close to my eqrs;| 
now I tliought its breath was ming ing 
with my own. I then began to 1 .eai 
light taps, as of some one bitting) an- 
other lightly upon the head. Oncd 
something grazed my nose, it seemed 
the proper range had not been found. 
Wliile 1 was cogitating over what wito 
happening all around me, and while the 
cold sweat was running down my spinal 
column, I was startled to hear a voica 
call to me:

“’Henry, I am Chief Weidner.’
“I was wondering what I liad done to 

ihe fellow that he was seeking me, 
when something struck me on the head. 
I had worked my lantern out ot my. 
pocket by this time, and suddenly, 
flashed it in the direction from which I 
had received the stroke, presumably 
from ‘Chief Weidner.” I could not be< 
Heve my eyes for a moment. t

Uses Trumpet for Weapon." i 

“There was Mrs. Eckhardt, stretching 
forth her arms over me, In each hand a 
trumpet, frantically trying to hit me oa 
the, head. Consternation reigned su
preme. The’trumpets began to rain 
down on me witii.fury,.lp an endeavor 
to put out the Ifelit" Not succeeding, 
the ‘medium' fell upon the floor and 
called out to me:

“‘You have killed him! You have 
killed him!’

"I was indeed sorry for 'him,' arid 
should really not have flashed the light. 
For, did the medium not tell us mosL. 
emphatically Tuesday evening that un- 
der no conditions were we to strike a 

1 light in the room during a manifesta
tion, for fear of killing the ‘spirit,’ who 
so kindly had volunteered to come over 
the Styx for Uie benefit of us poor mor
tals? Before I could express my re
pentance, the ‘medium’s husband had 
me by the throat in an effort to get the 
better of me. I thought it about time 
to sound the retreat. It was too much 
for me, and my pent up feelings had 

1 need to be aired. When we arrived out- 
i side I took with me as a prize souvenir, 
her business sign, done most artistic
ally in red and black, which read:

’' ‘Take Notice! We charge only ion 
our time. Trumpet seance, 50 cents.’

"The little group of ‘spirit’ commun- 
ers left the place in a different frame of 
mind from that in which they had 
come."

The above gives a sad picture of 
what Is going on in Milwaukee. What 
la the remedy? Can the state associar 
tion tell? Con the N. S. A. point out a 
course to pursue that will bring con
spicuously to the front the gem 
nomeua and leave trickery ii

There are two parties ^n 
one party would cover up" fi 
fully conceal it from the ‘ 
and let the bad work go < 
Those who have been sw 
badly fooled, cry fraud, 
tones! Where are we at

i the 
me n

i
nnoci

died.

consists.
Los Angeles. Cai.

G. H. REYNOLDS.

Detected With the Trumpet in 
Hands. Making Spirit Manifes

tations.

Her

To the Editor:—The following trom 
tne Milwaukee (Wis.) Sentinel, of 
August 12. speaks for itself:

"You have killed him: You nave 
kmed himi" hysterically exciaimea
Mrs. Otto J. Eckhardt, 
street, to Detective H. 
night.

Peck had flashed an 
the woman, who was i

. 1223 Twelfth 
Fred Peck, last

electric ugni on 
acting as a ma

dium at a trumpet seance. He had paid 
50 cents admission to the seance, out 
the doorkeeper had not noticed mat the 
officer had secfeted a lantern under ins 
coat when he entered. According to 
tne woman.the victim of tne tragedy was 
the "spirit," whose high jinks the officer 
had stopped by flashing the light in the 
dam room.

This marks the opening of a crusade 
which the ponce have begun against 
Spiritualist seances and trance medi
ums m various parts of the city. Tne 
officer had three witnesses with him 
and this morning the facts win be laid 
before tho authorities at the cuy hail 
and If the law has been violated, war
rants will be asked for.

Detective Makes Careful Plans.
The visit to tne Eckhardt seance had 

been carefully planned by Detective 
Peck. Tuesday evening, accompanied 
by Oscar Baerecke. janitor of central 
station, he had gone to the house to at
tend a seance to get an idea as to how 
to proceed in . the matter. The seance 
was not a success, the "Indian chief
tain." under whose influence Mrs. Eck
hardt was said to give forth manifesta
tions. not being in a congenial mood. 
When Peck returned to the station, he 
made requisition for a large sized elec
tric flashlight, which ne procured yes
terday. Accompanied by Baerecite and 
tne matron of the station, he returned 
to the "spirit rendezvous" last night. 
IVUai happened there can best be told
in Detective Peck s own words, 
raid last night:

"Medium” Behind Flower Pots.
"When we asked for admittance 

were received with a great deal of

He

we 
cor-

diality ana ushered into a handsomely 
furnished front parlor. Chairs were 
placed in a circle, and the "medium" 
took her station before several pots of 
Chinese asters. To one Bide ot her. on 
the floor, I noticed a large pan ot water 
and a paper made trumpet. Another 
trumpet, made of tin. was .on the other 
side. They must have been about four 
feet in length. When we had an been 
seated—there, were nine of us in the 
circle—Mrs. Eckhardt ordered her hus
band to put out the.lights, after the 
shades had been fastened down. Wnen 
all was In darkness, she asked . us to 
join hands and sing "Nearer. My God. to 
Thee"—but not too loud, for . fear of 
awakening other spirits m the neighbor- 

eve holes. Is removed and the head IifL - riood who were not dqJre-d in our corn
ed up. thus giving the appearance of a |PinL » Presume.
head protruding- from the floor. Thor --■Chief’e - Voice Suspicious.
fakir arises and lets the robe fall over' Chief Nasco is here, I heard a
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The Wisdom of Passion
BY SALVARONA.

Tn modern philosophy there are 
three great treatises on tne Passions, 
mat of Spinoza, tnat of Hume, ami that 
of Salvarona.”—Philosophical Journal

Illustrated with three handsome por
traits oi Emerson, Hcsea, Byron, izino. 
z5v pages. Rea ciotn: gold nue. Will 
be mailed to any address on receipt of 
price by postal note.

Price. $1.00. Postage. 10 Cents.
The extraordinary merits of Hie 

Wisaom of Passion " are tho copious
ness or human insight and content in 
the way of tact and reference
which the book is crammed, 
thesis I agree with.—Prof. 
James, Harvard University.

Its 
W

1 ha.e found The Wisdom ot Pas-
„ion to oe a nook ot powermi ernai
and fine intunioi ■unici ne nai
in a certain sense I had insp 
I ,ol. Ceasure Lomoroso.

Here is a man i 
Hungs for himself

■lio sees and

conventional
nes with 
tnesis is
.nor ha. 
ng it. 
lot quit

he is not retailing
íes. The nook lainy tins-

wise sayings. 1 believe the 
ou»ia,nabie and that me au-

. 6one a long way toward lorufy- 
Atter I took up tho bcok. 1 did
. Paccpl for meals and sleep till 

1 had read n carefully irom cover to
cover.—Almon W. Small. Heaa ot Dept, 
of Sociology and Director of Affiliated 
Work for the University of Chicago.

I am somewbat lanuiiqr witn tne ten- 
t.ency in moaern inougtii to give pri
mary place to feeling—with James 
"Will to Believe," wiui Wards social 
philosophy, witn Sneiiey s anu Brown
ings phiiosopny. Tue Wisdom of I'as-
sion nts m with tneir contributions. 
Ine mam thesis of tne oook- tnat the 
soul forms its own forms by its choice 
-I can ascribe to—Prof. Oscar Loveu 

Triggs. University of Chicago.
Address all orders to H. G. Walters. 

Langhorne, Pa.

-The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
an wno love to study and tliinlr. 
Pnce 25 cents

••The Priest, the Woman and tho Con« 
fesslonal. " This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy. reveals tho de
grading. impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by tho sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, uv mail. $1.

"Doclal Upbuilding. Including Coop
erative Systems ana the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By.E, D. 
Babbitt. LL. D.. M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson s Theories 
in Regard to It By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrated futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson s explanations ot 
Spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents,

“Death Defeated: or the Psychic 8» 
cret ot How to Keep Young." By J. M, 
Peebles. M. D, M. A., Ph. D. Prise

“The Infidelity of Eccleslasticleni. 
A Menace to American Civilization.’' 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lectures 
upon physical, physiological and pay«®», -»I 
chic science. Demonstrator of the 
lecuiar or spiritual hypothesis of r.5i 
ture Scholarly masterly trenchant, agf 
Price «5 cents ™
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stated on former

From fjvo Leading Miiids
Will C. Hodge, now in California, is a well known 

lecturer in the ranks of Spiritualism. He has a host 
of admiring friends in Chicago and elsewhere who 
are always glad to hear from him. He is followed 
by Dr. G. E. Chesbro, a prominent Spiritualist of 
Los Angeles, who has occupied the rostrum there 
and created great interest by his lectures. The 

■ articles by both will be read with interest.
Wants the Whole Truth.

• • • Certainly it is to our disgrace 
that as a people we have so long al- । 
lowed these conditions to continue and 1 
that for fear of injury to the cause we ; 
have kept these nefarious practices in 
the back ground instead of exposing 
them to the full light ot day. There is ; 
not such a dearth of mediums possess
ing honesty of purpose and integrity of 
character and many would have us be
lieve, and it is due to such as Well as 
the cause they represent that the dis
honest be unhesitatingly exposed when
ever ¿id wherever they may be found. 
We are, however, confronted with diffi
culties in dealing with the problem of 
■what is known as fake mediumship. 
The fakir, pure and simple, can easily 
be disposed of but it is not such an 
easy matter to dispose of persons who 
at times present unmistakably genuine 
manifestations and at other times are 
grossly fraudulent and deceptive. It is 

. tfjis class of mediums who have done 
~more to bring Spiritualism into disre

pute than the whole horde of mounte
banks who possess no psychic power 
whatever. I HAVE STOOD BEHIND 
THE CURTAIN OF A MATERIALIZ
ING MEDIUM, TALKING WITH MY 
WIFE AS READILY AND AS NATU-

• RALLY AS WHEN SHE WAS IN THE 
PHYSICAL FORM. AND WHILE SO 
CONVERSING, FROM OUT THE 
VIEWLESS AIR CAME THE FORM

A Pestilential Disease.
The present fermentation, consisting 

of a confusion of ideas within the ranks 
of the great body of Spiritualists con
cerning certain doubtful phenomena, 
has existed In latency for a long time 
where it has been accumulating like a 
pestilential disease in tlie darkness, 
only abiding its time for developnAnt, 
which must always surely come in all 
cases of the kind when exposed to the 
healing power of truth that always 
brings to light the hidden things of 
darkness—corruption—in all their hein
ous forms and reveals the hydra-head 
which threatens destruction in death. 
This is just exactly the case with Spir
itualism as it presents itself to the 
world to-day.

OF HER FATHER, BOTH TALKING 
TO ME AT THE SAME TIME, AND 
WITH THE MEDIUM IN FULL VIEW 
AND SITTING IN HER CHAIR. AT 
OTHER TIMES I HAVE SEEN THE 
SAME MEDIUM PUT UP JOBS ON 
THE CIRCLE OF INVESTIGATORS 
THAT OUGHT TO CAUSE THE FACE 
OF THE ORTHODOX DEVIL TO 
BLUSH FOR VERY SHAME. But the 
question is. What are we going to do 
about it and how are we to deal with 
tills problem?

Brother Loveland’s proposition that 
we entirely discard commercial medi
umship may be a good one, but the 
trouble is It won’t work. There is no 
law against it and no person can pre
vent a medium from exercising their 
mediumship and receiving ■ compensa
tion for their time and services, and it 
is' only just that they do this, as much 
so as for a Speaker to receive compen
sation for a lecture, or a preacher for 
preaching.

Any medium who is honest in his pur
pose and conscientious in his work is 
by every principle in equity and justice 

. entitled to compensation for his work.
Between Brother Loveland’s proposl- 

• t!ón and that of the honorable treasurer 
-''of .the N. S. A., T. J. Mayer, of Washing

ton, D. C., who would let the investiga
tor take his medicine until he found out 

. what was good for him, and until his 
wisdom teeth áre cut, I would much pre- 

, fer to abide by the Mayer proposition.
Should we entertain for one moment 

i*fthe proposition that the law be Invoked 
to suppress commercial mediumship, it 

’would-be only an entering wedge for 
the suppressing or mediumship alto
gether.

Personally I hold to the position

■R.C@ïW^8IVS .THÏNKBR
FRAUD6 IN SPIRITUALEM,

The Views of a Prominent Journalls 
and Spiritualist.

HOW TO PREVENT FRAUD. WHEREFORE THESE SHAMS? fraud, unworthy of sensible people’s no 
tloe.

Many an honest man has had counter
feit money palmed off on him, mid has 
passed the same to others, believing it 
genuine; does this In any degree justify 
the preparation and issuing of counter
feit money, although the Innocent re
ceiver thereof may have been benefited 
by paying debts or purchasing useful, 
needed commodities therewith?

If the argument in justification or 
palliation of mediumistic fraud is sound, 
it is equally sound in the other case. 
They are twins of tlie same color.

Viewing the matter from a moral 
standpoint: Is a He as good as the 
truth?

And again, looking to spiritual re
sults: Is a He as good as the truth?

Who but the suffering victim of fraud 
can measure the bitter revulsion of 
feeling upon learning that the "dear 
loved ones” that brought such sweet 
comfort were “snide” spirits palmed off 
on him by trickery and deception.

Spiritualism has no need of false sup
ports, fake tests, fake mediumship, 
counterfeit materializations, sleight-of- 
hand performances, spirits whose 
breaths smell of whisky and tobacco, 
and all the other unclean ‘four-footed 
beasts of the earth" that the ingenuity 
of unprincipled counterfeiters can cause 
to masquerade under the name of me
diumship.

Spiritualism—real Spiritualism—can 
win its way into the hearts and convic
tions of the world, by the aid of genu
ine mediumship alone, appealing as it 
does to the human sense of reason, jus
tice, truth and the higher aspirational 
instincts of man’s spiritual nature.

JAS. C. UNDERHILL.
Hammond, Ind.

Thinker frequently by correspondents 
—if tlie fraud hunters had left , her 
alone, and not caught her and a confed
erate just in the act of ringing in a 
“spirit,” there would have been no 
harm done, and every Spiritualist paper 
would have sung her praise.

I have no respect whatever for the 
ignorant iraud-hunters who will molest 
a medium in the midst of a perform
ance, and demonstrate that the same is 
of the mortal wholly, and nothing spir
itual, about it—wholly man-made or wo
man-made.

Then-they got after Howland in Phil
adelphia—these fraud hunters did—and 
removed another star performer from 
our midst. He; too, was grabbed by 
fraud-hunters—miserable fellows, all— 
and his tricks were solved, and bis poor, 
honest little wife, ready to show a 
"good spirit," all dressed up in mortal 
garb, was caught.

Then two ladles in Bostop—fine me
diums—exalted mediums—Muy French 
and Neva Murlvale Jeanneau—were 
caught, beautifully dressed, playing 
“spirit.” They had done this so long 
that they wei- vegarded'as genuine me
diums and would still be, if the con
temptible fraud hunters hadn't grabbed 
them when they were posing as spirits, 
dressed In-store-made goods.

Then came Johnson, a medium, who 
was grabbed in Brooklyn, just as he 
made himself into a little youngster, 
the most cruel act of all!

Then, again, these detestable fraud 
hunters—ignorant—at times malicious 
—struck a light on a trumpet medium 
in Milwaukee and she was found with 
two trumpets in her hands, making the 
manifestations.

Verily, I could follow with the names 
of twenty-five more "honest” persons 
whom these ignorant fraud hunters 
have pursued—cruelly pursued, and 
demonstrated that their spirit manlfes-

The Eminent and Cultured Sar'gls 
Gives Hls Views.

To the Editor;—Your invitation to 
contribute to the Open Court on the 
subject ot "fraud" has been in mind sev
eral days, and but for your uniform 
courtesy in printing what has been said 
on other topics, would not touch upon 
that one. You know personally tlie 
views entertained as to the whole sub
ject matter of "fraud," and as Prof. 
Loveland and Dr. Conger so fully cover 
the ground, to simply endorse what they 
say, is enough—as their eminent com
mon sense covers the case. "Ignor
ance,” us Prof. Lovelaud says in big let
ter, unUes the whole matter^-or, in 
other words, “frauds" and fraud-hunt- 
ers, as a rule, are both utterly ignorant 
of spirit and woefully so as to spirits. 
Nobody but a coarse nature would think 
of representing spirits as both do, and 
no well Informed Spiritualist can be 
cajoled by the puppet shows tne one 
party demands and the other exhibits. 
Both are as ignorant of spirit, its con
ditions of manifestation and of medium
ship as the Society of Psychical Re
search. The responsibility of that as
sociation for the crude ideas of the av
erage person as to spirit and spirits, is 
something fearful to contemplate.

But what 1b all this fuss about, and 
what started it? Mrs. Crindle-Reynolds, 
or “Elsie,” as is her familiar title, has 
been off-color for a quarter of a cen
tury. She has been “exposed” more 
times than you have fingers and toes,, 
yet she serenely bobs tip again, going 
to some respectable man's home, with 
no baggage but a tooth-brush, has a 
blanket or bed-qullt stretched- across 
the corner of a room and gives a seance 
that a room full of respectable people 
certify to as genuine, and the Spiritual
ist newspapers publish it—because they 
can’t refuse the signers. A search of 
back files will verify this statement.

And why? Because "Elsie” is a me
dium—and can give a genuine manifes
tation when she wants to. HalLbaked-, 
three-seance people, as ignorant of 
spirit as crude minds can make them, 
demand Impossibilities and circus en-

■> Well Known Californian Expresse: 
Hls Opinion. I

This question of how to pgovent fraud 
n the ranks of Spiritualise Is a prob- < 
em which should bo solved, and I think i 
t not impossible of solution. If the < 
same methods ndopteil in out public In- । 
stltutions in preparing mcmgnd women < 
for a profession werei^dopfcqd towards 
mediums who go before the public, 
there would-be less JI ability of fraud ; 
being practiced. Wfipp applicants en
ter college and obtain ithe degree they । 
Reek, they are tunilsliqd wllh a proper 
certificate, and if sueh a course was 
adopted with all test, mediums, and 
none were countenamffid but those who 
had passed a successful examination by 
a committee appointed ;hY hie N. S. A., 
there would be but Httle show for lakes 
or fakers who curse the cause and are 
a detriment to the success of genuine 
mediumship.

Such a committee could be appointed 
in every State; no one of such commit- 
ree being qualified, but those who were 
honest and above reproach, to act as 
judges. I am aware that there are as 
many phases of mediumship almost as 
there are mediums, but a certificate 
could be given each applicant to corre
spond to the phase of mediumship^ 

SAGE IS IN ITS CHARACTER, NOT BverY tcar,e*’ul observer must be 
ÏN THIS FACT THAT IT COMES that dishonesty peivades almost 
FROM SOMEBODY WHO IS "ON THE evory profession, and fraud and hypoc- 
OTHER SIDE.” / risY ' runs rampant from church to

If it Is believed to be from one of pre- an.? th°se ^o are ^searching 
clous memory,the message will be.of un- after truth_should TAKE NOTH!NG 
usual and of tender interest to the re- ^NcqA BEFORE ^THEY^ACCEPT 
ceiver, but no assumption of sacredness THINGS BEh ORE 1 HE Y ALLLFI 
should prevent the use of all reasonable r^HEM. The old adage fe applicable to 
safeguards and precautions to guard I“8 a,1’- ^at Not all 1b gold that glit- 
against self-delusion or Imposition by. tors, and I am afraid teat t<x> many 
others. Why should a sane person be who accept the spiritualistic U eory are 
awe-stricken by seeing a figure in a raot careful enough to discriminate be 
darkened room, hearing a voice through tweea an honest medium and a faker, 
a trumpet or by any other appearance MR. CRINDLE IS THE SON OF ELSIE 
or sound, genuine or fraudulent, in a REYNOLDS.
clraIe.L . . , . . TAKE THE CASE OF THE CRIN-

Nothing but Intelligence, accurato ob- DLES, WHO WERE CAUGHT HERE 
aervatlon, the spirit and method of the jjj the ACT OF PASSING OFF 
scientific 'investigator, which make THEIR PHYSICAL BODIES FOR 
every preconception and sentiment -fHOSE WHO HAD TAKEN ON THE 
Bubordinate to arriving at the , truth, R0BES OF IMMORTALITY. I AT- 
Will eliminate fraud from the Spiritual- TBNDED 0NE OF THEIR SEANCES, 
1st movement. It will be a long time be- AND 0NE WAS BN0UGH TO CON- 
fore these qualities will be so general VINCB MB THAT THBR WAS “SOME- 
as to render It impossible for charla- | THING ROTTEN IN .DENMARK.'1«? 
tans to profit by the credulity of men When tilBy were arrested here and 
and women who are anxious to hear piace(j behind the bars, our city officials 
from relatives and fr ends who have fet them g0< on promi8e Of leav- 
paaBed away, and it will be a long time ¡n cRy wycR was entirely wrong, 
before the general moral plane will be a0&thev ou^ht to have been sent to 
so high as to make charlatans and prlaon tor a lew years for obtaining 
ChA nan?D*ry }?JPosslble' " money under false pretense.

A.ll that self-respecting men and worn- I case op B]aie Reynolds Is some- 
en, Spiritualists and others, can hope what dlff(jrenti as x have attended many 
to do in this world to lessen fraud, is op her seances, and have seen quite a 
to expose it whenever practicable; to I nutnber oj materializations where there 
have nothing to do approvingly with waa uo poMlbie cbanée of fraud, and 
any movement, society or person known t durlng tbe same Beance there were 
to be conducted by, or encouraging the manifestations which in my opinion 
authors of fraud and meanwhile to were make-ups.
urge persistently the importance of the x of the opInion tbat Blsle Is a 
critical, Investigating spirit and of mak- flpe ventriloquist/ which/ added to the 
ing all examinations of public so-called genu)ne made a • performance which 
spirit performances," under conditions would 81Iy decelve the creddlous. 
precluding the possibility of collusion or gome Iew montb8 81nt;6 i m4ke(i Bisie 
deception. wby sbe did n(it allow 8^me wéll-known

Those who take this attitude will en- clll',zen a seat ln ber teblne< whlcb 
counter opposition from two classes- would be absolute prorif tha/her ma- 
persons directly or indirectly interested terialization was genuine. She indig- 
pecuniarily in the perpetration of fraud nantl remarked, that It wobld make 
in .connection with Spiritualism, and no d[ff^rence with tbe public. That con- 
the much larger number who believe vlnced me that my CBttmate that some 
that many of the really fraudulent per- oL R made waa .correct, 
iormances are genuine spirit phenomena, It w(wld makT this Article’too long 
and are ready to sympathize with and t0 8 eclfy t0 wbat wa8 genuine and 
defend the clever tricksters and char- what wa8 apparently raise. ' ’ 
latans whenever they are exposed. This It la a notable fact ‘that there are 
makes the work ot the unmasker of scores of'people on pubHc' rostrum 
fraud one of antagonism n which he 1b who a ly &elr mediumship under 
assailed not only by practices of fraud 80me otber „^0, owing to the odium 
but by many honest people he is trying upon spiritualism by'fakffo. Anna 
to undeceive and to benefit. Eva Fay was one oïthèBé-.1VIn'iher per-
..There are persons.:also .with rather formance here somie mbntKs 'since, I 

obtuse moral sensibüities who perceive wa8 one of the committee' on the ros- 
the fraud, but in their zeal for the Xrum, and I remarked to her that I was 
cause, believe they are warranted in of the fact-that she had been
using their influence in hid ng it or medium for many years, although her
minimizing the need of exposing it. manager stated to the audience that 

It is evident that in these circum- I ber manifestations would be left en- 
stances the most effective way of oppos- yre]y æ xbe opinions of the audience, 
ing the evil Is to accompany the work -phis is only one instance of many of tbe 
of exposure with the more general eHu- perqulsltes donated to the cause of 
cative work of emphasizing the 1m- spiritualism by mediums assuming 
portance of scrutiny, discrimination and Gtber names 
verification in the Investigation of all In conclusion, I hope that our prom
public or semi-public exhibitions of the lnent wrRerB will take up the idea 
alleged doings of spirits. which I have presented, as to formulat-

If it is said that by exposures of fraud- ¡ng BOme p]an whereby none but those 
ulent protenaed mediums,many will lose ,bo are worthy should represent ot- 
faith in Spiritualism, the answer is, gcially the different phases of medium- 
first, that this, if true, shows that fraudy| ghl The bonest expression and con- 
is a considerable factor In producing demnation by The Progressive Thinker 

and its corps of able correspondents, of 
nnran^nv ïr Ba IBnwiPTwS the frauds perpetrated tinder the guise

of mediumship, is commendable, and all 
WITHOUT MOrÏl OR SPiRiTUAL 

^SOSF XTu^OUS B13SNT
WHICH ENTERED INTO ITS FORMA- a °VhoTe

' xv .■ I place should be behind prison bars, in-
Mere belief In spirits and their sXead Of attempting to teach and dem- 

■ agency in human life, is not in itself onstrate the proof of immortality.
: a guarantee of high character or ele- q MAJOR TABER
i vated thought. It exists among savages Angeies Cai‘.
I and semi-civilized peoples in all de- 
' gress of ignorance and animalism. If *~
' with the conception of continued life A Case of Obsession.
। and belief in communion with Invisible The case of obsession and its success-

In a former article I indicated the 
view that on a priori grounds, from be
lief in the existence of spirits and In 
the possibility~bf communicating witli 
them through médiums, more or less 
fraud id inevitable, for dishonest per
sons are sure to take advantage of the 
credulity of those who are ready to pay 
money for what they are easily made to 
believe are messages from their depart
ed friends. The only cure for decep
tion and imposition in this line is that 
habit of mind, which results from rea
sonable skepticism, discrimination and 
the scientific spirit in examining all 
claims made and all phenomena exhib
ited in the name ot Spiritualism.

THE NOTION THAT THERE IS 
ANYTHING NECESSARILY AND EX
CEPTIONALLY SACRED IN COM
MUNICATING WITH SPIRITS 
SHOULD GIVE WAY TO THE CON
VICTION THAT ALL TRUTH IS SA
CRED. THERE IS NO MORE SA
CREDNESS IN COMMUNICATING 
WITH A SPIRIT OUT OF THE FLESH 
THAN THERE IS IN COMMUNCAT- 
ING WITH A SPIRIT IN THE FLESH.

THE SACREDNESS OF A MES-

Modern Spiritualism was born a 
healthy, vigorous, and promising child.

It was welcomed at first by many of. 
the religiously inclined, to whom It had 
come to teach the ways of life, and a 
knowledge of its mysteries, more per
fectly. While yet a child it confounded 
the doctors of the doctrines and dogmas 
of the existing popular religious regime 
by presenting a teaching embracing an 
all comprehending principle of truth 
which proclaimed universal freedom to 
human thought, making every one per
sonally accountable for hls own words 
and acts, with no subterfuge for the 
hypocrite, promising peace, good will 
and eternal life to all.

This was too far in advance for the 
doctors of divinity who had learned and 
taught how to shift all responsibility 
upon another, by which only the fa
vored few would be saved. These, 
therefore, joined in one voice and sent 
forth to the world the proclamation that 
Spiritualism was the works of Beelze
bub, and so turned it over to the devil— 
and to the devil it went.

„When that large, strongly organized, 
educated and disciplined body—the pro
fessed Christian church—holding the 
balance of .power in wealth ; holding the 
key to education by giving tone to the 
text books, and assuming the controll
ing power in our social system through 
popular literature, turned against Spir
itualism, it proved to be a tremendous 
bliw. This was accomplished first, by 
making Spiritualism unpopular apd sec
ondly, by leaving it in the hands ot 
those who as a class were materially- 
minded, and being undeveloped and un
disciplined in things spiritual, could be 
appealed to only on the plane of mate
rial thought thus offering a most excel
lent opportunity for the charlatan to 
duplicate the phenomena of Spiritual
ism and assume the role of meoiums.

It is certainly amusing to hear and 
read the statements of these very cred
ulous people who believe wholly or in 
part that the tricks performed, and the 
stock tests given by the fakir, are from 
the “dear spirits,” simply because they 
cannot see how these things could be 
done in any other way. It requires a 
clear, .bright mind, honestly seeking to 
know the truth, to be sharp enough to

SOMEWHAT CURIOUS.

occasions, viz.:
WHENEVER AND WHEREVER ME- I 
DIUMS ARE FOUND WHO ARE DE- < 
LIBERATELY DEFRAUDING THE ! 
PUBLIC IN ANY WAY WHATSO- ; 
EVER, LET THEM BE "ANATHEMA i 
MARANTHA" SO FAR AS SPIRIT
UALISTS ARE CONCERNED, AND 
LET ALL LOCAL SOCIETIES AS 
WELL AS ALL CAMP ASSOCIATIONS 
FOREVER DEBAR THEM FROM OC
CUPYING OUR PLATFORMS OR 
FROM HOLDING SEANCES ON OUR 
CAMP GROUNDS. Let this rule be 
rigidly adhered to for a period of five 
years and most of our trouble In this di
rection would disappear, while a few । 
convictions with a term in the peniten
tiary as a penalty would dispose of the 
traveling scoundrels who are fattening 
their pocket books at the expense of the 
public.

Drastic? Yes, but none too much so. 
It is a maxim that the receiver of stolen 
goods is as bad as the thief, and any 
local society or camp association that 
will in.any way countenance any per
sons as'medlums when they have been 
convicted of deliberately defrauding the 
public are “particeps crimlnis” in the 
transaction.

It seems to me that our speakers and 
teachers have been remiss in their du
ties in not specifically informing the 
general public, and especially investiga
tors, that “all is not gold that glitters,” 
that all spirits are by no means saints 
nor are all mediums honest, and that 
the spiritual mariner who starts out 
upon the sea of commercial Spiritual
ism in pursuit of truth must keep his 
weather eye open and look out for 
squalls. We have little or no trouble 
in San Diego in keeping the good ship 

\ Spiritualism fairly righted, haying 
.plenty of good local talent for the ros- 
krum as well as mediums of undoubted 
integrity for the presentation of phe
nomena, and when one of the traveling 
fraternity who professes to do every
thing except to raise the dead happens 
to come our way, we read his glowing 
announcement from tbe rostrum and 
give him plenty of free advertising by. 
giving his true status and drawing the 
line of demarkation between his pre
tentions and true mediumship, with the

detect the tricks of the fraud medium, 
just as in any other legerdemain. There 
is deception in our whole business sys-' 
tern, and the fake medium who seeks 
for glory, honor, and money, does not 
scruple to adopt any conceivable meth
od for securing the same. But really 
he is not so much to be olamed as the 
people who, through their own ignor
ance by refusing to learn concerning 
true mediumship, demand more than 
an honest medium can do. Hence, 
many genuine mediums, having no com
parative prestige or means of support, 
are induced by the fakirs to engage in 
fraud, by which in giving things “defi
nite’’ they may be encouraged and sus
tained by the main body of professed 
Spiritualists, many of whom are ac
quainted with the fake methods. There 
<are no words in any language adequate 
for the just condemnation of these last 
mentioned.

This apostasy of Spiritualism has 
driven able speakers from our rostrum, 
and kept others away; it has largely 
driven sensible people from our public 
meetings; it has degraded our moral 
status, and sent the beautiful philoso
phy and science of our religion trailing 
in the dust until the cup of a righteous 
indignation is full which will be poured 
out upon this demon of destruction, for 
we can see it written in the very air 
that the day of his judgment has 
dawned. It is clearly evident that the 
angel world has sent to the four corners 
of the earth to gather chosen instru
ments to expose—yes, expose. You can 
never see an error until It is exposed, 
and error can be exposed only by know
ing the truth.

It would be beyond the power of 
speech to express the great gratitude of 
all Spiritualists to Brother Francis for 
opening the columns of the largest and 
most widely circulated Spiritualist pa
per in the world for the ventilation of 
this question, which serves as a safety 
valve for all this'corruption, that there 
may be no great convulsion to wreck 
our cause. When Spiritualism is healed 
of this rotten disease of fraud, it will 

. be free to arise and enter upon its great 
mission in breaking the shackles that 

■ bind the minds and souls of men in 
’ slavery to superstition which has ever 
■ clogged the wheels of human progress 
i and neld the world in darkness, misery

result that he soon discovers that he 
has imperative business in another io-

" cality. I was much pleased with the ar
ticle of J. Young McFarland, and with 
himself am very anxious to know just 
how Mrs. Hyland successfully person
ated all three of those babies at once, 
The plea that it is not advisable to 
make this disclosure on the ground that- 
it would give the snap away to other 
mediums, and thus augment the amount 
of fraud, is altogether too thin, and 
leaves her, to say the least, in a very in
teresting position. If her statement is 
true and she really has In view the ex
posure of the tricks of cabinet mediums, 
it seems to»be in order that she tell,the 
whole story for the further protection 
ot investigators and the general public. 
Justice ana, fair play demands this of 

• her, and the question will not down un
til fairly answered, and Mr.- McFarland 
is not the only one who will continue to 
demand an explanation. Let us have 
the truth,,the whole truth and nothing 
but the truth, and with this we will be

. content. WILL C. HODGE.
San Diego, Cal.

- “Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.”

and death.
Los Angeles, Cal.

G. E. CHESBRO.

THE MOSQUITO BAR TEST.
To the Editor:—I am glad that some 

oi your contributors have suggested the 
mosqulto-har test. It is splendid. It 
answers the purpose perfectly. The 
fraud can not get out of it, and the 
genuine medium can, only escape there
from by being dematerialized, in which 
event spirit power is demonstrated In a 
manner that none can doubt. No fraud 
will submit to this test—marlrmy word 
—no fraud will submit to it unless he 
has a confederate who can successfully 
play "spirit” I would like to see Mr. 
Aber, Mr. Riley and the various other 
materializing mediums who are consid
ered genuine, tested in this manner for 
the benefit of science and Spiritualists
at large. 1BEN STONE.

“Eumau Culture and Cure.
First, 
cludin;

The Philosophy of Cure.
Part 
(In-

Methods and Instrumeuts.’

tertainment, and "Elsie?’
‘gives it to them.’'

as she says,
That Is as near the

intelligences, there is not mental and ful treatment reported in Light of July 
moral development, love of truth, as- 2, Is of much interest. Can any of your 
pirations for better and higher condi- readers suggest a remedy for a case of 
tions with the awakening and growth of a similar kind? Three years ago a lady 
the spiritual faculties, there is little in underwent magnetic treatment for ner- 
mere spiritism upon which to base hope vous breakdown, and from that time 
of "the good time coming.” she began to develop mediumistically,

In these times most efforts to en- and becatae both clairvoyant and cla'ir- 
lighten or help mankind, whether it audient Unfortunately three astral en- 
be the work of evolutionists or that ot titles of a low type were drawn to her, 
men and women who represent the op- and soon gained complete control over 
posite extreme of thought, the Salvation b ^'h her mental and her physical activi-

literal truth as you will get from a , 
cloud of witnesses. ,

And, too, that Houghton expose: He ' 
was exposed and run out of the town of j 
the writer ten years ago, and never , 
heard of again until now. His perform
ance was unique. He dressed In white, ' 
with white satin shoes'—emblematic of 
purity—and the stunts were after the 
manner of stage lightning-changes, with 
his wife behind a curtain and it drawn 
aside as the changes were made in the 
presentations. The "power” was illus
trated by hls poor wife becoming rigid, 
and the back of her head placed on one 
chair and her heels on another, and he 
in his white shoes and his 150 pounds 
weight standing on her suspended body. 
And that sort of stuff was called a "se
ance.” And because a crowd of Cal
lous-minded people are'“entertained" by 
such a spectacle, the intelligent reading 
world has to stand its description as 
something connected with a great cause. 
One night sufficed in the case described, 
and the arrest by the police should 
close It un now.

And, Mr. Editor, if you will sift these 
periodical spasms about fraud, you will 
find as a rule that it is some old stock
fraud, and some new wonder-seekers 
who think their few observations and 
their one medium are the whole world 
of phenomena. It seems Incredible that 
all this outcry, this crusade about fraud 
has only been able to materialize Crin
dle-Reynolds and Houghton. They at 
least are all that have so far appeared. 
Now, as the boys say, “honest Indian,” 
is the game worth the>candle?

The real harm is the poison that this 
unabridged denunciation instills'-- into 
the minds of honest, sipcere and con
scientious people — Spiritualists and 
non-Spiritualists—handicapping medi
ums and phenomena, and giving a club 
to scoffers and enemies, when the noise 
is out of all proportion to the odor.

The statement may be made safely 
within the truth, that from the toejoint 
theory to the present not a single fraud 
has been suppressed by clamor. Nor at 
this late day can it be^lut down” by 
introducing the argument of the race 
track and the pool-room—by bets of a 
thousand or any other sum of dollars.

Retiring and sensible people shrink 
from the discussion of these topic»,.as 
the reckless zealots at once cry: “Oh, 
you favor covering up fraud.” As the 
back of the hand can’t well reach the 
mouth that utters the insult through 
print, they prefer being silent alto
gether. The whole subject is nauseat
ing and demoralizing.

Just run over In your mind the last 
twenty-five years. There is not a me
dium who at one time was not de
nounced as a fraud and impostor. To
day you can count them by the score 
who are highly honored as men and 
women, and by general approval as .me
diums.

There are dishonest people in every 
walk of life. There are good dogs and 
bad ones; vicious horses and family 
favorites; breachy cows and model 
milkers; and there are people who can 
and do mind their own business, and 
suppress the bad, without giving them 
exclusive public consideration. The 
quiet condemnation by this class of 
Spiritualists has reduced tricky medims 

■ to only two or three who yet face the 
• public. And that is after all the effec-

tlve wav. SAR’GIS.

By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as It 
well ful.ills the promise of its title. 
Price 75 cents. ■

"The Majesty ot Calmness, or Indi-
vidual Problems and Possibilities.'! ByDr. Paul Carus. An excellent study vldual Problems and Possibilities.'! By 

of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen- Wm. George Jordai). . Another valuable 
'Bly®. Paper, 60 cents. Cloth, |1.25. littje work. Price 20 cents. • ■

tatlons were wholly of earthly origin.
In conclusion I desire to say that I am The Wr,tor Declares That the Spirits 

a Spiritualist. I often see spirits. I Can Manufacture False Whiskers, 
have exalted visions. The fact that I Wigs, Etc., and Leave Them In the 
can communicate at times with the im- Cabinet.
mortals--is glorious! I know—abso-
lutely know there is a large amount of ' I have read the many different writ
truth in our ranks, and nothing can pos- ?rs views upon materialization and 
sibly destroy it, and I am glad that 'Ile'r methods of exposing the fraudu- 
for the last few weeks Spiritualists mediums; but from my experience, 
have controlled Tbe Progressive Think- cs-tohlng the spirit is not a correct way 
er—wholly controlled its columns—a ““dium is true or false,
plan never before adopted by any Spir- , e ,t is, we know nothing about, how 
irualist organ. It has been a surprise tne spirits materialize or dematerialize, 
to all, a pleasure to many, a disgust to therefore it proves nothing if we find, 
those who want actual free thought sup- “ catching the spirit, we have caught 
pressed, and so it goes—YOU CAN’T medium, because the spirits use the 
PLEASE ALL—but this Open Court medium to help theim make up, and, ot 
has demonstrated that those who don’t B0U,r^f’ *s, as possible for them to ma- 
read The Progressive Thinker will be terlqllze false hair and whiskers as it 
left behind as to important information. , ^“e genuine, or as it is to make the 
In conclusion, I sign myself, body or the clothing that the spirit is

A DEVOTED SPIRITUALIST. dressed with.
I am astonished how we ignorant 

~~~— wJ *— | mortals undertake to tell what the
spirits can do or what they cannot do.WOULD LET FRAUD ALONE.

-------- I have seen mediums tested in every
A Venerable Spiritualist Would Let the conceivable way. I have seen ihem

Tares'Grow with the Wheat. tied hands and feet, and tied tightly 
Renewing my subscription to The ?rollni*,tlieir Yal8tB< with three or four 

Progressive Thinker, I avail myself of tn°]s ^ra?vn t 8!'t ^ether, and the two 
your invitation to give my views rela- of the coyd put through two holes 
tlve to your Open Court. !? the ?aak of Ü!® cabinet and tied upon

The first question that presents itself outsid® in Plain view of ub all the 
to my mind is, of what possible use or '•ime, and at the same time we could 
benefit can it be to Spiritualism to pub: the “odium In the cabinet. Under
Ush the mistakes and failures tnat oc- *hose conditions the spirits would come 
cur? I would leave all that dirty work walk around and talk with
for the religious and secular papers to friends, as natural ag in earth life, 
do, and they are not slow in doing it. ? °?e th.e, ®P|rlts was out, a

Second, 1 would let every one who at- lr of mine tried an experiment of 
tends a seance be his or her own best “arkIng one of the spirits’ ears, and 
judge (as they invariably are) as to when the seance was over the medium 
what transpires in their presence. viaB ,el" out °* tke cabinet.

Third, admitting that there is some 5R® “ad the mark on one of her ears, 
counterfeit with all the genuine, may The only waj the medium could receive 
not even the spurious be received by ®ark was by the spirit transferring 
some as the real and thus lead them to t“e medium. How these things are 
further investigation till they shall find .°“e we cannot tell, but we know the 
ttfê trulli? I

I have attended seances myself In a way to detect fraud, but it
which I felt confident that both the true *s no*- by grabbing thé spirit. One rea- 
and the false were manifested. Never- son ,*?• ““cause the sudden change of 
tbeless there were some present who conditions-is dangerous to the life of 
received it all as genuine truth and by *“e n°t mean to “ay if
their emotions plainly showed that they ® “na a80., £aces> etc., concealed 
had then and there both seen and con- about tne medium, or In the cabinet, 
versed with their departed loved ones, after Ap^-havc caught the medium, it is 
If they were deceived, it was both pleas- I 110 evidence the medium is a fraud, but 
ant and joyous to them. I “ean to say it is not positive evi-

You and I know that a belief in Chris- dence, because the spirits can make 
tianity is fallacious, and that that sys- them just as well as anything else, and 
tern has only a sandy foundation. Nev- tricky spirits, such as Herrmann and 
ertheless we know that multitudes of Kelly, are liable to doso.
good people have and still do receive I know some will say spirits cannot 
great Comfort, consolation and solace make material 
under every and all circumstances nB a rule they 
whatever while indulging in such be- times they do. 
lief. On the same principle I would quite often..
say let the exposures come from others 
and not from any Spiritualist journal, 
or let the wheat and the tares grow to-

rhat will stay with us; 
do not do it, but some- 
I have seen it done

DR. A. P. CONANT.-
(Continued on page 5.)

gether, etc.
Who am I, that write thus? Though HFAIING CIIRRFNT  ̂

unknown to your readers, Spiritualism 11 Lnl-1 ' V l\l\l_l'( 1
became a positive truth to me 27 years 
ago, and from that time on I have been 
a student of its philosophy and the 
laws of Nature, endeavoring to learn all 
I can in relation to the ‘undiscovered 
country." J. C. N. ABBOTT.

Cedar Falls, la’..

To expose and conaemn the nefarious 
work of fraudulent “mediums" is 
dubbed “dirty work;” but it is notice
able that the “dirty work” of “dirty” 
tricksters posing as Spiritual mediums 
is merely “mistakes and failures," and 
call forth no words of reprehension. Ap
parently all the dirtiness is concentrat
ed in publishing the facts, and not at 
all in the deception, swindling and

FROM THE

BATTERY OF LIFE,
BY WALTER DE VOE.

lads’ and lassies, command' respectful ties. Her life has become a burden to 
consideration. her, as she is rarely given any peace,

BUT NO ORGANIZATION OR CULT, but she believes that she is yelping the
OR CLASS OF BELIEVERS THAT spirits on the .other sideband conse- 
ALLOWS TRICKERY TO BE PERPE- quently does not feel it right to prevent 
TRATED UNDER ITS AUSPICES, their attempts nt completely obsessing 
AND RESERVES ITS DENUNC1A- her. Matters are apparently: on the 
TION FOR THOSE WHO TRY TO bverge of a crisis, and yet.what help can 
KEEP IT DECENT AND CLEAN, CAN I be given to one who refuses to recog- 
HAVE ANY SUCH RECOGNITION nlze the fact that it is Wf'ong9tp sacrl- 
FROM DISCRIMINATING MINDS’ flee oneself in order to ^.‘help’/r. those 
THAT LOVE TRUTH AND HATE I fallen souls on the other side?,^-W. Tu- 
FALSEHOOD AND FRAUD. dor Poole, in Light, Lond.qp. n0

. Spiritualists, therefore, with their ______ , ■ . -
high professions, should avoid shielding A Fake Who Stands at the Head. 
or defending any "materializing,”, . , . •trumpet” or other pretended medium-1 * r,ronlmu re»<lei5 
istic performances which are fairly] .Thinker a farther refiort as
open to condemnation or suspicion from] vij ’ ias
their antecedent improbability, or from he]^ a] Lincoln postBfflce,¿pending 
the-absence of precautions to exclude a fraud order issued by the Postmaster 
deception and the presence of motives General. The/rase ctad be.wto Judge 
or reasons for its perpetration. Munger, U. S. District Juugh at Omaha,

EXPOSURES OF FRAUD SHOULD August 8. His decision- sustained the 
BE UNSPARING, BUT WITHOUT RE- t110 Postmaster Genital and
VENGE OR RESENTMENT. Many of “I1 Dat?n®„ ma*‘ mi ?ni tnafked 
those who are in the disreputable busi- an^ r,®tur?®d to. writers,
ness are, judging from a number I have and the Professor, it seems. Has taken 
seen, neurotics, perverts and degener- kis departure. He claimed to Aave the 
ates, who are almost morally irrespon-1 greatest psychic P°^er of any living be- ’ - x . ... _ * F I Imh-« t-t-ii-ivr» nraa nnrnfnrr frrti-wsible for what they do, and they all 
must be deficient in moral sense.

B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Quincy, III.

lng; there was nothing too wonderful
for him to perform. Talk about your 
fakes, he stands at the head of the 
class. , DR. P. S. GEORGE.

Lincoln, Neb.

OUT OF THE USUAL LINE.

PR0&RE55
fraud.

Abundance of dirty work has to be 
done in this world, and some of the 
most useful work is the dirtiest. Un
sanitary conditions have to be remedied 
in order to conserve the public health. 
The same rule applies to Spiritualism— 
instance the morally and spiritually un- A Book That Awakens the

A Whack at Fraud Hunters,.and Their 
Methods Pointed Out.

“The Romance of Jude. A story of 
the Life and Times of the Nazarene anti 
His People." Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound in cloth 
and gilt Only 50 cents.

"An infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.” 
"Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of Startling 
Facta. Price 10 cents' each, or two to 
aassaa

"In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price $1- '

“The -Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form'and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. 1 By twenty 
physicians add specialists.. Edited by 
Albert Turner;’’ Of esbeclal Biterest 
and value. Price 81. -

Thanks for the Open Court, otherwise 
I could not have my say, and would be 
relegated to the rear. Just think of the 
extent of sleight-of-hand practices in 
the ranks of Spiritualism! I will not 
call this fraud, for the sake of illustra
tion, but amusement, at the expense of 
poor gullible mortals. Poor Elsie 
Reynolds is superb. Her sleight-of-hahd 
can almost deceive the very elect; but 
when she was csiaght In the midst of 
one of her tricks, she was found dressed, 
in a human-made “spirit.” garb—and no 
real spirit at hand!

Any slelght-of hand performer can be 
exposed in the same way—grab him in 
tlie midst of a trick, and you can find 
out the secret.

Then came Mrs. Reynolds’ devoted 
son, Crindle. and wife, and the latter 
was caught in a sewing-machine-made 
dress, personating a poor devil ' of a 
"spirit,” which was no “spirit” at all.

Poor Elsie had not fully instructed 
her son and his wife in the trick.

Poor Mrs. Griffen, who was exposed 
at her tricks in'Milwaukee—a wonder
ful materializing medium! She was no 
fraud, but simply a “lightning change" 
artist, but it was cruel to expose her 
just as she was dressed as a "spirit" 
chieftain, in woman-made’ clothes, df 
tlve fraud-hunters had left her alone, a 
whole column could have been written 
in her favor—"Remarkable Demonstra
tion of Spirit Power”—all published in 
the Spiritualist papers.

Then there was Mrs. Kemp, of Cleve
land, Ohio, an honest, noble, sleight-of- 
hand performer, a most remarkable ire-

sanitary conditions embodied in the 
work of swindling fakirs who pose as 
mediums.

The Open Court is performing a 
greatly-needed sanitary work for the 
good of our cause; when the work is 
.finished the air will be purer and 
sweeter and more healthful, as a re
sult of our work, and eventually it is to - 
be hoped, the small-pox and yellow
fever of deception and vice under the 
name of mediumship will disappear.

Spiritualists owe It to themselves and 
to the public to clean up their own 
back-yards, and not leave it to be done 
by their religious or secular neighbors.

What kind of an Impression would it I

Healing Power in the Soul
It Teaches the Glorious Truth that Frees 
From Sin, Sickness, Poverty and Pain.

PR1CB. »2. OO.
For Sale by

COLLEGE OF FREEDOM, 
Woodlawn , Chicago.

PUBLICATIONS OF 

CARLYLE PETERS1LEA, 
Given by automatic writing through 

the author's mediumship.

THE DISCOVERED COUNTRY,
naturally'make on the outside world, I A narative of the personal experience in spir- 

Vfiorfino- ntihiu TA Mfl tha r/ H life of the author’s father, who had been a the great reading public, to see the re | naturai philosopher and a materialist. An ex* 
ligioua and secular papers publishing tremely interesting book. Price, Si.O0l 
and branding the dishonest trickeries MARYANNE CAREW.
and shameless frauds and deceptions I TMswork consists ottne experiences ot the 
practised under the name of medium- author’s mother In spirit life. Price, cloth, ji.oo 
ship, and the Spiritualist papers, and PaPer> *°°- 
Spiritualists generally, covering up. CARLISL1E,
hiding, shielding and thus Indirectly 8U^^Mo^]“TsciraUfloyOTnFpbM- 
abetting, encouraging, assisting the I osopher, who is a medium : hls chief opponents 
tricksters in their fraudulent practices? being a clergyman and a materialist, cloth, »1.
Would it not in appearance proclaim to

(Hunt as announced in The Progressive ■

OCEANIDES.
the world that Spiritualism is a base I a scientific novel, based on the philosophy ot , 
sham and Spiritualists a lot of Idiotic I file, as seen from the spirit side. Paper, !>0c. 
conservators of fraud? I MARK CHESTER,

Thnnl-s tn frnnfl TnortbimR nnrl ihn Or "A Mill Md a Million.«, This |s one Of Car-1 Hanks to fraud memums ana tne jyl0 petorsllea’s most interesting works. It is 
conservators of fraud, that evil impres- purely a psychical romance such as the author 
don is now largely prevalent among in- >s noted for producing, paper, <0c. .

telligent, honest people, many of whom 3 umrei/
have discovered impositions on the part I A MASTERLY WORK, 
ot “mediums.” , Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth •

Probably, where one person has been w. M. Lockwood.
comforted or.convinced by means of. ‘ Amn8l'rty r,rcscntatiOn of ** imponaiitBub- 
fraud, a dozen sincere and honest in: jocu a powerful arsuihciit »loncnew and ecitm- ' 
quirers nave peen aiBgoswa ana epn« fnctof(hB contuoityof personal individual con
vinced that an mediums are fraudulent, I «cioub selfhood after laytm.’- nnido tho'phyfiicai > 
and Spiritualism itself an unmitigated • .W‘*h “
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Gaining Ground.
An unmistakable indication that

Christian scholars are progressing in 
knowledge and in readiness to speak 
what they find to be the truth, is appar
ent in the matter of the Convocation 
Sermon delivered recently, by Profes
sor Mahaffy, of Dublin, to the graduat
ing class of the University of Chicago.

He traced "the greatest truths of the 
Christian religion” to an origin in the 
beliefs of heathen nations, and ex
pressed the opinion that many of the 
writings of the Bible are not inspired 
products of their attributed authors. .

As stated by the Record-Herald, Dr. 
Mahaffy used for his subject, “What 
Does Christianity Owe to the Jews?” 
end after briefly tracing ihe connection 
ot the Old Testament to the New, 
showed the students the debt that 
Christianity owes to heathens.

"The doctrine of the trinity and the 
incarnation were imported from primi
tive peoples. The trinity comes from 
the documents of the Egyptians and In
dians, and the incarnation from-;Bud- 
dhism. It is remarkable that the no
tion of sacrifice appears not only in the 
religions of all civilized nations, but 
also In the lower races, commonly 
called heathen and primitive, and 
whose notions of religion’ were very 
crude.

“I do not believe that Genesis is an 
inspired book and that Moses was di
rectly inspired in writing his account of 
the origin of the world. He used old 
documents of the Egyptians and Meso
potamians and did not write.from direct 
observation. In the century to which 
we attribute Genesis there were many 
writings about the origin of the world, 
and I believe MOses used these. There 
were full acounts both in Egyptian hie
roglyphics and in Mesopotamian cunei
form which were a vast repository from 
which he might have drawn. These 
early legends, of course, were exagger
ated In their accounts, but have some 
geological truth. Moses purified these 
things from the many absurd exaggera
tions which they contained.

“There is no reason to claim that 
Christianity is a novelty. Do you think 
it consistent with divine wisdom and 
benevolence that all the nations ot the 
world should have been left in absolute 
darkness and error to be suddenly re
moved by the novel revelation of the 
gospel, or is It more reasonable to be
lieve that all the nations had some truth 
and that that truth was brought into 
the clear light of purity by the gospel? 
Christianity is, then, not a new thing, 
but is the gathering of all the great 
truths and the weaving of them into the 
glorious texture of Christian faith.”

Question. Who are they who have 
tor the past six weeks occupied the at
tention of the public in the Open Court?

Answer, Spiritualists only.
Q. Who have viewed the condition 

of our cause as' connected with the 
takes, and tried to point out the way to 
redeem the truth from their pestiferous 
Influence?

A. Ardent Spiritualists in the Open 
Court.

Q. Who, during the last twenty-five 
years have been refused a hearing in 
the Spiritualist press, under the pre
tense that if they told of the deception 
practiced by rank impostors, they 
would injure our beloved cause?

A. Spiritualists who love the truth, 
the whole truth, and nothing but the 
truth.

Q. What have the pure, noble, hon
est skeptical Spiritualists—skeptical in 
regard to certain phases of the phenom
ena, been called when they have been 
simply searching for the truth? -z

A. Disreputable Fraud Hunters.
Q. Who la it that wants to place 

Spiritualism on the plane of strict hon
esty, who want all the phenomena to 
bear the legitimate SEAL OF THE 
ANGELS instead of that of the'trick
ster and the fraud?

A. Those Spiritualists who have 
bravely contributed to the. Open Court, 
and millions of others also.

Q. Who is it that objects to having 
their spirit friends represented by a 
rotten confederate, or the medium 
dressed in artificial toggery?

A. The noble Spiritualists who are 
not afraid to appear in the Open Court

Q. How can one advance to a higher 
spiritual attitude?

A. Only along the line of absolute 
purity and honesty. "When one diverges 
from that line, that.ione attracts dark-/ 
ened conditions, approximating a real 
hell.

Q. Who originated the Open Court 
as presented In The Progressive 
Thinker? '

A. It was advised by spirits—by 
spirits of a high order, who afh aware 
of what is going on in our ranks, and 
who wish to elevate our Cause to a 
higher plane. Right doing leads to the 
light Wrong doing, of whatever na
ture or kind, leads to dark conditions. 
That is true whether connected with an 
individual, club, cult or sect. Right do
ing leads to higher spiritual planes, 
while wrong doing leads to darkened 
conditions.

Q. If every crime brings its own 
punishment, why not let the fakes who 
deceive the public entirely alone?

stronger by having those who misrepre
sent it by giving fake ¡materializations 
or fake tests, exposed to the whole 
world! t The discussion In the Open 
Court will do Spiritualism a GREAT 
DEAL OF GOOD! The rotten fakes 
will, ot course, find fault with it. You 
can always detect a fake by his (or 
her) opposition to any one who exposes 
those who are counterfeiting the phe
nomena. A medium who is purely gen- 
ulue.wants the fakes exposed.

Q. The great Catholic church has 
flourished immensely by carefully con
cealing all wrong doing, and why should 
not' Spiritualists follow the same 
course?

A. Yes, that is a solid fact. Let the 
whole truth be told in regard to Cathol
icism in the past and present, spread 
those facts before Catholics themselves, 
and within twenty-five years that sect 
will disappear. Why? Because it is 
wholly founded on error, superstition 
and ignorance. The secular press dare 
hot publish the wrongs, the infamy, the 
sins of the Catholic church in the past 
or present. But with Spiritualism it Is 
different—the secular press grasp every 
exposure of fake mediums or wrong do
ings on the part of Spiritualists, and 
send the same out to millions of read
ers. That does not permanently injure 
Spiritualism, because, as said before, It 
Is founded on the ROCK'OF TRUTH, 
and will eventually spread its benign 
Influence over the entire earth. It 1b 
a lamentable fact, howover.-that anyone 
should suggest that .Spiritualists should 
adopt a pernicious practice of the Cath
olic church, as some of our readers 
have done.

Q. Candidly, was it not your real ob
ject In giving space in your paper to the 
discussion of the fraud question, to gain 
publicity and popularity for The Pro
gressive Thinker, and increase your cir
culation?

A. The Progressive Thinker has 
ever been the mouthpiece of Spiritual
ists and progressive thinkers along all 
scientific and occult lines, and shall 
ever be while under the present man
agement. Other papers, to the extent

tlon with ¡p|Bapv,iyles in western Kan
sas, of fossil horges In immense num
bers, only i(88 inches In height, puggest 
that these animals, as indeed every 
other f<irm!|bf lli^ have ascended by 
slow and (graduqj| gradation from the 
minute to the majestic; that instead of 
deterioration, as dmany suppose, ani
mal life bdgiinwllh: the infinitesimal,
mere mici being, and through
the eternijy whlclj has followed, have 
developed,¡through countless millions of 
generations Inta'What they are to-day? 
Species have risen to immense dimen
sions as the mammoth and have per
ished, while other forms of giant life 
have taken their, place, “the fittest only
surviving," as Darwin happily 
pressed it.

All matter abounds with life.

ex-

It

“Eggzactly” Right.
“Any' young woman who will stick 

her feet under a table to entertain a 
young man at cards is not decent,” de
clared the Rev. M. Schemwell in the re
vival meeting at Wolf Lake.

The statement was no sooner made 
than the chivalrous young men of that 
community rose up and threw eggs at 
the daring minister.

The Rev. Mr. Schemwell, although be
spattered, was not frightened, however, 
and continued preaching until only.a si
lent few were left before him.—-Press 
dispatch.

This is a very ancient method of 
showing disgust for the words of a min
ister, but for thé very unkind and in
sulting remarks there seems no more 
appropriate indication of the pent up 
feelings of injured young men.

This ought to teach the fossil that he 
is not living in the era of the Blue 
Laws or the days of the Inquisition, but 
at a time when it is known that moral
ity, decency and purity can sit with 
feet under a card table as well as at the 
“feast of the passoyer,” and the pos
sessor of the feet Is no less a lady for 
having played a social game of euchre 
or whist, or even “old sledge,” than 
while kneeling at tne altar in-his sanc
tuary. If she is pure in soul a social 
game of cards with her “best fellow” 
can in no way contaminate her.

Devotional exercises can be carried 
on Into Insanity and madness, and just 
so card-playing can become a mania 
and be carried to excess and demoral
ization. It is wrong to be completely 
carried away by the fascination for 

. either religious fanaticism or cards, and 
no. doubt the fanatical criticism was 
well met by the drastic measures re
sorted to.

Their punishment is absolutely certain 
here on eartKor in the spirit realnfs.

A. Because wrong doing is cumula
tive, and continually enlarges its ten
tacles or its power to do harm as, time 
passes on. Weeds grow; poisonous 
plants enlarge their domain continu
ously, and a municipal government that 
is corrupt continually grows more so, 
as evidenced by the notorious Tweed 
ring in New York, and the Aldermanic 
corruption in St. Louis, Mo., and among 
the state officials. Wrong doing, cor
rupt practices and evil methods rarely 
ever right themselves. Wrong condi
tions can only be removed by opposi
tion to them, otherwise their dominion 
will be enlarged. It is only by continu
ally battling against evil that it can be 
held partially in abeyance. ,

Q. Is not the giving of publicity to 
fraud practiced in our ranks, detri
mental to Spiritualism?

A. No more so than keeping the 
same covered up. A disease will spread 
just the same when its presence is not 
known to the public. What would you 
think of officials who would carefully 
conceal the fact that the yellow fever 
had numerous victims in a city, fearing, 
if the same be made known, that the 
trade would be greatly injured thereby? 
Any sect or body of people that cannot 
stand to have the truth told in refer
ence to it, should perish from the face 
of the earth. Spiritualism, however, be
ing the embodiment of truth, will ulti
mately remove all its blemishes and

“Mediumship and Its Development 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel- 
opment"™Bjt W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners, who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de- 
yelopment and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper/25 cents.

take possession of the entire world.,
Q. Does not the exposure of i 

wrong doing put a weapon in 
hands of our enemies to injure 
Cause?

any 
the 
our

A. Any evil deed committed by a 
Spiritualistic fake, or wrong doing on 
the part of any Spiritualist, cannot be 
concealed or suppressed, by any ’pro
cess whatever. It is impossible. The 
secular press spreads it broadcast. 
The dozen of more late exposures of 
fake mediums throughout the country, 
revealing the medium or a confederate 
dressed in artificial toggery, were all 
published in leading dailies, reaching at 
least 1)5,000,000 of people. When Spirit
ualists were shocked as never before by 
the publication of an unmentionable 
crime committed by a Spiritualist at 
the Onset camp several years ago, the 
same was sent forth by the secular press 
throughout the entire United States, 
and created a profound sensation. One 
of the leading actors in the same, and 
who also played confederate to materi
alizing mediums, was sent to the peni
tentiary. All these exposures first ap
peared in the secular press, and that 
fact led The Progressive Thinker to do 
what no other Spiritualist paper ever 
did—open, its columns for a discussion 
of the question by Spiritualists them
selves—by prominent Spiritualists, by 
Spiritualists who love our cause dearly, 
many of whom are mediums. A Cause 
that can not stand the telling of the ex
act truth in regard to its inner workings 
should nerish from the face of the 
earth. But Spiritualism is founded on 
the Rock of Absolute Truth, will grow

or 75 or 100, have been established and 
run for a time filled to the brim with 
profound thoilghts by the editor and 
one or two associates, but^Spirltuallsts 
accept no "thus saith the ixird,” no ipse 
dixit from anyone, and the publications 
failed, but Spiritualism kept right on 
growing.-

When The Progressive Thinker was 
established It was Intended to place Its 
columns in the hands ot the best think
ers in the ranks, and make it an Insti
tution “of the people, for the people, 
and by the people," To make a sue-, 
cess of such a thing as a newspaper, 
secular,, religious, scientific, or reform-, 
atory, requires right management and. 
right principle. WE CANNOT DIC
TATE TO THINKERS NOW JUST 
HOW THEY ! SHOULD THINK. 
THOUGHT IS INDEPENDENT AS IN
DIVIDUALITIES ARE INDEPEND
ENT. Spiritualism cannot be retarded 
by calm consideration of any question 
relevant to its basic principle, and 
while some, had they been in the same 
position, would not have dared to risk 
the effect of such a vital bone of conten
tion, we have followed the course of 
fairness to all and have reason to 
know good has been done.

In introducing the Open Court to our 
readers, no thought whatever entered 
our mind in relation to The Progressive 
Thinker, Its popularity or increase of 
circulation—our only thought was to let 
Spiritualists themselves RUN THE 
PAPER for a few weeks, giving them 
the “full swing." During this time we 
have been an Interested spectator, and 
have read and re-read the varied 
thoughts expressed with the keenest in
terest. We have been delighted with 
this free and frank expression, this 
boiling over , of thought, this apparent 
sincerity, this desire of one and all to 
promote the truth In ôur cause; In tact, 
as a looker-on, we HAVE BEEN IN
STRUCTED, AMUSED AND HIGHLY 
PLEASED WITH THE SENTIMENTS, 
PRO AND CON, EXPRESSED.

Q. How about presenting the Open 
Court to investigators? Will they not 
be repelled by reading.the contributions 
of Spiritualists therein?

A Fair-minded, honest and unbiased 
investigators should be attracted to this 
discussion upon the subject of frauds. 
This course can but Impress the inves
tigator with the honesty of purpose of 
the leading thinkers, in jour ranks, and. 
at the same time cause them to use ex
treme caution in their investigations. 
This is all right, and knowing what we 
do of the rotten gang now operating un
der the name of “mediums,” who are 
but tricksters, The Progressive Thinker 
would neglect a duty by not warning in
vestigators to “go slow, and be careful,” 
and that is all the influence the Open 
Court can have upon the average inves
tigator. An investigator who would be 
repelled by our method of sifting and 
attempting to separate the genuine 
from the false, the gold from the dross, 
cannot be a very earnest or capable 
truth-seeker. Such a person has a 
flabby brain—It lacks the necessary 
amount ot grey matter, and probably he 
(or she) cannot think consecutively ten 
minutes on any important' subject If 
we had had access to sentiments ex
pressed in the Open Court forty years 
or more ago, we would have been able 
to investigate Spiritualism intelligently, 
and would have been saved any amount 
of Annoyance and trouble, owing to the 
Influence of .lying- spirits. Hence we 
believe that every honest investigator

swims in the water, floats in the air, is 
imprisoned in the rock, and is only lib
erated from confinement when their 
prison walls are dissolved by heat, then 
they fly away in pairs, to the eye, if 
aided by powerful lenses, having the 
semblance of gases.

The germ theory of disease, now very 
generally recognized as a scientific fact, 
verifies this idea, of infinitesimal life.

With the knowledge that giant ani
mals have been developed from humble 
beginnings, and that mammal, and ver
tebrate alike are but scintillations from 
the parent, resembling the tadpole, in
visible to tho natural eye, is the draft 
too. heavy on science to suppose every 
form of life had dts Inception in micro
scopic being? that by evolution 
through unlimited duration and favor
able conditions they have expanded and 
enlarged till' they have reached their 
present stature?

And Is It not probable.otlier forms of 
minute life aré now ;on the ascending 
grade, destined in the, good time com
ing to reach what we now conceive per
fected being?

Has the reader ever inspected a drop 
of stagnant water through a powerful 
microscope? If so he saw a.large vari
ety of life skipping through the minute 
world, engaged In physical contest with 
other creatures, or otherwise participat
ing in the affairs of life.

Says another:'The midroscope opens 
to the observer, ft .new and unexpected 
world, full of beauty, perfection, and 
magnificence. In a single drop of water 
it presents to the. astonished vision, liv
ing creatpfcs, of,most beautiful and va
ried forms ( . entirely unlike all former 
conceptionaóf organic existence, and so 
extremely^minute that it would require ' 
from 25,0(y),,milbpnB to 80,000 millions 
to fill the narrow, space of one square 
inch. Sma.il as ;mey are, the micro
scope revpals '(heir existence, their 
spontaneous, Í motion, and their external 
and interniti, structures. It also makes 
known the'fact that these minute living 
beings are. e^tregiely reproductive, and 
constitute tb,e chief proportion of living 
bodies onrthe earth. They are found 
not only in the fresh waters of ponds, 
brooks, riyers and lakes, but even in 
the salt waters of the ocean, in some 
strong acids, in terraqueous matter, and 
In vegetable^.and animal fluids-; indeed, 
.there;ls.n!WPfl.rt,ofrthe-vrorld, eifher on 
its surface,/)?, internally, in which these 
microscopic beings are not found, 
.either living, else in a fossil condition. 
The mortar of the builder, the chalky 
cliffs of England, extensive tracts of 
country in various parts of the world, 
as well chains of mountains, the coral 
foundation of- the, Polynesian Archipel
agoes, of the reefs and Islets of the In
dian Ocean, besides slate,, flint, sand
stone, limestone, and many other 
forms of rock—all contain, and are in 
fact, chiefly composed of the remains 
ot once living, moving, .invisible to the 
unaided eye, otanimalcules. The re 
mains of these minute creatures have 
added more to the mass of material 
which comprise the crust of the earth 
than the bones of elephants, mam
moths, hippopotami and whales.

Whence these forms of life?
' They have • bodies, heads, limbs and 

all the machinery characteristic of 
larger forms. Do they think, and love, 
and hate? They show it by their ac
tions. Perchance they worship. Who 
knows? A day may round their period 
of life, to be succeeded by another gen
eration. The more fortunate may re
main longer and attain larger propor
tions. The process of living and 
growth may be extended through mill
ions on millions of years for aught we 
know to the contrary; they were prob
ably the ancient parent of the fossil 
horse, the elephant, the hippopotami, 
ah, of man himself. The monkey 
through whom sòme people are so re
luctant to trance their ancestry, doubt
less had a .different parent from man, 
one who was not so progressive in his 
ideas, hence his development was ar
rested at the monkey stage, while his 
more fortunate neighbor developed into 
a Htimboldt, a Darwin or a Huxley,-

- The Open Court for a time will not be in ses
sion. It has been under the control of Spiritual
ists for several weeks, and they alone are enti
tled to ALL THE PRAISE, or censure, just as 
one happens to feel. Within the next twelve 
months there will be another Open Court that 
will shake the very vitals of Spiritualism, and 
cause a commotion in our ranks never before 
equalled. . Look out for it 1 From all these or
deals Spiritualism will emerge grander, more 
beautiful, and more entitled to the respect and 
confidence of the world. The Progressive Think
er is the paper for thinking Spiritualists, for 
Spiritualists who love the truth, the whole truth 
and nothing but the truth. Such Spiritualists 
will keep posted in passing events, in the trend 
of Spiritual and Occult thought throughout the 
world, by reading The Progressive Thinker, and 
in no other way. Now, we advise all to look out 
for our Fall and Winter Campaign, which will 
commence next week, It will be of thrilling in
terest ! It will raise you to a higher altitude, and 
give you a better conception of the grandeur of 
Spiritualism, Now is the time to send in your 
subscription. Call your neighbor’s attention to 
the paper, thus enabling him to keep-up with 
the advancing procession by reading its columns.

Honest Mediums Must Be Sustained

THE OPEN COURT FOREVER! FJ*; 
IS AN OMEN OF THINGS BETTER!
AND STILL BETTER. It Is an augury 
of Increasing elevation, a presage of 
clarification, and_an electric line to 
blooming verdure?''

Editor Francis says:’ "Whatever is 
said therein, eacli writer is responsible 
therefor—GIVE HIM THE PRAISE OR 
BLAME, AND NOT THE EDITOR.” I 
like that. It gives an awful big lati
tude. We writers can give each other 
terrible blows and it doesn’t hurt a bit.

Now I am going to say that Spiritual
ism is in greater danger from the nar
rowed radicals than from the fakirs. 
That won’t hurt the radicals. They 
will simply smile. I will tell why X 
think so, and they will only smile again. 
The radical, in the first part of his 
work, is the broadest and noblest ot 
creation; in the last part, he becomes 
the narrowest and shortest sighted. It 
is easily acounted for. As the big 
world’s opposition has borne down 
heavier and heavier hiB intensity 
grows sharper and sharper, till at last 
nls tired force is centered on contracted 
viewpoints. He runs finally into anom
alous, chronic iconoclasm. Nothing 
satisfies less than the complete over
throw of everything that savors of tha 
odor of yesterday.

As a Spiritualist radical he . finally 
fights the inoffensive, innocent little 
word Reverend. He ceases to think 
that Ite abstract meaning is grand and 
beautiful. He forgets that the mother 
prizes nothing more highly than to be 
revered by her children. He continues, <
and would cut the word respectability i
out of the vocabulary. — v

Luther said: “I will tolerate a great f 
deal of the old forms, and battle only ’ 
for the essential doctrine, and leavo 
eomething of the old worship tor the 
people." I think Luther was wise.

THE FAKIR IS AN IRRESPONSI
BLE, SHARP, GENUINE MEDIUM. 
HAS A BAD CONSTITUTION AND 
WORSE EDUCATION. IS TEMPTED 
ON ALL SIDES BY THE SIGHT OB 
POPULAR, UNPRINCIPLED MILL
IONAIRES. HE, TOO, WOULD 
ADOPT SHORT-CUT PROCESSES 
AND GET WEALTH BY LEAPS AND
BOUNDS; AND SPIRITS 
WANTING IN DELIGHT 
HIM.

Ministers, doctors and

ARE NOT 
TO HELP

ot Spiritualism will be benefited 
reading the Open Court

“The Kingship of Self-Control.” 
Wm. George Jordan, it treats Of

by

By 
the

crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents.

..Woman Suffragists Not Discouraged.
Woman suffragists, though opjposed 

by such obstacles as never have.beeri 
placed ini the'way of any'other class of 
.citizens; have'not a doubt of ultimate 
success, and théy have strong reasons 
for the faith .¡that IB in them. When 
equal rights for women, of which the 
franchise was only one, were first de
manded a little Wer half a century ago, 
the demand w^e met with hostility 
and derision;, and yet those who made 
them lived ito see every one conceded 
except that>- for -¡the suffrage, and this 
they saw grantêd in full in four states 
by mandate of th’e voters, and in part in 
twenty-six notherç by legislative-enact
ment. <n-< . Qi

Wyoming haddvwoman suffrage for 
twenty-onaiyearsaas a territory, and no 
power wasstrong enough.to keep it out 
of the constitution for statehood when 
it was formèd in-£1890. Utah, after sev- 
enteen.yesirs’ experience of it, placed It 
in the statehood [constitution in 1895 by 
a majority of 26,000 in a vote of a little 
over 31,0u0I' Coiorado rejected a wo
man suffrage amendment in 1877, but In 
1893 there had bèen a change of public 
sentiment sufficient to carry it by a ma
jority of 6,347; In Idaho, in 1896, all 
political parties .united in endorsing an 
amendment;'which was adopted by a 
majority of 5,884 in a vote of 18,408.

Five states have twice submitted a 
woman suffrage amendment In Colo
rado. It was carried the second time; in 
Kansas the percentage of opposition 
was greatly lessened; in Oregon the af
firmative vote was increased from 11,- 
223 to 26, 265, and the measure was lost 
cnly by 2,137. In South Dakota, in 
1890, the amendment received an affirm
ative of thirty-five per cent of the whole 
voté cast upon it,-and in 1898 it re
ceived forty-sevén per cent The first

Honest mediums should be well sustained. They 
are entitled to encouragement and protection, and a 
generous equivalent for their services. The Progress
ive Thinker has been, and will still continue to be, their 
special organ. There are many mediums in this city 
and scattered through the country, whose lives are 
pure and whose homes are heaven itself. By sup
pressing the fakes you encourage these honest me- 
diums and assist the angel world in its efforts to pro
mote the truth. Every honest medium will find in 
The Progressive Thinker a true friend. Its friend
ship for mediums has taken definite form. The 
$1,000 lately raised for the benefit of the medium’s 
fund—to render those mediums comfortable who are 
on account of sickness or old age, incapacitated for 
)¥O.rk—was .procured mainly through the untiring 
efforts of The- Progressive Thinker. The paper is 
nôt only the Organ of honest mediums, but it has 
been uqder the special charge of the Higher Powers 
who have made it extremely prosperous—prosperous 
beyopd that of any other Spiritualist or free thought pa
per published on this earth to-day.

vote was taken in Washington in 1889, 
and in 1898 the opposing majority had 
been reduced about one-half.

These figures justify the belief that 
the question can be carried in all these 
states the next time it is submitted. 
They also offer mathematical proof of 
the favorable change which is taking 
place in public opinion.

Religion Drives Him Crazy.
The dangers of much religious read

ing are well exemplified by the follow
ing special telegram published in the 
Chicago Chronicle, and which we espe
cially commend to the attention of our 
more orthodox friends who are given 
to expatiating on the dangers of Spir
itualism:

La Porte, Ind., Aug. 22.—vVllliam 
Bunton, of Pleasant township, a 

“wealthy farmer, is confined In the coun
ty jail in this city, a raving maniac. 
Bunton declares that he receives com
munications from the Lord and exhibits 
as proof pieces of paper on which are 
written passages of scripture. Bunton 
has followers who believe him sane and 
look upon him as one Inspired. He 
was brought to the county jail In chains 
and he declares that "before morning 
the Lord will unshackle him. Physi
cians attribute bis condition to constant 
religious, reading. ~

LOOK OUT I LOOK OUT !
The Progressive Thinker during Its 

Fall and Winter Campaign will be a 
continual feast of good things in all oc
cult and spiritual lines of thought You 
can only keep up with the procession 
by reading it each week. -Send ini ybur 
subscription now, and Introduce the 
paper to your neighbor.

THE OPEN COURT.
This session of the Open Court has 

adjourned, it has been an exciting one 
—one long to be remembered. Never, 
before was such a Court In session to 
consider one important subject.” It has 
been controlled exclusively by Spirit
ualists—first-class Spiritualists who 
have the good of the Gause at heart It 
has done good—great good! It has 
awakened a vast amount of thought 
Before the next twelve months shall 
bpvc expired, there Will be another 
Open Court controlled by leading Spir
itualists, and the session will be won
derfully exciting, creating a profound 
sensation in this country and Europe.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine," Contains ilia celebrated 
“Age of-Reason," and a number of let
tera and discourses on religious and the- 

I «logical subjects. Cloth binding, 480 
pages. Price fl-

lawyers rid
their ranks of frauds by elevating the 
standard of education. In the arts, 
and music, without education, nothing 
le worthy of being called art or music. 
Science Is exact to get the finest under-
standing of every law of nature 
ing under its observation. With 
radical Spiritualists it’s "any 
thing" will do.

Another source of danger is

com- 
thq 
old

the

RETROSPECTION.

The spirit stood on the borderland.
And beckoned the mortal to come, 

“Sojourn no more on the earthly 
spaere,

But repair to thy spirit home.”
Full three score of years he has labored 

here,
In turmoil and trouble and strife;

'Midst gladness and sorrow, hope and 
fear.

Which made up the features of life.
But weak In purpose, he turned aside, 

As temptations came in his way, 
Or his lower nature obtained control

And prevailed and held full sway.
But the higher self became supreme, 

As with wisdom he grew in years, 
Then ever he strove to make amends, 

And efface his fallings with tears.
Thenceforth he willingly lent his aid 

To lessen the ills of his kind; - 
His heart rejoiced, when others 

joiced,
As their cares were thrown to 

wind.

re

tire

But still he found, In worldly pursuits
The crowd still strayed with persist

ence;
Wearied of earth, he laid himself down, 

And waked to spirit existence.
Then all his deeds, from his early years, 

In a vision appeared to view;
His pride and follies and wayward 

course.
As to man’s condition he grew.

And further the scene disclosed itself, 
TIB his life was plain to his sight;

The good and the bad and middle 
course,

Was displayed in the astral light
Minute events were recalled again,

In scenes that were vivid and strong;- 
And Some there were that appalled his 

soul,
As he sensed what was right and 

wrong.
And wrong beginning entailed more 

wrong.
The sequence was easy to trace;

Not Lethe’s river could cleanse the 
whole.

Nor nepenthe a stain efface.
’Twas then the good of his later years, 

In refulgence appeared at last;
Which hastened to dim the former- 

scenes,
With reflex act on the past

Arid thus he learned that by goodly 
deeds, , ’

Atonement would cancel the whole; 
A willing task that carried relief, 

And surpassing peace to tne soul.
Resigned, he stood on the border land, 

Submissive and ready to fall,
But the-radiant spirit waved him in: 

"There is charity here for all!” 
- . JAMES MARTIN.
Ban Francisco, Cat

church. Its charming culture, restful 
service, and increasing liberality is 
drawing from us.

Mediumship is the backbone of Spir
itualism. The best of mediums thus 
far know but little of the myriad laws 
and principles, a fine and profound 
knowledge of which must finally be the 
salvation of the cause. The days of un
conscious mediumship are passing. 
After that, no medium will express 
more than he can understand. Intelli
gent spirits will not be attracted to me
diums of a meager vocabulary.

AN EDUCATED MEDIUMSHIP 13 
THE COMING DEMAND.

The Progressive Thinker, in No. 770, 
editorially says: "It Is ot special Inter
est to Spiritualists to note that there is 
not another institution of learning in 
this country or any other,that maintains 
a psychic class, in which the psychleTC'*^ 
side of life and its nature and phfinciffi»— 
ena are made a special line of sEuily. " 
As understood by Spiritualists, psy
chism is ignored by all the great col- ' 
leges and universities, if not actually 
flouted and contemned by their facul
ties.

"The Morris Pratt Institute is thus 
unique in making a distinct study of 
this important subject which is of sd 
great interest to Spiritualists in par
ticular.”

The Spiritualist college is of small be
ginning. That has been the history of 
the important institutions of learning. 
It is started quite radical enough for 
safety. Had president Eliot, of Har
vard, been its first, and run it on its 
present system, it would never have 
survived its infancy. The Spiritualist 
college should live to have untold 
numbers of faculties, and each would 
naturally keep in touch with the world’s 
continued progress and'evolution. The 
Spiritualist college does not mean that 
very much of the old ways will not be 
continued in practice. The college is 
cnly an added assistance. It is already 
a new inspiration to all phases of the 
movement. As much of the old form of 
Spiritualism is still important, so there 
are parts of the church service that can 
valuably be utilized In the Spiritualist 
church. It is superficial to think the 
dead past developed nothing good. Let 
there be "something of the old worship 
for tlie people.”

Modern science has been in process 
of development for several centuries, 
and is still in its infancy. Modern Spir
itualism, with every possible advantage, 
for a century, will still be in its in
fancy. Science is a weekday move
ment. Spiritualism is very largely a 
Sunday movement. The difference is 
great. Science as utilitarian. Spiritu
alism deals with that which has been a 
church principle for all the ages. It is
overflowing with deep sentiment It 
quiets the speculations of the brain and 
is a solace to the heart.

The Spiritualist college should aim 
at last to lead all other colleges and 
universities. It should exist as long ad 
there is a head to throb or a heart to 
pulsate. It should be ambitious to 
cleanse the murky streams how flowing 
to the other shore and turn them to/ 
bright and shining waters. I

E. W. BALDWIN, f
Madison, Wis.

Your
INDUCE

Neighbor to Subscribe far Th»
Progressive Thinker.

Now Is the time to extend the circula
tion of The Progressive Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Bplrnuallstio 
sews wittv which every one should be 
T.rntiiar. Tío other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of taatter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send in a subscription now.

“Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P- Phelon. Price 25 cents.

“Cosmlan Hymn Book.” A collection ’ 
or original and relected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, tor schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions Of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and frea 
from all sectarianism. Price 60 cent*,

"Wedding Cntmes.” By Delpha Peari 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry, and 
prose. Specially designed for the uso 
.of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry.
Price 75 cents.

"Antral Worshop.” By J. H. Hill, M. 
D. Price



MATERIALIZATION,THE BLUE BOOK.

The Law of Ite Manifestation Stated.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3.

LITTLE BY NAME, BUT LARGE IN 
MIND.

s

A Prominent Spiritualist of _ Seattle, 
Wash., President of a Leading and 
Prosperous Society There, Presents 
His Views In a Comprehensive Man- 
ner.
So much has been spoken and written 

concerning the “two great issues” now 
before the Spiritualistic
“The Great Psychological Crime ana 
ihe offer of Bro. Hale of Los Angeles, 
Cal of a thousand dollars, lawful 
money of the realm, for one case of 
genuine malerilizaUon, that more of the 
same tenor may lead to a■eurfeit. Y L 
as these restless apparition. .. ut
or^e othe'rwis^satlsfactorily disposed 
nf a brief contribution may uot ad 
S'“/»™'"“ a." 

“«’¿¿¿¿STS

doubt cause the I^^XvlsTga- 
e-uarded and thorough in bls investiga 
tions which is very much needed and 
will also impress upon the minds of our 
Psychics the Importance of understand; 
inc and defining more clearly the epe 
cial “ ase they may at any given time 
he nresentlng to the public, a class, of 
work now almost wholly overlooked and 
unthought of by a maority.of our P^ 

... fessional workers; but the^ieverisn 
; anxiety manifested by so many of our 
“"people seems to have been, now that 

the smoke of the battle has !^war- 
blown awav, to a large extent unwar 
fanted, and by tho uninformed or wrong
ly informed, will be taken as a c°nt 
sion of weakness on the part of the de-

aceept this challenge, other Gian one of 
absolute unselfishness, would probably, 
and should .as a matter of fact, prevent 
satisfactory results, and yet the $1,000 
is placed at the threshold of this enter
prise, as an inducement to try rhe ex
periment.

A yard stick is desirable in taking 
lineal measurement of gross material 
substances, but would be out of place 
in the laboratory of the chemist, or the 
transmutation of hydrogen and oxygen 
into water; and a moneyed considera
tion is equally out of place as an in-, 
nucement to measure the efficiency of 
psychic law.

But supposing for one moment that
some worthy medium should accept and 

‘ ' this reward,meritoriously receive 
would that gelile the matter? We

^“VumorTdirectly wltlTthe offer 
of Bro. Hale that we wish to deal at this 
time. Hei;e again we discover a very 
pronounced inclination to become> fev
erish" through an over-anxious desjre 
on the part ot many, to have this chal
lenge accepted. .

We have even progressed so far in 
Ulis direction as to hint of “moral cow
ardice," if it is not, while others are 
disposed to assail the motive of Bro. 
Hale In submitting such a proposition.

Why is it that we become so easily 
alarmed, or why so aggressive and 
Irishman like (the writer ‘s one-fourth 
Irish), ache to use our chiUalah on 
the cranium of one who may venture to 
submit a proposition of this character.

Bro. Hale’s proposed method of do
ing business may be wrong; Proba“;y 
is, but we can see no grounds for tne 
dark forebodings Indulged in by some, 
if the challenge is not accepted. Sev
eral Issues of The Thinker have one or 
more contributions of this character, 
and even'that veteran worker, Bro. 
Hudson Tuttle, whom we have been 
“swearing by" for the past thirty years, 
and in whose guiding light we delight 
to linger, seems to share in this, pessi
mistic view, and thinks if this challenge 

',1s not accepted materialization as an 
evidence of Spiritualism will disappear. 
Are the evidences of materialization so 

. rare or are they so modern that they 
are now to be swept away by a wave of 
the hand, or even a failure on the part 
of Spiritualists to avail themselves of 
the blessed privilege so magnanimously 

. extended to them by Bro. Hale?
If so, we have read the world s his*

think’ not. The curiosity seeker and 
the skeptic would still be at large, and 
still unsatisfied. Success in this case 
would no doubt stimulate some other 
person less worthy than Bro. Hale to 
offer a still larger inducement for sim
ilar service, and tlie same taunt of 
“moral cowardice” would be heard, if 
not accepted.

The whole effect, instead of being an 
aid to the cause of Spiritualism, would 
be debasing. We would probably evolve 
under existing conditions the most ac
complished set of fakes that the psychic 
world has ever known.

Personally, we regret that this offer 
was ever made, though appreciating 
thoroughly the good motive which 
prompted, and the worthy object sought 
to be accomplished by it.

This method of propaganda or any 
other of like- character,, is wrong in 
essence, and will make the burden we 
are carrying temporarily more difficult 
to be borne l but we need not conclude 
that any overwhelming disaster -will 
follow. There is sufficient genuine phe. 
nomena to satisfy any'mind willing to 
accept the evidences that satisfy in 
other matters, quite as obscure' as the 
one phase of materialization. We need 
not worry because public sentiment is 
conservative and skeptical. These act 
as a check upon the over-zealous or 
over-credulous.

Bro. J. 8. Loveland, in an issue of 
The Progressive Thinker, hints at thp 
thought that we are Inclined to force 
our phenomena upon public attention.

It is probably true as a matter of fact.
We are possessed In a marked degree 

with the desire to press the_phenomena 
to the front; but ours is a natffral re
ligion or science, and we are reminded 
continually that Mother Nature In her 
processes is inclined to movq. slowly, 
and we may very properly follow her 
example. There is a long reach from 
cosmic ether to revolving planet; from 
protoplasmic cell- to lordly man; "far 
cry from Indian wigwam to kingly pal
ace,” and we needn't worry If the pres
ent age fails to discover all there Is to 
be learned in the matter of calling 
“spirits from the vasty deep,” clotliThg 
them in material form, with or without 
a thousand-dollar attachment.

The strongest movement among our 
people will be wrought out by proceed
ing steadily along the line of legitimate 
business, repelling the approaches of, 
and removing from, our ranks the ille
gitimates, and permitting, in most 
cases, the opposition to wear itself out 
in combating the new truths which 
march Irresistibly onward. There will

tory Incorrectly and have but little faith" (
10 the evidence of our own senses as 
applied to this phenomena given under 

" the most exacting conditions, and by an 
increasing number of Psychics of un
questioned honesty and intelligence.

Nd. We do not-share very strenuous
ly in this feverish desire to accept Bro. 
Hale's offer, and would not like to be 
accused of moral cowardice or disloyal
ty to the cause in consequence; neither 
have we any doubts concerning the fact 
of genuine materialization, or the per- 

■1 inanency of that fact as an evidence of
Spiritualism.

But to point out a few reasons why 
Bio. Hale’s method is In error: First, 
.the great diffidulty of determining just 
' .what should be accepted as test condi- 
. tions in a given case. So far wd have 

not obtained sufficient knowledge of 
psychic law as to be able to formulate 
an ironclad rule in detail that would ap
ply to all cases with equal fairness to 
the psychic and the publie, for the pro- 
posed-experiment is to be made In a 
large measure for the benefit and in
struction of the latter. Setting up test' 
conditions has generally been a failure, 
so far as being acceptable to the par
ties interested is concerned.

We have an idea that the proposed 
experiment would not prove an excep
tion.

Speaking of test requirements re
minds me of the case of a gentleman 
who attended one of our Sunday meet- 
iilgs lately. He claimed to be a friend 
to Spiritualism, but as yet "uncon
vinced.” I inquired what class or de
gree of evidence was still lacking, to 
which he replied, That if a psychic 
could give him—informatlon which 
neither liimsel£-.nor- the psychic knelv 
anything abofit, and no one in the audi
ence knew anything about, he thought 
he would be satisfied; that-is, if he 
could verify It and learn it to be true. 
We assured him that such information 
had been frequently obtained, but sug
gested that he should go one step fur
ther and include those who never lived

always be an “opposition,” and it will 
.always find itself kept very busy in its 
efforts to stem the tidal wave of human 
progress, accelerated.as time passes, 
arid human thought . and experience 
deepens and broadens.

Again we say, all psychic phenomena 
must be tested by the application of 
known-psychic law, and until we have 
securely established tffis knowledge as 
has the chemist or electrician, wo may 
very properly allow all challenges to 
combat, to remain unnoticed and unac
cepted, and when that time comes, and 
is recognized, challenges like that ot 
Bro. Hale will not be made.

R. F. LITTLE.
Seattle, Wash.

on this planet or anywhere else.
The case illustrates the difficulty of 

establishing test conditions.
Another point generally overlooked in 

propositions of this character. This, 
like all others of its class, becomes 
public property, and receives a concen
trated public attention. Does Bro. Hale 
and others, taking into consideration 
thepresentchaotic knowledge of psychic 
law possessed by the general public and 
our own as well, feel that it is fair to 
demand a manifestation Involving the 
most subtle law in the universe, and to 
the extent of constructing a perfect ma
terial body, including organs of speech, 
sight, hearing, smelling and tasting 
(for all these would be necessary), and 
all this to the satisfaction of a carping 
body of critics, or even a body of sci
entists chosen for the purpose?

Fifty or one hundred years hence this 
would be a “fair” proposition, but not 
at the present time; and yet there are 
those people of Intelligence - and of 
scientific training who affirm the fact 
of materialization. —

We know enough of this subtle law 
at this time to defeat its natural opera
tion, and but little more.

One hostile mind can vitiate the op
eration of law in a formulated case, and 
the attitude of the public mind in gen
eral hostile, concentrated upon the pro
posed effort, would probably be suf
ficient to prevent success.

And again, the fact of a moneyed con
sideration introduces in my opnion a

The Views of a Former .Secretary of a ' 
Camp Meeting, Who Ie Perfectly Fa-- 
miliar with the Methods of Trick
sters;
The "Blue Book” is a great theme at 

present and upon the altar of sacrifice, 
and we hope the sacrifice will exalt the 
matter to higher,and'purer motives for 
Its students and the fforld at large.

Some of the writers in your columns 
make an extremely voluminous effort 
at its compilation, when the facts in its 
make-up are as simple as the facts in 
it are given out.

This “BlueBook” may exist in reality 
—and I would not dare dispute it, 
though having never seen ,one—but in 
my opinion it would be devoted more 
to formula and hints pertaining to the 
make-up of applicable tests in connec
tion with the names of deceased per
sons furnished to the "fakir,” than in 
Its exhaustless store of names.

If you wish to start in the business of 
a fake medium you can get the names 
of hundreds of people of any town, 
city or hamlet in Michigan or in any 
State that maintains a State Board of 
Health. This board is required by law 
to keep,a record of all deaths, when 
and where, causes of death, ages, etc. 
I am informed that tills record may be 
had at the price of two dollars by ap
plying to the Secretary of the State 
Board of Health.

It is easy to get a volume of this 
record. Pick out the locality you wish 
to visit, study all the names of the peo
ple deceased in that locality until you 
are “long” on memory; go tcrydur des
ignated point and fire these names at 
an audience as spirit given. At this 
point it is necessary to be a little wary 
in giving tests, that you do not overdo 
the matter, simply giving messages ap
plicable to the occasion and the de
ceased parties. Giving the name,, date 
of deceased, cause of death, etc., is gen
erally considered by the credulous am
ple proof of genuineness. At this point 
you must develop acuteness, quick at 
discernment, to turn every word and 
action of your victim to account. Don’t 
attempt any descriptions of deceased 
parties unless you are Uioroughly post
ed, for in this you must remember the 
genuine medium excels. For the ac
curacy of description, the detailing of 
peculiar a<?ts and of character belongs 
to the well developed and honest me
diums, who have spent years in most 
cases in developing their psychic pow
ers. To give an accurate description of 
the deceased person, characteristics of 
mental nature, etc., is worth more as a 
test ot development and honesty than 
the name, age, etc., but in your case it 
will be necessary to develop your 
“cheek” with galvanized brass. Stimu
late your brain with just enough con
ceit to act your part without fear or 
favor. Join your State and National 
Association and, above all others, the 
“Blue Book” ring, and you are “winged" 
for the soaring upliftment "star" of the 
first magnitude.

After you have become confidentially 
known to the Fraternity, you will meet 
another grade still lower (if it Is possi
ble to be lower) than you are. This 
grade is called Cappers. You will find 
them on your route readily in the form 
(generally) of a “fake” medium. You 
wjll take names and notes of easy vic- 

! time and their deceased friends, at 
each and every place you work and 
when you meet your fraternity, com
pare notes and exchange.

I have studied these things through 
’ my connection with tlie Grand Ledge 
। Camp as secretary for the first three 
। years of its life. The organized sensi

tive will, no doubt, feel shocked at the 
mention of these frauds in connection

Test the Spirits, Not the Medium.
To the Editor:—There has been much 

raid lately In your valuable paper, as to 
the fraudulent manifestations in Spirit
ualism. I desire to say just one word: 
I for one have no faith in what any one 
confessed fraud has to say on the sub
ject. But as a medium, I desire to say 
that there are those who resort to 
fraud; this is my opinion only, I have 
no proof to offer against any medium. 
And as a medium I desire to say that in 
my opinion the Investigating public is 
more to blame than the medium, be
cause they do not Investigate Spirit
ualism in the right manner. My guides 
here give to the world the only sure 
test to apply when attending a seance: 
Test the spirits, and not the medium. 
By following this course all frauds will 
soon leave our public platforms, and 
our private circles. To make the mat
ter more clear I will say that when I 
have met such men as the Rev. Joseph 
Cook, Epes Sargent, Minot J. Savage, 
Rabbit Schidler, and hundreds of col
lege professors, and thousands of the 
world’s greatest savants they tested 
the spirits that controlled me. Fqr in
stance, Rev. Joseph Cook asked the 
question, “Warren Cook, what year was 
my father born?” The answer was “In 
1812,” which was correct. Major John 
C. Kinney, one of the committee asked, 
“What was the cause of your death?” 
This question was asked of a friend 
who was killed in the battle of the Wit. 
derness. The' answer was, "Shot
througli the heart, when leading a 
charge.” The answer was correct
Now ask the spirits such questions, and 
if the answers are correct, what do you 
care if the medium is standing on his

very undesirable, if not fatal element.
‘'Commercialism” In Spiritualism Is 

Its, greatest obstacle—not to use a 
stronger term!

Our efforts should be to remove our 
work as far as possible from the com
mercial influence.
■ Any motive prompting any medium to

1 u&

A PROMINENT ¿.eCTURER. •

One of Large and «Vailed Experience 
Expresses .HlsffVlewa.

-rm—Ig s
To the Editor :^Th%i true Spiritual

ists owe you a debt of gratitude for the 
unpleasant task you have taken upon 
yourseli to do in cleaning out trom tlie. 
rank and file of Spiritualism the fake 
mediums who liavii so iffiig infested tne

with the State and National/Associa
tions, but all "Stars” of thlsfgrade and, 
magnitude that have visited our camp— 
which, to be reasonably accurate, .in
cludes a half dozen of them—all wear 
the corporate badge of these societies. 
Why? do you ask. For better protec
tion, of course.

The better organized, the better pro
tected. The better protected, the less 
morally reliable and responsible. The 
less of all these the more responsibility 
rests upon individuality.

THERE IS NO INTENTION IN THIS 
TO IMPUGN THE GRAND LEDGE 
CAMP, OR TO BELITTLE MEDIUM- 
SHIP IN THE LEAST, FOR ALL 
CAMPS SUFFER THE SAME FROM 
THIS SORT OF PARASITE. WHY IS 
THIS SO? YOU WILL ASK.

Simply because they are shielded by 
policy and silence. All camp boards 
are made up about alike, as follows;

ranks of the Caupgfr B •
That you will Succeed, as you de- . 

serve, iff the noblii Work begun, is not 
at all likely, but thë truéëmen and wom
en who have thaiOausé at heart will 
applaud your work apdoever hold you 
in grateful remeiqffrariCB; for what you 
already have done,¡pud'^tlll aim to do 
through your trulyFidgrepive Thinker.

It is a commbn''¿ustm among our 
pseudo Spiritualiste'Whein there is any 
dirty task to be.done to shift the bur
den of work on others instead of aiding 
or sharing the work of reform, so the 
evils of abuse go on for years, and sin 
and fraud abound and flourish in the 
ranks to the disgust of the better class, 
until a crisis conies, as at the present 
time, and the public-cry out for reform. 
I believe that that time has come, and 
your persistent course to call a halt and 
to bring to trial and' justice the guilty 
parties Is a means to an end, and the 
inauguration of a new era of true Spir
itualism, and we may expect to see pure 
Spiritualism broaden and deepen until, 
like the radiant dawn of day, the sun
beams of truth will cast the shadows of 
night into the background and the dew- 
lighted earth sparklewith the fragrance 
of heaven over a sin-laden earth.

But incidental to this'new era of our 
Cause much earnes t, work must Jie ac
complished and thé rbugli'acres of stub
bles must be cleared in the forest of 

.iniquity. . '
But you, Bro. Francis, will not re

ceive the credit you deserve in this 
work you are engaged in, for the lazy 
drones will say ariybody" could have 
done what he did, and it is ridiculous to 
give him so much praise. We all know 
about the frauds practiced in medium
ship before you undertook to root it out, 
and we slid not deem it worth the while 
to take' up the matter, knowing it would 
cure itself in time.' So it is, the man 
that does nothing always has plenty of 
excuses for his Inactivity, but it is the 
man who does things that makes him
self felt and is respected.

The good d man achieves may not be 
commensurate with his work and sacri
fices, biit at least he has the satisfac
tion of knowing he did something to. 
help along the cause Qf truth as he hon
estly saw it.

I have only this to say so far as my 
personal experience'has been as a pub
lic speaker in the Cause of Spiritualism, 
that among that class ■ known as phe
nomenal mediums, ;and‘ I have had a 
wide and varied one with nearly all of 
that class, I have found many of them 
morally’weak and inclined to trick and 
simulate in their'manifestations. There 
are, however, honorable exceptions, and 
these exceptions, whose names have 
never beeiLsmirched iff the practice of 
fraud, will not feel hurt'-by the criti
cisms which may lie justly meted out 
to that class that have disgraced their 
calling and the catïé'e thèy represented.

I will say also. Iff cbnblusion upon 
this subject ot frauds, that in my public 
work I have been the financial loser in 
refusing to serve sdéletles1 that had pre
viously engaged fake mediums to serve 
them on their platfdrms. and would not 
appear on their rdstrums with them, 
for iff so doing, ktibwing them to be 
frauds, I would countenance the brand 
they practiced. 1

A speaker who hhs to ' depend on the 
leader of Spiritual 'societies cannot ai

rways express his h'ôhfest convictions as 
to the truth he may ‘know- concerning a 

. medium, witliout-he ffifends-1some and 
makes enemies where "hé' would have

"Oh, my," says one of the board, “we 
must not let it be known that such a 
speaker gives ’stock’ tests; she is such 
a fine speaker, and besides she has such 
a host of friends. She is a ‘drawing 
card,’ so long as people don’t know the 
difference.”

Up jumps another member who has 
gone completely psychologized over a 
materializing medium, perhaps "half de
veloped, two-thirds fraud. He never 
gets anything straight through any 
other medium but this one—no matter 
whether any one else ever got anything 
genuine, or whether the public in gen
eral pronounce this medium a fraud or 
not—he (the medium) is a favorite. 
Mr. and Mrs. “Policy” steps to the front 

■ and declares for peace and to have 
peace the fraud or “half-bake” is ac
cepted as a matter of course, and so by 
silence and policy,' iniquity runs, These 
facts and many more are underlying 
causes for such conditions.

The Grand Ledge Camp Board is un
dergoing a great change, and if this 
class of montebanks are not left out of 
the deal it, will not be because of any' 
lack of backbone to eliminate it in the

head, dr is tied; test the spirits. ;
There is no physical manifestation 

ever produced, but what can be so clev
erly counterfeited that no one but an 
expert can tell the genuine from the 
false. ’

One word as to the pellet test (writ
ing a question on a slip of paper, and 
folding into a small tight wad). There 
is no call, or reason why the medium' 
should take these pellets in his hand, 
in a private seance; nor is there any 
need in a public hair for a medium to 
be blindfolded with two or three bright 
gas lights right over his head. If he is a 
genuine medium, hu-can in a public hall, 
by merely touching the pellets, or ques
tions, answer the question; and there is 
no need of the bright gas light over his 
head. If you go to have a slate-writ
ing, take two clean slates, write your 
name on the slate frames, and let the 
medium handle them all he wants to to 
magnetise them; as long as he does not 
■write on them himself, or put the slates 
out of your sight, no need to screw 
them together or fasten them, because 
if a medium can mesmerize you long 
enough to write a- long message on a 
slate without your seeing him, he can 
mesmerize you long enough to untie, or 
unscrew the Blates. Besides your test 
question to the spirit will be such that 
the answer on tlie slate cannot be. done 
by the medium. In fact, test the spir
its, not the medium.

- DR. C. E. WATKINS.

future.
Grand Ledge,. Mich.

To the Editor:—What a tempest in a 
teapot you have caused over the subject 
of “fake materializations.” Yet how 
many who are writlug so copiously 
know the basic principles of this phe
nomena or any other on which the spir
itual philosophy is founded.

Years ago the following message, 
written through the hand of Mrs. Carrie 
E. S, Twing, was given to me as the 
true method and motive of all the phe
nomena that have ever come to the 
world: ,

“When anything is to be demon
strated, any evidence to be given to the 
world, a band of spirits is formed here 
to give that demonstration, through a 
medium developed for that purpose.

“FARADAY.”
In the light of tills law, what be

comes of “fake phenomena," but to rel
egate it to all other efforts to simulate 
the genuine after the latter has once 
been given by the medium developed 
for demonstration of this order, by the 
special band having this work In 
charge?

The egrly phases of this phenomena 
bad no special commercial value, and 
really demonstrated the power of spirit 
over matter in this department of phe
nomena. The work then was in the 
charge of spirit chemists and electri
cians and until it was transferred from 
their field to that of commercialism we 
had little of the “fake" even in the 
form of "personation;” ' -

Tjfo-desire to make this phenomena a 
finacial basis of gain is responsible for 
most of the mischief the cause is now 
suffering from, but the spirit chemists 
can hàrdly be held accountable for the 
"fake” performances in California or 
elsewhere.

THAT THE GENUINE EVIDENCE 
HAS BEEN LARGELY WITHDRAWN 
EROM THE WORLD OR CENTERED 
AROUND A FEW MEDIUMS IS PROB
ABLY TRUE, FOR SPIRIT GUIDES 
OF THIS ORDER ARE NOT IN THE 
SPIRITUAL MARKET FOR SALE.

’ Mr. Hale of California Is calling for 
evidence on the same plane as the 
"fakes,” that is by offering money to 
mediums as though they had the power 
to get their guides to give the evidence

AN OLD-TIME LECTURER. 
■ ■ ------- r .. ' .

Mrs. Addle L. Ballou.'One of the Prom
inent Workers in Spiritualism In Its 
Early Days, and a Splendid Medium, 
Gives Her Opinion In a Cogent, Im
pressive Manner.
To the Editor:—When summoned 

into court to bear witness, we may have 
to give testimony over and over again 
in thé same case? Thougn I have again 
and again remonstrated, and reiterated 
the statements in many forms, I am 
still in evidence to respond to your call, 
and to hold up your hands in maintain
ing the integrity and honor for our be
loved cause. No one who knows me 
and has ever heard my voice, but knows . 
that, all these years since my first ad
herence to Spiritualism, I have vigor
ously protested AGAINST THE PROS
TITUTION OF THE SACREDNESS of 
Spiritualism by simulation, falsehood 
and fraud; malting myself in so doing 
often the target of phenomenal exposi
tors, because so often detecting their 
sleights of hand, and discovering their 
methods, and have incurred at times 
very direful threats accordingly, which 
have, however, never silenced me.

Let me again repeat what I have al
ways said:'' If the survival of Spiritual
ism depends on phenomena that cannot 
withstand tte light of day, let us bury 
it.

If mediumship must survive through 
deceit and mechanical contrivances, 
through commercialism and hypnotic 
assertion, the sooner it perishes from 
among us the better.

Again, if mediumship and that which 
it in its purest essence demonstrates, 
does not better the recipient and the 
dispenser, and become a blessing, let 
us put it away till we are either hun
gered or enlightened sufficiently to ap
preciate its true worth and beauty.

We have tarried too long In wonder-

should expect this to be done would be 
an ordinary materializing dollar-a-head 
show.

A genuine nfhterlallzatlon, If such' 
there be, might occur spontaneously 
when all conditions were unexpectedly . 
perfect It would not be likely to oc
cur when people gather together with . 
no higher object than the gratification 
of curiosity, or worse, tlie desire to 
draw again into eartj> cares those who 
may be hoped to ba. escaped from 
them. If under such circumstances a 
manifestation took place at all, we 
might expect with it more of the “blasts 
from hell than airs from heaven."

i ■ E. J. BOWTELLE. i
Pine Grove, Niantic. Conn. 1

(Continued on page 7.)

REMARKABLE INVENTION
an instrument that re. 

stores eyesight.

the good will of all, and is Often obliged 
to look on what he knows to be fraud 
and trickery.

He is in the position of a Christian 
minister ! once heard of who on his in
troduction to a new pastorate was wait
ed upon by the rich leading members 
and was told he must not in his ser
mons speak on the subjects of temper
ance, women’s rights, slavery or poli
tics, but confine himself to the subject 
of Jesus Christ and him crucified. The 
Spiritualists are very much after this 
sort of Christians; they do not want to 
hear the rights of man discussed, but 
to hear about the Sweet By and By 
and from their loved one in the spirit 
world. If men would learn the Law of 
Laws of eternal’progress, he must not 
stop his labors with the first manifesta
tions of truth, but must push onward to 
other attainments of Undeveloped good 
and riches in Nature!affield that awaits 
his crowning efforts.

Spiritual truth is untarnished by the 
shameful practices in' her name, and 
is rising more luminous day by day with 
her garments of ever revolving beauty 
fresh from the hands of her creator, 
and is destined to become the ground
work of all systems'and the religion of 
the world. -

BISHOP A. BEALS.

for money. He is not the only one who 
imagines that spiritual gifts are in the . 
market because the “fake medluffis” 
are. Under the law I have quoted, me
diums who have these powers know 
that unless the spirit guides direct the 
circles there will be no manifestation 
given, and most of them have sense 
enough not to try. It would make no 
difference if Mr. Hale raised his offer 
to take another track than commercial
ism, if he ever gets a genuine manifes
tation.

Such mediums as W. W. Aber know 
this, and unless Mr. Aber gets positive 
directions to change his regular order, 
“California Spiritualism” of the"'“fake” 
type can stay in the ditch in which 'it 
now lies according to the testimony of 
Mrs. Hyland. I have no question as to 
the truth of her statements as to what 
she personally knows of the “fake" 
business, having had a hand in it her
self and charged her victims liberal 
fees for obtaining the information, but 
it is hardly fair to ask Mr. W. W. Aber 
to go to California to prove that there 
is such phenomena, because he has 
kept out of that field in which she is an 
expert.'

By the law, as written through Mrs. 
Twing’s hand, no medium can give phe
nomena of this character unless he ob
tains his development from spirit. Evi
dently Mrs. Hyland and the other Cali
fornia “fakes,” never have had this de
velopment, and hence cannot be expect- 
ec to know very much what the law of 
spirit regarding materialization is.

To say one cannot touch a material
ized spirit at all is coming it strong. To 
say that some cannot, would be nearer 
the truth. It is all a question of the 
rates of equilibrium of vibrations be
tween the spirit and the mortal. When 
this is perfect one can touch the spirit 
and ascertain how solid and substantial 
the form may be, and in Mr. Aber’s se
ances, it is often done. I have also 
seen it done with others, and have done 
it myself when conducting and partici
pating in circles of this order. We did 
not do it for money, however, as an in
centive. /

Perhaps, if the California field is 
overrun with fakes, it might be worth 
while to inaugurate a scientific circle 
and see if there is not a better way 
than to glve-the fakes the field.

Personally I am out of the field as a 
writer or exponent of the philosophy, 
so have no interest in California Spirit
ualism.

But Mrs. Hyland and Mr. Hale will 
not be likely to enlist the spirit chem
ists by their methods, and unless they 
do, good bye -to their hopes ot seeing 
genuine materialization.

THEY MAY DO GOOD SERVICE IN 
EXPOSING THE “FAKES” HOWEVER

The law I have stated has not been ab
rogated, and. I do not know as it is very 
important to the spirit world if “Cali
fornia Spiritualism" should die with the

land.
We have become familiar with hob

goblins and the makeup room.
The .time for the scientific laboratory 

is passing, and It is now our time to ob
serve.

To get next to God—yes, God, if you 
will, which is to know ourselves and be
come as Gods in knowledge of our great 
oneness'with all universal nature, and 
how to master all things, principally 
self; to see through our own cleared 
windows of thought and comprehension 
all there Is to see, and be a part of all 
there is to know—every one his own 
medium by refining and spiritualizing 
himself.

Away forever and forever with such 
commercialism!

Purge the temple of money changers, 
and live in the daylight!

It is time to put away our stray dolls 
and turn towards humanity, and there 
we will find angels, not only with those 
who suffer, but in ourselves. When we 
find those human angels, we have touch
ed the spring, compared to which the 
revelations of the cabinet and the dark
ened seance are like a remote dream of 
illusions, myths and shadows.

Give us the light!
Our friends in the land of the to-mor

row never meant their visitations 
among us to be made merchandise of, 
or to bestow for a price a kiss upon a 
dear dead baby’s lips.

Before this rush to the arena for gold 
we stood face to face with them, and 
their tender touch was an inspiration, 
their words a revelation, their pres
ence an exaltation. We were baptized 
with a holy Incense, and drawn near to 
purification of thought and deed, as the 
earth towards the sun in its revolu
tions.

For many years these appendages on 
human credulity of the Reynolds-Cr!n- 
die type have deceived an over-credulous 
and over-willing community; again and 
again, and yet again, exposures have 
been made, and “every time,” to use 
her own expression, “It fills my pockets 
with good gold.” And yet knowing her 
practices and her true character, the 
Spiritualists take her again to their 
bosoms, and she knows they will, and 
close their eyes and bury their ostrich 
crests in the sands and see no fraud, 
nor will they. "If she practices fravji, 
the spirits make her do it!" She is a 
world’s best medium just the same.

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
This instrument-is in the form ot a • 

pocket battery, which the inventors 
have patented and which they call "Ac- 
tlna,” a word which is their trade mark 
and owned by them.

In the treatment of eye diseases the 
Inventors of “Actlna” claim there Is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye for 

any form of disease, 
cataracts, pterygiums 

¡3 and other abnormal 
growths can be re
moved and weakened 
vision restored by tho 
new and more humane 

method. . It this is a fact, there will be 
no need to go blind or to wear spec
tacles. Actlna" has been tested in 
Hundreds of cases and has effected mar
velous cures. So confident are the in
ventors that this device Is an article of 
great merit that they give an absolutely 
tree trial. They want every one iner- 
ested to make a thorough Investigation 
and a personal test of the “Actlna." As 
It is sent on trial postpaid, any person 
can give It this test.

They issue a book of 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
tells all about “Actlna,” the diseases It 
will cure, what others think oi it, what 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and it is sent absolutely free upon re
quest. This book should be In the li
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. TR, 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 

' City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, PUcb, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
lor Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address B

DRi BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
TTQ
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THE WHEAT AND THE CHAFF.

As Viewed by a Leading Worker In 
Michigan. ..

"Spirit Friend of Earth, can ye sep
arate the wheat from the chaff, the gen
uine from tne fraud? .
' The question ; of the truth of .Spirit 
communion is not at stake, for it is a 
fact in nature, shown forth in -ffll ages 
under proper conditions, but those who 
look, listen, and study, cannot fail to 
find much so-called spirit phenomena, 
which is not such; npt alone in the ma
terializing and trumpet seance, but-on 
the rostrum in messages and tests, as 
well as in private sittings.

We believe the practice of fraud is 
based on the desire for money or the 
need of it, as the case may be, together 
with the fact that there is a constant de
mand tor phenomena, at a remunera
tive price.

To illustrate: The speaker who can 
give a good logical lecture ofttlmes 
finds he is not in demand at any price 
unless he can give messages, while 
those of less than ordinary ability as 
speakers, who give messages or read
ing, wm the place at liberal prices.

This means that a large majority of 
those who claim to bo ¡spiritualists do 
not care for the philosophy, tlie reason 
why, the beautiful teachings which, if 
followed, would bring usjnto sympathy 
with our fellow beings “antT into har
mony with all nature,’giving us better 
health, longer life, making us happier, 
grander and better in the here and 
now, and preparing us for better condi
tions ia the future as well as giving a

truly scientific basis for a belief in the 
continuity of life, which can be dem
onstrated by the true phenomena.

Although many of them have had am
ple proof of the continuity of life, they 
still seek the phenomena; they waht 
something sensational, or they want the 
dear spirits to advise them in some love 
affair, or tell them how-to manage some 
business scheme to make'it bring them 
larger returns, and a thousand other 
things which they should be better able 
to answer themselves, than any other 
.could be, whether in the flesh-tor out. 
. It is this demand for phenomena and 
desire for money that brings forward 
the fraud medium. ’

To Illustrate, one who can get an 
occasional genuine message, realizes 
the demand; they also realize that in 
all branches of business Jrorn the beg
gar on the streets to presidents and 
kings, fraud and deceptiffit is practiced, 
yet they are upheM' aii'd'’ applauded; 
then they say, why->Bhoiild’I hesitate to 
give more than I get from those gone 
before? The tempjtationpls too great. 
They yield. Then ..they, s(udy newspa
pers and your conversation to get point
ers on which they ¿an enlarge, and in 
giving this they draw from you some 
additional points which yare ofttinres 
handed to the nextrfraud: coming into 
your locality, whomf course can give 
a more complete reading land draw you 
out further posslblyi We believe this 
to be the origin of many stock tests and 
information In thisulineitanstitutes.the 
real blue book. >o.- ■ :o '

It Is a shame, nevertheless It Is a fact 
that these frauds with their trumped up 
and sensational tests, wih a paid place 
on our rostrums, while, our most logical; 
true and honest speakers and medluffis, • 
who cannot give genuine messages and 
will not give fraudulent ones, are com
pelled to drop out of the work for want 
of support.

We realize that it.-is very difficult to 
punish the fraud without sometimes 
hurting the genuine ¡.nevertheless some
thing needs to be done.

We would suggest that we hire 
speakers for what they are worth as 
epeakers, paying • for no public phe
nomena.

Allow-mediums to .carry op their 
business free from license; then watch,

“fakes”and their victims. 
Hawks Park.

B.

and when fraud is positively found, 
state it in local and spiritual papers, 
and prosecute under the State law.

If public messages and descriptions 
must be given, have them before the 
lecture when conditions are best for the 
phenomena. ■'Have a committee ap
pointed who are acquainted with the 
stock tests of the locality to report after 
the messages, hot stating that such and 
such messages are frauds unless it is a 
self-evident fact, but stating that certain 
descriptions had been given from three 
to twenty times before, as the case 
might be, and thanking the spirits to 
step aside next time, and allow some 
other spirit to give a message unless 
they can give something more than to 
repeat what has been given before. We 
think even this would greatly diminish 
the size of the "blue book.” as' well as 
lessen the volume of public stock tests. 
I should like to say a few words in re
gard to the State conventions, for I feel 
that they are being largely run on the 
machine plan, and I fear ■ that many 
times fraudulent mediums have been 
chosc-n as delegates, who in turn would 
help to elect such as would at least be 
liberal in helping them to place and po
sition.

I hope that I may be wrong in this 
suspicion, but fear 1 am not; however, 
there would.be no wrong in urging that 
you send your strongest and most sub
stantial members as delegates to your 
state conventions. “

H. L. CHAPMAN.

For nearly twenty years—perhaps 
more—this Reynolds-Crindle .family 
have been living off of the credulity of 
the people, their spirits and tests being 
WHOLLY OF EARTHLY ORIGIN, and 
in connection therewith were the arti
ficial paraphernalia—cheap cheese-cloth 
robes, etc. The same tawdry and the 
same exposure and public indignation, 
and what did it amount to?

Spiritualists are not to speak aloud 
of these things, but gently deal with 
such affronts, and if we are In duty 
bound to swat the Vagabond Demon of 
Deceit, we must first upholster that ill- 
starred, but most apparent and least 
sensitive and. least harmful, place of 
punishment.

If we have any far-reaching thing to 
be thankful for, it is the editor’s char
acteristic fearlessness and moral cour
age to stand for the truth and right and 
the honest exposition of the faith that 
has been so dear to all who hope for 
immortality and whose love of human
ity and those who are gone to the Morn
ing Land to represent us and watch our 
conduct, not with criticisms, but with 
charity and tenderness, trusting in the 
pure and true within each of us to do 
only that which is noblest, kindest, 
grandest and best

I wish I could say something that 
would express my deepest feelings on 
this matter, something that would burn, 
penetrate and. convince all of the duty 
to be done, of the privileges to enjoy, 
of the blessed peace which comes to 
wreath the lives of those who dare to 
see the right and seeing dare to do and 
defend it.

ADDIE L. BALLOU.
San Francisco, Cal.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house In the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.’’

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land,” "Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed" 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib-’ 
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise! -

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE

'S

How Some of Onr Readers Can 
Make Money.

Having road of the success of some of your 
readers selling Dish-washers, I have tried tho 
work with wonderful success. I have not made 
less than (9.00 any day for tho last six months. 
Tho Mound City Dish-washer gives good satis
faction and every family wants one. A lady can 
wash and dry the dtshes without removing her 
gloves nnd can do the work in two minutes. I 
got my sample machine from tho Mound City 
Dish-Washing Co., of St. Louts, Mo. fused it 
to take orders nnd said 12 Dish-washers the Ural 
day. Ths Mound City Dish-Washer Co. will 
start yon. Wrltothemtor.partlculars. Ladles 
can do as well as men. JohkF. M.

Materialization.
I Believe, but do not know, that ma

terializations sometimes occur. That 
they are extremely rare I am satisfied; 
that the phase, genuine or false, has 
been detrimental to the progress of 
Spiritualism I am thoroughly convinced.

People InterestecL ln obtaining some 
demonstration of the continuity of life, 
have sought- it in the materializing 
seance, with result that the gullible 
have been gulled and the ungulllble 
have been disgusted. If the inhabit
ants of the spirit world have sought in 
this mannfer to prove their existence 
they have proved nothing so much as 
their own lack of wisdom.

Granting that some invisible being 
occasionally takes on a visible form, 
gathered somewhere, there is no evi
dence that this form is animated by the 
intelligence''of one who once in earth 
life bore a form more or less resem
bling it. It may have been built up by 
any who had some knowledge of the 
former appearance of the person rep
resented, even if, which so far as I 
know is not often the case,some knowl
edge of the past events is shown, this 
knowledge may have been common 
property to the hosts immediately sur
rounding the earth. Identity can in no 
case be established.

It is possible and I think true that 
spiritual beings sometimes clothe them
selves with matter sufficiently to be
come visible or tangible to the physical 
senses. .The last place at which. 1

Founded by Morris Pratt. Chartered in 
1902. A school under the auspices of 
Spiritualism. Established for the dif
fusion of general culture and the ac
quisition of useful knowledge.

Thoroughly Qualified Teachers.
A large and beautiful building.
Steam heat and hot and cold water 
throughout

A Two Years' Course
prepares specially for public and prlv- 
ate work. Open all of both sexes 
and of all ages over 16.
Admittance without examination.
Absolute freedom of thought and ex
pression encouraged. For thoroughness 
and the growth of individual and Inde
pendent thinking, unequaled.
Tuition per year .... 
Tuition by the week

$50.00 
. 1.75

Board with furnished room per week, 
$3 tff$3.50.

OPENS SEPTEMBER 27, 1904.
Located at Whitewater, Wis., 60 miles 

■ north of Chicago.
N. B.—All who decide to attend should 
be present at the opening when the 
classes are formed and take the^ full 
two years' course. For catalogues 
write to Moses Hull, president, White
water, Wis., or Clara L. Stewart, secre
tary, Whitewater, Wis., or A. J. 
Weaver, principal, Old Orchard, Maine.

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITINa.-In this book Miss 

Whiting alms to jtortray a practical Ideal for 
dally living that shall embody tho sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant- < 
meut to Ute. It is. In a measure, a logical se
quence ot “Tho World Beautiful," leading into 
still diviner harmonies. Ills calculated to ren- , 
der the soul In harmony With tho universe. It 
is truly an Inspiration. Price, cloth, 91,00.
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS,
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«mswwîtwmœ 
geNer/vl SURVEY., i

DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS—Each contributor 
Ib alone responsible tor any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows tills freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
.diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desìi e 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to tapress upon the minds of our corre- 
epondents thabThe Progressive Ihinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to I 
sure insertion In the paper all other re 
qulrements being favorable, should be 
written plainly v/lth hk on 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on. 
one side of the paper, tori*rEMQ _-■Rpiir in mind tbat items iur

«ai.««, w the mnv and in order to do that they win 
generally have to be abridged more or fessi otherwise many
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty Une 
item is cut down to ten Unes and ten 
Unes to two lines, as occasion may re 
’ TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must .b.e'“°?JnI^ritei 
the full name and address of the writer 
It will not do to say ®®cJ®ta7ith- 
Correspondent writes so and s , 
out giving the full name and address or the writef. The Items of Uose who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES pf your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be return 
if we have not space to use them.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page in order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. —, During 
June, July and August the Progressive 
Lyceum will be sent to Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to increase your subscription one- 
half its present number, with no extra 
expense. Address J. W. Ring, care of 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

Owing to Monday, September 5, being 
Labor Day, we were compelled to go to 
press on the previous Saturday, thus 
crowding out many items of Interest.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley had an 
exceedingly pleasant and profitable en
gagement at the Clinton camp. Last 
week she went to Buffalo, N. Y., to' 
serve the First Spiritual Church there, 
for the month of September. She will 
serve near-by societies for week meet
ings. Address her in care ot Niagara 
Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y. Mrs. Cooley is 
one of the best rostrum workers in the 
field to-day. ,

E. W. Sprague and wife, the N. S. A. 
missionaries, are making their head
quarters at Battle Creek, Michigan dur
ing the month of September. They will 
serve the Battle Creek society the 
Sundays and T uesday evening^ of the 
month. Their services may be'pecured

f

W. J. Colville lectured at Camp Ches- . 
terfield, Ind., for nine consecutive days, , 
Aug. 21 to 29 inclusive, to large and en- , 
thuslastlc audiences. He then BP0I}^ a 
few days in Anderson, where the Spirit 
ualists own a beautiful temple on Ma 
son avenue and 13th street; lectures in 
tliat place were also very largely a 
tended. Mr. Colville is now In St. 
Louis, lecturing frequently in toe Pine 
Street Temple, of which Thos Gr m- 
Bhaw is regular pastor, and 
many conventions connected with tne 
World’s Fair. Address till further no
tice, care of Louis Cohen, 2612 Lafay
ette avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Gilbert E. Smith writes from Brook
lyn N Y.: “We wish to announce that 
the’Church of Sacred Communion opens 
Its doors on Sunday evening, September 
4 1904, at 1246 Bedfqrd avenue, Brook
lyn N. Y., for the coming season, and 
every' Sunday evening thereafter. And 
as last season was such a grand suc
cess we also hope to make the coming 
the same, and expect to see quite a 
number present at our coming services. 
Everybody is welcome; there is no 
charge as the church is kept up by the 
many friends. Our members have 
adopted the envelope system in the 
church which helps us very much. 
Come to our services; good singing and 
speaking. Miss Emma C. Resch, our 
young and gifted medium, demonstrates 
spirit return.”

There is much comment over the cu
rious circumstances connected with the 
discovery of the body of Clyde Stanley, 
aged 19 years, of Newton, ill., In a flat 
car near Effingham, pinioned down by 
a pile of bridge iron. It is believed 
from the nature of the wounds on his 
body that he was murdered. He was a 
solicitor for a Chicago portrait com
pany of which his brother was district 
manager. After the funeral his brother 
George in looking over the birth record 
in the family Bible, found immediately 
after the record of the birth of Clyde, 
an additional line in the writing of the 
youn& man which mentioned his death 
and giving the year as 1904. When it 
was placed there is not known, but 
there could be no mistaking the hand
writing of the dead young man. His 
family believed that he had a presenti
ment concerning his fate.

The Mississippi Valley Spiritualist 
Association, at its^-ennual business 
meeting here, elected the following offi
cers for the coming year: President, W. 
F. Peck, St. Louis; vice-president, W. A. 
Willing, Northwood, Iowa; secretary, 
Mrs. M. B. Anderson, Clarksville, Mo.; 
heasurer, Mrs. Christine Cooper, Clin- 
on, Iowa; trustees, David Stanton, New 
Jharon, Iowa; J. N. Randall, Ottumwa,

>owa.
“Five years ago, when I was leaving 

this city, I was talking with Dr. Gallup 
about his activity in preaching,” said 
the Rev. J. T. Husted at the funeral of 
James Gallup yesterday. “He then 
said to me that when five years had 
passed his work would have reached its 
end, as it has.” The relation of this 
unusual coincidence was but a small 
part of tho informal address of Mr. 
Husted over the remainri of his old 
friend at Park Congregational church 
yesterday afternoon. He was assisted 
in the simple service by the Rev. S. T. 
Morris, assistant pastor of the church. 
The services were attended by a large 
number of those who had known and 
loved Dr. Gallup. The interment was 
at Oak Hills cemetery.—Grand Rapids, 
(Mich.) Press.

Frank T. Ripley, lecturer and test me
dium, is now ready to engage for lec
tures and messages for the fall and 
winter. Address all letters to Tipton, 
Ind.,>P. O. Box 326.

There is in Paris a new school of psy
chology to investigate such questions 
as mind-Teading, mental suggestion at a 
distance, clairvoyance, presentiments, 
automatic writing, double personality, 
etc. This school, unlike most assocla- 
tions studying these subjects, has for 
Its members medical men almpst en
tirely, whose professional duties bring 
them in close contact with these often

' ’,tÆ' "

When writing. for this paper 
use & pen or typewriter.

We go to-press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

evening meetings of Mrs. LaGrange, 
who presided there, will go on .tor tlie 
season at the large hall on Miami ave- 
rue. Miss Mabel White of this society, 
took charge of a band of destitute chil
dren and gave them an outing at Island 
Lake, restoring every one to their kin-

tor other evenings of each week at 
towns within reasonable distance of 
Battle Creek. October 1, they will turn 
their faces toward St. Louis, Mo., arriv
ing there in time tor the N. S. A. con
vention which will open October 18, and 
last four days. Parties wishing their 
services en route, please address No, 11 
Beach street. Battle Creek, Mich., until 
October 1.

Dr. Beverly writes: “We wish to in
vite all to Arlington Hall, northwest 
corner Thirty-first street and Indiana 
avenue, on September 21 and 28, to 
hear Mrs. Lindsley of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., who is a fine inspirational speak
er and test medium. We expect from 
time to time the best talent in the coun
try as speakers and mediums. Our hall 
is newly decorated, and we can accom
modate a large number of people. Re
member our next monthly party will be 
held Saturday evening, October 1. We 
shall have some fine entertainments 
this coming winter, and hope you will 
come and bring your friends. We be
lieve our social functions are 
bringing social people closer in touch, 
and in time they will unite in civil and 
social co-operation tor the advancement 
of this spiritual truth that alone can 
uplift humanity.” ’

Litterateurs, musicians, Spiritualists, 
geniuses, and all folks who pow and 
then enjoy cosmic consciousness, are 
excited over the remarkable dream 
story H. Rider Haggard, the novelist, 
has given to the public. Mr. Haggard 
says that while suffering a nightmare 
and while still half-conscious, he 
dreamed that his favorite retriever was 
dying, and tbat the animal was endeav
oring to tell him the facts. Three days 
afterward the body of the dog was 
found in the river. It was discovered 
it was killed by a train three hours be
fore Haggard’s dream. The novelist 
hints that the spirit of the dead dog 
communicated with him. There are 
many things that cold, unimaginative 
realists will say about Mr. Haggard and 
bls dream—a mere coincidence, or the 
product of an aesthetic mind. They 
might even say that he ate mince pie 
before going to bed or an Imported 
sausage, an article full of canine possi
bilities. But the mystics, the impas
sioned slaves of reelings, will never be 
convinced that Mr. Haggard’s dream 
was other than a real and tangible evi
dence of a spirit dog.—Eagle, Okla.

W. D. Akers writes from Meyer’s 
Falls, Washington: "My dearly beloved 
wife bid us good-bye on Sept 7,1902. I 
have heard her voice three times since 
she left for her home in that sun-bright 
clime. There is scarcely a night passes 
but I Bee her blessed shadow upon the 
wall beside my bed. I expect to meet 
her ere long. The sun will soon drop 
behind these mountains for the last 
time with me. I am 84 years of age, 
and expect to live and enter the heav
enly ‘Canaan’ a full-fledged Spiritualist. 
Enclosed find $1 for subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker." •

Mrs. M. A. Fogg writes from the Ni
antic camp-meeting: “We are just 
about to close a very pleasant season 
of service here. We have had good 
speakers on the usual line, and all came 
but Mr. H. D. Barrett, who thought it 
was for his interest to stay where he 
was. We had a good speaker to fill his 
place. Our service of song has been 
fine. The ladies of the Aid are working 
for their hall, and though not money 
enough to vote its being built, they see 
a possibility of it in the sale of more of 
their lots. I have just sold one, and 
may three more in lump to-morrow, 
which will justify them in its construc
tion. We are not dead, croakers to the 
contrary. Old ones have passed on, 
but they are around us still and .the 
younger ones are stepping to the front, 
and another year we are planning 
changes for good. Lots of young peo

- pie here, and the bathing is fine, they 
say. Well, I have got out of my.ardu
ous work of seven years as secretary 
and treasurer of the Aid Society. Miss 
Mary Hatch is my successor. I return 
to Southington this week,, so please 
send-my Progressive Thinker to that 
place. Mrs. Kate Stiles, of Onset, gave 
us the closing service of the season, 
which was listened to by an apprecia- 

■ tive audience. At the close of the 
. morning service, J. Frank Baxter spoke 
, to us through her organism. We have

curious phenomena. The members are 
followers-of Charcot. They claim that 
most of these societies of psychical re

. search, especially in England, have pro
duced no results, due to too much spec

’ ulation and mysterious interpretations, 
which have led people into error, which 
is moré difficult to uproot than it is to 

. propagate tbe truth.
J. C. Andre writes from Grand Rap

ids, Mich.: “As the time is near at hand 
to open our meetings, I would be 
pleased to correspond with some flrst- 
class talent with dates open for Decem- 
her, January, February and March. In 
my notice of closing last spring I stated 
that we raised - sixty . dollars, which 
should have read one hundred and six
ty. Everything looks brlgnt tor - our 
new society,'and we hope to have a re
vival as it was some years ago..: when 

• such good workers as- Mrs. Joslyn, 
■Boozer and many others'who were in 
the work tor the good of the cause."

site . _
thereby enable theaegocidtion to build 
an auditorium arid make ‘ o'ther much 
needed improvements; - All the workers 
gave good satisfaction and especially 
Mrs. Wagner’? trumpet seances pleas
ing to the maxf/. who attended. May
Delphos camp mg and be prosper-

dred rejoiced in spirit, and rejuvenated 
in body. A benefit circle was given by 
Mr. Coles this week for Mr. Lammy, a 
good medium, who has fallen sick and 
is no longer able to work to support his 
family.”

Harry J. Moore is now filling an en
gagement with the Englewood 'Society. 
His address is 446 West Sixty-third 
street, Chicago.

Isa A. Cross, corresponamg secretary, 
writes: “The Hyde Park Occult Society 
Is to have another worker from the Ris
ing Sun Mission, to lecture tor it Sept. 
11, Mrs. Nora E. Hill. Her good work 
when here before insures her a hearty 
welcome and a full house. Come and 
hear what she has to say. Services at 
319 East 55th street, at 8 p. m. Mrs. 
Kline will be on hand with messages as 
usual. We will also have another 
euchre party at the same hall on Sept. 
9. There will be plenty of beautiful 
prizes in linen and hand painted china. 
Come and win one. Game to begin not 
later than 2:15, in the afternoon and 
8:15 in the evening; so come early; no 
average given to those who come late.”

C. J. Barnes, the excellent trumpet 
medium, will visit Rockford, Mich., on 
the lOth of September. He will then 
go to Jackson, Mich., and different parts 
of the state for a month or slx<weeks. 
He will be glad to meet all of his old 
friends on his route.

Chas. Thessman," whose little daugh
ter is a medium of rare powers, ex
presses his high appreciation of The 
Progressive Thinker.

B. Vaughn writes: "Mr. and Mrs. L. 
J. Vaughn are located at 2421 Calumet 
avenue. Mrs. Vaughn will hold a circle 
Wednesday evening, Sept. 7, in honor of 
their daughter, Mrs. L. E. Simmons. 
There will be readings, palmistry, mu
sic and refreshments.”

Will J. Erwood, one of the best lec
turers in our ranks, would like an en
gagement in Chicago, during a couple 
of Sundays in October—one before the 
N. S.‘ A. convention, and- one or two 
after. Address him at 924 Vine street, 
LaCrosse, Wls.

Ruth Eastman writes: “As secretary 
tor Forest Home Camp, located at 
Snowflake, Mich., P. M. R. R., I will say 
that the camp came to a close Aug. 21,“ 
with D. W. O. Knowles as speaker and 
message bearer for the day. Although 
threatened with rain from early morn
ing, people came in by wagon and boat 
load. An eager and appreciative audi
ence listened to the morning service. 
The afternoon service was somewhat 
curtailed, caused by the approaching 
storm. The people were loth to liave 
their seats, so eager were they to catch 
every word. It was a happy ending to 
know our cause was appreciated to the 
last. Aug. 7 was the first rainy Sunday 
in the history of five years in camp, but 
it did not hinder two good services in 
The Retreat, by Mrs. Cora Morrill, to 
the campers mostly. Although the pro
gram was not carried out to the letter, 
owing to unavoidable circumstances, 
yet all seemed satisfied. The associa
tion is proud to announce that the 
camp of 1904 was a success in every 
way; no great financial returns, and no 
debts. A portion of'the grounds was 
surveyed; the remainder, will be soon, 
and 41 lots platted, mostly 50 x 50 feet 
for leasing. The desirability of such 
lots can be attested by those good 
workers in the cause, E. W. Sprague 
and wife, who opened camp July 31, as 
well as by all who have been with us 
in the past Three stock and two so
cial' members were added to the asso
ciation. Each one worked in harmony
with the other, and much;good was ac-

ous. 1. W. Richardson was elected 
president for the ensuing year.”

Charles'H. Green writes: “Sunday, 
Aug. 28, Mr. Geo. ‘Montgomery ad
dressed the Rising bun Spiritualist Mis
sion at its lialj: Hp;¥hose a Biblical 
subject for hifkudijress, and very ably 
impressed his hearers with his words, 
defining tlie rildtioiiyfiip of th.e Bible to 
the truths ofl Spiritualism. His ad
dress was tollfiwed'b'y spirit messages, 
through various mediums. The even-' 
ing congregation wtm’ addressed by Dr. 
J. A. McFarland. HO specially favored 
us this eveniufelas R6v. Thos S. Warner, 
the assistant jidstor? was to have ad- 
oressed us, but was suddenly called 
troiriIhe city on account of the illness 
ot his fattier. His words were enough 
to stir in tlie most dormant ot minds a 
desire to learn moretof the truths ot our 
religion, Spiritualism, and to awaken 
new trains of thought that would un
doubtedly lead the most orthodox of 
Christians-to investigate our belief. 
Our hall was tilled to its capacity arid 
by such displays of attention and inter
est, it becomes more and more gratify
ing each day to observe that Spiritual
ism is becoming a factor in the minds 
of many. Tests by Mrs. Wilson and 
Mrs. Weaver were also features of the 
evening, Sunday, September 11, Miss N. 
G. Warren will give an inspirational 
lecture under complete control. In the 
evening we will be addressed by' ex
Senator T. A. Bland: Both lectures will 
be followed by spirit messages througn 
our mediums. We invite both Spirit
ualists and tnose who are not, to attend 
our meetings at 378 S. Western avenue, 
at 3 and 8 p. m. every Sunday.”

H. G. Purinton Writes: "Your paper is 
needed here In Virginia, and missiona
ries also who can talk and teach truth, 
instead of belief. I will relate two in
stances that have’ occurred near here. 
A young man (a telegraph operator, 
rather wild, but I never heard he ever 
committed any crime), was run over by 
the cars and killed. Ills father is a 
Calvinist Baptist; his another a. Camp
bellite. They are nearly insane with 
belief that their boy is doomed to eter
nal torment, with no chance for redemp
tion or salvation. The other is a case 
of clalraudience. A woman heard and 
recognized the voice of her neighbor 
who had been burled a few days before, 
calling her name.” ■

Wm. A. Thompson wrote an article 
for the Open Court, but it came to hand 
'too late to publish in full. He says: "I 
have critically read every article of the 
different writers, pro and con, with In
terest. In regard to our sister Eva 
Cassell’s article in the last issue. In 

. part I agree with her, but on some 
points I am compelled to disagree. 
Point of agreement: I am decidedly In 
favor of exposing'every one who prac
tices fraud. When we have positive 
proof, we should then and there ex
pose them before all present, give them 
advice to reform. My point of disagree
ment: The experience I have had is 
that there are genuine materializa
tions; however, only in one instance 
have I seen one full-'torm, but on many 
occasions I have seen partial forms. 
We cannot all;, have The same experi
ence. We would do well to use our rea
son and judge'according to evidence. I 
have on different occasions seen partial 
forms of spirits -at my own home, the 
medium being:Mr. Naham W. Koons, 
who is nearly seventy years old, and 
who has been-ia: medium since he was 
ten years old land who has been well- 
known in this vicinity since 1858, and 
has never beem.toun.<ipraqtlclng fraud.”

Mrs. Wilfred; Hansel!'-writes: "‘The 
First Spiritual Church of Niagara Falls, 
under the pastorate of Mrs. A. Atche- 
eon, of Buffalo, is rapidly coming to the 
front. She has labored faithfully and 
truthfully in our midst for two years 
and tour months, bringing the light and 
comfort to many a soul. During August

marriage ceremony was performed by 
Rev. M. Theresa Alien, assisted by Rev. 
J. M. Allen, and was very impressive 
and beautiful. At the colse of the ser
vice, a bright little miss showered the 
happy couple with Howers, while Mrs. 
Allen said: “Thus may your future
pathway be strewn with 
Congratulations followed, 
ments were served and 
friends had departed Mr.

Howers.”
Refresh

after the 
and Mrs.

Langdon went to their newly-built home 
at 79'| West Elm street.

Lake Sunapee Camp, N. H.
Tuesday morning was bright and it 

looked as though it would be a good 
week. At 2:15 p. m., lecture and tests 
by Mrs. Ida P. A. Whitlock, of Provi
dence, R. 1.

August 24, at 2:15 p. in., lecture and 
tests by Mrs. Whitlock. At 7:45 p. m., 
seance by Mrs. Whitlock; the tests all 
acknowledged and gave general satis
faction.

August 35, at 2rl 5p. m., lecture and 
tests by Mrs. Whitlock. .

August 20, the Ladies’ Aid annual 
business meeting, and the following of
ficers were elected: President, Mrs. Ad
die M. Stevens of Claremont, N. H.; 
first vice-president, Mrs. Martha Gove, 
of Riverdale, N. H.; second vice-presi
dent, Hettle Burpee, of Sutton, N. H.; 
secretary, Mrs. Martha Davis, ot. Hart
land, Vt.; treasurer, Mrs. Harriett C. 
Comstock, of Newport, N. H, At 2:15 
p. m., lecture and tests. At 7:45 p. m., 
seance by Mrs. Whitlock.

August 28, at 10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Mrs. Whitlock on “The Aim and Object 
of Spiritualism,” which was well deliv
ered and was well received. At 1 p. m., 
a seance by Mrs. Sadie L. Hand. This 
was her last seance at Lake Sunapee 
camp, and she gave perfect satisfaction. 
She was here all of the month. She 
did good work, and was liked by all. 
At 2:15 p. m.,'lecture and tests by Mrs. 
Whitlock. Her subject was, "It Can’t 
Be, But It Is.” I wish that thousands of 
people could have heard it.' This was 
the closing address for the season.

This has been a very harmonious sea
son. The attendance was small, but 
the meeting was a good one.

LORENZO WORTHEN.

complished. We are already laying 
plans for next years work.”

had this season two lovely singers, a' 
Mr. Hhmlenton and Mrs. I. E. Church, 
of New London, whose musical selec
tions just fill the heart with the vibra
tions of love and harmony. Confer
ence, tests and music filled the closing 
hour with a grand success and makes 
one feel in kindred, touch with all the 
world.”

John A. Lant writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: "This city lies along along the 
Canada border with the city of Wind
sor opposite, and connected by fre
quent ferry boats. An International 
•Spiritualist Society has been formed 
here for the fraternizing of both cities. 
Prismatic Hall has been secured in De
troit; and success to the new society is 
assured from the start. The first meet
ing of the season will be held Septem
ber 18, and meetings will be held regu
larly, every Sunday evening. Mrs. 
Jenkins ot Windsor will be the regular 
speaker. A lawn fete, was held last 
Tuesday evening at the home of Dr. 
and Mrs. Fish, for the. benefit of the 
Earnest- Workers. The Island Lake 
camp closed with . reasonable success, 
aad the regular Sunday, morning and

Laura Matlock writes from Grand
Ledge, Mich.: “On Saturday, August 20, 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter began her en
gagement at our camp. We can.always 
have good words to say of her work. 
Under the influence of her spirit guides, 
she gave us five lectures, all of which 
were highly appreciated by our people. 
On Friday Aug. 26, Mrs. Piper of Battle 
Creek, Mich., held a message meeting, 
and’while she, is practically anew 
worker for our cause, yet judging from 
her work, we can well presume that she 
will become as famous as her namesake 
of Psychical Research tame. August 27, 
Mr. Dell Herrick began his engagement, 
it being Mr. -Herrick’s first appearance 
on our rostrum. His work proved to be 
all that we had been led to expect. We 
hope to see him at our camp again in 
the future. I cannot close this report 
without saying a word in regard to our 
chairman, Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly. That 
his work, both as chairman and lec
turer, was appreciated is evidenced by 
the fact that the Campers joined to
gether and on the last Sunday present
ed him with a beautiful black silk 
watch fob and a solid gold Sunflower 
badge, which stands as a small token 
of the regard we all feel for him. We 
have all been pleased to have Mrs. A. E. 
Sheets witn us from time to time during 
the camp season, and we sincerely 
hope she will so far recover her health 
as to be with us the entire season next 
eyar.. The management have arranged 
to have our camp open one week earlier 
next year.”

J. A. Toren writes: '"The Society of 
the Psychic Forces, corner Champlain 
avenue and 43d street, have engaged 
Dr. J. H. Randall to lecture on Sunday 
evening, September 11, and H. F. Arn
old, on Sunday evening, Sept. 25. Both 
speakers are well known on the South 
Side, and draw large and appreciative 

..audiences. Mrs. Isa Cleveland has re
turned from her two weeks' vacation, 
and Tvill be present to take up the mes
sage work with renewed energy. . We 
extend a cordial invitation to all, and 
especially strangers, to visit our meet
ings and learn more about the grand 
truths of Spiritualism. The messages 
at our meetings are-clear and undisput- 
able as hundreds of investigators will 
willingly testify who have been present 
in the past, and many hearts have been 
gladdened bv positive evidence that 
their lovea ones who have passed away 
can and do communicate with them. 
Our-hall number is 361-3 East Forty- 
thitd street, three blocks east of Cot
tage Grove avenue.”

A. Scott Bledsoe writes: “The twen
ty-sixth annual camp of this society was 
held in their beautiful grove near Del
phos, Kansas, from August 5 to 21. The 
workers in attendance were Mrs. Bessie 
J. Bellman of Howard, Mrs. Inez Wag
ner,- Mrs. Etta S. Bledsoe and A. Scott 
Bledsoe of Topeka, and Mrs. Alice Ba
ker of Dallas, Texas. This was pro
nounced by many the best camp ever 
held on the grounds. A movement Was 
put on foot to raise a tnnd sufficient to 
pay off all indebtedness of the camp, 
and more than eight hundred, dollars 
Was raised. A good brother has prom
feed to double any i\mount raised and

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
Btamos. A rosary of pearls culled from the works of Andrew Jack* : 

son Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart with; 
new inspiration. By Dr. Della E. Davis. Price 50 cents.

Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricula» 
Confession, and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. White. 
Price, 75 cents. i

Strike of a Sex. A unique story of a strike among women. Price 25c.
Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi- ‘ 

gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium* 
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents. , ■

Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony of a CatH* 
olie priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon! 
for having taught it. Price, cloth, $1; postage 14 cents.
. Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially! 
interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Price 25 cents. ’

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modem Civilization. With tho 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book fulj. of truth. By George 
W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents.

Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents.
The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson! 
Tuttle. Price, $1.25.

The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide t<M 
perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.

The Aristocracy of Health. A Study .of Physical Culture, and Our 
Favorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by the gifted 
writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson. Price, $1.50.

The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred and Six 
Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. ‘ ’
teresting book. By Wm. Heart. Price 40 cents.

An in

The Crisis, By Thomas Paine. Price, 25 cents.
The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price, 75 cents.
The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig

ions, and their influence upon thè mental development of the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Discovered Country. A very spiritual book, given through the 
mediumship of the late Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1. ’

communications only were given, 
many hungering hearts received 
fort from the other side of 
Through her efforts Spiritualism

and 
com- 
life, 
is a

much-talked of theme at Niagara Falls, 
and the officers and members are great
ly enepuraged. Last Sunday night our 
hall at 2207 Main- street,' was filled to 
the doors.” . '

Mrs. J. Lindsey writes: “I spent 
the whole month of the camp at Clin
ton, Iowa. It was certainly most suc
cessful, and well attended. Everyone 
came with a good will and hearts full of 
harmony; not anything like inharmony. 
The speaking was of the best The 
conferences were fine, all taking part. 
The mediums. were all good. Every
body seemed pleased with their work. 
The officers of the association did all in 
their power to make the campers feel 
happy. The lyceum was under the 
management of Mrs. Lacy, who made 
all the children happy. The orchestra 
was of the best, and the singers were 
fine. FWas bo happy and comfortable, 
located with my friends from my own 
city of Grand Rapids. I am now at 
present in Chicago, where I will do 
some missionary work; then I go to 
Wattnott, Ill., to lecture tor the society 
there. The Progressive Thinker was in 
full demand at the camp. Brother Peck, 
the president filled Jils chair with satis
faction to all.” ■

Rev. Cora Benton, trance speaker and 
message giver, will be glad to hear 
from societies wishing a representative 
of the highest spiritual forces. Address 
1714 Adams street, Toledo, Ohio.

To Wisconsin Spiritualists.
Arrangements have just been made 

whereby I am enabled to devote my 
whole time to field work in the interest 
of the Wisconsin State Spiritualist As
sociation, and therefore am desirous of 
hearing from every town and city in the 
state where meetings are desired. Our 
state association is in need of strenuous 
work, and it is for this reason that I 
have felt to put in my whole time in its 
interest. Spiritualists, let me hear 
from you. We want to grow, and grow 
we must. The time has arrived to ar
range for fall and winter work. Let us 
prove that we are thoroughly alive.

I shall arrange my Itinerary in routes 
north-east, south and west, as it will be 
better in every way to do so. Will you 
not be the ones to start the good work 
in your locality. You can make ar
rangements for one, two or more meet
ings, as you think best. Either write 
me or our secretary, Rev. Nellie K. 
Baker, of Portage.

We want personal memberships. If 
you have not renewed your member
ship, will you not do so now? Remem
ber every little helps, and it aids in 

^placing Spiritualism before the public 
when you do your part.

I shall make the conditions for meet
ings so easy that all can comply with 
same. In arranging for meetings, first 
come will be first served. Wisconsin 
has a good start in the work. Shall we 
keep that work moving? I am sure 
that every Spiritualist in the.state is 
anxious to see the day when they can 
say "I am a Spiritualist,” 1 and not be 
afraid that they will injure their busi
ness. You can help make it so, by as- 
slating to the extent of your ability. In 
various parts of our state obnoxious 
laws have been passed. This should 
not be so, and if we strive together in 
presenting Spiritualism in its best 
form to the public, we can soon stand 
upon a firmer footing. Address me at 
LaCrosse until October 1; after that at 
whitewater, W1b.

WILL J. ERWOOD, 
. President W. 8. B. A.

BOOK REVIEW

Still on the Search. By George Otis 
Draper. Peter Eckler, Publisher, New
York. $1-60 net

This volume comprises a very read
able account of a trip around the Medl-

l-

terranean and elsewhere, and embodies 
an entertaining record of comment on 
human nature and its environments, by 
the observant author.

It is especially interesting to readers 
of a freethinking class of mind, and 
many of the comments disclose a rich 
though quiet perception of the humor
ous.

The book has many illustrations, by 
the author, disclosing much artistic 
ability. '

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent Of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. AU in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line )

A correspondent writes:
mediums!—yes, hundroi 
Among them is Mrs. M.

ids
“Genuine 

of them.
E. Weaver,

No; 4G DeKalb street. She brings you 
in touch with the spirit world at once, 
in.a manner unexcelled. She will sur
prise you by giving your own name in 
full; and then the tests that follow are 
simply marvelous. She reflects credit 
on Spiritualism-by libr life and work. 
Verily, the angjsfs walk with her.”

T. W. Sherk’ writes: “Next Sunday 
evening, Dr. D.,8- White will lecture at 
the Church of .ijpirithicommunion, 4308 
Cottage Grovq^avepue. Subject, “Is 
Spiritualism a Science .and a Religion?? 
Mr. Coates, the-jgiedium, and president

Passed to spirit life, Mrs. Kate M. 
Hampson, widow of Oliver Hampson, on 
August 30. After about eighty years of 
earth-life her weary little body is laid 
aside and her soul takes its flight to 
the glorious realms of spirit life, where 
she will awaken in perfect health and 
happiness, and rejoice in--the great 
change that has come to her.

“Handy Electrical Dictionary." A 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price 35 cents.

"Continuity of Lire a Cosmic Truth.'* 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject. Price, doth, |1.

‘The Light of Egypt? Volumes 1

of our society, Jias returned from 
vacation refreshed and eager for
work before hin¡u Thç workers in 
church are full.of,enthusiasm and

his 
the 
our 
de-

termined to'car^y well laid plans to a 
successful issuq.i(this ,. coming season, 
and surely there, neveyj was a cause that 
called more loudly forrjntelligent conse
cration. While i^e gi^at world lives in 
and for material, things should not we 
Spiritualists earppstljjjendeavor to dem
onstrate that tijq true life includes the 
spiritual and immortal?” ,

A very pleasant wedding party of spe
cial personal friends of the contracting 
parties assembled at the home ot Rev. 
J. M. and M. Theresa Allen, 651 South
Grant street, Springfield;, Mo.j on the 
evening of August 27,1904. The bride, 
Miss Eleanor H. Atkinson, and the 
groom, Mr. George . W. Langdon, are 
both of this city and are firm believers 
m Spiritualism; Mr. Langdon ■ being, the 
honored president'of the Southside.Spir- 
itualist Society. The: house .wasrbeau- 
tifuily decorated with .flower?,plants,, 
vibes, etc. ■ Thè iride waa .■gowned. 'in'- 
blue volile, -trimmed .In whlte.rahfl-car-. 
ried a bouquet of: roseo.' The

and 2. An occult library In itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught, by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 per volume.

The new song-book, ‘‘The Golden 
Echoes,” by S. W. Tucker, has found its 
way into many homes, and its beautiful 
songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and-sung. They should be heard 
in- every home In the land. Price, 15 
cents; $1.50 per dozen.

“A Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. Price 
10 cents. / '

“Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” . By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
neW fields. Price, cloth, $2, .

“Dr. Carus answers tlie question: “Is 
Llfe-Worth Living?” very tolly and Sat
isfactorily. The whole is a compre
hensive and helpful treatise.”—-Journal 
of Education, Boston. . • •. ..

"Mark Chester; or-a Mill ana a Mill
Ton:. A Tale of: Southern: California." 
By-Carlyle Peteraflea. A pure psychic 
story, elevattog and reformatory. p&. 
$er ootstBj SO cents,

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy* 
ehology to the Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson, 
Price $1.50. .

ThaDream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably; 
experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 eents.

The Fairy Land of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in the 
hearts of the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabella 
B. Buckley. Price $1.50.

The Fountain of Life, or Threefold Power of Sex. A work that 
should be studied by both man and.woman. It is one of the author’s 
most useful and instructive books. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 cts.

The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in Religion. A sensible, logical 
statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational nature. 
A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25. •

The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. By Ralph' 
'Waldo Trine. Price 35 cents.

The Great Psychological Crime, which claims that subjective medium
ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream 
Child” and “Harmonics of Evolution.” Price $2.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carus. Fourth edition. 32 pages. 
“An effort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that it may be greater, sublimer, 
and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been 
yet.”—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to American Civilization, 
A trenchant and masterly treatise. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price, 
25 cents.

The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and bound 
in white covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan. 
Price 30 cents. ............

The Life of Jesus. By Ernest Renan. Translated from the original 
French. Price, doth, gilt top, 75 cents. "

The Life Radiant. For every one in every walk of life. By Lilian 
Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1.

The Lover’s World. A Wheel of Life. Treating on the subjects of 
love, marriage and parenthood. By Dr. Alice B. Stockham. “The 
Lover’s World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books and lifers "w’-‘ 
experiences, is now returned to the heart of humanity.” Price, silE-*” 
cloth, $2.25. •

The Majesty of Calmness. By William George Jordan. Price 30 cts.
The Missing Link of Modern Spiritualism. A most valuable book, 

giving a history of early Spiritualism. Written by Leah Fox Under-
hill of the Fox Sisters. Reduced to $1.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature. Demonstrates the continuity
of life and our environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo
ries of superstition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents.

The Mystic Thesaurus. By W. F. Whitehead. Leatherette, Price, $1.
The Other Side of Death) Scientifically examined and carefully de

scribed by C. W. Lehdbeater. Price, $1.50.
The Romance of Jude. A story of the time of Christ, given through' 

the mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Cloth bound. Price, 50 cents.
The Power of Truth or Individual Problems and Possibilities. It is 

excellent. By William George Jordan. Price 75 cents.
The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional. This is a most valuable 

book. It comes from an ex-priest, whose character is above reproach. 
By Father Chiniquy. Price $1.

The Prophets of Israel. Popular sketches from Old Testament His
tory, than which no branch of science, in the last generation, has under
gone a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinrich Cornell. Price 25c.

The Principles of Light and Color. Including The Harmonic Laws 
of the Universe, The Etherio Atomic Philosophy of Forde, Chromo 
Chemistry, Chromo Therapeutics, and The General Philosophy of Fine 
Forces, Together-with Numerous Discoveries and Practical Applica
tions. Illustrated by more than two hundred engravings and four-col
ored plates. By E. D. Babbitt;, M. D. Price $5.

The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life sci
entifically expressed in contradistinction from the old theories. By 
Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Religion of Spiritualism, Its Phenomena and Philosophy. This 
work was written by that noble modern savior and grand man—Rev. 
Samuel Watson. A marvelous work. Price $1.

The Soul. Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Em
bodiments. This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles 
of reincarnation. By the guides of Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1.

The Soul of Things. These three volumes are among the most popu
lar works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual philosophy. By 
William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage’15 cts.

The Soul’s Song of Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D. Barrett, 
Price 10 cents. .

The Spiritual Alps, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 
”How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are 
subject to it.” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, heaven and hell. A logical statement, proven both by 
facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cents. )

The Spiritual Significance. By Lilian Whiting. This book is all that 
the name implies—a spiritual book. Price $1.

The Spiritual Wreath. A new collection of words and music for the 
choir, the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 pages. By 
S. W.’ Tucker, author of many musical publications. Price 15 cents. '

The Story Hour. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories, 
written expressly to interest and instruct the young. A good work for 
Lyceums. By Susan H. Wixon. Price $1.

The Sunday Question. A historical and critical review, with replies 
to an objector. Its motto: All time too sacred to do'wrong; no time too 
sacred to do good. Price 15 cents. .

The Talmud. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, its 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the men 
who made and commented upon it. By II. Polang. Price, cloth, $1.

The To-Morrow of Death, or the Future Life According to Science.
Is just what it purports to be—what the title indicates—in every chap
ter. By Louis Figuicr. Price, cloth, $1.50. _

The Unknown. By the scientific writer, Camille Flammarion.
Price, $2. . . , . ' ,

The Widow’s Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new book 
of 538 pages by I. K. Funk. A most remarkable and valuable book. 
Price $2. . . . ./ , • ■ .

The World Beautiful. Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes of 
restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in this 
lifA By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1. . . , ;

The World’s Sixteen Saviors, or Christianity Before Ohrist. A key 
to all the sacred mysteries of the present religions and their Oriental 
formation. By Kersey Gravis. Price $L50; postage 10 cents»



Alameda, California.

Convinced of Materialization.

PROOF PALPABLE.

A

Xnted grebbeiI theXpirfF’ bought to the me^occilt, and neglect- 
not as. represented grabbed the eprj industrial, and. material, which

on

to

Spirit World.

Spirit Lands.

by Dr. J. M.

PROOF PALPABLE.

A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW.

and

and

and

“ftoiV Shall I Become a Medi-

start to finish? And he who turns 
the light is a heretic and a rebpl.

The Christian church proposes

Message Written In the Most Difficult 
of all Languages, the Chinese.

offraud.
.Of-course I freely admit there are dis-

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND Ù6B 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

Price 26 cents.
8. A Wanderer in the 

Price 25 cents.
4. Seers of the Ages, 

Peebles. Price 25 cents.

fond view; . , < .
A peaceful green valley where nature

THE OLD NORTH HOLLOW, 

A Song by Dean Clarke—Tune: “The 
Old Oaken Bucket."

Doton. In this volume; this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read In her 
varied moods, “from grave to-gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all" who

I have read the many articles in your 
valuable paper, regarding, Mr. Hale’s

—-- ---------------------- - .. is ji :

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
----------— tue ’
THE FRAUD QUESTION OF SEC-

get the light whictT he seeks, through 
Mr. Shaw. A VEREBOME.

Carthage, N. Y.

_— you may order, price $2.65.
Ànÿ nine of the Eleven Premium

Î-4

2. Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia ot 
Death, and Life in the “ "

reposes, , ■ ■
Where thrift and contentment in A Former Officer öt the Chesterfield 
. modesty dwell, . Camp Expresses Hls Opinion In an

Ae lovely as that which was promised Impressive Manner. •

Have You Hay-Fever or,Asthma in Any 
FornV? -

Medical science at last reports a posi
tive cure’for Hay-Fever and Asthma in 
every form in the wonderful kola Plant 
a new’botanical discovery found on the 
Congo River,.West Africa.. Its cures 
are really marvelous.
. Miss A E. Frye, Lakenan, Mo., writes May 
23rd, was cured ot Hay-Fever utter several years 
suffering, altho' physicians had said a euro was 
Impossible. Dr. W. Hi Vali, a prominent physi
cian of St. Louis, writes March 8th, that he used 
Hlmalya (the Kola Compound) on numbers of 
Hay-Fever cases with satisfactory results In 
every case. Hon. L. C, Clute, Greeley, Iowa,'tes
tifies that he was cured by It after eighteen 
years ot suffering with Hay-Fever and Asthma. 
Physicians or chapgq of climate did him-no 
good. Hundreds otslmilar letters have been re
ceived by the Importers, copies of which they 
will bo glad to send you. .

To prove beyond a doubt its wonder
ful curative power thé Kola Importing 
Co., No.. 1168 Broadway, New. Yorii, will 
send a large case of Kola Compound 
free by mail to every reader of The Pro
gressive Thinker who suffers 1'rom any 
form of Hay-Fever or Asthma. This is 
very tair, and we advise sufferers. to 
send for a case. It coste you nothing 
and you should surely try It. .

«Jsst How to Wrtto thô'BolaT Plex- 
eb.” By H!UBab$î& Towne. Valuable 
Îoîbsalfe g’rico oeats. .

um,” Fully ftnsweted

Elkhart Ind. v. H. M. | honest, fraudulent , mediums as there
h - ’ ; ■ ; Are diBhonest preocliera and doctore

This department is' under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—Tiie Questions and Answers 
.have called forth such a host of re- 
. epondents, that to give all equal bear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for tho appearance of 
their questions and write lettp'-' of in
quiry. The supply of matter i- always 

’several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay, 

, Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor,

NOTICE,—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents 1b ex- 

. pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

. Loa Angeles, Cal.
The Truthseekers’ Society, at Ite 

morning session last Sunday, inaugu
rated its new president. Dr. Heath, yho 
in a few. remarks, pertinent to time and 
place, gave evidence of his fitness for 
the position to which he has been elect
ed, by calling upon the . membership of 
the society for renewed efforts upon 
their part to assist the officers in 
lengthening the roll of membership and 
thus enlarging the'scope and influence 
of. the society. .

The morning conference sessions of 
this society are bscoming veritable love- 
feasts for the introduction and friendly 
interchange ot thought, and no one at
tending them can helfi profiting in mat
ters spiritual, The marked quiet pre
vailing at these meetings, and the close 
attention paid the different speakers, 
are strong indications of the good be
ing effected. • ,

In the evening sessions, a lecture 
upon some Interesting subject usually 
precedes the messages which, for some 
time, have been given through the in
strumentality of Mrs.-Border,-of Pas
adena. The control, “Fritz,” gives

: High School: Q. Did any Quakers 
suiter martrydom in Boston? -

A. That depends on what is under
stood by martyrdom. During the years 

. 1969-61, while John Endicott was' gov
ernor of Massachusetts, four Quakers 
were executed. In Boston. They were 
Vanished by the godly government for 

' their belief under pain of death If they 
returned. They defied the law and were 
Snarcilessly dealt with. Endicott was 
a Puritan of the most pious type, and 

"otherwise than as a religious zealot, is 
represented as an Intelligent, and cour
ageous man. The new world he be
lieved was for the elect—that is Puri
tans, and Quakers were of the devil, 
without a right, he as God's servant, 
was bound to respect.

truthful messages, as the writer can 
well attest, many of which are wrought 
iq with amusing incidents.

The Christian Spiritualist Society, at 
its meeting, Sunday afternoon last, let 
Ite organization expire by "lapse of 
limitation,” and then re-organized with 
an efficient corps of officers, Mrs. 
Lettie Allen, the presiding medium ot 
this society from Ite inception, now 
withdraws to other fields of labor, 
which fact necessitated this action.

To both of these societies the writer 
would respectfully suggest that a well 
trained and dtermined effort should be 
made to gather the children into classes 
ot lyceum work. Spiritualists, If you 
are convinced of the truth of your relig
ion, why not strengthen the cause and 
seek to perpetuate its efficiency "by 
bringing its truth into the conscious
ness of these little buds of promise who 
must, ere long, come into your positions 
upon this ever-shifting stage of action. 
The writer studied the philosophy of 
Spiritualism before seeing any of its 
phenomena. When he had gained a 
tolerable idea of the philosophy, Io, the 
phenomena came unsought This is 
the plea I am making for the children: 
Give them the philosophy and moral 
lessons taught by your religion, and 
their minds thus prepared will be fitting 

’ receptacles for the proofs which will 
inevitably follow.

' J. L. MERRITT. . .
' -- Los Angeles, Cal.

FRAUD IN MEDIUMSHIP.

A Prominent Spiritualist and Leader 
Gives Hls Views of the Prevalence of 
Fraud in the General Walks of Life, i 
and Does Not Wish to See It Con- ; 
doned When Occurring Among Me
diums.
It would be as reasonable to expect 

that there should be no fraud in the 
pulpit, no fraud at the bar or on the 
judicial bench, or ho fraud-in commer
cialism, as to ask for no fraud in me- 
diumship. Human nature about aver
ages. The medium enters the field of 
commercialism and sells his. gift, qnd 
why not? We see the pulpit orator sell- 
in his gift to’ the highest bidders, and 
the gifted bankers, lawyers and so- 
called men of affairs all use their gifts 
for their own advancement. A Presl- 
aent of the United States is swayed by 
extreme partisanship and a desire to 
succeed himself. Judges of the Su
preme Court of the United States are 
influenced by an, outside pressure and 
give decisiions accordingly. Legisla
tures are bought, unprincipled and 
tricky bosses in political control and 
rule the commonwealth. The spirit of 
commercialism prevails. The disposi
tion to get all you can, no matter how, 
if you are not caught within the meshes 
of.the law, and the world accepts all 
this and seems to be satisfied. ,

Now with this spirit dominating the 
world to-day, wliat can you expect of 
the men or women who discover they 
have a gift there is a demand fpr, and

ONDAR¥9|Ml»yRTANCE. .
I make no cla^p ’a^ilielbnging to the 

master mind cjafis;~ppBBlbly a few 
thoughts from yia. s.qjivaut class may 
serve, to give Vjq.yietjiutp the menu of 
the SpirituaiiBtiCjfablftfts spread week
ly by you, Mr. Editor,, la the rightly 
named Progres^xe Tiynker. A single

AN EARNEST PLEA. and politicians. I personally know 
r-——• 'some of them, but the majority of me

in Favor of -Eliminating Fraud All diums, and of all professions and call- 
■ Along tho Line and Elevating Splrltu- a»’® well, meaning apd honest.; I 

■ have seen genuine materializations 
■through mediums other than the ode I 
have mentioned above.

I : R. A. DAGUE;

aliam to a Higher Plane,
Every individual and every church or 

organization has more or less traud in 
them. Every political party and every 
family has its deception and fraud.

For the individual to eliminate fraud 
from himself and learn to be rather 
than seem to be what he or she Is not.

U Read This List of || 
PREMIUMS.

_. A a-— 1-

sentence is all ! e^i’p to say ou the hack
neyed subject of fraud- All Spiritual
ists and others attending materializing,1 
trumpet dr slate-writing seances, should 
insist on strict dest. conditions. If the 
medium refuses to. give, these, do noc 
patronize.’ him (qr. her) the second 
time, and persuade others to do like
wise. This Is the quickest and surest

hanging out their shingles, commence 
to do business from a commercial 
standpoint? . —

There are mediums perhaps .that can 
get good results under favorable con
ditions; under unfavorable conditions 
they cannot and then the trouble com-1 
mences, for those that have paid their 
money-want value received, and are 
ready to denounce the medium and pry 
fraud, while those who have gotten 
good results under favorable conditions 
will stand for the mediums, and thus 
they line up and form the two parties.

We hfive had much- experience with 
these two classes at Lily Dale during 
the year.. I remember one case where 
parties being suspicious that all was

■ * - -»------l.v. - J *1.«

1b the road to progress, to true man-, vaiuauie paper, >vgmuiu& w.
hqod and womanhood. But how many 0“er ?l>600, and I am glad to note 
of the human family succeed evenl^at Mr. Shaw of Toledo, Ohio, has 
among those who recognize this fraud made a proposition through your paper 
in themselves and hold themselves up Mr‘ Hale whlch 18 veiT reasonable, 
ter daily inspection, to be searched by । 
this spirit of truth? How many arrive ■ 
at the point in themselves wliere there 

, is no night, no dark side to themselves?

way to break up fraud mediumship. It ] 
people will not do ibis, they have no., 
right.to cdmp.lain^.pf^ fraud.

To my. mind dherp are questions af
fecting Spiritualism, far more seriously 
and vitally than the fraud question.

Spiritualism came, to earth to redeem 
its people from ignorance, error, pov
erty and crime. It has done something 
toward abolishing ignorance and false
hood. "What has, it done toward the 
abolition of poverty, and crime.

Little or nothing.
Not one Spiritualist writer or speaker 

in s'hundred touches upon the primary 
cause of poverty and-crime. Why is 
this? Ave they fearful of popular opin
ion, or do they lack the inspiration so 
vitally essential, to the times in whith 
we. live? Under-the pystem of econom
ics in which we live, one-man In fbrty 
years Is said to,have accumulated a 
thousand millions of dollars.' This man 
has a year old.grand-daughter, who in
heriting this fortune, will at the age of 
75 years, at prevalent rates of interest, 
own and controlthirty-two billions 
worth of property. In the meantime 
other individuals are accumulating 
proportionately and 60 years hence 95 
per cent of the property of the nation 
will be in the hands of 3 per cent of the 
people. Such a condition means abject 
slavery for the masses and sensuous 
luxury for a few .masters, the loss of na
tional spirit and the death of patriot- 
Ism, ,

। Are we not following in the footsteps 
। of ancient India, rglyin'g our central

Those who have elimi~3.ted all decep
tion and fraud from their lives have 
found the kihgdom of heaven within, 
where tbei e is no night, where there is 
perpetual sunshine and summer, where 
bloom the fragrant flowers of purity, 
love and peace. These are the rewards 
ot eliminating fraud from our indi
vidual lives. ' This Is the work of the 
pure spirit—the God within.

Shall not Spiritualists seek the truth 
and discard the fraud in order to attain 
purity as a sect? >

Shall they not honor and follow truth 
wherever it may lead?

Where is there a class of people, a 
religious sect or organization-mere'de
voted to truth than the Spiritualists as 
a whole? ,

Student: Q. Will you give the 
cause of ‘‘tidal waves,” such for In
stance as have been observed on the 
Great Lakes many times?

A. Tidal waves on the ocean may be 
produced by two or more waves uniting, 
but probably the most disastrous are 
produced by tilting ot the ocean bed by 
earthquakes. A small uplift, by Im- 

. parting momentum to the entire body 
of water, may glye rise to an irresist
ible wave. Such waves in the lakes re
quire no other explanation than the 
slight pulsation of their floors.

"Upper Sackville,” B. C.; Those who 
wish while visiting the Exposition at 
St. Louis, to attend Spiritualist meet
ings and become acquainted with 
speakers or mediums, .can address 

.Thomas Grimshaw, 3015 Pine street, St 
’Louis, Mo. He has generously and 
zealously done everything within his 
power id represent the cause at Its Best 
and make the attendance 'of visitors 

. pleasant and profitable.

Our talented. brother, Dr. Dean"- 
Clarke, has gone to hls native state, 
Vermont, to attend an old home gather
ing, to be held in, the town of Rochester, 
August 30, in the neighborhood known 
as the “Old North Hollow,” where he 
was reared. He composed the follow
ing Lyric, ■ to commemorate the scenes 
and events of hls childhood, which he 
Las most graphically and poetically de
scribed. He presents it to us for .pub-

that was outside the cabinet to find a 
very flesh and blood medium. She 
wriggled away from them and got back 
into the cabinet, whereupon one party 
denounced the medium as a fraud, while 
one-half the audience denounced • the
grabbers and claimed- the spirit dema
terialized and went down through the 
floor, and a small war was on for a 
time between these factions; .The-of
ficials of the camp were blamed by 
both parties—by the grabbers for allow
ing such frauds on the grounds and by 
the other side for-not driving grabbers

ing the industrial, and- material, which 
practically are tfle .foundation of all 
mental, moral, apfl.spiritual activity? 
It was the negleqt'by the intelligent 
class of cultivating,„a, knowledge of 
these fundamental prlnclples/and forces 
that caused the downfall of/India and 
Egypt, and gavo^them into the hands 
and control of a nation;B,'hlch gives mu-

Instead of suppressing the truth by 
vituperation and anathema they covet 
investigation and give truth a free field 
to cope with error, trusting implicitly 
in the outcome.

Their faith in the power of truth is 
unbounded.

As proof of thia witnecs the able dis
cussions on that “Great Psychological 
Crime,” and its attack on mediumship.

Witness the present holding up to the 
light of the various tricks practiced by 
unprincipled mediums. ' s

SO LONG AB SPIRITUALISTS 
HOLD TO THE LIGHT OF TRUTH 
INSTEAD OF DODGING IT OR SUP
PRESSING OR COVERING IT UP, SO 
LONG CAN SPIRITUALISTS BE 
PROUD OF THEIR CALLING.

What church or sect dare to peer 
into their past record and eradicate the 
fraud and lies, the very foundation upon 
which they are built?

What church dare follow and worship 
at the shrine of Truth and cry out to 
the powers that be to turn on the light 
—more light?

Is not the foundation of church and 
state laid In fraud and injustice from

and I hope that Mr. Hale will accept- 
Mr. Shaw’s proposition, for he is evi
dently sincere in his proposition to give 
$1,000 in order to be convinced of the 
truth of materialization; and Mr, Shaw 
will conince him, thereby doing good 
work for the cause, for no one who 
ever saw genuine materialization 
doubts it. Space will riot permit of my 
experience commencing fourteen years 
ago when I wrote up in The Progressive 
Thinker my first Bitting at the home of 
a genuine materializing medium, James 
Riley, of Marcellus, Mich., and I am 
truly sorry to see in your paper that he 
has been seriously ill at Battle Creek, 
Mich., and I trust that he may be 
spared to continue in the good work. x I 
was a very hard subject to be convinced 
of the truth of spirit return, and I ran 
across a good many frauds, but I did 
not refuse the genuine. -James Riley 
did more to convince me of the truth of 
spirit return than all of the other me
diums I visited, except two others in 
Columbus, O., and one of them I hired 
to work for me because he was not a 
professional, and through him I got a 
grqat deal of truth. I was at Farmer 
Riley’s house eight times, and I can 
truthfully say as thousands of others 
can who have been at Mr. Riley’s sit
tings, materialization is a fact.

If Brother Riley was not ill, Mr. Hale 
could be convinced of the truth of ma
terialization by going to Brother Riley’s 

; home at Marcellus, for a good deal less 
than $1,600. Hoping that Mr. Hale may

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual- 
istlc, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro
gressive Thinker.

WORDS OF CAUTION. ' ’
You should not send money in a let» 

ter. You may do so a dozen times sato 
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and then you are per- 
fectly safe, and will save yourself am 
noyance and trouble,

Remember, please, that ft costs ten 
cents to get a personal check at a bank 
in Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent

Remember, please, that we have only 
four,books which we send out now for 
25 cents each. We cannot allow you to 
select any other book in the list at that pricer,
. Remember, please, that you are not 
entitled to any ot the Premium Books 
unless you send in with your order-a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive Thinker.

’;••• Mrs. A.-—> Md.: Q. Why is the’ 
^.worli bf Spiritualist missionaries • c&ft3 

"-.-Itned,so exclusively -to. the northern! 
slates?

A. The missionaries employed by 
-the N. S. A., are so few in number that 
they cannot answer the call made upon- 
them, and unless there is sufficient in
terest In a town or neighborhood, to 

. make a request to the missionary to. 
come, little or no good will grow out of 
a visit from a missionary. This ques- 

• tion does not seem to know that in । 
Texas, there is active mission work. 
At Galveston is a flourishing society 
and children’s lyceum. There is a state 
association which maintains mission
aries, and the work is actively -carried 
on. It is not the latitude but the char
acter of the people. If they ask for 
the missionaries, they will be visited 
with impartiality.

out pf camp. We can Imagine the effect 
Bhch an experience would have upon 

iTcation, hoping that It may please'his thou^ investigators,
many friends well enough bo they may ^ t-BiB-casa Lhey left the camp grounds 
preserve It, and sing it to his memory an(i returP 111 y®ars’ J“- ’^e 
long .after he has .passed to the "Great meantime I nover knew this medium to 
Beyohd." We trurt it will make him as ever to an^er seance-on the 
famous as the song from which' it is ffronnds, and _thuB this particular-grab 
patterned, as undoubtedly It is fully'its Produced geejl^resulte-’
equal in poetic merit. ’ / fell°w Spiritualists, let ub

.try., to be honest with ourselves, .with
How dear to our'hearte are the scenes the. mediums and<the,public£_and above 

of our-childhood, - all let .ub not-condone fraud or cover up
sight. .¿uil^.othqB -beqQmtagraiPartycto (the- 

■ we renew; .. .. . . . ' cfimer.for fear-of the-consequences’-in’
The grand old Grben Mountain's, their any direction.’ . ,A. GASTON.

mantle of wildwood, ■ ; . Meadville. Pa.
' Whose varied rich colors-enchant our _____ _______

" A. S, Shambough: Q. Can materi- . 
alized spirits see in the seances they 
appear in?

A. The reason for this question be- 
Jng suggested is too amusing to pass by, 
and really gives it a complete answer. 
The writer says that not long ago he 
attended a circle. “It was In a tent in 
the camp. Now when I have attended 
seances in the city, I always sat on the 
left side having lost my left leg, and 
wearing a peg-leg, which is then out of 
the way. This time I was placed on the 

, right side. A spirit—of a woman— 
came out of the cabinet about three feet 
to my right and began feeling around 
like a person in the dark. I felt the 
touch as it came toward me. Felt my 
shoulders, hand and face, and feeling 
my glasses, started to go to the next, 
when she stumbled against my peg-leg, 
stopped a moment and backed into the 
cabinet. It was dark.”

From this, the questioner-infers that 
spirits cannot see when materialized. 
This conclusion would be in accord 
with-the “facts,” and shows how much 
depends on accuracy of observation, 
and being sure of our “facts.”

This questioner starts with the sup
position that the “materialization” was 
a spirit instead of allowing the facts to I 
prove what that materialization really 
"was. .

A spirit perceives through all the 
senses, far more acutely than-while in 
physical form, and to these senses may 
have added a sensitiveness to mortals 
unknown. For a spirit to blunder" add 
stub Its toe on a peg-leg, would be im
possible. Such a performance cannot
be spiritual.

Investigators are so eager to gain as
surance that their friends live on the 
other side, that they accept manifesta
tions which In other moods they would 
look upon with suspicion, or reject. 
They overlook the points of weakness, 
or like this correspondent, invent 
theories to cover, them over. While 
they remain in this condition, and re
gard with wonder and rapt attention 
the fumbling of “spirits,” in the thick 
darkness of such seances, fraud will 
flourish and the seance become a 
mountebank performance.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail.'’ By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50. \-

terial things thelq (lue.- wielght and place 
m the mighty s|pictjtfe of humanity 
and its social lifqs, , j-jq

If Spiritualists, mill not step forward 
and help deliver -(he-people from eco
nomic slavery, then their mission is but 
half fulfilled, andea cult, essentially po
litical, social and ireligibus will evolve 
trom tho masses  ̂.whidh will perform 
this glorious wolito; thousands of Spir
itualists are already- imthls work, but 
there should be millions!
> -Sisters and brbWierfl/'let ub look well 
to the .foundation!.ot'asll'. faiths, of all 
morals, -of all ..trite philosophy and re
ligion, the rightsinndcMberties of man, 
and maintain fearlessly and in a-'-prac- 
tical wa-yequal'oiiportiinfties-i’orall in. 
■Jhqr'physicql sphere .tffi Human'-life; M '

; to l&.-FRENCH. " .
Sap Francisco, Cal. /u .• < •

worship the Prince of Peace,
Do they do it?-.
Do they follow plm?
Our nation professes to be a govern

ment of, for and by the people. Are we, 
in fact?

Eliminate the fraud out of church and 
state, what a revolution it would be!

But let Spiritualists go on and elim
inate the fraud out bf Spiritualism, as 
much as possible. It is the right road.

Also as indilvdualB, team to be in. 
spirit and in truth whafive seem to be. 
Get fraud and deceit rooted out and 
manhpod and womanhood shine forth 
in full glory.

E. K. WALBRIDGE.
Pittsburg, Kans.

I will express some thoughts In the 
Open Court in hope of aiding progress
ive thinkers to take the most reason
able and liberal view ot the present 
situation. There have been doctrines, 
averments,assumptions, theories pro
mulgated and propagated in the name 
of Spiritualism that are in positive con
flict with (;'ts facts, its principles, its 
philosophy. This has always been bo, 
yet all errors belong to those" who ex
press them, and we all have errors and 
faults, more or less. No one knows all 
the truth and every one knows some 
truth. We are Spiritualists by what 
we know; not what we believe. Our 
science is fact—our philosophy is truth.

We are free to believe or disbelieve 
anything, and some believe things that 
others do not. We should not be

Remember, please, that the safest way 
tq make a remittance is to secure a postal order.

Remember, please, that these books 
are used exclusively as premiums, the 
editor desiring no profits, hls sole ob
ject being to do a HUMANITARIAN 
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PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not for sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistakes and 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di
rect with this office, Instead of through 
a news agent

Remember, please, that all of our 
Premium Books are neatly and substan
tially bound in cloth, and are an orna
ment to any library.

Read our Premium Offer, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send $1 for The 
Progressive Thinker when you desire 
one or more premium books. Please 
bear this In mind.

Every person who Bends in a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make hls selection from the 
following list for TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS:

1. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book this year. Price 
25 cents.

to Motes— _____ _
- N°rth H011°W We a11 I think out and out frauds' do the

„vi ktXjk movement but little, if any injury; It is
Th fr H1 ’ tte -I10uatr the per80n ,who ia a fraud ONE DAY,

wK;“ “2 «pg?« XSSSttanoll 11U11D Ulc UcXL, U1UL Id LUU gretiv iul
oiu speu. pediment to the advance of Spiritual- •

’Twas here that,our parents lolled.hard ism. This class I believe embraces the 
and provided whole of commercial mediums with but

Good homes where we grew up to few exceptions. ■ 
■ manhood’s estate, If this is not true, why do not these

And sad was the day when the children mediums flock to the support and as- 
divided,' • . . sistance of those who are earnestly en-

And each for himself went to battle deavoring to- rid our ranks of charla- 
wiih fate. ' tans and pretenders, and Incidentally to

Those years of hard labor, from March remove the competition of this class 
to December, from the true medium. IF THE AVER-

To raise our own living and some- AGE COMMERCIAL "MEDIUMS WERE 
thing to sell, ' - THOROUGHLY HONEST, WOULD

Each farm boy, and girl, too, will al- NOT SELF-INTEREST INDUCE 
ways remember, THEM TO DO THIS?

And to.the grandchildren their hard- Why is it that when conditions are 
ships will tell. proposed, which, while not interfering

The stony North Hollow, the wall- With genuine spirit manifestations, yet 
fenced old Hollow, make it absolutely; impossible for

The tough-soiled North Hollow where fraud to be-perpetrated, that these me-!
no manna fell. diums, if they be honest at all times, -do

_ , , ,. , not immediately give their ’seances un-
Oyr parents believed in a school educa- der conditions and no others? By

x ' . '•> . doing this they would re'mqye all'suBpi-
Tho scant was the^ book lore pos- cjon from themselves and draw aline 

sessed by themselves. o£ demarkatloñ between- themselves
They well knew that knowledge en- and the fraudulent element. Instead of 

nobles tiie station teklng ttte coursei ls it not true that
OV11? 2^° brawn for hls liveli- oppose ay Such efforts and attack 

x j » j, ‘.Y66’ .. .. . .■ the ones making them as “enemies of
And fondly they thought that some mediums” and “fraud-hunters.” -

wm 5arely ted ,,, , o Who, let us ask, should be more in
Might shine/where earth a great ones térested, and who has more to gain by 

supposedly dwell, . the detection and exposure of fraud and'
S° A® roads< oiten bleak and the devising of means to make It im- 

high dritteo, possible, than the absolutely ’ honest
The dear old red school house we SpIrlt medium, conscious of his ot her 

. _ poured-to, sell mell.-j -•/ . truthfulness and honesty?
°, high-souled North Hollow, the school- To my mind, there are two things re- 

ni: ■ • “ „ i-, , sponsible for this deplorante.condition.
°f some of whose acholare .Fames one'o’f these is the CRlMINÁLf CRE-

. tablets now telte DULITY and gullibility of SPIRITUAL-
And now to the scenes in the valley he- ^themselves. .

fore us Tho other is the fact- tiiat ■ medium-
We bid a ■reluctant tlit cheerful ship is made a matter of mercliaridise.

“good-bye.” - • The mediumisdrawnirito thé CÓM-
Ere long we shall go to the parents PETITIVE STRUGGLE, and soon de- 

Who bore iis7" ’ ' • generates into a mere money-lover,
‘ Whose Beautiful home is* In real&a making-money-gaining the chief end in 

upon high. . ' life- Unselfish and humanity-loving
But we’ll never forget the dear lovely guides are soon displaced by those on 

old Hollow, - the plane of the degraded medium, and
Where many long years it was joyoiis ibe result—the condition in which we

to dwell, : see Spiritualism to-day.
And oft 4ill return as the sWift-flyfng I Mi a^great admirer of The Progress- 

swallow . \ ■ , iye Thinker and of the wonderful effort
Comes back to the nest where he you are maklng for the removal of 

broke from his shell. these evils. May you remain on the
O,‘ dear old North Hollow/ the blessed earth' Plane for many years t0 wase this 

oldHollow, .- tattle, is my hope.
The tears dim our eyes as we' bid-, you I . " F-J. MACOMBER.

■ farewell! < ’ ; Anderson, Ind.

“Healing, Causes an* Effects.” Bv “Koradlne. By Alteé B. Stockham W.TwSton, M. D. “rwRrtB.W Talbot?’ In the form of
■ - ; ■ ■ - an entertaining story, it contains les-

sons which every girl should know. 
Price, cloth, i.l. - -

9 “poems M Progresa.” By Llzzte

MIXED FRAlIlQ IN MANIFE6TA- 
TIONS.

i see it proposed’that mediums, in or
der to secure genuine manifestations, 
be covered ovqr Jiy mosquito netting 
that shall’be nailed’’down around them 
to prevent any opeiriftion. of the medium, 
independent of the" spirits. Certainly 
such persons, suggesting such arrange
ments, must havemut very limited ex
perience in spiritual work. Onq-flalf the 
■persons writing about fraud appear to 
not know . the limits and nature of it, 
and some' clearly report genuine manl-
'estations as spurious. The only cases 
of clear fraud are. those in which the 
pretended medlums ivholly simulate the 
manifestations and receive no aid from 
decarnated souls. Buch are completely 
counterfeit and spurious.

But there are many ' instances in 
which the medium-is only partially, in
volved in the imposition. There are 
plenty of spirits that aid fraud, and this 
must be taken into consideration in 
dealing with "the produced results. The 
proposal to confinathe mediums in mos
quito netting, as was done recently in 
Michigan, amounts to nothing if they

■ That Materlsliji-atlqn Is -a Fact 
„ Mrs-Xaura Mi’Hylands's articles in 
The .Progressive Thinker would seem to 
say that she does not’believe that any 
materializations or physical phenomena 
1b genuine.

■ I do not know that she wishes to be 
so understood.

N(>w I know ’some materializing me
diums that are dishonest and frauds, 
while I am acquainted with others that 
are genuine. ..

Several years ago, two or three hon
est men asked me to join them in a 
thorough investigation of the powers of 
a materializing medium who was not 
then, and never, I think, has been since, 
known to the world as a medium. We, 
four or five, with our wives, met at the 
Louse ot the Judge of the District Court, 
where our experiments were made. In 
the residence of the Judge was a small 
bedroom. , It had but one window ahd 
one door. The aoor opened into a sit
ting room. We took that door off its 
hinges aqq hung a curtain up instead. 
The window was nailed down securely. 
There were no closets, nor trap doors, 
nor cupboards, nor anything else in that 
room except, one chair. We used it as 
a cabinet.

We took Mr. B., the medium, put hlin 
in the chair; put mittens on each hand; 
then with needle and No. 20 white 
thread, securely sewed those mittens to

alarmed when we see errors propagated 
in the name of Spiritualism, for they 
can do it no harm. Every man and wo
man should be liberal, unselfish, toler
ant and allow others the same rights 
and privileges we claim for ourselves 
Individually; for we all have complete 
freedom to say and do and think as we 
like.
. If we put a saddle on a horse it is .not 
part of the h'orse and will not be there 
always. Just so, it fraudulent prac
tices and erroneous doctrines be sad
dled on to Spiritualism, that does not 
make them component parts of it.

It came to pass several years back, 
that the medium, Henry B. Allen, was 
called upon to hold a seance at the res
idence of a wealthy farmer a few miles 
from Summerland, and he went. There 
was a Ch'inaman employed In the house 
at the time, and Ion was Invited Into 
the seance, and he went in. It lasted 
one hour, and Ion was astonished and 
pleased with the wonderful manifesta
tions of sight and sound; particularly 
the concert played upon instruments by 
invisible hands.

The members of the circle received 
messages written by spirits, and Ion 
got one written in Chinese, and he was 
the only one there who could read it. 
Ion said it was a message from his 
grandfather, containing some words 
that proved identity, and that he never 
heard that name spoken or saw it writ- 
en in that country.

The next morning Ion met his com- 
, rade, and with a good degree of en

thusiasm, described the wonders he 
had seen and heard in the seance—told 
the man that he received a spirit mes- 

i sage from his own grandfather, and 
। showed it The man read it and re
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Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

four of the Eleven Premium 
you may order, price$1.50.
five of the Eleven Premium 

you may order, price $1.80.
six of the Eleven Premium 

you may order, price ,2.10.
seven of tue Eleven Premium 
you may order, price $2.35.
eight of the Eleven Premium

Books you may order, prive 32.90.
Any ten of the Eleven Premium 

Books you may order, price 33.10.
Lastly( all of these ELEVEN Premium 

Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for 33.35, something 
never before equalled in this country or 
Europe. Our principal alm Is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

FOR $3.35.
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

have the aid .-of trickery and willfully , 
deceptive spirits who will use their ■ 
power to pferfopn spurious work. There i 
are many cases In which the medium is 
honest in which the work appears to be , 
wholly attributable to deception. I re
member a case detailed with great par
ticularity by Giles B. Stebbins In the 
early history of the work. He called on 
a very humble wash-woman in Western 
New York, who was,-greatly gifted as 
a medium.. She was ,'usefl “by the spirits 
to perform many Inexplicable things. 
She charged nothing for. her services, 
so any suspicious work could not be at
tributed to. mercenary motives. The 
seance with Mr. Stebbins was conduct
ed by himself for investigation, and was 
of a private nature., The medium was 
nailed down by mgsquito bars and nu
merous twines. Ip;, a. few ’minutes the 
spirit—or what purported to be—came 
out dressed in wlflte atta began many 
performances. Mrf, Stebbins stepped 
back to where she hau been pinioned 
and she was not thbre.v The netting lay 
on the floor in cofiect-iosition and yet 
fastened by the ndiflerdOs tacks, but the 
person.was non eSt.' When the seance 
was brought to a close,I’tiie medium was 
found in positiofiuincSteera^ed in the 
netting, precisely tte Jariti been arranged I 
at the beginning.’«; ">h!

Now, what are Migc%g to do with a 
case of this kindrJtoVas’that medium a 
fraud? There are'ta'ujffirous instances 
where mediums have been closed up in 

; seamless sacks same sealed 
and yet the iriahifdsftitions proceed

1 without delay. Eft? you’suppose if you 
were to lock fasf84 meiium and your
self hold the only3ftey liiht spirit power 
and intelligence tyftfld fi6t release that 
medium as_the anfeeltf”' knocked the

the ends of hls coat sleeves. Then, 
with the same thread, we sewed Ris 
coat up securely in front, and putting 
hls feet in a pan of flour, we ran several 
strands of the white thread from the 
bottom of his pantaloons to the carpet 
on tiie floor. In all this sewing we tied 
frequent hard knots in the thread. We 
also attached the chair to the carpet by 
white thread.

It was simply a physical impossibility 
for the medium to m9ve_t.be chair or to 
leave the same without breaking scores 
of' strands of this thread. After the 
seances, we found him in the exact po
sition we had. placed him.
■ About ten persons Bat in the. sitting 
rooih, in front of the curtain over the 
door passage. Various phenomena fol: 
lowed. We had no full form materiali
zation, but many face and chest expos
ures occurred. An aperture, or slit 
in the curtain, had .been provided about 
five feet above the.floor. Through this 
many faces came. Full, well formed 
hands and -arms would be thrust out; 
handkerchiefs’ held up to the aperature 
would be seized by those hands." They 
would disappear inside and in a few 
seconds the handkerchiefs would be

plied: “It am one trick. You no 
i’oolee me. You write him yoself.”

Ion had no more patience with that 
man, so he went to another one of his 
countrymen and gave him a description 
of tiie wonders he had witnessed, and 
showed him the -message from his 
grandfather. The man took it in his 
hand and read it and said: “It am de 
Debilim.”

This illustrates the attitude of some 
professed Spiritualists, who are ready 
to make the charge of fraud as soon as 
a case is sated. * * ♦

The age of reason has dawned'and 
the sun is mounting toward the zenith 
with slow certainty and casting into 
shadow many old ideas of the past. We 
should trust to time ana conditions for 
our fellow-being to progress above and 
beyond all errors, as we do.

Wrong-doing injures the wrong-doer, 
but cannot Injure Spiritualism; and 
when we view it in' the right light, sep
arate from faults and errors of its ad
herents, we see in it much consistency, 
unity and harmony.

I? A. H. NICHOLAS.
Summerland, Cal.

, In ‘Mediumship and Its, Lawsuits Conditions P ThZ’ voluma
x . and Cultivation,” by Hudaon ¿W Price 35 w >.

cents. Send to Mr. Tuttl^ Berlin Weights^ 0. j vegemriM 8oâe1g> blric®itgi

chains off Peter? to-’, ..: I
Many persons seeni to think that the 

medium alone is’responsible for all that 
occurs at a" searicef-'but very often the 
forces on the other side have the power 
and the will to " piectieo deception. 
Sometimes ameditfm may have strong, 
power as a medium, and be allied with’ 
dishonest natures On’the other side that 
are only-too willing to confederate with 

i him to produce any-klnd of mischief, 
i In attempting to suppress and head off 
fraud, you have thetri to deal with, and 
In a case of that kind your wits-will be 
tested to the utmost. f -YOU"!Will discover

thrown out to us tied in many hard 
knots, so tightly. that it required -the 
owner several minutes to untie thè 
same. -• . ’ ■ ■
. These spirit hands seemed ,to-be as 
natural as,physical hands of mortals. 
They would be slapped, one against the 
other in full view, producing a concus
ión and noise as loud as would be pro
duced by clapping the fleshy hands. 
Tablets of paper with a pencil were 
passed in. and messages were written 
add thrown out.

For about three weeks these seances 
were held, and every vestige of doubt 
that this phenomenon was produced by 
invisible Intelligences was forever re
moved from the minds of the investiga
tors, all. of whom were honest, intelli
gent adult persons.

These seances were not public and 
the medium was not a professional. No 
money was paid except to compensate 
the medium for hls time, as he was a 
poor man. They were held in the resi
dence of a distinguished judge of the 
courts. There was no motive' to com
mit fraud, and there was. no fraud. 
Nothing can make ton earnest investi
gators believe they were the victims

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun< 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, "Occult- 
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles,

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and -W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

REMITTING
When you send In your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are Intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
hot fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Bending out these premium books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of the subscription of 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of the fact that we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, much 
more than any other Spiritualist paper 
now published.

In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating the 
great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was never 
known before on this material plane.

Address all orders to
J. R. FRANCIS, 

40 Loomis Street, Chlcago( Illinois.

KEEP POSTED '
in Current Qplrltuallitlo and Occult

News. '
You can do It by reading each woelt 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena it contains each week, is 
the marvel of the age. No one can afr 
ford to be without the paper. Its pries 
ta within the reach of alt

m9ve_t.be


SEEN AND HEARD
Brief Notes on Topics of Interest, 

by Hudson Tuttle.

Tffi$ WtOeRBa^B THINKER

<

What the Swedenborglans Teach at 
Their University.

At Urbana, Ohio, the “New Church” 
has a university, not large, yet one any 
organization might well be proud of. 
In the catalogue for 1904-5, whicn is its 
54th year, there is a statement of the 

- objects of the school, and wherein it 
differs from all others. The Spiritual
ist will be pleased to see how perfectly 
Swedenborgianism and Spiritualism 
duplicate each other. The university 

' has for its object to give a complete ed
ucation in all branches, these being 
tabght in the light of the philosophy ot 
the -new church. This philosophy, 
briefly stated, teaches that the spiritual 
world has a substantial existence, more 
intricately and distinctly organized 
than the natural, and nears to the nat
ural world the relation of cause to ef
fect. It therefore follows that all natu
ral science is the ultimation and em
bodiment. of spiritual science. Heat 
and light, electricity and magnetism, 
chemical phenomena, plant and animal 
life, and every possible manifestation 
of energy and life in the world of mat
ter, are but the varied effects of ever 
present and irrepressible activities of 
spiritual force and life. Hence there is 
no conflict between natural truth and 
revelation. This view of natural sci
ence emphasizes the importance of the 
most thorough study and careful r^; 
search in all of its branches, and adds 
to the commonly'recognized value of 
such study, b.s a means of a wider 
sphere of usefulness in the daily affairs 
of life, an uplifting and ennobling ele
ment for the reason that it Is the eter
nal element. To education in both its 
natural and its spiritual sense Urbnna 
University Is dedicated.

There is ono objection to this course 
and that is, the whole scheme and tend
ency is to interpret nature by the 
Bible. The interpretation of the Bible 
by Swedenborg is as infallible as tho 
book is to the most orthodox. All 

i study hence is ultimately tied to the in
terpreted scripture. It seems a pity 
that such a sublime view of the inter
pretation of the spiritual and material 
universes, and the dominance of the 
former should be weighted down and 
perverted to the support of a book that 
has only a forced relation thereto.

The claim that “there is no conflict 
between natural truth and revelation,” 
may be true, but when this takes for 
granted that the Bible is a revelation, 
and all the teachings of science are in

Washington professor persuaded a 
class of officials to’ use the preserva
tives as condiments, and there was no, 
serious result to health. But these 
subjects ;dld not receive .the quantity • 
and many kinds that are absorbed into 
the systems of those partaking of the 
prepared foods. Canned vegetables, 
fruits or-jellies are preserved with pall- 
cyllc acid; meats contain" boracic acid, 
and the trash quarters are washed over 
with it and embalming fluid, which also 
goes into ''pure milk;” bread is made 
hom poor flour, white with alum, and 
baking powder may he strengthened 
with alum and ammonia; butter may be 
lard, tallow, oil or any deodorized 
grease; cheese with the butter of the 
cream replaced with cheap fats; all 
kinds of food may be colored with poi
sonous analine, and the “honey” and 
“drip" syrups made in . the. sulphuric 
acid vat of the factory, acids, and vari
ous metallic solutions may linger/ A 
supper that takes as seasoning, salicylic 
acid, embalming fluid, boracic acid, for
maldehyde, alum, ammonia, sulphuric 
acid, and quantities of metals and min
erals ought to promote nightmares, and 
give doctors employment.

Can the necessity for law’s compelling 
honesty in manufacture be denied?

HUDSON TUTTLE.

MT. PLEASANT CAMP.

Interesting Letter From This Popular 
Resort.

y

unison with it, nothing can be more er
roneous. There Is not probably a sin
gle interpretation of natural phenom
ena in the Bible that will/bear the 
searchlight ot science.

Discussion.
The one object of discussion should 

he the gaining of full knowledge of the 
truth. To discuss for the purpose of 
silencing an opponent, is scarcely above 
the encounter in the prize ring.

To care nothing for the means by 
which an opponent may be defeated, to 
employ sophistry which pleases the 
crowd, and to conceal opposing facts 
and shade those which support, is un
worthy of any one claiming to care for 
the truth, and brings no good results. 
The moment personalities come in, the 
contest sinks to the caste of a prize 
fight, and truth flies away.

What are we after? To expose the 
weak points in each other’s» armor, or 
character? Or to get at the truth? It 
is not what any man looks on as truth, 
for personal opinions are nothing— 
one man may stand opposed to all the 
world and be right.

As I understand; we as Spiritualists 
one and all want to know what is truth, 
and unite upon its everlasting founda
tion. If discussion is generously con
ducted instead of being driven wider 
apart, we shall be drawn together.

All the time we use in defining what 
we understand another’s position to be, 
and exposing it, is utter waste. What

The Mt. Pleasant camp-meeting is 
oyer, but like a sweet perfume the mem
ory of its harmonious combinations and 
spiritual vibrations lingers with me, 
making life sweeter and better. I had 
the pleasure of enjoying the last four 
days of camp in this enchanted spot, en
joying a constant feast of good things, 
physically, mentally and spiritually. 
This is one of our most successful 
camps. Prof. W. F. Peck, the president, 
Is equally well adapted to preside at a 
meeting, glye the oration or lead the 
Binging. He is also an adept at manag
ing the various entertainments, 
whether it be a card or tea party, dance 
or minstrel show, he is the life and 
spirit of it. He not only works inces
santly himself, but has the rare tact ot 
enthusing others; if you cannot sing, 
you make a joyful noise and if you are 
only a listener you still participate with 
undivided attention and applause.

No wonder he was re-elected presi
dent, a position he-has filled for a 
larger number of years than any other 
camp president in our ranks.

Mr. W. A. Willing, the vice-president, 
is his able supporter. Mr. Willing is 
big in every way, but especially so in
side, and every inch of him is devoted 
to Spiritualism. He is a deep thinker, 
an intelligent reasoner, a tearless rep
resentative of our great cause, and a 
lawyer.

Dainty Mollie Anderson, the secre
tary, and sweet, wholesome Christine 
Cooper, the treasurer, both bright and 
winsome in tbeir own charming person
ality, complete the official roster, 
backed by a board of trustees Including 
G. H. Brooks and Max Hoffmann. No 
wonder Ulis combination of brain and 
force has brought forth such a success
ful season.

Miss Elizabeth Harlow delivered a 
masterful address each day, giving 
voice to the unspoken pent-up feelings 
deepest in the hearts of the people, 
which she clothed in fairest garments 
and sent forth to assist in working out

cepted time. No more women prosti
tutes, or men libertines, or children 
bakpd or bleached from tolling in our 
cottpn or glass factories.- Our glass 
glistens, but it is tears of children's 
blighted and lost hopes. Our cotton 
has woof, the warp Is the despair of the 
wrecked lives of the weavers. Our 
factories are filled with beings that cry 
for relief. Let ub give them broader 
opportunities that as the cobwebs are 
wiped away we shall have a. new gen
eration, greater born. ■

Mediumship did not come to live our 
life for us. yet we continually ask 
trivial questions, We have demanded 
of mediumship according to our ignor
ance and not our wisdom. Remove the 
incentive to ¡get something for nothing, 
stop asking for miracles, they, cannot 
override the law oin nature to please 
you or gain your dollars. As long as we 
demand materialized spirits they will 
be furnished; as long as you want spir
its in flesh and blood with natural voice 
you will have them, but when you try 
to live closer to the spirit realm your
self and catch that voice you will do 
away with toggery and confederates. 
Mediumship came for a most sacred 
and useful purpose to assist you to live 
a higher and better life.

I can give but a faint idea of the 
burning eloquence which poured like a 
torrent from her inspired lips and held 
her audiences spell-bound. Our phil
osophy has a mighty exponent through 
this delightful, genial woman, this earn
est, eloquent worker.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley was the 
test medium, as fine an exponent of the 
phenomena as Miss Harlow of the phil
osophy. A large number of messages 
were given daily and all were recog
nized and eagerly received.

Mr. and Mrs. Zumbach from St. Paul 
had charge of the singing which was de
clared by the visitors to be superior to 
that in any camp.

The food provided at the hotel was 
of unusual excellence, indeed every
thing possible was done to make us feel 
welcome and to aid each to solve life’s 
problems that we in our daily ■ work 
may rear a temple worthy the spirit of 
progress which typifies this age?

LAURA G. FIXEN.

book: reviews
AFTER HER IWEÆTH;. THg STORY 

OF A SUMMER.SiBy Lilian Whiting. 
Little, Brown &ti Company, Boston, 
Publishers, Fric$$1.
Anything- tiq>t ; emanates from the 

mind of Lilian Whiting possesses great 
value. - “After JSer iDeath” will prove 
especially lotereaUng. She wisely 
claims that when the spiritual being 
that has_liveô:* a certain period here 
slips out of ife-: physical body, and is 
free from material «slogs and lamenta
tions, the readjustment in a number of 
ways is made. Those who still remain 
in this world, are !ar more truly recog
nized; some have been unduly apprecl-. 
ated ; some, liaye ; been underestimated. 
The risen spiritual ubeing, now being 
able to discern spiritual states, and to 
adjust- all to n new scale of values, re
arranges his loves and friendships, so 
to speak. In fact here is a type of the 
judgment day.

MPORT/VNT.
Owing to the fact that the courts have in ev

ery case decided against Psychic Healers who 
advertise to cure the sick without drugs, where 
the case has been between the U. S. government 
and a Healer (deciding that It is a clear case of 
intent to defraud) to advertise to diagnose ultipj, 
without leading symptoms being given. There
fore I have decided, as a physician in good 
standing, to not advertise my gift of Psychic 
Healing, but will diagnose disease and not ask 
a fee for so doing. I will therefore hereafter
diagnose disease

FOR RENT.
Furnished room nt 222 Irvin? Ave., near Van 

Buren Street Cure. Spiritualist family.

MRS.G. PARTRIDGE, euycMc.
Beadlngs by mall only, fl,00. Sandwich, Ill.

Î MISS MAE HUNT,
Trance Medium and Lecturer, in located at 205 
Turk st., Suu Francisco, Cui.. Readings including' 
three questions by mail, WM' 7t»7tf

WAITED,
A single man who can be relied upon .to do work 
ou a small farm, and have a good home hi a Spir
itualist family of two.- Peter Goodspeed, West 
Pawlet, Vt.

WANTED, ;
Lady Medium. Palmist or Character Reader, to 
travel, Long engagement. Stale experience, age, 
ealnry expected, etc, S. B. Box 121, Sioux City, }a.

C. WALTER LYNN.
THE

Eminent Healer
and

Sept. 10,100«.
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’. Gifted Psychic.
Health Restored by 
Comfnon Sense methods;

have we to show for the truth? That is 
the question. When we have done this, 
we shall find there is no time left for 
personalities.

A New Crown for the Virgin.
In 1854, when Pope Pius IX, promul

gated the dogma of the immaculate 
conception of the Virgin, he gave an os
tentatious pageant of placing a crown 
on her statue at St. Peter’s. The pres
ent pope will repeat the crowning with 
a pomp and lavish expense that will 
eclipse the tame performance of his 
predecessor. The crown is being made 
under the direct oversight of the pope. 
It will have twelve stars formed of rare 
diamonds and will cost $10,000. The 
pope on that occasion intends to. hang a 
diamond necklace on the virgin’s neck! 
All for what? To worship a creation of 
fancy, which could not have existence. 
A “virgin mother," is a contradiction in 
words which would be ridiculed by any
one not steeped in superstition. Is it 
not late in the centuries to have such 
stupid folly linger mocking the culture 
and intelligence of our civilization? 
Think of a great religious body, claim
ing to have God’s representative on 
earth, magnates, cardinals and priests 
bowing in the dust before a painted 
doll, crowning it, and hanging neck
laces and trinkets on its irresponsive 
form! and this in the dawn of the 20th 
century! Is this religion yet awakened 
Irom the nightmare sleep of the Dark 
Ages? »

Pure Food.
Commercial competition has, to cheap

en products, gone to the extent of adul- 
Xteratton, and it is time the consumers 

cry out against it. Health depends on. 
the quality of our food, and we may say 
that spiritual progress is determined by 
the condition of the physical body.

human destinies. Her subjects were 
on the questions ot the "hour, real live 
problems which the people must solve 
correctly before they will ever be set
tled.

Woman's proper place and influence 
in the world was handled with the 
dainty, forceful touch of the inspired 
artist. Through dark ages woman has 
struggled onward and upward, she has 
battered down the doors of prejudice 
and has reached up her hand to save 
man from his own worst self, to save 
her children, with her great mother 
heart—that anchor which holds, though 
rocks are torn and worlds turned upside 
down.

She portrayed woman taking her 
proper place in the intellectual world, 
winning her share of the diplomas and 
decrees at our schools of learning. In 
the world of Industry, wnen pushed 
there, she does her duty. Six million 
women are to-day bread-winners in 
America, none more industrious and 
trusted than she who has proven to the 
world her superior honesty, faithfulness 
and virtue; we would have but few 
prostitutes were there hot men to pay 
the price. Woman the star of a better 
and a sweeter and grander nature, her 
tongue is being heard and her hand 
felt. She it was who gave to the world 
its Modern Spiritualism, through her 
influence we shall have a land without a 
king, a church without a bishop and a 
home without a slave, a humanity that 
knows no merchandise in virtue and 
land, no woman selling herself for a 
home.

Then shall “Old Glory” float over a 
ship of state that does not acquire 
through bullets, the veil shall be rent 
asunder, the nation shall rise, for the 
mothers have been set free. x

The negro question was discussed in 
the same earnest, human way. Lin
coln’s great thought was more liberty, 
to-day we have trouble not because Lin
coln made a mistake but because we 
do not know how to carry out this idea. 

. When vou make laws to assist princi
ple you will lead men out of their 
shortcomings, when we sin against the 
rights of nature we reap tears and mis
ery for they are as natural as Its joys. 
The worldjemembers the men who 
have dared to stand alone,advocating 
a principle, with eggs and brick-bats

Wonewoc Camp, Wl?> " '
The season to which so many have 

been looking forward with joyous antic
ipation has come and gone, and most of 
the camps are *a thing of the past, and 
reports of the work done will soon be 
spread upon the pages of our leading 
papers, for the edification of those who 
could not attend. This phase of the 
camp question would not be complete 
without a brief report of the work done 
at Wonewoc camp.

Though this camp is one of the newer 
camps, there cannot be one situated 
in more beautiful and picturesque sur
roundings—nor characterized  ̂by more 
perfect harmony than that which 
seemed to be the keynote this year. 
The workers are all full of vim, and 
many a heart was made glad while on 
the grounds.

All things considered, our attendance 
was very fair, and the success of the 
camp sufficient to encourage a continu
ation of the work next year; so much 
so is this that the decision was made 
to make the camp a permanent institu
tion, and a lease for a long period of 
time was secured, as also it fund for the 
erection of the new auditorium which 
will adorn the camp grounds next sum
mer. Among other things will be quar
ters for the workers who will come to 
the camp next season. It has been 
one of our chief drawbacks that it has 
been necessary to house our workers in 
the hotels at the foot of the hill this 
and other years; this feature, however, 
has been done away with, as the gener
ous response of the citizens of Wone
woc, and the visitors, has made both 
pavilion and mediums’ quarters possi
ble for next year. As a consequence 
every medium who comes to serve the 
camp association, will remain upon the 
hill. '

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH. Sci
entifically Examined and Carefully 

• Described; By C, W. Leadbeater.
Theosophical Book Concern, Chi
cago. Price, $1.50,
This book comprises 502 octavo 

pages,, in clear print, durably bound In 
cloth. The subject matter, pertaining 
to the spiritual nature of man and the 
immortality of his essential being, is of 
deepest interest and Intense Import to 
all thinkers, whether Materialists, Spir
itualists or Agnostics. Mr. Leadbeater 
is widely and favorably known as a lec
turer and author.- He presepts the 
views of the advanced Theosophlst, in 
a clear and kindly manner, entertain
ingly and instructively elucidating the 
subject from the theosophical stand
point. The special chapters are de
voted to: Some Misconceptions About 
Death. The-Evidence for Continued 
Life. Religious Misconceptions. Our 
Attitude Towards Death. The Facts as 
They Are. Some Examples of Astral 
Life. Astral Surroundings. The Ds. 
sire Elemental. An Extension of Con
sciousness. The Work of the Helpers. 
Astral Visits. Visits Just Before 
Death. Thought-Bodies. Apparitions 
Announcing Death. Those Who Re
turn to Help. Those Who Need Help. 
Those Desiring to Atone. The Earth- 
bound. Hauntings. Apparently Aim
less Apparitions. Less Frequent Types. 
Astral Impressions, How to Meet a 
Ghost. Classification of Spiritualistic 
Phenomena. Personal Experiences. 
The Utilization of the Medium’s Body. 
Clairvoyance in Spiritualism. Partial 
Materialization*. Miscellaneous Phe
nomena. Vlsible'Materializatlons. Our 
Attitude Towards Spiritualism, The 
Heaven World. The Nature of the Evi
dence. How Clairvoyance is Developed. 
Index. The Objects of the Theosoph
ical Society.

Ree of Charge 1
to all who will send their name, age, sex. and 
give leading symptoms, and all who will send 
»2.00 (Two Dollars) with their request for a di
agnosis, I will diagnose their disease free, and 
will send them for the 82.00 two weeks'treat
ment, and the best book published on Spiritual
ism,

“The Scientific Basis of 
Spiritualism.’’ .

BY EPES SARGENT.

Cancers Cured or No Pay.
We Have the Best Method

DR. G. E. WATKINS,
“THE WESTLAND,”

(Next to Symphony Hall.)

Boston, Mass.

Astrologist and Clairvoyant,
Send sex, date of birth (hour if possible), with 

25cts., mid two cents for return postage, for par
tial reading. T^ERESE DUANE, box 87, Berke
ley, Cal. Get your children's Horoscopes.

For the Cure of Menta! 
and Physical Ailment^

■ OBSESSION CURED
Success, and How to Win It.

By B. F. Austin, B. A,t D. D.
A Lecture and Course of Tweutyrfour Success 

Lessons, by Dr, Austin, Prlce.S5 cents.

for JPree »lagnosi« of Itlaeaae, eend fivl 
two-cent alampe, age, name, eox, and own hand« 
writing.

ELTON E, HED1CLCK, 
AflTROIaOClEll.r-Vocation, business specula
tion, matrimony,'changes, travel, all affairs of 
life. " Fee 62.00. Send date of birth as near the 
hour, as possible. Address, 2021 Reading Road, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 775

Readings and Business Advice, $!< 
and Two Stamps.

Address 78« Eighth St., Oakland, Cal,

DON’T READ THIS.
If sick write to me. und I will give you a free 

examination. I want no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes suc
cessfully treated. Send name. age. sox, complex
ion, weight and W cts. in stamps or sliver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Bo sure and write your own letter. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card,
Bear friends, you can greatly help me care fos 

my blind sister, Jennie L. Webb, ono of the earl* 
test mediums now in the form, by wrltln; a lettei 
to a spirit friend. Send it to mo with 61, and I will 
try and get reply by hidependent writing or whfa* 
P^rs. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil« 
lord Masa.

» Warren St., Gtoueham, Masa.

Myself 6wbed»»s

harmless Home Cure. Address
MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago. III.

THE LIFE RADIANT, By Lilian Whit
ing. Little, Brown & Co., Publishers, 
Boston. Price, $1.
The author sets forth in beautiful lan

guage that the Life '¡Radiant is that 
transfiguration ot the ordinary dally 
events and circumstances which lifts 
them to the spiritual plane, and sees 
them as the signs and the Indications 
of the divine leading. Every circum
stance thus becomes a part of revela
tion, and to constantly live in this illu
minated atmosphere is to invest all ex
periences with a'.kind of magical en
chantment. Life prefigures before us a 
spiritual drama in which we are at once 
the actors and the spectators.

In this book Miss'Whiting aims to 
portray a practical ideal for daily living 
that shall embody the sweetness and 
exaltations and faith ¡that lend enchant
ment to life..:- It is, hi a measure, a log
ical, sequence of “Thè "World Beautiful," 
leading into still "diviner harmonies. It 
is calculated to render the soul In har- 
mopy with the universe. It is truly an 
inspiration.

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.
. ana..' * i
It is Important when a meeting !e 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public balls at the present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings'every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:80 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Klmbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass tho door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 65th street 
Entrance to hail. 319 E. 55th street

The Light, of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o’clock. Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North

Institute of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forcos.

Teaches new and wonderful methods ofeure.
‘‘Fast becoming of world-wide fame.”—H.Tuttle 

Light, Color, Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Butba.
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. “D. M.” 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained al College or 
at one's home. Books and Instruments furnished, 
flend stampTor catalogue to

E. 1>. BABBITT, M. !>., Geneva, N. Y.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Sau Jose, Call

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE It you will send your 
birth-date and three etampa for mailing expenses 
I haveaatonlehed thousand« with my wonderfully 
conect reading of their life, past and future. I 
correctly reveal your future love affairs! business 
success, marriage mate, etc., und give advice on 
all affairs. Address, SHAGHKX, »opt.
9150, Man Frunelsco, Cal.

hn Ynn Npprl An<1 He“erUu I vU llUUU J can help you. I Will fit your 
AnPoFsniac eyee by Clairvoyance and 
OUuULGbluU spirit assistance at yonr own 
home with the improved melted nobble lense, to 
see near and at a distance. Please write for illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by malt
SAMPl.E FREE.—Sufficient magnetized Com
pound for four oz. cures sore eyes, restores the 
eyes to normal vision. Ten cent« for postage.

». F. POOLE, 
tó Evanston Ave., Chicago. IllFRANK N. FOSTER,

The Noted Psychic for

Spirit FhotograiJtiU
Bend name anû address foreircular. Sittings by 

math 01 Fitzhugh BL. Grand Rapids. Mich.

The
BIOCHEMISTRY.
Natural Law of Cure. 

BIOPLASMA.
The Life of the Blood.

By DR, GEO. W, CAREY, 
“The Biochemie- System of Medicine.” New

course of instructions In the science of Biochem
istry. now ready, Send 2 cent stamp for circular.

Address,

The (hemistru of Life Co.,
8b7 Summer St., W. Somerville, Mass

SPIRITS AND SPIRIT.
When Sydney Carton, In Dicken’fl groat novel, 

“A Tale of Two CitleH,” said, “h is a far. far bet
ter thing that I do, than I have ever done. 11 Is a 
far, far better rest that I go to. than I have ever 
known,” He gave up his head as a nacrlfico for 
the thing he loved. Arc yun sacrlliulng anything 
to know yourself, to be great when death ends 
your mortal life, to realize your God-given d I vino 
powers? If you are not you are not a progressive 
Spiritualist. Secure thene books nt once. Mr. 
Grumblne's work la endorsed heartily by “The 
Banner of Light," because it knows tho man and 
hls works:

FREE TOBACCO CURE.
Mrs. J. LesUri’, 312 Slate St.. Des Moines, Iowa, 

has discovered a harmless remedy for t he tobac
co habit. It can be given secretly and Is harm- 
less. Prescription sent free for stamped envel
ope to pay postage,

There is a mutual Interrelation be
tween the spirit and the body, and 
therefore the question of food has far 
more significance than its material con
sequences.

The experiment station, of Wyoming 
makes a report on tests of foods made 
recently,, which should make every pHr- 
chaser hesitate.

Out of .four hundred and twenty-five 
articles analyzed, two hundred and six
ty-eight were adulterated or misbrand
ed.* Twenty-one kinds of baking pow
der were analyzed, only nine of them 
being found pure. Ninety-eight kinds 
of spices and condiments were ana
lyzed, fifty of which were adulterated or 
misbranded. Out of one hundred and 
twenty-six kinds of canned goods tested 
eight were found pure and true to 
name. Of “meat, fish, oysters," etc., 
three out of nineteen samples were “not 
adulterated.” Thirty-four samples of 
sugar, sÿrùp, candy and honey were 
tested, and exactly half of them were 
untrue to name and brand. Out of nine 
samples of jellies and preserves, one 
was found pure. Every sample'of va
nilla extract and catsup was found to 
be bad. Every sample of canned beans 
—there were twenty-nine different 
brands—was “preserved” with salicylic 
acid. Eleven kinds of canned corn were 

' analyzed, and all but one were found to 
contain the same illegal preservative..

I The excuse of the manufacturers is 
that these preservatives and, adulter
ate are harmless. We believe a

flying. We remember Carnegie in 
stone, reverence Cooper with hls Insti
tute, hug Garrison to our heart but shed 
tears over Lincoln.
' • Miss Harlow is a pronounced Social
ist and declared that" the majority of us 
would be. did* we but understand its 
principles. We are afraid pf the name 
only. Socialism how would bring dis-, 
aster, we must grow into .* it Nature 
never skips one step or evades a single 
duty. She keeps sight of the minutest 
in the balance. Agistors catch the 
thoughts which slip over the heads of 

-the people, who first combat, then tol
erate, and then accept It. Where sotne 
are millionaires and many paupers, 
you are not well off. Only as the whole 
has been- lifted has good been -done 
and only as society is benefited' will the 
race progress. Remove the "Idea that 
money rules the world. Labor is the 
lap in which men are . born and souls

Among the workers who were present 
were Rev. Moses Hull, Mrs. Cooley, 
Mrs. Murtha, Mrs. Whitwell, Mrs. Mc
Farlin, Mrs. Pierce, Mr. J. S. Maxwell 
and the writer, who acted as chairman 
during the camp, with the exception of 
four days during, an absence from the 
camp. Mr. Maxwell, who is quite a 
handy man to have hanging around 
took the place, and filled it, with the as
sistance of others, during the writer’s 
absence.

The writer’s absence from the camp 
was caused by a call to attend the fu
neral of Mrs. Malle Achénbach of Be
midji, Minn. Mrs. Achenbach was one 
of the most progressive and beloved cit
izens of Bemidji, and her transition 
was a great loss to the town. She was 
a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Kin- 
cannon, and a sister of Rev. Mrs. Ted 
Smith, the well kpown Spiritualist pas
tor of that town. Her transition was 
the result of serious dificultes which 
necessitated several severe operations, 
from the shock of which she was un
able to survive. Many friends gath
ered to meet the sorrowing relatives, 
and to wish the arisen sister Godspeed 
in her new home, where she was per
mitted to join the husband Who had 
passed on but a year before.

The services were held Sunday morn
ing, and in the evening the beautiful 
little Methodist church was placed at 
the disposal of the writ®-, by the broad
minded, liberal pastor of the • same, 
who assisted materially in making the 
meeting a success. A large - audience 
assembled, and spoke kindly words to 
the speaker when he was taking his 
departure. —.

But I have digressed a little; Alany 
interesting matures were introduced at 
the Wonewoc camp, among -which were 
a minstrel show, with an all-star cast, 
and a trial in which the culprits-^ere_ 
adjudged weakminded and given a vfery 
heavy sentence. Should any of the 
readers attend the Minnesota conven
tion they would do well ask Mr. J. S. 
Maxwell, the genial president of the- 
Minnesota Association if he knows any
thing about the “famous bearded ne
greas” who took active part in the min
strel show. Not only in this particular 
has, the "man from Minnesota” ' won 
name and fame. :

,Being -in; need of active advertisers, 
the management of the LaCrosse Coun-

THE NATURE CURE BY PHYSICAL 
AND MENTAL METHODS. Illus
trated. A Bridge from the Old to the 
New. The Dawn of a New Day/ In 
Medical Practice. By M. E. Conger, 
M. D., Assisted by Mrs. Rosamond C. 
Conggr, M. D. The Educator Publish
ing Co., Chicago, III. Price, bound In 
fine English cloth, $2; in neat, sub
stantial-cloth. $1.50.
This work presents in a plain concise 

manner'fiome treatment for nearly all" 
the diseases to which the human frame 
is heir. The author says; '

“The light is turned on to objection
able medical mysteries; latin prescrip
tions, dogmatic theories and dangerous 
experiments of the present expensive" 
medical practice.

“Every pains has been taken to make 
the leading points so plain that all, 
young and old, may easily understand. 
Condensed facts, short, clear-cut para
graphs are some of the attractive feat
ures of the Nature Cure.

“The new and better methods of cur
ing the sick and preventing disease, 
have never been Bo~clearly stated in 
plain English; for the plain people, as 
Nature Cure. ' '
- “Stripped of mystery and deception, 
the study and practice of medicine can 
be carried to success in every intelli
gent home. Nature Curq will lead the 
way to certain success!

“The best medical practice is the one 
that will cure in the least time 
with the least risk and expense.

Nature Cure is a true exponent of 
the practice of medicine as defined, 
and-stands squarely-.upon truth and 
demonstration, rejecting theories and 
expeSmente wherever health and life 
are endangered.

avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third - street, every Sunday even
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference in the af
ternoon at 3. The Ladies' Auxiliary 
meets every. Thursday afternoon at 
same number. Harry J. Moore, lec
turer.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev- 
pry Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Ball, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 in Garfield 
Turner Hall, corner of Garfield and Lar- 
rabee streets. Mrs. Lizzie Swensen 
and Frank Joseph, mediums.
. The Church, of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p, m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr
heit, meeting every Sunday evening at 
;,°’?lock ln Wicker Park Hall, 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Villroak.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hal], 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.; lecture at 8 p. m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates and others. Good music.

A MASTERLY WORK./ 
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
A masterly presentation of an important sub

ject. A powerful argument along new and sclen- 
title lines, establishing on a scientific basis the 
fact ot the continuity of personal individual con
scious selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body. Al book of rare value. With several 
flnp illustrations. Cloth. 61.00.

Bangs Sisters,
PHENOMENAL MEDIUMS.

Independent stele end paper writing sittings dully.
Spirit Portrait Work a Bpechrttv.

Sent two 2c «lamps for booklet. GM W. Adams 
Street. Telephone Ashland 1912.

Development Guaranteed.
Do you sit In the dark? Do you close your eydS~ 

to see clairvoyuntly? Do you belong to cd rates? 
Are you afraid of the trance? 1 will show you the 
better, aye. the best way to ’develop, and without 
losing your normal condition. Many years of psy
chical experiences, and as a psychic and teacher, 
(or 1 have experienced all the phases and kinds 
of mediumship, have qiialllled me for tho good 
I am doing. Thousands of Haltering testimonials 
to that effect. 1 take the students and psychics 
who fail. If you are a beginner, better start right 
and obtain results that are genuine. My system 
Is without a parallel, and has had many bad imi
tations. Send at once, enclosing a stamped, ad
dressed envelope, for Standard Occult Literature.

CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth-bound, price. 6l.50(re- 
dueed from 62.00>. It teaches you how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its, read the crystal, see the future, prophesy are 
attain illumination, and be a Yogis. “All students
will do well to study this excellent volumn
J. Colville. “It is a revelation, 
work on the subject.”—Mind, ' 
och-making.”—Lilian Whiting*.

•Light.
-w. Beal

'Marvelous—Ep

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest and most successful physician now 
in practice. Hls cures arc wonderful. His exam
inations free to all who send Jilm name, age, sex. 
lock of tbeir hair and six cents In stamps. No 
leading symptom required. He makes a spe
cialty of treating nervoxis exhaustion of men. with 
wonderful success. Write at once. Delays are 
dangerous. Address.

DR, J. S. LOUCKS, M. I).,
85 Warren St.. Stoneham. Mass.

Fun and Philosophy (In Verse).
By Byron D. StiUman. is a neat Httle volume of 

quaint humor and spiritual philosophy. Inter
blended with tender pictures of home and heart 
life. It Is dedicated to bls “devoted mother, 
Juliet H. Severance, M. D.,” well Unown to the 
public as a pioneer worker In the ranks of prog
ress. It contains many of the pieces so highly 
appreciated by the societies where he has recited. 
Price. 60c. Address, BYRON D. STILLMAN, 578 
East 60th st., Chicago, Ill.

SBIK1T WORLD, by «„ffipld. cloth. SO cents.
ADKAS AND COLOKS-WIlli exlliuwtlve die 

tlomiry of color meanings. A unique* book for 
unique people. Price Ml cents .'

PSYCHOMETRY—Theftrsland only book which 
teaches the science so that you can practice it 
Price. 50 cents

EASY LESSONS In Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psyehometry. Price. 50 cents.

REALIZATION -How to enter the super-con- 
sclousnesK and he a Yoiris. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION-A Ms. series on howto divine 
hidden tilings, find lost treasures, become a 
seer. Price. tl.tXI.

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lot at 62.25 
each, postage prepaid.

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES-A Ms. 
series on this fascinating subject Price, 61.OX

Prospectus of ‘The College uf Divine Science 
and Realization." Rctlucel tuition.

The only one of Its kind hr tho world.

J. C. F. GKUMBINE,
1285 Cnnmonwealtli Ave., 

Boston* Mass.

created and idleness brings degenera
tion, . Socialism is an effort to institute 
a system of better order, that man may 
receive more here and now. Our na
tion has grown wealthy, but as indivld- 
ualis we are poor. ■ Machinery came to 
benefit society and not individuals. It 
has brought the white man to a^slavery 
worse than the black man’s ever was. 
When labor is robbed of three-fourths 
and then works only half the time isf it 
any' wonder that some men drink and 
steal and riot—they have to live. A 
girl in the cotton mill weaves eighteen 
hundred yards of cotton every week for 
twenty-five dollars a month; where 
does the balance of the. money go? 
One tenth of. our nation" lives in exces
sive luxury,-thousands of others starve; 
When will. you.begin to reform this? 
What will ¿ou do first? Now is the ac-

ty Fair implored the beardéd negress, 
president of Minnesota, to go out and 
post bills for the fair. Ask Maxwell. 
He- knows—it is simply a .case of the 
“biter bitten,” or the !‘hunter 'caught in 
hiB Own trap.” .

Thé meetings, which were more than 
good, were interspersed with pleasant 
times and rare good ■ fellowship which 
made every one feel that it was good to 
live. , .

Those who contemplate visiting a 
camp next summer will do well to 
watch Wonewoc, as there is going to be 
“something doing” there.

WILL J. ERWOOD. '

“The Present Age and Inner Lite; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied end explained.” By Andi aw Jack- 
son Davis. Wo have a few copies of 
this work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, ' '

“Death, Its Meaning and Results.- 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting tqL 
nine, ot decided value. A narrative or 
wonderful psychic events In the an-

PSYCHIC LIGHT; THE CONTINUITY 
OF LAW AND LIFE. By Mrs. Maud 
Lord Drake. The Frank T. RIley Pub. 
Co., Kansas City, Mo. Price, $1.50.
This work,,consisting of 600 pages, 

neatly bound; in cloth,-'Is. a marvel of ex
cellence. Mrs. Drake js well and favor-, 
ably known in every part of the United 
States,* ahd the Experiences and inci
dents of her remarkable Career are 
graphically written,, :A medium from 
childhood, the manifestations given in 
her presence arebwonderfully impress
ive, and will hold*/: your attention 
through the entire, book. It will tell 
you something of thè following: At
tends a Funeral :?<in ¡Spirit; Animals 
Clairvoyant and Olairatìdiend A Pair of 
"Slippers Walk UpJStairs in Day Light; 
Catches the MusjqiBpXfin-Mid Air; Chi
nese Seance; Child Mèdium; Christ Is 
Coming—Christ , lb ° Here—a Vision; 
Colored Seance ; Vy ' Washington’s Ex
clusive 400; Facek ontFrosted Window 
Glass; How SplrltsibTalk; Locates 
Buried Money; Mpneji;Materializes-in 
the Air; Murdeffcd Woman Reports 
Her Death; Silvetl' Brick Presented to 
the Medium;. Spiritual ¡Faculties, and so 
on and on through the 600 pages; every 
page full of spiritual meat An excel
lent book for church members as well 
as Spiritualists. .

TWENTIETH CENTURY GUIDE TO 
PALMISTRY.- ;By the Zancigs. Pro
fessional Palmists and Demonstrators 
of Telepathy or -Thought Transference. 
Price $1. The Hennebery Co., Publish
ers. Chicago. - This book contains 
about all that can.be known, in the way 
of instruction pertaining to palmistry 
or reading character by the hand.,

Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 p. m., and Sundays at 3 and 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The .Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds its meetings every . Sunday at 
2:30 and 7:45. Sunday school at 1:30. 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue. Allwelcome.

Spiritual Scieh'ce .Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall,* N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening service, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance, Others'will-assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street.. "

A Spiritualist Temple has been, 
opened by, Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and- .Thursday evening at 8 
o'clock. Tests and musu it every ser
vice. ~

Church of Uie Spirit, Schiller Build
ing, .109 East Randolph' street, con
ducted by Prof. Wm. Fitch Ruffle. Ser
vices every Sunday at 11 a. m. Brief 
address, closing with readings for all. 
3 p. m., brief, address, followed by-tests 
and' teentai' telepathic demonstrations. 
Speakers and mediums invited. 8 p. 
m., address, followed by messages.

The Universal Occult Society holds 
Its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall "C,” every Sunday after
noon and evening, the Hon. Robert Gil- 
ray pastor. Good mediums to give 
messages. Conference at 3 p. m. Reg
ular service at 8 p. m., .. •

Spiritual meeting, Van Buren Hall, 
corner Madison street and California 
avenue every Sunday. Inspirational 
lecture and extemporaneous inspira
tional song by Mr. Cooper Walker, and 
freo-tefits by prominent mediums at 10 
a. m. and 2:30 and 8 p. m.- Everybody 
invited.

Byron Stillman is a devoted Spirit
ualist, and possesses a brilliant"mind in 
a body that unfortunately has many in
firmities. He has been deprived of 
hearing, is totally deaf, and is now 
scarcely able to walk. Those who buy 
his book will not be disappointed in its 
merits, and at the same time will be 
helping the author.—Editor.

1, SCHOPENHAUER ESSAYS.
Translated by T, B. Saunders. Cloth, 75 cents. 
“Schopenhauer is one of the few philosophers 
who can .bo generally understood without a 
commentary. All his theories claim to bo 
drawn direct from facts, to be suggested by ob
servation, and to Interpret the world as It is; 
and whatever view ho takes, he Is constant In 
his appeal to the experience of „common life. 
This characteristic endows hls style with a 
freshness and vigor which would be difficult to 
match In the .philosophic writing of any conn- 
try, and Impossible In that of Germany."— 
Translator.

Longley’s Choice Collection 
OF "

BEAUTIFUL SONGS.

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 conte. Big Bible Stories, cloth, 50 
cents. For sale at tW1 otos.

"The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and ^Ceremonies for the Vee of 
Liberals.” price 25 cents.

The World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
Or Christianity before Christ. By Kersey 
Graves. New and startling revelations In re
ligious history which disclose the Oriental 
origin of all the doctrines, principles, precepts 
and miracles of the Christian New Testament, 
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of Its 
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. Thia 
wonderful and exhaustive volume will, we are 
certain, take high rank as a book of reference 
in the field which the author has chosen for it. 
Printed on white paper, 380 pages. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author. 
Price $1.50. Postage, 10 cents.

RIGHT LIVING
-BY-

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of “Apples of Gold,** “AU in a Lifetime,*» 

••Tho Story Hour,” “Summer Daya at Onset,” 
“Sunday Observance,’’ etc., etc.

"Living Is an art, a method ot expressing great 
conceptions*. In tact, tho-blgbest method, tho noblest 
of tho arts.’'—Tuomas Starr Kiso.

Hero la a book ot songs for public meetings 
anatbe hpmo that 1b full ot-music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book Is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARB TRUE. '
•“These songs are adapted to the needs ot socl- 

etles-and* to tho home; they are Spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency."—Dawning Light.. .

"The songs and music are of a natuieto in
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves." D. W, Hull. ,

•'There aro-somo things In our personal his to
ry that never fade from memoir. One in mine 
has heed fresh for fifty years. I wen tone night 
to hear tho eloquent lecturer, Prot.S.B, Brittan,* 
but I have no recollection of a thought bo ad*, 
vanccd or a word uttered.. But with him was a 
young man who sang, 'What shall be my angel 
natao.' Tho man, the song.have been singing 
In my consciousness ever since: the man was 
Prof. Longley,the song, ono of hls earliest com- 
positions/'—*J. S* Loveland.

Longley’s latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all hls former books and-many new 
emos, and can be bad in decorated covers tor co 
osnta; plain, 40 osntfe*.

This book gives an admirable course of study in 
cihtca, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to the comprehension of 
«•hlldrcn, aa well as older persona whom it 1s wisely 
and appropriately designed to Interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical leasons.

The author sbowaawise practicality In her method 
•ff teaching tho principle« of ethics, flue illustrate« 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec- 
lotos, which render the book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. U U especially udapte^ 
for ubo In children's lycouma. -In the hand» of moth» 
era and teachers It may be made very useful. Young 
and old will bo benefited by It. It Ie a most excellent 
book and should bo widely circulated.
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ïljf ^3fogrcssitic ïljinker
TRUTH1 IS IMPERISHABLE

My mouth shall speak the truth

shall rise

for truth Lucretius.
THE 8TQRY OF SHUNGOPAVI.COGENT THOUGHTS.

Cause and Effect Are Inseparable.

ques-

universe is

earth-bound

is

JWé are no longer astonished at spirit manifesta-

Boston, Mass. ROXBURY.

THE MODERN SAINT.

little outing together. She retired

a
while, her little guide Rosie would con
trol her and ease her suffering. We

id to know
lisent very

how much dross there is in our cosi-house.’
While this jw going on anc( the position.—Colton. lishcd, psychic kinship with man em Liberty.

We are accustomed,.to judge others 
by ourselves, and though! we graciously 
absolve them from faults which are like

same 
same

claimed that this whole 
crowded with spirit life.

The lower sphere or

about 9:30 p. m.. and at 2:30 in the 
morning, she was taken/with .-violent

cent truth, viz.: there is no race 
tion, except a geographical one.

There is no doubt all have the 
source and the eame destiny; the

SEND VOUR SUB- 
scription In at once, 
and keep pace with

York and Chicago will ■ 
that Mrs. Myers is at.,1

, DR. J, W. COWAN. 
San Francisco, Cal. ¡

Spirits Light the Gas ■ and Cause 
I Trouble In .a House.. .

CHICAGO, ILL., SEfflT. I£. 1904,

We must not,let go manifest truths 
because we cannot answer all questions 
about them.—Jeremy Collier,

Have Animals Souls?
Again and again this question

The Wonder-working “Medicine Man" 
Among the Cliff Dwellers at the 

World’s Fair In St. Louis. t

SPIRITUALISM IS A TRUTH.

pain in her body, and ■ for. nineteen 
hours suffered the most. excruciating 
pain that I ever witnessed. Once in

« all that Is transplr- : 
A tin the ranks.

.MANIFESTATION OF.8PIRIT POWER • guides were working witl) her, an evil
•” •—>—spirit gob into the next'foom and turned

■■......... i . -i
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into the easiest chair in the house,
„ , perches his teet on the window sill, andwell and laithfully wording for tlie announces that he’ll "take a tub before 

cause of Truth. Thari|<iiigyou, Mr. Ed- dinner;” when he comes back with a 
itor, for space in youn valuable paper. .....

YOU CANNOT AF- 
ford to miss an issue 
of this paper, with its 

; wealth of SPIRITUAL 
LITERATURE.
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One truth is clear--whatever is, is 
right.” Pope.

“1 long to know the truth. hereof at 
large.” Shakespeare.

“Let us make truth catching instead 
of falsehood and disease.” Ingersoll.

“Truth depends on, or is only arrived

at by a legitimate deduction from all the 
facts which are truly material.” Coler-

“Plows, to go true, depend much up
on the truth of the iron,” Mortimer.

“Truth bears the torch Jn the search

’ Let us love oyr c^use 
and dare to advocate its 
truth and decry fr^ud., 
If we have the pure it 
cannot be destroyed in 
the crucible of reason 
and fair discussion.. It 
will only thrive, and 
expand more rapidly.

Prov. viii., 7.
“Truth crushed to earth

again.” > William Cullen Bryant.
“To have truth and not live it is like 

having lungs and refusing to breathe.
“However unwillingly a person who

has a strong opinion may admit the pos
sibility that his opinion may be false, he 
ought to be moved! by the consideration 
that however truest may be, if it is not 
fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed 
it will be' held as a dead dogma, not a 
living truth.” John Stuart Mill.

■EXPLORING UNKNOWN LANDS,

Do Dogs “Telepath" Messages of Forth
coming Events?

The recent dog spirit incident, in 
which the famous novelist, Rider Hag
gard, claims to have been told, or “tel- 
epathed,” of the death of his pet dog, 
etc., arouses the question as to whether 
dogs anil other animals, birds, fish, 
-bugs, etc., have individual spirits or not. 
An Incident In the life of the well- 
¡known Boston artist, Mrs. A. C. Little
field, would tend to throw a ray of light 
upon this much-disputed subject.

Some years ago she bad a valuable 
Mexican poodle which had been present
ed to her by some southern friends. It 
was, I believe, during the Cleveland 
presidency, and the Southerners, being 
warm Democrats, christened the dog 
“Grover Cleveland.” Some of the dis
tinguished psychical researchers and 
cccult students in the North were great 
admirers of the pup and called him 
"Grover” for short. He was a typical 
aristocratic dog and was held in such 
high esteem that a very valuable oil 
painting was made of him by the artist 
and framed in a costly, specially de
signed, hand-carved frame. The dog 
■was a high liver, and his aeath was 
predicted by an Indian spirit, but at tlie 
time the predictipn was not believed, al
though later the dog croaked on time as 
thé dead Indian had foretold. Did the 
spirit read the dog’s mind or was it a 
case of subconscious ego of the sublim
inal telepathy of the constituency? 
The psychologists are now up against 
tlie real thing hard, and we will leave 
the puzzle for the Harvard professors 
to analyze. The dog died. At tlie same 
time a well-known special correspond
ent of western newspapers happened to 
be present with an Eastern school
teacher.

They both were "in at the death” of 
the dog, and when they supposed the 
dog was merely sleeping, saw the artist 
break out crying, saying she "had just 
seen the dog's spirit leaving his body,” 
etc. The newspaper man said: "Oh, 
no, the dog isn’t dead yet.” But he was 
dead, as dead as a door-nail.

A Harvard University graduate also 
saw the death scene, and the facts- of 
the case are capable of scientific 
proof—if such were needed. We may 
say that spirits in the next world 
claim that all forms of life have a spirit 
of some kind as ah animating principle.

Exploring Unknown Lands.
! famous explorations of Stanley

ar /Livingstone and others in “Darkest 
Africa" are eclipsed to-day by the start
ling discoveries made by many ad
vanced travelers, going far out into the 
once unknown lands beyond the grave. 
It. has been proved by thousands of re
liable people that the air, the spheres, 
the whole universe is densely populated 
by almost invisible spirit life, vegeta
tion, trees, grass, animals, people, an
gels, etc. Some explorers say there aré 
seven spheres around this earth, each 
one inhabited by spirits of different 
density, weight or specific gravity; that 
it. to say, the heavy spirits walk on the 
earth like ghosts; then they shake off 
their material density by degrees and 
are advanced from one sphere to an
other much as children are from one 
school to another. What was once 
thought to be cold air in the higher re
gions where balloonists froze to death 
while in material bodies, is now known 
to be thickly populated by various 
forms of spirit life. Besides the mill
ions of other worlds, stars, planets, etc., 
which anyone can see at night, it is

In comprehending and 'illustrating 
this divine law we are entering a realm- 
Which has been considered too sacred 
for man, if we are to judge by the meth
ods of procedure by which he has dealt 
with the momentous questions pertain
ing to hid life and destiny. But to deny 
that there is a realm forbidden him to 
explore is only proclaiming a truth 
known to illuminated minds of all ages. 
He has been debarred only by his ina
bility to understand the facts pertaining 
to those questions, which will be re
moved as he develops bis capacity for 
their comprehension.

The laws of heredity and climatic in
fluences are as operative with nations 
and races as with Individual entities; 
they being some of the prominent 
causes which have produced .the diversi
fied lines of thought manifest in the dif
ferent races. ' The effects produced are 
largely shown in their religious beliefs 
and with that hold upon the intellect 
and conscience which makes the efforts 
to turn the current of national thought 
into a foreign channel an almost hope
less task. In the efforts to Christian
ize the-old religious beliefs of India 
which date back long anterior to the 
foundation of our religious cycle, and 
i ejecting the causes by which they 
were produced, and ignoring the uni
versal truth which underlies thp foun
dation of all religious beliefs, add try
ing to place them upon false premises, 
has produced the effects which are ap
parent at the present time.

Assertions that they do not sympa
thize with modern thought, and are 
holding back the car of progress that to 
outward appearances is moving forward 
with increasing speed, are not satisfac
tory, for while accepting the belief of 
all religious. systems in the universal 
destiny of the race, may they not find 
acceptable reasons for rejecting that 
which to those who are looking into the 
interior life is moving on a line which 
unless changea will culminate in re
sults as disastrous as those which over
threw the nations of antiquity. “AU is 
not gold that glitters, nor wealth that 
shines,” and in our own country the ef
forts made to alleviate the unfortunates 
in lifqki battle by building asylums 
where they can find relief, and places of 
refuge where the criminally inclined 
can be incarcerated and society pro
tected from thçir depredations Is with
out doubt prompted by feelings of kind
ness; but it is only dealing with the ef
fects as they are made apparent, and 
neglecting the causes which are pro
ductive of such discordant results.

When through gigantic combinations 
of wealth the necessities of life can be 
advanced in prise beyond the limit 
which the laws of trade demand and the 
rights of the people rejected to the ex
tent of robbing them of millions and 
placing It to the credit of the combina
tion that manipulates the deal, where 
is the limit to be placed, and how will 
those poverty producing forces be 
brought under the control of the higher 
law of love to our fellow-man? By do
nating' a few thousand to the founding 
of asylums or to prosecute those unfor
tunates goaded to desperation by want, 
they may think to quiet their con
science and be represented before the 
world as her benefactors.

“But thé blood of thy brother crleth 
unto me from the ground” is the voice 
of the divine Spirit, and- never before 
has it been with such distinctness as at 
the present time. We are not sounding 
the note of an alarmist who believes 
that the efforts that are being made 
for improvement are futile to stem the 
revolutionary tendencies, but whether

s-jpoks, are apt to be an ignorant, de
graded lot of beings not much better 

 

than the ’Xnk and file of the rabble on 

 

earth, f Am whom they come. These 
spook ?/Infest bar-rooms, hang around 

 

peon / whom they can obsgsB^o drink, 
sr e, gamble or gratify''"uieir low, 
s/idual appetite. They often control 
tlie .bum class of mediums, and, as they 
were on earth, like to get their victims 
into trouble only to laugh at them.

The higher spirits come down to 
teach these spooks, duffers, but the low
er spirits are often unable.to go above 
their own spheres until they have out
grown their earth attractions.

No monkish garb he' wears, no beads 
he tells,

Nor is immured in walls remote from 
strife;

But from his heart'deep mercy ever 
wells;

He looks humanely forth on human 
life.

In place of missals or of altar dreams, 
He cons the passioned book of deed 

and days;
Striving to cast the comforting sweet 

beams
Of pharlty on dark and noisome ways, 

kot hedged about by sacerdotal tule,
He walks a fellow of the scarred and, 

weak,
Liberal and wise his gifts; he goes to 

!' school
To justice; and he turns the other 

, cheek.
He looks not holy; simple is his belief;

His creed for mystic visions do not 
scan;

His face shows lines cut there by oth
ers’grief,

f And in his eyes is love of brother-'
'■ . man. . . ■ , .
No medieval mystery, no crowned, 

Dim figure, halo-ringed, uncanny 
■ bright, ■ ■ ......

'A modern saint; a man who treads
-. -. . earth’s ground, .

< And ministers ’to men with all his 
r might. —-Richard Burton.

Sorrow is a kind of rust of soul which 
every new idea contributes in its pas
sage to scour away.—Johnson.

Ovid finely compares a man of brok- 
fortune to a falling column; the low- 

fen It sinks the greater weight it is
1 Obliged to sustain,—Goldsmith,

/ All progressive minds are constantly seeking the, 
light along Spiritualistic and occult lines. No two 
caii see-exactly alike on any important subject. There 
will be a divergence somewhere, hence the spirit of 
toleration should exist on all sides in reference to the 
opinions of others. Mr. Ward of New Canton, HL, is 
being developed along new lines, and the results thus 
far have been very I’emarkable. At some of his cir
cles entrancingly beautiful music has been heard on 
the piano, when no material instrument of the kind 
was at hand. The music could be heard as plainly as 
if emanating from an earth-made piano instead of one 
«visible to the naked eye—perfectly distinct to all 
□resent. Some of the statements made in the follow
ing communication diverge from the commonly ac
cepted opinions of Spiritualists, and we hope for. more 
/ight thereon at no distant day. \

many years, we know. There is no use to make any 
annoitneòment of our intentions, but we kpow now 
that we will not do’any work in this part of the coun
try on account of atmospheric conditions, and as soon 
as oitil business affairs can be arranged, it is our de
sire tó go beyond the jnoijntains, where we know there
can be no more hindrance. '

’Brother Francis, we talk with spirits by the hour. 
We are to see views of spirit life and conditions as 
., 1 . . tit. - x-____ _____ ____ 1...vn.nl.

the transition from .the.convulsive pe
riod of the present to the more perfect 
one of the coming time shall be 
through a peaceful educational develop
ment of an understanding and accept
ance of the Divine law which says that 
while one being created in the image’ 
of the heavenly father and mother suf
fers hunger or cold, or has not the 
means placed within its reach that it 
can use for its material and spiritual 
improvement society has a great pre
paratory work to do and is on danger
ous ground until It is accomplished. Or 
will it be as has been the changes 
which were wrought in the past through 
clashing of interests culminating in the 
arbitrament of war?

The pilot that is to direct human lite 
out of the almost interminable laby
rinth into which it has plunged largely 
through ignorance of the laws govern
ing its life, is the divine law which says 
that every effect is the result of a cor
responding cause which clears away 
the mystification that has to the exter
nal mind clouded the truth and in the 
form of creeds and senseless ceremo
nies made it difficult to understand, 
when "the wayfarer tho’ a fool need not 
err” in his comprehension if presented 
unmasked.

Geology tells us that the present 
forms of life retain faint traced of work
ings by which they can be traced back 
•to the more primitive forms from 
whence they came, and placed in their 
true order by the divine law of evolu
tion as it has operated in the material 
world. * So in the realm of the spiritual 
rthe forms of thought which are the ef
fects of a past barbaric age have left 
their impress ' upon the present, but 
which is’passing away through the abil
ity of the soul to more perfectly under
stand the truth, enabling it to discrim
inate between the forces that are only 
transitory in their operation and those 
that are eternal. ...<■■

. While* in the darkness' of night', twe 
hope for and have confidence in the 
coming of the morning; so in the pres
ent; blindness, measures tliat at best 
are only temporary in their operation 
wifi give place to that knowledge which 
will go to the foundation of the social 
structure, placing the temple that will 
be reared on a basis that is enduring, 
proving the truth of the words of the 
Divine Teacher, "for whatsoever a man 
soweth, that shall he also reap.”

HAMILTON DE GRAW. : 
West Troy, N. Y.

To the Editor:—As to the development we are 
pleased to say, that we are told by the unseen forces 
that it has reached that point where connection be
tween this and the spirit world exists independent of 
mortal force. That for the first time in the history 
of the world, spirits are able to demonstrate the un
derlying principles of spirit manifestations, and the 
laws that govern them, and prove where the dividing 
line lies between mortal spirit manifestation and im
mortal spirit manifestation. How many do you think 
are ready for spirit teaching not blended with mortal 
force ?

How many are ready to learn the limitation of mor
tal spirit power?

Until mortal spirit power has been demonstrated, 
and its limit of action, independent of the body, 
reached, no mediums should think they have connec
tion with spirits out of the body. This is done, how
ever, because the governing power between the 
mind and the spirit is undeveloped, and consequently 
all manifestation, be it good or bad, has} been charged 
to spirits out of the body, when the truth of the mat
ter is, there is absolutely no true spirit power there, 
no connection whatever. ■''

Now, Brother Francis, spirits are able to prove that 
all spirit manifestation is done through-, vibratory 
force,and “development” is merely teaching the mor
tal spirit how this force acts and how the mortal spirit 
shall gain the heights where it can act as an earthly 
receiver.

You will, probably doubt my sincerity when I tell 
you that independent slate-writing, one of the highest 
phases recognized, can be done by the mortal-spirit, 
independent of the physical body, and without any 
connection with outside spirit force. ■ This can be 
done, as can all other phases of so-called spirit mani
festation, independent o£ true spirit power. But 
mortal spirit power cannot prove spirit communica
tion out of the body. That must be accomplished by 
the spirits who-have shed their earthly raiment. They 
can do so now, because mortal spirit has reached out 
and gained heights sublime, and through vibratory 
laws can act as a perfect receiver for manifestation 
of true spirit power. \.

We know, and spirits can prove through every law 
of nature and reason, that no spirit ever deturned to 
earth; that the space through which they manifest is 
unmeasured, and that spirit manifestation is a gov
erning of the forces that exist throughout space.

Will Spiritualists with their theories of obsession 
and earth-bound spirits, and their utter ignorance of 
mortal spirit manifestation, be ready for the'Over
throw of their beliefs ?

Will they accept proven facts concerning spirit 
power?

When spirit pbwer begins to operate, frauds must 
eease, as it cannot be imitated,

We do not care to say what is to be done, as we 
know the spirits do not need us as a mouthpiece, but 
notwithstanding this; we are-glad that we are'to be 
lifted above present-day Spiritualism. That is rid
iculed because of its inability to clear the mists away.

tliey actually exist. We are to see, as we have al
ready, actual spirits—not .“materialized” ones.

Do not understand me as criticising any phase of 
spirit manifestation. I am not disputing any of it, 
but I say the spirits will show where the dividing line 
lies. Is it not time? Have we not gained the right 
of’authority when we talk to spirits as we do to mor
tals, when we simply sit down and hear their won
drous music, and when we are told that the work is 
finished, and that-spirits are now ready to lead the 
world out of darkness? No mortal mind can conceive 
of-the change to be wrought, under the guidance of 
the spirit "power.

Yoii gre aware of the fact that we get independent 
messages; in fact, all phases of spirit manifestation, 
both mortal and immortal.

The Race Question.
Never in the known history of the 

world has there been such an object 
lesgop brought before the public, Illus
trating the unity of life, as is now be
ing enacted here at the World’s Fair.

Ainus,. Igorrotes, Pigmies, Patagonian 
giants, people representing every spot 
op the earth. are here in a mosaic of 
color, type, and Idiosyncrasy.

Black, white, red, yellow and brown, 
mingle together like the colors'in a ka
leidoscope.

The saw-toothed cannibal from the 
South Sea Islands jostles the exclusive 
Hindoo Jain whose vegetarian religion 
will not permit him to eat an egg, be
cause it contains the germ of life.

In strolling among them we notice 
how unlike, and yet how alike they are, 
their difference being exoteric, and 
their similarity esoteric.

They all smile when pleased, frown 
when angry, look sad or gay, as the 
mood takes them; they love, they hate, 
they are good and bad, with all interme
diate degrees of both.

Their religions, promising rewards 
and punishments, are all based upon 
the one central truth, though the relig
ion of one may seem the superstition of 
ethers.

All this points to a beautiful, magnifl-

’ The immortals are to prepare manuscripts for a 
bôplt, giving the law of life on this . planet, also the 
journey through space from its beginning to where 
it blends into a transparent world, with illustrations ; 
also the beginning and end of all life forces, fully il- 
luatî'utèd. When these promises are fulfilled, and 
spirit po^ver demonstrated and proved to be as real as 
wiçele()s.telegrapliy, what will be the effect, and what 
will became of beliefs ?

ManyJSpiritualists are just as far from the real 
tryth hs .those who claim nothing. The importance 
of-iit all lies with the spirit in the mortal, and the 
work will be in their behalf. They are to know at 
last something of the life that animates their forms; 
of ;jy Jiy it is here: whence it camô, and where it is go
ing, : Ignorance of these things is worse' than their 
pictured.punishment as it must «H be learned anew, 
befoiie progress can be dreamed of in the land of souls. 
Nevertheless our cause has withstood error’s fearful 
briint, until at .last we are nearing that altitude of 
spiritual heights where we can no longer be pointed 
at ‘frlaijfhe finger of scorn, for we can prove our 
çlainis to the wide world, to the great and small 
minds of earth. When we first became interested in 
spirit manifestation, our highest desire was to know 
how the work was done, if it was in the mortal power 
to do any of it independent of the mind and body, and 
to tliat aim we have worked these many j?ears, and the 
goal has been reached, and we know and can prove 
where the dividing line lies between mortal spirit and 
true spirit power.

In these years that we have worked to the end that 
spirit /power directed, we have failed to have any ex
perience detrimental to us in any manner as many 
others claim. Our health is perfect, and our path 
clear,'and our faith in spirit power supreme. The 
desire to brihg others into our confidence concerning 
our spirituàl work, save those whom we know to be 
sincere, and ready to know all truth, has left us en
tirely, and we know now..that spirit power works for 
uniyçfoal good as well as individual, apd the work to 
be dôimiwill be done at the right time and in the right 
plaëe’xègardless of what we do or say.

Wç’have no jurisdiction over the spirit power that 
come> to us. We are not operators, simply receivers. 
Our practical development was finished some time 
ago. /We are anxious for abler judges than we are, to 
witnéàs.spirit.powér.

N<^w, Brother Francis, you know something of our 
claiius, and ^-.should be much pleased to know your 
opinion of tféi'effect when they are proven to be facts, 
and they are facts, you will some day know here, or in 
thé' ¡¡¿nd-of souls. .

hopes and fears, the same needs and 
interests.

Hereditary and chosen rulers, for 
their own selfish ends, nave fostered 
race hatred in their ignorant subjects, 
religious bigotry has done the rest to 
make this old world weep tears of blood 
throughout its known history.

Come to the World’s Fair if you want 
to solve the race question or rather see 
it solve itself.

We were just talking with a fire wor
shiper, who spoke very good English, 
being ap interpreter for his tribe. His 
voice ,-/as soft, low, melodious. Said 
he: “Madam, you bring me a book; it is 
your religion; you say it contains all 
there Is of truth. To-morrow some one 
else brings me a bo<51t—his religion. 
He says it is all there is of truth. Some 
more people bring me some more books 
—each all there is of truth. Madam, 1 
not read the books. I have my own. It 
is written here. (Laying his hand on 
his heart.) To me it is all there Is of 
truth. I love my people. I do no 
wrong. I worship the fire; it speaks of 
power to destroy, that it may create 
again. It Is Spirit, it is God.” .

He lifted his beautiful black eyes 
heavenward, a pink flush dyed his 
brown cheeks, and I knew God was 
speaking to him in words he could un
derstand, better than any that might 
come from my stumbling tongue. So I 
turned awr.y in reverential silence.

All the societies here, notwithstand
ing the extreme hot weather have re
ceived fair patronage, though not what 
had been hoped for. The Cottage Tent 
City Annex to the World’s Fair should 
receive better patronage from Spiritual
ists and New Thought people visiting 
the fair.

It is well equiped for meetings, rest 
rnd recreation and affords a delightful 
opportunity for getting together under 
the very shadow of the World's Fair 
buildings, with the privilege of search
lights from the Ferris wheel and other 
eminences to chase away the spooks.

The Ladies’ Society meeting at the 
Odeon Thursday afternoons bids fair to 
develop Some splendid speakers and 
mediums. The cause here can safely 
report progress.

MRS. M. M’CASLIN.
St. Louis, Mo.

Ralph Waldo Emerson says that an ' 
institution is only the elongated shadow 
of one man. The World’s Fair at Bt. 
Louis, now the greatest exhibition of 
human progress the' world has ever 
seen or is likely to see again in a cen
tury, is also the reflex of its organizers 
and by the same token it may be said 
that the several exhibits, large and 
small of whatever they tell are the vis
ible duplication of the ambitions of the 
men that brought them into being.

The World’s Fair at St. Louis is par
ticularly rich in the displays of the peo
ples of strange and out-of-the-way re
gions. Tliis socalled anthropological 
department shows excellence in variety 
as well as In extent. For Americans 
none of these divisions has more inter
est than the one in which the modes of 
life of the American Indians are exhib
ited by a collection of the leading 
groups of human beings that originally 
occupied the soil of what is now the 
United States. The Indians as they are 
familiarly known exist in the public 
mind largely In the guise of savages or 
semi-savages. When we speak of In
dians we conjure up visions of atroci
ties of the Apaches, the Sioux, the Co- 
manches, the Nez Perces and the like 
and the deadly struggles in which thbfle 
until very recently engaged with the 
white settlers of the West. Tradition, 
romance and history are full of deeds 
tlie most daring regarding the encount
ers, awful and sanguinary that preceded 
the now no longer disputed occupancy 
of the North American territory by the 
white men.

But the World’s Fair now teaches an
other lesson and it gives us in the per
son of one strange man another record. 
Hundreds of years ago before the white 
man came, long previous to the time 
that Anglo-Saxon land-hunger showed 

• ‘tself oh this continent, there lived in 
I.he., Canyons of the Colorado river, in 
what is now Arizona and New Mexico', a 
rare race of people known as the Cliff 
Dwellers. Whence they came no man 
can tell. Only their descendants to-day, 
the Mokis, Zunis and Pueblos have tra
dition of their forefathers, and they tell 
us at the World’s Fair in the depart
ment devoted to the Cliff Dwellers, that 
their ancestors were a peaceful race, 
that they worshiped the sun and that 
iheir priests claimed miraculous knowl
edge concerning the powers of the 
earth, and the air. They tell us further 
that that power is transmitted by their 
priests, or medicine men, as we call 
them, from one to the other, and thus 
has been handed down unimpaired 
from earliest times. The Cliff Dwellers 
have among them a wonder-worker, 
named Shungopavi, a mysterious man, 
now in the prime of life, who possesses 
occult powers that defy Explanation by 
any American or foreign scholar who, 
so far, has been privileged to witness 
his marvelous performances.

Shungopavi duplicates many of the 
miraculous things spoken of in Scrip
ture. He seems to have solved the 
mysteries of space and time. His feats 
of legerdemain are the talk of World’s 
Fair visitors. He works entirely with
out apparatus. His person is engaging. 
The blood of his ancestors shows itself 
in him by a dignity of demeanor before 
the mixed audiences that daily see him. 
He is truly a wonder-worker, the like of 
which no World’s Fair has ever before 
presented. » * » »

We are glad to know that spirit power cad at last tidn rdt is a part of our existence,^nd to us the nov- 
lead us out of the ruts of ignorance, can demonstrate, city pa^s worn away.- We know something of what is 
scientifically that we live again, and the purpose for' to be, but that ..does not excite us; we are beyond that 
which we are living. We are being guided by the stage. ■ EMMA. M. WARD,
spirit powfcr, and as we have been guided by.it these fiew Canton, Ill.

A most remarkable demonstration of 
spirit power was witnessed by several 
gentlemen a few evenings ago at the 
home'of Mrs. Clara U. Myers. On Sun
day evening she remarked to her hus
band how remarkably 'strong she felt, 
as she wltha number of persons belong
ing to her class, had been away for a

were powerless to help her in-any way, 
as her guides would not allow anything 
to be given her, stating that they were 
removing the old and injecting new 
chemicals into her body. Every part 
of her body underwent a change, in or
der that the guides, could have more 
pbwer for the deveibpr nt of those in 
her classes. I wip’ Ay right here 
■that I have seen i ■■ -at many.mediums 
but have never seen one so self-sacrific
ing for others as tin? dear soul is. .

We were told by the guides to gather 
around her bed at 9 o’clock, and tlie fol
lowing gentlemen did so: Mr. Myers, 
Mr. O’Brien, Mr. and Mrs. Morris, the 
Messrs Leisk and myself. . The guides 
explained to us the nature of the treat
ment, then told us to feel the flesh of 
the body. It was just as 'though she 
had been dipped in water., The.guides 
then left her and when she came to, she 
did not have a particle of pain, and on

on-the gas, lit it, and burnt a towel that 
was hanging on the wall; Her spirit 
mother came - and. put .fhe fire out (so 
we were told afterwards by her guides). 
The door of the room vyas clpsed. Sev
eral of us smelled the am$ke-which had 
penetrated to the upper fioprs and a 
search was instituted^ the qause being 
found as already, stated., All the per
sons whose names I .Jiaye .previously 
given, will testify to tlie trutty of.what I 
have written. ' l7 ...

I have been investigating thl-' truth 
for ten years or more.' but pave never 
Witnessed any grander demonstration 
than this during all tljai time. “King,” 
her guide, Is one of tfiq grandest spirits 
it has ever been^my privilege to come 
in touch with, worklng.faithfplly to help 
humanity. . ‘ l i. :

Her many friends in-/Boston, New

The Prodigal. .
No, my son, it isn’t that the world 

has grown hard-hearted; it isn’t that 
we aren’t just as glad to-day to see the 
piodigal come backhand fust as loving
ly anxious to welcome him home as 
ever was anybody in the fifteenth chap
ter of Luke. It is the manner in Which 
the prodigal of to-day frequently re
turns that throws a wet blanket over 
the festivities of the welcome. When 
he comes down the road with his hat 
hanging on his ear and his hands in his 
pockets; when he kicks the faithful 
old house dog as he lounges'in at the 
gate; when he calls his father “guv’- 
nor” and the servant gin "slavey;” 
when he wants to know “What’s for 
dinner?” before he has been in the- 
house fifteen minutes; when he gives 
his elder brother two fingers to shake, 
and advises him to comb the hayseed 
out of his hair; when he throws himself

our own, we condemn- them with sever
ity if they have . noth ftir virtues.— 
Balzac. ■■ ■- : ■/».' ■.

Is life so dear or pegdBiSo sweet as 
to be purchased at th&jjfrlce of chains 
and slavery? I fcnowAlip what course 
others may- take; but\ah for me,-give 
me liberty or feive- me'l death.—Patrick 
Henry. r

It is not untilwe haye passed through 
the following day was up and about the the furnace that we ara made to knoir

generally forgiving air of good fellow
ship about him, and tries to mate all 
the family feel very easy and reassured, 
then It is, my son, that father longs to 
run and meet you while you are yet a 
great way off and fall upon your neck 
with a plough-line and welt you into a 
state of becoming humility and penis 
fence by the time you are ready to take 
off your hat to the' bound boy and 
crawl up the front steps to ask your 
brother to shake hands with you. Good 
people are just as glad to-day as they 
were, my son, to see the profligal come 
home,"but it does rattle them a'little to 
see him come in a back and ask-them to 
pay the driver and send for his bag- 
gagar-A. la Agnostic Journals *

asked, and arguments pro and con are 
offered in profusion. Some people, feel
ing much attached to their living or de
parted pets, take affirmation for grant
ed; while others, and fine logicians 
among them, deny such possibility, and 
find the idea ludicrous, that we should 
share our future blessed homes with 
creatures so far below us, "for,” they 
argue, "where shall we draw the line? 
If cats, dogs, horses are admitted, the 
law must apply to the rest of creation, 
even to the insect pest; and we must 
expect to have nine-tenths of our future 
happiness absorbed by ^mosquitoes, 
flies, fleas, bugs, spiders, snakes, scor
pions, etc.”

Sad logical outlook indeed!
To think of all the tiny ■ tormentors 

we savagely dispatched on earth, turtf- 
ing up again on the other side and tak
ing sweet revenge in all eternity! To 
think of all the hosts of the same Ilk, 
too numerous to come to an honest 
bite during their short earth-life, and 
now awaiting compensation in a new 
life, where we all expect a chance to 
work out our possibilities.

Alas! what a prospect for arisen hu
manity!-

But, seriously. We should' never 
draw extreme conclusions; for none of 
us. possesses wisdom enough to offer 
any infallible dictum. The best 
equiped scientist, the best developed 
medium, can only give to us part of the 
truth we crave; others must add, must 

- suppigment, stone by stone the grand 
structure advances, and even a fraction 
of a stone will count

But shall the mighty temple ever be 
finished? A faint voice within me an
swers, “Never! It is the endless work 
of endless generations, .throughout 
eternity.” ■ ‘

May I be pardoned for this digression 
from my subject proper!

The convenient term “instinct” for 
any demonstration of animal intelli
gence is now considered obsolete by up
to date scientists; the word “Intellect” 
has taken its place, and even a psychic 

’undercurrent is not any more out of the 
question. «

From here to "soul” is only a short 
step, which I would not hesitate to ven
ture,.considering, the many phenomena 
that have been reported from different 
persons. If only one of them can bo au
thenticated beyond the shadow of a 
doubt, then the question is settled. 
Since -the truth of thq existence and 
persistence of the soul of man is estab-

titles the higher animal to the same 
claim.

The chain of evolution drawn by sci
entists, the tree of life, with man as its 
crowning point,... is.an admirable work
ing hypothesis (though already on the 
point of being supplanted by others); 
but cannot claim infallibility.

Nature’s so-called laws, probably 
formed by necessity in the course of 
eons, do not always work machine-fash
ion, or we could not speak of her 
“whims” and “freaks," that are ob
served in the mineral as well as the 
vegetable and animal kingdoms. Man, 
the "crowning point of creation,” often 
makes a very poor show and would 
sometimes do well to change places 
with some well trained donkey.

It will not do to simply speak of man, 
genus man, as the “non plus ultra” of 
creatures, unless we have in mind the 
ideal man, or rather ideal mankind— 
men and women capable of forming 
high ideals to cherish and to follow, ca
pable of highest mental and moral de
velopment; towering above the level of 
8.verage mankind.

If I were a good, faithful dog, I would 
not desire to change places with some 
brute of a master, called man; if I hap
pened to be an intelligent horse, (for 
instance the one mentioned above), I 
would not exchange my place iff life 
■against that of the average negro; still 
less of the-low one; the yet existing 
savage tribes being entirely out of the 
question. •

The soul-principle is evidently a mat
ter of degree and develops on different 
scales in different Individuals, animals 
not excluded. In some human beings 
It is scarcely perceptible, justifying us 
to doubt its final unfoldment, while 
some animals show too much of the 
principle to justify doubt about future 
persistency. With the majority of crea
tures, however, it may not be strong 
enough to persist, but return to what 
might be termed a common source; in 
this case we need not fear mosquitoes, 
etc.

But we might do well to discard some 
of our human conceit, and prepare to 
meet on the other shore animals exhib
iting better soul-elements than many of 
our human kith and kin^

MRS. HENRIETTA STRAUB.
Port Orange, Fla.

Great mischiefs happen more often 
from folly, meanness and vanity than 
from tho greater sins of avarice and am-

■bition.—Burke.. ;
The worst enemies of law are those 

who would perpetuate injustice under 
the name of law.—Sentinel of Christian
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Guard Against Mental Rigidity. ,
Dr. A. J. Davis’ “Diakka” and Dr. J. M. Peebles’ 

work on “Obsession” are companion books, gichone 
reflecting certain conditions existing in the spirit 
realms, and each one should, be carefully read and 
considered. The work of the Diakka, veritable inhab
itants of the realms above, is vividly portrayed byDr. 
Davis, one of the greatest of living seers. Dr. Peebles, 
a man of world-wide^experiehce, presents^ vast ar
ray of evidence in regard to evil spirits and their dis
astrous work among all classes. Don’t suppose for a 
moment that the work of the Diakka or evil spirits is 
confined exclusively to Spiritualists. 'They are far less 
afflicted by- th$m than any other class, for they are 
more on their guard against their pernicious influence. 
Read both books, and become thoroughly posted in 
regard to Diakka and evil spirits.
“THE BEMONISM OF THE AGES 

AND SPIRIT OBSESSIONS.”
As often repeated, “therq’p no end to 

books.” They flood alike libraries and 
city marketplaces; and none in this pe
riod of time seemingly sell like hovels 
based upon the lower, intermediate and 
higher planes of thought. It is largely 
true that a man’s library reveals both 
his taste and character.

Never, in my opinion, since the pub
lication of “The Seers of the Ages,” by 
Dr. Peebles and A. J. Davis’ “Diakka 
and their Earthly Victims” (including 
the present time frauds) has there ap
peared, whether within or without the 
realm of religious literature a book of 
such serious, such grave and wide
spread importance to the human race 
Its the straightforward, comprehensive 
work here under consideration. J

The mind is startled and appalled be
fore an array of facts which at last 
make clear and definite some of the 
direful phenomena and mighty mys
teries of life, and which no science has 
heretofore mastered and no philosophy 
explained. Here again has analytical 
Spiritualism unlocked the secrets of an 
arcanum forever Inexplicable to mortal 
understanding, and warned mankind 
against gigantic dangers.

Astounding Revelation.
That our earthly existence is encom

passed by an atmosphere replete with 
millions and billions of living, disem
bodied spirits; that we are immersed in 
a seething Sea of spirit life;Jhat these 
spirits have carried beyond the grave 
every mortal trait, disposition, impulse, 
tendency, temptation, appetite, passion 
and weakness that characterized and 
constituted their earthly Individuali
ties; that in a sense they are yet freer 
than when here to suggest and practice 
evil; that they can Intrude their crude, 
selfish, Ignorant, malicious, revengeful 
and malevolent wills upon unsuspecting 
denizens of earth; that they can hyp
notically and magnetically Influence, af
fect, obsess, control and finally possess 
living mortals; that they can alt.gr, in
terrupt, divert, twist, disfigure and .de
stroy, .life’s plgns and transform its con
duct) that, their physical, and. hypnotic 
powers often, for cause, transcend 
those of good spirits; that they. „can 
gratify their most sensual, bestial and 
wicked appetites through mortal per
sonalities; that they can and do prac
tice every false pretense, lying, deceit 
and Imposture to effect their ends; 
that “dark demoniac spirits have the 
power, either through Ignorance .or 
selfishness, to disturb or absorb the vi
tality, to cause nervous irritability, to 
partially paralyze, to Infuse poisonous 
auras Into the emanating spheres of 
those they desire to injure or make ill, 
for some purpose best known to their 
infernal selves;” that finally they have 
the power to produce Insanity and 
power to kill; and that crimes of every 
hue and grade have* ever been and now 
are suggested, instigated, encouraged 
and abetted by the unseen powers of 
the air, comprises altogether a revela
tion so momentous, amazing and vital 
as to challenge the earnest attention 
and investigation of all men.

Universality of Obsessional Forces.
In the fourth book of his “Commen

taries,” 'the very learned authority, 
Blackstone, says: “A sixth species of 
offense of which our ancient books are 
full is a crime of.which one knows not 
what account to give. . I mean the of
fense of witchcraft, enchantment and 
sorcery. To deny the possibility, nay, 
actual existence of -^itchcraft and sor
cery and demons is at once flatly to 
contradict the revealed word of God in 
various passages of the Old and New 
Testaments, while' the thing is Itself a 
truth to which every nation in the 
world hath borne testimony.”

Indeed, so universal have been these 
influences, all tongues and times bear 
witness to their existence and opera
tions. The “Lieu-chai-chiel,” a work of 
sixteen volumes, is one of many an
cient Chinese records of the- subject 
Even planchette is old in China. ABd 
the responses to the Vevius and other 
circulars discover that to-day there is 
no part of the vast Chinese empire ex
empt from ancestral worship and de-

0, Spirit of the Heavens, conjure them/ 
' dispel them.”.

Ben Zacoliai says: "Demons have, 
the gift bf speech, and they' speak in 
behalf of themselves. They know, the 
past and profess to know the future. 
They may be consulted in both re
spects, but questions about lost treas
ures had better not be directed to 
them. They produce convulsive ali
ments in children. They impose upon 
their subjects .slavish restrictions. 
They like sacrifices of blood.”

In the book of Zobit the. demon As- 
modetis is described as malignant and 
viciously wicked.

Zenocrates describes the “terrestrial 
demons” as a middle order between 
gods and men, and that they “are like 
human beings capable of inferior pas
sions-and dangerous to mortals."

Hesiod and Homer, Sophocles and 
Euripides describe the eccentricities of 
demon influences. Horace tells us of 
hn obsessed actor wher became demon
ized and spasmodic, tore his garments 
and went screaming through the 
streets.

In the Demonism of India we read of 
the pranks and mischief committed by 
the Kama' Loka. Of the wild contor
tions, bowlings and superhuman actions 
of the obsessed who resorted to the
Madura pagoda, 
pandemonium.

The “Bhutte” 
satisfaction for 
and thereupon

making the place a

demons of India seek 
their selfish desires 

often go away. The
name generally applies to those who 
died by violence, often notorious evil
doers, ignorant and malicious, wander
ing in the invisible intermediate state, 
intent upon mischief, annoyance and 
physical and mental injury to mortals. 
The “Pisacha,” another class of evil 
spirits, include drunkards, the lasciv
ious, treacherous and violently tem
pered. They manifest with malice, and 
delight iu working confusion and 
trouble, causing pain to men and ani
mals, gratifying low, depraved appe
tites, and finally in taking life. The 
"Prêtas,” says Prasad Chatterjl, “influ
ence and inflame the physical cravings 
or weak girls and men by possessing 
them, ' and assist black magicians for 
the sake of offerings of drinks, flesh 
and lust;”'' ' '

With the actions and behavior of evil 
and unclean spirits in the time of Jesus 
all are familiar. “What have we to do 
with thee, thou Jesus of Nazareth? Art; 
thoü come to destroy us?”. "And when 
the demon had thrown him down in the 
midst, he came out of him.” “There 
met him a certain man out of the city, 
who had demons, and for a long time 
he had worn no clothes and abode not 
in any house, but in the tombs. And 
when he saw Jesus lie cried out and 
.fell down before him.' ■ And Jesus asked 
him, What is thy name? And he said, 
Legion, for many demons were entered 
into him.” “I brought unto thee my 
gon, who hath - a dumb spirit; and 
whithersoever It taketh him it dasheth 
him down. And he foameth and grlnd- 
eth his teeth and pineth away.” Many 
similar examples may be promptly re
called.

' In his able work, “Demoniac Posses
sions,” Dr. Menzies Alexander says: 
“Demons often .form themselves into 
bands—‘the society of tie angels of de
struction.’ "A whole legion sometimes 
lies in wait for a person to fall into 
their hands on the commission of some 
fault. Their action, is thus a kind of 
obsession which may readily pass into 
possession. Under cover of darkness 
demons often surround houses and in
jure them that fall into their hands. 
This Is especially the case if_ there be 
unclean places.”
The Haunting Places of Unclean Spirits.

It was said of old by the Sibylline or
acles, “Ye shall have,the reward of 
your evil counsel; ye have made your 
sacrifices to demons in hades, and ye 
shall dwell with them.” And so, too, 
we are taught In the .book of Enoch, 
that those “who worship foul spirits 
and demons are drawn down to low 
places to abide with them.”

How profoundly vital and far-reach
ing" is this great lesson to the human 
race. Evil communications Corrupt 
good manners. They degrade, bear

monism, side by side.
Demoniacal obsessions in India ard''1?,

.downward and chain-the soul to"’the 
low levels of the earth. “So evll-mind-

cited in the oldest Brahminical manu
scripts and Vedas. They are in evi
dence in the hieroglyphs, inscriptions 
and stone records of Egypt, tne clay 
cylinders and written fragments of 
Babylonia, the mountains of Assyria, 
the Zend books of Persia, the biblical- 
histories of Syria- and Judea, and' 
throughout the great epics and philo
sophic dialogues of Greece. We know 
that Rabbinical demonology prevailed 
during and for many centuries' after the' 
time of Jesus. Obsessions abounded 
and do abound among the millions of 
the naked races in Southern Asia, the 
cannibal and other tribes of Africa, the 
snake-eating Pacific Islanders, the wild 
bushmen of Australia. After reciting 
what he personally saw and learned in 
many of the older Oriental civilizations, 
our author continues his study of demo
niac spiritism in Ceylon, South Africa, 
Asiatic Turkey and Mexico.

The Actions of Demons.
The world beneath and about. is 

haunted. It is. full of spirits, good and 
bad, pursuing their various errands, 
contending for mastery and Interming
ling incessantly with human affairs. 
And thus have they - manifested some 
form throughout antiquity.

An ancient Chaldean magic formula 
.is thus translated:

v “May the god of the house bo installed 
' in the house,

May the favorable demon, tlie favorable 
god, enter the house,

• The wicked demons, tlie wicked Alad; 
the wicked GIgiur, ■

The wicked Telal, the wicked Maskeln,- 
,The phantom, the spectre, tlie vampire, 
ft Spirit of the ilea vens, conjure them,

ed demoniac spirits, earthly and selfish,

No Authority Should Be Considered Too Sacred to criticism they have no knowledge and are influenced' 
Question, by it only because they are obliged to breathe the

, eonnnon social and religious atmosphere, and are thus 
mi •. • , t ■ ■ affected more or less, lidwever unconsciously, by that
i ns £s an age of invention and govern Whe-^ tl c< app\.eciate 110r understand.

gfQWS 'rgT^ 01? ld®aS’^e0Me3 Representatives of the old dogmas deplore the liberal-
! nS hi n make tll,exadiamo; izing influences that are working,, and yield to them

ntoto± - Tderjlt houf1!t’ } £e man i°OTed; nJ th ;e e0)npeUed to'do by the pressure from
opinions in lus youth and is unable to. modi«vthoin?to hose fluniber8 ^¿idl hiereaBing,
e inmate tlie error and to assimilate • whatever^ and from the masses ^d,.are stirred by the Time- 
truth is presented ro him by later teachers lUnd/fW spirit j ihJ eriod of id tl.ansitioh, confusion 
forniers, by later lessons and experiences, lawsa-' bought,' ineonsistencies and reactions are inev- 
fly left behind. There are many such persons.!«eg- 'iiable. PNo’r arfi t)1 coniinbd to tbe field of rcligious 
ecting.to acquaint -themselves with other views tiiaBbe]ief; .<Baek to K4nt» and «Baelc to Hegel’’.have 
2. l caVly 11Ubi ’ ie11' . rdi\S m"been the cries of some philosophic teachers. Baek to

a luts, as it weie, and they lose both the power tbe philosoixhy of the middle ag.es some of them would 
and the deposition io accept any thought which can-.: h^-thinkL go. Others find in’Plato’s speculations 
not readily be made to agree with their predilections-all the true philosophy and'real wisdom that have 

T?aie dleie ,1S.®0 $iar» su^1 as generated by'.eve-r. bebn- taught, while a larger number wish the
.ip rstition, to eonsider a new theory or to axjopi-a western'world to accept Bu<ldhisiii,'and to look for 
new method, the inclination-and ability toaw the solution of the problems' of life and destiny to 
lacking. Menta flexibility is lost, the mind as well umaliatmasn o£ Thibet. ' ! ’’
as its organ the brain, becomes rigid, the power, or , ... ,.
'change and adjjistlWtJs gone “ancl a state'¿f ;fixe<l- ;4. Meanwhile men of science jm^ue .flieir mvestiga- 
ness is tlie result,- Sueh.a.state means-unpfogfessive^'.J}01“ and ma^c 1£ew <ilscoye^ies; great thinkers con- 
ness, stationariness—“intellectual peace at .the price as in the past, to make Valuable eontribu-
of intellectual death.” To such minds the.« scl:
Bagehot apply ■¿•‘Oiie of the greatest pains to liuSan'ieil®e the practical affairs of life, the utilization of 
nature is the pain of a newidea.” : ' ’ «»¿Rl foi^s to s1er1ve tlie raan> the rapid

In a changing environment change in ph org^m diffusion of knowladgc^nd the qu ek.communication 
is a condition of-feontinuaiice. Variation is a ^ween all the civilizednatjons of the earth,must add 
in all deyelbpraeiit.^lt .is necessary to that modifica- to th,e “?d C0™plexitT < changes in 
tioii required for adjustment to newdy evolved ebddi- nians intellectual environment' and call for the gieat- 
tions. The penalty-’of inability to change in adapta- e?t flexibility and power of adaptation in the genera
tion to such conditions is extinction. Such'has been imn8 to come. .
the case through all, fhe ages of the.ascension of the “ - It behooves all to guard against mental rigidity. No 
higher from -the-lower forms of life. • authority should be considered too 'sacred to be ques-

• Man lives in a mental as well as in a physical)me? tioned. No cifeed should.’be assented to because of 
dium or environment. It is in this mental medium' its venerableness or of-the numbers that have lived 
that the. chief , changes are now occurring with a ra- and died, believing it. No theory or opinion should 
pidity which taxes the capacity of the average mind be held ¿s a finality. No . investigation should be

iqt us hope that it will continue to 
stand as a monument that Spiritualists 
can point to with pride as an institu
tion of learning^ where óur young .médi
ums can be guided by some of the pio
neers in this movement , whose hearts 
have been torn and minds confused by 
getting all tlieir knowledge by the cruel 
master experience. Surely as some 
say, it is the best teacbeë: that may 
be true in a way, if it does not destroy 
ihe physical body in order to educate 
and unfold tlie soul.

But I fear I am making this letter too 
long, and will close by. saying that 
some of thé Mental Scientists of Mil
waukee are not fully satisfied, witli 
Mental Science. It proves they are 
growing, and they have invited me to 
speak for them while here, which will 
be until about the month of Septem
ber, when.I again take my departlire 
for Plainview, Minn., where all mail will 
reach me for engagements for work 
during the coming season. ‘As my moth-’ 
er’s health has improved I hope to be 
kept busy, therefore societies in need 
q£ a speaker, or circles in need of a 
teachefxgJease correspond with me at 
the above address.

CATHARINE M’FARLIN.

SPIRITUAL PROBLEMS.

Prepared or Unprepared, We Are Called 
Upon to Solve Them.

Optimist and Pessimist agree 
our civilization needs civilizing,

that 
that

to adjust itself to- changing conditions, to new meth- shunned because it involves doubtfulness as to the 
ods, to new coiiceptio.ns,' to new discoveries, following truth of the investigator’s . cherished views. The 
one another, in quick-succession, in almost every fieli mind should not confine its thinking.to a few deeply- 
of research,, to newly acquired knowledge in every worn channels. It should employ all its facilities and 
province of thóùght. . ' . .. allow none of them to become atrophied. Diversity

The npiss. pf people, still assent, immense numbers of pursuits, of studies of pleasures tends to make an 
indifferently, to the old irrational creeds. Of modern individual, as it does a patjpp,. flexible, versatile and 
philosophic and-religious thought, of modern religious progressive. .. B. F. UNDERWOOD.

slaughtered to the last man. As a con
sequence of this wholesale massacre, 
“the adjoining Brahmin quarters be
came haunted by the disembodied spir
its of the slain. The poor people of the 
egraharam were tormented by these 
spirits; all sorts of bowlings would be 
heard in and about the Chettrume; mur
derous sounds and groans would be 
londly ringing in the haunted grounds."
Dangers and Warnings to Mediumship.

Timid persons there are who profess 
to disbelieve, or seek, to deny,these dark
er facts of demoniacal obsession and 
possession, sometimes exclaiming, "It 
will hurt Spiritualism.” Our author 
very properly rebukes this manifesta
tion of cowardice and willingness to 
close one’s ears to actual- and eternal 
facts, and rises quite to the sublime 
when he replies, “No truth can perish; 
the building stands after the scaffold- 
ings-have fallen.”a : -  

We all remember the outcry which, 
immediately followed; the publication; of. 
Andrew Jackson'Davis’- “Diakka,”. as. 
though its plain confession of facts, 
rather more unpleasant than- ordinary, 
vzould inevitably work the destructions
of our whole philosophic structure. But ■

debasement, and. retreat undone and 
defeated from tlie pure and. shining 
presence of the spiritual. “What have 
I to do witlj tliflft," was repeatedly ad
dressed to JesM. Our author says; 
“Rablnical demonology, prevailing for 
two or thW& cen'tiurleB after Jesus’ time, 
would haAie been, intolerable if the un
developed .fipiritfl had had everything 
tlieir own wgy, But all finite things 
and forces^h'ave ibeir'limitations. So 
these demtaiadt-' influences were re
stricted txy,¡environments. The partial 
loss of the divide image through wilful 
perversions rendered succeeding mor
tals more subject to these nefarious 
agencies.’iiii ' 'û

But tlie>“flivlnej image/’, the divine 
presence .gnd npjwer of the spiritual, 
was the power that failed’not whenever 
and wherevér m&lfedted. We read in’ 
Mark: "AAa whéi'hè had called-to liim 
his twelve, disciples he gave, them pow
er agalnsf unclean, spirits, to cost them 
out, nhtïinéf ôï slefcness
•and all’ ihatiïëFUJÎ “diseases.” And tn 
Matthew.' "He past out the spirits with 
his word.” Ançl .back of that voiced 

■word was thé "I will, be thou clean”; 
and back of this were Ihe glorified spir-

cantonal-bolts of sarcasm and irony 
there beats no more tender, genial and 
fraternal heart—a heart overflowing 
with, good will to all.

Without a trace of vanity he believed 
this last book of his would stand for the 
higher Spiritualism, and so it will. It 
specifies and reveals facts of which not 
only many Spiritualists are Ignorant, 
but are simply undreamed of by the 
world at large, howbeit millions of liv
ing beings to-day are suffering obses
sions that began with their very con- 
coptlon and have influenced their whole 
lives on the side of evil and misfortune.

That the world is blind to ..spirit 
forces there Is nd question. And here 
is a great work for Spiritualism, to en
lighten the world, to set it right, to 
place before it eternal truth and the 
grandeur and glory of the spiritual 
ideal. The Living Christ, once of Gali
lee, is yet tolling for men, and it is the 
gospel and mission bf true Spiritualism 
to join him in (he.world’s vineyard. "

JAMES V. VOLDO.'

the revolution now upon us is serious, 
and signifies a great change in the 
physical and mental relations and ex
pressions of all the people; causes are 
sought and studied.

A serious question: Are our religious, 
political, educational, professional, 
business and social relations resting 
upon a sound basis?

Are they not all trembling, more or 
less, in the balance? Optimist or pes
simist, liberal or conservative, all are 
convinced that a change that will reach 
up to causes, is a pressing demand.

Humanity is being tried and tested. 
These are times when more souls are 
being tried than, in any former time, 
when a “Moses.” a “Jesus" is looked 
for.

Demonstration of continued life, the 
all-pervading, mightiest power and 
force in existence, 1b in evidence, and 
may be trusted to respond to all anx
ious souls.

Our republican form of government is 
thoroughly distrusted, pronounced a 
failure; it fails to civilize, it fails to pre
vent the most barbarous cruelty, the 
burning at the stake without trial. 
Millionaire criminals and robbers rule 
and control the destinies of this great 
nation; our laws are not executed. The 
diabolical schemes and practices of the 
medical profession keep apace with the 
hold-ups and crimes of the every-day in
creasing number of bandits and crimi
nals ; they belong to the same class and 
should receive the same treatment. Is 
this portrayal a dark one? It is as true 
as dark.

Fifty years ago a materialistic God, 
devil, hell and heaven, with mythical 
and mysterious attachments, held the 
subjugated multitude by fear, an ang,y 
God, a yawning hell, with a roaring 
devil to keep the furnace hot for the 
sinners God had created.

u. —- its of Moses- and Elias; arid back of
we liye and will live and flourish all tlje these that legion of angels ; and back of 
better when we have bravely .confront- -• these that ’Christ-heaven cloud of wit- 
ed the whole truth and .taught .(he world .nesses; and back of and above these,
not only ot.its existence, hut the human Almighty tied, the Central Conscious-
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and submitting to their selfish subjugat
ing Influences; ambition to lead and the 
temptation of rest, lurnislied by the 
modern church lias been a snare; more 
backbone, more character, more knowl
edge and personality, more sturdy ev- 
fery-day individuality, is a demand made 
upon the thinkers and leaders every
where.

Privilege is the curse of present so
ciety; just how to adjust ourselves to 
the physical facts of the world and 
avoid privilege is one of the important 
problems, and may be solved, by a ' 
deeper, broader conception of life and 
its relations.

Personal freedom to think and act, 
without any shade or shadow of subju
gation, is tlie way out of the present 
barbarous condition, nothing is of more 
Importance than thought and unlimited 
freedom to think. Continued personal 
life in an infinite universe, is a profound 
inspiring subject, it is destined to 
break all the shackles and develop Indi- - 
vldual freedom; Spiritualists who are 
contented with present conditions are 
still in the chrysalis state, let them rest 
until the light and heat of the new life 
reaches them.

Demonstrated continued life pos
sesses all the elements of life, light, 
love and spirit, of all religions that 
have tended to uplift humanity from 
the subjugating influences of ambition, 
selfishness and Injustice; it is the key 
to the present remarkable materialistic 
condition. It is sure to open wide the 
door to life within and dispel all the 
shadows.

A comprehension of the power and in
fluence involved in an endless personal 
life, spirit life, is the balm in Gilead, - 
the resurrection, the sure salvation.

Tjie spirit world, the mightiest power - 
and force known, can and will solve all 
of life's problems.

DR. M- E. CONGER. 
Chicago, Ill.

The Wisdom of Passion
BY 8ALVAR0NA.

“In modern philosophy there are 
three great treatises on the Passions, 
that of Spinoza, that of Hume, and that 
of Salvarona.’’-Philosophical Journal.

traitq ofped With Tthr^ hant£some por- 
9ku f Em®rson> Hosea, Byron. 12mo. 
250 pages. Red cloth; gold title. Will 
be mailed to any address on receipt of 
Price by postal note. P 1

Price, $1.00. Postage, 10 Cents.
Tho extraordinary merits of “The 

Wisdom ot Passion" are the copious- 
!hA8w°f lnSfgllt and content In 
whlchYh^i ia^ < and re£erence with 
thPRlR T b0°C S cammed. Its main 
thesis I agree wifh.-Prof. William 
James, Harvard University.

I have found “Tlie Wisdom of Pas- 
»ndfl?.|8lai!)0l! 01 P°wer£ul erudition 
and fine intmtion. I would be happy it 
p/f ?;rtain se,lse 1 had inspired It.— 
Irol. Ceasare Lombroso.

naturally descend, dwelling not only 
within the atmosphere of the earth, but 
in the filthiest and foulest places of 
city slums and hovels.” Dr. Alexander 
has just told us how they especially,like 
unclean places, and continuing, says : 
“Demons are more active in-darkness 
than in light. At cock-crow their power 
begins to weaken.” The “Shabrirl” are 
always a menace to those Who—drink 
water from stagnant pools.”

As to external appearance thè shape 
.of demons “is mostly human, but they 
assume various forms at will. Those 
associated with dirty places often ap
pear in clouds of smoke.

"They infest all ill-aired places, the 
atmosphere of dark swamps, and garb
age deposits arc charged with them. 
They seek tlie low places."

“Shadows cast by the moon, certain 
trees mossy by sluggish str<5ams, and 
dark vaults TTre natural lurking places 
for demons. All places of uncleanness 
are congenial to them. .Graveyards are 
tlieir favorite resorts. Old ruined 
bathing places invite them. Ruins 
should be avoided on account of these 
unseen foes.”

. tn the Toga Vasishta we read of de
ceased persons “with special attrac
tions to the houses they had lived in at 
the time of their death, lingering in 
these places; the consequence of which 
was-that their souls, being cut off 
from the normal evolution from the ma
terial existence toward the spiritual 
state; were tied, or tethered, so to say, 
to-these places.”

Conspicuous among the haunted 
'places of the world is .tile Ranjnad 
Chettrume at Pcrmagoody, Madura, In
dia. The inmates had been ruthlessly

duty of making the mo^t^ut of these 
indestructible facts’, of nature. And 
these revelations of'the darker side of 
Spiritism (not Spiritualism), are facts, 
just as absolute, demonstrable and uni
versal as the more agreeable facts of 
the brighter side.

Forewarned is .forearmed. Apprise 
us of danger If such really exists, :and 
the battle is half won in overcoming it. 
Sad beyond language to describe have 
been the obsessions, the possessions, 
the delusions, th§. betrayals, the Infer
nal psychological crimes., practiced in 
all ages upon innocent, trusting, virtu
ous, worthy, but wholly -.unsuspecting 
media, victimized to their physical, 
mental, if not moral ruin, while tens of 
thousands, under the -delusion of witch
craft have suffered deaths of woeful ig
nominy and merciless cruelty.

How much of this has .ever been.and 
is now avoidable, by a simple .knowl
edge t>f the factsembpdiedln obsess
ional demonism and. ihe- laws which 
should govern all communication be
tween the visible and invisible worlds. 

' These vital -warnings, therefore, will 
finally render mediumship, safer and 
far more valuable to the -world. For it 
will ultimately clarify and Jmprove the 
intermediary state through which the 
two aspects of our world.communicate, 
the one witli ihe other. '. -It will give us 
truth for error, and exact instruction ■ 
instead of the. floundering guess-work, 
or wilful imposture of deceiving and 
lying controls. .Mediumship will now be 
forever on Its-.guard apd .so.enabled to 
protect and environ itself, that ho false, 
dr at least demoniac spirit .will be- able 
to penetrate.,thé medium's aura,nor in 
any sense influence her phase of medi
umship. ■ ...
.It is easy to understand how this 

must at once redound Je.th.e exaltation 
and valúe of all -.manifestations. The 
deceiving spirits will find .themselves 
successfully debarred. , .Liars, false- 
pretenders, self-seekers and evil-doers 
will’be held at a distance, and under 
such safeguarded conditions, we 'will no 
longer be misguided, by pernicious ad
vice, and no longer mis-taught by cun
ning falsifiers and ignorant impostors 
who discourse with great grandiloquence 
upon themes about which they really 
know nothing at all.

The book, therefore, so far from in
juring the cause of Spiritualism, will 
place to its credit the revealment and 
history of new and important truths 
and open to it yet another service to 
mankind In teaching the timely manner 
of their highest use. Spiritualism, of 
all religions and philosophies upon the 
earth; should be the very last to turn 
its face from any single fact in univer
sal nature and Ignore its influence up
on human life. If such faot or facts
contain evil, then no other teacher 
men can better analyze and control 
in the name of good. '

The Exorcism of Evil Spirits.

of 
it

And that these precious ehds jqf rem
edy and control may be unmistakably 
realized, Spiritualism has ransacked 
heaven and earth to find out,the 'true 
laws of exorcism; the best and surest 
means of casting out devils and sum
moning peace and harmony where be
fore was demoniac desolation and 
blighting ruin. Nor has ahy other re-: 
ligion taken the pains to do this import
ant work for mankind since the days of' 
Jésus and his disciples.

AB demons love darkness rather than 
-lightj so do they revel in unclean moral

ness, the life,’ power, love and wisdom 
of the universe. ■ '

• Thus, in the 'early days \f the Christ- 
Christianity, before it had fallen to the 
sacerdotal,.- ■evil.-; and unclean spirits 
were everywhere, energetically disen
gaged by true believers, as Well as by 
the disciples.and’-by Jesus; as witness, 
Luke: “And the. seventy returned again 
with joy, saying, Lord, eVen the demons 
are subject to us through thy name,”

And so, foô/thrpùghottt thé ages have 
•demons been’■cast out by and through 
spiritual giffs, in the name of spiritual 
light, cleanliness, health and power. 
Hence we find the exorcists of China, 
India, Egypt/Judea, Greecé and Rome 
to have been representative persons, 
whose lives were clean, calm and order
ly, elevated to spiritual planes, and thus 
empowered 'to 'demagnetize the ob
sessed and destroy the hypnotic cause 
of . their enslavement In the palmy 
days of Egypt,'-Greece and Rome, exor
cists enjoyed official dignity and were 
eften identified with the ’ councils of 
kings and emperors.

The harmonizing power of music is 
often competent of itself to break the 
hypnotic chains and dispel, the obsess
ing spirits. The case of Saul is strictly 
in point: "And it came to pass when the 
evil spirit from God was upon Sadi that 
David took a harp, and played with his 
hand; so Saul was refreshed and was 
well, and thé evil spirit departed from 
him.” ' '

' Hesychlus, Cleihènt - of Alexandria, 
and many other writers refer to the suc
cessful use of muqiç, either solely or as 
an aid/In cases.,q| 'exprcismT'

Dr; ¡Peebles’'book is most highly val
uable as a text book on this subject of 
exorcism, or.cure.of tho obsessed; ad
vice and instrupqçn, too . -. detailed to 
quote here ate given.to those-who seek 
sglf-curës, àfld otherwise ' reference is 
made to our mostiqirdmin'ent American 
exorcists. ;;ni; :- o' - - / ■

A Qonscierttlou's Work.
All In alftit'Deihonism of the- Ages” 

discovers a painstaking and profound- 
scholarship.Jind.fptient arid thorough 
research into thofoccult lore and relig
ious litewituFe of all antiquity, and com- 
prehensivelyucarried down to the pres
ent. As in)jT£eergnof the Ages,” and, 
indeed, in all his Avrltiugs, the distin
guished author never • wearies In his 
search, not -fir fragmentary facts and 
half-truths, but fori the whole truth, let 
it be what itrjpay. > It has been the priv
ilege of the writer to have personally 
known Dr. Peebles in both public and 
private Hfe,!f6r neWly a third of a cen
tury, and recdntly (overtaking him, in 
the harness, on the Odeon platform at 
St. Louis, my surprise was great to find 
him supple of limb’/Strong of voice, and, 
though in his-84th year, with the intel
lectual virility bfperson of forty. 
But he was, meanwhile, as ever and al
ways before, the kame unbending man 
of consclence/intrlnslc honesty, inflex
ible integrity, whose honorable man
hood had only; -ripened and^mellowed 
Into the Ideal grandeur ot some vener
able Nestor, regdl Grecian Sage or Syr- 

•ian Seer, to know, whom was honor in 
itself.
. The doctor, though wielding a moral 
bhttîe-axe for half a, century and more 
in the interests ot reform, is still for 
"peace" and “arbitration-, in place . of

Views on Various Matters.
To-the Editor:—If I may be permit

ted a little space in your most valuable 
paper, I shall be thankful, as I would 
like'to sáy Hurrah! to Brother Bald
win’s-article of Septejnber 3, "The 
Spirit’World a Shadow of This." For 
surely,|t .seems to me that with at least 
forty-five years’ experience of conscious 
touch 'With the different planes and 
conditions of spirit life» I ought to be 
able to add some, quota, of knowledge 
to ward gaining a better understanding 
of -the spirit world, which I know every 
one Who is a student in this line of 
study is anxious to do.

I believe he is correct when he says, 
that ‘’Spirit,is an , evolution or refine- 
ment’.of 'matter,” and not matter a ma
terialization of spirit. By my own,un
numbered experiences, I know that 
when, a spirit first passes out from its 
mortal "body, it seems to carry so much 
of the grosser properties of matter with 
ft, that in coming to me soon after tran
sition ¡they can make themselves felt by 
tangible 'touch, which' as time goes on 
becomes less' and less tangible as they 
become refined to vibrate in harmony 
with more refined states of thought and 
feeling. If ih time, and that depends on 
their effort to- get acclimated to their 
new condition of life, they have become 
so refined, as not to vibrate in unison 
With this plane or condition of physical 
matter, if I Would then love to commune 
with them by touch, I must by soul pro
jection go to tlieir plane to-come into 
tangible touch with them, a thing I am 
often permitted to do.

After they no longer hold gross par
ticles of" earth’s matter to their spirits, 
se I may feel their hands upon my brow 
and Cheek‘and pat my hair or feel their 
forms- press■ against mine, they, many, 
who can vibrate'on my spirit plane of 
consciouspesa;can manifest by telepa
thy, and“ sometimes ,when the life waves 
aré véíy passive they may reflect them
selves-upotí my-soul’s aura, so as to be 
seen by me,;and a certain number of 
spirits, being now eleven in number, are 
are Ip ,such perfect attunement with 
me they' can mainfest upon this plane 
of life Very- cbnvinfeingly by' playing 
upon; my; Instrumentality as one would 
upon a harp, bringing not only their 
own1 voices but gesture .and manner
isms in every detail. This of course is 
subjective, perfectly so. But let me 
state right here that it is never im
posed,, but when mutually agreed upon 
by myself and the- controlling spirit;' 
and allow me to also state for the ben
efit of those who have become fright
ened out of tlieir mediumship by read
ing “.The Great Psychological Crime.” 
that the controlling of my organism by 
this circle of well-informed spirits has 
never been detrimental, to me in any 
particular, but has always been a bene
fit, schooling me in laws and facts 
which I could otherwise not have 
gained, for after all, experience is the 
grandest educator.on earth, if it Is 
wisely presided over by spirits of intel
ligence, but I am sorry to sny, many 
times it is the - reverse, therefore the 
need of the solicitation of the author of 
The-Psychological Crime, The only 
fault I found with that was the author’s 
one-sided view of the-question. And 
now righ,t here comes in the need of a 
better education regarding psychism; 
and wo .know these truths are not 
touched- upon in our most liberal theo
logical colleges, and that is wherein I 
believe-in-the-future of the Morris Pratt 
Institute, when the Spiritualists of 
those United States better understand 
Its mission. It is not : so much just 
what- it is now; surely I wonder it is

war”; and Iie'contlmieB diligently fight
ing for these principles. It needs no 
telling that on the platform .-he is inde- ................. , ........ ......... ..

'pendent and fearless, and under his oo- ance, and since It stands up under. It,

alive; It has-had but very little sym
pathy so'-far,, but seemingly plenty of 
criticism' by both,-culture and ignor-

Science has sinqe taught how to ex- 
' tract the devil’s teeth without pain, the 

degradation of fear has given place to 
an intelligent study of the problems of 
eVery-day life, and fear is being rapidly 
changed to courage.
... One-half of the crimes.of this -“New 
Era” are the results of injustice heaped 
upon the burden-bearers; justice dnd 
an orderly recognition of the rights of 
the negative, producing class, will 
change, inspire, and uplift and secure 
results long looked for.

Is there a balm In Gilead? A thou
sand times the demonstration of con
tinued life has been declared thé' most 
Important truth thàt humanity has ever 
been called upon to deal with..

Is this declaration true? What pro
portion of professed Spiritualists real
ize its fuir significance? Why is this 
declaration true? Because of its infi
nite relations, broad and far-reaching in
fluence; its influence is unmeasurable.

It relates to an infinite universe, an 
infinite universe was' not created, and 
does not require an infinite God to en
gineer it

Demonstrated continued life signifies 
we have always lived, not created, but 
the result of universal change and 
growth.

Most sublime and far-reaching; is the 
one declaration that Is soul-satisfying, 
it never fails, and fully settles the ques
tion of the significance of life.

All the religions of our world are the 
outgrowth, the direct result of this 
great truth.

Because of the traditions, selfishness, 
restrictions, limitations and subjugating 
influences of the past, Spiritualists have 
not yet as a body passed tne chrysalis 
state of growth; as soon as we reach 
the butterfly plane we are willing to let 
go of the material,—it is written Jesus 
let go—break the cliains, remove the 
packs and give the worm full and com
plete possession of material' environ
ments; the beautiful, dazzling, golden- 
winged butterfly does not require much 
of the material, only the fragrance and 
nectar of the beautiful flowers/ ' the 
change from ’the present chrysalis 
state, to a full recognition of the sig
nificance of a demonstration of contin
ued life, will dispel the shadows of the 
past, emancipate the great multitude 

-from kingcraft- and priestcraft, and 
hasten the day of jubilee.

- Ninety per cent of Spiritualists are in 
chains and don’t realize it; they are 
subjugated and led by the methods and 
deception of a hypocritical debauched 
church.

I Hope and faith is a sandy foundation 
and unworthy of the least considera
tion by those who have reached even 

' the vestibule of truth, and light of dem
onstration. Spiritualists are. ripe • for 
revolution inside and out,-and no time 
should be lost In a mighty overturn.

' _ The key : Demonstration of continued 
life furnishes tlie key to the present sit
uation; this key will unlock all -■ the 
myths and mysteries of the past and 
present, solve all the practical spiritual 
problems, substitute light for darkness, 
love for ignorance and selfishness.

No other power or intluence can be 
trusted to do what knowledge of life and 
spirit will do for humanity, when we 

। have outgrown the chrysalis—the mate
rialistic state.

■ Infinite life without beginning or end, 
is a mighty thought power, and. inspira
tion towards a strong personality, an in
dependent Intelligent ■ individuality. 
Our weakness at this time is largely 
due to personal neglect, it is easy to be 
led and subjugated. The distinguish
ing feature of early Modern Spiritual-' 
ism was its liberalizing personal indi- 
vidualism; the glory of modern civiliza
tion has ever been a fuller recognition 
of individual freedom..

Spiritualists have no good reason to 
complain; I am not complaining, but 
write to consider and suggest.

. The crisis wo are now passing social
ly and Nationally Is a direct result of 
the agitation of Spiritualists and liber
alist's for the past fifty years; as agita
tors we have moved tho world; our mis
take, as Spiritualists, has boon in 
adopting methods of a decaying church
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¿Illustrating Mental Layjs and the Judg- 
~ ment Day.

A MIA FOR PURITY AN IMPORTANT VISION.

O

i. We are looking into future relations 
lite wltn each other, and the condi

tions governing those relations. Vast 
as the subject is, I may be permitted to 
give a word in relation to. the laws gov
erning that condition. No one can learn 
all, and as each gains a little light, It 
seems to me that it will benefit the 
conditions of the human race, it each 
will give ills or her gem oi truth, kindly 
helpfully to aid as far as it will, to 
bring progress on earth, higher spirit
ual and moral unfoldment. If one has 
found a diamond, another a pearl, it is 
unnecessary to say the pearl is value
less because it is not a diamond, or 
claim the diamond’s flashing light is 
darkness because it is not a pearl.

I believe all mediums are being 
taught by spirit teachers; one may 
learn one lesson; another a very differ
ent lesson on the same subject; lessons 
in between, which would J blend the 
whole as one, may be learned by a 
third, but tlie third needs to give his 
lesson and let the chain be completed, 
and not quarrel because the others 
have their links, for the three links 
need to be brought into relation and 
give brotherly love and fraternal friend
ship to the whole Spiritualist world.

Why need we quarrel with those 
who lay the Bible aside, because they 
have found God speaks to them, as well 
as to the prophets of old, and they read 
In the laws ot cause and effect in na
ture’s demonstration tlie written law of 
divine command.

If another still finds In the Bible that 
which relates to higher truths,'proving 

»-that the mediums of old were also 
taught by those passed into the spirit 
world, and the laws governing their 
condition of life illustrated in the 
teachings gii’en, must we break the cir
cle and exclude half the family?

Would it not be well for us as Spirit
ualists to study the law as we are able 
to do, and gee how they relate to the 
illustrations given by Christ and other 
Bible mediums. .

In my early life J studied the Bible 
to learn spiritual truths. As I grew 
older I studied nature to learn spiritual 
truths. When I developed my medium
ship I questioned the spirits. I nought 
proof of higher laws to learn spiritual 
truths. I felt it Important to me to 

■ learn what kind of a country each year 
of mortal life was hastening •’me to
wards. /

There are so many different planes 
and grades of conditions in this world 
of mental condition governed by scien
tific laws, that there is no wonder that 
so many different stories are given ex
plaining what we all seek to unravel, 
the great hereafter.

I have tested mental laws, gained the 
proof that persons at a distance In mor- 
tai condition, can send their thoughts 
to you so as to build on the atmosphere 
before a developed sensitive a picture 

' of themselvds. I have proved the con
dition by seeing faces appear before me, 
noting the time and learning after that 
the person was thinking ot me at the 
time I saw the face In my room.

Mental laws are so forceful that they 
carry feelings of love or hate,Illness or 
happiness, to the sensitized person. 
The mind produces a picture on the at
mosphere of any material thing it 
thinks of intently, so that a sensitized 
plate produces a picture ot that which 
was thought of as well as the sensitized 
person sees it

A man who comes to my meetings 
often, had a picture taken to obtain spir
it photographs. It was taken on Sun
day. When developed, not only sev- 

ktieral faces, supposed to be spirits, were 
|»’eside him in the picture, but his son 
‘ hot in'spirit life, with a wheel, was also 

there as plain as he himself.
This boy was in a distant town, and 

had never ridden a wheel that he knew 
of. But Thursday he received a letter 
telling him that the boy was learning 
to ride a wheel, and that Sunday he had 
taken a long pleasant ride.' Knowing 
his father’s Interest in all that he did, 
he could not help thinking of him, and 
thus the picture was procured by men
tal laws. I have found many proofs of 
these laws, or my spirit teachers have 
given them to me, proving that they are 
more forceful in their condition of life 
than even with a sensitized medium.

Thoughts of past acts produce a pic
ture of all relating to them, as real as 
if they were acted over again. The 
soul in eternity starts back from his 
own thoughts, for all that he has done 
that was^evil presents itself to him. 
They chase him, the phantoms of the 
past, also the thoughts of those he has 
injured appear before him, and add to 
his condemnation by making him see 
his acts as they see them.

An illustration was given me clair- 
voyantly of a special case. A negro 
had committed several murders, but 
the last crime which led to his capture 
and confession was, torturing a mother

30 cents.

and babe to learn where money

by the colored fiend. When on

was
kept. The mother, tied in a chaih wit
nessed the burning of her baby's feet

the
scaffold the man ended his life as a 

‘ mortal, a Catholic priest stood beside 
him who had led him to confess his 
crimes and seek salvation through the 
teachings of his creed.

I wondered what the man’s condition 
could.be when he awoke to the fact that 
Christ’s blood had not washed his soul 
trom its stains, and as I thought of his 
sin and wondered, the voice of one of 
my guides said, “Go into the mental 
realms, and find the man; see for your- 

l self what eternal law gives to him. 
\God is law, mental law; it judges, con
demns, punishes and rewards.”

In a moment I saw the man. He 
seemed to be hastening away from all 
human habitation, fleeing through dark 
forests, hiding in caves, crouching be
hind great rocks; a terrible look of fear 
was on his face, for ever as he looked 
or paused in his flight, he saw the 
thought forms of those he had harmed 
as if pursuing him. Their thoughts as 

■ well as those of others who loved them, 
1 came -after him like phantoms, to es- 

: • cape which besought to hide in secluded 
places, hastening from place to place, 
but could not escejje the unchangeable 
law.

My guide's voice again said: “The 
wicked flee when no man pursueth. In 
that day they shall call on the rocks to 
hide.them.” The true meaning, of the 
Bible judgment day was illustrated in 
the shortTesson. .

Thus my guides show me how much 
there is to learn of spiritual conditions 
from the Bible, but which cannot be un- 
derstood save as psychic powers are 
developed, tlie philosophy as well as the 
phenomena of spirit life proved, and a 
knowledge of mental science gained. 
The more we learn as truth the more 
we are able to see that Christ and Otlier 
Bible mediums were' far ahead of .us, 
even in this age of advanced thought, 
and understood well the higher lessons 
we are just learning. . ''

MRS. MAY A PRICE.'
Washington, D. C. 1

So much has been said in regal’d to the soul and 
spirit, and so many conflicting ideas presented, that 
one becomes confused and hardly knows what to 
think

If we believe the teachings of the orthodox church, 
also those of many of our Spiritualist and New 
Thought lecturers and writers, we must conclude that 
man is a triune being—three individuals in one, or 
that he is a physical being possessing a spirit and soul, 
and in accord with such teaching we often hear the 
expression—my soul or my.spirit.

The orthodox minister warns us to be very careful 
lest we lost our souls. He does not attempt to ex
plain what the soul is but leaves all such abstruse 
questions with God. Just, as the preachers and the 
church have always jvanted to do with all questions; 
but the scientist takes great pains to tell us what the 
soul is and its relation to the the body and spirit, yet 
often when he gets through his explanations are 
about as clear as mud.

A few advocates of re-embodiment teach that the 
soul is afar off, does not descend into matter but pro
jects a part or power of itself into the material world 
in the form of the physical body. This body they 
call the child of the soul. But this is so vague, we 
want to ask where is the soul and what is it? JIow 
did it have its beginning and where? What is the 
purpose of its existence?

I do not pretend to know nor do I insist that my 
knowledge along these lines is absolute or my con
clusions past controversion, but I have like a good 
many others a few ideas I am willing to inflict upon 
the public.

I believe’that instead of having souls we are souls, 
and that the soul and spirit are one. Hence I may 
say I am a soul or I am a spirit.

Some of the ancients said spirit meant breath. Oth
ers called that part of the individual which survived 
death of the body and could be sensed or seen the 
spirit. '

Most people to-day talk of the dead as spirits, never 
having thought of their being spirits while in the mor
tal body. x ..

So we can plainly see that all this talk about spirits 
has arisen from the fact that man has persisted in 
putting in an appearance now and then after his so- 
called death, and the people have named him a spirit.

It does away with a great deal of perplexity when 
we come to consider man as an individual—we may 
call him a soul, who is seeking to express himself on 
the different planes of life through bodies correspond
ing to the planes upon which he desires to operate.

For instance he builds for himself a physical body 
with organs and faculties adapted to his purpose of 
coming in contact with physical environments. "While 
manifesting through this body here he may have 
many bodies, as many as he has planes of conscious
ness. .

It is a well established fact that there is a body 
similar to the physical called by some the astral body 
—by Paul the spiritual body.

This body or temple, as some have poetically called 
it, exists during the life of the physical and the soul 
employs it for its expression the same as it does the 
physical body.

No one ever sees the soul, the real man or woman, 
but only a manifestation of same by and through a 
body.

Clairvoyants see the spirit, they say, of someone 
still in the earth life. They see but an expression of 
the individual, viz.-, one of his bodies, and when a de- 
carnate person is seen it is a material body (much at
tenuated) and not the soul.

The idea has prevailed that there can be no free
dom of the soul from physical conditions until the 
death of the body, but we hold that the soul in the ul
timate is free and that its range of operations, planes 
of consciousness and grasp of knowledge far tran
scends anything thought of by man in his cramped 
physical expression.

This is partially proven by hypnotism. When the 
subject is freer to a certain extent and he begins to be 
lifted out of his prison house, so to speak, something 
of the scope and grandeur of life flashes upon him. 
He seems to know the mysteries of being, to remem
ber the past and be able to read the future.. No won
der he is loth sometimes to descend again to the nar- 
row'limits of life in the physical.

Then how much we feel that never finds expression 
here. Every man, woman and child carries within 
songs sweeter far than any they can sing, and we are 
all poets, painters, musicians, orators, philosophers, 
philanthropists and lovers, yet we let the world know 
but little about it.

And sometimes we forget the fine emotions th&t lie 
buried within the depths of our being until perchance 
we listen to a grand lecture, a song or sweet sym
phony from some great soul, then we are stirred, lift
ed, rejoiced, baptized with light from the eternal" 
worlds, and we are amazed at ourselves.

The greatest writer has said but a small part of 
what was in him, and the famous productions, of the 
master musicians arc but fragments from the infinite 
depths of song.

Victor Hugo after having written for more than 
fifty years in every style imaginable and upon every 
subject that claims the attention of the human mind, 
declared that he had not said a thousandth part of

It cannot be lost nor injured, 
For the Father's hand will guide, 

And within the love unfailing
It must evermore abide.

ITS BEAUTY, GRANDEUR AND. UP
LIFTING QUALITIES ARE 

POINTED OUT.

With the Spiritual Lesson Derived 
. Therefrom, r <

IK

I was, I am, and ever shall be. This every soul can 
truthfully exclaim. I am not earing about trying to 
save my soul from destruction, for I know that ! am 
and shall ever be, and that all the forcesdn the. uni
verse cannot destroy me. From the eternal past I 
have come, no matter how, but judging from what I 
know of life in this expression it has been through 
persistent effort to-adjust myself to my surroundings, 
to overcome obstacles and master my every situation.

“No man-made laws can alter facts” and all the 
creeds in Christendom cannot damn me, for I am a 
law unto myself, and above, beyond, and superior to 
any law except that written on the tablets of my being 
by the hand that brought me into existence.-

The idea that a soul has its beginning with the 
physical body gives one a very narrow, contracted 
view of life, and it is not strange that confusion arises 
in the mind when we undertake to deal with the prob
lem of life from this standpoint.

I have no way of proving that the soul has had an 
existence prior to this, but it seems reasonable to me 
that it is so. I cannot think that within the short 
space of a human life-time the soul can acquire all its 
wonderful knowledge and power. I believe that not 
only man but every form of life expresses itself con
tinually in one way or another through matter. The 
beautiful rose we admire to-day is but the expression 
of the soul back of it. -

All creatures on the lower planes of animal life are 
souls and in a way immortal.

I do not’Tiold that the rose always remains a rose, 
but in accordance with its nature it will seek higher, 
better conditions for its expression. .. .

The animal seeks, though unconsciously, higher and 
more complicated forms of development, and thus 
comes on up.the scale of being.

Some of our Spiritualists claim that animals hold 
a body and an existence for a time after death. May 
it not be possible that they soon find expression in 
some form of physical life again? Naturally that 
most needful for them.

If as scientists declare, man is the product of evolu
tion, is it not ppssible that the process of evolution 
may be some such as suggested above ? And fhe soul 
continues to clothe itself again and again in material' 
ity until it has had every experience and.advantage 
earth life can afford it. When such timé comes it 
will go on into higher expressions of life, free from 
and master of all earthly conditions.

Many Spiritualists argue that re-embodiment is un
necessary since the soul can go on obtaining all that 
is necessary for its further growth and unfoldmppt in 
the spirit world. At the same time they will tell you 
we are now in the spirit world the same as the dead 
except that we have our physical bodies., This .1 be
lieve is true. Now if the so-called dead do notihave 
need of this life, why do they linger hero (Seeking to 
get control of the physical bodies of mediupis ? ‘

Some will say for the good of humanity,‘for tlie de
velopment of the medium, etc., but we know that the 
person controlled is not always benefited and often 
the guides as they are called, will tell us they remain 
with us for our mutual good. Thousand^ are ’ con
trolling mediumistic people because they need earthly 
experiences and must have a form of exprèssioh.'

So I have come to the conclusion consciously here, 
the same no. doubt I have myriads of times (before, 
that if it is necessary for me to operate on the physi
cal plane through a physical body, it is infinitely bet
ter that I build one of my own. It will-serve my pur
pose better and will not be an imposition on another.

What is this for? For the individualization and 
unfoldment of the soul.

What is unfoldment of soul? In my opinion it 
means thé development of faculties corresponding to 
every branch of knowledge. These to be so strong 
and 30 perfect that in every possible condition or en
vironment of life we shall know without the effort of 
acquiring knowledge. For instance every faculty 
must he as perfect as was Handel’s for music or as is 
the natural mathematician’s for numbers and calcula
tion. Also that the soul may become calm and self- 
possessed, fearless and free, and master in the réalm 
of its being, perfect in knowledge and pèrfect in love.

The Christs have been souls thus unfolded who 
haVe come to earth with a mission, knowing from 
whence they, came and whither they were going. 
- It may seem like a slow and tedious process, this be
ing born again, but we have all the time there is, and 
if we have infinite possibilities we also have endless 
life in which to unfold them.

So let us not be discouraged even though, like 
Helen Keller, we lack the most important avenues of 
communication with this world. Let us not-bé in a 
hurry, nor worry and fret, but rest in the Weet assur
ance that all is well with the soul.

“There Is a Well-Defined Conviction In 
the Minds of Many That There Is a 
Certain Sacredness Involved In Con
versing With Departed Friends.”
In all lines of human endeavor those 

best fitted to endure the various vicis
situdes incident to their particular work 
survive longest. The survival of the 
fittest is merely tlie triumph ot purity. 
The pure, therefore, realize a greater 
degree of comfort and profit from their 
endeavors.

The average employe must be free 
from health-wrecking and bankrupt
making habits, lor the modern employ
er cannot afford to employ any one who 
is known to be a victim to habits which 
will eventually dim the mind and de
stroy the body.

The cigarette-smoking youth is not 
wanted in business life. Tne beer- 
drinking man finds, sooner or later, in 
l;is pay envelope, the eloquent words,
“Your services are no longer 
He finds himself supplanted 
clear-brained total abstainer.

The public is a kind and 
employer, In a way, and is

needed.” 
by the

generous 
slow to

"The Kingship of Self-Control,’
Win. George Jordan. -It treats of the 
crifties of the tongue, tlie Red Tapa 
duty, tlie supreme charity of the world, 
the L revelation of reserve power, etc.

By

what was in him. .
Life is a unit. One life, but different expressions of 

individual entities on the different'"planes of con
sciousness; and we are really never separated from 
our dead, for while we sleep or even while awake we 
may be with them on the plane of vibration they occu
py in fhe body corresponding to their “spiritual 
bodies.”

That we are not conscious of this while conscious to 
physical life does not disprove it. The soul knows 
whether it consciously knows or not.. .

We may remember a; part an experience and call it 
a Area mor we may not remember at all.

A man was thrown from a vehicle and his skulk 
crushed in on the brain.. After his recovery he could 
remember nothing that occurred prior tefthe accident, 
although he learned readily and was otherwise nor
mal. 1

After twenty years he had an operation performed 
and the piece of skull raised from off the! brain. He 
immediately remembered all Jie had known before the 
accident but knew nothing of what had taken place 
since.

This proves that a person may be in possession of 
knowledge and have experiences of which he is not 
cognizant. ‘

I am often asked if insane jfeople.will be sane after 
■ the death of the physical body ? < Naturally, yes, as 
the loss of-the mind as it is-termed, Is but a derange', 
meiie of some part of the mechanism of the body 
through which the soul is trying to express. ' The 
soul or real self remains intact, and unhurt, and when 
freed from the imperfect body.will go on its way re
joicing. .

Looking at it in this way life does not seem such a 
hideous nightmare, such a grand farce, for where 
soul fails to accomplish its purpose in any • embodi
ment arid its bark goes dowa ittlhe dark waters of 
its earthlxexistence* ’
- ■■■■■.■ A’ ■ - .. ■ ■ ■ -

“I stay my haste, I make delays, 
For what avails this eager paeej

I. stand amid the eternal ways
And what is mine shall know my face'. ”

That a soul can be lost is a most absurd idea, since 
the very aim and object of life is individualization.

Everything is exclaiming I am, I am, I am ! If not 
in the musical tones of the present day New Thought- 
ist, then by its everlasting persistence in self-develop
ment, its determination to be.

■ There is no sin except the transgression of some law 
of our being, and no hell except the punishriient that 
follows as a natural consequence. Neither is eternal, 
for the soul shall eventiially triumph over all error, 
make reparation for every mistake or wrong and ob
tain complete happiness by attuning itself ioto the 
rhythmic vibrations of the universal life. ,jfLi the very 
nature of things this is so; “ Aii,“.q ?

Do not imagine, then, that when you’lie dojvn in 
the cold1 embrace of death your spirit, a^ydu^all it, 
will be floating about without form, anolntangible, 
elusive indefinable something; for you cannot die, and 
the death of your body does hot change j^pri.'

You are a centralization of nature’s Yprceg. For 
.countless ages you have been rising ' to ¡ higher • and 
higher states of bein$, pushing on up thd spir® stair
way of knowledge arid love. ", ' g." ; ¿q

Contesting, every inch of the way, yo^j iaye with 
dogged persistence and from stern necessity brought 
yourself to where you are. ■ j’ :

J^ow what are you going to do ? Gb ouV inlo noth
ingness? lose your identity? No!. You are-and ever 
shall be, nor ever will you be a diseinbbdiecL spirit, 
but ¿always a conscious,, loving, aspiring sliril, Clothed 
upon with a body adapted to your new condition of 
life.■. .•. ’ ■' •

There is ho mistaking’ the grandly unfolded souls;" 
Majestic in bearing, broad-minded, .tolerant;’ and pro
gressive, they are the beacon lights along the shore of 
earthly existence, and the very highest indication of a 
great soul is its tender sympathy and loving' consider
ation for all creatures that like itself are struggling 
upward towards the light. ' \

‘ San Antonio, Texas, LAURA B. PAYNE,

wrath, forgiving much and hoping tor 
better things of its employes.

The medium is an employe—a trusted 
one—of an employing public. It there
fore behooves the medium to be above 
reproach with regard to habits and per
sonal cleanliness.

There is a well-defined conviction in 
the minds of many that there is a cer
tain sacredness involved in conversing 
with departed friends, in spirit lite. It 
is quite shocking to their finer sensibil
ities to detect the odor of whisky or to
bacco upon the medium. The idea of ab
solute pqrity is inseparably associated 
in their minds with that of spirit com
munication. This is natural, and it 
should be encouraged by the purity of 
the medium’s thoughts, deeds and daily 
life.

The writer well remembers a certain 
medium who was in the habit of puff
ing clouds of smoke from a cigarette 
while on the street and even while in 
thp seance room. He said the smoking 
of a cigarette “steadied” his nerves, 
seeming to forget that nothing is better 
for the nerves than an abstemious life. 
The writdr has carefully observed the 
countenances of those present at the 
seances of this man, and almost with
out exception surprise and disgust were 
found to be 'depicted there. Although 
this medium was well developed In 
both the inspirational and materializing 
phases, and in charge of a flourishing 
church, his downfall was gradual and 
certain.

No one can wreck a body and benumb 
a spirit with Impunity, expecting to es
cape the results of a violation of natu
ral laws. We must merit reward in or
der to receive reward, and a medium 
cannot hope to report to the public for 
duty with a tainted breath and a cloud
ed soul and expect continued employ
ment at a high wage.

A discerning public places the seal of 
its approval only upon those who live 
purely—for the others it has only tol
erance. Competition in this age of the 
world’s history has fixed a standard of 
competency, and absence of injurious 
and offensive habits is an Important 
factor therein; for virtue has become 
more than its own reward.

Modern commercialism recognizes a 
department of sentiment, and It em
ploys mediums in that department, for 
without sentiment we are stoics; and 
stoics have no need of industry as we, 
to-day, understand the term. When de
parted relatives are mentioned, the ac- 
ive element of sentiment possessed by 
that great mass of people called “the 
public,” is at once aroused. It is the 
first step for many on that never-ending 
path of knowledge which Spiritualism 
has helped many timid feet to tread. 
On this initial tour of investigation 
must the conceptions ot purity and of 
spirituality be shocked and the inquirer 
turned backward by impurfty?
' Mediums who mirror in their dally 
life the truths of Spiritualism are mod
erately well paid, .experience no ill ef
fects through the exercise of their psy
chic powers, are surrounded by friends, 
and are happy; but mediums who are 
victims of alcohol, tobacco, morphine, 
cocaine, immorality and insincerity, us
ually perish miserably. Many learn too 
late the fact that purity and true me
diumship are Inseparable. Too often 
truth is not made superior to all else, 
and the mad desire to gain money over
balances the desire to be a real force 
for good in the world. It is then that 
the mercenary medium seeks to give 
only such facts and results which will 
“please the customer,” and the first 
step toward the ruin of that medium’s 
psychic powers is- made.

The writer has always contended that 
mediumship should not be depended 
upon as a sole means of gaining a liveli
hood. A trade, or a profession enables 
the medium to remove mediumship 
from toe corrupting Influence of money 
and creates an independence in which 
the desire, to help humanity, to uplift 
mankind and to remove error and su
perstition shines forth as the most im
portant motive. The necessity of an 
independent means of support is partic
ularly applicable in the case of the in
spirational psychic; for the advice 
given by a great medium to his pupils, 
whom he sought to develop; should be 
remembered: “Take no thought how or 
what ye shall speak';'for it shall be 
given you in that same hour what ye 
shall speak. For it is not ye that 
speak, but the spirit which speaketh in 
you.”
' In this connection the writer would

Last night, or rather this morning, 
I had a very clear vision on the vlbia 
tory system in nature and man,

I have had many visions In the years 
past, on these lines of the science of na
ture and man. but this time another 
view was presented to me and I could 
not only see man’s powerful action in 
all of these operations, but I could un
derstand rightly while seeing. As a re
sult, the following was penned by 
spirit aid after I arose:

It is with a sense of pleasure that we 
announce that you have gained another 
true idea concerning universal opera
tions, viz., that really tlie electrical 
workings combine the full science of 
man and nature. Tinis, man’s commit
tals and his rescue therefrom comes, 
must come through that system wisely 
governed for purposed results.

Therefore, to write and to talk on 
this, the true science of life, is in order, 
tor the time is come when it can be not 
only comprehended by the studious of 
earth, but also demonstrated, Man 
has learned that connections can be 
made or formed between the earth and 
elemental electricities and magnetisms, 
that there is this radiant power of life
flame in nature, also in man, and which, 
in man, is nourished from and active in 
these natural force and substance activ
ities; that man being tlie conscious en
tity in the employ of Supreme Wisdom, 
is rated as the governing power on his 
planes of expression and has these 
rights of rule supremely vested in him. 
But thus far he has viewed tilings wrong
ly, and has aimed to dominate his weak
er brother marr-whom it is his duty to 
aid in performing his parts In these as
sociated labors of force and substance 
regenerations, and thus in the general 
progress of men and things. Had these 
simple and self-evident truths been be
held and adhered to by«. man the ap- 
polpted Master in creation's scheme, he 
would now Jie on the lofty planes 
marked for this cycle and world age. 
Alas! he is found far below required vi
bratory average, hence the necessity of 
these heaven-enforced helps during the 
crisis through which all things are pass
ing at the present time.

Therefore it Is not a thing to be won
dered at that the immoral and deficient 
in true soul development now found 
on earth and those sent out from 
Earth in such deficient form, should 

-mingle for undesirable results. It Is 
done to bring the mass of humanity to 
their senses and to recognize the true 
status of the race in the connected life 
of divided planes of life’s expression, 
and so take steps to educate all classes 
of so-called criminals, insane, feeble
minded and generally deformed. Thus' 
alone are these wrongs righted and a 
redemption wrought, from these states

give it as his opinion that a calm, 
clear, dispassionate statement ot spir
itual truths is desired by the truly in-

of mind and soul slavery to ill
and their compulsions to acts of harm 
to the perpetrators and their intended 
victims.

This vibratory system in man and na
ture is for regenerative purposes 
changing crude into refined substances, 
but man being wrongly active in desire, 
thoughts and deeds, becomes a debtor 
thus to others whose conduct is thus 
affected and universal rules then, must, 
in the name of justice and. equity pun
ish all such offenders.

From such righteous punishments, 
for effecting self-restoration to true use
fulness, none can be relieved, only as 
they are capable of seeing their true 
condition and undoing the wrongs, first 
by a true desire to aid where before 
they hindered pursuits of others in 
common welfare, then by active thought 
and labor to help in such ways. This at 
first sight seems like an unsurmount- 
able task to an enfeebled soul in any 
form, but when it is considered that as 
they thus try to undo tlie wrongs they 
have done, help is given- them in due 
proportion, so it is not of themselves 
alone that this redeeming task is ac
complished, but at the same time it can
not be done for them unless they are 
the principal actors in true, honest ef
forts as indicated.

This is'the foundation of the true 
plan of man’s redemption and thought 
thereon is invited. s

Psychical and Physical.
Among such experiences, one a few 

years ago impressed me greatly.
It was about nine o’clock one even

ing, I was sitting in my room, when I 
felt a peculiar sensation of joy and sad
ness pass over me. At once I was clair
voyant and saw in the street before the 
house a company of heavenly Sir 
Knights mounted on white horses and 
in full regalia.

They passed on, keeping the middle 
of the street until they reached the 
home of a prominent physician, a Sir 
Knight also, who was sick at the time. 
There they halted, made a salute, then 
turned and marched out to the ceme
tery, still keeping the middle of the 
street.

One week later the doctor's funeral 
occurred, which I attended. TlTe 
Knights TemplarJiad charge of the ser
vice, and lol they marched in the street 
as I hard seen the heavenly ones doing. 
It was an impressive ceremony for the 
reason that more than earthly interest 
was manifested therein.
' I have often wondered why it is, but 

I see the Higher order of Masons or Sir 
Knights frequently attend the last rites 
of their earthly brethren. I see also 
others receiving such attentions, but 
not to such a marked degree.

Is this evidence that the Mason’s 
creed to assist one another, etc., is ac
ceptable in heaven’s sight? Or is it 
merely the deference shown the order? 
At any rate it is a mark of honor. '

MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio.

SUNSHINE THOUGHTS.

telligent audience in preference to the- -“This world is not so bad a world 
■ • • .................. > As some would like to make it,”most elaborate embellishments consist

ing of windmilbHke swinging of arms
and stamping, of feet that can be de
vised by the most athletic or inventive 
lecturer. The day of the gymnastic 
lecture is past. It has gone the way of 
the sermon that was accompanied by a 
stamping as of many horses, and a 
pounding on the stout oaken reading
desk like unto the noise caused by a 
full dozen pile-drivers. Th< proper 
place for tlie control that seeks to sub
stitute müscularity for intelligence is 
in a boiler factory.' All things have 
their time and place, but the forum is 
certainly not the place for monkey-liké 
contortions' and sky-scraping gestures. 
Truth is naked, but sne requires 
neither the arts of Delsarte nor the 
strength of Vulcan to make her more 
beautiful.

Let us have more facts and less fuss; 
more purity and less putridity; more 
reason and less rapacity.

Let us encourage the “higher criti
cism? if it tends to eliminate the non- 
essentials. That impure habits and 
personal uncleanliness are non-essen
tials to the well-ordered life is quite 
well recognized. ■

“This trio you should cherish: Knowl
edge, Reason and Purity. The greatest 
of these is Purity, for it is a crown of 
blessing upon the possessor of thé two 
others."—-Norwa.

The writer has often pondered upon

’There’s warmth in every wintry soul, 
If you can only wake it.

A word of cheer, dispelling fear 
From sad hearts in sorrow,

Sets notes athrlll in heart and will— 
God’s promise for to-morrow.

In every weary soul we meet, 
A kindly word may lighten

Their lives to rosy sunshine sweet, 
By just one word to .brighten.

So as we go, let. each bestow 
A friendly word of cheer, 

That dewy flowers of love may grow
In by-ways far and near.

This old world would brighter be, 
If each would do his part

To shed on ali a genial smile,.
And kindliness impart;

And hearts bowed low in'deepest woe 
Would find joy’s'richest treasure,

By just one little word of cheer, .
To make their lives a pleasure.

BISHOP A BEALS.
Summerland, Cal.

the saying of the ancient warrior above 
quoted, and his found a world of mean
ing In It. Study it well,' and you will 
find the truths of a thousand years of 
experience concealed in a few words.

. F. M. SNARRENBERGER. 
Columbus, Ohio.
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Hudson Tuttle
Library of Spiritual literature.

Given by automatic writing through 
the author’s mediumship.
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Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
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By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.
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Windle.

“It Utts the reader into enchanting realms."— 
Medical Gleaner.

“It is intensely interesting."—Bov. Minot J. 
Savage.

"Three things make this book remarkable. Its 
authorship, the astounding claims put forth in 
It, and the philosophy and revelation of a future 
Ufe it contains.’’—B. O. Flower, in the Arena,

"It will give us courage to pass through the 
deep shadows ot death to tho sun-lit cllmo ot 
tho World Celestial.''—Rev. H. W. Thomas.

"Everybody will bo charmed with it, tor It is 
not only a great Spiritual book, but a most 
beautiful romance of two worlds."—Banner ot 
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Or Initiation In tho Theoretical and Practical 
secrets of Astral Truth -and Occult Art. By 
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Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth

By Prof. W. M. I/ookwood.
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ject. a powerful nririiuient alonff naw nnd »olen- 
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fine Illustrations, doth. S1.00.
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1 er would not cart? to feul 

I missed, as a yè?iuf/.gi
iblish them, enough to say, that

FRO@1^,S3IVB THINKER

I missed, as a y^ipf/.girl on-earth, the delightful life 
with parents, and the |sweet joy of being a wife and 
mother. I was3eprjved of all the little details that

¡Letter From Abby A. Judson, Through the Medium
ship of Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea.

My Dear Friends and Readers of The Progressive 
ThinkerI feel sure that you will all be glad to hear 
from me, although I was not accustomed to write for 
this particular paper. But all papers that give forth 
great truths to the people are very dear to me.

The old Banner of Light, was and still is exceed
ingly dear to me; but The Progressive Thinker is a 
young giant, and really I would like to stand in the 
shadow of its mighty arm.

■I occasionally control another medium when writ
ing for the dear old Banner; but why riot write for 
both papers, now that my powers are increased an 

, ¡hundred fold ? While I was still with you in the form 
I read with a great deal of interest books written by 
the spirit Franz Petersilea, also the one written by 
the lovely and progressed spirit, Mary Ann Carew, 
former wife of Franz and mother of Carlyle. These 
books seemed to turn for me the key that unlocked 
the secrets of creation. '

I had read and thought most deeply of evolution; 
but the more I traced it up and thought of it, the 
more bewildered I became. It seemed to lead upward 
to a dreary waste, simply peopled by men, women and 
children. According to the law of evolution not.a 
thing could be immortal but mankind. <

I often expressed my thoughts to friends,- telling 
them that-the theory of evolution did not satisfy the 
indwelling spirit and soul, and I thoxight there must 
be; a lack, for my soul reached out after something 
more, and I was sure that if the soul-craved some
thing more there must be something more to complete 
its joy and satisfaction.

A friend advised me to read the books of Carlyle 
Petersilea, written by the spirit of his father, and oth
ers. I obtained and read them, and was perfectly de
lighted. Here was the food that my soul had longed 
for. I had all along felt that there must be truth in 
evolution, and could not give it up entirely, but like 
my own being, there seemed to be an incompleteness 
about it, and these books gave me that which I 
sought: Involution and Evolution. Hand in hand 
they must go". Evolution led to dreary wastes, but 
hand in hand with Involution led to all that was most 
lovely and satisfying—that all life whatever was first 
involved from the spiritual germ, where evolution 
took it up and cajiied it into the spirit realms. Thus 

~ the spirit realms held rill life and beauty that the 
earth’s produced, intact; and I could not disbelieve it 
if I would. It satisfied my soul and made me happy ; 
and I know it was the truth.-

Yes; all life was immortal! and now I am here in 
the spiritual realm and know it to be correct, for I am 
surrounded by the flora and fauna that the dear ’’old 
earth has sent hither/ She nourished all life close to 
her breast, for a season, and then sent it hither to 
make glad the spirits of men, women and children.
• I had never met Carlyle Petersilea, nor his revered 
father, face to face when in the material form; and 
when I heard that Carlyle also had come to this life, 
I longed to see and talk with him. I found him en
gaged in his legitimate business, that of instructing 
the young. Already a beautiful conservatory of- mu
sic was in full swing. I think swing is a very good 
word to use here, although the medium somewhat ob
jected to it, but if you could hear. the rhythmical 
siving of the volumes of harmony that are sent forth 
into the sublime ether, you would think the word 
quite appropriate.

I found Mr. Petersilea a genial, polite, noble-heart
ed gentleman, very glad to see me indeed. ’ ■'

“Ah! Miss Judson,” he said, “how glad I am to 
think that you feel interest enough in me to seek me 
out. You. are just the lady I want to meet. One in 
whom l have always felt the deepest interest. - My 
'dear wife has talked of you to me for many years, 
and now I am sure you will be one to aid me in con
trolling her to. write, that we may together hold up 
the Banner of Truth.”

< ’ Now, this was the very opportunity that I was seek- 
jng, and I riaid:

“Mr. Petersilea, you make me very happy. This 
life'is an exceedingly beautiful one, but I want to do 
more for the world we have both so lately left. I 
have found it rather hard, thus far, to find mediums 
who are willing to give me their time free—mediums 
who will write for me hours at a time without expect
ing or looking fofreward. Is your wife one who will

on the earth or in the heavens, that true marriage 
does not answer. One might fill a large volume with 
the purposes of the marriage relation. It develops 
life itself, and then responds to every known purpose 
in life, both on earth and throughout the heavens,

“Miss Judson,” said Mr. Petersilea, “you have ex
pressed the very truths that my wife and rayself la
bored fo make the world understand because we lived 
it.”

“And I never fully comprehended it until after I 
had read your books ■ and you may perhaps, nevei1 
quite know the comfort and joy they gave me. You 
wish me to control your wife to write up the fauna 
and flora of this beautiful world?”

“Yes,” he replied; “for my own mind and time are 
so much taken up with music that I do not feel compe
tent to write about them. I see these things all 
about me, to be sure, just as I did on earth; but, when 
in the material I had nd time to study them, and all 
that wastwritten about them in my books was written 
under strict spirit control.”

“I was deeply interested in all this for many, many 
years before leaving the body, and studied them care-, 
fully, and since coming to this life I am more deeply 
interested still, and have spent a large portion of my 
time in the study of them. I have also attended many 
lectures, given by most eminent men and women here, 
and it is a never failing source of interest and pleas
ure to me.”

“Have you your little dog, still?” asked Mr. Pe
tersilea, '.... ■ • - • ’

‘ ‘ Certainly, ’ ’ I answered^ ' ‘My little. Daisy is with 
me as of yore. « I noticed, as I entered here, a, large, 
beautifully spotted coach dog lying near the door ; to 
whom does it belong ? ” ;

“Thereby hangs a tale,” answered Mr,.Petersilea. 
‘I He belongs to me, however, but I left; him in fais ma
terial body with my wife, A cruel-hearted man pois
oned him shortly after my so-called death, and my 
poor, grief-stricken wife was obliged to witness his 
his agonies for a number days, until the end came; 
and here he is with me as-you see. Coupled with her 
great sorrow it nearly drove her to despair; and, real
ly, I wonder her brain is not turned, for she is a wo
man of strong, deep feelings and emotions. Now, dear 
Miss Judson, allow me to take you to my wife.”

“Nothing could delight me, more,” I replied; and 
we started; and now, friends, in controlling Mrs. Pe
tersilea to write, I shall endeavor to give you nothing 
but the truth; but I will say that by a natural law, 
which is well understood here, that the man who pois
oned that beautiful dog, thereby doubly Tending the 
heart of an already broken-hearted wife, will, through 
a jusTlaw of recompense and strict justice, .suffer all 
the agonies himself that the dog did, and the cruel 
act .will follow him throughout eternity. Does this 
sound strange to you? It would not if you were, here 
and understood all about the ether. Ari act of 
any kind is like a pebble dropped into the placid wa
ters of a lake or pond; the act vibrates throughout 
the ether forever, and as. the guilty one goes on he 
meets it at all times and places; it is also plainly dis
cerned by all other spiritual beings; he cannot wipe 
it out if he woujd; and so of all other acts, be they 
good or bad, as he goes on he meets the good acts ev
erywhere, and they return to him goodness and hap
piness; the bad, as he meets it, returns to him evil and 
woe. \ . . •

So be very careful, my dear friends, and do only 
that which is good, merciful and just, if you desire to 
be happy, for this is th? only way, and gll desire to be 
happy. > J . • ,.

Now, dear friends, all life is immortal; and animals

go toward making tn? life of a young girl happy. 
Now, shortly after I Slid entered the spiritual home of 
ray father, andjbad Hsited that of ray mother, for I 
must tell you that mji'fatlicr and mother are not unit
ed here in this hie, as you all must be aware that my 
father, when off tile garth, was married to three differ
ent ladies, and 4ny own mother was united, not very 
long after comS'g h£re, to one whom she loved; and 
that union stiUsibbldS good; but, in the home 6f my 
mother, all tiiat^)qid'jnissed on earth was here right
ed, and I lived mif |he joys that I had lost there. I 
was once more,j.p‘spirit, a sweet young girl, playing 
with ray little dog and gathering flowers. My hair 
was long and thick, my eyes large and bright, my 
skin clear and White, my form perfect, supple and 
graceful, and if; you will believe me, I had an organ, 
which seemed to be a counterpart of the one I so much 
loved on earth. I glided in and out of my mother’s 
home, happy as the lark that met me in the dewy 
morning; and 1 visited much back and forth between 
my father’s and my mother’s homes; and, then, my 
love came and courted me, and we married as they 
marry here in the spirit world; not just as you. do on 
earth, for we do not unite ourselves here unless we 
are sure that we'belong to each other right of natural 
law, and, by natural law we are united.

As there is no propagation within the spirit realms, 
in order to be a niotlier, I must take to my breast some 
littie dead born,baby;of earth, or one who had lived 
but a short time ¡ within the material body. And this 
I did, so that I plight know the joys of a mother, for 
my soul cannot be. rounded out until I go through all 
the natural experiences that belong to the first plane 
of life.

Yes, I have now a number of dear little children in 
my home, little ones of earth that left their natural 
bodies behind. So, now, I have a lovely home, over
looking a beautiful, winding river, whereon little 
boats are-dancing, going and coming, filled by happy 
children. My home is on a slight elevation,, with a 
wide veranda running the whole length of that side 
of the house overlooking the river; and within my 
home I. have All things that are beautiful and useful. 
Near my home are many stately elms and oaks, green 
lawns, beautiful shrubbery; rind the whole bright 
with parterres of flowers; and I want you all to under
stand that I have ray dogs, all of them, and my cats. 
I mean all that have left the body of flesh; and, now, 
laugh, ye who may; but when you get here the laugh 
will be on our side. I have a large number of horses, 
not wild ones. They are as beautiful and perfect as 
horses can be, and as happy as they can be also; their 
eyes bright, their necks beautifully arched. They 
gallop and canter and trot over my green lawns and 
put among my frees, and I watch their beautiful mo
tions with delight. They all love me and will come 
when I call, and-their great lovely eyes thank me fbr 
all I did for theiti when I was down below; and they 
know, as well as I do, that I tried to save them from 
being tortured when there. A number of these horses 
had been used for the< purpose of vivisection;. slowly 
and miserably tortured to death, or until their-un
happy spirits leftitheh- bodies. Others of these horses 
were poor, miserable creatures, that had been starved,

give me her time and attention?”
... “My wife is one who would give her time to any- 

'one whom she thought good and worthy, and if, there- 
' by, it would please me.”

“You and your -wife were very happy and truly 
united?” I said.

“Yes,” he answered. “We sincerely believe that 
,we, together, form the perfect whole. She is now in 
deep grief, but I hope soon to be able to soothe and 
comfort her more than I have yet been able to do, and 
you will help me, I know, Miss Judson?”

“I surely will, and make myself happier by doing 
so.” 'x

‘ ‘ Miss Judson, I think my wife is about the only me
dium through whom you can give the true and perfect 
law of involution and evolution, and so let us clasp 

® hands in unity and friendship, and aid each other all 
..we possibly can. You have not started another Sem
inary for young ladies?”

“No. I do not think that is now my particular 
work and mission—for, Mr. Petersilea, I am not now 
alone as formerly, but have found one as dear to me 
as your wify is to you; and we also think that we 
form the perfect whole; and we are exceedingly hap
py in our union. Old maids do not forever remain 
old maids, ’ ’ I continued, laughing.

“So it would seem,” he replied. “I congratulate 
you with all my soul; and have you formed a home 
here?”

* ‘ Oh. yes; a very beautiful home, and you must visit 
us there.”

“I shall certainly do so,” he replied. And he has 
kept his word, and we have entertained him’as well 
as ivc were able, but I think that we have to thank 
him, for his exquisite music entertained us far more, 
and carried our souls up into loftier regions of bliss, 
it that were possible.

No; my work does not lie within the walls of a sem
inary, but it is with and for humanity in general. To
gether with my beloved I join with others to, do all 
the. good possible^jnd give truth, as I find it, down to 
earth. . ■

“Your home is yet with your wife on earth?” 
said. . /
r “Yes,” he replied;“and will be until she toil leaves 
the body of flesh, ana then, like'yourself, we will form 
,a home to suit her taste, .and -whatever suits her wil 
be to my taste also. This is as it should be.” 
“Yes; and those pseudo-philosophers of earth must 

. and ought, to learn that true marriage answers more 
purposes than one or two; that it not only answers the 
purposes of earth, but those of heaven. ”

“It is supposed by some of those who think them
selves very wise, that marriage cannot enter into the 

' heavens because, forsooth, marriage docs not bring 
forth children; as though that were the only end arid 
aim of the marriage relation; whereas, the truth'is, 
that truemarriage answers very many different pur
posefl, In fact, there is no purpose whatever, either

here are exquisitely beautiful. They are very beauti
ful even on earth, but here, like man, they are far 
more perfect still. No life of anykind is propagated 
within the spheres. All life is. propagated upon the 
earths and at so-called death rises up into the spirit
ual realms to fill those realms and make them exceed
ingly beautiful. No creature here is able to slay an
other and has po desire, for material hunger has 
ceased with it. All reptiles that on earth are poison
ous are not so here, for they do not need this power 
as a defense as they cannot be injured or killed. Man 
also cannot slay his brother man as he does on earth, 
neither can he slay an animal, bird, or fish. All exist 
in their beautiful, perfect, spiritual forms within the 
spheres which surround the earth for millions upon 
millions of miles, until a point is reached where the 
earth no longer holds any attraction for them, and 
then they exist às perfected entities within the all- 
pervading ether. Farther than this I am not able to 
tell you, but thus far I can and do tell you the truth; 
yet eons of ages pass before this exalted state is 
reached.. As it is with animal life so ifis with vege
table and floral life.' All-rise up to their proper alti
tude, one year after another, in their lovely, spiritual 
forms and condition, to surround us with beauty and 
brightness.

I felt sure after reading Mr. Petersilea’s books that 
this must be true—that it was the natural resultant 
and sequence of all life, and how gloriously happy I 
felt when I found that he and I were right. One can 
reason on no other premises and come out right. If 
one reasons on evolution alone one comes out all 
wrong. That brings the spirit of man ifltô a spirit
ual life where nothing exists but ̂ himself—that is, he, 
as a spiritual entity, would roam through the bound
less ether surrounded by nothing but ether and other 
spiritual beings. What a dreary thing to. think 
about. Never a tree,.shrub, flower, bird, fish, or ani
mal. No water, no land, nothing but boundless ether. 
What object could man have to live at all ? He might, 
rest within the ether and exchange thoughts with 
other spirits, but what would they think about?

I often sat in my own little home on earth and 
thought deeply about it. What an awful, ¿dreary- 
waste it must be, simply to look for all eternity, into 
the ether and see nothing else; and this is what it 
must be if one follows out evolution Alone and noth
ing immortal but the spirits of mankind. What would 
or could there be to interest babes, children, youths, 
'arid young maidens, simply to roam around and look 
forever into the dreary ether. O, my dear friends. 
This is not so ; but the spiritual world is filled with all 
the forms that.exist on earth, in their spiritual state.'

Everything that grows, or has life, develops within 
the material, and after throwing it off, just as man 
does, rises up, just as he does, into the spirit realms, 
that man may be surrounded by all that he has loved 
and admired on earth. . •

" O, my dear friends. I really shouted and clapped 
my hands for joy when I found that these things were 
true. I wish that every man, woman and child on 
earth-could read the book entitled Mary Ann Carew, 
for it'shows up, in. detail, all the beautiful things that 
ate here, shows just how children are cared for arid 
taught. The book was written by the spirit of Car
lyle Petersilea’s mother, and is true in all its details.

Now would not some of you like to know about my 
own particular life here in the spiritual World ? That 
I joined my parents directly after coming here is 
true ; but I did not remain with them after my loved 
one was brought by them to me. Dear friends, I 
failed to be united to that dear one on earth.' The 
joy and completeness still remained in store for me. 
I could write out all the sweet details of our court
ship, but perhaps thé editor of The Progressive Think-

overloaded and .beaten to death. Yes; I took the 
most miserable and unhappy ones that I could find, 
and, behold, they ar# recompensed. But what shall 
b<5 said of thoseiwho .oomriiitted these crimes against 
them? >1

•Well, I had a gpoflly number uf dogs playing about 
and gamboling with Uj-y little children, and they are 
as lirippy rind beautiful as, spiritual' dogs can., be. 
Many of these wpre,;pn: earth; 'deserted, starved, or 
kicked and .beaten to death. O, yes. I am! gathering 
up stpay waifs npw just as then; and, remember, all 
of you who read this on earth, that when an animal, 
or child; or bird, or even a man or woman 1b extremely 
unhappy, starved, beaten, or abused, that Abby A.. 
Judson will be there in spirit, for her spiritual ears 
are ever open to the cries of distress and misery, and 
she will help thejn, and if she cannot do this she will 
take their suffering spirits, as they leave their, bodies, 
and bring them to her beautiful, spiritual home, ,and 
care for them until they can be made happier and bet
ter somewhere else.

Mr. Petersilea says, that I must add a piano to my 
home, and he will come and occasionally give me a les
son. Thanks to his great, noble, generous heart! and 
I shall surely avail myself of his kindness. ■ I play 
some, but not as well as I might and ought, and I 
would like to perfect myself in all branches of art and 
music as well as take pare of all miserable cats, dogs, 
and other animals, . together with wretched men, wo- 
men, and children. ‘ ~~~*

0, there is enough-to do here, you may be sure, and 
you who have known me on earth must know me well 
enough to know that I shall never sit down in a lovely 
home of any kind and enjoy myself, for I could.ueyer 
he happy unless I were doing good arid relieying 
those who suffer. .

The world is anxious to know some of the details 
that go to make up the life within the spiritual 
realms, and this medium is one through whom we are 
able to give these details, and in giving the details 
truth will be made manifest. Spirits, who control 
most mediums, have not, thus far, been able to give 
the details concerning this life; and the reason- has 
been prejudices and preconceived ideas that the 
lower world is slow to give up; and many Spiritual-' 
ists- are just as bad; but there are some who wonder 
that long lectures can be given, and thousandsT of 
them, for years, that deal_simply with the abstract 
and philosophical,'ignoring all details whatever, and- 
thousands of spirits,,when questioned as to their life 
in this world, have not, thus far, been able through 
their mediums to-say much more than that they are 
very happy, that this life is very beautiful, and so on; 
but, when questioned, as to the details, it seems to 
many that they are Wholly unable to tell anything; 
and it has come; ttobW said: ‘If the spirits can ¿give 
long lectures, and'thotiriands of them, why in the name 
of all that is good' and drue cannot they tell us some
thing of their liv'dktli^re?” ,

Well, friends, <jhe great reason has been, that if 
these same spiritfl. we5f, to tell about this life as it 
really is, very fejy.wQftld hear, them at all. Knowing 
this, they have avoided doing so until the time 
should come when,onef’or two, more advanced, bolder 
and more courag4buri|than others, could be used for 
the purpose. oBS’gr^t obstacle that has stood in the 
way, has been acceptation of evolution standing by it
self alone. This givesc no immortality , to any other 
than mankind; whereas, nothing can be more errone
ous. So, when spjj'its try to tell of this life as it really 
is, thus far, very few would hear or believe them.

When au evolutionist undertakes to say that all pos
sibilities are latorit, or exist hidden within the lowest 
forms in nature, he is at sea, and will never be able to 
land any where; but, when he once understands that 
the. germs of all life-whatever exist within the ether, 
and involution is taking place at all times and with all 
things in nature, then ho will arrive upon firm and 
reasonable ground; and, when he once,can be made to 
understand tiiat if a,germ first exists within the ether 
in an undeveloped state, after development it can also 
exist within the ether as a developed entity, and when 
once?1 this great trutli .is accepted, then the spirits will 
have no difficulty in describing this life as it really is 
and giving-all the details concerning it. But when.

you are told by the evolutionist, that animals have no 
existence after the death of the body, then of course 
nothing below the animal can; and it lands one into a 
great void, where nothing exists but mankind; and, of 
course, spirits could do nothing else except to roam 
about within this boundless ether without aim or ob
ject. Yet it is said by these same ones, that man pro
gresses eternally—that is, he is continually being 
wiser and happier. But if there is nothing for him to 
observe except ether, how is it possible for him to 
do so ?

Now, is it not -reasonable to suppose that we have 
far more here, in the spiritual realms than you do on 
earth instead of less? and that we must necessarily 
have all that you do there in a higher, hiore subtile 
and refined condition ? and all life whatever has trav
eled onward and upward to a more perfect state.

tyell, all that I, Abby A. Judson, can tell you,-is 
that it'is so—it is true ¡ and, consequently, that we 
have all that you of earth do in a more refined condi
tion, more perfect and beautiful.

The lamb skips and plays; the horse, with arched 
neck and beaming eye, trots and gallops about; and 
thus of all life whatever, ethereal, perfect and beauti
ful. ■-

You mourn because the earth and its products are 
not perfect, forgetting that they are simply develop
ing up to perfection. . Now, if all life is not immortal, 
then man is not immortal. It is a great mistake to 
think and teach that man alone has an immortal spir
it. It is spirit alone that gives life and shape to any
thing, and all spirit is immortal, and all entities that 
have form and shape are immortal. Matter is also 
immortal, but not intelligent, and exists, simply, to 
clothe the immortal spiritual entities.

Very few can realize what a satisfaction it was to 
me to find that I had been right in my ideas of the 
persistence of animal life after the dissolution of the 
material covering.

Many of you say that even if the life of an animal 
persists after the disintegration of the material, it 
does not prove that animals are immortal—that their 
life soon fades away and is merged into the universal 
ether. Well, how do you know this? If the life of 
the animai fades and merges into the ether, then 
man’s must do the same; for if one single identify is 
lost, then all are; for no great universal law ever 
breaks. The breaking of a law would render that 
law imperfect; and there are no imperfections in the 
laws of nature. There are no imperfections in the 
laws of attraction, repulsion, or gravitation, neither in 
the electrical law; if there were, then all things would 
go to smash—worlds would collide and chaos reign 
generally; therefore I am sure that the identity of all 
entities persists throughout eternity, and why should 
I not feel thus sure? I am here, surrounded by the 
identical creatures that I loved. I have not faded in 
the least, but quite the contrary, and if possible, I am 
more identical than ever before. My identity has be
come larger, grander, broader; and so of all the crea
tures below me in the scale of being.

Oh, how I do wish you all could see them. My 
horses are more gracefully, grandly beautiful, with
out imperfections or blemish, and so of every other 
creature here, and so of all other life. The grass is 
greener without an imperfect blade anywhere to be 
seen; the trees the same; the flowers more brilliant, 
showing no sign of decay; the singing birds trill in ec
static joy; the shining fish leap from the waters, glis

tening with lovely coloring in the sparkling light of 
'this glorious world.

Now, this is either myself, Abby A. Judson, who is 
writing this through the medium of Mrs. Carlyle Pe
tersilea, or it is the reflex action of her own mind, or 
the subconscious self of the lady who is acting as my 
amanuensis. Now I assert that it is myself, Abby A. 
Judson, who is doing this writing and not the reflex 
action of the mind of the lady or her subconscious 
self. . Dear reader, which would you prefer to have 
it? Would you like to think that it is reflex action or 
subconsciousness ? If so, you can think so. No one 
can take that right away from you; but that will not 
alter the truth of the matter one iota.

I have taken particular pains to seek out, and make 
myself known to Dr. Hudson. He was glad to see 
me, but looked a little crest-fallen.

“I want you to come with me,” I said, “and s^e the 
harm that you have done to the world through your 
writings; and after that, I want you to make amends 
by controlling a lady—Mrs. Petersilea—to write. 
You are an honorable gentleman, and I know you will 
do this.”

“I will do what I can, madam,” he replied. “I 
certainly do not wish to remain in error of any kind, 
and I will try to undo the wrong which I unwittingly 
did.” And so Mr. Hudson himself will control the 
medium to write, one letter at least, and he may like 
it so well that he will gladly control the writing of 
more. -

Now if you wise men and philosophers of earth 
want to roam around in the limitless ether, without 
homes or even bodies, where there is nothing, not even 
a. green tree, shrub, or flower, no water, no life of any 
kind except that of the spirits of mankind—they may 
be able to do so. I cannot say; but the women, girls, 
little babes and small children, of which there are 
vast numbers here, are not able to do this. They must 
have homes. They must be surrounded by sweet, nat
ural objects, such as pet animals, birds, flowers, trees, 
and shrubs, and water they must have or perish and 
go into oblivion. If water, then little fairy boats and 
so forth. As for being broken up into many personal
ities,- I, for one, beg to be excused. Thus far I have 
never been, to my knowledge, other than Abby A. 
Judson. That I was once in the form of an undevel
oped, spiritual germ is also true; but that I can ever 

■ /return again into an undeveloped spiritual germ is not 
true; my development must continue on forever, as 
far as I now know, and if one can find an end to for
ever, let one try it; or if one can find an end to limit
less space and ether, let one try it, and if one finds it, 
then let one jump off into—where? what? Why, 
space, filled by ether.

Now if you want to know where the germs come 
from, first'find out whqre the ether came from, for 
germinal points are co-existent with the ether. The 
ancients called the ether God, for within it all things 
exist that eVer were or ever shall be ; and if you want 
to know—like the.; little child when told that God 
made her, asked, “Who made God?”—who made the 
ether? why; answer that question as the teacher did 
the child: “God never was made. He existed al
ways.” The possibilities within it never were made. 
It has always existed arid always will exist.

ABBY A. JUDSON.
Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea, Medium, Garvanza Station, 

No. 1. R. F. D., Los Angeles, Cal.

DEAFNESS CURED
By No Means Until “ACTINA* , 

Was Discovered.

The custom and fashion.tjf to-day wilTbe the awk
wardness, and outrage of to-morrow. So arbitrary 
are these transient laws.—Dumas
' When a man has not a good reason for doing a 
thing, he has one good reason for letting it alone.— 
Thomas Scott.

Philosophy, when superficially studied, excites 
doubt; when thoroughly explored, it dispels it.— 
Bacon. s

Can it be true, as is so constantly affirmed, that 
there is no sex in souls? I doubt it exceedingly.— 
Coleridge. . .

To dally much with subjects mean and low, proves 
that the mind is weak or makes it so.—Cowper.

Ninety-five per cent of all cases of deafness 
brought to our attention is tho result of chronlo 

catarrh of the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas
sages become elogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action of the vi
bratory bones. Until those 
deposits are removed a 
cure is impossible- The in
ner ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability of au
tists or physicians to euro. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there la a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh is demonstrat
ed every day by the use ot 
Actlna. The vapor current 
generated in the Actlna

passes through the Eustachian tubes into the 
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
as it passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) in the 
inner ear, making) them respond to the slight
est vibration of sound. Actlna has never fulled 
to cure ringing noises in the head. . We hav> 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured is 
only three weeks' use of Actina. Actlna alsi 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weal 
lungs, colds and headache; all of which are di 
rectly or indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna ii 
•ent on trjal postpaid. Write us about yow 
ease. We give advice free, and positive proo 
of cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson’i 
toO Dictionary of Disease, Free. Addresi 
New York & London Electric Association, Dup 

TO 029 Walnut Street, Kansas City. Mo.

Ganger Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Pilea, Fistula, Ulcers, 
EczemaandalihkinandFemaleDiseases. Wri'o 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address • 

DR?BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
Hl yourtddreMXJl a Day
||jNB W abiolulafy »uro; w,

famiin th« work tod taacli you fr«t, you work Io 
the locality whore you live. Send ui your addreu and we wil) 
explain the buolnots fully, remember weguaranUa a clear pruflv 
ot >3 for every day’« work.ateolutoly «ur«. Write ot once
fcOUL MaUHvrUiUBO CO^ Ooxl i43,Dekolt,llleh;

Irie &bor« u iht number ot the pre», 
tut 188UO ot The Progressive Thinker, 
m printed at the top ot the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the tlmo you hove paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tho 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on the tag of your wrapper.

OUR ELEVEN PR'„iiUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,’' contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

fhen the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche In your 
library.

Then follows. "Ghost Land," "Art 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed” 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus."

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise!

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE
Founded by Morris Pratt. Chartered in 
1902. A school under the auspices ot 
Spiritualism. Established for the dif
fusion of general culture and the ac
quisition of useful knowledge.

Thoroughly Qualified Teachers.
A large and beautiful building.
Steam heat and hot and cold water 
throughout.

A Two Years’ Course
prepares specially tor public and-priv
ate work. Open to all ot both sexes 
and of all ages over 16.
Admittance without examination.
Absolute freedom of thought and ex
pression encouraged. For thoroughness 
and the growth of individual and inde
pendent thinking, unequaled.
Tuition per year .... 
Tuition by the week

$50.00
.. 1.75

Board with furnished room per week, 
$3 to $3.50.

OPENS SEPTEMBER 27, 1304.
Located at Whitewater, .Wls., 60 miles 

north of Chicago.
N. B.—All who decide to attend should 
be present at the opening when the 
classes are formed and take the full 
two years’ course. Fpr catalogues 
write to Moses Hull, president, White
water, Wls., or Clara L. Stewart, secre
tary, Whitewater, Wls., or A. J. 
Weaver, principal, Old Orchard, Maine.

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITINU.-In this book Miss 

Whit lug alms to portray apractical Ideal tor 
daily living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and tat th that lend enchant
ment to life. It Is, In a measure, a logical se
quence ot l-Tho World Beautltul.” leading Into 
still diviner harmonics. It is calculated to ren
der tho soul in harmony with the universe. It 
Is truly an Inspiration. Price, cloth, 51,00.

THE SOUL OF THINGS: .
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By wm.and Ellaaboth M. F. Deuton. Amar« 
volotiswork. Though concise (is a text book it 
is as fascinating as a work .of fiction. The 
reader will be amased to ooo the curious facts 
here combined in support of this power of tho 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day; and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by tlmo. Price. 81.60. In three volumes, 
cloth bound, 91.50 each. Postage, Ito per copy..
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s GENERAL, SURVEY
When wrilïiiff for thia, paper 

use a pen or typewriter.

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

W« go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 

. or statements lie may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief/ yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might deshe 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY,—We wouldJlke 
to Impress upon the minds of ourcorre
spondents that The Progressivelhlnker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make* speed equal tor^.°,ut.l<Xr 
compositors. That means rapid V , 
and it 1b essential that all copy, to i 
cure insertion in the paper..all other re 
quiremenfs being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink °« 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that items lor 
the’General Survey will in al‘ 
adjusted to tlie space we have to occu 
nv and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abrldg®i1®^ be 

- less; otherwise many ltemBty,HvHne crowded out. Sometimes a thirty -line 
item is cut down to ten lines and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re 
,UTAKE DUE NOTICE, that all ^6®B 
for this page must be ftCC°inIBn^tery 
the full name and address oL 
It will not do to Say that 
Correspondent writes so and s , 
out giving the full name and addrBB8 ” 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request win 0« 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returnee 
if we have not space to use them.

Take due-notice that items for this 
page In order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into thé waste basket.

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. — During 
June, July and August the Progressive 
Lyceum will be sent to Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to increase your subscription one- 
half its present number, with no extra 
expense. Address J. W. Ring, care of 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

book entitled 'The Aristocracy

Captain Geo. W. Walrond, of Denver, 
Colo., the well-known lecturer and plat
form test medium, will begin his com
ing winter spiritual and occult services 
cn the first Sunday in October and will 
continue the same every Sunday and 
Wednesday evening from October to 
June next inclusive, at his new meet
ing hall, 1512 Glenarm street, Denver, 
Colo., to which address all letters and 
communications should be mailed. 
Captain Walrond, we are glad to hear, 
has completely recovered from his re
cent paralytic and nervous ailments.

Will M. Kellogg, of New Boston, 111., 
writes in reference to the Clinton 
camp: "We have had a very fine meet
ing and one most encouraging feature 
is that fully one-fourth were strangers, 
and all expressed the intention of com- 

. ing again. We leave tor New Boston, 
Ill.,' (our home) in a couple of days.”

Mrs. Catharine McFarlin is engaged 
to lecture for the Chicago Englewood 
Union for the months of October and«. 
November. During the rest of the sea
son she is still open for engagements. 
Her address until October 1 will be 
Plainview, Minnesota.

Lawrenceburg, Ind.—Following a dec
laration to his mother that the spirit of 
his dead friend, Henry Witte, had ap
peared at his bedsidb during the night 
and bad told him that he was lonely 
without his company, William Maloney, 
23, lapsed Into a decline from which 
physicians are unable to arouse him. 
The young man, who is the son of Mich
ael Maloney, ex-county treasurer, a few 
days ago 'was a close attendant at the 
bedside of the young man who he said 
appeared to him in a dream. Witte , 
died of typhoid fever and young Ma
loney was one of the pall-bearers. Ma
loney’s parents tried to Impress upon 
his mind the fact that the apparitidh 
was nothing more than a dream, but he 
insisted that the spirit of Witte had 
told him that he would soon follow him 
to his new home. His condition is crit
ical.

Mrs. C. H. Mullins -writes: “At the 
Band of Harmony social, Sept. 1, the

of
Health’ was raffled. Nine was the lucky 
number. F. W. Coen of Roger’s Park, 
was the winder.”

The Spiritualists of Washington and 
British Columbia have closed their an
nual gathering and camp-meeting at 
Surprise Lake, nine miles from Tacoma. 
The following officers were elected for 
the coming year: President, A. R. Lit
tle of Seattle, first vice-president, E. L. 
Nicholson of Seattle; second vice-presi
dent, Mrs. French of Spokane, secre
tary, George E. Knowldon of Tacoma,' 
treasurer, J. A. Kinton of Puyallup; 
trustees, George H. Head, Mrs. E. G. 
Benson of Seattle, J. C. Richardson of 
Hamilton, Mrs. E. J. Hammond, E. B. 
Estes of Tacoma. /A permanent camp
ing site at the lak\has been purchased 
by the association, and; several cottages 
will be built before the next annual

- gathering.—Seattle (Wash.) Post
Emma Moore writes: “On Sunday, 

September 11, the Spiritualists will 
commence their meetings for fall and 
winter, in G. A. R. hall, Bishop Block, 

-afternoon and evening. Mrs. Emma M. 
Nutt-Moore will be the speaker and me
dium. Friends visiting in the city will 
receive a cordial greeting. Not having 
contributed to the Open Court column, 
yet as a Spiritualist and worker for the 
cause, my best wishes go out for the up
building of our glorious truth, and that 
the garden may be rid of the weeds, and 
thistles, is my sincere wish.”
• Rev. Cora Benton, trance speaker and 
message giver, will be glad to hear 
from societies wishing a representative 
of the highest spiritual forces. Address 
1714 Adams street, Toledo, Ohio.

Thomas E. Mooney, of Brockton, 
Mass., aged 27, a shoemaker employed 
at the W. L. Douglas shoe company’s 
No. 2 factory, in the gang room, com
mitted suicide at the home of his sister, 
Mrs. Annie Dee, 65 North Montello 
street, by shooting. Mooney had for
merly been confined in the Taunton in
sane hospital, but was discharged from 
there two months ago as cured. For 
some days he had been complaining 
that he heard voices telling him to 
shoot himself, but he told his Sister he 
■would uot obey them.—Boston Globe..

Mrs. Freedman, the well-known psy
chic, has returned from the East and is 
now located at the Hotel Florence, 606 
West Adams street, where she can be 
consulted. . Phene Seeloy 3268. Dr. 
Jjouis Freedman, the Australian healer, 
has his offices at the same number. 
'■Mrs. Emma F. Jay Bullene of Denver, 
Col., prominent as a lecturer in the 
ranks of Spiritualism, Is how in Chi
cago, arranging for the publication of a 

' book entitled, “Psychic History Of the
Cliff Dwellers.”

Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner will go to 
Winfield, Kans., on Sept. 15, for one 
week, and then on to Texas, where she 
is to fill a number of engagements.

E. J. Schellhous writes from Kansas 
City, Mo.: “Spiritualism is making 
good progress in Kansas City, Mo. 
Mr. Aber's seances are excellent and 
well sustained, many people coming 
from a distance to witness the manifes
tations and converse with their depart
ed friends. Mrs. Wagner, a trumpet 
medium, of Topeka; comes to this city 
once a month arid gives seances. Mrs. 
Fred Cross is being developed as a 
trumpet medium, -making rapid prog
ress. This is commendable, as it is a 
family circle—one of the most efficient 
and satisfactory methods of the propa
ganda. Mrs. Powell, a trumpet medium, 
gives seances once a week. Mrs. 
Shackelford is a trance medium whb de
livers lectures from the platform every 
Sunday evening. Upon the whole, the 
outlook here is encouraging.”

The annual camp-meeting of the Indi
ana Association of Spiritualists came 
to a close yesterday. The attendance 
on the closing day was not so large as 
tbe jordinary Sunday crowd. The meet
ing this year has been a successful one 
from a financial standpoint. While the 
attendance has not been so large as last 
year or the year before the association 
was able to make some money out of 
concessions which were this year under 
the' control of the association. There 
has been a gradual decrease in attend
ance the past three years, while the 
number of people living in the camp 
ground this year was the largest In the 
history of tho association, but the Sun
day crowds have been smaller than 
usual. Camp Chesterfield is essentially 
a Sunday camp, owing to ■ the large 
towns that are located within easy 
reach of it. There is no other camp in 
the country that turns out the big 
crowds to be found at Chesterfield on 
Sunday, but there are other camps that 
have a larger number of dwellers. Two 
years ago the attendance at the camp 
footed up 55,000. Last year it dropped 
below that figure and this year it will 
reach about 40,000. The association 
will clear about $2,000 on the meeting 
gad after paying out $1,600 spent on 
building new cottages this year, will 
still be $400 to the good.—Anderson 
(Ind.) Bulletin.

Sans Germaine, who is also known 
js "Professor Arago,” appeared before 
Justice Martin yesterday afternoon 
charged with obtaining money by a con
fidence game, because of hfs inability 
to make one of his clients rich by find
ing for him a chest of hidden treasure. 
He is said to have collected as a retain
er $1,000. When his client learned that 
the treasures refused to be found he 
followed Germaine to Chicago and 
caused his arrest. Henry Behien, a 
railway engineer, of St. Louis, admits 
that his trouble was caused by his be
lief in a legend current in St. Louis that 
a fortune is burled near Mount Olive, 
Ill. He had no hope of finding it until 
he met Germaine, who advertised him
self as a hypnotist and clairvoyant. 

'Behien called on Germaine to consult 
him and incidentally mentioned the 
fact that he had $1,000 deposited in a 
bank. The mention of the $1,000 is 
said to have reminded Germaine of the 
hidden treasure of Mount Olive. He 
said he could find it by exercising his 
occult powers. "I can find that treas
ure for you if you will but follow a few 
simple directions which I will give you.” 
Germaine is quoted as saying to Beh
ien. "Germaine told me he could go 
into a cataleptic state, in which he 
could see in his-mind just where this 
treasure was burled,"said the engineer. 
"The only condition mentioned was that 
I give him $1,01)0-, over which he was to 
spread sand to make it magnetic. With 
this in his hand he would lead me to 
the spot where the treasure was buried, 
according to his story..” After some 
discussion the roll of bank notes was 
counted out. The following day Ger
maine left St. Louis with the money. 
Behien waited patiently for the return 
of the clairvoyant and his fortune. “A 
short time ago I learned that he was 
in Chicago,” said Behien, “and sent de
tectives after him and- caused his ar
rest.’—Chicago Chronicle.

With farewell exercises last evening, 
the annual meeting of the Indiana As
sociation of Spiritualists ended an eight* 
weeks’ session at the Chesterfield camp. 
W. J. Colville and Mrs Gillespie were 
the speakers. Mrs Gillespie was rob
bed of her purse, containing $50, a gold 
souvenir and- her return ticket to San 
Francisco, when her cottage was en
tered by burglars during her absence.— 
Indianapolis News.

Doctor and Mrs. Carl A. Wickland 
will oped Sunday afternoon-meetings at 
1'629 N. Clark street, comer Fletcher 
street,- beginning Sept. 18, at 3 p. m? 
All cordially invited.

W. A. Wilson writes that Mr. J. A. 
Davis, of Alexandria, Ind., is at Koko
mo, holding seances, and is meeting 
with good success and the work is pro
gressing very nicely. -«

The friends and relatives of Mrs. 
India Hill, an excellent speaker and me
dium, gathered at her home, 1205 North 
Church street, Decatur, Ill., Thursday 
evening, to celebrate "her fifty-fifth 
birthday. The evening was spent in a 
most enjoyable manner, consisting of 
music and light, games. Among the 
numerous presents received was a 
beautiful mahogany rocker. The pres
entation speech was made by F. G, 
Schmitt. It was responded to by Mrs? 
Hill in a most touching manner. At a, 
later hour delicious'refreshments were 
served and the party dispersed assur
ing. Mrs. Hill that all had spent a most 
delightful-evening and hoping that they 
would have the privilege of enjoying a 
like occasion for many years to come. .

Dr. Beverly- writes: “Dr. Brooks of 
California will be with us Sunday even
ing again, to give a. lecture from an il
lustrated Chart? Hfs lectures are very 
spiritual and uplifting. They explain 
in a scientific way the science of life, 
and. the signs of the times are' made 
plain, as day. We need more of these 
advanced thinkers to lead'the people in 
the way of truth. No one can afford to 
miss this treat. Special music has been 
provided and the best mediums will 
demonstrate the nearness of bur de
parted friends. The Spiritual Science 
Socioty-iB-making great preparations, 

r for'their next party, at Arlington Hall,

northwest corner of 31st street and In
diana avenue, which will take place 
October 1. We Invite all to come and 
help and encourage this grand work. 
The hall has been nicely decorated and 
Avery convenience ycu will have for an 
evening’s enjoyment.”

Mrs. Alice Baker writes from Dallas, 
Texas.: "I left here August 11 to till an 
engagement w.th the Delphos (Kans.) 
camp. Upon arrival there I was greet
ed by whole-souled people who at once 
made me feel that It was good to be 
there. Delphos camp is situated In a 
beautiful spot where nature in all her 
glory sheds its rays of sunshine. Upon 
my return from Delphos camp I stopped 
at Wichita, Kans., for a week, minister
ing to the good people there. I was met 
there by Judge Tucker who escorted 
me to the home of Brother and Sister 
Givans, wfeere we were royally wel
comed and entertained. I found in 
vVicbita a good society composed of no
ble, eaqiest souls. There was an earn
est desire manifested by these good 
people for me to remain during the 
month of September, and when the 
good-bye had to be said, I felt loth to 
depart, but my plans for returning 
South were such I could not tarry long
er, but hope that in the near future I 
may be permitted to visit the Sunflower 
State again. I have again taken up our 
work in Dallas, Texas, and only hope 
that the angel world can use me as an in
strument for the accomplishing of much 
good while here.”

C. W. Slayton writes from Hart, 
Mich.: “This would be a nice location 
for a good mèdium. No-Spciety at pres- 

, ent organized, but plenty of good mate
rial. I believe a good medium located 
here would do well; also build up a 
flourishing organization. Inquirers may 
write me for particulars. Our village 
numbers 1,500, with country around; a 
handsome, lively village in the midst of 
the best fruit belt in Michigan.” '

Mrs. L. LeSieur writes: “The ninth 
benefit sociable was at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Mullins, Thursday, Sept, 1. 
Mrs. Haire read'some fine selections in 
the afternoon. Mrs. S. J. Ashton was 
the speaker of the evening. The an
swers to questions were particularly In
teresting. Mrs. Richmond will be with 
us at our next meeting, Sept. 15, at our 
Band of Harmony rooms No. 512 Ma
sonic Temple. This meeting will be a 
reception for Mr. and Mrs. Richmond 
after their long absence. The ladies 
will bring cake and we will serve coffee 
and ice cream.”

Mrs. F. E. Beach writes from Am
bridge, Pa.: "This week’s Progressive 
Thinker is the best ever published, or 
at least seems so to me. One of the ar
ticles that I think best is by J. S. Love-. 
land. He writes on a subject that has 
been a great study with me ever since I 
believed in Spiritualism—how much 
comes from the spirit side of life, and 
tow much is psychometry and telepa
thy. I have often been in halls when 
articles were read from, and heard 
their secrets disclosed, and I felt quite 
certain that they wopld never have 
been told by a spirit, and such a one as 
wad described giving the message—a 
beautiful spirit thdt had passed out 
some years before, and had grown in 
knowledge and wisdom—to come back 
and give a secret in a public hall, is a 
little too much for my imagination." .

Mrs. S. T. Allen writes from San 
San Francisco, Cal.: "Miss Mae Hunt's 
meetings continue in Interest and large 
attendance. Sunday, Aug. 21 we lis
tened to a grand address on ‘The Laws 
of Mediumship,’ by an old Egyptian phi
losopher, Hermes, whose very presence 
seemed a spiritual benediction to those 
present. Miss Hunt is developing a 
ballot test phase which will be ready 
for the public before long. An interest
ing feature of these meetings is the 
singing of little Vera Randall, a child of 
ten who has a beautiful voice and who 
is herself conscious of the presence of 
spiritual beings. Taken all in all these 
meetings are very spiritual and uplift
ing, and are conducted wholly by the 
spirit.”

Mrs. P. J. Gillette writes from Buf
falo, N. Y.: “Being a reader of your val
uable paper, which gives food for 
thought pro and con, I must add my ex
perience at Farmer Riley’s seances. I 
remained there two weeks. He held a 
sance there every evening. They were 
unusually well attended, as he charged 
no fee. I consider him an honest, gen
uine medium for materializing. I saw 
S. S. Jones, editor of the Religio-Philo- 
sophical Journal. He looked natural as 
in life. I approached him and he 
smiled. I asked, ‘Do you recognize me?’ 
JIe bowed, ‘yes,’ but did not speak? . He. 
remained ten minutes, then slowly.van
ished from sight.■ I saw many during • 
that time but not any that I knew.”, ,

J. Wagner writes from Allegheny, 
Pa.: “The Psychic Research Society 
held a picnic and dance at Vermont 
Park, Millvale, Pa., Aug. 31, followed

Applicant. There.wero two others, ons 
.ady and one gentleman."

"G; H. Brooks JWfitcS''strom Baltimore 
Md.: “I began my tabors for the First 
Spiritual Society'of Baltimore, Sunday, 
September 4; Thé attendance in the 
afternoon was smàll,Ifbut the evening 
audience was gobd! I am located at No. 
811 North Fremont aveifue, to which all 
mail and telegraiffis should be sent. I 
will respond to tésalls for funerals and 
some week-nlght^meetings within a rea
sonable distance of Baltimore."

J. H. Moon of'. Little Rock, Ark., 
writes that he has witfi nis wife, investi
gated SpirjtunlisDj, anil seen spirits ma
terialize in his ojvn hoirie. He thinks a 
good medium wctild do well In the "City 
of Roses.”' i1

Mrs. Henry writes: '.¡‘On Wednesday 
evening, Aug. 17, $t tfié residence of 
Mrs. Blondin, 2903 ' Groveland avenue, 
the La'dles’ Auxiliary connected with 
the Universal Occult .Society held its 
social. About fifty attended. .It was a 
little too cool for a lawn social, so we 
took possession of the house. Our pres
ident, Mrs. Davenport, called upon Dr. 
Cross, who made a few very appropri
ate remarks, as did our pastor, Mr. Gil- 
ray. Prof. Caldwell and daughter fur
nished some yery fine vocal music. Mrs. 
Vaughn gave spirit messages. Prof. 
Laon and Proi. Verne gave readings; 
also Mrs. Waggstaff and Mrs. Henry, in 
her gypsy costume. Ice cream and cake 
furnished by the ladies for ten cents. 
Everyone seemed to enjoy the evening. 
On Sunday evening, Aug. 28, our presi
dent of the Ladies' Auxiliary, Mrs. Ma-, 
rian Hunt Davenport, was ordained as 
a spiritual minister. At the close of 
services at the Universal Occult Socie
ty, ordination was conferred by Dr. 
Warne, president of the Illinois State 
Association. Mrs. Davenport was 
dressed in white, and she carried sun
flowers and had one in her hair, as that 
is the emblem of Spiritualism. After 
receiving the congratulations of her 
many friends she invited most of us to 
her home where she refreshed us with 
Ice cream and cake. We feel she will 
be a shining light in the cause of Spir
itualism,”

J. F. Mitchell writes from Arkansas: 
“The Progressive Thinker has got bet
ter with each year for nine years. We 
think the premium worth more than the 
cost of both paper and book. We now 
have all the premiums, and don't want 
to miss a number of either."

T. A. Thompson writes from Wichita, 
Kansas : “I cannot afford to be without 
The Progressive Thinker, it is bo full of 
instruction and encouraging communi
cations, and can be obtained at so 
much less than its real value, some sin
gle copies being worth the cost of a 
year's subscription. I wonder so many 
Spiritualists try to get along and keep 
alive as believers in its noble teachings, 
when it can be had so cheaply."

T. W. Wisner writes from Caro, 
Mich.: “The Progressive Thinker is the 
best paper on earth. Caro has about 
2,500 citizens, and seven churches to 
show them the way to 'heaven,' and 
seven saloons to show 'them the way to 
‘hejl,’ but In my twenty-three years res
idence here I never have set foot in any 
of them. I have no use-for poor whisky 
or poor religion, and it-Is hard to tell 
which has been the greatest curse to 
the ‘things’ called men.”

L. S. Burdick writes 'that he visited 
Camp Chesterfield, and enjoyed the 
same very much/ He was particularly 
pleased with the lyceum presided over 
by the gifted teaéher, Mrs. Gillespie.

Mrs. Hamilton. Gill has returned to 
the city and wit) resume her Sunday 
and Thursday night circles, also gives 
private readingsnat her residence 522 
W. Monroe street, Mrd, Gill spent sev
eral weeks at'. yliiliBbtirg ''And Grand, 
Ledge éamp-meetlngs, . where her con
trols did excellènt work, both public 
and private seances. The results were 
very gratifying to the presidents- ot
both associations.

Jesse H. Bickford writes from 
bana, Cuba: "I have visited all 
Spiritualists I could find In Cuba.
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with tests and speaking. Rev. s. M.
Oles, Sr., and S. Oles, Jr., gave splendid 
messages. A minister of the gospel, 
Mr. John Thresher, spoke very forcibly 
in favor of our cause. Your humble 
servant gave a short lecture on ‘Spirit
ualism, Its Relation to Natural Law.’ 
This society is doing a good work. Mr. 
Oles is a perfect gentleman, earnest in 
the work. May the angel world spare 
him and his son and co-worker for many 
years to come.”

F. T. L. says.: "Spiritualism as under
stood and practiced must divest itself 
of many of tbe crudities and absurdities 
which mark its infant stages, just, as 
Christianity has discarded.the crudities 
and absurdities bo unreasonable which 
credited God with less justice than an 
ordinary justice of the peace. Spirit
ualism must call for the most honest, 
thorough and critical ’ investigation of 
its claims and rid itself of the impost
ors who pretend ability to do impossible 
things before it can claim the sincere 
attention of the masses of intelligent 
people. The time is coming when the 
truth will be known, when the cardinal 
principles of. intelligent Christianity 
and Intelligent Spiritualism will be ac
cepted as substantially the same; when 
¿jie two, hand in hand, will conquer the 
degrading Influences of atheism and ma
terialism."

Amos Steckel of Bloomfield, Iowa, a 
prominent Christian orthodox lawyer, 
writes: “I think that the body of the 
Bible is of divine origin. ‘ There may be 
immaterial errors. In each edition of 
your paper are truths, but also Contra
dictions or conflicts between different 
writers, who claim to believe in the 
same Spiritualism.. Everything that 
comes from God. to man through man 
blunders on the way. There Is no seri
ous conflict between the backbone and 
spinal column of the Bible and the ra
tional claims of Spiritualist^. I am or
thodox, but can receive and. reject, from 
any other source. The universe of 
truths belongs to free men."

C. H. Mathews writes: ‘'The Banner 
of Light flies were sent to Mrs/ H. L. 
Farrington, -4542 Cottage Grove avenue, 
Chicago, Flat 1, that lady being the first

Sagua la Grande, a fine little city on the 
north coast. I found a., harmonious so
ciety. Its president wqs at Lily Dale, 
N. Y.. when I was there. The world 
will hear from this society before long.”

T. W. Prichard writes from Pitts
burg, Pa.: “We desire to call your at
tention to the prosperous condition of 
the First Spiritualist Church of Alle
gheny City, under the pastorate of Rev. 
G. Clinton Day. Four years ago our 
■church was run down and in debt The 
trustees thought it was time a change 
should be made and extended a call to 
Brother Day. He accepted, and his 
work has been more than successful. 
The old debt has all been paid, and the 
church newly renovated and enlarged. 
The present church will no longer hold 
the people and we are making arrange
ments to erect a new Spiritual Temple. 
Brother Day is an earnest worker and is 
loved by all who knew him. His lec
tures are scientific, and appreciated. 
The Ladies' Aid Society and the Mite 
Society are both in a very prosperous 
condition. Harmony and true love is 
the dominating factor of our church.”

Chas. H. Green writes: "Sunday, Sep
tember 4. the regular monthly experi
ence meeting of the Rising Sun Spirit
ualist fission was held at its hall, 378 
S. Western avenue. A number of our 
mediums and members related inci
dents in their lives, showing why they 
became. Spiritualists and believers in 
our doctrines. Their arguments were 
interesting and convincing. Messages 
by a number of our mediums followed.- 
The evening lecture was by Rev. Mrs. 
N. E. Hill, the pastor, who although .lim
iting her remarks to a. few * minutes, 
held the closest attention of her audit
ors, and commanded the greatest re
spect with her. words. Mrs. DeWolf- 
Klser'also addressed the congregation 
with a few'timely remarks, after which 
Mrs. Jaquet spoke. Mts. Weaver again 
favored us by giving aifew convincing 
spirit messages. Spiritualism, as it 
was, as it is, and it should and shall be, 
was the fundamental portion of the dis-■ 
courses of our various „speakers., Sun
day, Sept. 18, the"Aiteriioon lecture will 
be by Mr. John M, Clarke. Dr. C. Bur-' 
gess will give a 'Special' lecture that 
evening with a liffitory?of Indian life, 
and describing th^'relation of the In
dian to mediums In material life as 
guides. Both lect'u'res will be followed 
by spirit messages., Saturday evening, 
Sept. 17, we will hold our,seconffahnuai 
package party and enterlainment at our' 
ball, 378 S. Westeni avenue. Admission 
will be free, thosOttendlng only being 
required to bringipbme’kind of a pack
age, which will bo auctioned. All are 
invited." •

J. A. Smith writes:, ”‘On the fourth 
Thursday of this'tiiontp Mrs. M. A. 
Burland,, pastor of the Light of Truth, 
church, will hold a , basket picnic in 
Jackson Park. The friends will meet 
at the German Building. I hop? the 
members of the societies all ovpr the 
city will take‘.this opportunity to have

■. Scotchman. So all come and have a 
,ood time."

Rosetta Gifford, of Cedar Rapids, la., 
prophesies the success of Mr. Rooseveh 
it the comiug election. -

T. W. Sherk writes: “Mr. E; Dierkess 
ipeaks next Sunday evening at the 
Church of Spirit Communion, 4308 Cot
tage Grove avenue. Mr. Dierkess Is a 
medium and inspirational speaker, and 
will be heard with interest We would 
like a larger attendance at our meet
ings. Many preparations . are being 
made for au aggressive season’s work. 
Next month Moses Hull will lecture for 
us two Sundays, and other able speak
ers also have already been engaged for 
early dates. A fine musical programme 
is being provided for, while Mr. Coates 
is always present to give messages. 
Come and help us.”

E. R. Fielding writes from Washing
ton, D. C.: "Owing to the cool weather 
the Ladies’ Aid Society has discontin
ued the meetings at Marshall Hall 
down the 1’otomae river. Mr. F. A. 
Wood, president of tlje First Spiritualist 
Society, has returned from his vacation. 
The Ladies Aid met Mr. Wood to greet 
him. After the business session Mr. 
Wood was presented with a beautiful 
bouquet of flowers. Mrs. M. T. Longley 
was selected to make the presentation. 
She found in each flower something 
sweet and appropriate to remind Mr. 
Wood of his loyalty to the cause. 
Among the home arrivals was Mr. Pay- 
son Longley. Mr. Longley responded 
to the roll call by singing, ‘Only a Thin 
Veil Between Us.’ Many new features 
are to be added to the different socie
ties; one Is a dramatic and literary , 
club, Mr. Hinkle, Mrs.\Duell and Mrs. 
Congdon urged the endowment of beds 
in the different hospitals for the sick. 
Mrs. M. T. Longley endorsed the idea, 
as she had had some experience In get
ting sums for the benefit of the worthy 
mediums. With donations from one 
cent up, they hope to realize quite a 
sum. All Spiritualist societies ought to 
be able to own one or two cots in the 
hospitals where their members will 
have care. The next meeting will be 
held at Mrs. Dr. But0, 1402 L street 
N. W. Mrs. Congdon will address the 
meeting .followed by tests by Mrs. 
Hinkle. Mr. E. Noble holds meetings 
every Sunday evening. Mrs. Price 
holds meetings‘in the same hall Mon
day evenings."

Dr. Beverly"writes: “Please remem
ber that the Spiritual Science Society 
at Arlington Hall, 31st street and Indi
ana avenue, have a free reading room 
and library at the hail, open every Sun- . 
day from 2 to 10 p. m. We also have 
free literature for distribution. Send 
us books, new or old magazines, and 
they will be cared for and used by the 
people who come and are so hungry for 
food on New Thought and Spiritualism. 
Our next party will be Saturday even
ing, October 1. Bring your friends and 
enjoy something fine. Sunday after
noon and evening will be filled with rich 
things for all.”

Thy Hyde Park Occult Society, which 
meets at No. 319 E. 55th street, has the 
pleasure of announcing that there will 
be a mediums’ meeting held at its hall 
on the evening of Sept. 18. Mediums 
are' particularly Invited to be present, 
as this meeting will be theirs exclu
sively, and a rich treat will be in store 
for those who attend and desire a com
munication from their spirit friends.

C. T. Schneider writes from 132 Mul
berry street, Williamsport, Pa.: “I am 
home from Lily Dale, N. Y., and will be 
pleased to hear from societies or from 
persons wishing to form a society. 1 
give tests and am an inspirational 
speaker. I will remain any length of 
time agreed upon.” .

O. E, Kropp, recording secretary, 
writes: “The last regular monthly 
meeting of the Chicago Spirltualfsts’ 
League was held at the hall of the Hyde 
Park Occult Society, 319 East 55th 
street, on Monday evening, Sept. 5, 
1904. The regular routine of business 
was transacted, and upon motion it was 
decided that the League secure a hall 
in the central part of the city for our 
October meeting. On motion a commit
tee of three was appointed to look after 
a hall; said committee are Mrs. Hilbert, 
Mr. J. C. Thoran and C. Kirchner. Com- 
mlteee on arrangements for our next 
meeting are: Dr. Geo. B. Warne, Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland and Mrs. Nora Hill, and 
due notice will be given later. A list of- 
two hundred and ninety new names was 
added to our already long list of mem
bers, and we are in hopes of adding as 
many more names to the list at our 
next meeting. On motion a rising vote 
of thanks was extended the Hyde Park 
Occult Society for so kindly giving us 
the use of their hall.”

Mme. Florence Montague and Mrs. 
Belle Lewis from London, are expected 
to arrive in Montreal on Allan-steamer 
“Ionian,” which leaves England Sept. 
15. Mme. Montague is already very 
well known in America, particularly in 
California, as an excellent speaker and 
gifted seeress. Mrs. Lewis has lived 
all her life in England, but as she. has 
achieved a wide reputation as a mental 
healer and teacher of mental science, 
and is moreover a member of London 
Spiritualist Alliance, and frequent con
tributor to "Light,” she comes well cre- 
dehtialized. W. J. Colville says he has 
personally known of numerous in
stances where, she has been phenome
nally successful in difficult cases and 
also in helping young people to pass ex
aminations and public performers to 
conquer stage fright. He has resided 
in her house and had abundant oppor
tunity for testing her work, and most 
cordially . introduces this newcomer to 
the American populace.

W. J. Colville’S work in St. Louis 4s 
progressing very favorably in the Tem
ple '3515 Pine street, close to Garrison 
avenue, of which Thomas Grimshaw is 
regular pastor. On Sunday;. Sept. 11, 
five services were held in tie Temple: 
Lyceum, 9 :-30 a. m.; service with lec
ture by Thomas Grimshaw on "Scien
tific'Proofs of Immortality,” 10:45 ■ a. 
m.; meeting for messages, etc., 2:30 p. 
m.; meeting of the Universal Peace 
Union, addressed by Alfred Love. and 
Prof. Bachellor of Philadelphia, and W. 
J. Colville, 4:30 p. m.; service with lec
ture by W.'J. Colville on "The Coming 
Co-Operative Commonwealth,” 7:45 p. 
m. Attendance large at all sessions. 
World’s Fair visitors avail themselves 
of the library and reading room, , open 
daily, where The Progressive Thinker 
and other excellent periodicals are al
ways to be found. W. J. Colville is con
ducting a course of instruction in Spir
itual Science oaily at 3 p.-m., and de
livers lectures on great popular topics 
every evening at 8, Wednesday except
ed, when clairvoyance is demonstrated 
by local workers.

an outing and get acquainted/ 
: Mrs. Henry writes: "On Saturday
evening, September 24, the Universal 
Occult Society will hold a social at 
2908 Groveland avenue, the residence 
of Mrs. Blondin. • We hope to have a 
number of good test mediums . present, 
Mrs. Vaughn, Mrs. Isa .Cleveland, Prof. 
Leon and others, some'good elocution-, 
fats, and vocal music by-Professor Cald- 
well and daughters.^nd expect to have 
the Highland bagpipes,¡as olir pastor is

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD
Information How They May Give Birth to Happy, 

Healthy Children Absolutely With
out Pain-Sent Free.

No woman need any loneor dread the pains of 
ehild-blrth, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dm 
baa devoted his lite to relieving tho sorrows ot 
women. Ho has proved that all pain al childbirth 
may bo entirely banished, and ho will cladly tell 
you how It may bo dono absolutely tree ot chai co 
Bend your name and address to Dr. J. 11/Dyo 1M 

" Lewis Block, Buffalo, N. V.. »nd ha will send you 
postpaid, his wonderful book which lolls how to 

- tiro birth to happy, healthy children, absolutely 
without pain: also, how to cure sterility. Do noi' 
delay, but write to-day.

■ “Love—Sex—immo'rtallty." By Dr, 
W. P. Phelon. Price 25 cents.

Sept. IT, 1904. . ...........................

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
» Three Journeys Around the World. By the renowned lecturer and 
traveler, Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.50.

Three Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 35 cents.
Thomas Paine’s Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration of 

the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old and called 
Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 15 cents. ' !

Tree and Serpent Worship. Showing up the’ridiculous side of the 
old, old story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. By A. S, Hud
son, M. D. Price 15 cents. t

Truths of Spiritualism. This book narrates many of the striking ex
periences of its author as a lecturer and test medium in the earlier days 
of Spiritualism.. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1.

Twentieth Century Guide to Palmistry. By the Zanzigs. A good 
book for all thoge interested in this study. Price; cloth, $1; paper, 25c.

Two In One, A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combina
tion of “The Question Settled” and “The Contrast” into one volume. 
By Moses Hull. Price $1.

Unique Bible Picture-Book. Old Testament stories comically illus
trated. Exposure by ridicule; exposure by facts. The stories humor
ously told. By Watson Heston. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Vaccination a Curse. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
of vital importance to every one. Price. $1.25.

Vedanta Philosophy. By Swami Vivekananda. Price $1.50.
Views of Our Heavenly Home. This book is a word-picture by one of 

our best artists, Andrew-Jackson Davis. A highly interesting work. 
Price 60 cents; postage 5 cents.

Voices. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and force. 
They are most excellent inspirations. Neatly printed and nicely bound. 
By Warren Sumner Barlow. Price $1.

Volney’s Ruins and the Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one of 
■ the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates 
the best interests of mankind. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

_ Voltaire’s Romances. A new edition, profusely illustrated. A de
lightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 
and 82 .illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents.

-Warfare of'Science With Theology. Information not procurable in 
the libraries of the world in a half century, showing the opposition of 
the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5.

Wayside Jottings. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and Songs, 
gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from the in
spirational pen of Mattie E. Hull. Price 75 cents.'

Wedding Chimes. By Delpha P. Hughes, 
giving a marriage ceremony. Price 75 cents.

Were You Born Under a Lucky Star? A 
every one can understand. Price, $1.

Wisdom of the Ages. By Dr. Geo. Fuller.
Price, $1.

A dainty white book,

book on astrology that

A book of rare merit,

What All the World’s A-Seeking. By Ralph Waldo Trine. 
Price, $1.25.

What Would Follow on the Effacement of Christianity? A concise 
treatise on this popular subject. By George Jacob Holyoake. Price, 
one copy, 10 cents; twelve for $1.

Who Are These Spiritualists, and What Is Spiritualism? By Dr. J.
M. Peebles. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 35 cents.

Why I Am a Vegetarian. By IT. J. Moore. Price, 25 cents.
Woman. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on 

the present status of woman, physically, mentally, morally and spirit
ually, marriage and divorce. Price 10 cents.
\ Womanly Beauty of Form and Feature. By Albert Turner. Price, $1.

Woman’s Bible. Parts I. and II. The Pentateuch. A galaxy of 
scholarly comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much of 
the Old Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cts. each.

Woman, Church and State. A historical account of the status of 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Matri
archate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper, 75 cents.

Woman. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise 
from slavery ami bondage of ancient times. By Susan II. Wixom A 
lecture of great value. Price 10 cents.

Works of E. D. Babbitt, LL. D. M. D. “Human Culture and Cure/” 
Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 75 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Second. Marriage, Sexual De
velopment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Parts Third and Fourth. In one vol
ume. Part Third being devoted to Mental ami Psychological Forces, 
apd Part Fourth to the Nervous System and Insanity. Price, $1.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Fifth. The Bodily Organs, 
Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure,' 
Price, $1.

“Health and Power.” A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Price, leather, 
35 cents. .

“Principles of Light and Color?’ One of the greatest books of the 
age. Price, $5; by mail, 32 cents extra.

“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 50 cents. Postage 10 cents. .

“Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Zodiacal Influences. Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches 
how to use the powers derived at birth from the position ami influence 
of the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cents.

“THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA”—A WORK OF GREAT MERIT.
By Dr. Paul Cams. Seventh edition. 275 pages. Cloth, $1.
Accepted as authoritative by numerous Buddhistic sects, and trans

lated into ten different Asiatic and European languages.
“Admirably fitted to be a handbook for the single reader or for 

classes.”—The Critic, New York.

“A HISTORY OF THE DEVIL.”—A MOST REMARKABLE WORK. 
- The history of the Devil and the idea of evil from the earliest times 
to the present day. By Dr. Paul Carns. Printed in two colors from 
large type on fine paper. 'Bound in cloth; illuminated with cover stamp 
from Dore. Five hundred 8vo pages, with 311 illustrations in black 
and tint. Price $6.

“It is seldom that a more intensely absorbing study of this kind has 
been made, and it can be safely asserted that the subject has never be
fore been so comprehensively treated.......Neither public nor private
libraries can afford to be without this book, for it is a well of informa
tion upon a subject fascinating to both students and casual readers. 
Chicago Israelite.

GELESTI/Vl DYN/tMICS
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro^Magnetio 

Forces of Nature.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN- 
GUAGE OF THE STARS,” ETO.

A magnificent and complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, em
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force. Sickness and Disease. With 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully.

Mental Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice, the Healing Art 
Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics” a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failures.

No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology.

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of 
a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay for a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies.

Tho Price is One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
limit For sale at this office.

fiîsfory of fl)e 
6rtRISTI/¥N RELIGION 

to Year 200,
’ BY CHARLES V. WAITE, A. M.

Fifili E.lilioM—Revise.!, witli Miieir AldinJ.i.ili»., t■>.< «•
A standard and reliable history of the historical research In matters of fact 

earlier period of the church, giving wholly Ignored by tho regular church 
facts that are not' found in the so-called historians, and throws a bright glare ot 
histories written by churchmen. This light on points heretofore carefully, 
latest edition has been carefully and shrouded to darkness. '

A large octavo volume of 550 pages, 
strongly bound in cloth. Price $2.25.

thoroughly revised, and it is a reliable 
magazine of facts, such ns the honest 
inquirer wants. It opens up to thè In
vestigator and student a wide field of

For salo at Tho Progressive Thlnkea 
office.
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Woman's Influence.

“fto\V Sitali I Become a Medi
üm/’ Fully /VqswWd

This department Is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
¡Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

^^^C5S®®S35W

broken from the realm of spiritual 
force, and enabled to sustain its iden
tity. It is not from "matter and its at
tributes,” but from,the infinite spiritual 
energy that creation flows as an out
ward expression ot an inward concep
tion..

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
tho most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and file style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write lette’”’ of in
quiry. The supply of matter I- Iways 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
’and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published, The 
correspondence of tills department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters ot inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

LILY BALE.
Notes of the City of Light'Assembly.

. Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn's discourse on
Modern Spiritualism is distinguished Thursday, Sept. 1, was, based, ou "The 

from that of tiie past by its acceptance Signs of the Time?,” given by her audi- 
of thb'doctrine-of law ; that the spiritual ence.
realm is governed by laws as fixed and InJhe evening the, Willing Workers, 
determinable as those which rule physi- held their last socffiland sale of articles 
cal matter.' The spiritual manifesta- remaining from previous exhibits. Psy- 
tions of the past were ïegarded as for- chometrists and piediume gave volun- 
tuitops.or dependent on the wishes of t-eer readings of ten minutes each, and 
irresponsible agents and varied in-de- were all crowded with.eager .applicants 
gree of presentation from Divine Inspi- anxious to invest a dime for what they 
ration to witchcraft and voodooism. night receive.
Modern Spiritualism unitizes all these Sales proceeded slowly, as it was un
varied and often conflicting manifesta- derstqod that everything would be “suc
tions by reference to common ami fund- rificed" a little later by a celebrated 
ameutai principles aud laws, thereby auctioneer. Chairman Lillie took the 
eliminating miracle, and furnishing new role with the same genius and aptt- 
data by which judgment maybe formed, tude with which he does everything 
From a vast number of observations else and thé raie combination ot busl-

Student: Q. What book is best for 
yi understanding of the Bible?

A. Probably for the student and gem 
yral reader, there is no book better than 
Moses Hull's recent publication, "Our 
Bible, Who Wrote It, When, Where and 
How?” It Is an impartial, common
sense view and that of one who- has 
made a life study of the Bible. The au
thor began by accepting the scriptures 
as’the sacred, inspired word of God, 
and by the critical study of the text it
self, evolved to the broadest field of 
free thought. In this respect his work 
differs from that of those who, equiped 
with scientific learning, approach from 
without, and attack with the forces of 
destructive criticism. He works from 
within, outward, and if he shows par
tiality, the reader Is conscious that he 
inclines to the old belief, and would 
have it true were it possible to sustain 
it. He only discards it because he finds 
ii insupportable. The book gives the 
results of "higher criticism,” and the 
voluminous investigations of German 
scholars, without the tedious prolixity, 
which almost debars the public from 
reading their works.

R. D. Bradley: Q. What is the. or
ganic strength of Spiritualism?

A. In reply the following editorial 
from a leading daily,' Is presented, not 
only for its completeness, but as slibw- 
ing the tone of the secular press.

"Is Spiritualism on the increase in 
tills country? It would seem so from 
the annual report of the National Spir
itualists’ Association of the United 
States and Canada, recently Issued. 
This association was incorporated in 
1893 and has its permanent headquar
ters in Washington. Its objects are 
‘the organization of the various Spirit
ualist societies of the United States and 
Canada into one gdnerab, association, 
for the.purpose of mutual aid and.eo-op- 

— elation in benevolent, charitable, educa
tional, literary, musical, scientific, relig
ious and missionary purposes, and en
terprises’ germane to the phenomena, 
science, philosophy and religion of 
Spiritualism.’

, According to the annual report of this 
association, there are at the present 
time 650 local associations in the 
United States and Canada, 16 state as- 

..soclations and 52 camp-meeting asso
ciations, devoted to the interests of 
Spiritualism. A bona fide membership 
of 150,000 is claimed for these associa
tions. The report further shows that 
■350 .lecturers, ministers and platform 
mediums are now engaged in promul
gating the doctrines of Spiritualism, 
and that “the number of psychics now 
before the public for various phases of 
phenomenal ■ manifestations is 1,500, 
while some 10,000 persons utilize their 
mediumistic gifts.In their homes.”
The Spiritualists have 82 churches in 
the United States and value their public 

/buildings, camp-meeting property and 
real estate at $1,250,000.

"The foregoing figures would seem to 
indicate that, all things considered, 
Spiritualism, notwithstanding the furi
ous attacks that have been made 
upon it, is not not only holding its own, 
but gaining ground."

made by competent and impartial inves- ness tact, with ills usuai jovial overflow 
tigators, which may be verified, it aç- of good spirits, produced a vast amount 
cepts thè statement as fully demon- of merriment as one by one the curious 
strated that the intelligences which wares passed under hi? dexterous, ham
control mediums are departed friends, mer, carrying promised luck to the pur- 
as they claim; spirits who once lived on chaser and the coveted coin in unex- 
earth, an<j who return because held by pected measure to the coffeis of the 
the strength of their love, or qesires. . 'Willing Woikers. Mis. Cadwallader,

The methods of communication vary, president prolem, read a most flattering 
the physical manifestations being quite report of tiie season’s work.
distinct from the psychical. In order On Friday evening at six o’clock they 
to have such manifestations, a medium, served an old-fashióiièd New England 
òr sensitive, has always been held nec- boiled dinner, which was generously 
essary. In preceding ages the seer, patronized by thé. hungry multitude 
priest, prophet and magician stood be- an(l pronounced.a decided success in as 
tween the spirit world and man, and re- much as everything inthelineofeat- 
liglous pvstems were based.upon their' ables was disposed Of. • • ; ; . . 
utterances, or thereby supported, J Friday was Grand Lyceum Day, and 
There is no evidence that the greatest given over exclusively to tlïè Children, 
of these surpassed the modern medium, Mrs. Tillie Reynolds, state sup'erintend- 
but.there is abundant proof that the Mrs. Cadwallader of Philadelphia, 
present phase, by its clear and compre- together with Mrs. Pètéi'Son and Miss 
henslve grasp of the whole, exceeds the Green of the City of Light- ; conducted 
past as much as chemistry does al- *-,ie exercises. ...»
chemy, or astronomy, astrology. A Mr. Barber of Titusville . an$ Mrs. 
better understanding of these law? and Moore of Buffalo, made Stirringspeeches 
conditions has yielded, and will con- i'1 behalf of the work In1 whlcfoall Bpir- 
tinue to yield a higher, better and more I Hualists should bp Interested.-' Miss 
trustworthy order of sensitives. Green talked ot the fieed of co-operation

If death makes ho change except of °u the part of parents àhd, thè epcóurag- 
condition, the individuality being per-1 ing success that had-'atteiided the ef- 
fectly preserved, communications must forts of Mrs. Petersbii'and-hersÈM dur- 
be like their source, good or bad accord- iug th® summer season here. - Conneaut 
ing to the moral status ot the controll- and Ettst Aurora were also represented, 
ing spirit. -&Irs- Cadwallader and Fannie Allyn

Man is a spirit, flesh-clad, and as such PPoke entertainingly to the - children, 
walks the courts of Heaven, and stands An interesting letter ffom' John AV. 
in the presence of the Universal Spirit, Riug ot Galveston, Texas, was-rcad, tuli 
in earth-life, âs much as he will after of valuable suggestions and a ¡desire to 
death. Hence the knowledge, attain- co-operate in the most effectual- way 
meats and experience of that earth-lite, the adoption of wisest methods
form his character for the future exist- for carrying forward the lyceum work, 
enee. As a spirit thé powers of a spirit nnd ?.n of• ,
are his, incipient, but when he acquires Mr. Ring fills the positiorrof National 
the knowledge, capable of wonderful Superintendent and is editor of" The 
achievements Progressive Lyceum, a bright little pa-

The individualized spirit is the reality Per which was liberally distributed 
and highest type of creative energy It an™ng the children and read with .inter- 
is divine, is endowed with infinite capa- ®st the older ones. Thanks- to Mr. 
bilities, and thereby air mankind are IU“f- .
united in brotherhood with a common T lc tnarch of the children: and teach- 
destiny. The-object, of Spiritualism .is e™ wound the grounds, carrylngfoeau- 
the complete cultivation of man, physi- J iul fl?-es ,aui1 banners, and led by the 
cally, intellectually, morally, spiritually., brass.band, was a pleasing feature of 

’ the occasion. It Is hoped that another

Chcstjsrflel^ C$dp.
On the morning ofe/Wist 5 my son 

Byron, daughter ¡and myself
boarded the.train.tQijjCaigg, and after a 
five hours’ ride, thrqjigb Ijftautiful coun
try scenery arrived»!# c^pp and after 
locating in a cozy t^j-rpojii new cottage 
in a quiet but convqpQntnlooatiou, took 
in the situation, , - ¡tai »»»<-.

. The grounds are ^paclaus, about- 40 
acres of finely wooi^ej] fWluS land, the 
large trees, afford apm|e ¡made.

It had been ten yejy-^ s/flie I occupied 
the platform tbefyso ai}|) marvelous 
changes had taken place. A large, 
tiuely-veniitated auditorium had been 
built, wit.ii good accoustld’fyualihes and 
seating au imiuense^brtaidj'and on Sun
days it was more than fllled with people 
from far and near." On one ‘ Sunday I 
was informed tWenty-'seven hundred 
passed through theJ gate and many 
jumped the fence at'Various points.

The big crowds wbrO perfectly or
derly and I was told that without a po
liceman or watchman no theft had ever 
been committed there, showing that as 
you trust men they become trustworthy.

The president everyohe looked up to 
—they had to—he was tix feet and a 
half tall. Judge Mock was dignified 
when presiding, but a jolly good fellow 
when off the platform or “fiddling” for 
an impromptu dance. He said he was 
not. a violinist, but “simply'a fiddler.” 
They had an orchestra play'for the reg
ular dances, cainp dance Tuesday even
ing; public dance on ^Thursday evening, 
which were largely attended;

year arrangements will be mads at an 
early date for a grand convention of ly-

Louisiana has been having a local op- ceums from different cities—a demon- 
tion contest and the Courier-Journal stration that will not only afford en-' 
says: couragement to present .workers, but ex-

“One of the most unusual features of ert an influence in favor of greater ef- 
the day was the presence of a corps of fort on the part of societies where Jyce- 
women workers at Frankfort avenue urns do not already exist.
and the railroad crossing. The women An entertainment was given by the 
wore American flags pinned in their children in the evening, under .the di-, 
belts and buttonholed the voters as they lection of Mrs. Cadwallader and Mrs. 
appeared. The women worked valiant- Allyn, and the little. folks astonished 
ly all day and were greatly disappointed and delighted their audience by the 
when they learned thé election in their quality and variety .of their remarkable 
prçelnçtq,had,gone agajpst them,”' iPSpducUdns;’' Moïtéÿ 'was contributed

The presence of women on such occa-. to give them a treat of icé créam and 
sions is a feature that is growing less cake on the following day, which wks 
and less "unusual.” Women realizé greatly enjoyed and duly appreciated, 
that every political question at stake Saturday Mrs. Reynolds gave her last 
in an election concerns them more or lecture to an interested, congregation, 
less vitally, and if they cannot influence The dance in the evening, the last of 
an election directly, they will do so m- the season, under the auspices of Profs, 
directly. Lillie and Zebley, was a joyful' pcca-

The women who stood all day at that sion, and largely attended by ; -people

Mrs. McArthur: Q. Can thoughts 
be photographed?

What influence has the mind over the 
body?

Jacob Fulmer: Q. What are the 
“N”-rays?

A. It has been claimed that thoughts 
may be indicated on the sensitized 
film, but the results said to have been 
obtained have, not been readily repro
duced. It may be possible, but it has 
by no means been proven. As the sur
face of the photograph films is pre
pared for 'the reception of the actinic 
rays only, it is not probable that they 
are affected by the "N”-rays, a name 

■ given to unknown vibrations, beyond 
the “X’.’-rays, , -i .

The influence of mind over, the body 
is exceedingly great, blit hot as su
preme as is taught by a certain school. 
The true statement is that during earth- 

. ly life, the^spirlt and physical body are 
mutually related, and so perfectly inter
dependent that they appear inseparable. 
Sometiines the body dominates the 

• spirit, -and again the spirit is In the as
cendency. . If there are instances where 
the spirit triumphs over physical condi
tions as of pain and disorganizing dis
ease, there is constantly presented 
cases where by disease or age the spirit 
is depressed, and almost completely ob
scured.

Eversham: Q. What is distlnctlve- 
~ly the Spiritual Idea?

A. The basic principles of what may 
be called the New Spiritualism, Modem 
Spiritualism, as distinguished from the 
old, niav be thus presented:

That beneath all the fleeting phenom
ena of the world is the realm of pure 

-spiritual energy, out ot which and by 
force of which all existence flows, rlt 
the body of man may be likened to' a 
fragment broken from the world of 
matter, so his spirit is a fragment

MR. AND MRS, E. w.SPRAGUE. I The reader will easily see ■ by the 
foregoing statement of facts that all of

N. 8. A. Missionaries’ Report for July p®ae .<WP-meetlngs are doing excel
lent work tor our cause and that thereand August, 1904.

During July we visited Clyde, Del
phos, Van Wert and Southworth, Ohio; 
also Jackson, Rockford and Snowflake, 
Mich.

We organized two good societies, one
at Clyde, Ohio., with Mrs. A.

The secretary, Mrs/'^Jessup, was „a 
worker, superintendjpg Aearly every
thing in a pleasijj* ''manner. The 
boarding-house was well kept,

Mrs. Gillespie was; art all-round work
er and the sotiety sfiowed wisdom in 
engaging hey for tiie'season. Beside 
her able lectures, site took charge of 
the lyceum and conducted ‘it on new 
lines, teaching physical culture, facial 
and voice expression and general de
portment, as-well as intellectual culti
vation. There were-over sixty'children 
enrolled, I was told. -' If met every 
morn|ng at nine o’clock.

She also had charge of the weekly 
entertainments, which were good, espe
cially the “old-time concert,” in cos
tume, which was most excellent, ending 
with the Virginia reel.' ' /

The conferences were held at 10:30, 
at which were discussed the various 
practical questions of the day. Father 
Mendenhall was usually present, and 
added much to the interest1 of the dis
cussions. - -!t'

There were a greatef number of me
diums on the ground that I ever knew 
at any one camp, and-a most unusual 
and delightful harmony seemed to pre
vail among them. 1’heard good reports 
ot their work. .-st,-

I only had one sitting which was with 
a trumpet medium. 11 had . never at
tended a trumpet seance, as all I had 
been cognizant of required darkness 
and I dislike dark seancesj but Maggie 
Vestal gave them fn-Qie, -,light. I en
gaged a family sitting;. w»Jiad perfect 
daylight. Maggie held ¡th&rlarge end ot 
the trumpet on the palm ¿of her hand, 
the small end was at-jpy £jir. The-flrst 
one coming was Dr:. Storer who was 
president of the Onsej; Bay camp the 
many years I spoke [¡tljer$.[, He talked 
of the old .days of o^r work and on oc- 
casionq would laugh^ loml ha! ha! My 
daughter having hejjd clalpp. it 
was ventrijoaulsm, .closely watching 
her lips which did not mp'vA remarked, 
“No. one can laugVjjlte finat without

voting precinct are to be commended from the outside. . i
for their patriotism and good citizen- On Sunday morning a beautiful feyo- 
ship. But I wonder if they did not féèl lutionary picture .of Betsy Ross' nfaklng 
the degradation of disfranchisement as the first American flag, daintily' framed 
they “button-holed the voters," and by President Pettengill, was presented 
begged them to vote, for the Interests of to the lyceum by Mrs. Cadwalladerpand 
the home, which is '.‘woman’s sphere.” formally- received by Miss Green,’‘‘our 
Some day women will learn that the lyceum teacher, who invited Mrs'.' Allyn 
easiest, the most dignified and the most to voice her acceptance, which \Was 
effective way of Influencing politics is most eloquently .done. An American 
through ffie casting ¡of a ballot, and flag was used for veiling the picture, 
when she Once performs this act—as and after it was removed, an1 did soldier 
simple as the mailing of a letter—she in the front row, asked thè people'to 
will wonder that she ever opposed suf- rise and salute the flag, and every heart 
frage for women. responded while the stirring strains of

LIDA C. OBENCHAlN. the “Star Spangled Banner"’ fréni the 
----- :---- ------------- ------ orchestra, floated out» oh -the still 

“IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.” morning air. ’
“In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. Mlss Edna Grant- who-has-been' very 

Bland, is a most valuable contribution 8enerous with her songs, and’who has 
to the literature of Spiritualism. It a vo °® °1 exquisite sweetness, favored 
reads like a beautiful romance, and 1:8 w-ith two solos.
skeptics will so regard it, but the author , , -, . „ •
says that it is a true record of the act- 1®ctHi® yeLe on’TI„.Tüj?Î>r '
ual and most wonderful experiences of gin °1® S°11, . ^be Aura Which bur. 
a well-known literary man for whose t°unds Us, • and Conditions Existing 
veracity he personally vouches. Ac- Between Mortals and Spirits. _ After a 
cepting it as true, it verifies the-prov- P°etl®al ^vocation she handled the dif- 
erb, “truth is stranger than fiction," and f€r?nt ®uW®®ts ln a-manner surprising 
the love romances of earth are tame as and satisfactory, with great versatility 
compared to those enjoyed in the celes- a 0.ng ^A® varying lines,
tlal world Eer subjects for improvisation were

The heroine ot the book, Pearl, passes “*®d’ Blae'”DR?,ss’"
from earth while yet a girl, leaving her The Newsboys, ’ and 'Patriotism,” all 
sweetheart, Paul, to. mourn her as ot which were dexterously’■combined 
dead. Many years pass. Paul becomes and .rhJæed la “agl®.al fashIon ;to t11® 
à scientist and literary man, and he is gr®at deligdt of her 1 .t '
an agnostic. He is then induced to in- „J1unda?„affteTr°<”?;.flU1te f01° 
vestigate spirit phenomena. Pearl ap- Wr£htSniCtU^ 5?d
pears to him. He sees and talks with sweet bird-like notes will echo long in 
hér. His skepticism gives way, and his “ry'f The^speaker -dealt-"with 
psychic powers unfold. Pearl now has T11®, ^alue of Phenomena in ,Spiritual- 
him entranced by, spirit chemists, and '?“• . .-. A? • '<
leaving his physical-body ¡he visits her * Oa Sunday night the. .crowds, :’who 
in the celestial world, returning after ïent td *® stat,l°“ ?a™d11)yfi;t? 
ten ‘days with perfect memory'of aU the outgoing multitude; mingled,.-glad 
that he saw and heard In that realm of °£ r!.u?lon/ a?^e’L yeaJ
the immortals. With Pearl as his guide
he visits great cities, attends grand re- at’f,fl<?011Ild
ceptlons.and listens, to lectures, ser-- ,°^®
mons and speeches by -famous men of ?>atl0?„f,ath„ereJ/0J flnal ^ve^east 
the past After an. extended tour.through the heavens they visit and In- l„v£ta£ 
spect tiie hells or purgatories. "■ His de-
scriptions of heaven are transcendently i^SPi°ndedr
beautiful, and those of the hells are re-. H®artielt recognition of-the-services of 
alistic and thrilling to the last degree.

With Pearl still as; his guide, he pr®?atl?1H , Pr^id?at
spends the tenth day in a Virit.toiearthj’^^ë^^^-Î^-^'-'Æ 
as a spirit. He attends two seances, Bp ??d d saccess in every department 
witnessing trance control and also ma- vmiM-
terialization.from the spirit view-point h»»«1
T'Hìr Ir vprv ïnterpstiTifF I th© bappiest and

Rév tìi-W Thotaat D D the world- most satisfactory season ever enjoyed famous Uberai1 brUUant a£ ¿^Vo
introduction in the book, in which he Aeavor should be made, to -strengthen 
says, “That the beautiful story given In an? 6ustain oar Present, not 
this book, is in substance true, the au- on'y - a ®??®?.“tr'ÎÎ1ionn.îî 6®?d 7lslJ®,s 
thor believes,-and those who have ^d s,y?pa„J®£5 but wlt l
known him longest and best esteem him -smost’for his high intellectuality, integ- L,K vld 
rlty and nobility of purpose.’” 8 J n,DS,' < . ie,r f®u*le'

The book is printed in fine style, I’a>1®® and ‘banked the friends for the 
bound in-bestcloth. Price, $1. '■ ' ,rlt of loyalty and dov°‘10,11 f° ualver'
u ’ . . . b «V. I sally expressed, and for their hearty co

operation in the labors that had 
achieved such satisfactory. results. 
Frequent and prolonged applause greet
ed her remarks and her friends realized 
that with all her extreme modesty she 
has splendid ability to talk to audience.

■ Chairman Lillie conveyed his grati
tude to the people by the expression of 
similar sentiments, : and while he 
claimed that me gift of talking was cen
tered in the other halt of : his family,- 
his experience here clearly ^proves that 
there is not a hopeless monopoly in that.

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
s^nd Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
iJ?eent& Send to Mr. Tuttie, Berlin Heights, 0.

B.
French as president and Misp Kittle 
Grover, secretary; the other one at 
Delphos; Ohio, Mr. A. C. Pratt, presi
dent, and Jessie Pratt, secretary. Botli 
societies have first-class officers and the 
membership is composed of earnest 
Spiritualists. These societies will grow 
strong and become permanently estab
lished if they are properly cared for-by 
the state association.

The N. S. A, missionaries should not 
be expected to become responsible tor 
the continued growth of the societies 
they organize. The state associations 
should attend to that, and have state 
missionaries and state officers visit 
them often to encourage them.

The Ohio State Association, through 
our efforts, has two more good societies, 
and ten dollars charter fees added to its 
treasury, free ot cost.

At Van Wert the. weather was ex
tremely warm and tile audience conse
quently small.' Mrs; J. W, Dull, the 
president of this society, did all she 
could to help us make the meetings a 
success.

At Southworth, O„ the meetings were 
well attended, a', liÿély interest was 
created and much good' accbmplished.

At Jqckson, Mi’çh-,we held two meet
ings with' the society presided over by 
Dr. Julia' M.' Walton. Only a small au
dience greeted us in the afternpon, but 
in the evening a fair-sized audience was 
present. The society " had adjourned 
its meetings for the summer and many 
Spiritualists wereout of the city, some 
attending camps' «and some at other 
summer resohts; which of course made 
our audiences smaller than usual. This 
society is doing a good work for the 
cause and Is loyal to our organization.

We arrived at Snowflake, Mich., July 
30, and the opening services at this 
camp-meeting .were held by us on the 
following day., .The weather was fine 
and considering the fact that this was 
the opening day of this year’s session, 
and that it is the youngest camp in the 
state, we were pleased with the good 
audiences that were present at both 
meetings. '

Snowflake .camp is located on the 
west shore of Central Lake, which is a 
beautiful sheet of water some eight or 
nine miles in length, Thé camp ground 
is between Central Lake and Bellaire, 
three miles from the former and live 
miles from thé latterplace, and about 
thirty miles south of the city of Petos-

opening the'mouth.”'‘ Vj^rious spirits 
talkei.With mo, finally'my mother, and 
T asketf hér,' f'Who tómed.,yóü'.xq- 
tdentlj^ ’Jfif^pl.i.éa,' áifcí’.ahé. 
wishes to talk' to' ycjpt’.. Obje was .á 
sister of 'whose transition. I .had.. .re
ceived news only’the day pfévlous. Shé 
then spoke In a weak voice—the others 
could be heard in any part of the room. 
I said to hér, “I am surprised at your 
coming so soon, not believing these 
things possible.” She replied, "Mother 
told me and helped me " coiné. I want 
my jewelry divided bé'tweén Mary and 
Eliza.” Her daughter-and niece who 
had been her companion from child
hood. She continued; '"Poor James, he 
gits there so lonely/'- This was her 
aged and feeble husbádd. " I fiad men
tioned the matter to'1 no one. I might 
write much of this truly wonderful se
ance. :

■ The platform tests Were good, given 
by Marian Carpentdr,- and her lectures 
pleasing. Maggie Waite is well known 
and always does good work. Frank 
Ripley gave fewér' bút 'mofe tersé and 
direct. He' acted as; chairman In the 
president’s absence with’ good accept
ance and was ac very; useful all around 
man on the platform. - Off of It lié was 
a big boy, not “old bdy.” ■ Moses and 
Mattie Hull spent a day there working 
for- the Pratt Institute. Of tfieir suc
cess I did not learn. I also listened to

Subjects presented for Mrs;"AlIyW 1®ct"r+es ?f Har^ Moor® and was

! Is much promise ot a still greater work 
'for them in the future. Each of tho 
above named camps has a camp society 
chartered with the state , association, 
which shows they are loyal to our or
ganization. .............

Evidence is plentiful that our cause 
ic. growing, that our organization is be
coming more thoroughly established; 
that the wheat is being sifted frpm Die 
chaff, and Spiritualism is being accept-, 
ed and applied more and more each 
successive year.

Address during September, No. 11 
Beach street. Battle Creek, Mich.

E; W. SPRAGUE AND -WIFE,
N. S. A. Missionaries.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent ot ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten Unes will be charged at Ilie rate 
of fifteen cents per Hue. About seven 
words constitute one line !

Harlow P. Smith of Northampton 
township, while at work Monday after
noon on a straw stack at Harry Carter's 
at McArthur’s corners, dropped over 
dead, aged 79. He was a man of more 
than ordinary ability and well read. 
Conversant on almost any subject and a 
fluent talker. His friends were legion 
and he will be greatly missed by all 
who. knew him.

The deceased was an old and able 
Spiritualist, having accepted its truths 
over fifty years ago. The funeral was 
held at his home, September 1, Mrs. Ma
rian Carpenter of Detroit officiating. 
The address was beautifully consoling 
to the mourner, aspiring to the believer 
and hopeful to the unbeliever. The 
floral offerings were beautiful and pro-
fuse.

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
0. M’ARTHUR.

¡I Read This List of ||
PREMIUMS

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USB 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

An Opportunity Never Before. Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual
istic, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A.System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely.by The Pro
gressive Thinker.

key.
The Pere Marquette railroad stops Its 

trains right at the grounds. The 
steamboats, naptha launches, etc., stop 
at the camp dock. It is a beautiful spot. 
One part of the grove was once a nur
sery and is filled with ornamental trees 
set in rows. Another part of the 
grounds, next to the lake, has a natural 
grove which will greatly add to the 
beauty of the grounds when the trees 
are trimmed and the underbrush re
moved.

The climate is lovely at the time of 
year that the camp-meetings are held. 
When people in the south are swelter
ing with thé heat, everybody is . com
fortable at Snowflake. Hay fever is 
unknown in this part of the country. 
Thousands of people visit Petoskey and 
¡other resorts in this part'of the state to 
avûid this dreadfur disease.

■a This camp-meeting is a needed factor 
in the work of Spiritualism; it has a 
large territory from which to draw its 
patronage. There are no other camps 
within two hundred miles of it, This 
camp-meeting should be well patronized 
by the people of the northern part of 
Michigan and from the great cities of 
the southland it will be, more and more, 
as the people become acquainted with 
it, and the camp improvements are 
made to take care of all that may come. 
Anyone wishing to know '"more about 
this camp-meeting can get particulars 
by addressing Mrs. Ruth Eastman, sec
retary, Mancelona, Mich. •
. The first Sunday in August we began 
filling our engagement at Vicksburg 
camp-meeting where we met many dear 
friends who are faithful workers for the 
success of this camp. We have filled 
engagements at this camp-meeting 
from time to time for years and can 
truly say it is one of the real Spiritual 
camps. It is presided over by that en
ergetic, thorough-going and spiritual 
w’oman, Miss Jeannette Fraser, who is 
the whole thing—^president, secretary, 
treasurer, and the full board of trustees 
combined In one little . body weighing 
less than one hundred pounds. She is a

Mrs. Wellington W. Payne, aged 51 
years passed to higher life from her 
home, Ashtabula, Ohio, on July 26, 1904, 
after a long illness. She was one of 
Ashtabula’s most noble women and a 
devoted wife and mother, and has only 
gone on before to await the coming of 
her loved ones.

She was a true Spiritualist and will 
be greatly missed by all. The comfort
ing lines that came to the bereaved hus
band as he stood by her casket was a 
great solace to all those that had em
braced the knowledge, and to those that 
lived on faith without the knowledge 
made inquiries as to the source they 
came, as they were read and explained 
by the writer, who officiated. The de
ceased leaves to mourn her loss, a hus
band, son and daughter, six brothers 
and two sisters.

MRS. CARRIE FIRTH CURRAN.

Passed to spirit life, at his home, 1326 
Rebecca street, Allegheny City, William 
Carson, on Saturday morning, Aug. 27. 
He was a true and earnest Spiritualist. 
The funeral services were held in the 
tome of the deceased on Tuesday even
ing with an attendance of about 700. 
The services were conducted by Rev. G. 
Clinton Day ot the First Spiritualist 
Church of Allegheny. Subject: "If 
there is a spirit body, there is lite, and 
if there is life, there is intelligence, and 
a communicative force.” Mr. Day’s dis
course was grand and opened the eyes 
of many of the church people, and made 
many converts to Spiritualism.

T. W. PRICHARD.
Pittsburg, Pa.

- WORDS OF CAUTION.
. .You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen tlmee safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and thfn you are per, 
fectly safe, and will save yourself an. 
noyance and trouble. n

■
r- »»“a 

WK; ,
¿5 conts each. Ue cannot allow you to 
seleqt any other book in the list at thlt 

sees 

Thinlter.U 8Crll>tion to Ihe Progressive 
MR™n?embar’ PIettse.that the safest wav 
tal^rder^ feiU ttaUCe 18 t0 Becu

Remember, please, that these took-. 
efotor8 ddesMCiUS1Ve,y as
Ic be?n8 in6/0 Pr°flU' hls so!® Ob' 
WORK- a EUMANITAR!AN
PSYCHICA?0^ ¿PIRITtiALlSTIO, 
raxLHILAL AND ETHICAL ijnitq 
hence they are not for sale to the trade!

Pre,n?.e™ nr',pleas?' that a11 °ur 
I remium Booles are neat'., , '-tan- 
tlally bound in cloth, and are an orna
ment to any library. “a

Read our Premium Offer AND no ^MW/P^T°USFORArNYAXER 
1LRMS. You must send $1 for Tho

•Piogressive Thinker when you desire 
one or more premium books. Please 
bear this in mind.

Every person who sends in a yearly 
subscription to 'the Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make hls selecticn from tho 
following list for TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS:
t,»1’ Tfl® pccat Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, our 
leading Premium Book this year. Price 
25 cents.

Passed to spirit life, Mrs. Sylvina L. 
Woodard, wife of Oliver Woodard. She 
was born at Gullford, Me., Sept 26,1824. 
She and her husband investigated Spir
itualism soon after the Rochester rap
pings and have been firm believers ever
since. F. W.

Margaret Dorris, a devout Spirit
ualist. passed to spirit life, at her home 
in Lewiston, Idaho, August 5, age 51 
years. She had been a firm believer in 
the truths of Spiritualism for thirty 
years.

Mr. Horace Bigelow passed to the life 
beyond, Aug. 15, at the ripe old age of 
80 years. He was one of the pioneers 
and promoters of,the town of Shepherd, 
Mich. He was held in high regard by 
all who knew him. A Methodist said to 
the writer that he-was a'good man and 
a kind neighbor. What more can be 
said of any man. He was an ardent 
Spiritualise for fifty years, and derived 
much comfort from its beautiful philos
ophy. He leavefi a wife and four chil
dren, to mourn his demise. - They will 
feel the loss of a loving father and af
fectionate husband. Services werecon- 
ducted by the writer.

MRS. MARIAN CARPENTER.
delighted to observe his growing radical
tendencies. His lectures evinced study, 
sincerity and a .braver spirit than many 
possess. He is a growing young man 
with a pleasing personality. Mr. Col
ville spoke the last day of our sojourn, 
but I ne'ed not speak of him. All Spir
itualists know him. He is himself a 
spiritual phenomenon.-'

I was employed- to -ill a vacancy on 
the platform and tiiso- held a redeption 
in the auditorium which the campers 
seemed to enjoy. I answered questions 
from the-audience after they had lis
tened to songs by Lillian and Byron’s 
recitation of some of-the pdems both 
spiritual and comic selected from-his 
new booklet, “Fun and’ Philosophy in 
Verse,” which created ^a'- big demand 
for it. .< ■ /••J; . '

We left camp with regret at leaving 
friends both old andinew, having had 
over two weeks, of unbroken- pleasant 
fellowship with congenial spirits.

. JULIET H. SEVERANCE,-M. D.
Chicago, Ill. ■■■.-;• ii -f;j

' - Id : Ji " ' • ' . .

position he fills wltir®ao"^fehcredit to 
himself and to the association.

The Monday morning; tfdinfor.Buf-

direction; and that Brother >-UUle, la

$ of tb® Encyclopedia ot Death, and Life in the ” ’ 
Price 25 cents.

3. A Wanderer in the 
Price 25 cents.

4. Seers of the Ages, 
Peebles. Price 25 cents.

Spirit World.

Spirit Landa.

by Dr. J. M.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
If you order only one book, and that 

one neither ot the books mentioned 
above, the price is 40 cents each.

■We have only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you can select from them as 
follows:

Any two of the Eleven Premium 
Books ybu may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Eleven Premium ■ 
Booles you may order, price $1.10. <.

Any four of tho Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.80.

Any six of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of tue Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, prive $2.90.

Any ten of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 
Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled in this country or 
Europe. Our principal aim is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

FOR $3.35.

decided success in filling all of these 
offices, as the success of this camp
meeting proves.

Vicksburg has advantages that some 
other camp-meetings have not, viz., it 
is located at the crossing of the Grand 
Trunk and the Grand Rapids & Indiana 
railroads, and the G. R. & I. railroad 
runs Sunday excursions from Kalama
zoo to the camp grounds. One Sunday 
there was one thousand people on the 
grounds and the following Sunday the 
number éxeeeded that Taken alto
gether this was one of the most success
ful meetings.' , ,.

We next visited. Haslett Park where 
we filled a six-days’ engagement. We 
[lave also served this camp association 
for several, seasonsanfl know something 
of the great .work .it has, accomplished. 
It has had'its'adversities and its suc
cesses, and we are, glad to say that it 
now has "brighter prospects before it 
than it has had; of late. Arrangements 
have been'completed whereby the asso
ciation has come info possession of the

Asahi Powers has passed to spirit 
life. He may b.e justly classed as one 
of Michigan’s pioneers, having been a 
resident of the state sixty-six years. He 
was well known and highly esteemed 
throughout the entire community. His 
life having been one characterized by 
kindliness and fair dealing with his fel
low-men. He had been for many years 
an ardent Spiritualist and found it a 
great consolation in the gathering twi
light of old age. The funeral services 
were held in’Unlon Hall, at Scotts, and 
was one of the largest tn town for many 
years. Peter Johnson of Battle Creek, 
officiated, assisted by C. E. Dent of

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

■2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

and

and

and

Vicksburg. C. E. DENT.

falo was late, and tile : IffiPPy throng . 
gathered at the station Improved the 
delay with an ovation; :a‘ general ex
pression of popular jMipake to G. Fan
nie Allyn, who had iuddemy become a 
public favorite following""' her short 
week of activity at thfe.City hf Light.

The season of 190' ^dsie^ded. The 
great bed of cardina '^eraiyums bloom 
just as brilliantly, t te.sngWy lilies in 
rich profusion send tout, tiieir. subtle 
cdors and fill tne atmospli’ere with a de-.

The

just as

lightful fragrance; the mammoth hy- 
dranglas are at the meridian of their 
perfect beauty; the birds'sing in the 
branches overhead, the sun shines <and 
the air is soft audr.balmy, but the 
preachers. and teachers have vanished, 
the auditorium is emp(y, the musicians 
and children have gone. The rustic 
seats are vacant, the grounds are de
serted, and a sense of solitude and lone
liness broods over the place. Only-the 
memories remain. Blessed memories 
of the truths to which we have listened, 
of the brief season of nearness . to 
hearts that were dear, and these w|Jl 
abide through all tlie-ycarsrto come.

S’ M? KINGSLEY. -
. "The Present Age and inner Life;- 
Ancient > and Modern Mysteries Classi-, 
fled and explained.” ’W Andi ew Jack- 
son Davis. - We . have a few copies of

thoroughly equlped for thé responsible | Cloth, J1.1C.this work by the celebrated seer, 
nua «ns '

west half of the park and all the build
ings on the old ground. They, own it in 
fee simple and free from debt'. Streets 
af&jbelng laid out, lots ' leased for 
building cottages. Buildings will be 
moved and other improvements made; 
Another year we may look for a trans
formation of-Haslett Park. New en
thusiasm has taken possession of the' 
old veterans of [his camp, and the re
sults will surely be beneficial to the 
cause of Spiritualism.

August- 20, found us at the Ashley 
camp-meeting, where we filled an en
gagement of two;'Sundaÿs. and week 
days intervening. This was the fourth 
consecutive season that we have served' 
this-camp association. We thoroughly 
enjoyed meeting dear friends each year 
many of whom were the pioneer work
ers in the camp nt Ashley. This asso
ciation, like Haslett Park, has never 
been favored much by the railroad com
panies. No train stops at Ashley on 
Sundays, and consequently the attend
ance is not as large as it should be.

The grove is beautiful and the audito
rium is one of the finest in the state. 
There is. a mineral well on tho grounds, 
the water of which has good medicinal 
qualities. People come many miles for 
it. This camp-meeting should - supply 
the spiritual philosophy to thousands

Good News for Hay-Fever and Asthma 
Sufferers.

We are glad to announce that the 
Kola Plant, recently discovered on the 
Congo River. West Africa, has proved 
itself a sure cure for Hay-Fever ■ and- 
Asthma as claimed at the time. We 
have received the testimony of minis
ters of the gospel, doctors, business 

;■ men and farmers, ail speaking of the 
, marvelous,, curative power of this new 

discovery.'
Mr. A. L. Clark, Springfield, Ma, writes Jan. 

22nd, was a sufferer of Hay-Fever aria Asthma 
' for thirty years and thought I would die every 
i-Tall but Hlmalya (The Kola Compound) com- 
. nletoly cured me. Rev. F. P. Wyatt, tho noted 

Evangelist, Abilene, Tex., was permanently- 
■ cured of Hay-Fever anaAsthma after eight years 

suffering. Hiss D. A. Roff, Mowequa, Ills., 
• writes May 23rd, was cured ot Hav-Fever and 

Asthma after several years suffering although 
’ physicians said a cure was impossible. Huh- 
; dredspf others give similar testimony.
l To prove to you beyond doubt -its 
[' wonderful curative power, the KQla lm- 
- porting Co:, No. 1168 Broadway, New 
• York, will send a large case of the Kola 
■ Compound Free by mail to every reader 
■ of The Progressive Thinker who suf- 
• fers from any form of Hay-Fever or 
. Asthma. This is very fair, and we ad- 
i vise "Buffers to send for a case. It costs 
. you nothing and you should try it.

caclv.Sunday, where now it furnishes it 
to hundreds. There is an electric line 
-survey across the camp grounds and it 
Is. said .its building is assured. . .When 
It is completed it will open a direct llqe. 
rrom Columbus .-which: -is only thirty, 
miles from the city of Ashley> This 
-amp, like others that have an elecric 
.ink, will then he a greater success.

"A Plea for tho New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. Price 
10 cents.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail/.’ By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In nplntufd 
suggestiveness. Cloth,

“Continuity of Idle a Costalp Truth," 
By Prof. w. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
a strong, loglcalthlnkor, on a deeply 
important subject. Price, doth, $1.

“Just How to Wake the Solar-Plex
us.” By Elizabeth Towne., Valuable 
for health. Prlco-ffi cents., .

The Commandments Analysed, price 
J5 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth, BO 
ceata. Sfer this office.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE

REMITTING.-
When you send in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
arid’Willao you good. In remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Sending out these premium books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 

Seduce the price of the subscription of 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year,' in 
view of the fact that we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, much 
more than any other Spiritualist paper 
now published.

In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books-is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating the 
great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was never 
known before on this material plane.

Address all orders to
J. R, FRANCIS, 

- 40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois.

KEEP POSTEO
In ‘"Current Splrltualletia and Occult

News.
You can do it by reading each woett 

The Progressive Thinker. -The Philo, 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occull 
phenomena it contains each week, ta 
tho marvel ci the age. No one can at« 
ford to be without the paper. Its pries 
is wiaia the reassh all. "i



A TWENTIETH CENTURY WONDER.

The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Ready to Battle for Spiritualism^ Pure and Unadulterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift. Humanity.

A Spirit Materialization Under Most Extraordinary 
Circumstances.

TTbe progressive Ubinker HERE ARE PROBLEMS

For Spiritualists and Non-Spiritualuts to Solve«

To the Editor:—In your headlines to the article by 
!Eva A. Cassell, you say that Spiritualists generally 
want nothing but the truth. This is just what I want. 
In response to that article I wish to say thaViri my ex
perience and efforts to fathom the mysteries and man-) 
ifestations of psychic phenomena, I have not been de
frauded by any phase of mediumship, except, perhaps, 
in that of pretended clairvoyance, by .traveling im
postors who were using such gifts, either genuine or 
pretended, for the sole purpose of getting money, 
just as other people in other lines of money-getting 
use their special qualifications for that same purpose. 
I may be one of those “Old gray-headed men in my 
second childhood who yearn for the embrace of a 
lovely female form.”

If I am, I am not conscious of having a single, 
solitary yearn. Why should I when there are many 
lovely women in the earthly form, and younger by 
many years- than I, whose loving sympathy and. gra
cious kindness are generously bestowed upon me 
now in near to my seventieth year, and who fain 
would be to me sweethearts or wives, were I to ask 
them, yet in all my life I never have by word or 
thought suggested any impropriety.

And yet, when I have been alone, in the quiet of 
midnight, I have been suddenly awakened from sound 
sleep, in a room the door of which was locked, and 
only two other people beside myself were in the house, 
and those were in a lower chamber entirely discon
nected from the one in which I slept, and they much 
older than I, when a beautiful, lovely spirit (without 
any warning or premonition, and most certainly with
out any auto-suggestion) of a dear girl whom I had 
known in my young manhood, before my going away 
into the army of 1861, came on, a cold winter night 
and materialized under the covering of my couch, 
took my right hand in hers and carried it over her 
living form so that I held "her in my embrace; then 
putting bpth her arms about my neck drew my face 
closely up to her own and kissed me time after time; 
and this in response to my request to her that I made 
instantly on awakening, to come and kiss me, as it was 
my last request to her when I bade her ‘ ‘ Good Bye, ’ ’ 
on going away to the war.

This was not a solitary instance, but is in a manner 
often repeated, even when I have been far away from 
the busy haunts of men, traveling by stage or train, 
in open wagon in severe snow storms in the high 
mountains of the north-west. Perhaps your corre
spondent cannot believe this.

I could not without having had the actual experi- 
• ence, and until this experience I could not have be
lieved it true if anyone else had told me that such had 
been their experience. Hence, I say that 1 could not 
believe such stories even in the life of Jesus had not 
such things come to me. Perhaps your correspond
ent, as others do, believe in these stories that are re
lated of Jesus, and if they are true, what do they 
prove?

Only this: that Jesus was a psychic, a medium, a 
sensitive through whose unusual psychic powers and 
physical organism the. spirit of the old prophet Elias, 
and perhaps many* others manifested.

How infinitely more comforting it would have been 
for him had it been the spirit of a lovely maiden. I 
would not exchange the thrilling ecstacy and the 
soulful happiness of those few moments, nor the 
sweet recollection of them for all the gold in the 
United States mints.

This was i;eal, genuine materialization, a conscious 
being, possessing a soul of love attracted to me 
through the law of soul-love;that I feel very certain 
prevails and obtains in the spirit realm and through 
the life immortal.

Jesus in his earth life was first simply a child -of 
earthly parents, coming into life under the same rule 
and law of nature that has brought us all into the 
earth life. There never has been any exception to 
this law. If there has been, then it disproves the law 
of nature.

Then he as boy, and man living the life of a recluse, 
the very best life to develop his psychic powers of 
clairvoyance, elairaudience, and fine materializations. 
He lived in an unscientific age and among an unscien
tific people. He looked up to and worshiped (as was 
common in that day among the Jewish people) a 
spirit. In his case it was the spirit of the the old 
prophet Elias. He thought it was God, and undoubt
edly expected that spirit or that God to save him in 
his last extremity, and when the crucial test came and 
death was inevitable, he called (Eli! Eli! lama sa- 
bachthani), Elias! Elias! why hast thou forsaken me?

Perhaps Eva Cassell yet says with all so-called 
Christian denominations, that his trial and death was 
only the fulfillment of the law in establishing the 
“great plan of salvation.” I say that it was a crime, 
a great wrong against this “just man,” and yet it was 
only what might have been expected in that day and 
age of the world, for even yet there are those in the 
Christian denominations who would fain put me to 
death for entertaining the thoughts and beliefs which 
are a part of my life.

What do we hear from the pulpits?
Only last February I sat in a church and heard a 

priest tell his congregation that because of “Adam’s 
fall” all mankind sinned, and would b<^ lost—all 
damned to eternal torture had it not been that God 
thought of a plan of salvation. ”

This is the plan as told by the priest: “That God 
would create a woman who was to be perfectly pure; 
and so he created Mary, who was to become the. 
mother of Jesus.” And how did he create her? By 
causing a woman to bear a child which should have 
no earthly parent, except a mother (no father, mind), 
the concept of God in the womb of a woman, and this 
God-conceived child was Mary, who was blessed in 
this way above all women, and yet not proud of her 

- celestial parentage and birth. She married a carpen
ter, only a carpenter, who became the father of Jesus, 
and through him the father of God. Does any one be
lieve this story who has ten grains of scientific sense? 
It is the silliest kind of twaddle, and yet the whole 
Christian and sectarian world profess to believe it. •

I do not. It is simply a rehash of the old tradition 
that has come down from ages more than six thousand 

. years anterior to^the time of Jesus.
- The story of the double incarnation and immaculate 

conception of the God of the Buddhists, the Buddha 
of ancient mythology, brought down through pagan 
times and engrafted on to Christianity through the in
fluence of a’ survivor of pagan history, the Romish

Jt Leads In All Things That Pertain to Spiritualism and Psychic Laws.

Unparalleled Prosperity ttas Marked Its Course for Fifteen Years

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.
It Is Important when a meeting If 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We- 
want new notices of nil meetings being 
held hero In public halls at the present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society or - 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday - 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, comer 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall. 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium;

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7,45 
o’clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread tho truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 660 East 55th street. 
Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th street.

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue 
Conference at 3 p, m., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o’clock. Mrs. M. A. Borland, 
pastor.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs, Hilbert, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third street, every Sunday even- 
ing at 8 o’clock. Conference in the af
ternoon at 3. The Ladles’ Auxiliary 
meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 B North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and -every 
Thursday evening at their new hallj’ 
northwest corner Sedgwick and Mo
hawk streets. Mr. Frank Joseph, me
dium.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

Spiritual Church, Licht und - Wahr
helt, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall, 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Villroak.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hui], 4308 Cottage Grove live* 
nue. Conference and messages at/3 p. 
m.; lecture at 8 p. m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates and others. Good music.

Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening at. 
8 p. m., and Sundays at 3 and 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds its meetings every Sunday at 
2:30 and 7:45. Sunday school at 1:30 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue. All welcome.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening servfbe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44-East 31st 
street.

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every ser
vice.

The Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall "C," every Sunday after-

DYSPEPSIA
CURED

U you Suffer from Dyspepsia, Stomach, tiyer. or Bowel 
Trouble of any Had, read thia liberal offer." IT 

WILL BE WOBTH MONEY TO YOU.-/
Do you suffer from dyspepsia, 

indigestion, or stomach, liver, or 
f bowel trouble of any kind?; If you 
' do. why pot lot ui cur* you 1 Wo do not tno«o 

Help you by doling you wlUiattroitf, sUuiu- 
1 lating Soda and Rhubarb Compound, or pat- 

ent "Dyineptla PUL” Such th(n|» ^rHl iGin- 
graakuiato and ease temporarily, but In tho «nd 
KBeHwIII only irritate and further weaken thotai- ■ 

ready diseased and weakened tnembrnnoi. 
jaWo UUl CoKulckly aud Permaueully Car* 

V fl You. Wo will go io tho very foundation of 
-^.■1 your trouble, wilt remove the causes, 

strengthen and tone up the affected mem- 
• brane», perfect the digestion, rogalate and 

strengthen the bowel», and make you as 
strong and hearty as you ever were. Wccuuid- 

¿5*4 give you testimonials by tho thousand ot 
:/! 2 those wo have curcdof stomachtroubleslnnll 

form» and »Ugos, tut they would not toil to < 
- ! you what tho treatment will do fop )'OV. Tho 

only absolute proof 1» in the treetmeut Itself, 
and knowing tho Woadrrful . 
Cures wo have niado for oth
ers, and believing that wo 
have a treatment that will 
Positively Cura tor case, no 
matter how complicated or- 
long standing, or liow many 
have failed In the past, tliat 
wo will send a two weeks’

trtstmeni to »ny on, deiirlnglol.il II. Mirny ,ro cured by tbl, 
tnl Ireatuicnl alone. - Why not make a trial ot It youraelf and 
loam what it will do for you. 11* IS FKMB. Addroeelbr. 
Iveblei laadtuU of Health, 23 Mala St., Hattie Creek, Mich.

noon and evening, the Hon. Robert GUI- 
ray pastor. Good mediums-. to give 
messages. Conference at 3 p. m. ...Reg
ular service at 8 p. m.

Spiritual meeting, Van Buren Hall, 
corner Madison street and California 
avenpp every Sunday. Inspirational 
lecture and extemporaneous inspira
tional song by Mr. Cooper Walker, and 
free tests by prominent mediums at 10 
a. m. and 2:30 and 8 p. m. Everybody, 
invited.

Occult Scientists. St. Peter’s Church, 
No. 3665 Indiana avenue, corner 37th 
street, 7 30 p. m. ¡Lectures, "proof 
positive tests,” etc. Mrs. W. Brock-: 
way, psychic. No fee charged^-at the 
door. All are welcome.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu- 
dents of Nature will hold Sunday even
ing services at 1665 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. ’ M]rs...M. Schu
macher, pastor.

Church of the Spirit, Schiller Build
ing, 109 East Randolph street, third 

’ floor. Services every Sunday at 11 a. 
m'.', 2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Tests, spirit' 

-messages and mental telepathy under 
blindfold conditions through William; 
Fitch Ruffle, psychic, assisted by Mrs. 
Marie Jacobsen, Danish palmist p.n<l, 
psychic.

Lake View Spiritual Union holds! 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., t 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North Clark i 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. Wickland. All. 
cordially Invited. Residence 616 Wplls; 
street.

church. PAUL DESTEN.

Greai men arc the true men, the men in whom na
ture has succeeded.—Anon. .

Nothing can bring you peace but the triumph of 
principles.—Emerson. ( .

I say that no man can be greater than the man who 
actually sacrifices his life for the good of others. No 
man can be greater titan the one who meets death face 
to face, and yet will not shrink from what he believes 
to be his highest duty.-Ingersoll.

Like children who are sorely1 disappointed, when 
l they discover that.Santa Claus is but a myth, .so it is 

with those who find their long-cherished dogma to be 
ho more real; yet but a short time elapses and neither 
grppid return to hia old belief.—H. 0. Morse,

IMPORTANT.
• Owing to the fact that tiie courts 'bave-in ev* 

.ery case decided against Psychic Healers who 
advertise to cure the sick without drugs, where 
the case has been between the V. S. -government 
and a Healer (deciding that it is a' .ciear cfisoot 
intent to defraud) to advertise to diagnose also, 
without leading symptoms being given,. There* 
.fore I have decided, as a physician‘.in good 
standing, to not advertise my gift of Psychic 
Healing, but will diagnose disease'a-nd-not ask 
a fee for so doing. I will', therefore hereafter, 
diagnose disease ... ' '

Free of Charge, 
to all who will send their name, age, sex, and 
give leading symptoms, and all who wll) send 
iB.OO (Two Dollars) with their request tor a di
agnosis, I will diagnose their disease free, and 
will send them for the $2.00 two weelra' treat
ment, and the best book published on Spiritual
ism,

“The Scientific Basis of
Spiritualism.”

BY EPJES SARGENT.

Cancers Cured or No Pay.
We Have the Best Method.

DR. C. eTWATKINS, 
“THE WESTLAND,” 

(Next to Symphony Hall.) 

JJoston, Mass.

FOR RENT.
Furnished room at 222 Irving Ave., near Van 

Buren Street Cars. Spiritualist family.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, P.J5S..
Readings by mall only, 11.00. Sandwich, Ill.

MRS. DR. DIXON.
Mall dime & Birth-date. Will answer 3 questions, 
Private readings daily. Free ticket to party with 
every reading. *4 E, 8lst St., Chicago.

.WANTED,“Death, Its Meaning aaa Resnlto.'*! .WANTED,
By J. K. Wilson, of tiie Pennsylvtmla.t’-ABlntrlonianwbtfcniyberellod upontodowork
Bar.’ An absorbingly .fiflfliesfing, """ 
tune, of decided value. A narrative st
wonderful psychic events in the iau- < 
Ihor’s experience. (%>th. -S60.p*ge4 Il
lustrated. 11.26.

"Religious and Theological Workrf of 
Thomas Paine," Contains bls celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 480 
pages. -Price, fl.

"Why r A“ a Vegetarian." By J. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
cento.

"Spiritual Firecrackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By }. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing: 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 2S 
cents.

"Mark Chester; or a Mnt ana a Mill
ion. A Tale of Southern California." 
By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychic" 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 cents.

"The Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. Another valuable, 
little work. Price 20 cents.

. f-RlWlet;W ’ I ' -

Astrologist and Clairvoyant.
Send Bex, date of birth (hour If possible), with 

25 cts., aud two cents for return postage, for par
tial reading. THERESE DUANE, box 87, Berke
ley, Cal. Get your children’s Horoscopes.

WANTED.
Workers among Spiritualists, to handle “The 

Gentleman from Everywhere?’ a fast selling sci
entific and missionary work,: heartily recom
mended by leading Spiritualists, Liberal com
mission. -W. H. Wabneh. M. D., Agt., Crothers
ville, Ind.

TRUMPETS
Present your spirit friends with one of the 

light, vibrating, infallible fibre trumpets; guarnn* 
teed better than metal; insulated top and bottom. 
coAkahell colored, enamel. Sent to any pan of 
the country on receipt of price, 81.50, Booklet of 
instructions for all kinds of development, for 12 
cents |n stamps, will be mailed. Manufactured by 
JAS. NB1VTON. 4»a Dorriit., Toledo. O.

DON’T READ THIS.
If Blok write to mo. and I will give you a free 

examination. I want no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes suc
cessfully treated. Send name, age. Sex, complex
ion, weight and 10 cts. In stamps or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be Bure and write your own letter. Address.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
S5 Warren St, Stoneham. Mui

C. WALTER LYNN,
THE

: Eminent Healer: 
• and , 

: Gifted Psychic.:
Health Restored by 
Common-Sense Methods.

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailments.

OBSESSION CTO • •
For Free Ota*uowla of Disease, send five 

two-cent stamps, age, name, box. and own hand* 
writing,

Readings and Business Advice, $1, 
and Two Stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St, Oakland, Cal.

Annie Lord Cbamberiain's Card.
Mepde, you can greatly help me care for 

my blind sister, Jennie £. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. > Send it to me with 11, and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or whia* 
pere. Aadreas Mrs. Auuie Lord Chamberlain, MU* 
ford Mass.

ELTQN E. HEDRICK, 
ASTIEOI.OG1C11.— Vocation, business specula
tion, matrimony, changes, travel, all affaire ot 
life. Feo 12.00. Send date of birth as near the 
hour as possible. Address, 2021 Reading Road, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. nb

Bangs Sisters,
PHENOMENAL MEDIUMS.

Independent slate and paper writing sittings daily.
Nplrit Portrait Work a Spectaltv.

Sent two 20 stamps for booklet. G5< W. Adams 
Street. Telephone Ashland 1912,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest and most successful physician now 
in practice. His cures are wonderful. His exam
inations free to all who send him name, age, sex. 
lock of their hair and six cents In stamps. No 
leading symptom required. He makes a spe
cialty ot treating nervous exhaustion of men. with 
wonderful success. Write at once. Delays are 
dangerous. Address.

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren St.. Stoneham. Masa.

Fun and Philosophy (In Verse).
By Byron D. Stillman. Is a neat little volume ot 

quaint humor and spiritual philosophy, inter- 
blended with tender pictures of home and heart 
life. It is dedicated to his “devoted mother 
Juliet H. Severance, M. D.,” well known to the 
public as a pioneer worker in the ranks of prog
ress. It contains many ot the pieces so highly 
appreciated by tho societies where he has recited. 
Price. 50c. Address, BYRON D. STILLMAN, 578 
East 60th st., Chicago, Ill,

Byron Stillman is a devoted Spirit
ualist, and possesses a brilliant mind in 
a body that unfortunately has many in
firmities. He has been deprived ot 
hearing, is totally deaf, and is now 
scarcely able to walk. Those who buy 
his book will not be disappointed in Its 
merits, and at the same time will be 
helping the author.—Editor.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free br spirit power.

Awake ! Arise, Ye Spiritualists !
. There is work for you to do for your cause. 
The camp meeting: season is over now, and while 
you are imbued with the divine inspiration of the 
soul harmony infused by your “closer walk with 
God”, (the spirit) in tiie beautiful woods, by the 
hand-to-hand and soul-to-soul greeting with old 
friends upon both spheres of lire, and by all the 
new and elevating things .you , saw, heard and* 
sensed, now is the time tpTet your radiant en-' 
thusiasm beam upon your fellowmen. The Pro
gressive Thinker, in the meantime, has been ex
tremely busy and has nothing to be ashamed qf, 
nothing to regret. It has been endeavoring to 
raise the standard of true mediumshp, of higher 
education and unadulterated Spiritualism, that 
we may stand abvoe. all; other regions in the 
confidence of the world. The Progressive Think
er is the paper for thinking Spiritualists, for 
Spiritualists who love the truth, tne whole truth 
and nothing but the truth. Such Spiritualists 
will keep posted in passing events,’ in the trend 
of Spiritual and Occult thought throughout the 
World, by yeading/The Progressive Thinker, and 
in no other way. Now, we advise all to lookout 
for our Fall and Winter Campaign, which has 
commenced in earnest. It will be of thrilling in
terest! It will raise you to af higher altitude, and 
give you a better conception of the grandeur of 
Spiritualism. Now is the time to send in your 
subscription. Call your neighbor’s attention to 
the paper, thus enabling him to keep up with 
the advancing procession by reading its columns.

Myself
harmless Homo Care. Address 

MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. B6x 1212 Chicago, III.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH,
Send your own photograph, or lock of hair, and 

receive an artistically- finished picture, size WO, 
of some loved ones that are anxious to reach you. 
Send three stamp? for a proof.

It has been my good fortune tobave a number 
of sittings with Mr. and Mrs. A. Normann, at Lily 
Dale tide season, and I can truthfully suy that all 

, shadows'of doubt have been removed as to the 
spirit’s presence of ourdeparled. and the genuine
ness of their mediumship, Dr. c. W, Maxon, Bay 
City, Mich.

I Independent slate-writing, tablet writing and 
readings by mall: sealed questions answered. 
For particulars address, with stamp. •

, .........................MR. & MRS. A. NORMANN,
2721, Elliott av. So., Minneapolis. Minn.

Magnetized Slates, 81.00.
-eK .——------------------ -— ----- :----- -

Institute of Higher Sciences
And Collège of Fine Forces.

. Teaches new and wonderful methods of onto- 
.“Fast becoming ot world-wide fame."—H-Tuttlo 

Llgltf. Color, Electricity, Magnetism, Mind; Baths
Its 'beautiful Diploma confers title. ‘T>- M-” 

Doctor of Magnetics: can bo gained nt College or 
• at one’s home, Books and Instruments furnished 
jSend stamp for catalogue to
. B. D. DABBITT. M. D., Geneva, N. V,

> YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE It you will send your 

^birth-date and three stamps for mailing expenses 
Ihaveastonished thousands with my wonderfully 
eon oct reading of their life, past and future. I 

[porrectly reveal your future love affairs, business 
.success, marriage mate, etc., and give advice on 
’all affairs. Address, S1IAGKEN, Dept. T.B., 

Ifrancfsco, Cnl.

d' A MASTERLY WORK. 
¡Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 

l, By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
J* A masterly presentation of an important sub
ject, A powerful argument along new and eclen- 

'Jliflc Unes, establishing on a scientific basis the 
^act of the continuity ot personal Individual con- 

/sclous selfhood after Jaying aside tho physical 
body. A book of rare value. With several 
fine Illustrations. Cloth. 11.00.

The Spiritual Wreatn.
A collection of words and music for the choir, 

congregation and social circle. By S. W. 
Tucker. Comprises sixty or more gems • ot 
song. Meo, 16 cents.

TUb World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
Or Christianity .before. Christ, By Kerooy 
Grav&h Nomt and startling revelations in re* 
llglous history which 'disclose the Oriental 
origin of all tho rtoctrlDM, principles, precepts 

. ana miracles of the Christian Now Testament, 
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of its 
sacred mysteries, besides comprising tno His
tory of Sixteen Oriental Ci-ueiflod Gods. This 

. trondertnl and exhaustive volume will,.wo aro 
certain, take high rank as a book , ot roteronoe 
In the field which the author has chosen for it.

Mrs, Dr, Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

fin Yah Npo/1 Anrt BeUe* «ycsiffhti 
UU I UU I iUuu •lean help you. I Will fit your 
Anppk^nfoc eyes Clairvoyance and 
OpUuLuUlUO spirit assistance at yourown 
home with tho improved melted pebble lense, to 
see near and at a distance. Please write for lllue* 
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee to de 
your eyes, ana safe delivery by mall
SAMPLE FKEfC.—Sufficient magnetized Com
pound tor four oz. cures sore eyes, restores th 3 
eyes to normal vision. Ten cents for postage.

B.F. POOLE.
48 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill

To the Editor.-—Spiritualists as a class are the most 
progressive people in the world. They are found onl 
the picket line of every reform movement. At least 
that has been so for fifty years. I think the same may; 
be said of them in the future. 1 wish, in this article, 
to present some statistics, and call the attention of 
Spiritualists to the industrial situation and ask whaU 
is their remedy for certain troubles that seem to bei 
impending;

About the time Modern Spiritualism was born. ® 
marvelous age of invention was ushered in. Sine® 
that time improved machinery has increased the pro
ductivity of labor forty fold. The late Mr. Gladstone 
said: “By the aid of machinery the manufacturing 
power of the world doubles every seven years.” -

During the past fifty years the machinery of Eng
land performed the work of 700,000,000 men, as they; 
worked a century ago.

According to the census reports of the United 
States, the aggregate manufacturing power in 1900 
was 11,300,081 horse power, as compared to 2,000,000. 
horse power in 1870,

The late Senator Hanna said: ‘ ‘ The production ii£ 
the United States is one-third larger than our con
sumption. ”

Senator Chauncey Depew,in 1900, said: “The Amer
ican people produce $2,000,000,000 worth more than 
they consume, and to find foreign market for the sur
plus production of all civilized countries, is why the. 
guns are thundering at foreign gates. ”

Discussing this subject Professor Huxley said: “If 
this wonderful productivity of wealth is not to be 
used in bettering the condition of the working people, 
but is to continue to pour into the pockets of the rich, 
then I would hail the advent of some kind of comet 
that would sweep the whole thing away.”

Quite recently, Thos W. Lawson, late partner of 
John and William Rockefeller, says that in one singlet 
deal last year, they made a profit of $39,000,000.

Now let us inquire how the working people are 
prospering. According to the most reliable statistics 
it is found that the annual average product of each ‘ 
worker is $2,450, while the average wage he receives 
is but $437. Since 1897 necessaries of life have ad
vanced thirty-nine per cent while wages have ad
vanced but ten per cent. To get $1 for himself, the, 
worker must create $6 worth of value.

A statistician who has made a patient investigation’ 
of economic conditions the past fifty years, says: “In 
1850 the total wealth of the United States was $8,000,- 
000,000. The producers’ share was per cent. 
The non-prodpeers’ share was 37 Vc per cent. In 1900 
the total wealth was $100,000,000,000. The producers’' 
share is ten per eent; the non-producers’ ninety per, 
cent. Dr. Spahr says: ‘One per cent of the American 
people own 54 per cent of all the wealth. ’ According, 
to tiie abstract of the 12th census, there are 16,000,000 
families in the United States; of these 8,365,000 fami
lies own no homes, while 4,700,000 families live in 
mortgaged homes.”

DURING THIS FIFTY YEARS CRIME HAS IN
CREASED 600 PER CENT AND INSANITY 700. 
PER CENT.

Rabbi Hirsch, the able orator of Chicago, alluding 
to the great wealth of the few and the poverty of the 
many, said: “The powerful of earth should realize 
that we are in the midst of the same conditions that 
existed in France which brought on the revolution. 
The rich and powerful classes in France refused to ' 
take warning from what was going on about them, 
and relied upon the power which they fancied they, , •> ‘ 
had. The revolution came like the eruption of a volp-— $- 
cano and we in America should take warning. RigKt 
now we are standing-over a volcano which may burst 
forth with all the fury of a Pelee.”

Now, Mr. Editor, in the face of the facts above 
given, is it not about time for Spiritualists and all 
other lovers of peace and humanity to be casting 
about for a solution of this problem of capital and la- 

’ bor, whigh is at out very doors for adjustment 1 Now: 
1 venture to say that it were better for nations 
to do fuller justice to the working man in the ma'tter 
of compensation for his labor, instead of building 
great warships with which to bombard other nations 
that we may create a market for our surplus goods. 
Let us go to-work and establish a co-operative state 
and nation in which the people collectively, shall own 
the public utilities, and the workers with hand or 
head in all honest industries, shall enjoy the full pro- 
duet_i>f their toil. There is danger to this republic 
not far away, unless the progressive people, the hu
manitarian people, bestir themselves and inject more 
of the co-operative, brotherhood spirit into our indus-
trial and political system.

“Am I iny brother’s keeper?”
Yres, you arc and you will rise 

brother rises or falls.
Spiritualism and the inventive 

world at the same time. They

or fall as your

era came into the 
were heaven-sent.

FREE TOBACCO CURE.
Mrs. X Lester, 312 State St, Dea Moines, Iowa, 

has discovered a harmless remedy for the tobac
co habit. It can be given secretly and is harm
less. PrescrlptletTbent free for stamped envel
ope to pay postage,

Development Guaranteed.
Do you sit In tho dark? Do.vou close vonr eyes 

to see clairvo-vantlyi Do you belong to circles? 
Are you afraid of the trance? I will show yon tho 
better, aye. the best way to develop, and without 
losing yournormal condition. Manyyeardof psy
chical experiences, and as a psvchic and teacher 
for I have experienced all tho phases aud kinds 
of mediumship, have Qualified me for tiie good 
I am doing. Thousands of flattering testimonials 
to that effect, I take the students and psychics 
who fall. If you are a beginner, better start right 
and obtain results that are genuine. My system 
Is without a parallel, and Inis bad many bad imi
tations. Send at once, enclosing a stamped, ad
dressed envelope, for Standard Occult Llterature-

CLAIRVOYANGE—Cloth-bound, price, 11.50 (re
duced from $2.00). It teaches you how to penetrate 
tho veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its, read the crystal, see the future, prophesy aro 
attain illumination, aud-be a Yogis. “All students 
will do well to study this excellent volumn.”—W- 
J. Colville. "It is a revelation.”—Light. "Best 
work on the su iject. Mind, “Marvelous—Ep 
och-making."—Lilian Whiting,

SRIRIT WORLD, by Gaffleld. doth, 50 cents-
AURAS AND COLORS—With exhaustive die 

tlonary of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents

PSYCHOMETR Y—Thofirstand only book which 
leaches tho science so that you can practice It 
Price. 50 cents

EASYLESSONS in Inspiration Clairvoyance anl 
Psychometrv. Price. 50 cents.

REALIZATION— How to enter the super-con
sciousness and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION—A Ms. series on howto divine 
hidden things, Sud lost treasures, become a 
seer. Price, fi.W.

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lol at 82.23 
each, postage prepaid, ■ ?

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES—A Ms. 
series on this fascinating subject Price, 81.03.

Prospectus of “Tho College of Divine Science 
and Realization.” Reduce! tuition.
■Theouly ono of Its kind in tho world.- .

J. C. F. GBUMBINE, 
1285 aiminonwenltli Ave., 

Boston- -Mass.

(OSMIAN HŸHÏTbÔOK.
A collection ot original and selected Hymns 

tor Liberal and Ethical Societies, tor Schools 
and the Homo. Compiled by L. K. Washburn. 
This volume meets a publie want. It comprises 
S58 choice selections of poetry and music, em
bodying the highest moral sentiment, and tree 
from all sectarianism. Price. CO cents,

Spiritualism lifted a load of religious ■superstition 
from the minds of the people. Improved machinery, 
was intended to lift the worker from physical drudg
ery. but it has not done it because scheming specula
tors have got control of the machine, and the few; 
reap the benefit intended for all. The law of evolu
tion is pushing U8 hard. It demands that the nations 
adjust themselvei to the new conditions. If we re
fuse to do it, existing systems of government and eco
nomics will be ground to powder and civilization will 
be sent back that the people may learn anew the les
sons of life.

“Let the nation own the trusts.” Let the two! 
billions of surplus be distributed hack to the peopla 
who created it. Let fierce, selfish competition cease, 
and -co-operation be adopted. Instead of the motto, 
“Every fellow for himself aud may the devil take the. 
hindmost,” let us emblazon on our national banners, 
“An injury to one is the concern of all.” If we do 

-this, strikes, and bloodshed, and war will cease, and 
tlurtelestial messengers will again greet us bringing, 
glad tidings of great jo^j to all the world.

This is not alone an industrial question. It is a’ 
moral, an ethical question also. It is of little use to 
preach to those who are hungry arid naked and their, 
children crying for bread. R. A. DAGUE. .(

Alameda, Cal.

As long as the majority of men will cringe to the 
very earth before some petty prince or king, what 
must be the infinite abjeetness of their little souls in 
the presence of their supposed creator and God?— 
Ingersoll. '{

Have courage to use thine own understanding; be« 
come a man.;-cease to trust thyself to the guidance ofj 
others.—KantT’“' q

Prayer is a confession that God does hot know what 
he should do, or that he is noj; filling to do it without 
being asked. If God made"this world he ought toi( 
know enough to run it without the help of man—M<[ 
Babcock." ■!<

What we"call moral feeling has its origin in the so«1; 
cial instincts or habits which each human (or animal)| 
society develops, and must develop within itself, if it 
is not* to perish by its own incapacity. Morality, 
therefore, is evolved from sociability, or the faculty; yC 
for living in a community, and it changes according 

ias the particular idea or necessities of any given so- •

Lp
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’ cietjr changes,—Buchner.
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GUIDED BŸ SPIRITS^

VERITABLE WITCH.A
The Bell

Editor:—The reading of theTo the

R. S. BELL.to tell.
Shetler. Mason Co.. Wash.

Witch Mystery Regarded as 
True.

àljc WogWitic Sljinker
CHICAGO, ILL., SEPT.’ 24, 1904,

SPIRITÜMlSM IS /¥ TRÜTH*.
"One truth is clear—whatever is, is 

right.” Pope.
"I long to know the truth hereof at 

large.” Shakespeare.
"Let us make truth catching instead 

of falsehood and disease.” Ingersoll, 
/‘Truth depends on, or is only arrived

at by a legitimate deduction from all the
facts which are truly material 
idge.

Coler

"Plows, to go true, depend much up
on the truth of the iron,” Mortimer.

"Truth bears the torch in the search 
for truth.” Lucretius.

Let us love oiir cause 
and dare to advocate its 
truth and decry fraud. 
If we have the pure it 
cannot be destroyed in 
the crucible of reason 
and fair discussion, It 
will only thrive, and 
expand more -rapidly.

TRUTH* IS IMPERISH*/YSLE.
“My mouth shall speak the truth.” 

Prov. viiL, 7.
“Truth crushed to earth ..shall rise 

again.” William Cullen Bryant.
“To have truth and not live it is like 

having lungs and refusing to breathe:’’
"However unwillingly a person who

Warned Not to Sell. Mine, But to Await 
■Arrival of Stranger, Who Duly Came 
to Develop Property.
!‘When the spirits knock, ignore them 

not, for they have some great message 
for you.”

Never- will J. M. McMichael, a 
■wealthy mine owner of this city, forget 
these words, for some day he believes 
they will be worth several million dol- 

f lars to him.
—A Early in the afternoon of last Satur

day he was sitting in his room at 1.700 
Welton street, idly smoking a cigar and 
thinking over matters In regard to his 
mining property, which was In a per
plexing condition, when he heard a 
voice close to his ear say: “The spirits 
have some great message for you. Ig
nore them not.”

The voice was so realistic that Mr. 
McMichael began looking for some 
friend who might have slipped into the 
room and played a joke upon him, but 
finding no one and thinking that per
haps he had Imagined the voice, he re
turned to his chair. Again in a muf
fled, low tone the words were repeated, 
and being by this time thoroughly cu
rious to know the meaning of it all, he 
started forth to visit a medium.

This he did, and the story told him by 
the sorceress has come to be the won
der of himself and all his friends. For 
some time the finances of the Mammoth 
mine at Idaho Sprlngs'liave been in per
ilous circumstances and it was feared 
that it would have to be sold to meet 

■ the demands of creditors. This Mr. Mc
Michael had just about decided to do, 
but the sorceress said: “You are about 
to sell the Mammoth mine, but do not 
do it. There is a man on his way now 
to see you about it and he will aid you 
sufficiently in regard to it so that you 
will not have to. Wait for him, as he 
will be here soon. The Mammoth mine 
seme day in the near future will be 
very valuable and the proceeds to be 
got from it will mount into the millions. 
The man coming to you is extremely 
tall and it Is in him that your salvation 
and the salvation of the mine lies.”
-Early the next morning he^eceived a 

telegram saying: “Meet me at the train 
1 at 7:30 o’clock to-morrow morning. Ain 

on my way to Idaho Springs. William 
F. Davis.”

In due time Mr. McMichael appeared 
at the depot and there met the man 
who for the past three days has been a 
great source of curiosity to Denver peo- 
TJe. He measured six feet, six inches 
In the stocking feet, and is said to pos
sess the finest physique of any man in 
the country. He lives in St Joseph, 
Mo., where he is a wealthy cattle 
dealer.

Another strange feature is brought 
into the story by the fact that Mr. Davis 
suddenly had the desire to invest in 
mines, and learning of the great Mam
moth mine, decided to como to Denver 
to see its owner on the day that Mr. Mc
Michael visited the sorceress. Together 
the two men went to Idaho Springs, put 
the mine in good running order, and 
now they are waiting for the other end 
of the story to develop.—Denver (Col.) 
Post. ■

A LETTER FROM MISS ELIZABETH 
HARLOW.

To the Friends at Large:—The sum
mer is. over and we are all commencing 
our winter'd work. I began my camp 
season in New England, at dear little 
Camp Niantic, where a few true and 
tried keep the lamp of progress burn
ing. From there I came steadily west, 
stopping at Lily Dale, • Chesterfield, 
Aghley and Clinton, which Closed the 
camp work; and I can say I never was 
in camp before when the universal sen
timent was so emphatic in pronouncing 
this the best season for years. At ev
ery place this was the key-note, and I 
really believe it is because we are wak
ing up to the real issues of the day, and; 
are commencing to take hold of them. 
There is nothing that brings so much 
life and interest as to be active in the 
real needs of our times.

•As camp closed I found myself bound 
for this lovely city, and for the first 
time I am. working with the Minnesota 
people. But I can assure you it is a 
great pleasure. Here you find the kind 
of people that are not afraid to work in 
practical ways. The state convention 
is just over, and it certainly has been 
a great success, and I am not surprised 
when I come to know its president. 
Spiritualism would be in much better 
organized standing If we.had more men 
like J. S. Maxwell, the president of this 
state association. I am more than 
pleased that he is re-elected to the 
place. This state is doing some prac
tical work, and will certainly do more 
in the future, with the corps of good 
workers it has. At the convention we 
had such workers.as Moses Hull, who is 
always good and delighted the people. 
He needs no word of mine... W. J. Er- 
wood, president of .the Wisconsin State 
Association, was with us. This is my 
first meeting with him, and I wish to 
say to the societies that do not know 
him, you will be doing a wise thing to 
employ him if ever you get a chance. 
He is a good all-around man. Hope the 
friends in the East will remember this. 

' Mrs. Murtha was with us, too. She is 
a good, true, honest worker. Keep her 
busy. I will not try to give any report 
of convention, for a full one will be 
given from another pen.

But, friends at large, let us wake up 
more fully to practical work in common 
lines, and Spiritualism will prove itself 
the hope of the world.

ELIZABETH HARLOW.
Minneapolis, Minn.

“Bell Witch Mystery” in your issue of 
August 27. calls to mind some things 
my mother used to tell. She was a na
tive of Cornwall. Vt.. and if alive now 
would be 97 years old. . Her younger 
days were about the time of the above 
mystery. She remembered the witch 
well. She used to be a frequent visitor 
at her father s home. It was said she 
bewitched a girl, a near neighbor s 
child. In the morning the girl would be 
tired and listless: said she had been 
riding a broomstick all over the coun
try. and was tired. Sometimes when 
she had a spell on. she would strike her 
hands together, and have a handful of 
pins that were black, as if they had 
been burned. Mother had some of 
them for a long time, but they were all 
gone before my time. The witch would 
come to her father s and sit before the 
fire—a big fireplace—and tell the visit
ors they would have the next day; 
how many in all and how many chil
dren: also describe the conveyance 
they would come in: how many horses 
and their color—everything, in fact, 
and it would all come true.

One time two loads of hay were going 
by and xm perfectly level ground, when 
they both, with no cause perceptible, 
tipped over. All the people about 
there knew the witch so well, they al
ways said she was the cause. .

.Another time the young people got up 
a sleigh-ride to go to a certain place 
for a dance. The witch did not like 
eojpe of them, and said they would not 
go. They all started in good shape, but 
a short distance out their horses re
fused to pass a certain place, and they 
could not get them by. and-had to turn 
around and go home. The witch moved 
to another part of the state, and some 
years after it was reported she had 
died, and the bewitched girl got well 
and became as any other person. 
There were many more- things she used

To the Friends of Amelia Colby Luther.
We feel that It wili.be interesting to 

the friends of Amelia C. Luther to know 
that the ladies, of■ Camp Chesterfield 
and Muncie are making an effort to 
r^ise a fund with which to purchase a 
«tone to mark t‘J resting-place of her 
remains at Muncie. At present the 
sexton is the only person who can lo
cate the grave. It is not the design of 
the ladies to purchase anything elabo
rate. but merely a small stone or mark
er. bearing her name, date of birth and 
death. We will be pleased to have any 
of her friends contribute such sums as 
they may deem best, which will be 
thankfully received. Miss Susan Mong. 
625 W. Adams street. Muncie Ind., will 
deceive all sums, and hold until a 
•ti>M is selected.
* — HRS L. W MURPHY

Are You, Have You Evef Been a Subscriber? 
Then You Appreciate the Following Statement:

AN APPEAL TO SPIRITUALISTS.
In 1893, Major Bitters, John M. Davis, 

Dr. Samuel Terry and Milo R. Smith es
tablished a Spiritualist church at Roch
ester, Ind. At this time Spiritualism 
was but little understood and therefore 
declared bv the several churches to-be 
of the devil and the worker of evil. Per
haps no where in this part of the world ■ 
has the philosophy which brings com
fort to the human heart, had a greater 
struggle to live and be recognized, than 
in this city. For years, the burden of 
the fight was carried .by the above- 
named gentlemen, and by and by a few 
others came <{rom the ranks of ortho
doxy until a membership of forty earn
est souls were banded together to 
spread good tidings of great joy.

Although it was the expressed hope 
of the churches that - Spiritualism 
would die and the Spiritualists disband, 
they continued their meetings, year 
after year, until death entered the 
ranks and one by one carried away 
from physical sight the earnest souls 
Whose ambition it was to make Spirit
ualism a nermament factor in the 
growth of our city.

The last three years have worked sad 
havoc in the society: besides the pres
ident—the late honored Major Bitters, 
who was at all times the financial bur
den-bearer. four of the leading mem- 
bersuiave crossed the divide and five 
families have departed to other places 
to make their future homes.

Since the going to spirit realms of 
Major Bitters. Milo R. Smith has kept 
up the payment of rent, while the half
dozen workers hired a speaker when
ever they could raise the money to do 
so. Milo R. Smith now feels he has 
contributed to the cause all he can af
ford and the fiat has gone forth that 
the little church, the home of Spiritual
ism in Rochester, the place where so 
many have found solace for an aching 
heart, the place where the greatest in
centive for right-doing and right-living 
has been instilled .in the mind, must 
now close its doors forevef.

The cry comes back from the spirit 
world, from those brave men who suf
fered much in mind and freely gave’of 
their purse. "Don’t let the cause in 
Rochester die: keep the flre burning on 
the altar of truth. ”. . .

There are a number of people in the 
world, or rather in the United States, 
who know the truth of Spiritualism, 
who have received comforting mes
sages from loved ones over the border.- 
but who belong to-the no society and 
who do not contribute to the cause and 
spread of this glorious gospel:- To all 
such I ask. as a daughter of Major Bit
ters and one who would make any sac
rifice to see his work live, to help this 
little struggling circle of friends ot 
truth, by sendmg financial help.

We have been slandered, maligned, 
sneered at. ostracised, derided by those 
of the orthodox fold, and tried to hold 
toeethcr. but since we have but few 
men in the organization, we have not 
been able to overcome the main ob
stacle. poverty. Those who feel they: 
can make some return for the joy they 
have, experienced through the beauty 
and truth of Spiritualism letithem send 
substantial aid to .a society which was 
once one of the strongest in Indiana, 
but through death and removal, must 
either.have help now or die.

I MRS. MARGUERITE MILLER. 
Rochester, Ind.

Spiritualists’, especially those of In
diana. should see to it that the spiritual 
fires so nobly started by the lamented 
Major Bitters, and others, shall not be 
extinguished, but be made to burn with 
additional splendor. -

Education, begins the gentleman, but 
reading.’ good company and reflection 
must finish him.—Lock®,. j

You Will Regret the Lost Feasts of the Winter.

THE EMPRESS OF JAPAN AND HER REMARlt-^-gehprations who have gone to the land of the dead.
Ti one who is not familiar with the life and religion 
of^pe Japanese, these things are hard to realize. AH 
that one,can understand about themes that they are 
true. .

‘^he Empress’dream caused a sensation in the

John Stuart ?
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TAKES TIME TO REALIZE IT.

Spirits That Do Not Think They ara 
Dead. ]

Dr,
Peebles and Dr. Carl Wickland are to

thought bad.
I rejplce that such men as

has a strong opinion may admit, the pos
sibility that his opinion may be false, he ( 
ought to be moved by the considerationri 
that however true it may be, if it is not 
fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed’ 
it will be held as a dead dogma, not a;
living truth

THE ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISM.

A Most Useful Book.—Help It Along.

ABLE VISION. <
The Japanese’believe that the spirits of the dead are 

watching over their navy. That the navy has come 
to no harm in the recent encounters and that its work 
has been so successful, people in Japan believe, is due Qv-,v j .to this fact. Qf a religion where ancestral worshift®^ ^ver seen a picture of the great mw 
i« nMofi«nv tL Aniv h w „«♦. th A ^ho^appeared to her in the vision. She did. not even

repalbhis name when telling of the vision. She had 
absolutely no idea who her ghostly visitor was, until 
fhg picture was shown to her and the name of the

is practically the only worship,, it is not strange that
the people should believe that thè spirits of those who 
have gone before should, watch over the country and 
the country ’s arms in the present crisis.

The latest manifestation of the watchful care of 
the dead over Japan’s arms came recently to no less 
a person than Iler..Imperial Majesty, the Empress. 
In the night a vision appeared to her. In a halo of 
light stood an old man, patriarchal m appearance, 
with white hair and a long white beard. _He was 
dressed m the Japanese uniform, of three score years 
ago, and he spoke to the Empress..

"I have come from the land of th^ dead,” he said, 
•‘to tell vour Majesty that all is well wifh your navy: 
For many vears my life was devoted to the building, 
up of this navy and I am constantly watching over it. 
I have seen-it. and it is good. It will be victorious 
and will win its'battles for my Emperor. Have no 
fear, for, with the knowledge of the land of the dead,

great man was told her. The story was told on the 
¡streets and in the homes of the Japanese in whispers. 
¡People don t talk about the Emperor and Empress at 

,.any time without lowering their voices and bowing 
il^eir heads. They are sacred. And when such a 
story is told when the gods themselves send messen
gers of hope and comfort to their descendants on 
eaith, the matter is one of deep religious significance. 
Jtfpan believes the story and believes it thoroughly. 
The .people believe that this vision was sent to their 
•beloved Empress that the country might be assured 
•.that.the spirits of those who have gone to the other 
Lahore are watching over the destiny of the nation in 
this hour of need; that they are ready to assist the 
Emperor in this great battle for the-rights of his peo- 

,, • ,. - .^ile; and that they/are helping ¿ew Japan.to take her
Sthen the p.du.Uj Med .,,ay „rf.1 .t °£ the -The M““ee

had vanished altogether. ,
When the Empress awok^in the morning the vision % 

remained, vividly with her. Every .word the spirit
had spoken, every line of his face and figure were viv-

WHEN REUNION TIMES APPEAR.

This is a.work which should be in the 
hands of every teacher in the Spiritual 
ranks—-and not only should it be in 
their hands, but it should be well stud
ied. There is so^, much superficiality 
among our lecturers, or at least, that 
class of them who are running meet
ings as a means of advertising their 
medluinistic gifts, that one can but 
■wish that they would cease to make any 
public effort at instruction, or that they 
would set aside a portion of each day 
for self-education, and preparation for 
the work they aspire to do. To pre
pare these people for their work, I could 
recommend no better work than !‘The 
Arcana of Spiritualism." But I should 
also like to have them study “Nature’s 
Divine Revelations," and "The Ara- 
bula,” by Andrew Jackson Davis.

Of course, there are many other 
works I should like to have them read, 
for no public teacher can know too 
much. The density of the Ignorance of 
some'of our would-be teachers is pro
foundly phenomenal. I do not mean 
that they are uneducated, as far as or
dinary schooling goes; but all the edu
cation they have in spiritual matters is 
what they have received from their 
“guides,” often as ignorant as them
selves, except a little experience they 
have received by contact with spirit^ 
life. Some'of them claim that they re-” 
quire no other teaching; but they would 
not do so. if they could see themselves 
as others see them.

I once heard a lecturer say that her 
guides knew the.Bible better, and could 
interpret it .more correctly than any 
person not In spirit life, and these 
"guides” failed to dlstinguisn between 
Saul and . Solomon. I heard another at 
a camp-meeting about ten years ago, el
oquently utter the following profound 
sentence:’ “O, to be transmuted to the 
planet Mars; far from the real-lums of 
causation!” and after the lecture sev
eral on the grounds exclaimed "Wasn’t 
that ghr-rabnd!” They knew no better 
than the lecturer herself what she want
ed to say, but they supposed it was 
some thing very profound! and it was; 
it was too deep for poor me. At the 
close of the camp-meeting several di
plomas were Issued to preach the gospel 
of Spiritualism, and amongst.the recip
ients of these favors was this profound 
teacher.
■’ If -thdse people must teach; if it is 
necessary that they should get before 
■the people to advertise th,elr gifts, 
which by the way are usually commend
able, they should prepare for it;.-they 
should give only a part of the time to 
their business and use another part of 
their time in preparing and fitting 
themselves for the work they have as
signed themselves to do. They are not 
aware of any mistakes or any short
comings, because they are not aware of 
their own want of information. Neither 
does an unhatched chick know of the 
wide world outside of the narrow con
fines of its egg-shell. To them I rec
ommend the study of this book. They 
should not content themselves with 
reading it through; but they should 
study each chapter till the subject mat
ter becomes so familiar, they may be 
able to discuss it comprehensively in 
conversation After which they should 
read another work, and keep on reading 
till they know the why and wherefore 
of things—in short till they are fitted 
to teach. We have too many amateurs 
among our teachers, and they will al
ways remain amateurs till they do 
something for themselves.

In this work by Mr. Tuttle. It is his 
philosophy of the spirit world that inter
ests me most—not his description, tor 
I had become somewhat familiar with 
that as related by numerous spirits, but 
I did want to know more about the sci
ence of it. One reason of this. I sup
pose. is because I am going there pret
ty soon, and I want to realize that my 
feet will rest on real terra firma. I had 
philosophised the matter out in my own 
mind in a crude way. but still there 
was a vagueness about it that made me 
feel as somtimes I feel after reading 
Charles Dawbam s speculations. As I 
read his philosophy, based upon scien
tific knowledge. I seem to get a per
spective of the spirit world. I see its 
flowing streams, hear its babbling 
brooks. I admire its takes, its seas, its 
groves, its meads, its works of art. its 
cities, and see and learn so much that 
makes the spirit world a paradise of de
light. where work will be our delight, 
and where we shall meet the full fruition 
of all our efforts—I see all this so real.

To the Editor:—I have just finished i 
reading your review of Dr. Peebles’ 
new book, and "Can Mortals Be Ob-1 
sessed " by Dr. Carl A. Wickland. In I 
my sixty-four years’ experience with' 
those from spirit side of life with mor-' 
tals, I have known of, and also met 
many such cases. I have in publia 
meetings told the people that there was 
a dark side to our beautiful Spiritual
ism that should be known; that sensi
tives could protect themselves. MANY 
OLD SPIRITUALISTS OBJECT TO 
THAT SIDE BEING PRESENTED; IN 
FACT, MANY OF THEM ARE IGNOR
ANT OF THIS, AND DO NOT SEEM 
TO WANT TO LEARN. Those who 
are obsessed do not understand or 
know what it is; they shrink from tell
ing, fearing they will not be believed on

the front with their experiences. I 
shall be anxious to read Dr. Wickland’s 
later lesson from his experience with 
spirits while dissecting their bodies.

I have objected for years to putting 
ice about supposed dead bodies, em
balming, or using the knife until the 
spirit had been fully released there
from, knowing that they suffered as 
keenly as if they could speak. It re
quires a longer time for some than oth
ers to get free. Again, when free, many 
do not know that they are what is called 
dead.

I had a most interesting experience 
years ago with Mr. Verity, who '“was 
connected with the Boston Investigator. 
It was in Utica, N. Y., medium, Mrs. 
Higgs. We were about to sit down to 
tea: she was not herself, looked so 
smiling to me and said; “I am bo glad 
to meet you. D. M. Bennett invited mo 
to come with him; he is trying to make 
me believe that I am dead; but here I 
am, old friend, alive and well. Theo
dore Parker first told me that I had 
left my body; was dead; then D. M. 
came to convince me. He said, 'Coma 
with me, I will convince you.’ I am sc 
pleased to have tea with you, and an 
old-time chat.”

I said: “Mr. Verity, did you ¿wear wo
man’s clothes then? Look! you are 
dressed in woman’s apparel.”

He looked, and such astonishment 
and surprise I never saw before or 
since. I explained to him that he who 
was a materialist in earth life, was reo 
urrected—yes, that is the true mean 
ing of the word.

Again Lawyer Morgan, whose homi 
was in the same town as mine, took 
control of Mrs. Higgs and said: “I have 
just learned that I am dead; I seemed 
stupid and slept until the Indian, Big, 
Foot brought his big hand down on'ina 
and told me to wake up and go with 
him. Here we are. I am so glad! 6 
used to think you were a little insane, 
but find that you knew more than the 
rest of us.”

Mrs. Higgs and I spent the day with 
a mutual friend whose mother had been, 
laid away thirty years; she had been in 
her old home all that time. A son bad 
married and raised a family. After 
her resurrection that day she told us 
that she would talk to her son, wife and 
children, but that they paid no atten
tion to her; that she could not under
stand why, and felt grieved and sorrow
ful. It must take time to fully realize 
spirit life after being resurrected to a 
knowledge of a new birth. This woman, 
husband find children worg Ban^qtfl| 
and mucn respected.

MRS. SCOTT BRIGGS.
San Francisco. Cal.

LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE.

Some Reflections In Regard to Evil Irk 
fluences.

so. tactual. so 
that I become

outside of my dreams.
_____ _______almost impatient to go 
and unite witfi the great throng who

idlv impressed on her mind. - She told the courtiers 'TJiere’s a'lovewhich none but mothers of this world 
of her dream and described to them the •..-.old. man.. :nan'ever feel '
They were, astounded, and soon brought to her por<:.There are heartaches most depressing that the smiles 
traitSi one'of whom she identified as that of her ghost--, t wannot conceal. -
ly visitor.' ’ - ■ .. .•/

It was the portrait of Baron Inamoto/ one of’ the 
greatest men of the early days of the new Japan. He 
was a great soldier, and when the country rose against’ 
the Shoguns, thirty-sevep years jtgo, he took a promi
nent part-m the fighting. He was one of the leaders- 
of the rebels and won several great victories. Whem 
the war whs ended and the Emperor became an .Em
peror in fact as well as in name, Inamoto became one. 
of his principal advisers. .

He foresaw the future of the new Japan m the 
brightest of colors and aided much in the development 
of the plans which have now made Japan one of the: 
greatest nations of the world. . < .••>».....

■ He was particularly impressed with the necessity:

When the loved onesfnow-all scattered, that once 
• ‘ - ¡filled her heart with cheer, . .•*•
Thuough some great or small misfortune, cannot an- 

anially appear. •

.Though she knows they-each must labor in the chan
nels of this life,

iAndithat each mustNbe a tait in this world of pain and 
v Strife,

These s a. load that falls upon her when those feast- 
x j times linger near,

Anflthe absent.ones are hufdred, when reunion times
J' appear

There’s a sadness with the gladritess of each dear re- 
■ ■ , ........................  i union day, . ■ :

for a powerful navy, and, although hisplans, were pot. tm, a tender, loving mother, when a child.is far away- 
looked upon with favor by some o.f. the other advisers, when a place within the circle has been- vacant for-a 
of the Emperor, he finally won his point and so bf> . | year, A ■ ' ' -
came the real father of the Japanese navy. the loved one at reunion times must fail tore-
every effort of his life was devoted to making thQ>|
navy of Japan one that would rank with the-ethemM J . ' ■
vies of the world; and he has succeeded. Is it anyi (?, I hear a deep^ad sighing from a heart that would 
wonder.that his spirit should hover over the fleet thW i ^’he.glad,; . * ■...■■■ - , ’ _
was created by his enthusiasm.? . .. “.J'And-Inee a mother smiling from a soul that is so sad,

The Japanese believe m the power of their ancest- Andi also feel like crying when I see that glistening
ors to assist them or to hinder them. Their religioa tear,
is that of ancestral worship, and they, thoroughly ire-. At the family reunion .where they all
hsffiQ that their every action js watched by formes ~

started in life contemporaneous with
me. and for a short time accompanied 
me. and then left me on the way and 
went on. If what he said had been mere 
assertion, or speculation. .1 snould have 
imagined that possibly the colors had 
been overdrawn, but he gives the why 
of things, and thus makes them tangi
ble to my understanding: that the spirit 
world is real—a natural sequence of 
this world, and I no longer tread on air. 
but on real tangible earth.

In advising our so-called teachers to 
get this book. I would not exclude any 
other person. Every Spiritualist 
should be a teacher, if he has sufficient 
command of speech to express his idea, 
and no teacher or other person can 
know too much. Not only should every 
Spiritualist have this work for his per
sonal Instruction, but also to lend to his 
reading neighbors, and to the spiritual, 
conscientious members ot the various 
churches about them. Any sincere, 
sweet-souled church member, no matter 
what his prejudices, will be Interested 
in this work. Any thing that makes the

I would like to give my experience as 
corroborative evidence of the claims ot 
Brother Carl Wickland, that the purest 
medium "in existence may. at times, ba 
controlled bv ignorant and vicious spir
its.’

I have had many experiences similar 
to the one he relates when he held W& 
wife by the hands until he tired the 
spirit out.

My wife, who is a descendant ol 
Quakers, is as pure in character as any 
living person. She has been a medium 
for twenty-five years, and at times haB 
been controlled by obsessing spirits 
who have given her band a vast amount 
of trouble, and one in particular they 
were unable to dièlodge without the aid. 
of several other mediums and their In 
dian guides, who came to her assist
ance. and it took this aggregated force , 
over one hour to hxorcise this spirit 
who had in his earth life been a Catho
lic priest.

As to the argument, that "like at> 
tracts like. ’ it does not hold good in 
this case most certainly. Bad influ 
ences will enter if the door be found 
open and the keeper absent, which is at
times true of all mediums but right

other life more real, or that brings

lot appear.

«

heaven from "bevonu the bounds of 
time and. space ” near to them, remov
ing its vagueness and uncertainty, will 
reach.a response within their souls.

. - DANIEL W.. HULL.
Olympia. Wash,

It Ib one thing to be tempted, another 
to fall—Shakspeare.

Love that has nothing but beauty to 
keep it In good health, is short-lived 
and h&t Jo have ague fits —Erasmus

here is a thought in this connection 
which I feel I should not pass unno
ticed.

I believe that of all vicious or silly 
acting spirits that have come our way 
there is not one who was not aided by 
us to see the light, and not one but 
showered their blessings upon us for 
■the aid they received at our hands 
Now the thought is this, that in all the 
universe is there as large a field for 
missionary work as. that in which we 
find millions of undeveloped follow spir
its to whom the path Of progression is 
impossible until the time comes when 
they can get their first lesson through 
contact with some medium on the earth 
plane. I regret very much that so much 
of the span of life has gone by me in 
■which I might have done much more of 
this work than I have, but my earth life 
is so near its end that I do not look for 
further opportunity in that line.

.Thope. Iowa. H. BRADY

No human being can control love, anlf 
no one Is to blame either for feeling it 
or for losing It What alone degrades a 
woman 1b falsehood.—George Sand. -<
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THE PARENTAL SCHOOL

How Truant Boys Are Managed.
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A Most Excellent Spiritualizing Work.
1 Among the many excellent humanitarian efforts, not 
the least excellent and praiseworthy are those whose 
object is ’to raise to higher moral and mental conifp’ 
tions those children who, because of unfortunate sur
roundings, have become truants. To take these un
fortunates and give them education and the benefits 

1 of moral influences, tends to expand and spiritualize 
their minds, and fit them for good citizens and useful 
members of society. Such is the laudable work of 
the Parental School. •

For the length of time it has been in 
existence the parental eeliosl has been- 
the target for more adverse criticism 
than auy other institution.

The majority of the taxpayers have a 
vague idea of it, derived generally from 
tiie accusation that it is one of the fads 
of the board- of education, a fad rather 
more expensive than usual. They 
think of it as a place where boys are 
forcibly detained against the wishes of 
their parents and subjected to the most 
revolting and cruel punishments; - a 
place where unnecessary cows and pigs 
of.tlie most expensive kind are in con
stant requisition by the superintendent; 
a place where food, unfit to eat, is sup
plied to poor defenseless, friendless 
children.

If one really wants to learn the facts, 
and see the workings of the institu
tion, let one take the Elston avenue 
car and ride through a part of the city 
ranging from busy Milwaukee avenue 
io the great prairies covered with 
black-eyed susans, daisies, clover and 
purple thistle. One will pass truck 
farms where women dressed in the cos., 
turiie of their native countries are doing 
the work. A short ride qn the 40th 
avenue car, and then a walk on the

nobody, so I thought I’d bo sure,” he ex
plained, munching the dainty.

The whole spirit of the school is that 
goodness and even an attempt at good
ness will be rewarded by privileges 
prized by boys. In the public schools 
it is the bad boy who. is'propitiated and 
'given privileges to keep him in good hu-' 
mor? The boys at the parental school 
are never allowed to think themselves 
disgraced In any way by being inmates, 
but they are encouraged to try to get 
out as quickly as possible.-

: “Squats,” about which sd much has 
been written, are performed under the 
supervision of a drill master, wbo, from 
a physical examination of each child, 
knows exactly what Ills condition is and 
punishes him accordingly. The hands 
are placed upon the Hips, and a rhythmic 
rising and falling of the body is gone 
through. The boys do not enjoy it but 
they enjoy less the “digs” of the other 

. boys, who take delight in twitting the
victim after the operation. The “bull- 

' ring” Ib the act of going around an as
signed space in the open air. The 

1 promenaders on an ocean steamer walk 
' the bullring hours every day and con

sider themselves greatly benefited. A 
: substitute teacher at the school out in 
■ 'the field with her boys saw two of them 
: pacing up and down the paths, each 
i with a hoe held behind him. “Whitt is

cinder path (pointed out by the car con
ductor, who takes a personal interest 
in Ure school, its faculty and visitors), 
which leads under magnificent trees, 
over a bridge spanning the north 
branch of the river and, along the beau
tiful Bohemian cemetery, to the school 
gates. Wide open they stand. ■

If you are early enough you will find 
the boys playing, laughing, shouting, 
disputing and thoroughly enjoying 
themselves. If they stop to notice you- 
at all they" will salutoyou respectfully 
and-<then politely ignore you. Near by, 
apparently paying no attention to the 
players, sits a gentleman, usually read
ing a newspaper, or he may be having 
a game with the boys. He is the fam
ily Instructor in charge of the cottage. 
Each cottage has accommodations for 
thirty-three boys and is in charge of a 
family instructor and an assistant, 
usually husband and wife, who look 
after, the boys before and after school. 
The corps d’esprit of the cottage is 
strong, and loud and emphatic are the 
arguments as to which has the best ball 
players, the best “drillers” or the best 
general officers. Each one has its spe- 
clal point of pride and this feeling is 
encouraged.

,‘,'Gee!” said a large boy, . reported 
“perfectly incorrigible’!, upon his . .en
trance, "I .wish Blank.' would.be; put'ln 
some other cottage or sent to the John 
Worthy school. He doesn’t care .¡for 
anything. He’s a fright!'! and the boys, 
resting oh their hoes—it was during .the 
field hour—nodded a solemn assent

“We never have, any boys in the lock
up,” proudly answered another.

“Well, who have you got in your cot- 
tags that’s tough?” , demanded the boy 
nicknamed “Grandfather.” “You bet 
your life if you had such tough kids as 

. Smith and Brown you’d have some one 
f in there.” - -

The bovs do the work of the cottages 
under supervision. They make the

the matter with Bennie and George?” 
she asked.

“They are doing punishment for pull-’ 
ing beets when they were told to stop 
yesterday," said an officer.

“Well, then, I’m under punishment ev
ery day from 11 to 12 o'clock," she said.

The idea tickled the boys and after 
that as she went up and down’tlie paths 
some laughing boy would ask: "How 
do you like the bullring, Miss.¡Blank?” 
or would remind her, if she stopped to 
rest'on nn.upturned basket, that the 
“solitary” was before her if she stopped 
long.

The greatest punishment inflicted is a 
term in the “solitary.” In his night 
clothes the culprit sits In a well-venti
lated room with a! window commanding 
a view of the surroiihding country, and 
is fed on bread and milk three times a 
day. Visitors may see the boys at 
"squats,” walking the.büiï-ilng or in sol
itary confinement at any time, every
thing being done as if the whole com* 
mhnity were present, at all times.

The attitude of the pupils toward the 
teacher is ideal. There is a familiarity 
which never degenerates Into contempt. 
She may be asked to give her., whole 
history and the cost of every article 
she has on, but so respectfully is the 
questioning, done that no offense could 
possibly-be taken and If she thinks a 
lesson upon .the etiquette , of personal 
questions necessary she gives it some
time . afterward, so that no. one’s feel
ings wlll he hurt. Thé public schodl 
teacher .who.substitutes there is thank-

U

Made by a Pronti^af“-Presidential Candidate.
TOM.WATSON IS THE POPULIST PRESIDEN.-dlwhen it burnt one hundred thousand men who "dared 

.to think for themselves, down to the day in 1896 whenTIAL CANDIDATE. HE IS FEARLESS IN "BIS'
EXPRESSION OF WHAT HE CONCEIVES TO BE"91C p°P<fs blessing was breathed upon the Spanish 
RIGHT - n» nnTTnww txt« and his pra/ers went with the troops who were toRIGHT. OF COURSE HIS UTTERANCES nJ, RE
GARD TO THE CATHOLICS WILL CAUSE!;ALL
THE DEVOTEES OF THAT RELIGION TO VOTE 
AGAINST HIM IN THE COMING ELECTION, AND 
THAT ALONE WILL BE EQUIVALENT TO HIS 
DEFEAT. HIS ARRAIGNMENT OF THE CATH
OLICS WILL BE READ WITH KEEN INTEREST 
AT THE PRESENT TIME WHEN THE FRIENDS 
OF EACH CANDIDATE ARE STRIVING FOR 
VOTES. VERILY, MR. WATSON HAS DONE 
WHAT NO OTHER PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE 
WOULD DARE TO DO. THE FOLLOWING AF- 
PEARED IN HIS ORGAN, THE PEOPLE'S PARTY 
PAPER, APRIL 23, 1897: '

We think we state the exact truth when we say vve] 
are free from bigotry upon the subjectqf religion.

We haye.no prejudice whatever against a citizen be
cause ■ne’is a Methodist, Episcopalian or Catholic--- 
we being of the Baptist faith.

■But the difference between one church organisa
tion and another, may be a matter of extreme polit
ical importance, and we cannot understand how any: 
student conversant with political history can” be in
different to the peculiar hierarchy of the Catholic' 
church, . • : '

No other church'organization claims and exercises 
the right to say what books its members shall rend; 
no other church openly takes part in political affairs; 
no other church !seri4s;and receives ambassadors; rib 
other church hol^s'a court at which royal ceremonial 
is observed, embassies from foreign governments^rc- 
ceived, and far-rea,chjng questions of international 
policy debated and decided.■ " .

There is not a government of the civilized world at 
whose capital'the. Catholic church is not represented 
by a resident representative. No ’ question of ’ ¡na-‘

■burn Cuban houses and fields, torture and slay Cuban 
patriots, insult and outrage Cuban maids and ma
drons, and make a smoking hell of a country whose 
people demanded no more than the Catholies of Ire
land demanded of Protestant England, and upon far
better grounds.

.To the very last, the Catfiolic church stood by the 
institution of slavery, and was the last to give up her 
slaves. To the very last the Catholic-church opposed 
freedom of conscience and of worship. To the very 
last it opposed the separation of church and state. 
To the very last it opposed the genera?education of 
the masses, and is to-day the mortal enemy of the pub
lic schools. -To the very last it opposed self-govern
ment by the people, and is to-day the stanch defender 
of the “divine rights of kings.”

• A very particular reason why the people of this 
country should be concerned- about the startling 
growth of Catholic power, is that the Catholic church 
boasts that it never changes. The good- Catholic 
claims to-day that the Pope is infallible and that all 
the popes have been true and worthy vicegerents of 
Christ. '

He claims that the Protestant is a heretic, and he 
believes that it would be a mercy to said Protestant 
to bind him upon a jagged iron wheel, and'beat said 
heresy out of him with a club,

He believes that his priest can pardon sin, and that 
the money liberally spent in buying prayers can lift 
the sinner but of hell.. ' ■ ' - -

tional policy, which may directly or indirectly affect 
the Catholic cliureh, .iff; decided until the Pope has 
been heard frprii. ¡‘¡¡.' . ■.

Throughout the civilized world run the threads <j£, 
papal diplomacy, and the most prominent feature rif 
recent political progress has; been the wonderful, sqe- 
eess. of Catholic statesiririnship,. "

Spain, Portugal, France, Italy, and Austria are as' 
loyally Catholic now as in the days when the «Tesujip; 
and the Inquisition iriet and turned back the RefOrma-' 
tiori of Huss, Wycliffe, Calvin arid Luther- _• .

Not only has the Catholic church held its‘"own"
ground, but it is invading Protestant territory and 
stamping out Protestant influence.

We state this without passion and without maliee 
we state it simply as a remarkable fact which1 chal-

. He believes that the wine of the sacrament is the 
actual blood of Christ, and the bread the actual body.

} We are all prone to believe that which is constantly 
said and never denied.: The prof bund, policy of the 
Catholic church is to cut off its converts from the 
world and keep them from hearing, reading/or think
ing anything which might encourage doubt.
' The Catholic, church wants its converts to have 
faith-blind unreasoning faith—in the priest, faith in 
the church, and faith in the Catholic statement of ev-,. 
cry case. :

; To reach this result, the Pope dictates the books 
which si all be read, what newspapers shall-be patron
ized, and what pictures shall be used.

■ Pope Leo-XI11. has just revised the list of “forbid
den books.” , He says that the riew rules on the sub
ject are so mildly formulated that it will be easy for 
'good Catholics to-obey the new rules., 
».‘•What are these new rules which a good Catholic 
(must observe in choosing his reading matter? '

1. “All those writings which were prohibited pre
vious to the year 1600, except where special decrees 
(have since made exceptions,’ aril prohibited now.”

trie others. Good singers sat rare 
among them and a aoto, to afford a lit
tle diversion, is often called for. Evqry 
Wednesday, accompanied by the piano, 
they sing for half an. hour. The songs 
Include patriotic songs, school songs 
and popular songs. They make the 
welkin ring and so thoroughly enjoy 
themselves that it is a pleasure to 
watch them.

Visitors, if teachers,, almost invari
ably say, "what beautifully behaved 
children!" Mothers say sometimes 
With tears, “What a pity!” Everybody 
says, “What pleasant, pretty boys!" and 
they are pleasant because everything is 
done to make them happy, and they are 
pretty, beihg healthy and well fed.

Manual training receives a great 
deal of attention and as the little ar
ticles made are given by. the children to 
their parents great care is taken to 
have them well done;

During the summer months every 
other day a swim in the enormous tank 
in the front yard is a part of the pro
gramme. If to be deprived of dessert 
is a calamity to be deprived of a swim 
is a tragedy. On the field, on a swim
ming day, the observations are mostly 
about the weather and answering anx
ious Inquiries’ about the probable rise 
or fall of tliertemperature or the pros
pect of rain-keeps the teacher busy , in 
her progress between plots.

In their bathing suits, maify of the 
more prosperous beings supplied with 
“wings," a better-looking lot of boys 
could not be found, . Swimming races, 
diving for keys or pebbles or an occa
sional penny which is always politely 
handed back at first, are in progress in 
a short time. Many of the family in
structors swim with the boys and the 
boys swarm over them like bees, diving 
from their shoulders, challenging them 
to races and playing with them as if 
they were of themselves, as they are. 
You see the big boys floating the little 
ones, the good swimmers teaching the 
others, and everywhere good will and' 
helpfulness are worth the trip of an 
hour required to get to the’schodl from 
downtown.—Mary E. Fitzgerald in Chi
cago Daily News. ’ ____

THE MINNESOTA CONVENTION.

Harmonious and Successful In Every 
Respect

The Wisdom of Passion
BY 8ALVARONA.

'in modern philosophy there iup0 
Uiree great treatises on the Passions, 
that of Spinoza, that of Hume, and thaS 
of Salvaiona."—Pnilosophlcal Journal.

Illustrated with three .handsome por
traits of Emerson, Hcsea, Byron. 12mo. 
250 pages. Red cloth;, gold title. Will 
be mailed to any address on receipt of 
price by postal note.

- Price, $1.00. Postage, 10 Cents.
The extraordinary merits of “The 

V isdom of Passion” are the copious
ness of human insight mid content in 
the way of fact and reference with 
which the. book is crammed, its main 
thesis I agree with.—Prof. William 
James, Harvard University,

I have found “The Wisdom of Pas
sion ’ to be a book of powerful erudition ’ 
and fine intuition. I would be Jiappy if 
in a certain sense I had inspired it._ _
Prof. Ceasgre Lombrbso,

Here is a man who t>ees and says 
things foy himqelf. He is not retailing 
conventionalities. The. book fairly bris
tles with wise sayings. ' I believe the - 
thesis is sustainable and that the au
thor has gone a long way toward fortify
ing it. After I took-up the bcok, I did 
not quit, except for meals and sleep till 
I had -read it carefully from cover to 
cover.—Albion W. Small, Head of Dept, 
of Sociology and Director of Affiliated 
Work for the University of Chicago.

I am somewhat familiar with-the ten-, 
dency in modern thought to give pri
mary place to feeling—with James' 
Will to Believe," with Ward’s social 

philosophy, with Shelley's and Brown
ing’s philosophy. “The Wisdom, of Pas-v 
slon” fits in with their contributions. 
The main thesis of the book—that the 
soul forms its own forms by its choice i 
■-I can ascribe to—Prof. Oscar Lovell 
Triggs, University of Chicago.

Address all orders to H. G. Walters, 
Langhorne, Pa.

EXCELLENT SONG BOOKS)

beds, set the tables, wait on the tables- ! 
and help in' the kitchen. None of these 

tasks except the kitchen work. Inter
feres with the school work. To be as
signed to the kitchen is deemed an hon
or, and with the kitchen list for the 
month is to be. made out, as only a 
small proportion can be selected, there, 
is such a straitening of backs and open
ing of eyes, which is the way children 
have of showing anxiety to .obtain a 
privilege, that the new teacher is -at 
her wits’ end as to which to choose. 
The kitchen work is marked and the 
boy, whp. receives a compliment from 
the cook feels as proud as if he had re
ceived the Victoria cross.. ■■ ■

“The cook doesn’t like little boys like 
John,” said the big boy upon whom the 
choice had fallen.

‘.‘He said it was brains, not how big 
you ore that counts,” said. John, indig-' 
nantly,.“and I got 100, last-time and 
James, that’s twice as big, got only 70."

The beds—well, think what a novelty 
ajpretty. clean, white bed must be to 
many of those boys!

,,‘J can’t understand why George ends 
every composition he wntes with ‘and 

. weihave such nice beds? .Boys usually 
t^y- about what they eat," said one of- 
the teachers to the truant officer, who 
hail brought George in.
/‘You wouldn’t wonder if you saw the 

pile of rags on a table that he slept on 
at home,” said the officer.

The food is appetizing and nutritious. 
The teachers who bring lunches, and 
for some inexplicable reason have, not 
the privilege.of buying a hot lunch, look 
with longing eyes at the meat and pota
toes and fresh vegetables supplied from 
the farm.

The table cloths and napkins are 
fresh and clean, and any breach of tabic 
etiquette is corrected by the family In
structors who dine at a table near by. 
After the meal each boy is required to 
clean his teeth. -. . ;

At 8:55 the boys of each cottage are 
• marched into the assembly hall where 

the roll is called and the school.ranks 
arc formed. The boys come into school 
smiling and prepared to work.

Tney receive marks for disobedience, 
disorder, neglect of work, destruction of 
material, improper language and going 

i beyond the school boundaries. The 
number- of marks given by the family 
instructors, drill master, school teacher, 
horticultural teacher and manual train
ing teacher determine what division 
they are to be placed in and more fan- 

, portent still, what table they are “on,” 
as they persist in saying. The first di
vision sits at the first table, where des
sert is served twice a week, and to the 

> specially fortunate ones who have been 
placed on the roll of honor three times. 
No desert for the second table, bread- 
ami milk for. the.third. .An able bodied 

। boy can stand the thought of no dessert 
with equanimity, but to,be In the same, 

.room and to see the.luckier, boys pan 
taking of it is the strongest.possiblc.im 

, centive to better behavior in the future.

ful to find thirty-three boys obedient, in
dustrious and anxious to please. The 
great relief of feeling that behind her 
commands is something to enforce 
them causes her to have the strongest 
kind of an affection for each of the lit
tle fellowsi So she exerts herself to 
the utmost to teach them, so that when 
they return to the public school they 
may be advanced. Teaching there is- 
so satisfactory. Having' so few she 
knows exactly where each one needs 
help and she sees from .day to day the 
progress they all make? Having little 
in the way of discipline to annoy her 
she becomes so gentle and amiable that 
she surprises herself. .

“It takes but-a short time®for a new 
boy to become initiated. The'school is. 
old enough now to have traditions, and 
be soon knows that if he does not come 
to time quickly the boys In bls cottage 
and room will lend a helping hand-and 
tongue. To'be socially ostracized, so 
to speak.-ls the worst that can befall a 
bi>y, especially a boy among strangers,' 
sq the newcomers usually fall into Une 
quickly. -

The.substltute teacher told a boy who- 
had failed In his spelling to do his work 
“at home.” The next morning he had 
an excuse.instead of his words. She 
went toward: the* table to put .down 
sdriie'marks) when'she noticed such a 
depressed look on the facejof the most 
cheerful boy in the room that She 
stopped to ask if he were sick.

“No, but that kid makes me tired,” be 
said.- “Every boy in our xottage told 
him he had to write words. When he 
said he hadn’t -no pencil I told him I’d 
lend him mine." (Pencils are forbidden 
outside, of school, but stray stumps are 
sometimes found in hidden corners.) 
“Then.be eaid lie hadn’t no paper, and 
the officer said he’d lend him a sheet 
his pa bad brought him; then he said 
he didn't care."

“What difference does it make to you 
if he gets marks?” asked the ..teacher, 
somewhat bewildered.

“Our fambly instructor is away and 
we’re trying to see how good .we km be 
till he gets back, and that there kid has 
to go and spoil everything.”

Here was a dilemma. The teacher 
solved the problem by sending the boy 
to be punished and giving bim no 
marks, and she has not yet decided

; whether she did right or wrong.
The same boy came to her in two or 

three days, asking .to be placed in a 
lower room as the work was too hard.

“You do your problems very well, 
your reading is good, your language 
good, and emphatically you must learn

: your spelling. Don’t ever let me hear 
: you mention- a lower, room.” Alter 
i that he was dreaming no more. He 
■ had learned that laziness would not bo 
. tolerated.

The progress he made after his awak- 
. ening surprised even himself,-, as a let- 
■ ter In which he remarked naively that 
1 "he never knew” he could be so smart,” 
■ proved.

Oh, If we of the public schools could 
i enforce our commands and have some 
i disinterested person to administer pun- 
. ishment, what a pleasure teaching 
! would be! ' . .

I “Did you say we might eat a carrot?" 
I demanded a ; breathless - boy vwhtr had 
;; nm-from the end of thefleld.-

"Yes, I did," sfildlhe teacher, sur- 
t prised. - -1 -■’ • -?
; . ’Well, this Is my pie week and I 

didn’t want to get into no trouble with

lenges attention. ’ l ! - . .. ; . n ...
Protestant Prussia under.Bismarck’s lead’ expelled’ 

the Jesuits in 1870. The Catholics have patiently 
struggled to reverse that . policy and they , have sue-’, 
ceeded. The law.of expulsion has been repealed^ andj 
the Jesuits have re-enterecLProtestant Prussia. , ‘

In Protestant England, the Catholic church 
in power behind the throne. The, fnost powerful 
memb’érs.bf thiriaristoèfaéy are devoted Cathpliçg, JÇn 
social and-politiçgl in.fluencp the 'càrMinafi'ofiRoi^ç' 
wield vast power. When Bayard, the'U.,S. Ambassa
dor, gave his.grand feast to the nobility of GreatiBr.it-’. 
ain, not a single Protestant diyine was ¡invited. Cath
olic cardinals were there upon equal footing with the’

: What books were prohibited previous to the year 
1600, and which of those books have been acquitted of

i blame during the 397 years since 1609 ?
; b 2. “All books Written by apostates, heretics, schis- 
■ matics/’ are forbidden.

o Away goes- your Milton and your Shakspeare, your 
(Burns and your Byron, ydur'Gowper and your Words
worth, your Tennyson and your Scott I They were all 
heretics. " '

Prince, of Wales, but no man of God, tainted.with the 
touch of the Reformation, was ¡present., .

In Protestant America,'the strides of the Catholic 
church to political power are -not less gigantic.

Time and again Congress ’Has bent befire that in
visible and invincible force.;' i’ Our politicians are so

Macaulay-iiiust not be read, nor Hume, nor Gibbon, 
Mor‘Hfillato; nor Froude/'nior Carlyle; .
' ■ They were all heretics.

The good Catholic riiust not drink the pure delight 
of’Golc&niith's. “Deserted Village,” nor must he ever 
hang enraptured ovbr “The Grecian Um” of Keats, 
nor must his eye grow dim as he reads Byron’s verses 
to his sister. He must.never walk the rich fields of 

‘Charles Reade and Charles Dickens—never laugh

The boys “who are.fa the .same cot
tage “and the Same room in schoot help 
each other with tnetachool work. - One 
boy‘in’attempting t’oTielp another found 
that' he himself Was.hot ad proficlent-as 
he''had thought, so he , came to the. 
teacher tor “pointers,” as' Tie; ‘called 
them, tffitlng/poMetotely. .what hie did.

mortally afraid, of angering .the priest-led vote of the . 
large cities that they daVed hot instruct the State of .' 
New Mexico to teach the English language in the,pub- । 
lie schools. The English’ language would carry with 
it the English Bible ; and the Catholic church did ijot 
want any Protestant Bibles.in New ¡Mexico.. By 
.teaching Spanish in New Mexico,.the CbtholicTchurcn ; 
preserves its monopoly;. and bur. cowardly statesmen 
voted as the priests demanded. - ... .

McKinley’seabinetwas partly Catholic, and the in
fluence which the Pope exerted duringdhe administra- ; 
tion (through Mt. Odell) is shown by the way .in 
which the’War Department hastened to. grant do the 

„Catholics a portion of the national domain at WbSt 
Point. The Catholics asked for some of the gbyerii,- 
ment land to build a' church bri—and they. got' it. 
Other denominations outnumbered the Catholics .at 
¡West Point, but these other denominations have nqt ; 

. been-ablij to' get any of the ¡national property, .1 .
Wherever.the Catholic church controls it,.perse

cutes. No Protestant can preach or sell Bibles in, 
'Spain, Italy, Portugal, South America- or even in 
Cuba, except at the risk of ¡his life.
~ In the Philippine Islands, not many months ago, the 
priests tortured some captives in the same manner as 
millions of Protestants were tortured in the Middle 
Ages.-
. The Literary Digbst (N. -Y.) copied last year an ar

ticle from a leading Catholic paper in South America, 
in which the Inquisition was eulogized, and the holy 
work of the rack, the wheel, and the stake was hyster
ically praised: .

In Canada, within the last three months, the Gathq- 
lic priests-became so enraged at a- liberal Catholic 
newspaper, which opposed the church policy pn^fhe. 
school question, that they compelled the local postal 
authorities to throw the offending newspaper ot$ of 
the mails.. The government did not dare to puqish 
tlie priests who had thus violated-its laws and bdc- 
stroyed .its Mail. ’ ',° ’

In .this growth of power in the Catholjc churclf^of 
which we have given a-few instances) it is to b&,no- 
ticed that the radical Catholic is crowding out theHib- 
eral Catholic. The extremists are in control, thnd 
these extremists have secured the Pope’s end^e- 
ment to the doctrine that the Protestant religiop. is 
not better than no religion at all. The orthodox 
Catholic doctrine is that Protestantism must be'Up
rooted and cast out as. wholly damnable heresy. ,

What we have stated is-truth—plain, unvarnigjjpd 
truth. It seems to us that these things are deserving 
of serious attention. ■'

Where a church claims and exercises, the right to 
exert political' influence, it behooves good citizens.fd 
study the history, of that church and the tendency of. 
its teachings.

To judge a'tree by its-,fruits ira fair rule. Not£ 
thatthe Catholic church is’likely to take such aeon-- 
trolling part in-our national affairs, it is well-that w» 
should ask ourselves a few questions. -

with Thackeray nor sigh with Hood; never soar with 
'Shelley, dream with Cblej'idge, nor view the gems of 
•Walter-Savage Landork ’ A..

All the golden fruits of genius, choicest apples of 
literature’s Gardens of the Hesperides, is fruit forbid
den to a good Catholic—for when God lit the lamp of 
Genius iri'the minds of those wonderfully-gifted here
tics and touched their soul into celestial music, he for
got that the Pope would measure all the mental uni
verse with the contemptible little tape-line of denom
inational intolerance. 1

To be a good Catholic all the eloquence, wit, wis-_ 
dom and patriotism of American history is a lost land, 
for the deadly brand of heresy lays upon the whole of 
it. Excepting Charles Carroll of Carrollton, and a 
baker’s dozen besides, the whole outfit, from Wash
ington; the Episcopalian, to Jefferson, the infidel, and 
Thomas Paine, the Deist, were rarilFhefetics, deserv
ing to be burnt. .
•' What sbrt of intelligence would a good’Catholic 
have if .he should obey the rules which Pope Leo says 
are so mildly framed! L. ?

. What sort of knowledge does any man have when 
he is forbidden to read on both sides of the case? 
-"'-What better kchemC could be devised for putting 
power into the hands of the priests?
■ How could a good Cathoic ever.be anything, men
tally, but a child, if he-denied the privilege of read
ing, thinking, comparing and judging?

■ But tiie rules which Pope Leo XIH. has so mildly 
framed, do not slop here. They forbid the good 
Catholics to read any book on religion except those 
•written by Catholics. 'They forbid good Catholics to 
read any edition.of the Bible except the Catholic edi
tions. Books which criticise the popes, cardinals, 
priests, church doctrines and usages, are forbidden. 
The amiable Leo does not wish that his people shall be 
¿old a .great many things which ought to know, - He. 
wants them to know nothing beyond what the priests 
see fit to tell them. ■ ■ ■.
& No good Catholic must read any book, or other pub- 
Tjeation, which trpats. of.religious subjects, ¡without- 
¡submitting said book or publication to the judgment; 
of the priests.

Such rules as these sound strangely out of place in 
.$is age of progress and of research.-
■f If a creed is sound, why should it fear investiga
tion? • ;
,ct Conscious error could not possibly show more guilty 
.^aridity in screening itself from honest inquiry than 
the Catholic church displays in these rules which com
mand good Catholics-to read no books excepting those

• When-and wlierehas.theRoman Catholic churclij 
done anything' for 'the inaèsefe of the people,—f or. thè 
sacred .cause of freedotq,, oLlabòr,. freedom of.

not understand that she wasi dellghtqd. freedom of speech, freedom of thought or freedom tfP 
Stories are their delight BreathlMS- AimpienoOl -a ’>* - ’ j

ly they listen’to anything read or tmd conscience! , •
therm No boy there is at all backward 
aboot doing what he can tq

When has it ever failed to side with enthroned ty
ranny as against reform—from the days of Philip it.,

Which have been inspected, tagged, and branded by 
t^e Pope. '
• Of all the slavery in this world the most degrading 

is-mental and spiritual slavery; and we look upon the. 
huge growth of the Catholic church in political power 

’ffsi an ominous fact, because the natural tendency of 
its-creed is to make the people superstitious, intoler
ant: and priest ridden. . -‘L
“ But while our politicians continue to be cowards, 
liM bur Erotestant minisriera continue to be dupes, 
Gatholin diplomacy will-march -onward triumphantly,- 
until the day; will come when Protestantism will have 
to fight for dear life in n land which its blind devotees 
believe is dedicated forever to free speech, free 
taught, and free worship. T. E. W.

St. -----------—

Political men, like goatsyUBiially thrive best among 
inCqiialitiea.—Landor,

The convention of the . Minnesota 
State Spiritualist „Association, -which 
has just closed was one of the most har
monious conventions On record, as far 
as the writer’s experience with such 
gatherings is concerned.- ’• Everyone 
seemed determined to avert any storm 
of whatsoever character that might 
threaten to arise, and the result was a 
good fellowship that it is a credit to 
Minnesota and Spiritualism as well.

The outside talent strove to make the 
meeting a success, and when the work
ers at home and from abroad all get 
their heads together and spell harmony 
and success with one accord there is 
sure to be something doing—and some
thing of a nature calculated to cause 
the smiles to broaden, and thé hearts 
grow lighter, too. The visiting work
ers were Rev. Moses Hull of White
water, Wls.; MIbs Lizzie Harlow of 
Haydensvllle, Mass.; Mrs. J. A. Murtha 
and your correspondent Aside’ from 
these the Morris Pratt Institute had 
another representative at the conven
tion, in the person of Its talented 
teachef of oratory, Mrs. Alfa Jahnke.

The sessions began with the usual 
reception on Thursday evening, which 
furnished-ample opportunity to "get ac
quainted” and to “trjp the light fan
tastic,” in thè most approved fashion. 
The program which preceded the dance 
was especially, notewortny for Its ex
cellence. Among the most commend
able features were select readings by 
Mrs. Jahnke, and the inimitable violin 
playing of Prof. Zeidler, than whom the 
writer has never seen a more thorough 
master of that wonderful Instrument, 
^he feature which probably elicited the 
'most,applause was the wonderful club 
swinging by Mr. Roy Gage of St. Paul. 
Mr. Gage demonstrated his thorough 
control of these clubs in a most fasci
nating manner; after having swung 
them for a number of minutés In a man
ner calculated to Inspire -the greatest 
admiration, and to give one the idea 
that the clubs were alive, the lights 
were turned low, and Mr. Gage ap
peared before the audience with a pair 
of clubs upon which were flaming 
torches. With these the most wonder
ful effects were produced, and the au
dience readily gave evidence of its ap
provai. ' ■

Miss Lily Swanson, one of Prof. Zum- 
bach’s most promising pupils, rendered 
a vocal solo, showing the excellent tim
bre of the voice, also what Prof. Zum- 
bach can do In thè short space of a 
year with a pupil who is willing to 
learn. Mr. Cuyler Follett, the. genial 
secretary of the. state association, and 
Miss Nellie Whitwell of St. Paul and 
several others did their share in adding 
to the pleasure of the evening, through 
their good work in song and instru
mental numbers. . ’’

Friday morning found a goodly num
ber of members and delegates in tffeir 
places, and then the work began rin 
earnest. Soon all .was. ■ business,, and., 
stenographer, committees and officers 
were delving into their various duties 
with . a ’ will,. Notwithstanding the 
amount of business that was accom
plished there was still time for confer
ence work, and many substantial 
thoughts were given forth by those who 
were m attendance. Morning and af- 

> temoon were given up to business and 
conference work—with a few.moments 
devoted to the phenomenal side, and 
then the audience, after the short inter
mission during which'a large number 
partook of the substantial food pre
pared by the ladies of the auxiliary, as
sembled for the evening meeting.....

Thé auditorium was packed with 
eager seekers after truth. After the 
musical program, which was prepared 

. and rendered by tlie Zumbachs—which 
is sufficient guarantee of its high order

Miss Harlow gave the address of the 
- evening, and this was followed by mes

sages by Mrs. Murtha, During this ses
sion, owing to the absence of Mayor 
Haynes who was slated to give the ad
dress of welcome, Mr. J. S. Maxwell 
welcomed the visitors and delegates to 
the city of Minneapolis. The response 
was by Moses Hull.

Saturday was another day of business 
—exchange of thought, debate and gen
eral good will. During; the afternoon 
session occurred the annual election of 
officers, which resulted in the re-elec
tion of the president, vice-president, 
secretary and treasurer, who are J. S. 
Maxwell, J. P. Whitwell, Cuyler P. Fol- 

s lett and D. G. Griffith. The board of 
five trustees was elected, ns were all 
of the officers, in I believe, every in
stance by acclamation, which goes to 
show that the people of Minnesota were 
ready to rally around the standard of 
those who were trying to further' the 

' cause of Spiritualism, and show to them 
that their methods wete approved of.

Onè nméhdment that deserves men
tion, and .which.wlll show something ot 
the progressiveness of the legislative 

. work done, wan that which ttoojlsiyid 
the systeia'of issuing personal member
ships to^ persons in localities wlierçtp 
there were regularly ¿bartered au'xllihry 
bodies. Too much cannot be said in 

1 connnendation of this action.

Echoes From the World o£ Song.
Volumes 1 and 2. By C. Payson Long
ley. Choice Inspirational songs, suit
able for all occasions. This book is 
well bound in cloth with gilt Illustra
tion on cover, and frontispiece bearing 
portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Longley. 
Words and music, sheet music size. 
Price JI each; postage 15 cents addi
tional on each book.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beau
tiful Songs, For public meetings and 
the home. Words and music. Price, 
board covers, 40 cents'; cloth, 60 cents;; 
by the dozen, 30 and 50 cents eacb. 
These songs of Professor Longley’s are 
gotten up in most attractive style, and • 
more than worth the small price asked 
for them.

Maxham's Melodies, With Words and 
Music. Songs, sacred and secular. 
Price 15 cents.

The Spiritual Harp. A collection of 
vocal music for the choir, congregation 
and social circle, by Dr. J. M. Peebles 
and J. O. Barrett. Price, • ■ 

Cosmian Hymn Bqok. A collection 
of original and selected hymns for lib
eral' and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home. Compiled -by L. K. 
Washburn; Price, paper cover, 50 cts.

Golden Echoes. A new collection of 
original words and music for the use of 
.meetings, lyceums and the home circle, .. -' 
By Si W. Tucker. -Price, 16 cents: ’■•

Selected and Inspirational Hymns.
Spiritualistic Gatherings. By Mrsi
Georgia Gladys Cooley.
Price, 15 cents.

The Spiritual Songster.

Words only.

By Mattia
E. Hull, For the use of circles, camp
meetings and other Spiritualistic gath
erings. Words only. Price, 10 cents.

The Lyceum Guide. A collection of 
music, golden chain recitations, mem
ory gems, choral responses, funeral ser
vices, programs for sessions, parlia
mentary rulesi Containing instruc
tions for organizing and conducting ly- 
ceums, for physical culture, calisthen
ics, marching, banners, badges, stand
ards, the Band of Mercy, etc. Compiled 
for the use of progressive lyceums and 
societies, by Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 
(cloth binding), 50 cents per copy, or 
when ordered by the dozen, 40 cts each.

M-_ -inrl Pfir. »3 Disclosed in the Bible.” 
I lull dllU [IKj By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Cr.ir.it 1 InnM Associate ot King's College, 
OPiriE WOlïO London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the tacts ot Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, SI .10.

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Described. 

BY C. W, LEADBEATER.
A Volume ot 500 largo pages, treating very 

nterestlngly It Lite. Death and Immortality, 
Clairvoyance, Spirit Phenomena, Etc, as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent of 
Theosophy. Price, 81.5a

FiP (A TH US MEANING 
1 -*■ and Results.

By j K Wilson, of the Pennsylvania Bar. 
An aosort)lng)y interesting narrative relating & 
series of wonderful psychic manifestations oo- 
curring in the writer’s experience. Cloth, Ulus» 
trated, f 1.25.

f/ TV E fl Ethics ol Marriage. EV K ri !» 1 / In Alice B. Stockham, M. Ill lllLuLZJ 1 D. Karezza makes a 
plea for a better birthright for children, and 
alms to lead individuals to seek a higher d<> 
velopment of themselves through most sacred 
relations. It is pure In tone and aim, and 
ehquld be widely circulated. Price, cloth, 81. .

ASTBiLWEIPSa»!
rent discussion ot religious problems. The au
thor by Illustrations and a planslphere (a repro, 
sentatlon ot the celestial sphere upon a piano 
with adjustable circles), traces most ot tno 
myths which lie at thobaso ot Christianity to- 
their origin, in sun and star worship. Tho . 
astronomical facts given possess groat value, 
tho illustrations rare and curious. The book13 
bound in only ono stylo—heavy-boards. Price 81.

RADIANT ENERGY, stalts^latlon 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book trcats.tipon a now branch 
of research into the laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer ot the modern a» 
trologicalllterattirewlll surely come with groat 
interest. Prico. clotb. Sl.tn 

(ConUmied ®a page Ä)

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
LcctaroB by tho Swamt VivoteftfiandKon RojaYogM 

OTConauoriDff tho Internal Nataro. and other auth.. 
locU; alio, Patanjali’« Yow Aphoriemi.-wiih cortt* 
tnentarica and a coploua glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and entarffed. 12mo„ Cloth, 11,30. RajaYof* 
lean ancient system of Indian Philosophy, end one of 
tho four chief methods that the Vedanta Pblteaophp 
offers to obtain freedom odd perfection. SwamlWr* 
elwn&nda became a tamtlUt nffure Ineevcral A.mart1 
can cities during the throe year« following tho Par* 
llamonl of Religion» nt Chicago: be was cordially re* . 
celredfn America« vhete the breadth and depth of 
hliteochlne« were Boon rccognlred. His ceachftuni . 
arauclrcrsBltu their application. Tho book ifi chuay 
etSl«54 For tala at thu olhec. ....:. - v J

RIE TO-MORROW Of. -BERTH, • 
Or ths Futuro Lite According to Science. Bf > 
Louis Flguier. Translated from tho French by । 
B. B. Crockee. A very fascinating work. Thfo , 
ano volume might wol! havoboon entitled Splr- 
Ituallsm Demonstrated by Science. It is writ* ' 
ton-ln that peculiar intcrestlnsatj-lota wbtcti | 
French writers excel when they would popular- >. 
tzo sclentlflo subjects In adaptation- to thfii 
needs of th® general reader. The author\sayo t • 
"There is a true and respectable idea in Spirit*' 
ualiam," and regards as proved “the fact o? ! - 
communteaUon between aumrimtnsna and «• ‘ 
imiaSjitanAscitarik." PrtoaJiW.. -*
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ÇOMP THOUGHTS ON Op8E88ION.

Sometimes Suggestion ia a Very Im
portant Factor. . .

Too much light cannot be cast upon 
' the dangers and cure of obsession. I 

believe more people are obsessed by 
mortals than by decarnate spirits. /We 
know there is danger from both 
sources. I have had patients who were 
driven to the verge of insanity by sug
gestions from some adverse souice. 
Their systems were depleted by dis
ease, which caused them to yield more 
readily to wrong influences.

One lady, a devout Presbyterian, lis
tened to a sermon by her pastor, on 
"ForeordinaUon." The thought lodged 
in some cell of her brain, that, if she 

- was foreordained to be lost, nothing she 
¿could do, however pure her life, would 
save her from such a terrible fate.

She was fast drifting into insanity 
when I first saw her. By careful ma
nipulations and strong suggestions, she 
was restored to health.

Another lady was made miserable by 
an adverse thought that seemed to arise 
In her own brain. She brooded over it 
until her reason was Impaired, and she 
made several attempts to suicide. She 
was placed in an insane asylum for two 

.»months, but graudually grew worse. 
’ She was taken home, and our methods 
restored her to a normal condition.

- She had a beautiful character.
Another, a young lady of a lovable 

nature, but lacking self-esteem, was 
possessed of the idea that she was not 
attractive, and could not make friends. 
Her mind became so erratic that she 
lost a good position as stenographer. A 
few timely suggestions saved her from 

■* Insanity.
In this age of letter writing, consider- 

able correspondence is carried on be- 
■ tween those of opposite sex, who are 

not personally acquainted.
Psychometrists 'Can read the charac

teristics of their correspondents, and 
have the advantage of those who have 
not that gift.

If both parties are honorable and 
high-minded; much good can come 
from an exchange of ideas. But if one 
is selfish and sensual, the other ignor
ant of peril, and trusting, the most 
dangerous form of obsession is liable 
to take place. If virtue is innate in the 
ones obsessed, they will try to escape 
when they realize their danger; but 
alone and unaided they are like the 
poor fly In the spider’s web, they 
waste their strength in vain struggles 
for freedom. They must fight for their 
liberty, even though their strength is 
only weakness, and Is born of despair. 
Unseen forces will guide them to some 
one who is able to help.

If a pure-minded, strongly magnetic 
person comes between the parties, the 
chain that binds the, victim will be 
broken. WHEN ONE IS INCLINED 
TO DWELL IN THOUGHT UPON UN
PLEASANT CONDITIONS, TURN THE 
MIND UPON THE OPPOSITE, AND 

'PERSISTENTLY KEEP IT UPON 
THAT WHICH IS EXALTED AND 
NOBLE, AND THE BETTER VIBRA
TIONS WILL OVERCOME THE LESS 
DESIRABLE.

When corresponding, if at any time 
a portion of the letter received, jars the 
least upon your sense of right, you may 
know that it' is a warning from some 
source that danger lurks ahead for you. 
Never disregard such warnings. Don't 
be discouraged when such experiences 
come to you. Don’t think the whole 
world is vile because some one whom 
you trusted has shown their true char
acter. There is a whole lot of good 
people in the world.

Every temptation successfully over
come makes one stronger, and develops 
one spiritually.

If we would ascend the "Spiritual 
■Alps” we must cross the valleys that 
intervene.

Many thanks are due Brother Fran
cis for his efforts to separate the false 
from the true in Spiritualism. May the 
angels of Truth and Justice guide him 
in his work. MARY-A. INGALLS.

Antwerp, N. Y.

■ Plant Life and Mental Activity.
aaaaawwi*

Some yenrs ago Professor Huxley used the term forms.popularly grouped undefthe of animal- 
“biologieal no man’s land” to designate those forms eules it would seem that there can be no traces of 
of life which possess some of the characteristics of the nerves. Yet these morsels of animated jelly are sen- 
plant and some of the characteristics of the animal, sitive to the slightest touch, to changes-'¿f tempera- 
but which can not be classified as either the one or the ture, even to the obscuration of the sun by a passing
other. Professor Haeckel, in view of the shadowy 
boundaries between plants and animals, suggested 
that there be recognized and named an intermediate 
kingdom to include the debatable members of the

eloud.
It is precisely the same with planta. The sensitive 

plant folds up its pinnules 'as a protect against dis
turbance. In a tropical forest at ti,mes,^ carpet of 
weeds will become recumbent before the tread of them I LI|q 1Y111 ULUUH1L J LL Lilli Ui. 11 v Ul.-J.Ul l| Ulv '-fl- vi»v

Of late years science has disclosed many character- advancing pedestrians, the irritability fieing-trunsmit- 
isties not before supposed to be possessed by the vege- ted by sympathy from plant to plant.! Infiliese plants 
table kingdom. One of the most recent claims is that there is no aggregation of matter known!® the brain 
plants poss '">xa certain amount of brain power.

Brain is co,.''^only thought of as it exists in the 
higher animals—/n organ from which diverge nerves
for tlie performance of special functions, some sub-

and no visible nervous system. Yet more than some, 
of the lower animal forms, these plants exhibit some
thing which is very much like intelligence.. _.

Mr. Arthur Smith.declares that even in the highest 
animals the brain itself cannot be looked upon as theserving the purpose of sight, others enabling the mus

cles to move the limbs, and another series aiding in sole source of nerve power, that it is not in itself a 
the all-important process of digestion. In these ani- battery but only an intermediate motor, which serves 
mais the brain itself is divided into regions each of for the more perfect transmission of impulse. In the 
which is now known to liave an exclusive use. But plants the motor is not seen, but the nrotipn is there, 
in lower forms of life, like worms and snails, there is and it can be ènfeebled or arrested by'tne application 
no actual Drain, though the gangla or collocations of of chloroform or a weak solution of opiuip-or othei' 
nerve matter scattered throughout their bodies evL soporific. - .. ' ' ' -
dently serve a purpose much the same as tliat of the Thé irritability of some orchids in their lower petals 
brain in .vertebrates. . ’ ' . ahdof.othersinvarious,parts;oftheirflowers,isre-

In the lowest recognized members of thé animal markable and seems to indicate mervous power, 
kingdom no brain or nerves are to be seen. The frpsh Climbing plants revolve ceaselessly in search of the 

object round which, they are to fcliiig, reminding one 
of a blind man feeling his way with'.his staff. Insec-

water polyp may be cut into several pieces, and all the 
fragments wifi grow into separate animals ; each of 
these may be divided in like manner and with like re
sult. The sea anemone has some scattered nerve cells, 
and the same has been claimed for the jelly fish, but 
if they exist as elementary representatives of organs 
active in the higher creatures, they are visible only to 
the acute physiologist, aided by the finest appliances 
of the instrument maker. In sponges and thq minute

tiverous. plants show something akifi to intelligence. 
The Venus flytrap, the sundew-, and'other plants are 
able to digest animal substance, and flies and other 
nutritive matter are held by the leaves until assimi
lated. The word'“instinct” seems.to be applicable 
to some of the movements of plants, as it is to some of 
the movements of animals, B.F. UNDERWOOD.

Spirit Influence World-Wide
An Old Woman’s Dream That Seven Young Girls 

Would Die Being Strangely Fulfilled.

Teidora de Cesari, Died Dec. 21,1901.
Maria de Renzi, Died Oct. 14,1902.
Leonarda di Orio, Died Aug. 7, 1903.- .

Such is the record of the fulfillment up to date of 
a dream, yet not a dream, a revelation indeed; the 
shadows of which hang over the richest, the prettiest, 
the smartest girls, in fact over all the girls of Roseto
who belong to the Society of the Blessed Virgin.

To dream of a white horse means Death, 
dream book says so. ....

To dream of white birds foretells Death, 
dream book declares so.

The

The

Yet these are only dream signs. Perhaps they come 
true, but even the most persistent .believer in Roseto 
admits that sometimes dream signs fail.

But this thing that is talked of in Roseto that came 
to Maria del Giordio was not a dream, but more likely 
a revelation or a prophecy, and Maria is no common 
fortune-teller or necromancer.
-Although in all else in Roseto the command of 

Father Deniseo is absolute, yet in this matter not even

in the village street. No girl may'or does try to avoid 
the social rules of the village that declare in behalf of 
a chaperon or else a party of girls protected, by its 
own numbers, .

Many of the girls are heiresses and not one of them 
but is admired. So when Teidora de Cesari died in 
December three years ago there was mourning, for it 
was the first death in Roseto of a girl from the Society 
of the Blessed Virgin.

Hardly four weeks had passed when it was whis
pered that som? thing mysterious had happened and 
that Teidora’s death foreboded grief to the village.

Maria del Giordio had had a dream,, and such a 
dream. If it came true Teidora wquld soon not be 
lonely in Paradise for lack of companions from her 
own girl circle. t

The dead girl appearing to Maria jin a dream had 
said distinctly that seven of her companions would be 
called from the Society of the Blessed Virgin to fol
low her. j

When the dream was first told every mother crossed 
herself at the idea that her own daughter might be 
the first to hear Teiddra’s voice.^ .Then father De- 
nisco forbade any discussion of the dreamland as the 
days went, by and nothing seemed toil oinf to its fulfill-

his most stringent order to pay it no heed, can make it 
forgotten, but only serves to make those who talk of 
it cautious lest the Father shall.hear they have done declare seven was.the number. ; " Z 
s<j. It was not until the following Octcjber that another

So when strangers are shown the park-like church- death occurred, and Maria de .Renzi was laid in the

ment the dream became sq indistinct that, now some 
say Teidora declared she would call six, while others

yard where the new big white angel Jias just now churchyard beside Teidora. The girls of the Society 
mounted guard over the grave of Leonarda di Orio', ” ” ’ ’ 1 ” ' 1 ’
the third grave of Maria’s dream, the villager tells 
his story in half-awed whispers, like something he

of the- Blessed Virgin unbound their long hair, and

- - t X-* «» - , , ,

HEALING CURRENTS
FROM THE 

BATTERY OF LIFE, 
BY WALTER DE VOE.

SAMPLE PftPER

PROGRESS0 1 0

8PIRITUAL PROGRESSION.

o

An Earnest Plea for Doing Good and Be
ing Good While on Earth. <

A Book That Awakens the 
Healing Power in the Soul, 

It Teaches the Glorious Truth that Free* 
From Sickness» Poverty and Pain.

FRICK. SU. OIL 
For Sale by 

COLLEGE OF FREEDOM, 
Woodlawn, Chicago.

To Our Patrons and Friends

Speaks on Subjects Chosen by Audience-
Dr. W. J. Colville of London, England, 

, one of the most eminent.authors and 
lectures of the Splritualist^talth, will 
arrive in St. Louis to-day on his way to 
New Zealand. He is to remain here two 
months, conducting dally class lectures 
in the Temple of Spiritualism, 3015 
Pine street. His first address will be 
delivered on Sunday evening on "Es
sential Elements of Universal Religion.”

Dr. Colville is what is known as an in
spirational speaker, his address usually 
being given on any subject chosen by 
his audience just before he begins to 
speak. Questions of scientific, relig
ious and philosophical Interest are 
treated by him, and after each lecture 
he delivers an "inspirational” poem on 
a theme chosen by his hearers.

The variance of the topics which he 
discusses is shown from a programme 
of lectures .which was prepared With
out his knowledge by a committee at 
Seattle, Wash., but which he adhered to 
discussing a different theme each day. 
Some of the forty topics were the "Fu: 
ture Possibilities of Radium,” “Man
ners, Customs, Philosophy and Religion 
of the Inhabitants of the Planet Mars,” 
“The Best Means of Reforming Crimi
nals,” “Suggestive Therapeutics” and 
“The Law of Opulence.”

In giving an account of his life, Dr. 
Colville says that the "invisible help
ers,” as he styles the voices and visions 
which he credits with having a part in 
his existence, began to appear to him 
before he was 14 years of age. He 
says, in describing his first public ap
pearance on the platform:

"A subject was decided upon by show 
of hands and I rose to lecture. I 
spoke unfalteringly for fully an hour 
and resumed my seat unexcited and 
unfatigued. I had become tense, callous, 
self-assured, but completely confident 
that an intelligence beyond my normal 
own would certainly render me equal to 
the occasion.

"Immediately after my appearance in 
London, I was called to all parts of 
England. I went as an inexperienced 
child to places rough and smooth, aris
tocratic and uncouth, clean and dirty, 
refined and vulgar, religious and athe
istic; and wherever I went I found my 

-unseen prompters ready to help me in 
all emergencies and to pilot me safely 
over many difficult and unpleasant 
places from which I should certainly 
have shrunk had I not seen beforehand 
what awaited me.” ■

' Dr. Colville is a member of .the 
Greek. Occult Lodge, of India. He has 
written twenty-five books, as well as 
magazine contributions. This is his 
second visit in St Louis, the first being 
about eighteen months ago. While 
here he will take part in the New 
Thought convention and the Universal 
Pedce congress on the World’s Fair 
grounds.—St Louis Globe-Democrat.

dreads to breathe aloud.
Everybody in the village old enough to listerf to wo

men’s gossip has heard of it. It is no secret from the 
men. But since the third grave came to lend force to 
the dream no one wants to talk of it, least of all fhe

with heads draped with black veils mourned for their 
companion.

Then some one recalled the, dream of Maria del 
Giordio. Still there is quite a progressive spirit in 
Roseto that scorns belief in dreams: Yet about the 
fiance of the dead girl hung just a touch of the tragic 
that no ordinary death unheralded by a dream could

dreamer herself, for in its further fulfillment is held have bestowed on so important a mourner.
the doom of four members of the Society of the The next call came after a'similar lapse of time. 
Blessed Virgin, numbering in its ranks all the marri- The Di-Orios are one of the leading families of Roseto, 
ageable girls of the village. Pasquale di Orio was one of the first settlers in the vil-

Some accounts even say five of them are doomed. lage. He owns much land that has doubled aud 
Roseto, where all this is happening, is a model Itai- trebled in value since he bought it for almost nothing.

ian village among thè Pennsylvania mountains, near He has much money as Roseto’s fortunes go^and he 
Wind Gap, sister to the Water Gap. Very deep-blue i------ — J1'--------i— - J -tl - •tl ’ -
shadows lay on the mountains to the west. Opposite 
on other foothills ¿re the weird haunting gray slate 
quarries where Roseto men have earned most of the 
money that has made Roseto one of the richest of Ital
ian colonies in a few years. Old Roseto, of Foggia, in

is the bell-ringer and the sexton and other things be-
sides.

Moreover, he had one clever daughter, pride of his 
house and heiress to his wealth. _

When there was a trolley and railroad smashup at 
Ackermanville, and out of the werck of a crowded car 
came the dead body of Leonards di Orio, the dream 
took on a new significance that was not to be dis-

Italy,-of which the New World Roseto is the daughter, 
is not as the villages of the Sicilians, and its people 
hold themselves as just a little superior. auu

Nor is the spirit of the Pennsylvania Roseto like now five more girls, pride of the village, must be 
that of the average Italian settlement among the doomed to die. /
mines. The railroad settled with Di Orio for $300 and the

puted. Surely this must be the voice of Teidora, and

Strong traces of the Greek type appear in the mark- lawyers told him ’he was a fool, 'Such a fine girl, too. 
edly blonde hair and light complexion of many of the But'Di Orio took the $300 and at once ordered the 
men and women whose eyes are blue, and their finest marble angel the money would buy.
Straight bold features offer many an attractive model. 
Here, too, the married women keep their looks much 
longer than, the average woman from Italy.

But it is in' its daughters that Roseto takes deep 
pride.

“No scandal,” says Father Denisco, “has touched 
the girls here.” ..

The number of a marriageable age is not great; and

In a row in the churchyard, rest the bodies of the 
three girls. On Sunday afternoons groups of girls, 
mdfribers of that Society of the Blessed Virgin, come 
to admire the white ángel that has just been mounted 
on its pedestal, while they tell how good a father was 
Pasquale to spend all the railroad money on the 
gleaming angel. .

■ But the village is waiting for w.haVthe next three
they all, of couifae, are counted in the Society of the months will bring forth. •’
Blessed Virgin. ■ The above dream.was simply a Vision induced ‘by a

Roseto’s girls work well and marry early. Butun- spirit who saw the future. Verily .spirit return has 
til they are married none is allowed alone after dark come to the whole, world. ..SPIRITUALIST,

f'

Letter From a Prominent Octogenarian, week to one month’s time such medl- umship.- At .that time I wrote a letter 
'Wbethef it is old age (as I am In my umsns Dr. Peebles, Bennie Allyn, Maud which you published saying that I did Whether it is o a ag i --- Lord Drake, and dozens of others, not believe that five pdF cent of the

■Later I havehad with me nearly a year' phenomena which we had was fraudu- 
Mrs. S. R. Stevens, whose control Star- lent, and that one-fialf of that was 
light, is well known \ very largely caused-bytheguideg insteadoftheme- 
throughout the country; also I have be- ” . ...
come acquainted with hundreds of the

Again The Progressive Thinker goes to its patrons 
launched upon the sea of progress in a general cam
paign, not of empty promises and high-sounding 
words, but of acts, of work, of radiating energy, and 
is fully supplying the needs of an inquiring public 
with substantial and wholesome scientific, occult and 
spiritual reading, such as can be found nowhere else 
in the newspaper field.

“By their fruits ye shall know them,” is as applica
ble now as in the days of Christ, and the energy of 
The Progressive 'Thinker is becoming a household 
expression among Spiritualists in all countries of the 
earth; this without exaggeration. Its energy is bear
ing good fruit:

And right now, let us make our annual, special bow 
to each other, and during the long evenings of the 
coming winter, while sitting by the fire thinking, 
dreaming of children far away in the busy marts of 
life, and of thoSe arisen in some fairer land, you will 
grow weary with-the monotonous round of life with
out something to read that will tell you of the future, 
without the beautiful messages of cheer from souls 
of earth and of the realms beyond.

If you ever did take the paper you know how you 
missed it when it stopped coming; you know how to 
appreciate its return. Like a violin, its tone has in
creased with age and carries harmony, inspiration and 
peace in its pages.

Now is .the time to send in your subscription, and 
begin promptly with the soul-feasts, the intellectual 
harvest of high-class scientific, occult and spiritual 
literature. Induce your neighbors to subscribe also, 
and form your reading circles for the coming season, 
and join us in this good work.. Build up the educa
tional side of the cause and perform a lasting deed 
for .your fellowman. See our ’special inducements 
elsewhere in this paper. Remember, the cause you 
love so well needs your most hearty support and co
operation here and now, and let us hear from you at 
once. Meet our energy with your show of interest.

What can mortals do to progress tn 
the body? Just as much, or more,- as 
when we shall have passed over to the 
other side. ,

It we can’t see what good we can do 
for our neighbors and friends, in our ev
eryday walks of life here, how little 
will we be able to do or give that help 
after we have crossed that river we call 
Death, and begin the life eternal; tor if 
we do not learn those things here, how 
much better will we be prepared to 
start a new life over there?

Is It not our. daily “walk and conver
sation" here that will prepare us for 
that future life, and are we not here to 
live so as to be happy in the lite to 
come?

Why should we not-be striving while 1 
here to do good to all mankind, whether 
rich or poor, high or low? Our aim 
should be to help every mortal that we‘ 
meet here that we see needs a kind 
word or look of loving kindness; some 
little tiling to cheer them on their way. 
There are so many people that need 
work to earn the things necessary to 
sustain life for themselves and their 
families.

Look about you as you pass along 
life’s rugged way, and see what you can 
do for mortals that you meet/upon the 
way.

Charity does not consist in money
giving alone—far from it. Charity of 
thought, words and deeds; little kind
nesses to others as you meet them on 
the way, count for more.

Be always looking for a chance to do 
good, and the opportunity will meet you 
often on the way; and when you see the 
chance, fail not to do the good deed, 
and you will be the happier for doing it. 
Do not let the opportunity pass by un
heeded for it may stare you in the face 
unpleasantly, which it ought to do till 
you learn to do right. But if you seize 
the opportunity and do the good while 
you may, it will reward you with that 
happiness of thought, peace and con
tentment of mind, which is the great 
blessing always realized by the doer 
cf good works. Try this, and see the 
result on yourself, as well as on the ob
ject of your benefaction. There are so 
many ways of doing good that I am 
afraid we pass many of them by un
heeded and thoughtlessly, which leads 
us to selfishness, which then becomes a 
stumbling-block, over Which’we stumble 
along through life, without fully realiz
ing how selfish we are and have been, 
and pass on to the other side filled with 
remorse and regrets at seeing to what 
a great degree our lives have been a 
failure, and that we must do so much to 
undo our life-failures here below to 
complete or insure our happiness in our 
life in the beautiful beyond.

If our characters are tainted with
selfishness and licentiousness and evil ' 
thoughts and deeds, and we have them 
all to overcome before we can reach 
that perfect happiness that is promised 
us, and which it is natural to expect in 
a heaven of happiness. I fdar our pro
gression will be slow, our regrets many, 
and our remorse of conscience bitter. 
But all past failures must be met and 
looked squarely in the face, and" met as 
an honest debt, that must now be set
tled, and settled with ourselves.

Beatrice, Neb. H. B. AUSTIN.

•'Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In-' 
eluding Methods and Instrumenta.” 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. ' A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fuldlls the promise of its title. 
Price 75 cents.

"Astral Worshop." By J. H. Hill, M. 
J). Price $1-

eighty-fourth year) or some other-cause, 
I am full 'of reminiscence this morning. 
Who would have thought, Brother Fran
cis, when we first met in 1862, in this 
city, you was a clerk of the House of 
Representatives and I was a member of 
that body, that there would be such 
wonderful changes in the thoughts of 
the world in the next forty-two years. 
At that time the great mass of the peo
ple believed in the orthodox religion of 
a. future hell and heaven, While now a _ - . ,, ——- — w uvevawiv vniuc
targe percentage agree with our theo- thlE or any other county. Iheate him from spirits wouldl s^. more credul- 
riesoflifeto the future. You have twice every Sunday during my blind- ity than to believer-
very largely brought about this.change. j^8Xtei^moro foreign'^-• AUow me to about a matter of 
Your opportunities have been great and .°“®J™®“““ my own personal knowibflge. I know
this hM given you the advantage over nan/« h a d £ ° oi a BentleMan and'ladyihnd their son
me; but I have done my small share in the Spiritualistic papers slttjng for a long tIme to see Jf
this state in aiding to bring the results , By the way, Prof. Peck, In the early could produce materialization through 
that you have so much fight to be proud days, was a mechanic In this city, who the lady, she being a clairvoyant. The 
of. i have read your paper Since its took charge of the singing, and if I re- lady was frequently,covered (this mind 
first issue to the present time, except member rightly, also of our Spiritual- you with no one present but her hus- 
for two years'when I wffS practically istic Sunday-school. I have witnessed band and her son) with white cloths, 
blind and in sanitariums and hospitals every kind of phenomena that has been ‘_J’-------
in New York. As a rule through al! shown us in our cult; almost all, of 
this time I have agreed with most of ” ’ ’ ' ' ” '
jour views/ although not with ■ all of 
them. I think I became a Spiritualist, 
practically, long before the Fox sisters 
had the rappings. It came about

dium, and without their'knowledge. I 
have had pretty extensive opportunity 

_ . -to see every phase. ¡¡I have not
Cora Richmond, Moses and Mattie Hull, changed my mind very,.materially on 
Will Hodge, Prof. Peck, Baxter, Clegg this subject. : ; '
Wright, and M. B. Little, of Glen Falls, " I have in. my posstetslon perhaps 
N. Y., whom I consider as among the fifty slates containing'writing and pic- 
best exponents of pure Spiritualism of tures of flowers that to disbelieve came

leading speakers of our cult, including

Will Hodge, Prof. Peck, Baxter, Clegg

and very strong impersonations of' va-

thesè have had in my own house, much

through my reading of Andrew. Jackson 
Davis’ writings.

.During my early residence here I en
tertained in my own house from one

o£ it -with my own family. I have prob- 
abl'y seen a.hundred materialized spir
its, including, ethereaUzation and im
personation (the latter in my judgment 
shbuld never be given without guides 
telling circle, what is to be)., I remem
ber tep or fifteen years ago that there 
was a great cry- about fraudulent medi-

rious kinds., Her father, who is one of 
her spirit guides, advised fier to stop 
sitting, because it‘was probable that 
she would never produce anything but 
impersonations, but to confine herself 
to her. clairvoyance, trumpet seances 
and ballot-readings. Before this time, 
she could find any article hid from her 
equal to any of those who practice that 
art. She followed. the advice of her

father, and the result has been that she TROUBLED WITH TRAMP SPIRITS, 
has probably had spirits at her sittings 
and at camp-meetings by which nearly 
a thousand spirits have talked; and
there has.never been any intimation of 
fraud, by any person Who attended the 
seance. She has. been charged publicly 
by parties who never saw her works, 
who never attended her meetings, with 
fraud. But this is what all mediums 
have to meet. She is a good wife, 
mother and grandmother. She has 
aided to establish societies in different 
parts of the state, and yet at one time 
after holding a meeting in a neighbor-

Some Interesting Experiences With N. 
P. Nelson.

To the Editor:—I will relate my ex
perience m regard to the question, "Do 
spirits of animals exist in the spirit 
world?"

My wife was a very fine clairvoyant 
medium, although she did hot do public 
work. She has . a great many times de
scribed spirit dogs, which'showed them-

did we know anything about Spiritual
ism until 1894, when my wife was con
trolled for the first time. Her control 
was an Indian girl, and as bright as any 
control 1 have ever heard. In 1901, as 
we were sitting in our room talking one 
evening, she controlled my wife and 
brought the dog, which had been in the 
spirit world for twenty-seven years, 
and it was then shown that when he 
was left with the buggy, two boys came 
along, lied a rope around his neck and 
took him with them, and when they got 
home -they shot him—first in the neck, 
which did not kill him, and then in the 
head. He had a beautiful hide with 
leng black wavy hair, and they killed 
him for his hide. Wanda, my wife’s 
control, said that she had found him in 
the woods, in the spirit world, and that 
he was crazy when she found him, but 
she rubbed his head until he got over 
it, and he has stayed with me all the 
time since, and I still find him useful

I am often troubled with tramp spir
its, who will step in and answer me be
fore my regular guides can have time 
to do so; their answers are by no 
means reliable, and 1 always drive them 
out, but sometimes they do not like to 
go when I order them to do so, and I 
simply say, “Fido, take them out,” and 
they will get out in a hurry. He is as 
good in spirit life as he was in earth 
life, and he is always with me and he 
win understand anything I say to him, 
as well as any human spirit can do So 
much'for spirit dogs.

- N. P. NELSON. 
Lamberton, Minn.

___________ _ _ selves to her, and which in earth life be
ing city, an old and well known Spirit- Ipnged to the parties to-whom she was 
ualist wrote an account of her trumpet 'giving a reading, and also other ani

mals. She passed to the spirit world 
two’years ago.

meetings and sent it to the papers, 
which refused to publish it and inti-
mated that the writer had been gulled. to I owned a large Newfound- 
It is very questionable with me, and I land he was very fond of my 
say it frankly without any harsh feel- horses, and if I left my team afiywhere. 
Ings, that more genuine mediums have he would always stay with it until I'got 
been ostracised'and charged with fraud ready to start off again. One day my 
than fraudulent mediums have been as- wife and Mother lady took the team.

and drove out in the country to pick 
wild cherries, and the dog, as usual, fol
lowed the buggy and stayed with the 
team. Oh their return the dog was

certainèd and exposed;
Topeka, Kansas. F. P. BAKER.

"The Kingship of Self-Control." By. 
Wb; George Jordan. It treats of the 
Crimea of the tongue, - the'Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, eta. 
Price 30 beats.’ v

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

..A remarkable book,-of intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, Investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sona! experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute/ making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth; 32.

gone, and thinking he bad got tired of 
waiting and had gone home, they did 
not look for him. ,We never saw him 
again. .....i-

. My wife was not then a medium, nor

"In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A.
Bland. Interesting, instructive and
helpful ; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound ; firice ?L
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Edltor-at-Large for th# National Spirit
ualist Association.
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ing date and name of paper. ■ Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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The Golden Rule.
The columns of The Progressive 

Thinker have displayed much discus
sion pro and con anent the Golden Rule. 
As a sort ot side-light on the subjecL an 
editorial in the Chicago Tribune will 
possess interest, and afford matter 
worthy of thought. Bays the Tribune, 
and it seems to be a plain commonsense 
view of the subject:

Is there a strike? Too bad! The gold
en rule would have prevented IL Is 
there a war? How unfortunate! It need 
never have happened If everybody had 
been doing to everybody else what he 
would like everybody else to do to him. 
Follow the golden rule. There will be 
no more strife.

This is what comes from many pul-_ 
pits every Sunday morning. It Is also 
what comes from many platforms ev
ery week day evening. It misleads. 
It prescribes a remedy that does not 
cure. It nourishes unbelief.

The golden rule is an amiable maxim 
of divine origin. If it is kept warm in 
a man’s heart-it will make him much 
better. But it will not prevent him 
from thinking that he is right and his 
neighbor wrong. It will not prevent 
him ¿thinking that he is treating. bls 
neighbor as he would have his neigh
bor treat him when as a matter of fact 
he is doing the exactly ’opposite thing.- 
To remove strife you must remove igno
rance and misunderstanding. You must 
introduce omniscience. The golden 
rule plus omniscience would solve ev
erything. The golden rule alone, even 
11 It were adopted in all the details of 
dally life by every inhabitant of this 
planet, would still leave us with strikes 
and wars. And the New TestamenL 
except when some portion of it is 
wrenched from its context, does not 
teach otherwise.

Mr. Mitchell during the coal strike, 
•thought that he was doing unto Mr. 
Baer as he. would be glad, If positions 
were reversed, to have Mr. Baer do 
unto him. Meanwhile Mr. Baer was 
convinced that his treatment of Mr. 
Mitchell was •precisely what Mr. Mitch
ell's treatment of him ought to have 
-been If Mr. Mitchell had been an em
ployer and he had been a laborer. 
Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Baer .are consci
entious men. The newspaper corre
spondents knew thaL But neither Mr. 
Baer nor Mr. Mitchell is omniscienL 
Consequently neither Mr. Baer nor Mr. 
Mitchell knew everything about the 
coal industry or about just profits or 
about just wages. Mr. Baer thought 
that the ultimate good of society de
manded one thing. Mr., Mitchell 
thought that it demanded, another. 
Each was sure he was righL Being 
sure he was right he went ahead. It 
was his duty. How can a conscientious 
man evade the duty of trying to accom
plish what he thinks is right? The gold-

Facts, and an Important Inquiry.
Some months ago news came from 

the Orient, telling that the Armenian«., 
had again risen in revolt against Turk
ish authority. A cablegram published 
soon after said:

“The British, French and Russian am
bassadors have reached a joint agree
ment, to present an energetic reprehta- 
merit, to present an energetic represen
tation to the Grand Vizier to put a stop 
- In obedience to that "energetic rep
resentation” an official investigation by 
Turkish authorities followed, which 
showed the Armenians had again In
cited a revolution; that a number of 
bloody combats had ensued; that whole 
villages had been destroyed, and many 
people had been killed by the Armen
ians. .

In laboring to suppress these acts of 
violence and put down tire rebellion, the 
Sultan is again charged with Interfer
ing with American Christian missiona
ries.

Advices from Constantinople of Aug. 
12 said:-

Mlnlster Leishman to-day saw Tew- 
flk Pash, Turkish minister of for
eign affairs, and renewed the urgent 
representations of the American gov
ernment for an immediate settlement.of 
the demands regarding the rights of 
American citizens in Turkey, It is un
derstood important developments are 
expected within a few hours, either the 
Porte giving way or Minister Leishman 
demanding his passports." ■ -

Subsequently it is reported the Sul
tan agreed to make compensation for 
any losses the American Christians suf
fered in consequence of Turkish ac
tion, And still later comes the an
nouncement, “The Porte declines to 
comply with the demands of the Amer
ican government.”

This seems to indicate a strained po-’ 
sition between the two governments. 
- But why is America assuming bellig
erent action towards Turkey? Simply 
because the missionaries and their be
longings have suffered In the local con
tests in Turkey, which .lt is said were 
incited by those missionaries.

We well remember the turbulent 
character of the Armenian representa
tive at the World’s Congress of Relig
ions at the Columbian Exposition, at 
Chicago in 1893. He made? himself so 
obnoxious the Turkish representative 
was reported to have Assisted in send
ing him back to his own country to save 
his worthless hide from violence. He 
seems to have represented the real 
Armenian character at home or abroad;

This missionary business, with which 
this government should in no way Inter
fere, is causing us a fcorld of trouble 
and expense. Should It bring us in col
lision with Turkey, it is possible Con
gress will have something to say in the 
premises before the end comes.

It is well to remember In our treaty 
with Algiers, made in February of 1797, 
signed by George Washington as presi
dent, confirmed by the United States 
.Senate, it is positively declared, “The 
; United States is in no sense a Christian 
nation.”

Then why are we sponsors for mis
sionaries In Turkey? Why . are we 
threatening to embroil the nation in 
war with a foreign power in their, in
terest?

We Should AU Put Our Shoulders to; 'the-Wheel A^ain, 
Since Vacation Time, and hsh Catuse Ahead 

as Never Before-All TogfttheK
In accordance with a custom estab

lished by The Progressive Thinker sev
eral years ago, with this issue we begin 
our regular Fall and Winter Campaign, 
which means—

That we realize the relaxing tendency 
of all kinds of business during the sum
mer months, and those who can do so 
go on a vacation and care but little for 
any kind of literature.

That we appreciate the fact; when 
once the vacation is over and the sys
tem is rested from business,, and also 
from the vacation, and. the evenings 
lengthen and become, peaceful and 
calm, the mind again turns toward the

since it was launched upon the ocean of 
life, are the opes who are loudest in its 
pralss.

This issue is a fair sample of what 
may be expected to appear at your 
homes eacli week. Look it over care
fully, and decide whether or not It 1b 
not worth the one dollar It will cost you 
for fifty-two numbers of It. Then look 
over our extra inducements to subscrib
ers in the way ,of premiums which are 
offered at the mere cost of printing, 
binding and mailing.

Others may. follow, as is their right 
in this “land of the free,” but that The 
Progressive Thinker continues to lead 
is a known fact by all who have paid

food from which it anticipates the most any attention to the advance in the 
satisfactory results. ’ spiritual movement.

That those who have attended the • This fall and winter there will be ar-
camps and returned full of enthusiasm 
and the spirit of love and good-fellow
ship are ripe to take up the line of 
march again at home, and are more 
ready to push the cause along.

tides from the best thinkers in our 
ranks upon all questions germane to 
Spiritualism and from scientists who 
are not enlisted with us, but whose sci
ence borders upon the occult. Also, the

That never is there a uetter time to narrative entitled "Compensation the 
get people interested in their future Law of the Universe," a narrative of 
welfare,than In the autumn time of the experiences in spirit life, which will be' 
year; the ripening time; the time to Interesting to, all students of the occult 
prepare for the following season of cold, from first to last.
rain, hall, snow and howling winds. It No one should be without jthe paper 
is the time to prepare for the future of this winter. It will be fascinating, edu- 
the physical-and the spiritual. cative, and full of'goulfood through the

We need not repeat the story of the entire season, as it is • throughout the. 
growth and development of The Pro-year.
gressive Thinker; that is well.known This campaign is simply a season of 
to all who.have been In the ranks of renewal or resumption of energy that 
Spiritualism any length of time, has been at rest during tfie hot months 
whether they have been subscribers or of summer. It is the'entrance upon a 
not; they must have heard that which new wave of prosperity, for the cause_pf 
was a matter of general," and common .. Spiritualism and redoubled energy of 
understanding among Spiritualists ev- The Progressive Thinker.
erywhere. . ■ ■ ■:. If you want to jielp push,the cause

We need not reiterate that we greatly along, send as many, of this issue to 
prefer to raise the standard of excellence' your friends who are are on the point of 
of The Progressive Thinker, rather investigating the phenomena and ln- 
than to lower the price to make the nu- quiring into the.phiiqsophy, as you can 
merical gain it might Induce. .. think of, and gather, up their subscrip-

Those Who have followed The Prb- tidns, -Show themthe paper,. Show 
gressive Thinker from, its inception; them our special.¿inducements. ' Do 
those who have never missed: an issue something for the cause. Do It at once.■■:.- - ■ -■• - . ■ or . ■ '

1 AJTerrible Indictment.
perhaps as terrible an indictment of 

humanity and of war as an agency for 
■the fulfillment of à nation's désires; as 
was ever penned,.is contained in a brief, 
edltorial-ln the Chicago Record-Herald 
of recent date.

“Whirring Millions of Flies” is the 
heading of the article, which reads as 
follows:

“I will not dwell on the sickening and 
harrowing sights of the battlefield ex
cept to mention one incident," writes a 
correspondent of the London Times 
from near Liao-Yang, and this is his de
scription of the incident:

"The Japanese stormers had pene
trated the highest trench and. had over
powered the Cossacks holding it, but 
supports from a splinter-proof shelter 
behind had fallen with their bayonets 
on the gallant Japanese in the moment 
of. their success, and bodies of both 
Japanese and Cossacks were piled thick 
upon each other in a hideous heap.”

Writing more generally of the scenes’ 
about him, Wilmot Lewis says:.

“When we rode over the field the 
scene was unforgettable. , Trenches 
were heaped full of Russian and Japa
nese killed, piled one on the other. 
They covered paths, and even the shel
ters were full of dead. Over all whirred 
millions of files. The hillsides ' were 
strewn with dropped rifles, ammunition ; 
and clothing, and dotted with dead ly
ing In dreadful, fantastic attitudes as 
they fell.

“Everywhere moved searchers gath
ering the corpses.’ Soon on the pldin

j0QQIN<8

Perhaps you have fallen far out in the 
race;:: 'i:

Your courage turns traitor and blds 
you go back.

You see some swift runner slip into 
your place,

And youn strength will not hold to 
the end of tho track.

No matter; brace up! There Is plenty 
of time,

Take Grit in both hands and you 
can’t bo far wrong;

It’s a pretty good staff in a diflicult 
climb.

And a help to the man who goes jog
ging along.

There are many will taunt you. No 
. matter, I say.

The race has not always been won by 
the swift,

It‘s likely you’ll find ere the close of the 
day

The need and the moment to give them 
. a lift. .

Don’t trouble your friends. They have 
trouble enough—

Be silent at least, if you can’t raise a 
song;

If you haven’t a smooth path' make out 
with the rough.

Don’t whine to your neighbor—keep 
jogging along!

What’s a laugh or a sneer? Empty 
breath, nothing more.

The hare laughed aloud when the tor
toise set out,

Yet found to his chagrin when settling 
the score

He had not known what he was
. laughing about. . :

Take it all as it comes; leave the, Issue 
to prove

If the laughers and jesters are also 
the strong. ' ‘ '

Let them jeer if they choose to. Mere 
1 . breath will not move

The stubborn mail who goes jogging 
along.

Be quietly brave. Don’t despond of get 
■ blue. '

Talk less rand think more. You will 
find at a pinch

Grit, gristle and gumption will carry 
'youthrough

Where a whole flood ot words 
wouldn’t move you an inch.

Keep at it Stick to IL The others 
. may run ,

Till you think you are left at the 
tail of the throng,

But there’s always-the chance that the 
race may be won

By the“ man who keeps steadily jbg- 
ging along.

BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.

TWELFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

Of the National Spiritualists' Assocla- 
' - tlon.

Another beautiful feature portrayed

No Other Paper Like It!

Bent. 24,190Ì

dition Indefinitely.

The Law of the Universe
Thrilling Narrative of Experiences in the

Next week, under the above title, we 
will begin the publication of a thrilling 
and -highly instructive narrative of the 
experiences in tho lower and higher 
spheres of spirit life of a- spirit who 
gives the name of John Ballstone. It is 
written through the mediumship of 
Millard F. Hammond. Railstone claims 
to have been in spirit life over two hun- sessed upon the earth plane, and. has 
dred years, and his beautiful teacher tfle privilege of remaining in that con- 
many centuries.

The one grand thought the message 
offers is, that each one holds the key to 
his or her future life and condition. If 
they desire light they shall receive, 
light; ff they desire to remain in the 
lower sphere of spirit life they shall be 
so privileged, etc.; that each carries 
the nature into spirit life that was pos-

jThe following is a brief synopsis of
the narrative, sketched by one who has is the vast usefulness and worth to IS- 
read it: ■ -- ... , norant humanity and spirits, of the

Inis narrative Is a nicely-drawn pic- grand and noble missionaries and 
ture of the awakening of the spirit of teachers in snirit life.
John Railstone to consciousness in spirit ---- ' ’
life, through the influence of a guide, or

Still another nice point is, that in 
spirit life those in one sphere of growth 
need not be and are not molested by 
those below them; neither can they dis
turb those in the spheres above thejn; 
that each sphere of unfoldment is a 
condition unto itself and that the eter
nal law of right will eventually expand - 
each Individual into perfection.

While this is unprovable, by the re-, 
turn of a perfected individuality with 
such evidence, it seems a logical con
clusion regarding the laws of progress.

‘’Compensation" Is the one great fdea 
that is interwoven all through this nar
rative; the idea that good deeds, words 
and thoughts bring their own reward— 
compensation; also, wrong thoughts 
bring about their own correction and 
individual knowledge—compensation.

“The law of the universe is the law 
of compensation," is not defined here as 
a commodity; not a return for value re
ceived ; rather it is the result of suffi
cient cause to produce it. Compensa
tion may be agreeable or otherwise, not 
always up to individual expectations.

The entire story from beginning to 
end, Is composed of rehearsals of expe
riences in spirit life and illustrations of 
inestimable value as lessons upon the 
road of life, as relates to the most im
portant means for soul-expansion and 
elevation; showing that each Individual 
either promotes himself or postpones 
his own progress, and that ignorance Is 
one of the greatest hindrances to un
foldment.

It shows the absolute necessity of the 
study of self to unfold, and that the 
study of others will be of no avail ex
cept that you study their real needs for 
the purpose of aiding them; that to 
avoid falling into the hands of or be
ing influenced by excarnates of a mis
chievous or evil-disposed nature (or be-

guardian angel, a spirit of wisdom, a 
teacher, a leader of the ignorant (men
tally blind), wjio leads Railstone to his 
father; also an ignorant spirit,.and to
gether they are taught the lessons of 
thoiight-transference, obsession, etc.

The principal actor—aside from the 
guardian angel—the author of the nar
rative, claims to have been ship
wrecked in 17—, and in chapter II gives 
a thrilling account of the awful typhoon 
that stripped the boat of every man 
but himself, and left him afloat in the 
Indian’ Ocean, to drift without masts, 
sails, or even an anchor.

Alone,, on a drifting wreck, hungry 
and famishing for water, he vividly de
scribes the torture of mind and body, in 
chapter ill, and his lonely voyage, al
ways hopeful of being sighted, picked 
lip and rescued; floating—just pushed 
along by the ocean current and the 
wind—toward the frigid zone at the 
South pole.
•The narrative here leads the reader 

into looking ahead into a hopeless and 
helpless condition, where relentless 
fate seems perfectly careless and un
concerned regarding the Une of the 
human life, whether It be filled with de
spair and torture or illumined with 
hope and sublime pleasures and luxu
ries.

He drifted into the frozen zone and 
passed out into the' spirit,world in a 
very calm and resigned condition.

With chapter IV begins the real 
story. The awakening in spirit life 
and the changes of the scenery and sur
roundings; the vast experiences, since 
the year 17— up to the date of coming 
in contact with a medium through 
whom to relate the full story to the 
children of earth.

The father of the author, one of the

The twelfth Annual convention of the 
National Spiritualists’ Association will 
be held in Music Hall of the Coliseum, 
on Olive street, St Louis, Mo., October 
18, 19. 20 and 21, 1904.

Day sessions at .10 a. m- and 2 p. m., 
—to which the public Is cordially in
vited—will be devoted to. business only. 
Evening exerclses will consist of grand 
programmes of varied numbers, includ
ing vocal and Instrumental selections 
by talented artists; also lectures and 
tests of spirit identity, by some of the 
most able spiritual workers in the land.

Among those Invited and expected to 
participate are the Rev. Minot J. Sav
age, Rev. Dr. Thomas, Will J. Erwood, 
E. W- Sprague, J. W. Ring, Mesdames 
R. S. Lillie, Laura J. FIxen, G. G.Cooley, 
Margaret Gaule, J. Sauer, with a galaxy, 
of others.

Come one , and all to the grandest 
convention of the age.

Special railroad rates can be secured 
on all lines to'and from St. Louis (ex
cursion tickets) without attention from 
the N. S.A

Information. concerning hotels and 
rooming houses can be secured by ad
dressing the Rev. Thomas Grimshaw, 
5835. Theodosia avenue, St Louis. The 
Spiritual T-emple in that city, of which 
Mr. Grimshaw is pastor, will be opened 
daily during tne season. A list of de
sirable rooming houses, also the spirit 
ual papers, will be kept on file there.

The annual reception of the N. S. A 
delegates and visitors will be held in 
the Spiritual Temple in St. Louis, Octo
ber 17, at 8 p. m.

All are cordially invited to attend.
. MARY T. LONGLEY, Sec’y.

HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres.

Mean Imitations,
The following choice morsel we fluid 

In'the Chicago Chronicle:
"The wooden nutnieg of Connecticut 

was the first Imitation food," said a 
grocer, “and then came the mean Bos
tonian who drjed snpw and sold it for 
salt. This year we .¿have an imitation 
new potato. ’

"A westerned put' the imitation new 
potato on the market, and they say he 
has made abq^ 80 ,ppr cent profit out 
of it. I am speaking, seriously now, 
mind. Of course it was in a joking way 
that I alluded' To the nutmeg and the 
Salt. . .... - ’> :
,. '"jpio. westqriier, ,tp accomplish--his 
deception, plants,ion,toward the end of 
the summer, a crop of. iàtè potatoes of 
a kind that keep well. These ripen and 
are dug up just before the first frosL 
They are sorted and all the bad ones 
are thrown out. Then thé rest are 
buried in a field.

“The.crop lies buried, preserved from 
all harm under the soil till early spring. 
About two months before the first gen
uine potatoes hâve appeared it is dug 
up.

; “A great bath of a solution of lye Is 
prepared, and in this bath the potatoes 
are dipped. When they emerge from 
their plunge thpir skins are pink and 
curly land their flesh is hard and flrm. 
In a word, they áre to all appearances 
new potatoes, and they would deceive 
anyone. ’

“There are many imitation foods," 
the grocer,ended'., “We have imitation 
butter, imitation’sirup, imitation jellies 
and jams, imitation‘ .coffee, imitation 
honey and imitation. maple sugar. Not 
one of these frauds, though, Is as hard 
to detect as the.imitation new potato."

The Progressive Thinker willingly 
.concedes that the foregoing catalogue 
names a lot of very mean imitations,- 
but we unhesitatingly pronounce the 
champion “mean imitation" is; tie imi
tation of spirit phenomena with' decep
tive intent and for purposes of selfish 
gain. .■
‘ For- me'onness, the person who palms 
fake spirit, manifestations as genuine 
will easily, take the premium..

Are We Not Led?
A most profound question Under the 

above heading,, is suggested and, very 
aptly as well as thoroughly discussed 
editorially in the Chicago Sunday 
Chronicle of a recent date. Perhaps 
some of our profound Spiritualist phil
osophers may be incited, or inspired, to 
give to. us what may seem to be the 
Spiritualistic; view upon this subject. 
Surely it is well worthy of earnest and 
conscientious thought . '

It is the expérience of most men that 
the best things that: come Ao them.in 
their lives seem simply to happen, in
stead of being the object or even thé 
natural effectof their exertions.

It is not meant at all that good things 
come to those who do not exert them
selves or to those who. do not strive to 
produce definite results. It would be 
much safer to say .that ' nothing good 
ever happens to that class or people. 
The point is that when people are in
dustrious and capable and work to
ward a definite object, still the best 
things contained in their lives are What 
are'called fortuitous events, and caiinot 
be called the natural results of their ef
forts.

It is also;true, perhaps, that a man 
never makes much of himself unless he 
takes the full advantage of his happen
ings, even to the neglect, if need be, of 
his own predetermined plans, A strong 
will and persevering effort are good 
things unless chance beckons in an
other direction, but woe to the man who 
is so set in his ways that when a door 
is invitingly opened to him by an un
seen hand he prefers through mere pride 
to work out his own scheme. Almost 
eyery great man in history intended at 
one time to be different from what he 
ultimately became.

If these things are true they may 
bave a profound meaning and immense 
Importance. It may be that it is hot in 
a man that walks to direct his own 
steps, and that an invisible hand and an 
infinite mind mark, out dur earthly 
course. What is more and better, if 
there is such an Influence it is benevo
lent and friendly, for no one ever made 
anything by disregarding it Further, 
if there is such a benevolent influence 
at our elbow showing us à different 
path the knowledge of this fact Is the 
very light of life.

Suppose there is such an Influence, 
how would it be likely to inform us of 
its existence and accredit itself to us? 
Evidently by doing- just as it does. 
That is, it would be likely to let us work 
along in our own way for a while, and 
then in the most abrupt and unexpected 
manner show us a.more excellent way. 
We can hardly believe any other meth
od by which this unseen friend would 
manifest himself and offer his assist
ance. Perhaps, then, we have such a 
friend.

Some people may say that it does not 
make much difference by what name we 
call this friend and guide, but it is es
sential that we should , recognize the in
telligent design and friendly feeling 
with which he offers his help. Evi
dently he is no subjective state and no 
natural law, and to regard -him In that 
light negatives his activities. On the 
other hand, his good offices multiply 
when we put some heart into the matter 
and cultivate grateful recognition. 
With some people this is all the religion 
they have and all they need. -

To plan as wisely as we can and 
work as hard as we can and still look 
for and yield to a higher influence is the 
secret of success, and a determined op
position to this sort of leading—which 
is the essence of pessimism—is the 
surest road to failure and to destruc
tion.

A PRAYER.

THE SEPARATION.

. “Spiritual,Songs for the Use of Cir
cles', Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
uallstis Gatherings.” By Mattie . E. 
HulL Price Iff cents.’

below rose the smoke of fires, where
___ _ _ the Japanese dead were burned. We 
en rule can help him to want to know .passed through grisly sights from hill

'’WHAT A GRAND PAPER!”

Congratulatory. Letter From a: Leading 
Journalist of Rochester, N. Y.

By 3. S^Wllrán, of the Penmylvaaia, 
Bar. Ab absorbingly interesting wj. 
ama, of decided value. A narrative 

¡jsyeWc cwtnta in üm au-

what is right. It cannot, unless he has 
omniscience, make it certain that he 
will really know what is right.

In a world of perfectly intelligent be
ings, capable of learning and of under
standing everything, capable of discov- 
ing how everything looks from the oth
er side, all that .would be needed would 
be the golden rule. In this world the 
golden rule Is not a panacea. It. Is 
merely a palliative.

Frankly, the world is tired of being 
told that it would be happy if it were 
perfectly good. The statement is false. 
,What we want is a teacher who will 
make us perfectly intelligent We 
await that teacher. Till he comes we 
shall have to struggle with each other, 

• relying on our own personal conflicting 
beliefs. ,

Miraculous Cures.
An account comes from Paris, 

France, to the effect that a certain wo
man who had suffered-several years 
from tuberculosis and heart affection, 
End was declared incurable, was con
veyed to the church of Notre Dame des 
Victories, and at the moment of the ben
ediction she sprang up and began sing
ing hymns. Tne doctors found that she 
was free from disease.

■ If the account is true, it only proves 
that spirit power .is manifest In the 
church os well as'outside thereof, and 
is not confined to any. one class of peo
ple, religious or non-religious. If this 
cure was miraculous, equally miracu
lous are the cures effected outside the 
pale of the church.

Indeed, Modern Spiritualism has 
more miracles to sustain its,claims to 
divine origin and favor,, than any 
church or sect in the world.

"The Spiritual Significance, or. Death 
as an Event in Life." By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It 13 laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price SL

> "Healing, Causes and Effecta-" Bg 
। HP. P. Phelon, M. D. Price 50 cents..

to hill, hearing always the thundering 
of guns beyond.”

Every such description is a terrible 
indictment of humanity, though the 
most spirited of them is necessarily in
adequate. Actual physical contact is 
required to realize what the scene 
means to the nerves and to the senses. 
But there is perhaps enough of realism 
in the reference to'the whirring mill
ions of files? Were the men animals 
such a strewing of horribly disfigured 
corpses in the soil oozing with blood 
would be inconceivably more revolting 
than the shambles. But here were 
thousands of human beings ■ mangled 
and dismembered, the noblest and the 
meanest mutilated almost past recog
nition, and-all alike a reproach to our 
common humanity. ... ,

It is true also that they illustrate the 
power of human sacrifice, that the 
bloody field tells of human skill and 
bravery. So long as wars are waged 
that story will be told, and it will con
tain much to admire, but fortunately 
the world is putting more and more em
phasis on the hideous aspects of such 
scenes which harrow the feelings and 
affront the reason at the same time. 
That they are in any sense necessary 
to keep true manliness alive is so ap
pallingly false that the supreme effort 
of the nations should be to prevent 
them. Here is a field in which diplo
macy may actually be of some use if it 
will only abandon its bad traditions and 
strive to regulate international rela
tions without recourse to the methods 
of beast and savages.1

The time has come, as I knew it must 
She said, when we should part; .

For I ceasea to love when I ceased to 
trust,

And you cannot break my heart.- 
Nay, I know not even if I am sad,

And it must be for the best, 
Since you only take what I thought I 

- ■ had, ■' • ■ ■
And leave to me the rest.

—Phoebe Carey.

Guide our efforts, oh, spirits, this hour, 
lest wo stray;

Send comfort to thoss who sorrow In 
Nature's highway;

Hope to the weary, let fear hold no 
■ sway, - .

Removing all shadows-in our pathway. 
JOSEPHINE E. FIRTH.

-Philadelphia, Pa.

party on this tour of awakening, inspec- Ing obsessed) one must study self and
lion and education, had been a Chris
tian in earth life, one of the blindest 
dupes of old theology, uneducated and 
rough on the outside, but honest and 
candid. His honest, sincerp questions 
elicit the greatest variety of explana
tions from the teacher (the guardian 
angel, who has been in spirit life so 
long, and been a teacher for so many 
centuries), and all are so philosophical 
and -reasonable as to lead up to the 
yery height of spirit teaching.

eliminate all such tendencies from his 
own soul, and then become positive and 
repellant to all objectionable forces, of 
even suggestions that he knows will re
dound to some wrong to either self or 
others. And the closing words upon 
"Liberty" are to the point of the pith of 
the narrative, viz.: That in spirit one is 
free; at liberty to rise or remain; 
there is all eternity for it; no haste is 
required, but it is left to the desire of 
each.

Calls Adam and Eve Negroes.
Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10.—Declaring 

that Adam and Eve were negroes, Rev,. 
F. F. CholzzlLof Abyssinia, a graduate 
of Oxford College,'England, pointed to 
passages in the original scriptures to 
support his statement1 In an interview 
here to-day. As the. Garden of Eden 
was between Egypt and Abyssinia, he 
said they must have been black, be
cause all persons reared in the torrid 
zone are of that color. The color of 
the human skin he declared to be due 
to chemical action, developed by na
ture's laws. . q,..

Taking the Genesis.account as inter
preted by orthodox expositors, and ac- 
cepting-the conclusion of the Rev. 
Choizzli as correct, the question re
mains, have the ¡negrops reason to be 
proud of their orlginaliancestry?

Profanity a< Christian Product
There are no''"sweir words” In the 

Japanese language, ’^nly - Christians 
have need of su$h a vpcabulary. Elim
inate hell and > damnation from the 
creeds and profanity would soon be un
known.- The preachers’-of a few gener
ations ago, whifò threatening sinners 
with their only stock ip. trade for mak
ing persons good, supplied thè world 
with a great abhpdance. of what many 
of their successóre deem not only worth
less; but pernicious literature.

As Spiritualists discard the damna
tion theory, we trust they have-aban
doned the use of terms common only to 
the vile, and as useless as ; they are 
senseless and vulgar.

Laws of Physiologteal Psychology ana 
Mental Buagesficn.*’ By Newton N. 
BlddelL A most excellent work for all 
who Stave the ears or training chS2-

“Spirit Echoes." My Mattle E. HulL 
This pretty volume contains fifty-edvea 
of the; author’s latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly hound In doth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price 76 csaM

Opening of the Morris Pratt Institute.
September 27 will mark the opening 

of the Morris Pratt School for the third 
year. The prospects are for a better 
attendance than during either of the 
previous years. Most of the last year’s 
students are to return, and a number of 
new. ones have secured rooms in ad
vance. Everything promises a success
ful opening this year.

The day will be given over to arrang
ing for classes, etc.,, in the morning, and 
a program of short talks and selections 
by the faculty, and'students as vjell as 
visiting friends, in the-' afternoon. 
Friends of education are invited to be 
present and participate in these exer
cises. % •
■ Regular Sunday services will be held 
during the year ia the chapel.

: CLARA L. STEWART,
• Secretary.

What a grand paper you are publish
ing! Really, as an old newspaper man, 
I.am astounded at the quality and quan
tity of the matter you put forth every 
week. .

My dear friend, it is. a great monu
ment you are building for . Spiritualism 
and for yourself—better ■ than those 
erected, over the remains of popes and 
kings, as described by Byron:
"When some proud son of man returns 

to earth
Unknown to glory, but upheld by birth. 
The sculptor’s art exhausts the pomp of 

- woe,
And Etoried urns record who rest be- 

• low; ■
When all is done, upon the tomb Is 

seen ■
Not what he was, but what he should 

have been.”
I-am sure as the years advance you 

enjoy that serenity of life you so richly 
deserve.

I would like to see you once again be
fore we make the final journey “across 
the-bar” when
“From out our bourne of time and 

place
The tide may take us far, 

We nope to meet our pilot face to face 
. When we have crossed the bar.” - 

■ RochesterrN. Y. A. W. MOORE,

. Fifteen years of unabated prosperity, is the 
astounding record of The Progressive Thinker! 
It is the only Spiritualist paper that will keep you 
thoroughly posted as to what is going on in our 
ranks. Our Fall and Winter Campaign will be 
especially interesting and valuable, 
will be rich in psychic facts, and
to a higher plane. It leads in prosperity; it 
leads in size; it leads in spreading broadcast an 
elevating influence; it leads in circulation; it 
leads in presenting good, wholesome, intellectual 
food; it leads in giving all sides to Spiritualism, 
thus enabling you to think for yourself, and in 
so doing increases the amount of grey matter in 
the brain, an essential thing in this age of the 
world, iio other paper like it on this green 
earth, and those who read it are the best equiped 
from every intellectuabpoint of view, and are 
able to keep up with tne procession. Every 
Spiritualist who has the interest of our cause at 
heart should send in an additional subscription

25 CENTS! 25 CENTS I
If you can not spare $1 for. The Pro

gressive Thinker one year, send in 25 
centô at once, and take it for three 
months. You should be brought in 
touch with its valuable Contents during 
"the Fall and Winter Campaign. You 
should not miss reading “Compensa
tion, the Law of the Universe,” and the 
many other good things that will appear 
in the paper each week. :

LOOK OUT! LOOK OUT!
The Progressive Thinker during its 

Fall and Winter Campaign will be a 
continual feast of good things in all oc
cult and spiritual lines of thought You 
can only keep up with the procession 
by reading it each week. Send in your 
subscription now, and Introduce the 
paper to your neighbor.

THE PASSING OF WAR.

"The roaT of cannon, the hiss of shell, 
The tread of armies, the battle yell 
And God’s voice answering. ‘All is 

well!’” '
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox in San Francis- 

co Examiner.

An old book gave us a myth called God;
A name that has drenched the earth 

with.blood.- .
With rank superstition’s vengeful , rod I
No other name since time first reared 

his head

Above the mists of dim oblivion
And traced his scroll upon the brow ot 

man
In "history, can point with such success 
To deeds of crime and horror, as that

name,
And with the climax of perverted zeal 
Say “All is well!” No other, did 1 say? 
Ah, now methinks I hear the name ot

Nero.
And yet another name, of one whose 

pen.
Wielded by woman's hand with magio 

■ skill,
Has wrought unmeasured good tor hu

man'kind.
This blest name, self-enrolled with that 

of God
And Nero; discord strange—yet unto 

them
The music of war's cannon is but sweet 
Though loud crescendo; flames of burn

ing Rome— ’
The roasting lives, but Incense all de

licious! . , ■
Ah, Ella Wheeler Wilcox! why should 

you,
Sweet charmer, (kissed by dangerous 

luxury),
As poisoned victim whisper, “All Is 

well!” '
Crush that foul falsehood! Break the 

fatal spell! ■ ■ -
Till lasting peace shall seal the moutff 

of Hell,
And wars are ended, say not, “AU is

■ well!” ■ ■:'•
' THOMAS H. B. COTTON. ' 

- Edenvale, Cal.
"An Infamous Dynamite Romon Cath

olic Conspiracy Detected tad Exposed.” 
"Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of Startling 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, er-two tag 
«Scents.

.-3
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MATTER THROUGH MATTER—MATERIALIZA
TIONS—THE NEW THOUGHT—AN OBSESSED 
PREACHER-OHRISTIAN SCIENCE BIGOTRY.

A voice is ever at my side,
Speaking in tones of might, 

Like the prophetic voice tlmt cried
To John on Patmos, ‘ ‘ Write. ” r .

Observation, in connection with consciousness, in
tuition, reason and experience, is the great test of 
truth. And this truth is perpetually coining in con
tact with the theories of prominent personages.

It was Dr. Gregory of Edinburg, if memory serves 
me, who wisely said, “The most cautious philosopher 
Jias no right to reject well-established facts because he 
cannot see nor comprehend their explanations, and 
certainly he has no right to charge witnesses with 
deceit or imposture before he has himself fully, care
fully and critically inquired into them. If he will 
not, or cannot inquire, it is only proper that he should 
be silent; to do otherwise is as unjust as it is irra
tional.”

Among all these wonderful spirit phenomena which 
have prevailed for fifty years and more, none have 
excited greater astonishment than the fact of the 
transfer of ponderable matter through intervening 
solid substances and in a manner that escapes the 
cognizance of our senses. The other, astounding mar
vel is that which pertains to what is denominated 

~“the materialization of spirits.” The phrase is an 
unfortunate one inasmuch as pure essential spirit 

jbftL'-'.--::oaunot."as 1 conceive, bo so manipulated as to produce 
J?7"-visible forms. While the universe is one—a unity, it 

is manifest to us as spirit and substance—that is to

neither consciousness, fixtelligenee nor sensitiveness, have taught for a centpry or more and said, “Think polled to speak in a manner that, as before, led some 
A doorrknob is a medium or an instrument for open- for yourelf; investigate? for yourself; reason for your-. to think it spiritual and others to think me strangely
HV1LHCL VUUOUlUUQJlCDOj VUVU «VA OUMU* v* 1 vuvmu. aul L* uvmvjaij Ui UJULV ciaavl QUriA, 4, aaa&aaa

A doorknob is a medium or an instrument for open- for yourelf ; investigate? for yourself ; reason for your- 
ing a door ;i a wheelbarrow is a medium for dumping self ; judge for yourself ; in a word, be yourself, grow- 
yard refuse into some distant ditch; the burglar’s kit ing, unfolding from*within outward, struggling to 
of tools is his medium for house-breaking. Inferme- overcome the loweruiature, striving for self-mastery
diary is a much better word—and sensitive is a still —ever seeking to attaipyand to reach to the highest 

_____  moral attitude of perfection. ” “Beye perfect,” said 
The seance-room is necessarily a spirit-haunted Jesus, “even as your Father which is in heaven is per-

better one.

room and should be kept clean, well-ventilated, deco
rated with paintings of the spirit realms and made 
sweet with the perfume of roses and lilies—in a word, 
consecrated, sacred to spirit communion. How un
like the above are the ordinary promiscuous seance
gatherings, at fifty cents, or a dollar a head admis
sion, and where all too often the motive is curiosity, 
Irish-brogun wit, fun, finding ^old mines, or some self
ish scheme for the gathering in of the shekels.

Mediumship is not properly a gift. It is, in a word, 
sensitiveness to influences from both the visible and 
tho overshadowing, encircling invisible spheres. It is 
especially natural to some organizations. It may bo 
cultivated. Invisible intelligences often stimulate 
and hasten its unfoldment to perfect some work that 
they desire to accomplish. This sensitiveness to the 
unseen may also be debased and destroyed by im
moral conduct.

Frauds on Both Sides of the Divide.
Who that has had experiences in Spiritism to any 

very great extent, does not know that there áre most 
deplorable frauds, wolves among us vestured in 
sheep’s clothing, tramps too lazy to work at manual 
labor, who professionally “play” the medium.

feet.”
All Emersonian'thinkers it is said, are optimists. 

The phrase is certainly euphonic. 1 much admire it 
because it is as true, as it is beautiful. And now we 
have the “new thought”—the “new thoughtists,” 
called by some the “new thought-ites,” These and 
Mental Scientists are synonyms, metaphysically con
sidered—one shield.with two sides, or two different 
names.

But what is this much-vaunted “New Thought?” 
Carefully considering and reflecting, 1 cannot make it 
out. It is a puzzler. Hence, in becoming humility I 
come mentally kneeling at the feet of our enthusiastic 
New Thought-ists and asking, plead to know just 
what the New Thought is. And to'get down to tho 
foundation, permit me to ask these good creed-invent
ing people the following questions:

1. What is, or what do you mean by Thought? Is 
it substance or a motion, or a vacillating vibration ?

2. What relation do thoughts bear to intuitive 
ideas? ■
' 3., In the common phrase, “the transference of 
thought,” is it the thought that is transferred from 
the conscious subject to the object, or the vibration?

diseased if not partially insane. Before, when-these 
more than dreadful trials were mine the strange influ
ence ftrns of short duration. Not so, however, in the 
present instance. I was obliged, in spite of all my ef
forts to say and do these strange things.”

Christian Science Bigotry.
For. downright narrowness and blinded bigotry 

commend me to -members of that little seel called 
Christian Scientists. _

I remember a few years ago, of asking for their 
hall (the Snyder hall in San Diego, Cal.) to give some 
lectures upon hygiene and the general laws of health, 
and they promptly refused to allow me to occupy 
their hall. Asking the Jews, they allowed me the use 
of their synagogue.

Only two days since, I stepped over into the Chris
tian Science hall in Battle Creek, to inquire upon the 
address of Mr. Farlow, and after conversing a time 
with their reader and the lady in charge of the li
brary, I offered to give them my new book, “The De- 
monism of the Ages or Spirit Obsession,” and they 
positively refused accepting it, to either lay upon 
their book table, or be transferred to Ilie shelves of 
their library. How is that for narrowness, for big
otry? And at the same time I took up a book from 
their table, and about the first paragraph that my eye 
rested upon, read thus; “All is mind, there is no mat
ter. There is no such-thing as sickness, pain or dis
ease. These are delusions of the human intellect.” 
And yet these same Christian Scientists professedly

formed by a precipitation of the moia 
pules or gases in the air. It therefor« 
follows as an orderly sequence- that 
these material objects, manifestations 
or appearances are simply an aggrega/ 
lion ot tho molecules or gases every* 
where present, and that by the law of 
chemical action and reaction, and the 
alchemical process of transmutation 
these materializations or forms of mat
ter can be resolved Into their "primal 
float.1'

Here we are confronted with tiio 
question: Are not these principles aa 
ical when in concrete form as they are 
In their ultimate potency or pure spir- 
itual essence?

Dll. GEORGE W. CAREY.

REMARKABLE INVENTION '
AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE- 

STORES EYESIGHT.

!•

say, substance which can be as naturally reduced to ■ 
physical matter as invisible steam can become visible : 
water and solid ice. ■ i

Thousands of spirit seances have been held under : 
the most crucial test conditions, during which spirits । 
have come and gone through closed doors, whilst . 
flowers, fruits, living fish, birds, ancient coins, very, : 
very old parchments and other varieties of solid 
bodies, animate and inanimate, have been passed 

. through walls, ceilings and other material masses 
" without any apparent difficulty.. If you have wit

nessed nothing of this nature, Icind reader, it is your 
misfortune, that’s all. It'seems that the power of 
spirit, or spirits, when they have the conditions, is al
most unlimited. . Spirits claim that the effluence from 
the. substances of their own organizations, no less than 
from the spiritual or soul-bodies of men, are the high
est known sublimations of that universal element 
.called ether, and to the manipulations of these with 
invisible atoms, electrons and ions must be accorded 
the fact of what is termed spirit materialization.

Materialization a Fact.
When I speak of materialization I do not mean the 

materialization of pure spirit, the conscious force of 
. the universe; but I mean the accretion of auras, es- 

sénceSi atoms, molecules and other etherealized invis
ible substances and their manipulations in such a way 
as to become visible to the eye and that may be eôn- 

■ sciously sensed by the touch. Of this I have not the 
vestige of a doubt. Thrice have I had the material
ized forms walk out of the temporary drapery-cabi
net hastily improvised for the occasion, stand in the 
middle of the room, take my hand, converse with me 
on what only the spirit and myself knew about, and 
then dissolve, disintegrate and dissipate into invisibil
ity without any return or attempt to return to the 

’ cabinet,- There was no flesh; nor blood; nor 'bad 
-?>-bmth in this apparition.

When last in Melbourne I sat in twenty of T. H. 
Stanford’s seances. Mr. C. Bailey, the medium, is 

.now in Milan, Italy, before the Psychic Research so
cieties. This Melbourne Stanford, a millionaire, and 

■ brother of the late Senator Stanford, the originator 
and builder of the Stanford University of California, 

■ is not only a cultured, high-toned gentleman, but a 
brave, outspoken Spiritualist. In his seance-room 
fitted by himself and maintained free to seekers after 
the truth, I have frequently seen in a quiet, subdued 

. light a materialized spirit hand projected fully ten 
feet from the medium,-, then float in the air, then rest 
upon my knee, which hand I could touch. The form 
of the hand was perfect but rather cold; then a mo
ment later it would soften and disintegrate before my 
eyes. This was only a minor manifestation of what I 
witnessed in Mr. Stanford’s seances, seances where 
many of the scholarly, the cultured and noted citizens 
of Melbourne were invited to attend. And I can call 
to mind no one that left these seances without being 
conscious of the genuineness of the phenomena. Theÿ

4. If thoughts are“ creative,” as we are told ad 
nauseam, what did they ever create without purpose, niw-maL pviv«.
skill and persistent energy? -doesnot exist. How is that for logic? The real truth

Frauds!—yes, frauds.in mediumship, frauds in mer
chandise, frauds in matrimony, frauds in the pulpit, 
frauds in government, and what is to be done about 
it? Is there no remeijy? What is the wisest course 
to pursue ? There is really but one course, and that 
is, to lift the veil and let the public see the trickery, 
and know the facts. And here is what to every hon
orable Spiritualist is not only perplexing, but pain
fully annoying. It is this, there is a class of gaping, 
gullible, credulous Spiritists, who after a medium has 
been fairly caught and stripped of mask and muslin, 
and other manufactured toggeries, will persistently 
not only defend them but patronize them at a dollar a 
head, and this, too, when they would not pay ten cents 
to hear a brilliant, uplifting lecture from Howe, or 
Wright, or Wiggins, or Colville, or Moses Hull, or 
Sprague, pr Kates, or J. J. Morse, or Mrs. Brigham, or 
Mrs. Pryor, or Lillie, and a dozen others that I could 
name; and generally this class of Spiritists patronize 
no Spiritualist journal. They abide in the dark den 
of ignorance to save a dollar. _ . . . . ......... .

And here is a point not commonly taken into con- old Elisha, mockingly, “Go up, thou bald-head, ’ Go 
sideration in the matter of frauds: Trefer to the fact \lP, tijpu But if they should so do, chu-

dren-like, I would not turn around and curse them as

5. As there are multitudes who believe, as did Col. 
Ingersoll, that “Death ends all,” does the New. 
Thought program in the hands of its advocates give, 
or seek to give any iri'efragible evidences of a future 
conscious life beyond the grave ?

6. Why do the New Thought advocates continu
ally say and write, “Thoughts are things?” If they 
be things, are they not the subjects of avoirdupois, 
something like lumps of chalk, bits of coal, or slices of
cold ham? “Things” imply form, weight, color, 
shape, etc. . ■ ■ _

Being now in my 84thyear, hale and'hearty, yet 
discovering a tendency to a little baldness on the top 
of my head over the phrenological regions of benevo
lence and veneration,-will the “New Thought,” by 
any amount of concentration, cause new hairs to grow 
upon nfy head ? I'am a little sensitive upon this 
point, for I don’t ‘want to get bald-headed, and have 
the children run after'tore and cry out, as they did to

heal the sick—that is, they profess to heal that which

of fraudulent spirits—the mischievous, funJoving, de
ceiving, demoniac “diakka” of Dr. A. J. Davis mem
ory. Often mediums may really be mediums, or good

Elisha did, nor. would! call out ‘.‘she bears” from'the
forest to tear in pieces “forty-two children.” (II. 
Kings ii:23, 24). '“I would set Elisha and that Oldsensitives, and be obsessed, influenced, controlled by -—°- rv:-’---- ï"

positive earth-bound spirits enabling, them through Testament Jehovaha better example.
And further, touching this theory of the New 
hAimhJ. «11 A«rr vm « trk i«rtH1WA i-P 4-11XT At«T HHlAllflAlt”

aural-enirohmehts to measurably re-live and re-enact iurther, toimnmg. tins tneory pi tne ivew 
the traits and tricks characterising their earthly lives. Thought, allow me $0 inquire the Ney Thought

p. ,, , 1 . . j .. „.„° -r. „1, !+-'people, a people that greatly interest me, believe in, or
Death, bear in m n , is not a leve t s P /recognize, any invisible-’'conscious intelligencies influ- 

life-long tendencies; is not a slate to wipe off as with n„ mpnffan11v or mnp.
a sponge all the consequences 01 past vices, nor is it encing mortals, either .to" in jure* or mentally or mor-
in any sense, a blood atoning Savior. Clowns awake 
as conscious clowns just over there. I am certain, 
therefore, that some detected mediums have really 
good mediumistic powers; but are impressed.by dark 
demon spirits, assuming perhaps great names, making 
great promises which, coupled with the medium’s.lik< 
ing'for moii'fey'‘or ’fame, by their higher natures be
come temporarily subjected to the influences of the 
lower, and so they become guilty of the most abomi
nably and horrible frauds, which frauds are the warts 
and blotches on the fair face of Spiritualism.

What is to be done? Though not robed in ermine, 
nor anchored upon any judgment seat, I will venture 
to say, to advise this—keep away fronrall these trav
eling mountebanks, these wandering tramps, profess
ing to produce materializations in the light; keep 
away from this whole brood of loud-mouthed pretend
ers, .or anyone who does not come to you wisely and 
well recommended, and satisfy yourself that their rec
ommendations are not forgeries. And further, sit, 
meditate, become and be your own medium, remem-

ally aid them.along the rough journey of their mortal 
pilgrimages. « . t ■>. '

Allow me to further ihtpnre, if the good housewife 
should take her ol^,lasji',*year’s bonnet, brush it up a 
bit, put on a few extra ribbons, add a few dead bird’s 
feathers, and then, strutting along the street, boast of 
her nCw spring hat; wduTd'^he not ;be fook-ed ™on as a 
vain, walking exhibition.1 of deception-?—Are decep
tion and hypocrisy-ever justifiable? Is it not besttto 
be candid and conscientiously hdnest? But what, oh,
what is thisNew Thought? And-furiher, if.absolute- 
ly new, is it necessarily true ? Or putting the inquiry 
in the plural form, if'these new thoughts are absolute
ly new, does it follow that they are positively and un1- 
qualifiedly true?- If not true, would it not be better 
that they had remained unthought?

An Obsessed Preacher.
A number of years ago, I was'well acquainted with 

the Reverend B. S. Hobbs, a Universalist minister of 
Webster, N. Y, He was a well-educated and elo
quent minister in the ranks of Universalism, but unex
pectedly and against his wishes, he became medium
istic. The invisible forces,continued their work of

is, while the Roman Catholic church has a pope, 
Christian Science has a pope, and one so shriveled up 
and religiously narrow as not to allow scholarly and 
liberal books and pamphlets to lie on their tables, or 
be placed in their libraries. No further comments 
are necessary. .

The Optimism of Spiritualism.
The theodicy of Leibnitz and the sweet optimism of 

the French Cousin, consciously cognized the 
deep undertone of that Spiritualism which sees 
everywhere progress as the purpose of nature—the 
purpose of this orderly universe. I say orderly be
cause the evolution of seasons, succession of day and 
night, the regularity of the nightly constellations and 
the periodicities of the suns, moons, and stars, en
abling astronomers to calculate the coming of eclipses 
to an hour, or to a minute almost, hundreds of years 
before their appearance—these, all these mighty facts 
indicate, may I not say demonstrate, intelligence, pur
pose and will as constituting the power, which gov
erns this measureless universe—a power that is just, 
immutable and Almighty. If this be not so, then all 
is chance, blind fickle chance, the synonym of chaos- 
chaos in the place of purpose and an orderly Kosmos.

Whatever other religions may have to say of life— 
human life and its towering aspirations, Spiritualism 
declares that it is supremely good. This life is 
given us, remember, not to shrink in, but to make the 
most of in the line of a well-rounded unfoldment of 
all mental and moral possibilities. Life is not a des
ert of sand-storms and sufferings between two eterni
ties. It is a gift to be cultivated and glorified. No 
true Spiritualist spends his nights and days pining 
over and yearning to throw aside all. mortal burdens 
thatjie may pass to the summer-land of immortality. 

-No, he rather toils, and struggles strenuously to bring 
the summer-land of growth and harmony down to 
earth. He, we all want a heaven here and now. The 
true Spiritualist accepts no atoning bribes to secure a 
cushioned seat, or a glittering crown in the golden be
yond.

While I honor the grand old past, and accept its 
good, I believe that the best man, the best women, the 
best civilization, the best religion, the best institu
tions, and the best times the wide world over, belong 
to the incoming future. And this will be when the 
Christ of love- and peace and brotherhood reigns the 
world over in regal splendor.

Without the least show of boasting, I feel to say

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
This Instrument Is in the form ol a 

pocket battery, which the inventors 
have patented and which they call "Ac- 
tlna,” a word which is their trade mark 
and owned by them.

In the treatment of eye diseases tlie 
inventors of “Actina” claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye for 

any form of disease, 
cataracts, pterygiums 
and other abnormal 
growths can bo re
moved and weakened 
vision restored by tho 
new and more humane

method, if this Ib a fact, there will be 
no need to go blind or to wear spec
tacles^ "Actina” has been tested in 
hundreds of cases and has effected mar
velous cures. So confident are the in
ventors that this device Is an article of 
great merit that they give an absolutely 
free trial. They want every one iner
ested to make a thorough investigation 
and a personal test of the “Actina.” As 
it is sent on trial postpaid, any person 
can give It this test.

They issue a book of 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which < 
tells all about "Actina,” the diseases it 
will cure, what others thlnluot it, what 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and it is sent absolutely free upon re
quest. This book should be in the li
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. TR, 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

Cáncer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Pistóla, Ulcers, 
KczemaandallBkinaudFemaleOlseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address ♦> 

DR. BYE; Broadway, Kansas City, Mo. 
NEW INVENTION!

Write tor sew booklet. BpeeUl Offer thli month. Oar 
w Quaker Folding vapor Baih Oablneu, flnut 

produced. Everybody delighted. Enjoy at 
nomo for bo each all tho m*rvdouecleanilog, 
invigorating, curativo effect» of the famous 
Tarkilh Batha. Open the 6,000.000 akin 
pore», puriflei the entire ayetem. Beata Hot 
Spring». Prevenía flluoM. Savea Dr. bills. 
Cured thousands. Nature*» drugleu remedy 
for cold», grip. rheumaUim, aehos. paiva* 
blood and akin dUeatea, Kldnvy trouble 
children’s dlteues aud female III». Guaran»
toed. 8c«t On ¿0 day»’triiL Q100to$Ñ0

a month, aalcnneo, managen, general agenta. 1ÛÜ4 profit.
WORLD MFC. CO., 82 World Bdildiho, CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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were always free to investigators.
Mediumship Not Sacred. .

No, it is not sacred in any theological or eeelesias-

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house In the 

United States excels them In the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper. •

The three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life In the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up In all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics ot Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land," “Art 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,” ■ 
and tho “Occult Life of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for 33.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is 32.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise!

that Spiritualism in its phenomenal, philosophical and 
religious aspects is fully abreast of the highest ideal 
of the noblest type of modern thought, plus the most 
positive demonstrations of a future conscious and pro
gressive existence. And yet as there are spots on the 
sun, so there are counter-currents to be observed in

bering that the higher mediumship is a beautiful in
terblending of spirit forces with your own; cultivate 
the home seance; unfold your own spiritual nature; luuuencu uuiu iv uvcuuie u pusiuive uuuuw.- xxv vc- °u±i, ----------------------

make your very sitting-rooms altars for sweet spirit came really a trance-speaking clergyman, and for a connection with Spiritualism. There are other leaves 
communion, have your children sit with yoii in your time all went seemingly well, but soon he .began to. to be turned. One of these I turned over in my late 
seances and make your homes so clean, so quiet, so teach,and preach strange theories. His ministerial book, “The Demonism of the Ages and Spirit Obses- 
pure, so unselfish, so beautiful, so musical, so aflame brethren reproved him, but he continued to teach doc- sions/’ which considering the private'and public erit- 
with love andso harmonial as to naturally invite the trines averse to Universalism;—bordering on Hindoo- icisms so far received, it is safe to say that is making 
ennobling, purifying presence of exalted aiigels. ism and Oriental speculations. Once upon a Sunday, he quite a fuss in our not altogether harmonious Zion.

seized the Bible upon his pulpit,-and threw it with Up to dateihe number of blessings to the cursings 
violence into the broad aisle. He became wildly en-range in about the ratio of five to three—and so I 

• ' ' - ' ’ ” ■ sleep well. Five with the truths, as against three-en-

influence until it became a positive control. He be-

An Inquiry—What is the-New Thought?
r ■ yi. / •>. - _ __ ■vIULvIIvvXm.LU vllv UI U.iJU. jCVaBaV* Hv UCUillllC •WAaVAXJ' UH lullpb aaa umvuu nut AAAviw vj. m.v vv vm

, . _ The once very noted preacher and orator 01 New timsiastic, denouncing both men and women and the sleep well. Fivewiththetruths,asagainstthree en-
-tical sense; and yet-in another and higher sense it may England, the Rev. Thomas Starr King, used to occa- WOrld.- He was pronounced insane and placed in the gulfed in error, is a tremendous majority. ' 
be considered sacred because it relates.to and takes sionallÿ say in his Sunday sermons, that the great dif- Tgmaftfr Asylum. After several months, he was Camp-meetings ended, vacation wanderers hurry
hold of the highest and divinest facilities of thé hit- Terence between Unitarians and Universalisas -was "pronounced sane, and came to my residence upon a ing homeward and autumn leaves whispering of 

..man being as well as the immortalitv of the spirit— that the Universalists believed that God was tod,good. “8jtl but was still’ in a measure at times under this in- changé and death, our locaiSpiritualist societies after 
the divine Ego, the central force that constitutes uon- to endlessly damn a portion of the human race, while influence ’ Advised unwisely by a few friends, their rest, are taking on new life. The Battle Creek 
scious-manhood. the Unitarians believed that man—that all men were jæ again entered thé pulpit as a preacher, but was vio- society has fortunately secured the services of Mr. and

■ In Grecian literature we read of the “sacred grove -naturally too good to be eternally damned. This was iently controlled to the very verge of profanity and Mrs. Sprague, N. S. A. missionaries, for this opening 
where Plato taught.” The beautiful peaeock-was sa- strong pulpit language but evidently conveyed a défi- vulgarity? -He would at , times--when the “spells month of September. Combined these missionaries 
cred to Juno. An edifice dedicated to intellectual, to nite idea.' f",/‘ name on,” as they called'them, sing, dance, swear, constitute'a fine power in the exhitrition and dissem-

' ‘ i . Unitarians, Universalists, Swedenborgians,/Liber- give tests and throw things at'people’s heads. Here fixation of the phenomena, philosophy.and religion of 
with the Gods and good spirits may be denominated alists, Rationalistic Freethinkers and Spiritualists, - is an extract from aff article that he wrote and pub- Spiritualism. The audiences under their ' adminis- 
sacred ; because consecrated to high and heavenly repudiating the old Calvinistic dogma that - man be-.Tished in the Christian Ambassador., Auburn, N. Y<:, trations' are increasing eveiy^ Sunday. The star of 
purposes. And so mediumship, related of course' pri-.; cause of “Adam’s faills a poor, unworthy worm of . ‘?In à moment wheii I least expected it the/ bolt , truth is ascending, and our Spiritualists are now talk- 
marily to the physiological'and psychological organi- the dust,” have earnestly taught that mam is a think- ‘ 
zation, when practiced by clean, upright, conscien- ing, reasoning, royaLsouled being made, in the image 
tious instruments, may be Considered sacred. ¡^And of God, having within the conscious potencies of infi- 
yet I must say again that I more and more dislike the nite possibilities—that the Ego, the divine innermost, 
word “medium,’’ the message-bearer from .those _is Spirit—is a potentialized portion of the Incarnating 
dwelling'in the higher life; The word medium implies God. Cherishing, these views, the liberal millions

religious purposes, to spiritual songs and communion

POTENT TRUTHS.

tlanlty.

Camp-meetings ended, vacation wanderers hurry-

their rest, are taking on new life. The Battle Creek

again fell, and I was crushed in.great sorrow,■ humilia--ing of building a temple ; heaven grant that it may not 
tion and anguish, to the dust! ■ . end in talk.1 I regret to say that some of ourwealth-

“It is proper here to say that this exhibition was iest Spiritualists are often the stingiest. “Honestly, ” 
the most painful, if not the strangest, of any I have as the ’ascended Col. Ingersoll used to say, “that is 
experienced. My speech was first controlled while in so.” \ J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
the solemn act of pray er; and then I was again epm-\s.Battle Creek, Mich. -

ganized in Japan. • jmheard ot There is! absolute respect
. .— — _______ a______ _ That is something to think about. Is for law and official authority; and much

Morality Is Not Dependent on Chris- those of American and European cities. Christianity a. failure in Its Influence more confidence in thé polite and the
- Last rear nut nf n tAtat nr hr 9.s<i non., over-the personal habits of mankind? courts in pagan lands- than in those

Why is it that, the heathen behave so which boast of possessing! the highest 
much better than those who have the degree of Christian ciyillation.

—that is. penal offenses—while 140,128 light of the gospel? We consider our Compare, if you plefâe, the number of 
k»”'M wcrç tor what we would cal1 misâe- own religion the best, of course. If we convictions in the criminavtfturts of Ja-
01.rationalism in its case। against vans- meaaorBj Japanese term did hot we would adopt any other that pan—148,239 for a pcftfûlatià'ù ôf 45,000,-
tlan dogmatism Is that the doctrines or “Offeilscs against property, including wo considered better. At one time, C00—and those in India and other coun-

nSz,. W ho.- PetiWarceny, grand larceny, burglary, early in the modernization of Japan her tries of the.East, with,similar statistics  ------------ - --- rr-- ’TW
squarely meeting this issue, it has pe- obtaining money under false pretenses, statesmen seriously contemplated mak- of England, Trance,- Germany,. the ^ers presented, the things Seen and the
comean almost universal pracucewitn forgery,and embezzlement The of- ing Christianity the state religion and United States and ' other) Christian events that take place in dreams are
01 jS(;1r?y ft Ïiï?1 lenses against the public peace, what organizing a national church like the countries, and wonder,wha)"is the ad- M tangibleandreal.-andunderstanda-
and fall back on the claim that orthodox -we would call disorderly conduct, Were established Church of England. That vantage or thé pürpoiæ of’ônr universl- ble as the procedure and sequence ot
Christianity is indispensable . to . the comparatively few, furnishing a little was thirty years ago, and perhaps some- ties, collèges and other nreàns of cul- events lu our so-called waking state.
w°rid as a propioter ot morality, -in- tllan 10 per cent of the . entire thing might have come of the proposi- ture;. our churcheé)0 Su’iâay-scfioôls, Some have even claimed that ~our 
deed, this has been said so otten tnat k n-umher ot cases in the criminal court- tion had not the embassy of wise men prayer meetings, Yotmg' Sen’s Chris; dreams are glimpses of the real, tad- __________________ ________,
is generally accepted as a true state- if vdll compare this with the sta- who went around the- world studying tian Associations, Christian Endeavor that we are actually asleep and dream- ter tomorrow, it does not follow logic-

. ?y -some, it is thought to be a ntics of the courts of New York, Chi- foreign affairs and customs advised - ■ • - - - — >-■ • .. .. . .... ............ ....
sufficient r»RSon for actual belief in the Cago and Philadelphia and dthdr cities, ..... ........... -
“divine” origin of the church; but the

The records of the police department
in Japan show a striking contrast to

Last year out of a total of 148,239 con- 
- victlons in the criminal courts, only

/ i* ■ xv- . ■ , 3,328 were for what are called “crimes”. As set forth in the Ingersoll Memorial . -
Beacon, the first- and main contention-

tlon, the-visible universe Is an illusion.
This view of people awake, seems to 

me-more like the vagaries ot a dream 
or the ■ “Unsubstantial 'fabric o£ a vis
ion” than the vivid limelight.flashes 
upon the background ot consciousness 
In so-called dreams. But it is not my 
purpose to discuss the opinions or be
liefs as to. what constitute reality, but 
rather to endeavor to demonstrate that 
which appears to me as a vital truth, 
namely: that there is no reality—or 
rather that* all the so-called unreal is

-o -M.- - real.
our universl- We as the procedure and sequence ot The belief in the unreal Is but a be- 
Ibáns otcul- events in our so-called waking state. iief in the evil or devil under another' 
"■ " ' Some have even claimed that"our guise.

' Reality. . <
“I accept time and space, j>r now and 

reality, and dare not question.”—Whit
man. . .

It has been said that “nothing is real 
but consciousness,” to which may be 
added, because there is nothing but con
sciousness. , - . .
. We may truly say that consciousness

is both cause and effect The charac-

INDUCE
¡four Neighbor to Subscribe for Tho 

Progressive Thinker.
Now Is the time to extend the circulai 

Won ot The Progressive Thinker. U 
trill contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
ot matter so well adapted to enrich tho 
mind. Send In a subscription now.

is generally accepted as a true state-

many avail themselves of it as a kind 
of justification of a make-believe faith— 
as an excuse for lining up with the ma
jority, regardless of their own best con
victions.

But is it true that actual belief - and

you will see that the Japanese are a re
markably well-behaved people, for only 
15,363 persons out of a total population 
of over 45,000,000 were convicted df dis
turbing the public peace. This is, of 
course, accounted for by the temperate
habits ot the people. There is compar- 

pretended belief , in tho Christian dog-• atlvely little drunkenness in Japan. It 
mas make men moral? • was almost unknown—mirabile dictn—

As bearing on this question, we quote before the foreigners came to introduce 
Christianity and_ modem civilization, 
but it is Increasing year by year, until

from a late letter from Japan by Will-' 
iam E. Curtis, a conservative and reli
able writer. In the Chicago Recofd-Her- 
aid: ■

now temperance societies, which were 
unknown and unnecessary, are being or-

against it on the ground that there was 
so much more crime, vice and poverty 
in London, Paris, Rome, Vienna, New 
York and other great Christian cities 
than in Tokio and other heathen cities 
of Japan. And the contrast still' con
tinues in the most striking manner. -

The heathen in their blindness may 
bow down to wood and'stone, but they 
do not behave as badly as.correspond
ing classes of society in Christian cities. 
This is not only true in Japan, but it is 
equally true in India, China and other 
countries of the East • There - is no 
lynching, for example. Such a thing is

If I see an iceberg today and.only wa-

Societies, Epworth Leagues and Wo- ing at all other times. The contention ally that the iceberg was unreal; It 
men’s Christian Temperance unions, urged to uphold the latter view is that, simply proves that a chemical, or 

- -- - - m so-called dreams we never wonder.....................

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITING.-In this book Miss 

Whiting alms to portray a practical Ideal for 
dally living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to Ilfs. Ills, in a measure, a logical se
quence ot ‘‘The World Beautiful,” leading into 
still diviner harmonies.. It Is calculated to ren
der the soul In harmony with the universe. 3 
is truly an Inspiration. Price, cloth. 11.00.

We send missionaries to ' these coun
tries to teach them the true way of sal
vation and offer them the means of 
grace provided by the gospels, but they 
might properly send_ missionaries to 
teach us temperance, manners and mor
als. ■

“Koradlne. By Alice ; B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot.”, .tn the form ot 
an entertaining story, '-it .contains -lea-: 
Bona which every girt. should -know, 
i’ries, cloth,

at the seeming impossible things'that 
are done, such as moving through space 
at will, or the transformation scenes,- 
such as animals being changed... into 
persons or vice versa.
~ In.dreams we do not criticise nor de-, 
ny; all is taken tor granted. But how ’ 
is it in what we call real? Everything 
is doubted, criticised, analyzed, or re
jected. We declare that people lie. 
that they are in error or deceived and 
that nothing is as it should be. Some

alchemical, change has taken place in 
the form or manifestation of water, or 
tho glass of oxygen and hydrogen com
posing water. These gases are as real 
while in the frozen or crystalized 
state called ice as when free in the sub
stance called ether.

Again, let us consider a tree, vegeta
ble or fruit Chemists furnish indubit
able proof that the substance compos
ing these materializations (I mean the 
oil, albumen and flbrine that constitute

A MASTERLY WORK/ ' 
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth

ByProfi W. M. Lockwood.
A mwstariy presentation ot an Important sub

ject. A powerful argument alonr new anil scion- 
tlflollDGB. -establlBUlnff on a eoienUCc basls th* 
fact of tho continuity of personal individual con- \ 
ecious selfhood after laying nnido the physical 
body. A boek of rare raise. With several 
fine lUustralions. Cloth, tLOX

_ .. __ the organic visible substance Of the tree
even cay that the vast fabric of crea- .or vegetable, or grain or fruit) is

DEATH and^he AFTERLIFE 
An instructivo and Interesting work for ftll.W 
road. Price 60 cents.
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.. GENER/tf. SURVEY..

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, | J 
DOINGS, ETC«, THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each ‘ contributor 
la alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make, The editor 
allows this freedom ot expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space Is -Inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre- 
Bpondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about rour 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and It is essential that all copy, to ta- 
eure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. _

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all casesi be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have-to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re- 
aulre

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanjed by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that s®cr2ta^lt? 
Correspondent writes so and so, witn- 
out giving the full name and address or 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will b 
cast Into the waste basket.KEEP COPIES of your.poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

Take due notice that Items for thia 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may bo cast 
Into the waste basket.

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. — During 
June, July and August the Progressive 
Lyceum will be sent to Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to increase your subscription one- 
half its present number, with no extra 
expense. Address J. W. Ring, care of 
the Spiritualist Teniplp, Galveston, 
Texas.
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When writing, for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to .press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach thia 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear thia In mind. ThinksJt a "Star of the First Magnitude

' Sept-24? JW. -í

San Francisco now has a Buddhist 
temple. It is by no means as imposing 
aB even the smallest of the shrines ot 
the faith in the Orient, being located on 
the second floor of a Japanese shop, but 
its votaries are not excelled for devout- 
ness in any part of the world. The in
ner shrine consists of a mantelpiece 
draped in rlc.i Japanese silk, embroid
ered with chrysanthemums and other 
flowers of Japan. Two golden candle- 
eticks stand on each side of a miniature 
statue of Buddha, and near the candle
sticks vases are kept filled with Japa
nese lilies. In front of the mantel are 
two stands containing lacquered recep
tacles for votive offerings.

Celebration At Founders Day at Over- 
ton Street, Spiritual Temple, Newport, 
Ky., Sunday, Sept. 25, 1904. Afternoon 
service at 2:30; evening service at 7.30. 
Supper at 5:30. Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt of 
Chicago, officiating. Everyone invited. 
Admission free. Also commencing Sun
day October 2, and continuing every 
Sunday at 2:30 p. m. during October 
November and December, Dr. Hewitt 
will lecture at Douglass Hall, corner 
Sixth and Walnut streets, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, under the auspices of the First 
Temple Society of Spiritualists of New
port, Ky. Tests after each lecture.

The Lafayette Call says: “A shoe
maker who conducts a small shop on 
the outskirts of Plymouth, Ind., has 
evolved a unique plan to prevent an
noyance bv his children while at work. 
During the warm days of summer the 
cobbler plies his trade under the shade 
of the trees in his back yard and was 
for a time subject to interruption by 
bis smallest child. He discovered only 
bv chance that he possessed a certain 
hypnotic influence over the child. He 
noticed that when he waved the child 
away the movement of his hand pro
duced a soporific effect upon the 
youngster. Following up his observa
tion, he learned thaiby making cer
tain manipulations over the face of the 
child it became passive and immediate
ly fell Into a sound sleep. ■ The discov
ery has proved a great boon to the shoe
maker, who finds it most convenient In 
his- business. Now when he is dis
turbed he simply makes a few passes 
with his hands and the child becomes 
oblivious to all surroundings.”

W. DeVoe writes: “Upon receipt of 
twelve cents to pay postage, I will send 
a copy of 'Healing Currents From the 
Batterv of Life’ (price $2), to any Spir
itualist reading-room or liberal thoy^t 
library in the world where It will be 
freely circulated. It is proving 
of true worth by healing the sick and I 
desire that it shall preach the healing 
gospel to as many of God s beloved as 
possible. Address College of Freedom, 
6027 Drexel avenue, Chicago, Ill.

With the prediction that he was 
about to die still upon his lips, J. P. Un
derwood, general manager of Rogers 
Wheel Company, dropped dead Sept j, 
at Lebanon, Ky. Mr. Underwood who 
was 55 years old, was apparently in 
good health.

Mrs. Nellie Gouthrop writes interest
ingly of her experiences at camps. We 
have only space for a brief extract. She 
says- "Of all tne camps I ever attended 
Chesterfield is the place for an all-round 
good time, so many good mediums; 
something all the while to make the 
time pass pleasantly. The Vicksburg 
(Mich.) camp engages the best talent 
to be had. It is a beautiful place—nat
ural trees and flowers in rustic, which 
add much to beautify the grounds. All 
Is managed by one dear little woman, 
'with the help of angels,' she says. Any 
way it is wonderful how smoothly ev
erything moves, all in harmony. Miss 
Jeanette Fraser has a way of making 
everypne love her, so all are happy and 

. want to come again. The good workers 
were Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, who 
are a matched team for lectures and 
messages. Mr. T. Grimshaw, one could 
not hear him without trying to live a 
better life. He was followed by mes
sages by Mr. Letford and others. Then 
came Mr. and Mrs. Kates. There are 
no words too good to say in praise of 
them. Among the other workers on the 
'grounds were Mr. Joseph King, -Pipe
stone, Mich.; Mr. Charles Barnes, Chi
cago, and his dear sister, Mrs. Hamilton 
Gill, trumpet and clairvoyant; Miss 
Lilly Whitney and the writer of this, all 
doing good work in their own sweet 
way. ■ Everyone was disappninted not 
to see our dear sister Isa W. Kayner, 
but all sent her loving thoughts.” Mrs.

•' Gouthrop asserts that she saw , her 
spirit father,materialized at Farmer 
Riley’s circle'. At a seance held by Mr. 
King on one occasion she saw her 
ancle materialized.

Frank T. Ripley, speaker and plat- 
- Term test medium, is open for engage

ment He has November, December 
and January open. Address all letters 
to Tipton, Ind., care P. O. Box 326. He 
drill also respond to calls for. funerals 
anywhere in Indiana. Ohio or Pennsyl- 
jntoia.

The first regular meeting of the Band 
of Harmony (Church of the Soul auxil
iary) will take place the first Thursday 
in October, Room 512 Masonic Temple, 
3:30 to 10 p. m.

Rev. Cora Benton, trance speaker and 
message giver, will be glad to hear 
from societies wishing a representative 
of the highest spiritual forcés. Address 
1714 Adams street, Toledo, Ohio.

Mrs. Rose Tremain writes from Vien
na, N. Y.: "We havo.a small company 
here developed through the home circle. 
Mrs, S. A.’Walters of Denver, Col., Is 

•delivering lectures here and at Sylvan 
Beach, Independent of any association 
or established price, simply accepting 
whatver collections she may get. She 
is working for humanity’s sake Instead 
o[ money. She Is a fine inspirational 
speaker and test medium and 1b doing 
splendid work.”

Mrs. Maggie Morton writes frbm 
Springfield, Mo.: “Mrs. Mary Garrett 
Sharon, formerly of Cincinnati, Ohio, Is 
one of the most noted of Trumpet me
diums. She casts aside usual Condi
tions and holds successful seances with 
open doors and windows."-'"'

Talking of strange experiences, Mr. 
Stephen Phillips has been obliged to 
leave his charming- house in Egham, 
near Windsor, to which he had recently 
gone in search of peace and quiet on ac
count of the disturbance that he expe
rienced through ghostly visitants. 
“The uncanniest noises conceivable 
visited us directly we arrived," said the 
poet and dramatist. "There were 
knockings and rappings ano footfalls. 
Doors banged and were opened. I 
would be sitting quietly in my study 
writing when the door would open 
noislessly. That was more than a man 
in the dead of night could endure. All 
the household heard sounds and expe
rienced sensations;" Finally his little 
daughter told him that she had seen a 
small old man - creeping about the 
house. Nd such person was to be 
found, but he afterward discovered 
that, according to another report, an old 
farmer strangled a child fifty years be
fore close to the house. So precipitate
ly did Mr. Phillips and his family leave 
the house that they did not even stay to 
take away their things.

Emily E. Philp writes: “The Engle
wood Spiritual Union has engaged the 
services of Mrs. Catherine McFarlin for 
the months of October and November. 
She is a very pleasing speaker, an 
earnest worker, and a truthful medi
um. She made a number of friends 
when she was nere before, who will be 
glad to greet her again.”

Prof. Ransby writes from Hornells- 
ville, N. Y.: "I had a nice time of three 
weeks in the pamp at Lily Dale, giving 
tests and messages from the rostrum in' 
the auditorium. I am now working for 
the society here.”

Virginie Barrett writes: “Will the 
friends address me for the present at 
Danville, Ill., 525 Sherman street I 
am serving the society here, and would 
like for those interested in the cause to 
address me here. Home address, No. 
29 Gladstone avenue, Indianapolis, 
Ind.”

A. H. Nicholas writes: "It sometimes 
occurs that one word spelled wrong 
gives a meaning to a sentence far dif
ferent from the idea intended. In my 
article at the close of the Open Court 
occurs this sentence: Ton said it (mes
sage written In Chinese) was a message 
from his grandfather, and that he 
never heard that name spoken or saw it 
written in that country,' which conveys 
the idea of the name not spoken or 
written in China. The last three words
of the sentence should read ‘in 
country’—(in America)."

Mrs. B. S. Bywater of Laporte, 
has a letter written by her Bister,

this

Ind., 
Mrs.

George Chase of Galien, Mich., in 
which the latter was warned in a 
dream -of her own death. The day fol
lowing the receipt of the letter by Mrs. 
Bywater, Mrs. Chase and another sis
ter were struck by a Michigan Central 
train at Gallen and instantly killed.

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Smith write from 
Mt. Pleasant Park, Iowa: “We want to 
thank you for the stand you take 
against tricks of all kinds that are 
practiced in the name or Spiritualism, 
the only ism that has ever come to the 
world with proof of the continuity of 
life beyond the grave. Long may you 
continue on this side of life.”

Alexander May writes from Nan
tucket, Mass.: .“The Progressive 
Thinker has more philosophy of life 
and creation, of the seen and unseen, of 
the material and spiritual, of the real 
existence of every object in the min
eral, vegetable and animal life, of plan
etary rind minute atoms of creation and 
life of the same, than any other paper 
In our land. I have In my library a 
complete list of all the premium books 
and I deem them very valuable for ref
erence.” •

Mlle. Marie Glaser, of Paris, who 
had suffered for three years from tuber
culosis and a heart affection, was ad
judged to be incurable. A pilgrimage 
to Lourdes was unavailing. She was 
csonveyed, however, to the Church ot 
Notre Dame des Victoires, and at the 
moment of benediction she sprang up 
singing a hymn. The doctors have 
made inquiry and find Mlle Glaser un
accountably free from disease and quite 
convalescent—cured, no doubt, by Cath
olic spirits.

John Steward writes, from Creighton, 
Mo.: "We have no organized society 
here, blit we have mediumlstic material 
seemingly to a surprising degree, but 
only partly developed. The medium is 
about 27 years old,, and is a hard-work
ing laborer. Four full forms at once 
sometimes appear at the materializing 
circles. Articles are materialized?, a 
handkerchief of different colors, large 
plumes, both black' and' white, bare 
hand and arm to the shoulder projected 
out in the light before us; then in its 
palm a silvery disc the size of a dollar 
appears, though.shining with greater 
effulgence. At times the-medium dis- 
appears—-where, no one knows.”

A quarterly meeting of the Lynn 
Spiritualists’. Association was held in 
lower Cadet hall, which was attended 
by a large number of members of the 
association. - • President Dr. Alexander 
Caird W£s unanimously renominated for

the office of president of the association 
for another y«r, but Mr. Caird positive
ly refused to accept the nomination to 
the regret pt his many friends; both in 
the association and outside of it; ME 
Oaird, was however made an honorary 
member of the Lynn Spiritualist Asso
ciation for lite. The following new 
board of officers was elected for one 
year: President, Samuel Merchant; 
vice-president, John O. Allan; secre
tary, Mrs, A. A. Averill; treasurer, Ed
ward P. Averill; board of directors, 
Charles Popp, George R. Peare, J. A. 
Oliver. The election -of officers for 
the Children’s Lyceum was postponed 
until the regular meeting of the asso
ciation in December. The newly elect
ed officers were sworn in by Christo
pher Metzger, a justice of the peace. 
George W. Kates, Dr. Alexander Caird, 
Prsident-elect ■ Samuel Merchant' and 
J. S. Scarlett were elected as delegates 

■to the national convention of Spiritual
ists which Is to be in St. Louis in Octo
ber. It was voted to hold a bazaar at 
Unity Camp next summer, the date to 
be announced. All the officers were 
elected by unanimous vote, and were 
congratulated by the members present. 
—Lynn (Mass.) News.

J. C. F. Grumbine has opened his sea
son in Metaphysical Hall, Huntington 
Chambers, Huntington avenue, Boston. 
The largest audiences of the season 
now gather to hear him. His themes 
last Sunday, Sept. 18, were, at 11 a. m., 
"Immortality or Annihilation,” and In 
the evening, at 7:30; “Evolution and 

‘Revolution.’’. Many old and tried Spin 
itualists are supporting his work. The 
half is filled with young people eager 
for the truth.

Capt. T. J. West writes: "If there Is a 
natural body and a spiritual body, then 
I conclude there is a natural law and a 
spiritual law to govern the two. As the 
natural body must.subsist on natural 
productions—vegetable, animal and 
mineral—in order to sustain animal 
life, so must the spiritual body be fed’ 
or sustained on spiritual food, which is 
love,- charity, tolerance, affection, hope, 
faith and good deeds to our fellow-man. 
I have made a study of the Bible' and 
theology, for 20 years, having been a 
Congregational minister in good stand
ing for nine years of my life. I Jove the 
truth and despise falsehood and hypoc
risy. If I am in error I am always anx
ious to be led into the-light by those 
who may have more light."

MrsrindliTHill writes from Decatur, 
Ill.: “We are still proclaiming the glo
rious truth of Spiritualism to large and 
appreciative audiences, from which we 
judge our cause is progressing, and with 
the hope of continued success we will 
work on."

■ Unity Camp, Saugus, Mass.—There 
was a large gathering of people at this 
camp on Sunday, Sept. 4, to welcome 
the return-and to greet Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates, who in their previous engage
ments with the Lynn Spiritualists Asso
ciation won a warm place in the hearts 
of Spiritualists and all others who af
forded themselves the pleasure of lis
tening to them. The services of the 
day were as follows: At 11 o’clock, 
conference meeting in charge of vice- 
president Samuel Merchant; Addresses 
by Rev. James Smith, Dr. T. Nichols, 
and messages by Mrs. Smith. The two 
o’clock meeting was addressed by J. J. 
Morse, editor of the Banner of Light, and' 
Mr. James Litchman. At the. four.i 
o’clock service which was in charge of 
President Caird was opened by singing 
by the Arion Quartette. Mrs. Kates de
livered the address and gave very con
vincing messages. The lecture at the 
evening service was by Mr. Kates with 
messages and a vocal solo by Mrs. 
Kates. These speakers have a three 
months engagement with' the Lynn so
ciety—September at Unity Camp, Octo
ber and November at Cadet Hall, Lynn.

W. H. Kiser writes as follows, that 
all who read The Progressive Thinker 
may know of the whereaoouts of Mrs. 
DeWolf Kiser, the slate-writing medi
um: “She left Chicago, Sept 15, for her 
home at Colfax, Iowa. Many callers at 
her home during her three weeks’ visit 
or vacation, who are interested as to 
the continuity of life, have been disap
pointed at not finding her at home. Me
diumship is surely indispensable as to 
proof of a continuation of life after so- 
called death. This so-called death can 
appertain to nothing more nor less than 
death of the material body, in a mate
rial world. Brother S. S. Jones used to 
have letters painted on' his editorial 
chair, like this: ‘The body may die, but 
the spirit never.’ ”

Isa A. Cross, corresponding secretary, 
wrjtes: “The Hyde Park Occult Society 
will be favored once more with a lec
ture from Walter DeVoe, who needs no 
recommendation among the Spiritual
ists. ' Come and hear him; it will do 
you 'good; Sept. 25, at 8 p. m., at 319 E. 
55th street. There will be a social held 
in the same hall on Thursday evening, 
Sept 22, a package social. Anyone 
wishing to donate a package, we will 
gladly accept the same. They are to be 
made up of everything under the sun, 
auctioned off and sold to highest bid
der.-No admission fee. Refreshments 
served. Good program is In order. 
Come and join in a good time. Come 
early. Bring your friends.”

Mrs. Deitz writes: Mrs. Jennie De 
Long, residing at 962 Milwaukee ave
nue, held a meeting at Evanston, Sept 
10. It was largely attended, everyone 
in attendance receiving a test and spirit' 
message, which was quickly recogniz'ed. 
Mrs. DeLong is doing a great deal to. 
advance the philosophy of Spiritualism, 
Many from here accompanied her to Ev
anston."
• Mrs. Henry writes: “On Saturday 
evening, Sept. 24, the Universal Occult 
Society will hold a church social at the 
residence of Mrs. Blondin, 2903 Grove
land avenue. We anticipate a very 
pleasant evening. We expect a number 
of good psychics present, Mrs.- Vaughn, 
Mrs. Isa Cleveland, Mrs. Nellie Kusse- 
row, Prof. Leon and others. Good vocal 
music by Prof. Caldwell and daughters, 
as well as a couple of fine elocutionists, 
and we hope to have the Highland bag
pipes to enliven things up, as both our 
hostess and pastor are Scotch. All are 
welcome.”

Aurin F. Hill writes from Boston, 
Mass.: “'Demonism of the Ages,’ by J. 
M. Peebles, M. D., is the most Important 
medical and spiritual .book I ever read, 
and I have been a regular reader in that 
vast storehouse of books, the Public 
Library, Boston, Mass. I have read 
much on demonisny but Dr. Peebles has 
compiled such cleffr statement of facts, 
(hat I wish all medical people had a 
copy. Demons now hold thousands in 

' the hospitals, asylums, prisons for -in
sane. These people can and should be 
healed ot their obsessions.” This book 
is for sale ¿t this office. Price, $1; post
age, 19 cents.

Mrs. Henry writes: “A very small 
crowd attended Mrs. Burland’s picnic, 
owing to a mistake, as it should have 
been the third Thursday, instead of the 
fourth, as the notice was sent to the 
papers.”

To tljie Editor:—I cannot begin to express to 
you in writing how highly I appreciate your pa
per. is ;a star of the first magnitude, a brill
iant light that is illuminating the pathway of 
thousands of weaiy mortals who thereby are en
abled to take up their cross and bear it bravely 
and unfalteringly up the rugged steps of time, 
until the head-lands of immortality rise up be
fore them, and purifies their hearts and lifts them 
to an exalted plane of living-. No. 771 is a gem 
in itself; so many good things does it contain 
that I cannot enumerate them. The article by 
Walter Devoe is worth alone the price of the 
paper. I cannot afford to lose one number.

Mrs. M. A. Merrill, Kent, 0.

Tiie Best Exponent of Spiritualism.
To the Editor:—The sample copies received. 

Accept my Ihanks for same. So. many persons 
ask me, “Where can I obtain, something to read 
which treats of Spiritualism?” I always advise 
the earnest investigators to subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker, telling them that therein 
they will find the glorious truths of Spiritualism 
MORE CLEARLY SET FORTH, EXPLAINED 
AND DISCUSSED, THAN IN ANY OTHER 
PUBLICATION.

Mrs» F. M. Snarrenberger.
Columbus, Ohio.

No Other Paper Had Such Success.
I am both, proud and glad to see The Pro

gressive:; Thinker forging its way ahead. The 
great unseen Infinite Force, with its-expressive 
wisdon^.is behind it, beydhd a doubt. No other 
Modern' Spiritualistic paper has ever had such 
phenomenal success. Geo. W. Walrond.

Denver, Gol.

was a public meeting at Steinway Hall, 
tree to the public, and at which the 
above named gentlemen spoke. There 
were also two important lectures given 
by Mr. Leadbeater, both of which were 
illustrated' by stereopticon views and 
the first of which was “Mau Visible and 
Invisible,” given on the evening of the 
19th insr., in the music hall ot the Fine 
Arts Building. The second on "Thought. 
Forms” will be Sunday^ evening, the 
25th Inst., in the Studebaker Theatre.

Harry J. Moore will deliver his lec
ture from the subject: "What Must We 
Do to Be Saved, or the Best Way to Re
deem the Human Race," before the En
glewood Spiritual Union, Hopkins' Hall, 
528 W- 63rd street, next Sunday even
ing, Sept. 25111. This will probably be 
the last opportunity for a Chicago audi
ence to hear Mr. Moore before the 
spring of next year, and as the subject 
Is a very important one we are sure 
that the friends in Chicago should hear 
it discussed.

Mr. John W. Ring, National Superin
tendent of Lyceum Work, of Galveston, 
Texas, after presiding at the eighth an
nual meeting of the Texas - State Na
tional Association of Spiritualists held 
in San Antonio, September 30, October 
1 and 2, will lecture in Dallas, Texas, 
Tuesday, October 4; Joplin, Mo., Octo
ber 6; Jasper, Mo., (Mr. Ring’s old 
home pjace) Friday, October 7; Spring- 
field; Mo., Sunday, October 9; Chicago, 
Ill., before the Rising Sun Spiritualist 
Mission, Englewood Spiritual Union 
and the lyceum over which Mrs. C. 
Schwahn presides, October 10, 11 and 
12; Conneaut, Ohio, October 13; Buf
falo, N. Y., October 14; and Waldron, 
Ind., October 16; after filling these- 
dates Mr. Ring will attend the National 
Convention In St. Louis, Mo., where he 
will present his yearly report as Na
tional Superintendent of Lyceum Work.

Mrs. Dora Hilton writes from Casi
novia, Mich.: “I am a constant reader 
of The Progressive Thinker, and was 
anxious to have Spiritualism spread 
abroad. I accordingly secured good, re
sponsible mediums, and their work has 
been fine. Miss Emma Gibbs, an inspi
rational speaker, gave us the truth In 
such a manner that even the church 
people present declared ‘It was good 
enough for anybody to live by.’ Mrs. 
Georgiana Pierson followed her with 
messages and readings that caused the 
people to question and wonder how this 
little woman could peer beneath the ex
terior of their lives, and tell them what 
they really were, what they had been, 
or what the future held in store. She 
also held circles that were satisfactory 
and well attended. These ladies are 
both from Grand Rapids, Mich. They 
have opened the door In this vicinity, 
and can open it a great deal wider. A 
great reformation has been wrought in 
the minds of the people, and these 
workers will be called into this district 
again. It was not all money they were 
after, but were willing to give the peo
ple the good they knew. I am so well 
pleased with the wqrk that the medi
ums have done, I shall keep the ball a 
rolling that the truth may spread 
abroad.”

Î| Read This List of J j
PREMIUMS.
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FUL PREMIUM BOOKS. ' 1
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An Opportunity Never Before Offered 

on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual«, 
lotic, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro« 
gresslve Thinker.
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A VISION.

Kind Words From Stockton Springs, Me.
Long;,fiiay The Progressive Thinker live and 

carry the light to many homes, and cheer to all 
hearts as itnas to mine these many years, dur
ing which I have been a constant reader.

Mrs. P. E. Collins, Stockton Spg’s., Me.

Last night while all was still, 
Over the sky so blue. 

An angel’s hand reached forth 
And the misty curtains drew.

It showed to me a vision, 
One I had longed to see, 

That thrilled my lonely soul, 
Like some sweet melody.

I saw my dear old mother, 
The love-light in her eyes, 

Father, too, kind and true, 
In their home in Paradise.

Ah, again I’ll receive their kisses, 
.To me this is not uncertain, 

For I saw my loved ones plainly. 
When the angel drew the curtain.

MRS. J. H. DALLAS. 
St. Louis, Mo.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

Sorru the Open Gouri Adjourned
I am rather sorry'the Open Court has closed, 

as I have found it interesting and instructive. 
However, I have abiding faith in your ability to 
supply something as good or better.

Wm. Briscoe, Lipton, Ind.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Mrs. Martha A. Lewis passed to spirit 
life, in Grand Rapids, Mich., July 21, 
1904, aged 73 years. She was the wife 
of the late Robert A. Lewis a Mexican 
veteran. She was a devout and loving 
mother, a true spiritual Christian. She 
had the evidence of a life hereafter, 
and communed with those who waited 
for her on the beautiful shore of eter-
nal pine. MRS. J. LINDSEY.

Mrs. LeSieur writes: “The members 
of the Church of the Soul and friends 
gave to Mr. and Mrs. Richmond a recep
tion and welcome home after their long 
vacation, Thursday evening, Sept 15, 
at the Band of Harmony rooms, 512 
Masonic Temple: ‘ Mr. Austin was mas
ter of ceremonies.. Greetings and 
words of welcome by Mrs. Ashton. Mr. 
Dennis responded to the toast, and also 
spoke of the future of the church; Mrs. 
Goodrich, the future of the Band of 
Harmony; Mr. Richmond, the future of 
the Sunday-school. Mr. Gieselman, the 
treasurer, gave us the 'Old Story,’ and 
Ouina came with her greeting of love 
and blessing. Mrs. Goodrich gave an 
account of the Band of Harmony bene
fits, held at the homes during the>um- 
mer months, which was nine meetings 
in all. The suiii ’total of $62. The 
Band of Harmony will resume the first 
and third Thursdays, beginning Octo
ber 6.” .>

Chas. H. .Greene writes: “Sunday, 
Sept 11, Miss N. G. Warren delivered 
an inspirational lecture before the Ris
ing Sun Spiritualist Mission at its hall, 
No. 378 S. Western avenue; after which 
Mrs. Gifford favored us with’spirit mes
sages. Ex-Senator Dr. T. A. Bland of
ficiated as speaker at the evening serv
ices, giving hia hearers a. discourse 
which he alone knows how to render. 
Mrs. N. Tralton ,was the medium 
through whom” numerous spirit mes
sages were given .after Dr. Bland’s lec
ture. Sunday,. Sept 25, Mrs. E. Briggs 
will lecture. „She ip an able speaker. 
On that evening we, will have with us 
the two gentlejuen who with their ora
torical powers'i’and.p. lecture of the 
highest ordei;,' attracted numerous 
strangers and,.unbelievers In. our relig
ion to our hall but a^short time ago, ex
Judge W. Snell and .ex-States Attorney 
Hon. Chas. Hughes^ They have kindly 
offered their services for that evening, 
and It is superfluous to say that those 
who attend will be‘,,more than-repaid 
for their time,., Wet.cordially Invite the 
attendance of all Spiritualists and those 
who are not.” ' / .

W. F. Ruffle writes: "We are glad to 
inform your numerous readers that the 
services at the Church of the Spirit, in 
Hall 301, Schiller Building, are being 
attended by constantly growing and ap
preciative audiences. The 11 a. m. 
meeting is very encouraging. The af-. 
ternoon, at 2:30 Is well attended, and 
the evening, at _7t30 is such . that we 
doubt if the hall will, as the season ad
vances, be large enough. We still give 
tests to all in attendance. Friends, try 
and get in on time; be punctual." 
■ Miss. Ann Baker .writes from Sturgis, 
Mich.: "The Harmonial Society of Stur
gis, Mich., at its annual meeting, Sept

5, elected the following persons to serve 
one year, from Sept. 5, 1904: Thomas 
Collar, president; Casper Cressler, sec
retary; Mrs. M. Gardner, treasurer; ex
ecutive committee, Mrs. L. Anderson, 
Miss Ann Baker, Mrs. Chancey Gilhams; 
Mr. John Hodges and John Kelley; so^ 
Belting committee, Frank Pontius, J. M. 
Barrons and Thomas Sturgis.”

An old subscriber writes from Mun
cie, Ind.: “Can any of The Progressive 
Thinker readers give me any informa
tion about a medium named Pidgin, 
who used to work in this state? I would 
like to get his full name, and present 
whereabouts. His work was fine. I 
believe he could easily win that Cali
fornian’s one thousand dollars. Who 
knows where he can be reached? Send 
answer in care of The Progressive 
Thinker, 40 Loomis street, Chicago,

Harry J. Moore and Mrs. Eva McCoy 
contemplate a tour of the state of Iowa 
during the month of October, and ar
rangements for dates and terms can be 
made by--addressing Mr. Moore at-446 
W. 63rd street, Chicago, Ill,_ Mr. 
Moore expects to attend the N. S. A. 
convention at St. touts, so he will not 
employ his services from Monday, Oct 
17th to Saturday, Oct. 22, but the 
friends in Iowa a>e requested to negoti
ate for meetings during the rest of the 
month. Societies will make no mistake 
tn employing these two indefatigable 
workers, as their past successes speak 
for them. ■

Will C. Hodge writes: “I have been 
reading the Arcana of Spiritualism, by 
Hudson Tuttle and it is very Instructive 
as well as interesting. There is noth
ing better to put into the hands of new 
Investigators, for' It covers the ground 
and docs it well. The chapter on me
diumship should be read and studied by 
every one who is,striving to develop 
psychic powers.”

On Sunday, the 18th Inst, the eight
eenth annual convention of the Theo
sophical society opened at the rooms of 
the Chicago branch of the society in the 
Athenaeum, 26 Van Buren street The 
convention itself lasted two days, but 
was followed by a post-convention pro
gramme which occupies the Test of the 
week, and promises to be of unusual in
terest? The convention was expected 
to bring from three to five hundred vis
itors from all parts of the world to Chi
cago, prominent among which are Mr. 
Leadbeater of England, the distin
guished occultist who mode so favor
able an impression on the occasion of 
his last visit to-Chicago two years ago; 
Mr, Alexander Fullerton of New York, 
the-general secretary of the society in 
America; Mrs,Kate B. Davis and oth-

Passed to spirit life at. Lafayette, 
Ind., August 21, 1904, Elizabeth K. 
Whittlesey, aged 67 years. She was a 
patient sufferer, and having been a 
Spiritualist and a medium for many 
years, death had no sting for her. Her 
departure is mourned by a son, a sister 
and numerous relatives and friends. 
Funeral services were held at Lafay
ette, and the remains were taken to 
Hamilton, Ohio, where the final services 
were concluded from the Universalist 
church, conducted by the writer.

Decatur, Ill. MRS. INDIA HILL.

Do You Suffer with Asthma?
If yon do, you will be interested in

knowing that the Kola Plant, a new bot
anic discovery found on the Congo 
River, West Africa, is pronounced an 
assured cure for Asthma. Most mar
velous cures are wrought’by this new 
plant, when all other remedies fail. 
It is really a most wonderful discovery.

Mr. R. Johnson, Sr., a prominent citizen of 
Grand Forks, N. Dak., writes: I tried twenty 
Ehyslclans and changes ot climate without re

ef, but was completely cured by the Kola Com
pound after fifty years suffering. Dr. W. H. 
Vali, an eminent physician of St. Louis. Mo., 
writes that he tried Hlmalya on several differ
ent cases of Asthma with satisfactory results 
in every case. firs. Millie Borchers, Amanda, 
Ohio, writes: I suffered with Asthma twelve 
years until the Kola Compound cured me. Mrs. 
W. E.Murgittroyd, North Chatham. N Y., writes, 
I suffered for several years with Asthma and 
could get no relief until I used the Kola Com
pound which cured me. Hundreds of similar 
fetters have been received by the Importers, 
copies of which they will be pleased to send you.

To prove to you beyond doubt its 
wonderful curative power, the Kola Im
porting Company, No. 1166 Broadway 

-New York, will send a large case of the 
Kola Compound free by mail to every 
reader of The Progressive Thinker who 
suffers from any form of Asthma. This 
is very fair, and we advise sufferers to 
send for a case. It costs you nothing 
and you snculd surely try it

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of . Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sila 
at thia office.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to IL' By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrate; futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

“The Present Age and Inner Life; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and explained.” By Andrew Jack- 
son Davis. We have a few copies of 
thia work tar ’the celebrated aeer. 
GtoSMUfc - •

Evey person who sends In a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think« 
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make his selection from the 
CENTS’6 HSt iOr twenty-FIVB

,preat Debate Between Rev.
^r,11 a,Dd W’ F’ Jamieson, our 

leading Premium Book this year. Price ' 
¿0 cents.

2- Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Price 25acednts‘fe la EWorld.,’

Price 25Yentaerer 10 Spirit Land«.

4. Seers of the Ages, by Dr. J. M. I 
Peebles. Price 25 cents.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
If you order only one book, and that ! 

one neither of the books mentioned I 
above, the price is 40 cents each |

We have only ELEVEN Premium i 
Books, and you can select from them aa ’ 
follows: ।

Any two of the Eleven Premium i 
Books you may order, price 70 cents 1

Any three of the Eleven Premium
Books you may order, price $1.10. _ . Tl • ’

Any four of the Eleven Premlunf 1 '
Books you may order, price il.60.—'

Any five of the Eleven Premium ! I 
Books you may order, price $1.80 ' •

Any six of the Eleven Premium ■ 
Books you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of tue Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, prive $2.90.

Any ten of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 
Books here announced are sent out all 
postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled in this country or 
Europe Our principal aim is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.
OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS

FOR $3.35.
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia cf Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol,. 3. M
4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mum 

dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, bv 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. r‘

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occulta 
Ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. •

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by, 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me.' 
alum.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Mosea 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

REMITTING.
When you send In your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire In ‘ 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fail to enclose a dollar for The Pro- 
gresslve Thinker.

Bending out these premium books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of the subscription of 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, In 
view of the fact that we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, much 
mqre than any other Spiritualist paper 
now published.

In conclusion, bear in mind that the i 
postage on these Eleven Premium I 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating the 
great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was never, ! 
known before on this material plane. !

Address all orders to :
J. R. FRANCIS, ”

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois.

t

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

Newt.
You can do It by reading each /reek 

Tho Progressive Thinker. The Philo, 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
-phenomena it contains each week, is . 
the marvel of the age. No one can at« 
fort to be wlthoutthe paper. Ite priM i h 
Ie within the reach of aU. -
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information given,

D. R. Dunihue: Q. A Mr. Payton

A HORSE WITH A SOUL.

to-

Now if, as, all know,, 
real atmosphere, or ; * 
and is, made to vibrai 
earthly atmosphere dp'

like silver and gold. ~
■ Well, what.Is, silver and gold?

Chemical substances brought

Scientific Co.mmlssi.cin'-. Examines : Hans, 
the German Equine Marvel.

Music and Musical Instruments In the 
Spirit World.

chemical affinity, my good
Benezet. -

•This department Is under the man
agement of.

HUDSON TUTTLE. ?
lAddress him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

world, whom I shall look for first, then 
for my parents and friends.

Again,- “Rock of Ages,"’etc. Then 
again, “Shall we gather at the river 
'that flows by the throne of God.”

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
fcÿve called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to giyo all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs hdve to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, wbicli of all tilings is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for .the appearance ot 
their questions and write iettc-q of in
quiry. The supply of matter Is ilways 
¡several weeks ahead of the Bpace given, 
anfl hence there is unavoidable delay. 
■Every one has to wait ¿Is time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. - '

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be.made, 
tho name will not hé published. The 

- correspondence of this department has 
-become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an- 
ewers, and. while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

the experience of-countless souls, who? 
iirive.gone over the same path, Some 
become .frightened when they feel the 
reliance on authority is taken from 
them .and they are thrown on .them
selves, and sighing for the flesh pots of 
Egypt return to .. .thq . old ways; the 
strong and reliant go on to victory and 

r the joys tliey pnjy know who become' 
supreme over environments and mas- 
ters-of themselves.

There are spiritual songs. In abund
ance and it really Is strange that Spir
itualists should sing the old church 
songs. There is no law against their 
do|ng so/or persisting in good church 
style with the doxology. It'seems a 
satire on their pretensions, pitiable pr 
ridiculous from the different points of 
view taken.

But our correspondent must remem
ber that it Is dlfllcult-to outgrow the 
faith, solidified by ages of heredity and 
education. The hymns are sung as 
parrots repeat "Polly wants a cracker,” 
without any conception? of their mean
ing. The tunes and words are well 
known, and the hymns are sung, for no 
purpose except to have singing.

If spiritual gatherings do not break 
out with “Hark! from the tombs,” we 
will not censure. It would not be wise 
to withdraw from a society “Because

near here fell in front of a circular saw I 
which cut off his leg between the ankle ‘ 
and knee, and his friends buried it iii a 
small box, alter -which he complained 
almost continually, and especially 
■when waking up'from sleep, that his 
¡foot was twisted out of shape, and hurt 

■ him terribly, and begged his friends to
dig it up and straighten it out But 
they only laughed at torn idea ot its 
liurting him'.

Finally, two of them, unknown to 
liim, and to satisfy themselves, went 
and dug up tho foot, and found it to be 
twisted just as he had said that it was; 
and they straightened it out/and just 
ns they did so he exclaimed, "There! 
it is straight now, and it doesn’t hurt 
any more”; and he never complained 
of its hurting him again.. How could 
the separated physical foot cause paln 
in his spirit foot?

; A.- Instances like the above might 
be voluminously cited, and the popular 
belief that the condition of the separ
ated part is-recognizable by the pa
tient has abundant, support. The sen
sations-: experienced by-those who, for 
instance have lost an arm, many years 
before,-of pain in the.flngers, or cramps, 
or of-heat and cold, arise from irrita
tion of the severed ends of the nerves । 
which led to the hand, and this has 
been.given as an explanation of the 
supposed influence of-the severed mem
ber. It does not, however, unitize the 
facts, and this can be done only by sup- 

• posing that for a short time the ampu- 
.. tated .part .holds a psychic relation to 

the spirit, which thereby Is conscious ot

"Jesus” hymns are sung. There may 
be benefits more than the cross of such 
hymns. Spiritual songs may bo sub
stituted suffiras are contained in Prof. 
Longley’s beautiful collection, or The 
Lyceum Guido. Stay by and bring tho 
society up to a higher standard, rather 
than deserting.

In this world we lose by being too" 
sensitive to othere’ faults. We should 
not place our Ideal too high or expect 
all to attain it We must take people 
for what they are and make the most 
of all the good, and the least of the er
rors and failings. If a society is doing 
good work and educational, no great 
harm will come of-lts members singing 
"Come to Jesus,” or any other good ! 
man, or parting with the Doxology. 
Should we not look beyond tho words 
to the intention, the spirit?

Wm. B. Ketcham: Q. Would it not 
be of world-wide consequence to have 
a gathering of all the materializing me
diums of the world, .at some central 
point—say New York—and by their 
united forces, produce on the stage the 
spirits ot the great men of the past and 
allow them to instruct the world ? This 
would silence all doubt.
. A This correspondent appears to 
entertain the idea that the several "ma
terializing mediums,” would have more 
noteworthy manifestations than one 
alone. This is not confirmed by expe
rience, and a congress of all in the 
world could not be expected to have 
anything more startling than if each 
gave a seance by himself.

its condition. .

W/H. B.: Q. I am all stirred up in 
- mind and. wish :you would relieve me if 

■ you can;. I- have been an official mem- 
. ber.pf .the M.:E. church for twenty-five 

Bht'years and.twá years pgo this/morith my
J^Ve'-passed' to spirit Ufé.1 My son and1 
ArlfT-LUcndéd the First Spiritual Tem
ple, ¿¡Boston; We were opposed to their 
going. He said to-me at one time that 
Mr. Gilbert Haven (Bishop of the M. E. 
church) was “going to speak the follow
ing Sunday. I thought I would go and 
investigate for myself. I went and 
was much pleased with what I'heard, 
and I could see it was not the medium 
who spoke, for she was an elderly lady, 
and one could see that she had not the 
ability to deliver such an address. I 
went again and listened to Mr. Philips 
Brooks, and it did not take many Sun
days to turn my eyes of faith to spirit
ual sight; that of Spiritualism, and I 
soon' saw that my worship : had been 
false, that life was continuous," there 
was no death, there would be no judg
ment as stated in the Bible, that. all 
will be saved, but saved only as they 
have lived here, has lifted many years

-VW

The MbsiGaLSpidt Arise, Ye Spirituaiisis I
INFORMATION GIVEN« (of and silver. iÿud/jjpp laws o£ ' ■ 1_______ ■■ ... "

Brother

is an ethe-
t

G. P. Benezet wants information.'' He 
says: “I Would also propose that a cer
tain number of trance mediums be re
quested to visit In spirit the church 
where Abbot Liszt plays the organ (see 
Petersilea’s articles) and describe mi
nutely that wonderful organ, to see it 
out of the-several descriptions we could 
arrive to know it it is made of rosewood 
or common pine."

I do not think there is a trance medi
um in the world who would say that the 
organ was made of rosewood or pine, 
and 1 hardlv think there Is a person in 
the world bo stupid as to think that real 
material wood of any kind exists within 
the spiritual realms.

Spiritual things must be discerned 
spiritually; material things through 
the material senses, or through the 
material organs of sense; and yet, after 
all, it is the spirit that disccrneth all 
things both material and spiritual.

' A spiritual organ is not made of rose
wood or pine, neither is a material or
gan made of wood of any kind. Tho or
gan is simply encased within a frame of 
wood to give it a more beautiful ap
pearance and make it more presentable. 
The organ itself is composed of hollow 
tubes, of various sizes, through which 
material air is forced to cause the air to 
vibrate slowly or rapidly as the case 
may be. The air for the high tones vi
brates with great rapidity, that for the 
low tones more slowly. Tho tubes, or 
pipes, are of various sizes representing 
a series of musical scales. These 
scales are called chromatic and minor 
—but enough. I will not here enter 
into all the details that go toward mak
ing up tire material body of a musical 
instrument. Mr. Benezet can do that if 
he is so inclined, but music itself exists 
within the soul, within the spirit, being 
wrought out through the material brain

Woman's Franchise Movement, in? Vic
toria. ' '

The, Australian Herald of June 1904, 
has the following editorial:

*■ "Woman’s- franchise;' has actually 
been carried in the , British House of ■ 
Commons. Victoria had better look 
sharp, or the mother will outstrip the 
child. Is it not time the anomalous po
sition of pur Victorian politicians was 
rectified? The Australian Common
wealth allows women to vote—why not 
the little state of Victoria? '

"It is well to remind our readers of 
the grounds on which we support • the 
enfranchisement .of women.

“We support it because it-seems to 
us to be social justice.. Women have to 
obey the laws, and it is right they 
should have a share in making them? 
Many of the laws affect women more 
than men, and .it Is. only .fqlr,-therefore, 
that their'voice should be'heard. On. 
many questions'they are better able to 
advise than men, and the man-view is 
apt, often, to be one-sided and selfish.

"The denial of the franchise to wo
man we regard as a relic of a less civ
ilized age, out of which we are slowly 
emerging. ,A new ideal of womanhood 
has dawned, and is one of the most cer
tain marks of human progress. Raise 
woman, and you inevitably raise soci
ety.

“That there may be dangers connect-

from my life and I feel much younger 
since I have renounced the doctrine of 
my former worship and became a Spir
itualist; and now all my ambition is to. 
labor for the only true, worship, that of 
the spiritfidlist. I haye had the great 
pleasure of talking with my^y^fe, my 
parents,’ and my brother whom I 
thought was in China, but not through 
a test medium as many -have to do. I 
have been, censured for going back on 
the Bible and many of the songs that I 
loved to sing, but now .condemn In 
those who have been Spiritualists for, 
fifteen or more years, and Lhave been

. less than two, What I want to know so 
as to have my mind made at ease is, 
have Spiritualists the right to sing

Jesus, lover of my soul, 
Let me to thy bosom fly, 
O, receive my soul at last, etc.

I have1 the knowledge that my wife 
will receive me when I reach the spirit

can be, 
as . your

to Vibrate,
and wo vibrate it just'ai! you do; it la 
simply carrying tho : v|brat|i'y law up 
Irom tho material tq the’qth"ereal;.our 
methods are much the shm’fj ■ a scale 
higher up within" the univefae. So we 
hammer our ethereal‘Jarju^g und blow 
oilr ethereal pipes mqeh as. you do 
down there. . :■ I ' < I.. ;

You cniinot hear us, your oars are too 
dull; they are not constructed for the 
purpose of hearing eUicrcpI sounds— 
iliat is, the outer ear In pot. but there is 
an inner soul and spiritual ear that, as 
soon as tile material dog is removed, 
can hear the sweet, ethereal sounds, 
and eyes that can see ..the beautiful, 
ethereal sights.

CARLYLE PBTERS1LEA, 
By his wife, Ameba.

Garvanza Station, RontQ No. .1, Los An
geles, Cal. i

for the material world, but when the 
material body is laid aside the music 
does not remain with it, the soul and 
the spirit retains that which belongs to 
them, and.they carry music with them 
into the spiritual realms.

Now, as the material body is left be
hind, so, also, is the material musical 
Instrument; but the material musical 
instrument is a lumbering, clumsy 
thing at best, and no great ■ musician 
was ever half satisfied with any earthly 
musical instrument; their souls invari
ably yearn and long for something bet-, 
ter and higher. And this reminds me 
of the time when I .was called upon by 
Ole Bull to play a’piano which he in
vented, that he hoped would combine 

-thé sustained tones of the violin with 
the more staccato tones of the piano.' 
He sent for me, saying that it Peter- 
silea could not play the Instrument no 
one could, and. it would be a failure. I 
did my very best to play upon or with

Spiritualism Proves Itself.
Somehow, just why I know not, I am

There is work for you io do for your cause. ; 
The camp meeting.season is ovdr now,: and while ’ 
you are imbued'with the divine inspiration of the 
soul harmony infused by your “closer walk with 
God” (the spirit) in the beautiful woods, by the 
hand-to-hand and soul-to-soul greeting with old 

I friends upon both spheres of life, and by all the 
new and elevating things you saw, heard and 
sensed, now is the time to let your radiant en
thusiasm beam upon your fellowmen. The Pro* 
gressive Thinker, in the meantime, has been ex-

constrained to write, and I can only 
hope the -writing will be for the benefit 
of those seeking the jiroofs of spirit re
turn. "

While,, many religions are being 
tauglit in the land, many people lean 
only on the preacher, ignoring proofs, 
and in so-doing walk the path of mate
rial life helpless, blind and unheeding, 
thus being under a spell that takes 
away his individuality; in other words, 
under the spell of tho teachings of the 
man in the pulpit they we striving to 
live and bo a Hydo while in'fact they 
are a Jekyll.

The preacher tells them what to 
think, what to say, what,to do, and In 
many cases, the preacher thinks, says 
and does just the opposite, and if de
tected simply tells his victim, “Do as I 
say, not as I do.”

A man sitting as a judge and wishing 
to see justice done in the case being i 
tried, admits all the • evidence and 
weighs it carefully as lift forms’his judg
ment. - When after careful deliberation : 
the truth is revealed to him, without 
fear but firm in his convictions, he pro
nounces judgment, and honest- people 
applaud him " because his judgment Is 
just. ■ .. ■

The same conditions should apply to 
everythingdn life, even to religion. But, 
alas! religion seldom finds itself based 
upon proof, but rather?^ ;tho personal 
magnetismiOf the preacher add the fa
natical or hysterical conditions of the 
convert, and when they have the peo- 
pie worked up. to the hteh pitch that 

- makes them shout, “Hallelujah! Praise 
the Lord!.That’s right, Ji-bthM! Thank 
God, my sister! Ament-The^ Lord be

the thing, but could not get a . proper 
tone out of it, and to Ole’s'great morti
fication and disappointment it had to be 

। put aside. This was years ago IP the 
earth life; now, here, he has made It a 
success.

Yes, musicians like Rubenstein and 
Ole Sull, yearn for instruments higher 
and better through which to express 
their musical transports, and when 
they get to the spiritual world they find 
them. Music exists within the soul, so 
does the instrument through which to 
convey the harmonious vibrations to 
otiier souls, especially,to the.yo'iiug. who-' 
need to have it: demonstrated to their,1'! 
as yet, undeveloped understanding.. In 
order that this may be doné, there must' 
be musical instruments here as well as 
upon the material plane, the only differ
ence being that we must clothe our,in
struments with spiritual or ethereal 
substance, whereas you of the earth 
must clothe yours with material sub
stance. The instrument itself always 
exists within the soul and spirit, never 
within the material body. ‘ To clothe" an 
instrument with '.material substance is';

ed with this ‘forward movement’ we do 
not deny. All liberty brings with it the 
possibility of abuse. . But this is no 
reason why we should tie ourselves up 
with ropes, or live, like Diogenes, in a 
tub. There Is danger In letting a 
child begin.to walk.

"In conclusion, we would ask the op
ponents of woman’s franchise" to point 
to one sjngle ill effect which has as yet 
flowed,, from this necessary and logical 
step.in the evolution of democracy."

have been told by those-in spirit 
»SiXlife that there is no.throne with a per-

Sleep-Walking.—Important Questions..
I am in receipt of a, letter from a 

friend asking me for a lucid explanation 
of the phenomenon of somnambulism. 
My correspondent mentions the case of 
a boy who feeds his stock and rides his 
own horse at night.. Questioned as to 
the facts in the case, , the boy remem
bers nothing of the transaction.

3FnirtB0tte"‘one atteiiipt’a solution of 
this problem1?

And who can answer this question 
also? A certain Chicago merchant.was 
born without arms. His wife gave 
birth to a youngster who was likewise 
armless. The parents of the merchant, 
I am told, were of perfect form and 
feature. • • • .

Another Chicago man, when a boy of 
seven yqars. lost one qf his legs. His 
offspring, four in. number, are in pos
session of ¿ full quota.of arms and legs.

Will some'' student of heredity or. biol
ogy .kindly unravel this paradoxical sit
uation? Students of occultism' are not 
barred.-. “ ?' ’ H. A/H. 1

a hard and laborious task, requiring.the ! 
united labor of hundreds of men before ! 
the instrument is'perfectly clothed-ind 
constructed; and it is much the same in 
spirit life; it requires many different 
artisans of various kinds, and they 
must all have knowledge and wisdom, 
to know how to construct the yarbus 
parts that go to make up a really good, 
elegant and satisfactory. instrument

Where wood is represented there 
must be artisans who know how to con
struct that which resembles wood; but 
this is not used here to any great ex
tent for there are other chemical com
pounds that are far more beautiful.

Franz Liszt’s, organ was encased in 
: what to you of earth', and also to us

sonal God upon It, therefore I cannot1 
. see how we shall meet and worship 
' around it I' have attended many 
‘ zneetipgs. of-the Spiritualists at dlffer- 
• - ent places on Sundays, have joined sev-.

eral circles, but after attending them 
all and finding that they, sang many 
gongs that I now condemn as a Spirit- 
ualist, and “always closing withthe 

i, Doxology, and “God Be With You Till 
!' : iWe Meet Again,” "At Jesus’ Feet,” etc.',

I have withdrawn from some of them.
feeling I could not sing words put to | 
music which I now. believe to be false. I 
¡Wishing to have my mind put at ease, 
and feeling perhaps I may be wrong in ' 
my judgment, I hereby appeal to the 
Question and Answer columns of The 
■Progressive Thinker, a paper which 1 
would pay double the price of subscrip
tion for rather than not have IL

A. This letter is illustrative of the 
confusion of thought of those who have 
been educated in the old way, and es
caped to the new. The flashing sun
light half blinds, and. the certainey of 
faith yields to the rude winds of doubt

The narrative of the writer’s journey 
from orthodoxy to Spiritualism gives

, Berlin, Sept. 13.—The learned horse; 
Hans has just stppd à -succcsslul exam
ination: béfore? a scientific commission,, 
Including physiologists, psychologists, 
pedagogues', naturalists, animal ■ train- 
era and others. Their report sets forth 
that the evidences he gave of compre
hending handwriting, his musical and 
color discrimination and mathematical 
work were performed under circum
stances excltiding the possibility of a 
trick. . ”

The methods of the : horse’s owner,
Herr Von Osten, are pronounced to 
those of a pedagogue rather than of 
animal trainer. The case appears 
them to be wholly exceptional and 
deserve thorough scientific study.

tremely busy and lias nothing to be ashamed of, 
nothing to regret. It has been endeavoring’ to. 
raise the standard of true mediumshp, of higher 
education and unadulterated Spiritualism, that' 
we may stand above all other religions ip the 
confidence of the world. The Progressive Think
er is the paper for thinking Spiritualists, for 
Spiritualists who love the truth, tne whole truth 
and nothing but the truth. Such Spiritualists 
¡will keep posted in passing events, in the trend 
of Spiritual and Occult thought throughout the 
wdrld, by reading The Progressive Thinker, and 
in no other way. Now, we advise all to look out 
for our Fall and Winter Campaign, .which has 
commenced in earnest. It will be of thrilling in
terest! It will raise ydu to a higher altitude, and 
give you a better conception of the grandeur of 
Spiritualism. Now is tne time to send in your 
subscription. Call your fieighbor’s attention Io 
the paper, thus enabling him to keep up with 
the advancing procession by reading its columns.

Praised!” then they hare-roUgion.
Religion nowhere undw these condi

tions offers proof that ii is trim, but'so 
long as the excitement'and-hypnotic in
fluence of the preacher ¡anti hysterical 
conditions of people affirConverts last, 
a wonderful work for Gtd andrblB relig
ion has been aéeômplislred“

Thousands of Christians hpye to' be 
warmed over like “cold-victuals,” at the 
regular quarterly confcrence,-or a spe
cial revival has .to be gotten,up to keep 
them off-the toboggan ffilde that in the 
estimatloù of the préâffilJr1 dumps them 
into the pit and presence of countless 
millions presided over by the devil.

.P,por,„dffitideA creatures, Jjctogged by 
■fiinatical or? hypOCTltica|Jpréécliera,--'led 
into a religion thoy-kfiow-f nothing, of 
whatever except' as tho preacher telle 
it, they soon stand up confessing their, 
sin to thé preacher and the’ listening' 
crowd, declare they have washed in the 
blood of'-'j&us (notwithstanding the 
fact that they have missed seeing a 
drop of his blood by nearly two thou
sand years), saying, “Praise God, I'm 
going right to heaven when I. die, to 
sing and play on. the golden harp!”— 
and such music! Never da tv a harp nor 
heard one played, yet such heavenly 
music! ' " ... . .

Well, if they aré going-there to play 
the harp/just excuse mp; I.don’t want 

. to go. - ■' ' •■■■ -
These are some of- the? teachings.of 

orthodox religion, given -by preachers,

here in spirit life, would appear as 
mother of pearl. Now your earthly 
mother of pearl is obtained from the 
exquisitely lined sea-shell, and is sim
ply a chemical compound, and this 
compound is obtained by the little 
shell-fish from the sea, or the water, 
also from its food which it obtains 
from the water; and tfie water is com
posed of hydrogen and oxygen together 
with other various chemicals and salts 
held In solution by the sea-water; but 
not to enter into greater length of de
tails we will say the mother of pear! is 
composed of chemical compounds 

i through chemical affinity, and the little 
shell-fish creates, through chemical af
finity, the beautiful mother of pearl, 
without understanding the -laws by 
which it does so.

Now if the little shell-fish can create 
this beautiful substance through the 
laws ot chemicar affinity, think, yon 
that the developed soul and spirit of a 
'man may not, by understanding' the 
laws, compose a substance, spiritual 
arid ethereaV far exceeding in beauty1 
the little shell-fish’s endeavors In- the 
same direction?

The pipes of Franz-Liszt’s organ look

be 
an 
to 
to

"Continuity of Lira a Cosmic Truth," 
By Erot. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
a strong," Ibglcal thinker, on a deeply 
Important subjset Price, cloth, gl.

“ItoW Shall I Become a Medi 
Um/’ Fully flrnsWefed

în ^Mediumship and Its Lawsuits Conditions 
^¿Cultivation^ by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 

1 M Send to Mr. Tuttle Berlin Heights, 0. !

wear the golden crown and play the 
harp as Joud and long as the best man 
or woman tlie world ever.knew,.as they 
sit side by side near the. great white 
throne, while Jesqs beams upon one as 
proudly as upon the other, even though 
Paul told of the third heaven with Para
dise the fourth condition for the best 
people, just beyond.
Spiritualism, gospel truth, 

Revealed to us in love .
Dy those we knew ip days of old 

Returned from heaven above,
We love’ thy paths, sweet paths 

pence .. ■ ■: •
That lead us to the grand release 
Of life where all is pain, strife, 
To meet the father, mother, wife. 
Husband, brother,- sister, friend, 
And live as long as time.may be 
Or throughput all eternity,

ot

Aye, seek the proofs^ eternal proofs 
of ¡that enduring’estate beyôpd 'ttjé' so-' 
calledffieatb; sénding'fefth' to'thé ■frlnds 
as (fast'àaprpôlB hôme”tb you,!'anti in 
time you Will'nd longersaÿ, “I/believe,” 
but it will make you ever ready to say, 
“Spiritualism Is the only religion that 
provés itself. I11 know that'Spiritualism 
fc true.” . TREV. G. C. LOVE.

Portland, Oregon.
,O’FI N EGAN’S* ¿HU RCH 3DU E8.

minus proofs. ;,.,"
All that is'needed is- emotion (hyster

ical), believe the preacher, declare'he 
tells the truth (whether he tells it or 
not), shout hallelujah! a few times and 
you've got religion pure?-and simple, 
more simple than pure. , . ,

As before stated, religion, should, like 
everything else in the worjd, be found-, 
ed on proof, and a religipn that will not 
prove itself is only' a theory while the 
religion that comes to the front demon
strating itself with proofs positive/that 
religion is the true.rellgion.’

I will not try to enumerate thé dif
ferent religions of thé .world, ibut I can 
and will’tell you tliat 1 1b the numerical 
quantity among all religions "that dem
onstrates or proves itself true, and that 
religion Is, Spiritualism. All else are 
theories. ... . ■ ' " '

Just why people will not prove their 
religion as they do. other .’problems of 
life I know not. But like' §neep, where 
the leader jumps the r.es’t .of the flock 
jump, even though’ the obstacle .’J». re
moved before the flock reaches, that ob
stacle after, the leader jumped.In re-; 
liglon people seem to be jumpers. They 
jump at the conclusion to have a re-

gether through the laws of chemical af
finity, or the attraction that these chem-. 
leal -substances hold for each - other. 
Everything that you have on earth first 
existed, and does exist at all times, 
here .in the ethereal or spiritual realm; 
and everything that you have on-earth 
can be dissipated and sent back to us 
here or made invisible and intangible 
to your material senses.

, Now if we here, within the ethereal, 
have every known chemical substance 
that you have on earth, what is there to 
hinder us, if we have wisdom and 
knowledge sufficient, to bring these 
chemicals together and -form beautiful 
ethereal compounds that may be, and 
arc, far more beautiful than any of 
earth? But whether you believe it or 
noh the fact remains the same, and 
Franz Liszt will contfnue-to play his or-: 
•gan, and I my piano—for I have the. 
most beautiful -one imaginable—as long 
as We think best- We have, in our con
servatory pianos encased la what- -ap* 
pears like mottled gold, mother of-pearl, 
mottled silver,'ebony, rosewood,.-.-but- 
“nary a pine” although I have nothing 
to.say against a beautiful pine tree,-for. 
we have many represented r-here, .. but 
they do not enter into-the.construction 
.of our musical instruments. „ •

My key-board is of real pearl, for this 
is simply anotherchemical compound; 
the ilttte hammers aad strings are ateo
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SPIRITUALISM
By Sending 

In Your

Why Eat Any Meat?
And so Dr. Lilland thinks the tenden

cy is toward live food, or in other 
words, natural food, as grains; fruits, 
nuts and vegetables, . as against' the 
flesh of slaughtered animals. Common 
observation amongst the thinking class 
of people will support Dr. Lilland in 
this assertion, but we shall take ex
ception to his statement that "the ques
tion as to the comparative value of the 
meat as against the vegetable diet, 'is 
one that depends largely upon the IndF- 
viduah” The comparative value lies 
simply and solely with the iods them
selves, as even he acknowledges later 
in his article.

Listen; “As a substitute of meat, 
weight for weight, there are some veg
etables that are more . nutritious and 
strengthening than any meat that can 
be eaten." He compares the Japanese

One evening; weak and weary, 
When my-mind was sad and dreary 

At my prospects-of the future, too dis
couraging-to-tell, 

I went to Father Carey 
Who is always light and airy, 

Faith! he never seems to bather much 
with heaven, earth or hell.

“Och," says V’“dear Father John, 
I’ve such an awful taking on .

About my sins and my shortcomings, 
and I dread the judgment day;

But your reverence can relieve me, 
And with fllling.wprds retrieve me, . 

And with, holy consolations take my 
terrors all away.”

Then with repentant fearing ' ' 
’ . I whispered in his hearing 
Many a sad thought which had long 

brought trouble to my mind;
. And I asked him to excuse . ’ 

.; ijf I didn’t pay my dues 
To the ¿hurch and to the priest, as all | 

• the crops were, far behind. ।
"Sure, poor Biddy and the chllder 

/ Need so many things they hinder, 
And I scarce can keep the devil of star- 

vatipn from-my door;
But holy Father Carey;
You can make me light.and airy

With a word of consolation from the 
• ' Church’s ample store."
There I ended my confession 

; -Of the cause of my depression, 
But my sins were so enormous that the 

priest had to retuse, 
For his claim, in a disaster,

with.the Russians,:and frankly admits • 
that he believes a great many people 
eat too much meat. Now we wish io 
ask, why eat-anymeat? When the 
winners in the great German contests- 
for strength and endurance are vegeta
rians, when our most successful ■ ath
letes are vegetarians, and some of our 
greatest intellects the world has ever 
known were vegetarians, why is meat 
necessary? Or why is it even advis
able in small quantities? We have 
health, intellect, strength, all of a su
perior quality, all of a kind that stands 
highest in the ranks, without resorting- 
to dead flesh as food, and so we ask 
again, why use It.? -

We well know that the body we build 
Is the house we live in. We also know 
that as .we build, bo shall be our pro
gression on this plane of expression. 
Matter is the governor. We cannot re
ceive beyond the capacity of the instru
ment we use, or the house we llVe in. 
Suppose we build a house of gross, de
caying flesh, taken from the tortured, 
helpless creatures—our house is devoid 
of spiritual light and beauty. We live. 
But what a life! The windows of the 
soul are darkened, discolored-and dis
torted values present themselves to our 
comprehension. The pure white light

Professor Edgar L. Larkin’s Importai 
Statement.

In No. 772 of The Progressive ThlnC 
er, from Chicago Examiner, Professof 
Larkin' writes on, “The Electrical Basis 
of the Universe." Ho begins the state
ment, that “nothing exists within the 
known interstellar space but corpus
cles.” Says Professor J. J. Thompson 
has determined the corpuscle to be in 
size about one-thousandth part of an at
om. . Says, "the corpuscle has the 
property inertia and the attributes ot 
matter;” and that "electricity and cor
puscles have been found to possess no .. 
difference.” Thus we have his argu- 

' ment for "electricity being the basis of 
the universe.”

I accept the corpuscular theory, but 
find Insurmountable obstacles against 
its being electricity. It is positively 
known, as the Professor says, that 
light moves 186,000' miles per second. 
It is alstf known that matter never 
moves one mile per second, "when the 
density of the matter Is not greater 
than the matter passed through, t am 
not speaking of the enormous velocity 
of planets. To include planets in the 
discussion would demand that the in
terstellar space be filled solid with 
planets. Were it so filled a mere 
child conld understand that a single., 
planet would have no velocity. Liquid 
matter has some; solid matter has none, 
that is appreciable.

It is known that electricity has a ve
locity certainly equal to that of light. 
Let us see what is known about the 
movement of matter through like mat
ter. It has been found that the water 
of the first ocean wave falls back into 
its original position; and the same 
with each succeeding wave. The re
sistance of the immense ocean ot water 
is too great for the passage through it 
of the water contained in a single 
wave.

A cyclone starts, say in Kansas; It

vival, they jump at the revival, jump to( 
the conclusion the preachePiijnowsit all, . 
jump into hysterics bécatise of the re
vival, and jump onto you; because you 
won’t let them revive yôu’/m ffiëïr way.

Now just a few truths1Jn\ connection' 
with the only religion that proves itself;

We don’t have revivafe.*'- '
/We don’t need revival^.' /;j5?

We have no use for hys'teriCsf
We have ho emotlonaf'preâSièrsè'.
We ask; silence; sensible rpdtt>le, uni

ty, earnest invocation forjfrinhrahd splr- 
•itual .manlfestatlons, carefiil'pcighing ot 
the evidence, and impartial judgment 
These bring the proof ot DmrituaHsm 
home to the investigator9sp thoroughly 
that instead of shouting^’Érafê'e God!” 
“Hallelujah!” etc;, we ifear' tr&m their 
lips the earnest convincmg.deïiaration, 
“I know that Spiritualismlà.titre.”

How much better it Is“ to3 .know a 
thing, than by faith to’ belleveiL How I 
much more grand to -realize -Hi thing 
than it is to think it. Fàiih?&ie taste 
of things, that are, while Knowledge is a 
a feast. To know a thing the greatest 
truth. Faith to me is tfie least;

Is the first/all others after, • ■ 
And the.church giyes;consolati6n to the 

. man that pays his dues. ■ - • 
7 . THOS. HARDING.

Sturgis, Mich.

of truth and love cannot enter in. Our 
loye is selfish and carnal. Our' light 
may be bright'to us, but, oh, how dark 
to spiritual.insight

When it has been ably demonstrated 
that meat is not necessary to our well
being, when it has also, been demon
strated that it is an injury instead of 
a benefit, why. continue its use? I 
. . Are we slaves to the bodily habits 
and tastes of our ancestors? Shalt the 
spiritual man be in bondage to thè can
nai? Spiritual freedom, light and 
beauty, health, strength; longevity, lie 
with vegetarianism. Economy "alQÓ,. if 
you will. This is not theory, It ,1s 
faét Take some vegetarian magazine 
and read up on this subject. " Lèâfd 
how to select and prépare thé" substP 
-tûtes for flesh food. Clean " the win-

Preachers of any ~eed will
preach to you eternal life in a world of 
spirit, asking you to accept that state
ment in faith believing? They never 
give a proof that it is so.1.!’; The great 
true idea of eternal - existence - makes
you in their estimation a, j3devil or. a

HAD A VISION. »

Reading Man Saw Postal Card From a 
Friend.

saint forever and forever.- Only one 
hell, one condition of punishment for 
the one who may have ’-broken one 
commandment as Well as the one who 
■may have broken/the ten?‘"’Both-suffer-? 

i Ing the same eternal jiuj)ikhme‘nt side 
i by Bide even though thePsaltaist speaks 
of-the "lowest-hell," TndicSflng .more 
than one hell in which almslck. sftuls 
may be punished according, to.- evil 
thoughts, words and de^e as thffif 
case might require.

They have but one -heaven tn which

Reading; Mich.—O. V-. LaBoyteaux 
of -Reading, and'Lester Black of Koko-' - 
mo; Ind.; were schoolmates many’yearq 
ago in ¿‘little Hoosier village; La Boy- 
teaux drifted into Michigan and Black 
spent several years in California. Both 
have been students along occult lines 
from boyhood, and a visit was looked 
forward to with pleasant anaicipation. 
on Black’s return from the west

When he reached Chicago, Black 
wrote his friend at Reading that he 
would be with him one day the follow
ing week, but as he was going to take 
hospital treatment for a few days he 

i would write again stating the day he 
would arrive in Reading. On Thursday 
night following this message LaBoy
teaux says he had a vision of a postal 
card which gave information that Black 
could not come, as his ■ physician ad
vised him to go direct to his home to 
rest up before beginning' his winter’s 
school work. 'On Saturday morning he 
received a message from-Black stating/ 
that he would arrive- to’. Reading on 
Tuesday afternoon. On- Tuesday- morn
ing he received’-' another ■ card from 
Black bearing the identical message he 
bad seen in his vision of the-previous 
Thursday .night -.The idea, of 'mental 
telepathy, is. dispelled by the fact that 
the vision Was seen by - LaBoyteaux 
three - day s before any consul  tatloh was 
had with'ihe attending physician to toe 
matter, and at toe time when both 
minds were centered most strongly on

dpws of vour house,- let pure light in, 
and rebuild—rebuild—then we '; can 
commence to talk of love/ and peace/ 
and good Will. But man ‘knows no't the 
meaning of love when he dwells within, 
a blood offering. He cannot 'feel a1 
throb of sympathy or tenderness for 
the helpless creature condemned to ca
ter to his taste, and consequently Is ar
rogant and selfish with his fellow-men.1 
Sympathy, love, comes with .all, :'.Wei 
aré only one with all, as all life Comes’ 
from Infinite Life. ;We, as Spiritualists, 
know this to be true. And we also know' 
that allTife has a continuity of éxist- 
ence." Or shall we take a' stand on a 
line with our'good orthodox brother, 
who said, “Myself and my wife, my son 
John and his wife; us fow and no 
more,” and shut out all life except the 
human? Whether we will, or no, we 
have not our choice. Natural Law says 
all life, and nature’s law is not 
changed by man's belief or his wishes. 
-Brother and sister Spiritualists, shall 
we give up these bloody feasts and 
grow?

Then shall we learn the love that 
sends peace forth unto a troubledworld. 

JESSIE S. PETTIT FLINT.
Corvallis, Oregon. ■

An Easy Way to Make Money.
I have made K6O.O0 In 80 days selling'Dish- 

washers. I did-my housework at the same 
lime. I don’t canvass. People come or send for 
the: Dish-washers. I handle the Mound City 
Dteh-wasbor. It is the best on- the market. It 
la lovely to sell. It washes and dries the dishes 
ptsi-focliy In two minutes. Every lady who sees 
It wants one I wlU’devoto all my future time 
.to the business and expect to clear M,000.00 this rear. Any intelligent trersoncan doasweU as 

have done "Write for particulars to the Mound 
City DtshiWasher Oo., St Louis; Mo. "" ' -"

. ’ - MSB. W. B.

consin; because of the like wave prin
ciple. These are only the very large 
vibrations, illustrative of the well-estab
lished vibratory theory. Sound and 
heat are lesser illustrations. Arguing 
from ’;the known to the unknown,” the 
same vibratory principle manifests 
down through all the finer- conditions 
of matter, including the recently dis-' 
covered universe of corpuscles.

That electricity may be a vibratory 
motion ot the corpuscles, is scientific
ally logical. That the corpuscles them
selves are the same as electricity, is a 

। theory. contrary to every demonstrated 
[.truth. That the corpuscles contain a 
principle producing the motion called 
electricity, as water produces wave, 
and air cyclones, is purely 'scientific. 
It is clear that the resistance ot the 
universe of corpuscles to a small bunch 
of .corpuscles is in exact ratio of that 
gf the whole ocean to the single wave. 
- Professor Larkin further says that K 
his philosophy is sound, then”the hu
man mind is made of electricity, and 
electricity is matter;” and that "no en
tity. exists but electricity.” He would 
be still more interesting if he would 
prove, by some known law, that elec
tricity is in any sense an "entity. I 
think he certainly would admit that 
wave, wind afid sound are not entities. 
On the same scientific law I don’t see 
how be could refuse to admit that elec
tricity is not an entity. There is sci
entific evidence that electricity is ex
actly of the nature of wind and .wave; 
otherwise it could not move with any 
velocity at all. Also the latest psychol
ogy finds,- through scientific processes, 
that mind is a vibratory principle.

The Professor goes on.' He says, 
“four thousand years In the distant 
past, the wisest men the world has ever 
contained, said over and over agafiFtbat 
'thoughts are things.” It is interesting 
to note that he never says ■ the four 
thousand years ago men were "the 
wisest men the world has ever con- 

• tained," when he is developing his fa
vorite study; astronomy.
. The latest reform in education is to 
develop mind rather than stuff it Pro
fessor Larkin is exceedingly interesting 
as a general scientist of suggestion.

E. W. BALDWIN.

"Longley's Beautiful Sóngs." ■ Four
teen beautiful, eonl-iUBplrlng songs, 
with lauste, by C. Faÿsoa- ïxmtfqy, 
Stìsa-ìy sæa, 16 œata.

"After Her Death. The Story 
"Summer."- ; By- -Lilian Whiting.'" 
mind that loves spiritual thought 
talk to be fod and delighted"with, thia 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced Ideas- on the finer and 
.ethereal phases ot Spliitaabsm, leading 
? thé mind-onward into the purer atmoa- 
ipbere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher 1U& Prices

A
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' ■ The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Ready to Battle for Spiritualism, Mure an<l Unadulterated.and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.

ST. PETER AT THE GATE
[This poejii is republished;by special request],..

Zbc progressive linker THERE IS NO DEATH
- —ft- 

b A CORRECT VERSION,

I

r

6t. Peter stood at the golden gate, - ‘ 
With a solemn mien and an air sedate, 

, When up to the top of the golden stair
A man and a woman ascending there, 
Applied for admission. They came and stood 
Before St. Peter, so great and good;
In hopes the City of Peace to win, .
And asked St. Peter to let them in.
The woman was tall, and lank, and thin, 
With a scraggy beardiet upon her chin. 
The man was short, and thick, and stout, 
Uis’stomach was builf so it rounded out, 
His face was pleasant and all the while ■ 
Ale wore a kindly and genial, smile. ■.
The choirs in the distance the echoes woke, 
And the man kept still while the woman spoke.

“Oh, thou, who guards the gate,” said she, — .. 
“W6 two coriie hither beseeching thee . / 
To Jet us enter the heavenly land . ; .
And play our harps with the an^el band. . - 
Of me, St. Peter, there is no doubt. ’ - 
There’s nothing from heaven1 to bar me out;
I’ve been to meetings three times a week, 
Andalmostalwaysl’driseandspeak..
“I’ve told the sinners about the flay 
When they’d repent of their .evil way;
I’ve told my.neighbors—I’ve told them all 
’Bout Adam and Eve, and the Primal Fall, 
I’ve shown them what they ’d have to do 
If they’d pass in with the chosen few; - . 
I’ve marked then’ path of duty clear— 
Laid out the plan for their whole career.
“I’ve talked and talked to ’em loud and long, 
For my lungs are good, and my voice is strong.
So, good St. Peter, you’ll clearly see
The gate of heaven is open for me;
But my old man, I regret to say, 
Hasn't walked in exactly the narrow way. 
He smokes and he swears, and grave fault? he’s got, 
And I don’t know whether he’ll pass or not.
He1 would never pray with an- earnest vim, 
Or go to revival, or join in a hymn, 
So I had to leave -him in sorrow there . 
While I, with the chosen, united in prayer. 1 1
He ate what the pantry chanced to afford, ’ / 
While I, in my purity, sang to the Lord;
And if cucumbers were all he got, ’ y ' 
It’s a chance if he merited them or not.
“But O, St. Peter, I love him so, ’
To the pleasures of heaven please let him go ! 
I’ve done enough, a saint I’ve been. 
Won’t that atone ? Can’t you let him in 7 
By my grim gospel I know ’tis so 
That the unrepentant must fry below, 
But isn’t there some way you can see 
That he may enter, who’s dear to me?
“It’s a n'arrow gospel by which I pray, J
But the Chosen expect to find some way •
Of coaxing, or fooling, or bribing you, 
So their relations can amble through;
And say, St. Peter, it seems to me 
This gate isn’t kept as it ought to be.
You ought to stand down by the opening there, 
And never sit down in that easy chair.

“And, say, St. Peter, my sight is dimmed, 
But I don’t like the way your whiskers is trimmed. 
They ’re cut too wide, and outward toss, v 
They ’d look better narrow, cut straight across.
Well, we must be going our crowns to win, 
So open, St. Peter, and we’ll pass in 1”

St. Peter sat quiet and stroked his staff, 
But, spite of his office, he had to laugh. 
Then said,-with a fiery gleam in his eye: 
“Who’s tending this gateway—you or I?” 
And then he arose, in his'stature tall, 
And pressed a button upon the wall, 
And said to'the imp who answered the bell, 
“Escort this lady around to hell!”

I?>h

it

The man stood still as a piece of stone— 
Stood sadly, gloomily there alone.
A life-long, settled idea he had
That his wife was good and he was bad;
He thought if the woman went down below 
That he would certainly have to go; 
That if she went to the regions dim, 
There wasn’t a ghost of a show for him.
Slowly he turned, by habit bent, 
To follow wherever the woman went. 
St. Peter, standing on duty there, 
Observed that the top of his head was bare. 
He called the gentleman back, and said: 
“Friend, how long have you been wed?” 
“Thirty years” (with a weary sigh), 
And then he thoughtfully added, “Why?”
St. Peter was silent. With head bent down 
He raised his hand and scratched his crown. - 
Then, seeming a different thought to take, 
Slowly, half to himself, he spake: 
“Thirty years with that woman there? 
No wonder thtTman hasn’t any hair! 
Swearing is wicked: smoke’s not gpodj 
He smoked and swore—I should think-he would
“Thirty years with that tongue so sharp? 
Oh! Angel Gabriel! give him a harp! ' 
A jeweled harp with a golden string! 
Good sir, pas& in where the angels sing! 
Gabriel, give him a seat alone—.
One with a cushion—\ip near the throne! 
Call up some angels to play their best! 
Let him enjoy the music—and rest!
“ See that on the finest Ambrosia he feeds ; . ' 
He has hid about aH the hell he needs!
It isn ’t just hardly the thing to do— 
To roast him on earth and the futareT'too! ”

They gave him a harp with golden Strings, ■ 
A glittering robe and a pair of wings, 
And he said, as he entered the Realm of Day: . 
“Well, this beats cucumbers, anyway!” ■ '
And so the scriptures had come to pass— 1 , 
“The last shall be first, and the first_shall be, last.”

' —Joseph Bert Smiley.*;

It Leads In AH Things That Pertain to Spiritualism and Psychic Laws.

Unparalleled Prosperity ttas Marked Its Course for Fifteen Years

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.
It I* Important when a meetins li 

impended, that notice be given ub. so 
Wit Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notice« of all meetings being 
held hero in public balls at the present 
time. '

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. In Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue aud W. 13th street.

| - The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee

; ayenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.
' The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
tegular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o'clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door, The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth 1b the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street. 
•Entrance to hall, 319 JE. 55th street. !

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at tho northwest corner of 
47th.street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o'clock. Mrs, Mr A. Burland, pastor.

Stop
AH Quackery. । 
Heal Thyself, 
By Using the
Schaefer Wealing Apparatus

In Your Own Home. z
I ThoutiandB have been cured’ of UlseaBea that
I were called Incurable by the M. D’fi., Oateopnth-
I ice, Magnetic HfeiUera, etc. No matter what your 

ailment might be, you ought to Invcatigato the

j SCHAEFER SYSTEM,
' And see tvhat this new Scleneq. c'rth. do in your 
cane, it will cur© you, and will put years to 
your Hie, aud life to your yeai-3,

All Diseases of the Stomach, Liver, 
Bowels, Nerves, Skin, and

Blood Permanently 
Cured.

For further Information, literature, ete,, address,-
DR, G. H. A. SCHAEFER, , 

2008 Peach St., Erle, Pa.,

IMPORTANT.

T 
T

Î
He has oratory who ravishes his hearers .while he 

forgets himself.—Lsvater. . ,
: ’, He who is plenteously provided-for-within needs 

'■ ■ but little' from without.—Goethe. < '
'- The true man is he who does the truth and never 
holds a principle on which he is not prepared in any 
hour to act, and in any hour to risk the conseauences 
of holding it.—F. W. Robertson.

' . . -.The spirit of the fathers challenges the boldest re- 
pudiation of Bibliolatry, I cannot reconcile ah eth
ical’Jesus and an honest manhood with what is now 

own of the canonical history of both the Old and 
enter-sRey* _W, T. Hutchins. ,

The Progressive Society holds eery-" 
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
eyery isession. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor. .

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 West 
Sixty-third street, every SundaY even
ing at 8 o'clock. Conference in the af
ternoon at 8. -The Ladles' Auxiliary 

- meets every Thursday afternoon at 
same number.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No.. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7+30 In Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North ayenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every. 
Thursday evening at their new hall, 
northwest corner Sedgwick and Mo
hawk streets. Mr. Frank Joseph, me
dium. .

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner. 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every I 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr
heit, meeting every Sunday eveplng at 
8 o’clock In Wicker Park Hall, 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Villroak.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.; lecture at 8 p. m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates and others. Good music.

Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday« evening at 
8 p. in., and Sundays at 3 and'8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds its meetings every Sunday at 
2:30 and 7:45. Sunday school at 1:30. 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue. All welcome.

Spiritual, Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at' Arlington 
Hall, N. W.> corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening servlbe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street.

A Spiritualist Temple^ has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel- 
'moht avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday ' .evening, at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every ser
vice. i ' '

The Universal Occult Society holds 
Its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street. Hall “C,” every Sunday after
noon and evening, the Hon. Robert Gil- 
ray pastor. Good mediums to give 
messages. Conference at 3 p. m. Reg
ular'service at 8 p. m.

Spiritualist meetings,Van Buren Hall, 
• Madison street and California avenue, 
inspirational lecture and extempo-in- 
spiratlonai song by Mr. Cooper Walker, 
from subjects selected by the audience; 
inspirational poems; tests by Mrs. Nel
lie Kusserow and other prominent me
diums. Mr. Walker will give away at 
each I meeting an original oil painting 
done by himself in colors from a. sub
ject selected by some jpember of the 
audience. Good singing. Everybody 
invited. Meetings every Sunday at 
2^30 tad 8 p. m.

Occult Scientists^ St. Peter's Church, 
No. 3665 Indiana avenue, corner 37th 
.street, 7 30 p. m./ : Lectures, “proof 
positive tests,” etc. Mrs. W'.. Brock
way,- psychic. No fee charged at the 
door. All are welcome.

The ^Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents ¿f Nature will hold Sunday even
ing services at.1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu- 
'macher, pastor. -. . - ; - • •

• Church of the Spirit, Schiller Build
ing, 109 East Randolph street,, third' 
floor.. Services every. Sunday-at 11 a. 
in., '2:36 and 7:30, p; m.' Tests, spirit 
.messages and mental telepathy tmder 
blindfold •conditions throug|i .William- 
Fitch ¿Ruffle, psychic, assisted ’by Mrs,J , 

.,Marie"jacobseh,-,-Danish palmist and 
■psychic." - - ■

I -. Lake View. Spiritual ? Union holds
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., 
at Wells Hall, No.. 1629 , North Clark 
street; corner Fletcher, conducted by . 
Dr. and Mrs. Cari A. Wickland. All 
cordially Invited. Residence 616 Well?, . 
street ' \ . . . .

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets :every Sunday, 
in Worn'309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11-a.-m. Sunday-school 10 a. m. Su-

. THE MINNESOTA CONVENTION.

. (Continued from second page.)

Saturday evening another immense 
audience assemble^ to hear the lecture 
of the evening given by Moses Hull, the 
"Grand Old Man” of Whitewater, Wis. 
Never have I heard Brother Hull speak 
more eloquently than he did’on this oc
casion, and I felt proud of the fact that 
his home was in Wisconsin. Hls dis
course did much toward glving-a broad
er conception of things to many, and 
toward cementing the fast growing 
friendship for the school of- which he 1b- 
president. The audience -responded 
nobly .to”'Kis appeal for- financial aid: 
to the school, which goes to prove that' 
the people do like education and intel
lect. Long may his gray hairs and 
commanding personality, accompanied, 
by his matchless logic be spared to- 
adorn our spiritual rostrum. ■

After Mr. Hull’s discourse; the writer 
was called upon to give ih- few descrip
tions.

On this occasion as usuaii-.the musical-; 
■program was arranged and presented, 
by the Zumbachs, who seem -td.'tarty in<; 
spiratlon with them wherever they, go.'.; 
Mrs. Jahnke also assisted in the pro- , 
gram of the evening, winning many« 
friends by the manner in.which she ren- i 
dered her selections.

On Sunday afternoon, an audloncff«. 
numbering in the hundreds assembled^! 
so eager were they for a little more in-;> 
sight into the philosophy oi the continu-.i 
ity of life. The writer gave the dis
course of the afternoon. This was fol
lowed by messages through the medl-n 
umship of Mrs. J. Sauer and Mrs. Mur-A 
tha, each of whom seemed to be In 
close touch with the denizens Of the 
other side of life.

In the evening the,dv?nt of the moeto 
importance?'was- the,, lecture bylMisst 
Lizzie Harlow. It was' forceful, ¡mas« 
terly and logical, an,doMiss Harlow's el-' 
oquence is too well knotyn to need more 
thanpassing mention at this time.' Her 
discourses, as was that of'Moses Hull, 
were taken down in short hand, and 
will soon be given’ to the public in 
pamphlet form. Miss Harlow has not 
been in Minnesota long but she has al
ready made many friends among those 
who have listened to her efforts.

Eloquence, wit and logic make a pow
erful triol and are bound to win friends

Owing to the f»ct that'the courts have in ev
ery case decided against Psychic Healers who 
advertise to cure the sick without drugs, where 
the case has been between the U. S, government 
and a Healer (deciding that it is a clear case of 
intent, to defraud) to advertise to diagnose’also, 
without leading symptoms being given. There, 
fore I have decided, as u physician in good 
standing, to not advertise my gift of Psychic 
Healing, but will diagnose disease aiid not ask 
a fee for so doing.» I will therefore hereafter 
diagnose disease . ,

Ftee of Charge, 
to all who' will Bend their name, age, box, and 
give leading symptoms, and all who will send 
12,00 (Two Dollars) with their request for a di
agnosis, I will diagnose their disease free, and 
will send them for the $2.00 two weeks’ treat
ment, and the best book published on Spiritual- 
isih,.

"The .Scientific Basis of
Spiritualism.”

BY EPES 8 AKGENT.

Cancers Cured or No Pay.
We Have the Best Method.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
“THE WESTLAND,”

(Next to Symphony Hall.)

.............Boston, Mass.

FOR RENT.
Furnished room at 222 trving Avo., near Van. 

Buren Street Cars. Spiritualist family.

G. N. KINKEAD, 
Trumpet, Psychic Readings dally. 2947 Indiana 
avenue, Chicago.

- MRS. DH. DIXON.
Nail dime &, Birth-date. Will answer 8 questions, 
Private readings daily. Free ticket to party with 
every reading. 44 IS, 3)st St., Chicago.

WANTED,
A single man who can be relied upon to do work 
on a small farm, und have a good home In a Splr- 
llualiBt fariilly«of two. PetertGoodspeed, }Ve8i 
PuwJetrVk. - ■

Astrblogist and Clairvoyant.
Send box, date of birth (hour If -possible), with 

25 ct«., and two cents for return postage, for par
tial reading. THERESE DUANE, box 87, Berke
ley, Cal. Get yoyr children’« Horoscopes.

GREAT OCebLT SECRET.
Send addressed envelope, with 1-cent stamp af-' 

fled, to W. F. Whitehead, .328 Warren 'uvenne. 
Chicago, fora free copy of hls full solution of M 
wonderful Magic Word Square, which has hereto
fore defied analysis, and conceals a great occult 
secret. _ * 775

for their.possessor, but when the fourth b 
membef of the trio is a genial, happy“"”

C. WALTER LYNN;
THE.

* •v •/ * w • • , • • • •

: Eminent Healer;
■ and •

: Gifted Psychic.:
. . . e el e o-o o

Health Restored by v 
Common Sense Methods.

For the Cure of Mental 
and-physical Ailments.

OBSESSION CURED • •
For Freo Dlagnoal. at Disease, spoil five 

tworcenl stamps, age name, box, and own hand- 
writlnr,

Readings and Business Advice, $1 
and Two Stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St, Oakland, Cal.

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for 

my blind elater, Jennie u Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send It to me with 11, and I will 
try and ret reply by independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil- 
lord Masa

ELTON E. HEDRICK,
ABTROI.OGEB.—Vocation, business specula
tion, matrimony, changes, travel, all affairs of 
life. Pee 12.00. Bend date ot birth as near the 
hour as possible. Address, 2621 Heading Road. 
Cincinnati, Ohio..................................................... ' Ttb ' '

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest and most successful physician now 
lu practice. Hls cures ure wonderful. Hie exam* 
jnatlons free to all who send him name, age, sex. 

.look of their hair and six cent» Ln stamps. No 
leading symptom required. He makes a spe
cialty of treating nervous exhaustion ot men. with 
wonder/ubbuceefis. Write st once. Delays are 
dangerous. Address.

DR. J. S. LCfocRS, M. D„
85 Warren St.. Stoneham. Mass.

Fun and Philosophy (In Verse).
By Byron D. Stillman, is a neat-little volume of 

quaint humor and spiritual philosophy, inter- 
blended with tender pictures of home and heart 
Hie. It is dedicated to his "devoted mother, 
Juliet H. Severance, M. D.,” well known to the 
public as a pioneer worker in ther ranks of prog
ress. It contains many of the pieces so highly 
appreciated by the societies where he has recited. 
Price. 60c. Address, BYRON D. STILLMAN, 678 
East COth st., Chicago, HL

Byron Stillman is a devoted Spirit
ualist, and possesses a brilliant mind in 
a body that unfortunately has many in
firmities. He has been deprived of 
hearing, is totally d-eaf, and is now 
scarcely able to walk. Those who buy 
his book will not be disappointed in i(s 
merits, and at the same time will be' 
helping the author.—Editor.

perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S. 
J. "Ashton. Pas'tor’s address, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers-Park. Day at 
homer Friday.

Bana, of Harmonv, auxiliary to the 
-Church of the Soul, meets the first and 
third. Thursdays • of. each. month, at 
room 512 Masonic Temple, from 3:30 to 
10 p. m. Coffee and lunch at 6 o’clock.

"The Majesty of Caithness, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities.’.’ By 
Wm. George Jordan. Another valuable - 
little work. Price 20 cents.

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest 
nuts and Political Pin Points.”. By J. I 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing I 
79 pages of racy: reading. Price 23 
cents. •• ,

“Mark Chester; or a Min ana a Mill
ion. A Tale of Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Peterallea. A pure psyme 
story, elevating and r^ormatom Efe 

■ jar «mfcll-mfc

personality of the feminine persuasion, 
why, it is simply irresistible, that’s all 
—and Miss Harlow has captured Min
nesota.

The’writer gave a few descriptions, 
and the meeting closed leaving with ev
eryone the feeling that they had been 
baptised anew—a baptism of spiritual 
fire which will remain with them for 
many a day. I repeat, this was the 
most harmonious convention I have 
ever attended, and it made my friend; 
ship for Minnesota and its splendid as
sociation still firmer than ever. Mr. 
Maxwell, with the aid of his second in 
command, Mr. J. P. Whitwell, than 
whom we have no trtier or more capa
ble state officer anywhere, has a great 
field to conquer, and every, possibility 
of winning. These two, with their col
leagues in.office will certainly give a 

. good account of themselves.
Convention Notes.

J. ,8. Maxwell was elected delegate to 
the National Convention at St, Louis— 
and—“Louis” will have to “look a leedlé' 
oudt.” • . ...

Moses Hull soared on the wings of el
oquence Saturday evening during hlB 
discourse. I sat beside him . when he 
ate thé wings—I think there were six..

Will Willing was willing to visit the 
Minnesota convention, and Minnesota 
was billing that Will Willing should do 
so. He was . there—expansive smile, 
good natute, abundant avoirdupois and 

'all. . ' ; . ■ '
. If you want a correct definition of- 
happiness, ask Maxwell. He will un
doubtedly say it is the fceling a fellow 
has,when ta association that he has 
served faithfully and well for.iseyeral : 
years, elects him to their highest office1 
by acclamation. . ’ : ?
' The Minneapolis News said that:! 

"Will J. Erwood, medium, .saw Spiritual-3 
istic'horses.galioping.qvdr the heads, ofi! 
the audience, and desetibéd".them -sot 
'viyidly that "all ; ^ognized; but 
one.” J .‘deny the alligator? '' ;■ i 
' The saine authority; sïùd “that i-Mrs.C 

. Sauer gave'description.to the meinbersl 
of the audience, and.’that not one of- 
them dared to.do otheb. than recognizer . 
what she gave them! They-forgot to 
say by what means she compelled themtl. 

'to acknowledge what she said. !
Moses Hull has re-written the Bible, r 

I have the Daily News as authority, andi . 
surely the reporter can make no tnis-a 
take. .

Whilewater and Minneapolis ant SL ; 
Paul are much nearer than they "wcrev

I before the convention. I
Sanford Niles, an old war horse in 

the battle field of truth was in'attend
ance, and brought the tears of sympa
thy to the eyes of his hearers, as - he 
graphically depicted the 'sufferings of 
otherJ, and implored them to'be up and 
doing for humanity ; his talk to the lit
tle, ones was touching in the extreme. 
Wish we had a few more Banfords.

Minneapolis is better for having had 
■the Spiritualist State Convention inside 
the city limits.

Plenty ol wit, reason, eloquence, but 
never a harsh word—how is that fot a 
Spiritualist convention?

. . WILLJ.ERWOOD.
LaCrosse, Wis. • : ? ■■

I ’The Truth Seeker Collection c? 
StaraiB aad Céreaoales fóf .tho u&S &
«fente.» »te»MMrta

»

WANTEp.
Workers among Spiritualists, to handle “The 

Gentleman from Everyw here.” a fast selling sci
entific and missionary work, heartily recom
mended by leading spiritualists, Liberal com- 
mltiston. W. H. Warner. M. D., AgU, Crothers
ville, Ind.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Clairvoyant readings by mail. Also laws of me- 

dlumlstlc development and spirit, or mental, or 
magnetic healing, taught. Send lock of hair, date 
of birth and One Dollar. Obsession cured, til D. 
Street. N. E. WaBhington, D. O.__________ _________

DON’T READ THIS.
If sick write to me. and I will give you a free 

examination. I want no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion' aud lost vigor of both sexes suc
cessfully treated. Send name. age. sex, complex
ion, weight and 10 cts. in stamps or silver, and re
ceiver correct dlagnofiie, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address, 
* FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
85 Warren St. 8tooeham. Masa.

Myself CURED!»«

MBS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, HL

FRANK N. FOSTER,
The Noted Psychic for

Spirit motoorapliu
Bend name and address for circular. Sittings by 

tnalL 91 Yluhugh SL. Grand Rapids. Mich.

Institute of Higher Sciences
' And College of Fine Forces.

Teachds new and: wonderful methode of cure.
"Fast becoming of world-wide fame.”—H.Tuttlo 

Light. Color, Electricity. Magnetism, Mtud, Bathi. 
* lte>,beautlful Diploma confers title. “D.-M.’ 
Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained* at College or 
at one's home. Books nnd instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to . •

E.D, BAjBBITT. M. D.». Geneva, N. X.

This Is k jfictixre of th« only 
-Dr. Spinnpy-in this state, 
AN DREW. B. SPINNEY. M. D. 
•who has hafl forty-eight years 
experience in tiie study and 
practice of medicine, two years 
Pro> in medical coUcrc, ten 
years in sanitarium work, and 
.is a natural clairvoyant. He 
ncrerfallslndiagnosls. He has 
given especial attention to eye, 
ear, throat and lung troubles, 
»Mo all forms of nervous diseases 
of both sexes. .. ..

Never falls to cure piles. If 
--------- _ _you would like an opinion, of your case FREE, write just bow you feel with 

your own hand and hold tho letter in your hand five 
minutes. Enclose stamp for reply. :

, Address. ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. 0. k 
X’rop. Reed city Sanitarium, Reed City, MK®

, MOLLIE FANCHER, ”
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic etatement ot facts In the lite ot 
Mary J- Fancher, tho psychological marvel ot 
the nineteenth century. - Unimpeachable testi
mony ot many-Witnesses. By Abram H. Dalley. 
With illustrations. Price, cloth, tl.60.

BODY nND.SODL '
Bi J. CLEGG WRIGHT. "X 

This volume consists bta coureeot lectures 
delivered in the tranco state, and Is certainly no 
small omtributlon to the study ot tho soul. - It 
Is a goou work to open the eyto to the difference 
between the deductive and Inductive process or 
mind. Bound In doth, 61. . For sue sftota 
office. . .. . ■-

' THE GOSPEL Of NATURE ;
Is & most excellcat work by Dr? M. r.^harm 
assisted by; ProtW, F. Lyon... Heretofore it 
bas boon sold for St, but the prie» now has been 
redooed tosi.. It ta a toook-thalwlll tatoSt 
and instruct.. Jtoo&talnsm0x>as09« ami-ta full of saggiatilo fâoBgbt^Dr.T&raaa ma

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker, 
230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

Dn Ynn NppA Ana Bcnerl/v I UU I1UUU I can helpyou. I Will fit your 
XnentanrcK w™ by Clairvoyance and 
OPUuLGul uu spirit assistance at your own 
home with the improved melted pebble lease, to 
see near and at a distance. Please write tor illus
trated circular, showing styles and prices. Also, 
my spirit method of treating that restores lost 
vision and impaired eyesight. I guarantee té fit 
your eyes, and safe delivery by mail
SAKfpJLE FntCK—Sufficient magnetized Com
pound for four oz. cures sore eyes, restores ths 
eyes to normal vision. Ten cents for postage.

B. JF. POOLE.
43 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill

This beautifully touching poem ikithe creation of 
Mr. J. L. McCreery, a native of Iowa, and at one time 
editor of the Delaware County Journal of that state. 
The poem was written, in 1863 and was first published 
in Arthur’s Home Magazine in July of that year. Tha 
authorship of the poem was for many years erfone- 

j ously attributed to Lord Lytton, the English poet. A 
I thorough investigation earned on by Lippincott’s 
few years ago fully established the authorship. The 
poem has been printed in every state of the Union, in 
England, Scotland, Ireland, Waifs, Canada, pnd even 
in Australia. It has gone into dozens of school books 
and been incorporated in scores of miscellaneous col
lections of poetry. It has been quoted in full or in 
part at least five times on the floor of Congress. Mr, 
McCreery has for the past few years been a resident 
of the national capital and his best poems have been' 
collected into a volume entitled “Songs of Toil and 
Triumph.” ,

There is- no death! the stars go down fl
To rise upon some fairer shore, 

And bright in heaven’s jeweled crown
They shine forevermore.

There is no death! the forest leaves 
Convert to life the viewless air;

The rocks disorganize to feed '
The hungry moss they bear.

There .is no death! the dust we tread
Shall change, beneath the summer showers, 

To golden grain, or mellow'fruit,
Or rainbow tinted flowers. ib>-

There is no death! the leaves may fall, , 
The flowers may fade and pass away—

They only wait through wintry hours, 
The warm, sweet breath of May.

■ There is no death! the choicest gifts
That heaven hath kindly lent to earth

Are ever first to seek again
The country of their birth.

And all things that for growth or joy
Are worthy of our love and care, 

Whose loss has left us desolate,
Are safely garnered there.

Though life become a dreary waste,
We know its fairest, sweetest flowers, 

Transplanted into paradise,
Adorn immortal bowers.

The voice of bird-like melody
That we have missed and mourned so long 

Now mingles with the angel choir
In everlasting song.

There is no death! although we grieve ■ ’
When beautiful, familiar forms

That we have learned to love are torn
From our embracing arms.

Although with bowed and breaking heart, 
With sable garb and silent tread,

We bear their senseless dust to rest, 
And say that they are “dead.”

They arc not dead! they have but passed
Beyond the mists that blind us here

Into the new and larger life
Of that serener sphere.

They have but dropped their robe of clay
To put their shining raiment on;

They have not wandered far away—
They are not ‘ ‘ lost” or ‘‘ gone.”

Though disenthralled and glorified,
They still are here and love us yet;

The dear ones they have left behind
They never can forget.

And sometimes, when our hearts grow fain.t
Amid temptations fierce and deep, '

Or when the wildly raging waves
Of grief or passion sweep,

We feel upon our fevered brow
Their gentle touch, their breath of balm ;

Their arms enfold us, and our hearts _ 
Grow comforted and calm. ,

And ever near us, though unseen,
The dear, immortal spirits tread;

For all the boundless universe
Is life—there are no dead. '

CREDO.

Development Guaranteed.
Do you sit in the dark? Do you close your ey.es 

tofiee claJrroyantly? Do you belong to circles? 
Are you afraid of tue trance? I will show you the 
better, aye, the best way to develop, and without 
losing your normal condition. Many years of psy
chical experiences, and as a psychic und teacher, 
for I have experienced all the phases and kinds 
ot mediumship, have qualified me for the good 
I am doing. Thousands of flattering testimonials 
to that effect. I take the students and psychics 
who fail. If you are a beginner, better start right 
and obtain results that are genuine. My system 
18 without a parallel, aud has had many bad imi
tations, Send at once, enclosing a stamped, ad
dressed envelope, for ProspuOtus of “The College 
of Divino Sciences and Reulizatlou.” Reduced tu
ition.

The only one or its kind in the world.
CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth-bound, price, 11.50 (re

duced from (2.00). Il teaches you how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its. read the crystal,'see tho future, prophesy are 
attain illumination, und be a Yogis, “AH student* 

, will do well to study this excellent volumn.“—W. 
J. Colvllld. “It is a revelation.”—Light. “Best 
work on the subject."—Mind, “Marvelous—Ep 
och-making,“—Lilian Whiling.

6RIRXT WORLD, by Gnffield, cloth, 60 cents.
AURAS AND COLORS-With exhaustive die 

tionnry of color meanings. A unique‘book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents

PSYCHOMETRY-The first and only book which 
teaches the science so that you can practice it 
Price. 50 cents

EASYLESSONfUn Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psycbotnetry.: Price. 60 cents.

REALIZATION—How. to enter the. super-con- 
sclousncss and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION-A Ms. series on how to divine 
hidden .things, find lost treasures, become a 
seer. Price. SLOG.-

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a newlot at P.25 
each, postage prepaid.

HOW TO REILEMBER PAST LIVES-A Ms. 
series on this fascinating subject. Price, 11.03.

• Address Money orders to
J. C. F. GRUMBIXE,

1285 Commonwealth Arc..
Boston. Mass.

THE SOUL OF THINGS:
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. 'Though'concise as a text book It 
1b as-fascinating as a work of . fiction. The 
reader will bo amaxed to seo tho curious facts 
here combined In support of this power ot the 
human mind, which will resolve ax thousand 
doubts and difflcultlos, malto geology plain as 
day, and- throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price. 11.5a In throe volumes, 
cloth -hound. 51.50 each- Postage, 10c per cony.

HELI06ENTRI6 ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials ot Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables ot Ephemeris to 1910. By 
Yarmo Vedra.-. With- 6l>Illustrations, 85 ot 
which are original; dtwtnCT.br Holmes- W. 
Merton, author ot "Descrlplifo Mentality." A 
new system of personally determining the pri-- 
.mary fund of-Mental and Physical forces and 
their results in mental aptitudes that uomlnath 

■ the nature otUie lndivldual as based upon date 
ol birth. Prlce, cloth, 51.50.. •

OLDflNDNEWPSYGflOLOGy 
:^®y W. Jt Colville? Deports ot twenty-four 
atsUnet lectures, recently delivered m New 
-York . Brooklyn, Boaton, - Philadelphia and 
ether gpromtaeat cläsa.ot the outed State«, 
gare çgn&agtga K» tata of tela voiusaS

Why prate of God? To live in righteousness 
Because some Deity looks on as judge 
And metes with mighty hand the due reward; • 
To praise for recompense—is virtue this ? 
Gods are but Fear apotheosized; made 
At dusk, when frightfully we stretch our hands 
To grasp the light. There have been many such, 
Both good and bad; and some have borne us balm 
And all have caused the blood of hosts to flow.
Who made the good, made he not evil, too ? 
Wer’t true, how dare he damn the very clay 
By him enfeebled, tempted, Towed to fall! 
The wounded dog, the beaten horse, the poor— 
What were their crimes to merit misery here ? 
What good were life and our sojourn on earth 
If all were done for God and what’s to come!
Truth, Beauty, Voices potent in the heart, 
These are my Gods, to these I bend the knee, 
And Art and Nature are my shrines for prayer. 
I live aright because all Nature’s laws 
Decree it So, and not to bribe a Lord 
For hopes of final heaven. And if I fail 
The fault is mine, and then I try again.

1 Let Creed be based upon the best in soul, 
And not upon mere legends thread-worn old.

—Jules Victor Haberman., . / —;—~—- i ■
Perfection is attained by slow degrees; she require* 

the hand of time.—Voltaire.
It is a great sin to swear unto a sin, but greater silt' 

to keep,a sinful oath.—Shakspeare.
Bad habits are as infectious by example as the 

plague itself is by contact.—Fielding.
As soon as we have discovered the needs for our • 

joy or sorrow’ we are no longer its serfs, but its lords. - 
—Dowell. ■ -s - . i

When men first take up an opinion, and then seek ' 
for reason for it, they must be; contented with such -;' 
as the absurdity will afford.—South;

■ • Precept is instruction written in the sand, the tide 
flows over it and the record is gone; Example, is 
graven on the rock.—Channing. . - ■ •

Everything cries out to us that we must renounce. 
Thbu must go without, go without! That is the ever- 
lasting song which every hour, all our life through, 
hoarsely sings to us. Die and come to life; for so । ’ 
long as this is not accomplished, thou art but 
fcrpubled guest in a world of gloom.—Cfoeth^ j

dtwtnCT.br
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SPIRITÜ/YLISM IS Pi TRÜTI+.
vOnç truth is clear--whatever is, is

tight." Pope.
“I long to know the truth hereof at 

large.” Shakespeare.
... “Let us make truth catching.instead 
of falsehood and disease.” Ingersoll.
• “Truth depends oh, or is only arrived

at by a legitimate deduction from all the 
facts which are truly material.” Goler-

“Plows, to go true, depend much up
on the truth of the iron,” Mortimer.

“Truth bears4he torch in the search 
for truth,” Lucretius.

Compensation®"”1,’:»™™.
11 ninnino Narrative oí Experiences in the Spheres oí Spirit Life
’’ CHAPTER I.

On the 13th of October, 17—, I went on board" the 
ship Hawk\.JJ^e, that lay at one of the piers at the 
city of New York, and asked if there was a chance’for 
a green hand on that ship. '

I- was met by a tall, broad-shouldered, grizzly
haired and full-bearded man, about sixty years of age, 
.whom we will call Marks, that if any of his friends 
should chance to read these lines, they would not rec
ognize him.

I am not afraid that anyone will recognize the 
writer of these ipemoirs, for I have been gone, so long, 
that what few friends I had on that eventful morning, 
iave long since gone to join the majority.

I was born and reared in a small village, far remote 
from the seaboard. My early life was spent, until my 
fifteenth birthday as most of the children in the coun
try are, with little to do, except the few chores neces
sary about a plain country home, and attending the 
’district school six months in the year. At that time 
I persuaded my parents to allow me to go to work in 
a mill in a neighboring village for a Small compensa
tion.

inker.
T. I, 1904.

..... ..
Let us love ou^-cause | 

and dare to"advocate its 
truth and d£cryf fraud." i ii 
If we have pure it 
cannot be destroyed in 
the crucible of reason i|i 
and fair discussion, It

;i: will, only thrive, and : 
j expand more; rapidly. I

ated with the idea of going to sea, I should have 
shipped at that time, if he had told me if was for the. 
rest of my life. .

I was put-in the lower hold of the vessel the first 
day, to,help storethe cargo; being a good-sized man, 
1 was also quick and agile; the captain saw my 
strength and ability, he soon found he could rely on 
me, and ¡js he was a pretty good kind of a man for the 
position he occupied in those days, we soon became 
very good friends, as friends go between officers and 
men on board of ship, when poor Jack was considered 
little better than the fishes that swam around the ship.

Our cargo, which consisted of a great variety of 
new world products, was finally all hoisted in, and 
after what seemed to me a long and tedious delay, the 
lines lyere loosed and the proud old ship swung her 
nose oiit in the stream, and with a favorable wind and 
tide, the sails were set, and one of the handsomest 
sights ever seen by mortal men in this fair world, was

NO. 775

TRUTH1 IS IMPERISHABLE
“My mouth shall speak the truth.” 

Prov. viii., 7. ■
“Truth crushed to earth shall rise 

again.” William Cullen Bryant.
“To haye truth and not live it is like 

having lungs and refusing’to breathe.”
“However unwillingly a person who

has a strong opinion may admit the pos 
sibility that his opinion may be false, he 
ought to be moved by the consideration 
that however true it may, be, if it is not
fully frequently, and fearlesslv discussed 
it will be held as a dead dogma, not a 
living truth.” John Stuart Mill

I frequently changed my occupation until my twen- : 
ty-first birthday, then I had contracted a roving dis- 

( position and persuaded myself to believe, that to ever 
' become anything in this life, I must get as far aWay 
from home as possible. So, after saving my little 
earnings very carefuly for a few months, and telling 

। pò one of my intentions, I started, one bright morning 
in September, about one month before this story opens 
and walked until I found myself about forty miles 
from home, in a large town, on the line of a canal that 
led-to the seabord.
- There I immediately made up my mind what I 
would do, for a vivid picture seemed to grow up be
fore me, showing all the world spread out before my 
mind’s eye with such glittering brightness, that every 
drop of my blood was so thrilled that I could hardly 
contain myself. _ ", v

The reader must remember, that in those remote 
Says, there were no railroads or steamboats,'or any 
of‘those qniek modern conveyances of to-day, so .1 
could not jump-on an express train and fly to my'fles- 
tination ; but I boarded the first canal boat I saw find - 
asked for a job. To my delight I received an answer 
to my request, and was sent to ride the horse that 
pulled the boat.

Did I like my new situation? No; but I found while 
in conversation with one of the boat’s crew, that boat 
connected with another that would land me in New 
¡York City, where I eventually landed, and from 
which, as I have stated, I sailed in the fateful Hawk’s 
Eye, so I had to content myself, for I did not have a 
very large purse filled with treasure; and as I had 
made up my mind before leaving home, that I would 

. not return until I could return with a sum of money 
sufficient to put me in a position to ever after live 
comfortably, I concluded to do the best I could under 
the circumstances.

I was defrauded of my wages for leading the old 
■ blind horse of the first boat, for the canaler's captain 

was vexed because I would not make the return trip 
with him, and he refused to pay me; and had it not 
been for the captain of the secessffl boat on which I 
shipped, I should probably have found myself a pris
oner, or else floating in the canal ; as it proved, the 
captains of the two boats were at variance with eàch- 
other, and as the second one wanted my services as 
much as the first one,! was-able to make my escape.

At last I found myself in the city, and hastened to 
take my firsL look at old ocean’s billows. To say that 
I was fascinated at first sight does not half express 
my feelings. I was bewildered."'Everything was 
new to me; I had never before seen more water in a 
body at one time than the mill pond at my old home, 
and now, as my gaze ranged over the broad expanse 

1 of ocean, I fancied that I could go and soon return as 
a'captain of some large ship, and go to my friends 
back there in my old mountain home and regale them 
with wonderful stories such as Munchausen tal<femr 
that of Robinson Crusoe.
’“All these thoughts passed through my brain as I 
lay in my bunk on that old canal-boat the first night 
after we arrived in that, to me, wonderful town.. I 
resolved to make a start on- the following' morning to 
place myself iu a position where I could become a 
sailor - <

This brings me to that point, where I told you that 
I went on board the old ship Hawk’s Eye, which was 
to take me out upon what was destined to be a voyage 
Which none other has ever had the opportunity of see
ing, and wonderful to relate, none ever had opportu
nity to return and tell about, until this time.

.The ship Hawk’s Eye, that proved to be my prison 
Bo long,'was square rigged; of about two hundred 

’ tons burden, and one of the largest afloat in those 
'days; her officers were men who had fòìlówpd thè sea 
all their days, and were men of known ability; each 
one from the captain down to the third male was qual
ified to take the ship into any waters of the ocean in 
the known world; the luost of.the sailors before the 
inast had visited the.best known harbors of the world, 
and out of. a crew of twenty-eight, there were but two 
beside myself that coriM be.called green hands •’these' 
two had been on the water more or less, while X had 
Dever known, or even thought what it-was to lie but 
of sight of land.-

I soon made my bargain with the captain, and hav
ing money enough to purchase my outfit, I was intrq- 
'dttèed to one of the sailors who pilotéd:mc loia place 
in the city, where I was soon provided with.all the 
necessary articles a sailor might need for a Iflng 
voyage. ’ ::>

gC. I had shipped for the voyage, be it what it might; 
the captain told me, “it might be for three years, and 

' might be more ; probably more. ’ ’ . Às I was infatu-

presented to those who stood on the pier and waved 
adieu to those on deck. I seemed to be the only one 
at that time that no one waved a good-bye to. *

“Young man, I think you are the only one on this 
ship that has not left one friend on yonder dock to 
bid you good-bye. Have you no friends?”

“Oh, yes,” I said, “but they are so far from hère 
that it would be hard for them to bid me good-bye, if 
tlij?y would. But I am satisfied to be without 
friends.”

The captain looked me square in the face and said : 
“Ybu may'wish some day, that you had a friend.”

He never spoke to me after that, and oh, how many 
times since then, have I thought of what he said.

CHAPTERIL '

You may some time wish you had a friend.

for it was’not more than two minutes before all hands 
were on deck. .The captain flew to the side of "Old 
Nick,”, and before he; had'time to inquire what was 
the matter, “Old Nick” shrieked between his demon
iacal howls, that “thè typhoon wasjupon us, and if 
the sails were noj; quickly furled, the ship would be 
blown over in spite of all that could be done.” ~ -

There was no sign of a storm, not "a cloud could be 
seen. The moon was at its full, lit up'everything on 
board so bright that lights were unnecessary. .
• All was confusiónije.ach man as he flew from below, 
asked what had parted to cause that unear'thly noise. 

■' There were a few.among that brave crew that had 
heard that unearthly shriek before; among that feW 
was the captain. He had'had this same hideous-lòok- 
ing being with him froifl.the first time he had trod the 
deck of a ship as captain; he knew well that he had 
warned'him many times of approaching danger; and 
because of his ugly looks, he considered him as a mas
cot. He well kneyv how, it was best to heed his warn
ing, even though there was no sign of a storm. He 
did not hesitate ; he ordered all hands aloft to furl the 
sails ; his orders were not in a calm and gentle tone 
either.

Never did men climb quicker; the howl of “Old 
Nick” seemed to inspire each sailor with a dread that 
something was about to happen that was beyond the 
expectations of a sailor.

Never were sails made short and snug so quick be
fore ; every man seemed to have à ringing in his ears 
o.f that howl that broke the stillness of that beautiful 
night in the southern part of the Indian Ocean. And 
when the work aloft >as done, every man seemed as 
anxious tri reach the fleck again as he was to go aloft 
at the command of the/captain. Nor was the last man 
again on deck too quick, for hardly had the last foot 
struck the deck, when Ji howl which seemed to be a 
concentration of ten thousand such shrieks as came 
from “Old Niek,”.’ànd seemed to come from the star
board quarter, and ’eaeh instant came nearer with re
doubled force and noise.

The hatches, were closed just as the first force of 
that terrible howliiig blast struck the ship. She 
seemed to stand still one second, then with a groan 
like a being of life;., she rolled oyer to larboard and 
the foaming waters tumbled over hèr. / '

How long she lay on,her side, no one can ever tell. 
T>he captain shouted. “ìlojd. on, all.” Those were 
the last words I ever heard pn that ship.

We were bound first, for some port in the East In- 1 
dies ; as I knew Very little about geography, I knew ‘ 
nothing of where wqwere going, and cared less at the 
time. ' .

We had an uneventful voyage to our first port; no 
ship in those days ever made bétter'time, and there 
was nothing to mar the serenity of a single man on 
board, but those three green sailors who had never 
“crossed the line.” I was one of them, and although ! 
it was a long time ago, it is vivid in my mind at the 
present time. There is no use-telling of the initiation 
of the green sailor by old Neptune; there are so many 
who have seen him clamber over the side of the ship ; . 
the salt water dripping from him; well covered with ■ 
sea-weed ; three-tined fork ; long gray beard and hair-/ 
or, if they have not shivered at the sight of him, they 
have laughed until their sides have ached, while they 
have listened to the story of “crossin’ the line” as 
told by some old weather-beaten tar, who had himself 
been initiated, and afterwards helped in the initiation 
of some luckless raw recruit.

We exchanged part of our cargo at the first port we 
touched, and after a short delay in replenishing pur 
ship’s stores, we again made sail, and soon being in 
the China sea, typhoons were to be expected at any 
moment. A sharp watch was kept at all times, that 
the ship might be made ready to receive it when it 
might come. The anxiety of that ship’s crew during 
those days and nights was, something to make an im- ' 
pression that would never be forgotten. I do not 
know as all had the same feelings as those three green 
hands on that ship did, but I do know, that after the 
sixth or seventh day we had seen no sign of a storm, 
and all the time listening to the stories of the old sail
ors about ships'rolling completely over, and then 
righting themselves, as well as being lifted bodily out 
of the water, or sailing for hours on their beam ends, 
I began to wish I was back in my old-mountain home, 
chasing bears, woodchucks, squirrels or other wild an
imals, instead of being on thefliroad expanse of old 
ocean; aliasing, or being chased by cyclones, typhoons 
or any other kind of coons. - - -

. After what seemed to me a very long time, one 
night, my watch had been eritertained by _ “ Old 
Nick,” a peculiar person, whose.queer language.com
pared Well with his looks-;-lie.seemed to be a very old 
man, he was crajnped and grizzled; of under size,' not 
more than four ;fe'et tall,-with "immènse-hands and 
feet, and ¡extremely long arms; a' very large head, 
with as ugly ri facci as l ever looked upon; and to cap 
the whole, hediad such ri-hump on his. baek/that he 
looked like a soldier with a' knapsack. He had been 
spinning yarns on the for’d deck, and .one after-an- 
-other the watch had 'turned in. I had filled my pipe 
and settled down'among the’chains to smoke and 
listen to his-yarns. The wind had entirely died out- 
and all ivas still; there.was not wind enough to cause 
the canvas to move ever so little.

“Old -Nick” had just finished his pipe, yawned, 
stood as straight as was. possible for" him, and started 
to go towards the fo’eastle; he" had taken perhaps 
three steps, when he stopped short, and with one of 
his peculiar grunts, he dropped on one knee, put his 
hand to one of his monstrous-ears, and seemed bent 
bn catching whatever sound might come : he remained 
in that position perhaps ene minute, then with a 
bound and a screech which seemed to pierce the an
fora long.distance, and was heard by every person on 
that-ship. To me. it seemed as if he was a fiend in
carnate. His long arins with those terrible hands- 
were swinging wildly above his hideous head; his 
long hair seemed to stand erect on his head, and his 
eyes seemed to roll on his cheeks and looked like two 
balls of fire. 1 "

I say I heard his shrieks and saw his actions. I 
did, and was paralyzed; I was rooted to the spot. 
How long I might have remained there, I cannot tell,

The' order was 'uiineiJcssary. I never knew what 
the others did; I oiily„taipw that I had..just,time to 
reach the deck, and.helped to secui*e" the fo’cagtle 
hatch, when the sfyipMeemed to be covered by a gfeat 
black monster with flaming eyes, and outstretched 
waving arms. .. ...

I instinctively rushed to the upper side of the deek, 
for by this time, the ship bad rolled on her side and 
I had to struggle to get up to the rail which how 
seemed to be hanging over my head; how I reached it, 
I do not know, but I clung to it with a superhuman 
effort; I had hardly grasped it, when the waves broke 
over me. How long I remained there I cannot tell; 
I was straightened to my full length by the force of 
the water, and it seemed as if I must be wrenched 
from my hold, when the. force seemed to relay and I 
congratulated myself,‘that the worst was over, when

CHAPTER III.

Alone, alone! Think, 0 man; of the awful situation.

How long I lay there upon the.deck of that wreck 
I do not know; it. might have been one day or more. 
Wflen .1. regained consciousness, I was lying on my 

i back with.the hot rays of the sun scorching my face 
and hands; I was bewildered. I called for my ship- 
matesj the sound of my voice startled me, and roused 
jne to a full realization of-my terrible situation. I 
cried aloud, “Alone, alonerfln a helpless wreck.” As 
the horrible scenes of the typhoon slowly came back 
to my mind, it was with an effort that I was able to 
control myself; my first thought was to leap over
board, and thus end my misery.

I lay thinking foj? a long time, and the awful still
ness almost drove me mad. I laboriously arose to my 
feet; then! began to feel the pangs of thirst and hun
ger; as I thought of this, my mind was diverted from 
my loneliness for the time. I went as quickly as my 
emaciated condition would permit to the cabin hatch
way, and endeavored to open it, but found that my 
strength was not equal to the task; there was nothing 
on the deck with which I could open it, and to go for
ward to the forecastle again, seemed to me like trav
eling a long and weary journey.

P started, and several times I fell on my way, be
cause pf my weakness; but after several attempts I 
succeeded in reaching it, and with an extra effort I 
succeeded in removing the hatch enough to allbw my 
body to pass through, and I staggered down the nar
row stairs, only to find the place so dark that I could 
not see. Again I began to laboriously work to find 
the tinder and steel, that I might strike a light. (In 
those days, there were no matches'.) In my vain 
search for the tinder, I stumbled on a piece of hard 
bread that had been left by one of the unfortunate 
sailors.

Oh, how quickly I put that piece of bread to my 
mouth and began to chew a piece of it, but whe.n I at
tempted to swallow it, my throat refused to. let it 
.pass; I had lain so long in the sun that my throat had 
become so dry and parched there was not moisture 
enough left in it to moisten that bread which the sail
ors always had to soak in either coffee or water before 
they could eat, even in health.

I tried my best to swallow, but it was of no use to 
try. I reeled because of my weakness, and jn trying 
to save myself from falling, my hand came in contact 
with a^elaying-pin; I eagerly grasped itr and as I did 

‘So,- iny thoughts went in the direction of the cabin..- 
where I had hopes I might find sflmething, with .which 
T might quehch my- terrible thirst which seiiih'ed to 
increase with every breath.

As I ascended the stairs to the deek again I per-

the noise which sqemed so terrific before, was repeat
ed, and the water Which came like a mountain falling 
on me before, now seemed as if the weight of all the 
waters of old ocean Was heaped, on me ; I was suffocat
ing, my strength was fast failing ; I knew I Could not 
stand the strain upon my muscles much longer. The 
noise ofi-fhe water hatj.fli’owned the noise pf the. more 
terrible wind. And Where, was I? Still clinging for 
life to the rail of thàt'jìl-fated ship. I could not think 
of my shipmates. I’iived. a thousand lives in that 
brief space of time. ~ '

The wave passed, and with it, the noise of the wind 
also passed. Thè terrible monster which I had first 
seen hanging over nij head, which proved to be an 
inky black cloud tflat ha fl been blown into such fan
tastic shapes by ther howling blast had also passed, so‘ 
had every living soi;1!, except myself, gone. Every 
other thing3 on the deck óf that once proud ship had 
disappeared. I, w-'ith perhaps ten feet of her waist 
was all that remained on her decks. Masts, spars, 
every movable thing, pven. her anchors and chains had 
disappeared. .' , -

And where wèrèjhe crew? It did not seem to me 
as if they etiuld have gone ^'bnt so it was. I was all 
that was left on thè deck of that wrecked ship.

It took me some time to collect my scattered senses, 
then as I. ¿lowly returned to my normal state, and my 
strength revived, and I was able to stand and look 
around, what'-'a sight-met my gaze. Simply the bare 
decks were 'tb-'be. seen, where, before the gale had 
struck, had so proùdly .-stood, those three masts, now, 
splintered stunipsy-the -shrouds, which so many men 
had so quickly, sped lip'to the yard arms, were, with 
the yard, arm's,' swept -.way. All, all had gone, and 
were now with, my-brave companions, the whole crew 
of that ship, rolling toother in a shapeless mass, as 
sport to the mad jyav'es'-of old oeean>-All,’all had so 
quickly found a waterytgrave, that.only a'few short 
minutes before wef’e resting secure with the thought, 
that they had so sSecessfully passed the most danger
ous place in thatever-to'he-dreaded China sea.

The' sea had agSin’ become calm, the terrible roar
ing, dashing, foaihliig waves had passed on and, over 
me, and I was lef^the sole occupant and survivor of 
that useless hulk a orice proud vessel as ever plowed 
the waters of this earth1. Now, all was as quiet as the 
church yard ; there was no motion except the long roll 
of the wide expanse of-water, that now seemed like a 
child that'has'been.'severely punished; the pqrbxysin 
of tears has passed, yet. its bosom heaves and' throbs 
with its pent-up éó'rrbw;,'or wrath at its persecutor.

As I came to a fulurealization of the situation, that 
I was alone inimid-oeean, on a dismantled ship, thou
sands of miles fronxlmy living tiring, in inky darkness 
except at!ntervalsp|hen the light of the mooii shone 
through the rife of tlevlouds^now broken into heavy 
rolling massesyrhichftqUowqd the hideous black mon
ster that had éausècrsuch havoc but a few moments 
before. , I staggè^df and lost control' of my reason 
again and sanklfr'the dèek in a heap, and all was a 
bl&nk, ' iL-

INTERESTING EXPERIENCB.

A Narrative of Spiritual Manifestations.

I am very much Interested in -Mr. 
Petersilea’s writings, and hope they 
will be continued. Theorjt-is good to 
fill,up ttje paper, and furnishes food for 
thought, but I think facts or experi
ences from this side of life or the other 
are more convincing, and give us a bet
ter understanding how to live.

I was Interested in the experience of 
Priscilla E. McArthur, as I have had a 
good many similar experiences. I will 
tell you about the transition of my son.

In 1902 I belonged to a home circle. 
For convenience 1 will give the first 
name of each member, Jennie, Mart, 
Lill, myself. Homer, one of my sons 
was not well at all,torpid liver and 
seemed all kinds of. ailments. One

ceived that it was growing dark. I at first thought I 
was fainting, but 1 soon realized that the day was 
most done and flight, was coming on; again the 
thoughts of my lonely condition came upon me with 
redoubled force; I thought of the weakness of my 
body arid brain, my thirst, my hunger; I must have 
something to help me soon, or I should be beyond 
help; this caused me to work with redoubled energy.

Again I tottered to the cabin batch, and with the 
belaying-pin to force the fastenings of it, I crept into 
that place which had never before been desecrated by 
the presence of a common sailor; I was as milch a 

“stranger there as I was at the last port we had just 
left. I had not the faintest idea of the arrangements 
of that cabin; daylight had gone, I was weak and 
hungry, there was no way to make a light. What to 
do, or how to do ft, I did not know. My first and 
only thought was to find something to aljay my great 
and burning thirst which now seemed to be burning 
my very soul; I eared not what it was, anything in the 
shape of liquid.

Perhaps some of my readers will ask why I did not 
drink of the sea water. I would answer such an in
quiry, that if they had had such an experience as I 
had in my “crossing the line,” they would readily 
see why I now let the sea water alone. Then I Was 
thrown into it, and dragged by a line about my body; 
I was compelled to drink what seemed to me as gal
lons, until I was made so thirsty that I did not recover 
from the effects of it for many days. My recollection 
of .that event now came to me in the shape of a lesson 
that was_of much value.

I soon found myself against the solid partition of 
the cabin; I frantically felt my way along that parti
tion, arid in my mad wanderings I stumbled over 
stools and such other obstructions as came in my way; 
I fell, and picked myself lip to fall again, and again. I 
finally found a passageway; I entered it and found 
shelves; I frantically felt for that which was upper
most in my mind; something to quench my thirst.

How the time, seemed to fly; I had no means of tell
ing what tinje it was. I did not think of time; my 
only thought was of something to drink. I placed 
my hands on everything within my reach. I went 
around the enclosure, whatever it plight be and found 
nothing that I wanted ; at last I found myself at the 
place where I started; I felt my way still on and 

‘found: a door;I tried and to my joy I could open it. 
I entered and my hopes were again raised • . I soon 
found what was new to me, a.bed; but I thought it 
was useless to continue my search there, for-1 thought 
no one would keep any tiling to drink' in a bedroom. 
So much for early education. I turned to retrace my 
steps, when I -came-hl .'pentaet with something over 
Which I fell, and in my falljny hand came in contact, 
with some hard substance: I felt it. all over and I 
thought it was a chest: I felt it all over again and 
found the.lid and with my feeble strength I finally 
succeeded in raising it. I put my hand in it, and the. 
first thing my hand came in contact with seemed, to 
impart new life to me. It -was a flask; I raised it 
and shook it; I-pulled the stopper and putting it to 
my lips and not stopping to taste, I swallowed the 
contents and sat on the floor, to rest and enjoy the 
benefits derived from it.

Never did man enjoy greater pleasure than I did 
those few moments that 1 remained conscious after 
draining the contents of that flask; .
'.... ' (To-be continued.)

evening in October Jennie saw a large 
bunch of roots. She" described them. 
Mart got tne word "Kalamazoo," but I 
said "calamus root.” Now what must 
we do? The spirits said, "Get the roots, 
scrape off the rough bark, cut in thin 
slices, put In china or porcelain vessel, 
pour boiling water on, cover, let stand 
till cool, drink wineglass full three or 
four rimes a day." It proved to be the 
best medicine for torpid liver or indi
gestion I have ever found. My son used 
it and got much better.

Soon after that, one evening Homer 
saw a hand with a white glove Aft, the 
index finger pointing up, a white butter
fly on end of finger, a bouquet of red, 
white and blue flowers in hand. 1 was 
impressed to say "In May or June, when 
the butterflies come, and the larkspurs 
bloom," but could tell no more.

In January, 1903, I was lying on bed 
reading, Sunday afternoon. I heard a 
very loud rap. I looked up and saw 
standing at the foot of the bed a very 
big man, with a peculiar turban on his 
head. He said, "Egyptian.” In the 
evening 1 told it in the circle, then he 
showed himself behind me. From Jhat 
on he was near me a great deal. He 
placed a very peculiar boat over me, 
saying, “Protection." About the 20th 
of March, in circle, I saw an open grave 
at my feet, was given a spade and told 
to fill in. About that time the boat was 
removed and a bamboo tree planted at 
my back. Then I was given a bag with 
$1.10 marked on it; was told "Insur
ance." About that time my boy came 
home from work (he was cutter boy at 
the paper mill). He said he could see 
nothing but old coins ail day, the clean 
White, sheets of paper were all covered. 
I knew then the Egyptian was with him. 
On, Saturday evening, May 16, Ed said, 
“Mother go to Perry's to-morrow (Sun
day) .morning." We went- a distance 
of about nine miles; we had to walk 
three miles to get there. Frank’s fam
ily (my oldest son) was there, and Ed 
enjoyed himself until evening. On the 
way home he said his back ached. In 
about one hour after he first complained 
he had convulsions. I called two doc
tors, liut could do nothing. Wednesday 
at 10 a. -m-. his spirit left the body. I 
whs holdingshis hand and fanning him 
with my otheWmnd; the house was 
nearly full of neighbors and friends. 
When the spirit left Jthe body, they told 
me to lay down the fan, but I wouldn’t 
let go of him. In about twenty min
utes I saw a flutter at his heart, then he 
began gasping and panting as though 
be had been running very fast." At last 
he spoke, saying, "Pretty near they 
would have had me.” I asked, “Who, 
Ed?” He said, “The people where I 
was," I asked: "Where were you, Ed?” 
He smiled and said, “You know.” I- 
asked, "How many people were there?" 
He said, "Oh, a blue million." I asked? 
"Did you know any one there?” He 
said, "No.” I said, "You must have 
known some one if there were so 
many." He said, "No.”

He had a brother 22 years old that 
had gone on one and a half years be
fore, and one sister 18 years old that 
had gone one year before, and I thought 
perhaps he had met them. I asked him 
a great many more questions. To all 
he answered clear and distinct. At last 
he pulled my apron. 1 bent over to 
hear what he had to say; he kissed me, 
then said, "Good-bye, ma.” He kissed 
me over and over again, saying, "Good
bye, ma”; then he called his father, 
kissed him good-bye, then his sister 
Dora, then his brother Frank; his other 
sister and four brothers didn t get here 
in time to give him good-bye. He 
passed to the higher realms May 20. If 
he had lived till August 24 he would 
have been 15 years old. After his spirit 
returned and while he talked, the 
Egyptian was in the room. Ed was 
taken by him, but they often return in

We should avoid whatever may display bad feeling, 
and attend with civility to. what may be addressed to 
us; all hearts.are conciliated by politeness and affa* 
bility.^Socrates. .

the same boat.

.a.

SALLIE E. STIVER.
Miamisburg, Ohio.

GROW OLD BEAUTIFULLY. ]

Why need age e’er make one sour, 
Crotchety, crabbed and sad ?

Why shouldn’t each heart spend life’s 
last hour

In making other hearts glad?
Experience makes us older grow;

But the soul should always keep 
cheery;

Because the old garment is thread-bare 
and worn,

Need its wearer be less merry?
Pray tel) me, why the old may not, 

Be cheerful, happy and gay?
Sincd (he sun only sets in this green 

' dot,
To rise for a longer day.'

It while In the mortal form we live, 
tVe .spend life well and dutifully;

We scarcely know the pleasure we’d 
. give

In growing old so beautifully.
Time comes to us all when quiet we’ll

■ -keep,-
Eyes closed; hands folded; His will; 

Peace! Rest—for a moment—how
• dreamless the. sleep— ■ ,

Till the sun climbs over the hill! ’ 
Los Angeles, Cal. . E. P. FERN.

You fear. tUat with the downfall of be
lief will fall also thebasis'of conscience, - 
I maintain.that the true conscience will 
now for .the first time arise. What do 
you uhderstand by conscience? Ybur, 
conscience is imagination and fear; my. 
conscience Is reason and honor.— 
Helnzen.
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THE CAUSE IN THE EAST.

After a week’s session filled with Joy

Notes From the Madison Center,. (Mey) 
Camp-meeting. < -

THB PRO0RBS§IVB THINKER
i y-

.0
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TRUTH TRIUMPHANT.

¡

‘•‘Evolution Must''Cease Somewhere and When It 
Does Cease Dissolution Has Begun."and harmony, the camp-meeting at 

Madson Center (Maine), on Haydeij 
Lake, closed on Sunday last, and with _____ ___ - -~o___________
It one of the most successful gatherings. [rUje and faithful to history and life as are its Bibles

«?.»«> Htento-in t«e'ih«y ta lime tee»,« 
ago. The meetings this year were un- embodied and form a part and parcel thereof, ana io- 
der the direction of President Fred, A. gether represent the ideal thought, feelings and as- 
Wiggin of/Boston, and they were very I pipafjons of a people, 'file highest civilization does 
BUA1 over the grounds the spirit of flar-1 not produce the greatest purity or tlie most' exalted 
inony prevailed, and the band of work- patriotism. .Luxury and license go hand m liana, 
ers together with a larger spirit band p'ol. every new joy there is a new want. For every 
all blended.in unison for the best inter- vjrtne thcrfi ]s a corresponding vice. The more civil- 
ests of the grounds. This was the 25th . , °annual gathering of the .Madison Spirit- wed, the more educated a people become, the moi e 
ualist Association, tlie meetings open-, numerous and stringent the laws. '• ■ .
ing on Saturday morning and continu- an£j sj(1 and righteousness, disease and

■ tember 11. I darkness and light, truth and falsehood, are
Lakewood Grove is certainly easy of each struggling for the mastery. Neither will ever be 

access, and the meetings were well at- entirely victorious, or entirely vanquished. Does not 
eXid^tt^eting1^ nnima1’ tree> plant and vegetable growth carry
lor all. The grove is easily reached m its very essence and life the seeds oi death ana 
from Madison or Skowflegan by electrio decay? Is not the same true of all human iristitu- 
cars,.and reduced rates yvero allowed tiong governments, and social and political institu- 
talnSawero run oveMho variousroads tions! .These great .questions disturb every heart, 
and during the session the little steam- haunt every mind and follow us m hours of gayety as 
er, Margaret B., ran back arid forth over well as in hours of sadness. We live in hope, in 
the lake. The service was good and mjghty expectation, and not in realization. All the 
The Ueakera'an^inger ttis^year were terrible life problems press upon us unanswered, the 
all quartered In the Shepherd cottage same to-day as they have through all the past. Who 
.where they were ably looked after. is able to study the meaning of God in the creation of

Rev. F. A. Wiggin of Boston appeared ¿,n li«
again this season as the presiding offi-1 .. .
cer and a speaker. His readings were “Canst thou measure Omnipotence, canst thou con- 
among the best ever heard on the . TT1. 1 ’
grounds and all were delighted with 1 PW® UwqjDty» _ ‘ .
him and were pleased to learn that he Which guideth the meanest reptile, and quickeneth 
will be on the grounds next year. I the brightest seraph, . a

Which steefeth the particle of dust and commandeth 
meeting on the platform and her lee-1 the path of the comet i t .

------------------------- U, .
A seeming malefactor dietli,—jt is Jesus, the Savior of

Spiritualism Overcoming All Opposing 
Forces,

charity and love, by which, as we move 
forward, the lions in the path will take 
to their heels. A "W. MOORE,

Rochester, N.'Y.
The Wisdom of Passion

men!”
It Is really refreshing for thoughtful 

people to peruse the columns of The
THE SILENT ROOM.

BY 8ALVAR0NA.

“In modern philosophy there arfl 
three great treatises on the Passion^, 
that of Spinoza, that of Hum©, and that 
of Salvaiona."—Philosophical Journal«

Illustrated with three handsome pois 
traits ol Emerson, Hosea, Byron. I2mo, 
250.pages. Red cloth; gold title. Will 
be Jjiailed to any address on receipt of 
price by postal note.

Price, $1.00. Postage, 10 Cents.

Ex-Rest, Meditation and Spiritual 
altatlon.

FurProgressive Thinker in these progress- 1 
Ive days, and I cannot do otherwise, 
than congratulate Ihe editor upon, the 
high standard it has achieved, not only 

......... ........ r,.._ ...... ------- ..... . . as a newspaper, but as a magazine of , 
new wisdom. Every proverb,’ siiVing, and pithy re-1 sctdntlflc and religious thought, ¡ 
murk is older than any knWn ìimguagt> B0“ only teak
back farther than recorded knowledge, fnaiviauais 1 t(ifn0(1 through the process,of scientific 
pass away but the great tide oì Ijfè'inovefi on undimin- research into the domains which Ue be- 
ished. Forms and outward .manifestations; change 1 yond the fields of orthodoxy. In other

enee survives. We are all copyists, t he essential tiflc trutI1 
elements of the Christian creed áre only re-statements I j w¡Sh mat The Progressive Thinker 
of some ancient philosophy, or belief. The rites and could have a circulation of several mill- 

of th« «hot«!. m. MM O» te.fcn g. >• «KSWW85Sl 
toms aud practice. j.iie principles involved m tn® j geminated ainongthe masses. lam ex’ 
Hebrew code were not originated by Moses; they | peeling to hear of some millionaire de- 
were in existence hundreds of yèars before Moses was voting a sufficient sum for this very , J .. I purpose, and that he will be actuated to
f°m- ' , r „ do this by spiritual influence when the

“Were the Ten Tables made or compiled? Were time is ripe.
they imythingdnit the reduced andt of
sion of immemorial usage? Is there any such thing mauldnd durJug the past ten years can
as making a law in any age or çountry ? not fall to realize that a great change in

There is nothing novel in the theory of evolution; thought lite come oyer the masses not
—it was embodied in the Greek philosophy. Darwin ci’viH'zedtworld°UII "think that the com- 
siniply elaborated and popularized it. Education is moIl Eeance—the old-fashioned seance 
more universal to-day than in any, former time, there —has had much to do with tlie awaken- 
is more general intelligence among the people, but in ing10 the real za’ 

■ individual instances we cannot compare with the peopfepmay Bneeraiubjo-tippingand 
Greeks, Romans and other ancient nations. There is I rap3) tbeir Incoherent, or urisatis- 
a rhythm, smoothness, and harmony in prose as well lying communications, nevertheless 

’ as in poetry. Under the coarsest garb, sometimes, is tWform the alphabet of the spiritual 
t found the warmest and most generous hearts. This early stage of the investigator

The farther you get away from nature—the farther mto Spiritualism may be likened to the 
t you are from God, truth, and righteousness. Sim- first school days of. chMteod with Its 

plicity of life is'favorable to worship and true living- ¡^auhe flrat thing to be done with 
Learning breeds doubt, not faith. Few men believe a pupIi |.o Beéure his attention. It is 
their creed—only m theory ;—their lives belie its es-1 .the same in training men and -women os 
sential parts. Doctors proverbially refuse tm tal« “0^bp“8’trlXU “yoTfilst 
their own medicine, lawyers dare not try their own ge(. its attenUon, You may.start in au 
case and ministers and musicians have been known, rí¿t. and the monkeyJdo what you re- 
where personally interested, to go back on a life-long quire of him, but if a fly comes buzzing 
tebit, PT«««« «nd tte Jg- g te«""“ J"».“
celebrated Unitarian divine, who had performed tne I oj,ject Of monkey's thought, all else 
last sacred rites for many people,-left’ orders thflt at I becomes of no importance for the time 
his obsequies, “he was to be carried to the grave and I being.
interred in silence, without service, prayer, exhorta- Le«u^Xn beff bitting £ 
tion or eulogy,—a Unitarian minister merely reaa-1 gejbcr conversing in their rude way on 
ing ovp.r Jjis grave the first eleven verses of the fifth the subject of life and death, wondering 
chapter of St. Matthew’s gospel.” The great musical what they mean and speculating as to «4?«r, Verdi, mde paíttepi» xeqteel that Ito
should be no music rendered at his funeral, luveiy | uaj reaiœB/ desirous of communicating 
thing in this world seems paradoxical.. You can dis-1 w;th this group of uncultivated beings, 
Drove a mvth or a fable a thousand times afid still it attempted to gain their attention, could

•n j • - 'tk anything be more natural or appropriarwill be repeated. - . - _• ate to the Bounding of raps?
gome men’s intellect lias been likened to the pupil I There Is nothing more startling and 

of the eye, the more light yp^pqrg-upon it the more impressive than the sound of locking, 
it contracts.” There is^mb^moW cowardice and “ House-
ignorance in the world than1 intentional-evil. . ivot bolds are aroused by the door knocker, 
one person in a-thousand dare stand up and say what assemblages are called to order by raps 
is right or what is wrong; vfife hdlds thè balance of with the;gavel, and rapping is the uni- pow« in «.—■ ity. SBut iteVm. of time, afeUKAÏt-* 

length, purifies all questions, principles and charac- From a spiritual point of view, the 
ters Error is weakness, sin,disease. What has I vast majority .of people in our day are 
been called human depravity is nothing but human as completely in the dark regarding uni- 
ignorance. The best remedy foFevWdoing is a know!-
edge of its results. A person' muflvbe.familiar with woree by reason of the false teaching 
'grief to appreciate it; he inu^'bayp experienced the they have imbibed during .the intellect- 
chillriftbis world to^ZÌTreessar^Vhan' IreÆ
death'damp Upon his broW teU -he Ipiow ttfl deadly I iapfJ and kindred manifestations-.be: re- 
riièaning. Jriy and sorrow are'thri natural heritage oí I sorted to by spirits in order to acquire 
man ’ Neither could be felt or reepgpized without the I the' attention of, ignorant ones they 
'.i;' ' . ' d 'wish to control.
otner. - • • I. i have touched upon the matter of
<<T fUnvofnva t • ■ raps. 'rfc.; because tlie prevalence ofIhave known sorrow-^theretore 1 - I M ths A BC of spiritual philoso-
May laugh'with you, O frierid, more merrily phy. is in accordance ■ with the great
Than those who never sorrowed upon earth,' truth, that it is from simple things
And know uot what laughter 's worth. mighty-events accrue; and that weI bava known laughter-ttherefore I . .. . ?Ks BP
May sorrow with you more tenderly _ I During my investigations in spiritual
Than those who never knew how sad a thing'. I manifestations, covering a period of
Seeniaerrtaent t.vM heart’s rtSemg." STX'IXTS

simple and easy, and if rightly Understoo w I ma^er from hearing raps and observ-
bring greater happiness to the individual and longer 1 jng table tippings within the select
duration to a nation; but death is'.the finality of all circles of their own homes, it was by 
life, institutions ¿nd: conditions., All-.things move-in
cycles,. What has been wiU'bkagain. : The same con- ^es8m^bejnnlng Ì taow many wte 
ditioris bring about thé “same results; As torms, or-1 have advanced to high states of splrit- 
ffamzations. and forcé aré in constant change, with no I uality by earnest application, Investiga- 
fe, «tm». te» pwe.
the universe, there must be continued recurrence oi oI our beautiful philosophy.
the same phenomena. That which is constantly ób- j bave read with interest what has 
served by m unkind matés but littìq' impression ;—it is been published in ■ The Progressive 
only the unusual, novel or spectacular that creates at- TW^yn^dr|g^to thATsychologtotí 

tention. ’■ - , ‘ ‘ . diumship, etc. I have no fears as to
''The gravest errors have been handed down and the ultimate triumphs of the spiritual 

believed in frotó gen^atiim to generatimi. ' u^rtó“ to cXm witoTe
dom-examme the?motive, that directs their action or 
thè foundation upon.whicli thelr'.opinions and beliefs

.... ..... ... . . . ... .*. . - .rest. It is difficultto lifta manout of atime-worn
through the medium of its grea-t men. Their words Alost men are bound down,by.isuperstitipn, nar-

The ßj'overbs, fables and legends of ¡a nation are as Only the shell, the husks oi; things die -y al 1 that iri 
vital remains. Men, monujh(‘hts, institutions, disap
pear—but thought lives.- There !is no new wit, no

To have In the home a so-called silent 
room is curiously enough one of the 
lads which have come most flamboyant
ly into notice. The room is used only 
for the purpose of promoting “concen
tration,’’ a word which nowadays is 
much heard in the especial flaunts of 
society folk. Indeed, it would seem as 
though many women were feeling very 
strongly tlie need of gome private spot 
of retirement, free from the movings of 
every day life, absolutely silent, and 
wherein the nerves may be altogether 
relaxed. It is, however, not for the 
purpose of relaxation that the silent 
room has become an institution, al-

tures were interesting and beneficial. | ■ j <• , ,_
Her readings were convincing and she I Nature is wonderful in all lier manifestations, 
gave them • with such inspiration that whether' in the animal, mineral or vegetable kingdom, 
all were recognized. Tell nie by. what alchemy, chemistry^ or magic, earth,
noDlntStiot ^his1 S meethe air water and sunlight are transmuted into the beauty 
several lectures which he gave were of the lily, the fragranee of the rose or the rich flavor 
those of wisdom and he delighted his I of "the fruit. The tendency of matter and life is to 
audiences. He is a popular speaker I ra0Ve upward. Everything has its goal, and when it 
UHmrison D. Barrett, who Is weft « reachedi disintegration takes p^
known in. this section, 1b a man who has tribe; or clan so low m the scale <?i intelligence but 
won his way into the hearts of all his what is governed or controlled by some law or order 
listeners and they have been pleased 1 however crude and barbaric; and, without any inter- 
ittn^ton W° ferehee from without and with no teacher but nature

Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing of Westfield, or instinct and experience would continue to improve 
New York, appeared several times be-1 arid add to their stoek of knowledge and method of 
fore large audiences and gave . one of Hjvjn„

' soul1smdbraereXnflM mMy^riS’ln no other way could man originally have elevated 
Maine. himself from his primal conditions. Language is con-

The music this year was furnished by stanfly being reinforced from slang words—“the 
Miss Mary e. Williams of the New Eng-1 ¿|rega of Spoken language. ’ ’ The higher walks of life 
land Conservatory of Boston, and she is fa ,. 1 • b ,• c P,
one of the best singers which have ever 1 uvo continually being supplied from the lower. Prog- 
appeared on the grounds. She has easy ress, advancement are the watch-words of nature, 
control of a sweet voice and all were The goal of matter is spirit. While we are, all the 

■ P,r?caVwoT?sShere annually while adding new words to our vocabulary at the 
by the Ladies’ Aid Society, and this same time, we are throwing off old ones. At length 
year it was none the less. The ladies every custom, habit, thought, implement and institu- 
handled a fair and candy booth during ^on r,oes jn(0 disuse. Fable passes into history and 
the session and secured considerable ;-st “ ;nt0 fable “It is the fate ” savs one writer money from this department. Much Ia,D1,e' Av is tne rare, says one wriiei,
credit is due them for their able assist- of every doctrine to begin in heresy and end in fin
ance, Their officers elected this-year perstition.” Progress ends in decay, civilizations go 
were president. Miss Olive Hayden, out jn darkness, and the final crown 'of man’s labor, 
XsNmridgewoS Mra. toil and accomplishment is oblivion. The mountains
Silas Grapham, Skowhegan; treasurer,. I fire shadows, the rocks dissolve and all matter finally 
Mrs. A. A. Cass, Skowhegan. resolves itself -into spirit. There, is no . .ivritiiigj ;..iio,.

■.The annual election of officers torae mbriiiment, Ho kUfnap Invention that 'can stand the 
ensuing year of the association resulted ,. «.„„4.1, „ras follows, the meeting taking place bn corroding tooth, of time, "yre, Sidon, Damascus, 
Wednesday, at the close of the, after- Nineveh,. Carthage, Babylon, Athens, Rome—the 
noon nession: President, Rev. F. A great nerve centers of the ancient world—where are 
Bn AtheM- Mwetaw eM«BAA they? Their glory gode’ vanished> blotted out- Time 
Rulsen,’ Selo™ trXura, N. B B^wt will do the same for. London, Pans and New York. '

though this may be regarded as a pri- i 
mery state of its true purpose—concen
tration.

"Forgive me, ft Is my hour for 'con
centrating," is an excuse which has 
passed freely at Newport this summer, 
and one against which a protest is un
available. The individual who thus 
speaks then leaves whatever amuse
ment is In progress, no matter how en
tertaining it may be, and goes to the 
silent room. Once behind its .door, no 
messages are allowed to be given to 
her; no Interruptions are permitted. 
When later she appears the casual ob
server might notice in her no change, 
yet in reality her energies are refreshed 
and her hour of silent meditation has 
equipped her to meet calmly the day’s 
emergencies.

It is said, by one who knows, that no 
tw.o people should make use of the same 
silent room. Tbfs is said to be because 
the air of the room becomes infused 
with the personality of its regular occu
pant, and. acts, therefore, as an irritant 
to one visiting it but seldom. Also, it 
used exclusively for concentrating, this 
action of the mind becomes easy with
in its walls, while outside, amid the 
world’s distractions, it is often most 
difficult of accomplishment A certain 
hour each day also should be set aside 
for cor.centrating, when the mind, aided 
by the atmosphere of the silent room, 
falls gradually into the habit.

The ideal silent room should be on 
the top floor of the house, and If possi
ble have a window, or skylight from 
which only the miracles of nature can 
be seen—the sea, abundant foliage, or 
the blue sky alone. It should be abso
lutely simple in arrangement, having no 
furnishings that might attract the eye 
either pleasantly or to form a discord
ant note. An ashen, dull shade of green 
for its background appears to be most 
conducive to repose. Above all else 
rocking chairs are excluded -from the 
silent room. Its quietude, moreover,

The extraordinary merits of “Thfl 
Wisdom of Passion” are the conious. 
ness of human Insight and content 'iff 
tlie way of fact and reference with 
which tie book is crammed. Its main' 
thesis I agree wlth.-Prof. William 
James, Harvard University,

1 have found “The Wisdom of Path 
i0.8,^0011 °i Powerful erudition 

and flue Intuition. I would be happy it 
roJr n0rtaln fiense I had inspired it.—< 
Pi of. Ceasare Lombroso. : i

Here is a man who sees and says ~ 
things for himself. He is not retailing 
HmVwBh°na<iti03' The book fatrly brlB- 
h i wls,° I believe the
thesis is sustainable and that the au- 
thor has gone a long way toward fortify
ing it. After I took up the book, I did 
not quit, except for meals and sleep, till 
I had read it carefully from cover to 
“?V^bi°n Sma11’ He8d o£ 
of Sociology and Director of Affiliated 
Work for the University of Chicago.

I am somewhat familiar with tlie ten- 
coney in modem thought to give nri« 
' wm / nC^, t0 feeimg-with James' 
Will to Believe,” with Ward’s social 

philosophy, with Shelley’s and Brown- 
Ing’s philosophy. “The Wisdom of Pas
sion fits in with their contributions. 
The main thesis of the book—that the 
soul forms its own forms by its choice 
•-I can ascribe to—Prof. Oscar Lovell 
Triggs, University of Chicago.

Address all orders to H. G. Walters, 
Langhorne, Pa.

EXCELLENT SONG BOOKSj
Echoes From the World . of Song. 

Volumes 1 and 2. By C. Payson Long
ley. Choice inspirational songs, suit
able for all occasions. This book is 
well bound in cloth with gilt illustra
tion on cover, and frontispiece bearing 
portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Longley. 
Words and music, sheet music size. 
Price $1 each; postage 15 cents addi
tional on each book.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beau
tiful Songs. For public meetings and 
the home. Words and music. Price, 
board covers, 40 cents; cloth, 60 cents;| 
by the dozen, 30 and 50 cents each.

Carrytunk. Directors, B. M. Bradbury,
Fairfield; Mrs. Charles Wheeler, Phil
lips; S.’S. Woodman, Cornville; Mrs. A 

■ A. Cass, Skowhegan. The directors 
board and other officers will act as a 
board together.

The program was a very interesting 
one from beginning to end. On Tues
day evening a seance was given in the 
auditorium by Rev. F. A Wiggin of 
Boston and on Thursday and Saturday 
evenings there were concerts there 
with oright programs.

On Saturday, the opening day of the 
convention meetings, Rev. F. A Wig* 
gin of Boston, spoke at the morning 
session, following the lecture with read
ings. in the afternoon he was followed 
.by Dr. George A Fuller of Onset, Mass; 
On Sunday there was a lecture in the 
morning by Dr. George A. Fuller and 
in the afternoon Rev. Wiggin spoke 
again, with a special seance in the 
evening at the auditorium.

Good weather prevailed during the 
week, although ft was very cold for so 
early in the season. On Monday morri- 
ing occurred the annual conference 
meeting .with a lecture by'Mrs. Carrie' 
E. S. Twing in the afternoon. Tuesday 
morning Dr. George A Fuller lectured, 
and in the afternoon there was spirit 
communications and a lecture by Min; 
May 8. Pepper.

Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing and Rev; F. 
A. Wiggins spoke morning and after-' 
noon respectfully on Wednesday and in 
the evening there was an “Ichabod” cir
cle by Mrs. Twing with a good attend
ance. Mrs. Pepper addressed the con
gregation on Thursday morning with 
communications following and the after
noon was devoted to the cause of the 
state association with speaking by a 
number of visitors and the officers of 

. the state.
Thursday evening occurred the grand 

- concert with a pleasing programme un
der the direction of Miss Mary E; Will- 
iams-of Boston. The addresses of,Fri
day consisted of lectures morning and

“How many ages hence 
Shall this, their lofty scene, be acted o’er, 
In states unborn, and accents yet unknown.”

The farther we recede from the past the fewer men 
and occasions will be remembered.'' The great mount
ain peaks of history, alone, will be noted. Only two 
great events in our own country will be long spoken 
of,—the struggle for Independence, and the War of- 
the Rebellion. Only three names will be heard_of— 
Washington, Jefferson and Lincoln.

’ “Remorseless Time! *
Fierce spirit of the glass and scythe! What power 
Qan stay him in his silent course, or melt ■ ' 
His iron heart to pity?”

All,.men, nations, sects, parties perform their allott
ed workand.are forgotten; the form vanishes, but the 
spirit lives. We don’t know whether such a man.;fls 
Job ever ¡Lived,—whether he was an individual or-sun- 
ply. a^ymbol, a sign,' or the very essence of the times 
in which he .lived. It mattersmot whether it was fl
man or a voice—the words spoken representèd the 
feelings, the emotions, thè sentiments of the world in. 
which they were uttered. Tlie spirit of a race speaks

last long after they have passed into the realm of mist 
and fable. “Homer yet is, veritably present face to 
face with every open soul of us and Greece, where is 
it? Desolate for thousands of years; away, vam 
ished; a bewildering heap of stones and rubbish, thg 
life and existence of it all gone. - Like a dream; like 
the dust of King Agamemnon I Greece was'; Greece 
except in the words she spoke, is not.”. No one knows 
the effect of any act of .his life—which shall' endure,

afternoon by Mrs. Carrie Twing and 
Rev. May S. Pepper, and on Saturday 

, morning, Dr.; George A. Fuller spoke’ to- 
a good audience, while in the afternoon 
the program was that of the National 

■ Association at which Harrison -D.-Bar- 
. rett was the chief speaker, as president 
' pf the organization. ' : ->

The service on Sunday was very 
largely attended and it was à very in
spiring one. The large auditorium whs 

...... completely filled and even standing 
■ room was filled, many being unable to 

get inside the doors. Dr. George Ful
ler lectured in the morning, Rev. F. A 
¡Wiggin giving spirit communications 
following, .and in.-the afternoon thebe 
was a short address by Rev. May S- 
Pepper who followed her address by 
spirit communications. :

At the concerts given on the grounds 
there was excellent talent and thebe en
tertainments are always pleasant from. 

; the many.young^people who. take-such 
. such" Interest in the affairs of Lake-. 
I wood. A word-of : praise : should '-be 
। given .the Harden family- who .each 
< year give so nutch .time find work-tb the- 
I Interests of tfio camp-méeting.-■■ Good* 

soul's that they- are,- theft--hèarts are., 
done'up in the caùs’e and may-their-rej* 

. .ward; ¿a great In the..land-tof rbst'-b’e4' 
yrond. » ■ . . ....

■ Bo Murctosrad 'another- year’s pfo-. 
‘ feramrand'ffihy^henextlûiiikitheryêar.1 
, ¡be air successful-and filled.. Jwith' the; 

pleasures which should be ihoke Of all 
- Suring the year.

ORRIN J. DICKEY.
Madison, Maine.

or. which shall perish. That Which seems most prom
inent .at the'. timé vanishes, while the trifle, ■ the insig
nificant andiunnoted hears fruit forever.’. "
‘ ‘ Consider every beginning how-small and feeble.;
Ganges, 'and the rolling Mississippi sprung of brooks 

among the mountains; . . : ;
That yew-tree' of fl thousand years was. once a little 

. 1 seed; ■" •\
And Nero’s marble Rome; shepherd’amud-built

rowed by creed or party, and dwarfed by prejudice; 
W wllin an individual, once breathes the pure air 
of liberty, he never again returns to bondage. It is 
as impossible for a progressive thinking man, while 
he may be constantly changing-his views in-many re
spects, to go back to a discarded doctrine, as it would 
be for those animals that throw off their skin or those 
that shed their hair or fur to again'have recourse to 
their former coat or covering. But’ as the tides con
tinue to ebb and. flow so does ciyiUzatipii, and-what.
will the end be?- f ; '.'; ■

• “ The wisest thinkers tell ús-th'áfjtliere are already 
on the globe traces of a demonstration that the human 
race is drawing to its close.' Eapfi'ofcthe great human 
families has had its day—its infancy—its manhood— 
its decline. ...The two last raCbs that have not been 
tried'are on the stage of earth^oin^their work now. 
There is no' other to succeed ,;i'ihem(; . Man is but 
of yesterday, and yet his race is'iWellinigh done. Man 
is wearing out, as eveiythin^^béfóVé him has been 
worn'out. In a few more ccn^i’ies we crust of earth 
will be the sepulchre of the ¿ice. bi man, as it . has 

“souls; y..-"';-';. ; ' been.the sepulchre of extinct races of’ palm-trees and
A tender babe is born,—it is Attila, scourge of-the ferns and gigantic reptiles.”-

..... nations! ' ■ ‘ ' Norwich,N.Y. HENRY^OR^SONTEFFT.

hovel; '
A speck is on the tropic sky, and it groweth. to the 

. terrible tornado? ■.. . „ .
An apple, all too fair to see, destroyed a world of

SOills ; <

nations!
lo .van

‘Science of Mind.
: Five hundred words in’ evidence may 

reveal a truth, as good as-fivfi thousand 
words; ■- -

Drake in his History, of Boston, 1856, 
-says: "And yet it cannot be denied that 
’’there Wds something manifested- in 
those times 'never, fathomed by the

years ahead of his time.
Before 1692 the following took place 

in Massachusetts: In the case of Mar- 
:garet Rule, the witnesses testified that 
she was lifted up from her bpd, wholly 
by an invisible force, a. great way to
wards the top of the room where she 
lay, having no assistance^ even from 
her own hands or arms; arid that,’when 
■so lifted up, a strong' person ‘could , not

an - i to
his wife possessed- remarkable powers, 
then called ■ witchcraft, ghesaldand 
proved her poxfir to;¿read and translate 
writing in Latin which she had not seen 
nor neard, thoughyshe - could not read 
Latin herpelf^-. r'. . • .-.

. We havehajirintldfli two-medlums of 
this class-in Bosiou..> But the witch of 
Jamestown had several phases of medi-

shbuld be perfect. So sensitive, Indeed, 
to outside noises does the occupant of 
a silent room become that various plans 
for deadening their'walls are now under 
discussion.

One New York man of abundant 
wealth has in his home a silent room, 
which has proved to him so helpful that 
he has found It worth while to hedge it 
in by unoccupied rooms on either side. 
These rooms are securely fastened, and 
outside of the purpose of procuring si
lence for its sanctum are thus rendered 
useless. A young woman at Newport 
has fitted up the formerly unused cupo
la of her home as an admirable silent 
room. It is reached by so many. 
flights of stairs, she says, that she Is 
secure from Interruption- and is1 nearer 
the sky thgm she often gets. Another 
interesting Silent room known tb the 
initiated Ib In a dormer window, board
ed off from thereat of thereof. Its fur
nishings consist of a large, old desk, 
a rug and a straight-back chair. On 
the desk the young woman who. uses 
this room has a number of books treat
ing mostly of mental science and the 
habit of concentration. Not a picture, 
not an ornament or decoration of any 
kind is seen, there. The walls—and 
this Is quite . unusual—are painted 
white.

The occupant of this last room tells 
amiably that she first felt the need of 
some such help through an encroaching 
habit of vagueness, and because a day 
seldom passed without heY losing or-for- 

• getting something really important. An 
intimate friend then whispered into her

advent -man pn this planet and under 
the guidance- of the spiritual world. 
Nothing can stop its progress. The 
fact that, its phenomena is counterfeit
ed should encourage rather • than de
press us, for no. sane person would, or 
could counterfeit anything that has no 
existence. Forgers do not imitate im
aginary dollar'bills. I have waded up 
to my pose, figuratively speaking, in the 
presence of fraudulent manifestations 
during my long period of investigations. 
But I never, had. any difficulty in recog
nizing true manifestations and F am 
happy to say it has been my good for
tune to witness some of the marvelous 
phenomena such as described by Sir 
William Crookes, ex-president of. the 
Royal Society'of England, and his con
freres, Alfred Russel Wallace, Lodge, 
Varley and many others of thé world’s 
most .distinguished scientists. ■
'I am convinced, however, that the 

great publicity given in The Progress
ive Thinker to the ‘‘Psychological 
Crime" and the fraudulent practices of 
certain so-called mediums, has been and- 
will be.of far-reaching benefit to Spirit
ualism by showing to the world at large 
that Spiritualists, are taking the lead in 
bringing into contempt.those who pros
titute their gifts for dishonest gain or 
who counterfeit the sacred gifts of me
diumship, It Is gratifying- to realize 
that the last half century’s spiritual de
velopment has resulted in opening tjie 
eyes of countless millions to realities 
in human life never dreamed of by 
them before.. It has given such an im
petus to free thought, fearless Investiga
tion-end psychical research as to shake

keenest Intellectual powers which have 
"ever been brought to bear upon IL 
'Among 'a great .amount'of deceptions 
end'falsehoods,.there was, nbyertheless, 
"ati.'uneiplalhed, .andperhapikhexplaim . WHH <uautl m peq. .««MuuMiunuuMH
able; tnyfetery; as; far beyond human. centiy. I felt a force'saying to .tne, the witch, and .trip child cried, saying 
compTetension.'as mystery of Hte •clear your' decks for action;’ Farra- ’ shehad knotmia-.»ten, legs; etc.-; -The-
Jtself> That such jhystelxis nearakin. gut,¡4801; ■ ..’.'t • 1 > . ” . " witch saii she.had never exerted these
-to tire ’spiriturir>iBlilfeh&tion6 ot the To return to 1673: In 1673,"fit James-,, powera' voluntarily; to^tb® ipjuiy.bfAny 
ptesent flay may be very possible, and town, Va., there lived a‘doctor arid’his onm^ She tmd a man, ,TSee the small 
la time may tebfflO when to ridicule these wife. The wife was of Massachusetts table. It is now still. I will Wish it to 
may be as strong an indication Ignor- origin. At this time (1673) they had move and it will do so.” In a minute it 
ance as a belief in them In otter days. - passed the ststleth year of life. They turned entirely around by an invialM©

Mr. Drake wus a arOghat adscatod. Sha doctor taiew that jorca, ' AVRaN S1.

.. -- umship. She,set;(hqr mind against her
pull her down, nor- could the weight of shoemaker, for capse, and his cow died, 
others upon herprevent her from- aS- ‘ she set her mind, ¿gainst’ , her dress- 
cendlng up. ' ; ' - \ r maker, for-.causey ^nd;:the , dressmaker

“I had-an odd exi>Bri6nce, to me, jer was made Sick in flefir ^JiildiiriBUlted.

tí

These songs of Professor Longley’s are 
gotten up in most attractive style, and 
more than worth the small price asked 
for them.

Maxham’s Melodies, With Words and 
Music. Songs, sacred and secular. 
Price 15 cents.

The Spiritual Harp. A collection of 
vocarmusic for the choir, congregation 
and social circle, by Dr. J. M. Peebles 
and J. O. Barrett. Price, ?1.25.

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection 
of original and selected hymns for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home. Compiled by L. K. 
Washburn. Price, paper cover, 50 cts.

Golden Echoes. A new collection of 
original words and music for the use of 
meetings, lyceums and the home circle. 
By S. W. Tucker. Price, 15 cents,.__

Selected and Insplrational'Hymns fori 
Spiritualistic Gatherings. By Mrs.
Georgia Gladys Cooley.
Price, 15 cents.

The Spiritual Songster.

Words only.

By Mattia
E. Hull. For the use of circles, camp
meetings and other Spiritualistic gath
erings. Words only. Price, 10 cents.

The Lyceum Guide. A collection of 
music, golden chain recitations, mem
ory gems, choral responses, funeral ser
vices, programs for sessions, parlia
mentary rules. Containing instruo 
tions for organizing and conducting ly- 
ceums, for physical culture, calisthen
ics, marching, banners, badges, stand
ards, the Band of Mercy, etc. Compiled 
for the use of progressive lyceums and 
societies, by Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 
(cloth binding), 50 cents per copy, or 
when ordered by the dozen, 40 cts each.

ear about the silent room. She resolved 
to test its efficacy.. When first she be
gan thus shutting herself up the hours 
were those of long drawn out misery. 
She could not concentrate. Day after 
day she would in despair throw herself 
on the floor, and perhaps doze the time 
away. It was when on the brink of 
abandoning the Idea that she laid In the 
stock of books which still are seen on 
her desk. For half an hour then she 
would read, endeavoring the rest of the 
time to concentrate. Still it was very 
difficult. Gradually, however, with per
severance it came to her. At first she 
could keep her mind fastened on some 
one subject no longer than five minutes, 
and regarded even that as ..an achieve
ment To-day she concentrates abso
lutely for an hour each‘morning. A- 
longer time than this Is deemed inadvis
able.

It is not'only for the selfish purpose 
of mental poise that concentrating is in 
vogue. It is declared by 'those who 
have practiced it that others may be 
helped through directing toward them 
strong .thought forces—even that the

the very foundations of orthodox 
thought ’ ■ ■

Raps and table-tipping may seem 
trivial things,-but they have shaken the 
orthodox world with: Convulsive throbs 
and brought from the 'dark recesses of 
medievalism an army of clergymen who 
have' dared to say- "no,” and: launched: 
upon the sea of orthodoxy the steelclad 
cruiser and Ihyinclble ram. known as 
.the'“Higher'Criticism’.“ . _ This , is the 
.biggest;,fighting' i tmflohlnp. thateten. 
ploughed- its '.way. upon, the intellectual 
ocean. and its first victory was the bat- 
tenbgdown of. the wpllt.of,superstition;, 
destroying the monsters of priestly and 
Ignorant imagination, and relieving the 
minds of millions from- the ‘ nightmare 
of rear..

Tto is a good beginning, Let tho 
SglrltaaRsta wntiaue MthfuL exercise

The Arcana of Spiritualiois.
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

friction of’a liousehold may be held in 
abeyance by the efforts*« one individ
ual given to concentration.—New York 
Herald.

: A Spiritualist may add by way of sug
gestion, that although the "silent room” 
is helpful to concentration, It |s-not an 
absolute necessity for the accomplish- 

Tnent of the designed purpose. .
By practice and with the same end In 

view, one can take some; time during 
the day and devote it . to Inner silent 
meditation, relaxation and -rest com
bined., In the parlor, the library, the 
bed-room—one can fulfill the. spirit of 
the injunction, “enter into thy closet,” 
in mind, and receive the spiritual,'men
tal and physical benefits derived from 
“concentration" in “the silent room.” •

One can learn to close the eyes and 
ears to the things of material sense and 
gain rest and strength physical and 
mental, as well as spiritual quickening.

The true "silent room” is‘within, ever 
ready to be entered by any one ' who 
will. ... ■ •

In this inner closet one may- com
mune with the angels, and learn to ting 
the soul’s silent song, of joy.- ■■

JAS C. UNDERHILL.
Hammond, Ind. ” = ■ ■ . — ;■

The readers of The Progressivo 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is Intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the' 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise In the minds of Investigators 
that are not answered In its pages. 
Price, JI-25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

WHENCE AND WHITHER?
An Inquiry Into the Nature of the Soub 

Its Origin and Destiny.

BY DR. PAUL CARU8.

This little book treats of the central 
problems of all religion; the nature of 
the ego; the origin, development, and 
destiny of the human personality; spir
itual heredity; the dissolution of the 

■body and the preservation of the soul; 
the nature of human Immortality; man
kind’s Ideals; the rational basis of eth
ics, etc., all from the standpoint of mod
ern psychology and biology. 188 pages. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents.

CHILD CULTURE.
According to the haws of Physio* I 

logical Psychology and 
' MentalRugcostlon,

TO WOMEN WHO OREAD MOTHERHOOD
felormailon Hot?

ChHdrw-AkjohjtelyWith- - ’
oat Pain—Sent Fred.^ • '

■ Vo'wornnn
child-birth, or remain chlldJeoo.; Dp. J.

derated hla life to relieving the sorrows of 
women. Behan proved iiiht all paiHMtxihUdairth 
may be entirely banished, and.he will cladly toll 
yon bow it may bo done absolutely free of charro 
Sendyour name and address ’ to Dr. J.H. Dyo. 1 
XAwiaBfafti Buffalo. K.Y.. and be will send you 

* poottmldi hia wonderral book which. iCUs how io 
giro Urth to happy, healthy chUaron, bWolutely 
vnthdmpaiat also, bow to cure sterility. Do noi

• < BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL. '

■ This Is a work of singular excellency] 
-oh a subject of great importance. It ifi 
Epplete‘with, jyiaq and ..practical, hints, ■, 
helps arid suggestions, of inestimabla 
value to parents, and all who have then .. 
care of children, and alj-who are. inter- i 
ested in their moral, mental and physl- 
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone Is uplift-', 
ing. Price 60 cents.

"The Truth Seeker - Collection 08 
Forms and Ceremonies for Ura J 
Libérais.” Price 25 cents»



amr return. 
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The Persistence of Erroneous Opinions.

HEALING CURRENTS
FROM THE

BATTERY OF LIFE
BY WALTER DE VOE.

NOTES FROM G. H. BROOKS.

ising to return after ten days and take her and their

Litan of Spiritual Lileratnre.

THE POLICY OF CONSTATINE. (

A

will re-

HAVE THEY?

Why Should Not Animals Have Souls?

ENCYCLOPEDIA

The ' writings of Arian were I feel liow truly we are dependent uponcon-
demned to the flames'. Capital punish-‘ The railroads of our country, how much

BY MOSES HULL.

shouldhave: a wide* circulation,' as Tt

ÄBÄ

friends, 
I spoke 
for the

We 
end; 
were 
Wife

Los Angeles on Friday, August 5. 
were glad to reach the journey’s 
while we were worn out, yet we 
thankful to reach there in safety.
has a sister living there, and 
main until spring.

I got out some amohg the 
but . was unable to go much, 
the third Sunday in August

personification qf toe mephitic gases 
Which arose from stygian- pools, and

Mice si. for sale at this offigs.

An Account of Field Work, Home Work 
and Travel.

Critical, Comprehensive Reflection 
I Thereon. ,

■ "Human -Culture..and Cure. ■ PArt 
iïrsii' The Philosophy of Cure." (Ih-

. "In tho World. Celestial," by Dr. T. A> ' 
Bland. , Interesting, instructivej And 
helpful;-' Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price Ji* " I

Hudson Tuttle.

A Book That Awakens the
Healing Power in the Sou\

It Teaches the Glorious Truth that Frees 
From Sin, Sickness, Poverty and Pain. 

PltlCK, 82.00.
For Sale by

COLLEGE OF FREEDOM, 
Woodlawn, Chicago.

of telepathic at-one-mont between the members.
■ The members of this circle, regardless of geograph-.

1 .1 ’ i......... ..  11. ..j. ...   ■ ..1   „ „ — 4 • + 4 1» r\ dm»».

cludingc-MetbodB’ and InslrUmeûts." 
By ■ E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very, instructive and valuable work. It stHnetinKSs" been' held on”the day -of dire 
_____ ____ __ ___r _______ , __ 1 S'tln,'at which therewere readings frdtn 
well ful-llls- toe -promise’ of ’lta tltlh. ’the prophets and writings-of the apOts 
Price 75 cents. • .__________________ tlds.~:*lt"i6'bven'"possible'.toat “the ‘al*

...OR . . .
CONCORDANCE

principal paMa^e* cf th® Old and X®t* 
Testameni Scriptures which prove 

or imply Spiritualism}
Together with a brief history of the origin of many ct 

the Important book* of tho Bible.

/ It is strange what a hold our old 
teachings and mode of thought have 
upon us. No matter how often we may 
Show up the errors of the past, and how 
much we may profess to ignore old ob
solete ideas, they continually appear in 
cur conversation, Somehow the Ideas 
have been so suggested into our mental 
make-up, that they are a part and par
cel of our very being*

The other night I attended a church, 
and heard tho minister talk about 
“Christ” as if it was a real person. He 
told how “he came into the world,” 
what “he came into the world for,” etc., 
never once mentioning Jesus, of whom 

. lie was speaking, and as if there never 
had been but one Christ, and the mate
rial out of which he was made had been 
all exhausted in creating him, so there 
never could be another. This might be 
expected of him, because he was 
church-blind, but when we hear our 
Spiritualist lecturers repeating the same 
errors in their public lectures, as I have 
heard them ad nauseam during the past 
two camps that I attended, I can but 
wonder what Spiritualism has been do
ing the past fifty-five years, that our 
lecturers are not better taught. “Blind 
leaders of too blind/’ they should know 
whereof they speak, or not speak or 
mention the things upon which they 
display so much ignorance.

The word "chrlst” is an untranslated 
word, left untranslated for the purpose 
of supporting the idea of the trinity, In 
the original It signifies one who has been 
anointed, and no one is anointed before 
he is born. Hence Christ was not born, 

; notwithstanding toe passage occurring 
in the Protovangelon, and copied into 
Matthew at the close of the third cen
tury, which yeads, “Now the birth, of 
Jesus Christ was on this wise,” (Matt,

up of toe pools by the rays of toe sun. 
But how real they came to be in after 
times, and are yet, with too many. Ip 
a lata numbei of The Piogressive 
Thinker, I seo something of that idea 
with one of its writers, Mr, Herbert A. 
Harrell. Before referring, to this 1 
wish to speak commendatory of some 
things he says. ■

He says: “The operator must be a 
man or woman of exceptionallydean 
habits of life (preferably a vegetarian), 
morally and physically clean, land let 
me add, dressed in tidy, clean clothes]. 
He or she should not be a user of liquor, 
tobacco, morphine or any other drug.”

But it is a statement preceding this 
to winch I take exceptions: “There is 
one method of cure, ’by the laying on of 
hands,’ as a means of eradicating— 
drawing out and throwing away—dis
ease that I Hold as helpful.” Here dis
ease is considered as a positive entity— 
a sort of personality, which has en
tered the organism, and may be drawn 
out or forced out and thrown away. 
Nearly all our medical fraternity are 
beclouded with a similar vagueness, 
concerning disease, hence their tre
mendous doses of drugs which are 
given as a "spell” obnoxious to the dis
ease, as if the disease would become 
disgusted with the presence of such 
nasty stuff contiguous to it and take its 
departure where it should never again 
be annoyed by the presence of such dis
gusting nostrum. The idea of naming. 
a disease and then throwing medicines 
against the name is only another relic 
brought up from fetichism. -

He then proceeds to direct the mag- 
netiser to use milk to wash his hands 
in while treating the-patient that he 
may impart the disease to the milk, [I. 
would think a piece of'beetsteak would 
be as good, if disease is what he thinks 
it is, but it all convinces me that doc-

1:18). The word Christ was seldom J 
used with reference io Jesus during the 
time of his ministry, and when after- J 
wards the word came Into use it had 
equal reference to the spirit world, me- , 
diuifiship, and the class of people who 
following out the spirit of his teach
ings, lived in communion with the j 
spirit world. "The disciples were first ' 
called Christiana at Antioch.” (Acts , 
11:26) some think as a reproach, but 
more likely it was a general term refer
ring to those who were anointed by the 
spirit world.

There were numerous Christs before 
and utter the time of Jesus. The first 
mentioned is Moses. The Hebrew, of 
Moses is Messha, or Messhgkh, and 
"Messhakh" 1b the Hebrew for “anoint
ed.” Afterward we read of Cyrus as a 
Christ: "Thus salth the Lord to his an
ointed, (this Christ) to Cyrus.” (Isaiah 
45:1.) In toe 105th Psalm Jacob and 
his descendants in Egypt were called 
“Christs," or Messiahs, (Comp. vs. 6,12 
and 15) “He suffered no man to do 
them any wrong; yea, he reproved 
kings for their Bakes, saying, Touch not 
mine anointed (my “Christs”), and do 
my prophets no harm.”

Not only was the meaning of the 
word as I have stated through Bible 
times, but it was so used in all profane 
history. . - It was uniformly ajjglied to 
social leaders or labor leaders. An
ciently most of toe labor was performed 
by slaves captured in the wars, and 
sometimes a man would rise up among 
them as a leader to lead them out, of 
bondage as Moses led the Egyptians, 
and usually he was required to give 
some evidence that he was called from 
heaven or the spirit world to do the 
work assigned to him. Moses had to 
go to the children of Israel with proofs 
of his Messiahship. They required a 
“¡sign from Jesus as evidence that he 

""was a messiah, (Matt. 12:38; 16: 1;
Mark 8: 11; Luke 11: 16), and Peter 
claims that he had these signs (Acts 
2:22). These signs were also manifest 
with other social leaders.

Drimakos of Chios.- an Island seven 
miles off from Greece, some three or 
four hundred years before the Christian 
era, confirmed his Messiahship by vis
ions and prophecies. Eunis of Sicily, 

. also showed that he was called, by 
many signs, and wonders. He was 
thought to be insane, and was frequent
ly required to come in the presence of 
the nobles and ladies for the purpose of 
furnishing them amusement by his ap- 

, parently extravagant claims and the 
strange things he did, among which 
was spitting fire around him and toward 
those Who were disposed to laugh at 
his apparent antics. How few there are 
who know that toe term “spit fire” orig
inated in him. Sparticus, whose wife 
was also a sibyl, was another. ( A full 
history of these messlahs is given in 
my work, the second edition of which 
will oe printed soon, "Christianity As 'It 
Was Before the Apostasy.”)

There was a time when Jesus was 
not Christ, notwithstanding the state
ment in Matt. 1:18. and Luke 2: 11, the 
first of which was copied with the two 
first chapters of Matthew from the Pro
tovangelon, and toe other of which was 
copied with the two first chapters of 
Luke from "The Gospel of the Infan
cy!” What a pity they had not both 
been copied from the same book! We 
should then have been relieved of the 
contradictions between them. In Acts 
2:36, we are told that "God hath made 
that same Jesus... .both Lord and 
Christ.” Then there was a time wheh 
he was not Christ. But I will not pur- 

' sue this point farther. It is to be re
gretted they do not know something 
about terms they are constantly using, 
and talk less to mortification and more 
to edification.

Another matter of discouragement is 
the proneness of our public teachers to 
speak of sin and .wrong as if it was an
tagonistic to righteousness. The an
cients were in the habit of personifying 
a deity who was at war with God, and 
whose business it was to bring dark
ness, sin, misery and everything of a

TgE MWW H(W gCHOOi;
...If has been some time since we have given you find

Visions induced by spirits are common to all Jiu- your readers a report of our work. This was not due 
inanity. They dome to the Methodist, the Univer^al-' to ^decline of interest in the cause, but because the * ’■ .»Io.»! nr 1 i> T .• . 1 I J!...... . AI. ~ .. rt-p
ist, the Unitarian and the Catholic the same as they do 
to the Spiritualist. Thus it is that the world be re-

inspirational Word of Light from the angel side of 
life commissioned us some years ago with a special
feature of the great work of Spiritualism, viz., to or

dered by the prevalence of spirit return, not only in ) ganize and conduct a circle-at-large for the develop- 
Spiritualism but in 'all the churches. The following ment and cultivation of mediumship upon the basis
illustrates a case in point, a vision of a death, as re
lated by the Inter-Ocean:

Was the mysterious disappearance-tlie possible ^Mances that may intervene enter into the Spir- 
deatli by foul means-of Alexander W. Forbes, chief ,4nal^ilence with us and wi h each other at the legu- 
engineerofthe Universal Gas Company, forshadowed s^sion hours, and gradually learn to co»imune 
by a vision seen by Ins wile on the night before he
left his home at 3042 Union avenue for the last time ?

Mrs. Forbes, wife of the missing man, is firmly con
vinced that it was. The distinctness with which the 
dream impressed itself upon her mind, the fateful 
precision with which one event, following on the 
heels of the other, carried out the preliminary details 
of the prophecy and the foreboding mystery that sur
round Forbes’ movements from the moment he loft 
the door of his home have combined to sweep away 
the wife’s natural hopefulness and satisfy her that 
her husband’s disappearance and death were preor
dained. ,

ijnil communicate wiih each other and with their 
spiri^ friends,

-, To be successful the sitter must be patient and fol
low ,tl|e instructions carefully, but with repeated sit
tings the essential spiritual and mediumistic unfold- 
ment can be reached, and the great blessing of inter
communication between the two worlds, so-called, be 
realized. •

Grim Vision Before Her Eyes.
Forbes left his residence the morning of Augtist 24.

The purposes of this circle are three-fold in charac
ter, comprising spiritual culture and mediumship, 
healing of the sick and afflicted, and to secure, through 
legitimate and honorable means, thetemporal welfare 
of each, as-far as possible—believing that poverty is 
a himlrance to the more complete realization of spir- 
ituaTlife and well-being on earth.

This special mission was given us. in 1896; since
then we have been busily engaged in the development 
of its features, and have held the regular sessions

tors like poets, are bom, not made]. 
The directions he gives may be good for 
machine doctors, but tho natural doctor 
will prefer to follow his intuitions. Our 
doctors usually’experience little incon
venience in the treatment of cases. I 
never have any disease adhere to my 
person, and I should have no hesitation 
but for the prejudices of the people, in 
treating cholera, smallpox or even lep
rosy.

Disease is not an entity—-a thing that 
gdts into a person and renders him 111. 
I am unable to understand, after read
ing his description of diseases in his 
second paragraph, how he came to 
make the other statement. Perhaps it 
was a slip of the pen. When he states 
that they are “Inharmony,” he hits it 
exactly in my way of thinking. Disease, 
toe last class he mentions—not acci
dental lesions from without—are dis
turbed relations, and therefore inharmo
nious relations. Our bodies are made 
fromthe gases about us—mostly oxygen, 
carbon and hydrogen, with a small per
centage of nitrogen (a deadly poison), 
phosphorus and other gases. A differ
ent relation of the three principal gases 
will make sugar, and yet another goes 
into woody fibre, and still another into 
glycerine, etc. Now It is plain that it 
those gases within the system become 
wrongly related diseases will result. A 
single whiff of sewer gas will rush to the 
brain, decomposing the other gases, 
and bring on sickness and often death. 
The sewer gas is composed of the same 
ingredients only differently related. 
Much of our water at the springs and 
health resorts is composed in part of 
sulphureted hydrogen, similar to sewer 
gas, but is differently proportioned. 
Yet one eight-hundredth part of this 
deadly drug will kill a dog. The libera
tion of this and other gases depends 
largely on oxygen and Ozone. It is 
clear that any wrong relation of gases 
within the system creates all the inhar
mony that produces diseases. And the 
duty of the doctor then is to change the 
relation of the gases, removing the sur
plus of carbon If there is too much car
bonic acid in the system or bringing 
other gases to unite with and change It. 
Sometimes medicines will do this, but 
the thing to know is what the medicine 
is and how little—not how much—to 
give. If jou give too little, it will do 
no harm and may do some good. If you 
give too much it may so phange the 
gases as to result in another disease. 
This is a matter that physicians know 
but little about as yet; hence their nu
merous—I might say, their inevitable— 
blunders.

malific nature to the world. And thus 
it was believed and is still believed at 
the present that evil is as much-a posi
tive influence in the world as- good is. 
They do not realize that the light and 
warmth of day is caused by thè sun
shine and to them it would seem as nec
essary to have a sun of cold and dark
ness as it it is to have one of light and 
heat, thought it is never mentioned in 
that way. They do not realize that it 
is cold for want of more and better sun
shine, and that it is always dark in 
the. absence of toe sun. Thus all 
wrongs are the absence of right, and In
as much as no person is perfect, every 
person aberates more or less from per
fection. If toe two were antagonistic 
as has been supposed, then we should 
have perfect men and women and abso
lute goodness in everything, as well as

- absolute badness. The adulteration of 
a thing is only the bringing of wrong

: things together. Dirt is matter, mis
placed, and every weed is a plant when 
its botanical name js known.
• In line with" this idea, sickness is sup
posed to be a positive entity—a sort of 
thing Which gets into a person and 
must be expelled in some way. An-, 
clently it’ was' something caused by à 
serpent that lurked in stygian pools and 
Mas slain by the spear of Horus or the 
arrows of Apollo. This wàs mèrely a

He intended going to Ludington, Mich., to spend ten
days at Bass Lake. The night before his departure «« .““’Y
his wife dreamed that she saw her husband dead at with our members faithfully and promptly, as the 
her feet. In her vision she saw him preparing for light from above directed. It is with pleasure that 
his excursion to Michigan. She remembered assist- we are able to state that this circle now has members 
ing him in the details of leaving; then came a period' in nearly every statin the Union, also in Canada, 
of darkness and silence, and in a moment she beheld and nearly all report-satisfactory progress in their de- 
his body cold in death. velopment. . *

When she awoke Mrs. Forbes begged her husband * In time, however, we found a growing demand for 
to remain home. He insisted, however, that he need- a home and school, where those, desiring a more sys- 
ed the rest, laughed at her fantastic fears, and, prom-'teniatie and speedy unfoldment of their gifts and 
ising to return after ten days and take her and their spiritual powers, might receive it in special personal
children to Milwaukee, left the house. His relatives 
have never seen him alive since that time.

Forbes used no intoxicants, kept no bad company, 
and was economical and industrious in his habits. He 
was in the employ of the Universal Gas Company for 
seven years, and was considered one of the most trust
worthy workmen in the establishment. His domestic 
relations were of a most amiable character.

Leaves With Money.

sittings with us.
To meet this demand we proceeded, under instruc

tion of our guides, to provide suitable accommoda
tions, with the happy result that a commodious and 
attractive two-story building has been erected, ten 
rooms of which are furnished and ready for occu
pancy, while others çan be fitted up as needed.

We now extend a' cordial welcome to all seekers
after spiritual knowledge and a more complete un- 
foldment of the highest and best gifts attainable by 

When -Forbes left his home he had with him about. each.
$200. He intended taking a noon train which would 
bring him into Ludington at about 9 o ’clock at night. 
From thert he was to go six miles into the country to 
the farm at Bass Lake. Advices from Ludington are 
to the effect that Forbes never arrived there.

The owner of the farm says he never saw him. His 
mother at Rapid City, Manitoba, declares her son is 
not there. Taking these facts into consideration, 
Forbes’ relatives have been forced to accept the the
ory that the man was murdered for his money and his 
body hidden away.

For further particulars address, with stamp for 
reply. J. M. AND M. T. ALLEN.

651 South Grant street, Springfield, Mo.

Bltion of Athanasius to the scheme, 
.Artus was brought back from banish: 
ment. Arrangements were made for 
his ceremonial restoration and a day 
fixed for the event, but before It was ac
complished, Arius was dead, by rupture 
of the bowels, a miracle, the orthodox 
said, by poison, perchance, Borne be
lieved. Whatever may have been the 
motive which led Constantine to the. 
later assistance of Arius, the work of 
Nice remained.

Athanasius, to whose aggressiveness 
and persistency we are indebted for the 
most vital point of Christian ortho
doxy, was sent into banishment by the 
Christian emperor whose civil authority 
had established throughout the empire 
the dogma of his exile. The deity of 
the Son was fixed in the faith, and 
finally the emperor received the rite ot 
baptism from toe hands of the heretical 
bishop of NIcomedia who had led the 
fight against it and gone into exile 
rather than accept It.

The year of the council was polluted 
by the emperor’s murder of his eldest 
son. He had murdered his nephew and 
father-in-law. He threw the princes of 
the conquered Alemanni to the wild 
beasts at Treves for the sport ot the 
multitude, yet surely it cannot be said 
that he was the worst of the Roman em
perors, though he by no means meas
ured up to the “greatness of the best of 
them. Nevertheless, he did what none 
of the rest of them were able to do; he 
fixed a creed which has survived "him 
more than fifteen centuries, and which 
stands to-day as the accepted founda
tion stone in the Christian church of 
the twentieth century. .

LEWIS D. BURDICK.
Oxford, N. Y. ,

Ing to the coast in the spring, starlitf«. 
in March, though I am undecided whaj 
I shall do. But will say this, If ther( 
are places along the-line ot the SoutH 
ern Pacific or the southern route that 
woijld like me to stop off and bold 
meetings for a while, and will corrh* 
spond with me, we will try and make ar« 
rangements. If the friends desire md 
there, I will try and serve them. I feel 
the Northern Pacific would be too cold, 
I have January, 1905, open, as well aq 
March and April; also, will make ar
rangements for camp work for the com« 
ing season. * I

T|ere is much more that I would Ilkef 
to say, but time prevents. But will 
say, the hope of the world lies in the 
teachings of Spiritualism, for as the 
world grows it grows up to the high 
ideals contained in our great philoso
phy.

I am now located in Baltimore, Md., 
where I am to remain for four months, 
and where all mail will please be di
rected to 811 North Fremont" avenue;

G. H. BROOKS. (

Pleasure soon exhausts us and itself also; but en
deavor never does.—Richter.

Man is not born to solve the problem of the uni
verse, but to find out what he has to do; and to re
strain himself within the limits of his comprehension. 
—Goe.the. •

making him pr her believe that he or 
she is nothing as to let them know 
that they are everything, but it suc
ceeds partially. The Mental Science or 
New Thought people teach them .that 
they may be whatever they wish to be, 
that health hangs from the branches 
closest to them and. all that Is neces
sary is to seize on it and it is theirs. 
With their thought they to a certain ex
tent direct the forces within which pro
ceed to eliminate whatever is offensive 
and thus change the relation of. the 
gases of the system.

DANIEL W. HULL.
Olympia, Wash.

But wlttotne n&tqral healer there Ib 
more orjess ^ffinit^with those ele- 
ments/tfecessary to a change of the dis
eased There is an attraction between 
htnfor her and the patient, the patient 
being rendered negative for want of toe 
elements which will change the gases 
of toe system, and he being the reser
voir through which they are drawn, 
and co-ordinated, or perhaps chemical
ized. When he magnetizes paper ^nd 
sends it to a patient, it operates the 
same for a limited time till it becomes 
negative to the patient. Then it does 
no good. The operation of paper is 
slow and uncertain.
’ Now am I taking too much space in 
showing how that suggestion, and other 
mental medicants operate. I believe I 
should. Then people can operate with 
more faith. Let me bring forward the 
emotions as an illustrations. We all 
know how toe emotions may be 
wrought upon to affect not only our 
lives but even our health. In this city 
as I write is a mother to the young man 
Clark who was hung at Walla Walla 
for murder last week. It is thought she 
will not recover, all caused’by the hang
ing of her boy for a crime that she did 
not believe him guilty of, and possibly 
he may have been innocent. Her emo
tions have prostrated hei, but supposé 
it should turn out that she was mis
taken—that her boy was. not hanged, 
whicn of course 1b impossible, and her 
boy should come home to her, again 
alive and well, and innocent of the 
crimè charged against him, in .short 
that thfire had been a mistake-as to his 
identity, and that they had hung an
other man supposed to be him, how 
quickly she would rally. Melancholy 
brings disease, and why? because it dis
organizes the gases, and the liver be
comes torpid, and refusing to perform 
its functions the system is filled with 
carbonic acid. On the other hand 
cheerful news fills the spirit with buoy
ancy, more oxygen and ozone is inhaled.-

In my copy of The Progressive Think
er some one has continually asked, 
Have animals souls? Of course it is 
expected that I will answer, or it would 
not always be in my paper. The one ’of 
Sept. 10 I imagine it is asked a little 
imperiously.

Well, now, I’ll try to answer just to 
keep from seeming rude, you know. 
Now, let me see—haVp we souls? It 
occurs to me that ifwve have no souls, 
all our spiritual literature is in vain. 
Yes, it must be so. Now, I can see that 
some one will say, "Well, if animals

----- T - ।
It is yet a question not well settled 

whether Constantine had any real relig-, 
ious convictions, Christian .'or Pagan. I 
The fiction of the miraculous cross in 
the heavens to accqupt for ,hls conver-; 
sion was invented by Eusebius of Ces
area. The story of Zosimus’,1 that Chris
tianity offered greater solace to his 
deep remorse for the mur/iera of his 
kinsmen, is entitled to as , little, credits- > 
bility. : |

Gibbon has well said of Constantine 
that “the ecclesiastical institutions of 
his reign are still connected, by an In
dissoluble chain, with the opinions, toe 
passions, and the interests, of the pres
ent generation.”

Edicts of great severity towards the 
Christians had marked the. later years 
of the reign of Diocletian, and upon his 
abdication in 305, a wild scramble fol
lowed for the sovereignty of the empire. 
No less than six persons at one time, 
<jach of them with some appearance of

I jgrere afterward destroyed bÿ the dryingf

Again: A mother, becomes angry and 
nurses her babe and it goes into con
vulsions immediately, and possibly dies. 
She had poisoned her system by expell
ing .certain gases and perhaps inhaling 
other gases. A steer is driven through 
the street, becomes very angry and 
nearly kills several people; he is finally 
slaughtered and sold out to the public 
and what he tried to the day-before his 
poisoned flesh accomplishes the day he 
is eaten, and nobody, knows what was 
the cause of the terrible sickness.. The 
doctor looks wise and says nothing, but 
no vegetarian suffered fro® the . pois
oned' meat . This being the case we 
easily* learn how-the gasei. of the-sys- 
tom‘may, be changed by. a proper dlrec-. 
tion of. the mental ■ condition: • The 
Christian Science people have, a little 
success in-curing people, by .making 
then think-they are not 'sick—that 
there is nothing of them to get sick,.-or 
that-could -get sick. It is not.-bo 
healthy a manner to cure a person .4>y

have souls, would you limit it to what : 
is called the lower animals, or would 
you include the genus homo?" But i 
some one else says, “When we get over > 
into ‘klngdum kum’ may be the snakes 
will bite us, and bees may sting us— 
you know they don’t here.” This has ; 
always been a matter of serious consid
eration with me. I never was bitten by 
a snake, so, so far as those reptiles áre 
concerned, I can’t see much force in the 
argument. Bees? Well, I’ve not been 
stung by a bee for over fifty years; 
why, then, should so trifling a matter 
make me think I have no soul?

Well, there! Mr. Editor, a thought so 
profound just now struck me, I must re
cord it right here.

After the inferior race of animals 
have taken their respective fields in 
spirit life, am I to be debarred from a 
home there just because they are there? 
Have they taken homesteads on every 
tract? Have they filed pre-emption pa
pers all over? Now, why can’t I occupy 
some portion of the country adjacent to 
them? In short, since the argument 
that I possess a soul is just as good as 
that which proves that my dear dog has 
one,'Whycan’t I exist (if necessary) in 
a separate sphere from him? My argu
ment then'is: First, that the mere ab
sence of congeniality between us here 
is no proof that we may hot all enjoy 
the privileges of eternal progression.

As we see that nature has made a 
feeble attempt to separate us here— 
why may It not be still stronger—better 
And more complete as we advance to 
the second sphere? *

Secondly. We as Spiritualists be
lieve that theoretically the saíne laws 
whiéh govern us here will govern us 
there.' But do not -all mosquitoes, 
snakes and toads, etc,, share this earth 
with us? Then—even then—why not 
with slight advance the same there? 
Whoever has studied the Darwinian 
theory understands that most of . the 
áhimal kingdom (to which-we all be
long) has eliminated in course of devel
opment many .useless appendages. All 
spiritual teaching-proves that the spirit 
the mosquito -will still seek physical 
body. In time it will -eliminate unnecX 
essary features and characteristics. 
Need we suppose that when the snake 
escapes his physical, form he will re
tain rhe characteristics of biting? That 
the mosquita will still seek physical 
blood? It seems to me ail such vapor
ings are extremely silly;

B. R. ANDERSON. - 
Concordia, Kansas.

authority, was asserting his claims to 
the regal power. Not till 324, in fact, 
did Constantine become the sole ruler.

Above all else, he aspired to be an 
emperor, and to make secure toe per
manence of his power. 1 Indifferent as 
Elizabeth to the rival claims of Catho
lics and Protestants, Constantine was 
satisfied with paganism If through it 
the pathway to greater glory lay. If 
Christianity was the footstool to a 
more exalted throne, that was accept
able. If a neutral pogjtlon had been 
possible, it is probable that would 
have been more to his liking. He was 
not unmindful of the power of religious 
institutions over his subjects, nor of 
their assistance in the mastery of them. 
Not Inconsistent with this view of the 
character of Constantine are his edicts 
granting to the Christian clergy privi
leges equal to those enjoyed by pagan 
priests. Existing circumstances made 
a policy of acquiescence and indiffer
ence impossible. The Christians must 
be reckoned with as allies or foes. Dis
affection among the" Christian subjects 
of his rivals opened the way for Con
stantine to strengthen himself by es
pousing their cause, die seized the op
portunity and set up Christianity as the 
religion of the empire, He loaded toe 
church with 'privileges, and exempted 
toe churches from municipal taxation. 
The founding of the royal palace upon 
the Bosphorus made Constantinople the 
successful rival politically, of Rome, 
and at the'same time magnified the 
power of the Roman bishop, leading the 
way eventually to the permanent estab
lishment of the Holy City as the center 
of the Christian church.

For nearly forty years of his life, 
Constantine had observed1" the estab
lished religion. His jnedals and coins 
carried the impress ^ of Jupiter and 
Apollo. The altars of. Apollo had been 
crowned with his offerings. ’ The deity 
of the sun was the guide and protector 
of toe. empire. The dky of’-toe sun was 
-the most popular festival with the mass 
of his people. Coultohe seçure the in
fluence and loyal support of the Chris
tian faction by adopting ;iheir belief, 
and conciliate the pagansaw the ab
sorption of the sacred day of Apollo 
into’the-Çhristian observances, it would 
not fail to be a master sïfbke for the 
security and permanence of his reign. 
It became«the Sunday of the Christian 
church. The edict of Constantine en
joins that judges, •'’City ’people and. 
tradesmen shall observe11 ' the day. 
Dwellers in the country a'ré-especially 
exempt from its requirements. Full 
liberty is granted to till the fields.. It- 
is called the “venerable day of the Sun.” 
There is no allusion to' the Jewish Sab
bath law, no reference-to the resurrec
tion. .. : ..

In this way was established-the first 
Sunday law. in which-- all modem-enact-! 
mentB hâve-.thëir'origin.- It is true, as 
wer know 'from the writings-jof- Justin

• Martyr," that--beiore this; -meetlngs- KEd

leged resurrection upon that day had 
added to its popularity with Christian 
subjects of the empire.

It is significant, however, that Justin 
Martyr, as in the edict of the emperor, 
speaks of it as “the day of the Sun.” 
Of the political wisdom of the policy of 
Constantine in adopting it, there can be 
no question. His successful overthrow- 
of all the rival factions which stood in 
bis way to supremacy, vindicate his 
judgment. That he had the remotest 
idea that he was establishing a holy 
day to be adopted in the enactments of 
unborn civilizations for many centuries 
to come, is improbable.

Yet another event in the reign ot 
Constantine is of even greater signifi
cance, and has been marked with still 
greater results in its influence upon 
the life and thought of the people of 
later times, 'the weight of suffrage of 
emperors and princes, says Gibbon, 
“sometimes inclined the ecclesiastical 
balance and the prerogatives of the 
King . of Heaven were settled, or 
changed, or modified, in the cabinet of 
an earthly monarch.”

Alice Gardner, the biographer of Ju
lian, says there is no doubt the influ
ence of the empire was strongly felt at 
the Council of Nicaea. It is most un
likely that the emperor Constantine, 
whose whole life had been spent largely 
in the turmoil of camp and battle, had 
any conception of the metaphysical 
questions involved in the fierce conten
tions of the Stubborn antagonists at the 
celebrated council. •

Whether the Son was of one sub
stance with thè Father, whether the Lo
gos was a person or an attribute, of 
Consubstantialism or Homoousion, 
what cared the conqueror, if he could 
make their contentions serviceable to 
him in solidifying his own power or re
moving obstructions from his pathway? 
But when the struggle between the fac
tions assumed dangerous proportions 
and threatened the peace of the empire 
the policy of Canstantine was to effect 
an agreement or compromise. Failing 
in this, the great council was sum
moned. The strength developed by the 
followers of Athanasius at the council 
was greater than the emperor had an
ticipated. Constantine’s own associa
tions had given some reason to tfilnk 
that he was favorably inclined to the 
opposite party.

Eusebius of Nicomedia, the leader of 
the Arians, Eusebius of Cesarea;. Con
stantine’s eulogist and biographer, and 
Arian himself, all leaders of the opposi
tion, were friends of-ihe emperor. It 
soon became apparent that a peaceful 
settlement was impossible, that it was 
a ¿¡tot to the finish. The radical Ath- 
anaslans outnumbered extremists of 
the Arians and those of moderate views 
together. The supremacy of Constan
tine must be maintained at all. hazards. 
The .Athanasians were aggressive and 
triumphant The weaker party fell 
with the connivance and support of the 
emperor. ’ The equality of substance of 
Father and Son was established, pro
claimed, and the foundation laid for the 
doctrine of the trinity, which, perfected 
later under Theodosius, became the cor
ner stone of the orthodox Christian 
creed I in. the Greek, Homan and Prot
estant divisions.

It nas been a long time since I have 
sent any Communication to the spiritual 
press, also a long period since I have 
been out in the field at work, and no 
doubt more than one has wondered 
where I was, and why this silence. -I 
can very easily explain, and assure the 
friends that I have been more than 
busy along other lines.

On my return home In toe spring, 
from my season’s work, I found that 
my presence at home was of great im
portance, that wife was in no condition 
for me to be away; so I made up my 
mind to remain with wife and baby and 
do what I could to help in the care of 
the home. Wife’s general health 1b very 
good, but she lacks in strength; so I be
gan my labors at home, working with a 
will to bear my share of the burden, I 
was obliged to remain at home ail sum
mer; I realized that it was far from 
wisdom on my part to leave home at 
all. 1 was in hope that during the cum
mer wife would gain In strength so I 
could feel all would be well with her 
when I began my labors in the fall. 1 
did all in my power to bring about that 
condition, but all to no avail. We, at 
last made up our minds that the best 
thing for her to do would be to go to 
Los Angeles and spend the winter sea
son there, that she was in great need ot 
an entire change; so on July 28 we 
started, bag and baggage, baby and all, 
for California, expecting to arrive there 
on the first ot August; but, owing to 
wash-outs, we felt it was best to stop 
off for a couple of days, which we did at 
Winslow, Arizona, arriving at last in

Truth Seekers' Society . (I think I am 
right in the name). I met some of the 
old-time workers, as well as the new 
ones. I met Mrs. Weeks Wright, who 
has not changed any that I can see, 
and .who is doing a work on the coast 
that will endure. Mrs. Weeks Wright 
will be remembered by many in Chi
cago, where she used to live and has 
many friends. Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Randall are among the rew old-time 
workers. Mrs. Randall will be remem
bered by many in Kansas City, Mo. 
They are now living in the country and 
are more than busy.

The Truth Seekers’ Society is well at
tended; they hold conference meeting 
in the morning and a lecture in the 
evening by some speaker. Mrs. Shee
han-Horman is in Los Angeles for the 
present and is serving them now. She 
has changed but little. Mrs. Horman is 
to como East soon. There are numer
ous other meetings in that city, but I 
was unable to visit them, and hence can 
say nothing of their work.

I should have enjoyed a longer visit 
in Los Angeles, but it was simply out of 
the question; other duties were calling 
me, and I had to hasten away. So, on 
the 16th of August I bade wife, baby, 
sister and her daughter good-bye, feel
ing as I left them that I was leaving 
just that much of my life behind, yet 
realizing or trusting it was all fofy the 
best, and while great distance (as far 
as material distance is concerned) 
would separate us, yet souls that are in 
attune can commune, that space is an
nihilated.

Feeling all was-for good, trusting in 
the powers that be, I bade them good
bye and started home. We went west 
by the Santa Fe railway, but 1 returned 
by the Northern Pacific. The Santa Fe 
gives good service and does all that is 
possible for its patrons, and showed us 
many courtesies. The Northern Pa
cific is a fine route; the scenery is 
grand beyond description, though the 
finest we passed in the night; but there 
is plenty on the way to compensate 
one. The service is fine, and they do 
all they can for the comfort - of the 
travelers. It Is much farther around 
that way, yet it pays one for the time 
spent, and I shall always remember my 
trip, with pleasure, and if you are going 
to California, and can, I would advise a 
trip one way over the Northern Pacific. 
Ere you reach Portland, Oregon., you 
must go up the coast line to San Fran
cisco, then from ’Frisco to Portland, 
both lines under the control of Southern 
Pacific,, and the scenery from start to 
finish is beyond description. And as I 
realize all that I have seen and heard,

ment was decreed for those with whom 
any of them were, found. The exigen
cies of the . situation made it impossible 
for Constantine' to shield openly his 
friends. . Arius went into exile. Euse
bius'of Cesarea meekly ^subscribed to 
the creed. Eusebius of Nicomedia hes
itated and wavered" and so postponed 
for a few months his own exile and dis
grace. Whether on the part of Con
stantine, the proscription or the "Arian 
leaders was any thing but a farce is 
questionable. .

Apparently, he' acquiesced with the 
decision of the stronger faction whose 
antagonism7most threatened-' the im- 
perinl power. It is certain,1 however, 

. that-intriguing for the return of Arius 
¡ and othetrexll^d loaders was soon be
gun' with" the ^connivance - and assist- 

: ance-of Constantine. ’Effort’was made 
. to-relnstate them in their high positions 
■ in the-church, . '
. NOthwlthstanding the dohtlnuedoppo-
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they have done to build up the country, 
to extend the influence of man and help 
to make us what we are. Every care 
is taken, and oho feels abbut as safe in 
the Pullman tourist car as one does at 
home., • ( 
unanswered. But I assure one and all 
that this has been a busy summer for 
me. I have had no time for letter-writ
ing, only In a limited degree, and I have 
letters received in April that yet remain 
unanswered; But lassute one and all 
that it isrnot because that I so desired, 
but because my duties. lay in other di
rections. ,

I arrived home on the 26th day of 
August, having been gone a little less 
than a montto and most, of toat tlipe in 
constant-travel. I should-like to speak 
of. my experience • in San Francisco, 
where I stopped for .one day, as well as 
at. Portland, where I was .for. a few 
hours; .but L feel it-wouM-tire, the read
er, aospare you. I now.tolnk'of return-
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Tifa Elsda o£ Chicago, reletsa a aul

lar jUgetestfag the gullibility o! 
cartela persons- Parallel casas eaa ba 
found where fake clairvoyants h^e led 
astray those who were “itching", to get 
rich. It appears'that, unsuccessful fa 
his attempts to raise a wonderful black 
hen which would lay mnglo silver dol-

From N, 8, A. Headquarterg—Important 
Çopvénjlon Notice.

leering twenty-five cento per capita 
from each lay fa good standing 
upon the books of all state Msoclaffaas 
chartered by the National Spiritualists’ 
AroocfaUos, October 1 ct each yw," 
Geo. A- Fuller, Jas, B, Hatch, Simeon 
Butterfield, Alex Caird, M. D., Carrie F. 
Loring, treasurer, M. Hebron Libbey, 
Carrie L. Hatch, secretary., trustees of 
Massachusetts State Association.

©burch of tha Fire* Born,
It is astonishing what a penchant cer

tain emotional, impressible zpUgfoalsto 
have for miracles and prayer as the OS’ 
planation of cures and vartous escapes 
from impending dangers.

According to an Inter-Ocean special, 
there Is a new church in New Jersey, 
“The Church of the First Born.”] What 
the name implies, we don’t pretend to 
know. The account reads:

Jersey City, N, J, Sept 16.—Lively 
hicldents as well as the most astound
ing testimony marked to-day's session 
of tlio faith curiats (“The Church of 
the First Born”) here. Men told how 
they had been Saved from death in a 
hundred forms by prayer; women re-- 
lated that their ills had vanished, and 
a child said she had been cured of tooth
ache on the way to that very meeting. 
The most sensational incident occurred 
when Editor Anna Smith of the Dawn 
of Day, who is a woman of 80, ended 
her testimony of the efficacy of prayer 
by dancing a jig.

“Through praying to God,” said Miss 
Smith, "1 never had a sick day in my 
life, and to prove how well I am I will 
show you what I can do."

Here the old lady leaped off the high 
platfprm like a schoolboy, ran around 
the church with the agility of a race 
horse, made a flying jump back to the 
platform, and then executed a jig that 
would bring her $30 a week in the vau
deville. Great applause followed her. 
performance.

A little girl arose and said that while 
on the way to the church she had such 
an “awful" toothache that she changed 
her course and started for the dentist’s.

“On the way I prayed, and prayer 
beat the dentist by two minutes," she 
said.

A doctor, aged 60, from Philadelphia, 
said he bad practiced medicine for thir* 
ty years until he found that it was a 
humbug and fraud and stopped IL Now 
he prescribes prayer.

Another man said he had been drown
ing in the surf at Atlantic City when he 
.came to the surface for the last time’ 
and shouted to God to save him.

“A huge wave caught me," he con
cluded, “and threw me safely , on the 
beach."

A man from the west told how he 
had been out on the prairie with a 
crippled horse and with a storm ap
proaching. *

“The old nag wouldn't move," he 
explained, “and I thought it was all off 
with me. The storm .was , getting near
er and I could see that it had water 
spouts eticking down out of it, and a 
few funnels like cyclones. It was with
in a few hundred yards of me when I 
suddenly Baid: "Oh, God, save me!’ 
And that etorm instantly veered off to 
.the south, and the horse pricked up his 
ears and started off on such a lively 
trot that I got to the next settlement 
in good time.’"

"Not a drop of medicine has entered 
my home in thirteen years,” said

lars, Frank Gidumsky, |8 West Ran
dolph street, Chicago, now seeks reim
bursement for more than a year’s ex
penditure of time, health, and money 
from the three men who attempted to 
instruct him in supernatural poultry 
raising.

To the Etjlfar:—Kindly give space fa 
your valued - journal for the following 
important (announcement concerning 
the place of,meeting of the N, S. A. 
convention fa be held in St. Louis, Oct. 
18,19. 20 and 21. , .

The commjttea of the World’s Fair 
Congresses ¿Bsignéd to this association 
—as to others-—the music hall of the

■ pose all wa
Until very recently Gidumsky bad paucy. At

great Coliseum, for convention pur
poses, and -we hadtevery reason to sup-

dreams of possessing a fowl more won- formation

in readiness lor our occu
rs late day comes the In- 
at Mlisic Hall has been

SEEN AND HEARD
Brlef Notes on Topics of Interest, 

by Hudson Tuttle,

A Detailed Account of Spirit Music 
Heard at New Canton, III., and Which, 
It Is Expected, Will Be Produced In 
Public Sometime In the Future—An 
Important Point ae to Materialization.

came through the closed door, Instru 
mem and all and played around the 
stove a fow times, went back tiirougb 
the door, and died away In the othei 
room.

The music we heard could not ba
To the Editor:—Since you have print- made ou a piano; it is entirely differ 

ed my letter, in answer to your inquiry, ent; It increases in power and beauty 
I must ask you to make a correction re- each time we hear it.The Incentive of Spiritualism.

It has been said that while the varl- ; 
ous religions, especially Christianity, 
have incentives spurring man to higher 
moral achievements. Spiritualism has 
nothing to offer. There could be no 
statement more erroneous.

By presenting the most exalted mo
tives, it encourages the loftiest aspira
tions; prompts to highest endeavor, and 
Inculcates self-reliance. It frees man 
from the bondage of authority of 
creeds, and demands that he rely on the 
authority of truth, interpreted by rea
son. -

The results of an intelligent accept
ance of Spiritualism are nobility, purity 
and magnanimity of life; all embracing 
charity and philanthropy; constant aud 
earneBt endeavor to actualize an Ideal, 
perfect life in this world as the best 
preparation for the next; living to live, 
not living to dio; and for the Religion 
of Pain, which has held mankind In 
thrall, tho substitution of the Religion 
of Joy. Such is the doctrine of Spirit
ualism. ,

The terrestrial cannot fnherlt-^ternal 
life, which is tho inheritance of the ce
lestial. Death is the severance of the 
silver cord which unites the celestial 
with the torrential, or physical body. 
The latter returns to mother earth, tho 
former receives the shining robes of an 
angeL Hence, death works no change 
except in condition. . The individuality 
Is no more affected than by stepping 
from one room to another, or by cast
ing off worn garments. Immortality is 
our birthright.

A materialist said that we are travel
ing between twos, bleak and barren 
promontories, the past and the future. 
In the light of Spiritualism the head
lands of the past are Crowned with 
blessed memories, and the future, in
stead of a bleak and barren headland, 
toward which we drift In tears, rises 
above tho shadows of this life and on 
the purple slopes we behold our fath
ers, our mothers, our wives, our hus
bands, our children, our friends who 
left us in the night of years, all there 
with garments -of light, extending their 
arms to welcome us!

Spiritualism presses to the quivering 
lips of grief this cup of precious nectar 
distilled by the angels of heaven.

The great and ever-enduring lesson 
taught by this view of life here and 
hereafter, is that the present is the 
shadow of future realities. We are 
spirits to-day, and shall be the same to
morrow after this body has fallten from 
us. We have already begun the infinite 
journey and we are not to wait until 
death to begin the formation of charac
ter..

When death comes, the dross of this 
life will fall from us; its objects, its 
vain ambitions; estates, bonds and title 
deeds, fall as ashes, and the spirit 
stands alone,-holding fast the treasures 
of such actions as had relation to its 
immortal life. Never was wiser -com
mand given than to lay up your treas
ures above.

gardlng the spirit music. One evening, 
five years ago this coming October, we 
were told that on Thursday evening we 
would bo surprised at what would oc
cur. We asked what it would be, and 
was told that we would hear music.

Since so many have given their expo 
rieuce with fraud mediums and theii 
ways, and means of deceiving favestfga 
tors, through the Open Court, would II 
not be interesting to hear from those 
Who know what genuine spirit manifes-

derful than the goose which laid the rented for the season to a musical com- 
golden eggs and more valuable than the anotl‘®r hal1, 'i?8 b®enbviuyu u uxuv . allotted to the convention societies. In-
precious Aladdin s lamp. His rise to 1 vestigation shows that the second hall 
wealth would be easy and rapid. Not I fs not adequate' for our purpose—its 
only would he receive one or more do)- acoustic properties, are not good, and 
Jars dally, according to the hen’s laying as the musical company aforesaid gives 
proclivities, but the dollars were to a musical extravaganza, day and. even- 
have the magic charm that no matter lag its zounds are sufficient to com- 
where or bow often he spent them they Pletely crown the voices of our speak- 
wouid mysteriously return to him, -, 1 a^d delegates. Hence the N. .8, A.

The only reason Gidumsky is not now I b.oa«~ ,t,iat the con- 
a millionaire, with a Wack feathered I the Spiritual Tern-
United States mint in his back yard l’Ie *n st> L°uls, 3015 Une street, whore 
chicken coop, fa because he has never ‘ l0 reception of Monday, Oct, 17, at 8 
been able to raise the necessary black l’’ W,1I also be held. We regret ex- 
)lelL ceedingly the necessity of changing lo-

The directions which GidumBky says cation of meetings at tills Jate day, but 
he followed fa the hopes of securing a aro °V!,ee(^i0 d,°Jn t0 ,ou!, 
supply of magic dollars are elaborate. PeoPle. line Street Temple is reached 

’First he was to secure an egg laid by Bnlon Station as follows: lake 
any ordinary barnyard block hen. 1transfer west

This egg Gidumsky was to put under I and ride to „0(11 street, walk one block 
Ids arm aud keep it there for nine days 0,r; ^a,ce Laclede cor. and ride to 
and nights. During that period he must °iRU or Garrison, and walk two blocks 
under no circumstances wash or eat. If u0“,“’ , J ,
he became very hungry, it was permis- AU delegates and other friends who 
Bible to drink water. ?tend to be in St- Loui» durtng the

At the expiration of nine days and ^me of convention, are requested to ay- 
night a black hen would come out of the range their plans for visiting the I1 air 
egg. It was scheduled to hatch while sight-seeing, bo aa to enable them to 
he was asleep. Then, standing on the attend all sessions of the convention— 
foot of the bed, it would say to him, I daF and evening. Important business 
"What’ls your wish, Gidumsky?" 18 ®ur® to come up at aI1 day sessions,

At this critical moment Gidumsky 1 wlli,e tbe evening meetings will be 
was supposed to tender tho newly n^ore attractive to Spiritualists and ifa 
hatched black hen a dollar, which was yestigators, by the able and brilliant 
conveniently under his pillow In antici* ™ we shall present. AU are cor- 
patlon of the happy event. The hen dlaHy invited. Come one and all and 
would take his dollar and immediately I uelp to make this the grandest convoca- 
lay a magic silver dollar. Having thus ,Uon of Spiritualists the world has ever 
been started on a diet of dollars the known. . •
black hen would ’furnish unending Information concerning rooms can 
streams of magic coins. - b,e hadby addraas “B Thomas Grim-

The direction for raising the new sll-aw, 5835 Theodosia avenue, St. Louis, 
poultry are set forth in the complaint] Forward postage_to prepay.his replies, 
filed in Justice Wolff’s court. Gidum- 
sky went without washing, eating, and I . . N. 8. A. Secretary,
even sleeping for nine days on repeat- Washington, D. t. 
ed occasions, but never raised a magic I --------
hen. He now believes that he was hum- TWELFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION 
bugged. ’ • ■ . 4—:—• ■

On that evening we two, with my tations are, how they occur and the dif- 
mother, sat down by a email table, and ference between the twb? If tiie inedi- 
was nor only surprised, but almost nms are unable to explain the manifes- 
speechless to hear music such as we tations, and how they are produced,
never heard before, that was played for then why -not give the spirits an oppor- 

’ ’ ' tunlty to explain? If they are manbmore than ap hour. After we came from I 
the room in which we heard it, we could I 
hardly behove that we did, and went 1 
back the second time and heard it as 1 
long as the first.

It was not like a piano, and there was 
a piano in the house then and is still, 
but this muBic was in another room 
from where tlio piano stands.

We have sat in the room where tiie 
piano Is to see if it could be used, and 
have never beard a sound. The spirits 
say, the music 1b made to reach us 
through vibrations, the same way in 
which all sounds are conveyed through 
Bpace, and that to play on our Instru
ments here would be more difficult than 
we ckn conceive.

For three years we have studied 
these manifestations under spirit guid
ance, and no one but my mother has 
ever been able to get near a meeting in 
this time. At first we were besieged by 
curiosity seekers, and for our benefit it 
seems, we were allowed to sit a time or 
two with them, and now at this time 
nothing but spirit power could induce 
us .to sit with them.

We heard the music two months be
fore we heard voices. We can hear 
them .at any time they say we will, not 
at any time we say.

Mr. Ward hears clairaudiently, and 
has many years. At times when we 
hear music my mother goes into the dif
ferent rooms in the house, and she says 
that it is as distinct In one room as an
other, and just as loud as in the room 
we alt in.

Ono very cold night a couple of years 
ago we were sitting in the twilight with 
my brother as company, when I sug
gested that we should be quiet-and see 
if we could bear the music. Not many 
minutes went by until we heard a noise 
In tha room adjoining the one we were 
in, and the music began and seemingly

an-

HUDSON TUTTLE.'

Of the Natlonal- Splrltualiats’ Associa-
' Romanism and Free Thought itlpn.
The animus bf . Romanism, toward

the

Spiritualism. J.

DREAM CHILDREN.

I
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25 CENTS! 25 CENTS!

I

LOOK OUT! LOOK OUT!

time or other place as this associationhied by being carried on Sunday.
Will the churchmen and clergy never may determine at any annual conven-

learn that instead of improving public tion.’

—Anon.at their play.

Chicago Vegetarian Society. Pries, §3-^ 
cento. x.

morals by closing great fairs, and sus
pending business of all kinds, - save 
preaching and attending church, on

WilliafaFetzer, Secretary, 
jd— ’ ■ PerS.

fectly safe, and will save yourself 
noyance and trouble.

“Why I Am & Vegetarian.” By 3t 
Howard Moore. An address before tha

freedom of thought is well illustrated The twelfth annual convention of the 
by the news from Rome, in which city, National Spiritualists’ Association will

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
ualistls Gatherings.” By Mattie E, 
Hull. Price-10 cents.

fray, 
Then suddenly all the high hopes I had

. ■■■ l.O’’ . .
Amendment:—Amend Article VI of

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1,1904.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money in a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for,five cents, and th:n you are per-

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirt*- 
ualizt Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks fa the secular;or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when an attack 1b made, giv
ing date-and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Not Atheists.
No person with, greater ability, more 

faithful to duty« or creditable to his 
profession, occuuies;ihe Christian pul
pit, than does Minot J. Savage; 
and there is no one whose utterances 
are read with greater satisfaction, or 
leave a more profound and lasting im
pression on his auditors. We find In a 
late published discourse the following 
views of bis wherein he told who were 
not Atheists. He said:

“What Is the essence of the idea of 
God;'tlie denial of which constitutes
Yea) Atheism? In other words, what 
must a man deny to be an Atheist in 
the bad sense of that word? "Is it pos
sible he may deny the Buddhist god, or 
ihe Chinese god, or the Catholic god, or 
even your God and my God, and all the 
time bo doing it in the interest of what 
he regards a higher and better ideal 
But tho ultimate reality to which the 
name of ‘God’ really belongs Is simply 
tills—a power outside of us, and above 
ub,- by whose laws we are bound, in 
whose laws is life, in disobedience to 
■whose laws is death. That is, any man 
who recognizes a law in him, and with
out lilm, which binds him under pen
alty to certain courses of action called 
right, such a man believes in the essen
tial idea that underlies the word 'God.' 
¡Whatever else he doubts—whether per
sonality, or consciousness, or love—so 
long as he believes in law, in obligation, 
in penalty, he believes in God. His 
God may not be so good, so loving, bo 
hope-inspiring as mine; but still such 
a .man Is no Atheist”

More than once in these columns we 
have declared: “There are no Atheists 
In fact for all believe the world, and 

. witbin it are governed by fixed and 
changeless law. That law implies a law 
giver. Even if inherent in matter it is 
nevertheless existent, and no power or 
combination of forces can. thwart its 
rule. It matters not by ■what name It Is 
known, it Ib self-existent and eternal.

Contrast the workings of this God of 
Nature with the Jewish Jahwah, Incor
rectly rendered Jehovah by our English 
translators of the Bible:

“Thus sal th the Lord: About mid
night will I go out into the midst of 
Egypt And -all the first-born in the 
land of Egypt shall die, from the first 
born of Pharaoh that sitteth upon his 
throne, even unto the first-born, of the 
maid-servant that is behind the mill; 
and all the first-born of beasL”—Exo
dus 11: 4 5.

That was only a theist, cruel and dev
ilish. Passing to Ex. 12: 29 and that 
more tnan brutal threat was executed:

"And it came to pass, that at mid
night tne Lord smote all the first-born 
in the land of Egypt, from the first-born 
of Pharaoh that sat on his throne, unto 
the first-born of the captive that was in 
the dungeon; and all the first-born of 
cattle.”

Those who repudiate such a savage 
and sanguinary god, acting the part of 
a midnight assassin, prompting his wor
shipers to imitate his slaughtering pro
pensities, have been denounced as Athe
ists, without just cause. We worship 
no fiend, falsely called Lord, or God,' 
but have a very exalted conception of 
that .' -

Charles Smith, of Hoboken. "And dur
ing all that time God has been my phy
sician. I had four ailments, 'among 
which were dyspepsia and bronchial 1 
trouble. I was cubed by' prayer. My 
wife had heart disease, my daughter 
had a. fractured arm, and my boy hère 
had scarlet fever. All were cured by 
faith.”

One woman with tears streaming 
down her cheeks; told how prayer 
had cured her of a tumor. Dtffing her 
recital some of -those present fairly 
danced with joy and the Intensity of 
.the excitement under which they, la
bored.

A young woman declared that for five ' 
years she bad. desired to play by ear 
cn the piano, and that in.answer,. to 
prayer God gave the power desired.

’ Toward the close of the service a 
man testified that he was in a circus 
one time before he had learned that 
such things were for Satan's imps. Dur
ing the show a lion broke loose and the 
crowd ran out of the tent He tripped 
over something that was in the road 
and fell in the path of the beast.

"I thought of Daniel," he said, “and I 
prayed. I was delivered and am here 
to-night to praise God for it."

Spiritualism and suggestion will ac
count for thousands of cures and other 
happenings, without resorting to "God" 
and miracle for an explanation.

Brayer for cure of human ailments is 
in itself the nature of “autosuggestion” 
-self-suggestion when offered by one
self, and when offered by another it pos
sesses the properties of “suggestion” to 
the mind of the ailing one.

■ The cyclonic storm would probably 
have veered just the same if no prayer 
to God had beetf uttered, and just bo of 
the lively trot of the old nag. Balky 
horses are very notional, and take very 
sudden fits and starts—when they will’ 
they will, and when they won’t they 
won’t, and there is nothing miraculous 
about their going, or not going.

Neither is it anything miraculous that 
a woman of 80 should dance a jig, a Vir
ginia reel a Kentucky hoe-down, or 
even a “juba dis and juba dat, juba all 
de 'possum £at,” etc., turn a handspring . 
or a somersault, or even do as David 
did when he “danced before tiie Lord," 
on a certain Occasion. ' (Readers who 
are curious can consult IL Samuel, 
chapter 6.)

When people are In a state of mind 
induced by certain forms of emotion- 
stirring belief, they are ready to credit 
any prayed-for happening as the result 
of prayer, wrought by the direct hand 
of God. Anything they pray for—if it 
comes. It is God’s answer to thçlr 

- prayer. This seems to be thé state'of 
mind of “The Church, of the First

“Spirit of Nature! all-sufficing Power! 
Necessity, the Mother of the world! 
Who, unlike the God of creedal error, 
Requir’st no prayers or praises.' The 

caprice
Of man’s weak will belongs.no more, to 

him
Than do the changeful passions of his 

breast 5
To his unvarying harmony. ♦ •.
- * • • All that the wide world con

tains '•
Are out his passive instruments, and he 
Regard'st them all with an impartial 

eye,
Whose joy^or pain his nature cannot 

feel.
Because he has not human sense,' 
Because he has not human mind."

Pull Him Off His Perch.
The Humanitarian Review, replying 

to a correspondent who'was apologizing 
for the questionable practice of some 
clergymen who traffic In stocks, and 
other semi-gambling pursuits to enlarge 

। their purses, expressed our view to the 
1 letter when It said:

“When a clcrglman becomes a man of 
mammon, an ideal for birds of prey, 
pull him, off his perch!”

Ah, knock him off, any way to pre
vent his continuing to pose as an ex
emplar for others to copy after.

on Sept. 20, with more'than 5,000 dele- be held in the Spiritual Temple, 3015 
.gates present, the 'congress of Cree l lani8’ October
thinkers assembled fa the Itoman col- Day sessl0n8 at 10 m- and 2 p. m i 
lege founded by Pope Gregory XIII. —to which,the public is cordially In- 
Ten of the delegates were from Amer- vited—wllljbe deypted to business only, 
iea, among them being Dr. Moncure D. Evening exercises will consist of grand 
Conway of New York, Dr. J. B. Wilson Programmeb of varied numbers,-includ- 

««A Ung vocal and instrumental selections of Cincinnati and M. M. Mangosarlan of by ta¡ente(ji artlsts; also lectures and 
Chicago. tests of spirit identity, by some of the

Dr. Henry Maudsley was appointed most able spiritual workers fa the land, 
honorary president for England, Protés- Among those invited and expected to 
sor Haeckel for Germany, Professor participate (are iWill J. Erwood, E. 
nprthPlni for Fraiiép Professor Saline- W- Sprague, J. W. Ring, Mesdames R. Bertnelo- tor K rance, Professor baune- g Ladra G. Flxen, G. G. Cooley, 
ron for Spain and Professor Ardlgo -Maud Lord . Drake, Margaret Gaule, J. 
Lpmbroso-.for Italy.’ - ' ’ Sauer, with ^a galaxy, of others? ■

Profernor Haeckel <¿ Jena University, |¡, ■ Come ’ one and? till. to. the;;grandest 
proposed a message to Premier Combes convention of the age.
of France, congratulating him upon his railroad rates can be secured
, , , - , -U4. «I. i, on-all lines to-and from St. Louis (exstruggle for the right of human thought cursion tioketB) wlthont attenüon 

against theocratic .oppression, and also fae jj. S, A
for what he has accomplished for the I information concerning hotels and 
eeparation of church and state. rooming houses can be secured by ad-

Professor Sergi presided and deliv- pressing the Rev. Thomas Grimshaw, 
ered an address, which was warmly ap-1 5535 Theodosia avenue, St. Louis. The 
plauded, glorifying the triumphs oí sei-1 Spiritual Temple in that city, of. which 
ence over superstition. He hailed the 1 Mr. Grimshaw is pastor, will be opened 
fall of temporal power, condemned daily during tne season. A list of de
Catholicism as prehistoric and protest- sirable rooming houses, also the spirit
ed against war, ending with advocating uai papers, will be kept on file there, 
an indissoluble alliance of nations and The annual reception of the N. S. A 
the universal brotherhood of the peo- delegates and visitors will be held in 
Pies. I the Spiritual Temple in St. Louts, Octo-

The animus of the adherents of the ber-17, at 8 p. fa.
Romish church is shown by the further I- All áre cordially invited to attend, 
report that bitter protesfa were heard MARYT. LONGLEY, Sec’y.
on every side against the assembling! HARRISON DÍ BARRETT, Pres, 
there, on the anniversary of the fall of I '

Born.” ■
The spectacle of an old lady dancing 

a jig was no doubt highly edifying and 
very inspiring and there is no wonder 
that It evoked “great applause” from 
the “First Born” beholders.

When next “Editor Anna” dancès a 
religious jig, may we berthere to see, 
and applaud.

But—no more, lest we make sport of 
sacred things. ■

The Christian Educator.
That awfully , wicked paper, The 

Christian: Educator and God's Defender, 
of Great Bend, Kansas, asserts that 
"God's creators make a great mistake 
ln<tnot creating a Mra. God.”

The C. E. and G. D. Is the organ and 
exponent oL/Tlie Church of Humanity. 
Its title is supposed to indicate its work 
—to educate Christians into a knowl
edge ot the “truths” accepted by the 
Church of Humanity, which floes not be
lieve there is a God, or any truth in 
Christian dogmas.

As vhe C. E. and G. D. is apparently 
Incorrigibly "Infidel,” we shall turn it 
over to Brother. J. S. Loveland and A 
H. Nicholas.

But really, 1b it not within the bounds 
of probability that a “Mrs. God,” if She 
had the running of things, would be a 
vast improvement-upon the Jewish Je
hovah as He is set forth in the Old Tes
tament account? However “jealous" 
she. might become, she would not be 
likely to manifest such a penchant for 
cruelty, blood and slaughter. Henco, 
after all, there may be somewhat in the 
C. E. and G." D.’b suggestion worth' 
thinking about

KoLdn AMENDMENTS TO BE PRESENTED 
vatore Romano, the organ of the Vati
can, the following notice appeared: At the National Spiritualists’ Associa- 
“Innumerable telegrams have reached tion Convention, October, 1904.. 
the pope from all classes of people in ’ :------- ’
Italy protesting against the satanic con- To amend Article VI, Section 1, by fa-, 
gress of freethinkers which, under the I sorting after 'the word “convention,” in 
auspices of FreeMasonry, was faaugu-1 yæ thirteenth line, the following "and 
rated to-day. fa Rome, the center of the j one additional delegate for each fifty 
Catholic faith-” , ■ I members., or major fraction thereof,’of

Romanism Is the same everywhere, I said gutiordinate society.”
and if the church could have its will I ' '•'•
and way, neither at Rome nor anywhere. I : Amendment proposed by the First 
else would freedom of thought be per-1 Spiritualists’ Association .of Washing- 
mitted. , ■ , I ton; D. C.:

---------------------- -,—~ . .Resolved, That the officers of the Na- 
Pandering to Vice in the Name of Re- tional Spiritualists’ Association shall 

tiglon. ' - consist of a president, vice-president, 
There seems no end to the efforts of I .secretary and treasurer, who shall. be 

bigots to devise some method to induce, a x , . 1-. , a board ot nine trustees, who shall havethe government to acknowledge Sunday,! charge of the busineSB alrairs of the ¿3. 
as a holy day. Ever since the Republic 1 BocIatioE, and shall be chosen by writ- 
was founded they have brought the in-1 ten ballot by the duly accredited, dele- 
fluence <fj the church to their aid, and gates present at the regular annual con- 
have made the. postoffice system the vention. _ .
, , i „..„I I Beginning with the convention oftarget for. attack. Postoffices must be ! 1994, the officers of the convention shall 
closed. Unless this is done the souls of j chosen for the following terms: Two 
the employes must answer in hell for | trustees tor four years, two trustees for 
the violation of God's command. Then three years, secretary and one trustee 
the transportation of the mails on Sun- two years ; the president, vice^presi- 
daymustbeabaafloneffi
trated all their energies in 1832 on this I oae year, but at the termination of the 
project, but faffed. Nearly every year respective periods'of offices of the other 
since some new expedient has been re- members of ths board the terms of bf- 
sorted to, hoping to win success. . The I. (ice shall be for four years. F. A. 
latest device fa this direction cornea I Wood, presiiient;:n Mary J. Stephens, 
from a Rev. O. W. High, of Upland, vice-president; RoE. Potts, secretary; 
Indiana. He inscribes on the corner of I W. H. Crowell, treasurer; J.F. Simonds, 
his envelopes à request that hiB mail I Henry Steinberg? F. c. Just, Isabel L. 
shall noz bo handled on Sunday. | Keeler, Harriet DzMorgan, trustees.

The peer simpleton whs so ignorant I ' ' >1 —■
of the duties of the mall service as to I The First Chufch of Spiritualists of 
suppose the thousands of tons of mail I Pittsburg, P&, submits the following to 
would be overhauled each Saturday the delegated of-xmr next convention, 
evening, to find Ins letter and abstract I viz.: Amend Article IX of Constitution: 
it from tLe mass, bo it should not be de-1 Strike out the wdtds “or at such other

Tennis Is her hardest work— 
Ought to Bee her play I

Ma she washes dishes, 
An' she sweeps the flopr, 

An’ she scrubs the marble steps 
Clear up to the door; - ,.

An’ then she chops the kindlin' 
When her work is througj}— 

Has to do it. ’cause Pa, he's 
Calisthenlc, too!

Both take physical culture, 
But 1 will tell you this:

There’s lots o’ difference 'tween 
, kind

My Ma takes, and Sis. .
Falsehood Hard-to Kill.

Sunday, they absolutely pander to vice?- Constitution by adding the following 
Who in all the world but saloonists and 1 sentence at the close of present para- 
proprietors of houses of ill-repute in SL graph of- Section 1: “State associations 
Louis are benefited by closing the composed of both delegates and lay 
gates of the national exposition in that I members shall bd entitled to one dele- 
city on Sunday? It was and is an out-fgate for their charter and one add!- 
rage on public decency to close the ave- tional delegate for each fifty, or major 
nues of education to the people there, fraction thereof, delegates in attend- 
and throw wide open the flood-gates of ance at their annual conventions; also 
vice. Congress was pandering for the an additional delegate for each fifty lay- 
church -vote when it-engrafted such a members, or major fraction thereof,-in 
provision as the condition of Its appro-1 good standfag'.upon the books of stich 
priatlon. No one objects, to rest days 1 state' associations October 1 of each 
in any department of government serv-1 year.”
Ice, but who better; than the laborer L - Amend Article VR of Constitution by 
knows when that rest is needed and I inserting at the close of the third para- 
shall be taken? graph, Section 1, the following: “By col-

A Remarkable Summary.
A rare gem of logical statements'and 

conclusions is the following from a 
tract by George A. Bacon, of Washing
ton, D. C., entitled “Attitude of Scien
tific Men Toward the Spiritual Phenom
ena." He sayb:

“Thé spiritual hypothesis must be 
true:

Because the facts, countless in.num
ber, proclaim their spiritual origin;

Because the facts are the experience 
of human beings and the outcome of 
our common nature;

Because these experiences have been 
co-existent with humanity on earth;

Because they are verified by human 
tradition and history;

Because they are supported by uni
versal analogy;

Because they are in harmony with 
man’s highest reason;
- Because they are responsive to the 
universal aspiration of the human 
heart;

Because they are affirmed by our in
tuitions;

Because they are in accordance with 
universal law; ..

Because God Almighty, Omnipotent’ 
Mind, or Universal Law, whichever you 
will, never conditioned the occurrence 
of these fundamental, personal facts, as 
expressions of man’s mental, moral and 
spiritual nature, without completely 
supplying their corresponding require
ments." ‘

Every one of these propositions might 
readily be’ expanded into a chapter, of 
which -they are the condensed conclu
sion.

Physical Culture.
■ Several books have been published on 
physical culture, which give in minute 
detail just the kind of motions and gen
uflexions which must be gone through 
with in order to perfect the ’physical 
form. -The arms must be swung just 
so, and the legs kicked just so, and the 
breath taken’ in prescribed form. - This 
may be very well for those who have 
nothing else to do,-but it seems a pity 
as long as there is so much to do in this 
world, honest, productive worlc, to have 
so much good-strength wasted in use
less exercise. Baseball, football, row-' 
ing, and swinging dumb-bells, are stren
uous exercise and yet why they are su
perior to manual work, is maiilly told 
by their not being labeled with that ple
beian name. .

The giris who are able to run miles 
on miles at tennis, or golf, swing on a 
trapeze, or vault over a barbare usually 
too weak to sweep a floor Or wash 
dishes. The big boy home from col
lege, at the foot of his class and head of 
athletics, finds the business of his 
fatherfatiguing.

For-subtle irony of this state o£ 
tilings, the following bit of rhyme is in- 
imitable-,.
Sis takes calisthenics, ’ 

Indian clubs an’ such.
Reaches for her toes ten tlmes.- 
; An* each time makes'em touch; 
Raises up her arms an'

Sweeps'dm all around, ;
Kicks her heels three times without 

■ Ever touchin' the ground. .
.Ma takes physical culture- 

In the’washing tub— i 
Gets the clo’s and soaks ’em down, 

And then begins to rub; ■
Makes ten-thousand motions

Up and down that way— 
She gets -lots o’ exercise

OnAwashin’day.
Sis goes to thqgym, an:- 

Travels on the rings, * 
An’-she takes a big. deep breath. 

An’ tiien she yells an' sings— .
•Says-it’e.good tor-weakness 

• In the lungs,-an’ sayi.

testing, it does seem that they ought 
to, at least, tell us the difference be
tween their work and that of those whq 
are manifesting for the money.

Money has never induced us to sit fot 
spirit manifestations, though we hava 
been ad vised to sit for 25 cents a head, 
at which price we would soon get rich.

If Brother Hale is willing fa.1 give 
?l,000 for a Bight of an actual spirit, de
void of ‘ materialization" in Its general 
meaning, we might be induced to con
sider his offer when we get to the Pa
cific coast. That would be a small rec
ompense for the time we have already 
given to the work.

Spirits have always told us that 
whenever a spirit copies to you mate
rialized in a flesh and blood form, when 
they take you by the band In a mortal 
way, to reach over and slap the medium 
in the mouth as they will be close by. 
When a spirit touches you you will In
stantly recognize the difference be
tween it and a mortal touch as you will 
feel the ferce before there is any com 
tact whatever. You will Bay, "How can 
this be if spirits do not return?” We 
are taught to say, through vibratory 
force, that can convey any of oui 
senses through space when operated by 
true spirit power.

It would, no doubt, be interesting tfl 
you To know why atmospheric condi
tions have anything to do with spirit 
manifestation. I shall write furtliei 
about this some other time.

We have had no desire to present oui 
views to the public as we know how 
widely we differ from many others, and 

■ we are nearing the time when facts will 
। speak louder than words and opinions 

can not stand In the face of true spirit 
i manifestation.
i EMMA M. WARD, i;

New Canton, Ill.

Or shall we say ignorance difficult to 
educate; darkness slow to dispel? Be
lief in witchcraft, supposed to have 
passed a century ago with the horrible 
beliefs,of the dark ages, appears to be 
yet held by those high in the Catholic 
church. Monsignor Lavelle, rector of 
St Patrick's Cathedral, commenting on 
a statement of Prof. Stetson of Kalama
zoo College, that witchcraft and demon 
possession are no myths, but realities, 
and sickness is often the result of such 
obsession, said:

“There is no doubt about the fact of 
diabolical obsession in olden times. 
The Bible is authority for their occur
rence. Whether there are any in
stances at present I do not know. None 
haw ever come to my personal notice. 
But that the church recognizes the pos
sibility is evidenced by the rules pre
scribed for exorcisms.”

If this is true a thousand years of 
research and study have been wasted, 
and the witch doctor and medicine man, 
with charms and invocations are of 
more value in curing the disease than 
all the knowledge in the world! And 
sad It is that many Spiritualists, in
stead of Spiritualists, are rather demon
ists.

Let us look to the light, not back into 
the darkness. Let us go on, and not re
turn to the dogmas of ancient times.

If Spiritualism should follow the lead 
of these obsessionists and demonists, it 
would end in the fog of the most blight
ing superstition, and witchcraft would 
be revived. Already there are adver
tisements of those wonderfullyendowed 
to drive away evil influences and un
mannerly spirits! And' thiB in the dawn 
of the 2.0th century! And it is thought 
strange the world casts a sneer at 
Spiritualism!

If its supporters make it a system of 
demonology, who is to blame?

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Chicago League Meeting.
The regular meeting of the Chicago 

Spiritualists’ League, for the transac' 
tion of Important business, will be held 
at 697 West Madison street, Monday, 
evening, October 3, at 8 o’clock sharp.

On the next evening, Tuesday, OctO' 
ber 4, at Kimball Hall, 243 Wabash ave
nue, the League will give a programme 
consisting of music, an address, critical 
discussions and messages, to which the 
general public is invited to attend.

All members are urged to note care 
fully the time, places and purposes ol 
the two meetings and asked to be pres- . 
ent on both occasions. "t ’■

GEO. B. WARNE, P.tgfir4- 
OTTO E. KROPP, Sec’y. ।

Programme for Tuesday Evening, Octo< 
ber 4, 1904, at Kimball Hall.

Song—“America,” audience; luvocaj 
tion, Rev. Nora E. Hill; Vocal solo. Dr, 
L. H. Friedman; Address, Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne; Hymn—“When the Mists Have 
Rolled Away,” audience.

Spirit messages will be given by tliti 
following well known mediums: Dr. Ci 
Burgess, Mrs. Wm. Hilbert, Mrs. E. 
Klein, Mr. R. S. Ray, Mrs. Isa Cleve
land, Mrs. C. Kirchner, Mrs. Nora E. 
Hill, Mrs. Ada Za Zelle and Mrs. N. 
Trafton.

Special singing arranged for this 
meeting.

Every Spiritualist and investigator is 
cordially invited to attend our meetings 
and learn more of the grand truths ol

They flock to my desk in the rush of th« 
day,

The dear little children that dance tq 
and fro.

I catch a faint sound of their rollicking 
Play,

Like the Jilt of a song of the long ago, 
And I turn from my work with a soft 

little sigh,
To greet little Mabel and Eddie and 

Joe,
But 1 reach out my arms and the vis? 

ions pass by.
They are only dream children I used 

to know.
I hear them sometimes in the roistering 

street
I see their bright locks as they flash in:

the sun, 
hear the soft tap of Jheir pattering 

feet,
I hear the gay laughter as lightly; 

they run,
hasten my footsteps to catch tha 

bright group
That riots along in the noise and tha

If you can not spare ?1 for Thé Pro
gressive' Thinker one year, send in 25 
cents at once; and take it-for -three 
months.. You should be brought in 
touch with its valuable contents during 
(be Fall and Winter Campaign. You 
should not miss reading “Compensa
tion, the Law of the Universe,” and the 
many other good things that will appear 
in the paper each week.

The Progressive Thinker during Its 
Fall and Winter Campaign wlU be a 
continual feast of good things tn all oc
cult and spiritual lines of thought You 
can only keep up with the procession 
by reading it each week. Send tn your 
subscription now, and introduce the 
paper to your neighbor.

areata. Sts Meazsffl® ooa BesuRx* 
rt J K. Wilson, of too Pennaylvanl» 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting toJ- 

of decided value. A narrative
wonderful
Zhrc’fl experience, wtt. 6w pagNA U- 
^SlftKl Significance। or, Death 
ss an Event In Ute: Lilian Whit-
fag. One of MIbb Whiting’s most Bug- 
gStiye, intensely tetereating, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought 
tu| spirituality. Brice SD

"Healing, cause® and meats" sg 
g. a KheJoDg M. D. Prtw SO «ata, ~

droop, 
And the little dream children hava 

melted away.
know they have fled to a far distant 

shore,
A land where the sun of all righteous« 

ness beams,
Yet they come to me often as fond as ol 

yore
From out of-the mist-shrouded vallej] 

of dreams.
And sometimes It seems. I can bean 

what they, say.
And I start as I hear all the chattel; 

and noise,
Then tears fills my eyes as the drehm 

fades away
. And all that remains is a few broken 

toys. ,
‘They have gone with their laughtei 

and love and delight.
Their little warm arms have noflj 

crumbled to dust,
They have vanished like dCw when thS 

morning is bright, ■
And their poor little toys are all coh

ered withrust “
But memory- bringb them again from 

the past
And they flock to my desk in th« 

rush of the day,
And here in my heart I am holding 

them fast
And in dreams I can hear them again

belongs.no
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MñfflESS CURED)

PSYCHIC GENERALLY LEAP A highly intellectual Scotch woman. Her most remark- for sympathy andWlittle red for healthy animal apir- iery and interest, even in these days when such phe- 
SNOWLEDGE OF SPIRIT B.ETUR®. OT?L a^e characteristic is her eyes, deep dark gray and get its, Siwli a perfectly healthy aura will show »0 nomena are common enough, but it is as a regulator 

wide apart, as so often Been in those »is»». «« j .ay» «+. «wu-vr» /i 4.««+^-c«»¿v .->4- «i.4» t» » 4-1, 1
the intuitive faculties and psychic qualities are highly tlie beholder wij 
developed, । To the unframeoieye, io me eye inai cannoi see mo

“My religion is based on theories as old as civiliza- chromatic radiation of such a person, that person wjll 
tion itself, ’ ’ eaid Mrs. Stuart in answer to a question present what is kpowi^ as poise. All well poised char- 
regarding the chief features of her theological sys- actors, whether ijtiey &now it or not, radiate chromatic 
tern. “The theory of aura? is originally an Oriental 
one, and had its manifestation in later ages in the au-

¡VELQPMENT GAN BEST BE ATTAIKD 
THROUGH A PERFECT UNDERSTANDING OF 
THOSE LAWS THAT UNDERLIE .THE FUNDA
MENTAL PRINCIPLES OF SPIRIT RETURN. IT 
IS PLEASING TO NOTE THAT THERE IS AN 
AWAKENING IN THIS RESPECT AMONG WHAT 
IS WRONGLY REGARDED AS THE “UPPER” 
CLASSES, THOSE WHO ABE EXTREMELY 
WEALTHY, BUT WHO AS A GENERAL RULE 
SPURN SPIRITUALISM. THE FOLLOWING AR
TICLE WILL BE READ WITH DEEP INTEREST, 
ILLUSTRATING WHAT IS GOING ON IN REFER
ENCE TO PEERING INTO THE CONDITION AND 
STATUS OF THE IMMORTAL SOUL. THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER WILL LEAD IN PUBLISH
ING EVERYTHING THAT PERTAINS TO ANA
LYZING THE CONDITION OF THE INNERMOST 
BEING.

Soul development [says the New York Herald] is 
Newport’s latest fad. To the unregenerate city by 
the sea that called forth Colonel Watterson’s famous 
anathema has come a distinguished Scotch woman, 
Margaret Gladstone Stuart, with the altruistic pur
pose, frankly proclaimed, of teaching the smart set 
not only how to find its soul but when once found how 
to determine its color and general material character
istics.

Color of the soul? Material characteristics?
Yes, it does sopnd paradoxical, but according to the 

propaganda of this new high priestess it is literally 
true that one’s-soul does have color and form as well 
as numerous other peculiarities undreamed of in the 
theology of that sturdy old New Englander Jonathan 
Edwards. One’s soul'my be green, gold, gray 
brown, yellow, violet, blue or red, declares Mrs. Stu
art, and in a series of lectures and drawing-room talks

reales about the heads of the Christian saints. Every 
sou! radiates a certain material substance. You may 
define tins substance as electricity, light, aura or what
ever you will, hut the fact remains that whatever 
term you use the substance is the same.

“A few choice spirits in all ages of the world have 
always been able to see this aura or reflection of soul 
with the visual eye, though it has remained obscure 
to the grosser and more ordinary vision. The litera
ture of all ages, boil) sacred and profane, attests the 
fact that this halo or illumination has been seen, by 

I men about the hands of other men.
“Paul saw it, and St. John saw it, and Mahomet 

' saw it, and bo lias almost every other highly spirit- 
i ualized man seen it. But they of the older time were 

content to see the phenomenon, while we of the ciiri- 
1 ous present want to know something more definite 

about it. It is to this end that I have come to New- 
■ port to form classes in the, study of the aura.
' The Higher Sense.

touch of gray ¿ifh! :, and the general effect upon and adjuster of auras that she is holding the atten-
hat of a harmonious ensemble.

To the untrained'eye. to the eye that cannot see the
tion of smart Newporters.

The Psychic I[ye. ’ -
It has been stated ihal Mrs. Stuart claims the High-

land gift of second sight and second hearing. The
auras. »:! ->i

Some Technical Explanations.
“Such being ifhe cgse it is natural that those who 

radiate one -colqr, should desire to acquire a proper 
proportion of other -colors and get rid of the conse
quent superfluity of green, red or violet, as the case 
may be. Especially is this desirable where the pre
vailing color is red. To ibis end I divide my pupils 
into classes according to the prevailing color. All 
who emit red radiations are grouped by themselves, 
all the green raihatorsare grouped by themselves, and 
so on.

“The red class, which might be termed the primary

claim in this case deserves something more than a 
mere statement. One may or may not place any faith 
in the Scotch tradition that certain people of the 
Highland clans are born into the world with a sense 
which enables them to see that which to ordinary vis
ion is invisible and to hear what to ordinary ears is 
inaudible. One may or may not believe that the “psy
chic eye” and the “psychic ear” are only figments of 
the imagination, but the most skeptical cannot ignore 
the phenomena themselves which some of these people 
thus allegedly pitted are often able to produce.

In the reading of jewels and articles of wearing ap
parel Mrs. Stuart’s gift approaches the extraordinary, 
and her services as an entertainer are being eagerly

class, is then put tlirnugh a course of instruction in besought by Newporters. Her ability in this respect 
mental and spiritual gymnastics, whieh will in time came to the notice oi society in a rather unusual fash- 
graduate its members into other classes whose colors ion. A few evenings after her arrival in Newport she 
it is desirable to partake of. Out of the red class a- went to one oi the famous Casino concerts escorted by 
pupil will pass into a class where green is the predoni- a well-known yoyng man.
inant color, and lie will be kept there until lie has ab
sorbed sufficient of the green radiations. Then ho 
passes into the violet, and from the violet into the 
blue class. The latter color is the very highest which

“Everybody radiates an aura, and were we highly a human soul can attain when in the carnal body, 
enough developed spiritually and physically we “It is superseded only by white, the color of God 
should each of us be able to see our neighbor’s aura and of the angels.

Previous to the concert the couple had dined in the 
club dining room, as is the popular fashion. It was 
Mrs. Stuart’s first introduction to the Casino, and dur
ing the course of the dinner her companion noticed 
that she was staring very hard at something at the 
table opposite. Inquiry proved that a large carbuncle 
ring on the hand of one of the men of the party was 
the object of her interest. Mrs. Stuart expressed her
self. as greatly agitated, and it was only with the ex
ercise of great self-control that she was able to finish 
the remaining courses of the menu. When they had

and tell what, color it is, just as -we can see his “/Xn ability to sec and understand the meaning of 
hair and tell what color it is. . each other ’s aura jyotflil be the greatest incentive to

“ ‘But what is the use'of such ability once it should ’right living and right thinking that the mind of jnan 
be acquired ? ’ a bishop asked me the other day. I can conceive of. It would do away with all excuse 
looked at him in amazement for a moment, and then for lies arid deception, for whai is the use- of a , lie returned to open air she told her companion that the 
I asked him if he didn’t think that much of our ca- when all.the worldcan read the truth of our hearts by carbuncle ring had suggested a frightful tragedy, and 
pacity for helping our fellow men both spiritually and a glance at our aura? ■ ■, expressed a desire for an introduction to its owner,
morally could be greatly augmented if we were only “To be sure, not all my pupils arestudying the sub- - - - - -• -
able to see them as they really are. We may be hyp- jeet for tilehighest good it can,bring them. :Many of
ocrites in our personal relations with each other, we the women and girls in my classes are attracted to

awful fact that their souls are for the most p'art’a ver- IW even be hypocrites in our relations withfiod, as them fortthe benefit W hope to derive in the way of.
milion red. ’ far as outward appearances are concerned, <but our helping them to .adjust their.love affairs, and even

The promulgator of this startling cult, it is inter- auras are-bound to tell the truth aboutns. °uT>vorc1e' , i 1111 uT'rf-
esting to know, is no less a personage t&n a grand- .‘‘The aura cannot deceive anybody. TBy their color “People ask me how such Imowledge could be of 
niece of the great ffiadstonr She is also a grand- ye shall know them. That-is.tiie watchword of the benefit to people in love or to divorcees or those con- 

-daughter of thSuntos of Galloway and mi born new faith, based upon a scientific study of human ra- templating divorce1 The answer isivery simple Love 
on the iamouB castle of Galloway, one of the show 
places of the Scottish highlands, and last, but not

she is now conducting in Newport the fashionable 
. summer colony are learning the discouraging and

least, to approach her more immediate ancestry, 
she is a daughter of the late Balfour Alexander Stu
art, a prominent member of the British Society for 
Psychical Research and author of a. score of well- 
known works on metaphysical subjects.

Instant Popularity. „

diation. . is the most psychological of all human conditions,
“The soul radiates as many colors as does the rain- and of all human conditions love and the ailments pf

bow. When I see a preponderance of‘blue light ra- love admit most, freely of psychological treatment, 
diating from a person I know instantly that that per- AU.the sorrows and pains of love arise from psycho- 
son is large in spirituaUty, for blue is the color of 
highly spiritualized souls, A preponderance of gold
en radiation betokens, high-mindedness and ambition 
—for instance, a man like Napoleon would radiate no 
other color. Lavender is the emanation of those in

Although Mrs. Stuart has-been’in Newport hut a whom the material instinct is abnormally developed, 
few weeks she has already enrolled a large number of just as green is the radiation of those who are intense- 
the smart set in her classes, and almost every day ly sympathetic.- Around people who are about to die 
.......................... , .. one Terscii in the study of auras may easily see a 

black, murky substance lowering like a cloud, and 
about those‘who are addicted only to the world and 
the pleasures of the flesh there is to be seen a' nimbus

finds her lecturing or talking in some exclusive house 
to an equally exclusive circle of interested listeners.

logical causes. ■ When somebody wfio once loved us 
ceases to do so a psychological fact is responsible for- 
the change. This psychological fact is none other than 
that there has been a change, perhaps a very slight 
one, in the color pf' the aura of one or the other of the 
lovers. - ’'y

The Matrimonial Problem.
1 , J-Of •

“If men’s and women’s auras could always be kept

By No Means Until “AÇTINA^ 
. Was Piscoyered. u-w 

r* i, ’ 9 -b rl

JJinety-ûrè peroatii vt ftU cases or tatnesÿ 
brought to our attention is the result at diramisition is Lht) result of cUroulcrt 

catarrh at ti# throat
mldSte ear. Tlie ulr paaJ 
sages become clogged byt 
catarrhal deposita, atodr 

ping the actios ot the vy 
bratcrybonas- Uctllthos^ 

doposlta are removed ft 
cure Is impossible. Thein< 
aw ear cannot bo raaohed 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability nt uu» 
lists or physicians to cure. 
Eardrums are worse Hum 
useless. That there is ft 
scientific cure tor deafness 
and catarrh is demonstrat
ed every day by the use ol 
Actino. The vapor current 
generated in the Actlua 

passes through tho Eustachian tubes iatotha 
middle aur, removingtbo catarrhal obstructions 
asitpasses through the tubes, .and loosens up ’ 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) in tba 
inner ear, making them respond to the slight
est vibration of sound. Actlna has never failed 
to aura ringing noises In the head. Weltave 
known people troubled with this distressing 
.symptomXor-years to be completely curedin 
only three weeks' use of Aclina. Actlna also 
auras asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
luags, colds and headachej all of which are di
rectly or Indirectly due to catarrh. Actlua is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. Wo give advice free, and positive proof 
of cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson's 
IgO page Dictionary of Disease, Free. Address 
NeWYorkA London Electric Association, Dop, 
10 020 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

The main business of the new cult is transacted at 
Mrs. Stuart’s pleasant little apartment in Bellevue 
avenue, next -door to the Casino, and it is here, of

with whom the young man was well acquainted, 
though he had never heard anything remarkable 
about the history of the ring.

An interview was arranged for the next morning, 
and the result was a revelation to the owner of the 
carbuncle ring. Just wliat are the details of this rev
elation and exactly what are the circumstances of the 
dark secret discovered by Mrs. Stuart is not definitely 
known, though enough has leaked out to connect the 
ring with a not yet forgotten and mysterious suicide. 
The dead man, it is rumored, bequeathed the ring to 
the wearer,..who was his best friend, and with it a let
ter in which he told his friend the real reason of his 
action. The dead man’s.secret, confided only to the 
solitary man’s friend, had been kept inviolate even in 
all the hubbub and inquiry that followed life tragedy, 
and none ever dreamed or suspected the truth until 
the advent of the new psychic demonstrator.

The use of the word “clairvoyant” is, however, re
pudiated by Mrs. Stuart. What she claims to do is to 
read the aura or radiation of the article submitted, 
upon the theory that every article, however dead and 
inanimate it may bp, lias the power not only of think-
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burning with a steady glow, always emitting the same 
color or combination 'of colors that those auras were ...
when, tliey first mgt anjloved, there would be no such ing, but.of reflecting its thoughts in its surrounding 
thing as'falling out oflove.’ aura. All the experiences through which such an ob-

“ The same thing applies, only in greater degree, to jeet has passed will be ineradieably impressed upon 
oi icn rauuiie icu aurai nuu me w,> marriage and the “difficulties which lead to the disso- the aura radiated by the object.
inHs to help sudi^peopleYo attainTchromatic radi- hition,qf.marriage; These, too, are highly psychology ' Mrs. Stuart first discovered her power to read the 

• ? 1 - ical conditions, caused, by the "action and reaction of histories connected with inanimate objects when as a

qf glowing red.
“Here in Newport I find that about nine.people out 

of ten radiate red auras, and the object of my teach-
mornings, that the really interesting things take 
place. Here is where Mrs. Stuart instructs her 

. classes, and here is where she performs divers mira- 
'cles in the way of reading of secret histories connect
ed with gloves, jewels, hair, etc.

Tn these pretty apartments, whose rear windows 
' overlook the Casino grounds, a Herald reporter found 

¿he lady one day . last’week. She had just dismissed 
an early morning class, which the reporter met as 
they trooped down stairs—a bevy of well known ina- ______ ...
irons and maids, whose names must, for obvious rea- is no more natural for a human being to radiate one 
sons, remain unmentioned. color to the exclusion of all other colors than iliai he

The cl ass met thus early on ibis particular morning, should eat only one article of food. _ Excess in color 
explained Mrs. Stuart, so as to have it over within radiation is as bad as. excess-in anything else. Lijper- 

■. time to getto the tennis game, for which the fashion- feet spiritual, moral and physical health a man.’s’aura 
able crowd was even now gathering on the green vnil be composed of all the primaryt colors in the same 
turf almost under Mrs. Stuart’s drawing room win- order and proportion in which one sees them in the 
aows rainbow or refracted by a prism. There will be a lit-
' Mrs. Stuart looks very mudh like a sibyt She is tie blue for spirituality, a little yellow for wholesome 
tali and slender of figure and her face is that of a ambition, a little violet for mother love, a little green

ation. ■.... -
Here the reporter interrupted to ask what a chro-.

niatic radiation might be. _ . .
“Ah, yes, I shall explain,” coptippgd- .Mrs. Glad

stone Stuart. “By à chromatic radiation I mean an 
aura in which aU 'the colors of- the raindow shall be 
blended in their proper.harmony and proportion. It

human emotions.7/*Like the pitfalls of love, they are girl of seventeen. she was stricken with total blind- 
caused by changesand irregularities in the auras of ness, the result of illness. “Fora period of three 
those concerned, the,business of those who cannot years I was stone-blind,” she says, and during that 
livehappily together is to s?t about, and try to adjust- tiine the atmosphere or aura of persons and things he
their auras before'having recourse * to the divorce came visible to me. It sounds paradoxical to say thattheir auras before' having recourse * to the divorce
court. . .

“Married people, above all others, should train 
themselves so as to be constantly on the alert for any 
perceptive change in each other’s radiations.” 
, Among the interested students who crowd Mrs. 
Stuart’s-classes are clergymen and physicians, as well

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

ANC1ENT TIMES. force and other characteristics neces-

The Erroneous Construction put Upon ' 
the Phenomena of Biblical Times Is ; 
Responsible for More Erroneous Be
liefs Than Anything Else. Since Er- ; 
roneous Beliefs Are a Hindrance to 
Progression, Whatever Can Dispel 
them and Substitute Facts Wilf Aid 
the Solution of the Mysteries of To-

• day and the Motive for Phenomena.
Thomas Paine, Robert Ingersoll, and 

many ofhers had to bear all the vituper
ation that the intolerance of ignorance 
-could heap upon them because they had 
not discovered that which is better to 
take the place of the Idols they demol
ished.

The idea of an avenging God and ex
ecutive Devil may have been necessary 
to keep the people in subjection in 
times when tne animal nature in man 
manifested itself more in brute force 
than it does now. Get us consider, a 
tittle, the origin of God and devil. How 
many people ever give this a thought 
or know that we only have to read the 
fifth verse of the third chapter of Gene
sis to find the word gods. “For God 
doth know that in the day ye eat there
of, then your eyes shall be opened and 
ye ¿hall be as gods knowing, good and 
evil.” If we could read without precon
ceived notions, we might discover that 
the God of the Old Testament has all 
thé attributes of the cruel, vindictive 
rulers of the times. . Every generation 
of mankind has produced those who 

’ like to domineer over their fellows—an
imal propensities—and the lower the 
grade* ct brain matter possessed by 

■ such men ike more vindictive, cruel and- 
selfish they are

But the phenomena manifested which 
came from an invisible source was man
ifested to all grades of humanity, espe
cially if they (Sought for it, just as it is 
now, and the rulers made whatever use 
of It their inclinations suggested. x Be
cause these .manifestations came from 
an unseen sôurce and there was so 
much power and knowledge accompany
ing them, the recipients supposed they 
were to be ruled in a future state of ex- ‘ 
istence much as they were in the physi
cal; and as their earthly rulers styled 
themselves king, lord, god, etc., so these 
names were bestowed upon the intclli- 

- gences producing phenomena; hence 
’ the God of the Old Testament possesses 
,all the attrilijites of earthly rulers.
\ Each individual’s intelligence produc
ing the phenomena was his god, hence 
there were many gods In those times. 
As the manifestations were good or evil 
according as the recipient wanted to 
pse them, so there were gods and devils 

» synonymous with good and evil. This
all culminated in one God and one 
Devil with powers pretty equally divid
ed, the Devil having the most, It would 
®em. Anyone who possessed ferute

sary to set himself up as a miler and 
compel his less fortunate fellows to toil 
for his support, was so “swelled up” 
ever his importance that he set himself- 
up on a throne—his way of getting 
above the “common herd”—and put a 
crown on his head and demanded that 
the people recognize-his importance and 
signify their willingness to serve him 
by bowing down to him, kissing his big 
toe or some such fool performance.

A few months ago I read of an east
ern ruler, whose son was to pay his re
spects to him on his, the son's, thir
teenth birth-day, and did not dare to 
walk to him as he sat on his throne, but 
must crawl to him and crawl out again!

What chumps we are to believe that 
we must kneel to an imaginary god who 
sits on a throne with, a crown on his 
pate, demanding that we do any foolish

shall not taste of death till they see the 
son .of man coming In his digdom." Did 
anyone ever comment on the fact that 
Christ always called himself the “son 
of man?’’’ There is a reason for that 
just as there Is a reason for many other 
things that psychics are made: to say.

Joseph was not thp only man who has 
tried to hide the results of his mischief 
by putting away the girl, or in ■. some 
other way. I find no place in the 
¿Bible where Joseph is mentioned after 
his son, Christ, was 12 years of age. 
Other members pt the family are men
tioned, therefore I conclude that Jo
seph, since history tells us that he was 
much .older than Mary, had passed to 
"Fpirlt’’ life where he would possess a 
knowledge and power over nature’s 
forces that would enable him to pro
duce all the wonderful phenomena
.through his son that astonished the peo
ple. One of the proofs is: “This is my 

Think of a people leaving the mother beloved son in . whom I am well 
- - ■ - - Ipteased.” This is way Christ called

■God his father, we may be sure, since

thing he may dictate!

country and braving risks of crossing | 
the treacherous ocean and enduring all 
the hardships and privations of a- pio
neer life in the wilds of a new country 
to get rid of king rule, and still Bing
ing: “I’m the child, of a king; I'm the 
child of a king,” etc..

But since we find that they did not
leave their animal attributes behind 
them, but brought along some of the 
traits which were used against them in 
the mother country, as witnessed in the 
execution of so-called witches and in 
other ways, perhaps, if it had not been 
for the fear of an avenging,'God they 
would have been worse. But one is left 
wondering whether the inculcation bf 
humanitarianism—the practice of treat
ing our fellow beings as we would have 
-them treat us, not because of a prom
ised reward in a future state of exist
ence but because it was right—would 
not sooner have brought about better 
conditions.

Christ was not the first man whom 
nature produced possessing the finer el
ements which make the humanitarian. 
There were several before him who 
taught such, but because the people 
had not set them up for gods their his
tory has paled before that of Christ’s. -

I am not belittling any good that may 
have resulted from Christ's teachings. 
A time comes in the evolution of mar 
chinery when the old machine becomes 
worthless because some brain haa dis
covered principles in nature that had 
not been utilized in the old machine, 
and constructs One that is so much su
perior to the old that the old Is made 
worthless for anything but the scrap- 
pile. The same ¿an be. said of philo
sophical scientific discoveries; but be-1 
cause the discoverer could not demon
strate his discoveries to the physical 
eye of the masses, only those, wife,pos
sessed the mental capacity to compre
hend them accept them. ,

Christ said: “Verily I say unto you, 
there be some standing here ■. which
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The three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers at the Ages.”

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Mases Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land," “Art 
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anything can be visible to one who is stone blind, but 
my meaning will be apparent if one will only stop and 
think how often one-has striven to visualize^bjects 
while holding one’s eyes tight shut. &

“When at last I received my sight, the keenness of 
mj’ second sight did not in the least diminish. It was

____________ then Hint I set about to cultivate ii, and with that ob- 
cult as outlined by its high priestess, while they con- jeet in view I went back to India and put myself under 
stitute what make it unique, are by no means its only the tuition of the same old master who had become in

as society men and -women. . The features of the new

startling features. As a mind reader and clairvoyant terested in me on the occasion of my first visit there 
Mrs. Stuart has aroused an unusual amount of mys- as a child.”

A NOTE OF WARNING.

Dangers of Rushing .Into Unknown 
" Fields.

he was the only psychic who, up to that 
time had so called him.

Now as to Christ’s second coming, 
which people claim he refers to in the 
Verse quoted, either he has come .the 
second time referred to, or else there 
áre yet people in the physical body who 
were standing.there at the time the pre; 
diction was made.

Nature’s evolutionary processes teach 
us that It Is impossible for any mortal 
who was standing there then to still be 
in mortal life, so the prophecy had some 
other meaning, Whether “-he under
stood it at the time it was uttered 
through him is doubtful, but it was ful
filled in materialization when he ap
peared to people after the, crucifixion. 
Then he possessed great power, the 
power that made him master of nature’s 
forces, nature being his kingdom. But 
Why he did not use such power to do 
moré for people can only be answered 
when we answer why any psychic be
fore or since him, since there have 
been so many,-have not.done more' for 
us in the physical.

One of the greatest mistakes people 
make is supposing that psychics pos
sess thq, power at all times, when the 
fact is they possess no moré power than 
any ordinary mortal except when it is 
being manifested through or for them.) 
For this reason they are blamed for 
many things for which they are not re
sponsible. -When we go to a “medium” 
we^can only get what our-.“spirit”' 
friends intend for ns to get through that 
particular one, because not every one 
has the same phase of mediumship. It 
is not because our immortal- friends 
cannot give us what we Wat for lack of 
conditions, etc., as many teach, but be
cause they will not

MRS. A. B., COOPEIL 
Indianapolis. Ind.

To the Editor:—In. Mrs.- M. A.-Cong
don's excellent article, “A View-Point of 
Theosophy," there Is an undertone—an 
inference, rather, that seems' to one 
who is a lover of the One Cause of 
which Spiritualism and’ Theosophy are 
two phases, to need a little attention.

There is a great difference between 
fear and the warning of dangers ahead. 
Warning that will teach us -to “step 
softly,” to observe diligently and not be 
carried away by illusions, but to Took 
beneath and see the real, the perma
nent; to use all steps as a means to an 
end and not the end itself; to realize 
that on the psychic plane there is dan
ger of being held by the beauties fever 
impermanent) that at first seem so al
luring that one thinks he has reached' 
heaven and is thus prevented,so long 
as he-is in this condition, from making 
further progress.

Has not our study of Spiritualism 
taught us that while we find many 
blossoms that teach us. of life, under 
mahy of these a Serpentis coiled?”

How (many of, our mediums really 
progress as tiie years pass? Is there 
not the same round of small messages, 
the same ideas, with but little variation, 
expressed ? . . ; ~ .

Judging by late developments the 
same fraudulent manifestations going 
on year after year algo.

And shall no note: of' warning , be

edge for you here. You need only the 
inborn, as yet undeveloped, power with
in you, and the guidance of an invisible ■ 
teacher to find that knowledge. You 
may wreck the lives of many people by ■ 
your experiments but that is the way 
to-learn. Have no fear and listen not 
to the voice of those who have made 
chemistry a study and tell you there is 
danger lurking in these beautiful or 
hanpless-looking articles—it is only the 
cry of the fearist who would prevent 
your gaining knowledge.

Crude illustrations, these, but carry 
them into any phasepf physical life and 
follow them to a logical conclusion— 
and ask yourself, shall we do this? And 
yet in this still subtler phase of life too 
many of us throw all discretion to the 
winds and each goes .his “ain gait” 
trusting implicitly In his guides, if he is 
not after the money, and soon ready to 
give advice to old-time Spiritualists 
bow to develop their mediumship.

That there is thought to be danger Jin 
the careless or unscrupulous working

J,he,Load- The occultist knows the dif
ficulties through which he has passed 
and we would eave many a mistake if 
we would but heed his words and be 
willing to follow the steps he points 
ottt-t "We should then make progress 
with less danger to self and others. 
That one sect, philosophy or individual 
has no corner” on the higher elements 
we an Iniow. If one calling himself a 
Tneosophlst chooses to rush into the 
to him, unknown, without due prepara
tion, he stands the same chance of fall
ing as does the one calling himselt a 
koplntualist if he pursues the same 
course.

Let us prepare ourselves in all pos
sible ways to be ready for the step that 
comes next in our evolution, and learn 
to make haste slowly. We have all the 
time there is for the unfolding of the 
soufs treasures, and we are convinced 
of the continuity of life, no need to at 
tempt to compress it all into this small 
span. Let us not “abandon seeking” 
but surround ourselves with a purity of 
purpose, a nobility of aim, an earnest HriniwA J-l.— _ x-a-. . - “VU ualong so-called spiritual lines is ■clearly 1 purpose, a nobility of aim, an earnest 

shown in the Open Court in The Pro- j desire for the truth, and an infinite pa- 
gressive Thinker and in all my study of' tience that can wait while it works for 
Theosophy,' in all tiie warnings sound- ‘ 4'1"“ ■
ed, danger signals shown, I have never 
seen or heard such an arraignment as 
there given; such an urgent appeal for

I ’uh lead tis into the light
< of the perfect day where we will see all no nC-AX.«-« J *^***-»**

more earnest, truthful training, of the. 
neophyte as has been presented in the 
Spiritualist ranks in - the last few- 
months. From nowhere but within its 
fold could this come with the expecta-

as parts of the Ond. ’ "
rn , rr GREENE.Topeka, Kans;

sounded? . ■.; . ' . .
Shall the testimony of all those 

adown the ages, who. have delved-Jato

tion of good as the result' .. I 
“Theosophy neither praises ; nor 

blames." Individual Tnembera of the 
society may do either according “to • 
their light” but truly in regard to dan
ger signals to Spiritualists they should, 
now consider their occupation gone if«.iiAam* now consiaer uieir occupation gone u J indeed, they ever have so considered it 

us—yea, verily,. within ns—be thrust . ■■-■■■■•-•, , ■ ■ , • ;.
aside by the childish hands of those . There¡is¡no.more, exclusiveness in the 
just entering Spiritualism or medium- study of the invisible elements than in 
shin, while they push on into; the un- ®tter • wsjentofio line, . but surelyship, while they push on into.the un
known fields, refusing tho‘guidance ci 
those who have preceded!) them, and

"SSaaSeBB IM&" '9’erg ezsfta, 
g’rifio 18 centei - r .

trusting their-happiness,'their progress 
to some one but little more advanced 
than they?

Would we trust aichild-of five years 
with a double-edged dmlfezhnd“tell him 
“knowledge is power” in the use of this 
knife, and it is through your wrong-do-. 
Ing, your mistakes, your • inflicting suf
fering on others that, you learn; you 
must go through all: these phases that 
you may know, so have no fear, but go 
ahead? - . ■■■■ ■

Not one of us would be so fool-hardy.. 
The knife would be placed out of reach 
while he was taught its use and abuse,1 
and when permitted to handle it, it 
would be with a carefulness that would, 
teach him that : it . was. a powerful 
Weapon to be used for the best good of 
all and never for purely selfish pur
poses.

Would wo put a child la a chemical 
laboratory and tell him: There is know!-

there should be the same need of thor
ough preparation.

The knowledge of the psychic, or as
tral, plane, Is one; that la In line with 
human evolution. The : question- Is, 
shall we prepare for it By careful earn
est study willing to bide our time, 
Knowing that all: we learn but brings us 
nearer the time when the blossom will 
unfold, naturally or shall we force the 
growth as in a hot-house?

Those who study. Theosophy learn 
that there is a gradual growth and each 
comes in its natural'order if not Inter
fered with. -Not all are experts and it 
is useless to expect .ot the child In the 
seventh grade what we would from the 
college graduate. Between the two 
there are many steps gained only by 
earnest study and gained the more 
readily in the majority of cases by tak
ing-one step at a time and in naftffhl

- SUNSHINE BONG.

Would you make some saddened heart 
Just-a little lighter? -

Would you make some burdened Ufa 
■ Just a little brighter? ■ -
Drop a word of hope and cheer

Set the echoes ringing ’
With your notes of endless joy 

As-you go swinging. ’
Woul l you smooth the rugged path ?

Down along life’s highway’
Would you plant the rose of-love " 

In some lonely byway?
Just a-deed x»f kindness done ■ '

Clears the path before ns;
And ike lilies of God's love

Bloom and hlasspni o’er ua.
Just a little-word of cheer
_ Lightens every duty;' , -
Just anmile will often show

Faces wreathed In beauty
Sprinkle sunshine as you go;

Comfort the distressing,
And your glad reward shall be 

Heaven’s choicest blessing
-—E. A. Brininstool.

■Tho IJgbt of Egypt.” Voïtunça 1 
and 2. An occult Ubraxy In Usât a 
tsxt-bouk cf esoforia knowletiga as 
fought by. Adepto of Hermetic Svitaste 
phy. Price ?2 per volume.
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familiar. No other paper published on 
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f'A. Plea for the New Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio- Liberal Society. Price

"fianily Electrical Dictionary." A 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical tonn or phrase. Price 25 cents.

The aew song-book, “Tne Golden 
Echoes,” by S. W. Tucker, lias found its 
way Into many homes, and its beautiful 
songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should be heard 
in every home in the land. Price, 15 
cents; SL50 per dozen.

"Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law." By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car- 
tying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Price, cloth, $2.

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth, 50 
cents. -For sale at this office.

"Origin of Life, or Where Maa Cornea 
From." "The Evolution of the Spirit 
tram Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows,” 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cants.

"Love—Sex—immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P.Phelon. ¿Price 25 cents.

“Discovery ot a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
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suggestiveness. Cloth, $150.
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Eer&asM!. Price fS cants.
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[Obituaries to the extent ot ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line,]

p. m. Everyone is invited to 
tills lecture by Mr. Ring. ,The 
fee of 15 cents will be charged- 
Schwan will follow with tests.

Samuel J. Houser writes:

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, yol. 1, 

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life In the Spirit World, VqL2.

3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual* 
istlc, Psychic and Ethical Lines, of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro* 
gresslve Thinker.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

Given Through the Mediumship of Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley.

John W. Ring, of Galveston, Texas, 
will give a lecture for the Bund Har
monie, which meets at the residence of 
Mrs. C. Schwan, 523 Belmont avenue, 
pn Wednesday, October 12 at 2 o’clock

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USB 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS. ’ ,

Wo go to preqa early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue should reach th|a 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

CREED OR KNOWLEDGE.

The Baris of Orthodoxy, and of Spirit-
-, i-x - uaJism.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let. 

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the nekt remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and then you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourcelf an- 
noyance and trouble. an

PROPHECIES FULFILLED.

| THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELtMTS WORKER^, ;
| DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER. J

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many pt the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might dealt e 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAiNLY.—We wouldI like 
to impress upon the minds of 
spondents that Theis set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all 
sure insertion in the paper, 
quirements being favorable, should he 
written nlalnly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
°TTEdMV-BeeaPrain mind that items for 
thSeral Survey will ist al > be
adjusted to the they winpy, and in order to do that they wi n 
generally have to be abridged more oi Fess; otherwise many Rem® 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty 1 ne 
item is cut down to ten lines and ton 
lines to two lines, as occasion may r
Q take due NOTICE, that all iteras 
for this page must .be acc°mP^editery 
the full name and address of the writer 
It will not do to say that Secretary r 
Correspondent writes so and so,_ with 
out giving the full name and address or 
toe writen The items of those who do 
not pomply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems Bent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. — During 
June, July and August the Progressive 
Lyceum will be sent to Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to increase your subscription one- 
half its present number, with no extra 
expense. Address J. W. Ring, care of 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

Mr. John W. Ring, of Galveston, 
Texas, the National Superintendent of 
Lyceum Work, and a noted Inspirational 
speaker, wilf lecture at the Rising Sun 
Spiritualist Mission, 378 So. Western 
avenue, on Monday evening, October 10, 
1904. Subject: “In What Way Will 
Spiritualism Benefit Me?”

Through Mrs. Rouse as medium, Hor
ace Greeley predicts that a great 
change will take place in this century 
in which much human blood will be 
shed, if not prevented by better laws.

A. G. Keck, secretary, writes: "Lake 
Brady closed the best camp season we 
have had, Sept. 4. The association is in 
good shape financially, and has nearly 
enough money subscribed for a new au
ditorium, which we expect to build 
soon. The new officers just elected are 
as follows: President C. F. ' Hunger, 
Cleveland; vice:presldent, Geo. W. 
Rouse, Kent; secretary, A. G. Keck, 
Akron; treasurer, Adah Merrill, Lake 
Brady."

. Emil T. Vaas writes; “Our meetings 
are proving quite successful, and we are 
raising quite an interest among the Ger
mans in the neighborhood of our hall. 
Mr. Joseph, as medium, gives eminent 
satisfaction, and your scribe explains 
our philosophy as best he can to good 
acceptance. We look forward to a suc
cessful winter campaign.”

Thomas Burpee writes: “The season 
just past of the Sunapee Lake Spiritual
ist camp-meeting has been most suc
cessful and satisfactory. The associa
tion stands to-day on a firm financial 
basis with a substantial surplus in its 
treasury. Back dues have been paid; 
old members, long absent, have re
turned to renew their associations, and 
non-members, realizing , the practical 
value of the camp-meetings to the lake 
as a summer resort, have contributed 
liberally to their support. The many 
favors of the Woodsum Steamboat Com
pany and the Boston & Maine Railroad 
are thoroughly appreciated, and are not 
rated among the least of the causes of 
the happy results experienced. Already 
with the purpose ot making this camp
meeting second to none the country 
over, the officers of the association are 
busy with plans for next year. The 
best talent possible to procure will be 
placed upon the rostrum, and come who 
may to attend, believer or non-believer, 
no one can fail to find something edify
ing, satisfying and morally hblpful.

SEsæsæsæ

Wàea writing for thia paper 
tue a pen or typewriter. . '

twenty years ago I was working in a 
room in. a coal mine that had caved in. 
Just after I had finished clearing out the 
fallen rock and slate and retimbered it, 
I sat back on the rock pile to rest a few 
moments, and to view my work. I had 
not sat there more than a tew moments 
when I was startled by. a very loud 
voice, saying, ‘Get out of here.’ I- made 
a desperate jump and just barely es
caped being crushed to death by an
other cave-in of rock and slate. I was 
working alone in the pit, and not an
other soul within one-half mile. I was 
very much surprised, not being used to 
such a phenomenon.”

E. V. Morse writes: ‘‘The lines in the 
General Survey of last week by Rev. 
West, while well meant and evidently 
Intended to be logical, are slightly 
marred in the premises, by the use of 
the general term, natural (quoted), 
where the more particular term, physi
cal should be used. With the term 
physical or material substituted for 
the term natural, both in the premises 
and in the arguments, the conclusion, 
as presented, would seem logical. In 
such a literary production, where grave 
and vital errors; historical, ethical and 
philosophical predominating as the rule, 
rather than the exception are, or have 
been blindly-endorsed for a half life
time, there need be no surprise at the 
oversight of a misuse of proper adject
ive terms in such cases as the above. 
The inspired (?) Hebrew might have 
supposed, or even felt' that he knew, 
that tnings spiritual were supranatural 
or unnatural; but that primitive idea is. 
effectually eliminated from all phases 
of modern philosophy. By malting sug
gested correction I think Mr. West will 
recognize a simpler and easier line of 
thought throughout the proposition.”

Doukhobors, the Russian religious far 
natics, have created excitement among 
the Canada settlers by once more leav
ing their agricultural pursuits and 
starting on a pilgrimage in search of 
the Messiah. . On hearing of the great 
overland ride being made by Lord 
Minto from Battleford to Saskatoon, ac
companied by a mounted guard of po
lice and much military pomp, they de
cided that this man who was inspiring 
such respect from the Canadians must 
be the Messiah for whom they had been 
waiting, and immediately they started 
on one of their pilgrimages. Several 
of them were promptly arrested by the 
police here and housed in. a vacant 
building. Verily, the fools are not all 
dead. ''

Memorial service will be held for Mr. 
J. W. LeSleur, our arisen brother, Sun
day, October 2, Church of the Soul, Ma
sonic Temple, Hall 309, Mrs. Richmond 
officiating

Mrs. F. C. Johnson; living four miles 
northwest of this place, was saved 
from drowning through a dream. Sev
eral nights ago she dreamed she had 
slipped into the well on the place while 
attempting to draw water. So im
pressed was she with the dream^that

tend your noble efforts lu the caupe for 
truth and justice. We think you are 
greatly helping the propagation of Spir
itualism: by your fearless exposures of 
those who practice fraud under its ban
ner. Keep on with the good work.”

Dr. W. O. Knowles-writes from Tole
do, Ohio: ;“I wish to thank my friends 
and mediums of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
who kindly assisted me in the trying 
sickness of my wife, since March 3, 
1904. She is slowly recovering, which 
makes it possible for me to take en
gagements again; therefore I would be 
pleased to hear from societies or camp 
associations who wish my services for 
lectures and messages for winter 
months and season of 1905. I am at 
this time serving the Independent So
ciety of Toledo for the month of Sep
tember. One more Sunday here. Ad
dress all mall to 247 Coade avenue, 
Grand Rapids, Mich.”

„ A correspondent writing from Payne, 
Ohio, under date of September 20, says: 
“It is not perhaps very widely known, 
that there is a spiritual society In this 
place, and In fact, it can hardly be 
called an organized society. Seven 
years ago Mr. John Ball, aided by his 
brother William and a few other 
friends of Spiritualism- advertised ,a 
meeting in a grove near this place, 
which was-largely attended, not only by 
the people of Rayne,, but’ of the sur
rounding country for fifteen or twenty 
miles. Every year since that time a 
similar meeting-has been held with au
diences numbering from three to six 
thousand. This year, however, Sept, 
18, on account of the storm, which raged 
from early in the morning until mid
day, It was impracticable to hold a 
meeting in the grove until afternoon, 
when the sun came out and the people 
who came in the night before from a 
distance, and quite a number from 
Payne and the immediate vicinity, re
paired to the grove where they were ad
dressed by Dr. T. A. Bland of Chicago, 
who was followed by Mrs. Nora E, Hill, 
pastor of the Rising Sun Spiritualist 
Mission,,. Chicago, who gave a number 
of tests. Mrs. Lyon of Chicago, for
merly and widely known as Virginia 
Bryan, lecturer and test medium, and 
who from the first has been the chief at
traction at these meetings, while under

society again. I have January and 
March, open'and would like to make en- 
gagemenis soon for',these two months. 
I give readings £t>t^e close of my even
ing lectures, y’Wife is stopping at 
No. 1023 Ingraham street, Los Angeles, 
Cal., wheye sh'4, 5Wl be pleased to see 
any of my old .nds asl well as the 
new ones. Tbigi^brk is] progressing 
nicely Jiere iO^tbpore.’j

Elizabeth l£emp Roberis writes: “1 
have just returned from a little'visit in 
Portland, Oregon, .and while there I at
tended the Fjrst Sp'lfitual Society, both 
morning and qvepipg, and I venture to 
send you a few lines in regard to it. 
The eleven o’clock,conference was well 
attended. The subject under discus
sion was. Obsession, and it was ably 
handled by seyeral speakers. . After the 
conference, never having attended a ly
ceum meetings .1 remained, and met 
some very pleas.apt ladies and Mr. G. C. 
Love, the president of the society. The 
lyceum was very interesting—live 
classes—or groups, I believe they are 
called—of children, and a large circle 
of grown people. ¡The evening session 
was excellent. Mr. Love lectured to a 
full house on ‘Spiritual gifts, and how 
we were so often ignorant concerning 
them.’ At the close of the lecture Mr. 
and Mrs. Davis, a blind couple gave us 
some beautiful music, Mr. Davis, the 
violin and Mrs. Davis the piano.. After 
that Mr. Love gave some time to giving 
tests. L enjoyed my visit with them 
very much.”

Fannie Spalding has open dates, and 
would like to correspond with societies 
wishing her services as speaker and 
test medium. Address 353 East Main 
street, Norwich, Ct;

Maine State Spiritualists Convention.
The Spiritualists of Maine will as

semble in their annual convention in 
City Hall, Lewiston, Oct. 7, 8 and 9. 
Delegates will please come with proper 
credentials from societies they repre
sent.

Rates on railroads and at the Atwood 
Hotel have been secured. •

The best of talent in speakers, and 
for test medium Edgar W. Emerson of 
Manchester, N. H., will Interest all who 
attend.

Everyone is cordially invited to be 
present, and we anticipate a grand 
meeting. ROBERT HAYDEN, Tres.

MRS; VIOLA A. B. RAND, Secy.

l| Read This List of |(

If astronomy made men devout in the 
past It ought to have that effect more 
now than ever. The wonders of astron
omy have been revealed more in the 
last 100 years than in all previous time, 
and as to the extent of the universe the 
recent developments of astronomical 
photography have absolutely dwarfed 
the universe as previously known.

A. H. Hillis writes from Santa Bar
bara, Cal.: "Please find enclosed one 
dollar for one year’s subscription to the 
best Spiritualist paper published—The 
Progressive Thinker. It is a welcome 
visitor in our'home. I want to know 

x more about God’s spirit world. I have 
loved ones living to that celestial 
world.”

Nina D. Challen writes from Toledo, 
Ohio, in reference to the good work car
ried on at Findlay: “I have been visit
ing there for the last year, serving the 
society. I find a fine class of people 
there who are deeply Interested in the 
good work. Mediums visiting Findlay, 
whose work is good and true, will find 
many friends . I wish to say these 
people do not seek marvelous works; 
truth is good enough, if not so start
ling.”

The practical astronomer is a cold
blooded man, not a whit more religious 
than his neighbor, so far as his ‘excur
sions into toe star depths are con
cerned. He photographs a small star 
in a distant constellation, puts toe plate 
under a magnifying glass and finds that 
toe supposed star is a star cluster, com
posing a new universe, and, while he 
may tremble with intellectual - excite
ment, his religious or poetical nature is 
no more quickened than if he had 
picked up a paper of pins on the side
walk.

A. St. Louis (Mo.) paper says: “At 
toe Spiritualist Temple, 3015 Pine 
street,Mme J. H-. Dallas, beauty doctor, 
poetess and writer of many short ar
ticles on love and the management of 
husbands, was-married to J. C. Dine- 
hart, of Tower City, N. D., who has sold 
out his business there and come to St. 
Louis In» the fulfillment of an ante-nup- 

, - tiai promise. -The wedding was quiet^ 
attended by but a few friends, and the 

■ Impressive Spiritualistic ceremony was 
performed by Rev. Mr. Grimshaw. The 
bride, who really confessed to 45-years, 

' was gowned In becoming gray. After 
' - the ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. .Dinehart 

left for the,East, where they will visit; 
' ■. Mr.'Dtoeh'art’s .relatives. .When they 

‘ return a few weeks, hence they, will 
make their home at 614 Leonard ave-. 

■ sme.” , ’

the next morning she fastened a long 
rope to a heavy iron stake, driven deep 
in the ground, and threw the loose end 
of the rope into the well. She Instruct
ed her little boy, at the same time, to 
grasp the rope should he fall into the 
well. During the afternoon she went to 
the well to draw water and, slipping on 
the wet platform, slid into the open 
shaft. The well is 84 feet deep and 
half full of water. The plunge took 
her away under, but upon coming to the 
surface she seized the rope and climbed 
out hand over hand, using the Bide of 
the well as a brace. In relating her ex
perience, Mrs. Johnson says that all 
she could think of while falling in the 
well was that the rope was there.—Kan
sas City Journal. ~

Gilbert E. Smith writes from Brook
lyn, N. Y.. that he has been highly 
pleased with the ministrations of Rev. 
Ira Moore Courliss. He also speaks 
highly of the medium. Miss Emma C. 
Resch. The manifestations through her 
have been grand. He alluoes to the 
physical manifestations given through 
Mrs. L. Roach. He was amazed at the 
ringing of bells, tipping of tables and 
moving folding doors, moving people 
across the room sitting on a chair, play
ing a mandolin, lifting up a six pound 
weight, crushing of newspaper and 
more .things that he could mention, and 
what Is the best of these manifesta
tions are thqy were done in the bright 
gas light He says: “I have been to 
meetings where the spirits came and 
talked through a trumpet I myself 
have held a conversation with my 
brother who passed to the higher life.’?

Chas H. Greene writes: .‘‘The Rising 
Sun Spiritualist Mission held its regu
lar services at Star Lodg^Hall, 378 So. 
Western, avenue, Sunday,•‘..ept 18. Mr. 
John M. Clarke delivered the afternoon 
lecture. That evening Dr. - C. Burgess 
entertained and instructed a very large 
congregation with a history of Indian 
life. He described their customs, their 
ceremonies, their modes of living and 
their religion; also described the rela
tion of the Indian to mediums in mate
rial-life as guides, ending his discourse 
with a few stories of supposed super
natural happenings, that were really 
spiritual phenomena; which he had wit
nessed. Mrs. Weaver kindly consented 
to give some tests. Sunday, October 2, 
Mrs. N. Trafton will address us in the 
afternoon and that evening Rev. Thos 
S. Warner, our assistant pastor, will de
liver a lecture on ‘Decision,’ He is a 
fluent speaker, able to handle his sub
jects and capable’of impressing his au
dience with- the truth of his remarks; 
We invite all Spiritualists and offer a. 
special Invitation : to those-who are not; 
to attend our meetings.”- \

J.tB.~Msnn writçs from. Winnipeg, 
■Manitoba! /‘MÿTirpther and 1 take this 
opportunity of: congratulating you upon 
thé success Of ÿour" publication and 
trust that still greater success will at-

the control of her chief guide, an
nounced that next year, they' would 
hold a camp meeting at 'that place. 
This announcement was received with 
enthusiasm, and the programme will 
undoubtedly be successfully carried 
out. Mrs. Lyon is the daughter of Mr. 
John Ball, and has co-operated earn
estly with her father, mother and uncle 
in the good work at Payne. This quar
tette of earnest and intelligent Spirit
ualists deserves much credit for their 
unselfish devotion to the cause.”

M. C. Goossen and wife write: “In 
making an unexpected visit in Toledo, 
Ohio, to spend Sunday, myself and wife 
were walking about the city, and to our 
surprise we saw at the G. A.«JL Hall a 
call for a Spiritualist meeting for 2:30 
and 7:30 p. m., and lecture to be given 

'by Dr W. O. Knowles of Grand Rapids, 
Mich. The writers had not seen the 
Doctor for sojfte time, and we went to 
listen co him- uOth times and we en
joyed more than ever the manner the 
Doctor answered questions, several In 
number to the utmost satisfaction of 
the listeners. Besides the lectures 
given, the doctor gave spirit messages 
by description-and full names that were 
astounding to those present. The Doc
tor is fine in his work, and is surely do
ing great good, and proving to the 
world what others preach, that there is 
life after death, or departure from the 
body.”

Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner, missionary 
for the Texas State Spiritualist Associ
ation, leaves for San Antonio, Texas, on 
Sept. 26, to attend the convention held 
on Sept. 30 and.Oct 1 and 2. After
wards she 'goes to Galveston, Texas, for 
the remainder of the month.

Isa A. Cross writes: “On -Sunday 
evening, Oct. 2, at 319 E. 55th street, 
the Hyde Park Occult Society will have 
Dr. Burgess with them. He Mil give 
his lecture oh Indians, and what he 
knows of them. We are very anxious 
to hear him on that subject, as we know 
he is posted on it, as he has been among 
them so much. Come and learn about 
our red brothers and sisters. ’“Our 
package social, Sept. 22, was a success 
both socially and financially. One of 
the features which- gave us all a good 
laugh was two colored waiters, one of 
whom had blue eyes. They acted out 
their character as though they had 
been there before. Plenty of watermel
on, lots of packages, music, etc.,-made 
an evening long to be remembered. We 
intend having a week-night seance a 
little later. Come again, friends.”
I W. J. Howes writes: “My wife and I 
have returned from our vacation, and 
are ready to take up our work again,» 
which we shell- commence to do in_our 
new hall. 31st and Lock streets, Sun
day evening, October 2, at 8 o’clock, and 
shall be pleased to have all1 our old 
friends with us. Lecture and spirit 
messages at each service.”

Mrs. M Henry writes;-. “On Thurs
day evening; Sept. 29, there will be a. 
social given under the auspices of the 
Light of Truth church in the.parlors of 
the pastor, Mrs. Burland, 3019 Vernon 
avenue. We anticipate a very pleasant 
evening, as there will be good music 
and a number of good psychics present. 
Prof. Verne and wife, palmists, as well 
as your'correspondent and others-will 
give clairvoyant visions. The enter
tainment will not be complete without 
Violet, Mrs. 'Burland’s little control, to 
give spirit messages.: Refreshments 
served." < . » .

Scribe writes from Detroit, Mich: 
“The International Society. of Spiritual
ists held their second meeting last Sun
day, with another large and interested 
audience of representative Spiritualists. 
The opening meeting on the 18th filled 
Prismatic .Hall to the doors. Mrs. 
Jenkins, the pastor, instructed and In
terested everybody. Miss Moor pre
sided at the piano, and Mf.- Jackson led 
in the siuging. Mr. and Mrs. P. W. 
White will speak and give tests for the 
Earnest Workers. Mrs. Penna has 
opened meetings at 55 Grand River ave
nue. Mis. Dr. Wise has returned from 
Put-in-Bay and will give readings at 33 
Miami avenue.” »

T. W. Sherk writes: “Rev. Moses 
Hull lectures for the Church *of Spirit 
Communion, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue, on Sunday, October 2, both after
noon and evening. Services begin at 3 
and 8 p. m. sharp. Come early and se
cure a good seat . Besides a good lec
ture you will hear , the finest of music, 
and Mr. Coatee and other mediums will 

; give messages.”
G. II. Brooks writes from Baltl- 

• more, Md. :“l hove-changed myaddrees 
from 811 North Fcemont-avenue;-to436- 

. North Carrolton.avenue,-Baltimore;.Md. 
i Some of.mymaibmattenhasbeen.lost>of 
i late, and among, the same.was-one-from

-I was <en- 
Mr. Locke's

I am ideased to note in the well-filled 
columns of The Progressive Thinker 
the evidence ot increasing interest in 
our cause all over this broad land of 
ours. After spending twelve weeks at 
camp work I feel justified in being very 
optimistic as regards the future of 
Spiritualism, and that despite the croak- 
ings of so many who seem to fear the 
self analysis to which Spiritualism Is 
being subjected at this time. I am con
fident that right will come uppermost, 
and out of the fire -of Its trial our glori
ous-cause wilLcoihe with a temper of 
truth more firmly established than ever 
before. I can butiteel that the “Open 
Court” is a heaven-appointed function 
of The Progressive Thinker, and that it 
will redound to good I have no doubt

On August 28 I concluded my en
gagement as chairman of Grand Ledge 
camp, Mich., and on Sunday, Sept. 4, I 
bad the pleasure of speaking to an au
dience of 1,200 people at Wentworth’s 
Grove, Ohio. - I found the promoters of 
that meeting a noble band of workers of 
our-cause having .‘-filled engagements 
there sometimes during the period 
named. I understand that during all 
these years thesmeetlngs have been fos
tered and cared: for by the Wentworth 
family, from whom the grove takes Its 
name, although many others have al
ways been ready to give their aid and 
counsel, prominent among the number 
being Mr. Fred D. Dunakin, of Cecil, O., 
and Mr. Chapman, ot Antwerp, O.

During the remaining Sundays of Sep
tember 1 am filling a very pleasant en
gagement with the Society here at 
Owosso, Mich. We are having large 
audiences and the people seem to be 
well pleased both with the lectures of 
my guides and the message work.

Dunng the entire month of October I 
am engaged with the society at Battle 
Creek, Mich., during November I serve 
the Society at Findlay, Ohio.

I shall attend the N. S. A. convention 
at St; Louis, as a delegate'from one of 
the Michigan societies.

I shall ba pleased to hear from So
cieties desirous-of employing a trance 
speaker and message medium for De
cember and January.

Home address, 42 Smith street,-Lynn,

Answering the article-of H. V. Swer- 
Ingen in The Progressive Thinker of 
July 9, some.interesting arguments are 
to’be met with. We agree substantially 
with tire statements of the. writer but 
would call attention to the'last sentence 
of the article “Pn this day of revision 
of creeds, the Apostles’ Creed should 
receive some attention!” Compare this 
one statement with the tenor of the en
tire article and we behold a fair field 
for argument. The whole Apostles' 
Creed is based only on faith, on belief, 
and its purpose was to separate Chris
tians from unbelievers. Faith acknowl
edges a truth, but let it not be forgotten 
that error 1b often mistaken for truth. 
It is impossible for millions and multi
tudes of people, each cast in different 
mold to live up to a creed, as each 
man’s faith is for self only. Some pos
sess the faith building qualities to a 
great extent, others to a, less. Faith 
implies doubt, and doubt Is a negative 
condition.

Knowledge Is to know and Is positive, 
A negative condition is one more or 
less imperfect. As to the age and ori
gin of the Apostles' Creed, the article 
mentioned above justly refers, readers 
to the encyclopedias tor information 
and it Is not necessary to set out either 
age or origin. Suffice It, that at several 
times the original creed sustained 
omissions and received additions all out 
ot consideration tor various sects and 
denominations. Arthur . Cushman* Mc- 
Glffert in his treatise pn the Apostles’ 
Creed calls attention to the fact that 
the creed is significant as well for its 
omissions as for its assertions. Espe
cially, does he mention the silence re
garding the baptism of Christ, his 
words of love and mercy and the fulfill
ment of messiac prophecy so greatly 
laid stress upon by all- early preachers.

Not even does the creed make men
tion of Jcjiis as a Redeemer. Were all 
the various denominations of one ac
cord In their belief, all the omissions 
would doubtless have been made part 
of the creed. Having built up their in
stitutions on faith only, and not upon 
truth, It was better for the Christian 
church to set up a creed ■ the various 
parts qf which were not. In dispute and 
to omit any and all matter upon which 
they did hot universally agree.

Since this creed is only a creed and 
every statement thereof 1b made only 
upon belief, we can hardly agree with 
the writer of the article hereinbefore 
referred to regarding a revision. We 
would say, abandon the creed altogeth
er and set up a construction of facts. 
This would bertbe right course, for In 
revising the creed, the same would still 
remain a creed; and where truth should 
stand, a belief only would be perpetu
ated. Spiritualists having the truth do 
not need a creed, but can well estab
lish a platform. Instead of revising the 
creed we would suggest the following 
in its place:

The Cause In Elyria, Ohio.
The Progressive Spiritualists Society 

of Elyria held its annual meeting on 
September 20, and elected the following 
officers for the coming year, beginning 
October 1: F. W. Martin, president; J. 
M. Woolridge,'first jice-president; Miss 
Laura Winslow, second vice-president 
and lyceum conductress; Miss. Bertha 
Weir, secretary and treasurer; the 
above with Mrs. Henson, Mr. Arnold 
and Mr. .Reinke forming the new board ( 
of trustees. We propose with the com
ing year to inaugurate a progressive 
and aggressive campaign in the spirit
ual field, and would be pleased to hear 
from any able workers in the cause that 
may come our way, as well as ■ good 
physical mediums, only such as are 
known or can give the best of refer
ences need apply. -During nearly seven 
years of the existence of our society, 
we only charged/.admission for a short 
time and then only when we had" noted 
speakers and message mediums, but 
for the past four or five years all of our 
meetings hi\ve been-free, and this policy 
will .be strictly adhered to in the fu
ture. The writer believes this essen
tial to'the growth And welfare of our 
cause ar-.d hastnoticed with règret that 
societies thatoadopted this . plan in 
many instances, have gone back to the 
old way of charging.admission. ■ I be
lieve that a more thorough trial should 
be made, and 1 feel' satisfied that In 
the long run itjwlll prove the more sat
isfactory way; to welcome all, without 
asking them ton a door fee. If properly 
managed the collections.or free offer
ings will moreAban.offset a ten-cent 
door fee. This, is only a kindly sugges
tion and not offeredtln the way of crit
icism. But having if thoroughly tried 
both wavs I hope that some »society 
may profit, by this suggestion-and our 
experience. Our meeting place, while 
not all we could desire, 1b used for no 
other purposetand-hos been occupied by 
us for ■ several ? years. a new hope 
seems to have »sprung up in the hearts 
of our members and with the assistance 
of the angel world; coupled, with unself
ish devotion on our part; writer hopes 
to gradually strengthen the society» and 
the cause in our beautiful little .city, 
and lives inthe tond, hope, of seeing at 
no distant daté a: modest,'but all-suffi
cient temple.-which'we-may call: ojrr 
own, and. to thia, end WQ&ld bespeakthe 

’•kindest thoughts1 pl-alt true Spiritual
ists; thatnmay-’read ’this,» for thesuccess
of-our proposed »-undertaking,-the-web- 
■farekif our Httlq society apti1 the growth, 
of our beautifdl,philosophy-in'our beau
tiful JitUo çity.’ ■’ * M ST- MAftTlrt. " 

' Elyria, Ohia.

Noticing the discussion as to 
whether our spirit friends can see Into 
the future and foretell events, and thè 
question being debated at a meeting 1 
attended, I related a few of the proph
ecies given by the guides of Georgia 
Gladys Cooley.

The night before the burnipg of the 
Iroquois theatre, the same was fully de
scribed In a vision given to Mrs, Cooley. 
She was then In Denver, Colo., and de
scribed the burning building and said, 
q, great number would lose their lives.

She also had a vision of a Japanese 
seance, in which she was told by e Jap
anese spirit, that their people would go 
to war with Russia and that they (the 
Japanese) would be victorious, There 
were between thirty-five and forty peo
ple present at this time, as she was 
having an “at home.'” I have kept note 
of the prophecies given by the guides of 
Mrs. Cooley for over ten years and they 
have all been fulfilled.

Among others was the Spanish-Amer
ican war, also the English and Boer 
war, and that it would be a long and 
bloody one. She predicted the elec
tion, re-election and assassination of 
William McKinley, and that Roosevelt 
would succeed himself; also that there 
is to be another assassination of a pres
ident, and the forming In time of an en
tirely new political party.

I could state other prophecies of not 
such a public nature given, by her 
guides, all of which prove to me beyond 
a doubt that those in the spirit world 
can see into the future.

Creed.
I believe in God the Father Almighty, 

maker of heaven and earth.
And h: Jesus Christ, His only Son, 

our Lord, who was conceived of the 
Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary; 
suffered under Pontius Pilate, was cru
cified, dead and burled; he descended 
into hali.

The third day he arose again from 
the dead and ascended into heaven, 
and sitteth at the right hand~of.God, the 
Father A'mlghty, from thence he shall 
come to judge the quick and the dead.

I believe in the Holy Ghost;
The Daly Catholic church;
The communion of saints ;
The forgiveness of sins;
The resurrection of the body and the 

life everlasting.
Amen.

A Suggested Platform.
I know there is a Universal Father, 

Spirit of Ix>ve sustaining and permeat
ing the universe, and that I possess in 
diminutive degree that love spirit.

Taking Jesus Christ as a precedent, 
I know that He, the Nazarene, was con- ' 
celved in perfect love and born in puri
ty, by reason of which He became In 
close touch with the divlnCTather spirit 
of love;, he unjustly suffered for the 
sake of truth, the crucifixion, that being 
the mode of punishment in his day; aE 
ter his death he descended Into the 
lower stages of spirit life to administer 
to the sm'rits therein.

After administering to these he as
cended to rhe higher stage to which he, 
by reason of his purity, belonged, name
ly, next to the great universal father 
Spirit of Love, where he Is enabled to 
determine all the good and evil in the 
worlds beneath him.

I know that, I, part spirit of the great 
love spirit receive aid from the divine 
force.

I know that all embodied spirits con
stitute the holy universal church on 
earth, the foundation of which is Spirit
ualism.

And I know that all spirits embodied 
and disembodied, can and do communi
cate with one another.

That by prevalence of good the sup
pression oi sins be-accompllshed and 
finally total extirpation of all wrong.

I know that the. spirit shall rise after 
material death to higher stages, pro
gressing gradually until perfect when 
the spirit shall then dwell in joy, peace, 
harmony and love forever.

All this 1 truly know.
' - M. A. THIEMAN.
Milwaukee, Wis.

The Cause In Buffalo, N. Y.
I opened my engagement with the 

First Spiritual Society of Buffalo, N. Y., 
Sept 4. The morning session opened 
with a fair audience, but the evening 
one was, so the chairman remarked, 
the largest September opening £he as
sociation has enjoyed for many years, 
and a marked increase has-favored 
each succeeding meeting, last Wednes
day night being the "record-breaker" 
for mid week meetings since the society 
has been In existence.

Thp officers ot the association all 
seem to work in harmony and great 
credit is due them. The president, Mr. 
Leo Manger, has returned from Lily 
Dale, and is the right man in the right 
place. Being in sympathy with both 
the philosophy and phenomena, he is 
one a sensitive feels at home with on 
the platform, consequently good work 
is accomplished. Friday evening, Sept. 
30, the society gives an entertainment 
and hop at their temple, corner Pros- 
iiect and Jersey streets, and an excel- 
ent time is anticipated. Come one, 

come all and join the merry throng.
I cannot close tills note without men

tioning the excellent work done here by 
Mrs. J. H. R. Matteson, the renowned 
clalrvgyant doctor, of 248 N. Division 
street She diagnoses and prescribes 
for from fifty to sixty persons daily— 
some of her cures are most marvelous. 
No more charitable person Ilves than 
this dear woman—many poor are treat
ed gratuitously as well as being aided 
in other ways, and in ail her good work 
she'is so unassuming I feel Impressed 
to christen her “Buffalo’s Ministering' 
Angel of Love.”

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.
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Wm. Sears passed to spirit life, at 
Maquoketa, lowa^ged 72. He was pre
paring to celebrate the fiftieth anniver
sary of his marriage, on October 11. He 
will be remembered by many campers 
at ML Pleasant Park.

MRS. WM. SEARS.

Mr. O. C. Williamson passed to spirit 
life, Sept. 20, 1904, at Indianapolis, Ind. 
He was an ardent Spiritualist, knowing 
there is no death. He passed out calm 
and peacefully, aged 54.

MRS. D. A. WILLIAMSON.

Geo. B. Payne passed to spirit life, 
September 15, 1904. He had only been 
sick two days, and his passing away 
was a great surprise to his friends. 
Mr. Payne had been a resident of To
peka, Kansas, for the past sixteen 
years, and was a successful real estate 
dealer. He was secretary of the Kan
sas State Spiritualist Association, and 
one of our best workers. We will miss 
him much in tire labor of love, but know 
that he is not dead, only crossed over 
a little way to join the friends in the 
real home. Many beautiful floral offer
ings were sent to the horfie of his sis
ter-in-law, Mrs. Anna Payne, 522 To
peka avenue, among them a beautiful 
“Gates Ajar," from the Occult Science 
Club of which he was a member, and 
whose work he loved much. We are 
thankful to know there is no death and 
that he has gone only a little way. 
Services were conducted by the writer 
Saturday afternoon, September 17.

A. SCOTT BLEDSOE.
Topeka. Kansas.
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An Asthma Cure at Last.
- It gives us great pleasure to announce 
the-discovery oi a positive cure for 
Asthma, in the wonderful; Kola 
Plant, a new botanic product' found 
on the Congo River, West Africa, 
'ihe cures wrought by it in the worst 
cases, are really marvelous. Sufferers 
of twenty to fifty years’ standing have 
been at once restored to healta by the 
Kola Plant Compound. Among others, 
many ministers of the gospel, testify to 
its wonderful powers.

. Rev. S. H. Eisenberg. Ph. D., Centre Hall, Pa., 
perhaps one ot the worst cases, was permanent
ly cured after many years suffering. Rev. D. S. 
Hopkins, Wilson. Ind. Ter. writes May 25th, his 
wife was cured two years ago after eight years 
suffering. Rev. F. F. Wyatt, the noted Evangel
ist, Abilene, Texas, writes was cured of Hay-Fe
ver andAsthma after eight years suffering and 
had no return of the disease. Mr. L. H. Johnson, 
of Gainesville, Ga., Manager of the Gainesville 
Shoe Co., writes, the Kola Compound is a death 
blow to Asthma. It cured my daughter after 
all hope had gone and words are inadequate to 
express our gratitude to the Importers.

To prove to you beyond doubt its 
wonderful curative power, the Kola 
Importing Co., No. 1166 Broadway. 
New York, will send a large case of the 
Kola Compound free by mail to every 
reader of. The Progressive Thinker who 
suffers from any form of Asthma. This 
is very .fair, and wo advise sufferers to 
send for a case. It costs you nothing 
and you should surely try it

"The Present Ago and Inner IAfo; 
.Ancient-and Modern Mysteries Classi- 
?S£d 'and explained." »By Andrew Jack- 
bob Davis. We have a fow copies ot 
.this work by too celebrated seer. 
C3oth, |LML, ' » : -
. "Spirit Echoes." My Mattle ®. Hull.
This pretty volume.contains .flfty-seven 

I*, of 'thaauthor’s latest and choicest- 
’ I poems.* Neatly bound in doth* and wi (h
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Dr. Georjean Miller passed to spirit 
life, September 13, 1904, from his home 
near Diamond, Arkansas. He was 64 
years old. Dr. Miller had been a me
dium and Spiritualist all his life? He 
is the first medium to teach the Twelve 
Divine Virtues. Dr. Miller is the au
thor of several books, among them The 
Guide to Immortality.

J. E. M’MAHAL.

At the home of her parents, 412 West 
59th place, Chicago, Walty Weldon Mc
Clellan passed to the higher life, aged 

'»4-years and Id days. This little girl, 
like Hundreds of others, seemed to have 
had a premonition of her going, for on 
the very day of her passing away, she 
was inspired to change her little prayer 
as follows: "Now I lay me down to 
sleep, I pray the angels my soul to keep. 
If I should pass away before this day, 1 
pray that the angels will take me their 
way.” The funeral services were con
ducted by Harry J. Moore from the pa-

Harry Walter Hoeck passed to the 
higher life at the home of his .parents, 
207 E. Linn street, Marshalltown, Iowa. 
The wife of the. deceased is a rising 
young medium, and she says that her 
husband had not been-out of the body 
many hours before he communed with 
her, and even told her what he was do
ing. Spiritualism was firmly rooted in 
the soul of the departed, so to him 
death was but; the opening ot a door 
through which he would step into the 
next room; or expression of life .where 
he would meet his loved ones gone be- 
for. The funeral services were con
ducted by Harry J. Moore from the fam-

“floffial Upbuilding, Including Coop, 
erative Systems and the Happltiessand 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. 'D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. '.This comprise» 
the last.parf of Human, Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover. 15 cents. For sale

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun« 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. 1

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult* 
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ot» 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
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After Death-What?WILLIAM a. COL LAKE HELEN, FLORIDA

BY CHARLES PAWBARN.

JamesAddress, at the Grave, by Hon, 
M. Dill, of Belleville, 111.

question ths föun 
thattadhesB

And Jesus 
all power is given Camp News-New Pavilion—Ocean ExC< 

curslons.HE BEGAN LIFE AB A MINISTER OF 
THE GÔ8PEL, AND BY EVO

LUTION BECAME A 
PHILOSOPHER.

and earth." "For. 
world; tn at he gavi 
son. that whosoeve 
shall not perish7 bul 
lite ।

This department Is under tbernan- 
Bgement of

HUDSON TUTTLE;
(Address film at Berlin Heights. Ohio.

their sllkaa rentes The workmen 
tend reached the foundations and broke 
into tbe immense vaults and passage- 
ways uncerneatii when the fiery waves 
drove «hem away

Gluten in his Decline and Fall of the 
Roman Kmplre. strangely enough ap
pears to admit this occurrence, skepti
cal as ne usually is. and attempts to ex
plain it, by supposing that fire-damp 
had accumulated in the ages smpe the 

| vaults were closed, and when these
were opened, the inflammable gas < 
in contact with the flames of

came 
! the

torches and flames and explosion fol

the faJth 
Mm i 
them, saying 

me in heaven 
so loved the 
only begotten 

Ueveth ln him 
_ everlasting 
il l iu

NOTE—The Questions and Answers : 
have called forth such a host of re-; 
epondentB. that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this ! 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted. and tlie stylo becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letter of in
quiry. The supply of matter is. always 
■several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
■Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE__No attention will be given
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request bo made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence ot this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers. and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordl- 

• Dary courtesy of correspondents is ex- 
pected. HUDSON TUTTL0.

lowed. This in a superstitious 
would be regarded as miraculous.

age

Spiritualist: Q. What has tlie Ques
tions and Answers department to say of 
the best method to deal with fraudulent 
mediums?.

A. The spiritual press has had a 
Surge share in bringing these deceivers 
before the public. Reports of seances 
have been freely published, written by 
abettors of the "medium." or credulous 
friends, highly colored, and untruthful. ! 
These have been nothing more nor Ices 
than advertisements. The more Impos
sible the manifestations said to occur. ' 
the more wonder was excited. The me
diums were said to be surrounded by ab-1 
solute test conditions, when every con
dition was such as fraud would demand. 
Little or no discrimination has been 
used, and these •Tacts" have been pub
lished. and accomplished the object for 
which they were written—advertised 
tlie "medium. '

The remedy lies in the managers of 
the spiritual press refusing to publish 
any account of phenomena, unless these 
take place under conditions which make 
their genuineness assured. It Is not 
enough to say there were such condi
tions. There should be a specific state
ment of what they were, for what one 
may consider "tests." another may not. 
and the value of the manifestations as 
demonstrative. evidence, depends on 
these.

If the frauds were excluded from the 
spiritual press, and no florid descrip
tions ot their seances published to ad
vertise them, they would be outside of 
Spiritualism, whereas the/ have had a 
partial recognition by being thus adver
tised for patronage: the credulous have 
been led astray and the world has 
laughed at the folly not of these but all

Julian placed the rebuilding of the 
temple in the bauds of Mb favorite min
ister AlypiUB. The work was scarcely : 
begun when Julian was slain in battle 
by a Persian arrow and Christianity tri
umphed in the election of Jovian. He 
at once restored Christianity, and de-1 
stroyed all that Julian —had accom
plished as to the old faith.

The restoration of the temple was 
abandoned, and in that age of rampant 
fraud. the cause of its abandonment 
was assigned to miraculous events.

Ambrose and Gregory Nazianzen nar
rate the miracle, and Gibbon relies on 
Ammlanus Marcellinus. a Roman sol
dier and author. The date of these 
■ church fathers" Is by no means as 
well known, as Gibbon appears to think 

i it is. When the temple remained un
built. tiio inquiry was why'? and the an
swer was certain to be the interference 
of miracle. The miraculous story was 
concocted, as countless others, by inter
ested priests after the event, and has 
been repeated over and over by each 
succeeding generation.

Whatever may be the authority, and 
however much reliance may be placed 
on the testimony of contemporary, or 
supposed contemporaries.—when an ap
peal is made to miracle, their evidence 
is worthless. In the light of tho knowl
edge of the present, a miracle is impos
sible. God does not act by special 
providence, and to contemplate him as 
descending from the throne of the uni
verse. to scare the laborers away from 
the foundation of the temple, is a libel 
on his supreme character. "Whatever 
may occur, of this we may be certain, 
cause and effect run in unchanging and 
unchangeable channels called laws, and 
there is no outside arbitrary power that 
can divert or suspend the least

My friends:—It seems proper that I, 
a stranger to you. and in the ordinary 
meaning of the word, almost a stranger 
to the deceased, should explain my 
presence hero to perform a delicate and 
important function in the ceremonies 
by which we are to deposit tlie mortal 
remains of our deceased brother in 
their final resting place.

My homo is in the citv of Belleville. 
Serial years ago our brother was in 
our city transacting some private busi
ness. During his stay I casually met 
him. To meet a stranger in our city is 
by no means an uncommon occurrence. 
But when I met him I felt an intuitive 
desire to know him. I introduced my
self to him. and in return lie told mo his 
name and stated the occasion of his so
journ. We at once engaged in conver
sation. and by the time we conversed a
few minuten 
well as if we 
parents and 
hearth-stone.

I felt that I knew him as 
had been born of the same 
reared around tho same

Spiritualists.
A medium has rights, and so has 

investigator. A medium makes 
/ claim to what many persons regard

Adin Bugbee: Q. Can any reliance 
bo placed on the "divining rod?" And 
how is its action, accounted for? Can 
a psychometrlst by means of a speci
men of ore locate mines?

A. This correspondent refers to the 
branch of a tree, usually tlie witch- 
hazel, though any otter kind will do as 
well, held in tlie hands, and when there 
is water or minerals beneath, it will 
bend in a peculiar manner. These rods 
are also made of steel.

It is no consequence of what mate
rial they are made, for they are not 
acted on. the influence being received 
by the persons who hold them. It thus 
becomes evident that those who are 
successful with these rods must be sen« 
Bltive to a degree-enabling them to be 
impressed by tho stream of vibrations 
sent off by bodies of minerals, or water. 

। Thtse only who are thus endowed are 
able to use the rods.

i Prof. Wm. Denton. In his "Soul of 
Things." proves that minerals have a 
special influence and the possibility of 

i locating mines by its- aid. But its ex- 
i acting conditions at present have not

Afterwards we met on several occa
sions and eacli time had more or less 
extended conversations.

Finally I invited him to dine with me 
on Sunaay at my residence. He came. 
We spent the whole day in conversa
tion. It was to me indeed a feast ot 
reason.

It would be impossible for me to ac
curately define the limits of our con
versation. In a general way it encom
passed tho subjects of history, politics, 
religion, morals, sociology and busi
ness.

When he waa ready to take bis leave 
lie said to me. "Mr. Dill, when I die I 
want you to speak at my grave. ” To 
which I replied. "Mr. Cox. I will do so. 
provided I survive you. on condition 
that you speak at my grave in case you 
survive me." He replied: "I know you 
will survive me." Afterwards I met 
him on several occasions, but we never 
had another extended conversation.

Time passed on. I had often thought 
of the promise, but would sometimes 
say to myself, perhaps this request was 
made on the spur of the moment.- and 
Brother Cox has long since forgotten it. 
But It was not so.

Yesterday morning the telephone bell
In my office rang, 
it—"Helio, who is 
you?”

The reply came:

I at once answered 
this? Where are

My hame Is Cox. I

an 
a 

as

been sufficiently studied to make It 
trust worthy guide, or authority.

a

afl, impossibility—to have in his pres- 
-.ence a rjnpnifestation from a spirit-of 

the‘dead. This claim being so beyond 
•the ordinary, throws on him the burden 
of evidence. The least? thing he -can 
do is to vindicate his own honesty, by 
granting such conditions as will prove 
that ne is not . the cause, whatever 
Other cause-may be assigned. If he, 
like a professor of magic, will submit to 
nothing that will prevent the "trick.- 
that is'sufficient. If you went on you 
would have the trick played on you.

There are physical conditions accom
panying mediumship which are more 
reliable than rope-tying, flour held in 
the nates, wire or mosquito netting. 
The pulse-beats, the breathing, the tern- 

■ jierature of the hands and feet, these 
cannot be simulated, and should be ob
served and recorded, for they are the 
valuable tests.

I have not mentioned this fraud ques
tion, because I have not time to go 
fraud-hunting. At least half of phenom
ena are genuine, and as that half dem
onstrates life beyond the grave it is 
worth the universe to a doubting soul. 
A thousand counterfeits do not debase 
the value of a genuine dollar. If I know 
these counterfeits are abroad my duty- 
Is to warn those liable to receive them, 
but that dollar is not depreciated in 
value thereby.

I have no Interest In the counterfeiers 
of this country or their bogus coins and 
bills. When we learn that possibly a 
bill may be spurious, we are more care- 

. ful in the examination of those we re-, 
ceive.

Ths genuine is our best protection 
against fraud.

THE BIBLE NOT INFALLIBLE;

Moses Hull Finds Many Passages 
Which Do Not Meet His Approval. .

Charles L. Waffle: Q. McCabe in 
his History of the World says that 
Julian, a. nephew of Constantine the 
Great, who was a pagan in belief, when 
he became emporor of Rome, made an 
effort to falsify the prophecies of Christ 
concerning the destruction of Jerusalem 
by inviting and encouraging the Jews to 
rebuild their temple. But he says this 
work was frustrated and caused to be 
abandoned by fierce .mysterious fires 
that suddenly broke out throughout the 
ruins, consuming the tools of the labor- 
ers. and compelling them to abandon 
the work. . • • ,
- Will you please state whether thls ac-1 
count of such an event is in harmony, 
with all reliable ancient history?

A. Of all the great characters that 
stand alone in the Roman world as the 
Clouds of the dark ages began to threat
en on its horizon, the emperor Julian 
stands alone. Educated a Christian, 
when he arrived to manhood he re
turned to the ancient faith, and- the 
worship of the old gods. lie was a phi
losopher. and when he became emperor 
sought to restore the ancient forms ot 
religion. He abolished persecution, 
and gave equal freedom to all. Of 
course he was hated by the Christians 
who called him an apostate, and this 
hatred has descended to this day.

It may have been to show his. con
tempt of the prophecy, or it may have- 
been to propitiate the Jews, that he re
solved to rebuild their temple. They 
were enthusiastic in- supporting the 
scheme, and it is said matrons carried 
away the rubbish in clearing the site, in

Several statements made "'kt last 
evenings session of.the State Spiritual
ist Association by. Moses Hull, while 
discussing the topic. "The Worlds 
Bibles, and How to Use Them.'' were of 
such nature as to surprise. If not shock, 
the orthodox believer.

He charged the. Protestant scholars 
with dishonesty in translating certain 
passages bf the Bible, also stating that 
some of the books left out of the Prot
estant Bible were much better than 
those that wore left in. As an example 
he referred to Solomon s "Ecclesiastes" 
as the m®t pessimistic book. "The Wis
dom of Solomon. ” was the most opti
mistic, but in spite of this fact, the first 
book was included in the: Protestant 
Bible and ihe latter rejected.

Cannot Inspire Books.
"God has not power enough to inspire 

a book." said Mr. Hull. "Books cannot 
breathe or think, hence cannot be In
spired."

He also expr®sed the opinion that a 
leaf could be cut out of the Bible, and I 
with profit replaced by some of the , 
rules of Mohammed. Speaking of the i 
influence of Moses, he said: i

"I cannot live on the inspiration of I 
the old gentleman from whom I was i 
named, any more than I can live on the 
manna'he ate.”

Another extreme sentence was. "No
body believes in the gods of the Old 
Testament.” and "Jehovah was never 
much of a God: he was never the God 
of-the world, but the God of one man at 
a time."

He maintained that no Bible scholar 
could tell how many writers had com
piled the books of the Bible. "Isaiah, 
for example, is known to have three, 
the books of Moses two. Epistl® of 
Paul-seven, and there are two different 
accounts written by different authors 
of creation."

"The Bible." he stated, "is a collec
tion, of tracts, the literature of the 
Jews, and the book has never been un
derstood until the last fifty years and 
only then by the aid of science."

Finds Some Good Points.
In spits of these opinions. Mr. Hull 

declared tliat the Blblo is the Spiritual
ists’ 'own book and nobody else has any 
business to use it. . As a concluding 
feature of his lecture, he proved by a 
series of Biblical Incidents from the Old 
Testament, that the Bible approves of 
Spiritualism.

The convention will hold two sessions 
to-day. one this afternoon at 2:30. and 
this evening at 7:30. when Miss Eliza
beth Harlow will give the principal lec
ture.—Minneapolis Times.

am the Bon of W. H. Cox. of Virden. Illi
nois. My father died in St. Louis at 
six o'clock this morning. He will be 
burled at Virden to-morrow afternoon. 
It is hla desire that you speak at his 
grave.- I

I replied: "Oh. yes: I remember it all. i 
I will be there." ■ i

To properly portray the character of 
a deceased person is a work of extreme 
delicacy. But speaking to an audience 
few if any of whom are older than he 
was. and all of whom have known him 
all your lives, it makes my task com
paratively easy.

He is tlie product of tlie pioneer days 
of our great state. He was the first 
white child born In what is now Otter 
Township. Macoupin county. Illinois. 
He came into this world. November 22. 
1829. His father was among the earli
est of those brave and hardy spirits 
■who wrested the soil ;of'" Illinois from 
thd<savage Indians.’ add was possessed 
of the virtu® which characterized pio
neer life.

Our brother s opportunities for ac
quiring an education were indeed lim
ited. but he said that he did not remem
ber the time when he could not read. 
He was a student all his life. Possessed 
of fine physical and intellectual epdojv- 
meats, he. by dint of constant-reading 
and study acquired a vast amount, .of 
knowledge and was an unusually .well 
informed man.

As a conversationalist he.was both 
fluent and charming. He was more 
than a student, he was a philosopher. 
He was a man of affairs, and the Invent
or of labor-saving machinery for the

"He that fielievetSf-onHie son hath 
everlasting life: aiiuHie-uiat believeth 
not on tbe son shdll1 not’ see life: but 
the wrath of God aWdgttein him."

"And he said unto-theta, go ye-into 
all the world and pifiach1!ftns gospel to 
every creature. HdHhatebelieveth and 
is baptized shall be'skved: but he that 
beievetii not shall b<ji Attained:"

Pondering the above, add many other 
similar texts, he was'forced to the con
clusion tliat the teaching is. that only 
those who believe in • Christ can be 
saved: and that all who do not so be
lieve, shall be damned." It is hard for 
a man to break away from tlie moorings 
of Ins ancestral faith: to a conscien
tious jnan the travail of the parting is 
lohg and extremely painful.

Our brother reasoned: There are now 
nearly fifteen hundred million humun 
creatures living on this earth: not to 
exceed four hundred million of these, 
live in Christian countries, or have ever 
heard t:ie name of Christ: and it is cer
tainly true that a vast number—perhaps 
one-third—of those living in Christian 
lands do not believe jn Christ.

Sin® IJiis doctrine was announced to 
tbe world eighteen centuries have 
rolled Into the eternity of the past.

i During these long centuries, more 
| than forty crops of humanity have 
i crown upon tlie earth, have matured 
and have been harvested by the sickle 
of Death. Can it be possible tliat of 
this iuniimerablo host, only ijie lew in 
each of tnese generations who have be
lieved in Christ have been saved, and 
that all tbe rest have been lost— 
damned:

He lurcher reasoned: God is good, all- 
wlse. beneficent—the giver of all life. 
Can it be possible that during these 
long centuries He lias used the earth 
for the production of souls tor the ma
lignant purpose of damnation. Can it 
be possible that eight-tenths of all who 
are now living are doomed to a like 
fate? No. It ib not possible. His rea
son said no. H1b judgment said no. 
His conscience said.no. It is pot true. 
I cannoc preacli It. Therefore. I sever 
my connection with the church.

This war. the supreme moment of hla 
life.

The storm which tossed his soul as a 
ship Is tessed by the angry wave; had 
subsided—tliOtcalm prevailed." 7 • .

Was it retrogression or was it pro
gression? ';>■-"

Men will give different answers to 
this inquiry, according-as their predilec-1 
tlons may be. • -.c- I

One thing is certain' he interpreted It 
as being a forward advance, bringing i 
him nearer to the subunit of Wisdom.

To nim it was gafningaif a broader, i 
clearer, and more beautiful;view oi life; 
and duty. It enabledchirrilto become a 
preacner of the Fatherhood of God and 
the Brotherhood of -Mani ir

The ominous clouds thatlformerly ob
scured his vision had" cleared away—the 
clear sunlight of-reabon. hall taken their 
place. ■ o ■ <

He had discoverednwhat to Ills mind 
and his conscience whs truth. He was 
happy. Was he right?; uWho knows? 
Godjinows—let us judgd.'not. To him 
it was a. victory—Hue 'triumph of his 
conscience. To himslt" was right.

Viewed in- the new light, the prob
lems of life and dutylbecame simple and 
easy to him. He saw thahiin the fixed 
and certain course, of natrire; -we are 
boMtallJipiand'die.i; Tiiatothe ¿journey; 
from rhe, cradle to -theigtave 4s fikefl. un
alterable. unchangeable—all must

CHAPTER FIFTH.
■Reading-the other day a description 

of spirit life by an inspired ngdbtal, 
the details being given became almost 
absurd if we suppose will-power to be 
working without tools. We were told 
of a span of ponies, with silver bits, and 
russet leather harness, before an ele
gantcarriage waiting for the driver and 
his friends. Of course, this description 
really emanated from the mind and 
earth experience of the medium, but 
that is not the point we are malting. । 
Its truth or error, with respect to tlie i 
next life, is our present inquiry. Let I 
ub begin with those silver bits and see i 
what they have to tell us.

We all know silver is metal, usually । 
embedded or mingled with other ores, i 
such as galena, copper, etc. If you i 
drop even a silver dime upon the floor! 
no will-power yet evolved will pick it । 
up and put it m your pocket. That is 
to say. unless you give will-power a tool 
to do it with. Hie tool m that case 
will probably be your finger and thumb. 
If the coin has gone into a hole, or has 
fallen into water, a very different land 
of a tool may bo needed before will
power can capture and restore it. But 
when you come to the raw silver, mixed 

i up with other kinds of raw planet, the 
i task of getting it out becomes much 
i moro difficult. Rock may have to be 
blasteu. and then crushed. Will-power 
may tie in the dvnamite and the stamp 
mill, but it is no use alone. And when 
von come to smelting It. and then pour
ing the liquid into the moulds, will-pow
er cannot even burn its fingers, for it 
has no fingers to burn. Just cripple 
tlie intelligence of the operator by an 
accident, and will-power, whether of 
God or man. disappears. All these 
processes, or their equivalent, and many 
more of the same kind, must follow one 
another before that silver has been 
hammered into "bits" for those- two
spirit ponies. And when spirits, or
anybody else, talk about doing it by 
will-power, they are talking nonsense, i 
if they leave out the tools. i

Of course, to the lazy man who i 
doesn't like hard work, the idea of do
ing it by will-power has seemed just' 
lovely.- And he is ready to- sing all 
day. and most of the night, about Beu
lah Land, and "The good time coming. • 
We stop here, just a moment, to ask 
our -••fog-land" visitors to tell us how 
they use will-power to manufacture 
those silver bits • without tools, and 
some hard work? Of course, this same 
line of thought and questions applies to 
the pony carriage In all its equipments, 
item by item, so we will not stop to 
dwell upon them; But we open up an
other line of thought when we turn to 
the "russet leather- harness..

We all know tliat leather is the skin 
of an animal, specially tanned and pre
pared. At first that may seem to sug
gest/like our former question, just a 
little will-power, aided by good tools 
and plenty ot hard work. But we have 
really a far more important question 
now before ub. for we have been taught

he will find himself in fog-land. I have 
wanted with my. whole soul to discover 
some great truth about the next life 
that would help me to answer the 
query "After death—what?" But 1 
find myself baffled at every attenmpt.

There is first of all. right in tlie road, 
the great fact that the shape of a spirit 
body cannot bo like that ol our mortal 
iorm; Every independent thinker will 
now acknowledge that. Next there is 
the further fact that only an abnormal 
immortal spirit can reach "tog-land " 

| wheyy communication between the two 
worlds becomes possible. And there 
only can he meet the mortal, who him- 
iselt must be abnormal. Therefore ev
ery spirit teaching about his home life 
Is necessarily abnormal and uncertain, 
let further, the next life cannot be a 
glorified copy of this, for the conditions I 
are totally difterent. It is on die i 
otter side of a critical point " where ! 
everything changes, even it the raw ma- I 
teriai be tlie same. So I find myselt i 
at the close of this article remaining 
convinced that man is immortal, and 
can get back as far as "fog-land." but 
all the same I am unable to answer my 
own question After death—what?" 1 
simply "do not know, and cannot find 
anything reasonably certain, save that 
the accounts given us by spirits through 
mediums, will not bear scientific exam
ination. and are for tlie most part ab: 
surd and non-senslcal.

But. ail the same, there are very im
portant truths we have gained from our 
research. We have made up our minds 
tliat tnere are very important changes 
of form on tlie other side of death. 
That was one stop. Then we saw that 
such changes would affect mentality as 
well as form. That fact should surely 
occasion most ot us a feeling ot deep 
satisfaction. Whilst we differ from one 
another in our faculties in earth life, 
yet there is to most of us something 
lacking to round out our manhood. For 
Instance, some can almost revel in ex
pressions of art. Fainting, sculpture, 
and every intellectual expression are 
•dependent upon form. Shape the brain 
differently and art vanishes. Yet these 
gifted mortals, crowned with genius, 
are often woefully unbalanced mentally. 
They lack in one direction as much as 
they overflow in another. And all of 
us lack Something essential to round 
out our manhood. Most of us .crave 
some special gift or talent, denied us in 
earth life by the shape ot our brain. I. 
for one. rejoice in the thought that the 
other side of death there is the possi
bility ot change of form that may 
bring the longed for talent.

There is another Bide to this picture. 
Thera are many in earth lite who make 
most unlovely and unlovable expres
sions of manhood which are really ef
fects of form, whether produced by he
redity. or other prenatal cause. Many 
st poor fellow struggles against himself 
all his life. That is to say. against the 
shape of his orain through which bis in
telligcnce must acl and falls.
and lights again as long as he lives. To

"Longley s Beautiful Songs, Four-
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, 
with-musiej by- C.> Payson Longley. 
Price-by •mail.-115 cents.

•Continuity el Uto a cosmlo Truth.’» 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
a strong, loglcal thinker. on a deeply 
important aubjsst Price, cloth, gL

“ftoW Shall I Beoonfe a Med!-
lini/’ Fully Answered

by ■spirit return" 
there is no oeath. 
to us at this point 
whose skins have

that across Jordan 
It naturally occurs 
that if tlie animals 
been used for that

liim the certainty of 
glorious. And those 
gle or fight, but live 
own passions, may

change should be 
who never strug- 
in a hell of their 
find beyond the

In ‘Mediumship and Its Conditioàs
and Cultivation)” by Hudson Tuttle. Prfàe 3$nvo nnn ' »y jaUUSVIl 1U6U6». ITIJCÖ; ■to ìfeW»

promotion of agriculture. He was a 
writer on scientific and other subjects. 
He was a kind father and as a husband, 
he was a lover and an adorer of his wife 
every.hour and every day of the forty 
years of their married life.. His home 
life was ideal. The memory Of his tvife. 
who nrsceded him to the grave, was 
held sacred by him above all things 
else.

Above all. he was an optimist and a 
humanitarian in the broadest sense of 
these great words. He was a man of 
rare good temper. Advancing years? in
stead of souring.his mind, really broad
ened and sweetened it. He remained 
intellectually young to the end of his 
life.- •

Inspired by the strong, deep and ag
gressive religious ■• sentiments which 
swayed the minds of the early settlers, 
he in his early manhood became a mem
ber of tlie Methodist church, and was 
licensed as an exhorter .by Peter Cart
wright, the greatest of " the pioneer 
preachers.

The younger portion of the present 
i generation have but a’ faint conception 
i of the araOr. the piety and the d®p- 
i seated religious convictions of the pio- 
i neer people. They were in deed and in 
truth, a God-fearing people possessed of 
the real spirit of the Crusader. The 
preachers of that period were strong, 
eloquent, powerful men—thoroughly 
and courageously imbued with the spir
it of their calling—preaching the gospel 
with rigid intensity and great seventy. 
Under the spell of their lurid and pow
erful eloquence, and especially. at the 
camp-meetings, men and women would i 
go into flu ecstasy of happiness, would | 
clap their hands and Bing and shout i 
praises to God until they were over-1 
come by sheer exhaustion. I

; Surrounded by these influences it was i 
entirely natural that our brother should 
have fek that he was called to preach 
the gospel.

In 18G1 the flag of the nation floating 
over bort Sumter was fired upon by the 
hostile guns of the South. A wave of 
patriotic indignation swept- over the 
North with'the fury of a hurricane. 
Obeying the impulse of patriotism, our 
brother entered the army as a-private, 
but was soon promoted to the lieuten
ancy of his company, and in addition to 
tho conscientious, discharge of his duty 
as a soldier, he. on proper occasions, 
preached the gospel to his comrades.

In his funeral sermqn at the church. 
-Mr. Want, your learned and - talented 
young minister, told you dig Jiad never 
conversed with the deceased on the 
subject, and that he dfd not know -the 
reasons which cauted him to leave the 
church

I: feel that I am tonimibsion^d by pur. 
brother to give hid reasons; ta ke gave 
them to me. ■ .By Jhe closp.of fjje war 

. the had reached the 36th year, oidife life. 
He had read much and had thought- and 
■reasoned much more than he had-read;'

Beingrif a benevofept optimistic 
tempqraffipnt. he botamma firm .believer 
in th® tathdrhoofl ot Qod.antLite tepth 
erhood of man.

With oonseSenee as his guide and 
troth as hta.oW attadard he began to

travel it! That the grave- can mean 
but one of two things: Either annihila
tion—extinction—the blowing but of 
the candle: or the opening of the door 
and the entry into another and grander 
state of life and existence. ■

.Whichever- it is. it was fixed by the 
laws of God before >the first man ap
peared on this globe -and has always re
mained unchanged and immutable: that 
the Creator m his infinite wisdom has 
not made manifest to -man the full 
meaning of death, but has left tt-prob- 
lematical in the minds of men. -

But to our deceased brother this .view 
was clear: that whatever is the status 
of death, it is a fixed- and invariable 
status: if it means extinction-^so it is. 
and our hopes- and out.,desires and our 
prayers to the contrary will not change 
it: and.if it means immortality—life ev
erlasting. bo it is. regardless of -our be
liefs to the- contrary. Our brother 
rested his views—let us-say ialth-^on 
no uncertain grounds^ .He. said, God is 

i good, and whatever He has in store for 
us is best for Us. I~trouble not myself

harness are still alive, they must be 
very liable to catch cold in their bones. 
It spirits have discovered some way of 
taking off a hide without the animal 
minding the- operation, why don't we 
hear from ‘■■-fog-land how it s done? 
We have, reason to'believe from earth 
experience, tliat the animal s will-pow
er will kick when it feels the knife or 
other tool used to do the skinning, t or 
us even to suppose the spirits can get 
skins for their leather without hurting 
or injuring the animal, is a scientific 
absurdity. So if the spirits have 
leather-harness, or leather anything 
else, we may be sure there is both suf
fering and death on the other side of

about the manner of the blessing. I ; 
know that whatever it is, it ib b®t.

He knew that the better we live and 
the more uprightly we-order opr liv®. 
the better .it is for us right here" and 
right now. That God is good and will 
give us what, we deserve.

He had no more fear of death, in its 
after consequences, than he had of 
nightly resting upon his couch fat re
freshing sleep; - He lived and died- a 
philosopher and an.'optimist. He had 
the protoundest respect for the honest 
opinions ol every human being, al
though seme;ot. these opinions may 
have been of .no value to him: yet be
cause they were.the honest opinions of 
the holder, they.jvere entitled to his ut
most respect. ■ ■ 

i He likewise had. the highest respect 
for all churches and- religious- institu- 

itions of every name;inatibn and creed 
in the world, and believed they were alt 
trying to oo right, as they understood it.

He Had no patience with the criticism 
which denounces, the "religions of the 
world as being false and hypocritical

He witnessed with-Miuch pleasure the 
progress of the spiriteof liberality in the 
world, during the last forty.-years.

He was an interested’ observer of the 
assembling of the Congress of Relig
ions at the World s Fairtat Chicago in 
1893. In this augusti assembly, all of 
the onncipal rellglote- of ' the ‘world 
were repr®ented byi flieih respective 
ministers. There waif at friendly ex
change of opinions and ttetavolution of 
the grand ideas thafi'eadteof these re
ligions In its own way Isoseeking the 
same objects: and ttese ®»e to do rev-, 
erence to the Creatofi ofltthe Universe 
and to teach that all of the peoples of 
the earth are childttHan ofi the ■ same
great parent. 18 I

"fog-land."' Yet further, the tools with 
wlucn will-power sows and cuts that 
leather into harness do not grow ready
made. even in heaven.

Now does the reader wonder that 
such talk about pomes and carriages, 
and silver mounted harnesses on the 
other side of death fatigues my imagin
ation? Yet it is all included in our in
quiry. "After death—what?" I know 
some enthusiastic believers will de
clare they have seen spirits manufac
ture actual woven cloth, when outside 
a cabinet. Even admitting this to be 
genuine phenomena, it only proves 
that the tools with which spirit will 
power was doing the work were invis
ible to the mortal. For I would repeat 
again and again that will-ppwer without 
a tool is useless to man or .god.

We read now and then-of banquets 
prepared as welcome to . some escaped 
mortal. "Exactly. the same difficulties 
are in the way of our acceptance of that 

i story. We cannot think of anything be
ing prepared or cooked without tools of 

I some-kind, requiting hard work. There 
I may ne pleasant and unpleasant ways 
i of doing such work, but we wait in vain 
for our "fog-land" visitors to tell us 
how it is done. Our experience with 
■ critical points has not so far shown 
us hard work and pain on one side, and 
just fun and a good time on the other, i

Many of us have read of a very musi
cal mortal and his experiences after he 
escaped from his earthly body. He tells 
us of a grand orchestra, with its con-, 
ductor beating out-time and rhythm 
with his baton. That means no telepa
thy over there—no ■ soul - communion 
with soul, but you have to watch the 
conductor wave his wand, as in earth 
life. Of course if you come from Ger
many you will have to wear spirit spec
tacles., so as to be sure, to see how the 
conductor wants yob to accent the mu
sic. and express the thought of its com
poser. The. organ must have its pipes 
and* keys stirred by will-power, while 
another will-power blows the-bellows. 
In fact the. whole building.; whether 
temple or cathedral, is but a duplicate 
of those the mortal knows, and requires 
will-power and tools for its construc
tion just as in earth.life,.

■ I don t want to weary the reader, but 
merely to stimulate him to think for 
himself. In other words, to apply bls 
own will-power to; the will-power over 
there, and see the result: I venture to 
feel sure that just like the sensitive.

"critical point" a new expression of 
manhood that carries with it eternal 
possibilities ot progress that could not 
be gained without this coming change.

There is much that points to an al
most certainly that only part of a man 
finds expression in earth life. The 
shape of his brain will not permit the 
whole man to peep out. So it may be 
the most pitiable specimen of a man 
who shall be the most grandly rounded 
out when the whole of him can find ex
pression. In this certain lact of a tre
mendous change of form everything be
comes possible.

| But all the same, let us acknowledge 
| our present limitations, as well the 
| equally necessary limitations of the re- 
| turning spirit. By using our common 
sense, based on scientific investigation 

I and classification of facts, we can at 
I least determine what is not truth, even 
though told-most solemnly in the name 
of God or spirit. And for the rest the 
certainty of the coming "critical point" 
may fill us with joyous anticipation of 
a develonment of our own manhood im- 
possiole on earth. But this develop-

The approach of cool । weather rjfc 
minds thousands that Florida is tlig 
genial home for northern people during) 
the rigors of winter. Already people 
are making inquiries about the "Land: 
of flowers and oranges."

The crop ot oranges now promises to 
be the largest since 1894. At Lake 
Helen the groves are loaded with this 
delicious fruit, which the coming three 
mouths will tint with that golden flue 
which mali® an orange tree tlie most 
beautiful Bight in the sunny south.

At tiie camp tlie carpenters are pre
paring to erect the new pavilion, winch 
is to be C0x75 feet. It will contain a 
dance hall 60x60 feet and three rooms 
(each 1dx20 feet) on one end for the 
Ladies’ Auxiliary Society. The old pa
vilion will be taken down and its lum
ber used in the construction ot the new 
pavilion—tlie rapid growth of this win
ter home making the building of tb9 
new pavilion a necessity.

The slimmer dwellers at camp and 
vicinity are planUng their fall gardens, 
and intend to have the vegetables ready, 
for tho camp tables.

Mrs. Spencer is fitting her rooms for. 
letting in suites or singly.

Mr. Johnson and son are to build the 
new pavilion.

Mr. and Mrs. Giddings still remain in 
the Apartment House.

Mrs. Flsher-Cordott will open a 
boarding house at Daytona this season.’

Mrs. Emma Huff and Mrs. Harden-■ 
burg will conduct the lodging depart
ment at the hotel, which will be opened 
tor guests Nov. 1.

Mrs. Bartholomew has built six boats 
tor people who will place them <m 
Lake Colby.

Mrs. McGarvey is expected about Oc
tober 1.

Judge Underhill and son with family 
will come to camp in October.

Mr. Myers has erected a fine new 
house on his fruit farm at Macey Dell.

H. Ml Clark intends to sail October 
26 and will conduct my party for that 
date. He will build a cottage for rent.

Mr. and Mrs. Carrlgue are both In- 
tending to sail In November. Mrs. Gar
rigue 13 recovering from ter late ill
ness. •

George Colby is holding meetings in 
DeLand fortnightly.

Mrs. Witters and Mrs. Vogt have 
spent tlie summer in camp, and report 
favorably of the climate. They are now 
enjoying a feast of persimmons, and 
have had plenty of peaches and melons.

The pumping engine 1b in working or
der and the camp is well supplied with 
water. -

The regular session begins February 
b, and closes March 26, 1905. There 
will oe Sunday meetings from Decem
ber till the sessions opens.

W. J. Colville, W. b’. Peck and Mrs. 
Carrie Twing are engaged as speakers. 
F. Gorden White will be the platform 
test medium; Grace Hawtin the soloist, 
and Miss Duncan the organist.

For special information about rooms, 
beard, etc., write the secretary. Mrs. J, 
D. Palmer, Willoughby, Ohio.

Excursions.
My ocean excursions will leave New 

York City via Clyde line, about Octo
ber 12- October 26, November 10. No
vember 24. December 8. December 22, 
January 11. January 25.

For further particulars, cost of trip, 
etc., write me (enclosing four cents in 
stamps for postage on circulars and
folders) H. A. BUDINGTON

al Sherman St.. Springfield- Mass.

"Principles of Light and Color." By 
E- D. Babbitt, M. D.. LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, fojir- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plat®. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid. 
$5. It 1b a wonderful work and you will 
bo delighted with IL

"After Her Death. The Story of a
Summer. By Lilian Whiting. No

$

ment will demand a change of form, 
we have Been in this brief study 
"After death—what?"

(The End.) 
San Leandro. Cal.

SEEING SPIRIT FORMS.

The

as 
of

Physical Body and the Spiritual.

-A: little more thanoa yesfc ago.-at the 
dedication, of the GrtetWbrld's" Fair at 
St. Louis in theipresanceUDf a', great as
sembly of people, among I.whom were 
the president. ; an-.es-pr®Went of the 
United- fatates and'-the - diplomatic rep
resentatives of, many-of, the nations of 
the earth, the opening prayor was made 
by a Jewish Rabbl-Wha- Invoked '-'the 
blessings of the: God ;OfcAbraham.' Isaac 
and Jacob, -the God Of-fthe .Christians, 
the God of the Mohammedans, .the God 

i of all nations pf the earth: ,- Forty years 
ago.-such a -pray er-would nob have been 
tolerated "During the daat forty years 

imemhave made-wpndeteil progress on 
every line of thought and achievement, 
and - the progress 4 n ¿religious thought: 

¡.has not lagged bejilndilbuti has ¡¿¿kept 
pace with all otter ¿progress.

Beneficent results hate toSQd there
from. The Jnsanest fiction that over af- 
ilicted tho minds of men; that of Vicari« 
ous atonement is rapidly evaporating.

The Fatherhood of God- and the Broth- 
l erohood of Man is no. longer a theory. 
It is an established tenet in the theolo
gies of the world. Gofl is the father of 
all. ■ Religion- is. now not so much.a 
matter cf belief, qs. of,conduct'; .

Our. brother was. ^- lieutenant, yea. a 
captain in thè GramJ.Arniy of Thought, 
and ifi his . humble'.way did . good- and 
faithful ' service tn its cause. His

To the Editor:—Have just been r®d- 
mg The Progressive Thinker of Septem
ber 3. and find it a remarkably interest
ing one.

Mrs. Evp A. Cassell s letter is indeed 
"a warm number- but full of facts, and i 
Prof. Loveland knows just how to "hit 
the nail on the head." Mrs. Aiken's ex
perience as related by Mrs. Carlyle 
Petersilea is worthy of note and stands 
as proof of the saying of Paul "There 
is a sointual body and there is a phys
ical body.”

Have had similar experiences, in 
which I have left the physical form and 
while standing clothed in the spiritual 

i body ai.d its clothing could Bee and 
thoroughly examine the physical one. 
Not only have I looked upon the .physi
cal form as !®ving it temporarily, but 
have-withdrawn from it sufficiently to 
visit other scenes on earth as well as 
view the beauties of the other world.

When we learn how to know the real 
self and unfold our soul powdr we can 
withdraw from the physical at will and 
experience many elevating sensations 
and educational journeys. .•

In many of my visits away from 
earthly haunts I find lam accompanied 
by loving spirit attendance, while at 
other times I go alone;>

The vision of Mrs. Petersilea. when a 
child, no ooubt portrayed to;her the 
spirit term of some departed dog; A 
picture form of a dog is sometimes pre
sented through the psychological influ
ence of a guide, particularly the In
dians. to indicate protection, etc., but 
time forbids my going into details. •

Many papers have discussed .the pos
sibility of Rider .Haggard s- vision in 
which lie claims to have seen the spirit 
form of his departed canine friend. I 
have contended for years that such ex
ists. having on various occasions .‘been, 
visited by. the spirit forms of the house; 
hold pets that have left -the “Physical 
form. Many animals are,¿almost hu
man as far. as Intelligence is concerned; 
and I have great doubts as to tliis,pow
er of intelligence becoming anniJillated‘ 
at the change called death, • r-3 ~ ¡x .i

GEORGIA GT ADY S COOLEY
Niagara Hotel Buffalo NuY i

mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to bo fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price, 
cloth. $1.

"New Testament Stories Comically II- 
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts." Heston's 
drawings are incomparable, -and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards. $1.
Cloth. $1.50..

"The Commandments Analyzed." 
W- H. Bach. The Commandments

By 
are

not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great in
congruities. Price 25 cents

••Beyond the Vail.- A Bequel to 
■•Rending the Vail. Being a compila
tion. with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex
periences. spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations: setting up a
scientific and personal verification 
"What We Shall Be. - and- a code 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy 
allzatlon of the highest and purest 
liclty attainable In the future life.

of 
of

re- 
fe-

very remarkable book. Large, octavo, 
600 nages. Price. $1.75.

Voltaires Romances, Translated

work on earth Is finished.. He hus^vo'n 
the' respect" of rlght*minded nien.
. -Hid"spirit retiirnh'to its Creator hft'er 
a. sojourn of • seventy-five years in the 
body- grown. niatured‘rand-enriqlied by 
its earthly experiences
. ■We'ileptelt-'iils tabttal remains in the 
purifying bosom cf toother eteth 
with th® wmntf that: ffo'/has msde: 
the world tetter by living lait, aad-Umt 
he has eaiaed rewards wMoh tezaa.
of right Ms© &

-5Woa Ji By W
Dotes in thta volume this peqrjeSB 
poet.of Spiritualism.may te road iwber 
vwU-d moods, from a^kvo gay„ from 

[lively to geror®. It la $ teoi 
ircasured sad richly enjoyed by all who
toro gssffitaa geetz?, and especially by

from the French. With numerous II- 
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit. philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50.

»■Right Generation the Key to tha 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By 
Dr; M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man s highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality. In all the rela
tions of life between men and ’-.omen. 
Cloth. 75 cents: leatherette. 50 cent*,

"The Infidelity of Eccl®iastlcism. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M.. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy. 
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo- 
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of no« 
turo. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price z5 cents.
’ "The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood- 
Rrof. Lockwood is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he pr®enta 
In succinct form the substance of hla 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 

r of "Nature: and presents his views as 
I demonstrating a scientific basis of Splr- 
^Ituaiism. The book.is commended .tn 
•all; who love .to study and „think. 
Price 25 centfi ■ . .

-rtBie Priest, the Woman and the Com 
lessiontd.” This book, tar -the well 
ktedwn Father CiUniqtiy. reveals the de- 

^grading, impure influences and results 
of; the RoriHah confesffional. as proved 
by tte sad Experience of many wreckod 
.Hves. PtflSe. 'by mail, $1. \

PBuddhiem and Its Christian Critlca.’’ 
By Dr. Paul Carns. An excellent etndy, 
ot Buddhism: compact yet oompTOhem 
siv* Paper, 50 oenta,

said.no
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Bill Robison, a Spirit Playmate, Comes tb a Boy in 
Englewood—A Bookcase Opened by a Spirit— , 

. —Rider Haggard’s Remarkable Prophetic Dream— 
i Other Wonderful Visions Induced by Spirits, Illus- 
| trating the Fact That Spirit Return Is Common to

all Humanity.
' There lives in an Englewood (Ill.) flat building, 

says the Chicago Tribune, a family made up of a . 
young man, his wife, and three children. The head 

I of the family is a hard-headed, sober, intelligent sales
man, devoted to his children and particularly to the 
youngest, a boy of 4.

About a year ago this child began to prattle about 
“Bill Robison,” apparently a purely imaginary | 
character, since, none other of the family had heard 
of him or seen him, Each time that little Pete got 
into mischief his mother would ask, “What made you 
'do that, Pete?” aiuLJach time the answei\was, “O, 
Billioldmetodo.it.” , .

Sometimes the little fellow would indulge in furi- 
. ous bouts at fisticuffs with nothing before him as.an 

antagonist but the empty air. “What are you doing 
now,' Pete ? ’ ’ always elicited the answer, “ O, I is fight
ing Bill Robison.” This vagary of the boy amused 
his parents, and they did not discourage what they 
regarded as a harmless illusion of childhood. By 
'dint of amused questioning they finally got a pretty 
good description of little Pete’s imaginary comrade, 
and had many a laugh when the boy, pointing at pass
ing wagons or a vacant lot would cry out gleefully, 
“There goes Bill Robison! Hello, BilH”

Boy Plays With Ghost.
Coming home about dusk a few weeks ago the 

father was a bit startled to<see a strange child sitting 
on the front steps of his flat building. He was startled 
because the little one fitted exactly Pete’s description 
of the visionary “Bill Robison.” As the man ap
proached the small figure arose and started away, and 
when called in friendly tones refused to answer,or 
turn back, but walked away into the darkness. Re
gaining his calmness the man then made haste to fol
low the boy he had seen, but he was unable io find 
any trace of him. Entering his flat the father, with 
a simulation of playfulness, asked Pete if Bill had 
been around. “0,'yes. He’s just gone away.” As 
a matter of fact nobody had called, and Pete had been 
playing alone in the flat all that day.

Three days later, it being Saturday, in the middle 
of the afternoon, Pete’s father came home, letting 
himself in with a latchkey. Sitting alone, evidently 
playing with Pete’s blocks; a strange boy, the same 
he had noticed a few evenings before, was in the 
well lighted hall. The man was glad of a chance to 
banish a fancy that had disturbed him and called out, 
“Pete, O, Pete!” But there was no answer. He 
stepped into the parlor hoping to find some of the 
family, but nobody was there. Then he remembered 
that they had planned a little picnic for that after
noon in Jackson park, and that he was to find them in 
the wooded island. He stepped back into the hall
way to question the small visitor, but the boy had 
gone. Search of every closet, room and corner of the 
flat revealed nothing, nobody. The blocks were 
where he had first seen them. The doors were all 
locked on the inside, and no windows were unlatched 
except three in the front, which are ofi the third floor.

That is about the substance of this unusual halluci
nation or visitation as the man told it to his physician. 
Eyesight, nerves, stomach, mind, and blood are all 
right with the father. He doesn.’t pretend to explain 
the. affair, andhg hasn’t told his wife what he saw or. 
thought fie saw, but he has come to believe in ghosts 
for the first time in his life. b '

Bookcase Opens Itself.
Almost an equally peculiar happening is vouched 

for by a woman of excellent poise and intelligence 
•who boards in one of the suburbs of Chicago. One of 
her fellow-boarders, a person of about 30 years of age, 
was lost in the Iroquois disaster, and the room thus 
made vacant by death, being a bright, cheerful apart
ment facing east and south, passed into the possession 
of fhe narrator of the following incident:

The belongings of the former tenant had been re
moved, but the pictures, furniture, books, and car
pets, all of which were the property of the house, were 
suffered to remain untouched. Nothing disturbed the 
new occupant for the first two weeks except that she 
always found the bookcase open when she returned 
from'the city in the evening and when she woke up in 
/the morning. Being a woman of extremely neat hab- 
its and possessed of a good memory, she was anxious 
to keep the books safe from dust and from the hands 
of the only young child in the house, and so she was 
careful to lock the ease and to remember that she had 
done so, always leaving the key in the lock, since 
other members of the household might wish to use the 
volumes.

Efforts to Solve Mystery Futile.
After a fortnight, during which the opening and 

locking of the bookcase occurred twice a day, the an
noyed boarder determined to keep the key under her 
pillow at night, and to take it downtown with her 
when she went away in the morning. The first morn
ing after this resolution, being certain that she had 
turned and tried the lock and placed the key beneath 
her head, she awoke to find the bookcase open as 
usual. The door, keyless and motionless, was wide 
ajar, and the bolt of the lock was drawn as if it had 
not been shot. The young woman, mystified now, ex
plained her experiences to the landlady at breakfast, 
but was assured that nobody else had a key and that 
no one was known to have any need or desire to open 
the bookcase.

During that day, the case having been locked and 
tried and the key carried off by the tenant, the land
lady made several stealthy visits to make sure that ho 
intruder had tampered with the bookease. At each 
of five such visits she found everything undisturbed, 
but when her tenant came home she could not forbear 
accompanying her to the room.

The bookease was wide open.
Search DisclosesUnmailed .Letter, ,

Both were womgn of sound nerves and great com- 
mon-sense, yet were dismayed, but anxious to'solve 
the mystery upon rational grounds. 1’he woodwork 
of the door must be warp.ed sojas .to force baek-the 
lock and throw open the door; perhaps the closely 
wedged books caused the pressure.. So reasoned the 
women, and preceded to withdraw all of the volumes 
from the shelves. They had taken them all out and 
were replacing them without coming upon any-satis
factory explanation of the phenomena when the older 

' ' woman, who1 owned the-house and its contents, said: 
“Here’s'a Book that must have'belonged to poor 

; _x_/’»mentioning the panie-of the former occupant. 
“I overlooked it when I packed up for the relatives.” 

‘ It was an old, well thumbed school arithmetic, and 
• - as the woman held it out there fell from the pages an

Unsealed envelope, containing papers and addressed. 
’ • Inclosed was a new $100 bill, and the letter explained 

the purpose with which the writer was sending it to 
the dear one addressed. There is no need, for obvi- 
jdus reasons, to divulge or discuss the sad, old sweet 
romance of that unsent letter. It was forwarded as 
the hapless writer had intended, and now-the wonder- 

’■ Ing new tenant of that, room has no trouble keeping 
fear bpolccase locked. The landlady, who has.no im-

tTbe firogressipe Ubinker❖

It Leads In All Things That Pertain to Spiritualism and Psychic Laws.

agination, or, at least will not encourage it if she had , 
one, thinks that it was the rearrangement of tht 
books that mended matters, but the woman who 
should know.best is convinced that no natural agency 
could have turned back the lock without the use of a 
key or .the application of some material tool.

Unparalleled Prosperity ftas MéTked Its Course for Fifteen Years

DYSPEPSIA
4 CURED

Il you Suffer from D/spcpsil, Siomachj Liver, or Bowel 
Trouble of auy klad, reed (his liberal offer. IT 
‘ WILL BE WORTH MONEY TO YOU.

Do you puffer from dyspepsia, 
inaigebtton, or stomach, liver, or 
bowel trouble ofnuy kind? Jf you 
do. why not let ui euro you ! Wo do cot mean 
Help you by doling you with a ilror.g, ithnu- 
Uiing Soda and Rhubarb Compound, on-pat
ent "Dyinepila i'ilL" Such tlilugr will stim
ulate ana ease temporarily, but In tho end 
will only irritate aud further weaken tho al-

¡r* «.k»-’’.

The root of all superstition,” says Bacon, “is that 
the affirmative or active strikes us more than the prhsi- 
tive or negative; and that, there, a few times InttMq? 
or presence countervails ofttimes failing or absence.” 
“TJie number of fulfilled dreams are-e. g., to the 
numberless-dreams which are meaningless as shadows 
of April clouds—as.a handful of sand to the sands oi 
the seashore. On the other hand, there is this to be 
said for the superstition of those who believe in the’ 
forewarning of dreams, that there are cases where 
the affirmative or active outweighs naturally and in- 
commensurably the privative or negative". ‘ * Two men 
distinctly saw you take the spade,” said the magis
trate to the Irishman in the dock for the theft, “Two 
men! Sure, yer honor, I can call twenty men who 
didn’t see me take it.”

But the few times hitting,/or presence, naturally; 
outweighed with the magistrate the ofttimes failing, 
or absence. ■ A single circumstantial dream which is .,- • 
fulfilled in all its details reasonably outweighs a mill
ion that me ah nothing. Take Mr. Rider Haggard’s . 
dream about the death of his dog, or the dream the 
young woman told to four of her fellow passengers 
on board the Norge when that ill-fated steamer was 
passing Roekali in a fog on its home trip from New. 
York to Copenhagen: “It was late one afternoon, and 
we were in mid-Atlantie. I had noticed that the 
young woman had been looking sad foi- some days, 
and at last I asked her why? At the time I spoke to ■ 
her the vessel was supposed to be close on Rockall1 J 
and was expected to pass it that night. A dense fog 1 
set in, and this seemed to make the young woman 
more sad than ever.

“After some hesitation she told me that she had on 
three successive nights a terrible dream, and it had 
oppressed her spirits greatly. She dreamed that the 
Norge had run ashore on Roekali and that many lives 
had been lost. I tried to cheer her up by pretending 
that we had by that time passed Rockall. But it was 
no use; she only shook her head and insisted that, 
some terrible disaster was coming. I then spoke toj 
the captain about it, and asked him how many corpses' 
he thought would be lying on Roehall that night.. 
He said he could not tell, and I then asked him if' 
Rockall was a dangerous place. He replied that it 
could not be expected that Rockall would be as safe 
as a place in a smooth river, and he added that he 
thought the young woman would soon get over her 
fears, and when they reached Christiania they would 
all have punch together; but, as all the world knows, ' 
the Norge was piled up on Rockall on its next voyage 
exactly as in the young woman’s dream.”

Blackwood’s guarantees the truth of the following 
story, told to Lady Clerk of J’enienick by her father, 
Dacre of Kirklington: Young Dacre, in order to at
tend classes in Edinburg, lived with his uncle, Major 
Griffiths. One night he got his uncle’s and aunt’s 
consent to join a fishing party which was to set sail 
the next morning from Leith. But that night Mrs. 
Griffiths sereajned out in her sleep, “The boat is sink
ing! Save them !’’ Themajor awakenedher and asked: 
“Were you uneasy about the fishing party?” “O, 
no,” she replied, “I had not once thought of them.” 
She then fell asleep again.

In another hour she cried out in a dreadful fright, 
“I see the boat going down !” Again the major woke 
her, when she said: “It has been owing to the other 
dream I had, for I feel no uneasiness about it.” - 
After some conversation they both fell sound asleep,’ 
but no rest could be obtained for her. In extmffiT 
anguish she exclaimed : “They are gone! The boat is 
sunk!” When the major once more awakened her 
she said : “Now I cannot rest; Mr. Dacre must not go, 
for I feel that, did he go, I would be miserable till his 
return; the thoughts of it would almost kill me.” In
deed, upon the strength of this dream'-Mrs. Griffiths 
induced her nephew to send a note of apology to his 
friends, who went without him, were caught in a sud
den storm and drowned.

Of course, the best known and attested of all these 
historical dream visions is that of the assassination of 
the prime minister, Spcnccr Percival, by Jolin Bell
ingham in the lobby of the house, as seen in sleep by, 
John Williams of Redruth. In his dream Williams, 
being in the lobby of the house of commons, saw a 
man enter dressed in a blue coat and white waistcoat. 
Then he saw a man dressed in a brown eoat with yel
low basket buttons draw a pistol from under his eoat 
and discharge it at the former, who instantly fell, the 
blood issuing from a wound a little below the left । 
breast.

Hereupon he awoke and told his wife of his dream, 
of which she made light. Even when he dreamed it 
a second time she observed that he had been so much' 
agitated by his former dream that she supposed it had i 
dwelt on his mind, and begged him to try to compose' 
himself and go to sleep, uhieh he did. A third time 
the vision was repeated, on which, notwithstanding 
her entreaties that he would be quiet and endeavor to 
forget it, he arose, it being then between 1 and 2 
o’clock, and dressed himself.

At breakfast the dreams were the sole subject of 
conversation, and in the iorehoon Mr. Williams went 
to Falmouth where he related the particulars of them 
to al! his acquaintances whom he met. Six weeks 
later Williams—who had never, except in these 
dreams, seen either Spencer Percival or his assassin— 
went to London and to the house of commons and 
pointed out the exact spot where Bellingham stood 
when he fired, and that which the prime minister had 
reached when he was struck by the ball, and how he 
fell. The dress both of Mr. Percival and Bellingham 
agreed even to the most minute particulars with the 
description given by Williams.

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.
,*l).s- QgggSM < • wTlx.- Jr

It is important when St meeting It 
suspended, that notice be given no 
that Inquirers may not lie mislead. Wo ' 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls lit tho present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society op 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland'avenue aud W. 13th street.

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:80 p. m, 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium. 

■ The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening' services, 7.45 
o'clock, at 319 E. 55th Street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corrm 
sppndlng secretary, 560 East 55th street 
Entrance to hall. 319 E. 55th street

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p.' m., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o’cldck. Mrs. M. A. Buriand. 
pastor.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183-East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs, Hilbert, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices every Sunday evening at 8 o’clock, 
and Wednesday afternoons at 2 o’clock, 
at Kornberg's hall, 31st and Lock 
streets. Conducted by Mr. and Mrs 
Howes.

The Englewood Spiritual Union holds 
meetings at Hopkins’ Hall;' 528 West 
■Sixty-third street, every’Sunday even-. 
Jng a.t 8 o’clock, Conference in the af-i, 
terDdon at 8. The Ladlea*''; Auxiliary.< 
meets every Thursday“ afternoon at 
some number. j

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit.No. 18, holds cervices ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandta 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; aud every 
Thursday evening at their new hall, 
northwest corner Sedgwick and Blade 
hawk streets. Mr. Frank Joseph, me
dium.

The Church of the Psychic Forces'! 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, cornea. 
Champlain, avenue and 43d street, every- 
Sunday. Conference at 8 p. m. Led 
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 36L 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrsi 
Isa Cleveland. '

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr/ 
helt, meeting every Sunday evening at. 
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall, 501 W.i 
North avenue. . Lecture and testa bye 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Vlllroak/

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds! 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:80 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North'i 
Paulina street Mra. J. DeLong, pastors

-Church of the Spirit Communion^ 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave- 
nue. Conference and messages at 3 nl 
m.;;^lebtur§ at 8'$ ,m' V Messages byEffip 
F. Coates add others. Good: music.

Church of the Soul Communion holds' 
meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 p. m., and Sundays at 3 and 8 p. m„ at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes-. 
'sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds its meetings every Sunday at 
2:30 and 7:45. Sunday school at 1:30. 
Star Lodge Hail, 378 S. Western ave- 
nue.- All welcome.

Spiritual Science Society'meets every 
Sunday from 2.to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission' to after
noon meetings, free; evening servibe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel- 
-mont avenue. Services held' every Sun
day. and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at-every ser
vice.

Occult Scientists. St. Peter’s Church, 
No. 3665 Indiana aventie, corner 37th 
afreet. 7 30.. j?. m,-. :Lect-ures...“proof

IMPORTANT

C. WALTER LYNN,
THE

: Eminent Healer;
. . and „

¡Gifted Psychic.:
■ ■ ■ • • • . • ♦ • ♦ • 
Health Restored by 
Common Sense Methods.

ready dlteucd and weakened membranes. 
We Will Coiuuletely and PeruaneDtly Cure 
kuu, We wlH to the very foundation of 
your trouble, will remove the cautos, - 
»treiistbeu und tone up the affected idobi- 
branoi. perfect the direction, reeulato find 
strengthen, the bowels, and mate you as 
strong and hearty as you ever were, we could 
give you tcstinionhla by the thousand of 
those we have cured of stomach troubles hi all 
forms and stages, but they would Dot UH to 
you what the treatment will do for YOV, The 
only absolute proof 1« In the treatment itself.

and knowing tho Wonderful 
Curse we have made for oth
ers, and bollcrlng that wo 
have a treatment that will 
Positively Cm*« buy ease, no 
matter how eoinpilcated or 
long standing, or how many
have failed in the ]>a»t, that 

. ■ wo will send fi two w?ck»'
treatment to any one do»Irinr to U|t it. Many are cured by this 
teet treatment alone. Why not make a trial of it younelf and 
.earn what it will do for you.' IT IS FREE. Addrci»*Dx. 
Peebles Initltuto of Health, jq Main St., Hattie Crook, Mlcb.

MAN’S DIVINE ESTATE.

A Prophecy of the Age of Alchemy.

Biologists and physiologists have 
searched long and patiently for a solu
tion of the mystery of 'the differentia
tion of material forms. ,

No ordinary test can detect any dif
ference in the ovum of fish, reptile, an
imal, bird or man. The same mineral 
salts, the same kind of oil, albumen, 
flbrine or sugar of carbon is found, not 
only in the egg or germ of all forms of, 
life, but in the substance or tissue bf . 
the bodies of all the varied expressions- ■ 
of materiality.

The answer to this “Riddle , of the 
¡Sphinx” is found where Bio, or life; 
Chemistry merges Into Alchemy, over 
the door of which is written “It Is fin
ished”—"Let there be light.”

Professor Loetr says, “The ultimate 
source of living matter is chemical." 
To the Biochemist the above is a tru
ism. There is no such thing as inert, 
or dead, matter. All is life.

The base of all manifestation is min
eral. . Out of the dust, asnes or miner
als of the earth physical man is made.

The twelve mineral salts are the ba
sis of every visible form, animal or veg
etable. No two different forms have 
exactly the same combination of the 
minerals, but all have the same miner
als. . These minerals, inorganic salts, 
are the twelve gates'of prpeipus stones 
described by John.in fols vision. When 

■ the divine Word speaks the mineral at
oms, or molecules of its body into a cer
tain formula or combination, a germ or 
egg which is the basis or nuclei of the 
form to be manifested materializes. 
This little plexus of intelligent^toms 
then commence.to attract, tp their cen
ter hy the' law- ■ of • chemical affinity, 
which Is only wother way of "saying. 
God in fiction, dther atoms known'as 
oxygen, hydrogen,, nitrogen, etc., and 
thus condenses br materializes them, 
untiljthe building is completed accord
ing to the plan of the Architect, or De
signer. Thus the Word, operating 
through chemistry, is the Alpha and 
Omega.

There would be no eagle, fish, horse 
or man without the word, Divine Wis
dom, and there would certainly be no 
word if there was no substance to obey 
the word, and likewise there would be 
no substance if there was no law of 
chemical affinity, or action and reac
tion, whereby the operation of material
ization and dematerialization may be 
carried on.

It will be demonstrated in the near 
future that so-called nitrogen is mineral 
in solution, or ultimate potency, which 
explains the reason why nitrogen en
riches the soil.

The Aatmospheric Product Company at" 
Niagara Falls, whose promoters expect 
to extract and condense nitrogen from 
the aerial elements by electrical pro
cess, are.the forerunners of machines 
that will-manufacture our food and 
clothing direct from air, and also pro
duce heat and cold as needed by differ
ent rates of vibration of the substance, 
body of God, everywhere present.

Neither light nor heat comes from 
the Sun, for they are not entities thpt 
come or go. They are effects or re
sults. The Sun Is surely a great dyna
mo or vibrating center of Divine En
ergy, which by its thought moves the 
atoms of our earth envelope and chem
ically causes light and heat In different 
degrees, according to Its good will and 
pleasure by vibration or motion.

By chemistry, the court of last re- 
' sort, will man come Into his divine es
tate. He will then place the “Poles of 
Being” and produce vegetable or animal 
.forms nt will.

Thus the prophecy of man’s dominion' 
will be fulfilled, for he will have at- 
tained knowledge that will enable him 
to manufacture a psychoplasm . (If, I 
may be permitted to coin a word) from 
which he can. bring forth all manner of 
vegetable or animal life. .
Let man stand upright and splendid,

Let woman look up from the sod—.
For the days of our bondage are ended 

And we are at one with God. ’’
DR. GEO. W.CAREY.

' -West Somerville, Mass.

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points." By J. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 
cents.' . ' .

"Mark Chester; or a MIU ana a. MUI- 
Ion. A Tale of. Southern California," 
By .Carlyle Peterailea./ A pure psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per-covers, 40 cent». .

■ '"Rie Majesty of Calmness, or Indi-, 
vldual Problems and Possibilities.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. Another valuable 
little, work, ~ Price 20 cents. 1 .

■ "Kcradlne. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot" In the form of 
an entertaining story, it contains lea- 
eons which every girl should know. 
Price, doth, 11.

-'-'The Kingship of Self-Control.” .By 
„Wm. George Jordan. , It treats of thp. 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tpfie 
duty, the supreme.charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents. . .... ........  , .

"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed." 

: "Romanism Exposed.". Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of Startling 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two tor

Owing to the fact that the courts have In ev* 
ery case decided apalnM Psychic Healers who 
advertise io euro the sick without drugs, where 
the case has been between the U S- government 
and a Healer (deciding that it is a clear case of 
intent to defrabd) to advertise to diagnose also, 
without leading symptoms being given. There-, 
fore 1 have decided, as a physician In good- 
standing, tj2JiotTadvertise my gift of Psychic 
Healing, but will diagnose disease and no task- 
a fee for so doing. I will therefore 'hereafter 
diagnose disease / ■ ' <

Free of Gliarge, 
to all who will pend their name, age, sex. and 
give leading symptoms.’.

Cancers Cured or No Pay.
We Have the Best Method.

For the Cure of Mental 
and Physfcal Allmenta, 

■ • OBSESS]^ CURED • • 
.■ r«r Fr£. Dluguoita of Dittale, send five 
two^ent stampa, age, name, sex« and own band- 
writing.

Readings and Business Advice, $1, 
•nd Two Stamps.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
<*THE WESTLAND,”

(Next to Symphony Hall.)
. Boston, Mass,

Address 784 Eighth St., Oakland, Cat.

FOR RENT.
' Furnished room at 222 Irving Ave., near Van 
Bufen Street Care. Spiritualist family.

" Q. N. KINKEAD, ~
Trumpet, Psychic Readings daily. 2V47 Indiana 
avenue, Chicago.

MRS. DR. DIXON.
Mail dime & Birth-date. Will answer 8 questions. 
PrlvRte readings daily. Free ticket to party with 
every reading. 44 E, 81st St., Chicago. x

WANTED,
Z single man who can be relied upon to do work 
on a small farm, and have a erood home in a Spir- 
Itualifet family of'two. Peter Goodspeed; west 
Puwlei, Vl

Astrologist and Clairvoyant.
Send sex, date of birth (hour If possible), with 

25 cts., and two cents for return postage, for par
tial reading. THEHE6E DUAN^, box 87. Berke« 
ley, Cal. Get your children's Horoscopes.
---------------_____________ • ..r^______________________ _

GREAT ¡OCCULT SECRET.
Send addressed envelope, withJ-cent atumpaf- 

fled, to VV.- F. Whitehead, 328 warren avenue. 
Chicago, fpr a free copy of bls full solution of a 
wOndertulMagrlc.Word Square, which has hereto
fore ¡defiedianalysis, and eupc.qal^ iv great occult 
wreuip'•’

WANTED.
Workers ambng Spiritualists, to handle ••The; 

Gentleman from Everywhere.” a fast selling, sci
entific and missionary work,-heartily recom
mended by leading Spiritualists, Liberal corn; 
miaslon. W. H. Waunkil M. D., Agt, Crothers- 
vlile, Ind.-

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Clairvoyant readings by mall. Also laws of me- 

dlumisticdevelopment aud'spirit, orineniai. or 
magnetic healing, taught. Send lockof hair, date 
of birth and X)no_Dollar. Obsession cured. SID. 
Street. N. E. Washington, D. O. -

DON’T READ THIS.
If Bick write to me. and Twill give you n free 

examination. I want no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes suc
cessfully treated. Send name. age. sex. complex
ion, weight aud 10 cts. in stamps or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

positive tests,” etc. Mrs. W. Brock
way, psychic. No fee charged at the' 
door. All are welcome. ■
/•' •The Spiritualistic Church .of the Stu- 
dénts of Nature will hold Sunday even
ing services- at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu- 
macher, pastor. .

The' Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, HalL "C," every Sunday after
noon and évèning, the Hon!-Robert (Ml- 
ray pastor! Goo>d mediums to give 
messages. Conference at 3 p. m. Reg; 
ular service at 8 p. m.
' Spiritualist meetings,Van Buren Hall, 
Madison street and California avenue.- 
Inspirational ..lecture and extempo-in-. 
spirational song by Mr. Cooper Walker; 
from- subjects selected by ihe audience; 
inspirational poems;: tests'by/Mrs. Nel
lie.Kusserow and othbr/prominent m&. 
diums. Mr. Walker Will give away at 
each Dieeting an original Am “painting 
di>ne: by 'himself in;- colors'; fréni a sub
ject selected ' by' some member of. the 
audience. Good singing. ' ¿Everybody 
invited. ' Meetings every Sunday: at- 
2:30 and,8 p; m. ;

• Church of the Spirit, : Schiller - Bulldui 
Ing, 109 East Randolph., street, third!.’ 
floor. . Services every Sunday at,H\aJ 
m.,-2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Tests, spiriti 
messages and mental telepathy- nndem 
blindfold conditions through William I 
.Fitch Ruffle, psychic, assisted by:¡MrsJ 
kiarie7 Jacobsen, Danish palmiAt ! and' 
psychic.- ■
“Lake./View Spiritual, Union .Isolds) 

Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., J 
at Wells Hall, No. 1(^9 North Clarkl 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by i 
Dr. hfid Mrs,‘Carl, A. WicklahdJ All 

.cordially invited. ìtesldencè-616 Wells'.
fjtr€6t« ■ • > • "■ - ■ j

Church of the Soul,,Mrs.'Cora L. V..J 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday i 
In room 309 Masonic Temple. .Service; 
11 à. m. Sunday-school IO. a. m. Su
perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S. 
J. Ashton. Pastor’s address, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park. Day at 
home. Friday. :

Band of Harmony,, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul,-meets the first and 
third’ Thursdays of each month, at 
room 512 Masonic Temple; from 3:30 to 
10 p, m. Coffee and lunch at 6 o’clock.

15 esstta. ■ •-
••Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 

InconeistenpluB'and Blasphemies; a Re- 
view Of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frahk' 
DeWitt. Talmage’s4 oft-repeated attacks' 
upon Spiritualise," -
PriesIQpSOta. k - ' • -

"Wedding Chimes.” By belpha Pesri 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful ana'appro
priate wedding souvenir.' Contains mar
riage-ceremony,* marriage' certificate^, 
etc.; With; choice matter' In poe'fry' aisft 
prose. Specially designed Tbr the usa

the Spiritualist and XlberaJ tdinlst^«

K Warren St, Stoneham. Mass.

Annie Lord Chaniberlaln’s Card.
Deir friends, you can greatly help me care for 

my blind Bister, Jennie L. Webb, one ot the earL 
«lest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend, send It to me with 11, and I will 
try and get reply by independenuwritlog or whis
per*, Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU* 
lord Masa.

ELTON E. HEDRICK, 
ASTBOLOGKK.—Vocation. ImstnesR specula
tion. matrimony, changes, travel, all affairs of 
life. Fee 52.00 Send data of birth 'as near the 
hour as possible. Address, 2521 Heading Hoad 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 776

TRUMPETS
Present your spirit friends with one ot the 

light, vibrating, infallible fibre triiiiii>ets: guaran
teed better than mouth insulated top and bottom. 
COnltshell colored enamel. Sent to any part of 
the country on receipt of price', »1.50, Booklet of 
inslructtons for all kinds of development, for 12 
cents In sUunps, will be mailed. Manufactured by 
JAS. BBIVTOX, 4BS Barr St., Toledo, O.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is ono ot the oldest and most successful physi
cians tn ifractlce. Ho treats nearly all diseases 
With wonderful success. Write blm. Riving your 
full name, age, Bex and leading symptoms, and he 
will give you a diaRnosls ot your case. He treats 
nervous exhaustion of men with Rood success

Address, J, S. LOU CMS, 31. II..
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. M iaa.

fl L/nnrlipflif Bestorcs Lost Vision.' 
n WUlluUl I UI Write lor illustrated Circular 
Anpohjinip showing styles and prices and 
(JUuULGului photo ot Spirit Yanna, who de- 

. velopod this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle ns perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mail, as tf;you were In my office. Thousands will 
testify. JU. F.POOLE.

a Evanston Ave.. Chicago. 111.
. Dear Mr. Poole:—ipur spectacles .are .perfect. 1 

can say perfection. 1 shall recommend them to 
my friends. Ever your friend. E, B. Robertsou, 
Los Angeles, Cal.

Fun and Philosophy (In Verse).
By Byron D. Stillman. Isa neat little volume of 

quaint humor and spiritual philosophy, Inter- 
bleuded-wlth tender pictures of home and heart 
life. It is dedicated to his “devoted mother, 
Juliet H. Severance, M. D..” well known to the 
public as a pioneer worker In the ranks of prog
ress. Il contains many of the pieces bo highly 
appreciated by the societies where be has recited. 
Price. 50c. Address, BYRON D. STILLMAN, 5‘8 
Bast 00th bU, Chicago, Ill,

MYSELF
aS nevcSaUitS 

barmlesa Homo Cure. Address 
MBS. M. F. BALDWIN. Dox 1212 Chicago, Ill.

Byron Stillman is a devoted Spirit
ualist, and possessed a,brilliant mind in 
a body that unfortunately has many in
firmities. He has been deprived of 
hearing, is totally deaf, and is now 
scarcely able to walk. Those who buy 
his book will not be disappointed In its 
merits, and at the same time will be 
helping the author—Editor.

FRANK N. FOSTER,
. The Noted Psychic for

Spirit niotoorauhu
Bend name and address for circular. .Sittings by 

nalL 91 Fitzhugh 8U. Grand Rapids.. Mich.

Institute of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methode of cure.
“Fast becoming of wopld-wlde tame?’—H.Tuttlo 

Lights Color; Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Bath*.
Its beautiful Diploma conféra tille. “1). M? 

Doctor of Magnellcsrcanbe gained at College or 
at one’q home. Books and instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to -•
' JE. 1>; babbitt. M. Geneva, N. Y.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

< This Jr h picture of the only 
Dr. Spinney in,this state, * ■ANDREW B. SPINNEY. M. D, 
who has had forty-eight years- 
experience In the study; a nd 
practice of medicine, two years 
ProLin medical college, ten 
years In sanitarium work, and 
is a natural clairvoyant. Ho 
noverfalls In diagnosis, He has 
given especial attention jo eye, 
ear. throat and lung troubles, * 
also all forms of nervousdlseases 
of both sexes. '

Never fails to euro piles. If 
. would like an opinion

of your case FREE, write just how youJeel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your hand five 
mluUtes, Enclose stamp for reply. - ' .

„ Address, ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D.
■ Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City. Mio> ■

< AFTER HER DEATH:
Tbs Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wi ‘,h pure and "beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and holptul to all who 
love and seek the higher and finer:ways of 
spiritual experience.’ Price. 11.00.

TflE WORLD BEflUTlFUL. >
Series one, two and threo. By Lilian 5V%ltlng< 

. Three choice volume^, each coni’ Icte ln Itself, 
In spirituality is i-elatM to everyday life

fcrfuch a -way as to make the ■world: beautiful.
। Price, 01.00 each. - . ,

BiMliism ati Its Christian Critics
BY DR. PAUL CARUS. :

• Contents: Th© Origin of Buddhism;• 
The Philosophy of Buddhism; The Psy
chological Problem; The Basic Con- 
cejts- of Buddhism; Buddhism and 
Christianity; Christian- Critics of Bud
dhism.’ “811 pages. Price ?L2g; •

"Every religious- man should study 
other’.religions in .order to understand . 

' his own- religion; and .he must . try. to*- 
trace,conscientiously and lovingly the 
^n^llarit|es. in the -various faiths In oi 
jlfir,to Acquire the key that will. unlock 
toMilrn tho law of the religious evolu-- 
tion of mankind.”—From tfyb, Author’s,

Development Guaranteed.
Do you sit in the dark? Do you close your eyes 

to see clairvoyantly? Do you belong to circles? 
Are you afraid of the trance? I will show you the 
better, aye, the best way to develop, and without 
losing your normal condition. Many years of psy
chical experiences, and as a psychic and teacher, 
for I have experienced all the phases and kinds 
ofniedlmnshlp, have qualified me for the good 
I am doing. Thousands of fluttering testimonials 
to tb&t effect. I take the students and psychics 
whoJalL If you are a' beginner, better start right 
and obtain results that are genuine. My system 
is without a paralleirund has had many bad imi
tations. Send at once, enclosing a stamped, ad
dressed envelope, for Prospectus of “The College 
of Divine Sciencesand Realization." Reduced tu
ition.

Too only ono or its kind in the world.
• CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth-bound, price, fl.SOfre- 
duced from 92.00). It teaches you how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with splr* 
Ite, read the crystal, see the future, prophesy are 
attain illumination, and be a Yogis. “All students 
will do well to study this excellent voJQmn.“—w. 
J. Colville. ,“lt is a revelation.”—Light “Best 
work on tho subject”—Mind,x “Marvelous—Ep . 
och-making,”—Llliim Whiting. ’
- ARIRIT WORLD, by Gaffield, cloth. 50 cents.

AURAS AND'COLORS—With exhaustive die 
Uonary. of color, meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents • :

PSYCnOMETl^Y’—Thefirstandonly boofcwhich 
leaches the science so that you canpractlcelt 
Price, 50 cents -

EASYLESSONflln Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
• Psyohometry. Price. 50 cents.

REALIZATION—How to enter the super-con- 
’ sclousness and bo a Yogis; / Price. 25 cents.

‘ DIVINATION-A Ms. Berles on howto divine
hidden things, find los| treasures, become a 
seer. Price. ir.OO. . •............... * -•

. CRYSTALS for cryriuil-gazlng, a nowlot. at <2.23
¡each, postage propaid. , ?

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVE9-A Ma.
series on thia faecluaUugBubJeoL Price, 11.00.

Address Money orders to
J. C.F. GRUMBINE, 

■ 1286 Commonwealth Ave., 
Boston, Maas. ,

■ A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting', ’
Author of. "Th* World Beautiful,“ “Kate Fluid,- 
“After Her Death," "From Dreamland Bent," etc,' 

, With portrait, limo.. Cloth, ufellt. Price »I.!?. The 
. writer of thia “Btudy of Elliabeth Barrett Brownlnu” 
'haa thrown the book Into fivechaptcra, wlth'aub tlllei 
'»•follow«: . . j .t •
ItVING WITH VISION'S.: "Summer Snow of Apple 

' Blonom«:" Muilo-Flowiot Plndart Friend« tn tba 
■.-fniecn. - ' ■ > 1

LOVES of. THB POETS. The • Prefigured Friend) 
Vita Nouva: “One Day, Mr Siren.'“ .

IN THAT NSW WORLD. Ph» and Pottr?; InCua 
' qnldl: Florentino Daya: Walter Savage Lender.
ABT AND ITALY. Indlvlduajitr of Character; Th» 
. ’ Cluiled Hand«: Kato Field'« Record«) Mr«.

, Browning'« Death. 7
tolBfl OF- FLORENCE. Pottle Bank: Spiritual 
.1 : Law») Matera Scleattfie Thought) The CwatMr
-. nMaafGealeo.
- Ste&eseMl&hSw*-. ’ ■

THOUGHT GEMS.

“The Saints! the bigots that in public spout, -> 
■ Spread phosphorus of zeal, on scraps of fustian

And go, like wandering Lucifers about, 
Mere living-bundles of combustion.
Thrice blessed rather is the man with whom 
The grttcious prodigality of Nature,
•The balm, the bliss, the beauty and the bloom • , :

'"'The bounteous Providence in every feature ...
■ - Recall the good Creator to his Creature !

■ Making-all earth a fane, all heaven its dome.”
: •< -- —Thomas Hood.

Tlie friendships of the world are oft confederacies __ 
in vice,-bl* leagues of pleasure.—Addison.

- The acknowledgment of weakness which we make 
in iftiploring to be relieved from hunger andlempta- » 
•tibn is surely wisely put in our .prayer.—Thackeray, 

- The natural rights of meri, civil and political, are 
liberty, equality,-security, property, social protection, 
and résistance to oppression? Liberty consists jn the 
right to'do'whatever is not contrary to the rights of 

: others;—Anon./ . ? - \
On the other hand, it is necessary that those-who 

consciously or linconseiously preach crude supersti
tions under tlie^uise of Christianity should under-- 
stand that all these dogmas, sacraments, and. ritet. ^ 
which'they support and preach are not only, as ” 
think, harmless, but are in the highest
Bious,’’—Leo.'1'oiM.llV.,

Wahrheit.No
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SOMETHING THE MATTER!

fl Gandid Consideration ; oí ltsi Relation to Spirito

de-

not

men and women who still believe to a lamentable ex-

E. U. WIESENDANGER.
Comanche, Texas.

disputable interpretation of all law in

are.semi-physical and semt-intellectual.

among the plain people possessed of

Washington, D. C. J. W. NIGH.

TO A LITTLE FLOWER.

-V

will unfold- to -us the grandeur of a new

cured, 
cured.

of 
of 
a

to 
as

The Remarkable Experience of a De
vout Rabbi With a Palestine Ass.

Tesla can melt the mountains and 
stroy distance.

"The men of this world would

first magnitude, a brilliant light that ir 
illuminatinglithe pathway of thousands 
of weary mortals who thereby are en
abled to take up their cross and bear it 
bravely and unfalteringly up the rugged

matter that Is constantly generating the 
elements of the'heavqns as described 
above, the coatsef: pidducing’-tiie finer 
and .the finer constantly producing the 

• coarser by mutual-, .exchange in con-

Methodists Methods Behind the Times, 
Says a Prominent Minister of 

the Gospel. I

MRS. M.' A. MERRILL. 
Kent, Ohio.

Some interesting Evidence on the Part 
of a Texan. ’

'So Attractive Tlini Men May Choose It 
as a Place of Residence.

fortuity ;to :the! Jews'Of nature; , hence «——o, . 
construction and:'destr(iction go side by slightly developed thinking faculties;

they do not regard all as science that"

This description of .the structure ot ; These divisions of human life are the 
the heaven is very Indefinite, for it only, laboratory; in-iNàturèTs imponderable 
describes the division of space between .................... . ■
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predation of your noble efforts tor our 
great cause by doing a little missionary 
work for the paper, so I went out and 
after a little effort succeeded in per
suading two of my “liberal” friends to 
join me for a year’s subscription.

B. WEEKS. 
Texarkana, Ark.

was elected ojie of the trustees this HE SENDS FOUR? YEARLY SUB- 
year, and in order to be In touch with’ SCRIBERS.
all progressive thinkers, I want to take 
your paper.’’

whom I may, to become readers of The 
Progressive Thinker, and hope others 
will follow suit. AUG. KLEINE, 

.West Point, Neb.

THE ONLY RAY OF PURE LIGHT.
Your paper is practically the only ray 

of pure l|ght that comes to this part ot 
our benighted land, and for this it is 
perhaps more highly appreciated than 
it is in sections where Spiritualism has 
an established footing. -I find it impos
sible for me to get along without it, and
when sometimes I fail to renew my ...___
subscription on time and in conse- WANTS TO BE IN TOUCH WITH ALL 
fluence miss a few numbers I am "ali PROGRESSIVE THINKERS, 
broke up”; everything gets wrong and H. K. Dietz writes from Iowa: "You 
stays wrong until the great and good will please find enclosed draft for one 
Progressive Thinker again becomes a dollar for my subscription to The Pro- 
visitor at my humble but happy home, gresslve Thinker for one year. I belong 
This time I concluded to show myap- to the Marshalltown camp association;’

IT IS A WELCOME MESSENGER.
Mrs. M. C. Dudley writes from Del

phos, Kans.: "Your paper is a welcome 
messenger to my heart and home, bring
ing a useful supply of good things every 
week, It is wonderful how much good 

i and truthful reading you send us for bo 
> little money. I don’t see how any one 
■ can get along without the good old Pro-. 
; gresslve Thinker, especially if a true

Spiritualist.”_____________

It 1b certainly a ptewure for me to 
express my sincere appreciriilon ot the 

, adanced ideas on. Sniri'-uaifsm under dadpo uir had suchdlBciiBBion in the coj&pms At The Pro- NO OTHER PAPER HAS HAD SUCH 
gresslve Thinker, and alsd-the liberal SUCCESS.
tendency shown throlikhout'to the varl- I am both proud find glad to see 1 ne 
ous opinions of those wfio, in searching Progressive Thinker forging its wpy 
for the truth themselves, are ever will- ahead. The great unseen Infinite Force, 
ing to assist others; an J as an earnest with its expressive ; wisdom, is behind 
of my sincere desire to aid’ in acquiring it, beyond a doubt. No other modern 
and demonstrating a moje^tiiorough un- Spiritualistic paper has ever had such 

■ derstanding of the great tfutfi underly- phenomenal success. '
ing spiritual laws,: I shall consider it no GEO, W. WALROND.
less a duty thana pleasure.!» induce all Denver, Colo.

THE BEST SPIRITUALIST PAPER.
A. H. Hillis writes from Santa Bar

bara, Cal.: “Please find enclosed one 
dollar for one year's subscription to the
best Spiritualist paper published—The _. . -----
Progressive Thinker; It is a welcome~ steps of time, until the head-lands of 
visitor in oiir home. I want to know immortality rise up ibefore them, anil 
more about God's spirit world. I have purifies tbeir hearts and lifts them to 
loved ones living in that celestial an exalted plane of living. No. 771 is a 
world." sem in Itself; so many good things doaff

----- ,— it contain that I cannot enumerate
THINKS IT A STAR OF THE FIRST them. The article by Walter Devoe is 

----- ---- ------ . worth alone the urice of the paper. I 
cannot afford to lose one number.

■.“.. MAGNITUDE. ■ .-•
To the Editor;—I cannot begin-to ex

press to you in writing how highly I ap- 
' predate your paper. It is. a star of the

TELEPATHY. the New hell. 66 99 DO ANIMALS HAVE 80UL8.

’ To the Editor of the New York Sun: 
—This quotation from the London Jew
ish Chronicle may interest your tele
pathic readers:

The chief rabbi of the British empire, 
Dr. Herman Adler, some; years ago 
made a journey to the Holy Land, on 

.-.* which occasion an amusing incident 
«*- happened. Dr. Adler was once riding 

pn an ass in the desert, at evening tide, 
■ and began to read the “Mincha Prayer,” 

_ including the so-called “Amidah” 
(eighteen benedictions). When Dr. 
Adler had arrived at the conclusion, 
which the reciter generally utters while 
going three steps backward, he was 
rather perplexed, as he could not ob-. 
serve this Jewish, custom when sitting 
firmly fixed on the back of the ass. The 
latter, however,- as if moved by some 
religious inspiration, backed slowly 
and solemnly three steps, and then 
went on in Its usual sleepy way. to the 
great satisfaction of its astonished 
rider.

Dr. Josef Chotzner, who at the last 
meeting of the summer assembly of the 
Union of English Jewish Literary So
cieties, held at Ramsgate/ told this in
cident, is evidently no believer in tel
epathy) for "fie added the following rath
er comical comment: “It is difficult to 

- say whether the pious ass in question 
was or was not a remote descendant of 
Balaam’s ass mentioned in the Bible as 
having had a spirited conversation with 
its cruel master. But, if there were hn'y 
truth in the theory advanced by some 
modern theosophists that the souls of 
dead men entered sometimes the bodies 
of new-born animals, then the ass car
rying Dr. Adler might have been pos
sessed of the. soul of some departed. 
Jewish rabbi who in his lifetime had 

.• been very particular about going back
ward the customary three steps.”

New York. IS ADORE SINGER."

, “St John the Revelator say *a new 
heaven, and a ne’iV earth,’ but It was re
served for the prophets of the present 
day ' to deciare a new hell." Thus 
writes George T. Knight professor of 
Christian Theology in Tufts College, in 
the July number of the North American 
Review, Professor Knight goes on to 
describe the change which has taken 
place in the popular conception of hell 
within recent years—a change which 
he ascribes to the growth of-altruism or 
sympathy in human nature. To-day the 
pulpit is not so ready to consign human 
beings to a place of torment, nor are 
congregations now so often harrowed 
by the old lurid pictures of that place. 
While Calvin, Luther, and the great 
ones generally held that all children, of 
the heathen and so many of the chil
dren of Christians as were unbaptized 
were sent to endless punishment in hell, 
to-day "practically no one questions 
that all children are saved." This sin
gle change of doctrine, says Professor 
Knight, has reduced by one-half the 
number of those consigned, by men,, to 
perdition. He continues:

“The number of the lost is still being ' 
further reduced by both Roman" Catho
lics and Protestants. Certain of the 
former have pointed out that the doc
trine of ‘no salvation outside the 
church' has been overstated. To begin 
with, the church has made no such au
thoritative declaration as that salva
tion is limited to its own members. On 
the contrary, it has taught doctrines 
that seem,to imply the salvation of 
great multitudes of non-Catholics; ,. .

“As for, Protestants, there is still to 
be heard on occasion a thorough-going 
expression of the'old doctrine, but a 
more tommon opinion, even among con
servatives, is' reported in the words at
tributed to Dr? Patton of Princeton. '. He 
said (according to report) that the 
number of the finally lost.will probably 
be in about the proportion of those now 
confined in prison on earth. Dr. Briggs,

To the Editor of the Sun:—Professor 
Goldwin Smith doubts the existence of 
mental telepathy because he knows of 

/' no medium. Tlie medium is this:' The 
mind -impresses its'thoughts upon the' 

■'brain, the brain in turn records them 
upon the aura, tlie soul's subtle emana
tion which envelops the whole body to 
the dimensions of a cubic foot or more; 
the aura in turn registers the thoughts- 
upon the ether—so there.-are three rec
ords of every thought and -. act. The ■ 

"tohrain record isjihysical and finite, the 
aura record belongs to the soul and 
passes on with it when it shuffles off 
the body, and the ether record is as 
eternal as God himself.

The.ether is so sensitive that ii not 
only records ail that is taking place in 
the universe, but it reflects all that will 
take place, hence prophecy. Every 
thought and act of the individual is 
born of the close association of these 
three records of his previous thoughts 
and acts. When we try to recollect (an

1 event of yesterday, what happens? 
¡Why, the mind becomes concentrated 
and draws on ether, which reminds the 
aura, which opens the brain cells; and 
the process is thus ordered because the 
ether is infinitely more sensitive than 
the, aura or the brain. The sage, the 
genius or the prophet concentrates his 
mind with such potency that he causes 
the ether to reveal to him great secrets, 
over which he himself is.surprised. it’s 
..God’s way of inspiring him.

Telepathy, however, is the act of a 
keenly sensitive mind, frequently in a 
passive condition, drawing the records' 
of another mind from ether. It is an 
act that the Hindu yogis can volunta
rily perform; and in India mind-read
ing is an ordinary occurrence.

Prof. Smith says there is no place for 
the supernatural. No, for there is no" 

• such thing as the supernatural. Every- 
' . thing in the universe is natural, even 

the immaculate conception, the turning 
of water into wine on the spot, and in 
fact all the so-called miracles. They 
are as natural as sunshine or rain, but 
thby are on a plane .above the world’s 
present state of mind, faith and experi
ence; therefore they are as impossible 
to us as it is for Prof. Smith to read 
another person’s thoughts from the 
ether.

The great mistake that we make is 
the supposition that we know more-of 
the laws and the prophets than was 
known in the past. Our ignorance of, 
the past, the very far distant past, Ms 
the axe laid at the root of the tree of 
our. faith. With our long habit 'of 
thought toward'the earth/ we have so 
clouded the ether about us that so 
trifling a: rpystery. ps thought, transfer
ence is put-'jn 'the »category of the so. 
called supernatural. Perish the' word 
supernatural, and let us be houedt and 

’ speak of our ignorance. D. E.'- S.
New York? ; ■’ •

To the Editor of the Sun:—“Me, too,” 
would enter the ranks of believers in 

. telepathy and. “stand pat” with “J. H. 
N.” and “W. F. G.” My experiences 
have led to the conclusion that there IS 
home special attribute of the human be
ing which makes him capable, to a cer
tain extent, of exercising, a divine pow- 
Br—namely, of being present in more 
than one place at'the same time;- -,

Will some erudite contributor to your 
columns step forward—Goldwin Smith, 
for instance—and explain this phenome
non? The world is waiting.

EMILE PICKHARDT. '
Islington, Mass.

■ In a mdrrlage where' the parties are 
kill-mated, the virtue ot one pf them may 

maintain order and peace; but the want 
ofhapplness will be experienced sooner 
or later, and produce inconveniences 
more. or<- less harmful.—Madame Ro-

■ land. '. ■>.’. ■
Bad habits are as infectious1 by ex

ample as the plague itself is by contact. 
'—Fielding. < ■ - :, -< ..

• The friends we can never lose are the 
Ones we say we have lost in death.

1 Fish may bo all right as brain food 
if a man isn’t born a fool start with; ,

A man really looking onward to an 
immortal life,on whatever grounds, ex
hibits to us dlio. human soul in an on- 
copied attitude.—Whewell, ■?- . •

Having rea’d }vith much interest the instructive and.think: implies deliberation, not simple receptivity ito
amusing words of pr.-J. M. Peebles, printed in your diyiiie dr spiritual influx. ' ' . . . ’
issue dated September 24, I venture to make a few -3, By “transference of thought” (possibly an im- 
replies to some of the venerable pilgrim’s inquiries, perfect term) is signified communication of informa- 
With the thoroughly just statement that many excel- tioji without employing ordinary physical channels' 
lent bodies of liberal-minded people, including'Unita- iff • communication. My own belief is -that , we by 
rians, Universalists and others, as well as Spiritual- thinking-steadfastly in a given direction set waves of 
ists, teach the goodness vs. the depravity of human 
nature, we must all heartily agree, but the great 
drawback in very many instances is that no attempt

ether in vibi’ation and tha1; we also co-operate (often 
quite unknowingly) with unseen intelligences who 

______  ___ __ _____ ______ ______ ___ r. are in accord with our intents and purposes. -
seems to be made to apply these noble doctrines to the <4; To assume that thoughts produce anything 
actual betterment of present human conditions, ex- with6ut the thinker’s energy may be unwise, as 
cept morally. Now the New Thought advocate seeks thoughts have no existence apart from the energy 
to practically extend the beneficent influence of all which gave them birth; still it is-eoneeivable that the 
this wholesome doctrine to the building of bodily effects of our thoughts may be far greater than we 
health and business prosperity. Very great good realize, and that after we have set a current of force 
work is being accomplished ethieally^by many noble in motion the consequences of that motion may far ex- 

. _ .1__ 121 ’__11_._ 1. _ L.„_ ______ - ceed our knowledge.
-.5. The New Thought program is lamentably defl-tent that they,, niufit continue, physically sick and .

■financially almost destitute, and that any exertion cient if it does not undertake to prove the continuity 
either mental or physical must'be followed by pitiable of individual life beyond physical dissolution, and in 
fatigue. To at least nine out of every ten persons, so far as New Thought advocates omit this important 
even in liberal religious circles, the idea of health and element their program lacks much that it requires to 
freedom as expounded by professedly New Thought render it complete. It is but fair to admit that there 

1 ....................... ’ ' are people in the world just now whose interests seem
concentrated upon physical health and worldly pros
perity, and to these the question of life beyond the

•who is reckoned somewhat less con
servative, said that the number would 
be 'inconsiderable.'. And it. is by ex
tending “probation” to the future 
world, as Luther did, or by some sub- 
stitute'fdr the Roman Catholic doctrine 
of purgatory, -that provision is made 
and opportunity is given for doing so 
much more than the church on earth 
can do. , ... '

“In short, there seems to be, ainong 
people in general, four states of mind., 
with reference tq this subjeetz The old 
doctrine of endless punishment still ap
pears on some books; the doctrine of- 
the annihilation of the wicked has also, 
many advocates; a large ¡number. are 
quite non committal and do not. know 
which way to turn; and, finally, there 
are many expressions of .the larger 
hope. Among thoughtful Protestants* 
in Germany, France, Great Britain and 
Ameiica, it is not clear which- one of 
the four states of mind is most largely 
represented—though in America there 
is no doubt that endless punishment is 
commonly taught, or at least held. But 
,the number of those who are to be sub
jected to its discipline is no longer the 
■great majority of the race; It is rather 
‘the proportion of those now held in 
prison,' or even some smaller estimate."

Concerning the State or condition of 
tlie lost,-says Professor Knight,, the 
change has been quite as thorough as. 
concerning the number of them. In the 
strenuous days of the Reiormation, and 
among the leading Protestants, we. are 
told, my ray of compassion lighted pp 
tlie darkness of their thoughts of the 
Pit!" .

“To the question whether thelilessed. 
in heaven will not be saddened by .see
ing their nearest and dearest ones tor
tured in. heil. Luther answered: ‘Not 
the least in the world.’ Jonathan Ed-' 
wards.said: "The view of the misery of 
the damned'will.double the ardor of the 
love and gratitude of ..the saints in 
heaven.’ Andrew? Welwood thought: 
‘The sairits will be overjoyed in behold
ing the vengeance - of God.’ Samuel 
Hopkins expressed the opinion that the 
sight of hell would be 'the most enter
taining’ to all those who love God, and 
would give them the highest arid most

advocates is a startling revelation. —
If Dr, Peebles, or aqy other capable exponent of 

honest and elevating spiritual philosophy, can prove 4 . - - - - . .-
that therels nothing essentially new in the doctrine of grave does not appeal as forcibly as it appeals to 
‘‘New Thóiight/-he can jyith,equal clearness show ethers.
that there is nothing any newer in- jlie teachingS-of’ i? 6. "zJf JDr. Peebles or any other gifted writer will 
the simple Spiritualism which he so énthusiastieaíly''&nidly^^.'stfggest to.the NéYi Thought federation a good 
defends, seeing that bp his oWn showing, the teachingssub^titutb phrase for “Thoughts áre things,” I "will 
and mighty works of the great spiritual heroes of án-! Very " gladly in my speech ^before the convention in 
cient days were quite as nóble,and fully as wondet-ful; St; Louis move its adoption., ,
as any that have been proclaimed or demonstrated' hfpw as to (he, good doctor’s lack of hair, if he really 
since 1848.' / car0ri,rvery muchaboúthis. benevolent and venerable

Dr. Peebles, in his 84th year, i6 hal/and vigorous.-.baldpess (Which l-grea’tjy'dinibt),! quite belieye that 
Dr. Martineau lived to within a few days of 95 andj by siiggestive: .treatment -hi^Saii;''Caji: jje’ thickened; 
was mentally active to the very close of his useful ed? but^hat is a.yery’ the New
ucational career.;"" These are brilliant examples, one' Thopght movement, beeáíüs^'Whéñ,a man is hale and 
within the Spiritualistic, the other within the" Unita- heáí^y,.though1 over 83 yeársu£,’áge,.a" .littlp hair more 
"rían fold, but take the average''Spiritualist or Unita- or less is insignificant. Áll thátiis new is not necessa
rian, whichever you may choose to sample, and you j’ijytrue and all that is true is.certainly not neW in 
wilL.not find, any very marked degree of health dis'- thejbroádést Reasoning of'tfiose words, but good Dr. 
'played’ By“ eithefr over ;the average measure demon*- fl^lflcsTmay-rest-assured that all New bought advo-

ineffable pleasure. The giferit'Dr."Bel-: 
Ipmy capped the climax by an elaborate : 
calculation, based on science'tand phil-’ 
osôphy, in which he estimateù';that tlie)- 
happiness of the blessed - in: heaven1' 
would be' increased 9,900,000,000'timea 
oi^ account ' of‘ the . misery .oii tSfi' 
damned.” I ' * -

seated by orthodox Christians on the one side and cates áre interested in preventing and vanquishing 
Materialists on the other. It is, I declare, to very those conditions which induce “obsession,” while 
many Spiritualists and religious liberals, as well-as to many Spiritualists, alas seem powerless to rid them- 
others, a very novel theory that our mental states selycs of dark influences or they would not write such 
rule our bodies and influence pur circumstances pitêbus letters to the newspapers. . Speaking formy- 
though’whenevcr they aré cornered in discussion, thj> self- alone. I can triitbïully déclare that for the past 
average representative of any intelligent community-lfw'ênty-five years and ó'Ver ■I 'naye.never once been 
admits that mind has a great influence over body, and jfiisled by following a diïéétién epiiveÿed to me by 
no one knows 'exactly how great that influence may 'iny spiritual directors,, and-these faithful guides who 
■be? Á viéry safe statement and a vèry true one, "but iiéÿer d,esert me.most positively declare that by con- 
mérely to believe iVtrue' does not apparently deliver stântly dwelling in thought upon high and'holy 
the majority of such believers from the thraldom! óf ,iriflueñees those who are .now “demon obsessed” can 
either sickness or poverty." -. ■ -, ■ "b^.reil'e'ved from thfeir sufferings, but they must live
.Dr. Peebles makes fun of Prentice Mulford’s widely ;l^gieflieally in order to protect themselves against 

quoted saying, “ Thoughts are things, ’ ’ but we câh, iihjjléâsant,, consequences; • Hypocrisy and deception 
advocate aH'.tha^ is fundamental in .J¡Tew'- Thought iievé.í justifiable, /bitt no" one can fairly be styled 
teaching without once; using that possibly inaccurate, ^po.critieal-.orjdeçéitful who boldly proclaims what 
phrase’. We can well content ourselves ■with-Affirm^'-háiOT she-conçéiveg to be true. • -
ing that our "mental states become ultimated in physiVí'í.íi.r. Peebles , dèsérves our gratitude for honorably 
c^lly corresponding conditions, and we may.further.^lícíicátiSgthe rights of Unitarians, "Universalists and__ 
rest assured that our connection with the.' spiritual ^thérs.whpJvëré: hr the field.before.., either Modern 
universe is regulated moré largely by. far 'than Wé ’'jSpiríiüalists. or Mental Scientists; is it not then unfair 
usually admit by the quality of our thoughts ps ivelí'íó^iuiití for an exclusive Spiritualism much of the 
as by the bent of our affections. ; y^be^ai.thought which Spiritualists have appropriated

Dn Peebles* asks à,fewi.. definite questions in your jhvt?w4ic^ they have not originated ?
valüàble papér, to Which I wish to append,brief an- i^’Are thërè not.then two women, in place of. one wp- 
stveYs. , ■' jfiaflnl' wearing old hats decorated to look like new,

. 1; -.Without attempting t.b speaVauthoritatively I tfmd: if- one of thèse¡ladies is reproved for her head-, 
define*“thought” as contemplation, meditation, con-^ëar,'the other-should be reprimanded also.
centration of attention upon an - idea ojf objëçti>b' -T am reading “Spirit' Obsessions,’’ which1, the au- 
Thinking is a process which '.indices ' the'vjÉratiqn 'oíi’ thpr very kindly sent nie, together with a truly friend- 
substanee,-therefore.the vibratory effects of thoughtlly: letter Which Tgreatly, value. Without boasting I 
may be regarded as primarily .psychical and seeopdá¿íciÉin. conscientiously- say I only want’the truth, and 

' rily physical, . ■ - . . * ' S" '?I do not find bottled up mid,labeled, but diffused
2. Intuitive ideas enter the .mind, usuallyunbid-£ih all systems, but .not unmixed with^error in any 

i den ;’ thought is a deliberative-~ process. We,v.cahSway. ; Therefore I remain a free" and also a progress-, 
ifliihk" about what we have receiyedjntuitively, but fpV'ive^ thinker; COLVILLE.

' The Structuré of thé,Heavens. ' " atfnosphere siftifigi.'.dut ' the primal " SCIENCE SEES ND.SOUL.- .
.V 'lt 'i.q rivpn to flnito ereatiires to1 sasG3; the gases siftins'out tlle mag- -to ,; , —

oamnen. ; . . .... ... - "fâow’”the strùctriretof thé earth, butNo.Proof Not Exist..t But-ïîow,-ProféBsor-Knig^t-stàlWjthe:-Wùiem;the-Btructure.of thé'héavens‘i8;^^(S5«.-^AL-^^*Si-/“^;'-'-"" '
“very réyiilsion r? -feeling" from" suck?ri:"riéaled book^ to - 
opinions hàkbeeome itséifjajnilipg ele-, whatjs ancèpted hs ..Revelation invohm- t
ment ill theology. As ah' instance, he 
quote's several' representative 'i'Jheolp-' 
glans. Dr; Farrar, referring? to . the ' 
preaching, of the.Reformation  jieriipir on 
the subject of fiell, said: “These'wan
ton exercises of the imagination assume 
the aspect of deadly blasphemy, against
him whose name is Love. • We cam 
scarcely -refrain .from the question 
which one has asked: -What crimes of 
men can merlt the endless tortures here 
set forth, except the crime of-conceiv
ing such tortures,-tind ascribing -the 
malice of their influence to an all-wise 
and holy God?”’ Dr. Briggs has said.” 
"The preachers preach the damnation 
of the heathen; and the hearers hear 
autraccept. But they do not believe it 
in their hearts. If they did, they Would 
be more worthy of damnation than the 
heathen themselves—unless they should 
at-once give their whole lives and their' 
property to , the missionary cause.” 
Adds Professor Knight:

"LongagoJohn Wesley had said, 
'Calvin’s God is my devil ! ’. and jiow 
there are many who say the same of 
Wesley’s God. And these new opin
ions are expressed, not merely by Uni
versalists and Unitarians, but by mem
bers of orthodox , or conservative 
churches—who alone are here quoted.”

Professor Knight thinks that there Is 
danger that this tendency will go too 
far. “The-new hell,” he says; “is often 
made go pleasant that it is liable to bo 
chosen hy .bad men as a place of resi
dence.”—Truth Seeker., ;

Yon gray lines that fret the clouds 
are messengers of day.—Shaltspearo. ,

*. i.'1-.-'-.1 . “ . • ■ , m ' ' lestpu JUviwo systems—conscious,ana .- K °eftfcliirig science frills to find a
JJP uriconsciouri, or voluntary.and- irivolun-’ A proof Palpable anduositiye

JGen. I;6,-7r8) -6; we find,the following:, - • ? :7? . - thqt ;th,e.fact does not exist? Does scl-.
"‘.'And Grid said?'.‘Let there be a firmri- •/ rivi'pl' A»Rnrinirri*i nt tiid'afrurt- encs Attain the most sublime heights, 
'inent iri’tlie midst of' the waters,, and ur| 0^thTheavlns Is taus^ most profomid depths, and eri-
Irit it divide tae.wato Yronr the ; wai Zi?® taSlife.wEls ^ùstingly, exploré all .that, vast „.ex-
ters? And God-made the -/firmament1 ¡maEre Of;the Thffjuta life - -V- ■ .Panse;between? Is, science infallible,’
arid divided ;the waters which.were liri- Huniari'Life tiaa its'Iour prime divis- that'ltà pronunciamènto must be taken 
der the-firmament frbm-- the .^waters _ioilg ■ ■ àfid-• two ■" sèml-ï>rlmé 'dlvisioris without question as the correct and in- 
whlch were.above the firmament..' And (j. e),--physical, spiritual, intellectual" ><.- -
It was so. And,,God called the firma-.^]^ SOy], apd the semi-prime divisions 
rnent heaven. - ’ - - - - — ...... .

the' dense solid water of the earth and 
the- ethereallzed water, in vapor that 
floats upon the surface or bosom of the 
earth’s atmosphere, which, is the “flrm- 
amenf’-God made. , , ._■■■■

This space is only the first heaven.-
-At the outer verge of this space,, 

which bounds the first'heaven the sec
ond neaven begins, being composed of 
the primal gases, oxygen, hydrogen, 
nitrogen and carbon.. :

Beyond the outer verge of this sec
ond division composed ot-the gases, be
gins the thirdTfcaven, composed ot mag- 
iietismj'aud beyond the outer verge ot 
these magnetisms begins the electric 
which fills the Immensity of space, and 
is the world Of light.

Now this description of the structure 
of .the heavens-, is not. a- chimera, or 
my th,, for the, reason that.it answers to 
the structure of the : earth and its pro
ducts, which- is'.the Crucible in nature 
that is unceasingly generating. • these

its relation to phenomena?
Has not the term science-become the 

synonym for so much, that is incompat
ible widi sound sense, that it. is little 
wonder the laity are led to look upon its 
dogmatic declarations in a spirit of rid
icule? The professors,-like, the priests 
and preachers; do not seem to-recognize 
Uie fact that there are a few folks

side in pfoducliigrihe great phenomena.
Nature beibgjnfliiite her destructive

principle does noT 'annihilate matter, 
either ponderablosor imponderable! it 
only changes its form and - still pre
serves its identity, so that all varieties 
come’ forth each after their own kind.

Were it not for this, there would be 
no birchs-in the anjmal world,-,nor repro
ductions ’-in tlie Vegetable world, nor 
new planets formed - in the mineral

masquerades under the. dignified cogno
men, which has become so comprehen
sive as to .embrace everything from tad
poles to theosophy, all applied princi
ples in mechanics < and mathematics, 
the guesses of metaphysics, all manner 
ot speculative thought philosophical 
theoretical and nonsensical; even relig
ious vagaries are now' dubbed science, 
and we may yet expect a monument in

woriii; hencocon^truction and destruc1 -Washington to the memory of the great 
lion are the-handmaids of nature in,Mormon science founder, The cells be- 
producing the sublime grandeur of her come disarranged, and there immediate- 
wondrous phenomena,- which in -time ly'emanates from some cracked crani- 
;,1R™ -¿v um a new scienop, or a new theory to fit
heaven-arid a'iipvy earth for, “Behold I the facts to substantiate an old,obsolete 

_ _ _ make all tilings'! new fpr my regard is' idea.'.. : .. , . - , '-
imponderable elements, .all of which- in ..wlth me. to-glye to every man according It is not presumed you will dare con- 
relativc combination are; held in; the as his-Work' 'Shall ; bo.”’ (Rew 21:5; aider the possibility of conceit, or dis- 
firmament (earth’s atmosphprp), the 22J.2), ‘ -MpRTON HARTWELL, turb the standard of scientific egotism

If human beings wouldn’t bp quite so 
selfish I believe they then would easily 
see that aniinals have souls. Soul is 
the Inner center of life and intelligence. 
Without it there would not bo impulse, 
feeling, reason; coinprehension or love. 
We know that most animals possess 
many of these faculties, 

;' Sometime when prejudice and self
ishness on oiir side have been cast 
aside, then we will see and understand 
that animals also have intelligent souls 
(intelligent according to development 
in tlie turn of evolution), and are our 
brothers, and that it is a crime to kill 
and eat them.

About twelve years ago my smart and 
pretty dog, Charley (a shepherd) died. 
Shortly after I bought a pup, a snow- 
white, long-baired setter, a beautiful 
dog after he was full grown, and a true 
companion of my children.

About a year and a half ago, he, 
Planko, died. The boys made him a 
grave and buried him, as they did their 
first comrade. Whenever we had a pri
vate seance Planko always came, and 
was seen by the three mediums at the 
same time. Hé was a special favorite 
of one of the boys, and would go to him 
first; then when he called his naine be 
would stand with his front feet upon 
the knees of the boy, looking in, bls 
eyes, wagging his tail.
, One evening a medium said: "I see 
Charlie, but he is apparently dead; he 
Is lying on the table.”

"Ah!” I remarked, “astonishing!" 
seeing at once the purpose. "He is not 
dead! Come on, Charley, we all love 
you.”

At once there came life into him. He 
shook bis tall and got up, running 
around the circle barking, the mediums 
said. He came to me and the boys, 
licking us with his tongue in conse
quence of his enjoyment, having 

'learned that we loved him. Since that 
time, both Charley and Planko come to 
nearly every meeting.

After Planko died a friend gave us à 
short-haired setter, which, when about 
six inonths old, I discovered was having 
an attack of the mange (a skin'disease). 

. I tried to cure him with all " kinds of 
remedies, but without success. He suf
fered badly. The neighbors told me to 
kill him, but I would not do that, and 
so one night I dreamed that Planko 
came to me, having a sore neck, and 
when I examined him I found he had 
the mange, and then I saw that the 
hairless skin was covered with a white 
mass of something like soda or lime. 1 
awoke, and analyzing my dream, I came 
to the conclusion that. Planko, feeling 
pity for his brother dog, must have 
tried to impress me what to do to cure 
him. I applied baking soda, but it did 
no good; then I slacked a quarter of a 
bushel of lime, put that in a washtub 
and added two buckets of water to it. 
We then laid the dog into this solution 
of lime and rubbed him all over. We 
let it get dry on him and then washed 
him oft with cold water. He got a lit
tle raw on his skin, but- is entirely

Considerable talk has resulted from 
the address of Rev. C, B. Alien, ot Wood
ward Avenue M. E. Church, Detroit, in 
which ne attacked, at Adrian, Mich., the 
“ancient” methods of church work. He 
said in part:

“The great triumphs of science and 
invention during the past few years 
that amaze and hold, us in their magic 
spell are due largely to what we call 
improved methods, but men have im
proved the methods of transportation 
and agriculture, and mining and com
merce. TJic old Indian Chief, Pontiac, 
understood electricity in a way and 
kindled his wigwam fire with electric
ity as a spaik made by rubbing two 
pieces <■!’ punk together. It is tiiat 
same spark that Tesla has by his meth
ods of application brought to a million 
volts. Pontiac could bum wood, but

when is calculated the distancé of the 
farthest star, or computed the import
ance of its composition, and when in a 
recent paper an eminent professor in
forms you that science finds - no soul 
and no place for it In the organism of 
man, Just arrange your affairs accord
ingly and lie still.

Look, listen and learn! "The most 
rigid scrutiny made by careful and con
servative scientific psychologists during 
th§ last twenty yèars, has been totally 

.unable to detect any trace in body, or 
brain .or find any analogy in nature con
cerning the existence of . what Is popu
larly called the soul.”

Might it.not be-possible for the soul 
to elude the scrutiny of the exact and 
•erudite scientist; not in a playful, pur
poseful game of hide and seek, but be
cause of Its Constituent composition of 
character being of a substance so sub
tile that the* faculties of sense of the 
scientists cannot trike cognizance of its 
présence. ■ * .
. If a perfume may Interpenetrate a 
substance filling a given space, may not 
the same condition prevail with that 
-which may escape detection owing to 
the absence of odor?. And may not the 
elementary substance of the human' 
body" be thus interpenetrated by the 
soul,, inséparable from the life principle, 
without being" duly discovered by the 
strictest-scrutiny of all the sharpest 
sçiefitists of the genus homo?

Is science so conceited and egotisti
cal as to presume that nothing in all 
the measureless immensity of tlie uni
versal maze of mystery can evade or es
cape Us searching scrutiny and |>e sub
jected to its.analysls? ’ —
Is all that laid and sea possess 
Born of law, and love’s cafess?
Do these alone make manifest 1 
All that lives of bad and best?
Oi; Is some share of each -divine?
Brought to be, and kept as thine 
fi God! O LawI-0 Love! We feel 
Through thy power does truth reveal 
To us the,ways of happiness, 
And with joy dost richly, bless 
All that lives in this vast whole, 
And hast given immortal soul.

think of running a bank, a factory or 
a railroad $fter the methods in vogue 
30 years ago. And yet sometimes in 
our effort to keep to the Pentecostal 
power we advocate the methods of 
2,000 years ago. Business has adopted 
new methods. The children of this 
world are wiser than the children ot 
light. Even the saloonkeepers' have 
adopted modern methods. They are 
not the keepers ot isolated taverns of 
colonial days. They are organized sys
tems of immense wealth and tremend
ous power. A saloonkeeper is tenfold 
more the-child of hell'today than he 
was in the days of Washington.

"I doubt whether there is a church in 
this conference that has prosecuted Its 
high and holy calling with as much 
cleverness and has been as prompt and 
sagacious in carrying out the redemp
tive purposes of Christ as the rascals 
of Grand Rapids in their ignominious 
water deal.

“We with all the machinery of our 
great church have hard work to hold 
our own. See the way in which the 
liquor dealers defeat the temperance 
people! The temperance people are a 
vast majority—in Canada, two to one, 
arid in this state three to one. And yet 
by clever methods of organization the 
liquor dealers are not only able to build 
a machine that will control their last 
man for their cause, but they make 
converts right in our class-meetings 
and our prayer-meetings, and we have 
to watch lest they have the bishops 
dedicating Manhattan saloons.

“But did not Christ sa£.lhat-we are 
not to be sheep-atnong wolves, and did 
that not imply that, like good sheep, 
we ought not to care if we are eaten 
up? We forget that we are to be as 
wise as rorpents as well as harmless as* 
doves. Let tlie followers of Christ be 
harmless as doves, but wise as ser
pents. Not foul and venomous as the 
serpent, but wise as the serpent.

“The Christians have about all the 
qualities that are good. They have 
high sentiment; they have sweet spir
its and are soft-hearted. They are like 
Christ in all this. But in the real cam
paigns with wrong we must add to 
soft-heartedness, hard - headedness. 
We must still be sweet-spirited, but 
wise. We must keep thd'sentiment and 
not fail in sense. This is where Wes
ley and his methodical followers ex
celled. He built an ecclesiastical or
ganization and applied to it the power 
of God, and England vyas turned upside 
down. Before his time it is said tho 
pulpit had softening of the brain. SmaVt 
sons were given to the law, and dull
ards to the teaching of schools, and if 
one failed in teaching school he was 
made a minister arid procured a living. 
Wesley the statesman systematized ev
erything. Methodical Methodists had 
men seeking holiness as scientifically
as they seek gold. He taught men 
build up character as business-like 
they build up a fortune.

“We have held on to the church 
Wesley as far as possible.. Some 
the machinery to-day is as dry as

Little flower—beautiful I know, ? .
With cheeks all pink, and heart ias

■•■. ‘white as snow, - L . •
Bathing- thy souTin morn’s-first golden 

- beams .
That crown the hills and through the 

woodland gleam— - < ■ .
It thou art not a child from paradise, 
Sent here, by some sweet angel of the 

skies • •
To toll; and toaclf of heaven's purity, 
Then, sun nor stars, hath, tongue or 

speech for mo.
CONSTANTINE CHAMPION.

- Austin, Texas. ■

rain-soaked bone out of which not even 
a hungry dog can get sustenance. We 
have got much of it so stereotyped 
that it is set.

“I go among business men of to-day 
who have nothing but contempt for the 
church, it has impressed them as 
slow, and as abstract, unbusinesslike 
and unreal, w

"They come into our quarterly con
ference once or at most twice, and here 
the same questions are asked that were 
asked forty years ago. The number of 
Sunday-schools, the number of times 
the pastor has preached to children, tne 
number of times the pastor has cate
chised the children, the number of 
classed formed for religious instruction 
arid the number of advocates taken on.

- “One man said to me not long ago, 
'Don’t yon think that you can answer 
the questions without my help?' These 
men come to conference and look into 
the machinery of the church. They 
see men held in places because of sen
timent about their grade who are not 
successful fishers of men. They hear 
the appointments read and find that oc
casionally it is the custom of the con
ference to take men who have made an 
unmitigated fizzle in the churches over 
Which they have been appointed pastors 
and make them presiding elders. The 
man of. the world would not do that. 
They see the preacher preaching fifty 
morning sermons and fifty evening, 
sermons and no apparent-results. The 
hostile public and the Indifferent public 
are not aroused Something is the 

.»matter." <

Eat at your own table as you would 
eat at-the table of a king.—Confucius. 

. No earnest thinker will borrow from .. 
others that which he has not already, , 
more or less; thought out for himself.—< 
Charles Kingsley. , ■ • 1 ■

The^-worst-blasphemy is that of pr> , 
fession without practice. , ‘ ■

No condemnation of wrong is so ofr 
foctivo as the condemnation of right. . 

■ ,Tho world is continually growing bet? , 
ter 0 all who are honestly trying to 
mako it better.—Everett McNeil. -

that.it


Why Remain Short and Stunted 
When You May Learn Free 

the Secret of How to 
Grow Tall?

found my footy/gs not the least damp, 
the water in which.my leg had been im
mersed nearly 16 my knee had instantly

A Startling Discovery That Will 

Revolutionize the Physical 
Condition of Mankind.

WAYSIDE NOTES

thethose on earth, 
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where were
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CHAPTER Ui,—Continued.
When i returned to consciousness 

and ofiened my eyes, it was light and 
the sunlight was etiearning in at uie 
little window over the berth that was 
just at my right... I . was stretched at 
my full length on my back on the hard 
floor; my mind-was clear,, and I had no 
difiiculty in recalling- the wonderful 
events, and terrible experiences ,of the 
past few hours, or days; 1 did not know 
which. I found at my side the flask 1 
hud emptied in my frantic efforts to 
find something that would quench my 
thirst; 1 picked it up and smelled of it, 
I was not able to tell what it had con
tained, for I had had very little experi
ence in my life with the different things 
known as strong drinks; I imagined 
now it was some kind of liquor, I ou}y 
knew now it was some kind of liquid 
that, had put new life in fast waning 
strengite ’ , - .

I felt that I might eat; my parched 
throat seemed more moist, and when I 
tried to arise. I found my strength had 
so far returned that Lwas able to stand 
quite'well; ! staggered °ut ot tlie room, 
and seeing door’on the other side oi 
the cabin,! opened that, to find another 
room like the one I had just left. 
Again I tried to find some place, that if 
possible 1 might see something,which 
1 could eat. In vain I sought for food 
in that place, so at last, thinking of 
the forecastle, I staggered on deck. -

Then it was, that the full realization 
ef my horrible situation came upon me 
with all its force; before this, my 
senses had been dimmed; now I saw, 
I felt, 1 sensed; I was alone, on the 
broad ocean. On a helpless wreck of a 
once proud ship. Alone. All alone. 
Think, O man, of the awful situation. 
Conceive if you can, of the full meaning 
of that word. Alone. Perhaps you have 
an exalted position in the government 
ot some powerful nation; maybe you

cold grew more intense; I was finally 
compelled to keep a little lire all the 
time when awake, and cover myself 
with more blankets at night; nnd when 
on deck I had to wear extra clothing; 
my nauds and feet began to be para
lyzed .with the cold; and as an in
creased horror, the nights began to 
lengthen; the light of day was of very 
short, duration, but the nights seemed 
to have no end; finally mere was no 
day, amt to add to the already almost 
unbearaole. horrors of cold aud dark
ness, a fierce snow-storm set in, accom
panied with a terrible gale not unlike 
the one which had dismantled the ship; 
and deafening roars of thunder, with 
the most vivid flashes of lightning. I 
had ever seen. I could not keep warm, 
neither could I seo anything when on 
deck even if I could have lived there.

As 1 had found.a passage leading 
through the hold of the ship from stem 
to stern, I was not compelled to go on 
deck ouly for snow, to melt for sucli 
water as I needed. All the time the old 
ship was rolling and pitching; going, I 
did not cure where. I expected-every 
minute she would roll over, or pitch 
head foremost beneath the terrible 
waves that I well knew were constantly 
dashing ever-her. I almost prayed she 
would go down and so end my long suf
fering, I thought of suicide to end my 
¡png imprisonment. I think I should 
have committed that rash act, if I had 
not thought I bad learned the fate of 
those who destroy their own lives, 
while reading that Bible I read so much 
during my.imprisonment; but I h.ad 
learned that no suicide could have a 
hope of. heaven, and I was not prepared 
to encounter a worse hell than- I had 
been in curing those terrible months on 
that old hulk. . ’

I almost cursed my fate. I thought 
of my friends left in my old mountain

leviathan steamships in these modem 
days, but the huge smokestacks and 
great machinery were absent. The 
grass on the hills seemed like the finest 
fur, it was so delicate to the touch, and 
all kinds of herbivorous animals could 
be seen lazily grazing on every hillside.

No rough stone walls or fences could 
be seen in the country; there were 
huge rocks and towering cliffs, to vavy 
the monotony of the beautiful land
scape., There were babbling streams 
flowing on through the broad shaded 
valleys towards the greater rivers, 
lakes and broad ocean. On the hillsides 
and in the valleys, could be seen the 
grand and beautiful and stately old

length that -<t wad-not intended to satis
fy, taste or hungef^ but to satisfy a de
mand of nature to that extent,, that the 
highest ceveloped state of nature 
should bo nourished with that last pre
ceding ¡It;, fbr it'-Would not be right to 
cut off all jcqnnections between the dif
ferent condjtiopqnti1? Quick.' All this 
seemed to cóme to ine in a mysterious 
manner; yéVl.understood it as well as 
it I had been taiiglit it all my life. I 
drank of t/je water, bright, clear and 
sparkling; if, haa,ijie same quick invig
orating in fluence.of wipe, yet it did 
not intoxicate.’

Again, my thoughts reverted to the 
beautiful Isjiid, qnflil wished once more 
to be op it^or it ^emeiTas if my expe
rience on tlie wiitef had been enough to 
satisfy me ®irou^Ìì.all .eternity... I Was. 
motioned by h beautiful being to follow 
her, and going .on deck, I was assisted 
to the little boqt in which I had left the 
shore, and. agalp, the mysterious force 
propelled "the littfe craft back to the 
very spot which Lhad left. I stepped 
ashore, and in doing so, I accidentally 
stepped in the water; I scrambled up 
the bank and hurriedly stopped to un
tie - my shoe -that ’ I might drain the 
water from itpiwhen, to my surprise I

of wings; everything moved by that un
seen force, that was so incomprehen
sible to me. The musical instruments 
were far more intricate tha^ a harp. 
Surely, I reasoned, if this be heaven, 
or a part of it, and heaven is peopled 
like earth, and has habitations like

Oct. 8, 190«.

HOI TO GKOWTftLÛ
From Canada, Boston) and New York,

I have recently returned to New York 
from a trip through Canada and Boston. 
It is surprising to see how people are 
bound, down hy puritanical ideas 
throughout Canada. Through Quebec, 
Montreal and that section, the Roman 
Catholic church prevails like a yoke, 
and throughout the section of Ontario 
the Methodist and other evangelical 
churches have everything in .their 
grasp, clenched so tight it is almost im
possible to move, only as they desire or 
dictate, Puritanism in'its every sense

Now as my mind reverted to the 
scenes I had been privileged to behold, 
and'had been sb graciously shown me, 
I, remembered in all the vast variety of 
differently constructed buildings, I had 
not seen one that resembled a church;, 
nor, had there been the faintest sem
blance of acliureh-yard. All this rea
soning was, of course, from my earlier 
teachings, by those who had no way of 
reasoning except by the reasoning of 
the preceding generations.

As if to satisfy my questions,, the 
hazy atmosphere began to take on a 
more dense condition; all things began 
to fade from niy view; the sun seemed 
to sink out of sight; the gentle breezes 
that had so gently played through the 
leaves, now began to freshen to a fierce 
wind; the atmosphere suddenly 
changed to a very low temperature; a 
howling snowstorm set in, and the 
snow began-to envelope me as I stood 
there on the bank of that heretofore 
placid river; and now the waves began 
to roll and roar and break at my feet, 
and I, a stranger in a strange land, 
among a. still stranger people, had no
where to-seek a shelter, no place to 
hide to escape the fury of the blast 
which each ipinute increased with re
doubled fury. The storm increased in 
violence, and darkness so intense that

and blue laws are well in vogue. In 
Jz>ndon, Ontario, the trolley cars are 
stopped at midnight Saturday night un
til Monday morning, and if anybody 
wishes to go any distance on an import
ant errand or even pleasure, they must 
walk. If a farmer is caught in the act 
of working on his farm on Sundays, he 
lays himself liable to arrest.

The Sunday I spent in Toronto- 
seemed to me more like a graveyard 
than any place I had ever been in. 
They have not stopped the running of 
trolley cars on Sunday in Toronto as 
yet, although they have worked hard to 
do it. There was a meeting held there 
some time back at one of the churches 
regarding the stopping of the car? Sun
day, and this meeting was held on a 
Sunday and one clergyman that spoke 
came some distance, drove oyer in a 
carriage and kept the horses standing 
at the church door over two hours. It 
was all right to go in a'cafriage with 
horses (for those that can afford it) 
but very wrong Indeed for the poor 
people to ride in a trolley car on Sun
day. Consistency, thou art a jewel in
deed!

There is no progression of any de
scription through this country; there 
was an atmosphere, to me, while I was 
there where it seemed as if I could not 
get a breath, that lack of freedom could 
not be found there. The only bright 
spot I had was the afternoon call I had 
on Prof. Goldwin Smith at his beautiful 

। residence In Toronto. A great thinker 
and a fine gentleman.

The Sunday I was in Toronto two 
bakers were arrested and brought be
fore the judge Monday morning be
cause they were preparing to mix their 
bread pt nine o'clock Sunday evening, 
so that they would have their bread 
ready to deliver to their customers 
cariy Monday morning.
•'what surprises me is, that the people 

stand these ideas of the dark ages. 
You., would think there would be an up- 

. rising. It seems as if they were all 
asleep, wherever these biue laws are 
carried on you will always find In such 
a community the lack of progression in 
business and religion.

No Matter How Short You Are or 
What Your Age, You Can 

Increase Your Height.

mansions and villas, half hidden by dried', leaving lib trace; and no disagree- 
great tall grand old trees. There were able effects from the . accident. My 
wonderful cataracts, where the spark- mind now turned to the attendant of tlie 
ling waters dashed over the tall preci-' boat’ which had quickly turned and 
pices on the gray old rocks below; and sped back to the ship; the man did not 
bridges that spanned the deep chasms, seem to notice ' my dilemma, ■ and I

And yet, with all these grand exhibi- thought him rather unkind not to ex- 
tions of nature, and man’s handiwork, press his sorrow for my misfortune. He 
everything was of the most exquisite already knew what the result would be, - 
symmetry. There were no sharp angles while I had to learn; before i had time/ / 
in all tho grand panorama. It seemed to think, he was gone; and while I was i 
to be the grand enchanted spot of the trying to relieve my shoe from the ’ 
universe. There seemed to be not one water I supposed it contained, a shadow ; 
thing to be wished for to complete that enveloped me, and looking up to ascer- 
picture; everything was perfected har- tain the cause, i beheld a monster hov- : 
mony; nnd all things,, whether above, ering over my head, the like of which I 
around or below, seemed to be, simply had never seen before; it was a great : 
to help all the rest to complete tho white egg-shaped sphere far above, and 
grand harmonious whole; nothing was suspended from .it and almost within 
wanted, and every desire seemed to bo my reach, was a-light and airy ellipse- 
anticipated; and to desire, was to have, shaped car made of some light wicker

This was the situation I found myself work; it was enclosed by. what looked 
in, when I recovered from that terrible like glass sides; it was about eight feet 
nightmare on that ship. I felt so happy high, And it looked to be about two 
to realize I was at. last delivered from hundred feet long; around the.car was 
my living tomb in which I had been a promenade deck, enclosed'by a light 
kept so long, and had suffered so much, and airy rail.
that my ecstasy know no bounds. My. I could see many people on the car, 
first thought was: this is-compensdtion same were standing inside, while some 
enough for all my sufferings. were walking on the upper deck; and
-- Biit where was I? Was I dreaming? there came floating down to me on the 
was all that vast panorama a beautiful already melodious atmosphere, strains 
delusion? Had the horrors of the past of the most enchanting music that had 
photographed themselves op my soul so ever reached‘ms' ears. My thoughts 
indelibly, that now in my dream for a were centered on that most wonderful 
few minutes a Alaxatlon had caused a aerial ship; for. such it was, and I 
reaction? Was I to awake to a continu- wished, that I jnighi-step ..aboard and 
ation of.all the horrors of the jiast? I view it, as L had'a short time before 
endeavored to reason that I was con- the ship on the water; My wish 
scious, and in my right mind; I asked I seemed to be divined by . those on 
myself if 1 was in my rational mind; if board, for, a peculiarly and fantastic 
I was delirious, as I was at intervals In shaped boat or. basket was lowered 
my last hour on that’dismantled-ice and 'from that great'airship and landed by 
snow-covered ship. I exercised my my side; the^ne'occupant motioned 
limbs; I-frantically waved my arms; I me to stop'inpjtj andiagain, by the, to

to startle me, and now in that long, shouted, I bit my tongue; I pinched me, unknown toreé, the basket was pro- /Ini-b -r-iírvLV- T 1ÍVA *Wl vmrnXl-P »»» • ^-»1— fry, — _ — _A_    _í I ’ j J.1 'i!_ J 1_ 1’; —uxi.—  .   Jdark, fearful night, I seemed to live an

,,-following this method.
quickly accomplished.

wmww* a wvimu uvt,oQ«.uv.ou5uujovtuavv yiuiy-r - fvvuai W.vjw%)Uvu!04u uavi.c wuuiu up u»*v »uccuug, auu waj miuicBtiut;, ¿xi
awoke again nearly frozen, to find the ] fdrmer.condltion, that I could not.brihg I hard to explain;, the, i language, of this I 2:30 o'clock, a very Interesting confer- 
zinn/HH/in zif + hinorc unnh-ttKrorl ' T WflTlt I +zv mv A ’k F.-.T1 7 • -j>:  I •___ j_ .. k--'. ill ~ . x_ *Ua a a ««11«^ a_-_
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months.

CHAPTER IV.

WHENCE AND WHITHER ?

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

DON'T LAY IT UP.

ence called forth many good' talks from 
.volunteer speakers, after which a circle 
•was formed- and some good tests were

self and looked for„the.airship, it had 
sped many, miles away, and I had no op-

The results are
Many have

An Inquiry Into the Nature of the Soul, 
Its Origin and Destiny.

birds, of which there was a great varie- deck of the stately ship. .
ty seemed not afraid, but all floated There I roamed at will, but dlscov-

11 o'clock a. m„ the Jyceum ■ exercises 
and'drill were an enjoyable feature ot 
the meeting, and very interesting. At

storm was slowly dying away; 1 began passed^ me by unnoticed. Whichever! The fast gliding beautiful panorama 
to grow warmer, and I was lost to the Lway I traveled I saw some of these peo-- seemed- to speed along beneath us, 
terrible troubles of the past weary pie, and tney seemed as harmonious as while the car stood still, and that trans-

without the exertion of a single force, occupant beckoned me to step in; I did 
The ground on which one walked, so, and the boat turned and silently 
seemed to be soft and yielding to the glided back to the ship, and was by 
tread, as if it was in unison with all else, some mysterious force hoisted to the

A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
Philosophy.

and again I ,said, as I did on- that dis
mantled ship, ’’This must be death
deed.” . 

(To be continued.)

myself in many places. To. each and polled upward^' to the top of the car and. 
every endeavor I received a satisfac- I alighted, on-Its deck', to find<myselt 

treading’on a carpet as . soft as covers

In-

it was olinding, shut down and obscured 
.everything of that beautiful land from 
sight. I could not move, I was rooted 
to the spot. The cold had increased 
with the darkness; I found myself grow
ing numb and soon dropped to the 
ground and was fast losing conscious
ness, and as I felt the snow piling on 
and around men I knew' I must soon 
succumb to my fate. Slowly, but sure
ly my fate was being sealed, and being 
no longer able to help myself, I gave up 
all hope and resigned myself to the 
powers that were now so fast taking’ 
from me the last ray of hope for life,'

have never been separated from every 
friend and acquaintance and placed 
amid scenes, where every ofie every 
thing, was foreign to your eye, every 
sound was foreign to your ear. No one 
to speak to; no sound but your own 
tread, or perhaps your own voice; If 
you have, then you can form some 
faint Idea of my feelings when I found 
myself conscious of my situation at that 
time.

, I wish I had command of some lan
guage that had words that would ex
press my thoughts and feelings at that 
moment; there is none known to the 
people of this world. The only way to 
know my thoughts is to follow these 
pages, and try to learn by the aid of 
those with whom I‘ later became ac
quainted; for it was by the aid of their 
instructions that I now record my ex
periences aboard that wrecked ship.

Suffice it to tell, I foun'd a supply of 
provisions in the forecastle, and in the 
ship’s stores, which I later found in' the 
hold of the vessel.

So, -time wore on. Days came and 
passed, and I kept my lonely vigil on 
that lonely drifting vessel. Every day 
many times did I scan the horizon in 
my vatn hope of descrying some sail, 
with the hope of discovering some way 
whereby I might be rescued from my 
living, floating tomb. I raised a signal 
ot distress as best.I could by the aid of 
an oar 1 kept a sharp lookout for any

home. The thought of that expression 
I made on that morning when this once 
proud ship left its moorings,^“that I 
could get along without-friends,” came 
to me with its full meaning. Oh, now, 
if I had one friend. If there was one 
who would or cpuld speak to me even in 
an unknown tongue;- if there had been 
even a’rat on that ship to look at me, I. 
would have gladly welcomed it, and pro
tected it from all harm. But no, even 
ihe rats seemed to see the future of 
that ship, and failed to come on’board 
when it left port; and now I had been 
alone so long that my own voice seemed

Oregon Annual Convention,
The State Spiritualist Association bf 

Oregon held-its annual convention on 
Saturday, Sept. 3, -in Mrs. Lucy, Mal
lory's parlors, and reports of officers 
showed good work and better condi
tions. for the association than has been 
its lot since its organization. A most 
harmonious atmosphere in which good 
will prevailed marked the deliberations 
of the convention and before closing the
business sessidn. the offleors for the en
suing year were elected as follows: 
President, Rev. G. C.'Love; vice-presi
dent, ETDeYongh ; secretary, L. B. Lars
son; treasurer, Capt.'J. H. McMillen.

age In every minute. ’ ■ 1
I listened for a sign that the storm tory response. ™ _ ____________

was abating.' I now had no means of The grand transformation from that I thfe king's palace. I followed my guide 
telling day from night. There was no living tomb, with the accompanying and was led to a very ..elaborately fash
day, it was all night. How long this ybom of cold, snow, wind and terrible I ioned stairway,'dowm'which'we .passed 
strain might have continued on my pitching'and rolling, and all the horri-1 to_tbe grand saldon of that aerial float- 
shattered nerves, I cannot tell, but from ble'noises; seemed so quick; and now, ing palace. T; T' ' ! 
sheer exhaustion I fell asleep and 11 could not see the slightest trace’pt my What my ej'es .beheld there would be

land that might show itself. Tills 
lonely vigil I kept up for two and fifty- 
eight days. My record of time I kept 
by scratching on the wall oi the cabin 
with a piece of nail; and oh, how often 
I counted those scratches as day slow
ly followed days; after that date I 
fqiled to keep any record, for I consid
ered my possibility of rescue as hope
less, therefore a record would be use
less How much longer I remained on 
that helpless wreck I do not know.

Finally my stock of provisions was 
nearly exhausted; my original supply of 
fresh water had long since been used, 
and nad no rain fallen 1 should long be
fore have died of thirst; as it was, I 
used such receptacles as I found below 
and placed them on deck and kept my
self quite well supplied with fresh 
watei. I found a good supply of fish
ing tackle on board. 1 also found a 
Bible, the only reading matter I could 

'jfltUU- I road, and re-read that book un
til 1 could almost repeat every word of 
it, and it afterward proven a great 
souice of amusement to the people I 
later found myself among.

My only other diversion from the mo
notony of that lonely voyage, was pull
ing the to mo unknown varieties of 
fish fiorc their brmy homes; some of 
them were of such hideous shape, that 
quite often I cut the line and let them 
go back to the water without touching 
them, others were so large that I was 
unable to pull them over the side of the 
vessel, while others looked as if they 
would make good eating, and as I had 
discovered a good supply of lard and 
salt pork, I was at no time without the 
ncOsSkary means of cooking them. An- 
otliAir th>ng I was fortunate in finding 
was a good supply of salt. I found the 
caf^o to consist partly of that necessary 
adjunct to the welfare of mankind. So, 
although I was afloat in an open boat, 
on-ten unknown sea, I was quite, well 
provided with the necessaries of life; 
and after the first few days in my float
ing prison, and 1 had fully recovered 
my reason, I was never without a light 
at night, or a fire when necessary, until 
the last few weeks.

Trustees—Mrs. Louisa Bentikofer, Miss 
Jennie Werner, C. Afwalter, H. W. 
Behnke and Geo. Lazelle.

On Sunday, Sept 4, the State Associ-- 
ation held an all day meeting in the hall 
of the First Spiritual Society which was 
kindly donated for that purpose," and 
luncfl was. served,at the noon hour. At

condition of things unchanged. I went to my. mind a full realization-, ot^ my I:mundane sphere?is ina'dequate to ; the 
to the cabin hatchway and tried to present indescribable harmonious sur- task. BurnishStf gold’ and silver,'with 
open it that I might discover if the day roundings. How long had it been since precious stones; Lwerebon every- hand, 
had returned; I found thé ’hatch so se- my delivery? By what means, and by Pictures, which,-no -.g-rtist of ;earth 
curely fastened that I could not open it; what passage had I been'- transferred could imitate. Statuary, which seemed 
I procured an axe, and after pounding I from that rolling,-pitching, atorm'-tossed to be animated with life. Musical in- 
on air sides, in the belief that it was 1 hulk, where everything wgs.of a tangl-1 struments of e^é’ry'S-éônceivablè kind, 
frozen, 1 found it was beyond my pow- ble material' to tta'ethereal paradise I and the most !éxtfava&ant finish; and 
ers to open it; and peering out of the of harmony? I say ethereal, for while hundreds of people, many playing 'the 
little window of my little room, which there were shapes, and the most beau-- instruments and alt blending in one 
I. had discovered was the captain's | tiful shapes, and curves and lines to all | grand anthem of harmonious sound, 
state room, I came to the conclusion I things; jet, I could plainly and dis--| npt one jarring note.
that 1 was buried m snow and ice. A tinctly see through each and everything .Again, as I did on tho boat on the 
new torture was now added to my al- as easily as one can see through glass; I water, I roamed at will on this wonder
ready heavy load; that of being buried there was an unbroken and unobstruct- ful air ship; no one stopped me, no one 
under tons of snow and ice, with no ed view- m all directions. Even the peo- obstructed my view, nor did I find any 
possibility of rescue, even it there was pie, of which there seemed to be a vast I place closed against my admission.- I 
any to discover the floating wreck. number, were as incorporeal as the at- looked for the.motive power; I searched

Again I tried to lift the hatch, but mosphere; m fact, there was nothing for a steering apparatus; I tried to dis- 
was compelled to give it up. I procured but what seemed to blend into one cover some one who acted as pilot, cap- 
something to eat from my. now fast de- grand unlimited"picture, as. if_created j tain or manager; but all were occupied 
pletlag larder, and piling numerous by Natufé, Art and Science. m his or her own-way; while the air
blankets on my bunk, I lay down be- I soon began to admire all this grand- ship was speeding on its trackless 
neath them and hoped to die. 1 lay eur as far-as my uneducated and un- course, as if there must be a mighty 
long, and suffered all-I ever had, over, sophisticated nature would permit; and ( hand somewhere to propel and guide 
and over again; I finally awoke with a I started on a tour of inspection,although 1 it. I went outside on the promenade 
start and a gasp. 1 discovered that III found it unnecessary; for I found on deck; I leaned over the. rail, that I 
could net breathe; I instantly realized the uear approach to an object that I might look down into tho dizzy depths 
that I was being smothered. My candle had. already seen all there was to be below, and I did not experience the 
had gone cut and I was in total dark- seen in it. Still I continued- to travel feelings ¡ first had on ihe old wrecked 
ness. 1 began to be delirious for a few pn; no one spoke to me, although I met I ship, when I clambered up the ropes to 
minutes at a time; my head seemed to many suange-looking people. Each help furl the sails there; it was not nec- 
split with extreme pain; I, with the I seemed bent on his or her errand; anil I essary to lean over the rail to see be- 
slnp, seemed to be whirling around at while many were’in company at times, low, for the ship itself was transparent 
a great speed; the noise of the raging and passed near .to me, still they all I as all things else 1 had seen.

given by mediums present.
The day’s exercises closed with an 

evening .session a,t 7:45with short talks 
by Rev, 3. G. Garrettson and President 
Rev. G. C. Love. The various exercises 
of the day were- interspersed with vo
cal and instrumental music, and the as
sociation starts out on the new year 
with brighter prospects and greater am
bition for good works than ever before.

The Spiritualists of Portland, Ore., 
are in harmonious vibration, and work
ing earnestly for the cause. The First 
Society is having good attendance and 
the audiences are of -an intelligent 
class, and any speaker or medium 
would be proujl of the audience as he or 
she stands on'their platform to address 
them or receive for them messages 
from their loved ones in spirit life. Of
ficers and members are doing all in 
their power to puild up the cause and 
make the meetings a success; and bless
ings from higher powers than those be
stowed by the material world are being 
granted- to prove the presence of the 
‘ mighty cloud of witnesses” to the fact 
that death is not, but life is eternal.

REV. G. C. LOVE.
Portland, Oregon. .

Boston, the modern Athens, was in an 
uproar on my arrival there, and well it 
might be, for Mr. Seaver who has been 
superintendent of the public schools of 
that city for twenty-five years, has been 
removed, to be replaced by a Roman 
Catholic and-- a Jesuit Was Boston 
asleep?

Two magnificent statues have been 
erected here—a life-size bronze of Theo
dore Parker, at West Roxbury, Mass., 
Jn front of the site where his old , 
church stood, and where a fine new 
Unitarian church has been built; and 
the new granite statue of William El
lery Channing, at the entrance of the 
Public Garden, facing Arlington Street 
Unitarian church; It 1b fine to see these 
statues to these great liberal thinkers 
in the face of the present opposition in 
Boston.

In a few weeks the Spiritual meet
ings and liberal churches will • open 
their doors for the winter campaign. 
Dr. Minot J. Savage will return to his 
church early in October. 1 hope that 
Ids summer vacation has improved his 
health, Jor he told me before his church 
closed, that he was far from well; he is 
such a great worker all the time. I 
heard him say once that he had work 
laid out twenty years ahead, it he was 
spared to this life to accomplish it.

Tnere is not room for all ot the chil
dren in the public schools, so many 
thousands are on half time. What 
seems strange to me is that so many 
churches in this city all closed and 
locked up six days in the week. Why 
don’t they use the vestries of these 
churches for school rooms?

The last sermon that Dr. Savage

No new discovery has attracted more 
attention in the scientific world than 
that made by K. Leo Minges, of Roch
ester, N. Y. Mr. Minges is to short 
men and women what the great wizard, 
Edison, is to electricity. He has gath
ered more information relative to bone, 
muscle and sinew than any one else in 
existence. Making people grow tall has 
been a hobby with Mr. Minges for years, 
and the results he has accomplished 
are startling to a high degree. By his 
method every man or woman not over 
fifty years of age can be made to grow 
from two to live Inches in height, and 
any one older than that may Increase 
bis height perceptibly. His method has 
the indorsement of leading physicians, 
and several prominent educational in
stitutions have adopted it for the better 
physical development of their pupils. 
If you would like to increase your 
height you should read the book which 
tells how this remarkable discovery was 
made and reveals to you the secrets of 
how to grow tall. It is free. You are 
not asked to spend a single cent and it 
you desire it we will send you the state- 
prents of hundreds who have grown 
-from two to five inches in height by

grown as much as three inches In two 
months. There is no inconvenience, no 
drugs or medicines, no operation. Mere
ly the application of a scientific princi
ple in a perfectly hygienic and harm
less way. Your most Intimate friends 
need not know what you are doing. All 
communications Will be sent in plain 
envelopes. The book “The Secrets of 
How to Grow Tall,” contains lllustra- ■: 
tions that will interest and instruct any 
one. One thousand of these books will 
be given away absolutely free, postage 
prepaid, while the present edition lasts. 
If you want to grow tall write to-day, 
in strictest confidence, for a free copy.

Address The Cartilage Co., 242G 
Unity B’ld’g., Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.

ail other things in .this harmonious parent indescribable, never-to-be-forgot-
My last thoughts, as I now. recall land; they were ah dressed alike, both ten sight was being unfurled to our 

them, at the close of that long, weary, -male, and female, old and young. I view so last, that now for the first time 
stormy, eventful voyage was, This, in-1 should say,children...and adults, for my eyes were dazzled; not.by the glit- 
deed, is welcome death. there, were no old-people; none looked ter of brightness; but by the vastness

ftp be. more than forty years, of age. I of the varying beauties of« the, to me?

Thus, weeks and months went by. 
Then, a. new trouble began to appear, 
I had noticed for several days, that the 
fish were less numerous, and those 1 
caught were much different from any 1 
had seen. I also discovered that the 
temperature was growing colder; 1 
could no longer be on deck in my shirt 
sleeves; the weather was slowly but 
surely growing colder. I . thought of 
many reasons but could not fully under
stand the cause of the change in the 
temperature, until at last it seemed to 
dawn upon me that perhaps I was near
ing the south pole. Then, .a new hor
ror presented itself. Possibly I should 
,drift on, and '" until I was stranded on 
the icebergs mj that unknown frozen 
country ol-which I had heard so little, 
and knew less.

I-wad not mariner enough to know 
■ that Twas even then so far south as to 

be out of the path of all vessels; so 1 
still had hope that I should be rescued. 
The. wcatucr continued to grow colder, 
tho fish grew more scarce; I could see 
that my Stock of provisions wore grow- 

- ing less day by day, my supply of 
water was nearly gone, as there had 
been no rain for several weeks, and 
now, it was so cold that all water left 
on deck would freeze in a short time;

• and to increase my sufferings, my 
.. .means of keeping a fire was so scant I 
■ had my fears that 1 must in time find 
; jnyself without tho moans of cooking

cannot-telL how I distinguished the wonderful and great' landscape. If 1 
sexes, unless it may have been by intui- was encnanted while I roamed over the 

' TMe u I tl0n> ior al1'were dressed in the same | land and through the towns, now I was
i nis is aeamjjnae . ■ loose flowing garments,-somewhat re- enchantlngly bewildered. If I had

A bright sunshine shaded by a light sembimg the costume of the ancient spoken, or been spoken to; 1 am sure I 
haze, just enough to soften the light and Egyptians. In .color there was a- dis- would have lost my reason;, as it was, 1 
heat to please the senses; not dazzling, rtinctlon, for there were all colors; some was a wilnng prisoner in fairyland. / 
not heating; yet the air is so-clear, that I were pure white, and occasionally there How far we sailed on, or how. long , 
an unbroken view is.presented, to thel.was one who was dressed m a robe of we were on that delightful aerial voy- 
eye to an unlimited extent. Every- l eofne dark and heavy stuff, the color ap- age I have no means of knowing;- it 
thing which the eye . rested upon proaching nearest to black of'anything might .have been hours, it might have 
seemed .to standout boldly, -whether I j. saw m tnat enchanted land., I after- been-months; I entirely« forget myself, 
near or remote. Every line or curve wards learned that dark robes Indi-1 and it was a relief to my feasted senses 
was plainly visible on everything even cated that the wearers were of the low- when the airship stopped at the very 
though it might be miles distant. Every est class of inhabitants. . . place where I first beheld it; and aS if
sound was distinct, yet there was a con- i passed-on and on; never weary' ] someone had divined my weariness of 
tmuous hum of noises, of every possible never with a thought of hunger or surfeited pleasure, I was brought to a 
kind, and they were not confusing; but thirst; and at every turn my gaze pene- realization of self again by a gentle 
all seemed like the harmony of a great tinted still further on into the illimit- touch of my guide, who beckoned me; 
grand orchestra of harmonious music. I able, beautiful, and ever growing more I followed her and was again led to tho 
The air seemed to bo pervaded with al beautiful enchanted grotto of immortal top of the car where,! again entered 
delicious perfume, such as one would dreamland. At last as if I had been sa- the basket, and was , lowered to the 
delight to,, revel in when tired and over- bated with all the pleasures that a mor- ground by that Sanie( mysterious’force;' 
worked by duties of a long vexatious I tai could desire, I found myself on the I stepped out/ the’ basket returned to 
business day. J mossy bank of a silvery roiseless river the ship. Here I again had an lllustra-

The beings, men, women, children, that flowed swiftly by. I sat .down on tion of ine wonder^, pf this mysterious 
-animals, icptiles; in fact, everything the«sott mossy bank to. drink in the I country; tor in myi hasto to leave the 
that showed animated life, partook of I beauties of the lovely scene spread out 1 basket, 1 started to.alight, before' It had 
that narmonious melody that would give I before me. reached the ground fl trip'pedi and fell
rest and enjoyment to tired souls. The]., Majestic ships, with all canvass pulling about four feet, and:struck the ground 
trees yith their heavy foliage of vari-1 in the wind. What seemed to be steam-1 on my head and j shoulders. I was 
ous colors, of not only green, but all I snips, without any steam; tiny boats, frightened,' and my thoughts as I fell, 
the hues of the rainbow, waved in per-1 propelled by an unseen , force, passed was that 1 should be’liadlyllnjuredj but 
feet unison and seemed to vio with and repassed up.and down the stream. I hardly felt the jaioof myifall; for the' 
each other, with-the perfect flowers of 1 I seemed to possess a desire to board I ground was -so soft; and yielding, that 
all kinds, in furnishing their share of one of those monster ships, and instant-1 had ! plunged head foremost into the 
the aioma that was floating in that I ly one slopped near the shore and a I water from a great hfelght;1! would have 
atmosphere so clear, so Invigorating, I small boat put off and came near the been injured as much as iuwas at this 
that one seemed to float through it place where I was reclining and its only time. JBy the time T had recovered my-

near, and were not molested by animal ered no means of propulsion, or steer- 
or-man; animals of all kinds roamed ing or governing the ship. I entered 
at. will, and made no war on anything, the great saloon; the tables were load- 
The water, which was abundant on ev- ed.with everything a hungry man could 
ery hand, shone like burnished silver; wish;, fruit of tho delicious kinds 
it was so clear that the most minute I seemed to abound. I thought I would 
pebble could, be plainly seen at . tho like to partake of the bounteous repast; 
greatest depth; yet it did not dazzle tho I was led'by a being dressed in pure 
sight, because of the perfectly, trenspa-.I white, to a. seat at the table, where the' 
rent atmosphere with which every-igreatest attention was given- me;- T 
tiling was surrounded; boats-of every Into,, and continued to cat, for, while 1 
description floated on its silvery sur-late heartily; the food did not'seem to 
lace, or darted seemingly at will, and!satisfy my hunger; : neither - did tlie 

_ without visible means of propulsion in' large amount I nto’ seem to make- me
Sny food. My fears increased ns the. every direction; a-few were like the feel - uncomfortable. I discovered at

portunity to thank anyone for my pleas- 
ure.denved Irom the dir voyage in that 
wonderful and beautiful: floating mon
ster palace. '

-I again asked myself-where I was; 
Such strange scenes? Such exquisite 
music; such fascinating, views of that; 
wonderful wonderland. . Did- the; sun 
always shine as bright? Were there n<^ 
clouds? No storms? No inharmony? 
No pain? If not, then it-must Indeed be 
heaven; if heaven, then the teachings I 
had received in that llttle.log meeting- 
hoiise, and at my dear mother's: knee, In 
my early-life, were erroneous in the ex
treme.-. Thad not eeen in-all- my ram
blings here anything resembling a'great 
white throne. I hud not’yet seen any 
&ngels with Wings; there was no need

Oregon..Planning for. 1905.
Two and one-half months have passed 

away since the camp-meeting at New 
Era, Oregon, began its sessidn of 1904, 
and it only seems, three or four weeks 
at most. ■■■■'•

I am reminded by the flight of time 
that we must continue active during the 
intervening months if our. camp-meet 
ing for the year 1905 is to be a success. 
That year for Oregon as a state is to 
make history for ail time that will . 
never be blotted out, as the Lewis’ and 
Clark Exposition is to take place and 
thousands of people will visit our state 
to view its wonders, -vegetation . and 
productions. We want- if possible in 
that year of 1905, the grandest, best
camp-meeting ever held at New Era. 
But, Spiritualists of Oregon, your offi
cers cannot do it all. You must lend a” 
helping hand. No doubt you will see 
many Spiritualists from various states,' 
perhaps all states of the Union, and yoij 
owe ft to yourselves to come to that 
camp-meeting and swell its numbers by ' 
your presence. We want the grounds 
well covered with tents .filled, with peo
ple ambitious for ofir success as a 
camp-meeting. Come determined to do 
all in your power for the cause we'love, 
letting good will and Kindly words en
courage your officers in their efforts to 
do all possible for success, r -

No article of any kind has come to 
my hand, so far, in the way of handle 
work for the bazaar, although one good 
sister from The Dalles, Ore., and a few 
.in this city of Portland have given me 
their, promise that I should hear fromi 
them. Spiritualists, everywhere, you' 
too. if you wish, may send articles such 
as aprons, ties, handkerchiefs, tidies— 
anything useful or ornamental to help 
the camp-meeting ot 1905, of Lewis and . 
Clark fame, and -your tokens of good 
will maybe purchased by sotae visitor 
who will prize it highly and will ever 
have pleasant memories of that .camp
meeting and the donor of the article 
they purchase.

preached before the church closed m 
June, was “Sunlight,” and it seemed to 
me as If he was inspired during the en
tire discourse. He closed with the fol
lowing beautiful words:

'.‘Suppose the" flowers—the roses, 
pinks, lilies, and violets—should say ‘I 
am wasting myself by scattering my 
fragrance on every wind. I am going 
to stop, I am going to keep it to myself 
and enjoy it on my own account.’ 
There would be no more fragrance. 
There would be neither pink nor lily 
nor rose nor violet. There would only 
be blacu: stalks and' stubs. So, if we 
cease to give, cease to radiate love, ten
derness, sympathy, help, care, we cease 
to have them, we cease to bejnen and 
women, children of God,-.creators and 
dispensers of good.
■ "Let us, then, be sunshine, and re
joice that like God’s sun, we can give 
light and Ine and joy, that like God him
self} of whom it is said that he is love, 
we can be love. And being iove means 
the precise opposite of selfishness, 
means giving the very substance of 
one's life for the good of others.”

’ J. OSBORNE LUNT.
.-. New York ------

Don’t look upon us as being-beggars, 
but anxious to be in position, to meet 
the demands in entertaining those who 
may visit Our grounds during-the meet
ing.. No-doubt a great amount of fur
nishings for the hotel will lie needed to 
accommodate the ■ people - during the 
camp-meeting.

We must not turn’ them away. Then 
everybody, everywhere, wno wants a; 
hand in malting ■ that camp-meeting a 
success and long to. be remembered,- 
send, to me your quilt blocks,.-fanby( or 
useful articles, and the. thanks of the 
First , Spiritual Religious Association of 
Clackamas -County; Oregon, will ever be 
youra. ' REV. G. C, LOVE,' Pres, 
Cor. Ainsworth and Union Ave., Port- 
, land, Oregon« - ’ < -

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is Intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in tlie minds of investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Don’t lav.it up—that bitter, grudge—'
<’ /Against your friend ortneighbor, 
Or dig about.its hidden: root

With s'o much care or: labor. ^. ■ 
Nayl - Rather nobly pass it by, 
Or. thrust it out to fade and dief —
You muy.be’right-and he.be wrong, 

Yet, it you do your duty
And cultivate, instead of hate .

The flowers of love and-beauty, \ 
The time may come when tie may feel 
How grandly you with others, deal. 
Don’t lay it up, nor let a thought . .

Of “Bweet revenge” possess you. 1 
When .tales untruthful- reach your ears

That trouble or distress you, 
Nor chase ther. wrong - with bated 

breath—
A lie wiir run itself to death. -. v
Instead, build up an honest life :

Upon a sure foundation, 
And let the.human castle walls

Be strong in their formation.
Then may you ■ court earth’s rydest 

shock—r ,.
Youf house is built upon a rock. ., 

• —New York Weekly,

This little book treats of the central 
problems of all religion; the nature of 
the ego; the origin, development, and 
destiny of the human personality; spir
itual heredity; the dissolution of the 
body and the preservation of the soul; 
the nature of human immortality; man
kind’s ideals; the rational basis of eth
ics, etc., all from the standpoint of mod
ern psychology and biology. 188 pages. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents.

How a.Woman Paid Her Debts.
l. aiu out of debt, thanks to tho ’Dlsh-ivaslior 

business. In tho past three months I have 
miidoWOO.OOO selling Dish-washer, cl never san 
anything sell so easily. Every family needs a 
Dish-washer and W1U buy one when shown how 
beantlfullyit will wash and dry tho family dish
es in two minutes. I sell from my ownnouso. 
Each Dish-washer sold brings me ninny orders. 
The dishes are washed without .wett Jng the 
hands. That Is why ladles want the Dlslt-waah- 
or. I give my experience for the benefit ot any 
one who may wish to make money easy. • 1 
buy my Dish-washers from the Mound City. 
Dish-washer Co.; St. Louts. Niv Write them 
or.psnlculars. They Willstatt you in business 
la yOur own homa. . LA. C

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contalnsmar- 
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter'in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the uaa 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Prien 75 cents.

“Mark Chester; or a Mill ana a Mill
ion, A Tale of Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 cents,

■■ “Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and-Rev Frank 
DbWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.’’. By Mosea Hull. 
Price 10 cents. . ,,

"Korndlne. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt-Talbot." In the form of 
an entertaining story, it contains les
sons which every girl should know. - 
price, cloth, IL ■

••The Kingship of Self-Control." By 
Wm. George Jordan, It , treats of the. ■ 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape -. 
duty, the supreme chanty of the world, 
tho revelation of reserve power,- etc. ” 
Price 30 cents.

:'A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite,-A. Mm author of 
•'History of the Christian Religion, to ■ 
the Year 200.” etc. A condensed State. : 
ment of facts concerning the efforts , of , 
church leaden to get control of the gov*.. ■ 
emment. An important Work.

‘25 cents;
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Library of Spiritual Literature.

It is well to in the memory the following:

Dr. I. K. Funk is the author of “The Widow s I 
Mite,” a work devoted to the elucidation of spirit re-1 
turn as witnessed by him in the course of a long, pa- 
tient and painstaking investigation. Dr. Funk is an ( 
intellectual giant, and a conscientious investigator of 
the phenomena and philosophy of Spiritualism. In 
his search for truth he is exceptionally kind, char
itable and forbearing; in fact he is an ideal investi
gator, and one that any genuine medium will be 
pleased.to meet. Such a man, occupying the highest 
position among cultured and refined people, should be 
welcomed by every Spiritualist. .Unfortunately he 
has met with a great deal of fraud and trickery in the 
course of his investigations, and the following from 
his pen, taken from the Homiletic Review for October, 
will be read with sad interest, as it portrays in some 
respects the exact status of our cause—a most la
mentable state of affairs, and one which Spiritualists 
themselves should thoroughly understand. The 
fact is, the main point? of the article have been pub
lished in every leading daily in the United States, 
reaching at feast 35,000,000 of readers. Such being 
the case we concluded to.spread the entire article be
fore our readers enabling them to more accurately 
judge of the same than they could by reading only 
brief extracts. Spiritualists, unite as one body, and 
drive the rotten fakes from our ranks, and place 
Spiritualism before the world in its proper light.

AN IMPORTANT AND SUGGESTIVE LETTER.
To the Literary Editor ¡—You are at liberty to 

quote as freely as you like from the enclosed advance 
proofs of the October “Homiletic Review.”

Note.—1. The report from B. F. Funk here given, 
having been noised abroad in distorted form, has 
brought me questions as to whether this has changed 
my attitude toward psychic phenomena. It has not. 
I was aware of the existence of this class of fraud. In 
the book, “The Widow’s Alite and Other Psychic Phe
nomena,” I gave much emphasis to the fraud side of 
this problem, but had not at hand quite so an effective 
exposure as this one, or it would have appeared with 
the other specifications of fraud (see pp. 74-76). Let
ters reaching me indicate that this fakir business in 
“Spiritualistic paraphernalia” is rapidly growing. 
Its victims are chiefly among those who are depressed 
by the death of husband, wife, child, or parent. There 
are nearly 2,000,000 deaths each year in this country, 
affecting 10,000,000 near relatives; and of these, tens 
of thousands are so crazed by grief as to fall easy 
victims to these heartless scoundrels. Then, this kind 
of comfort, like-salt water to a thirsty man, increases 
the appetite, thus ensuring these fellows an unfailing 
source of profit.

2. But on the other hand, scores of psychologists 
-yind other leading scientists and hundreds of other 
trustworthy men make it certain that there are many 
genuine psychic phenomena, and the researches of 
these investigators indicate the near discovery and 
mastery of forces which are likely to prove of extra
ordinary value to the world, and that at least some of 
these forces belong to faculties which are in all of us, 
and in nearly all of us are more or less undeveloped. 
A careful study of the la ws which underlie the devel
opment and use of these faculties is thought by many 
of our psychologists to be of first importance. Should 
it turn out to be that some of these psychic phenom
ena are due to “outside intelligences,” as is thought 
probable by men like Prof. James of Harvard, Sir 

' William Crookes, Prime Minister Balfour, Prof. Hys
lop, Sir Oliver Lodge, and others, it is easy to believe 
thaf this might prove, when scientifically established, 

‘ the beginning of a new epoch in human development. 
-At any rate it is surely worth the while of these sci
entists to give for a time serious study to this investi
gation.

3. It happens that the investigation of these psy
chic phenomena depends very much on the psychic 
experiences of the average man. It would be almost 
fatal to the investigation to close from the psycholo
gist this source of information, as we would close it 
should we make this average man over skeptical; it 
would be almost equally fatal should he become too 
superstitious. Either extreme hinders the phenom
ena. A large class of the public is too easily duped, 
and another1 class is so skeptical as to believe nothing 
that comes into experience otherwise than through 
the senses. _ The newspaper press will be doing psy
chic investigation good service if it help to keep the 
mass of people from either extreme. '■

Max Muller probably never uttered a wiser saying 
than this: “All truth is safe, and nothing else is safe, 
and he who keeps back the truth or withholds it from 
man for motives of expediency is either a coward or

L
a criminal or both.” Yours respectfully, 

I. K. FUNK.

THE FRAUDULENT SIDE OF SPIRITUALISM- 
A DUTY.

te

By Isaac K. Funk, D. D., LL.D.
Life is-growth. We eanuot elect to stand still. 

The time comes when the bird must break its shell 
and come out. or die. That which was house- and 
home and life for it yesterday, to-day, if continued, is 
its death. This is the law of true evolution. There 
may be eddies and recessio is, but, as with the sea,_the 
incoming tide is bound finally to assert itself.

A profound question qiways in order is: What is 
the next stage of .human development and what are 
its signs? Christ pronounced the doom of the Jews 
when He said: Eyes have ye, but ye see not; ye can 
discern the signs of the skies—that is, the changes on 
the plane of your present life; but ye can not discern 
the signs of the-times—that is, the changes that fore
run the coming of the new kingdom which comes 
through the fertilizing power of the above upon the 
lower. I come revealing to you this kingdom of 
which I am, but ye see me not; I call you to a new life, 
but ye hear me not; ye hear me not and see me not be
cause the faculties within you which are to have their 

. functions in this new kingdom are dead. Therefore 
is your condemnation just. .

When the world moves forward, the. man or age or 
civilization that will not accept the reform is plowed 
under’ and at least for a time, forgotten.

As a rule, the higher truths come in at what seems 
to be the bottom of society; the barn, the manger, is 
the doorway. Can any good thing come out of Naza
reth? To the eyes of the ruling class—the class 
which is the fruitage, the logical outcome of the 
forces and laws of the lower plane of existence— 
Christ and Wesley and Garrison were contemptible. 
Christ consorted with publicans and sinners, the “low 
down.” Garrison had no grace save the. grace • of

warning is just: If Spiritualism is from above; if it is 
a revelation, in whole or in part, w man of the next 
step upward; if telepathy, clairvoyance, clairaudi- 
enee, prescience are rudimentary faculties which, 
when they become fully functional, will make qfs citi
zens of the cosmic universe as our present Senses 
make us citizens of the earth, we must not/be sur
prised if we are to search for the pearls of this com
ing kingdom among the things that are despised, and 
that we are to find the chief believers in it among the 
“publicans and sinners.” Let us see to it that we 
judge a righteous judgment; that, our standards for 
judging the coming kingdom are not the standards by 
which values are determined in the kingdom that 
precedes it; that we have eyes that can see and ears 
that can hear things that are above materiality, that 
are on the spiritual plane. The church committed an 
awful mistake in the days of Christ and went down. 
It is well to be alert, and even over-aleii, in avoiding 
a repetition of that blunder and crime. If the histo
rians tell us truly, there was much of ignorance and 
superstition in the so-called Christian church during 
the first century. We are apt to overlook the lesson 
that the crystallized excellencies of the lower, plane 
may more effectually prevent the excellencies of the 
upper than do its uncryscaflized faults, The harlots 
hindered less in the days of Christ than did the scribes 
and Pharisees.

“But a vast majority of Spiritualistic phenomena 
are fraudulent.” That is certain. “Much are the 
results of coincidence and faulty observation. ’ ’ -That 
is very true. We had settled down during the past 
twenty years—nearly all of us—to these conclusions; 
but the startling discoveries during the last few years 
among the new lines of psychology, as those of the 
subjective' mind, secondary personalities, telepathy, 
clairaudience, and what not, the discoveries of Wire
less telegraphy, the X-ray, radium and i.ts mysterious 
radioactivity, all suggestive of countless laws and 
countless forces as yet unknown to us, reaching up
ward and inward beyond the senses, make it increas
ingly easy for scientists to believe in the existence of 
psychic forces and psychic intelligences at work on 
earth other than man. We are now beiiig startled 
out of our sleep by reports from some of the most 
careful scientific authorities—reports of .strange 
things which they are discovering along psychic lines. 
They tell us that, after all deductions for fraud and 
coincidence, they find an unexplained remainder that 
bids fair to lead to the most profound discoveries— 
beyond all heretofore proved in the realm of science? 
When scientists like the late Professor Sidgwick of 
Cambridge and his expert wife, the sister of Premier 
Balfour, and that profound psychologist, Professor 
James of Harvard, Professor W. F. Barrett, Sir Oli
ver Lodge, Professor Hyslop, late of Columbia, and 
such accomplished scientists and trained observers as 
Sir William Crookes and Alfred Russel Wallace, and 
that group of scholars and observers who make up 
the Society for Psychical Research in this country, 
England, and on the Continent, tell us that they find, 
after years of careful investigation, an unexplained 
remainder in this world of spiritual phenomena that 
seems scientifically to demonstrate the existence of a 
spirit world which interpenetrates this, it behooves us 
all, especially those who are leaders in the church, to 
•think carefully whether the time has not come to re
consider this whole question.

It seems 'certain that there is to be in the near fu
ture a serious revival of the study of psychic phe
nomena, including so-called Spiritualism—a subject 
that belongs to.the “sphere of influence” of the cler
gy, to borrow a phrase from international statecraft. 
Is not a clergyman likely now to make a greatmistake 
if he does not fit himself to help lead in this i\ew se
ries of investigations? Watchman, what of the 
night? Surely along psychic or soul lines we have a 
riglyt to expect the clergy to keep us from error; but 
how can they unless they understand the subject?

If these Spiritualistic phenomena are the work of 
immature or evil spirits, as some clergymen hold, cer
tain scientific'knowledge* of this fact is exceedingly 
important. A scientific demonstration that devils ex
ist and are in communication with this world is far 
better than the hard, crass materialism of the scien
tific world a few decades ago, which denied all things 
spiritual as a priori impossible.

In a book which I recently published [“The Wid
ow’s Mite and Other Psychic Phenomena,” published 
May, 19041,1 tried to present clearly and impartially 
as possible the facts and arguments for and against 
the Spiritualistic hypothesis, especially those devel
oped- during the past score of years by the Society for 
Psychical Research and other scientists, giving also 
an account of my own personal experiences in this 
field of investigation. In this book the clergy are 
urged to take up courageously and earnestly the 
work of psychic investigation; but the clergyman 
who undertakes this line of investigation needs to be 
on his gun rd against deception, for fraud surrounds 
professional Spiritualism as an atmosphere. This de
ception and the specious arguments by which it is de
fended—evincing discouragingly in our evolved hu
man nature reminiscences of the fox; the spider, the 
hyena—is well illustrated by a unique experience a 
brother of mine Jiad a few weeks ago in Chicago. 
This brothei’ has had considerable knowledge of Spir
itualism and knows pretty thoroughly its fraudulent 
side. I placed in his hands the following cprious 
business card, requesting him to report to me the 
facts:

pings, etc., but that her gifts had not enough money
making power in 4 hem' to enable her to support her
self and those dependent upon her. ‘On receiving 
your, card from a/friend,’ I continued, ‘it occurred to 
•me tlfat you might be able to help her out—that is, 
shotild-I be able to persuade her to foltow mediumship 
as a business. Ido not wish her to do wrong.’

“ ‘Certainly not, eerjuiiily not; I understand. I 
have many such among, my clientele. ' It is my busi
ness to help mediums make a good show. They do 
not do wrong; on the contrary, they are doing a great 
deal of good in getting people to believe that their 
friends who have died are really alive. I have seen 
mothers made happy at the sight of their dead chil
dren, husbands at the sight of their departed wives. 
It has often brought tears to my eyes to see the sim
ple faith of these people. If a man is a philanthropist 
who can multiply blades of grass, surely I or a me
dium should be entitled to praise if we cause-rejoicing 
where there are tears. Why, my dear fellow, Spirit
ualists are the happiest people in the world.. Why 
undeceive'them? They are in heaven. It does them 
no hurt, but much gpod to believe these things. My 
business is to put clever people jn.the way of making 
the world happier,’ The man grew quite eloquent in 
dilating on his philanthropic calling. -

“ ‘But,’ said I, ‘my friend is quite sensitive and 
would hesitate much at the employment of any decep
tion or trick, especially any that might be detected 
and bring disgrace upon herself and family and 
friends.’

“After some further talk of this sort, he got down 
to business and-grew confidential, and let ine into 
some of the secrets of-his trade.. He asked all man
ner of questions about my medium friend, as to her 
age, education, her height,-whether she was thin or 
fleshy, tactful, had presence of mind, was quick in re
tort, etCf He finally asked: ‘What kind of phenom
ena would you prefer that your lady friend should 
produce?’

“I replied: ‘I wish her to give physical manifesta
tions, such as the materialization of hands, of the en
tire human form, spirit voices, illuminated stars; 
sparks, rays of light, floating balls of fire, floating 
musical instruments, trumpet talks, slate-writing, 
mind-reading, etc. Are these things within the scope 
of your art?’

“He smiled at the modesty of my wish, then said: 
‘All this is merest child’s play, provided.your lady 
friend is apt, quick-witted, and has nerve. I am fur
nishing help after this sort to the mediums of Chicago 
—they all come to me; I know them all.’

“ ‘ Do good, genuine mediums use this kind of 
help ? ’

“ ‘All mediums are good mediums and genuine me
diums. I don’t know any other kind.’

“ ‘Is there nq difficulty in manipulating this ma
chinery or paraphernalia?’
“‘It is so simple you will wonder why it is that 

people do not at once detect it. When you under
stand it, and understand the modus operandi of 
handling it, you will- be much amused.'
“‘How about slate-writing!’
“‘Perfectly simple.’
“ ‘With tied slates, .glued and sealed?’
“ ‘Yes, oh, yes. I have laughed until my sides 

ached after a seance at the remembrance of how 
easily and completely ‘the d. e.’s [‘dead ehsies’] were 
fooled. To see a doting father take the. materialized 
form of his dead child- on nis knee and.pet it and kiss 
it, and then hear the'little one say, “Now, papa, I 
must go; I feel I(api getting weak.” and then see the 
child slip from his-.lap and disappear, to the infinite 
surprise of all the faithful—it is more laughable than 
an Artemus Ward “wax-flgger show.’1 ’

“ ‘But is there no danger of getting caught?’
“ ‘No; there are two hundred mediums in Chicago. 

How seldom you hear of an expose.’
“ ‘But I have been where 1 was permitted to touch 

the hand of a form. It seemed warm, as if flesh and 
blood.’

laughed myself almost into a convulsion. When I 
was laughed out 1 returned, and with a long face 
said: “Yes, our dear friends materialize in perfectly 
natural bodies, and hence of course peyspire on a hot 
summer evening just as tire rest of us do.” Her 
faith was fully restored.’

“I said: ‘I know a man who had his little child on 
his lap, and it dematerialized while he was holding 
it-’

“ ‘ Certaifily; that can be done easily with the 
d. e.’s.’

“ ‘But,’ said I, ‘a hand will materialize and dema
terialize right before me.’

‘You can not tell whether it is a hand or a foot 
six feet away. With my radium illumination, the 
front illuminated and the back not, you turn the hand 
and-you have materialization, and you turn it again 
and you have dematerialization, amid the oils! and 
ahs! of the d. e.’s. So with stars and so with the en
tire human form. Much success depends upon the 
skill of the medium in manipulating the black and the' 
white cloth.’ 1 .

“ ‘My friend has not the power of ventriloquism. 
HbwJ would she be able to represent the different 
voices?’ s -
_ “Again he smiled, and finally brought out an alum
inum trumpet and several mouthpieces. It was a rev
elation to hear the different'voiees he could produce 
and the rapidity with which he could change from one 
voice to another. When my back was turned, I could 
have taken an oath that I heard two different voices 
speaking at the same time.

“ ‘ Do all mediums resort to trickery ? ’ I asked.
. “ ‘None do. All are honest, perfectly honest.’

“ ‘But;’ I persisted, ‘there are some genuine me
diums and some n on-genuine.’

“He replied: ‘All mediums are genuine; they are
al! good and doing good, cheering hearts' and lifting 
burdens, bringin^out “the stars at night,” as the 
poets put it.’

“After some more interchange of this kind of talk 
I said: ‘Speaking seriously, do you mean to tell me 
that no mediums possess occult or abnormal powers; 
that it is all humbuggery and trickery ?’

“After a few moments’ thought, his face growing 
serious, he said: ‘There is something mysterious, 
something that puzzles me at times about some me
diums. I have seen phenomena that I can not ex
plain. At times an outside influence seems to come 
over the medium, taking possession of her. What it 
is I don’t know. Possibly telepathy- will explain it, 
possibly spirits. ’

“He told me much more, and ended by this business 
turn: ‘ I can fix up your lady friend and so instruct 
her, if she is clever—cleverness is essential—that she 
will be able to earn from $50 to $70 a week. 1 must 
have her bust measurement, her neck measurement, 
and also her height and'weight. She need have no 
fear about detection and must give up all scruples 
about doing wrong.. I showed to Herrmann when he 
was living some Spiritualistic tricks which he was 
neyer able to explain and which he afterward used. 
The lady can conceal enough of my paraphernalia 
about her person to produce many materializations of 
hands, ■forms, lights, etc., and walk to a private house, 
visit socially with the people half an hour or more, 
without awakening the slightest suspicion.’ ”

“B. F. FUNK.
“Westerleigh Staten Island, Sept. 1, 1904.”
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“This seemed to amuse him greatly. Finally he 
said: ‘ Yes; it does feel precisely like flesh.
is another phase of the business. It is all 
when the outfit is sent. ’

“ ‘But how is that done?’
“ ‘I have nothing to say.’
“ ‘Is it always fraud—never real?’
“ ‘I don’t know of any medium who is

But this 
explained

•uilty of

God, and that grace had but . little current value 
■ where birth and riches and college degrees and social 
' standing were counters of ehiefest value. Have any

of the rulers believed?. The common people, who are 
not the flower and fruitage of this plane of living, are. 
accursed. ■.,.

If all this is tru<? and we apply it to what has been 
known as Spiritualism for the past half-century, we 
may make a'grave mistake. Not everything , that 
comes in at the barn door.and is rejected by the “low 
'down’’ is, therefore, from above. But this word of

RADIUM
" Medium’s Paraphernalia

Crowns, Belts, Hands, Heads, Veils and Full-size 
Figures all illuminated with the new Radium 

light. Will appear, gradually float about 
room and disappear.

' . . All Work Confidential. -. ■
•------------ Chicago.

I quote the /sard verbatim, leaving blank the name 
and street address, both of which will be given to any 
one requesting them.: The following is his report:
Mr.'B. F. Funk’s Exposiire of a Fraudulent Side _of 

.....Spiritualism.
“On my first call I was informed’that in order to 

see this radium expert it would be necessary for me to 
make an appointment. The appointment being duly 
made and kept, I found the proprietor, to-be 
a youngish,- gentlemanly , sort'of fellow, apparently: 
refined and educated. The card [described above] 
served a^an open sesame, somewhat stiff, gaining for 
me the desired interview. In- reply-to my question, 
whether he sold outfits for mediums, he said, eyeing 
me closely: ‘I sometimes sell.things that are of inter
est to mediums and—to other, people.’ " After a mo
ment’s silence he'continued: ‘ What do you wish? 
What are you after?’ . . . /

“Then followed much verbal fencing, when, he 
finally said: ‘I always insist, as a mark of good faith, 
that at the outset an order be given-with payment for 
an.outfit.’ Tliis outfit, he told me,.varies in price 
from $50 to $1,000. Not caring'to, bait my hook'with 
so large a bulk of greenbacks, I substituted diplo
macy. I told him that a lady friend of mine in an 
Eastern city—all gospel truth—had some medium-

fraud. You know I am a good Spiritualist when I am 
with Spiritualists, I am the fast friend of all medi
ums.. . .What class of people will be the chief constit
uency of your lady friend—Catholic or Protestant, 
white or black?’

‘ ‘ ‘ Why, what difference does‘that make ? ’
“ ‘Well, if Catholic, they will prove the more re

munerative, as they are much more ready to accept 
the supernatural. I have a splendid make-up repre
senting a Catholic priest. The Catholics go wild over 
him. He is’ very effective with his priestly garb on 
and with his large cross.’

“ ‘But how is one costume and one medium to rep
resent different priests?I

“ ‘Oh, given little light and plenty of faith .and 
plausible assertion, a Catholic will see just the priest 
he wishes to see. It is amazing how easily people are 
deceived in,a semi-dark room; with the lights low 
you can not tell whether an object is three feet or ten 
feet away. Distancés and directions and propor
tions are extremely deceptive in the dark. As to the 
Catholics,’ he continued, ‘if you materialize a well- 
known priest or two or three dead friends of some one 
or more Catholic« present, for the next week you will 
have all of the private “sittings” you can care for at 
$5 or $10 each.’
' “I told him that the lady’s clientele would probably 
be Protestant, and* that she is rather conscientious and 
might hesitate to deceive them.

. ‘“Why, my-dear'sir, why should she? A genuine 
Spiritualist, as I have already said, is supremely hap
py in his faith', Feople who come to seances are as a 
rule in deep sorrow- The.medium wipes -their tears 
and-lifts their burdens. Can there be any wrong in 
this? Is not this‘doing a charitable, worthy thing? 
Your friend sjhould learn to prize;her calling as a 
helpful and noble one. These things must be judged 
byitheir fruitff and-looked upon in a broad way.’

• “To my repeated'questions ¡how this and that was 
done, his almpst constant answer wag. that these se
crets were p'flït hiMiis1 stock in trade, ' ;

‘But,’I insisted, ‘I have seen sometimes the me
dium and a spiritiform stand side by side and I have 
taken hold of thdb* hands and talked to them, some
times both aV^hejsame time,’. . '■

“This gave the fellow much quiet fun at my ex
pense. Finally he. said: ‘That reminds-me of a seance 
I once attended. It was held'by one of the begt me- 
diums in Chicago. There-were a number of fine mate
rializations—understand me, when I am with the 
Spiritualists I aih an enthusiastic Spiritualist. The 
next day a wealthy woinan who was a believer called 
on me. She said that she enjoyed the meeting the 
evening before very .much', but that she wished to ask 
me a question. She desired to know whether spirits 
really perspire, for she had detected the odor of per
spiration on one. of the forms. She spoke with such

I. Notwithstanding the abundance and the dis
gusting nature of the frauds which attend many 
Spiritualistic seances, yet so keen an opponent of 
Spiritualism as Frank Podmore, in his late book, 
“Modern Spiritualism,” is compelled to say:

“Whether the belief in the intercourse with spirits 
is well founded or not, it is certain that no critic has 
yet succeeded in demonstrating the inadequacy of the 
evidence upon which the Spiritualists rely.”

And Dr. Hudson, the most popular of all writers 
against the Spiritualistic hypothesis, in his book, 
“The Law of Psychic Phenomena” .(page 206), de
clares:

“The man who denies the phenomena of Spiritism 
to-day is not entitled to be called a skeptic; he is 
simply ignorant.”

And the great scientist, Alfred Russel Wallace; re
cently said that no more evidence is needed .to prove 
Spiritualism, for no accepted fact in science has a 
greater or stronger array of truth in its behalf.

2. The new psychology which is being shaped 
largely by current psychic investigations seems likely 
to modify in not a few ways the interpretation of 
Scripture, and hence should be of profound interest to 
the clergy.

3. These cautionary words: (a) When the facts 
which aremow being told are admitted to be true, the 
reader nfeat not leap to the conclusion that the hy
pothesis of Spiritualism is proved. There are many 
chasms, each miles and miles wide, yet to be bridged 
or filled, (b) There is danger—real danger—along 
these lines of investigation. I have seen psychic cob
webs—if cobwebs they be—tangle the feet of even in
tellectual giants; and the shrewdest experts—to 
change the simile—need to sail these mystic seas with 
sharp eyes and level heads, for these seas are almost 
wholly uncharted, and in sailing over them, at times, 
the ship’s compasses exhibit inexplicable variations. 
Yet these investigations must be made and these seas
must be sailed and charted.

IT IS WRITTEN.

I. K. FUNK.

Have you seen—have you seen—in the heart of a tree, 
Its tracings and lines 
Its knots and its seams, 
Where the fibre entwines, 
Where the silken mesh gleams ? A

Have you read—have you read—in the heart of a tree 1
Written deep in its history told in a tree,

Every leafbud lost, 
Left its lasting sear, 
Every twig downtossed;
Made the mark of its war, 

AH its life may be read in the heart of a tree.
Have you seen—have you seen—in the heart of a man, 

_ Its wreckings and woe,
v The depth of its tide, 

...Where-the long ago 
And its Memories hide?

Have you read—have you read—in the heart of-a 
• ■ > man !

Deep the records.are graved in the heart _of a man.,.
. Each sorrow and. sin ■ '

. Left its inar in.its mark,.. < - i
-And the tempests therein
Made their lines in the dark, ‘

All his life inay-be read in the heart of a man. .
.' —Luella Dowd Smith, in Woman’s Tribune.

_ _ earnestness and her question struck me as so ludi-
istic power, sufficient to move a table, produce rap-' crous that I had to excuse myself and went out and

As the flower is before the fruit, so is faith before 
good works.—Whately.

There is no slander in an allowed'fool, though he do 
nothing but rail; nor no railing in it known discreet 
man, though ho do nothing but reprove—Shakspeare.
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the important booka of the Bible.

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that te in this book appeared In an abridged 

form in a serici ot nine full pages of Tbk Progbkbs* 
r?Jt Thinkkr. These articles were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need of 
some klLd of document for ready reference- They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

The author. Mosca Halt has written many voMmes 
on SplrituallstlBtlc and other themes and each OLe 1a 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, In his Introduction of this work says:

“Hoping that Uils book will serve to lead the people 
out of the wilderness of duubtand despair; and that 
when Spiritualism chall have wrested the Bible from 
Its‘sanctified’enemies, it will not *splke’ it, but will 
use it to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and Ignorance, I send It out on Its errand of en t 
llghtenment with the bumble prayer that it will pror ) 
a divine benediction to every reader.*'

Tnx TSnotclopedia op Biblical Spiritualism 
contains 885 pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and la 
handaomely bound In cloth. Every SpiritualUt should 
have this work.
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making power imthem’to enable her to support her-

enee, prescience are rudimentary faculties which,

must be sailed and charted. I. K. FUNK.

IT IS WRITTEN.

THE FRAUDULENT SIDE OF SPIRITUALISM- 
A DUTY.

pings, etc., but that her gifts had not enough money- laughed myself almost into a convulsion. When I 
■ ’ was laughed out I returned, and with a long face

W

Dr. I. K. Funk is the author of “The Widow’s I warning is just: If Spiritualism is from above; if it is 
Mite,” a work devoted to the elucidation of spirit re- j a revelation, m whole or in part, to man of the next 
turn as witnessed by him in the course of a long, pa-' step upward; if telepathy, clairvoyance, elairaudi- 
tient and painstaking investigation. Dr, Funk is an ...................... .......1:—*...... «..... ..............
intellectual giant, and a conscientious investigator of 
the phenomena and philosophy of Spiritualism, In 
his search for truth he is exceptionally kind, char
itable and forbearing; in fact he is an .ideal investi
gator, and one that any genuine medium will be 
pleased.to meet. Such a man, occupying the highest 
position among cultured and refined people, should be 
welcomed by every Spiritualist. .Unfortunately he 
has met with a great deal of fraud and triokery in the 
course of his investigations, and the following from 
his pen,'taken from the Homiletic Review for October, 
will be read with sad interest, as it portrays in some 
respects the exact status, of our cause—a most la
mentable; state of affairs, and one yyhich Spiritualists 
themselves should thoroughly understand. The 
fact is, the main point? of the article have been pub
lished in every leading daily in the United States, 
reaching at feast 35,000,000 of readers. Such being 
the case we concluded to spread the entire article be
fore our readers enabling them to more accurately 
judge of the same than they could by reading only 
brief extracts. Spiritualists, unite as one body, and 
drive the rotten fakes from pur ranks, and place 
Spiritualism before the world in its proper light.

AN IMPORTANT AND SUGGESTIVE LETTER.
To the Literary Editor:—You are at liberty to 

quote as freely as you like from the enclosed advance 
proofs of the October “Homiletic Review.”

Note.—1. The report from B. F. Funk here given, 
having been noised abroad in distorted form, has 
brought me questions as to whether this has changed 
my attitude toward psychic phenomena. It has not. 
I was aware of the existence of this class of fraud. In 
the book, ‘'The Widow’s Mite and Other Psychic Phe
nomena,” I gave much emphasis to the fraud side of 
this problem, but had not at hand quite so an effective 
exposure as this one, or it would have appeared with 
the other specifications of fraud (see pp. 74-76). Let
ters reaching me indicate that this fakir business in 
“Spiritualistic paraphernalia” is rapidly growing. 
Its victims are chiefly among those who are depressed 
by the death of husband, wife, child, or parent. There 
are nearly 2,000,000 deaths each year in this country, 
affecting 10,000,000 near rehitWfes; and of these, tens 
of thousands are so crazed by grief as to fall easy 
victims to these heartless scoundrels. Then, this kind 
of comfort, like-salt water to a thirsty man, increases 
the appetite, thus ensuring these fellows an unfailing 
source of profit.

2. But on the other hand, scores of psychologists 
jand othei' leading scientists and hundreds of other 
trustworthy men make it certain that there are many 
genuine psychic phenomena, and the researches of 
these investigators indicate the near discovery and 
mastery of forces which are likely to prove of extra
ordinary value to the world, and that at least some of 
these forces belong to faculties which are in all of us, 
and in nearly all of us are more or less undeveloped. 
A careful study of the la ws which underlie the devel
opment and use of these faculties is thought by many 
of our psychologists to be of first importance. Should 
it turn out to be that some of these psychic phenom
ena are due to “outside intelligences,” as is thought 
probable by men like Prof. James of Harvard, Sir 

' William Crookes, Prime Minister Balfour, Prof. Hys
lop, Sir Oliver Lodge, and others, it is easy to believe 
that; this might prove, when scientifically established, 

' the beginning of a new epoch in human development. 
-At any rate it is surely worth the while of these sci
entists to give for a time serious study to this investi
gation.

3. It happens that the investigation of these psy
chic phenomena depends very much on the psychic 
experiences of the average man. It would be almost 
fatal to the investigation to close from the psycholo
gist this source of information, as we would close it 
should we make this average man over skeptical; it 
would be almost equally fatal should he become too 
superstitious. . Either extreme hinders the" phenom
ena. A large class of the public is too easily duped, 
and another class is so skeptical as to believe nothing 
that conies into experience otherwise than through 
the senses... The newspaper press will be doing psy
chic investigation good service if it help to keep the 
mass of people from either extreme.

Max Muller probably never uttered a wiser saying 
than this: ‘ ‘ All truth is safe, and nothing else is safe, 
and he who keeps back the truth or withholds it from 
man for motives of expediency is either a coward^or 
a criminal or both.” Yours respectfully,

I. K. FUNK.

■when they become fully functional, will make us citi
zens of the cosmic universe as our present senses 
make us citizens of the earth, we must liot/be sur
prised if we are to search for the pearls of this com
ing kingdom among the things that are despised, and 
that we are. to find the chief believers in it among the 
“publicans and sinners.” Let us see to it that we 
judge a righteous judgment; that pur standards for 
judging the coming kingdom are not the standards by 
which values are determined in the kingdom that 
precedes it; that we have eyes that can see and ears 
that can hear things that are above materiality, that 
are on the spiritual plane. The church committed an 
awful mistake in the days of Christ and went down. 
It is well to be alert, and even over-alert, in avoiding 
a repetition of that blunder and crime. If the histo-’ 
rians tell us truly, there was much of ignorance and 
superstition in the so-called Christian church during 
the first century. We are apt to overlook the lesson 
that the crystallized excellencies of the lower plane 
may more effectually prevent the excellencies of the 
upper than do its unoryscallized faults, The harlots 
hindered less in the days of Christ than did the scribes 
and Pharisees.

“But a vast majority of Spiritualistic phenomena 
are fraudulent,”. That is certain. “Much are the 
results of coincidence and faulty observation.” -That 
is very true. We had settled down during the past 
twenty years—nearly all of us—to these conclusions;' 
but the startling discoveries during the last few years 
among the new lines of psychology, as those of the 
subjective mind, secondary personalities, telepathy, 
elairaudience, and what not, the discoveries of tire
less telegraphy, the X-ray, radium and its mysterious 
radioactivity, all suggestive of countless laws and 
countless forces as yet unknown to us, reaching up
ward and inward beyond the senses, make' it increas
ingly easy for scientists to believe in the existence of 
psychic forces and psychic intelligences at work on 
earth other than man. We are now being startled 
out of our sleep by reports from some of the most 
careful scientific authorities—reports of .strange 
things which they are discovering along psychic lines. 
They tell us that, after all deductions for fraud and 
coincidence, they find an unexplained remainder that 
bids, fair to lead to the most profound discoveries— 
beyond all heretofore proved in the realm of science? 
When scientists like the late Professor Sidgwick of 
Cambridge and his expert wife, the sister of Premier 
Balfour, and that profound psychologist, Professor 
James of Harvard, Professor W. F. Barrett, Sir Oli
ver Lodge, Professor Hyslop, late of Columbia, and 
such accomplished scientists and trained observers as 
Sir William Crookes and Alfred Russel Wallace, and 
that group of scholars and observers who make up 
the Society for Psychical Research in this country, 
England, and on the Continent, tell us that they find, 
after years of careful investigation, an unexplained 
remainder in this world of spiritual phenomena that 
seems scientifically to demonstrate the existence of a 
spirit world which interpenetrates this, it behooves us 
all, especially those who are leaders in the church, to 
think carefully whether the time has not come to re
consider this whole question.

It seems certain that there is to be in the near fu
ture a serious revival of the study of psychic phe
nomena, including so-called Spiritualism—a subject 
that belongs to.the “sphere of influence” of the cler-

self and those dependent upon her. ‘ On receiving 
your, card from a.friend,’ I continued, ‘it occurred to 
-me that you might be able to help her out—that is, 
should I be able to persuade her to folltovy mediumship 
as a business. I <lo not] wish her to do wrong. ’

“ ‘Certainly not, eerjaiiily not; I understand. I 
have many such pmongimy clientele. It is my busi
ness to help mediums make a good show. They do 
not do wrong: on the contrary, they are doing a great 
<Ieal of good in getting people to believe that their 
friends who have died are really alive. I have seen 
mothers made happy at the sight of their dead chil
dren, husbands at the sight of their departed wives. 
It has often brought tears to my eyes to see the sim
ple faith of these peojfl#. If a man is a philanthropist 
who can multiply blades of grass, surely I or a me
dium should be entitled to praise if we cause rejoicing 
where there are tears. Why, my dear fellow, Spirit
ualists are the happiest people in the world. Why 
undeceive ’them ? They are in heaven, It does them 
no hurt, but much gpod to believe these things. My 
business is to put clever; people jn the way of making 
the world happier,’ The plan grew quite eloquent in 
dilating on his philanthropic calling..

“ ‘But,’ said I, ‘my friend is quite sensitive and 
would hesitate much at the employment of any decep
tion or trick, especially any that might be detected 
and bring disgrace upon herself and family and 
friends.!

“After some further talk of this sort, he got down 
to business and-grew Confidential, and let ine into 
some of the secrets of- his trade. He asked ail man
ner of questions about my mediurii friend, as to her 
age, education, her height,-whether she was thin or 
fleshy, tactful, had presence of mind, was quick in re
tort, etc.- He finally asked: ‘What kind of phenom
ena would you prefer that your lady friend should 
produce?’

“I replied: ‘I wish her to give physical manifesta
tions, such as the materialization of hands, of the en
tire human form, spirit ‘voices, illuminated stars,' 
sparks, rays of light, floating balls of fire, floating 
musical instruments, trumpet talks, slate-writing, 
mind-reading, etc. ^.re these things within tlin scope 
of your art?’

‘ ‘ lie smiled at the modesty of my wish, then said: 
‘All this is merest child’s play, provided your lady 
friend is apt, quick-witted, and has nerve. I am fur
nishing help after this sort io the mediums of Chicago 
—they all come to me; I know them all. ’
“‘Do good, genuine mediums use this kind of 

help?’
“ ‘All mediums are good mediums and genuine me

diums. I don’t know any other kind.’
“ ‘Is there no difficulty in manipulifung this ma-

By Isaac K. Funk, D. D., LL.D.
Life is -growth. We cannot elect to stand still. 

The time comes when the bird must break its shell 
and come out. or die. That which was house- and 
home and life for it yesterday, to-day, if continued, is 
its 'death. This is the law of true evolution. There 
may be eddies and recessions, but, as with the sea,the 
incoming tide is bound finally to assert itself.

A profound question .'jlways in order is: What is 
the next stage of human development and what are 
its signs? Christ pronounced the doom of the Jews 
when He said: Eyes have ye, but ye see not; ye can 
discern the signs of the skies—that is, the changes on 
the plane of your present life; but ye can not discern 
the signs of the-times—that is, the changes that fore
run the coming of the new kingdom which comes 
through the fertilizing power of the above upon the 
lower. I come revealing to you this kingdom of 
which I am, but ye see me not; I call you to a new life, 
but ye hear me not; ye hear me not and see me not be
cause the faculties within you which are to have their 

. functions in this new kingdom are dead. Therefore 
is your condemnation just. '
. When the world moves forward, the man or age or 
civilization that will not accept the reform is plowed 
under' and at least for a lime, forgotten. •

As a rule, the higher truths come in at what seems 
to be the bottom of society; the barn, the manger, is 
the doorway. Can any good thing come out of Naza
reth? To the eyes of the ruling class—the class 
which is the fruitage, the-logical ojjicome of the 
forces and laws of the lower plane of existence— 
.Christ and Wesley and Garrison were contemptible. 
Christ consorted with publicans and sinners, the “low 
down.” Garrison had no grace save the grace of 
God, and that grace had but., little current value 
where birth and riches and college degrees and social 
standing were counters of chiefest value. Have any 
of the rulers believed ? The common people, who are 
not the flower and fruitage of this plane of living, are 
accursed. ’

If all this is true and we apply it to what has been 
' known as Spiritualism for the past half-century, we 

may make a grave mistake. Not everything,, that 
■ comes in at the barn door and is rejected by the “low 

down’’ is, therefore, from above. But this word of

gy, to borrower phrase from international statecraft. 
Is not a clergyman likely now to make a great mistake 
if he does not fit himself to help lead in this nfiw se
ries of investigations? Watchman, what of the 
night 1 Surely along psychic or soul lines we have a 
rigl^t to expect the clergy to keep us from error; but 
how can they unless they understand the subject?

If these Spiritualistic phenomena are the work of 
immature or evil spirits, as some clergymen hold, cer
tain scientific ~krtowledge* of this fact is exceedingly 
important. A scientific demonstration that devils ex
ist and are in communication with this world is far 
better than the hard, crass materialism of the scien
tific world a few decades ago, which denied all things 
spiritual as a priori impossible.

In a book which I recently published [“The Wid
ow’s Mite and Other Psychic Phenomena,” published 
May, 1904], I tried to present clearly and impartially 
as possible the facts and arguments for and against 
the Spiritualistic hypothesis, especially those devel
oped during the past score of years by the Society for 
Psychical Research and other scientists, giving also 
an account of my own personal experiences in this 
field of investigation. In this book the clergy are 
urged tb take up courageously and earnestly the 
work of psychic investigation; but the clergyman 
who undertakes this line of investigation needs to be 
on.his guard against deception, for fraud surrounds 
professional Spiritualism as an atmosphere. This de
ception and the specious arguments by which it is de
fended—evincing discouragingly in our evolved hu
man nature reminiscences of the fox, the spider, the 
hyena—is well illustrated by a unique experience a 
brother of mine had a few weeks ago in Chicago. 
This brother has had considerable knowledge of Spir
itualism and knows pretty thoroughly its fraudulent 
side. I placed in his hands the following cprious 
business card, requesting him to report to me the 
facts:

RADIUM
Medium’s Paraphernalia

Crowns, Belts, Hands, Heads,, Veils and Full-size 
Figures all illuminated with the new Radium 

light. Will appear, gradually float about 
room and disappear. . .

’ . . All Work Confidential. - .
----- ------ Chicago.

■ I quote the card verbatim, leaving blank the name 
and street address, both of which will be given to any 
one reqtlesting them. The following is his report: 
Mr. B. F. Funk’s Exposure of a Fraudulent Eide _of

- - Spiritualism.
■ “On my first call I was informed that in order to 

see this radium expert it would be necessary for me to- 
make an appointment. The appointment being duly 
made and kept, I found the proprietor to - be 
a youngish,- gentlemanly-sort of fellow, apparently 
refined and educated. The card [described above] 
served ah an open sesame, somewhat stiff, gaining for 
me the. desired interview. In- reply to my question 
whether, he sold outfits for mediums, he said, eyeing 
me closely1: ‘I sometimes sell.things that are of inter
est to mediums and—to other, people. ’ ■■ After a mo
ment’s silence he continued: ‘What do you wish? 
What are you after?’ .

“Then followed much verbal fencing, when he 
finally said: ‘I always insist, as a mark of good faith, 
that at the outset an order be givemvith payment for 
an.outfit.’ This outfit, he told me, varies in price 
from $50 to $1,000. Not caring to bait my hook'with 
so large a bulk-.of greenbacks, I substituted diplo
macy. I told him that a lady friend of mine in an 
Eastern city—all gospel truth—had some mediuni- 
istic power, sufficient to move a table, produce rap-

chinery or paraphernalia?’
“ ‘It is so simple you will wonder why it is that 

people do not at once detect it. When you under
stand it, and understand the modus operandi of 
handling it, you will be much amused. ’

“ ‘How about slate-writing ? ’
“ ‘Perfectly simple.’
“ ‘With tied slates, .glued and sealed?’
“ ‘Yes, oh, yes. I have laughed until my sides 

aehed after a seance at the remembrance of how 
easily and completely the d. e.’s [‘dead easies’] were 
fooled. To see a doting father take the. materialized 
form of his dead child- on nis knee and pet it and kiss 
it, and then hear the'little one say, “Now, papa, I 
must go; I feel Iain getting weak.” and then see the 
child slip from his-,Jap and disappear, to the infinite 
surprise of all the faithful—it is more laughable than 
an Artemus Ward “wax-figger show.” ’

“ ‘But is there no danger of getting caught?’
“ ‘No; there are two hundred mediums in Chicago. 

How seldom you hear of an expose.’
“ ‘But I have been where I was permitted to touch 

the hand of a form. It seemed warni, as if flesh and 
blood.’

“This seemed to amuse him greatly. Finally he 
said : ‘ Yes ; it does feel precisely like flesh. But this 
is another phase of the business. It is all explained 
when the outfit is sent. ’
“‘But how is that done?’
“‘I have nothing to say.’
“ ‘Is it always fraud—never real ?’
“ ‘I don’t know of any medium who is guilty of 

fraud. You know I am a good Spiritualist when I am 
with Spiritualists. I am the fast friend of all medi
ums.. . .What class of people will be the chief constit
uency of your lady friend—Catholic or Protestant, 
white or black?’

“ ‘Why, what difference does'that make?’
“ ‘Well, if Catholic, they will prove the more re

munerative, as they are much more ready to accept 
the supernatural. I have a splendid make-up repre
senting a Catholic priest. The Catholics go wild over 
him. He is very effective with his priestly garb on 
and with his large cross.’

“ ‘But how is one costume and one medium to rep
resent different priests?!

“ ‘Oh, given little light and plenty of faith and 
plausible assertion, a Catholic will see just the priest 
he wishes to see. It is amazing how easily people are 
deceived in a semi-dark room ; with the lights low 
you can not tell whether an object is three feet or ten 
feet away. Distances and directions and propor
tions are extremely deceptive in the dark. As to the 
Catholics,’ he continued, ‘if you materialize a well- 
known priest or two or three dead friends of some” one 
or more Catholics present, for the 'next week you will 
have all of the private “sittings” you can care for at 
$5 or $10 each. ’
z “I told hiih that the lady’s clientele would probably 
be Protestant, And'that she is rather conscientious and 
might hesitate to deceive them.

. “ ‘Why, my dear'sir, why should she? A genuine 
Spiritualist, as I have already said, is supremely hap
py in his fa^K. People who come to seances are as a 
rule in deep sorrow.-’ The.medium wipes, their tears 
and lifts their burdens. Can there be any wrong in 
this! Is not(this doing a charitable, worthy thing? 
Your friend qhoüld learn to prize:her calling as a 
helpful-and ¿oble-one. These things must be judged 
by their fruity and-looked upon in a broad way.’

k - “To my repeated'questions how this and that was 
done, his almqst constant answer was. that these se
crets were part his stock in trade..

- ' ‘But,! I msisieK Thave seen sometimes the me
dium anda spiritiform stand side by side and I hâve' 
taken hold of théh^hands and talked to them, some-’ 
times both ai‘?the.Wme time.’, .

“This gave the fellow much quiet fun at my ex
pense. Finally he said: ‘That reminds me of a seance 
I once attended. It was. held'by one of the best me
diums in' Chicago. There were a number of fine mate
rializations—understand me, when I am with the 
Spiritualists l am an enthusiastic Spiritualist. The 
next day a wealthy woman who was a believer called 
on me. She said that she enjoyed the meeting the 
evening before very much, but that she wished to ask 
me a question. She desired to know .whether spirits 
really perspire, for she had detected the odor of per
spiration on one of the forms. She spoke with such 
earnestness and her question struck me as so ludi
crous that I had to excuse myself and went out and

said: “Yes, our dear friends materialize in perfectly 
natural bodies, and hence of course perspire on a hot 
summer evening just as tire rest of iis do.” Her 
faith was fully restored.’

‘ ‘ I said: ‘ I know a man who had his little child on 
his lap, and it dematerialized while he was holding 
it.’

“ ‘ Certaiiily; that can be done easily with the 
d. e.’s.’ .- - ■ . ■ '

“. ‘But,’ said I, ‘a hand will materialize and dema
terialize right before me. ’

“ ‘You can not tell whether it is a hand or a foot 
six feet away. With my radium illumination, the 
front illuminated and the back not, you turn the hand 
and-you have materialization, and you turn it again 
and you have dematerialization, amid the ohs! and 
ahs! of the d. e.’s. So with stars and so with the en
tire human form. Much success depends upon the 
skill of the medium in manipulating the black and the' 
white cloth.’ 1 .

“ ‘My friend has not the power of ventriloquism. 
How' would she be able to represent the different 
voices?’ > - -

“Again he^miled, and finally brought out an alum
inum trumpet and several mouthpieces. It was a rev
elation to hear the differeiit'voices he could produce 
and the rapidity with which he could change from one 
voice to another. When my back was turned, I could 
have taken an oath that I l;eard two different voices 
speaking at the same time.

“ ‘Do all mediums resqrt to trickery?’ I asked.
. “ ‘None do. All are honest, perfectly honest.’

“ ‘But;’ I persisted, ‘there are some genuine me
diums and some non-genuine. ’

“He replied: ‘All mediums are genuine; they are 
all good and doing good, cheering hearts and lifting 
burdens, bringing'out “the stars at night,” as the 
poets put it. ’

“After some more interchange of this kind of talk 
said: ‘Speaking seriously, do you mean to tell me 

that no mediums possess occult or abnormal powers; 
that it is all humbuggery and trickery ?’

“After a few moments’ thought, his face growing 
serious, he said: ‘There is something mysterious, 
something that puzzles me at times about some me
diums. I have seen phenomena that I can not ex
plain. At times an outside influence seems to come 
over the medium, taking possession of her. What it 
is I don’t know. Possibly telepathy will explain it, 
possibly spirits.’

“He told me much more, and ended by this business 
turn: ‘ I can fix up your lady friend and so instruct 
her, if she is clever—cleverness is essential—that she 
will be able to earn from $50 to $70 a week. I must 
have her bust measurement, her neck measurement, 
and also her height and weight. She need have no 
fear about detection and must give up all scruples 
about doing wrong.. I showed to Herrmann when he 
was'■living some Spiritualistic tricks which he was 
neyer able to explain and which he afterward used. 
The lady can conceal enough of my paraphernalia 
about her person to produce many materializations of 
hands,•forms, lights, etc., and walk to a private house, 
visit socially with the people half an hour or more, 
without awakening the slightest suspicion.’ ”

“B. F. FUNK.
“ Westerleigh, Staten Island, Sept. 1,1904.”

It is well to carry in the memory the following:
1. Notwithstanding the abundance and the dis

gusting nature of the frauds which attend many 
Spiritualistic seances, yet so keen an opponent of 
Spiritualism as Frank Podmore, in his late book, 
“Modern Spiritualism,” is compelled to say:

“Whether the belief in the intercourse with spirits 
is well founded or not, it is certain that no critic has 
yet succeeded in demonstrating the inadequacy of the 
evidence upon which the Spiritualists rely.”

And Dr. Hudson, the most popular of all writers 
against the Spiritualistic hypothesis, in his book, 
“The Law of Psychic Phenomena” /page 206), . de
clares:

“The man who denies the phenomena of Spiritism 
to-day is not entitled to be called a skeptic; he is 
simply ignorant.”

And the great scientist, Alfred Russel Wallace, re
cently said that no more evidence is needed to prove 
Spiritualism, for no accepted fact in science has a 
greater or stronger array of truth in its behalf.

2. The new psychology which is being shaped 
largely by current psychic investigations seems likely 
to modify in not a few ways the interpretation of 
Scripture, and hence should be of profound interest to 
the clergy.

3. These cautionary words: (a) When the facts 
which aremow being told are admitted to be true, the 
reader must not leap to the conclusion that the hy
pothesis of Spiritualism is proved. There are many 
chasms, each miles and miles wide, yet to be bridged 
or filled, (b) There is danger—real danger—along 
these lines of investigation. I have seen psychic cob
webs—if cobwebs they be—tangle the feet of even in
tellectual giants; and the shrewdest experts—to 
change the simile—need to sail these mystic seas with 
sharp eyes and level heads, for these seas are almost 
wholly uncharted, and in sailing over them, at times, 
the ship’s compasses exhibit inexplicable variations. 
Yet these investigations must be made and these seas

Have you seen—have you seen—in the heart of a tree, 
Jts tracings and lines 
Its-knots and its seams, 
Where the fibre entwines, 
Where the silken mesh gleams ?

Have you read—have you read—in theheart of a tree I
Written deep in its history told in a tree, 

Every leafbud lost, 
Left its lasting sear, 
Every twig downtossed;
Made the mark of its war, 

AH its life may be read in the heart of a tree.

Have you seen—have you seen—in the Jieart of a man, 
Its wreckings and woe, 1 
The depth of its tide, 

. ,Where-the long ago '
And itsmemories hide? .. .-

Have you read—have you: read—in the heartu>f-a
■. man ! .

Deep the record sure'graved in the heart of a man. . 
Each sorrow and sin - . '

. Left its in ar in its mark,
-And the. tempests therein , 
Made their lines in the dark; '

AU his life may^be read in the heart of a man. * 
—Luella Dbwd Smith, in Woman ’s Tribune.
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“ Visit to a Thibetan Temple. «plritualtom'» Progress
An interesting side-light on Lamaism It is aa futile for all opposition of 

as it exists in Thibet, is afforded in a whatsoever kind to attempt to check 
dispatch to the London Daily. Mail, in the advance of Spiritualism as ior John 
which a British Officer describes the dl- I Alexander Dowie, with his rantings 
abolical rites of the monks, as seen on about the use of whiskey, tobacco and 
a visit to the Buddhist cathedral in pork, to attempt to make the world 
Lhassa during the service. The corre- see as he does, though everyone may

ingenious Mr. Lggg taay be trusted to 
bring up remnfoKigments every month 
in Longmans Magazine for the Stone 
'Side if he is challenged to a contro
versy. - ,.4

SEEN AND BEARD
spondent eays: know, down in their very being or ego,

“The monks have extraordinary deep, that not one of these is a .necessity'to 
devotional voices, reaching deeper the life and health of anyone. And the 
tones than any western bass. The ¿agy and hourly occurrences along the 
voice of a thousand monks resembles R „ the dl and the
•tiie drone of a subterranean monster, „ r; a«, __ _
musically plaintive-the voice of the godless; among the everyday,-common 
earth god pyayiiig for release to the god people and the aristocratic lords and 
of the skies. ladies of the world; among the scien-

"In the inner temple are three enor- tists, the authors, the inventors, the 
mous images, of the ^Buddhist, trinity, pl.aachers and the priests', and editors 
set with jewels from foot to crown. In I „ x_ . . „ l,,the upper story in a'place called ‘hell,’ o£ °»® secular press; in fact among hu- 
soine lamas were worshiping the demon manity everywhere, of whatsoever ia.ee 
protectress of the grand lama. The mu- or color; in the circles of wisdom and 
sic here was harsh and barbaric. On among the most ignorant.
pillars and on the walls were displayed The phiiosophy( or principles and 
STshape^of scroRs Kevil mas°ks. the phenomena are ours, but not to the

“The obscene object of this worship exclusion of anyone else on earth.
was huddled in a corner, a dwarfish Its principles are true, and being true,: 
abortion, hideous and malignant enough must eventually become a part of all 
for such rites. AU about the lanias literature, all science, all religion.

They are scrupulously reverenced, as H16 name, in fact, quite fiequently do 
in their frail bodies the soul of previous rail against it bitterly and harshly, 
guardians of tiie shrine are believed to and in the next breath advocate exactly 
be reincarnated. me same principles, and when they do

Some iff the rites were conducted in • now ^at we pave KroWn large and 
absolute silence. Ab we watched from ’ , . (.
a latticed window some acolytes looked strol'S. we should remember the words 
up, but the monks sat like stone figures, almost the last ever spoken by the gieat 
apparently oblivious of our presence, spiritual Master: “Forgive them, they

Curious Historical Facts. (
An Interesting fact in regard to Bac- i 

chus, fabled as thé* Roman god of wine, 
. appears in a note on page 55 of Del i 

Mar’s "Ancient Britain," from which we : 
' copy. Those students of ancient his- . 

tory versed in mythology, who have . 
taken special interest in this character, , 
will read the Quotation with pleasure. । 
The author had shown that our remote • 
British ancestors were divided into two' 
religious sects, one represented by the ■ 
Druids ; the other by the Goths, the lat
ter representing Buddhism, and resem
bling the polytheism of the ancient Ro
man commonwealth; that Jupiter To- 
naus, of the Romans, became Thor; 
that Bacchus became Woden, and Ve- 

~ nus Frlga. He then says, quoting a 
note to Herodotus by Rev. Wm. Beloe:

"Modern painters and artists have 
thought proper to represent Bacchus as 
a gross, vulgar, and bloated personage; 
on the contrary, all the ancient poets 
and artists represent him as a youth of 
most exquisite beauty." Then Del Mar:

"The bronze Bacchus taken from the 
bed of the Tiber at Rome, in 1885, has 
the form of a beautiful youth, with fem
inine features and long' curling hair,, 
parted In the middle. As represented 
in Lanclanl’s heliotype, he holds in one 
hand a staff, surmounted by some con
ical object. If this belonged to the fig-' 
ure, when found. It may be a staff of au
gury. The other hand, with Its raised 
forefinger, imposes silence, a familiar 
attitude of the radiated figures of the 
same god which Mrs. Barker excavated, 
at Tarsus in 1845..» • • Bacchus was 
known to the Gauls as Hesus."

Opening to Lemprier, article Bacchus, 
. we learn he was identical with Osiris of 
Egypt He was a favorite with all peo
ples who became acquainted with him; 
his conquests were everywhere made 
without bloodshed; he taught the use 
of the vine, the cultivation of the earth, 
and the manner of making honey. At 
his death Bacchus went down to hell to 
recover his mother.

A statue of Bacchus was found at 
Pontus, on the Black Sea, and was 

■— shipped to Alexandria, in Egypt, where 
a magnificent temple, one of the won
ders of the world, was erected, in which 
he was enshrined; then, under the 
name of Serapis, he was worshiped as 
the resurrected Osiris.

All these ancient lesser Gods, as 
Mithra, Apollo, Harpocrates, Escula- 
pius, etc., seem to merge into each oth
er, and appear to have been avaters of 
Vishnu of the Indes. The original of 
the-names was Jes Crishna, the 8th,- 
and. Buddha, the 9th, avater. Mr. Del 
Mafsays the correct spelling, as he 
found it in the Sanscrit, for Crishna is 
Christna, but as Sir Wm. Jones, the 
first of the English Sanscrit scholars 
rendered it Crishna, he follows his ex 
ample. He displays such integrity 
throughout his numerous works, the 
fourth of which we are now reading, we 
dare not suspfffipn for a moment he is 
pandering to his creed; but, singular, 
isn’t it? He finds this Jes Crishna was 
worshiped as the Son of God in Mari- 
andyna, a region in Bithynia, lying 
along the south coast of the. Euxlne, 
now known as the Black Sea, 500 years 
before our era, and that his worship ex
tended, all over Asia Minor and ■ Syria 
in process of time. These scholars are 
making wonderful revelations, and it 
will be difficult for the Jaspers to de
feat them.

Jes, with the Latin terminal us, be
comes Jesus. The-most learned Greek 
scholars Insist christusiis not a genuine 
Grecian word, but an interpolation from 
a foreign tongue. If.so and the Chris
tian author, Del Mar, is correct in his 

. rendering of the Sanscrit, then it would 
be interesting to know., what relation
ship existed between Jes Christna and 

■ our Jesus Christ.

The“reek of candles was almost sulfo- know not what they do." They will 
eating. ‘Thank God I’m not a lama,’ better when they know better. 
eaxs-Xw« r"d v“' 
dreams.” ness, generosity, toleration, patience,

: energy, purity, truth, justice, broadness.
Making Atonement. Its principles are right and will push

The following choice morsel of news but co perpetuate the name we must 
appears in the daily newspapers. It is make it so sweet and good to the public 
of special interest as a manifestation of ear ti*at 11 wil1 be sacred to all; this 
the spirit of Romanism toward'freedom can only be done by living its truths, 
of thought and speech: • its moral teachings. We must keep it

Rome, Sept. 26.—The pope lias ad- white, and clean, and it will attract 
dressed to the cardinal vicar a protest the clean,'pure and sensible portion of 
against the congress, of freethinkers the world. We must make the name 
held here last week. The text was pub- BOund holy, good and right to the world, 
Ilshed in the Osservatore. Romano this an(j np(. jjauBeating to the olfactory or

service,of atonement to be held In all people.
the basilicas of Rome on Thursday next. It was all right to shout our great.and

The pope, in his letter to Cardinal glorious discovery to the world when 
Respighi, the vicar general of the. pon- discovery was made, It started 
had been Xdto « mE ^‘“^eV^hlroin 
which, especially in our times, accom- are discovering the same thing in ev- 
pany the government of the universal I ery part of the globe, and each one has 
church. We have learned with infinite the right to discovery, and owns all he
sorrow that it is asserted that the cul- or Bhe discovers, and there will not be 
tivators of- free thought have met in patent laid upon it in any form. - It is 
Rome while the painful echo of their
speeches Is unfortunately confirmed by M ™e . -r:' -
their grim designs. The world is ours and w® are the

"Intelligence is the noblest gift the world’s.
Creator has.granted us, but it becomes ' Read the following editorial, taken 
sacrilegious when subtracted from de- frPm the Sunday Record-Herald, of this 
pendency on the Almighty or rejects . nortravs the common trend of the direction and comfort of divine “ Portrays tne common trena or 
truth.” thought along this line, under-the head

The pope says the. Insult was ren- of “Dreamy-and Their Explanation": 
dered the more grave by the freethink- Dr. Isaac K. Funk,himself a Spiritual- 
ere’. meeting In Rome, the city which 1st, admits that there is a’ fraudulent 
has been destined as a depository of the side to Spiritualism and tells of a Chi- 
faith, thus taking from Rome its desig- cago man who supplies “mediums" with 
nation as the tranquil, respected see of the necessary paraphernalia: for bring-: 
Christ’s vicar. • ing about "spirit materializations.”

“We, therefore,” the pope adds, "will That there are mediums who seem. to 
make ours the offense offered to God, need adventitious-aid no one will deny, 
gathering in 'our hearts all its bitter- Unless appearances are'in effect Ues, 
ness.” we should as soon associate the splri't-

The pope recognizes that even on this ual with certain grunting animals ; as 
occasion God sent comfort through the with these queer vehicles of commun-. 
manifestation of filial affection received 1 ion between soul and soul.
yesterday from the 1,000 members of ■ Is there need of any gross medium 
the Catholic Association of French whatever, or of any material medium
Youths, but he wishes to have in Rome gross or tenuous? Is there such a thing

Brief Notes on Topics of Interest, 
by Hudson Tuttle.

The “Exposure of the Fraudulent 
Side of Spiritualism,” by B. F. Funk, 
brother of Dr. Isaac K. Funk, has led 
to the report that the Doctor has 
changed hit views since writing “The 
Widow’s Mite.” Nothing could be more 
untrue. Thereader of that volume will 
remark the impartiality with which the 
true and the false are treated by the 
writer and the spurious not allowed to 
overslaw the genuine. From the be
ginning of his investigations Dr. Funk 
was met by this element, and yet he 
never rejects the wheat because burled 
under mountains of chaff.

After all. what does this “exposuyelL 
by his brother amount to? Simply, 
this brother responded to an advertise
ment of a dealer in fake paraphernalia, 
appliances for the performance of fake 
mediumship. This dealer said all me
diumship was deception. He did not 
explain a single trick and would not un
less paid exorbitantly for the lesson.

It seems quite unnecessary : for Dr. 
Funk to'declare that it has not changed 
his opinion in thé.least. He says: 
“This lias not changed my attitude to
ward psychic phenomena. I was aware 
of the existence of this class of frauds. 
ln-the, book. ‘The Widow’s Mite,’ I gave 
much emphasis to the fraud side of this 
problem.

“But on the other hand, scores of psy
chologists and other leading scientists, 
and hundreds of other trustworthy 
men, make it certain that there are 
many genuine psychic phenomena, and 
(he researches of these investigators in
dicate the near discovery and mastery 
of forces which are likely to prove of 
extraordinary value to the world, and 
that- at least some of these forces be
long to faculties which are in all of us, 
and in all of ub are more or less unde
veloped.”

True Spiritualists-will be rejoiced 
that Dr. Funk will make no friendship 
with fraud. They will agree with him 
"that the best service that can be done 
to Spiritualism is for those who are 
friendly to it to mercilessly assail the 
fraud side of it.” -

Dr. Funk concludes his remarkable 
article contributed to the dignified and 
orthodox "Homiletic Review,” with sug
gestions he says it is well to carry, in 
memory. Among them are the fact 
that Frank Podmore In his book on 
“Modem Spiritualism,-" ' /notwithstand
ing the abundance of frauds, says : .
. “Whether thé bel,ief In the .inter1- 
course with spfrits.Js well-founded or . 
not; it is certain that ho critic hah yet1 
succeeded in demonstrating the inade
quacy of ther evidence upon which the ’ 
Spiritualists rely.” i

The eminent ' Doctor would mate 
Spiritualism an interpreter of the Bible, 
and thus recommends it to the church 
ministers:

“The new psychology which is being 
shaped largely by current psychic im 
vestigations shems likely to modify in 
not-a few ways the-¡ interpretation of 
Scripture, and hence, should be of pro
found interest,to the clergy.”

In this we think lllà expectations will 
be vain. Spiritualism interprets the 
Bible so far away frpm the creeds that 
the clergy are lost sight of.

In conclusion? ' ‘
"Thèse''cautltmarÿ”tfôrds: (d) When 

:the facta which are.now being told are 
admitted to be true, the reader must 
nbt leap to the conclusion that the hy-. 
pothesls of Spiritualism is proved. 
There are many chasms, each miles and

a solemn function of atonement for the as communion between spirits of thejJ9iles wide, yet to be bridged or filled. 
,. . ___ 1_________ _ ____U___ .1 11______ •'(hi ThArfl ifl rinniW—rnnl doncror___outrage to divine majesty and for the unknown world and those lodged 

honor and good name of the city. in human bodies? Do the spirits of liv- 
An intelligent and impartial reader of InS bodies trayerse space to communl- 

n,n r.^r.0 cate with one another in scorn of all history would conclude that if the pope L limitations? Tnese questions 
were'to invito Catholics to attend serv- Btiu interest people as much as if the 
ices of atonement- for the sins and fakirs among Spiritualists, mind read-

-(b) There 4s danger—real danger— 
along- these, lines of investigation. I
have seen psychic cobwebs—if cobwebs 
they be—tangle the' 'feet of even intel-

young* men who believe (?) that they 
have been redeemed by the blood of 
Christ, and have entered into work of ■ 
human salvation, this deportment of the 
prize ring is reprehensible, and shows 
the hypocrisy of thosp who claim- to be 
divinely called, when to them it means 
simply an easy way to preferment and 
honor.

Princeton is not alone for the malady 
—it is something that affects all Prot
estant colleges. Last week it'.was re
ported that the sophomores ot an Ohio 
college, caught three freshmen and put 
them in an empty box cor. Before they 
were released the car was taken up and 
carried several hundreds of miles, and 
the victims nearly perished from hun
ger and exposure.

At pious Oberlin, students were taken 
many miles into a forest, and left bound 
to trees. In all the freshmen must ex
pect to submit to the grossest indigni
ties, and to have no protection from the 
faculty.

If good results come of it, in any 
form, it might be tolerated, but it does 
not. There Is not the least excuse and 
it is self-evidently demoralizing, brutal- 

'izlng and degrading. One object of ed- 
cation—and the principal one—is to cul
tivate the intellectual or spiritual: To' 
bring the animal nature under subjec
tion to the spiritual. The popular pas
times of the colleges tend directly In 
the opposite direction.

The Color Line.
The students of the Ohio Northern 

University at Ada, are not to be dis
graced by a colored classmate, and have 
rebelled. There Is only one colored stu
dent, and he is said to be well balanced, 
and of more than ordinary ability. He 
lias entered the law course, and the law 
students are out on a strike. They do 
not claim to be jealous of the negro or 
that he will eclipse them in the race; 
they detest him because of his color, 
and if he is not expelled, then he will be 
the only law student at the university! 
To express their feelings they burned 
the ambitious colored person in effigy. 
That is a fool’s attack and remnant of 
the times when it would have been 
burning the real person at the stake.

If the Princeton students give prom
ise of anything but angelic preachers, 
these Ada students may not achieve 
greater success at law. It is. reported 
they gathered around and “formed a 
howling mob.” These embryo lawyers 
should know that in this country there 
is ,po color line, and a black is equal be
fore the law to'a white man. -If he 
does things as Well, or better, he should 
have perfect freedom to do his best It 
has been made impossible for him to do 
anything for himself, and then he has 
been ostracised for not doing.

As George T.. Angell, the humane 
worker, says la his monthly, the col
leges are educating devils instead of 
worthy citizens. In evidence the fol
lowing dispatch to the Associated Press 
Is one of many which’ daily appear:

Lafayette, Ind., Sept. 17.—As a result 
of the annual fight of the freshmen and 

(sophomore classes of Purdue Univer
sity, Frank Miller is dying of pneu
monia at his home.

The sophomores repeatedly drove, or 
threw, him into the middle of the Wa-. 
bash River, and Miller finally swam to 
the opposite shore, making his escape.

He started for his home across the 
railroad bridge, naked and weak, and 
fell from exhaustion.

If it is asked why Spiritualists desire 
schools of their own; why they object 
to-sending their children to the great 
and world-widely known universities al
ready established, can a better answer 
be given than these reports of the do
ings of the young devils, who pursue 
their cruel spprt unreproved by ' the* 
management of such institutions? ■

It is a sad outlook for a loving-mother 
and expectant father to send a son to a 

• college, where with class rush, street. 
fight, and ball game, he is exposed to 
more dangers than on the battle field, 
and may be brought home any day in a 
casket. And yet more, the moral ef
fect, and spiritual degradation of such 
“amusements” and “athletics," is sufll-

DR. I, K. FUNK.
Dr. Funk’s article on our third page 

this week will be read with great inter
est. As fragments of the same as pub
lished in all the leading dailies have 
reached at least one-half of the popula
tion of the United States, we have 
thought best to give space to the entire 
article, thus keeping our readers thor
oughly posted in regard . to passing 
events. About a year ago, however, we 
published the card of Mr. Myers, so 
that is nothing new to our readers. We 
have known for a long time of these 
dealers in bdgus materializing para
phernalia, and the facts as given by 
Mr. Funk will prove an Impressive ob_- 
ject lesson to Spiritualists generally.

crimes of the popes and church, com- l era and telepathists had never existed, 
mitted against humanity, they would and every year brings forth its crop of 
have their hands full, without service marvelous stories concerning mysteries 

. . . „ „ ..., , . that are frankly called supernatural,of atonement, for the cultivators of Qr having a supernatura] appear. 
free thought, ance, are scientifically explained upon

This “protest against the congress of natural principles. And though a man 
freethinkers” is an insult to the intelli- like Goldwin Smith may scout a com- 
gence of the age. It proves that the parison between telepathy and'wireless 
spirit of medievalism and the Dark leleBraPhy by saying teat thé latter has- 
. x , r. x. a medium while the former has none,
Ages still dominates the Romish church I jg promptly asked: -“On , what 
and would crush all liberty -that* manl* grounds does he base his statement and 
tested Itself in any degree outside the make such an assertion with so much 
rule of the church. I confidence?” , < .

Free thought, free speech, tree inves- J®8 interrogator is_Wilîiam L. Stone, 
„ x, n ’ . . . ’ ■ ,, uephew of the late Francis Wayland,
tfgation, free schools, free men all pre8jc[ellt of Brown University, who 
these are contrary to the spirit .of Ro- contributes to tile New York Sun a 
maoism. goodly bunch of mysteries. Once he

----  ---- —— ----- . dreamed that his aunt, Mrs.. Wayland, 
Religious Fanaticism. I bent over his chair at the dinner table

À peculiar-case .of religious fanati- a“a kissed him.. The next morning, on 
, . 2', . • . , Roinff to his office, he found a letter an-cism is reported as having occurred-1 nouncjng .her death. Recently he 

near bcerling, III., recently. As stated thought hard: all-day long about an old 
in the Inter-Ocean, Matthew Olsen, be-1.classmate, though there was nothing to' 
lievlng that he had received instruc- bring him to mind, and the day after he 
tions from abovo-to have his feet cut off I received a.letter from'him whicû was 
by a locomotive,, carried out the in-1'^«“
. L ... x ,, ,- I on- .He dreamt.that.an old friend was
structions to the letter. He walked I eying, and got the death announcement 
seven miles to the Chicago, Burlington I according to expectation in the morning 
& Quincy tracks nine miles southwest paper. Quoting from the "Life of Dr. 
of Sterling, where, under the -cover ôf I Wayland,” he repeats an anecdote to 
the early darkness, and at a curve he tiie effect that when Wayland was a 

young roan and away from home his placed both feet over the rails, and with mOüi.er.cried put one day to his father, 
his body outside of the track, he per- “Pray for roy son, Francis is in' aanger,” 
mitted the Barstow passenger at 5 and about that,tithe Francis was.strug- 
o’clock to dismember both feet tat the gling in the waters of the Hudson, into 
ankles. - ;which.he had fallen from the deck of a

■ The ehginder was unable to stopthet61^ iet ns turn from Mr. Stone to 
tram in time to prevent the accident. Mr. Rider Haggard, who is also, a 
As the train did its awful work Olsen dreamer of dreams, and who adds to 
got on his kneeâ and'sang, “Praise God the strange experiences not only of hii- 
From'Whom All Blessings Flow,” andIman kind but of dog kind also. Mr. 
told the train crew that he was a dis- Haggard’s, or Miss Haggard’s dog, Bob', 
ciple of God, and that he was only doing was killed by the cars on a night when 
penance, such as .God had directed him- Mr. Haggard himself was having a ter- 
in a dream a few hours before. rlble time with a nightmare. And while

He was placed on the train and taken Mr. Haggard was coming out of the 
to : the hospital,, but it was under pro- nightmare, with the earnest assistance 
test, he claiming that God would heal' of Mrs.'Haggard, whom he had awak- 
his wounds, and that medical aid was' cued with the "horrible , and weird 
unnecessary. Olsen Is a well-to-do I noises” he was making, he had a vision 
farmer, but has always been consid-1 of Bob lying on his side among brush- 
ered a religious crank, but he was never wood or rough growth of some sort by 
thought to be demented. ' - water. Furthermore, the dreamer’s

He still insists that he has carried personality ‘,'in some mysterious way 
out the divinely expressed will of' seemed to be arising from the body of 
Christ. the dog,” which, says Mr. Haggard,

Such fanaticism is of a piece with the "was trying to speak to mo in words, 
church-lauded deeds of Romish relig- and, failing, transmitted to my mind in. 
lops'enthusiasts who, to gam the favor an undefined iashion the knowledge 
of God, have subjected their bodies to. tliat..it was dying.”
all sorts ot painful self-imposed „cruel-• In commenting on this story Andrew 
ties, in order to' "cruelty the flesh" and Lang relates several, new ones of Ids 
attain religious purification and spirit- °wn and confesses to tho belief that 
uni exaltation. And for these solf-im-. “coincidences between the death or oth- 
posed sufferings they have been canon- er crisis of . one human being and the 
Izod by the church as :‘salnta." coincident Impression of the events in

There is a lesson in this for Spiritual- dream or hallucination on; the mind of 
ists as well as church religionists, that another human being at a distance" are 
-whatever spirits or "God” or “Christ” result of a sort of Marconi’s waves, 
may tell them to do, It is their right and or raySj pr whatever they are, .always 
their duty to exercise their, own reason pervading space, but very seldom flnd- 

• judgment and common souse in thé lug a hospitable cerebral recipient; very 
matter, and-maintain their own self- seldom producing a veridical .corre- 
control. . - spending dream or vision in a person at

---------ST*’**-------------a distance.”
. .Meatless/-Diahes" Veqr useful. I That should please Mr. stone,’if it 

Price 10 ceut& - - . I does, not convince Professor Smith, and

lectual giants; and-the - shrewdest ex
perts—to change the simile—need to 
sail these mystic seas with sharp eyes 
and level heads, tor these seas are al
most wholly uncharted, and in sailing 
over them, at times, ■ the ship’s com
passes exhibit inexplicable variations. 
Yet these investigations must be made 
and these seas must be sailed. and 
charted.”
_ Dr. Funk has. undertaken a most diffi
cult task, that of educating his fellow 

.church members to’ the appreciation 
and acceptance of phenomena he con
siders of great .importance. With his 

-splendid training,"he. can hold fiis con
clusions in a balance and reject a part 
without rejecting 'th<5 :whole. But the 
masses cannot do. this. They must 
have a reliable statement and . author
ity. They Will not take his tentative po
sition. They must have certainty on 
one side or the other; They dare not 
follow a leader who may at^ny moment 
by some new found light turn to the 
other side. ' ‘ : ?

' Preparatory to Preaching.
In no Catholic'institution of learning 

is “hazing” or anything but the treat
ment. one. gentleman gives' another 
known among the students. ( Whatever 
may be said about their educational 
methods, here the.other sectarian and 
independent colleges and -universities' 
may well find example for imitation. 
Hazing has become a part of college 
life, and its unwritten history in each 
institution handed, down from class to 
class, and each successive class strives 

’to excel the. past achievements, in cru- 
elty and brutality. To the appeal of hu
manitarians, college faculties and man-- 
aging boards, reply that It is impossible 
to prevent hazing, class rushes, and 
other manifestations;-; of Innate sav
agery.. This is palpably untrue, for the 
Catholic schools havej- the same ele
ments to contend.,witl;,, and have per
fect control. . ...
: ThB most contemptible, cowardly and 
brutal manifestations of this spirit have 
always, marked the classes at Prince- 
ton; N. J. This is especially a training 
school for gospqi ministers. It's profes
sors are profoundly orgiodox, and from 
it the full-fledged pasiojs go -forth to 
teach Christ.crucified, ?1;. The following 
was reported textile Associated Press, 
not because uncommon/but because the 
fight was more than usually severe. A 
class llis’li Is -a euphonious term for a 
fight, or a battle wherein the savage 
can have unrestrained-license:

“The freshmen, surrounded by jun
iors, approached',ttye old gymnasium in 
small groups .to encounter, a crowd of 
sophomores prefared to resist their en
trance to the building. The upper 
classmen, however, .were equal to the 
occasion and after some fierce bloody 
hand to hand encounters succeeded in 
getting the freshmen. into the; gymna
sium.: ■ ’ , . •

After the elections the 'juniors pa
raded the freshmen down Nassau street 
and the attacks qf tlie ; sophomores 
caused many bloody noses, cuts and 
broken fingers.' .Frequently cabs were 
called to pick up disabled victims of the 
fight. In the evening hostilities ■ were 
again, renewed, when the freshmen 
rushed the sophomores, who were lined 
up about: the cannon back of 'Old- 
North,'.: and succeeded: in carrying off 
the honors of the •ddy.': Several were 
laid out after the rush.”

For aspirants for th® mantle of Jesus,
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Wants the • Open Court Again

Here! Get Your Paper Here!

iff PArtic The Galland Winter Campaign 
10 vvlilb of The Progressive Thinker will be
especially important to every Spiritualist. We 
want to spread the paper broadcast, hence we 
will send it out on trial, 12 weeks for 15 cents, 
or 7 copies to one address for the same length 
of time for $1.00—sent dn trial to those only^f 
who have not been subscribers to the paper at 
least for one year. We want everyone Drought 
in touch with the grand, spiritualizing, and soul

cient to prevent parents having regard 
for the well-being of their cmldren en
trusting them to the care of such 
“strenuous” institutions.

if education means anything it is to 
purify the character and make kind, 
tender, loving and thoughtful of others. 
With the present college instruction it 
appears to stand, for rude brutality 
which will crush the life out of an op
ponent; claw, strike, kick and jaw one’s 
way through opposition, regardless of 
the hurts inflicted on others.

Ddes any one for a moment think 
that should a great Spiritual School be 
established, the Morris Pratt Institute 
become all its friends desire, that the 

-standard of excellence would be fixed 
by brute force,-and the brawn of the 
pugilist take precedence over spiritual 
and intellectual achievement?

Hudson tuttle.
To Those Attending the Convention, or 

the World's Fair.
To the Editor:—Permit me through 

the columns of your valuable paper to. 
offer to the delegatès and visitors who 
expect to attend the forthcoming conven
tion in St. Louis, a little advice regard
ing accommodations.

During the World’s Fair all the hotels 
are overcrowded and we found It impos
sible to arrange for general headquar
ters at terms that would come within 
the reach of most of our friends.. There 
is, however, abundance of accommoda
tions in rooming and private houses for 
all who may desire to come at reason
able rates. Many of our own people 
who do not make a business of renting 
rooms have, thrown open their spare 
rooms for visitors. The rates are from . 
75 cents to $1 per day per person, 
where two persons share a room. A sin
gle room can be had from ?1 to ?2 per 

. day. Meals can be had at : the many 
restaurants at-prices from 25 centsnp; 
in addition to which the ladies of our so
ciety are arranging to furnish meals at 
the Temple for. those who desire to 
stay. L believe oùr delegates ' will be 
able to attend convention this year as' 
cheaply as heretofore, and will be quite' 
as comfortable. ' Friends, make up your 
mind to come to the convention, and ps 
a side: attraction- we offer you the 
greatest exposition the world has ever 
seen. Friends desiring accommoda
tions can write me. Please state if you 
want a single room or will share. En
close stamp for reply. ।

. - T. GRIMSHAW.
5835 Theodosia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Dowie in Jerusalem.
It is reported that Dr. Dowie declares 

he will, in imitation of Jesus, enter into 
Jerusalem, riding an ass. It would-be 
a.sight worth beholding were he to do 
as Jesus is said to havo done, as record
ed in Math, xxl:5, 6, 7: "Behold thy 
king cometh unto thee, meek, and sit
ting upo'n nn ass, and a colt tho foal of 
an ass. .-And the disciples wont and did 
as Jesus commanded thorn, and brought 
the ass, and tho colt, and put on them 
their clothes,and they set him thereon.” 
As of old;-wo think “all the city" would 
"be moved” by tho spectacle of the re
doubtable Dowie ‘‘riding upon an ass, 
and a colt the foal of an ass.’’ Selah? .

“Jest How to Wake the Solar Flex- 
ea.” By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
swfesal®* Price flsmtea

>¿Í ?"

elevating thought that the paper will contain 
each week. In sending in these trial subscrip
tions always state whether Spiritualists, church, 
members, or investigators.

To the Editor:—Why not open the Court 
again? Thousands are asking for it. It has done 
great good. It,was a strong elucidation of facts. 
Not only instructs, but sounds the death knell to 
frauds. Tasked the question to a large audi
ence and it was responded to by hearty applause, 
and {iYes, Yes!” from everyone. You don’t 
know the good that has done. Let us have the 
Open Court again. Yours fraternally,-

Frank T. Ripley, Peru, Ind.
THE OPEN COURT.

The Open Court was continued for 
nine-weeks, and certain questions were 
discussed therein' by prominent Spirit
ualists with' most exceftent results. 
Those not avowed Spiritualists were 
hot allowed to express their opinion. 
Heretofore-no other Spiritualist paper 
had dared to open its columns to a dis
cussion of the subjects considered,

present. A few, with only a small 
quantity of grey matter ’in their brains, 
railed against the editor for allowing 
this discussion, and abused us because 
we did not suppress freedom of speech.

The Progressive Thinker appeals to 
honest Spiritualists and mediums and 
never before in the fifteen years of its 
life, has it been more prosperous than 
now. Its success has been unparalleled

hence the Open Court created an inter- -in the whole history of Spiritualism on 
est in our ranks heretofore unparal- this entire earth. And now that the 
leled. When we discontinued it, we Fall and Winter Campaign has been in- 
had a vast amount of -matter on hand auguratpd, the paper will be especially, 
on the same line of thought, but as the interesting, and every Spiritualist 
sentiments, expressed were practically should try to extend its good work, 
the same as already presented, we' Send us. as a reward for the Open 
thought better to discontinue it for the Court, an additional subscriber.

CLUBS1 CLUBS1 CLUBSI CLUBSl
Now is the time to. get up Clubs. 

Those who join-a club of ten can secure 
The Progressive Thinker one year and 
a premium book for The book is 
an actual gift. There are four, premium 
books you con select from: ‘‘The Great 
Debate Between Rev. Moses Hull and 
W. F. ■ Jamieson”; “Vol. 3 of The Ency
clopedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World”; "A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands”, and "Beers of the Ages”,, by 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. The one who gets 
up the club can havo the paper one 
year, and any two of the premium 
books in our list, which he-may select.

THE BEST EXPONENT OF SPIRIT. 
UALI8M.

To the Editor:—The sample copies 
received. Accept ihy thanks for same. 
So many persons ask me, “Where can I 
obtain something which treats of Spirit« 
ualism?” I always advise the earnest' 
investigators to subscribe for The Pro
gressive Thinker, telling them' that 
therein they will find the glorious 
truths of Spiritualism more clearly set 
forth, explained and discussed, than in 
any other publication.

MRS. F. M. SNARRENBERGER.
. Columbus, Ohio.

-*

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas.
B.' Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestlveness. Cloth, $1.50.-

“Death Defeated; or tho'Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep. Young.” By J. M. 
tables, M. D., M. A, Ph. D. Prie» $L 
10 cents.

KIND WORDS FROM STOCKTON 
SPRINGS, MAINE. ~

Long may The Progressive Thinkers 
live and carry the light to many homes, 
and cheer to all hearts as it has to mlna 
these many years during which I hard 
been a constant reader, ...

MRS. P. E. COLLINS.
Stockton, Springs, Me.
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Mr. Chairman :—These subjects have been sug- and Japan, We predict that it is to be a republic branch of-industry has been borne forward, every op- 
Igested by members of the audience and the majority after imperialism has'done its best or worst, and the portunity• taken up enthusiastically by these Indians; 
of those voting have voted for them, so we will speak forces of the imperial army have become more and the arts, sculpture and literature have been encour- 

" ........... ' aged and executed by them, until it has been clearly
proven that had the Am(h’ica11 government taken 
charge of its “wardfe,” as'it called the Indians, and 
included them in its protecting power; sent the chil
dren to school, and given the “braves” and “chiefs” 
corn and wheat to plant instead of whiskey to drink,

upon them both briefly.
A great many times people say in Spiritualist meet

ings, “We do not want to hear you speak about poli
cies;”

Now we are not going to talk about polities. For
tunately the politics of the nation is in such a condi
tion that we do not .have to talk about it. It seems to 
be at a standstill. Therefore we leave political sub- 
gects in the hands of the politicians. National affairs, 
however, belong to the people. ■

The first question pertaining to Russia and Japan is 
pne upon which we have many times voluntarily 
spoken as an illustration of the trend of human life 
and of nations. . We have said in past time, and we 
say .again, that Japan is the rising star of the Orient; 
the one nation that is to unlock the great store-house 
of Oriental knowledge and Oriental history, and 
bring such regeneration to the Orient as is 
possible, That China, as a nation, will never 
rally, because China, as a nation, is dead and 
has been buried many hundreds of years. But the

more demoralized.
Russia is strong, ibut she is not invincible. Russia 

is determined, but she is not eternal. That which has 
been sown will surely be reaped; for remember, those 
who have been banished to Siberia, who have been 
exiled because of their advocacy of political freedom, 
are not the lower strata of Russian subjects, are not 
those who have violated just laws intentionally, are 
not those guijty of crime—that is, of any other erime 
except that of loving freedom. The truth is that 
there is a better element transported to Siberia than 
remains-in Russia, and that element will form the ba
sis of the new nation, the new republic.

Meanwhile, Japan will go on steadily making up 
her loss and her preparations.

While there has been a great cry in European coun
tries and in America that the Japanese are really 
“heathen,” that they represent an imperialism as 
strong as that of Russia, that they have a religion 
that is “atheistical” and not in harmony with the 
Christian religion, and it has also been presented that

¡Chinese people, however, are not all dead. There is a Russia is really a Christian nation,-that the Greek 
(vast army of them, millions.upon millions of people, church is the direct Apostolic church, and, that there- 
sonie of whom will be absorbed into the new civiliza- fore, the sympathies of Christian nations ought to be 
tion, others will pass out of existence in fruitless’war- with Russia instead of Japan—the truth is, that the 
■fare. The majority of them will be absorbed by the spirit of Russia is not any more Christian than, nor as 
fether nations who are battling for the Oriental com- much as is Japan; that neither nation is fighting for
ineree. Christ, but both are fighting for their possessions;

Russia has long been the shfldo.w upon modern civ- Japan because hers are imperiled, Russia because she 
ilization. Absolute imperialism holding its sway has wishes to increase.her dominion. The right must for- 
inade of Siberia a grave-yard, the cemetery of Free- -ever be on the side of the one that , acts, in the de-, 
'dom; and what Russia has been with Siberia, so it has fensive. No one, not utterly in favor of imperialism, 
been to the freedom and liberty that the Russians: aM the entire latitude of conquest by aggressive 
have sought. • warfare can for a moment sympathize with Russia, in

Imperial Russia will be destroyed? The hand of 'any-other jyay than as you sympathize with any plun- 
Japan is skillful in conflict, is readv with modem in- “brer, any robber, who, il he continues to plunder, 

continues to rob, must have a certain outlet m order
Japan is skillful in conflict, is ready with modem in
ventions and implements of war, Imperial - Russia . . ■■ _ . , < ,
niust-yield, to the onward march of the civilization of ribit. That is Russian present -position.
thé Orient. There have been previous emperors of Russia that 

saw a .little way into the future and have taken, stepsBut a new Russia is to be born. Russia will be a re- saw a little way into the future and have taken.steps 
public before Great Britain, before Germany, before'.M?emancipation of the serfs. But this was not 
any other European power. For the new republic wholly an act of an imperial power in favor of free
will be bom out of Siberia. The hands that have' nor the perception of the spirit of freedom, 
been shackled, the minds that have been fettered, These serfs were not enlightened, they.would vote in 
those principles that have been slumbering, or only fleetjrdance with the-imperial decree, and in that re
awakened in minds like Tolstoi, will come forth, spect7 would use their influence against the liberal 
Japan will furnislrthe opportunity to set the political thought wMcF the emperor feared.
prisoners free. There are also times when even a Czar has moments

'Russia has been intent upon an outlet to the Orient" ofillumintition. There was a period of timewhen forty 
for many decades of years, for more than a century Xears aS° the then reigning czar had access to spirit- 
of time. The intervention of Great Britain with her ufd eoupsel, understood-the meaning of the ministry 
Indian possessions, conquered partly by force and from the other world,, and under that czar there were 
partly by fraud; the intervening of other nations hav- stePs talien for tlle carrying out of that which was af- 
ing their outlets to the Orient has delayed this. But terwards proposed in the disarmament of the nations. 
Russia has-had her eyes upon the commerce of the Yet the present czar has no intention of disarming 
East as a necessity for many, many years. The build- himself or of other nations disarming. The present 
ing of these long lines of .iailroads, the taking posses- czar hedged around, as all kings are, by warlike 
sion gradually of territory along its frontier, the men; men who look for position and power under im- 
pushing into Manchuria and other countries border-' perialism. Arid being so hedged around, whatever 
ing upon the far east have been in.response to. a pur- his own feelings or wishes might be they, could never 
pose. .■ * be. carried out.

other territory by war. The soldiers who went to the 
Philippines, the army that bore the brunt of battle 
and the brunt of malarial fever; the sons, husbands, 
brothers who never came back in body, or if they 
came, came as wrecks physically and mentally, these 
are not to blame, excepting in so far as each one 
formed one of the body-politic of this nation.

When in 1865 or 1866 Coionel Wynkoop of a Colo
rado regiment, was asked to go and tight the Chey
enne Indians, who were peaceful, he threw down his 
commission and said: “I will not fight; the allies of 
this nation.” And he did not. This proves that the 
spirit of justice and freedom is strong within a man 
who may be willing to be shot as a deserter, but who 
certainly will not fight against his convictions.

It is a great thing to boast of your conquest over 
Spain. But you must remember that in bearing for
ward-that conquest to the present condition there is 
an imitation of Spain, and not consideration for 
the freedom of the people. The nation to-day seems 
to have passed a certain stage of its progress, and has 
reached a stopping place. Perhaps you will believe 
that it has gone beyond. There was a time, but few 
years ago, when we said upon these camp grounds, 
that it was the nation's opportunity to press forward 
in the fulfillment of the spirit of Washington, of Jhe 
spirit of the Adamses, of the spirit of Jefferson, of 
the spirit of Paine, of the spirit of Lincoln^ If we tell 
you that is our opinion to-day, that that great oppor
tunity-has passed, that the pathway of this country 
to-day. is notJn the direction of Ideal Freedom of the 
forefathers of the country; that all this physical suc
cess and physical prosperity is an indication of deca
dence instead of progress, you may not accept it, you 
may not believe it, but nevertheless it is true.

When Rome was given over to material wealth and 
material power Romo was doomed. When Egypt was 
given over to material success and material power 
after a period of peace for a thousand years, Egypt 
was doomed. When Greece preferred physical con
quest to the arts, sciences and literature Greece was 
doomed.

How is it that the most enlightened nation of the 
earth, standing upon the vantage ground of the cen
turies can look back over those empires that have per
ished and pot realize that America is traveling in 
their footsteps? How is it that the love of material 
gain takes possession not only of the government it
self, but of the people? They forget their duties to 
their country in the business of seeking wealth and 
the gain of commerce. The prominent men, the 1'best 
citizens,” as they are called, withdraw from political 
interests and look to the slums to the bearing forward 
of the business of the nation, instead of each one 
pressing forward to do his public duty. Why is it 
that gold or wealth becomes the ideal of the nation, 
that you sell your sons or your daughters for gold and 
for titles? The flowering out of your civilization is 
this, the creation of the "‘six hundred” of New York 
is this, and the wealth and “culture” of Boston is

and garden seeds instead oi the poisonous drugs that । 
have been sent them, you would have had a vast pop
ulation of/vivifying and enlightened people today. 
The government did not do that. It chose to treat ; 
the Indians as separate nationalities. It made a suc
cession of treaties with them from Cape Cod to the 
lloeky Mountains, and from the Rocky Mountains 
westward, that were all intended to be broken and 
have been broken. The only vestige of that which 
you have of the North American Indian is the exhibit 
at the St. Louis Fair. The only other heritage is that 
which you have as expressed from the fair Hunting 
Ground" of the spirit jvorld in the loyalty, the strength, 
the devotion and the excellence of those Indian guides 
and controls, who heal your sick, and prepare the way 
for the manifestations, in the cabinets and seance 
rooms, who take possession of your mediums to 
strengthen and restore them, and everywhere are mes
sengers of love and peace instead of war. Not having 
been “Christians,” they come from the peaceful hunt
ing grounds to illustrate to you the only practical evi
dence of the Golden Rule.that we find in your na
tional affairs. ;

If you do with the Filipinos as you have done with 
the Indians, you know what will befall’the, races that 
are capable, strong, and"no more “savage” than were 
the best of the North American Indians. Many of 
them, (the Filipinos) advanced to a high state of civ
ilization, will be hunted out under the very aggressive 
Yankee commercial spirit. " For it is commerce that 
the Americans want. You will find in the official gov
ernment reports relative to the retaining of those 
islands a most formidable array of facts concerning 
the productiveness of those islands in agricultural 

- products arid mineral wealth as a reason for their be
ing annexed. If you do with the Philippine Islands 
what you have done for Cuba, although under restric
tion and restraint, you will do that which you should 
have done'in the beginning.

The Filipinos; the enlightened ones, wished for . 
self-government. They were at war with Spain be
cause they wanted it, ¿You took possession of Cuba to 
conquer Spain for the sake of releasing Cuba. Who 
will take possession of the Philippine Islands for the 
sake of releasing them..frpm you? It is barely possi
ble that Japan may .help? It is- barely possible that 
the presence of the new rising light in the Orient may 
reach the Philippine Island^. You do not need them; 
you do,not want them. Jn the highest sense you* 
should not have them; even if you have a greedy de
sire to possess thenp . given over to the imitation of English royalty and noA

We are saying this m iqif highest and holiest spirit Is this the result of more than a century oi
of American freedom; Colonies under subjection you ’ • -...................

'We see the conflict in the Orient.. It means a newEvon though the Czar of.Russia ealled a. meeting of 
the powers, not long ago,-asking that they,each par
tially disarm and lessen their armies, there was nd ul
timate intention of peace. Russia has been intending 

¿- to do what she .is now trying to do for many, many 
¡^ears. Bjit she reckoned without knowing how milch 

¡preparation Japan had ma^e, and is still making; she 
underestimated Japan as did all the western nations, 
although Japan so easily gained the victory over her 
formidable enemy, China. - -- ———— .......

JBut Japan, realizing the situation, has been steadily Russia will rise from the ashes of destroyed imperi- 
going forward making- preparation. - When in the alism.- The men that have been trained and educated 
recent ' conflict it was thought, that Japan, in “ the school of adversity, with the great-sorrows of 
her own waters, could easily gain naval victories, it oppression upon them, will rise to the new banner of 
was believed that upon the land the Russian soldiers, freedom, and press forward to the voice of the netv 

.better trained and more skillful, would easily con- republic; which will be, perhaps, the beginning of tlje 
¿uer the Japanese army. But this is not true. , ' " ' ' » — • —

<. We do not say that Russia will voluntarily yield, 
blit we do say, that sufficient victory will be obtained

Orient. That out of Japan there shall : arise a new 
Lily of.nations, which will unite with that portion of 
China that is released to freedom, that shall'extend 
into India, and perhaps Egypt as a restored -nation 
will be included in'this galaxy, of Oriental nations, 
brighter,.perhaps, than those that gleam in the west
ern lands. ' ' . ■

cannot have. Unlimited possession of territories con
quered by military force you cannot have. Provis
ional governments caimot. last forever. The Filipinos 
who are intelligent have great difficulty in determin
ing their present status with reference to the United 

’States.--If you saw them,'intelligent, eager, well- 
mannered, well-spokep^.asjiihe-one standing" before 
you has, if-you conversed with them on their thoughts 
and ideas concerning their own country, you would 
feel perfectly assured that you have no more right as 
a nation to govern their affairs than your neighborThis is our prediction of the ultimate consequende .. . .

of the present conflict. "While, as said'-before, a new. ^as govern your business, or your‘household ar- ■irv • • • «11 • ' a .-» ■». n i । i • • lin/innnn li n Vinr» .nwttron a- rAnnof TfATn xrrtllT*

recent conflict it was thought, that Japan, in

by Japan to warrant the intervention of other powers 
who will insist upon a partial yielding. We do say, 
that Siberia gains courage from the defeats of the 
Czar’s armies in the far East. And that element

fulfillment of Vietor^Hugo ’s prophecy.
To this western republic all oppressed people have 

longingly tried to come. Some of them have failed 
in coming, have been prevented at . home. Others 
have been prevented by your own legislation.

As soon as a nation fears to have any and all the 
•nations of the earth to participate in the spirit of free
dom, it places limitations upon its advancement' and 
prosperity.

Your national affairs we are treating of, not your

which you know as “Nihilism,” but which in reality 
is the republicanism of Russia, will spring into act
ive existence. If you lived there you would be 
bound to be .a Nihilist. Even Count Tolstoi’s peace . _ .
contemplates even with his spirit of non-resistance, ' If you do‘with the inhabitants;of your philippine 
this possible republic that is to grow up from Siberia possessions what you have dope with the North Amer- 

’ ” ’’ ” ’ '■' ican Indians, you will nor have much to boast of, for
there are-only a handful of Indians left, and before

and the persecution of those exiled: patriots.
You must remember that imperialism in Russia is

only a shell.. It is of iron it is true.; it is strong as A 
military power; its surveillance is an eye that is ev
erywhere; it has under its espionage all the people. 
But liberal thoughts, nevertheless, have been spread
ing; the spirit of freedom has, nevertheless, been 
growing. We predict, that it is this new Russia that 
ik’to appear after the present conflict between Russia

A COLLEGE EDUCATION.

Some Interesting Points Raised by Mrs. 
Clara WAson.

-Well, the Open Court has closed its 
^/session. The testimony has all been 

submitted, and I suppose the people .

political affairs of to-day.

rangements because he has driven a robber from your 
door. 'Y ou may think and do what you like in refer
ence to this matter, but there is no spirit, from George
Washington to Abraham Lincoln whose name has 
been synonymous with patriotism who does not think 
as we have expressed.

Concerning your internal affairs : Having become a 
“world power,” having followed- the example of 
Rome and the imperial Caesars, you do-know what 
may follow.

Thearmies-of the United States should be volunteer 
armies. A large standing army and navy is a menace 
in time of peace, as well as a degradation. The 
“frontier” has been debauched from the time it was 
established along the border line territorially until 
the present time by the standing army. At the dose 
of the War of the Rebellion the war continued along 
the frontier to support the army. Although your 
militia of states and nation acquitted themselves 
nobly, the volunteers of New England, the Middle 
States and the West saved thè Southern states to the

republican civilization: that some of the fairest 
daughters of your land would rather wear a ducal 
crown, or even the crown of a countess or baroness 
than marry the noblest American living? If it is 
true, then that which the so-called leaders of society 
and the leaders of the country and their slaves do will 
be imitated by the many. Then what would you do. 
in the- event of some one strong enough and arrogant 
enough seeking to be “dictator?”

Oh we know there are voices-millions strong that 
would uprise against it. But if the crisis were nigh! 
“A little more sleep, a little more slumber, a little 
more folding of the hands to sleep” and the lulling of 
conscience beneath the drowsy influence of the drug 
of, miscalled, “Prosperity,” then what?

There is only one hop?. What is it ? The present 
conflict between capital and labor and the necessity of 
co-operation, which will follow arbitration.

If arbitration were impossible, the nation is already 
doomed. .If eo-operation is not the hope of the fu
ture, the nation is already doomed. You will simply 
wait, but your children’s children will live to experi
ence what we say.

The spirit of despotism in the ruling of a class is 
just as despicable as imperialism in the Czar of Rus
sia. There is no choice.

We are saying this while you are slumbering se
curely on the seeming foundations of your liberties. 
While the Declaration of Independence and the Con
stitution of the United States are scoffed at by those 
who regard them as “traditions of the past,” and 
sneer at them as relics of a prehistoric time.

Let us consider in the spirit of truth that which is 
upon you, that nothing can save your nation to the 
spirit of freedom that was its origin and its heritage, 
until you vote out in the right spirit; if you do not 
vote with the right spirit your ballots will count to 
assist- worldliness and this beautiful nation will go

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
This instrument is in the form of a 

pocket battery, which the inventors 
have patented and which they call “Ac- 
tlna,” a word which is their trade mark 
and owned by them.

In the treatment ot eye diseases the 
inventors of "Actlna" claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye tor 

any form of disease, 
cataracts, pterygiums 
and other abnormal 

if growths can be re
moved and weakened 
vision restored by the 
new and moreiiumajie 

method. If this is a tact, there will bo 
no need to go blind or to wear spec
tacles. “Actlna" has been tested in 
hundieds of cases and has effected mar
velous cures. So confident are the in
ventors that this device is an article of 
great merit that they give an absolutely 
tree trial. They want every one iner- 
ested to make a thorough investigation 
and a personal test ot the "Actlna." AS: 
it is sent on trial postpaid, any person ) 
can give it this test. f

They issue a book of 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
tells all about “Actlna,” the diseases it 
will cure, what others think of it, what 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and it is Bent absolutely free upon re
quest. This book should be in the li
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. TR, 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Canoer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Vistula, Ulcers, 
EcsemaaudanskinaudFemalePIseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address A 

DR. BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

Th# above u the number of the pre*, 
•ent issue of Th# Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbev 
Of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
tie tag of your wrapper.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house In tho 

United States excels them In the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes tlie valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic," “The Next World Interviewed" 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are famished to our subscrlb-' 
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known In ancient or Mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an aclffevement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modem business enter
prise!

/y

another half century is passed they will-all be gone. Union. .
In the St. Louis Exposition you will find an exhibit ” But after the seeming necessity, which we grant, of 
of the United States Indian schools,1 in which the chil- intervention in the. case of Cuba, the spirit of new 
dren are the peers of any of the children in the public conquest seemed aroused? While you are celebrating 
schools of your land. Yet you have been told, told in St. Louis the acquisition ef your greatest territory ____ ...
repeatedly, that the. Indian eouhLnot- be ."educated; by treaty, by arrangements of peace, you are also con- cycle, and: another Washington and another Lincoln 
that the Indian would not work. But here?: every, tinuaily celebrating the victories that have given you shall arise to tsef your descendants Tree.

down as have the nations of the past, until another

arly, cultured, and a- graduate of a Uni
tarian college (after which some Spir
itualists like to pattern). He had:flu
ent command of .seven different lan
guages, and yet he could not get a job; 
with all his college training he could 
not earn his own living; his education 
aid not render him self-sustaining, and 
he had to be assisted and a “ministers’

pronounce the Verdict—guilty; that is, relief fund” would have come in handy 
all agree that fraud exists in this great ’ "
world of ours. \

. The "Court” has been interesting, 
l . andjet us: hope helpful-to individuals 

and to the cause at large, and we will 
await with interest the next sitting 
thereof.

. But I took my pen to Saf“a word re
garding the article ôf E. W; Baldwin in 
the issue of Sept. 3, "The Spirit World 

• the Shadow of Tlhs.”xSurely the writer 
Eels forth-original and unique phlloso- 
phy, and gives us something to think 

" about, arid we can keep on thinking and 
, speculating and reasoning, and" then 

i; how will we know? Mr. Baldwin seems 
to reversé the order of reasoning 
that spirit was first in evidence In the 
causation of things, and makes, the 

i'. earth and; man first, and quotes scrip-, 
turd to prove it. " But, who knows?

; , iNVlio can tell?
Bur touching upon the Morris Pratt 

/ Institute and the Mediums' Relief, Fund, 
y it1b stated that It is easier to get money 
$ for both together than for either separ

ately.” Now, that’s good, if it only 
continues true in principles, or rather in 
practice.”

Mr. Baldwin seems to make a college 
the all-important lactor in future en
lightened mediumship, and says: "Me
diums can understand mediumship suffi
ciently only through : a Spiritualistic 
College,” and further claims that Intel-, 
llgent mediumship finis acquired will be 
Belf-suBlalning. - .

But, my good friend, college educa
tion does not always Insure success in 
buslness or on a financial way. A case 
jjMJioint comes to my .mind which oc-

'ed in my own city. A low. years

there; and this case is only one. of 
many. . . ,

Spiritualists' ate not a privileged peo
ple-over/and above others; Intelligent 
mediums sent out second-hand from a 
college will have to compete with intel
ligent mediums who receive their en
lightenment first-hand, or from spirit 
source, coupled with their own brain 
power and effort. ■

Tf enlightened mediumship can only 
come through college training, or, if me
diumship can be sufficiently understood 
only through a college, how-comes it 
that Hudson Tuttle, who never had a 
collegiate training, could write a book 
of such sound philosophy and concise 
reasoning on mediumship, spirit and 
kindred subjects as to constitute it a 
fitting text book to be used in the Mor- 
ris.-Pratt Institute?

Mr. Hull informs us that Mrs. Hull 
has decided to use it as such in her 
psychic class, and surely this is well. 
But wear's to hinder 'any one . from 
buying Mr. -Tuttle’s book, and other 
works on- mediumship and studying 
them for one’s self, opening up commu
nication with tlie spirit world In their 
own home, as-Mr. Tuttle did, and hav
ing a psychic class of one’s own? And 
then, if sufficient understanding-of me
diumship can-only* come tn rough a col
lege, now can people who never had a 
college experience, be qualified teachers 
in such an institution?

I quote again; "When mediums un
derstand mediumship which they can 
sufficiently: understand only through a 
Spiritualist-college, there will then be 
no more need for Mediums’ Relief 
Funds than there is now. lor ministers’

Wo there came to this place a Unltari-1 nnd lawyers’ funds.’’, 
An divine. He 'was intelligent, schol- But, my good friend, there are minis-

ters’ funds. The great. Methodist , 
church has a relief fund for its superan
nuated and worn-out ministers, and I 
am quite sure other churches have, too. 
And while I am not.quite sure about 
lawyers’relief funds, I do know that in 
my own state a measure has beep intro
duced into the legislature to pension 
judges when they get through’’’with act
ive effort through age or. decreptitude, 
and this comes mighty near a lawyers’ 
relief fund. -■ . . ■

I quote still, again: “Unenlightened 
mediums attract . unenlightened con
trols. There are exceptions, but it Is 
where mediumship is unconscious.”

Not always, kind sir, by any means. 
Very many of our ablest workers in 
Spiritualism both conscious and uncon
scious were unenlightened when the 
spirit chose them for-a great work, and 
enlightenment and education came with 
the unfoldment. y. -

Mr. Tuttle tells us in the preface to 
his Arcana of. Spiritualism, though 
sometimes in an uneonscihus or seriii- 
conscious state, in the earlier years of 
unfoldment, yet usually he wrote by im
pression, and the thoughts which came 
were a constant source.of Instruction, 
and very many others could be men
tioned did space permit One Mrs. Juli
ette Manley, now. many years in spirit 
life, was one of the first “writing medi
ums" of modern times.. Plato is said to 
nave been her guiding influence and 
there was certainly in her writings ev
ery evidence of superior ability, both in 
thought and in method of expression, 
and she was perfectly conscious, and in 
her .normal state, and while possessing 
an ordinary, common school education, 
yet she possessed no college enlighten
ment: ’ .. ■

And if I'may be pardoned a personal 
reference, I will say that when 1 was 
immured In Ignorance, superstition; 
bigotry and fear, with only .a desire for 
enlightenment, then wish and exalted 
spirit helpers came ray way, and I have 
never had a sign of unconsciousness;;

If Is true this may be called an -age of 
education as Mr^Bfildwin states, and 
humanity is to be pongbatulated.thers-

upon, but I can see no reason why this 
fact’should drive j the spirit .helpers 
ffom the fiéld. and I do hot believe, the 
faculty of the Morris Pratt Institute nor 
of any other Spiritualist school that 
inay yet bo (possiblÿ)?haÿé or will ever 
have , the discernment or knowledge of 
the latent powers of mind and spirit 
awaiting unfoldment in the mortal as 
do'the immortal helpers;1 I do not be
lieve there is a. teacher in the Spiritual
ist college that can1 take'the unlettered 
and unlearned, and kindle the fires of 
inspiration within the soril, ami1quicken 
the mentality of one of the students 
.therein, as did the spirit'instructors of 
Hudson Tuttle-and of scores.arid scores 
of others. '! ,J -
• Since organized Spiritualism crime to 
the front with its creedÿtind rituals, its 
form and. “usages,” its fads arid furbe
lows, its imitation iilstitritions,'the pow
er of the spirit is waning. Spiritual
istic theological schoolslftre coiupelling 
the wise teachers in spirit-Ufô to. take 
back seats, and if they/cûme-àt all to 
aid, they must come in finder'tlie discip-. 
line of thé "faculty.”, i’’-' ; 31 :

I believe iu-enlightened mediumship 
and enlightened Spiritiftilists/but this 
does not dépend upon a^piritualist. col
lege. / \ CLARA WATSON. - ;

.Jamestown, N, Y. . ’ : n;'.' '

IF DEATH SHOULD-COME. :

If-tteath should eotno, O’bouI,
Though some heart acho because thlno 

own is stilled,
Say not that ail life’s rarest wine is 

spilled; .■•,■-„•■ .
A new-, to-morrow with its glad surprise, 
Moro sweet than light that shines in

. ■ - . woman’s eyes, t ■
■Would hail, thee, comrade, in. the spirit' 

land,
And thou need’st mourn the loves, of 

earth no more.
0 soul, the lotus flower.is at thy. hand; 
Why longer toil and pull the .heavy oar t 
Death brings totheo tiio,boon forgetful

ness,
No king could ask tor more, nor beggar 

< crave for less; ’■ ‘

Is Life an Unsolved Riddle?
The.writer,hereof had a very pleas

ant interview-the other day with an old 
friend, who is an intelligent and broad
minded gentleman, and who >is not a 
member, of any church. He, however, 
is. pleased with the philosophy of Spir
itualism, but’does not believe that there- 
is- or can be any communication be
tween the spirits of the quick and the 
dead. He gave his ideas pretty fully, 
arid-among other things he said, that , 
the Bible Is the text book of thé Chris
tian faith, and should contain a descrip
tion of heaven and define the attributes 
of God. it fails to do so. One may 
search its pages from Genesis to Reve
lations and he cannot find'out anything 
about God and heaven, The Catholic 
priest, when he defined “mystery” to 
be "a Very mysterious, thing Indeed,” 
came, much nearer to a correct défini
tion of that term, than the whole body 
of the church has'ever'come to a car- 
rect comprehension of God and the 
hereafter,./ ...

Whenever à disciple of the Christian 
church attempts to .describe them, his 
language is . couched in such general 
and ambiguous terms that he but 
makes confusion the worse confounded. 
He is as non-committal as an Ephesian 
soothsayer. Go to the Bible arid one 
finds-a knowledge of God and heaven 
nowhere to be’ obtained. No doubt the 
Bible writers did the best they could; 
the trouble was they did not know.

Spiritualism is troubled in the same 
manner as to the attributes of-Jehovah 
and the condition of the human soul af
ter death. It is just as much at sea as 
regards any knowledge of heaven. It is 
true, that the world is full of mediums^ 
who claim that theÿ convey messages 
from -the souls of the departed to their • 
friends In this world, but such messages 
are ambiguous and devoid of specific, 
meaning. ; Spiritualism,• in -these re-: 
spects has not Improved very, much on 
the eluirch. Its explanations do not ex
plain., In the light bt certain and relia
ble data, it must be admitted that spir- 
itualBtlc phenomena have hot demon.-.

Btratëd; as. a fact, the existence of the 
soul after “life’s fitful fever is over." 
And, assuming that the soul does exist, 
it has failed to prove that it can and 
does communicate with the living.

It is very time that there is a great 
deal of pretended phenomena which 
tends to prove that there is a future 
life of some kind, existing somewhere 
in infinite space, but where that life is 
and of what it consists,- are riddles 
which baffle rational solution.

Spiritualists as well as Christians 
have found but that the judgments of 
God are unsearchable, and His ways 
past finding out., ’ * :
■Now what is the implication of ■ all 
this? It clearly is thatthe rlddlé'of life 
must, during human existence, forever 
remain unsolved;, that: by no possibil
ity can we as human beings, know 
what there is beyond human existence, ' 
We may have’ faith -equal to a grain of 
mustard seed; we may have hope in
tense enough to anchor the soul;..we 
may have a belief which admits of no 
doubt, but a knowledge of the hereafter 
is not to be ours on earth. ' If life is 
continuous we will know it when we lay 
down this life and .not before; and if it 
is not continuous,.individual being will 
cease when we die.

For many centuries finite man has 
striven to solve the insoluble, and to
day he is just as far .from the realiza
tion of success in his undertakings as 
he ever has been. From the very na
ture, of the case fallible man must for
ever remain in darkness as to the fu
ture life, so long as be remains on the 
earth. -
.- It then becomes the part of-wisdom 
to let-the insoluble alone, and direct all 
of our energies to the affairs of human 
life. If there is a future life it will 
take care of Itself, and -will not yield up 
its secrets to the children of men.

• I-give .the foregoing views of - my 
frlendi not that I agree with him, but In 
order'to elicit light from our many w:ell- 
informed Spiritualists.

CARL C. POPS.

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for Th* 

Progressive Thinker.
Now 1b tha time to extend tlie clrcula- 

tion ot The Progressive Tbdnker. It 
vrill contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
new* with which every one should bo 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send in'a subscription now.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR. T. A. BLAND, »

Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of .a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to him 
many times, etherealized, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time lie spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world in his best style. 
This friend Is Dr. T. A Bland, the w’ell- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

. This book has a brilliant introduction 
bjr that distinguished preacher, Rev.,H. 
W. Thomas, D. D., president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it the weight of his un- 
qrialified endorsement.

He says: “This book will give us 
coiirage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the wofld 
celestial."

Rev; M. J. Savage says::'.. "It is in
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help, 
wishing may be true." - S**-

The Medical Gleaner Bays: “It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and - 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: "It is Inex
pressibly delightful.” ■-

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: “It is one of . the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books.” '

Everybody will be charmed with Jt, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a roost beautiful love fomunoe of 
two worldfl; ■ it is . printed in elegant 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price |1. 
For sale at this office.

(A
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“ GENERAL SURVEY
•Whea writing for this paper 

use a pen or typewriter.

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be- 

4 lleving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much wo might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents (hat The ProgressiveThinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it Is essential that all copy, to in- I 
sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
Written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to. do that they will 
generally have to be' abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is- cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
tor this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes bo and so, with
out giving the’full name and address of- 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

Mr. John W. Ring, of Galveston, 
Texas, the National Superintendent of 
Lyceum Work, and a noted inspirational 
speaker, will lecture at the Rising Sun 
Spiritualist Mission, 378 So. Western 
avenue, on Monday evening, October 10, 
1904. Subject: “In What Way Will
Spiritualism Benefit Me?”

The Cross and Crown Aid 
connected with the Church of 
Communion, Brooklyn, N. Y., 
the following offices for the

Society, 
Sacred 
elected 
coming

term: Mrs. L. Roach, president; Mr. G. 
E. Smith, vice-president; Mrs. P. J. 
Loeb, secretary; Mrs. Semsoth, assist
ant secretary, and Mr. J. Glover, treas
urer.

The Minneapolis Times, speaking of 
the State Spiritualist meetings, says: 
“An address by Elizabeth Harlow, of 
Haydensville, Mass., was the rqakffeat- 
ure of ¿Ire evening, the "closing feature 
of which was the reading of messages 
by Will J. Erwdod, the Wisconsin me
dium. Mr. Erwood read a number of 
messages from the other world and 
they were all verified by the recipi
ents.”

In Jersey City, a man through prayer, 
is said to have caused the hair to com-
mence growing on his bald head.

C. W. Leadbeater, eminent as a 
turer among Theosophists, claims 
erything. The Tribune says: ‘‘C.

lec- 
ev- 
W.

Leadbeater, the English Theosophlst, 
talked in the morning on the relation
ship - of Theosophy to Spiritualism, 
Christian Science, and Telepathy. 
He declared these are different sides 
of a many-sided question, while Theos
ophy embraces them all, and in time 
will come to be the great accepted re
ligion.”

Who has not felt at times an elation 
of spirits which makes all obstacles to 
happiness seem as naught and at other 
times an unaccountable sense of de
pression when life seems not worth 
living? Why is it not reasonable to 
suppose that in the one case some opti
mistic nature shared its blessing with 
us, while in the other the pessimism of 
some unfortunate has detracted from 
our pleasure in existence? *

W. F. G.. of Bellport, N. Y„ says: 
"Thirty-seven years ago this January my 
father was run over at the corner of 
University place and fourteenth street, 
and received injuries from which he 
died a few years later. He was cross
ing the highway to go to John Dun
can’s store to get his little five-year-old 
son some oranges when he met with tlie 
accident. That afternoon'I had gone 
to Ferraro’s dancing academy with my 
older sister, and in the midst of the 
exercise a terrible knowledge came 
over me that my papa was in danger. 
I was sure something dreadful had be
fallen him. I compelled my sister to 
leave her class at once.and take me 
home, where we found our fathei® on 
what proved to be his deathbed.”
..Mr. Leadbeater says: "Remember, 

every one of you, that there is a great 
' national opportunity. I made a tour 
of the United States three years ago, 
and the difference between that tour 
and the present one is very striking 
Indeed. In the vast' majority of places 
visited I found audiences double, treble 
and four times what they were then. 
We are influencing contemporary 
thought to a very great extent, and I 
believe the time will come when there 
■will be only one religion in the world, 
and It will be Theosophy. You can see 
traces of our Influence everywhere— 
you may see it in the popular literature. 
And look again at the novels, the sto- 

_ ries, the things which people .first read 
' and most. You will hardly take up 

one of those without finding in it some
thing psychic or a psychological prob
lem involved, or a case of apparition 
or'telepathy, or some Idea which we 
have thought of as exclusively ours. 
So it is true we have largely affected 
contemporary thought.”

Gladstone not long before his death 
addressed these words to the secretary 
of the Society for Psychical Research:' 
“You are engaged in the most import
ant work in the world—by far the most 
important. I am a member of that so
ciety, and I do not simply 'believe in 
telepathy,,.! know- that, it exists. I\ 
think that I am not wrong in saying 
that- this opinion is also held by, such 
eminent men as Prof. James, Sir Will
iam Crookes, Sir Oliver Lodge,' Dr. A. 
R. Wallace and many otller men equal
ly distinguislied in scientific research.
It seems to me that the S. P. R. has 
scientifically demonstrated beyond 
doubt the existence of telepathy."

On Saturday evening, Oct. -8, there 
will be a social held at the home of 
Mrs. Norn E. Hill, 705 W. Madison 
Street. There will be a good program 
and lunch following. A number of 
good workers will bo present, with vo
cal and Instrumental music and recita
tions and messages.. Collection 26 
tents. -All mode welcome. n

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.'

Mrs. Kila Mr*Dole, one of Chicago’s 
best mediums, is now iu Boston, Mass. 
She will visit all the attractive locali
ties around that Hub of the Universe, 
and expects to return to Chicago iu 
about one month. > She has a large cli
entele in this city, who will carefully 
watch Tllp Progressive Thinker an
nouncing her return.

Wanted.—A first-class, honest female

Take due notice that Items for thia 
page In order to insure” Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

ATTENTION LYCEUMS. — Wing 
June, July and August the Progressive 
Lyceum will be sent toi Lyceums for 
one cent per copy. This will enable 
you to increase your subscription one- 
half its present number, with no extra 
expense. Address J. W. Ring, care of 
the Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

A Voss writes: “A very pretty Spirit
ualist wedding occurred at the resi
dence of Dr. and Mrs. G. E. Chesbro,’ 
139 W. Fifth street, Los Angeles, Cal. 
Rev. Chesbro, pastor of the First Spir
itualist Mission, officiated, assisted By 
his wife. The parlor was fragrant with 
many flowers, the color scheme being 
white arid green. The bride was taste
fully gowned in whitksiik and lace, and 
carried a cluster of white carnations, 
Miss Anna .Watson acted as maid of 
honor, while Geo. Runnells stood with 
the groom. Mrs. Hughes gave her 
daughter away, Mrvand Mrs. Morse 
expect to make their home In San 
Pedro, where the groom is employed in 
the railro'ad service.”

J. H. N., of Milford, Ct., says: "What 
is the explanation of tlie premonition 
of things about to happen which many 
people have? Three hours befdre the 
breaking out of one of the most terrif
ic fires I ever witnessed, my mother 
sold: ‘Something terrible is going to 
happen,’ and was quite upset by her 
feelings. Why is it that a person can 
often compel another to look around, as 
in a crowd or audience, by willing him 
to do so?”

Wm. Fitch Ruffle writes from Church 
of the Spirit, Schiller Building, Hall 
300: “I desire to announce that owing 
to the increasing audiences in the after
noon, the lecture will not be given after 
the 11 a. m. service hereafter, as the 
lime is needed for tests and messages, 
which we give to all.”

Paul Lawrence Dunbar was a full- 
blooded negro. He was a poet—a fine 
one, too. More than that his verses 
were the result of inspiration from the 
higher spheres. A few. days ago he 
passed to the realm of souls. The Chi
cago Chronicle says of his poems: 
"They have reached a larger sale than 
any recent verses except those of Eu
gene Field and James Whitcomb Riley. 
They consist chiefly of short lyrics, ne
gro melodies and songs that touch the 
popular ear. Only 32 years of age, the 
opet has lived long enough to justify 
ms claim to the name". He is a credit 
to his race and has closely identified his 
interests with theirs. One of"his best

Correspondent writes: "The Temple 
Society of Spiritualists In Newport, 
Ky., began its season this year on 
‘Founder’s Day,' Sept. 25. The audito
rium was beautifully decorated with. 
flags,1 flowers and palms; a great ‘burn
ing-bush’ of American Beauty roses, 
right in front of the rostrum—a white 
dove just over it, and our-Bro. Craw
ley’s portrait (the founder of the so- 
•ciety and promoter of tlie temple Jon an 
easel in front, rounded .cut the setting. 
In the afternoon the address of the day 
was given to a full house by Dr. J. O. M. 
Hewitt, who was listened to with in
tense interest. Dr. Hewitt is engaged 
here for three months, and his Newport 
address will be at 404 East Fourth 
street; his home address as before, at 
533 W. Madison street, Chicago. After 
the services of the afternoon, a fine 
supper was served in tlie dining-rooms 
ot tlie Temple, and then came the social 
good time of mutual greetings, and in
troductions of friends from Cincinnati 
and Covington and other near-by towns. 
Our well-known and loved speaker, J. 
Clegg Wright, was visiting with Cov
ington friends, and coming over with 
them, he was invited to give the even
ing address, which he did to the pleas- [ 
ure and satisfaction of all. So the year 
is again begun, and we hope it will be 
a year of success for both the society 
and the cause."

M. F.,Hammond would ¿Ike to make 
arrangements with societies for the 
coming winter to lecture. His terms 
will be as reasonable as any spiritual 
society can wish. He would prefer to 
go south, and any society willing to pay 
his expenses from Chicago can secure 
his services for a reasonable time, for 
a nominal price. Address him in care 
of The Progressive Thinker.

T. A. Thompson writes from Wichita, 
Kansas: “Mrs. Maggie Vestal, an hon
est and successful trumpet medium, in 
full lamp and sunlight, has been with 
us the ias_i,two winters, a month each.
I have engaged her to spend next No-

poems is the ‘Tuskegee Song,’ in which 
he praises’the ring of the anvil and 
the sound of the hoe—a song especially 
adapted for the institution which em
phasizes manual labor.”

vember with us. Her work has been in
strumental In convincing many of the 
truth of Spiritualism, as many have 
conversed with departed friends in full 
daylight, and in full, clear audible voice 
Much good has resulted to the cause of 
spirit unfoldment through her ministra
tions here. Anyone desiring to corre
spond with her while In Wichita, can 
address her at 812 N. Lawrence avenue, 
during November.”

Correspondent writes: “On Saturday 
evening, Sept. 24, the members of the 
Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission held a 
benefit for one of their sick members, 
at the home of their pastor, Mrs. Nora 
E. Hill, 765 W. Madison street, with 
about sixty in attendance. The bene
ficiary wishes to thank all who brought 
with them their kindly thought, for bls 
speedy recovery.”

A member writes from^Brooklyn, N. 
Y. : “Our church is coming up to the 
head of the list as a place where spirit ( 
return Is taught. Our medium, Miss E. ' 
C. Resch, gives some wonderful mes
sages at our services. Mr. J. D. Glover, 
our president, is foremost among those

medium to comp to St Johns, Mich., 
and spend one month. Board and lodg
ing given free, with a chance to give 
readings and hold circles. Address 
A. B. C. ■;

Dr. G. B. Warne visited Whitewater, 
Wis., last week to attend to business in 
connection with'the Morris Pratt Insti
tute. ’,',’ ' ,,

Chas. H. Green writes: “Sunday, Sep
tember 25,1904, Rev. Mrs. N. 13. Hill-ad
dressed the Rising Sun Spiritualist Mis- 
eion at Us hall, 378 S. Western avenue, 
describing her trip through several 
neighboring states, which she had just 
finished. That evening Judge W. L. 
Snell, and ex-States Attorney Hon. 
Chas. Hughes, addressed the members 
of the mission and their friends, who 
made an audience ot exceptional size 
considering Ure inclemency and threat
ening condition of the weather. Mr. 
Snell delivered the first lecture, using 
as his subject, ’Religions,’ speaking first 
ot the early forms and of their develop
ment using a manner of speech that 
captured his hearers with its original
ity. Mr. Hughes, owing to lack of time, 
was forced to postpone the lecture 
that he had prepared for that evening, 
and in Its place substituted one, al; 
though short, that displayed to the 
greatest advantage his natural oratori
cal ability. Sunday, October 9, Miss N. 
G. Warren will deliver an inspirational 
lecture. That evening Dr. J, A. McFar
land will lecture. Both discourses will 
be followed by spirit messages. We 
cordially invite all to attend.”

Dr. J. A. Bailey writes .from Gales
burg, Ill.: “It has been qu(te a while 
Since I sent a report to The Progressive 

| Thinker of pay pilgrimage, as I have 
। been attending camp; now, however, 1 
am again devo.tlng my time to the work, 
and feel that the friends of he cause 
should know where I am, and what I am 
doing, for -I do not believe in keeping 
one’s lijjKt under a bushel. If you have 
any aspirations to gratify, any truth to 
reveal, any hopes to mainain, or 'any 
knowledge whatsoever to Impart that 
will enable mankind to give a higher ex
pression to their individuality, why, by 
all means, let your llghV shine through 
the columns of The Progressive Think
er, or wherever and whenever you can, 
that good may come from it. We have 
announced a meeting for Sunday, in 
which I am to lecture and follow with 
tests. I will respond to calls for funer
als within a reasonable distance ot 
Galesburg. Address me at No. 312 E. 
Simmons street.”

Margaret E. Sangdter says:
"Live ip the sunshine, don't live in the 

gloom;
Carry some gladness the world to il

lume.
! Live in the brightness, and take this to 

heart—
The world will be gayer if you’ll do your 

part.
Live in the, housetop, not down in the 

cell;
Open-air Christians live nobly and'well.
Live where the joys are, and, scorning 

defeat,
Have a good morrow for all whom you 

meet
Live as a victor, and triumphing go
Through this queer world, beating down 

every foe.
Live in tlie sunshine, God meant it for 

youl-
Live as the robins, and sing the day 

through.”

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE.
To tlie readers of The Progressive 

Thinker, who are residents of the state 
of Washington:—As tlie friends at our 
recent state convention saw fit to elect 
me to the position of Stale President, 1 
would like to say tliat I shall be at lib-' 
erty to meet engagements to lecture or 
organize societies at any time after Oc
tober 1. Up to January 1,1905 I would 
prefer to give my attention |o Western 
Washington. After January 1, to the 
territory east of the Cascades.

I will be prepared also on due notice 
to furnish speakers and psychics to 
those localities needing co-operative ef
fort. I shall be pleased to correspond 
with reference to the same,

’Expenses will be made to bear as 
lightly as possible in all cases. The 
ubiquity of The Progressive Thinker 
which permits me to thus notify you by 
sending this message two thousand 
miles to you, my neighbors and associ
ates, is very suggestive and also thor
oughly appreciated.

"Ip union there is .strength.” Let us 
work together. R. F. LITTLE, 
President Washington State Spiritualist ;

Association.
PostoffiCe address, General Delivery, 

Seattle, Wash. I

A VETERAN SPIRITUALIST.

He Gives His Views in Regard to the 
Manufacture of Material for Bogus 

Materializing Mediums.

The tenth annual convention of the 
State Spiritualist Association of Ne
braska, will be held In Lincoln, Neb., on 
the 11th day of October, 1904. The 11th 
will be devoted to business only, con
vening at 2 p. m., and to which the pub
lic is invited. A special attention will 
be given to lecturers and mediums be
ing presented to the.public during the 
balance of the week. A special engage
ment is desired with some good and true 
materializing medium. We are willing 
to guarantee a reasonable amount to 
such a medium. Given under the or
ders of the State Spiritualists Board, 
and sealed and signed by G. S. Klock, 
Secretary S. S. A. of Nebraska.

J. H. Hammond makes favorable 
mention of the mediumship of Mrs. 
Zena Stanly, of Anderson, Ind. He 
says: ‘Quite a number of churcn meih- 
bers are (privately) attending her sit
tings. They want that something the 
church cannot give, spiritual truths.”

F. H. Rice writes: “The first regular 
meeting for the season of 1904-’05 of thé" 
Ladies’ Spiritualistic Industrial Society 
will be held at Appleton Hall, 9 Apple; 
ton street, Boston, Mass., ’Thursday 
evening, October 6. Supper at 6:30. 
Services at 8 p. m. All are cordially 
invited."

who teach the lessons in the Bible. Mr. 
P. J. Loeb is among the best. We have 
a nice hail. Our services are free, ev
ery Sunday evening at 1246 Bedford av
enue. The services are opened at 8 p. 
m. sharp, and out at as near 9 p. m. as 
possible."

Wm. Bellairs writes: "Your paper is 
the only comfort I have in my declining 
years ; it makes me somewhat acquaint
ed witn the country and inhabitants of 
the land to which we are all hastening, 
thereby making us in a better condition 
to progress when we shall have arrived 
there. When I have read my papers I 
then go on a missionary tour, distribut
ing them to my neighbors. Many a 
home has been blessed and comforted 
by the light of Spiritualism through 
The Progressive Thinker. Surely it is 
a light that shineth in the darkness." 
_ Geo. E. Blake writes from Galesburg, 
Mich.: “We have had C. J. Barnes of

I Isa A. Cross, corresponding secretary, 
writes: “I am pleased to announce that 

J on October 9, Dr. Geo. B. Warne will 
lecture for the Hyde Park Occult So
ciety at 319 E. 55th street. Come out 
and hear him. We all know he will 
give us something good as he always 
does. The young folks are thinking of 
haying a dance at our hall on Wednes
day, October 12. Any who are Inter
ested in dancing come out; come any
way ; maybe you will get interested 
after you get there We will manage to 
have a good time some way.”

Mary Skogland writes from Welling
ton, Ohio: "Let me thank you for tbe 
premium books. They are so much bet
ter than I had ever dreamed of. Your 
own ‘Encyclopedia of Death’ is of un
told value. Who can do wrong and be
lieve the spiritual philosophy?"

Chicago, trumpet medium, with us for 
one week. He has been holding botn 
light and trumpet seances. The best 
people of this place were pleased with 
his trumpet seances.”

Dr. S. N. Gould writes: "Spiritualist 
Anniversary of the West Braintree 
(Vt.) Spiritualist Association was held 
in Hall Chapel, Braintree, Vt., Saturday 
and Sunday, Sept. 17 and 18, consisting 
of three sessions each day. The at
tendance was large and appreciative. 
The speakers, Mrs. Holt, of Montpelier, 
Ida Lewis of Bethel, A. F. Hubbard of 
Plymouth, and Rev. D. H. C. Thompson 
of Barre, rendered very able service at 
the different sessions, which were inter
spersed with good musiq. Mrs. Holt 
and Mrs. Lewis pleased the audience by 
many very satisfactory tests and. spirit 
messages. Officers of the association 
elected: president, Sarah E. Tarbel; 
vice-president, Minnie Batchelor; sec
retary, S. R. Batchelor; assistant secre
tary, Minnie Batchelor; "Auditor, Pearl 
Flint; board of managers, "Henry E. 
Farr, Minnie Batchelor and S. N. Gould. 
The chapel^ was beautifully decorated 
with autumn leaves and flowers. A

■ Harry J. Moore delivered two lec
tures last Sunday before the Hayesville, 
Iowa Spiritualists Society. Mrs. Eva 
McCoy followed both of his lectures 
with messages. Address Mr. Moore for 
the present at Hayesville, Iowa, care of 
Geo. Richardson.

Simon Westway, of Salem, Mass., 
writes: “Please,continue The Progress- 
ie Thinker. I ¡¡qve become addicted to 
the habit now, and think ! shall have to 
continue' thinking progressively. 
Yours for truth, ‘though the heavens 
fall.’” , . 7

The Chicago Tribune says: “ ‘I don’t 
believe much in old women’s dreams,’ 
said Aid., Carey .yesterday, 'but this one 
certainly was all right.’ The aiderman 
was referring to a vivid premonition 
which came to him in his sleep last 
Tuesday, pight of tbe falling of the 
building which" is being erected for him 
at Ashland aenue arid West Fifty-fifth 
street. ‘I was not surprised when 1 
heard of the accident,’ said the aider
man. "It appeared the fitting outcome 
of a dream I had Tuesday night. I re 
tired at 11 o’clock, and in the early 
morning was visited by" such a ' vivid 

I dream of the collapse of my building 
that it awakened me. I heard the 
groans of the injured arid saw and al
most felt the crashing timbers. 1 
thought it was my residence that was 
falling. I jumped out of bed to see if 
everything was all rignt. I can’t under
stand it.’ Yesterday morning the 
dream came true. The center of the 
west wall gave way, carrying three 
bricklayers to the ground and severely 
injuring one. Three other men were 
on the roof structure.” ~

To the Editor:—Stunned—practically 
stunned—at the startling sensational 
revelation made in last Sunday’s Chi
cago American, telling of the Myers’ 
factory manufacturing on a large scale, 
to order, certain bogus ghost show 
equipments, lor exploiting In dark se
ances, at a dollar a head, by certain bo
gus ghost show fakirs under the name 
ot "materializing mediums," in Chicago 
and elsewhere, and telling of their 
great demand by that class of fakirs 
everywhere.

Mrs. Mary A. Speight writes: "On 
Saturday evening, Sept. 24,„the Ladies' 
Auxiliary of the Englewood Spiritual 
Union held a most enjoyable Hard 
Times surprise party at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Delphin, 6037 Marsh
field avenue. Over fifty-friends were 
present, most of whom were good sam
ples of hoiboes. Brother Russell ren
dered a number- of jovial selections on 
the violin, and dancing was the feature 
of the evening. Vice-president, Brother 
Speight, of Englewood Spiritual Union, 
was awarded first prize as best'appear- 
ing hobo, and Mrs. C. Nader received 
the ladies’ prize. All -expressed' the 
fond hope that.at last a ^nucleus had 
formed for our much talked-of church, 
for our amiable president, Mrs. Isabella 
Powderly, courageously digested a 
doughnut with sawdust filling, prepared 

.by Sister Oswald. Space will forbid de
tails, blit. the event will be a pleasant 
recollection to all'who attended.”

A. A; Averill . writes from Lynn, 
Mass.: “The many friends (in Lynn and 
vlcinty) of Dr. Alexander Caird, for the 
past four years president of the Lynn 

-Spiritualists’ Association, and honorary 
president for UfTof the samé society, 
have presented his name as a candidate 
for a portion of the Boston Globe’s of
fer of 26,000 for educational .purposes. 
He has pledged himself to devote the 
samé,'or whatever portion he may ob
tain of it, to tlie educational work of' 
the society and lyceum. We ask all 
friends of this, earnest worker and all' 
friends of Spiritualism ..to save the con-'i 
pons, which are to be found in every 
issue of the Globe; jind send them 
either direct to the office or to the 
writer. If sent to tlie Globe they, should 
be filled out as follows: Alexander 
Caird, Physician, Lynn, Mass. Any. as
sistance in tills matter will be grateful* 
ly received.” ■■■■■•■'

vote of thanks was extended to the 
speakers, singers and .all who had 
helped to make the meeting a success. 
The last session closed by singing, 
‘God be with you till me meet again,’ 
and the following words trim Achsa W. 
Sprague’s poem, rendered-oy A. F. Hub
bard: i -
“ ‘Good night! My soul pours out its 

prayer, ,

Mrs. Henry writes: “On Saturday 
evening, Sept 24, at the residence ot 
Mrs. Blondin, 2903 Groveland avenue, a 
social was held under the auspices of 
the Universal Occult Society. About 
sixty attended, and it was a very enjoy
able entertainment. Mr. Coe from the 
West Side entertained us with a song 
entitled ‘The Old Musician and His 
Harp,’ and we had a great many medi
ums who gave messages and tests. Mr. 
Hillis gave quite a numberyas did Mrs. 
Cooper, Mrs.. Vaughan, Mrs. McMena
min,—Mrs. Dixon and others; then Mr. 
Fraser gave some very fine messages 
blindfolded. Then we had a recitation 
by Miss Jessie Charlson, entitled Christ
mas Eve; it was highly appreciated. 
On Sunday, the 25th, our services at the 
Universal Occult Society, held at 77 E. 
31st street, in hall C, consisted of song 
and messages. We were favored by 
several songs by Mr. Roberts, a talent
ed singer and music teacher; also by 
Mrs. Lora Holton Upson, and messages 
by our mediums connected-with the so
ciety, Mrs. Vaughn and Mrs. McMena
min and Mrs. Hartwell and some very 
clear messages by Mr. Fraser, ¿nd tests 
from Mr. Staler, who will' lecture for 
us, October 2.”, '

Intensified with curiosityat this start
ling revelation, I determined to see for 
myself, and know for myself the truth 
or falsity of this newspaper report as 
communicated by Mr. Myers himself. 
Interviewing Mr. Myers, he acknowl
edged the truth of the report in every 
detail. Upon asking for some names of 
his patrons, he positively declined to 
give any, asking, “Do you want me to 
be killed,” remarking that he was al
ready threatened with death should he 
reveal any. I did not, therefore, press 
him for names. Suffice it to say that I 
have learned that there are in Chicago 
and elsewherp quite a number of so- 
called “materializing mediums” who, in 
fooling the people, are doing quite a 
land office business.

Now, Mr. Editor, as delusive tricks in 
dark circles are vile, intended only to 
deceive, and a disgrace to Modern 
Spiritualism, I maintain that a contin
ual fight for their suppression must be 
inaugurated, and when begun will be 
among the noblest and most important 
work of the spiritual press, for years to 
cpme.

Protection, in the interest of Spirit
ualism, against the wicked delusions of 
the dark seance, is a vital necessity, 
and as publicity In exposing them would 
be the only rational means of suppress
ing them, Spiritualist journalists in par
ticular should open theft’ columns for a 
continued crusade against them.

What The Progressive Thinker, as a 
Spiritual journal, has done and is still 
doing in this direction, battling for the 
true against the false in mediumship, is 
of greater worth to the spiritual public 
than that of all other Spiritual journals 
combined.

The Cause at Wellington, Ohio, 
1 Perhaps the workers along our Unes 

ot thought would be pleased to know 
’ tliat notwithstanding much opposition 

our little Progressive Thought Society 
1 in Wellington is undaunted and is fac

ing the' future with hearts of hope, and 
with tlie determination to give to those 
about us, as far as we cap, the blessed 
truths of spirituality. We have decided 
to hold meetings every Sunday after
noon during the winter, and shall have 
speakers furnished us twice a month by 
the Ohio Association.

We have a developing circle, which 
meets every Friday and is meeting 
with good success.

The books sent us with The Progress
ive Thinker are indeed more than worth 
the price paid. We shall form a circti- 
lating library, with a librarian to attend 
to all the details.

A dear old lady from Independence 
Mo., responded to our request for 
books by sending- us, we paying post
age, five good books, for which we feel 
like making public acknowledgment 
and thanks, while the request for books 
is still open.

Mrs. Baird, of Elyria, has been more 
than kind in coming to us, and giving 
us convincing messages that none who 
receive them can gainsay their truth; 
and we would not forget Mr. F. W. Mar
tin, of Elyria, - who comes without 
money and without price, and gives us 
lectures, also exhibiting Blate-writing 
and photographs which he has received 
in bis investigations. Then there are 
Mr. L, M. jenney of Oberlin, and Mrs. 
Ëlizabeth Schauss of Toledo, all of 
whom have been most kind.

As I have been penning this, my be
loved spirit friends have rapped their 
approval in -the secretary before my 
desk. Yes, they do come. I hear them 
often In this secretary as I sit thinking. 
I have become clairvoyant and they 
show me such beautiful symbols, teach
ing me such divine truths. I feel their 
touch upon my face and hair. Last 
night I beheld a vision of the material 
cf which the streets of the spirit world 
are composed. It was beautiful beyond 
description; and I was allowed time to 
examine closely. It seemed to be 
sparkling substance not unlike dia
monds, yet looking more like the glis
tening snow as it is sometimes seen in 
the sunshine. I asked of what it. was 
composed, and was told that it was a 
chemical composition resembling dia
mond, yet not exactly the same. That 
we of earth would some day learn to 
manufacture it in small quantities, but 
that it would never become of common 
use. I could write for hours of what I 
have seen and heard through this spir
itual sight, ¿nd yet when I tell my 
dear loved ones of earth o-f this, they 
tell me it Is my imagination." Every 
day I see before me the exemplification ' 
of these whom the man. of Nazareth 
called “blind leaders of the blind." And . 
if the blind lead the blind they shall 
both fall into the ditch. Thanks to the 
angel world, I who was once blind and 
deaf, can now see and hear. And I Can j 
truly say with the good brother in the ; 
last Progressive Thinker, “I know foal 
Spiritualism is true." j

MARY SKOGLAND. j
Wellington, Ohio.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

(Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Passed to spirit life, aged 74, on Fri
day, September 23, Mrs. N. J. Marshall, 
at the residence of her daughter, Mrs. 
Frances A. Koehler, 222 Irving avenue, 
Chicago. For many years she had 
been a confirmed Spiritualist. She was 
blessed with a kindly, charitable spirit 
and feelings, and had many warm 
friends. Mrs, Cora L. V. Richmond of
ficiated at the funeral. The body was 
cremated at the Graceland Crematory.

Harry W. Hoeck passed to spirit life, 
Sept. 21, 1904. He leaves a wife, father, 
mother and two brothers and one sis
ter to mourn his loss. He was a Spirit
ualist and death had lost its sting with 
him. Harry J. Moore conducted the 

' funeral services. I. F. ANDREWS.

Sanford M. Sweeting, aged 74 years, 
a native of Connecticut, passed from 
tlie earth life, Sept. 22, 1904, after an 
illness of three months. He leaves a 
wife, daughter and three grand-children 
to remember his kindness, patience and 
love. He and bls wife were prominent 
members of the First Spiritualist So
ciety. Mrs. Lily M. Thiebaud delivered 
the address, a message from "The Gos
pel of the Angels.”

That Heaven’s eternal light 
May be the mantle thou shalt wear,

Good night, good night, good night! ’"
W. V. Nicum- writes from Dayton,' O.: 

“The Light of Truth Society of Dayton, 
Ohio, have leased a new hall at 112 
South Broadway, on' the ground floor 
and furnished it in first-class style. It. 
began its winter campaign the first of 
September, and the audience every 
Sunday evening quite large—made., up 
not only of Spiritualists-but church peo
ple, Theosophists and New Thought 
persons. This Js very encouraging; 
when We can interest the outside world 
enough to get them to attend our meet
ings, give us their’ support and good 
wishes, then-we can rest "assured we 
are ¿taking some headway toward 
changing the race thought of the .age 
into a broader concept of life. The 
writer has been engaged as the regular, 
speaker until January 1,. 1905.”

H. F. Coates writes: "Moses Hull,' 
of whom you have read and heard so 
much' about, speaks for the Church of 
the Spirit Communion, Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, October. 9, 
both afternoon and evening. His sub
jects are, 3 p. m., 'Angels; Are They the 
Spirits of the Dead?’ 8 p. m., ‘Angels; 
Do They Administer to the Inhabitants 
of Earth?' Mr. Hull also speaks for us 
October 16, qt 3 and 8 p. m. Wo will be
gin sharp at 3 and 8 p. m. "Good music ■ 
and messages by different mediums will 
be a feature. Our afternoon meetings, 
will be continued from now on. Come 
and take a part In them.” < .

A Worker in thé Good Cause writes: 
“I wish to'ask all who can, to help make 
up a box of most any kind of fruit and 
send It to the Morris Pratt Institute be- 

- foré freezing-weather commencés. As 
the canning season is nearly over most 
any housewife can spare a can of fruit 
of some kind. Some-might like to riend 
table linen,' .which would be very much- 
appreciated .also,, As there are many 
farmers, they could perhaps, spare, a 
few busheìs of potatoes for the ' Insti
tute. This is a request of spirit friends, 
to onq who. hasj done-and will'dp like
wise yearly.” '

Chas. A..qnd. Allie Buhland '. write: 
“We haveijeeh appointed 'missionaries 
of the Indiana ,§tate Association •'óf 
Spiritualist^, Wp are ■ now ready to 
hear from "all persons or societies who 
need our assistance. It is our desire to 
-make this a banner year for our cause 
in the state'of Indiana. Let us hear, 
from you kt! an jparly date, so. that we 
can map out our jpute accordingly. Ad
dress us ait 'No. '.1224 North Senate ave
nue, Indianapolis, Ind.”

In five months five "witnesses have 
died in the case of the people vs. Cath
erine Gilledple arid Eva Carson. Ah old 
colored man hovered around the court
room at the first trial, sprinkling . a 
white powder qbput'and muttering that 
death would .overtake the witnesses 
against his friends. Evidently died 
through'féar.—Chicago Dally News. " 

W. F. Nye, a prpiriinent Spiritualist-of 
New Bedford, Mass., has been paying a 
visit to Chicago. 'Although near]y-an 
octogenarian, he -is as bright intellect
ually as when in his. prime, and we 
•hope he will live to. reach a hundred 
years; . .. '. - . .. , ■

Frank T. Ripley, platform test me
dium and lectuïer, is engaged at.Sey
mour, Ind.j for.October. ■ i’

In the face now of this new revela
tion, it'is tp be hoped that the victims— 
the innocent victims—of the dark se
ances, who in their childlike simplicity 
will swallow anything and everything, 
however absurd, presented them in the 
name of Spiritualism, will profit there
by, and consider how easy it was for 
them, to get fooled by such ingenious 
equipments in dark seances.

Of course we have no fault to find 
with the skillful manufacturer, Mr. 
Myers. Such is his business. He 
manufactures to order all kinds of 
things wanted in dark seances. For 
these he gets spot cash,'"and ¿or spot 
Cash, he delivers the doors. No, we 
have no quarrel to make with Mr. 
Myers! „

And now in.conclusion, for what the 
Chicago American has providentially 
done, I for one, a Spiritualist, am grate
ful, and as a token of my gratitude I 
hereby move that we, readers of The 
Progressive Thinker, give to the Chi
cago Sunday American a hearty vote of 
thanks. DR. R. GREER.

Chicago, Ill.

An Asthma Cure at Last. <
It gives us great pleasure to announce 

the discovery of a positive cure for 
Asthiria, in -the wonderful Kola 
Plant, a new botanic product found 
oh the Congo River, - West Africa, 

‘uhe cures wrought by it in the worst 
cases, are’-really marvelous. Sufferers 
of twenty to fifty years’ standing have 
been .at once restored to.health by the 

' Kola' Plarit Compound. Among/others, 
many ministers of the gospel testify to 
its wonderful powers. x

Rev. S. H. Eisenberg. Ph. D., Centro Hall, Pa.,' 
perhaps one of the worst eases, was permanent
ly cured after many years suffering. Rev. D. S. 
Hopkins, Wilson, Ind. Ter.- writes May 25th, his 
wire was cured two years ago after eight years 
suffering. Rev. F. F. Wyatt, the noted Evangel
ist, Abilene, Toxas, writes was cured of Hay-Fe
ver andAsthma after, eight years suffering and 
had no return or Ure disease. Mr. L. H. Johnson, 
ot Gainesville, Ga., Manager or tho Gainesville 
Shoo Co., writes, tho Kola Compound Is a death 
blow.to Asthma. It cured my daughter after 
all hope had gone and words are Inadequate to 
express our gratitude to the Importers.

. To-prove to yem beyond doubt-its 
Wonderful curative power, . the Kola 
Importing Co., No. 1166 Broadway,- 
New York, will send a large case of the 
Kola "'Compound free by mall to every 
reader of The Progressive Thinker who 
suffers from any form of Asthma. This 
is very fair, and wo advise sufferers to 
send for a ease. It costs you nothing 
and you should surely try it'

“An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed." 
"Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of Startling I 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two tar 
Uonta. "

M. D. THIEBAUD. 
San Diego, Cal.

Mrs. Jennie L. Tubbs, a Spiritualist 
of many years, passed to a higher life 
very unexpectedly at her home in South 
Pasadena, Cal., August 25, aged 63 
years. She was born in Deering, N. H., 
Oct. 21, 1840. She married Alvin Tubbs 
June 25, 1868, and left besides her hus
band, onq daughter, Mrs. George Mc
Neil, and a little grand-daughter. The 
funeral services were conducted by 
Mrs. Maude Freitag, assisted by Mr. 
Bowman. • COR.

, Mr. William Randal of Americus, , 
Ind., passed to spirit life, sept. 23, 1904, 
after a long illness. He was 80 years 
old-and a devoted Spiritualist. The 
funeral was conducted by Mrs. India 
Hill of Decatur, 111., and was largely at
tended. COR.

Dr. Foster, of Baraboo, Wis., passed 
to the higher lite at the home of Mrs. 
Fisher, in Baraboo, after having suf
fered a stroke of paralysis. Deceased 
left many friends, and was known for 
his genial personality. Services were 
held at Mrs. Fisher’s residence, after 
which remains were taken to Appleton, 
Wis., which place was his former home. 
Services conducted by the writer.

WILL J. ERWOOD.

LOOK OUTI__LOOK OUT I
The Progressive Thinker ' during its 

Fall and Wintef'Campaign will be a 
continual feast of good things in all oc
cult and spiritual lines of thought. ( You 
can only keep up with the procession 
by reading it each week. Send in yùur 
subscription now, and introduce the 
paper to your fielghbor.

. "Prlnojples pf Light and Color.'------------------ By
É.:D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor? The result of years of deep- 

/thought and patient research Into Na- 
ture's finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity; Medical men especially, and 
scientists,■’general readers and students i 
òf océult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest.- A large, four-1 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this offleo. Price, postpaid, 
*5. It Ib a wonderful work and you will 
hu delighted with it.

Oct. 8, 1904.

U Read This List of [ 
PREMIUMS. ¡

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USi 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS. J

An Opportunity Never Before Offer« 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus 4 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual 
totlc, Psychic and Ethical Lines ol 
Thought—A System of Humanltarlai 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro 
gresslve Thinker.

WORDS OF CAUTION. . ‘ t 
You should not send money In a let 

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe 
ly, and then the next remittance maj 
be lost qr stolen. Secure a postal ordei 
for five cents, and then you are pen 
fectly safe, and will save yourself an 
noyance and trouble. >

Remember, please, that It costs tai 
cento to get a personal check at a .baul 
in Chicago. If you ‘send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent

Remember, please, that we have onlj 
four books which we send out now toi 
25 cents each. We cannot allow you to 
select any other book in the list at that price.

Remember, please, that you are not 
entitled to any of the Premium Bqoka 
unless you send in with your order « 
year’s subscription to The Progressivt—-. 
Thinker. ' .

Remember, please,that the safest waj 
to make a remittance is to secure a poa 
tai order.

Remember, please, that these booki 
are used exclusively as premiums, thi - 
editor desiring no profits, his sole ott* 
ject being to do a HUMANITARIAN 
WORK ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC, 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not for sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistakes aM 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di
rect with this office, Instead of througni 
a news agent

Remember, please, that all of ovt 
Premium Books are neatly and substan- 1 tially bound in cloth, and are an orna- 

1 ment to any library.
Read our Premium Offer, AND DO 

NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHEK 
TERMS. You must send $1 tor Tito 
Progressive Thinker when you desire 
one or more premium books. ■ Please bear this in mind.

Every person who Bends in a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium • 
book can make his eclectic n from tha 
following list for TWENTY-FIVfi 
CENTS’.

1. The Great Debate Between Rev. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, out 
leading Premium Book this year. Price 
25 cents.

2. Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit Worlii, 
Price 25 cents.
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Any ten of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 
Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled in this country oc 
Europe. Our principal aim is to send! 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price. ,,.r
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FOR $3.35.
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit Worldi Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.
4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun

dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S..G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics c.' 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
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REMITTING. } ’ ',
When you send in your subscription

to The Progressive Thinker, cartiully ’IF 
look over the books which you desire ixx 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely in- 
teresting. They are elevating in ’Rme 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro- 
gresslve Thinker.

Sending out these premium books, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of the subscription of 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded __ -.- -i 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of the fact that we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, much '' 
more than any other Spiritualist paper, • : 
now published.

In conclusion, bear In mind that tho - > 
postage on these Eleven Premium. . « - 
Books is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving -.
this office only $2.22, Illustrating tho » . 
great bargain you are getting—an op* ■ 
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu-y : ‘ i 
able library, the like of which was neverX. 
known before on this material plane. \ <
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KEEP POSTEO 1
In Lurrent . Spiritualistic and Occult 

News.. . : ”
You can do 4t by reading each weeic J 

The Progressive Thinker. The' Philo. ■ > 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult« 
phenomena it ccntalns’each week, ^*A - 
the marvel ot the age. No one can 
lord to be without tho paper. Its prlc^;.- 1

•'Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.” 
By Dr. Paul Caron. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet compreben- , sv aft* n*vuvut luu pN| 
givo. Paper, 60 crihts. Cloth, 81.26« $3 within the reach ot all.



SHE GETS SOMEWHAT EXCITED.
This department is under the man

agement of
HUDSON TUTTLE.

(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answerg 
flave called forth such a host of re- 
epondents, that to give all . equal hear- _ 4 _i_ Il__........ +r. IvA mndrt 11

Oct. g. 1W4

not usually mediumistlc may become so 
to an intense degree, perhaps once only 
in a lifetime. But such "appearances’' 
are more “ethereallzatlone" -than “ma* 
terializations,” They áre shadowy 
forms which fade Into-the unseen. The 
persons who see them furnish whatever 
mediumistic power that may be re
quired. The house or room frequented 
by the spirit, perhaps having been its 
earthly home, has the: requisites of a 
"cabinet."

epondents, that to give an .equm uw 
Ing compels tlie answers to be made m 
Hie most condensed form, and oiten 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to tins 
lorcod brevity. Proofs have to be omit 
ted, and the style becomes thereby as- 
Bertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
(With waiting for the appeal ance of 
their questions mid write let!ot m- 
nulry. The supply of mattei ■
Several weeks alidad of the space given, 
‘and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait Ills time and 
¡place, and all are treated with equal
^NOTICE.—No attention will ho given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
jfiress must be given, or the letteis y ill 
®ot be read. If the request be made, 
■|he name will not be published, the 
correspondence of this depai tmciit na. 
fcecomo excessively large, especially let 
lers of Inquiry requesting pnvato an 

V ewers, and while I freely give what 
ls'j?<i»ver information I am aille,, the own 
ivrsïuiry courtesy of correspondents is ex 

¿ected. HUDSON TUTTLE

su

Sarah J. Armstrong: Q. How can 
lost mediumship be regained?

A. Having been rarely blessed with 
various phases of mediumship, this cor
respondent has now lost them pH, and 
repeated seances have been failures. 
Such experiences come into the lives 
of all sensitives, even the most devel
oped. At least it proves conclusively 
that the influence, whatever it may be, 
does not. emanate from the medium.

Sensitiveness is such a multiplex 
state, so many conditions enter therein, 
that it is difficult to determine what 
may prevent it in any special instance. 
The influence of surrounding individu
als; thes health; mental strain; the 
shock of grief, or expectation; the 
Health, any Of these may negate medi
umship. Especially is the psychic in
fluence of associates, in Instances this 
acts as forcibly in destroying sensitive
ness, as an acid neutralizes an alkali. 
There I? a spiritual chemistry more po
tent than of physical elements.

Seances with a harmonious circle, or 
alone with concentration of mim^ is the 
only means recommendable to bling 
restoration. -

B, T. Spencer: Q. How much real
ity is there in “Divine Healing,” and ■ 
can those who make tlie claim be really 
honest? ,, •

A. This correspondent has particu
larly in view tlie claims ol Mrs. M. R- 
Woodworth-Etter, who as an evangelist 
supplements her revival woik by heal
ing the sick. Crowds attended her 
meetings at Indianapolis, but. were dis
appointed in her method. Not all who 
come are treated. She exercises her 
gift only on those who are converted! 
She said:

“Those persons who may come to my 
meeting expecting me to heal them 
when Uiey are unprepared spiritually, 
will be disappointed. They can not 
hope to be healed until they have ac
cepted Christ and believe In His saving 
power. The moment that taith comes. 
i can help them." .

It is thus made evident that it is hyp
notic or mesmeric power and not “Di
vine" influence that heals. The con
vert is promptly hypnotized by the 
united Influence of the believers, di
rected by the speaker, as in all revivals, 
and while in this condition the sugges
tion of being healed dominates all otli- 
ers. Ignorant of the cause, and edu
cated in the fcliurcli ways, she may hon
estly believe ■ that she is carrying out 
the assurance of Jesus to lay hands on 
tlie'slck and they shall be healed- Very 
few ministers have taith like tills. They 
may be as Ignorant of hypnotism, but 
they have not the courage, to bring their 
faith to this test, any more than they 
■would to pray for a niounta^f to tumble 
into the sea. /* •

As an Illustration of the exercise, of 
tins power as mesmeric and not “di- 
v Ine " tbe instance Mrs. Etter, gives is
a complete refutation of her belief.“

"My most remarkable cure was in re- 
-Storing sight tp a little blind gill. S.be 
L-wns'also helpless from paralysis and 

be carried into the tent. She 
became converted after a glorious out
burst of religious enthusiasm and when 
I placed my hands on her she ''was 
healed instantly. She could see plainly

. * ? Ji ‘ 5' ' -
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As-They Emanate from Mrs. Clara Watsoii^Dr? J. M, Peebles and Pottawattamie
* q ■ - til ■■ .! • ■ •• * f ■

' Jones, in Regard to Obssesslod or Evil Spirits,
■ i.

Dr. Peebles’ Demonism of the Ages Sets 
the Noted Lecturer, Mrs. Clara Wat
son, to Thinking Along the Line of 
Devils.
Holy Hoses! What a smoke!'
Talk about The Great Psychological 

Crime book! Judging from the review 
of Dr. Peebles’ latest work, “The De- 
monism of the Ages,” as published in 
The Progressive Thinker of recent 
date, The Great Psychological Crime is 
a gem of beauty in comparison.

I have not read the Doctor’s new 
book, but perused the review by James 
Voldo, with wonder and with horror, 
and lelt like crying out, '.’Where is the 
safety, if the book is true?”

Here Spiritualism has been fighting 
the “devil business” idea f<jr more than 
a halt century, and many of us who in 
ea’rly lite iiad the devil, satau, demons

tion," of which she speaks, ai'e only hu
man beings relieved of tlieir mortal 
bodies. And assuredly11 MrH; Watson 
will not contend that tïiése millions ot 
the uncivilized, the barbarous Hotten
tots, the polygamy-practiçlng (¡annibals, 
the thieves, the liars,, libertines, lynch
ers, and malignant murderers of ‘this 
country are all, in the physical act of 
dying, purified and transformed into 
saints and sages. She will not contend 
that their identity—consciousness, 
memory, tendencies, and purposes aie 
annihilated by death!

Where, then, are these millions? She 
surely will not argue that they were 
translated in the twinkling of an eye 
into the beatific splendors that make 
radiant the suinmerland. She will not 
argue that a hempen rope jerks black
hearted murderers into joyp and glories 
unspeakable.

to cope with it as Spiritualists.
J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.

Battle Creek, Mich.
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BOOKS FOR All SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

A Little Child’s Voice.
“Papa! Papa! Papa!" It rang out 

clear ns a bell—a little silver bell, made 
to be sweet rather than powerful in its 
tone. '
''■Papal Papa!'Papa!’’—and the little 

silver bell ot a voice matte the music 
that for the moment caused everyone in 
tlie great newspaper office to forget all 
about his work. .>

The electric fans were humming, the 
typewriting machines were. clicking 
away hiv» mad, the cries of “Boy,” 
“Copy,”, were making the place a veri
table pandemonium; but through it all 
(here floated the music, the peace, the 
joy o't that little one’s-voice. . ,

Her ‘,‘Papa'’ worked in the office. She 
had come to pay him a short visit, and 
midst me contusion and din of the 
place she was calling for him—“Papa! 
Papa! Papa!”-

The men in the office were busy with 
larger and important matters. A great 
war was on in.the Far East, and-they 
were getting tlie news ,on. that. A 
great , oresidentlal canvass was close at 
hand, and they were interested ia that. 
Beef strikes and railroad strikes, big 
fires and monstrous murders, the mar
kets in Wall street, and the revolutions 
in South America, all had to be looked 
into and reported to a waiting public;

It was a busy, bustling; a wild, mad, 
furious place—tnat great newspaper oi- 
flee; but in a flash that little. ' silvery 
voice hud captured every one's atten
tion! . _

Nothing else was.worth thinking of— 
wars an'd rumors of wars, the prospects 
ot presidential candidates, the.rise or 
fall of prices in Wall-street or of gov
ernments in South America—were triv
ial matters compared with the simple 
goodness and unspoiled joy that rang 

. out In that little one’s voice!
It was the best ''story” of the day, 

and if it could be printed as it was felt 
all the world would be better for It.

“Thank God,” said every one In the 
office, “tuank God for the little ehil-

and was able to walk.”
t'-”A glorious outburst ol religious en
thusiasm,” means the surrender of per
sonality of a concourse of people, to a. 
dominant religious idea, and its united, 
spontaneous expression. A susceptible 
person present, is by it.as thoroughly 
brought under its hypnotic influence, as 
can a subject under the will of the most 
skillful operator. The “Divine healers” 
see m this the influence of God, or 
Jesus.’ They misinterpret the tacts, 
and may be honest.

This influence may come in another 
form—that-Of self-hypnotism; that is 
the dominance of an idea or suggestion 
which is made by the recipient In Il
lustration take the following reported 
& the account of the Etter meeting:

"I healed myself - through divine 
faith many years ago,” said the Rev. 
John Vinson of Indianapolis, who took 
an active part in last night’s meeting. 
"I had the catarrh so badly that it was 
affecting my memory. In prayer one

. morning I promised to enter the minis
try if God would heal me. Instantly. 
tne catarrh left me. That was more 
than twenty-live years ago and I’ve 
been in the-ministry ever since.”

■ The good minister is np doubt honest, 
and believes he had a ‘mall.” He may 
have done a great deal of good preach- 

.: ing for twenty-five years, but his "call” 
was out of his own conceit -and not 
from Jesus.

and imps stamped into our mentality, 
and who after years’of study and trav
ail of soul through which we passed in * 
unlearning the false teachings of the ‘ 
past, had laid their hideous carcasses 
on the shelf of oblivion, and for a few 
brief moment at last had breathed in 
the atmosphere pure and bracing, un
tainted by foul breath of devils, only 
now, in the dawn of the 20th century to 
have the devil-demon "racket” revived 
by one of our leading Spiritualists, with 
vehemence a thousand times stronger 
than the old Bible concept, leads us 
into the Slough of Despond, deep, dark, 
damp and dismal, and if the picture be 
true to tact, I may add disastrous, dia
bolical and damning.

Not one’supreme, pompous, potential 
devil as of yore, but now ten million 
billion demons crowding the atmos
phere co suffocation. It seems the good 
Doctor has ransacked the sacred (?) lit
erature of the ages, of the barbarous 
and ignorant past, for proof,of his dia
bolical theory.

Only think—kind reader—millions 
and billions of demons surround us, 
that were once mortal, "with greater 
power to do evil than when on earth,” 
and not ono of us exempt from liability 
to their malicious influence. The rule 
that “like attracts like” seems not car
ried out in the demon realm, but the 
pure and good are subject to their dia
bolical power. “Sad beyond language 
to describe have been the obsessions, 
the ’possessions, the delusions, the be-, 
trayals, the internal psychological 
crimes practiced in all ages upon inno
cent, trusting, virtuous, -worthy, but 
wholly unsuspecting media, victimized 

/to their physical, mental, if not moral 
ruin”—so says the review. ... .

But there- is a “Balm in. Gilead,“- and 
the demons play an important part in 
human unfoldment, for they give, in
centive to the. development . of • the 
"power over demons” in,, and give em
ployment io the "exorcists,” who, with 
Incantation, enchantment • magic, sor-

Where, then, are they?
Mrs. Watson will doubtless say, as do 

all- intelligent Spiritualists, they are 
residents of the encircling lower 
spheres, the lower, over-arching zones 
of spirit life,—in brief, earth-bound, and 
here!

Very well,—what are they doing? 
Are they asleep? Are they hibernating? 
Have they become' unconscious stupids? 
Are their wills paralyzed, their feet fet-. 
tered, their lips pad-lockfed, and are 
they mechanically chained, police
bound and barred away from earth and 
itsinhabitants, where their thoughts, 
purposes, schemes, and attachments 
were and necessarily are? It so, our 
clairvoyance, our clairaudience, our 
trance-testimonies, our thousand spirit 
communications arc illusions, blinding, 
bewitching illusions that have only daz
zled to deceive and curse,

Mrs. Watson continues, “Thp review 
makes good Brother Peebles say that 
Almighty God is over all.” Will Sister 
Watson permit me to inform her that 
long weary years ago I discarded all be
lief In a limited, located, human-shaped 
personal God, and so that arrow, re
bounding, falls at her own:fect.

Again, all tearful in spirit-, she pa
thetically exclaims, “Nfevennore can 
sweet peace of mind be mine! Alas, 
alas! It were better if humanity had

The Book Defended.
To tlio Editor:—I cannot tell you how 

sorry I am for Dr. J. M. Peebles. It 
seems such a pity that a man of his 
years and learning should make the 
egregious mistake of publishing so 
great a work as his "Demonism of the 
Ages,” without taking into account the 
shocking effect it might produce on the 
delicately attuned nervous organism of 
Clara Watson.

How he is destined to suffer when he 
comes to realize the depths of sorrow 
and despair into which he has thrust 
that supersensitive soul. Out of the 
depths she cries unto him m the bitter
ness of her agony, “My bou! is sorrow
ful that again as of the days long past, 
I must even dread the approach of dev, 
ils, and nevermore can sweet peace of 
mind be mine. Alas, alas! it were bet
ter humanity had never been.”

Knowing somewhat of his chivalrous 
disposition, I can understand how such 
a wail from such a soul would tempt the 
good Doctor to write anotner book at 
once to prove,—

1. That he never wrote “Demonism 
bf the Ages.”

2. That if he did write it, he didn’t 
mean to.

3. That when Be wrote it he was "ob
sessed” by a "demon.”

4. That there is no such thing as ob
session or demons.

A Conspiracy Against the Republic. By Judge C. B. Waite, author 
of -‘History of the Christian-Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents,

A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng
lish freethought leader, with a story of his life as told by himself and a 
history of his Parliamentary struggles. - Price, 50 cents;.. ■ .

After Her Death, The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to entrancement. By Jjilian Whiting. Price $1.

After the Sex Struck, or Zugassent’s Discovery. This book is in
tended to teach husband and }vife how to agreeably adjust their differ
ences. Highly agreeable is its contents. By Geo. N. Miller. Price 25c, 

Age of Reason. Being an investigation of true and fabulous theol
ogy. A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type; 186 
pages. By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Ancient India, Its Language and Religions. Translations of the arT 
tides “Religion of the Veda,” and “Buddhism.”' The Study of the

dren!” • •; ..... ■■■.•
And, Well, too, was that sense of grat

itude; for what would this old- world be, 
with its wars and . rivalries, with its 
commercialism and competition, with 
its labors and worries, if it were not for 
the eternal good cheer that comes to us 
from the little one whom God has de
creed ahull be always • with us?—Rev. 
Thomas B. Gregory m the Chicago Ex
aminer.

■ Letter From Nellie S. Baade.
To the Editor:—As it has been some 

time since I made any report of my 
work, will say The Progressive Thinker 
has reached me and seems like a dear 
friend. I cannot get along without it 
and while I remain here during the re
mainder of this month and October 
shall do all in my power to secure sub
scribers for our favorite spiritual paper.

I commenced my spiritual work here 
this month and found a. society that 
owns a pretty little church, remodeled,, 
refurnished, q large addition having 
been built of ‘late consisting of large

eery, etc., can drive them out of us, to 
roam at large and enter someone else. 
Of course, if we have enough of the al
mighty dollars with which Jo .richly, re
munerate. them. - • •

The review: makes -good Brother 
Peebles sav that: ‘‘Almighty... Gpd t.is' 
over all.” But of what use is, an. Al- 
mighty God that won’t take care of the 
demons.m his own kingdom and not let 
them loose upon unsuspecting human
ity? Almighty means all-power, and 
that means power to stop "demonism” 
were it deemed advisable to jlo .so. 
And if Almighty God allows demons jto 
prowl around in the dark to entice poo. 

•pie to sin. can a mortal, "exorcist” 
thwart an AIm*Shty God's •almighty 
plan?

But my soul is sorrowful that again 
as of the days long past, I must even 
dread the approach of devils;, and 
never more can sweet peace of mind be 
mine. Alas,-alas, it were better human
ity-had never been. Waking and sleep
ing, demons our boon companions.

never been; waiting, sleeping, demons 
our boon companions!"

Cheer up, cheer up, beloved Sister! 
Surely there is a “balm fa-Gilead,” and 
this balm of Spiritualistic ^comfort you 
will find on pages 375, 37# ot tills book, 
which by confession yoiP h^ve never 
read. Here are the cheering words: 
“Though obsessions pfevalv though 
vast multitudes of earth’s ‘discarnate 
dwellers people the. Cimmeria-tf shadow
lands of Hades, the Divine1 Impulse 
changesnot. The altruistic’,, work of 
rescue goes on. Uplifting grace spans 
all worlds. The angelib voice of good 
will to men Is ever belfig reihanted in 
all spheres from lowest ‘¿ells to highest 
heavens. Up from the mudrand slime 
the early flowers spring,jind beyond the 
cross lies the crown. Under tie rough
est exterior, mortal or ihnnqrl'al, there 
lies the Ego, the divine ;spark, the 
burled image of God; awaiting the per
petual resurrection call/'"Awake, come 
up higher!’ * *y* Obsessing-'¿jjirits are- 
shearing; believing; and yast-taultltudes 
of them are-moving up!oiSJI'tci .higher 
planes ot existence; where, after a time, 
they become divine ' helpers. Some-

5. That if he was obsessed when he 
wrote the book, tills fact of itself is suf
ficient to condemn it as unworthy of se
rious consideration by supersensitive 
women.

6. That therefore, Mrs. Watson 
ought to come up out of the depths im
mediately and read the book.

Truly, it seems Incredible that a wo
man of sufficient intelligence to be a- 
“lecturer," should thus figuratively 
throw up her hands and tumble down 
with such an awful thud, without first 
having read, tlie truly great book to 
which she refers with so much unchris
tian charity,

Why is it that anyone with seeming 
intelligence will thus jump into print 
and with the bitterness of blind fanati
cism condemn a work she has never 
lead, is a psychological problem which 
might be discussed in your Open Court 
department with much profit.

If Mrs. Watson will take the time and 
do herself the courtesy and Dr. Peebles 
the justice to sit down and study the 
book from beginning to end, she will at 
least then be in position to write Intel
ligently of Its contents.
. On the first three pages of the book; 
in his introduction, tlie author lays 
down eleven propositions,which consti
tute a foundation of fact and principle, 
and on the .basis of these he asks a 
number of questions which he proposes 
to discuss. -

The great body of the book is devoted 
to a presentation of a vast number of 
authenticated cases of- "obsession,” in«, 
eluding many that have come under his 

. personal- observation and treatment.
His object in1 this array of illustrative

times they bring these dazed, dis
tressed spirits of the lower spheres Into 
quiet, orderly seance rooms, that they 
may the more fully cognize both their 
shadowy environments, and their moral 
incompleteness. Seeing, kindles In 
them the smouldering fires of aspira- 

■ tion and soul-unfoldmenti' Evolution is 
tireless; Leading, it shouts from every 
moral mountain-top, in dll spheres, and

Selah. CLARA WATSON.-

Eugene Pöhl: Q. Which is the best 
• book on Nature’s Cure?

■■ A. As all '‘■cure” is- Nature’s cure,, 
■the best books on the subject.are the. 
standard works on hygiene, and physiol- 

‘ ogy' and the worst are . those which 
treat of the subject as a specialty un
der the catch-name of “Nature’s Cure.” 

’ ri-The "euro” may be briefly stated as
>ure food, pure water, pure air; rest 
when weary'of body and mind, with ex
ercise of both if needdd.

-Seeker of Light: Q. What is the 
cause-of the lights, ‘which,-appear to 
me?
. A. Such lights usually »reproduced 
by spirit friends, to signal their pres
ence. They . indicate' according to 
their frequency and .intensity the sensi
tiveness of the recipient, and invite to 
the using of the means for its cultiva
tion. - '. ■

such appearances. Such ghostly 
forms are more often seen by the sens!-, 
five, and it may be inferred that with
out some degree of this state it is im^ 
possible for them to appear. Those

H. H.: Q. In case of ghWly ap
pearances, as, In haunted houses, how is 
it that such spirits “materialize” with
out a medium or cabinet?

A- Tho-.researches. of the Psychical 
Society have proved as completely as 
facts can prove anything, that’there are 
such appearances, and that they occur 
without an arranged cabinet, or medi
um. Hence we may conclude Hint 
these are not absolutely essential for

parlors, kitchen apd everything neces
sary to make it complete—a furnace in 
the church proper, electric lights, etc., 
has made it one of the most convenient 
and ^pleasant places I nave-fever seen 
during several years of travel.

The president, Mr. Mattison, is a ca
pable and efficient officer, filling the po
sition with dignity and is an honor to 
the society. ■ '

Sunday, September 18, the church 
was re-dedicated, the beautiful memo
rial chairs were covered with a profus-.. 
ion of white flowers in loving memory 
of Mr. and Mrs. Davis, who before their, 
transition presented this church to the 
spiritual society.
' Quite an interest has been manifested 

by the people of this city regarding the 
meetings, and a good audience greets 
me at every ■ session. The choir fur
nishes- good music and next-Sunday a 
Spiritual Sabbath-school is to be organ
ized which we hope will be of interest 
to all concerned. I shall suggest tnat 
The Progressive Lyceum, published by. 
John W. Ring, be used in the-school as 
an incentive to right thinking and liv
ing. My only regret is that I cannot re
main with the good people of Water- 
town for an indefinite time; but serious 
illness in my family calls us home in 
the near future; but no matter whether 
actively engaged upon the Spiritual ros
trum or otherwise, my desire.is to see 
the cause prosper and good accom
plished.- With regard to my work here 
should any society in adjoining cities 
desire my services for week-day'work 

■ some portion of the time in October, I 
would be glad to make arrangements to
that effect.

.Watertown, N. Y. .
NELLIE S. BAADE.

Jamestown, N. Y. - .
-■ a ■

Dr. Peebles’ Strictures-Upon Mrs. Clara 
Watson's Article. ■ ■

There Is this virtue in Mrs. Watson’s 
articles, be her-subject what it may— 
we know just what she means, for she 
writes in good, plain, though not always
in calm classic English.

She frankly admits that she has 
read mv book, "The Demonism of 
Ages, or Spirit Obessions,” and so 
does not—cannot conscientiously

not 
the 
she 
re-

view it. She only reviews the review 
of one of the reviewers-of this book, 
Mr. Voldo, a literary gentleman, and an 
old-time Spiritualist. Personally, then, 
1 might consistently drop the matter, 
right here, but as the book Is a produc
tion of mine, Heel it to be. but justice, to 
offer a brief reply.

Mrs. . Watson's first exclamation 
shows considerable excitement. : It/is 
this: “Holy Mosesl-’’ If'she here re
fers to Moses of the Pentateuqh, he was 
not holy, but a murderer according to 
the Jewish record. If sue refers to 
Moses Hull, towards whom her prolific 
pen has often bristled, I have to say 
that he has never pretended to.be holy, 
but has pretended to be, and as I be
lieve, really is, an excellent, upright 
man—a most zealous worker, and one 
whose views upon biblical Spiritualism 
are in perfect harmony with my own.

In her third paragraph she states that 
she has read Voldo’s “review with hor
ror, and feels to cry out, ‘Where is the

“Why I Am a Vegetarian.” By J. 
Howard Moqre. An address before the 
ChicagQ Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
cents. ■•■-

. “Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” - Four
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, 
with music, by C. Payson Longley. 
Price by mail. 15 cents. ....

"Continuity of Lire a Cosmic Truth." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, The work o? 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply
Important subject - Price, doth, §1,

“ftoW Shall i Become a Medi
Um/’ Fully /YrissVefed

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
gHd Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 3$ 
llnte. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin ’Heights. 4), '1

( \ '"'t ~ »

In all realms, ‘Come up ’higher.’ "
There, Sister! Do not.these optimis

tic words cheer and gladden you? Let 
us all add to our fears hope, io hope 
faith, and to faith knowledge. Did not 
tlie apostle say that “perfect love casts 
out all fear?” Twenty-tour pages of 
this work have the heading, “Rescue 
Work on the Border-land.” Il is from 
the pen of Henry Forbes-Kiddle, worthy 
son of the illustrious Prof. Henry Kid
dle, whohad charge of all the New 
York public schools. . ......

Be it said to Mrs. Watson’s praise 
that- her writing is most tender and ger 
nial as compared with one Olive Pen
nington, who writes and publishes that 
such a book as mine "is a crime, and 1 
for one (she says) wish it were punish
able brthe law. » * * I wish some grin
ning devil would impale the aforesaid 
Doctor (Peebles) on his rdd-hot pitch
fork, and dip him a moment in the 
seething cauldron of fear that he has 
prepared for so many others.” .

How is that for venom; spite mrd tbe 
spirit of a -professed -Spiritualist! Is. 
Olive obsessed by the spirit of John 
Calvin,-or is it rather by one of those 
old Roman Catholic priests that-kindled 
the. flames which burned-the martyred 
Giordano Bruno? ; . .

Only think, of it! Nowin my 84th 
year,- wriggling, .twisting; -frying on a 
“grinning devil's, red-hot- pitchfork,'-’— 
and all this in the 20th .century by-a 
self-pronounced Spiritualist!- <

safety, if this book be true?’ ” Keep 
calm, my sister, the book points directly 
to the safety. See it on page. 371;— 
“There is one eternal, omnipresent, om
niscient, omnipotent all-energizing 
Force at-work in an evolutionary and 
orderly .way m cosmic dust, in the min
eral, in. the vegetable, the animal, the 
man, the spirit, and all pointing unerr
ingly to the upper regions of an angelic 
and seraphic blessedness. The highly 
developed, harmonial man is immune 
from demon influences. When lived In 
moral purity, Spiritualism is the safe
guard against—the happy preventative 
of obsession, for it. wards off and puts 
up electro-ethenc auras.against all low, 
insidious influences-from the Tartarean 
spheres of darkness.”-

Mrs. Watson has read a review; and 
then painting a picture from her own 
fancy, exclaims, “If tlie picture be true 
to fact, I may add, disastrous, diabolical 
and damning,”--Our sister.in- her art 
tide slings around the words “diaboli
cal,” “devil,” and, "devils,” ; tjuite -too 
freely, it seems to me, to be-either log
ical or convincing.

I have not believed in a personal, 
semi-omnipotent devil for these sixty 
years and more. Has she not heard that 
he was '.‘dead,” and "have I-not been 
helping to bury him out of -human be
lief and consciousness these sixty years 
and more?: Devil;; demon; < and:: satan 
have different meanings in the original; 
and tbasmlturod invariably differenti
ate them in their writings?^

“The ten million billion demons 
crpwdlng--thq MntoS£liera Wtoc^

Sanskrit. By Prof. II. Oldenberg. Price 25 cents.
A New Catechism. By M.'M. Mangasarian. A book suited to ex

press the thoughts of men, women and children living in the new times. 
Price, cloth, 75-cents; paper, 50 cents.

Angell Prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in 
all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Priqe 25 cents.

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50.

A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro
manism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents,

Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testa
ment by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, and now 
collected into one volume. Price, $1,50.
. Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful communication, explaining how his lite and teachings were utilized 
.to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents.

Aryan Sun-Myths, ’¡'he Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titeomb. Price, cloth, $1, _

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. ‘ By Dr. Thomson J. 
Hudson, Price $1.50.

A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker, author of “Helen Harlow’s 
Vo-w,” “The Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
other works. Price 25 cents.

As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book 
and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price, $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems b>; 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $1.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs of tlx- 
Zodiac. By J. H. Hill, M. D. Price $1.

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly; is a boo-: 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2.

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concernin" 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, 50 cts.

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences of the 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, doth, $1.

Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner, 
and describing his life in the spirit world. Price 75 cents.

Beyond the Vail. A Sequel to Rending the Vail, given through the 
mediumship of W. W. Aber. Price, $1.50; postage 25 cents.

Bible and Church Degrade Woman. By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. 
Comprises three brief essays on The Effects of Woman Suffrage on 
Questions of Morals and Religion. Price 10 cents.

■ Bible Marvel Workers, and Ihe wondrous power which helped or 
■ made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal

data is evidently to answer as many of 
tlibse questions as possible which lie in 
the field of his intended consideration. 
. If there is any one. of his eleven pre
liminary propositions that ..Mrs. Wat
son is able success fully to dispute, that 
would be a matter.of interest to those 
who have read the book but who lack 
the knowledge necessary to disprove it.

It there is any one of the hundred or 
more eases of ‘obsession” referred to 
by the author, which Mrs. Watson is 
able to prove was fraudulent, or in any 
material way misstated, it would be en
tirely proper for her to give us all the 
benefit of her superior knowledge—un
less she preferred to embouy .it in one 
of her “lectures” and charge a fee for it.

If she is able to demonstrate that the 
autnor’s data is false, or that he has 
drawn conclusions: therefrom winch are 
not warranted by the facts, all honest 
and unprejudiced readers of the book 
should be-tbankful to have her do so. 
Even good Dr. Peebles himself could 
find no fault with her, though it might 
make it necessary for- him- to write an
other book in order to set himself right 
with his readers,

'But facts are stubborn things, and 
will not down, nor take to the woods 
even though an angry woman who signs 
herself Clara Watson, should throw up 
her hands and in a spasm of ridicule, 
cry, “Holy Moses! What a Smoke!”

As the parrot said to the preacher, 
“What we want are FACTS! ” And Dr. 

. Peebles has crowded his book, full of 
them.

Has Mrs.' Watson any on the subject 
of “obsession” to submit?

' -■POTTAWATTAMIE JONES.

People differ; I will put> Clara's and 
Olive’s words, and- opinions: against 
those of W. T. Stead, editor of the Lon
don “Review of Reviews,” Moses Hull, 
Prof. E. Whipple, and other fair-minded 
reviewers. . . ?■. ': -’

W. T. Stead:—“A book'calculated to 
give very salutary warning to many 
persons who are disposed ' to’ display 
carelessness upon matter's psybhlc and 
occult—a very timely voimheA- ; •

Moses Hull:—“I have'finished your 
book upon obsessions. fIt id'.k timely 
book. The world needb' it, * * * This 
book "will throw much J light'mn the 
questions introduced. 1’ hope0/ it may 
have thousands of readers.”

Prof. E. Cushman :-k“Tliis‘ fine-ap
pearing volume throws* a Searchlight 
and many side lights upon-thp subject 
of Spiritualism. Tersely* staged, it is at 
once an alarm, a tonic-! and' a safe
guard.” .■..•?,■ ’"■ •

Prof. E. Whipple:—j lDr.'( Peebles 
never wrote a more entertaining, rea
sonable, or thoroughly Useful; .’and im-
portant volume than

HIS NEXT MOVE.

When Dowie rides into Jerusalem - 
-On the back of a milk-white ass, ■ ■_■ -

■The Hebrews will- doubtless all rubber-., 
neck ’

To watch the great prophet pass, 
And the fringe-of his-face will wildly 

wave ——
Like a bunch of fluttering grass. .. -

When-Dowie ndes-into Jerusalem- 
With.a halo glued fast to his’pate, 

His deacons will hurriedly follow , him- 
in, 

■ Each one of them passing a plate, -. 
For they’ll have to pay a good price for

the show
And the show will surely bo great.

When Dowie rides into Jerusalem - 
On the. back of a milk-white ass,

Will the mule lift his voice like . 
laam’s of old

lo work
that has emanated from his fertile pen 
has-been charged with suclr potential 
qualities Tor accomplishing practical 
good as this book that lies before me. 
The -‘Psychological Crime’ gave- great 
offense in some quarters, fiiit ’Spirit Ob
sessions’ (their cause and cure), while 
it presents a wonderful array of facts, 
is nevertheless, sympathetic and just to-, 
wards all classes. It is tlife book for 
our troublesome times.” ■ ’ ;
’ J. R. Francis, ever earnest, able and 
practical; said editorially awhile since, 
"Obsession will not down.” - Emphatic
ally, it will not down, becauso.a fact-—a 
well-establiBbed foct,—a positively dem
onstrated fact, and'while affecting sen
sitive Spiritists, it'is literally festering 
In the ranks of churcblaijffi scctarlsta. 
This qflestioiT’bVDbsepstoAjliaB .to be 
met To shirk, to shuti It aS a fap(r is

characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price, 75e
Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de

scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of 
the principle personages of the Christian Bible, and an examination of 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.75.

Big Bible Stories. Placed in the crucible of Mathematics, they are 
made,too absurd for anyone who can count on his lingers, one, two, 
three, etc. New and unique. By W. H. Bach. Price, 50 cents

Body and Soul. A series of lectures by J. Clegg Wright. Price, $1.
Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. Savage. Price $1.
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or students ?n the 
science. .107 pages. Price $1.

Character Building, Thought Power. A dainty little book and help
ful. By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 35 cents.
Conflict Between Religion and Science. By J. W. Draper. Price, $1 75.

Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear chil
dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental sug
gestion. By Newton N. Riddell. Price 60 cents. °

Children’s Progressive Lyceum. A manual, with directions for the 
organization and management of Sunday-schools. Something indis
pensable. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, 25 cents; postage, 5 cts..

Christianity a Fiction. The astronomical and astrological origins of 
all religions. A richly sarcastic poem, by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 
50 cents;

Christs of the Past and.Present. By Rev. Moses Hull. A valuable 
book. Price, cloth. 35 cents ; paper, 25 epnts.

Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of- clairvoyance, its law, nature and unfoldment. 
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Coming American Civil War. ’This-excellent book is written in the 
interest ofliumanity, of liberty, and of patriotism. By Burton Ames 
Huntington. 300 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents, postpaid.

Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
present day. A hook to inspire the reader to love his free America. By 
Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 cents. '

-Concentration. A series of- six symbol cards and a valuable pamph
let on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how 
to conquer yourself and develop your innermost faculties. By Laura 
G. Fixen. -Price 50 cents. ■.

■ Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lôekivood, the 
well-known lectnrer«' ..Those’who have had the privilege of hearing 
Prof. Lockwood lecturff will understand and appreciate thé character 

-of this work. . Price $1.
Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent - Experiences of Samuel 

Bowles. -Given through, the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twing. Price 
■ .50 cents. • ’

Ba

And talk to the folks as they, pass ? > 
•And what would he.say if he should 

■speak out . : •■ • -
In a voice of the texture of brass ?

When Dowie rides into Jerusalem
Will thè ass chuckle loudly: "Hee- 

hee!” . - . . '
And say: “There are two of us in the 

same’boat,
• My funny old master, and me,”
And begin to hee-hawing at .his own 

• joke,-
And to wriggle his ears in his glee? -

When Dowie rides into Jerusalem
Will the stinkpot reporters be there, 

To take some snapshots as he trundles 
.... along - ■ ■. . -■-■

: While the: rocks and the, mountains 
stare,

•Or will his own press agents see to the 
- ■ -jOb . ", • .
And publish him everywhere? .

When Dowie rides into Jerusalem 
■ On a mule that is white as:a ghost,, 
No doubt he will make a most touching 

appeal s, 
" To the opend-eyed, rubbering host, 
And if they don’t-cmigh, gee v^hizz and 

. great scotti ■
But tho»e-native» wiU'«et sr hot ?o®àt

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection of original and selected hymns 
for liberal and ethical societies,,for.schools and. the home. Compiled 
by L. K. ■'¡Viishburm Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

• Crimes'of Preachers. This.book is just what its title indicates—a 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very in
teresting book. Price.25 cents; -«••••

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrier. Price 50c.
Death and the After-Life. An excellent work relating to the transi

tion moment; scenes and society in Summej-land; Winter-land. By 
Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, cloth 55 ednts“postage.-5 cents.' • '

Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keep Yow7 Bv 
Dr. J. M.‘Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1.. . '

- Death, Its Meaning and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member of the 
Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $1.25.

Diakka and Their Earthly. Victims. A very interesting and suggest
ive work.' It is an explanation of much that is false and repulsive in 
Spiritualism. By A. J. Davis. Price 50 cents. / _ - ■

Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams_and Their Interprets-' 
tions. By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents.

Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas, B. Newcomb. A book that will 
lielp you see the beauty and joy of life. Price, $1.50.

Easy Lessons in Psychometry, Clairvoyance and Inspiration.- By J.
C. F. Grumbine. Price, 50 cents. <•' <•■''■■■••'.

Echoes from the World of Song. A eollection'of new and beautiful 
songs, with music and'chgrus, in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price, 
$1; postage 15 cents.

Edith Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 
in learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek-, 
ing to prevent.the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents, v-

Elsie's Little Brother Tom. An interesting Story for children. Alien 
Thurber, author. This book fills a need, for literature for small folks 
as there are but a few books, and we recommend this as being interest
ing and instructive. Price^75 events

gnoyclopedln of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the prin
cipal passages of the Old hud $ew Testament Scriptures which prove qe

Sgiritualisim Hull. \Priee $1.„ t \
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The Progressive Thinker ¡Stands Ever.Ready to Battle for Spiritualism, fure-and Unadulterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity,

HOW THE LIVING MAY
TALK WITH THE DEAD

There are many things in Spiritualism 
and Theosophy that are in perfect har
mony. The student of psychic science 
can explore with most excellent results 
both of these enticing fields. It will not 
do for Spiritualists to become narrow or 
circumscribed, in view of the fact that 
spirit return is common to all humanity, 
goes as freely to the humble home of the 
peasant as to that of the king. The ex
periences of Mr. Leadbeater will be read 
with great interest. , •

Bringing a philosophy, not at all new, but decidedly , 
picturesque, the Theosophists again came to Chicago 
last week, says the Inter-Ocean.

Theirs is-a science that explains evolution before 
the world began, and describes invisible things in 
realms marvelous and strange. They have come to 
say that their investigations have not been confined to 
physical sciences alone, but that they have inquired 
into the occult, the hidden, ghostly side of things.

These realnis, where wraiths abide, they assert, are 
not thousands of miles away, as conventional relig
ions picture heaven, but are right here, interpene
trating Jhe world that we see, so that it is not neces
sary to move in space in order to get into touch with 
people who are dead and gone. z .

One of the oldest students of Theosophy, 0. W. 
Leadbeater of London, came to Chicago to attend the 
convention. From the quiet life of an English vicar, 
he has risen to a plane where, he says, his thoughts 
and feelings ascend above this mundane world. He 
is recognized as one of the most reliable teachers of 
the philosophy.

For the past twenty years he has devoted his life to 
the investigation of the ordinarily invisible side of na
ture and man. A member of the Royal Asiatic, so-
ciety, a university graduate, a world-wide traveler, a

r1^
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It Leads In AU Things That'Pertain to Spiritualism and Psychic Laws.

OnpatallelGd Prosperity Hras Marked Sts Course for Fifteen Years
nu.

THE N. S. CONVENTION SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.
From' N.,8. A, Headquarters—Important 

Convention Notice.

To the Editor:—Kindly give space in 
your valued journal tor the'following 
important announcement concerning 
the place of meeting of the N. S.A. 
convention to be held In .St. Louis, Oct. 
18,19. 20 and 21.

The committee of the World’s Fair 
Congresses assigned to this association 
—as to others—the music hall of the 
great Coliseum, tor convention pur
poses, and we had every reason to sup
pose all was in readiness for our occu
pancy. At this late day comes the In
formation that Music Hall has been 
rented tor the season to a musical com
pany, and that another hall has been 
allotted to the convention societies. In
vestigation shows that the second hall 
is not adequate tor bur purpose—its 
acoustic properties are not good, and 
as the musical company aforesaid gives 
a musical ^ÿtravaganza day and even
ing its sounds are sufficient to com
pletely drown the voices of our speak
ers and delegates... Hence the N. 8. A.
official board has decided that the con
vention be held at the Spiritual Tem
ple in St. Louis, 3016 Pine street, where 
the reception of Monday, Oct. 17, at 8 
p. m., will also be held. We regret ex
ceedingly the necessity of changing lo
cation of meetings at this late day, but 
are so obliged to do in justice to our 
people. Pine Street Temple is reached 
from Union Station as follows: Take 
18th street car to Olive, transfer west

« u... > - -----------------------—, J and ride to 30th street, walk one block
close student of philosophy and psychology, he talkgfaouth; or. take Laclede car and ride to 

........  ' ■’ ’ sflth or Garrison, and walk two blocksnot only on a scientific basis but to bring the lessons 
home to evt>ry-day life and conduct.

Unlike most teachers, Mr. Leadbeater is a man of 
sincere modesty. The wonderful experiences which 
he relates he does not describe as his own. To his
fellow students he admits that they are his. To the 
world he tells them in the third person. He believes 
it would not-benefit theosophy to tell the public that 
he passed through these experiences which-to the or
dinary mortal are unbelievable.

Through the Sunday Inter Ocean are given some of 
the most interesting of the experiences. Ris friends 
and fellow students say they are-his own experiences.

It appears that the most important work done on 
the finer planes) according to his teachings, is the 
Helping of persons in distress. Those who do this 
work are called “invisible helpers.” An older helper 
—generally admitted to be Mr. Leadbeater—and,a 
younger,, by the name of Cyrjl—his nephew—are con
cerned in uie following experience: ' _ ‘

“This Cyril is always particularly sensitive to chil
dren in trouble, and seems “to have a rare faculty; for 
finding them out and assisting.them,” Mr. Leadbeater 
has this third "person say. Tlie times that I have 
come to his help and through my advice directed him,, 
are among the most pleasant'events in my memory.

“One day Cyril and I (the third person) were trav
eling through the astral world when suddenly we 
heard the cry of a child in pain. We moved in the di
rection of the sound, and, coming to a lonely cliff, 
fdund that a boy of 10 or 11 years had fallen over it, 
and, cut and bruised, was hanging to a projecting 
root. _ _ ""

“Let us help him quickly or he’ll die,” exclaimed 
Cyril.

“I saw that in order to stop the bleeding it would 
be necessary to have physical help. Oney of us must , 
be materialized, that is, must be made visible in the 
ordinary world, to tie the bandages and so that the 
wounded boy might be reassured by seeing some one 
aiding him. I materialized Cyril and stayed at his 
side to tell him what to do. '

north.
All delegates and other friends who 

intend to be in St. Louis during ;the 
time of convention, are requested to ar
range their plans for visiting the Fair 
or sight seeing, so as to enable them to 
attend all sessions of the convention— 
day and evening. Important business 
Is sure to come up at all day sessions,- 
while tlie evening meetings will be 
more, attractive to Spiritualists and in
vestigators, by the able and brilliant 
talent wp shall present. All are cor
dially/ invited. Come one and all and 
help to make this the grandest convoca
tion of Spiritualists- the world has ever 
known.

Information 'concerning rooms can 
4)e had by addressing Thomas Grim
shaw, 5835 Theodosia avenue, St. Louis. 
Forward postage to prepay his replies.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
, N. S. A Secretary.

Washington. D. 0« ' -:

N. S. A. CONVENTION.
OCTOBER 18, 19, 20 AND 2L
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IMPORTANT
Owing to the fact that the courts have In ev- • 

ery case decided against Psychic Healers who 
advertise to cure the sick without drugs, where 
the case has been between the U. S. government 
and a Healer (deciding that it is a clear case of 
Intent to defraud) to advertise to diagnose also, 
without leading symptoms being given, There
fore I have decided, as a physician In good 
standing, to not advertise my gift of Psychic 
Healing, but will diagnose disease and not ask 
a fee for so doing. I will therefore hereafter 
diagnose disease . .

Free of Charge, 
to all who will send their name, age, sex, and, 
give leading symptoms

Cancers Cured or No Pay.
We Have the Best Method.

DR. C. E, WATKINS,
“THE WESTLAND,”

(Next tp Symphony Hall.)

Boston, Mass.

FOR RENT.
Furnished room at 222 frying Ayo., near Van 

Buren Street Curs. Spiritualist family.

G. N. KINKEAD, 
Trumpet, Psychic Roadings daily. 2947 Indiana 
avenue, Chicago. v

Astrologist and Clairvoyant.
Send sex, date ol: birth (hour if possible); with 

26 cts,, and two cents for return postage, for par
tial reading. THERESE DUANE, box 87, Berke
ley, Cai. Get your^children’s Horoscopes.

WANTED. '
Workers among Spiritualists,' to handle ”The 

Gentleman from Everywhere.’’ a fast selling sci
entific and missionary work, heartily, recom
mended by leading Spiritualists, Liberal eom- 
mitislon, W. H. -Waumeb. M. D., Agu, Crothers
ville, Ind.

C. WALTER LYNN,
THE

Eminent Healer 
and 

Gifted Psychic.
Health Restored by 
Common Sense, Methods.

For the Cure ot Mental 
and Physical Aliments.

OBSESSION CURED
e'er Free jeisguosla or Disease. send live 

two-cent stamps, ago, name, sex, and own hand
writing,

Readings and Business Advice, $), 
and Two Stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St., Oakland, Cal.

Annle Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for 

iny blind sister, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with 11, and I will 
try and get reply by Independent writing or whls- 
pere. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU*

DR. J. 3. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and moat successful Dhysl- 
clans In practice, He treats nearly all diseases 
with wonderful success. Write him. giving your 
full name, age, sex and leading symptoms, and lie 
will give you a diagnosis of your case. He treats 
nervous exhaustion of men with good success.

Address, J. S. LOWN. M. I>.,
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

fl Wnnrlppfl if Restores Lost Vision. H WUI lUUl I UI Write for Jllnatratcd Circular 
Xn/antania showing stylos and prices and 
OUULLQLIui photo of Spirit Yanna, who de
veloped tide Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle ub perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mail, as if you were in my office. Thousands will 
testify, B. V*» POOLE.

43 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. CH
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection. I shall 'recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cui.

and project himself into an ether finer than physical 
matter, where the dead are, and, returning, relata 
what he found. Such reports have been verified again! p 
and«again by different investigators.” '

To the Theosophist one of the most important con«« 
tributions of clairvoyant investigators to the import
ant problems of Jife is the light they have thrown ont 
the subject of death and the life beyond it. Thet 
methods used in this ease are not those of Spiritual- 
isjn, which for its manifestations demands a return o£ 
the dead to this earth life. Theosophy recognize» 
death as merely a process by which man drops hia 
physical body and then remains living in a finer mat
ter, something like the ether of science.

The influence of1 dead people on the affairs of the? 
living is verified by another story from one of Mr,j 
Leadbeater’s statements.; . ;

‘‘A friend of mine possessed an Indian daggefft 
which had the grewsome property of inspiring who* 
ever took hold of it with a longing to kill somp wo-1 '
man. Two women were known to have been mur* 
dered vyith it. The moment I took the dagger a eu-> 
rious dragging, as though some one were trying to 
move me, began. I refused to stjr and looked to seei 
what it was.

“I saw a wild-looking man, very angry because II 
would not go'where he pushed. I questioned him, 
but he could not understand. I went on a higher.« 
plane, where I could read the records of nature, and" 
saw that centuries ago his wife had left him for. an
other man and that he had murdered them both with' 
the other man’s dagger, the one which I was holding. 
IJe had sworn revenge on the sex, and had murdered; 
two women before he was himself killed,

Agreed to Destroy Dagger. 1 *«,
‘‘I handed him .over to an Indian friend who could, i 

understand his language. He was gradually led to a ' 
better life and agreed that the dagger be destroyed. 
I broke it up and buried it. It seems that this venge
ful man had been attached to the dagger, obsessed its 
various owners, and with considerable success urged 
them to murder women.

‘‘Just as it was impossible to communicate with 
this Hindoo, so persons on the astral plane have their 
varying capabilities and limitations as on the physical 
plane. It seems that a great mathematician, recently 
deceased, came to a clairvoyant full of delight over , 
certain additional discoveries he had made sinee his 
death.

‘‘He was anxious that they be published to thef 
world, and I well remember how he was disgusted be
cause the physical brain of his fajend was unable to 
grasp the intricacies of the wonderful new discov
eries. He did not realize that they had been possible I 
only by his mastering the law of the fourth dimension' I 
after his i'ise to the astral plane.” i ,

One evening while the two helpers, already men- ' 
tinned, were moving along they were attracted by the ' 
sight of an immense summer hotel in flames. Every-, j 
body had been rescued except one small boy, sleeping | 
in an inner room. Ilis parents were away, uncon-1 
scions of the fire, and the helpers tried in vain to make ! 
any of the many spectators and firemen remember I 
him. It is doubtful if physical aid could have saved ' 
him as it was. ' 'I I

Cyril to the Rescue. i1
Cyril, entering the boy’s room, roused him, half

stupefied with smoke, from the bed. They attempted 
to escape through the central passageway, but the: 
flames cut them off. They returned to the room, and ! 
with Cyril supporting him on the outside, the boy 
walked the length qf a narrow window ledge, one foot 
wide. He entered another window, climbed down the ''

“Under my directions he took the neckerchief from 
the. boy, bound i,t around his thigh, and with a stick 
twisted it tight to stop the flow, of blood. The boy 

” saw and felt.the ministering hands, and, rousing from 
his stupor and fright, said to the white figure at his 
side:‘Be you an angel, master?’ . 1

“ ‘No, only a boy come to help you,’ replied Cyril.
“The boy’s immediate needs cared for, I hastened 

to go for the mother, more than a mile distant, t 
’ found her at home about her daily work at the time, 
not giving a thought to her son. She could not see 
me, but mentally I urged on her the boy’s needs. ■'

“ ‘Well, I don’t kqow what’s come over me, but I 
must go and find that boy,’ she finally declared, drop
ping her work and starting in the direction I was 
leading her.

Saw Angelic Figure.
“When the mother came to her boy Cyril vanished, 

but not before she had seen his angelic figure. That 
night, while again in my astral body, I returned to 
the humble home. The mother was relating a story 
of divine intervention to the ’ wondering --neighbors. 
She told of the white figure she.had seen,’aiid how 
her boy Ifad refused to let her remove the bandages 
because he said the kind angel boy had tied them.: 
The physician who was called later said that if the 
bandages had been removed the boy wduld have bled 
to death. . • -

“In connection with this unusual rescue I found a 
strange situation. It seems- that in their- pre-exist- - 
ence, 1,000 y,ears before, C^ril ¡and this boy hacL been 

^playmates. "At that time'.-the boy was Cyril?s slave.
•He saved Cyril’sJife and'was givenliis freedom.- It 

• was 1,000 years before Cyril had an opportunity to.
save the life of his friend.”

Few persons,, unless they have the clairvoyant 
power developed, can remember events and incidents 
of the astral plane after returning.to the physical life, 
according to Mr. Leadbeater.-. However, everybody, 
consciously or unconsciously, is in daily communica
tion with thfe inhabitants of the astral world. (

“When we sleep we really leave our bodies in slum- 
her,”'said he,'“whereas’we, the true-men within, go 
otit into the universal ether that interpenetrates phys
ical matter, and there we can meet and do. meet our- 

' dear dead friends. . The many dreams that people 
have of their loved ones are in truth not dreams at/ML 
iThey are real meetings. . ’ ' •

' ■ Can Leave Body at Will..
! “If men would only develop these powers within 
' themselves by pure living and right thinking, the 

hours’, of night while they are out of their p&ysical
- bodies would be as clear, as real, and^as useful to 
- them as the hours of the day. The clairvoyant when 

, fthfflciently trained is able to leave his body at will

Headquarters of the N. S. A. official 
board -will be at the Lindell Hotel, St. 
Louis, Mo., from October 12 till Oct 22.

All convention meetings will be held 
in the Spiritual Temple, 3015 Pine 
street, St. Louis, also the reception on 
Monday, Octobe'r 17, at 8'p. m.

All meetings—day and evening—ab
solutely free. No admission fee. All 
are Invited to attend.

Evening talent of the best, will be 
presented. Among those who are to 
participate as speakers are Will J. Er- 
wood, Dr. J. M. Peebles, W. 'J. Colville, 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie, Mrs. Laura G. Flxen 
and others of note. Mediums: Rev. E. 
W- Sprague, Mrs.- Maud Lord-Drake, 
Mrs. G. G. Cooley, Mrs. E. A. Sauer and 
other well-known test .workers. A 
grand time is expected for our cause.

Business sessions will present many' 
features of the utmost importance . to 
our cause. The usual routine will be 
followed, but ft is expected that many 
questions and issues of great value will 
be presented which will call for wise 
deliberation and much discussion on 
the part of the brainy delegates who 
will be with us. No.person should miss 
even a single session. Kindly arrange 
your plans for sight-seeing so as not to 
interfere with your attendance at jthe 
meetings.-
- The N. S. A. cannot make terms tor 
rooms for delegates or others. Infor
mation on this matter can be obtained 
from our trustee, Thomas Grimshaw, at 
3015 Pine street, St Louis, by address
ing him with stamp for reply. A list of 
•rooming houses, comfortable and con
venient, ig to be found at his address.

•In reply to criticsj we. are led to an
nounce that it is impossible for any out
line ot convention work to be published 
prior to. the meetings; for aside from 
the Amendments and usual routine 
work that have to be presented, We 
have not sufficient data of what is to be 
done to enable us to give any intelligent 
idea of the speciai work to the public;' 
nor can we give our annual reports at 
an-earlier date, as we do not close our 
books nor make up reports till October.

•Akreference has been made in one of 
our journals, to the liberal spirit of the 
N. S. A. treasurer, but with the remark 
that money is not everything, it is my 
■duty to herewith say, that in addition,to 
his .generous monetary help, Mr. Mayer 
being a'man of keenest-business acu
men and sagacity, is dt invaluable aid, 
not only- at conventions, and board 
meetings, but also'during the eiitire 
year as adviser, helper ’and one of far- 
seeing judgment at headquarters m the 
management of official affairs. Your 
secretary feels deeply indebted to him 
for his generous aid, as should every 
member and society of this association.

.. . MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N S. A. Secretary.

"Goffial Upbuilding,: Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.”. By B;, D. 
-Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure.. Paper cover, If. cents. For sale 
nt this office;

"The Present Age and inner' Life;' 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied .and explained.” By Andiew Jack« 
eon-Davls. We have a tow copies of 
this work by . tho celebrated seeir. 
Cloth, ?L10. •

"A Plea for the blew. Woman.” By 
May Collins. An address delivered be-

It 1« Important when a meeting 1» 
suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be. mislead. We 
want new notices.of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society bn 
the West Side. Meetings; every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Gai>sts»»’B Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services,: 7.45 
o'clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
KImbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass'the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth IS the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 56th street 
Entrance to hall, 319 E. 66th street.1

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
each Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Conference at 3 p. m.,-and- lecture and 
tests at 8 o’clock, Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor. .

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, teats and messages at 
every session. Mrs, Hilbert, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices every Sunday evening at 8 o’clock, 
and Wednesday afternoons at 2 o’clock, 
at Kornberg’s hall, 31st and Lock 
streets. Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. 
Howes.

The German-English Society Bond 
der Waljrhelt No. 18, holds services ev-- 
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 162 E. Northavenue, between 
Halsted and' Clybourn; and every 
Thursday evening at their new hall, 
northwest corner Sedgwick and Black
hawk streets. Mr. Frank Joseph, me
dium.

The Church of the Psychic • Forcbs 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, «corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p, ril. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number, is 361- 
363 East 43d street- Conducted-by Mte. 

Jlsa Cleveland.
Spiritual Church, Licht undi Wahr- 

heit, meeting every Sunday evenlngrifit 
8 o’clock in Wicker, Park Hall/601 i.W. 
North avenue.' Lecture and 'tests ¿by 
Mrs. Th.-'Loll and Mrs. J. Vlllroak. x

Church of the Spiritual Tnith holds 
meetings'every Sunday evening at 1r. 30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong/.pastor,

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Gottage Grove uve- 

■jms«\ Conference and message latos p, 
m.; lecture at 8 p. m. 'Messages iiyiH,.

■ F. Coates and others. Good music. •
Church of the Soul Communion holds 

meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 p. m., and Sundays at 3 and 8 p. m-, at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and .Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests, R', S. Ray, pastor.

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds its meetings every' Sunday at> 
2:30 and 7:45. Sunday school at 1:30. 
•Star Lodge Had, 378 S. Western ave
nue. All welcome.

Spiritual Science Society meets1 every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of- 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, .free; evening seryibe, 
15 cents. s Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be’ In at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings 'will be. continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street

A ‘Spiritualist Temple ■ has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 623 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun- 

' day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every ser
vice.

Occult Scientists. St. Peter’s Church, 
No. 3666 Indiana avenue, comer 37th 
street, 7 30 p. m. ¡Lectures, “¿roof 
positive tests,’,! etc. Mrs. W. Brock
way, psychic. No fee charged at the 
door. All are welcome.
- The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature will'hold Sunday even
ing services at 1565.Milwaukee avenue,' 
corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu
macher, pastor. ■ ..x .

The'“Universal Occult Society holds 
its meetings at'No. -77 East Thirty-first 
street; Nall “C,” every Sunday after
noon and eveiilrig, thfe-’wipn. Robert Gil- 
ray. pastor. Good fitodiums to give 
messages. Conference'at 3 p. m. Reg
ular service at 8 p. m. -

Church of the Spirit, Schiller Build
ing, 109 East Randolph ; street, third 
floor. Services "every Sunday at. 11 a.- 
m , 2:30 and 7:30-p. m. Tests, .spirit 
messages and mental telepathy under 

■ blindfold conditions'through William
Fitch Ruffle,, psychic, assisted by Mrs.
Marie Jacobsen, Danish palmist, tad 

' psychic;
Lake View- ■ Spiritual Union holds 

¡ Sunday afternoon , meetings at 3 p. In.;, 
at Wells Hall, No. .1629 Nortto: Clrirk 
street, corner Fletcher, conduetedkby 
Dr. and Mrs: Carl A. ■ Wickltad, iAll- 
cordially invited.- Residence 616 WOlls 
strsst«

Church of the Soul, Mrs. CCfra.L^V. 
Richmond,.pastor, meets every Sundhy 
in room 309 Masonic Temple. i SertfCe 
11 a: m. Sunday-school 10 aJ-m. «Su- 

' perintendent of Sunday-school,!MrsLS.
J. Ashton..- Pastor’s address;. 3i<02 
Ridge avenue, Rogers. Park. 'Day vat 
home,-Friday. ....................
• Band of Harmony, auxiliary ■ to the 
Church of the Soul, meets the first ahd 
third Thursdays of each nfonth.itat 
room 612 Masonic Temple, front 8:30 to 

1 10 p. m.. Coffee and lunch at 6 «’clock; 
. Psychic Research meetings ;arit 

. Schott’s Hall, corner Belmont tad Rn- 
' pine avenues, Sunday afternoon's at 2:30 

o’clock sharp. Advanced course in oc
cultism,, teacher and lecturer,-. ■ P- M. 
Esser, 82 Willow street; test medium,, 

r. A. K; Edwards, G75 Osgood j street. 
. Visiting mediums all welcome, e 

। The Brotherhood of- Spiritual Truth
meets Sunday, 7:30 p. m«,- in;-Temper-- 

■ once Hall, 330.W. G3rd-street. Services 
• conducted by Prof J', K. Hillis anil-wife.'

fore the Ohio Liberal Society. Price- 
"Htally Electrical . Dictionary,”. :a 

practical handbook of reference, eon- 
tabling definitions’, of every: used elqo« 
Ideal term or phrase. Price 36 caata. i-

“Foenw iff FrogyosB.” By Lizzie 
Doten. in this volume, this peerless 
poet o£ Spiritualism may be read in Her 
varied .moods, "from grave to. goy, from 
lively to-severe.” - It is a book, to be 
-treasured and richly, enjoyed tiytall Who1 
love genuine poetry, and especlally-by 
'Spiritualists. The volume te tastily

• Brinted and bound. Friesi ll.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
.) Clairvoyant readlngsby mail. Also lawbofmb- 
diumistic development and spirit, or mental, or 
magnetic healing, taught. Send lock of lift, date 
of birth and One Dollar. ObBCBBlon cureo; (RD, 
Street. N. E. Washington, D. O.

DON’T READ THIS.
If Bick write to mo, and I *w1!l give you a free 

examination. I -jyant no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost vigor 61 both sexes suc
cessfully treated. Send name, age, sex, complex
ion, weight and 10 cts. In stamps or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and .write your own letter. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

Fun and Philosophy (In Verse).
By Byron D. Stillmau. is a neat little volume of 

quaint Jnunor and BDiritual philosophy, inter- 
bleridea with tender pictures of nomo and heart 
life. It is dedicated to his “devoted mother, 
Juliet H. Severance, M; D. ” well known to the 
public as a pioneer worker tn the ranks of prog
ress. It contains many of the pieces bo highly 
appreciated by the societies where he has recited. 
Price. 50c. Address, BYRON D. 6TILLMAN, 678 
East 60th st., Chicago, Ill,

95 Warren SL, Stoneham. Ma**.

WANTED,
A single man who can be relied upon to do work 
on a small farmland have a good home In a Spir
itualist family of two. Peter Goodspeed, West 
Pawlet, VL

Byron Stillman is a devoted Spirit
ualist, arid possesses a brilliant mind in 
a body that unfortunately has many in
firmities. He has been deprived of 
hearing, is totally deaf, and Is now 
scarcely able to.walk. Those who buy 
his book will not be disappointed in its 
merits, and at the same time will be 
helping the author.—Editor.

MYSELFNREDS»ffiSS5IHmœaSUNh «(’a aèicRàSîS 
* harmless Homo Cure. ■ Address

Mils. M. F. BALDWIN. Box ISIS Ohlearo. Bl.

Institute of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“Fast becoming of world-wide fame.’’—H.Tattle 

Light. Color, Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Bath*.
Its beautiful- Diploma confers title! “D. M.’’ 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at college or 
at one’s home. Books and instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to .

E. I). BABBITT, m. D.> Geneva, N. V.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three "two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and tho leading symp
tom, and yourfiisease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
230 North Sixth St. t 

San Jose, Call

ThU Is a picture of the only 
Dr. Spinney in this state, 

-ANDREW B. SPINNEY. M. D. 
wbo has had forty-eight years 
experience in the study and 
practice of medicine, two years 
Prof, 1 n medical -college, .ten 
years in sanitarium work, and 
is a natural clairvoyant. He 
neyer falls tn diagnosis. He has 
given especial attention to eve, 
oar, throat and. lung troubles, 
also allformsof nervous diseases 
ot both sexes.

Never falls to cure piles. If 
you would like an opinion

or your case FREE, writo just how you feci with 
-your own hand and hold tho letter In your band fivo 
minutes. Enclose su\mp for reply. - -

•-_ Address. ANDREW-B; SPINNEY, M. 0., .
Z rop.Eeoa City Sanitarium, Reed City,Miok-

BuMliism ani Its Christian Critics
BŸ DR. PAUL CARUS.

■ Contents: The Origin of Buddhism; 
The Philosophy of Buddhism; The Psy
chological Problem;: The Basic'Con
cepts of- Buddhism; Buddhism and 
Christianity; Christian Critics of Bud
dhism. 311 pages. Price fl.25. ■

“Every religious- man should study 
other religions in order to understand 
his own religion; and he must try -to 
trace conscientiously^and lovingly the 
similarities- in tho various faiths in or
der to acquire the key that will unlock 
to him the law of the religious evolu
tion of mankind.”—From, the Author’s 
Preface. • .................

Development Guaranteed.
Do you sit in the dark? Do you close your eyes 

to.-see clalrvoyantly? Do you belong to circles? 
Are you afraid of the trance? I will show you the 
better, aye, the best way to develop, and without 
losingyouruormalcondition. Mauyyearsofpsy
chical experiences, and «0 a psychic and teacher, 
for I have experienced ail the phases and kinds 
of mediumship, have qualified me for the good 
I am doing. Thousands of flattering testimonials 
to that effect. I take the studentsand psychics 

• who fall. If you are a beginner, better start right 
and obtaln results that arc genuine. My system 
Is without a parallel, and has had many bad imi- 

* rations. Send at once, enclosing a stamped-ad
dressed envelope, tor Prospectus of “The College 

. of Divine Sciences and Realization.’’ Reduced tu
ition. z-

• The only one ot its kind in the world.
CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth-bound, price, 11.50 (re

duced from 12.00). It teaches you how to penetrate 
• ■ the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir

its, read the crystal, see tho future, prophesv are 
attain illumination, and be a Yogis. “All students 
will do well to study this excellent volumn.’*—W. 
J. Colville. “It la a revelation."—Light "Best 
work on the subject.’—Mind, "Marvelous—Ep 
och-making,"—Lilian Whiting.

BBIRIT WORLD, by Gaffield. cloth, »cents.
AURAS AND OOLORS-With exhaustive die 

tionary of color, meanings. A -unique book for 
■unique people. Price 50 cents

PSYCIIOMETRY—Thofirsland Only book which 
leaches tho science so that you can practice it 
Price, 60 cents

EASYLESSONSln Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychometry. Price, 50 cents.

REALIZATION—How to'enter the super-con* 
Bciousneas and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION-A Ms. series son how to divine 
hidden things, find lost treasures, become a 
seer. Price. 11.00. . ~

CRYSTALS for cryjBtahgazw, a new lot al 12.25 
each, postage prepaid, _

HOW TO- REMEMBER PAST LIVES—A Ms. 
series on tMslasclnating subject,- 'Price, 11.00.

- Address Money-brdorq to ; - 
J. C. F. «RUMBINE,!

128S Commonwealth Ave., 
Boston, Mass.

The new . song-book, "Dio Golden 
Echoes,” by S. W. Tucker, has found Its 
way into many homes, and its beautiful 
songs have cheefed many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should be beard 
In every homo in the land. Price, 15 
cents; $1.50-per dozen. .

"The Priest, the Woman andthe Com 
fesSional.” This book, by the. well 
known Father Chlnlquy, £eveals_tho de
grading, -impure influences and. results 
of-tho Romish confessional, as proved 
by tho sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, .by mail, ?1.
< “Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains, fifty-seven 
of tho: author’s- latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price 76 cents.

- "The Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities,’’ . By. 
Wn. George Jordan. Another valuable 
little work. Price 20 cents.

, AFTER HER DEATH.
ThB Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality 
ot thought Instructive and helpful to all who 
love and seek the higher and finer ways ot 
spiritual experience. Price. Sl.OQ. t •

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

- By Lilian Whlttng,
Author of “Tho World Beautiful,” “Kato Field?- 
«••After Her Death,” “Krom Dreamland Bent,“ etc, 
Wlth-portrtlt; I6mo.' Cloth, gilt. Price 11.25. The 
writer of thia “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning” 
has thrown the book Into five chapters, with sub titles 
asfollGWB:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. ‘’BummerSnow of Apple 

■ - Blottom«*,” MuBlc-Flowbf Pindar; Friends in the 
- Unseen..

LOVES OF THE POETS; The Prefigured Friendi 
.Vita Noitvn(-“Ono Day, My Slron.'*

IK THAT NEW WORLD; Pisa and Poetry? In Casa 
Guldt; Florentino Daya; Walter Barege Landor.

ARTAND ITALY. Individuality of Character; Tho 
duped Hand*;- Kato Field's Records| Mr*. 
Browning's Death. • ■ ■ ■

LILIES.OF FLORENCE. -PoeticHank; Spiritual 
■ Laws; Modern SqicnUflo Thought; Tho ConaldOK* 

. ; BUonofGtaluoi
3'orSMO at Oils Office _

elevator shaft and onto the veranda of the hotel, C’y^U ■ < 
always guiding him.

Sliding down the posts of the veranda Cyril! 
reached a boat, and rowed out into the lake. They,1 - 
were seen from a steamer, and Cyril then vanished.' 
Reports were that two boys were in the boat, butShat 
one had fallen overboard just before they were res
cued. It was two weeks before the boy’s parents 
heard of his rescue, though the helpers, according to 
Mr. Leadbeater, had mentally attempted to' assure 
the parents of his safety. They had given the boy up 
as lost.

Ilis miraculous rescue has never been accounted for. 
by the parents. When the boy timidly suggested that 
the mysterious figure which came to his aid might 
have been an angel, the older persons always shook 
their heads knowingly. '

Many other illustrations of the good which this 
Cyril, and the older helper, have done could be given. 
One will be sufficient. One of two brothers, who 
were almost inseparable, died. The other was incon
solable. Cyril and the one called the ‘‘older heTper” 
brought hack the departed brother. Taking the hand 
of the living brother, he assured him that he was al
ways near.

Indian Shouted, ‘‘Spring Back!”
An account of friendly intervention which saved 

his own life is given by Mr. Leadbeater. It was on 
an exceedingly wet and stormy night that he was 
plodding along a dark street with his umbrella 
pulled down close' in front of him. «Suddenly a voice 
he knew full well as that of an Indian teacher, sup
posedly thousands of miles away, shouted in his ear, 
“Spring back!”

Without stopping to think, he jumped backward. ; 
As he did so a huge metal chimney pot crashed in 
front of him, ¿mocking the umbrella from his hands 
and wrecking itself at his feet. The warning voice 
of his Indian friend, he says, had saved his life.

At another time tho apparition of a very dear one 
•who had long left this world came to him and advised 
him against committing a certain act of .retaliation. 
He followed the advice, and in after years found thaVxL 
he had done rightly. ' -

One.ofthe questions which many are always asking 
with regard to this life beyond the grave is, “Shall 
we meet and^recognize our friends?”

“Pertainly we shall,” says Mr. Leadbeater, “for 
neither they nor we shall be changed, and the affec
tion which, is still there will act as a magnet to draw, 
together those who feel it, far more readily and more 
surely than it does here.”

Have You Thought of This?
J

If you ever .did take the paper you - _■ 
know how. you missed it when it stopped , 
coming; yOu know how to appreciate^' . 
return. Like a violin, its tone has in- 1 
creased with «age and ¿carries harmony, ’ j 1 
inspiration and peace in>its^pages. Now; ‘ 
is the time to send in your subscription,;'1 
and begin promptly with the soul-feasts, I , 
the intellectual harvest of high-class sei-. . 
entific/occult and spiritual literature. In- ‘ 
duce your- neighbors to subscribe also, 
You cannot better aid the cause ye<t- 
claim to_espousc ai\d love. '
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Illusion—Illusion—All Is Illusion. Work Done by Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague.

ford to miss an isaue' 
of this paper, with its 
wealth of SPIRITUAL 
LITERATURE. rniji'cssitu' ïljinker SJEND YOUR SUB- 

scriptionin at once, 
and keep pace with 
all that Is transpir- 
in the ranks.
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A BATTLE WYALMn Which the Intellectual Giants of Our Grand Cause Will Participate; 
J» 8. LOVEL/VND, /V Master Mind on the Pacific Goast, Will Lead Off With a Llicld, Comprehensive /Vttack on 
the Great Book, “Spirit Obsession, the Demonism of the Ages,” by Dr. J. M. Peebles. The learned Doctor and others will write on the subject, pro and con, making A 
BATTLE ROYAL, which every Spiritualist should read. Send in your Subscription, or remain in the rear of the procession. A Battle Royal will begin some time ir 
November. This subject and its discussion must attract the attention of all who are interested in the discovery of truth and in human enlightenment. i

September 11.—I attended Christian 
Science meeting to-day, and I did some 
hard thinking while there. I wonder ] 
they do not all become insane. I know | 
I had “a swelled head" while there and > 
since—not from an overplus of brains, , 
but for the limited capacity for action 
witbin my—there it is—I was going to 
say cranium; but I bethought me, I 
have no cranium—it’s an "illusion!" I 
am some like the fellow named Ami, 
who had been somewhere with his oxen 
and wagon. Coming home, having im
bibed too much , of the “illusion” liquor 
he became illusively intoxicated, and 
fellinto illusive dreams, during which 
period the’oxen became detacher from 
the wagon in which he was, went on 
and left him. On waking and finding 
himself atone In the wagon, he com
menced to soliloquize: "Am I (hie) 
Ami, or am I not Ami? if (hie) I am 
Ami, I have lost (hie) a yoke of oxen; 
it (hic( I am not Ami I (hie) have found 
a wagon. If I am (hie) Ami, where 
(hie) ain I? If I am not (hie) Ami, 
who the (hie) hell am I anyhow?"

The subject was a sermon or lecture 
compiled from Mary Baker Eddy's writ
ings and was called “Spirit and Mat
ter." ' I was sorry I had not taken iny 
note book along-So as to have taken ver
batim extracts. It commenced by stat 
ing that "Matter was not life. Matter 
Is inert. Spirit is life!” from which an 
argument was made that matter is il
lusion, and' therefore it cannot be.dis
eased, etc.,—you’ve" heard the state
ment before. 'And here is where I got 
up a brain action, or one was got up 

’ within me, provided I have a brain, or 
that which I think is brain is not “illu- 
qion,” which it would seem it Is.

If matter is not life, how comes it 
that particles cohere? Unless there is 

' ah affinity .’-there can bp no coherence. 
In the first place the particles must be 
drawn together-by some process, and 
whatever that process is. is a manifesta
tion of life. What draws two drops of 
water together? How comes it that 
lodestone has such an affinity for iron, 
if there is nosuch thing is inherent life 
In matter? But stop! Matter is Illu
sion—there is no such thing as matter! 
It is not a thing wjtnout a nami, but a 
name Without a thing—that is, some
thing that is nothing (confound it, here 
It comes again) a mere name without a 
relation—a combination of letters it 
you please; but there It Is, again; let- 

’ ters are elementals of ‘sound—and 
..gQund is a concussion on the tympan

um; and there is no tympanum, neither 
can there be any concussion (Good

During the month of September we 
held twenty-seven meetings and organ
ized one society. We served-the Bat
tle Creek (Midi.) Society the Sundays 
and Tuesdays of the month and on 
other week days we visited four other ■ 
towns, viz., Chesaning, Centreville, 
Rockford and Girard, Mich.

We opened this season’s meetings for 
the Battle Creek society. Our meet
ings here were not as well attended as 
usual, because the Sundays were warm 
and many people spent them at the 
beautiful resort at Coguac Lake, near 
town. Nevertheless our congregations 
Increased in size and interest while we 
remained there. We added six new 
members to this society, and the offi
cers and members were pleased with 
our labors.

Dr. J. m: Peebles took an active .in
terest in our work there, attending ev
ery meeting excepting one. In this we 
felt especially honored,

At Chesaning we found the society 
that we organized one year ago last 
February, doing a splendid work. They 
have held meetings regularly ever since.-' 
They have employed leading speakers 
and mediums to help them to present 
the teachings of Spiritualism to the 
people of that vicinity.

They make it a rule not to allow a 
member to be buried without a Spirit
ualist funeral, if bo desired. The good 
work of this society is primarily due to ’ 
the work of the missionaries in organ
izing It, as there was nothing being 
done previous to its organization.

At Centerville we were antagonized 
by two ministers of the Dutch Reformed 
church, who made the attempt to de
stroy the Influence that our meetings 
might produce upon the community. 
They seemed to think their task would 

. be easy and that they could readily 
break down our arguments and proofs. 
They acted very ungentlemanly, asking 
some trivial and unimportant ques
tions, quoting certain passages of scrip
ture that they thought would bailie us, 
etc. In replying to some of these scrip
ture. passages we quoted other passages 
from the "Holy Book” that were direct 
contradictions to the ones they had pre: 
seated. Every one of their questions 
proved a boomerang and this, together 
with their conduct, helped to win for us 
the victory.

We. had the full sympathy of. the au
diences that packed the house to-over
flowing, as ' their repeated applause 
plainly showed.

0

Do the Dead Return! to the Living?
Dr. Thomas for many years was one of the leading 

liberal divines of Chicago. Until recently he has been 
pastor of the People’s Church, but on account of his 
ill health he was compelled to relinquish his arduous 
duties in connection with the work in hand. His in
fluence on the mental and moral atmosphere of Chi
cago has-made a deep impression for good. His ar
ticlewill be read with great interest; emanating from 
such a master mind.

cations have ceased, that the extraordinary have natu- 
r^ly peen appealed to. Not in the light,, but-in the 
d/irjpjiot in the sounds of voices, but in the silence; 
the’, anxious souls watch and wait anjl listen for some 
word or sound or appearance; anything to assure

PRAYER TO THE GOD OF BATTLES. 1

Lord! somebody help me out before 1 
forget what I wanted to speak about!), 
for'there can be no such thing as “air
waves" since matter is “illusion!” But 
this Integration of matter: Lwanted to 
Bay morexof It—only the matter—the 11- 

-iusion—(now I have got it! Illusion is 
not denied; so I will call it, by that 
name). If there is no life to matter— 
Illusion—why do the planets not disin
tegrate to atoms, and become a mist? 

'■ How comes it that the rays of the sun 
interpenetrating the atmosphere create 
an electrical friction and- consequent 
heat?

/ • If matter is not, if there is nothing of 
us but spirit, why do we wear clothing? 
¡Without matter there can be no-such 
thiiig as heat and cold, and if we have 
nd bodies—if all is “illusion"—heat or 
cold .could not' hurt us. Neither do .we 
need clothes to hide our nakedness, for 
we have no bodies to screen—there is 

■nothing of us but spirit—no bodies to 
-Hi'de from the gaze of others.

Out in the bam a man has hanged 
himself, and if we do not haste to cut 
him down, it will be impossible to save 
his life! Hanged himself! Impossible; 
there was nothing to hang! , He was all 
spirit, ahd that oody,that you saw hang
ing there was "illusion.” Go and tell 
the man he is not hanging; that he just 
thinks he is hanging; that he is a spirit 

'¿nd can’t hang! ~ Cut the rope! why, 
you can’t cut the rope; the rope is mat- 

. ter and matter is an “illusion!” and 
cannot exist! Beside you cannot have 
a knife to cut it with without having 
matter, and matter is non-existent, an 
“illusion;” therefore, you cannot get a 
knife to cut the rope. , There is, no mat
ter;, therefore, no rope, no place to tie 
,a rope, no neck to put a rope around; 
1 no knife to cut the rope—all is “illu
sion!’’All there is is spirit, and that 
is -wholly disconnected with matter. 
’.We’talk about beautiful scenery! 
That, too, is all “illusion.” Without 
matter.there can be no scenery; and as 
there is nothing but'spirit, and spirit is 
entirely, divested from matter, what we 
call beautiful is “illusion;” for if there 
can be no pain, there can be' no pleas
ure; there is nothing: eithhr'rieautiful, or 
ugly! All is one- eternal'"'monotony. 
Spirit is independent of all but itself— 
companionless and alone. - It is mind 
with nothing to think upon, ■ for .since 
there is no matter, arid since all is spir- 

• it, divested of all but itself, there can 
he no relation of things, for there arfi 

- no things to be related, and where there 
. is no relatloimf things there can be no 
thinking. Therefore, there can Ife no 
mind,, because mind is a conception of 
relations, and there can "be no concep- 
jjon where there is nothing to conceive.

Olympia, Wash.

. AVe held three meetings in this place 
and organized a society of twenty-two 
members, composed of-some of the best 
people of this town. These ministers 
were of the “Reformed church,” and we 
made a supreme effort to'start them on 
the road .to reform. undoubtedly 
made aiotal failure in their case, as 
they appeared to be beyond redemption 
in this particular. These two ministers 
will not be likely to attack a Spiritual
ist in the same way again,-for they cer-. 
tainly learned a lesson that'wlll be last
ing.

We were treated lovely by. the other 
members of the congregation. The lec
tures and Mrs. Sprague’s messages 
reached the minds and-hearts of the. 
l|s’teners and touched the tender side of 
a goodly number of the” church mem
bers, as was proved by their conversa
tion with us. One of their leading 
members said to tis in private, "I en
dorse every word you uttered to
night” But enough! We feel that 
our work was a great success in Centre

Through the countless years [as set forth in Unity] ( 
since man came, the ships of time have been, sailing 
away from the shores of time. Freighted with hit
man lives are these ships of time, and followed by the 
love of the living for the dead. - ,

Do these ships of time all sail one way? Do^the 
lives that go .away from our. world ever, or. never, 
come back again ? Is there a world, a life,beyond ; or 
does all end with the few years of this earthly exist
ence? '

From the sense-side of the material, death seems to 
be, is, the end; the organs Of sight, hearing, feeling’ 
are gone, and with them goes the sense world of ex
istence.- ,

But somehow a man is more than sensation; he thinks 
as well as feels. The things perceived through the 
senses are taken up by, the power that we calf mind 
and placed under the laws of thought; and in this Way 
is revealed a mind world of the true, the beautiful and 
the good; and from the relations of one life to an
other, arise, are felt the emotions and principles of 
the moral order ; and from these comes the conscious
ness of relationship with the Infinite. •

It is from these higher and larger visions that Rea
son postulates the continuity of life beyond the 
change called death, and love asks for the; longer 
years of the forever. . ,

With sueh.a scene of the coining and the going, the 
disappearance of the physical and the loss of sense re
lations, it is hot strange that the générations of the 
past have'^tood before the opening and-closing doors 
of life and death with mingled emotions of wonder, 
hope and fear; nor strange, that these thoughts and, 
feelings have found so large.a place in the literature, 
the philosophy and the religion of air peoples, i

Over against the fact that Iq the senses death ends 
all, is ¡the fact that somehow the millions have be
lieved in a life beyond death. But it has been a be
lief, a hope rather thaii an assured fact; a faith; not a 
positive knowledge—ànd’it does seem strange that 
after all these thousands of years and the going away 
of countless millions,, the question of a continued ex
istence should still-have to wait for a positive answer; 
and yet, may be not so strange; for in the nature of 
the case, it is not possible to prove the negative, or 
that soulsjjo not live after the death of the body. If 
man is not immortal, this fact can never be known ; 
those yvho have ceased, to be, cannot themselves know 
it; nor cân those still living know it; nor they tha,t 
are soon riot to fee. - ?

We have to die to know as an experience, as a fact

t lem that loved ones have returned. And naturally, 
the more sensitive or impressionable minds among 
;fte living become “mediums” tlirough which the dis- 
eihbodied can make their presence known.

This line of separation between the living and the 
dead has always been present; it is being drawn anew 
every day and hour in the homes of earth; this
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every day and hour in the homes of earth; 
strange border land between the two worlds. Not 
strange that jt is the land of mystery, of superstitions, 
frau.ds and impositions, many ; but it is also.to many 
sbijls sacred ;’the land of vision, of love and -hope. 
When the darkness of death is lost in the light of life..

The Utter Absurdity and Foolishness of 
Prayer Directed to the God of Battles 
—The Writer Laughs to Scorn the 
Russians Holy Synod’s Ready-Made 
Orison—Civil War Prayers, 
Some time ago the ‘Holy Synod" of 

the Russian established church formu
lated a prayer which the czar, by an im
perial edict, directed to be recited by all 
Christian Russians in all churches, re
ligious assemblies, etc., on Sundays and 
holy days, for the purpose of securing 
God’s blessing upon the Russian army, 
the emperor and his country, for vic
tory, for long life to the victorious 
troops, and for the repos i of the souls 
of those who fall in battles. The fol
lowing are some of the strong points 
In this hand-made prayer:

“Although unworthy, we Implore 
Thee, -who art strong in battle, for aid 
and humbly beseech Thee to accept our

Thyweapons in Thy cause, to give Thy 
Christ-loving army viqtory and to per.
mit it to subdue the enemy.

“Send from on high Thy hand 
touch the hearts of the enemy, so

Things come to our world. Judaism came; Chris- 
mnit.Yicame; Mohammedanism came; the Magna 
^urth; Cromwell, Luther and the Reformation came. 
J^ncc,: the new astronomy arid our own great age of 
iiyention came. Modern Spiritualism came; Chris- 
;ujn science and new thought have come.
«¿Thepractical question is, What are we to do with all 
tj^se forces and powers that have conic into our 
W£rld?. Much is lost to the minds .that shut them- 
^e)ves:u? in their own party,rseet or ism and refuse to 
l(»>kqt>the teachings of all others; denounce them as 
f$|se and wrong. '.Rather? should we think there is 
stoje truth, something good' in all; that the great 
.t^hgththat come, that are born, out of some new time 
or condition have a meaning and a mission in the 
■growiiig life of the ages. . ' 1
^By got a few( the strange phenomenon of Modern 

Spiritualism has been denounced as-a fraud, as wholly 
j^lse, an imposition upon the, ignorant and the super- 
sjitious. And such’ aceushtions Mve not been made 
without good grounds in njanycases; biff'they are too 
dive eping.. That whielTi| wholly fraudulent cannot 
I^ng -hold its place ¡ and Moderii-Spiritualism has con- 
t^nued-to gr’ow in numbers,7 intelligence and- social 
standing. ■■ 7 :./■
■-['As-hfeyer. before, Qur'greM age^ibffi^risssly. facing 
all questions, facts, mysteries .with iffe ohb ptrrpose of 
fipdjn@,that which-is-true. , In this spirit the Society 
for ¿Psychical Research has for a number ,of years been 
making a careful study df psychical phenomena in the 
whole wide range of mediumship, clairvoyance, telep
athy, clairaudienee, apparitions, secondary person
ality, obsessions, spirit, phonography and spirit iden
tity. In these studies many of the ablest scientists,

and 
that

they shall make supplication to. Thee, 
God of peace, who loves his creatures. 

“Stengthen us with Thy might. De-
fender of the orthodox faith, send Tny 
arrows to confound the enemy. Strike 
them as with lightning and give them 

-into the hands of Thy faithful troops.
"Thou who harkened to Moses, bless 

the emperor's doings, multiply his glo
ry and confirm his empire. By Thy Al
mighty hand preserve this army. Send 
Thy arigelto fortify his troops and give 
them salvation.

“Seqd peace upon us. May Thy in
visible. finger defend Thy servants, 
show them-the right path, forgive their 
sins and bestow upon them the crown 
of glory. Grant the emperor peaceful 
lite and well-being, the fulfillment of 
his . desires and a conquest of his ene
mies." _ .

This effort’ to Induce "the God of 
Peace" to get behind the guns and help 
one portion of his children slaughter 
another portion, may seem to an earn
est advocate for peace as a'Vather queer 
proceeding; and yet that is. just'what 
the Christian world has been doing for

ment enlisted on either side had its 
chaplain drpwn from some of thesi 
churches, and the Christ-loving soldieri 
on both sides had prayer meetings in 
their tents, all beseeching one and the 
same God to give- each side the victory, 
and crush the other out of existence. -

We are told that “with our God noth
ing is impossible.” But for my part I 
do not see how it was possible for an> 
God yet discovered to have answered 
all thosq prayers without depopulation 
the United States for let It be remem
bered, that the enemies on either side 
were not merely the armed soldiers, but 
the men, women, and children who synw 
pathized, aided and abetted on both 
sides. -

(Jn the evening of September 19,1863, 
at the close of a hard day’s fighting, the 
issue of the great battle of Chickamau
ga hung In the doubtful poise and we 
of the orthodox, Christ-loving faith felt 
that unless we secured the aid of the 
God of Battles on our side the scale 
woulifl turn against us. Prayer meet
ings were held in different localities all 
over the field and most earnestly did we 
pray that victory might perch upon oue 
banners and the enemy be crushed on 
the morrow, but before sunset of that 
morrow our whole army was executing 
a masterly movement to the rear In the 
direction of Chattanooga, leaving over, 
20,000 of us dead or wounded on the 
field.

When we wipe the dust and cobwebs 
of creed theology from our eyes and 
look facts honestly In the face, we find 
that no God which creed theology has 
yet discovered Is able to answer one
tenth of the prayers with which the 
“empty air” is being constantly bur
dened. And when we scratch through 
the thin veneering of creed theology wa 
also find that the Jove of the Greeks, 
the Jehovah of the Hebrews and the 
Jupiter of the Romans are all one and 
the same mythological personage; one
and the same mighty 
Olympus, Sinai and the 
the Tiber, one and the 
gods and Lord of lords;

ville, since there had never been a pub
lic Spiritualist meeting held in that 
town previous to our going there.

At Rockford, we served one of the 
oldest societies in the country. Meet
ings have, been held-' there for many 
years. A large number of our leading 
speakers and mediums have-served "this 
organization. This society has a lovely 
little church of its own, and has a stand
ing in that community equal to the 
other church societies of the place. 
Where our people own their church or 
temple, it is certainly., a great help to 
the society and to the'work.

The society at Girard, we found in a 
flourishing condition. It is fortunate in 
having an excellent speaker in the peri 
son of the president, Mrs. Emily D, 
King. The officers and members.-of" 
this'society are composed largely of 
farmers, living some • distance apartT 
'They hive held.regular meetings ever 
since we organized them one year ago. 
They have a nice lyceum and are plan
ning to build a new church of their own. 
There was no public work being done; 
here before, we organized this society. 
Who can. say tnat missionary work is 
hot profitable. ,We.: must .have.it,., and- 
the more the better. . ' ”, . "■

Address until October 25th, 725 W/ 
Jackson street, Bloomington, ill.

. E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE,. .
■ N. S. A. Missionaries.

PAYING THE FIDDLER. 1

of consciousness what it is to die. Wé may,- and very 
many do feel an assurance of the continuity of a per
sonal existence that leaves no place for doubt ;‘but we 
must die, to know -that we live beyond death.

There is one’and only one way by which the living 
can know that the dead live; and that is for those who 
have-died to in some way make themselves known to 
thofee who are still living. Can this be done ? Has;it' 
been doné? Do the ships of time sail only one'way? 
.Or do they come-back to the shores’of earth?
' If we turn over the pages of the legends, traditions 
and mythology, of the literature and history of the 
past, and the-Bibles of -the great religions, they all di
rectly or indirectly bear evidence to the fact that the 
souls who brice lived on earth have come back -and 
made themselves known to those-still living. . In dur 
own Bible there are explicit instances and statement 
to this effect. ■ . b ' s;

Upon other subjects, as^he ’ages bf^geblogy pi1 the 
great events of history, We accept and'rést in the 
statements of ivhat has been; but when it comes to the 
returri of the dead tb -the^scenes of ¿the .living we are’ 
not satisfied- with stateinentspr f actspf the past how
ever well verified. jiWe, do nOtlook for' arefurnfof' the 

'ages of geologic formations f nor that great bverits of 
history are to be repeated; but in the mind or soul- 
wdrld ,we expect thé'profound experiences pirmani 
kind, ip -be- crintinuous.y If sojfls'réturnéd-to earth in 
tffé old Bibléítihiés^why iiót how?'jlf there was a Di
vine inspiration in the past, why should it not be con
tinuous ? The’ present should not be asked "to • live 
wholly upon the .past-. ' Souls are going away from 
earth: the living love those who have gone; lienee the 

■fact of the possible return of dear ones -in spirit form

philosophers and clergymen of: Europe, and America 
hjive taken most eariiesf’pafitsflind .every, fact and 
question is placed in:the „iileSreist light of the latest 
and largest thought and kiio'wledge. .

. The purpose of this paper is to . call the special at
tention of therreaders of Unity to .the very interesting 
work just, published by Funk & Waghalls Co., The 
Widow’s Mite, and Other Psychological Phenomena, 
hy/[.;K. Funk. Dr. Funk is widely known, not only 
as the head this large publishing house, but as a 
■Sttliplarr author and clergyman of large ability and 
yhquestiphed integrity^ To the many who are inter
ested’inf his field of thought this Work is a saving in 
bo.tji.tjme and money. The most important facts and 
.iesjilts of the Society for ' Psychical Research are 
given in sufficient detail; tfiat of the Widow’s Mite,

D. W. HULL. '

It is only, necessary to grow old to be
come more indulgent I see no fault 
committed that 1 have not committed 
myself.—Goethe.

Friendship must be something else 
; that a society for mutual improve

ment—indeed, it must only be that by 
the way, and to somq. extent, uncon- 
clously.—Stevenson. \

- ¡We should avoid whatever may dis
play bad feeling, and attend with civil
ity to what may be addressed to us; all 
hearts are conciliated by politeness and 
affability.—Socrates.

’ Nothing destroys authority so .much 
US tho unequal and untimely; inter
change ol power, pressed too far and 
rglaxed^toojmuch.—Bacon^

Betters thousand fol3 abuse of Free 
•Speech than denial of Free Speech; the 
abuse dies in a day, but the denial slays 
fthe life of the people and entombs the

Jh.e ESfie.—Bradlaugh,

Every time the traitor Folly chases 
Reason from ther throne

Someone has to' be the victim—some 
• v poor sinner must atone; -

It’s an old and truthful-saying—printed 
” on each page of fame— .

They Who dance must.pay the fiddler; 
it’s the ethics_pf the game..

In _tliis world when Folly’s minions are 
so largely in‘excess, , •>

Many a “fiddler” gets his money.'.quiet- 
ly, as you may guess;:

And the world is none the wiser—not 
a chance is left for shame.

To the man whoso purse Is equal to the 
limit of the game.

But, alas! for those wlio falter, those 
who hesitate to pay

For the music and theidancing through 
King Folly's night and day;

Such a one disgrace, dishonor, even 
penur.v^gh^ll claim— ;

Thev who dance must pay the fiddler— 
'tià the order of the game, 

. ■. —New York Times.

Nor cell nor chain, nor dungeon 
speaks to the murderer like the voice of 
solitude.—Maturin. j J /■ j

•’ri * . ■ ' -

must ever be a present question in the great'hours of
■life. ■ . '• : , ' ■

Some such reflections as these may help us to a 
larger looking, seeing and- understanding of the 
Strange facts and questions of life and death that all 
the ages hayo had to face, and that rise up before each 
inijid and'heart of the millionsnow on earth.

• That the physical body dies is not questioned; and 
with this the senses through which the living hold 

"communication are cut offj and hence should not be 
thought strange that between the living and the dead 

.‘there is-a feeling and,the fact-of separation. To our 
tchdorest words there is no answer.; to our tears and 
caresses, no response.. -And yet, in spirit, form; the 
dear one just gone may be present, may know and un
derstand it all, but has no power to reach those who 
sorrow. Or, if materialism be true, there is no soul, 
no spiritual.being; death ends all, • : ■ ;. ;- 7. ■ •

But somehow” in spite of the sense appearance that 
death is the end, there has.always been the feeling; 
tliefaith that the real being does not ¿die; hence, the 
looking and longing to in some way see again or hear 
from those who have/passed beyond the visions and

Of ¿he coming baelri of Henry Ward Beecher and the 
firifling and return of’a lost coin, is given in full.

, :-5Vhat we shall make of all these things iriust be a 
imalter for each one to deeiije, Trained scientists who 
Ibojtonly fori the facts in any and eyery.field must be. 
nibstiexacting, in’'their inethods; and: the fact that 
thcib.hfis been, sojmmh-fraud and so many imposi- 
tipj|g upon trusting ¿nd'sorrowing soulshas called for 
piiblie exposures; and may explain the seeming unwil
lingness of sorties.to accept facts so thoroughly at
tested that upon tiny other-subject they could hardly 
be'questioned, f - 7 . *
¿It may not be—I think it is mot—wise to try to 

fbree. open thel’gates of the unseen world; nor is. it 
yyi$e to try to keep these gates closed, ^hat the" dear 
ones.gpne continue to love arid care for those left" on 
e^rtli'js surely^ most beautiful and coinfortirig faith; 

' phifl it seems^so natural and'feasonable that it should 
feqigladly¿cherished. ¿Anctmore than"we know or 

: tiiipk, it is; . Very many who are neither clairvoyant 
hoy clairaudient—who see no forms, hear no voices— 
are often conscious of the spirit presence of those who 

: .once walked with them on earth. . ; ■ \
‘6ur world .seems to die in. the -morning mf a great 

' new day. ■ We stand amazed at tlie.pbwefs and;possi- 
'. .bilities of man in the realm ■ of the ' material. The" 
’ telegraph;” telephone; phonograph; tlie cable-and wire-b 
■ less telegraphy are facts. In the realin of mind, clair- 
1 voyance and telepathy are accepted as facts, and our 
; .latest psychology teaches that there is a subconscious 
■ or subliminal mind.. The vision of what man is as a 

ehil(l of God,- of what Great Nature is; and what' man 
’ should be and do, is just dawning upon these wonder- 
; ful years. The day may not be distant when the un- 
1 seen world will be as near and real to the spiritual 
1 consciousness as is-now- the world, of matter and

voiries of the living; and hence it is at this point or di

¿ense. H. W. THOMAS.

' i Religion counteracts morality and universal philan
thropy in so far as it sets men against each-other by 
diversity of doctrines and theories of belief, thus fos
tering and nourishing the worst impulses of human 
nature.—Buchner. , ■

j Henceforth let no man of us lie, for we have seen
fclikt openness.wins the inner , and central world, and 

•141 it there is no single exception, and that never'since 
ot t earth gathered itself-in a mass, has deceit or sub- 
te fuge or prevarication attracted its smallest particle 
dr the faintest tinge of a shade.—Walt Whitman.
'IThe church still talks about “evidence/’ about

tt — -.'.I .’ll. _“’Reason,” about “freedom’of conscience” and the 
V hbbrty of speech,” and'yet denounces those who ask 
for, evidence, who appeal to reason, agd who honestly 

_______________________ t_ii ... ’viding line whetothe ordinary methods òf commuât-lexpress their thought^—dhgersoll, 
- .¿ -, • _ ■* J -ï-J« q

thunderer on 
Seven Hills of, 
same God o£ 
jealous, easily,

centuries and is yet; acting upon the 
supposition that there are no agencies 
by which God can establish His king
dom of “peace on earth find good will 
to men” except sword, musket and can
non. * . ■.

‘ From the days of Constantine - and 
the'eriiBaders on down, the evangeliza
tion of the world has been pushed for
ward by armies and navies. ' The gos
pel of peace and good wf)l which Jesus 
Introduced has been carried to heathen 
lands on the point of the bayonet; and 
today salvation by faith is being 
pumped into the inhabitants of the isles 
of the Pacific by Mauser rifles, rapi- 
Are guns and—the water cure.

Throughput all these centuries ot 
war, bloodshed and misery, this same 
God of Peace has always been ad
dressed as the “defender of the ortho
dox faith;” informed that "his holy 
cause was in jeopardy!” and the modest 
request made, that “the enemy might 
be struck as with lightning” or 
squelched in some other equally effect
ive manner.

So tong as the “Christ-loving armies” 
'were hurled against professedly, heath
en nations, it was easy to claim that 
prayers like the one referred to above 
were really answered because as Na
poleon Bonaparte said, “God is usually 
on the si(Je with the most men and best 
cannon;” but since the Christian ban
ner has been planted in every land, 
sucl; prayers are not so easily "answered 
for the" reason that “Christ-loving ar
mies" are on both sides in every war 
nowadays. •

To illustrate: The seeds of Christian
ity have been planted in Japan, and 
there are more protestant Christians 

..there than iff Russia. These, as a mat- 
-tér’ of. course, have been offering up 
to the same God. petitions directly op
posed to this ink and paper prayer of 
the "holy/ynod” and up to the present 
writing the answer is somewhat doubt
ful. God’s "invisible finger” has appa
rently been pointing in the wrong di
rection. Manifestly the “angels have 
not yet been sent to fortify the czar’s 
troops and give them salvation,” but 
they seem to have been left to seek 
safety in flight.

How forcibly are we reminded of the 
following incident in the siege of Troy 
as narrated by Homer:
"•—Thus the king prefers his ' solemn 
_ prayer;
Oh; thou whose thunder rends the 

clouded air; • .
Who. inlhe heaven ,of heavens has fixed 

■ thy throne, .
Supremo of Gods, unbounded and alone, 
Hear. And before the burning sun de- 
'v ■ ■•■ scends,. .. ■ ,,
Before-the night her gloomy veil ex- 

• • •< tends;. ■ . - • ■
Low in the dust be laid yon hostile 

spires; ,
Be Priam’s palace sunk in Grecian 

--.. - .fires;- L. .
In. Hector’s breast.be plunged this shin- 

v- .ring sword,
And slaughtered heroes groan around 

their lord. ‘
Thus prayed the chief. His unavailing 

■ prayer -.
Great Jove refused, and tossed in 

-empty air, .
The Gods averse, while the ' prayer 

■ ■ arose, ■ ■ ’ ■
Prepared new-toil, and doubled woes on 

• ■. ■ woes." ■ •• ■ ' V:
This case seems to stand on all fours 

with thè effects thus tar produced by 
the shop-madeiprayer orithe.f'holy syn
od,". and the value and efficacy of the 
stereotyped prayers, ordinarily offered 
•to’the God of peace iu time of .war is 
y.et an open question, or rather, the 
spiritual value of all such supplications 
is simply—Nil.

The'secession ordinances passed-by 
the southern states in 1861.split wide 
open every religious body in the.United 
States and each denomination then had 
its church north and its church south, 
each worshiping the same God, each be
lieving that. He was fighting exclusively 
on its. side and each hating the other be-

provoked; great, and mighty and terri
ble in battle; riding forth gloriously, 
sword on thigh, conquering and to con
quer ail his own and the enemies of his 
dear chosen, people; and who, in each 
of his threefold characters is being rap
idly relegated to the limbo of the Thors, 
the Odins, the Jotuns, the Frost Kings 
and .other dignitaries Of Oriental myth
ology.

It is time for the Christian world to 
realize that the God of peace does hot 
march side by side with the God of 
war; that the angry vindictive god of 
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob; Moses, Joshua 
and David, is not the God of the dispen
sation of love, peace, justice, liberty and 
equality that is now being ushered in,, 
not for the special benefit of an elect 
few, but of all humanity.

' J. L. DRYDEN. 
San Diego, Cal.

y y y k <»use It was denying God, Each regi-

WHEN TOO CONCEITED

When a man gets so conceited
That he thinks himself completed,

And tlA world must move along ex
actly to his mind,

It is time for retrospection
Just to find his true connection

With the universe he thinks so far 
behind.

It is time to hold the mirror
Of his soul a little nearer,

And then swing it round the world a 
little bit;

It is time to take the measure ( 
Of this world’s long-hidden treasure ‘ 

When a man gets swelled up with the 
thought that he is "it."

It is time to change his notion
Of the size of this great ocean

By presenting to his view-the world 
in full.

It is time to change the plaster
Of this freak before disaster

Falls upon the. world and grants b 
him a pull.

When a man gets so elated
O'er the thought that he’s created

Just to rule and govern others as he 
please,

It is time old Gabe was blowing,
Just to make him think of going

Ere he takes the .hand of Justice in 
his squeeze.

DR. T. WILKINS. ,.

THE QUALITY OF RADIUM.
Torthe Editor:—Having received the 

■following explanation.of Radium and its 
elements, which appears to be based 
upon scientific principles, I deem it of 
sufficient interest to require publica
tion.
' Radium is nature’s electro-magnetic 
battery holding in perpetual "harmony of 
combination the elements of electricity 
and magnetism.

This perfect union of fundamental 
forces can atone supply undiminished 
radio-activity.

As the simple vapor from radium dif
fers from the mother mineral, because 
certain elements will not be vaporized, 
it proves that natural chemistry defies 
competition.

Nature’s compounds are atone com
plete. Individuality of mineral life will 
demonstrate the scientific fact, that pro
portional unity of forces is everywhere 
supreme.

The elements composing Radium 
combine in perfect form the highest de
gree .of concentration; and nothing can 
more fully illustrate that nature lias 
provided'ample storage bateries for all 
human needs.

Mankind must discover and appropri
ate to use this opulent provision, which 
cannot fail to suggest that nature s 
methods invariably express "Multurn in 
parvo” (much in little).

— EMMA F. JAY BULLENE.
Chicago, Ill.

Thought is. thé blossom; language the 
opening bud; action the fruit behind it 
—Beecher. . . '■

I would have a man great in great 
tilings, and elegant in little things.— 
Johnson.

Men should not talk to please-them
selves, but those that hear them.— 
Sterne.

A heap of ill-chosen erudition is but 
the luggage of antiquity.—Balzas,

WÌ

have.it
breast.be
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O
thing as bullets are shot out ot guns, 
Spirits do not transfer their thoughts 
to mortals, It is the etheric vibrations 
which are transferred.

N. S. Ä. CONVeÍtoF
From N. S, A. Headquarters—Important 
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FUNERAL' 8ERIVICE8 OF MRS. 
NANCY J, MARSHALL.

F ipoken by the Guides of Mrs. Cora 
V. Richmond, Through Her, Sep
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- Dear iriends, at the shrine of the 
-''Higher birth, which is miscalled death, 

we have come unto the mortal house of 
our friend, Mrs. Nancy J. Marshall, to 
celebrate with suitable memory and lov
ing thoughts lier transition to a higher 
life after seventy-four years of earthly 
pilgrimage. , . .. •

AVe, who were lier friends, feel that it 
ïs a biessed, though solemn, privilege to 
stand here at this hour and give, our 
tribute of ioye to her, and praise and 
thanksgiving foriier release. ,,

Hymn: “Nearer, My God to Thee. „ 
“And there shall be no more death.

• “And there shall be no more signing 
■ and .no more Borrowing.” . . .

A modern writer has said: . That ,s 
'not death which cometh into the house 
Of human birth, but it is tlie Great 
Awakener.” . ■

In the twofold state of human exist
ence, dear friends, the family, the 
household, the life-long friends of our 
sister stand to-day. Under the shadow 
of physical separation, whatever the 
time, or place, or hour, or under what
ever circumstances this messenger 
conies, it seems to come suddenly; it 
seems as though the people are unpre
pared; but let no one make the mistake 

. pt supposing that in this house, or in 
this time, or in regard to'tnis personal
ity, who is a living spiritual presence, 
there has been any removal.

In the thought of what tlie world 
calls death, the shadow" of the natural 
change is here upon the earth. But the 
shadow is not only brightened, but 
piade more beautiful by her life, by its 
ripeness and readiness, and by tlie 
knowledge that was hers and is that of 
her friends, that it was the next great 
Btep in existence. ■

To be born into human life is fre
quently to be born into sorrow and pain, 
and always into struggle, but to have 
this added step In the promotion of lite, 
•—it is a great,- wonderful, all-potent, 
glorious change, When it comes in in- 

■ tancy you say, "Oh, the babe is too 
young to die.” When it comes to those 
just starting out in material life you say, 
"Oh, their pilgrimage has just begun; it 
Is too early in the morning of life for 
them to go.” When it comes ta the 
middle-aged, you say, “Oh, their useful
ness is just in its height, they should 
not go." But what can you say, how
ever beloved, however tender, however 
beneficent, however useful the life, 
when more than three score years and 
ten have crowned that life with the rich 
harvest of earthly experience?

By nature our friend was endowed 
with the gentlest disposition, with the 
sweetest temper, with the service, in 
giving and loving; her whole life was u 
life of loving service. Receiving at the 
hands-of others loving kindness, which 
w as her due, and giving loving kindness 
as was her nature to do.

Personally, the one standing before 
you and many of-those present have 
known her for nearly thirty years,-and 
in that length of time no word was ever 
heard from her of unkindness or criti
cism of another.. Never- was she sur
prised at human weakness; she had a 
word of excuse for all. If people in
jured her they were received with gen
tle remonstrance, frequently tears. 

• She would suffer a wrong rather than 
retaliate or be angry.

’ Early in life she was called upon, as 
most women of her generation were, to 
experience trial and work; and later, 
an early bereavement which left her 
with a mother's charge. Still she had 
no word of complaint, but kept on with 
great patience and great endurance. 
¡You all know what a loving f^ind. she 
was. Anything entrusted to her in 

' confidence was as safe as if it were held 
in the secret archives of eternity. She 
gave consolation and encouragement, 
but never seemed to give blame. As a 
friend she was strong and true. As a 

■ member of our congrégation she was- 
fqithful; as a worker always willing 
when able In body. Only tbe lack, ot 
health of herself or friends ever kept 
her from us. In all those years the Une 
of'loyalty, of fidelity, of faithfulness 
was carefully and distinctly preserved. 
<You knew where to find her; there was 
no changing as with summer friends, 
no endeavor to appear more than she 
was, in fact, you always found her, In 
her dwelling, or wherever she might be, 
the same true, loyal heart. This being 
true of her ’fidelity to friends; she was 
the same in her love for her family.

When bereft of thé one upon whom 
she would naturally lean in married 
life, .her brother, with strong, loving 
heart, gave her refuge. She was the 
home-maker, home-keeper for him for 
many years. In later .years In this 
home, the home of her daughter, she 
has also taken her place, also been the 
care-taker, and always felt, as one of 
her nature should, to do her part, and 
always most willingly and lovingly.

These lives that are given to human 
existence illustrate the best of human 
life; not those known to fame, or who 
by.some sudden burst ot fortune or'eir- 
cumstanceare brought before the world. 
It is the mothers, thesisters, the wives 
and daughters of the : world who ■ do 
tlièlr part, thus living their lives they 
make up the great sum of- the fruitage 
of life that is’of the garden of the spirit 
Though there are .many weeds and 
tares in the outward world, these sa
cred places -are kept alive by just such 
an existence as hers.

It is because of that, that we come 
. here today, in tliis beautiful Sunday 

stillness, as s part of our Sunday wor
ship, to give thanksgiving unto the 
Great-Giver of all life, that she has had 
her wish;, that her prayer is at last 
granted. For although willing to stay 
as. long as needed .in human lite, your 
speaker has heard her say many, many 

-times: "I-wish the time would come for 
me to go.. I long to go.” And what 
■was the reason?

Because underlying this great sweet-
ness of nature, and added to this her
true womanly strength, she had an
abiding knowledge of tlie future life
and an abiding knowledge of the ex
istence of the spirit state as the next 
step in life. So she set to prepare 
herself.. Not by any great effort, not 

■ by studying into the occult, mysteri
ous and strange, not by straining a 
point of attempted goodness, but by 
being as true to her convictions as pos- 

, siblc. She knew she was preparing tho 
way for the next step, as pupils do lor 

- the next step in the schools, so is this 
great school of life the preparation for 
the next step. .

Happy would the human family be if 
they realized that the spirit nature is
that-which survives the change called 
death. -That the mind must co-operate 
with the spirit, and that the body, is 
simply tlie instrument for carrying out 
ihf* wifthna nflhfi' auUrii- whll<v

R

Many times, in her cane it was in fee-' 
bleness, many times through periods ot 
great suffering physically, but at the 
sumo time with, fortitude of the spirit, 
and always returning loyally to the en
deavors of life and taking jt up ami 
carrying forward the. thread,'knowing 
that the time would come when tho cur
tain of material existence would be-ful
ly drawn aside and she would see face 
to face and soul to soul.

Such gleams as were given to her at 
times were to her a priceless heritage. 
She knew of the “beyond” as it is 
called; that bourpe to which many of 
the people she knew had passed. It 
was not afar off, it was not a kingdom 
removed by impossible barriers of be
lief, it was just the next step into the 
upper house of life that was then invis
ible, the upper portion of the habitation 
that belongs to every human being; but 
which'-few really occupy. .

I -Most people are contented to live in 
: the 'basement, pursuing the daily cares 
of material life, as'if there were no 
other part of .life. Most rarely do peo
ple get .beyond the intellect, which Is the 
next upper story. But her life was also 
in that larger upper room, in the great, 

¡wonderful, beautiful, yet partly veiled 
dwelling- which impinges so closely 
upon human life, .and which people’ 
know so little about. . .

As. universal as is this change, the ig-
norance upon the subject of man’s spir

the countenance, because when the 
spirlt.is about-to take its flight it often 
lights up the human face with a linger
ing look of joy and gladness'because of 
the release that has come and ■ leaves 
the stamp upon-the'human countenance 
of tlie great-light into which the spirit 
is entering. ■ ~

Thus, dear ones, wé have given our 
thought of her, knowing that it we were 
to talk tor an age there; could be noth
ing added to this beautiful life, to, that 
which has come to the present realiza
tion of it, :to know the wonderful 
guardianship that will make it possible 
for her to abide with the household and 
still be one with each'one of you in 
your various: homes, whether you aro 
sick or well, whether you are in the 
midst of the cougregation or in your 
own homes, there will be the knowledge 
tliat she is one of those ministering 
ones, that she can'be near to . you when
ever a thought of love is' uplifted' to 
her. Now it is d~ condition that is 
known even in human life, that those 
you love wiiLjeach you from afar; es-. 
peciaiiy is this true of those that áre 
released from tlie mortal form, by the 
subtle “telepathy1’of the spirit, by that 
wonderful “wireless telegraphy” that 
gives to you instantaneously the knowl
edge of their presence.and makes them
aware that they are near when you 
need them, that your thoughts are with 
them in love, So around this home to-itual nature is almost appalling. This day is theenchclinr presence o th” 

is because materialism on one side and — ------ . . °
a material theology on the other have 
veiled that existence to human under
standing, and made people believe that 
they could not know to a certainty 
about that next step of life. It is just 
as criminal as If you should say to your 
children; now you are always going to 
be children, you can never know any
thing about growing up, when day af
ter day,, and hour after hour they are 
hungering "and thirsting for knowledge 
that may lie beyond. They grow to that 
estate by what you say to them, by the 
schooling that you endeavor to. Impart 
to them. It is a criminal offense if this 
spiritual nature shall be forever starved 
of its needs and requirements ; that the 
longings and questions shall' be stulti
fied.

• Happily, through the open window Of 
this twentieth century—coming in the 
latter half of the nineteenth century— 
.there has come that knowledge. Hap
pily it was her privilege to know of this, 
and her household participated in it. 
She Jived many years after she became 
aware of it. And to-day it is. because 
of this that there are no ■ drapings of 
woe, but these lovely blossoms that at- j 
test the love of friends, and are the sym
bols of that spiritual blossoming into 
which she has entered.

It is not a time for a doctrinal-ser
mon,"but. these are not doctrines, they 
are verities. .

The human Casket must be laid asido, 
the human drapery must pass unto the 
dust. But if that Intelligence that is 
beloved, that life that you know and ap
preciate, and that appreciates you, is 
not awake and conscious, then there is 
no hope for hùmanity anywhere. ' It Is 
because Of this revealment which has 
come into the great light of this cen
tury of discovery of science, and Of art, 
that the world has not lapsed into, the 
materialism of doubt and discourage
ment concerning the thought of Im-' 
mortal Ufé. - • .

Even the churchés have been Imbued 
with IL ‘We have stood Bide by side 
with ministers of every denomination 
on similar occasions to this, and^they 
spoke tlie words to those that'wére 
present in perfect accord with what we 
are-speaking to-day: One Episcopal 
Clergyman, a Boston D. D„ Officiating at 
a funeral with us, in Boston, said, “It is 
given to tho wife of this husband and 
friend, whose form is laid away in the. 
casket here beside you, to know that 
her husband is as much here to-day as 
befdre-this change came; that he is in 
attendance upon these services; hé is 
aware of these, loving thoughts and 
tributes; he is not' dead.” That would 
have been'.called Spiritualism'if we had 
said it. But coming from him people 
did not séem to wonder.

The Only wonder Is, that with all the 
revealment and teaching of 'the past, 
With that which came upon Olivet, with 
that which came by the sea of Galilee, 
and that which.ha? pervaded the church 
all -these year’s, that the people do not 
know more about it, that their spiritual 
nature has been left to grow fallow and 
neglected; that weeds have been al
lowed' to grow where flowers should 
blossom' and the beautiful fruitage of 
the spirit appear; It is as necessary to 
know of that which shall follow this life 
as it is to know of youth and manhood 
xyhemthe child 1b young.. If the father 
and mother, did not allow this. knowl
edge to increase and expand they would 
be considered neglectful, The .children 
of human life have been neglected by 
those who were limited in knowledge 
or for whose interest it was to keep the 
doors of that immortal world closed.

But from the angel side of life to-day 
there is floated into the outward con
sciousness of many hundreds of thou
sands this sweet, all-pervading mes
sage: “We are not dead, but we are liv
ing still, we can and do minister to 
you.” There is no habitation, however 
lowly, that has not Its guardian spirits ; 
there is no palace however exalted, that 
has not need of ministering presences. 
Whenever and wherever the beautiful 
■angel miscalled Death appears, these

arisen ones, and she is in the midst ar-

ministering ones are ready, 
spiritual vision Is opening 
earthly, vision is fading, lo! 
perceived to be near.

She made no question but

When the 
and tlie 

they are

what this
was her last illness; she did noL.even 
care to know the technical name of tlie 
thing that Was bearing her away into 
the other world. They might do what 
they would with the body, she had busi
ness in the other world. Her vision 
turned to that other and greater light 
ot the immortal realm. But she remem
bered everything well even while the 
body was losing its hold of the spirit,' 
after the suffering was over and she 
was waiting lor her release. So when 
that morning light arose, when its lull 
splendor was upon her. when this habi
tation was not less, but that greater 
habitation more near, ' she »knew the 
loved ones around her here., and also 
knew the beckoning ones who gathered 
near from the other side; members oi 
cur congregation who had passed on, 
and loved ones from everywhere, who 
were airpressing around. Thus she
sank peacefully asleep, her work iin-
ished, her spirit released tor that 
larger work.

No one can doubt that she is as much- 
hero as she was before. Nay, she is. 
more here now, because she has.no fee 
b’e ,botly, she is not conscious ot the 
limitations of time and sense, but in 
tills- loving presence, in the presence-ot 
•neighbors and friends, whom she knows 
have tenderly cared for her household; 
in the' presence of this larceV-Bund of 
Harmony, sho is one with us.as before.
Restored, to that perfect youth, which

Questlons and Suggestions to Dr. J. M. 
Peebles.

To the Edltort^With your permis
sion, I would like to ask a few questions 
and, perhaps, offer some suggestions to
Brother Peebles, .. - .

■ '.. I do not fispirebo .placing' myself on-; 
an equal footing with that veteran-Spir-' 
itualist,- vflififn I. very much admire as 
an outsxipkgii fpijliliey in the. cause.of 
truth. My-vista.<if. years stops far 
short of hiss aniiTiis opportunities have

Mrs.. SweetlanQ gives us Webster's 
deiinitlon—deiiuition in part, of thing; 

. but did she not Jtnow that Webster and 
“'i Worcester are largely out of date. The 

great Standard Dictionary before me 
' tints defines thought, (and thought is 
; the subject under consideration): “The

rayed in the fora.of the spirit in rai
ment that is woven of peace and gentle
ness; that have been woven in that 
fineness of spiritual drapery which was 
the aura of her goodly life, in that in
spiration that led her ever on and on to 
seek inwardly the higher truths that 
she never could find language to ex
press, but which were expressed with 
deeds and words of loving kindness.

How beautiful it is in the autumn 
time thus to know, that the garnered 
sheaves of tlie liuniaii life have been 
gathered, and what Is grain will be 
borne unto tho eternal life while the Im
perfections that are incident to every 
human life pass with the chaff and the 
straw away to help make the earth 
more beautiful. ; -•

Dear friends of the congregation; you 
will find her in yoqr midst more than 
heretofore because the. body will not 
keep her by its physical weakness. ’

Dear neighbors, who have been so 
kind in all your thoughts and. deeds, re
member she is one with you and would 
thank you for all you have done. '

Dear members of the household, do 
not feel that she is gone. To the 
brother, whose noble love has been her 
strength, she gives still the sisterly 
care, and to his wife she Is a sister also, 
To the dear daughter of her heart, 
there can be nothing more nor nothing 
less than the tie that binds a mother to 
her child. There Is no heaven so far 
away, no wall so high that could keep a 
mother’s love from seeking her child. 
To her dear granddaughter, of whom 
she has had charge from her earliest 
life, she who has watched you through 
sickness, and health, and growth into 
womanhood will ever be a gentle an;l 
tender remembrance - of uplifting - and 
strength. You will know thls none tho 
less because her form must! heeds go 
back to.the dust’ '

Now In:th'e knowledge' of 'this;' let 
us all feel that while we sympathize 
with those who in this .hour feel the 
mortal. loss, we. also must • understand 
that the praise and loving kindness 
given unto others make preparation tor 
that life into which she has entered.

E ven as arbuiid her form- to-day 
These blossoms of your love* appear,

So all along that upward-way".
Are the blossoms ofiepch human year, 

Sown in patience, In toil, in pain, 
To be restored in bloom again. ';
The lilies of iife^-as she understood— 

Grow in the gardens, of your God;
Not by miracle, but by good ’■ 

Deeds on the pathway ypu'have trod.
The great whiteness of tliat love, 

Which-Is Infinitude, Is evermore .
Perceived, most from above, 

But reaches, those within the mortal 
sphere. . - , w- . 'A--■'

Her-light of inspiration came;
Her star of love its guidance gave, 

- And, all-blessed,, the hallowed flame 
Of that inspiration-had p'ower to save,

Let us abide in its perfect’light; ' < 
Let us understand this from to-day:

The passing out of'the human sight 
Symbols tlie love of-heaven alwhy.

But theremojoubt is ever given
This change is life,-Is the Love from 

. heaven. ' ‘ -■ . .
.< - Unto thy ministering spirits, unto the' 
■love, that is the heritage of all .earth’s 
children, thy triumphant daughter'has 
entered Our Heavenly Parent." May 
thy blessings be with'those who are 
here, .who still awhile must -walk the 
paths of earth;: strengthen their hands 
to do .their work, their minds and spir
its to do-their part in human life. May 
they irrlize, that when the doorway 
thus is .opened all ministering.ones ap
pear, and the light is not far nor dim, 
but,close at hand. May tlie benediction 
of this hour, the sacredness of this di
vine human sympathy that welleth up 
m the loving heart make a true and 
more perfect bond unto that kingdom of 
Life and Light within the spirit. Amen

Hymn: “There’B a .Laud That Is 
Fairer Than Day.”

Now may the-baptism of her minis-

outnumbered jiilue far more than in the 
limit of timé- And, though I am a life
long Spiritualist,! 1 am still open to new 
ideas (new to me) and new thoughts. 
I admit no creed, for I claim all of the 
freedom to whicbi.i am entitled by the 
right of natural inheritance. I am my 
own thinker, end F enjoy the privilege 
of polishing niy ideas; heneo this re
quest. '. . . ,.¡7'.

. Brother Feeblest-Esteemed Brother: 
,—Your question^ in! your article, in last 
week’s issue,.,pf' The Progressive 
Thinker, under tho beading, “Important 
Subjects-Considered,” have led me to 
desire a talk .with !you on .this subject. 
I may not.bo classed a mental scientist,' 
for I-.te.qJ tl}at I hpve not yet mastered 
tlie cult; but:J have been thinking along 
those lines.

Y’oiir questions suggest-to me this hy
pothesis; Tliq. action of the mind is 
tliought. Being anfáction, It expresses 
motion—it,thinks,. it reasons with the 
subconscious, thoughts creating- new 
ideas. Also, beipg.an action it 'is a 
thing. , Webster . defines "tiling’! as 
“event or action; , any suustance,” etc. 
Motion creates vibration, be It vacillat
ing or otherwlse. Then, if thought is 

. action, it.is motion, and is creative. As 
\Jt creates vibration! why is it not trans
ferable? Being : a thing, ,s it-.not a vi- 
brative thought, going out in waves, 
like tlie waves of tho ocean—vibrating 
less and less, as the force which sent it 
put diminishes? If it be thus, would it 
not be fair to maintain tliat the intense 
thinking of a thought directed to a cer
tain object, would send tlie vlbrative 
thought to .the object on which it were 
directed?

Whether, this ,bo :so or not, this I do’ 
know: I have sent,.thoughts out to dif
ferent persons, ají different times, and. 
they have' jieen. received. Their 
thoughts have returned to mo jn answer 
to my tliought; apd showing their sub
conscious thought as well. Again, I 
have done the same by accident, with
out previous arrangement. Then, can 
it be other than"acting through a natu
ral'law? We mlght-Buggest the inter
vention of spirit power. But is it fair 
to suppose' .that a- spirit can be with tis 
arid in a place a thousand miles distant 
at the same time?, To me,- it seems a 
fair concluBlpp that, as spirits transfer 
their thoughts to mortals, so we trans
fer our thoughts, tq one another. For, 
are not we, all; spirits ? Arid, is. not the 
body merely the expression of the spirit 
In eirth-Bubstance?- .,:If this be a fact, is 
it hot easy to' discern what thoughts 
have created?- True, there is “purpose, 
skill and persistent, energy.” But, do 
hot these ingredients enter Into the 
composition ot;thought? Neither are 
they subjects pf avoirdupois. But they, 
are implied thinger-and they are crea
tive."

To me, mental science is- the science 
of the mind;'gnd it; is the scientific 
proof.of ».spirit--control. It is the sci
ence of; Spiritualism., The two-are lfi- 
séphráble,,. ., 

,!,! Now,'Brother Peebles,-as -you are in
clined, tp trept this subject to a dose of 
sarcasm, alltoy me to ask: Can there be 
any deception or hypocrisy in an honest 
thought? Along the-line of my. study 
of mental science,. I , have met with 
some granfi, soul-inspiring thoughts. 
And I must confess that I have never 
found one which is not a factor in the 
upbuilding of mankind; or'which does 
riot tend, toward.eleyatirig man to the 
boasted, but-unattained, estate of being 
the noblest work, of, ..sp-called, creation. 

! In answer to the -inquiry concerning 
the housewife’s bonnet: Would it not be 
fair to' conclude that th'e.'transforma- 

•lion of an! old bonnet—newly , cleaned, 
newly polished and newly trimmed— 
would pass, quite respectably and mor
ally, for a naw bonnet? * The parable of 
the wine does not lit this age. If the 
bottles which. .ChriS.t referred Jto had 
been-made* of .glass, the old, tried bot
tles would have been better than the 
new. All thejriewness required Yrould 
have,been, jiew',corks. . .

Yoii may cal) me.an optimist, if you 
will. For I fully believe that every
thing is. good,! negatively or positively; 
and is tor the best;, as is eventual!? 
proven. But I am determined to keep 
out pf the ruts; so,.I'.am ever ready to ' 

.BUbjnit my ideasSto the process- of ré- 
polishing. n >t 
. . ' SARAH E. SWEETLAND.

Grand Rapids,’.Mich. . . ’ ’

l act, process, or power, of thinking; any 
mental activity; the exercise of the 
mind ip the widest sense; more.strict
ly,-that of the intellectual faculties 
only; psychol, in the. strictest sense, 
the exercise of tlie comparative fac
ulty." Howaudacious then, in any one, 
to- inject into the Standard Dictionary's 
definition such . avoirdupois-meaning 
-words as “thing," “substance," matter!

Sister Sweetland - accuses me of 
“treating this subject to a dose of sar
casm." No—no! Yoil do me injustice. 
The sarcasm is in the phrase 
“thoughts pre. things.", By stirring it 
up, I exno.se the sarcasm, and the silii- 
ness of-the theory—that's all, Person
ally Ï am as calm and tactful and 
smooth and suave and'.serene as are 
June’s loveliest, evenings, If my pen 
slips in' controversies, I quickly give it 
a. disciplinary lecture on courtesy, 
Square pegs sometimes get into round 
holes causing disputations. None are 
perfect.

Here comes a square question from 
our sister : “Can there be’any deception 
in an honest thought?’1 What there 
can be of cannot be ip this measureless 
universe, is hard to say. But the woman 
with the drunken.husband, who put the 
ink-bottle in place of the eye-water for 
him to use on his liquor-inflamed eyes 
when reaching' home In the darkness of 
midnight, no doubt cherished the “hon
est thought” that ÜUs "deception” 
might help to reform her husband. This 
makes of "honest thought” and "decep
tion” very close bedfellows—does it 
not?

"Mental science—the science of the 
mind, is. the science of Spiritualism,” 
we are told by this writer.. Not so! If 
it be true that Spiritualism is- based 
upon the fluctuating science of the 
mind, upon mental science or Christian 
Science—heaven pity it. No—no, Spir
itualism is based upon pure, immutable 
spirit—upon .wpll-established facts— 
upon a combined phenomenon and phi
losophy, and upon immutable' princi
ples. And moreover, it is ail-embrac- 
ing, encouraging all reforms, and lead
ing on and upward to all the Inqpming 
reforms that must énlighten and uplift 
humanity.

Still' do I insist that to call an old, un
fashionable, last year's bonnet, because 
"cleaned and trimmed,' a new bonnet, is 
morally ’ dishonest True, Mrs. Sweet
land thinks it "would pass 'quite re
spectably.” Yes—and this very “pass
ing” would constitute the quintessence 
of the deception. Never have I as yet, 
though a liberal-minded searcher for 
the truth, been able to fish up from 
Mental Scientists, or New Thoughtlsts 

' a single, thought that was both new and 
j true. Their wares are old, renamed, 
revestufed, retrim.med and so, the more 

I deceptive.
; I, too, like Mrs. Sweetland, am an op
timist, an earnest, hopeful optimist, but 
not such a consummate Jdiot as to be
lieve that broken limbs, cancers, fibroid, 
tumors, syphilis, rape, ‘ and lynchings 
and black-hearted murders, are either 
as she states 4n substance “negatively 
or positively, good." If they are good- 
good An any way, why, the -people 
should continue in the practice of their 
good, and. further, they should encour
age and cultivate this negative demon
ism though black as the perishing Ge
henna. ■,

Optimism, evolution and Spiritualism 
are a trinity in unity? Under. the low
est inherited débris. there glitters the । 
divine spprk—the divine Impress—the 
uplift ot divinity—the infinité possible 
ity for all intelligences. • And so, as the 
poet sings, “Upward all things tend.”

. J. M. PEEBLES', M. D.
Battle Creek, Mich. A

To the Editor: —Kindly give space in 
your valued' journal lor the ioUow>»e 
important announcement concerning 
the place of meeting ot tiie N.' S. A. 
convention to be held in St. Louis, Oct.

: 18, 19. 20 and 21.
! The committee of the World’s Fair 
Congresses, assigned to this association 
—as to otliers—tho music hall of the 
great Coliseum, for convention pur
poses, and we had every reason to sup
pose all was in readiness for ourioccu- 
pancy. At this late day comes the in
formation that Music Hall has been 
rented for the season to a ipusical com
pany, and that another hall has been 
allotted to the convention societies. In
vestigation shows that the secpiuj hall 
is not adequate for our purpose—its 
acoustic properties are not good, and 
as the musical company aforesaid gives 
u musical extravaganza day and even
ing its sounds are sufficient to com
pletely drown the voices of.our speak
ers and delegates, Hence the N. S. A,- 
official board has decided that the con
vention be held at the Spiritual Tem
ple: in St, Louis, 3015 P(ne street, where 
the.reception of Monday, Oct. 17, at 8 
p. m.„ will also be held. .We regret ex
ceedingly the' necessity of changing lo
cation of meetings at this, late day, but 
are so obliged to do in justice to. our 
people. Pine~ Street Temple is reached 
from Union Station as follows: ’ Take 
18th street car to Olive, transfer,west 
and ride to 30th street, walk one block 
south; or. take Laclede car and ride to 
SOtii or Garrison, and walk two blocks 
north.

All delegates and other friends who 
Intend to be in St, LouIb durlug the 
time of convention, are requested to ar
range their plans for visiting the Fair 
or sight-seeing, so as to enable them to 
attend all sessions of the convention— 
day and evening. Important business 
IS sure to come up at all day sessions, 
while tho evening meetings will be 
more attractive to Spiritualists and in
vestigators, by the able and brilliant 
talent we shall present; AU are cor
dially invited. Come one and all and 
help to make this the grandest convoca
tion of Spiritualists tlie world has ever 
known.

Information concerning rooms can 
be had by addressing Thomas Grim
shaw, 5835 Theodosia avenue, St. Louis. 
Forward postage to prepay his replies.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

Washington, D. C.

N. S. A. CONVENTION.
OCTOBER 18, 19, 20 AND 21.

Headquarters of the N. Ö. A. official 
board will be at the Lindell Hotel, St. 
Louis, Mo., from October 12 till Oct 22.

All convention meetings will be held 
in the Spiritual Temple, 3015 Pine 
street, St Louis, also the reception on
Monday, October 17, at 8 p. m.

All day meetings will be free; 
cents admission to evening services.

Evening talent of the best, will 
presented. Among those who are
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be 
to

taring presence abide with this house
hold; may other spirits ot the loved and 
arisen ones be near; and may the light 
of thy perfect love,' our heavenly 
rent, abide forever. Amen.

IS IT MEMORY OR HOPE?

Each flower, that-blooms and fills 
land with bliss, .

Pa-

the

Each bird that sings its happy note 
to-day, ■ -

Somehow reminds me of a joy I miss, 
As if ’twere mine in some dear far 

away!
I cannot tell if it werxxages gone, 

Or if it is of time that's yet to be, ..
For to the heart the years so swift pass 

on,
But this I know, the joy belongs to 

me! : —William Brunton.

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD
Information How They May Qlvo Birth to Happy$ 

Healthy Children Absolutely. With-
. out Paln«*Scnt Free, •

■ No woman .need any Joneer dread the palns of 
oWM-blrth, br,remain. childless. Dr. J. H-. Dye 
ha« devoted hla Ufó to relief Ing- the aorrqWBOl 
wotdKi.- He has-pro ved that alt pain at childbirth 
may be entirely banmhed-.and he will .gladly, tell 
you hdW it may be done absolutely ireo of charge, 
fecndvotir name «nd nddreaa to Dr. J.H. Dya- ÍM 
jA’wifi Block. Buffalo. N. Y.. nnd be will seno ro.u. 
postpaid; In? wondcrful.book which tcilsbow jc 
giro .birth- to happy, healthy chUnron, absolutely 
wiurout ntdn; also, bow lo cure sterility.- Do not 
delay, bnl write to-day, . ~

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent innplrltualthe wishes of the spirit while hero, eicu cast its brightening Influen’ce’over 'suggestivenesS. Cloth°$1.50.

ASTROLOGY to the front.
Trying to Tell Who Will Be Elected 

President.

' , Dr. Peebles’ Reply.
.; The perusal of Sister Sweetlaml’s ar
ticle gave me greht.pleasure, breathing 
as it did, thé1 spirit’ of inquiry, sugges
tion, chanty and good will. I believe in I 
suggestion and suggestive therapeutics, i 
yet am „brainy enough, I trust, not to 
use suggestion, hypnotism and mesmer-1 
ism synonymously. - - -I

But to these questions and sugges-l 
tions. “The action of the mind is i 
thought,” says Mrs,'Sweetland. Possi
bly I can accept this when she-definés 
mind, its origin and force. “It thinks,” | 
she states. What thinks, the thought, i 
or the action or the motion? To say i 
that the thought thinks would be equiv
alent to saying that: thé Spirit spirits, 
the mind minds. "If it be action which I 
thinks, then a boulder.in action rolling 
down, a mountain must be a mighty 
thinker.- |

Perhaps she .really, candidly means!
that the thought "thinks" and “rea
sons,” (as .she states,) "wittethe subcon
scious, creating new, ideas.” There! 
that’s tho first "new thought” that I 
ever heard advanced oy the New 
Thoughtist Cult.. It must be consid
ered, as lam-not-cleat; about the “sub.” 
Tho prefix “sub”-nieans under; and it 
the subconscious thoughts “reason” 
with the upperconscious thoughts, to 
create ideas, they must be a set of hor
rible mental hybrids, because there are 
so maûy wicked thoughts swarming m 
low, undeveloped souls. The word 
“ertate”'used by our questioner, died 
when the devil’ot thé'oiogy died. Evo
lution has taken the place of creation.

"Motion,” we are told by this lady, 
“causes vibration;’’ It does nothing of 
the kind. Motion is a result and not a 
conscious cause. In.fact, motion is not 
in any sense the equivalent of thought, 
and. neither of thenvereates vibration.

'- Theodore Roosevelt' . .
From the preseiit time until Oct. 10 

Mars .will, be in evil. aspect; to his ■ sun' 
froih tfie fourth.house, and as Mars will 
also be in evil aspect’ to Mercury and 
Uranus he will be in danger of accident 
during his timé, Jupiter is in aspect to 
hiis “sun, this, giving him almost a Í 
charined. life. i ¡

• After Oct. 10 the evil indications will 
be passed, and on Oct 27 ■ Mars will 
leave the fourth house ‘ and; Mercury I 
will come in good aspect to his sun and 
Mercury's own place, 'indicating some j 
move on bis part, which will assure his . 
success, - ' ' ' . ' - ' '

Nov, 8 Jupiter will b.e in good aspect? 
to his suit, in good aspect, toithe cusp I 
of the house of nativity, will be passing I 
through" the house which rules his 
friends, and this, with his strong circle, .1 
will leave no doubt as to his success, i

“There appears, to be no doubt of Mr. 
•Roosevélt’s election,” Bald Mme Seera. 
“When I- read his horoscope—that is; 
the beginning of it—it seemed doubtful 
Jo me that he would be-successful for 

I the simple reason that there are omi- 
Inous days ahead of him. But as I ap- 
I proached the day of election tbe sltua- 
I tion brightened and the indications for 
the eighth day of November could not 
be more satisfactory for. him.” !• 

I Judge Alton B. Parker.
i The 2d of October Mars enters his 
i house of life and will continue there un- 
| til Nov. 7. . .
i Mars will be in evil aspect to the sun, 
to Jupiter, the moon, and Mercury on- 
Nov. 8. This coming from the house of 

I life is very evil. ■
At some time between Sept. 27 and 

October 5 something will happen or be 
i done by Judge Parker that will ruin his 
I chance for success.
: There is considerable danger of acci
dent about him on election nay, but his 
health will be good.

: On. Nov. 8 the sun and his ruling 
planet, Mercury, will be within orb of 
the beneficent Jupiter m the radical fig
ure, which will be-an excellent indica
tion for his health, But Jupiter, in 
turn, is transiting, the great malefic 
Saturn and afflicts the sun at birth, and 
this will be the one great obstacle in the 
way of his success.- .

participate as speakers are Will J. Er- 
wood, Dr. J. M. Peebles, W. J. Colville, 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie, Mrs. Laura G. Fixen 
and others of note. Mediums: Rev. E. 
W. Sprague, Mrs. Maud Lord-Drake, 
Mrs. G. p. Cooley, Mrs. È. A. Sauer and 
other well-known test workers. A 
grand time is expected for our cause.

Business sessions will present many 
features of the utmost importance to 
our cause. The usual routine will be 
followed, but it is expected that many 
questions and issues of great value will 
be presented which will call for wise 
deliberation and much discussion on 
the part of the brainy delegate who 
will be with us. No person should miss 
even a single session. Kindly arrange 
your, plans Tor sight-seeing so as not to 
interfere with your attendance at the 
meetings. k

The N. S. A. cannot make terms for 
rooms for delegates or others. Infor
mation on this matter can be obtained 
from our trustee, Thomas Grimshaw, at 
3015 .Pine street, St. Louis, by address
ing him with stamp for reply. A list of 
rooming houses, comfortable and con
venient, is to be found at his address. 

’ In reply -to critics, we are led to an
nounce that it is Impossible for any out
line of convention work to be published 
prior to the meetings; for aside from 
the Amendments and usual routine 
work that have to be presented, we 
have not sufficient data of what is to be 
-done to enable us to give any intelligent 
Idea of the special work to the public; 
nor can we give our annual reports at 
an earlier daté, as we do not close our 
books nor make up reports till October. 

• As reference has been made in one of 
our journals, to the liberal spirit of the 
N. S. A. treasurer, but with the remark 
that money is not everything, it is my 
.duty to herewith say, that in addition to 
his generous monetary help, Mr. Mayer 
being a man of keenest business acu
men and sagacity, is of invaluable aid, 
not only at conventions, and board 
meetings, but also during the entire 
year as adviser, helper and one of far- 
seeing judgment at headquarters in the 
management of official affairs. Your : 
secretary feels deeply indebted to him 1 
for his generous aid, ■ as. should evdry 
member and society of this association.

. MARY T. LONGLEY, I 
. N S. A. Secretary.

T>08ï SI 'PO
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Dial Fiai«».

The Arcana of Spiritualism.
A Manual of Spiritual Sclenoe- and 

Philosophy,

This instrument is substantially the 
sanie as tliat employed by Prot. Hare in 
his early Investigations, In its im
proved form it has been before the PUU’ 
lie for more than twelve years, and in 
the hands of thousands of person» has 
proved its superiority over the Plan
chette, and all other instruments which 
have been brought out in imitation, . 
both In regard to certainty and correct
ness of the communications received by^- 
Us aid, qnd as a means of developing 
mediumship. ■ - 7

Do you wish to Investigate Spirit
ualism?

* Do. you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Do you desire to receive communica

tions?
The Psychograph is an invaluable as

sistant. A pamphlet with full 
directions tor the

FORMATION OF CIRCLES AND CUL
TIVATION OF MEDIUMSHIP

with every instrument. Many who were 
not aware of their mediumlstic gift, 
have, after a few sittings, been able to 
receive delightful messages. A vol
ume might be filled with commendatory 
letters. Many who began with it an an 
amusing toy, found that the intelligence 
controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spirit
ualism.

• Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., 
writes: “1 had communications (by the 
Psychograph) from many other friends, 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to. me that Spiritualism is 
Indeed true, and the communications 
have given my heart the greatest com
fort in the severest loss I have had ot < 
son, daughter, and their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings 
have made his name familiar to those 
interested in psychic matters, writes as 
follows: “I am much pleased with the 
Psychograph. It is very simple in prin
ciple and construction, and I am sure 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual 
power than the one now in use. I be
lieve it will generally supersede the lat
ter when its superior merits become 
known."

Securely packed, and sent postage 
: paid from the manufacturer, for $1.00.
Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS^
AND

Omer Oîîerînijs, 
BY

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE

This volume contains a selection of 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page illustrations, 
including photogravures ot the author 
and Clair Tuttle, it is bound in blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
tlie poems are especially adapted for 
recitations.

The author needs no Introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature. 
Epes Sargent said of one'Of her poems 
that it was tlie equal of anything in the 
language, and that sjie was the poet ot 
the Nev? Dispensation.

The Mecca says: "Psychic Poems.”
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmetts 

Coleman: "To all lovers of good poetry 
this book is confidently recommended."

Will Carlton: “I have read with great 
interest:”

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: "A most exquisite bouquet, 
’•••the thoughts echo and re-echo 

"through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page."

The author says in the dedication: 
“To those whose thoughts and longings 
reach into the unseen Land of Sou'is, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey 
thither.”

Price ?1.00. For sale by 
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohlc.

"Judge Parker's evil days appear to 
be upon him, from the position ot Ins 
ruling planet. The worst period for his..........  o HV1OV PVMUU WrillB

Hoping to instruct this new sect , of I success in public life will begin Oct 2 
mental confusionists,. permit me to il-i and will continue until Nov, 7, and it 
lustrate'. A * stalwart, strong-willed I seems that while-President Roosevelt 
man, stone in band, stands upon the! is-about to do some one thing that will 
Mtiu» —-.r. w«i. hi«. -o —— j insure his election, Judge Parker ap-

| pears doomed to do- something between 
। Sept. 27 and October 5 that will virtu- 
I ally mean his defeat in his life’s groat- 
l est ambitions. ■ < ' ‘

hilltop and,- with the vim of conscious
will-power, he hurls the stone into a 
calm, placid lake. Now then, tlie force 
of: the -will-hurled stone striking the 
water, caused-; the’- vibratory waves, 
which, wideni’ng may Mach the farthest
shore. "But mark-the-cause "was^the "Death Defeated; or the Psychic 88- 

-------- ....... -------- " By. J. M.mortal^vgstured^ sjflTftA pndAhe Atone ^crettof Itow foKeep ftung;”' by j. » 
was - not transferred^ neither are peqiilto; M. Dn M. AL Ph, D. Pr&Sa 81. 
thoughts as ' things” transferred some- io cents. , * qx.

New Cure for Kidney and Bladder Dis- 
■ eases, Rheumatism, etc.

Our readers will be glad to know that 
ther-new botanical discovery, Alkavis, 
has proved a certain-cure tor all dis
eases caused by Uric acid in the blood, 
or by disordered action of-the kidneys 
or urinary organs. It is a -wonderful 
discovery, with a record of 1200 hospital 
cures in 30 days. It acts directly upon 
the blood and kidneys, and is a true spe
cific, just as quinine is in malaria.

Among tho many testimonials received is one 
from the Rev. W. B. Moore, D.D., -of Washing
ton, testifies in the New YorltChrlstlan Witness 
that Alkavis completely cured him or Rheuma
tism anil Kidney and Bladder disease of many 
years' standing. Many ladles also testify to its 
curative powers in disorders -peculiar to wo
manhood.

So far tlie Church Kidney Cure. Com
pany, New York, are the only importers 
of this new remedy, and they are so 
anxious to prove its~value that for the 
sake of introduction they will send a 
free sample of Alkavis prepaid by mall 
to every reader of The Progressive 
Thinker who is.a sufferer from any 
form- of Kidney? or Bladder disorder, 
Bright’s Disease, Rheumatism, Dropsy, 
Gravel, Diabetes, Pain in Back, difficult 
or too irequent: passing water, or other 
affliction due to improper action of the 
Kidneys or Urinary ^Organs. We a(l- 
vise all Sufferers to send their names

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are- already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to tlie student 
of psychic laws and manifestations.. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of Investigators _ 
that are not answered In its -pages, 
Price, Î1.25 postpaid,
- Address all orders to

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Bertin Heights, Ohio.

and address to the company, and 
ceivo the Alkavis entirely- free, 
dress Church Kidney Cure Cor, No. 
Fourth Avenue, New York.

re- 
Ad- 
404.

. .. "Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
■ Inconsistencies and Blasphemies: a Re
view of. Rev. T. DeWitt and Rcv.Frank 
DeWitt Talmage's- oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” - By Moses Hull» 
Friee 10 ccn'

Your
INDUCE

Neighbor to Subscribe for Th« 
Progressive Thinker', ' '

Now Is the time to extend the circulai 
tion of The Progresslye Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should* ba 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such » vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich th« 
c-tedi Send in a subscription noxt, .

.. .!-. - **... - o
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CHAPTER V.

Resurrection.
Music, soft apd gentle. Oh, hoi 

Bweet. Ib there anything known amon, 
men that will soothe the stricken soul 
like sweet music? That sweet harmo 
nious sound, coming from, it may bi 
many voices of well trained musicians 
who with oue accord all touch upon t- 
single note at the same time, and con 
tlnuing in a regular rise and fal a 
tone, they tell of a story of their lives 
of peace, harmony and love. Or it may 
be a band of music, giving forth a vol 
ume of sound; or perhaps a union o, 
both, and all giving forth that most in 
tense harmonious symphony, that tc 
the ear is like the lullaby of the fond 
mother to her babe which becomes the 
only balm to soothe it to its gentle and 
peaceful sleep.

The siren lures the thoughtless youth 
to his destruction by her sweet low 
harmony In unison with the eaves. 
The angels have been spoken of as giv
ing the sweetest music that mortals 
have ever heard; their harps were at
tuned to the finest strains of music that 
could be imagined; many loved ones, 
after lying in a drowsy state for hours, 
have brightened up, and lifting their 
eyes and hands upward have expressed 
their gratitude for the harmonious 
sounds that have been wafted from the 

■ unseen shore to them, as the pearly 
gates opened for them to go and join 
the great majority in God’s land.

I opened my eyes, after how long a 
time I may never know; but long before 
I had any desire to move or see, my 
ears were filled with that most delight
ful musical harmony that it is impos
sible to describe; It seemed that to 
move was to drive it away; I hardly 
dared to breathe lest I should lose one 
note, one sound that filled my soul with 
untold Joy. My every fibre, my -vejy 
spirit, was burning with emotion that 
was caused by the exquisite sounds that 
soothed and held me in ecstatic bond
age; had there been one disturbing 
Bound or thought to mar my perfect 
bliss, I should have been turned into a 
howling fiend.

Now the sounds would die away until 
I found myself shedding tears for fear 
they would not return; again they 
would swell into a full round storm of 
music that seemed to fill the whole uni
verse; then, when coming with lull vol
ume, every note by each voice or in
strument was as distinct as when they 
were barely audible. The music seemed 
to tell a story of perfect peace and 
love; it seemed that the music without 
the words were pictures of perfect 
beauty, describing the unseen treasures 
of God to man; of His goodness for all 
errors that had been the retarding force 
of man’s progress towards perfection. 
There were no sorrowful notes, words 
or tones; nothing to start a pang 'of 
sorrow or tear of remorse; but every 
sound gleamed with gladness, and love, 
and joy, and peace, and sunshine, per
fect rest and extreme happiness; ¿nd 
seemed for my benefit, as if to bring me 
back to life, and compensate me for the 
anguish of those few minutes on the 
shore of that river where I suffered that 
second death.

I did open my eyes, but I was grieved 
,j.or so doing, for that feast of harmony 
immediately ceased; I closed them to 
hear more, for, like the glutton, I was 
not satisfied. I was already filled, but 
I cried for more. It had gone; the ser
aphic sounds had died away. Again my 
eyes opened, that I might discover from 
whence the music came. To say- that 
the music was a picture, detailing the 
unimaginable beauties of God’s wonder
ful kingdom; to Bay it was perfect har
mony of sound; to tell of the exquisite 
gratification to the sense of hearing, is 
only to speak of the beauties that now 
met my gaze.

I had trod the soft yielding ground. I 
had been taken aboard the strange ves
sel-in mid stream and-had been priv
ileged to roam at will and feast upon 
everything that the mind could wish; I 
had by the same unseen power been 
wafted to the yet stranger aerial ves
sel and there allowed to view the won
ders of a new world from a dizzy 
height, while traveling with the speed 
with which the light of the sun comes 
to the earth. I had been left where I 
started, and my last look was of sor
row, sadness and bewilderment; now, 
bewilderment came in another form.

lecting all the hues of the rainbow so 
cautifully and harmoniously were they 

.fended. The pictures, or painting!
ere of a great variety, representing al 

hat would be ennobling and elevatnu 
0 anyone who gazed upon them. Then 
/as no repetition of scenes or subjects 
I'lie floor was tessellated, and repre 
lented scenes of what I afterwards 
earned was ancient history; as if U 
ihow the significance of putting the 
kings of the past beneath our feet. 
Ooors and' windows, which were numer
als, were wide open; and although all 
hiugs seemed substantial and solid, 

yet I could look through the walls and 
'.eiling, and even through the beauti
ful pictures as well as I could see 
through the open doors and winddws; 
ind while I looked at the beauties near, 
ind could see them so plainly, when 1 
looked through them at things remote, 
I could see everything equally plain. 
The atmosphere seemed to act like a 
powerful telescope to aid the sight. 
There was nothing tojnar the scene, or 
jar the intense rapture of all my senses.

Yet I was alone, and no one seeined

one 1 wore told a story that showed I 
had a task to perform that would re-

uire diligent study and a great
•mount of patience, It' was all plain 
:ow, and I could easily see what was 
expected of me; and I resolved in the 
.line she held her hand on my head.

continue In their particular sphere in 
which they, chance to. be born, while 
here, the lesser are invited, I may say 
they are compelled to seek the society 
ot the minds of those who are higher de
veloped. so as to receive the full bene
fit ot tiie evolution of thought, as is 
made manifest from the highest teach
ers In tlielr s.udy of the great and 
beautiful laws of the grand whole, so 
as to get all the Information they are 
capable of retaining as quickly as pos
sible.

“Again, unlike the inhabitants of Acr, 
the lesser developed here1 never pre
sume to mingle with those so far above 
themselves that they can not compre
hend, but each one advances just as 
last as they are able to understand, 
and no taster; but there is in each ¿nd 
all an ambition to climb; the highest 
want to go higher, and the least have 

jU desire to reach the round of the lad
der of understanding where tlielr

to take the least notice of me. I could
see hundreds of people in all direc
tions; I could see their every move;
I could hear the hum of their voices, 
and all the various noises that would 
naturally accompany so many people 
In such a diversity .of occupations. Ma
chinery of all kinds; the puffing and 
clatter of powerful engines; joyous 
shouts of happy children; the peaceful 
pursuits of suburban life; in fact there 
was nothing wanted that could be found 
to-day that humanity sees or thinks 
about that was not brought within my 
vision; yet everything was distinct to 
both the eye and ear.

To me, coming from a world where 
everything was in its almost primitive 
state, it seemed as If I had been trans
ported to elyslan fields, where every
thing was in such an advanced state, 
that there was no Jar between any of 
the people, or anything that was there. 
I know that I should not have been hu
man had I been able to continue in that 
sublime state for an extended time, 
after I had once taken in all that grand 
panorama; and yet I was almost afraid 
to move or think, lest that beautiful 
scene should vanish; but because I was 
human, my thoughts began to work.

Again, 1 began to wonder where I 
was. I thought of my terrible experi
ence on that terrible wreck in the 
ocean; I thought of my home, away, 
somewhere among the green hills of my 
native country. I court” not believe 1 
was in a land anything like the one 1 
had left. I thought of the crew of that 
fated vessel; if they were dead, why 
did I not see them, when I could see 
every other thing so plainly? I again 
thought of my flippant remark as that 
fated “Hawks-Eye” swung from her 
dock, and so many waved adieu to their 
friends on her decks. I thought of 
what her captain said to me at that 
time. The shrieks of “Old Nick” again 
rung in my ears. I lived my life over 
again amid the terrible scenes of that 
wrecked vessel, and I closed my eyes, 
and again the raviflNng music with 
which I had been soothed back to life
came to my ears and I slept, 
dreamed I was in my old home;

Where was I, now? Not a sound broke 
the stillness of death ;r was surrounded' 
by an Indescribably beautiful picture 
that I will try to tell something about, 
although words fail me to describe it. 
I was now in a swinging bed of some 
light and airy material that seemed to 
be a part of myself; the rough coarse 
garment with which I had left the ship, 
and which -so far 1 had worn in this 
strange land had now disappeared, and
in their place I was now clothed in a 
loose flowing robe like which all
people I had seen were clothed 
The robe was not white, nor was 
black, but of quite dark gray color.

I had no desire to stir. I felt 
premely happy. .There was no one

the 
in. 
it

su
de-

sire in my soul. I felt contented to lie 
there and drink in the beauties of my 
surroundings. • To say that my ears 
had been filled with all the perfect 
sound that they were able to contain, 
does not half express the feast of 
beauty that my eyes now behold. Nor 
was that all, for the air I breathed was 
filled with the aroma of the sweetest 
flowers of all the earth; and with all 
this bewildering beauty and fragrance 
in my immediate presence, I could look 
through the walls of the house I was in, 
and see all I had first beheld when 1 
first roamed at will through this won
derland. . •

■ Again, I asked: Was I dreaming? 
Was I deliriotis? Was I dead? Surely, 

■; this must be heaven. As I wondefed and 
cogitated, and tried to realize what my 
satisfied condition was, and wondering 
at the beauties of my surroundings; yet 
with the fear that my thoughts would 
disturb the harmonious conditions -of 
cream, everything seemed to -blend 
each into another and many strange yet 
most exquisitely beautiful scenes .met 
my gaze.

I was in a large high room, the ceil
ing was studded with sparkling gems, 
shedding a light, that but for the won- 
derful atmosphere, would have blinded 
me; now I could look at them without 
tiring my eyes; and they blended into 
a beautiful picture of-exquisite work; 
the walls, which were very lofty, were 
covered with the same kind of gems

.hat I would be a diligent scholar, 
jver be faithful to the1 trust that 
jeen placed upon me,

CHAPTER VI.

No restalnt. But— 
"Brother,” she said, in accents

and 
had

low
ind musical, “be assured that you are 
among friends; your past Is all known 
t.y me. Realizing how your gross body 
has suffered as it came in contact with 
the still more gross material and neces
sary conditions of that gross and unde
veloped sphere from whence you have 
just issued, and that you necessarily 
partake of that undeveloped sphere, the 
law'of this .more highly developed 
sphere compels me to come to your qid, 
and commence the work of assimilation 
of your being to the more fully unfolded 
state which is but a step up the great 
ladder of progression of all things by 
the great plan or cosmic force, v/hich 
will ultimately lead to the apex of the 
vast whole, where such sorrows as your 
tired nature has suffered, will no longer 
be known.

“Listen while I qnfold to you, and ex
plain to your wondering senses, the 
scenes of this, to you, wonderland. 
Coming as you do from .the sphere 
where everything is just from the molds 
as It were, the rough comers protruding 
from all things, the paths are strewn 
with sharp stones and thorns, every- 
thing is dark except at intervals, and 
when the light does break, it' causes 
heavy shadows; where all things are of 
such yielding nature, that when brought 
in contact with each other, they each 
partake of the other, and the partially 
developed become contanflnated with 
the more gross, and all conspire to re
tard the progress of the whole.

“No doubt you wonder at the seeming 
harmony of your present surroundings. 
The comparison between this sphere, 
and'the one you came from is vastly too 
great for any mind in your sphere to 
comprehend, however great it might be 
thought there. There, there are but 
few with education, yet that few show 
their little learning by ostentatious dis
play and arrogance, and keep the many 
in a state of ignorance, all for one rea
son; that Is, simply that they may en
joy their own self-gratification on all 
occasions. Each works tor self alone, 
regardless of their fellows; whereas, if 
they were to work in unison for one 
common cause, the'whole world would' 
be advanced to a far greater extent, 
and the development of the people 
there and all things in nature would de
velop faster; the laws of nature which 
are the same there as they ¿re here, 
would be better understood, ana the so- 
called laws of man would be modified or 
abolished altogether.

“The masses there are controlled in 
such a manner that it almost becomes 
slavery; and they are controlled mostly

it
seemed as if I had been far away and 
I had Just arrived home; my good moth
er had embraced me and led me Into 
that old log house; and there beside the 
great fireplace where the huge back
log was fiercely burning,*sat my dear 
father complacently smoking his cob 
pipe, while opposite were seated my 
two brothers and sister, who eagerly 
listened to the wonderful story their 
long lost and truant brother was re
lating. I told with minute detail, of 
mY terrible experience with its happy 
ending. Then I told them of the won
derful country I found myself in; and 
I thought I told them that I must re
turn, for I was now only on a visit to 
let them know I was not in trouble, 
neither was I dead. Then I thought my 
fond mother hung on my neck, and 
begged me not to go; and in my efforts 
to soothe her, I awoke to find myself in 
that same floating bed, in that same 
wonderful room amid all the beauty and 
harmony with which I had been sur
rounded when I first regained con
sciousness, and standing by my side 
was one of the most beautiful creatures 
my ¿yes ever beheld. I wish I had 
language at my command, with which I 
could fully describe her. Were it pos
sible to depict the way those strange 
people conveyed their thoughts to each 
other, or better, were it possible to con
vey a faint idea how they read each oth
ers’ thoughts, then I might be able to 
give a slight description of the beaute
ous creature that raised a shapely 
hand and'placed it on my head.,

I gazed at her in raptured wonder
ment; I dared not speak, and had I 
wished to, I could not have uttered a 
sound. You, who have stood before 
some mighty cataract, or listened to the 
eloquence of some famous orator; or 
been a spectator of some mighty up
heaval of nature, may realize some
thing of the awe with which I gized at 
her who had been designated, as-1 af
terwards learned, to be my teacher and 
companion, by the power that .con
trolled that strange land and people, 
and was the first one to speak to me in 
that enchanted country.

Oh, how her voice and touch thrilled 
me. Through all eternity, I will never 
forget it; it thrilled every fibre of my 
being with new life. It. seemed as if 
,my weight had suddenly disappeared. 1 
was a new being; the sensation was 
like a mild electric shock. Where be
fore, everything was so vivid to my 
sight and hearing, now, it was all .re
doubled. What before had been like a 
dream, was now a living reality;. I was 
apart of the beautiful surroundings, all 
was a harmonious whole, and my. com-, 
panion was the connecting link that had. 
united -me with the TesL I was com 
pletely in her power, and .1 fully real
ized it from the moment she laid her 
hand on my brow. . .

She. spoke not, neither did she move; 
yet I was aware, of an indescribable 
power which she'had exercised over

, me, which plainly told me that I was to 
submit to her in everything: even my 
thoughts were from that moment to be 
in unison with, her, and I had lost my 
Identity to that extent that I was to be-

. gin to become one of the people whom -I 
: found myself among.'
। I was assured that I was not dead, 

neither was I a prisoner, for I was to

teacher stands; there are none 
a teacher, consequently there 
drqnes.

"You will then, readily see

by a so-called religion, which has been 
established by a few ambitious persons, 
who having a strong psychological 
power of which most were ignorant that 
they possessed, and styling themselves 
emissaries from an imaginary Deity, 
sent -to reform the world, and. after he 
has been deprived of his life by some 
horrible torture, the teachings of this 
self-styled reformer have been gathered 
by a few, and after the lapse of a few 
centuries have been scattered broad
cast over a small portion of the earth, 
and all who could not, or would not ac
cept them as the only truths, have been 
subjected to a state of ostracism that 
amounted to a kind of slavery; and in 
the zeal of the projectors of any one 
kind of those so-called religions, the 
leaders have lost sight of the good and 
true principles of their originators; and 
instead of making humanity there bet- 
terf it has been the means of retarding 
the progress of all things. So, dissen
sions, bickerings, bloody and cruel wars 
have ensued: -science, art, literature 
and music, and the understanding of 
natural law has been retarded.

“So your sphere is at the present 
time_ln a state of comparative chaos; 
and if there be a few who dare to throw 
off the shackles of superstition and ig
norance, they are immediately set upon 
by the others, who in their -blindness 
hold qn to the teachings; and made to 
feel the hard reproaches of the dog
matic religions. This does not apply

have my liberty to go and cornent my
______ „__ I pleasure; yet i fully realized that to do 

iorming other beautiful pictures, m ! aught but what was right was to retard 
which suns, moons ¿nd stars were rep-[ my progress to that state which 1 
icsented with-burnished gold. - Sus- plainly saw was the condition of those
pended on the walls were pictures made 
ot tlie sMne*materials, and of immense

whose robes were, of the purest white. 
My companion’s robe was nearly white,

proportions, in frames that were inlaid it contained a faint tinge of pale olive,

without 
aro no

that all
those numerous depositories of mechan
ics with their supplies, as well as the 
art studies, and- immense laboratories 
where the mysteries of chemical law 
are studied; those huge telescopes and 
microscopes which show up the mys
teries ot minute and distant nature; 
and the school-houses where the people 
go from time to time to learn their les
sons, provide the sole occupation.

“Unlike Aer, the objective point of all 
here is not to hoard a decaying wealth, 
but to store the understanding with a 
knowledge of all things that nature has 
so lavishly spread out before us, to bet
ter .understand why we have a being, 
what makes that being, how to perfect 
it, and it possible to pierce the” seeming 
.unfathomable mystery into which each 
may go as they unfold to an understand
ing of their destiny.

. “Brother, Ao you wish to remain ? Do 
you aspire to tlie same grand heights of 
knowledge which all may here attain? 
Can you comprehend what I, your 
teacher, have so crudely in your crude 
language tried to impart to yon of the 
possibilities of this sphere? If so, 1 
will abide with you, and will conduct 
yv J to apartments suitable to your rank 
and unfoldment, and there commence 
my task in earnest, of teaching you In 
the rudiments of the knowledge which 
awaits you, and which I see your men
tal capacity fits you to receive; as I 
have told you already, each one has a 
task, and as soon as that task is fin
ished another commences; and so on, 
as soon as one overtakes his teacher in 
understanding, then he becomes a 
teacher and continues to teach, and be 
taught, until he graduates to' a higher 
sphere; to continue on in the grand ev- 
oluting process, how far, qo one has yet 
been able to tell.”

She stopped, and gazing into my face, 
with a most seraphic smile, I could not 
prevent the tears that came to my eyes; 
they were tears of Joy. ¿er words 
were so plaintive, her look was so kind, 
and being the first that I had heard 
from any Ups but1 my own for such a 
long time, 1 could hardly comprehend 
my situation. With a sigh 1 said:

"Can I ever return to earth? Can I 
ever see those dear friends I have left? 
Must my life here ever be a continuous 
task or gnfwth? Can there be no rest? 
Are all nere compelled to work and 
study with no cessation? No rest? No 
relaxation? Is there no recreation?"

She answered: “My brother, I will an
swer all your questions in the affirma
tive. What you ask is but natural. 
When we’ consider that you came from 
a sphere where everything is done, by 
force; where pleasure is bu| a second 
consideration; where the recreation 
you speak of is bo feebly understood; 
where everything has to be done for 
the direct support of the gross body; 
where tlie intellectual part of man is a 
second consideration; where nothing 
comes of its own volition, where the 
laws of the universe are little known; 
where the ignorance that prevails per- 
j'erts what little knowledge the few pos
sess; where the masses know little and 
care less about actual knowledge, we 
must be most considerate, with all your 
demands; therefore I must answer you 
that you may have all, and everything 
that your poor tired aching soul may 
exact.

to any one particular religious sect, for 
throughout the y/hole of .the planet, 
called Aer in this sphere, or Earth, as 
you have been taught to call it, there 
are numerous sects there; inTact, there 
are many hundred sects there, and did 
anyone have the power it would destroy 
all others, if they dared to say aught of 
that particular sect; here, where you 
now find yourself, all work for the com
mon good; there are no restraints 
upon any one except to those who may 
be in a*less developed state; and to 
those there Is no harsh treatment. If 
there be those here to whom the condi
tions areArksome, because the law tells 
them that all must be governed allffe, 
or.in-their ignorance they fail to under
stand that it is best to-do right regard
less of other considerations, then they 
are immediately instructed in the law 
which they do not understand. -

“With yqur people there is a great 
amount spoken and written on the sub
ject of charity; with us, charity is a 
law; 'and if,one goes contrary to law, 
charity becomes , the prosecuting attor
ney, and also the officer that executes 
that law, and enlightenment is the pen
alty inflicted. •-

“With,us, wrong is a disease, and un
like disease On Aer, it Is not removed- 
by ingrafting other disease, but the 
cause is reaaily. found and rembved; 
the effect, which is the opposite, good, 
immediately asserts. Itself and harmony 
is the consequence. We have _jio re
treats with us where those who might 
become helpless might be taken that 
others would be compelled to care for. 
We have no false teachings; for each 
and all are taught by the law, which is 
written so bright that all may and can 
not help but learn; ¿nd as”we have no 
man-made law, we have no need of the 
judiciary ;-consequently, there are no 
unnecessary encumbrances; all live 
here bv the law tnat governsTthe Whole 
universe. The. Same law that causes 
the. grass to lengthen, the trees to ex
pand, the light to come from yonder 
sun, governs us in all'our lives.

“Of course there are grades of devel- 
opment'bere the'shme as oq Aer, and as 
great a diversity as there; but whfere 
the highest leaves off. there, the lowest 
begins here; there is no great, differ-

i jrith some kind of ¿eajrtlful pearls re- and the contrast between hers and the enee as-on Aer; for there .each,, must

you; you will be privileged to go 
where, when, how you may desire; ev
ery desire you may express, or that . 
may arise within you will be gratified to 
the fullest extent.

“Now, can you see an affirmative an
swer to your questions? - Here the law 
provides food, raiment and habitation. 
And while I can see that you would ask 
whence comes the compensation, I an
swer: By the contentment of all; the 
steady unfoldment, and tlie better un
derstanding of tlie infinite law, by all.

"You have now been a resident of 
this sphere Jong enough to begin to re
alize, with what I have said, that you 
have been transported to a place supe
rior to that where you were conceived, 
and while it is contrary to the teach
ings of Aer, yet it is a tact you will 
learn later, that you have come by a 
law that Is Immutable, and you are now 
outside those crude conditions that so 
cruelly controlled you while you were 
an inhabitant of that planet. Condi
tions there, my brother, are but a 
crude understanding of the same laws, 
that are in force here; but because ot 
the crude flesh with 'which ‘all are sur
rounded there, the conditions are like 
toe dross that covers the fine gold as it 
Is taken from its bed in the more dense 
matter called earth.

"I will now try to answer more of 
your questions I see you would ask in 
regard to the wonders you have bo re
cently beheld. Of that wonderful 
power, tlie easiness of sight, whereby 
your vision Is not impeded, and all the 
wonders that have been exhibited to . 
you. .Let us'go forth, and I can mope' 
readily answer your questions as they 
arise."

• ' (To be continued.)
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These works have made a profoupd impression on the most advanced and 
progressive intelligence of the age. In the field of Psychical Research it can bo 
said truthfully that they have created a veritable “Cyclone” of interest and dis
cussion. Their subject matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
interesting and fascinatingly attractive to everyone who can understand the sim
plest English. They have made simple and clear the taost difficult problems ot 
human life, and carry a special message to all who love the truth.

CATHOLIC INDULGENCES.

The .Poor Pope Objected to the Pres
ence of the Freethinkers in Rome-

To the Editor:—You will notice that 
his holiness the pope, is very much 
shocked at the idea of the Freethinkers 
daring to'“disgrace" Rome with their 
convention. - The fact is, Rome 1b one 
of the post appropriate places in the 
world for Galileo to appear. He and 
Garibaldi have a right to appear in that 
holy vicinage.

The pope invites "Catholics to attend 
a service of atonement” This is fanat
icism unadulterated.

I suppose he will fumigate the whole 
city with holy incense and anoint the 
faithful with holy water, and sacred 
ointment, ointment pure as the sacred 
oil of Moses. Exodus, chap. 30, verses 
23, 25, 25; the penalty for counterfeiting 
this was death (verse33).

If Freethinkers are to be ostracised 
by the edict of any one person, though 

'he claim infallibility, it is time for 
Americans who believe in a republic to 
awaken from their lethargy and inqune 
where we are at. Is the Inquisition of 
Torquemada with his rack and thumb
screw only waiting for a favorable mo
ment to exterminate heretics like 
Washington, Lincoln, Jefferson, McKin
ley and nearly all men of science who 
are not Catholics? Nearly all who are 
not Catholics are Freethinkers. Nearly 
all inventors are Freethinkers.

Thousands who do not belong to a 
Freethinker convention are just as 
much opposed to the “infallible” pope, 
as those who are styled Freethinkers.
Message of Pope Plus to Eucharistic 

Conference.

"On Aer, the capabilities, of a child 
or an adult are not studied to ascertain 
its fitness for any occupation; one who 
is fitted for a tiUer of the soil, is often 
singled out to be a so-called teacher in 
some church where the most sensitive 
natures congregate; such a one cannot 
enter into the less gross condition of 
ihose who assemble to listen to his 
teachings; there is no affinity between 
teacher and listeners ; .consequently his 
work becomes a failure, and your peo
ple are often shocked, because another 
thought-to-be good man has gone as
tray. One whose occupation should be 
the servant of some ruler of your peo
ple, is intrusted with the wealth of the 
community, he continues to hold the po 
s'ition for a lengthy time and all place 
implicit confidence in his honesty; -he 
suddenly departs with the wealth of 
those who bave trusted him, and- the 
would-be teacher discourses upon the 
depravity of thq race. The mechanic 
essays to be a lawyer, a lawyer tries to 
be a merchant, the merchant Iries to as
sume the role of the philosopher, rhe 
philosopher would be a mechanic; the 
nautical man attempts to be ah agricul
turist, and all things become mixed. 
In this sphere, all things are arranged 
according to the law of eternal fitness; 
all beings assume the task they are 
qualified for; and as all things are'eon- 
nected in some way,, so all beihgs have 
a position in some ¿f. the colleges and 
schools of music, art, sciences or me
chanics as teachers òr pupils; no-one is 
required to fill a position he is not qual
ified for, and no one aspires'to such a 
position; consequently each and every 
occupation assumed bepomes a pleas
ure, is.a recreation; and.there is no de
sire for relaxation, as it is. enough fbr 
one to enjoy the pleasure of having 
done that which his ambition has led 
him to; each chooses his own vocation; 
and'if one should discover a mistake in 
his calling, then he can readily change; 
very few mistakes are made as it is as 
..easy to understand one’s qualifications, 
and choose one's' position here, as it is 
for the carpenter on Aer, to choose the 
plece' of timber^requisite to complete 
his building. ,

"So my brother, you can readily see 
that there is nò force here, as you un
derstand force; .everything comes natu
rally, and all things work in harmony. 
Law, that which is the great governing 
force, ià the fundamental principle by 
which the whole , grand, combination of 
all that is is kept in motion; and the 
understanding of law is (he objective 
point to which all knowledge tends.

“Again, my brother, I would have you 
understand that all people choose their 
occupations, and afe not bound to fol
low them, only so far as it is a pleasure, 
and what might seem of little use to 
you in the unfoldment of the law, might 
bé a pleasure to - the one 7S0 'doing; 
therefore, none question the acts of an
other; and should one be restless and 
make frequent changes,, th at one is the 
only one to suffer, and even then, the 
only Buffering there may be, will be the 
retarding of that one In the advance
ment he would otherwise make. ,

"You, my brother; must -remember 
that there will J?a ao restraint put upon
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During the mass at St. Patrick’s Ca
thedral In connection with the, Euchar
istic Conference, Monsignor Lavelle 
read the pope’s message. Translated 
it was as follows:

“Since nothing can be dearer to our 
heart than the desire to see the honor 
and adoration due to the sacrament of 
divine love extended and increased 
more and more every day, we are ready 
to use our authority to promote what
ever tends to foster this devotion. 
Wherefore we indeed have rejoiced to 
learn of the proposed Eucharist Con
gress, to be held the coming month in 
the city of New York, under the aus
pices of its Illustrious archbishop, oar 
venerable brother, John M. Farley, who 
has Invoked our paternal interest in 
this important event. Most willingly 
and most gladly do we approve of this 
excellent means of eliciting a public 
manifestation of the living faith and 
profound piety which must - needs be 
drawn down from our Lora’s blessings 
in abundance.

"Furthermore, to all who are inter
ested in this congress, as a pledge of di
vine favor we impart the apostolic ben
ediction, and at the same time lay open 
to them the treasuresx>f'the Church. 
Confiding, therefore, in the mercy of 
Almighty God and in the authority of 
His blessed apostles, Peter and Paul, 
we graciously in the Lord grant a plen
ary indulgence to all the faithful who 
take part in tbe congress, provided they 
go to confession and receive holy com
munion worthily, and on any day during 
the congress devoutly visit a church, 
praying before the- blessed sacrament 
for the liberty and exaltation of the 
Catholic church and of the Apostolic 
See, the extirpation of heresies, the con
version of sinners and the concord of 
all Christian powers, to the faithful of 
the city, as well as the ecclesiastical 
province of New York, who may be pre
vented from attending the congress, but 
who will unite themselves with it in 
spirit and be interested in its proceed
ings, we concede a partial indulgence of 
seven years and seven quarantines, pro
vided they visit a church on any day 
during the congress, praying before the 
blessed sacrament according to th«' in
tentions mentioned above; finally, a 
partial indulgence of 300 days may be 
gained by all who assist at the congress, 
as well.as by all the faithful of .the city 
and ecclesiastical" province of New 
York who at least are contrite of heart, 
visit-a church on any day of- the con
gress, praying before the blessed sac
rament according to the intentions al
ready indicited.

“Thkse indulgences, plenary and par
tial, are applicable to the'sbulB in pur-' 
gatory. ,

"Anything to tho contrary notwith
standing these presents ¿having force 
for this year only."

In the above it would seem that after 
all the falsehoods spoken and . pub: 
lished denying that the Catholic church 
deals in indulgences, now the pope an
nounces a plenary indulgence to those 
who attend the congress at Nfiw York; 
held there by 1,000 priests and. others. 
The Pope also grants a partial indul
gence to'others for attending church, 
etc. “These indulgences, plenary and 
partial are applicable to the souls in 
purgatory.”

I hope some one will read up on “in
dulgences” a little and give us some 
history, in your paper, about Tetzel and 
Pope iieo X.

■ . These present indulgences-are for the 
“extirpation of heresies,” etc. What a 
crime to teach poor deluded Christians 
that any man; though he claim to be' in
fallible, can give any one permission to 
disobey God’s laws with impunity. Just 
think—grant an indulgence to commit 
sins contrary_to nature’s laws! Are we 
back tn the Dark Ages agaip, and rea
son dethroned?

x- IRVING P. HENNING. ■ 
Edenvale, Cal. ; '
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CHILD CULTURE
According to the Laws of Physio

logical Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

This is a work of singular excellent’'' 
on a subject of great importance. It is 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have the 
care of children, and all who are inter
ested in their moral, mental and physi
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
ing. Price 60 cents.

CONCENTRATION.
-A Valuable Work.

Concentration, Meditation and Inspira
tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to' the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, Together with a set of six symbols 
comprising--six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Fixen.
, A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the. development of powers ot concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Sent complete for 60 cent«.

“In tho World Celestial," by' Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive- and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting.' Cloth 
bound; price $L

"Death, It« Meaning «art Besulta." 
By j;k. Wilson, of tbe Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting voL 
ume, ot decided value. A narrative ot 
-wonderful psychic events In the au
thor’s experience. CUoth, 660 page«, il
lustrated. (LOB.
' “The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” . By Lilian Whit
ing. One-of Miss Whiting's most sug-: 
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price $1.

''Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
ualistis Gatherings.” By Mattie E. 
Hull. Price 10 cents.

•The Light of Egypt." Volumes 1 
and 2; An occult library In itself, a 
text-book of. esoteric knowledge aa 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Fhilos» 
phjf. Price $2 per volume.
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It Teaches the Glorious Truth that Frees 
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THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

' A remarkable book, of intense inter» 
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, Investigators or believers. •.

The author has embodied in th!« 
book an account of his wonderful per- .• 
sonal experience, and has culled' from I 
other sources the experiences qf other«, • 
including scientists of world-wide re-J 
pute, making a volume of great values 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. J2.

■'Human Culture and Cure, part 
First The Philosophy of Cure.,<' (Inv 
eluding Methods and Instrumeuta," 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. At 
very instructive and valuable work. H 
should have a wide circulation, as H 
well ful.llls the' promise of Its UU%
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to-day that the structure had collapsed 
I was not surprised. My dream was so 
realistic that I felt as if I had been 
warned.”

It would be interesting to know 
whether Aiderman Carey had, previous 
to his dream, had any misgivings that 
the work of construction was not being 
properly done. ' ■ —

Also, whether other persons con
cerned in the work of construction 
were aware of faultiness therein, and 
feared evil results therefrom. If so, tel
epathic influence might have caused the 
dream.

Are Animals Immortal?
. Among those who believe in the Im
mortality of the soul of man, It has still 
been a mooted question whether ani
mals below man are also immortal. Re
puted spirit, teachings are at variance 
on the subject, some denying and some 
affirming. , /

It would seem that au . observant
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ly, and then the next remittance may 
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for five cents, and th:n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUD8ON TUTTLE. •

Edltor-at-Large'for the National Spirit
ualist Association. f

Mr. Tuttle has been erigaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism.- Send him 
clippings when ari attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Theddore J. Mayer.
Spiritualism in the past half century 

has been greatly blessed with leaders 
and workers generally, men and women 
who were specially adapted for the 
niche into which they seemed to fall as 
though born for it. From time imme
morial has this been the case in any 
great crisis or emergency.

Without naming the staunch old 
workers, who are ever in the memory 
of all old Spiritualists, arid those of 
more recent awakening who have taken 
the pains to read the literature, we 
have one who came to us and virtually 
gave us a home; a good home; a home 
that ought’to be appreciated by even 
the common kicker In the ranks, equal
ly with those who are naturally appreci
ative.

When our cause became thoroughly 
organized, and still a homeless wan
derer upon the face of the earth, Theo
dore J. Mayer, of Washington, made 
the N. S. A. a proposition that If accept
ed was to give it a home and a splendid 
bank account; two of the most import
ant things in the life of the institution. 
He opened his large heart and said: 
"Here, if you, my brothers and sisters, 
want a home for your beautiful cause, 
meet me half way, "by raising for your 
treasury in cash a sum that will equal 
the value of the property and the home 
is yours.”

This is tangible aid; it is substantial 
Spiritualism.

Has anyone done better?
Has-anyone done as well?
He had found the wealth of life to be 

. in the motive, In the doing, not in dol
lars or worldly possessions, when he 
found the light of Spiritualism, and up 
out of his noble soul came that proposi
tion which has proven of so mu,ch value 
to Spiritualism.

Would that we had more such philan
thropists, such generous souls as Theo
dore J. Mayer, the present treasurer of 
the N. S. A.

There are men of greater wealth in 
our rank who are doing naught. Their 
Spiritualism has not reached the soul 
and loosened the bonds of selfishness 

.yet.
Spiritualism should have the means^tS” 

work more strongly along charitable 
lines. There is much to do for the 
homeless, broken-down mediums, and if 
we had a few more such substantial, 
able men, willing to do their duty, even 
according to their means, Spiritualism 
would soon be where It should be, 
where its teachings merit, in the front 
rank of beneficent Institutions of this 
world. •

study of animals themselves, their men
tal attributes and manifestations, 
would have an important evidential 
bearing toward elucidating and deciding 
the matter, by inference from observed' 
facts pertaining to animal life and its 
mental capacities.

It is an admitted fact that some ani
mals manifest a degree of mentality 
that bears at least a strong cognate re
lation to the mental manifestations of 
the human being. The difference seems 
to be of degree, rather than of nature 
or quality; and even In this It may be 
said that some animals stand in a high
er degree than somejiumans.

, Viewing the subject from the ethical 
side, what humane person can doubt 
that many a poor abused horse 1b more, 
worthy of Immortality than thè brutal 
huriian that cruelly maltreats and 
abuses it? ?

In this, connection, thé Chicago Dally 
Journal bas this to say, bn "The Inter
esting Problem pt the Educated Horse” :.

“Herr vori Osten, owner of Hans, the 
'educated horse,’ which has created 
such a sensation in Germany, says man 
is just beginning to learn how to train 
animals, and. that ‘In another genera
tion they will be intelligent helps to 
him and no longer merely drudges.’

“One thing is certain, rind that is that 
nobody has been able to find any trick
ery in Hans’ astonishing performances. 
He appears to understand the German 
language as well as the average Ger- 
riian child of 10. He can spell words of 
some length and can do simple sums in 
arithmetic. For example, when he was 
asked by a savant who was investigat
ing bis case—Herr von Osten not being 
present—how many twelfths must be 
added to seven twelfths to make the 
number 1, Hans stamped his hoof live 
times.

“It is possible, of course, that it is all 
a humbug, and that is the presumption. 
But thus far no cheating has Veen dis-, 
covered, though thè most rigid watch 
has been ;made and kept for it.

“Supposing that Hans"-manifesta
tions are genuine and that the lower an-. 
Imais generally can be educated, what 
imagination can picture the ■ changes 
that.will be made, not merely in our ey- 
ery-day life, but in the thought of man
kind?

“The discovery that the intelligence 
of which man prides-himself as being 
the sole possessor among the animals 
differs only in degree and not in kind 
from that'of the'.horse and the dog 
would drive him to the conclusion that, 
perhaps he is not so important in the 
scheme of the universe as he has al
ways supposed. He would no longer be 
set apart among created things, but 
would have to content himself with be
ing a little more highly developed in 
trie plan of evolution thaiT'they.

“And if the animals are our inferiors 
only in degree, must they not then be’ 
granted souls and immortality, If we 
are?

“The idea opens up a vast field of 
speculation.”

Here is another charming bit of fact 
concerning animatnature as manifested 
by the bird family, and showing a men
tal link connecting birds and humans:

“Even in his boyhood days, William 
D. Scott, curator of the ornithological 
museum at Princeton colloge, exercised 
a peculiar power over birds; Thé most 
timid of songsters would come at his 
call and light on his shoulder. The evi
dences of this power increased as Scott 
grew older, and for over thirty years he 

. has studied the meinbers of the feath
ered tribe at close range, making the 
acquirement of knowledge of birds his 
life occupation. It was because he 
knew more about birds than any other 
man in America that he- was called to 
Princeton some years ago to devote 
himself to the department of ornithol
ogy.

Now he is to have the. dream of his 
life realized. C. C. Worthington, a mill-

especially important to every Spiritualist. We 
want to spread the paper broadcast, hence we 
will send it out on trial, 12 weeks for 15 cents, 
or 7 copies to one address for the same length 
of time for $1.00—sent on trial to those only 
who have not been subscribers to the paper at 
least for one year. We want everyone Drought 
in touch' with the grand, spiritualizing, and soul 
elevating thought that the paper will contain 
each week. In sending in these trial subscrip
tions always state whether Spiritualists, church 
members, or investigators.

Tn submitting this experience of her own life, the 
author, a valued contributor to these columns, and 
well known to the readers of The Times, wrote as fol
lows: “I am dubious about offering this, even as my 
own enlightening and comforting experience, and yet, 
because we know so little, each real and attested bit 
of knowledge so hardly won may do something for 
other people. Give it no signature if you use it, and 
if you return it, at least remember that it came from 
one who feels like Lazarus—freed forever from the 
fear of death. "

that lay at the black horizon line; on and on over the 
broken ice, through the unpeopled spaces of the Land 
Between. At last, firqt faintly borne and then more 
clear, came a voice on the wind—a voice unvoiced; 
and the message was terribly, bitterly human, and 
smote the hearing with a pang of forgotten pain ?. 
“Two, motherless, two motherless.”

And for human love and longing, love stronger than 
. _____ ... death, longing keen as life, the soul, once so content,

—Editoi' of The Sunday School Times, took up anew the burden, consciously, reluctantly, 
and turned with a sense of failure and of defeat back

The doctors and nurses stood about the bed. The 
matter hadjiassed beyond their control and they were 
waiting. She, too, was waiting, consciously, indiffer
ently, m some shadowy region between the land of 
struggle, of acute sensibility, of the torture called 
Life, and that other region which she named to herself 
as Death, and concerning, which she felt little inter
est. . '

and animal, that is suggestive of an ex
tension far beyond what is ordinarily 
attached to Its meaning.

Here, also, as stated by the Journal: 
"The idea opens up a vast field of spec
ulation.”

The Preachers' Dilemma.
Preachers, it must be admitted, have 

a hard time in these modern days of 
progress and free thought, ■to''minister 
acceptably to their congregations. It 
their, sermons adhere closely to the 
straight and narrow creeds of ortho
doxy, they are sure to give offense-to 
the.progressive minds of tholr audi
ence, those who, while retaining a liri- 
geririg love’for the old church associa
tion’s, and for that reason, maintain an 
outward attitude of faith in the creeds, 
which they do not in their hearts be
lieve, because ; they have mentally 
grown away therefrom and cannot re
turn. ' ■’

Ori,the other hand, it the preacher

eral character—the preacher ought at 
all events to be honest with himself 
and his people. He can outride every 
Storm until he becomes a hypocrite', but 
hypocrisy will before many moons make 
him an outcast. ' .

There would be immense congrega
tions in all the churches to-day if it 
were known beyond all . peradventure 
that every preacher would say in his

Credit to Whom Credit Is Due.
. We would like to ask if Dr. Greer, our 

veteran Chicago Spiritualist, did hot 
misplace his gratitude to the Chicago 
American for its publication of matter 
about Meyers’ paraphernalia depot? 
That paper, always keen on the scent 
for a sensation, made use of. Rev. Dr. 
Funk’s article in thè Homiletic Review 
arid amplified Jhe same.- But Dr. Funk 
himself was in no wise an astonishment-

gives : voice to modern, • up-to-date 
thought,, he will be adjudged a.heretic 
by the non-progressive mossback or- . 
thodox whò cling to-their creed as writ
ten and expounded by the church 'fa
thers..

What the Chicago Chronicle says on 
the subject is very, interesting, not only 
for what It says, but as an. index of the 
trend of thought and freedom of ex
pression of the riiodern daily press. 
Says the Chronicle: —- ■

Preaching, like everything else,, takes 
a fresh start in October. Many pas
tors will make their first , appearance 
in their own pulpits today sirice they 
went away for their vacatioris, and all 
of them will feel on the first . Sunday 
in October that they are face to face 
with the labors and responsibilities of 

'another year's preaching. What shall 
it be?

The difficult problems which confront 
a thoughtful preacher at the present 
day are Innumerable, but there is one 
that overshadows- all the rest, rind that 
is, what shall be his attitude- towrird 
the changed and changing religious 
thought of the age? Shall he ignore it 
or shall he compromise with it or shall 
he -antagonize it?

How great the'revolution In religious 
thought Jias been will be realized if we 
consider the change that a single'cardi
nal doctrine has undergone. Let us 
glance at the old-fashioned doctrine of 
the punishment of the wicked. The fol
lowing almost incredible extract is 
from a sermon of Jonathan Edwards:

"The world will probably -be convert
ed into a gfeat lake or liquid globe of 
fire in which'the wicked shall be over- 
whelmed, which.shall always be in a 
tempest, in which they shall be tossed 
to and fro, having no rest day nor 
night, vast waves or. billows of fire con
tinually rolling over their heads, of 
which they shall ever be full of a qiiick 
sense within and without; their heads, 
their eyes, their tongues,’.their hands, 
their feet, their loins and their vitals 
shall forever be full of a glowing fire, 
enough to melt the very rocks and eie-- 
ments. Also they shall be full of the 
most quick and lively sense to feel the 
torments, not for ten millions of ages, 
but forever and ever. without any end 
at all.”

In like manner Jeremy Taylor, 
preaching on tne same subject;,says:

"God's heavy hand shall press the

over the dark way it had come, to the light which in 
some inner fashion it knew to be the light' of earthly 
love and home.

Everything was as it had been. The soul stood 
pitiful, aloof, at the foot of the bed, and watched the 
body as it lay still as the bodies, of the veritable dead. 
To this separate vision the most trivial details were 
clear. The eyes of the body were closed, but the soul 
saw all that went forward—saw futile effort and use
less remedy, saw the bowed back of one who sat with 
his head’buried in his hands, saw from the foot of the 
bed, as the body, even with senses keen and eyes wide 
and conscious, could not have seen.,

The soul moved forward, and was enshrouded in 
red mists of pain, caught in the agony of renewed

Vaguely aware that before the mighty Presence 
there was no such dread as had lain always beneath 
the gladness of life, she waited; and then, because she 
was weary, she slipped away, and in the darkness a 
grateful wind’blew in the face turned without fear to 
the night. The tormented body lay quiet on the bed. 
She was not conscious of leaving it; she knew only 
that it was quiet, and that it had been left. Great struggle, and after endless striving, like the fighting 
fields of black broken ice lay beneath, as the soul, the upward of those who drown, once more the eyes of 
spirit, the subliminal, self, tins freed being-call it the body unclosed, the soul looked forth, and adjusted 
what you will—moved slowly bn in utter content in its strength anew to the burden of living, 
absolute loneliness, unhurried; unlighted, unafraid, ’ ' .... ..................... .. ' ...........................
across the wind swept land of the Outer Dark. ’’ There 
was no body, no desire for one, nd need of one, but 
there was a recognition that this was not a loss, but 
a gain, in that the freed soul, knowing itself with 
swift, sure knowledge "to be ever and unchangeably 
itself and no other, rejoiced in its emancipation.

On and on through the wide, wind-filled silence and

the immortality of the soul; a joyous realization of 
the naturalness of death—death now known to be life 
from its outer side; a conviction of the permanence 
of personality,—“I shall know, eVen as also I am 
known”; a freedom forever from an inner haunting 
dread, the dread of those “who through fear of death 
were all their lifetime subject to bondage.”

Religion and Peace.
In his address of welcome to the In

ternational Peace Congress recently. 
Secretary Hay said he agreed with Tol
stoi that religion was the remedy for 
war. In view of the world’s history, it 
seems a strange assertion to make. Re
ligion has been the'cause of more wars 
than all other causes combined.

Of course the Secretary meant the 
Christian religion, and yet to-day the 
most aggressively warlike nations of- 
the world are so-called Christian na
tions. These are the nations that bur
den themselves with armies of soldiery, 
and expend millions upon millions of 
money to .create naval monsters of de
struction, largely as a matter of defense 
against each other.

Certainly, looking to the past and the 
present condition of affairs, and the: 
warlike attitude of Christian nations, it, 
does not seem sane and reasonable to 
claim that the Christian religion is the 
remedy for war. ’

With far greater reason could the 
claim be made for Buddhism as the re
ligion of peace.

In view, of ; the church’s bloody his
tory, it would almost, if not quite, seem 
that the proper and direct way to abol- 

. ish war would be to abolish the Chris
tian-religion.

■ Aiderman Carey's Dream.
■ Several persons were injured in the 

collapse of part of an apartment Build
ing in. course of construction. The 
building is owned by Aiderman Thomas 
Carey, and was about half-completed.

According to the reports In the daily 
pi ess, Alderman Carey said that when 
he received word that t)ie building col
lapsed, he was not ‘ surprised..

"No, I wan't a bit surprised,” said the 
alderman. "Last Tuesday night I could 
not sleep because I dreamed that my 
building had fallen. I could plainly see 

, the walls crumbling away and I could 
। hear the cries of the injured. The 
[ dream was vivid and. when I was told

ionaire, has furnished funds to build 
what might be called a laboratory for 
the study of live birds, and Mr. Scott is 
to have charge of it. It will be the only 
one of its kind in the world. Fifteen 
years ago he began to collect the . live 
specimens that were attracted to. him, 
and he now has over 500 of them to 
stock the laboratory with. Each one of 
the 500 is the personal friend of Mr. 
Scott. When liberated they return' to 
him and light on his shoulder in .the 
yard. He does not hold them captive 
by force. They do not care to leave 
him. .

One of the peculiarities: of his method 
is that In no casé wilt Be confiné a bird 
against Its will. His aim is to.háve the 
feathered creatures act in a perfectly 
natural way. •

"The new laboratory will be fitted 
with big cages, giving the birds ample 
room to fly In, and there will be sound
proof rooms for the study 'and classifi
cation of bird songs and-bird language. 
The daily study of given specimens will 
Include a record of growth, habits, 
health and temper of individuals, as 
weli as variations of different species 
arid heredity. One specially interesting 
section will be the department of talk
ing birds and the facilities for scientific 
study here will surpass anything ever 
attempted.

Several acres of field and^woodlands 
have been secured in Monroe county, 
Pennsylvania, and temporary buildings 
have been erected for laboratory use. 
Changes? and additions will be made to 
suit, the requirements. The millionaire 
friend of the hew enterprise has prom-, 
ised to pay all the bills, and no expense 
will be spared in securing live birds 
from all parts of the world as Mr. Scott 
may desire. He will assisted in his re
searches by students from’ Princeton, 
and naturalists of International repute 
have signified their intention to devote 
part of their time to the researches of 
the laboratory.”

It is an established fact that man pos
sesses the power to hypnotize animals; 
also that animals can hypnotize man. 
This has been proved by many well at
tested Instances. .

Is there not in this fact an indication 
of mental. relationship between man

to the readers ’ of .Thé progressive 
Thinker, for six months before appear
ance of his loudly trumpeted discovery, 
the last named paper had called atten
tion, to the very: sariié house.' - In its is
sue of April 2. was publlshed-the follow
ing mention over the'signature of Pres
ident Warne, of the Illinois State Spirit
ualist Association:

“Chicago Spiritualists are just now 
having their attention called to a new . 
or else a re-loéated ‘SupplyAouse’ whose 
quito tasty card Téads: ‘Radium, Medi
ums’ Paraphernalia—Crowns, Belts,-
Hands, Heads, .Veils and i'Ull-slze Fig-, 
ures all illuminated with the new Ra
dium, light. ‘3V111’appear,■> gradually 
float about room' arid disappear. 'All 
work confidential,’ Here, is an opportu
nity to realize thy melancnoly aspira
tions of childhood ; everyone can now 
become an angel’rind with the angels 
stand, a crown upon his forèhead and à 
harp within-his-hand, Ac the same time 
he may become an angel to somebody 
else? No wirigs, but only a pocket-book 
required.”
' Again,' under àà£e of Jùnë '25, thé 'éd? 
itor of The Progressive Tninlcer pref
aced an article by Prof. Wm. Lockwood 
With the exact wording of-the above 
card-in black-faced type, to which he 
added:- ? .. ,

. “The aboyé is the card of a business 
man in Chicago engaged in.Belling para-, 
phernalla to tricksters, whereby they 
are enabled to deceive thé gullible pub
lic, and produce ‘phenomena’ excelling 
that of honest mediums. It adds im
pressiveness to .Prof. Lockwood’s ar
ticle. The name and number of the 
card are omitted.”

Let us give credit to whom credit is 
due. The Progressive Thinker was-thp 
forerunner of Dr.- Funk- and the dally 
press In bringing this very iniquity to : 
light.' Spiritualists are noi all -fóols, 
cowards or laggard». Let the work of- 
the able New York ?Clergyman open our 
eyes to the fact that trickery will Inev
itably be unmasked—murder will out- 
time avenges-every deception. Be hon
est from policy if you cannôt from prin- 

■ ciple. A chain is only- as strong as its 
weakest link. Why is not Dr, Funk an 
ideal Spiritualist, proving all tilings, but 
holding fast only to the genuine?

There should be some other word be
sides "Spiritualism," to 'embrace the 
wonderful'gplrit phenomena that are 
constantly comi.ig in one steady, stream 
from the realms immortal. The above 
is an example. The wonderful manifes
tations that occur outside of Spiritual
ism, and in no wise connected with it, 
furbish irrefutable evidence that the 
soul lives after the death of the body.

Truth belongs to the world, and no 
cult, sect, creed, dub or society is its 

’ exclusive owner. Spirit return in the 
'Wesley family, in the Catholic church, 
among the Mormons, the Indians, etc., 
has' been .equally as suggestive and 1m-

pressive as that which occurred at 
Hydesville, N. Y., In 1848.

Spirit return Is a world-wide truth, 
and will come to all who are prepared 
to receive it

You.cannot contract or enlarge the 
truth. Words can not destroy it, nor 
increase’ its dimensions.

Simple spirit return Is in all respects 
the EXACT TRUTH. What the spirits 
say may be true or it may be false, wise 
or foolish; their advice may lead to the 
highest advancement or to ruin; their 
opinions may be harmonizing or may 
lead to endless disputations, and the 
foundation of different societies with

codes of belief diametrically opposite. 
But the ONE TRUTH, that spirits can 
and do return, Is the common property 
of all, and about which there is no con
flict. The conflict commences when 
the conflicting spirit teachings, etc., re
sulting from spirit return, are presented 
to the world, and on which a society is 
founded, and designated Spiritualism; 
hence that which is designated Spirit
ualism is kal^doscopic in its character 
—harmonizing, conflicting, widely di
vergent, wise or foolish; but the one 
glorious truth, SPIRIT RETURN, re
mains Intact,-without a single blemish, ; 
and is the common heritage of all.

smart and the sorrow, the guilt and 
punishment, out from all our sins; and- 
pour them into one chalice and,mingle 
therii with an infinite wrath, arid make 
the wicked drink off all the vengeance 
and force . it down ' their unwilling 
throats With the violence of devils 
and accursed spirits.. The torment 
comprises as many torments as the 
body of than hath joints, sinews and ar
teries, being caused by that real and
penetrating Are of which this temporal 
fire' is but a painted fire.”

These frightful teachings, it'is need
less to say, have now been gradually 
modified, and the same may be said of 
most of the fundamental doctrines of

Faith and doubt are both necessary states of mind, 
andbpth are essentialto.progress. .Both may be 
abused. 'Neither separate from the other would in
sure progress. Doubt leads to inquiry, inquiry to 
conviction and knowledge. A man who never doubts 
never learns anything beyond mere traditional belief. 
A man who has no faith has no positiveness, no force, 
no character and no success in life ; but faith in excess 
becomes credulity and superstition and leads to all 
kinds of extravagances in conduct as well as impreed. 
Doubt, which has its-propeivnlace, in excess becomes 
unreasoning and unreasonable incredulity, and as 
such it is fatal to tile acceptance of new thought and 
the assimilation of new views and methods.

To condemn men for their faith or their doubts is 
unwise. These conditions of mind depend very large
ly upon temperament, education and environment. A 
multitude of- circumstances combine to form opinions. 
Beliefs are not formed by mere volition. One can
not believe or disbelieve as he chooses. There are 
thousands of things which one would like to believe 
but in the absence of proof cannot. There are a thou-

rational than to attach blame or censure to a man’s 
opinions, be they right or wrong.

Many Spiritualists are in the habit of condemning -J! 
investigators of Spiritualism or those who have not ini^^r 
vestigated it at all, because of their disbelief, but _ 
there is no good reason for this. There is no good 
reason why Spiritualists should be especially anxious 
for sudden conversions to their faith. Every great’ 
truth will make its way gradually as minds become 
prepared to receive it. If it is difficult to understand, 
it will be accepted, first by the few, and then it will 
percolate down through the various intellectual strata 
until it reaches the masses in such form and in connec
tion with such other conceptions as they are able to 
grasp.- The attitude of some of our Spiritualist 
friends toward skeptics, often those who are honestly 
investigating the phenomena and are as yet uncon
vinced and indisposed to make any statement of their 
position, is very much like the attitude of the theolo
gians towards honest skeptics who are not prepared 
to believe in the dogmas taught from the pulpits or to 
accept the Bible as a divinely inspired production. In
vite people to investigate the claims of Spiritualism 
but do not condemn them because they are unable to

A BATTLE ROYAL.
The Open Court, which attracted 

world-wide attention and did a vast 
amount of good, .will be followed by 
A BATTLE ROYAL, commencing soine- 
time in November. J. S. Loveland, a 
inaster mind on the Pacific cbast, at-, 
tacks Dr. J, M. Peebles’-late book, '“Ob-, 
session, Demonism of the Ages,”' and 
attempts to annlhjlg.te this work by the 
learned’Doctor. .Gtliers will, write pro 
arid con oil the subject, making A BAT
TLE ROYAL, that every Spiritualist 
should witness. - Price pFthe book $l; 
postage, 19 cents. ;

Every Spiritualist in the land should 
read A BATTLE ROYAL., Call; your 
neighbor’s attention to the paper, rind 

I induce him to subscribe. ' ? ?_?

vent. Moreover, the greater part of 
this" revolution of ChristiarV , doctrine 
has taken place in the last wn- of? fif
teen years. - -

Every modern minded preacher must 
experience great anxiety and unhappi
ness in view; of the present unsettled 
condition of the public mind in refer
ence to these topics He can not shut 
his eyes to the fact that there has been 
a great change and lie is conscious that 
he himself has undergone a change. 
He honestly believes that, in spite, of 
these changes of form in-these doc
trines, the essence remains and 'the 
foundations of faith are unmoved and 
immovable—and still he is in. trouble.

One reason is that religious specula
tion is fatal to devotion.; "Doubt and" 
piety are the poles asunder. The etfect 
of unsettled views on the prosperity of 
the church is almost as great as that of 
downright infidelity. Another reason is 
that if the preacher shows in his ser
mons that his mind is running in the 
same channel as the public mind the 
•people infer that he is thinking more 
of that sort of thing than he is saying, 
and the effect is not only to chill the ar
dor but to undermine the faith of his 
flock. On the other hand—and ibis is 
a third reason feft trouble—-if he ignores 
the change or combats'it many of the 
people of his congregation get weary 
of him and drop out, even If they do not 
also doubt his sincerity.

It would be a wise man, in deed, who 
would be. able to give wholesome and 
helpful advice in such a case. There Is 
only one-thing that,can be said, ¿with

To Those Attending the Convention,; or 
the,World’s,Fair. ; '

To the Editor:—Permit me through 
the columns of your valuable, paper to 
offer to. the. delegates and visitors who 
expect to attend the forthcomingconven- 
tion in St.,Louis, a; little advice regard
ing accommodations. ■.

During the World’s Fair all the hotels 
are overcrowded and wê found it impb's-. 
slblé to'arrange for general headquar
ters at terms that would come within 
the reach of most of our friends. There 
is, however, abundance of accommoda
tions in rooming rind privatq houses for 
all who may desire to1 come at reason
able rates. Many of our own people 
who do. not make a business of renting 
rooms have thrown, open their spare 
rooms for visitors. The rates are from 
.75 cents to ?1 -per : -day per person. 
Where two persons share a room. A-sin- 
gle room can be had .from $1 to ?2 per 
day. Meals can be had at the many 
restaurants at prices from 25 cents up; 
in addition to which the ladies of our so
ciety are arranging to furnish meals at 
the Temple for those who desire to 
stay. I believe oûr delegates will be 
able to attend convention’this year as. 
cheaply as heretofore, and will be quite 
as comfortable. Friends, make up your 
mind to come to the convention, and as 
a side attraction we offer you the 
greatest exposition the world has . ever 
seen. Friends desiring accommoda
tions can write me. .Please state if you 
want, a single room ; or -will share. - En
close stamp for reply.’ .

-- T. GRIMSHAW.
perfect «onfidence, and that is of a gen- 5835 Theodosia Aye., St. Louis, Mo.' 
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sand things which one would be glad to disbelieve, 
but which by the force of events have to be recog
nized as true. Belief being a product of inherited . . _
mental conditions and of circumstances which cannot not able to adopt all the ideas that are current among 

‘ - - -.......................... the mass of Spiritualists, they may be no less worthy,
morally, and indeed, they may be very much nearer 
the truth, for much that is taught now under the 
name of Spiritualism has but a tentative value and is

therefore involuntary and cannot be a matter of 
inoral merit or demerit. It is, of course, agreeable to 
come in contact with those whose views áre broad,
whose spirit is generous, and whose attitude is court
eous, but such persons are so by reason of thfeir na
tures, and . of the individual and social environment in 
which they live and move. The narrow man is so, not 
by his own choice, hut by reason of circumstances be
yond his control. Therefore nothing can be more ir- belief. .

useful only as a stepping stone to higher and broader 
views. In other words, current ideas respecting Spir
itualism are no more finalities than current concep
tions respecting other subjects of investigation and

: Kindly notify your readers that, ow
ing to the accommodations o^ the St. 
Louis Spiritual Temple not being ade
quate for the throng thrit would gather 
at'thrievenWg meetings of the N. 8. A. 
convention if no ' admission fee ' was 
charged, it has been thought best to re: 
consider the decision to open the-doors 
free to the publie, and to charge the 
usual fee of' 25 cents to. each of the 
evening entertainments. r - •• ’

■ MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

CLUBS! CLUBS! CLUBS! CLUBS!
Now is toe time -to get up Clubs. 

Those who join a club of ten can secure 
The Progressive Thinker one year, and 
a premium book for $1.10. The book is 
an actual gift. There are four premium 
books you can select from: “The Great 
Debate Between Rev. Moses Hull and 
W. F. Jamieson”; “Vol. S of The Ency- 
clopedla of Death, and-Life in the-Splrit 
World”; "A Wanderer in toe. Spirit 
Lands”, and “Seers of the Ages”, by 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. - The one who . gets 
up the club can have the paper one 
year, and any two of the premium 
books in our list, which he may select.

' HIGHLY ENDORSED.
Congratulations on the course of The 

-Progressive Thinker come in from, all 
sides. L. F. Northrop writes from New 
Brighton,. Pa.:

“Your course-In regard to the Blue 
Book fake mediumship; and the Open 
Court cannot be endorsed too highly. 
Let toe good work go on. You are all 
right. Spiritualism, natural, pure and 
undeflled will come out ot the .fire of 
criticism stronger and more glorious 
than ever." ■ .

A Statement That Should Receive the Cordial 
' Endorsement of Every Spiritualist.
Rev. Minot J. Savage says, in “Life Beyond 

Death:” “One of the worst enemies of Spiritual
ism is the dishonest practitioner, the fake me
dium? or the people who cover them up through 
any personal tavor, or as they mistakenly think, 
for the honor of the cause and to save it from 
disgrace. If there is any man on the face of 
this earth meaner, more utterly contemptible 
than any other man, it is he who will take money 
coined from Be broken' hearts, from the hope-- 
less tears of those who long to know whether or 
no their dead are alive \ and take it, not even tor 
what they believe to be a genuine message from 
the other side, but simply tor the sake of money. 
When a person will do that, I do not believe. 
there is anything on the face of the wide eai tn 
too mean for him to do.”

to?e-toe Ohio Liberal Society. Price for hesito. Frica S5 cents.
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/-“In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep 
sleep falleth upon-men; in slumberings upon the bed; 
then God openeth the ears of men and sealeth their iff- 
jstrnctiojj,Job xxxiii:15.

“If there be guardian spirits, they may not be in
actively about us in sleep ; and many strange hints, in
stigations, and discourses, which are so amazing unto 
us, may arise from such foundations.”—Sir Thomas 
Browne.

To the thoughtful Spiritualist and critical investi
gator into the subject, of psychic phenomena, the 
study of dreams and premonitions offers a profound, 
as well as intensely interesting and instructive field of 
research. It is, moreover, a subject that has not re
ceived its proper share of attention; and in view of 
Sts unusual importance from a practical standpoint 
it seems strange that there are so many Spiritualists 
(who, if not entirely ignoring the matter, give-it, at 
jnost, but slight attention. '

If you have been almost persuaded to believe that 
'death is a calamity that leaves the spirit wandering in 
“fog-land,” I know of nothing better calculated to 
bring you to a knowledge that
“Where’er we go, in weal or woe, whatever fate be

fall, - ■
In sunny glade or-forest shade, a heaven ispver all,” 
•than an earnest study of this question. If the “hue 
»nd cry of fraud” has caused you to doubt the reality 

• (Of spiritual phenomena, a careful consideration of 
■41iis subject is certain to materially strengtheri your 
(wavering faith. And if the manifold difficulties in 
the way of perfect communication with the spheres of 
life invisible causé you to become discouraged at 
times, a thorough investigation of this matter cannot 
help but induce a feeling of respect, amounting al
most to reverence, for the perfection of mind that en
ables man discarnate to predict with accuracy the oc
currence of events, days, months and even yeafs be
fore, by our own reasoning powers, we would be able 
to gauge with any degree of certainly or even to 
roughly outline the trend of events.
. Now, ere I proceed, just a word in regard . to an
other matter that had perhaps best be explained. I 
am fully aware that there are many dreams—perhaps 
the greater number—to which alsolutely no import
ance can be attached. Mince pie and kindred delica
cies are unquestionably the foundation upon which 
.are builded many terrifying and . fantastic dreams,- 
and I wish to give them due credit for all the de
served punishment they visit upon those who do not 
heed the admonotion tjiat “we eat to live; not live to 
eat.” To be candid, I must say that if this cause 
.were removed, a great many people who are known as 
inveterate dreamers would enjoy peaceful, dreamless

। slumber.
i And then in regard to premonitions, I have no 

'doubt that a go'odly percentage can also be traced to 
this same cause. Not every morbid fear is a premoni
tion of impending danger, any more than every dream

| . is an evidence of spirit action. There are dreams that 
!■ are merely dreams and nothing more, and there are 
J. > - also premonitions that have no significance except as 
> proof that the condition of a person’s health is not as 

. good as it should be.
But we will now pass on to the consideration of 

L • dreams and warnings that have an important mean- 
1'. ing, after admonishing you to be more careful what 
Ht'- you eat, and as a result have fewer unimportant 

dreams and more visions of a kind that have a pur- 
■SMMl.Posc and a value; to live right to think right, and tq 

fewer morbid and meaningless fears, the result 
p of a disordered imagination, and more real premoni-

F
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lions and helpful advice from your spirit friends.
It will no doubt be noticed that I seem to take it for 

granted that'our spirit friends are responsible for 
those dreams and previsions whieh cannot be log
ically attributed to a disordered imagination. . Yes, I 
ido, except in certain instances where telepathy plays 
anrimportant part, and I think I have valid reasons 
for such a belief.

No hypothesis yet advanced, except the Spir
itualistic explanation, can in a rational manner ac
count for the various phenomena of this nature that 
have been observed and recorded. Other hypotheses 
g>ay be made to account for some of the phenomena 
observed, but they will all be found inadequate in 
other instances. Sub-conscious Iself and similar high- 
flown and transcendental terms may be so juggled as 
to explain away some of the facts observed, but there 
is not one vestige of proof, nor any logical reason for 
assuming that these mystical and undefined attributes 
of incarnate man—attributes the powers and limita
tions of which have never been determined, have one 
tithe the influence that is credited to them by a cer
tain class of theorists and pseudo-scientists.

We have proof—absolute proof—that discarnate 
spirits can and do return to warn us of impending 
danger, but there is not on iota of proof that we are 
possessed of any mysterious faculties that can, with
out conscious effort on our part, probe into the dis
tant future and take cognizance of what is to befall 
us, when no matter how acute oiir minds may be, we 
would be unable to perceive these happenings by our 
usual mode of calculation. We doubtless have powers 
and possibilities that are beyond our comprehension, 
but there is a limit to their-field of action and I opine 
that it lies quite a distance this side of some of the 
phenomena of this description that have been re
corded. •

When we observe a certain phenomenon and seek 
its cause, that explanation which best fits all the facts 
is the one that is most likely to be the-correct one. 
There are some visions and premonitions that telepa
thy can account for, there are others that other theo
ries can account for, but after eliminating all doubt
ful instances there remains a vast array of cases that 
none of these hypotheses can satisfactorily account 

-for. It is entirely likely that some of the facts ob
served may be the result of one cause and some of an
other, but the influence of disembodied Spirits ac
counts most satisfactorily for the greatest number of 
facts of this description, and therefore I think we are 
justified in attributing-to spirit power the majority 
of prophetic dreams and premonitions. It was Arch
bishop Whateley who allowed, in his “Elements of 
Logie,” that “Where we cannot answer all-objec
tions, we are bound in reason and in candor, to adopt 
the hypothesis which labors under the least.” 1

Telepathy can only account for those cases where 
the facts porfrayed'are already known to some other 
ind i viduat Thus premonitions of death at or near 
the time of transition can be explained by this hy
pothesis, and a great many such instances have been 
recorded. It is thus possible for a person to be made 
aware of events that are transpiring in another part 
of the world long before the facts could be transmit
ted by the Usual means of communication. But, 
Strictly -speaking, these are not prophecies, and al
though this particular-phase of the subject'ofters an 
interesting and important field of study, this essay is 
intended mainly to draw,attention to the. work of 
spirit intelligences in thii connection, and we have 
neither the space nor the inclination, in this article, at 
least, to elaborate upon anything except the influence 

; of discarnate spirits.
L>And now, in this connection, as showing the marvel- 

foresight of our spirit guardians, let me quote a 
“'rihort article published in the daily papers some time

ago, It is but one of thousands that have been re
corded, many of which are more wonderful than this, 
and for_eyeryone that finds its way into print there 
are hundreds of others just as important that never 
become known to the world at large :

“Laporte, Sept. 9.—Mrs. B. S. Bywater of this city, 
has in her possession a letter written by her sister, 
Mrs. George Chase of Galien, Mich., in which the lat
ter confided her belief and fear as the result of a 
dream which forecast a tragedy. The day following 
the receipt of the letter by Mrs. By wafer, a tragedy 
was enacted at Galien, Mrs. Chase and another sister 
being struck by a Michigan Central train and in
stantly killed. The dream revealed that she was to 
meet the fate which befell her.”

It will be noticed that the above mentioned dream 
was not fulfilled until the day following the receipt of 
the letter by Mrs. Bywater. AVe may also safely as
sume that another twenty-four hours, at least,.elapsed 
between the time of the dream and the receipt of the 
letter by Mrs. Bywater. It is thus evident that the 
spirit, or spirits, who impressed this dream were7 able 
to perceive the danger forty-eight hours or more be
fore it was due. Consider for a moment the depth of 
reasoning that was necessary to presage an accident 
of this description so fàr in advance of its occurrence. 
First there was the train to be taken into considera
tion. What time was it due to arrive at the crossing? 
That could easily- be determined. - But would it be on 
time to the second? This is more difficult; in fact, it 
would be WelLnigh impossible for a mortal observer 
to determine this, and the problem becomes more com
plex when we consider that a difference of tefi or fif
teen seconds and probably less in the passing of the 
trairi would have prevented the accident, But great 
as was this difficulty, it sinks into insignificance com
pared with some of the other problems to be solved.

For instance, what time would Mrs. Chase arrive at 
the crossing? Doubtless at the time of her dream she 
had this fatql trip in mind. It is also possible that 
she knew what hour she intended to start. But when 
we come to consider that a difference of not more 
than one minute of starting would have eliminated all 
danger, the problem becomes still more complex. 
Then again the train runs on schedule, but when a 
person starts out on foot or travels in an ordinary 
vehicle there are many things that make it difficult to 
determine the precise moment they will arrive at any 
given point. And even if it could be determined that 
they would arrive at the crossing the same instant the 
train was due there would ordinarily be no cause for 
alarm. It is something that happens thousands of- 
times every day. And then when we reflect that thé 
danger was foreseen and the warning given two days 
previously the wisdom of the unseen guides becomes 
apparent. And in addition to tins, the question natu
rally arises as to how long the guides were aware of 
the danger before they were able to give the warning.

Death a change that leaves the liberated spirit, an 
inane wanderer in Charles Dawbarn’s “fog-land”! 
Indeed ! Would that there were a few mortals as 
“befogged” as the spirits who gave this warning-. 
The world has great need for them.

The more we study this question the more the con
viction is forced upon our mind that the spirits who 
give these’warnings. must be aware of our every 
thought. They must also be aware of what our con
duct will be in any given emergency ; and further, 
they must be able to foresee what difficulties and what 
experiences of every description we will encounter, 
long before we are due to meet them. I do not hold 
to a belief in predestination, but from a consideration 
of this subject we are forced to the conclusion that 
our usual course of action must be very clearly 
mapped out long, long before we ourselves are aware 
of what we shall encounter and what we will do ; oth
erwise it would be impossible for these predictions to 
be made. Our conduct, past, present and future, 
must be as plain as an Open book to these spirits.

From “The Arcana of Spiritualism” I quote the 
following prophecy, since it. differs somewhat from 
the instance above mentioned, and offers some prob
lems of a slightly different nature for solution :

“A. F. McNeal, a well-known citizen of Rawson, 
Ohio, died on the 26th of November last, after a. short 
illness, and now eomes a strange story connected with 
Iris death whieh is fully authenticated. On the night 
of January 28th last, he dreamed that he had died and
gone to heaven. In the dream, the date of his death, 
November 26, was firmly fixed upon his mind. In the 
golden city of his dreams, Mr. McNeal met Mahlen 
Provenmire, of Ada, an old friend, and asked him 
when he had died and left the earth. Proyenmire re
plied that he died a week before. There were other 
striking circumstances in the dream equally as 
strange, which so impressed Mr. McNeal that the next 
morning when he awoke in his usual good health, he 
reduced the details to writing, and laid the manu
script away in his desk. His wife found and read it 
with fear and trembling, but said nothing, although 
it made an impression upon her mind which she could 
not efface.' On the 26th of November last, Mr. Mc
Neal died exactly as indicated in the dream, while 
Provenmire passed to the land of the unknown just a 
week before. Mrs. McNeal is in possession of the 
manuscript containing the substance of her husband’s 
dream, as above recited, dated January 29, the morn
ing after the vision came to him. ”

In this instance we find that the vision was given

DEAFNESS CURED '■
; '' t ■ ' ■ ■.

as “if creation was ruled by an arbitrary being, _ events, 
changeable in purpose and swayed by human interpo
sition, even his own declarations would not be of cer
tain fnlfillmqnt. He might change, repent, recede, or 
do the very reverse he promised. But when • the
causes are known, and tile laws, which are the chan
nels along which such causes run to their effects, then 
these effects may be predicted. Thus we may say 
confidently that if we touch a lighted match to the 
wick of a lamp there will be a flame. It is a prophecy 
always fulfilled. We kriqw thé law of gravitation, 
and by it that if a person is suspended he will fall. 
We prophesy this with certainty. ' These illustrations 
are so simple it will probably be said: ‘Why this is 
not prophecy ; it is knowledge.’ If we take more com
plicated affairs where a great number of causes con
verge to one effect, we find a wider and more compre
hensive knowledge necessary, but if we possess it we 
are as certain of the result. ;

“On predicting events in the future of the nation or : 
the race, not to" say the individual, such an infinite ; 
number of causes and effects must be known, that to 
an ordinary mind the problem becomes too intricate 
to be comprehensible.'*1 Yet to the mind able to grasp 
these, the prophecy may be as easy as that of the 
lighting of a lamp above alluded to.”

The above offers a most satisfactory explanation 
of how spirits acquire, thejr* knowledge of future 
events, but in the following paragraph I think Mr. 
Tuttle has come to à conclusion which is, to a. certain 
extent, at least, erroneous and unwarranted. lie says ■:

“It is noticeable that premonitions of events, 
whether received waking or by dreams, have little to 
do with changing the order of events, which seem un
alterably fixed. A person, for, instance, dreams of 
being drowned, or seeing another, at a certain time 
and in a certain manner, and no attempt to avoid the 
danger avails.” .

At first glanee-this no doubt appears to be the case, 
but I am confident that a more careful consideration 
of the matter will prove that premonitions very often 
do prevent disaster, and that this inability to change 
the order of events is more apparent than real. For 
instance, if a premonition succeeds in averting disas
ter it is seldom that we hear anything in regard to it, 
for the reason that when the danger has been avoided 
there seldom remains any proôf fnat the warning was 
valid, while if it fails, and the recipient has told, or 
lives to tell of it afterward, it is often made public. 
Take as an example, the railroad accident above cit
ed, if Mrs. Chase had postponed her trip or exercised 
more caution the accident would have been avoided, 
and there “would have been no evidence to show that 
there was any danger of its occurrence, with the re
sult that her fears would have been considered 
groundless. The number of accidents avoided in this 
manner would be difficult to determine, but it is likely 
the greater share of such warnings are more or less 
successful,.in whieh case, except in rare instances’ 
where'the danger is afterwards apparent, the premo
nition is credited to a morbid imagination.

Yet we must admit that at times the guiding spirit 
can impress with a sense of danger and yet be unable 
to control events so as to avoid it. This was apparent 
in the case of Mrs. Chase above quoted. She could 
be warned, but she could not be influenced to post
pone her trip. And the difficulty that a spirit finds 
in altering the plans of mortals is further illustrated 
by the faet that the train was not: delayed slightly in 
order to allow them to pass unharmed. A few sec
onds delay on the part of some, passenger in boarding 
the train would very likely have prevented the trage
dy, and shall we say that the spirits who presaged 
the accident did not try to prevent it in this manner? 
Or, perhaps they also knew that it would be impossi
ble to influence any of the passengers or trainmen. 
At any rate, it is probable that the utmost was done 
to prevent the accident, and that only through this 
dream was there any chance to succeed. And in 
cases of failure like this it is not upon the spirit world 
that we should place the blame, but upon the mortals 
who either do not understand or do not heed the 
warnings when they receive them.

It is scarcely necessary to say that dreams and pre
monitions are not always to be depended on. • Spirits 
are not always correct. It must be expected that they 
will sometimes make mistakes, for nothing short of a 
god would be infallible in predicting events so far in 
the future. But there are other causes for erroneous
impression^beside the mistakes of the invisible oper
ator. This is especially true of those received in 
dreams, for a slight disturbance of the sleeper may 
destroy the accuracy of the dream. This was evi
dently known as far back as Plato’s time, for this phi
losopher seems to intimate that all dreams might be 
trusted if people would only bring tlieir bodies into 

.such a condition before going to sleep as to leave 
nothing that might occasion error or perturbation in 
their dreams.

In illustration of the effect of outward sensations, 
Tuttle quotes the case of a French physiologist who 
had many experiments made on himself while asleep. 
An attendant tickled his lips with a ■feather and he 
dreamed that ta horrible mask of pitch was applied to 
his face. “Eau de Cologne” applied to his nose sent

nearly Jen months before Mr. McNeal’s death, and 
yet the exact date of his demise was correctly givenv ■ 
It must also be remembered that Mr. McNeal ap
peared .to be in perfect health at the time he received 
the vision. And it was not alone Mr. McNeal’s death 
that was prophesied, but his friend Provenmire’s as 
well. .The spirits that made this prediction must 
necessarily have been informed regarding the exact 
physical condition of both individuals. The above 
report states that Mr. McNeal died after a sudden- ill
ness, but there were evidently symptomswliich an ob
serving-spirit; could'discern ten months-previous to 
their fatal termination. But.is there.one person-oil 
earth who “would be abl e, gnaided by superior beings, 
to .determine the exact date of a person’s death from- 
natural causes nearly "a year, previous Ipz its ' occur
rence? The more we consider this problem thé more: 
profound becomes our admiration for the unseén in
telligences with minds capable of solving problems so 
vastasthis.

Of the methods by which these predictions can be. 
made and the. laws governing them, I think Hudson 
Tuttle is well qualified to speak and the following is 
fromhispen: /. .

“There is a fixed belief that. spiritual beings are 
able to predict the future; that the coming time is as 
open to their, gaze as the past-. There yet lingers the 
superstitious feeling which once attached to the 
prophet, as the mouthpiece and leader of the gods. 
With the repudiation of the pretenses of these proph
ets, prophecy itself, which once occupied an import
ant-place in the government;6f mankind, became ig
nored. The prediction of events was- claimed 'to. be 
impossible, because law ruled, and the shaping of his
tory did not depend on the will of an arbitrary ruler 
or God. If we consider for a moment, we shall see 
that for the very reason that law rules, fixed and un-: 
swerving, prophecy is possible.- Because-of the chaim 
of causes and effects, the knowledge of. causes gives 
the power to predict, or foreknow the effects. Whcre-

Thus one believes that if he dreams of fire,
he is sure to have a quarrel, or if dark or turbulent 
waters, there is sickness in store. If, it is said, a spirit 
can impress these signs, why not impress the plain 
truth?" We say, because the sign is more easily im
pressed, If the spirits attempted to impress the de
tails of sickness or disputation, they would be obliged 
to call into activity the organs of fear, combativeness, 
etc., whieh might at once destroy the passiveness of 
the person, and abruptly terminate the communica
tion. By using a sign that the sleeper, during sleep, 
does not recognize as significant this is avoided. But 
they do not employ signs except in those cases where 
from experience they have found them necessary. 
The passivity of individuals varies; and often the un
varnished facts can be presented even when revolting, 
without destroying the essential conditions, or not un
til presented-, when the sleeper generally passes at 
once into wakefulness.”

There is an imperceptible gradation between clair
voyance and other generally accepted means of com
munication with the spirit world, and premonitions 
and a certain class of dreams. Premonitions are 
merely spirit impressions of unusual activity, and a 
condition of complete control lies just one step be
yond, Dreams bear an intimate relation to clairvoy
ance; and during the interval in which the vision is 
being transmitted the recipient must be in a state 
bordering very closely on the trance. . It will also be 
observed that communications which are sometimes 
given through mediums are at other times given 
through dreams and presentiments.

And the ability to receive premonitions and pro
phetic dreams is, like all other methods of spirit com
munication, capable of cultivation. To some the fac
ulty is probably a natural gift, gained without effort; 
to. others it may only come after patient and persist
ent effort; while others again may be so constituted 
that they seldom, if ever, have warnings either awake 
or asleep, and are unable to cultivate this gift. Some 
people are so constituted that ordinarily they are not 
susceptible to spirit impression or control. It is un
usually difficult for a spirit to transmit impressions to 
their minds, and except in tiipes of great danger, or 
when for some reason or other they are more sensitive 
than usual, they do not attempt it.

And then there is another class of people who have 
no phase of mediumship whatever, not because they 
cannot develop any phase, but pimply because they do 
not try. And so there are many who could receive' 
visions and presentiments and are not aware of the 
fact. You may have dreams, but if you make no ef
fort to remember -them they may pass from your mem
ory when you awake, The erudite Robert Dale Owen, 
in his widely read volume, “Footfalls on the Bound-' 
ary of Another World,” relates the following per
sonal-experience in confirmation of this statement:

“ * * * My attention having been attracted to the 
subject, so that I acquired the habit of taking special 
note of my sensations at the moment of awakening, I 
became aware, after repeated observations, that in 
every instance I was conscious of having dreamed. 
Yet, with very few exceptions, the memory of my 
sleeping thought was so vague and fugitive, that even 
after ten, or perhaps five, seqonds it had faded away, 
and that so completely that I found it quite impossible 
to recall or repeat my dream. After that period I re
membered nothing, except that I had been conscious 
of having dreamed; and, to obtain in every instance 
the certainty even of this, I had to awake with the in
tention of making the observation. ’ ’

From the above it will be seen that the more atten
tion you pay to your dreams, the more interest you 
manifest in them, the more you will receive and the 
more clearly they will be impressed upon your mind. 
Our spirit friends have no time to waste in unappreci
ated and ineffectual efforts to impress and instruct us 
either awake or asleep, and if we do not care to be 
guided by dreams and premonitions they are laboring 
under disadvantage in giving them to us.

But now, having barely commenced our inquiry 
into a subject too vast to be given more than a super
ficial consideration in one article of this kind, we must 
bring this effusion to a close. 1 have merely offered 
a few facts and theories to show the practically limit
less field of research before the investigator into this 
branch of psychic study; and to bring the reader.to 
a realization of the fact that, although not generally 
considered as such, dreams and premonitions are 

¡.often only another method of spirit communication; 
and that, since other forms of mediumship are subject 
to cultivation, a painstaking effort to aid your invis
ible helpers by endeavoring to cultivate and under
stand these warnings must result in making them 
clearer, more accurate, and more efficient, a benefit to 
yourself, a satisfaction to your spirit friends.

“I give you the end of a golden string; 
Only wind it into a ball,

It will lead you in at heaven’s gate, 
That invitingly opes to all.”

Grand Rapids, Mich. GEORGE B. FERRIS, i

By No Means Until “ÁCTINA” 
.. Was Discovered.

Ninety-live per cent ot all cases or dearness 
brought tp our attention Is the result of chronle

c&tarrh o! the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas« 
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, »top* 
ping the action of the yl« 
bratory bones. Until these 

. deposits are removed a
cure is impossible. TJhe in
ner ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence tho inability of au* 
rials or physicians to cin> 
Ear drums are worse than

pasaos through tho

useless. That there Is * 
scientific cure tor dearness 
and catarrh is demonstrat
ed every day by the use ot 
Actlna. The vapor current 
generated In the Actlna 
Eustachian tubes into tho

middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
salt passes through the tubes, aud loosens up 
theboues (hammer, anvil and stirrup) in the 
inner oar, making them respond to tho slight
est vibration of sound. Actlna has never failed
to cure ringing noises In the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured in 
only three weeks' use of Actlna. Actlna also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, coldsand headache; all ot which are di* 
rectly.or Indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. We give advice free, and positive proof 
of cures, A valuable book—Professor Wilson's 
IqO page Dictionary of Disease, Free. Address 
How York St London Electric Association, Dup. 
TO 029 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

Mk A- Sondai yonrUdrm\ Q a Day■¡■■QB v abiolutdy turo; we
Wr Viv furatali the work &nd Uxch you tree, you work In 
ths locality where you live. Sead u* your eddren »ud we will 
expkiil the bualneas fully, remember we guxraulee » deer profit 
of |3 forevery day’» work,absolutely «uri. . Write#! ones. 
IIOYAL MiiWFACTLmJiU €0., Box I I 43, Dotroit,Hkh.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS« 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies, Fistula, Ulcerts 
Eczema and all Sk in and Female Diseases. Wri tc 
for Illustrated. Book. Sent free. Address e

DR. BYEi Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

S'
The above u the number ot the pres

ent Issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top ot the first page, 
right hand corner. It this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid tor has 
expired, .and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
tko tag of your wrapper.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house In the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes ot the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” "Art 
Magic," “The Next World Interviewed" 
and “A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands,” 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus."

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise!

ELLA.

him to dream of a perfumer’s shop in the streets of 
Cairo. Any number of similar insfances might be ad
duced if necessary, and the lesson they convey is that 
we should not be.too hasty in'crediting our dreams to 
spirit impression. To ignore these facts may result in 
great harm, and as the following instance, quoted 
from an old and trustworthy volume, entitled “Au
brey’s Miscellanies,” would seem to show, may some
times result in a fatal termination:

“Mrs.C—, of S—, in the county of S—, had a be
loved daughter, who had been a long time ill and re
ceived no benefit frontheifphysicians. ■ She dreamed 
that a friend of hers," deceased, told her that if she 
gave her daughter a, drench of yew pounded she 
would recdyer. She gave her the drench, and. it killed 
her. Whereupon she grew almost distracted; her 
chambermaid,-to compliment her, and mitigate her 
grief, said, surely that could not kill her; she would 
adventure to take the,.saihe’herself. . She did so, arid' 
died also. . Thiswas. about", the year 1670. or 1671. I 
know.the family.” - ' . ' '

This arid similar ¡¿fees.could also be attributed to 
the influence .of eviLspiritsj'Aas: h" perusal of. i)r. 
Peebles’" book on “Spirit fObesssions” will - readily 
show. Chven also mentions the Case bf an Italian 
merchant traveling befweeh Rome and Sienna, who’ 
dreamed that he was murdered on the road; His 
host, to whom he told his.dream, advised him to pray 
and'confess. He did;so, and was afterward 'assassi
nated on the way by the'very priest to whom, in con
fession, he had communicated the knowledge of his 
wealth and his apprehensions. This dream was prob
ably caused by a malicibus spirit having some grudge 
against the merchant, He'saw that through jhis 
dream he could get his revenge. "He made the. at
tempt and was successful. The merchant walked di-
reetiy into the trap laid for him.

Another peculiarity often noticed in connection 
with prophetic dreams is that very often they,, are 
given in the form of symbols, the event prophesied not 
being given literally as it is due to occur. “This is 
because,” as another writer upon this topic has said, 
“persons usually have signs, well determined in their 
own minds, by which they recognize the'coming of

Dear little soul with the wondering eyes, 
What is the great mystery that in them lies ? 
Behind the darkness and behind the pain, 
What great lesson have they to gain ?■
That they shine so beautiful and clear, v 
While earth life seems so sad and drear?
Set in a casket of pain and decay, 
They shine with the radiance of golden day,
Looking froin surroundings of darkness and gloom, 
So bright that we forget the pall of the tomb „ 
And think oiily of the soul upward and away, 
Spurning earth and its passing forms of clay.
Looking into thine eyes-of deepest blue, 
I read only lessons which are true;
Life and its earthly cares grow dim and small, 
Arid I see qnjy eternal life, life over all.
I forget thejmtty cares of to-day ' 
And grow broader—all smallness fades away;. 
For thine eyes do show this lesson sweet,' 
That life, beautifulTife, is not complete " .
In this-one little narrow span A / • -
Of t lie present expression of man, 
For I can read in thy soul-lit eyes *
Greater life, greater work before thee lies. • - 7 '
For thou art standing with trembling feet' 
Just at the. foot of'the mountain sweet; ; 
The pathway seems weary o’er which-thou hast trod", 
But the mountain top sweet has the smile of God,
And down, down, from its steep incline L ; /
ItSTadiance is mirrored in those eyes of thine _ ' •- 
When thou hast looked upjthfmigh mists of pain, ’? ’ 
Seine shine has been caught, ne’er to leave again, 

MRS. ESTHER THOMAS BOSLEY.
* Seattle, Wash. , "

The great, art of life is to play for much, and stake 
but little.—Johnson.
. Few.men are so clever as to know all the mischief 
they do.—Rochefoucauld.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to h’im 
many times, etherealized, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held In that condition for 
ten days, which time lie spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world in his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the w'ell- 
known, author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D., president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsement.

He says: “This book will give us 
courage to pass through the shadow ot 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial.”

Rev. M. J. Savage says: “It is in
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true,”

The Medical Gleaner says: “It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness;

-Hon. C. A- Windle says: “It is inex
pressibly delightful.”

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says; “It is obe of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books.”

■ Everybody .will be charmed with it, 
for-it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance ot ■ 
two worlds. ■ It is printed in elegant 
style, bound in’cloth and gold. Price ?L 
For sale at this office.

. ■ -———-er----- ———----- -
"After Her Deatn. The Story of a 

Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spimuaiism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A’ 
book for the higher - life. Price. 
clbtii.il. » •

clbtii.il
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.. GENER/VL SURVEY We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended fof 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear thia In mind.THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS

DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows tills freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
Sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that 1b no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre- 

■ spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
1b set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it Is essential that all copy, to In
sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to tlie space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item 1b cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will hot do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address ot 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

Oct. 15, 190j4,

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

¿The Universal Occult Society holds 
meetings' at No. 77 East Thirty-ilrst 
street. The Hon. R. Gllray, pastor; 
Rev. H. S. Fraser, assistant pastor, as-

Take due notice that Items for this slated by Mrs. Vaughn, Mrs. R, A. Mc- 
page In order to Insure Insertion must . Menamin and Mrs. Upston. Confer- 
contaln the full name and address gf the enee at 3 p, m. Evening services at 8 
ujri»»r th.« maw be cast P- Rev-H- s- Fraser will lecturewriter. Otherwise they may. be cast /upon Sp)rltuallsm and Us RelatlonsWp 
into the waste basket. ________ _ Natural Laws. Special music. All

welcome.
Fred P. Evans, prominent as a rnedb Mrs. Allie Buhland writes: "Sept. 18, 

um, has returned to San Francisco, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Domhoff of 
Cal., and is located at 1112 Eddy street. Indianapolis, two dear little earth cher-

Mrs. Hull writes from Whitewater, ubs, nephew and neice of the above par- 
WIb.: "The Morris Pratt School is fair- ties, received the floral spiritual hap
ly opened. Not all of the students tism,-their own dear loving and spirit- 
have arrived. Some are expected this ually aspiring mother acting as sponsor, 
week, and still others next, yet the She, we know, took the pledges that 
work is being taken up and pushed as will cling to her being as long as activ- 
vigorously as if all were in their places ity is with her, and we are sure she will 
In thp class rooms. The studies this more gently and sweetly lead them 
year will be of the greatest interest along tlieir paths here, for the memory 
and importance; not only the regular of the spiritual presence of that day 
branches will be taught but some spe- will be_the means of bringing them 
clal work as well will enter into the closer and closer as day passeth day. 
year’s .curriculum. Some primary work Thqt the ceremony performed by your 
is being taken up under special classes, writer was impressive, was proven by 
The oratory department Ib commanding the tears of sympathy that coursed 
attention from the citizens, 'fyho are or- down the cheeks of those in attend- 
ganizing special classes to be taught by ance.” /
our teachers; an adult class in which Isabelle Powderly writes: "The En-

Dr. Millard F. Hammond, whose mes
sages on “Compensation, the Law of the 
Universe,” are now being published in 
The Progressive Thinker, and attract
ing much interest, will answer calls to 
lecture. He is a pleasing, Interesting 
and instructive lecturer. He can be ad
dressed in care of this office.

Oscar A. Edgerly’s engagements so 
far as made Tor the lecture season of 
1904 and 1905 are as follows: October, 
Battle Creek, Mich.; November, Find
lay, Ohio; January and February, 1905, 
with the Spiritual Temple Society, New
port, Ky.; April with the First Spirit
ualist Society, Lynn, Mass. December, 
1904 and March, 1905, are still open for 
engagement. Mr. Edgerly has been re
engaged to act as chairman at Grand 
Ledge, camp-meeting, 1905. Address 
during October, No. 249 Kalamazoo 
street, Battle Creek, Mich.

Oak Hill Place, that beautiful country 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Noah Merrell, 
just east of Lake Brady, Ohio, wfls the 
scene of a joyous gathering lately. It 
was the occasion of the>mnual reunion 
of the descendants of the father of the 
host, Noah Merrell, Sr., who came to 
this township sixty-seven years ago. 
Oak Hill home never looked more love
ly, more inviting, than on this occasion, 
and it has been the scene of many a 
pleasant gathering, too. Mr. and Mrs. 
Merrell’s guests came from Pittsburg, 
Springfield, Cleveland, Wellsville, Kent, 
Ravenna, Windham, Streetsboro, Cuya
hoga Falls and ‘other points. All de
parted late in the afternoon, happy over 
a well spent day.

Mrs. Emily D. King will officiate at 
funerals, ahd those wishing her services 
should address her at Tekonsha, Mich., 
R. F. D. No. 3.

Georgia Gladys Cooley will serve the 
Spiritual Society of Geneva, Ill., Sun
day, October 16. She served the society 
at Lima, Ohio, Monday, October 10.

“About 1875 Madame Blavatsky and 
Colonel Olcott, both having previously 
been Spiritualists, decided to go to In
dia, ostensibly to study the ancient re
ligions. They became wonderfully in
terested in Buddlsm, and colonel Olcott 
published in English a Buddlstic cate
chism. Madame Blavatsky began to op
erate in the realms of the miraculous. 
Among the so-called miracles she was 
said to have performed was when, with 
a parly, she was dining out under the 
open sky, roses apparently dropped 
from the sky on the table. On another 
occasion, when on a picnic with a party 
of seven, it was found when they came 
to set the table there were only six cups 
and saucers. Madame Blavatsky sale! 
not to worry; that if they would go and 
dig in a certain spot they would find 
something. Some of the gentlemen 
dug and discovered a seventh cup and 
saucer of exactly the same pattern as 
the others.

John W. Jones writes: “Stand up, 
Spiritualists and voice this sentiment! 
All honor to the editor who, while advo
cating one of the grandest means for 
elevating humanity, dares to publish 
the whole truth. Let Brother Francis 
know his efforts are appreciated while 
he Is yet in the mortal state."

Concord N. H., Oct. 5.—The legality 
of the practice of Christian Science in 
New Hainpshire has been upheld by 
the Supreme Court of the state in a de
cision handed down in the suit of Mrs. 
Jennie Speed, of this city, to recover 
damages for alleged injuries as the re
sult of treatment by Irving W. Tomlih- 
son, a Christian Science practitioner, 
Mrs. Spread claimed that Tomlinson 
had failed to cure her and that her cure 
was greatly delayed by the time spent 
In taking his treatment The case was 
decided in favor of the defendant in the 
lower court and was appealed. The Su
preme Court now affirms the decision 
and dismisses the bill.—Chicago Amer-

Referring to Henry M. Tefft, Esq., of 
Norwick, N. Y., who is at present visit
ing and lecturing in Ohio, a state pa
per says: Mr. Tefft has won a great rep
utation as a lecturer on various subjects 
on which he speaks. Those whb have 
listened to him say he is a word palnt-

are a number of the city teachers, and- glewood. Spiritual Union has adjourned 
a boys’ and girls’ class; this means rec- for a time. I will hold meetings every 
ognition in a practical way. It is with Sunday evening only. Dr. Gustafson 
the greatest pleasure I announce the lectured for us last Sunday on Material
fact that Mrs. Cora L. "V. Richmond of ization, followed by messages from the 
Chicago, Ill., has consented to deliver a mediums, Mrs,;Keisler, Mrs. Martin, 
course of lectures each month at the Mrs. McClere,and Powderly; good at-, 
school during the year. Probably ar- tendance. Sunday, the 9th, Dr. Taylor 
rangements will, not be completed be- will lecture, controlled by King Charles, 
fore the holidays, but after that it is ex- subject, the Dark Ages.”
pected this valuable acquisition will be Mrs. Emma Snow Hoyt writes from 
made. • Battle Creek, Mich.: “We wish to have

Thieves are generally superstitious, it known that our society is still alive 
No thieves like buying absolutely new and working. We had Mr. and Mrs. E. 
boots. In no circumstances can they w. Sprague of Jamestown, N. Y., with 
be persuaded to part with footgear aa for'the month of September. They 
during the period of wearing which did a fine work, made several new mem- 
thelr depredations were successful, ¡jers and stirred things up In general. 
When compelled to leave off wearing They are fine workers, and any society 
them from sheer necessity,,a thief will able to employ them can get none bet- 
have a wrist strap or some other ar- ter. We have for the month of Octo- 
tide he can wear made from the up- ber, Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly, who is too 
pers. well known to need any eulogy. No

Correspondent writes from Galveston, vember, our grand old worker and resl- 
Tex.: "Mrs. Nellie S. Noyes has lately dent speaker, Dr. P. T. Johnson, serves 
spent a season in Galveston, where her us.”
services were most heartily enjoyed. Wm F Ruffle wrltea. „Church f the 
In company with Mr John W. Ring, Splrit| ScMUer Buildlngi 109 E. Ran. 
the regular speaker In Galveston, Mrs. d0]pb street, third floor take elevator) 
Noyes went to Houston, where her serv- Hall 301 ad]o)n8. j am iea8ed t0 re-- 
ices were so well received that arrange- port well attended meetings at both the 
meats were raade for her to stop in serv|ces an<j circles. The ladles’ class 
Houston a night as she went to San Tue8day8 at 3 p. m„ bld8 falr to be very 

°’_____________ altered popular, whilst the Wednesday and Frl-
elghth annual meetlng of the Texas I day circles are well attended. . I desire 
State National Association of Spirit- t0 announce that on Oct. 16, at the 11 a. 
ualists. ’ 1 ■ - — -m. service, Dr. J. H. Randall, will lec-

. „„ , White- ture We hope for a good attendance;
water, Wis.: As the school is well tests to all. There Is no lecture at the 
open, and the different ones in the 2:30 or 7:30 p. m. service—only song 
house assigned their respective duties, service followed by messages to every- 
it Is not necessary for me to be here one ln attendance.” 
constantly, and I would like engage- ,
ments with societies or In localities Madame Blavatsky teaches that there 
where there are no societies, if persons are seven worlds, six being invisible to 
interested in our cause woujd arrange J“ resard to man, the-
tor meetings. I would prefer to work osophy holds that he has a sevenfold 
In the states nearest Wisconsin until nature. He is denied individuality and 
after the holidays, and will make rea- the soul of man is held to be as eternal 
sonable terms to any who will write me. as Uod. never having been created.

Clara L. Stewart writes from

I hope for steady employment during 
the fall and winter.”

Mary E. French writes from Clyde,
Ohio: “Some few weeks ago E. W.

In. the cities of Japan women are Sprague, missionary for the N. S. A., 
seen going about the streets with long, organized a society here, chartered un
narrow pieces of cotton stuff, in which der the name of the First Spiritual Re- 
they invite other women to put a few search Society of Clyde. Since then we 
stitches. On each piece .of cloth are a have been forming a library and have 
thousand black dots, and when each between one hundred and twenty and 
side has a thread passed through it by one hundred and fifty books donated, 
a different woman the stuff 1b believed We have works on fiction; biography, 
to have power to protect the wearer history, scientific and religious. If any 
from all danger in war. Very often a of The Progressive Thinker readers, au- 
little crowd of eager women gather in thors or publishing houses can send us 
the streets round someone who is anx- one book or more from their libraries, 
iousito obtain the necessary stitches for we will appreciate it very much.
a husband, a son or a sweetheart.

er. Sublime thoughts, ideal images and 
pictures float betore his mind and 'are 
continually finding expression in words, 
He in turn astonishes, pleases, and 
sometimes shocks his audience with tlie 
boldness with which he puts forth some 
of his most radical thoughts. He does 
not argue, he asserts his positions with 
the apparent confidence that tney are 
axioms, self-evident truths, ready to be 
received by all mankind. He always 
leaves his audience with plenty of ma
terial to digest, even if they do not fully 
concede all that he claims, his lec
tures, not only show a deep study of 
the past but the last word, the newest 
thought in science, literature, and the
ology, are all fresh in his mind. Each 
sentence stands out distinct, like pearls 
In a necklace, clear, perfect, and pol
ished. '

Some one writes from Rockford, Ill., 
as follows, but fails to give full name, 
which should always be done: "The 
Psychic Research Society, resumed Its 
meetings for the coming fall and winter 
after a vacation of six weeks; opening 
meeting conducted by Mrs, Clara Stew
art on the second Sunday of September, 
giving us a fresh heart impetus, and 
greater courage, and we feel we can 

•‘see tlie star in the East.’ Last Sunday 
we had with us B, F. Boulep of the Mor
ris Pratt Institute. He seems to be 
full of determination and courage, 
which bespeaks for him a bright future. 
Next Sunday, the 9th, we will have 
Ciara Stewart, and through the month 
of November, Will J; Erwood will be 
with us.”

Mrs. Carrie H. Mong, Secretary of 
the Indiana State Spiritualist Associa
tion, writes from Muncie, Ind: "The N. 
S. A., together with" the Indiana State 
Association will hold a three days’ 
Mass Meeting at the First Spiritualist 
Church, corner New York and Alabama 
streets, Indianapolis, Ind., on Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday, October 14, 15 
and 16. 1904. We-have endeavored to 
secure tlie very best talent for this oc
casion, both in speakers and platform 
mediums, and can promise ah interest
ing and instructive time to all who at
tend.”

Harry J. Moore and Mrs Eva McCoy 
conducted meetings in the Opera House 
at Gladbrook, Iowa, last Sunday. Mr. 
Moore is arranging his speaking tour 
in Iowa so as to get into St Louis in 
time to attend the N. S. A. reception, 
which convenes next Monday evening. 
Address him at 104 North 1st Avenue, 
Marshalltown, Iowa.

Mrs. Kirchner, wife of the President 
of the Rising: Sun Mission, arrived 
home on Thursday evening, October 6, 
after an extended tour through the 
East for seven weeks, during which 
time she visited a number of societies 
and spoke and gave spirit messages. 
Upon her arrival she was surprised to 
meet a number of members of the Mis
sion, who welcomed her home. Quite 
an enjoyable evening was spent, after 
which luncheon was served, all seem
ing glad to have our sister and co-work
er back with ys^ again.

T. W. Sherk writes: “Services at the 
Church of Spirit Communion, 4308 Cot
tage Grove avenue, will be conducted 
by Rev. Moses Hull, next Sunday, Oc
tober 16. both afternoon and evening. 
Messages will be given by Mr. Coates, 
and other mediums. Our afternoon 
meetings were opened for the season 
last Sunday with a conference, the en- 

( thusiastlc and exalted spirit of which

■ E. D. Bibbitt, M. D., has removed bls 
Academy of Higher Science!} from Ge
neva, to No, 62 East avenue, Rochester, 
N. Y. । ■ -

Mrs. LeSieur writes:/‘The first Band 
of Harmony of the year met Thursday, 
October 6, in Hall 512 Masonic Temple. 
We had a largo and enthusiastic gath
ering. The afternoon meeting was de
voted to the giving of loving tribute to 
the memory of one of our.dear departed 
members, Mrs. N. ■ J. Marshall. Mrs. 
Richmond gave us a message from her, 
telling us how much she wished she 
could make us realize how happy she 
was to have made this change. The 
evening session, the guides of Mrs. 
Richmond answered questions on many 
different subjects, which were unusual
ly Interesting. Many strangers were 
présent, Mr. LeSieur gave a message 
through Mrs. Mullins, and other spirit' 
friends. Mrs. Turbett gaye several 
readings to persons In the audience.”

E. J. Bowtell desires engagements 
with societies Sundays or week nights 
for season of 1904-5. Address 21 Wash
ington street, New London, Ct.

lias granted us, but it becomes sacrileg
ious wnen subtracted from dependency 
upon the Almighty, or rejects the direc
tion and comfort of divine truth.”

Continuing, the pope says the insult 
was rendered the more grave by the 
Freethinkers meeting In Rome, deposi
tory of faith, thus taking from Romo 
its designation as the tranquil, respect
ed See of Christ’s Vicar.

“We, therefore,” the pope adds, "will 
hiake ours the offense offered to God,

PREMIUMS.^

Should we ever disband the books will
We, of Seymour, Ind., are more than be returned to the donors; or if un

pleased with the impression made by claimed, sent to the.. National Library, 
the Rev. Frank T. Ripley, of Tipton, Many homes have books that after once 
Ind. He opened the season here after read are left year after year to be 
two years of Indifference on the part of handled and dusted, doing no one any 
the many Spiritualists in this vicinity, good, and the above is a good way to 
One noticeable feature was the large scatter not only our literature, but any 
number of men in the audience. Two- good reading matter.”
thirds of the congregation were men. Mrs. Clara Wagner writes from De- 
Our churches reverse this condition; flance> Ohio: "We have changed the 
but few jnen are attracted to the the aame of our society. At first we called 
Christian churches as the bosh they tbe first Spiritual Society of Defi- 
have to listen to drives them away. ance. By the request of the spirit of 
His inspirational lecture on the Philos- Anthony Wayne, we changed the name 
cphy of Spiritualism, was a master- to the ‘Church That Pleases God.’ We
piece, and the eloquence of the speaker have services every Sunday evening in 
was grand. His tests were considered our hall, and Lyceum on Thursday even- 
the most accurate ever given in this jng. i am trying to start a Ladles’ Aid 
city. He is developing a new phase; Society which I think will help our 
he is getting independent slate-writing church. I will offer my services to lec- 
in the light. We had .a sitting with ture an(j give messages, in either Eng- 
bim, furnished my own slates. They nsh or German, to any one of the adja- 
never left our own hands, and got one cent towns. I hope every town will 
of the most satisfactory tests we have soon have a Spiritualist church so the 
ever received. He will only give these Bible can be explained to those that are 
slate tests when his guides direct him brethren. The scripture teaches us, 
to do so. He will be with us until Oct. ‘Now concerning spiritual gifts, breth-. 
30. Any society needing a good speak- ren> j W0Uld not have you ignorant’ 
er and test medium will make no mis- Address me at No. 407 Highland street, 
take in securing his services. Signed: Defiance, Ohio.”
Frederick, J. A. Weaver, Ben McCann. . Allard W. Weisman writes as follows 
* _ ’ . ., ,, in reference to Mrs. Lucile de Loux,

Mary Speight writes: Invitations wbo resides 2952 Cottage Grove ave- 
have been iraued by the Ladies Auxil- nue; <<My wlfe and j have traveled aU 
iary of the Englewood Spiritual Union over ^be country, an(j have visited me; 
to a Harvest Home Festival and Ball, d|ums everywhere, and have sat in 
Saturday evening, October 15, 1904. many circles and witnessed many.mani- 
Tickets twenty-five cents. Grand prize festktlons that I regret to say, I am con- 
to be givenifor the best farmer costume. vlnced were fraud. but j never 8at ln 

0 ld’f?s1hl°“edJ, country supper circle where spirituality and goodness 
will be served in the dining hall. Wear so perva^eg everything and everyone as 

have the ihree circles I have attended 
at Mrs. deLoux’s parlors. This is said 
without prejudice, as we only seek the 
truth. T would say that Mrs. de Loux’s 
work is purely mental, and of a nature 
positively convincing.”

. Virginie Barrett writes: "I just re- 
turped from Danville, Ill. I found very 
many there asking for our beautiful

lean.
For ten years public morals have be

come so vitiated by the prevailing code 
of party ethics that he who exposes the 
public officers in their seini-legallzed 
looting has been viewed as an enemy 
of his party, says . William Allen White 
in McClure's. Only within the last 
four years has there been growing 
among the people any considerable sen
timent favorable to the public servant 
who exposed a ' fellow servant 
whom he caught stealing. But with 
the visible .growth of moral perception 
In matters political among the-people 
the lever of the party system may begin 
to act for the people. Spiritualists, too, 
are becoming awakened to the fact, 
that Spiritualism, pure, heflest'' and ele
vating is-the one thing demanded by 
the angel world.

All criminals are great believers in 
dreams. Some time ago, at Manches
ter, Eng., a daring thief awaiting trial, 
told a.warder he had dreamed that he 
had-seen a rainbow. From that he de- 

■' duced that he would be acquitted at his 
* trial. To everyone’s surprise he was.

your ‘easy close’ and 'caliker ties,’ and| 
help eat the ‘punkin’ piles.”

J. Viser of Floriaa, wants to know 
why some materializing medium does 
not accept Mr. Hale’s challenge, and in
fers that all materializing mediums are 
fakes. Sdch is not the case, my good 
brother. The power of spirits to mate
rialize under certain' conditions has 
been thoroughly established.

J. A. Toren writes: “The Church of 
the Psychic Forces, held at ^ilcox 
Hall, 361 East 43rd street, is" Having 
good succesg at both the afternoon and 
evening meetings, there being great in
terest shown at* the conferences; every 
Sunday aftmoon two good subjects 
given ’and nandled by able speakers. 
I also draw your attention to our list- 
of speakers for the month of , October, 
evening lectures: Oct 9, Walter DeVoe; 
16, Dr. J. H. Randall; 23, Dr. Louis H. 
Freedman; 30, Dr. C. Burgess. I wish 
to say also that on the 23rd, Dr. L. H. 
Freedman will give free demonstrations 
in the hall in the evening. . All who are 
sick and ailing, come up and let the 
Doctor cure you. He is well known on 
the South SFde for he has cured many. 
Our pastor, Isa Cleveland, will be pres
ent at all meetings to give messages.- 
We invite everyone who wishes to in
vestigate the grand truth.” \

Mr. and Mrs. A. Norman, mediums 
for spirit photography and slate-writing 
have returned from the Lily Dale camp 
to their home at Minneapolis, Minn., 
2721 Elliot avenue. \

Frank T. Ripley writes: "I have been 
very 111. Three days ago I was very 
near the spirit world, but by the kindly 
help of the spirit world 1 am destined to 
remain on earth for some time.”

philosophy. The society which 1 
served has interesting and good mem
bers, but needs , more harmony for fl- 
perfect society. ■ I was the guest of Mr. 
and Mrs. Buchanan and her mother, 
who is an old-time Spiritualist I lec
tured to a number of old soldiers on 
their grounds, which is indeed a beau
tiful home for these weary, ones. There 
are upon these grounds fountains in 
which pretty gold-fish pass their-time 
In graceful dance. Large forest trees 
and pretty gravel paths and flower beds 
can be seen everywhere. Electric 
lights are seen' from the buildings, and 
the band stand with its illuminations 
gives the appearance^of a soldier tent. 
I will be pleased to hear from friends 
wishing my services. Address me at 
No. 29 Gladstone avenue, Indianapolis, 
Ind-” -

Mr. A. B. French delivered a lecture 
for the society at Clyde, Ohio. "Hades, 
the Land of the So-called Dead,” was 
his subject. The audience was delight
ed. The music was fine. “Only a 
Whisper,” “Only a Thin Veil Between 
Us,” and “Shadow Land” wpre beauti
fully sun'g. It is too bad that A. B. 
French cannot come prominently betore 
the people again. He is a man of great 

I eloquence and could do a world of good 
I on the rostrum.

SEEN AND HEARD
Brief Notes on Topics of Interest, 

by Hudson Tuttle.

gathering in our heart all its 
nesB.” ■

He wishes Rome to unite in

bitter-

solemn

OUR ,ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL A^D U810 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

presaged - good things fot 
in the future."

Mr. Ira Cross writes: 
Park Occult Society was

our society)

"The Hyde 
very much

A Startling Admission.
The Rev. Dr. Josiah Strong, president 

of the American Institute of Social Sci
ence, in an address before the Interna
tional Congress of Arts and Sciences at 
thé World’s Fair, made the following 
startling admission:

"The ministry of to-day lacks enthus
iasm for the reason that It lacks a mes
sage. Many a preacher speajrs not be
cause he has something to say, but be
cause he has to say something.’'

He illustrated this by saying that he 
recently talked with five New England 
pastors, each of whom said that if he 
could live over his life, he would not en
ter the ministry, nor would he let his 
son enter It if he could prevent it. He 
continued:
- “It is not strange that under such cir
cumstances there is much restlessness 
on the part of both pastors and 
churches.

"It is probable that a majority of all - 
the pastors and churches In the 
United States are at this moment desir
ing a change.”

They -may desire a change, but are 
chained by the bands of their inflexible 
creeds. They are thralls of the past, 
and fear the consequences of new ideas.

Is It Folly or Menace?
The following is from Newport, 

where the “400,” supposed to be the 
flower of civilization hold forth in their 
summer homes:

Although Harry Lehr denies that he 
ever gave a monkey dinner, he cannot 
deny the fact that on Wednesday he 
gave a genuine dinner to dogs to cele
brate the third anniversary of the birth 
of Mrs. Lehr’s tiny Pomeranian dog 
which she calls Mighty Atom.

Seven invitations were Issued and all 
•came. The pride of “Arlelgh” sat at 
the bedecked table, the decorations be
ing the dog’s favorite flowers, the cac
tus and deep red dahlias. Silver candle- 
bras were used at each end of the table 
with red shades. The poodles were 
seated ni high chairs around the table, 
their mistresses seated directly behind 
them in order to assist the five butlers 
in serving the guests to the delicate 
menu, which consisted of veal cutlets, 
frankfurters, salads, ice cream, cigars 
and cigarettes and chocolates. For ah 
“extra" more meat was served as the

atonement for this outrage to divine 
majesty, and further vindication of the 
honor and good name of the Holy City.

Oh, for the days that are past! Oh, 
for the temporal power once held by the 
pope! The diabolical spirit of intoler
ance is there, but the tiger's claws are 
cut, and his fangs broken. He can only 
howl his maledictions. ‘

The 'pope talks bravely of “Intelli
gence” being the “noblest gift of the 
Creator,” yet his definition of intelli
gence is not that pf the dictionaries. To 
him it means thinking exactly as the 
church teaches, and abject obedience to 
his dictation!

It is galling to have the heretics set 
themselves down under the shadow of 
the Vatican, and proclalip their infa
mous doctrines, and the pope gnashing 
his teeth in rage, powerless and help
less, bound hand and foot by the intelli
gence of the age! No Torquemada, 
with dungeon; rack, and thumb-screw; 
no auto da fe or fagot flames possible!

HUDSON TUTTLE.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form th? Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual 
istlo, Psychic and Ethical Lines ot 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Prfl; 
gresslve Thinker.

Words of caution. . < 
You should not send money In a let 

ter. You may do so a dozen times saf», 
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal^ordet 
for five cents, and then you are pen 
fectly safe, and will save yourself an 
noyance and trouble. 7

SPRINGFIELD, MO.

Building a New Spiritual Temple.

■ As It has been some time since I have 
seen any mention of the work going on 
here in Springfield, Mo., I deem it my 
duty in justice to the cause and our so
ciety, to write you an account of the 
work being done here.

The Springfield Spiritual Association 
was organized In March, 1903, by a few 
faithful Spiritualists who held together 
and worked hard, and complained little. 
In January of this year we bad made 
such large strides that we deemed It 
best to be Incorporated, which was done 
under the laws of the state. From the 
time of our organization to the day we 
Incorporated, which was about nihe 
months, we had accomplished a work 
that very few, if any, religious organiza
tions ever performed in the same length 
of time.

Here our society struggled against 
great odds, trying to build up what oth
ers had torn down. Only those who are 
acquainted with the situation of the 
Spiritual cause here can fully under
stand what a task we have had! But

canines all howled for more. After

favored by Dr. C. A. Burgess, Sunday 
evening, October 2. His talk on the 
Indian was something out of the ordi
nary, very interesting and instructive, 
and we hope he will come and speak 
for us again. On Sunday evening, Oc
tober 16, we will dispense with the lec
ture and give the mediums full swing. 
We would be glad to see many "medi
ums present; they will have a chance 
to show whatever they can do in their 
line. We hope there will be enough 
mediums present so all will get a mes
sage. On Wednesday evening, October
12, we will have a social dance; a
good time, and good music are guaran
teed tp all who attend; also refresh
ments. I think the charge is to be 25 
cents. Hall at 319 E. 55th street. Take 
Jackson Park car on Cottage Grove 
avenue.”

Charles H. Green writes: “Sunday, 
October 2, 1904, Dr. J. H. Randall, Dr. 
Hammond and. Mr. George Mostow of 
Onset, Mass., addressed the Rising Sun 
Spiritualist Mission, at its hall, 378 S. 
Western avenue. The remarks of all 
three gentlemen proved very interest
ing., Mr. Mostow is a pioneer in the 
cause'll Spiritualism, having for more 
than twenty years been a staunch ad
herent to the cause. Mrs. N. Trafton 
also "made a few remarks and gave 
some psychometric readings. That 
evening Rev. Thomas S. Warner used 
as the subject for his lecture, 'Decis
ion.’ It was delivered in a convincing 
and most interesting manner. Mr. 
Hammond also favored us that evening 
with a few thoughts. Sunday, October 
16, Mr. John N. Clarke wilL- be the 
speaker, his subject will be 'Life, One 
and Invisible.’ That evening Rev. Mrs.' 
N. E. Hill will lecture, after which our 
mediums will give tests and spirit mes
sages. We cordially invite all Spirit
ualists and skeptics to attend our meet
ings."

M. C. Matthews writes from Pitts
burg, Pa.: “We are glad to report that 
the First Church of Spiritualists,- on 
Boquet street, Pittsburg, has secured as 
speaker. Rev. B' F. Austin. We find 
him an eloquent' and fluent speaker, 
coming to us from the ranks of the 
clergy of the M. E. church of Toronto, 
Canada. He has identified himself with 
Spiritualism and has become a worker 
in and for the advancement of the 
cause. He Is a thorough Biblical- schol
ar. On Sunday, Oct 2, the subject was 
‘Make Yourself Over.’ In the evening 
the subject was,- ‘What Does Spiritual
ism Stand For?'. He said that If Spirit
ualism is true, it: is the grandest truth' 
ever discovered, and there is'no such a 
thing as materialism. It brings the 
highest hopes to. mankind. It is the 
very, nectar of divine consolation. It 
stands for a. religion of demonstration. 
We should) accept nothing without an 
investigation, based on the best of rea
son. It stands .for the highest concept 
of true liberty, and the abolishment of 
war. It stands for a rational view of 
God.” r : '

LOOK OUT) LOOK OUT!
The Progressive Thinker during its 

Fall, and Winter Campaign will ba â 
continual feast of good thingsrtn all oo 
-cult and spiritual lines of thought. You 

; can only keep .up with the procession 
I bv reading it each week. Send m your
subscription now, and introduce 
paper to your neighbor.

“Love—Sex— Immbrtallty.” - By 
W. P- Phelon. Erice 25 cents.

the

Dr.

this second course ot meats, a birthday 
cake was brought in delicately frosted 
with “the pride of Arleigh" fretted on 
top, which was made visible by three 
lighted candles in honor of Mighty 
Atom’s third birthday.

The dinner over, the guests sauntered 
into the magnificent drawing room of 
Arleigh, but time began to draw very 
heavy. So the master of Arleigh called 
a servant and told him to usher in a few 
cats, which he did. Many fights fol
lowed, until the several ladies picked 
up their tiny treasures and called their 
carriages.

• Rome in the height of her arrogance, 
when the wealthy in wanton abandon, 
strove with each other in extravagance, 
presented nothing comparable with 
this folly. The corrupt nobility of 
France before the revolution which 
they precipitated by their abandon, 
gave no example of such idiocy. Think 
of it! Eight ladies—arrogating to be 
of the select, with flourish of footman 
and coachman, bring their poodles, ar
range them In chairs around a table set 
with costly viands and order the serv
ants to feed them! "Cigars and cigar
ettes" at the close! Have these moths 
of fashion taught their dogs to smoke? 
The idiotic farce was too tame and the 
servants broughts in some cats. The 
ladies enjoyed the dog and cat fight ex
ceedingly. Whgre were the humane of
ficers? Where the ieeling and sense of 
shhme of these ladies? They do not 
appear to have any. They attend the 
cruel polo games, and cheer the victors.

If the silliness was all, then there 
would be less meaning in this and sim
ilar occurrences—the “cream” of so
ciety might attend “monkey dinners,” 
and celebrate the birthdays of their 
dogs. But'there is more, vastly more. 
The millions of working people read 
these reports, and contrast the condi
tion of their children with the surfeited 
dogs. It is conservative to say in the 
City of New York one hundred thou
sand people are in a chronic state of 
starvation. Their dwarfed growth and 
pinched faces reveal the revolting story 
of deprivation.

Waste and .-profligacy cannot forever 
flaunt their shame In the face of desti
tution! If these weálth-mad idiots 
must have monkey suppers and dbg 
parties, if they must surround them
selves with obedient flunkies, in com
mon decency let them draw the curtain 
of concealment over their wantonness, 
and not advertise their shame in the 
yellow journals.

Every Fifth Child a Bread-Winner.
To make possible this extravagance, 

the children of less fortunate or en
dowed,-have to be pressed into the 
treadmill of labor. There are almost 
two millions of children in the United 
States, pressed to toll. They begin at 
the tender age of. ten years, in factory 
and mine, and this is not to count the 
children- of the farms whose service, 
ofttimes Is made as severe.' They work 
to eke out the scanty Income of father 
and mother? They never know child
hood, and work under such conditions is 
slavery.

Pfus X. Protests.
The Freethinkers of the world have 

met at Rome in convention, and the 
pope is indignant.' -In a letter to his 
vicar general he says:.

"A new cause has been added to the 
many anxieties which; especially in our 
times, accompany the 'government of 
the Universal Church. Wre have learned 
with infinite sorrow that it is asserted 
that the cultivators of free, thought have 
met in Rome. The painful echo of 
their speeches is unfortunately con
firmed by their grim designs. Intelli
gence is the noblest gift the Creator

thanks to our unseen friends whom we 
know have guided us through aright, 
we have the grandest society ever or
ganized in this city. In the short space 
of nine months spoken of we had col
lected in dues from the faithful, and 
donations, over $375, which was put to 
very excellent use, by our then incorpo
rated society, by purchasing a lot on 
which to erect the first ¡spiritual Tem
ple that Springfield has ever seen.

On last Monday, Sept. 26, we all re
joiced over the tact that the workmen 
had commenced the erection of this 
Temple, which we had worked so hard 
for.

Befote closing I wish to say a few 
words in praise of a sister who is also 
a member of our society. Mrs. Mary 
Sharron-Shaw, but the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker will, nd doubt, rec
ognize her by her one-time name of 
Mrs. Mary Garrett, of Cincinnati, O. 
Mrs. Shaw came to us some two months 
ago. from St. Louis, Mo. She has ac
complished more good here, in the way 
of awakening an interest in the Spirit
ual cause, and gathering new sheep into 
the fold, than any worker who has yet 
come under my observation. A worker 
who knows no evil, has a great big 
heart, and looks only on the bright side 
of everything. She has a grand, noble 
soul, and this society will never be able 
to repay her for the great good she has 
done for it here, although she would 
say, “I am repaid a thousand times, 
by the pleasure it gave me in being able 
to do you all so much good.”

On October 9, we will have with us 
for one day only, Mr. John W. Ring, of 
Galveston, Texas, National Superintend
ent of Lyceum Work. Mr. Ring needs 
no introduction to the Spiritualists, and
we are looking forward 
pleasure to his coming.

By Thanksgiving day, 
be able to throw open to

-------- '
Remember, please, that It costs' ted 

cents to get a personal check at a bank 
in Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent; ।

Remember, please, that we have only' 
four books which we send out now fo> 
25 cents each. We cannot allow you ta 
select any other book in the list at thAt 
price. 1

Remember, please, that you are not 
entitled to any of the Premium Books . 
unless You send in with your order a i 
year’s subscription to The Progressive f 
Thinker. jj

Remember, please, that the safest waj 
to make a remittance is to secure a poa 
tai order. 1

Remember, please, that these book« 
are used exclusively as premiums, tlw 
editor desiring no profits, his sole oh 
ject being to do a HUMANITARIAN 
WORK ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC; " 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES!, 
hence they are not fefr sale to the ^radei

Remember, please, that mistakes and 
trouble may be avoided by dealing dh 
rect with this office, Instead of through a news agent

Remember, please, that all ot oul 
Premium Books are neatly and substam 
tially bound in cloth, and are an orngi 
ment to any library.

Read our Premium Offer, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send $1 for The . 
Progressive Thinker when you desire 
one or more premium books. Please 
bear this in mind. !

Every person who sends in a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think« 
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make his selection from the 
following list for TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS: (

1. The Great Debate Between Ref. 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, oun 
leading Premium Book this year. Prlcq 
25 cents.

2. Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia ot 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World. 
Price 25 cents. 1
PrL ^Wantderer to the Spirit Land? 
Price 25 cente. ,

Seers of the Ages, by Dr. J. M, 
Peebles. Price 25 cents. .1

4.

READ THIS CAREFULLY. 'I
If you order only one book, and that! 

one neither of tlie books mentioned 
above, the price is 40 cents each. I

We have only ELEVEN Premium 
Books, and you can select from them a£ 
follows: 1

Any two of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents. I

Any three ot the Eleven Premium!
Books you may order, price Sl.io^-—Z:

Any four of the Eleven Premiunl 
Books you may order, price SI.50you may order, price $1.50.

five of the Eleven Premium! 
you may order, price $1.80. /
six of the Eleven Premium 

you may order,_price $2.10.

with great

we expect to 
the world the

door of our Temple, and invite all to 
come in and participate In the good 
things that are served from a Spiritual 
platform. As our Temple is to be of 
stone, we expect it to stand for ages 
as a monument to the grand truths 
and teachings of Spiritualism. z

The officers of our society are, J. Ed.
Black, Pres.; Mrs. Eugene Clements, 
Vice Pres.; Mrs. Charlotte J. Dixon, 
Sec’y., and Mr. N J. Shaw, Treas.

J. ED BLACK, Pres.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Amelia J. Curtice passed to spirit life 
at North Adams, Mich., Sept. 23, in her 
79th year. Slie had been a firm believer 
in the truths of Spiritualism, and had 
been a Spiritualist all her life. Wilson 
Curtice, her husband, had been a medi
um for thirty years when he passed to 
the life beyond.

MRS. M. G. CRAW.

A Wife’s Tele'pathlc Message,,
About four years ago, while living in 

Baltimore, my husband was required to 
make a business trip to New York. I 
did not hear from him for a week, 
which was rather out of the ordinary, 
as he Is a careful correspondent One 
evening I found myself sitting alone 
hour after hour, with only a dull con
sciousness of being in an unusual frame 
of mind. At 11 o’clock I arose to retire 
and stepped across the threshold into 
the next room As I did.so I Involuntarily 
lifted my foot, for it seemed to me as 
though I had stepped upon a vibrating 
wire, and at the same moment the 
whole room became filled with the 
sound of my husband’s voice. It was 

-Inarticulate and unusual in quality, but 
instantly recognizable, and I was re
mitid ed of the one only time I had con
versed With him over the telephone.

I fled up stairs in terror, wringing my 
hands and sobbing, “Oh, something has 
happened to him, something has hap
pened 4o him!”

In the morning a boy called with a 
note from my husband’s employer stat
ing that he was about to leave for New 
York, as my husband was there ill in a 
hospital. Had I any Word to send? By 
degrees I learned that he had been at- 

,tacked with appendicitis at. the St. 
George Hotel and taken to St. Vincent’s 
Hospital in an ambulance. Does this 
come under the head of coincidence?

Cranford, N. J. ALOYSIA.

"Meatless Dishes." .Verx useful.
Ertee 10 cents, . .. ..... — . .

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any _______ ,
Books you may order, prive $2.90.

Any ten of the Eleven Premium! 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 
Books here announced are sent out, all 
postage prepaid, for $3.35, something 
never before equalled in this country oc 
Europe. Our principal aim is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price. I

seven of ue Elevon Premium! 
you may order, price $2.35. I 
eight of the Eleven Premium 

you may order, price $2.65. '
nine ot the Eleven Premium!

OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOK3
FOR $3.35.

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3^-The Encyclopedia of Death, 
life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-I

and

and'

and

•Mun*
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, bM 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. ,1

5—-Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult« 
Ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, byl 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable m» 
dlum. j

7-—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex« 
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts«

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands« > 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ot1 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle. , ~

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism!
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles«

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson. ;
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

REMITTING. . .
When you send in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully; 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and send for them. They ara 
very valuable. They are intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tona 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fail to enclose a dollar for The Pro« 
gressive Thinker.

Sending out these premium book?, 
however, at the prices we do, does not 
reduce the price of the subscription ot 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, ai 
single cent, for that cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of the fact that we publish such ai 
vast amount of reading matter, much! 
more than any other Spiritualist paper) 
now published.

In conclusion, bear In mind that tho 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this Office only $2.22, illustrating tho 
great bargain you are getting—an op« 
portunity to form the nucleus' of a valu« 
able library. the like of which was neves 
known before on this material plane.

Address all orders to . zi
J. R. FRANCIS, II

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois, j ; ?

KEEP POSTED
In Cui-rent Spiritualistic and. Occult

. News. ■
- You can do It by reading each weeM 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo 
cphy end the Bplrltuallstio and Occult 
phenomena it contains each” week, iq 
the marvel of the age. No one can af
ford to be without the paper. Its prief f 
to within the reach of all. , ,



KNOW THE TRUTH. BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSEAt

ADDRESS OF A. J. WEAVER

the Opening of;the Morris Pratt Phenomena Under Conclusive Test 
School, September 27,-1904. Conditions.

Oct. 15, 1904.

j This department is under the man- 
Egement of

HUDSON TUTTLE, .
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

1 NOTE-—Tho Questions and Answers 
have culled iorth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear- 
Sng compels tho answers to be made in 
!tlio most condensed foi'm, and otten 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to tins 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted,- and the stylo becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
¡with waiting tor tlie appearance of 
their questions and write letfe'of in- 

; quiry. Tho supply of matter r dways 
■several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and lienco there Is unavoidable delay. 
®very one has to wait' his timo and 
place, and all a,ro treated with equal 
favor. , ■ ■ ■

1 NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
,dress must be given, or the letters will 
'(not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will-not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
'become excessively largo, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an- 
ewers, and while I freely give what- 

; ever Information I am able, the ordl- 
•jhary courtesy of correspondents is ox- 
' pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

"A Spiritualist." Since the publica
tion of the Arcana of Spiritualism some 
unknown friend of Spiritualism . has 
taken upon himsolt to act as tree dis
tributor of the same to the great public 
chairs, scientific men, divines, profes
sors, and all the foreign officials at the 
World’s Fair. His appreciation of the 
work thus expressed counts more than 
fulsome praise and has placed the book 
where no spiritual literature has ever 
Sieen before. The seed thus sown, may 

- tn many cases fall on barren ground, 
but some is sure to return a harvest. 
The last order of this "veiled mission- 

-tiry," who subscribes himself “A Com
mittee of one," is for ten copies to be 
sent where I think the most good will 
result. It 1b difficult to make a selec
tion, for a thousand can be sent, where 
the chances are equal. I gave the mat
ter to the consideration of Mrs. Tuttle, 
and as the only way I have to communi
cate with this unknown friend of tlie 
cause and express the thanks for tlie 
great help he has been,-I subjoin a list 
of those to whom the books were sent: 
Rev. C. H. Parkhurst, New York; Rev. 
Francis Wayland Parker, President Chi
cago Institute; Rev. Morgan Dix, New 
York; Rev. Jenkyn Lloyd Jones, Chi- 

_ cago; M. Gaylord Wilshire, Editor Wil
shire’s Magazine; Dr. Chas. B. Parker, 
Professor Surgery Western Reserve 
Medical College, Cleveland, Ohio; Rev. 
Wilbur Fisk Tillett, Professor Sys. The
ology, Vanderbilt Theological Seminary, 
Nashville, Tenn.; Rev. Morgan Wood, 
Cleveland, Ohio; Rabbi LouisGross
man,. Cincinnati; Horace Howard Fur
ness, chairman Seybert Commission, 

. Philadelphia, Pa.
The remainder of the order to his-di- j 

rection was mailed to Hon. Richard 
Bartholdi, President International Par
liament; Dr. William T. Harris, Com. 

REducation, Washington; Mercantile Li
brary,. New York.

"“James L. Dow: Q. Does the spirjt 
world have a common surface upon 
which spirit homes are built? If so, Is 
that surface around the earth and at a 
uniform distance from it? Does it re
volve with the earth upon its axis and 
¡follow it In its orbit around the sun? Is 
the surface of the spirit world or the 
foundation upon which spirit buildings 
are built any different from any other 
location in space? Would a spirit build
ing or the surface upon which they are 
built have any resisting powers to the 
passage of a human body or any other 

■ gross material?
~ Abby A. Judson in her communication 
published in The Progressive Thinker, 
No. 773, says that she has built her 
home upon a slight elevation overlook
ing a beautiful river; now’ I would like 
to know if that slight elevation and 
river was always there but was never 
taken by any one until she went over 
there and built on it? From whence
does that river come, and where does it 
empty ? Can a spirit pass .through the 
material of which their housq is built, 

„and through tlie material which forms 
the surface of their country upon which 
they build and walk, without its being 
any obstruction to them?

A. These questions arise in the 
mind of all who attempt to understand 
the philosophy of spirit life as taught 

. by Spiritualism. The conditions of that 
life are different from those of earth, 
and we have no words to express the 
things we know not of. All descriptions 
of that world, hence, must be compara
tive, and the things of earth used to il
lustrate. So far as possible all these 
questions, which would here, to fully 
consider, occupy too much space, are 
answered in the Arcana of Spiritualism 
and Life in Two Spheres.

Geo. Rice ’Jones: Q. Is a physician 
justified when a patient has an incur- 

• able malady, and in great suffering, to 
’ give morphine and remove him from

“Her physical pain at that instant 
was more than even I, accustomed to 
such sights, could look upon. She 
beckoned to me and whispered: ‘Are 
yow going to give me some more mor
phine?’ I nodded my head and upon was 
ready. She asked me for tlie hypoder
mic syringe, and whispered: ‘Put in 
enough to put me to sleep so I can see 
bow much it will take.' I did so. Bho 
again took the syringe, and thrusting 
the needle beneath her skin pushed the 
plunger down and I made no effort to 
stop her. She went to sleep. She had 
cured herself.”

“That is to' say,” I broke in, “sho 
committed'suicide."

"No, not that.”
“Then you committed murder.”
“No, 1 cured her. In her case the 

only cure was death. It is my office to 
relieve suffering. There was but one 
way to relieve her. What 1 did was 
done before by physicians and will be 
done again and again. And it is right 
that it. should bo done.”

In Ins investigations the mayor con
sulted the leading physicians of the city 
and was surprised to find that they 
unanimously agreed not only that the 
"doctor had done. right, but hud per
formed his simple' duty.”

Whatever may be the verdict in this 
or Blindar cases, the leaning must be 
toward the position taken by tlie doctor. 
There is probably not a physician who 
has practiced for any time who has not 
had Similar experience. Doctors may 
not avowedly give an opiate with the in
tention of producing death, but they 
give doses that they know will produce 
a lethargy from which the patient will 
not awaken. They are called to pa
tients in supreme agony, and there is 
only one means of alleviation in their 
bands, and it requires a delicate calcu
lation to determine how much to give to 
alleviate the pain and not’cause death. 
They know in certain cases that the 
pain itself, by exhaustion will bring 
the coma of relief, which ends in death, 
and why allow such needless suffering? 
It is inculcated by the Humane Society, 
that when an animal is suffering hope
lessly, to cut its life as painlessly as 
possible.

Yet there is one supreme considera
tion. To grant this as right fbr physi
cians? places them above the law, and 
grants them a fearful ppwer, which no 
human being can justly exercise over 
another.

The conscientious physician, im
pressed with the responsibility imposed, 
cannot be condemned for yielding to 
the voice of sympathy, and desire to al
leviate suffering.

REGARDING AURAS AND COLORS.
To the Editor:—I was interested in 

the article copied concerning Marguer
ite Gladstone Stuart, of Newport, re-, 
garding auras and colors.

A confirmation ot this theory was 
printed some years ago in The Popular I 
Science Monthly. A man wrote the ed-1 
Itor he could see the color of a person's | 
thoughts. He said they were of various i 
colors, and some even were black. He 
could distinguish them when the person 
was beyond a partition.

At that tlm.e I wrote the following 
poem. This year is to be an exemplifi
cation of the science of our views.

A Philosophical Ethical Allegory.
The angel In waiting in heaven was 

told ■
To take a fair circlet of gems'and of 
.... gold, V
And speeding to earth, give the diadem 

fair
To him most deserving the treasure to 

wear.
¡But the angel.looked.not bn the exter- 

: nal form,
But saw life within, where intentions 

are born;
And not only sin’s many phases passed 

by,
But many things seemingly worthy and 

high.
If fame was the object, and self was 

the goal,
If love did not soften, and kindness con

trol,
No lavish of money or burden of care 
Attracted his notice the deed to com

pare.
At last he returned to the'mansions of 

day, .. .
Still bearing the crown he had carried 

away,
Saying: "Rays of brightness shine forth 

from the brain
Of those who are anxious the good to 

maintain.
“As the loving and tènder, the humble 

and true.
Are decked with the hues correspond

ingly due,

i Warm Weather Spirituallsta.
I am very strongly impressed , that 

i down through all the ages of th$e there 
has existed a class of people who are 
like unto the Spiritualists. I am also 
inclined to think that some of the old- 
time Spiritualists had a hand in making 
part ot the book that is called the Word 
ot God. And I think there is about as 
miieh trulli in that book as there is in 
Spiritualists (so-called) to-day. I do 
not by any means believe all that the 
book contains, neither do 1 believe all 
that ftJJ JJplrltuallst.s , claim and teach 
to-day? But all that is good, all’that is 
noble, all tliitt is true, I want, and I ac
cept the truth from all cud any quarter 
whence it may come. - •

There was-a Spiritualist, once who ut
tered the words (it is said), “Seek and 
ye shall find; knock and it shall be 
opened unto you.’f‘'’That language is as 
appropriate and as truthful-■ now as 
when first- uttered.

’5

Their temples already a diadem -wore 
More lovely than this which by order 

bore.”
Juniata, Neb. C. H. DOTY.

I

X A. This question is called out by the 
case ot a physician who had a patient, a 
lady in the highest social circles of the 
city, suffering from a virulent cancer. 
After her sudden death some” of her 

' friends brought her case privately be
fore the mayor, not wishing their sus
picions for the time to be made public. 
He called tbe.physiclan .to his office to 
hear his version of the case, and de-, 
cide if it was best to prosecute. This 
is the physician’s story:

“I know what I have done, and upder 
like circumstances I would do the same 
thing. Hers was an utterly hopeless 
case. She had at best but a few 
months to live, and every minute would 
have been Increased agony.. Her suffer. 
Ings would move a stone to tears. She 
often implored me to increase the dose 
of morphine, which I administered to 
ease the pain for a few minutes. ’Only 
a little more, doctor/ she would beg, 
■just enough to put me to sleep so that 
I won’t wake again.’ The afternoon of 

‘her death she asked me for the hun
dredth time how much longer she 
would have to live.- When I told her 
she prayed 1 might be wrong, that 
death would come sooner.

Woman-Constltutionalfy Classed.
The state constitutions of Wyoming, 

Colorado, Idaho and Utah make no dis
crimination against sex. Women are 
citizens and vote on equal terms with 
men. All other state, constitutions 
make invidious distinctions. The ma
jority classify women, Idiots, criminals 
and untaxed Indians, in the category of 
the disfranchised. This official brand, 
of inferiority reflects on the moral tone 
of the nation. Politics—the religion Of 
our national life—is a synonym for cor
ruption and vice. The morality and 
purity which women could infuse into 
public affairs is denied on the most il
logical of prétexte, while the natural
ized foreign (eldn is admitted to partic
ipate in citizenship.

So lightly do we hold the claims of 
men from the standpoint of fitness to 
govern, that in fourteen states a for
eigner, knowing nothing of our institu
tions or principles, can vote "on inten
tion of being naturalized,” even though 
he has just landed on our shores. . The; 
American born woman, with, a line of 
American ancestors, is superseded by 
these alien hofdesi —■■■'■ .

■ That one-half of the people of the na
tion should, be dominated by the other 
half, tipon no better credentials, than 
those of sex is an injustice that mocks 
our republican motto of “equal rights

I for all."
IDA PORTER BOYER. '

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D.- This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sala 
at tills office. ' ’

“The Present Age ana inner Life; 
Ancient and Modem Mysteries Classi- 
fled and explained.” By Andisw Jack
son Davis. W_e have a few copies ot 
this work- bÿ the - celebrated ’seer. 
Cloth, »1.10-

Our little society though not now an 
organized one, has been meeting every 
Sunday the whole summer. I see by 
your paper and also from other sources 
that many of the. societies have dis
banded till alter the camps and as some 
express it till after the warm weather. 
I have but very little confidence in one's 
religion that is so cold it can’t stand a. 
few hot nights without melting. 1 
think they simply cease to seek and to 
knock.- And whilst they have been tak
ing thejr eace and their slumber, we 
feel that a few of us have.been growing 
day by day, and" that we have gained, 
much strength; 1

I hope to see soon a well organized 
body at this place, well officered, one 
that can stand all the fiery darts of the 
wicked, ope that will be a bright and 
shining light for ages and ages, There 
is no use talking against our cause, for 
it is the truth and will stand, whilst.all 
that is false and deceitful will, be 

-crushed to the earth. We have been 
well paid for all. our labor.

TJiat old-time Spiritualist said at an-■ 
ofher time, “Happy are ye when men 
will say all manner of evil against you 
falsely for my sake” (the truth’s sake). 
Now I believe this statement as mucli 
as tho first one. And If it is true, why. 
are bo many just, tho opposite to happy ? 
It-must be because their deeds are 
evil. Well, poor souls, I pity them, and 
pray sincerely that they may turn from 
all their evil and false ways to seek the 
light Knock at mercy’s,door and if- 
shall be opened to you. .

The last day of the camp we brought 
Mrs. F. V. Jackson of Michigan home i 
with us, and she lectured and gave tests i 
for us that Bunday evening, and on the 
following Monday evening we had an 
ice-cream and cake social. The hall | 
was well-filled and she gave many tests I 
which were gladly received. It was a 
grand success for us socially and finan
cially. It was so good that we will re
peat it. Mrs. Jackson-came back and 
spoke for us last Sunday-in tlie after
noon and evening. At night the hall 
was filled to overflowing,'the best at
tendance we have ever had. She made 
many beautiful illustrations, and did 
not utter a word but what I could sanc
tion. „.Everybody was .>more than 
pleased, and we hope to have her back 
with us again at some future time, and 
we bespeak for the sister all the confi
dence and respect that a faithful and 
honest worker deserves. Do not be 
afraid to welcome her in your homes, 
for she carries sunshine wherever she 
goes. We will never forggt some of the,, 
pleasant hours that she spent in our 
home. It put me in mind of Martha’s 
last night with her aunt and Mrs. Aus
tin.

I feel that there is a-.great . impetus- 
back of all our efforts, The .spirit'world 

-Is surely back of us. One of the great
est feasts my soul ever enjoyed was 
Sunday In the afternoon-meeting.' Mrs. 
Jackson had a! severe sore throat and 
thought by turning the afternoon meet
ing into a kind of conference it would 
enable her to talk better in the evening. 
My wife made a little speech (excuse 
me for saying it was good). She. was 
overcome and sat down in tears., as 
were many others, but in a moment' she 
said she did not want to - cry but she 
couldn't help it, and all at once a lady, 
Mrs. Myers, of Kokomo, with uplifted 
face with eyes streaming with tears, 
took my wife by the hands and said: 
“Oh, mamma.' mamma! you couldn't 
help it; you couldn't help it.” It was 
surely, the grandest case of Impersona
tion! ever witnessed. Now it was my 
daughter speaking through Mrs. Myers, 
and It was as natural as life, and oh, 
how I turned my eyes toward. her, 
-thinking I would surely see my child 
face to face. - There were very few dry 
eyes in the audience. This all hap
pened in the broad daylight and is 
something that can be sworn to by a 
score or more of us. Now Mrs. Myers 
knew nothing of my child’s voice, as 
she had never seen or heard her.

Oh, my dear people, such grand 
triiths as are being fully demonstrated 
to ub dally.' All of these happy seasons 
are the consequence of seeking and 
knocking.

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Griinke, Ph. IL
( Cloth cover. Price, $1.50. J

r> Creature, or a heart-training through the animal world.
By ha ph Waldo, Trine. CJo|h. Price, 35 cents.

Evolution of the Devil. The most learned, accurate, scientific'and 
pniiosop nea] analysis of Ilis Satanic Majesty ever published. By Henry, 
11 ank, .ihc independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 cents.

X'ather Tom and the-Pope and the History of the Pope’s Mule. Price, 
paper, 25 émis; cloth 50 cents. X

Fifty Years in tlie Church of Rome. A book that has done more to 
r'-1 p,™ B“’, )Vi”’ld of Catholicism than any other two published. By, 
1W. Ulas. Climiquy,.ex-priest. Price $2.25. ■
, °rce and Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a Sys- 

I? t y Based Thereon, A very ’popular scientific exposition.
By i rof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

r rom Dreamland Sent.. A book of poems. Verses of life to come.
By Lilian-Whiting. Price, $1. : -

From India to tho Planet Mars. By Th, Flournoy. Price $1.50.
ii - i- 8°ul' ’ll“8 beautiful book of beautiful poems is all that 
_ ic title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful 
in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1.

uospel of Buddha. According to old records. A translation from 
Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate 
to rue 1 arjuijnent of Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1.
., '°* Nature. A hook filled from beginning to end with spiritual

- Vf n Îr ïnos^ sublkne and soul-stirring character. In touch with all 
r . 7 n ' Jj' S11<?r,Iinn ll»d Wm. F. Lyon. Price, $1.
Uri eat Roman Anaconda, 6r Thirty-seven and a half years in the 

UH'i’eh of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P. Rudolph, 
1 h. JJ. Price, 15 cents. •

Harmonics of Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley.
Cloth. Price,.$2. . J

Healing, Causes and Effects. Fifteen chapters on how to heal by un- 
Se^ 1 u?es' By Dr- W- P- B’lelon. Prieé, 50 cents,

Health and Power. A handbook of cure and human upbuilding by, 
aid ot new, refined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D. Babbitt, 
JU. D. Cloth cover. Price, 35 cents.

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self-Justice. It shows the falsities rampant 
in society in matters of moral and social import, and the wrongs that 
now therçjrom. By Lojs Waisbrooker. Price $1.

Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and 
ephemeris. By Verno Vedra. -Cloth. Price, $1.50.
,n ,5resyl,or ked to the Light. By the well known writer, Hudson
1 iritle. 1 aper cover only. Price 30 cents.

History of Atharael. Life in the Stone Age. The history of Atha- 
rael, chief priest of Al Aryans. Written through U. G. Figley. It is 
very interesting. Price 30 cents.
* to,Z of the Christi£>’ii Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25.

History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking informa- - 
tion concerning that most damnable institution known in history—the 
Itoman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D. Price 25 cents.
• ®ultu^eTand Cure- Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ-

Bomeebring Whai Z ' Mee
«econa Bong a voice was heard to ? g d’Mm.XndPsXS^^ ISd PaÆih to toe’ 

Nervous System and Insanity. Price $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or
gans, Iheir Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price, $1.

To day is the third opening of this At eight o’clock p. m., op Saturday,; 
school. I do not say "our school,” lie- September 24, 1904, I met according to 
cause it is not our school in any true special agreement, W. C. Marshall of 
uense, Il wiis founded by Morris Pratt, 1267-Pearl street, A. H. Waterbury of 

¡ot ills own tree will; and'given to the 1830 Grant, avenue, A. B. Montgomery
Spiritualists ot tho .world tor educa-’ and Mrs. S. JU. Montgomery of 123 West 

I tional purposes. Weare only agents Bayaud street. Miss Nellie C. Kime, Ho- 
ejected each year by. the trustees to , tel Belvidere, .Anna Black, 915 West I carry • on the work. At. any- annual 6th-avenue, 0. L:- Nollen, West Bayaud 

i meeting new officers and teachers may street, Anna B. Lninheart, 1618 Tre- 
i be chosen. mont street, A. B. Emery, 531 18th

Tho purpose ot this 8CI109I is to street, Oakland, Cal., Mr. and Mrs. E. 
equip more thoroughly Urose. who may H. Moorman, 601 Majestic Building, and 
attend tor tho work ot propagating Mrs. Peterson, at tlie home ot tlie me- 
truth, and especially tbe truths which dlum, Mrs. Alice Gehring, 1618 Tremont 
are most helpful to the welfare of tho street, in tlie city of Denver, lor the 
race. purpose of testing the genuineness ot

Let me lay before you the general the spiritual phenomena'which is, and 
plan of tlie school, that yc;ii may see its has been for some time past produced 
reasonableness and its use, The work through her mediumship.
is divided into three departments or Tlie house was literally turned over 
steps, each one ot which is required to to us, Mrs. Gehring agreeing.to all con- 
make the whole comiilete. The first ot ditions and restraint requested.
these steps is the acquisition ot knowl- A committee of ladies was appointed 
edge'which Includes mental culture that who retired with her and made a- thor- 
foiiows as a result. Knowledge is tlie ougli search of her person tor small 
liasis of all intellectual ami the highest trumpets or any otheA instrument by 
moral growth. Without knowledge the which any part of tlie phenomena might 
deepest sincerity will lie wrecked on be produced, It is useless to say that 
the rocks of error and superstition. z they found nothing; so that fact is

In the regular course of nature the stated for the benefit of those who 1 
first means of acquiring knowledge that waste thc-ir time1 conjuring up excuses 
comes to humanity is experience. Il rd or other explanations of the phenom- 
marvelous how much knowledge one ac- ena, rather than accepting the truth, 
quires during tlie first eight years of his All cliairs and tables being removed, 
life liy tills simple means. From one a large piece of mosquito netting was 
thousand to two thousand distinct placed-over the floor. This was to 
words are learned and brought into use. head off the trap door' theory, A large 
A wider knowledge of the human body oak dining table was then placed in thp 
and its. parts; of tlie visible world and center of the room, ■ Around this table 
its^ countless objects; of the operation camo a four-cornered iron frame over' 
ot nature’s forces and their results, and which was placed another large piece | 
numberless other things, are gained by of the netting. A guitar, two small bells 1 
every child from experience. and three trumpets were placed on the 1

As age advances experience widens table. The mosquito netting which was 
and the increase of knowledge goes on. over the iron frame around the table, 
A puppy and a babe born beneath the was then fastened to the floor by tlie 
same roof at the same hour, and living use of carpet staples, not tacks, 
eight years within the same environ- The medium, having selected Mr. J. 
ment, reveal a difference of knowledge A. Patterson to sit witli her, a commit- 
which clearly marks an almost infinite tee of gentlemen.escorted him into prl- 
differenco of nature between dog and vacy and searched film tor instruments 
man. With no other means but expo-, with the same results as in tlie case ot 
rience, a human being rises by rapid Mrs. Gehring, tbe medium. They were 
strides above all other forms of life and then seated facing each other and their 
takes his place as head. ..  hands bound together with waxed cord.

Besides this there are other means A third piece of netting was then 
provided in tlie natural course of events placed over their heads and chairs, cov- 
by -which knowledge comes. We get erlng them completely. This netting 
knowledge unconsciously ■ from other was then fastened to the lloor wttfi 
people. We get it through daily "con- carpet staples. Then every door and 
versatlon; through listening to lectures window in tlie room was sealed and ev- 
and Bermons, and through general read- ery occupant of the room was bound to- 
ing, gether two and two, with waxed cord, ।

Every student who.: comes here and the lights extinguished. ’
brings with him. a great fund of knowl- The phenomena occurred. The bells 
edge gained in these : general- ways. rang. " _” • -----------------------

. _ ... Q, WJW VYOC XiUM-IU lu
provide additional means -of acquiring join in the-singing with one of the 
knowledge—means which, if: you did trumpets. Several of the so-called 
not attend school, you would not be dead returned and conversed with rela- 
likely to get—means which, if. diligently tives present.
entered into by you, will greatly widen Viola, one of the medium’s guides, 
and deepen and strengthen your amount talked independently of the trumpet, In 
of knowledge. „ as clear and sweet a voice as ever fell

The branches taught for . this purpose on the ear of mortal. The phenomena 
Ip this school are general history, in lasted for about one-hour. Fraud, im- 
which the important events for tfie past position or delusion was out of the 
six .thousand years are so arranged as question. The fastenings were found 
to be grasped and-field by the mind of as placed, when the phenomena were 
the faithful student; the history of the over.
Struggle which science; has been com- Of those fixed in their religious opin- 

’pelled to carry on.wltlr rellglouB lntol- ion I can only gay“.;“Let them alone, 
erance and Ignorance In the. Christian they-are given- over to their Idols.” 
church since-, the fifteenth, century; And to the doubting Investigator, 
knowledge of the Bible, and. Jhe Spirit- "Come and see.” W. H. HUNT, 
uallsm wliich jt ceptains; ¡knowledge.of , .728 E--& C. Building,
dta origin, its «liaracter, Ito -authorBhip, . . , . , • W. C.. MARSHALL, 
its age and its whole history'.as a hu- Mining Engineer 1267 Pearl street, 

.man book; knowledge of the .various Denver, Colo. • >
religions of the 'world, and thelf rela- -— .......-----------

“ftoW Shall I Become a Meiil- 
um/’ Ftxlfy /Ynswered

' In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
>apd Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle, Price 35

Where would we have been hast- 
we let dur meetings go by'the board bn 
account of a few warm- nights. I “will 
never-give up .till I can see as I am 
seen,"or hear ai l am heard. '• .

The old question, If a man die,"shall 
he live again? My answer would be no. 
If a man die, he is dead; but man is not 
dead, because it is impossible for him 
to die. Yet if we were compelled to be
lieve that book that so many love, this 
question woud be answered as I. have 
answered it—-No.. "As the cloud Is 
consumed and. vanisheth away, so he 
that goeth down to the . grave . shall 
come up no more.’’—Job vli:9;. ;“The 
dead know not anything,-neither have 
they any more a reward.’’—Ecc, lx: F.

“They are dead, they shall not live!' 
They are deceased, they shall not rise.”r 
—Isaiah xxvi:. 14. .... .-■• '■■■" .<

But by this same witness the testk 
mony'is as strong tjiat we.'shall live and- 
shall not die. “The. trumpet shall sound- 
and the dead shall b,e taified.”-—I.- Cor,, 
xv.52. ' ’, ’ • : /-
- “The hour is coming in the which all 
that are in the graves snail hear his 
voice and shall come forth.”—John 
v:28, 23-
' So I conclude that with such a con
tradictorywitness all such- testimony 
Ijecomes worthless.'. So the main'ques
tion is not, is man living again? but is; 
does he die at all? “If a man die.” 
No, ho, my friends, there is no such 
thing as death.; This old body may pass 
back to mother earth, but the spirit, the 
life, the ego, can never die. And the 
only sensible reason I cau. give is; be
cause it always bad an existence. • I 
think it very reasonable to believe that 
anything that never, nad a beginning 
will never have an ending.

But the greatest evidence-we have is, 
that we do not see them, and do hear 
them.

So let us not weary in well doing, but 
let ub search diligently,prove all things,- 
and hold fast to that which is good.

Elwood, Ind. J. L. FOSTER,

"Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom ot Heaven on .Earth,” By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s bigbest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality in all thg rela
tions of life between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cents; leatherette.'&0 centa,

“Why I. Am- a «Vegetarian.” By. J. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
ClilcngG Vegetarian Society. Price, 35

_ ............... ... ..

tlon to modern thought. Spicituallsts’League Meeting.
Physical geography is a branch of The smaller hall in the Kimball 

geology. Evolution, which is a history BUíJd¡ngi 243 Wabash avenue, Chicago, 
of how the various species of vegetable waa flIled by an intelligent and inter- 
and animal life came on the earth. estea audience at the meeting of the 
Psychic lessons, which impart a knowl- clty League of Spiritualists held there 
edge of the laws and principles of medi- oa evening of October 4. Members 
umship, with Hudson Tuttle’s “Arcana Ea¡(j a¡. close it was one of the most 
of Spiritualism," as a text book; Psy- instructive and enjoyable which the 
chology or á study of the human soul boay bas yet held, for it dealt with a 
with all its powers and relations so far jjve qLæation and gave excellent demon- 
as taught by science; and logic, which strations of the.of message giving, 
teaches the Iqws by which .to reason so was pleasant to hear one of the oí
as to distinguish truth from error. fleers say privately that this was not to

It takes two years to cover all these. be permanent place for holding the 
They do not by any means Include all league meetings because the piano play- 
the'means of knowledge taught iñ jng in other portions of the building 
schools; but they are.the fundamental was so plainly heard as to be an annoy- 
ones. They areali that cap be.covered ance to both audience and speakers, 
in the time specified. ¿They prepare Regular programmes are to be given on 
the student bo that when hfe leaves thè tbe flrst. Monday evening of each 
school he is ready ever after to be a month in some down town hall and the 
seeker for knowledge—to enter the va- gatherings are to be made a harmoniz- * 
rious fields of science to bp a learner jng center for workers from all parts of 
for life: What though the knowledge the city—a rallying point for all who 
here gained is but a trifle, it is one best can work and best agree.
step in the broad road to truth, which Tbe North Side. Spiritualists were not 
reaches into eternity; it may be but out in so strong force as were those 
little, yet if it is enough to kindle In the from the West and South Sides. Doubt- 
mind the love of knowledge—an abid- less prof. Ray, Mrs. Hilbert, Mr. Hill, 
ing and ever increasing love of intel- Mrs. Flxen and others from that dlvis- 
lectual wealth—you will be. well repaid .fon wm amend this record next month, 
for every day’s time and. every dollar’s æbe cbair was filled during the even- 
éxpense it has cost you,- for leaving ing by president Warne and Vice-prfesl- 

¡.these halls 'with a truth-seeking mind dent Gilray. Dr. Warne prefaced his 
your whole future life will be like a address with tlie explanation that the 
rtfer whose waters broaden and deepen committee upon the program had draft- 
at every mile of its ^onward. .flow. ed him for the occasion in his absence,

I .have taken some timé in explaining -ana he did not wish it understood that 
the first department in thè work which be Was in any sense a volunteer for the 
is done here, because of its great im- work. ' After a few words and an illus- 
portance. Without L continual de-' tration pertinent to reformations nèed- 
sire for truth to inspire the soul, all ed in Spiritualism he . took up the sub- 
education becomes but a , inere orna- jget of telepathy and pointed out some 
ment—a polish on the surface of life. very important points inwhich it failed

The second- step in the "school work to convince Spiritualists that medium- 
is to Acquire such a usé’ ot; the Englisli, .sbip was nothing but thought transfer- 
language (as be àblè tô' put all one ence^at thè sainé time cautioning min- 
knowe and one may ever know ;in such ¡sters not to overwork this theory or 
form as to. give it position arid power they might get caught, in the rebound, 
among the'scholars of the world; One as in‘ the incident of Jesus meeting the 
may possess thè wide, knowledge of a woman at Jacob’s.well.’’
Baconthe: mathematical genius of a Thè evening's address is always open 
-Newton, or the intellectual power of a to criticism-by volunteers in the audl- 
Descartes; if he-clothes liis thought in ence; Upon this occasion the critics 
barbarous English he crucifies his own seem to eithefcolncide wiih orsupple- 
'intellect on the cross of illitéricy. He racnt thè views of „the speaker, 
defeats h'is own highest and btìst ends. ,parker c: Marsh,: Dr; Beverly,-Brother 
_He is false to himself; he commits in- QHray and Dr. Freedman took part in 
tellectual suicide. ' : this stage of the proceedings, and to

He is attempting to down the the profit of all and the delight of old 
mighty trees of terror and superstition friends. • . , : ’

j with-the blade of a jack-knifè; instead Mf&. Maude Lord.Drake, who was ré- ! of using the keen edge of.a steel axe. called by a question from Dr. H,. A 
The worst feature of the casé Is that he Cross after being seated and gave sev- 
does not know a jack-knife from an axe. era! messages by way of Illustration of 
In all his talk he murders the English psychic powers. Brother Drake spoke, 
language, and wonders Why 'what he all too briefly, but on the time-worn ex
says or writes has so little effect, ignor- Cuse for trickery'that you only get 
ant of the fact that hisJbest ideas are fraud from mediums when you go io 
disfigured or obscured because he them with fraud in your heart, said 
leaves out the subject or the'predicate, very emphatically yon never get fraud 
cr in other ways makes '-the - Sentence ffòm a genuine medium and also called 
awkward and ungrammatical? 5 upon any one to show that thought

In this department-we' begin with transference ever occurred without the 
spelling, followed by that of'diacritical assistance of disembodied spirits. : 
marking, grammar, rhetoric and con- Messages given impressionally by Dr. 
tinuous. work in composition. C. Burgess were very interesting and

The third department;. which, com- the audience wished for more. Mrs. 
pletes the work we attempt to do, is a Cleveland’s messages were well re
constant and thorough drill in oratory.- ceived. Mrs. Hooper, a medium from 
So many public speakers meet with Columbus, Ohio, was introduced and 
failure , simply because of faults in gave pleasant greetings to the audience, 
their delivery that this work is made.to gbe may settle in Chicago tor a time, 
reach through the whole two years’ Materialization will beconsidered at 
course; It is tbe I'eystono- of the edu- ufo Noveiiber meeting of the League, 
cational arch. It fcriects our work? - ... REPORTER. >

Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50.
Hypnotism. By L. W. DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
'Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price, $3.
Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By L>r. R. von Krafft-Ebing. 

Price, $1.25.
Hypnotism in Mental and Moral Culture, By John D. Quackcnbos. 

Price $1.25.
Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjorn- 
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V Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life, an- 
r ¿ient and modern. By Andrew Jackson ¿avis. Price $1; postage, 10c.

Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the sim- 
i pie principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in- 
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I-,Cloth bound. Price $1.50.
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Kate Feld. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price $2.
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Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot. Price $1.
Koran. ’ Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohammed.” Trans

lated into English from the original Arabic, with explanatory notes 
taken from the most approved commentators. Price, cloth $1.
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vet'issued. Price 50 cents.
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Life Bevond Death. Being a review of the World s Beliefs on the 
<lnbi'cct a Consideration of Present Conditions of Thought and Feel- 
j „ Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as 
» Fact to "Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some Hints as to 
Personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savage, D. D. 
Price, $1.50; postage, 10 cents.

Life of Thomas Paine. Illustrated with views of the ni,i r> • , 
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the ediinr^f 
tional, with prefacaand notes;by Peter Eckler PriL °rf the Na' 
' Life Work of Cora L. V. Richmond. An intere£ S Centf“ 

a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker ^ regarding 
isim Coiripiled and edited by H. D. Barrett. Price 4,2^«n I SP,ntnaL

Light of Egypt, or the Science of,the Soul and the St»« tpaI‘ ‘ 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme nf . • frrand 
to everybody. Price $2. ' . great interest
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The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Ready to
Battle for Spiritualism. Pure and Unadulterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity 

I SPIRITUALISM'S OPPORTUNITY, land we os Spiritualts 
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SEEKING WORLD PEACÍE.

International Wars Are Meaningless 
Military Murders.

CONFE68ION OF A VIVISECTOR.

A Practical Operator Relates a Little of 
His Experience.

The Zoophilist, an English publica
tion, publishes in' its June number a 
story which shows the depth of moral. 
obtuseness one must sink to in order to’ 
be an accomplished vivisectlonlst It 
is not often an operator so simply tells 
the truth, but we thank the physician 
fpr this particular view of nature, 
which reveals the ins and the outs of 
this dire art, in all its spiritual degrada
tion and physical agony. It is taken 
from "The Confessions of a Physician," 
a book written first in Russian, by V. 
Veresaeff, and translated into French, 
German and English, of course' attract
ing wide attention everywhere because 
of methods disclosed regarding medi-

Between the Giant Minds of 
Snirihiii.li«™ will beedn in this

paper some time in November, ippon the subject matter contained in the 
late bopk by Dr. J. M. Peebles^ onu<The Demonism of the Ages, Spirit 
Obsessions/ Etc., which promises to eclipse all previous discussions.

cnl education. ]
The viviBector must be remorseless. ' 

Dr. Veresaeff Bays; "It is necessary, to 
fully grasp the tremendous Importance 
of vivisection to Bcience, to be able to 
understand there is but one way out of 
the dilemma—that of atifiing the re
proaches of conscience, of choking 
down pity, and closing one’s eyes to the 
living agony of the animals sacrlfleced."

■ When a- human being is sq educated 
as to dehumanize him, is he worthy of 
trust in any position in this world? 
Read the following true picture, and 
retnember it long as an example of the 
degenerating effect ot what Ingersoll . 
called the cruelest cruelty.

The Story of a Vivisected Monkey.

DYSPEPSIA
CURED

r.wisasaFi-

“Two monkeys of the Maeacus spe-1 
cies were purchased by our laboratory 
for inoculation with recurrent typhoid 
fever. During the three weeks they re
mained with us, before the commence
ment of our experiments, I had time to 
become greatly attached to them, espe
cially to the male speclmeift, whom wo 
had named ‘Stepka.’

“Whenever I entered the laboratory,

There may have been gooQ causes 
and excuses for wars between national 
civilizations and barbarisms of the 
past; but that time has gone-by, and 
tire time for wars between nations to 
cease has fully come. All future inter
national war contests are now merely 
meaningless military murders and 
maiming, and crimes that are unlawful 
in the citizen. While man lives .and 
continues tlie race in clay, the force of 
the parental palm may remain one of 
the punitive panaceas in child training; 
corporeal constraint and restraint, in 
some form, may continue to be one of 
the inodes of- maintaining tire disciplin
ary mastery in the public schools. 
Peaceful men may in civil society have 
to repel the robbers’ assault betimesby 

force. The city’s police will have to 
continue to use the bludgeon on the 

-- bully, and the faultless- female may at 
times have to resist tlie ravisher by 
force; the peaceful head of a family 
may sometimes have to shoot at the 
burglar in its defense, and the state 
constabulary may have to use club and 
revolver to stop oi arrest the runaway 
criminal; and the sheriff may head with 
shptgun the posse commitatus of his 
bailiwick, once in a while, to preserve 
law and order; and the mob on the-way 
to lynch an untried man may have to 
be met and matched by another one to 
prevent lawless murder. In such casés 
there seems to be reason and justiea-
tidn for the use of physical force. I

But suppose a case ôf the présidents 
■in of- two republics, or of, the royal heads 

of two or more kingdoms, that cannot 
agree on’the amicable adjustment of a 
mere commercial transaction, and that 
then, instead of calling on some compe- 
tent and disinterested parties to deside, 
levy men and money in their respective nations, cast cannon and deal in dyna- , »»“«“»’v. •.  ------ ...mite, and put the battalions to the ",e u®®d to rush up to the front bars of 
butchery of battle, until one or the "«ve in exnectation of a pres-

other, for the sheer lack of more men 
and means, and after each have wasted 
minions above the value of the original 
consideration—not to count the mur 
dered and the maimed, and the pauper
ized families, and the myriad millions 
to be yet raised in pensions, and not be
ginning to count any heart agonies ju 
survivors.-Suppose that after all this and much 
more of indescribable horrors have 
taken ptace, so that the amount and 
matter originally Involved ob its cause, 
1b a mere bauble and bagatelle; and 
suppose to adjust it, the same parties 
are willing, who refused to do so at the 
outset; the one ready to dictate most 
any terms, and the other helpless to re
fuse submission—now suppose a condi
tion and proceeding between two na
tions of something like this: What hu
man soul does not wish to have the 
voice of an archangel and trump of God 
to sound out a protest against it? We 
are justly made to feel sad when by an- ! 
unforeseen and unavoidable railroad or 
other accident a score, more or less, of ’ 
human lives are lost, but what shall we 
say to the eve'nts when two or more na- ’ 
tions deliberately plan with malice 
aforethought to engage each other, 
again and again, in battle for the ex
press and no other purpose then to kill 
and maim, and so well succeed to 
butcher human-beings by the thou
sands. No wonder God permits a few 
Bmall accidents in innocence to man sb 
long as man yet deliberately plans all 
along for wholesale slaughters that 
could be easily prevented by him. '

War has become a .too great, self-evi
dent barbarity to be continued. And it 
cannot help also to be in the way of fu
ture international commerce among the 
neutral nations. And while the peace 
people ought to continue to meet and 
talk and protest in the matter publicly, 
yet they ought also to pursue their ends 
more practically by petitioning their 
respective governments to have them 
to seek by friendly mediations, through 
their foreign ministers, and by special 
embassies, the preliminary adjustment 
ot every controversy between qther na
tions which involve the chances of war. 
This is one of the broad fields with 
great opportunities; and here in'our 
own beloved land, the United States ot 
America, ought to be Induced to act 
with its great friendly power. In the 
forefront of all others.

Then the Church of God in Christ, 
herein,-ought to raise its potent voice in 
pulpit, pew and platform to help turn 
the state to favor the peaceful adjust
ment of all questions between them

Ut UOVM *v • —
his roomy cage, in expectation of a pres
ent of sugar. After having fed my 
pets I used to let them out. The fe
male,‘Jflda,’ was morp timid; she 
would run about the floor clumsily, look-

lie oi Bay siuQ. rt»«n«.,«....... 
MU Bi WORTH MONEY TO YOU.

Do you suffer from dyspepsia, 
indigestion, or stomsch. liver, or 
bowel trouble of any kind? If you 

' do, why not lot ui euro you t \ Wo do not moan 
Help yoi\ Uy doaitiR you with * itrong, atitnu« 

Sod» »nd Ilhul)»rl>Compound, or pit- 
ent "Dyapepiln pill." Such thing» will atlin- 
uUU »nd temporeriir, but la tbs end 
will only irriUto »nd further Weaken the ■!• 
re»dy dieeMed >nd w«»)cened' mciiibr»uci, 
tfe ”111 C’ombletelf and r<raaae»lly ¿'ar* 
Y»a, W» will go to th» very foundation ot 
your trouble, - will, remove the - cauH*, 
itrengthen and ten« up’the affected niem- 
liranei, perfect the dljeitlon, regulate and 
itren^then the bowele,u»nd make you ai 
elrongand heartyaiyod^verwere Wecopld 
rive you leatlmonldi by the thouiand of 
tlio»e w« have curcdofatoineditroubleiinall 

M«faruu and ataaei, but they would not tell to 
CVScAiiyo« what the treatment will do for YOV. The 

absolute proof 1» in the treatment itself' 
and knowlnf the Wonderful Cure» we have made tor oth- ' 
ere, and bdlievii!? that wa 
have a treatment that will 
PoaHlrrly Cure any cue, no 
«natter how complicated or 
loof standing, or how many 

. have failed In the pa»t, that
—— we will arad a two week»’

treatment to »nydDt desiring to te»l It. Many are cured by thia 
geit treatment alone. Why not mftbe a trial of it yourself and 
learn what it will do for you. IT IS FREE. Addmi*D& 
feeblei Inititule of Health, Main St.. Hettle Creek, Mich.

IMPORTflcNT

C. WALTER LYNN,
THE

• EminentHealer

An Earnest Plea for Purity. In Our ' 
Ranks, and for More Efficient

Humanitarian Work.

Of the many good ideas advanced by 
the able contributors of Tire Progress
ive Thinker concerning the evils of 
fraudulent mediumship, its cause and 
cure, none I think strikes the keynote 
more clearly than B. F. French, of San 
Francisco, Cal., when he says:

“We are giving our central thought to 
the mere occult apd neglecting the In
dustrial and material, which practically 
are'tlie foundation of all mental, moral 
and spiritual activity.”

So long as the majority of Spiritual
ists place the phenomena above the phi
losophy and the practical application, 
or rather say THE LIVING OF OUR 
SUBLIME RELIGION, just so long will 
dishonest mediums monopolize the field 
of mediumship, and unless we wish to 
see Spiritualism with its infinite possi
bilities as a factor Ip man's develpp- 
ment, disintegrated and weakened, fake 
mediumship must be banished and 
driven out from our ranks as a wolf

»

; and

Gifted Psychic.

Ing round at me in fear.
“If I made a slight movement she 

would turn and fly back to the cage. 
Stepka, however, treated me quite as 
a familiar chum. As soon as I sat down 
he would immediately clamber on my 
knees and begin to search my pockets, 
eyebrows lifted and his large cloge-set 
byes peering forth with comical seri
ousness. Pulling my percussions! mal
let from my breast pocket, he would 
set up a suppressed cry, his eyes open 
wide, and then commence to examine 
the bright instrument with minute curi
osity.“After having gazed his fill, Siepka 
would drop the hammer on. the floor, 
and with the same melancholy serious
ness, as if performing a necessary but 
very tiresome task, proceed with the

If that Is the result, let the doctors be 
condemned to the dissection of cadav
ers and to clinlcal observatlons.

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

STATE OF TEXAS.

Eighth Annual Convention of the State
-j Association.

Owing to the foctithat the courts have In ev
ery case decided against Psyclilo Healers who 
advertise to cure the Bick without drugs, where 
the casé has been beewoen the U. S. government 
and a Healer (deciding that. It is a clear case oí 
intent to defraud) td advertise to diagnose also, 
without leading symptoms being given. There
fore I have decided, as a physician in good 
standing, to not advertise my gift ot Psychic 
Healing, but will diagnose disease and notask 
a fee for so doing,. i,I will therefore hereafter 
diagnose disease ,

Free of Charge, 
to all who will send their name, age, sex, and 
give leading symptoms.

Cancers Cured or No Pay.
We Have the Best Method.

DR. C. eTwATKINS,
“THE WESTLAND,”

■* (Next tosSymphoay Half.)

Boston,.Mass

Health Restored:by 
Common Sense Methods.

For the Cure ol Mental 
and Physical Ailments.

OBSESSION CITO
Free DlacnMl. ot DIwM«, .end five 

|W0:ceni alampa, age/parnq, sex, and own hand- 
WriUng,

Readings and Business Advice, $1. 
and Two Stamps.

Address 784 Elghth St., Oakland. Cal.

search ol my person. ■
“Carefully taking me by the beard, he- । 

would remove my glasses with his thin I 
brown fingers. But all this Boon palls 
on him. Stepka climbs up on my shoul
der, sighs, looks about him, then, espy
ing a corked phjal, of a sudden—quick 
as 'a dart—springs on the table—his 
favorita-amusement is the uncorking nt 
bottles. Stepka quickly and neatly 
draws the stopper, stows it away in 
his cheek pouch, and tries to escape to 
the ceiling, via the blinds; he knowq I 
will deprive him of his prize. I capture 
him half way. ’Tsi-tsi-tsi! ’ he chatters 
with displeasure, drawing in bls head, 
screwing up bis eyes, and trying to get 
away. 1 possess myself of his play: 
thing. Stepka contemplates the scene 
sorrowfully. Suddenly his eyes bright
en; ha jumps qh to the window sill and 
begins to chatter excitedly. Outsldp a 
cab is drawn up in the street; Stepka 
cranes Ms neck and stares at the horse 
with insatiable inquisitiveness. I stroke 
him, but he removes my hand impa
tiently with his own little paw, settles 

[ down more comfortably, and continues 
. to scrutinize the horse. A dog runs 
. across the street Stepka is alert, tlrU 

fur on his neck and back bristles up, 
his eyes become restless, and he again 
commences his chattering, greatly ex
cited, and peers first through one pane, 
then through another. The dog runs 
away. Stepka scampers across the 
long table,'upsetting glasses, and fol- 

। lows the dog out of sight from window

which may lead to war. ।
There is still another method that the 

peace organizations should enter to se
cure the abolition of international wars, 
and Uiat/is by using the war power of 
an international military alliance. It 
we have to have military arms in the 
governments why not use them for the 
purpose ot compelling peace? And 
this point I cannot elaborate now, but
only suggest. j

And here agaln there is a great oppor- < 
tunity for “Columbia." The peace or- - 
ganizations ought to set their alms high 
enough to labor to have the United 
States of America to lead in the way for 
a peace league among a half dozen or 
more of the leading nations of Europe, 
which should seek to embrace England, 
France and Germany, if practicable, 
and there should be added to the inter
national law this foundation principle: 
That to The Hague or some other in
ternational court to be agreed on, there 
should be referred every controversy 
which any two or more nations cannot 
or do not settle peaceably between 
themselves. That any one of the na
tions that is a party to such controversy 
Should have the right to state its case 
to such a tribunal and cite the others to 
make their appearance and come to a 
hearing. And that after a final decision 
it should stand as a settlement of the 
question In dispute; and then the inter
national league of nations should back 
it by their combined war power—if nec
essary. For if we have to have war 
anyway, then we should use it in the in
terest of mercy and not for a mere 
meaningless Slaughter: For there would 
be no single nation" that would be so 
fool hardy as to attempt to resist such 
a force, and especially would not do so 
after having had its case tried and de
cided by an International court, which 

- had been thus made a “part of the inler-

to window.“One might have passed wholeTmurs 1 
in the rascal’s company without being 
bored. I felt that a bond of common 
sympathy united us, and that we had 
arrived at mutual understanding.

"I did .not like the idea of cutting out 
his spleen myself, and a comrade per
formed the task for me. tyheri the 
wound healed, I .inoculated Stepka 
with typhoid. When I entered the lab
oratory now, Stepka no more niShed to 
the bars as of yore; weak and ruffled, 
he sat motionless in his cage, staring at 
me with strange darkened eyes; every 
day he got worse; when he essayed .to 
climb on to his perch, his hands failed 
him, he lost his hold and fell to the bot
tom of his dwelling. Finally, he be
came too weak to rise at all; wasted, he 
lay still with grinning teeth, and 
moaned hoarsely. And it was before 
my eyes that Stepka died.

"An obscure martyr to science, he 
lay a corpse before me. I gazed upon 
that pitiful little body, upon that pretty 
naive little face, from which the death 

: agony even had been powerless to efface 
■ its customary serio-comic expression, 
; and experienced a most unpleasant feel

ing. To tell the truth, at heart I was a 
little ashamed of myself. When I re
called all his engaging little tricks and 
funny ways, I could not drive away cer
tain vague misgivings as to whether 
my crime had been, after all, so very 
many times less grave than if it had 
been perpetrated upon a child? Such 
sentimentality, in regard to the lower 
animals, strikes you as ridiculous! But 
are the criteria of sentimentality so 
very bald and fast,, and immutable? 
Two thousand years ago how loudly 
would a Roman Patrician have laughed 
at the sentimental person who ex
pressed indignation at his casting a 
slave guilty of breaking a vase, to the 
murenae (1, e., the fish-ponds). In his 
eyes a slave was a ‘lower animal,.’ too.”

Continuing, the ¡Zoophilist tells ' us

The Texas State National Association 
of Spiritualists held its annual conven
tion .Sept. 30 and Oct. 1 and 2 in San- 
Antonio, Texas. ' ' <,

The usual routine of business was 
disposed of, "the chief points of interest 
being the reports of thé. different socie
ties of the state, which ( showed a 
marked increase in interest and growth.

The report of Mrs. .Isa Wilson Kas
ner, who lias been acting as missionary 
in this state a part-Of -the past year, 
showed successful work and -she will 
probably continue, working in that ca- ' 
parity the coming year,..

Mrs. Laura B. Payne also gave a re
port ot her missionary work during the 
past year, which showed that she had 
not been idle In the great field of Texas.

The societies sending in reports of 
their progfess were Galveston, San An
tonio, Flatonia, Comanche, Houston, 
Marshall, Austin, Dallas^ the German 
society ot Galveston, and Smithville.

The matter of ordination was dis- 
: cussed at length, as applications for or

dination papers had been placed before 
the convention to be acted upon. It was 
unanimously agreed- upon by the con
vention that the Texas State Associa
tion fall in line with the N. S. 'A. and 
adopt such ordination usages as were 
adopted by that body at its last conven
tion. -

The officers elected for the ensuing 
year were as follows: Laura B. Payne, 

| of San Antonio, president; Geo. B. Wil
son, of Houston, vice-president; Mrs. 

| Minnie Malone, of Smithville, secretary, 
and W. M. Smith, of Austin,-treasurer. 
¿The trustees are .Alice Baker, of 
Dallas; John W. Ring,-.of Galveston; H. 
H. Hall, of Austin; Mr; Aikin, of Beau
mont, and C. E. Godfrey,- of El Çaso.

Mr. John W. Ring was elected dele
gate to the National convention to be 
held in St. Louis in October. Laura B. 
Payne-was elected alternate. Dallas 
was selëcÿed as the next place of hold
ing the next convention of this associa-

national law of nations.
Itcan hardly be conceived, that this 

country'and any of the leading nations 
of Europe, should ever have occasion to 
engage each other in the brutal con
flict of a war with the modern weapons 
of destruction, and so they could the 
more easily be brought to combine and 
lead in the creation of thl^\new prin-. 
clple of international law; and which 
would at the same time make a new 
world. . And it also could be fully un
derstood and agreed that tills new prin
ciple should solely relate to and have 
retei-etice to the international, and not 

‘ to the internecine strife or internal 
economy or conduct of the nation’s af- 
irirs, but which would remain subject 
to its control as before.

The peace societies have by argument 
and logic well enough settled the ideals 
of International peace; and hereafter 
their chief labor should be directed- to
ward obtaining the practical results 

• I” . AMOS STECKEL,
Jowa Vice-President o£ Universal Eeace

and we as Spiritualists hold in trust1 
mighty possibilities and responsibili
ties, and the grave question confronts ' 
us, what shall we do with them?

There can be no higher mission Of-

sacrifice pleasures for the sake of the 
future generations! I know that when

purpose for any religious body than hu
manitarian work; in fact it supersedes 
all else, and is it not clearly our duty 
as Spiritualists along with our quest of 
tilings spiritual, to exert and direct our. 
best efforts and Influence in the causa 
of humanity and the righting of some 
of its grievous wrongs; the lifting and 
easing of some of its heavy burdens?

If "the greatest study of mankind is 
man” might it not be as truly said, the 
greatest duty of mankind is man?

CORA MUNSON BLAKESLEE, I
South Bend, Ind. ;

Synopsis of Lecture by Harry J. Moore.
Th? following is a synopsis of the 

lecture delivered by Harry J. Moore be
fore the Englewood Spiritual Union, 
Sunday evening, Sept. 25:

from the fold.
After all that has been said and writ

ten. regarding this point, it would seem 
that further argument were unneces
sary; every candid thinker ¡must see 
the ndcesBlty, nay the imperative duty 
of eliminating this monstrous evil.

When wo recognize the existence of 
an evil, the next question is, what are 
.we going to do about It? And some 
practical and-concerted plan of action is 
better than a useless waste of time in 
words.As the editor of The Progressive 
Thinker so justly and truly says, “HON
EST MEDIUMS SHOULD BE SUS
TAINED."

■ We cannot banish commercial medi
umship altogether, as that would be a 
cruel injustice to our honest mediums, 
as well as a great loss to our cause. 
True mediumship has been the prime 
factor in the revival of Modern Splrit- 
naiism, and by and through it has been 

1 formulated theqphilosophy and present 
scientific status of the grandest religion

Text: Proverbs22, Sth verse.
We all have souls and we certainly, 

want them saved. In the first place, 
Spiritualism demonstrates that inas
much as some spirits have returned and 
manifested their consciousness after, 
having passed through the experience 
called death, all human beings survive , 
the eclipse called death.

। In the second place, to my way of 
thinking at least, Spiritualism does not, 
nor can it, scientifically demonstrate 
Immortality, It does not naturally' fol
low that, if a soul even Ilves thousands 
of years in spirit life, it will live on un
til eternity ends. We should therefore 
put forth as much effort in preparing to 
be immortal 'as we do in preparing our 
bodies so that they may live to three 
ecore years and ten or four score, or in 
the cultivation of our minds to keep 
them from sinking t into atrophy or. 
death.

I am not so much concerned in hav- . 
Ing my soul saved in the hereafter as 1 
am in helping souls in this life.

Annie Lord Chamberlain's Card.
■ DeartrlendB, you caa greatly help me care for 
my ollnd plater,-Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl- 
left! mediums now In the form, by wrtUny a letter 
w a spirit frien<L Bend it to me with It, and I will 

Ktry and ret reply by Independent writing or wble- 
pere. Andreea Mm Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mu-

| ford Maaa.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is on« of the oldest-and most successful physi
cians in practise, He treats nearly all diseases 
with wonderful success. Write him. giving your 
full name, age, sex and leading symptoms, and he 
will give you a diagnosis of ..your case. Hetitats 
nervous exhaustion of men with good success.
'Address,*^ J. «. I-OUOKH. M. »., 

Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Masa^

RGR RENT.
Furnished room at 223 Irving Ave., near Van 

Buren Street Cui*«.; Spiritualist family.

C.'N; KINKEAD,
Trumpet, PB/cblo Beadlngs dally. 2947 Indiana 
avenue, Chicago. __________ ____ ______ ft V.lAnAarfiif Restores Lost Vision; n vVUrlUul I Lit Write for JHuBtrated Circular 

\nc\nhnlA showing styles and prlccBiind 
(JUUbldului photo of Spirit Yurina, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power In me, I can ad- 
jaftt my Melted Pebble Lena Spectacle aa perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mail, as If you were in my office. Thousand» will 
testify. B.F. POOLE.48 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. RI

MB. WÜI8 STEINBACH,
HOT Columbia aveu ¿Philadelphia, Pa. Bendili»» 
by mall. Clairvoyant or business reading. Send 
11.00 and 2-cetqaUmp. V

Persons Before Getting Married, 
Should get tlieir Horoscope, and parents their 
children's; only 60 at«: give date of birtb. 3 ques
tions answered, by ittall, 25 cente, Prof. McCaw, 
3U29 Cottage Ci'cveave., Chicago.3Ü29 Cottage wove ave., vmvwu.

■ -Astrologist? and Clairvoyant.
Give date of.-blrlli,eex, (hour If possible), where 

.born, ask three questions, with 26cts., and J will 
answer questions, with a trial character reading. 
TIHIKESB DUANE, box ST. Berkeley, Cal.

fiear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 
cun say perfection. I ahall recommend them to 
my friends. Ever your friend. E. B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal.

WANTED.
.Workers amoiur SplrilnalUls, to handle,-The 

Gentleman from Everywhere,'’ a fast ’Bellini; acl- 
entlfie and mlaalouavy work, heartily recom
mended hy leading Snlrltuallsta, Liberal com- 
mlaslon. W. H. WAtiNtu. M. D., Ant., Crothers
ville, Ind.

tion.The evening meetings consisting of 
Interesting programs of songs, lectures 
and messages, were well attended and 
the greatest - enthusiasm manifested. 
The mediums and speakers participat
ing in these exercises were John W. 
Ring, Mrs. Nellie Noyes, Mrs. Alice 

j Baker, Mrs^ Isa W. Kayner and Laura

Fun and Philosophy (In Verse).
By Byron D. Stillman, is a neat little volume of 

quaint humor and spiritual philosophy, inter- 
blended with tender pictures .of borne andlieart 
life. . It is dedicated to his “devoted mother, 
Juliet H. Severance, M. D.," well known to the 
public as a pioneer worker in the ranks of prog
ress. It contains many of the pieces so highly 
appreciated by tho societies where be has recited. 
Prien. Mie. Address, BYRON D. STILLMAN, «8 
East GOth st, Chicago, Ill,

MRS. MAYZA. PRICE 1
Clairvoyant readings by mail. Also laws of nie- 

dlumistic development and spirit, or mental, or 
magnetic healing, taught. Send lock of hair, date 
of birth and One Dollar. Obsession cured, ol D, 
Street. N. E. Washington. D. C.

- . WANTED,
A single man whoo.-m be relied upon to do work 
on a small farm, ttnd.have a good home In a Spir
itualist family of two. Peter Goodspeed, West

' Pawlet, VL

Byron Stillman is a devoted Spirit
ualist, and possesses a brilliant-mind in 
a body that unfortunately has many in
firmities. He has been deprived of 
'bearing, is totally ,deaf, arid is now 
scarcely able to walk.' 'Qiose who buy 
his book will not be disappointed In Its 
merits, and at the same time will be 
helping the author.—Editor.

the world has ever known.
No, clearly we cannob and ought not 

to suppress our honest medidme. 
“What, then, shall we do to be saved?" 

The plan proposed by Will C. Hodge, 
is both practical and just, and needs 
only to be applied, viz., "that of forever 
debarring all mediums found guilty of 
defrauding the public in any way what
soever, frojnythe platforms of all camp 
association? and local societies, also 
from holding seances on our camp 
grpunds." And not only that, but when 
a medium is caught deliberately prac
ticing fraud, he qr she should be prose
cuted to the full extent of the law in 
such cases made and provided.

It is not right to temporize in this 
matter any longer; this evil must be 
grappled with in a,n effectual manner, if 
It Is ever to be suppressed; we have 
talked about it long enough; action is 
what Is demanded of us now. And on 
the other hand (as there are two sides 
to every question), is it not our duty as 
Spiritualists individually to be more 
careful in selecting the mediums we 
patronize, and more discriminating in 
regard to the phenomena obtained 
through their agency, and not swallow 
anything that may be given us, like 
young robins in the nest.

This plan if faithfully pursued-cannot 
fail to in time drive out the greater por
tion of the frauds infesting our ranks; 
make it impossible for them to make a 
living by their nefarious practices, and 
they must perforce seek other fields.

Now as to Spiritualism's golden op
portunity, what is it? In the present 
disturbed conditions existing on this 
planet of ours, when everything seems 

1 to be In a state of upheaval which al
ways precedes tho transition from 

: lower to higher, altitudes of develop
ment, one of those periods when “the 
old order changeth, giving place to new, 
and God fulfills himself in many ways,”

Some people tell us that if we do not 
beleve in certain doctrines our souls 
will be lost. These people, however, do 
not give us their authority for thia 
warning. Now let us reason: If God 
made us, then we can not lose ourselves 
from our creator. Again: We can not 
lose ourselves from ourselves providing 
we live always in either heaven or hell, 
and all orthodox churches teach that 
we shall at last at some time in the fu
ture either sutler or enjoy to all eter
nity. Now the only sane explanation is, 
that we will drift from our relations and 
friends in the next life, and if this be 
true, then that is nothing more than' 
what obtains in this life; so we as Spir
itualists are justified in affirming that 
life In the realm of the soul is so near, 
like this life, that it will take some peo
ple quite awhile before they can-dis
tinguish the difference. In othdr wdfds 
I mean to say that there are spirits who 
neither believe, nor can they be con
vinced, for some time at least, that they 
have really passed through the experl-

in such a time as this which we are now 
passing through, the vital question 
arises, what is the mission of Spiritual
ism, and what our duty as her dis-

ence called Heath.
My subject this evening being, "What 

must we do to be saved? or tlie best 
way to redeem the human race,” I must 
proceed, giving my way of viewing it, 
to submit to you what I think is the 
only solution that if put into practice 
will eventually redeem the human race.

Is it not reasonable to suppose that it 
we put around the mothers of the future 
generation the proper conditions, wo 
will have a better generation of boys 
and girls? Is it not also reasonable to 
suppose that if we as men and women 
take as much interest in the instruction 
we give our children, even before they, 
are born into this world, there will be?.-’ 
iewer criminals in two or three gener&^> 
lions hence? In substance, my dear-* 
friends, we have got to begin one hurt- ' 
dred years or more before our children 
are born, to instruct and mold them!
When we learn that maternity is tho 
very Chr.ist, the only savior of man
kind; when we open our eyes to this 
glorious truth, children will not bo : 
damned into this world,as most of them 
are now, but properly born into it! O, 
for an awakening to our duly along this 
line! 1 can see tne dawning of the day 

■ when men and women will be willing to

YSELF : CORED SSffi®'fpfnrm

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
harmless/SComo drcaMtes Send three two-cent statn>, lock ofof

MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, lit

B. Payne.
Mrs. Payne delivered the address of 

welcome, which was scholarly and elo
quent and had the office pt making all 
visitors, workers arid delegates feel at 
home.

President John W. Ring responded in 
a forcible and eloquent address, which 
was listened to with rapt attention.

All the speakers and mediums seemed 
to be at their best, and each one was 
highly appreciated by the audience, and 
taking It all In all this has been one of 
the best conventions ever held in the 
state: .

Just "SB the convention was about to 
adjourn a telegram of kindly greeting 
from the National president, Harrison 
D. Barrett, was received and gladly 
.read. ' ' COR.

that:
“Dr.. Veresaeff had sensations which 

he say t were very much like pricks of 
conscience. On entering the .labora
tory^! a colleague, one was struck by 
the din of gfoans, barking and yelping, 
that filled the room; some of the dogs 
were in their death throes,' others, lay 
still, whining feebly. ' The eloquent 
eyes of These dying dogs ’ ennobled by 
their roriiients were ‘almost human in’ 
their expressiveness/ and filled ''him 
with shame.

' “He records the Words of a great sur
geon who had vivisected remorselessly; 
in his latter years he said, ‘I would 
never be able to bring myself to per
form the same cruel experiments-upon 
animals which at one time I carried out 
so zealously and with such floncha-
lance.’

“ ’None of this can be denied,’ says 
Veresaeff. ‘Mais que faire?’ and de
clares that. ‘To renounce vivisection- 
were, to place the future of medicine in 
jeopardy, to condemn ub doctors for
ever to vhe uncertain and harden naths 
ci citoipal sbsemttan«’y-- • -

The Infallible Fibre Trumpet, better than 
metal, lighter and more vibrating, clearer. Insu
lated top and bittom,—30x5—cardinal color, «hell 
enamel. Cases $1.50. - Booklet of instruction /or 
all Kind of developing circles. 12 cents in stamps. Sent on receipt of price. Manufactured by I 
JAB. NEWTON. 153 Dorr St., Toledo. O.

FRED. P. EVANS,
- The Noted Psychic for .

Independent Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance,

Has recently left New York, and la now located af 
1112 Eddy St.. San Francisco,-Cal Bend stamp for 
circular on Mediumship. .

hair, age, flame and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

San J'tse, Call

' DON’T?READ THIS.
If Bick write to. mo: and I will give yon a free 

examination. I want no loading symptom. Nurv- 
ona exhaustion and<lost vigor of both sexes suc
cessfully treated, send name, age, sex, complex
ion. weight and 10 cts. In stamps or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address;

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
15 Warren SU • Stoneham. Mm

Development Guaranteed.
Do yoft Bit In the dark? Do you close your eyes 

to see clairvoyantly? Db you belong to circles? 
•Ar© you afraid ot the trance? I will show you.the 
better, aye, the best way to develop, an&wlthout 
losltH; your normal condition. Many years of psy
chical experiences, and ns a psychic and teacher, 
for I have experienced, all the phases and kinds 
01 mediumship, have quaUtted me for the good 
I am doing. Thousands of flattering-testfmonlalR 
to that effect, I take the'Students and. psychics 
who fail. If you are a beginner, better start right 
and obtain Fesults that are genuine. My system 
is without a parallel, and has had many bad imi
tations. Send at once, enclosing a stamped, ad
dressed envelope, for Prospectus ot “The College 
of Divine Sciences and Realization." Reduced tu-

Ciples?
We say that our religion has been a 

greater factor in breaking the shackles 
of superstition and freeing the minds 
and souls of men from the tyranny of 
creeds and dogmas, than any and all 
other forces combined; also that it has 
demonstrated the fact most universally 
longed for by the human race through 
all ages, the blessed truth of the soul’s 
immortality; also the possibility of 
communication between the two 
worlds, has literally erected or rather 
discovered the bridge between.

All true, but is this all the mission of 
Spiritualism? Are we now to rest upon 
the heights attained, and congratulate 
ourselves upon our superior knowledge 
and intuition, and forever discuss and 
discuss it, or are we going to join our 
forces and unitedly and effectively exert 
our Influence toward redressing human 
wrongs, and the evils which exist - ev-

that day dawns wc will take each other 
by the hand and we will say, brother or 
sister, we are all united link into link to 
the endless chain of cause and client. 
Then Spiritualism will have indeed 
served one of its greatest'missions on. 
earth, and the angels will again sing, 
"Glory for the good wherever and when
ever found, and on earth peace to men 
and women of good will!”

ery where?
“Are there no beggars at our gates?” 

No ignorant, homeless, starving chil
dren upon whom the sins of the fathers 
are being visited with crushing weight? 
No social evil representing bestial man
hood and degraded womanhood, the 
foulest blot upon our boasted civiliza
tion? No political rottenness festering 
in this nobly planned government of

lenity in Diversity.
I have seen the surface of flowing 

rivers made smooth, solid ice by cold. I 
have seen this ice, congealed water, 
disintegrate by warmth. During the 
process of disintegration, I have seen 
it go rushing down the great rivers like 
a cavalry charge of Cossacks and sweep 
away iron bridges that safely carried 
the commerce of a nation on its 
mighty freight trains. I have seen 
these battalions of ice charge and beat 
and thunder at the gates of the imperial 
cities of civilization.

I have seen the surface of human 
thought petrified by conversation, ego-
tism and inaction. Ur 
of wisdom’s operations 
petrification break int

Under the warmth
, I have seen this

into countless pro-

The,Locality of a.Wilt Pointed Out by 
a Spirit. ■

Torthe Editor:—On.the night of June 
14, 1904,1 attended Mr.-Allen,W.Kiser’s 
spirltuartrumpeE'seance. After a while, 
when sitting in. the circi® my uncle, 
Harmon Pember. came and told me his 
fill! name., Hé'died'January; 10, 1848, 
when I "was only five years old, and I 
did not remember him. He called me 
by name, and told me in; the presence 
of all in the circle, that I must go out to. 
his sister’s house in Pemberville, Ohio, 
and I would find-hiB will in à little box 
on the shelf in the pantry, and to take 
it tò Judge Millard and he would pro
bate it, and s.ee justice done for him, 
and to thè living kin, my sister, myself 
and niece. I did not have any faith in 
what he said, but to convince myself I 
went out to Pemberville June 18, and to 
my-surprise the will was there, and I re-, 
ceived it'from his sister. It had been 
concealed in the dark for 56 years. On . 
my receiving it I complied with his mes
sage and took it to Judge?Millard and 
■he filed it for probate in the court house 
in Bówllflg Green, Ohio, July 16, and 
was admitted, July 18, 1904.

There are lots of land involved in 
it, in Pemberville, which has enhanced 
in value and no legal title to it; but 
since the dark mystery; has come and 
cast its light on me by; receiving the 
-spirit message, it. will not only make 
me a progressive thinker, but will light
en iip the links of title or the present 
owners of the land whereby they may 
receive clean legal.titles- for same, and 
I expect, since the will has come to life 
again I do not hesitate to say that the 

. great power behind the throne will see 
that justice , will shinè.on us here on 
this middle circuit where life exists.- 
i—<MRS. HARRIETT E. MADDEN,
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chette antf Omjivboard, bm the Dial is a great ftn-” . 
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ours?
In view of all these glaring wrongs to 

be grappled with and righted before the 
human race can be truly civil^zeci/liave'. 
we not as Spiritualists great opportuni
ties and dudes confronting us? The 
greatest, most inspired teachers who, 
have blessed the world, have taught 
that our highest duty is to love one an
other, and that only by helping one an
other can we develop the God within 
ourselves and add our mite toward the 
progress and advancement of mankind.

The orthodox church to-day with all 
Its shortcomings, and especially the 
Salvation Army .-with its shelter depots 
and rescue homes, can give us pointers 
in the matter of humanitarian -work. 
The establishment of aTviedium’s Relief 
Fund was-a start ip tire right direction; 
but let us not stop there, nor confine 
ourselves exclusively to work in our 
own ranks. “The world should be our 
country; to do good our religion.” We ' 
are not poorer thati other denomina
tions and do not believe in the erection 
of costly temples, so, uniike our ortho- 
dbx brethren, will have (hat much more 
to devote to the cause of humanity.

Spiritualism has reached the point 
now where if does not need to rely 
upon mediumship alone for converts; 
our national and state associations, and' 
local societies, with, tlieir able expound
ers of its philosophy, together with-toe 
progressive lyceumr - will insure a 
steady growth in numbers, provided we 
as- a body maintain the dignity of the 
cause and prove to the world that Spir
itualism is all that We claim for it.

We say that our religion is not a , 
matter of faith but of knowledge: that 
w'c know whereof we speak, and if 
“faith without works is dead,” what;' 

I then, shall be said of knowledge with-

jectiles and blindly at first, ^url them
selves against the walled cities of error 
until citadel and dome and tower reeled 
and fell.

—\Such is the condition on earth now. , 
Asthe huge blocks of ice that beat down X. „
all obstacles to their movements, finally 
disintegrated and became one with < 
tlieir primal elements, so will individual 
opinions—diversity of thought—melt 
and blend into a harmonious whole.

When all operations are cognized as 
wisdom, we shall have "Unity in Diver
sity.”

While we m§y agree to differ in our 
concept of wisdom’s purposes, we will 
all agree that all operations are caused 
by tlie wisdom of Infinite Life operating 
through the law of necessity.

DR. GEO. W. CAREY. 
West Somerville. Mass.

I

-’nevet'rall»' to cur« piles. It 
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1 write Inst bow yon Teel wtmVCTÄniWow spirit Monda in your own home. olTorâtaw your 1
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outworks? .
Spiritualism came to bless and uplift 

the human face', descending from 
worlds on high flashed upon tho sensi
tive, receptive souls of earth bv glori-' 
fied, ministering spirits, conscious ot

JAe greiit human family,
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"LIFE IN SPIRIT REALMS.” PAST—PRESENT—FUTU RE.

As Depicted In Groups of Paintings at 
• I the World’s Fair. X,
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Ube lllcw □Lite. AN'IMPORTANTSUBJECT. SEEKING THE LIGHT.

The Bible as a Text-Book In Our Public 
Schools.

I beg permission and opportunity to 
express a moiety of my grateful'sense 
of indebtedness to Mrs. Carlyle Peter- 
silea and her bind of personal insplrers 
for the invaluable presentation’of the 
truth concerning Life in Spiritual 
Realms. For the pleasure and * profit, 
the Instruction and confirmation of real
istic life in the spherest as written out- 
through her hand-ri have only grati
tude and blessings.;'1 '

Her own native honesty and conscien
tiousness, combined with her rare plas
tic susceptibility to spiritual influences, 
fender her an exceptionally good trans
mitter for messages from the real Pa
cific coast.

These several chapters from the vari
ous communicating friends are as natu
ral as life itself. They bear the im
press of truth thoughout the series and 
happily corroborate wffat has occasion
ally been communicated by and through 
others. .

In this connection the graphic letter 
in The Progressive Thinker of Septem
ber 17, from spirit Abby A. Judson, was 
especially valuable for its many clear 
statements and minute account of con
ditions existing “over there.” She was 
known while living here as ono pos
sessed with a good amount of sturdy 
common sense combined with unusual 
spiritual insight, which finding expres
sion in her writings furnished food for 
instruction and profit. The same men
tal and spiritual traits, augmented by 
later experiences, give her present ob-
servations from “over the border,1 
value above any material price.

a

Her philosophical reflections concern
ing the other half of evolution, namely 
involution, were specially satisfactory 
to the writer, as epnfirming the view he 
took in remarks made before a ladies’ 
club in New York City, twenty-five 
years ago; and since then, through a 
somewhat extended correspondence 
with Descartes’ chosen-instrument. Dr. 
Nelson, of Boston.

The details of life in the Summerland 
from -the standpoint of an intelligent 
participant", must be profoundly wel
come to all students of spiritual philos
ophy.

• Generalizations, in accordance with 
individual perception of spiritual laws, 
we have had In abundance; but particu
lars,regarding sorcalled dally affairs, of 
common duties, of personal! employ
ments and acts performed—these have 
been wanting.

... Now by way of complementing, or as 
supplementary to the many general de
scriptions of life on the other side of 
the Great Divide, given by returning 
spirits ever since the Inauguration of 
this distinctive movement known as 
Modern Spiritualism,, there is great 
need of a succinct summary of every
day existence so to speak, a.minute, re
alistic picture in graphic word-painting, 
of those concrete verities that consti- 

.. tute real life in the Beyond—from a 
practical, matter-of-f /it personality, a 
dweller in spirit life.

What Miss Judson has to say of the 
great diificulty heretofore of ordinary 
human instruments spiritually shadow
ing forth to any satisfactory degree of 
fullness, home realities and relation
ships, has certainly long been a cause 
of deep regret to all seekers after spir
itual knowedge. May we pot reason
ably hope and expect after this, not 
only a fuller presentation of spiritual 
facts comprehensively considered, but 
a far more complete account of those 
actualities which go to make up the 
Bum total of Life in Spiritual Realms.

GEORGE A BACON.
, Washington, D. C.

A Spirit Tells of the Death of His Mor
tal Body.

In reading the account of Mr. Forbes 
In your paper of October 1,1 concluded 
to have a talk with him as a spirit, and 
find what became of him. According to 
his statement he went by the way of 
¡White Cloud, Mich. At that point he 
missed’his train, and he then tried to 
go on a freight which was there’, heady 
to go north, but they would take no pas
sengers. He, however, made up his 
mind he was going anyway, and if they 
Would not take him as a passenger, he 

.would steal his ride, and with that ob- 
• ject in view, he crawled on to a brake

beam under a box car for his ride. He 
was in a cramped position, and after he 
had rode about two miles he tried to 
move, and in doing so he lost his bal
ance and fell off, his head striking a tie 
and killing him Instantly. He says he 
lay there, on the track about an hour 
and a half, when a man came along. He 

. ¡was a farmer, and lived probably about 
a mile from there. He is considered a 
good straight man, but not very well 
fixed financially. At first" he -thought 
he would notify the people at White 
Cloud, but concluded he would see if he 
had anything in his pockets, and he 
found about $175, and also a watch, 
Which he took and thought he bad bet
ter hide the body in place of saying any
thing about it So he took it, and laid 

, It Under some bushes close by the road 
and covered it with some brush. The 
place is on the right hand side as you 
go north, and it is about two miles 
north of White Cloud, Mich,, where this 
happened. There is an embankment of 
the railway of about four feet high.

The above Ib the statement of the 
Spirit Forbes, and if not correct, he Is to 
blame, as I wrote it just as he informed 
me, and I hope this will lead to the re
covery of the body.

N. P. NELSON.
j Lamberton, Minn.

Among the many curious and inter
esting things that have come to St 
Louis 'in connection with the World’s 
Fair, our attention has been called to 
a series of groups of oil paintings repre
sen ting’Past, Présent and Future, by G, 
A. Kestelic, of 3141 Bell avenue, St, 
Louis. There are ten groups, fifteen 
pictures in > each group, five for each 
epoch of time represented. The groups 
are as follows: Art, War, Street Scenes, 
Family Life, Industry, Amusements, 
Spirit Manifestation, Religion and Jus
tice. Thé first five in each series rep- 
resents-the most primitive ideas.; The 
middle pictures or Present, being a cha
otic combination of savagery and civil
ization, while the third. Future, repre
sents scientific, co-operative activities. 
For instance, in Art, the first group pic
tures the sphinx, obelisks, pyramids, 
war and death.

’ The second represents the building of 
war-ship's and church spires, priestly 
robes, beautiful sculpture and imple
ments of destruction. In the third 
group Science has taken the place of 
Superstition. The building and archi
tecture representing scientific demon
stration.

In the War group, the first set of pic
tures is a combination of barbarous cru
elties and crude methods of expression. 
The Red Cross and temporary hospitals 
make their appearance in the second 
group, though scalping, lynching and in
ventions for cruelty have a prominent 
place. But in the group marked Fu
ture, war ships have been turned into 
free excursion steamers, cannon are 
used for shooting loaves of bread to the 
hungry, and electricity is used for the 
extermination of many evils belonging 
to our present so-called civilization.

The first street scene represents the 
humiliation of the people before kings. 
and priestcraft and other degrading 
practices. The second set pictures our 
present recklessness of human life, in 
machinery, street cars and other en
gines of destruction. While In the 
third, all these evils are done away 
with. In the garden-like streets, hu
man Jlfe is held sacred and machinery 
made to do its will.

In the group representing Family 
Life, the first set is a pleasing represen
tation of pastoral patrlarchlsm. 
"Home, sweet home?’ love and labor in 
rural life combined. . -

The second or Present,.Is less pleas
ing, showing married flirts, masculine 
cooks and general family disruptions. 
The thlSd or Future depicts co-opera
tive family life with labor-saving ma
chinery and genersl-^ood feeling.

The Occupation series vividly por
trays the different labored methods of 
the past with machinery and human 
competition of the present, though the 
introduction of the sweat shop, poison 
cigarette factories and Chinese laun
dries of the present‘is by no means an 
improvement. But in the Future rain 
is made and rocks are melted >y elec
tricity with ponderous machinery to 
plow down hills and level them for ag
riculture.

The amusements of Past, Present 
and Future vary as does everything 
thing else. Cock fighting, bloodless 
bull fighting, with other questionable 
means of entertainment In the present 
have replaced the barbarities of the an
cient arena where human life is the sac
rifice. While in the Future Is repré- 
sented the forces of nature utilized, 
tree planting, mountain camping, etc.

Religion and the evidence of’.spirit 
existence are paired together. In the 
past the Holy Ghost and the persecution 
of religion is depicted. In the Present 
there is hypocrisy and trickery In the 
seance room and In the pulpit with evi
dence however that worship and belief1 
in the unseen is not a delusion.

While in the Future, faith has taken 
the place of knowledge and the deni
zens of both Celestial and Terrestrial 
spheres, walk hand in hand.

The instructions of the past are more 
noticeable by their absence, with the 
evidence of ignorance and brutality in 
the pictures of human torture and the 
fact that writing had to be made a life 
study. But in the Future amusement 
and Instruction arfe pleasingly com
bined.

The last series which represents Jus-, 
tice, in the first set of pictures rulers” 
are depicted as having absolute author
ity over the lives of their cringing sub
jects. Cruelty instead of Justice sitting 
in the seat of power. In the Present 
cruelty has evolved to selfishness al
though some humane measures have 
been Introduced. In the Future crime 
is recognized as disease and treated, ac
cordingly, and the Sunlight of Truth is 
permitted to penetrate the dark re
cesses of life and glorify it.

/ An Invaluable Lesson Taught in Allegory,' ' Ajid .Slothville was beautiful to the eye. It was as 
t ........ ■■■■.■■' ' 'though all of Slothville was contained in; one great

There lived in the Dandfof, Materialism, a man; £ove- . There were rustic seats under; trees, and the 
named Barzillai. And Barzillai was ill at egge and. ^st a cooling .shade over them. There was a 
filled with discontent, fo'r he had trod in the paths o| «PPlW; brook ¡Singing a merry song and its banks 

’self all the days of his life. / W clothed.:with grassy, green. There*were birds
And it came to pass ip the evening, there.cam^ oV^r Warbling their songs of joy. Apd. the whole place 

him a shadow, and this was the shadow of remorse. WJ °he suggestive of ease and rest, ? '
And whilst this shadow-was,upon him, he fell asleep J-jNw, there were some who had grown tired of their 
and had a dream. And the dream was thus: and -upon beholding this grove^cried: We

There appeared, as.it seemed to .Barzillai, an angel, rest for a while; there is time to reach the eternal 
of noble mien gnd commanding stature, and the angel hhss, and when we have rested we will- arise an 
spake unto Barzillai:’“Unless thou forsake thine evil,fPee^on °y.way to follow our companions. And 
ways, and undertake a new life, thou art doomed to, ^ turued U1 at Slothville, there to rest, and left 
dwell in misery and unhappiness. For the course t le.ir companions. . .
thou hast until now pursued is that of the .evil-doer. . A11*! t los<; wl10 continued on their journey 
I say unto thee: Arise, get thee hence, and *takeJ<W ta a’Plac® caUcd, Prosperity Station, and all 
thought of the future state,'for no man'shall taste of ,6toPPed to P1“6- and the ci y was well to
its blessings unless he be worthy of it.” rdpokrnpom; All its dwellmgs showed thrrft imd care,

And Barzillai answered the angel and said: “Disap- ian^^e ^habitants also gave evidence that d*sap- 
pdintment upon disappointment has been my lot, and and poverty were unknown; and behold,
I am worn with strife and contentions my life until-tfea pleased the followers of Barzillai, and they said: 
now has held. But I see no relief until my life I lose,A We shall tarry here; this is the place we are in 
and then I have gained nothing, for I can take noth- s?arch of.
ing with me, arid while, here I have had naught but But-Barzfllai spake: ‘Nay, onward, still onward, 
struggles. Tell me, I pray thee, who art thou, and fr°m tius Pkce- ^r here is where spirit meets 
what must I do to gain the eternal bliss?” . i°es and not challenge opposition. On agajn, 

And solemnly;the angel spake: “ I am Love, and am > .on,>,tdl we reach the true.state of bhss’ 1 hlB
come to show thee that for which thy spirit yearns.” h? . ., ’’’ . « « -.

And the angel closed the eyes of Barzillai and took ; M/v® nlaJorlty weIe stay’ S^-BT? 
him by the hand and led him on: followers of about thirty were obliged to

And when they had come to their journey’s end,^Pi'°ceeda-,')ne’ ,
- - - - — - - - - - - - Npw, after they had traveled a day they came toLove opened the eyes of Barzillai, and behold such 

was that which Barzillai saw:
There were spirit forms, clad in the whitest and 

finest of robes, and there, was music in the air, but no 
band was there. And the music was sweet and never 
has any mortal heard like. And the spirit forms

a, place called Deception. Jtp entrance was smooth
ajid oL-crystal, and its streets were the same. And 
there twere some that entered'therein and as they 
ivalked on the crystal, they werp carried further into 
the city, for the crystal was laid on rollers.
• Now- there were left twelve that remained with 
Barzillai, and in the course of their travels they en
tered into a small woods, called-Laxity, and its trees 

garlands of flowers entwindS’them, and the garlands ¿jdi.difubs were fragrantjind‘ shed an intoxicating 
appeared in air,"arid each blossom and each leaf shed udpr, producingun indolent efl^ect... .
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danced to this music, and the dance was a minuet. 
And their feet did not touch the ground, they glided 
above it, grae.efully and tfikir, and as they danced

music. And their faces shone with joy and happi
ness, and not a word was spoken, but the . air was 
filled with music coming from £h invisible^ band. The 
scene was one of perfect haripbny. *

And the angel again closed the. eyes of Barzillai and 
led him away, saying: “Such ak thou hast seen is the 
reward of the just and the faithful. To gain this re
ward thou must be born into a new life. Overcome 
thine evil ways with good, forget self in the doing for 
others, apd set up for thyself,lofty ambitions. I have 
shown thee the spirit world, and having Seen ft, dis
cernment has been taught thee, and it will not be dif
ficult for thee to choose that which is right. And 
forget not to inform thy brethren, for thou canst not 
do well for thyself unless thou also doest for them.”

And

■ ' And all those with Barzillai tarried and inhaled 
freely of the aroma, and they became heavy and un-
able -to move. And Barzillai .left, them and set out 
aloner Yet he was undaunted, for his-gown of deter
iftinatioiLhad npf been suUi^d ditrhigyhjs travels. •

•> And he came to a large.tree and tbikwak the tree'of 
Weariness, and he sat down ;tbr rest,- and ’ behold, he 
heard a voice call: “Arise and tarry .’not;' thou hast 
been faithful, do not lose coura'ge. Arise.”

And Barziflai sawjt faint light, in the distance, and he 
sped himself towards it, and the light grew brighter 
until he could discern the gates from when came the 
light.. And the gates were of gold. And there met 
hhu ’at-the gate the angel of Love, and the angel led 
Barzillai inside. And Barzillai saw that which he

A.nd then the amrel disanneared had seen in the dream. And his heart was filled withAnS it was in themoSg^Xarziliai awoke, and turned to the angel and said: “I pray
he bethought himself of the vision and he was filled ^6, grant me to go in search of my fellow travel- 
-vlth n now tov era, and let me help them and others onward to where
w ILI1 a llvVV * w • f i f

And he went and told all his people,and his people’s , , - , , 1IT, . ; „
people, and they went in great multitudes to acquire the angel answered and ispake : It is well, 
eternal bliss ' B^illai, thine heart has been filled with the divine,'

And before they began their journey they girded.W®0 H year“s universal peace and harmony, 
themselves with the garment of determination, and and help thy brethfen... .... ,
put on their heads the helmet of perseverance, /nd in :>-d.®arzlllai having entered the spirit stage, tray- 
their hands they carried the staftof wisdom. \ y grt8t tpeM thr°ug\space, and set about to

And they came to a field filled with beautiful flow- And.those who had deserted him.
ers, but the flowers had hidden thorns and it was not arrivmg. at the Pride field he released the way
good to put hand to these flowers;. And the flowers Wfl from the clutches of Pride and enabled them to 

------- - continue their ourney.were those ealledPride. And there were some of the 
multitude, who, Bfeholding these flowers, were filled 
With admiration and wonder, and they dropped their 
staff of wisdom. And haying lost wisdom they were 
filled with desire, and they set out to gather thé flow- 

_ers. And in so doing they lost their helmets of perse
verance, and the hidden thorns caught their garments

' At Slothville and Prosperity Station he wrought in
fluence for progression; as also he did at Deception 
andTLaxity. .

.And thus he was ready to remain at the Eternal 
Bli|s, there to dwell.

And again he arrived at the Golden Gates and Love 
awaited him and crowned him "with the Crown fofof determination and held them fast, and they were _____ ____ .___ __

unable to proceed with the multitude.- . saying, “Thou faithful one, such is thy reward.
There were those who had continued the journey Thou shalt dwell in peace and joy, and harmony and 

and were anxious to rest when they had come to a love forever.” M. ADELE THIEMAN.
place called Slothville. , Milwaukee, Wis.

'A fool in revolt is'infinitely wiser than 
the philosopher forging a learned apol
ogy for his .chains.—Rossitter. > ■ ’

To succeed one must work.—Bishop 
Samuel •Fallows.

An able man shows his spirit by gen-. 
He words'and resolute actions. He is 
neither hot nor timid.—Chesterfield.

Justice Is the constant desire and ef
fort to render every man his due.—Jus-

*•. Wflan. . .
S No good Is found in a difficulty by theno good is round in a din 

-w^° prow*8 around it

Notwithstanding the counter attrac
tions at’the World’s Fair, the societies 
here all have good .attendance, and 
often old friends from other parts drop 
into the meetings, reminding us of the 
comings and goings of camp-meeting 
times. ' , ’

Moses Hull's -engagement at the 
Church of Spiritual Unity meeting at 
the Odeon,, brought excellent results?' 
not only to Spiritualism but. to Social
ism as well. -At least his arguments 
along the line of co-operation, free land 
and public ownership wfeA unanswer
able though non-political.

Dear old John Hutchinson, of the 
once famous Hutchinson family of sing
ers is still in the" city. He is called the 
“Peace Patriarch.” His long white hair 
and beard, clear complexion and spark
ling eyes make a striking picture. He 
says, “I am eighty-fiye years young,” 
and to hear him sing and play, both in 
public and at social gatherings, made 
his extreme youth seem scarcely possi
ble. .

It has been our privilege to attend a 
course of W. J. Colville’s wonderful in-’ 
spirational lectures. Like good wine, 
JBrother Colville improves with age, for 
he has gained rather-thah lost during 
the seven years since we heard him be
fore.
. His optimistic views of life both h?re 
and hereafter can. have but one effect 
upon his hearers—that of lifting them

from the negative condition of disease, 
despondency and misery, to the posi
tive one of health, hope and happiness.-

His idea of purity being an attain
ment, rather than a gift of nature to be 
treasured and If lost never . regained, 
will take the stigma from repentafit 
criminals and give them hope and self- 
esteem. What an incentive to a better 
life this idea would give to fallen wo
men whom other women regard as hav
ing committed the unpardonable sin. 
“Innocence and purity,” says Mr. Col
ville, "are not ’synonymous.” ;

The New Thought movement Is pro
gressing rapidly towards its fruition in 
the congress to be held here on the 26th 
of this month. New Thought and Spir
itualism have so much in common It is 
hard to consider them separately.

” \ The N. S. A. meeting here jutt prior 
tp the New Thought convention and in 
the same month, we hope .will form a 
bond.of union for the progression of hu
manity on' both planes of life. : 1

MRS. M. M’CASLIN.-
St. Louis, Mo. '■ , L' L-.’

Heaven a Condition of Love and Peace.
One of our, good ■ orthodox friends 

would tay," “The J: people? ¡on? ? the 
wrecked, steamer, General Slocum,; Were 
ready to go, but God gave the Spiritual
ists another chance.".- You see it makes 
all the difference in the world, that lit
tle point of view from which we take 
our stand. This brings to mind: a per
sonal encounter with a most devout or
thodox lady,, a visitor to Oregon;? She 
thought our Hand of Mercy Work .was 
lovely, but was horrified; to flnd that I 
believed all Hie to be immortal. ’ She 
immediately proceeded .to instruct me 
in regard'to the “human efiahoenf be
ing-lost-let alone anlmhlq.who.had no 
souls.” But the "explosion came when

I informed her that according to natu
ral law there could-beuio’.lôss; that a 
continuity of existence for ¡ôné, meant a 
continuity of existence'for all;- that our 
condition depended .upon fhe life we 
lived, and hot- upon bur’belief'' Or ac
ceptance of. any-;.Oreed; dr dogma—and 
as progression was a jaw of nature, 
those poor souls’shecalled''Ipst,”would 
evolve from their " darkened condition 
into.a state of light ’

¡“No! it cannot be!;. । Heaven :would 
be’ too crowded. .There" must be some 
lost!” . i.

¡Think of. it . a pfofty, sWeebfaced 
young woman insisting that there must’ 
bé some of the hümaft-fâSHJÿ lost- (and 
all creatures) so'thbfo woàd 1)e. room 
for herself and those that 'belleyed. as 
she did! ’ "L
. As she turned the oorner of the street 
these words floated hack:; ’’Mrs. Flint, 
you"will never, go’ toÀeavéhfts1 long as 
you believe as you dœé ?(Ab ieaven is a 
condition of love and peape to me, I 
kept my heaven and sçntloyè and "kind
ly : wishes to the poorpouï ép blinded by 
orthodoxy.

But you will want to’know about Spir
itualism here. This lai the- psychic age 
In Corvallis as well àa. elsewhere.- Per
sons are continually jebiriing, to me to 
leàra thé meanlngfofithls or that mani
festation-—or the untoldment of psychic 
powers. ■ And somntimeq a bit of medi
umship is reported. ’ L

The First Spiritual Union of Corvallis, 
does not expect to hold ffiubliè services 
before October, but some Of the mem
bers are getting Tesflessjfbn their meet
ings, and . the outsiders'fire making in
quiries^: My health', fe improving,’, and 
voice coming bapki ¡Eeipectto be able 
to; do my part'-Of -thfliwork when the 
time comes.-,-kv"- -, s’’ ■'

-! ’ JESSIE 'S; "PETTIT FLINT. ’ ■
Corvallis, Ore.

. AIM LOW.

That Is the Advice Given by N. 'E. A.

Now that the question of the propri
ety 6t introducing the Bible as a text
book into our public schools is agitat
ing . the contributors to the “Battle 
Ground of Modern Thought,” of the 
Sunday Record-Herald, it may not be 
anjiss to pursue its investigation’ a lit
tle further.

If the measure is advocated with the 
view of checking the decline in the 
interest of old theology, its-adoptlon in 
my opinion, would have the opposite ef
fect, or that of accelerating such de
cline. That tlie interest in old theology 
is declining, is acknowledged even by 
the orthodox church. Prof. Scott, of 
the Congregational Theological Semi
nary, Chicago, has recently said:

“One result of religious uncertainty 
is -tlwjWgappearance of the theologian. 
The younger scholars, under radical in
fluences, have turned away from theol
ogy; so that it is now very difficult in 
America to find men qualified to be
come professors of theology."

The Presbyterian of Philadelphia, 
says:

“It is said that in our theological 
seminaries very few students are mak
ing a speciality of systematic theology. 
The times do not favor fine theological 
distinctions and definitions. Doctrine 
is not prized, nor understood, as in the 
days of our fathers. Doubt and uncer
tainty abound. Loose thinking is dom
inant. All sorts of opinions prevail in 
and out of the church. A hearing is 
■given to all kinds of isms. Indifference 
|n’regard to what men believe .obtains. 
The reading of the day can hardly be 
called théologie, even in ministerial 
circles.

Without calling in question the cause 
of this present general attitude toward 
old theology, as given in the foregoing 
quotations from orthodox sources, viz.: 
“Loose thinking," etc., otherwise than 
to say, in passing, that its opposite, or 
close thinking, profound thinking? scien
tific thinking, rational thinking, pro
gressive thinking may be found to be 
an important factor in it, I maintain 
that as long as this is the status of the
ology, it is entitled to no place in the 
curriculum of the public schools of this 
country.-^

When the public school pupil is 
obliged to study theology, if he studies 
It, not “loosely,” he will learn that cen
turies, before the time of the CJhriB(ifin’s 
Christ, Chrishna was represented as the 
true savior, as God incarnate in man, as 
born of fhe Virgin Devokl, as having 
died for the sins of the people, as hav
ing arisen from the dead, and as now 
sitting on the right hand of God. He 
will learn also, that Buddha is repre
sented as the true Savior of men, as 
God incarnate, as having been born of 
the Virgin Maya, as having been tempt
ed by the devil, as having fasted, died, 
rose from the dead, and ascended into 
heaven. He will discover also, that 
Mlthra is represented as the true medi
ator between God and man, as having 
suffered and died to redeem men from 
original sin, and given to man the plan 
of salvation. He will also learn that 
Osiris Is represented as the true savior 
of the world, whose birth, death and 
resurrection were miraculous. He was 
born on the 25th of December, over -five 
thousand years ago. He rose from the 
dead on the 25th of -March, Easter, ànd 
now sits at the right hand of God as the 
only mediator between God and man.

Indeed the public school pupil in his 
studies of theology, will find quite a 
number of saviors, all having been sons 
of God, all having been born of virgins, 
all went about doilng good and working 
tniracles, all were put to death by ene
mies, all rose from the dead, all as
cended Into heaven, all are now sitting 
on the right hand of God to pass judg
ment upon all men after they die. Of 
what benefit will all this be to the pub
lic school student? It will take up much 
of his valuable time, and to what pur
pose?

If, as science now teaches, man lived 
and died thousands of years before 
Adam put in an appearance, how can 
the public school student accept the 
teaching of the church that physical 
death is the direct result of Adam’s 
transgression? Not until theology at
tains unto something like scientific ac
curacy, should thè Bible be adopted as 
a text-book in our public schools.

H. V. SWERINGEN.
Fort Wayne, Ind.

Some Peculiar Teachings Controverted.

In the Sept. 17 number of The Pro- 
greBBive Thinker, Emma M. Ward of ’ 
New Canton, Ilf., writes an article with 
the above heading, and speaks of soma 
things in an exaggerated manner. In'
referring to this, the editor says, “The * 
spirit of toleration should exist on all 
sides In reference to the opinion of 
others,” and he further says, “Some ol 
the statements made in the following; 
communication diverge from the com
monly accepted opinions of Spiritual
ists, and we hope for more light thereon; 
at no distant day.”

In other words, he wants light from’ 
apybody; our editor possesses the wis
dom "to explain these spiritual phenom
ena, but he throws open his paper as an; 
open^Fbourt or conference platform 
whereon his readers can express theln 
opinions pro and con, even to exaggera
tion. If we, as readers, don’t like the 
ideas we can put in our non and help to 
make the paper more interesting, but 
don't stop your paper if you don’t like 
all the ideas. If you are so wise that 
you know more than the editor and all 
of the correspondents, don’t stop your, 
paper, but send in your opinions and 
criticisms in good manuscript form, soi 
the rest of us readers can enjoy yourp 
philosophic explanations. '

We all have different experiences and' 
"no two can see exactly alike on any; 
important subject,” as the editor says.)

Emma M. Ward Bays, “For the first: 
time in the history of the world, spirits 
are able to demonstrate the underlying 
principles of spirit manifestations.”

My! what a great assertion! How' 
does she know what has or has not, 
been done in all ages past?

“How many do you think are ready' 
for spirit teaching not blended with 
mortal force?”

Why, all of us are ready to learn any 
truth. As we yet live in the mortal, how 
can anything we experience be outside 
of our senses? or be not blended with 
mortal force? Any force Is blended 
with the machine or medium through 
which it comes or acts.

"Until mortal spirit power has been' 
demonstrated, and its limit of action,’ 
independent of the body, reached, no 
mediums shbuld think they have con
nection with spirits out of the body."

All the actions of any and all human 
minds are constantly demonstrating 
and illustrating “mortal spirit power” 
and “its limit of action.” As all mor
tals are not alike in their development 
and growth, we can not lay down a rule 
or “limit of actloiV’ of their "mortal 
spirit powers" ‘Independent of the 
body.” '•

When a medium is alone and is con
trolled in private with such strong emo
tions as to imitate another person's 
character, that medium has a good rea
son for thinking she has some connec
tion with spirits out of the body, for no 
such mortal is acquainted with her or ' 
even thinking about her. Then who 
but a spirit out of the body is control
ling her? Even if one or two personq 
were present, the medium may be con
trolled to do and say things unknown 
to their wishes, so their minds or "mor
tal spirit power" have nothing to do in 
controlling the medium.

"Consequently all rfianifestation, be it 
good or bad,-has been charged to spir
its out of the body, when the truth of 
the matter is, there is absolutely no 
true spirit power there, no connection 
whatever.”

What a broad assertion! What a 
great exaggeration! If Emma M. Ward 
keeps on writing thus, her own "atmos
pheric conditions" won’t be very good 
and she will surely need to “go beyond 
the mountains," as she expresses her-
self.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
H. EUGENE MARTIN.

THE PHONOGRAPH.

The Part It Can Be Made to Play In 
Spirit Manifestations,

’ The young man is told to aim high. 
That is all Tight One must have 
ideals, but when It conies to execution, 
do as the commander in battle tells his 
soldiers to do—alm low.

’ Aim,at men's hearts.’
. lit you airii at men’s heads they may 

dodge. Or, if you should hit the head, 
it is surrounded by a ’ bony structure 
that .is hard to penetrate. The heart 
is more vulnerable. .

Mr.. Preacher: .
Aim low. . Aim at men’s hearts. If 

you attack their heads they will argue 
with you till the cows come homa : Or
thodoxy may be your doxy and hetero^ 
doxy their doxy. But if you preach the 
simple gospel to them you must aim 
low. The gospel is a heart message.

Mr. Editor: .. . .
Aim low. If-you want your editorials 

to be read by the people and not simply 
by the Intellectual few, aim at the 
heart It doesn’t matter so much what 
the people believe about politics as that 
they be honest and true. If they love 
justice and - righteousness they wiU 
“wabble right.” Your duty is ethical.

Mr. Artist:
; Aim lew. Tolstoi’s definition of art' 
is tt-ue. True art is. the message from 
the.heart of the. artist to the heart of 
the people. That' is true whether, the 
art is music, or oratory, or poetry, or 
painting,' or literature. The things that 
move and thrill and sway—the heart
throbbing things—are the ones that 
five. If you aim at the head the critic 
will get you. If you aim at the heart

hearts warm toward each other. That 
Is the only way to make the home safe. 
Get ¿string around the hearts of your 
children. It is .Ure only.strlng that will 
hold.?- In.the home, aim low.
■ The head is all right when it is all 
right

■ But out of the heart are the Issues of 
life.

Aim low N.ta. A.

Thoughts on Auras, .
The human aura is not a definite 

something that can move from place to 
place.

‘Aura is. derived from the Greek word 
meaning-air. • Each soul has its own 
-rate'of vibration land,operates through 
the chemistry of life in the functions of 
the body; thereby causing the phenom
ena of blood circulation, heart action, 
and the marvelous movement of brain’ 
cells—a ’ mysjery deep and yet ’ un
solved.

The new concept of electricity—or 
the effect of sutfttar.ee in motion named 
electricity—explains soul aura. ■ The 
effect of the vibration (soul motion) of 
life, on etheric molecules vibrates the 
air for a certain distance In a circle 
from the solar pJexus-^-centre—-Which is 
the dynamo of the body, at a rate that 
produces appearances’ or colors.

Different colors, are different rates of 
motion of the everywhere present sub
stance. ■ . ■ -

; No one carries his aura from place to 
place, but simply vibrates the substance 
called air wherever he goes.

I wish to say a few words of the 
grand circles we had during the last 
two weeks of September, Mrs. J. De 
Bartholomew being the medium.

I have a good Edison phonograph, 
and have practiced for quite a while to 
manage the same in the dark, and I 
wish every reader of your grand paper 
could hear the result made by the spir
its through the trumpet. My son Henry 
made four records, two talking and two 
singing; the great Indian chief Tecum
seh, gave us a grand lecture. The 
great man, Bismarck, had to use two 
records to finish his speech, and they 
are as plain as those made by the Edi
son Company.

Spirit Tim, D. L. Herrick’s control, 
whom people call Timothy, made a 
comic record, and very loud. Abraham 
Lincoln also made one in a fine lecture. 
You would surely think every one of 
the fourteenjecords made, was done by 
spirits in the mortal body. Of course 
they had to be made at two different sit
tings, aS it takes a great power to make 
records. The spirits have to talk 
very loud through the trumpet which 
they hold, and then again through the 
trumpet which Is attached to the phono
graph. ’ '

Mrs. Edward came.to my house. She 
has a husband and three sons in the 
spirit world. I asked her if she would 
like to hear a new reqord made by a 
great- man—part song and part speech. 
She never thought Of a spirit record, 
but when she heard the song and mes
sage given and the name Tom Edward, 
her own son, his familiar song and mes
sage, she was surprised.

Mrs. Bartholomew is now at St. 
Louis. In October she will be in 1 
Brooklyn, N. Y. I hope some one there 
will- get the dhante to make some rec
ords from departed- friends, as such are 
to me worth more than all the money on . 
earth. GUSTAV THIESS.

•Akron, Ohio. . . . - ’
Care is no cure, but rather corrosive x 

for things that are not to be remedied.
—Shakspeare.

Every man has freedom to do all that •
he wills, provided that he infringes not ,
the equal freedom of any other man.-r
Herbert Spencer.

. _ . ____ Auras change tlnta under • different
you can snap your fingers at the.critic. I environments, planetary conditions or 
- Mr. Mah and Mrs. Woman: Inewconceptsolllfe. .-

Alm low. Keep husbahd’s and Wife's 1 DR. GEO. W, CAREY.

sutfttar.ee
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Price 15 cent«.

CHILD CULTURE. HEALING CURRENTS

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

EVERÏBODÏMAYHDVLKABN

CONCENTRATION.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

search. The medium sees your spirit visitor in form.

EXCELLENT SONG BOOKS.
civilizations that have carried human

Choice inspirational songs, suit-ley.
This book isable for ail occasions.

SPIRITUAL DIETETICS.

For Inner

Teach us the way, 0 Lard, ' to thy

Price 15 centa.

Price 10 cents

Price 15 cents.

Price 10 cents.

Price 15 cents.

Price 10 cents.

Price 10 cents.

Price 5 cents.

Price 10 cents. 
Price 5 cents.

Echoes From the World oi Song.
Volumes 1 and 2. By C. Payson Long-

A College Chartered Under State 
Laws, With a Capital of $100,- 
000, tor the Purpose of Teaching 
Persona! Magnetism and Hyp
notism by Correspondence.

Ten Thousand Copies ef a Valuable 
Work on These Sciences to be 
Given Away to Advertise the 
Collejpp.

>n

>11*

According to the Laws of Physio 
logical Psychology and 

Mental Suggestion,

the Life and Growth of 
Beauty. ., . t

With the spirit-of vindictive wrath; 
But in green fields’ Tthd sunny places, 

So glad with the running brook. 
Do I see reflected ^Grid’s angel laces

MOST ÖF

FROM THE

BATTERY OF LIFE
BY WALTER DE VOE.

THE WIDOW’S MITE, 
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

Spiritualism Commanded of God Thirty pages.

The Orthodox Hell and Infant Damnation
The “Soul,” Did It Pre-exist
Spiritualism in All Lands Pamphlet of 30 pages.
The Pro and Con of Spiritualism

The Rev. H. A. Hort versus J. M. Peebles.
An Epistle of Dr, Peebles to Seventh-Day Adventists 
A Plea for Justice to Mediums i^rge pamphlet.
The General Teachings of Spiritualism
The Eightieth Birthday Anniversary of Dr, Peebles

Fifty pages with the speeches, addresses, poems, etc» 
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism

With speeches and illustrations.
The Pentecost Neatly bound, 23 pages.

A Book That Awakens the 
Healing Power in the Soul, 

it Teaches the Glorious Truth that Frees 
From Sin, Sickness, Poverty and Pain.

I’lliCKv 82.00, 
For Sale by .

COLLEGE OF FREEDOM, 
Woodlawn, Chicago.

HAMILTON DE GRAW. 
West Troy, N.' Y.

There drop? da ffi^’dreamy sight 
The faces of roVfed'.ofies from on high, 

In the silen^pr.tjfe dewy night 
Not in church.or sacred temple

Who Are These Spiritualists? ■ ■ ■
What h BpintuaUsni) and what has it done, for the"world? 151 pages. Price 50 centy 
paper, 35 cent«.

Three Journeys Around the World ...
Handsomely bound octavo volume, 500 pages« illustrated, describing nearly all nations, 

' India’s magic, Egypt’s pyramids,*etc. Price reduced to ,{.25,
Seers of the Ages . : .

* This large volume. 400 pages, treating of the past seers and sages with their visions and 
traucea, and treating1 also or God, heaven, neri, faith, repentance, prayer, baptism, 
evil spirits, etc. Reduced from 00 to J1.35. 10th edition.

The Employment of Spirits in the Spirit World r
'. What they say of their dwelling places—Infants, idiotfl, suicides, etc. 320 pages.

• Reduced from J1.5Q to $1.00; paper, 50 cents.
The Spiritual Harp

A book of songs, anthems, hymns, with both the words and music. 300 pages. 
Reduced from $2.00 to J1.25.

The Christ Question Settled
Who was Jesus Christ? A symposium by Hudson Tuttle, W. R. Coleman, Rabbi Wise, 
Ì. R;Buchanan, Col, Ingersoll, and others,’with what thè spirits say about it'through 
.j. Morse, W. j. Colville, Mrs. Longley, and other mediums. 400 pages. Reduced 
rom fi.50 to $1.00.,: '(bird edition.

The Secret of How to fcep Young
A book of 220 pages, treating of conception, gestation, marriage, divorce, foods, drinks, 
sleep, flesh-eating, how to live a 100 years and moie. Reduced from |i .25 tó $x.oo.

Vaccination a Curse
A book of between 300 and 400 pages, treating of inoculation, vaccination, cow-pox. 
calf-lymph poison, Jenueris discovery; how vaccination causes death, eczema, pimpled 
faces, cancers, ulcers, consumption, etc, Price $i.qq.

Spiritualism Versus Materialism <
_ A fine, handsomely bound book, showing the fallacy of materialism, and the truth of 

Spiritualism. Price 50 cents.
Reincarnation ' s

r A discussion between Dr. Helen Densmore and.W, J. Colville, affirming, and J. M.
Peebles, denying the truth of reincarnutiou. Price ro cento.

Spirit Obsessions—The Demonlsm of the Ages
ObsosBlons so common in Spiritism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism, etc, A book of 
883 pages, the most compieta work ever written upon tills eubJoct; la nicely bound In 
cloth, uud printed in largo type on good paper. Price, 11.00; upstage 19 cents.

Biography of J. M. Peebles
14 By Prof. B. Whipple. A large, elegantly bound book of 600 pages. Price $1.00.

Three Jubilee Lectures
Delivered in Hydesville, Rochester, and Loudon, 125 pages, illustrated, Price 25 cents.

Good Newa F/om RochMter/ lad. 1. ;
Bacane® -djfe oeceáslty paved tbs' • 

.way; an appeal was mudd tlirbùgh the

MODERN CIVILIZATION,

Its Permanency Spborly • Considered.

\ Starting with the assertion that pniy. 
the truth Is immortal, and .that the 
statement te a true one is apparent to 
-ordinary intelligence, hence the fact be
comes clear that no human Institution, 

“however magnificent it may appeal’, । 
causing the builders to exclaim, “see , 
what we have constructed, nothing be-. ; 
fore ever equaled it in glory; it is u 
temple reared upon an everlasting 
foundation,” can be permanent, for it is 
of necessity more or less influenced by 
that finite condition imperfection.

Let us make an inspection of the 
foundation upon which our modern civ
ilization rests, and see in what measure 
it is established upon the truth. It 
has transmitted to it from the past con
ditions that were everything but per, 
feet. It is trying to improve upon 

ithein and. in a measure-has succeeded, 
showing that it has established itself 
upon the truth as far as it is capable of 
understanding what it implies. z

We have the history of ancient civil
izations which in their day, when in the 
height" of their splendor, appeared to 
the superficial observer to be estab
lished upon an enduring foundation, but 
were are they? ' Gone, disappeared like 
the dew of the morning before the ris
ing sun, and some of the most ancient 
of them have so completely vanished 

. that"only the faintest traces of their ex- 
, iBtence is left as a testimony and evi
dence of their greatness. It lanot from 
a spirit of modern boastfulness when 
we assert that with all their greatness 
they lacked some of the' elements need
ful for permanency which have been in
corporated in our modern civilization. 
They were without doubt the best the 
human understanding of that time was 
capable of evolving, bringing forth from 
the great laboratory of universal Hie, 
and the comparisons drawn with the 
present is not to find fault with past, 
but to show that there is a power in hu
man life that is capable of manifesting 
itself in a more progressive manner as 
experience gives it the needed lessons. 
Our present civilization has had the 
benefit to be derived from reviewing 
the systems of human society that have 
passed, marking the locations where 
danger existed and has been able to 
avoid some of the conditions wlilch 
overthrew the ancient systems. j

There is another great law that It 4s 
important to understand when dealing 
with the question of the rise and fall of 
human institutions, and that is the law 
of destiny. All organizations are 
evolved because there is a necessity for 
them; the demand was for that special 
form and it was materialized. It was 
the one that could at least be under
stood by the phase of development 
which at the time was dominant. 
Whether In the growth of nations and 
races from savagery and barbarism up 
to the higher planes of life, or in the 
evolving of religious sects or flblltlcal 
parties, they come forth obeying the 
great law of destiny, and when they 
have performed their mission, accom
plished the work for which they were 
intended, the same great law which 
brought them forth and made them the 
dispensers of that portion of the truth 
which had been revealed, retired them, 
preparing other instrumentalities better 
adaptpd to carry forward the work of 
human advancement, proving that what 
we call the law of growth and decay or 
change are one as related to the great 
law of progressive development as they 
supplement each other and are both in
dispensable factors.

Our modern civilization has, like Its 
predecessors, a mission to perform, a 
destiny to work out—-and then what? 
Its retirement, to he succeeded by a 
more modem and advanced civilization, 
ope better adapted to the needs of pro
gressive life. The present one shows 
that it is lacking in the elements that 
are necessary for permanency, but It is 
the best the world has ever seen; it 1b 
the result of the mighty struggles that 
have been made for human liberty re
ligious, civil and political. The mar
tyrs that laid down their lives for the 
advancement of human Institutions up 
to their present plane of existence, have 
left an influence that Is enduring and 
that will be an inspiration to coming 
generations, they knowing that they 
could not attain unto what they have 
if it had not been for the advance 
guard, the forlorn hope that preceded 
them.

There are crucial periods in the his
tory of races, nations, political parties 
and religious associations. These
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It is a startling.thought that all human life " is 'and-garb as you knew him in the long ago. The old 
bounded and limited by -about eight degrees .of .tern- mother who passed on a 'grijeratlbn ago, eom.es with 
perature. The doctor’s thermometer is believed, to' fife same old form, and witf^.pveM the same old dress, 
tell a tale of great danger .to’his paiieij.t if it sliows ft” a wrinkle is missing from thtodear old face. That 
temperature nearly reaching this narrow limit -...in/; vision stands to yon as a cOfivinfifiig test of spirit re- 
eitfier direction. .- 'y' -'turn.' Most likely she couM ji^ijs piiBily'inake her

Everybody, save the few remaining crass material- appearance reformed nnd'be<Ji;qi)®ed ¡for another ap- 
ists, is aware that the patient himself is not really,in./poarance wherein you would finchno test of identity, 
danger. It is the house-body iq ¡which he dwells, .So she is bringing with her'fiq lesdon, as 'to the present 
which is in danger of falling to pieces, - and whenever MiyitW-forni her true deli is across the line,
this happens its be'cupant, quietly and ni^ralJy/^.’-^’h^writer-hgs known air investigator overjoyed to 
moves into another house-body across the .street, greet« sister he had last seen in:brtdding womanhood. 
This; change was merely a question of one or two de- The-past wsts reborn for hiin; alt^pu^li they had part- 
grees of temperature—merely an alteration of 'Vibra- ed half a century ago. Fpjj anpiher brother she ap-. 
tion—at which one house-body falls to pieces;and an- peared. as he had known her,in middle life, and was' 

.gladly identified, So in neither appciirance was there, 
a'-liifit as to the form she wears'iji"lier everyday life.

eliever in ipirit retdrfi must, if-he wUi stop

other, very similar, becomes the home of the man jye, 
knew.' \ -------------------

But the change .was really a most startling one; for-Ypt'the believer in/pirit rettfjq mpsi, if he wiir stop 
the old house-body had been furnished with a full seCfo.t^ink, reali^bthaf such a pister spirit might; be un- 
of sense furniture adapted to its special use in eartli?aie<?qgriized by either brother if she^apjjeared as sho 
life. Through this sense furniture the man had seen;'.:a'ctilally is in’her life of to-day, in', the spirit world 
heard, tasted, smelled and felt of his surroundings.' jffsffitrosS the .line . The writer,lias-a neighbor who is 
But once outside that narrow limit of temperature „g.jy.o'rthy citizen and.a married,, man, although but 
both sense furniture. and house-body fell to pieces, -three’feet high/ When he ^a^esdhe divide he ihust 
There was no^uestion of rent. The' man did not .¡ return as a dwarf -if he is',to be, “recognized. Surely 
leave his house. .-The house, and all within its walls, that will not mean that he is a dwarf in spirit life, and 
left .him. None of .his neighbors saw him move. ’is to. remain so.throughout eternity. -Yet that is what 
Even the doctor could not ehase him to collect .his, “.spirit return’1 as vouched foj'by its believers, seems 
professional fee. He had simply disappeared, and to teach. We thus see that tliispj^wer of picturing or 
his old house-body was in ruins. And all this had reflecting your own resemblancoj;which seems to in
happened" just as soon as the temperature inside his here tq every spirit, is pot muehhelp towards realiz- 
old house home had passed its limit ing spirit “life of to-day in the spirit world, just across

Till qqite recently it has been counted as a mere the divide. But it is of immejn^p importance when 
matter of belief that the man himself had really we would study the extent and limit of the power of 
moved into a new house, with new furniture, but this tliese “neighbors” over mortal life.
belief has gradually become a knowledge, attested by
some of the world’s leading scientists. That is to say, 
the new man-house, with it» new sense furniture, is 
now counted as a fact in nature by these learned men, 
and the result of a mere change of temperature of one 
or degrees. But as none of the old sense furni
ture can be used in the new house-body, and the new 
sense furniture is of no use to a mortal, we seem to 
have reached the scientific limit when the new man
house had once been accepted as a natural fact. The 
man himself has never been seen on either side the 
line, but only his house-body with its sense furniture, 
which house home with its sense furniture on either 
side, is normally invisible to the other.

It is obvious that a change of one or two degrees in 
the vibration we call temperature, though it changes

There is a great deal of experience of both spirit re
turn and spirit power which is fgr too personal to be 
given to the world. Yet it is this very experience 
which embodies almost all the knowledge we are seek
ing. We occasionally meet a sensitive who is willing 
to tell us; in confidence, much that the world ought to 
know;, but, almost invariably, the history, whether of 
weal or woe, is marred, because its value depends 
upon the character and ability of tile 'sensitive him
self. The power of accurately, picturing one’s own 
experience is rare. And still more, unreliable is the 
history when the sensitive knows and cares nothing 
for the rules of evidence under Tyhich the search for 
truth is conducted by'science, and in our eourtq of 
justice. Such a sensitive simply- demands belief be-

columns of The Progressive Thinker, 
for help to Sustain the cauae of Spirit
ualism a( Rochester, Ind.

The appeal was not made in vtdn^ 
Generous stifle; :wjio care wore tor the 
progress of Humanity’s Religion, than 
they do for the saving of dollars for 
selfish purpose cawe to otir rescue, 
and now we stand head and shoulders 
above thp waters of financial failure, 
which threatened to submerge us. One 
white soul, .who, slpiply wants to be 
known qs ‘.‘a Spiritualist, of Washing
ton,” carpe forward "and paid our rent 
for a y^ar, others contributed 85, 82 and 
81 bills, , and W9 are now out of debt, 
happy nn.fl.'háyejhopé of holding some 
meeting/, this ..winter, and if willing 
hands afifi',.courageous.' hearts can . win 
out, Rochester First Spiritualist Church 
will be wide awake, doing business at 
the same oíd stand, when some of pur 
orthodo/',churches Have gone to sleep 
and forgotten to awaken.

N?vir..VAs t|w Jmrir&t.Bo ripe in the 
fields of'Spiritualism,' as now, and what 
we neeq. In Rochester, is a. competent 
leader, pfie who cajn teach the people in
telligently, ,.|.lie triirh of our beautiful 
philosophy. ' ;. .

■ Out soelety'fléslrps the services of lai 
young map.ppéwho 'willhold the causa-' 
of Spiritualism as something sacred, 
and make Its claims respected by < h|s 
knowledge and conduct. Such a speak
er can find a good home, honest hearts 
and willing vyorkers, together with a 
fair compensation, in Rochester. We 
prefer to settle a speaker for the win
ter, if one can tye found who can fill the 
reqúire’ments, one vyho is a builder and 
worker.
.' Speakers wishing to correspond with 

; the Rocljester, Indiana, Society, should 
address Miss Catharine Daniels, secre
tary. The church is desirous of hiring 
a young man for the winter months.

Correspondence is solicited. Thank
ing all those who havp come so nobly 
to our assistance, we remain, yours for 
the truth,

MARGUERITE MILLER.

PERSONAL 
MAGNETISM

Dr. Peebles* Books and Pamphlets
Ì AT REDUCED PRICES

cause he says it, and is indignant if his tale be doubt- 
him from one house-home to another, with a different, ed for lack of proof.

The more sensitive the mortal tiie more likely he is
........ ................ v— ——-----,--------------------- to have the very experiences we are seeking. But, us- 

invisible, so far as we can conceive, no matter how ually, these very experiences' rtre ■’gained only when
1 ’ c ■"“* 1 * he is most abnormal. Such^d sensitive' is generally

unfortunate in his relation to bur everyday life, so is 
at once counted as a mere visionary, and his state-

style of sense furniture, can have very little effect on
the man himself—the man invisible, and who remains

mauy changes he may make from one house to an
other. There is, at best, but little satisfactory com-
munication between the folks in the new house and
those still left in the old man-house. There is a dense. ments are viewed with a suspi’eion’ and doubt that de
fog between the two, and in that -fog everything is stroys their value. For suc^reasqns many an author 
J"~‘ j:.,...,..! i... T>... «..., e wjj0Be Works we gladly lend,- to some investigating

friend, utterly fails to convince -the skeptic, who 
merely sneers at our easy bbnfidence in statements 
that are not supported by evidential proof. So we 
find ourselves to-day largely .fessing,our beliefs on evi-

dim, distorted and mushy. But that fog, made by

crises are the testing of the moral and 
spiritual forces to see if they are strong 
enough to triumph in the struggle that 
is necessary to evolve higher condi
tions. If they are, they will be en
dowed with a new lease of life and 
power; if not, they must be retired, 
take a secondary place in the proces
sion. Our present civilization is near
ing the time when it will have to pass 
the crucial test, to be tried as by fire to 
show whether it is ready and willing to 
leave those conditions of the barbarous 
paet which have come to it by inherit
ance and which it has not before been 
able to eliminate from its organization. 
All that claim to be ranked as civilized 
will need to be ready to meet the forces 
of reconstruction which will strike 
deeper than ever before to the founda- 

' tion of their civilization, to test and see 
in what measure it is founded upon the 
truth, and all of its conditions political, 
social or religious that are not on that 
foundation must be reinoved as the in
telligence and moral force is developed 
so' as to understand the necessity for 
such action. That is the way advance
ment has been made from the crude be
ginnings which accepted many things 
that at. present are not recognized.

The feudal system that was estab
lished in Europe on the overthrowal of 
the Roman Empire, how crude It may 
appear as we view it from our present 
standpoint, was a great improvement 
over the barbarism that preceded it It 
was a preparation for something more 
advanced which would In time make 
that system obsolete. So our present 
systems will be replaced by something 
as much superior to them as they are 
superior to feudalism. The unification

these two or three degrees of difference in tempera
ture, is Nature’s dividing line between our man
houses and those on the other side. Still we have dis
covered enough by psychical research, and what is 
called “spirit return,’’ to know that the manhood on 
the two sides of the divide is almost precisely the 
same. Naturally there is a difference of expression, 
and, for the most part, there seem to be family dis- 
,cords in the man-houses on both sides, whilst close to 
the divide. .

Nature seems to have a hard-and-fast rule that 
progress shall always be the result of effort, and not 
come in any other way. On our side the divide this 
law is universal, and undoubtedly a couple of degrees, 
of temperature would not change the law for our next 
door neighbors. Progress is always from the lower to 
the higher—from disharmony to harmony. - From 
hell to home is only expressed by sensation. It has 
hate at one pole, and love at the other. Still there 
are certain changes that must be noted as the result 
of crossing the divide. The most startling is that 
man’s new house-home cannot be destroyed like his 
old one. He cannot murder or be murdered. Yet we 
are told he can quarrel and fight with weapons un
known to us, and described as psychical. He can 
thus suffer and cause suffering, for he carries with 
him the hates, loves, passions and appetites that were 
his in earth life. In a word, these two or- three de
grees of temperature change the house, but not the 
man, who has merely moved across the street.

He has, however, acquired a new faculty, so distinct 
from anything in earth life, that, were it. not for eon-

deuce, either so personal weieannot present it to oth
ers, or else sadly destitute of prffofs which alone- 
could satisfy the honest.but ^ritje^.. unbeliever. For 
such reasons a book recently written by a trained 
lawyer, has a value not possessed -by any other work 
known-to-the present writer/ Thh'irathor kept a diary 
of his experiences through several years, with the 
needed names, dates, arid, names of witnesses now liv
ing. And, although to himself much he has written 
must’ be humiliating, it is still a record by an honest 
man of over-confidence in spirit friends. These visit
ors prbvcd themselves as honest and truthful as him
self, but ultimately failed in the Work they had en
thusiastically commenced.. The’, phenomena pro
duced were startling, and convincing, even to hard
ened skeptics, as proofs of spirit -priwer^nd presence. 
The name of the book is “Death—The Meaning and 
Result.”- Its author is John K. WilsOh, a member of 
the Pennsylvania bar. It is published at Lily Dale, 
N; Y,, .and is, I presume, for sale wherever such works 
are usually held in stock. ’ ■

I am not proposing to criticise the work.. Every 
reader who chooses can do that for himself. Bu^I 
propose to use its statements of fact iii this article be-
cause-I know of no other similjir experience which 
would not be counted as too personal for publication. 
Its real value for this purpose is that it presents facts 
which are really glimpses of the life lived-by those

stant proof, it would seem, impossible. lie can change who are only separated by a degree or two of temper- 
his appearance at will. This fact is the foundation of -x- — *---- ■ ........... •.
Modern Spiritualism, and the puzzle of Psychic Re-

ature from our world of to-day..
(To be continued.) 

San Leandro, Cal.

ilizations removing them when they be- perfect development of the resources of the gifts you should bring, 
came incapable of performing the du- peaceful life, making the coming civil!- I ’ 
ties that were required of them. ’ " ' ’ - -- -- - Let humanity season every act of thy

zatlon one before which the present one life. Humanity is the flower of - the 
The great flood tides of successive will look dark and gloomy when soul, and whose fragrance is love Live 

...................... *“------------------------  brought into comparison to the glory of out the life of the soul. Let the’beati- 
that higher development tudes fill' thy sofll’’ stretch put thy

hand for the maiiria. of life eternal; 
strengthened and refreshed, continue to 
climb to the heights.

Strive ¿‘vet fot the atfainment of 
truth; turn on this searchlight and And 
the weakness of th.6 heart. Bind up the 
sheaves before the reaper comes; 
broaden thy life/ take 'In all humanity 
as thy guest. Then: when the sands of 
thy life are -ruii. th% Father will, wel
come the beloved11 rhild ¡as ths Good

This is a work of singular excellence, 
on-a subject of great importance. It is 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have the 
care of children, and all who are inter
ested in their moral, mental and physi
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
ing. price 60 cents.

of the nations of the world produced by 
the wonderful inventions of modern life 
has enabled it to more intelligently 
deal with the problems that are forcing 
their way to the front and demanding 
solution, which our predecessors were 
unable to do. and th® rapidity with 
which these questions are handled 
makes what transpired last week an
cient history.

We of the present have special prob
lems that belong to this age and which 
we' must solve, conditions of life that 
are the outgrowth of. our political, so
cial and religious development but 
which cannot remain permanent fix
tures of the present civilization, for to 
retain them beyond a. certain limit 
would be retrogression. The question 
is, will it be able, have energy enough, 
to eliminate those excrescences which 
have ferown on the body? If It has and 
uses that energy to work for the. need
ed reformation, a longer life lease will 
be granted that it may more completely- 
fulfill the law of its destiny.- - -If not. 
thenprayers.and supplication are value
less to prevent the enforcement of that 
pre&t law Which opeiated in former civ-

life to its present level have had their 
periods of ebbing as well as flowing. 
That seems to be a law of their being, 
but each succeeding one advanced a 
step farther than its predecessor and 
did not recede as far; proving that the 
law of progress is permanent, that what 
has been gained cannot be lost though 
It may be obscured and dormant for a 
time. The more perfect utilization of 
the material forces of the world in mak
ing the industries on which human life 
is dependent more powerful, has en- 
abld civilization to enlarge Its bounda
ries- and what formerly was only done 
by human and animal muscular efforts, 
now is accomplished, on an extensive 
scale unthought of before. These are 
some of the great civilizing forces that 
the former ages had not evolved. Not 
that human culture is dependent entlfe- 
Iv upon the development of the mate
rial forces, but its field would be lim
ited: a select few would receive most of 
the benefit and the masses remain in 
primitive ignorance. The development 
of these forces has given a permanency 
to our present civilization that the for-. 
mer ones did not possess, for the larger 
the number that are benefited by the 
improved condition^, the more perma
nent is the structure that is reared.

That pur present.civilization will be 
able to meet each duty as the progress 
of time brings them to the^front, de
manding that they be recognized .and 
performed, we believe, and that the 
transition from the present"to a civiliza
tion superior in every respect will be 
by the gradual replacement of the pres
ent systems by superior ones, a merg
ing of that part pf the present which is 
worth retaining ihto the larger body of 
the higher civilization.

The expensive and brutal methods of 
solving the problems of life by the arbi
trament of war must cease. It has 
been themethoa all along down through 
the ages, but with the power given by 
science to the destructive forces, there 
must be a limit to the using of them-in 
that capacity, or annihilation will • re
sult: but it.will cepse. and. the glory of 
the coming time will be in th® more

sanctuary; the soul-fe the sanctuary. GoodTrue life principles emanate within." re^mbers his own, and
Life In the SUmineriand is’determined ’ of. T0?; L. n ' ,, *
by the mortal. Cultivate -the most R)nnh. m- d- :
beautiful flowers, and the pleasures de- aCk -
rived therefrom are frpitfiil;¿nd with- ‘ nnci-q nriKicLKMe 
out number. The minute life-giving >tjvSH‘N.E-’
principle is always implat'tect/thereln, over this lanftsth» atnArtin» 
but to develop the spiritual atom, thy Breathes BSrifcelf sews?
life must become purified.';'' “Constant From earlv u •
watchfulness, truth, momlity^re 
countersigns. God’s Mgljwaytt strewn 
with broken links, caused by the lack of
moral strength to resist? temptations 
that will ever be with you. -Let the 
highest within , rule; you can-: defy the 
demon in thy heart, because, the temp
tations resisted.-, have . become the 
rounds in the .ladder of life. eternal to

..God’s censers'areUfindled with light/ 
And the chirps of the birdlihg’s echo 

Are musicalwwith Songs of praise, 
As back on mfflhary’sestream I go'

To my- hapByiSprifflgtime days.
I: cannot ihur^r.qr^inip'lain. / 

That fortuifi?'com/5§' not my way, 
I know thro’-lus's(s§gro,w and. pain 
. God brightens ifiy every day/ An»)’ Fyvitv» _ j __ :_ ___ 'lead.you through.-the dark valley.‘ u., ulVi.

Spirit is not bq.m, .therefore cannot And from the starggmmed azure sky 
die; it is individualized, not as a whole, '>*«>«* ----
but a part of the Infinite?“‘S&h soul 
possesses an atom of supreme con
sciousness. 'The outw^rla^b^ii'. devel
ops, grows, so also tKe'ihner body. The . n- T «„a spiritual body is made otitcof tKe ema- t? ■ I<we s.®trinlng path, nations of thoughts, life tUS- Uft ^m the worldly:-whe dissemble. 
These atoms lose- their relationships to 
the Infinite. ' '

The air taken into the lungs furnishes 
new life to the physical.- Fill then the 
lungs of thy soul and draw ironrthe In
finite One, atoms o.f.Diyina life that will 
give thee life eternals- -ita

The. Internal Wfltld. spirit,.is.-the: pow
er that controls'- all. ¡ 'The- future life 
holds divine, posslbilities’for all man
kind/ even the lowest- life" holds its 
measure of sacredness. CV6? ap are 
stretched his protecting'arms. Your 
soul reflects the light and glory of his 
presence... Deeds and not words, are

And read his living book.
God give me the sunshine ever, 

In heart, in mind.and will,-
To gather.and hold and to scatter. 

And courage and strength distill;
And whatever my-faith maybe, • 

. Of doctrines, old- or -new,, • • 
May my-spirit like the sunshine be 

Ever, sunnxi warm and truer;
' ¡ BISHOP A BEALS. 

Summerland, Cal.

The American College of Sciences, of 
Rochester, N. Y., Is a novel institution. 1 
It is «bartered under state laws, with a j 
capital of $100,000, lor the purpose of 
teaching Personal Magnetism, Hypno- ; 
tism, Magnetic Healing, Self-mastery, 
Self-confidence, and the higher develop- ; 
mentofWill Power; by correspondence.

At an expense of over $5,000 the col
lege has issued a remarkable work on 
these sciences, ten thousand pppies of 
which'Will'be giveuaway absolutely free. 
The book is elegantly illustrated with' 
the most expensive engravings, and it is 
decidedly the finest' and most compre
hensive wbrk of its kind ever published. 
It is the product of the combined talent 
of thirty distinguished hypnotic spec
ialists and scientists. It thoroughly ex
plains all the hidden secrets of theoe 
sciences. It is full of surprising exper
iences, and makes many startling dis
closures in regard to the use and possi-' 
bilities of this secret power.

The college absolutely guarantees that 
anyone can learn tliese sciences in a few 
days at Home, and use the power with
out the knowledge of his most intimate 
friends.

From the names and addresses of sev
eral hundred students which were of
fered that they might be communicated 
with, eighty-four were selected. The 
replies received were more than suffi
cient to convince the most skeptical in 
regard to the wonderful benefits to 
be derived from this mighty power. 
There were absolutely no failures. All 
had learned to make practical use of the’ 
sciences. The following extracts are 
taken at random from the letters, for 
the benefit of readers:

J. H. Schneller, -1344 Avon st.. La Crosse, Wls., 
writes: "Hypnotism truly reveals the secrets of life 
and the mysteries of nature. Aly own father could 
not have convinced me of Its wonderful power If 1 had 
not actually tested ft for my self. I consider a knowl
edge of it Invaluable to .those who wish -to get the 
most out of life; to thoso who wish to aclricvo suc- 
cess and live up-to the full measures of their noasl- 
bUIUe».

Mrs. Efflo M. Watson, Martinsville, Ind., write«? 
"Hypnotism opGni the road to health, happiness, and 
prosperity; .It should be studied by every one, I 
would notpaVt-with my knowledge of It for any 
amount The Instructions have developed within mo 
a force of character, an ability to influence and con- 
trei peoplo that I dtd'not dream I could acquire.

J. W. CUngeKItt. Springfield. Ohio, writes: "1 
have U8ÓÍ theJUWbods of hypnotism taught by the 
American College'of Betumeas In two casos of difficult 
surgicalGperatfons with perfect success. It la a com. 
plcle-anaesthetic, and , preferable tó chlorofoftn or 
ether. lacquiredtt practical knowledge of hypnotism 
In lets.thau.t^an^Uree day«» The book ft grand.”

Bev.T, W.tier<,Fh.D..•Idaho City, Idaho,writes: 
•’1 have cured ahnmbcr.of chronic cases of rbfluiha- 
tlflDL'dy.apepiia'anjfaralysl^of long standing; have 
not had a singlo ftilriire; I consider a; knowldge of 
pcrsonal MagpeUsm htrafualde. the book has greatly 
Increased my'ojm^Trers/7

Dr.W. P. Kcfnfícíitt,-'Sía. Btóto st., Binghamton, 
N. Th wrtterM ‘T hWiongfinilored from nervous 
prortrMl<mja&4hP*Ptfe- ¿XcftBe baffled all med
ical skill.-iiflludied’hypnotistn from the American 
CollegeofScie^cet. and tried,ft upon myself with 
surprlalng-xbsQlts. Tn one week my stomach was 
bcttcr^banit-bad been In, thirty, yean. I could eat 
anything without the allgb¡est.dfctteig». I can hyp
notize myse# In five minutes and sleep all night; 
have hypnotized a number of -others. '

. The-''fivsL'&n^thoiuiaxid Tiersens, who 
write .to,.- the / American . Collegia ' of 
Sciences wiiV-receive, absolutely free, 
the marvelous^ book that brought suc
cess'to'persons. It is intensely 
interesting--/from start to finish. It 
should be^.eyerv home. If you want» 
copy send a postal card, addressed to the 
Americaii College of Sciences, News 
B’ld’g., '¿42B, Rochester» N.Y., and you 
will receive, the book by return mail, 
postage pal di/\ . ......

"The Kingship of Self-Control ” By 
Wm. George Jordan.... It treats of the 
criinea. of the tongue, the Red Tape 
duty, the aupreine charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price SQ'^entff.:

^Buddhism and Its Christian Critics.'’ 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.25,

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of Blx symbols 
comprising six months’ study.' By 
Laura G. Flxen.

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited py 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Bent complete for 50 cents.

PROGRESS

“In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price $1.

"Death, Its Meaning and Restats." 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in the au
thor’s experience. Cloth, 560 pages, il
lustrated. 81.25.

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life." . By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting's most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price. )

“Spiritual Songs tor the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
uallstis Gatherings.” By Mattie E. 
Hull. Price 10 cents.

'The Light of Egypt." Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In. itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 per volume.

A remarkable book, of inte.nse inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in thia 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
Including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. 82.

“Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments.” 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. Ai 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as It 
well fulfills the promise of Ita-tltle. 
Price 75 cents.

well bound in cloth with gilt illustra
tion on cover, and frontispiece bearing 
portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Longley. 
Words and music, sheet music size. 
Price 81 each; postage 15 cents addi
tional on each book.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beau
tiful Songs. For public meetings and 
the home. Words and music. Price, 
board covers, 40 cents; cloth, 60 cents; 
These songs of Prdfessor Longley’s are 
gotten up in most attractive style, and 
¡fibre than worth the small price asked 
for them.

'Maxham’s Melodies, With Words and. 
Music. SohgS, sacred, and secular. 
Price 15 cents.

The Spiritual Harp. A .collection of 
vócpl music' for the choir,: côngregation 
and social circle, by Dr. J. M. Peébleà 
and J. O, Barrett. Price, $1.25.

Cosmlan Hymn Book. A collection 
of original and selected hymns for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home. Compiled by L.. K. 
Washburn. “Price, paper cover, 50 çts.

Golden Echoes. A new collection of 
original words anâ music for the use of 
meetings, lÿceums and the hqme circle. 
By S'. W. Tucker. Price, 1.5 cepts.

Selected and Inspirational Hymns for • 
Spiritualistic Gatherings. By Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley. Words only. 
Price, 15 cents.......................

The Spiritual Songster.- By Mattie 
E. Hull. For the use of circles, camp- 
meetings and other Spiritualistic gath
erings. Words only. Price, 10 cents.

The Lyceum Guide. A collection of 
music, golden chain recitations, mem
ory gems, choral responses; funeral ser
vices, programs for sessions; parlia
mentary rules. , Containing instruc
tions for organizing and conducting ly- 
ceums, for ¡physical culture, calisthen
ics, marching,, banners, badges, stand
ards, the Band of Mercy, etc. Compiled 
for the use of progressive lyceums and 
societies, by Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 
(cloth binding); 50 cents per copy, or 
when ordered py the dozen, 40 çts each.

MOSES BULL’S BOOKS.
Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual

ism; A Concordance to the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the import
ant books of the Bible. Price 81.

Our Bible. Who Wrote It? When, - 
Where, How? Is It Infallible? A voice 
from the higher criticism. Price 81-

Two in One, being a combination of 
the two books. The Contrast, and the 
Question of the Spiritualism of the 
Bible Settled, together with a series of 
startling contrasts between creeds! 
Christianity and the facts and philoso
phy, of Modern Spiritualism. Price' 81.

The Spiritual Alps and How we As
cend Them, or a Few Facts as to How 
to'Resch the Altitude. Price, cloth, 40 
cents; paper 25 cents.

Joan the-Medium, or the Inspired 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism in 
France nearly 500 Years Ago. A most 
Interesting book. Price, cloth, 40 cents; 
paper 25 cents.

Christs of the Past and Present—a' 
Comparison of the Christ-work, or Me
diumship of Biblical Messiahs. Cloth, 
35 cents; paper, 25 cents.

PAMPHLETS:
AU About the Devil. Price 15 cents. • 
Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 

Inconsistencies and Blasphemies. A1 
Review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. 
Frank Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents.

The Devil and the Adventists. A 
brief review of some of the recent at
tacks made by Adventists upon Spirit
ualism. Price, 10 cents.

The Spiritual' Birth, or Death and Its 
To-Morrow. Price, 10 cents.

The Old and the New. Price 10 cts,.
BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULL.

Wayside, Jottings? .Essays . and' 
sketches gathered from the highways 
ahd by-ways of life, Price 75 cents.:

Spirit Echoes. . Short , poems and 
sketches., .Very beautiful... Price, 75 
cént§.< ■;

The Spiritual Songstej. A small 
booklet with words only, adapted to 
congregational singing and circles, eta. 
Price, 10 cents; $6 per hundred, <
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r*' - • V *- * - :

Whatfor? >
4 Rhe silently glided toward one of the 
Windows, out on the wide veranda that 
surrounded the stately old mansion we 
were in, and motioned me to follow 
her; how I moved from that bed, swing
ing as it was, was a mystery to me 
then; no movement on my part was 
necessary; I was, by some unseen 
power moved to follow. As I stood by 
her side, she divined my question, and

“Brother, the same force that con
veyed you to the ship in the stream, and 
to the aerial ship on which you rode on 
your delightful voyage through the air, 
is the power, or force that has brought 
you to my side at tills moment. This is 
an exemplification of my statement; to 
.desire, is to have.”

"Then,"-1 said, “if this be so; to de- 
' sire, 1b to have, why cannot one have 

all at once?” . "
"Brother,” she said, “the capacity to 

have, or to hold, is the regulator by 
which all may have. I have told you 
that one must receive one thing at a 
time; were one to receive all at one 
time, it would be more than they could 
mentally, digest; the understanding is 
like the material stomach, it must not 
be overloaded-A mushroom is of quick 
growth and provides little nourishment. 
Look at the stately oak; it is many 
years in coming to maturity, but when 
fully matured it stands long, and except 
by the action of the law of nature, it 
cannot be destroyed with ease.”

L recognized her gentle rebuke, and 
was about to apologize, when she said:

sary for either of us to understand it at 
the present time, we may use it and 
know more of it later; I will accom
pany you to.one ot the great halls of 
learning soon, where those who do 
fully understand this mighty law will 
explain it to the people assembled; we 
will learn not only of the law but its ap
plication. What generates this power, 
you know, as well as I; of its applica
tion to ourselyes must be a part of the 
education you are now entering upon.

“I see that you are already becoming 
interested, and as you proceed, you will 
become aware of the truth of my state
ment; that all things here become what 
you' call recreation; tlie fascination of 
the mysterious Is so great, that as one 
finds the cause in one direction, it 
leads to another, and so we. are led to 
investigation. And as one of the most 
learned and persecuted on Aer once 
said, ‘AU science is but the reaching 
out of natural law’; so here, the search
ing for cause, or the application of law, 
or science, as it is called on Aer, be
comes the great study and only occupa
tion, It therefore becomes the recrea
tion of all.

“I see you would ask, ‘Does not one 
become weary?' I answer, yes if they 
follow in one direction continually;-but 
the laws are so numerous, and of such 
diversity, that when- one tires of one

"Brother, you need not offer any ex
cuse for your question, for I well know 
that it would be natural on Aer to de
sire all things at once; for there all are 
in a hurry to acquire much in a short 
time. The people there are slow to 
learn wisdom, even by experience. 
There after one has seen the failure of 
one or many who have been bo selfish 
as to grasp more than they could hold 
or contain, that one will almost Invari
ably, through selfishness piss through' 
the same experience in their eagerness 
to acquire a little more, or all; it is so 
in. all the walks of life there. And if 
there is an occasional one who is con
tent to go slow, and not seek more than 
is necessary for health, wealth or hap
piness, then that one is looked upon by 
others, as being Indolent, and he will be 
trodden under the feet of the others in 
their mad rush for gain."

We had now reached the open lawn 
which extended many rods on all 
sides of the mansion; we walked on in 
silence for a few minutes and found a 
beautiful evergreen covered bower; It 
was made of stones of some kind which 
sparkled like diamonds; the structure 
was ellipse-shaped on the ground, while 
its roof was oval and supported by pil
lars of found and brightly polished 
sliver; the floor was like the mosaics I 
had seen in the room that I had just 
left. Seats arranged around the room, 
were made of variegated colors .of dif
ferent kinds of wood. The building cov
ered an area of between one and two 
hundred feet square; the whole outside 
was covered with a thick creeping vine 

' with delicate green leaves.
As we entered, and seated ourselves 

on one of the settees, the gentle breeze 
coming through the graceful hanging 
vine sounded like the sweet music of

fear. There was no conversation no
ticeable between any two or more of 
the people; yet there were groups to 
be seen all over 'the car. This, I par
ticularly lipticed; it was as if all were 
riding lor the first time, and as if each

tereated in my thofiihtB,' that I began to 
talk aloud, and said'.~

“Ib this what I' have., heard called 
‘will power1? It BQ( it » jnore mighty 
than steam, or all nhe ffirces on earth 
combined, Why 0puotLilie people on 
earth, or Aer, as my teacher colls my 
origlnal home, understand the applica
tion of this mighty torce? If they 
could, what changes could be made 
there, what advances science could 
moke," ■ , ■ ■ ,(

I relapsed Into Bltonce,.nnd Btfll my 
thought flowed on. I thought: Surely, 
harmony seems to be thd* great ruling 
principle; and as ¡all cun understand 
thought without expressing It in words, 
then all must be ablp to lyiderstand tlie 
cause of all things,'and so, must know 
the laws, which govern. (‘'Then all on

according to man-made" law, would be 
abolished; less life would be started in 
that sphere, consequently far less suf
fering would be known. As It is, what 
the people there call love, is, properly 
speaking, simply an expression of..the 
emotions; and it is as apt to work in 
inharmony as it is to cause harmony be
tween the people, Just at this moment, 
you are in a very harmonious state; and 
from the condition you are in, being of 
the same natùre as what pertains on 
Aer, you reason that you never came 
in contact with à female with whom you 
were harmonious; that- you love me, 
and must come in close relation with 
mejwith your body so that you may

A STRANGE QUESTION,

The Old Patriarchs Considered at Pat
terns.

law, he can turn to some other, and by 
so doing lose nothing, for it matters not' 
which way we go or look, there Is al
ways some law with which we come in 
contact, and the application of all is the 
education which we seek.”

We had now crossed the beautiful 
lake, and our boat stopped seemingly 
of its own accord at a beautiful grotto 
that was fashioned of unhewn stone; it 
was arched in front, and on either side 
of the arch the ragged rock extended a 
long distance, and was perpendicular, 
many.feet high. Our boat glided gently 
through the archway, and we found our
selves in another enchanted spot that 
was comparatively dark; the first place 
I had thus far found where the sunlight 
did not penetrate.

My teacher stood erect in the boat 
and commenced to rock it; immediately 
the waves began to roll, and as soon as 
they broke upon the walls of the sub
terranean room, the echoes came back 
to us in strains of music like that we 
heard In the evergreen bower. This 
continued for several moments, until 
my eyes becariie used to the dim light; 
then she stopped and pointed upwards

was awe-struck. While I wondered, my 
teacher touched my arm, aiid said:'

"Brother, you have now seen what 1 
perceive is another wonder to you. 
That you hear no conversation here, no 
doubt would lead ytu to believe that all 
are mute; but do not be deceived; ev
eryone on this car is in earnest conver
sation; and. although we cannot hear 
their voices, or see their lips move ds 
yours or mine do, still I will try to tell 
you how we converse here without the 
use of the vocal organs. Thought, my 
brother, is as tangible to the sight aa 
all other more dense matter when the 
Inner sight becomes developed. What 
you would no doybt term Intuition, is 
nothing but the thinking part of all that 
has animate life. As all here are at
tuned, or unfolded to that extent that 
words are not necessary to express 
their thoughts to one another. The 
same power, by the way, which animals 
of the lower order on Aer converse. 
Here, the mingling of that great power, 
dr the working of tlie law conveys from 
one to another the force that comes 
from the same power the thought or the 
understanding. So, a. continuous stream 
flows out from each; no thought is hid
den, and all fully.understand and com
prehend what is being thought by all 
others. So, you see why tills car came 
to a stop and we were taken aboard; 
you can also see why we were so warm
ly welcomed by our friends here. You 
may also Bee why no audible words 
were spoken to inquire who you are, 
or why I am attending you. All on this 
car know full well why we are here, and 
what is our destination; they all know 
that I have been designated to be your 
teacher, because I am in just the condi
tion to assume that duty; because of 
the natural fitness of my particular de
velopment, the law demands me to be 
to you what I am. Then, knowing all 

; this, there is no necessity of superfluous
questions or conversations. When you 

i may have developed more, you will no 
• longer have use for your vocal organs.” 
; "Oh, yes; there are those who have 
i to talk as you do.”
i She had answered my question, even

and around; my gaze followed where 
she pointed, and all the beauty I had 
seen before was now eclipsed. Gems 
of all kinds in sparkling beauty twink
led with such brilliancy that my sight 
would soon have been dazzled, had not 
my teacher caused the boat to speed on 
again. Soon we came to a flight of 
glistening steps where our boat stopped, 
and we alighted upon a broad platform 
composed of the same sparkling gems, 
all combined to form a picture repre
senting what seemed to be scenes such 
as one might imagine were at the,bot- 
tom of old ocean. Going a little vfey 
back on this platform or landing place, 
my teacher placed her hand on the 
sparkling wall, and gradually the daz
zling light grew less and the beautiful 
hazy light of the outside world lit up ev
ery nook and corner of that vast sub
terranean grotto, and I could see its ev
ery beauty. Above, many feet; around, 
many acres; beneath, untold depth, was 
the grand sight, an unbroken wall of 
sparkling gems, all plainly seen; beau-

before I had formed it in my mind, as if 
to substantiate the statement she had 
just made.

"And soon we shall see some of them, 
but now we are on the way to your 
apartments where you may receive the 
rest you so much neetf.”

I thought, I am not weary; the exhil
arating scenes through which we áre 
passing are so varied and wonderful, 
that It affords all the rest I need.

“But,” she said, seeing my thought, 
“soon this will have passed, then the 
same.condition that was uppp you be
fore we came on the car will be upon

that aerial car may, knot* why I had 
such thoughts; ami .the putting me to 
sleep must only havq been to allay the 
fears which were arising within me.

A sweet calm, contented feeling per
vaded my whole being; I fell that per
fect freedom which ipy teacher had told 
me I could enjoy. I felt rested; my 
mind was free from any vexatious 
tlioughts, and I could reason as f had 
never reasoned before. I could plainly 
see by my reasoning, that my teacher, 
as well as the other people on the car 
understood that to give me rest, and thus 
destroy my sense of fear, was a neces
sity; and that I must be rested in a de
gree corresponding with the conditions 
with which I might have been surround
ed on earth at that time. So, that inde
scribable power had been exercised on 
me, and while under that power I had 
been conveyed to this place, where I 
could enjoy earthly conditions Buch as 
I was most used to.

. Here again, I reasoned, is another il
lustration of the wonders of this won
derland.. They force nothing, here; 
but work by the law in every Instance. 
Had I been on earth, and showed the 
fear I did on the car, more than likely 
I should have been , mocked, or some
one would have offered a conflicting ar
gument, which in turn I should have 
combated; the result may be easily im
agined; bitter feelings would have 
been engendered, contention would 
have arisen, and in the end, no 6ne 
would have been benefited; while here, 
a cause was sought and found, a cure 
was at once applied, and harmony was 
the result

I closed my eyes, and was soon again 
asleep.

I was. awakened by the soft hand of 
my fair teacher; she had silently ap
peared and laid it upon my forehead as 
she did the first time I saw her. Again, 
I felt that same delightful thrill through 
my whole being, and as she spoke, ev
erything which seemed so tangible be
fore, now"’assumed the same transpar
ent condition as all things had before I 
was taken to this place. I could now 
look through the walls of my room and 
see the beauties of all nature spread out 
around us in all directions; the partial 
darkness which I had before noticed in 
my room was now dispelled, and the 
same hazy atmosphere which had so de
lighted me, now filled the. room. I saw

gratify your passions to the full. You 
will remember that.passion and emo
tion are the same. You are aware that 
on Aer, all people are taught that one 
cannot enjoy love by trie mind alone; 
while here, you- will soon learn that the 
only true enjoyment in any sense, is 
through the-action of the higher self, or 
that power of fliscernment which you 
must at present term the mind.

"We will not further discuss this sub
ject now, but in time you shall become 
acquainted as fully as possible with 
true love; you will find that it Is perfect 
harmony at all times, with ail things.”

I received my lesson with as good 
grace as possible under the circum
stances, and my teacher, whose face 
seemed to assume an even more angelic 
expression that It bore before, stroked 
my forehead with her soft hand which 
thrilled me to that extent that I could 
not resist the effort to embrace her. 
Again 1 was restrained by some power; 
and if I had been held down by tons of 
matter I would not have been more 
powerless. To be frustrated in my de
sire for enjoyment which seemed so 
near to me, kindled all the fire of pas
sion with which I was endowed, and I 
attempted to throw off the restraint; In 
doing bo, my face must have assumed a 
scarlet hue; for I felt the hot blood as 
It surged to my head. I found myself 
powerless to move, and my love, which 
I had but a few moments before, now 
began to wane, and I reasoned that she 
whom I had learned to look upon as be-

I was discussing the Hebrew scrip
tures with a gentleman a few days ago 
and he-asked me.this question: “Which 
one of the old Patriarchs would you 
wishlyour sons to pattern after?"

I was about to reply, “Why, any one 
of them, of course,” but he stopped me 
and said. "Don’t answer the question in 
a hurry, .look them up, perhaps in the 
light of the twentieth century progress 
you may find that their conduct would 
furnish but poor example and might not 
be tolerated at all. I will return to 
your house some day after you have 
had time to study the question, and 
then you may give me your answer.”

First, I found out the meaning of the 
word Patriarch in its restricted sense 
and in its application to the progenitors 
of the Israelites—Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob and his sons. Second, to know 
anything of a man’s character one must 
get at his dally life, and as the only 
history we have of these men is to be 
found in the Hebrew scriptures, I began 
to study them with my eyes wide open, 
just as I would any other book, and the 
first thing of real import in the chronol
ogy of the Hebrews is the story of Abra
ham and his wife Sarah and their hand
maid Hagar.

Hagar, a helpless slave in their 
hands; Abraham's willingness to obey 
the voice of Sarah when she told him to 
go in unto Hagar; Sarah’s hatred and 
abuse of the slave, who had no alterna
tive but to obey the mandates of her 
masters; their turning her away into 
the wilderness where her child, their 
child—Abraham’s and Hagar’s—was 
likely to die of thirgt; the curse that 
was put upon Hagar’s child: “He will 
be a wild man, his hand shall be against 
every man, and every man’s hand 
against him." If you would like to

many flutes. It was a place where one _________ .
could be secluded, and enjoy a siesta tiful birds in the atmosphere, all kinds
with perfect peace and rest. of fishes in the waters below.

“This, my brother,” said my teacher, Instinctively I said: “What for?” 
“Is a place where the occupants ofTon- My teacher saw the meaning of my 
der mansion may come for partial seclu- (.forced question, and answered: “Simply

my robe had assumed a s^iade lighter, 
and I thought, Surély, I have gained a 
little.

My teacher seemed listening to my 
thoughts, for presently shq said:

“Yes, my brother, I am pleased to say 
you have gained. You áre an apt 
scholar. JVhen you first’'awakened, I 
saw yourThoughts as you lay and rea
soned. I was In school with my teach
er, and he congratulated .me on the 
process you were making; and as soon
as l could finish my lesson, I made

you, and the law will demand that you taste to come to .you, that we might
v'Czaf nn/i If An tUn»» ... ’ °rest, and it you do not comply, there
will be exhaustion, and the desired ef
fect will not have been accomplished.”

Again I thought: She desires to be 
relieved of me, and this is an argument 
to aid her.

I noticed that several people looked 
kindly at me at that moment as if they 
all understood my thought, and my 
teacher laid her hand gently on my 
arm, and in the tones I first heard her 
voice while I lay in that soft hanging 
bed, she said:

"Brother, I have no duty to perform, 
but to attend to your desires. I have 
no desire to be relieved of you; and my 
argument, that you should seek rest, is
but the explanation of the law, which ismay come tor partial seclu- .forced question, and answered: Simply . ..u “ ’ , \ , r

erected to show their ideas to gratify the imagination of those who Itlle only ruling power here, of which. . ° .* . . _j.x • vnil flTP RA irnnront *’slon; it was <------ ----- .
of forming a new design, showing what occupy the,mansion we have just left, 
one mind may conceive.’ ' and satisfy the law, that harmony fhay

you are so Ignorant.”
To say that I had received a rebuke

I thought: Does one person own . JI be produced in all places.” 
this? Is this all under the control, of She motioned me to follow, and cross- , 
one person? ing the broad platform, we soon came

My teacher seeing my question be- to an opening in the wall and turning 
fore I had time to form it into words, back a step, she paused and pointed at 1 
answered: “No, my brother. No one the boat we had just left, and said, 
person controls anything. Each one "Look.” 
conceives something to advance the I turned, and as I did so, the boat also 
knowledge of law, and that conception turned and darted through. the water, 
is manifested to tbe eye or ear and all and was soon far out on the lake, 
enjoy it, or learn by it; for it is sure to Now I again beheld the wonders of 
lead to something of more value. You (that atmosphere that was so clear; 1 
will find as you advance that it is the could plainly see the place where we 
same in everything; science and philos- had embarked in that beautiful Bwan- 
ophy are thus forwarded for the profit shaped boat; and In less time than I can 
of all. But let us go on, we may find tell, it had sped back, and was resting 
other things that may be of as much in- quietly where we had found it I had 
terest as this.” seen it all the way back, and although

We strolled out over the broad lawn, there were several miles, and the thick 
and descending a gentle slope we came walls of the grotto intervening between 
to a broad lake covering many acres, it and me, I could s'ee it plainly, 
nearly surrounded by tall trees and "Brother,” she said, “you may now 
beautiful shrubs of every description; be able to see that the power may be 
in some places the foliage was so dense used even though we do not come in im- 
as to almost obscure the view beyond, mediate contact with the object.” 
and had it not been for the Indescrib- I cotild only reply, “I see.” I did not 
able something that allowed of no ob-’ understand.
souring of anything the view in the My teacher understood my dilemma, 
background would have been hidden. and turning to the opening in the wall,

Floating on the surface of that beauti- I instinctively followed her. We found 
ful sheet of water, that was so clear a broad path thickly strewn with peb- 
that the bottom could be plainly seen, bles imbedded in a soft yielding earth 
were aquatic birds of all descriptions, 1 which we followed for a short distance 
the most noticeable of which were thepipward, and soon found ourselves on an 
graceful swan in great numbers. A eminence, from Which we .could see a 
flight of stone steps led to the water’s city at its base.
edge from the bank, where were 1 “Shall we now go to the city to view 
moored tiny boats representing inaqy | The wonders there, or shall we rest here 
beautiful things. Shells of many klndsj-jon the soft grass?” said my teacher, 
fishes, great and small; • birds, almost “I am tirBd," I said.
exact in form of those in life that could ( “I know you are weary," she . said, 
be seen now swimming around. • "and that you may enjoy rest such-as'

We entefed one of the boats -which.at | will be of most benefit to you; yonder 
first sight I thought to be a live swan. |car, which you may see above you shall 
My teacher motioned me to a seat by (convey you to the apartments ! spoke 
her side, and instantly our frail craft of, arid there you shall receive the rest 
turned its bow towards tne middle of (that will be suited to you at present,”

from not only my teacher, but from all 
those who had looked at me, will con
vey but a slight understanding of my 
feelings at that time; and as I "looked 
at then!, I could, feel the hot blood surge 
to my face, and I know it was flushed 
to the roots of my hair.

With one accord tney all came to
wards me, and there far above the 
ground, and swiftly speeding on, for the 
first time in my existence I was trem
bling with fear; I did not know what 
the result might be; and to add to the 
Intensity of my feelings, It seemed as 
if all on that aerial car understood that 
something unusual had occurred, they 
all looked towards that group of which 
I was the central figure. My teacher 
took me gently but firmly by my hands, 
while all concentrated their gaze upon 
her; thus I remained for one minute, 
then I closed my eyes, and-1 lost con
sciousness.

again take up our task.
“You certainly have reasoned well, 

for if the law had not overpowered you, 
you would have lost all control, and 
what you have learned .would have 
beeh of no avail. Now, you have risen 
one step, that has fitted you for an
other. It is true you were taken where 
the conditions resembled those which 
you would have had, had you gone to 
rest on Aer in an exhausted state. The 
fear you expressed on the car was nat
ural; not that you expected a repri
mand, but because you fully realized 
that in your ignorance you expressed a 
thought that reflected, upon your com
panion’s honesty of purpose. You show 
that you have profited by your lesson. 
By your thoughts, you show that your 
companion was judicious in providing 
you rest, and suck as you would have 
on Aer under like circumstances must 
be provided. Yes, the same, to you; 
wonderful power was exercised over 
you for your benefit; now, you can go 
forth refreshed, and the lesson will 
teach you that the only power here Is 
that law which ever works the same on

ing so gentle, kind and considerate, 
was, withal,-but a woman, and having 
woman's ways and traits; now, be
cause she had the power, assumed to 
display them, and her arrogance at this 
moment was more than I could tolerate. 
I glared at her with all the fierceness 
that I could command, and would have 
mady rushed at her, and by brute force 
compelled her to submit to my em
brace; but the unseen power held me 
as in a vise; I could not even move a 
muscle of my body in the least.

Oh, how I struggled within myself; 
not so much to gain my desires with 
her, but to release myself from the re
straint which was upon me that pre
vented me from the liberty of muscular 
action. I was of large stature, and 
knew my powers, and had in all my life 
been used to do anything which re
quired strength in my way without ever 
realizing there could be a limit to it. I 
had always been able to extricate my
self from any restraint easily; and now, 
to be held helpless by an unseen force, 
and seemingly applied by a small and 
apparently delicate female, was more 
than my superciliousness could stand. 
My teacher, in the meantime, stood 
away from my bed a few feet, and with 
a bland smile contemplated me, as 1 
mentally writed before her.

After what seemed to me an unbear
ably long time, she reaised her hands 
above her head and gently waving them 
with an upward sweeping motion, she 
moved her lips as if speaking for per- 
ably long time, she raised her hands 
as if raised In prayer, and while look
ing direct at me, she said:

"While the mind in its undeveloped 
state, like the iron which is to be 
forged must be heated and hammered, 
so, like the iron. It must endure all the 
conditions hecessary to finally bring it 
to the desired shape. So with you, my 
brother; as you still contain much of 
the gross conditions of Aer, until you 
shall be relieved of that grossness, you 
must suffer the pangs of remorse and 
restraint, as well as regret I shall 
leave you now, and shall not return to 
you again, until your desire is strong 
enough to daw me.”

(To be continued.)

BEYOND THE CLOUDS.

CHAPTER Vili.

Rest.
When I again opened my eyes, the 

scene that met my gaze was far differ
ent from that which I saw when I 
opened -my eyes when I awakened in 
that beautifully ornamented room in 
the old mansion; the things that I now 
saw were not of trie elaborate .kind that

the lake. There were no oars, no sail, ( Immediately an aerial car like the 
and as I could see, not anything to one I had ridden in, and was now far 
cause the boat to glide so noiselessly (above and at our right, came swiftly, 
through the placid waters. I immedi- and stopped about fifty feet above the 
ately perceived that that unseen force spot where we had sat down on the soft 
was. at work on this beautiful boat, that | green grash; again the little basket- 
I had twice witnessed before. shaped car dropped at our side; we

We sped on at rapid rate of speed; ¿(stepped in, and all were raised by that 
long wide foamy wake was left behind; unseen power to the car. _
I could see the waves aa they caused As we alighted on the deck of that 
the' boats to rise and fall on the shore aerial car, which I found like the one I 
we had just left; I could hear them as bad been on, the only sign, of recognl- 
they rolled upon the shore. The birds | tion I noticed between my teacher and 
did not try to shun us as we passed, those on board, was an affectionate 
but my attention was concentrated smile by all-who looked at us, There 
upon that unseen power that was im-|was no look from any, as if they would 
pelting us on. My teacher had seen the | wonder-why I was there. There was no 
question within me. What was that (knowing looks between any, as if they 
power? • knew who I was, or why my teacher ac-

.“Brother,” she said, “I woqld willing- (companled me; and as-the car sped on, 
i ly enlighten you upon that question if I there appeared no^ofilcious person who 

■was able, but you must remehdber that | would attempt to assist me a stranger, 
I, too, am a student like yourself; 11 or to make me feel I was among 
hop® to be able sometime to define that strangers; each was fully'occupied in 
power. Suffice it to say’now, that it is their own way, and my teacher and my- 
tbe same power within you whiqh | self were left to enjoy ourselves as we 
causes your arm to rise and fall at your (were inclined. • v ■ 1

1 had seen on every hand-'since I be
came a resident of this wonderful coun
try. I was lying in a bed not unlike 
those to be found in the more wealthy 
part of some great city like Paris or 
London; the furnishings were antique' 
In the extreme; the carpet was of silk 
tapestry in fancy designs, representing 
nothing in particular; the windows 
were shaded by some heavy stuff which 
might have been damask; for, excejft 
through the space where they met, they 
were so heavy that no light could enter 
the room, and as it was only enough .to 
allow me to see faintly all the things 
with which I was surrounded.

It took me a long time to realize 
where I was. Now, everything looked 
so tangible, I could hardly believe that 
I was in any place unlike the world I 
had been so mysteriously removed 
from. Here, the walls were not trans
parent, neither were any of trie objects 
with' which I was surrounded, it 
seem as if I had just awakened from a 
sweet and refreshing sleep after a long 
and tiresome journey; and' now amid 
what I should have called- luxury, if I 
had not seen so much grandeur before, 
I lay as one can In the warm summer 
morning of earth and let my thoughts 
work without any fixed purpose.

■Where was my teacher? By what 
power had I been put to sleep? Was ! 
again on earth? Had my unexpressed

all. You were removed to these apart
ments with which you were unacquaint
ed, even on Aer, representing luxury 
there, because they represent wealth, as 
you call It there; had you awakened 
amid the more plain surroundings of 
some of the habitations of Aer, such, 
perhaps you were better acquainted 
with, then your rest would have been ■ 
spoiled by disappointment by thinking 
you had returned to your former home. 
Luxury to you as yet, Is rest, and you 
should continue in it until you are able 
.to'see where true fest lies.' Later, you 
will be able to understand what 1 
mean; now is your Opportunity to de
cide what shall be your apartments. 
Shall they be like the ones you are now 
in, or shall they be more ethereal, as 
you term it, like tne habitations you 
have seen since your arrival hete? 
This may be your hpme, where you now 
find yourself; or yon may make or have 
just what will suit you best Here you 
may be as secluded as in a walled cas
tle on Aer; no one will molest you; and 
If you desire, your thoughts even, shall 
be as secluded as your person.”

"My teacher," I said, “I will be con
tent to remain where you think best 
Where you are, there I will think I am 
satisfied to be. I have . learned one 
thing sure; and that is, that you have 
given me the only rest I ever know. 
You are trie only woman I ever turned 
to. for. whom Leonid say Lever had any 
affection; and if kican1 ever have you 
for a companion, I-feel.that my task, be. 
it what it may, as Jpn^ aS I am in your 
society will al ways-, be light; if I cfluld 
have you with rnqiln such, apartments 
as this for my hope, ¿¡should be per
fectly satisfied.” \

I attempted to rise, -with the inten
tion of clasping het radiant.form to my 
breast, but I was gently-: rind firmly re
strained, and a sad smile played upon 
her features. She look^d at me for a 
moment, as-if to chide xtreJ for daring to 
express anything 'like loyp to her,

“Brother,” she qald, "I jean notochide 
you for your expressloiL of love, aa you
think it is. for it. ii 
ón Aer; there, 'whi 
brought together;1!

will, and that does all the other things The car had now arisen to a great 
which you do not understand; here itto I height, and authough we were passing 
the application of It to inanimate na-| through space at a great velocity, we
ture; there are

thoughts been taken as an insult by the- 
people on that aerial car? Had they 
taken me back to ' my earthly home 
again? If so, why had they deposited 
me amid things with which I was so 
little acquainted? I.thought of all I 
had seen. I tried to reason out some

of it to inanimate na-(throTigh space at a great velocity, we cause for the peculiar atmosphere. I 
those here who are qual- I dijJ not realize any inconvenience from ' tried to see the application of that In-

understood the law of cause and effect, 
and knowing, as they must have known, 
tlie condition of the descendants of the 
early Hebrew fathers, they could see in 
that far-off, dim history the beginnings 
of those conditions which perplex the ’ 
whole world wherever this race planta 
its feet, Inherited traits lay hold on 
eternity, and If the beginning was so 
full of intrigue and deception in order 
to gain wealth, what can one expect of 
the descendants that follow along the 
centuries? '

Look to the beginning if you wldh to 
know the end. I Jo not want anyone iff 
my family to pattern after the Patri
archs. . MRS. MARTHA GRAY.

Traverse City, Mich.

rUBLIGflTIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle.

continue the story, read Genesis XVI.
After reading the whole story I laid 

the book down with loathing in my 
heart: Surely no pure-minded person 
would ever think of taking such con
duct as that as an example for right
living. No wonder the social condi
tion is awry. ' If the vibrations set in 
motion by Abraham have accelerated as 
they have moved along the centuries, 
then we know full well the cause of 
some of the effects that are otherwise 
unexplainable. When we have so vile 
a pattern, how crooked and misshapen 
must some of the copies be.

"No,” I cried, “Abraham would never 
do for my sons to pattern after, if I 
could have my say in regard to the mat
ter, even If it is recorded that he 
talked with God face to face and enter
tained angels.”

A man can only be judged by his 
example, and Abraham's example, 
viewed from this distance, will not 
stand the test that true manhood is 
measured by now.

The Btory of Isaac’s courtship and 
marriage; the birth of his two sons, 
Jacob and Esau; his journey into a dis
tant country; his fear of the king and 
denial of his wife, Rebekah, saying, 
"She is my sister,"—their following in 
the footsteps of his father Abraham; 
the unnatural love the parents had for 
the children—Isaac's love for Esau, Re
bekah's love for Jacob; the deception 
played on the old man in his blindness; 
the lies told by Jacob, assisted by his 
mother, Rebekah; the blessing given to 
the wrong son; the hatred that sprang 
up between the brothers; Esau’s deter
mination to kill Jacob because he had 
robbed him, Esau, of his heritage; Ja
cob’s flight from home to escape the 
just retribution that was sure to follow 
wrong-doing, all filled me with dismay 
and I cried out in anguish of spirit, 
"Why do men hold such people up as 
examples of rectitude and right living? 
Surely they are blind to cling to them 
longer.”

And then the baseness of it all, to lay 
it on to the God of the universe. It is

Oh! they tell me that thy cheek Is faded 
now,

And that time has left Its furrows o’er 
thy brow,

That the form is bowed that once ap
peared so fffir,

And the brown has changed to silver in 
thy hair. •' r

But they tell me that thy voice is soft 
and low. 

Just as sweet as when I heard it years 
ago.

And they tell me that thy heart remains 
as true

As when we rambled where the wild 
flowers grew,

And they say you love the songs we 
usqd to sing

When we sal beneath the willow by the 
spring.

And they say you see the wraiths of 
vanished years, 

And they sometimes see your cheeks 
suffused with tears.

And they tell me that a gentle voice is 
still,

And has left a void, no other voice can 
fill.

And they say the days and nights are 
lonely now.

Since they placed a wreath of laurel 
o’er her brow.

But although they robed the clay In 
sombre hue, ;

And they bore the solemn casket from 
thy view, 

,’fhe chord that bound the captive soul 
' ‘ was riven
‘And now comes to guide thy weary 

steps to heaven.
■And, although in life, we ne'er again 

may meet , e.
To bring words of cheer-.and each the 

. other greet . ‘ ‘
Yet we soon shalt see the dawning of 

the day;. : j ; ; , 
That will beta our .spirit from11 earth’s

al for people 
> people are 
opposite sex.

in harmony with each other as you and 
I are now, their thoughts will usually 
be on the same plane; they , learn to 
look at all things with the same under
standing; and according-to the custom 
there, they are taught by that religion 
I have before spoken of, ‘that it is not. 
good for man to be alone;’ they are 
taught that they love each other. But,- 
I must tell you, my brother, that while 
you now think you love me, I will also 
tell you, that neither you, nor any of the 
people of Aer know, or ever can know 
fully while they remain in that gross 
sphere, what that principle they call
love is. If It was known, there wouldLUrc, CiiClC Pili U1UOU UCIC WUU aiu t^uru- ■ my UVl ivauoo au; jiivvm» tuvu vm mvw mv vi vuoi. m* iu»v io. • : *u n iw mmvww> vv

ified to define it, but as it is not neces- wind, nor was there any sensation of comprehensible power. I became so in-' he less so-called crime, and marriage
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evident that they knew nothing of the 
law of their being, and laid all their 
evil desires on to a personal God.

If the Hebrews would study their true 
origin and the evil vibrations set in mo
tion by their Father Abraham, they 
would understand the cause of their 
wanderings, their defeats, their utter 
inability to find permanent’ rest for 
their' feet, tired by the long pilgrimage 
from “pillar to post” seeking a land 
that shall be their inheritance, a land 
they will never find, for Father Abra
ham set the vibration of wandering in 
motion and while his seed remains the 
curse will be upon them. •

The great immutable law that con
trols the universe, that holds the plan
ets in their places, that fixes one star 
and causes another to move, that con
trols the winds and waves—light and 
darkness—cause and effect, cries out 
continually: “When causes are set in 
motion they must run on forever, ‘with 
God there is no variableness neither 
shadow of turning.’ ”

Then came the story of Jacob: His 
residence in a strange land; the decep
tion practiced on him; his retaliation 
and the fortune that grew out of the 
tricks played on his uncle Laban; the 
wives, the children, the servants, the 
cattle, the all of It. Theft, deceit, in
trigue, lying. „His flight from Laban, 
the stolen goods, cattle and servants;, 
Laban’s pursuit of the fugitives, the 
kind words he speaks to Jacob and the 
further deception played on the old 
man, all read like a tale of the Arabian 

(Nights, and I began to wonder how 
much of it was history, mythology, or 
tradition, for I knew by the end of the 
readings that God, the center and soul 
of the universe had nothing to do with 
it

I continued the book of Genesis and 
read of Joseph’s birth and the hatred of 
his brothers; thé coat of many colors; 
the. Increased hate of the “brethren” 
just' because the old father loved the 
young lad; the conspiracy to be rid of 
him; the Ues'told to the fatherland the 
final disposal of the boy whose only sin 
was that his father loved him. -

Then came thé story of the posterity 
of Judah; the weakness of the old man, 
arid his willingness to burn his daugh
ter-in-law; his repentance when he

cares, away. .. ,
For I know this life is riot the end of 

all, .
Buds'come again although the rosea- 

-’fall;. .: ■■■ 1 :■
And I know sometimes well- sit .beside 

thespring,
And I know somewhere we‘ll hear the 

■ . sweet birds sing.
And I feel that soon we'll leave thid pall 

of.gloom,. . -. ..
And I know well roam, where sweetest 

violets,bloom,
Soori the'bonds will burst arid set the 

spirit free, - 1 j
And we'll live arid love through all eter

nity. IRENE CLIFTON.
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ASPHODEL BLOOMS,

found out that he was a criminal, co
partner in guilt with his daughter Ta
mar, and how her life was spared. 
Strange stories, indeed; their equal for 
Intrigue, prostitution and crime can 
not be matched in any book I have ever 
read in all my life.

Then the story of Joseph is again 
taken up, and the famine in Egypt, and 
how his brother came to buy corn; how, 
flnaUy they all came to settle in 
Egypt, which settlement ended in bond
age—a just retrlbution.for the crime of 
Belling their brother—proving the truth 
of “Whatsoever"a man soweth that 
Bhall he also reap.”

Jacob’s statement to Pharaoh, “Few 
and evil have the days of the years of 
njy pilgrimage been"; Joseph's settle
ment of his people in the very best part 
of Egypt; Jacob’s unique blessing of 
his sons; his death and removal to the 
horiie sepulcher—all presented a 
strange admixture of history, race pe
culiarities, and cause and effect

Trie word Genesis means the act ot 
producing. In the original Hebrew the 
book has no title. The present title was 
prefixed to It by those who translated it 
into Greek, The translators were 
scholars with logical minds. Men, who
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Will Carlton: “I have read with great 
interest:’’

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian Bays: "A most exquisite, bouquet. 
• • • » the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page.”

The author says in the dedication:1 
“To those whose thoughts and longings 
reach Into the unseen Land of Buuls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey 
thither.”

Price $1.00. For sale by 
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The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

The readers ol The Progressive 
Thinker are Already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years In pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects It treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds ‘ of investigators 
that are not answered In Its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

■Address all orders-to
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heiqhtc, Ohio. ■3
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for five cents, and th. n you are per
fectly safe, and will save youreelf an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Bdltor-at-Large for the National Spirit, 
uallst Association.

. Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
clippings when ax attack Is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

They Claim Too Much.
A person would suppose, from read

ing the claims of ecclesiastics that civil 
government, and all the institutions 
subordinate to them were outgrowths of 
Christianity; that barbarism preceded 
it, and continued everywhere until that 
system of religion compelled the new 
order of things.

Hon Del Mar. in his "Ancient Brit
ain,” chapter xl, devoted to “The Writ 
of Habeas Corpus," not only controverts 
the church claim, but he crushes it 
Having traced the origin" of that writ 
back to the era of Solon and the Athen
ian Republic when' the rights of citizen
ship, representation In the legislature, 
trial by jury, the writ of habeas corpus, 
marriage laws, and other institutions of 
civilization were secured to the people; 
that 495 years B. C., a temple was 
erected to Bacchus near the Circus 
Maximus, to commemorate the passage 
of an act having the powers of the writ 
of habeas corpus; that the British 
House of Commons, and the jury sys
tem arose out of the actual experience 
of a free people, and belonged to eras 
of political liberty; that their like may 
be sought for in vain among barbarian 
or hierarchial constitutions.

Well, let the good work of reconstruc
tion of history go on. We know that 
ancient learning was almost wholly lim
ited to the priesthood; that the monks 
in their cloisters wrote ohr sacred 
books and ecclesiastical history; that 
secular history, or rather that which 
passes as such, mostly came from their 
corrupt hands. It is the province of the 
true historian of to-day to separate the 
false from the true—a difficult task 
when we take into account the zeal of 
fiction writers to make the church the 
parent of every virtue, and to falsify
all the past in the interest of a 
gross superstition.

very

Not a Laudable Sport.
. The secular press is displaying, with 
seemingly great satisfaction, a likeness 
of his Imperial majesty, the emperor of 
Germany, William, arrayed in hunter’s 
costume, while several dead deer with 
magnificent antlers, which he has just 
slaughtered for amusement, are at his 
feet The kaiser’s love for such sport 
has been notorious, and it is said when 
he pays a visit to neighboring sover
eigns he is sure to be favored with that 
class of entertainment The nobility 
are said to be exerting themselves 
“strenuously” to preserve the large 
game of the country to enable his maj
esty to enjoy the sport of slaughtering 
them.

The authority for such destruction of 
animal life, it is claimed, comes from 
God himself, as if he created them to 
educate man in the shedding of blood.

There are mural paintings represent
ing Assyrian, Persian and Sythean mon
archs engaged in the chase for lions, 
tigers and other destructive animals, 
just as our President Roosevelt is pic
tured in pursuit of mountain lions. The 
destruction of poisonous reptiles and 
ferocious animals, which endanger hu
man life, and their killing is praise
worthy : but monarch, prince or peasant 
who slaughters harmless birds, or any 
form of life merely for the pleasure of 
killing, deserves universal execration. 
It is a species of savagery which ought 
not to be encouraged, or even tolerated. 
The killing of animals for food is a 
relic inherited from our barbarian an
cestors which we ought to be getting 
away from instead of encouraging.

AH life, tn our estimation, is sacred, 
and should never be destroyed, unless 
absolutely necessary In the interest of 
a higner life-

"Something Must Bo Done.”
With modern scholarship untraia- 

meled by scholastic theology/and the 
batteries of treethought ■ bombarding 
the old strongholds of established or
thodox systems handed flown as sacred 
truth "from medieval times«-and the on
slaught of the Higher .Critlcism^Uder- 
mlning the old notions! of Bible history 
and interpretation—it is no wonder that 
intelligent thinking minds, still wedded 
in degree to olden views, • are casting 
about in search of some method where
by religion may be saved troi| utter de
struction.

Hence it is not surprising that Dr. 
Harper, the rather progressive presi
dent of Chicago University, In an ad
dress on “The University and Its Rela
tion to ; Religious Education," should 
give utterange to such tjifliiglits as the 
following, as reported "'Sp the daily 
press:

“Theological seminaries have not 
done a single thing in the last fifty 
years toward solving important relig
ious prplilems. The time has come 
when tbd'imiverslties must take up 
this work and solve these questions.”

In the/iplnion of Dr. Harper educa
tors have given too little attention to 
religious education through cowardice, 
ignorance and indifference. Hence thia 
matter has been allowed to drift along 
with the result that no tangible results 
have been reached.

“There is now a feeling that some
thing must be done,” said he. “Some 
of the things that ought to be attempted 
by the universities are: 1. The eleva- 

i tion of biblical history to a level with 
other history. 2. Broadening of the 

! whole college curriculum. 3, Psychol
ogy made to lift the whole subject to a 
higher level.

"There has been practically nothing 
done so far.

“If religious study is associated with 
philosophy, psychology, literature and 
history, if theology Is associated with 
ethics and science, how can the univer» 
sitiea ignore a sound religious educa
tion? The university 1b the leader in 
all of these auxiliaries. However, the 
work of the university should not be 
substituted for home teaching and work 
of the church, but should sustain the 
same relation to these as to every other 
phase of life. College and university 
training has been lacking In everything 
connected with the higher religious life.

"Theological laboratories have not 
been laboratories for practical religion, 
but have turned out expert propagan
dists of exactly the same patterns as 
their instructors. In fifty years these 
seminaries have not solved a single im
portant religious educational question.

"The problem before us is to have a 
wholesome ‘religious life. We must 
have true religion from an unprejudiced 
point of view. Our altruistic spirit 
may show itself in university settle
ment work and In general work. To de
velop this practical side of religious ed
ucation the university is to be the labo
ratory. It may not call itself a church 
and in fact it may not have a church, 
but it must give practical applications 
of the truths it teaches.

"The solution of these problems will 
not come from the theological semina
ries or from the churches. The 
churches are too much occupied with 
denominational questions. No institu
tion except the university can under
take this work. The varied depart
ments of auxiliary work already exist 
The university environment is friendly 
to this labor.

“Just what the university 1b to do and 
how it is to be done are questions that 
are yet to be worked out, but I am fully 
convinced that neither the seminaries 
nor the churches will ever solve these 
important questions concerning relig
ious education.”

Why should it be expected of the the
ological seminaries that they should 
solve any of these problems? They are 
not instituted for any such purpose. 
Their work la to drill old theological no
tions into the minds of their students; 
and by no means to grapple with live 
questions and problems that demand so
lution to-day. The honest and earnest 
study of these modern questions Inevit
ably tends to Induce “infidelity” toward 
theology and its belongings. The study 
of these modern problems demands 
freedom of thought, and that Is a qual
ity not found in theological seminaries 
bound in the chains of orthodox creeds.

And the universities can do the work 
only to the extent that they are free 
from theological trammels, and full 
freedom of thought is accepted and en
couraged "without any degree of church- 
ly hampering.

NOW W SESSION.
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUALISTS AS

SOCIATION.

The Progressive Thinker (fends Ite An
nual Report to the N. 8. A. -

This week the National Spiritualists 
Association is holding its yearly convo
cation at St’Louis, Mo. Those who are 
wise, or otherwise, wiU be there, to 
solve the many perplexing problems 
that confront the Association each year. 
We think pur beloVed Cause will be 
safe in the hands of the delegates, and 
we hope that the proceedings will be 
harmonious throughout, and the result 
be of a character entitling the conven
tion to the sincere thanks of Spiritual
ists generally. Contrary to oui* usual 
custom we did not this year, bring to 
the front any perplexing problems that 
concerned the National, trusting that 
all would be well without any particu
lar agitation on the part of The Pro
gressive Thinker. And while the vari
ous officers will make- their report to 
the N. S. A., we desire to send in our 
special report (unofficial) embracing 
the following:

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER HAS 
NEVER BEEN MORE PROSPEROUS 
THAN DURING THE PAST YEAR. 
IN FACT, ITS FIFTEEN YEARS OF 
EXISTENCE COMPRISE NOTHING 
BUT PROSPERITY IN ITS BROAD
EST AND MOST COMPREHENSIVE 
SENSE. THE CONDITION OF THE 
CAUSE THROUGHOUT HAS IM
PROVED IN CONSEQUENCE OF THE
AGITATION CARRIED ON IN 
COLUMNS.

ITS

. An Early Day Clairvoyant.
As set forth in the Knnstfs City-Jour

nal, Mrs. Sara T. D. Robinson, wife of 
the first governor of Kansas, writes a 
curious little story for the, Lawrence 
Gazette. The incident occurred In 
Massachusetts in 1854, when Dr. and 
Mrs. Robinson were preparing to go to 
Kansas. Mrs. Robinson was busy pack
ing her trunks when Mrs. Jewett, a 
neighbor, came in and told her to come 
at once to Mrs. Dr. Sibley, a woman lo
cally famous for her .clairvoyant pow
ers. Mr. Robinson continues the narra
tive as follows:

"To my inquiry as to who Mrs. Sib
ley was, she said: ‘She is a highly mag
netic person. Dr. Blood, the dentist, 
often calls upon her to assist him by 
her presence when he has a patient who 
needs to be placed under a soothing in
fluence. He finds her better than chlo
roform or other?

"Soon after we reached Mrs. Sibley’s 
she began her discourse to us in very 
oratorical fashion, and using many ges
tures. The message to me was from 
Henry Cloy. He talked a little of the I 
condition of the whole country, qf what 
a turmoil existed throughout Its length 
and breadth, and how dangers lurked on 
every hand. In a despairing voice, and 
pointing with her hand, she said, ‘See 
those drunken border men at the hotel 
in Kansas City; how they threaten all 
Eastern men who cross their border, 
saying, "Knife to the hilt, and down with 
the abolitionists. They may have Ne
braska, but Kansas shall be ours.”'

“I was astonished and silent. Occa
sionally Mrs. Jewett asked a question. 
The idea seemed to be that I should 
not go to Kansas, that I woufd be a hin
drance, but the doctor must go at once, 
‘there was danger in delay? M!rs. Jew
ett, having heard me speakof the other 
agents of the Emigrant Affi- Company, 
said: ‘Isn’t Mr. Pomeroy there?’ ‘Yes? 
was the answer, and as If foretelling 
what would happen, and with great sol
emnity, she said, ‘Mr. Pomeroy lies 
there? pointing to the floor beside her. 
‘The doctor must go at once. Dangers 
are all about him. He will have to look 
to the right hand and to the left. He 
will be hedged in by many difficulties.’ 
Mrs. Jewett suggested that perhaps he 
ought not to go. ‘Yes, he must go? 
was the answer, and with a voice yet 
lower; and more Impressive she said. 
‘He must keep his heart right? and then 
still more slowly, ‘the end will be glo
rious? This last sentence was most 
consoling to me in the dark days that 
came after."

IMPORTANT.

DR. PEEBLES’ NEW BOOK.

ARTIFICIAL TOGGERY USED IN MA- 
.TtffflAlteATION.

AN OBJECT LESSON FOR THE N. 8. 
A. TO CONSIDER.

The Notorious Hugh-R. Moors Is Still 
Posing as a Medium,.andat One ot 
Hla Lato Wlea, a Materialized 
"Spirit’’ WM Citlght, and Some Of Its 
Artificial Garb Was Captured, Thus 
Adding Onfci Morito the List of Ex
posures La»sj/MiWeWhere the. Spirit 
Proved to Sb an/Ordlnary Mortal.
Here appears tojbe afcaee for consid

eration. It in the Brooklyn 
Eagle of Oct, 8, and. other New Yorii 
papers are ti'eating'of it frdm their pe- 
culiar way of lookfag at things; Mrs. 

1 Sawtelle, whoiheaded-the raiding is her
self » Splritualjst, pa says the Brooklyn 

(Eagle, aa follows: .
Mis, Lucretia Sawtelle, an uptown 

। Spiritualist who gives brain impres
sions at stated meetings, held in a hall 
at Fulton street apd Troy avenue, has 
at her home, 979 Hancock street, a 
cheap outing flannel garment which she 
claims she stripped from one of the 
liveliest spirits she ever came in con
tact with. She, captured the prize 
after a very lively tussle with the “spir
it" at a public seance held on Thufsday 
night in the parlor of a house on Madi
son .street, during which clubs were 
flourished by friends of the spirit. It 
was to satisfy her own mind that earth
ly beings were being posed as dwellers 
in the spirit world in the seances held 
here that Mrs. Sawtelle,,with a party of 
friends, visited the Madison street 
house.

I got this garment after a hard 
struggle, In which one of my friends 
was beaten over the head with a club," 
said Mrs. Sawtelle to-day, holding up 
the cheap, coat-like garment-to the gaze 
pf an Eagle representative. “What we 
ought to have done is to have gone to 
the house with a -policeman. We ex
pected to be able to capture the man 
who posed as an Indian spirit without 
any outside assistance, but we reck
oned not well. That Indian spirit Was 
a wonder, as strong as a man of flesh, 
and while myself and two men had a 
hold of him at one time, he got away.

It was like this: I had, heard of 
seances held at the Madison street 
house, and was a bit suspicious that 
things were not altogether on the 
square. Accordingly, when the an
nouncement was made in Crosby Hall 
on Sunday last that a public seance, 
the last of the season, would be held at 
the Madison street address, I had a 
talk with some of my friends, and we 
o.ecided that we would,be there and ob
serve closely what went on, and if we 
were satisfied that things were not as 
Ihey ought to be, we would take a hand 
in exposing the people.

“The admission was to bo $1 each 
person, but as the money was not col
lected when we Went in we still owe 
for we were hustled out without cere 
mony when we attacked the Indian 
spirit. There were jpore than a score 
of us altogether and among the number 
several men. ’We had heard about the 
doing of the sweet little spirit child, 
Pansy, and of, the demonstrations by 
the Big Indian spirit, but we had not 
been told about the club-swinging folks, 
and it was due to this unexpected at
tack that we vfere defeated.

We took qe^ts in the back parlor 
and the cabinej from, which the spirits 
were to emerge was placed In a corner 
in the front parlor beside a sliding par
lor door, over which hung a black cur
tain. The ‘spirits’ and they ranged in 
age from a child of six years to a strong 
man of sixty, I should say, prepared tor 
their respective parts in the dining
room in the basement;' Then garbed in 
the dress to ^present the character 
they were to. portray, they ascended the 
stairs, passed'ppohserbed by the peo
ple in the audience through the cur
tained door and then appeared from the 
cabinet to astonish ns.

“When we were all seated pads of 
paper were passed around and we were 
requested to write messages to our de- 
parted friends. Then we were told to 
retain the slips of paper on which we 
bad written and hand the balance of the 
pads over to the collector.

“The room was darkened, the only 
light coming from a box-lfke affair in 
the corner of the room, which, as we 
learned to^our sorrow, was controlled 

। by a string operated ,by the so-called

that much for 1 %hve the Coat. Wg 
were threatened; with- a revolver. W® 
left but the end Ip, not yet”

Bp ends the iiagie’d account, which 
appears to be straightforward and fair. 
If the affair was as is stated, it belongs^ 
to that class of professional conjurers 
who use the "livery of heaven to serve 
the devil-in,” and .for which honest peo
ple have to suffer;-, but never forget the 
fact that (hpre may be bogus raids as 
well as bogus mediums. Spiritualism 
bos already advanced to such a height 
of knowledge that It does not now de
pend upon commercially inspired phe
nomena to uphold its truths.—Banner Of 
Light. ..........

They Can Not Escape the Unpleasant 
Ordeal, as Every Spirit Lately Caught 
In a Dozen or .More Exposures, Has 
Proved to-be the Medium or a Con
federate Dressed In Coarse Artificial. 
Toggery—This Fact Will Not Down. 
An exposure took place of a material

izing seance, the medium being “Rev.” 
Hugh R. Moore, at his home at 324 
Madison street, Brooklyn, on Thursday 
evening, October 6. |

The raiding was done by the mem
bers and mediums-of the Society of 
Spiritual Truth. The party consisted 
of three Brooklyn mediums and several 
members. The- mediums were Mr, 
Jacob Rassmussen, the president, of 
1110 Bedford avenue; Mrs. Ida Vittum 
of 219 Bedford avenue, and Mrs. Lucre
tia Sawtelle of 979 Hancock street, she 
being a member, arid myself.

The medium and his wife, Cora 
Moore, now began their seance, she en- 

! taring the cabinet and Mr. Moore re
maining outside. A child about seven 
years old appeared as the cabinet 
guide and was named Pansy. She col
lected the papers upon which the sit-

I tors had written the names of the spir
its they wished to see and talk to.

To test Mr. Moore, I wrote a message 
to my supposed daughter, Olga, in the 
spirit world. After a number of spirits 
had materialized, he asked if there was 
a Mr. August Recht present, who had 
a daughter by the name of Olga in the 
spirit world. Now 1 am but 25 years 
old, and single, but it being too dark 
for Mr. Moore to see my age, he tried to 
palm off on me a young lady about 
twenty years old.

I wcut tolror, -nd she was quite em
barrassed to see r ich a youthful parent, 
but treated me t -ry affectionately and 
hugred and kiss? 1 me, and behaved 
just as a dutiful daughter ought to, but 
I found she was very material and re
gretted it very much when she left me.

My brother, Robert Recht, asked for 
his Indian control, Running Wafer. 
When he appeared he asked permission 
of Moore to show the people how 
strong his Indian was; so taking him by 
the hand he gently led him over to 
where I and Mrs* Sawtelle sat, constantly 
leading him to the center of the room. 
When he came to us we grabbed him, 
Mr. Rasmussen holding him securely. 
Mr. Moore instantly drew a club and 
struck Mr. Rasmussen several times, 
but we quickly relit the gas and found 
the Indian very strong, but we finally 
overpowered him and Mrs. Sawtelle 
stripped off his red coat which proved 
to be a kimono, which Is in our posses
sion. We preferred charges against 
him for assault, petty larceny, and en
dangering the morals of his children. 
He and his wife are under two thou
sand dollars bail. ‘

AUGUST RECHT, 
Secretary of the Society of Spiritual

Truth, Brooklyn, N. Y.
AUGUST RECHT.

Pct. Mt loot

A Fall and Winter Session to be Held, to Try 
the Case of J, S. Loveland Versus 

Dr. J. M. Peebles.
This is an important case to be tried at the 

Fall and Winter Session of The Open Court. The 
Question at issue is as follows: Shall the book 
issued” by Dr. Peebles, entitled, “Spirit Obses
sion, or the Demonism of the Ages,” be burned 
and the plates destroyed, as some desire, and the 
Doctor restrained from employing his pen in dis
seminating his peculiarly pernicious doctrines in 
regard to Spirit Obsession or Demons? Prof. 
Loveland will appear in Court in his own behalf 
with other wise counsel, endeavoring to annihi
late the book, while Dr. Peebles, assisted by able 
minds, will endeavor to demonstrate to the jury 
that every word in the book is absolutely true, 
and that there is great danger in obsessing evil 
influences to all mankind. This remarkable 
book should first be read by those who wish to 
appear for or against it in The Open Court. It 
will be sent out, if ordered soon, tor $1.00, post- 
tage prepaid. There is a vast lund of informa
tion in this book, derived from modern and an
cient sources, that will prove exceedingly valua
ble to every reflective mind, especially to those 
engaged in occult studies. Now is the time to 
send in your subscription.

'Obsession, or The Demonism of the 
Ages.”

John W. Ring.
Mr. Ring’s annual report appears this 

week on our eighth page. He makes an 
excellent showing in his especial line of 
work. Last week he was in Chicago 
for about two days, and during that 
time he gave two able lectures before 
the Rising Sun Society. He also lec
tured for - Mr. Schwahn’s society, the 
Bund Harmonic, on tne North Side, 
where he was enthusiastically received. 
Max Gentzke, the popular representa
tive of Spiritualism among the Ger
mans, also made a few well-timed re
marks. From Chicago, Mr. Ring went 
to Ohio and Indiana where he had en
gagements to lecture, finally to turn up 
in SL Louis, to attend the meeting of 
the N. S. A. "Mr. Ring certainly has a 
bright future before him.

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of Hqw to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M- D-, M. A., Ph. D. Price fL 
10 cents.

Woman Pastor, and Medium.
The Rev,. May S. Pepper was installed 

as pastor of the First Spiritual Church 
of Brooklyn, Bedford avenue and Madi
son street, says the New York Sun 
lately. In the evening Mrs. Pepper 
preached her first sermon, afterward 
giving a public stance at which time 
she publicly talked with the spirits of 
the departed friends of the members of 
the congregation, asking questions of 
the spirits and answering the written 
questions of the people in the congrega
tion.

The First Spiritual Church of Brook
lyn was organized in January of this 
year. Mrs. Pepper said to the report
ers after the congregatiouhad been dis
missed:

"I have always had the power to con
verse with the spirits al the other 
world. I do not say it is nbt a wonder
ful gift, nor that it is such a gift as to 
call forth the criticism that is absolute 
skepticism, either. One has a gift of 
singing—deveopment makes a marvel 
of that gift Is that fact a cause for 
skepticism? Other gifts -are recog
nized, developed and accepted. Why 
nbt this one of mine?"

As to the plans of the church, she 
, said:

"After every Sunday night service I 
wIU talk to the spirits at the request of. 
any one who may desire. I do not 
care who places a letter on my desk, 
nor how it is sealed, nor what the mo
tive that prompts the action. Any skep
tic may ask a question. I will take all 
the questions in their regular order?

Here is a medium who invites the 
closest inspection. You are at liberty 
to watch her on the rostrum; you can 
seal or sew your questions after writing 
them on paper. . She invites your 
closest scrutiny and critlédsm. . She in
vites skeptics to come to the front 
Skepticism with her Is a healthy'sign, 
an indication that a person is Seeking 
far the truth.

We Are Brothers.
When the great Reformation inaugu

rated by Martin Luther had gained con
siderable prominence, and multitudes 
were leaving the Roman hierarchy and 
identifying themselves with the Prot
estant movement, each accession 
brought with him some favorite feature 
in the old faith which he wished en
grafted on the new. The rèsult: A bit
ter, disintegrating feud seemed Immi
nent among the Reformers. It was 
then Zwingli, a Swiss, one of the ablest, 
purest, bravest, best, of the great lead
ers, at the close of a speech directed to 
his associates, said:

"Let us confess our union in all 
things in which we agree, and for the 
rest let us remember, we are brothers.”

Noble words, worthy a great cause! 
We commend them to Spiritualists ev
ery where. We agree in bellef,of à con
tinued life, and in the ability'of the dis
robed spirit to -return to earth; under fa
vorable conditions and communicate 
with mortality. All more than-this' are 
really non-essentials, and should not be 
unnecessarily pressed to divide-us.

medium. A child of six years robed in 
white came 'out of the cabinet and col
lected the slips containing our mes
sages and finally they landed, I have no 
doubt, in the dining room.

"Well, a member of our party wanted 
to hear from one of his departed friends 
and out came the Indian spirit. The 
gentleman of our party who had been 
called for by the Indian spirit greeted 
Mr. Indian warmly and was alike 
greeted warmly. The gentleman ex
pecting a message from beyond gently 
led Mr. Indian over toward some other 
members of our party, saying he 
wished to introduce him to other 
friends. He got him about ten feet 
away from the cabinet when the medi
um called out: ‘Do pot take the spirit 
too far away, he- may dematerialize-; 
bring him back to the cabinet?

“I jumped up then and called to Mr, 
Reieht to. grab the Indian and turn on 
the lights. One of our party reached 
tor the string governing the lights but 
somebody apparently prepared for an 
emergency, cut the string. Then fol
lowed a general mixup.

“A man with a club landed on the 
head of Mr. Reieht and 1 told Mr. Reieht 
and another man who had come to his 
aid to take care of the clubbers, who 
now numbered two, and I would handle 
the Indian. With that the Indian pulled 
himself out of the coat and dashed for 
the doors leading. to the« basement. 
Would you believe it, that Indian as 
soon as he could get rid of his paint and 
feathers catae back to engage in the 
club swinging. ■ My -face’ was- cut and 
my head bruised, but I do riot mind

Clergy in Liquor Business.
From a statement in the Union Sig

nal, it seems that the clergymen of 
Great Britain are far more deeply In
volved in the liquor business than those 
of our own country. If any reverend 
gentlemen in this country are share
holders in breweries and distilleries, we 
are not apprised of the fact.

According to the Union Signal, “the 
churches of Great Britain are generally 
supposed to be in sympathy with the 
temperance movement, hence it is sur
prising to learn, that in the registers of 
England, Scotland and Ireland, 1,154 
clergymen are shareholders in thè 
liquor trade. Of these 940 are clergy
men of the Church of England ; Church 
of Scotland, 16; Non-Conformists, 9; 
Roman Catholic, 104; and others, de
nominations not given, 85. In addition 
to these personal holdings, there are 
516 who hold as trustees, making 1,670 
reverend gentlemen who have an inter
est in the trade amounting to more than 
$8,000,000. It is said, however, that no 
bishop of the church has anything to do 
with these liquor shares, and it is un
fortunate that their example is not fol
lowed by all the clergy.

“The list of titled personages, men 
'and women, who are financially inter
ested in the liquor trade, Is an appall
ing one.”

Since Bishop Potter gives his O. K. 
I to the Subway Tavern established to 
I dispense "pure liquors” by the drink, 
why may not he, and all others of the 
cloth, engage in the manufacture and 
sale of the stuff which has in a manner 
received the churchly blessing?

A TIMELY MOVE.' '

Perhaps no other book ever issued by 
a confirmed Spiritualist has created so 
much interest as the one sent forth by 
Dr. J. M. Peebles entitled, OBSESSION, 
OR THE DEMONISM OF THE AGES. 
He presents what may be regarded as 
the dark side of spirit return—the evil 
side, the demoniac side, the side that 
leads one to a lower plane where mis
ery prevails instead of happiness, and 
where an all-pervading gloom exists in 
harmony with, the distorted natures 
there.

The book treats especially of Obses
sion as- it is manifested from the Doc
tor’s standpoint and observation, and 
does not alone apply to Spiritualism, 
but to spirit return the world over in all 
of its kaleidoscopic characteristics.

The author portrays such a vivid pic
ture of Obsession and its multifarious 
dangers, that one is apt to wonder why 
these facts—if they are facts—have not 
been collated before and presented to 
the world.

If one is looking for pleasure, he will

sided, only half-equlped in his efforts to 
solve the perplexing problems Of exist
ence.

Dr. Peebles in his remarkable book 
has vividly painted or portrayed what 
he conceives to be the dark side of 
spirit return—the elements of evil, dis
cord, licentiousness and gloom, if, as 
many believe, spirits can obsess mor
tals for evil purpose, rendering them 
extremely miserable, and at times lead
ing them to ruin, the world should be 
fully acquainted with the facts—the 
sooner the better. If, on the other 
hand, all these kaleidoscopic phenom
ena designated as Obsession, are not 
derived from spirit control, but are the 
result of hypnotism or auto-suggestion, 
then again all the facts of the case 
should be presented to the world, so 
that each one can judge therefrom.

Spiritualism in its higher aspects is 
angejjc in its nature. It is soul-elevat
ing, and leads one to a higher plane 

-spiritually and intellectually. It has to 
a certain extent liberalized the whole 
world, and brightened and spiritualized 
more or less many of the creeds which 
have so long afflicted mankind. If there 

. is a dark side to it, as set forth in Dr.
Peebles’ book "OBSESSION, OR THE 
DEMONISM OF THE AGES," the world 
should know it, as th^t will not In thenot go where gloom and misery pre

vail. if in search of merriment he will least Injure Spiritualism in Its higher
not frequent graveyards. If he is anx
ious for the sensations of happiness, he 
will not seek places of gloom; but if he 
is searching for absolute facts, a com
plete knowledge of that which actually 
exists, he must penetrate every plane 
of life, however dismal, gloomy or 
stifling it may be to his sensitive na
ture. In failing to observe or recognize 
the unpleasant characteristics of life, 
the evil or dark side thereof, the planes 
of gloom and unrest, one becomes one-

aspects. The Open Court will bring all 
the evidence to the front, and deter
mine whether the book contains knowl
edge which should generally be known, 
or, on the contrary be withdrawn from 
circulation, the plates destroyed, and 
Dr. Peebles restrained from presenting 
what he conceives to bo the action of 
evil spirits, devils, or demons. The dis
cussion on the subject will wax warm. 
Now is the time to read the book; the 
discussion will follow later.

WORTH REMEMBERING
A Statement That Should Receive the Cordial 

Endorsement of Every Spiritualist.
Common Sense Action by the Illinois 

State Association.

“The Attainment of Wornaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” Of especial interest 
and value.- Price $1.

M Trial Subscribers
Wanted'.

! tH hrb:
. ..... ' -sr.". • t •

IRC A flic and Wialer Campaign10 vvll lb of The Progressive ttii^er will be 
especially important to every Spiritualist. We 
want to spread the paper broaqe^st^jiehce we 
will send it out on; trial, 12 week^fof ;15 cents, 
or 7 copies to one address for the same length 
of time for $1.00—sent on trial to those only 
who have not been subscribers to the paper at 
least for one year: We want everyone Drought 
in touch with the grand, spiritualizing, and soul 
elevating thought that the paper will contain 
each week. In sending in these trialsubscrip
tions always . state’whether Spiritualists, church 
members, or investigators.' ' •

' At a meetfag of the official board of 
the BIIhoIs State Spiritualists Associa
tion, held on the 12th day of October, 
1904, the following waff unanimously 
adopted:

-Whereas; Some of our most earnest 
and efficient lecturers are delivering ad
dresses in Chicago under the auspices 
of mediums whom this board has de
clined to endorse, therefore be it

Resolved, That the official board of 
the Illinois State Association -requests 
all lecturers and mediums co-operating 
with the N. S. A., or its auxiliary socle-' 
ties to assist only such persons upon 
the Illinois field as are endorsed by this 
association. .

Resolved, That we believe in and en
dorse mental and phenomenal phases of 
every description when.exemplified by. 
genuine, manifestations, but steadfastly 
maintain that ability to express a de
gree of psychic power is in no wise a 
warrant for practicing intentional de
ception. Be it further

Resolved, That we Invite mediums 
wishing recognition by this association 
to notify Rev. Laura G. Fixen, 429 La 
Salle avenue, Chicago, chairman of our 
investigating-committee, who will. ar
range special meetings for the-manifes
tation of their powers, in. order to re
ceive endorsement. .

ELLA JOHNSON BLOOM; Sec’y. 
GEO B- WARNE, Pres.

■ ---- ---- ;--- :--------------------
. ’‘Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin-Points.” By J.
8. Harrington.- A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of -racy , reading. Price 25 
cents. .

Rev. Minot J. Savage says, in “Life Beyond 
Death :” “One of the worst enemies of Spiritual
ism is the dishonest practitioner, the fake me
dium,’ or the people who cover them up through, 
any personal favor, or as they mistakenly think, 
for the honor of the cause and to save it from 
disgrace. If there is any man on the face of 
.this earth meaner, more utterly contemptible 
ihan any other man, it is he who will take money 
coined from the broken hearts, from the hope
less tears of those who long to know whether or 
no their dead are alive; and take it, not even for 
what they believe to be a genuine’message from 
the other side, but simply for the sake of money. 
When ar person will do that, I do not believe 
there is anything on the face of the wide earth 
too mean for him to do.” ’ •

: "A Plea for the New Woman.” , By 
May Collins. An address delivered be
fore the Ohio Liberal Society. Price 

“Mark Chester; or a MtHand a Min
ion. A Tale of Son them California.” 
By. Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa
per covers, 40 cents.

"Love—-Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. .
W. P. Phelon. Price 25 cents.

“Talmagean Inanities, inoongruitie«, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank , 
DeWitt Talmagp’p oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism?’ By Moses Hull." 
Price 10 cents.
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A PECULIAR MANIFESTATION. SPIRIT RETURN. HONOR TO THE REP MAN,

- . gt Comes to Hand Well Attested, by 
’ Those Who Lived In ths Vicinity,-Yet 

Sounds Like a Medieval Story In tho 
\ Igporant Past

’ ': 'J Ojvingavllle, Ky.—The story of Willie 
I Black’s alleged communication with 
I i * spirits is a queer one. The first intima- 
I tlon he had of his ability to see or oom- 
I. municate with beings not of this world 
I was on Sunday, May 20, 1900, when he 
| went tn a pasture near his home to 
I drive home the cows. The Blacks then

■1 lived in the old Sandford homestead, be
ll tween Flemingsburg and Poplar Plains, 
|f Fleming county, which was in former 
I', times the hdme of Dr. Bradshaw, a well- 

known breeder of thoroughbred horses. 
F When Willie went to the pasture before 

mentioned after toe cows he .paw 
' spread upon a brush-heap near by what
■ he supposed was a sheet. Willie threw
’ a'rock at the supposed sheet and struck 
। . it. Immediately it began, to wave and 

L gyrate in a peculiar manner, WllUe 
i went toward it and the sheet gradually 

assumed toe appearance of a thing not 
unlike a calf and stood upon the brush- 
heap. Willie ran home as fast as he 

i. could and told his parents what he had
■ seen, and they accompanied him back
I to the field.
i Arriving there, the apparition was 
■. not at first seen, but Willie finally saw
■ it in a small ravine close by. It was
i invisible to Mr. and Mrs. Black, who

Is told Willie to speak to the object. Wil-
i lie replied: "Mamma, I am afraid; let’s
i go; it is working its big red lips at us.”
| ■ Mrs. Black said, “Willie, how does it
r :lqok?” and the boy answered, "It has
[l two long legs without joints, a calf's
|| ► body and a man’s head.” The head
I was afterward described by the boy as

। ’)aId on top wlt'‘ 'ong whit0 hair,
I P- commencing just above the ears and 

I hanging to the shoulders. Its lips were
L, ’■'I and red as blood. Mrs. Black in

le
An Account of a Medium’s Peculiar Ex- 

. perlenoe.
An Indian's Message to the People.

REMARKABLE IVNENTION
———————■. ■ ib • i

HERE’S. A. DIVINITY; THAT SHAPES OUE that memory for all the gold of . earth, si I ywtfd not 
part with the inspiration that it stirs wi(t)ln Uto for all 
that the world could bestow.” . ¡v, he

ENDS, ROUGH HEW THEM AS WB WILL."
The lower the annual is in the scale' of being the less 

pain it sqrt'erfi from injury or sickness. Cut a worm 
jn twq and each part sets up housekeeping on its own 
account and there are two worms instead of one. In 
human organizations, the degree of sensitiveness va-

/i’hose silent voicos^wliat sacrednestii they bave
given to words; those vanished haudmkwhat value 
they have given to the most worthess toyj. -Affliction 
Ims turned the current of many a life, nO deep is the 
plowing of grief! But often times leak wfmld not 

•suffice for the agriculture of God. alight of 
earthquake he builds a thousand yea^'./).f‘ pleasant 
habitations for man. Upon the sorroifcof an infant 
he rflises'often-times from human inteBeeV^loriowj 
vintage..that could not else have been.'Troubles, 
disappointment arid grief clarify the vision, How 

, , , ,, . - ,, , .. .• .. . quickly we respond to any bit of sentiment, feeling or
dom suspected. ’ The joyousness the laughter, the ihat toucl(ea ou/own life. A 8epti, 
words of jest and humor, are like bubbles on the wq- ment h(jmoniises an minds, f
ter, only for a moment—the deeper thought is sad,- -...................................... ....... -
serious' and abiding. Every heart has its grief, There
is »0 spot on earth but has been dedicated to sorrow, . ¥,e „ (ll vuo
sanctified by prayer, and moistened with a tear. Thq of otlleps but man lives witllout some superstition, 
world is ojie universal sepulchre,' “The very turf ‘ •
beneath our feet once lived.” ‘ Sacrifice is one of the

ries, not only in regard to physical, but mental.ogony 
as well. The savage has not the fine sensibility of 
the. civilized man, The deeper, the more’reflned the 
natuye the more acutf^the pain or woe. Suffering 
seems to be one of the accompaniments of greatness.

Emerson’says, “There js a profound melancholy at 
the base of men of active and powerful talents, sel-

There is a kernel of truth in the most wide-spread
error. My ths,fables and legends are crystallized ex
periences. We laugh at the eccentricities and foibles

Jed that Willie speak to toe thing, 
he finally asked, "What do you 

Want here?” The apparition answered, 
"I am here tor your benem and the oth
ers’ good." The party then went home 
in a hurry.

Next morning while the family were 
at breakfast, they heard a peculiar 
noise coining from, toe outside ot the 
house. They went to the yard and 
looked all about, but nothing could be 
seen. They resumed the interrupted 
meal and again the noise was heard. 
This time Willie went to toe yard alone 
and saw the calf-^fanding at toe fence. 
It told Willie It wanted him to accom
pany it to toe pasture as It had some
thing to tell him, Willie and his pa
rents accompanied the strange being to 
the pasture and there it told Willie the 
following story, which is corroborated 
by citizens living in toe community up 
to toe time of toe disappearance:

Many years ago there lived in the 
house then occupied by the Blacks, Dr. 
Bradshaw, a dentist, who was also en
gaged in the breeding and selling of 
thoroughbred horses. He opened a 
track at his home and held races. He 
was heavily in debt, and when he sud
denly disappeared it was believed he 
had fled to escape payment ot his debts. 
His horses disappeared with him, and 
It was believed he had driven them 
away with him. H1b creditors sent his 
description to all parts of the country, 
but no trace of Bradshaw was ever 
fourid. The calf told Willie that he 

' was Bradshaw, and that he had been 
murdered. He said he was in a tree on 

z his farm one night when two men ap
proached, and, catching sight of him, 
shot and killed him. He fell from the 

k' • tree and the men lifted him, one hold of 
1 each arm, and carried him into his 
SL- home,where they lifted up the floor and 
gMKburied him. The calf described the lo- 
O^Bteetion of toe grave precisely and told 

.vifiHie that he had a toothbrush and a 
small bottle In his pocket 

:• Accompanied by Joseph Secrest, Mr. 
•Smithers, Mr. Klssick and’Mat Dear
ing, .Willie aid his father raised the 
flooring of toe room as described by 
the apparition.. There, in a grave about 
twelve inches deep they found portions 
of a human skeleton, consisting of 
three of four ribs, toe end of the hu
morous, two or three metacarpal and 
clavical bones, with smaller bones. The 
toothbrush handle and small bottle 
were also there wrapped in what 
seemed to be the remains of some cloth
ing. The bones were taken to a Flem
ingsburg physician, who pronounced 
them human bones. The ghostly vis
itor admonished Willie to be very care
ful with the bones or they would be 
stolen. The most important bones 
were afterwards stolen, but Willie still 
has a few of the bones and toe frag
ments of clothing. These wqre shown 
the correspondent by Mrs. Black.

Willie went to a spot aesignated by 
the calf, where toe calf told him many 
things. Among others the calf told 
Willie he was now a resident of heaven 
and was known as "Bald Thorn.” 
"Thorn” told Willie that he was very 
happy where he waa and that many of 
his old friends were there. He also 
told Willie that he could bring him any 
resident of the spirit world that he 
might desire to talk with, but that he 
("Thorn”) would have to do toe talk
ing. It Willie asked for a person that 
was in heaven he claims that “Thorn" 
would immediately bring that party to 
earth. If the party desired was by any 
chance a resident of the other place, 
"Thorn” would tell Willie that he was 
unable to bring them.

“Thorn” told Willie that he wanted 
, him to have a place laid at table tor 

him, and at every meal since then there 
has been an extra plate laid at toe table 
for Willie's spirit friend. Willie says 

!- that “Thorn” frequently comes to eat 
li-SC - “ Y'th llim' ')Ut ttlat inotoer can not 
rAKj^tniss toe food ne takes “because God 
rajaf replaces the food as fast as it is eaten.” 

The above'from toe Louisville Times 
! \ of Sept. 25, Is certainly a very remark-
1?, . .-able narration, and as it comes to hand 
'sustained by toe evidence of many par

ties, its truthfulness can not well be

primal principle« of nature. , ’
Sorrow is the natural heritage of all. Without 

travail there can be' no birth. Life and death, decay 
and growth, keep even pace, Neither wisdom, or ex
ceptional ability brings hapiness. The heathen is as 
contented as the Christian, the fool as the wise man. 
Fronde says, “If you see a man happy;-as the world 
goes, contented with himself and contented with what 
is around him,—such a man may be and probably is 
decent and respectable; but the highest is not in him, 
and the highest will not come out of him.” We can 
only enjoy things by contrast. If there was no death 
we wojild have no appreciation of life. If there was 
no humiliation there could be no exaltation.

Even happiness always contains a certain amount 
of alloy. / '

“A central sorrow dwells in perfect joy.”
Neither our direst forebodings nor our most san

guine expectations are fully realized,
There are no settled conditions either in nature or 

life. All beauty of thought and expression comes 
from the mind’s unrest. The sublimity of the moun
tain, the solemnity of the forest, the calmness of the 
plain, the wild grandeur of the cataract, the brilliant 
plumage of the bird, all the harmony and melody of 
music, and all the joy and sorrow that there is in the 
world, are the results of nature’s and life’s unrest.

We know not by what strange forces we are con
trolled, nor by what power we are lifted up or cast 
down. Every planet is held in its place by the power 
of opposite forces. Love and hate, joy and sorrow, 
laughter and tears are contradictions. Some of the 
grandest literature the world has ever read has come 
from prison, garret and exile. Victor Hugo wrote 
his greatest works, Les Miserables, while in exile; 
perhaps under no other conditions could he have pro
duce it. The very circumstances that would seem to 
crush and wipe out, often serve as a lever to lift one 
up.

Gail Hamilton speaking of Josephine, says: 
“Strange working of fate, that not her beauty, or her 
brilliant fortune, but her degradation, was what gave 
her immortality. The dread of her life and her final 
despair became her royal and lasting crown. Had 
Josephine died the wife of Napoleon, she would have 
been known but derivatively to posterity as Napo
leon’s wife. Discarded by him, the ages have adopt
ed her as a hero in her own right, and have conferred 
upon her the distinction of individual remembrance."

The thoughtful mind sees significance in the most’

some queer practice, habit; or belief, people are, as 
they appear, more by necessity than by choice. Con
science is not instinctive, it is a matter of education, 
environment, heredity. Evolution is the great re
deemer of the world. Death blots out more sins and
triinsgressions than any theory of redemption. If we 
could take the same considerate view of people when 
alive as wd do when they have passed bpyond the 
hearing of either censure or praise, many, a 'harsh 
judgment would be suspended. We blazon their 
faulta’When living-and condone them and pronounce 
papegyrics upon their characters when dead. But 
the dead view no funeral pageants; they look at no 
monuments; they hear neither dirge, requiem or eulo
gy; they read no obituaries or epitaph?. Words of 
contrition, and penitence, and prayers for- forgive
ness, fall upon deaf eprs.

“What prayer is left for me to pray, 
What vow is left unsaid—

Man hath not sworn to life unborn 
Or whispered to the dead?"'

But death does not produce the greatest suffering. 
There are others that plow the furrows deeper; oth
ers that time does not assuage or age modify. Have, 
you ever seen a home deserted, dismantled, robbed of 
its household good??

How quiet the house is to-day, 
No footstep is heard but my own, 

No voice echoes back from these walls 
For I am alone, all alone.”'

Man is such a paradox—such a compound of all 
that is good and all that is-bad—such a mixture of 
joy and sorrow, mirth ana tears. «'

But human nature, for all its requirements, needs 
tho masculine, the coarse,'almost the brutal, qe well as 
the softened, cultured, and refined. -Wit> <■ humor, 
mirth, and even satire and sarcasm, when chflstened, 
subdued, clarified, become the very inapl'ow ijf one’s 
power. We are all the while giving (expression to 
past history. The author writes it upon paper, the 
ortaor speaks it from the platform, the painter paints 
it upon canvass, the sculptor carves if1 intej’’ marble 
and stone. •■ . u

How indelible our experiences -stand out' in the 
mind; every joy, every sign, every tear/everyj sorrow 
—all these, fixed and abiding. What $rtist painted 
those impressions upon the walls of meniory!. .What 
colors were used that they become fadeless-'arid im

denied.
Louisville, Ky.

J.

TAKE TIME TO BE HOLY.

Take time to be holy. 
Take time to be true; 

God gives you his momenta 
His labor to do.

Go Into toe silence, -
List there to the voice;

God speaks to your soul-life
And makes you rejoice,..

Keep earnestly trying
Your duty to do; - ' 

God raises you upward 
When to him you’re trte.

Rejoice in toe prient, ..
Gaze not on the past;

Each moment that passes, 
Enjoy while it lasts.

Turn you from all evil.
Show others toe way;

God ever will help you,; ; ;
If near him’yob’ll stay.’. < ■

Take time to be holy, 
. Take time to be true;

God gives you his guidance, 
; His law to construe.

' S.D.H.

"Discovery of a Lost Trail." By Chan. 
.B-.Newcomb. Excellent "In uplritual 
tjWestivcness. Cloth, 51.50. '

Two statements in No. .773 Induce me 
to write you some facts in my own per
sonal experience. " *

Facts are what We need. They will 
do more to establish truth-' than opin
ions, inferences, or. conclusions drawn 
from one or two sides of the million- 
sided presentation of spirit forces.
’Collation and comparison of facts 

will at last be the rock on which Mod
ern Spiritualism will rest.

“No spirit even , returned to earth. 
The space through whlch fthey manifest 
is unmeasured.” . i/*’

The first assertion I do not agree 
with. The second Is grandly and won
derfully true. ■ . .................

Tills was illustrated to me gbout 
thirty-five years-ago, Lying quiet, wide
awake ¿t noon-day, a thought was given 
me; it was vague, unclothed in lan
guage, and came from a far dim dis
tance with no sense of time or space. 
The thought was repeated, nearer and 
yet again still nearer, till I could lo
cate in space the direction in which it 

:seemed to be—then nearer still. Each 
repetition, marked the approach of my 
teacher b'y clearer and more distinct 
expression till at last, the full thought 
in beautiful and apiÆopriate words was 
impressed on the conscious brain.

None but the soul who can receive 
the seed germs from the higher planes 
can translate into clear and living 
words the golden thoughts that ema
nate from the far distant spheres. I 
was Shown', too, how cross influences 
often vitiate the meaning of the com
munication, especially thetooming in of 
an Influence as another was about to 
withdraw.

“My soul cannot be rounded out un
til 1 go through all the natural experi-
enees that belong to the first plane of
life.”—-Abby Judson, 

Thirty years ago I was a teacher in
a children’s lyceum. One morning as
I was talking with my class, a gentle
man, almost a stranger to me, said, "Do 
you see that little child who is clinging 
to your dress?”

I said, "No.”
He replied, “It is a little boy, I 

shouldn't think he was more than a 
year old.”

I had often had children come to me, 
but this one was to open to me a new 
line of thought. I have felt that the 
experience I passed through with him 
would throw some light on subliminal 
consciousness, that attempted explana
tion of psychic phenomena.

That Sunday evening at toe tea table 
a spirit controlled, using my voice. 
She told C. (my husband )that she was 
the mother of the child, that he had had 
no experience ot earth life, and she 
thought it would be better for him to 
know something of life here. She 
wished to place him with me that be 
might“ have contact with earth. She 
told me his name was Willie.

For three years from that time I was 
always conscious of his affiliation with

(Words spoken by Spirit Red Fox, 
through the mediumship of Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, at the gfave of 
Red Jacket, Forest Lawn Cemetery, 
Buffalo, N. Y.. Oct. 8, 11)04.)

AU honor to the red man whose 
statue graces this spot. His form has 
crumbled Into dust, but his spirit has 
arisen to the higher realms, ever active, 
still keeping his people awake that they 
may learn the eternal truths of nature. 
We have met this brave spirit many 
times and we say that many white men 
would be proud to pos&esa the force or 
character that is portrayed upon his 
countenance. His soul is aglow with 
the sentiment of love. Ills thought is 
still for the compatriots. He has seen 
that his prophecy has been fulfilled, for 
the craft and avarice of the white mon 
have done it.

The eternal powers intended the red 
man should have expression on the 
earth plane, else he would not have 
been here. ‘Twas intended they should 
have shared toe spirit of brotherly love 
with his white brethren. Nature has 
bountifully provided enough for all, and 
the white man with his greater oppor
tunities for intellectual development 
and law making should have given to 
toe red men such lessons as would 
have enabled them to educate them
selves instead of teaching them evil,’ 
such as indulging In rum and other 
vices known to the white man. Better 
had they given them tools and Imple
ments with which to improve the land, 
allowing them to remain and cultivate 
the soil they first magnetized.

It was the red man’s footprint which 
enabled the white man to find the trail, 
through which he discovered lands and 
values that fell into bls possession and 
made him prosperous. He was not sat
isfied with a portion, but wanted all. 
His greed and selfishness said to the 
led man: Ye are our Inferiors; begone.

The spirit of self-protection was 
aroused in the Indian’s breast, war and 
trouble followed. Then stories of atro-

AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE- 
STORES EYESIGHT.

Spectacles Can Bp Abandoned?
This instrument is in the form of a 

pocket battery, which the inventore 
have patented and which they call “Ac- 
thia,” a word which is their trade marl: 
and owned by them.

. In the treatment of eye diseases the 
Inventors of "Actlua" claim there is no.
need for cutting or drugging toe eye for 

uny form of flUeaue, 
cataracts, pterygiums 
and other abnormal 

’growths can be re- 
moved and weakened 
vision restored by the

. „ . „ new and more humane
method. thia la & fact, there will be
no need to go blind or to wear spec
tacles. Actina” has peen tested in 
hundreds of cases qnd has effected mar
velous cures, go confident are the in
ventors that tots device is an article of 
great merit that they give an absolutely 
free trial. They want every one iner- 
eatetj to make a thorough investigation 
and a pergonal test of toe "Actina.” As 
it. is sept on trial postpaid, any person 
can give It this test.

They Issue a book of 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
(£lls all about “Actina," the diseases It 
will cure, what others think ot it, what 
marvelous cures it haft» effected, and all 
about the responsibility ot its owners,’ 
and it Is sent absolutely free upon re
quest. This book should be in toe li
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. TR, 829 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

clous murders and the 
ties of the man of the 
culated by the white 
that blood was spilt, 
mother or father who

extreme cruel- 
forest were cir- 
man. 'Tls true 
Where is the 

would not fight

NEW INVENTION! 
b for booklet, Bpedal Offer lliii iuodHi. Our 
qurtH FoIMjji Vawr Bub OAbiuru, 

produced, Everybody delighted. Eojoy at 
bwu for 8d vufli all U« uwv«|Quoi*au»lt> <, 
io vibrating, curative efcgte of the fatuous 
Turkish JUtbi. Opea the 6,000,000 cklu 

El>yritic* tho entire i/iIihi. Beata Hot 
gl. Proventi dlieasa. tlavei Dr. bill«, 
tlioutaudi. Nnture’i dnigleti remedy 

tor caldi, grip) rlwuwutlun, ubee, U*lui, 
blood and iklq dlacaiM, Kidney trouble 
children'« dhouea and fmalr Illi. Ouaru. 
teed, tieuut |Q da»»* trial. ^IQUtQ&BQO 

a month, salenneu, manager!, genera! agenti, proflu 
WORLD MFC. CO., 82 Wouil Bliumo, CiROIIIRATI, OHIO.

mortal? There come hours of sadness"to ell deep 
souls when taemory yields up het ldng J>urtedi.tr.<?aB- 

ed as saying: “ A kiss from my mother made a painter ure3' fought is deeper tham words. €• ,. It i^only 
of me.” It is claimed that a copy of Burns’ poems when hfe is sluggish withinjis that we speak. There 
made a poet of Whittier, and it is written that “Whit- must be an outlet to> grief. Some confide it to 
man declared he discovered the law of poems in the frJends' some <we it to tears, some write it in prose,

trifling aeti Benjamin West, the great artist is quot-

It is claimed that a copy of Burns’ poems

others put it into song.^poetry, and art
“Sorrow,” says Talmage, “I see. its touch in therock-piled canyon of Colorado.” A trivial circum

stance or incident becomes a beacon light,—a guiding -. - -.-
star in our lives. The memory of a look, a smile, a grandest painting, I hear its.tremor m .the sweetest
word, a kiss, a tear, may blossom into perpetual and ?0no> J feel its .touch in tjje mightiest argument. It 
eternal love and remembrance. How many passages is claimed that Goethe’s mother said when her son
there are in our lives—as we look back—that Stem 
more like visions and dreams than realities. One re

had any great sorrow he put it into a poem and in 
that way he was relieved of its burden. But little is 
accomplished with a mind at perfect peace. Skillfuldeeming trait in a man’s character sometimes saves , - . , -

him from a dozen faults. A single presence changes mariners are not educated upon calm seas, 
the dullest company and most uninteresting crowd It is only “the agitated soul” that reaches after 
into a scene of brilliancy and glory. great accomplishments. There is no limit to ' the

“How is it that one human soul draws out an- power of the mind.over the body. Men school them- 
other’s grace and power, where a third can find no selves to. the trying ordeals of life till they can come 
strength or sweetness, as the sun brings out the blush up to martyrdom, to suicide, to death, without even a 
and flavor of the fruit from which the moonlight change of habit, expression, or outward manifesta- 
draws no taste.” All our experiences come veiled, tion. It is a strange inconsistency in human nature 
Time interprets their meaning. _ that both Pagan and Christian cling so tenaciously to

' . this life when poetry, prophecy, and revelation all say
“There are immortal moments in each lire; they come heaven js so^near. 

and go,—
One scarce may of their presence know.”

Moments that become historic—moments that 
either blight or transfigure one’s life.
’ William M. Taylor, D. D., speaking of the death of 
his little girl said: “Years ago wlien I was leaving my 
Liverpool home to fulfill an engagement in the city of 
Glasgow, the last sight on which my eye rested was 
that of my little daughter at the window in her grand
mother’s arms. As the carriage drove me away, she 
waved her hand in fond and laughing glee, and 
many, many times during my railway ride the pleas
ant vision came up before my memory and filled- my 
heart with joy. I never saw her again. The next 
morning a telegram stunned me with the tidings of 
her death; and now that earthly glimpse of her has 
been idealized and glorified and it seems to me as if 
God had set her-in the window of heaven to beckon 
me upward to my eternal liome. P_.wou.ld not give

“Would you be young again?
So would not I;
One tear of memory given

. Onward I’ll hie;
Life’s dark wave forded o’er 
All but at rest on shore, 
Say, would you plunge once me-- 
With home so nigh?
If you might, would you now
Retrace your way?
Wander through stormy wilds. 
Faint and astray?
Night’s gloomy .watches fled, 
Morning all beaming red, 
Hope’s smile around iis.shed,. ; - 
Heavenward, away!” < z ■ > _[•

HENRY MORRISON TEFFT.
Norwich, N. S'. ’ ;- •• ..>r’ .'

ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE. tore. of man, and that is surely a sei- "to this patient and $oursigeous; invest!-.Ab _ _ . t Al '■>___ _ - _ - Z — « — — — ~ •< MM 4 MM M mL mA. AmI t *• * M AXflA« Smm mA

His Views In Reference to Spiritualism.

in the American Monthly Review of 
Reviews for the present month (Octo

ence which deserves a'place among the gator an act of folly, a xconf&^lon ot 
investigations of mankind.'' Geology is narrow-mindednesg.'Np phenomenon is 
important, chemistry is important, as--too insignificant or too^JolraCylbus for 
tronomy Is important; but “toe proper his investigation, and in his philosophy 
study of mankind is man,” and- il you there is no Impossible and* lib preter-
leave out the spiritual nature .-of man 
you are not studying man at all. - ‘I pfe-

for their own? Watch the shiny, glis
tening eyes of the wild animals as they 
follow toe movements of an approach
ing enemy. 'TIb not their own safety 
that they seek, they would ever risk 
their own lives in order to protect their 
young. Thus toe red man fought, in the 
spirit of protection for their tribes, and 
stories of the cruelties of the white mep 
towards them have not half been told.

At last, the red men became the 
charges of tire government, but were 
they treated as they should be, deprived 
of many of their natural rights, with
out fitting substitutes being provided? 
The brain of the red man is as capable 
of Intellectual unfoldment as toe white 
man's, It contains the same organs and 
with the same opportunities, the same 
intellectual unfoldment is assured.

This brave man, Red Jacket, pos
sessed ability to stand as a leader for 
his people, also full£ realized their 
needs and pleaded for his tribe. He 
felt through his sympathetic nature the 
very heart throbs of every one ot his 
people, and his keen reason and l>per- 
ceptlve power gave him insight to toe 
suffering that he felt was near. Intui
tively he knew Lhe white man’s spirit, 
and though they would speak in praise 
and promise, his soul knew the words 
were cold as steel, and from the lips 
only. The Indian always senses toe vi
brations that fills his soul with peace 
and comfort, when toe sayings or 
speech ot an individual were stimu
lated with a true force of soul power, 
hence they knew when the white man 
falsified to them. Silvery-tongued ora
tors may thrill the hearts of their lis
teners, but to the Individual whose soul 
powers are unfolded, words are as 
naught, unless the stamp ot truth and 
love accompanies toe words or expres
sions.

The red man lacked education, but 
possessed the soul faculty, hence sel
dom was deceived. Among themselves 
they stood as brother to brother, and 
only fought the white man in-self-de
fense.

On toe spirit side of Hfe, where they 
have equal opportunities, they stand 
side by side Intellectually and spirit
ually. The spirit ot love and kindness 
reigns in their midst. Those who were 
leaders while on earth stand In a meas
ure as leaders over there. That Is lead
ers ot their groups, which are great in 
numbers at times.

As the statue on this monument rep
resents the brave chief Red Jacket 
standing with tomahawk In left hand, 
atfd toe right outstretched, signifying 
protection to his loved ones, tons he 
Stands in toe higher life, protecting and 
teaching these he loves so well, and he 
will continue to work and lead his peo
ple upward In the scale of spiritual 
progress. He is greatly beloved by all 
who come In contact w;th him.

The red man lives to-day as in the 
past. His soul is eternal, and toe work 
done by the returning spirits proves 
that they have been taught to return 
good for evil. Through their help hun
dreds of mediums are furnished with a 
magnetic force, In order to replenish vi
tality utilized by other intelligences. 
Red Jacket, or Sa-Co-Ye- Wa-Ha, which 
in his language signifies “He keeps 
them awake,” will ever strive to keep 
all those who come in contact with 
him, awake to toe higher thoughts of 
life.

Taken down by N. H. Eddy, Buffalo, 
N.Y.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Pilca, Fistula, Ulcera, 
Eczema and all Bkluaud Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address ®

DR.'BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo,
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ine. I use that term as toe best one 
I can think of to express his closeness 
and one-ness with my life. Truly he 
was always at the threshold and had I 
been hypnotized at any time by one 
who confused inferences with facte, 
Willie no doubt would have been 
classed as a sub-consciousness.

His first attempts nt using my organs 
of speech were infantile sounds in a 
voice wholly distinct from my own. 
He sayv clearly with my eyes. In a 
short Uifl'e'-O. began to teach him letters 
and wordfi printed, and after a while 
be sensed the meaning conveyed by 
them and so learned to put words to- 
.gather to make sentences. C. would 
often tease him, and nothing vexed 
Willie more than to have him call him 
Johnny. He resented it with a kind of 
angry dignity that was very amusing. 
He would never, at any time, have any
thing to say to my son,- who was eight 
years old when WllUe came to us.

Whether his aversion to him arose 
from not being able to enter Into his 
sphere ot thought, or because he was 
jealous of my love’for him, I could not 
decide. I think usually be entered into 
my feelings much more than I did into 
his, but sometimes his thought and 
mine seemed blended into one.

One morning C. brought in a chicken 
that had been chilled so that it could 
not move. We put It in the hot closet 
of toe.range and when C. took it out it 
had regained life enough to spring" out 
of his hand and run across the floor. 
I have not forgotten the feeling of won
dering curiosity and surprise communi
cated to me from Willie. For a mo
ment it was just as if I were experienc
ing those emotions, till Willie Bald very 
slowly, “Is that like you?” meaning had 
it life and motion. I loved him very 
much and he was dear to us all.

After three years of this wonderful 
dual life, during which he grew in vi
vacity and intelligence, he told me he 
was going away from me. I soon found 
he was gradually being detached, and 
falling into toe same relations with me 
that other spirits had held.

He now came to me and went away. 
One morning he walked Into toe room 
where I was sewing and stood at my 
knee. He said, “I am going to school; 
don’t you see my new clothes?” Up to 
that time I had never seen toe child 
(though,kseveral clairvoyants had) but 
now I had a kind of vision of him. It 
was as if I sensed his form, height and 
blotting materially without actually 
seeing him with my eyes. These were 
better apprehended than his face, 
which I cannot distinctly remember. 
He seemed like a child five or six years 
old. He walked up and down the room 
several times jpith his hands in his 
pockets, taking high steps-, with a kind 
of playful importance. He turned 
around, and coming towards me with' a 
change In his manner, said, "I shall 
never-come to. you. again In this life, 
but-'X will be toe first one to meet you 
on the other side.” These'.were his ex
act words. - - .

For a long time I pould not be recon
ciled to his loss. It was like losing a- 
part of myself, and J believe I- lived 
through some such ., emotion? as. a 
mother has when toe lovely earth child 
is tom from her embrace. Shall I ever 
see him again? Was it toe Idle prom
ise of an affectionate child which years 
may obliterate from his memory?.
"Fashion your dream as you will- .

When toe vein's vent and the glory ig 
. .seen, .•-.. .. :

It will more than your hope fulfill.” - 
Sylvania, Ga.“ SARA K.HART.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

Is a wonderful book, being toe personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to Him 
many times, etherealized, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in- that condition for 
ten days, which time hfe spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm ot toe so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world in his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the w'ell- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a brilliant Introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D., president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsement.

He says: “This book will give its 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial.”

Rev. M. J. Savage says: “It is in
tensely Interesting, and gives a picture 
of tile future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true."

The Medical Gleaner says: "It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: “It is inex
pressibly delightful.”

President Bowles of toe National Lib
eral League, says: "It is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books."

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance of 
two worlds. It Is printed in elegant 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price 51. 
For sale at this office.

LIFE’S PROBLEMS. •

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neaUy and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house In the 

United States excels them in toe me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life' in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all toe libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the exceUent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes toe "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed" 
and "A Wanderer !n the Spirit Lands,” 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for 53.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
And your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize tor these eleven 
books is 52^2—an achievement only ao- 
complislied by. The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in. modern business enter- 
prisel . .

Brothers of many races, 
Onp common Fatherhood;

Whose works we trace on nature's face, 
For universal good.

But some lives they are shadowed, V 
. ^nd others joyous, glad;
'Great wealth possess, they richly dress, 

iVhile(.some go thinly clad.
Alike all have their being, 
- Bom through a natural law; 
Behind some acts He stern, bare facts, 

Of an ancestral flaw.
And thus, with small exertion, 

Some gain a spotless height;
And little know the crowd below 

Who struggle, toil, and fight
- Alike all have their being,- .

Enter, time's mystic door; .
Alike toev glide o’er death’s swift tide, 

To love’s immortal shore.
Eacli with his stock of knowledge, 

His weight of joy and pain;..
To gather there in lands more fair, 

These tangled threads again.
O strange, perplexing problems!

. Life's wherefore and its why;
We might solve here witbin this sphere. 

So many, if we’d try.
But more of hope and sweetness, - 

We'd find along the road; .
Did we but share with thoughtfur care 

A weaker brother’s load. ■
ALICE M. WARREN.

Proctorsville, Vt

natural.
“He Is, undoubtedly, the mqst cour

ageous of men pf scleuje.. Other emi
nent men have examined spiritual phe
nomena as carefully and earnestly as 
he, and some of them, have uttered

ber), taay be seen' an. extract from Mr, 
Harold Begdle’s “MasterWorkers,” con- fer the term Spiritualism. I am.a Spir- 
tributed to toe Pall MaU Magazine jtualist, and I am not hi toe least fright- 

ehed of toe iiame! • .
"It is only because the scientific in- uc, 

vesttgations of Spiritualists are cori- their faith in the reality of ftiese mys- 
founded In the popular mind with toe teries; but from’the year, 18G3yfrom the 
chicanery and imposture of a few char- very beginning of his sfflentlng career, 
latans that the undiscriminating world on the very threshould ot hls 'work in a 
has not studied toe literature of Spirit-' materialistic and suspicious ,world, this 
ualism. A study of that .literature, an" brave and earnest maBLivlto1 every- 
honest and unbiased, examination, of thing to lose.and,nothing torgain—-has 
spiritual investigations, would prove to been toe avowed champion ofTSpirltual- 
the world that toe soul of man is a real- ism, and has fought, for his.bellef with 
ity, and that death is not - the abrupt a steadfastness which nab duly in-

(London). ' Mr. Begbie is thus quoted: 
"Darwin and Dr. Wallace differed on

the question of toe mind and the spirit
ual.nature of man. What has to be ac
knowledged and recognized is toe spir
itual nature of man, - wbloh separates 
him completely and absolutely, from the 
highest of all mammals. Dr. Wallace 
distinguishes between the struggle for 
existence, per se, and the struggle for 
spiritual, intellectual, and moral exist
ence. Evolution can account for toe 
land-grabber, the company promoter, 
and toe sweater;- but, if it fails to ac
count for toe devotion of the patriot, 
the enthusiasm of the artist, the con
stancy of. the martyr, toe resolute 
search of the scientific worker after Na
ture’s secrets, it lias not explained the 
whole mystery ef humanity.:

Dr. Wallace Is then Induced to speak 
of Spiritualism. He hold that proof of

and'unreasoning end of consciousness, creased with time.”
— - - — - The foregoing is too good to'be al-To this quotation from Dr. Wallace’s 

words, Mr. Begbie adds:..
• "Dr. Wallaco Is not one of those men 

who believe that everything not made 
by man must have been made ,by God. 
His cosmogony Ib spacious, and ' finds 
room for other Intelligences than'those 
of humanity and deity. . We are com
passed about, he believes, by an infinity

the existence of the soul beyond toe , of beings as numerous as toe stars, and 
”'■> the vast universe is peopled With asgrave is already established. The

study of the spiritual nature of man, he 
■Bays, is coming more and more to the 
front of human inquiry.
: “Spiritualism (says Dr. Wallace) 
means the science of the spiritual na-

many grades of intelligences as -the 
forms of life, with which this little earth 
is peopled. ■ To deny spiritual phenom- 
ena.because softie of them appear to be 
beneath the dljpity of Godhead seeing

lowed to be. hidden in tt^e secular jour
nals, away from the eyes of the major
ity of Spiritualists, on this side of the 
Atlantic. It will prove a most emphat
ic and very recent refutation? of the as
sertion which I have heard boldly made 
by our opponents, that Prof; Alfred Rus
sel Wallace had renounced Spiritual-
ism. H. V. SWERIÑGEN.

LOOK 01ITO90K OUTI
ï The Progressive’ Thinker during its 

Fall and . Winter Campaign will be- a 
continual feast ot gtiod things in all oc
cult and spiritual lines of thought. You 
can only keep up. with the procession 
by reading It each week. Send in your 
subscription now, nnd Introduce the 
paper to your neighbor, ■ ‘

“Spirit Echoes.” My Mattie E. Hull, 
This pretty, volume-contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and • choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in-cloth, and with 
portrait of the author; Price 75 coats.

.„"Continuity'<¡4 Lire a Cosmlo Truth.' 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
a strong,, logical thinker, on a deeply 
tehportant nubjesL Brice, doth. RL

Splritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, .,
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theoriea .
in Regard to It By ExJudge. Abram ,
H. Dalley. Demonstrates futility and
inadequacy of Hudson's explanations of
spiritual phenomena. Price 2t> cenisi

"Koradine. By Alice Bi-- Stockham
and Lida Holt Talbot” In* the form of
an entertaining story, it contains les
sons which, every girl should know.
Price, cloth, tl.
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i •.. GENERAL SURVEY.. i
|| THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, i
H DOINGS. ETO., THE WORLD OVER. |

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however, much we might desire i 
to do so. That must account for the I 
non-appearance of YOUR article. i

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre- i 
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that j 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on whit# 
paper, or .with a tjqiewrlter, and only oh I 
dne side of the paper. ,ITEMS,—Bear in mind that items tor ’! 
the General Survey will in all cases be i 
adjusted to tlie space we have to occu- j 
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Hem Is cut down to-ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire,

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the. writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket. ,

KEEP COPIES of your poems cent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
U we have not space to use them.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste-basket.

Isabella M. Powderly writes: “The 
Spiritual Truth meetings are well- at
tended. We had with us Mr. Saylor of 
Wheeling, W. Va., also Mr, Marsh and 
Coe. Mrs. Martin gives messages. She 
is one of the new workers, and the soul 
of truth. Her messages are always rec
ognized. On October 16, Dr. Walter 
DeVoe speaks for us; on the 23d, Dr. 
Evelyn See will tell us how to live tlie 
life. Hopkins’ Hall, 528 W. 63d street.”

With a corps of physicians and nurses 
in constant attendance, and his devoted
wife, mother and Bister anxiously

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
When writing for this paper 

use a pen or .typewriter.

We go to press early-Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the-previous Satur
day morrAng. Bear this In mind.

THERE IS TO BE A TAX ON MEDI
UMS. J. M. Holaday writes from Coun
cil Blnffs/^wgayOur. .meetings > have
begun agi 
chairman! 
meetings i

ih John Hammer as 
is Sunday afternoon 
Justice. Owen’s office.

Mrs Maud K. Gates writes from Win
field, Kansas: “Mrs. Isa wllQst°“fiK^rlrt’ 
missionary for the Tex« IBtate SpMt 
ualist Association, has been with us tor 
one week holding meetings every night 
in the hall. She also gave one. flower 
seance, which was very satisfactory 
It seemed every night she wasbetter 
than the night before, until when the 
time came for her departure, it seemed 
we could scarcely give up suchjewel 
ns she proved herself to be. She also 
cave a benefit seance for our society 
& we all appreciated. We found 
her a good, clean soul In her work_and 
everyday life. She left many friends in 
■Winfield.” -

John Ingram Alvis, 19 years old son 
of a prominent furniture dealer of Man
chester, Va.. shot and 1'1Iledionhi™sf„ 
Sept. 19 in his home, because of ill 
health. The night before his eunt had 
ln?a dream a premonition of his death, 
which was fulfilled in almost every de
tail. „„ . „ .

Saloons in Chicago, 7,300; school 
teachers, 5,570; private homes (owned , 
88,200; the city s drink bill (daily), 
S200.000. If all were Spiritualists, 
there would soon be no saloons in Chi
cago, and the city’s drink bill would be 
next to nothing. ,

Mrs. E. C. Burgess, of Pacific Grove, 
Cal., expresses her high admiration for 
The Progressive Thinker. She is sur
rounded by a hostile church element, 
and the paper affords her great satis
faction.

Dr. G. B. Warne lectured before the 
Indiana State Spiritualist Association 
last week, at Indianapolis. He Is in 
great demand as a speaker at the pres
ent time..

Will J. Erwood writes to the Spirit
ualists of Southern Wisconsin and 
Northern Illinois: "As I am to spend 
the month of November in Rockford, 
Ill., I would be very glad to hear from 
all societies in Southern Wisconsin and 
Northern Illinois, who are desirous of 
holding mid-week meetings. Will be 
glad to assist in the organization of so
cieties in those localities, and will make 
terms for work, within the reach of all. 
Address me at an early date as the time 
is filling up rapidly. Until the first-of 
November send all communications to 
LaCrosse, Wis., after which time send 
in care of 729 Mulberry street, Rock
ford, Ill. I would also add that I will be 
glad to consider a few camp engage
ments for July of next summer, and en
gagements with societies in need of 
speaker during the latter part of this 
winter, and the season of 1905 and 1906. 
I would prefer to hear from the eastern 
associations, but will consider any sec
tion.”

Georgia Gladys Cooley passed through 
Chicago this week. She will be pres
ent at the convention at St. Louis. She 
will serve Brother Grimshaw’s society 
in that city, Sunday, October 23. She 
will leave St Louis for Denver, Colo. 
Societies or parties desiring her serv
ices enroute as lecturer and test medi
um can secure the same by addressing 
her at 4344 Evans avenue, St. Louis, 
Mo.' .

The prison reform policy of not re
quiring firet-tenn convicts to wear the 
traditional striped clothing went into ef
fect for the 357 inmates of Clinton 
Prison, at Plattsburg, N. Y., on October 
2. Hereafter the first-termers will wear 
plain gray uniforms.

Mary Webb Baker writes: “The Pro
gressive Thinker leads the van. Each 
one gets a hearing [so far as space will 
permit],-and the lively expressions of 
thought keep us alive."

Mrs. N. Gouthrop writes that the cir-' 
cles held by the trumpet mediums, C. 
J. Barnes, at Camden, Mich., were very 
fine.

The work In Baltimore under the 
ministrations of Geo. H, Brooks, is go
ing along nicely; good audiences in at
tendance, and much interest is mani
fested. Mr. Brooks still has January 
and March open for engagements. He 
is also open for engagement for camp 
work. He will respond to calls for fu
nerals and week-night meetings within 
a reasonable distance of Baltimore. 
Send all telegrams and mail to 636 
North Carrolton avenue, Baltimore, Md.

Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt writes: “I am at 
present serving the Temple Society of 
Newport, Ky., and am engaged with 
them until January, 1905; am ready to 

■ make engagements from that time. So
cieties wishing to correspond for that 
purpose, may address me at 404 East 

, Foiirth street, Newport, Ky., or at- my 
' home address, 533 W. Madison street, 

Chicago; UI.” ’
Mme. Holton-Upson holds musical 

psychic meetings every Wednesday ev
ening at 7:30, at 495 East 43rd Street, 
Flat 11, where you can receive a mes
sage in song from some loved one who 
has passed to the Beÿond. The offer
ing is 25 cents. Private headings by 
yipji and Appointment only.

grouped about his bedside, George 
Arents, Jr., the young millionaire auto- 
mobillst who was Injured in Saturday’s 
race for the William K. Vanderbilt, Jr., 
cup in the accident that resulted in the 
death of Carl Mustel, his chauffer, hov
ered last night between life and death 
at the Nassau Hospital, in Mineola, L. 
I., now encouraging thé eager watchers 
by a brief return to consciousness and 
again throwing them into despair by re
lapsing into , insensibility. Whether 
Mr. Arents will live or ale depends on 
whether the wound at the base of his 
skull proves to be a fracture. Mrs. 
Arents, the young wife, who had a pre
sentiment of evil and begged her hus
band not to enter the race, remains con
stantly at his side. Thus it is that the 
future is revealed through startling pre
sentiments.

On Sunday, October 9,- W. J. Colville 
lectured In Spiritual Temple, Indianapo
lis, to two very large and enthusiastic 
audiences. He lectures there daily till 
Oct. 16 inclusive, and returns to St. 
Louis, Oct. 17, where his address Is 2612 
Lafayette avenue.

Mrs. J. M. Elms writes irom Jackson, 
Mich. : "The Progressive Thinker is the 
best Spiritualistic paper in the whole 
world for revealing the facts, phenom
ena and philosophy of Modern Spiritual
ism.”

Jos. Meives expresses his great ad
miration lor the writings of the Califor
nia philosopher, Charles Dawbarn. He 
says: “I don’t think that when in spirit 
land we shall need horses, carriages, 
dwelling houses and many other earth
ly things, hardly fit for any use there. I 
do not know what your occupation is, 
but when you have time to spare, then 
please give us more of your knowledge 
and please excuse me for addressing 
you as an entire stranger, and old Ger
man farmer.”

Louise E. Zimmermann writes from 
Elmira, N. Y.: “The summer has 
passed and with the fall season coffies 
the resuming of active work with the 
different societies, which have been en
joying a season of rest and recuperation 
preparatory to renewal of effort In the 
promulgation of Truth. On Sunday, 
October 9, the First Spiritualist Church 
of this city again opened its doors, with 
the much-loved, earnest worker, Mrs. 
Tillie U. Reynolds as speaker and mes
sage bearer. She. was warmly wel
comed by two well-attended services 
and the outlook is bright for the good 
work which always attends her efforts. 
Mrs. Reynolds remain's with us three 
weeks, after which she goes to attend 
the mass-meeting at West Potsdam, N. 
Y., and will be followed by other speak
ers during the season.”

Curtis A. Gould, secretary writes: 
"Immediately succeeding the afternoon 
service, Sunday, September 25, and 
through the efficiency of Rev. Nellie S. 
Baade, of Detroit, Mich., a society 
known as the First Progressive Spirit
ual Sunday-School was organized at 
Watertown, N. Y., electing for its pres
ent officers Eugenia Rouble, superin
tendent and organist; Curtis A. Gould, 
secretary; Mrs. Ida Baldwin, treasurer; 
Mrs. Fanny Butts, librarian, and enroll
ing some 20 members through whose 
unanimous voice Rev. Baade kindly 
consented to act as teacher as long as 
she remains in Watertown. The prin
ciples of the society are those of a Sun
day-school—Bible class and auxiliary to 
the main society combined and has for 
its objects firstly, the spiritual educa
tion of all children who may attend;., 
secondly, a thorough study of the Bible 
with whoever may care to join us for 
the purpose of gaining a better under
standing of its teachings; thirdly, to 
work together in any legitimate way 
that can be agreed upon to help the 
main society support our temple and 
Spiritualism; fourthly, to live our Spir
itualism by doing whatever may help 
us unfold our better natures or be a 
benefit to those with whom we come in 
contact. The society is now on a sub
stantial basis and a number of things 
relative to the cause are under way. 
This coupled with the regular work 
Rev. Baade does as a lecturer and test 
medium is marking as memorable an 
epoch of spiritual history in our city, as 
this is the first time a movement of this 
nature has ever been put afoot, and we 
feel -through all she has accomplished 
since serving our society that you will 
hear, from us again in good report” 
» Miss Marie Patschke writes: “The 
Church and Society Students of Nature, 
chartered under the I. S. 8. A., will have 
a ceremonial and public installation of 
officers, Sunday evening, October 30, at 
Nathan Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue; pastor, Mrs. 
M, Schumacher.”

iSdies will be especially interested 
In the- report that a Paris hypnotist 
claims to have discovered a way. to 
make a Woman think-she has not lived 
so many years, by ten to thirty; as. she 
has really lived,'and that by the simple 
means of hypnotic suggestion. Of 
course it will add to the enjoyment' of 
one’s life, and even add to one’s years 
on earth, and perhaps also to one’s 
comeliness of features, to be made to 
think and feel that one Is still young. 
One of the peculiarities of the matter 
is, that a woman thus “suggested” will 
manifest the manners naturally, per-^ 
taining to the age which she thinks is" 
hers, even though she thinks she is an 
infant

The Spiritual Truth Society meets ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30, at Hopkins! 
Hall, No. 528 W. 63d street. Messages 
follow each meeting. Ladies Auxiliary 
to the Englewqpd Union, meets every 
Thursday at 2 oclock. All are welcome 
to these meetings., Isabella M. Pow
derly president . ■.

E. Clifford writes from Walnut, Ill.: 
“Mrs. T. Lindsey is here, speaking and 
giving tests to large audiences, and "is 
starting a Spiritualist society.”

G. Chafee writes of a delightful 
dream or vision that he had of seeing 
his wife who had passed to spirit life. 
She spoke of the pleasant-times she 
was having, and seemed to be supreme
ly happy in her. spirit home,

Awakening from a .dream in which 
he believed (hat he had-caught a large 
fish and that it was aiout to escape, 
■Bernard Schmidt, 44 years old, leaped 
into the lake from the Fifty-ninth street 
pier, Chicago, and narrowly escaped 
drowning, A physician was summoned 
and after half an hour’s work revived 
him.

Dr. Beverly writes: “The Spiritual 
Science Society will give Its next Dance 
and Box Party, Saturday evening, Nov, 
5. Every lady who brings a lunch will 
be admitted free, and secure a partner 
for the evening. Free tea and coffee 
will be served; also a lunch tor those 
who bring none. We have made . ar
rangements to have a fine time. The 
grand Masquerade Bail will be held 
.Saturday evening, December 3. These 
parties are at Arlington Hall’. The first" 
.prize donated Is a clear deed to a lot in 
a winter resort in the healthiest part of 
Florida, surrounded by orange groves 
and flowers. This town is not far from 
Lake Helen, so you’ean attend .the win
ter camp-meeting. Every ticket will 
also have a chance at another lot ad
joining, so eppre and work for this par
ty, and you may strike it rich. Our 
free reading-room is also being blessed 
with donations from our friends, Wal
ter DoVoe has given us .-his. book on 
Healing. Dr. Conger brought us an arm 
load of choice reading. All are accept
able, for we have a hungry people, and 
surely that will bring anyone into the 
light and truth.”

r Henry Ahrensmeler, whose hypnotic 
feats in England have attracted wide 
attention, went to London a year ago 
from Beloit, Wls. He came to Beloit 
from Madison about ten years ago and 
worked in a machine shop until his 
hypnotic performance and skill in mag
ic brought him before the public. One 
of Ahrensmeier’B favorite feats is the 
driving of horses while blindfolded. 
His. last Beloit drive will bo remem
bered. *Four horses were hitched to a 
coupe filled with well known citizens 
and the horses ran away. Ahrens
meler kept his seat and landed Its pas
sengers In safety. But it was a thrill
ing experience and made Ahrensmeier’s 
fortune.

J. Kennedy Magee writes:- “I cannot 
do without your-valuable paper; it helps 
me to think and progress.”

People have their experience with 
fraud in France as well as here. A 
New York paper says: "Another spirit, 
recently raised In Paris, that of a dead 
husband, has shown a good deal of wit. 
His widow, wishing to marry again, ap
plied to a medium and asked her to 
communicate with her late husband, to 
find out whether or not he objected to 
the woman’s remarriage. The initial 
expense of the affair cost the woman 
150 francs, and brought her the informa
tion that the dead man was, for his sins, 
then actually in hell. By orders of 
the medium a note for 1,000 francs, to
gether with some jewelry formerly 
worn by the dead man, was placed in a 
vase and. covered with a veil. Then, 
enjoining upon the widow to spend the 
night in prayer, and to burn lavender 
and sugar in the morning, the medium 
took her leave of the client, informing 
her that the answer to heriilnqulry 
would be found In the place In which 
the money had been deposited. The1 
following’ day the widow,. accordingly, 
tremblingly opened the goblet .and' 
looked for the promised message. She - 
found a slip of paper containing these-' 
words: ‘I wish my successor joy, if he 
is still willing to have you after this 
exhibition of your folly.’”

At a meeting ’of the Society of Hyp- 
nology and Psychology, in Paris, the 
other day,, report was read from Dr. 
Korpvine, of theMoscow asylum for In
ebriates, where experiments for the 
cure of drunkenness by hypnotic sug
gestion have been carried out for three 
years. Dr. Korovine claims 22 per cent
of radical cures out of some 
tients. ^He says that out of 
tients hypnotized 84.4.per cent 
drink any alcohol for a week,

300 
323 
did
27.7

par 
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not 
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cent for more than a month, but only 
3.1 per cent for the whole time of thp 
treatment—that is to say, for six 
months.

Mrs. Clara L. Stewart writes from 
Whitewater, Wls.: “Last summer after 
I was appointed to a new office, finan
cial secretary, with the same old duties, 
viz., soliciting funds for the Morris 
Pratt Institute, I conceived the idea of 
sending out postal cards with a circular 
letter, ' asking for pledges annually, 
semi-annually, or quarterly. Some of
them have found their way back to me, 

them, but theand some funds with
most surprising of all is a card from 
Pittsburg, Pa., signed ‘Santa Claus,’ 
promising fifty dollars; and about two 
weeks ago imagine my surprise on open
ing a common letter, with no possible 
way of tracing the sender, to find two 
twenty dollar notes and one ten dollar 
note, signed Santa Claus. Not knowing 
how to reach our benefactor to thank or 
even receipt him, I placed the matter 
before the executive committe ' last 
week, and obtained instructions to em
ploy the press In the effort to do so. 
I trust bur unknown friend will read 
this note of thanks and gratitude, and 
that others will' also catch the inspira
tion. However, I hope for safety to the 
sender, th? receiver,: and ’the school, 
that if others are as generals, they will 
employ some means to 'assure them
selves that the letter does not miscarry, 
or'4he funds be wrongly appropriated 
as might easily be done,' and no one 
know where the Blame rightfully rest
ed. We are grateful to the sender‘of 
this 'fifty dollars—-first, for the school, 
and second for the faith he certainly 
must have had in ub to trust it in this 
manner.” ' • ■ > I

Agnes Robinson writes: “The Univer
sal Occult Society, 77 East 31st street, 
'Hall C, was entertained'and instructed 
by a large array of medlumistlc talent, 
alterndoff and evening, last Sunday. 
The conference meeting at 2 p. m. was 
addressed by Rev. Mr. Fraser, the boy 
medium from Colorado; Mr. Marsh, 
Hon Gilray, Mrs. MacMinemen, Mrs. 
Vaughn, Mr. Hillis and Mme. Holton- 
Upson." In the'evening an instructive 
pddress was given by Mr. Fraser under 
control of Rev. Phillips' Brooks, Bos
ton’s famous divine, followed by Maud 
Lord Drake, the old-time worker, who 
contemplates spending the; .winter in 
Chicago, followed1 by Lora Holton-Up
son, the musical psychic, through whom 
was given a beautiful Bong' message, 
containing tests to Mrs. Lord-Drake. 
Mr. Drake made - some pertinent re
marks upon the present status of Spir
itualism and’ fraudulent mediumship. 
Mrs. McMinemen, Mre, Vaughn and- Mr. 
Fraser gave readings, the; latter giving 
full names, all recogriizbd. We hope, to 
see a full house next Sunday. Mrs. 
Lord Drake will give tests in the even
ing, and Mme. Holton-Upson will give 
clairvoyant musical readings; We; 
were also favored, with selections on i 
the mandolin and pla"r', by Mme. Upson i 
and Prof. Georgia.”

A social circle Is held at frequent inter-' 
vais at tlie home ot Martha Rudd, on- 
North 20QL street. The city officials 
have put ai$25>4ax on practicing medi
ums, which: MngRudd has paid. If me
diums’are jtobm thus assessed, should 
not all persons rwho give private con
sultations^ ajj^rofessional nature, be 
served thÇAametway,. including lawyers, 
physicians and, phrenologists? The 

■ constitution trfijpwa says that no such 
special laWs slssdl .be passed, but that 
the laws) mudLfipply Impartially. The 
comparative indifference of the people 
toward Spiritualism it a curious com
ment on mankind, though I notice that 
Harper’s V/eekly and Mr. Stead's Eng
lish Review of Reviews, os well as such 
modest.publications as the Literary Di
gest, give to spirit return a rather 
eager attention; A revival of ancestral 
worship seems to have appeared over 
the civilized world."

■ The profits of necromancy, which has 
i many adherents in tills vicinity, espe
cially among women, have been so 
great in New York recently that many 
new fakirs have sprung up in this field. 
Lately they .'have taken to the practice 
of advertising In such woman's maga
zines as would accept their matter, and 
a golden harvest has resulted. Over 80 
per cent of ‘the "clients” of clairvoyants 
are women. An astounding case of cre
dulity was developed by the arrest of 
a. fortune teller. A widow of means 
paid over, ?1,000 to this' charlatan, who 
promised to rend the veil of her future. 
He sent à man into her neighborhood 
and got a line on her acquaintances. 
Then he told her many things abouti 
herself which she thought were close 
secrets. ft .'

’ . N, H. Eddy'writes from Buffalo, Ni 
Y.: “Sunddy evening, October 9» Mrs, 
Georgia Gladys Cooley closed her six 
weeks’ engagement with the First Spir
itual Society pf Buffalo, Prospect ave
nue and jersey street. Mrs; Cooley has 
rendered very efficient and satisfactory 
service. She has a very pleasing man
ner In presenting the philosophy, phe
nomena and truths of Spiritualism to 
the people. Good audiences have lis
tened to the teachings as voiced 
through her mediumship. Mayflower, 
her guide, has done most excellent 
work in giving the messages of the 
spirit, very accurate in description and 
detail, and acknowledged as correct by 
those receiving same.”

Mrs. Thos A; Beard writes from 
Brooklyn, N. Y.: "I have just recently 
been converted to your soul-inspiring 
religion, and have become a subscriber 
to The Progressive Thinker. 1 wish to 
mention two honest mediums we have 
with us, the Harvey Brothers, trumpet 
mediums. We sent for them from the 
far west—Kansas. They have been wltn 
us the past three months and have 
proved to bo thoroughly honest. They 
àre located'at 68 Decatur street, and, 
on last Tuesday, October 4, one of our 
leading dàilles 'had a most commend
able article in reference to their work. 
Their seances are conducted in the 
most spiritual mannr; while religious 
they are pot on the old orthodox Idea. 
With the Harvey Brothers we tali di
rect to oi|r deputed friends, under con
ditions th$t there is no room for doubt.”

Mrs. Jo^n Jarvus writes from Denver, 
Col.: “After reading the report of Mrs. 
Alice Gehring’s work, and of the test 
seance, I thought I would say to the 
readers tpat her name hereafter will 
be Alice Gehring Bqtterson, as she was 
married '§ept. ?1, by Rev. Marshal of 
our'Taith.,Mr.Patterson is a college 
graduate, ^medium, also a fine lecturer.- 

-He has jpr’ithe; last two years been con- 
necté.d'tiith-'theÿbper School of Oratory 
of Chicago. Wé know that by their 
combined forces a great work can be 
done. They have been holding meet
ings for the last month in How Hall, 
and every body has been satisfied. The 
lectures were of a high order. Mrs. 
Gehring is the only* medium In this 
city who holds all her seances, both 
private and public under strict test 
conditions. I say what we know to be 
pure and true, let us hang up to the 
public as readily as we do the frauds. 
We can only say, long may these souls 
live to carry on their good work.”

The following is from Brooklyn, N. 
Y.: "Sunday evening, October 9, the 
Chuch of Sacred Communion held Its 
regular Sunday evening service at 1246 
Bedford avenue./We had with us the 
noted speaker. Dr. Lyman of Brooklyn, 
N. Y„ who told/us ot his. experiences, 
and gave some, very grand and good ad
vice for the cause of Spiritualism. Our 
services are conducted in a very spirit
ual way by our president, Mr. J. D. 
Glover. Miss E. C. Resch, our medium, 
is still doing her noble work of giving 
visitors messages from their departed 
friends in the spirit world. Seats free. 
All welcome.”

Chas. H. Green writes : "Sunday af
ternoon, Oct. 9, 1904, Miss N. G. War
ren delivered an inspirational lecture 
before the Rising Sun Spiritualist Mis
sion, followed by Rev. Thos S. Warner 
and Mrs. Andrews, one of our mediums. 
Mrs. Gifford offered some very convinc
ing tests. Mrs- G. W. Greene, president 
of the Ladies Auxiliary, made a few re
marks about the objects and purposes 
of that body and Induced several ladies 
present to join. That evening, Dr. J. R. 
McFarland, a speaker of unquestionable 
merit, addressed a very large and ap
preciative audience. Mrs. Kirchner, 
who has just returned from an exten
ts ve tour of several of the large eastern 
cities, addressed the . meeting,^speaking 
of the conditions of Spiritualism in the. 
East ah® Of ’Its. strength there.-; zMrs. 
Kirchner also favored us with a few 
very convincing; exhibitions of spirit 
phenomena,: Sunday, October 23j- Mr. 
Jas. E. Coe win address us. - Spirit 
messages'by numerous mediums are a 
feature of bur meetings, to which we 
cordially invjte all.” ■ '

Dr. Millard F. Hammond, the medium 
through whom /'Compensation” was 
written, Isjiiow.in Indianapolis, Ind. He 
writes: “I arrived here to find there was 
no regularÿj spiritual meetings being 
held, although t^gre is a fine church on 
thé corneffifif Vermont and New York 
streets, known aa the. First. Spiritual 
Church, T|4ls building is owned prin- 
'cipallÿ by ope person, and as -the. Spir
itualists ofjlpdlannpdlis have failed to 
pay their çljare of the expense of run
ning the mgçtingp, they have had no 
regular meeting^ for some time. I Im
mediately iiétartgj in to open this 
church, when, to my dedght I discovered 
that W.J. ipolvllje had got the start of 
me, and wpg to^speak there twice on 
Sunday, tne^ 9tty and still ' more good 
news awaited me, In that the Indiana 
State Spiritualist Association is to hold, 
a mass-meeting in this church on .Oct. 
14,15 and 16, and at this time and place 
many noted .workers, in Spiritualism, 
will be ¡present, including President 
Barrett of.the N. S. A., and others who 
may be oh their way to attend the N. S’.; 
A; at St- Louis the-week following. A 
good time is expected, and T ain fortu
nate in being here at this time.”

i Mrs. John Lindsey was employed two 
Sundays by Dr. Beverly's society. She

i has been’also at Walnut, IB.; where she 
| has done a good work. She would like 
I to make other’engagements to lecture 
I and glvé'tests. - Address her at No. 326
Ninth street. Grand Rapids; Mich,

H. S..■ Johnston writes from Dinuba, 
Oal.: “AJlowme tq congratulate you on 
die grand work and the great good yóu 
are accomplishing, through your noble 
paper, The Progressive Thinker. When 
in Los Angeles In July last, I had the 
pleasure of meeting Mrs. Peterellea, 
and I found her a most elegant lady ”

Dr. A. B. Carnahan writes from Old
town, Ky.: “My friends, Mrs. Blake and 
Mrs. Fulks, the psychics, near Hunt
ington, W. Va., have trumpet manifes
tations in the light, something similar 
to Mrs. Vestal. They algo hold- dark 
seances occasionally where voices are 
independent. They have a guitar that 
Illes around the room, keeping time 

.with the singing of the sitters, and in- 
oependent singing. I was at one two 
years ago that lasted from 7:30 "to 
12:30. They are good old ladies. They 

i all just sit around the dining-room 
table. i There are no trance conditions." 

i Devi Wood writes as follows: “Grand 
I Ledge camp is a beautiful grove situ
ated near Grand River, whose banks are 
Indeed romantic and picturesque, with 
trees of different varieties and over
hanging rocks zand clllfs. During my 
stay, I was intuitively drawn to the 
caves and rocks of wonderful formation 
to commune if possible with the Record
ing Angel of past ages, to tell ®e 
whence they came? their origin, their 
age, their history; but all was silent 
save the overhanging branches, the 
chirp of the birds and the noise of the 
meandering river below, all responding 
In one grand chorus, 'From the bosom 
of Nature we-came.’ After the camp 
closed I stopped at the city of Green
ville to visit kindred friends, and dur
ing my stay I made some observations 
on lines of mental growth anti unfold- 
ment in the ranks of old Theology on- 
all religious themes.”

E. R. Fielding writes from Washings 
ton, D. C.: “The Ladies’ Aid of the First 
Association held its annual meeting for 
the election of ..officers. Mrs. W. M. 
Farrow, president; Mrs. M. Price, vice- 
president; Mrs. F. A. Wood, secretary, 
and Mrs. Duell, treasurer. The Ladies’ 
Aid met at Mr. and Mrs. Hinkle's to 
greet them In their new home; also to 
welcome Mrs. M. J. Stephens, lyceum 
teacher, whQ'jhas been absent for nearly 
a year. After the business of the so
ciety was finished, Mrs. Beckman pre
sented Mrs. Stephens with a handsome 
bouquet in behalf of the society. Mrs. 
Congdon made the presentation speech. 
Mrs. M. T. Longley, secretary of the N. 
S. A., made a few remarks as to the ad
visability of how we should act, and 
what privileges will be granted for 
rooms and cots in the hospitals for sick 
mediums and Spiritualists. The emer
gency fund is growing an<J this fund is 
set aside for that purpose. J. Clegg 
Wright, who is the speaker for the 
First Association for the month of Oc
tober, was one of the gpests of the eve- 
ening. He responded Tn his usual way. 
He paid a glowing tribute to the ladies, 
especially the bàchelor girls; we have 
forgotten whether he used the term 
‘old maids.’ Mrs. Duell rendered a few 
selections on the harp. Mr. Duell gave 
a recitation, and Mrs. Congdon gave 
several character readings. Mrs. A. M. 
Zoller and Mrs. ! Hinkle gave tests. 
After refreshments were served, the 
meeting dispersed to meet next Thurs
day at Mr. and Mrs. Lees’ better known 
as Mrs. Zoller. Mrs. M. T. Longley was 
the speaker fpr the Educational Spirit
ualist Society. Mr. and Mrs. Nobbe 
hold meetings every Sunday in Woon’s 
Hall. This society is a. branch of the 
German Spiritualist Society, organized 
by Max Gentske, editor of a well-known 
German paper, published in Chicago. 
Mr. and Mrs. William Keeler have re
turned to their home on Ronoake 
street Mr. Wm. Crump, the magnetic 
healer ,has returned to his home. Miss 
Susie Clarke of Cambridge, Mass., was 
a caller. She Is on her way to attend 
the convention of the N. S. A., to be 
held In St. Louis.”

Mrs. Anderson writes: "Mrs. G. A. 
Cowen entertained Oct. 7, a large and 
enthusiastic company at her first social 
for the winter, at her beautiful parlors 
in ‘The Roscoe, 1441 Roscoe Boulevard, 
city. Many strangers were present 
from Evanston, where Mrs. Hornbeck 
and Mrs. Cowen have been busy doing 
missionary work. Mrs. Cowen will hold 
her next social Oct. 22 and every Satur
day evening during the winter."

Geo. F. Perkins writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.: “Owing.to disappoint
ments I shall not be able to start east
ward just yet, hence have resumed my 
meetings after a month of silence, and 
hold forth at Odd Fellows' Building, 
Market street, every Sunday evening.”

Judd M. Covey writes: "Rev. Harry 
J. Moore of Chicago, and Mrs. Eva Mc
Coy of Marshalltown, Iowa, conducted 
meetings in the Masonic Opera House 
at Oskaloose, last Sunday. These two 
workers average the largest audiences 
of any who have been to Oskaloosa 
wlthlñjthe last three years. Mr. Moore 
is constantly in great demand all over 
the country, and wherever he has lec
tured he has had large audiences. Mrs. 
McCoy is also one of our thoroughly re
liable sensitives and is never out of em
ployment These two tireless workers 
successfully organized our society here 
last November, and we are negotiating 
for their return and hold meetings 
again next Sunday.”

T. W. Sherk writes: "Services at the 
Church of Spirit Communion, 4308 Cot
tage Grove avenue, last Sunday, proved 
to be a very genuine revival and its ef
fect will'long be felt. The programme, 
besides the lectures by Moses Hull, in
cluded messages by Mr. Coates, Mrs. 
Cochonour and other mediums; and 
songs by Mrs. Pierce, Dr. Freedman 
and a mixed quartette. The audiences 
were large and enthusiastic. We are 
glad to know that Mr. Hull will be with 
us again next month. Next Sunday we 
asl^ all our old workers to come to the । 
afternoon conference meeting. We.- 
want to get together for work. In the 

;ov.enlng Mr. Arnold wilL lecture. 
Amongiour other speakers in*the imme
diate future are Clara L. Stewart and 
Mrs; Cofa L. V. Richmond. Come and 
help us.”

W. S. Woods writes from Kokomo, 
¡ Ind.: “The Spiritualists and Freethink- 
I ers here have been enjoying a feast .of 
good things since the camp closed. We 
have hàd C. E. Winans with us for sev
eral materializing seances. In one se
ance a spirit stood in the doorway of 

¡ the cabinet; holding the curtains wide 
! apart so the light shown fairly on the 
médium. All the sitters could see the 
medium sitting in the chair dressed in 
black, at least six feet from where the 
spirit stood, dressed in white. It was 
a convincing sight. We had Mr. Jessup 
for two days, giving trumpet seances, 
all; well attended and splendid manifes
tations, both physical and spiritual, lec
tures, singing and messages. For the 
past year, we have had quite frequently 
Isaac Davis, who is one of the best 
trumpet mediums; his . manifestations 
are varied, and ofa refined and elevat
ing character./ Hé left last night for 
St Louis, where he.will stop a few days 
when he-will make à tour of thé west, 
and I can say to all whom he may. .meet, 

i that .they will And In Isaac,Davis i true 
and honest gentleman, and a refined 
and genuine medium.”

i Dr. Louis H. Freedman has removed 
to ’66r W- Monroe street,,.phone 3203 
Ashland, where he has opened a private 
¿sanitarium, lor city'and out of town pa
tients. Hours 12 to 2 and.5’to 8 daily.

i Mrs. Freedman, the well known psychic, 
gives sittings dally;, public circles

Wednesday evenings and Friday after-1 
r.ooue at 3 o'clock. i

•Isa Wilson Kayner writes that when | 
she left her home In Chicago to journey I 
towards Texas, she stopped at Winfield, I 
Kansas, for one week’s work, and had 
good results while there. It was a I 
pleasure for her to be among the people | 
there. She says Kansas is a good field, i 
and ought to have missionaries at work, 
especially in tlie small towns. She lett I 
there for tlie San Antonio state conven
tion, Texas, but only, remained tor one 
day, as good Brother Ring sent her on 
to take charge of his Temple at Galves
ton. She met a warm welcome there. 
She says that The Progressive Thinker 
is in great demand wherever she goes 
and all wish we had continued the Open 
Court longer, for no honest medium 
who loves their work need fear tiie re
sults of such inquiry, but should Jielp, 
rather than hinder tlie work.

Dr. C. I. Kehligua of Canton, Ohio, is 
in the city this week attending to priv
ate business. The Doctor is a cultured 
young man, and being a splendid psy
chic, he will make his mark (in the 
world, and do much to promote our glo
rious cause.

L. Bradley writes from Bloomington, 
Ill.: ‘‘We have just had the two good 
workers for the cause with us tor two 
meetings, Oct. 3 and 4. Mr. and Mrs. 
E. W. Sprague gave very interesting 
lectures on the 4th; had full house, peo
ple standing and sitting on the floor, 
which was an excellent start, after hav
ing been closed for the summer. After 
the lecture we held a business meeting 
and elected your humble servant as del
egate’to the N. S. A. convention. We 
Will have with us on Sunday, Mrs. A. E. 

, Kibby, a fine lecturer and test medium 
from Cincinnati, Ohio. We hope to 
awaken some of the silent souls here.”

S. J. DeYoung, a minister who be
lieves in Spiritualism, writes: “In the 
name of Christiariity much crime and 
evil have been committed but only by 
those who did not yet fully understand 
Christianity, or who lacked the power 
of it in their hearts and lives. Chris
tianity must not be blamed for the bar
barisms of Old Testament times. If all 
lived up to the teachings of Jesus 
Christ there would not be a war or a 
crime in all the world. He said, ‘Thou 
shalt love the Lord thy God (perfectly), 
and thy neighbor as thyself.’ This law 
He considered the essence of Christian
ity. I believe in Spiritualism, but also 
in Jesus Christ as the greatest teacher 
ever known In the world, and in Chris
tianity as the hope of mankind. Dog
mas and creeds may come and go in dif
ferent ages, and some of them cannot 
stand Investigation and are bad, but 
Christianity, or God as revealed In 
Christ, is our star of hope. Because 
some ministers, who are wedded to out- 
of-date creeds and othqrs who are not 
open to conviction, do not at once ac
cept Spiritualism 1b no reason why you 
should sack to destroy Christianity. 
True Christianity and Spiritualism are 
not antagonistic but harmonious. It is 
only the creeds and personal opinions 
of many ministers and Christians that 
oppose you. I can see no reason why 
one should renounce the Bible and 
Christianity because he accepts Spirit
ualism. They are not at all necessarily 
contradictory.”

C. H. Figuers writes from Cleveland, 
Ohio: “Our hall meetings began the 
first Sunday in September and have 
been well attended. One evening in 
September there was quite a large class 
of children christened, their parents de
siring the same, and being willing to 
train their children in the beauties of a 
spiritual life. The hall was profusely 
decorated with cut flowers, and the mu
sic furnished by Mr. Phil Herder, Jr;j 
and Mrs. Mulder, was appropriate ana 
spiritual in its nature. All the other so
cieties are now in full operation and 
have good audiences. Last Sunday 
evening the East End Spiritual Society, 
1749 Superior street, C. H. Figuers, 
chairman, gave a musical entertain
ment for the benefit ot our ‘Poor Broth
er Fund,’ which was a fine affair, al
though the audience was small. The 
music furnished by Mr. Phil Herder, 
Jr., Mrs. Laura Mulder, Master Alexan
der Herder, Mrs. Birdie Woodrough, 
Mrs. Edith Fitzgibbons, Mr. Fitzgibbons 
and Mrs. C. H. Figuers was of a very 
high order of excellence, as was also 
the readings of Miss Nellie Burchwald 
and Miss Alice Rell. Nearer the holi
days we may have another entertain
ment for the same purpose. After sev
eral removals the past summer, we are 
now located at 391 Willson avenue, and 
will be pleased to meet any of the 
friends who may be passing through 
Cleveland.”

G. H. Elliott writes from Edgewood, 
Iowa: "Mre. Virginia Bryan of Chicago, 
who is a worker in the spiritual!,field, 
has been with us for a few days, and 
has. created considerable interest and 
inquiry in the community relating to 
the spiritual philosophy and subjects 
connected therewith. While here she 
gave at the Rosenkranz school house 
three lectures on Spiritualism. Her 
lectures here are the first that has been 
given to the public on the philosophy, 
and they were well received. We re
gret she could jiot have remained with 
us a longer time, but we feel that the 
way has been opened for other workerj 
to follow and a warm welcome for her 
return in the near future if circum
stances permit. A good medium who 
can give the genuine phenomena in con
nection with lectures on the philosophy, 
could do a good work among us.”

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Passed to spirit life, Mrs. Helen M., 
Wife of Dr. J. Q. Schoonover, at her 
home in Santa Éarbara, Cal., of paraly
sis, at’ the age of 73 years. She had 
been an ardent Spiritualist for many 
years. She was ready and axious to go. 
She "passed away peacefully without a 
struggle. She leaves (beside her hus
band) one son to mourn their loss, 
which is her gain. Deceased had been 
a constant reader of the The Progress
ive Thinker since its first publication.

J. C. S.

Passed to spirit life, in Chicago, Oct 
7, 1904, bur Sister Margaret Sickel, be
loved mother of' our Brother Rudolf 
Sickel, and an honored member of Bund 
der Warhelt No. 18. . She left the earth 
life in her 62nd year, having been a 
Spiritualist'oyer half the years of her 
earthly pilgrimage. Interment at 
Graceland, under, the auspices of the 
above society, and funeral address by
the writer.. EMIL T. VAAS.

The many summer residents of Lake 
Pleasant, Mass., will be shocked to 
learn of.the transition of Mrs. L. Bar
ron of.Brooklyn, N. Y., wife of Mr. E. 
Barron; for-seventeen'years summer 
residents here.. The filmerai occurred 
on the 7th inst, and was conducted by 
R. F. Chtirchlll and Francis B. Wood
bury. ‘ A large company of friends were 
present, as she was universally respect
ed and loved for her many virtues. Ap
propriate music, was rendered by Mr. 
Chas. Bickford and Miss Elizabeth 
Bickford.

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY, 
t Greenfield, Mass.

Oct. 22, 1904

J. St,'cents.
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A GIFT OF THE GODS.

The- Proof of the Continuity of Life.

ERSiS

be said that if either society or the “or
dained” are unworthy, the other suffers 
from the reflected disgrace. An "ordi
nation,” from some societies, like dlplo,-. 
mas from some “institutes,” “colleges,"

This <j£partment is under the man- 
Bgementof

HUDSON TUTTLE..
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
. have called forth such a host of re- 

Bpondents, that to glvb all equal hear- 
; Jng compels tlie answers to be made In 

the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and tlie style becomes thereby as- 
Bertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting tor the appearance 01 
their questions and write lett<”” of in- 

i quiiy. The sppply of. matter..!’ ;lways 
’several weeks ahead of the ppace S*ven, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
■Every one has tô wait hie tlm® ana 
place, and all . are treated with equal 
favor.- j

NOTICE.—No attention Will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
dress must be given* or the letters will 
mot be read. It the request be W;de, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of tills department nas 
become excessively large, especially tot
ters of Inquiry requesting private am 
awers, and while I freely give 
ever information I am able, the oral’ 
nary courtesy of correspondents is1 ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

F. H. P.: Q. What of the Interna- 
• tional Spiritual Association? I attend

ed a so-called "ordination," and the me- 
. dium paid $50 for the same.

■ , A. 1 have never heard of the associ
ation named, and while the National 
Spiritualists Association grants certifi
cates to capable persons, at a nominal 
fee, we cannot understand why anyone 
Should give fifty dollars for what prac
tically is of no more value than a cer
tificate recommending a patent medi
cine. Mediumship cannot be bought, 
nor Influence gained or sustained- by 
"ordination,” even of'the most popular 
society. A society can only recognize 
ability, and introduce it to the public. 

-,The benefit is mutual, and it may also

^Pff^P jpjwwpw

THOUGHTS 'ARE THINGS. 
' ■'I-'"“ f .

To the Editor:-—fl'he article that you 
reproduce : from the Chicago , Inter 
Ocean, as coming from Mr. Leadbeater, 
is decidedly significant of the growth of 
liberality, and the Increased tendency to 
listen to what “the1 other fellow” has to 
say; it has been one of the leading 
characterfisticSi of humanity, that every 
one who made a discovery of- any kind 
thought his discovery was the only one 
wbrth considering—result: tlie numer
ous creeds, dogmas and theories—every 
one of which is right (?).

I have often wondered if our Spirit
ualists were not a little . inclined to 
think that they had all there 'was to be 
learned in connection with life here and 
hereafter, and have asked myself, “will 
they not be brought up with a halt some 
day, only to find that while they were 
‘blowing’ about the superiority of what 
they had done some one else had stolen 
the plums”? Human nature is’so much 
alike, no matter what garb the owner 
of the body in-which that particular 
specimen manifests; that everyone is 
a little inclined to think that ho-, or she, 
has been selected of all jnon to receive 
the only true revelation (?). ■_

Each dav the conviction is forced 
upon me that we, none of US get. more 
than a fragment of the truth, and get 
so carried away with that that we ha-ve 
no. time to grow large enough to cpm- 
prehend more; as a consequence I be
gin to see that some of the people we 
have been condemning have something, 
good to listen to.

• Not long ago I heard one of our 
: speakers make the assertion that ‘The

osophy is the sum total of all the Ig
norance of the ages," or words to that 
effect; I have pitied him a good many 
times, and do so. more and more as I 
learn that there are many in the fold 
who are as earnest as we are ourselves 
—and who really believe in the com
munion of souls, A good many of us 
think that we are Spiritualists simply 
because we believe that the dead live 
on, and can sometimes communicate 
with their friends of earth; that, how
ever, does not constitute a Spiritualist 
—my mother -was a Catholic, yet she

• believed that the dead were at times 
, permitted to show themselves—she not 

only believed it, but knew it; my -fa-
■ ther was a .man who had, traveled 
' over the wo’rld, was an Episcopalian, 
. o^ Church of England man, who knew 
i nothing about Spiritualism, yet told me 
■ that he knew the spirits of the dead

Ab Viewed by an Exponent; of New 
Thought ■ <

Dr. J. M, Peebles doubts the truth ot 
the .statement ihàs;t'Thopghts .are 
things." The Standèrd/.JÒiytlojiB.ry 
states that a “thing” is .“^nÿ’êepirate 
or diBtlnguishablè' oÇjth'eught." 
To the -vision ot Ü 'highly /.’cultivated 
Clairvoyant, thoughts qrg Visible.*.££,.dis
tinguishable objects?.An'd'i.b.iliqsight 
of spirits' of any degree .of'.ùntóliljijent 
they are objects of'thqught.. Tfielniraan 
body with its positive^ ^iiff "te($it.ive 
forces may be coipp^re^i .to M Çléptric 
generator. The elécti-Jç'Çjaphihè, gives 
off sparks of electrfç;,ppçFgy,’ visible lb 
physical sense; tlie human ‘li^tièry 
gives’off sparks of. intéillgènt'fQrqç vis
ible to the senses'of clairvoyant^, and 
spirits. The prayers'anilaspiratjóns of 
mortals become visible'before'tìje.piglit 
of the ministering Bpifits of Gpè,. and 
according to tlieir wisdom they read in 
the auric Coloring of fho.ughf Jlie desire, 
purpose and quality ' of. , tngr thinker. 
.Tirus through 'the prayers . ftflif, ngplra- 
tions of mortals benefleejji ¡gplrlts. are 
often drawn to ^id.'the suffèfing,.heal 
thè sitk and inspire .'those '.wlio make 
their wants known ill heaven. /,

The npbler the motive , of ? thè pne 
seeking help' from; above, the-grpater 
the power and wisdom of those fligt re
spond. I know from ’ siy own experi
ence that thoughts are creative,, for in 
answer to my prayers for strength to 
live a pure and spiritual life, thought 
forces nave been sown in my,-nature 
^hàt have healed me mentally and 
physically, and inspired me with that 
love which ever seeks to uplift and in- 
epire’ others. . I also know from much 
experience that thoughts as things 
continue to grow by drawing to tliein- 
Belves more substance of the same 
quality, becoming veritable' imps if 
their quality is bad, and miniature an
gels of mercy if tholr quality is benefi
cent Those beautiful cherubs that in
habit the celestial atmosphere and,con- 
tinually "behold the face óf their 
Father” are spoken of by the inhabit
ants of those realms as tlie "Thoughts” 
of God. Surely they are things.

DR. DDFttS FAMOUS BOOKS
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books for all spiritualists to peruse.

traled with coloredplctuKsaliowhit; all lurmh 
ar H/odlseusea, with desert pllvh ill each anil 
how they can lie cured at home by dropping 
mild medicine Into tho eyes. . Gives history ot 
thousands of caseb cured ulat way. Book tella 
how io keep eyes healtbyiura' strong. MSivea 
rules of health and many
eyes which every one should L^now. SeUdfor, 
Book today; it la Free.

BOOK OB DEAFNESS UoafuwaJn'aU 
Ibruis, what tausirot.jmd bow Ui. cured. Telia 
btwlovuro Ueadhulhen, lUnglug.lu the Lara 
nod Culurrb.. .Telia.bow to prevent Jfeafnera 
Gives lull blsroryof how thousauda or people 
-all over the world-have restored-thole bearing 
with thia wonderful medical discovery. Telia 
Low hr, Coffee restored bls own hearing niter 
being deaf for many years, bend for Hook 
today; ills Free.- .

Hpeclal NqUee. When vrjllilS epearx which 
hook Is «lulled, as only one, either eye or ear Look, 
will ba sent to each party.- ’Itqaaorroouacost of 
prluthiK these L/Wka. make? tltl^iuireasary.
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claimed no cure without au 
operation. Heard of Dr 
Coffee’s treatment, used it 
one month as directed—cw i 
tee aa well as ever.
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Tell Your t of Dr. Coflee a free offer 
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they want. It will |ie tent fr^o. .
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Mediumship and Its Development, and. How to Mesmerize t<x<Assisti 
Development. An every-day useful instructor in Psychic Science. By 
W. H. Bach, Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper,-25 cents.’

"Rental Suggestion. By„Pr..J. Oehorowicz, ¡Price, $2. ■>.;
. ¡Mollie Fancher, or the Brooklyn Enigma. Giving an account ’of th« 
most marvelous case of spirit control on record. By Judge Abram H. 
Dailey, Price, $1.50. . I •

Mysteries of tije Seajipe, or Tricks and Traps of Bogus Mediums. By 
a hfe-long Spirituijlist.- .Being an expose of how fraudulent mediums 
perforin their tricks. Price, paper, 25 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge, A complete and overwhelming refutation 
of the Bible story of the Deluge. A very interesting pamphlet. By 
James M. McCann.' Price 15 cents.

Nature Cure, Th is is an excellent , hook for suffering humanity. It 
fennply tells howto prevent and cure the ills of the flesh m a natural way« 
By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. Price, cloth, fancy $2; common $1.50,

Nemesis of Chautauqua Lake, or Circumstantial Evidence. By Hon, 
A. B. Richmond. Cloth bound. Priee, 75 cents.

New Testament Stories Comically Illustrated. By Watson Heston, 
Price, cloth, $1.50; board cover, $1.

No Beginning. By W. H. Maple. A common sense demonstration of 
the non-existence of a first cause' thereby identifying God with nature. 
Priee, 75 cerjjs.

Obsession. Hew evil spirits influence mortals, and how to guard . 
against the same. A very necessary and interesting study for sensi
tives. By M. Faraday. 23 pages. - Price 10 cents.

Oceanides. A story of spirit life, by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, paper 
cover only, 50 cents.

etc., is more of disgrace than honor. । 
And this recalls the memory of a man 
who had been very successful and 
•’smart" in business. He had met a 
medium, and been told by his "spirit 
guides” that “he had a great mission,” 
and was a -wonderful medium. He re
tired from business, to attend-to this 
mission, whereby be was to be the one 
man called by the spirit world to turn 
the world over when ready, like a half- 
done pancake. His "mission” seemed 
to be running from one "wonder medi
um" to another, and he always returned 
filled with delight at the things he saw 
—manifestations which a bit of com
mon sense would have told him were 
impossible. The “spirit control” at last- 
promised through a “medium,” for a 
good hundred dollars, to "materialize” 
a tallsmanlc medal, or diploma, which 
■would be his passport to carry him fbr- 
ward in his mission_ He related to me

ichow he paid the money to the "medi
um,” who acted as treasurer, and as

ey sat in a dark room, down through 
/■\he ceiling dropped sometMng into his 
i lap. The light was turned on, and be

hold a splendid work of spirit art! He 
proudly drew it from his breast pocket, 
and held it in triumph before my face. 
“There it is,” he exclaimed. This is 
my credential from the spirit world, 

1 thrust directly through the roof and
ceiling into my hand I Who dare say 
that spirits cannot materialize or push 
matter through matter, when they see 
this?" ..

I took it from his hand for closer ex
amination, gingerly, perhaps, for there 
might be a magnetic power in it which 
would produce unknown effects. It ap
peared to be a disc of thin sole leather, 
the size of a small saucer, tho edges cut 
in notches. In a circle around the bor
der was written in pen-printed letters: 
“Adelonzo Blank is hereby certified to 
be an A. No. 1 medium." This was for 
him,"but there was something added for 
the public to whom it was to be pre
sented. A donkey cut out of bright tin 
was fastened in the center and the read
er might stop at the image, and catch 
the remarkable truthfulness of the cer
tificate.

“What do you think?” he brusquely 
asked. Now it is not always pleasant 
to be driven into a comer and com
pelled to tell exactly what you think. 
It gets you into trouble, usually, unless 
you think just as you are wanted to. So 
1 replied: "After seeing that medal, no 
one will dare dispute that the spirits 
can materialize and pass matter 
through matter, if they have other con
clusive evidence; nor can they dispute 
that it recommends you for exactly 
what you are.”

Victor Darnell: Q. An Episcopal 
church member says that his church is 
older than the Roman Catholic. Is this 
true?

A. Before Henry Vili, the Catholic 
religion claiming direct descendance 
from the Apostle Peter, was the state

were all around us and under some con
ditions could communicate, i

All of this goes to show that we are 
not atone in this belief that we are pre
senting to the world—the only thing is 
we have coined a word for an old truth. 
Our difference, perhaps, lies in the fre- 
dom with which we believe the deni
zens of another phase of life can. talk 
with those of tills degree—also in the 
difference of opinion as to the means 
of obtaining salvation, etc; but, do even 
these make one a Spiritualist any more 
than watching a carpenter make shav
ings makes of one a carpenter?

If there is nothing more than simple 
belief in a few points in the ethics of 
morals to make up the difference, that 
difference had better be thrown away, 
and we had better go back to the status 
of the “three Rs" in religious thought; 
what we want is something practical— 
something useful, logical and beneficial 
—something in fact that-will make us 
Just a little in advance of the adher
ents of the non-progresslve creeds and 
dogmas. I know that no religion in 
the world can present finer philosophy 
than can Spiritualism—all the wisdom 
of the past,- present and future IS on 
tap for us through the wonderful gift 
of mediumship, when we choose to al
low it to develop according to nature's 
and the spirit world’s best evolved 
plans; but the question that arises is, 
what use are we making of all of these 
privileges? Aro we allowing them to 
evolve us to a greater height than oth
ers have reached? and receiving (.hose 
most excellent lessons from the ages 
of the world of spirits, do we put them 
into practical application?

How many will deny the truth of the 
assertion when I say that we are not 
always putting those principles into use 
—when I aver that we have proven that 
we, too, have been guilty of the very 
thing that we scorn the “orthodox" for; 
I do not think many will attempt a de
nial. But lest they should, let us see: 
The orthodox have a devil of whom 
they are mightily afraid, and who is re
sponsible (?) for their misdemeanors— 
and a good many people who call them
selves Spiritualists have their guides, 
or their obsessing influences, who com
pel (?) them to do these things they 
would not have done otherwise (?), and 
the anger of each class waxes mighty 
if we so much as intimate that they had 
a little more to do with the misdeeds 
themselves, and that neither devils or 
guides are all to blame.

The orthodox says that tHe Spiritual-• 
ist is of the devil, and some of the Spir
itualists are sure that the devil never 
succeeded in getting out of the clutch
es of orthodoxy—and each one is sure 

■ that the other is unworthy of trust, and 
i gets belligerent, and wants to drive the 

other fellow’s ideas out of court—to 
sort o’ quash the evidence, as it were. 
This is not a diatribe against either 

[ Spiritualists or Orthodox, it is simply 
। a plea that will rise up in spite of every- 
। thing, for a little more of that'blessed 

quality of which we so often speak, 
that humanitarianism that we talk 

' about

Our thoughts are a very necessary 
“substance” to our spiritual friends it 
they would help us in healing at a dis
tance. Every one can- generate from 
Ms or her battery of energy thought 
forces that will work intelligently in the 
body of a patient to harmonize discord
ant conditions of mind and body. 
These thought forces are much more 
beautiful "things" when the soul of the 
sender is bright and strong wjth culti
vated spiritual power. They are more 
vital, more intelligent and more pow
erful as healing agencies according to 
the soul power of the healer, which 
power' is developed by use. The 
thought forces sent out by a cultivated 
soul In tlie body may be much . more 
powerful than those eent by an un
cultivated Bopl even though it be free 
from-the limitations of the body, be
cause we are spirits now and our.influ
ence on this or spiritual planes all de
pends upon our realization of wisdom 
and love.

Probably Dr. Peebles wants the state
ment qualified by tho word spiritual, be
cause he states that “if they be things, 
are they not the subjects of avoirdu
pois, something like lumps of chalk. 
Things imply form, weight, color, shape, 
etc.” They certainly have form, shape, 
and color and therefore are spiritual 
"things." As to the weight of thoughts, 
I have met' with patients bowed down 
under the weight of sorrow and con
demnation to the extent that the recu
perative forces of life, could not heal 
them. But when the truth, of immortal
ity and the truth of Divine-love had 
ifted or scattered the heavy ignorapt 
thoughts, life bounded free and joyous 
through. the veins and health was re
stored. Dr. Peebles’ statements have 
considerable “weight" with the Spirit
ualistic public, but I trust they may 
weigh my thoughts also and find them 
not wanting in reason and truth.

WALTER DE VOE.
Chicago, Ill.

wonderful Doctors told me 
that my baby would prob
ably bo blind for life. I used 
your medicine In bls eyes 
Just elevon days, and his sight Is perfect. Words 
cannot praise your treatmeat enough or express 
lay gratitude. . '

ofyeare;^
Latest portrait of Db. W. O. Coffee, of ™as gradujdly growing deaf. 

’ ■ Des Mo)nes, Iowa, who has made I took a recently
many remarkable cures of which Bett-led In my head,

uud Bearnm ™

Saved from Blladne.., Cataract. 
Removed, Mode 
Perfecta
Mr. W.’ W* Jenntugs, Linn 

Grove, Iowa, says:
Catarads on both of my eyes 

were gradually making me 
blind, operation was advised by 
a number of doctors. I would 

• not submit to it. I beard of Dr. 
1 Coffee's Mild Medicine. Treat- 

m ,. meat, used It, and obtained per- 
feet slghta. I. would advise all 

, afflicted that way to try bls 
V. w. Jennings. ueatment-

DR. ft 0. COFFEE,

sorption Treatment for two mouths and ob
tained perfect bearing.

Gradually Growing; Deaf from Chronic 
Cntarrli,.Considered Hopeloaa, Cured 
Permanently.
Mr, Fred. Harger, of Lovilia, 

Iowa, waa rapidly growing deaf; . 
trouble originated from chronic 
catarrh; had given up oil hopes 
of ever being cured; commenced / 
Dr. Coffee’s Treatment; im
provements noticed immedl- 
ately; hearing restored perfectly 
In short order. vbbb. KAEor.it.

812 Good Block, Des Moines, Iowa.

MRS. CLARA WAT^N ^XPLAINS.

/<. ’ll'
Dr. J. M. Peebles aija P^fawattamie 

Jones Did Not Fyjly Compre
hend Her. ’in 

___a Hi"
To the Editor:—In. vletCbf the tact 

that you gave space for two “broad
sides” of "shot and sflfell” jh be hurled 
at me at once, will you not’ftindy allow 
me opportunity to seiid !a harmless
missile back? !)J

One of the most discoiiftfglng feat
ures of public expression of opinion is; 
that invariably peopl'd". misunderstand 
your meaning and mot-fVe'. -1;

Both Dr. Peebles aid Pottawattamie 
Jones seem not to hive grasped the 
•spirit that prompted-,ihy".IffftICT& and 
take It'illlTSs' sbuh'd an# d^rlptis, nibtead 
of in the spirit of “pleasantry” in 'which

’ religion of England. That notorious 
pr.ofligate, was himself a good Catholic. 
He became enamored with Anne Bo
leyn, and wished a divorce from his 
good wife Catharine, which the Pope 
refused. He appealed to his own arch
bishop, and not in vain. Cranmer, 
Archbishop of Canterbury, annulled his 
former marriage and sanctioned that 
With Anne Boleyn. The pope annulled 
the decision of Cranmer, and threat
ened to- excommunicate tho king unless 
he obeyed. To sustain himself, Henry 
declared himself free and England free 
from .the pope and the Catholic church, 
and thus ,the Church of England canto 
into existence. It was to sanction the 
amours of the most corrupt and Im
moral man who ever sat on the English 
throne that the division from the 
mother church was created and sus
tained. A full narrative of, this matter 
is given by Hume in his Higtory of 
England, and the impartiality with 
which he wrote of these religious af
fairs has made him one of the most 
hated of historians. But like- Gibbon, 
his work is so exhaustive and complete 
that the world’s library cannot refuse It 
n place.

We do not want our Christian friends 
to lean so much on their God, nor to 
blame their Devil as much as they do; 
then, good people, what Is the matter 
with practicing what-we-preach,?’ Let. 
us learn to think a littld without de
manding that our “Guides” do every
thing for us, and let us be honest 
enough to make a mistake Without 
blaming some decarnate manjjr woman 
for the act .....

We must learn that every “chili” that 
we have Is not a proof of immortality— 
it is sometimes a proof of negligence as 
regards sanitary and health Jaws; let 
us realize that we have some soul pow
ers that may be cultivated, that no 
more prove the continuity of life than 
A is like B; they simply prove to what- 
extent We as souls may unfold—and I 
say all of this 'with, my well known faith 
in spirit phenomena still strong upon 
me, and growing stronger. I say all of 
this with the conviction that but few 
of ns have got as far as the foot.hills,- 
as far as being Spiritualists in the, abso
lute sense is concerned/and you and I, 
my dear reader, have probably been 
numbered among those who have only 
caught sight of these foot hills.

Again we must learn that no one has

a monopoly upon the spirit men, or the 
inhabitants of the more ethereal world, 
to the extent, that we can compel them 
to come at our every beck and call; nor 
yet can all regard for the proper condi
tions be ignored and still have every 
seance favored with the most.astonish
ing phenomena; reason tells ub that 
this is an impossibility. Also, let us 
please understand that we cannot all be 
the proud recipients of the Influence of 
a Lincoln, a Grant or a Shakspeare, to 
Bay nothing of a Buddha or a Christ—a 
Plato or an Aristotle. (t,

These are some of the things that I 
find some of our most sincere investiga
tors stumble upon; the thought that 
there has been such falling away on the 
part of some, of the world's greatest 
men and women, if it be true that all 
who claim to have been favored with 
their influence are not misled.

I have in my possession a letter from 
a man who has spent years in the 
Christian ministry. In this letter he 
says to me, “I have tried everything—I 
now turn to Spiritualism as my last 
hope.” Think of that, all ye who read 
these words, see in that the eagerness 
to pierce the gloom—hear in that the 
heart cry of a'hungry soul who is yearn
ing for knowledge as to whether his 
loved ones are living or dead, and then 
tell me—shall we continue to under
estimate our cause, and make -it the 
laughing stock of an intelligent world 
by putting upon our’ platform, . that 
which will not prove the continuity of 
of life? If we tell a man that.a.mem
ber of his household lg.v going to ,-.be 
“sick,” does that prove that-“my Joyed 
ones who have gone before” still, live? 
If give advice in business, .does that 
necessarily prove that a loyed- Jather, 
mother, daughter or wife who "has de
parted hence has returned to that vast 
assembly, .that great concourse- of peo
ple.. - .. /■!

$hanks to the angel world,,,we have 
the phenomena that does prove -the con
tinuity of life—let> us guard. itas'.a sa
cred gift—a gift of the Gods;Mef us ele
vate mediumship to the highest ¡possi
ble pinnacle, and then.say t6 a curious, 
world: Behold, an angelic one cometh 
from afar—from that .¿trange country,

it was written; and yet after all there 
was a sense of seriousness that’ filled 
my mind, and really I suppose a matter 
so serious as "demon control” ought not 
to be trifled with. y

The good Doctor thinks I use the 
words diabolical and devil too freely, 
and says that devils and demons have 
a different meaning, add that cultured 
people make a distinction in their writ
ings. Well, It may be that Noah Web
ster had no culture, but he was certain
ly scholarly and is a standard author
ity, and his definitions of devil and de
mon are exactly alike, “an evil spirit,” 
and certainly popular teaching has 
placed devil, demon, Satan, evil spirit, 
etc., in the same class, and if I used 
the word demon freely, ffo does the “re
view.”

But the joke of the matter Is that 
both Friend Peebles and Friend Jones 
come after me as though I doubted the 
statements of the book, and questioned 
the correctness of the data contained 
therein, when not a1 hint to that effect 
occurred in my article. I would no 
more think of doubting the word of the 
learned Pilgrim Brother, than he would 
the flat of his Almighty God, and 
speaking of God; let me say the good 
Doctor did not quite touch the point I 
made ip reference thereto. I knew he 
did not.belleve in a personal or Jehovah 
God, but he said “Almighty God is over 
all,” and whether his god be personal or 
impersonal, almighty means all-power, 
and certainly all-power, if it were an in
telligent power, would have the power 
to stop ’’demonism,” If thought advis
able. And I am sure that out of all the 
gods of the past and present, the Doc
tor would , have picked an intelligent 
one.

I will assume, then, tfilit his god is in
telligent; perhaps he has selected “Infi
nite Intelligence” as hls gbd.' But even 
ordinary intelligence, shtfir- as- mortals 
possess would - kn'ow athat “demons” 
were not nice companltffis for'earth’s 
children;

What would we little mortals think of 
the great and good Dn’jPeebl'es if he 
possessed all-power anidid not exert it 
in “demon land,” to sfflfdue’ the evil 
tendencies of the demtfhfad’ class? If 
he would not, I for onelfrouianaot desire 
to worship at his shrifife.’- fin ’

And then I knew; too, thdS’the Doctor

picture was presented in the "review.” 
Here is a little glimpse of it. "That evil 
spirits can Intrude their crude, selfish, 
ignorant, malicious, revengeful, and 
malevolent wills upon unsuspecting 
denizens of earth; that they can influ
ence, affect, obsess, control and finally 
possess living mortals; that they can 
alter, interrupt, divert, twist, disfigure 
and destroy life’s plans and transform 
its conduct; that they, can gratify their 
most sensual, bestial and wicked'appe
tites through mortal personalities; that 
they can and do practice every false 
pretense, lying," deceit and Imposture; 
that dark demoniac spirits have the 
power to disturb or absorb the vitality, 
to cause nervous irritability, to par
tially paralyze; to infuse poisonous au
ras; that-they have power to produce 
•insanity and power to kill; and that 
crimes of every 'htie and grade have 
ever been and now are suggested, Insti
gated, encouraged and abetted by the 
unseen powers Of the air.’” And tills is 
not- ajl the picture. Look again, kind 
reader. “They (demons) produce con
vulsive ailments in children."

“ A whole legion (of demons) some
times Ue in wait for a person to fall into 
their hands.” - “Under cover of dark
ness demons often eurround houses and 
injure them that fall into their hands.” 
“As to external appearance the shape of- 
demons Is mostly human, but they as
sume various foYms at will. Those as
sociated with dirty places often appear 
in clouds of smoke." And this is what 
I meant when I sold, “What a smoke,” 
and the "Holy Moses” was simply an 
exclamation of surprise—not that of 
“excitement,” “anger” or “ridicule,” as 
my critics seem to think. It was just 
an ejaculation of astonishment, and 
had no reference to,Brother Moses, or 
to him of the "bulrush1' fame, f was 
astonished, for I had never learned be
fore that clouds composed of "demons" 
formed a part of oiir atmosphere.

But there is more to the picture: “De
mons infest all ill-aired places, the at
mosphere of dark swamps, and garbage
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4if+o\V Shall I Become a Medi-
lini/' Fiilly Answered

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
-and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
^ent& Bend to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0, j

thé beyond, to give thee greeting, go 
purify thyself,7 then, côînq and receive 
love’s benediction from .the “home, of 
the soul’.’; then, then(o'idy, rwlll await
ing world receive us with open-arms.

\ . will;j. erwoqd. .,.
. LaCrosse, Wis. ' ’
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Neighbor to Subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker.' ”

Now is the time to extend the citcpia»
tlon bt The Progresslye .. Thinker.. It 
will contain Occult and'. Bplrltu&H'stiq 
news* with which every; one Bh'oiila 6’9 
familiar. No other paper’ published on
this earth contains such a vast hniouht 
of matter so well adapted to enrich' the 
Bind. Send in a subscription no^; , '

"Handy Electrical Dictionary" a 
practicnl handbook of reference, eon. 
taining definitions of every used eleo> 
irtel term er Etaae, ErleaSSiaaM.

did not believe in the. 0ns tffg, omnipm 
tent devil of the long a^p; ®fid further, 
I had heard-that the bld-; fellow was 
"dead as a door-nail, 'Whs aware, 
too, that the good Doctor Md helped to 
bury his “Satanic m630stj^*‘nor did I 
hint in my article thatosuema creature 
had existence. I saidl9‘!N6fl one .'su
preme, pompous'deviPfts- ¿f'yore, but 
now ten million billicAP demSns Crowd
ing the atmosphere." ^Straiige the Doc
tor could not read as I ‘frioi® ; -

But really I am hot^ir^ihat'the .old 
concept of one s'uprerfff'deiij^n or 'devil 
is not preferable to tliat oi'-mlll.lohs of 
lesser-ones, for could'1 we. not.dodge a 
great dragon-devil Btalking?fqv.er the 
earth, better than w.e can tlie. insidious 
influence of billions of 'small 'demons 
that the “reviewer” stfys, “ftirm them
selves into bands of tinsels of destruc
tion,” and swoop dowir ufion unsuspect
ing mortals. .. . '

But of course facts are? facts, and 
facts are stubborn things, and if the ,air 
is filled with demons, I suppose human
ity ought to knbyr it, ahd.imall serious? 
ness I say it is horrible io contemplate. 
I may be possessed of a I'hupersensltive 
soul,” as Mr. Jones suggests, but really, 
how any one cobld. have'read tlie .“re
view,” say nothing nbojitf regdlng thq 
book, without .a, sephe of hpirof,,T.am 
sure I do not know. < .r,4., ’ ■. >

Dr. Peebles says I painted a picture

deposits are charged with them.T 
“Dark vaults'are natural lurking plages 
for demons; graveyards are their favor-, 
ite resorts.”

Why should I not be sorrowful to 
learn that in the beautiful Lake View 
Cemetery of my own city, where are 
laid to rest the'mortal forms of my good 
father and mother, that myriads of de
mons hold high carnival over the silent 
resting-place of the cherished dust?

But the picture is not yet finished. 
Here is something rich in . coloring: 
"Millions of' human beings tó-day are 
suffering obsessions that began with 
their very conception, and have influ
enced their -whole lives on the side of 
evil and misfortune.” Is not such a 
condition of things horrible, as a part 
of the government in a universe over 
which an Almighty God reigns? I do 
not say it is not true,- but if it is true it 
is diabolical and damning. ■ '

I have not.presented near all the pic
ture given in the "review,"’but I will 
not cite further, u.-i.--.- ■ ;<

But really- Pottawattamie Jones is a 
puzzle. He doubts, my ability to lec
ture. Well; .'that ’Is his privilege; but 
the good’brother .Seems to have gotten 
so enraged at reading my article writ
ten as I have, stated, as little “pleas
antry,”, that he Idses all .power to rea
son. He acctifleq. jng òl.'-condémning a 
work ! had névér' read, when there is 
not a’ wot# ofcpn^eninatlan In my ar
ticle; nor dfd'I lisp a word that I 
thought the.’ “atithor'B data was false,” 
nor yet that,T doubted the statements 
made.

Yes, friend.'Jones,T woiild like to read 
the bobk. hnd hope tq be’.|n'shape to 
send for It aftFf.A4tae.;c,i'!have quite a 
number of thè Doctor’s wdirk’s, and al
ways read ^uf^with .. interest and 
profit. ; ' - I '

Really Mr. ’Jpuèé\fiBèain’’of pain ter 
my “unchristian charity" was wholly 
unnecessary. . ,lt .1 bad. , censured
and condéinnèdvif -would’ , nave been 
Christian” instead’ of- uijqlirlstlan, for the 
Christian method?lias eyer.- .bepn con
demnatory and'lnfpjerant?)

Lhavo metltKe^^dal pn'Peebles sev
eral times and -prize fils ..friendship, 
which ! bélÌeVé’’J->1iavèJ’and Ì am sure 
he will take ho pffense atrny Innocent-; 
ly causing a .lijìlé'.'rjpplè bn .’the placid 
sea of journalism. ■ Ó’..

. r - MM; CLARA’WATSON.
Jamestown, N,.Y. <. ¡,.„4. ..

•The Majesty: or-Calmness, • or Indi- 
vidual Problems and Possibilities" By 
Wm. George Jordan.' Another valuable

from my fancy? Not so, kind sir. The little-ffiorJt Erice gQ £eht& ,

Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second paragraph in book, last two lines 
reads: “Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite another 
thing for women and children. By Helen II. Gardner. Price 10 cents.

Radiant Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relation to Modern Astro
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Observatory. 
Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams. Price $1.75,

Realization. A Course of Lessons Ujion the Inner Nature of tho 
Self. By Loraine Follett. Price, 50 cents.

Reincarnation., By Walker and Wood. Price, leatherette, 75 cents;
paper, 50 cents;

Reincarnation, or the Doctrine of the Soul's Successive Embodiments.
Examined and discussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr.
Helen Densmore and W. J.'Colville. Paper cover. Priee 30 cents.

Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Universe, and the Law of 
Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly improved. 
By M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

Religions and Theological works of Thomas Paine. Here is a book 
that should be in the library of every Spiritualist and Freethinker in the 
land. Price, cloth, $1.

Religion; A profound philosophical treatise on this world-wide sub
ject of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the spir
itual rostrum. By E. D. Babbitt. Priee, cloth $1; paper, 50c ¡ postage, 
10 cents. . «

Religion of Science. Treats of Principles, Faith and Doctrines, Im
mortality, Mythology and Religion, Christ and the Christians, Catho
licity of the Religious Spirit. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, muslin, 50 cts.

Reh®ng the Vail. Given through the mediumship of W. W. Aber.
Price7$1.5O; postage, 25 cents. •

Right Generation, the Key to the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. An 
appeal to reason and man’s highest aspirations. By Dr. M. E. Conger.
Price, board cover, 75 cents; leatherette, 50 cents.

pight Living. ’ This-book gives an admirable course of study in eth
ics and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted to the 
comprehension of children. By Susan H. Wixon. Price, cloth, $1.

Rights of Man. Being an answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon the 
French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo; 279 pages. Price 
papwfsO cents- cloth, 50 cents. ,' ’

Schopenhauer’s Essays.- Translated by T. B. Saunders. Price 75 cts.
Scientific Basis of Spiritualism. By Epes Sargent.- $1; postage 10c.
Sixth and. Seventh Book of Moses. Translated from the ancient He

brew.’ Price,. $1. ■
Science’of Spirit Return. <*By one of the scientific minds of The Pro

gressive Thinker corps Of contributors. Rich with profound thought.
By Charles Dawbarh. Price 10.<!ents.

Social Upbuilding,; including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Enpobling of Htunanity. By ExD Babbitt, M. D. Price, 
paper, 15 cents. - -

Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. A series of lec
tures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.'

Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E. Hull« 
An attractive little volume, neatly bound iff cloth. Price 75 cents.

Spiritism. Mrs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s theories in re- • 
gard to it.'' By Ex-Judge Abram H. Dailey, ex-president of the Medico- 
Lega! Society of -New, York., Trice cents. \
r Spiritualism of Nature. ‘By Profi.W. M. Lockwood. Trice 15 cents.

Standing up for Jesus, of what the editor of the freethinker’s Maga- 
zine tliinlis of him on .general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic. 
Price 4 cents; 25 copies for 50.cents. :

Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal music, for the .choir, congrega
tion and social circles. By J.-M. Peebles and;J./Q, Barrett;, E. H.
Bailey; musical editor. Price $1.25. Tostage 14 cents.

Spiritual Songster. ■ A collection <jf thirty-eight inspirational .songa ' 
adapted to popular music, for the use.of congregations, circles and fam» ,j. ? % 
ilies. By Mattie E. Hull, Price 10 cents.
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The Progressive Thinker Stands Æver^eaây to Battle for Spirffoalisia, Pure and Unadulterated, And tör AJI That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.
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THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.

Annual Report of the National Superintendent of 
Lyceum Work. ■ '
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To the Twelfth Annual Convention of the National 
Spiritualists Association of the. United States and 
Canada, in Convention Assembled in the City of St.' 
Louis, Mo., October 18,19, 20 and 21; 1904.’ Spiritual 
Era 57 :—As National Superintendent of Lyceum 
Work I extend a most cordial greeting and present 
my report, as your steward, for this department of 
the work;—truly the weeks have come and quickly1 
formed the months that have made the year for which 
I report—from September 1, 1903 to September 1, 

- 1904. The days have passed joyously for so many 
thoughts and words of appreciation have come to us 
for the efforts made to further the usefulness of The 
Progressive .Lyceum.

■ There was a balance of $24.87 in the treasury last 
September. $40. was placed in the treasury by a lec
ture tour of ye editor in the interest of the Lyceum 
work, and the National Spiritualists Association do
nated $100, making a total of $164.87. Yoii will note 
by the financial statement that $426.30 has been spent 
and that $53.87 remains as a balance in the treasury. 
In order to collect this amount and in order to carry 
forward the work of the National Superintendent of 
Lyceum Work, as we understand it, we have written 
1200 letters. In answer to these we have received 
many expressions of thanks to the National Spiritual
ists Association for having appointed some one to this 
office; surely then you reel in every way rewarded 
for the outlay of money and the trust placed in the 
office, for I feel that the National Superintendent of 
Lyceum Work holds a truly responsible office.

There has been mailed in the fifty-two issues ex
tending from No. 40 of Vol. 1, to No. 40 of Vol. 2, 26,- 
800 four-page and 9,250 eight-page lesson sheets, a 
total of 36,050. These have borne the glad message 
of spirit return, expressed in such language as seems 
best, for adult, the intermediate and the little folks. 
Many have come forward with contributions, without 
which the work would have been badly handicapped ; 
I refrain from the use of space to record all their 
names for I believe they have done all they could just 
for the sake of the duty which we owe the children.

Sixty dollars was used from the treasury, by per
mission of the National Board to partially purchase a 
new typewriter; the Texas State Association of Spir
itualists furnished another sum and I gave my old 
machine in exchange.

Last year there were sixteen Lyceums affiliated 
with the Progressive Lyceum Family ; this year there 
are twenty-six. There have been some Lyceums 
started during the year that did not meet with suffi
cient success to guarantee the continuation, but in 
most cases, they report growth and progress. In a 
late issue of the Progressive Lyceum you will find a 
statement from several Lyceums as to their age, num
ber of attendants, order of sessions, etc. It seems to 
me that in a few years we will be able to count the en
rolled members of the Lyceums of the United States 
and Canada. Little by little the various Lyceums are 
“falling into line’’ and giving support to the aims of 
The Progressive Lyceum. This co-operation and con
centration is absolutely necessary for success in the 
teaching of our beloved philosophy. May we each do 
all we can to hasten the time when our Lyceum work
ers will contribute their ideas, embodied in suitable 
lessons, to The Progressive Lyceum, and go forth to 
the thousands of Lyceum members, in proper order. ■

Six volumes of the issues composing Vol 1 were 
bound. One of these filed in the office of the N. S. A. ; 
one sent to each of our faithful contributors, Mrs. 
Eleanor K. Eager and Mr. Alonzo Danforth; one kept 
by ye editor; one sold to the library of the Home Ly
ceum in Galveston and the remaining one is here at 
the convention for the delegates to carefully peruse.

The Spiritualist papers, The Progressive Thinker, 
the Sunflower, Light of Truth, Philosophical Journal, 
Banner of Light, and Reason, have been especially 
courteous in the kindness of printing matter relative 
to the work of the Lyceum and we also have been no
ticed by not a few other exchanges—extracts from 
The Progressive Lyceum have been noticed in- tfiÿ 
Magazine of Mysteries, Suggestion and various other 
popular magazines.

The Progressive Lyceum is growing in favor, as a 
lesson sheet, wherever used ; and we hope to, during 
the next year, gather other Lyceums, and get more 
directly in touch with the objects and aims of the 
.work.

UNSEEN FORCES.

I?"

Financial Statement—Receipts.
Balance from 1903............. .. .. .. .. .
Donation from N. S. A.......................  .
Donation from Leotures by National Supt. 
Donation from Maggie Gaule Reidinger.. . 
Donation from others........................ ... .  ..
Donation from Toledo, Ohio, Lyceum.....

.$ 24.87

. 100.00

.- 40.00

. 5.00

. 1.5O-

.. 5-.00
Receipts for subscription and sample copies. .'294.40
Receipts for cards sold.....................   .
Commission on Sunflower badges......
Commission on Tuttle's Lyceum Guide .

2.50
. 2.25

Total .-.$480.17

r BOOK

In The Open Court, Between the Giant Minds of Spirit- 
9 ualism will begin in this paper some time in November, 

upon the subject matter contained in the late book by Dr. J. M. Peebles, on “The Demonism of 
tlie Ages, Spirit Obsessions,” Etc., which promise s to eclipse all previous discussions., v

After Death—What?
Allow me to express a few thoughts 

on the question propounded by the 
"Sage of San Leandro.” After Death— 
What? Were such a thing as death' pos;, 
Bible, my answer would be, Nothing. 
But as all science demonstrates tiiere is' 
no death. Brother Dawbarn must mean 
that "critical point” called death, by the 
jinthinking multitude. The irnswer 
must be the same, as at all his other 
critical points: change, The science of 
astronomy, has .demonstrated that no 
two moments have been the same. No 
thing has been the same for two mo-< 
ments atr"i time, since many trillions 
Of ages ago; when this planet we now 
live on, that we call the earth, with all 
the other planets of our system, that at ■ 
that time, or a few more or less ages, 
formed a part of the gpseous body of 
what we call the Sun/which at that 
time filled all the space within the cir- 
cle descrlbed by our planet Neptune, or 
more—I say no two moments have be
held the same conditions in anything. 
Everything has been change, change, 
change. Every particle of matter 1b 
subject to this universal law of change. 
A moment’s cessation1 would bring 
chaos. What the oucome will be, ' no 
being can tell.

Reason and religloh are at variance 
upon the subject; reason Bays religion 
la superstition, and as no two persons. 
can write the same account of it, what 
constitutes It, it seems a very indefinite 
article.

We have not even a thought that does 
not originate in matter. Call me a ma
terialist if you will. But first show me 
something that does not come from 
matter, and tell me from what it does 
come. Every breath changes .’ the. 
blood, and that the brain cells, Janel 
finally the thought The eye brings 
new thought continually, every breeze 
that blows. So it is ever thus: change,I 
change, change. - i

Every week as I read my Progressive 
Thinker, and cull the good thoughts 
therein, I wonder why you do not have 
a million subscribers.. I am sure that 
no other paper in the world give? as 
much food for thought'as.The Progress
ive Thinker, at any price.

As to materialization, I have seen it 
dozens of times, in sunlight, in shade, In 
the fields, and in the house, many times 
with no person within two miles of me. 
But of course my testimony is of no 
value to anyone but myself. But if the 
statements of such sclentiflcfimen as 
Profs. Crookes, Wallace, Varley and a 
host of others as capable of observa
tion and as truthful, do not establish a 
truth, then no evidence can do so.

Combat every fraud. Pear not. 
Truth crushed to earth will rise again.

JOEL BYRN8.
Los Angeles, Cal. •

THE New ano

Expense.
Printing 36,050 copiesTheProgressiveLyceum $310,25
Mailing 36,050 copies The Progressive Lyceum 
Mailing 1200 letters during the year----- - - - -
Mailing packages......... C............. ............ . .
Stationery during year....... .. ;.................
Carbon paper and paste........ .•.. ........ ..
One half-tone cut........... .'. .... .... ... ;..
Expressage.......................... ..
Binding six copies otVol 1..... 
Partial payment on typewriter...

24.00
6.00

11.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.40

. 60.00

Total.. ___.......
Balance in treasury.

..$426.30

.. 53.87

BIBLE.
Revised

Edition.

r TjOtal $480.17
I am always, JOHN W. RING,

National Superintendent Lyceum Work, Spiritualist 
Temple, Galveston, Texas.
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O, that the wise from their bright minds would kindle 
Such lamps within the dome of this dim .^jorld,;

That the pale name of priest ¿night shrink and 
dwindle 1 C

Into the hell from which it first was hurled, 
A scoff of impious pride from fiends impure;

. Till' human thoughts migBt kneel alone 
Each before the judgment throne

Of its own aweless sou), or of the power unknown 1 ■ 
—Shelley-.

, Why was not the. serpent kept out of tire garden!; 
V7hy did not the Lord God take him by the tail -and 
snap his head off? Why did he not put Adam and 
Eve on their guard about ,-this serpent? They, of 
course, were not acquainted in the neighborhood, and 
know nothing about the serpent’s reputation.?-Inger
soll. • r *

Why do you make the supreme being resemble an 
eastern tyrant? Why make him punish faults with 
eternal torment? Why thus put the name of the Di
vinity at the bottom of the portrait of the devil?— 
Helvetius.

You cun cram these words into mine ears against 
ihe stomach of my sense.—Shakspeare,

Authenticity, Credibility, 
Morality.

JOHN E. REMSBURG’S GREAT WORK
The late R. G. Ingersoll stated In one 

of his famous lectures on the Bible: 
"Somebody ought to tell the truth about 
the Bible.” John E. Remsburg, former 
President of the American Secular 
Union, has taken this obligation upon 
himself, and the fruits of his studies on 
the subject are now published In the 
shape of nearly 500 pages. The “high
er criticism” has already plowed this 
field over quite deeply, but it has 
reached the ear of the public only in a 
fragmentary way, and even at that has 
found a very reluctant echo in the 
press. So much the more reason for re
joicing that this comprehensive work, 
got up in simple and popular language, is 
all contained in a single synoptically ar
ranged book. The separate chapters of 
the work appeared In consecutive order 
jn an uninterrupted series of'articles in 
the New York Truth Seeker.

The facts set forth in this book about 
the Bible, its origin, its compilation, its 
preservation, Its falsehoods, its credi
bility, and the morality It Inculcates, 
are only partially known to the major
ity of ministers and priests, and It is 
earnestly to Ue desired that well-to-do 
Freethinkers may take it upon Them
selves to make energetic propaganda of 
the modern “higher” elucidation of the 
Bible by gratuitous distribution of this 
book to public libraries, or to Messrs, 
the pastors. The enormous expendi
ture of-time and labor which the author 
imposed upon himself, the astonishing
ly low price of the book as compared 
with the attractive form in which it- is 
gotten up, as well as the unanswerable 
logic of the composer—he lees the holy, 
book for the'mbst part speak for itself' 
—are indeed worthy of the highest 
praise.

Ingersoll’s desire that- somebody 
should at last tell the whole truth about 
the'bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker-worthy of the nanje can 
■afford to pass over Rcmsburg’s book in 
silence. Like Thomas' Paine's "Age of 
Reason,” may it, let us hope, find , ad
mirers and translators in .other lan
guages. And again, like Paine’s book, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor the praise of posterity.—Der Frei- 
denkqr (Milwaukee).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. ■ 
Remsburg is most valuable—it is an en
cyclopedia of information in regard 'to 

'the Bible, and surpasses in importance 
all other works of the kind now pub
lished. It is up-to-date iipspvery partic
ular. Price, 51.25. ' :

“The Truth Seeker Collection of 
• Forms arid Ceremonies for the Uso of 

Liberals.'.' Price'25 cents. • -
•'Cosmian Hymn Book.” A Collection 

of original and relccted hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for. schools, 

-and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, nnd free' 
from all aectarlamsm. Price 50 cento.

"The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach., The Commandmebta: are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with- 
other Bible passage:, showing great in
congruities. Price 25 cent&..... .h

SPlRlTUALIMMpN(iS.
It la Important when S meeting U 

'suspended, that notlcé'be given lie, so 
¡that Inquirers may notjbe mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings /being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time. -

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side, infectings every Sunday 
at 8 p. m. in Garselman’s Hail, corner 
Ashland ayenue arid W. 18th street

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services, at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at'7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roenpaw, test, medium. .

The Hyde P^rt Occult Society holds 
regjuàr Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread, ths truth is the 
object of this society.. Address all coin. 
municatipns to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street 
Entrance to hall. 319,0. 65th street

The Light of the Truth Society meets 
.SÌÌ1 Sunday at the northwest corner of 
47th street and Cottage Grove avenue. 
Umference at 3 p. m., and lecture and 
tests at 8 o clock. Mrs. M. A. Burland, 
pastor.

Pr°BreBBive Society holds sen- 
lvRn.WerZ Sunday at 183 Bast North 
Cnnfl ’ C0[ner BurU“S. at 8 and 8 p. m. 
Avlapea tera' tests “1 messages-at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor. 
fn£e“tral ®plrltual Church holds sery- wV Sunday evening at 8 o'clo^t, 
and Wednesday afternoons at 2 o’clock, 
at Kornberg's hall, 31st and Lock 
Howes.' Conduct8d by Mr- and Mrs.

Society Bund 
erv S»nd»telt N°i' 18‘ bolds Services ey- 

‘hZiiS 1K2 »“'?£ at'7:3° Brandtfe■’rtn nJ?2 E-.,North ay;ernie, between 
-Th’rls11 and clyb0UW and even 
nirTwayi eveninS at' ‘heir new halt 
nprthwest corner Sedgwick and Black- 
ffiumCBtreetS' Mr' Frank Joseph, me- 

hnvu6 Chu,rch of th® Psychic jFprcei holds services at Wilcox. Hall, ’corner 
Champtain avenue and 43d streeCeveS 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. ' Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall numbenls 86L

NprfhOclc n Wlcker park Hall, froiw 
..North .^avenue. Lecture and tests hv 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Villroaji 
m£«Urch ot U,e SPt^tual Truthholds 
S 9tf?ÉMnwe»ITiSunday ovenlng ftt 7:30 
at 96- Milwaukee avenue, hear rNorfh.vMre' J-.PeLong, S'

Church of the Spirit Comriumlom.' Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Groye àv^. 
n?®'ioSOn-0re?oe and messages,ah3 p. 
F-’o^tlpUre Mesbageihy®
F. Opates and others. Good muslh 
mSjf11011 °f C'è Soul Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening at 207 Tin“? Suhdays at 2 dnd 8 p. mB, at 
aSd Wp?2? avenue’ between Garfield and Webster avenues. Lecture mes- 
8^ :̂l9St8'o ^'S--l«ayz Pastór. 

7hÓtórÌ^'m«®HSUn SPlrlt^al Mission
»Ia 7“T?t,nF every Sunday at Rfnr 7',S™day school at 1:30.
£?nS0 ?a* ’ 378 8‘ Western ave- 

nue. All welcome.
Spiritual Sélence Society meets ever? 

hJìVw1 2Jo 10 p; at Hall, N. W- corner of 81st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings,, free; evening servite

Ce?£. Mrs' Dlxon and her daughter; 
the child wonder,,will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all Bummer. 
Dr, Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street-

A Spiritualist Temple has :beeh 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o clock. Tests and musiv at every ser
vice. ...

Occplt Scientists. St. Peter’s Church, 
No. 3665 Indiana avenue, -comer 37th 
street, 7 30 p. m. ¡Lectures, “proof 
positive .tests,” etc, Mrs. W. Brock- 
jvay, psychic. No fee charged at the 
door. All are welcome.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Naturò will hold Sunday even
ing-services at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner.-Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu
macher, pastor.

The Universal Occult Society holds 
itsjneetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first' 
street, Hall "C,” every Sunday after
noon and evening, the Hori. Robert Gib 
ray pastor. ■ Good mediums '.to give 
messages. Conference at 3 p. m. Reg
ular servlcg at 8 p. m. -. : ' ? -

Church of the Spirit, Schilley Build
ing, 109 East Randolph ' street," third 
floor. Service? every Sunday at 11 & 
m., 2130 and 7:30 p; m. "/Tests, spirit 
messages and mental telepathy under 
blindfold .conditions through William 
Fitch Rùffle, psychic, assisted by Mrs, 
Marie’ Jacobsen, Danish pàlriilst and! 
psychic.; I'
J Lake . . View Spiritual Union holds!'' 
Sunday., afternoon meetings at-Stii, m./ 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North (CIarIc 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted' byfc 
Dr. and Mrs;. Carl A. Wickland. Ali 
'cordially Invited. ResIdence 616vWeW 
street. 'I
- ijlijiFcii of the Soul, Mrs.- CorajL. Vil 

Richmond, pastor, meets every Sgpdayn 
in roo'm,:309. Masonic Temple. Service-) 
.Il--wuw.. Sunday-school 10 a. m. -Su-' 
perintendent qf Sunday-school, Mps. si 
J. Ashton. Pastor’s ■ address, 3802| 
Ridge àvenue, Rogers 'Park." Day- at- 
home,, Friday. ■ । I.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to. the 
Church-of the Soiil, meets Ihe ilret and

IMPORTANT.
Owing to the fact that^the courts have in ev

ery case decided against Psychic Healers who 
advertise to cure the sick without drugs, where 
the case has been between the.lX.S, government 
and a Healer (deciding that It is a. clear case of 
Intent to defraud) to advertise to diagnose also, 
without leading symptoms being given.' There
fore I have decided, as a physician In good 
standing, to not advertise my gift of Psychic 
Healing, but will diagnose disease and notask 
a fee for so doing. I will therefore hereafter

. diagnose disease . /

Free of Charge, 
to all who will send their name;1 age, sex, and 
give leading symptoms. -

Cancers Cured or No Pay.
We Have the Best Method.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
«'THE WESTLAND,”

(Next to Symphony Hall.)

Boston, Mass.

C. WAITER LYNN,
THE

: EminentHealer;
. . and , v ■

: Gifted Psychic.:
••••••

Health Restored by 
Commbn Sense Methods.

......_j__
For the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailments.

■ OBSESSION CURED
For Free DingBoats of Disease, send five 

two-cent stamps, age, name, sex, and own hand* 
writing,

Readings and Business Advice, $1, 
and Two Stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St,, Oakland, Cal,

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help mg care for 

my blind sister, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now In the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with 11, and I will 
try and get reply by Independent writing or whis- 

Aadress Mra. Annie Lord Chamberlaiu, Mil«Lfaao *v

FRANK N. FOSTER, 

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHER, 
Circulars Free. Price Ileduced.

61 Fitzhugh St,, Grand Rapids, Mich.

MES.G. PARTRIDGE, pgycliic.
Readings by mail only, 11.00.15 Park Ave., Chicago

FOR RENT.
Furnished room at 222 Irving Ave., near Van 

Buren Street Cars. Spiritualist1 family. .

Q. N. KINKEÄD, 
Trumpet, Psychic Headings dally, 2917 Indiana 
avenue, Chicago.

MR. LOUIS STEINBACH,
1707 Columbia-ave.. Philadelphia. Pa. Readings 
by mail; Clairvoyant or bueineas roading. Send
Il.pp aud 2-cent stamp. 780

Persons Before Getting Married, 
Should get their Horoscope, and parents their 
children's; only 50 cts; give date of birth. 8 ques
tions answered' by mull, 25 cents. Prof. McCaw» 

Grove ave., Chicago.

Astrologist and Clairvoyant.
Give date of birth,sex. (hour If possible), where 

born, nsk three questions, with 25 eta., and I will 
answer questions, with a trial character reading. 
THERESE DUANE, box 87. Berkeley. Cal.

EBYSELF CURED 12MSS HI 88«®«?;?« 
•* barmieBB HomePCure, ‘Address

MRS. M; F. BALDWIN, Box 1212 Chicago, DI.

TRANCE READINGS,
By mail, one dollar and two stamps. Diteases 
diagnosed and treatment indicated, by Spirit 
Guides, two dollars. Send either your own writ- 
ins' or Lock of hair.

ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS,
831. 11th bl; N. e. Wuahtngton,D. C.

The Infallible J^lbre Trumpet, better than 
metal, lighter and more vibrating, clearer. Insu
lated top and bottom,—36x5—cardinal color, shell 
enamel. Cases f[M Booklet ot Instruction for 
all kind of developing circles. 12 cents In stamps. 
Sent on receipt of price. . Manufactured by 
JAB.NJEWTON. 153 I>orr St,, Tole^p. O.

FRED. P. EVANS,
JCix© Koted Psychic for

Independent Slate Writing and
Clairvoyance,

Has recently left New York« and Is now located at 
1112'Eddy Su. San Francisco, Cut Bend stamp for 
circular on Mediumship.

OLLIE STEEDMAN, 
ftOO irulton St., Chicago, 

Mr of Haw mi Harmimy.
Special Attention Given to

Beginners.

DON'T READ THIS.
t If sick, write to me. giving name, age. sex, com
plexion*, weight, and leading symptoms, -with five 
two-ee’nt stamps, and I will give.ypu a ^orrect ex
amination free, worth many tioUprs. to yqp. 
Nervous exhaustion of both sexes successfully 
treated. Address,

; FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
’ 85 Warren St, Stoneham. Mass.

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE If you. will send your 
bfrth-dnte and thteo stamps for malllng expenses 
I have astonished thousands with my wonderfully 
correct reading of their life., past and future. I 
correctly reveal your future love affairs, business 
success, marriage mate, etc.; and give-advice on 
all affairs. Address, SH AGKBW, ijopt» T.B., 
*158, Snn Francisco, Cal.

Bangs Sistcis,
PHENOMENAL PSYCHICS. J

Life Size Spirit Pt rtratts a'Specialty.
Send Iwo 2c stamps for bookloLxfiM w. Adams:.

Street, Chicago, •Telophono Asliland:1912. • i

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fihe Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure 
•IFast becoming of world-wide fame.”—H.Tuttle 
'ght. Color, Electricity, Mngnotlffin. Mind, Bathi.

•room'£il2-Masonic Temple; from 3¡30 tód
•10 p.’W 'Coffee and-lunch at 6 otyloclol 

Psychic Research meetings:: at
Schott’s Hall, corner Belmont and Ra- ’ 

-cine-avenues, Sunday afternoons-at 2:30 
0,'clock. sharp. Advanced course in oc
cultism,-teacher and lecturer, ■ P; M. 
Esser,, -82 Willow. street; test medium, ■ 
A, K. Edwards, 675 Osgood, street. 
Visiting-mediums all Welcome. .

■. T'he , Brotherhood At - Spiritual .Truth 
meots-'Sunday, 7:30 p. m.,-in i’emper-. 
anco Hall. 380 W. 63rd street. Services 
conducted by Prof J. K. Hillis and wife, 
..'The Spiritual Truth Society meets ev
ery Sunday evening at 7 ¡30, at Hopkins’ 
Hall,No. 528 W. 63d street -Messages 
follow, each meeting. Ladies Auxiliary 
to the Englewood Union me“ets...every ■ 
Thursday at 2 ocloCk. All -are' Welcomo 
to these meetings; Isabella M. Pow
derly .president.

: Doctor of Magnetics: can bo gatneiV’al College or 
i at one's home. Books and instruments furnished. 
sSend stamp for catalogue to ’

JK, ». BABBITT.XT. p.',
- 00 Boat Ave., Bociïctter, X. W.

The. - Speaking . Dial.'
-■ A -Wouderfttlspiritual

• Given.namoB, dates and clranmatauaos.'-Sneak? 
In various lanffuaffOBLanswers-monuM questions: 
convincing the most skeptical Hnb uoipo to prove 
immortality and spirit communion.: .Develops nil. 
phaso8 of - mediumship. Magnetized .by powerful 
spirit band. , -.. J '•

Hotsprings. Avk.?ff*u; 23, l&M. •
P. J. DotnpBoyI am more than pldaied with 

your Speaking Dial, ami results obtained uro 
Inoonio InatenooB astonlBblngV'I thrive a plan- 
chotto and Ouija board, but tho Dial is a proat Im
provement du them all । Yours truly.'

••J. A; GIBSON.
If ydu wish to invoatlrMo Spiritualism aud con- 

•Veta6 withy our spirit friends lu your pwn homo. 
> Mtfer• a1 Speakltur Diallo- day. -Dialer now16).w 
each. Booklet with testimonials for tho asking. '

Address P. J. DEMPSEY, Inventor,
'2817 0blumVQ5AYa.iMlnaeapbli^Nlnn,

A IJonAopfnf Restores Lost Vision, 
n WviiuUl iui Write tor Illustrated Circular 
Cnnnkonfa showing styles and.prices and 
OUubLdGlCi photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped thia Clairvoyant power In me. I cun ad
just niy Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mall, ub If you were In my office. Thousands will 
testify. B. F. POOX/B.

43 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful physi
cians in practice, He treats nearly all diseases 
with wonderful success. Write him. giving your 
full name, age, sex and leading symptoms, and he 
will give you n diagnosis of your case. He treats 
nervous exhaustion of men with good success.

Saratoga, Wilson Co.. N. C., Feb. 14,1903. 
Dr. J. S. Loucks, Stoneham, Mass.

Dear Sir:—I write you again desiring to express 
my gratitude to you tor the great good I received 
from your treatment last winter and spring. You 
cured me of diseases that other doctors failed to 
cure. Thankfully yours. [Unsolicited]

MRS. D. A-. OWENS.
Piersons. Mloh„ Sept. 12,1904. 

Dr. J. 8. Loucks, Stoneham. Mass.
Dear Sir.—Your medicines have done more for 

me than Ioan express. Ihave doetorea for years 
for my stomach and liver, but never got any bet
ter, and I can say that I have put In one summer 
without a sick headache, or any ot those old dis
agreeable symptoms. [Unsolicited]

MINNIE 6. PETRIE.
Wo have cured thousands of patients calledin« 

curable and given up by others; will cure many 
more. If wo can have a fair chance to do bo. Wo 
cure weak, exhausted men and women also. Our 
prices are very low; within reach of all.

Address, J. H. LüVCKS, M. D., 
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

Fun and Philosophy (In Verse).
By Byron D. Stillman. 1b a neat little volume of 

quaint humor and spiritual philosophy, Inter
blended with tender pictures of home and heart 
lifel It Is dedicated to his “devoted mother, 
Juliet H. Severance, M. D.” well known to the 
public as a pioneer worker In the ranks of prog
ress. It contains many of the pieces so highly 
appreciated by the societies where he has recited. 
Price. 60c. Address, BYRON D. STILLMAN, 578 
East 60th sL, Chicago, Ill,

Byron Stillman is a devoted Spirit
ualist, and possesses a brilliant mind in 
a body that unfortunately has many in
firmities. He has been deprived ot 
hearing, is totally deaf, and is now 
scarcely able to walk. Those who buy 
his book will not be disappointed in its 
merits, and at the same time will be 
helping the author.—Editor.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent' stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.. 

Shn Jose, Call-

-------------------  --—■ «—— 

i Development Guaranteed, 
i Do you elt In the dqrfcl Do you clpse your eyes 
■toseoclaLiWoyanlly?'Do you belong to circles! 

i Are you afraid of the trance? I will show yon the 
i better, aye, the beat way to develop, and without 
i losing your normal condition. Many years#! nsy- 
i chicai experiences, and as a psychic and teacher, 
i for I have'experienced all the phases and kinds 
i of mediumship, have qualified mo for the good 
: I am doing. • Thousands of flattering testimonials 

to that effect, I take the students and psychics 
who iMl. If you are a beginner, better start right 

i and obtain results that are genuine. My system 
1 Is without a parallel, and h&s had many bad imi

tations. Sena at once, enclosing a stamped, ad
dressed envelope, for Prospectus of "The College 
of Divine Sciences and Realization.” Reduced tu
ition.---------------------- . . * - •------- .

The onlv one ot Its kind In the world.
CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth-bound, price, $1.60(re

duced from f2,00). It teaches you how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its, read the crystal, seo the future, prophesy are 

I attain Illumination, and bo a Yogis, “All students 
' will do well to study this excellent volume.”—W. 
i J. Colville. “It is a revelation.”—Light “Bost 
i work on the subject."—Mind, “Marvelous—Dp 
I och-maklng,’’—Lilian Whiting. . .
1» BRIR1T WORLD, by Gnfflold, cloth, 50 cents.
I AURAS AND COLORS-With exhaustive die 
i Uonnry of color meanings. A unique book for 
; unique people. Price 50 cents
l JPSYCHOMETRY—The (Ireland ouly book wlilch 

teaches the science so.that you'ettn practice It 
Price, 50 cents • •

EASYLESSONBin Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Fsychoinotry.. Price, 50 ccpts.

REALIZATION--How to enter the super-con* 
eclousnesH and bo a Yogis. Price. 25 cents. ?

DIVINATION—A.Mo. scries on howto divine' 
hidden things, 3nd lost treasures, booomo a 
seer. Price. BLOG.
. CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing» a new lot 
“HO\?°TOEB.lSlmM6EB FAST LIVBS-A M«. 

series on this fascinating subject. Price, 81.00. 
. . - Address Money orders to

J. C. F. «»UMBINE,
1285 Oimmonwealth Avo., 

. Boston. Mas*.

i Rev. R. M. Vaughan, a Prominent Baptist Ministe^ z^ 
Expresses His Views in a Comprehensive Manner—)’ 
He Claims That Unseen Force» Rule the Scientific^ 
Mechanical and Natural Worlds—An Extract From 
His Sermon. ■ , \
Rev. R. M. Vaughan delivered Sunday morning at’ 

the Baptist church an address on “Unseen Forces.” 
-His text was the. seventeenth vèrse of the sixth chap
ter of II. King's : “And Elisha prayed and said, .‘Lord'i 
I pray thee, open his eyes that he jpay see. ’ ' Arid th* 
Lord opened the eyes of the young man ; and he sawt . 
and, behold, the mountain was full of horses and chai'« 
iots of fire, round about Elisha. ”

Unseen Army.
He said in part: “Elisha foiled the plans of th<I 

king of the Assyrians who had determined to kill him- 
by calling on the Lord to show this man the unse.eii 
forces of protection. We do not know what the army] 
of the Lord was, but we do Inioiy. that all around Were 
the unseen forces. But are there - unseen, forces!! 
Are there spiritual powers? Nature bears witness o£ 
the unseen forces in the flow of the river, the fall of 
the autumnal leaf and the flaming path of the meteor, 
all of which demonstrate that there is a force of gravi 
tation but no one ever saw this force; tlp:y see the re« 
suit of the gravitation and know it is there, but gravi« 
tation is an unseen force. j

Forces of Nature.
I “As the electrjc current is sent through the tele« 
I graph wire by~4be manipulation of the key we are / 
. able to see the movement of the receiving apparatus 1 
’ but we cannot see the force that impels this move- 

ment—-electricity is one of the unseen forces of na- '
I ture. We can notice the growth of trees, the opening 
j of the flower and the ripening of the fruit, but we are 
I unable to observe that force which organizes and 
• changes the soil and the rain and tlie sunshine into the 
। tree and the flower and the fruit. Life, too, is an un- 
। seen force of nature. The man has not looked upon: 
. the surface who says he believes only that which ha 
^es. j

; I Science and Reality. ,
“All the developments of science prove that there: 

are upseen forces. Reality is a proof also for, who; 
ever saw a thought in the brain of man? The brain) 
has been laid open to view and the nervous twitehingg 
have been watched but these twitchings are ftoti 
thoughts, they are the accompaniments of thoughts, 
Intelligence is also one of the unseen forces. Chris
tian Dewett laid down his rifle after the final close of 
the Boer war and went home with the conviction that 
no matter how stubborn were his fellow fighters on’ 
the veldt they they could not equal the educated- 
young soldiers of the English and now that man is 
doing all in his power to strengthen and maintain the 
rule of intelligence in South Africa.

Japan’s Power. '
“Japan is now driving Russia from the far East 

because of the superior education of the soldiers who 
are fighting for the right to work out the destinies of 
their country over those'soldiers from a nation where 
only one in fifty can read or write. The literary, 
technical and scientific schools of Japan are conquer
ing the illiterate and ignorant product of a despotic
ally ruled people. In 1776 the British minister paid 
little attention to the Continental army, but the words 
of William Pitt proved all too true. ‘It is not so 
much that we must take into account the guns of the 
Americans as their sentiments of liberty.’ It was . 
the sentiment of liberty that existed in the hearts ol's 
the men at Valley Forge who left their bloody 
prints on the snow that won for America her inde
pendence; but was ever a sentiment seen? Ideas, 
not battalions, rule the world.

Love a Force.
“Mightiest of all sunseen forces is that of love. We 

are capable of seeing a cup of water but we see not 
the love of the disciple for Christ. In the conquest of 
Guatemala the army of the Spaniards was thrice re
pulsed, but a monk set the scriptures into verse, 
taught the captured Indians his songs and released 
them. They sang them to the rulers of the land and 
peace was secured between the Spaniards and the 
Guatemalans by the love of this Christian monk for 
these Indians.

“We see tlie flowers in the summer months but 
they are only the evidence of the season, we see not 
the summer itself.

God, an Unseen Force.
“So we shall never see God in any different way 

than as we do at the present, but we may see him 
larger and better. What the air is to the bird that 
God is to us, his soul is the soul of our soul. Our 
supreme need is to see God, that the eyes of the heart 
may be enlightened. Jesus said: ‘Blessed are the 
pure in heart for they shall see God.’

“The unseen forces are not meaningless; they are 
real; they have a meaning for our lives; they are for 
us to use. Elisha made use of the unseen forces and 
saved his servants and conquered the Syrians. The 
consciousness of the power of the unseen forces gives 
serenity of mind.

Their Use.
“Abraham went in search of new abodes relying - 

on tlie unseen force of God to direct his footsteps and 
preserve him in the wilderness., Moses went out of 
the land of Egypt trusting that this same unseen 
force would protect him and his followers from the 
wrath of Pharaoh. Stephen was stoned outside the 
gate, but because he believed in the unseen force, the 
heavens were opened to his view and he beheld Jesus 
standing on the right side of God.

Quest of Power.
“Everywhere now is there a quest for power. In 

the industrial realm they seeli the-power of nature 
and a method of its use. Science is supremely con
cerned in the quest for power and they have har- 
nessed'the falls of Niagara and the rapids of the Zam
besi. The Christians are in search of spiritual power 
to worship God. One law prevails for all three: If we 
obey the law of operation of a force the force will 
obey us. The Chinese discovered gunpowder could 
be made from a composition of certain substances that 
had always existed but never used this invention. • It 
was left the European people to discover a practical 
use for it. So also is electricity as old as the planet. 
The globe itself is an immense dynamo, but it was not 
discovered until recent centuries and the discovery of 
its use belongs to a still later time. First it was found 
out that it could be generated by mechanical force, 
then chemical force, then Morse found a means for its 
transmission and now it shows its power withqut be
ing'sent over wires.
: “If we give ourselves up to the forces they give 
themselves to us—if we yield we wield. Elisha - 
obeyed the unseen forces and they stood at his com
mand; ■ Dominion is our power. ” . , - J

The above from a Baptist minister indicates some 
progress. - ; r P.O.KERR.

Janesville; Wis. •

The only, sin which we never forgive iri each-otheij '
is difference of opinion.—Emerson. ’’ ' v
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ualists’ Association in Convention As- 

- JsstZ- Bembled: Greeting: —In compliance

To tho- Officers, Delegates,’ Friends 
and Supporters of the National Spirit-

YOU CANNOT AF- 
ford to nites a» Issue 
of this paper, with its » 
wealth of SPIRITUAL ? 
LITERATURE.

? " ’ 11 •',<i
$

®I)C Wogrcssibe <ZT) i nk e r. '
CHICAGO, ILL.. OCT. £9. 1904,

scription in at once,

all that is transpir-
in the ranks.

SENO YOUR

POWER OF IMAGINATION.

Puzzles Many of the Most Eminent 
Physicians pf fte World.

and keep pace with

NO.779

A BATTLE EOT AL Mil Which the Intefetal Giants of Our Grand Cause Will Participate.
J. S. LOVELftND, ft Master Minf on the Pacific Coast, Will Lead Off With a LUgW, Comprehensive ftttack on
the Great Book. “Spirit Obsession, the Demonism of the Ages,” by Dr. J. M. Peebles. The learned Doctor and others wdl write on_the subject, pro and con, making A. 
BATTLE ROYAL, which every Spiritualist should read. Send in your Subscription, or remain in the rear of the procession. A Battle Royal will begin some time in 
November. This subject and its discussion must attract the attention of all who are interested in the discovery of truth and in human enlightenment.

National Spiritualists’ Association.
The Annual Report of the President, Harrison D. Barrett, for the Year Ending

with the requirements of thé Constitu
tion, By-laws, Rules and Regulations of 
the National Spiritualists’ Association, 
I have the honor to submit my report 
as president for the current year.

- In Review. '
I cannot report any' marked increase 

of interest in Spiritualism as a move
ment, nor in .the National Association, 
as its ' official organic representative, 
during the past year. Some local socie
ties and one state association have been 
formed-and have united with the N. S.

October 21, 1904
hard to give full value for every dffilar । looking to the securing of a permanent 
paid them for their services. This is income for this fund, to support this 
true of your president’s efforts as a mis- most necessary and beneficent work.
sionary. in the field. His work was a > Lvceum Work
financial loss to the N. 8. A. from..first . ■ ,
to last. In some places where he la- The children’s department in our N. 
bored the Spiritualists did not even S. A, work was not forgotten by our 
take un a collection for the N. S. A. last conyention. John W. Ring of Gal- 
Wben asked the cause of this neglect, Veston, Texas, was re-elected National 
the uniform reply was: "The N. S. A. Superintendent of the Lyceum move- 
nays your salary? you can afford to do ment, and an increased appropriation .. .* - .. . /. * - .» « H - I VI«, Vzx rwlr,V,l--nvr onrl V1ÌQ

Ai, but fully as many locals have either 
withdrawn therefrom, or have disband
ed' and returned their charters; hence 
the societary membership is, not as 
large as it was one year ago. Some of 
the largest and most influential local 
bodies in the United States have can
celed their charters during the year. 
The cause of these withdrawals should 
be determined by this convention, and 
I recommend that an investigation be 
made accordingly.

In some communities public Interest 
In Spiritualism has decreased to an 
alarming degree, owing to improper 
■management of local meetings, or. to 
the exposure of some arrant counter
feiter of mediumship. In other sec
tions there has been a decided Increase 
of Interest, and many people have been 
led to accept the demonstrations offered 
by Spiritualism as evidences of the 
truth of its claims. From my personal 
experience, I feel that the decrease of 
Interest in the movement as a whole, 
without regard to the National Spirit
ualists’ Association, or to organization 
in any form, Is-far in excess of the in
creased interest in special centers, or 
states. Indifference has crept in, and 
it has seemed next to' impossible to 
bring home to the hearts of oiir people 

-any sense of the obligations they are 
under to their religion, or to organiza- 

■ tlon in Spiritualism. The delegates to 
this convention should look into this 

■ matter, and devise methods by which 
'■''healthy growth along all lines in our 

work can be stimulated. I recommend 
the appointment of a special committee 
to consider these paragraphs, whose 
duty it shall be to report to this con- 

’ vehtiqn some plan by which the needed 
reforms can be inaugurated.

•No Pessimism in the Truth.
. I may be accused of pessimism in laiy- 

>' ihg the unvarnished truth before you.
The facts are as stated, and it is our 
duty, to meet them. There is no pessi
mism in an honest statement of the 

■ truth. Indifference, indecision, self- 
;■ satisfaction, and kindred ills have crept 

' into our ranks, and have suddenly made

the camps, at thèir'winter-sessions, to 
place these important issues before 
them by word of - mouth. ¡1 earnestly 
recommend that strenuous : efforts be 
made to secure'special N. $. A. days on 
all camp programs for- thé; season of 
1905. I further recommend that spe
cial recognition be accorded Onset Bay 
camp, its officers and, workers, also 
such other camps as gave us a place 
upon their programs, for the courtesies 
thus extended to us. ;

Local Societies, .
Thrive nothing to add to what I have 

said in past years upon Jhls most im
portant theme. Soirie lodal societies, 
once' in a very ■ flourishing condition, 
have disbanded during the year, while 
others, that are fairly well equipped for 
good work, have canceled their N. S. A. 
charters. For many years I have tried 
in iriy annual reports to induce helpful

and far too vital to be passed upon has
tily, or passed over through neglect.

Finances.
The delegates to this convention are 

to provide ways and means by which 
the work of the N. 8. A. can be carried 
forward. From year to year I have rec
ommended various plans for raising suf
ficient revenue to meet the needs of 
this association. Very few of them have 
ever been tried, and I do not feel that 
I have any new plans to submit to this 
body of delegates. The N. S. A. is in 
need of funds; its revenues are de
creasing rather than increasing; mis
sionary work has proved a bill of ex
pense rather than a source of revehue; 
camp-meetings, local societies, and indi
viduals have failed to contribute as they 
sliould. Money is necessary to carry

you can afford to do ment, ana an incieabeu uppiupuauvu < A„tion on o{ our National con-
thlB for nothing.” In other places the granted him tnat he might extend his UDOn thls Bupjeet; There have
oufspoken answer, of the Spiritualists, labors in this important field during been njenty of resoiutions lots of dis- 
when money was asked for, was, "Let the year now drawing to a close, Well ■ nothin« as yet has been
the N. S. A. foot the bill.” It was' a and faithfully has he discharged his ev- SaBXn the local socie“
plain shirking of duty on the part pt riry duty, and he will, in his report, ren- ■ _ bq ¿orely need. In a
tlie Spiritualists, and evidently rests <ler you a Gruffifffi account of hiB stew- - instances local societies have set- 
upon their desire to get something for ardship. No better man can be found their sneakers for a year or for a nothing. In view of your president’s for this work than Jonn W. Ring He speakers for
experience and the showing financially is the personification of honor in his de- & prospered while those that of the other missionaries, I feel to rec- votion.to duty and has an earnest love ““^wed Te ' fflan? system 
ommend that all missionary work be io^ Lrnestlv recommend have struggled for existence, and have
abandoned for the coming year. - ^^Xed"

Edltor-at-Large. lent position, and that as large an ap- ?^eSY se,’ uP°n iP+M8«’
In harmony with the Instructions by propriatlou as the finances of the N. S, hparding-houses, and„hall rent. If this 

unanimous vote of the delegates pres- a. will warrant be made to sustain this matter could be discussed in All candor 
ent at our last convention, that unself- important work.
ish, fearless, able and efficient worker, _. Morria Pratt institute which weak locals .can be strength-
the noble-hearted veteran, Hudson Tut- The Morrie Pratt institute. ened and permanent work done great 
tie, was re-elected Edltor-at-Large for With the work of this school during good would certainly accrue to our 
the current year. He has done splen- the past year, this Convention will be I cause. . ■■■ , ,.x •
did work, und the results of the same lnia.de acquainted both by the reports of | I recommend that special hour be
have been far-reaching in their influ-1 its delegates and by that of the com-1 set aside for the consideration of this 
ence. Hie report will give you a full Imittee elected at our last anriual con-1 very important question, 
account of all that he has done, and vention to investigate its affairs. I will Settled Speakers,

• themselves felt in the local and state : 
organizations, also in regard to tne ; 
movement as a whole..,,,But gll is not 
dark. There are some signs of prom
ise, and it is because of these that I be
lieve the evils named can be overcome, 

. and better work made possible for the 
coming year.

Encouragements.
The secular press has treated Spirit

ualism, for the most part, with courtesy 
and respect. It has, in nearly all cases, 
reported our conventions fairly and im
partially, and has not indulged in sar
casm and ridicule at our expense. Oth
er religious bodies have, in most In
stances, been uniformly just and fair in 
their treatment of Spiritualism. They 
have given courteous recognition to the 

-• National Spiritualists' Association as 
the official head of Spiritualism as a 

• religious movement, and have turned to 
it for information of an authentic char
acter with regard to Spiritualism as a 
cult. This is likewise true of statisti
cians, information bureaux, and busi
ness corporations, that are desirous of 
presenting substantial facts to the 
world in their published statements, ir
respective of denominations. The rail- 
or courtesies would have been extended 
just and fair in all their dealings with 
our people. These facts are encourag
ing, but they point to the absolute ne
cessity of proper organization, and 
loyal support of the same on the part 
of Spiritualists. None of these favors 
or couresies-would have been extended 
to us had it not been for the N. S. A., 
and the respect paid it by people out
side of our ranks. Permit me to urge 
upon you, as a delegate body, the neces
sity of doing something to "awaken 
greater interest in the N. S. A., bn the 
part of our people. I recommend action 
to that end.

Missionary. Work!
In compliance with the orders of our 

... last annual convention, missionary 
■ work was undertaken by the N. S. A. 
■upon similar lines to those followed in 
past years. Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague, than whom there are no more 
loyaland faithful workers* in our ranks, 
were engaged as missionaries at large, 
at a salary of one hundred and twenty- 
five dollars per month and all expenses. 
From January 10 to April 1, your presl-. 

. dent was also engaged as missionary, 
,, at a salary of one-hundred arid fifty dol

lars per month, and all expenses, save 
tliat of beard. Rev. George H; Brooks, 
Mrs. Loie F.'Prior, Rev. W. V. Nicum 
arid Mr. Max Gentzke were appointed 
missionaries to serve without salary. 
They are and always have been loyal 
friends of the N. S. A., and have served 
it faithfully as its missionaries.

Mr. and MrS. Sprague worked with 
might and main. They, turned night 

' into day, and did yeoman service every- 
-where. .Their report will give you full 
information in regard'to their work. It 
was due to no lack of-effort on their 
part that the financial balance every 
month was on the wrong side of ■ the

account of all that he has done, and vention to investigate Its affairs. I will I Settled Speakers,
will enable you to form ah estimate of not therefore trespass upon either of oWlltv
the vast amount of good that he has ac- those reports in any way, but commit The settlement of-speakers of ability 
¿bmplished. I recommend that the of- the school and its welfare to the and character over socUtiestfor a year 
flee be continued another year; further, thoughtful consideration of the delega- or term of years is such a, self-evident 
tliat our noble-hearted brother be re-' tlon present. The appropriation of five necessity as to requite-no.argument 
elected to that office, and that, If our hundred dollars, made by the last con- whatever from me.. AîtesohWon, urg- 
finances warrant it, an increase in sal- vention, was promptly paid upon de- Ing all societiesI to■ empfoy. speakers for 
ary be granted unto him. “and, and so far as I know, good will a long time should bejffiopted by this

and harmony exist between the N. S. A. body, and I recommend that it be 
Mass-meetings. and the institute. «Educational work framed accordingly. ' *

A limited number of mass-meetings should be fostered along all Uries, aiffl Counterfeit Phenomena, 
was authorized by our last convention this school should not be left to the . . ___.'.lr
and -directions given to hold the same .tender mercies of an unsympathetic 
in company with the state associations public. n?LT
wherever they were in existence. No I recommend earnest moral support, 
meetings of this kind have been held and such financial aid as individual during the year, owing, in part, to. a Spiritual^may see fit to offer. Un- J '
lack of interest in therii on the'part of til the N. S,_A. has à larger arid surer 
some of the state associations, but incoine, I do not feel that its funds S’ 
more largely, to the indifference of the should be drawn upon any further in 
Spiritualists in the cities where said this direction. If the school could be 
meetings were to be held. For several transferred in fee simple to the N. 8. A., 
years these gatherings yielded substan- with perfect title, and no financial oblf- 
tial revenues to the N. 8. A. They gâtions Imposed, I should favor its ac- 
were wisely abandoned a few years ago, quisltion, with the hope that proper en- has shown that they will pot condone 
in order that the energy involved in dowments could thereby be the iriore noTr 
connection with them could be turned easily obtained.
into work of a permanent rather than h™“?!i
transient character usages. tlon in the form of a., resolution of

I feel that they can now ho reinauau- The Question of the adoption of us- hearty thanks, conyeyed with a pledge 
rated with profit to local rind state m- a^s that 8ha11 characterize thé Spirit-, of loyal, moral support in his good work 
sbeiations and to the finances of the N. ualistic body a? a denomination was during the year to come,.
S. A. I recommend that a series of discussed at length at our last annual Necrology.- '
mass-meetings be held in as many large convention. The lengthy report of the jiany ol our eminent workers and 
cities and towns as possible during the committee, elected at the National con- friends of the N 8‘ A have taken 
comine- vear and that the nrofits accru- vention in Boston in. 1902, was consid- frue inenas or tne n.b-a. nave taken 
Ing therefrom be divided between ' the. Thkllst Is loMnAo bl ad-
state associaUons th# assist in hold- Hons, bu '^^® of mltted lnto tfiis'Tepqrt >i a whole, but
ing said meetings or with the local so- Eubj-c of ordination tenets, meUwds of I recommend that alr of loved and 
cietles chartered with the N. S. Am pro-1 v,oriLetc’»iwere aaoptea. umer es honored names 'he handed to our Oom- vided they co-operate in the work of I ®®nt al, ri>atters were laid upon the ta- ltt Resolutions ' lvhose duty it
hnl.linp ths snmp nnd thp ns a it. ble and the committee continued, to re- °? .wnosp auty itholding the same, and the N. S. A. it- convention. Serious defec- f,a11 ° memorialize them in proper

u t ' tions from the supporters of the N. 8. ,T.her® are t)v0 .“amèS> ^esXr\ln®
Half Rates. ■ have aiready occurred .because of the ®Peclal mention here./Ope is that of

Our clergymen have been treated failure of our last convention .to act A. Judson,,whfcb was unin-
with absolute fairness and -impartiality upon these Pleasures in their entirely. °n?_ 
by all railroad passenger associations Others are likely to follow in case noth-. °}“”1® taat- 
that grant half rates to ministers of the ing is done at this convention. On the “®a®“’’er of turn Banner or Light 
g°sPel- other haad-the N- s- A- «ay bave lost- vntps Æ SJ m

I recommend the continuance of the and may yet lose friends through the 
policy of former years, to the end that adoption of the usages in question. It gxre
the same consideration may be extend- is a question of grave moment, and can- 
ed to our ministers who are worthy of not be acted upon hastily. It should re- ^® ®4®”^?? Y °
recognition during the coming year, ceive the best thought of tnis coriven- 
The N. S. A. has received every court- tion, and such action should be taken as 
esy at the hands of the Central, West- will promote harmony among our pep- 
em, South-western, and Trans-Conti- pie, and give to Spiritualism the legal 
nental Passenger Associations through- and moral-récognition it deserves at the “fin®“®0Jias been keenly fejt through
out the year; I recommend that a suit- hands of the-public. I earnestly re- Wa?
able acknowledgment be made of these quest this intelligent body ..to give this, f®® ana “S/gaa.
favors on the part of this convention, question sympathetic consideration,and transition nas ieit a -yoiq, in oucrani 
through a special vote of thanks, or by recommend action accordingly. • tnat cannot ne niiea. . v /
engrossed resolutions, to Mr. F. O. Don- Camp-meetirias. • Text Book of Splri|uallsm.
aid. Commissioner of the Central Pas-1 - . . ■ I At the annual contention* of three
spnppr Association • Mr Ehen F. Mac- The various camp-meetings have had v 1 5?* ®. 01. tnreesenger Association, Mr. Loen js. Mac- s11PCessfiil seasons but with verv y®ars as°> °- u- Pniden/then a trustee Leod, Chairman Western Passenger As- tairiy successiui seasons, put witn very introduced a resolution
sociation- T E Hannpt-an Actino- loint tew exceptions, the attendance has not ,J ■ HîW1:a r0soluuqusociation, j. l. mnnegan, Acting joint v . vearB Thls airecting tho president’. to correspondAgent, Southwestern Passenger Asso- been as large as m iormer years, ims ... .. 'aria-nrnfound-
eiation' and James Charlton Chair- decrease may be due to two causes— W'Pl.tne leaaing writere ana protouna elation, ana James cnanton, unair n* ibfllIpn-„-A-nf thp-woi.id’s Fair at-st esf thinkers in our rahkb.for the purman Trans-Continental Passenger ASso-Æî/VÎl1®/S’to Pose « securing articles.’definitive of 

mu D . c „ wéry’presid^nüalteléctîon^ ^t°mayrnot ®^e®? i|hssiblQ phase,
The Pension Fund. . be out of place for me to offer the sug- to ?® Published n bopk/form for gen-

Our last convention-ordered the con- gestion that there are too many small, eral as® antl u18"1'1“'1!10!!- Owing to 
tlnuance of the payment of pensions to I weak camps, therefore very few strong n°i„n1vCK/^iry ■> *2 n!?n’
cur worthy indigent speakers and medi- ones. Better a dozén splendidly equiped, h®J®» this excellent Resolution has
urns. From pur secretary you will be' progressive, well-attended camps thrin pev®r.^e®a c^rted into ,effect_ I .rec- 
informed in .‘detail with regard to this fifty weak and poorly attended ones. on4^5ùt511S con'
special division of our work. ’ It is a The N. S. A. has no jurisdiction- over ' instructions terthe incom-

. most important branch of the labors of these oodles, but is in full sympathy ing President to act accordingly.
; lhe N. S. A., and should be strength-H and hearty accord with the good work I History of Spiritualism.
; ened in every possible way by this, con- they were formed to do. It is to be re- : ̂ ror]c this departnient'hias made

ventlori. Tfie fund should be" largely gretted. that pur Spiritualists'.cannot see. some progress, arid good results, ‘ ob- 
' augmented and-steps taken to make it the necessity' for concentration of ef- fained. I-feel’that it’sripuld'be pushed 

self-supporting through the interest re- fort in camp work, and in all other mat- more vigorously the comingiyear. Our 
ceived from carefully invested endow- tiers-pertaining to the welfare of Spirit- Vétérans are rnnifliv^hkine-*’- leave nf ments. But those ^endowments must ualism. . ' earth“and the sources If dnfomation
be secured before they can be invested The interests of the camps should be our historian Lyihari C ’Howe are 
in any form. It |s therefore the duty of the interests of the N. S. A., and vice . dajiy grovfing less numerous; I te’com-

on our work. As delegates, you are 
face to face with a condition not a the
ory, and it is now, in the language bl 
the day, up to you to say what shall be 
done. The decrease in revenue inust 
be stopped and the tide turned in thh 
other direction if the N. S. A. is to pros
per, and do its legitimate work. Indif
ference must give way to interest, and 
reciprocity take tho place of selfish
ness.

I ask that your consecrated thought 
be devoted to this question and recom
mend that every effort be made to fill 
the N. S. A. treasury from permanent 
sources of income. If every Spiritual
ist in America could be induced to give 
one dollar per year to the N. S. A., the 
problem of , finance, as related to the 
national body, would be forever solved. 
Will you devise some plan to accom
plish this object?

I respectfully recommend that per
sonal letters be sent to all Spiritualists, 
whose addresses are obtainable, asking 
them for donations to an , endowment 
'fund of generous proportions, not less 
than fifty thousand dollars, for the sup
port of the N. S. A’. There should be 
no trouble .in raising this sum, for if 
each Spiritualist does his duty, no one 
would miss, the small stipend lib would 
be called upon to pay. There should 
be ten thousand Spiritualists ready" and 
willing to give five dollars, or more, to 
such a worthy object.

The Voice ofthe People.
Desiring to get at the opinions of the 

Spiritualists of Airierlca with regard to 
the needs of our cause as a. whole and 
the N. S. A., as the representative or- 
iganizatlon of oiir forces, I sent .he fol
lowing queries to more than'one hun
dred of our .leading Spiritualists: 
■ 1... JVhat steps 'slirilibb' takeri to pop
ularize the N. S. A. with the people?"

2;- Whht measures are, in your opin
ion,- imperative at the present inoment, 
with regard to the needs of our cause, 
as a whole? .

3. What can the N. S. A. do along 
business lines, and in the way of a 
healthful propagandism, to promote the 
best iriterests of our inovement?

'Vigorous replies have been received 
from the majority of the persons thus 
addressed. AU of them acknowledge 
that the N, S. A. is a necessary factor in 
pushing Spiritualism to the front. As

have worked together in perfect har
mony throughout the year. The results 
of their stewardship are before you and 
the world. They have tried to serve 
the cause faithfully and well, and have 
endeavored to place the N. S. A. in a 
position of greater influence before the 
world. Personally, I am under deep 
and lasting obligations to each and 
every member of the board for favors 
received and for kindly aid in the work 
of promoting the welfare of the Nation
al Spiritualists’ Association.

The Home Office.
The work in the home office has been 

of the same high order of excellence 
that has always characterized the ef
forts of our present efficient secretary. 
Her report will acquaint you in detail 
with what has been accomplished dur
ing the year, but will make no mention 
of her own untiring labors for the good 
of the causé, her own devotion to our 
National movement, nor of the single
ness of heart with which she has tolled 
in its behalf. She has carried on a vo
luminous correspondence, distributed a 
vast amount of literature, met scores of 
visitors, and courteously given all de
sired information whenever it was in 
her power to do bo. She deserves well 
at the hands of the Spiritualists of 
America, and it is with genuine pleas- 

'ure that I pay her this well-deserved 
tribute to her worth and work. I take 
this opportunity to acknowledge the 
many personal obligations I am under 
to her for favors received.

Conclusion,
In conclusion, permit me to acknowl

edge my personal obligations to our 
honored vice-president and treasurer 
for their timely and valuable advice 
during the year; also to all of the Spir
itualist papers, The Sunflower, The Pro
gressive Thinker, The Light of Truth, 
The Banner of Light, Llchtstrahlen and 
The Philosophical Journal, and their 
able editors. These papers have ren
dered loyal and generous support to the 
National Spiritualists’ Association

It

A press dispatch“from London, dated 
Oct. 17, says: "Physicians of London, 
are very much interested In the discus
sion of the question whether imagina
tion can kill, A woman in this city re
cently died, suffering evidently the most 
terrible pain because she had swallowed

throughout the entire year, and I recom
mend due recognition of the same on 
the part of this convention.

I ask all officers, delegates and visit
ors assembled in this convention and' 
all Spiritualists everywhere to conse
crate themselves anew to the cause 
they love by rallying around the stand
ard of the National Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation, and accord to it a generous, 
whole-hearted support. I urge that all 
differences be laid aside, all personali
ties forgotten, all prejudices overcome, 

. ell-antagonisms' bitted,' in' ürie common 
enideavor to add our beloved causé as a 
whole, and make tbe National Spiritual
ists' Association a power for good 
throughout the world

Respectfully submitted,
HARRISON D. BARRETT, 

President National Spiritualists’ Asso- 
'• elation.

I sent these questions to those who are 
supposed to ■. oppose organization, as 
well as to its friends, I feel that these 
replies are significant, for they cer
tainly indicate a change of sentiment In 
gard to the N. S. A.

Various suggestions are offered in re
sponse to these queries. Some writers 
advocate making tbe N. S. A. a business 
organization, pure and simple, and urge 
that all other branches ,of its work be 
abandoned. Others ask for more mis
sionaries; 'while others still denounce 
all missionary effort and suggest that 
it be abandoned. Every writer thus 
lar heard from pays a deserved tribute 
to mediumship, and urges the N. S. A. 
to give it just and honorable recogni
tion. Some writers suggest that the N. 
S. A. is too near the churches in its 
methods of work, while others claim 
that it is too far away from them.

Every writer has made some very val
uable suggestions, and has signified 
thereby his belief in and love for the N. 
S. A. But in analyzing these opinions 
of our leaders, all things resolve them-

isu i selves at last interne essential center; 
iks “the need of financial support to make 

the reforms referred to possible. No

this intelligent body of delegates to pro- I versa. They are working for one and mend an appropriation'compatible with
-rtrnvra rinzl mnnnc t-jnr which rlicicn lliz» car-'A nnnofl honno hmm «not. I .. _ * ■ _ £ S __vide ways and means by which those

endowments can be obtained. The ex
perience of the officers of the N. S. A. 
this past year in trying to raise one 
thousand dollars for this fund, to offset 
the donation of the same sum by one in
dividual, our greatest-hearted treasurer, 
Theodore J. Mayer, is not encouraging. 
Mr. Mayer asked tlie Spiritualists of the 
nation to give unitedly as much as he 
gave alone. It took about five months 
of. persistent effort on the part of your 
officers to raise the sum required. This 
condition of criminal indifference 
should be met and overcome by you as 
delegates.

Our pension list is now a large one- 
and it is constantly increasing. It will 
take more money to support this policy 
next year than it has ever taken before. 
Notwithstanding this fact, I venture to 
recommend that the pensioning of our 
needy; and worthy workers be continued 
at least for another year. I also recom-

They did their duty and tried mend that measures be adopted here

, . , , , । ..oil compatible with
,the same, cause, hence should have reci- lhe finances of/the N. 8. A’, that will 
procity in labor and purposes. I believe enable Hlstoris&Howe ' to’- push his 
their mutual interests and welfare can work wlth greater' vigok This work 
oe Proven to the officers and members cannot be neglqctefl i^erftith safety, 

!°^ 1?se organizations if proper ¡j an accurate, authentic "history of 
effort is made. During the season of spiritualism is desired ..by oiir people. 
1904 only one or two-camps granted N. _ ,, , ' «■• ■ '~ i Constitutional Amendments.

Several important; amendments, af-
S. A. days on their official programs. 
Some of the camps chartered with the 
N. S. A. failed even to take up the col
lection required by virtue of said char
ter. Onset, Mass., held its old-time loy
alty to the N. S. A., and gave us a day 
tnat yielded substantial financial re
turns, despite the rainy weather and 
small attendance. I urge upon this con
vention the necessity of proving to all 
camps that they and the N. 8. A. have 
mutual interests and a common pur
pose. If necessary, I recommend be
yond a heart-to-heartecorrespondence 
between our secretary and all of the 
camp officials—not the secretaries and 
presidents alone—that a special repre
sentative be sent to to the trustees of

iecting the -working, machinery of the 
National organization; ; are to be con
sidered at this convention. One of 
them, if adopted, extends the term of 
office of each officer and trustee, ex
cepting tho president,- to four years. 
Another will make our ¡conventions bi
ennial, instead of annnalas at present; 
while a third will mpke .Washington, D. 
C., our permanent/convention city. I 
make no recommendations.with regard 
to any of these/-but.askjeach and every, 
delegate to‘give, hfe" thoughtful atten
tion to them, to. the-end that no mis
take may be made whèn.lhey Are voted 
upon. These changes ate too sweeping

a perfectly harmless draught which she 
believed to be prussic acid.

"Coulson Kernahan tells that he 
knows of two criminals, both under sen
tence of death, one of whom was put to 
sleep in a room in which a woman had 
died the night before of Asiatic cholera. 
Being, however, in blissful ignorance of 
the fact, notiiing happened to him. The 
other was made to sleep in a room 
which had been unoccupied for months, 
but was told that a corpse, a victim of 
cholera, had just been removed from it. 
His terror was so great that it absolute
ly created the disease, and in a few 
hours he developed symptoms of chol
era and died before the night was over. 
This story has been confirmed by sev
eral medical men, who give similar in
stances of the power of imagination.

"Sir William Gull, one of the greatest 
physicians of the nineteenth century, to 
whom the cure of the Prince of Wales 
was attributed during his dangerous ill
ness in the '70s, used to relate that he 
frequently gave his patients nothing but 
burnt sugar and water, and that simple 
remedy had made remarkable cures.

“A prominent doctor connected with 
the London Hospital tells how a mother 
once brought a girl to him who was suf
fering from extreme emaciation. The 
woman explained that the girl could 
eat nothing on account of a contraction 
of the throat which prevented her from 
swallowing. )

"I can cure that in haff an hour,” 
Bald the physician, and then proceeded1 
firmly to Impress upon the girl the 
value of tlie treatment he was about to 
give her. At the end of that time he 
sent her into one of the wards for a 
good meal, and the girl ate a large plate 

. full of boiled mutton and potatoes.
"The same physician relates other in

cidents of patients who nad been par
tially operated upon when it was found 
that nothing was the matter with them, 
but though they had suffered much 
pain before, they ceased to experience 
after the supposed operation."

That the mind has power over the 
flesh there can be no doubt, at least in 
the. minds_of those who have given the 
subject any consideration whatever.

Mind, according to Webster, is the in
tellectual or rational faculty in man;: 
the understanding; the power that con
ceives, judges or reasons; also, the en
tire spiritual nature; the soul.

To-day that faculty is known as the 
instrument through -which the spirit of 
man may convey his knowledge to oth-

Constitutional Rights.
In this presidential campaign we are 

hearing much of “constitutional rights.”
In all the northern papers there are 

numerous editorials and cartoons that 
charge the southern states with the ter-
rible crime of trampling, on the “con-, 
stitutional rights" of the
southern negro.

The Brooklyn Times and 
York Press are especially 
over this "trampling on the

illiterate

the New 
indignant 
Constltu-

tlon” which prevails in a few southern 
states.

But it never seems to occur to these 
editors that the white women of their 
own states have "constitutional rights" 
that have been trampled on ever since 
the Constitution was framed.

There are Equal Rights Associations 
in all the northern states. Every year 
the legislatures of these states are pe
titioned to give women their “constitu
tional rights,” but no one seems at all 
disturbed when the petitions are re
fused or passed contemptuously by.

Until women are enfranchised In all 
the states north of Mason and Dixon's 
line, the editors of those states would 
do well to keep silent on the question of 
"constitutional rights.”

LIDA CALVERT OBENCHAIN..
Bowling Green, Ky.

writer has suggested anything whatever 
with regard to the question of finance, 
nor how the revenues of the N. S. A. 
may be increased, ,

A New Statement of Principles.
With very few exceptions, my corre

spondents have declared in favor of a 
clear, brief and emphatic statement of 
principles, properly defining Spiritual
ism to the world. Many of these writ
ers have asked that said statement be 
based upon spiritual Theism, viewed 
from the standpoint of science, philos
ophy and religion. They affirm that 
such a proclamation would appeal to 
the hearts and souls of our people, and 
lead to their according, to our move
ment a generous support. This subject 
should be-made a matter of calm, earn
est discussion on the-part-of this con-' 
ventidn, and I recommend the assign
ment of a special hour for its considera
tion. ' ‘ .

I also recommend that the incoming 
secretary be instructed to send these 
queries, or others of similar, or weight
ier import, to other leaders throughout 
the* country; in order tliat tlie trustees, 
may have constantly , before them the 
written requests and Instructions of 
those whom they serve...

Theodore J. Mayer.
Our large-hearted treasurer, Theo

dore J. Mayer, has, during the past 
year, signalized his devotion to our 
cause in many ways, but especially has 
this been tlie case with regard to-his 
munificent donation to the Pension 
Fund. Had it not been for his philan
thropic spirit and enterprise, Tfear our 
Pension Fund, would have been •ex
hausted months ago. I feel that espe
cial recognition should be accorded him 
for his generous kindness; also to John 
R. Francis, editor of The Progressive 
Thinker, through whose continued ef
forts Mr. Mayer’s conditions were at- 
last met in full, and the Pension Fund 
made secure. -

The Board of Trustees.
The tdembers of the board of trustees

era; through which the soul
celves can communicate 
its perception to others.

This makes the mind 
connects man the mortal

A Mutual Mistake.
Little Willie told his mother that a 

lion was on. the front porch, but when 
an investigation was made it was found 
to be the Newfoundland dog, which had 
been newly sheared.

“Now, Willie,” said his mother, "you 
have told a very naughty story, and you 
must go up to your room and pray for 
forgiveness and remain there_iintll the 
Lord forgives you.” ~"'~

Willie promptly obeyed, but he was 
gone only a few minutes before he came 
tripplrig back.

"Did the Lord forgive you?” asked his 
mother.

“Yes/’ was the deply, “and he said 
he didn’t blame me. much either, ’cause 
when, he first saw it he sorter thought 
it. was- a ' Hon ■"• himself.”—Collier’s 
Weekly.

the

the

that per
result of

link that
with man the

spirit, and serves as a basis upon which 
is built the structure of immortality, by 

■many thinkers of to-day as well as yes
terday.

Man has little knowledge of himself 
and his possibilities.

He gets occasional glimpses of an 
open door in the dim distance, and 
shadows pass before him. He says the 
soul is immortal, for he has seen a face 
or form like one he knew. His mind— 
the archives of the soul's memory—re
tained the lineage of that face and 
form; they recur to him; they are not 
dead.

The fact is. unless hindered by some 
imperfection or derangement of the 
physical, the mind has power to recall 
that face and form. The same mind 
has the power, backed by the spirit, to 
think its own form into almost any de
gree of affliction, according to the 
strength of the will or mind power.

An instance has been recorded where 
physicians were about to bleed a young 
woman (at one time bleeding was a fad 
among doctors), and knowing, by what 
she said, the sight of blood would make 
her faint, they blindfolded her, pricked 
the skin, not enough to draw blood, 
then started a fine stream of water run
ning from a hydrant into a washbowl 
so she could hear it, and by telling each 
other she was growing weaker and 
weaker the^ led her to the entrance of 
the other world and had to administer

A Whiie Cat Seems to Materialize.
When I was 16. the spirits frightened 

me terribly knocking on the headboard 
of the bed. and sometimes the room 
would become illuminated. When I 
was 24 years old I had a white pet cat. 
I called it Showball. A milk wagon 
ran over it arid killed it. Ten years 
after that event a widow lady, and I 
wanted to know if there was any truth 
in spirit return. She had a fine square 
parlor in her home, and we made two 
black curtains and hung them up. We 
shut the door and locked it. We did not 
have anything behind the curtains—not 
even a chair. We then turned the light 
low on the center table, and the four 
present sat quite close to the curtains. 
Air at once a little white ball appeared 
at my feet. It grow, and all at once it 
jumped up and-ran in front of us all and 
went behind the curtains. All saw it. 
Then the curtains parted and we saw a 
form dressed in a brown morning gown, 
with flowing sleeves. We did not see 
the face.: The arm and hand were 
thrust out and waved at one of the gen
tlemen. MRS. FRANK GRAFTON.

Tampa, Fla.'

restoratives to bring her back. Not a 
drop of blood had been lost, but her im
agination had led the spirit almost out.

There are many cases on record, 
even more wonderful than-any of those 
above related. It all goes to prove 
there is a power within man to control 
the flesh. It means that man the spirit 
rules man the mortal, and that connec
tion understood, would prevent untold 
agonies in the world.

Every magnetic healer uses this pow
er, consciously or unconsciously, over 
his patient. Every Christian or Mental 
Scientist must use this power to get । 
good results in treating. In fact, every 
successful M. D. uses it in connection 
with a simple decoction, or powder, or 
pill with good effect, Wetter and more 
lasting than with his most powerful 
drug.

But the limitations and possibilities 
of the mind are but dawning upon the 
human perception. • The unfoldments 
and discoveries of tlie day are leading 
man the spirit up out of the mist and 
darkness of the clay, ana In this majes- 
itic process of evolution lies the com
ing light of the spirit and the higher 
development of the mortal. Then will 
there be peace on earth instead of war.

DR. T. WILKINS.

As pride is sometimes hid under hu
mility, idleness, is often covered by tur
bulence and hurry.—Johnson.

■ A man’s reception depends upon his 
coat; his dismissal, upon the wit he 
shows.—Bcranger.

Such as Is thy behavior before thy 
children’s faces, such is theirs behind 
thy back.—Quarles.

Nothing is more reasonable and 
cheap than good manners.—Anon.

The truest self-respect is not to think
| of self.—Beecher.
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NftTlONftL SPIRITUALISTS’ ftSSOGlflTION
Report of N, S. A. flissionaries, Hr. and'Hrs. E. W. Sprague, for, 

, fhe Year Ending September 30, H>04.

Mr. Chairman and Fellow-Delegates: 
—Another year of active work by your 
missionaries has been completed, and 
we come to you with our report feeling 
encouraged and gratified with the re
sults of our labors, and with the outlook 
for our cause in the future.

The cause of Spiritualism in the 
United States and Canada is progress- 

‘ ing rapidly. People in every walk of 
life are studying its philosophy and in
vestigating its phenomena. Home cir
cles are being held in nearly every 
place we have visited and sometimes 
we have heard of a number of them in 
a single town. This is as it should be, 
for the home circle is one of the best 
places to study Spiritualism. It is en
couraging that so many are learning 
this truth and’ profiting thereby. Un
doubtedly local societies are holding 
more public meetings and employing 
more foreign talent than ever before.

A number of excellent new mediums 
and speakers are coming to the front to 
fill the places of the goon old workers 
who have passed on to their reward.

Organization.
The cause ot organization, Us alms 

and objects, as well' as the good work 
accomplished by our National, state and 
local societies, are becoming better un
derstood, and consequently better ap
preciated by the mass of Spiritualists.

The people are calling for your mis
sionaries from all parts of the country, 
especially from the west. We have re
ceived many letters urging us to come 
and work in Texas, Oklahoma, Wyo
ming, Montana, Kansas, Colorado, 
Idaho, Washington, and other states. 
This grqat territory should receive as 
thorough missionary work as has been 
done in New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
Indiana, Michigan and Illinois. The 
Spiritualists of Texas, Oklahoma, Wyo
ming and Montana have urged us to 
»pend several months in each of these 
states. Texas and Montana, through 
their State Associations, have asked 
the N. S. A. board to send us there to 
help them build up their organizations.

The west needs missionary work 
very much, and we believe this depart
ment of the work of the N. S. A. should 
be extended in that direction. Thor
ough organization of these states will 
bring great strength to our association 
and at the same time will be very help
ful to the weak societies in their strug
gle to build up and sustajn our good 
cause. !

posters, blank credentials, etc., sent 
them all over the state, wrote hundreds 
of letters, and did It all while keeping 
up regular correspondence in the mis
sionary work, such as making engage
ments, writing articles for Spiritual and 
secular press and at the same time we 
were traveling from place to place and 
holding meetings nearly every evening.

Work of the Year.
During the year we have labored in 

Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, Indiana, 
Michigan, Illinois and Missouri. We 
have visited 66 towns, held 302 meet
ings, organized 16 new societies, includ
ing one state association. Besides this 
we attended the N. 8. A. Convention at 
Washington, D. C., the Michigan State 
convention held at Lansing, Mich., and 
the Michigan mid-winter meeting held 
at Jackson, Mich. We have added new 
members to many local societies that 
we have visited, created enthusiasm 
and encouraged their members, leaving 
the societies in better condition, than 
we found them, always receiving a cor
dial invitation to return and hold more 
meetings whenever we could do so.

, Camp-Meetings.
We also filled engagements at the fol

lowing Spiritualist camp-meetings: 
Snowflake camp, Central Lake, Mich.; 
Vicksburg camp, Vicksburg, Mich.; 
Hazlett Park camp, Hazlett, Mich., and 
Woolley Park camp, Ashley, Ohio. All 
of these camps are doing great work for 
thé cause of Spiritualism; they are in 
full sympathy with our organization. 
The three first named advertised a Na
tional Association day at which time 
your missionaries represented the N. 8. 
A. Our explanation of the good work 
being done by our Association was re
ceived with eagerness and enthusiasm. 
A collection was taken at each of these 
camps to assist in the work of the N. 
S. A.

the 
and 
well

convention was very harmonious 
the work accomplished could not 
have been better.

Cost of the Year's Work.
'Total cost of the work for the year 

ending September 30,1904;
Expenditures 
Receipts . . .

32,607.98
1,678.44

Deficit. 3,734.54

Indiana State Association.
We organized eight new societies In 

Indiana, and visited nearly every other 
society in the state. We also held 
meetings in many localities where there 
were no societies; meanwhile we were 
making arrangements for the state con
vention which was subsequently held 
at Anderson, Ind., Feb. 26, 2.7 and 28. 
At this convention we had the best of 
talent. There were 23 societies repre
sented by 52 delegates in this conven
tion. The meetings were held in the 
Anderson Spiritualist Temple.

The convention was a success In ev
ery way, and the entire expense includ
ing speakers, test mediums, musicians, 
printing, advertising, etc., was only 
381.34. The reason why the expense 
was so small, lies in the fact that the 
Spiritualists of Anderson and of the 
state, as well as the talent employed, 
co-operated with us in the good work. 
They gave every assistance possible to 
help make the convention the grand 
success it proved to be. The Anderson 
society gave us the use of their beauti
ful Temple, heated and lighted, free of 
charge. The choir gave its services 
free, and the services of . the mandolin 
club was furnished without cost to the
convention. Miss Wirtz and Miss Bo- 
lànder, soloists, gave their very effi
cient services without compensation. 
Mr. J. A. Wirtz, the leader of the choir, 
printed the programs, entertained the 
missionaries, and wrote notices of the 
meetings for the press. Mr. Chas. A. 
Gaines assisted in advertising the 
meetings, arranging for entertainment, 
and did many other things to help make 
the meetings a success. We are great
ly indebted to him, as we are to many 
more whose names are too numerous to 
mention.

The Spiritualists of Anderson enter
tained the speakers and delegates free 
of Charge, making them welcome in

By-Laws Adopted by the Indiana State 
Association. -

The constitution and by-laws adopted 
by this state association, are of the best. 
One article of these by-laws we desire 
to read to this convention; we read it 
with the hope that it may be adopted by 
every other state association, for there
by the Spiritualists, the genuine medi
ums, and the public will be protected.

Art. IX.—-Superintendents—reads as 
follows:

Sep. 2. The president shall appoint 
one superintendent for each Congres
sional district of the state; the said ap
pointment to be approved by the board 
of trustees.

Sec. 2. Duties of Superintendents.— 
Each superintendent shall have the su
pervision of his own district under the 
authority and direction qf the board of 
trustees and shall co-operate with the 
president in missionary work and to
gether they shall devise ways and 
means by which missionaries may be 
employed in his territory.

Sec. 3. The superintendents are au
thorized to visit and encourage socie
ties, assist In organizing new ones and 
arrange dates for missionaries.

Sec. 4. Superintendents shall make 
quarterly reports to the secretary of 
the State board of trustees of the finaii- 
clal and spiritual conditions of the so
cieties under them.

Sec. 6. The superintendents shall 
report to the president the presence of 
any person or persons in their respect
ive districts known to them to be un
worthy of confidence, or Impostors do
ing, or attempting to do, business as 
physical or mental mediums, or both, 
or teaching the philosophy and religion 
of Spiritualism.

Sec. 6. It shall be the duty of the 
president upon the receipt of such in
formation to forward to all of the super
intendents a copy of the same together 
with the instructions to make copies of 
the same and forward them to the sec
retaries under their charge, to the end 
that the public as well as the Spiritual
ists may be protected.

If this was adopted and carried out 
by every state association our cause 
would be protected from the charlatans 
who are defrauding the Innocent, rob
bing the unwary and committing other 
crimes in the name of Spiritualism.

State Associations.
In order to show how our work bene

fits the state associations we deem it 
proper to use a little of the valuable 
time of this convention in enlightening 
the delegates upon this important sub
ject.

In the annual report of our good 
brother, the president of the New York 
State Spiritualist Association, we find 
a paragraph which reads as follows: 
"We have continued the policy of re
fraining. from organizing societies un
less we believed they were strong 
enough to hold together and do good, ef
fective work. It looks glittering to see 
reports of societies organized over the 
country with two or three days’ work 
by the missionaries, but the trail of 
wrecks that usually follows such glitter
ing reports makes the last estate worse 
than the first.”

In making this statement our good 
friend thoughtlessly, and unintention
ally, no doubt, was throwing cold water 
upon the most Important work of our 
organization.

We cannot believe that the Spiritual
ists of this land expect the .two mission
aries at large to take care of all the so
cieties they organize.

Without doubt nearly every one of the 
weakest societies we have organized 
would have become strong and perma
nent if they had been properly cared 
for by competent ones sent to them by 
the state association for that purpose. 
Some of our smallest societies have the 
greatest vitality; all depends upon the 
membership, methods of work, etc. 
The principal reason why now and then 
a society, out of the many organized, 
fails to flourish, is because of misman
agement-on the part of the society it
self and the lack of advice, instructions, 
encouragement and assistance from the 
parent organization.

Weak societies, such as are not able 
to employ speakers, should form’ read
ing classes and developing circles, and 
in this way study and learn the’great 
truths of Spiritualism, "and develop 
their spiritual gifts.

missionary to have door fee, what car. 
we expect; but our local societies wll: 
jay they had a nice meeting but could 
not see the good they had derived from 
Ihe missionary, until it is difficult for a 
local society to exist.” > .

In reply to the above statements we 
will say, that we have never impover
ished the societies we have visited, but 
have always left them in better condi
tion than we found them, often helping 
them to raise money to pay their back 
dues and reinstating them with their 
state association or the N. 8. A.

Four years ago there was not a single 
society in the state of Ohio that had 
paid its dues to the state association; 
not one society in good standing. In 
proof of this statement we have a re
port dated Nov. 13, 1901, made out by 
John C. Hemmeter, who was at the time 
the efficient secretary of the Ohio State 
Association, in which ho tells us that 
the Ohio Association was chartered by 
the N. S. A., May 24, 1897. This report' 
which was made four years and five 
months after the State Association was 
chartered, states that 22 charters had 
been issued by the state association 
and all of them were in arrears for 
dues, with the bare exception of the 
Elyria society, and that one we had 
chartered with the state association, 
Jari. 26,1901, and It had then paid 38 as 
its first year’s dues. I am glad to say it 
has fulfilled its duties to our organiza
tion ever since.

According to this report there was no 
record of any society having paid dues 
up to the time we began missionary 
work in Ohio. In closing this report 
Mr. Hemmeter says: “Now if you have 
any advice to offer, offer it so we may 
imbue some life into it before it be
comes a corpse." This is the condition 
in which we found the Ohio State As
sociation.

In our work in the state of Ohio we 
have added new members to local socie
ties, revived those that had lost inter
est, encouraged members to new effort, 
leaving them with renewed enthusiasm 
and with determination to continue the 
work.

In the last four years we have organ
ized and chartered 16 societies in the 
state of Ohio. Eleven of these are in 
good standing with the state associa-' 
tion to-day; three of them have ceased 
to do public work. They failed because 
of lack of encouragement from the state 
association and proper management. 

.One society we have not heard from. 
These three defunct societies never re
ceived a visit from a state officer or a 
state missionary. Do not these facts 
show where the trouble lies, and also 
the value of our work to the Ohio State 
Association?

We feel it is but Justice to say that 
the present success of the Ohio State 
Spiritualist Association is largely due to 
the work of the N. S. A. missionaries, 
more proof of which will appear later 
on.

Many societies in other states that 
we have organized have never been vis
ited by an officer of the state. Under 
such circumstances the National mis
sionaries should not bo blamed be
cause occasionally a society falls

■In ,1 c
jutside Qi (hethall rent aud entertain 
nent. ’Itfie entertainment has beer 

I’urnlshedu aliwt invariably by Spirit
ualists,who wtfre glad to care for aud 
make we)(joinejthe missionaries in their 
homes, jjjhey never considered it a 
burden, is. ii/ . t

Music. I
As tq^tlie i&pense for music, there 

has been nothing worth mentioning 
paid out by tji$ Spiritualists for music 
at our .meetings. It .has nearly always 
been funnelled1 free apd voluntarily by 
those will) ijav^. served in that import
ant eapklty, ' .

Briefly|told,ahis is the sum of the 
"great' burden ", that, our missionary 
work has.b'epp. f0 the Spiritualists.

One toftlight.niore: .We never visit so
cieties pr .'localities where we hold 
meetings unless we are invited to do so. 
We have not been able to reach one- 
half of those fhat have written for our. 
services, nor pne-tenth of those that 
want them,’as. pur many letters from, 
state associations, local societies and 
individuals plainly show.

These, facts anfi figures positively 
prove that, our, work is no burden to 
Spiritualists, or societies that we serve.

No religious organizations in this 
country expect their missionaries to 
earn their whQle salary and expenses. 
In Spiritualism it has proved to be im
possible to make the missionary work 
self-supporting. .

The above lengthy explanation we 
trust will make the matter plain to all, 
so that hereafter the great cry that the 
missionary work is burdensome to the 
Spiritualists will not be an obstacle in 
the way of the progress of the work of 
organization.
Benefit of Our Work to the State Aeso- 

' clarions.
Our request for an official statement 

of the number of societies composing 
the Ohio State Spiritualist Association 
was refused by the officers of that or
ganization. However, the reports pub
lished in the newspapers stated that 22 
societies were represented in the last 
state convention, and as 11 of our socie
ties, at least, are in good standing, the 
conclusion is reached that the societies 
that we orgarilzed make up at least one- 
half of the strength of the Ohio State 
Association.

New York State Association.
Of the number of societies in good 

standing in the New York State Asso
ciation at the present time, according 
to figures given us by the present state 
secretary, the societies that we organ
ized and chartered number' one-half of 
them, lacking one society.

■WSW

thelr comfortable homes. The speak
ers were Harrison D. Barrett, Dr. Julia 
M. Walton, Rev. Gardner Haines, and 
Rev. Thos. W. Smith; and Mrs. Flora 
Russell, the noted singer of Alliance, 

. Ohio, added much to the success of the
convention. All came and did ■ excel
lent work, making no charge therefor. 
We gladly paid the traveling expenses 

: of the helpers who came from a dis
tance.. Your missionaries were also 
Uiere and took an active part.

The good will of the Indiana Spirit
ualists and their interest in the move
ment was again demonstrated In the 
fact that we raised a fund of three hun
dred dollars in cash and pledges, out of 
which the expenses of the convention 
were paid and the balance of. 3218.90 
was turned over to the new state asso
ciation to be used in its work.

We received no financial compensa
tion for our services in working up and 
carrying on the convention, which de
tracts considerably from the good ap- 

: pearance of oür yearly financial report
We did all of thé work of planning, 

arranging and preparing for this con
vention, receiving no assistance other 
than the advice .of Mrs. Longley, the N. 
S. A. secretary. We arranged for the 
place of meeting, corresponded with 
and engaged the speakers, wrote and 
paused to be printed the circulars,

Course of Reading.
Here let us say we have repeatedly 

asked that a course of reading be ar
ranged for weak societies to use. We 
feel sure this would be of great benefit 
and would be a help in sustaining so
cieties that are not able to keep regular 
speakers.

At the N. S. A. convention two years 
ago we succeeded in getting a commit
tee appointed to arrange such a course 
of reading; that committee did nothing, 
and last year we urged the matter 
again and the committee was re-ap
pointed; we have not heard from that 
committee yet, but hope it may have 
something good to report regarding 
what it has accomplished.

Societies to be kept In active service 
must be visited and encouraged. The 
N. S. A. missionaries should not be held 
responsible for their continued , exist
ence when they have not been cared for 
by the state associations after the mis
sionaries have organized and set them 
at work.

In the published report of the presi
dent of the Ohio State Spiritualist Asso
ciation occurs the following. I quote 
verbatim: “I found some of our local 
societies discouraged. Their past ex
periences with missionaries and mis
sionary work had taken all they could 
raise for traveling expenses, and to pay 
the missionary, and the local society 
holding two or three meetings a year 
cannot expect to-have the Interest in 
our state, and national,' they are the 
ones that cannot see the benefit in, or
ganization. It is the steady, persistent 
work that tells in the end. AU mis
sionaries should seek to; fill the treas
ury of the local societies; they should 
not exhaust them, but they must if they 
only visit them once or twice a year.”

Further on thjs report,. says: z “The 
missionary is only with them for one or 
two meetings, and the railroad fare and 
other expenses, such-as hall rent, mu
sic and entertainment, and allow the

to pay dues when called upon to do 
so. The N. S. A. has done its very best 
to have its societies visited and cared 
for, and we think the state associations 
have done tee same. We have always 
urged upon the state associations the 
necessity of sending missionaries to 
visit the local societies that we have or-. 
ganized. We have encouraged them to 
form circuits, placing epeakers upon 
them, thus helping the local societies 
to become strong and self-supporting. 
It is the mission of the N. S. A mission
aries to interest the people in the sub
ject of Spiritualism and our organizaz 
tion, to encourage weak societies, to or
ganize Spiritualists into societies and 
teach them how to carry on the work, 
successfully. After they have done 
that, the state associations, where such 
exist, should take enough interest to 
have these societies visited by compe
tent workers and do everything possi
ble to encourage them. Arrangements 
should be made whereby every local so
ciety could be visited at least twice 
each year by thoroughly competent mis
sionaries. If this were done very few 
of our societies would go down.

The following explanation will an
swer the other statements made in the 
yearly report of the president of the 
Ohio State Spiritualists Association, 
and will make clear to all the question 
of the cost of the missionary work to 
the Spiritualists.
Average Cost of Missionary Work to the

Spiritualists and Local Societies.
TMuch has been said about the mis

sionaries visiting local societies and 
towns where Spiritualists are not nu
merous and making the work “burden
some” to them. It has been said that 
they carry away all the money that can 
be raised and leave the societies impov
erished. This is not the case, and 
such sentiment does not usually ema
nate from those who help to support the 
cause; but generally comes from those 
who seldom or never contribute to its 
support.

In contradiction to this claim we will 
present the facts and figures, that this 
convention and the Spiritualists of the 
country may know the truth and the 
missionaries be vindicated.

During the past year we have visited 
60 localities where no salary was paid 
for our services. We held 178 meetings 
in these places. This does not include 
the work done at camp-meetings, con
ventions, societies that paid us a salary 
for regular work, meetings held for the 
purpose of organizing societies, seances 
at which a door fee was charged, nor 
meetings held with societies with which 
we divided the door receipts.

Of the GO localities mentioned above, 
the Spiritualists paid rent for only 22 
places of meeting. In 38 localities no 
rent was paid for the use of the meet
ing places. Some of the meetings were 
held in'town halls that were made free 
for religious and educational purposes. 
Â few meetings were held In parlors 
and one in a schoolhouse. The others 
were held ip churches own'ed by the 
Spiritualists, or in ‘halls controlled by 
them where no extra charge was made 
lor ohr meetings. Certainly in these 38 
cases the rent was not burdensome. 
The collections and traveling expenses, 
which includes our hotel bills amount to 

! 685.69, and when divided by 178, which 
is the number ot meetings we held in 
these 60 localities, makes the cost of 
each meeting 33.29; The average num
ber of meetings held in each place is 
three, which means the cost to each 
community for the series of meetings, 
39.87. The societies that we have or
ganized and those that we have visited 
average 30 or more members each, and 
the average collection at each of the 
meetings if divided by 30 -would amount 
to a trifle less than 33 cents each for 
the course of three lectures (which 
were followed by spirit messages and 
tests) or eleven cents per meeting. W«. 
may .also take into .consideration the 
fact that the Spiritualists do not even 
pay. all of this, for the collections come 
from the entire audiences, which usual
ly number from IOO to 200 persons. If 
the audiences outside of the ,30 mem- 
bets constituting,each gathering con
tribute as much as thp 30 members; the 
expense of the meetings would be di
vided by two and'the cost to each one 
of the Spiritualist, members would be 
but five and one-half cents per lecture

Michigan State Association.
Of the societies represented in the 

last Michigan Spiritualist Convention, 
held at Lansing, Mich,, August last, the 
societies that we organized and char
tered only lacltad five of making one- 
half of the wholfe number.

Illj^&ls state Association.
According to the state secretary’s re

port to ufc we organized and chartered 
more than .one-half of all the societies 
constituting the.Jllinols State Spiritual
ists Association.,,

benefit of this part of the work to our 
cause and the blessings bestowed upon 
the recipients, can hardly be overesti
mated

Nearly all of the message work was 
done by Mrs. Sprague, while thè lec
tures were principally, given by Mr. 
Sprague.

The time has been occupied in writ
ing, traveling, speaking, etc. We have 
set aside no day of tire week for a “Sab
bath of rest,“ but have labored contin
ually, week days, evenings and Sundays 
during the entire four years, with the 
exception of one month’s vacation each 
year. ■ .. ,

We have been very economical in the 
management of our work, and have 
struggled hard to keep down expenses. 
We have tried to make the mission
ary work self-pupporting, knowing if we 
could do so, many missionaries could be 
placed in the-field’and our cause great
ly benefited thereby.

This we failed to do, though it was 
no fault of ours.

We have not been extravagant. In 
all our traveling the N. S. A., the state 
association, nor the local societies, 
have never been called upon by us to 
pay one dollar for a meal taken in a 
dining car, or for a seat in a parlor car, 
and we have taken a sleeping car only 
twice at the expense of either during 
the four years.

The total cost for our hotel bills, 
lunches and board for the last year was 
only 83.41 per month and this is prob
ably a fair average per month for the 
other three years.

The good Spiritualists have taken 
care of us and made us welcome in 
their homes, and we have not exceeded 
the limit of economy in this particular.

During the past year your missiona
ries have overstepped the boundaries of 
good Judgment by doing too much work. 
The winter was extremely cold, and the 
excessive missionary work, (which we 
took upon ourselves )has told upon our 
constitutions and is undermining our 
health. In the face of these tacts and 
in Justice to ourselves, we feel called 
upon to decline to continue longer in 
the active missionary work. We do not 
wish to be understood as having lost in
terest in the missionary work of our as
sociation. Far from it; we were never 
more in love with the movement; but 
we feel compelled to discontinue so 
much and such extremely hard work.

We shall not cease to labor in the in
terest of the National, state and local 
organizations, but will do what we can 
in connection with our regular work as 
we always have done in the past.

In closing, we desire to thank the N. 
S. A. officials for their many favors and 
for the confidence they have reposed in 
us. They have always trusted us to 
make our own engagements, and have 
expressed themselves as being satisfied 
with our methods of work all of which 
is truly ‘appreciated by us.

To Mrs. M. T. Longley, the very effi
cient N. S. A. secretary, do we especi
ally desire to extend our sincere thanks 
tor her many favors, her kind advice 
and valuable assistance in our work, 
also for her many genial, courteous and 
encouraging letters written to our-

Indiana Sipte Association.
We organized all but two of the so

cieties that were represented in the In- 
ana State'., Spiritualist convention last 
February. . tj.

The aboye flgijres show that we have 
organized |^nd chartered about one-half 
of all thCjjaociet^es that represented 
these flve, state, associations in their 
last conventions. Without our mission
ary work tljey would not have become 
as strong, as they’ are now, and of 
course would not have been able to do 
as good work as they are now doing.

And thus the proof is multiplied, 
showing the value of the missionary 
work to the state associations and to 
the cause at large.

Recommendations.
One of the greatest burdens to some 

of our societies is paying rent for their 
places of meeting. In fact there are 
many towns where it is impossible to 
have public meetings, because there are 
no halls available, occasionally we have 
to pass them by on that account, or be
cause the rent is so high the Spiritual
ists cannot afford to pay it.

Building Fund.
We therefore respectfully suggest 

that this convention take into consider
ation the question of establishing a 
building fund from which weak socie
ties may procure funds at a very low 
rate of interest to assist them in build
ing halls and temples of their own. It 
will be much easier for societies to pay 
a low rate of interest than to pay the 
usual rent of a hall, besides they could 
have the full use and control of their 
church homes. This would remove one 
great obstacle in the way of success of 
the local societies and would greatly 
encourage the members.

We believe there áre many Spiritual
ists in the United States who would 
willingly furnish the money to supply 
such a fund if it was handled and con
trolled by the N. S.- A. This is done by 
other religious organizations and has 
proved to be a great benefit to them. 
See the report in the Unitarian Year 
Book of last year.

We hope to see a move made in this 
direction by this convention.

Editor-at-Large.
Occasionally we meet with the good 

results of the work of Hudson Tuttle, 
as Editor-at-Large of the N. S. A, and 
we are satisfied that he is doing a great 
and good work’ in, that capacity. We 
sincerely hope that his services may be 
continued.

In Conclusion.
The present month completes the 

eleventh year ofl.gur services as mis
sionaries of Me NqS. A The first sev
en years ofj$at type our work was al
most entirely ja lafig^ of . love. With the 
exception ó^bout¡six months spent in 
the work of jwganlzing and building up 
the New Yogç State Spiritualists Asso
ciation, we rççeive^jio financial compen
sation. We.fjid ,w)ÿit we could, taking 
the spare t|yge irogj our regular work 
of serving spqletie%f. During that seven 
years we o^ganizq^ 60 societies. We 
did this missionary work because of 
our abidingrifaith .¿n organization and 
in the good flprk ofjour National Asso
ciation. ( c

The last fœjr yepfs_ we have received 
a salary and.jhavejvâevoted our entire 
time to misçjjonaryi-work.

These fou ’̂year^chave been fraught 
with experiences tl;at nave demonstrat
ed the value Qf,aiyl the necessity for 
more united effort and co-operative ac
tion. on the part, qf the Spiritualists 
through organisation.. . .

Our work'has ,bèen very helpful to 
the general movement as well as to the 
organization. ,

During these four years we have held 
over 1,200 meetings,. organized and 
chartered 105 .societies including one 
State Association, added. many riew 
members to societies that were . pre
viously organize^, and have taught and 
demonstrated thetruths of Spiritual
ism to many, thousands... of people,: a 
largo number of , -whom heard, tor the 
first time, the truth that Spiritualism 
teaches.

We followed nearly all the lectures 
with spirit messages and tests. The

selves, as well as to the societies 
have organized.

As secretary of this association, 
is certainly the right person In 
right place’.

To all the others, throughout

we

she 
the

the
country, and they number many, who 
have aided us in the missionary work, 
we hereby extend our heartfelt thanks.

With a deep and abiding faith in our 
organization and in the good cause it 
represents and with sincere love for all 
our dear true workers, we respectfully 
submit this report for your considera
tion. E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, 

N. S. A. Missionaries.
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PROGRESS

THE WIDOW’S MITE, 
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

pr. Peebles' Books and Pamphlets 
AT REDUCED PRICES

Who Are These Spiritualists?
What is Spiritualism, and what has it done for the world? jsi pages. Price so cetitot 

• paper, 35 cents. u *
Three Journeys Around the World

Handsomely bound octavo volume, 500 pages, illustrated, describing nearly all nations. 
ludia’sTnagic, Egypt’s pyramids, etc. Price reduced lo $1.25. .

. Seers of the Ages -
This large volume. 400 pages, treating of the past seers and sages with their visions and 
trances, and treating also ox, God, heaven, hell, faith, repentance, prayer, baptism« 
evil spirits, etc. Reduced from $2 00 to $1.25, 10th edition.

The Employment of Spirits fa the Spirit World
What they say of their dwelling places—infants, idiots, suicides, etc. 320 pages.

I Reduced from |i.50 to $1.00; paper, 50 cents.

The Spiritual Harp
A book of songs, anthems, hymns, with both the words and music. 300 pagca^.
Reduced from $2.00 to I

The Christ Question Settled • t |
Who was Jesus Christ? A symposium by Hudson Tuttle, W. E. Coleman, Rabbi Wise» 
i. R. Buchanan, Col. Ingersoll, and others, with what the spirits say about it through 

. J. Morse^W. J. Colville, Mrs. I<ougley, and other mediums. 400 pages. Reduced 1 
romli.50 to Ji.oo. Third edition.

The Secret of How to Keep Young
A book of 220 pages, treating of conception, gestation, marriage, divorce, foods, drinks, 
sleep, flesh-eating, how to live a 100 years aud more. Reduced from $1.35 to $1.00.

Vaccination a Curse >
A book of between 300 and 400 pages, treating of inoculation, vaccination, cow-pox. 
calf-lymph poison, Jenuer's discovery; how vaccination causes death, eczema, pimpled 1 
faces, cancers, ulcers, consumption, etc. Price $1.00.

Spiritualism Versus Materialism
A flue, handsomely bound book, showing the fallacy of materialism, aud the truth of 
Spiritualism. Price 30 cents.

Reincarnation * ...... I
A discussion between Dr. Helen Densmore and W. J. Colville, affirming, and J. Mi 
Peebles, denying the truth of reiucaruation. Price so cents. . I

Spirit Obsessions—The Demonism of the Ages J
Obsessions so common in Spiritism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism, etc. A book of 
B82 pages, the west complete work ever written upon this subject; is nicely bound in 
cloth, uud printed iu large type ou good paper. Price, 11.00; postage 10 cents.

Biography of J. M. Peebles
By Prof. E* Whipple. A large, elegautly bound book of 600 pages. Price $1.00.

Three Jubilee Lectures
Delivered in Hydesville, Rochester, and Rondon. 125 pages, illustrated. Price 25 cento»

Spiritualism Commanded of God Thirty pages.

The Orthodox Hell and Infant Damnation
The "Soul,” Did It Pre-exist
Spiritualism in All Lands Pamphlet ofpages.

The Pro and Con of Spiritualism
The Rev. H. A. Hart versus J. M. Peebles.

An Epistle of Dr. Peebles to Seventh-Day Adventists
A Plea for Justice to Mediums Large pamphlet.
The General Teachings of Spiritualism
The Eightieth Birthday Anniversary of Dr. Peebles

Fifty pages with the speeches, addresses, iioems, etc.

Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism
With speeches aud illustrations.

The Pentecost Beatty bound, 23 pages.

CHILD CULTURE.
According to the Laws of Physio

logical Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion,

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL,

BATTERY OF LIFE,
BY WALTER DE VOE.

This is a work of singular excellence, 
on a subject of great importance. It is 
replete with wise and. practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have the 
care of children, and all who are inter
ested in their moral, mental and physi
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
ing. Price 00 cents.

CONCENTRATION.

The New Cure for Kidney and Bladder 
Diseases, Rheumatism, Etc.

As stated in our last issue the new 
botanical discovery Alkavis, is proving 
a'wonderful curative in all diseases 
caused by Uric acid in the blood, or dis
ordered action of the Kidneys and urin
ary organs.

The President of the Suffolk Hospital, Boston, 
states that 'Alkavis was tested In the hospital 
on chronic eases of Bladder and Rheumatic 
trouble. It cured when old and established- 
compounds wholly failed, and our good words 
are at your disposal, for all should know of the 
good accomplished by Its use. Dr W. H. Haw
ley, Physician and Surgeon, Penn Yan, N. Y., 
writes: I have used Alkavis myself and In my 
practice with satisfactory results. Similar tes
timony to this wonderful new remedy comes 
from numbers of others, including many ladles 
Buffering from disorders peculiar to womanhood

Thé Church Kidney Cure Company, of 
New York, who so far are its only im
porters, are so anxious to prove its 
value that for the sake of introduction 
they will send a free sample of Alkavis 
prepaid by mail to every reader of The 
Progressive Thinker who is a Sufferer 
from any form of Kidney or Bladder 
disorder, Bright’s Disease, Rheumatism, 
Diabc Dropsy, Gravel, Pain in Back, 
difficult to too frequent passing water, 
or other affliction due to improper ac
tion of the Kidneys or Urinary Organs. 
We advise all Sufferers to send their 
names and addres^to the Company, 
and receive the Alkavis entirely free. 
Address Church Kidney Cure Co., No. 
404 Fourth Avenue, New York.

NEVER LESS ALONE THAN WHEN 
ALONE.

’Oh. for the soul that feels the solitude 
And all the grandeur of- its silence 

there;
Without, the noise and strife 

with fortitude;
Within, the calm peace and 

share,
That fears no tumult nor the 

roar;
The busy din of city life, it 

not.

to bear

rest its

thunder

seeketh

On Its own wings, above the world to 
soar,

And finding God, all else is then for
got.

Ah! this is heaven, my soul’s eternal 
quest,

To find the peace within and hear one 
sound—

‘ ’Tis I, be not afraid’ thrice welcome 
guest.

Now, let’s rejoice, for, lo, the lost is 
found.

So may the billows rise and fierce 
winds blow

• Peace to thy soul—alone, yet riot 
alone—

Where all is sunshine and beauteous 
, flowers grow.
I am, thou art, and we are one.”

—Etidorpha.

LOOK OUTLiBOK OUT!
The ProgresBi^ferhihker during its 

Fall and Winter Campaign will be a 
continual feast of good things in alt oc
cult and ‘spiritual lines of thought. Ypp 
can only keep up with the procession 
by reading, it each week. -Send in your 
subscription now, and introduce the 

■ paper to your neighbor. ’

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the m®t approved 
methods of ancient and Modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Fixen.

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Sent complete for 50 cents.

"In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price JI.

“Death, Its Meaning ana Results." 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in the au
thor’s experience. Cloth, 560 pages, il
lustrated, 31.25.

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price 31.

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spirlt-
ualistis Gatherings.” 
Hull. Price 10 cents.

‘The Light of Egypt.1

By Mattie E.

Volumes 1
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Heripetic Philoso
phy. Price $?. nnr volume.

EXCELLENT SONG BOOKS.
Echoes From the World ot Song.

Volumes 1 and 2.' By C. Payson Long-
ley. 
able 
well 
tion

Choice inspirational songs, suit- 
for all occasions. This book is 
bound in cloth with gilt illustra- 
on cover, and frontispiece bearing

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features.Tho Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner." Of especial interest 
and value. Price 31.

A Book That Awakens the 
Healing Power in the SouT, 

It Teaches the Glorious Truth that Frees 
From Sin, Sickness, Poverty and Pain.

PH1CK, &2.OU. 
For Sale by 

COLLEGE OF FREEDOM, 
Woodlawn, Chicago.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2. „

“Human. Culture and Cure, Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments." 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D, A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as It 
well fulfills the promise of its title. 
Price 75 cents.

portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Longley. 
Words and music, sheet music size. 
Price 31 each; postage, 15 cents addi
tional on each book.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beau
tiful Songs. For public meetings and 
the home. Words and music. Price, 
board covers, 40 cents; cloth, 60 cents; 
These songs of Professor Longley’s are 
gotten up in most attractive style, and 
more than worth the small price asked 
for them.
_ Maxham’s Melodies, With Words and 
Music. Songs, sacred and secular. 
Price 15 cents.

The Spiritual Harp.- A collection of 
vocal music for the choir, congregation 
and social circle, by Dr. J. M. Peebles 
and J. O. Barrett. Price, 31.26.

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection 
of original and selected hymns for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home. Compiled by L. s K. 
Washburn. Price, paper cover, 60 cts.

Golden Echoes. A new collection of 
original words and music for the use of 
meetings, lyceums and the home circle. 
By S. W. Tucker. Price, 16 cents.

Selected and Inspirational Hymns for 
Spiritualistic Gatherings. By Mrs.
Georgia Gladys Cooley.
Prlcç, 16 cents. -

The Spiritual Songster.

Words only.

By Mattle
E. Hull. For the use of circles, camp
meetings and other Spiritualistic gath
erings. Words only. Price', 10 cents.

The Lyceum Guide. A collection of 
music,, golden chain recitations, .mem
dry gems, choral responses, funeral ser
vices, programs for sessions, parlia
mentary rules. Containing , instruc
tions for organizing and conducting ly
ceums, for physical culture, calisthen
ics, marching, banners, badges, ¿stand
ards,'the Band of-Mercy, etc. Compiled 
for the use of progressive lyceums and 
societies, by Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 
(cloth binding), 50 cents per copy, or 
when ordered by tho dozen, 40 cts each.

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS.
Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual

ism; A Concordance to the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many ot the import
ant books of the Bible. Price 31.

Our Bible. Who Wrote It? When, 
Where, How? Is It Infallible? A voice 
from the higher criticism. Price 31.

Two in One, being a combination of 
the two books. The Contrast, and the 
Question of the Spiritualism of the 
Bible Settled, together with' a series of 
startling contrasts between creedal 
Christianity and the facts and philoso
phy of Modern Spiritualism. Prjce»3L

The Spiritual Alps and'How we As
cend Them, or a Few Facts as to How 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth, 40 
cents; paper 25 cents.

Joan the Medium, or the Inspired 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism in 
France nearly 600 Years Ago. A most 
Interesting book. Price, cloth, 40 cents; 
paper 26 cents.

Christs of the Past and Present—a 
Comparison of the Christ-work, or Me
diumship of Biblical Messiahs. Cloth, 
35 cents; paper, 25 cents.

PAMPHLETS:
All About the Devil. Price 15 cents.
Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 

Inconsistencies and Blasphemies. A 
Review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. 
Frank Talmage’s oft-rripeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents.

The Devil and the Adventists. A . 
brief review of some of the recent at
tacks made by Adventlstu upon Spirit- . 
uallsm. Price, 10 cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death aud Its . 
To-Morrow. 'Price, 10 cents.

The Old and the New. Price 10 cts.
BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULL.

Wayside Jottings. Essays and 
sketches gathered from .the highways 
and by-ways of life; Price 75 cents.

Spirit Echoes. Short poems and
sketches. Very beautiful; ■ Price, 7#
cents.

The Spiritual Songster. A small
booklet with words only, adapted to
congregational singing and circles, etc,
Price, 10 cents; 36 per hundred.

*
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thunder, that I was not afraid; and
THE ANTI-MEDIUM ASSOCIATION.

for the fitful flashes of lightning, and

situation, I became so thirsty that I

I

My God. Why hast thou forsaken

ASPHODEL BLOOMS,
AND

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

and al-

The Arcana of ' Spiritualism

THE GIFT OF THE SPIRIT.

SPIRIT MESSAGES.

room where I was first placed for rhst; membranes of Itj find like all who fail Chicfigo, III. ELLA DARE.

could not swallow. Still I remained so 
cold that I could not lie still, and my 
bed was in such a mixed state I could

alone; there was no noihe; 
plainly see in all directions,me? Come, I ph 

mercy on me, and 
to be relieved of

and have 
in some way 
rble calamity

I had an- 
was sure

not cover myself. In my despair 
cried out, and said:

tract from the pleasure that 
ticipated with her i eturn. I 
that it was she.

Here was an added agony,

Meeting of the National Antl-Medlum 
Association at the Coliseum, St.

Louis, Mo., Oct. 18. 1904.

"Mark Chester; or a Mill ana a Mill, 
ion. A Tale of Southern California.” 
By Catlylo Petersllea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating apd reformatory. Pa- 
per covers, 40 cents.

A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
Philosophy.

I " could 
för the

iäÄÄ&ia

sire for her became strong.. AsJ rea
soned along this line, r”spolte my 
thoughts aloud, and straihed my sight 
as I looked in all directions in my-de
sire to get a glance al hen Yet‘1 was

WW

Compensation
• .    : : .  ' 

' fl ninnino Narrative oí Exiieriéiioes in the Spheres oí Spirit ilio
WRITTEN THROUGH THE HEDiUHSHlP OF DR. HILLARD F. HAHHOND.

CHAPTER IX.

my God, why hast thou forsaken me? I 
■ With the close of her remark, she 

vanished,• how, or where, was as much 
a mystery as was the potVer with which 
I had been restrained. With her went 
that power which had held me, and also 
my desire to rise.For a long time I lay thinking of 
what had occurred in the past few min
utes. I tried to reason that there was 
no blame to be attached to my acts. 
Had she not placed temptation before 
me? How kindly she had addressed 
me. With what fondness she had 
placed Jer hand upon my face; and 
with her gentle touch what a thrill had 
penetrated every fibre of my being. 
Surely, she had given me reason to be
lieve that she would not resent any ad
vances 1 could make; and when I had 
attempted to express my love for her, 
she not only ehided me, but by some un
known power had prevented me from 
even using my strength, and at last had 
taunted me by saying that I was gross 
and ignorant, and still further had said 
1 must duffer remorse and restraint.

J7 I discovered that she was but a wo
man after all; and while she possessed : 
some beautiful traits; still, like all wo
men who possessed charms, she also 
nad the conceit to think that she could 
compel me, a man, to acknowledge her 
superior qualities; and when she dis
covered she could not conquer me, she 
had disappeared and left me with hat
red instead of love for her. Had she 
remained while the power with which 
she had held me had been removed, I 
should certainly have shown her that 
even though I was gross and Ignorant, 
I could assert my manhood to that ex- 

<neiiU OQ Wftll1 COUia asserì iuj

' as she.

All this time I was growing colder; . 
now my teeth began to chatter, my 
whole frame trembled, and a severe fit 
of ague seized me. O, how 1 wished 
then for a flint and steel; if I could only 
have a light, just for one moment; if 
the lightning would come; I could then 
see what I was doing, where the bed 
was; for I reasoned that it would be 
useless for me to attempt to find a light, 
or anything to mane a light with.

As I thought of lightning, there came 
a flash before my eyes, brighter than 
any flash of lightning that I had ever 
seen, and at the same time came a roar, 
as if all the.storms of the past centuri.es 
had been concentrated and the last final 
peal of thunder had been reserved for 
my especial benefit; and the noise and 
lightning did not cease with the first, 
but continued incessantly. It did not 
help my sight; either the flashes were 
blinding to me, or else my sight had 
gone; surely I could not see, and was 
no better off than before the lightning 
came.

But one thing was sure with me; the 
experience I had while on the wreck of 
Ilie ship, now stood me a good turn; for 
I had then become so familiar with the 
noise made by the wind, waves and

and far up, and away, as though many 
miles intervened, and like a bright and 
twinkling star, encircled by a wreath of 
most beautiful white lilies, interspersed 
with sparkling diamonds, was the face 
of my teacher. I indignantly closed my 
eye? to shut out the sight; but my curi
osity was aroused, and I opened them 
again, and there, radiant as a sunbeam, 
was that face/ and irom it there shone 
straight into my face a bright ray of 
light like that through a focussed lens.

to make a personal profession-of. con
version, I intended’ to do. s’&Aiome tlfiitf, 
and so. had constantly left juy spiritual 
welfare In the hands of God, confidehtly 
believing in his supreme *p6weh' Now, 
1 was sure that moment-®ad‘(arrived, 
and while mÿ conversion had nit come 
according to the specifled’Vpiaiy I had 
been taught to expect, yet‘ I thbught I 
could detect the working« of tfod that 
had now caused the calm that pervaded 
my soul and body.

I was calm, peaceful and happy; at 
peace with all the world-, ' and my 
teacher in particular, and.felt "that I 
could forgive her, and alsâftisk her par
don for wrongly accusing'Ker. Tbegan 
to wish for her return, sd i count show 
her my abjectness. My lové former re
turned, but in a far different manner;

EausiacuuH, uuu xiv v., ___ r _
ing, I fancied that she had not only 
proven herself not only a coquette, but 
at last she had shown herself to be a 
coward by holding me a prisoner until 
she had so forcibly expressed herself, 
and as the last restraint was removed 
irom me she had vanished quickly, giv
ing me no opportunity to prove my abil
ity to at least defend myself against her

row, if it had not been for the loss of 
my sight I would not have minded my 
situation; for I could stand the cold; 
and although the thunder was louder, 
and the lightning was brighter, still 1 
had no terror from either.

But here, another trouble came to 
me; not before in all my experience, 
either on the ill-fated ship, when I suf
fered all else, or at any time since 1 

¡could remember, had I ever suffered 
from pain or sickness, but the pain that 

| now began to rack my body was in

charges., I Anally resolved to arise and go out 
and make the acquaintance of some 
other person and if possible discover 
where I was, and in what country I 
might be.She had called herself “my teacher.” 
Had several times referred to “this 
sphere”; and Instead of speaking of 
earth, she invariably called it Aer.

As I arose, 1 found I had no clothes 
except the robe of sombre-hued gray; 
my clothes, coat, vest, pants and boots, 
as well as my hat, with which I had 
been clothed while on the stranded 
ship, had now disappeared; and now, in 
my perturbed state I was disinclined to 

' follow any fashion she who had proven 
to be a poor guide had offered me; but 
still, as I had not seen any other gar
ments worn except like the ones I now 
possessed, I thought I might as well go 
forth with them; for, if I were now 

i dressed in my former garments, I must 
iLjJJSCessarily attract the notice of all. 
^O-Arose and walked to the window and 

parted the heavy curtains and tried to 
look outside, but all outside was 
shrouded in utter darkness, I could not 
see; I dropped the curtains and 
stepped back and looked around the 
room; the same hazy mellow light that 
I beheld when I awakened from my re
freshing sleep pervaded the whole 
room; there were no shadows, and yet 
I could see no means of artificial light;

• It was as if the sun shone brightly out
side, and just enough ligbtwas admitted 
in the room to make the light soft and

these were of no use to me, as I could 
only discern a bright flash; I could not 
see an object in the room.

In my anguish, I threw myself upon 
the bed, and roared because of the ex
treme pain which was now tormenting 
me, which was, as if ten thotisand imps 
with red-hot hooks and pincers were 
tearing at my flesh, while my bones 
seemed as if they were being crushed 
by some powerful pressure, and my 
joints were being pulled apart; and to 
add to the horror of my most pitiable

I lay motionless, even unable to lift my 
hand. She seemed to be pleading with 
me to retract my condemning thoughts 
and words,

In one minute, I suffered in my mind 
all and even more than I had suffered 
in the past; and where my body had 
quivered with the cold, and anguish of 

I pain; now, my whole frame trembled 
with emotion, and the palpitation of my 
heart was so rapid that the blood was 
Shot through my veins with such force 
that it seem as if they must burst, and 
as the sight of that beautiful face con- 
tinuefijiefore me, it intensified my suf
ferings beyond my power to describe. 
My eyes closed involuntarily, and my 
thoughts returned to her, anu what she 
had said and done to and for me. It 
seemed as if her very, expression was 
analyzed, and every word she bad ut
tered was being rehearsed from mj 
first introduction to her to the present 
moment; and the gentleness of her 
manner was pictured plainly.

Soon, 1 began to censure myself for 
my hasty actions, and the more I rea
soned about my condition, the more in
tense was my suffering; the agony of 
my body was as nothing to what I now 
suffered in my mind. I tried to close 
my eyes and shut out the view of her 
face, but they would open, in spite of 
all I could do.

The thoughts of how she had so sud
denly left me, and the power she had so 
mysteriously exercised over me, came 
forcibly to my mind, and like a bad 
daub on a nearly completed picture, 
caused a blur on her radiant face. The 
horrors of the past few moments or 
hours—I had no means of telling which 
it was, although as I now contemplated 
it, it seemed like a very long tinie— 

। now all came vivivdly before me, and 
i again my relentless disposition got the 

control of my better nature, and 1 
’ thought, If this be her I see, then she is 
> trying her blandishments again, and I 
! will not tolerate anything of the kind. 
I I clenched my hands and set my teeth 
> hard together, and scowled, and tried to 
' jook hard towards her, thinking that by 
I so doing, I could convince her that 1

now, 1 felt that instead of wishing to 
clasp her in my arms and. showing my 
affection for her by demonstrations of 
passion, I could now express my love 
best by silence. As 1 continued to 
think about her, my admiration in
creased; I could understand her worth 
and superiority; she was to'me now, 
like a rare gem to the "connoisseur. 
Again the wonderful expressions I had 
listened to from her came vivid to my 
mind; I could see her radiantly beauti
ful face aud figure, and I found myself 
calling for her, and reaching forth my 
hands imploringly lor her to come to 
me; I called her by name, but as I had 
not heard that yet, I could only say?

“O, iny teacher; my dear , teacher; 
come, come to me." :

It seem as if a part .of myself was 
absent. I was Incomplete. There was 
no one, pr no thing to fill the void that 
was now haunting me. As I had suf
fered agonizing torments 'of physical 
pain, and the torments of mind in, pas
sion, now I began to suffer much more 
as the time sped by in my how harmo
nious state, because of her absence.

She iiad told me, “she would-not-re
turn until my desire was strong enough 
to draw her.” Had not that time ar-
rived? What more could I do, pr say? 
How could I atone for iny conduct more 
fully than I had? Did she desire more 
suffering on my part? As she had ap
peared to me several times at oppor
tune moments, as if she knew at a dis
tance what I required, why would she 
not know now that I needed her, and 
was prepared to meet her, and would 
try to make amends for my heinous of
fence? I felt that she must surely 
come to me now in my distress. I rea
soned that she could not approach me 
in my terrible fit of passion, for she was 
so pure that to enter even the atmos
phere that I was polluting, 'would be to 
dim the luster of her chastity; but now 
I felt that all that foulness had disap
peared from me, and I had been puri
fied; and while I was far ' from that 
high standard of purity and incorrup
tion she was, yet with her high state of 
development along the Une of pudicity, 
and her capacity of control of self, she 
could come to me, and- by so doing 
bring me back to the path of rectitude 
which I had so abruptly left.

O, why would she remain away now, 
if she intended to return when my de

•whole life has been of that kind which 
has led me into the most bitter experi
ences, and finally, this last, which is so 
fresh in my memory is but the result of 
my gross ignorance, iind could not have 
been avoided under the circumstances; 
and mo?t likely my teacher understood 
■me much better than .1 gave her credit 
for; and knowing just what the resiilt 
would be, she has left me to fully re
ceive my lesson, well knowing that I 
should profit by it. I have learned, and 
received the full benefit, and I will bide 
the time, for as she has told me ‘she 
would not return until my desire was 
strong enough to draw her'; I know she 
will surely come, when that time ar
rives. I will compose myself and wait; 
the longer I have to wait, the stronger I 
will be, and the stronger must be my 
desire. 1 know she will come at last. 
O, when will I be ready for her?”

• As my soliloquy ended, I rested; my 
mind became free from all condemna
tion of self, and although I did not feel 
fully satisfied, yet I was Bure I had 
made an advance and was now in a con
dition to receive my teacher with 
neither penitence nor pique. I longed 
to seo her; I would not apologize; I 
would meet her as my equal. I felt 
that, although she was better able to 
control herself than I was, yet it was- 
only because she had received her les
son first. Now, although she could in
form me upon many subjects with 
which I was not familiar, still I was 
ready to receive my instructions be-

• cause I had been forced to see that it 
was an impossibility to avoid it. I had 
a vague understanding that I was a 
changed being, that all the past was as 
a passing day and I had entered into a 
new existence where different condi
tions prevailed; yet what that state or 
existence was Ldid not comprehend. 1 
could see, hear, feel, think, act; in fact 
I had air my faculties, and yet my sur
roundings were so different from what 
I.had before been acquainted with, that 
it gave me a vague impression that I
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which has now befallen me."
My voice startled me; it was the Hist 

sound I had heard except that of thun
der and what was caused by my move
ments; for one moment I felt relieved, 
but as my astonishment wore away, I

mellow.
I again looked out of the window. I 

rubbed my eyes to make sure that my 
vision was all right, but I could not see 
anything beyond the walls of my room. 
I reasoned that night was coming on I 
while I had been so much occupied in 
my conversation with my would-be 
teacher; and now I could easily see 
how she had so mysteriously disap
peared. I lay down again, and said. 
“Well, I can stand this until to-morrow,' 
then she will return, and with her win
ning and wheedling ways she will re
lieve me; or if she fails to come, I will 

• then certainly go out and find some way 
to learn where I am; certainly, there is 
someone who will enlighten me.”

As I lay down, the bed, which had 
been before so soft and restful, was 
now filled with lumps and hummocks; 
my pillow was hard and raised my head 
to an uncomfortable position; I folded 
and unfolded it Several times. I was

again felt the pain, and the past condi
tions returned with redoubled fury.

What a plight for a man to be in, in 
a strange countiy, among strange condi
tions; blind, freezing; my body racked 
by excruciating pains with which I was 
unacquainted; I felt that I could not 
endure it long. During my sad experi
ence on the ship I had not been 
troubled by the thought that I should 
lose my reason; but now, as if I had not 
already all the ills with which a man 
could be acquainted, the fear began to 
haunt me, that unless my troubles were 
soon assuaged my reason must depart. 
The thought gave me such a shock, that 
for a moment I became lost to my har
assing predicament; but it was only for 
a moment; my suffering, both mental 
and physical, was so violent that noth
ing but death seemed sufficient to af
ford relief; but even that great boon to 
the suffering would not come at my re
quest. How I did pray for it. Never

knew I was right and of course she 
must be wrong. Gradually, the picture 
of her fair face faded from my sight, 
and as it did, the transparency of my 
room changed, and all began to assume 
the same darkened condition It was in 
before I offered my anguished prayer. 
Then I reasoned that the cause of the 
sudden change from the beautiful pic
ture to the terrible blackness was my 
persistent perverseness; and the fear 
of being punished as I had already been 
for my opposition to her power and 
teaching, caused a change in my 
thoughts; and as before, my eyes had 
persisted in opening against my will, 
now, they would close, and I could not 
keep'them open, and I was finally 
obliged to allow them to remain closed.

This was a new feature of my 
troubles; I wanted now to see her an
gelic face as much as before I desired 
to banish it; but if it was to be seen 
by me, my vision was of no use to me. 
Still I could not prevent my thoughts, 
from crowding in on me; they came, 
but were much mixed. I dared not 
think ill, lor I had discovered that as 
sure as I did, darkness came. I was not 

1' yet ready to humble myself, and ac
knowledge that she was right and I was 
wrong. In this mixed and perturbed

before, do I believe, did human being 
pray with more fervor for death than I 
did; at first, it was only by thought, 
but in time my thoughts were expressed 
in words; and although it had never 
been my custom in ray life before, now, 
here alone with my sufferings, like all 
miscreants, when all else fails them in 
the hours of misfortune and trials, 1 
turned to my only hope of sucoor; with 
what unction did 1 plead for relief; how 
I praised the powers and works of the 

'great Father; what promises I made if 
I my anguish could be removed. In my 
fervent appeal my whole being, was

cold, and there was hot enough cover- j 
ing to keep me warm. I shifted my po
sition several times in hope to find an I 
jiasy place to lie; I vainly looked 
around the room to find extra clothing 
for the bed, and finally in desperation I 
tore one of the heavy curtains from 
its fastenings and placed it on the bed, 
and again lying down, I closed my eyes 
and composed myself as best I could 
for what I imagined would be a night’s 
sleep; but I could not sleep; I lay for 

. some time With my thoughts constantly 
dwelling on tbe events of the past, and 
most especially on what bad occurred 
within a few minutes. I was soon 
warm, that was one consolation, and I 
congratulated myself with the hope 
that I should soon sleep and forget 
what then seemed the greatest disap
pointment I ever experienced. I soon 
found myself too warm; presently I 
was so worm the heavy curtain proved 
too much, and instead of being just suf
ficient, I found I was beginning to be 
not only agreeably warm, but my whole 
body bigan to burn; I was fast nearing

• a conation of fever; I did not perspire, 
but I could feel the' hot blood as it 
surged from my feet to my head and 
my uauds; my head throbbed with the 
intensity of the pulsations of my heart 
I frantically threw off the extra cover
ing, and as I did so, I opened my eyes, 
and found the room to be as dark as I 
had before discovered the ■ outside

electrified. I frantically waved my 
hands; I shouted as if God was deaf 
and far away; I sobbed my utterances, 
and the tears rolled down my cheeks, 
until as I finally stopped from sheer ex
haustion, I found my bed was wet be
neath my head. But my prayer was an
swered, for as I came to a realization of 
my situation, I discovered I could dis
cern a faint glimmer of light in my 
room; the objects about me could be 
faintly outlined; the terrible din of the 
storm had ceased, and the pain of my 
body had subsided some. I also no
ticed that I was again warm; but I lay 
like one just recovering from a protract
ed sickness. There was no need now 
for any power to be exercised upon me | 
to keep me quiet.

Again the recollection of the cause 
of my terrible suffering began to over
power me; then I felt the pain return
ing; the darkness began to creep on 
again; I could hear the distant rever
berations of terrifle thunder, and sev
eral faint flashes of lightning swept be
fore my faint sight. With an almost 
superhuman effort, I jumped from my 
bed, and wildly swinging my arms, 
I cried aloud, and shouting with all the 
force I could command, I said:

world to be. Again I rubbed my eyes, 
' believing my sight was affected; but 

that did no good ; all was dark, and to 
heighten the effect, not a sound of any 
kind could I detect except what was 
made by the rustling of the curtain and 
bed, and my heavy breathing. In my 
desperation, I had so mixed up my bed 
that I could not tell where the pillow 
or any of the clothing was; the dark
ness was so dense that I could not pene
trate it, and after vainly trying to 
straighten my bed out, I.found myself 
exhausted, and Instead of the intense 
heat which a few moments before had 
threatened to consume me, I again be
came cold; I tried to cover myself, but 
the clothes all seemed to be tied In 
knots, and it was impossible to find an 
ind of anything anywhere.

walls of my room had aggin assumed 
their transparency. I had no desire’to 
leave my apartments noW, or td’ go in 
search of her, if I h_d, I ‘ should not 
know in what direction tOTollow.

I continued in this tranquil state, 
perfectly restful in body aHfi miiiii; and 
my mind seemed satisfied with all 
things, except that she, tfiht was lack
ing to make myself whole; was not pres
ent J1

Again, I thought, is it tfdssible' that I 
am not yet in a purified" condition so' 
that I am qualified to meetTief?

had passed through tome change which 
had transported me to some other 
planet.

Somewhere, I had either read or 
heard of the transmigration of souls. 
Was that my case now? But what of 
my soul, what was it? I understood it 
to be spirit, and had no substance: but 
here, and now, I was as substantial and 
tangible as I ever was. I had been 
taught that at death, the spirit returned 
to the God that gaye it. Was I dead? 
If so, where was heaven, and hell? I 
had had a taste of the latter, in the im
mediate past. If I was in heaven, 
where was God, and his great white 
throne?

Now, a great sense of joy seemed to 
possess me. Perhaps my teacher was 
one of tbe holy angels; perhaps God in 
his infinite mercy had sent her to me, 
and now, oh, ecstasy, I was saved, and 
was to be fitted to enter the presence of 
the great God, and my future was se
cured at last.

What more could I desire? ’'The 
ways of God are mysterious, and his 
works are past finding out." These 
words I had often read while I was a 
prisoner on that ill-fated ship, when I 
bad no other book but the Bible; now 
they came to me'with all their force 
and promise, and 1 rested even more se
cure with the thought that in my case, 
He was working, and now ere long I 
should be ushered into His mighty pres
ence. 1 felt now I was prepared; and 
folding my bands upon my breast, I ful
ly resigned myself to wait for my 
teacher to come, for the purpose of 
leading me through the pearly gates, up 
to the great white throne, to receive my 
introduction through the Savior to his 
Father, my God.

In this ecstatic mood I lost myself in 
contemplation of the joy I imagined I 
was about to realize; for in all my life, 
while I had never committed any great
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state, I remained for a long time; how 
long I can not tell; but gradually my 
mind cleared itself, and I fully lost con
sciousness.

This consciousness was not as when 
I succumbed to the power of cold and 
exhaustion on the ship; now my sur
roundings with all their horrors faded 
from me; I retained my faculties and 
could understand where I was; but that I 
which had been the cause of my desire 
to embrace my companion, and which I 
she had called passion, now came be
fore me like a mighty power; but in
stead of causing in me that intense fire 
which before I could not control, it now 
allayed my sufferings in every’degree; 
and I said, as the scenes of my troubles 
faded from my memory:

“I will conquer myself, and instead of 
trying to be a leader in what I am to
tally ignorant of, I will be a meek fol
lower of my teacher; a studious stu
dent, aud try to be worthy of the atten
tion of my angelic guide, and what she 
has so devotedly tried to inform me 
about."

As the words of-my resolve escaped 
me in almost a shout, I was entirely 
shut out’ from my surroundings, and 
when I regained consciousness, I was

I reviewed myself again more critic
ally than I did before; I could not dis
cover anything that ought to debar me 
from the most chaste individual. I felt 
that I was in, such a contrite state that 
I was humble enough to enter the pres
ence of God; ano as I thought of my 
teacher and her joeautiful womanhood, 
she seemed to me to be almost equal 
with Deity. I could, would, and did 
worship her;- and as I thought of her 
good qualities, my littleness in every 
sense was made manifest to me, and J 
said:

“Because I have shown so strongly 
my gross and impure nature, it must re
quire time to make up for all that 
which has caused our estrangement; 
and as only as I am free from the 
causes of that estrangement, which will 
require far more time to remove it than 
it took to express it in words and acts, 
f.o, must I continue to work out my re
lease from those causes; therefore I 
will continue to rue the cause which 
has caused me to lose the only happi
ness I ever knew.

criminal act and I had »never publicly 
professed my sins, and had not united 
with any chureh, although I intended to 
sometime; my understanding of the 
way to heaven, was by public profession 
and subscribing -to some creed; and 
now, to find I had escaped all that, and 
that my election was sure; it was more 
than my exhausted state could stand. 
I lost consciousness in my enraptured 
condition, and when I came to myself 
again I realized that 1 was not alone. 
Everything in the room was in the 
same orderly condition as before I 
slept, if I did sleep; but there came to 
me a sense of someone which gave me 
a sense of restlessness, and yet it was 
not strong enough to cause me to rise 
and search for it. I waited in expect
ancy; fully knowing whose presence I 
sensed. That part of my being which 
had been absent was now coming; I 
could feel it as it came nearer, as one 
feels the glow of heat when it radiates 
to warm the person wnen the cold is in
tense; but with it there was an alloy 
that was not agreeable; there was more 
than I desired, and it seemed to de

Meeting was. called to order by the 
president, J. D.' Hagaman of Toledo, 
Ohio. On motion, O. E. Payne was 
chosen secretary pro tern.

The president introduced to the con
vention an article to present to the Na
tional Association of Spiritualists, now 
in convention in this city, which de
manded from that body a medium, capa
ble of demonstrating the claims of Spir
itualism, which was adopted, to be sent 
to the National Association of Spirit
ualists and to the press.

On motion, J. D. Hagaman was made 
chairman of a national committee of 
five, which committee was directed to 
confer with a like committee to be ap
pointed by the National Spiritualists 
Association, and to act also as commit
tee on investigation, as contemplated in 
the resolution. The said chairman was 
also empowered to appoint his four fel
low members of the committee, which 
he did as follows: Clark Braden, Grand 
Valley^ Ontario, Canada; D. R. Dungan, 
Canton, Mo.; S. M. Martin, St. Louis, 
Mo., and W. E. Harlow, Springfield, Mo.

We trust that the wishes of this body 
may receive prompt consideration. 
Walting an early acceptance which will 
prove your faith and ability to provide 
this association and the world with a 
medium who is able to demonstrate 
your claims of spirit return.

Humbly submitted for an unbiased, 
unpreudiced investigation,

J. D. HAGAMAN,
President.

D. R. DUNGAN,
Vice-president.

CLARK BRADEN, 
Chairman Ex. Com.
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“I will no longer submit to such suf
fering as I have in the past minutes or 
hours, I do not know which. Let the 
spell of her who has brought all this 
upon me. be broken."

I could not finish my cry of despair 
and anger. .With a loud crash, and a 
flash of lightning much more vivid than 
any I had yet seen. I was hurled to the 
floor with such violence that for a mo
ment I was stunned, and when my con
sciousness returned, every fibre of my 
flesh quivered like a piece of jelly, and 
I was unable to rise. I slowly turned 
my now inflamed, body, and lay upon I 
my back. ' .

Slowly my'vision began to return; 
Soon everything in the room was visi
ble, and the soft mellow light with 
which I had been familiar was about 
me. I distinctly saw -my disordered 
bed; the curtain that I had torn from 
the window; I cfluld see outside, and 
it was as dark as it had been. Pres
ently all things in the room began to 
vanish; the celling of the room became 
as transparent as was the walls of the

lying on my bed, everything in my room 
wife in the exact condition it was before 
I attempted to show my affection for 
her who had been not only my teacher 
and guide, but my savior as well; I was 
perfectly calm, and I felt that I bad the 
power to hold to my resolve let tempta
tions come as they might. I knew 1 
had passed through a refining process ; 
now ail the dross in the shape of pas
sion or emotion as well as conceit and 
hatred had been removed from me.

I was satisfied I was changed in. ev
ery particular; still, I was the same 
persen. I looked myself over, as far as 
my physical was-concerned, and was 
satisfied. I examined myself in a crit
ical manner as to my mental condition,1 
and was more than satisfied; for as I 
reasoned upon the choses that led me 
to the deplorable state I had. just 
passed, I could plainly see that my 
physical condition was mainly respon
sible tor it all. I could now see that 
my physical condition was the result of 
gross Ignorance, the effect of my former 
education, which, instead of teaching 
me tn rely upon myself for an under
standing of my own requirements, it 
had taught me that I was. born with 
certain propensities; and instead of 
cultivating, improving, or preventing 
them from degenerating, all I could do 
was to seek the pardon of God, through 
redemption by his Son, the crucified 
Savior of the world; to leave it all to 
him.

In this humbled condition, I remained 
for a long time; it seemed as if hours 
passed; every act and thought in my 
whole existence passed before my mind. 
It .was done as if everything I ever 
know, or had said, or had heard or done, 
was painted on canvas and passed be
fore my vision in an interminable 
length. Many acts of my life I had re
proached myself for at the time, I was 
surprised now to see: for instead of see-' 
ing them now to cause me shame, they 
were represented in such ia manner as 
io show a good cause for having been; 
again, many acts and expressions which 
at the time they occurred I had com
mended, were here represented as of 
little, or no account; I could see now 
that they were a natural, consequence, 
being the result of the higher ’tendency, 
of my best or undeveloped nature.

As the panorama continued to drag 
its tiresome length along, I could not 
help but learn a lesson; as it endtM, and 
as I continued to cogitate upon the 
scenes that had been so vividly por
trayed, I said: ' n ’

“Well, what has my lifecamouhted to? 
What have I accomplished? That 
which I thought was right, a^d which 
gave me much pride, afiti Wflst I was 
sure was good, I here ddb waS.j faintly 
represented and seemingly I hotild not 
have prevented; but all’T haj^e . done, 
which I have condemned’All throhgh my 
life, is plainly represented; fiifiit with 
every such act or expression there 
seemed to be a palliating^ circffinstance 
or cause'connected; I seemed ¿to have 
been forced to do it; add yet?%ith all, 
the meaning seemed noW itof8?be im
pressed upon me that I;1knew The thing 
was wrong at the1 time ii'occdfted, and

My parents were both strong religion
ists, and in my earliest life while at 
home' with them, I was compelled to lis
ten to their Interpretation of the 
scheme of salvation, and although it 
somewhat passed from my mind-as 1 
later became a rover, yet, as it is With 
most people, it left its impression with 
me, and X had always borne a faint re-

though I had not as yet seen my teach
er, yet I knew she was near; but with 
her, I sensed the presence of another, 
and I could not bear the thought that 
others would come, or be, to share 
ever so little a part of her with me. I 
wanted her all to myself; there must be 
no divided attention on her part; none 
to draw her attention from me. As my 
mind dwelt upon the thought of an
other, her presence seemed to be put 
still further from me; I sensed it 
strongly, and as it grew less, I realized 
that it was my selfishness that dispelled 
her presence . Instantly, as if my les
sons had been well learned, my sense of 
ingratitude left me, and I said:

- “My’ teacher is great and good 
enough, so that all who may come to 
her can receive all they may desire, 
and still she will will not be diminished 
in the least” o

As my words echoed through the 
room, I was made whole; there was 
nothing wanted in me. I felt as one 
might whose friend or wealth had been 
restored after a theft; I felt the warm 
caress of her soft, hand on my fore
head, and she said in the same gentle 
and mild voice in’ which she had ever 
spoken to me:

(To be continued.)

yet I never attempted to prevent it; be
cause, I thought, it was’-’’part óí’ iny na
ture and I must let it Work irr'its own 
way, and in God’s own time anti way, I 
should be changed so that onTy good 
would remain. I haveRheveP‘‘reallzed 
until now. that good and batí áre both 
essential to my nature.-

“Here I see my whole career repro
duced; here I learn the'greatest lesson 
of my existence;' which1 lls$ ’ that my 
growth must ever come through my ex
perience; and that experience should 
constantly be my teacher and guide; 
that the good should be the incentive to 
make me happy, while the bad ought to 
be prevented by .my desire1 to do right 
br good; and to prevent.lt, I ought to be 
able to-control my mental as well as 
physical. As I never have- tried in the 
least to govern my mind or'passions; in 
fact, I never knew that I 'coüld; 30, my

Reply by President Harrison D. Barrett
J. D. Hagaman, President; D. R. Dun

gan, Vice-president, and Clark Braden, 
Chairman of Executive Committee— 
Gentlemen and Brethren:—Your favor 
of the 18th inst., in the name of the 
"Anti-Medium Association of America, 
finds us assembled in a convention? ev
ery moment of which is fully assigned 
to matters of importance to our cause. 
It is based on statements reported to 
have bden made prior to the opening of 
this annual session of our association 
and before an entirely different body.

It further requests a joint investiga
tion of matters which friends and foes 
of our truth have already threshed over 
times without number, and we would 
commend to your patient and prayerful 
consideration as an aid to your desires 
the published proceedings of such im
partial and Anti-Splrltualistic bodies as 
the London Dialectical Society and the 
Psychical Research Society, including 
the latter’s American branch.

If, with minds free 'from sectarian 
bias you are seeking truth for the 
truth's sake, we will gladly furnish com
plimentary admission to our evening 
session on the 19th, 20th, or 21st Inst., 
for any three gentlemen of your num
ber who are candid in motive, fair in 
judgment and have not in the past de
frauded their fellows for their own no
toriety and pecuniary profit by dishon
est-practices. Such committee may be 
able to witness at that time something 
of what is know as platform medium
ship.

No doubt your members are everyone, 
of them familiar with Camille Flamma-’ 
rion’s statement, which he has assured 
the Executive of this association has 
never been retracted by him, viz.:

“Positive observation proves the ex
istence of a psychic world as real as the 
world known to our physical senses.”

They may, prefer the language of 
Fichte, the philosopher, who said, ‘ I 
fegl it my duty to bear testimony to the 
great fact of Spiritualism.”

Perhaps the conclusions of Alfred 
Russel Wallace, D. C. L., LL. D., F. R S„ 
may be more agreeable to your body 
when he says: 4

“My position, therefore, is that the 
phenomena of Spiritualism in their en- 
tiretydd not require further conflrma- 
tion. They are proved as well as any 

, facts are proved in other sciences.” 
. Yours for Truth and Humanity,

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
President of the National Spiritualists’ 

Association.
St. Louis, Mo., October 19, 1904.

This volume contains a selection of 
tbe best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page illustrations, 
including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
tlie poems are especially adapted for 
recitations.

The author needs no introduction to 
tbe spiritual public. Her songs are, 
among the best in spiritual literature..' 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems, 
that it was the equal of anything in the 
language, and that she was the poet of 
the Nevr Dispensation.

The Mecca says: “Psychic Poems."
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmette j 

Coleman: "To all lovers of .good poetry 
this book is confidently recommended."

Will Carlton: “I have read with great 
interest:”

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: “A most exquisite bouquet. 
» » • * the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page.”

The author says in the dedication:! 
"To those whose thoughts and longings 
reach into the unseen Land of Souls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey, 
thither.”

Price $1.00. For.sale by 
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohlc.

Better than money, or fashion, or fame, 
. Is the gift of good cheer, 

Shining, reflecting, and shining again, 
Till all clouds disappear.

Brighter than jewels,or gems from afar, 
Is the sunshine of soul, ■

Lighting sad hearts like a luminous I 
■ star, 

Till their sorrows unroll. - ’ «
Wear, then, a smile, that Is earnest, sin

cere, .
Full of faith, and its grace, 

Helpful you may be, to all who are near, 
By the light In your face. ।

Culture of courage, -to do—the day’s 
deeds— -

' And to set them on high,, 
Battles and burdens—humanity’s needs, 

Do the brave deify.
Life is of spirit, the day and the hour, 

Are God’s gilts that we hold, 
Let us then use tlmm, with purpose and 

power,
As each on? •« "nrolled.

If wb could but grasp the meaning of 
the murmurs in the air,

And feel the gentle touches by the 
loved ones here and there,-

Surely we would be more gentle, and 
with tenderness care,

For the tiny rappings by loved .fingers 
• here and there.

For they come to give you greeting, 
■ -. scatter sunbeams in the air, 

¡Listen! and you will hear them whis- 
i perlng around you everywhere.
So study this religion which teaches re. 

turn of your dead,
And understand the messages fair by 

angel voices read everywhere.
JOSEPHINE E. FIRTH.

■ Philadelphia, Pa.

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book- It is intended 
by Its assisting, Inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received WV me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of Investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Helghto, Ohio.

CLUBS! CLUBS! CLUBS! CLUBS!
Now is the time to get up Clubs. 

Those who join a club of ten can secure 
The Progressive Thinker one year and 
a premium book for $1.10. The book is 
an actual gift. There are four premium 
books you can select from: “The Great 
Debate Between Rev. Moses Hull and 
W. F, Jamieson"; “Vol. 3 of The Ency
clopedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World”; "A Wanderer In the Spirit 
Lands”; and “Seers of the Ages”, by 
Dr. J. M. .Peebles. , The one who gets 
up the . club can have the paper one 
year, and any two of the premium 
books in our list, which ho may select.,

centuri.es
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fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when • -. attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
Mm at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

other, been successfully confined »nd 
forever strut up to one race and and one 
book. The old superstition is still in 
the world that there is only one book 
that may be read and studied on Sun
day and that religion, for.grown people 
or children, can only be taught by fun
neling it through some old testament 
or some new testament.

“Heaven forbid that we ever try to 
teach religion from things less ‘sacred’ 
than these! Let all this pass tor what 
it is worth. We know that many a man, 
unlike the speaker just referred to, 
never opens the Bible nowand could not 
be easily dragged inside a church or a 
Sunday-school because in his youth the 
Bible was made for him a task book, 
and the unnatural aud inhuman restric
tions put upon him in the name of re
ligion, one day in every seven, caused 
his soul to revolt and forever drove him 
away.

“In many Sunday-schools to-day if 
the boys and girls who attend cannot be 
interested in rivalry of class punctual
ity, reward of merit or the banner ideal, 
they have to be driven there by the pa
rents. Why? Because lessons are so 
stilted and unnatural, are dealing with 
the old historical subjects, and, how
ever enlivened by illustrations and an
ecdote, are always referring to some
body who, in common parlance, is now 
dead.

"Who is not interested in the sun
shine and the rain, the love of home 
and friends and all that goes to make 
our daily common experience? I Would 
rather my children were taught by, 
these near and dear things to under
stand that the earth is the Lord's and 
the fullness thereof than to have them 
taught that these things are secular and 
that the ‘sacred and holy’ is shut up in 
a particular, infallible book, which con
tains, among all its good things, stories 
strange, obscene, inhuman and cruel.

“When children have been taught to 
know that a grain of sand is also an ex
pression of the infinite life and that be
ing such it is quite as necessary as 
Jesus of Nazareth, since without it and 
the millions of years and processes 
which alone made it possible, the mas
ter could not have subsisted when he 
came, then they can better understand, 
reverence, imitate and love him who 
went about doing good, and who was 
willing to die an ignominious death 
rather than to compromise his soul.”

'h ' :.!■'(!■( >i iii ; i J "«TWJ

LAST DAY. OF THE CONVENTION, l a

Election of Officers—Resolutions Are • ?
Passed to Protect Mediums Against _ 

Civil Prosecution. /

The National Spiritualists’ Associa
tion, in convocation at the Temple of 
Spiritualism, No. 3015 Pine street, the 
last day of the convention, elected offl-. 
cers, and passed a resolution to the ef
fect that the National Board of Trus
tees devise ways and means to protect 
their own mediums from prosecution.

Comment on the prosecution of me
diums by the authorities in several of 
the larger cities was brisk at the after
noon session. It was shown where 
Spiritualist ministers had been prose
cuted under an ordinance in the city of 
St Louis, that classed them with char
latans, scoundrels and rascals. The or
dinance requires that “fortune tellers" 
pay a license of $100 a year. C. W. 
Stewart of St. Louis, said that it was 
high time for the national body to act 
in this matter.

One of the delegates cited the case of 
a certain medium in the state of Ohio 
whose case was carried to the Supreme 
court of that state and that there she 
was acquitted on the grounds that Spir
itualism was her religion, and that it 
the courts denied private persons the 
right to religion they denied them one 
of the first rights given by the constitu
tion of the United States.

Thomas Grimshaw, pastor of the 
Temple of Spiritualism of St. Louis, 
said that he had been called into court 
on the case of a certain medium in St. 
Louis, who had been- arrested because 
she told fortunes without a license. A 
detective had gone to her house and in
quired for the lady who told fortunes. 
The medium appeared and gave him a 
sitting. She was arrested accordingly. 
Mr, Grimshaw stated that in his belief 
a great many times it was the fault of 
the. medium, and not the fault of the 
courts. He advised pure and true Spir
itualism and he said that that would 
never Ibe dragged into the courts.

Alonzo Thompson of Nebraska stated 
that the organization originated with 
Die intention of protecting its own me
diums, and it was up to the convention 
to devise the way to do It. He said:

“Let us use the funds we have in our 
treasury, if need be, and carry this case 
before the highest courts in the land

The Proceedings of The National Spiritualists’ Asso- 
ci^ion; Jn St. Louis, Mo., Last Week, Were of Un
paralleled Interest, and We Devote Almost Our En
tire Spice This Week in Presenting the Same to 
the1 Public.

October 18)topening at 10 a. m., Pres
ident Bftrrettjln ’the chair, Meeting 
called tq. orde^/by the chairman. Con
gregational qlnging, “Throw Out the 
Life Lirie?' ‘ '

Invocation by Mrs. M. T. Longley: 
Oh, thou infinite soul of all light; thou 
divine presence in whom we live and 
move; from whom we draw .the truths 
of communion and power, we, who are 
thy chilrren, ■ turn to thee at this time 
in loving thought, in .tender worship, 
in. the spirit of reverence and of filial 
love. We ask thy protection at tins 
time and invite thy sweet ministering

life. We need to demonstrate to the 
world at large that we place character 
above all else.

I would rather be blessed by being 
the possessor of ri character that will 
bear the, closest inspection, than I 
would be known to the world as the 
wealthiest man in the community. (Ap
plause.)

We need to let the world know that 
we stand for, and that we intend to de- 
maud purity of life as far as possible 
upon the part of our workers, that we in 
no way condone loose morals. (Ap
plause.) We want to let it be known

angels to be wish us. We ask that we ,that we stand for Intelligence; that we 
may come together in the spirit of I believe that the schoolmaster is of far 
knowledge, extending harmony and greater importance in this world than 
peace and love rind good will one to the the preacher; that we believe that edu- 
other. That we may become a greater cation in a large majority is to be the
power to the universe for the dissemi
nation of spiritual truth and the unfold- 
ment of spiritual thought and the Inspi
ration within ourselves. We ask that 
In this convention we may receive from

savior of the world. (Applause.)
It is delightful to receive communica

tions from our spirit friends. It is de-
। lightful to have our spirit friends come 
to us and assure us of their continued 

; love and interest in our welfare, and 1divine sources light and inspiration,----------- --------- - allu .
that we may uplift humanity by the j would not tor all the world deprive any 
power of our combined effort. We ask human being that 1b struggling against 
that tlje work of the servants of this toe darkened conditions of the world, 
Association shall be for the highest ----- -> --------------------
good to humanity that there may flow 
from us that force and strength that 
shall bless human hearts and instruct 
human minds, and that we may all feel 
the influence af the angels that the 
sweet beneficence of their light and 
devotion may pour in upon us until we
respond in hearty co-operation to their

Iti; .

A Link In the Chain of Evidence.
Some seventy years ago, Lucy Farr, 

daughter of Randall -Farr, of then 
(West Moriah, Essex county, N. Y., mar
ried a Mr. Baines, if the name is cor
rectly, remembered. They removed to 
Warren county, New York, and en
gaged in agriculture. His farm was 
partly covered by timber which he 
wished to remove. To that end he en
gaged laborers to assist him in felling 

’• the forest trees. The morning before 
commencing work the wife at the break
fast table told of a very impressive 
dream she had the night before. She 
said a tree in falling lodged on another; 
that she saw her husband go forward 
with his ax, and engage. in chopping 
down the tree in wnich. the other 
lodged; that unexpectedly the tree so 
heavily pressed by the lodged tree gave 
way, and the one in the rear fell upon 
him and crushed the life out of him. 
She begged and entreated her husband 
not to go to the woods that day; but he 
had laborers engaged to assist him, and 
went to his work. Mrs. Lucy in con
stant distress watched in the direction 
her husband had gone, feeling certain 
of a calamitous result. But a little 
time and she saw one of tho laborers on 
a run to the house, which she had also 
seen in her night visions. She met him 
and said: "You..need not tell me any-, 
thing. Go to the barn, hitch up the 
team, and bring the body to the house.” 
He did so. Subsequent facts revealed 
that every minute detail of that 
"dream” was realized to the letter.

Every fact herein detailed, with pos
sibly the exception of the name of the 
victim occurred as herein stated, the 
Wife being a relative of the .writer.

While we take no stock in dreams as 
a general thing, yet it seems a welles- 
tabllshod fact that events yet con
cealed in the future are revaled to mor
tality in this manner. Relating the 
above facts to a member of the press, 
he inquired: “Whence the source of 
such dreams so frequently occurring?” 
Who can answer? We cannot, unless 
they are revealments from the other 
side of life, and by persons who have 
complete knowledge of the future as 
well as the past. It is useless to deny 
the occurrence of these revelations, for 
they are too well authenticated to be 
controverted. '

If all. other proofs of Spiritualism 
were wanting, these dreams of them
selves are sufficient to establish the 
fact that there are intelligences without 
and beyond us linking us with an im
mortal life.

Sunburnt In His Dream.
The Inter Ocean relates a peculiar 

case, in which, as a result of a pe
culiarly vivid dream, Charles E. Stan
ley, B. A., of Erin Villas, Newcastle, 
County Down, Ireland, Is suffering from 
the effects of what appears to be severe 
sunburn. In relating his almost weird 
experience he says :

“I am 35 years of age, a student, and 
very pale-faced. Having been confined 
to my rooms in the city of Belfast by se
vere literary work for some months, I 
paid a flying visit to Newcastle on Mon
day last, when the little town was del
uged with rain and the sun obscured.

“I remained indoors all the evening 
reading, and retired to bed about 11 
o’clock. During the night I dreamed I 
was lying on the seashore in a strange 
locality, and that the sun was shining 
with intense heat, so much so that I 
felt my hands and face actually being 
burned. In my dream I remembered 
thinking what a tanned face I would 
have after lying so long exposed to the 
glaring sun.

The dream passed away, and in the 
morning 1 arose and commenced to 
shave. What was my astonishment, on 
looking in the mirror, to find my face 
and neck literally tanned dark brown, 
my nose in a parboiled condition, and 
the skin broken, my forehead covered 
with freckles, and my hands also tanned 
brown and freckled.

“The experience made me uneasy, 
and accordingly I spoke to a doctor who 
was staying in the same house. He 
said I was badly sunburnt by exposure. 
I explained I had not been in the sun 
for a single hour for months, and that 
I arrived in Newcastle In a deluge of 
rain, at the same time mentioning my 
dream.

“He was amazed, and said it was the 
most remarkable case he ever knew, but 
he believed the force of imagination 
had in my dream affected the skin and 
caused the sunburn and freckles.

"The doctor asked me to write to the 
press, as the case is a most remarkable 
one. I may add I am a total abstainer, 
and am free from any disease or skin 
affection.”

Hudson Tuttle.
He has again been elected Editor-at- 

Large. He has done an excellent work 
for Spiritualism. ‘

A Farce, Dull, Weak and Cheap.
It is not often that Bible worshipers, 

and Bible teachers listen to so much 
plain common-sense tylk as is given 
them by Rev. Fred V. Hauley, in a re
cent number of Wayside Tales, in 
which the Bible as the text-book of re
ligious training for the young Is as
sailed, and the current Sunday-school 
methods of instruction are denounced 
as a farce, in an article on “Is the Bible 
Necessary in Religious Instruction?”

As stated by the Chicago Chronicle, 
lessons gathered from everyday life and 
not from biblical history are urged by 
the writer, and he preaches the doc
trine of Walt Whitman that “the bull 
and the bug were never worshiped half 
enough” and that "a mouse is a miracle 
enough to stagger sextillions of infi
dels.”

"The average Sunday-school teacher 
has a weekly half-hour’s trial of pa
tience in a fruitless attempt to main
tain order. Fathers and mothers are 
obliged to coax and threaten in order to 
secure the attendance of their children 
and the whole arrangement is coming 
to be thought of as such a pious, well- 
meaning farce that anyone wishing to 
intimate that something is dull, weak 
and cheap simply calls it ‘a Sunday- 
school affair.’

• “We are still trying to get at the 
study of religion from the wrong end— 
that is. the remote, the distant and the 
historical. It has apparently never 
dawned upon the average arranger of 
Sunday-school lesson topics that we 
could really study religion and • incul
cate reverence and righteousness in any 
other way. We must always keep go
ing to some Jewish history and old in
fallible writings, taking little account of 
the fact that God Is speaking now and 
that we may become conscious of 
things divine though the things which 
touch bur lives In the closest and most 
natural relations', regardless of testa
ments, old or new.

“How long shall we go on supposing 
.that the soul can only be made God-con
scious through the study of one particu
lar hook? The belief • that reverence 
and righteousness have; somehow or

VUUU1UU11D ut uuc YïUJLU, 
all the consolation and encouragement 
it is possible for them to get in this di-
rection. But 1 want to see the inter
communion between the two worlds to 
make better and stronger and more in
telligent' men and women, and unless 
our communion with the denizens of the 
so-called higher life makes us stronger 
characters; makes us better citizens;

blessings with our own, and asking that causes us to have nobler and more spir- 
......  ’ —’ • “ —’i itual ideals, it were far better that weall things may be for the good of each

and decide the question once and 
all."

He was greeted with cheers.
Resolution Adopted.

On motion of Doctor George

for

B.
Warne, vloe-president of the associa
tion, the resolution was pasred empow
ering the national board of trustees to 
devise ways and means to protect the 
mediums of the National Association or 
any of its auxiliaries.

The election of officers took up the 
time from 4:30 o’clock till after 7. Har
rison D. Barrett of Canaan, Me., was 
chosen president. Dr. George B. Warne, 
vice-president, Mrs. Mary T. Longley 
secretary, and Theodore J. Mayer treas
urer.

The election of the trustees consumed 
most of the time. About seventeen 
names were placed In nomination, and 
the constitution of the association al
lows only a -majority of top total num
ber of votes cast, to elect;

Two were elected 
and several of the 
drew. The second

on the first ballot 
contestants wlth- 
ballot failed to

carry a name .with a majority. The 
third, fourth and fifth ballots were 
taken and on the sixth the full ticket 
was complete.

The trustees are: Mrs. Carrie E. 3. 
Twing, Westfield, N. Y.; Thomas Grim
shaw, St. Louis, Mo.; C. L. Stevens, 
Pittsburg, Pa., and Steven Dye, of Los 
Angeles, Cal.

After the election, the custom pf 
swearing in the new officers was car
ried out. They are sworn before a jus
tice of the peace or a notary public.

The place of meeting selected tor the 
next convention is Minneapolis, Minn., 
although the fight was strong tor Port
land, Me.

, A vote of thanks was extended by the 
convention to the secular press tor the 
fair and liberal way the cause of Spirit-
ualism has been treated.

The regular programme, which is 
entertainment consisting of music, 
spiration reading and the giving 
spirit messages, was carried out.

Sensible Thoughts of a Bishop.
Bishop W. F. McDowell of the Meth

odist church, in a statement made to 
the students of the Garrett Biblical In
stitute, gave utterance to thoughts that 
might be received with profit by Spir
itualist speakers as well as Methodist. 
Among other things he said:

“Many preachers are feeding their 
congregations on ditch water, because 
they themselves do not feed their own 
minds on the great poems, the great 
novels, and the great biographies.

"Beware of the man of one book,” 
continued the bishop to the attentive 
ministerial students before him. "Why 
should a man be acquainted with but 
one book when he may become ac
quainted with many. Many preachers 
are well versed in the text-books of phi
losophy and sociology, but have not 
read a book where those principles are 
clearly illustrated as in Hugo's 'Les 
Miserables.’ There was a time when 
it was considered an essential part of a 
liberal education to .read Tennyson's Tn 
Memorlam,’ Emerson’s ‘Representative 
Men,’ Hawthorne’s ‘Scarlet Letter.’ 1 
wish those books were considered es
sential now. Do you students know the 
saints or the masters in theology, fic
tion, poetry and science?

“I have been criticised for saying' 
that presiding elders in the Methodist 
church should not assume that any 
preacher, no matter how scant his cul
ture, is good enough tor the country dis
tricts. In the country churches the peo
ple are willing to subscribe’ liberally to 
file support of a clergyman, if they feel 
that in return they will reOelve some
thing substantial on Sunday."

Some have thought it a mark of su
perior wisdom to be “a man of one 
book," namely the Bible. This consti
tuted the whole source of their mental 
and spiritual pabulum—sufficient in it
self alone for all the needs of man. 
That idea seems to be going out of date, 
even with Methodists—except, perhaps,, 
some of the more densely Ignorant and 
unprogressive minds.

Some of our Spiritualist workers are 
, apparently dominated by the same 

Idea, under another ’ form. Their 
; "guides” are their Bible, and that is all 
■ they want or care for. And usually the 

more ignorant they are in matters of 
; school education, even to lamentable 
■ deficiency In a knowledge of the ole-- 
• mentary principles of English grammar, 
i the more self-sufficient and averse they 
• are to an education except that given

an 
in- 
of

DR. A. A. KIMBALL WRITES FROM 
ONSET, MASS.: “I HAVE BEEN A 
VERY MUCH INTERESTED READER 
OF YOUR VALUABLE PAPER, ESPE
CIALLY THE REVIEWS OF 'A PSY
CHOLOGICAL CRIME,’ ‘THE OPEN 
COURT,’ ‘OBSESSION,’ ETC. I AD
MIRE THE PUSH AND ABILITY IN 
YOUR ENDEAVORS TO MAKE YOUR 
PAPER FULLY UP TO THE TIMES, 
AND TO MAKE IT, WHAT I REALLY 
THINK IT IS, THE BEST SPIRITUAL
IST PAPER PUBLISHED. VERY 
FEW OF OUR SPIRITUALISTS REAL
IZE THE MIGHTY POWER OF THE 
CATHOLIC FORCES IN SPIRIT LIFE, 
AND IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN A 
SOURCE OF PRIDE TO ME TO 
KNOW THAT IN YOU WE HAD A 
SPIRITUALIST WHO IS NOT 
AFRAID TO STRIKE BLOWS 
STRAIGHT FROM THE SHOULDER 
AT THIS MIGHTY EVIL. NEARLY 
ALWAYS THE SPIRIT LEADERS IN 
A CASE OF OBSESSION ARE CATH
OLICS; BUT METHODIST AND BAP
TIST SPIRITS ARE SOMETIMES THE 
LEADERS, AND THEY ARE FULLY 
AS REVENGEFUL AND MALICIOUS. 
OBSESSION WILL NEVER DOWN, 
FOR IT IS A GLOWING TRUTH, 
WHICH IS EASILY INVESTIGATED 
AND APPEALS TO MAN’S COMMON 
SENSE. EVER KEEP IT BEFORE 
THE PEOPLE THAT MAN WILL BE 
IN SPIRIT JUST WHAT HE IS HERE, 
UNTIL BY DEGREES HE WORKS 
INTO A HIGHER CONDITION. I 
THINK OUR NATIONAL ORGANIZA
TION HAS DONE MUCH TO GIVE 
SPIRITUALISM A PRESTIGE AND 
PROMINENCE BEFORE THE PUB
LIC. THIS ALSO SEEMS TO BE THE 
OPINION OF PUBLIC MEN WITH 
WHOM I HAVE TALKED IN WASH
INGTON, D. C."

one and tor the betterment of humanity, 1 
ask that all who are sick and suffering ' 
may be aided to returned health and 
strength, and that they may be blessed < 
by the truth that shall be borne in upon 1 
them; that those who are in need and 1 
afflicted shall find toe light and 1 
strength and comfort and gain a higher < 
and better condition of life. 1

We thank thee for all that which is 1 
called,forth, which opens tbe doorway । 
to a higher existence. We thank thee t 
for the sunshine, the shadow and the 1 
storm as well as for the beautiful 1 
weather. We praise thee lor all these 1 
and we turn unto thee for thy aid and 1 
blessing now and evermore. Amen. 1

The Chairman:—It <s the privilege 
of toe president of the National Spirit
ualist Association of toe United States ; 
of America and the Dominion of Cana
da, to pypsent .to this audience, to deliv
er the address of welcome, the pastor 
of the First Spiritual Church, of St. 
Louis, ofle of toe trustees of the N. 8. 
A., a gentleman to whom the success 
of the prplimlpary work Incident to this 
contention will be largely due. I refer 
to my esteemed friend, the Rev. Thos. 
Grimshaw.
Mr. Grlhii6haw’ls Address of Welcome.

Mr. Chairman, Brother and Sister 
Delegates, and Friends:—Mine is a 
very pleasing ^privilege, this morning, 
to extend a welcome to you to our city. 
I welcome you here this morning in 
the namb of the First Spiritual Asso
ciation. (I believe I may say I welcome 
you in • the name of the Spirit
ualists pf St, Louis. Metaphorically 
speaking, I would shake your hand, and 
say that I am heartily glad to see you. 
i hope you have come to work. At the 
present time we have a strong counter 
attraction in the shape of a great 
World’s Fair to at is holding forth in 
the western part of our city. Many of 
you will be tempted to absent your
selves from the sessions of this conven
tion in order to gaze upon the wondrous 
signs of progress that are to be seen 
there, but I sincerely hope that you will 
resist the temptation. We need you 
here in this convention.

We need your presence and we need 
your thought We are to grapple with 
some weighty problems and personally I 
consider that this is the most import? 
ant convention that has ever been held 
in the name of the National Spiritual
ists Association. During the next four 
days we are to make history, and we 
shall be confronted with questions of vi
tal Importance to the welfare of our 
movement. I am one of those who be
lieve that the destiny of Modern Spirit
ualism £s a denomination or cult large
ly rests with us. There may be some 
good people who prefer to leave every
thing to the good spirits, but the time 
has arrived for us to do something to 
demonstrate that we appreciate the 
grand revelation of spiritual truth? 
which have been given into our keeping.

It Is nice to say, “Welcome angels, 
pure and bright.” It is nice to sit at 
toe feet of the .angels ahd listen to their 
words of comfort and encouragement. 
We like to ask the spirit world to bless 
us and I believe that the spirit world is 
constantly blessing all those who are 
trying to bless humanity.

There may be some of you present 
who think that our movement is getting 
on all right, that we ought to paint rosy 
pictures of our future, but, ladies and 
gentlemen, we cannot close our eyes to 
the fact that whilst the truths of the 
Spiritual philosophy are spreading ev
erywhere, whilst preachers are stealing 
our thunder rind are being compliment
ed on their excellent sermons, our so
cieties are1 weak numerically and finan
cially.

As I have listened to the.committee 
on societies’ reports from year to year 
In our conventions it made me feel sad; 
sad to thigh thqt we are not able to re
port much progress organically. You 
may be contented to see the spiritual 
movemenViirift’fmt I am not, and in the 
name of the pioneers; in the name of 
toe men apd women who have sacri
ficed themselves to make it possible for 
us to enjoy the liberties and privileges 
that are Haw oútri, I would appeal to 
you to daisbmetoing to show the angel 
world toaUyou are not satisfied.

The volqe of t^is convention will be 
noted—n<5t because of toe number of 
speeches that wl be made, or the 
length of those Speeches, but tor the 
aihount ot'.worldtoat we are able to do.

by. their “guides,” who may be equally 
ignorant with themselves.

The consequence is, they feed their 
audiences on “ditch water,” because 
they themselves do not feed their minds 
on the great poems and other inspired 
and inspiring literature.

One can receive inspiration from 
good literature, as well as from one’s 
"guides,” and oftentimes of a far higher 
and more instructive character. '

“Spirit Echoes." My Mattie E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price 75 cents.

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young." By J. M, 
jhwbles, M.D., M. A., Ph. Q. PrMe 
10 cents.

ity to our commission, Harrison D. Bar
rett, president of the National Spiritual
ists’ Association. (Applause.) I

President Bärrett's Response:
Mr. President, Delegates, Fellow-Citi

zens of the State and Nation:—It seems 
to me that this occasion is one of more 
than ordinary moment and the deep 
spiritual impress that is upon this body 
of people signalizes that something 
more than ordinary is passing through 
the minds of the people here assembled. 
The address of welcome has touched a 
chord that is vibrating with all that is 
best and sweetest and truest in humari

had never known what Spiritualism 
was.

I believe that it is our duty to fake 
our places in the ranks of reform. "It is 
not enough for us to say that we are in 
favor of peace, in favor of liberties; it 
is not enough for us to say that we are 
oppose I to capital punishment. It is 
not en: ugh f' r us to say that we are 
oppose1 to the- present system of treat
ing crk ilnals. V/e must work to try to 
abolish war; we must be something 
mor.- than talkir ; Spiritualists if we 
intend to make ot mark in the world 
and earn the “Wed done, thou good 
and faithful servr.it,” from the lips of 
our angel friends. (Applause.)

I sometimes have felt the angels must 
weep over our indifference and our in- 
appreciative spirit. They have been 
pouring Ipvishly into our lives an 
abundance of Information. They have 
placed at our disposal great wealth and 
yet we have acted like misers and have 
hugged that knowledge to ourselves 
that the world was struggling for.

It is nice for you to know that your 
friends whom you once thought dead, 
are alive. It is nice for you to know 
that that father and mother of yours, 
that those children of yours, whom you 
loved so well, are making progress in 
the natural world, where all of the fac
ulties of the human mind can find em
ployment; but out there in the world 
there are thousands of our brothers 
and sisters whose hearts are heavy 
with grief over the loss of some loved 
cne. They have not been privileged 
with the manna that has satisfied our 
souls, and I know of no class of people 
in the world who have greater respon
sibilities to-day than the Spiritualists 
have.

We are loud in demanding our own 
rights; we are loud in proclaiming lib
erty for ourselves—let us have libeTly 
of thought—let us have liberty of 
speech—and yet us soon as ever our 
neighbors claim that same right and be
gin to express their honest opinion, it 
their opinion does not agree with ours 
we pick a quarrel with them, or thing 
there is something wrong with their 
minds. We need to cultivate the spirit 
of tolerance, the spirit of toleration. 
We need to separate the man from the 
message. (Applause.) We should con
nect ourselves with societies, not be
cause there is some man or some wo
man connected with it that we like, but 
because we can do some good by join
ing the society.

I feel complimented to have my 
friends tell me that they appreciate my 
work. I like to have them say that 
they love me, but I would like to know 
that they love Spiritualism better, and 
that they are willing to work for it 
through sunshine and sorrow. I like 
the members of our society to Jove 
their temple and their society, but I 
would like them to love the cause of 
Spiritualism more. And until we can 
get into that state of tolerance, and 
recognize the right of every man and 
woman to think for themselves, and 
make up our minds that we will stand 
shoulder to shoulder: that we will clasp 
hands with each other—that we will 
unite our Intellects—that we will unite 
our hearts.and that we will unite our 
pocket books in trying to further the 
Interests of the gospel of Spiritualism, 
our movement will divide and our so
cieties will complain. Brothers and 
sisters, I thought of having a motto 
printed and put up here (over the pul
pit) that all the delegates could see it, 
and that motto would have read, “Spir
itualism is here to stay.” I wish all 
the Spiritualists would feel with us that

We have Pngreat^pany questions to set- 
- -tie. We fiiust try. to discover if we pos

sibly can'the cause of pur weakness. 
We must ffy sokar as we possibly can 
to discover! to' what extent we agree 
with one another, and not how far we 
differ from each other.

In union there is life-for our move
ment. In indifference there is death, 
and it is for you and I to decide wheth- 

i er Modern Spiritualism shall become 
the science of all sciences; the philoso
phy Of all philosophies; the religion of 
all religions; the reform ot all reforms, 
or whether it shall degenerate into a 
sort of marionette exposition that will 
be found in tile Back alleys. I believe 
that this convention needs to pro- 
iiounce Itself in no uncertain language 
upon many questions. We need to give 
the world a practical • demonstration 
that we stand as a people tor purity og

o
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nature. It has given us a purpose. It 
has shown us an incentive and has In
spired, I believe, everyone of usjiere to 
rise to the occasion manfully, womanly 
in endeavoring to work out toe very 
things to which our eloquent brother 
has referred this morning.

To this earnest, eloquent welcome to 
St. Louis, I certainly respond and ex
tend the thanks of the National Associ
ation and of the Spiritualists here as
sembled, thanking our brother and those 
whom he represents from toe depths of 
hearts for this cordial greeting. To 
the hospitality of the city and the free
dom thereof, tbe use of this beautiful 
temple, the kindly greetings of those 
who gre in sympathy with us and our 
work all these are things of moment 
to us and we accept them as incentives 
of that brotherly feeling that should 
actuate a body of Spiritualists assem
bled under the name of Spiritualism.

Brother Grimshaw has set us a great 
task in the address of welcome. The 
reform issues that he has mentioned, 
the demands that are to be met in the 
name of toe cause we love—I respond 
to his request in this direction by prom
ising that so far as my influence shall 
go and the influence the assembled del
egates shall extend, that we will work to 
bring into being the very tilings for 
which he works—that we will do some
thing to tell the world that upon the 
sun of our beautiful Spiritualism the 
word “character” stand out in letters of 
love and light as our motto. (Applause.) 
We bind ourselves that there shall be 
no stains that shall cause the world to 
sneer and say, "that is Spiritualism,” 
and hence that the work of the scandal
monger and the slanderer shall re
ceive its just meed of condemnation 
here, and that we will have shown to 
the world that as a people we believe 
in lifting men up rather than trampling 
every one down. (Applause.)

I respond from the depths of mj' 
heart to the challenge by our brother to 
work in that direction that shall 
strengthen our local and state associa
tions, as that is a matter of great mo
ment to every Spiritualist here and all 
who believe in progressive thought 
That which is best for the upbuilding of 
our cause locally—in the state—or the 
nation, will receive the earnest 
thought of every delegate, alternate and 
visitor, here at this convention, and we 
pledge ourselves to unite and work in 
that direction which shall show the 
world that Maine and Texas and Cali
fornia and Minnesota are only names 
indicating geographical division arbi
trarily on the part of men, and that the 
citizens of these states are brothers 
one and all, and that there are no lines 
for Spiritualism—no township lines—no 
county lines—no state lines—no nation
al lines, but a universal brotherhood of 
all mankind. (Applause.)

And then to the other thought that 
he gave us, with regard to tbe conse
cration of the individual to the present 
day duty—to the working out of some
thing in the life that now is, we respond 
by promising that we shall make an 
earnest effort in that direction. We do 
not believe it is wise or best to form 
into sects or stand upon the shallow 
platform of cult, when there is a feeling 
that some individual is crying for 
bread, or is seeking for a place to lay 
bis head. We serve- God afid the angels 
best by loyally serving suffering hu
manity. (Applause.)

Then that other thought with regard 
to the methods by means of which some 
of these things can be wrought out. I 
hardly Know what to say, but somehow 
1 believe that the things to which he re-

"Spiritualism is here to stay.” It is 
here to make the world brighter, not so 
much to prepare men to go to heaven, 
as it is to bring heaven down to the 
earth.

The time to be happy is now—and 
the place to be happy is here. This 
world is in need of our services, and in 
heaven’s name don’t let us get so in
terested in the sweet bye-and-bye that 
we shall forget the duties we owe to 
our fellows here. (Applause.)

Brothers and sisters, again I wel
come you. I do most sincerely hope 
that something will be done during this 
convention that will make our move
ment stronger. I do sincerely hope 
that some wise intelligence from the 
other side of life will spread through 
this convention and inspire us with wis
dom to be able to settle matters aright. 
I do sincerely hope that personal,- petty 
feelings will be put out of sight, that 
we will stand as one band working for 
a common cause. I do most sincerely 
hope that when Friday evening comes 
and we say good-bye to each other we 
shall be able to carry away to our separ
ate homes new strength and fresh cour
age to go on and fight the battle for the 
truth. May the good angels bless us in 
air our labors is my prayer this morn
ing. (Loud applause.)

Remarks by Vice-President Warne.
. Ladles and gentlemen of this conven
tion:—Wlmt is more fitting than that 
we should be able to hear the response
to tho beautiful address of welcome 
given us by our brother, from the one 
who has been our standard-bearer all 
tho years of the past, whom wb have

lives and cleaner characters—Into no- , 
bier expressions of being here on this ' 
side of life, and show to the world the 
divine principles that belong to the 
things of God. So, dear friends, the 
matter of capital punishment, or peace 
on earth, good will toward men, all 
those things which militate against the 
freedom of the individual—those things 
which are wanting should receive our 
attention here, and you who have at
tended a Spiritualist convention will 
bear witness to this—that in no instance 
where Spiritualists have come together- 
have they failed to pronounce against 
murder of all forms and that wherever- 
Spiritualists have assembled never 
have they failed'to declare for the more 
humane treatment of criminals behind 
the bars. Never have they failed to re
solve at least, that we are endeavoring 
to work for more liberty for all comers 
of every creed or sect, and the demand 
is now before this twelfth annual con
vention and to its results, and it is for 
us to see what we can do, ps our elo
quent brother has told us, to work these 
reforms into effect.

Legislatures are to be approached, 
committees are to be appointed, 
changes in the organic structure of the 
state constitutions may sometimes be 
necessary to give us the things we are 
desiring before free thought and free 
speech is permitted. The label of 
"ism" of a religion means nothing un
less it means to be better and to do 
better.

We can give to the world a nobler 
perceptive—a more wonderful inspira
tion than it has ever received before. 
It is to point out some of the things for 
which Spiritualism stands, for which 
we are assembled here to-day, and 
which with the help of the angels wo 
mean to work cut into actuality.

But I must not trespass upon your 
time this morning, for there is much to 
be brought before you for your consid
eration, such as ever comes before its 
annual conclaves.

Eleven years have rolled by since we 
met in Chicago a body of people hardly 
knowing what we wanted to do, but now 
after the lapse of time, we can see the 
blessings that have come to us by the 
pooling of our issues to work together 
to shape the highest expression of the 
soul on earth.

The establishment of local churches,' 
the erection of temples, the building of 
the temple of the sou) in every human 
heart—all of these things have been 
shown to be possible under the inspira- 

1 ion of co-operation as revealed by the 
eleven years' history of the N. a. A.

And to-day, In responding to this wel
come that has been given us in such 
beautiful language and tones and elo
quence, let us say we accept the free
dom of the city. We accept the hospi
tality of the hearts and homes of the 
St. Louis,people. We accept the call to 
duty that is laid upon us and we pledge 
ourselves here as a body of people to 
give back trust for trust, to put all jeal
ousies and animosities cut of our way, 
and we will rise to the spiritual sealing 
of the soul and its unfoldment, and on 
the mountain tops we shall stand to
gether ana shall hold aloft, higher and 
yet higher the pure white banner of 
Spiritualism, and on its regal folds we 
will find the word "Excelsior,” and be
low it the word "Eureka”—we have 
found it. (Loud applause.)

Caution.
Spiritualists at Genoa, Sycamore, 

Rockford and all parts of Illinois are 
hereby notified that C. A. Burdette/ 
“Professor of Psychology," (whether 
using a' self-conferred title or not, I can 
not say) Is not endorsed by the Illinois 
State Spiritualists’ Association. The 
undersigned had an Introduction to that 
gentleman on the Clinton camp ground 
in August and was told there that he 
had been heard to speak against Spirit- 

' ualism in his public work. It is im
portant to ascertain whether he trims 
his belief to the breezes of each 
locality he visits, only professing our
faith for purposes of personal revenue. 

GEO. B. WARNE, 
Pres. Ill. S. S. A.

fers may be born out. Somehow, as I 
grow older tbe memory of the little red 
schoolhouse on the hill, and the school
girl teacher in her pink dress and 
white apron comes to my mind as a sign 
that there is in that school an influence 
that we should treasure, and should 
bave treasured through tne years that 
have passed—for we have gone tar 
away from them. I believe^that we 
have gone too far from the teachings of 
the olden time in a mad scramble for 
place and power, and have a condition 
of mind to show that we are at variance 
with everything that our fathers did 
just because they did them.

Yes, my friends, I know I am charged 
with having grown orthodox, and I 
plead guilty to the charge, for ortho
doxy means “true doctrine,” and under 
this charge let me say to you what I 
mean now. We have gone far away 
from the old markings. We have dis
carded in many instances the spirit of 
prayer, said that we would have none 
of it—but if it be orthodox to send my 
soul out in search for something that is 
best—if it be orthodox to cry out in the 
silence of the night asking for a sound 
of the voice that is In the far beyond- 
asking for a glimpse of that angel face 
—if it be orthodox for me to pray be
side my bed, thank God I am orthodox, 
for 1 believe in the power of prayer. 
(Applause.)

I believe that we have a work to do. 
We are organized for the solving of 
great problems, and I believe that In the 
working out and solving of these great 
problems it will be necessary for us to 
go back to the anchorage of the soul be
hind which expression of life lies the 
infinite—that we will have to go back 
in search of that life which transcends 
the condition of the flesh and rise to the 
heights and recognize the great truth 
that no man can injure me—that no 
man can injure me—excepting I myself 
can Injure me. You yourself can injure 
you. (Applause.) That as I said last 
year in Washington—in feeble tones 
perhaps—we should seek to find how 
many points we have in common, how 
many points of agreement there are 
among us as a people, and how few 
points of difference there are, and mag
nify the points of agreement and not 
the points of difference. This means 
harmony, peace, good will and brother
hood. Then we will come to the recog
nition that the duty of the hour de
mands careful effort, not to day upon 
the shoulders of some one who is an 
official of the society the work which 
belongs to us individually to do—not to 
call upon some one who is in Washing
ton or in California to do the thing that 
ought to be done by tljri man or woman 
in Ills own locality, but to take hold 
with the resolute purpose to work out 
something that shall build in the hearts 
and sbiils of men the temple of truth— 
the temple of the living God, and then 
we can enter therein. We must more 
often remember to express every hon-
est thought and we must bo free to 
give that thought forth In its beauty,tho years of the past, wnom we nave give turn uivugm. *y»>.u ...

trusted with great responsibilities, arid and within this which Is so procions to 
who has honored our caunajiy his fldel- us all we will bo builded into better
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Dr. E. D. Babbitt.
Dr. Babbitt’s Academy of Higher Sci

ences has been removed from Geneva, 
N. Y., to 62 East Avenue, Rochester, N. 
Y., as its permanent location. The Doc
tor had settled for the time being in Ge
neva with toe expectation of being con
nected with the William Smith College, 
but as the building of that institution 
is at a stand-still for the present, he has 
chosen a city which is far more pro
gressive than Geneva.

CARD FROM DR. PEEBLES.
Do not send me subscriptions fer the 

Temple of Health. This was merged 
into “Our Home Rights," Boston, more 
than a year ago. Do not send me books 
for review as I have no time to read or 
review them. Do not send me manu
scripts for examination. I have not the 
time to examine them, nor have I any 
printing press to publish them. Do not 
write me long, social letters, expecting 
me to answer them; and as over three- 
fourths of the first edition of “The De
monism of the Ages, and Spirit Obses
sion” is already sold, will those who 
have seen mistakes, or have sugges
tions to make concerning the next edi
tion, do me the favor by promptly writ
ing me. To err is human. Never did 
I yet publish a book that fully met my
ideal. J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.

J6 Bennett street, Battle Creek, Mich.

GEMS OF THOUGHT.

Every base Occupation makes one 
sharp' in his practice, and dull in every 
other.—Sir Philip Sidney.

It is not what he has, nor even what 
he does, which directly expresses the 
worth of a man, but what he is.—Anon.

Every great writer is a writer of his
tory, let him treat on w^at subject he 
may.—Làndôr.

Fame, to the ambitious, is like salt 
water to the thirsty—the more one gets, 
the more he wants.—Ebers.

More helpful than all - wisdom or 
counsel is one draught of simple human 
pity that will not forsake us.—George 
Eliot.

It is best to endure what you cannot 
mend. He is a bqd soldier who follows 
bis captain complaining.—Seneca.

The true rule of business is to guard 
and do by the things of others as they 
do by their own.—Hindoo.

That man is not poor who has the use 
of things necessary.—Horace.

Opposition inflames the enthusiast, 
never converts him.—Schiller.

Unreasonable haste is the direct road. - 
to error.—Moliere.

We should be ever ready to debate 
any question in a courteous, gentleman« 
ly manner.-—H. S. Holcomb.

There never was a good war hr a, bad 
peace.—Franklin. . .

Waste of time is the most extrava
gant and costly of all expenses.—Theo
phrastus. i ‘

Tho man who tries to get into heaven 
by “vicarious atonement” is stealing a 
ride.—Washburn. , ' i
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THB FRÒGRÈS'SIVB THINKER

Ibuman Sature
. 1 What is Nature? What is Man? And what is the 

relationship existing between them? “Know thy
self,” said the old Greek, and this motto has been the 
key to the complex human character from that day to 
this. Many thousands of volumes have been written 
for the purpose of explaining the mystery or man’s 
existence, the what, whence and whither, but the rid
dle of the sphinx remained a riddle still until science 
showed man his. relationship with the Infinite and 
Eternal.

Theology asserted that man was a child of God, and 
science has proven him to be a child of Nature, Na
ture, that which brings forth. Hence, the Infinite and 
eternal mother of all that lives and moves, and the 
eternal God spirit, the uncaused Cause of all.

All-powerful, because all of power. All-wise, be
cause embracing all of knowledge. Infinitely 'just, 
because the same yesterday, to-day and forever. 
Hence, nothing can be lost or mislaid beneath the care 
of Him to whom there is no past, no future, but whose 
existence is an eternal Now! Father God, Mother 
Nature—uncreated, everlasting, eternal union with
out beginning, without end, A supernal marriage, 
blending in everlasting harmony, fruitful of worlds 
and systems, of angels and men, “the embodied 
thoughts of God.

“The world of matter is God’s tongue, 
And from its motion God’s thoughts are sung, 
The realms of space are the octave bars 
And the music notes are the suns and stars. ’ ’

'A Universe! The same elements awaken in the 
soil, live in the plant and animal, and pulsate in the 
human brain, are found by the analysis of light to ex
ist in the farthest star that twinkles in the azure fields 
of immensity. The most distant nebulae whose light 
is so faint as only to be caught by the photographic 
plate, is found to be composed of the self-same ele
ments composing the earth on which we tread. And 
iwhat are those elements, those so-called primates 
whose combination makes up tM infinite variety of 
life and form upon the earth? The highest thought 
of science to-day is, that all so-called elements are but 
differentiated expressions of one eternally existing 
Principle, and that the great power called attraction 
which rules in harmony the suns and worlds of space, 
when reduced to its last analysis, is Love!

. “One God who ever lives and loves, 
One God, one Law, one Element,

yAnd one far-off Divine event ।
To which the whole Creation moves.”

' Thus the world-wide, age-long dispute between 
(Monism and Dualism finds a point of agreement and 
the central thought of the ages finds expression in 
natural law and fact.

“The things which are seen are temporal; the 
things that are not seen are eternal.” The unseen 
jworld is the real world of principles as cause, and the 
visible is the world of effects, a changing panorama 
Íiroduced by the “Light that never shone on sea or 
and.” A stereopticon view whose plates are made 

and changed by Him who holds the universe in the 
hollow of his hand.
1 And this is nature, of which man is only a part, but 
the chief work of the Great Artificer. Made a “little 
lower than the angels” with the dawning light of im
mortality touching his brow.

The suns and worlds that sparkle in the realms of 
space are wonderful and sublime. But how much 

(tjimore wonderful the human soul that measures the 
Instance from sun to sun and weighs the planets in 
their orbits!

This world is beautiful. Its snow-capped mount
ains pierce the clouds and its mighty oceans chant 
their music forever to the diffs! The canopy of blue 
with its golden flaming sun by day, and its host of 
glittering stars by night. The peaceful, verdure-cov
ered hills and valleys, and the majestic rivers flowing 
to the sea. The flower-bespangled plains, the rivulets 
that purl and sing in unison with the forest warblers; 
nil are beautiful, but how much more beautiful the 
ioul of man that takes these mystic symbols of the un
seen God and makes of them the rhythmic poetry of 
life and use and joy!

Not only is nature wonderful and beautiful, but 
(vast in its awful grandeur. The volcano with its lurid 
fires lighting up the murky blackness of the night. 
The earthquake, that makes the mountain heave and 
groan, rending asunder the rock-bound hills. The 
fierce tornado, sweeping over the earth, hideous with 
the lightning’s serpent tongues, and the mingled roar 
of wind and thunder, leaving desolation and death in 
its wake. The burning desert with its ever-shifting 
sands. The trackless forest, the jungle with its 
crouching beasts of prey! The horrid polar regions, 
bound with fetters of eternal ice and snow. All these 
are awful in their fearful vastness, but awfuller still 
is the human soul that learns through law to conquer 
them and make of their dread forms the stepping- 
stones that lead through Nature up to Nature’s God!

Atheism? There is no room for such a thing in all 
the mighty universe! To be an atheist, man must 
needs deny himself. He who claims to be an atheist 
is only bewildered by the vastness of his environment 
and the complexity of his own mentality compared 
with the vastness of the Cosmos. Atheism is not pos
sible to a well-poised soul. z

। Man has through all the past, engaged in a fruitless 
struggle to unravel the mystery of Cause, to know 
the unknowable, from the plane of finite reason. 
Hence, we have Ormuzd, Brahm, Isis, Jove, Zeus, Ju
piter, and others, representing the divine ideals of the 
nations of the past. Nineteen centuries ago, Jesus 
said, “Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall 
see God.” And nearly seventeen centuries ago, the 
earliest and greatest critic of Jesus, Celsus, the Pla- 
tonist, said, “If instead of exercising the senses alone 
you look upward with the soul, if turning away the 
eye of the body you open the eye of the mind, thus, 
¡and thus only will you be able to see God.”

Jesus of Nazareth said, “He that seeth me seeth the 
Father, ’' and the discordant ignorance of the theolog
ical world not only failed to grasp his meaning then, 
hut it has engaged in wrathful disputes and devastat- 

"ing wars for centuries over these simple, beautiful 
words.

God is Spirit—essence of all that is. Chemists tell 
us that the atom, the ideal basis of all material things, 
is not only indestructible, but incorruptible as well— 
unchanging and eternal. And now, the conviction is 
growing stronger in scientific minds that even the so- 
callcd atom is not an ultimate, but is composed of still 
finer particles of matter, which leads to the convic
tion that matter and energy are but two conditions of 
¡the same thing.
I Spencer says, “We stand in the presence of an Infi
nite and Eternal Energy from which all things pro- 
need.”
| Paul told the Athenians thati“in Him we live, move 
und have our being.” “Even as one of your own 
poets has saidj we are His offspring.”

Jesus was pure-minded and his .every act was an ex
pression of";that eternal consistency of nature with 
(herself, which is truth.

> , | He was loving, just and merciful,and therefore pow- 
jerful spiritually, hence Paul said that , in him dwelt

■Í® Hie fullness of the Godhead bodily, Which maant

lecture b)2 G. W. Stewart
simply that he was filled with God-like attributes, or 
qualities. But if, as certain theologians claim, Jesus 
was a Divine personage in a miraculous sense, Paul 
never could have said, “Therefore being justified, we 
are saved by his life,” for how could finite man live 
the life of an Infinite God? Again, if Jesus was a God 
his resurrection or spiritual appearance after his cru
cifixion is valueless as a basis for human hope of a 
life -to come, for the very attributes in which he dif
fered from man would be the cause of his anastasis ek 
nekros, or resurrection out of the dead. ,

No, man’s hope in Jesus is based on the fact that he 
was a type, not of gods but of men.

When the Jews attempted to stone him for blas
phemy or, as they said, “making himself God,” he 
said, “Many good works have I shown you in my 
Father’s name, for which of these do you stone me? 
Then they answered, “For no good work do we stone 
thee, but because thou blasphemest, making thyself 
God.” What had he said? “I and my Father are 

.one.” And he at once'referred them to their own 
scriptures: “If they were called gods to whom the 

(word of god (spiritual power), came and the scrip
tures cannot be broken, how say ye of him whomihe 
Father has sanctified (or consecrated) and sent into 
the world, I blaspheme when I say I am the son of 
God?” . \

This simple truth was the despair of the material
istic Pharisees then, and it has ever been the despair 
of a theology lost in the letter and oblivious of the 
true spirit of that great truth that spiritual things 
must be spiritually discerned. .

Man is a spirit now and is in one of the mansions 01 
the Father’s house. Man being a product of nature s 
laws, his future existence is assured by the law of his 
being. Human nature is Divine, and the very core of 
Jesus' teaching was the.divinity of man. His tender 
soul could see good where others could observe 
naught but evil. His life work was to change the en
vironment and conditions which caused men to remain 
undeveloped, and lead them to a holier and diviner 
life.” “I am the way, the truth, and the life,” he 
said, as though in answer to the question, “ what is the 
way to truth and life?” And when by living the life 
of truth and spirituality in love, man places himself 
in rapport with the Everlasting Life, the results will 
surely follow.

“He that believeth on me, the works that L do ne 
shall do also; and greater things shall he do, because 
I go to my Father.”

Was this true? And if true did it mean that the | 
'act of belief would transform human beings into gods 
and miracle workers? “Except a man be born again, 
he cannot see the kingdom of God.” Does this mean 
a transition from human nature to a deific nature, ar . 
rather does it not mean a transformation of the indi
vidual from a low state of human nature to a higher 
grade of human nature? Hence Paul’s distinction 
between the carnal or animal nature, at enmity 
against God (or love and spirituality) and the spirit-1 
ual nature. But it is all human nature, or in other | 
words, it is all natural, not supernatural. In fact ev
erything in the Universe is natural, from God who is, 
law, to the smallest atom that is manifesting the law.

Why, then, is carnal human nature said to be at en
mity or war with God? “Is not subject to the, 
(higher) law, neither can be.” Because the animal 
nature knows only the lowest form of love, and that | 
is self love. And we see that all that is called evil in 
man, is the fruit of selfishness. “They that are of 
the flesh mind the things of the flesh.” In the animal 
kingdom, this is the highest condition attainable. But 
when this is the dominant element in man it quenches 
the nobler possibilities and makes him more brutal 
than the brutes. . .

Now is it human nature that is to blame? Ur is it 
not rather the environment that is at fault?

Time was when the Chicago river was a pure, 
limpid stream flowing out through the reeds and 
grasses of the prairie into Lake Michigan, and per
haps the soldiers of Fort Dearborn quenched then- 
thirst from its waters. But who would now drink 
from that river, made putrid and pestilential w’ith the 
sewage from a city of a million people? Is the river 
to blame? Is it the cause of its own condition? AH 
that would be necessary to restore its old-time purity 
would be to remove the city from its banks and leave 
it as it was formerly.

0, the mistake that is forever made by personifying 
evil.’ Light is positive, has properties and is suscept
ible of analysis, but who would attempt to analyze 
darkness? Because it is only the absence of light. 
Heat is positive, has qualities, but cold is only the ab-1 
sencc of heat. . • . ,.

Good and evil are relative. We call that good which | 
stimulates vital activity, and we call that evil which j 
depresses it, and tlib^ainc is true of mental and moral. 
nature. , . ■

But there is an eternal Good because there is Eter
nal life, for life is positive, has qualities, while so-1 
called death is a negation like darkness and cold—j 
the absence of life. But even here this absence of life । 
is only apparent, for not a single atom in the uni-, 
verse can change in its essential character, no prin
ciple of nature no law can cease to be, and as the soul 
is composed of those principles in self-conscious activ
ity, a crystallized entity, extinction is impossible.
Mohn G. Whittier was one of the most Christ-like ( 

men that has lived in modern times, and he was this 
largely because he utterly refused to accept any dog- 
ma’that attempted to personify evil in any form. He ; 
said:

“I cannot look where cherubim 
And seraphs may not see, 

But nothing can be good in Him
That evil is in me.

The wrong that pains my soul below 
I dare not throne above,

I know not of his *hate, I know 
His goodness and his love. .

I know not where His islands lift
I Their fronded palms in air,
! I.only know I cannot drift

' Beyond his love and care.”
To Whittier eternal Goodness was an ever-prasent 

fact while evil was only a transient-passing shadow 
which might obscure the sun for a little time, but 
could not be permanent. And have not time and 
events fullv justified his great faith? One of the 
wrongs that pained his soul was African slavery,- and 
while he agonized over “the.Branded Hand, some 
men were weak enough to try to throne that infamy 
above and prove that it was sanctioned by the Living 
God. ’ Did they succeed? He lived to see that shadow 

P&Yet it was all human nature. It was human nature, 
that tore from the mother’s arms her babe and left 
her weeping and desolate. It was human nature that 
drove the slave beneath the lash to his unrequited toil 
•whilst the master reveled in the price of blood! It 
-was human nature that brought vast armies face to 
face over this accursed child of greed, to work out a 
higher destiny for America. And it was human na
ture yes, a divine human nature, that penned the 
Emancipation Proclamation, which bado the crouch
ing slave arise and be a man! . •

Old Piiaraoh’s human nature commanded the Is
raelites to make bricks without straw, and it was the

3 cl
human nature of Moses that said, “Be just, 0 King!” 

Human nature carried the son of Philip against 
Persia, and whil§jhis presence there was simply a bru
tal invasion, there eauje out of it the blending of Gre
cian and Persiamldeas'which led to higher human na
ture in Egypt, ffj>An thence to Rome, and from Rome 
to modern times. ~

It was humaiiouatuue that platted the crown of 
thorns, that applied tini scourge, that mocked and cru
cified the lowly Nazarene. It was human nature that 

i said, “Release untò ps( Barabbas—away with him, 
I crucify him!”, and it was human nature *that said, 
“My God ! why hast thou forsaken me !” It was hu
man nature that edme to Pilate, begged the body of 
Jesus, and laid i^jin a clean new sepulcher. It was 
human nature that said, “it is not meet to give the 
children’s bread unto the dogs,” and it was the same 
human nature, risen to a wider, sweeter height that 
said, “Go ye into all the world and preach the good 
news to every creature!”

Paul’s human nature caused him to work havoc 
with the church, and persecute Christians even unto 
strange cities; And it was Paul’s awakened human 
nature that made him “obedient to the heavenly vis
ion,” so that he became the greatest evangelist of 
them all, That made him endure scourging, impris
onment, shipwreck—dangers on sea and land. Why ? 
Because that heavenly vision had taught him that 
“the things that are seen are temporal, but the things 
that are not seen are eternal. ’ ’

It was human nature that passed the Stamp Act, 
and the tea tax, and it was human nature that wrote 
the Declaration of American Independence. Human 
nature hung witches at Salem and whipped Quakers 
.at Boston, and chased Roger Williams out of Massa
chusetts into the care of winter and savages, because 
he mildly protested against ecclesiastical tyranny. 
And yet, advanced, enlightened human nature makes 
that same Massachusetts the center of gravity for all 
that is radical in theological reform.

Sb we see that human nature is an instrument 
whose octaves range from the guttural growl of the 
tiger in his lair, up to the liquid melody of an arch
angel’s song.

Man is a universe in miniature, therefore his nature, 
that harp of a thousand strings, echoes back when 
touched the lost chords of the mighty past. Biology 
shows us man in his ante-natal development passes 
through all the grades of animated nature from mo
nad to man; that each individual of the race dupli
cates the whole history of the race itself. That On
togeny, or individual development, parallels Phylog
eny, or race development. Not only this, but the cor
respondence is still greater as man’s -frame and form 
is a copy of the earth upon which he dwells. His life 
and intelligence correspond with and grow out of the 
kingdoms of animated (dature, while his soul or spirit 
is the final fruit qf all'-.fhat precedes it, and connects 
him with the Eternal, Self-existent spirit from which 
all things emanate

Man being a cl^ld of! nature represents' her on his 
mental and physical slqles. In his passions he em
bodies the earthquake? and the tempest, thè "vol cario 
and the sirocco, bpt only do they thus act when unre
strained or but partially controlled. But as with age 
the cataclysms of nature grow less frequent because 
nature is rounding into greater harmony, so man as 
he comes more and mfyre under the sway of higher 
spiritual law, and) morp harmonious environment, is 
less subject to the. sway of the grosser passional 
forces. ।

In his mental make-up man represents the king
doms below him in animated nature. He exhibits the 
rage of the tiger, the cunning of the fox, the ferocity 
of the wolf, thexslimy sinuosity of the snake.

‘ ‘ Whence come wars and fighting among you, ’ ’ says 
James. “Come they not hence even of your pleasures 
that war in your members?” And again he says: 
“Let no man say when he is tempted, I am tempted of 
God: for God is not tempted with evil, and he himself 
tempteth no man. But each man is tempted when he 
is drawn away by his own lusts and enticed. ’ ’

And. just in proportion that man comes under the 
sway of the higher spiritual nature does he cease to 
be drawn away by lust in whatever form it may come. 
The tiger, the wolf, and the serpent are relegated to 
oblivion, and the lower human nature gives place to 
the higher, until at last the highest, the angelic is 
reached.

Herbert Spencer has a beautiful thought illustra
tive of this point. He shows that a brain organ will 
atrophy from disuse, as will any bodily organ. And 
that as man becomes more civilized, the propensities 
are less frequently called into activity and the higher 
faculties more frequently. In fact, this is the cause 
of civilization from outside restraint. That an organ 
grows by frequent use, while it perishes from lack of 
use. Therefore, this process will go on, until the pro
pensities will weaken and the higher faculties will 
strengthen, when the latter will dominate the former, 
not only individually, but collectively, until man and 
nations will come to practice universal peace and 
harmony.
' This attitude of the great scientist, forms another 
point of contact with the highest religious ideal. It 
also proves that the highest liberty conies with the | 
highest law. For, as the child miist be led by another i 
that it may develop strength to walk alone, so must i 
man be led by wholesome laws until he ea'n develop 
strength to be a law unto himself, having the works 
of the law written in his heart. ।

This shows the futility of Philosophical Anarchy.! 
It would say, “take away the prop, and if the child 
cannot walk alone, let it take the consequences.” 
Man can not be a,law unto himself until he has the 
requisite strength,.and in order to this, he needs the 
the restraining influence of wholesome law, to keep 
the lower self in bbunds until the higher self can take 
control. |

Every noble, pi^re-njipded man and woman in the 
world is a prophecy ofjwhat the whole race will be
come when nature’s laws are universally understood 
and obeyed.

There is somethjpg qpplimely beautiful in this idea 
of the oneneàs offiall things. It is like the ladder in 
Jacob’s vision wh'OSe feèt rested on the earth and 
whose top reached1 heaven, and he saw the angels as
cending and deseeding thereon. That ladder is life. 
Upon it the humap raeft is slowly climbing toward 
spirituality, and Whether the individual soul is on the 
lowest .round, stftigglinfe with the preponderating 
brute within, or pl th^,topmost round with the light 
of heaven shiningjfulLflpon his.face, all, all is human 
nattire. And it iS'.stilhmore beautiful to think that 
we can aid each other in the ascent, with all the' good 
and great who have' p assed on before, testing the 
strength ofeach ròpnd of theladder, and when we too 
shall reach the top; to grasp our. weary hands and 
lead us on to peace and rest beside the River of Eter
nal Life.- ;

Universe! The Infinite is one! “Iniim we live, 
move, and have our being,” and “we are his off
spring. ”, If so, then reverently speak of human na
ture, for it is God nature..

But you will say, ‘f Look at the wickedness of A. or 
B. Can you assert that such a nature as that is of 
God?” ,4 ■■ . . . ' ' !

Why confound A. or B. with his actions? Take al

little babe in its mother’s arms. Pure as a snowflake, 
sweet as the breath of a rose. It looks up into its 
mother’s face with clear blue eyes, and she sees in 
their azure depths the budding soul of an angeL Sup
pose that mother dies. The child is left friendless, 
falls into the hands of the vulgar and depraved. She 
is reared in the atmosphere of vice and crime, and 
learns in infancy the lessons of sin and shame. In the 
language of the graphic Blatchford, “she becomes 
fierce and cunning and vile.. Ghastly of visage, under 
her paint and grease. A creature debased below the 
level of brutes, with the hate of a devil in her soul, 
and the fire of hell in her eyes. Lewd of gesture, 
strident of voice, wanton of gaze; using language so 
foul as to shock the pot-house ruffian, a laugh whose 
sound makes the blood run cold. A dreadful spectre, 
shameless, heartless, reckless and horrible. A crea
ture whose touch is contamination, whose words burn 
like a flame, whose leers and ogles make the soul sick. 
A creature living in drunkenness and filth, a moral 
blight, a beast of prey, who has cast down many 
wounded, -whose victims fill the lunatic ward and the 
morgue; a thief, a liar, a hopeless, lost, degraded 
wretch of whom it has been well said her feet take 
hold of hell, her house is the way to the grave, going 
down to the chamber of death!”

An awful picture this! But that is- human nature 
in its worst form. But like the river previously men
tioned, that child of sin and shame is still at heart a 
child of God. And Jesus said he came to seek and 
save the lost. He did not say those who were in dan
ger of being lost, but the'lost.

“And God is still for thee, poor struggling spirit, 
That once did inhabit this ruin of clay,

Fear not that thou shalt not His mercy inherit, 
With'those who IziiVe wandered as far from the 

way), r
There is never a waif on life’s troubled ocean, 

By the wild waves of passion so foamingly tost,
But his eye kindles bright and his sweetest emotion 

Is the beat of his heart for the beautiful lost! ”
In this world, in all worlds, the beacon light of love 

will forever shine for her and such as she, and though 
the pathway from the desert be long aud dreary, she 
will sometime be freed from the bondage of sin, and 
will turn toward the light in the window, of heaven 
that beams out through the murky night of shame and 
grief and degradation.

Now look on another picture. Take a child born 
amid the environment of the slums. Place it in a 
home of virtue and peace, wherein love is the ruling 
power. It is clean and pure, and soon its surround
ings and training will overcome any lurking antena
tal tendencies toward vice. It grows up in refine
ment and is educated in philanthropy. It is never in
formed of its lowly origin, and becomes a refined and 
noble woman. A war breaks out. She reads of the 
suffering, the sick and wounded in the crowded hos
pitals, the horrors of the battlefield, and she becomes 
imbued with the desire to relieve the horrors of war. 
She becomes a Florence Nightingale, forsaking home 
and wealth and social pleasure, and hies away to the 
scenes of suffering and sorrow. See her as she passes 
from cot to cot, now giving a drink of water to one 
consumed by thirst, now pausing to lay her hand with 
cooling touch upon a burning brow, but always trying 
to be a ministering angel. In the silent watches of 
the night when sighs and moans are the only sounds 
that break the awful stillness of the midnight hour, 
she is called to the bedside of a dying soldier. She 
comes, and by the lamp-light reads to him or prays 
for him, takes his last message to the ioved ones lie 
will never meet again on earth, and when his eyes be
gin to glaze she wipes the death dew from his brow 
and closes his eyes in the eternal slumber. And this, 
too, is human nature.

It is the thprns and briars in life’s pathway that 
make the feet to bleed. Man is a creature of environ
ment and eeases to develop without it. And he will
always and ever partake of his surroundings and be 
just what they cause him to be.
a mere bush at the snowline on

The tree that is but
a mountain, when 

transplanted in the valley will grow to be a forest
king. There are plants growing on the arid plains of 
the West, that have adapted themselves to the 
parched soil, but they bear no leaves and their flow
ers are destitute of beauty. You would pass them by 
and never see them unless they were pointed out to 
you, they are so insignificant. But were they placed 
in a moist soil and favorable climate, they would 
doubtless in time develop leaves and flowers and be
come beautiful.

The lesson to be learned from this, is that all re
forms must aim to improve the environment of hu
man nature, if they would succeed.

George D. Herron says that Jesus Christ was God’s 
idea of what a man ought to be. And he also says 
that what the world needs is not a conviction of sin, 
but a conviction of righteousness. As Paul says, 
“There is one God, and one mediator between God 
and men, himself man, Christ Jesus, who gave himself 
a ransom for all!’’

He also says that he was of like passions with other 
men, and was tempted in all points as others were, yet 
without sin. What then, made the vast difference be
tween him and the mass of mankind ; a difference that 
has made him the ideal of the world? It is this: All 
of his mental and moral force was expended through 
the higher faculties in accordance with Spiritual law. 
Or in other words, his passions were in absolute sub
jection to his spiritual nature.

Take the case of Paul himself. He was a narrow, 
bigoted Pharisee, as bitter, relentless, and persecuting 
as he was sincere. His mental forcé did not expend
itself in selfish debauchery and vice. ...___
higher round of the ladder than that. But when he 
was caught up into the third heaven, and heard un-

He was on a

speakable Words not lawful for him to utter, he lost 
his narrow bigotry and persecuting spirit. But did 
he lose any courage, any persistence or zeal? No, 
but his mental powers were directed into a new chan
nel, and his native sincerity, backed, up the new posi
tion even as it had re-enforced the old.

The implement is nothing, but the use mode of it is 
everything. The same spade that digs a grave may 
plant a rose. The knife that prunes a tree may also 
destroy a human life. And the same faculties of 
brain which caused the prodigal, to spend liis sub
stance in riotous living when misdirected, will, when 
the true light breaks upon him, start him back in peni
tence to his father’s house. • ,

Infancy with its innocerice, is the Eden of every hu
man soul.

“ Except ye become as little children, ye cannot en
ter the kingdom of heaven.” Receptive, pure, loving 
and confiding, these are the distinguishing character
istics bf a child. Were the Post-Constantine bishops, 
wrangling about the Divine nature and the co-eter- 
nity of the Son with the Father, the types of little 
children? Were thirteenth, century scholasti
cisms, and the ravings of Calvin and Edwards the 
echoes from a spiritual kingdom? And if not, what 
of nineteenth and twentieth century wrangling?

The beautiful old allegory of sin entering the world 
in the G/rdcn of Eden, is re-enacted in every human 

” 'Continued on eighth page.);

DEAFNESS AND 
’ CATARRH CURED

BY NO METHOD UNTIL "AO- 
TINA” WAS DISOOVJEIIED.

, Ninety-five per cent of all cases of deafnesi 
brought to our attention is the result of chronta

passes through the

catarrh of the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas* 
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop* 
ping the action of the vl* 

, bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure Is impossible. Thein* 
nerear cannot ba reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability of uti- 
rlsts or physicians to cure. 
Bar drums are worse than 
useless. That there Is a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh is demonstrat* 

i ed every day by the use ol 
jp Actinu. The vapor current

generated in tlie Actlna
Eustachian tubes into the 

middle ear, removing the untarrhal obstVuelioiw 
a&H passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) In ths 
Inner ear, making them respond to the slight
est vibration of sound. Actlna has never failed
to cure ringing noises In the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom tot years to be completely cured in 
only three weeks’ use of Actins. Actins also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache-, all of which are di
rectly or indirectly due to catarrh. Actlua 13 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. We give advice free, and positive proof 
ot cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson's 
loO page Dictionary ot Disease, Free. Addresi 
Hew York & London Electric Association, Dup. 
I - SSS Walnut Street, Kansas City, tdo.

t«aDa»Snre£SS &IB DSTjM ® fcbiMutaly wawJf xssQf furniih the work and toacb you free, you work Lt 
Ibu locality where you live, bond ua your uddten and wo will 
oKplumUktbuiiiiusi fully, rvmemlx» wv tjuaiunUc a clear profit
.f M f,>r.- — rv Jk.L 1.... I--  ‘
JlUïiL AifiWAl'Tl H1NH (<>.,

Cancer Cured
WITH 8OOTHINC. BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plica, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address ft 

DR.'BYE। Jiroadway, Kansas City, Mo.
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The above m the number ot the pres
ent Issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right band corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number ob 
tke tag of your wrapper.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

Is a wonderful book, being the personal
1 of a man whose deadexperiences

sweetheart, after appearing to him 
many times, etherealized, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him ' 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time he spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world in his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, tlie w’ell- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D., president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, whô gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsement.

Writ»» ai olirti.

He says: “This book will give us
courage to pass through the shadow ot 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial.”

Rev. M. J- Savage says: “It is in
tensely interesting, and gives a. picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true.”

The Medical Gleaner says: “it lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: "It is inex
pressibly delightful."

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: "It is one of ths 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books.”

Everybody will be charmed with it 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance o' 
two worlds. It is printed in elegarr 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price $1 
For sale at this office.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels them In the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Deatlu and Life in tho Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” "Art 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed" 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus."

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
em times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them- They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle In modern business enter- 
prisel

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
In Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrate:: futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations ot 
•plrltual phenomena. Price 25 centa.

“Buddhism and Its Christian Critics." 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
o£ Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1.26,
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.. GENERAL SURVEY

!| THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 
| DOINGS, ETO.» THE WORLD OVER,

CONTRIBUTOR8.—Each contributor 
la alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows tills freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article. ■

WftlTE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it Is essential that all copy, to in
sure Insertion in the paper, ail other re
quirements being favorable^ should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address ot 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, tor they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

W. J. Colville has recently given a 
successful course of ten lectures in the 
Spiritualist Church at Indianapolis, Ind. 
The three-day mass-meeting, Oct. 14, 15 
and 16, proved very successful. A large 
array of talent participated.

We speak about a person’s being as 
old as Methuselah. Yet he lived but a 
brief hour compared with some of the 
great sequoia trees which are being sac
rificed to short-sighted greed in Cali
fornia. A late prostrate monarch ot 
the woods that was fifteen feet in diam
eter several feet from the ground began 
its existence in 271 B. C. By 254 A. D., 
when it was 516 years of age, a forest 
fire burned on its trunk a scar three 
feet in width. Then it enjoyed 1,190 
years of placid life. But in 1441 A. D. 
the tree, then aged 1,712, was injured in 
another fire and it took the sear fifty- 
six years to heal. The worst attack of 
all occurred in 1787, when the tree, then 
2,068 years old, was attacked by a tire 
which left a scar which it took 103 years 
to heal.

A three days’ mass meeting of the 
National and Indiana State Spiritual
ists’ Association closed at the First 
Spiritualist church. New York and Ala
bama streets, last night, with trumpet 
talking in the light by Mrs. Margaret 
Vestal of Chesterfield and platform

S.
Thronsden, of Louisville, Ky. The 
church was full during the last meeting 
and so great was the enthusiasm that 
there was talk among many of the 
members of reviving the regular Spir
itualist meetings during the winter. 
People lined the aisles waiting their 
turn for trumpet communications as 
Mrs. Vestal gave her demonstrations. 
The voice in the trumpet was plainly 
audible all over the room. First was 
the voice of a little girl who called for 
her sister Anna. "She says it is a wo
man in black in the rear of the room,” 
said Mrs. Vestal. A woman answering 
the description came forward and 
talked to the voice in the trumpet con
cerning her relatives. The medium 
called for many people in me audience 
and they responded and held audible 
conversation with the voices. One man 
In the line was a German. Mrs. Ves
tal told him to talk in his own language. 
The voice which came through the 
trumpet was that of an old man speak
ing German. The man who listened 
through the trumpet said that he under
stood every word. Mrs. Thronsden 
stood on the platform and answered 
general questions, making prophecies 
and delivering advice which she said she 
received from her guides and from 
spirit friends of those who asked. She 
called out names which she said she 
heard and people In the audience rose 
and said they knew who she meant. 
She spoke messages from them which 
the friends in the audience said they 
understood. W. J. Colville, of St. Louis, 
who has been lecturing during the 
week, recited impromptu poetry and de
livered the benediction in verse which 
he made up on the spur of the moment. 
During the three days’ session of the 
Spiritualists many of the leaders of the 
faith were present from over the Unit
ed States. Among those on the pro
gram were Dr. G. B. Warne, N. S. 
-Thronsden, the Rev. Moses Hull, Miss 
Anna Throndsen, Thomas -Grimshaw, 
B. F. Schmidt, Frank T. Ripley and 
others.—Star and Journal, Indianapolis, 
Ind.

The executive board of the Indiana 
Association ot Spiritualists was in 
session at Chesterfield, yesterday, 
for the first tinfe since the close of the 
meeting. All members of the board 
were present and matters pertaining to 
the recent meeting were considered. 
Henry Bronnenberg, treasurer of the 
board, says that after a careful review 
of the books the report shows the asso
ciation to be about $600 in debt. At 
the beginning of the meeting the in
debtedness of the association, reached 
the sum of $1,600 and the six weeks’ 
meeting netted them exactly $1,000. 
While the amount was not so good as 
had been hoped for, Mr. Bronnenberg 
says the association was well pleased 
with the showing made and the $600 in
debtedness is assured of being wiped 
out next year. Considering tne in
creased rate of fare on the traction line 
and the travel to St. Louis this summer, 
$1,000 is considered quite a satisfactory 
sum to be cleared in one summer. - The 
camp grounds are now almost deserted. 
•—News-Tribune, Marion, Ind;, Oct. 8. ,

Frank T. Ripley, speaker and plat
form test medium, has the Sundays of 
November and December, and Janu
ary, 1906, open for engagement. Write 
all letters to General Delivery, Sey
mour, Ind., until Oct. 30; then to Tipton, 
Ind., thereafter. I

David Williams, of Utica,1 N. Y., 
writes: “THE PROGRESSIVE THINK
ER IS THE BEST EXPONENT OF I
SPIRITUALISM AND 
THOUGHT PUBLISHED
FACE OF.THE GLOBE."

MODERN 
ON THE

We go to press ea/ly Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach thia 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning, Bear this In mind. •

Oct. 29, 1904.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

The Chicago Spiritualists' League will 
hold its next regular monthly meeting 
in the Blue Room, Handel Hall, on 
Tuesday evening, Nov. 1. Everybody is 
cordially invited to attend. Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, president; O. E. Kropp, 6ccr<J 
tary.

.The Chicago Chronicle has the fol
lowing dispatch from New York: "New 
York is being swept by a psychic wave«. 
From the "flve-dollars-a-readlng" palm
ist to the'50-cent card fortune teller, 
New York is teeming with these occult
ists, and from the Bronx to the Battery 
there can be found a clairvoyant or me
dium or a fortune teller or a palmist, 
however they designate themselves, in 
almost every block. The newspapers 
are full of advertisements offering psy
chic readings and the solution of all 
problems, past, present and • future. 
The psychic wave is disturbing every 
strata of Manhattan social life and the 
growing popularity of the followers of 
palmistry, crystal-gazing and card-read
ing has been noticeable in the number 
of new psychists who have opened up 
offices in New York. One of the best 
known of the psycho-palmists, .who is 
consulted, only by people of means, is 
so busy, that engagements have to be 
made weeks ahead."

The efforts of tie police and many 
citizens of Steubenville, Ohio, are di
rected in running down the “woman in 
white” mystery. The nightly appear
ance ot this white-robed creature has 
created a local sensation. She was 
first seen by Charles Pressler, a small 
bqy who has been sick and nervous 
since the vision followed him home. 
At several homes on LaBelle ave
nue she has appeared -and tapped on 
the windows. She appears frequently 
to employes 'about the yards of LaBelle 
iron works. Several nights ago the 
wraith was seen by 'William Schick 
gliding across the Carnegie Library 
lawn. All describe her as attired in 
a white gown resembling a bride’s 
dress, with white slippers. The news
papers have printed daily accounts of 
persons seeing the vision in white, and 
daily reports are made to police head
quarters.—Chicago American.

Mrs. Emma F. Jay Bullene, who has 
been a prominent worker in our ranks, 
has been stopping In Chicago for some
time. Last week she returned to Den
ver, Colo. She can be addressed for 
engagements at No. 329 Sixteenth 
street.

There Is a haunted house in London, 
England., where four working girls re
sided. The maidenly quartet left their 
habitation each morning at 6 o’clock to 
go to work in the neighborhood, return
ing to dinner and to tea. Two days 
after taking the house they were great
ly perplexed on returning home at mid
day to find a large mirror, which had 
been left on the wall in one of the bed
rooms, lying face downward on the 
kitchen floor. It was replaced, but at 
noon next day the girls trembled to see 
the looking glass again hiding its face 
on the hearthrug. Then other familiar 
objects in the house became possessed 
with evil spirits. When the door was 
opened some unseen influence closed 
it, sometimes slowly, sometimes with 
an elastic spring, frightening the girls 
terribly. The ghost began to manifest 
itseK in nocturnal visitations. Dread
ful rumblings kept the girls awake 
through the long, dismal night. At 
such times shadows flitted over the 
ceilings, and the girls hid their white 
faces under the blankets. At last the 
terrorized quartet removed their goods 
and chattels at midnight, and went to 
live with a relative. Thousands of 
people went nightly to see the haunted 
house.

Will Bottomley writes from Toronto, 
Canada: “There is at the present time 
six Spiritualist meeting-rooms here, all 
doing good work in the advancement of 
our glorious work. I, as a platform 
worker here and late of Yorkshire, 
England, can say that Spiritualism is 
progressing here at a rapid rate. In 
this city one ot the ministers of the 
Congregational church said before 
2,000 people that the loved ones 'who 
had passed on were not dead, but near
er to them now than they were in the 
mortal body. Rev. James L. Gorden 
said he was looking to the so-called 
death with a smile, as he knew that it 
only meant stepping out of the physical 
into the spiritual. He had proved there 
was no death. Mrs. L. A. Griffen, Eng
land’s lady Spiritual missionary and 
question answerer from the congrega
tion, is coming to America for a time. 
We shall be pleased to arrange with 
active centers where no society exists. 
Societies requiring good meetings 
should drop me, lecturer and test medi
um, a line for vacant dates and terms.

I Address me at No. 32 Belmont street, 
Toronto, Canada.”

। Mrs. Powderly writes: "The Sunday 
night meeting was well attended, and 
every one expressed themselves as 
well pleased with the lecture glcen by 
Dr. Walter DeVoe. October 30, Dr. Ev
elyn See will address the meeting. Sub
ject, The Eminent Spirit.”

Marlon, Ind.—Rising from a trance in 
which she had lain for eighteen hours 
after being prostrated at religious serv
ices in the home of W. H. Mook, of 
West Marion, Mrs. Laura Hill declared 
she had visited heaven. Before she fell 
in the trance Monday evening she be
gan shouting and shaking hands with 
the persons in. the housed As she was 
bidding them good-bye she fell to the 
floor. Efforts to arouse her were with
out success and a physician was called 
but he was unable to revive her. She 
suddenly awoke late yesterday after-, 
noon and rising up in her bed she ex
claimed: "I have been'with Jesus ,and 
He is waiting for me.” The young wo
man then told of being in a heavenly 
world, and of seeing her grandparents, 
a cousin, and other relatives and 
friends, who had been dead.for a num
ber of years. The woman’s grandpa
rents have been dead ’ for thirty four 
years, and never were seen in life by I 
Mrs. Hill. "I saw my grandparents,” 
she said, “and they were at my side. | 
And the angels .were all about me. Ev
erything was so beautiful.” She spoke j 
of seeing and being w.ith girl friends 
who have long been dead. While Mrs. 
Hill lay In the trance, her lips were - 
seen to move at frequent intervals as 
If in conversation. Smiles played on 
her face at times, and then again she 
appeared sad and tears came into her 
eyes. Mrs. Hill, although revived from 
the trance is still unable to leave her 
bed because of being weak from going 
without nourishment for tne loag pe- 
lod.—Indianapolis News.

Mrs. E. Chiffar writes approvingly of 
the work done at Walnut, Ill., by Mrs. 
J. nindsay. She stopped at Mrs: Chif- 
far's house, where she held-her meet
ings.

B. F. Denlston writes from Kenton, 
Ohio, expressing his high regard for 
The Progressive Thinker: “I find The 
Progressive Thinker is like many an
other good thing in this world, we do 
not know how to appreciate it until we 
are deprived of it. I feel like .writing 
a long letter, telling you what a great 
paper you are getting out, but will cut 
it short and say that I will endorse ev
ery good word that has been written 
about the greatest of all spiritual pa
pers, The Progressive Thinker. "

Mrs. Emily D. King of Girard Mich., 
writes: “We had with us the 27th and 
28th of September, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague. Mr. Sprague gave two fine 
lectures, after which excellent tests 
were given. The last evening, Mrs. 
Sprague diagnosed for a lady, and the 
physician being present who had 
treated her, arose and said it was true. 
He said that Mr. Sprague’s last lecture 
was the finest he had ever heard on 
that line. A great many were inter
ested.”

The New York Herald has the follow
ing from Valdosta, Ga.; “Some happen
ings, which seem impossible to explain 
in a rational way, took place last week 
at the home of W. H. Chitty, in this 
city. Among the members of his 
household is a little girl who apparent
ly possesses, a power more wonderiul 
than that o., Lula Hurst or Annie Ab
bott in their palmiest days. This is 
Sallie Moore, thirteen years old, a 
niece of Mrs. Chitty, who is boarding 
with the family and attending school in 
the city. . The first strange manifesta
tions were noticed a few nights ago, 
when a thimble and other small objects 
fell to the floor after a flight across the 
room. Since then many strange hap
penings have taken place, various ob
jects being thrown across the room or 
falling apparently from the ceiling, im
pelled by some unseen force. . Mr. Chit
ty states that while he was standing in 
one of the rooms of his home a large 
pearl button, which, with others, was 
lying in a small' glass dish on the bu
reau, flew across the room and struck 
the door on the opposite side of the 
room. It was soon followed by an
other button. In a few moments a 
pencil which was lying on the mantel
piece was thrown against the door. A 
shoe .belonging to one of the children 
left its place at "the side of the room 
and fell at his feet, and a stocking in 
the other shoe was thrown across the 
room. Large numbers of persons have 
been attracted to the home by the oc
currences, hundreds going to witness 
the manifestations. It is said that 
those who have investigated the matter 
are satisfied that the Moore girl is en
dowed with some mysterious power. 
Her mother is said to have been a me
dium. It is noticed, however, that 
these strange things happen when the 
little girl is not present, and this feat
ure is puzzling the public as much as 
the occurrences themselves.”

H. Brady, of Thorpe, Iowa, writes ap
provingly of the good work done there 
by Mrs. Vera Bryan. The people were 
deeply Interested. An unlooked for in
cident abruptly closed her work there 
—a case of hydrophobia occurred in the 
vicinity, and in consequence people re
mained behind closed doors. In con
clusion, Mr. Brady says: “We earnestly 
hope to see her among us again as the 
good seed she has already sown will 
some day need further tillage, and we 
hope she may yet see a grand spiritual 
temple erected upon the foundation her 
noble efforts have placed.”

Mrs. M. A. M. Hatton, an active, en
ergetic worker in the cause ol Truth; 
writes from El Paso, Texas: “Last 
spring I wrote you to send me a sam
ple copy of your wonderful paper, The 
Progressive Thinker, as by change of 
lesidence I had neglected to renew my 
standing subscription, and I wished to 
get a few of my friends to join me. It 
came at once. I headed a list and had 
secured a few names, when I was 
stricken down with pneumonia and sent 
to the hospital where I lay for several 
weeks. I turned the list over to a lady 
friend, who informed me that she had 
secured what she could, and sent it on. 
My copy comes regularlyjin^ I suppose 
the others get theirs also. Now I am 
out and on deck again, and I want to 
say the marvelous amount of spiritual 
food, intellectual stimulus, and social 
comfort regularly supplied by that 
Prince of Papers, The Progressive 
Thinker, was not only a source of much 
pleasure but I REALLY BELIEVE WAS 
HELPFUL IN RESTORING ME TO 
HEALTH AGAIN. You may laugh at 
my enthusiasm, but I believe it, all the 
same. And now I want to compliment 
a few more of my intellectual frieiids 
by sending them a copy for one year. 
Will give names and addresses on sep
arate slip of paper. Please find P. O. 
order for $4.”

Mrs. S. Garber writes from Des 
Moines, Iowa: “The Psychic Research 
Society held Its initial meeting Sunday, 
Oct. 2, at Yeoman Hall. Mr. Julian P. 
Johnson lectured and Mrs. Marie Ker
stein Russell gave tests. They were 
both cordially received. Max Hoffmann 
has been here for the past two Sundays. 
He is too well known to a DesMoines 
audience to say anything in praise of 
him. Suffice if to say that he' was re
ceived with open arms, and in conse
quence the attendance at both meetings 

.was large. The outlook tor a large so
ciety is very encouraging."

William Fitch Ruffle writes: “I am 
pleased to announce that our morning 
service at 11 o’clock is growing very 
rapidly. Of course the afternoon is as 
ever very well attended, and the even
ing is such that although we have no 
lecture it taxes our efforts to reach all 
with tests, but we do not miss any. We 
know that they go away satisfied. The 
following classes are held at my resi
dence, 3201 Indiana avenue: Tuesday, 
ladies’ class, 2:30 p. m.; Wednesday 
and Friday, public, 7: 30 p. m. Tests 
and messages to all as on Sundays. “ I 
ani glad to note! get many out of town 
patrons through your valued paper.”

Mrs. Ella Dare writes: "We have 
been absent in the maritime provinces 
of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia for 
three months. I was surprised and,de
lighted to find a lively interest in the 
subject of the two worlds’ communion 
amongst people heretofore eminently 
conservative. Surely progressive 
thought is invading the highways and 
the by-ways, is searching the secret 
places, and sowing seeds of freedom in 
its onWard march, and The Progressive 
Thinker in Its fearless leading, may 
justly claim much of the credit in this I 
work of liberation.”

Dr; H. B, Cole writes ' from Black 
River Falls, Wis.: "In The Progressive 
Thinker, No. 778, page 2, the sentence 
in Spiritual Dietetics should read: 
“These atoms never lose their relation
ship to the Infinite.’”

A'press item says that medical au
thorities in 'London are deeply inter
ested in the,, xilainx, made by .Miss 
Thorne, a grad'uate from Sydney Uni
versity, New SAuttfWales, that she has 
discovered a a & ctye /for consumption. 
The trdafment consists of the inhala
tion of hot air up to a temperature of 
400 degrees. (I'lie, Brompton Hospital 
committee wilr malfeJ tests of the treat
ment next month.

Isaac Gabrion writes from Ithaca, 
Mich.: "I take solid comfort in perusing 
The Progressive Thinker. I find there
in a great vastly oi’mental food, food 
for thought. 'T need spiritual food as 
well as food for the'physlcal body. I 
am an old ma®,! neafrly 80, and am sore
ly afflicted. I have ¡¿st a dear wife and 
mother, and two noble boys who lived 
to be young mbn, and it gives me great 
comfort to be 'assured that they are still 
living in a bettdfr condition of life than 
this, and that I shall soon meet them 
again where there will be no more pain, 
grief or parting. The Progressive 
Thinker is like a table spread with a 
great variety of fod<i, and you can help 
yourself to such as you like best. You 
don’t have to swallow everything that 
is set before you, but you will always 
find enough that is good, nourishing and 
strengthening. Long may you live to 
spread the good things before the poor, 
hungry people. .1 would like to send for 
all of your premium books, but I am a 
very poor man and cannot afford it, but 
The Progressive Thinker I must have. 
I could not think of livings without it 
any more than I could think of living 
without eating.” ' ‘ '

Mrs. E. Young writes from Louisville, 
Ky.: “The Church of Divine Truth re
cently created under a charter granted 
by the National Spiritualist Association, 
held Its initial meetlng Sunday, October 
16, at its hall on Shelby street, near 
Market. The exercises opened with on 
invocation impressively delivered by 
the president, Mrs. Theresa Doll. A 
poem of qn appropriate character was 
then read. Mrs. po}l followed with an 
address of welcome, which was atten
tively listened to, After the singing of 
a hymn, Mr. Geo. C. Heinsohn delivered 
the address of the evening, in an inter
esting, Instructive and convincing way 
dwelt upon the beauties of the religion 
of Spiritualism, logically demonstrating 
its connection with science. He con
cluded with a mention of the purposes 
of the organizers of the new church, | 
urging tlie co-operation of others. Mr. 
Heinsohn's address was a masterly ef- i 
fort, attracting special attention be
cause of its earnestness and sincerity 
which is an indication of the feeling of 
all of the small band of which he is one 
in establishing another institution with 
the desire that others and themselves 
may be benefited, and the great cause 
in which they are_ Interested advanced."

E. J. Bowtell lectures at Unity Hall, 
New London, Ct., Oct. 23 and 30; Nov. 
6,'13, 20 and 27,. Jie desires engage
ments with societies for later dates. 
Address 21 Washington street, New 
London, Ct. "ltl

Dr. Funk’s /¿The ¡.Widow’s Mite and 
Other Psychic ।phenomena" has reached 
its fifth thousand, afld the author is re
ceiving literacy husflels ot letters from 
readers of,the,|>ook yjjio wish to discuss 
some phase of/the subject or relate 
some pertinent expef/ence of their own.

Dr. J. A. Bailey writes from Galesburg,, 
III.: "I am stilbhere-Jn Galesburg hold
ing meetings ®y,ery iiSunday, endeavor
ing to enlighten,those who attend, upon 
the philosophy, and phenomena of Spir
itualism. At the close of the services 
last Sunday eseninaiMr. and Mrs. J. 
Pembroke gave a short but impressive 
trumpet seance. ■ Many of those pres
ent expressed ¿their.entire satisfaction. 
I feel as though mytiwork was about 
done here, and would, like a call to go 
somewhere where I-i could >:do 'Some 
good.”

Chas H. Green writes: "Sunday, Oct. 
16, Mr. John M. Clarke delivered a lec
ture before the Rising Sun Spiritualist 
Mission at its hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue, the subject being ‘Life One and In
divisible.’ It was an Interesting sub
ject, delivered in a very interesting 
manner. An equally interesting dis
course was also delivered that evening 
by Rev. Mrs. N. E. Hill, the pastor, who 
held her congregation in a state of ex
pectancy and inspired the strictest at
tention to her words. Sunday after
noon, Oct. 30, Mrs. Hamilton’Gill will 
lecture. On that evening, Dr. J. H. Ran
dall will also deliver a special dis
course. That same evening special or
dination services will be held, ordaining 
several of our mediums as teachers and 
expounders of Spiritualism. This will 
be a special service, and we cordially 
invite all who are interested in Spirit
ualism and its advancement, to attend. 
Saturday evening, Oct. 29, we will hold 
cur annual harvest hop, to which we ex
tend to all a cordial invitation. Danc
ing, old-fashioned, modern, round or 
square, of all kinds and descriptions, 
until you have had enough. Supper, 
pumpkin pie, apple ‘sass,’ cider, brown 
bread, po’k an’ beans, coffee, etc., will 
be served, and there will be enough and 
to spare.’’

Sauce Piquante has the following: 
“The great talk in the newspapers 
about Dr. Funk’s book, ‘The Widow’s 
Mite and Other Psychic Phenomena,’ is 
making a market for imitations of the 
famous Jewish coin. Many people are 
writing to the publishers for an accu
rate description of the -genuine ‘Wid
ow’s Mite.” Some of these correspond
ents have been so foolish as to buy imi
tations, paying from $ Ito $25 for them. 
Five cents would be an exorbitant price 
for one. There are only about half a 
dozen of the genuine coins in the world, 
and the value' of a'good specimen is 
about- $2,500. A'fac-simile of the genu
ine is to be found in the 1903 edition of 
the Funk & Wagnails Standard Diction
ary, page 368.”

Mrs. LeSieur writes: "We had a very 
delightful Band of Harmony, Oct. 20, al
though we missed,9 several ’ familiar 
faces, as quite ^hunfjjer of our friends 
are down to Sri/poufe Mrs. Richmond 
gave a most interesting account of her 
meeting with Mrs- Maybrick (who has 
been lately liberated., from captivity in 
an English prison) at, the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Densmore in the Catskill 
mountains. W^alsq9had the pleasure 
of seeing her latest photograph; The 
Saturday Evenijig Po^jt of Oct. 29, will 
contain the flrgf of a, series of articles 
which Mrs. Ma^Jiricif has prepared for 
publication. T;b.0 Band of Harmony as 
a body sent her[,their, Jove and sympa
thy. At our n^xt .megting, Nov. 3, we 
will have our u$ual ajternoon session at 
3.30, but our e'toping^eeting is to be a 
progressive eup^re. pijjty; score cards, 
25 cents. Be sn?e tocome; bring your 
friends. We a|ways Imve the best kind 
of a time.: Six-qpfa pjjlows are donated. 
as prizes. Supper at six o'clock as 
usual.” .. < .

Edna V. Morrison -writes about the 
“Victory Over Dealh;” as ’ follows: 
“Death—there is no death! Oh! why 
have we labored so long carrying this 
heavy burden of fear—the fear .of this 
terrible imaginary monster which’ We 
call Death. Why should wo fear to 
throw off this old’garment, this old 
cloak of flesh? True, it has been faith
ful and served us well through our 
walks in life, but now it is old, thread
bare and worn, and after all it was only 
an instrument made for our use, and 
why should we cling to it longer, and 
grieve to cast It aside only, to exchange

it for a new, a better, a purer robe of 
which we have the promise; so, then, 
when our life is done, let us be content 
to give up this old garment, and stand 
in defiance ot Death, and triumph over 
the Grave, and with the apostle, say, 
‘Oh, Death, yvhore is thy sting? Oh, 
Grave, where is thy victory?’ "

Mrs. M< K. Hines writes from Lon
don, Ontario: "The four premium books 
I sent for arrived on Monday, the 16th, 
and I was very agreeably surprised on 
examining them. They are all, and 
more than you claim for them in ap
pearance, and I am certain from the 
glance through them I shall enjoy, and 
I hope benefit, by reading them, and I 
thank you sincerely." r

Mrs. Isa A.'Cross writes: “The Hyde 
P_ark Occult Society will give some
thing a little different from the usual or
der of things on Oct. 30, tire last Sun
day in October, at 319 E. 55th street, at 
8 p. m., which will be a lecture by Wal
ter DeVoe, who will take his subject 
from a few remarks made by our presi
dent, Dr. H. A. Cross. Although not ex
actly a debate it will be something on 
that order. Come and hear it. Per
haps it will be good.”

The lecturer, singer and test medium, 
G..F. Perkins, writes: “I am anxious to 
work in the Middle states or east of 
California. On account of lafck of funds, 
I would guarantee any reasonable term 
of service, at living figures to any so
ciety that will furnish me transporta
tion. Address me at Dimond P. O., Ala
meda county, California, care Mrs. 8. I. 
Darling.”

T. W. Sherk writes: "Mrs. Clara 
Stewart, connected with the Morris 
Pratt Institute, and known everywhere. 
for her efficient work in the cause of 
Spiritualism, will lecture at the Church 
of Spirit Communion, 4308 Cottage 
Grove avenue, next Sunday, both after
noon and evening. Messages will be 
given by our president, Mr. Coates, Mrs. 
Cochonour and others, while good music 
may be expected as usual. Come out 
and hear the truth expounded and then 
go to our mediums and see it demon
strated.”

A correspondent, writing from this 
city, says: "The heroine of Dr. Bland’s 
charming book, ‘In the World Celestial,’ 
appeared at a trumpet seance held by 
Mrs. Montgomery and her daughter, at 
their home in Chicago recently, and 
surprised and delighted the members of 
the circle, by singing in full and melodi
ous voice, ‘The Old Oaken Bucket,' and 
also ‘When the Mists Have Rolled 
Away.’ After the singing a member of 
the circle said: ‘Miss Pearl, I read to
day, for the second time, your beautiful 
speech at the banquet given by you in 
your celestial home in honor of your 
friend Paul, and I think it very fine.’ 
'Thank you,’ she responded; T am glad 
you like that speech. It came from my 
heart.’ Another gentleman said to her: 
T have read Dr. Bland’s book with in
terest and pleasure; and I am delighted 
to meet you, and I have enjoyed hear
ing you sing.’ T am glad you enjoyed 
the book,’ said Pearl, ‘and I wish to as
sure you that It is a truthful revelation 
of the spiritual world.’ ” This book is 
for sale at the office of The Progressive 
Thinker.

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake, thé well 
known author and medium, has secured 
the parlor suite of rooms at 2421 Calu
met avenue. Take Cottage Grove ave
nue cars to Twenty-fourth street and 
walk a half block south. She will en
tertain her friends there during the 
coming winter, after which she will go 
to California for a permanent residence, 
and assist in building up a liberal camp 
in the far-famed Santa Cruz mountains 
at Boulder Creek, among the giant red
woods and sequioas, some of which are 
thirty feet in diameter. Two hundred 
acres have been secured for this pur
pose. The Progressive Thinker will 
have more to say about this great un
dertaking a little later.

' G. 8. Klock writes from Lincoln, 
Neb.: “I wish to inform the Spiritualists 
through your valuable paper of the 'ac
tion of the State Spiritualist Associa
tion of Nebraska, took in their tenth an
nual convention, held in Lincoln, Neb., 
on the Tith of this inonth. A Lincoln 
man, Dr. P. S. George, was elected pres
ident for the ensuing year; Fred 
Wheeland of Exter was elected vice- 
president, and G. S. Klock, secretary; 
J. Madsen, treasurer; W. H. Jewell and 
D. D. Thomas, trustees. Mr. George, 
the president, is a hummer and the as
sociation will take on new life under his 
leadership. It is the desire of the State 
Spiritualist Board to secure a good, 
true medium to help build up a new In
terest among the people here, and put 
the association in a good healthy devel
oping condition. We wish to corre
spond with, and engage such a one, for 
a month at a time. Parties wishing to 
engage with us, please write terms and 
phase of mediumship, to the secretary, 
G. 8. Klock, 2900 P street, Lincoln, 
Nebraska."

A notice of the Church of Sacred 
Communion'of Brooklyn, N. Y., comes 
to hand, but the name and address of 
the writer is not given. That is essen
tial. Otherwise such notices will be 
omitted.

M, F. Hammond has had an engage
ment to lecture at Lafayette, Ind. He 
goes from there to Peru, and then to 
Kokomo, He Is capable of doing an ex
cellent work for Spiritualism.

U Read This List of ||

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USÊ 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS. ' j

. HE HAS TRIED THEM ALL. L. T.
BLEGEN WRITES FROM SPRING 
VALLEY, WISCONSIN: “I WISH TO 
SAY THAT AFTER HAVING TRIED 
ALL THE OTHER SPIRITUALIST 
PAPERS THAT I COULD FIND IN 
THIS AND FOUR OTHER COUN
TRIES, I FEEL JUSTIFIED IN SAY
ING, THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER 
IS THE ONLY ONE OF THEM THAT 
IS A SPIRITUALISTIC AND PRO-
GRESSIVE PUBLICATION 
ALL?'

A Minnesota paper says: 
McFarlin returned from

AFTER

“Mrs. C. 
Rochester

Thursday where she had been to unite 
in marriage' Mr. James A. Henry and 
Mrs. Jennie M. Harper. The Rochester 
Bulletin says: ‘The marriage was per-- 
formed by Rev Catherine McFarlin, of 
Plainview, Minn., who gave a very fine 
and common sense view of the duties of 
a useful and complete union of man and 
woman, not living for each other alone, 
but for humanity as well. Mrs. McFar
lin is an ordained Spiritualist minister, 
and speaks inspirationally.’ ”

Will J. Erwood, one of Wisconsin’s 
’most efficient workers, was in the city 
last week.

Mrs. Henry, secretary, writes: "On 
Saturday evening, Oct. 29, the Univer
sal Occult Society will hold a test so- 
sial at »the residence of Mrs. Vaughn, 
2981 Cottage prove avenue. Good test 
mediums will be present to give tehts 
and messages. Refreshments served. 

«All are invited to come and have a good 
time for the small sum of twenty-five 
cents. On Thursday evening, Oct. 27, 
Mrs. Burland, pastor of the Light of 
Truth Church, will hold a test social in 
her parlors. Good mediums and palm
ists present to entertain. Refresh
ments served, and music to harmonize 
and liven things up. All will have a 
pleasant time.”

- Mrs. Catharine McFarlin had a two 
months’ engagement with the Engle
wood Union of Chicago, but It was can
celed on account of the . disbanding of 
that society, hence she is now. open to 
engagements for the coming season 
with societies, or people wishing parlor 
circles; also, for camp-meetings the 
coming season. She will answer calls 
to solemnize marriages or conduct fu
nerals. Her address is still Plainview, 
Minn. -

The Wisconsin State Spiritualist As
sociation will hold a three days’ mass
meeting In Milwaukee, Wis., Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 28, 29 and 
30, in Lincoln Hall,'to which all .Spirit
ualists in and around Milwaukee are 
cordially invited. -The speakers and 
mediums will be Moses Hull, Clara L. 
Stewart, Francis Wheeler, Rev Nellie 

i K. Baker and Will J. Erwood. A good 
time assured to all.

W. C. Mann .writes from Louisville, 
Ky,: "The People’s Spiritual Church 
will open the first Sunday in November 
at Odd Fellows’ Hall, Sixth and Walnut 
streets. I would like to hear from any 
good speakers and test mediums who 
may be coming this way. I would like 
to have the address of Mfrs. Nora Clay
man. I would be thankful to anyone 
who can' inform me of her address. 
Address me at No. 829 Eighth street, 
Ixmisvllle, Ky.”

Mrs. G. Johnson-writes: "On and 
after this date I will be located at 385 
N. Clark street, 2nd flat. I will hold 
developing circles on Wednesdays at 8 
p. m., and on Fridays at 8 p. m., Mr. hnd 

i Mrs. Parker will give trumpet seances. 
I Mr. and Mrs. Parker have been in the 
I field for thirty years, and those wishing 
i to investigate occult phenomena and re-1 
I celve messages from spirit friends, will 
[not be disappointed by attending the
Friday evening seance.”

Fallacy of Theism.
The old stereotyped phrases "God is 

all things” and “God is everywhere" 
have been handed down from genera
tion to generation; yet these are asser
tions and assumptions without proof. 
The word God is the most uncertain, 
confused, senseless word in our lan
guage, made to mean anything a god be
liever desires, according to his imagina
tion; and the ideas of it are as different 
as human minds are.

When a person says God is every
where we want to know which god he 
or she has in mind; because there are 
many specific, individual gods with 
proper names, such as Jupiter, Allah, 
Apollo, Baal, Jehovah, and so on, ac
cording to the several schools of The
ism. Some of these gods are assigned 
to local departments where they stay, 
and cannot be everywhere.

Ask a god worshiper: Is God in hell? 
"No—quite sure he is not there—hell 
is the place where sinners are banished 
from his presence.” Well, then, the 
absolute averment "God is every-

An Opportunity Never Before
on This Earth to Form the Nucieus
a Splendid Library Along &Pir!tua; 
letlc, Psychic and Ethical Lines t
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro 
gressive Thinker. ~
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WORDS OF CAUTION. \ 

You should not send money In a let 
ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may, 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order, 
for five cents, arid tjien you are per
fectly safe, and wdfl save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

Remember, please, that It costs tea 
cents to get‘a personal check at a bank 
in Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent. 

Remember, please, tnat we have only, 
tour books which we send out now too 
25 cents each. We cannot allow you ta 
select any other book in the list aj. thail 
price.

Remember, please, that you are nob 
entitled to any ot the Premium Books 
unless you send in with your order a' 
year’s subscription to The Progressiva Thinker.

where” should be modified to fit 
case.

God Io a handy word that means 
thing, in a maze of unintelligible

this

any- 
non-

sense that serves only to mislead and 
bewilder the human mind. If God is all 
things he is all bad.things, and gods 
generally have a very bad reputation 
and record, according to things affirmed 
of them and ascribed to them—accord
ing to history. And, so far as we are 
able to judge, the Christian’s deity is 
the worst one of all.

The logic of Theism is badly mixed, 
and men can only tell what they believe 
of an ideal thing that has no existence 
in reality. They say God is so and so 
—this or that—one thing—all things—a 
unity—a trinity—male or female or 
both or neither—good and bad—love 
and wrath—undefinable—incomprehen
sible—unknown. God believers are too 
ignorant and stupid to perceive that 
they involve themselves in the laby
rinths of blasting contradictions. They 
do not realize their mistakes.

Theism is not a thing to be demon
strated and known, but a doctrine to be 
believed; and people hold all sorts ot 
beliefs, but no knowledge, no truth; and 
the chief reason why men believe in 
gods is because'they believe they will 
be damned if they don’t.

Now I sympathize with god believers 
and I want to help them in their per
plexing dilemma. God comes about as 
near being “everywhere" as anything; 
and I will specify some particular 
places where he is; for I have seen him 
there—that is the name, which is the 
only part of him that ever was visible. 
God is (and gods are) in the various de
partments of Theism, such as Monothe
ism; Polytheism; Pantheism; Trlnita- 
rianism; Catholicism; Methodism; 
Mythology; Theology; Idolatry; Juda
ism; Christianity; Mohammedanism; 
Paganism; Protestantism; Creedism; 
Dogmatism; Sectarianism; Ecclesiastj.- 
cism; Supernaturalism.

There is much faith in these isms, 
based on fables, myths, creeds, errors, 
ignorance, superstition; but no proof of 
any god. Nevertheless, on the hypoth
esis that “God is all things,” and “ev
erywhere," he must be in all these an
tagonistic systems of Theism ; and one 
assumption or statement is as good or 
bad as another.

Some people carry the god idea with 
them into the spirit world, and in their 
messages send back some of the old 
theological trash and nonsense that has 
been reiterated by the D. Ds. (Divine 
Dunces) for centuries. No mortal or 
spirit ever discovered a god, yet the 
devotees of Theism are familiar with 
the names of hundreds of gods, fabrica
tions of imagination. Men create their 
own gods.

The most inappropriate, unbecoming, 
improper place for God to be is in the 
mind of a Spiritualist who undertakes 
to teach Theism in the name and under 
the guise of Spiritualism.

‘All that any god believer knows of a 
god Is the name, and that is all there is 
of it—a senseless word by which noth
ing is learned. We see how “God is all 
things and everywhere” only by the ab
surd Ideas in the benighted minds of 
god believers. A. H. NICHOLAS.

Summerland, Cal.
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CENTS:
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PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Joseph C. Blair passed to spirit life, 
Sept. 27, 1904. He was born in Ashta
bula, Ohio, on Oct. 25, 1863. He em
braced the truths of Spiritualism a 
number of years ago, -which was a 
great comfort during his late illness. 
He was a member of the Spiritual 
Church of Ashtabula, Ohio. His fath
er’s family were all of the Episcopal 
faith, and Rev. W. H. G. L'ewis read the 
Episcopal service, after which Mrs. 
Cjjrrle Firth Curran, of Toledo, Ohio, 
spoke in behalf of Spiritualism and its 
blessings;, also of. the two bodies, the 
natural and the spiritual body. The de
ceased leaves a wife to mourn the loss 
of the physical form. She Is blessed 
with the knowledge that she can con
verse with his spirit. He is also sur
vived by his parents, two brothers, two 
sisters and a host of friends.

MRS. CARRIE. FIRTH CURRAN. 
Toledo, Ohio. . .

. Passed to spirit life, Sept. 30, 1904, 
Mrs. Jennie Oles, of East Liverpool, O„ 
aged 75 years.. She was the mother of 
L. M. Oles of the Allegheny Psychic Re
search Society. Although not a Spirit
ualist, she was nevertheless a good 
Christian woman, not bigoted against 
any.particular creed. 1

Allegheny, Pa. . J. WAGNER.
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Any three of th«’ ‘r,“ 70 ceQts.
Books you may order p

Any four of the“ Aiv yn°U Way o’d^price s/w“1“18' 
Any five of the m' 5I-60-

Books you may order pricer ™emlU,a 
Any six of the m 8

Books you may order price mJ?1“1“

Any nine Of th* oi

Books you may order, price ?olemia,a 
Boo^s^h^rTa^^eTa^T^111'111“

Europe. Our SX; °?
them out as nearly -A > to seni' 
cost^prlce. y as pos81ble at actual

OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 
FOR $3.35.

Life In theESpl'r“C'wodd, Vol0”"1' ancl 

liS.®kii;.

7—The Occult Life of i. ander Smythe, a medffim of ’ by A,ex" 
t 8-A Wanderer“? SpirT, 0,f> 
Transcribed by A. Farnese a Sands" 
English medium. ‘ a wonderfut

9—The Reiigion of Man and Ethiee Science, by Hudson Tuttle. tth 0<
10—Seers of the Ages, or Anirif,. i> Past and Present, by Dr. J M p a! 8m

READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 
REMITTING.

When you send in your subscrlnti™ 
to The Progressive Thinker, look over the books which you desT^n1 
this list, and send for them. Thev » » 
very valuable. They are intensely Yn 
teresting. They are elevating l a" and will do you good. r‘^it
not fall to enclose a dollar fo^Th* pf? 
gressive Thinker. ,r<nePro.

Sending out these premium books 
however, at the prices we do, does tS 
reduce the price of the subscription of the paper, apparently or otherwise »! 
single cent, for .that cannot be afford«^ 
for less than one dollar per y«? 
view of the fact that we publish such a 
vast amount of reading matter, mucN more than any other Spiritualist = 
now published.

In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leavina 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating the 
great bargain you are getting—an om 
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu«' 
able library, the like of which was neven 
known before on this material nlane.

Address all orders to H
J- R. FRANCIS, 

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois,

'•Oí

‘'Meatless Dishes.”- yerjr useful. 
Ertsfi io ceot&

KEEP POSTED
In CurrentSpIrituallstlo and Occult 

’ । News.
. You can do it by reading each woelt 

■ The Progressive Thinker. The Philo 
1 ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
i phenomena it contains each week, to 
| the marfrol of the age. No one can afr 
I ford to be without the paper. It* prlcfl

Ie within the reach oS aiL
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Shall I Become a Medi
Unir” Fülly Arnsw/efed

sition may appear, if spirits exist, 
has no foundation.

In Whlch the Power of Auto-Suggestion 
Ajs Comprehensively Set Forth.

Do you enjoy poor health?
. Wherever I go I am constantly meet
ing the man or woman who really en-

This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
¡Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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Neighbor to Subscribe far 
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AN®'1

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
Ihavo called forth such a host of re- 
epondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and Otten 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of ail things is to'be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting tor the appearance of 
their questions and write lett<*r1’- of in
quiry. The supjily of matter 1* -.Iways 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. I 

" Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal i 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If tlie request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence ot this department lias 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an- 

,■ ewers, and while I freely give what- 
y; ever information I am able, the ordj- 
l " nary courtesy ol correspondents is ex

pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

leal research, who comprehending that 
spiritual phenomena must pe studied 
from a different view-point, have pa
tiently Investigated, and arrived at dia
metrically opposite conclusions. Prof. 
Hare, Sir William Crookes, Prof, Wal
lace and Varley and a host of others 
have become convinced that matter is 

I not all, and that there is beneath it a 
vivifying spirit.

Tlie evidence Spiritualists have to 
offer m opposition to materialism, is 
the vast array of facts which demon
strate spirit existence. If these be 
granted true, then all the theories and 
conclusions of materialism are errone
ous. The opinions of ten thousand 
Huxleys or Spencers vanish like a wisp 
of cloud, at the sound of a single identi
fied rap.

However strong the materialistic po-

Wm. B- Halford: Q. Can. occult sci
ence be learned without a teacher?

A. Science permits of no patent on 
her revelations, and the world over, her 
true students are only too anxious to 

- make known their discoveries. When 
any ope claims a secret and withholds 
the knowledge thereof for private gain, 
he becomes a fakir, and It may be safe
ly affirmed that he has nothing now or 
valuable to reveal. What is taught in 
books on occultism can be found in no’ 
other books, and if one desires to know 
what the Instructors In occultism teach, 
they can only learn by paying the fee 
demanded and listening.

Prospector: Q. Can the location of 
Sil be determined by surface indica
tions?

A. It Is generally thought, that ex
perts can locate oll-bearing wells by 
Study of surface lines, and prospectors 
place a gpod deal of reliance on indtea-1 
tionB, as of oil appearing on the surface 
of ponds or springs, escape of gad, etc. 
It Is affirmed that Captain Lucas fol
lowed surface indications from Louisi
ana to Beaumont, Texas, where he 
tapped the great oil field of that state. 
The synclinal, monoclines, and autoc- 
tlnes, which are said to have guided 
him were far below the surface and im
possible to be known without excava
tion. He made the venture of sinking 
a well, like thousands of others, and 
was successful while they failed.

The oil-bearing strata are covered 
over with shale and limestone often 
more than a thousand feet in thickness, 
impervious to water and oil. The sur
face of these beds of rock has been 
planed off by water and ice or exca
vated into bills and valleys. The sur
face hence, does not have any relation 
to the stratum below it ■ If there is one 
thing settled in geology, it Is that it Is 

.ïiïïposslbje to locate oil-bearing wells by 
surface appearances. The correctness 
of tills statement is proven by the fail
ures of "experts,” and those who by 
their knowledge ot geology flatter them
selves that they understand the struct-

It
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joys poor health and who dotes upon 
giving you his or her symptoms in de
tail.

Whenever two or three people are 
gathered together there is sure to be 
the woman who is having nervous pros
tration or tlie man who has something 
wrong with his Stomach. The^ are 
moreover determined that you shall 
suffer with them.

No use to try to turn the conversation 
to the war in the east or to politics. 
Oriental news Is very well In its way, 
but not to be mentioned with one's gas
tric juices, the next president is small 
potatoes In comparison with one’s liver.

I think now of a man and his wife I 
have the misfortune to know, who are 
the hardy possessors of every known 
and unknown disease. Every time I 
meet them, they have a new one to 
spring on me. I have come to shudder 
whenever I see them; to shudder at the 
hygienic horrors about to be unveiled 
for my entertainment.

They are actually proud of their 
pains, they flaunt their aches before me- 
and defy me to match them. As I am 
a disgustingly healthy person, I am 
simply overwhelmed and overshadowed. 
I have not a word to say for my dia
phragm and absolutely nothing to put 
forward,in the way of a thorax.

The house of these people is like a 
drug store. They have medicines for 
every hour in the day and each remedy 
is for a separate ailment.

“I thought I should have died last 
night,” says the husband, when making 
a social call, never was a man In such 
agony.” Then he looks at you with an 
air of “Now, what have you to say to 
that? Can you bring forward anything 
to surpass my misery? I reckon not."

Thon the wife coughs. “My lungs 
are in the most dreadful condition,” 
she states, “and as for my back—well, 
there is something very serious the 
matter with my back.” Then she looks, 
"How does that strike you? Have you 
a back? Or lungs? 1 don't believe a 
word of It.”

Every time that man takes a pill he 
Issues a bulletin to all his neighbors 
and acquaintances. Every time his 
wife gargles her throat the sends notes 
to her friends, telling them she has 
diphtheria and may die before morning.

They are the laughing stock of all 
। their acquaintances, for they actually 
i revel in tbeir aches and pains.

Tills constant parading of sickness, 
i this eternal discussion of bad symptoms 
- is doubtless provocative of much dls-

ure of the earth.
The oil is of different ages and hence 

is contained in strata differing in char
acter and depth. Like coal, it does not 
increase, and when exhausted there can 
be no further supply.

“Correspondent”: Q.
apondent desires to know what evi
dence Spiritualists have to oppose the 
overwhelming negation of their belief 
by Materialists. He cites a recent ar
ticle in the Truth Seeker wherein the 
opinions of said Materialists are given.

A. The materialist stands in the 
outer world and sneers at the efforts of 
those who would break through its
walls, and enter the Inner court where 
the energy manifested may be studied. 
Carl Vogt, the German materialist, led 
in the assertion that the "brain secretes 
thought as the liver secretes bile." and 
Prof. Larkins reiterates in other words: 
“Mind is now known to be a product of 
brain-cell activity.”

Huxley said: “The human body is a 
machine.” Herbert Spencer affirms: 
“We seem obliged to relinquish the 
thought that consciousness continues 
after physical organization has become 
inactive.” These quotations show the I 
drift of physical science as Interpreted 
by its leaders. Nor is it strange that 
such should be their conclusions. They 
study the machine, not the energy 
which puts it in action. They take 
matter as the all in all. and with them 
energy, life intelligence Delong to it and 
are its expression.

Once before a convention of the 
world’s greatest biologists the question 
was put, Wnat is the difference be
tween living protoplasm, and dead pro
toplasm? This substance is matter 
emerged to that state when though not 
a living being, has the capabilities of 
becoming organized into living forms. 
Hence the question was really, what Is 
the difference between the living and 
th? dead. Not one even ventured to 
give an answer. The anatomist as he 
dissects the brain finds nothing lost by 
the departure of life. The cells are 
still, there are no pulsations along the

To the Spiritualists of America, and | 
of the Dominion of Canada—Greeting;— 
It gives me pleasure to submit to your | 
consideration the following report from 
the home office of the National Spirit
ualists' Association tor the fiscal year, 
ending October 1, 1904. The work ot 
this association has been wide and tar- 
reachiug, and the labors of your secre
tary have been expended in various di
rections in behalf of our grand and pro
gressive cause. To her mind, the pres
ent outlook for Spiritualism is favorable 
for its growth, especially among think
ing people outside, our ranks who are in
vestigating its phenomena and becom
ing students ot its philosophy, though 
she regrets to announce that the condi
tions ot organized work qmong our peo
ple are not such as to warrant great en
thusiasm or boasting on the part ot any
one.

During the fiscal year the N. S. A. has 
chartered twelve local societies, and 
one state association, as follows; Indi
ana State Association; locals, one each 
In Philadelphia, Pa., Wabash, Kokomo, 
Elwood, Ft. Wayne, Muncie, Sweetsers, 

; Lafayette and Plymouth, all of Indiana,

needed and appreciatq^Jiy mijny minds.
The Mediums’ Relle|rFui^ ot the N. 

S. A. has done, and bt doipg a noble 
work. During the year<,inr«^ol'.its ben
eficiaries, Mrs. Tunlft, Kendall, Mrs, 
Mary C. Morrell, an<j[ Mlfl. Emeline 
Perkins, have passed it) thfy«pirit lite. 
The N. S- A. paid suc^, pa^jj of their 
tuneral expenses as ¡Wj peedful in 
each case. The places .-ot these ascend
ed veterans have been filled on our list, 
and others added.

We have now nine veteran workers 
who receive each the sqjn of twelve dol
lars per month to aid tjiem to exist in 
the material form; these are Annie

and one each in Grand Junction, Colo., - 
McKeesport, Pa., and Louisville, Ky.

Four of the Indiana locals however, 
were organized to take the place of so
cieties formerly chartered in the 
towns, said former societies having 
gone down. In this connection it is the 
duty of your secretary to report that aS 
a rule, where societies of but seven or 
eight members are organized and char
tered, interest Is not long kept up in 
their work by the founders, owing to 
want of encouragement and financial 
help in the locality, and the common re
sult is/ that they either go down for 
want of support or struggle on with but 
the few original members, showing but 
little if any progress during the year— 
there a few exceptions to this rule, but 
very few, as our reports and books at
test

Since the convention of 1903, the fol
lowing societies have either withdrawn 
from the N. S. A. or disbanded: Boston 
Spiritual Temple, withdrawn; Evans
ville, Ind., withdrawn; East Aurora, N. 
Y., withdrawn to join state association; 
Anderson, Ind., Tell City, Ind., Chris
ney, Ind., and . Lafayette of the same 
state have signified withdrawal for pur
pose of uniting with the state associa
tion—a laudable purpose and commend
ed by the N. S. A.

Of those disbanded, are societies in 
New Haven, Conn.. Mishawaka, Ind., 
and Salt Lake City, Utah. We under
stand that the society of Elwood, Ind., 
has also joined the state association.

The general report of societies during 
the year is one of struggle and hard
ship, a few have to bear tne burdens of 
finances and do the work. The finan
cial report of the N. S. A. secretary will 
show our convention and the public the 
amount of dues collected, also receipts 
from one and another source and that 
matter need not be dwelt upon In this 
paper.

The secretary has sent out regular 
quarterly circular letters to our socie
ties, with occasional letters to the same 
as correspondence demanded, has kept 
m genial touch with all of our people, 
by letter and has written fifteen hun
dred letters to various individuals in 
regard to the work of tlie N. S. A., the

ease. "As a man thinketh. so Is he.- i 
If one eternally fancies himself 111. one i 
is always ailiug. If one thinks health
ful thoughts and makes light of any lit
tle ailment, one Is likely to be pretty 
robust.

I think of a man I knew who lived to 
be 7s. He would never admit he was 
111. "Never felt so well in my life." 
was his customary answer to inquiries 
for his health. He was always alert 
and youthful In appearance, despite his 
silver hair. To the day of his death 

¡he refused to consider pain. When he 
I wont he just quietly, at an Instant s 
notice, pushed aside the veil and 
stepped into the mysterious beyond.

Have you the doctor habit? Get rid 
of it. Many times when you think you 
need the doctor you need only a change. 
If instead of going to bed. sending for 
a physician, pulling a long face and 
cultivating a die-away voice, you would 
pack your grip, catch a train and go 
somewhere for a little change you 
would save money and have a good deal 
more fun.

"Joy. temperance and repose slam 
the door on the doctor s nose, says the 
old couplet. Never were truer words 
penned. Joy Is the greatest panacea, 
temperance the best stimulant and re
pose the best soporific this world has 
ever known.—Edith Sessions Tupper in 
Chicago Chtonlcle. •

Reading the above brief article in the 
columns of the Chicago Chronicle. I 
could not conclude otherwise than that 
therein Edith Sessions Tupper mani
fests excellent good sense.

Many people auto-suggest them
selves into a state of mental and phys
ical misery, by the very unpleasant 
habit so well described in the article.

Perhaps some of your readers may 
see themselves as in a mirror, while 
they read.

JAS. C. UNDERHILL. 
Hammond. Ind.

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

Itemized Receipts.
Jontrlbutlons.... ..................... -
Charter fees..............................
.Jequests....................................
Jouvention (1903) receipts...».
Salo ot tracts aud books ....
H. D. Barrett.............................
Mr. anti Mrs. G. W. Kates, 

Missionaries.. .. .........
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, 

Missionaries...............
Max Geutzke, Missionary......
Rent........................................ .
Dues and collections from soci

eties and camps.................
Interest.. .. .................
Contributions to Mediums’ De

fense Fund.. . .................
Contributions to Mediums' Re

lief Fund.........  ., ..........

Lord Chamberlain and hex blind sister, 
Jennie Lord Webb; Mrs, E. Cutler, 
Mrs. M. E. Weeks-Wright, Mrs. A. An
gell, Mrs. Tryphenti C. Pardee, L. C. 
Howe, Abram Janies and Dr. Dean 
Clarke—all veteran mediums and work
ers tried and true, not objects of char
ity in any sense, but receiving from our 
National Association a little substantial 
recognition each month, ot the grand 
work they have done for humanity, 
through long and patient years of labor, 
and no more to teel sensitive over re

ceiving tills acknowledgment ot their 
¡service, than is the veteran soldier ot 
the Civil War who proudly receives bls 
pension from our government In attest
ation of his arduous service for his 
country and his flag.

The soldier is proud to be a pen
sioner of "Uncle Sam”—so may our ben
eficiaries be proud to bp on our list ot 
the Mediums’ Relief Fynd; our object 
is to show the world that their good 
works are not forgotten. Our only re
gret is-that we are unable to place more 
on that same list, for there are many 
worthy, deserving, veteran workers 
who should have an honored place 
thereon, but until the world wakens to 
our needs in this line and gives more of 
its wealth for our workers, we cannot 
add to the number, for by doing so, the 
Mediums’ Relief Fund would soon 
be exhausted, notwithstanding the 
amount collected during the year, as a 
large sum is monthly expended, and we 
cannot run the risk of having to turn 
those wo have taken Intp the relief 
branch, out into the cold. In addition 
to the nine already mentioned as bene
ficiaries, the N. 8. A. continues to 
wholly support Dr. Henry Slade, who is 
a helpless cripple at the Spinney Sani
tarium. It has also temporarily assist
ed a number of mediumh.

Reference has herein been made to 
the fund recently collected. As is well 
known, last March a call was made 
through the papers, and elsewhere, for 
Spiritualists to raise a thousand dollars 
in three months, for thd'-Mediums Relief 
Fund, a member of our’fioartf’promising 
to give another thousand to Hhe same 
worthy object; it toóle 'fiffout four 
months to raise the required amount, 

■ and that with the proihlsed - thousand 
. from our honored treasurer,'1 added a 
. handsome sum to our work for the vet- 
i eran mediums. Witbdut that accumu

lation it would have been impossible for 
■ the N. S. A. to have placed on its list 
- as many workers as itonowl -befriends, 
i Societies, mediums and individuals 
: aided in this good wbrkj to all of whom 
, this association owes ids thanks and 
- praise, while honesty compete us to ad- 
i mit that many mediums' appealed to to

$ 746.64
10.00

1,484.86
390.67

26.94
377.43

150.00

1,575.44
136.15
240.00

988.07
400.00

35.00

2,633.15

Total.. ,. ...................  ,..,$9,194.35
Itemized Expenditures.

H. D. Barrett. 
Mr. and Mi'S.

. .................... $1,085.36 
G. W. Kates,

Missionaries............ ...> ....
Mr. and.Mrs. E. W. Sprague,.

Missionaries.. .. ................ ..
Max Geutzke, Missionary.. .. 
Lyman C.Tiowe, Historian..., 
Hudson Tuttle, Editor at Large’ 
Fuel.......... . ................................
Gas.................. . ............. ............
Postage........... ...........................
Convention (1903) expenses... 
Trustees’ traveling expenses .. 
Secretary’s salary....................
Printing....................... ............
Pensions and aid to aged me

diums .....................................
Property expenses....................
Special Donations— 
To H- D. Barrett...................
To John W. Ring......................
To Morris Pratt Institute .... 
To monument fund, Mrs. Colby

Luther....................................
Miscellaneous expenses— 
Expenses of Investigating Com

mittee, Morris Pratt Institute 
Protested check (donation) .. 
Office supplies, janitor service, 

bonds, telegrams, Secretary’s 
clerk hire.............

Total..

161.00

2,307.98
260.73
100.00
400.00

68.74
19.92

143.00
576.56
365.83

1,183.33
163.60

A,359.37
95.95

500.00
100.00
500,00

50.00'

41.90
11.50

135.93

$9,630.60

TREASURER’S ANNUAL REPORT.

Statement from October 1, 1903, to Oc
tober 1, 1904.

Cct. t, 1003. Cash on hand........................ 815,051 13
lleeeived troni Oct. 1,1963, 

to May 1. 1004................. 94,000 05
Received from May 1,10O1, 

to Oct, 1, 1004................... 5,107 40
-------------  9,194 85

Disbursed from Oct.l, 1003, 
to May 1. 100-1................... 80,203 40

Disbursed from May 1, 1904, 
to Oct. 1, 1004................... 8,427 11

Oct. 1, 1904. Balance on hand.............. .
IIECAVITUI-ATION.

General Fund.......................810.753 15
Mediums' Relief Fund..... 3,650 89
Will Defense Fund.................  124 70
Mediums' Defense Fund.... 080 14

THE CREATOR.

824,840 48

fibres. ,
The materialist devotes himself . to 

the study of the material machine, as a 
person without knowledge of electricity 
would take apart a motor, uncoil its 
•wires, and detach its magnets. One 
finds no trace ot thought: the other 
feels no shock qf electricity. One says 
it must manifest mind by Its cells: the 
other that the power comes from the 
coils, for they do not see beyond the 
mechanism.

It is in their methods of study. The 
materialist would enter the courts of 
life with a butcher s cleaver, and when 
he has destroyed the means of thought s 
manifestation to his material senses, 
declares it has no independent exist 
ence.

There are those who approach from 
the other side—that of spirit. There 
have been many scientists, who 
achieved-world-wide distinction in phys-

tnformatlon How They May Give Birth to Happy. 
Healthy Children- Absolutely With

out Pain—Sent Free.
No woman need any longer dread the pains ot 

elilld-blrtb. or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dye 
has devoted his life to relieving the sorrows ot 
women. He boa proved tbntnll pain al child birth 
may be entirely banished, and he will gladly tell 
you how It may bo done absolutely free otchanro. 
send your name and address to Dr. J.H. Dye. ■ 151 
Lewis Block. Buffalo. N. I., and he will send yon 
postpaid. Jus wonderful book which tells how to 
give birth to happy, healthy children, assolutely 
without pain: also, how to cure sterility. Do not 
delay, but write to-day.

cause of Spiritualism and kindred- 
topics. She has also penned frequent 
letters and articles for the spiritual pa- • 
pers whose editors have been uniformly 
Kind and courteous." thus keeping our 
work, and matters of interest in the 
cause with which the national Associa
tion is concerned, before the people 
through the press.

The courtesies and amenities extend
ed to us by societies, editors, and Indi
viduals generally, have been very help
ful. encouraging and well appreciated 
at this home ofllce.

Correspondence with managers of 
camps relative to securing a special 
day at those resorts for the work and 
benefit of the N. S. A., elicited but few 
replies-, and-but-çix of these, mostly In 
New England, promised to set aside a 
day for our service—most of the camp 
managers reported their inability to 
have the N. b. A. represented during 
camp season as they needed all the 
money that could be collected for pay
ment of exoenses of their respective 
camping grounds.

All the work tnat the convention of 
1903 instructed the secretary to do has 

i been attended to. except that ôf print
ing list ot chartered societies, the board 
ruling that tins would be impossible out 
of regard to such societies, many of 
them, through their officers having ob
jected to being named in such a list, as 
in earlier years when they had been 
thus known, they had been flooded with 
circular matter from various firms and 
individuals, and besieged by strolling 
persons who claimed to oe mediums 
and endorsed by the N. S. A.

The free library of the N. 8. A. and 
its reading-room are in fine condition; 
we have between seven and eight hun
dred books on our shelves, many of 
which are constantly loaned to readers, 
some of whom come many miles for dur 
works. Miss Agnes Wink has recently 
again given personal attention to the 
library, re-cataloguing and re-number
ing books with other Important work. 
We have also received donations of new 
books from autnors and other friends, 
among them being. Alfred Andrews. 
Henry Edmiston. Dr. J. M. Peebles. 
Mrs. Maud Lord-Drake. Dr. Henry 
Funk, John Weiss, authors; and T. J. 
Mayer, to whom we are indebted for a 
large package of new books including 
such of those by Andrew Jackson Davis 
as we did not before possess. To all of 
those we owe our gratitude and appreci
ation.

hold a ROance-or In Rdmo' tvOy aid Ihe 
fund, paid: no attention to our‘plea: also-' 
that about two-thlrds of the Conors to 
•this special fund were the same re
spondents to every call tlie N. S. A. 
has made for aid.

Other matters ot importance connect
ed with our work for the year will un
doubtedly be given in the report of our 
honored president, such as the issuing 
of ordination usages, affairs connected 
with the convention of 1904. propagan
da work of himself andiothers. there
fore of these your secretary need not 
speak: ber recommendations are but 
few: First, that the matter of mission
ary work by special workers be most 
thoughtfully canvassed by the conven
tion. Oqr missionaries have undoubt- I 
edly done grand work in- their field: i

I their reports will attest this, the finan- 
icial returns have not been as satisfac
tory as might be wished; -but finances 
are not all to be considered: if In the 
judgment of tills convention it. is 
thought wise to continue this mission
ary work, it seems some special fund 
must in some way be raised to carry on 
the propaganda of such missionary 
work—some of our worners declare the 
people do not want missionaries, others 
affirm that the people want missionary 
help but will not even pay for the halls 
in which tlie laborers work: it is a 
question for consideration, also the use
lessness of chartering local societies 
with only seven or eight members 
which are too weak to thrive, and many 
of which soon go down.

Recommendations that the conven
tion give a public vote ot thanks to the 
Editors of The Progressive Thinker. 
The Banner of Light. The Light of 
Truth. The Sunflower. The Philosophi
cal Journal and Lichtstrahlen for their 
willing and helpful service to the Na
tional Association during the year: also 
a vote of thanks to the managers of On
set. Temple Heights. Etna. Madison. 
Freeville and. Grand Ledge camps, tor 
granting'N. S. A. days and for their wel
come collections in behalf of this asso
ciation. It may here be mentioned 
that Niantic camp promised an N. S. A. 
day. but through some delay or disap
pointment from our representative, the 
matter was not carried1 out.

In addition to the foregoing it is the 
pleasure of your secretary to report 
that in response to a cill freta Indiana 
tor contributions towtft’d'''«recting a
suitable monument at of that

Th*

Now Is the time to extend the circular 
tlon of The Progressive Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No otner paper published on 
this earth contains such a-vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send In a subscription now.

In ;Meffium8hip. and Its. Laws, Its Conditions 
pd Cultivation, oy Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
cents. Send to Mr. Tuttl$ Berlin Height^ 0, ]

Visitors to headquarters during the 
year have been many—they have been 
from all sections, far and wide: these 
friends invariably state that they can
not leave Washington without visiting 
the N. S. A., and all pronounce them
selves as pleased with our building and. 
the work of our officers. • The public 
cannot appreciate the amount of time 
which an officer at the home office must 
spend in entertaining callers and visit
ors to the headquarters of our associa
tion.

Our spiritual literature has done a 
great amount of good, thousands of 
tracts have been printed and freely dis
tributed during the year—we have calls 
lor them constantly, and we are assured 
that they are sent out on missionary 
work in all directions. The N. S. A, 
has no tract fund and the amount spent 
for printing and mailing this literature 
each year* is very large.

Lyceum work seems to have pro
gressed under tlie jurisdiction of the 
General Superintendent of Lyceums. 
Brother John W. Ring, who will give his i 
own report on this important branch: 
what we hear of lyceums leads us to be
lieve that many are interested In them, 
and that special workers in that field 
are needed by the world.

Our Editor-at-Large. Hudson Tuttle, 
has undoubtedly done a grandV?ork for 
Spiritualism, as his report will show; 
We have received quarterly reports 
from his gen, showing that his wwk ls

Star nos. A rosary of pearls culled from the works of Andrew Jack- 
son Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart with 
new inspiration. By Dr. Della E. Davis. Price 50 cents.-

Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 
Coniessioii. and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. White.
Price, 75 cents. »••..-

Strike of a Sex. A unique story of a strike among women. Pric? 25o.
Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi

gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Success, and How to Win It. A lecture and course of twenty-four 
success lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D. Price 25 cents.

Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony of a Cath-, 
olie priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
for having taught it. Price, cloth, $1; postage 14 cents.

Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially 
interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Price 25 cents.

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modem Civilization. With the 
time character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George 
W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents.

Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. II. Bach. Price, 26 cents.
The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson 
Tuttle. Price, $1.25.

The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to 
perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.

The Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our 
Favorite Poisons. A-masterly work on the subject, by -the gifted
writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson. Price, $1.50.

The Bible. New and Revised Edition. 
Price -$1.25.

By John Remsburg,

9,630 60

815,214 88

815.214 88

The Philadelphia Record Expresses 
Views—No Danger to Those Who

grand veteran worker;*!' Mfm"* Amelia 
Colby Luther, the N. SJA. bd&d appro- 
■priated tlie sum of flftyl’dollSfs toward 
that worthy object. 1 . III!'

In conclusion, your debretaiy desires 
to express her sincere •ttianltS1 to the 
spiritual press, to all dfanagers of our 
chartered societies, to* each knd every 
member of the N. S. A1. boartP-not for
getting to mention the’ftpecfal aid and 
co-operation of Treasurbr Mkyer—and 
to Miss Wink and Mr. E^nglft? for valu
able help extended toller in the dis
charge of her many dffies dfid the ac
complishment of the afcSive labors inci
dent to her office during a fiScfil year.

With love and greetlhgs to'till; 
Respectfully submitted. 

mary T. Longley.
N. S. A. Secretary.

SECRETARY'S FINANCIAL STATE- 
■ MENT --i

From October 1.1903 to October 1.1904.

Its 
Do

"“Not Attach Themselves to a Church.
“Fbr every house Is builded by some 

man; but He that built all things is 
,Uod-—Hebrews 111:4.

There are reasons, more or
Jess valid, for which one may decline to 
adhere to any of the existing forms ot 
religious belief. It cannot be the will 
of a just Creator that conscience be 
overruled, even in so high a cause. 
Compared to mental slavery, physical 
bondage is no crime at all. and they 
who attempt to make men beieve that 
present welfare and future happiness 
are wholly dependent upon the accept
ance ot one particular doctrine endan
ger their own prospects far more than

Balance on hand Oct. 1.1903.. $10.651.13 
Total amount received from

Oct. 1. 1903 to Oct. 1.11904.. 9.194.35

Total.. .... .. .. .1... i
Total amount expended.- from

• Oct. 1.1903 to Oct. 1.11904:.

$24.845.48

those of the masses they seek 
ence.

The truth of Christianity 
weathered the defiance of the

to inllu-

has so 
ages as

The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred and Six 
Questions to tlie Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An in
teresting book, By Wm. Heart. Price 40 cents.

The Crisis. By Thomas Paine. Price, 25 cents.
The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit

ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth 
bound. Price $1; postage, 19 cents.

The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price, 75 cents.
The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig

ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price .10 cents.

The Discovered Country. A very spiritual book, given through the 
mediumship of the late Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1.

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy
chology to the Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson. 
Price $1.50.

The Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
the laws of affinity,'love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

The Fairy Land of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in the 
hearts of the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabella 
B. Buckley. Price $1.50.'

The Fountain of Life, or Threefold Power of Sex. A work that 
should be studied by both man and woman. It is one of the author’s 
most useful and instructive books. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 ets.

The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in Religion. A sensible, logical 
statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational nature. 
A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25.

The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. By Ralph 
i Waldo Trine. Price 35 cents.

The Great Psychological Crime, which claims that.subjective medium
ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream 
Child” and “Harmonics of Evolution.” Price $2.

The Idea of God.- By Dr. Paul Cams. Fourth edition. 32 pages. 
“An effort to purify our 'Idea of God’ that it may be greater, sublirner, 
and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been 
yet.”—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to American Civilization, 
A trenchant and masterly treatise By Prof W M Lockwood Price 
25 cents.

The Kingship of Self Control Full of most helpful ideas and bound 
in white coms with pretty floi il dision Bj William Geoige Joidan
Price 30 cents

Thd Life of Jesus Bv Finest Renin Irinstated fiom the ondimi
French. Pne< cloth gilt top 7o cents

The Life Radiant loi eaeri one in e\erj will of life

to fortify itself against the sharpest ar
rows, of reasonable doubt. Yet there 
are those incapable of sincerely ac
cepting it in its entirety as a guide to 
right living. Are they to be dispos
sessed because of the narrow limit ot 
their capabilities? Is a child s respon
sibility equal to a man s?

But doubt or disavow as we may. 
one fact common alike to most forms 
ot belief must be taken as truth by ev
ery man. and that fact is the existence 
of God. Without this, lite is a rudder
less ship, drifting with every wind and 
tide: unable to follow any given 
course: incapable of trust, and. on the 
whole, a menace to all the other ships 
that sail this shoreless sea. Without 
Ulis, man is a creature of chance, an 
accidental part of an accidental whole, 
whose human conduct is not amenable 
to any law. and whose existence is bar
ren of cause and devoid of effect. Is 
this the truth? Are we such fools?

The truth is that evidenced to us by 
every star of night and every hue ot 
dawn. It is that sung to us by the 
birds, the winds and the great sea. and 
revealed to us in the foresight and be- I 

| neflcence of nature. It blooms before I 
I our eyes in the flowers and fruits of the I 
goldeik summer, and awes us with the j 
rising of spring from out the grave of i 
winter. It weaves our every day ot ' 
honest doing into a fabric of use and 
beauty, which no sane being could con
ceive to be other than the result of a i 
system planned by One perfect in 
knowledge and wisdom—One divine. 
And we are wise only when we ac
knowledge this Creatorship, and bow 
down to it as the source of all we have 
and all we hope for. Tills is the be
ginning of wisdom.

The sight of a vast building uncon- 
sciouslv gives birth to thoughts of tlie 
one who planned it. Whatever credit 
may be. bestowed on the builder, the 
greater credit is his who conceived and 
made possible the execution. It is so 
with a beautiful painting, a powerful 
machine, a stirring bit of music. Ev
ery human creation leads us back to the 
man or woman behind it. And though 
we can. if we will, comprehend-every 
purely human product, we do not. for 
tills reason, withhold praise or credit 
from those who deserve it. Why. then, 
should we hesitate to acknowledge a 
Creator and Ruler of the vastly more 
wonderful and inexplicable things . all 
around us? And seeing, as lye do. that 
nothing of worth can come of man 
without the application of thought to 
labor, how can we deny the existence of 
a Supreme Mind allied to Supreme 
Power when we have ever before us 
material conditions that defy the deep
est learning of man?

It is a fact beyond the realms of logic 
and philosopny. The heart proclaims 
it. and the questioning mind is an
swered by nature, whose smallest blade 
of grass is-proof sufficient of a God Om
nipotent.

9.630.60 By

Bi I il lan

Balance on hand Oct. 1.1904-.$15.214.88
General Fund,.. .. .... .$10,753.15
Mediums' Relict Fund... 3.656.89
Mefiluma DeienaeFund «. eSOlé

"The Klnfcshlp of Self-Control.
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes ot the tongue, the Red Tape
duty, the supreme charity ot the world, 
the revelation of reserve gowert etc. 
Price 30 cents. _

Whiting. Cloth binding Price $1
The Lover’s World A Wheel of I ife Treating on the subjects of 

love innrnue ind parenthood By Dr Alice B Stockhim Ihe 
Lover’s World gunered shelves from the wisdom of books ‘ind life’s 
experiences is now returned to the lie tit of humanity Price silk 
doth. $2.2o

The Majesty of Calmnes Bi M ilium Ceoige Jordan Price 30 ets
The Missing Link of Modern Spiritualism A most valuable bool- 

giving a histon of eiilj Spiutuahsm Vuitten by Leah box Under 
hill of the Fox Sisters Reduced to $1

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature Demonsti ites the continuity 
of life and oui environment of spiritual influences Free from all theo 
ries of supeistition Bi 1 rof W M Loci wood Pnec 2d cents

The Mystic Thesaurus Bv W F Whitehead Leatherette Price SI
The Other Side of Death Scientifically examined and cirefullj de 

scribed by C W Leadbeater Price $1 50
The Romance of Jude A. stoij of the time of Chiist gnen thtou„h 

the mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Cioth bound. Price, o0 cents.
The Power of Truth or Individual Problems and Possibilities. It is 

excellent By William George Jordan. Price 7;> cents.
The Priest-, the Woman and the Confessional. 3 his is a most valuable 

book It-comes from an ex-priest, whose character is above reproach. 
By Father Chmiqiiy. Price t>1.

The Prophets of Israel. Popular sketches from Old Testament His
tory than which no branch of science, m the last generation, has under
line a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinrich Cornell. Price 25c.

The Principles of Light and Color. Including Ihe Harmonic Laws 
of the Universe The Etherio Atomic Philosophy of Force. Chromo 
Chemistry Chromo Therapeutics, and I he General Philosophy of Fine 
Forces Together with Numerous Discoveries and Practical Applica
tions ’ Illustrated by more than two hundred engravings and four-col
ored plates. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price $5.

The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life sci
entifically expressed m contradistinction from the old theories By 
Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Religion of Spiritualism. Its Phenomena and Philosophy. Tins 
work was written by that noble modern savior and grand man—Rev. 
Samuel Watson. A marvelous work. Price $1.

The Soul Its Nature. Relations and Expression in the Human Em
bodiments This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles 
of reincarnation. By the guides of Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1.

The Soul of Things. These three volumes are among the most popu
lar works ever written in explanation of .the Spiritual philosophy. By 
Williani'and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each-, postage 15 ets.

The Soul’s Song of Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D. Barrett. 
Price 10 cents.

The Spiritual Alps, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 
”HoW to reach that altitude wherc^pmt is supreme and all things are 
-ubject to it ” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 2d cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, heaven and hell. A logical statement, proven both by 
facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cents.

The Spiritual Significance. By Lilian Whiting. This book is all that 
the name implies-a spiritual book. Price $1.

The Spiritual Wreath. A neW collection of words and music for the 
the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 pages. By 

q w’ Tucker,’’author of many musical publications. Price 15 cents.
The storv Hour For Children and Youth. A book of short stones, 

written exnresslv to interest and instruct the young. • A good work for 
Lyceums. By SusanH. Wixon. Pnce$l. . -_

TWe Snndav Question- A historical and critical review, with replies 
tn nn Obiector Its’ motto: All time too sacred to do wrong; no time too 
sacred to do good. Price 15 cents. ' .

The Talmud Selections, from the contents of that ancient book, its 
■ Jtn-ipq' teachings poetry and legends. Also sketches of the men

By H Polling
Th. ToMotro« or ffioWwoMoXrawtag to Scieno«.

hi* rrtat it p.rpo.b, to be-wh«l th. Ml. mdi«tes-ia «very ch.p 
ter By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1.W. .

The Unknown. By the scientific writer, Camille Flammanon.
Ence, $2 . , .
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The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Ready to Battle for Spiritualise, Pure and Unadulterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and CJplifl fìumanity.
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AM 1 MY BROTHER’S KEEPER?
This is a question which is being indirectly asked 

and answered frequently just now among Spiritual-

There is much talk of liberty of speech and action, 
great outcry against fetter and bond, but sb far little 
about duty to Spiritualism and fo fellow-man.

• In connection with the question of the hour, many 
arguments have been advanced as reasons for leaving 
things as they are, lest the liberty of any individual 
should be interfered with; but the value of Spiritual- 
ism to the world, and tlie need for its correct presen
tation to the inquirer, appears to have been largely 
lost sight of. .................. . , , „ n

'riiere are some who claim that it is unwise to oar a 
.speaker from the platform for drunkenness, because 
such ostracism 'may lead to his further downfall.

We are prepared” to sustain the argument that one 
of the worst things which can be accomplished for 
sueh a man by his friends is to keep him upon a plat
form which he has disgraced. .

. Those who object to closing the rostrum against 
such a person lose sight of one great fact: ihe status 
of the platform is the standard by which Spiritualism 
is largely judged. They further appear to forget 
that a man is not necessarily an outcast because he 
has been barred the platform.

It would surely be greater charity to treat1 the 
fallen as a brother, and enable him by kindly sympa
thy to recover his strength among the rank and file, 
ere he stood out as leader and guide of the people.

In this sense societies are ‘‘their brother’s keeper,” 
and would do him and the movement a real service by 
insisting upon his removal from the platform until 
such time as he had regained his self-control and self- 
respect. '

But there is a wider sense in which the Spiritualist 
organization is its “brother's keeper.” Every in
quirer into the great truths of Spiritualism should be 
treated with courtesy at least, and should be wel
comed with dignity to the study of such a sublime 
subject. . . -

The movement can scarcely be said to perform this 
duty until it sees that the teacher is at least qualified 
to teach, and is not of such a character as will cause a 
sneer of contempt to mantle the features of the lis
tener.

If mediums are to be considered, surely the public 
have a right to as full consideration. Societies are 
ready enough to take collections from the public, to 
cater for their entertainment and, all too often, for 
their mere amusement, and they cannot escape their 
responsibilities by the insolent query of the old-time 
murderer—“ ‘ Am I my brother’s keeper ? ” - :

To put a medium upon the platform because he 
“draws” and “pays,” regardless of his moral charac
ter and his influence upon the real inquirer, is mak
ing a parody upon Spiritualism, and can but be 
deemed a descent to the lowest possible method of 
money-making or notoriety-hunting.

The National Union is bent upon doing its best to 
relieve itself of the dead weight which has for so long 
made Spiritualism a term of derision. We put it this 
way because there arc some who object to the idea of 
the movement striving to make itself more “respect
able.” We notice, however, that often those who rail 
most loudly against the introduction of the word “re
spectability” into an argument are very careful as to 
their own respectable appearance, both physically and 
morally. We have yet to learn that what is go.od for 
an individual is, in this sense, bad for an organiza
tion.

Organized Spiritualism is tho “keeper”.of its broth- 
■ er, tlie “outsider,” and the sooner this is recognized 

the better it will be for Spiritualism and, the “out-; 
aider.”

There are some folk who appear to imagine that the 
stranger is the man to provide the cash; but to us the 
stranger is the man who needs the aid of Spiritualism, 
and is a prospective Spiritualist—a possible new re
cruit for the Cause; and in these days of intellectual 
development when the Board School contains the 
Senior Wrangler in embryo, it behooves Spiritualists 
to look to it that their platform is intelligent, and as 
free from reproach as it is possible to make it.

If the movement cannot live without the aid of the 
few grossly immoral exponents who have the audacity 
to stand as teachers of the people, the sooner it 
breathes its last expiring sigh, the better.

But the Cause is strong in its fortress of truth, with, 
its ammunition of fact and its weapons of logic, and 
the expulsion of the few wastrels from the ranks of 
the garrison will not render less effective the fighting 
force disencumbered of the worse-than-useless com
panionship of those who are prepared to sell the fort
ress and their honored comrades for the “price of a 
pint,” or the sake of a foul caress.-.-The Two Worlds, 
Manchester, England.

A FEW MORE YEARS.

We have but a few more years to linger 
Aye, only a few more years at best, 

Ere the hand of old Time points a finger 
And his scythe reaps a harvest of rest.

Ah, only a few more years of worry 
Will this soul have, imbedded in clay, 

But somehow I’don’t wish to hurry
From this dear old earth homestead-away.

There’s only a few more years of blindness1 
. Ere the dawning of brightness I’ll see, 

But this world seems so filled up with kindness 
That the waiting is pleasant to me.

Only a few more years of the bitter, 
. Only a few more years of the sweet;
Yet the bright stars of hope are a-glitter 

O’er the pathway of these weary feet.
Only a few more years of earth pleasure, .

Only a few more years of its pain, 
■ And each one must have a full measure, .

Or Life shall have been lived all in vain.
Only a few more years of this being : 

And doing without perfect aim, •
But the coming, the doing, the seeing 

Are worth all the trouble and blame.
DR. T. WILKINS.

OE-t:THE
BOOK

In Tlie Open Court, Between the Giant Minds of Spirit- .• 
________ _ _ __9 ualism will begin in this paper some time in November, 

upon the subject matter contained in the late book by Dr. J, M. Peebles, on “Ihe Demonism of 
the Ages, Spirit Obsessions,” Etc., which promise s to eclipse all previous discussions.

DYSPEPSIA 
CURED

11 ycv. SuUer from Dyipepsla, Stomach, Liver, or Bowel 
. Trouble of any kind, read thia liberal offer. IT

WILL BE Wool'll MONEY TO YOU

HUMAN NATURE. BY C. W. STEWART.
(Continued from fifth page.)

soul, when it realizes the difference between itself and' 
that it sees. It eats the fruit of the tree of knowl
edge, and knows good and evil. It then awakens tO! 
the power of choosing. By a mistaken idea of what 
constitutes happiness, the soul follows after the lead 
of the passions until it finds itself outside the gates off 
innocence, and sees an angel with sword of flame 
guarding the gateway lest the soul bring back with 
it its own pollution. That angel is Conscience, and 
the surest way to get back into the Garden is to makq 
peace with the sentinel. Learn the password to the 
Inner Life. That, and that alone, will open the gate 
—that alone will disarm the sentry.

As Tennyson says: “For what is true repentance 
but to eease'to think even in our inmost thoughts, the 
things which made the past so pleasant to us. ”

If change of air and scenery are so important to the 
recovery of the physically and mentally sick, how, 
much more important is change of environment to the 
morally diseased! If society in self-defense enforces 
municipal cleanliness, and thus guards against epi
demics, even though it is done at the expense of com
merce and public convenience, how much greater the 
necessity for guarding against moral plague.

.‘‘Fear not that (alone) which kills the body, butt 
also fear that which pollutes the soul.” The moral 

. effect of tlie city shuns is far worse than the physical 
effect.. What then? Abolish the slums!< “It cannot’ 
be done.” Why? ‘‘The land and buildings belong 
to wealth and we cannot reach them.” Strange! Al ? 
city ordinance or a statute will abolish a soap factory 
if it threatens the public health. Or shut out the ~\ 
cholera or smallpox though all the wheels of industry * 
stand still. The factory only pollutes the air. À 
den of debauchery pollutes the soul, and, holding tho 
victims in a demon’s grasp, drags him downward tci 
the lowest hell !

Who justifies the liquor traffic? Is it the father 
who sees his son reeling from the saloon with brain 
besotted and eyes inflamed with the fires of rum? Is 
it the mother who gazes with tearful eyes upon the 
loved face of husband or son, as they lie in drunken 
stupor breathing forth the fetid odors of alcohol? Is 
it wives and children hovering over a dying fire with 
wintry winds whistling through open windows, freez
ing the very marrow in their half'-elad frames? Is it 
the sober, prosperous citizen who has, by thrift and 
care built a home for wife and children and is taxed 
to build poor-houses, jails, and criminal courts? Is 
it the farmer who would fain sell his surplus to the 
mechanic and the laborer, but cannot, because their, 
earnings go to fill the coffers of the saloon? Is it the 
merchant who has food and clothing to sell, but must 
see his goods remain upon the shelves while the steady, 
stream of wealth flows into the till of the murderers 
of peace?

No! The defenders of the liquor traffic are the 
men whose love of gain has supplanted all tlie nobler 
qualities and who revel in the price of blood and 
tears. It is the swaggering, bloated wreck of human
ity who bathes his brain in liquid fire, and whose rum- 
soaked soul sees grinning devils and writhing ser
pents in his path. It is the blear-eyed sot who revels 
in debauchery, and whose highest aspiration is be
neath the level of the brute! It is the wife-beater 
who drives the roses from the cheek of love, and to 
whose ear the widow’s wail and the orphan’s cry for 
bread are sweetest music!

The. man who upholds the liquor traffic, carrying 
its influence into the arena of political life, upholds 
and defends murder, debauchery, and theft. He i&p.-^, 
the defender of harlotry, and the justifier of everyjj. 
form and type of sin. For the accursed love of'gain " 
he would rob the world of light and joy, and relegate 
mankind to the gloom of savagery. He would place 
upon every brow the brand of Cain, and deluge ev
ery home and fireside with blood and tears. Ho 
would hold high carnival on the grave of buried love 
and with demons lost and devils damned in black de
spair would dance in glee and shriek his fiendish 
laughter in the face of a lost and ruined world !

There was never yet « blow struck for the elevation 
and improvement of mankind and human nature but 
some so-called ‘ ‘ vested right ’ ’ was crushed. Reform
er, do you wish to save men from this monster? Then 
change the environment by banishing the liquor traf
fic from politics. Abolish the nuisance although in. 
doing it you strike down a thousand fortunes.

The highest vested right on earth is to live and be 
happy. And strangely enough, tlie exploiters of the 'j 

race in all ages have made fortunes by trammeling 
this particular right. Privilege and prerogative be
stowed by kings or by false legislation upon the fa
vored few, have been the destroyer of human liberty 
and human rights in all ages.

Human greed and lust for gain have marred the 
beauty of the world, defied the power of the Al
mighty, reduced humanity to slavery, and the horrors 
of history are the records of nature’s wrath upon 
those who for gain, became the destroyers of their fel- • 
low men. One by one the nations, like old Israel, 
have, been scattered, and Babylon, Egypt, Greece and 
Rome bear silent testimony to the destroying power 
of greed.

But as the iceberg, floating from the Polar seas, 
thaws and melts away as it moves toward Southern 
latitudes, so the cold and cruel power of Mammon is 
melting away in the ever-widening gull-stream of 
love.

Already thé air grows balmy with the fragrant 
breezes of the new morning. The daybreak of Spirit
ual truth is gilding the hilltops, and human nature is 
climbing up from the valleys to patch .the radiance. -Ski. 
Amour Vincit Omnes. Love conquers all, and God is 
love, and Good shall be the final victor. At last the 
light of spiritual truth shall beam in every eye and 
shine in every human soul. Man shall be saved and. 
•human nature redeemed, not from penalties, but from 
sin and sorrow, and shall make good the prophecy of 
all time.

Out from the hovel and the hut, out from the palace 
of vulgar display, down from the tyrant’s throne and 
out from the caverns of superstition, shall march the 
hosts of beleaguered human souls, and they will leave 
behind all selfishness, false pride, make-believe humil- : 
ity and-mock reverence, and by purifying their hu
man nature they shall become the Sons of God in the 
Republic of Heaven !

C. WALTER LYNN,
THE

hope.
Hope lies eternal in ’the human soul, 
The Delflc ray of pure love, divine. 
To human life it is the-lirlßht sunshine, 
The gift to man from'thè Great Over- 

soul. . i ' •),
Hope sheds Its glory oh’our ideal goal, 
It buoys our spirit with courage sub

lime,
It Ultimes our way as we upward climb,

Do you Buffer from dyspepsia, 
Indigestion, or stomach, liver, or 
bowel trouble of any kind? If you 
f&rW'iXTu’X.’’.{¿X'.S'As the ages silently onward roll.

' H°Pe iBinherent in the human race, 
ulate and c»ie temporarily, but in Uto end ItS Subtle pOWOF 616V&t6S mUUklnfl.

“m.mbri"!:! K Is t!ie keystone in development.
w* win Cowiiictcif «nd Fcnuiucniiy cur« in aspiration it is the true base:

Mi! In all life's trials hope is entwined-
»Mrjypireuglhen «nd tone up tho affected inew . "

branei, perfect the diycition, regulate «nd " 
^i’tKiHeirengUion tho bowels, «nd make you «• 

•trongaud heartyaiyouevcrwerc weccmld 
give you toitimoniuls by tho thousand of 
those we have cured of Uoin&ch trouble! Id all
tonni and itogc», but they would not tell to
you what the treatment will dp for ÌO.I’» Th» 
only «bioluto proof Is In tlie treatment Itself, 

«nd knowing tho Wonderful

E’en the change called death brings 
contentment. •

’ HENRY M. EDMISTON.
New York. :
"Discovery of a Lost Trail?’ By Chas.

«
Eminent Healer ;

and .

IMPORT/VNT

treatment to any one detlrlng to teit it. Many arc cured by this 
Lit treatment alone, Why not make a trial of It yourielf and 
learn what It will do for you. IT IB J HEE. Addreie'Dr, 
Ioeble> Institute otHeaHb, 03 Main St.. Battle Crook, Mich.

‘•The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” Price 25 cents.

"Cosmfan Hymn Book." A collection 
of original and rejected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K, Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price 50 cents.

“The Commandments Analyzed.“: By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passage:, showing great in
congruities. Price 25 cents

I’Sr..»»¿««made"».oil)- B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
ci0*-

Positively Cure any uie. no Koradine. By A11C0 B. StOCliham
. and Lida Holt Talbot." In the form of 

uve failed in th» mt an entertaining story, it contains les- 
»Ill ..„d . two w..k. Bons wWch every ^.J Bhoula

I’rica, cloth, tl.
"Continuity ot Lite a Cosmic Truth.’ 

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject. Price, cloth, 81.

"Handy Electrical Dictionary." A 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used eleo- 
trlcal tonn or phrase. Price ¡15 cents.

"The Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities." By 
Wm. George Jordan. Another valuable 
little work. Price 20 cents.

“Goelal Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity’?' By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human .Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. .

Owing to ths fast that tho courts have In ev
ery case decided against Psychic Healers who 
advertise to cure the sick without drugs, where 
the case has been between the U. S. government 
and a Healer (deciding that it is a clear case of 
intent to defraud) to advertise toJliugnose also, 
■without leading symptoms being given. There
fore I have decided, as a physician in good 
standing, to not advertise my gift of Psychic 
Healing, but will diagnose disease and pot ask 
a fee tor so doing. 1 will therefore hereafter 
diagnose disease

Free of Charge, 
to all who will send their name, age, sex, and 
give leading symptoms.

Cancers Cured or No Pay.
We Have the Beet Method.

DR. 0. E. WATKINS,
<‘THE WESTLAND,”

(Next to Symphony Hall.) ,

Boston, Mass.

: Gifted Psychic.:
• •

Health Restored by 
Common Sense Methods.

Fjn the Cure of Mental 
■___ «nd Physical Ailments.

■ • OBSESSION CURED • •
7-, ' -■ ' ’• ■

For Free Dlagnoul« of-JUiieaae, send five 
two-cent atampB, age, name, eex, aud own hand
writing,

Readings and Business Advice, $1, 
and Two stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St, Oakland, Cal.
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A Fall and Winter Session to be Heid, to Jif 
the Case of J. S. Loveland Yffis' 

Dr. 1 M. Peebles.

Old folks notice a great deal more—and look fur- 
flier on—than'young people imagine. We are given 
to projecting futures for them, and anticipating their 
probabilities, in ilie light of our own past. We put 
ourselves back to a starting-point like theirs, as we see 
it, and live on with them, as we think they might live 
on.—A. D. T. Whitney.

If I find in myself an evil impulse, I find what in it
self considered is, indeed, something hateful, lament
able, possibly horrible, something which regarded for 
itself can apparently form no part of a good order. 
But suppose I resist the evil impulse, hate it, hold it 
down, overcome it, then, in this moment of hating and 
condemning it, I make it part of my moral goodness. 
—Josiah Royce.

■ Words are but lackeys to sense, and will dance at
tendance without wages or compulsion.—Swift.

An honest man is able to speak for himself, wlien 
A knave is not.—Shakspearo.

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card,
Dear friends, y°u can greatly help me care for 

my blind sister, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now In the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with SI, aud I will 
try and get reply by Independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil* 
ford Mass.

MRS.G. PARTRIDGE, Ä.
Headings by mall only, 11.00.15 Park Jiye., Chicago

FOR RENT.
Furnished room at 222 Irving Ave., near Van 

Bureu Street Cars. Spiritualist family.

G. N. KINKEAD,
Trumpet, Psychic Readings daily, 2947 Indiana 
avenue, Chicago. -

T.A lYn?C! A beautiful hand-made Scrim Top 
JJZWJLJuiJ Collar. cross-etitched In any de
tired color of wash Bilk, any alze, for 15c, Collar 
with cuffs, 80c, postpaid. Fashionable, durable. 
Clara Marsh, Rochester, Mich,, Box 18.

This is' an important case to be tried at the 
Fall and "Winter Session of The Open Court. The 
Question at issue is as follows i. Shall the book 
issued by Dr. Peebles, entitled, “Spirit Obses
sion, or the Demonism of the Ages,” be burned 
and the plates destroyed, as some desire, and the 
Doctor restrained from employing his pen in dis
seminating his peculiarly pernicious doctrines in 
regard to Spirit Obsession or Demons^. Prof. 
Loveland will appear in Court in his own behalf, 
with other wise counsel, endeavoring to annihi
late the book, while Dr. Peebles, assisted by able 
minds, will endeavor to demonstrate to the jury 
that every word in the book is absolutely true, 
and that there is great danger in obsessing evil 
influences to all mankind. This remarkable 
book should first be read by those who yish to 
appear for or against it in The Open Com t. It 
will be sent out, if ordered soon,? for $1.00, post? 
tage prepaid. There is a vast fund of informa
tion in this book, derived from njodern and an
cient sources, that will, prove exceedingly valua-. 
ble to every reflective mind, especially to those 
engaged in occult studies. Now is the time to 
send in your subscription.

100,000 Trial^Sbers !

fi l.lnndopfiif Restores Lost Vision; 
nWullUUl lul Write forIllustrated Circular 
CnonF-oofn showing styles and prices and 
OUUuLduiCi phbto of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in mo. I can ad- 
iust my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your, eyes nt your own home and send by 
mall, as if you were In my oftlce. Thousands will
testify. B. V» POOLE.

<8 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill
Dear Mr.Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

cun say perfection, I* shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friepd. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal,

Mk/louis STEINBACH, 
1707 Columbia, ave., Philadelphia, Pa. Readings 
by puUU.fllaitvoyant. or business readipir. Send 
i/OO^niL2-cdnt stamp. \ <, 78j).

WANTED, _
A lady who iBmedlnmletlc and willing to come 
to Chicago and live with family desirous of de
veloping their powers. Address,.Mrs. Simmons, 
care of this office. < ■ .

Persons Before Getting; Married, 
Bhduld got their Horoscope, and parents their 
children’s; only 50 cis; give date of birth. 8 ques
tions answered by mall, 25 cents. Prof. McCaw, 
8029 Cottage Grove ave., Chicago.

Astrologist and Clairvoyant.
Give date of birth,sex. (hour if possible), where 

born, ask three questions, with 25 cis., and I will 
answer questions, with a trial character reading. 
THEREBE DUANE, box 87. Berkeley, Cal.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Clairvoyant readings by math' Also laws of me- 

dlumleiio development and spirit, or mental, or 
magnetic healing, taught. Send lock of hair, date 
of birth and One Dollar. Obsession 'cured. 01 D, 
Street. N. E. Washington, D. C.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful physi
cians In practice, Ho treats nearly all diseases 
with wonderful success. Write him. giving your 
full name, age, sex qnd leading symptoms, and he 
will give you a diagnosis of your case. He treats 
nervous exhaustion of men with good success.

Saratoga, Wilson Co.. N. O., Fob. U, 1903« 
Dr. J. S. Loucks, Stonoham, Mass.

Dear Sir*.—I Write you again dealring to express 
my gratitude to you for tho great good I received 
from yoftr treatment lu'st winter and spring. You 
cured me of diseases that other doctors failed to 
cure. Thankfully yours. [Unsolicited]

MRS. D. A. OWENS.
Piersons. Mich,, Sept. 12,1904. 

Dr. S. Loucks, Stoneham. Mass.
■Dear Sir.—Your medicines have done more for 

me than lean express. I have doctorea for years 
for my stomach and liver, but never got any bet
ter, and I can say that I have put in one summer 
without a sick headache, or any of those old dis
agreeable symptoms. [Unsolicited]

MINNIE 8. PETRIE.
We have cured thousands of patients called in, 

curableknd given up by others; will cure many 
more.' if we can have a fair chance to do so. We 
cure weak, exhausted men and women also. Our 
prices are very low; within reach of all.

Address, «T, S. LOUCKS. M. D.,
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

UTSELF CIJREDSffi»» IR ss'aiBsws'sœ® 
" barmleBs Home Cure» Address

MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, Hl.

TRANCE READINGS,
By m&U. one dollar and two stamps. Diseases 
diagnosed and treatment’ indicated,. by Spirit 
Guides, two dollars! Send either your own writ
ing or Lock of hair.

• ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS,
884.11th St, N. B. Washington, D. Ç.

The Infallible Fibre Trnrapet, better than 
meta), lighter and more vibrating, clearer. Insu
lated top and bottom,—35x5—cardinal color, shell 
enamel. Cases 11.50. Booklet of instruction for 
all kind of developing circles. 12 cents in stamps. 
Sent onrecelpt of price. Manufactured by 
JAS. NEWTON, ISO Dorr St,, Toledo. O.

FRED. P. EVANS,
The Noted Psychtc for

Independent Slate Writing and 
' .Clairvoyance, .

Has recently left New York, arid is how located at 
1112 Eddy St., Baa Francisco, Cat Send stamp fqr 
circular on Mediumship. ■

. OLLIE STEEDMAN,
500 Fulton St., Clilcngo, 

Tata of Piano anil Hannany. 
Special Attention Given to 

■'.Beginners.

DON’T READ THIS.
If sick, write to me. giving name, age. sex, com

plexion, weight, and leading symptoms, with five 
two-cent stamps, and I will give yon a correct ex
amination free. worth many dollars to yon. 
Nervous exhaustion of both.sexes successfully 
treated, Addresil,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
W Warren St, • < Stoneham, Mass.'

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, agej name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose,-Call

l CAttic The Fall and Winter Campaign; 
IV vCll lb ;of The Progressive Thinker will bel 
especially important to every. Spiritualist. W£ 
want to spread the paper broadcast, hence ewe 
will send it out on trial, 12 weeks for 15 cents, 
or 7 copies to one address for the same length 
of time for $1.00—sent on trial to those only, 
who have not been subscribers to the ’ at 
least for one year. We want everyone ght 
in touch with the grand, spiritualizing, and soul 
elevating thought that the paper will contain 
each week. In sending in these trial'subscrip-' 
tions always state whether Spiritualists, church 
members, or investigators, >

YOUR FORTUNE
Typewritten and sent FREE if you will send your 
birth-date aud three stamps for mailing expenses 
I have astonished thousands with my wonderfully 
conectroadlnff.of’their life, past and future. I 
correctly reveal your future loveaffairs, business 
success, marriage: mate, etc.,‘ and glve advice on 
all affairs. Address, 8HAGKEN, Dept. T.JB.. 
2152, San Francisco, Cnl.

Development Guaranteed.
Do you sit In the dark? Do you close your eyes 

to see clairvoyantly? Do you belong to circles? 
Are you afraid of the trance? I will show you the 
better, aye, the best way to develop, and without 
losing yournormnl condition. Many years©! psy
chical experiences, and as a psychic and teacher, 
for I have experienced- all the phases mid kinds 
of mediumship, have Qualified me for the good 
I am doing. Thousands of flatterlng tcstimonials 
to that effect, I take the students and psychics 
who fait If you arc a beginner, better start right 
and obtain results that are genuine. My system 
is without a parallel, and has had-many bad imi
tations. Sona at once, enclosing a stamped'.'ad- 
dresaed envelope, for Prospectus of "The College 
ofDlvtno Sciences and Realization.” Reduced tu
ition.

The only one ot its kind in tho world.
CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth-bound, price, ’11.50 (re

duced from 12.00). It leaches you how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its, read the crystal, see the future, prophesy are 
attain illumination, and bo a Yogis, :‘A1I students 
will do well to study this excellent volumn.”--W. 
J. Colville. “It is a revelation.’’—UghL “Best 
work on the subject"—Mind, . "Marvelous—Ep 
och-making,’’—Lilian Whiting.
•SRIRIT WORLD, by Gaffleld, cloth, 50 cents. 

• AURAS AND COLORS—With exhaustive die 
Uonnry of color meaning# A unique book for 
unique people. Price 60 cents

PSYCHOMETRY—The firstand only book which 
teaches tho science so that you can practice it 
Prlco, 50 cents ..

EASYLESSONSin Inspiration Clairvoyance an! 
Psychometry. Price, 50 cents.

REALIZATION’—How to enter tho super-con- 
eclousncBS and bo a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION-A Ms. series on howto divine 
hidden 'things, find lost treasures,'- become a 
seen Price. 11.00. .

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lot at 12.25 
each, postage propaid, _x_

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LlVES-A Ms. 
series on this faacinaUug subject. Prlco, 81.00.

Address Money, orders to
J. C. F. GBUMBINE, >

1285 Gimmonwealth Ave., 
Boston, Mass.

Bangs Sisters,
PHENOMENAL PSYCHICS.

Idfc Size Spirit P. rtralts a Specialty.
Send iwo IK stamps for booklet. C5i w. Adams 

-Street, Clilcngo, Telephone Ashland 1912.

Academy of Higher Sciences
" An<| College of Fino .Forces.

Teachca now and wonderful niethodfl of ouro
‘ Fast becoming ot world-widefamo.’’—H-Tuttlo 

Lim, Color, Blootriclly, Magnetism. Mind. Balin. 
_ItB .beautiful Diplpmu confers title, “b.. M-” 
Doctor of Magneli.es: can bo gninod at College or 
•alone's homo.. Books and InBtrumentsfurnishod - 
Send stamp for catalogue to

K. 1». BABBITT. M.
OS Baet Are, Rochester,: N. if.

The Handy Vest-Pocket ' ’

ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY.
NEW EDITION.

A took every Engineer and Electrician should 
havo in his pocket. A Complete Electrical Ref
erence Library in itself. Cloth; red. edges. In-- 
dexed, 25 cents; full leather, gold edges, indexed, 
Mcents.

Maxhani’s Melodies.
Arranged for Solos, Duets, Quar

tets, Also Six Poems.
This is a song book adapted to tho popular 

spiritualistic tssto. and is omlnodtly titled to do 
good service in tho lecture hall or family circle. 
Price, 15 cents. -

OLD AND NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By W. J. Colville. Beporti ot twenty-four 

distinct lectures, recently delivered In Now 
York, Brooklyn. Boston, Philadelphia and 
other [prominent ottios of the United States, 
have contributed the basis of this volume. 
Price, 51.00.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.

* ‘î-Jr’ Mi . ’ •

DRINK MORE WATER.
If the span of human life is not greatly increased in 

these passing years it will not be from lack of exact 
knoivledge as to how it may be done. Recently some 
three or four "elixirs.of life,’’ or preventives of old . 
age, have been announced, all of them sure things. 
Thus we are told by an old-time physician that the se
cret of immortal youth lies in consuming large quanti-: 
ties of distilled-water every day. He himself drinks 
about a gallon a day, or nearly thirty barrels a year, 
and is still hale and hearty, though over eighty years' 
of age. While this recipe for longevity may hardly 
be considered infallible, there is undoubtedly much 
virtue in the copious drinking of water, lyhethcr dis
tilled or not. The tendency is to drink too little to 
keep the bodily functions in a healthy state. More 
water, more sleep, a careful diet, and less worryx 
doubtless constitute as good a platform.for attaining £ 
health and long life as any that may be put together, 
—Leslie’s Weekly.
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SEND YOUR SUB- 
scrlption in at once, 
and keep pace with ’ 

: ail that Is transplr- 
; : Ing in the ranks.

CHICAGO, ILU5, »904,

A BATTLE ROYAL Mil Which the InfelfecW Giants of Our Grand Cause Will Participate 
<J. S. LOVEL/VND, /V Masfef Mind on the Pacific Goast, Will Lead Off With a Llicid, Comprehensive ftttack^n 
the Great Book, “Spirit Obsession, the Demonism of the Ages,” by Dr. J. M. Peebles^ ¡The learned Doctor and others will write on the subject, pro and con, making A 
BATTLE ROYAL, which every Spiritualist should read. Send in your Subscription, op remain in the rear of the procession. A Battle Royal will begin some time in 
November. This subject and its discussion must attract the attention of all who are interested in the discovery of truth-and in human enlightenment.
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LETTER from an investigator.

in Which Some Interesting Incidents 
- Are Related.

To toe Editor:— I have recently be
come a subscriber to your charming 
paper, and believe you have few more 
interested readers than myself. I am 
an investigator, and interested in all 
psychic phenomena, but do not really 
know my own attitude towards Spirit
ualism, as I have seen no demonstra
tions. However, I know there are many
things which occur that cannot be ex-

- - - - ’ ’ This paperplained by natural law. _ _
has opened many new avenues of
thought.

I- have never seen any instance of 
spirit return myself, and perhaps my 
fear of such tilings have.kept me from 
it. There is one phase of this subject 
though in which I am particularly in
terested, and that is what is calletl psy- 
chometry, I believe. I should like to 
have the opinions of some of your read
ers on this subject, as I have had. con- 

. siderable experience along this line.
I am a’practical person and never 

have been regarded as visionary, but 
Oftentimes' impressions and warnings 
have been conveyed to me by what 

, means I cannot tell. In the majority of 
instances these have been literally ful
filled. The first occurred about seven 
years ago. I was sitting at my desk 
and having nothing unusual to worry 
about, when suddenly I had an impres- 
sion .someone was saying to me, Though 
I heard no words, “You are goihg to- 
suffer as you have, never suffered be
fore." I heard this warning, or rather 
felt it many times and- in toe course of 
the next two months I passed through 
the darkest period of my life.

Another time, while trying to decide 
what course to take, I heard the same 
voice, if it may be called voice, “This 
affair will terminate differently from 
what you expect, but remember, what- 

' ever the end will be It is for toe best, 
and you will find it such.” This also 
came to pass, as predicted.

I have often had these same impres
stons before the great events of my Ute. 
Some mistakes have been made, but 
they are rare. Usually, I feel such im
pressions just before I drop asleep, but 
they are apt to come anytime, and are 
repeated many times. The advice I 
have-received has always been' good, 
and whenever I have gone contrary 
have made terrible mistakes. Recently 
I have passed through another period of 
trouble, and the advice I received has 

( -. been helpful, and encouraged hope.
» As I 'say/T'KaVe'never bedii fortunate 

enough to see any spiritual manifesta- 
1 tions, and have only recently taken an 

Interest in the • subject through your 
paper, but wish to learn more. After 
reading • Hudson's “Law of Psychic Phe- 

- ’ nomena,”. I supposed my impressions 
were merely the workings of top sub
conscious mind, which is said never to 
sleep, but now I do not know. I wish 
some of your readers would give some 
of their experiences on this subject. 
Can we -trust to such admonitions and 

■s think they come- from our spirit 
; friends, or shall we class them aS imag- 

ination and their fulfillment merely co-

VALUABLE HISTORICAL FACTS.

The Origin of Sun-Day in Its Varied 
Processes of Evolution—Facts That 
Should Be Filed Away for Future 
Reference.
In the current number of the Reform

er one of the contributors, “Chilperlc,” 
writes thus as to the origin of the first 
day of the weelt:

The weekly festival was not a Chris
tian Invention, but that it was largely 
observed in Southern Europe before 
Christianity received Imperial support 
and authority. The name of dies soils 
(Sun-day) is Itself repugnant both to 
Jewish and Christian theology. It Is 
a survival of the Sun worship so widely 
spread in the Roman Empire. If we 
had no other source for the history of 
Constantine than his coins, it would be 
universally believed that he was a zeal
ous devotee of the Sun; for the solar 
deity is by far the most frequent of his 
numismatic types, and It was the Im
perial edict of Constantine that estab
lished the dies soils as an official fes-. 
tival. The names of/toe days of the. 
week are obviously of an astronomic 
origin, for they comprise the Sun, the 
Moon, and the . five planets. These 
names appear to have originated with 
the Greek astronomers of Alexandria 
about the first or second century of the 
Christian era. They were at first only 
slowly taken up by the rest of the 
world; but the practical convenience 

. of the nomenclature has led to its'unl-' 
versal adoption from Ireland to India. 
When the Gothic races came into con
tact with the Empire, and. absorbed 
spme part, of the Roman civilization, 
they took over the .‘‘week” (sb-catfed 
from the Latin vicls), but the.five plan
ets being probably beyond the range of 
their astronomical knowledge, they 
equated four of toe Latin terms with 
the principal Gothic, deities, .Tips, Wo
den, Thunder, and. Frigga. [These de
ities are, perhaps, .better known under 
their Nprse. forms of Tyr, Odin, Thor, 
and Freya,] Saturn was beyond their- 
capacity for translation, and therefore 
was taken over bodily in Saernes-daeg, 
Saturday. The result is, the days of 
the Christian week have- Pagan-names. 
Many attempts yvere made by mission
aries and bishops and by the later Pu
ritans to suppress these obnoxious 
heathen names; but all, in vain. The 
planets , and. the. Gothic gods would not 
be suppressed,, and they still remain-to 
ornament the Calendar..

“Sabbath," a Babylonian Word.

incidence? - ■
This summer I had' a dream which 

was so. vivid that it made a great im
pression on me. It created an uneasy 
feeling as it was repeated, but it 
seemed so Improbable that' I dismissed 
it from my mind, yet in two months it 
was sadly, fulfilled in every detail. I 
never speak of "these things to my 

■ friends, as they are not Interested in 
this subject, but want to learn all I can,
as I am only a beginner. 

Chicago, Ill.

OUR DÀRLING.

A. N.

Dear little footsteps I hear on the stair, 
Pattering, clattering, everywhere;
Drawing a wagon over fee hall 
And now he scampers after a ball.
Back again, noisily, something to bring, 
Then out in the kitchen, I hear him' 

sing,
Up the' back stair he clambers again, • 
And now I see him out in the rain.
Calling to Teddy, he runs through toe 

grass,
To wait in the barn for toe shower to 

pass,
Then on .the front porch, g<5 clean and., 

neat,
He leaves the prints of his little wet 

feet
Ah! Mamma's piano at last he sees,
And soiled little fingers run over the 

keys;
With his top and ball and railroad 

r train,
He scampers away to the woods again.
As shadows of evening come creeping 

o’er,
We sec our darling, peep in at the door, 
With a handful of violets fresh and 

sweet,
He found in the woods near the rustic 

seat. - ■
At last all is hushed all is quiet and

; still, ,
Not a sound is heard but toe whip-poor-

r will, - .
I And softly we steal in the hall to see, 
I Into what new mischief our boy can be. 
| And there sits our darling close by »the 

door,
With toys, and violets over.-the floor, 
And close by his side, young Teddy and

V ■ .
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Attraction Our Most Important Primary Life Force,
Beyond all question the most import

ant primary life force is that of attrac
tion, Every Other force is secondary 
when compared with this one, indeed 
all»others are differentiated and com
plex forms of simple attraction.

I am convinced that the primary 
form of all substance, all force and all 
thought consists of a point, call it atom 
or something else if you wish, which is 
the power of attraction/ observe I do 
not say which possesses, the power of 
attraction.

We term this primary form of sub
stance, force and thought,, magnetism. 
Now and then some one terms it elec
tricity and those points are designated 
as electrones. I prefer the,,term mag
netism, for that term seems to be de-

fact evidences that the law of self-p'res- 
ervatlon is also the, law of magnetic at
traction. 1 am fully convinced that a 
scientific understanding and adaptation 
to this law means much to humanity.

Every scientific student of life, and 
especially those who aye devoted to its 
pathological aspects, knows that as 
long as the central, life sustaining sys
tems attract and appropriate, all the 
needed elements of sustenance there is 
perfect constitutional health and 
strength as well as the'life folce needed 
for muscular actions. ■

Any failure in the central life-sustaln- 
ing systems to attract add appropriate 
the elements of sustenance means lack 
of nourishment, weakness and disease.

itccioui, xvx viiu-L lciiu o^ciiia Lt, uo uf Ferfect nourishment consists in prompt 
fined to mean just exactly'what the na- attraction and appropriation of all the 
ture of the point is, viz., attraction. needed elements of: sus'tpnance, and

Careful observation of the phenom
ena of life reveals the fact that the 
power known as attraction and -which 
we term magnetism is the most primary 
life force, whether it be on the lower 
planes of life or bn the human plane. 
The amoeba is endowed with the life 
force to attract unto itself the elements 
of sustenance. This process constitutes 
its entire life process'until; it becomes 
so .large that it Is unable to' attract ele
ments of sustenance to its’center, then 
comes the earliest and simplest form of 
reproduction, it divides itself into two 
parts, and there /are two wherb there 
was one before. Each one repeats these 
processes and thus they continue to ox-

these processes are Ecqompftnied. or are 
manifested by perfect constitutional 
health and strength. Doctors and heal-, 
ers are often astonished qt me when .1 
tell them that primarily all healing and 
curing is consequent- to , magnetic at
traction, but such is tlye case.

It must'be evldent'.Toall who recog-
nize the facts that.. I have ...just stated, 
that the possession.of 'tire magnetic 
power of attraction constitutes a pri
mary life force which Is absolutely es- 
sentiàïïn order to/éxi^t.’ ' A scientific 
understanding of the/ underlying laws 
of. this forcé, pèfsôn^lj magnetism, en
ables us to both Iricreáse'its/yolume and 
more successfully wlgld it /in- accom
plishing our desires/ -To be/able -to in-

force that establishes selfhood and pre
serves it. The central’ soul magnet 
constitutes the power that Integrates, 
brings together, all that constitutes self
hood, and the absence of that soul mag
net well unfolded means > disintegra
tion, the loss of selfhood. This law not 
only applies to the magnetism of the en
tire self, but to the magnetism of every 
function, faculty and quality. When we 
positively I establish the selfhood of a 
faculty it becomes magnetic. The true 
selfhood of the complete being or of any 
function, faculty or quality issattractlve, 
Every function, faculty and quality that 
is desirable is originated for the ex
press purpose of.wielding the powqr of 
attraction which in some way contrib
utes to our needs and desires.

Now that I have presented an Idea of 
what constitutes our most primary and 
essential'life force, perqpnal magnet
ism, and in a general way stated the 
means to cultivate and thus increase it, 
I whl briefly turn attention to a phase 
of the subject that Is. most' Interesting 
to me. I’ refer to the soul’s magnetic 
emanation which, we term magnetic 
aura.

A magnetic aura emanates from and 
surrounds each and every one of us. A
study of human; auras is.exceedingly in- 

/ tèrestlng, but the pàrticulàr/aspect that

1st and multiply. . _
All-higher forms of life are - constl- crease the ability of our sustaining sys- 
■ - - ..................  - - - terns to attract and. ¡appropriate the

elements of sustenance means addition 
to our supply of litej^orpe/Vhlch sus
tains constitutional h’ealth and strength 
and meets all 'tiie.regpiremehtB of men
tal and physical life/ - ;,/”

But some one psks4 is it,possible to

tuted of cells similar to thoamdeba and
possessing the’ same individual charac
teristics, and one which is'a new form 
of attraction, it enables them to unite 
their lives and co-operate- in all their 
life processes. They form themselves 
into colonies and constitute-functions.

I desire tp call attention to qt this time 
is the relation of these auras to what 
w.e term : psychic.-power.- -Unquestion
ably thé magnetism emanating from 
the soul magnet cdnptitutes the medium 
through which''kU Tniipfesslpns of what
ever cjiaracteiv reach the - soul. This 
magnetism is. tlic'iierve/medium that 
furnishes transit'' for al) ■ nervous im
presses and impulses.’ All the nerves 
of the ordinary s'êhsesâré/chàrged with 
it and thus sense tiiripresslons are con
veyed/ . ■’v';??.y</■...■’ , ‘

We how kriow'thdt there are persons 
who perceive impresses which they are

THE WELL OF TRUTH AND TH.E 
SPIRIT WORLD.

An Impromptu Dialogue Poem Given by 
Mrs. J. H, Brown of Texas, and Mrs.
R. 8, Lillie of California,..From Sub
jects Furnished by the Press Repre
sentatives Present at the National 
Spiritualists’ Association Convention, 
Wednesday, October 19, 1904.

Mrs. Brown:—
Hidden away in this world of ours. 
From the common paths where man has 

trod,
Is the wonderful well of truth divine. 
The precious gift of a loving God. 
And we who are dust stand footsore 

and weary,
Warring on in the battle of strife, 
Are asking where are these waters 

rare,
Of truth, and the wondeiful well of life. 
Oh, Ulla well of truth is watting some

where;
Can you tell me the path, my sister, 

pray?
For my heart is heavy and burdened 

with care
And I long for its water by night and 

by day.
Mrs. Lillie:—
I have wandered o’er desert and plain, 

friend,
For many and many a year, 
Seeking the well of truth divine, 
With its waters bright and clear. 
1 have trodden, footsore and weary, 
And at last I have thought I found 
The waters of truth in a well so deep, 
Half hidden in the ground.
I tasted that waters only to know
I tasted the waters only to know
I found not the waters of truth so, fair 
I wandered and searched for every

where.
Mrs Brown:—
This well of Truth, could I find it here 
In the valley or mountain or level plain, 
I should quaff its waters with holy cheer 
And bravely go on with my work again. 
0, tell me, sistèr, where you have trod 
Of the Well of Life, have you found its 

glory?
Have you seen its curb, with the green

REAPING ANp SOWING, Ì.

A Study of Spiritual Causes.and Results

Man is ever pressing toward some
thing beyond his present attainment. 
He may not be conscious.of the force 
impelling him, any more than an apple 
blossom is conscious of the apple that 
in time will be revealed. The full blown 
rose is contained in the bud. The 
peach Is evolved from the pit. Ail man
ifestations of life, eithef in the mineral, 
vegetable, animal or human kingdoms, 
are the result of unseen germinal 
forces, These potencies inherent in 
the germ are spiritual, they elude the 
keenest vision.

No one can define or analyze the stuff 
that spirit is composed of. That It is 
the vitalizing principle that evolves all 
that is seen must be admitted. May, 
we not affirm that the life of all life, toe 
soul of all soul, the pith apa essence of 
all being, is wrapped up in the germ, 
and that germ Is spirit, and gets expres
sion through matter.

No substantial good can be attained 
only as we work in line with natural 
tendencies. You cannot subvert what 
is organic and constructive; any at-; 
tempt in that direction will prove abor
tive.

Woe unto the wicked, it shall be ill 
with him, is a universal principle in na
ture. We reap what we sow; charac
ter and conditions are identical, given 
the one you have the other. Only too 
one who possesses sterling .integrity 
and is true to principle is reliable. He’ 
is in harmony with the divine forces in 
nature. He who obeys is at one with 
him who commands, progress In no oth
er way is attainable. Victory is ever 
perched on toe banner of well-doing and 
high resolves. Trickery, intrigue and 
cunning are the seeds of death to spirit
ual unfoldment; you can only build up, 
good on gocd alone.

It is the part of wisdom to be recep
tive to the revelations of truth from ■ 
the higher realms, and may these reve
lations inspire us to live in harmony 
with them. If we refuse, It indicates 
we are living on a low plane, and that 
our spiritual powers have not been 
quickened but are dormant, and the loss 
of vital energy is reprehensible. It is 
our'duty to build up the spiritual forces 
inherent in our nature, and thus, live a 
normal life; to live otherwise is sui
cidal.'

There is a force in nature working si-; 
lentiy yejt 'effectively, that eludes hu- 
matt'analysis, nndennable and Incom-!

moss shod. 
Or felt the touch of its waters holy?
Mrs. Lillie:—
Yes, friend, I have found the well 

last,

‘ ‘ . •Y vVJ Ytj 'Jill JJ1 vbbvo W UI Uli LUxSjr ftlv
One colony forms the circulatory sys- increase the-amoupt of that primary able to Infellifeently interpret and which 
tem and another the digestive < which life force or personalj$iagne|iBm? .¿o refleh'them,’ their souls and 

'j£ ^nstyering tjijs question',■ ’ let me minds, thfotigh-'tlie ordinary senses. I 
first say'-lliat manyTibelieve,/ that» per- refer to those ^vh'om we term sensitives 
sonal magn'ettsjn mpst be inherited, or and psychics. I believe al! students 
a natural gift, that ¡^not/kg'increased, who’have observed' this.aspect of psy- 
This is now known fe,bp?to' 'mistaken/chib phehoipeha.Sow'.aEtoP/tlifitThere ip; 
idea. While it is tjtue, tijat-a certalir'some medium’that furnished tratistt to 
amount must be inherited,- it :-is'"ii(>t - ■ • ..... ..
true that it cannot tje/pultiyated and in
crease^, . The^Bcieppe; Human Cul
ture now rpr$sentp..toe, fact that every 
power,,Jife/forco apd-qiidlity that a hu
man being’ should/p.pss^sa: is indwelling 
either as a’ potential'germ or in some 
stage of unfoldment or growth. These 
germs of life forces and qualities and 
their underlying; lawjj constitute, .toe 
data upon which the/Spi'<jrice of Human 
Culture is based.' Thii. science consists 
of systematic cultivatirig.processes, and 
in accord therewith'it/presents toe re
gime for toe cultivation/ of 'personal 
magnetism. I cannot begin to present 
definite cultivating: regulations and pro
cesses in a brief essay as. this must 
needs be, but I will give, a general idea 
and refer the reader? to' fee'book, The

puts the elements • of sustenance in 
proper form for assimilation; these col
onies do this in order ■ to supply ■ the 
other colonies which constitute thé or-

do not redch them/ their souls and
at

, ■ Iftthe-i’Pjÿj-.OÎ^toe Sun,”.is due to the 
later Roman’‘Paganism, it miist lie 
admitted that the Sabbatarian idea came 
into Europe from another source—from 
Judaism, although, this. involved-. the 
curious anomaly that the Jewish Sab
batical, reverence became transferred . 
to another day of toe week. Like the . 
heathen nations, the Jews appearr to 
h'ave got on very .well without, a /Sab
bath for a very considerable period. 
In the historical narratives the day is 
not even mentioned until the ■ second 
Book of Kipgs. The . earlier prophets, 
Àmos, Isaiah and Hosea, had little re
gard for the institution; and even in 
toe Pentateuch it is only referred to in 
those portions that are now recognized 
to be the .latest in point of date, while 
the more superstitious developments 
of Sabbatarianism are not earlier than 
the religious outbreaks of the Macca
bees. The first chapter of Genesis 
traces toe institution of the Sabbath to 
the creation; but, not only is'this chap- 
tér late in date, it reveals upon careful 
perusal, that thé “six days creation" are 
an insertion; for.if toe "and toe even
ing and ;the morning were the first 
day,” etc.,.he removed, the narrativeje- 
malns as a“series of eight paragraphs 
commencing with “and God said,” and 
ending with “and God saw that it was 
gbod." It is obvious, therefore, that 
the Sabbath .was a late adoption of the 
Hebrews ; and .it remains to be seen 
whether they invented it, or borrowed 
it ' ' ’

: As a matter of fact, toe question no 
longer exists, for the Jewish indebted
ness was demonstrated several years 
ago by toe discovery of a Babylonian 
heremolog'y reading:

The seventh day is a fast, of Mero
dach and Zirpanlt, a fortunate day, 
and evil day. The shepherd of the 
great peoples shall not eat flesh cooked 

-bytiiWwlileh'' is -smôked ; he /shall hot- 
change toe-dress of his body; hé shall

ganism with needed elements of suste
nance. In the lower forms of life toe 
primary power of attraction is ypry 
sample, < but ■■ in / tod 'higher' ferine'' it' 
passes from simplicity to complexity, 
differentiation has taken-place; but un
derlying all complexity and differentia
tion is the law of attraction. Every cell 
of the human-organism still possesses 
the primary form of attraction, but tile 
United form of attraction- and appropri
ation' presents all the complex and dif
ferentiated forms of attraction. We
term them personal .magnetism.

: Thé wants of the 'cell do' not' reach 
beyond the needed’elements tof' suste
nance, but the-united cell life has' many 
points, has much to attract Man is in
deed a wonderful magnet, whose mag
netism attracts in many ways all that 
meets hiq,wants. ■ •

: This primal form or substance, force 
and thought, sèems to have but one alm, 
that of self-presérvation through attrac
tion of all the/needed elementbtof sus
tenance. It is toe. ..medium that ex
presses all spirit Every life force is a 
differentiated aspect'of this' one psy- . _ . ....
chunity. Nor is the primary aim 'of at- ing law of selfhood? ’ /^hatever posl- 
traction lost in the . higher ' different!- lively establishes selpjpod:.- cultivates 
sited. - toe unfoldmént ahd grp^to’of personal

- “Self-preservation Is the first law of' 'magnetrsm/m'. vice Yéts^,: whatever cul-

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism for 
the complete and d^ifite? presentation 
of the system.

I have already .statqd that the law of
self-preservation implies the law of 
magnetic attraction.,!'Iflis the underly-

such impressing waves of vibrations.. /! 
am convtocedith’At-aurd'cofistUutes that- 
medium of transit. Our magnetic au
ras', emanate from'the soul center and 
blendtoff intotoniyersal magnetism.

The psychic is 'one who senses and in
telligently'Interprets .Impresses not or
dinarily^ sensed in the conscious mind. 
As far as. we understand the phenom
ena how/it seems that the character or 
spirit of toe emanating magnetism has 
much to do in determining' the charac
ter, and form-of impresses that find 
transit In the medlumlstlc aura.

There are psychics so sensitive that 
they tell us they can see our auras and 
distinguish tlihlr.colors. .Many psychics 
do not need their ordinary senses to in
terpret the character of persons who 
are in near range.

As I have.previously.said, this aspect 
of personal magnetism and its relation 
to psychic power Is a very interesting 
and fruitful study. I can but just in
troduce it at tills time, some other time 
we may pursue it further.'

In closing letme jay That I trust that 
toe reader is now convinced of the fact

And tasted its waters bright, .
From the déserf mid weary plain I have 

' ’ '-passéd ■ “ ' . .. .b
,Tq the regions of clearer light.
I'sought'fe'ii;-a'taste of toô ■yatera clear, 
And the. draught, as I tasted it there, 
Was sweet and refreshing to body and 

soul
In the limpid waters rare.
For truth was the water that sparkled

bright
In the well of truth that 

sight.
Mrs. Brown:—
Oh, I ask you this and I 

know,
Are these Waters of Life

was then In

tain would

In the Well

that përsonnl mafgnetisni is our most
_,____ _______ ___________ _________ __ ... ... . essential primary life forcé. Existence 

life" whether it béton one plane or an- tivates-the unfoldmêntÿand growth of is consequent to its presence and it can 
other. Self-preservation -implies the personal magnetism //establishes self- be acquired, by cultivation.
attraction and appropriation of all thé hood. This is true, fon'toe reason that • ’ LEROY BERRIER.
needed elements of. sustenancé. This personal magnetisffi 1Ê wfe primary life Minneapolis, Mlhfi; '

¿evi., pp. 51,162] h^,.recently shpwn VALUE OF SPjj()iyALISM. 
the exact sighlficancé of this .“day of '

need pot be a prophet or seer to see the 
advancing hosts of its disciples with 
joy on their lips'and gratitude in their 
hearts.

True and faithful mediums are 
prompted and,moved by. as sincere de
sire to promote thé welfare of mankind 
—to increase,the sum,of human happi
ness and knowledge—to aid people who

( . Tod,
' Guarding our angel in the land of Nod.

iSweet little Basil, may the angels guide 
IVhy.dear little footsteps over the tide 
g>f the. coming years in nature’s span, 
>'ud make thee, my darling, a noble-

• 'man. ’ IRENE;CLIFTON.
■Cincinnati, Ohio.

GOOD CHEER.

lave you had a kindness shown? 
Pass it on.

’Twas not given for you alone—
' . Pass it on.. ■• *

2>et it, travel down the years,
I: jit It wipe another’s tears, .

* ¿Jill In heaven toe deed appears—.
J. i‘ <; Pass it on. , .
! ' ■ —New York Tribune.

not put on white; he shall not make an 
offering. The king shall not ride in his ' 
chariot; he shall not talk victoriously. 
In a secret spot the seer shall not act. 
A physician shall not lay his hand on a 
sick man. ■ It is-not suitable to make a 
wish. -The king shall bring his offering. 
In'the night, before Merodach and the 
goddess, he shall make a sacrifice. His 
prayer is acceptable to toe deity.

The same formula was used—with 
the names of other deities—for the 
fourteenth, the nineteenth,'the twenty- 
first, and the twenty-eighth days of the 
months.. Thus, every seventh day was 
characterized as being of an especially 
sacred nature, upon which it was un
lucky to perform any manner of work;, 
and; In.addltion, the nineteenth tlay was' 
invested with the same character, be
cause It was the forty-ninth from the 
first day of'the preceding month, and 
therefore completed a week of weeks.

The Jewish Sabbath.
. These sacred days of the Babylonians 

offer the strongest analogy to the Jew
ish.Sabbaths, although-they are not 
strictly septennial. And it was further 
discovered that Sabbath itself was . a 
Babylonian word. The derivation of 
this word has long been a puzzle to Se
mitic philologers;. but in the Babylon
ian syllabaries it occurs under the form 
Shabattu, which is explained as "day of 
rest'for the heart”; or, as the word for 
"heart” also hasthe prepositional value 
of "middle,” it could be rendered "day 
of reSt Of toe-middle.’.’ Sha-battu, how
ever, was foreign, to the Semitic-Baby
lonian language. It was really an Ak
kadian wor,d/ .compqunded from sha- 
"heart,” and bat, ’.’rest.’ Thus it was 
actually older than toe Semitic settle
ment of the Euphrates valley.
. Dr. Theo Pinches [Proceedings of the 
Society of Biblical Archaeology, vol.

rest of the iniddle.” He has published Trials and Triumph^''of Mediumship, 
a cuneiform text, conta(nmg a.bilingual - •*
list of names, or.titles, borne by the '
several days as they appeared' in the calendar. In the Semitic column the be,-it is of more vaWfe toe’ world than 
name Shabatti, or Shapattl/js applied ^y 
to the fifteenth day of the month—that °r relIglon. It is 
is to say, to toe central portion of the and utfhtyby.pmy proofs. It is 
moon’s orbit,, when Bhfe. is/at toe full. “<> W-95/^'W^w
As.an illustration. Dr. Pinches quotes hopes'to guide toem onward—to an-
portion of one of fee Creation Tablets, £ Bwer *he questions: What does Spirit-
describing the installation of toe moon a us revelatfen Truth from uallsni teach? 'Of what value is ,it to
in toe heavens by the god Merodach. , spirit world, wJfeQw h^pubt in humaJilty; to aid those in quest of its

thP minds of those^hp.-have falriy in-, . h l£a .„it
‘•Nnnnprn mnnnl- he caused . to vestlaated it. The -vefdict of people trutn..anQ SQ0W 118 uuiny.

are changing from bld lines of thought, 
'solid seeklns highetorevelations and fairer 

hopes/to guide them onward—to an-

“Nannaru [the moon]- he caused to vestigated it.' The -v’eidict of people 
shine,ruling the night-x -who possess the knowledge of spirit ex-

He set him then-as’a creature of the istence and spirit communion is that 
night, to make known the days Spiritualism is not .only’true, but the 
[festivals]. ' greatest- and most: beautiful truth

‘On the seventh-day the-crown perfect-' known to humanity/and gives to life 
• its real usefulness. '--. ing; . ■ ■ • • _ ■

Shapattu shalt thou encounter half- 
. monthly.-’ ...........
We are thus enabled to trace the ori

gin and history-of the word "Sabbath” 
and the Sabbatical'Institution. The 
Jew's adopted these hebdomadal periods 
of rest, making them strictly septennial, 
and therefore independent of the suc
cession of the months. To these sev
enth days they applied tne name of 
“Sabbaths.” Thus, by a perfectly, in
telligible process of evolution, the Sab
batical institution arose among the He
brews; and now we know the secret of 
its origin, it is clear that the Sabbath 
cannot have been a special divine ordi
nance. Neither can it be regarded as a 
humanitarian enactment, for it , is obvi
ously due to heathen superstition about 
lucky and unlucky days, not. to. any re
gard for the worker. And, as. it was 
originally an essentially lunar festival,, 
it was absurd to transfer its sacred 
character to the Roman dies soils.

The only good thing that.can be said 
about the weekly day of rest is that in 
itself It Is harmless. The harjnfulness 
comes from the Sabbatarian notion that

The inspired writers .and speakers 
of this age are as divinely Inspired as 
any ancient writers f or characters, 
which is capable of the: clearest demon
stration. In the llgljijof Spiritual Phil
osophy toe revelationB;of The past will 
be seen as • still incomplete.. That

of Truth;
Or must I wait till I cross death’s tide 
And stand transformed on the other 

side? -Ji
In 'the spirit world where soul is free 
To seek and find what is yet to .be; 
Where truth immortal shall never 'die, 
And the sparkling well gives its rich 

supply?
Mrs. Lillie:—
The waters rise in the spirit world 
And flow from its mountain high. 

.They come to us ‘here in rippling 
streams, 

To mortals while passing by.
They ripple and gleam as they pass 

along,
They flow to toe well so . deep, 
And give us rhythm of sweetest song 
As over valley and plain they leap, 
Then seek Its waters, its taste divine, 
As it comes to these lips of ours, 
Reflecting the light of life sublimi?. 
Aqd the soul’s immortal powers.
Mrs. Brown:—
Is not that well beyond death’s portal 
And just Its rivulets here below;
Can we never find It while we are mor-

Spirits use the means they find, but 
cannot create them. Mediumship is 
developed, in part, by desire, effort and 
study to attain It. Without struggle 
and effort there can be no growth. 
Without difficulties in human life there 
would be nothing gained, no victory 
won. Otherwise it would be retrogress
ion or stagnation. ■ .

■ If, in the conduct of an unpopular 
cause, the thorns of suffering pierce
the blossoms that spring from them
are worth all the pain endured. Medi
ums have not the promise of their spir
itual allies that they will or can com
pensate them in a worldly point of view, 
blit the reward of such labor is great

which seems to be .the highest truth 
may give -way to a higher ipne.. The ex
pressions of thought, that .have been 
given to the world liy.spiritdntelligence 
are but fractional expressions "of fuller now and will be greater in the here- 
truth yet to be made manifest. Be-after. They promise spiritual light, 
yond proofs of spirit fetu'rn there are mental unfoldment, individual happi- 
unlimited heights of.thought as well as ness now, and keep their word. TheTheunlimited heights ot thjought ....... .
eternal fountains o£-knowledge yet to cross of human suffering is ever 
be opened up to fee seekers after the mounted by the crown of divine 
boundless resourcf&tihs'‘jyjet unknown pensatlon.
to the mundane race/ ---- Faitbful workers in this cause have

Spiritualism is-ye’tjlfi its minority; expended thousands of dollars and in-

sur- 
com-

and who is able to-tell all the wonders curred losses of time, property, posl- 
-It has accompllshedi&ithe breaking up tion toat at length culminated in finan- 
of old superstitions^.credulities and ig- cial burdens that could be no longer 
noranco; in- bringing!li'n6wledge super- borne. Some push devotion to the 
lor to the night. Of bondage in centuries cause beyond the bounds of ' worldly 
gone by? It. has brought to birth a prudence; nevertheless, if the figures 
race of thinkers who vHll, not be si-In the drama pass from the scene,
lenced, and. produced; 1 
religious freedom/aà.

there is something peculiar 'Or. -sacred.social release>iromi-m 
about the day; and’frbm this-notion flfr unjnstlawffthat'cwi ».MrZv« ¿Law. ravr lav’.- •-. ■

■Inspiration of wrapped in the mists of adversity; is 
il js civil and ’ * .....................

iy. bondages and 
les of contro ver-

natlcal busy bodies, fake updn them-. sy could not obtain» Jy -
selves to infringe the llbefty/of . others, < This reveM&thas:®»?® to such pro- 
a!nd to dictate to other- peopiewhatthey potions, has acc'umiilMe&wch a mass 
shall or shall not do. Archaeology dis- of concentrated evideribe and typed Its 
pels this Sabbatarian idea, and leaves proofs on so mantfjiagesilm must be 
the theologian no excuse for tyrannizing deaf who wlU not jtear/asrf. he bllnd 
ov®? his neighbors. ' who will see -Jts psjJgriKa. .One

that apy argument, against a belief 
and practice which has brought knowl
edge of life and immortality to them
selves as well as thousands of others? 
The tears of unmerited anguish water, 
the seeds which though * hidden for a 
while, in the darkness of rudimental 
growth, are * destined ’ ultimately^to 
changefee barren land into the fruit
ful Eden.' If faithful medium lose

tai,
0, tell me sister; or do you know?
This well of Truth and the word 

spirit
I long so much to understand,

of

To quaff the waters so pure and holy 
And to rest my soul in that beautiful 

land.
0, I sometimes think in the toil and 

struggle
I never shall quaff that draught divine, 
Till I stand in the realm of the world

less spirit
And drink from the well of that glori

ous clime.

prehensfble, that men call God, yet ever 
evolving the soul lite of wisdom, power 
and intelligence. The result of th id' 
power is manifested in every depart? 
ment in nature, but what brain how
ever closely attuned to the harmonies of . 
the cosmos can unravel it; it is nature’s 
sesame that has no key but infinite in
telligence that can unlock it. Yet the 
earnest thinker is ever pressing toward 
a solution of these phychic problems 
and-Is richly rewarded for his efforts.

That progress is being made in the 
line of the occult is manifest to those 
who are abreJst of the times. Never 
in the history of the race have men 
been more earnest in an attempt to en
ter the realm of cause than to-day. This 
desire indicates spiritual growth, and is 
prophetic'of grander revelations In the 
future; it is'the soul reaching out after, 
knowledge. '

How few comparatively are living in 
the realm of spirit,.

Principle is discarded, or held in 
abeyance, and policy enthroned as the 
guide to success. This tendency is 
manifest in every department of human 
activity.

Shams, however ingeniously devised 
and stamped with the authority of truth 
by the highest earthly potentates, will 
fail of success. The good and true 
alone survive; all else nature throws 
into her waste basket, and is destroyed.

Every word, thought and deed is in
delibly registered on the tablets of 
memory, and can not be erased or con
cealed, and no blood atonement can 
wash away the stains.

The only healing balm for these 
wounds is well doing and right living. 
A change of attitude involves a change 
in results.

We are our own builders or destroy
ers. Helps we have, the right is always 
asserting itself in our inner conscious
ness, wooing us ever onward and up
ward toward the true goal of our exist
ence.

Let us follow the light that leads to 
inward harmony and deep repose, and 
thus enjoy the rich fruitage of a well- 
spent life. Such a life is nprmal;- wls-
dom suggests it. and nature endorses
It; it is the open door that leads to all
tiiat is vital and 
realm of spirit

substantial in the

much of material wealth,..name, fame, 
prosperity, they, like every true Spirit
ualist, find “the pearl of great price/’ 
worth more than all their earthly pos
sessions.-

We do not praise the transparency of 
a window when gazing through it upon 
some lovely scenery, but admire the pic
ture, When truth dawns upon us in its 
transcendent whiteness; when justice, 
mercy, love appear In their beauty, 
then the world will not stop to admire 
the medium, the prophet or seer, but 
will bow at the shrine of these attri
butes,' The self-sacrificing, spirit 
would lay Itself upon the altar of hu
man progression and be obliterated or 
divested of individuality, if these divine 
qualities'could be received and adored 
for their own sake. . .

Let us in like manner cease all undue 
adulation of mere human instrumental
ity—let us serve in the temple of jus
tice, bow at the shrine of truth, heed its 
revelations and so behold heaven and 
earth united. '

The Immense sacrifices continued for 
years, and the long untiring fidelity of 
mediums are strong evidence for their 
integrity and honesty. Besides the ar
ray of incontrovertible evidence and 
manifcstationsf the mediums, in some 
instances, are children, absolutely inca
pable of practicing a systematic and as
tute course of deception. We can cite 
the names' and places of persons and. 
details of facts still patent in the 
knowledge of hundreds and thousands

DAVID WILLIAMS.
Utica, N.’ Y.

of living witnesses, ready and willing to 
come forward at any time to prove our 
statements.

If no opponents are found able, upon 
sufficient grounds, to invalidate our 
record, where are the leaders oi public 
opinion in press, scnool and pulpit who 
still dare to launch their ribald denial 
or solemn' scriptural platitudes against 
the phenomena of a cause that can bear 
such testimony to its truth and worth? 
Where are toe sago philosophers who 
pretend to explain nature’s mysteries, 
and are yet only able, with rude, blank 
denial, to dispose of the gyrations of 
floating bodies and dancing tables? 
Granted.that spurious imitations and' 
puerile attempts at deception have been 
numerous, could they for one moment 
impeach toe original truta and value of 
royal coin stamped from the divine 
mint of spiritual existence? Entrusted 
to the guardianship of bright minister
ing spirits and upheld by toe fidelity, 
gratitude and zeal of warm-hearted 
friqnds, the flame of ¡spiritualism may 
flicker and bend in the winds of public l 
opinion, but its past career seems pro
phetic of a future as permanent as toe 
ancient hills. • ,

A. H. NICHOLAS. '
Summerland, Cal. I'

The_self-concelted are bound to .BuSe^
from'solitude.
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
WAS IT A DREAM?

■ A Visit to the Spirit Home of Kindred.

Q
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MENTAL LAWS.

SPIRIT PI+OTOGRftPrtSProve Continuance of Animal Soul Life.

SPIRIT'DESCRIPTIONS.

unfold and educate through the laws

ities are souls-that have lived before as 
mortals. If there in harmony in the re
lation; all goes well, and each aids to

of the address of Principal Sheraton be
fore the alumni of Wycliffe College, In 
which he contends that Spiritualism is 
an evil Influence, and mainly fraud. In 
behalf of the large number of people

W:
O’;

:fo;

After leaving the gallery his spirit pic
tures were better, and many of them 
readily recognized.

One time,- having an appointment in

try to explain them all In this short ar
ticle. ', .

exhaustion," or that its ‘‘moral effects 
were disastrous”?

i 13! ' 7
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Wonderful Experiences In Connection 
With Mr. Keeler’s Mediumship..

sonality of one who has passed from 
mortal life with a disease Its mind still

result of these influences. I simply 
make these statements, but shall not

some people very much. I'feel it is my 
duty to welfeh a communication from a

a neighboring town to take spirit pic
tures, he was met at the depot by Dr.

They Vary According to Character and 
Conditions.

Well, then," I said, “why can’t

The following is a reply to

have labored under a great delusion, 
the which the Gospel of Evolution now 
makes plain. The fact that the Chris
tian church cannot pi^duce the divine 
revelation which it claims to have re-

If there had nbver been a genuine dol
lar there would never have been a bo
gus dollar! ‘

was her own. Mr. Haggard thought he very great, peculiar traits of character 
was the drowning dog. Then as his develop and insanity often follows as a

Thus past events in other lives are ing himself in the art of photography, 
given to people in dreams by mental ' ’ " .............................

• these spirit or soul dogs as well as they 
can see the spirits or souls of-mortal.

counsel.” Take the. current literature, 
the vapid npyels, /newspaper ar-

v^ro«Moe„Bphy8lcal wMo the ‘a?3L«m Tran." Syc*aa
dog s real self sleeps. . ' B. Newcwab. Kxcellent in spiritual

It Is a fact that other spirits, grange auggestivens®. cloth, 81.50.

From the Edltor-at-Larg’e National Splr- nent Spiritualists” who admit that .me
diumship causes “physical and mental

of their relation, the Infant soul having 
_____ .__ ____ ________ ______ _ ___ its first experience in mortal life, ' But 

retains a consciousness of, and through inharmony exists, a conflicting emo
mental laws reflects on the medium a tional nature is given to1 the mortal's 
consciousness of the condition as if it character, and when the inhannony is

from mortals and spirits, are golden
- .... - . gems. " HUDSON TUTTLE,

tides, poatry/hbw small à part of it all Editor-at-Large National Spiritualiste’ 
does not fall.-itgder:the criticism of be- Association, Washington, D. C.

Ths Gospeliof pÿblutlon In Place of 1-----
Chrlotlarillÿ—R^.orj ,of international of Joy. 
Congresñjpf Áiiifanced Thinkers, at ilie

ed me up and took me away;” clairvoy- _
ance, as ih Acts vii:55-6; visions, Dan., half a century ago. I never saw a com
il: 19; healing, Mark xvi: 18, "They munieation, affirming that there was no 
shall lay hands on the sick and they punishment tor the deeds of this life.

tuauso auv xi iBuuiout to examine the inside finish, etc.,.when
evil-disposed, when they return they I chanced to look through a back win- 

- - - — dow, and astonish«! was I to Bee my
two brothers standing outside cohvers-

trained upon a certain object, the light
_ _ _ put out; they then in unison went

city with specimens of his son’s pic- through the operation of taking a pic
tures, to find cut from Mumler what .ture. Each then repaired to his own 
they were. As soon as Mumler saw

—7 - -- - nent .in.science and literature, a list of
who believe in the doctrines of Spirit- wpose names would fill several eol- 
ualism, I have been requested'to briefly 
present their side of the subject.

shall recover; independent spirit voices, On the contrary it has been repeatedly 
Deut. ix:12-13. Only one passage here declared that every wrong donemust be 
is given, space forbidding tliat of nu- answered'for. Different spirits have 

presented this In different ways accord
ing to their experience and understand-

----  , - - i have examined the reports of all 
¡charges against Spiritualism made by ^le great penitentiaries and prisons In 
Principal Sheraton in an address before United States and Canada, and find 
the alumni of Wycliffe College, as re- - - ..............

they are referred to tlie spirits have to from the different correspondents I be- 
do as Jesus d^ sp.e^c of them in par-, lieve It embodies a great truth. In any 

why aieed ^e blame the spir- experience of over fifty years ip Sinrit-

Bi ■ I e

NOV. 5,1904.
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ported in the Toronto, Canada, Star.
That the subject received such ex

tended treatment and full report, at 
least indicates that it occupies a large 
place in the public mind.

Editor Toronto Daily Star:—In your 
issue of Sept'25, there appears a report

not one prisoner confined within their 
walls set down as a Spiritualist or m'e- 
dium. The life-history of all the lead
ing mediums show that they were of 
average length of life, and some of the 
most prominent reached more than the 
usual age. Sir William *Lrookes, A. R. 
Wallace, Prof. Varley, Profs. James and 
Hyslop, and Dr. Isaac K. Funk who has 
recently contributed the wonderful 
book, “The Widow’s Mite," to the 
cause, are a few of those equally eml-

umns,
, ; - , These, as Spiritualists, believe that

With all deference to the opinions of exists after the death of the body, 
Prof. .Sheraton, those who have given and the spirit may return and un
attention to the matter will clearly per- der favorable' conditions communicate, 
ceive that he has not made himself ac- *ppey Relieve, as death produces no 
quainted with the subject he so une- eijal)gg m the spirit, if ignorant and 
quivocally condemns. - -

I do not propose to buraen your col-

...My husband, Mr. G. W. C)tis, has had 
a strange dream, and as his right hand 
is partially paralyzed, h.e cannot write, 
by his request I will write it for him, 
and in his own words:

About one month ago while asleep I 
started on a prospecting tour toward 
the west, gently floating above the 
ground (as I many times do in my 
dreams), when away in the distance to 
the west, I saw what I ¿supposed to be 
a mirage city. Being anxious to test 
the reality, of it, I floated directly to' it, 
and quickly found myself within its 
streets, surveying the beautiful and nu
merous houses with their peculiar de
signs and delightful surroundings.

Everything seemed so peaceful— 
there seemed to be nothing there to 
mar the splendor of that place—I could 
feel that the spirit of peace an,(J con
tent prevailed.

Still I found myself alone, with no 
one to be seen. I continued to scan the 
elegant structures, seemingly ho two 
alike, and as I am or, have been a 
builder of many houses myself, my in
terest grew intense. While I was look
ing and thinking, my attention became 
centered on one particular house more 
than all the others. I opened the door 
and entered a large room or hall. Still 
no one to be seen even there. I began
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annoys and be uplifted to a happy state yho Thwe SpJritaaIW,?.
• ,, I Wljat is Spiritualism, and what ha« it done for the world? 15s page«. Price 50 cent«;

The Gospel of Evolution views all ' paper, 35 cents.
men. as children of Nature, though In 1 Three Journeys Around the World .
different classes and holds that every Handsomely bound octavo volume, 500 pages, Illustrated, describing nearly all nation«,
person has his or her own specific Indi- India's magic, Egypt’s pyramids, etc. price reduced to Jr.as.
viduality which is as sacred as that of I Seers of the Ages another though not in degree^s good; . t^fe 
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St. LOUlSwMo,;, XII • ;
Mr. Johnlkladadik,‘ of Minneapolis, 

Minn.,' spoKMupoli tlfe Gospel of EVolu-' 
tion, from'-41ie view of tlie' new science 
of Monism,litHd -rnkde comparlsoriB with 
Christianity. 1 He; traced the evolution 
of Christianity from a barbarous eccle- 
siasticism up to more'humane Unitari- 
anism and UulversMism,' where the dev
olution of ecclfesiiisticism begins. No 
further light caii’ come into the world
from systems which believe in actual 
and wilful sin and which teach that a 
God will reward or punish for deeds 
called good and bad, gauged by secta
rian assumptions; He showed that al
though Christianity had egotistically 
exalted Itself above Its God and above

umns with a lengthy discussion, but to 
touch only the most salient points.

The speaker said: “From time imme
morial men had been appealing to the 
dead in behalf of the living, but no an
swer had ever found its way to earth- 
S)ne only had returned—to tell us of His 
victory over death and to assure us of 
the reality of the life beyoqd. He came, 
not as a disembodied spirit, but as a 
risen and glorified man, challenging the 
doubters to touch Him and see that He 
was a real Being."

The lecturer takes the bible as abso
lute authority, and asserts that it re
cords the only instance of a return from 
beyond the grave. Is he not mistaken? 
Is not the bible a record of the return 
of spirits and their ministrations? 
There Is not a single phase of the mod
ern manifestations but has a counter
part In the bible. Inspiration, I.'Cor., 
vii:8; speaking in qnknown tongues, I. 
Cor., xil:10; materialization, Gen. xvi; 
I. Chron., xxL, the Hebrew children, 
Dan., x; trance, II. Cor., xli:2-4; direct 
spirit writing, as on the walls of Baby
lon; levitation, Ezekiel, “The spirit lift-

are the same, and if righteous they will 
return with their righteousness. They 
believe that the same law which per
mitted, the spirits to minister unto men 
in biblical days will permit their de
parted friends' to become ministering 
spirits unto them. If Moses and Elias 
could appear to the disciples, our 
friends in the Great Beyond, can come 
to us.
■ As to the “religious and theological 
teachings," do they furnish the shadow 
of an argument?

Prof. Sheraton says that as a final ev
idence of the evil source of spirit man- 
testations the “teachings" are conclu
sive.

“This was borne out by the religious 
and theological teachings of the Spirit
ualists. They maintained that there 
was no punishment after ueath; they 
denied the divinity of Jesus, and the ef
ficiency of the atonement."

He thus admits that spirits do com
municate, but they are “evil," and 
brings their communication as evi
dence.

I have been connected with Spiritual
ism almost from 'Its beginning, over

ing with each other. .
Both passed to their spirit home 

within the last five years from Butler, 
Ind. Both were younger than I— 
Brother William, aged 62 years, and 
Brother Tim (or Wilson) at the age of 
58 years. • . x

In a moment'Iwas with them, asking 
how and why they were there.

“Why, this is oiir spirit home," they 
said. •

“Are such homes general, and do they 
surround the earth?” I asked.

They answers “yes.”

ceived and the furthei- fact tl;at it and 
its Christ are utterly inadequate'to con-__ _____________ __ _____ _______
vert the world from vice to virtue. Is day of the Justification of all sects has 
proof enough to Rationalists that it has 
been deceived'by’tlie men who wrote 
the bible and'by taking the vagaries of 
the human midp to be alvlne revela
tion. The hilman mind, he held, can 
not be trusted; out of It nave come all 
of the vile doctrines of hells and devils, 
which every enlightened thinker now 
despises. ' •

Under the Gospel of Evolution -no sect Reincarnation 
can be condemned or ridiculed The A discussion between Dr. Helen Densmore and W. J. Colville, affirming, »nd J. H,can oe conaemnea or nuicuiuu. xiw | Peebles, denying the truth of reincarnation. Price so cenU.

merous others equally clear. Was 
Christ the only one? Did not Moses 
and Elias appear to the disciples?

In Hebrews 1:14, it is said: “Are they 
not all ministering spirits sent forth to 
minister to them who shall be heirs to 
salvation?”

With these instructions of the bible, 
how canTrbf. Sheraton truthfully main
tain that all spirits who return are 
evil. This Is his sweeping assertion:

‘‘Whatever the Influence was, It was 
an evil influence. This was shown by 
the general effects Spiritualistic prac
tices produced both on the subject and 
on the investigators. Physical and 
mental exhaustion and prostration were 
commonly attendant upon the seances. 
Even prominent Spiritualists admitted 
that the moral effects were disastrous."

What are the names of the "promi-

all see them, as I £96' this home?” 
"Because," they said,, "the , atmos

phere is too dense; it is’ impossible.”
“Now tell ihe about father and 

mother—where are they?”
“They are both here in this house; 

come, we will go in and see tnem,” they 
said.

We started, but excitement ran too 
high with me; overcome 'with joy I 
found myself suddenly wide awake and 
back in my old home. Up I got; I could 
not sleep nor shake off the influence of 
my, to me, wonderful discovery; 
neither have I done so yet For I feel 
sure that I have discovered their true 
spirit home. • Who can say or dare say 
that I have not?

GEORGE W. OTIS, 
SUSAN N. OTIS.

Neal, Greenwood Co., Kansas.
ing, and an orthodox person once said 
to me after reading a communication 
setting forth the state of those who had 
been cruel, dishonest and merciless in 
this life, that a fiery hell were prefer 
able.

I have communications from those 
who were Catholics, and Protestants in 
this life, and they are of the same faith 
still. Are the Unitarians led by evil, 
when they deny the divinity of Christ?

One point more.’ The lecturer says: 
‘‘The alleged messages of the dead were 
for the most .part trifling, insipid, de
void of genuine sentiment., or helpful

Mental laws operating In the dog 
proves that it has spirit controls as 
well as man, and are more convincing 
to me of its soul life than the clairvoy
ant seeing what he believes to be the 
soul life of the dog.

Clairvoyance is a mental science em
bracing a great deal more than most

ing vapid? How much of it is trivial 
and harmful!

When all these writers become spir
its, were they able to return and under 
the most favorable conditions write as 
freely as they do, now, having, as spir
its uniformly declare, met with no men
tal -changes, would not their communi
cations be of the same character? The 
objection rebounds to the other side and 
proves, not that they are evil spirits, 
but- identifies them.

Amidst the mass of writings both

Real, revelations cannot come from 
the mind alone. The metaphysicians 
have deluded the world into the belief 
of dualism, when there cannot be a 
world without substance; and they 
have not succeeded in making meta
physics a science, nor »ever can.

After all they have said, it remains 
for positive materialism to give true 
light to the world. -Apostles, prophets, 
bibles or churches,cannot reveal; they 
can only declare.The testimony of 
such men as Swedenborg and “John the 
Divine” is not revelation; a revelation 
is a material fact

The book of Nature Is the only one 
that reveals and that carries Its unmis
takable credentials, with it; all of. the 
evolutions of Nature are true revela
tions of her works and her testimony 
can be fully relied upon; no interpola
tor can get bls work In there—no leg- 
ends'ean be sandwiched in.

Mr. Maddock traced the evolution of^ 
materialism front ¡the crude ideas1 
formed by btioretius up to the high, In
tellectual state which it occupies to
day. First there wlas the blind, me
chanical idea of this system of things 
being the result of^dlfferent attempts of 
the atoms toi'I get join to their proper 
places fortuitously} and that they 
formed their funions by clinging to
gether wlth’claws' and hooks. Then 
came Newton:! whti familiarized the 
world with th® truth1 of molecular force, 
which showdd-thatJ’Jfhe atoms came to
gether by their owitpower of mutual at
traction. The nexfctetep in the oraer of 
the evolutionist materialism, was“ made 
by the new'sclencg’of Monism, which 
gives the material Universe the needful 
property of thteilightace, without which 
all. attempts'txv'ihtiirpret it ;by reason 
are Impossible: • •>

come—all are natural evolutions Of na- Spirit Obsessions—The Demonism of the Age«
oooa a. nl-nO Wn i Obsessions bo common In Spiritism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism, etc. Aboture, same as evei y seed or plant. IVO I ggj pages, the most complete work ever written upon this subject; Is nloely bound In

one Was Infidel to truth, because truth cloth, and printed In large type on good paper. Price, 11.00; postage 19 centa.
was not revealed In Christianity. Biography of J. M. Peebles '

Protestant Christians tell US that the By Prof. B. Whipple. A large, elegantly bound book of 600 pages. Price fl.oo. £
bible is the Christian rule of faith. This Three Jubilee Lectures *
is a truth which no sane man can deny, I Delivered in Hydesville, Rochester, and Loudon. 125 pages, illustrated. Price 25 cents.
but we can positively atfirmthat it is I Spiritualism Commanded of God Thirty pages, 
not the rule of faith tor the whole world. Catholic Christians tell us that The CWhodox Hdl and Infant Damnation
the church Is the supreme authority and The "Soul,” Did It Pre-exist
that the Holy Ghost keeps it free from Spiritualism tn All Land« Pamphlet of 30 pages.
e[rOr’mU».St ?? The Pro and Con of Spiritualism
Church’ ls the guide of Catholics, but The Rev. H. A. Hart versus J.M. Peebles.
not for the whoie world. We know that M Df- PeiMe# to Seventh-Day Adventist» 
that church has not been kept from er- .
ror, and that truth has gradually come A Plea for Justice to Mediums Large pamphlet.
Into the world by dlsseniers from Its The General Teachings oi Spiritualism
dogmas. The Eightieth Birthday Anniversary of Dr. Peebles

Christianity of all shades Is for Chris- nifty pages with the speeches, addresses, poem«, etc.
tian sects only. In spite of the Chris- Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism
tian assumption that It was specially or- With speeches and illustrations,
dained by God to convert the world, the | The Pentecost Neatly bound. 23 pages, 
world will not be converted to it any 
more than it will be brought over to Mo
hammedanism or Buddhism. Chris
tianity is for Christians—for them CHILD CULTURE
only; it is simply one of the world's re- --------
ligions, not the only true religion. The According to the Laws of Physio*
proof of this is in the fact that it does 
not lit any one else but Christians. All 
religions are specific adaptations to spe
cific ends, same as organisms to envir
onments; all are working for the same 
end—-morality. The religions of the 
world wear the same badge of differen-

loglcal Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

This Is a work of singular excellence,
tiatlon as every other evolution of na- 011 a subject of great Importance. It is 
ture does In every other domain and replete with wise and practical hints, 
they were all bom out of the same uni- helps and suggestions, of Inestimable 
versal womb, same as every animal and value to parents, and all who have the 
plant—first the nucleus, in the teacher, care of children, and all who are inter- 
then the accretions which formed the ested tn their moral, mental and physi- 
organlzatioU. As the modern religions, cal welfare. Its spiritual tone Is upllft- 
“Chrlstian Science,” "Dowleism" and mg. Price 60 cents.
“New Thought" were bora, so every ‘______________________________
other religion oame into existence.
„ No man should worry because he Is COIN Ct IN 1 KA 1 JOIN.
not a Christian'; Christians canndt pro- 
dues any valid credential to show that A Valuable Work.
their church received a divine revela-1 concentration, Meditation and Inspira
tion, nor that they were divinely com- Uon How to develop these desirable 
missioned to preach the only gospel to according to the most approved 
the whole world. No book can be a val- ¿jethods of ancient and modern teach- 
id witness for itself; no church can 8rB together with a set of six symbols 
—there must be corroboration. We comprising six months’ study. By 
now have the positive evidence that the L,aUra G. Flxen.
Christian church has been laboring un- course of practical experimental 
der a great delusion, in the facts that it lessons, of especial value and assistance 
neither has the divine revelation nor to those who desire to be benefited by

bi spite of at Such meh as Sir Oli
ver Lodge and Lord Kelvin say, there 
is a conflict between Science ¿nd relig
ion. Titles may stand . tor authority,______________ ~ ________ __ ____ —__ _
but they do not stand for truth. Such the mpans necessary to convert the I development of powers of concen- 
men should be made to corroborate ” — •• -2- * .. 1 ...... . ........
their statements same as Rationalists 
do. Religion affirms that man is on

HEALING CURRENTS
FROM THE

BATTERY OF LIFE
BY WALTER DE VOE.

PROGRESS

A Book That Awakens the 
Healing Power in the Soul, 

It Teaches the Glorious Truth that Frees 
From Sin, Sickness, Poverty and Palo. 

PBIUE,00.
For Sale by

COLLEGE OF FREEDOM, 
Woodlawn, Chicago.

Trice loceuU.
Price 5 cents.

Price 10 cents.

Price 5 cents.

Price 15 cents.

Price xo cents.

Price 15 cent«.

Price 10 cents.

Price 15 cents.

Price 10 cents.

Price 15 cents.

world. It hns not men enough, money tration of thought, clear meditation and 
enough, nor truth enough to do such a superior inspiration.
great work. It stands dumb before the gent complete for 50 cents.

probation and mattes him a wilful, 
guilty wretch before his creator, and 
declares he is worthy of severe punish
ment and that he 'Will surely get it in 
retaliation for his evil deeds. Science 
teaches that man' has not got anything 
but what the dynamic forces of the uni
verse forced him to. receive; that man 
is not on probation; but in a school 
where he Is being taught; necessary les
sons which will be for his future good.

The Gospel of 'Evolution preaches a 
Christ within (which'is the intelligent 
dynamic force of the universe); that it 
is, by gradual evolution, making the 
only just atonement for the pains and 
sufferings that were forced upon man
kind unsought. As. man was forced 
into this world of/misery without his 
consent he shduld, in justice, not be 
placed in jeopardy by a demand to dp 
that wMch he is notable, but should be 
freely and fully, delivered, from all that

inquiring intelligence of the 20th cen- __________________________________
tury. ? . ’ 1

It never had a basis for unity, it can- "In the World Celestial," by Dr. T. A 
not find one no\y nor will'it ever find Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
one, because its whole system is based helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
upon the imagination of men who .bound; price 31.
thought they were Inspired to preach "Death, Its Meaning and Results.'' 
the truth; Whoever gave the command By J. K- Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
to preacn a specific gospel to every I Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol- 
creature, with a penalty attached, If ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
rejected, was:wofuliy ignorant of phys- wonderful psychic events In the au- 
iology and of the fact that multitudes Plor’8»?ip«S1oK':e’ PM68» U-
Z? frellglons WhiCh l“nWrituM Significance, or, Death
ho th f h °!nei as an Event in Life." By Lilian Whit-
? » »h * glm ax * °f the P^ysi01°fiical ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most Bug-
fact that all men were mentally organ- eestive, intensely Interesting, spiritual
ized differently, books. It is laden with rich, thought-

Let every man confidently stand upon £ul spirituality. Price 3L
his own feet aild follow his own light— I "Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir- 
in fact that is what every man does; C]e6t Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
let him b6 honored for doing so and not uaii3tie Gatherings.” By Mattie E. 
condemned. The Gospel of Evolution jjun. price 10 cents.
is one of justification. "The Light of Egypt” Volumes 1

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.
Brown. Dr. B. requested young Keeler 
to go with him to á photograph gallery, 
and use the photographer’s camera and' 
sensitized plates, saying he would pay 

“Tf there'had never., been a genuine ionr.t5?atime ’je^d ^e at tne 
materialization there never would have P aceB °*“8 “»P®anÍ ■mak® 

■ ■ - - - - ~ “ film a nice present besides. He and
the Doctor went to the gpUery^ took sev
eral pictureSf-and lefE. the proprietor of 
the gallery to develop them, and ,then 
hurried off to his place Qf meeting. Dr. 
Brown was so well pleased with the pió- 
tures “that after paying'him for the sit
tings and the time lost at the other

people understand by the term. It is ------ - T -----
truly a soul-sight, a mental power de- been a fake materialization, 
veloped by the unfolding of soul con- If there had pever been- a genuine 
sclousness. To the soul thus unfolded spirit photograph tiiere . never . Would 
time and space are nothing. have been a counterfeit photograph.

.............................. JVe have here in Washington, D. C., a 
genuine spirit ptiotogfaph medium in 
the person of Wm. Keeler.' If anyone

That the dog did live, the clairvoy
ant learns by seeing him as he was, but 
that does not prove that it has life be
yond the grave, for the dog still living 
could be seen as if present, when in 
reality it was far away, If the mind of 
a mortal or a spirit was strong enough 
to build a thought form of it for the 
sensitized mortal to see.

With the power to hold my own con
sciousness, and study the demonstra
tions of spirit influence and its laws, I 
have learned to hear them speak at any 
time. No noise or confusion can be 
great enough to prevent my hearing if 
I listen a second for the woj-d, and I 
know that what is termed the different 
minds, different selves, are in reality, 
separate personalities, relating them
selves to the mortal life and expressing 
an influence over it I have watched 
and studied their influence over myself 
andt others, and am satisfied that 
dreams are produced by control of soul 
personalities. The clairvoyant powers, 
dormant when physical consciousness 
is awake and in activity are readily put 
into operation by magnetic and mental 
influence when the physical rests. 
Therefore when conscious of the phys
ical plane of life, clairvoyant powers in 
most people are not used, but when the 
spirit, the force that operates the phys
ical, allows that part of man to rest, it 
can take up the soul life and exercise 
the powers pertaining to that part of his 
being. Time and space become noth
ing. Like a thought he goes to any 
place an influence suggests. Other 
personalities belonging to the soul life 
are recognized. Coming in rapport with 
these other personalities, one takes on 
their condition of thought and experi
ences, and for the moment experiences 
what has been a reality to the others.

doubts the genuineness of-spirit pho
tography he should have a sitting with 
Mr. Keeler, and I think would be con
vinced of Its truth. He is a born medi
um, a slate-writer as well as photogra
pher. When a boy going to school, 
while studying his lesson in arithmetic, 
notes would be written on the opposite 
side of the slate. The teacher on exam
ining his work, discovers the writing, 
accuses him of loitering away his time 
from his lessons, writing notes, and pro
ceeds to give him a whipping. This was 
of frequent occurrence. Young Keeler 
did not know how the writing got on th* 
slate, did not know anything about 
spirit slate-writing or Spiritualism, 
never having heard of them.

When thirteen years old, about the 
time photography succeeded the da
guerreotype, his father bought him ■ a 
photographic outfit In taking pictures 
of relatives and friends, other pictures 
would frequently appear with that of 
the sitter, many of them recognized as 
of those who had previously lived on 
earth. They could .not account for 
them, so they nàmed them “spook pic
tures.” -About this time Mumler was 
on trial in New York City, charged with 
making fake spirit pictures. The father 
of young Keeler, reading in the New 
York papers of the trial, went to that

place, he made him a'present of fifty 
dollars, saying it was worth five hun
dred dollars to him, for ne now knew 
spirit photography was a fact.

Mr. Keeler has. been a resident of 
this city for a good many years, and is 
now employed, and has been for a long 
time, by the government, as photogra
pher at St. Elizabeth’s hospital for the 
Insane. The only time he has to take 
spirit pictures is on Sundays at his 
home.

To test the truth of Mr. Keeler's spir
it pictures. Dr. Theodore Hausmann, 
himself an amateur photographer, went 
to Mr. Keeler’s with his own sensitized 
plates, marked, sat for pictures, took 
them to his own dark room and devel
oped them, and found on them spirit 
pictures that he readily recognized, 
which convinced him of the truth that 
spirits can be photographed.

Mr. Keeler has another phase, and 
that is taking spirit pictures in total 
darkness. To be absolutely satisfied of 
this, Dr. Hansmanh and Lawyer P. E. 
Dye, also an amateur photographer, re
paired to Mr. Keeler’s by appointment, 
each with his own camera and sensi
tized plates. All three cameras were

them he said they were spirit pictures. 
That was the first knowledge they had 
received of what they were..

Young Keeler then secured a posi
tion in a Boston, Mass., photograph gal
lery, where he stayed a year in perfect-

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense inter
est to all, whetner Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied In this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. 32.

laws, but there is a soul relation to pro
duce the result

The dog that had met death In a 
watery grave, came to its master tor 
comfort and sympathy, the relation, for 
the moment was the same as when the 
medium comes in touch with the per-

own soul consciousness asserted itself 
he saw the dog on the .clairvoyant 
plane, and as soul speaks to soul with a 
language that needs no words, the dog 
was able to tell its master it had met 
the fate his soul consciousness had ex
pressed to him the instant he came in

dark room, developed the picture on his 
plate, made a print; and met again and 
compared pictures. They discovered 
that each had photographed the same 
spirit -These experiments were car
ried on for some time, getting pictures 
of some they could recognize, some they 
could not and sometimes getting noth
ing but spirit lights, and these were the 
same on each-plate.

. RUFUS bUMERLIN. 
Washington, D. C.

and 2. An occult library in. itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 

«. ■ • —. - . taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philo«»place without question, That I have nfay.- Price 32 nflr volume.
nad communications from persons who 
have passed through the change known 
to us as death, I rest as perfectly satis
fied, as ft is-a matter of evidence to my 
senses. I don't blame persons who are 
without the testimony, for feeling the

I Echoes From the World of Song, 
yet I do not think it is wise for them to I vninm«s 1 nnd 2 Bv C Payson Loiik- 
fest the ley' Choice inspirational sbngs, suit-
re3 n >.e> cas? ? their mind that there Is I a^je fOr gjy occasions. This book Is 
no™ght a?ywhere. we[1 bound in doth with gilt illustra-

We are bora very differently endowed I yon on cover, and frontispiece bearing 
as to the power .sensing spiritual portralts of Mr. and Mrs. Longley, 
things, and we are all liable to wonder words and music, sheet music size, 
why everybody else cannot come to the prIce 31 each- postage 15 cents addl- 
same conclusions we do, when the fact uonal on each book.
te they are just as natural in their opln- Longley’s Choice Collection of Beau- 
tnnL^fWetbre ln nUrSi We be 81,16 t,ful Songs. For public meetings and 

far?? ClTer our the homr Words and music. Price, 
I*18 harti t° make him be-1 boar(j covers, 40 cents; cloth, 60 cents; 

, - -- Heve that we can; so all we can do is to I 7^535 songs of Professor Longley's are
It is only natural, tossuppose there are go. on bearing with one another; pre- ~jtten un in most attractive style, and 
greater diversities qf. conditions there seating our own. position in the best ¿-ore than worth the small price asked 
than there arq'J;ere. -And when we take light we can, yet flinging no condemna- 
into considef^gpnj tfi£ fact that there “ ‘ *“•— -------- -
are many things, an^tconditlons in the 
spirit world teat wq^have no terms in 
our language t^prop^jly describe, when

After reading the article in The Pro
gressive Thinker of Oct 8, of Carl C. 
Pope, I feel impelled to write in reply 
to the conclusions of his friend.

When we take into consideration how 
hard it is to give a description of all 
the conditions here Ion ea^th, so that a 
listener could get' an - intelligent and 
correct idea of it^ x^e need not be sur
prised at the seeming vagueness of the 
descriptions from spirit life with its 
great diversity Of conditions.,

' Let us suppose that wè were to call 
up a dozen different persons here and 
get them to give .an account of their 
lives and surroundings and what a di
versity of descriptions,there would be.

excellent song books,

‘'Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments.” 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fulfills the promise of its title. 
Price 75 cents.

as’wetdotherS'beCaU8e ^ey d° nOt See ^MMham’s Melodies, With Words and 

I have not read Dr. Peebles' book.on XVcX’
Obsession, but from what I can gatherfrom the different correspondents I be-1 Th.e sPirlljal ^.arP- A collection of 
■---- ------------- e . I vocal music tor the choir, congregation

ables; so whyjieed^e blame the spir- experience of over fifty years ip Spirit- social circle, by Dr. J. M. Peebles 
its for not mating patters clearer, or ualism this fact has been: established I ““ BarreM- Bn<’e' v1-*5"- 
chide ourselvegjWhiJ^in our earth sur- beyond all controversy; the simple fact I Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection 
roundings, fo^pnof' understanding with of passing through the change called oi origin®! and selected hymns for lib- 
perfect clearnjfgs?, on- . . death does not change the nature of the I societies, for schools

I have had a, spirifegive, as best he’ individual to any'great extent: if ne I the home. Compiled by L. K.
„i,„---- u J....— 1 Washburn. Price, paper cover, 50 cts.

Golden Echoes. A new collection of
ones, often come to the sensitized mor
tals, and they are not always desirable 
company, and the home band, if strong 
enough, guarding the loved one, insists 
on the unwelcome guestsleaving. Thus 
dogs are often controlled to growl or 
bark in their sleep, as the ' souls on 
guard see the approach of a strange 
dog, which they have no desire for' a 
companion. Clairvoyant’s .can see

The point I am trying to demonstrate They can also see the mental: picture of
is that soul life exists' ih man and anl- them built upon the atmosphere by an.

______ mal in very much the Same condition- other mind, therefore the dog dreaming 
rapport with the soul of the dog._____ Dreams come to’ dogs. When the pliye- proves to me the- soul Ute.more, thiin

Each mortal, whether conscious of ical life rests, the dog often-expresses the clairvoyant vision of a,--sensitized
the fact or not, is made up of several soul life, or the soul consciousness of mortal. » MR& MAY A PRICE, 
personalities expressing themselves In other, dogs expressing themselves Washington, D. C. . ;-...• -
the one physical life. These personal- through the dog’s mortal or physical ---------- ----- --------

could, a déscrjptlpn;ü9f thfr( conditions was one who would lie, deceive, steal, 
which surrounqpd.himd when another or take the advantage wherever he.
would come aj^r sayoidWell, I will have could while here on this side, he would I original words and music for the use of 
to give a veryjjflfferqàt account'. as to lie and deceive when he gets a chance I meetings, lyceums and the home circle.
my surroundings; not that I wish to say J'*' ’ ” ” ’ m •-through a medium. He Is not necessa- BŸ S. W. Tucker. Price, 15 cents.
that the account giy.epjby the preceding 
spirit was not eorreqlpof his conditions, 
but mine are'.4;yeiy^ flittebent." When 
we stop to ihirik of it, were we to call have to be constantly On- the lookout 
.upon a man who Is,.running a low dive while here to keep from being de- 
of a saloon to glveete-eprrect descrip- v"’ .................

rily more of a devil when coming back I Selected and Inspirational Hymns for 
from the spirit side than he was when I Spiritualistic Gatherings. By Mrs.
he was acting a similar part here; We J Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
have to be constantly bn- the lookout I Price, 15 cents.

Words only.

tion of his surroundings, and his rela
tionships' with his; fellow man! and 
then we were to.'calhupon aprofessor 
from one of the higher colleges to give 
Ms account, It is. Vfiry probable that the 
professor would say»' ’’I hope you will 
not get-the account which I give mixed 
up in any-way withithat of the man who 
has just preceded me.” , •

As to the matlenof a continued.exist
ence, with us all it is simply a question 
of testimony. I do not know that there 
Is such a city,as Boston, but the testi
mony to my mind is sufficient to rest 
the belief upon that there ia annh a

. ----- „ „• The Spiritual Songster. By Mattie
ceived, and; we think nothing of it be-1 E. Hull. For the use of circles, camp
cause we are-used to it, but a lie told I meetings and other Spiritualistic gath- 
from the spirit side seems to upset] erings. Words only. Price, 10 cents..

spirit justthe'same as I do a'statement 
of a mortal.' In the realm of belief we 
have to let our belief rest upon what 
testimony /we-have, yet always hold the 
matter open lor the Introduction of new 
testimony; ¡but when we come'to what 
we can designate as ‘knowledge through 
our own experience, then our judgment 
is the staff upon which' we must lean. 

, THOMAS BUCKMAN.
Marshfield, Oregon.

• The Lyceum Guide. A collection of 
music, golden chain récitations, mem
ory gems, choral responses, funeral ser
vices; programs for sessions, parlia
mentary rules. Containing instrùc- 
tlons for organizing and conducting ly- 
ceums, for physical culture, calisthen
ics,- marching; banners, badges, stand
ards, the Band of -Mercy, etc. Compiled 
for the use of progressive lyceums wnd 
societies, by Emma Hood Tuttle. Price, 
(cloth binding), 50 cents per copy, or 
when ordered by the dozen, 40 eta each.

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS.
Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual

ism; A Concordance to the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the import
ant books of the Bible. Price 31.

Our Bible. Who Wrote It? When, 
Where, How? Is It Infallible? A voice 
from the higher criticism. Price 31.

Two In One, being a combination of 
the two books. The Contrast, and the 
Question of the Spiritualism of the 
Bible Settled, together with a series of 
startling contrasts between creedal 
Christianity and the facts and philoso
phy of Modem -Spiritualism. Price 31.

The Spiritual Alps and How we As
cend Them, or a Few Facts as to How 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth, 40 
cents; paper 25 cents.

Joan the Medium, or the Inspired 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism in 
France nearly 500 Years Ago. A most 
interesting book. Price, cloth, 40 cents; 
paper 25 cents.

Christs of the Past and Present—a 
Comparison of the Christ-work, or Me
diumship of Biblical Messiahs. Cloth, 
35 cents; paper, 26 cents.

‘ PAMPHLETS:
All About the Devil. Price 15 cents.
Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 

inconsistencies and- Blasphemies. A 
Review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. 
Frank Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents.

The Devil and the Adventists. A 
brief review of some of the recent at
tacks made by Adventists upon Spirit
ualism. Price, 10 cents.
. ' The Spiritual Birth, or Death and Its 
To-Morrow. Price, 10 cents.

• The Old and the New. Price 10 cts.
' BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULL.
Wayside Jottings. Essays and 

sketches gathered from the highways 
and by-ways of life. Price 75 cents.

Spirit Echoes. Short poems‘ and 
sketches. Veiy beautiful. Price, 76 
cents.

■ The "Spiritual Songster. A small 
booklet with words - only, adapted to 
congregational Binging and circles, etc. 
Price, 10 cents; 36 per hundred.
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CHAPTER X.

CATHOLIC INDULGENCES.

CHAPTER XI.

• •'T® * tWnim,

Work;, unceasing work. ■
“My brother, I am come at your de- 

Sslre, and with one whose experiences 
have been along similar lines as yours; 
he has not appeared here at this mo- 
melt to rehearse tiiB life, but by his 
presence to Impart strength to you at 
this time when you need it more than 
at any time before through your whole
life.”

I turned my face towards the speak
er, but I could see no one, yet I could 
plainly see every other object In the 
room; I attempted to arise, but the in
visible power with which she had held 
me before, now prevented me from 
lifting a hand or foot, so I resigned my
self willingly, and made but that one 
feeble attempt to move; and reading 
my thoughts, she said in answer to a 
question I had not yet had time to ex
press in words:

“You cannot see me because you are 
not yet able to control yourself; you 
will soon, then I may appear to you 
without fear of your losing sight of the 
promise you made to yourself in your 

i ''-‘pgonizlng prayer so short a time since; 
|^oe calm, and in good time all you desire 

will come. Your prayers shall be an
swered; for all prayer is but the desire 
of the soul. So that prayer Is answered 
in the same ratio as the desire of the 
supplicant is honest

"I fully realize how you have strug
gled since I left you; I know that your 
thoughts towards me were bitter; you 
judged me, as you would have judged a 
being on Aer, In time you will discover 
that you cannot judge; for as you 
judge, so must you be judged; and to 
be judged is but to place a barrier In 
one's path of progression; it does not 
affect the one judged; but its reflection, 
for such it becomes, retards the expan
sion, until It, as a.cause of jealousy or 
inharmony, is removed."

“I solemnly ask your pardon, ask your 
pardon for my words and acts, and I 

.jwlll try, oh, so hard, to avoid any such 
conduct in the future.’’. And as I said 
this, my voice quivered, -■ and tears 
flowed freely from my eyes.

“You must not ask my pardon; you 
are not called upon to humble yourself 
in the least. Every time you ask .the 
pardon of one, you demean yourself and 
stop your progression. You must ab
stain from humbling yourself, in order 
to obtain all that belongs to you. Life 
is all there Is in the universe; all life 
is equal; none greater tnan another, 
and each must have all that belongs to 
it in that sphere where it exists.

"You have asked yourself what your 
life to the present has accomplished; 
give good attention, please, while I an
swer that question. Your lessons of 
life when given were of little benefit to 
you; you did not understand them, or 
their import. Now you imagine that 
your existence has been of little or ho 
value; but my brother, as it required 
all your experiences to. expand you to 
your present position;, as all mankind 
must expand in the same ratio to real
ize the great lessons that appear in the 
continuous life, so from now oh, you 

k must fully realize their benefits. You 
»('wljl expand faster, which-will showthat

jJ-,.lite has been of great value. You 
were, while In the gross matter of the 
body, only preliminary to thé higher ( 
expansion of the individual life you are. ( 
You will never more be hampered by j 
the physical. This Is the reason why . 
it was so easy for you to overcome the , 
passion.by which you had so long been , 
retarded. ' i

universe. For a moment I lay motion
less and drank in the full meaning of 
my felicitous thoughts; my companions 
did not interrupt me; and finally .1 
said:

“Then it is true, I am dead; and on 
my way to heaven.”

“My Brother,” said my teacher, “can 
you realize what you mean, when you 
say you are dead? It you are dead, 
how can you think, .talk and act?"

“Have you not told me that I had 
left my body? If I have left my body 
whore is it? Have I not got a body 
here? If my body has not suffered, 
please tell me what it was that suffered 
such torments in the time you pave 
been gone from me?”

She said kindly: “You did not suf
fer physically, tor the gross matter of 
your body 1b left in the realm of mat
ter; it can not exist in this finer sphere 
of spirit. It is mental, or spiritual suf
fering now; it has always been so; but 
because your education, what little you 
have, has taught you only of gross mat
ter, you know nothing else; and al
though you have emerged from it, the 
same life continues; still has the same 
senses and attributes, or imaginations; 
it was this same imaginary body that 
suffered. You can, if you will, see 
that that gross body has gone. All 
with you is spirit now.”

“Yes, my teacner," I said, “But all 
that long time you were absent, my 
body was cold at times, then it was 
burning with fever; and, as it never was 
before, It was racked with pain; my 
sight was dimmed; I shed tears. Can 
spirit sense all this?"’ •

“All this." Answered my teacher, 
as she sweetly smiled. “All you have 
said is true; but is it so now? Is your 
bed wet now? Does your body feel 
cold or warm? Is it inflamed from in
tense pain? Are you suffering from 
the lesBons of the past.'"

I was silent, for I could not see as I 
lay there in a most comfortable and 
easy position, that I was in any sense 
changed, except in my mind; I was per
fectly tranquil, and felt that I was noble, 
and did not require anything to com
plete my happiness; all my feelings of 
hatred and sorrow, fear -and passion 
was gone, and I felt satisfied with my
self, and was content for the time When 
the great final change should take 
place and I should be ushered into the 
presence of God.,

“Brother, your suffering was. intense, 
for it was the final awakening to a 
full realization of your real self; you 
had never seen or sensed yourself be
fore; you had always known the gross 
matter of your body as yourself, which 
was not the truth; that was only the 
covering, the necessary accessory to 
enable you to continue your existence 
upon that plane of development. You 
continued with it as long as possible; 
you were finally forced out of it, as all’ 
are, by that law which governs mortal 
life; if you had not been forced.to leave 
it, you most certainly would be In It 
now, and would continue so indefi
nitely. No one ever leaves the body 
until forced to do bo; it would be bet
ter if it were not so, and it will continue 
until the life in the lower-spheres shall 
have evolved to that extent where it, 
will'get all it can in the body;-then,- 
instead of being compelled as you have 
been, to have such an • inharmonious 
awakening, a life can leave that gross 
condition of matter and enter directly 
into the sphere it may desire. You 
were in the midst of your sufferings, 
as you understand the measurement of 
time; it was what on Aer would be

matter by the inevitable law of refine
ment or evolution. ' y

“You are hot dead, and never can be; 
in fact, there is no such state as death, 
either to life or matter. You are not on 
your way to meet any God, but yourself. 
I am not, neither is the one, who has ap
peared‘here with me, an angel. He is 
your relation by birth, as you would des
ignate him on Aer; he entered the 
sphere of Aer long before you did, and 
left it before you entered It; he has un
folded to his present condition outside, 
and free from gross matter, and now is 
far in advance of me; and as I told you, 
he has come to impart etrengtb to you, 
and in time you will realize all he 
gives; you cannot enter his sphere, for 
you have not yet expanded to the same 
degree; he cannot come close to you, 
for the finer spiritual cannot return to 
the grosser elements; only the influ
ence of the finer can be exerted to
wards the grosser. While you are finer, 
much so, than when held by. the grosser 
body, you are yet held by most of the 
conditions of Aer, and until you are 
fully free, you cannot reach him. You 
now notice that he seems to you as 
nearly transparent; that is becauseIhe 
has unfolded so far beyond your sphere, 
he cannot articulate sounds which 
would be words to you so you could 
hold communication with him; he could 
only converse with you so you could un
derstand him, by the same manner 1 
have so many times sensed your | 
thoughts and questions so mysteriously 
to you; as you are not able to do that 
yet, you will have to be content to 
kifow you have those near you who are 
your friends beside your teacher, and 
that in time you can see and. know 
them.

"You are not on your -way to heaven, 
unless that be the state of harmony one 
occupies when they have expanded to 
a condition where they can understand 
and_control self."

' “You have thought much of your 
state as being good or bad;- The pano
ramic view of life’s lessons disappoint
ed you in opposite ways; you thought 
you- must be benefited éternally by the 
acta and words of your career that you 
called good; you now realize that those 
so-called good ways required no effort on 
your part, and you were satisfied; but 
that, representation of what you called 
bad, left a blotch; and you would not be 
satisfied unless you could In some way 
atone for it; it had left a blotch on your 
life, and had dimmed the lustré of the 
good.

¡’IBut listen to a most momentous les
son.' There is no good or bad. Every
thing is; it is, becausé it is the result 

' of previous causes. As one under
stands a cause, so he may direct that 
cause in a higher channel, to effect 
what may be a purer, cleaner, or bright
er aspect as it Is afterward viewed, or 
it may be allowed to continue as in the 
realm of inanimate life to be acted upon 
by all extraneous conditions, which, in
stead of cleansing it, only adds still fur
ther to the mass of dross that must re
tard all growth or expansion, and some
time, somewhere it must be got rid of; 
and.now here you have seen your whole 
lifeis experience to this time, so pic
tured that it has enabled you to release 
yourself in a certain sense; and you 
seem to yourself as a new, a different 
being. But allow me to say,,you are 
the same to me that you were before. 
I see your growth, or expansion, and 
the causes that led to your present 
humble and penitent state.

"Flease do not consider that you have 
been punished; it was not for punish- 

» ment that I left you, or the reason why 
I remained away; it was because you 
were not fully prepared to accept me. 
You reasoned that because you 'see 
things differently you were free from 
the causes that led to your present per
turbed state. 'There is no such thing 
as compensation or punishment In the 
abstract; it is but the inevitable result 
of opposing law. You have In your 1g- 
norance gone contrary to law ever since 

; you began to use your old body that you 
left on the ship among the icebergs.”

During tills explanation of my crude 
condition by my teacher, she had re
mained invisible to me; as she stopped, 
she appeared plainly before me; ana 
with her, like a shadow, there stood at 
her side ,the form of a man about my 
own age and size; he looked at me with 
a pleasant expression, and it seemed as 
11 he looked near enough like me to be 
my own brother. Ab much as I re
spected and loved, yes, adored, i my 
teacher, it now seemed as if in the be
ing who stood by her side, that I could 
sense one of my own kin; for a mo
ment I lost sight of her and her words, 
which had so startled me; for to once 
more meet one of my kinsfolk, was a 
sense of joy beyond anything I had 
dared to hope for; but in her express
ion there seemed an answer to a vague 
question in my mind which I had 
not dared to formulate in words, and 
now the full understanding flashed be
fore me; ¡'now realized that I had died, 
and was now in the presence of the an
gels; and was passing through the 
scenes necessary to my introduction to 
heaven; and If this new being was a 
relation of mine, th n surely, we would 
be united at last, according to my un- 

pderstandlng of the plan of the salva
ron of souls by the great God of Uu>

known as-a dream; for the spirit Is ca
pable of experiencing much, quickly, 
when not hampered by gross matter.”

She had placed me in a dilemma; 
she had contradicted all my beautiful 
thoughts about heaven and all con
nected with it. I said: I
' “But have I no body? Have you no 

body? What is this building we are 
in? What are the articles in this room, 
and all things we see, if they are not 
real, and true matter?”

She answered: “Matter is seen only 
as one’s mental is gross, and will be 
expressed by it, in the same ratio as 
the mind Is gross or undeveloped. AU 
you see or know now is gauged, by the 
gross condition that has followed you 
to this sphere. As you have been en
abled to govern passion to a certain ex
tent through your last experience, and 
can see that my motives have been 
pure, so will you in time be able to 
loose yourself from the other condi
tions, and know that spirit, although 
governed by the same law as grosser 
matter; yet it is more subtile, is in 
nearer relation to life itself; therefore 
being less dense, it becomes less 
opaque; and as one understanding the 
law governing it, so can such an one 
use it in any manner that suits his re
quirements

“Yes, you have a body; I have a 
body. This Rouse. and all it contains, 
is as real as any you ever saw on Aer; 
but all belong on a higher plane of de
velopment or evolution, and you now 
being on the same plane, you must be
hold it as it is; and as if you had just 
emerged from the darkness into light, 
and your eyes had not. been adjusted to 
the greater light; so, until you are fully 
adjusted to the new conditions, you 
will see all things with the same under
standing as when you were on Aer.

"You were’ troubled just before I left 
you, with a very- strong expression of 
what you called passion; you have since 
said that you had subdued It; It is not 
so. Passion cannot be subdued. You 
have allayed it. Passion is the great 
power exercised by animated life; When 
rightly understood, it becomes a 
mighty power, and is the force, when 
properly applied, to cause all life to rise 
to the summit of the highest aspira
tions.

“People on Aer have confounded love 
and passion; both are of the same na
ture, with equal force; but love says 
come, while passion says go. When 
they are understood, they become as 
guiding stars to all who will allow them 
perfect freedom.”

“Then,” I said, “will you please tell 
me where I am now? Where ,is my 
body, which you say I left on thebhip? 
I feel, and see as rear as I did while I 
was alone through all my long, weary 
drifting on that wreck. - Where is that 
ill-fated ship? Where are all the com
panions I had there?”

“I will fully inform you, my brother, 
as to your present location, but as to 
the body you have left, and the ship and 
your companions, to be Informed of 
them, would be only to gratify your cu
riosity; you could do them no good, 
they could not aid you; suffice it to say; 
they are all in the spheres they are fit
ted to enter; the old ship and its con
tents being inanimate or gross matter, 
like your body, must return to the ele
ments whence they came, to be re
formed into other- shapes, to occupy 
other shapes there in the realm of gsass

“The more you tell me, the more • 
। mixed I become,” I said, as I raised my

self to a sitting position, on the edge of 
my bed, and looked at tier.

“You tell me I have no body; I am 
not dead. There is no God but myself. 
No heaven, but harmony. No angels; 
that I must expand, and that 1 will 
sometime. That I caijnot dp any good 
to my lost companions;¡and convey to 
me the thought that to gratify.curiosity 
Is of no value. I think i must, be very 
ignorant about life. .Must I . under
stand that life is the all?”

“Your lagt eight words contain the 
one great question of eternity, my 
brother; aiid eternity will not be long 
enough to answer .the question, .¡Your 
question becomes the.leye.r by which all 
unfoldment Is attained. You ask where 
you are, I now. answer, You are just 
where you may desire' to.be; you may' 
be where your aspirations may,- lead

1 you: your aspirations will be governed 
by your understanding of self,, and-the 
control of the same. Like water, ypu 
can never rise above the fountain; that 
fountain is yourself; it is propelled by 
what we have already discovered, and 
styled love and passion; neither.must 
be prevented; but guided by reason and 
analysis, they will force the expansion 
ot your Individuality along lines .which 
must cause an understanding of not 
only self, but all causes that have pro
duced all previous effects, and will nec
essarily become the incentives to aspi
rations to any and every position you 
may conceive or desire.

"When in your dream, you suffered 
the extreme torments of your quickened 
self, you thought to arise and. search 
for your teacher; had you attenipted it, 
you would have had to go through all 
the vast universe, and search through 
all eternity,‘for time and space are lim
itless; one can find another only as he. 
is adapted to the one he seeks. Can 
you understand now where you are? 
Can you understand that it all depends 
upon your own ability to be anywhere?”

“Oh, my teacher," I said, standing 
erect before her. “I can but faintly tin- . 
derstand your meaning; as I interpret 
what you say, I realize that it means 
work; unceasing work.. It is entirely ' 
contrary to my teachings while'in earth- , 
life. I have been taught to believe that . 
when earth life was done, that if I went i 
to heaven, it would moan eternal rest, , 
but now that I have arrived as near , 
heavdn as possible, as you demonstrate - 
it, it would seem that there cannot be , 
so much rest here as I could have if I , 
so desired on earth.” ।

“Please do not disturb yourself about 1 
rest, my brother. While you were on । 
Aer, all work was depressing to life; it , 
was exhausting to the physical; seldom. ( 
harmonious to the spirit; seldom pro-, 
during satisfactory results to the Indi- । 
viidual; so, all were weary, and the ( 
only consolation was in the anticipation j 
of a long rest.

ata are far more edyanc-^-thafft^osa 
from Aer. '• • ' - '•

“Your work Is going c®=ncwrft?r you 
are gaining light; you see your past add 
know its value; in the little time you 
have spent iq nay company h&ve

made to s?6 yofij; deprivp.w>na, And 
■now you.are learning how to choose 
the work agreeable te you. You will 
not choose, for as you gain light, or 
learn your qualifications, you will find 
that you become interested in that 
which will impart light or knowledge, 
and the pleasing occupation will bo so 
harmonious with your jlift. that jit will 
be a rest for you. It fs oply wflpre in- 
harmony exists, that tiierefs any desire 
for rest; so, as you ent el* The iealm of 
harmony you will naturally graVttate to 
the occupation you are fitted far;' there 
will be work; there will) ke. yqst, Ab 
you progress, so will thO/WOrklbecome 
more intricate, and the r^t wJU come 
as a natural consequencef being.always 
the companion of agreeable work.”

I seated myself again on the ¡edge of 
my bed and looked at Iflnt.she had said 
was my relative; he bail).assumed a 
more dense form; hlel garment; which 
was a simple flowing white robe that 
hqng from his shoulders like a winding 
sheet, and held at his waist by. a girdle, 
was so dazzllngly bright, that, I turned 
towards my teacher for relief to my 
eyes; she sensed my . perplexity', and 
smiled as she Baid:

“You can now, to a certain extent un
derstand as you behold him, how im
possible it is for the lesser ¡to approach 
the more refined. He, your-brother by 
the same mother, has unfolded; bo much 
more than you, that his purity dazzles 
your sight. You were jealous, when 
you first discovered his presence here; 
you were not willing to allow others the 
Bame things you possessed; you rea
soned that you wanted me for yourself 
alone; could not share me with others. 
This shows that your love fpr me was 
not perfect. ' He whope,,peing was 
started, at the same fountain head as 
yours, has become my teacher, and his 
love for me is as strong ub yours, but It 
is more pure; that is, It is' unalloyed by 
selfishness; bo, although he knows your 
relation to me, yet there is nt>' resent
ment with him; he knows how you re
gard me, but your respect for me inten
sifies his affinity for me. Where true 
love exists, jealousy can not be.

So, my brother, learn another lesson. 
That is, that toleration must be one of 
the cardinal points to ever keep in 
mind. You will thus discover that it 
Will aid you in advancement; and jeal
ousy will thereby be eliminated.'

“My teacher is free from every taint 
of jealousy, and has perfect control of 
self at all times. Now that we have 
met once. It may be a frequent occur
rence; he will bring ‘tous both, 
strength to overcome many'obstacles, 
and as you continue to expand, you will 
be able io approach nearer-his sphere. 
What that sphere is will be plainly un
derstood by you in time.” I ■ ■ .

cutiar odor came.to W Nostrils, and in
stinctively I put my band over my nose 
and said:

“This smell remlndd me of the bold 
of my did ship, where the bilge water 
was.”

"And no doubt it 1b of the same ori
gin/’ said my teacher. .“That 1b, it is 
caused by< stagnation. The people we 
will see within this enclosure are her
mits, and everything, even to the at
mosphere, has vecóme pregnant with 
their unchangeable ways; and until 
they awaken to á sense of their condi
tion, they will remain, and all their sur
roundings will remain as you will see 
them.

“They believe they are doing their 
best; they have been informed to the 
contrary, but it has had no effect upon 
them as yet.”

We followed a narrow, and winding 
path from the gate towards a house we 
could see several rods away, almost hid
den among large trees; on both sides 
of the path rank weeds ano thistles 
were growing; -while away a few feet 
the ground was considerable lower than 
the path, and was apparently wet and 
marshy and covered with a dark yellow 
and pale green tinted moss; here and 
there were scattered trees of different 
Varieties; yet no fruit trees were to be 
seen; I noticed in particular there were 
no flowers of any kind to be seen grow
ing there.

As we neared theihouse I noticed that 
everything seemed to be in a very di
lapidated state. Where once had been 
fences, the rails were lying either on 
the ground, or partly so, with one end 
resting on thé'post which was already 
leaning. Limbs of trees were scattered 
in all directions; and near the front of 
the house were the remains of a flower 
garden, which some time had been laid 
out by some master gardener; now, no 
flowers were to be seen in it; instead, 
there were to be seen weeds and sun
burned grass.

We stood some time and viewed the 
neglected locality; no one but my 
teacher and myself were to be seen; my 
brother had disappeared as mysterious
ly as he came, and now. for. the first 
time I had noticed that tie Had gone, 
and ! said: , . .

“My brother was not interested in 
such scenes as you propose to show 
me?" ... v .

“That is not the’reason why your 
brother left us; he has other duties and 
will attend to hem. Like yourself, he 
is still learning; he is a teacher, as well 
as you and N; he must attend school, 
as well as we must. The lessons I pro
pose to instruct’y.ou in, have.all been 
learned by him. When necessary, he 
will come at our reques.t. ,

“Let us enter this bouse, amr-see 
what the people aré busying them
selves about.”

" (To be. continued.)

WANTS TO RETURN TO EARTH.

Some Strong Pointe In Theosophy, as 
Illustrated by B. R, Anderson.

Yes, there are a, few very strong argu
ments in theosophy; for instance we 
are called upon to reflect that one may 
pass through this sorrowing world, 
kicked and'abused, derided and scorned, 
deprived, it may be, of. all that 1b calcu
lated to make like sweet, and then we 
are beautifully asked, “Should such a 
one not be permitted to return to earth 
that he may retrieve this blasted for
tune?” That seems unanswerable. Of 
course there would be no means of com
pensation in the higher spheres, and 
even if' there was, such an argument, in
stead of aiding our glorious theosophy, 
would greatly tend to annihilate its 
usefulness.

Take a mundane comparison. A poor 
fellow, innocent we will say, may be 
sent to state prison. There he may be 
unjustly abused and made to suffer 
many indignities, but at last the end 
conies; his term has expired, and he is 
free. Who will dare to say that he 
should not be allowed to return to try it 
over again?

How very absurd such a position 
would be! Justice demands that he be 
allowed to return to Improve, and' to 
make the parallel complete he ought 
not to be forced to remember his suf
ferings in the flfst term. Let him now 
return, taste of the sweet and soothing 
waters of Lethe, his soul discharged 
from all memories of a past, term and 
enjoy a second! How glorious! My 
very soul pants to be the victim. How 
often we hear, "Oh! of I had my life to ' live over again, how much happier I 
would be! ” Now isn’t it sweet to be al
lowed'to dream thus. Oh! ye who claim 
that If we have lived In otner recarha
tions we ought to remember them, only 
think how this happy sigh for another 
trial of terrestrial bliss would vanish 
if he could remember past incarna
tions!

Also bear in mind that he does not 
wish to enter a second earthly life bur
dened with horrid memories ot this— 
no indeed! He means that he could 
greatly improve on this life if he could 
only re-enter the arena of labor once 
more, freed from all the memories of 
sad experience Buffered in this; but 
why write for you. Spiritualists! You 
can’t understand these beautiful 
thoughts. Nor dare you take our faith 
from the opinions of one alone; we re
joice that we all differ.

B. R. ANDERSON.

FUBLIGftTIONS
OF

Hudson Mie
Library of Spiritual Literature.

“What Is the number of'hls sphere?" 
Bald I. I was so desirous «of'-reaching 
him, I wanted to count theisphereB that 
separated us, bo as to, as far as possi- 
ble^calculate how long it.would, take 
me-to reach him. ol -da?

“There can be no number tffihis, or 
any sphere,” said my -teanher. with a 
pitying smile. ".There are aftismany 
spheres as there are Individual!ties; 
spheres are recognized byvtlieiflapabill- 
tles of the personalities and-? their 
graded qualifications. It may .fieem In
congruous to you, bub It is a font, that 
while some may be in advance,*f you, 
yet you may be in advance of them in 
some respects. So you ¡may «¿e that 
spheres blend, rind interqlgnd; -and not 
until one has,. mastered ^1. caupe and i 
effect up to a certain liiqit- iijaunfold- 
ment can he go beyond, pr to-apy posi
tion far beyond the sphere,.„¡where, he 
originated^,jfor according.iftiSte- degree.- 
of deveiepmenvof the seed, $«<! -must! 
the fruit be; that development does not , 
pertain wholly to he material , .forma/ 
tlon; in fact the material has, little to do 
with it; but'(he mind, or the life, "has 
all to do that 1b ot any value; tor all 
matter'is subject to the mind or life; 
and in just bo far as one. is expanded 
when generated in the first or material, 
sphere, so Is that one prepared to accel
erate his speed towards ..broader 
spheres. But even in that, one must be 
of a logical, philosophical, and analyt
ical temperament, or such will fail to 
realize their opportunities and capabil
ities, and thereby, instead of advancing 
along the lines of great expansion, they 
will be compelled to stagger on with no 
particular point in view.

How to Increase Your 
Height

“Such 1b your condition; You were 
generated under such shallow and nar
row, and at the same time gross mate- 
i lai conditions,' that you ijoûffi not re
ceive any instructions about the control 
ot self; in fact there were very few if 
any about you, who understood any
thing about the laws of life and their 
application'to material things; conse
quently, until you were forced to, a posi
tion where your actual condition was 
made plain to you, you had no incentive 
to attempt to expand your intellect; or, 
that you may fully understand my 
meaning, I will say; you never had any 
thought that you must-by 'your own 
self, do your own thinking:.about the 
eternal future. *

“We will stop the subject here; I 
think that you are now prepared to go 
cut and visit some of the scenes I have 
promised to show you."

*A Comprehensive ‘View- of the Same.

In The Progressive Thinker tor Oct. 
15, appears a letter from a correspond
ent under the above heading. The 
writer displays .considerable, -although 
not unusual,'ignorance'of the subject. 
It is not my purpose to advocate the 
granting of indulgences or to attach any 
Importance to them, but nothing is 
gained for the cause of Spiritualism by 
misrepresenting, however ipiiocently, 
the views of'others. Rather does it 
place a weapon In the hands of our op
ponents.

The sentences to which special ex
ception may be taken are contained in 
the concluding paragraph of the letter 

I to which reference has been made. 
They read: “What a crime to .teach 
poor deluded Christians that , any man 
though hi claim to be Infallible, can 
give any one permission" to disobey 
God’s laws with impunity. Just think 
—grant an Indulgence to commit sins 
contrary to nature’s laws.’’

This would.be a crime indeed, but it 
is one of which,-with all her faults, er
rors and imperfections, the Catholic 
church is not guilty. A few cents in
vested in a Catholic catechism would 
enable a person to arrive at a better un: 
flerstandlng of the word as used in this 
connection. An indulgence is taught in 
that church to be, not leave to commit 
sin nor ever pardon for sins committed. 
It is intended to be a remission of tem
poral punishment supposed to remain 
after sins have been forgiven and I 
abandoned.xIt is .a.substitute for public 
penance practiced in the earlier days ot 
the church. For Instance an Indul
gence of 300 days is considered equiva
lent to 300 days canonical penance. No 
doubt your correspondent and others; 
may judge this to be sufficiently objec
tionable, but Instead of being permis
sion to commit sin in the future it re
quires, to be valid, that the person re
ceiving it should at least have the pres
ent intention of committing it no more.

E. J. BOWTELL.
New London, Ct.

Is a Question Every Short Person 

Is Interested In.

If You Will Give Me a Few 
Moments of Your Time 

I Will Tell You How
I Do It.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from them arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All quea-. 
tlons which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF'SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF.
MAN.

Containing the latest investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen- ' 
tatlon ot thia Interesting subject Eng
lish edition. Price $1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for on object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.’' 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO ¿THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantismj what “The Secrets ol ■ 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Prlce> 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. -How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names ot eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies, 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume I 

contains the beat peoma ot the author, 
and some of the beat popular songs with I 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for reclta- 
tipns. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socle- , 

ties. A manual of physical, Intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con- i 
ducted without other assistance. Price, I 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex- I 
press chargee unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan ot i 

the AngelK't’rlze Oratorical Contests, j 
By Emma Ktod Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books shat postpaid. Address ' 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publlaher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS, 
/ AND 

W (Winos, 
BY 

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

“Work here, is according to the de
sire, and in that Une which must give 
harmony. I will soon lead you where 
you shall see how people work in this 
sphere. Work here, becomes rest; for 
all here can choose their occupation. 
On Aer, you worked because you were 
taught to be afraid to leave that sphere. 
So-called death was.th'e great goblin 
which awed all. and it was called the 
king of terrors; to escape it through 
starvation, or sickness, or so-called ac
cident, every means imaginable was de
vised; and all peoples because of their 
fear accepted anything handy to keep 
their material , busy, that the mind 
might not suffer, or see the great king; 
for that rqason, few could choose the 
work that was agreeable. Therefore 
few were prepared to meet the change, 
ihe false teachers there assumed to tell 
what they know nothing about; and to 
help to remove the fear of an existence 
beyond the stage ot life’s expansion, 
they lylngly told the story of eternal 
rest in heaven; that rest being the 
balm to assuage the anxiety which all 
had.

Life is work, in any sense; it is illus
trated ; fully by fermentation. Certain 
liquids do not choose fermentation to 
clear themselves, or to make them 
pure; it is a fixed law or principle that 
compels them to work, as It is termed 
by the people of Aer. So lite is forced 
by the same law, to throw off all crude 

i matter or conditions. Animate being 
able to reason, that reason has been ac
cepted without a/full analysis, It has led 

¡to error; and so, work has been irk- 
isome; all have accepted it in any form 
aS a mere makeshift for. the time, with 
a hope of an eternity beyond where all 
should pass the time idly, or, as most 
have accepted the idea, as a kind .of 
compensation or reward for doing that 
which they were compelled to .do but 
did not desire. Had your people 
thought‘more about so-called death, 
and had reckoned the possibilities of a 
life beyond that stage, ana less .of the 
material existence, they would have lost 
their fear, and been in a far better con
dition when they came here. Those who 
enter this sphere from Eesae of the plan- ■

An Awakening..
She took me by the arm, and as in 

former times, we glided from the room 
without any. exertion on iny part. As 
wé came upon the lawn iff front of the 
house, a-most wonderful'' ' picture was 
presented to my. sight. To an unlimit
ed extent on every side, the scene was 
varied and1 picturesque. We were on a 
very high mountain; a deep valley lay 
far down below; between-it and us the 
sides of the mountain were rolling, or 
of a gibbous nature, interspersed on 
either hand by deep' ravines where 

I were to be seen huge botilder^;1 and at 
¡ places were high and' jagged-cliffs; in 
i some places streams of1 watef were 
splashing over them ■ thé mist • from 
which caused beautiful rainbows; 
these streams flowed bh defwn the 
mountain, there mingling with1- larger 
streams, which flowed aMy mahy miles 
to a great sea that reflected the rays of 
a bright Bun in dazzlffig gt&ndeufj 
large forests were numerous td* relieve 
the otherwise monotonoflb laridscape.

The sides of this mountain were 
many miles in extent, yet rar çfway we 
could see other mountains and tvalleys 
equally as extensive, bStWeett»'-which 
there were numerous broad ¿Thins on 
which could be seen citteb and'towns of 
large dimensions. ■ epi.

The most far distant pbint itt1 all this 
vast panorama was as dlstindt and as 
plain as It was in our immediate vicin
ity. We stopped long enough near the 
house to allow me to take- a cursory 
glance, then my teacheNsald:

“I think our ‘first -visit will be 
among those who have lived lives ot 
ease and idleness on Aer; - those who 
have shown to their fellows that they 
were to themselves. all- sufficient, and 
required no aid or assistance from oth
ers.”

She led the way down-the mountain 
side, in a straight coursé “fora long 
distance; we came to a high wall which 
extended along the path we bad fol-i 
lowed for several rods; we found a gate I 
and gassed through, aa we did so, a pe-|

Report From Geneva, Ohio.
During the year 1903, our society, the 

First Spiritual Church of Geneva, was 
lying dormant, but we were only wait
ing for the opportune time when we 
could secure the desired speakers. We 
were trusting and relying oh the invis
ible forces to guide and direct us. We 
were amply rewarded in 1904, when our 
state president, Mrs. Carrie Firth Cur
ran, of Toledo, came and rendered ub 
satisfactory services, and through her 
kindness and untiring efforts, we have 
survived our difficulties and are now on 
th'e road of progression. Previous to 
this time we were unable to have regu
lar meetings. We are now organized un
der the O. S. A., and "have a flourishing 
society of twenty-five members.

Since May 1, with the generous aid. 
I of friends outside of our denomination, 
we have placed about seventy-five dol
lars or .more repairs on our church. It 
is our highest aim and ambition to 
make bur place of meeting so sacred 
that it will in reality be, a Spiritual 
church In every sense of the word. We 
have dispensed entirely with, all phe
nomenal demonstrations during or fol
lowing the service hour. We have a 
parlor in the upper room of our church, 
where phenomenal demonstrations will 
be given on evenings devoted especially 
to that purpose. They will be made sa
cred and devotional, and all who come 
as truth seekers, and with a. pure mo
tive, will be admitted.

We also have a class of six members, 
the Truth Seekers, all ladies, who meet 
once a week for bible study, and ex-1 
change of thought, with a view of ex
plaining the bible from a spiritual I 
standpoint. This is for soul culture I 
and unfoldment. We also grow finan-1 
dally. The proceeds are used to sup-1 
ply the deficiency of the treasury, when I 
other methods tail to supply the de-1 
mands of the church. Through the i 
magnificent gifts ot some of our mem
bers, and the many sacrifices of others, 
we feel amply repaid for all of our 
strenuous efforts to promulgate the 
knowledge of spiritual truths. •

. MRS. HATTIE WARD, 
Geneva, Ohio. .. . . Secretary.

"New Testament Stories Comically II. 
lustrated. Drawings by- Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts." Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable,, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards,- $1. 
Cltrffi, $L50£,^ ' \ .

There Is nothing miraculous or supernatural 
about my method; although I am frank to ad
mit that many were Inclined to be skeptical 
when I first advanced the Idea of Increasing the 
height after an individual had reached maturity.

This wonderful result can be quickly accom
plished at home without any Inconvenience 
whatever. If you are under sixty years ot age 
It will pay you to Investigate. Thousands of all 
ages have been made several Inches taller by 
following my system, and if it is your desire to 
Increase your height, you cannot afford to lose 
this opportunity. Any one who Is short is seri
ously handicapped in all the walks of life. The 
business man would rather employ a tall, well- 
built man or wonlan than one who Is short. To 
be unsuccessful In anything through lack of 
proper height isa misfortune you can avoid, for 
I can positively increase your height and round 
out your figure In a few weeks, If you will give 
mean opportunity. Can you Imagine what a 
wonderful difference it would make in your ap
pearance if you were only an Inch taller? Your 
friends would favorably comment on your im
proved appearance. Why be short and stunted 
whell It is within your power to be tall and 
graceful?

This Is no Idle dream but a demonstrated fact, 
which thousands stand ready to testify to. Ev
erybody admires a tall man. Every man ad
mires a tall woman. Will you not be one of 
these? It is impossible to tell you all about it in 
this article, but I have a book which thorough
ly explains It all, and I will send It to you abso
lutely free, It costs you nothing to have it, and 
I know you will be amazed at the Information 
and pictures contained in this work,, My meth
od Is no experiment; it has passed that stage 
long ago, until today my system is used in ev
ery prominent gymnasium in this country, and i 
the results are startling to a high degree. Many, 
through its use, have been able to pass civil 
service examinations; hundreds who were 
barred from the police force through lackot 
height now hold positions, and If you are short 
you are making the mistake of your life If you 
do not write mo at once for this wonderful book. 
It will tell you how you can positively increase 
your height from two to five Inches.

Have you overseen any cartllagefThechances 
are you have not. My book contain» actual 
photographs ot cartilage which were taken es
pecially for this work. These pictures will give 
you an idea ot howlincreaseyourhelght. The 
cartilage can be made to expand by a certain 
process. ' My book thoroughly explains it.

How thick do you think the cartilage is be
tween the vertebrae and the joints in your body? 
Write down your answer on paper, then send for 
my book and seethe surprise In store foryou. 
You will then realize that the process ot In
creasing your height Is not so wonderful at all;• 
it rests upon a scientific basis. Remember, the 
book will be sent to any address absolutely free. 
Give me an opportunity to prove my assertions. 
This is all I ask, and I know that just as soon 
a? you glance through this book you will seo 
that it is possible to increase the height ot any 
individual who is not over sixty years ot age in 
a very short time and without any great effort. 
Address for the free book, The Cartilage Co-, 
2« C, Unity Bldg., Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.

“Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr.
AV. P.Phelon. Price 25 cents.

This volume contains a selection ot 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
In her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page illustrations, 
including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many ot 
the poems are especially adapted for 
recitations.

The author needs no introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature. 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems 
that it was the equal of anything in the 
language, and that she was the poet of 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: “Psychic Poems.”
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmette 

Coleman: “To all lovers of good poetry 
this book is confidently recommended."

Will Carlton: “I have read with great 
Interest:”

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: “A most exquisite bouquet, i 
• • * * the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page.”

The author says in the dedication:! 
“To those whose thoughts and longings 
reach into the unseen Lind of Souls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey, 
thither.”

Price $1.00. For sale by 
HUDSON TUTTLE,

Berlin Heights, Oh!:. 1

The Arcana of Spiritualism.
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors ’ 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all tbat has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects It treats. Few questions will 
arise in xthe minds of investigators 
that are not answered In its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio, I

CLUBS1 CLUBS! cLuBSI CLUB3!
Now is the time to get up Clubs. 

Those who join a club of ten can secure 
The Progressive Thinker one year and 
a premium book for $1.10. The book is 
an actual gift. There are four premium 
books you can select from: “The Great 
Debate Between Rev. Moses Hull and 
W. F. Jamieson”; “Vol. 3 of The Ency
clopedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World”; "A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands”, and “Seers of the Ages”, by 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. The one who gets 
up the club can have the paper one 
year, and any- two of the premium 
books In our list, which he may select.

would.be
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J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor 
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION I
Th® Pboobbssivb Tuinkkb will be furnished 

Ubili further notice at the following terme, in
variably In advance: .
One Year,..............
BlxMomhu,......... .
Thirteen Weeks, 
Single Copy,.,..,

ti oo 
50ctb 
25cU 
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REMITTANCES;, .
Remit by Postoilice Money order. Registered 

letter or Draft on Chicago or New York. Il 
costs from 10 to IBcents to get checks cashed on 
local banks, so do not send them unless you 
wish that amount deducted from the amount 
sent. Address all loiters to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, HL

TAKE NOllCEi
US’*At the expiration of subscription, It not re

newed, the paper is discontinued. No bills 
. will be sent for extra numbers.

tarifyoudonotrecelveyour paper promptly 
write us, uud any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers

• supplied gratis.
Whenever you desire the address of your 

paper ichanged, always give the address of 
the place to which it has been going or the 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
Tho price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries Is ?2.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1904.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You efiould not send money in a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press off Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when a'. attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 

-film at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Jay Gould In Spirit Life.
In her preliminary talk one Sunday 

lately, the Rev. May S. Pepper, the pas
tor of the First Spiritualist church of 
Brooklyn, N. Y., made the statement 
without qualification that Miss Helen 
Miller Gould had been in communion 
with the spirit of her dead father at a 
Spiritualistic seance and .that he had 
Implored her to give herself up to char
itable work in expiation of his own 
mercilessness in the conduct of his 
business.

The spirit of Jay Gould, Mrs. Pepper 
declared, said to his daughter:

“I have met the persons whom my 
methods ruined, and the way they look 
at me Is more than I can stand. They 
live here In beautiful homes. I live in 
a hollow. I charge you to bring me out 
of my present misery by using the 
money you inherited from me for works 
of charity.”

Miss Gould is now traveling in the 
west and was to-day in Arkansas. Her 
friends here are in two minds as to 
whether to be amused or indignant at 
the statements made by Mrs. Pepper. 
One of them, a gentleman who has been 
associated with Miss Gould in many of 
her charitable and .humanitarian works, 
said to-day:

"The statement of Mrs. Pepper is so 
absurd as to be laughable. Miss Gould 
Is a strict Presbyterian. She has in
herited a ¡large share of hard common 
sense from het father, and is the last 
woman in the world to have any deal
ings with Spiritualistic mediums or to 

• take an/ stock in their work.
“You may put it down as a certainty 

that Spiritualism has played no part in 
turning her mind to humanitarian 
work.”

The above has been going the rounds 
of the press. If Mrs. Pepper made the 
statement attributed to her, it is no 
doubt correct. She is a most remark
able medium, honest throughout, and 
the life of Miss Gould's father was such 
as only fits him to live in a "hollow."

. Spiritualism and Ito -
It is a well attested fact that Spirit

ualism is not what It was thirty years 
ago. ■ Why should it be when one very 
Important feature of its philosophy is 
"Progression?”

Thirty years ago none but the stout
est hearted dared face the prejudice 
that was born ot the blindest ignorance 
the world ever knew. It was almost 
unsafe to be known as a medium, in 
certain parts of this free country, and 
most of those so practicing were sub
jected to many very trying ordeals in 
attempting to bring Spiritualism for
ward. i

Those times are past arid gone, and 
with then! went from the form many of 
our bravest and greatest leaders, but 
enough have always remained to do 
battle for truth.

Many have drifted Into other cults 
and. imagined they have made a step 
in advance of Spiritualism. Perhaps 
they have and perhaps they have only 
“switched off” on a side-track that 
suits them better. If so, we are glad; 
but they didn't take Spiritualism with 
them, for it goes marching on as un
concerned as if these people never ex
isted, or had passed .on to the higher 
plane. The awful void they thought 
they left, .was never noticed by the on
rushing, hungry throng.

Others have become thoroughly con
vinced, but to hold their places in soci
ety, the worldly society, they only at
tend a meeting or cppsult a medium 
under cover of darkness, and never 
take or read our literature. Such will 
never add to our numbers or to the up- 
llftment of their fellow-men, and can
not be counted as full-fledged Spirit
ualists; and yet, they have advanced 
far enough to lose the scales from 
thelr'eyes, and in course of time may 
advance a little farther. But Spirit
ualism will not stop growing on account 
of their absence, for lack of their sup
port, or because of the apathy of a tew 
moral cowards, for Buch they are in 
reality.

Joshua is said to have stopped the. 
revolutions of the shining orb, hung in 
the heavens to light tlie earth, for the 
accommodation of certain people, but 
no one has yet stopped the onward 
march of Spiritualism. According to 
science, had Joshua done what 1b re
corded as his great act, for the fraction 
of a second the whole earth would have 
gone to pieces. That might have pre
vented Spiritualism from existing, but 
nothing short of that could.

As to the “moral cowards,” they are 
harmless. They mean well, but cannot 
do more than be outspoken when sur
rounded by people who agree with whdt 
they say, and perhaps say as much 
against ub when in company with those. 
who are prejudiced. We must expect 
this, but cannot pause in our progress, 
in our «efforts to enlighten the world 
upon this highly important principle 
in nature. We must continue to edu
cate the spirit of man towards its

The N. 8. A. Convention.
All accounts agree that the platform 

Work at the N. S. A. convention In St. 
Louis was highly creditable to our 
cause, while the message 1 giving was 
untainted by trickery and of a high or
der.

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake disappointed 
her friends by non-attendance. Mrs. 
Eva McCoy of Marshalltown, Iowa, was 
hurriedly substituted for Mrs. Drake on 
the first evening and came to the ses
sion after a tiresome day at the expo
sition without any thought of doing pub
lic work. Her messages were given In 
an unassuming manner but with an en
joyable accuracy which interested the 
large audience.

Brother E. W. Sprague fairly outdid 
himself in that phase at the same ses
sion. If he is not careful he will soon 
rank as one of our finest test mediums. 
His work on that occasion surprised his 
closest friends. It was’ apparent to 
even non-believers that he was power
fully impressed by an extraneous influ
ence which enabled him to read for to
tal strangers with a rapidity, exactness 
and in numbers which everyone felt 
was an inspiration from spirit world. 
Our brother’s work will not soon be for
gotten by those who listened to It.

Mrs. Laura G. Flxen’s address at the 
closing session was not excelled by any 
other of the convention. With well 
chosen words, impressive manner and 
inspired thoughts she held the rapt at
tention of the audience to the very 
close. It was an effort instructive In 
Influence and forceful In effect The Il
linois State Association has reason to 
be proud, of its vice-president for she is 
an honor, to our cause.

The convention’s reply to the Haga
man challenge was the work of Dr. Geo. 
B. Warne. The N. S. A. board ap
pointed the president and vice-president 
to prepare an answer, but Brother Bar
rett was so ill that the entire work fell 
upon Dr. Warne, who even signed the 
president’s name to IL It was done 
pretty well for an “enemy of mediums," 
with little time and rib references at his 
command, and while giving his superior 
officer professional care in the hours 
after midnight.

Dr. Warne is destined to be an 1m- 
- portant factor in making history for 

Spiritualism. His fearlessness, his un
swerving friendship for honest medi
ums. combined with a mind that never 
becomes befogged, and being excellent 
ns a rostrum speaker, he certainly will 
continue to be an agent for good in our 
Cause.

dseire tosifls-t&em tatoa light that cites | 
blinds them and they are made the in
nocent victims and the; easy: dupes of 
these tricksters^ for their dollars and 
.nothing' else, ■ These are., led into our । 
‘ranks under an imitation of the genu
ine phenomena. Sometimes they stay 
with us, and sometimes they become 
our worst enemies. The problem of the 
cure is yet unsolved. In the meantime 
WE MUST URGE FORWARD ALL 
THE GENUINE WE CAN FIND AND 
SUSTAIN IT IN THE MOST POSI
TIVE AND EFFECTIVE MANNER. 
WE MUST ENCOURAGE OUR GOOD 
MEDIUMS AND FEARLSSLY SHOW 
TO THE WORLD THAT AT THE 
FOUNTAIN WE ARE CLEAN AND 
TRUE.

We are strong enough now, if we can 
unite oiir working forces, to cope with 
this foe and earry pur colors before the 
world as an institution of pure motives, 
high ideals and educative and uplifting 
principles, with proof ot our claims in 
the true phenomena that we are able 
to demonstrate.

We do not own these phenomena. 
We can only lay claim to the right of 
discovery. Records Of their occur
rence are dally produced in the secular 
press, as happening among the church 
people and those having no religious 
preferences, among the agnostics and 
the atheists, etc.

Spiritualism is coming through every 
avenue, not a. few, not for us alone, but 
for humanity's enlightenment and bene
fit.

higher plane of conscious existence, re
gardless of these infinitesimal stum
bling blocks, these mere pebbles up'on 
the great shore of eternity.

We must continue to scatter good 
seed upon rich’ ground, though an oc
casional one may fall upon the rocks 
and go to waste..

The very ministers, or their pupils, 
who once were loudest in the condem
nation of Spiritualism, as “all the work 
of the devil," are now claiming that 'it 
is not new. the bible is and ever has 
been authentic proof that the spirits 
of the dead can and do return and com
municate with their earthly friends 
and kindred."

Now,, why should it matter where 
they find their proof? Whether in the 
history of the dead past or the living 
present, so they become conscious of 
the fact that when they step out of the 
physical body they put on the garb of 
the spirit, such as they merit, such as 
they have earned by the life they have 
lived while in the form.

But, having learned from their bible, 
that the soul is immortal, gives them 
no more of the real, beautiful teachings 
of the spiritual philosophy than the 
kindergarten teaches the child of math
ematics.

The present method of bible study 
makes it impossible for the individual 
spirit to make its own future conditions, 
except through the Intervention of a 
Savior.

While they try to claim the principal 
feature of Spiritualism—immortality— 
they only claim it through those who 
“seek it through the Lord and Master, 
Jesus Christ”

They lost that Independence, that In
born right to make for themselves a 
home in the future state of existence 
suited to their own needs and degree 
of development. They accord to Jesus 
full control of a natural law. 1

But, no matter about this; if they be
lieve in a future state of conscious ex
istence, It beats lying in the ’ grave, 
dead, oblivious, waiting for Gabriel to 
to sound the notes of immortality, and 
so far has the advent of Modern Spirit
ualism been of benefit to its enemies.

The fact is, we know these things 
are true, and wé know they will know 
in the great eternal sometime, and be
cause they said it was of the devil never 
caused it to vanish from the face of the 
earth, and now they are trying to crawl 
in with the devil and his followers.

But this is a conquered enemy. We 
have some yet unconquered. We have 
them under our cloak, they are up un
der our protecting wings, and are the 
most annoying of all our foes, because 
they are looked upon as our own, part 
of us.

They are gathering up the food we 
unearth as we dig and delve into the 
hidden mysteries of the occult realm.

They are picking the crumbs £hat be
long to our own family. They áre de
frauding the world and leaving the 
stain upon the body of Spiritualism. 
They are tearing at the vitals of our 
cause by presenting the false for the 
true, by showing to the world that what 
we claim as coming from the spirit side 
can be produced, or its imitation, upon 
this side.

A Striking Object Lesson.
A precious item of news comes from 

Arizona, which is instructive as afford
ing a striking object lesson in the ways 
of the Catholic ehnreh. ' .

We quote from the Denver > Dally 
News:

Morenci,. Arlz., Oct. 4.—A- drama full 
ot startling scenes and thrilling climax
es is being enacted in this camp, with 
forty orphans as the central figures.

The trouble started over the distrl-. 
button of forty American orphan chil
dren to Mexican families by a young 
French priest, who is filling the place 
of Father Timmerman, now abroad.

The children, fifty in number, left 
New York September, 26, and were sent 
by the New York Foundling Asylum of 
175 East Sixteenth street, for distribu
tion in Arizona and New Mexico. Four
teen of the orphans were placed In a 
Catholic home at St. Charles, Mo., and 
the remainder brought to Morenci.

The children arrived at Clifton in 
charge of G. Whitney Swayne, the 
agent of the foundling asylum.'

At Clifton the priest met the party, 
and left eighteen of the children In 
charge of Mexicans of the lowest type. 
The balance, twenty-two in number, 
were placed in hacks and brought to 
Morenci, arriving here Sunday morning. 
The hacks were met by a crowd of 
Mexicans, and the children were car; 
ried to the priest’s house.. From the 
house they were distributed by the 
priest personally, turning the helpless 
children over to Mexicans. Many of 
them cannot properly clothe, feed and' 
educate the children they already pos
sess. Many of them live in hovels.

The arrival of so many children 
aroused the curiosity of the whole 
American population. Many of the 
American women went to the priest’s 
house, and there found that the waifs 
were being given out without regard to 
the personal character of the would-be 
foster parents or of their ability to 
properly house and support them.

Swayne was called upon By a com
mittee, and stated that he believed the 
children would be cared for all right 
and they would be left with the Mexi
cans to whom they had been given. In
dignation grow apace. Clifton was teV 
egraphed and legal advice was sought. 
Within a short time Deputy Sheriff 
Dunagan arrived with a warrant for 
the arrest of the priest and Swayne. 
Steps were immediately taken by the 
whites to rectify the wrong. A crowd 
of 200 Americans congregated at the 
hotel. The deputy sheriff informed 
the citizens that he could not take the 
prisoners until they had produced the 
children. A committee of fifteen was 
immediately appointed, who called out 
the custodians and gave them just one 
hour in which to produce the children. 
This they did. The Mexicans, fearing 
violence at the hands of the whites, be
came excited and carried tho children 
to the hotel through a drenching rain
storm.

The excitement of the whites contin
ued to grow during Sunday night and 
many of the white, cowboys followed 
the stage with the prisoners over to 
Clifton. There the stage was met by 
another angry mob which had tar and 
feathers redhot in waiting.

On Monday night another mass meet
ing was held. Probate Judge Little 
addressed the crowd, urging modera
tion. He stated that the children 
could be legally adopted only with the 
consent of the foundling asylum. This 
was refused by the'sisters and Swayne. 
The citizens decided to hold the chil
dren at all hazards. Swayne and the 
priest were told to leave on the morn
ing train without fall. A movement 
was started to run them out of town 
and across the Mexican border at once,

These are our worst enemies. They 
stand before the world in our own 
ranks, and the world gives us the credit 
or the blame, as it receives their mani
festations. They are hard to dispose 
of, because of the fascination their mar
velous presentations have upon those 
who, to become convinced must touch 
the materialized form of their friends to 
know it is them. We cannot dispose of 
them while mediumship is a merchant
able commodity. So long as our medi
ums are compelled to sell their mani
festations to the public, just so long will 
thene sleight-of-hand performers, this 
organized gang of imitators use the
name of mediumship as a drawing card 

’ - ■ for their performances. People are
seeking in the occult for the long-hid
den face, and for some information of a 1 .....

>
Jome Impressive Particulars in Reference to Grandma Williams, Who 

Left Her Peanut Stand and Became an Angel of Light and Love in a 
Fev^rBtrioken District—Tlie Garden of the Soul Illustrated, 
EvegoniMs got to pass through that magnificent change desig

nated jis I).e^|h. . The king on his throne, the president in the White 
House,jthe Ijjgh official who controls the. affairs of State, the czar who 
wields jiqi au^gcratie hand and whose will is law, the peasant in his cot
tage, ajjfl tho homeless, poverty-stricken beggar, all exist on one com
mon letvel wl^n this final change comes—not one can escape therefrom.

Death is ilk* grand leveler, a temporary equalizer, reducing to one 
commdif-plaiife all classes of people, and illustrating the sublime fact, 
that thbfe is ho monopoly in Death. The monopolist who squeezes the 
poor, the money-loan shark, the millionaire crushing under his rapa
cious hands tflose who cannot compete with him, and those who demand 
their pQund'j'pf flesh, earhiot drive away the cold embrace of the grim 
messenger, Death. ‘ ■

Really,. Death is an agent that brings to the pure spirit the incense 
of heaven; to the profligate, the sensual, the sinful and the supremely 
selfish, it opens the doors to scenes that-are wild, desolate' and barren. 
Each one (reaps the harvest that the Garden of his own Soul has pro
duced, when’the final change comes. ’

The spirit can only go to that spirit home for which the Garden of his 
Soul has furnished the materia! to construct. Extreme selfishness, the 
hoarding of riches, the oppression of an iron hand, the “withholding the 
hand of charity in times of dire distress of others, and cruelty in the or
dinary affairs of life, produce absolutely nothing to beautify the spirit 
home. -

It is a beautiful fact, a sublime fact, a fact scintillating with heaven’s 
radiant light and bearing the divine seal of angels, that each one’s Gar
den of the Soyl furnishes the material out of which the future heaven 
or hellis Made. ।

There are those in “the lowly walks of life, poverty-stricken, lonely, 
neglected, careworn; every breqth a long-drawn wail of anguish, and 
every thought tremulous with tearful emotions, so hard, so severe is the 
struggle for existence. Yet in the Garden of their Souls are the mate
rials that will enter into the construction of a beautiful spirit home.

Why?
Because their thoughts are kind, forbearing, forgiving, tender, loving, 

generous. They go forth like incense from a blossom, and the Garden 
of their Soul bears a harvest so rich in benign spiritual effects, that it 
furnishes the ihaterial for a home in heaven exceeding in beauty and 
magnificence the loftiest conception of the children of earth. As Eva 
Best well says in the Ideal Review:

Think beautiful thoughts and ret them adrift 
On eternity's boundless sea!

■' Let their burden be pure, let their white sails lift, 
And bear away from you the comforting gift 

” '.Qf your heartfelt sympathy.

Fdf a beautiful thought is a beautiful thing, 
y\nd out on the infinite tide

M^y meet, and touch, and tenderly bring 
i'j , ’ To,the sick, and the weary, and sorrowing
If'.'

vz
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but-cooler heads prevailed 
were permitted to’take the 
to Morenci instead.

These "Mexican families

and they 
stage back

of the low-
est type” were Catholic, of course, and 
so the children would be brought up 
under Catholic influence, and become 
"good Catholics,” which is what the 
church cares for more than for all 
things else.

Probably no family not Catholic, how
ever well situated, intelligent and cul
tivated, could get one of these poor 
waifs for love or money.

Retrograding.
The Episcopalians have placed them

selves on record as opposing divorce, 
and against the marriage of divorced 
persons, prohibiting its clergy from 
ministering on such occasions.

What an impracticable world, we 
would have if churchmen could bear 
rule in all their wild schemes! Instead 
of advancing, medieval barbarism 
would engulf us, and priestcraft would 
be supreme.

The farther away from the church 
and its tyrannical rule the more ad
vanced the nations. The real reforms 
of the ages have originated outside of 
the chuten; of such was the war 
against slavery, against intemperance, 
and against polygamy.', Not uhtil so- 
called infidels had popularized the anti- 
slavery and temperance movements; did 
the clergy come to theit support

A Fair Question.
The'people of a Chinese, province 

compelled to contribute ?112,000 to re
imburse Christian missionaries for 
losses during a recent riot, alleged the 
amount would be gladly, paid could they 
be assured the missionaries would cease 
to teach their obnoxious religion.

Is it well to force any system of re
ligion on an unwilling people?

■ - iaO B Iigniii ‘ -

a "Meatless Dishes." very. tMaL 
loved one thought dead, and thcla great Price 10 cents.
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ence by vending peanilta at her lowly, poorly constructed tftaid in New 
Orleans, few fully realized that she was an Angel of Light, While her ' 
features were pale, and emaciated, her lustrous dark blue eyes were ra^ 
diant with, divine qualities that glistened like diamonds in the Garden 
of her Soul, and their soft, gentle influence seemed to fall like a bap
tismal shower upon those who come within the sphere of their influence. 
Her presence and bearing was queenly, even ’behind a rude peanut 
stand, and her very presence was uplifting—a benediction. The 
rough, uncouth colored people, as they listened to the sweet intonations 
of her voice vibrating on a tender key, and ¡musical to their ears, seemed 
to be imbued with reverential respect and awe, and in her humble work 
she was never in the least molested. The Garden of her Soul was radL 
ant with the fruitage of the divine thoughts and purposes, and high and 
holy emotions that burst forth perennially in her nature, all leaving 
their benign effects, all contributing something to make her spiritual 
home very attraetive.Mshe constituted a most lovely oasis in a some-< 
what barren waste, where exceedingly few ideal characters dwelt.’ 
There was a tender pathos in the sound of her voice, as if some angel 
had k<?yed it to the sweet vibrations of a charming home lying amidst 
the fragrance of flowers, trees and trailing vines where a spirit poet re« 
sided who sent to earth those impulses that gave rise to an Emerson, 
a Longfellow, and others who were simply the flowering out of a heav
enly influence.

Grandma Williams at her peanut stand had a segment of heaven in 
the Garden of her Soul, and sfie forget self in high and holy aspirations 
to see others happy. Verily though in humble life the Garden qf her 
Soul was extremely lovely—and no one could find another in all the 
earth superior to it. It was composed of the blended effects of her pure 
thoughts, exalted works and noble deeds.

Aft
‘W

solace so long denied.

Aij’d the soul which hath buffeted every wave 
Adversity’s sea hath known,

SAweak, so worn, so despairing, grows brave
Wj|.h that beautiful thought, to succor and save— 

yiie' thought, it has made its own, .
Anfd the dull earth-senses shall hear its cry, 

And the dull eyes see its gleam,
Aqq the shipwrecked hearts as they wander by

pj Slig.ll catch at its promise, and straightway try 
: ;'i(To wake from their dismal dream.

” i'l'’‘’A*nd radiant, now, as a heavenly star,
It glows with its added good, 

Till over the. waters the light gleams far 
To where the desolate places‘are, 

And its lesson is understood.

And glad are the eyes that behold the ray, 
And glad are the ears that hear

The message your sweet thought has to say 
To the sorrowing souls along the way, 

Who needed its word of cheer.

So think good thoughts, and set them adrift
On eternity’s boundless sea;

Let their burden be pure, let the white sails lift,
And bear away from you the comforting gift

Of your heartfelt sympathy!

Do what you may in life, the Garden of your Soul bears the 'fruitage 
that will shape your future home.

When old Grandma Williams many years ago, eked out a mere exist-

ANOTHER SESSION OF THE OPEN 
COURT WILL COMMENCE SOME
TIME DURING THIS MONTH. AN 
INDICTMENT AGAINST DOCTOR 
PEEBLES’ BOOK WILL. BE SUBMIT
TED FOR DISCUSSION.

ONE SPIRITUALIST SAYS: "BURN 
THE BOOK, AND DESTROY THE 
PLATES.”

ANOTHER DECLARES: “IT IS A 
BOOK THAT SHOULD NOT BE READ 
BY INVESTIGATORS, AS IT TRIES 
TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THERE IS 
DANGER SOMETIMES IN SPIRIT 
CONTROL"

THEN AGAIN IT IS ASSERTED, "IT 
INCREASES. THE NUMBER OF 
DEVILS."

ANOTHER WANTS ONLY “THE 
PURE, THE EXALTED, ANÔ SOUL
ELEVATING THOUGHTS OF SPIRIT- 
UALISM TO BE MENTIONED.”

ON THE OTHER HÀND THERE
ARE OTHERS- WHO 
“GIVE USn’HE’TRUTH, THE WHOLE

Y
It was many years ago when it was sadly announced that the yellow, 

fever was raging at Memphis, Tenn., and the great demand was for 
nurses. Grandma Williams heard the. pathetic cry, and disposing of 
her peanut gtand and home, she hastened to that fever-stricken place, 
and Was assigned to duty. Not fearing death, with no selfish thought, 
seemingly utterly oblivious to the viperous danger that surrounded her, 
Grandma Williams proved a veritable Angel of Light in this fever- 
stricken city. In perfect health, never wearying of well-doing, her 
presence at the bedside qf the sick and dying was a balm and benedic
tion.

What a scene was there?
Many of the wealthy, fashionable, aristocratic nabobs had fled to 

places of safety; others who were stricken down were tenderly nursed 
by Grandma Williams, who seemed immune against the effects of the 
disease. Her very presence in the room of the sick and dying seemed 
to attract a segment of heaven, and it did, for the Angels of Light and 
Love were there, looking on this large-souled, tender-hearted nurse with 
evident pleasure, and showering down upon her a spiritual magnetism 
that gave her vigor and strength. She adjusted the bed of one; cooled 
the parched tongue and mouth of another; wrote down the dying words 
of one in utter despair, and in tender tones cheered all with whom she 
came in contact. And after the ravages of this fearful epidemic had 
ceased, Grandma Williams returned to New Orleans and without feeling 
exalted over the results of her wondrous work in Memphis, she re
sumed her duties at her old stand, vending peanuts.

What a grand spectacle this noble woman presented, returning from 
the poisoned, malarious city, after the full force of the epidemic had 
been exhausted, and quietly resuming her labors as if she had done 
nothing unusual. Mrs. Stanford may pose as the philanthropist of a 
modern university; Mrs. Hearst may expend her millions in aid of hu
manity; and Helen Gould and the others may use wisely what they 
have inherited, but not one can boast of such a beautiful Garden of the 
Soul as possessed by Grandma Williams, the peanut vender, the guard
ian angel in an epidemic of death, the sweet-faced nurse by the bedside 
of the sick and dying. They are simply dispensing what they never 
earned—wealth, perhaps not attained by righteous means, but accumt^i. 
lated by sharp practices in the arena of bonds, stocks and mines, aricr^ 
tainted throughout with selfish methods, qusavory in the sight of God 
and angels.

In the Garden of Grandma Williams’ Soul all was pure, serene, 
lovely, sublime! Poverty without; wealth within; externally a pauper, 
but inwardly she was spiritually wealthy—as beautifully expressed m 
the Garden of her Soul. While you may sing the praise of Mrs. Stan
ford, Mrs. Hearst, Miss Gould, favored with enormous wealth, and re
hearse their exploits with the money they never earned, tainted though 
it may be, they are not as yet the peer Spiritually of Grandma Williams, 
and their home in the realm of souls will not equal hers—she whose 
presence was always benediction and blessing during the ravages of the 
yellow fever epidemic. Now in spirit life, in the full enjoyment of a 
magnificent spirit home more palatial, more grand in its various depart
ments, than any that exist on Fifth avenue, New York, or that are occu
pied by the kings, queens and potentates of earth. Keep the Garden of 
your Soul clean and pure, cultivate it continually with exalted thoughts 
and noble deeds and purposes, and your spirit home will be divinely 
beautiful. ■. -> ,

icism and Protestantism regarding all 
freethought literature, and here we are, 
claiming to be Spiritualists and harbor
ing, nurturing the narrow intolerance' ot 
free speech and a free press.

Rut the book remains unscorched and 
unsuppressed, and what is more, it is 
selling more rapidly than any other book 
published by Dr. Peebles.

It is burning with the friction of suc
cess. It was certainly a timely hook, or 
the sale of it belies its worth.

Leading minds everywhere are buy
ing the book, and will review it in the 
Open Court, a session of which will be 
opened again sometime during Novem
ber.

Progress as Pointed Out by a Learned 
, Rabbi.

Dr. J. Leonard Levy, the ?12,000 sal
ary rabbi of the Jewish, Reformed 
Tabernacle, Pittsburg, Pa., and one of 
the most brilliant-minded men in the 
country, made an interesting observa
tion on the possibilities and probablll-

truth,»and Nothing but the 
TRUTH. 1 IF SPIRITUALISM CAN’T 
STAND it’HE »ABSOLUTE TRUTH, 
AND THE CLOSEST INVESTIGA
TION, THEN. LET IT PERISH I” .

LEADING MINDS WILL DISCUSS 
THIS QUESTION, AND DECIDE 1 
WHETHER TH$ BOOK ENTITLED 
“OBSES^N. -^R DEMONISM OF 
THE AGt-p," SJIALL BE BURNED 
AND THE.pLAJ^S DESTROYED.

~Tlt '
sjVBuriujthe Book,”

This is tan astounding assertion,, al
most a comjnandi’to come from the 
mind of a Spiritualist. Of all the peo
ple on earth who should be charitable, 
liberal and tolerant, . Spiritualists 
should tower above, and we cannot be-1 -Ji . ’ ■ - . . . , ■
Heve that those who make such an as
sertion about this late book by Dr. 
Peebles, on the subject of “Obsession,” 
are well grounded in the teachings of 
true Spiritualism.

“Bum the book!” How much that 
sounds like, . the Inquisitorial , days, 
“Burn the witches!” “Bum Galileo 
and all his wqrks!” “Bum Thomas 
Paine and his infidel works!” How 
does It sound? '

¡That has ever-been the cry of ChUtol-

DECLARE: ties of philosophical speculation work
ing a change in religious practices. He
stated that if every theological student 
in the country would adopt the theory 
of Herbert Spencer’s philosophy it 
would ot course unquestionably make a 
radical change in.religious.thought as 
far as it is influenced by any philo
sophical system. If a man attends any 
theological seminary where they take 
recognition .of new facts and discoveries 
In psychology and is Influenced, there, 
can be no questlon'that every orthodox 
religion must either revise its termin
ology, or be, in the slow process of the

Very Significant“
selling more Books for me than all the rest of 
the Spiritualist Papers.” This statement is cer
tainly significant, showing that The Progress
ive Thinker leads in everything that pertains to 
Spiritualism.
teach that the Ideal Is alone real, and not a body of doctrine, when they will 
that what has been conceived for so have recognized the value of historic
many ages by the popular mind as real evidence in connection with the hand
will be taught to be nothing but phe- b00ks of rellSion- a new lease °£ lif9 
nomena. In other words, when the day , 
comes for the estaolishment of religion ; 
on the basis of scientific research and 
the best philosophical speculation, the 
doctrine of the unity of nature, and 
above all the absolute unity of God, of ■ 
whom nature is but a manifestation, 
will have received its strongest and 
most effective support As a teacher of 
liberal religion it can be very well un
derstood how heartily the learned Doc
tor rejoices in the new turn that mod
ern phUosophy is taking.

Of course absolute religion, he says, 
has nothing to fear from any new devel
opment in philosophy. Religions may 
suffer and religions may die, but relig
ion itself is a permanent element of the 
human constitution and can no more 
pass away than any other essentially 
human sentiment. The common error 
made altogether too frequently in an en
lightened age is the confusion of creed, 
confession and article of faith with pure 
and undefiled religion. Hundreds of

will be given to the churches, which, in
stead of being, as so many are, mauso- v 
leums or mortuary houses, will become 
the centers of every activity having for : 
its object the uplifting of humanity in 
general and its worshipers in particu
lar. These are advanced words from 
the learned raboi’s lips.

LOOK OUT I LOOK OUT I
The Progressive Thinker during its 

Fall and Winter Campaign will be a 
continual feast of good things in all oo 
cult and spiritual Unes of thought You 
can only keep up with the procession 
by reading it each week. Send in your 
subscription now, and introduce the 
paper to your neighbor.

Arbitration Must Come.
The Czar of Russia called the conven«

growth of the new truth, thrust aside, thousands of people are devoutly rellg- wn?ue a few years aco inlous, though unable to accept the creed- tion at The Hague a Iew yeare Bg0 . 
al assertions of the church, while on the

As he personally sees the trend of phil
osophy it is making more and more for 
a recognition of all the facts which have 
been scientifically established in the 
past half century. This, of course, in
cludes the doctrine of evolution» which 
Is antagonistic to many an orthodox 
creed, and he thinks it will be generally 
conceded by those who are watching 
the signs of the times that the spirit of 
modern philosophy is in sympathy with 
the doctrine of evolution. The philo
sophical world for ages has been dlvid-

other hand hundreds of thousands are 
totally irreligious, though they appar
ently support every creed of the church. 
It is an old trick of human nature to ap
prove the right while, doing the wrong, 
and many who are religious from the 
teeth out are rotten with sin at heart 
and their soul is full of the gall and
wormwood of Irreligious passions. It 
seems to Dr. Levy that the tendency ot 
modern philosophy will be in the direc
tion of the sanctification bf life in a 
manner that was not recognized by the 

., . . . , , „ older philosophers, though clearly indi
ed into two schools of realism and Ideal- prophets of the scriptures,
ism, arid the outcome of the modern 5yjjea the teachers .of religion, there- 
disjiosition of philosophy will be the es- fore, will have personally assimilated 
tablishment ot a new school, that will the thought that religion is a lite and

the Interest of arbitration and universal 
peace. Should It not be reconvened to 
adopt Immediate measure to prevent 
such a waste of life as is now carried 
on in the Orient Both belligerent 
powers should be compelled to submit 
to arbitration, • This'is what will come 
before the war is ended.

"Mark Chester : or a Mm ana a MUI.
Ion. A Tale of Southern California." 
By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychle 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa. 
per covers, 40 cents. ■ __ ‘

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic P«> 
cesses, or How the spirit Body Grows. 4 
By Michael Faraday. ■ Prince 10 cents. s
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dies a better faith in humanity.
He was a generous man who believed everything 

that was told him, and people often said, “perhaps 
he would be much more successful in business if he

A Memorial Discourse, Given Before the Oongrega- 
■ tion of the Church of the Soul, by the Guides of

Mrs. Oora L. V. Richmond, Chicago, Oct. 2,1904.
■ 1 Within the year several of the members of this con
gregation have been promoted by the Grand Master 
of all life unto the higher degree, into the next step of 
life.

Among those who have passed on, you will recollect 
Mrs. Parker, of River Forest, who had been a mem
ber of this congregation for many, many years. She 
put off her mortal form early in the year. You will 
recollect a little later, in the earlysspring, Mrs. Cath
erine Davis, one of the oldest members of this church, 

.who passed away at the limne of her daughter, Mrs. 
Faulkner, in Jamestown, N. Y., where she has resided 
most of the time for the last few years, but her heart 
and spirit were ever with us. One week ago we offi
ciated at the funeral services for Mrs. Marshall, one of 
our oldest members. ,<

During our absence in the interval of summer dis
continuance of our meetings, our friend and brother, 
whose memorial we celebrate to-day, passed to the 
higher lifeMr. J. W. IleSieur. He also had been a 
member of this congregation for fully twenty years.

It is because of the absence of the pastor and that 
the congregation could only be summoned by notifica
tion that this memorial is held. Nevertheless, you 
well recollect the words of comfort and beauty that 
were spoken through the instrumentality of our as
sistant pastor, Mrs. Ashton, on that occasion. . So 
this memorial is not because services were not given, 
but beeaus'e an added service is always in order to re
mind you that the dead, so-called, are living.

So our especial theme to-day is: “What Is Life and 
What Is Death?”
' In the ancient book of inspiration it says: “God is 

not the God of the dead, but of the living.”
A poet in flie Orient has said: “They die who enter 

into mortal life-..they only live who pass into1 the be
yond, the domain of Ormuzd. ”

A modern writer has said:
“This is not Death,
’Tis the Awakener from sleep, 
The great fulfillment for which the mortal breath 
'As a sacred heritage is given.”

That words having such opposite meaning should 
have become transposed; that people have come to 
think of human existence as “life,” and of the great 
immortal birth as “death” is owing to the bondage 
that humanity has been under to the senses, to the 
bondage of the physical existence, mistaking a mani
festation of life for life “itself. And this mistake 
seems to go on notwithstanding nature all around you 
reveals a different order of things; notwithstanding 
the religions of the world with one accord teach a fu
ture existence, and immortality, no matter with what 
difficulties they may have been hedged around by 
theologians; no matter what barriers of creeds and 
dogmas seem to intervene; the general proposition of 
all religions is a future life for the soul. Yet people 
are accustomed to think of the body as all there is of 
life, and that this brief mortal struggle is the stand
ard of life. Consequently the baby in the cradle is 
to be hailed with rejoicing, and the one in mature 
years who passes on is mourned as gone, as dead. In 
the highest philosophy, in the most exalted religion 
this is not so.

In the highest philosophy life is continuous, is end
less, and people know that when the body fades and 
fails it is not the passing of the individual, of the 

’soul; it is not eclipse.
We doubt if there is a real materialist in the world. 

The so-called materialist simply doubts some form or 
all forms of theology. Unless the materialist is also 
an idiot—which he usually is not—he must know that 
the changes that occur in nature are not death, but 
simply the change of the forms of life. When the 

■ “Great Agnostic ” stood beside the casket of his loved 
brother, and said, “We hope to ,jneet again,” he 
voiced the universal hope which is the prophecy of all 

' mankind.
The shadows of theology, the slender thread of the

ological faith, did not satisfy him. But under the 
great doubt that had eclipsed his mind concerning 
the other world he still clung to this immortal hope 
that springs from the soul, that is aware of its immor
tality. This is why he said “ We hope to meet again. ’ ’

Every one of those whose names we have men
tioned, especially our loved brother, Mr. LeSieur, not 
only had hope, but that which transcends hope: 
knowledge of the continued existence beyond the 
change called death. No doubt was in the. mind, it 
ivas not a question to be debated. It was as real as 
the sunshine; as real as the stars above; as real as the 
principles of nature which are unchanging.

When people mistake this human existence for life, 
they are mistaking the effect for the cause; they are 
mistaking what the soul does for what the soul is. If 
a man paints a picture, you do not point to the pic
ture and say there is the artist, unless he has painted 
a semblance of himself, then you say that is the por
trait of the artist. If a man plans to build a house, 
you do not point to the house and say, that is the 
man; you say that is what the man docs. So the body 
is simply the instrument through which the soul mani
fests. The only thing that can pass through the 
change miscalled death is the body because that is 
made of chemical compounds, it is result of organism, 
it has beginning and growth, and must decay. Not
withstanding, some later day cults who are trying to 
teach that the body may live forever. God forbid! 
Because the earth then would indeed be an eternal 
prison, and all the other worlds and all the other 
knowledge that you seek for would be cut out from 

, your lives; shut out effectually by the mortal body.
It is only a very limited mind or a very foolish mind 

that can contemplate the nature around and the soul 
of man and think for a moment that one physical 
body in the earthly state would satisfy an immortal 
soul. Therefore, why be satisfied to think that the 
body is life ?

When the baby begins to manifest intelligence, you 
• say the baby knows more than it can express. If you 

don it think so, you tell some secret, some mysterious 
things in the presence of a two or three-year-old and 
see how quickly the two or three-year-old will under
stand. The intelligence is only waiting for the mech
anism to become more perfect to find expression. 
Just as you wait until your house is done before you 
occupy it fully, or for any work that you are inter
ested in until it is accomplished. You wait for the 
buds and flowers to grow in your gardens, as the 
farmer must wait for the wheat crop to grow before 
gathering the harvest. There is time for physical 
growth;.time for the expansion of the mental powers; 
time for the bearing forward“of the work of human 
life. That is what the soul is”doing here, with this 
Jiouse of clay, with this piece of mechanism.
1 This bodily mechanism is perfect considering what 
it is made of, and considering that in the expression, 
as far as the soul is concerned, the. body can only ap
proximately express what life is. But that which-Yen- 

’ defrs life more endurable and finally .exalts it to a di
vine prophecy of what the life will be in the spirit 
Hate is the exrJtation of unselfish love, the exaltation

of unselfish desire to help others. The great benefac
tions oT life are the real part of life. And when you 
think of it, the ties of home and friends constitute the 
real bases of human life. Then because of the larger 
benefactions for society and for the world, the great 
sacrifice of self for others, the ideal Christ is the ideal 
lover of mankind, is lie who relinquishes self that 
others may be saved by the truth.

The wholly physical human existence or the selfish 
human life is rarely mourned by any one after it has 
departed. We kndw of one notable instance among 
those who were wealthy in the world’s goods—and 
this sometimes occurs with people who are not wealthy 
—where the life was so selfish that not one human 
heart grieved when the spirit went away. There was 
only one love that survived that selfishness: that was 
the mother love in the world beyond, besides the In
finite love. In exact proportion as human beings in 
their daily lives are beloved and love, so are their per
sonal presences missed.

These friends of ours were great lovers of their 
friends, lovers of those who surrounded them, of their 
society and congregation, and lovers of humanity in 
the large and enduring sense. It is because of this 
that their presence in a personal sense is so greatly 
missed. But in the larger sense of knowing that they 
are here, and of knowing that their spirits transcend 
their bodies, and that their powers of the spirit are 
greater when removed from, the bodily weaknesses 
and physical infirmities, all this is an added life.
- Now as our brother has entered into a more perfect 
life, you would say of him: He was born in Chautau
qua county, New York, sixty-four years ago. He 
lived a number of years in Ohio, and has lived a great 
many years in Chicago. He had a wife and ehildilen 
and children's children grown up. He left'syith you 
his second wife. He was also dutiful to his parents. 
He was a loving brother. He was a most affectionate 
father, and he was a devoted husband. He was a 
true and loyal friend. And then you would say he 
died last «July. Is that the measure of a man’s life J 
Is that the measure-of the immortal soul? By no 
means.

Loyalty, faithfulness, fidelity, generosity, kindness, 
hope, these are not physical attributes; these are not 
things that can die as trees die, as inanimate nature 
dies. That which can sing in praise as you sang to
day—and his voice might have been heard joining in 
the song if your ears had been attuned to the finer 
harmony of that which knows that “the mists have 
cleared away” from the shadows of human life; that 
which is aware that hope and promise, and fulfillment 
abide in the realm which is immortal and cannot die.

Into the great other realm, just as visible as the air 
you breathe more visible to those whose inner sight is 
wakened, or has not been clouded by false beliefs, by 
external sensations, into that-inner realm this divine 
reality enters and abides. .It is the taking off of the 
husk, it is the casting- aside of the outward raiment 
that is too gross to be worn in that other realm. It is 
the entering into the next step of life.

Here is our friend. He has not left millions for 
people to quarrel over; he has not left vast estates to 
be talcen to pieces by lawyers of claimants, but he has 
left the rare possession of memory in the hearts and 
minds of everyone who knew him. Yet people did 
not know him very well, excepting his personal 
friends. People did not understand him very well. 
His personal friends knew the generous heart; how 
kind, loving and considerate he was to others; how 
very helpful he jvas^n the small duties in the house
hold, in daily affhira; how industrious he was in en
deavoring to work that he might help others.

Many people object to an optimist. But how much 
more genial is an optimist than a pessimist. The man 
who is always predicting disaster, always talking 
about cloudy days, always says that things will fail, 
is a failure from the start. Is there anything more 
successful than hope ? Is there anything more beau
tiful in life than the man who is always hopeful-^or 
the woman, who says, “Though I fail to-day in any 
outward thing, I will be successful to-morrow. ’ ’ It 
disappoints the speculator, it might disappoint some 
particular friend who had builded upon this supposed 
success. But if success each day is the amount of 
hope and sunshine that one can bring into human life 
for the day and for the hour, then our brother has 
risen into the great sunshine of his own creation in 
the immortal world.

Ue never entered a place that he did not bring sun
shine. He never entered a place that he was not 
cheery. Whenever you saw him, even though there 
were personal trials and struggles, he did not load you 
down with the recounting of his miseries, his failures, 
liis disappointments. He looked upon the morrow as 
a day of brighter.promise. We tell you, in this kind 
of a life there is more riches than in the grinding na
ture that only thinlcs how much he is going to make 
out of you every time he meets you.

We would rather have the heritage of the optimist 
who is full of hope, and the failure of things, than the 
dollars of the pessimist and the failure of life.

If you measure life, human life, by Ibving kindness, 
by the wish to do for others in helpfulness, by a gen
erous disposition—he would share what he had to the 
very last part with another—then you may make up 
your mind that the treasures into which our friend 
has entered are those of spiritual value. .

He knows about his own faults, if he did not there 
were plenty of people to tell him. It is only the 
wealthy man, the millionaire, that people do not find 
any fault with. But the shadows of each individ
ual ’s imperfections are known to oneself and to the 
Infinite. We know the brightness that was his; we 
know his loyalty to his convictions, even when op
posed by intimate friends. He was not aggressive in 
his belief, nor in his opinions, but he entered into this 
spiritual knowledge with great zest and with that cer
tainty that nover fails.

Of course he wanted to live the life that was best, to 
bear forward the added purposes to be near 
his family and friends and eompaiKKvho later, in 
love, walketj through life with him. He even hoped to 
baffle the doctors (the man who hopes to do that is op
timistic indeed)-and he did. Baffling them in the 
great and wonderful life into which he has entered, 
consciously aware and finally willing to take that next 
great step that bids one enter into one’s possessions 
of spirit life.

Of course the members of the family, such brothers 
and sisters as remain, such members of the household, 
his own children and children’s children, will miss 
the presence, the benign influence, the cheerful voice, 
the hopeful attitude. He perhapAwould have wished 
to leave his children an inheritance of material value, 
something that would count in dollars and cents. But 
if they will take his virtues, if they will take his 
cheerfulness, his self-forgetfulness, his kindly spirit 
and his toleration towards others it will be. a greater 
inheritance than if he had left them worldly riches. 
For those who are left behind,the little ones will leam 
that {he possessions of his life held in memory is the 
treasure that keeps alive the altars of hope, that kin-
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did not believtoieveïÿbody.” But we would rather 
believe everybody aj^d not be successful in business, 
than to doubt everybody and have it tied up in gold. 
Just thiuk whaf a tekible bondage it is—this suspi
cion; think wliil^ an’awful thing it is to believe that 
every man’s htth'd islsaguinst you. We once heard a 
judge—he was unusilhlly luminous for a judge—who 
had been a judgfc fomiuny years in one of the courts 
in New York sfllte, fiUy : “I would rather of the two 
believe everyt)ija?g limn to doubt everything; because 
the man who belipves everything has something, but 
the man who doubts everything has nothing. So it is 
better to believe people than to doubt them.” If you 
haye a few defeats you have no corroding conscious
ness of having suspected that some one was striving 
to be successful at your expense.

This state of human confidence, this state of human 
faith will be more and more encouraged when people 
live more in the spirit and less in the body ; when you 
do not build with the physical body as if you expected 
it to last forever, and when the great store-house of 
the spirit is filled with loving kindness, with this good 
will towards others, with the desire to help them. 
That will be better.

He says, in his new found existence, that he knows 
that he made many mistakes. He says that he knows 
he had’many shortcomings, “but I will endeavor to 
outgrow them.” There is not one human being, un
less it is the Christ or the perfected human life, that 
enters into the spirit world without faplts and fail
ings. ,,4

It is"a beautify! thing that the affection you remem
ber, the friends that you remember, those qualities 
that endear the friends to you are taken up by them 
in their new found existence. It draws them to you, 
it makes a better spiritual atmosphere for them to ap
proach you, it enlarges charity and beneficence.

The next grept step in human progress is for you to 
think of them kindly while here ; to praise your 
friends while in your midst ; to think of their virtues 
while in your habitations; to scatter flowers around 
their pathways here; to remember that the aged 
mother would like a bouquet in her hands to-day bet
ter than when her body is laid aside and she enters 
into the midst of the immortal flowers of her own life. 
It is a great thing to appreciate people while they are 
in your midst; to turn away from the little shadows 
and foibles, that are oftentimes the result of your own 
selfishness. Lq<?k to them, into their beautiful eyes 
andJbving faces and know that now is eternity, that 
the great blossoms of eternal life will not shine any 
more beautiful than they do in those loving eyes. 
You will have less to mourn for when their bodies go. 
For usually you remember these things, and you think 
of them with bitterness then, to know that their path
ways have not been strewn every day and hour with 
flowers, though /où think you have never been unlov
ing or unkind to them.

This friend neyer willingly wronged another. He 
may have done jt ignorantly, but he never did it will
ingly nor maliciously. Stop the slander right here. 
When it comes in your ear, let it not come out of your 
mouth. Stop tiie word of criticism ! Stop the word 
of calumny! Slop everything that you will regret 
when the human voice is hushed and the human eyes 
cannot look back inlo yours. Then the day that they 
enter into that immortal presence, that the great gate
way of life swih^s open to receive them, you will not 
be shadowed; yfyir tears will not be embittered, but 
there will be yo'kr Joftiness to hope, wherein you will 
know that they.cannot be separated from you because 
of thé love that /oh bore them and that they bore you.

The test of true affection is not what people call 
“worthiness”; the test of true affection is to love 
your friend. _ If you make it a matter of bargain and 
say, I love you if you love me. I will leave you so 
much if you are so good, if you have such and such 
good qualities. Is that love? Does the mother 
cease to love her child because the child wanders in 
the shadows? Nay! Is it not true that in the night 
time the light is placed in the window for the way
ward son, and sometimes the daughter? We think, 
and maintain, that it is a great standard of hope that 
has lately come before the world ; that human parents 
put an advertisement in the popular daily papers 
that the light shall be left burning in the window for 
the daughter who went away, they do not ' know 
where. ;

By and by, as you accept God’s love, as the Chris
tian accepts Christ’s love, so will this great human 
love reach out unto all the world, and you will feel 
the loving kindness and sympathy/the great affection 
and wonderful benefaction of that love that does npt 
measure what it does or gives by the human stand
ards of worthiness.

Now he felt that way. It is a strange commentary 
on the “Christian charity,” that you often hear “this 
is a place where the worthy poor can be cared for.” 
Tn the name of God’s love ! who do the unworthy poor 
belong to" We can well understand what the theolo
gian will do with them. We know what Christ would 
do. We know what the Christian ought to do. We 
know in oùr religion all souls are the children of God, 
and we know that our brother did not question when 
a man or woman came to him for help. If he had à 
farthing, a penny or a dollar, if they needed it he 
gave it to them. ■ People tell us that this is a false 
idea, that it “encourages pauperism,” you should not 
give anything away as long as you owe a man a dol
lar. This is a good way to pay some debts ; for some
thing is due those who are in need, as it is the result’ 
of some human condition that you have this kind of a 
world where there are people whom you call un
worthy.

Did you ever (iisseet your own life, and see how 
much of the unxyorthier part there was in yourself 
compared to thegother part? But you have to live 
with yourself every ¿¿y.

In the light of ¡the gj;eat Infinite love and these com
panions of the fyghei; birth there comes a solution of 
all these mysterious-difficulties. The light of the 
“Soul Teachings)’’ vfliich he easily found and under-, 
stood, illustratetâiis life. He accepted the trials and; 
struggles, entered infiô them and entered into, their
solution. oi Us
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stand the great,white light that he has entered into; 
that these children’s children might know tliat when 
one passes there is only the shadow of the earthly 
senses in the eclipse.
Beloved friend, thou wort a son all-dutiful.

•We knew thy loving tenderness and care
That made the mother, father seem most beautiful; 

That thou eouldst help them unaware.
Brother, we know thy tender care and earnest love, 

Accept for each one a blest place in thy heart, "
May they day by day thy affections prove, 

And ever for them a portion of thy life impart.
Children, ye know the father’s care and love;

Ye understand all that he would\lo for you, 
And that, within his presence from above

Are ministrations ever kind, and blest, and true.
And children’s children, grandpa will come, 

Out of the new life and light will sing
More joyous songs than in the human home, 

And sweater blossoms from that home will bring.
Wife, do not think you walk the earth alone;

Every blessedness of love is here;
In its new perfectness and higher tone 

It rings ou,t the blessing from that sphere.
Friends all, is it not real that at this hour

Is the birthday of some divine, blessed estate ?
You understand the message and the power

Of perfect love; no scorn, nor strife, nor hate, • 
Nor envy, nor worldliness is there, 
But only loving benedictions everywhere.

Words of Admonition and Advice to Those Seeking 
Spirit Control.

’ It is a well-known fact that huhian beings are sub
ject to wayward impulses and intrusive thoughts and 
feelings which have to be thrust aside and ignored. 
It was once the fashion to teach' children that these 
naughty thoughts and feelings were the temptations 
of the devil, but nowadays we realize that they are of 
more mundane origin and arfudue. .to.. physiological 
changes and conditions. The relies of the old fear re
main, however, and many people seek for causes out
side themselves and, being on the-alert to find some 
scapegoat as an excuse for their own weakness or fol
ly, they lay the blame upon evil spirits.

Sensitives who become unstrung as the result of too 
frequent indulgence in circle-holding, and attempts 
to develop and exercise psychic powers, are liable 
(like other people who overtax their energies) to be
come morbid, pessimistic, and neurotic, and in that 
state to surrender to their fear-thoughts and imagine 
that they are obsessed—beset by evil spirits who 
tempt them and saek to possess them. In all proba
bility they yielded» indiscriminately to the first im
pulses that arose within them, and believing them
selves to He spirit-guided, enthusiastically followed 
up their inquiries at every possible opportunity, re
gardless of the need for good conditions and ordinary 
precautions. As a consequence their inspirations, or 
supposed “controls,” may have had no other source 
than their own unfettered imagination and sub-con
scious mental activity, and when they found that they 
could not obtain definite or satisfactory evidence of 
the identity of the alleged spirit they became alarmed. 
Thinking of what they had heard regarding the wiles 
of the devil and the power of “seducing,” “satanic” 
spirits, they—instead of trying to understand the 
cause, or causes, of the unsatisfactory results, and 
studying how to improve the conditions so as to se
cure success—too readily jumped to the conclusion, 
and tormented themselves with the notion they were 
beset by evil spirits, who prompted their thoughts, 
and exerted an almost irresistible impulse to unwise 
or improper courses of action; whereas, by their own 
injudicious conduct, they induced a species of psycho
logical exaltation and intoxication, which was fol
lowed' by the inevitable reaction and depression It 
is at such times of weakness that the wayward im
pulses of passion are strongest, and the sufferer’s 
alarm is followed by worry, nervous dread and sleep
lessness. When fear-thoughts possess the mind it 
turns inward and exaggerates the danger. The suf
ferer loses confidence and self-control, and instead’of 
resolutely maintaining a level head and a self-pos
sessed, cheerful frame of mind, dwells upon his 
troubles and runs great risk of becoming a mono
maniac. In such < cases Spiritualism is unjustly 
blamed for the wealmess and folly of the victims, who, 
had they-been patient and careful, would have 
¿Voided the mistakes which caused them so much un
necessary distress. Those who would tread the path 
jof mediumship and win psychic unfoldment should 
learn to banish fear, and by concentration and self- 
possession gain the self-mastery that they can render 
themselves positive to all unworthy or undesirable 
influences from spirits both in the body and out. 
Those who are high-principled and pure-minded can
not be obsessed for any length of time, but those who 
are timid and afraid should undergo a course of self
study and discipline before they attempt to respond 
to the thought impulses of unknown spirit people.

Here, as elsewhere, order is heaven’s first law, 
purity and strong purpose, confidence and love are 
safeguards against evil, and those who are well in
formed and honest need never fear the threats or 

. influences of those of lower spiritual conditions. The 
Sister of Mercy, intent on her errands of love and 
altruistic service, can pass fearlessly through the 
hells of the slums, un contaminated and unmolested; 
so, too, may those who possess their souls in peace 
and good will join hands with the angels of light with
out fear, in loving service to suffering humanity.— 
Light, London, England.

To-day, dear fiichd^ they draw near to you, those 
loving ones. NJt orWy those whom we have men
tioned, but moriPthairtwo scores of those who be
longed to this ISngrlgation a quarter of a century 
ago, who one b^ne Have passed but of mortal sight 
into the great immortal and wonderful reveahnents, 
and as portionsuof-that larger congregation bend 
above you at this hour. The veil that divides, the 
mist that separates y%u is cleared from, their eyes.
. So while the tears of nature must flow, and tears of 
sympathy for the outward human sorrow, the joy of 
their happiness sliall ribt be marred by any grief.-

Friends of the congregation, our friend and brother 
would give you greeting. He would sing with you, 
as you were accustomed to hear his sweet voice for 
many years; he would be one with you in your delib
erations, one with you in your hopes and prophecies 
for the great work you are to do.

To the members of the family, of his household, he 
wishes he could redch them all, his sisters and his 
brother, he wishes he could reach all of his children, 
and the little ones, he wishes that they might under

thou Hast wounded the spirit that 
loved thee:

Thou hast wounded tlte spirit that loved thee 
And cherished thine image for years;

Thou hast taught me at last to forget thee, 
In secret, in silence, and tears;

. As a young bird, when left by its mother, 
Its earliest pinion to try,

’Round the nest will still lingering hover, 
Ere its trembling wings can fly.

Thus we’re taught in this cold world to smother 
Each feeling that once was so dear;

Like that young "bird, I’ll seek to discover 
A home of affection elsewhere.

- Though this heart may tetill cling to thee fondly 
Arnd dream of sweet memories past, 

Yet hope, like the rainbow of summer, 
Gives promise of Lethe at last.

’ Like the sunbeams that play on the ocean 
In tremulous touches, of light

Is the heart in its early emotion 
Illumined with visions as bright, 

Ytft ofttimes beneath the waves swelling 
A tempest will suddenly come, 

All rudely and wildly dispelling 
The love of the happiest home.. ..

—Mrs. David Porter.

1C je tijffht eau be Btreugthenvâ, and ail 
foriu^ of iMgeksed fiCye» Cured jvltk- 

but Cutting or llruggiug.— -n
That the eyes can be strengthened so that ey< 

glasses cun bo dispensed with in the great nia« 
jorltv of cases, has bceiiprovcB beyond a doubt, 
by the testimony of thousands of people who 

littYe been cured by that 
wonderful little instru- 
went culled “AeUmi.” Aq. 
thin also cures sore and 
granulated llds.Glaucoma, 
Iritis, eU!«, also removei 
Cataracts and Pterygium« 
without cutting or drug. 

°vor seventy thorn*,
and of t he Acunas having been sold, therefore 11 
j.2» not an experiment but an absolute fact. Th« 
loiiowing letters are but samples of' those that 
arc received daily:

Cl'ampney, 2« West mth St. New 
, frites; The “Actlua" cured me oi
iritis, after the doctors said there was no cure 
ouuiae un operation. 1 have been entirely wei! 
loroveF four months, can sec to read and sew as 
hS; Jh°nestly recommend ♦•Ac*
ttnn iPi all afflictions of the eye.

l-'mlly Kapp, IteU Galena Street. Milwaukee. 
Wisconsin, writes: The “Actina*'I purchased 
irom you u year ago saved my brother’s eye- 
sight. My brotherwasnear'Sighted, wore num
ber live ami six glasses, and now he can go to 
school and do all his work and study without 
glasses. 7 '

E. R. Holdbrook. Deputy County Clerk, 
lax, va.. writes: ‘•Actiua” has cured my eyes 
so that I fan do without glasses.. I very toldoiu 
nave headache now, and cun study up to eleven 
o clock after a hard day’s work at the ofllce.

Actlua u not a drug or lotion, but a small 
pocket battery, which can be used by old and 
young with perfect safety, as |t is impossible to 
do any harm with Actlua. Every member of a 
family can use the one Actlua for any form of 
disease of the Eye, Ear, or Throat or Head. 
Actina will last for years, and is always ready 
for use. Actlna is sent on trial postpaid.

If you will send your name am! address to the 
New York and London Electric Association, 
Bept. T. N., 1)29 Walnut Sl„ Kansas City, Mo., 
you will« absolutely FKEE a valuable 
book, Prof. Wilson’s Treatise on the Eye and on 
Diseases m General, and you can rest assured 
that your eyes can be cured, no mutter how 
many doctors have failed.

NEW INVENTION!
r new booklet, Special Offer ihli xnoulti. Our 
,*icr Folding Vapor Halb Cabiarii, Quail 
produced. Everybody drll^Llrd. Enjoy *1 
home for tta each all the marvi kuadeauuog, 
uniKoratfyf, curative clfrcu of the (amout 
Turkiab Baiba. Ojuu the 6,000.000 aklo 
pores, purifies Lbe entire Beata Hot
nprnigi. Pruveoia dfacaae. Hevea Di, bill«.
.und tboiuinda. haUirw’sdru^lMarrmedy 
or cuida, grip, rhi-uuiutbm, *ctir«t palnq 
noun aud akin dbrAsr*, Kldnry trouble 
uimn u’a dlwnrea uid frnutle Uh, Outran.

Bent on 80 d*r»’ trial. ¿100 to $30Q 
.ernr« —»jeuii. ioQj, profit.ft moaui. Ffticiiiiea, luan.ger., central arrala. 1Ü0Í profil.

WORLD MFC. CO.. 82 Would Buhorio, CINCIHRATI, OHIO.

WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, ulcers, 
IsczemaandallBklnandFemaleDlseases. Write 
lor Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address O

DR, BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

TLe above >a the number at the prea. 
ent issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
as priatecj at the top of the Um page, 
right hand corner. It this number cor>. 
responds with the figures bn your wrap- 
per, then the lime you hare paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page ,1b ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued np to 
date. Keep watch of the number os 
tLe tag of your wrapper.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to Kim 
many times, etherealized, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time he spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world in his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the wfell- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher. Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D., president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsement.

He says: “This book will give us 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial."

Rev. M. J. Savage says: "It is in
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true."

The Medical Gleaner says: “It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: "It is inex
pressibly delightful.”

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: "It is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books.”

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance of 
two worlds. It is printed in elegant 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price •$!. 
For sale at this office.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be - 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages,”

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land," "Art 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed" 
and,“A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.”

AB these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never betorb known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for yon 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books Is $2.22—an achievement only ao 
compllshed by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter 
prise’.

a

Spiritism and Mre. Leonora E. Piper,
and Dr.- Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories
in Regard to it. By Ex-Judge Abram
H.; Dailey. Demonstrate; futility and.
Inadequacy -of Hud «on’s explanations of
Spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cantfe
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC) FIELD—ITS WORKERS.
DOINGS. ETO.. THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Bach contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
sr statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
«entiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that . Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet wp wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
io do so, That must account for the 
non-appearance of-YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is Bet up bn a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it Is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many limps would be 
crowded out. Sometimes thirty-line 
item 1b cut down to ten Itnesf and ten 
Unes • to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of tie writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and bo, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP cdPIES of your poems sent to 
.this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

-Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they wAy be cast 
Into the waste basket.

HARRISON D, BARRETT, PRESI
DENT OF THE N. 8. A., WILL LEC
TURE BEFORE THE HYDE PARK 
OCCULT SOCIETY, 319 E. 65TH 
STREET, ON THURSDAY EVENING, 
NOV. 3. THIS WILL BE AN EXCEL
LENT OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR 
THIS ELOQUENT ADVOCATE OF 
OUR CAUSE.

Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown writes: 
“Will you please allow me to state in 
your wldely-r^ad paper that the parties 
who are Industriously circulating the 
statement that I am living on a ’ little 
farm near Fort Worth, Texas, are quite 
mistaken. I am lecturing in all the dif
ferent states in which I have calls, for 
churches, associations, fraternal or
ders, societies - and clubs, and I am 
making my permanent home with my
husband where his interests are, on _ 
ranch. Our home is called ‘The Motts/

our

Wo go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach thio 
office not laterthan the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dr O. O. Burgess, a prominent Spir

itualist of San Francisco, Cal., writes.
As a member of the Society of Psy 

chical Research who 18 8e®1fdnFi£Betr0“fter 
oroofs of the continuity of life after 
■leath I find much of value m y 
strenuous* publication—especially va 
uaffle because "of your tearless adm£ 
ston of evidence on both Bides of the 
question."

Fired to frenzy 1?y the seating of a 
snook artist in the City Council, the 
Spiritualists l)ave got ‘ntor.“‘ehrI’oUc® 
courts again. Dr. G. E. c^88br0J a 
Spiritualist preacher who has been 
roasting fake mediums in the columns S? tee Chicago Progressive Thinker 
was arrested yesterday afternoon on 
the charge of practicing his emt with
out a license. It is claimed his arrest 
Is the outgrowth of a feud In this city 
between the Spiritualists who believe 
merely in clairvoyance and clairaudi- 
ence and those who believe that .the 
epoolts come back to earth and toot 
through Un horns In the dark, squeal 
out messages from deceased Aunt 
Marys in the black circles andhdo^Le 
through hornpipes dressed In bedrag
gled sheets, like Howton’s famed Lit
tle Willie.” Dr. Chesbro is a Spiritual
ist who was arrested once before and 
who made a test case of It that was 
fought all the way up to the Superior 
Court, Judge Smith, decided that a reg
ularly ordained Spiritualist preacher 
has the right to practice nis religion 
without paying a license fee. The 
State Spiritualist Association, which is 
represented In this city by Dr. Ches
bro has retained Earl Rogers to de
fend Chesbro and his wife, Maud Ches
bro, who is also under arrest They 
were arraigned yesterday, before Jus- 
ice Austin. The case was set for trial 

October 12, before a jury. Thff Ches- 
bros were released without bail.—Los 
Angeles (Cal.) Daily Times.

The giving 'and taking and promising 
to obey in marriage, common in most 
usages, are omitted in the new cere
mony contemplated, as the Spiritualists 
contend that no person can give away 
another, and that the promise to obey 
is the subjection of one njind to an
other.

Harry J. Moore and Mrs. Eva McCoy 
of Marshalltown, Iowa, have been con
ducting meeUngs in the Masonic Opera 
House at Oskaloosa, Iowa, the last three 
Sundays. They also held four meet
ings at North English, Iowa, last Tues
day, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. 
After succeeding so admirably in their 
meetings during the last month these 
two workers have been persuaded to 
continue their labors in the state of 
Iowa during the month of November. 
Mr. Moore can be addressed until fur
ther notice at 625 W. Fourth street, Ot
tumwa, Iowa.

Mr. Chas J. Barnes has returned to 
Chicago, and is stopping with his sister, 
Mrs. Hamilton Gill, 522 W. Monroe 
street, for a couple of weeks. He will 

'.,e pleased to see his many friends 
while here. Mr. Barnes had a very 
successful trip through the state of 
Michigan, and South Bend, Ind.
. E. W. BALDWIN WRITES: "DR. 
PEBBLES' ‘OBSESSION’ RECEIVED. 
YOU HAVE DONE A GOOD THING 
FOR THE CAUSE IN BRINGING IT 
OUT. IT WILL INCREASE THE CON
FIDENCE IN THE SPIRITUALIST 
COLLEGE. NOT ONLY THE ONE, 
BUT FINALLY MANY IN ALL THE 
STATES. WE MUST NOW COM
MENCE BUILDING FOR COMING 
GENERATIONS. OUR SPIRITUAL
ISM SHOULD -DEVELOP MORE 
BOUND KNOWLEDGE THAN THE 
ORIENTALS HAVE ABOUT THEIRS. 
1 THANK PEEBLES FOR-BRINGING 
OUT 'DEMONISM.'" t

Prof. W. M. Lockwood delivered two 
lectures at Butterfield Hall, Syracuse, 
N..Y-, to large audiences. -October 24, 
he commenced his class lectures there. 
He will return to Buffalo soon. His 
permanent address Is at 415 Delaware 
avenue, Buffalo, N. Y. He can be ad
dressed there for engagements.
*Wm. McVey, speaking of psychic 

mysticism, says: "Let us take Hamlet, 
(or instance. I feel convinced that in 
the very name of the chief character we 
have the quintessence of mysticism, 
and I would write it in four, Hebrew let
ters, thus: He, mim, lamed, tau, or as 
these letters sound to us, h, m, I, t, and 
Interpret it as ‘The water-god sign,' 
which carries us back to a time when 
the rain-god was worshiped as the Lord 
#f Resurrection, known to the ancient 
Chinese by the name of Ye-Su. I have 
eome to Interpret ‘lained,’ or T as the 
symbol par excellence.of duty or the de- 
iac principlo ‘el’ M 10’.’’

in El Campo, Texas, ‘the land next thé 
sky,’ and, about three hundred miles 
east of Fort Worth. The little farm is 
a big ranch with cattle, cotton, sweet 
potatoes, etc., raised on It. A number 
of our renters have good houses on it, 
and we are in a condition to give true 
eouthern welcome to any of our friends 
coming bur way. Our home is near the 
Gulf, so we get Its soft breezes—warm 
winters and cool summers. Come into 
Wharton county and ask for Joe H. D. 
Brown, Jr., and Jennie Hagan Brown, 
and you will find us. Our address is El 
Campo, Texas. I will be glad to re
ceive letters in regard to engagements 
for the next week, at 49 Loomis street, 
Chicago; then at Holllston, Mass. I will 
lecture en route east from Chicago to 
Boston, and in returning do the same. 
Prompt attention given all inquiries for 
dates.”

D. J. Moore writes from Fort Scott, 
Kansas: “We are a little band of 
brothers and sisters heïe in Fort Scott, 
and we are trying a scheme to enlarge 
the membership of yoiir valuable pa
per; also our own ranks. We meet ev
ery Wednesday night alternately at 
some of the members’’homes, and we 
put up the Progressive Thinker as the 
prize. We have tickets from No. 5 up. 
to 20 or 30, as the case may be, -and 
each one pays Into the treasury the 
amount marked on his ticket that he 
draws; say, for Instance, if he draws 
No. 6, it is five cents, or 20 twenty; , 

I cents,, and thereby we get enough to, 
send for the paper and have some left. 
One of the tickets is marked prize, and 
the one that draws that gets the. paper 
for one year. We have already sent 
for two numbers, Mrs. Staynor and Mrs. 
Hancock. We had with us Mrs. Vir
ginia Bryan of Ohio last Sunday even
ing (23rd), in W. O. W. Hall, to a fair- 
sized audience. She is a noble woman, 
sincere in her work, and has a power
ful strong control in inspirational lec
tures, .and a fine, true message bearer. 
She leaves here after this week for Ok
lahoma.”

“Hypnotism as a drink cure has been 
brought forward-, in recent years by va- - 
rions persons,”, said Dr. Kiernan, “but 
no important results have been ob
tained. In 1899 Arthur MacDonald, a 
specialist in the United States bureau 
of education at Washington, began ad
vocating the use of hypnotism as a cure 
for dipsomania, claiming that where 
other so-called cures have been effect
ive it has been through suggestion and 
not through medicine.

Allie Buhland writes from Indianapo
lis, Ind.: “In looking over The Progress
ive Thinker of Oct. 22, I note that Mr. 
Hammond says that when he visited 
this city a few weeks ago "he found no 
regular spiritual meetings being held." 
I am very glad indeed to correct that 
statement; not only are many mediums 
of the city holding meetings in their pri
vate homes and doing a noble work for 
the cause, but the Progressive Spiritual 
Society (and by the way this society 
was the first to be incorporated under 
the Indiana State Association) Is hold
ing services regularly each Sunday 
evening, in Pearson’s Hall on Delaware 
Street, and this society encouraged the 
state association to hold Its mass-meet
ing here, and now to the Spiritualists 
throughout the state of Indiana: Do you 
need the help of its missionaries ! If so, 
write to us immediately so that we can 
fully arrange our route. We have 
heard from some places but you need 
us, so let us come to you. net us, dear 
Spiritualists, rally around the white 
banner of Truth $nd Progression with 
more zeal than ever before."

Isa Wilson Kayner writes from Gal
veston, Texas: “An entertainment was 
given Saturday night, Oct 22, .at the 
Spiritualist Temple in honor of the 
70th birthday of R. F. Ring, perhaps 
more generally known as ’Grandpa.’ 
Mr. Ring is the father of John W. Ring, 
pastor of this society, and desirous of 
showing the respect and admiration 
which they have for him and for his 
aged father, they, through Mrs. Kayner, 
planned and carried out a pleasant sur
prise for his 70th birthday. A short ad
dress was given by Mrs. Kayner, who 
presented him with numerous boxes 
and bundles, gifts given with love to 
him by the society. Afterwards, Mr. 
Bondman, president of the German So
ciety of Spiritualists, gave a fine ad
dress, and presented him with a pack
age, gift sent by his people. After
wards remarks were made by Mrs. 
Brockieman and others. Tjien Mr. Ring 
responded, and it was more than grand 
to hear him relate experiences of the 
past. When through all went down to 
a banquet provided by the ladles. Then 
after a lycerim march, all went home, 
feeling glad and happy over the’, day 
that will long be remembered by him.” 

■ Mrs? Ellen C. White, an evangelist, in 
a late address at Battle Creek, Mich., 
said that she had .been a cripple from 
girlhood, but God makes her His instru
ment and gives her strength. At times 
she feels as if her limbs would not sus
tain her weight, but never, she said, has 
she felt her weakness when addressing 
a great audience. She, off course, is ; 
sustained by spirits (when addressing a 
large audience) who desire to assist the 
orthodox church she represents,, the 
Seventh Day Adventists. Spirit influ
ence extends to every church, but is the 
most pronounced among the Catholics.

The man who writes a real drama, ac
cording to Mr. McVey, lives for the time 
under the influence of a power’which’ 
absolutely controls him to say certain 
things and leave other things unsaid. 
He claims that this influence is dis
played even down to the naming of the 
various characters in the drama; and 
that these names are significant, and if 
analyzed will be found to in them
selves typify certain elements or char
acteristics contributing to the drama’s 
message. .

■ Chief of Police George M. Egan of 
Waterbury, Ct., refused to allow Prof. 
Herrmann, the magician, to bury a man 
alive on thé green. Herrmann said the 
chief was czar, and that it was the first 
time he ever had his efforts in behalf 
of science thwarted. There were hun
dreds, at the green to see the live man 
put under six feet of earth. He was 
first to be put in a hypnotic Bleep and 
then packed away In a casket.’

Ella Wheeler Wilcox was Invited to 
attend the National Spiritualist Con
vention at St. Louis, She failed to do 
so. Distance lends enchantment to her
self, and she proposed to maintain thé 
same.

In a small comer of the National mu
seum at Washington is a unique collec
tion of articles which may be said to 
represent the superstitions of the na
tions, Queer charms, amulets and 
fetiches which constitute the outfit of 
the "men of magic” are here found in 
profusion. Among tlie most ridiculous 
is a specimen of voodoo practice, and 
consis^of a cotton bag in which are a 
chlckeffTeather, two or three locks of a 
woman's hair, a sliver of pine wood and 
some blood dried on a rag. This won
drous charm is supposed to work re
markable cures.

Dr. A. F. Smith, who has been In 
charge of the hospital in the Washing
tonian Home for the last twenty-two 
years, regards suggestion as very help
ful for the moral uplift of anyone suf
fering from inebriety. “But we rely 
mainly on our medical treatment,” said 
Dr. Smith, “which is entirely scientific 
and tested by long experience. First, 
we alm to get a patient in good physi
cal condition, and then we use moral 
suasion in various ways. That is about 
the extent of hypnotic .suggestion in 
this, institution. No whisky is allowed 
to inmates for what is called the taper
ing-off process. The medical profession 
of this city and state recognizes our 
treatment as the most scientific and ef
fective that can be devised."

Referring to the second letter of chal
lenge, which was printed in the St. 
Louis, Mo., Republic, President Barrett । 
said: "We will take no further notice 
of these persons. If they want to come 
to our meetings and witness for them
selves the truth and power of our relig
ion, they may come and welcome, We 
do not ask them fo come and stand be
fore us and give evidence pf what their 
faith can do for them. We can go and 
see. We are not offering them anything 
for sale, we are .making no-contract to 
perform certain features for their mate
rial benefit or profit to. ourselves. 
Therefore, since neither wé nor they 
have anything at stake, we need not 
recognize these attempts, to draw us 

‘into controversy with a view-to the ex
position of what 1b called by them “a 
fraud.” We have a work to perform, 
for the accomplishment .of the end 
which we believe is to be ours, so let 
ub continue onward in the right way, 
nor give a thought to those disconcert
ing influences, unless it be to call the 
doubting ones into our midst and con
vert them to our faith. This challenge 
has blown up and has fallen of its own 
weight”

Wm. McVey claims that he has. found 
the fundamental principle around which 
were clustered, and from which devel
oped all the religions of earth. This 
principle is typified for him by El and 
its various forms as they appear in all 
the ancient languages. He traces cor
roborative proof in the legends dug out 
of tomes of almost forgotten lore, by 
the resemblance of the various names 
applied to the deity, and In the constel
lations of high heaven Itself. The 
heavenly manifestation which to the an
cients typified the supreme deity and 
overruling power is what we call the 
Dipper, and there are reasons, as ad
vanced by Mr. McVey, and they sound 
very creditable, too, for thinking , that 
the ancients had reason to ascribe won
derful attributes tp that constellation.

Mrs. Isabella Powderly writes: “Dr. 
Evelyn See came to us on Sunday even
ing, Oct 23, filled with beautiful 
thoughts on the subject, ‘How to Live 
the Life,’ that the audience seemed as 
one body entranced. Our meetings are 
growing in Interest. Medium's, Mrs. 
Martin, Miss Snede, and Powderly. 
Readings were fine. Oct 30, Mr. Fra
ser, the boy medium, will be with us; 
Jiov. 1, Parker C.. Marsh. Subject: ‘Sci
entific Answer to the’Question, What Is 
Life?’ Mr. Coe will singtfor us on that 
occasion.” / .

Scribe writes from Detroit: “The 
Sunday evening:meetings at Prismatic 
Kall are Increasing’ in interest and 
attendance, although*the society hold
ing these meetings is known as the In
ternational Society-of Spiritualists, and 
is in harmonious working order, there 
are no officers elected by the grace of 
any one, but all work together taking a 
part according to . the needs of the 
hour. Mrs. Jenkins, of Windsor, gives 
the invocation, address and tests to the 
happy satisfaction of those present 
The meetings are free to all, and many 
new and prominent faces are seen from 
time to time. Mrs. Penna holds suc
cessful independent meetings at 55 
Grand River avenue, and the Earnest 
Workers have also thrown open their 
doors to investigators. Mrs. Mary 
Stein has been appointed pastor for the 
season. The. various mediums hold 
meetings or circles at their homes, and 
spread the light in that way."

Mm. McVey says: "In the various 
Chinese dialects with which I became 
more or less acquainted, I found no ‘el’ 
but many ‘Ie’s.’ ’Two of the ‘Ie’s’ inter
ested me in particular. I found the 
one which stands for ‘strength,’ it being 
in that particular the equivalent of the 
Hebrew ‘el,’ which, of course, is but Ie’ 
/reversed. Later I became acquainted 
-with another ideograph known as "Ie ' 
standing for the fundamental immate
rial principle of the universe and as 
such worshiped as the basic god, and 
therefore the equivalent of - the El 
(God) of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. In 
the course of time I became impressed 
with the idea that it is with this el or le 
principle that the enlightened human 
being comes in psychic touch when a 
great work is produced.”

Mrs. M. A. Burland, pastor of the 
Light of Truth Church. Meetings every 
Sunday evening at 26 E. Van Buren 
street Messages given. Mediums wel
come. Come and take part - .

Levi Wood writes from Kalamazoo,
Mich. "It was my pleasure to listen to
a sermon lately from an eminent Pres
byterian divine on the subject of ‘Life’s 
Tragedies,’ which diverged greatly from 
the . teachings of past ages, and the pur
pose and object of the infliction of trag
edy. It is the wish of myself and oth
ers that through the medium. : of, The 
Progressive Thinker, from the pen of 
your many contributors a definition or 
rendering of what constitutes a ‘trag
edy’ and its benefits may be given. 
Let me illustrate: On the walls of a 
magnificent parlor hangs the picture of
a young girl of fifteen, with most an-

wd«rt>lp/-a»i|r*M :tHat wealth 
could procure was bestowed on h^r ed
ucation and theraslorment-of the phys
ical body,, Her fond parents had no 
conceptions of 'awythrng only on this 
plane; they gave no thought to any fu
ture life.' A tataJidisdJise suddenly took 
the life from thgftform, «nd in due time 
she made her pregenep ^nown to her pa
rents.. They were .conscious daily of 
her presence, and they’were composed 
and reconciled that Hie death of the 
body opened the gateway to a life ot 
the spirit. Wasothls ^tragedy?”

W. B. Woods 1^rli^“3 “Mrs. Dr. 8) E. 
Pierce and hubband',ii6f Chesterfield, 
Ind., are now lAfeted'lfa Kokomo, Ind., 
for the winter, yat’ lift North Main 
street, where they Wblild be glad to 
meet all Spiritualists fif the city. Mrs. 
Pierce is a graduate bf1 two medical col
leges. She Is mdo a‘platform message 
medium. She ¿Ives’private readings, 
both business and spiritual. She will 
attend meetings in nearby cities, when 
desired, and give tests- if called upon to 
do so. She is sixty-five years of age, 
and is one of the old'-guard.”

A recent visitor to a fascinating cor
ner of the museum; Washington, D. C., 
says that one of the ugliest articles in 
the collection in appearance 1b a clay 
Image of a mountain lion; It Is one of 
the principal fetiches of tne Zuni In
dians of the southwest. The specimen 
exhibited was carried by a Zuni hunter 
about his person in order to insure suc
cess in the chase. , This tribe considers 
the mountain Hon as a sort of supernat
ural beast, and before going In pursuit 
of game they frequently invoke its aid 
by making pacrlfices and other offer- 
lings. The fetich serves the same ob
ject as the bear’s claws so commonly 
worn by tlie Indians who Inhabited the 
middle west a century ago. A fine spec
imen of this talisman is included In the 
collection. It is suspended on a thong 
of deerskin, and thtp/records show that 
it was used as a necklace for many 
years by the chief Who collected the 
claws. Not only were’ they supposed to 
aid him In hunting, but tended to ward 
off disease and formed a protection 
against injury. “

Several prominent Spiritualists of 
Grand Rapids, Mich.,' have filed articles 
with the county clerk calling for’the or
ganization of a Spiritual Aid Associa
tion. The petition states that the ob
ject of this association shall be to pro
mote the general religious, spiritual and 
social welfare of Its members arid to 
build a Spiritual temple in Grand Rap
ids. The charter members are Martha 
J. Blandford,. Zalmon.-D. Hinkley, Mrs. 
Carrie Ford, Mrs.- Amanda Coffman, 
Georgean Pierson, Mrs. Ruby Smith, 
Mrs. Mary Sourby, Mrs.. India Gray and 
Mrs. Carrie Hinkley.

JOHN WALLACE WRITES: “I 
WOULD BE PLEASED IF THE PRO- 

I GRESSIVE THINKER COULD REACH 
I EVERY INQUIRING MIND. IT 
WOULD NOT ONLY,OPEN THE WAY 
TO ITS READERS TO THE BRIGHT
NESS OF TRUTH?’ BUT WOULD 
BRING THEM IN TOUCH WITH THE 
GIANT MlNDSi'-OF'^TO-DAY WHO 
ARE, THROUGH-! 7TS COLUMNS, 
SOWING THE GOOD’, SEED BROAD
CAST OVER THE FS^IR LAND, FOR 
THE GOOD OP* THE CAUSE AT 
LARGE, AND THE UPLIFTMENT OF 
HUMANITY iN'OENEpAL.”

Chas, H. Gree'^.wrlies: "Sunday af
ternoon, Oct. 23/Dr, x H. Randall de
livered a very Ime’reBtmg lecture before 
the Rising Sunj ^plritualist Mission. 
That evening, Mr/Jas/E. Coe,..probably 
one of the oldest If riot the oldest, Spir
itualists iff Chicago; 'addressed us. Mr.: 
Coe spoke of the rapid strldes.of Spir
itualism as he had observed them and 
of the condltlonM Spiritualism forty 
years ago. After Coe’s address 
Mrs; Maud ;Lord;firaI^,'. another Spirit
ualist of itirigfetandirigj; madri”‘i “Bhort 
discourse, after which sho favored us 
with a few very convincing proofs of 
communication with the spirit world. 
This is the first visit of Mrs. Drake to 
Chicago In a number of years, and it is 
needless to say that her return will be 
welcomed by Chicago Spiritualists. Mr. 
Drake, her husband, also addressed the 
audience a few moments after his 
wife’s testa and gave ¡voice to a few 
thoughts that were extremely interest
ing to all. Sunday, Nov. 6, 1904, Mrs. 
Mary Hill will lecture, followed by spir
it messages by various mediums. That 
evening Mrs. L. Frayel will lecture, her 
subject being ‘Who, Why and Where?’ 
Spirit communications are psychomet
ric readings by competent mediums are 
features of all our meetings, to which 
we invite all. Spiritualists or not, to at
tend. Our hall is at 378 S. Western 
avenue.”

THE GREATEST LIGHT BEARER. 
R. T. HENDRICKS WRITES FROM 
BURLINGTON, N. C.: “THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER IS UNDOUBT
EDLY THE GREATEST LIGHT BEAR
ER IN THE LAND, EVER FULL OF 
GOOD SOLID READING MATTER. 
Something that puts the men
tal FACULTIES TO WORK, TO 
THINK AND REASON UPON THE 
DIFFERENT IDEAS GIVEN OUT BY 
THE VARIOUS WRITERS AND 
THINKERS, SUCH AS DR. PEEBLES, 
MOSE? HULL, D. W. HULL, CLARA 
WATSON AND OTHERS; EVERY 
COPY IS A FEAST OF SPIRITUAL 
FOOD.”

John Wallace writes from Ashtabula, 
Ohio: Unusually large.audience greet
ed our speaker, D. A. Herrick, Sunday 
afternoon and evenirig, at Grand Army 
Hall. He delivered two very eloquent 
and forceful addresses. He gave us a 
genuine soul feast His subject in the 
evening, Spiritualism, was presented in 
a new, convincing and able manner. 
He claimed. Spiritualism to be not only 
a religion, but an unfoldment as well, a 
sacred gift, an awakening of all the 
powers of the whole being, and . will live 
as long as man or time remains. The 
society here is showing unusual activ
ity and all look forward to a grand 
awakening of our cau'de in Ashtabula. 
We are very fortunate in having good 
speakers. Muchl interest is shown in 
our meetings, wbjich are. well attended," 

Frank Anlauf frites‘¡from Oklahoma 
City, Okla.: “It gives me. pleasure to an
nounce the steady progress of Spiritual
ism in this city,} On the 18th of last 
month We again opened our meetings, 
with Mrs. Sears,- late .of . Chicago, as 
speaker. Our esfeemeij president, Bro. 
D. M. Thorp, whirls atpyominent attor
ney, and his wife^are.Earnest workers 
for Spiritualism, and riiuch of the suc
cess of our socletyjs. dye to their untir
ing, unselfish efforts. The ladies have 
organized an auiaiiary'Xo help . In a 
practical way, wit» Mri Thorp as pres
ident Our society intehds to charter 
with the N. S. I®, anlijmportant step 
that should not be‘negated by any so
ciety of Spiritualists,’-Whether large or 
small, in numerical strength. I suc
ceeded this week in getting an extract 
from Rev. Thomas article, which ap
peared in your columns, published in 
one of our daily papers. This man's ad
vanced ideas are sure to reach thou
sands in this way. We must push Spir
itualism energetically ahead wherever a 
chance offers itself to us; It is our holi
est duty.” .

R. T. Hendricks writes: “Open wide 
your eyes and look Into Nature’s open 
book; ponder well over its lines, and 
thus unfold your minds to higher aspi
rations of Its wonderful Informations.

band, mawafeg on td Beulah land, 
er standing still to rest, but each mov
ing on to do its best Oh, what a knowl- 
edgfe this,, that brings to me joy and 
bliss, in that it feeds my hungry soul, 
and thus works out the perfect whole."

L, V. Flint writes from Corvallis, Ben-' 
ton county. Ore.: Rev. Jessie 8. Pettit 
Flint opened her fourth season at Bar
rett Lyceupj 011 Sunday, October 23. , 
We shall hold services regularly every 
Sunday at 3 p. m. Rev. G. C. Love and 
wife will be with us the second and 
third Sundays in November, and will 
occupy the platform. We expect • he 
will also hold meetings during the 
week."

. A Vlerebome writes from Oswego, 
N. Y.: “I notice In your Issue of this 
week that Hugh Moore has again come 
to grief in Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct. 6—and 
they call him a ‘Rev.’ I believed him a 
genuine medium twelve years ago be
cause my Spiritualistic friends said he 
was. I invited five principals of the 
public schools to attend his seance. We 
witnessed the manifestations of Pansy, 
seven years old at that time (I see she 
has not grown any older), and his In
dian control Running Water. We paid 
21 each and came away feeling like 
fools, knowing it was nothing more 
than a Punch and Judy show. Twelve 
years have elapsed since that time. 
Moore’s methods have been exposed 
time and time again. I think, Mr. 
Francis, that it would be a good plan to 
devote a corner of your paper to be 
headed as follows: ‘Fraudulent Medi
ums Exposed,’ and as the exposures oc
cur add their ■ names, This Hugh 
Moore has been working the public in 
the name of Spiritualism for thirteen 
years. Put him out of business. The 
official board of the Illinois .Spiritualist 
Association have made a move in the 
right direction.’

Wm. Wilkins, of Bedford, Iowa, 
brother of Dr. T., of The Progressive 
Thinker force, called at the mechanical 
department of this office, and besides 
visiting with his brother, became great
ly interested in the marvelous opera-’ 
tlons of the linotype machine. His

Prof, W. M, Lockwood has been at 
wirk la bls especial field at Auburn and 
Syracuse, N. Y, H1b~ lectures'are’ot 
great value to every reflective mind. 
Address him for engagements at No. 
415 Delaware avenue, Buffalo, N. Y,

W. H. »Harrell writes from Texas: 
“My subscription will soon be out. En
closed find remittance for my subscrip
tion and for six trial subscriptions. I 
cannot afford to miss a copy of our 
grand paper, The Progressive Thinker. 
Every copy is a feast of good things to 
the minds- of all liberty-loving, truth- 
seeking persons. Your Open Court is 
an Intellectual battle-field where the old 
warriors, as well as the plumed 
knights, cross swords without fear or 
favor, so long as they respect the rights 
of one another. Too much cannot be 
said of the great benefits that come to 
those who have the pleasure of witness
ing the test of these Intellectual battles 
fought in this field. Let the good work 
go on. I will contribute my mite to
wards spreading the gospel of truth, 
and may the scales of error fall from 
the eves of some who are blinded by 
tradition as their minds awake to the 
light of reason."

Elizabeth Johnson writes: “The New 
Thought meetings held each Sunday 
evening by Miss Mae Hunt in San Fran
cisco, are attracting good crowds and 
are very interesting and instructive, as 
different spiritual inspirers speak from 
time to time. Last Sunday night we 
listened to an eloquent lecture on 
‘Equality of Sex,’ given by Frances Wil-/ 
lard; who seemed overjoyed for the op
portunity of being heard once again.

li Read This List of II
PREMIUMS.

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND U90 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
bn This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual*- 
Istlc, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro
gressive Thinker.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let« 

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe* 
ly, and then the next remittance may,' 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order, 
for five cents, and then you- are pen* 
fectly safe, and will save yourcelf an* 
noyance and trouble.

gelic and expressive loveliness, an in-1 On the law of evolution and the la* of 
mate of the home. She was the idol of Involution; both are working hand in
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wife also called, and ■ was shown_the 
various parts of the machine. . ’ . 
are both old Spiritualists from prin
ciple.

They

Louise E. Zimmerman writes from
Elmira, N. Y.: "Sunday, Oct. 23, Mrs. 
Tillie U. Reynolds closed a successful 
three weeks’ work with the First Spirit 
ualist Church of this city, and will be 
followed by Mrs. R. W. Barton of Bing
hamton, N. Y. Mrs. Reynolds has in
stilled new life in the work and mem
bers of the society, and not only, won 
the love of her listeners, but doubly en
deared Herself to each member by the 
good work she has accomplished in the 
short time. A Ladles’ Aid has been or
ganized and preparations are under way 
for a fair and reception to be held when 
she returns in February; In the mean
time, the work will go on; new mem
bers are joining and the outlook is 
bright for the cause of Truth and Hu
manity.”

Elizabeth Delphin writes: “In your 
Issue, No,’.779 of .The Progressive Think
er, I regret, a misstatement appears; 
namely, that the Englewood Spiritual 
has disbanded. I feel sure this state
ment was made as a result of supposi
tion rather than knowledge—the fact 
being that our regular meetings of our 
society have adjourned, but tempora
rily, owing to financial embarrassment, 
our recent engagement having resulted 
unfavorably, and hot being desirlous of 
.engaging workers until we were able 
to guarantee the expense of conducting 
meetings, we are quietly arranging our 
plans to continue meetings each Sun
day, as usual. In the meantime, the 
Ladies Auxiliary is holding most Inter
esting and instructive meetings every 
Thursday afternoon with Increasing in
terest. We earnestly .invite all Spirit
ualists fo co-operate with the E. S. U., 
which will ever be found striving to 
give to humanity the best lectures ori' 
the philosophy, and only such test medi
ums as have been fully endorsed.”

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: “The Hyde 
Pqrk Occult Society will be highly fa
vored by a lecture from one of the 
brightest workers in the Kansas field of 
Spiritualists, Mrs. Bessie Bellman. She 
was with us last winter for a short talk, 
and all who heard her were delighted. 
Come and enjoy a spiritual feast She 
will lecture on Nov. 6, at 319 E. 55th 
street at 8 p. m.' The social dance 
given by our society, Oct 27, was a very 
enjoyable affair. Every one went home 
feeling they had enjoyed a good time, 
and plenty of good laughs, plenty to eat, 
etc. We hold these social dances every 
two weeks, so come again on Nov. 10. It 
is worth the 25 cents admission to lis
ten to the famous Norton band. Much 
credit is due Mr. Norton for the faculty 
of giving the people just what they 
want, and putting the life and spirit in 
his work. Come and hear the music 
and join with us in a good time."

Wm. F. Ruffle writes encouragingly of 
his meeting at Schiller Building, Hall 
301, third floor. Last Sunday was a 
banner day at all the services. He 
would like to see his midweek circles 
have a larger attendance. Tuesday at 
2:30 and Wednesday and Friday at 
7:30. They are held at the residence, 
3201 Indiana avenue. -

Eight cities extended invitations for 
the next annual convention. They 
were: Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Wash
ington, Los Angeles, Denver, Portland, 
Ore.; Topeka, Kans., and Indianapolis. 
Philadelphia offered several induce
ments, among them a free hall, enter
tainment for several delegates, an au
tomobile ride for the women about the 
city and a trip to the coast, but Minne
apolis was chosen as the meeting
place. ’

. T. W. Sherk writes: "Rev. Moses 
Hull will lecture next Sunday, both af
ternoon and evening, at the Church of 
Spirit Communion, 4308 Cottage Grove 
avenue. As. Mr. Hull’s lectures at our 
church are Well attended, you are ad
vised to come early to procure a good 
seat.” ’ •

“The Marriage Ceremony” created a 
great deal of interest in the N. S. A. 
convention. But after the “ceremony” 
ties two together, the “interest” often 
assumes a warlike turn and the “inter- 

i csts” of each turns up in court. 1
A. Vlerebome writes from.Oswego, N. 

Y.: “I enclose you clipping from the 
Post-Standard of Syracuse, N. Y., Oct 
26, as follows: ‘Fredonia, Oct. 25.—The 
complaint against the City of Light As
sociation has been dismissed by Justice 
Drake. He held there are no evidences 
that its seances are not religious. This 
is a victory for the Spiritualists.’ 
Whenever our genuine mediums are 
persecuted "by bigoted, narrow-con
tracted thinking people, the societies 
should stand by them and show the 
world at large that our belief and teach
ings are entitled to the same hearing 
and respect as the ancient teachings. I 
claim we should receive more atten
tion. Why? The orthodox give us 
faith; we give undisputed facts. The 
Spiritualists of Fredonia are to be con
gratulated on their victory. Let the 
good work continue.”

Mrs. LeSieur ■ writes to remind the 
friends about the progressive euchre 
party: “Instead of the evening session 
of the ¡Band of Harmony , we will have 
the card party. Score cards twenty-five

Her very personality and presence 
could be felt and seen through the me
dium as in sympathetic words she en
larged upon the glories of womanhood 
if given an equal footing with man. 
She said that she, as the mother of the 
race, could not raise beautiful, intelli
gent children until her environments 
were radically improved. She enlarged 
upon her old-time subject of temper
ance also. The rostrum was decorated 
in beautiful flowers and the Star.» 
Spangled Banner. There are no tests 
given at these meetings, but in their 
place is substituted a question box, the 
ballots of which are answered by a 
guide named Peskalene. They are 
confined to philosophical questions that 
are educational. No personal questions 
are answered as the guides are endeav
oring to place the philosophy of Spirit
ualism on as high a basis as possible 
and educate people from that stand
point.”

M. F. Hammond has been lecturing to 
good audiences at Lafayette, Ind., in 
a church controlled by the Spiritual
ists. He would like to correspond with 
spiritual societies, with a view of mak
ing an engagemefit to lecture during 
the winter. Address him in care of 
General Delivery, Lafayette, Ind.

Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, honorary 
vice-president of the N. S. A., and a 
leading worker in Philadelphia, has 
been in Chicago for several days, at
tending to private business.

E. W. Sprague and wife have been en
gaged for another year to work for the 
N. S. A. in the missionary field. They 
have been assigned the territory west 
of the Mississippi River. Parties, so
cieties, and state associations wishing 
their services, may address them at 
1102 North 18th street, St. Joseph, Mo., 
until further notice. Write them at 
once it you want their services.

President Harrison D. Barrett ex
plained his views in reference to the 
half-fare rates, in the late N. S. A. con
vention. He said that many of the 
ministers who had been ordained by 
the state associations and approved by 
the National Association, had been 
“turned down” by the railroads because 
.after investigation the .road officials 
found that the ministers were getting 
their income from private sources and 
not from public platform readings. 
Thus, he said, the actions of the rail
roads were in accord with the explana
tion of Mrs. Longley.

At a meeting of the board of trustees 
of the Haslett Park Association, the 
following resolution was adopted: Re
solved, That in the passing away of Mr. 
W. A. Teel of Bath, Clinton county, we 
feel that we have lost a valued compan
ion and worker who labored with us in 
the cause of Spiritualism and truth as 
we understand it, and we shall miss his 
counsel and cheer. We extend the 
sympathy that only experience can give 
to the members of his family, remem
bering as we do, even though we mourn 
the loss of our friends, we do not mourn 
as they have who have not the knowl-

I Remember, please, that It costs ten 
I cents to get a personal check at a bank 
I in Chicago. It you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent., ■ 

‘Remember, please, that we have only, 
tour books which we send, out now fori 
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\dlect any other book in the list at that 
price.
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entitled to any of the Premium Books 
unless you send in with your order a 
year's subscription to The Progressive Thinker.

Remember, please, that the safest way 
to make a remittance Is to secure a pds* 
tai order.

Remember, please, that these books 
are used exclusively as premiums, the 
editor desiring no profits, his sole ob
ject being to do a HUMANITARIAN 
WORK ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC, 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not tor sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistakes and 
trouble may be avoided by dealing di-' 
rect with this office, Instead of through 
a news agent

Remember, please, that all of our 
Premium Books are neatly and subatan- ’ 
tially bound in cloth, and are an orna
ment to any library.

Read our Premium Offer, AND DO 
NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER 
TERMS. You must send $1 for The 
Progressive Thinker when you desire 
one or more premium books. ~ 
bear this in mind.

Every person who sends In a yearly 
subscription to 't he Progressive Think
er, and who desires only ONE premium 
book can make bls selection from the 
following list for TWENTY-FIVE 
CENTS: »

Please

edge that our religion gives to us. S. 
A. Haslett, C. J. Harris, I. D. Richmond.

Mrs. H. L. Bigelow, vice-president of 
the society, writes from San Jose, Cal.: 
"The First Spiritual Union of this place 
Is having very Interesting meetings; in 
the forenoon at eleven o’clock a confer
ence meeting, which is growing In num
bers and proving to be a good school of 
instruction. We have a question box 
at the door, and any who wish can drop 
a question in the box on any spiritual 
subject The questions are read by the 
chairman, and mediums and others who 
are present, answer them. At 2:30 
o’clock a meeting is held under the aus
pices of the Union where questions can 
be answered on any progressive or spir
itual subject. For the present month 
as speaker for the evening we have 
Mrs. Harriet Hedth Ragon, who gives a 
lecture the first part of the meeting un
der control. Last Sunday evening her 
subject was Spirit Identity. The latter 
part of the evening is devoted to giving 
spirit messages. Sister Ragon Is lately 
from the east where she has worked in 
the spiritual field for years. On week
day evenings she also has given several 
trumpet circles, which are very satisfac
tory indeed. She is a very pleasant lit
tle woman, and is quite earnest in her 
work. John Slater is also in San Jose, 
but occupies another hall. There are 
Spiritualists enough in this place to fill 
two or three halls if they- would only 
come out to the meetings. Are they 
worthy of the name when they do not 
identify themselves with some society, 
and show to the world that Spiritualism 
is a grand truth and a beautiful re
ligion.”

C. H. Toler writes from Marietta, O.: 
“Mrs. E. J. Demorest pt Pittsburg, has 
just been with her friends here again 
the past two weeks and the interest in 
her seances is unabuated. The social 
and spiritual atmosphere pervading all 
these little meetings has been a re
markable feature. All in attendance 
have been delighted.”

Dr. Beverly writes: "Special attrac
tions at our next party at- Arlington 
Hall, 31st and Indiana avenue, next Sat
urday-evening, Nov. 5. Every lady that 
brings a lunch in a box will be admitted 
free and have a partner for the evening. 
Presidential contest will be open to 
both sexes, and we hope will decide the 
question satisfactorily. Vogel's orches
tra will entertain the dancers. Remem
ber, every Sunday we have fine speak
ers and first-class, honest mediums. 
Dr. Peebles is coming. Watch for the 
date.”

"The Majesty of Calmness, or indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities." By 
Win. George Jordan. Another valuable 
little work. Price 20 cents.

"Death Defeated; or the Psychic So-
@ret of Ho* to Keep Young. By J. M.cents.. Six-sofa pillows for prizes. I @retof HoW to Keep Young.” by <i. u. 
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[This department Is under the man- 
foment of'

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

1 NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give air equal hear
ing compels th,o answers to be made In 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as- 
Bertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
/with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
iquity. The supply of matter Is rlways 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
And hence there is unavoidable delay. 
(Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
ffavor.
i NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
enonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
(dress fimat be given, or the letters will 
mot be read. If the request be made, 
¡the name will not be published. The 
¡correspondence of Gils department has 
become excessively large, especially let 
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what-

V ¿¡ever information I am able, the ordl- 
fc^'nary courtesy of correspondents is ex

pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

“M.” writes for advice, how to be
come a medium, and best serve the 
World, having a great desire to become 
3 public teacher.

A. The first thing to do, to become a 
teacher is to become self-instructed. 
Mediumship may in rare instances be
come supreme, and the intelligence of 
the control become identified with the 
medium, and when it departs leaves its 
Impress as culture find perception on 
the mind.of the latter. . But otherwise, 
those who would become teachers 
through this power, must train them
selves to receive. Hence a severe 
course of study and mental and spirit
ual discipline are essential. The idea 
that if one sits passive, the good spirits 
.will* push him into place, is altogether 
erroneous and harmful. To passivity 
must be added the strength of activity. 
■The help comes to those who help 
themselves. If you want to have inspi
ration from spiritual beings,..study in 
that direction. This concentration pre
pares the mind for the reception of re
lated, kindred thoughts. In wireless 
telegraphy, for the messages to be re
ceived, requires a receiving instru
ment adjusted to the transmitting. 
The reception of such messages is ac
cording to the capacity of the receiving 
Instrument. Thus the receptiveness of 
the' mind determines what it receives. 
If a person ignorant of astronomy 
should Bit In a convention of astrono
mers, he would not understand their 
discussions. To one ignorant of math
ematics, it would be difficult It not im-। 
possible to impress the propositions of 
the calculus. This must be taken as 
fundamental: !

YOU CAN ONLY RECEIVE AC
CORDING TO CAPACITY, HOWEVER 
GREAT THE OFFERING.

If you go to the ocean with a pint 
■ pup, you can only have it filled.

■ W..W. Walker: Q. Must we love 
everybody before our kindest act can be 
received, as Mr. Leadbeater teaches? Is 
ft possible or desirable for an honest, 
virtuous man to love a vicious, lying 
villain? Christ tells us we must hate 
father, mother, wife, etc., and -love our 
enemies. Is this possible?

A. The answer depends, entirely, on 
the meaning given the word love. The 
loose and uncertain meaning in which 
words are taken is the cause of great 
misunderstanding and contention. If we 
give the word love its true meaning, we 
can no more love those who are ene
mies, than we can heat ice to incandes
cence. For love there must be' corre
spondence and sympathy. We may 
have charity, pity and desire to assist 
and elevate, but all these combined are 
not love. While we call the warm re
gard of sympathy and response, of re
spect, and generous, unselfish devotion, 
love, the opposite awakens hate, and 

. to compound the two is to rob language 
of its power of conveying thought

’ Mechanic: Q. What Is the highest

' ■ ■ 4
their bodies. And many more suicides 
followed soon after, and in nearly ev
ery case the address was found on or 
■near the person who had taken his own 
life.'”

It is difficult to choose words fittingly 
to express opinion of such an infamous 
libel. The strong Saxon word "liaf” is 
too weak. The great and eloquent man 
cannot meet the falsehood, but not a 
person in the world, including theiRev. 
Strough believes that this statement is 
true, ‘But it has been the method .of 
preachers to resurrect the infidel dead, 
and reiterate unbluBhingly the most in
famous falsehoods.

For downright lying, and cowardly at
tack, the Rev. Strough eclipses all pred- 
cessors. His whole story is a fabrica
tion of his bigoted fancy. Ingersoll 
had been indisposed for some flays, 
and had sent for a physician. Yet noth
ing serious was apprehended, until he 
was suddenly stricken with heart fail
ure. His advocacy of the right to sui
cide was qualified and such as every in
telligent person would endorse. How 
would It have been possible for an ad
dress delivered at night, to be found 
next morning on the bodies of seven 
suicides? The more, Ingersoll's lec
tures were not reported in the press.

Is there a single "evangelist” in the 
world that will not lie for Christ’s 
sake? Is there one who believes an in
fidel has any rights? And this reminds 
me of an occurrence which happened 
several years ago. An evangelist was 
working up'-a revival and In a.hot dis
course, said that “Bob Ingersoll when 
in danger was ready to appeal to the 
God he scoffed. Recently he was cross
ing the ocean on the steamship Servia, 
and a storm came on. Among the first 
to get down on his knees, quaking with 
fear was the great infidel, and begged 
God to spare his life."

There was a progressive lyceum in 
the town, and one of the members, a 
boy of fifteen years, had been trained to 
think. He at once wrote Mr. Inger
soll, and promptly received the follow
ing characteristic answer: “I have not 
crossed the ocean in fourteen years. I 
never was on the Servia. The story is 
an orthodox lie.”

There is this peculiarity about an “or
thodox lie," it cannot be suppressed. 
The deathbgd scene of Thomas Paine 
has been repeatedly proven to be a fab
rication of his enemies, yet Is reiterated 
Unchanged from the pulpit,, Every 
preacher who repeats it knows he is 
telling a falsehood, but it is too good 
stock in trade to be passed by.

So npw that this story of Ingersoll's 
death has been started by a “Rev." 
ghoul, it will be repeated in ten thou
sand, pulpits, and each time will re- 
ceive\embelllshments.

Theydear flocks they feed on their
fabrications are not readied by un-
pleasant, denials and will go their way 
in blissful ignorance that there Is any 
knowledge in the world except that 
given them in the little pint cups of the 
preachers.

SOUTHERN CASSADAGA.
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speed practical of 
steam cars?

A. The tests of

electric cars and

the past two years
made in Germany for the solution of 
this question, gave for motor cars a 
speed of 117.32 miles in an hour, or 
nearly two miles a minute. The steam 
engine with these cars made 85.12 
miles an hour which was the limit. In 
the United States a speed exceeding a 
mile a minute has been made for long 
distances over steam lines, and for 
shorter distances by motors.

The cost increases in almost arith
metical ratio with the speed, and the 
danger likewise. With the most per
fectly prepared road-bed and construct
ed cars, fifty miles an hour for steam, 
and sixty for motors must remain the 
limit for safety, which cannot practi
cally be exceeded. The limits of steam 
have been reached, but it is possible to 
run electric cars two hundred miles an 

' hour, with proper appliances, and there 
can be no doub| but this speed will be 
attained in the near future. This will 
involve a complete change of methods 
of construction.

S. P. LeRoy: Q. Did Robert G. In
gersoll commit suicide?

A. This astonishing question is 
called out by a statement made by Rev. 
Francis A Strough, in a lecture before 
the Y. M. C. A, of Utica., N. Y., and re-, 
ported in the Herald-Dispatch: .

“The most interesting assertion made 
by Mr. Strough, an unusual one, was to 
the effect that Robert Ingersoll had 
died by his own hand, he said be 
knew from the statement of a relative 
of Ingersoll that the noted infidel klled 

' himself, and called attention to the 
fact, which had long since been forgot
ten by most people, that Ingersoll’s 
body waa kept many days; that his i 
wife would let no one near it, and that1 
finally it was buried quietly. ‘But this 
was nothing,’ said Mr. Strough. 'Inger-1 
soil was an advocate of suicide. I was 
preaching tn Albany when he delivered 
an address there advocating it, and the 
next day seven were found dead in New 
¡York with the article of nls address on

The cool weather has set the current 
of travel toward Florida. From New 
England, New York, Ohio and the Mid
dle West, people are going in unusual 
numbers—many to Lake Helen.

The foundations of the new pavil
ion are laid, and soon the building will 
go up. •

Among the late arrivals are E. W, 
Bond and wife, Mrs. Ella W. Marchant 
of California, Mrs. Emma J. Huff,' Mrs. 
McGarvey ..of Halifax, N. S.-, Judge Un-, 
derhill and family from Canton, Ohio.

Mr. Meyers has brought a span of 
fine horses from the north. The neigh
bors gave him a large house-warming 
Oct. 21, in honor of his new house. He 
will let his former house to Bond la
borers.

Mrs. Spencer has numerous table 
boarders, as the Hotel Cassadaga will 
hot be open till Nov.,1.

Mr. Magoon, of Deific claim, Is ex
pected, He will bring copies of his 
unique new book, “God’s New Law to 
Mankind.”

The road to DeLand has been cov
ered with a new bed of pine straw. I

The orange and grape fruit crops are 
very promising.

Mrs. Sadie Kingsley of California, In
tends to winter at camp. She was the 
able correspondent for spiritual papers 
at Lily Dale camp, the past summer.

H. M. Clark conducted my excursion 
from New York, Oct. 28.

Dwellers at camp In summer, find the 
climate more delightful even than in 
winter. One resident writes: “Soutn- 
ern Cassadaga has never received jus
tice from the pen of any writer. Some 
one, I trust, will be touched with inspi
ration to pen the right words about this 
charming place. The hot weather is no 
worse than some days at the north. 
The nights are cool. I wish you could 
see this place as it Is now. Although it 
is the last days of September, and the 
frosts of the far north have blasted the 
foliage In New England, every thing 
here is at its best. The landscape in 
the morning as the mellow light of the 
rising sun falls upon the dew is a 
charming s'ght I go to the front door 
to see the million diamonds on the 
green grass on the lawn.”

There have been on an average of 
twenty-two people in camp all summer.

The alligators have been lessened in 
Lake Colby, as several have been shot

The Butler and Hatch families are ex
pected in November.

Mr. and Mrs. Carrique of Rhode 
Island, will go to camp in November. 
They will occupy the cottage they had 
last year.

Mr. Giddings and a neighbor have 
grown a lawn around the Apartment 
house and the Phllbrook cottage.

Mr. Baker, of tepee reputation, in
tends to build a cottage on Prospect 
Heights, as is also the intention of H. 
M. Clark to build one for rent.

Ttjpge who . wish for information 
abrift cottages for rent, or rooms in 
Apartment House, or Brigham Hall, 
should write’ to Mrs. J. D. Palmer of 
Willoughby, Ohio (enclosing stamp).

The Webster Hotel.is open and ready 
for guests. This is a well-appointed 

I house, with modern improvements, five 
minutes walk from the camp. Address 
Dr. M. I- Webster, Lake Helen, Florida.

My excursions for November sail 
Nov. 11, on the Apache, of the Clyde 
Steamship Co., New York (the best line 
for the South Atlantic coast), and Not^ 
25, on the Comanche, of the same Com
pany. —

For special low rates and other infor
mation, write me, enclosing 4 cents in 
stamps for postage on Clyde folders, 
etc. H. A. BUDINGTON.

91 Sherman'street, Springfield, Mass.

Dr H. A. Cross Has Some Impressive 
Remarks to Mak®- In 'Regard to the 
Same—Fake Mediums Considered, 
Being a new .delegate to the N, b, A.

convention recently held at St. Louis, it 
was suggested to me that I write my 
impressions of the convention anfl any 
leading issues which may have been 
suggested by the proceedings of the del
egates, for publication in that grand ex
ponent of the cause of Spiritualism, The 
Progressive Thinker. I, therefore, sub
mit the following.

President Barrett’s annual report to 
the convention contained some intima
tions of discouragement In the work 

-for the cause, and suggested the advisa
bility of discontinuing the sending out 
of missionaries.

It also came to light In the outset of 
the convention that the two prominent 
and very efficient missionaries had also 
become discouraged and had resolved 
to retire fronj the field, all Qf which 
causefl considerable surprise on’ my 
part.

The primary cause of the discourage
ment was not touched upon by , any of 
the prominent workers in the conven
tion.

In fact the convention did not appear 
to be awake to the most important is
sue of tq-day.

Condoning the acts of fakers by‘ re
maining silent on the subject In the 
convention and elsewhere, or by open 
expressions of sympathy for them on 
the floor of the convention by such ex
pressions as the following:

“I sympaGiize with the under flog."
"I shall speak wherever I can find a 

respectable audience,” and it should be 
added, "without regard to conse
quences, provided liberal remuneration 
be forthcoming," for that was thé evi
dent meaning, and in other ways block
ing the wheels of progress whenever 
any delegate attempted to arouse the 
convention to a realization of the im
portance of making Spiritualism re
spectable in the eyes of the public out
side of its own ranks, clearly indicates 
to my mind that the convention was not 
awake to the importance óf this sub
ject, which I regard' as the foremost is
sue of the day.

I AM IN FAVOR OF KNOWING 
WHAT SORT OF A DOG THE "UN
DER DOG" IS, BEFORE BESTOWING 
SYMPATHY UPON HIM, and I am in 
favor of protecting the individuals who 
compose the “respectable audiences” 
from fraudulent manifestations of the 
fakers who, as a rule, manage to secure 
respectable audiences nt their Sunday 
meetings. One of the means employed 
to secure respectable audiences Is to en
gage respectable speakers of wide re- • 
nown who, by helping to make the 
faker’s meetings respectable and at
tractive, are aiding or abetting the dis
honest worker In his nefarious Work, on 
account of the fact that thé Sunday 
meetings are established for tne sole 
purpose of advertising the seances and 
various kinds of classes held at the 
faker’s home.
. NOT UNTIL HONEST SPIRITUAL
ISTS EVERYWHERE AWAKE TO! 
THE IMPORTANCE, OF MAKING 
SPIRITUALISM RESPECTABLE, CAN 
THEY CONSISTENTLY' LOOK FOR 
SUITABLE RECOGNITION, AND’FOR 
ENCOURAGEMENTS IN PLACE OF 
DISCOURAGEMENTS.

President Barrett possesses the hap
py faculty of pteslding over a conven
tion in a very skillful and fair manner, 
and his earnestness for the cause is ai

rways apparent. ■ . .
,,, The situation as it exists to-dky calls 
lor a leader who is courageous enough 
to make a bold stand before the world 
as one in favor OF ESTABLISHING A 
DISTINCT LINE OF DEMARKATION 
BETWEEN THE HONEST AND THE 
DISHONEST WORKERS. Whenever 
a leader is needed and the supreme 
hour has arrived for that one to step 
out upon the stage of action, It Is re
vealed that the great universal'laws of 
nature have been preparing a leader for 
years so that the supply meets the de
mand. It was so in the days of our 
forefathers, which produced a Wash
ington, and later in our country’s'his-- 
tory, a Lincoln, a Sherman, a Graht'and 
others, and when the N. S. A. was Or
ganized, itfl natural leader was Called to 
his place and we beheld a Barrett And 
now the needs of the N. S. A. and-Spir
itualism as a whole, will soon' demand 
the leader who has been specially pre
pared for the task that lies before'us 
that of driving the faker from our 
midst, and making our cause respect
able in the eyes of the worlds and we 
behold a Dr. Warne.

Dr. Geo. B. Warne of Illinois, on ac
count of his bold and outspoken denun
ciation of the dishonest workers, i. has 
been branded by a certain class of un
thinking Spiritualists, led on by the 
faker element, as one who is ■ not a 
fr|end to the medium. THERE CAN 
BE NO WARMER FRIEND OF : THE 
honest Medium and Worker 
THAN DR. WARNE.

It was Dr. Warne who, in his remarks 
at the reception held for delegates and 
friends, on the evening before the for
mal opening of the convention, in what 
is termed Mr. Grimshaw’s Temple, 
sounded the key note of harmony and 
spirituality among the delegates, which 
rang all through the sessions of. the 
convention, thus creating good feeling : 
which, as a rule, pervaded the proceed
ings, with but few exceptions.

Generally speaking, the measures 
adopted by the convention were wise. 
At the close of the convention the dif
ferences among the delegates appeared 
to be merged into a general good feel
ing of fellowship and good will amone 
the delegates.

! Message Sent AcrossXlceafi by Medium 
' Istlc Control.—Foud1 Wolds Are Car

rled—Prof. Hysloji 8f Cbl'umbla Telk 
' of Public Açhieverqpnt, ,‘n'
New York, Oct. Sih—Ai system- of 

wireless ’ telegraphy.#Jiich aworks with
out apparatus has. been totalled be
tween the United Stasis Md England, 
according to the Syçlety. Psychical 
Research. The message waA^ransmitted 
practically lnstantwijébuE|ly betweep 
Mrs. Piper, the mefljjipj w)/ose doings 
wpre the subject of jg longhand sensa
tional report two or Ajiree.„years ago, 
and an English medlp{n,w4t|)/whom the 
Society of Psychical Research has made 
many experiments,/-H was part of, a 
prearranged plan tor . the experiment, 
according to Prof, janjes Hyslop of Co
lumbia university, wlq? stands sponsor 
tor Mrs. Piper, and conducts the socie
ty's- experiments with lier,. ,
. Sent In English,-Taken in Latin.

The message was sent ¡In English. It 
consisted of four English words, but 
was written off by the British medium 
in Latin, This, says Prof. Hyslop, is 
owing to the peculiar manner in which 
communications are carried oh between 
' controls” on the other side of death 
and living mediums. It is a process, he 
says, not readily compréhenaed by the 
unscientific mind, ' /

It was not telepathy;'that is a straight 
communication of on^ mlnd . with an
other, Prof. Hyslop fa certain on that 
point It was donp through the agency 
of a spirit. /

“I am not at liberty, to tell the word
ing of the message ojr. tjie exact condi
tions of the experiment,” said Prof. 
Hyslop to-night. “That, will all come 
out in the next report, pi the society, to
gether with a great mapy advanced ex
periment i which we bayé been making 
since our last report. The full publica
tion of the facts will explain why the 
message was transmitted in Latin.

Receiver Did Not Know Latin.
"The conditions were such that it 

came through the medium’s subliminal 
consciousness In that language. Under
stand, she doesn't know Latin herself.

“The public does not Understand the 
probable relations between a medium 
and his control—by ‘control’ I mean a 
spirit, or whatever it-is which Is send
ing the message. The medium, as ev
ery one knows, ds in an abnormal men
tal condition when the message is re
ceived—a clalrvoyanVconditlon we call 
it

“t^at every one does not know is 
that the control himself probably enters 
an abnormal mental condition before 
he, too, can send a message. ’

Tells of Another gratifie Case.
"This is not the first instance In our 

experiments, altbougl^k is the first in
stance in which the attempt has been 
deliberate. Some timf hgfoone of our 
members who lives riqar Qÿicago was 
holding communicatton j>jlth a de
ceased relative through a medium. Sud
denly the question waftaskqfl:

“ ‘Why is Helen plqyjng Jie piano?’
“Helen is his daughter anfl was then 

at home near Ghicagoi 'He , took the 
time at once; it was m- Com
puting thé differencejiin time he tele
graphed to: fils wife flsltlng what Hején 
Was doing between ll"And pll:40 o’clock 
that morning, BostonUmc^Jhe answer 
came: '' .

" ’Practicltigloh plaifl? * 1
“The medium'herself J\now nothing 

about his daughter Holep ami. hgr hab
its. To . the best of . ng^'Trailer, ,’qhe, flld 
pot lmbw^|i'e b'ad'A‘;daiig^^4^AT ' '

Greatest Precautions-Used.
“In the latest experiments with trans

mission between the United States,and 
England AVO’used every precaution to 
injure against accident, ' collusion or 
fraud. I do not know‘If it was trans
mitted instantaneously. It was certain
ly sent and delivered ‘inside of half an 
hour. The sentence used was not a 
stock phrase which nflght be hit upon 
;at the other end by glides work. It was 
an unusual phrase made up at thermo- 
meat of sending. ■' ’

“As nearly as we can1'make out' the 
conditions in the spirit World are Buch 
that spaed is not a factor with-them. 

I That ability to' commflrid space seems 
to be common with them. A thousand 
miles Is no more than ¿n inch; How
ever, we have made only a tew experi
ments In that direction1: •

Why Mrs. Piper Was Chosep.
“I may say while w.e’ are. speaking of 

Mrs. Piper that she Is not the only me
dium we have used in our experiments, j 
We have several otherA, But she is the 
only one, In tnis country at least, with 
whom we have, conducted elaborate ex
periments surrounfled by. all the pre
cautions of scientific method and car
ried on through many years. The pre
cautions we took in the beginning were 
unusual.

“We found her as a professional me
dium. We tested her for nearly a year 
by sending to her persdAB- whom she 
never had seen before and whose 
names, in all human probability, she 
had never heard before. Then she was 
watched by detectives.' ’After that she 
was sent to England. Her baggage was 
carefully searched for any lists which 
form part of the equipment of the ordi
nary professional mediums.”

Chicago, Hl. H. A CROSS.

“ftoW Shall I BeGortje a Medl- 
liin,” Flilly ftnstVeied

în ‘Mediumship and its Laws, Its Condanna
i -I •• •

z «/ . »wmAÌVi -A 1’11/V
fe Send to Mi. TnUTe^ Berlin Height^ Q

PASSEP T9 SPIRIT LIFE.

I Obituaries to the extent of ten liner 
niy will be inserted free. All in exces:. . 
f ten lines will be charged at the rat< 
f fifteen cento per line. About sever 
ords constitute one Une.]

Passed to spirit life, from the home o 
ler parents at Marcellus, Mich., Oct 12. 
1904, Miss Ella Lockwood,'only child V 
Mr. and Mrs, Guy Lockwood, In the 12t! 
year of her age. - Ella was a beautlfu 
child, loved by all who knew her. He! 
parents have been life-long Spiritual 
Ists and the knowledge of our phlloso- 

। phy inspired her in the hour1 of transi
tion. The funeral was held at th< 
home, Oct 14, and was largely attend- i 
ed. Services conducted by the writer.1 

• DR, E. H. DENSLOW.

Passed to spirit life, Oct. 24, from the 
Dayton Hospital, where suffering held 
him long, Mr. John Albert Schrader, 
aged 51 years. His remains were 
brought back to Newport, Ky., his 
former home. The funeral service? 
were held on the 26th Mnst., at the 
Spiritualist Temple, Dr. J. 0, M. Hew-
itt officiating, and his body laid at rest 
in tb.e beautiful ■ Evergreen Cemetery. 

COR.

Passed to spirit life from 
man's Home and Hospital, 
Rapids, Mich., Oct. 8, Mrs. 
Winch, wife pf Caleb Winch.

the Wo- 
in Grand 
Elizabeth 
Deceased

was in the 79th year of her age, and 
had been a sufferer from paralysis for 
several years, but bore her long illness 
with a sweet fortitude, and when the 
summons came for release she gladly 
yielded up the poor clay and departed, 
we firmly believe, to her well-earned 
spirit home with rejoicing.

Mrs. Winch was for many years a de
voted Spiritualist and medium of quite 
remarkable powers; a woman beloved 
by all who knew her for her many ster
ling good qualities. She was a much 
esteemed member of the Eastern Star 
Fraternity of this city, also of the Be
nevolent Ten. Mrs. Cora Morrell of 
this city, conducted the funeral serv
ices, and the remains covered with flow
ers, the kindly tribute of all the Spirit
ualist societies of the city, as also of 
the fraternities above mentioned, were 
followed to their last resting place. 
Her aged husband and three daughters 
are the immediate relatives- called to 
mourn her loss.

MRS. C. H. HINKLY.

Snatched without a moment's warn
ing from his work as brakeman on the 
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad, 
■Saturday, October .22, hy a causalty, 
Charles H. Stiles, of 2719 Wayne ave
nue, Chicago. ■

This young inan, who would have 
been 21 years of age bad he remained 
until next February, was the sole sup
port of a widowed mother, an invalid 
brother and a little sister 9 years old. 
A strong, active, industrious, exemplary 
young life, wrenched from the affec
tions, duties and pleasures Of earth by 
an “accident” Nothing could or can 
be said at such a time except that 
which did and does prove the only 
source of strength at such an hour—a 
knowledge that the loved ones do not 
die; are still living and loving. The 
Brotherhood of Trainmen took charge 
of the remairis from the first until the 
last rites. Their brief but beautiful 
service was read at the chapel, Grace
land, followed by the writer who con
ducted the services for the family and 
friends. A large company of friends, 
many of them young women and rnffn, 
nearly filled the chapel, and listened 
with sympathetic-hearts to the services 
which occurred Wednesday, Oct. 26, at 
4 p. m. The beauty of the day and hour, 
the peacefulness of the surroundings 
and the strong, immortal presence 
made the service one to be long remem
bered. May the mother, brother and 
sister realize thè presence and sustain
ing power of this young, strong spirit.

CORA L. V. RICHMOND.

BOOK REVIEW.

The Gray World. By Evelyn Under
hill. The Century Co. New York. 
12mo. S51 pages. |1.50.

' There are many quaint and striking 
incidents, episodes and sayings In this 
book, which is tinged with a weird and 
mystical, not to say Spiritualistic color
ing, strung on a story that to , most 
minds dwelling on the sober realistic 
plane of life verges on the fantastic out- 
workings of a lively imagination.

Though not especially lively and in
teresting to the ordinary mind, the vol
ume is quite readable.

What Is the Bible? By J. A Ruth.
This volume, while not strictly up to 

Spiritualist ideas, is one that we can 
commend to bible students^ believers 
and non-believers. It embodies the 
conclusions of a Christian man who set- 
out to find the true answer to the ques
tion: What is the bible? ..

It is written in plain, direct, common- 
eense language, and is therefore better 
adapted to ordinary readers than a 
book written upon the plan of -, the 
"higher criticism.” The book is on sale 
at this office. Cloth bound, 75 cents.

"Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull, 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author's latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with': 
portrait of the author. Price 75 enats.

"OonUnnlty tit Uto a Casale Twa.» 
By Prof. W. M. tes&woea. Tho <& 
a stKMg, WM thicker, ea a fiosniy

AFTER MIDNIGHT COMETH MORN.

The years come and the years go,
And the leaves of life keep falling, 

And across the sunless 'river's flow, 
With accents soft and-whispers low, 
' The friends long lost<are calling: 
While autumn his red jglory wears, 
And clouds oppress the sky like cares— 

But the old griefs <y,e. and new joys 
are born. . <_ in- ■

And after midnight aeometh mom. I 
The years wake and tSè' yOfes sleep, 

And thè past is full <of flSJrow; J 
The thoughtless laughfftad1'(he thought- !

fui weeps.- IV
And each of thè fruii1 of his follies 

reaps, ,bs - *o !
For today is the fiie ofl tomorrow; ' 

But new loves tempt 11b'toNbrget 
The old and old frieMs1 lot^ us yet— 

So the old griefs dfe hnd9new joys
are bora, . im. m ।

And after mldnight^ome^ morn. I
The years laugh, the ,yeacsirigh, I

But the flowers for jou w blowing; I 
As girlhood’s days gqgdanq^g by, 
And womanhood’s blithe $fey is nigh, 

With hopes and fancies tiglowing;
While love his nets fotvyougtrepares, 
And lurks to catch you unawares— 

And the old griefs die and new joys 
are born, i :

And after midnfght'/eometh morn.
The years live and the years die, 

And all they touch they sadden;
But still the heart can t(me defy, 
Hope stiil with purple fiùsh our sky, 

' And sober friendship gladden;
And well as we have loved before, 
In autumn we can love'once more— 

For the old griefs diejand new joys 
are born, ■ -5

And after the mldnlght-cometh mom.
—Albert Pike.

;----------—-------- :

Passed to "the higher life, Mrs. Re
becca Bingham Coolidge, at the home of 
her niece; Mfs. J. W. Bennett, at Dun
ning, 111.,'Oct. 21, 1904.

Mrs. Coolidge (whose maiden name 
was Coggin) was born In Mount Ver
non, N. H., May- 4, 1827. She was 
united in marriage to Aaron R. Coolidge 
in January, 1851. Mr. Coolidge passed 
on in 1892. Mrs. .Coolidge had attained 
the ripe age of-77:years,-5 months and 
17 days. She was ,a fervent Spiritual
ist, the writer having known her for 30 
years as prominent- among the Spirit
ualists of Boston: and Onset. She was 
a rare character,: full of goodness, kind
ness and fidelity .to her friends and to 
her convictions. She always attended 
the meetings to hear the discourses 
from the writer. Sire'admired also the 
discourses and. work of W. J. Colville, 
and other speakers- in the ranks of 
Spiritualism.

A brother living, in Florida, several 
nieces and nephews, among whom was 
Mrs. Bennett, whom she greatly loved, 
survive her, and even the younger gen
eration think and. speak lovingly of 
“Aunt Rebecca.” By request of Mrs. 
Coolidge the writer officiated at the 
services held over the casket, a brief 
service at Dunning, and a more lengthy 
one at the chapel, Graceland. Only the 
immediate family and friends were 
present. The remains were Inciner
ated. A large circle of friends in Bos
ton and vicinity will miss the kindly, 
beaming face of our arisen friend, but 
will recognize the glad-release from suf
fering and the loving presence of her 
spirit. CORA L. V. RICHMOND.

THE MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE

Adopts The Arcana of Spiritualism as a 
Text Book.

"TteddMmn mod Its Christian Critics.*' 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent Btady 
of Buddhism; compact yet «¡mprahen- at» rfc*-■

Mrs. Mattie B. Hull writes: “There 
has been a marked change in the senti
ment of those who take up the psychic 
work in our class, within three years; 
(we have persons among us who were 
with us In-the Training School' at 
Maple Dell and Lily Dale) and it Is grat
ifying to know that our students begin 
to realize It assists the Interior unfold
ing to engage in studies that are along 
those Unes.

“For six years (ever since I have had 
charge of the psychic work in our

i Training School), I have looked for a 
volume, some thing that was In and of

I Itself the cream of the philosophy un- 
i derlylng mediumship. When Mr. Hull 
read aloud to me from The Arcana of

I Spiritualism, I said many times, “Eu-1 
reka!” Hitherto the lessons and lec
tures have been given to me from the 
invisibles. The task was severe, and 1 
felt unless I had help I could not go on. 
In conversation with Mr. Weaver, who 
is Superintendent of Instruction, he 
said, ‘There must be a book somewhere, 
If not now, in the near future that coin
cides .with our teachings.’ I cannot tell 
how rejoiced I was, when The Arcana 
of Spiritualism fell into our hands, ahd 
by Prof. ’ Weaver’s • advice we have 
adopted it as a text book, and now I 
find' that by its assistance the task is 
easy. My method is to mark certain 
portions Tor memorizing, and Interpo
late with discussion and my own inspi
ration."

"The Truth. Seeker Collection of
d.»™ ’ ¿ñ-'Ar»-..* ■'â-tï“*"?“’’“- ' Storms and Ceremonies for the Úse of 

píre. Paper, 50 cehte. Fries 85 o®a&,

A dainty white book,

book on astrokfgy that

A book of rare merit,

Ralph Waldo Trine.

A

» FOR AU SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
Widow’s Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new book 

o38 pages by I. K. Funk. A most remarkable and valuable book, 
Price $2, 1

The World Beautiful. Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes of 
restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in this 
¡lie. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1, 
_ The World’s Sixteen Saviors, or Christianity Before Christ. A key 
to all the sacred mysteries of the present religions and their Oriental 
formation. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.50; postage 10 cents.

Three Journeys Around the World. By the renowned lecturer and 
traveler, Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.50.
' mt!ree Jubile® lectures, ,By.Dr. J, M. Peebles. Price 35 cents.

Thomas Paine’s Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration of 
the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old and called 

• 1 rophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 15 cents.
i, e®an^ Serpent Worship. Showing up the ridiculous side of the 

old, old story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. By A. S, Hud
son, M. D. Price 15 cents. .

Truths of Spiritualism. This book narrates many of the striking ex
periences of its author as a lecturer and test medium in the earlier days 
of Spiritualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1.

Twentieth Century Guide to Palmistry, By the Zanzigsf"^ good 
book for all those interested in this study. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 25o.

A wo Ini One. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combina- 
^1O,LOt "^e Quest*on Settled” and “The Contrast” into one volume, 
By Moses Hull. Price $1.
,. Y*3'Bible Picture-Book. Old Testament stories comically illus
trated. Exposure by ridicule; exposure by facts. The stories humor
ously told, By Watson Heston. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Vaccination a Curse. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
“wl1 lmPortance to every one. Price. $1.25.

Vedanta Philosophy. By Swami Vivekananda. Price $1.50.
Views of Our Heavenly Home. This book is a word-picture by one of 

our best artists, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting work. 
Price 60 cents; postage 5 cents.

Voices. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and force, 
iney are most excellent inspirations. Neatly printed and nicely bound. 
By Warren Sumner Barlow. Price $1.

Volney s Ruins and the Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one of 
the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates 
the best^interests of mankind. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 
V taire s Romances. ■ A new edition, profusely illustrated. A de- 
"^htful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 

illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents.
, of Science With Theology. Information not procurable in 

the libraries of the world in a half century, showing the opposition of 
the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5.

Wayside Jottings. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and Songs, 
gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from the in
spirational pen of Mattie E. Hull. Price 75 cents.

Wedding Chimes. By Delpha P. Hughes, 
giving a marriage ceremony. Price 75 cents.

Were You Born Under a Lucky Star? A 
every one can understand. Price, $1.

Wisdom of the Ages. By Dr. Geo. Fuller. 
Price, $1.

What All the World’s A-ßeeking. By 
Price, $1.25.

What Would Follow on the Effacement of Christianity? A concise 
treatise on this popular subject. By George Jacob Holyoake. Price, 
one copy, 10 cents; twelve for $1.

Who Are These Spiritualists, and What Is Spiritualism? By Dr. J< 
M. Peebles. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 35 cents.

Why I Am a Vegetarian. By H. J. Moore. Price, 25 cents.
Woman. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on 

the present status of woman, physically, mentally, morally and spirit
ually, marriage and divorce. Price 10 cents.

Womanly Beauty of Form and Feature. By Albert Turner. Price, $1.
Woman’s Bible, Parts L and H. The Pentateuch. A galaxy of 

scholarly comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much of 
the Old Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cts. each.

Woman, Church and State. A historical account of the status of 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Matri
archate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper, 75 cents.

Woman. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise 
from slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan H. Wixom 
lecture of great value. Price 10 cents.

Works of E. D. Babbitt, LL. D. M. D. "Human Culture and Cure.” 
Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 75 cents.

"Human Culture and Cure.” Part Second. Marriage, Sexual De
velopment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

"Human Culture and Cure.” Parts Third and Fourth. In one vol
ume. Part Third being devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, 
and Part Fourth to the Nervous System and Insanity. Price, $1. '

"Human Culture and Cure.” Part Fifth. The Bodily Organs, 
Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods «for Their Cure. 
Price, $1.

“Health and Power.” A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Price, leather, 
.35 cents.

“Principles of Light and Color.” One of the greatest books of the 
age. Price, $5; by mail, 32 cents extra.

“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent. Price, cloth, 
$1'; paper, 50 cents. Postage 10 cents.

“Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Zodiacal Influences. Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches 
how to use the powers derived at birth from the position and influence 
of the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cents.

“THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA”—A WORK OF GREAT MERIT.
By Dr. Paul Carus. Seventh edition. 275 pages. Cloth, $1.
Accepted as authoritative by numerous Buddhistic sects, and trans

lated into ten different Asiatic and European languages.
“Admirably fitted to be a handbook for the single reader or for 

classes.”—The Critic, New York.

“A HISTORY OF THE DEVIL.”-A MOST REMARKABLE WORK.
The history of the Devil and the idea of evil from the earliest times 

to the present day. By Dr. Paul Carus. Printed in two colors from 
large type on fine paper. Bound in cloth, illuminated with cover stamp 
from Dore. Five hundred 8vo pages, with 311 illustrations in black 
and tint. Price $6.

“It is seldom that a more intensely absorbing study of this kind has 
been made, and it can be safely asserted that the subject has never be
fore been so comprehensively treated.......Neither public nor private
libraries can afford to be without this book, for it is a well of informa
tion upon a subject fascinating to both students and casual readers. 
Chicago.Israelite.

fiîsîopy of tl)e 
GttniSTIftN RELIGION 

to tt)e YearSOO,
BY CHARLES V. WAITE, A. M.

Fifth EliHon—Revised, with Mucli Additiouit Marie.- u i ”
A standard and reliable history of the 

earlier period of the church, giving 
facts that are not found In the so-called 
histories written by churchmen. This 
latest edition has been carefully and 
thoroughly revised, and it is a reliable 
magazine of facts, such as the honest 
Inquirer wants. It opens up to the In
vestigator and student a wide field of

historical research In matters of fact 
wholly ignored by the regular church 
historians, and throws a bright glare of 
light on points heretofore carefully, 
shrouded in darkness.

A large octavo volume of 550 pages, 
strongly bound in cloth. Price $2.25. 
For sale at The Progressive Thinkei 
office.

OUR BIBLE:
WHO WROTE ITT WHEN? WHERE? HOW?

Is It Infallible?
4 Voice from the Higher Criticism.

A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.
BY MOSES HULL.

Excellent aa an exposition of the Higher Criticism end an analysie of 
the Bible from that standpoint Of special value aad-intemt to 
Bslista, For sale at thia ofaoe, Price 91. QQ.
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HE BELIEF IN IMMORTALITY
Concluding Part of an Address by B. F. Underwood, 

at the Funeral of a Friend. ■
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The belief in the immortality of the soul has per
haps more than any other belief contributed to make 
life endurable under circumstances the most adverse. , 
It has been a solace to man in the deepest affliction. 
It has buoyed him up with courage in the presence of 
the greatest danger. It has made him resigned to the 
inevitable in tlic .face °F the sternest experiences, in
deed of the most terrible tortures. To millions in all 
agefy in all circumstances of life, amid every variety 
of condition, its influence has been felt, inspiring man 1 
with hopefulness, when without it, he must have sunk - 
in despair.

. The evidence of immortality does not consist in any 
class of “phenomena.” It cannot be proven by any 
special occurrence, whether the occurrence be natural ( 
or “supernatural,” normal or supernormal. The 
mere fact of the movement of a table without contact 
or a communication from an invisible order of being 
cannot prove immortality. ’ A communication from 
one who has departed this life can only prove the con
tinued existence of that personality under other con
ditions. It cannot prove that that personality will 
exist through the unending ages of the future. This 
is not susceptible of proof by an appeal to any class 
of experiences whatever. There are those who will 
question whether, given the proof of the survival of 
death, it is even a probability of the eternal persist
ence and continuity of the individual. Certainly it 

- affords no actual proof that the .individual will live 
forever.

Perhaps the strongest, most universal indication of 
the immortality of man is to be found in the very in
tuition oT man’s nature, in 'that which makes him bold 
to look forward to an endless future as his heritage, 
which makes belief in future life necessary: to the 
conception of the completeness of his being, which 
makes him shrink from the contemplation of annihila
tion, to dread passing from the fullness of life to noth
ingness. Man may argue that as matter is. immortal, 
so is mind, but this does not very much strengthen the 
conviction in the immortality of the individual being. 
Man may claim that there is no evidence that the soul 
in its essential nature had a beginning or will ever 
have an end, but this is more of the nature of specula
tion than of absolute certitude. Man may argue that 
there is no demand in the universe without supply and 
that, therefore, the demand for immortal, life re
quires the fulfillment of the desire and expectation,' 
but this is an argument, however satisfactory Jto 
many, which makes but small impression upon soma 
ipinds. - ’ .

The fact is, belief in immortality did not have its 
origin in experiential proof nor in logical reasoning, 
nor is it very much affected one way or the other by 
appeals to evidence and argument. It has its foun-1 
dation in the nature of man, in the deepest part of 
his being, in his affections; and it persists through all 
the changes of this changing world because of its' in
eradicable basis in the human mind and human heart

If there were not a life larger than this to which 
man is destined after his earthly career, the belief 
would not be so necessary, to his happiness. It 
would not form so dominating a part of his convic
tions: it would not be the subject of a vast amount of 
his thought; it would not give rise to altars and tein-. 
pies; it would not make man sacrifice here often ev
erything that, he. yaluei.^9aL;even ’iP“8 itself, if. 
there were not some basis for 'it deep-in iriahi’S nature. 
It is a faith which has a rational foundation in the 

^ consideration that this universe is a cosmos and not a 
' chaos, that there has been a progressive development 

of life from the moneron up to man, that man is the 
highest product of the forces which have been in op
eration for millions of years, that no other rival ap- 

• pears or is to appear in the evolutionary process, that 
evolution must come to a standstill or continue in 
man’s onward progress; that the final extinction of 
life on this globe without continued life beyond in
volves the extinction of all the progress made during 
the past millions of years; that, therefore, there is a 
rational demand for personal continuance in the very 
nature of things as an explanation of the struggle and 
suffering and progress which have marked the history 
of this earth through millions of years. •

The earliest recorded attempt to demonstrate the 
immortality of the thinking, sentient, conscious prin
ciple in man is that of Socrates in the famous Pla
tonic dialogue, entitled the Phaedo. It is needless to 
say that the talk on this subject of the old Athenian 
wise man is readable to this hour. Socrates was 
pretty certain that his inner man, or self, would 
elude the .undertaker, as he jocosely intimated by his 
reply to his frjend Crito’s inquiry as to his burial. 
He bade his friend not to be afflicted when he saw his 
body buried or cremated, as if he, the real Socrates, 

’ was undergoing that operation.
Socrates maintains the doctrine of the soul’s pre-ex

istence before its present entanglement and alliance 
with the body. Before its birth into this life, he says, 
it led an ideal existence; so that ideas and principles, 
such as make us rational, intelligent, and reflective 
beings in our present life, are merely recollections and 
more dr less dim reminiscences of our antenatal exist
ence, which are revived in us here by the copies of 
ideas with which the world is filled.

All this, of course, is pure speculation, and Oriental 
. tradition, which Plato probably picked up in Egypt 

or Mesopotamia or farther East, and put into the 
mouth of Socrates, the stay-at-home Athenian, whom 
he uses in part as a ventilator of his own thoughts 
and theories. But the coolness and tranquil assur
ance with which Socrates drank the fatal potion indi
cated at least that he was fully satisfied that, what
ever destiny or lot awaited him in the hereafter, it 
would be all right. He went into the “gulf of night,” 
not only unterrified, but sublimely acquiescent in 
whatever fate awaited him, after the hemlock should 
have done its work upon his organization. His sub
limely tranquil mood in the presence of deatk with 
all his splendid intellectual faculties in full ana even 
joyous activity, showed human nature at its best and 
noblest. Death had no sting for him, and was win
ning no victory over him. In the consciousness of an 
upright life, actuated and directed by the loftiest and 
most unselfish motives, he looked not opjy the here, 
but the hereafter in the face without quailing or 
blenching, but joyously, festively, with a humorous 
sally on his lips aimed at one of his friends, whom he- 

■ bade to bury him in such a manner as he pleased, if he 
could catch him.

In the boundlessness of his rational and psycholog
ical or anthropological curiosity, Socrates probably 
welcomed death as an opportunity , for, exploring the 
great secret, the unexplored country beyond this mor
tal stage of being, into which he had endeavored to 
send his thoughts all his life long.

• Ingenious reasoning and subtle arguments on this 
subject have no effect with the millions who believe 

-r that there is life after death simply because they can 
not help believing it, because their desire is so strong 
that it takes the form of conviction and their hope is 
so intense that it takes the form of certainty. They 
say or feel

“To love is still
K® have. Nearer to memory than to eye

WH 
BOOK

In The Open Court, Between the Giant Minds of Spirit- 
___________ _ __ „9 ualism will begin in this paper some time in November, 

upon the subject matter contained in the lale 'book by Dr. J. M. Peebles, on “The Demonism of 
the Ages, Spirit Obsessions,” Etc., which promise s to eclipse all previous discussions.

TO GEORGE MURRAY DRAKE.

(Born Feb. 28,1841. Died Nov, 3, 1902.)
Good friend, companion of those hal

cyon days - "
Ere death called thee, or years had 

bent my frame, 
Of one long near thee In life’s strenuous 

ways,
Receive this tribute to. thy stainless 

name.
Great was thy scorn of greed and un

just gain : ; .
Even as thy grief for others’ grief and 

pain.
Much In the spirit was thy life's estate;

Upraised thy; thought from things of 
earth and time, 

Resting in faith that bade thee calmly 
wait ...

Reunions blest in the blest’ spirit 
clime;

AU hail , to memory, dear, comrade -at 
rest, '■ ■'"■■■_...

Yours the goal reached, ours still the 
toilsome quest. .

Destroyer time, incessant quenchless'.
Are, '

Reduce to ashes every mortal framp,. 
Ail flesh to dust, the'spirit mounting 

. higher, ' . - -
Knowing its source, divine celestial, 

flame, ' •
Even as “fire seeks the sun,” seeks 

heaven from whence it came.
ADAM C. OfiR.' ■■

“Koradlne. By Alice B. Stdckham 
and Lida Holt Talbot." In the form of. 
an entertaining story; it epntains les-’ 
sons which every girl should .know, 
Price, cloth, l.t.

“The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. Ties Commandments, are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted, with, 
oth.e’r Bible passive:, showing great in
congruities. Price’25'cents

"Critical Point” In Atheism.
In The Progressive Thinker o£ Oct. 1, 

under title of “Not Atheists,” we read 
as follows: "More than onee in these 
columns, we have declared, ‘There are 
no Atheists in fact; for all believe the 
world, and all within It, are governed 
by fixed and changeless law; that daw 
Implies a law giver. ♦ * * It matters not 
by what name it is known, it is self- 
existent and eternal.' "

Recognizing the scope of the term 
“eternal" as being limitless as to the 
past, as well as limitless as to the fu
ture, and also recognizing the absolute 
independence demanded of things 
"self-existent,” we would oeg of the au
thor, though charitably yet thoroughly, 
to define the etymological meaning, 
and logical force of tho term "law 
giver,” as used in the quotation; and 
thereby, probably for the first time, in. 
¿the history of known theolôélcal liter-.; 
ature, strike a comprehensible demark- 
atlon line, between the ideal'and only : 
comprehension of an. artificial and a 
.natural universe. 1 '

The two terms “law giver” and “self- 
existent" seem to cpme, together in :an- 
elfectfve and demoralizing discord; but 
perhaps the author,', In a'few lines, can 
succeed in harmonizing "what, in the 
past has stood, i bulwark to réconcilia* 
tidfi, through all changes 'that ■ have 
been sung upon this same set of words;- 
always and constantly in a war of dis
cord as ’ tlie dual argume‘rits?lare‘ made 
tbApproach each othei; ij^ing for;an 
elucidation, I- am, studio’udly; s"

' É. V, MORSB.

MKS.G. PARTRIDGE,
Readings by mull only, (1.00.16 Park Ave., Chicago

FOR RENT.
Furnished room nt 222 Irvhitr Ave., near Van 

Buren Street Cars. Spiritualist family.

C. WALTER LYNN,
THE

T A TkTEC A beautiful liand-made Scrim Top 
EAJ/hEij Collar, eross-Btltclied In any <ie- 

.aired color of wash nilk. any nlze, for 16c. Collar 
with eufts,. Udo, poBtpnld. ■ Fashionable, durable, 
Clara Marsh. Rochester, Midi,, Box 18.

MR. LOUIS STEINBACH,
1707 Columbia ave., Philadelphia, Pa. Readings 
by mall. Clairvoyant or buBineBB reading. Send 
11.00 and 2-cent stamp. ■ *780

WANTED,
A lady who Is medlumlstio and willing to como 
to Chicago‘and live with family desirous of de
veloping, their powers. Address, Mrs. Simmons, 
care of this office. ~ .

Persons Before Getting Married, 
Should got their Horoscope, and parents their- 
children’s} onlyWcts: give date of blilh. 8 ques
tions answered by mail, 25 cents. Prof.’McCaw,- 
802V.Cotingo Grove ave., Chicago,

Astrologist and Clairvoyant.
Give date of birth.sex. (hour if possible), wh^re 

born, ask three questions, with 2& eta.. ;a,ml I will 
.answer quesilonsj with u trial character reading; 
THERESE DUANE, box 87. Berkeley,’ pal.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
•'Clairvoyant readings by mail. Aiko laws of ine- 
dtumlBtic development and spirit».«#-ipenlal. or 
magnetic.healing, taught. Send lopk.d.t-halr, data 
of birth and Ono Dollar. Obsession cu#ed. 61 D, 
Street. N. E. Washington,' D.C., , .. . ,... .

IYSELF CURED1SSTÄ
■ harmless home

MRS. M. F. BALDWIN, BOX 1212 Chicago, IÎ1. 7

‘'Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op-’ 
qrative Systems and the Happiness and 
ICnnoblement of Humanity." . By BJ D. 

¿Babbitt, LL. D„ M.’ D. This Comprises 
Ute last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 16 cents. For aato 
dt. this office.

A Cure for Stammering Wart ted.
' if any of our readers know of acute.forstain- 

•merimr they will confer a greai klndneas upon n 
poor, working boy who has been thus afflicted 
Bine b ho was six years of n^e, by sending such in
formation to Andy Jordon, KnOb. Shttata Co„ Cal..

Eminent Healer 
and 

Gifted Psychic.
Health Restored by 
Common Sense Methods.

For. the Cure of Mental 
and Physical Ailments.

• OBSESSION CURED
VorFree Dlaguotlt of Disease, send five 

two-cent stamps, age, name, sex. and own hand
writing.

Readings and Business Advice, $1, 
and Two Stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St., Oakland, Cal.

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for 

my blind sister, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now in the form,“by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend, fiend it to me with 11, and I will 
try and get reply by Independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mra. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ford Mass.

A Fall and Winter Session to be Held, to ïrÿ 
the Case of J. S. tovelátíd Versus 

Dr. J. M. Peebles.

TRANCE HEADINGS,
By maiL-.oné'dollar and two stamps. Diseases 
diurnos«! • and treatment indicated, by Spirit 
Guides, two dollars, fiend either your own writ
ing or Lock of. hair. ■

: ELLA HOYAL WILLIAMS,

‘ FRED. P. EVANS,
* Tlie Noted Faychlc/oX.—*-. •

-Independent Slate Writing and
Clairvoyance,

Has recently loft New York, and Is now located at 
H12 Eddy fit., fian francisco, Cat Bend stamp fqj 
circular on Mediumship.

OLLIE STEEDMAN, 
. "500 Fulton 8t,, Chicago, 

Teacher of Pin ud Harmony. 
Special Attention Given to 

j.j" yY'':Bëglnnèr8;. .

TnUMPBTS;
<ThqiIufaBibic Fibre Truropeti better than 

metal,'lighter and more vibrating, clearer. Insu
lated top and bottom,—36x6—cardinal color, shell 
enamel. Cases 31.60.. Booklet of'instructlon for 
all kind of developing circles. 12 cents in stamps. 
Bent on receipt of price. Manufactured by
JA8. NEWTON, 423 Dorr St,, Toledo. O.

il lJnnrtanfiif Restores Lost Vision. H WuliuUl I ul Write for Illustrated Circular 
xnankonia showing styles and pricesand 
OUuuLdylui Photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this’Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mail; as if you were in my office. Tiioushnds will 
testify. B. F. POOLS.

48 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. IU
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect I 

can say perfection, I«shair recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful physi
cians in practice, He treats nearly all diseases 
with wonderful success- Write him. giving your 
full name, age, sex and leading symptoms, and ho 
will give you a diagnosis of your case. He treats 
nervous exhaustion of men with good success.

‘ Address, ; . J, 8.1.0TICK8, M. D,.
■’ ¿¡Lock box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

And dearer yet to anguish than to comfort, still 
We hold him by our love that shall not die. <
For while it dieth not, thus he cannot. Try I ■ ’ . 
Who can put out the motion or the smile I \ 
The old ways of being noble all with him laid by? i 
Because we love, he is. Then trust awhile.” I.

So speaks the heart and so will it ever speak in th* 
presence of death. If the belief in a future life did 
not have its foundations deep in the human heart, il 
would long ago have been extinguished by reason oa 
the frightful superstitions which have been associated 
with it and which have made it seem to be sometimes 
instead of the greatest boon possible to man,, th« 
greatest curse that could possibly have been-inflicted 
upon him. Its persistence through all the thousands . 
of years of priestcraft, superstition {ind religioui 
fraud is the best evidence that it has a basis in som& 
thing deeper than the mere speculations of philosophy 
or the mere zeal of the religious devotee.

It is in the presence of death that we feel most 
deeply the heart’s need of faith in immortal life, and - 
it is then too that we. feel the meaningless of our exf 
istenee, unless the present state is supplemented bj| 
another higher and better than the present. It is; 
too, in the presence of death that the confidence is 
often the strongest'. It does not, of course, enable us 
wholly to overcome the grief caused by the loss expe< 
rienced, but it helps to reconcile us to that loss and 
gives in the supreme moment of grief, comfort and 
consolation, without which the heart would break, f

This is an important cáse to be tried at the 
Fall hind Winter Session of Tim Open Court. The 
Question at issue is ;as follows,: Shall the book 
issued by Dr. Peebles, entitled, “Spirit Obses
sion, or the Demonism of :the Agés,” be burned 
and the plates destroyed, as some desire, and the 
Doctor restrained from employing his peif in dis
seminating his peculiarly pernicious doctrines in 
regard to Spirit Obsession ..-or Demons? Prof, 
Loveland will appear in Court in his own behalf, 
with other wise counsel, endeavoring to annihi
late the book, while Dr. Peebles, assisted by able 
minds, will endeavor-to demonstrate to the jury 
that every word in the book is absolutely true, 
and that there is great (jaeger in ’bbsessing^vil 
influences to all mankind.. This remarkable 
book should first be read , by those who wish to 
appear for or against it in The -Open Court. It 
will be sent out, if ordered, soon, for $1.00, post
age prepaid. There is a vast fund of informa
tion in this book, derived from modern and an
cient sources, that will prove exceedingly valuar- 
ble to every reflective mind, especially to those 
engaged in ocdult studies. Now is the timé to 
send in your subscription.

loo.eoo "’'a?” '

YOUR FORTUNE
Revealed by tho Zodiac. Two large, typewritten 
pages of practical infonpatlou concerning your 
life uónt FREE lor your birthdate and 8 stamps. 
I can*make YOU more FORTUNATE In your lovo 
affairs, lu tnarriagê, business matters, etc. Ihuvo 
THOUSANDS of pleased friends in. notirlv-every 
£ art of the world. Address. NOW. BHAGBKN,

lept. 2152, 8nn Francisco, Cal. :

IMPORTANT HORK:
Send 25'cents to tho Investigation Committee, 

Publishers: Davenport. Idwa, for Prof. Watson's 
Illustrated Book, board covers. ‘'Juggernaut: 
Christian Science Exposed.’,' CoqUih)ing extracts 
from books, showing from where all ‘thé ideas of 
Christian.Science.were originally popledt.wblcb 
Mpther'Eddy calls her owp, ; j’ tc, ■< ' . .

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

DON’T READ THIS.
|f sick, write tame, giving name, age. sax,, com

plexion. weight, and leading-eyttfotomb, with five 
two-cent ¿tamps, and I will give you a correct ex
amination free., worth man^VdoJlars to you. 
Nervous exhaustion of both' 'sexes successfully 
treated? Address;- - ; | ■», ;

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
’KWarrenSt, *; ; j Stoneham. Mui.

Bangs Sister’s,
• PHENOMENAL^SVrCHicS.
Jjife Size Spirit P/ rtraits » Specialty. 
. Send two vc stamps for booklet.’ 064 W. Adams 
Street, Chicago, Telephone Ashland Üt2. ;

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces»

? Teaches new and wonderful metbodb of cure.
• ‘-Fast becoming of world-wide fame.“—H.Tuttle 
Light.-Color. Electricity. Magnetism. Mind, Bath«, 

• Its .beautiful Diploma confers title.’*’D. jj.’1 
-Doctor DfMagnetlcB: can be pained at College or 
alone's home. ■ Boo«cs and Instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

E. 1>. BABBITT. M. D.,
02Erst Avc„ JRocIicstrr, N. Y.

rAfilc The Fall and Winter Campaign 
13 yvlllu of The Progressive Thinker will be! 
especially important to every Spiritualist,; Wd 
want to spread the paper broadcast, hence iwe 
will send it out on trial, 12 weeks for 15 cents,: 
or 7 copies to one address .for the same length 
of time for $1.00—sent on trial to those only 
who have hot been subscribers to the paper at 
least for one year. We want everyone brought 
in touch with the grand, spiritualizing, and soul 
elevating thought that the paper will contain: 
each week. ' In sending in these trial subscrip
tions always, state whether Spiritualists, church 
members, of investigatory ..

< The Speaking Dial.
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention - - 

Gives names, dates and circumstances. "Speaks 
in various languages: answers mental questions; 
•convincing tho most skeptical. Has cotno to prove 
immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band.

■ TESTIS ONIAL. 4
. ~ ~ ” Hot Springs. Ark , Jan. 23,1904.'

• P. J. Dempsey:—I am more than pleased with 
your Speaking Dial; and the reSults obtained are 
ihsomo instances astonishing, I have n plau- 
chette and Ouija board, but the Dial Is a great im
provement on them all, Youra truly,

\ . J. A, GIBSON.
If you wish to investigate Spiritualism and con

verse with your spirit friends in your own home, 
order a Speaking Dial io-day. Dials now U.5Q 
each. Booklet with testimonial^ for tho asking.

Address P. J. DEMPSEY, Inventor. 
2817 Columbus Ave...Minneapolis. Minn.

THE TO-flORROU Of DEATH, 
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Flguter. Translated from the French by 
S. R. Crockee. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by .Science. (-J‘, is writ
ten In that peculiar interesting style in Which 
French .¡writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects in adaptation to the' 
needs of the general reader. The author save: 
“There is a true and respectable Idea in Spirit« 
ualism,’’ and regards asi-prored “the fact of 
communication between superhumans and the 
inhabitants of earth.” Price, $1.50»

THE LIFE RADIANT.
•BV LILLIAN. WHITING.-In this book Miss 

WhltfcjE alms to portray; a practical ideal for 
daily living that 'shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith Uhat-lend enchant- 
menUolife,. Ills; in a measure, a'logical se
quence of ‘‘The World Beautiful,“-leading into 
MID dlTlner harmonlw. It Js calculated to ven- 
der the soul In harmony with the universe. It 
is. truly an inspiration« Price, cloth, 81,00.

THEME OF KEflSON.
By Thomas Paine. BelngJm Inveoilgatioa et 

ïra» and Fabulons Theology. & new and com-

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH,
Send three 2ct stamps for circular and instruc

tions. how to obtain the best results, that will 
convince you of the continuity of life, and that 
your loved ones still live.

It has been my good fortune to have a number 
of sittings with Mr. and Mrs, A. Normann, at Lily 
Dale this season, and I can truthfully say that all 
shadows of doubt have been removed us to the 
spirit's presence of our departed, and the genuine
ness of their mediumship, Dr. c.W, Maxon. Bay 
City. MIoIl

Trance, test and business readings by mall. 
Sealed questions answered without opening, by 
spirit power. MR. A MRS. A. NORMANN,

ST21. Elliott nv. So.. Minneapolis. Minn.
Magnetized Slates, 81.00 a Fair.

Free Thought Epigrams.
In the hand of idleness is the finger of crime.
If a man believes in God, why does he believe in thu 

devil? . *
Science bears the child and religion adopts it. \ 

‘ There may be fruit on the tree after the leaves fall.
So many fall because it is easier than to climb.
A Christian farmer had just returned from churcli 

where he listened to a sermon on the proper observ
ance of the Sabbath. As he drove toward the stable« 
after leaving his family at the house, he noticed a 
dark, threatening cloud in the west. He had a lot ofi 
hay in the field that would be ruined by rain. Hfl 
was up to this proposition. If he saved his soul ha 
must lose his hay, and if he saved his hay he must losa 
his soul. Which he decided to save was seen by thq 
state of his hay mound a couple of hours later. '

The one thing that reigns supreme in the universe' 
is change. If there be a god to-day, to-morrow he 
may be a devil. , I

The workingman has yet to learn that the sphere of 
labor is the throne of power.

In the doctrine by the trinity there is no notice 
which reads, “Third rail alive.”

People who do not throw their money away caV 
have some to give away.

To prove Darwin false does not make Genesis truei.
There is room for Agnosticism in science as well a? 

in religion.’
Miracle! Thy true name is humbug.
To stop some men’s mouths it is necessary to fil1 

their hands.
Vice is virtue carried to excess.
The man who reads the bible a great deal maj 

know a great deal about the bible, but he will no! 
know much of anything else by reading it.

The men in our colleges who profess to accept thd 
bible as the word of God teach their students what 
contradicts about everything it says. x

There is much about God that we wish was less di-' 
vine and more human.

God formed the first beef trust when he owned the’ 
cattle upon a thousand hills. See Ps. 1:10.
. Before you worship God, first catch your God. /jMg 

If the bible is God’s revelation it would havedfeCB 
better had he kept it to himself.

Not a truth of modern science has been hatched 
from a bible egg. j

Faith is seeing with a glass eye. \
• If the hereafter is of more importance than this life’ 

we had better have been born dead.
An orthodox definition of lightning is a streak of 

hell across the sky.
The theological trinity is one of the oldest humbugs, 

preserved by the religious world. Three men do not' 
make one mah. Why does it require three gods to; 
make one God? There is an old saying that two 
heads aye better than one. Perhaps it is on the 
ground that three heads are better than two that the 
trinity was constructed.—The Truth Seeker.

RESEARCHES PHENOMENA
of

Modern Spiritualism,
By the

Greatest Living Chemist,

Sir William Crookes, E B. S.
The English Edition costs 11.50, and postage. 

We hove Just brought out a new edition (only 
American) with text and illustrations in full, it 
costs only SO cecti. it Is Unanswerable.

BT’This Remarkable Book and REASON, 
Our *8 page Monthly; per year, for SI .00. Send now 

Tho Austin Publishing Compaejr, 
Rochester^ N. T.

White or Black Magic ?
Are you sure that your mediumship is attract

ing to you angels or demons? Are you determined 
to give or get? Are you trying towink at psychical 
laws by sitting In the dark, and not creating with
in yourself a spiritual capacity for communion of 
spirits? Are you trying to get something for noth
ing? or are you ready to pay the price for success
ful mediumship? Do you want to be a fake or an 
adept? I can help you.

Send at once, enclosing a stamped, addressed 
, envelope, for Prospectus of “The College of Di
vine Sciences and Realization/' Reduced tuition.

The only one or Its kind iu the world.
CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth-bound, price, 11.50 (re- 

: duced from (2.00). It teaches you how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its, read the crystal, see the future, prophesy are 
attain illumination, and be a Yogis, l!A11 students 
will do well to study this excellent volumm’’—W. 
J. Colville. “It is a revelation.”—Light “Best 
work on the subject’’—Mind, “Marvelous—Ep 
och-mnklnR’,“—Lilian Whiting.

■ SRIRIT WORLD, by Gaffield, cloth, 50 cents.
AURAS AND COLORS—With exhaustive die 

tionary of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents

PSYCHOMETRY—Thefirst and only book which 
teaches the science bo that you can practice it 
Price.Weenta - • ’

EASY LESSONS In Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psycbometry. Price, W cents.

REALIZATION—How io enter the super-con- 
eciousness and bea Yogis. Price..25cents.

DIVINATION-A Ma. -seripe on how to divine 
hidden things, 3nd lost treasures, become a 
seer. Price. 11.00.. , :

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a newlot at(125 
each, postage prepaid. * ?'• __

HOW TO REHEMBER PAST LIVES-A' Ma 
series on this fascinating subject . Price, tl.01 

k Address Money orders to
J. C. F. G1WMB1NE,

1285 O>mmonwealth Ave.,
Boston. Moss.

Communion With the Unseen.
Professor Henry Melvill Gwatkin, of Cambridge, 

speaking in the Edinburgh -University, delivered his 
fifth Gifford Lecture on “The Knowledge of God,” 
and made good use of “the belief in communion with 
the unseen” in support of his contention that God is 
revealed in life, and that religion should not be 
hastily condemned. We quote from the reporb of the 
address in the “Scotsman” according to which Pro
fessor Gwatkin said:

“There is strong evidence that the belief in com
munion with the unseen is not all illusion. Hardly, 
any belief which is not absolutely universal is con
firmed by so vast a convergence of sober testimony. 
It takes a color from everything that influences life., 
yet seems always essentially the same. No fair-mind 
ed student can mistake its general and normal ten.' 
dency to an intense and vivid life of purity and kind
liness. Any attempt to explain so general a fact by( 
partial causes is plain trifling. Morbid conditions, 
for example, are natural enough in a trying time of 
moral unrest. But further evidence is needed to show, 
that morbid conditions originate the new life, then 
that they sustain its later growth; and yft further evi
dence will still be needed to give us reasonable assur
ance that this is as commonly a fact. Can they be 

.suggested in the ease of John Wesley, of Newton and 
Faraday, of Butler and Lightfoot ? So likewise of 
countless common men.\We can rule out this evi
dence if we start from the axiom that personal convic
tion of religion is of itself morbid, but hardly in any 
other way, and that way is begging the question.”

TO THE SKEPTIC.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY,
Lcctnreiby theSvraml VivekvcandB, onBaj&YoffM 

or Conquering the Internal Nac&re, and other sub» 
Jects; also.-Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms with cotfi- 
mentartekand acoploni glossary-of Sanskrit terms, 
Kerieed and ettiarged, 12mo.. Cloth. Raia Yogs 
U an nnclcnt lyetem of Indian I’hiioiophjr, and one of 
the four chief method! that tho Vedanta PUIloaophy 
Offen to obtain freedom and perfection. Bwaml Viv- 
elranands became a familiar figure fneeveral Ameri* 
■eaa cities during the three yean following the Par* 
Uamefttof Religions at Chicago: he was cordially re-

After all, could you say it were best 
That life should cease and be no more, 

And we make sleep our eternal guest 
When she had crossed our threshold o’er?

' Would gladness come if it were true 
That all we live should fade away, 

And be as gleam on morning dew 
When sun proclaims another day?

With hope’s exquisite gardens gone, 
Where lovely flowers have ever grown 

To sweeten life find give perfume
From out the buds—or leaves in bloom?

C.C. BRYAN.

Once every atom of this ground lived, breathed and 
felt like me.—Montgomery.,

The heart must grow tranquil before the thought 
can become searching.—Bovee. . .

A well-governed mind learns in titne to find pleas
ure in nothing but the true and the just.—Anon. '

It is not the many oaths that make the truth,but thq< 
plain single vow, that' is vowed true.—Shakspeare, j


